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ETURN

AN 30 o

MAIL ORDER

ACCURACY

41
Our Mail Order

Department is

always at your
service. You

need not hesitate

in sending us a

list of your wants, for

we guarantee satisfaction

DEPARTMENT

DESPATCH

We have two

fully equipped

entry rooms and

shipping depart-

ments. Our cus-

tomers may rely

on despatch by

the earliest possible train

of goods ordered from us.

Speed To-day is of Almost as Great Importance as Accuracy.

GORDON, MACKAY
Cor. Front & Bay Sts., TORONTO.

& CO.
LIMITED

OUR SPECIALTIES

7j\

s

HM-CLA88

OUTING TROUSERS.

"Rooster Brand"

Special Garments
Expert Experience Emphasizes Excellence.

White Coats and Trousers,

Men's Fancy Wash Vests,

Boys' Wash Suits in "Sailors,"
" Buster Browns," etc., etc.

''Union Made" Workmen's Garments,
High -Grade Overalls, with patent pockets,

Good Wearing Working Shirts,
Working Pants.

Robert C. Wilkins, Montreal
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The Constantly
Growing Demands

on our stock have necessitated

our buying a larger and ::

Better Assortment of

DRY GOODS
FROM

Canadian, United States •- Foreign Markets

THAN EVER BEFORE FOR

SPRING 1905
Our assortment will appeal to the merchant who is looking for the

best value and closest prices

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL.

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.O.
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Dominion Cotton Mills Co., Ltd
I9QS SPRING

MAGOG PRICE LIST:

ALL THESE GOODS ARE GUARANTEED FAST COLORS

H. Print.

Regattas, Lilacs, Reds, Seal, Pinks,

Light Fancies

H H Navy

No. 1 Print.

Regattas, Light Fancies, Quilts,

Buffs and Blues, Anilines, Cardinals,

Seals, Pinks, Mixtures

1 Navy

No. 2 Print.

Regattas, Light and Dark Fancies,

Blouse, Red and Blacks, Red and

White, Quilts, Checks, Anilines,

Black and Whites, Lilacs, Pinks,

Mixtures, Seal Buff and Blues

HHH Print.

Regattas, Blouse, Light and Dark

Fancies, Ornish, Royal Blues, Red

and White, Lilacs, Apron, Pinks,

Mixtures, Purples, Cardinals

AAA Print.

Fancy Anilines, Black and White ...

C Print.

Regattas, Light and Dark Fancies,

Blouse, Fancy Anilines, Black and

Whites, Pink and White, Sky and

White, Cardinals, Steel Greys, Red

and White, Red and Black, Blues,

Blue and Black, Pink and Black,

Purples, Plain Shades

S C Navy
XXX Navy
D C Navy
G C Navy
DC Butcher

A Duck Lights

A A Duck Navy
A A " Butcher

A A " Anilines

53ic

5%c

6y2c

6y2c

734c

9y2c

9y2c

10c

7%c
9y2c
10c

12c

10c

8%c
10c

10c

10c

Moreen Skirting 10c

XX K " liy2c
Lustrine " 12c

Duchess Apron 10c

Durban Drill Navys and Anilines 10c

H Twills " " liy2c
Magog Tweeds 10c

Magog " Aniline lie

Ladas Tweed 12y2c
Ladas Tweed Aniline 13y2c
Heavy Moles 16y2c
Extra Heavy Moles 20c
Salisburys 9y2c
Summer Suiting 9y2c
Velours 9V£c

Fancy Lawns 8c

Corded Muslin 8c

Delaines 8c

Special Suiting 6Vic

Dress Sateens, Anilines and Navys 10c

Spun Glace 8c
Schreiner lie

Matalasse Cloth 12c

Voile 10c

Costume Cloth 12y2c
Twill Cretonne

Ottoman "

Oatmeal "

Sateen "

Art Ticking

Flags

Bunting

Sleeve Linings.

O O
No. 11

No. 22

No. 33

Overcoat Linings.

No. 22 X
No. 22 X Embossed
O C
O C Embossed

8c

9y2c
ioy2c
i2y2c
15c

6c

6c

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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More New Linens for '05

HAVE JUST ARRIVED.

We have received large shipments of the finest linens that could be gathered in the

leading foreign centres. They have come to us direct from the best makers in Scotland,

Ireland, Belgium and Germany.

Our stock was never more complete than it is to-day in all kinds of Fringed and

Drawn Work Goods, such as

Doylies, Tray Cloths, Runners, Etc.,

Piece Damasks, Plain Linens, Hucks,

Diapers, Glass Cloths, Crashes, Etc.

If you want linens that are pure and of pronounced quality, at prices that are

most reasonable, we can wait upon you with an exceptionally large range of goods

that will turn out to your entire satisfaction.

Sole Agents for James & Thomas Alexander, Limited,

Canmore Works, Dunfermline, Scotland

GREENSEIIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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The Colonial Bleaching & Printing Co.
LIMITED

1905 - SPRING PRICE LIST - 1905

print. l. p. 24^-25 in. - - - 5^c.

M. P. 28 in. - - 7^c.

H. P. 31-32 in. - ... 9
i^ c .

C. C. 32 in. - - - - - - ioc.

ducks. Light 27-28 in. 8^c.

Dark 27-28 in. - - ioc.

twills. Heavy Twills 32 in. .... n^c.

drills Rock Fast Drill 28 in. 1 2c.

moles. Light Moles Tweeds 27-28 in. i2j^c.

Light Moles Aniline and Navy 27-28 in. i3/^c.

Heavy Moles 28-29 'n - ~ i6j^c.

Fx. Heavy Moles 28-29 in. 20c.

FLANNELETTE. N. F. 27-28 in. - ... 8c.

A. A. 27-28 in. - - 9^c
B. B. 27-28 in. - - 9^c.

Royal Waist Flannel 27-28 in - 9% c -

ART TICKING. 259 28 in. - I 2C.

265 32 33 in. - - - - - 15c

We would draw special attention to our "Rock Fast" Drills and Fancy Art Tickings.

GREENSI1IELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B. C.

LINING SPECIALS
Increase Your Sales in the Lining Department

These will help you:

Sylk Ray Talleta Black
?
nV4 Tu

es

r
id

,

e
„
A

very handsome tabnc, looks like

Taffeta Silk, to retail at 35c.

Court Talleta and 40c.

XLNT and JAP SOIE
Looks Like Silk} Wears Like Linen.

Dress goods styles remain the same as last season. The sheer

clinging fabrics are correct for fine gowns and require fine silky linings

for drop skirts. We have the correct weight and finish specially

manufactured and controlled by us for Canada ; has the appearance

of Taffeta Silk, all colors, Black, White and Ivory, 36 to 40 inches

wide. Two qualities, to retail at 20c. and 25c.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS.
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NEW WOOLLENS
direct from the mills for

Spring
and SunriER

:: 1905 ::

TWEEDS '"««-""-"•• WORSTEDS

Woollens »d Tailors' Trimmings
Highest Qualities. Latest Weaves.

CHEVIOTS — p- SERGES

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL.

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B C.
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This 5rand in a Glove

Insures

MARK

GOOD FIT ^it^T GOOD STYLE

GOOD WEAfl

Have you the right kind of glove in

your Ladies' Department P

PEWNY'S
KID GLOVES

are the right kind to keep in stock.

Latest shades.

Every pair guaranteed.

GREENSI1IELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver.
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Ready-to-Wea r Dept.
Our purchases for Spring and Summer Seasons of 1905 have been
unusually large.

Special Leaders
in

Children's Aprons and Dresses, Outside Skirts,

Ladies' Aprons, Waists, Raincoats,

Children's Cashmere Dresses, Pelisses,

Coats and Robes, Christening Robes,
Underskirts,

White Wear, Flannelette Wear.

We would like you to have a look at our samples and learn the
real values we have to offer.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Go. Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

NOTION DEPARTMENT

This Department is showing many
special lines for Spring business. Have
a look at our travellers' samples when
next they call on you.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co. Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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RETURNED

I90j

J t^s*

.TURNEE

't£ L4£- 6l90J
6 Lemoine St., - MONTREAfut^

SPRING 1905
The Standard Makes of Umbrellas have earned their reputation as the best in the

market. They cannot be excelled. Every wide-awake merchant sells the Standard

make. YOU should not be without them.

— OUR TRADE WINNERS: —
Standard Self Opening, Close Rolling Get Lock

Standard Self Closing Cyclone Flexus

Standard Sukram Waterproof

The original style English WOODSTICKS
for Ladies, Gents and Children.

:ETURNED

d

Up-to-date styles in PARASOLS
and SUNSHADES.

Family and Waggon Umbrellas

We show the largest

and best selected

RANGE OF
HANDLES

from the leading^fash"

ion centres of the

world.

ALL STANDARD MADE UMBRELLAS BEAR ODE TRADE-MARK

Our Representatives will call on you early in the new year.

Reserve your orders until you see them.

Samples on Application. Correspondence Solicited.
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%\ All Things Point
Towards a great Wash Goods Season

and with this fact in view, we have spared no

efforts in selecting the very choicest things from the large Wash Goods Centre, in

short, we are showing the much talked of lines, by the close followers of fashion.

itsLinen Goods
fc

\?ai*t$y

Gro. Grain Reppes, Toiles Plain and Fancy,

Belfast Reppes, Linen Knot

Suiting, Linen Zephyrs,

Welted Lawns, Fancy

Flaked Suitings.
The New

1905

Novelty Cotton Goods
Crimped Zephyrs, French Frappes, Coin

Spot Challies, Satin Stripe Challies,

Corded Lawns, Dimitys, Nat.

Linen Lawn, Cotton Plisses,

Shear Cotton Voiles,

Cotton Crepes.

All the Leading Shades.

w asii

50 c Specials 50 c Goods 7SL Specials 75 c

To retail at the above price we

are showing the best value in Voiles,

Etamines, Crepe-de-Chenes, Canvasses, Mat-

tings, Poplins, Lustres, Mohairs, Wool Taffs,

Nun's Veilings, Serges, Satin Cloths.

House Furnishings
18 x 26 Klondyke Pillow to retail $1.00

English Floor Oil Cloth " 35c -

Art Scrim, 2 Specials "8 and 10c.

32 Silkaline, new designs " 10c.

We desire the attention of Buyers

to the Excellent Values we have in bright

new stuff, to retail at the above prices, all that's

new in Eoliennes, Voiles, Crepes, Twine

Cloths, Etamines, Canvasses and Lace Effects.

34-in. Cretonnes to retail 12^r.

36-in. " " 15c.

36-in.
" " 20c.

40-in. " " 26c.

Linen and Staple Cotton Depts.

Full to the Portals with rare values in the various lines.

J GARLAND. SON & CO.

OTTAWA, CAN.
10
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"IT'S ALL RIGHT."

, OOPDELOOp
^^^ TmHp Marie D*frififr«red .Trade Mark Registered

DRAWER SUPPORTER
Patent Numbers- 645,624 ; 32,251; 594,797; 585,048; 507,928.

These Trousers have the "Loopdeloop" Drawer Supporter attached on each side of waistband. Open
the fastener and adjust the loop of drawers over same, like figure one, then press the button, like figure two,

and "Loopdeloop" will do the rest.

The only practical Drawers Supporter that has yet been invented

It is important to the Tailoring world to know that we are now enabled to

give them a Drawers Supporter that is a Drawers Supporter in fact, and will

support the Drawers. The neatness of the device is commensurate with the

best merchant tailoring, and is a necessary adjunct to a well made pair of

trousers, as it gives such comfort to the wearer, that once he has the " Loop-

deloop " Drawers Supporter on his trousers, he will never wear trousers

without them.

On sale at all Tailors' Trimming Houses in the U. S. and Canada.

Samples mailed on application.

"CATCH ON" CLASP MAN'F'G. CO.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK. PARIS. LONDON BERLIN. MONTREAL. TORONTO.

n
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r

RETJRNED

ESTABLISHED
1886

C. R. SOMERVILLE
Manufacturer

of

PAPER
BOXES

of all

descriptions.

URNF
190 1

Millinery Box tied up. Millinery Box and Cover lying flat.

IMPROVED MILLINERY BOX
A made-up Box that folds flat—goes in position instantly. Strong, compact and neat in appearance.

RETURNED
AN 30 MQi'

*!£*&

^z

OUR NEW FACTORY.

Somerville's
Ideal Suit and Costume Boxes

RETUHNEO

Cover being put on "Ideal" Suit and Costume Box.

A new idea in a Fold-

ingBox tliatcombines

all the advantages of

a made-up box —
Strength, Compact-

ness and Neatness in

appearance. No time

lost in folding—goes

in shape instantly.

RETURNED

'Ideal" Suit and Coitume Box lying; flat.

Manufactured only by
Price* on Amplication.

k.

C. R. SOMERVILLE, LONDON, CANADA.

12
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^^^"— * —

Cable Address
"GODWIN." Bradford

DRY GOODS REVIEW

SPRING, 1905 )Jw
74-75 Watling St.. London
51 Buchanan St., Glasgow

ESTABLISHED 1851

JOHN V. GODWIN & CO
Bradford, Eng.

(With which is incorporated PARKER, HODGSON & CO
)

LEAD
^?iae

[ for DRESS GOODS

Our registered makes of

uNEPTUNE"
Serges, Coatings

and

Cheviots
are perfection.

REGISTERED.

They can be relied upon for QUALITY, DYE,

FINISH, STYLE and UNEQUALLED DURABILITY

Our address is PEEL PLACE, where you can see our new Spring lines of MOHAIRS,
LUSTRES, TWEEDS, PANAMAS , VOILES. CORD-DE-CHENES, etc.""

Latest selection in CHECKS in all styles.

Altogether a splendid assortment of all the latest Dress Fabrics.

Canadian Representative, Mr. W. R. KENNISH.
13
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Underwear
Achievement

Reaches its high water mark in

HENDAWICK
\pERWEty
—at least, so .we believe, and we think we

can convince any who may be disposed to

doubt.

From the winding of the yarn, until the

finished garment is labelled, there is an

honesty of workmanship woven into it

which is reflected in the wear of the

garment.

We aim at absolute perfection in material,

make, fit and finish. Not a vestige of

irregularity in quality or weave is allowed

to pass, so that HENDAWICK represents

to critical buyers all that a reputation for

first-class goods can embody in underwear.

SHIRTS, DRAWERS
COMBINATIONS, etc.

In Wool, Merino Silk, and Silk and Wool

Our Canadian Aj^ent is ready to submit

samples and quote. Write him.

JAMES HENDERSON & CO.

Agent,

T. H. FURLONG,

388 St. Paul St.,

MONTREAL.

HAWICK,
Scotland.

Let us have your

name for book of

views of

HAWUK.

UNDERWEAR
SEASON OF 1905.

TIGER BRAND

Samples now ready for the market.

Plain

Fleece Lined

Elastic Ribbed.

Watch for February announce-
ment in Dry Goods Review.

THE GALT KNITTING CO.,
Limited.

GALT.

oca (§l@w(

>EE THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP

AND DURABILITY.
THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES.

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. LIMITED

14
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!* •.,.

SILK CREPE-DE-CHENE ROBE, TRIMMED LACE AND LACE BERTHA.

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.

Montreal.

15
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TURNED

JAN «6 190* f\f A ^^ ft

1005
Opens with unusual promise, and we have prepared ourselves to

meet the demands of our friends, and enable them to take advantage

of the promised Good Times.

Our DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT^ growing beyond our expectation. Look through

our samples and you will soon see why. Our No. 200 38-inch Voile at 29^c. is for you to

turn quick and make a profit on. Colors : Cream, Sky, Silver, Fawn, Navy, and Black Let

us send you samples of this line, it is as good as anything offered at 35c. Also equally good

values in Canvas Voiles, Cobb Voiles, Panama Cloth, Coating Lusters, Swivel Cloth, Fancy and

Plain Lusters, Sicilians, Voile Diamant, Eolienne, Crepe de Paris, Black Roxanas, Costume

Cloths, and all the newest and daintiest Dress Fabrics the best makers of the world can produce.

In COTTON DRESS MATERIALS we show large and very select ranges of White and

Colored Muslins, Printed Muslin de Soie, Organdy Muslins, etc.

NEW VEILINGS atlu VEILS, Plain and Chenille Spotted. Chiffon Hemstitched Veils,

i^4 yards long, all colors. Everything new in Veils and Veilings can be seen in our samples.

TIES and SCARFS in large variety, Chiffon Ties, Plain and Printed. Something differ-

ent to the local manufactured stuff found in everybody's hands.

COLLARS and BERTHAS in endless variety. Our Black Sequin Tab Collar at -$1.20 per

doz. is a specimen of our values in this department. Also our Embroidered Stock and Turn-

over Collar, made with button hole to pass a ribbon or small tie through, will have no equal in

he trad^ for style and value. We sell this line at $1.20 per doz. also.

Kyle, Cheesb
Montreal

:
93 St. Peter St. Winnipeg :

16
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RETURNED

LUUULLL
Our READY-TO-WEAR DEPARTMENT includes Blouses and Waists of all makes and

materials and latest styles, Children's Cashmere Cloaks, Pelisses, Cashmere Frocks, Christen-

ing Robes, etc.

TRIMMINGS comprise all the newest designs and patterns in Silk, Sequins, Braids,

Applique, Lace, and Mixed Effects.

FLOUNCINGS of Silk Embroidered Chiffon, Full and Demi Lace Flouncings, and Embroi-

dery Flouncings and Allovers.

LACES* We have booked thousands of pieces for January delivery, but almost every known

make of Lace and Lace Allovers will be found in our collection now being shown.

SILKS Mid SATIISS in a large variety of makes and in all the newest shades of colour.

BELTS. We show very largely in all the latest makes. See our Silk Belt at $2.25 doz., as

a pointer as to our values in Belts.

RIBBONS, plain and fancy Silk and Satin, Chiffon and Velvet Ribbons, all new colours.

BUCKLES, Ornaments, Combs, Pins, Barrettes, Wrist Bags, Purses, etc., in large variety

of styles and prices.

We are stocking a choice collection of Robes from the leading French makers. These are

very handsome garments and are in the latest Parisian styles, very suitable for Dinner or

Evening Wear.

HOSIERY, in Cashmere, Cotton, Lisle and Silk.

\jUGGtl S GdlQ iiOSQ* Our standard Indelible Black Cashmere Hose

at $2.25, $3.00, $4.50 and $5.65 per dozen are the best value in the trade.

rough & Co.
>31 Fort St. England : 35 Milk St., London.

17
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RETURNED rt

>s^ JPS

I

RETURNED

JAN -6 1904

4MP&

, i _..
.• _-' ,

r^

!:::IM

BRUGES LACE ROBE—"2703—$68.00 each.

Kyle, Cheesbrongh dr* Co.

Montreal.

i RETURNED
*6

tfi

4$&
- -~

1

' .f ' \ -V

) r

ST
SILK BLOUSE, WITH LACE BERTHA.

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.

Montreal.

CHIFFON WAIST, SHIRRED FRONT.

Kyle, Cheesbrough <Sf Co.

Montreal.
18
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Write for illustrated Booklet.

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. Wellington Street

TORONTO

19
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Established over a Century.

Joir Dearden <& Co. Ltd
11 and 13 Bridge-water Place,

Every buyer knows that a Quilt of good quality is sold

largely by its design. Our season's range, in the new
Art styles, are the prettiest and most graceful designs in

the Market.

Canadian Representative:

J. H. nOLDEN, 79 Piccadilly, Manchester,

MANCHESTER, Eng.

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers

of every description of

ALHAMBRA, TAPESTRY,

HONEYCOMB, SATIN,

TOILET i™ MERCERISED

QUILTS
in all qualities

from the lowest to the best.

and 2, 3 and 4 Carey Lone, London, Eng.

Branches—Paris, nilan. New York, etc. WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY.

ft

ft
ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft
ft

ft ft ft ft ft

ft ft <* ft ft
ft ft ft ^ ft

ft ft ft ftift
ft ft ft ft

J

ft
ft ft ft ft ft

44TWO STEEPLES
UNDERWEAR
FOR TrlC PEOPLE
EVERYWHERE

»»

TWO STEEPLES LIMITED,
MANUFACTURERS,

WIGSTON, and at i Fell Street, LONDON, E.C.

Also a~t Manchester, Glasgow. Edinburgh
Only Canadian Address

Romain Building, (

"5Ui, 85 King St. W.. Toronto

20
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fARNOU)><ARNOLD><ARNOLP>^

JURNED
Arnold Trade-Marked Wash Goods

will be thoroughly advertised to more than 20,000,000 consumers,

in the leading home and fashion magazines, beginning in the

February, 1905, numbers, which will be issued early in January.

This advertising will create

immediate demand for the new
^ARNOLD goods, and we intend

"To co-operate with all retailers who
jtyQiLstock them, in such an efficient

ETU

THIS TRADE MARK

INED

El UF

J- T\J

manner as will secure for them a

'ifttir |x^JDBplendid
spring wash goods busi-

\pouuio^ ness

The ARNOLD lines, now being

shown by the jobbing trade, are so

varied and extensive that retailers

may select from them practically

their whole wash goods stock. The

ARNOLD trade-mark insures

style, color and finish that can be

absolutely depended upon, enabling

retailers to guarantee entire satis-

faction to the consumer.

The ARNOLD products have

ever been distinguished for beauty,

reliability and every other desirable

feature that is sought for by dis-

criminating buyers. The lines for

Spring 1905 are particularly attrac-

tive and are receiving the unquali-

fied approval of the trade.

-

OUR "BULLETIN B" OUTLINES OUR ADVERTISING
PLANS FOR THE COMING SEASON—if you have not seen

it we should be pleased to mail you a copy on request. Upon
receipt of a two-cent stamp we will also send a copy of the new
Arnold Booklet, descriptive of the Arnold Print Works and Mills.

ARNOLD PRINT WORKS
RETUF*042 Leonard st

«
NEW Y0RK

RETURNED
TUR1

ftRNC D><ARNOLD><ARNOLD><ARNOLD><j )LD><ARNOLtf
iPIIIU VWMBr N b i ilia i

'

will hereafter appear on thej^

tickets of our special line^~^ \s

New Lines for 1905-

—

Arnold Mousseline de Soie

Arnold 8ilk-dotted Mousseline de Soie

Arnold Superfine Flannel

Arnold Holly Batiste

Arnold Dotted Swiss Muslin

Arnold Fine Dimity

Arnold Fil de Soie

Arnold Grecian Voile

Arnold Mohair Lustre

Arnold Taffeta

Arnold Cachemire

,
Arnold Superfine Organdi

Arnold Silk Organdi
Arnold bilk Eolienne

Arnold Spot Mohair
Arnold Fine Novelty Shirtings

Arnold Shirting Percale

Arnold White Star Percale

Arnold Sea Island Percale

Arnold La Reine Percale

nr.* i c

:turne

URNED
:arnold>

RNEC
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RETURNED
6 190 VJAI

CLATWORTHY & CO.
Beg to thank th&IJr

Numerous CusJ^mers^
for the very liberal patronage extended to them during the

past year, and would say they are now in a better position

than ever before to fill all orders promptly and to your

satisfaction.

We have many new lines of attractive, artistic, and we

think indispensable, Fixtures to offer for the spring season,

embracing the entire scope of the Display Fixture field.

They are up-to date in every respect. We have revised

our list and cut out everything not of the latest, and

introduced new designs in every department.

Our new catalogue will be ready by January 20th,

when we shall be pleased to mail a copy to our customers,

and any others in need of fixtures.

In addition to our line of fine wax figures and forms

we control in this market all sales of the Hall Borchert

Celebrated Expansion Forms.

Place your orders soon as possible for Spring: delivery.

Revolving Metal Cloak Rack

Clatworthy & Co.
48 Richmond St. West, - Toronto, Ont. A full Hue of

Hall Borchert Adjustable Forms

BURRITT'S
DOMINION BRAND
Hosiery and Underwear

Ribbed and plain

HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,
SWEATERS, OVERHOSE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name is a guarantee of quality.

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket.

Our UNDERWEAR is perfectly finished, full

sizes and sightly goods.

ETURIOJ
4 I90r

MR. C. H. BURRITT.

A. BURRITT & CO.,
Dominion Hose and Underwear Mills. MITCHELL, ONT
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RENOWN
Proclaims the Success of our Spring Styles.

Eoliennes,

Voile Ficelles,

Crepelines,

Sicilians,

Mohairs,

Leno Lustres,

Voile Jacquards,

Crepe-de-Chene,

Taffetas,

Ristat Lustres,

Voile Brode,

Wool Figures,

Pekin Figures,

Voile Mouline,

Crepeline Chaine Soie,

Belfast Repps,

Mohair Mirage Checks,

Silk Spot Crinkles,

Etc., Etc.

Swivel Waistings,

Rayure Blouse,

Taffeta Chiffon,

Satins,

Peau-de-Soie,

Tress Gauze,

Cravenettes,

Mercerized Italians,

Dress Linings,

Serges,

Coatings,

Scotch Suitings,

Canadian Tweeds,

House Furnishings,

Hosiery,

Linens,

Cottons,

Etc., Etc.

Sphinx Serges and Vicunas are the Best.

P. Garneau, Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Sole Agents for Sphinx Serges in Canada.
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RETUR^l

IAN -9

CtwD

The Celebrated Corrugated Paper

Carpet Lining'
It has no equal. Nothing to compare with it has ever been invented

for putting under carpets. It is clean, elastic, warm, durable and has

many other advantages over all other linings.

> c^vU—ivvO

The Proper Article.

VUvurt*u£
also made from the same material.

STAIR PADS
RETL EO

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES, PRICES AND FULL PARTICULARS '<>£

WE ARE THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS FOR CANADA

S. A. CEX R. E. LAZIER
BELLEVILLE,, ONTARIO

PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAL WHEN WRITING. "See -ATap of the Hand Sends
the Dust Clean Out."

Renfrew Woollen mills
LOGAN BROS.

1

Just 4 Lines Manufacturers of

Blankets, Kersey, Frieze, Etc.
li II

Cotton Rib Hose
(SEAMLESS)

Renfrew, Ont.
Specially of Grey Wool Blankets and Canadian Twill

Tweeds.

SELLING AGENTS

"WEARWELL" BRAND
CHAS. E. HARDIE. MONTREAL
W. M. ANGUS ft CO.. TORONTO

ENGLISH SILKS.
II II

Weil Maae Well Dyed

Well Finished

We are showing some exceedingly attractive lines of English Silks at iurpris

ingly low prices. Let us have your nam« for a shade card and samples.

ENGLISH MERVE, lO^Yd.
II II JUNO ENGLISH MERVE, I2'd

MADE IIYCLINTON
KNITTING COMPANY

CLINTON, ONT.

ARIEL STRIPE ENGLISH SILK, 1 2.\d

AJAX CHECK do 12/d

IDEAL STRIPE do 12U
NOVELTY CHECK do 12cII II

Selling Agents i

The Richard L. Baker Co.

Toronto

The adore goocU are dune in all shadsi.

T. RICKARD&Co , 20 ch.. P sid., London, ewo
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BE SURE
When buying Velvets and Vel-

veteens that you secure cloths

dyed and finished by the new

processes (discovered by J. &
J. M. WOREALL, LTD.)

which result in

Fast Blacks ®> Fast Colours,
that is. Blacks and Colours that won't rub off.

Only the higher grades of cloths are treated by these new processes.

Ask if the goods are in the new fast dyes, and find the words

(on the back of the piece) FAST COLOUR, in conjunction with

the registered trade mark

:

J. ®> J. M. WOR.RALL, LIMITED
DYERS AND FINISHERS, MANCHESTER, ENG.
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Hoods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAOENET,"
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LAROEST FRILLING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERNS, AND MANY OTHERS, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTHS.

EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frillings exceed all other makes (for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Orapers in England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.
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Loom RETURNED

JAN -6 mi

"©^vD

3*

See TKat Trade MarK?
EVERYTHING bearing it is MANUFACTURED by us and is GUARANTEED.

WtlAT WE MANUfACTLRE
FANCY COLLARS,
FANCY BELTS,
FOUNDATION COLLARS,
FOUNDATION BELTS,
HOSE SUPPORTERS.
SKIRT BINDINGS,
RUCHINGS,
BIAS TAPE,
BUSTLES,
SILK WAISTS,
SILK SUITS,
LINEN SKIRTS,
BLOUSES,
SILK UNDERSKIRTS,
SATEEN UNDERSKIRTS,
FANCY PLEATED SKIRTS,
CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR.

WI1AT WE GUARANTEE

Latest STYLES,
Finest WORKMANSHIP,
Best QUALITY,
Closest PRICE,

Prompt SHIPMENT.

PONT FAIL TO SEE OUR

FANCY COLLARS, FANCY BELTS, RUCHINGS.

CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR, SILK WAISTS,

UNDERSKIRTS.

EOR THE EASTER TRADE

No need to see samples of our Foundation Collars. They are always on top.

Give us your order and prove our statement.

A. E. REA &. CO., Limited
20-22 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO, CAN.
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RYLANDS&Sons
LIMITED

MANCH INI

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

Dyers

Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

WORKS Ucapey, Gorton,
Longford works, Swinton,

Wigan,
Crewe,

Chorley,
Bolton.

~\

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000

LIST OF DEPARTMENTS:

Plain DreSS GOOdS, British and Foreign

Fancy Dress Goods, British and Foreign

Silks and Velvets

Velveteens

Irish and Scotch Linens

Table Damasks, Towels and Tray Linens

Muslins, Curtains and Handkerchiefs

Flannelettes, Hosiery

Flannels and Blankets, Quilts

Smallwares, Haberdashery and Trimmings.

Bleached Calicoes, Sheetings

Oxfords, Harvards, Galateas

Dyed Linings

Floor Oilcloths

Laces

Prints and Cretonnes

Shirts, Underclothing

Ladies' Blouses

Boys' Blouses and Sailor Suits

Umbrellas, Gloves
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J. & J. BALDWIN'S
Established 1785 Bee Hive Established 1785

KNITTING WOOLS
Are known all over the civilized world

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST ESTABLISHED MAKERS
OF ALL KINDS OF KNITTING WOOLS.

Especially adapted for Hand and flachine Knitting.
We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

New qualities: BEE HIVE IVORINE COCOON and EIDER WOOLS.

Wholesale only. Send -for Sa mples.

Agent

Duncan Bell,

MONTREAL and TORONTO.
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THE

TORONTO, January, 1905.

W. R BROCK CO
(Limited

Toronto, ont.

We desire to take this opportunity of thanking most heartily our

many friends and customers for their very loyal support and forbearance

during the period that they had to conduct their business at 87 Front

Street West.

Ever since the fire, when we were obliged to seek temporary

premises, till the end of the year (eight months), our business has been

conducted without interruption, but under great difficulties, owing to con

fined space. As a result, at times, much congestion has occurred, and

consequently delay in shipments.

Through all this there have been very few complaints, and it

is exceedingly gratifying to realize that customers understood we were

doing our best in the face of most difficult conditions..

Now we are in possession of our new warehouse, with over

80% more floor space than heretofore at our disposal, the best shipping

facilities in the country, a warehouse that cannot be excelled on the

continent, and are confident that we can more than repay our friends

for their loyal and generous support when most needed.
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A MOST HEARTY INVITATION

is extended to our customers, and the trade

generally, to visit our new premises. Old friends

and new will be welcome.

Every detail has been carefully planned to facili-

tate business as far as possible, and the result is

the most commodious and up-to-date warehouse

in Canada.

Four new departments have been added, each

in charge of an experienced buyer and staff.

The entire establishment, from basement to top

floor, is completely stocked with absolutely new
goods, and the whole will be shown in a mini-

mum space of time and with a maximum
amount of pleasure.

*W. R. BROCK CO., (LIMITED)
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CASTLE

Diamond Ringlet
Trimming

the simplest and most fascinating plain braid trimming ever placed on the market.

Every retailer who has thus far seen it has placed an order for some of the colors.

*
*

*

*

The double and triple rows are especially adapted for Collar and Cuff Trim-

mings as well as Beltings and Hat Trimming. Although this trimming was

designed for the early Spring season, it can be used any season of the year, owing

to its peculiar texture and wonderful variety of brilliant colorings. We make it in

all of the 75 solid colors shown on the Castle Diamond Color Card, and also in 75

varieties of combination colors. Some have the straight and scalloped edges in the

same color and the center of a contrasting hue.

PRICES
Line 1—1 inch wide, $4.50 per dozen yards
" 2—1% inches wide, $6.75 per dozen yards
3—2 inches wide, $9.00 per dozen yardsn

Orders will be filled in rotation as received. If your jobber does not carry

them, write to us at once. Trimmings run 24 yards to each piece.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM

552 BROADWAY, N. Y.

Factories

BRAIDS : Brooklyn, N.Y.

BUTTONS : Newark and Hoboken

Factories

DRESS TRIMMINGS
MILLINERY TRIMMINGS

472 Broadway, N.Y.

4
*
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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4
4
4
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THE DRYGOODSMAN'S WARES

M OROCCO leather was originally a product of

the Levant, Turkey, and the Mediterranean

coast of Africa, where it was made from

goat skins tanned with sumach and finished

either in black or in various bright colors.

It is peculiarly clear in color, elastic and soft, yet firm

and fine in grain and texture, and has been especially

prized for bindings. Now there is, in

Morocco addition to the genuine, imitation or

Leather. French morocco, for which split calf,

and especially sheep skins, are employ-

ed; in fact it can be made from all kinds of skins. The

Germans distinguish between saffran and morocco, the

former being leather tanned with sumach and dyed bright

colors wfthout previous stuffing with fats, while as mor-

occo proper they reckon leather prepared with mixed

tannage, stuffed and afterwards finished black. Saffrans

are therefore more used for bindings and fancy purposes,

while morocco is for shoe work. The preparation of

skins for morocco must be done with care. The skins are

usually hard and dry when received, and are first soaked

and softened by milling and working. Next they are

lined, unhaired, fleshed and trimmed. Afterwards they

are pured and bated in a preparation of dog's dung,

washed, slated to remove fine hairs and adhering dirt,

then drenched and heated", and are ready for tanning.

Sheep and lambskins are subjected to pressure to expel

the oleaginous matter.

•

MOTHER OF PEARl, is got from the shell of a large

bivalve mollusk, which also produces the genuine

pearl. The term mother of pearl is applicable to

all pearly shells, also to the hard internal nacreous layer

of iridescent lustre. These shells are collected in vast

numbers in tropical seas, chiefly on the

Mother coasts of Ceylon, Manilla, Cuba, Pana-

of Pearl. ma, South Sea Islands, and Australia.

Those from Panama are small and

thick, and known in commerce as "bullock" shells. Those

from Manilla are finest and often as large as twelve in-

ches in diameter, round and flat. There are two varie-

ties, white or silver-lipped and black-lipped. The trade

in these shells is enormous, and very many of the na-

tives of the countries mentioned support themselves by

collecting them. While the most of the mother of pearl

used to-day is made into buttons, large quantities of it

are consumed in the production of knife handles, fancy

work, paper maehc. studs, and other small ornaments

The greater part comes from Australia. The Japanese

and some other nations make great use of it in lacquer

work, producing some of the most intricate and beautiful

designs. The iridescence is caused by reflections from tht

innumerable line grooves on the surface.

M PURNING is a peculiar habit worn to express grief,

especially for the decease of kindred or friends.

The usages regarding mourning have always dif-

fered. The Jews recognized it for seven and sometimes
thirty days, ihe Greeks for thirty days, and other coun-

tries for other periods. In our own
country for certain relatives a year is Mourning,
commonly the period observed, but as a

rule mourning is becoming less and less common, and by

men is seldom observed in dress. The colors adopted by
the different countries are interesting. In modern Europe
and America it is black, in Turkey violet, in China
white, in Egypt yellow, in Ethiopia brown, in Persia

pale brown, in Burmah yellow, in Tartary deep blue, and
in Asia Minor sky blue. Each has some reason for its

special color. White denotes purity, yellow the end of

human hopes, as leaves turn yellow, brown the earth

whither the dead return, black privation of life as being

the privation of light, blue the happiness which it is

hoped the deceased enjoys, and purple and violet sorrow
on one side and hope on the other, as being mixtures of

black and blue. It is worn in different depth or degree,

and for different periods, according to the nearness of

relationship of the deceased. Crape is the common ma-
terial connected with mourning, and where an exhibition

of the deepest grief is desired it is always worn. Modern
ideas are, however, steadily driving it out on account of

its dreary associations, and black material of a more
serviceable and less funereal an appearance is favored. It

is felt now that while evidences of sorrow may be de-

sirable, such abject grief in exhibition is not good taste,

and is likely to be the less real for being the more
paraded.

• •

A
MUFF is a case of fur in which to put the hands in

cold weather. In the first muffs the fur was placed

on the inside, and satin, velvet or some other ex-

pensive material without. In the time of Charles II, and
in the following reign, men used them commonly suspend-

ed from the neck. Originally the muff

was a long hanging sleeve worn by Muff.
women, in which the hands could be

wrapped in cold weather. Styles in muffs vary as in

anything else, both in shape and in the furs used. As a

rule now thev consist of a fur covering and satin lining*

over a down filling which provides warmth, softness and
lightness.
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BUSINESS MEN IN
PARLIAMENT

YL
em-

AMONG Canadian industrial cities, Brantford occupies

a foremost position, and it is seemlv thai her new

member should be one of her commercial leaders

Mr. Cockshutl is the second son of the late Ignatius

Cockshutt, and was born in Brantford in 1855. He at-

tended school at Brantford and at Gait, later proceeding

to England, where he entered the produce firm of Thomas

Furness & Co., Hartlepool, Durham. Following this he

spent some time in the tea warehouse of Hates, Evans cV

Co., London, where he completed his business training.

On returning to Canada, Mr. Cockshutt managed his

father's business, which had been founded bv his grand-

father in 1829, until March 15, 1882, when he bought out

the stock and completely relit ted the double store—one

proceeded to take the pharmacy course at Toronto, grad-

uating in 1880. In 1882 Air. Hole, like many another

young man, started out to the Northwest and established

liimself a i Regina, where he launched out as a small drug

jobber. His business grew until in 18811 be decided to

move to Winnipeg, where he organized the firm of Bole,

Wynne Co., which in 1893 amalgamated with the firm of

10. I). Martin & Co. The Bole Drug Co., as it now ex-

ists, was organized in 1898 with a capital of (300,000, of

which $225,11(111 has been paid up. The company have a

splendid warehouse at Nos. till. (!8 and 70 Princess street.

Winnipeg, admirably equipped to meet the growing re-

quirements of the Canadian West. As president of 'lie

Wholesale Druggists' Association of Canada, Mr. Bole

W. F. Cockshutt, M. P. D. W. Bole, M.P. H. B. Ames, M.P.

devoted to hardware and the other to groceries. The

former he recently sold, hut the latter he still continues.

His largest interests are, however, centered in the Cock-

shutt Plow Co., a (inn engaged in the manufacture of

plows and othci agricultural implements. Mr. Cockshutt

has always been a strong supporter of the Board of

Trade both in Brantford and Toronto. He is an eloquent

speaker, and his entry into Parliament adds one more to

the ranks of the orators.
* *

WINNIPEG'S new representative, Mr. I). W. Bole, is

one of the prominent commercial figures of the

West, being president and managing director of the

Bole Drug Co., wholesale druggists, with large ware-

houses in Regina and Calgary. He is a native of Hamil-

ton County, Ontario, where he was born in 1856. He

received his education at the common schools of Wood-

siock, and later studied at Woodstock College. He then

lakes lank as the leader of the wholesale drug interests

of the Dominion. He has always been enthusiastic in his

work for this association, and his elevation to the presi-

dency comes as a just reward for years of hard work on

Us behalf.

M R. HERBERT B. A.MES, who successfully contested

the St. Antoine Division of Mont real, is best known

as a champion of municipal reform, having been

identified will; the reform movement in municipal politics

in Montreal foi several years He was born in Mom real

,u June, 1863, the sou of the late E. F. Ames, who came

lo Montreal half a cenlurj ago and established what is

-10V1 Ihe important hoot and shoe business of the AmeS-

Ilolden Co., employing 325 hands. Mr. Ames graduated

Horn Amherst College m 1885, entering the employ of

ins lather's firm in August of that year, where he rapidly

gained a complete insight into the business. Though still
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a director of the company and largely interested in its

welfare, Mr. Ames lias, since 1893, devoted himself more
particularly to polities. In January, 1903, Mr. Ames
was elected to the Council of the Hoard of Trade, a proof

(if the confidence the business men of Montreal place in

his ability. As a member of the board ne had much to

do with making the Chambers of Commerce Congress

last summer a success. Later on he was enthusiastically

received in Britain, when, in company with other Cana-

dians, he returned the visit of the British delegates. His

interests extend in many directions. He is a director of

the Great Western Life Insurance Co., and of the Domin-
ion Guarantee Co. He is also a member of the Protest-

ant section of the Quebec Council of Public Instruction,

and a governor of the Montreal Dispensary.

•

NORTHUMBERLAND, N.B., is represented in the new
Parliament by Mr. W. S. Loggie, one of the promin-

ent merchants and foremost citizens of the town of

Chatham. He is the proprietor of a large general store

in that town, and is also interested in a fruit-canning

industry located there. He has shown himself a level-

headed business man and has conducted both mercantile

ventures with considerable success. He lias also taken a

prominent part in the deliberations and practical work

eventually entering the live stock export trade, in which

business he has been highly successful. He organized and

became managing director of the Dominion Abattoirs and

Union Stock Yards Co., and was a principal mover in the

formation of the Live Stock Association. He then foun.l-

ed the Live Slock Insurance Co. lie was also a pro-

moter of the Standard Light and Power Co. In 1896-97

he was president of the Montreal Board of Trade, and in

1896 he was appointed a harbor commissioner of Mont-

real.

Llis political career began in 1897, when he was elected

to represent the St. Antoine Division, Montreal, in the

Quebec Legislature. In 1900 he successfully contested

the St. Lawrence Division in the Dominion elections.

M R. A. E. KEMP, who carried East Toronto by an

overwhelming majority on November 3, is of Eng-

lish descent, - though born at Clarenceville, Quebec,

on August 11, 1858. His grandfather came from Hull,

England, settling first in Montreal and then in Toronto.

The member's business career opened in Montreal, when
as a boy he entered the firm of Prouse Bros., rising to

be cashier. After five years' service, he started into

business for himself in the wholesale furnishing line. In

1885 he moved to Toronto, and two years later he sue-

Sickerdike, M.P.

of the Maritime Board of Trade, being an ex-president of

that organization. His political career began some years

ago when he entered the municipal arena and served his

town well as occupant of the mayoral chair. Then he

contested his county in the Liberal interests in the last

provincial elections, defeating his opponent by a safe

majority. He resigned his seat in the New Brunswick
Legislature prior to the Dominion elections in order to

enter federal politics, and was equally successful in the

election of November 3. Mr. Loggie is very popular
among a wide circle of friends, and is held in much es-

teem among the business men of the Maritime provinces.
• *

*

FOR the second time the St. Lawrence Division, Mont-
real, is represented at Ottawa by Mr. Robert
Bickerdike, one of the leading business men of the

Canadian metropolis. Mr. Bickerdike is a son of the late

Thomas Bickerdike. Montreal. He was born in Kingston
in 1843 and started his business career in Montreal,

ceeded to the business of the Dominion Tin and Stamping
Works, a manufacturing concern which had started opera-
tions in 1866. Mr. Kemp has had remarkable success in

the industrial world and to-day the firm of A. E. Kemp
& Co. is known far and wide, as one of the premier
institutions of Canada. Over 300 hands are employed,
and over 2,000 different articles of metal are manufac-
tured.

Mr. Kemp has always taken a prominent position in

the business life of his home city. He became a member
of the Board of Trade in 1891, and passing through the
various stages of office ultimately became president in

1899, holding that important position for two years.

Mr. Harry S. Arnold, representative of the New York
Silk Waist Mfg. Co., is likely in the near future to receive

some substantial recognition of his past services in the busi-

ness in the shape of a junior interest in the firm.
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Our DressGoods
Department

was never better able to supply your needs.

We have a complete range of Spring pur-

chases, all new goods, the latest from the

Domestic and Foreign Markets.

A Few Leading Lines

Priestley's Famous Dress Goods

SILK WARP ESTRELLAS, SILK WARP TAMISE,

PANNEAU CLOTH, BANZA CLOTH, CARDONA, TRICOTS.

Brilliantines, Fancy Lustres, Voiles, Etamines,

Mohairs, Sicilians, Eoliennes, Veilings,

Broadcloths, Venetians, Cashmeres.

These with the staple lines we have in all the leading shades.

Any of these goods will bring buyers to your dress goods department.

Samples now in the hands of our travellers.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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SOME SILK SELLERS
FOR SPRING

The'newest effects]in] Checks,

Louisines and other FANCY
SILKS, the very things for

SHIRT WAIST SUITS, etc. 1905
ALL COLORS in

Satins, Taffetas, Tamalines, Shot G-laces,

Japanese Silks and other Fancies.

CHIFFON TAFFETAS
A magnificent range of White, Cream and
Black Chiffon Taffetas. Satins, Duchesse
Satins, Failles, Bengalines, G-ros Grains,
Armures, Broches, Moires, Tamalines,
Lousine, Surahs, Bonnet's Peau de Soie,

Black Silk "Paillette," Black Messaline.

VELVETS and VELVETEENS
Special values in Black and Colored Silk
Velvet, Black Silk Mantle Velvets, etc.

Velveteens in Black and all colors, including
a special range of Corded Velveteens.

All the above lines are worthy the special
attention of Spring Buyers.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver.
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ta
CAN BUSINESS
MEN BE HONEST tfc

ONE of the hardest problems me

solve is die question of bush:

Knotty questions confront all ir

and temptations are so rampant

NE of the hardest problems merchants must

msiness honesty.

in this respect

notations are so rampant that it is a

hard nut to crack. Js there collusion between

retail buyers and wholesale sellers or has the modern

system of merchandizing lessened or even eliminated it '!

Are retailers on a higher plane than of yore in their deal-

ings with wholesalers? And is the "standardization" of

modern retailers of so strict a nature as to allow of no

subterfuge or evasion in attracting consumers"? Investi-

gation and interviews with prominent retailers, manufac-

turers and jobbers have proven that the most capable and

even disinterested as applied to their own business aver

that far less duplicity is practiced than formerly. Mod-

ern merchandizing is regarded generally as being on a high-

er and more noble plane. The consensus of opinion tends

to show that influential retailers and jobbers are united

in their efforts to frown upon the least suspicion of grail

ami if possible entirely eradicate any understandings or

anything- approaching a false aspect. All are united in

agreeing that "Honesty is the best policy" is not only

a possibility, but is a fact. Let the men speak for them-

selves :

R. Brock, The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

On the face of it, 1 think everyone would answer this

question in the affirmative, although when the strict moral

code of ethics is used as the standard certain slight dis-

crepancies appear, which may be winked at in giving a

superficial answer. However, 1 am convinced that no

permanent business can be built upon other than strictly

honest lines and this reminds me very forcibly of the

career of the late James Johnston, who founded the busi-

ness which used to occupy our present' premises. This

honorable, straight Scotsman is a noble monument to the

strictest letter of the law would not tolerate a

semblance of collusion or subterfuge.

I feel certain that the vast majority of firms trans-

acting business to-day frown upon any dishonorable pro-

jects, yet as in our case it must be borne in mind that no

mailer how much we impress upon travelers or represen-

tatives to tell nothing but the truth, oftentimes anxiety

lo secure an order perhaps induces some slight exaggera-

tion. On the other hand, this is sometimes induced by

retailers doing some "bluffing," such as insinuating that

better dating, price, etc, are obtainable elsewhere.

Little exceptions to a strict moral honesty crop up

continually in I he desire lo make little savings. Remit-

tances often are less by a few cents than the actual

amount due and other slight evasions are met with.

Oftentimes these mistakes, 1 am convinced, are due to

ignorance not only on the part of travelers but a's > due

to the lack of knowledge retailers have. Business is

recognized nowadays as a science and all concerned

should give the matter their closest attention and study.

Fuller knowledge would tend to eliminate many features

and failures which are now regarded as slightly dishonest,

Inn really due io ignorance of the proper trade conditions.
Business men not only can but must be honest.

Geo. L. Cains, Greenshields Limited.

Business firms must be straight in their dealings and
1 am convinced merchandizing generally is on a high
plane, caused by the strict altitude of leading wholesalers.
When you ask if collusion between retail buyers and
wholesale sellers has been lessened or eliminated, I un-
hesitatingly answer that with us such matters are not
only frowned upon, hut simply impossible and improbable
unless travelers do so out of their own pocket. We safe-

guard against such a system by charging each traveler
with samples carried and thus they are held accountable
tin their return intact.

Manager Eastern Jobbing House.
w° are all prone to err, and all of us have our weak-

nesses which makes the application of the (iolden Rule
in business an exceedingly intricate and knotty problem.
That business is conducted on an honorable and just
basis by the vast majority of linns is an established fa. I,

but there are certain exceptions and inconsistencies which
creep in that make it difficult to unhesitatingly say that
business men are entirely honest, as looked at in the
strictest morality. The keenest searchlight discloses many
blemishes, yet speaking generally, merchandising is on a
high plane, and must necessarily be so. Our aim is to, in

as far as possible, remove temptation from both our buying
and selling end. 1 am constantly at work safeguarding
against any "understandings." and there is nothing we
so severely condemn as any collusion existing between
agents selling us and our department heads, and again
our representatives attempting to influence dealers by
gifts. Disclosure of such an event is equivalent to dis-

missal. 1 am glad to say we have had little or no i rouble
along this line, due to watchfulness, and I am convinced
merchandizing is rendered more profitable by a strictly

honest policy.

In all branches of the business instructions are given
to be strictly truthful in even the smallest details. Mer-
chants generally are fairly honest in their dealing with
us, which is really their best policy. In all our trans-

actions the Golden Rule is followed to the letter as far
as human mind can do. I am of the opinion that although
temporarily something might be lost, in the long run
every firm is the gainer by the pursuance of a policy that
is absolutely above reproach.

John Allan, "Allan's," Montreal.

Notwithstanding the keenness of competition, not only
between jobbers, manufacturers, etc.. but also retailers,

to secure business, 1 am sure the majority of firms are
strictly honorable and reputable. In the past I have
learned of attempted collusion between a manufacturer
and one of my influential clerks. This clerk was givjn
a. beautiful silk tie, but when I learned of it, 1 assure you
that "drummer" never sold another dollar here. An-
other of my men was approached with a tempting bait of
."> per cent, on all bills sold by a certain firm if he would
handle their lines exclusively. 1 am convinced, however,
that these tactics are foreign to the best firms, but it

serves to show how careful one must be. Such bribes are

impossible here as 1 am in friendly relations with all my
clerks and these mailers are at once reported, which
seems to show that clerks are honest. On the other hand
I am not averse to my clerks buying from wholesalers or
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manufacturers for their personal wauls, although 1 in-

sist they pay tii 1 1 price, otherwise collusion mighl occur

which would demoralize the staff, and destroy my theory

thai business is on an honest and high piano. ! RIJ

aware thai oftentimes houses arc inclined to give them

something for nothing, which is dishonest, and this L se-

verely frown upon.

A phase of the question which the public generally lias

a wrong view of is thai retailers make misleading state-

ments in their advertisements and use dishonest means to

push out of season goods. 1 am certain the majority of

firms are strictly honorable in both these respects. In

fact, it is a necessity to he so. This reminds he of a story

concerning a leading Glasgow merchant who was an elder

in the chinch, along with other rival merchants also hold-

ing church office. On one occasion his advertisement

stated that one hundred dozen ostrich feathers were to

he sacrificed. These rival elders called the minister's

attention to this, stating such dishonest tactics rendered

it impossible for the merchant to still hold office, as there

were not that many feathers in Glasgow. The minister

insisted an investigation should he made and interviewed

the merchant in question. To his surprise the exact quan-

tity was easily verified. Truthful advertisements are a

necessity and they have made my business. If goods are

shopworn <>r off style price slashing is the method to

eliminate such stickers rather than trying to deceive a

knowing public. The best linns are always strictly honest

in all dealings and others are fast assuming the same

place.

Superintendent Montreal Departmental Store.

In as far as the selling end of business is concerned

we are almost certain that the Golden Rule is absolutely

followed. If it comes to our knowledge that misrepre-

sentation has been practised it means instant dismissal

for the employe no matter what his position. We pride

ourselves on correct statements in every detail in all

publicity announcements, and this is the only way to

safeguard against inevitable complaint.

In our buying end comes the dissembling link and for

this 1 am inclined to blame manufacturers more than our

buyers. At present this is almost foreign as we have a

dependable set of buyers, hut I could give you instances

where collusion has been attempted. It's a big temptation

for a buyer and 1 'm giving the onus of such infractions

to the tempter rather than the tempted. It's incompre-

hensible how such deeds can he permitted by wholesalers,

as the leaking out of such would squelch their own fair

name. However, I can put in a good word for the ma-

jority of Canadian manufacturers and dealers, as attempts

of their collusion with buyers have yet to he heard of.

The whole question in this respect amounts to, is human
nature strong enough to stand the strain:' J am sure less

of this nefarious work is practised than formerly. All

concerned are realizing it must he frowned upon. It is

easily gol at, if we discover our purchases are too much

confined we inquire and thus it is almost an impossibility.

•'Entertaining" comes really under the head of dis-

honestv although it is regarded as strictly proper. Some

good dealers won't accept this now even, which show*

which way the wind is blowing. In a word, I can say

business men can he honest and yet prosper. Further, the

great mass of honorable business men are vitally interest-

ed in driving the grafters out of the business field.

Armand Giroux, Le Louvre, Montreal.

It 's a live nuestion which can he answered favorably by

most firms. As it becomes harder to attract and bold

trade, merchants realize that strict honesty in all its de-

tails is the surest, safest and most permanent way of

building up a good business. Advertisements must state

facts both as regards quantity and price. Exaggeration

builds business on a house of sand which spells ruin and

for this reason alone, business men not only can, but find

it to their interest to be honest. The old way of forcing

sales through questionable statements has been largely

abandoned, as it reacts with an evil force. Clerks must

know their business and slate facts to customers. My
clerks are implicitly instructed to do this. Old stock is

slashed rather than pursue lying subterfuges to induce

purchasing. This is also a good policy, as dissatisfied

purchasers mean a lost customer. Retailing is on a high

hasis as regards honesty, although I am aware goods are

manufactured sometimes under questionable methods.

In the retailer's dealings with wholesalers the same

policy is found to pay. Strict attention to all engage-

ments means satisfaction to all concerned, although even

here exceptions are rampant. Jobbers, or rather their

representatives often pursue foul means to secure business,

hut never is this done by the best firms. In my case this

is practicably impossible as clerks would seize the first

opportunity to acquaint me of this. However, I imagine

this "grafting" is present among larger departmental

stores, although naturally severely frowned upon. "Hon-
esty is the best policy" is the best business answer to

your question, "Can business men be honest?"

W. C. Palmer, Superintendent S. Carsley Co., Limited.

I prefer not to go into details regarding this question

although would answer the question in the affirmative.

It's a pertinent question with all large stores and is hard

to solve. Manufacturers are to blame in most cases, I

believe.

MONTREAL WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
ASSOCIATION.

A T the annual meeting of the Montreal Wholesale Dry

j\ Goods Association of the Board of Trade, held on
December ft, Mr. Geo. B~. Eraser, of Greenshields

Limited, was re-elected president. The other officers

elected were as follows : Vice-president, A. Scott Rob-
ertson, of Caverhill lV Kissock, re-elected; treasurer,

Robert Henderson, of R. Henderson & Co., re-elected.

I) rectors : Thos. Brophy, of Brophy, Cains & Co.; R.

X. Symth, of H. L. Symth & Co.; G. R. Martin, of P.

P. Martin & Co.; R. VV. Macdougall, of the Gault Bros.

Co.

Mr Leslie 11. Gault, who has represented the associa-

tion on the council of the Board of Trade for the past
year, was unanimously chosen for nomination for re-

t lection.

STEVENSON, BLACKADER & CO. OPEN A BRANCH
IN WINNIPEG.

Stevenson, Blackader & Co. , manufacturers' agents, have
i>sued a circular to its western trade announcing the open-

ing of a branch in Winnipeg: this month. Mr. T. G. Dodd,
late with the T. Spencer, Turner Co., of New York, will

represent this firm for both the Montreal and Dominion
Cotton Mills Co. A full range of Fall lines will be carried

in stock.
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Crums' Prints
STANDARD OF THE WORLD

No wash goods department complete without

them. Our range of these popular prints is more
complete than ever before and have been endorsed by

the shrewd buyers of Canada. No risk in handling

these perfect fabrics, as they are the first quality and

are in a class others have failed to reach. The dress

patterns have that mellow finish so necessary for dress

wear. Shirting patterns are finished same as the

highest quality French cambric.

OVER 800 PATTERNS TO SELECT FROM

Prices and terms same as last season.

>>> BBB £££DDD PRINTS DDD
Made in Canada, and a credit to the country in which

they are made.

STURDY, STRONG-WEARING AND GOOD-WASHING QUALITIES.

CONTROLLED BY

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
BBB MONTREAL BBB

Greenshields Western Limited, Greenshields & Co., Limited,
Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C.
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JOHN MACDONALD <x CO. have appointed new

buyers anil assistant buyers in their men's

furnishings and carpel departments. In every

Case the changes have brougb.1 forward men well

lilted for the positions, and it is certain that the

haying and managing of these departments will be care-

fully and thoroughly attended to.

Mr. .J. \\ . Milne, who was formerly assistant buyer in

city traveler for these lines, and was then made assist-

ant buyer, which position he has since held.

His assistant, Mr. Ernest Voss, joined the staff in

189(> as a mere hoy. His first experience was in the de-

partment in which he is now assistant buyer, and his ad-

vancc was gradual but sure through the positions of

salesman, city traveler and outside traveler, with assort-

ing lines.

Mr. John Lindsay began his connection with John

Macdonald & Co. in 1892, and by steady, persevering and

painstaking work rapidly advanced until he was made
assistant buyer in 1807. Since then he has ably filled the

position, with the result that he is now head buyer.

Next to Mr. Lindsay in the carpet department will be

Mr. E. C. Campbell, whose connection with John Mac-
donald cV Co. began in 1897. He first spent a few months

the men's furnishings and haberdashery department, has

been promoted to the position of buyer. Mr. Milne en-

tered the employ of the company when a youth from
college in May. 189U, and soon gained the position of

salesman in his department. From 1897 to 1899 he was

in the invoicing department, where his ability in figures
was well demonstrated. From here he was transferred
to the carpet department, and soon showed himself to be
an excellent salesman. For the past two years he has
been a special traveler for the department, and is well
known throughout the trade.
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JOHN KNOX COMPANY
UNITED

Wholesale Dry Goods HAMILTON, ONT.

Prosperous

1905

to all

our

friends.

Let us help you
make it a year of progress. Give us a share

of your business. Our progressive system

will be found profitable to every merchant buying

goods in this market.

Place your order for

Whitewear with us.

Our line of Drawers, Corset Covers, Skirts, Night-

Gowns, etc., is very attractive and at prices that

talk. Send for trial assortment for early trade.

Advance Orders for
Prints, Blousings, Vestings,

Hosiery, Laces, Lace Curtains, etc.,

indicate a healthy state of trade, and early busi-

ness should be lively.

Our Line of

Dress Goods and Wash Goods
is strikingly attractive and should not be over-

looked by buyers looking for the very newest

things.

We start the New Year with new Mood,
more aggressive ideas, and a well-selected stock

at reasonable prices. Your orders will be estemed by

JOHN KNOX COMPANY
HA IVI I l_TO IM , ONT. LIMITED
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

The Position of Fur in Current Styles

- Simplicity Aimed at in Walking

Costumes — Novelties in Hats.

w
ployed for

Paris, Dec. 5, 1904.

ITHOUT doubt fur plays a more important

part in woman's dress than it has ever

done before. Not only is it used for

cloaks and jackets, evening wraps, collars

and muffs, but is being extensively em-

trimming gowns of all descriptions, heavy-

cloths as well as the airiest of chiffons, and "en plus"

-*K*S

Parisian Sleeve Styles.

is being used for hats, a chinchilla or beaver tricorne be-

ing one of the novelties of the season. These two furs

are the favorites for the moment, but white furs, such as

ermine and boritschwautz, are also much worn, the lat-

Parisian Sleeve Styles.

ter being especially used for children's jackets and hats.

A little paletot of this fur has a narrow edging of

ermine down the front and round the bottom, with tails

at regular intervals, with ermine muff and capeline.

Both long redingotes and fancy boleroes are invariably

trimmed with suggestions of a second fur, in bands, with
embroidered satin waistcoats and cuffs, a lace jabot at

the neck and lace frills falling over the hands. Nothing
could have a richer effect that this combination of lace,

fur, silk and velvet, with often a bunch of violets or an

art shaded rose at the waist, and also on the muff. The
skirt' has a band of fur round the hem to complete the

harmonious effect. At a recent race meeting at Auteuil

almost all the smartest women wore a bunch of natural

flowers attached to the corsage, orchids, chrysanthe-

mums, roses and violets being the most conspicuous. The
sketch is a sable bolero with ermine stole and deep vel-

vet belt; the wide sleeve is trimmed with mousseline-de-
soie, frills, sable tails, mousseline puffs separated by

insertions of black velvet and terminating in a lace frill;

the collar and vest are of the same lace, and the tie of

black velvet. A large pink rose was worn at the waist
and repeated on the sable muff. I have just seen a Direc-

Sable Bolero and Muff.

toire cloak made in sable neck and pattes, the front be-

ing trimmed with interlaced bands of ermine.
• *

*

IN
walking costumes simplicity is undoubtedly aimed

at, the figure being severely outlined. Bloused effects

are no more. The straight waist line is marked by

pointed bodices in the Louis XV style or Directoire

cloaks. These are sometimes completed by a skirt of the

same material, or when made in thick cloths are worn as

a manteau over another colored skirt. Boleroes seem

almost to have taken rank with the classip styles, they

vary so little; and in spite of all prognostications to the

contrary are as much worn as ever, the manner of trim-

ming and shape of the sleeves forming the only difference
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to those worn last Winter. A costume by Worth, whieh

created a greal sensation and was worn b\ Madame
Griffulhe at hei daughter's wedding, was a Long princess

robe made ui cloth of gold, perfectly plain and cut to

hang in dee]) folds at the edge of the skirt, the sleeves

were slightly "^GigOt," and the cuffs and hem of skirt

edged with bands of sable. The whole costume was lit-

teralrj covered with precious stones, cut all shapes

sizes. With this was worn a large gold felt hat, fitting

to the head at the back, with a wide brim standing al-

most uprighl in front, edged with sable and trimmed
with long "matron" colored aigrettes.

A

Parisian Sleeve Styles.

NOVELTY in hats is the Napoleon I, with which

shape everyone is familiar, made in felt and having

a satin rosette and stiff aigrette poised on the left

of the upright front. The wide brim of the newest pic-

ture hats is not round, but cut to four rounded corners,

the front being wider than either back or side. Kid is

not being used to the extent that was predicted, although

a few pale shades 1 rimmed with velvet are seen for even-

ing wear.

Hair decorations for opera and ball wear are very

elaborate and sometimes "bizarre," being made with

peacocks' feathers, velvet choux and ospreys, ornamented
with bright colored beetles and butlerllies. Sketches of

sleeves ate typical models of the moment.

OSTRICH FARMING IN CALIFORNIA.
AFTER twenty odd years of constant financial loss in

ostrich farming and the swallowing up id' several

Englishmen's fortunes of $200,000 and $250,000 each

t he industry has become one of the must profitable in this

region, says a writer in the Review of Pomona, California.

The South Pasadena ostrich farm, which used to be a

loser by about $15,000 a year, has become a moneymaker.

Its owner, Edwin Cawston, formerly of England, cleared

over $45,000 during the year ended September 1 .

When a plume is ready for its plucking it is known as

ripe. The ostrich expert goes over the flock, carefully

selecting from i( birds whose feathers show that the

ripening of the plumes lias set in. Then the birds are

separated into flocks of twelve and fourteen and confined

in little inclosures where they may not run about and

damage their valuable plumage.

When all is ready for the season id' feather plucking

each ostrich is cajoled by a basket of food held before it

out of the inclosure with its mates into a narrow passage-

way built of heavy boards. Front and rear gates are clos-

ed and the great bird is a prisoner between walls of planks

that reach to its back and where there is no room tor it to

move in any direction. A cloth bag is thrown over the

ostrich's head and the creature is fast in the toils of the

feather harvester.

About half an hour is spent in plucking each ostrich.

There are three men in each plucking crew. They stand

upon a platform outside the pen where the ostrich is held

fast, and with a dozen odd-shaped scissors and appliances

for staunching blood that may How from the bird's torn

flesh work diligently. Care is taken to leave enough feath-

ers to proteel the smaller feathers, which will grow into

plumes by the next plucking. In the early days of ostrich

farming in Southern California little attention was given

to these details, and in consei|uence many birds died.

Most id' the tail leal hers are pulled, not cut off, be-

cause they reproduce better than on other parts of the

ostrich, and because they are so short that the extra inch

or two gained bv not snipping the feather is a matter of

several dollars more profit. Each plume when cut or pall-

ed is laid in a clean box.

While the feather harvest is proceeding the ostrich

keeps up an incessant low roaring, and but for the tight-

ness of the pen it would kick the plank boards into

slivers. At last when the pluckers have done the gates are

opened and the bird rushes out into the inclosure to join

its mates. Then another ostrich is cajoled into the nar-

row pen, and the gathering of other feathers goes on.

The plumage of the older birds is denominated second

'lass in the markets. The older ostriches are kept largely

for breeding purposes. A few ostriches in Southern Cali-

fornia are more than thirty years old, and there are re-

cords of Nubian ostriches that have lived seventy and

more years.

Ostrich farming is unusually prosperous these clays.

All the Southern California ostrich farms that were los-

ing money steadily a few years ago. have doubled and

trebled their number of ostriches and increased their land

holdings. Some $700,000 is now invested in ostrich farm-

ing in. this region, and the annual output of feathers has

grown to be oxer $100,000.

The success of California ostrich farming has come

largely from an invention of an ostrich incubator by a

young woman in 1894. Tn ostrich domestic economy the

male sits upon the nest id' eggs laid in the sand, occasion-

all- relieved by the female.

In the hot Nubian deserts this plan works admirably,

but on a little farm in the colder climate of California.

where the birds flock together, the sitter has so much to

distract it from the nest that the eggs are frequently

allowed to get cold at night. Therefore, a whole annual

setting has often been lost. The incubators have remedied

all this, and now. the percentage of loss by infertile eggs

is less than 10 per cent.
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STAFFORD NORTHCOTE & CO., limited
27 to 30 ST PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, EC, LONDON, ENGLAND.

jZ> jZ? NOVELTY FANCY LACE and BLOUSES & j&

Laces

Goods

m$*>

x
<A.m~m l

®**^

irts

Aprons

BLOUSES, SKIRTS, FRILLINGS and MADE-UP LACE FACTORY,

WAREHOU3E AND SHOWROOMS.
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Established 1832.

^T^- SPRING 1905.

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lihited

^ SPECIALITY j&

These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design.

We are showing in these Fabrics a large assortment in Plain and Fancy

Mohairs, Panamas and Silk Warp Fabrics.

silk warp LexoMme in all the latest

colorings.

AN IDEAL FABRIC.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

Rainproof Goods.

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. li/iited
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AT a recent meeting of the dry goods section of

the Toronto branch of the Canadian Manufac-

lurers' Association, the subject of returned

goods was brought up. Several members en-

tered into the discussion, the gist of whose

remarks is contained in the following address by a

prominent manufacturer :

Business to-day is no sinecure; competition is keen,

buyers are more exacting. The difficulty of clearing out

old lines is greater, because the outlying communities

arc as well posted on what is the correct style as are

their friends of the larger centres. Sales are probably

up to the mark, gross profits at the end of the season

may be satisfactory, but the difficulty is that the ex-

penses are high, customers demand long dating, extra

discounts, which, together with high insurance, traveling

expenses, and many other items, tend to reduce net pro-

fits. These, as well as the topic of to-day, "The return

of goods by retailers," subject the manufacturer and

wholesaler to losses that are most serious.

An Uupleasant Contrast.

It is indeed a pleasing sight to any business man to

visit his shipping room and witness goods being entered,

packed, and shipped to the different towns in the various

provinces, that go to make up this grand confederation

of ours, but it is a very different feeling that possesses

one when he goes to the receiving room, after the wagons
of the Dominion and Canadian Express Co. have left par-

cels from probablv every one of those flourishing prov-

inces, just referred to, and vou are told that the express

charges amount for the morning to a considerable number
of dollars.

The feeling the comes over you as you examine the

parcels more closely and find, in the majority of them,
the original packages are badly broken, wrappers are
torn, marks are on the contents of these packages which
cannot be erased, and many of the articles are only fit

for the table for job lines, and it is at this point that
we feel like giving expression to some words not spoken
in the best society, and never found in Hansard.

Not many of us, Mr. Chairman, are in the pork busi-

ness, but we must confess that we do handle during the

course of the year a considerable quantity of "cold pig."
Goods that are returned and passed into stock are

very often specially manufactured for the retailer who
returns them, and are not desirable stock • lines, which
besides the expense of selling these goods once, extra ex-
pense is entailed in selling them a second time. Even
when they are sold again it is very often at a consider-
able loss on the original price.

Two Sides to the Case.

Like everv other subject, this question has two sides.

Where the manufacturer is to blame he should stand the
loss. Goods sometimes are not shipped as promptly as
they should be. In such cases the retailer has a perfect
right to return them. Just here let me remark that a
manufacturer very often experiences the greatest diffi-

culty in making shipments complete, and in my humble
opinion retailers should not complain if two shipments
are made them, but in case three shipments, or more,
are made the retailer may rightfully object to paying
freight or express charges on the latter parcels.

Sometimes manufacturers are known to indulge in

"judicious substitutions." I do not think it necessary

before a gathering of this kind to explain the meaning

of this technical term.

While these latter facts are from the retailer's stand-

point, I would have no hesitation in expressing the

opinion that in the vast majority of cases when goods

are returned the fault lies entirely with the retailer.

In some instances an employe, who has not the com-

plete control of his department, will purchase goods from

a traveler, or even pick them out of stock in a ware-

house. When the goods arrive at their destination and

are unpacked, the proprietor does not like the purchase,

or thinks there is too much bought and back comes a

portion of the shipment. I have known instances when
this was made the excuse for exclosing part of a previ-

ous shipment. Now, Mr. Chairman, the point is this :

What are we going to do about it ? It seems to me
that no hard and fast rule can be laid down, that each

individual case has to be adjudged upon its own merits,

and settled accordingly.

Did you ever hear it suggested, gentlemen, that the

returned goods are a profitable part of a business ?• This

is a matter it might be well to have an expression of

opinion upon.

Methods of Acknowledgement.

When the manufacturer or wholesaler receives returned

goods, at the same time knowing that he is not at

fault, lie may acknowledge receipt of same in a variety

of styles, of which I venture to give three illustrations :

Gentlemen :

Your letter of yesterday to hand, and also the goods,

which you returned by express, on which we had the ex-

press charges to pay. We note the objection you make
to the goods. We have gone most carefully into this

matter and find they are exactly as ordered, and were
shipped according to your instructions; consequently we
are returning them to you anh trust you will have no

difficulty in disposing of them.

Yours very truly,

Gentlemen :

Yours of recent date to hand, and also the parcel

which you have returned by express. We note that you
have prepaid the pharges on the parcel.

We would beg to draw your attention to the fact that

we cannot agree with vou, that the goods are not accord-

ing to order, as we have examined the original order,

also the goods, very /carefully. In future we would like

to impress it upon you that goods made and shipped ac-

cording to order cannot be returned. We are, however,
sending you a credit note for the amount.

Yours very truly,

Gentlemen :

Your favor of yesterday to hand, and also the goods
which you returned by express.

We regret that you have seen fit to return this parcel.

You will, however, find enclosed a credit for the amount.
Yours very truly,

No Antagonism.

If he intends to accept the returned goods the manu-
facturer or wholesaler gains nothing bv antagonizing his

customer. Simplv send a credit note and let the matter
rest. Retailers, in most cases, are an intelligent body
of men, hence I believe that moral suasion would be a

potent influence in overcoming the difficulty referred to.

Some time ago the Toronto Board of Trade, in discus-

sing this matter, decided to have a circular published

and placed in the hands of its members. This circular,

purporting to have been sent out by the Board of Trade,
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was really Forwarded by the individual members to cus-

tomers having become chronic in returning goods. This

document was sent in a plain envelope, and I believe

with very satisfactory results. It was not sent broad-

east, but only bo tlmse wlio required it, as it is sinners,

not the righteous, thai need repentance.

In my opinion the Toronto branch of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association mighl well adopt something

of this kind with beneficial results. I believe lif we
know of a man who is habitually returning goods, and

the first time he comes into the warehouse we would

quiet I v draw his attention to the matter and have a lit-

tle heart to heart talk with him, while he is smoking the

"five center" you have just given him, there is no doubt

that in future you will have less objectionable returns

from that quarter.

Concentration Required.

If we would all concentrate our attention on this

aspect of the case I believe that great good would be ac-

complished, and a source of loss prevented. We are all

aware of the difficulty we have in securing a claim on

returned goods when bought abroad. The British manu-
facturer seems to have very stringent ideas in this

regard. He has, of course, been doing business for a

much longer period than we Canadians. Canada is even

yet a young country, we are only laying the foundations

of business principles. Fifty years is a long time in the

life of the individual man, but fiftv years is a short time

in the life of a nation. Probably the marvel of the I9tb

century was the growth of the United States. 1 believe

the marvel of the 20th century will be the growth and

development of Canada, and it behooves us in our day

arid generation to remember that there are rules of

equity which ought to govern every transaction, and to

see to it that we do our duty in establishing high busi-

ness ideals. We should also remember 1hat there is even

midst the strenuousness of every day business still a dif-

ference between righl and wrong, and if we are true to

the dictates of our conscience we will have the satisfac-

tion of emulating those high ideals and business princi-

ples, thereby placing Canada among the foremost nations

of the world.

WHAT SHALL HIS PROFIT BE?

DURING the month of November The Dry Goods Re-

view and Men's Furnisher was in receipt of a letter

from one of its subscribers, which read as follows :

"Please ask some of your subscribers how much profit

a man should make doing a business of $18,000 cash on

an average stock of $6,500."

In order to ascertain the opinion of the trade the

question was put to a few Review subscribers, and some

of the answers received are given below. The Review

would like to have further opinions from any of its read-

ers, and feel that the benefit derived from the discussion

of such subjects is mutual.

C. L. Martin & Co., Amherst, N.S.

This is a very difficult question to answer in a few-

words, but would say that $975, or 15 per cent, clear

over all salaries and expenses on the amount invested, is

little enough when it is considered that the fire insurance

companies will only protect two-thirds of your stock, and

you risk the balance. We do not believe there is any set

amount to be gained, as localities and managements differ

greatly, making a difference in the net profit. One grati-

fying point is that there are no "bail" book debts.

W. H. MacBeth, Saskatoon, Sask.

As I have only been in business for myself a short

time I do not feel competent enough to answer this ques-

tion. However, I shall look forward with pleasure to re-

ceiving the Januarj number of The Dry Goods Review

and Men's Furnisher.

A Nova Scotia Clothier.

You did not say what the line of business the turn-

user was made in, but I presume it must be clothing and

furnishings. In the first place he is doing a good busi-

ness on the slock he carries, and if in clothing and furn-

ishings he should show a nioss profit of $1,500, or 25 pel

cent, on $18,000. Then it depends a lot on circumstances.

In plenty of towns when- competition is not too keen he

should show an extra 5 per cent., making 30 per cent, on

his turnover. Then, of course, 1 can't say anything

about the expense part of it. If no interest has to be

paid on borrowed money, and he is not loo extravagant

in expenses and his store rent is not over $400 a year; if

the owner works himself, and works hard, with only one

clerk and boy (all that is necessary in a business like

that) he should show at least $2,000 a year net gain.

F. E. Algar & Co., Ponoka, Alta.

We think there should be a net profit of $1,500, he-

sides $1,000 wages for owner, making a total of $2,500.

McLellan & English.

As subscriber does not say the line of business he is

engaged in it is difficult to give a correct estimate as to

what his profits should be. If in the general store busi-

ness, his profit should be about 10 per cent, net on his

turnover.
A Western Ontario Merchant.

It is impossible for anyone to decide such a question

for any locality but his own. Some towns have livelier

competition than others; one man may have a Larger

patronage than another for other reasons than on ac-

count of difference in price; again. he may
pay an exorbitant rent, or may own his

own store, his business may be mostly done on mar-
ket day, or on one day of the week, which would

mean more expenses in help than if it were divided up

over six days; he maj live in a pari of the countn
where profits are greater than here. Speaking in a

general way, I would say, however, that he should clear

above .ill expenses, if in the dry goods business, about

$1,000 to $1,200 on his business. I will be anxious to

see what others think of this, and appreciate such efforts

on the part of your paper to help us in a practical way.

Another From Western Ontario.

\l\ business in drj goods is not as large as thai, ac-

cordingly it mighl he that expenses will increase in

greater proportion as the business increases. My ex-

penses .lie in 1 1 ver\ high, and 1 think I clear about S per

cent . on the business 1 do.
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The correct goods are the cheapest. The correct ones are those that

sell. The most desirable are those that customers cannot find fault with,

either as to style, fit or workmanship.

Our styles for Spring 1905, are superb and practical, new, stylish and

as correct as in human power to make them.

Good, honest merchandise at all times*

Made in aii styles for LADIES and GENTLEMEN.

SEND FOR OUR BIG NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Our travellers are now covering all the principal cities of the Dominion. See

their samples. It will be worth your while.
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AT a meeting' liekl in Winnipeg during the hist

week in November, the members of the North-

west Commercial Travelers' Association made

l heir nominations for the executive for the

year 1905. The president, vice-president and

treasurer were elected by acclamation, but there was a

clcse contest for the election of directors, fifteen names

being placed in nomination for the eight seats. At the

second meeting, held in the board room of the Grain Ex-

change on the evening of Saturday. December 17, the

result of the balloting, which had been in progress for

more than two weeks, was announced. The new executive

consists of the following members:

Director for Victoria— I'.
J. Hall, Jr., of Turner, Beeton & Co.

Director for New Westminster—T. A. Cunningham, of Cunning-

ham Hardware Co.

Director for Kootenay—Geo. Xunn, of Alex. Macdonald & Co.

Mr. John Home.

The newly elected prisident is a type of the modest,

unassuming man whose good qualities, against his will

perhaps, force him to the front and secure for him a well

merited popularity among his associates. In his speech

at the second meeting thanking the association for the

honor they had conferred on him( he indulged in no rash

promises as to his programme for 1905, but it was evi-

dent that the members were unanimously of the opinion

John Home, President.

President— )ohn Home, of Campbell Bros. & Wilson. Elected by

acclamation.

Vice-President— D. J. Dyson, of The Dyson Co. Elected by

acclamation.

Treasurer— L. C. Maclntyre, of Paulin-Chambers Co. Elected by

acclamation.

Past President— F. H. Agnew, of The James Robertson Co.,

becomes a director for 1905.

Directors—W. W. Bole, of The Bole Drug Co.; G. F. Bryan, of

G. E. Bryan & Co.; A. (ongdon, of A. Congdon & Co ; F. W. Drewry,

of The Redwood Factories; T. H. Murphy, of The Royal Crown,

Limited; F. M. Morgan, of The Ames Holden Co.; J. E. McRobie, of

The James Robertson Co.; R. Neve, of Codville & Co.

Board of Directors for British Columbia. All elected by

acclamation.

Vice President for Vancouver — E. W. Gerster, of Martin iV.

Robertson.

Vice-President for Victoria—H. H. Welch, of B.C. Soap Works.

Directors for Vancouver—Thos. Parkinson, of F. T. Stewart & Co.,

F, A. Richardson, of The Ames Holden Co.

D. J. Dyson, Vice-President.

that the interests of their association are safe in his

hands. Mr. Home is well known among the "knights

of the grip," and also among the grocery trade of the

Northwest. For nine years lie was city traveler for

Codville & Co., of Winnipeg, and during the last five

years he has been connected with Campbell Bros. &
Wilson, of the same city. He has traveled extensively

through Manitoba, and the Territories, and is thoroughly

in sympathy with the troubles of his fellows.

Mr. D. J. Dyson.

Mr. 1*. J. Dyson, of the Dyson Co., is "one of the

boys," having been an active traveler for many years.

although for the last six months he has been steadily in-

side. His election as vice-president is a very popular one

among the travelers. Like most successful business men
ol the west, Mr. Dyson is one of the wise men who knew
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enough to come from the cast years ago. In 1S91 ho was

a member of the London. Out., firm of Gorman, Dyson

& Co.. now known as Gorman. Eckert & Co. In that year

Mr. Dyson caught the western fever, and coming west

he founded the firm known as the Dyson-Gibson Co.. now

the Dyson Co. In building' up his present prosperous

business lie has covered the territory from Winnipeg to

the coast many times, and he has a wide acquaintance

among the western trade who will be glad to hear of the

honor conferred on him. He has served the association

during the last year as a director, and that experience,

coupled with his three years' experience as a member

of the Winnipeg City Council, should make him an effi-

cient vice-president.,

Mr. L. C. Maclntyre.

The treasurer of the association is now entering on

REi

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

L. C. Maclntyre, Treasurer.

the ninth year of his service in that most important office,

and his long term and recent re-election by acclamation

are sufficient testimony of the esteem in which he is held

by the association. Among themselves, commercial men

are always plain talkers, and they are frank in their

criticisms. The only criticism of Mr. Maclntyre was that

he is over zealous in his protection of the association's

funds, and surely that criticism is the highest compli-

ment which could be paid to a treasurer. Mr. Mac-

lntyre came to Winnipeg from Victoria County, Ontario,

in 1882. For ten years he was a traveler for Turner,

McKeand & Co., wholesale grocers of Winnipeg, and for

Theretiwere three tiny Tots in

VIYELLA—
They were Eleanor, E sie, and

Ella,

'Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Night-dresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

Hollins k Co.
Limited

5

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sole Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AGENT:

rir. William C. rieredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Sampies and particulars- can be had on application.
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The men

showing the

NAME AND TERRITORY

E. L. Denis
MANITOBA,

NORTHWEST and

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Jas. Madill
WESTERN ONTARIO.

A. R, Purland
EASTERN ONTARIO.

feUllllllllll'fellll

Every

Merchant Has
Lines of ready-made wear for the

critical women who will pay a fair

price for them. They insist, how-

ever, upon getting garments that

are absolutely perfect in style,

material, workmanship, fit, and
that possess the distinctive air that

marks them as ultra.

Years of experience in making

ready-to-wear goods have elimin-

ated every possible defect, until

now we can safely say the

fills all the above essentials.

Our travellers are now showing

Spring Samples- We feel sure

it is to our mutual advantage to

have you get in touch with them.

Be sure and see them before mak-

ing your purchases. A post card

will bring the man nearest you.

Better send it now!

t^TfV* 4*^'*'* 4*

The men

showing the

NAME AND TERRITORY

R. Parker
AND

F. O. Burgess
MARITIME PROVINCES.

S. Richard
AND

J. C. Giguere
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

H. A, Blagdon
CITY OF MONTREAL.

fi^^^^^^^'r^

VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO
QU O, QLJ
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tin 1 last 12 years he lias been manager of the PauKn-

Chambers Co.

The President's Report.

For an association with t,550 members the attendance

al the meeting held on Saturday evening, December 17.

was disappointingly small. Evidently the members have

confidence in their executive, or they would attend in

larger numbers in receive their reports, but the officers

are men who welcome criticism and discussion as always

beneficial. The retiring president. F. II. Agnew, of the

.las. Kobertson Co.. presided, anil alter the minutes of the

previous meeting had been confirmed he presented his

annual report. It showed thai the last year has been an

increasingly prosperous one, both from a financial and

numerical standpoint. The total membership is now

1,550, which is an increase lor 190-1 of 309 members. The

membership is apportioned as follows: Winnipeg, active,

1,216; honorary. 26,. life, 2. British Columbia, active

members, 306.

The British Columbia branch was reported as flour-

ishing. It shows an increase of 7(i members for the

year. The report announced that in accordance with a

resolution passed at the general meeting, and in order

to cement more firmly the bond between the head office

and the British Columbia branch, a request had been

sent to the B. C. board to appoint and send a delegate

to the annual meeting and entertainment, at the general

expense of the association.

The report called attention to the blank hotel reports

which have been freely distributed this year and largely

made use of by the members. It was gratifying to note

the visible improvement in the condition'of a large num-

ber of the hotels. There was still a good work to be done

before all cause for complaint is removed in the North-

west.

The retiring president stated that an application had

been received from some of the members resident in

Calgary, asking for special representation, and for the

appointment of a secretary in Calgary. The board find

that the membership with headquarters in Calgary is not

yet large, and they recommend, after careful considera-

tion of the matter and examination into the facts in con-

nection therewith, that the request be not granted.

The report showed that the association had lost

twelve members by death, namely: Messrs. W. T. Walters,

Moses Bamber, J. Schroeder, Hy. Atkinson, H. (1. Cor-

don. Tlios. Roney, S. Kirkpatrick, H. H. McLean, W. F.

Irwin, ami C. F. Hostler, Winnipeg members; and

Messrs. Jno. Ibbetson and H. Orchard, B. C. members.

The several claims on the mortuary benefit fund were

promptly paid.

This gratifying report, after some discussion, was

adopted unanimously.

The Treasurer's Report.

Mr. Maclntyre's report showed the finances of the

association to he flourishing. The increase in gross re-

ceipts over 1003 was $3,570.30, or over 2u' per cent.,

whereas the expense account has increased only $342.90,

or about $1.10 for each new member added to the roll.

The assets amount to $02,288.22.

The treasurer's report, which was finally adopted,
was naturally the subject of considerable discussion. It

was suggested by some members that the association
would save money by carrying its own accident insur-
ance, but the general opinion of the meeting was evi-

dently against this proposal.

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings

:

Kirk's

Permanent
Finishes

:

(I.)

The Original

Permanent" FinisH
4*

(2.)

The New

Velvety Permanent Finish.

'VELPER' W)

For those who Prefer a soft handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on the back.

Patterns showing either finish can be

had on application to

LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.
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D
ENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN is the name

of a new dry goods firm formed in Toronto

about the middle of December. The three

members of the firm, W. A. Denton, T. A.

Mitchell and L. Duncan, were all, up to Dec.

14, employed by John Macdonald & Co., and having oc-

cupied important positions have had the experience that

will be necessary for the success of the new undertaking.

Mr. W. A. Denton, who will be buyer and manager of

the new firm, was born in Richmond Hill, and in 1888

began his dry goods experience in the entry room ol the

warehouse of John Macdonald & Co. After two years he

was promoted to the men's furnishings and haberdashery

department, of which he became the manager and buyer

in 1898.

Mr. T. A. Mitchell, warehouse manager, was born in

Brampton, but came to Toronto in 1880, his first en-

gagement being as cash bov with T. Woodhouse, King

street east. After nearly three years he went to the

Robert Simpson Co., where he had, later on, charge of

the umbrella and corset department. In 1884 he entered

the employ of John Macdonald A: Co., spending his first

year on a special driving trip through the small towns of

Ontario. Soon he became city traveler for the carpet de-

partment, and then special traveler for the same lines.

In 181)1 lie was made assistant buyer and special traveler

in carpets, and live years later European buyer and man-

ager of the department. While on the road Mr. Mitchell

covered territory extending from Halifax to Manitoba.

Mi. L. Duncan is a traveler who has had remarkable

success in bis work, and whose enthusiasm will be a fac-

tor in the new linn, where he will be head of the trav-

elers. In 1890 Mr. Duncan joined John Macdonald 6: t'o.

as a salesman in the staple department, becoming, after

a few months, city traveler for this department. Three

years afterwards he was put on the northern route,

where he has been up to the present.

The new linn is located for the present at the corner

of Bay and Wellington streets, but expects to be in its

new warehouse, 711, 81 and 83, Wellington street west, in

February". The travelers will be on their territory about

the middle of January.
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»|\\TCHELU
%\\^J 79-81 83 Wellington St. W., *¥iJ*

^^^f \ Temporary Offices: Cor. Bay and Wellington, ^*^U ily

V TORONTO 'TORONTO

Announcement
Recognizing that the time has come when the

Retail Dry Goods Trade of Canada is best

served through specialty houses, we have en-

tered this field, and trust to be able to con-

vince you that it will be profitable for you to

give us a portion of your business.

What we do we will do well.

.

The Lines We Handle:

Men's Furnishings, Women's Underwear,

Smallwares and Notions,
aces

'

Embroideries,
Fancy Goods,

Skirts, Underskirts,
Ladies' Hosiery and Gloves,

WaistS) etc<> etc ,

a Full Line of HOUSEFURIMISHINGS.

Our Salesmen will be on the road shortly, and the trade will

be fully advised re calling dates.
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s e,e: N I N
WINNIPEG STORES

CHRISTMAS Liude in Winnipeg stores surpass

oil all previous records last month, a sui/e in

dieation of hhe general prosperity of the west.

Window displays were made on an elaborate

•- •-, scale of all lines of dry goods and men's Eur-

nishings, particularly adapted to Christmas trade, and

the stores were crowded with holiday buyers from the

first of the month. The retailers is always compelled to

reckon with the last mad, frantic rush of belated holiday

buyers and this can never hi' wholly eliminated. ' Several

ut tin' leading stores made special efforts to attract holi-

day buyers early in the month by advertising special in-

ducements then. A determined and concerted effort was

made to induce early buying and it met with fair suc-

cess. There arc, however, in Winnipeg two periods of

eleventh hour holiday shopping, for a great proportion

of the city's population are from the east and their

Christmas bundles had to he away by the 19th or 20th of

the month. And this was followed, of course, by the last

rush which ended only when the stores were closed late

on the :24th.

'1 he window dresser in Winnipeg has t <
> fight King

Frost and sometimes only with indifferent success. One

or two of the very best holiday window displays were

entirely spoiled by the frost on the windows. Other

stores solved the problem and their windows were scarce-

ly ever frosted over.

Handkerchief displays were prominent during the

holiday trade. Several stores made a feature of neat

boxes of initial handkerchiefs intended specially for

Christinas trade. One or two very attractive window

displays were made of lace, lawn and linen handkerchiefs

and ladies* lace neckwear.

Hyndman & Co. made a feature of ten "Wonder
Nights," which were effectively advertised from day to

day. From (i to 10 p.m. each night some special line of

geeds was put on sale a! greatly reduced prices. For

example, one night a regular $£.50 suit of Penman's un-

derwear was offered at 65c per garment. Another night

a 75c line of wool gloves was sold between the hours

mentioned for 15c. These sales are always dangerous in

that they sell a greal quantity of g Is at a loss to

customers who buy nothing else but as Hyndman 's was

crowded with customers the plan was apparently effec-

tive.

A unique window was shown by the George Craig

Company, and it deservedly attracted considerable atten-

tion. A log cabin was shown surrounded by evergreens

and with snow and icicles in plenty in sight. Santa Clans

was making hi- entrance bv an old-fashioned chimney

which rose above the roof. He had a well-filled pack

which he would have difficulty in forcing through the

chimney and it afforded several hints id' appropriate gifti

which might be obtained inside.

S. A. JACOBS SEEKS HEALTH IN SOUTHERN
STATES.

SA. JACOBS, of the New York Silk Waist Co., left

. "Montreal a few weeks ago for the Southern Stale-

in search of health. In business circles, it has been

known I'm- some lime thai Mr. Jacobs was Laboring un-

der physicial disadvantages and the announcement of his

departure was not altogether surprising. Close applica-

tion and strenuous work have claimed their due, and to

regain health the physician's orders had to be obeyed.

Last Winter was spent in southern climes, but fine health

was not restored and as a result of a recent interview

with a prominent New York doctor the present course of

a residence in the south till health was restored was
obligatory. Mr. Jacobs and his wife have not decided

upon any settled residence and a tour of the Southern

States will be taken before settling permanently.

On the eve of his departure a banquet was tendered

him by his many friends, at which many words of praise

S. A. Jacobs.

were heard and universal regret ai his departure ex-

pressed, as well as wishes for a speedy recovery and

return to Montreal. The employes of the New York Silk

Waist Co. also expressed their regret in a tangible form.

Although only .'ill years of age Mr. Jacobs has had

quite a long business career. From a widespread ex-

perience with the Canadian Underwear Co., Montreal,

four years ago he started the business of the New York

Silk Waisl Co.. of which he is the sole owner. He has

done much to benefit the Canadian ready-to-wear garment

trade and has by making strictly high-class and reliable

goods established a permanent waist business, effectively

cutting off much imported goods and giving employment
to a large circle of workers. Ten days dating is an inno-

vation of his also.

A noteworthy event in his business career is his share

in the famous Margolins case. His refusal to settle with

the conspirators, thereby losing heavily financially, stamp-

ed him as of the highest moral calibre Through his

efforts I he guiltj parties met their due.

i(i
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,HardTllin(j
Dry Goods Men
and Milliners

—

Be up to date >^

Don't allow your Dress Goods Stock to be littered up with off' colors. During the

busy time of stock-taking you will come across some bad and soiled ends. Every wide-

awake Dry Goods Man and Millinerknows that

Re-Dyeing and Re-FinisHing'

makes many a "hard" piece easy to sell.

Ostrich Feathers that have become soiled

or faded are made to look like new.

We possess the largest plant and the finest

and most complete equipment for doing this

work in the Dominion.

We handle successfully :

—

—
Dress Ms, RMods, Sis, Tweeds,

- Velvets, Velveteens, Braids, Hosiery,

—Feathers and Plumes

.

HETURNKD
SAN .0 jc

i

i i

It's better to pay us the money for making the goods

saleable than to pay your clerks a percentage to unload

on your customers at a reduced rate and thereby injure

your trade.

—Price list for the asking.
— Goods should be sent direct to the
—works.

R. Parker ®> Co.
Dyers and Finishers,

Head Office and Works: 787-791 Yonge St.,

TORONTO.
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Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Ohambers.

American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

British Offices : 42 Cannon St , London, E.C.

Specimen Copies free on application.

PEWNY'S
Kid Gloves

For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

AGENTS FOR CANADA

4
4
4

i

4x

4

BATTING
GUARANTEED FREE OF

THREADS AND OTHER

WEAK AND LIFELESS STOCK

NORTH STAR, CRESCENT
AND

4
«
4
4
4

t

PEARL COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than ever. The best at the price.

Made of good pure cotton—not of shoddy. Ask for North Star,

Crescent, and Pearl Batting Be sure you get these brands.

Robert Henderson ®> Co.
Dry Goods Commission

$ Merchants

181 and 183 McGill St.,

MONTREAL
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SWINDLERS AND THEIR SCHEMES
HOW CROOKS "WORK THEIR VICTIMS

IT
is. said that there is a fool born every minute, and

the statement is fully borne out by the success

that attends the gold brick schemes, the glowing

advertisements of flim-flammers, and the "some-

thing for nothing" offers of glib tongued "barkers."

Hut there are many frauds which are so carefully planned,

so admirably executed and so circumstantially sound,

that the best of business men and large firms whose ex-

perience should place them above risk of deception, are

often victimized.

To the gold brick "biter" warning is of no avail.

Reuben's antics and troubles in the city, while productive

of much laughter on the stage, are only play-instances of

what is going on every day, and in which Reuben and his

city brother are equal losers. It is not to the stage

/down that the following flim-flam games will be of value,

but it may be that future •attempted schemes will have

some point in common with one of the large number of

instances given, and through this will rouse a grain of

suspicion in the minds of men who, while thoroughly

businesslike and acute, would otherwise be taken off their

guard.

The first thing that is necessary in the working of any

game by personal application is a fakir of a demeanor

that will allay suspicion either by his overflowing inno-

cence, his apparent wealth, his unblushing effrontery, Ins

overwhelming dignity, or his unmitigated "gall." Perfect

composure and an appearance of absolute confidence in his

task are demanded, and as these are only acquired oy ex-

perience the most soulless swindler is the most success-

ful.

The Unauthorized Agent.

The simplest and most used game is that of the un-

authorized agent. It throws the responsibility for the

moment off the shoulders of the "artist," and in case of

suspicion leaves him time to "clear out" before his guilt

can be proven.

A woman with several convictions to her credit called

on a dressmaker and, giving her an order for a gown,
asked her to write her name and address on a slip of

paper so that she could have the goods sent to the ad-

dress from the store. Armed with this, and representing

herself as an agent, she purchased a long list of goods

from a merchant who knew the dressmaker, and taking

them with her disappeared.

A dry goods house in the United States has been an-

noyed by a man who, representing himself as a purchas-

ing agent of theirs, laid in $1,000 worth of rugs and

$200 worth of Japanese screens.

Another young man, by saying he had been sent by a

well known farmer, received two cycling suits, stockings

_and shirt. The next day he sent word that the goods
were for himself, but said that he would pay a deposit

on them on the following Friday.

A more wily designer engaged himself with a mantle
maker and soon afterwards purchased a quantity of

goods from a wholesale house and had them delivered to

his employer's place of business, but himself took them
before they had been opened by the head of the firm. The
wholesale house sued the unfortunate employer as the

goods were delivered to his address, and at the order of

a recognized agent.

A number of English merchants were swindled by a

soldierly young man whose plans were carefully laid. He
ascertained where there was a large vacant house and,
calling upon the servants of a well known man next door
asked the names of the tradespeople patronized by their

master, giving as his reason that his aunt had taken the
house next door and wished to buy from the best mer-
chants. Having acquired the information, he bought
goods from each of the stores, in the name of the reliable

citizen and ordered them to be sent to the proper ad-
dress. This was, of course, above suspicion. A few
hours afterwards, however, before the goods could have
been delivered, he approached each of the merchants with
a check, which he stated the innocent citizen had asked
him to have cashed, as he was out of cash for the mo-
ment. In every case the scheme worked and was aot dis-

covered until it was found that the ordering of the goods
was only a "blind."

Money was obtained by a man who passed as a pur-
chasing agent for a large wholesale house. His plan was
to purchase goods and then ask that a check be cashed.

Bogus References.

The giving of bogus references assumes two forms.
There is the man who gives the name of reputable people
who have never heard of him, trusting to the mere men-
tion of such well known names as being sufficient. But a
more finished scheme is to give as reference the name of

a
(
confederate, who upon being appealed to gives the most

glowing recommendation.

The police recently raided a large room in a low sec-

tion of a certain city and found behind windows careful-

ly pasted up a large stock of merchandise, from phono-
graphs and furniture to cravats, which had been obtained

without a cent of money. Revelations showed that three
men had issued a quantity of elaborate commercial print-

ing to good houses, giving as reference the name of one
of the trio, who had been in an apparently honest busi-

ness for some time. Wholesale orders sent out were
readily filled, as the reference gave satisfactory recom-
mendations, and the stationery used was up-to-date.

When the payments fell due the reference had closed his

business and disappeared.

Advertising Fakirs.

The National Specially Co., New York, advertised for

ladies to do plain sewing at home, to earn eight to fifteen

dollars a week. Women who answered were asked for a
dollar to buy one "protector" and material for others.

If the work submitted was satisfactorv she was to be

well paid and more material sent. Of course the work
never came up to the mark. The same scheme was
worked with artificial flowers, the "nominal" price being

$2 for flowers, paste pot, scissors, material, etc. Many
whose work was unsatisfactory went so far as to buy
more material.

The Mississippi Valley Planter was a mythical publi-

cation which gave mythical prizes for mythical contests.

A man sent letters to different people saying that to

them was awarded a horse and carriage as a prize in "the
recent contest." All that was necessary was to remit

$29.60 for freight charges. Now some of the recipients,

although they knew that they had not entered the con-
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test, thoughl they would gel ahead of someone else of the

same name, and so sent the money. The letter .sent out

had been signed by a judge and clerk who never existed,

and the postoffice departmenl intercepted no less than 600

answers with money.

A certain firm advertised for "typewriting at home,"
describing in glowing terms a typewriter that would be

supplied for $2.50, with which to do the work. Whm the

typewriter arrived it was found to be worth about 48c

wholesale, and anyone who succeeded in writing a half

dozen letters earned their money dearly.

The operator who advertised that he would teach be-

ginners how to grow mushrooms ami buy all they grew

at a good price, made a heap of money. Learners were

even allowed to purchase seed from any house they liked,

but, of course, the advertiser had "a superior seed that

he would sell at $4 a pound." Many "bit" and paid $1

for what could be bought for tie from a seedsman. And
the advertiser did buy all the mushrooms that were of-

fered, but as this amounted to five pounds only, which

was sent by an industrious, energetic German, he was
not out much on that account.

The Poor Messenger Boy.

The lowest kind of game is that of defrauding the

messenger boy, or a variety of "taking money from a

baby." A man called at a large store and asked lor a

large piece of silk of a valuable kind, saying he repre-

sented a well known firm of clothiers. To allay all sus-

picion he asked that a messenger boy be sent with him

to carry the silk and to receive the money for it. After-

passing along the street for some distance, the man
stopped in front of a hotel, asking the boy to wait

until he got his check book. In a few minutes he return-

ed, and folding the check in the sight of the boy, he plac-

ed it in an envelope and took the silk, the boy being sat-

isfied that he had the money. As if the bogus check was
not enough, the man had the effrontery to say that the

check was for $50, and as the bill amounted to $18.30

only, he asked the boy for the change and got it.

A time honored trick is to waylay a messenger boy,

ami giving him 10c to run on a little message, to promise

to hold his parcels until he returns. Of course the boy

fails to find man and parcels when he has delivered the

message. He is a particularly mean man who promises

to pay the boy when he returns.

The Bogus Sale.

A man distributed hills in a western town which inti-

mated that ".lames ll. Robertson had made arrangements

with a certain railway to clear out- an enormous stock of

unclaimed freight." A house to house canvas was then

made with panels of the goods which, of course, after

the manner of such sales, could not be opened before pur-

chase. It was a "sight unseen" swindle, and the modern
craze for speculation made it a howling success for a

short time.

The Store Without the Goods.

A well dressed, pleasant speaking man called upon a

merchanl in Philadelphia and rented an empty stoic

owned h\ him for a men's furnishing business, saying that

he was going to run the best in town. In the course of

the agreemenl the owner asked for the name of the ap-

plicant, and both were much surprised to find that their

surnames and initials were the same. The next day the

tenant posted large notices in the show window announc-

ing a grand opening, and in the meantime visited the

wholesale houses and bought large supplies of goods.

Dun's, of course, gave the man of the given name a good

standing, and the goods were delivered. Hut a van at the

hack door look them out as fast as they went, in the

front.

Mr. Armstrong carried on a fairly good business for a

few months and by good conduct and other schemes se-

cured a large amount of stock on credit. He then posted

large signs on his store that he was moving to mother
address, and at that address had signs announcing that

he would open there. Accordingly when the goods were

carted away from store No. 1 no one was suspicious, but

when after a few days store No. 2 was found to '-e still

empty, it was found that Mr. Armstrong had decamped.

A Lady of Quality.

A well dressed woman once called on the credit man
of a large departmental store and said that although she

had never dealt with them before she thought she would

like to open an account, although she did not know when

she would need it. She gave the name of a prominent

woman of the city, and as references her husband and

several business men. Of course the store unhesitatingly

granted her wish. With ready wile she did not puichase

anything at that time, but a week afterwards entered the

store and purchased about $700 worth of goods, sending a

great part of it up to her house, but taking a quantity

with her in her carriage, stating that she needed it im-

mediately. It was discovered afterwards that she had

given a false name and had got away with about $400

worth of goods.

With An Inside Man.

A plan that takes time, but has the advantage of be-

ing comparatively safe for a time, is to secure the co-

operation of an inside man, or to get a confederate placed

in a more or less important position with the firm aimed
at. This is worked in hundreds of ways that vary in no

important particulars.

An employe for ten years in a large retail establish-

ment had carried on his peculations for most of that lime

without being discovered. His position was checker of

goods upon arrival, and through this his work was most
easy. A mantle manufacturer from whom the retail firm

had long bought goods would send a consignment with an

invoice for a much larger quantity. The employe simply

o. k.'d the invoice and collected his percentage from the

dishonest manufacturer. The discovery was made by an-

other salesman having done the checking on one occasion

but without marking the shortage on the invoice. Ihe
guilty employe afterwards checked the goods off and

passed in the invoice as correct.

The Short Change Trick.

Long as this scheme of short change has been worked,

instances of, it crop up every year.

One method is that a stranger enters a store with a

lot of change for which he asks a bill. He states that

his hands are greasy and he would like the merchant to

put the bill or bills in an .envelope which is presented,

and as soon as the bills are enclosed is sealed. When the

change is counted there is a quarter short and the man
expressing surprise asks for a re-count, and upon the

same count being made, he passes back the envelope and
takes the change, saying he will get the shortage. Ihe
envelope that is handed back contains, however, nothing

hut paper, a fact which is not discovered until the man's
lengthy absence is noted.

The simplest method is to present a large bill in pay-

ment for a 10c article. When the change is handed over

the crook discovers that he has a ten-cent piece in his

pocket, and handing back the change and receiving his.

hill walks out. He has, however, extracted a few bills

from the change, a fact which will not he noticed in the

confusion of the moment.
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Hitchcock, Williams & Co.

The Fancy House of London

hy'd

Established 70 years.
MANUFACTORIES:

Warwick Lane 4 Paternoster Bldgs.

Special Attention to Canadian Requirements
Buyers will always find the latest Novelties in Stock, and the Specialties for which this House is

so widely known, are :

Millinery Materials, Fancy Lace Goods,

Prints, Silks, Velvets and
British and Foreign Dress Materials,

Chiffons, Ribbons and Trimmings,
Blouses, Fancy Costumes, Mantles and Furs.

OUR CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE, Mr. Cliffe, takes a full line of samples of these goods twice a year,

and if you are not now on his calling list, drop him a line at Windsor Hotel. Montreal.

Requests for Samples sent direct to London will receive immediate attention.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., stPaui-s churchyard

LONDON, EnglandSIR 6. WILLIAMS. F. G. WILLIAMS,

H.WILLIAMS. A.T.WILLIAMS.
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AS a result of strenuous competition the approval

system lias become a recognized force through-

out the country, and by this is meant approval

in its widest sense, as applied not only for the

convenience of a home selection, hut also as

affecting cash or C.O.D. sales. There is no question of

more paramount' importance before the retail trade to-

day than the extension of a system which has gone

away beyond its just limitations. Undoubtedly the sys-

tem arose through the retailer's efforts to please old cus-

tomers and gain new ones. As first inaugurated certain

particular customers were given the privilege of having

a variety of goods sent to their homes from which a selec-

tion was to be made if any proved suitable, payment to

be made generally after such selection was made, this vary-

ing according to the credit of the customer. Rarely, how-

ever were all goods so taken away paid for, while at the

outset this may have seemed a necessity, as merchants

realized a competitor might readily get ahead of him in

this particular.

At the present moment, however, the approval system

is universally recognized as a mild concession which was
in most cases unfortunately voluntarily offered. The thin

end of the wedge proved an alluring temptation to cus-

tomers, and they, growing haughty and mighty and realiz-

ing their omnipotence, demanded and received the full

pound of flesh. The result now amounts to an absolute

laxity of morals on the part of customers as to the validitj

of any or all purchases. The return privilege has grown
out of this innocent concession, and now the heavily laden

retailer is fairly crushed with an imposition which grew
out of entire good will and like so many promising chim-

eras has reacted with a doubly potent force which pre-

sages and spells trouble.

Evils Amplified.

Any discussion touching upon the approval system as

first devised discloses many apparent evils which may be

amplified by the experience of the manager of every dry

goods store. The mere sending out of three or four styles

and sizes of waists, gloves, shoes, etc., etc., often depletes

stock to such an extenl that before these goods are return-

ed, sales are lost, and often this is further rendered regret-

able and disagreeable by the request of the approval fiend

to call lor the entire lot id' goods, telling the caller thai

11 proved acceptable. Everj stoic can supply its

quota of ludricrous stories along this line, bul there is a

dart and sad lining to them all. Another phase of the

question is that this approval scheme means increased ex-

penses in doing business. Time, bookkeping, extra help

are all in this category, which may he indefinitely en-

larged.

An important offshoot and foundling of this system is

also the introduction of credit to undesirable applicants.

Ingenious customers intent upon fraud have taken out two

articles, paying for one, the other to be returned at once,

and the merchant has vainly waited and at last is forced

to attempt to collect for the other article. Many and

varied are the troubles emanating from this source, gen-

erally ending in the doing of a real credit business which

was farthest from the original intention.

Expanded to Cash Sales.

Most naturally and with the usual contempt for men
witli whom money is spent, customers expanded this ap-

proval idea to cash sales as well. The customer evidently

reasoned that if returns are allowed on all approval goods,

why should not this apply to cash sales. Merchants didn't

call a halt in most instances, and customers felt and real-

ized that they were under no obligation to keep the goods.

This has gradually taken on such a complexion that

merchants are confronted with goods brought back a year

after sale and what is more, generally accepted and nearly

always at any rate exchanged. This is simply statin"

that dry goods retailing is to-day a system of delivery on

approval. The extent to which this has been carried

varies according to locality but all have felt that the out-

come of the approval system as applied to the return

goods privilege is a vast and growing evil.

Jobbers also Suffer.

It is not only retailers hut also jobbers and manufac-
turers who have inevitably suffered. Retailers, driven to

desperation by the exactions of customers, have in turn in

many instances used the same means as customers used

with them in their transactions with jobbers. Contracts

are broken, goods returned at the slightest excuse, over-

ordering done with a false motive and numerous other

practices which compare with the tactics of the consumer.

The writer has in mind one store which transacts a

large yearly business with a certain jobbing house. Tn

this store a lame box is kept labelled with the name of

this jobbing house, and when goods received are not con-

sidered up to sample, or price is not judged right, or the

goods are unseasonable or not desired, they arc simply

chucked into this box. which, when full, is returned to the

wholesale!' and credited to the retailer without a murmur.
This is certainly the limit of the case.

Another instance is remembered of resistance on the

part of a small manufacturer to a retailer's insisting on

returning a small lot of hells. The retailer on receipt of

shipment by express, found he had no need of them and

wrote to the manufacturer advising of their return with-

out prepaying express. The manufacturer retaliated by

re-expressing, and the merchant again reshipped. This

I
rocess was gone through three times, till finally the ex-

press charges amounted to more than the worth of the

belts. Finally the merchant wrote he would throw them

in the river or words to that effect and the manufacturer
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics ,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings ,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes J"ghest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson k Go, Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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subsided and paid all charges; This is only one of the

many stories which tends to show the lack of consideration

retailers often have for jobbers and manufacturers and

Mimei imes vice-versa

.

Adjust at Fountain Head.

All stores are anxious to stave off a crisis in this re-

spect, and undoubtedly the matter should be adjusted at

its fountain head. The consumer should be educated to

a more intelligent, fair and just point of view. Let it be

mildly suggested, and this with all due deference and with

some trepidation and extreme diffidence, that retailers

should show more backbone. There will of course be a

hue and cry emanating from all throats that competing

stores will not perhaps co-operate and they would seri-

ously suffer. Many concerns realize the system has grown

to such an extent that it does not pay. Consequently

obstacles should lie thrown in the way of returning goods.

That some stores have attempted this already is well

known and any efforts in this line are commendable. Such

an idea as printing on the sales slip that no return will

be accepted unless accompanied by the slip has been found

helpful, but it is perhaps by no means always observed.

A Discussion Proposed.

This is a vital question to all merchants and The Re-

view proposes a discussion of this question in its various

phases, as well as suggesting practical remedies for the

evil. To this end. communications from retailers through-

out the country, as to what they think of this matter will

be welcomed. This laxity arising first perhaps from the

retailer's anxiety for business has demoralized trade con-

ditions as affecting his own business with consumers and

iti turn has rendered the jobber ami manufacturer a

sufferer. The Review believes it is to the mutual benefit

of all concerned to have helpful correspondence along this

line and reiterates its request for letters pertaining to it.

GOOD ADVERTISING.

TO sell more goods is the ambition of merchants every-

where, and what with the changing conditions of

life, and the severe competition among merchants

themselves, to sell more goods is becoming a suhject for

\ei\ serious attention. Ideas, perhaps, more than any-

thing else, are wanted. The old-fashioned announcements

such as "John Smith Sells Soap," bald and unattract i\ <•

no longer suffice. Schemes and methods for attracting

people's attention, for getting their business, are being

sought out with increasing diligence. The modern agency,

advertising, is being employed as it never was before, and

will be employed more and more. A good text book on

advertising is therefore not only desirable but also a

necessity, and strange as it may seem, so far there has

arisen onlv one book that pretends to answer this need—

"Successful Advertising; How to Accomplish It,"—by J.

Angus MacDonald. The author is a Prince Edward Is-

lander, and has had a wide experience in retail advertis-

ing in the big cities of the United States. Among his

fellow craftsmen he is held in high esteem. His book

consists of 100 pages of most useful matter. It is not n

dry or technical treatise, but rather a compendium of

first-class articles under an immense varietv of topics,

dealing comprehensively with the subject of good adver-

tising, and how to accomplish it. The book has had a

remarkable sale in the United States, and the author has

received a flood of highlv eulogistic letters. The sale of

this book in Canada is in the hands of the technical book

department of the MacLean Publishing Co., Limited, To
ronto. The demand in the month or so that the book has

been obtainable in Canada at the publisher's price, duty

and delivery charges paid, has been most gratifying. It

is hoped this notice will provoke many more inquiries.

The book is sent to" any address in the Dominion, all

charges prepaid, or receipt of its price, $2.

AFTER THE SHUTTERS ARE UP
Little Alphonso, Jr., had been carefully tucked into

bed, had asked for his last drink of water, and was about

to dream material for new questions when his mother

heard, as she was carefully ami quietly folding the little

garments in the dim light, "Mother, how was it I first met

you?"
*

A certain society lady and a party of friends were

touring through Ireland recently, not a thousand miles

from Lehinch, in the County of Clare. They had put up

at a small hotel, the best to be bad in that particular

neighborhood. All went well until the morning, for the

place, though rough, was not without its rude comfort-,

and the hospitality of mine Irish host is a thing which

often makes thirteen out of twelve. But in the morning

the lady had a rude awakening, for bath there was none

in the bouse. "But." said the chambermaid, proudly.

"we have a bathroom, and there's a bath set in it, and

the whole is built out convanient to the house."

Milady, accordingly made a quick transit down the

corridor, at the end of which she found herself in a rude

sort of a \e to the bouse. She had taken her bath, and

was pulling wildly at a pulley for the shower bath to act.

when -he heard a voice from heaven saving: "Shure an

faith, marm, ye '11 be after pullin' the whole roof down.
There's no whater cooms from that rhope. There's divil

a bit o' shower in it. But if ye '11 be after sthanding in the

middle o' the room, o'il throw a bucket o' whater over
your back."

•

"What is my little son thinkiiv so intently of?" ask-

ed the Alma Mater of a little four-year-old who had been
seriously watching an unusually long funeral pass into

the* cemetery entrance, which was only a short distance

from their home.

"J hope when 1 die we won't be living here, for then

1 wouldn't gel a very long ride." replied the child slowly.

The family was planning at the breakfast-table to at-

tend, later in the day, the funeral of a deceased neighbor,

but Isabel, aged six. was. very much to her distress, to be

left at home.

"But I've never been to a funeral." the little girl

pleaded. "I want to go to one just dreadfully.''

Never mind. Sis." said the little maid's brother con-

solingly, "perhaps you can go to your own some day.".

"Well," Hashed Isabel indignantly, "if I don't have

a little practice 1 shan't know bow to behave even at that

one.

<S4
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FANCY PARASOLS

SPRING 1 905

Greater Variety of Style*

Greater Variety of Material*

AND

Greater Values Than

Ever Before.
^^g--Our Travellers are coming: to show YOU the new

line in January—Wait for them

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

108 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

WOOL ALL

THE CARGILL, RIFE MAN'F'G. CO.

CARGILL, ONT.

WOOLEN
GOODS

Manufacturers

HIGH-GRADE

Made from Canadian Wool.

WE MANUFACTURE

Tweeds
Twill Tweeds
Halifax "
Friezes
Hackinaws

Yarns
Sheetings
Blankets
Homespuns
Flannels

Mills at CARGILL, OIMT.

THE CARGILL, RIFE MAN'F'G. CO.

Putnam's Cloth Chart

PRICE $5 00 EACH, COMPLETE.

Accurately measures piece goods and ribbons with-
out unwinding them from the bolt.

All measurements printed upon the rule just as a
lumberman's log rule; works on the same principle. No
book of tables to refer to as with other charts. Simplest
and best.

Eight years in American market; nearly 10,000
satisfied customers.

Booklet with description and testimonials sent free

on request. Address

—

A. E. PUTNAM
Care of E. J. JOSELIN, Agt.

Factory— 33 Melinda Straet

MILAN. Mich. TORONTO, ONT

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Drees Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery,

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

Allw
u°^

G
uX

a

d

nteed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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RCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
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260 St. James St., Montreal.

MERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.

Our method of furnlshingconiEuercial reports to oursubscrlbersgivespronipt

•ndrellableinformatlontodate. Every modem facility forthecollectionofclaimfc

Tel. Main 1085.

Safes and Vault Doors
GUARANTEED FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF

"THE WINNIPEG SAFE"
That's "OURS."

We are the sole distributing agents in Canada for the famous

DIEBOLD SAFES and VAULT DOORS
Agents wanted for Our Small Household Safes.

Winnipeg Safe Works
Office and Salesroom - 62' Princess St..

Phone 3006. WINNIPEG, Man.

THE BELL TELEPHONE CO.

of Canada, Limited

has extended its

Long Distance Service

From

BRANTFORD
to

HOHAWK, OAKLAND and SCOTLAND

Rates may be obtained from any of the Long Distance

Toll Stations of the company.

It's Free
to

Business Men
Our latest illustrated catalogue sent free upon

request. Telling you how you can save L0 to 60

hours per month in rendering jour accounts and

doing your book-keeping. Render 1,000 accounts

in one-half hour Write to-day.

THE

Briggs Ledger System Co
Limited

75 York St., - - - Toronto, Can.

Special Advertising Rates have been
arranged for space in "The Office,"
and will be gladly quoted on request.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NEIL McCARNEY, Prop W. C McCARNEY, Manage*

THE PROVINCIAL
Leading Commercial Hotel. GAJNANOQTTE, ONT

Located in Heart of Business Section. Ten First-class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAKER, Prop. GALT, ONT

First-class accommodation for Commercial Men.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald
A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2 00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLE\.N PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED, TORONTO.

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

Heavy
Red-Brown
Wrapping

FOR EXPRESS PARCELS.
STRONG, TOUGH AND STIFF

SAMPLES AND PRICES GLADLY SENT.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL
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DEVOTED TO THE
OFFICE STAFFS OF
BUSINESS
ESTABLISHMENTS

FORMING A JOINT STOCK COMPANY.
A few items of general interest to'the Bookkeeper after the formation of

a Joint Stock Company or the amalgamation of industrial concerns.

By H. R. W

IT
would be impossible to give a set of opening

entries applicable to every business, as it would

depend largely upon the arrangement made with

tbe vendors in regard to the transfer of their

business, but in a general way, the "assets" trans-

ferred should be debited, crediting "Shareholders of Old

Company," the "Liabilities" credited, debiting "Share-

holders of Old Company," the balance, in the "Share-

holders" account showing the amount of stock held by

them in the new company, the completing entry being:

"Shareholders of Old Company" Dr.

To Capital Stock account Cr.

If stock is offered for public subscription the entries

for "General Ledger" purposes might be made as fol-

lows :

Shareholders Acct. Dr.

To Capital Stock account Cr.

(For Amount of Stock Subscribed.)

Cash Dr.

To Shareholder Cr.

(as instalments are received on subscription)

thus closing "shareholders" account in the general

ledger.

If various classes of stock are subscribed for. such

as first preference, second preference or common, these

divisions may be credited instead of simply using the

term "capital stock."

As a rule, shareholders are treated collectively in the

"General Ledger." one, two or three accounts being

kept according to the class of shares subscribed for, the

accounts for the individual shareholders being kept in

the stock ledger.

A First Difficulty.

Probably the first difficulty with which the office man
will have to contend when the amalgamated company has
not taken over the accounts receivable or payable of the

individual companies, will occur upon receipt of a

cheque or money order, the amount of which includes

accounts due both to the old and new companies. Let

it be supposed, for instance, that Bentley & Jones owe one
of the old companies $10 and the amalgamated company
$15, the latter being subject to cash discount of 2 per
cent. Upon receipt of the cheque or money order, the

remittance may be entered in the cash book of the new
company as follows:

cd.

Bentley & Jones S24.50
Less amt. of account for Old Co. 9.80 HO

amt.

$14.70

The amount posted to the credit of Bentley & Jones in

the books of the new company being $15, made up of

cash $14.70 and cash discount 30c, the balance $9.80 be-
ing entered in the cash book of the old company in the usual
way, together with cash discount, if allowable. The
new company may pay over the amount of each individual
balance due or the aggregate amount due at the end of
the day or week.

When goods are returned after the amalgamation has
taken place, which were charged prior to the date of
transfer, the correct method, although it may appear on
first sight a roundabout way of arriving at the desired re-

sult, is to credit the goods through the books of the
old company at the price originally charged, and, if

necessary, transfer such credits, by means of cross en-
tries, to the books of the new company, charging at the
same time or at the end of a stated period all goods thus
returned and credited to the new company at cost price.

If this course were not pursued, the goods would be taken
into stock by the new company and a liability assumed
by crediting the customer at the selling value, whereas
such goods should be taken into stock at cost, as the old
company had originally made the profit on them. As the
success of a business depends to a large extent in these
busy days upon the system employed, a few suggestions
as to handling the office department after an amalga-
mation may not be amiss.

A Few Suggestions.

The aim should be to dispense with all unnecessary
work without destroying in any way the history of
transaction, the question continually before the office man
being, "Is there a possibility of this work being done
in a shorter or simpler manner and yet obtain the neces-
sary result?"

Each branch should keep its own cash book in the form
of loose sheets, which may be kept on files, a duplicate
sheet of each day's transactions being sent to the head
office where it. shall be audited, filed and posted.

Vouchers for sundry payments should accompany the

sheets and should be vouched for by the manager of the
branch.

An additional check on the cash would be to have the

balance on hand on a certain day, say on the end of the

month, deposited in the bank, and the pass book entered
by the bank and sent to the head office for verification.

All accounts should be kept at the head office, both
personal and impersonal.

Each office may keep its own bank account, and re-

mittance by draft made to'head office for all over a stipu-

lated amount.

All accounts payable should be settled by the head
office, unless goods are settled for in cash when purchased
by the branch, in the latter case the vouchers being sent

as usual with the cash sheet.

The invoicing may be done by the individual office in

triplicate, one copy sent to the customer, one copy to the
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head office for posting medium, and the third filed in the

branch office for reference only.

The sales of each branch may be recapitulated both

by the head office and by the branch and compared

monthly, which makes a sure check on the sales.

The accounts may be arranged at the head ollice in

such a way as to show the profit made by each branch of

the business during any period, charging each branch

with goods purchased for it, and, by a system of internal

invoicing', charging at cost all goods delivered to it by

the head office or other branches; crediting each branch

with its sales, less returns; charging against the differ-

ence (which is the gross profit) from the trading account.

all branch expenses and also a proportion of the general

expenses, the balance in the account being the net profit

for the period.

If all orders are written in duplicate and the duplicate

kept on file until the goods have been charged, it may
then be used for ascertaining the cost of goods sold.

With the stock on hand at the start, to which is added

the purchases, deducting the cost of goods sold, the stock

on hand at any date may be readily ascertained wit In mi

the necessity of actually taking stock.

COMPLETE IN ITSELF.

THE Briggs Ledger System consists of a journal, in-

dex, billhead ledger for purchase and sales account,

account rendering system, ledger balance and cash

sale statement, all under one binding. You can obtain

the balance of both credit and debit ledger without mak-

ing a single addition, as you can carry your balance

along each day as you do your posting, and at the same

time you are making out your bill that you will render at

the end of the month, keeping a copy that has a three-

fold check. It is the stub at the left side of the bill

that makes this system so valuable to merchants, as they

can tell every day the totals and balances of their ledger

and the check number and salesman who sold the goods.

The old system of account rendering every month is too

well known to need any explanation.

PREPARING FOR INVENTORY.

WHEN inventory time comes a few months hence,

many a merchant will be disappointed at the small

returns which he is able to show on his invest-

ment. Oftentimes the trouble is not with the size of his

trade, but with the way in which his investment stands.

To show earning power, the invested capital must be

kept at work. The man who is able to hold his stock

down to the actual needs of his business is the one who
will show the biggest net profits on his investment. The

idea of buying cheap in carload lots is all right, but it will

not work when the dealer's trade is not adequate to quick-

ly move the carload lot out id' the warehouse or hack

room. Stock which is piled up out of sight is not earn-

ing anything'. The chances are (hat it is depreciating

in value. It does well if il holds its own.

Hence the disadvantage of carrying dead stock. The

merchant's money which is tied up in stock can only he

earning him money when it is out in sight of the cus-

tomers, when it is moving out of his store and bringing

in money.

This is a suggestion for inventory time. Surplus

stock should be cut down. Stock which has been hanging

fire should be moved out and the actual working invest-

ment will then be left tor I lie merchant to figure on.

The man who has more money to invest in his business

often makes the mistake of stocking up heavily, and

thinking that he thereby increases his chance tor making
money. The net income will not be benefiter by dead

stock. Far belter that he invest the surplus in a new-

line of goods, if he can make room for them, and keep

his old stock down to the actual needs of the business.

— Merchants' Journal.

A SHORT CUT FOR FILING INVOICES.
By Win A. Ingram.

GENERALLY speaking, all that is said in favor of

vertical files for letters is also true in regard to the

invoices of purchases. In the majority of cases the

alphabetical system will be found most suitable; it is

simple and self-indexing. The divisions into which the

alphabet should be divided must be regulated by the

number of invoices to be handled.

The elasticity of a vertical file permits all invoices

from any firm to be filed in one place in chronological

order.

The numerical system possesses certain advantage

which should not be overlooked. It admits subdivisions

to be made to correspond to certain ledger accounts. For
instance, in the case of a manufacturing concern, sections

of the file may be allotted to invoices for such items as

General Expense, Manufacturing Material, Extensions to

Plant. Repairs and Renewals. Each section should have

its number and set of alphabetical guides, so that with

the use of a suitable index for the names of firms, refer-

ence can be made immediately to any invoice. The
Voucher Record index may be used in some cases for this

purpose. However, if the invoices have to be frequentlv

referred to, and this index is not one which admits of

names being readily found, it is obviously advantageous

to use a separate card index.

When the voucher system is used, invoices and credits

relating to each voucher should lie fastened together. A
stapling machine is useful for this purpose. Tn cases

where invoices on a voucher relate to more than one

ledger account (if the plan outlined above be followed),

they should he separated and filed in their respective

divisions. This fact must, of course, he noted in the

index.—From Svstem .

A COURSE OT1 LECTURES.

The Chartered Accountants' Student Association an-

nounce the following course of lectures for the season

1904-5:

November 7—Mr. W. T. Kernahan, F.C.A., "Congress of

Accountants at St. Louis."

December 5—Mr. A. C. Xeff. E.C.A.. "Bookkeeping."

1905.

January 9—Mr. C A. Masten, Barrister. "Law."
February 6—Mr. D. lloskins. F.C.A.. "Commercial Arith-

metic "

March 6—Mr. W. B. Tindall, F.C.A.. "Bookkeeping."

April 3—Mr. (i. Edwards, F.C.A.. "Auditing."

May 1 Mr. W. C. Eddis, F.C.A., "Bookkeeping."

Full information as to membership, library, fees. etc..

'•pen application to the secretary-treasurer. Howard R.

Wellington, 14 Tine Hill road, Toronto.
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Thii list It for the purpose of placing retailers,

m»nufi»i'turers' jobbers and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountants

and auditors whose services are 60 frequently

required for such purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian

Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing accounts, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stock companies,
devising special office systems, making collec-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

DAVID HOSKINS, F.C.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

27 Wellington Street East, - Toronto, Canada.

This Space $ 15 a Year.

JENKINS & HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountants,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.

15>$ Toronto Street Toronto.
465 Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the collection of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, a*
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TUPPEK, PHIPPEN & TUPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DTJCLOS & CHAUVI

N

Advocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, Q. . Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Duclos. Henry N. Chauvin.

This Space $15 a Year. This Space $15 a Year.

Educational Department.
The following institutions for the education

of business men's sons and daughters are

recommended by this paper :

1889.

The Belleville Business College, Limited,

Business firms get the best results by applying to us 10 days before vacancies
occur in their employ.

See Catalogue pages 21, 27. 33, 41.

J. A. Tousaw.

Secretary. }

BELLEVILLE,
ONTARIO.

J. Frith Jeffers, M.A.,

President.

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.
Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORGE DICKSON, M.A.,
Director.

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON
Lady Principal.

TELEGRAPHY

-OTTAWA,ONT.

BOOK-KEEPING TYPEWRITING

One inch space in this dept. $15 per year.

4i 8 ^^

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Make Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.

Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Nicklin's (sajonjc) Duplex
T"ADE MAR*

SAFETY FMN
are ENGLISH MADE

5 Sizes, Nickeled or Black.

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

See our Classified List of Advertisements on last pages of this issue.
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Telephone: 4519 Holborn.

GOOD™,WIN
WHEN IN LONDON

CALL AT

119 Clartertase St,

AND SEE

The STANDS
of TO-DAY.

CHARMING. RATIONAL.

FASHIONABLE.

LISTS FREE

GOODWINS
HATTON WALL,
HATTON GARDEN,

LONDON, E. C. «

ORDERS

YOU WILL PROMOTK YOUROWN BUSI-

NESS BY INSISTING UPON HAVING

Suit Form No. bo R.

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in
front and back which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
s being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12-

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St, (established over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures,Finest Metal Display Fixtures, etc.

Store

Fixtures
No other concern equals ours

for size of plant and extent

of output.

It follows that we can

quote better prices and offer

a greater variety than any

other concern in the world

Semi for Catalogue.

No. 399.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE.
It costs you nothing. It will tell you what to buy. What to pay. It will suggest to you ideas for store equipment that will make yours

a better store. Send to-day. Window and Interior Display Fixtures. Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures. Triplicate Mirrors, Wall

Mirrors, Stools, Show Cases, etc., etc.

HUGH LYONS & CO., LANSING, MICH.
Chicago Salesroom—238 Madison Ave. New York Salesroom—679 Broadway.
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A NEW BOOK.
By W. R. McColl.

INSTEAD of turning over a new leaf for January,

1905, it might not be amiss to start a new book

and jot down the following thoughts as a starter :

First, remember that goods well known are half

sold. Why is it the apples on the top of the barrel get

the most attention ? Not because they are better, but

they arc seen first. They are easy to get at and their

quality is quickly ascertained. If they are as good as

they look the sight of them and the price tag does the

rest. The same applies to store windows and their con-

of good business to see that these new names should be

perfectly familiar to the salespeople to begin with, and

that each clerk and the window trimmer should have the

pronunciation correct at once.

It looks and sounds badly to see one clerk in a de-

partment telling a customer that this new fabric is called

so-and-so, when another customer asking the name of the

same material from another salesman in the same de-

partment is told something quite different, (within ear-

shot of the former), and perhaps the window trimmer will

ticket the goods in his next window trim under a still

different name.

Illustration No. I.

tents; goods well shown are well known quickly, and find

new owners without delay.

Your customers will soon find out where you stand In

relation to displaying the season's novelties and marking
them at a fair profit.

Modern merchandizing has made the fair sex very dis-

cerning. Your place can quickly be made the Mecca of

the shrewd buyer, and they are plentifully abroad in the

land.

Get the Names Right.

With the new season there come many new goods with
new names attached to them; although some of them may
be familiarly known by older appellations. It is a part

— A Ledce Tkim.

*

Before goods are offered for sale and before there is a
possibility of ridiculous jumbles being made of the names
of goods in the presence of customers, see to it that

every clerk and the decorator who shows or handles the

stuff knows what to call it.

The good trimmer is more than willing to be correct

fc
if he is given the opportunity to know what is right, and
not have to wait until he can pick a thing up or

"catch on."

Education and that good old commodity known as

common sense will go a long way in finding out the pro-

nunciation; but one cannot expect to find polished French

and Italian scholars behind the counter at $6 and $8 per
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week. Ridiculous and inexcusable mistakes are made, and

are liable to be made every day, such as "pike'' for

pique, or "seoy" for "soie."

These simple errors are on a par with a sign which

the writer recently saw emblazoned in white upon a dull

red building in a good-sized Canadian town which read :

"Municipal Way Scales." Of course they had intended

the sign to convey to the agricultural community that

Illustration No. 2—A wash goods drape.

the above mentioned building contained the public

"weigh scales, " yet from its evident age it appeared to

be no person's business to have the error corrected.

The proprietor or buyer of every mercantile house

should write clearly the new names on the price ticket of

all goods when they are price-marked.

This forethought on his part would to a great degree

remedy this too common state of affairs pointed out

above.

Be Less Secretive.

Many heads of departments and window trimmers are

too secretive and close-mouthed about the affairs of their

departments so far as the next man under them is con-

cerned. This is wrong from a business standpoint, and

ought to be remedied.

Occasions of promotions, sickness, or discharge, often

require an immediate shifting of responsibility, and the

second man being upon the spot, and to some extent

familiar with the ways and business of the house, should

have the preference in filling a vacancy. But if the

seniors have been so jealous of their knowledge and re-

sponsibility that they refused to allow the next in

charge to know more about the department than they

are able to pick up, the junior would make a poor show-

ing for himself and a poorer one for the firm when called

upon to accept full or larger responsibility.

Just drop a hint to the head men thai you think it

best to allow some one else to know something of "how

things are moving." There will be no call for ihe let-

ting out of any store secrets. It will be just good busi-

ness—that's all.

Get Next.

Get a little closer to the ways of the insides of things

and know more intimately the whys and wherefores, with

the inevitable result of improving the standard of the

windows, interior trims and general work of the store,

thus increasing your knowledge of your own business and

insuring its future prosperity and advancement.

Isn't it a really good thing to think about for Janu-

ary, 1905 ?

Good Value.

Don't advertise a lie ! That much abused word "bar-

gain" has caused much dissatisfaction with many stores.

Be honest in your assertions and get the confidence of

the public in your "ads."

Why is it that one store can advertise cut prices with

the certainty of always getting a crowd, while another

next door can pare prices closer and fail to get results ?

Simply because they have abused that one word

"bargain."

I know one firm who always affirms there is no such

Illustration No. 3—Kiosk over stairway dressed by A. A. Garon for

Z. Paquet, Quebec.

word as bargain in their advertising, but always hammer
on its running mate—"good value." That firm is on a

safe tack. When you advertise "good value" articles

this year you'll see that the windows are suitably

trimmed and ticketed with the merchandise offered, and

that all salespeople are made cognizant of the price re-
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Q

JAN .ff J

RETURN
JAJV

Ties, Qlove* and Kerchief

No. 206, $2.50 each, net

RETUR

JAN -6 190

Wal3

Ribbons, Ties and (Moves

No. 604, $1.65 each, net

No. 523, nirror Shoe Stand
Price, $3.00 net

gQ

JAN ^ 1M RETURNED RETURNED RETURN

Has your Store

an Air of

Prosperity ?
You know that appearances count.

We assist you to maintain appear-

ances.

We are the largest Fixture

Concern in the Dominion.

Send for our Catalogue.

It suggests to you a hundred different

things that will beautify your store,

and add to sales.

Our prices on all fixtures show up

well by comparison.

Return

AW -ft

The Toronto Brass Mnfg. Co.

98=100 Lombard St., Toronto

Collar Stand

No. 631, $4.00 per doz. net

rH
37

Mantle Rack mounted on
Ball Bearings

Price, $10.50 net

JAN -6 90
JAW -6J9C

Has a multitude of uses

No. 22. $25.00 net

Shirt, Tie, Cuff and (Jlove Stand

No. 608, $1.75 each, net

No. 428, $5.75 each, net Tie and (Hove Stand
No. 210, $3.00 each, net
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ductious on c.uh article and in what part of the store

i he] w ill be shown.

When articles have been advertised at special prices for

certain days, and no effort made to display them or in-

form the clerks until the customers conic with a rush for

these tilings—and are met with a blank stare and a we-

don't-know-which-goods-you-mean—it does not take many
events of this character to spoil your business. You may
he perfectly honest in your offer to the public, but the

people look upon it as a swindle and you cannot argue

with them. "Where is the stuff you advertised?" they

say, and you must produce the goods.

Therefore, for 1905, when you advertise "good value"

and cut pi ices, tell the salespeople you have done so and

prepare a goodly showing of the sale goods the previous

day.

Decoration Duty Did It.

What aie you going to do with that bunch of crumpled
handkerchiefs left over from the holiday trade ? For of

course you haven't got through the holiday rush without

a small heap of rumpled handkerchiefs left on your hands,

Dressed by D. W. Hayes for Lewi; & Patterson, Brockville, Ont.
Material used was sequin trimming, ruchings and lace.

creased by doing decorative duty or mussed by the soil of

many handlings. With the lower priced ones up to 10c,

I would suggest lumping the lot in a big window display

at six for a quarter, and hold the sale from 9 to 12 a.m.

Sell from the window as much as possible; the very fact

of handing them out in half dozens creates a desire for

possession which the passer-by quickly notes and takes

advantage of. The better grades can be put on sale at 5

o'clock p. in. for one hour, at correspondingly i educed

prices. Why at 5 o'clock ? Because trade begins to fall

off at that hour in Winter, and while ladies are out shop-

ping for "something tempting for tea" they will carry off

your handkerchiefs if you make it worth while from a

price point.

Cheapness.

Too many men are prone to worship at the shrine of

cheapness. The ultimate end of such a course, if per-

sistently followed, is sure destruction. If you aie out to

gain fame and fortune as a great merchant why turn to

risky methods ? That is, why try to make your doings

appear to be something which 1hey are not.

Suppose for 11)05 you substitute in your window dis-

plays "as now worn" for so much price cutting, and

elevate the standard of your stock accordingly, then

your ledger will make more interesting reading ;han it

has for some time, while your clientele and the general

tone of your business will be revamped and put on a more
solid and lasting foundation, with less bother and worry
for the "man on the motor."

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
Illustration No. 1.— The standards are five feel apart

from the [edge and ceiling' pole. In the centre panel

spring an arch of thin basswood lumber, the same Lumber

being used to form the oval panel to the left. Puff stand-

ards in pale blue, the arch in white, and the oval in but-

tercup, forming the diamond shaped openings in white

embroidered insertion. The centre panel drape with

mercerized sateen with puffed top, and the panel to the

right fill witli a suspended star made from white em-

broidery in overlapping rows.

Illustration No. 2—Wash Goods Drape. The stand-

ard is a V-shaped base and pointed top to which are at-

tached two overlapping hoops notched into each other

and firmly tied. Drape standard first and then hoops and

add suitable lace, insertion or applique for garniture.

Illustration No. 3.—Kiosk over stairway. The crown

is made of tin gilded, and lamps of five-candle power are

placed around the edge. The kiosk proper is cut out of

wood and painted with gold and light green enamel. A

bouquel of W2 candle power electric lights hangs under the

crown.

COREAN WOMEN'S CLOAKS.

THE dress of the Corean women, writes Oapt. Casser-

ly, in Macmillan's Magazine, is very quaint. Long,

voluminous white cotton dresses reaching to the

ankle show baggy trousers underneath, which, ending at

slippers with upturned loes, give them somewhat the ap-

pearance of Turkish women. Over their head is thrown a

I ng cloak, generally green, fastened under the neck, the

sleeves, through which the arms are never passed, hang-

ing down over the shoulders. By this cloak hangs a tale,

historical and interesting.

Once upon a time a king of Corea invited the officers

of his army to a banquet in the palace at Seoul, in com-
plete ignorance that a military conspiracy, aimed at his

throne and life, was afoot. The conspirators, who were

among the guests, resolved to seize their opportunity to

murder the king during the progress of the banquet. On
entering the palace, the officers deposited their large

military cloaks in an ante-chamber and took their places

in the hall where the feast was spread, waiting only a

signal to fall on and slay their host. But a number of

llie women of Seoul had become acquainted with the con-

spiracy. Loyal to their monarch and unable to warn
him in time, they went in a body to the palace, and

gained admittance into the ante-chamber. Seizing the

Officers' cloaks, they entered the banqueting hall unob-

served; some, stealing noiselessly up behind the officers

as they sat at the feast, flung the cloaks over their

heads and pinioned them in the folds, while others ran to

the bewildered king, hurriedly warned him of the plot,

and spirited him safely away before the baffled con-

spirators could release themselves from the grasp of their

brave captors.

In token of his gratitude to his loyal female subjects,

the kind decreed that in future the Corean women should

wear the military cloak, thrown over their heads, as a

mark of honor.
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LET THIS BE A QUICK SALES YEAR

Equip your store throughout with our celebrated

Illuminated 2L^&* Show Cases.
Display your goods in our show cases and you will have more sales and quicker

sales The testimony of merchants equipped with Quick Sales Show Cases is

convincing and conclusive. Our cases are made from first quality material by
skilled workmen. They possess individuality, reliability and durability.

Let your 1?05 motto be "Quick Sales and more sales." Begin by writing to

us at once for suggestions.

DETROIT SI10W CASE COMPANY,
Dei'T. B.

"Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants."

482 to 490 Fort Street West, Detroit, U.S.A.
Canadian Branch -Windsor, Ontario

JOHN Petz, Pres. and Supt. Herbert Malott, Sec. and Treas.

X.B.—Our Novelty Show Case at S7.50 is a wonder. Have you seen it?

TO LEND A TONE
TO THE STORE OR HOME

USE EMBOSSED STEEL
FOR YOUR CEILINGS AND WALLS

IT IS SUITABLE

FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING

l

PLATE No. 417.

Light in weight easily applied -.inexpensive.

LET US GiVE YOU AN ESTIMATE
FOR YOUR PRESENT REQUIREMENTS.

THE METALLIC ROOFING CO.
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO MONTREAL
LIMITED

WINNIPEG

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

73 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO.

yAnx/iKO/fA ,S' /Mill

W. THOMPSON & SONS

Worsted and Lambs' Wool
Yarn Spinners

ST. LEONARD'S WORKS
LEICESTER, Eng.

Thfc A G. MOOINbY CO.
Canadian Agents

MONTREAL - P.Q.
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PRETTY EXPENSIVE

STORE-KEEPING

to keep on doing business in

a dark store, where the day-

light gets in poorly—leaving

corners and sections with

little or no light ; making it

hard to serve customers

satisfactorily.

There is a Cure
Modern Science has pro-

vided a cure. Glass prisms,

scientifically adjusted, placed

at the front, or side, or back

of store, deflect the day-

light and send the light

beams streaming through

the store to the darkest

recesses. The change

marvellous.

is

No Modern Store

attempts to get along with-

out the aid of

LUXFER PRISMS
—the 20th Century daylight

device for driving out in-

terior darkness.

Our Booklet tells all about It.

Send for It.

A Practical Demonstration

If you call.

LUXFER PRISM CO.
LIMITED

100 King St. W„ TORONTO

Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representatives at popular

prices.

SIMPLE ACCURATE INEXPENSIVE
Measures accurately,

without unwinding, all

kinds of fabrics wound
in the piece, from rib-

bons and dress goods to

carpets and linoleum,

leaving the piece in as

perfect condition as

when new, avoiding the

labor of unwinding and
rewinding, and the un-

sightly appearance and
conditions which always
follow.

Is mathematically cor-

rect and the only perfect

system invented for

measuring goods in the piece.

It is so simple that apiece of goods can be measured in

one-eighth the time required by any other method.

Will save many times its cost in one general inventory.

Is invaluable for measuring part pieces of wound piece

goods.

Should always be used when receiving new goods in

proving the accuracy of the mill measurements or the yards

charged in the invoice.

Is an absolute store necessity and it is a pleasure to

use it.

Sold by • Price $1.50 each.

THE W. R. BROCK CO., Limited
MONTREAL and TORONTO.
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THE SHOW WINDOW
HOW TO CONSTRUCT IT

(J many inquiries have been made of late months

to The Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher

as to the best way in which to construct a

window, that it is evident that merchants are

rapidly approaching a realization of the im-

portance of the show window, and are giving it the con-

sideration due it as a factor in the success of the busi-

ness.

Justice cannot be given such an extended subject in

one article, and many of the ideas expressed may not

accord with those preconceived by many a merchant. The

ground has. however, been carefully covered, and the sug-

gestions put forward are the result of the experience of

the best stores, and can be taken to express what is

generally felt in up-to-date minds as most suitable for the

average business. Local conditions will necessarily pre-

clude the adoption of these ideas in their entirety in

of the two styles of doorway, but ignoring the window

for the moment, the increased width of the door itself,

which will be necessary to the rectangular entrance, will

equalize its merits with those of the slanting shape as

far as it affects the general impression on the public.

And the angle made in the window by the slants of the

sides is just that much space lost.

(To be continued )

THE ILLUSTRATION.

THIS attractive front is in the store of Belyea Bros..

St. John, N.B. The store is only 19 feet 2 inches

wide and therefore unsuitable for the ordinary

show window and entrance. Accordingly what was lack-

ing in width was made up in depth. The street face of

A most excellent window in the store of Belyea Bros., St. John, N.B., showing what can be done with a narrow store.

many cases, but the best of them can be selected and
combined with individual opinions on the subject.

Shape and Size.

In general it can be said without hesitation that the

shape should be rectangular. This would necessitate the

rectangular doorway, and this is certain to meet with

the disapproval of many. A study of the most modern
city stores will reveal the fact that the rectangular is

rapidly superseding the sloping entrance, whether it is on

account of the window or not. Certain it is that what
may be lacking in the rectangular entrance as an inviting

doorway is more than compensated for by the conveni-

ences and improved efiepts of the rectangular window.

This is not the place to discuss the merits or demerits

each window is 2 feet 1(1 inches wide, the first surface

facing the entrance is 7 feet, the narrow face next is 1

foot 4 inches and the sheet of glass near the door is 7

feet wide. The door itself is 4 feet 3 inches in width.

The entrance is tiled in a neat pattern. Clamps are

used to connect the two front sheets of glass and in this

case it is a wise move on account of the division coming

in the centre of what forms the front surface of the

window. The woodwork is of a rich mahogany finish.

At the sides of the window are mirrors 8 feel l> inches

high. A good effect as well as a protection is provided

by the brass railing. Incidentally the window dressing is

of a high class.
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THE PERSONAL EQUATION.

THE term "'creating business" is often used in

connection with trade, and it is not infrequent-

ly misused. With the ordinary merchant it is

more of a problem to attract and hold trade

than it is to create trade. The art of attract-

ing trade is the key to success, and it does not consist

altogether in having a store well located, properly fitted,

and always filled with timely and worthy goods. The
attitude of the store towards its patrons, especially the

demeanor of the salespeople toward the customer, is a

vitally important factor in success, and one of the potent

causes of failure.

H is well to remember that whatever trade anybody

gets must come from persons, and also that nine persons

in every ten are influenced by considerations quite apart

from the quality of the goods offered to them. Note that

I say influenced. I do not say they are entirely persuaded

by other considerations than quality and price. . it is

within conservative and truthful lines to declare that the

receptive condition of mind that leads to purchase de-

pends, in not less than nine-tenths of the average pur-

chasers, upon the character of the initial personal ap-

proaches made to them by the salesman. This prelimin-

ary fertilization of the consciousness of the purchaser may
begin in the advertising, and if the sale is effected by
mail it has to be ripened and completed by the advertis-

ing. There is no direct personality in the mail-order

business, and it is not here considered.

The personal sale is made in the store and by the

salesman. Whatever influence may have operated to bring

the customer to the store is a more complex question. It

may have been advertising; it may have been need, or it

may have been curiosity. In the case of men, it is safe

to assume that it is usually necessity that prompts th^m
to visit a store, and necessity is often guided by the ad-

vertising they may have seen. The influence of advertis-

ing upon men is much less potent than it is upon women.
A man, bent upon supplying his personal necessities, goes

to the store he believes can serve him better or cheaper

than others. lie usually buys of the first salesman he

consults. He carries away a certain impression of the

treatment accorded to him, and that impression induces

him to return- to that store when he needs more of its

poods, or to shun it.

A question like this one of personal trade is aptly

illustrated by personal experience. There is a certain

ill Miian in a certain store of whom I buy nearly every-

thing I wear, except hats and shoes; and it is aim >st

wholly because of his treatment of me. There is another

certain large concern in neither of whose score or more of

stores can I be induced to expend a cent, and the reason

is 1 hat one of its smart salesmen "jewed" me into ac-

cepting a garment that I did not want and did not pur-

chase, by one of those cute substitution tricks some sales-

men appear to consider smart. I had selected the gar-

1 wanted, and to improve the fit the clerk brought

out another size, not informing me thai it was also from

another and different priced lot. When my bill came it

for S3 more than I thought. I recognized the trick,

said nothing, paid Ihc bill, and never again visited the

if that firm.

1 buy 1 1
1
> hats a1 a certain store, and usually >•[ the

in. It is an aristocratic place, but I like to

have the label of a good hatter in my hal, as I suppose

every man does who travels a little. It is worth some-

thing, it is often worth more than the price of the hat.

This salesman knows how to fit a hat to a head so that

it will lit as long as the hat is in service. He is suave,

attentive, chatty, entertaining—until my hat is selected

and paid for and then he turns alMiis talents onto the

next customer, and I may occupy myself in keeping out

of the way of the hurrying clerks and errand boys until

my new hat is fitted; then I may meander, with no word
to speed the parting customer. Some fine day I will buy
my hats at some other store. I always fret a good hat

at this store, but I always feel like kicking a window in

when I leave it.

As I am compelled to wear, "specs" I am obliged to

visit an optician rather often. I began with a man who
thoroughly knows his business. When I began with him
,he was fighting for a footing. He got 'his footing, and he

also got a beautiful new store, with a plate-glass private

office. The office was, I think, too much for him.

It has proved too much for me, anyway ; for

whereas he used, in the old days, to insist upon fitting

my glasses, and used to sit on a counter stool at my side

and gossip about his business, and some things not his

business, he now stalks to his office with only a nod or a

cool phrase or so; and my glasses are Pt '<!• >v r. n assist-

ant. I suppose it is only a manifestation of human na-

ture that I have begun to go to another optician, who
does not make as good lenses, but who does better under-

stand the men who are behind the glasses.

I do not find it pleasing to visit the big department

stores, because T cannot endure the insolent indifference

and inattention of the majority of the salespeople; not

absolute discourtesy, but a weary nonchalance that is as

irritating as insolence of speech. Not all salesmen in

big stores are thus; none of them should be

Not long ago T purchased a considerable bill at a big

store, much against mv will so far as the goods were con-

cerned, being fairly "jollied" by a salesman who knew his

business. During the hour's campaign he sized me up so

well that, even as I was studying how I could most easily

slip out of the store, T counted out the price to him and

meeklv gave directions for delivery.

This all leads to an evident conclusion : The selling of

goods depends upon two leading qualifications—knowledge
of the goods and kncnvledge of the people to whom the

roods must he sold. The latter is the more important.

as it is the harder to attain. Of course, a salesman

must know his goods; vet. though he know them never so

well, if he does not also know how to plav upon the per-

sonality of the prospective customer, he will not sell

those goods.

The advertising suggests the aroma of the cup the mer-

chant brews for his customers: it is the salesman who
must proffer it, and induce the customers to quaff it. Tt

is a species of hypnotism, this faculty to sell goods. Tt is

not a difficult attainment. Tt means, chiefly, that the

salesman put himself richt. and that he evince a genuine

r>nd intelligent interest in the customer's wants and in

the sroods he offers.

T'"' art. or knack, of advertising has been much ex-

ploited, and is not too well understood vet. Rut it

seems 1o p>e timely to reflect that advertising is. after

all. only. A in the alphabet of business promotion, and

that the point of vital contact is when the customer

faces the salesman One chilly glance, one indifferent

word, one impatient gesture on the part of the salesman.

just when the customer comes to him in an inquiring

mood, may work harm to spoil a thousand dollars' worth

of advertising.
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RICHARDSONJEE.RYCROFT&CO.
MANCHESTER, LONDON, BARNSLEY

and 54 White St., New York.

,

Departments

LINEN
Ticks, Pillow Linens, Sheetings

Flaxes, Hessians, Towellings,

Apron Linens, etc.

BARNSLEY
Damasks, Towels, Huckabacks,

Glass Cloths, Fancy Linens, etc.

GREY
Grey Calicoes, Waste Twills,

Grey, Scoured and Bleached
nyrn Sheets, etc.

Sateens, Linenettes, Velveteens,

Fancy Costume Linings, etc.

MEN'S SHIRT
Men's and Boys' Shirts.

DRABBETTE
Drabbettes, Bluettes, etc.

LADIES' SHIRT
and SKIRT Ladies' Blous

c
e
,

s
:

shirtf
>

Skirts, etc.

All Goods of the Best.

There are none Better.
I

ESTABLISHED OVER 100 YFARS
tAM^^AMA^VVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Departments

FLANNELETTE
Flannelettes, Striped and Dyed.

OXFORD
Oxford and Harvard Shirtings,

Galateas, Sateen Drills,

Apron Checks, etc.

FLANNEL
Plain and Fancy Flannels,

Blankets, Rugs, etc.

WHITE
White Calicoes, Sheetings, Sheets,

Pillow Cases, etc.

QUILT
White and Coloured Quilts, Down
Quilts, Lace Curtains, Lace Blinds,

Scotch and Lancashire Muslins, etc.

PRINT
Prints, Cretonnes, Art Muslins,

Printed Delaines, Printed Flannels,

Printed Flannelettes, etc.

Manufactory:—BORESPRING WORKS, BARNSLEY.

Head Office, 3, Portland St., Manchester
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To the Trade: Established 1&49

The way to wealth is by visiting our Warehouses; there you will make the best

use of time and money, without wasting either. Our purpose in business life is to live

in deeds, and throw such strength of mind and muscle into it as has been given to us.

What we think, know or believe is of little consequence. The great thing of conse-

quence is what we do. To strive is to grow, and energy of character has always power
to evoke energy in others. One of our greatest secrets of success is never allowing

our energies to stagnate.

The extent of our stock, its superior value and the intercourse you can have

with us and our employees, will illustrate the advantage of doing business with us.

CflSh i* tne key that opens the markets of the world to us. Fifty-five years of

honorable business secures for us the very best terms and most liberal cash discounts

from manufacturers, thus enabling, us to extend the same to our customers. Circum-

stances contributing to our success are experience in the practical knowledge of busi-

ness life by repeated observations of over half-a-century, the value of having faithful,

confidential employees, expert buyers, courteous salesmen, and last, but not least, the

support and confidence of our customers, for which we now extend our sincere thanks

and solicit a continuance of the same.

Canada is growing more rapidly than any other country on the face of the earth.

We have grown with it and intend to grow with it. We will therefore "leave no stone

unturned" to reach forward for new business. We are looking forward to the time

when the snow and ice will have melted under the genial influence of the Spring Sun
and Spring give place to the luxuriance that nature unfolds in the early Summer.

With the requirements of these two seasons in view, we mention a few of the

many wares that are now daily arriving in our warehouses (samples of which are in the

hands of our travellers) on opposite page.

Orders placed personally in our warehouses, by letter, through our travellers, over

either the telegraph or telephone wires, will receive equally prompt attention. Kindly

remember that we make the filling of Letter Orders a specialty. Our Spring Catalogue.

Want Book, Order Sheets, Addressed Envelopes. Samples and information ofany kind

for our mutual benefit, will be forwarded with the greatest of pleasure upon application.

[f you do not receive one of our 1905 Calendars and would like to have one. kindly let

us know.

We wish the whole trade

A Happy and Prosperous NEW YEAR.

JoKn Macdonald &t Co.
Wellington and Front Sts. E., >? Toronto
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JanuaryDepartments

SPRING SEASON

1905

Sections of Departments

Staple and Linen Department
Crum's and other Prints, Cretonnes and Art Muslins, Printed Muslins and

Ginghams, Cotton Suitings, Wrapperettes, Flannelettes, Shirtings, Apron

Ginghams, Cottonades, Denims and Ducks, Sateens and Dress Linings,

White, Grey and Pillow Cottons and Sheetings.

Cream Linen and Bleached Linen Damask Tablings, Turkey Red and

White and Red and Green Tablings, Linen Damask Table Cloths,

Napkins and Fancy Cloths, Towellings, Towels, Hollands, Canvas and

Hessians.

Silk and Dress Goods Department
Silks and Ribbons, Dress Goods, Hosiery and Gloves, Embroideries and

Laces, White Goods and Ready-to-Wear Goods.

Carpets and House Furnishings

Carpets, Linoleums, Oil Cloths and Mattings, Mats, Rugs and Squares,

Curtains, Covers, Coverings and Quilts.

Men's Furnishings and Haberdashery Department
Underwear, Shirts, Neckwear, Smallwares, Dressmakers' Supplies, Tailors'

Trimmings, Handkerchiefs, Overalls, Waterproof and Rainproof Garments.

Woollen Department
Worsteds, Serges, Tweeds, Overcoatings, Trouserings, Vestings, Ladies

Costume Goods and Tailors' Linings.

JoKn Macdonald ®> Co.
Wellington and Front Sts. E„ S* Toronto
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tt&lUHN£D
JAN H itfOf

UNDERWEAR that will WEAR

The Watson Manufacturing Co.

t-% - r\ i
' Limited

raris, Ontario.
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Ladies'

AVear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

WINTER underwear has suffered from the

lingering Autumn temperature, and the

incoming of a cold snap the lirst week in

December has warmed into life very ac-

tive retailing in underwear appropriate to

the season. Despite famine prognostications, however,

there is no shortage, and what duplicates jobbers are re-

ceiving have every attention. The solace is that old saw,

"Better late than never," and perhaps jobbers weren't so

downhearted after all over November conditions, particu-

larly as they were short some lines, and it might have

been difficult to fill rush orders if they attained the

volume of one year ago.

•

JOBBERS during December were in the throes of stock-

taking, and judging from various sources it is evident

Fall business has been of a satisfactory volume,

equaling in the aggregate the total of a year ago, as

many delayed their purchases from Spring to early Fall,

and the higher level all around tended to swell net re-

turns.

•

C^OSSIP in the trade concerning prices on staple lines

J of hosiery for Spring is uniform in its belief that

prices will be maintained throughout the season. In

fact present quotations from mills in some instances are

slightly higher, and practically the same conditions as in

the underwear market prevail. New price lists issued a

few weeks ago put hosiery 5 per cent, higher.

MEN'S fancy hosiery sample lines have done well, and
the continuous additions of novelties may be expected

to keep interest alive and provoke renewed purchas-

ing on the part of consumers. That fancy hosiery should

be plentifully stocked is apparent to all retailers, and no

startling conditions are at hand. Embroidered goods and
stripes, dots, jacquard effects, remain very strong. Lace
goods, as we predicted, are declining in favor for men.

• •
*

CONDITIONS in the raw cotton market are more hope-
ful, according to many, and a slight shading in

prices for Winter, 1905-06 is predicted when
the new lists come out. At present all staples are held

very firm, and even advances are recorded, and bearing in

mind Spring conditions no sharp breaks can be hoped for.

Spot cotton is now around 8c
;

and quotations will be

figured upon cotton at about that price.

• •
*

THERE is nothing of novel information for provincial

dealers in city retailers' displays, the same old

lines of ribs, flats and fleeces, grays and naturals

predominating, with the more exclusive stores showing a

sprinkling of tans, blues and pinks for color effects.

Prices are somewhat higher than last year, but adver-

tising is indulged in with the same furore of bargain
prices as of yore. One city store made a fuss over a
line of men's balbriggans, fleece lined, at $1, saying they

were American goods and peculiarly suitable underwear.

Inquiry disclosed that the same Canadian goods in natur-

al colors (and pinks or blues) could be had at $6.15, so

perhaps the retailer wasn't particularly sharp in his

stocking of American underwear.

EARLY in the season fleeces were heralded as sure to

be scarce, but later developments have disproved

this, as agents now offer almost any quantities for

January delivery, which shows, as one buyer put it,

"that the whole gang is on fleeces again." It simply

means mills are going to keep running, and the present

price of cotton does not preclude this idea. Another in-

teresting development in Winter trade is the orders com-
ing forward for higher class goods, which is in sympathy
with the reaction that has set in. Many retailers' pur-

chases were inadequate for needed requirements and busi-

ness may still be looked for.

SPRING underwear buying is about over and unbiased

reports confirm the suspicion's that retailers bought
close handed and almost over icarefully. Many

stores carried over a good quota of Summer weights and
naturally they are diffident about plunging heavily for the

next season's trade. Further than this there is a widely

prevalent idea that prices must drop and that a waiting
policy will bring its own reward. The shrewdest buyers,

however, fully realize that they never paid the advances
in sympathy with even 16 and 17c cotton; in fact mills

found it their wisest policy to close rather than seek a
market with goods based on new material of such sky-

ward proclivities. Consequently prices asked never ex-

ceeded a basis higher than the present price of raw ma-
terial. It is likely, however, retailers in general will

find that in March or April they will be forced to cover

at about the same range of prices as now, which is al-

most on a par with one year ago. It is said by more
than one jobber that an increasing number of firms going
to the retailer will shade prices about Spring time, al-

though this is but a speculative forecast.

WINTER underwear prices in Canadian goods for 1905

and 1906 have not yet come out, which clearly

confirms the suspicion tnat the murmurings dis-

cussed in November are to be proved correct. Mills re-

fuse orders for next Fall on lines they are glad to guar-

antee for January delivery. At the middle of December
last year prices were known on several lines, and it is

likely when prices are made to jobbers about the middle
of January or earlier this year, that advance orders at

about 30 to 50c dozen on woolen goods over 'last year's

quotations will be accepted, without guaranteeing dupli-

cate orders. A clear understanding of the wool market
is essential in unraveling the recent advances made in

woolen underwear, although the trade has shown an

ability to pay the higher prices. It seems inevitable that
high prices will be maintained indefinitely, although mills

show a reluctance to operate in the hope of checking up-

ward tendencies. Sellers of wool, however, are optimis-

tic and independent, as with the visible supply so small
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Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
£* Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

, Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

f BRITISH AND BEST \
THE V J

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Specially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials
; never hardens

or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anvwhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.

prices must remain firm and perhaps go higher. With
this ia view even present advances will hardly be found
sufiicient by the mills, and the retailer will probably have
to face even higher prices. English woolen underweai
houses report higher prices for next year, hut do not

state how much.

SPRING hosiery business has assumed satisfactory pro-

portions, and advance orders have reached a figure

beyond fondest hopes. In ladies' goods, although
$2.2."), $3 and $3.50 lines, as usual, receive the bulk ol

.1 Mention, higher grades running up to $12 come in for

increased demand, especially in the German goods, al-

though many cheaper lines are now manufactured en-

tirely in Canada. A strong position is generally accorded
lace goods, and many jobbers have plunged expecting a
second season. The thinnest and finest weights are -tock-

ed, and early nibbling speaks well for the future. The
Review predicts a record business, and all sections can

profitably stock lace goods. In sympathy with this

movement embroidered effects are gaining strength,

especially lace embroidered goods, and the opening of the

retail trade as early as February or March will find them
in demand. Lower prices are not to be expected, and to

insure prompt delivery advance orders of a respectable

nature should be given. Everything is seen in embroider-
ed goods, but in high-class goods a representation of flor-

al designs should be found.

COLOR is paramount for Spring, and even remote sec-

lions must feel the effect of this in ladies' hosiery.

Orders placed demand all shades of tans, next in

prominence to black, then comes a long list embracing

icadet, navy, champagne, modes, greys and white, with

shades of red, orange and other bright colors in a lesser

degree. A color season is certain. Order books examined

confirm this, and there is not a jobber who is not im-

plicitly banking upon it. Colors closed strong last sea-

son and are sure to open the new season even better.

White is always to be counted upon as some women are

loath lo spoil the general effect of a white suit by wear-

ing another color in hosiery. The question of the fast-

ness of colors is of importance, and retailers should in-

sist upon securing reliable lines, although it must he

borne in mind that the sun will fade any of th^m, and

displays should be carefully watched. Orders should be

given accordingly, black the firsl place always; thus an

order of 30 dozen should include about 15 do/en black, 8

dozen tans or less, and the remaining 7 do/en divided

among greys, champagne, white, cadet and navy. This

will vary according to the price of the line, some novelty

and exclusive high-priced goods running much stronger to

colors, but for the ordinary staple lines these figures may
be taken as a fair guide. In sizes, every merchant should

tabulate the demand. Experience will soon show those

most in demand in his section:

ARSENIC IN GOODS.

Tilt: injurious effects of arsenic in clothing, wall papei

and furs are discussed in a bulletin issued by the

Department of Agriculture at Washington. Forty-

one samples of stockings were examined and only 2.4 per

cent, were [ound free of arsenic. Some of the stockings

were heavilj charged with the poison, and the experts

reached the conclusion that "doubtless many cases of

suic feel, and even some cases of death from blodd

poisoning through excoriated surfaces of the feet, ha\e

been due Lo the presence of arsenic in the hose. Mlack
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£|LD0N

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

AND UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR.
^'A

E1LD0N
IS IN MANY
—HANDS—

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD CLASS

UNDERWEAR

. UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SIYLE.

OUR LEADING LINE

EILDON "Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole #5L J %
Makers: .^L^Bl* t™^*

FACTORY: HAWICK, N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.

Montreal Representative: ^T? IT
Toronto Representative:

J. L_. VA/OODS, TWPIU1 A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
214- CORISTINE BUILDING. HEIVI MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA SOUTH AFRICA PARIS
'X
MELBOrRNE JOHANNEsMSpE TOWN.

Wyuyard Street. SYDNEY. MACDONALD i CO., t'AIKo.

C. COHADE.
CONSTANTINOPLE

G STRATI.
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appear lo contain more arsenic than those of othel

colors.

There is less arsenic in wall paper now than m pre-

vious pears, though some instances were found of hea% y

impregnations of the poison. The Government experts

bought samples of wall papers in the open market in

Washington and made tests of 537 samples. Only four

contained more than one-tenth of a grain a square yard,

which is the maximum amount allowed hy the law of

Massachusetts, the only state in the Union having a law

regulating the use of arsenic in wall paper and wearing

apparel. Two of the four samples came from England,

where there are no laws on the subject.

The samples most highly charged with arsenic were red

and green, while one paper dyed brown was found to con-

tain considerable. The papers of one firm were found to

have no arsenic at all, though all colors were made. The

experts recommended that the limit of arsenic "permissible

in wall papers be fixed at five-tenths of a grain a square

yard.

The Government experts examined 42 samples of furs,

and in 11 found 20 to 1,700 times as much arsenic as

would be allowed by the law of Massachusetts. And in

furs the inclusion of arsenic is intentional rather than

accidental. In the examination of fur rugs it was found

that in many cases arsenic was a dangerous ingredient

of the dyes or preservative minerals.

The conclusions reached by the experts are that the

arsenic content of glazed shelf and crepe papers is as

small as could reasonably be expected ; that too lai^c a

percentage of dress goods, dress furs and fur rugs con-

tain excessive amounts of arsenic, and that this is dan-

gerous to the health of persons, especially those suscep-

tible to arsenic poisoning, and that the amount of aLsenic

in miscellaneous fabrics, such as hangings, pillow covers,

carpels, etc., is not unreasonably large.

MARK GOODS IN PLAIN FIGURES.

Til EKE is no custom that was ever introduced into

the dry goods store that is' more beneficial than this

one— that is into the ordinary store, for of course

it is not so well adapted to high-class and to credit

trades.

Marking in plain figures means that the customer can

ascertain for herself without troubling the salespeople if

the price suits her pocket, or if it is within the figure

she thinks the garment is worth. It saves her valuable

time, and it saves time for the selling force. It makes

many a sale too, for there are any number of women who

will look for the price ticket who would never ask the

price of a cloak or suit from a saleswoman.

There is something open and fair about a plainly

marked price ticket; it says plainly that there is no

juggling with values—no asking what it is thought you

would be likely to pay, and retailers who mark in plain

figures are not open to the same suspicion that those are

who use a system of signs and letters, whose meaning is

only known to the firm and the staff.

Marking in plain figures is resorted to now by many

firms who would never have thought of doing so in the

past, and is more and more favored as its utility is

tested.

The Americans, who may be said to be the pioneers

of most new methods of retailing, are now beginning in

the wholesale houses to mark their goods in plain fig-

ures, and it is safe to say that this is an innovation

that has the emphatic approval of the buyer—just for the

reason that it is straightforward and saves time.

TheCOUPE MFG. CO.
Limited

Dunnville,

Out.

Specialties:

Quality,

Style and

Finish

unequalled

in the trade.

Club Sweaters,

Lumbermen's

Sox.
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Royal Oak Brand Hosiery.

BEAUTY

FORM

COTTON

STRENGTH

VALUE

CASHMERELISLE
HOSE

FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN.
Importers should see the beautiful range of samples which excel competing lines

of German and British Hosiery. We sell direct to the trade through the travel-

lers of the Slingsby Mfg. Co, Ltd., Blanket Makers, who are now on the road.

NA/AIT FOR TMEM.
Our present specialty— Ribbed Cotton Hose. Write for particulars.

The Brantford Hosiery Co., Limited, Brantford, Can.
••$•••!• ••£•••;• ••!•••!•••!* ••!*• •$•••*• ••$•••*• ••$• ••£••£••^••^••^•^••^••^••^••^•^•^••^••^••^••^••^••^••^••^••^»

Taking on a Pilot
?n approaching an unfamiliar coast, the captain of a ship takes

fay Pil

$ rn the sea of modern business, changed conditions are like

unknown > hores. Your competitors are making the harbor of success

*7 ^T^ough ihe channels of handling

---£• JAEGER PURE WOOL UNDERWEAR

LOOK
or for our

on every

JAEGER

FOR THIS
name,

genuine

garment,

SET YOUR SIGNALS AND WE'LL COME ABOARD
For illu trated catalogue and all information as to terms, address

HFAD OFFICE FOR CANADA:

Dr. JAEGER'S« SYSTEM HRF-
2206 ST. CATHERINE ST., MONTREAL
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Representing the following Leading Manufacturers :

S. Lennard & Sons, dundas, ont.
pE

Agency OPW

60 Yonge St., Toronto.

rescent
^B?and

Stratford Knitting Company, stratford, ont.

Manufacturers of

HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR. e
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

fen MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS' and GIRLS'
KNITTED GLOVES and MITTS.

BEAVER BRAND

Clinton J. Ad. Eisenstuck,

Knitting CHEMNITZ,

Company,
LIMITED.

CLINTON, ONT.

SAXONY.
Manufacturer of

WOMEN'S, CHILDREN'S*"* MEN'S
Manufacturers of COTTON, LISLE*"" SILK HOSIERY

RIBBED WORSTED HOSIERY. of all descriptions.

Queen's Knitting Mills Co.,

Manufacturers of DUNNVILLE, ONT.
LADIES' and MEN'S GOLF COATS and MEIS'S SWEATERS.

Soliciting a continuance
of your esteemed orders,

we are, yours truly, 'STUR

'.M»
- 6 H—

!

?^>"
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Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

CEETEE
UNDERWEAR

*

si

*
it

1*

V that shrinks. It JS absolutely Unshrinkable. This brand 4

V will please the most particular customers. It is so different 4

^ from other kinds. It is full-fashioned and perfect-fitting—is 4

^ soft as velvet—lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior 5
to imported goods. It is made in India Gauze, medium and 4

heavy weights, Silk and Wool, Worsted, Lambs' Wool and 4

^ Merino. Every garment stamped and guaranteed. <S

i I
f> Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Ribbed Goods for «0

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905, are up to 4

j,
date. New Lines, New Trimmings. 2

* ?

\ i
V Our Representative will call on you shortly. '4

I ™S C TURNBULL CO., """"> I

J
GALT, ONT., CANADA. 4
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UNDERWEAR

TIGER BRAND

THE TIGER BRAND

Samples of these well-known Goods are
now being shown to the trade.

Elastic Rib, Unshrinkable,

Tine Worsted, Unshrinkable,

Plain Knit, Unshrinkable,
fleece Lined, Unshrinkable.

Ontario

McCLUNG &. BURNS.

Quebec Maritime Prov, West

P. de GRUCHY. J.A.MURRAY. BRYCE & CO.

THE 6ALT KNITTING CO.,

GALT.
Limited.

^E
! ****

PURE WOOL.

Cartwrigbt $ Warners
LIMITED,

LougHborougH, England,

Manufacturers of^-^^^siA.

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

Be SURE and see our samples

" MAPLE
LEAf"
BRAND
Hose

Over Hose
Half Hose

Mitts

h / 1

r\\

Retail Trade Only

Our
Travellers

are now out with the

finest range we ever

showed to the trade,

and are prepared to

meet the requirements

of all in prices from

$2.25 to $8.00
Maple Leaf Brand

" Me places best that pieces first."

PROMPT DELIVERIES. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.

The Goderich Knitting Co., ™> ...Goderich, Ont.
J. E. LEWITT, Manager.

SELLING AGENTS:
McCLUNG <*• BURNS. A. L. GILPIN. J H- PAYNE,

117 Wellington St. W. 22 Victoria Chambers, 232 McGill St. Box 643
Toronto, Ont- Montreal, Quebec
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Established 1895-

Winnipeg. Man., N WT. BC For

WHITE &• WILSON.
St. Stephen, N.B.,
Maritime Provinces.
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* MY OLD MASTER
AND HIS STORE *

AS I sit here alone in my office with the warm
glow of the evening sunshine streaming in

through l he soft-colored glass of the window

on panelled wall and dark-framed picture, on

soft rug and polished desk, my mind strays

hack over a long vista of years in the little store in the

country town, and to the dear old master who gave me

my start in the great world of commerce.

I can see him now,— the kind old master,— as he care-

fully closes and padlocks the wire gates across the door-

way of the store, gives them one shake to see that all is

secure, and wearily turns homeward. I lis hair is gray,

his shoulder stooped, but the eye is as keen as when it

ranged the blue of the Atlantic, when first he sailed from

the old sod, a young and hopeful emigrant. The neatly

brushed clothes, the carefully tied neckcloth, the. silvery

hair falling in soft ringlets from beneath the broad-

brimmed hat. all were redolent of the calm, patient and

contented soul within, all breathed the charm of the

warm-hearted merchant of the long ago.

Yet they say the old master and his contemporaries

were unprogressive, old-fashioned and slow. Perhaps they

were, when viewed in the fierce lime-light of the twen-

tieth century drama of commercial life. • But after all,

did they not draw from life as great, if not a greater,

proportion of contentment as we weary, nerve-racked

seekers after wealth to-day ?

Follow the worthy old merchant as he trudges cheer-

fully homeward. Watch him mount the hill towards his

home with a step from which all the elasticity of youth

has not yet departed. Behold him in the bosom of his

family at the evening meal, the honored head of a worthy
household. And then see him still later as, untroubled

with the incessant calls of the telephone, that curse of

the modern home, with business cares set aside for the

night, he comfortably reclines in his big easy chair and

indulges his fancies in the charming fictions of a Dickens

or Thackeray, or in the graphic narrative of a Macaulay
or a Froude.

A kind-hearted master he was, but withal a stern.

Well did 1 fear the stern glance and the quick rebuke

which followed like a flash the discovery of a duty shirk-

ed or a task ill-done. He kept in direct personal touch

with all his hands during business hours, and woe be to

the clerk who squandered precious time or acted deceit-

fully. By the conscientious and fair-minded these traits

in his character were esteemed and, after the fust rush of

feeling at his rebuke, the righteousness of his judgment
would be acknowledged. But by the evil-minded, the old

man was feared and disliked.

Trained in the old-world shops of sixty and seventy

vears ago, he persisted until his death in his refusal to

employ female help. While all his contemporaries gradu-

ally replaced their men clerks by girls, until finally

scarcely a single man was to be found behind the coun-

ters all up and down the street, my old master paid high

wages to a half-dozen men clerks and refused even to con-

sider a female applicant.

How well do I recall every nook and cranny of that

old store. There was the corner, just in behind the wool
stand, where we shed our overcoats in Winter and stood

and gossiped when the "boss" was away at dinner, 01

off for his morning walk. There was the very drawer in

i he same corner where we were wont to store fruit or

candy boxes to be referred to at leisure.

Half way to the rear on the right hand side was the

high, old-fashioned desk closed in on three sides and

with a trellised railing on top, in which all manner of

papers were stuck. On a high stool in this small office

sat the master, for the most part busied with his books.

His system was old-fashioned and cumbrous, but the

essence of neatness characterized every entry. As each

sale was made it was entered on a slip of paper and filed

in the office. Here the till was located directly under the

master's eye. No cash register ever interfered with the

time-honored system of that old office.

Across from the desk lay the door to

the basement, opening first into a small

passage in which we kept the brooms, in

use every night just before closing time. Another door

gave from this passage to a steep flight of steps, landing

in the centre of a long dark cellar, lined sepulchrally with

piles of packing cases. At the rear of the cellar a short

flight of steps led upward and outward to all the delights

of the back yard.

Ah, that old back yard ! Dirty you certainly were,

but you were the familiar playground and nursery of

scores and of generations of clerks. Some dozen stores

opened on this wonderful yard, and across its space lay a

huge driving shed in which on Saturdays farmers for

miles round would congregate and put up their wagons

and teams for the day. In this old back yard took place

the battles of the clerks and the games of the parcel boys.

There in the centre was the old pump. How many a time

have I replenished the big white pitcher at its battered

spout,—the pitcher from which we all drank, each appor-

tioning to himself a certain fixed stretch of brim.

It seems only like yesterday when I used to call every

morning at eight at the master's house for the key of the

store. There it hung, rain or shine, on the latch of the

door, placed there but a few moments before by the

master himself. How I recall the feel of the chain on

which it was strung as 1 used to throw it into the air

and catch it again, running merrily down the hill.

Arrived at the store it was but the work of a mo-

ment to throw open the wire gates, unlock the door, pass

to the back of the dark, shrouded place, pull back the

huge wooden shutter on the rear window and let the

morning sunshine pour in. Then down would come the

long cloth coverings from over the fixtures. It required

some skill to get these off rapidly for the hand needed to

be trained to pick off the brass rings from the hooks

with the long pole.

By this time two or three of the other clerks would

saunter in and the work of putting the stock in order

for the day would be carried on amid much gossiping.

To my lot used to fall the sweeping off of the sidewalk,

a process attended with much chaffing and fun from clerks

all up and down the street engaged in similar tasks. Ah!

the opening hour was a happy one. We had the street

pretty much to ourselves. We were young and the sun

seemed to shine every day. Moreover, there was much
-to tell of the adventures of the preceding night.

At half-past eight the familiar form of the old master
loomed up in the distance, and the listless motions of the

first half-hour of the day were changed to a laudable ac-

tivity. As the youngest employe, I was called upon to

deliver all parcels, and after the store was once opened I

had to set out with such parcels as were left over from
the preceding night. My way often led me from end to

end (if the town, by no means an inconsiderable stretch
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even in those days. Bj this means I came fco have > tol-

erable acquaintance with lanes and by-ways, stable men

ami ladies' mauls, apple orchards and. plum gardens, as

well as ferocious dogs and suiiv old gardeners.

During this time I was the sixth of a half-dozen clerks.

Then the bead clerk left and the master took on another

!io\ lu carry the parcels, and 1 was promoted. Now came

my opportunity to familiarize myself with the stock and

to acquire the business methods of the day. And the old

store was just the place for this. The master knew cloth

when he saw it, and was a shrewd and close buyer. I

profited In my opportunities and was pleased to win a

place in his regard.

The day 1 left him—alas ! almost forty years ago,—

I well remember. It was a Saturday in the early

Spring. The day had been an exceptionally busy one, for

the weather was fine and the farmers had come to town

in large numbers. On Saturdays the store always re-

mained open until ten o'clock, and on this particular

Saturday the last customer did not leave until the half-

hour. The master served her himself and I waited to say

good-bye to him. The others had all left.

He took me back to the office. The store was quite

dark, save for the lamplight which shone on the desk.

There in that half-shadow I listened to some of the best

advice it has ever been my good fortune to hear,—sane,

healthy, commonsense advice, with not a little religious

fervor thrown in.

The old master's boys have nearly all turned out well.

You will find them, or such of them as still live, occupy-

ing good positions in all the big cities of the land. They

are all-around men and they know their business thor-

oughly. Much of then success miisi be attributed to the

impressive farewell words spoken by the old man when

they left him, words which doubtless made as deep an im-

pression on their minds as on mine. I treasure, too, the

letter of recommendation he bestowed on me that same

night. These letters of my old master had the value of

Bank of Kngland notes in our eyes, and were much

esteemed In the big wholesale men into whose employ we

all sooner or later drifted.

The old man has been dead many years, and on the

site of the old store rises a huge warehouse. The little

town of my youth is now a thriving manufacturing city.

Only the memory of the old places comes back to me ever

and anon as it has to-night, and I pause for a moment

to let the old times flood back over my mind and refresh

my spirits.

SHADE CLOTH.

A charter of incorporation has been granted to Smith,

Carter & Smith, Limited, a company recently formed in

Montreal, to carry on the business of shade cloth manu-
facturers in all its brandies. The company has acquired

a large and commodious factory at Maisonneuve, which
has been thoroughly equipped for the new undertaking

with ail the latest improvements. The factory will he in

operation by January 1st.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, have secured the

services of Mr. Chas. E. .Marsh, of Toronto, late of Oeo.
H. Hees, Son & Co., to act as superintendent of their

plant. The offices of the company will be located at

681-683-685 Craig street, Montreal.

J. Y. SHANTZ D. B. SHANTZ
The

Jacob Y.Shantz & Son Co.
Limited

BERLIN

RETURNED^
JAN -6 19CW[ g««

ONTARIO

•; .M; a:

3-0 s

Manufacturers of

Fine Lines of Buttons

IVORY, HORN, PEARL, PEARLETTE

All leading Wholesale Houses handle our goods in Canada,

and leading Button Houses in the U.S., who recognize our

goods as of the best manufactured on the continent.

FACTORIES: WAREHOUSE:
BERLIN, ONT., BUFFALO, N.Y. CHICAGO, ILL.

j BOYS'
|

\ "LION" BRAND j

KNICKERS
<?

We are makers of the celebrated " Lion" Brand j
Knickers, made with double seats, double knees. <5

double sewn seams. The best selling goods on the f
market.

The best clothing people from coast to coast are •

handling our goods and there must be merit in them. *

We are making 2,500 per week and we find it

difficult to keep up with our orders. X
If you want the best on the market write for l

samples. r>

The Jackson Manufacturing Co'y

Established i8S 4- Clinton, Ontario
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BANK OF MONTREAL
Proceedings at Eighty-Seventh Annual Meeting of Shareholders

Satisfactory Report — Past Year has Been Prosperous one
for Dominion — Ellection of Directors,

The eighty-seventh annual general

meeting of the shareholders of the
Bank of .Montreal was held in the Board
Room of the institution, at noon, De-
cember 5.

There were present : Hon. Sir George
A. Drummond, K.C.M.G., vice-president;

Sir William C. Macdonald, R. G. Reid,
Hon. Robert Mackay, Messrs. G. F. C.

Smith, George Durnford, James Skeoch,
Henry Dobell, C. J. Fleet, K.C., George
Filer, Henry Morton, R. B. Angus, M

the head ollice, have been inspected dur-
ing the past year.

STRATHCONA AND MOUNT ROYAL,
President.

Bank of Montreal,
Head Office,

31st October, 1904.

THE GENERAL MANAGER.
The general manager then spoke as fol-

lows :

Referring to the statement laid before

On the whole, it may be said that the
past year has been a prosperous one for
Canada, though there have been special
industries which did not participate.
Lumber markets have been very disap-
pointing, and the prices for dairy pro-
ducts unsatisfactory. Certain industri-
als have suffered from foreign competi-
tion, but on the other hand, some of
our important industries are now reviv-
ing under more experienced and intelli-
gent management.

The trade of the past year, both do-
mestic and foreign, has been well main-
tained. Domestic trade shows a slight
increase, while foreign trade, omitting
specie, reached a value of $454,642,000,
as compared with $450,040,000 in 1903.
One feature of foreign trade may be
noted. Exports of domestic products
declined in value $16,000,000, while im-
ports for consumption rose $18,776,000,
making a loss in balance of trade of

S. Foley, B. A. Boas, F. S^ Lyman, you, the principal changes as compared nearly $35,000,000 from the preceding
with last year are, an intcrease in the year, in the seven year period, 1896-
deposits bearing interest of $13,265,000, 1902, inclusive, the very exceptional
in the call loans of $9,143,000, in the condition existed of an excess of do-
current loans of $6,699,000, and a de- mestic exports over imports for con-
crease in the balance due by our own sumption, the actual balance in favor of
agencies and other banks outside Canada Canada in this period having been $1 -

of $4,114,000. 128,000; but in the last two years the
There is nothing that calls for any condition has changed, and since 1902

special remark in connection with these imports have outrun domestic exports

THE GENERAL STATEMENT.
Liabilities.

i iiinial Stock. ..'.

liYlnic. of refits oamerlf.'n Mini
. ^imseoi

dividends * 10 ' 583^!!!Unclairae:
Half-yearly Dividend, payable 1st. December.

980 01
700,000 oo

NbteB Of the Bank in circulation
Deposits not bearing interest.

*10,925,689 mi

>• 4,083,672 63
4,468,798 75

460,000 00

K.C., Angus W. Hooper, Percy R.
Gault, Thomas Irving, J. Scott and
John Morrison.

On the motion of Mr. R. G. Reid,
Sir George A. Drummond, vice-presi-

dent, was unanimously voted to the
chair, in the absence of the president,
the Right Hon. Lord Strathcona and
Mount Royal.

On the motion of Mr. C. J. Fleet,
K..C, seconded by Mr. Henry Dobell, it

was agreed : "That the following gen-
tlemen be appointed to act as scru-
tineers : Messrs. F. S. Lyman, K.C.,
and G. F. C. Smith, and that Mr.
James Aird be secretarv of the meet-
ing."

DIRECTORS' REPORT.
The report of the directors to the

shareholders, at their eighty-seventh
annual general meeting, was then read Deposits bearing interest...;. .'.".'.'.".'.'.'".'.".'.'.'."

7i,'ns'w667u„ n/r_ ii c« /-ii 4.
Balance due to other Banks m Canada '

' ™
by Mr. E. S. Clouston, general man-
ager, as follows :

The directors have pleasure in present-
ing the report, showing the result of
the bank's business for the vear ended
31st October, 1904.

Balance of profit and Loss Account
31st October, 1903 $ 373, 988. < 6

Profits for the year ended 31st October.
1904, after deducting charges of man-
agement, and making full provision for
all bad and doubtful debts 1,609,207.95

. .$1,983 196.01
Dividend 5 per cent, paid
1st June. 1904 $700,000.00
Dividend 5 per cent.. pay-
able 1st December, 1904 700,000.00

— 1,400,000.00

B dance of Profit and Loss carried
forward

g 583.196.01

Since the last annual meeting of the
shareholders, a branch of the bank has
been opened at Portage La Prairie,
Man., and sub-agencies at Armstrong
and Kelowna, B. C, and Papineau ave-
nue (Montreal), and Westmount. Sub-
agencies at Hochelaga (Montreal), En-
derby, B. C, and two at Winnipeg have
been arranged for, and will be opened
shortly.

The reconstruction of the headquarters
building on St. James street is now
proceeding, and will be completed in a
few months.

All the offices of the bank, including

<i4.r>oo,f)no 00

11.284,176 02

825,284,176 02

162.489 97

105,882,592 26

Assets.
(Jold and Silver coin current
Government demand notes
Deposits with Dominion Government required by act of Parliament" for"'

security of generla bank note circulation
Due by agencies of this Bank and other banks in Great Britain. s 3 555 929 34
Bus by ar;;nci?s of this Bank an 1 ;thsr banks in F~r. ign countries, llis'ls'? I
Call and short Loans in Great Britain and United States 24.499.623 oil

Dominion and Provincial Government Securities..

$131,166,768 28

Railway and other Bonds, debentures and stocks
7Xotes and Cheques of other Banks 2

29,167,704 49
519,863 56
373,367 89
808,282 61

Bank Premises at Montreal and Branches
Current Loans and discounts in Canada and elsewhere debate interest reserved) and othe

assets
Debts secured by mortgage or otherwise
Overdue debts not specially secured (loss provider! fori

"".."

s46.881.689 93
600.000 no

s81.304.314 ?8
252,478 07
128.286 00

Bank of Montreal,
Montreal, 31st October. 1904.

81,685.078 35

$131,166,768 28
E, s CLOUSTON

tleneral Manager,

amounts, except that in the case of the
loans and deposits a certain amount of
the increase is of a temporary nature
and will disappear shortly, but there
will still be a sufficient amount to show
that our business is steadily progress-
ing. The diminution in our profits is

largely accounted for by the low rate of
interest ruling in the foreign markets,
where we have to loan most of the
money we desire to hold readily avail-
able. I saw a statement the other hay,
that in New York not in a quarter of a
century has money fallen so low as it

did a portion of this Autumn.

93

by $55,600,000. In itself this excess
may be of small concern. It has prob-
ably been much more than overcome by
the introduction of capital brought by
an increasing volume of immigration, by
investments of foreign capital, largely
from the United States, in our virgin
lands, water powers, forests, and in
many other ways. Yet the fact re-
mains that considered alone, the foreign
trade balance has turned against us, and
to this cause the somewhat less abound-
ing activity of domestic trade may, per-
haps, be traced. In the two months of
the current fiscal year, for which re-
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turns were available, July and August,
domestic exports were less in volume by

J4.200.000 than in the corresponding
period last year; imports for consump-
tion show a decline of about $530,000.

Taking a broad view of Canadian
commerce, the future is bright with
promise. Our population is fed now by

an immigration of upwards of 100,000

people annually, and the stream ap-

pears to be well turned towards t an-

ada. Production in the Northwest
grows apace, the railways are prosper-

ous, a second transcontinental line is on

the eve of construction, the reports

from the mining districts of British

Columbia are more encouraging, a spirit

of abiding confidence in Canada pervades

our people; and despite temporary
checks in the progress of material de-

velopments, there is increasing belief

that this country has entered upon an

era of great and enduring prosperity.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REMARKS.
The vice-president, in moving the adop-

tion of the directors' report, said :

The statements submitted by the gen-

eral manager and in the directors' re-

port, so fully place before you the posi-

tion of the bank that it is unnecessary

I should trespass on your patience for

more than a few moments with some
general remarks.

The handsome and commodious prem-

ises in which we are now assembled,

and which are now close to completion,

have, I am sure, met with your approv-

al as furnishing a worthy and conveni-

ent home for the headquarters of the

bank for many years to come.

The general manager has referred to

one cause of diminished profits, to which

may be added the fact that to earn divi-

dends now-a-days a much larger volume
of business must be done, though that

is onlv another way of stating the great

reduction in the rates for money, and

in the charge for banking services which

has been going on.

1 may again draw your attention to

the fact that in 1847, when the bank
first occupied the premises on this site,

its total assets amounted to $7,110,0011,

and this year they reach $131,160,000.

In reviewing the general condition of

the country, it may be noted that the

Stock Exchange, reflecting as it does

the views of investors, has apparently

entered on a period of revival; securi-

ties have now a higher range of value,

and confidence in the lasting character

of this improvement appears to be

spreading.

It is evident that any marked increase

in immigration, or in the production of

cereals, must come from the Northwest.
We have there an immense territory, of

which the area stated in figures conveys
no adequate idea, but taking only that
portion to the south of the fifty-fifth

parallel of latitude, which, as you
know, passes through the north of Eng-
land, the Government expert estimates
that the portion "suitable for cultiva
lion," in Manitoba, Assiniboia, Sas-
katchewan and Alberta, that is fr,om

Manitoba to the mountains, reaches an
extent considerably exceeding the total

nca of the Empire of Germany, while
referring to the much larger extent to
the north of the fifty-fifth parallel he
says : "What proportion of these vast

districts will be capable of the profit-

able growing of craps is as yet a mat-
ter of conjecture."

You are all aware, of course, that the

isothermal lines do not necessarily co-

incide with the parallels of latitude,
and these latter only approximately de-

note the climate, but the fact of the
production of the finest qualities of

wheat in our territory, as above de-
lined, is established beyond question.
You will be able to form some estimate
mi the possibilities of the future, when
1 add that as yet less than 4 per cent.
of this land has been brought under
crop. It is worthy of note, also, that
the yield per acre in Manitoba and the
Territories exceeds that of every one of

the Northwestern states of the Ameri-
can Union, Montana alone excepted.

Striking proofs of progress in this

part of the Dominion are everywhere
visible. The population of Manitoba and
the Territories, which in 1 901 was 422,-

000, became in 1904 870,000.

The homestead entries, which in 1901
numbered 8,157, and represented 1,305,-
120 acres taken up for cultivation, had,
in 1904, reached the number of 31,383,
and covered an acreage of 5,021,291; and
to this may be added land sold for set-

tlement by companies, bringing the to-

tal up to 9,387,501 acres.

The number of immigrants, which ten
years ago, in 1895, was 25,788, and for

years made little progress over this

figure, last year reached 130,329, and is

believed during the present year to have
largely exceeded that number; but sta
tistics are not yet attainable.

While the evidences' of progress are, as
already said, most marked in our west-
ern territories, the rest of the Dominion
has not been standing still. One feature
is noteworthy, the number of new manu-
facturing; enterprises springing up all

over the country: some of them are
essentially Canadian. others are
branches of important American indus-
tries. It is impossible to give data,
even approximately correct, of their ex-

tent or number, but T bold in my band
a list of over thirty in Ontario and
Quebec, and mav sav that for three only
in this city and neighborhood, sites

have been secured averaging about fifty

acres each.

OLDER PROVINCES.
Of trade in general I submit the fol-

lowing brief summary, which, taken in

conjunction with the remarks of the
general manager, mav he useful :

DRY GOODS—A fairly good year's
business, the woolen industry somewhat
better, collections good.

LUMBER—Not so good; the produc-
tion this year will be reduced, and bet-
ter prices expected.

"PROVISIONS—The export of bacon
shows large increase, and considerable
quantity of provisions is going to South
Africa.

LIVE STOCK—Exports show large
decline, prices of cattle being very low.
LEATHER—Good year's business at

fair prices.

BOOTS AND SHOES—A very unsat-
isfactory year, consequent on labor
troubles and high prices of material.
GROCERIES—Business ' reported good

and fairly profitable; the farmers re-

ported prosperous everywhere.
DAIRY PRODUCE—Cheese has been

disappointing, but butter has been sat-
isfactory, upon the whole fairly good.
The grain trade of the port shows a

marked falling off.

The hay crop of this province has been
exceptionally good, and exports fetched
remunerative prices.

IRON AND HARDWARE - Not so
good as last year, which was phenom-
enal.

The construction of another line of

railway across the continent, about to
be undertaken for the Grand Trunk
Railway Co., is an event of the first im
portance.

TRADE OF THE PORT.
The steamship lines have suffered from

various causes, the reaction due to the
close of the South African war, and the
keen competition in rates inaugurated by
the continental lines, which largely re-

duced earnings. This warfare is believ-

ed to be over.

The import trade and the passenger
business to this port have been up to
the average in volume.
The exports of grain and timber

show a reduction of one-third to one-
half.

The inland craft coming to this port
show a heavy decline.

Ship-owners, however, look for better
trade next season.

It ought to he noted that importers
complain that, considering higher
freights and insurance and port charges
in the St. Lawrence, as compared with
Atlantic ports, there is little induce-
ment to bring goods this way.
The prompt completion of the long-

talked-about harbor improvements,
with modern facilities for handling
goods, the reform of the pilotage and
imnrovement of lighting, are urgently
called for. if the advantages due to our
geographical position are to yield tbnir
due results. In this connection, a point
of interest is the announcement of the
construction of one or more ice-hreaking
steamers. About these comparatively
little is known, but anv experiment
bearing on the prolongation of the sea-
son of navigation, if seriously entered
on. will be watched with an interest
commensurate with its importance to
the country

The continuance of the sanguinary
struggle in the Far East is. of course
a menace to the general prosperity, but
as regards our own country, surveying
the whole field. I can see no reason to
doubt that, given normal conditions and
favorable weather, we are about to en-
ter on a prosperous year.

I beg, in accordance with custom, to
move :

"That the report of the directors now
lead, be adopted and printed for distri-
bution among the shareholders."
The motion was seconded by Mr. R.

B. Angus, and after some remarks bv
Mr. John Morrison, it was unanimously
adopted.
Mr. B. A. Boas moved :

"That the thanks of the meeting be
presented to the president, vice-presi-
dent and directors for their attention to
the interests of the bank."
This was seconded by Mr. George

Durnford, and was unanimously con-
curred in.

The vice-president having acknowl-

!l|
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edged the compliment, Hon. Robert
Markay moved :

"That the thanks of this meeting be

given to the general manager, the as-

sistant general manager, the inspector,

t he managers and other officers of the

bank, for their services during the past

year."

This was seconded by Mr. R. O. Reid,

and was unanimously carried, the gen-

eral manager acknowledging the same.

Mr. Angus W. Hooper moved, seconded
bv Mr. James Skeoch :

"That the ballot now open for the
election of directors be kept open until

2 o'clock, unless fifteen minutes elapse
without a vote being cast, when it shall

be closed, and until that lime, and for
that purpose only, this meeting lie con-
tinued."

This was unanimously concurred in.

THE DIRECTORS.
The ballot resulted in the election of

the following directors :

R. B. ANGUS.
HON. SIR GEORGE DRUMMOND,

K.C.M.G.

EDWARD B. GREENSHIELDS.
SIR WILLIAM (\ MACDONALD.
HON". ROBERT MACKAY.
ALEXANDER T. PATERSON.
ROBERT G. REID.
.JAMES ROSS.
The RIGHT HON. LORD STRATH-

CONA AND MOUNT ROYAL, G.C.M.G.

At a meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors held the following day, Lord Strath-

cona was chosen president and Hon.

Geo. E. Drummond as vice-president.

NOT WHAT HE EXPECTED.

HE was a very good young man,

and was determined, when start-

ing in business, to follow the

straightest path.

He studied a manual of business on

going up to his office in the morning,

and his lunch consisted of buns and

bookkeeping.

Relish was given to his tea in the

shape of a shorthand text-book, and he

sailed home in the train gorging French

grammar.

He was particularly anxious to im-

press his employer, and cast about for

a means of doing so. Then an idea oc-

curred to him.

He went to a wholesale text, shop and

selected a few appropriate texts, which

he would hang round the office in which

he worked.

In front of him he hung "Nothing like

Industry," while on the wall to the

right he suspended "Punctuality is the

Soul of Business." On the vacant hat-

peg he placarded "Procrastination is

the Thief of Time," and on the mantel-

piece "Honestv is the Best Policy."

All lie then cared for was the entry of

his employer. This soon happened. His

cheeks burnt in anticipation of the

words of praise and increase of salary

which lie expected would instantly fol-

low the observation by his chief of his

evident excellence.

Then fell the magic words after the

great man had scrutinized the texts.

"Hem ! Tompkins, I think you had
better see the cashier."

He trembled a little, then said,

"Thank you, sir."

"Yes, see the cashier. He will give

you your week's salary, and another in

lieu of notice, and you can go at once."

The youth turned ashy pale.

"But, sir, I
"

"Don't argue. Go at once. I don't
want lazy, unpunctual, shilly shallying,

dishonest people working for me."
"But, sir, I don't understand."

"Don't you ? Well, if you're not lazy,

what do you want a placard to remind
you of industry for ? If you're punc-

tual, why do you want to be told that
it is the soul of business to be so ? If

you do things when they ought to he

done, why do you want to gaze at that

motto about procrastination ? And, if

you're honest, why must you din it

into yourself that it is the best policy?

No. it won't do. I expect my em-
ployes to lie able to do my work pro-

perly themselves without outside aid,

and I don't buy mottoes to tell them

how to do it. Good morning."
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wESTER1N Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE
AND

MARINE

Haaotnce
capital

Toronto, Assets, over

Otlt. Annual Income

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

$2,000,000.00

3.546,000.00

3,678.000.00

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

st Money ^*
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding: the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION.

W. H. BEATTY, president.

W. C. MACDONALD, J. K. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY. MANAGING DIRECTOR.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, CANADA.

MANUFACTURERS AND
MERCHANTS.

It may be necessary for your staff to have fidelity

bonds. We act as surety on such. We are known the

world over.

Write to us for terms and particulars.

The London Guarantee 4 Accident Co,, Limited,

D. W. ALEXANDER, General Manager for Canada,

Canada Life Building, • - • TORONTO.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMFY

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL. $1,000,000. 00.

TOTAL ASSETS, {2,024,096.02.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, J23.886.005.32.

HEAD OFFICE. - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING.
Cor. Front and Scott Stg., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. SIM8, Secretary. and Managing Director

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital,

Rest,
HON. GEO. A. COX, President.

$8,700,000
- $3,000,000

E. WALKER, General Manager.

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA.
LONDON, ENO., OFFICE.
6o Lombard St., EX.

NEW YORK AGENCY,
6 Exchange Place.

The attention of exporters anil importers is requested to the umternoted list

of correspondents of this hank, embracing all parts of the world. In conjunction
with its widespread system of branches, numbering 112 and covering all important
points in Canada and on the Pacific coast of the United States, it is thus enabled
to offer them unexcelled facilities for the transaction of domestic or foreign
banking business.

List of Bankers and
OREAT BRITAIN-
The Bank of England ; The Bank of

Scotland ; Lloyds Bank Limited ; The
Union of London and Smiths Bank,
Limited ; Parr's Bank, Limited.

UNITED STATES -

New York, The American Exchange
National Bank, The Fourth National
Bank; Boston, The Bank of Nova
Scotia, The National Shawmut Bank,
The National Suffolk Bank: Buffalo,
The Marine National Bank; Chi-
cago, The Northern Trust Company;
Detroit, The People's Savings Bank,
The Commercial National Bank ;

Minneapolis, The Northwestern
National Bank; New Orleans,
The Commercial National Bank.

FRANCE-
Credit Lyonnais, Paris; Messrs. Lazard
Freres & Cie, Paris.

OERriANY-
Deutsche Bank

HOLLAND-
Disconto Maatschappij, Rotterdam.

BELGIUn—
Messrs. J. Matthien & Kils, Brussels;

Banque d'Anvers, Antwerp.

SWITZERLAND—
La Banque Federale, Zurich.

Foreign Exchange Bought and Sold.

Chiet Correspondents

:

. INDIA, CHINA. JAPAN and the
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS-

, Chartered Bank of India, Australia

J
and China ; Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation.

COUTH AFRICA-
Standard Bank of South Africa, Lim-
ited; Bank of Africa, Limited.

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEA-
LAND-
Union Bank of Australia, Limited
Bank of Australasia ; National Bank
of Australasia, Limited.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS-
First National Batik of Hawaii. Hono-
lulu ; Bishop & Co. Honolulu.

SOUTH AMERICA-
British Bank of South America,
Limited; London & Brazilian Bank,
Limited ; Bank of Tarapaca and Ar-
gentina, Limited.

nExico-
Banco de Londres y Mexico

WEST INDIES-
Bank of Nova Scotia, Kingston. Ja-
maica ; Colonial Bank and Branches ;

National Bank of Cuba. Havana, Cuba;
Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda

Commercial Letters of Credit Issued

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

- $1,000,000.
- I.OOO.OOO.

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

II. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE. Esq . Vice President

D. E. THOMPSON. Esq., K.C His Honor \V. MORTIMER CLARK. K c

THOS BRADSHAW, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE.. - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manacier

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.

Letters of Credit Issued.

!)ii
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ANOTHER entirelj satisfactory report was pre-

sented to the shareholders of the Rank of

Montreal in annual meeting assembled on De-

cember 5. Its principal features included an

increase in deposits bearing interesi of $13,265,-

000. an increase of call loans of $9,143,000, an increase in

current loans of $6,699,000, and a decrease in the balance

due by agencies of the bank and other banks outside

Canada of $4,114,000. The bank's profits for the year

ending October 31 were, after deducting charges of man-

agement, and making full provision for all bar! and doubt-

ful debts. $l.r>00.207.05. out of which was paid $1,400,000

in dividends at the rate of ten per cent, per annum, leav-

ing £200.207.0.3, which added to balance of profit and loss

account of $373.OSS. Ofi. carried forward from the year

ending October 31. 1003, gives a balance carried forward

for this year of $5S3.10f>.01. In a nutshell, the bank earn-

ed ten per cent, on its paid-up capital of fourteen million

dollars, and lias been able tu add two hundred thousand

dollars odd to profit and loss account.

THE decision of the Canadian Rank of Commerce to

increase its capital stock from $S.700.000 (,. $10.-

000,000 draws attention to the great increase in the

business of that institution and also indirectly to the re-

markable position of nearly all the banks of the country.

At the present moment the capacity of Canadian banks is

being taxed as never before. Their combined capital is

barely sufficient to handle the country's business, and the

action of the Rank of Commerce in increasing ils capital

is no doubt but the first step of several that will shortly

be taken fur the increase of the banks' capacity. Tt is

freely stated that at least two other banks will make a

similar move at the end of the year and perhaps others

will follow. The two mentioned at present are the Do-

minion Rank, which is expected to issue $1,000,000 new
stock, bringing its capital up to $4,000,000. and the

Standard Rank, whose capital has hitherto been $1,000,000.

THE statement of profit and loss and the general

statement submitted to the shareholders of the East-

ern Townships Rank at the annual meeting is a

highly satisfactory one. the net profits -for the year

amounting to $30r).9fiS. which is equal to nearly 12 1-1'

per cent. In addition to this there was the sum of $22,-

995 premium paid on new issue of capital stock and
*27.647 balance at credit of profit and loss brought for-

ward from last tyear. making a total of $357,611. Out of

this, two half-yearly dividends at the rate of 4 per cent..

making 8 per cent, per annum, were allotted to share

holders: $50,000 was transferred to rest account: $40,000

was applied to the reduction of value of assets, and $40.-

000 in reduction of bank premises and furniture. This

left a balance of $30,217 at the credit "f profit and lo=<=.

NOTES.

A branch of the Sovereign Bank was opened at Gait

on December 13.

Mr. W. J. Stark is the manager of the new market
branch of the Sovereign Rank in Toronto.

Another branch has been opened b\ I he Canadian
Hank of Commerce, this time in Claresholm, Alberta.

This makes the 112th branch of this large Canadian in-

stitution— 106 in Canada, 5 in the United States and one

in London. England.

The German-American Eire Insurance Co., one of the

leading companies in the United States, as a result of

the high rates being charged by the English companies in

the larger cities of Canada, has decided to invade the Can
adian field and will have its -head offices in Montreal.

The annual statement of the Rank of Toronto for the

year ending November 30. 1004. shows a tine increase in

net profits, due, partly at least, to the enlarged capital.

The net profits, after making due provision for possible

losses, are $445,425, or nearly 15 per ee n t. of the capital

-lock. The rest account has been added to by $145,570

during the year, and is now $300,000 in excess of its paid

up capital of $3,000,000.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association have ap-

pointed the following gentlemen as the permanent com-

mittee on insurance for the association: P. H. Rurton, W.
B. Tindall, P. W. Ellis, W. P. Gunhy, Richard A. Donald,

J. P. Murray. C. X. Candee. J. W. Cowan, A. Jephcott; R.

M. Bertram, Montreal; C. R. Cordon. C. C. Ballantyne,

Col. J. H. Burland, W. A. Candle, F. H. Whitton, Hamil-
ton; Col. W. M. Gartshore, London; Geo. E. Amyot, Que-

bec; Geo. McAvity. St. John; T. M. Cutler. Halifax.

The Canada Trust Co., Limited, with a capital sto*ck

of $250,000, has received letters patent of incorporation

under the Manitoba John Slock Companies Act. The ob-

pects of the company are to carry on the business of a

trust and loan company, to advance money on real estates

nnd other securities and to act as financial agents for in-

dividuals and corporations, etc. The head office will be in

Winnipeg. The promoters of this company are well known
residents of Portage la Prairie and Winnipeg, and the pro-

visional directors include the names of H. Armstrong,

M.P.P., E. Anderson, J. Cornvn, E. J. O'Sullivan and

H. J. Hardy.

To meet the requirements of expanding Canadian busi-

ness the directors of the Canadian Rank of Commerce

passed a resolution at the annual meeting on December 9,

providing for the issue of $1,300,000, the balance of the

authorized capital stock of $10,000,000. The new issue

will be allotted to shareholders of record January 12th.

1005, at which date the books will close. The proportion

of allotment will be one new share for every 6 69-100 of

old stopk. The stock, which. is in $50 shares, will be

issued at 70. that is, 140 in comparison with yesterday's

price of the old stock on the Exchange. 164. The new

issue will brin^r in a premium of $520,000.
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Konig and
RETURNED

RETURNED
IAN -6 190&'

The largest stock of Corsets in Canada
is carried in this warehouse.

E

Style Irresistible

P.D.
Best French Corset

W.B.
America's Leading Corset

Style 924

The latest Spring Styles in . D. & W.B. Corsets are now in the

hands of our travellers. The new "Long above the Waist" effects are

a special feature of some of our Spring models.

The merits of our Corsets are recognised in all countries.

No Corset Department catering to the high-class trade can afford to be

without them.
9S
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Stuffmann
Montreal.

RETURMED
UN -6 190</

The above cut illustrates the gold medals and decorations awarded to the manufacturers of

. L/. Corsets at all leading Exhibitions during the last thirty years, including Paris

and Chicago.

These celebrated Corsets have a universal reputation and are considered

in all countries as the Standard of Corset Perfection.

Selling agencies are established in all countries, giving these goods undoubtedly the largest

sale.
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Laces ndEm
«*•Dress Tj

Largest and Best Asso

As usual our buyers have secured the best and most effective patterns shown in Paris,

Plauen, St. Gall, Nottingham, Calais and and all other European lace markets.

Spring iniportations|are coming to hand early.

All patterns placed by us on the American and Canadian markets are controlled by us

for the whole continent. Our customers need therefore not fear that other houses

carry the same styles.

Plauen made goods will again be the chief sellers. Allovers, Insertions and Gallons.

principally of the Oriental and Nettop variety, will be mostly demanded. Point de gaze

and Pompadour effects are novelties of great beauty.

Embroideries
will be in high style for the Spring Season. Our stock is without a doubt the largest

and best assorted. All Embroideries placed by us on this market are made in our own

manufactory. The most skillful designers are employed to produce our patterns. The

workmanship and finish of our Embroideries are admitted to be unexcelled.

Trimmings
and Braids of all descriptions are one of the many features in our warehouse. Colored

and fancy braids will be the leaders. The latest Novelties for Spring are arriving daily.

As we carry probably the best assorted stock it will be worth while inspecting it before

making Spring purchases.

KONIG AND
Offices and Manufactories: BRUSSELS.

PARIS,
CALAIS,
LYOIMS,

LOO
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broideries
immings
rted Stock in Canada.

RETURNED

•

POMPADOUR GALLON

STUFFMANN
PLAUEN,
NOTTINGHAM,
ST. GALL,
LONDON,NEW YORK.

Victoria Square, Montreal.
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MADE IN CANADA

Linoleum
In Five Qualities ; 4, fi, C, D, and E,

In both Printed and Plain.

———j

—

The new plant for the manufacture of these goods is now in full operation —;—-n—

-

and it will be to the interest of buyers to see our samples before placing their

C? orders.

—

k

They possess a finish the equal of any and we feel assured the quality, -*
"^ handsome and varied designs, will suit every requirement of the trade. ^fe^

»«»»»»»»»»»»»»t»»»»#»»»f»»»»»»»»»»»»S»»»»»»»»»»»»*»»»t»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»t»»»

Samples of our

STANDARD LINES ™* FALL
comprising •.

Floor, Table, Stair, Enamelled Carriage

Oil Cloth, and Linoleum, are now in

the hands of the Wholesale Dry Goods
Trade, and an inspection is solicited.

»»»»t»»»»»»»»»»»»*»»»»*»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*»»»**»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»#

*
A

We also manufacture

Decorative Burlaps
Oil Coated and Double Sized.

An inexpensive, though pretty and serviceable Wall
Covering, used extensively for Dwelling Houses, Halls,

Hotels and Public Buildings.

Manufactured fc>y

TKe Dominion Oil Cloth Co.
MONTREAL. Limited
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSEFURNISHINGS AND
DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

MAKING "MADE IN CANADA" LINOLEUM

IN
the warehouse of the Dominion Oilcloth Co.,

Limited, on St. Catherine street, Montreal,

stand the first rolls of linoleum ever

made in Canada, and they are the pro-

ducts of an enormous linoleum "calender" which

was elected last June. This is a striking testimonial '.o

the energy displayed in the only oilcloth factory in Can-

ada, enabling the management to extend its works and

to embark in the linoleum business. The Review was

privileged to make a tour of inspection of the premises,

and some interesting information for readers of this

paper is appended.

Although the average storekeeper may not trouble

about the difference between the manufacture of linoleum

and oilcloth, and few have a very clear conception of the

difference of material and processes that are represented

by these goods, yet there is no comparison in the make

of the two. Both are made upon a jute fabric; some of

the finer oilcioths, tablecloths and such like upon a fine

quality of cotton fabric, but the coarser oilcloths and all

linoleums upon jute. Oilcloth is made by putting on

successive coats of a specially prepared paint until it

reaches the desired thickness.

Linoleum is made by forcing into the jute, under ter-

rific pressure, a mixture of powdered cork and oxydized

linseed oil. When you have your coating preparation—the

cork and linseed oil—ready, it is a matter of one swift

process on the two-hundred ton calender to make the

linoleum, while the oilcloth receives coat after coat of

its preparation and is assiduously dried in hot air cham-

bers after each coat. But the materials, the massive

machinery and the preliminary processes on the cork and

linseed oil make the linoleum a somewhat more expen-

sive preparation. As a floor covering it more than gains

in durability what it loses in cheapness. The processes

of imposing the design upon the finished fabric are the

same in both oilcloth and linoleum.

A six-storey plant, concrete and steel (Construction,

latest design in flooring and ventilation, is used fo-

making linoleum.

Oxydizing Linseed Oil.

The first thing to be done in the manufacture of lino-

leum is to get your linseed oil oxydized, the reason being

that the preparation of the oil takes some months. Th^

process is curious. In a room about fifty feet high are

hung up forty-foot strips of some thin cotton fabric; and

every day there is poured over the top of these a fixed

quantity of linseed oil. The oil trickles down the cotton,

and adheres to what is already there. This pro-

more linseed oil is poured on, continues to trickle down
and adheres to what is already there. This This pro-

cedure is repeated daily till the required thickness is at-

tained. The oil absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere

and hardens into a rubber-like consistency on both sides

of the fabric, until when it is finally taken down it is a

solid sheet of oxydized linseed oil about an inch thick.

This is carried away and treated in various machines,

until it finally emerges in square, flat cakes of a more or

less elastic substance in which there has been mixed with

the oxidized oil a proportion of various gums to increase

its coherence, and is then named cement. The cotton is

broken up in the process and partially disappears, being

of no further use except as a vehicle to expose the oil to

the air.

Preparing the Cork.

The cork meanwhile can be got ready for the same
stage in the proceedings in a few minutes, being simply

ground up in very powerful grinding machnines, which
reduces it to a fine powder. The cork and cement are

then conveyed up to the top of the six-storey linoleum

building, and put into the first of a series of "German
mixers." From that they drop into the second on the

floor below, thence another storey into a third, and finally

into a fourth, which at last runs them out, inextricably

worked up together in a pulpy mass, over the huge calen-

der press on the ground floor.

This machine is the essence of the whole business.

Several of its parts weigh over 20 tons each, and it in-

volved an enormous amount of labor and ingenuity to

bring it out from England and erect it in the Montreal
factory. The whole linoleum plant is operated by 200

h. p. electric motors, and as all the machines are heavily

constructed it will be understood that an immense am-
ount of power is required. The calender will turn out
linoleum in sheets of unlimited length and four yards
wide, or it can be used for any width down to the small-
est domestic mats. By simply turning levers to regulate
the thickness and supply of the prepared compound, the

linoleum can be turned out in any desired thickness.

Five- Storey Curing Vaults.

The product that emerges from the calender is lino-

leum, but it is damp, pasty and soft, and has to be hung
up for curing. This is done in drying cells or ovens, some
sixteen, some twelve feet wide, and others smaller, but

all running the entire length of the building. Hung from
the top of these on battens, the linoleum is subjected to

great heal, hot air being fed into them at the bottom and
drawn away at the top in such a way as to give abso-

lutely equal temperature all over the "oven." On com-
ing out of this, the linoleum is "backed" with a coat of

paint on the underneath side to protect the fibre, and is

then ready to take whatever pattern it is desired to put

upon it.

The natural color of linoleum makes a very respect-

able showing, and a considerable quantity is sold without

any printing at all. The body color pan be modified to

any tint desired by adding dyes when the cork and lin-

seed are first put together, and grinding them into the

substance on the way through the mixing machines.

Bui the bulk of the linoleum on the market bears more
or less complicated patterns, and fashionable designs
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winch change ww rapidly, so thai painted linoleum is

anything but a simple article, and must be marketed at

once to get its fair price. It must sorrowfully be ad-

mitted that the public taste in linoleum decoration is not

altogether simple nor artistic. Nothing more charming

than a natural color linoleum with a simple design in

masses of one or two tastefully chosen tints can possibly

be imagined. But the public wants dots and spangles

and an assortment of ten different colors whenever they

can possibly be got together. The printing of linoleum

and that of oilcloth are much the same process, and it is

one in which machinery has made but little headway.

Printing—Hand and Machine.

The Dominion Oilcloth Co. possesses two ponderous

printing machines, each of which imposes eight colors

upon the substance to be printed. Machines, however,

are restricted to certain standard widths and quality, and

cannot be used on small stair cloths and mats, nor can

they be used at all on any pattern having a horder all

round it, as they only print in continuous lengths. In

linoleum the bordered pattern in certain standard sizes

is one of the chief lines in popular favor. The machines

are simplicity itself in idea. Each color is applied by a

plate of wood or metal (a staff of artists is kept con-

stantly employed cutting new plates for new designs^;

and eight of these plates are mounted over a long table,

with color-rollers applied so as to run over them aftei

each application. The linoleum is moved along the table

the exact distance between the plates at each motion,

and each section as it issues at the end has been once

touched by each of the eight plates.

But notwithstanding this beautiful mechanism, a large

force of printers, whi/ch will be greatly increased shortly,

is kept busy doing exactly the same job by hand. In

this case the men stand between the printing blocks and

the oilcloth. The oilcloth is fed to them out of the dry-

ing cells as a sort of loom, and the blocks repose ou their

pigments on a round table which rotates so as to bring

the colors into reach in their proper succession. The

exactitude with which the men get their blocks into the

proper position, the proper way round, without a mo-
ment's hesitation or a single error, is remarkable.

Designing and Block Cutting.

This is another branch of the business which requires

great skill, and a staff of artists and block-cutters are

kept for their respective duties. After a design is drawn
it is passed to the block-cutters, who trace the design on

the block and from that cut each figure out in brass or

whatever material is necessary to do the work.

(This is a succinct review of the making of Canadian
linoleum, and it is said the factory is one of the most
up-to-date in the world).

CARPETS
ANCHOR CARPET MILL AFFAIRS.

THE affairs of the defunct Anchor Carpet Mills, Pais-

ley, Ont., have been finally wound up by J. C. Gib-

son, the assignee, and reveal a financial condition

that shows what a failure can be made of some industries.

The assets air $402.84 with liabilities of $5,330.92.

The privileged claims amount to $321.57 and to settle

these only $276.55 is available or SO per cent. Ordinary

claimants receive nothing.

This company commenced business about three years

ago, and with a good bonus from the town and consider-,

able carpet experience of the proprietor, there seemed

every ' ;>e of success. There was, however, no capital to

run (he business and I lie hand to mouth style of manu-

facturing which was necessitated .could not be made suc-

cessful. There are, in spite of two or three failures of

carpet factories on account of lack of capital and poor

management, two or three factories left which show how

important this industry is to Canadians and the Canadian

market. <>ne of the mills that closed down early in the

year has been opened up under new management with

progressive ideas, that make for success.

PRESENT AND FUTURE PRICES.

ALETTES received from a prominent carpet linn says:

"If yon i ipare prices at the Smith carpet sale in

New Ymik, allowing for the discounts from regular

trade lists, yon will sec that very good prices were paid.

Kioni January Id the prices are reinstated with a few in-

creases. This all points to a firmness in carpet prices

with a tendency to advance. That an advance must come

can be understood if the carpet wool market is considered.

Are the merchants taking note of this? It is good busi-

ness to buy before a rise takes place in the market. 1 just

wished to draw your notice to a very significant trans-

action which should influence Canadian buyers."

Last month The Review drew attention to the advances

in carpet wools due to the great demand for wools in

.Lilian and Russia, and on account of the genera] scarcity.

Since then a further advance lias taken [dace and the end

is not yet. English sales put this wool up 15 per cent,

and supplies are very small especially in filling wools.

Russia, which supplies the greater part of carpel wools is

sending out very little, and the same can be said of China

and Scotland. In all likelihood manufacturers will be

forced to pay yet higher prices.

Since the last issue many new lists have been issued

in the United States and while the same prices rule in

many lines, some velvets and mats are up 1 1-2 to 4 cents.

One firm lias increased rug prices as much as 10 per cent,

while another has reduced them slightly. The general tour

is cowards an advance.

1 JANUARY SALES.

RETAIL clearance sales of carpets and rugs this month
ought to be the most successful in the history of the

trade. Not only have consumers the wherewithal to

buy, but retailers have the biggest kind of a card to use in

stimulating demand. The Review in conversation with

the head of the housefurnishing department of a leading

Montreal dry ods emporium learned that at least one

store was fully awakened to the immense possibilities.

This shrewd head explained that the article last month
on the advance in carpet wools was an eye-opener which

he would utilize iii advertising January sale-. New

l o-t
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^RETURNED
IpR 24 190 5"

IT MEANS-
CONGRATULATIONS IN THE PRESENT
AND BEST WISHES FOR THE
CONTINUED PROSPERITY OF
OUR 3,000 FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

DURING

190
"•WATSON, FOSTER C<>Limited

MONTREAL.
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stocks, have been ordered at higher prices and lliis ex-

planation is bonne! to attract buyers.

January is the month to measure and mark on the

roll all odd ends of carpet and salesmen should constantly

refer to these. A knowledge of the customer's require-

ments should suggest the dealing of more than one odd

line and if the salesman knows his business this should

he feasible.

It is usually best to have the old stock pretty well

cleared out before the new comes in, as nothing sticks to

the memory of a woman more than a carpet pattern. For

this reason the Spring showing should be of new, bright,

fnsh goods. January sales will get rid of the old stuff

and bring in much needed ready cash for the purchase of

the Spring lines.

ORIENTAL RUGS: HOW TO SELECT AND CARE FOR
THEM.

IK
buying an Oriental rug, the first thing to consider

is the use for which it is -intended— whether for a

hare floor or one with a covering; for heavy, con-

stant use or for more decorative purposes; for the draw-

ing-room, the living-room or the boudoir.

The quality of the rug is the next consideration; and

then follows the choice of pattern and color, which should

be in harmony with the surroundings.

Lnder the thrall of the modern decorator, the last de-

sideratum is apt to take precedence over the quality of

the material, which is unwise when one considers that the

quality of a rug is responsible for the color. If the quality

be not good, if durability be not assured, then the coloring

no matter how beautiful, the design no matter how artistic,

amount to very little.

There is an immense difference in the materials of

which the various rugs are woven; in the dyes with which

their colors are set, and in the work of the weavers, both

in the tying of the knots and in the fidelity and artistic

feeling in which the pattern is carried out and the colors

are combined.

Every province of Asia Minor has its own distinctive

grade of wool or hair, dependent upon specific climatic

conditions; has its own method of weaving, carried on

from generation to generation in the same family with no

appreciable variation, and has its own patterns, as much

the property of each tribe as are the plaids of the various

Scottish clans.

Of late years, the spirit of commercialism has striven

in many places to substitute mineral for the old unalter-

able vegetable dyes, and cotton in lieu of the woolen warp

and weft: a coarse warp thread and loose knot— to fill up

.-ts quickly as possible and get the rug ready for market-

in place of the fine, close weave that required years of

steady, honest work and defied the tooth of time. Like-

wise patterns debauched and occidentalized have been

substituted to suit the western trade. While all antique

rugs and the best modern ones have been made for home

use exclusively and no pains spared to achieve perfection

in every detail, the ever-increasing demand has led to the

establishment of commercial centres and commercial

methods, whose demoralizing lessons in western "hustle"

are already developing their legitimate fruits of careless-

ness and makeshift. This deterioration, happily, is still

largely a matter of section and tribe.

Some weavers, as in the case of the makers of the

VICTORIA CARPET MILLS.

UNION-WOOL
INGRAINS

of our manufacture are characterized by

Excellent Values, Perfectly

Clean and Well - Dyed Goods .

THEIR QUALITIES are represented
by the following names :

IN WOOL
" Excelsior," 3-ply, 28 oz.

" Niagara" 2Y2-ply, 26 oz.

" National," full 1080 ends, 22 oz.

" Victoria," "Colonial," "Imperial."

IN UNION
"Royal," "C.C.", "Superior,"
" Pacific," " Kensington."

IN ADDITION, we make

Wool Art Squares and Smyrna Rugs
We solicit your favor and busiuess.

KITCHI
Carpet Manufacturers,

IM BROS.,
DUNNVILLE. ONT

COURIAN, BABAYAN & CO.
Canada's Only Direct Importers

of Genuine

Oriental Rugs
FROM

TURKEY, PERSIA and INDIA

Moorish Lamps,

Eastern Draperies, Brassware, etc., etc.

WHOLESALE and RETAIL)

Our Fall Importations for this year enable us to put before
the Canadian buyers the largest and finest stock of real East-
ern Rugs ever exhibited in this country.

As Native and exclusive Rug Importers we have exceptional
opportunities of buying our goods at very low prices, we are
therefore able to sell Oriental Rugs 25 to 30 per cent, cheaper
than others. All out of town orders always given our most
careful attention.

COURIAN, BABAYAN & CO.
40 KING STREET EAST

Winnipeg TORONTO Los Angelas
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Dagliestan rugs and the Bokharas, have remained so Btern-

l\ loyal in their traditions of weave, dye and design thai

their work can be singled oul unerringly among all IIhj

fabrics of the east; while others, notably bhe Karabaghs

ami some of the modern Shirvans and Kazaks, show de-

lenoration in their work in every respect.

A'liilc the trade names of rugs arc legion, being those

i
l the places where they are made, or the people by whom

they arc made, or the commercial centre from which they

aie shipped, in' the use I'm' which they are intended, the

rugs themselves are roughly divided by the trade into four

large classes: Persian, Turkish or Anatolian, Turkoman
ami Caucasian. These are again divided ami subdivided

ail infinitum.

Must popular among the rugs which the buyer may ex-

I
eel tn find in the markets to-day are:

First, Persian: Silk, Tabriz, Goravan, Kermanshah,

Sehna, Kerman, Shiraz, Khorassan, Herat, Seraband,

Mosul, Feraghan, Hamadan.

Second, Turkish or Anatolian: Ghiordes, Kulah, Ushak,

Bergama, Turkish Kerman, Hamidieh, Yuruk, Kurdish or

Anatolian.

Third, Turkoman: Bokhara and Royal Bokhara, Af-

ghanistan, Beluchistan, Afghan-Khiva.

Fourth, Caucasian: Daghestan, Durben, Kazak, Shir-

van, Genghis, Karabagh, Cashmere or Suma.

To distinguish Oriental rugs one from another, to

choose those that are indubitably hones), requires an ex-

I
ert, and even then no dealer, no writer, no authority, may

lay claim to infallibility. Yet there are many points upon

which even the tyro in rugs may become informed, for

his own pleasure as well as profit.

Where rmjs are to be used upon a bare floor, they need

In bi' heavv to prevent their slipping'. A line rug of light

weigh! mi a polished floor may be beautiful ami artistic,

but it is a menace to the limbs id' its owners. If the floor

is highly polished, and a sprinkling of small rugs is desir-

ed iii order to show it oil'. Daghestan or Kazak, .Mosul.

Khiva, Bokhara or Kurdish rugs will be found thick,

heavy and altogether desirable. II' a floor covering is used,

the weight of the rug is immaterial, ami even antique
( 'ashmeres may be utilized.

A dining-room rug should lie heavy, even if used over

a covering, and neither fineness of the design nor of stitch is

an essential. Among the rugs admirably adapted to din-

ing-rooms, are the Goravan, a Persian rug but lately im-

ported in our markets, having a red ground with large pat-

tern and a very heavy, thick pile; ami the Khorassan, also

ol Persian make, with a mingling of dark-blue, red and

black, palm-leaf or fish-bone pattern, and borders of small

light uowers on areen. The warp of a Khorassan is usually

nil Inn. while the web and pile are woven of choice wools.

The ends are finished with short fringe. These rugs are

si metimes known as Herat rugs, Herat being the market

for them. Another excellent Persian rug for the dining-

room is the Feraghan. of the same elass as the Khorassan

in quality, but usually of oblong shape. Among Turkish

nigs specially adapted to dining-rooms are the Ushak, a

thick, heavy pile with large geometric or floral design in

light red, blue oi' yellow, and the Kulah. While the weave
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Imperial Carpet Co.
THE SPECIALTY HOUSE

Our travelling staff start out
promptly on Jan. Brd, '05.
Those interested, who Have
not already seen our lines,
will do well to drop us a
postal. The representative
in your territory will he
glad to call upon you.

No
Order
Too

Small.

No
Order
Too

Large.

11 Front Street E.,

The Spring StocK is now
complete, and our numer-
ous mail order patrons may
depend on getting prompt
shipment of goods from
any of our lines.

^T j& s& £? £? £> £?

Toronto, Ont.
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To the i

Window Shade Trade
}

•
Are you getting prompt shipment of your j

Window Shade Orders ? We are making a specialty \

of this as well as turning out the highest grade ?

Window Shades ever made in Canada. Write for i

our Catalogue and Prices.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited

681, 683, 685Crai£ St.. Montreal

*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.......,..,..,.., "•.••••••••a

A.R. BURROWS & CO
-Manufacturers of-

Rug Fringes,

Carriage Fringes and

Carriage Dusters

GUELPH, ONT,
Write us for samples and Prices.
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Geo. B. Hccs, Son & Co.
LIMITED

HAVE IN STOCK NEW ARRIVALS OF

Cushion Tops. Lace Panels for Doors.
Bobbinet and MuSlIn Curtains, our own make, New Designs

Lace Curtain Materials, aii kinds.

New Patterns of Tapestry Curtains and Table Covers,

ISew Patterns of Chenille Curtains and Table Covers,
our own make, at Special Prices.

Silk and Cotton VelOUTS, plain and new fancy designs.

COUCh and FumitUTe Covers, new designs from OUT OWtt

lOOniS, and also latest attractions in Imported Lines of these goods

LACE CURTAINS.
We make a specialty of Lace Curtains, and carry in stock

ready to deliver an immense quantity of these goods, from

20 cents to $30.00 a pair.

We are now carrying in stock a large assortment
of BURLAPS for wall decorations, also a full

range of DEISIMS.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles and Fixtures, Brass

and Metal Goods, and a full stock of

Upholsterers' Supplies.

N.B.—We sell these goods at a price that affords the RETAILER LARGE
PROFITS.

GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.,
TORONTO, OIMT.

MONTREAL WAREHOUSE, No. 20 St. Helen St.

LIMITED
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of the latter is not close, the pile is long. The centre de-

sign is cither small floral or fish-scale effects on an old-

gold ground. The usual border consists of four or five

uniform stripes broken by small rosettes, or vine tracings

in blue, pale green or chrome on an ivory groundwork. The

Hamidieh and Turkish Kermans are also good in dining-

rooms, but the latter should not he confused with the Pers-

ian of the same name.

Among Turkoman rugs, the Afghan-Khiva, of large

size, is serviceable and suitable for a small dining-room.

For the hall, the long, narrow rugs used in the Orient

for covering divans, or to lay in front of them, are appro-

priate. Of these, the Persian divan rugs are best, both

tor hall and stairs, in that they are finer and more closely

woven than the Turkish. While seventy-five per cent, of

these are made of woo], the remainder are of camel's hair.

They come mostly in palm-leaf pattern, though some are

in "fish-bone," according to the trade shibboleth. Sera-

bands and Mosuls, which come in shorter lengths, are also

utilized with excellent effect.

(To be concluded.)

WALL PAPERS

W
PAPERING THE FLAT.

HEN the Hamlins found that it was going to cost

$40 to paper their five-room flat Mrs. Hamlin

declared she would do the work herself and save

half the money.

"Nice work you'd make of it," said her husband.

. loM^f^' i" sl -"'""ll
"'<'' * ne whole place torn up and then

N 23 w>s

Shown by Stauntons Limited, Toronto.

expect me to help you out. I've signed a lease for two

yens and we'll go ahead and have it done and have it

done right."

But Mrs. Hamlin was determined and finally her hus-

band gave in, first making her promise not to expect him
to help her. If you do undertake this thing, Sally, you've

got to go through with it," he said. "Only I advise you

not to try it."

Sally said that was just what she wanted— to engineer

the whole thing herself. She planned to have all the ceil-

ings tinted— that would cost only $6 altogether— and to

paper the side walls with her own hands.

She snent three days hunting for bargains in wall paper

and at last she bought enough for the rooms for $14. She

got bargains too, even if they were not exactly what she

had planned to buy. Anyway she was $30 ahead— that

is, she would be when the paper was on the walls.

She had no trouble in getting the ceiling tinted to her

satisfaction and then she begau to strip off as much of the

old paper as she could. The first niaht she looked so tired

tha"t her husband relented and finished peeling off the

paper himself. She was grateful for that assistance, but

when he said positively that the walls would have to be

sized Mrs .Hamlin felt he was an enemy to her peace. But

she had set out to do the thing right and so she procured

some glue and with the paste brush which cost $2, she sized

all the walls.

She made a great pail of paste, according to the direc-

tions of the p-ood-natured paperhanger who had made the

estimate on her rooms in the first place. The same man

let her have an old pasteboard, shears, knife and ruler.

Mrs. Hamlin did feel a little guilty in borrowing these

things when all she had bought of him was her paste brush,

but then he seemed so perfectly willing to let her have

them and even let his man cam- them home for her.

She measured and cut her strips of paper without mak-

ing a single mistake, and she was astonished herself that

the paper went on so smoothly. It took her one whole day

to bring two sides of the parlor to perfection, but then it

was perfection, and she went to bed that night tired to

the point of exhaustion, but happy.

She hurried through her morning's work, because she

was anxious to finish the parlor that day. She opened the

door at last and was in the middle of the room before she

noticed anything strange. Then she simply stared, open-

mouthed. Every strip of paper was loosened from the

walls, and had either fallen flat to the floor or hung loosely

in hideous bubbles and wrinkled.

It never occurred to this persevering worker that there

was anything to do but to strip it all off, applv fresh paste,

ami once more brush it back on the walls. This she ac-
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THE DEMAND
FOR. THE STAUNTON 1905 LINE

gives us unbounded faith in our ability and resourcefulness as

makers of wall papers that will, in points of variety, artistic effect

and decorative possibilities, meet every call upon the dealer and at

same time yield him a handsome profit. In sampling the line, that

k
was our aim and the trade has given ths endorsement he

goods merit.

see our traveller or
write for sample books
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The China and Japan
nF Silk Co., Limited

Canada

TORONTO

11 Bay Street,

MONTREAL

290 St. James St.

Japan

YOKOHAMA

177 Yamashitacho.

a.
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% importers and dealers in Silks, Mat-
£ tings, Fancy Goods, Curios, and all

X manufactures of Japan and China.—
X Buyers are invitedto inspect our samples.
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DOWN COMFORTERS
WOOL COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, Etc

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. FEATHERS BOUGHT.

Tie TORONTO FEATHER & DOWN CO., Limited

74 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO.
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eordingly did, and also made good headway with the two

remaining sides during the afternoon.

It was not without some feeling of anxiety thai Mrs.

Hamlin opened the parlor door the next morning. There

was paper on four sides now to flop, to bubble, to wrinkle

— and it had all happened! Clearly something was wrong.

She went nut to interview the paperhanger who had be-

friended her. She broughl him over to the house. He
looked at the hanging paper and the wall behind it.

"No wonder your paper Won 'I stick; thai sizing is like

varnish. Who told you to put that on?"
"That was Mr. Hamlin's idea," she said doubtfully.

The man made an estimate of the cost of completing

the rooms as follows: Washing off size ami papering five

rooms $30; new paper for parlor, $8. Mrs. Hamlin told

him to go ahead.

After all it was not so much (he collapse of her scheme
to economize that Mrs. Hamlin eared about, as the callous

way tier husband acted when he found it was all his fault.

GLASSWARE
THE BEST BUYERS OF CROCKERY AND GLASS.

THE proportion of expensive goods in pressed and

blown glass or made of semi-porcelain is very slight.

A few deeades ago I he wants of the day laborer

were satisfied with a tin wash bowl and a few coarse plates

and cups. Larger wages, the spread of education and re-

finement have enlarged the demand for better things, vet

and the broken set will be made to do a little longer. This

is especially true of the man in the big city, where rents

have steadily increased and where street car fares, lunches,

etc., make the expense of existence more noticeable and the

tempting display of luxuries is an added reason why itjo^-j-,

urban residents generally live up to or beyond their meansT '-' *i W
Conditions are different in small cities, towns and vil-

Interior view of the John L. Cassidy China and Glassware Warehouse, Montreal.

it is still true that the chief buyers of glass and queens-

waTe are women, representing the great salaried class

which has grown greatly under modern business conditions.

'I'lie average salaried man and those in the profes-

sions and in small businesses earn from $15 to $40 a week,

and find the cost of living to have increased from 20 to 25

per cent, during the past ten years. The family man, after

paying rent, food and clothing, has little left for dishes.

lages. Not only is the cost of living less, but these places

are tilling up with retired farmers, who have leased their

farms and are free buyers of such cheap luxuries as good

table and toilet ware. In consequence of the prevalence of

more ready money per capita in the smaller cities and re-

duced cost of living for all, it follows that for a time the

smaller places will be bigger consumers of the average

output of potteries and glass factories.
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Thus il would seem that the plants winch .supply only

the largesl jobbers growing less in numbers yearly— and

Large department stores in ureal cities would feel a gen-

eral dullness sooner than those potteries catering to trade

in towns or lesser cities, or else devoted more especially

t ivejties bought hy the wealthy or special classes. To

create new trade rather than to supply an uncertain de-

mand is one of the ways by which manufacturers in other

lines have maintained their prestige. A few potters are

working on these lines.

A MODEL SHOW ROOM.

The cut shows the interior oi' the china and crockery

warehouse of the John L. Cassidy Co., Montreal. From it

can be taken many ideas that will be found useful to the

merchant handling chinaware. although he may not he able

to go into it on such a large scale. The tables' so neatly

arranged, the use id' wall stands, the shelves under the

tables, the white coverings, are all ideas worthy of copy.

FEATHERS AND DOWN
PERHAPS nothing is more familiar to us in daily life

than feathers. Every household has its pillows, its

cushions, its comforters. We see every day around

us the fowl which supply the feathers, and the transition

from the fowl to the comforter or cushion seems so evi-

dent and simple that few of us realize that in the prepar-

ation of the feathers and the manufacture of the com-

forters there is brought into service a multitude of de-

tails of workmanship and machinery which make the pro-

cess quite complicated.

A cushion or a comforter stripped from the back of

the goose, so to speak, would be a sorry affair at its

best. The down cushion would be unheard of and a com-

forter would be an impossibility.

Where the Feathers Come From.

Manufacturers purchase all the feathers offered locally,

however they are supplied. There is little demand for

hen and turkey feathers, since they contain no down, and

are unsuitable for anything but the very cheapest of

pushions and pillows. Goose feathers are the best since

a large percentage of them is down. White goose looks

the besi as they arrive, but bring no better price, as they

are no more useful nor softer than the grey when con-

tained in a cover. After these stand duck feathers.

Down conies almost entirely from water fowl.

The greater amount of locally supplied feathers are

collected by the Jewish peddlers, who traverse rural dis-

tricts with their wagons full of wares to exchange, or

with the money to buy outright. In this country the

German sections raise the most fowl and supply the

most feathers.

Down is imported in large quantities from Germany,

but the most of it is brought into that country from

Russia, where the cold Winters cover the fowl with thick

light feathers and down. The Germans import the fea-

thers and are prepared to separate the down and ship it

alone, a thing which other countries will not do. On

this German down the duty was 20 per cent, before the

surtax, but since that it lias been raised a third, with

the result that other countries are figuring more promin-

ently as sources of supply. Were the feathers and down

shipped in their natural state the surtax would not

afied them, but the fact of German labor being used

tilings them under the increased tariff.

This foreign down is exactly like ours in appearance.

Ii comes in 200-lb. sacks for the most part, in size about

<i\l feet. Feathers are shipped in small bundles and are

much more tightly packed and bound with iron bands. To
press down so tightly would deprive it of some of iis

life.

To Prepare the Feathers.

The first steps in the preparation of the feathers arc

intended to cleanse and liven them. The renovator is a

huge box like a room, into which the feathers are dump-
ed oi which is fed through .1 pipe. A bag of feathers is

held under a pipe like a stove pipe, and fans inside pro-

vide a suction which draws the feathers into the renova-

tor. In passing through this pipe the feathers sound any-

thing but "downv," the force of the suction making the

quills strike the sides with a noise like so much gravel.

The renovator has running through it a paddle-like

affair made up of an axle fitted with iron arms. When
the required amount of feathers is inside steam is turned

into the renovator through a pipe with numerous holes

in it. 'fhe paddle wheel is set going and the feathers are

thoroughly steamed for a period varying from a half to

three-quarters of an hour, according to the quantity of

feathers.

Dry heat is then forced in and the paddle wheel kept

going. By this means a heavy, sticky, dirty mass is

transformed into light, Huffy, clean feathers and down
mixed.

How the Down is Separated.

From the renovator two pipes, one above the other,

run into a long room, the lower one being used for the

heavier feathers at the bottom of the renovator. B\

means of fans, suction draws the feathers into the room
and blows them out. The result is that the down flies to

the farthest end of the room, while the heavier, coarsei

feathers drop near the mouth of the blower. The feath-

ers are then graded in quality from the cheapest at the

blower along to the lightest down at the end of the

room. Should the separation be incomplete, part of it is

run through the blower again.

Making the Comforters.

When the feathers have settled into their qualities, the

required grade is shoveled into the filling room. In this

room is a blower and a large table. The feathers are

shoveled under a pipe which draws them up and forces

them through a blow-pipe, which projects to the edge of

the table.

The fabric portion of the comforter is already made
and quilted. If the quilting is in inclosed figures, an
opening is left into the centre and there is a small open-

ing in the edge for the insertion of the pipe.

The man who does fhe filling inserts the blow-pipe un-

til it reaches the centre, and the machinery is then set

going. Instantly the comforter commences to fill, but

this is merely air, and it is upon the delicacy of his

touch whereby he can distinguish between air and down
on the inside, that a tiller's value depends. In an instant

the down commences to pour in, although no outward
distinction is visible. Hy constantly patting the part of

the pattern that is filling the filler knows just when suf-

ficient is in. He then draws the comforter away until

the next ring of pattern is tilled, and this is continued to

the outside.

None hut the most skilled workman can be a fillet.

He must be able 1o feel when the air is out. he must

know jus! when a suflicieol quantity of down is in. he

1 I I
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TYTE beg to announce that on January 1st, 1905, we

will consolidate our business with that of The

Toronto Bedding Co., Limited, of Toronto, Ontario,

under the title of

THE IDEAL BEDDING CO., LIMITED.

We thank our customers for past patronage, and

request the same consideration for the new company.

THE ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN CO.,
LIMITED.

Montreal, Winnipeg.
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musl have it all filled evenly—and all this withoul a mo-

mi'ii t 's stop of the machinei \

.

An iniportanl point thai musl be observed in the ma-

terial used for comfortei coverings is thai it must be

down proof, thai is, of Sufficient closeness of weave to

prevent the down from working through. Good sateen

musl be used, and it is even more important with the

cheaper qualities of feathers, since these will push theii

wav through closer material than will down. In the case

of silk and satin comforters there must be a lining to

give satisfaction, and this adds to the weight.

The Making of Cushions.

Cushions and pillows are filled with any quality from

the cheap, rough feathers to the finest down. In the

particular factory which is being described, trapdoors are

placed every couple of yards or oftener in the floor of the

separating room. The feathers are then swept down t he

nearest trap door and fall into large bins underneath,

which are numbered to correspond with numbers printed

on the walls of the separating room opposite each trap

door. These numbers, then, represent certain qualities of

feathers, and all the cushion filler lias to do down-

stairs is to open the door of the bin corresponding to

the quality in the order, and shovel in the feathers.

The Finishing Touches.

When the cushions are filled they are run into a clean-

ing machine made of brushes rapidly revolving. These

sweep off all the loose down and the cushions are then

ready for shipment.

Both cushions and comforters are pressed into smaller

space for long shipments by a pressing machine, thus

economizing space and shipping expenses.

Substitutions and Adulterations.

Of course in this industry, as in any other, there is a

possibility of adulteration that will make the cost very

Dluch less, and interfere with the w:ear and general satis-

faction given. There are substitutes for feathers and

down which may or may not be sold on their merits.

Silk floss, a product of a plant growing in Holland,

and resembling our milk weed, is used for filling cush-

ions. It is first run through a machine which nicks

it to pieces, making in soft and fluffy. For the cheapest

cushions feathers and down are often mixed.

One of the most, common adulterations is rabbit hair,

which is cut up fine and mixed with the down. This is

a very poor adulterant and, unlike coarse feathers, is

never honestly included. Across the line il is not un-

usual to grind up feathers for filling. Another cheapen-

ing projeess is to mix in a little cotton batting.

A BUSINESS CHANGE.

AN advertisement of interest to the trade appears in

another page of this issue, announcing tin; consolida-

tion of the Alaska Feather & Down Co., Limited, of

.Montreal and Winnipeg, and the Toronto Bedding Co.,

Limited, of Toronto. The name of the new organization

will be the Ideal Bedding Co., Limited. The managing

directors will be Mr. J. H. Sherrard, of Montreal; Mr.

L. W. Manchee, of Toronto; and Mr. J. H. Parkhill, of

Winnipeg. These three gentlemen have been pioneers in

the manufacture of good bedding, and their association

should be of interest to both the furniture dealer and the

user of beds and bedding.

The new company will have three of the largest and

best equipped bedding factories in the Dominion, situated

in the three chief distributing centres of Canada. The

Montreal factory covers an acre of ground, with over two

acres of floor space, devoted especially to the production

of Ostermoor felt, and other high-grade mattresses,

feathers, bed quilts, and spring beds. They also have a

thoroughly equipped plant for making high-grade oil-

tempered upholstering springs. The buildings are sep-

arated into live divisions, all protected by automatic fire

sprinklers.

The Toronto factory has 17,0(10 feet floor space, with

one of the best equipped metal bedstead foundries -on the

American continent, and a daily capacity of three hun-

dred bedsteads. Both the spring bed and mattress de-

partments are in separate fireproof buildings of the most

modern construction.

The new factory at Winnipeg is a four-storey, fireproof

mill construction building, with a large warehouse capa-

city for stocking the manufactured products from Mont-

real and Toronto. A full line of spring beds and filled

mattresses is also made at this point, the equipment
being similar to the eastern mills.

The Ideal Bedding Co.'s aim is to give the trade even

a better service than in the past, by having a larger

range of goods concentrated at the three leading centres.

UPHOLSTERIES, ART FURNITURE, ETC.
CURRENT TRADE.

DECEMBER was a busy month in the majority of

stores, and although cushions, cushion covers, etc.,

were in a premier place the cotton, silk and wool

upholsteries, curtains and covers continued strong'. No-
thing of an interesting nature has developed in Spring

business other than recorded last month, yet a retrospect

of the past season's trade in large centres reveals some

practical and instructive lessons.

Naturally January, and especially February are dull

months in most upholstering departments and the time

is profitably taken up with making herculean efforts to

<dcar up slock goods. Especial attention has most prob-

ably been given to fabrics I'm' Summer furnishings and

idil requirements will be picked up when buyers are in

'he market.

In curtains, Arabians continue to strengthen and Brus-

sels. Irish pi ints, Nottinghams, etc.. are as good as ever.

An increased feeling is fell for Madras goods. It's a

- IM 'd idea and one often employed by large stores to use

January and February as an occasion for reducing the

priee of making up curtains and portieres.

Spring and Summer Suggestions.

There arc many lines particularly adapted for Summer
use and handled by many upholstery departments that

should be active sellers in the Summer time. Large city

retailers interviewed on (lie question of fancy furniture,

particularly reed, rattan and grass goods in a variety of

forms and colors, were unanimous in attesting glowing

prospects and active trade. Tt is quite within the pro-

vince of the upholstery department and to these can be

added the new grass and rice mattings, wall hangings, as

well as bamboo curtains, screens, hammocks and other

furnishings that are widely used for lilting up rooms and

porches during tlie Summer months.
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Royal Bedding
WIRE BEOS $£j
lATTRESSESJKtl [ URNE

JAN -6 1904

Feather and Down"6^®*^
3o(

Cushions, Pillows, Comforters
Tea Cosies, Muff Beds, also Batting Comforters,

cotton-filled and wool-filled

We have the most'completely equipped plant in

Canada. Our values are thrbest known to the trade

8o
D&™oAMH

Aif ::

A - ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM ODOR, QUILL and DUST.

IN ADDITION WE MAKE

THE HERSCHELL ELASTIC LOCK SPRINGS
the strongest and most resilient wire bed springs made.

Won't sag. The most restful wire springs made.

FELT MATTRESSES
The Brands are : Monarch, Empress, Queen, Fidelity

and Royal, vermin-proof, non-absorbent. Positively

the best Felt Mattresses manufactured in Canada.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS BY MAIL. SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited
40-42 MELINDA STREET, TORONTO. 524-530 SUSSEX STREET, OTTAWA

Wrapping Papers,

Millinery Bags,

Twines, Fixtures.

Our reasons for your orders are good

—

and brief.

We give you the very best papers, bags

and twines made.

Better than most.

We've studied our business for years

—

intelligently.

Hence we say boldly that our service

and our goods are not matched by any

other firm in a similar business.

Prices right, of course.

Lightning shippers.

Haven't you an order ?

Samples with pleasure.

Douglas & Ratcliff
LIMITED

30 West Market St., - Toronto.

Newest Effects in j

<4»

Homespuns,
.

Mantlinqs and

Costume Cloths,

Blankets and

Mackinaw Cloths

All shades, and of excellent

wearing qualities.

Pure Canadian Wools

The T. H. TAYLOR CO.

Chatha
LIMITED

11^
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on the line of extra display inducements l>;i(-k<Ml by judi-

cious advertising and upon these lies the success or

failure of (lie entire sale.

o
WHITE GOODS SALES.

NCE more January sales are on the tapis and

every merchant is confronted with the true

inwardness of the fact that, no matter how

much he is the beneficiary of most liberal Santa

Claus remembrances in the form of public

patronage, January business is usually poor from a

sales as well as a profit viewpoint, and that extraordin-

ary efforts must be put forward to stimulate trade.

Alphonse and Gaston tactics must be eschewed and it is

superfluous to state that a clearing sale of holiday sur-

plus goods of any and every description, in fact every-

thing peculiarly appropriate for the season, must be made

to get a "move on." Every locality is familiar with the

old rut of "stocktaking- sales," "Winter clean-sweep

sales," "flag' sales," etc., and in many ways there can

be used no better methods. All departments must share

in this general cleaning up. but a very important phase

of January sales must not be neglected. "White" sales

should be numerous. Under muslins, wash goods, linens

and embroideries are good things to push.

Rumors are rife to the effect that the January muslin

and underwear sale is on the decline, due to the recog-

nized unseasonable time of the year. January sales in

the past have scored wonderful success, no matter how

severe the weather, and undoubtedly many stores can still

create a favorable impression by inaugurating special

sales along this line. The sale should be practically

perennial and the movement in such goods is gradually

becoming vital all the year round. Women wear under-

muslins to a far greater extent now than in former years

in cold weather and while the quantity of such is neces-

sarily limited it is an offshoot which must be recognized.

With this in view, it is but natural that the manufacture

of undermuslins is steadily increasing to keep pace with

the legitimate expansion in every judiciously managed

underwear department. These garments even with the

greatest care are bound to wear out and every class is a

purchaser, as many lines can be washed at home and thus

laundry bills saved. Painty fresh muslins are appre-

ciated and becoming and no woman will be bothered

making undermuslins if she can secure well-shaped, well-

made and u 1 quality ready-made garments.

The advertising of such a sale will cause considerable

talk, and that is what you are after. Oct a good class

of goods, belte. quality and neat, practical effects in

trimming. Insist on garments of sufficient fulness,

particularly in the width of nighl gowns, shirts and

chemises. With these details well looked after there is

needed something out of the ordinary in many sections to

make it an attraction to a good many satiated people.

A store was once seen where the garments were be-

ing actually made in the window. This was probably

fraught with a g 1 deal of expense and is beyond man\
concerns, as it necessitates the importing of operatives,

a motor ami the renting of sewing machines. It is all

SELLING BY INSTALMENT.

THE following letter has been received from a merchant
concerning the instalment system and its applica-

tion :

—

-, Dec. 14, 1904.

Editor Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher :

—

I notice in your September number a lucid description

of the workings of the instalment system, and the possibili-

ties offered have set me thinking. There are several points

concerning which I cannot come to any definite conclu-

sion, and I would ask you kindly to help me out. These
questions are :

—

1. Is this system practicable and advisable in a regu-

lar dry goods business ?

2. Does it require a professional accountant to keep

the books ?

3. Has it ever been applied to dry goods in Canada ?

4. Would it interfere with ordinary business ?

5. What percentage, if any, is added to cash prices if

goods are to be sold in this way ?

6. Is a merchant thoroughly protected ?

An answer to these questions would greatly oblige me.

Yours trulv.

In his questions the correspondent has practically

covered the entire ground of the instalment system as it

affects a dry goods business. In answer to 1 and 8 it

might lie said that the practicability of the introduction

of this system into a store handling the regular lines of

dry goods is not doubted, for it has already been tried

with some success. Of course it is much more oasilv

handled in a housefumishings business, since the goods

are larger, do not depreciate in value so quickly, and arc

not so easily removed. In fact, the rule that applies to

furniture obtained in such a way, that it cannot be re-

moved without the consent of the merchant, cannot be

enforced in dry goods, since many articles thus bought
will accompany the buyer wherever he may go. In this

way it is far more difficult to "keep tab" on such y;oods

than on furniture.

The smallness of the articles and the amount of book-

keeping necessary, the constantly recurring need for dry
goods, and the knowledge that is possessed of the regular

price of many of the lines included, are characteristics

that make it more unsatisfactory to run a dry goods
store on the instalment plan. Rut. in spite of these

added difficulties, the svstem is nevertheless feasible.

A discussion of the advisability of such a method of

doing husinpss is another matter. As a general rule it

can be laid down that it is preferable to adhere to the

ordinary svstem. The class of tratle that is attracted
by offers of credit is of the lower or medium grad<\ and
where the average customer is of this kind, the higher
class will deal elsewhere. There can be no doubt of the
cheapening of trade that follows the introduction of the
instalment system, provided the store has previously done
business with the wealthy. By catering to those who
prefer paying by instalment the quality of the stock
must drop, especially in towns, and thus arises a fur-

ther reason for the departure of high-class trade.
Tt must rest entirely with the merchant to decide

whether his best trade is done with the poorer classes,

and if he is prepared to confine himself to them alone.
He must consider whether he will find a sufficient num-
ber of families eager to support him. whether he is ambi-
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GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

TORONTO
Silk Blouse Department

Three of our leaders which we want the Trade to know about. Quality of material

and workmanship, as well as finish and fit, are unsurpassed. Immediate delivery.

Twenty

other

Designs.

RETURNED
«6 190^ Stylish

and

Up to Date.

RETURNED

•6 f9(&

No. 3l3-$3.00 each
Heavy Japan Silk, unlined. Circular
rows of Valenciennes Insertion in
yoke, body and sleeves. Finished
with i-

4'-inch tuckg.

No. 317—$3.25 each.

Heavy Japan Silk, unlined. Yoke
made in pin tucks and three rows
of Valenciennes Insertion running
through front and back.

GORDON, MACKAY & CO.

LIMITED
Oor. Front and Bay Sts., TORONTO.
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Lious foi such ;* style of business, and whether he is

capable ol making rules and sticking to them. And no

instalment business ran be run without a large quantity

of "backbone." It wuuld be well for a merchant wbo
has a good business in a regular way, a reputation foi

good achievements and an ambition for better, to con-

tinue as he is. Hut those who have made a success of

the instalment system speak quite enthusiastically about

it, and maintain that customers come from quite iiigli

as well as low classes. There is even evidence that they

till a long-felt want. The strictly cash business, how-
ever, is the better one.

(2)—No, it does not require an expert accountant. If

the proper books are provided the task of keeping them
is very little more difficult than in an ordinary credit

business. There is a little more of it to do, but nogieat

complications arise.

(3)—There are at present a few clothing and dry

goods stoies in Toronto which have adopted the instal-

ment system. It is becoming more common in the cloth-

ing business, although, as yet, no very extensive handlers

of these lines in Canada are interested.

(1)— As remarked before, it would interfere in some
measure with the regular business, but would not shut

it off entirely. The largest housefurnishing houses com-
bine both styles and have a good trade in both.

(5)—The higher price charged to an instalment custo-

mer is no greater than that which should be asked in -the

ordinary credit trade ; in fact, it is far better to receive

two dollars a week on a hundred dollar bill than to be

paid the entire amount at the end of the year. As a

general rule lb per cent, is a good profit from the credit

customer and one that will not be too easily detected.

Unjust as it may be, the man who purchases on credit

considers he should have as good a price as the one who
pays cash, and it is the yielding to him that makes the

cash system less popular than it should be. On no ac-

count should credit or instalment sales be as low as

those for cash. One large firm engaged in the instalment

business marks all goods distinctly with the credit price,

and in the case of cash being paid makes a i eduction of

10 per cent. This has the disadvantage of deceiving the

cash customer, who simply looks at the price ticket* and

concludes the price is $2.50 when it is really only t2.25

to him.

(6)—The protection that a merchant, has in the instal-

ment business depends upon the wording of his contract

and his judgment in his choice of customers and in the

amount he allows them. A contract worded like the one

given in the article in the July Dry Goods Review is

ample protection, provided the purchaser can pay. By it

the merchant has complete ownership of the goods until

they are paid for, and, in case of failure to fulfill the

contract, can take them back without any liability. He
has merely loaned them, and what has been paid is con-

sidered but as a rental. No judge on earth would, how-
ever, unreservedly support the claim of a merchant who
has sold a thousand dollars worth of goods to a clerk

on eight dollars a week. In such cases the law expects

just as much common sense from one party as from the

other. Where dry goods are sold in this way the mer-

chant has less protection than where furniture is con-

cerned, for reasons given in answering question 1.

There may be an opening for the instalment s\stem.

but in every way the man who persists in selling only

for cash is establishing the stronger business and a repu-

tation that will mean a better class of trade. He may
not do the business in poor times that the- instalment

man does, but he gets most of the money that is free,

has no anxiety, and, in the end, possesses a longer list

of satisfied customers.

No. 13.

You can maKe more money
Increase your business, without increasing

your expense, and your increased profit is

apparent. That is exactly what we help you
do—by making your advertising bring greatest
returns, and by our other business-bringing
ideas and suggestions !

We are but offering to do for YOU what we
HAVE DONE and ARE DOING for other mer-
chants—in all kinds of stores—general, specialty
and department stores—and from Nova Scotia
to the great Northwest Territories.

Letters of this sort, from a merchant in

Windsor, N S., are real credentials :

—

"The month of September as compared with last year is

about 8400 ahead of last year. In tin- fair of hard times (a shut
down in the cotton mills) and a firm Belting out. not too bad !"

"My sales for October are about $700 ahead of last year."

"November comes out about or nearly $500 ahead of last
year for the same month." "It is the snap of the thing * * that
attracts people to the store."

He has paid us only about $25. We pre-
pared his newspaper advertising. We have
also prepared some special circulars for him.

There is* no secret about how we accom-
plish results. What we do is based on KNOW-
LEDGE, SKILL and EXPERIENCE. Adver-
tising space of itself is valueless. It is what
goes into it that brings the returns—what you
say and how you say it.

Our business is a MUTUAL business— we
help you to help yourself, we don't put you to

expense but share in your increased returns,

we save you time and bother—and we want
to PROVE it to you.

A fair trial is all we seek, and to get you
to make it, we'll cut our regular rates right
in half (or the first four months, so if you use
one ad. a week, all we do will cost you but
about 80c. a week, if you use two or more
ads. a week, proportionately less.

We'll do more, we'll make it CERTAIN
that you PROFIT by the trial. Ifyou aren't

satisfied after the trial that what we have done
is worth MORE THANyou hare paid us, and
wish it, we will refund your money.

Think what this offer means ! We sell you
our time, our energy, our knowledge and ex-

perience and we GUARANTEE they will pay
you a PROFIT. No other firm you buy from
could make such an offer. The interests are
not MUTUAL.

You are interested in getting more business,

and in making more money—write us about
your problems and the conditions you are
facing.

Let us start working together at the be-

ginning of this new year—let us help you

maKe more money.
We can work for but one merchant in a

town, of course—write NOW.

Newspaper
Advertising.

Circulars,
fiooKlets,
Mailing Cards.

CHILD & FALL
Advertising - Business Building,

WAKEFIELD. MASS.
Canadiun Office . Room l\, lO Front St. E.. Toronto.

Advice on
Practical
Points for
Business
Betterment.
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• This department is conducted and prepared by Mr. J. C. Kirkwood, advertising specialist, Toronto, and one enjoying a high reputation as an
expert and" authority on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and
advice which an expert is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the depart-
ment shall be helpful, practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department " THEDry Goods Review, Toronto.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVERTISING.

AY down the primrose path of publicity

Wthe advertisement and the newspaper

have journeyed, hand in hand, for two

hundred and fitfty years. Devoted and
inseparable, like the Romeos and Juliets

of humanity, the existence of the one

has at all times depended upon the ex-

istence of the other; and had either suc-

cumbed to the onslaughts of adverse

elements at an early period of their

history, the other, unable and unwil-

ling to fight the battle alone, would quickly have follow-

ed its partner into oblivion, and neither would ever have

been heard of more. But both being gifted with an inborn

sturdiness, they survived all the attempts to throttle them
in their infancy. The newspaper, aided by the remun-
erative advertisement, overcame the innumerable diffi-

culties by which it was surrounded; and the advertise-

ment, aided by the effectiveness of the newspaper medium,
proved its ability and its right to live and grow. Thus
these two indispensable elements of present-day exist-

ence have, as comrades, marched down to us with sturdy

tread, keeping step to the sweet music of publicity: while

they themselves have thrilled the lute strings of the ages

with the triumphant notes of advancing civilization.

In its incipiency the art of newspaper advertising was
naturally as crude as were all other varieties of art

.

Specimen announcements that have come down to us from
the long ago show, however, that while the primitive ad-

vertiser was by no means a nineteenth-century expert,

his ideas regarding ways and means of attracting the

public's attention were sound; and there is roo srn f>

of the twenty-first century as the old-time methods now
seem to us.

The date of the first newspaper advertisement has not
yet been ascertained, although some very early specimens
have been discovered. The earlitst of these is the ad-
vertisement of a religious book which appeared in "Per-
fect Occurrences of Every Day," London, on April 2,

J 647, and consequently this is generally regarded as the

first article ever announced for sale throught the medium
of the press. For several years books constituted the
theme of all newspaper advertisements. Merchants in

other branches of business appear to have been some-
what slow in realizing the opportunity presented to them
for acquiring wealth, and their announcements did not
begin to appear until they, presumably, took notice of the
enviable results that came to the book publishers. Per-
haps the first mercantile intrusion upon the valuable
space hitherto sacred to the publishers was an advertise-

ment for tea which appeared in the Mercurius Politicus of
September 30. 1658. This, however, seems to have been
the entering wedge, and soon announcements for all man-
ner of merchandise, including proprietary medicines, were
occupying the columns of the public press. Tn fact, so

rapidly did the advertising business grow that before the
close of the seventeenth century, papers devoted exclu-
sively to advertisements were issued in England and dis-

tributed free. This great advance of the science of pub-
licity was due largely to the London Gazette, now the
Times.

The next feature in the development of advertising
was the imposition of a tax on all announcements. The
British Government was doubtless filled with jealousy
when it contemplated the unprecedented prosperity of

suppose that, when the limited commercial conditions are merchants, brought about by the use of the newspaper:
taken into consideration, the results he achieved were as and being desirous of sharing in their accumulation of
irreat proportionately as those in which the advertiser of
to-day glories. He wrote his announcements in, to us,

a peculiar style; but the style of the people then seems
peculiar to us, also; therefore, both styles were undoubt-
edly suited to each other. Had some enterprising indi-

vidual attempted to introduce nineteenth century adver-
tising methods into the middle of the seventeenth century,

he would quite probably have been regarded as one pos-
sessed of a devil, and submitted to the tender ministra-
tions of the witch's stake. But with the progress of time
came the progress of newspaper publishing and progress
of advertising: and as this trio is still progressing, per-

haps our methods will seem as peculiar to the advertisers

riches, it decided, in 1712, that every ad. should pay a
tax of one shilling, nor was the tax entirely repealed be-
fore 1853. Such a procedure was, of course, a hard blow
to publicity. But so well had the theory of advertising
been established by that time, and so satisfactory had
been found the results therefrom, that advertisers quickly
rallied from the shock and paid the price unhesitatingly.
Although the Government did not know it, publicity was
destined to be an important factor in the progress of the
world, and extortion could not alter the course of destiny.
Advertisement ecu tinned to increase in number despite the
tax, until 1832 the duty alone amounted to £170,650.
showing that 3,314,000 ads. had been published during
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that year. In 1S33, however, the tax was reduced to 6d.,

which resulted in a tremendous growth of advertising, and
in 1853, the year when the tax was repealed, the duty at

the reduced rate amounted to £180,000 from 7,200,000 an-

nouncements.

The development of advertising in the United States

was even more rapid than in England. Starting with the

Boston News-Letter in 1704, publicity has had a career

in this country which is nothing short of the marvelous.

Its record is one of continuous success and its advance-

ment is one with the advancement of a nation which is

no older than itself. It is to be regretted that early

figures regarding American advertising are not obtainable,

showing, as they would, its comparative growth year after

year; but even the figures of the present century are re-

plete with interest.

In 1867, three years after the Civil War, the annual

advertising expenditure in the United States was estimat-

ed at $10,000,000. This was considered a magnificent

showing by the newspaper publishers of those days, and

many editorials were written commenting on these "re-

markable" figures. But six years passed, exhibiting a

steady increase, and 1873 saw $5,000,000 added to the pre-

vious estimate. The expansion continued, however, so

that by the time another decade had elapsed, new figures

were necessary, and accordingly the cost of advertising

during 1883 was placed at $20,000,000. Then publicity

suddenly began to soar upward at an amazing rate.

Newspapers teemed with announcements, as did all other

classes of publications, while every year saw the figures

grow larger and larger, until in 1890 the expenditure was
estimated at $100,000,000; and now, at the end of the

nineteenth century, after two hundred and fifty years of

newspapers and advertising, the total annual amount paid

for space is placed conservatively at nearly $400,000,000.
This is truly an immense sum, but it is not as great as

will be the expenditure ten years from now, for all -

indicate that the limit has by no means been reached.

Advertising has been amply proven to be the onlj

royal road to v. lalth. But it is not an easy road to

travel, and many there be who stumble and fall, some-

times to rise again no more. Perhaps in some future age

the development of the science will become so thorough

that it will be an open book to all, and then will the ruts,

stones, and pitfalls be removed from this royal road. Yet

we cannot expect this to be the case until the science has

been reduced to an exact science, with its basic principles

susceptible to mathematical demonstration. In the mean-

time, however, it is interesting to watch the constant

growth of advertising, and to look into its depths as into

I lie limpid waters of a lake in which a world is reflected.

—Profitable Advertising.

THROUGH THE FANNING MILL
ADVERTISING will not supply brains if needed, will

not give energy to laggards, will not inspire business

genius where they do not exist, but advertising will

help provide opportunities for their exercise, and to the

right man opportunity is the thing needful. It is the

chance improved that gives progress.
* *

*

Repetition gives advertising its chief value.

* *
*

Good advertising is the kind that pays— in whatever

form it is presented.

The advertisement that catches the eye quickest is the

one that shows contrast.

* *
*

You can't sell goods with long words half as easily as

you can with short ones.

* *
*

The little advertisement that endures is preferable to

the big one that perishes.

There is only one excuse for advertising—and that is

to bring in more business.

* *
*

Convince a man that you are looking at his interests

as well as your own and you will get his trade.

Create business by suggesting things which people will

want but either did not know you could furnish or had

overlooked purchasing.

• *
*

There is a vast difference between wishing and win-

ning. Many a good man has failed because he had his

wishbone where his backbone ought to have been.

a •
•

When you have made your advertising so attractive

that people will look for it — instead of letting it look for

them—you have solved the problem of how to advertise

well

.

• *
*

Advertising would be too easy if the way to success

were sure. There would be too many successes and too

few failures. A wise Creator has ordained that every-

thing worth achieving must come through persisteut and

unusual effort.

• •
•

Advertising carries the fort of public favor by siege

better than by assault. Startling dashes have been made
over the ramparts, it is true, and will be made again, but

they are almost invariably the culminative result of seige

tactics. After careful planning the advertiser has made
his decisive assault. For the beginner, the siege plan is

best, bevond doubt— safest certainlv.

Advertising isn't grammar, it isn't pictures, it isn't

type, it isn't top-of-page position. Advertising is news.
* •

An article for sale has but three points of intei-et

to the public— how good it is. the price, where to <ret it.

The best paper in which to advertise is the one which

possesses the confidence of the community in the highest

degree. The high character of the paper will throw a

mantle of credence over all the advertising in its col-

umns.
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MOHAIR
will be the fashionable fabric

for 1905. The rich, lustrous finish, perfect colorings, beautiful weav-

ing and serviceable character of these goods, give them first place in

popularity with merchant and consumer.

We have given them deserving prominence in our range of Spring

Dress Goods, and our assortment of

PLAIN AND FANCY
weaves is unequalled in the trade. We mention a few lines which

have had a tremendous sale and only early buyers will secure advan-

tage of our Spring contracts, which are rapidly becoming exhausted.

27-inch—LACE FIGURES to retail at 25c. per yard.

36-inch-SHEPHERD CHECK - - to retail at 37*c.

38 inch—PLAIN COLORS - to retail at 37|c.

27 inch-METAL PRINTED - - to retail at 40c.

38 inch-PLAIN COLORS - - - to retail at 50c.

42inch-SPQTTED Oil MIXED GROUND to retail at 75c.

4«/44-inch-MIXTURES - to retail at $1.00

All Colorings in stock. Sixteen qualities of Black and Cream
to retail from 2^C, to $IJO P** yard,

NISBET&AULD
TORONTO
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LINENS
Our Household Linen Department is steadily increasing in volume

of trade. No better assortment of high-class

TABLE LINEN
in choice open border floral designs, is shown in Canada.

We mention a few special lines of perfect goods at JOB PRICES
just passed into stock, and which will be augmented by further lots

in January and February.

22x44 inch HEMD HUCK TOWEL, Damask Border, Reg. $2.50 for $2.23 doz.

18x36 « FRINGED HUCK TOWEL - « 1.30 « i.ia <

20x40 « HEMP HUCK TOWEL - - < 1.30 - 1.20
«<

60 « BLEACHED LINEN DAMASK << 46c - 40c yd

60 " " " " « 50c. " 44c "

Special Values in Wide Crashes.

ALL PERFECT GOODS.

NI5BET&AULD
TORONTO

Stt
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HOW THEY TALK TO MEN IN NEW YORK

Suit Goodness for $15
Men's Black Thibet Suits

We know that most men like to pay about $15 for
a Sack Suit; and that many men wear black from
preference.

That's why we have made special effort to turn out
the best Black Suits it is possible to sell for $15—and in

this present line we have succeeded well.
The suits are cut in single-breasted sack style, are made of

fine all-wool black thibet. They are lined throughout with black
Venetian—a lining that gives excellent service.

We carry a full assortment of these suits, in regular, long
and stout sizes. They are quite proper for semi-dress, as well
as for businesi wear. And for style, wearing qualities and all-

around serviceability, they are unequaled at

Fifteen Dollars a Suit
A pair of Striped Worsted Trousers may be worn with the

black coat and vest, for an occasional change. Some fine

patterns in dark grays, that were $6.50 to $8, are now $5 a pair.

JOHN WANAMAKER.

Athleticism in Men's Dress
The vogue for the manly and mannish en-

dures. Every detail in men's dress denotes the
leaning toward athleticism—it is the dominant
note in our new Overcoats and Suits. The chief
characteristics of our Suits and Overcoats are
the full chested effect and the graceful lines of our
"Concave" Shoulder. These suits and overcoats
are garments which express the truest elegance.
A style interpretation which reflects the skilled
hands of master craftsmen. All these features
are evident in our showing of

$15 Suits and Overcoats.

WM. VOGEL & SON.

Sack Coats are growing a bit this winter. Much

more length to 'em. Chunkier, square cornered

lapels, too. You can have a suit or overcoat made

up in the new way with $40 worth of art in the

tailoring, from that special line of blacks and blues,

plain, fancy and overplaid worsted cheviots for $20.

Send for samples, measuring outfit and fashion

cards.

ARNHEIM

It wasn't yesterday that we started

to make ourselves felt in Furnishings.

This is how we do it :

More good, honest value than you
usually find in a Glove for $1.

Scarfs — Newest effects — big, rich

English squares—50 cts.

Shirts—Confined patterns and Ad-

vance styles. As low as $1.50. Some
imported—all important.

HacKett, Carhart & Co.

Don't hug the heater.

Needn't, if a new warm overcoat

embraces you.

Conservative knee lengths.

Long full back coats.

Paddocks.

Belted backs.

Ulsters.

All in their proper cloths.

Rogers, Peet & Company.

VINCENTsays:
Suits $22.

The least that I claim for them is

that they FIT—a Suit without Fit

is like soup without salt, flat to

the taste.

They have Style, too.

I can't describe it because it is

made up of elements that baffle the

pen but are caught by the eye.

For those who wish it I have

a inade-to-order department.

WALLACH'S
HATS

Open Evenings.

The WALLACH is our special. It is a
Fine, Stylish Derby — not very different

from other years. Not a Noticeable Hat-
but one to be proud of. The Peewee is a
Little Hat with a flat Brim—Smart—and
just a bit PRONOUNCED — a Young
Man's Hat in every way. The Reggie has
just as much style—it's just as snappy but
DIFFERENT. (1 r\f\
You have to SEE them. *|.5fU
S5Stvle g3 Quality,

How about lighter underwear !
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THRIFT IN YOUR BUSINESS.
I!j In in,' c ChiM. uf Child & Poll, A. Im rli Ing Sp Llutl

Do you know that what may look to you extrava-

gance may really be thrift, and what may look to

you thrift may reallj be extravagance? Advertis-

ing costs money, yet it is thrift to advertise and sell

your goods, and so keep your capital turning over pro-

fitably several times a year—the more up-to-date your

stock the more goods you'll sell, too.

It has been proven extravagance to accumulate old

and unsaleable goods. Old-fashioned merchants regarded

ii as thrift, but old stocks always, eventually, have to be

sold at a big loss in money and patronage.

The ability to tell thrift from extravagance, to see

beyond the dollar going out, to what it

will bring in, has built up the large

businesses of to-day, and is what is

making the small businesses larger day

by day.

That it is thrift to engage an adver-

tising specialist—that it would be a

paying investment—many merchants are

not quite ready to believe. Because he

has no goods to sell, nothing the mer-

chant can put on his shelves and sell

out at a profit and see it done, it seems

to many an extravagance to pay for ad-

vertising, when they can do it after a

fashion themselves. ___.
But is it thrift to take tim<RtenT'

some other detail of your business

something that needs that time, t

to your advertising, when you can

it prepared for you and done better^

you could possibly do it, for less"

your time is worth ?

Is it thrift to dash of! something at

the last minute, just to fill your space-

something that isn't advertising, that

doesn't bring you any returns, amJ_

wastes your space opportunities and tfre^

money you pay for it, when for a little

you pan have your space filled with

matter that brings returns, and will

get the most out of your space invest-

ment ?

Why, it's the thriftiest kind of thrift

to enlist the aid, and have the intelli-

gent help of the advertising specialist

on all questions of business betterment

—which is advertising—to have him

furnish you with the kind of advertising

that brings returns, to have time saved

and your worries lessened.

Isn't it thrift to make an expenditure of perhaps ten

to twenty dollars and have your business increased in a

single month perhaps several hundred dollars, which is no

uncommon thing ?

Isn't it an extravagance not to engage the advertis-

ing specialist ?

Liollinrake is distinctly better than that ordinarily used

for sucb announcements. The outer 8 pages are of a prim-

rose color, while the inner 4 pages are pink. The pages

measure 81-2x101-2. The customers were asked to cut

out from the paper coupons which entitled them on pre-

sentation to certain favors. One read "Buy 50 cents'

worth of goods and present this at Hollinrake's before

Christmas and get a decorated plate." Another, "Cut
llns out and present at our office and gel a 1905 calen-

dar." Advertising pays Hollinrake's. because they make

it pay.

*

.7. B. Horrell & Son. Midland, Out., submit the last

REVIEWS.
HOLLINRAKE & CO., Ingersoll, Ont., issued a 12-page

store paper for the Christmas season. As usual the

quality of work produced by this lirm is of a high

oider. The printing, "layout" and matter are excellent.

The title page announces thai "This store stands for

progressive retailing—new store, new methods, new goods,

while still adhering to the old principles of fair and

square dealing." The quality of paper stock used by

Bright and Telling Advertising.

number of their store paper 8 pages this time, and of a

better size. It shows painstaking care and bristles with

news. These monthly announcements issued by Horrell 's

have been notable as business bringers, and their example

is worth following by many another firm whose business

requires the stimulus of advertising.

* •
•

Martel-Stewarl Co., of .Montreal, creators of art

signs, send a cut illustrating a series of show cards which

they prepared for the Slater Shoo. The business of mak-

ing signs and show cards is becoming a very important

one. Show cards, if striking and clever, are first-class

advertising helps. When placed in the windows they

invite perusal, and convey a message that makes an im-
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Wreyford & Co. H0B
*™oJ?to

Wholesale Men's Furnishers.

UNDERWEAR SPECIALISTS.
We can sort up your Winter Underwear Imported lines from 810.50 up

OUR LEADER
Unshrinkable Natural Wool Double- i >.. —** j
breasted Shirts and Drawers, j JpU.I>U OOZ.

DOMINION AGENTS FOR
I (

Aertex ' Cellular Underwear, Etc.
Good stock of GOLF BLOUSES for Ladles and latest in

MEN'S and BOYS' SWEATERS.

LONDON
ENGLANDYoung & Rochester,

SHIRT, COLLAR and NECKWEAR Manufacturers

NEW DESIGNS EACH MONTH IN

PYJAMAS, Fancy Shirts in Silk, Wool, etc.

S. B. & D. B. DRESS VESTS, and

English Dress Shirts at $9 and $12 doz.,
IN STOCK

FALL SAMPLES READY FEB. 1st

jT"m^>^*^ n ^^^% High-class Hat Manufacturers,reSS & WO* LONDON
Every dealer who makes a specialty of the TRESS hat stamps his store as high-class.

Spring shapes are here, and we are prepared
to open agencies in towns unrepresented.

WREYFORD & CO., Dominion Agents
TORONTO

EXTENSION

!

The continual arrival of new stock exclusively of jobs

in Dry Goods in all its departments has compelled us to

extend.

We have now added the 1st floor of our premises, which

doubles our carrying capacity, so that we can now offer

and show a larger selection of job lines.

IN ALL CLASSES of Dry Goods and Fancy Goods,

English, French, Austrian and German.

Several important lots now on hand.

Silk and Fancy Skirts and Blouses, Silk and Lace Collar-

ettes, Honeycomb Shawls, Ladies' Underwear, etc., a

Special Lot of Boys' Washable Blouses, Children's

Dresses and Jackets, Linen and Plush Table Covers,

Swiss Curtains, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk flufflers,

Hosiery, rien's Underwear, Men's Ready-Made Suits,

Piece Goods, etc., etc.

L. Hirshson & Co'y
58 Victoria Square

Telephone Main 2715 M II t X C 2. 1

TO THE UP-TO-DATE MERCHANT.
OU making any money on your spool

silk ? Take the cost of your silk and

—^=» the cost of selling it. If not,

write us. Three hundred of the

best merchants in the Dominion are now

handling " Oriental," made in Canada.

Why Not YOU ? Do not take the

word of unscrupulous merchants who are

afraid to face keen competition. Try it yourself

and be convinced that the quality, length and

strength is equal to any silk thread on the

market. Give your customers a good article,

and make a healthy profit yourself

THE ORIENTAL SILft CO., Limited
65 Dalhousie St. Makers of ORIENTAL SILft MONTREAL
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pression, and better still, makes sales. 'Flic trouble is

Where can one gel show cards of the right sort? The

MarteL-Stewarl Co. scon to have answered the ques-

tion .

• »
•

There is almost as much in the way of harmony be-

tween typos, which is capable of close study, as in music,

and when tbis is once mastered, and the value of white

space is appreciated, nothing more is i ded for the ap-

propriate and effective use of display types than good

everyday common sense and genuine good taste.

* *
*

W. W. Mann & Co.. of Stittsville, Ont.. issued a 4-

page Christmas circular. "Christmas Day" is made a

prominent feature. A day was set apart for the children

and there is promised for all who visit the store a special

treat. There is omitted from this circular on both the

first and last passes the name of the Arm. It would have

been better to have had the firm name and the address

on both these pages. So far as the matter is concerned

it is a good piece of work.

*

Through the courtesy of J. W. Elliott, of Windsor,

N.S., the editor is in receipt of a large t-page -heel which

is devoted solely to advertising ami which carries the

business announcements of thirty-two retail firms.

•'Merchants' Day at Windsor. Thursday. December Sth,

1904,'' is the bold heading of this sheet. It would Been
that the merchants, the Hoard of Trade, and the railways

CO-operated to attract on the date named the people from

the adjacent country, towns and villages. The railways

granted single fare and the merchants made special pre-

parations and quoted special prices, in order to make
Merchants' Day a big thing. The editor hopes to be

aide to give a fuller account of this praiseworthy idea

in next month's issue of The Review.

WH ITE WE AR

DV
the truth must he told there is not the snap in the

whitewear trade now that marked the Fall of 1903.

Manufacturers are busy, however, and some fairly

large orders have been received, but there are sev-

eral features that are not as promising as they

might be for the early trade. For one thing retailers are

calling for a large range of samples, and when these are

submitted they spread their orders out practically over

the whole range—just "nibbling" as one authority put

it— and orders for 1-12 of a line are no rare things. So

that it would seem that stocks will contain a little of

everything and that there will be few complete ranges.

While this policy may pass in gowns, skirts, etc., a

word of caution seems necessary as to its effect on corset

covers. Everybody knows that 36 and 38 are the sizes

most in demand, and that many more of them are sold than

"I the smaller or larger si/.es, and that the usual way is

to place orders for double or even treble numbers of these

sizes. But this year many retailers are going right

through the sizes and giving orders for 1-12 of each size.

The consequence of this will be that as soon as the 36 or

• !S sizes are sold the line is broken and the merchant left

with the less desirable sizes on his hands.

Also it will be next to impossible for him to feel his

trade so that he may place his repeats for the best sellers

with these broken lines. This policy also is calculated to

lose many sales that might otherwise be captured, for if

a woman takes a fancy to a particular style, and finds that

you have not her size in stock it will not in every case be

possible in substitute, for nine chances to one, particularly

at the Januarj sale, she will not be buying from neces-

sity but just because she took a fancy to that particular

style. In oraering corsel covers .just as in ordering other

garments that sell by bust size, to do the trade you must
have the proper proporti >f sizes maintained, both to

make sales and to tell which are going to he the EaVOred
patterns for the balance of the season.

There is a meat deal of interest felt in the coming
January sales ami it is predicted that they will be very
general!} held, and that there will he a large and attrac-
tive display made but. says one that is in a position to

judge, the reverse side is that sales are not likely to be
in proportion to the display made, and it will be later
on in the season before the benefit of these displays will

be felt. Even though this view is a true one, no merchant
should let it discourage him in making the best display
he possibly can, for the better it is now the more interest
wni be taken in his stock, and it will help to clinch sales
later.

•

Dainty whitewear is one of the greatest attractions a
merchant can offer a woman, and she will talk of some-
tin^ in this line that has taken her fancy for a long time,

and besides if you show her something extra in this line

you are planting a seed that will bear fruit in most cases
to the benefit of your department.

» *
•

In making youi January display, do not bring all your
show pieces into prominence at once, keep changing con-
tinually; play as it were on the curiosity of your clientele,

and try and induce them to give a look ihrousrh your de-
partment every time they come to the store just to see

what vou are showing. They may not buy at the mo-
ment, but they will not forget either the department or the

goods when thev are in want. Above all make a lead of

dependable goods—goods that are cheap because they are

good; good in material, good in cut, good in make, and
good in size. Low priced garments are perhaps a neces-

sity, but you should push goods that are cheap because

thev contain the value.
• *

•

Whitewear buyers who are in search of novelty with

a string to it should see the new shape in drawers put

out by a Canadian linn. They are simplicity itself in

make and shape, and while having the fullness around the

bottom of the leg where it is desired. I hey have neither

gathers nor seam, nor yet a particle of fullness from the

waist in below the hips— in fact the lit is like the paper

mi l he wall. They keep clear too of the waist line and

this will recommend them in fashionable dressers. For

stout figures who resort to all possible means of keeping

the size of the waist and hips down this particular shape

will be ideal. They are made of the finest and sheerest

of nainsook and they are daintily rather than elaborately

trimmed, as this class of trimming marks the most de-

sirable whitewear
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Flannelette
If purchasers of this useful material for

underwear all the year round would buy

the best English make, they would avoid

the risks they undoubtedly run with the

inferior qualities of Flannelette.

Horrockses'
Flannelettes

{Made by the manufacturers of the celebrated

Longcloths, Twills and Sheetings)

are the best

"UnDDflPI/QCQ" stamped on selvedge

lUunUulVOLU every 5 yards.

HORROCKSES, CREWDSON & CO., Limited
Cotton Spinners and manufacturers,

Preston, Manchester, London, England.
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SAHLIN'S
PERfECT EORH AND

CORSET COMBINED
Known to ladies as

" Just what particular dressers need."

No hooks, no laces, no eyelets, no heavy or rusty

steels, no clasps, no strings, etc.

Requires no padding nor interlining, and cannot shift

upwards or otherwise, nor cause undue pressure over any
part of the body.

"SAHLIN'S" is the only garment that can ensure smooth fitting

waists or dresses, it does not destroy natural curves nor give the appearance
of the wearer being encased or held in a straight-jacket, and also shows no
distinct line across the back or front like the ordinary corset.

" SAHLIN'S" is the only garment that can broaden and expand the

chest, liberate the lungs, heart and stomach , and incline the wearer to acquire

an erect graceful figure, perfect freedom of motion, and that exclusive and
dressy appearance not obtainable with the use of any other form or corset.

" SAHLIN'S" is the only garment fully endorsed and highly recom-
mended by the medical profession as well as by the most fashionable tailors

and dressmakers throughout Europe and America, and enjoys the unique
and enviable position of being also the only garment combining perfectly

comfort and style, without sacrificing either in the least detail.

"SAHLIN'S" is the only garment moulded and built on perfect models, which retains its shape indefinitely, so that without having
recourse to padding or other objectionable means, every lady oan have a perfect figure, immediately on donning this garment. Ho
other garment can guarantee this peouliar and important feature.

" SAHLIN'S ''
is the only garment that has made and is making staunch friends of all ladies wearing it, and is enlisting scores of

new customers every day without a single case of dissatisfaction. More SAHLIN forms are made and worn to-day than any other
garment known, and this is due to the unreserved guarantee of perfect satisfaction accompanying each garment.

"SAHLIN'S'' is the only garment that can, with confidence, invite a trial without entertaining the least doubts of proving just
what it claims, i e. "a combination of absolute comfort, style, neatness, wear and convenience.''

Made in fine corset sateen, white, drab or black, with hose supporter attachments, high or low bust, with or without shoulder straps,
retail price, $150. The same in finer material and trimmed with lace, retail price, $2.00. Advertised extensively in all the leading
papers and magazines throughout Europe and America, including the " Ladies' Home Journal," Butterick Trio, etc.

Liberal terms to the trade. Advertising cuts and literature supplied gratis, on application to

SahUN
FOR 1*ECT

CORSET COMBINED
jSTYLE 151

" SAHLIN "-LOUIS J. B. SENEZ, Selling agent for Canada,
Chesterfield Chambers,

ix St. Alexis St.. MONTREAL, QUE.
Write for particulars and an agency for your Town or District.

RETURNED

JAN -6 19!

OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF

WAX. PAPIER WACHE
and NICKEL FIXTURES

4
FOR

No, 600—Draped. 1905
IS JUST OUT. —

-

SEND FOR IT

RETURNED

1905

Montreal,
J

40 Victoria Square,

'Phone Main 4334.

No. 600,
New Drapery Form.

A. S* Richardson,

62 Hayter St.. Toronto,

'Phone Main 3687.
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TRADE CONDITIONS.

ALTHOUGH the usual monthly sorting trade in

corsets fell oft very materially in the latter

part of Octoher and in November, in sympathy

with the slow movement in heavy goods, it is

gratifying to note that manufacturers confi-

dently look forward to a most satisfactory Spring in

corset lines. Indeed it would seem that corset stocks in

some localities are pretty bare, for retailers are ordering

Spring goods for January delivery.

Style ideas are all in favor of the corset department,

for now that the figure is clearly defined by the fitted

waist it means the larger sale of corsets, for as soon as

a pair of corsets get a little out of shape they are likely

to be discarded.

Spring Styles and Tendencies.

Cutset buyers can put out of their minds all talk

about the passing of the straight front corset, for

there are positively no indications that point in

that direction here in Canada, and on the authority of a

corset manufacturer who has had an opportunity of ex-

amining the latest of Parisian models it can be stated

that they show none there. Rather the reverse is the

case,

Style ideas are modeled largely on the dress worn in

the times of Louis XV and XVI, and if you will obtain a

picture of any of the court ladies of that time you will

gain a very good idea of the prevailing outlines. Not
that we are slavishly copying the exact form—that is not

the modern way—but we are rather adapting them to our

own ideas and needs.

Fitting waists have arrived, and are generally worn,

but they have been adapted to the prevailing shape of

the corset, and not the corset lines adapted to them.

The Greatest Change.

The only great change seen in the corset models shown
for Spring is one that has often been predicted in The
Review, and that is the nipped-in waist. The waist is

cut so that it nips in the soft part, just over the hips

and to the front, but in such a manner that it interferes

in no way with the straight effect in front. When the

corset is in the hand there is no apparent change in

shape, but it is very noticeable on the model.

Quite a few of the new models show the high bust

effect, but not all of them by any means, for there is

quite a little doubt as to whether they will take in

practice as well as they do in theory. Inquiry in the

best corset departments in New York reveals their pres-

ence, but on being further questioned as to how they are

selling, salespeople have to confess that they are not

meeting with any great favor. Said one head of depart-
ment : "Ladies who come here and ask for them do not

like them when they try them on." Tn only one store
was the fact brought to light that they are selling to any
great extent. The trouble seems to be that they raise

the bust out of its natural place, and women have be-

come so accustomed to the natural graceful curve that
they are quick to see the ugliness of the artificial posi-

tion. The fact that something is required to give

solidity to the bust with a tight-fitting waist has 'ed to

the putting on the market of a number of specially de-

signed corset covers for that purpose, which are more or

less adapted for this use

Novel Ideas.

This is the time of year when novel ideas and im-
provements are introduced, and one that should have its

future before it instead of behind it, like so many inno-

vations, is an invisible lacing for the back of the corset.

Only the tie ends of the corset strings are in view, and
the opening or the pulling tight is accomplished with the

greatest ease, as the laces run over pulley or roller bear-

ings. It gives a smooth, flat back, and there is no
chance of the marks of the laces showing on a tight

waist. Then, many women of tender skin complain of the

laces hurling their back, and this is not possible with
Cue invisibly-laced corset

Expensive Hose Supporters.

The new models are put on and adjusted in the same
manner that we have been accustomed to, and still need
the use of the hose supporter. There has been a call

from some merchants for hose supporters of cheap
grades, but The Review takes it that a merchant would
be wise to pause and consider before he makes such a de-

mand on the manufacturer. Hose supporters are ex-

pensive things, particularly if good quality of elastic

goes into them, and' if not, they are very short lived, as

the strain on them is great. Now a corset has to be
gotten out at a price, and the manufacturer cannot work
without profit any more than the merchant can, so
quality has to be skimped somewhere. If the hose sup-
porter is first-class the corset is not quite up to the
mark, or vice versa, and both are evils that will tell

against your department. If your trade will have them,
you will have to stock them, but this matter ought to be
put before the customer, and she should be shown that
she will get in a cheap corset much better value and
satisfaction by buying corsets without the hose sup-
porters.

Tight Lacing.

Corsets are being laced tighter and the strain on them
is greater, and as the waist is more in evidence they will

be sooner considered worn out, and this makes the ques-
tion of hose supporters on cheap corsets of special im-
portance to the retailer.

Just to show the extreme importance of fit in corsets

nowadays, the writer was shown in a large department a

corset with a system of adjustable gores, that could be

taken in or extended as needs be, without, it is claimed,
altering the size and position of the waist line. This is

a new corset and is cut, it is said, on a totallv new
principle.

Don't make a great noise over a small bargain. A 10

per cent, cut in price isn't going to create any great ex-

citement. A 25 per cent, cut justifies quite a little shout-

ing in some lines, and amounts to practically nothing in

others. When it comes to a bona -fide reduction of one-

third, one has something that calls for liberal space and

some display type: and a genuine cut of one-half is suffi-

cient excuse for making a lot of noise in your advertis-

ing space. Of course these are general rules—much de-

pends upon the desirability of one's offerings, according

to seasons or changing styles, and on local conditions.

Bui it is always better to make no cut at all than to make
one so small as to appear ridiculous and so defeat one's

purpose.
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

Canada, Great Britain and United States,
Other Countries,
Single Copies.

Invariably in advance.

82 a year.
83 a year.
20 cents.

DIRECTORS:

I. B. MACLEAN. Montreal,
W. L. EDMONDS. Toronto.
A. B. CASWELL. Montreal,

President
- Vice-President

Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES:

MONTREAL,
232 McGill Street.

Tel. Main 1255.

TORONTO,
10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 2701.

BRANCH OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES :

London, Enc, J.M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C

Manchester, H. S. Ashbumer, -

New York. W. T. Robson,

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro

Vancouver.
St. John, N.B.. J. Hunter White

AUSTRALIA, W. H. Sharland, Jr.,

Telephone, Central 12960.

92 Market Street

1241 New York Life Building

Room 51=; Mclntyre Block
Telephone 1846

Geo. S. B. Perry

No. 3 Market Wharf
Steamships Building, Adelaide

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS :

Miss a. Mef.han, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will he furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Revikw as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in
its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in
the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO. JANUARY, 1905.

MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION.

ON anothei page will be found the constitution of the

Merchants' Association of Joliet, Illinois, which

will give a good idea of the aims of these much-needed

combinations of merchants. In ihe LMted States town

after town is falling into line, and the business men are

protecting themselves in a way not possible where co-

operation is nol iiied. Canada, however, has been slowei

in this respect, but already a few cities have realized the

benefits ol association.

As slated m the constitution, the object is "to foster

a fiiendh feeling and harmony among the members, and

a spirit of co-operation and loyalty between t lie citizens

and the different blanches of trade; to abate abuses and

illigitimate practices; in [earn and adopt the best busi-

ness methods; to procure and distribute reliable informa-

tion for mutual protection against irresponsible persons

seeking credit; to promote legislation beneficial to all its

members, and to advance the business interests of the

city."

Each one of these aims is most important to the

business community., and not one of them ran be satis-

factorily attended to without the association. In Joliet

a rating book is printed and distributed to the subscrib-

es only, whether members of not, at the price of $15 a.

year. This book includes the names of ever} customer of

all the stoics, and by this means credit, is not extended

in dishonest seekers.

One association in the United States has been making

strenuous efforts to attract people to the town by offer-

ing free passage to and from the town to every one with-

in a radius of 75 miles, who buys $25 worth of goods in

any of the stores belonging to the association. The
scheme is reported as very successful.

Wherever an association has been formed, whether in

Canada or the United States, the merchants concerned

are delighted with the results. In unity is strength.

* •

Business men should he on good terms with their com-
petitors as well as with their customers.

DERFECTIOK in system is usually looked r

ing one of the attributes of railway or

CARELESS IGNORANCE.

upon as be-

cofporations.

It is only ordinary business concerns whose systems arc

nol always good. That railway companies have not good

systems strictly perfect is evident from an instance which

came under our observation a few days ago.

A large manufacturing concern in Canada had secured

an order through one of its travelers from a merchant

in New Glasgow, Quebec. It was the first order received,

and the firm was particularly desirous of pleasing him.

The goods were shipped promptly, hut 42 days after

shipment was made the shipper was notified by the rail-

nay officials that two cases of goods addressed to the New
Glasgow merchant were lying at their office at Point

Levis. The hill of lading instructed that the goods be

shipped by the railway in question, via the G.T.R., via

the G.N.R.

The address on the packages corresponded with that

on the hill of lading, but in notifying the shipper that

packages were lying al Point Lexis the representative of

Hie railway company wanted to know if the goods were

not intended for New Glasgow, N.S. In fact they said

they had no such station on their line as New Glasgow^

Quebec. It appears thai the goods had been shipped to

New Glasgow, X.S.. and finding that no merchant of the

name on the cases did business in that town, they were

brought back to Point Levis and then the shipper com-

municated with.

1\ would have been a simple matter indeed for the

officials of the railway company to have discovered where

New Glasgow, Quebec, was situated. Had they the in-

clination, they could have discovered in five minutes, and

when this was drawn to their attention the only answer

thev could give was to, the effect that they thought the

shipper had made a mistake.

Tt is evident that in the employ of the G.T.R. are

men. who. like employes in some other business enterprises.
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have n<>t enough initiative about them to turp to any di-

rectory and lin<l the address of a town or of an individual.

It is evident that the G.T.R. Company needs to stir up

some of its careless employes, as business men stand to

lose a greal deal of money through the lack of prompt

attention to duty on the part of the servants of trans-

portation companies.

THE ENGLISH POSTAL C. 0. D. SYSTEM.

I**

HE Canadian c<

hard time to <

sountry storekeeper has undoubtedly a

compete with the la rue departmental

mail order stores, but when compared with tbe

merchant in the smaller towns of Great Britain, he is

literally in clover. Rural free delivery is supplemented

by a parcel post by which boxes of dry goods may be for-

* *
* warded by mail. The latest move is the further exten-

l'p-ta-datc merchants will find tbe New Year an agreeable sion of this parcels post system by the Government con-

sidering the establishment of a postal C.O.D. system, by

which the letter carrier will collect the money for the

mail order concern.

Natural !v, the storekeepers are up in arms, and ably

seconded by the trade journal press have made a united

"holler" which has temporarily checked this obnoxious

project. A great deputation of imposing proportion-s

armed to the teeth with facts, arguments and figures

waited upon the public department in Aldersgate street.

Combative speeches were made in the retailers' interests

insisting upon their important status and claim to con-

sideration. His Lordship the Postmaster-General was

asked to enter into the feelings of a small storekeeper who

saw an official in His Majesty's uniform pass his door

laden with parcels for customers whose accounts with the

merchant were perhaps overdue.

Lord Stanley replied to the deputation in a fair and

thorough manner clearly showing that the cash-on-delivery

system was nothing more than the consolidation of the

parcel post .ind postal orders. He thought it a simplifica-

tion of the present method and would in no manner ex-

tend the parcel post. However, in the face of such bitter

opposition it was not his intention to put the cash-on-

delivery system in operation in England, but be would do

what he could in regard to the colonies and dependencies

in establishing some method which would help in the ex-

changing of commodities.

The old adage "unity is strength"' has thus been once

/gain vindicated and the plans of the Government against

the prosperity of the small trades have been overthrown

by the energy of the commercial community. That this

problem will have to be faced again by our British friends

is certain and it is only by united effort on the part of all

concerned that it can be squelched.

companion.

•

CLAIRVOYANTS IN DRY GOODS STORES.

A
DRY goods store in London, England, has recent 1>

adopted the innovation of endeavoring to attract

trade bv employing clairvoyants and palmists. The

New York Times in commenting on it expressed the

opinion that, no dry goods store in the United States

would employ such methods. The Dry Goods Economist,

on the other hand, is somewhat sceptical on this point,

and ventures the opinion that after all it. would not

hurt a store if it did.

The question to be considered in all such innovations

is not so much as to whether it is orthodox or not, as

will it pay. If it attracts customers and sells goods

there can be no harm in employing palmists, clairvoy-

ants, or anybody else out of the ordinary.

It is very questionable, however, as to whether such

methods do pay. There is nothing after all more uni-

formly efficacious for attracting trade than good window

displays and up-to-date advertising.

• *

The .Yew Year is accommodating: It comes around each

first ofJanuary to give us a chance to make fresh resolutions

• *
•

A LITTLE KNOWN INDUSTRY.

THE proverbial industry of the rural French is well

exemplified in the County of Essex. The northern

part of that county is largely populated by French set-

tlers, most of whom occupy thriving farms. Their agri-

cultural operations, however, do not prevent their women

folk from pursuing in their leisure an occupation in

which they seem to he peculiarly expert, viz., the knit-

ting of mitts.

A manufacturer in that district has availed himself of

the skill and industry of these women to such an extent

that, he now has hundreds of them doing regular work for

him and has established three or four depots along the

northern shore of the county where the work of each dis-

trict is collected.

The knitting, of course, is done at home, and where

there is a family of three or four daughters it is a source

of considerable emolument to the household. In manj

cases the family income is increased by $10 01 $12

week in this way. and valuable aid is given to a great

and growing manufacturing industry.

The more%hclpful The Review is to the trade throughout

1905 the happier will its editors be Our mission is to help.

•

NEW METHODS FOR THE YEAR 1905.

WITH the beginning of this new year, another round

in the ladder of mercantile life has been reached,

but as there is no standing still, retailers must prepare

for the work of the new year. Greal preparations must

be made to reach the higher possibilities which another

year may brine forth, Cains and losses mnsl be discovered
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and an inventory made that will perhaps disclose mistakes appears to be little chance of undesirable results to the trade,

that might have been avoided by pursuing; a different, although such a large concern might be able at seme

course. It isn't a pleasant task, but by knowing errors,

profit should inevitably accrue. A lesson must sometimes

be learned at great expense.

There must be a balancing of methods involving plans

Eor future work and whether these plans are of small or

large proportions, the principle is the same in passing

from old to new conditions. Primitive business methods

must give way to highly organized and developed sys-

tems. One must study old methods to see what can be

dispensed with and what can be improved, if the machin-

ery of mercantile methods is to be advanced.

Perhaps, many have fallen into a rut and do not know

how to yet out. Such ones must come out of their shell

and study what others have done to achieve success.

After all, methods of business are but the outward mani-

festations of the business man and all must probe into

the new ways of business and adapt themselves to new

methods of procuring success. The business field is wide,

with plenty of room for all. and a luxuriant field looms up

i'nv the ensuing year, for all who will understand.

• *
*

Stick to your business. Hut do not glue yourself to it.

future time to influence conditions in their own behalf.

A starved business can no more be healthy than a starved
man.

A'

COTTON COMPANIES AMALGAMATED.

THE amalgamation of the Dominion Cotton Co., the

Merchants Cotton Co., the Montmorency Cotton Co.

and the Colonial Bleaching and Printing Co. comes for the flesh,

not as a surprise to the trade. Over a year ago a rumor

spread that the movement had been consummated, and

whde it was contradicted well-defined efforts in this line

have been traceable ever since.

It has long been felt in cotton circles that the competi-

tion of the different companies was unwarranted and unpro-

fitable, but it was impossible to come to an understanding

A NEWSPAPER CANARD.
BOUT two months ago the newspapers, and even

trade journals, were full of a report that a Vancouv-

er man, backed by English capital, was going to start

an Angora goat ranch. It was even said the land was

bought and orders given for the goats, which were to

come from Missouri.

After making minute inquiries through the Okanagan

district, where the ranch was to be located, it has been

found that, while there was some talk of it and negoti-

ations were opened, nothing has since been done, and

even if the idea were seriously entertained it has dropped

through.

There are at present not many over a half a hundred
Angora goats in Canada, 25 being held by W. C. Ricardo,
manager of Lord Aberdeen's ranch at Vernon, B. ('., and
the rest by neighbors or by a couple of farmers in Mani-
toba. As vet they are more of a curiosity than the

basis of an industry. Mr. Ricardo writes that he im-
ported his a year ago, but had poor luck at first on ac-
count of premature offspring. At the same time he feels

convinced that there are possibilities, and intends to
find out what they are.

Angora goats are reared with fair success in Texas,
Missouri, and some of the western states. Their value
is based solely upon their hair, as thev are never raised

Perseverance is the precursor ofprosperity.

WHERE THE FIRST TELEPHONE WAS MADE.
r\N a pine clad eminence about a mile and a half from

the city of Brantford, stands a house whose historic

interest will grow with the growth of Canada's trade. It

and the rivalry was steadily increasing. The Dominion is the house in which was invented by Prof. Bell the first

and the Merchants companies manufacture white and grey telephone.

cotton sheetings, etc., the Colonial and Magog (which is a
In these (la

-
vs of univers*l telephones it is not easy for

„ . _ . . v . i a. us to realize that it is little more than a generation since
part of the Dominion prints, and the Montmorency grey ,, , „ -.,,,„
' J that great and marvellous invention was introduced to the
cottons ;

so that the overlapping was great and the public . It wou]d perhaps be an exaggeration to say that

competition keen. it has revolutionized commerce, but it is not going too

By the new order not only will this be avoided, but far to sav tiiat bv facilitating commercial intercourse to

there will be a well defined saving in expenses, and the

other advantages as well as disadvantages of concentrated

effort and capital will be experienced.

an extent undreamt of by an earlier generation it has

given an impetus to trade hardly less than that caused by

the introduction of the telegraph.

The house in question was built by a Mr. Morton,
To those who fear that the result will be higher prices whose grandson, Mr. Foster, conducts at the present day

and poorer accommodation to the wholesale and retail trade a flourishing wholesale grocery business in Brantford.

it is only necessary to point out that a large amount of all
Tlie house was later acquired by Mr. Bell. It is from the

the goods mentioned is already imported from Great Britain

and the United States. The new company will therefore

foregoing historic circumstance that the city of Brantford

derives its familiar appellation of "The Telephone City."

One is glad to learn that the civic fathers of Brantford
fully realize that they are held down by foreign competition, have i(1eas f acquiring the house and preserving it as a

and will act accordinglv. From present conditions there national monument.
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CONSTITUTION OF A MERCHANTS* ASSOCIATION

Artile I.—Name.
Tins association shall be known as the Merchants'

Association of Joliet.

Article II.— Object.

The object of this association shall be to foster a

friendly feeling and harmony among the members, and a

spirit of co-operation and loyalty between the citizens

and the different branches of trade; to abate abuses and

illigitimate practices, and to learn and adopt, the best

business methods; to procure and distribute reliable in-

formation for mutual protection against irresponsible

persons seeking credit; to promote legislation beneficial

to all its members, and to advance the business interests

of the city.

Article III.—Membership.

Sec. 2. The vice-president shall perform all the du-

sociation are : good standing in a business held in repute

hv the community generally, and residency or doing busi-

ness in Joliet. All merchants, bankers, manufacturers

and any business man or firm may become a member of

this association, if unanimously accepted by the execu-

tive committee (the name having been previously present-

ed to them in writing, through the secretary), by sign-

ing the roll of members and paying the current member-
ship fee.

Sec. 2. All members of a firm belonging to this as-

sociation are privileged to attend the meetings of the

association; but each firm shall he entitled to but one

vote on any question.

Sec. 3. Membership dues shall be three dollars per

current year of the association, and are payable annually

in advance.

Sec. 4. Any unmerchantable conduct on the part of a
member shall be considered cause for expulsion from the

association. All complaints shall be made to the execu-

tive committee through the secretary, to whom all testi-

mony shall be submitted in writing by the complainant.
On a majority vote of the executive committee that such
act or transaction is unmerchantable, the offending mem-
ber shall he expelled.

Article IV.— Officers.

The officers of this association shall be a president,

iirst vice-president, second vice-president, secretary

treasurer and live directors. The said five directors, to-

gether with the president and secretary, shall constitute
the executive committee.

Article V.— Elections.

Sec. 1. The first five officers of this association and
two directors shall be elected for one year at the regular

annual meeting held the second Thursday evening in No-
vember, and three additional directors shall he elected at

the same time for a term of two years. At the next

annual meeting (1904) two directors shall he elected for

two years, and from that time on all directors will be

elected for two years, electing alternately two ami
three directors at each successive annual election.

Sec. 2. All elections shall he hv ballot, and shall re-

quire a majniit\ of all the votes cast to elect.

Sec. 3. Vacancies in office shall be filled bv the presi

dent until the next regular meeting, when said vacancies

shall be filled by the association.

Article VI.—Duties of Officers.

Sec. 1. The president shall preside at all meetings of

the association and of Ihe executive committee, of which

lie shall be ex-officio chairman. As president and ichaii-

man he shall perform all the duties required of a presid-

ing officer, and will see that the provisions of the con-

stitution and by-laws are strictly carried out.

Sec. 2. The vice-president shall perform all the du-

ties of the president in his absence; and, in order that he

may be prepared for emergencies, he shall keep himself

informed as to the active work.-

Sec. 3. The- secretary shall keep a record of all the

proceedings of the association and of the executive com-

mittee. He shall keep a roll of members with their resi-

dences, date of admission and subsequent changes. He
shall read all communications, conduct all correspond-

ence of the association, and make such announcements as

the association may direct. He shall notify members of

committees of their appointment and give them the names
of their associates on such committees.

Sec. 4. The secretary shall collect all dues, fines and

fees, as specified in the rules and regulations of the asso-

ciation, and all assessments voted by the association.

Be shall give a receipt, with a corresponding stub pro-

perly filled out, for all moneys received, and shall pay

every month all moneys over to the treasurer, taking a

receipt in each case and keeping such receipts in conveni-

ent form for inspection. He shall also render a full re-

port of the business transacted bv him at the close of

each vear, and at other times when requested bv the as-

sociation. He shall give a bond, approved bv the execu-

tive committee, conditioned on the faithful performance
of his duties. His salary shall be fixed annually by the

executive committee.

Sec. 5. The treasurer shall receive from the secre-

tary all funds paid into the association, and be person-

ally responsible for the same. He will issue receipts

with corresponding stub, properly filled out, for all mon-
eys so received, and will pay all orders drawn by the

secretary and approved by the president, taking a re-

ceipt for all amounts so paid. His books and vouchers

shall at all times lie open to the inspection of the execu-

tive committee. He shall report monthly to the asso-

ciation the amount of cash on hand, and shall make a

complete report annually at the close of his term of

office of all moneys received and paid out by him for the

year. He shall furnish a bond, approved by the execu-

tive committee, in such sum as said committee deem
sufficient, conditioned on the faithful performance of his

duties. He shall receive such compensation for his ser-

vices as the executive committee may determine.

Sec. 6. The executive committee shall have general

supervision of the affairs of the association; shall pro-

vide a suitable place for the meetings of the association;

shall have charge of, and be responsible for, all property

of the association not otherwise specified; shall see that

all matters referred to them and all action voted on by

the association are carried out. They shall act promptly
on all matters needing attention between the regular

meetings of the association. They shall keep a record of

their doings, which record shall be read to the associa-

tion lor approval as often as practicable. But in no

ease shall the executive committee incur obligations ex-

ceeding the amount in the treasury without special au-

thority from the association.

See 7 Before the next regular meeting following the

annual meeting, Ihe executive committee, after careful
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investigation and thought as to the fitness of each for his

position, shall appoint five permanent committees, to be

known as : committee on organization, committee on

transportation, committee on legislation, committee on

promotion, and committee on municipal improvement.-!.

Each of these permanent committees shall consist of

three members.

Sec. 8. The permanent committees are intended to

increase the usefulness of the association and to facili-

tate the work of the executive committee by a division

of labor and by securing the help of other good workers.

The names of the permanent committees will, in general,

indicate the work intended for each, but they shall be

under the direction of the executive committee, which

shall define more dearly the work of each committee

that they may act in harmony.

Sec. 9. The five directors shall act as auditing com-

mittee, which committee shall audit the accounts of the

secretary and treasurer before each annual meeting, and

any other accounts which may from time to time re-

quire auditing.

Article VII.—Meetings.

Sec. 1. The regular meetings of the association shall

be held on the second Thursday evening of each month

at eight o'clock. The regular meeting in November shall

be known as the annual meeting.

Sec. 2. Special meetings of the association may be

called by the secretary on request of the president or a

majority of the executive committee, or on petition oi

ten members; but in every case the request must state

clearly, in writing, the object of the meeting, and notices

giving the object and call of special meetings must be

mailed to each member at least twenty-four hours before

the time of said meeting.

Article VIII.—Quorum.

Ten members shall constitute a quorum for all meet-

ings of the association. A majority of the executive

committee shall constitute a quorum for its meetings.

Article IX.—Amendments.

The constitution and by-laws of this association may
be altered or amended by presenting the proposed alter-

ation or amendment in writing at a regular meeting and

adopting the said alteration or amendment by a two-

thirds vote of the members present at the next regular

meeting.

MONTREAL RETAIL MERCHANTS
The Federation of Retail Merchants had a meeting

December 11, at which Mr. J. A. Gareau presided.

A letter was read from Mr. Robert Walker, general

secretary of the Central Board of the Traders' Defence

Association of Great Britain, with headquarters in Man-
chester. The letter pointed out the injury done to indi-

vidual business in England, owing to the adoption of the

co-operative system, and with the object of oposing it

warned Canadian merchants against its introduction into

this country.

The secretary was directed to ask for further informa-

tion about the means of prevention to be adopted.

Mr. J. E. Clement, manager of the Mount Royal In-

surance Co., explained the system of special insurance for

the members of the federation, by which the policies

issued under that class would participate in the profits

to the extent of 30 per cent., and a pro rata amount of

the premiums.

NATIONAL
Brand

Showerproofs
and

tSUatcrproofs
fov a

Business Vonic

PREPARE FOR A
LUCRATIVE SPRING TRADE.

BETTER FOR BUSINESS.

H. National Brand Showerproofs for

men, women and children are of a style,

quality and finish so uniformly excellent,

that new standards of value are set.

38.— Verily National Brand makes its own

class.

(£— Their selling qualities.

J5).—Here's where we make good our claim.

National Brand is a wonder-worker for

dull departments and a mighty bracing

tonic for lively ones.

38ettev Bee tfje 0oods.

Get acquainted with us*.

Drop a postcard and we will arrange to

show you Spring samples, as our travellers are

now covering the entire country.

Always remember, catalogue and sample

swatches sent on application.

2 NATIONAL RUBBER CO.

524 Craig Street, MONTREAL.
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S H OWERPRO O F
GARM EN TS

ALESMEN returned for the holidays, prepara

tory to starting out again at the first of the

year, have found retailers in a receptive mood
regarding showerproof garments for Spring, and

there is a uniform confident feeling prevalent.

The greater respect for rainproofs inculcated by the mak-

ers through the excellence of the product has simplified

the retailer's task. Firms are unanimous that a large

percentage of advance orders have been taken on the first

tfip. Retail merchants have bought liberally and their T
orders represent a desire for the best grades. The d*V
mand is for high->dass garments of stylish appearance

and the development of the industry during the past fe

years has been such as to enable manufacturers to pro

duce garments which meet these demands in every pai-Q. Ht"^\/^\ r^fy
ticular.

^^

proofs, robber goods, ets.. means increased business for the

retailer.

* •
•

With the presence of foreign manufacturers with

branches in Montreal, along with a large number of do-

mestic ones, there are plenty of firms to look after busi-

ness. The keen competition resultant means satisfactory

prices to the retailer. This does not mean that retailers

are urged to handle cheap goods. Rather the reverse

is urged as it means more satisfaction not only for manu-
facturers, jobbers and retailers but also the inevitable

consumer. In no line is there such an opportunity to pro-

- JAM -6 190$;

Styles, colors and materials indicated by The Review

for Spring, as long ago as September, have been substan-

tiated according to the general actual results which are

now obtainable. Women's garments contain all the —

^

eccentricities of manufacturers' individual ideas, yet re- <3fl0

tain a practical although stylish appearance. Men's

goods are plain and neat. Often retailers have individual

ideas which they wish incorporated in their garments,

yet no wide discrepencies in general styles are heard of.

Fancy mixtures are in first place, followed by plain grey.^

and a few olives and fawns. A perusal of the October.

November and December issues will he useful to those

who have delayed buying.

During this month and February buyers pay their

semi-annual visit to markets, and indications show that

a good manv will visit the home salesrooms of the

showerproof garment manufacturers. Preparations for

their reception are being made by all firms. Advance
orders have been liberal, yet it is expected many have
held back, and a good volume of house sales is expected,

although the "boys" on the road will, as usual, reap a
harvest on their second trip.

in this connection ;i controversy has been raised whe-
ther this increased business has not cut into the sale of

••leaks and to] ats. It would seem not. They are ac-

cessories which the well-dressed woman must have. But
could she forego the pleasure attendant upon the purchase
of a new cloak? Sales in the mantle department make it

clear that, lessening purchases of cloaks is a chimera. The
cloaks both for Spring and Fall occupy an entirely differ-

ent field and competition between the two lines is hardly
felt. On the other hand the range of topcoats for men
leaves nothing to be desired and careful dressers are still

going to wear them in the fine,cool and windy days of Fall

and Spring. It may be that the average man, however,
will perhaps lessen his expense by utilizing his raincoat
for this fine weather, as a glance at the average garments
worn there days proves. Whatever may appear as the
result, it is plain that the presence of raincoats, water-

mm,

A Nobby Practical Rainproof—Shown by the National Rubber Co.

mote a high-class educational campaign. Not only women
hut men demand the best that can be produced, and manu-
facturers have vied with each other in catering to the

aesthetic tastes of all concerned. The individual views

of the consumer are wonderfully uniform in demanding
not only the best of material but the latest cut and price

is not the first consideration. While the cheaper lines

"ill always be a necessity, the better class of goods is

gradually but surely attaining a safer position due to the

insistent and constant demands of the trade.
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To our Customers and Friends,—

We beg to thank you most kindly for the share which you have

contributed to our eminent success during the past year, and in asking your

further esteemed patronage, we do so only upon the merit of our goods, which

we are assured by the leading merchants of Canada have given unqualified

satisfaction everywhere.

Spring

1905

Atlanta. Victoria.

The Imperial
Our new

illustrat od catalogue
will be ready about

Jan. 15th.

Rubber Clothing Company
LONDON
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J& MERCHANTS AND
THEIR STORES J&

THE NORTHWAY COMPANY.

T1JK Northway Company, Tillsonburg, Ont., have

recently completed renovating and enlarging

their store and have made it one of the most

modern west of Toronto. The store is 411-2

xl20 feet, having- been enlarged since the

moving in of Mr. Northway from 20x85 feet.

The firs! addition was of 20x35 feet and later the

present building, consisting of two floors, was acquired.

Tbe front provides large space for show windows and the

two sections have been well fitted up. One is enclosed

Receiving room Work room
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Furs,

Skirt
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Hats

Clothing
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|

Plan of Second Floor.

with a handsome oak finish background, and is used for

the display of dress goods, clothing, costumes, etc., while

Plan of First Floor. The Northway Company's Renovated Store at Tillsonburg, Ont.
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parker's dye works and head office

flR. PARKER i& CO
w

Dyers and Finishers

787 to 791 Yonge St Toronto, Ontario

We make a specialty of the Dyeing and Finishing

of Dry Goods and Millinery Goods for merchants.

WE are prepared to do the very best work, em-

ploy only first-class artisans, using the most

approved dyes and chemicals, and having the

latest and most complete machinery for finishing

goods. We especially wish to call attention to the dye-

ing and finishing of all-wool and union Dress Goods,

which by the aid of our new machinery we can guar-

antee no shrinkage in the width of goods.

Goods Received from all Parts of the Dominion. Send for Quotations.

V —
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R.. PARKER. (®L CO.
Dyers and Finishers
G

/

DryGoods
Department

ALL Wool and Union

Dress Goods dyed

and finished, without

shrinkage in the width,

and made up as originally.

BRAIDS—Mohair, mil-

itary and other braids dyed

and made up.

HOSE—All wool and

Cashmere hose dyed and

put up in half-dozens, and

boxed when desired Our

fast blacks cannot be beat.

WOOLS— Berlin wool

dyed and made up in quar-

ter pounds. Fingering

yarns dyed and put up in

spindles.

TWEEDS— Cloakings,

Jersey Cloths, Meltons,

etc., dyed and finished.

Millinery
Department

Ostrich Plumes

I

WE beg to call special

attention to our

dyeing, cleaning and

curling of ostrich plumes.

Milliners who have a

quantity of old feathers

on hand can have them

dyed and cleaned and

made up in flats, tips,

aigrettes, pompons, stoles,

mounts, etc.

^bbons
Union and Soft Silk

Ribbons dyed and finished

equal to new, and re-

blocked.

New Goods
Should be forwarded to the

'works direct.

787 to 791 Yonge Street

TORONTO, CANADA
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To Merchants

R. PARKER
<aco.
Dyers and
Finishers

787 to 791 Yonge
Street

TORONTO. CANADA

N Canada very few stocks

&{ 4 of dry goods, millinery,

~^k etc., can be found that are

^co free from pieces of goods

(C\>)l which are in their original

colors unsaleable, mostly

owing to the changeableness of fashions.

Such cannot be disposed of except at great

sacrifice and loss, and even if sold are rarely

found to give satisfaction to purchasers. Such

sacrifices should not and need not be made.

Many merchants do not fully realize the

the great importance of constantly turning

over stock which represents capital, and are

too apt to keep goods in store because they

will not bring near their original cost price,

forgetting at the same time that the longer

such goods remain on hand the greater loss

they cause of interest and principal.

We have already been the means of con-

verting many thousand dollars' worth of old

and unfashionable goods into choice, saleable

stock, and we are fully assured that there yet

remains millions of dollars' worth of undesire-

able dry goods evenly distributed with mer-

chants throughout the Dominion.

By sending to us for our wholesale price

list, and making careful calculation, it will be

found that it pays to have the old stock re-

dyen, and that by doing so it is the only pos-

sible way that the capital invested can be

recovered.
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To Our
Many Kind Customers

E thank you most heartily and

sincerely for the vast amount

of patronage which has been

bestowed upon us during the

past twenty-nine years, and we feel that

the efforts which we have put forth have

not been in vain.

Our idea has been to do the best work,

and as the demands of the trade required,

we have from time to time added new
buildings and the latest improved machin-

ery. Our latest addition has been ma-

chinery for finishing Dress Goods, Voiles,

Crepe de Chene, Eolienne, Cashmere,

Ladies' Cloth, Meltons, Beavers, Serges,

Frieze, Velveteens, Cording, etc.

As in the past we will "hold first

place,'' and our customers may rest as-

sured that all goods which we take in

hand will be dyed and finished as well as

it is possible for them to be done, and

as good work as is done in any part of

Europe.

R. PARKER & CO.
Dyers and Finishers

Branches:

MONTREAL HAMILTON
BRANTFORD

787 to 791 Yonge St.

Toronto
Branches:

LONDON ST. CATHARINES
GALT WOODSTOCK
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t he other is arranged to show carpets, rags and other

housefurnishings. Above the windows and across the en-

tire front are luxt'er prisms, which cast a good light over

the entire interior.

Downstairs the walls are covered with ingrain paper

finished oft with an 18-inch border. The ceiling is a lead

white. The woodwork is oak finish, and seven pillars

which support the upper Uoors are painted a zinc color.

The diagrams show the disposition of the coun-

ters and various departments on the two floors.

The offices are enclosed by a wooden partition six feet

high, the top being fitted with glass panels. The millin-

ery department is well supplied with show cases and

tables. Back of all are the workroom and receiving1 room.

SEEN IN MONT RE A L S,T ORES
WINDOW displays, hacked by judicious ad-

vertising, called attention to attractive

lines of holiday goods in Montreal stores

during the Christmas season of 1904, and

every store endeavored to shoulder the

purchasing perplexities of consumers, and make Christ-

mas shopping a real pleasure. Ingenuity played a strong

part in displays of merchandise suitable for holiday gifts,

and departments along this line were enlarged to two or

three times their normal size. Every effort was made to

induce early selection, advertising calling attention to

the fact that stocks were at that time complete and un-

broken, and more satisfactory purchases could be made

than when the rush was on.

Everything that is dear to the heart of boy and girl

was displayed in toy departments, and delivery of early

purchases was made the day and hour the customer de-

cided upon. Dressed and undressed dolls made a regular

doll party. Boys were enthused with trains of cars, me-

chanical fire engines, automobiles, and the like, along

with caricatures, friends of the comic papers. One store

showed a novel and useful method of display; tables with

upright fixtures and shelves were used. Each shelf was

given over to a different class of goods. Window displays

were particularly apt, appealing more to children than

ever.

the crowds congregated about the store where the sale is

"on."

January whitewear sales are now "on," and custom-
ers welcome the chance to get some nice underwear for

the Summer.

Beautiful sequins are shown in an uptown window, ad-

vertised for sale at 49c. One in particular that takes the

feminine fancy is of black lace with turquoise blue bead-
ing in the shape of flowers on it. It was made after

the pelerine shape, to be worn over the shoulders. It

certainly looked stunning.

In millinery the large hat holds its own, although the
little evening toque is worn by women of fashion to the
theatre and other evening entertainments. The cavalier
shape is seen much in the millinery windows and the

ready-to-wear hats are nearly all large.

Flannelette goods are sold a great deal in the larger

stores for underwear, interlining, etc. A big sale in one
of the stores was recently held in which gowns sold For

29c, underskirts for 39c, and other articles quite as

reasonable.

A good idea, useful at all times, was a request printed

on cards hung in prominent places in store aisles, for

customers to take small parcels with them during the

holiday rush. It might be added that it is wise for

clerks to state that it ensures against possible disap-

pointment.

Pretty comb and brush sets were seen lately in one

of the large departmental stores. One of these consisted

of military brushes, comb and mirror. Another very

elaborate box held an embossed backed mirror and brush,

and a comb that really looked as though it might be

used for ornamentation rather than use.

White furs are shown in nearly all the large stores.

They are especially pretty lor use with velvet suits of

dark color, doing much to relieve the Winter shades.

"tflour sales" seem to be a new feature here, and they

apparently are very successful. For instance, a sale of

silks at exceptionally low prices from the hour of eight

a. m. to ten a. m. is advertised a couple of days ahead,

and on the day appointed it looks as though every one
had surely risen before breakfast, if one is to judge from

New neckwear is seen in an uptown window made of

lace, ruching, chiffon, etc. A pretty stock is made of

chillon and lace. The top is of palest pink chiffon, and
the rest is of white lace. Another seen in a store is

made of black and white lace and medallions.

A pretty gravy bowl and dish of silver were seen in a

lown town shop window.

In the same window a tobacco jar, match holder and

cigar holder on a tray, all of delicately tinted china,

were quite attractive as a holiday gift.

THE LATE MR. J. M. COHEN.

.1. M. Cohen, foreman of the Montreal branch of

"Premier" brand waterproofs, died in Montreal, Dec. 11,

at the age of 38 years. The deceased has been a resident

of Montreal for the past 15 years. He is a nephew of

Mr. B. Cohen, one of the largest manufacturers of Man-

chester, England, and a cousin of Mr. D. Cohen, manager

of the Montreal branch of the Manchester house. Mr.

J. M. Cohen possessed the highest respect of the trade

in Montreal, and other markets. lip leaves a widow and

seven children to mourn his loss.
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TOROyTO^

IJRNI

Dress Goods Department
OUR IMPORTATION OF DRESS FABRICS for Spring 1905 is

now coming to hand and will soon be complete.

The collection comprises the newest and most fashionable materials,

carefully selected from the best British, Foreign and Domestic

manufacturers.

If you are in doubt as to what are the correct lines for the coming-

season, write us for particulars or ask to see our samples, now in

the hands of our travellers.

We Show Exclusive Styles

Number G31. Mohair Shirt Waist Suiting, 42 inch 37}4c. per yard

Number G52. Mohair Shirt Waist Suiting, 50 inch .50c. per yard

Number G53 Mohair Suiting, Satin Finished, 46 inch 70c. per yard

Number G54. Mohair Suiting, Satin Finished, (shot) 46 inch 75c. per yard

Number G13. Mohair Suiting, 54 inch $1.00 per yard

We Show the Newest Shades
Silk Eoliennes, 41 to 44 inch 55c, 65c, 75c, 95c. and $1.25 per yard

Silk Crepe de Chenes, 38 to 44 inch 37Hc, 55c, 75c and $1.00 per yard

All Wool Voiles and Etamines, 40 to 48 inch, 2754c 35c, 37%c, 50c, 75c and $1.00 per yard

Lustres and Sicilians, 36 to 54 inch 1954c., 3754c, 50c. and 75c per yard

We Show Special Values *

Number G61. Crispine, all shades, 40 inch 3754c per yard

Number Gl. Panama, all shales, 40 inch 3754c per yard

Number G108. Satin Finished Henrietta, 43/44 inch, 50 shades 37!5c per yard

Number G118. Silk Striped Taffeta Cloth, 40 inch 55c. per yard

Number G94. Figured Silk Eohennes, 42 inch 75c per yard-

Number G128. Crepe de Paris Eoliennes, 44 inch .75c per yard

Number G74/5. Black Grenadine Voile, Lace Stripes and Checks, 44 inch 95c per yard

The above numbers convey a fair idea of the many Excellent

Lines which are to be found in this department. We might also

mention that our range of Amazons, Venetians, Cheviots, Tweeds,

Mattings, Twine Cloths, Basket Cloths, etc., etc., is unsurpassed.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE OUR SAMPLES.

T&

*co.
LIMITED.
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DRESS
FEATURES Of

GOODS
• THE TBADE

RDERS for Spring lines are coming in in a

manner that indicates that there is a feeling of

confidence among retailers generally as to the

satisfactory volume of Spring trade. The

main feature of the month, however, is the

sharp advances in practically all lines of dress materi-

als.—advances that total from 10 to 15 per cent. These

advances are by no means unexpected by

Review of the trade. There is no matter of

the Month. speculation connected with them, but

they are due to the active demand,

coupled with a short supply of the raw material. Large

orders placed by both belligerent parties in the far east

there are ways and means of covering them. Where this

could not be done lines have been dropped altogether.
* *

*

rpiIKRK is undoubtedly a large demand for silks from

the medium and ultra trade at the present time, and

also for Spring. The silk gown is the height of

style. The shirtwaist suit of silk has taken a firm hold

on the feminine fancy, and even on the coldest days they

are worn, generally with a fur coat.

Silks are very firm in price, and on re- Silks

peat orders from 10 to 15 per cent, ad-

vance will have to be paid. The large orders for rib-

bons are responsible for some of this advance, but it is

A Few New Dress Fabrics for Spring.

A* Few Samples of the New Silks.

for army cloths, blankets, etc., have also had some
effect in precipitating the rise.

-Alohairs and alpacas are entering on what promises to

be the best selling season in their history for a decade,
and prices on these fabrics are also on the up grade. For
various reasons the advances are difficult to gauge, as

also due to increased demand for all classes of silk fabrics.

When it comes down to what is selling, plain taffetas

are largely in the lead. These are the new soft finished

goods. Then come the new soft makes such as taffeta

chiffon, paillette, louisine, and British silk.

Shots are selling freely in all fashionable combina-

l-H
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lions, .mil blue and green and green and orange, are in

great favor.

Neal fancies arc the leaders in Summer shirtwaist
silks, and there is a very large range of designs in this

class. The] .ue made up, as will be seen by a reference
'" tlie cut Shown, of new silks of this class, of small

Sheer Spring Wash Materia!.

checks and unobtrusive striped grounds, with a woven or

emibroidered pattern.

Small checks in silks are an assured thing, and there

is a decided attempt to force plaids, but not a great deal

of confidence is expressed in them. Fancy checks with
dots in the centre, and over checks and stripes, etc.,

however, are good for Spring selling.

Warp prints will receive considerable attention from
liie better trades. Some of the designs are very beaun-
ful, and show bunches of flowers in medium size and
rather widely spaced. These are in rich, soft pastel

tints, and are very artistic in effect. Warp prints on a
shot gro'und are also shown.

In expensive silks, brocades are in evidence. There
has been some little talk from time to time as to a re-

vival in brocades, but this is very slow in coming.
Should, however, the Louis styles retain their popularity
long, it would look as though brocades would have to

become a fashionable silk again.

rPHERE is talk of a revival in favor (in* the near

1 future) of cashmeres and henriettas. They would
seem to have the right style ideas when their drap-

ing qualities and the rich colors that they always come
in are considered. This is a material that always takes
a rich dye, and it is a color that counts at the present
time.

VELVETS are still keeping up the promise made
earlier in the season, and the velvet gown is popu-
larly worn for most occasions. It forms the dressy

afternoon gown, and for evening wear chiffon velvet is

the vogue. Even the popular shirtwaist suit is made
from velvet or velveteen. One of these

Velvets. lately seen was of wood brown, the
skirt laid in tightly stitched in down

box-pleats to the knee .md flaring out from the knee
down. The waist had the new chemisette and stock of
lace lined with chiffon. Children's coats and misses'

tourist Mills are seen made of velvet. Brown is the
wanted color, but in some kinds and qualities it is hard
to get.

"Nol a bi1 of brown chiffon velvet in stock" was the
answer given by the saleslady in one large store, and it

takes quite a hunt to find it. It is a long time since the
velvet gown has been so fashionable, but it is the colored
and not the black gown that is most worn. A few
gowns are seen of the crushed variety, but it is too
clumsy in appearance to retain its popularity; it makes
a more desirable trimming.

• • •

"UK tendency of the market closely follows that in

woolen fabrics, and in novelty cotton goods, as be-

fore pointed out, the call is all for sheer materials.

All classes of fancy wool weaves and silk fabrics are

closely imitated in cotton, and are meeting with a great

success. Organdies are doing well, and

printed nets and tulles are having a big Wash Fabrics.

sale. Even in linens it is the sheer

weaves that are being exploited.

EACH month adds to the position of mohair fabrics

for Spring. This confidence is shared by whole-

saler and retailer alike, for right up to the advent

of snow they were selling over the counter in suit

lengths, and even now there is a steady demand for waist

lengths. The latter, of course, is for

plain fabrics and lustres. Mohairs have Mohairs,
all the sheen and lustre of a silk, and
are being brought out in patterns that are a pretty close
replica of those designed for fancy silks. Because they

Fancy Cotton Crepe.

are so closely allied to silk in appearance they are likely

in some trades to cut into the sale of silks, as a dress of

mohair will certainly outlast at least two of silk.

There is no change since last month in the position of
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THE GREATEST

CY SILK
SEASON.

Large variety of latest creations irk

FANCY SWISS TAFFETA,
FANCY SWISS LOUISINE,
FANCY ENGLISH TAMALINE,
FANCY JAPANESE KAIKI.

STYLES.

CHANGEABLE STRIPES,
FIGURED STRIPES,
SHOT CHECKS,
HAIRLINE CHECKS,
HAIRLINE STRIPES,
FRENCH PLAIDS,
BROCHE EFFECTS,

Etc., Etc

ALL COLORS in STOCK in

PLAIN COLORED TAMALINE,
TAFFETA, LOUISINE, PAILLETE,
CHIFFON TAFFETA, CHANGE-
ABLE TAFFETA.

MANUFACTURERS

K. ISHIKAWA ®> CO
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO.
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ATTRACTIVE SPRING GOODS

D
R
E
S
S

Q
O
O
D

H
stands for

Harris

Every dry goods merchant who
has formerly associated the name
HARRIS with Homespun will he

astonished at their wide departures

in Ladies' and Gentlemen's Spring

Suitings.

If you are looking for good,

bright, quick -selling Dress Goods
that will make good display, at

attractive prices, and give lasting

wear to your customers, sell

Harris Suitings

Our new Spring Patterns

occupy a very strong position

and there is a big demand for

early delivery.

H
O
M
E
S
P
u
N
S

MEN'S SUITINGS
HARRIS (EL COMPANY, Limited

ROCIVWOOD, ONT.

DIGNUM CgX MONYPENNY, Selling Agents,

8 Colborne St., TORONTO.
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Spring fabrics. Plain mohairs lead from a yardage stand-

point, but there has been a large trade done in the

fancies. Mannish effects seem to have sold best, but

melanges, small checks, woven spots and patterns, etc.,

are having a great sale.

•

SHEER weaves in dress materials are running the

mohairs a close second, and the trade has readily

accepted them. Silk warp fabrics with eoliennes

leadfhg are very prominent. The tendency is to fancy

effects in these goods, and embroidered and woven spots,

and innumerable fancy effects in the

Skeer weave are very noticeable. The Review

Weaves. gives an illustration of this class of

goods that should be carefully consider-

ed, as it embodies the right style idea in this line.

On the left is an embroidered eolienne in broderie

anglaise effect. It is executed in shaded silks shading

from the color of the goods to about three shades darker.

The next is a fancy weave with an indistinct check, with

a swivel spot in the ground color and the color of the

check— thus the sample shown is in ecru and brown, the

ecru as the ground color and the brown forming the

check. The spot is of both colors. The third sample is

an armure weave voile, with a silk embroidered spot in

the color of the ground, and a darker color. The ground

color in the sample shown is light tan, and one spot is

tan and the other brown. The last sample is an armure

weave voile, checked in greyish blue and white, and the

minute spots, embroidered at intervals, are in emerald

green silk.

These are all samples of late Paris novelties and give

a good idea of the style tendencies. Crepe de chines are

also in great favor and divide popular place with

eoliennes. Silk warp crepes are likely to come promin-

ently to the front.

Those of a heavier construction suit popular trade, and

Panama weaves classed as Panamas or Panama voiles

etc., in cream, navy, brown and black, and a range of

fancies, are also very strong. Broadcloths and Venetians

have occupied a good position for Spring, and will give

good success with the whole trade. Crepes of the crepo-

line order have a strong representation, and many houses

show a good share of advance orders. They are predicted

to strengthen when the season opens.

WRAPPERS.

THERE are many good reasons for the ever growing

popularity of dressing sacques and kimonas. They

are not only useful but becoming. They are indis-

pensable to slip on in the morning, and altogether the

trimmings are so pretty that fickle woman cannot resist

wearing one of them at every opportunity. Low price also

tends to make them very popular.

Re-orders are coming in nicely and local retailers are

showing neat window displays of negligees and matinees.

Flannelette garments attractively priced were prominent,

hut silk and crepe de chene had a place in exclusive goods.

Pink and blue were favorite colors. Shirring was also

noticed on a good many sacques. Women, it must be

borne in mind, might possess but a single wrapper but
have a half-dozen dressing sacques. Flannelette on light

or dark grounds in semi-fitting or tight-fitting backs and
loose fronts are good sellers. Eiderdown is now coming
into prominence also. Lace is freely used on better

grades, alonu with ribbon and fancy Persian braids.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

' 'Madge" in " Truth '
' says :

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the'PiRLE' stampon it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £> SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
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M O IM O IVJ

TR»DE ©£^^5^ MARK.

Greenlander ^m Whalebone

Per Gross Yards, No. 3, 59/- No. 4, 62- No. 5, 65/- Per Gross Yards.

Owing to the shortage of raw material, the above prices are an advance of

5/= per gross yards over last quotations.

o

•V

DANIEL HONE

IChiswallSt.

LONDON

ENG.

Will /not

lyVJT OK.BREAK
Like (overed
Steels • •

•

COTTO/V (MOHAIR oSlLK
18/6 21/6 26/6

PER GROSS YARDS.
AVADE IyS ENGLAND.

the above sketch is the actual
width of the material.

Boxed in 36Yard Lengths
Black or White.

28-30

Wellington Street

West

TORONTO

ONTARIO
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VEILINGS.

DYERS for importing houses are now busy

preparing for the Spring trade, but all wax

enthusiastic when seen over the prospects of

veilings for the coming season. Those retail-

ers who have put in a proper stock and

catered for the fancy veiling trade are in a receptive

mood, as i his class of business lias been a moneymaker all

last year. At this particular moment it is ideas rather

colors that lead in Spring millinery are sure to exercise

a great influence on the colors popular in veiling lines,

for colors still lead, and rightly, because they are much
more becoming than either plain black or white.

Some pretty meshes of medium size sparsely spotted

with chenille are shown and cluster borders in chenille

'are again in evidence.

The long chiffon auto veil is much talked of for wear

in the stormy days of early Spring, and retailers should

URNEC

13 190£

A View of Ogilvy's Montreal Lace Department.

than positive styles that must be chronicled, for there are

few if any novelties being shown, and buying is at pres-

ent on staple lines.

Though rather in the beginning an American than a

Parisian fashion, the Parisian woman has taken to veil-

ings and they are very popular in both Paris and London,

particularly in bordered styles. From Paris comes the

news that veilings with large patterns are to be featured

for Spring, and that real lace veils will be first in fash-

ionable favor.

Hats are being imported with veils to match, and the

do all in their power to push this veil, as it takes at least

three yards of chiffon to make a satisfactory veil.

A MODEL LACE DEPARTMENT.
The illustration shown typifies the modern develop-

ment in judicious store fixtures and is worth careful con-

sideration. In the glass pi'otected shelving is shown a

range of allovers, net tops, etc., separated according to

colors. Lace collars are seen at the right end of the

shelving. The low glass counters IS inches wide, display

a range of collars, laces, etc.

I.=>3
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RIBBONS.

THAT ribbons are to occupy a prominent place in the

season of L905 is now assured; indeed the orders

already placed with the manufacturers in France

rnd Switzerland are so la rue thai there is likely to be

quite a little difficulty over deliveries. It is not only from
(lie American market that the demand is cominer, but the

feeling tor ribbons is .just as strong from England, France

and Germany Said an importer, "Ribbons we expected

New Pompadour Warp Print Ribbon.

delivered in February, we find we cannot get until April

or May, and repeals sent in now are carrying' another 10

per cent."

Taffetas ribbons are taking the first place and are

outranking the satins and duchess ribbons. Moire, too,

is very prominent and ottomans are also selling. Ombre
and shot effects come first in the list of novelties, and

two or even three colors shading from light to dark are

seen in the same ribbon. Many of the new shaded ribbons

are patterned with stripes in contrasting colors and in

varying widths of satin or moire, or sometimes in warp

prints

Bright soft taffeta ribbons in narrow stripes, and

Novelty Gauze Ribbon.

small checks with a woven spot or figure, in pattern like

the fancy silks so much in favor, are also likely to take.

There are some lovelj new patterns in warp prints,

and it is likely that these tried favorites will have another

iiid season. Many of the new patterns are direct repro-

ductions of Pompadour and Marie Antoinette designs, and
the favor in which these styles arc now held will help

the sale of these ribbons. Some beautiful narrow ribbons
in Pompadour style, and evidently intended for dress

trimmings, are among the novelties. One seen was a dis-

tinct stripe of white and a solid color and the join of the

stripes was concealed by a running floral garland in raised

silk emhroidery. These ribbons have all a fluted edge.

Indeed, edges are prominent on all the new ribbons and
are mostly a stripe or stripes in varying width of satin or

moire.

One of the new Pompadour warp prints is illustrated,

and also a noveltv that is right in tQueh with the light

and airy styles in vogue. It is a gauze ribbon, with a

border of satin stripes and with embroidered flowers. In

the ribbon illustrated, the stripes are in new rose pink,

and the rose buds, forget-me-nots and leaves are in the

natural colors. There is also a feeling discernible for

checks and plaids, and sonic very large block or Rob Hoy
nlaids are shown.

New Embroidery—Shown by Konig & Stuffmann.

LACES.

THE current demand for laces is very good, though

this is hardly the time of the year when lace is an

extra seller. For Spring trade, indications are of

such an encouraging nature that an extremely good lace

season is confidently expected. Net laces of all kinds are

the leading feature and there are a number of the old

revivals, or, to be more accurate, beautiful machine mades

copies of old time favorites brought out under all kinds

of fanciful names.

Though net laces are at present hooked for a leading

place, yet they will not entirely cover the field and besides

the Plauen Venise there is a new heavy French lace that

is well thought of. Venise is staple or nearly so in the

popular trade.

Irish crochet is much talked about and probabilities

arc said to favor this lace. Some of the new patterns are
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SPRING, 1905

Exclusive Novelties in Silks,

Dress Fabrics, Ribbons, Laces,

Veilings, Linincs,

Fancy Cotton Goods, etc.
Our Travellers are now on tKeir respective gputes
witH a full rang'e of Samples. w

a

Debenham, Caldecott ®> Co.
BAY AND WELLINGTON STS. j& j& TORONTO.

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear,
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.
"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show-
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
DUBLIN, IRELANDTORONTO,

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

FEATHERBONE
Made by an entirely new process, com-
bining the most up-to-date methods
of American and Canadian factories.

Sample orders solicited. »-.__
RETURNEh

THE

Reid Featherbone Manufacturing CufT
Limited

Manufacturers of
Featherbone and Featberboned Novelties

Q4CarlinQ St., London, Ont.

Cv-vi

3/
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\ci\ beautiful. Thej show flowers, etc., in high relief and

petals and leaves thai are loose from the background.

Two-tone and combination colorings in laces, galoons

and insertions are sure of adoption, according l" the fash-

ionable trade.

As the yoke is again a feature of the fashionable waist

and where yokes are not, the chemisette of lace is likely

hi be used, allovers arc likely to be in good demand. Val-

!•"*•••' »-*_••_•» »» »fjf • • • * » • • • • • «• m a ,

New Embroidery Insertion—Shown by Konig & Stuffmann.

enciennes is again in favor, both for lingerie trimming

and also for trimming the sheer cotton fabrics and the

organdies and Swisses. Sonic very handsome patterns are

shown in the higher grade laces and as this is distinctly

an 18th century lace and we are following more or less

closer" 18th century styles it naturally follows that this

lace will be much used.

Cluny is another lace thai is sidling well. Contrary to

the general belief, though it had some strong champions,

cluny is having a great run. Underwear manufacturers

have used very large quantities for Spring whitewear and

report a 'nod demand for it. Fine torchon is another

•si •*». -„•... »»• .sis* •»•

• :::v

"

. • ::

New Embroidery Insertion—Shown by Konig & Stuffmann.

pretty and inexpensive lace that has a good season before

it.

Lace buyers who have been in New York Lately are

all talking of Irish lace. They are somewhat re-

ticent, but from what can be gathered it would
point to Carrick-macross, or a mixture of Carrick-
macross and Carrick-macross guipure, that is featured.

In Carrick-macross the pattern is traced on fine muslin,

which is backed with a net as a ground and the pattern

buttonholed round and the superfluous muslin cut away,
leaving the net ground. Stricih speaking, this is more
of an em] dery than a lace, bu1 is like a lace in ap-

ance, particularly as the open spaces are often filled

in with lace stitches. In the guipure the design is work-
ed on muslin but without the net foundation, and the

parts not- wanted cut away, and the pattern is then

joined by brides and pecots. These laces are made in

combination with striking effect.

TRIMMINGS.

BRAIDS are certainly the most prominent among Spring

trimmings. They are very much in evidence for the

trimming of all descriptions of costumes and coats

at the present time, and arc being shown in new designs

and color combinations to go with Spring goods.

Diamond patterns are well to the fore, and though

colors are mixed the general effect is subdued. The touch

( I gold, particularly with black, white or brown, is still

liked.

The much discussed raspberry red gown that Mrs.

• ••#•

••••• v
•»« * 0$ mm m. «••!! • & mi m •••• •
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New Embroidery—Shown by Konig & Stuffmann.

Alfred Vanderbilt wore ;it the New York Horse Show, was

trimmed with a braided pattern in black and gold

soutache.

Spangled trimmings are high in favor, andmanynovel
ways of using them are being devised by the leading dress-

makers. White lace gowns trimmed with bands of glit-

tering' black spangles are among the latest styles.

In Spring lines these trimmings show the raised effect,

and in many there is an introduction of Color—such as

pinkish mauve, violet, coral pink, and gold and silver.

Exclusive dressmakers are using quantities of band

embroideries, and this is sure to react on the general

trade, and embroidered bands and trimmings of cloth,

leather, silk and linen are shown.

Spangled stock collars, and yoke effects have been

splendid sellers to the general trade. A novelty shown is

yoke, stock collar in one with yoke edge of a godet

lo6
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Dry Goods

/ NEW YORK.
17 X 19. WHITE STREET.

WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
PAQUETTE BROS., Sole Agent; for Canada.

527 Board of Trade. MONTREAL.

DRY GOODS REVIEW

t:
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
ind abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
Special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Address: Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

!

Our Laces for the Spring of 1905 are now ready. We give Jan.

1st delivery, and have a great range of Valenciennes and Fancy

Laces,i comprising all the newest weaves of English, French and

German manufacture.
[ETURNED ^f- 0m?^ . .

aN <U W^11
"

6 anc* see our own exclusive patterns.

EVERYTHING IN LACES. PRICES THE LOWEST.

^f^CANADA VEILING CO.
~3&¥

STREET, "TORONTO.

S]ViAMiWRRES
m

SKIRT BELTINGS
PRUSSIAN BINDINGS
DUPLEX BELTINGS

TAPES
GARTER WEBS

m

Shoe a"" Corset Laces
Our factory at St. George's Mills is the best

equipped in England, and turns out regularly

every week thousands of gross of Laces of all

kinds.

Ladies' and Gents' Fine Shoe Laces.

Spiral Tagged Laces.

Imitation Silk Laces.

Round, Tubular and Flat Corset Laces.

We can supply ANYTHING in Laces.

m
WOOL MENDINGS
BLIND CORDS

ELASTIC BRAIDS
WEBBINGS
CORK S0CK8

4tt

FAIREBROS.&CH1
MANUFACTURERS, LEICESTER

Canadian Representative : STAPLETON CALDECOTT, 70 Bay St., TORONTO. ENC.
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flounce. This was nol particularly expensive and should

prove ;i seller as it means little trouble for the dress-

maker.

Persian bands and gaioons are still in vogue— they are

called Persian, hut the patterns are often Japanese.

Dresden and Renaissance "imps and passementeries are

.shown in lighl and pretty designs, generally of wood silk,

and. if attractiveness counts, these trimmings should meet

with a ready sale.

Ribbon is to he used extensively as a dress trimming

and among novelties is a ribbon that draws up for a

ruffle. Some beautiful narrow ribbons with frilled edges

and embroidered garlands in natural colors are shown.

Leather is introduced into many id' the new trimmings,

and some id' the braids have narrow strips of leather in-

troduced.

In sample lines from Germany a greal deal of use is

Leather and Chiffon.

<5|*38*
Trimming of Embroidered Leather.

Elaborate Passementerie of Embroidered Leather, Gimp and Silk.

made of leather nut only in the natural color but dyed in

all fashionable shades. Stamped out figures of leather

are seen as the centre motive of a galoon, and surrounded

by silk embroidery. Sometimes this centre takes the form

of a flower motive, and is raised high above the rest of the

design. Narrow trimmings are seen, in which braids and

passementerie are used, threaded in and out of leather

rings. These leather effects are as yet the chief novelty

seen lor Spring, but just how they are going to take is not

yet determined. Leather and kid have been used pretty

freely in millinery and also for vests and other acces-

sories in the past season, so that this is not quite their

li i st appearance.

Another favorite trimming, that is still to the fore, is

embroidered chiffon applique, and each season it is brought

out in new and more taking patterns and colorings. To
all appearance it is again destined for another good sea-

son 's selling.

Annaburg is sending out a number of lovely trim-

mings thai certainly do not tally with the reports
that emanate from some sources that plain and
severe styles are gaining ground. Indeed, it is difficult

to connect the plain idea with the fabrics that are selling

for Spring, for they are of such a nature that they seem
to call for elaborate treatment and trimmings. Usually,
too, manufacturers work in concert, and thus harmony is

produced.

Embroidered trimmings of all kinds are shown—em-
broidered leather, embroidered silk, cloth and linen.

These embroideries arc often in shaded colors and are

vandyke and drop in form—not drop ornament, but a
flat trimming ending in a Hat bull that breaks up the

shillings that head a flounce into groups. The button
effect is very prominent, and anything in the nature of a
round goes.

Round motifs from the size of a 5Uc piece up in em-
broidery and embroidery and broderie anglaise are among
leading novelties. These come both separate and de-

tachable. Shaded pastiles in shaded rounds, elongated,

diamonds, ovals, etc., are also shown.

Variegated braids of wood silk, chiefly in narrow
widths, and showing minute splashes of many colors on a
white ground, are shown to trim the fashionable shot

silks and mohairs. In these bright silk braids are shown
some simple yet effective trimmings in Greek key pat-

terns. They are made up of an inch wide braid with a

loop-edge and a narrow soutache.

Trimmings of embroidered leather, and trimmings with

embroidered or plain insets of leather in passementeries

of gimp and silk, are the latest. Leather appears in

these trimmings, taking the place of silk in leaves, flow-

ers, etc., and is shown in simple forms like those made
familiar by the perennial embroidered chiffons, and also

in medium and most elaborate effects. It is seen in the

natural tans and browns, and also in all the fashionable

shades from pastels up. The Review illustrates three

styles of leather trimming. One has only the novelty of

material, as leather is used in place of chiffon in the

flowers. The second is of reddish brown leather, almost
copper color, and is embroidered in dull green. The
third is a very elaborate trimming of leather, silk and
gimp. The raised flowers are of stamped-out leather and
are centred with a ball of silk. In all trimmings green is

noticeably prominent. Reseda is good, but the most seen

shade is a clear, bright green, hardly a Paddy green, but

rather a light shade of hunters' green. This color is

combined with a soft shade of orange, not coq-de-roche,

that is dead, but a soft, pretty shade. Green and orange
—if sounds as though they would quarrel—but they are

in perfect harmony and the effect is rich, not gay.

BELTS.

KEEP belts have taken an upward turn in the back,

where in some exaggerated instances they reach in

two sharp points almost to the shoulders. The

downward droop at the front is no less exaggerated. The

Victorian corslet is the newest effect. It is made of soft

finished taffeta or other soft silk and is very wide. In

front the deep point is stiffened, and at the back, there is

a deep shaped buckle. The front is 7 or S inches deep and

is rounded at the top where it is bordered with niching

and otherwise decorated. Pompadour silk is used for these
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belts. Many of t ho high girdles when of plain velvet or

silk, are often elaborated with jeweled buttons or tiny

bows.

"The kid belt remains popular for wear with tailored

costumes. Both gloss; and dull kids are used. Wide

belts of pale pink or blue kid set with polished silver but-

t. ns will be popular with youthful wearers."

This is the style idea put before your customers by

one of the most widely read popular priced fashion

journals. Though perhaps it is extreme and to fit it to

manufactured belt lines it would admit of quite a few

modifications, it points pretty accurately to the trend in

belt styles.

Girdle belts in fanciful styles and effects and in trim-

ming and colors to match the new Spring dress shades, as

well as black and white, are indicated. A plentiful amount

of shirring decorates the newer girdle belts, and while the

folded girdle belt is in high favor shirrings are the latest.

There is generally some decoration up the point at the

back, either a buckle, a row of crochet or metal buttons,

etc. While deep points in front are in accordance with

style ideas, there are many figures to which they are not

becoming and many of the best selling belts are crushed

down into a buckle in front. Besides the soft finished

taffetas and peau de soie there is a new silk introduced

into belt lines. It has a soft finish and a rich satin surface

that bids fair to make it a valuable acquisition as it is

in accordance with the bright mohairs and silk warp ma-

terials that lead in Spring dress fabrics.

BUTTONS.

PRESENT styles are emphasising I lie liberal use of but-

tons and prospects £or all lines of buttons, both

plain and fancy, are extremely good. There is al-

ways a certain amount of enquiry for pearl for trimming

washing suits, but the vogue calls for other lines.

In high grade effects are some rich looking designs in

rhinestones set in enameled and oxidized metal, and other

mock jewels are used to give relief.

There is a wide range of enameled buttons in popular

priced lines, and also pressed and cut steel as well as

filigree patterns are shown. Gilt buttons in all sizes are

to the fore and round, dome and cone shapes are all sell-

ing.

Prospects for metal buttons are said to be extremely

good, and some nice sized orders are being booked. Cov-

ered buttons are very much used for trimming purposes,

and among those shown are those of velvet. Crochet but-

tons and braid-covered buttons are good selling lines.

Buttons are not only used as fasteners, but enter largely

into trimming schemes, the ends of straps and tabs, etc.,

being finished with one or more buttons, according to

size.

Shot effects are produced in buttons now, and the

latest novelty is bomb buttons in all sizes in shot

effects. A line of metal buttons in like Joseph's

coat of many colors, and the effects are rich and varied.

Buttons are much in evidence, and are generally bought

in two sizes—one suitable for the vest and the larger one

for the front of the coat.

Our
Specialties

Hosiery

Gloves

Underwear
Ribbons

Laces

Embroideries

Handkerchiefs

Lace Curtains

Lawns
Velveteens

Smallwares

and

The careful and

prompt filling

of Letter and

Travellers'
orders.

BEATTY, KERR & VERNER
LIMITED

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS IMPORTERS. 30 WELLINGTON ST. E., TORONTO

SAMPLES
OF OUR SPECIALTIES

are now in the hands of our travellers who will

have pleasure in calling upon you.

We solicit a share

of your patronage, and can assure you that it will

be to your advantage to inspect our samples before

placing any orders.

We specialize
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EMBROIDERIES.

A
MONTREAL importer lays stress upon the vogue of

the short skirt as ensuring the wearing of white

underskirts elaborately trimmed, always showing
the embroidered flounce and oftentimes a band to match
set in al the knees. This explains the confidence manu-

facturers of wash goods, especially, have

Will be shown in embroideries. Broderie ang-

Much Used. laise, though by no means a staple, is

in f;ood demand for this trimming. This

style has been heralded for over two seasons, and as the

style is practical and durable it is worth a fair trial by

all retailers. This is a step out of .the ordinary staple

trade, and the thin end of the wedge for a novelty busi-

ness which means increased profits.

Another place where embroideries will be strong is in

trimming wash dresses, although as indicated, val lace

takes the strongest place fur sheer fabrics. However,
mercerized fabrics and the numerous

Trimming imitations of wool fabrics in cotton

Wash Dresses, goods, immediately suggest embroi-

deries, as they have sufficient body.

This means an additional demand for Spring. The heavi-

er styles will here be very strong, and the button effects

and beautiful patterns in blind work, as well as in senn-

blind, like those illustrated, as well as the open-work

styles, will be used all along the line. Embroideries will

also be used on waists even of a sheer nature, although

hardly to the same extent as lace.

Although the general demand does not commence this

month, high-class city retailers always dispose of fine

quantities this month to exclusive trade in want of

choicest pickings. A good collection of staples and nov-

elties should be shown this month for the January sale

idea.

In smaller localities staples will always lead, and the

retailer has his own troubles in making fair profits

Novelties are generally used only on expensive goods,

and while they should be stocked dis-

A Practical cretion is advised. Blind, semi-blind

Scheme. and open-work embroideries will lead in

point of volume, while sets consisting

of bands of various widths and flounces and embroidered

all-overs are good property. A practical suggestion is

timely for small concerns who avoid novelties, and have

unsatisfactory profits. A good scheme adopted by some

good concerns is to carry a very small quantity of a

pattern. When they run out of this they replace it by

another, never putting in the original a second time. By

this means a fresh stock enables a change to ask better

prices, and the customer is always sure of getting an ex-

clusive pattern.

PARASOLS.

SUMMERS iike the two last ones are felt by the dry

goods trade very severely, and especially so by the

manufacturer of parasols, for if his business is to

prosper the sun must shine. Prospects are bright for a

good parasol season, weather permitting, since a parasol

matching or toning in with the costume gives just the

proper completing touch. White and black are always

staple, and moire this year is a favored silk. This is a

happy choice, as the watered pattern that is the beauty

of this silk shows off to the very best advantage in a

parasol cover. Following is a large range of black and

whites, and white and blacks in patterns, and among
them stripes are prominent.

Taffeta silks in the fashionable shades, with borders
introducing other colors, have more than attractiveness

to recommend them, as they enable more costumes to be
matched from a small stock, and this is a feature that is

always popular with buyers.

This year it is handsome borders that are the vogue.
One noticed was a large spot with graduated stripes of

the prevailing color. This was seen in all colors, and
was a particularly striking pattern. Japanese patterns,

as is to be expected, are prominent in parasol borders,

and it must be confessed that they are particularly ap-
propriate. Some warp prints are shown, but they are

hardly so well thought of as the plain and bordered silks.

Pastel shades are strong, and the most noted colors

are pink, sky, champagne, red, navy, etc., introducing
into the borders such colors as green, grey, torquoise,

etc. Colors, of course, are hardly settled on so early,

but the Spring dress shades will influence buying.

Soft, fluffy chiffon frills are very much the vogue. The
newest show a velvet spot in colors on white, in all

white and black on black. Frills also have an edge of

chenille, white with a black edge, and also a fancy

stitching in black and white. Lace plays an important
part, and galoons in net lace with heavy ball pattern are

so arranged that the scallops fit the gores. Another idea

was butterfly motifs scattered over the surface of the

cover. Shepherd's plaids in taffeta, with colored striped

satin borders, are also likely sellers.

Parasol handles are always handsome, and this year
is no exception. Silver, plain and frosted, gilt, oxidized

and crystal are leaders. These crystal handles are par-

ticularly pretty. One noticed was a ball of frosted

crystal with stars cut in it. These are only a few of the

effects seen.

FIRST EXPERIENCES.

AN interesting letter from a friend of The Review may
awaken some kindred reminiscences in the mem-
ories of a good many travelers.

"1 have now been over 20 years on the road, but I

often wonder, especially when I meet so many young fel-

laws nowadays, if they run up against the same difficul-

ties as I did 20 years ago. I was certainly green, hardly

knew enough to register or give my checks to the bag-

gageman. If my first customer could only have known
how many times I walked up and down before his store

before finally timidly bearding him in his den ! I was
with a Chicago jobber with a good range of linings.

Elaborately told him my name and business, to be cut

short by his reply that he didn't like the house, but as

he needed some material which he named (it has just

escaped me now) would buy a few pieces in black. I

didn't recognize the name, and told him I didn't have it.

To my astonishment he said : 'Got in a piece last week

from your firm.' 1 just wilted and implored him to come

and look at my samples and opened up in a hurry. I

learned that time the same material has sometimes sev-

eral names. That was all he bought. That evening I

met our dress goods man, who asked how much I sold

Mr. B. On my reply he whistled, and I learned he was

one of our best and biggest customers. The next morn-

ing he showed my linings and I learned a few things. It

was a narrow escape from a severe letter from the firm."

Advertising is often negatived by lack of co-ordination.

The advertising may be good, in itself, yet be so poorly

seconded by other details of business management as to

be very costly.

1GU
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Get Your Order Book Ready

OUR REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING

Fashionable Ladies are look-
ing for

Fancy Dress Waists
WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

—OF THE

—

AMERICAN BRAND

High-Class Waists
=* Shirt Waist Suits

Our travellers are out to see you.

Wait to see them and make your selection.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST CO.
30 St. George St., MONTREAL.

QUALITY SELLS

!

We maintain the superior quality of our goods at any cost. Get

our manufacture, and you have something to depend on.

Trade Mark

Dress Trimmings, Furriers' Trimmings
Braids—Pull Braids, Fancy Braids, Soutache, Tubular, etc., in

pure silk, " brilliant silk," silkoline.

Buttons— Barrel Buttons, crocheted and machine made, in all

styles and sizes.

Chenille— Soft and Wired ; Chenille Trimmings.

Cords- All kinds and sizes, in all colors.

Fringes— Silk and Chenille, plain and fancy.

Frogs- Of all descriptions.

Girdles—For men or women, for furs or robes.

Ornaments -To suit the manufacturing trade.

Tassels—of silk and chenille.

All designed and produced at the old and reliable

"Montreal Fringe and Tassel Works."

riOULTON & CO.
165 Nazareth Street, MONTREAL

(C H

SALEM
MONEY MAKERS

SOMETHING
NEW

IN

Waists
AND

SHIRT WAIST

Suits
SILK, LUSTRE, SATINE,

MUSLIN, ZEPHYRS and

Latest Novelty Weaves.

TAKE A LOOK AT THEM
WHEN OUR REPRESENTA-
TIVE CALLS. A COMPLETE
RANGE IN OUR MONTREAL

SAMPLE ROOM.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM COMPANY, limited

323 St. James St., MONTREAL
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high and is a turnover with rounded ends. The general

opinion about this waist is that it will take lots of

pushing to sell it, as the majority of women have no

love for a stiff starched collar.

01
EIDERS for waists for Spring trade are being

received in a decidedly encouraging number,

and, judging from reports, most merchants

will have a line of new wash waists on view at

the January sales. There are indications of an

inquiry for exclusive styles for showing at the Spring

openings later on in the year. That the end of the days

of the shirtwaist or blouse is not yet is very apparent,

and that it is still held in favor by the smart set, who

have such an influence on the life of a fashion, was veiv

apparent to all visitors at the New York Horse Show.
• *

*

THIS show always draws a large crowd of dressmak-

ers, designers, and heads of departments in both

wholesale and retail trade, as it affords a splendid

opportunity for seeing what are the tastes and prefer-

ences of the New York society leader, a taste influenced

and guided by her trusted advisors—her tailor, dress-

maker and milliner, either on mis side of the ocean or in

Paris.
• *

*

THE separate waist was largely worn not only in the

morning, when its presence was to a certain extent

expected, but also in the evening as well. The gen-

eral favorite was decidedly of white handkerchief linen

hand embroidered. Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt wore on more
than one occasion a waist of white satin with a two and

a half inch cuff at the wrist, and with a collar and

chemisette of lace lined with chiffon. These chemisettes,

by the way, ought to be noted by the makers of waists,

as they open up possibilities of new styles. The blouse

worn to complete the suit was made, in the majority of

cases, to match in color, but the material was of soft

finished silks or satins, or of crepe de chine. It was also

noticed that with a dark green cloth or velvet suit a

waist of pale green was donned.
• *

*

UPON the shape of the sleeve there is still consider-

able comment, but it seems pretty well settled that

the leg o' mutton is the right style. This sleeve is

not at all on exaggerated lines. The fullness is all above
the elbow and is shirred or pleated into the arm-hole,

and the fullness gradually tapers down until it fits easily

into the wristband. Some of these sleeves show long

rows of tuckings from shoulder to wrist, and the cuff is

either tucked or has insertion of lace or embroidery let

into it.

ONE of the prettiest sleeves the writer has yet seen

so far was perfectly untrimmed, and it was upon
its correct and graceful shape that it depended for

its selling merits. Tins is so radical a change that at

the first sight the buyers icommented on it adversely, but

when the sleeve was seen on either figure or model it

was a sure seller.

• *
•

TAILORED styles are much in evidence, and medium
weight linen, and linen finished duck, are both fav-

orites. The latest development in this class has

starched collar and cuffs. The collar is about 2 inches

POSITION OF SILK WAIST FOR SPRING.

SALESMEN returned for the holidays report decidedly

encouraging features regarding the position of the

separate silk waist for Spring. Orders booked at

this early date show that retailers have increased confi-

dence in the situation. That the separate waist is still

to be worn is unquestioned. More extensive lines will be

shown the trade this month, and a number of high-class

models are observed. The bulk of the trade is always
done on the medium and popular priced lines, and de-

signers have evolved creations which are succeeding well.

Spring and Summer is the waist season, and there is

just enough novelty in material, style and color to make
silk waists very interesting to buyers.

Tailored silk waists stand at the head of the list, and
the difference which lends interest is centred mainly upon
the sleeve, as The Review indicated some months ago.

The leg of mutton sleeve is unquestion-

ed, and the retail trade has welcomed Styles,

it. The elaborateness of this style

varies according to the price, the popular priced lines

showing a severe plainness with a tapering line from the

armhole to the wrist. Others in expensive lines show the

fullness plaited into the armhole, and tuckings from

shoulder to wrist, and a bit of val lace finishing the cuff,

generally two and one-half inches in size. Trimmings are

prominent. Extra wide all-silk embroidery is noticed on

many lines. Lace plays a strong part also, usually of

the plauen variety. Soutache braid is employed on popu-

lar lines even, and buttons are not entirely discarded,

although beautiful models have been seen without them.

The large 36 line glass button is sometimes seen. The
front of the waist is even longer and fuller than before,

although forecasters are predicting that the Paris tight-

litting model will be seen another season. This (change

is marked from present tendencies, and is far from gain-

ing a foothold for many seasons.

In silk waists at all prices colors can be found that

are in accord with general style tendencies in other ma-
terials. There is a strong feeling for white, black and

brown in the messaline variety. Navy
blue is the staple shade in all materials Colors.

and brown is proving a very close sec-

ond in all shades from seal to light tan. The silk waist

will go well in all colors, although white, navy blue and

brown should have the bulk of all orders, and a good

trade can be done on these. Lavender, violet, heliotrope

and light blues and pinks will have some call and may
strengthen.

A Montreal manufacturer recently returned from New
York markets comments upon the different systems in the

waist business. "The New York season is very short,"

he said, "in fact manufacturers are

only now preparing to show Spring New York

lines. The well-established houses have Trade,

had a successful Fall business, vindicat-

ing the position of the separate waist, but their method

of doing business necessitates the closing of factories and

throwing many out of work except when the season is on.

Short seasons mean high pressure for all concerned, but

our system is to keep running smoothly the year through,

giving steady work and prompt delivery. Nothing newer

than we have here can be found in New York markets."
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High-Class Waists
Our line has been greatly strengthened, in keeping with the trend of the demand
of the Canadian trade, and our men will take the road for the New Year, with

an entirely NEW LINE of up-to-the-minute styles in

Messalines, Etamines,

Taffetas, Lustres,

Peau de Soies, Whipcords,
ETC.

Events during the past few weeks have confirmed our opinion that it is the

greatest collection ever shown by us—lavishly rich in exclusive designs, and filled

with "sellers" that will make trade in this department.
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The New York Silk Waist Mnfg. Co
40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL
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PKIN<! trade lias already opened but well and

the big wholesale houses of this city are well

pleased with the volume of the orders already

sent in by their travelers during the last few

weeks of the year. But, of course, the great

bulk of this trade remains to be done yet. Collections

have been none too good during the Fall, owing to various

reasons. But sorting trade during December has indicat-

ed that stocks are being well cleared out and from nearly

all parts of the Northwest payments are coming in more
freely.

•

In staples for Spring interest naturally centres in the

price of cotton goods, which, owing to the extremely high

prices of raw cotton during the last year ,are still at a

high level. Many retailers will feel the high price of cot-

ton this year more than last as a year ago they had
bought well in advance and they were protected by the

wholesale houses. Prices for Spring of 1905 are probably

a trifle lower than last Fall.
• *

•

In dress goods, the noticeable feature is the undis-

puted supremacy of plain colors. Fancy patterns have

little place this year and very few of them are shown.

Soft, light clinging fabrics such as voiles, crepolines,

alpacas ami lustres have the call for Spring trade, and
these are shown in the Winnipeg jobbing houses in great

variety of colors. Champagnes and greens are the popular

coiors in the lighter shades, while browns and navies are

most prominent in the darker shades. While the lighter

class of fabrics are undoubtedly the most popular, tweeds

and cheviots are, nevertheless, staples and will be sold as

long as any class of dress goods are in demand. Here
also plain colors or very small patterns predominate.

• •
•

Alpacas and lustres are shown in all varieties of shade
and color for shirtwaist suits. Silks promise to be very

popular for shirtwaists and thus early in the season they

are selling better than ever before. Check voiles in silk

and wove are heralded as the very newest thing for shirt-

waists and they are shown in great variety of colors.

They are manufactured in single colors but with a very

tine cheek. Crepolines are meeting with a good reception

and are shown in all the plaids of the popular plain colors
— champagnes, greens, browns, and navies. Blacks, of

cousre, are also a feature. A great variety of eoliennes

plain and figured, are displayed in all the different shades

for afternoon and evening wear. Plain lustres are bound
to be favorites in most shades of colors but the attention

of the trade seems to be centred for the most part on the

creams and navies. Mohair suitings in spot, hair-line,

and phantom checks are also very prominent and should

be a safe line to feature during 1905.

•

One leading house is pushing energetically a new line

of "Faille Berca" silk intended as a lining to take the

place of taffetas. It is claimed for it that it has all the

advantages of the taffeta, is cheaper, and is strong and

untearable.
• «

*

In trimmings, smalhvares ami dress accessories some
interesting novelties are shown. Sequins, boleros and
cape collars are very prominent in the new season's stock

and will undoubtedly be popular among high class trade.

Sequin stock collars in black and white and in steel and
black arc shown in great variety. Stole collars constitute

a Imc "l French goods which are intended tor the ultra

trade. They are made in navy, French gray and brown.
• •

•

h\ belts some new styles are shown. Perhaps the most
noticeable of the new lines is a leather belt with a dia-

mond-shaped back, the centre of the diamond being white
with colored borders. These belts are in all the fashion-
able shades such as brown, green, red, navy and black.

They are trimmed with plain brass buttons. A similar

style of belt is shown in silk instead, of leather, with

shirred centres. The colors are burnt orange, brown, sky,

cardinal, green, pink, marine blue and black.

Salesmen are very enthusiastic over a Parisian im-
portation of broad elastic belts which seem likely to be
popular. These are shown in different styles such as the

plain elastic and the beaded elastic. A variation which
will probably prove more popular this season is a wide
satin belt with elastic ends. Buttons are very popular
this season as ornaments and these belts are all trimmed
in this way.

•

In laces a wonderful variety of goods is ottered by the

Winnipeg houses. Stocks were never so large as this

year and buyers may find it hard to make selections from
the immense variety of new things claiming attention.

There is„ however, no disputing the fact that lace is

bound to be more in demand this year than before and
large stocks are necessary. In all these matters fashion-

able may be seen the working of the law of compensation
for the popularity of laces has caused the sale of em-
broideries to decline.

For Summer dresses the big jobbing houses are push-
ing lace in two tone effects. Some of these are very hand-
some, while . others offered in large quantity are posi-

tively ugly. There can be little doubt, however, that the

two-tone effect in lace trimmings will repeat in Canada
during 1905 its earlier popularity abroad and merchants
will make a mistake if they do not stock this line. But
at the same time great care is necessary in selecting the

goods as many styles are shown which would be apt to

be slow sellers. They are a line of goods which the trade
are already buying at the request of salesmen, but results

in Canada remain to be seen.

Planen laces in band and medallion and Oriental ef-

fects are shown in great variety. This is a cotton lace

and the trade and public are often puzzled to know why-

it should be so much higher in price than ordinary cot-

ton lace. The reason lies in the fact that particular care

is exercised in its manufacture by a very peculiar method.
It is embroidered on flannel which is then burnt off by
chemicals which destroy the flannel but do not injure the

cotton lace. This is the explanation given of the high
price of cotton lace.

Fashion has decreed that net laces shall be used ex-

tensively for sleeve effects in 1905 and the trade are

stocking up accordingly. There is very little that is new
in these lines of lace goods but they are shown in probably
greater variety than ever before.

Raised effects are very prominent in the laces offered

this year and they are to be seen in nearly all varieties

of goods. Their popularity seems to be assured.
• *

•

In the trimmings and smallwares department of one
of the big wholesale houses in Winnipeg The iteview no-

ticed a big assort men t of Galician head shawls which
were shown in almost every conceivable combination of
color. There could be no difficulty in telling what they
were as they are to be seen on the heads of the immigrant
Galician women any day in Winnipeg, particularly in the
north end and near the C. P. R. station.

"Are many of these sold?" asked The Review repre-

sentative.

"We sell them in ten and twelve dozen lots to mer-
chants in the country in districts where the Galicians
have settled," was the reply. "But strange to say, we
can't get the Winnipeg merchants to handle them. Why,
only the other day we had some Galician women on this

floor scrubbing and cleaning up. They discovered these
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head dresses and immediately they went into raptures

over them. They insisted that they must have them and

explained that they had tried to get them in the city

stores hut none of them had them in stock. We explained

that we could not sell to them but that they might ob-

tain them through any dry goods merchant if they would

send him to us for the goods. The next day a north end

dry goods man came in and bought several dozen of these

shawls and he has been back since for more."
All of which goes to point out that the requirements

of the immigrant class should not be neglected by the

western merchant.

•

In dress trimmings some big changes are shown for

L90t5. The most radical change is the immense vogue of

the military braid trimmings. These are shown in such

profusion and variety that it is quite evident the buyers

for the wholesale houses are convinced of their great

popularity this year. The popular shades in these braid

trimmings are brown and navy blue, but many others are

shown and will doubtless meet with some popularity. A
good variety of greens is shown and thev are selling

fairly well in sympathy with the demand for odd shades

in neckwear. Green is moreover a far from unfashionable

color and a limited stock of the green military braids

should be a safe investment. Fashion has also set the

seal of its approval on burnt orange and it is found as

a second color in many braids. It is seen in some braids

as a ground effect and may meet with some reception,

although it seems scarcely suited for a ground effect.

Wood fibre effects are shown again this year in black,

steel, and white and they are continuing their success of

last year at more popular prices.

Anything in the military effect in braids seems popu-

lar for this season and very many peculiar and not in-

artistic designs are shown. On nearly all the braid

effects little tabs are shown; this is, indeed, one of the

most noticeable features of the new season's braids.

l'rominence is given by the jobbing houses to a line of

Swiss braids which are hand-made with chiffon founda-

tions. These are shown in black and white.

But braids do not hold undisputed supremacy as trim-

mings, as buttons also bid fair to be popular next sea-

son for military effects.

While there is no doubt that the military braids will

have considerable vogue, merchants will be well advised

in buyin 0, carefully and not too lavishly. It is, of course,

essential to a well conducted business that a good variety

be shown but it must also be borne in mind that while

laces always command their price there is no stock which
so quickly becomes dead as dress trimmings. It is never
safe to carry over one season's stock to another, for there

is nothing in which Dame Fashion is more tickle than in

her changing preferences for trimmings.
• •

•

Sometimes western merchants seem inclined to think
that because they are situated in a new country they can-
not handle the most expensive trimmings. The same com-
plaint is to be heard in the east in country districts. But
there are very few stores which have not as possible cus-

tomers a few who want high-class goods and there is no
surer way of directing a customer's trade in the direction

of the city catalogue house than by forcing her to send
there for goods which she can't get at her own local store.

In this connection it might be mentioned that The Review
was shown in a Winnipeg wholesale house a line of trim-

mings which is particularly expensive. It consists of very
large ornaments and is sold by the yard. The single or-

naments can, however, be readily detached and as no two
are similar in the same yard, merchants can sell them
separately at a better price than could be obtained by the

yard. Trimmings of this character sold well last year in

the Edmonton and Calgary districts and the fact proves
that there is nothing too good for western trade if mer-
chants will only believe it. It is in just such lines as
these that the most profit is made.

In men's furnishings lor Spring of 1905 there is no

very radical change. Efforts are still being made to re-

vive the old time vogue of the wing collar, but they are

meeting with only fair success. As the man in charge of

the men's furnishing department in one local establish-

ment expressed it, "We are still selling at least 20 dozen

of the roll collars to one dozen of the wing collars. The
public are well satisfied with the roll collar and it is

comfortable. I am convinced that the principal call for

wing collars comes from the manufacturers, as they cost

them less to manufacture and launder."

While this is probably something like the ratio of

sales last year it is nevertheless the case that the popu-

larity of the wing collar appears to be on the increase

and it is shown in some new and handsome shapes with

both round and square corners.

For wear with negligee shirts a low lying long point

collar is shown with high and low button holes. This

collar comes down low in the front owing to its long points

and owing to its comfort and general suitability for Sum-
mer wear it seems likely to l-epeat its success of last

season.

In neckwear there are no startling changes. Browns
are still very popular but it is doubtful whether the de-

mand for them will continue as brisk as at the present

time. They figure prominently, however, in the showing
of Spring goods. Ombre effects will probably be the best

sellers.

The puff is naturally relegated to a back seat in cravat-

dom during the Summer months and the narrower derbies

and four-in-hands are the popular goods. Plain silks, with

sometimes a very small pattern, are prominent among the

new goods. The tendency seems to be towards either quite

plain goods or goods with a very small pattern.

Notes.

R. J. Whitten & Co. have greatly enlarged their de-

partment devoted to smallwares, trimmings, and ladies'

fancy goods. Their recent extensive additions to their

big warehouse allow them to greatly extend this depart-

ment.

Friends of Mr. R. J. Whitla, head of R. J. Whitla &
Co., of Winnipeg, will be interested in the following from
the Belfast Evening Telegraph referring to his distin-

guished brother in the Old Land. The article in this Irish

paper refers to the unveiling in the Medical Institute at

Belfast at the annual dinner of the Ulster Medical So-

ciety of a bust of Sir William Whitla, M.D. The Tele-

graph says: "It will be remembered that some time ago

Sir William built the institute referred to, and presented

it free of cost to the medical men of Belfast and Ulster.

It was a munificent gift, and has since proved a great

boon to the profession, for which it was intended. At
the time it was opened it was noticed that nowhere on or

in the building was there any mention of the generous
donor. That omission has now been rectified by the beau-

tiful bust which was unveiled on Saturday by Sir Lauder
Brnnton, M.I)., of London, the greatest living pharma-
cologist, and who paid a high and well deserved compli-

ment to Sir William Whitla. The bust, which is the work
of Miss Kathleen Shaw, the well known Trish sculptor, is

an excellent likeness of the original, and will for genera-

tions to come be a memorial of one who has shown such

a lovely example. Sir William Whitla has been a success-

ful practitioner, an able teacher, and an author whose
books have become standard works of reference in all parts

of the world. Apart, therefore, from any monument in

marble, his name and fame are sure to be rememhered
for generations to come. Still the men of the present day
owe it as a duty to themselves to recognize his worth and
w^ork, and to do something towards helping to perpetuate
them. Like all truly great men. Sir William Whitla is

a modest man, and he seemed overwhelmed on Saturday
evening by the enthusiasm in which he was received. We
trust he will be long spared to add lustre to the city and
profession of which he is such an ornament."
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INDIVIDUALITY
DURABILITY

DESIRABILITY
are personified in our productions.

VALUES UNEQUALLED

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers Wholesale

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL.
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JOHN W. PECK & CO.
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF ~^")

Clothing, Fur Goods and

Shirts, Hats and Caps

Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Gauntlets
Dog,
Coon,
Prairie Dog,
Buffalo,
Galloway.

Threshers'
Gauntlets

Of all descriptions.

Mitts and
Gloves

Lined and Unlined.

Saranac,
Cai.f,

Mule,
Horse,
Buckskin,
Mocha,
Napa Tan,
Chrome,
Hog Skin,

Russet.

Be Sure you get the Best

When you want "something better" than you

have been using, try

The Sovereen Goods.

They possess Style, Workmanship,

and Durability.

Our Celebrated Black Galloway

Robes, Coats and Gauntlets

cannot be excelled. Warranted not to get

hard from Use or Age. We respectfully ask

you to defer placing orders until you see our

Samples for 1905.

Men's Coats

Persian Lamb
and

Astrachan
Coats,

Vests,
Pea Jackets.

Ladies'

Jackets

Collarettes,
Ruffs,
Caps.

Knitted
Goods

All kinds of

Men's A* Boys'

mitts.

The Sovereen Mitt, Glove & Robe Co.,™ Delhi, ont.
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A GREAT FUR EXHIBIT.

WITHOUT a doubt, one of the largest, most
complete and grandest exhibits of furs

ever shown at any World's Fair or Ex-

position was that of Funsten Bros. & Co.,

fur commission merchants of St. Louis,

I .S.A., shown in the Forestry; Fish and Game Building

at the St. Louis World's Fair and Louisiana Purchase

Kxposition. This firm being' the largest receivers of furs

in America, were in a position to show to the world the/

very rarest and most costly furs that could be obtained

in various parts of the world.

The exhibit covered a space of about two thousand

square feet, and was most artistic and original in its ar-

rangement. At one end was a beautiful Autumn forest

scene of natural trees with a running stream of water in

two large growing trees planted in the ground with the

branches interwoven, in which were seen various artisti-

cally mounted fur-bearing' animals, thus giving the gen-

eral exhibit a most beautiful, artistic and finished effect.

The idea of "furs from forest to home" was carried out

in a very realistic manner.

This exhibit was not only a most pleasing and attrac-

tive one to the millions of people who visited the greatest

World's Fair ever known, but it Mas decidedly one of the

most educational from every standpoint, as millions of

people saw furs that they did not know were in existence.

There was absolutely nothing that was overlooked in

making this exhibit most instructive and complete. Every

kind of fur from every part of the earth was displayed,

from the great bison and musk-ox down to the tiny mole

skin and the ermine. Among some of the rare and costly

furs were seen three of the finest black fox skins, which

were obtained in Alaska, valued at $G,0U0. Many other

silver and black foxes valued at from $300 to $1,500 each

were shown; also very rare specimens of the sea otter,

valued at from $1,000 to $2,000 each: the beautiful sable,

royal ermine and many other rare and costly skins for

garments were displayed in quantities. A most beauti-

View of Fur Exhibit of Funsten Bros. Co. at St. Louis Fair.

plain view. Different kinds of fur-bearing animals

mounted in the most life-like manner in natural poses,

either trapped, at bay or in repose, made the whole ar-

rangement seem like a trapper's paradise. The exquisite

landscape background executed by one of the great artists

of the country formed a most pleasing and artistic set-

ting. At the other end Avas a quaint and attractive old-

fashioned forester's cabin, which made a beautiful show-

room for the rare and costly furs which the company
exhibited to the public. Between the forest and cabin

scene were four immense plate glass solid oak show cases,

in which were displayed a magnificent line of fine

fur garments and unusually rare skins, which went
far toward winning the Grand Prize for this

enterprising firm. The facade of the ex-

hibit was made of tree trunks of equal size con-

nected with a large wrought iron chain, from which were

hung traps of all kinds and sizes. At the entrance were

ful collection of fur skins of the kind that come from

different parts of the United States were also! jraost in;-

t cresting, such as the raccoon, mink, skunk, opossum,

beaver, fox, otter, etc. These American skins form a

large factor of the fur trade of the world. The Avonder-

ful effects in dyeing and imitating, which have been at-

tained in recent years, wei'e shown in a most instructive

way. Fur garments made of the Imperial sable, royal

ermine, chinchilla, mink, fox, and other kinds, in fact

everything of this kind from the low-priced to the most

costly and elegant were shown.

Another beautiful featur-e of this exhibit was the un-

usual collection of magnificent fur rugs made of the fin-

est specimens of skins of the various kinds of animals

used for this purpose. The largest and finest specimen of

the black mane lion was made into a rug, the head of

which was mounted life size with mouth open in a most

life-like way. All of the taxidermy was of the very

it;-;
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finest and must artistic. Other exceptional specimens of

the lion, Manchurian, Mongolian and Bengal tigers, viand

and massive grizzly, polar and other kinds of bear

among which were shown the largesl and finest specimens

of the grizzly and the largesl and fines! specimens of

polar hears ever known to the Cur trade. The large

record grizzly was especially a grand specimen.

Funsten Bros. & Co., are neither manufacturers nor

retail furriers; their business is to receive and sell furs

for the trapper, hunter and trader from all over the

United States. Canada and Alaska. They don't buy any
furs at all, hut sell raw furs on commission, receiving

them in any quantity from one skin to unlimited quanti-

ties, giving the same careful attention to every shipment

that they receive. Tt is their purpose to obtain the very

best possible net results to the trapper or shipper of raw-

furs. They send out no traveling men to solicit ship-

ments, but depend entirely upon the results of their sales

for further business nC 1 Un
Before the first day of January. 1905, they will move

into their new and commodious building, which is liA<$|d

by themselves and designed especially for their business.

This building is undoubtedly one of the finest and most

modern fur buildings in America, having' the best lighted

; alesroom and every facility for conducting economically

their great fur business. St. Louis is the largest primary
f ir market in the world, and this fact is perhaps due

more to the firm of Funsten Bros. & Co. than any com-

bination of houses in the fur trade. Winning the Grand
I'TJze, wlvch vas the highest award at the greatest

World's Fair in history, is indeed a well deserved tribute.

sibly the price may account for this. In imitation both

white squirrel and white rabbit are seen and white curacul

is another fur that is gaining ground. Alaska sable is

handicapped this year because of its color— the run is

on brown furs this season.

Fur lined garments are selling extremely well and are

so much sought after that they are stocked in most cloak

departments. Possibly the severe weather last Winter
helped to create a demand for this class of wraps tor they

are so comfortable for use on so many occasions. The
colors of the outer shell is either champagne, garnet, grey,

white or black and all the lining furs are used for the in-

side. The collars are generally of dyed fox or Alaska

sable.

JAN -t> ^OJL

TRADE REVIEW.

IX spite of the weather which has not yet made the

wearing of furs a matter of necessity, furriers have

had an extremely busy season. The Christmas trade

in furs has been particularly large, and the call has been
to a great extent for better grades. Furs are worn now-
a-days because they are fashionable and not for comfort
alone, and even on the mildest of days nearly every

women you meet will lie wearing her furs, and another
fact is also apparent, a woman has now all the fur gar-

ments she can afford.

Of all the coat styles seen in the beginning of the

season the one almost universally adopted is only slightly

bloused in front, but as it has the large revers and collar

and is generally worn open, the fullness is more apparent
than real. The skirl pari is of medium length and there

is a girdle of passementerie.

Persian lamb with collar, revers and cuffs of mink or

sable is just ns strong in popular favor as ever in spite of

the fact that it has had such a long run. The shawl col-

lar is the latest and there is a tendency also towards the

high Medeci collar. This certainly is a much more
sensible style for wear in the Canadian Winter.

Since grey squirrel came down l" a reasonable price

there is a tend,. n ,.y to adopt it for a misses' fur, and
quite a number of young women are seen with coats or

sets of this fur.

Isabella ami sable fox are very much worn and white

fox has had a very good season.

There are an immense number of fancy furs, and these

are made up in some rather outre styles.

Ermine is hardly so prominent as last year hut pos-

^~m-o

Persian Lamb and Mink Persian Lamb and Mink.
Shown by W. E. Orr & Co.. 93 Yonge St.

THE ST. LOUIS FUR MARKETS.
Special report to The Review from Funsten Bros. 4 Oo

NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that the fur season this

year was considerably later than usual in becoming

established, St. Louis has made a fine start and

surpassed up to the present time any previous record for

volume of business. The market has been extremely ac-

tive since the opening, and the dealers and exporters,

while buying heavily, have re-sold on small margins,

which has made an active market. Raccoon have sold

fairlv well, with an increased inquiry for this article; as

quality improves a better demand seems to develop.

There has been something of a boom in mink. Every

skin has been picked up as fast as offered, and some large

quantities have been disposed of Receipts of musk rat

are also increasing and selling satisfactorily. Prime

northern skunk of good sizes are also in extremely good

demand at a good basis of value. Opossum have declined,

variously estimated at from If) to 25 per cent. About
everything else on the list is selling well, and the pros-

pects are that the St. Louis market will do a very much
larger volume of business than any time previous in the

history of the market. The theory of 1 he dealers and ex-

porters in this market is to handle large quantities on
small margins, which prevents any large accumulations

and keeps an active market on the right basis all the

'nne. Prospects seem good for a satisfactory season.
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FURS OF QUALITY
My Furs are Furs of Quality.

From the raw material to the finished article

nothing but the best is considered for a moment.

MY FURS are all selected from the choicest skins

on the market.

MY LININGS and trimmings are chosen with care-

ful attention to the article they are designed to

finish.

MY DESIGNERS are experts, men of ability and
experience.

MY WORKMEN are engaged each in his own par-
ticular class of manufacture. I have jacket and
coat experts, ruff and muff experts, all artists in

the fur business.

MY PERSONAL SUPERVISION is given to every
detail and no goods leave my warehouse that are
not guaranteed satisfactory in every respect.

IN BUYING FURS too much .attention cannot be
paid to the quality, if you are to please your cus-

tomers and keep them.

The above brand will ensure you

HJRS OF QUALITY
I have for quick shipment a few choice lines, as

follows :

Fur-Lined Coats,
in

?"
<

?
ualities

Astrachan Jackets.

American Stonemarten Muffs

and Ruffs.

Real Stonemarten Muffs and

| Ruffs.

Black, Blue and White
Thibet Muffs and Ruffs.

Some of these may fill up your stocks, for the de-
mand is not over yet.

I pay half charges on all long distance telephone
orders or enquiries. Tel. Main 3319.

Consignments of Raw Furs solicited.

A. J. ALEXANDOR
504-6 St. Paul St., - - Montreal

J

1* HEADQUARTERS FOR

Persian and Russian

Lamb Jackets.
We offer specials this month for immediate

delivery. . Samples sent anywhere. Special orders

promptly filled.

An investigation will prove we are leaders.

If correct style appeals to you

—

If price is an object

—

If finely-made goods are a consideration

—

If fit guaranteed interests you

—

Then you cannot afford to pass our samples of

Persian, trimmed with Mink, and Russian Lamb
Jackets. Samples can be seen during the

Summer for Fall delivery.

Better get in touch with us.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

Gait Robe Co.

Gait, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Standard Buffalo Robes, Rugs,

STANDARD
TRADE MARK

Cold Weather

Garments,

Buffalo and

Astrachan Coats,

Astrachan Cloths,

and a complete

range of

Carriage Dusters

sold by all the leading jobbers.
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Our Ontario Travellers begin their Spring placing

trip on January 3rd, with a full line of Coats, Skirts,

Costumes and Shirt-Waist Suits of the better sort.

We ask you to see and compare our samples before

buying.

"We want your business, That's why we advertise."

"\

T? Merchants' Mantle Manufacturing Co.
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR

Limited

36 WELLINGTON ST. E. and
I, 3, S LEADER L4NE.

Coats, Costumes and Skirts.

TORONTO, Canada.

Canadian Buyers
can always count on seeing the latest

best, and choicest mantle modes in our

showrooms. Our success is in saleable,

medium-priced goods, not in extremes,

and a look through our samples will show the extent of our range and the infinite variety of our

ideas. We would like to mail our Pattern Book to buyers who cannot visit our showrooms.

Any request will have prompt attention.

Specialties

Ladies' Coats and Costumes
ALSO WATERPROOFS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES and FURS.

OLD CHANGE BUILDINGS, OLD CHANGE, EC, LONDON,

170
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CLOAIiS, COSTUMES
AND SHIRTS

HIRTWAIST suits are sure to be a leading line

iu the suit departments in the coming Spring

and Summer, but if the suit buyer wants to

successfully compete with the dressmaker and

the dress department, lie will have to be care-

ful of the class of suits that he buys, for there are sure

to be shirtwaist suits and shirtwaist suits, and it is not

the trash that is going to bring trade to his department.

He must remember that the dressmaker is not going to

work for nothing and that dressmakers command a high

rate of wages now-a-days. The fact, too, that there is

greater scope for choice when the material is bought and

made up. should make a buyer careful to stock only those

suits whose merits are so obvious that they can success-

fully and triumphantly outdo in style and fit anything

that the dressmaker can turn out. These will not be

among the very low priced suits for obvious reasons, hut

because of their smartness and style the price will be paid

for them.

Money is plentiful now in Canada and women can be

induced to pay the price of a good article. There is one

thing, however, the merchant, who is going to stock shirt-

waist suits, if he does not intend to lose a large number of

sales, and to have endless bother, must be prepared to

make alterations. There will be little or no trouble with

the waists, for sizes are down pretty fine, but it is in the

length of the skirt to go with the particular sized waist

where the trouble is going to he. Quite a number of wo-

men will take a 36 waist but it is not at all probable that

there will be a difference in the length of the skirt wanted.

Manufacturers are making skirts loner enough, so that

this will help, and are hemming" up the bottoms instead of

facing them. For some figures the skirt mav he tight

across the hips, though with the wider skirts now worn
this is not such a frequent fault. This may be remedied

by cutting a little off the top. These alterations are easy

to make, but the facilities for making them are very ne-

cessary to the successful running of the department.

Both plain and fancy lustres and mohairs will be used

for making up into shirtwaist suits, and the colors most in

evidence are cream, brown, navy and green. Mannish
effects will be very popular, as they are a leading- feature

in Spring materials.

The style idea is the silk suit and it will be very ex-

tensively worn. There will be a goodly number of plain

taffetas and in hlack peau de soie, hut shot effects will

be the leaders. Blue and green is in great favor and
shots with black warps are another popular style.

Dyed ponp-ees are also being made up into beautiful

suits and there will be no question as to their wearing-

qualities. Hair line checks in hlue and white, green and
white, brown and white, etc.. are among- the likely sellers.

These high grade suits embody all the advance ideas,

and the chemisette in the ones for early Spring covered
with chiffon applique and also the surplice front is in
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evidence. Some of the suits in the softer makes of silks

are slightly Moused at the back. Fiber braids both to

match and in mingled colors that tone in with the shot

effects are very much used.

The sleeves are the new leg o' mutton or have the

large puff above the elbow, and the long mitane cuff. The
skirts are invariably pleated in some form or other and
fit the hips sungly and flare loose below.

With these expensive silk suits and also with the bet-

ter class of mohairs the suggestion is made that it might
be a good plan to only tack the hem up, and putting also

a fold of soft lining in to prevent a crease forming at the

bottom. If this were done there would be no trace left

if an alteration had to be made and it would be an easy
matter to machine the hem if it was all right, and surely
the advantage would outweig-h the trouble.

FIT AND CUT IN READY MADES.
TT seems hardly credible that so many merchants, who
1 buy ready-to-wear garments, snap up any lines at all,

provided they can be had within a certain range of
price, without taking into consideration that the material
and making have been fkimped in every possible way.

When it is reflected that cut and fit are the corner
stones of a department'* reputation— the chief foundation
on which trade must bfl built— it does not seem possible
that they should be so often set aside and ignored,
knowingly or unknowingly buyers take up such lines, and
bring- pressure to bear on manufacturers to make them
the leaders. They cannot quarrel with the manufacturer
because he does so, even ag-ainst his better judgment, for
he well knows that if be does not fill the order someone
that is less scrupulous will. The fact that a manufacturer
who prides himself on the perfection of his output, and
brands each garment he makes, will not, if he can be in-

duced at all to accept an order for g-oods that are not up
to standard, put his brand on those goods, ought to be
enough to open the eyes of any buyer. If such goods are
going to injure the reputation of the man that made
them, what is going- to happen to the trade of the man
that sells them— is he not striving too to build up a trade?

The fact is that all hands through which these gar-
ments pass are going to suffer by them. The work people
have to be paid less, and consequently take less pains
with them. It costs the retailer just as much to sell t,'?em

as it would goods that would build up his reputation, and
lastly, the only time the customer is pleased with them
is in the store, for her satisfaction ceases when she gets
them on to wear. If it is a skirt she can't take a decent
stride in it. and as it is made with raw seams they soon
give way. and each time it is worn, it is rip and mend,
mend and rip. Skimpv gowns have the same fault, and
it is just this class of goods that give a ready-to-wear
department ,n bad name.

When a man stocks goods of this class either one of
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Popular

Drummer

is important to any wholesale house, but his

popularity don't go for much if he hasn't got the

goods.

EMPIRE BRAND SKIRTS AND
SHIRTS are goods that the traveller, and in

turn the merchant, can talk confidently to their

customers.

OUR SKIRTS fill the requirements of a

good, wearable, neat fitting, tastefully de-

signed and finished garment, at a popular price.

OUR SHIRTS are good fitting, well

made, and of dainty patterns, just the thing to

catch the eye, and to sell at a nominal figure.

You can sell these goods cheaper than

many other makes, allowing a handsome profit

for yourself and pleasing your customer at the

same time.

We are in business to satisfy you, and our

experience and ability should count for some-

thing.

Let us send you samples, or see one of our

popular drummers.

Wishing you a

Prosperous New Year.

The

Empire Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

646 Craig Street, MONTREAL.

two things happens— women come to the conclusion that

ready-made clothes are no good, or that the ready-made

garments he keeps arc no good, and t hat to get reliable

garments they must send into the city to the large stores,

and so people are educated into the mail order habit. Of
course there is a certain class who want cheap goods, but

there is no need to cater for them and them only. The

big majority of your customers want not an elaborate or

an expensive article, but an article thai is cheap because

the proper quantity of material is there, and it it well

cut, and neatly and strongly made. The women are few

and far between that cannot be brought to see the wis-

dom of giving the extra money such an article costs, and

this is the class of garment that a merchant can build a

reputation on.

It is the merchant in the small town— the one who does

his own buying, that is oftenest in fault— indeed it is

difficult, it is said, to get some of them to realize that

there is such a thing as cut and fit connected with wo-

men's garments and particularly under garments. He
would not dream for a moment of buying for himself

a vest that was so short that it ended half way up his

the proper quantity of material is there, and it is well

buy corset covers that are much too short in the waist,

and skirts so narrow that the woman who wears them

finds it impossible to step out in a natural manner, and

gowns made in the same uncomfortable fashion.

When there is no qualified buyer of ready-to-wear

garments and the merchant himself buys for that as

well as the other departments, he should seek the ad-

vice of the saleswoman, for she knows the points in a

way a man cannot. Quantities, prices, etc., he can settle

with the traveler, but when it comes to fit and style he

will find it to his benefit to take her advice— indeed if

one of the lady clerks served as a model and sample

garments were fitted on, the time and trouble would not

be wasted, and it would be vastly better for the whole

trade— manufacturer, merchant and customer alike.

UNDERSKIRTS.
PROSPECTS arc very promising for the sale of under-

skirts, as stocks in the hands of the retailers can

not be large since thev have been rather conserva

five in placing their orders for the past couple of months.

There is a steady growth in popularity of ready-made

skirts, and there are several brands that carry their own

recommendation.

It is a wise policy to carry a garment that the manu-

facturer is not afraid to put his brand upon, as you are

sure then that it is one that is going to help him to

keep up his reputation—that it will be properly made and

of the right width and cut to style.

The trade is demanding the medium-priced and sensibly-

made silk skirt, and there are few calls for the very

elaborate effects that have been so popular in the past.

The shape presents few if any changes from that put out

for fall. They still must fit the waist and hips snugly,

and it is just about the knee the flare starts. The trim-

mings arc knife pleatings and frills, and these are full

and fussy. For spring there are always a certain num-

ber of light colors, and pink and sky are, as usual, in

evidence. Champagne, grey, resida and the new bright

green trimming arc sure to be taken, and in the darker

colors brown, blue, and the new rose red.

The country retailer, said one manufacturer, is too keen

on buying cut-price lines to make much of a trade in silk
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Telegraphic Address :

' BORNHOLM," LOyDON.
Telephone No.

Central 2187

Corbp, palmer

m> Stewart,a

DEPARTMENTS

Zadies' and

Children's

Mantles, Jackets,

Capes,

Mackintoshes,

Costumes,

Crape-trimmed

Mantles,

Imperial Cloaks,

Opera Mantles,

Skirts, Blouses,

Shirts,

Feather Stoles,

Furs,

Ruffles, etc.

Mantle

Manufacturers

To the Trade.

If

4&9WW9W&SW99WWWWW99999WWWW
SSU»M»»SJM*M»M»»M»»»»»9ii*»

ILLUSTRATED
FASHION £> &
SHEETS j& £>

SENT ON ^
APPLICATION

39, 40, 41 St. Paul's Churchyard,

8, 9, 10 Old Change ^ * *

LONDON, E.C.
We Hop* to be able to announce next month the name of our Agent, wHo will shortly be call-

ing upon you with » full range, -when your Kind consideration will be esteemed.

^444444444444444444444444444444444444^
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underskirts, and in consequence he lias not the confidence

of his customers, who wait until they can visit the city,

or send in for their silk skirts.

Tins view, it must he said, seems to be borne out by

the size and increase in space devoted to silk underskirts.

Turning to the cheaper lines, Tnorietrs are taking the

place of the plain mercerized materials. These silkettes,

etc., go soft in the wearing, and after being worn a few

times do not hold out the skirts in the approved fashion.

This was no fault when clinging skirts were in vogue, but

now that there is a change, moriette is supplanting, them.

There is a grain and liber in moriette that keeps it

firm to the last, and a wetting makes it even stiller than

before. Black, of course, is the staple seller, but there

has been a great run on brown and navy. Black will, it

is predicted, hold its place through January and Febru-

ary, but with the opening up of the spring, trade colors

will be most enquired for. Resida is likely to be much

in demand because of the position of green in spring

colors, and brown, navy and rose red are likely to be the

most wanted colors.

Watered Saxony is being made up into very effective

skirts for summer wear. The skirts made from it, par-

ticularly in the light shades, are extremely pretty, and

as it is light in weight, and yet has a certain amount of

body, it should prove a good seller.

Because of the trouble they have had with skimpy

skirts, some retailers are going to the other extreme, and

are calling for a skirt too wide above the flounce to be

worn with comfort with the fashionable outside skirt.

Seventy-two inches is plenty wide enough, for, if it is

much wider, it folds over and makes an extremely un-

comfortable skirt to wear.

THE STATE OF TRADE.

THERE seems to be a certain amount of indecision iu

the trade about just what will be the prevailing

styles for Spring and manufacturers are adding

more samples yet, to those already shown. It seems,

however, that while there will lie a number of good styles,

there will be no dominent one. This is a state of affairs

that will tax the buyer's skill and will require careful

and cautious handling on his part as he will have to

judge among a number of styles the particular ones best

suited to his trade. Though orders on individual lines

have not been so large, on the whole manufacturers state

that in the aggregate they show a healthy increase over

last Spring.

THE SPRING COAT.

THERE has been a very good business done so far in

the spring coat. Short, tight-fitting coats of cov-

erts similar in style to what were worn last spring

are what are selling. Yet, while these coats bear a

family likeness to those of 1904, the 1905 has style points

about it that make it easily distinguishable. The sleeve

itself is sufficient to differentiate the two, for last spring

the shoulders had a droop and sleeves had their fullness

at the elbow or below. This season, shoulders are square

and well set up, and sleeves show the most fullness at

the top, where they pleat into the armhole. These, and

other minor points that will escape the eye of either

buyer or the eventual wearer, distinguish the new coat.

Coverts are the popular cloth, but fine box-cloths are

selling also to some extent.

There is also a representation of the loose back tourist

styles in both the short and long coat, and, though

coverts are again the leading cloth for this coat, in the

cheaper coats there is a tendency to use tweeds. Later
on will come the turn of the silk coat, and coats in

Sicilian, etc., for the wrap coat.

As the shirt-waist suit is essentially a costume, and

also because of the very light weight and texture of the

spring materials, prospects right through the season are

in favor of spring coats.

AN ERROR CORRECTED

IN the November Review there appeared an item refer-

ring to the rapid growth of the cloak trade in Canada
and giving figures to show the rate of progress.

These figures were copied from one of the Toronto dailies,

and at least in one instance they were under the mark.

The S. F. McKinnon Co., instead of having only 160

employes, as stated, have in the neighborhood of 300.

The Review gladlv makes this correction as it only serves

to show the importance of Toronto as a cloak-manufac-

turing centre.

DIFFICULTIES IN THE GARMENT DEPARTMENT

IT
is impossible to talk with the head of any cloak and

suit department and not get fresh evidence of the way

in which the trade of different stores is individualized

and the consequent difficulties that ensue. The Review,

while making a tour of influential retailers the past month

in order to ascertain what coat had proved most popular,

incidentally learnt a few of the inherent difficulties con-

fronting its ready to wear department. A shrewd cloak

department head of a Montreal store expressed in the course

of conversation in a nutshell the past style plays.

"This cloak and suit business keeps me guessing," he

said, "I find that anything kept over from one season to

another might as well be charged right off the books. The

longer 1 am buyer for this department the less I pretend to

know what is going to happen next season. I keep close

track of what my customers buy and judge from that what

I may sell with profit even next week."

A specialty house speaking to The Review, said:

If there is one thing certain about this cloak and suit

business, it is that you have to sell your cloak the same

season you buy it. Styles are altogether too treacherous

and feminine fancies too fickle, to carry goods over. I

believe the heads of small stores should keep personal tab on

coats and suits that move quickly and move out "stickers "

at a sacrifice. The essentials for success demand more than

ever expert style judgment and merchandizing ability."

The marketing of style is a different problem from the

marketing of staples and manufacturers know the inherent

difficulties. The Review has constantly urged the import-

ance of fairly uniform styles and that Canadian manu-

facturers are unanimous in this respect is certain. The

meeting of the cloak manufacturers this month will settle

the style element for the ensuing season. It is almost a

maxim that too great a diversity of stvle hurts trade.

SPRING SUITS AND SKIRTS.

IT seems at present that it would be more a matter of

development than a radical change in style that will

go in suitdom this spring, though, of course, many

novelties will be shown. The sale of ready-made suits

will, in a measure, give place to that of the tailored

shirt-waist, and for this reason, suits will hardly occupy

the prominent place thev have done for some seasons in

the spring trade. Still for the discerning buyer there is

always a nice trade to be done in spring suits.
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uy rs: it is to YOUR INTERESTt.be UP-TO DATE **« keep

"The Princess Brand"
SKIRTS

COSTUMES
RAINCOATS

FURSHELLS
MAIL ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

Manufactured
by

Our Travellers are now out, showing our full range of Samples.
200 Latest and Newest Designs at lowest possible prices.

THE UNIVERSAL SKIRT MFG. CO.,
Mos

' V&M&Vff." st
" Ottawa

for January

jSaks
lfjNt Sateen Underskirt to

reran nVrt or 89 cents. You
can/nake a noise, also a profit-

No 500 (as cut).

o 4-inch crimped frills

and trimmed with 5 rows
strapping.

inches wide at top of

flounce.

"Perfect in Make, Fit and
Finish."

Price, $7.50 doz.

2 per cent. 10 days, or net 30, April 1st. Prompt shipment.
No order filled for less than two dozen.
Return at our expense if not up to expectations.
Electro furnished if requested.

Our travellers are covering Canada now for Spring. See

them, they have the best values in Underskirts in Canada.

The Pugb. Mfg. Co,
33

Church St. Toronto

HORSE BLANKETS

FOR 1905
We manufacture forty different

lines of Jute, Kersey, Wool and

Duck Blankets, and will be pleased

to show you samples from $4.80 to

$48.00 per dozen.

We are agents for

B ISHOP 'S Fur Coats and Eobes

GALT Wool
McBRIIME'S Trunks and Bags.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co.

Peterboro, Ont.

It seems that :: :: :; ::

I. ffllSHKIN

is alive, as he is heading up stream
against all competitors in the

SILK WAIST business. »

SWIM UP STREAM. T ,

If you want to stem the

current of opposition buy his goods, as there is no question they are the best values.

THE FIRM

OF PROGRESS.
I. MISHRIN (£L CO.
1853 Notre Dame MONTREAL
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MONTREAL

We beg to announce that we are now in

possession of two flats in No. 25 St. Helen

Street, nearly opposite our present ware-

house.

We are using the above flats for a com-

plete Housefurnishing and Carpet Department

Thus we are enabled to use the extra

space gained in our present warehouse

for giving moreprompt and correct attention

to our customers' orders, and giving them

a quicker service.
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MONTREAL

What you want to improve your trade are

goods that will surely suityour old customers

and gain new customers for you and at the

same time give you a good profit

We can supply this want for you ; for Spring

trade.

Our Hosiery, Smallwares, Furnishings, Silk,

Ribbon and Muslin Departments are now

fully replete with these goods.

Get our Quotationsfor Staples.

Inspection of our stock invited.

17'
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WHOLESALE
MILLINERY

Make a Good Start

Get in line with the progressive

merchants. Do justice to your

opportunity. Gain a reputation for

supplying the correct goods at best

value

Aft^e can mahe that

tasK easy for you.

The House Famed for Millinery.

THE D.McCALLCO.,
TORONTO

Limited

\a/ 1 n iM 1 f> e:o QUEBEC OTTAWA
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THE FALL

OPENINGS

AND FALL

STYLES

PRESENT STYLES.

AS the winter season draws to a climax, styles

become of added importance to the wholesale

trade, for it is to these later fads and develop-

ments that they look for indications of what
will be the vogue for the coming spring. A

new idea is the use of Pompadour silks, and a lovely

white heaver poke was seen with soft gathered plea tings

of chene silk. The silk was .also looped over each side of

the crown to the edge of the brim in a flat line, but

softly draped. The narrow ribbon strings were of flower-

ed silk, and on the left side of the brim was one large

rose, harmonizing in color with the pattern in the ribbon.

There is great use made of silk in dressy millinery

just now. Glace and messaline and metallic effects are
in great favor, and moire, as well as warp prulee silks

are used.

Fur lace and flowers is the fashionable combination,

and it is either the brim or crown that is made of the

fur, though the crown is most favored as the high toque
brims have rather a heavy appearance in fur. All lace

An Envelope Shape. A Charlotte Corday.

hats are not so much worn, but there is a deal of lace

used on hats, and narrow ruffles of Valenciennes are very
much favored.

Mink is the popular fur, and for the ultra trade sable,

mole is also seen and chin chilla. Roses are the flowers

most in evidence, and it is whispered that they are to

take the place of violets for early spring wear.
The Charlotte Corday is growing in popularity, and

some lovely dainty models in this hat are seen. One
shown in a high-class milliner's lately was all of creamy
repaisse lace, and had a wreath of shaded pink roses and
buds around the crown, while under the lace was soft
drooping frills of knife-pleated mousseline de soie.

Another shape that is popular, but somewhat eclipsed
by the Corday, is the envelope. Generally only one cor-
ner of the brim is turned back, but one seen lately was
square, and had all four corners turned back unto the
crown. Some jaunty hats in this style have the corners
fastened down by rosettes of ribbon or Valenciennes lace,

coachman fashion, but the majority are trimmed with
either plumes or flowers.

.
Brown has certainly been the leading color this fall

and bins fair to keep a good deal of the favor it has won
in the spring season, while all the shades that lead up to

it are sure to be very much in evidence. Green is, how-
ever, to be the heighth of style, and some very vivid

shades are showing. They are hardly in the emerald or

Paddy greens that have had such a run this fall, but are

more a light shade of hunter's green, residas.

Horse Hair Braids Embroidered wilh Straw.

STRAW BRAIDS.

STRAW braids are again put out in an immense variety
of patterns and effects for spring, and in spite of

anticipations, the little Jap is still in the market
with a long list of new and beautiful braids. The braids

most liked, and most novel in effect are dull in finish.
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The grass, ot whatever the material is of which they are

plaited, is slightly criped, ami ihis is one Feature of the

new braids. Champagne, oyster, and a number of shades

of white are seen.

There are some very pronounced plaids; but prettier

far and also in more favor are plaids in soft colors.

Green is much seen in these plaid braids and so is red

and blue, and, of course, black and white.

With even prospect of a light and airy season, it

would be strange if braids did not follow suit, and there

are some very etherial effects in norsehair with embroi-

dered patterns of straw. The straw embroidery is done

in colors such as rose pink, lavender blue, saffron and

yellow green, etc.

READY-TO-WEAR HATS.

THE ready to wear hat is taken quite as a matter of

course nowadays, and has its (irmly-established place

in the trade.

It is becoming the accepted hat for early wear, and, is

shown in most retail millinery departments as soon as

the weather gives the slightest possible excuse for so

doing. The ready to wear is both smart and useful, and

comes successfully through a siege of unsettled weather,

and so is particularly desirable for an early spring hat.

Trices, too, are moderate, and this tempts a customer

to get rid of the shabby feeling that the preliminary

bursts of spring sunshine always engender, by investing

in a read}' to wear hat. This is a much more satisfac-

tory business and one that is more profitable to the

departments than making over old hats.

The variety of styles and shapes in ready to wear lines

is enormous for spring, and no difficulty should be ex-

perienced in putting in a sufficiently varied stock to suit

all tastes. It would be very difficult to single out any
one style as a leader, but on the other hand there are a

lot of good styles that are selling. They are mostly

modifications and variations of shapes that we have seen

before, and therefore, every milliner is familiar with them

and knows how to deal with them. Perhaps the most
sinking is a copj of the felt Fedoras in fancy straws

with a crushed satin band drawn through a buckle at the

side, very much in the same style as the crush leather

band was seen on the early Fall felts. Brown, navy,

black and white are the principal colors, and there is a

considerable showing of red and green. These are either

in the solid color or combined with white.

There is still a call for the black chiffon hat, and quite

a number of styles in both folded and gathered effects are

shown that need very little in the shape of trimming to

complete. Silk hats in both black and white are

among these ready to trim hats, and are a popular inno-

novation, as they save the milliner a lot of time

and trouble.

NOTES.

Mr, William Guthrie, foreign buyer for S. F. MeKin-

non & Co., will be back from Europe by the last of the

month.

The firm of Taylor & Co., millinery importers and fancy

dry goods men, has been reorganized and is now continued

under the name of Tavlor & Smart. Mr. Taylor is now

in Paris but will be back in Toronto at the end of the

month.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

MILLINERY
For the Spring Trade.

We have just recewed a large shipment of our STAPLE LINES of

RIBBONS
jor immediate delivery. Spring dating.

THE right kind of SILKS are the lines we handle. Some of our specials :

AX Black Tajfeta, low line.

WE III Black Taffeta, medium line.

Untearable Black Taffeta, good line.

It will be profitable to you to write for samples.

THE HOUSE FOR STANDARD
MAKES OF RIBBONS AND SILKS

OTTAWA
111 Sparks St.

MONTREAL
18 St. Helen St.

QUEBEC
43 % St. Joseph St.
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Just Arrived S
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MILLINERY
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taple Lime
If your Spring order is placed with us and

you require specially early delivery—
write us* SJ

If you have not placed Spring order with

us—a postal will bring our representative.

We are ready to make special early

shipments of Spring Millinery or Staple

Lines.

CAVERHILL & KISSOCK
MONTREAL.
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Annual Banquet of the Quebec
Retail Dry Goods Association

LeBlanc, M. P. P.; His Worship Mayor Laporte; Dr. G.

A. Lacombe, M. P. P.; G. Langlois, M. P. P.; C. H.

Catelli, of the Chamber of Commerce; J. A. Beaudry, sec-

retary of the Montreal Retailers' Association; Aldermen
Lapointe, Levy, Proulx, Leclaire, Lemay and Couture; the

committee of the organization, M. Ernest Lamy, Arthur

Vallieres, J. D. Couture, W. N. Boivin, Thomas Oakes,

A
NOTABLE gathering to the number of nearly

three hundred, comprising a good many of the

leading retailers and wholesalers of the prov-

ince, with a sprinkling of political celebrities,

assured the success of the first annual banquet

of the Retail Dry Goods Association of the Province of

Quebec, held in the Place Viger Hotel on the evening of Armand Giroux, J. M. Marcotte, and Eugene Viau
December 1. It was a red letter period in the history of

the association, and reflected credit upon the untiring

efforts of the president, Mr. J. 0. Gareau, and the treas-

urer, Mr. Armand Giroux, as well as the other officers of

the association. It was a striking testimony to the fact

that an organization of this kind is of distinct advantage

to its members in local, provincial and even national

matters. The aims, the policy, the management and ac-

RETURN
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Snapshots at the Banquet.

It was 10.30 when coffee was reached, after an excel-

lent menu. The president, after the King's health had

been drunk, spoke in part as follows :

The President's Speech.

He expressed his pride at being president of such an

important organization, and felt particularly proud before

such a splendid gathering, a banquet which in point of

attendance and importance had, he

felt sure, exceeded the fondest hope

of the committee. He regarded it as

an augur of future successful ones,

and a source of regret for having

neglected them in the past.

Such an event furnished the occa-

sion for meeting as friends and get-

ting better acquainted, not only

among themselves, but with their

wholesale friends. The banquet

would be registered in letters of

gold in their annals, and he felt sure

all would cherish its remembrance.

He closed by proposing the health

of the Dominion Parliament, inviting

Mr. P. D. Monk and Mr. H. Gervais

to reply.

M. H. Gervais, M.P.

He congratulated the merchants on

their foresight in union, and naively

pointed out they should have an in-

fluence in the formation of parlia-

ments. "Honesty, Labor and Pro-

gress is the motto of the society,"

he said, "and merchants who remain

faithful to it are doing much for the

prosperity of their country."

Mr. F. D. Monk, M.P.

In a delightful, crisp speech, spark-

ling with wit, Mr. Monk spoke of

plishments of this kind of co-operation all appeared the growth of parliamentary liberties and commercial

organizations, and made clear the importance of such an

organization as the Retail Dry Goods Association. The
economic advantages were typified, and he wished the

association deserved success.

in an advantageous light in the various speakers'

remarks. The intermingling of retailers and wholesalers

clearly typified the identical interests of the two bodies

and was the keynote of Mr. Sumner's remarks. The ad-

vantages that accrued from the organization were more

often the subject touched upon than platitudes concerning

the character of retail merchandising.

The Guest Table.

At the guest table in the festooned dining hall, sur-

rounding the president, Mr. J. 0. Gareau, were Messrs.

F. D. Monk, M. P.; H. Gervais, M. P.; the Hon. P. E.

The Provincial Legislature.

The Hon. P. E. Leblanc and Mr. Langlois, M. P. P.,

expressed their sympathy with the movement, and

pledged their services in their political capacity.

After Mayor Laporte had replied to the toast of the

\hi
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city in his usual happy manner, Mr. Catelli proposed the

health of Commerce.

Mr. C. H. Catelli.

In a thoughtful discourse Mr. Catelli compared retail-

ers' and wholesalers' achievements, giving both unstinted

praise. "The qualities," he said, "which distinguish the

retailer arc : Intelligence, affability, a thorough knowl-

edge of public needs, politeness, unquestioned honesty and

patience." Continuing, he outlined the difficulties con-

fronting all retailers, and closed by expressing a desire

to see more retailers members of the Chamber of Com-
merce.

Mr. Morin.

In replying to the health of the wholesale trade Mr.

Morin was particularly good, and elicited much applause.

He expressed a desire to see happy mutual relations, and

recalled many amusing anecdotes.

Mr. Sumner.

In an extempore effort, which many considered the

crowning glory of the evening, Mr. Sumner eloquently

yet clearly replied to the same toast. In part he said

as follows : I see many close friends around me, and can

only reiterate my sympathy and praises for your associ-

ation, as others have almost exhausted that part of the

programme. However, it is excellent for members of the

two great commercial bodies to mingle in a manner like

this, and thus to plainly see that our interests are identi-

cal. The dry goods business is a great study, as you all

realize, and it is by close application and thorough

knowledge of the business that success comes. I think

we should unite in an effort to dress the women of Mont-
real in a fashion which sustains the supremacy of this

metropolis. There are often points of friction between

retailers and wholesalers, and this mutual intercourse

does much to promote better understanding.

Continuing, Mr. Sumner outlined some of the advant-

ages of co-operation and expressed a desire to see the

good work continue.

The Travelers.

The importance of this body was well sustained in a

clear exposition of their place in the commercial world

by Mr. A. H. Hardy, of G-reenshields Limited, and Mr.
R. Dixon.

As the hour was late Mr. A. B. Caswell, Dry Goods
Review, and Mr. F. E. Fontaine, Tissus and Nouveautes,
briefly replied to the toast to "The Press," assuring

their interest in the movement.

The Wholesale Guests.

Among the representation of wholesalers or their rep-

resentatives were : F. Caldecott, J. H. Palmer, of Deb-
enham. Caldecott & Co.; Leslie Gault, president of Gault
Bros. Co.; William Agnew; J. E. Parent, of Garneau,
Fils & Co.; H. J. Wyse, of Tooke Bros. Co., Limited;
C. E. Paquette, A. Cumming, H. Pinet, of W. R. Brock
Co., Limited; C. N. Robitaille, of Geo. H. Hees, Son &
Co.: Ed. I.abelle, of S. F. McKinnon & Co.; Mr. F.
Birks, Geo. Cooke, of Belding, Paul & Co.;C. M. Camer-
on, B. Charbonneau, A. H. Hardy, A. Moisan, of Green-
shields, Limited; Mr. G. Sumner, B. Dixon, J. Lemaitre,
of Hodgson, Sumner & Co.; J. L. A. Racine, of \. Ra-
cine & Co.: Mr. James Brophy, L. Lafond, of Brophy,
Cains & Co.; Mr. Kissock, H. Prevost, of Caverhill &
Kissock; D. A. Blackburn, of Gordon, Mackay & Co., To-
ronto; J. A. Lessard, of Konig & Stuffman; Mr. Morgan.
J. A. Panneton, of Mclntyre, Son & Co.

J\. Sommer

3 Co.

A word to the

buyers of

Ladies'

Outer Garments
Sirs :

We have embarked in the manu-
facture of cloaks, suits and skirts

with the determination to produce

goods that will sell better and give

more solid satisfaction to the dealer and

wearer than any heretofore made. This

is a lofty purpose, but we know how to

carry out the idea, and are going to

do it. Our Mr. Sommer, late of

Waldman & Sommer, has an enviable

reputation in the trade as a successful

designer, and our advance line, which

will be ready in the middle of January,

will represent his ability in a form

most interesting to buyers appreciative

of styles that will sell and sell in

quantities.

Our factory is excellently equipped

for handling business with despatch,

and everything has been done to take

care of the Interests of our customers.

Your inspection is respectfully invited.

507 $t Paul Street

Montreal
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Clothier
Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >i*

CLOTHING
NECnWEAR
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY
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SHIRTS
COLLARS
"GLOVES
NICK-NACKS

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
FIR overcoats in this country sell well when

they go no higher than $75. Over that amount

it it, only the lew who care to go to the ex-

pense. In London, England, however, there is

a "swell" class who would not think of spend-

ing less than £90 for such a garment, and sometimes

they are willing to part with £3,000 for one that pos-

sesses qualities peculiar to itself. The

Expensive best Persian lamb can be bought around

Overcoats. the lower figure, and the fashionable

crowd are showing it great favor, as it.

is a price which, while not ridiculously high, places it

above the means of the "mob." Some men have the

lamb trimmed with mink or sable, perhaps for appear-

ance or possibly to add to the cost. The wealthier-

classes go higher than this, and indulge in mink-lined

coats, which cost about £800. When it comes to sky-

ward proclivities in price, the sea otter, however, holds

a place all by itself. It brings the nice little figure of

£3,500, a small fortune. There was at one time a .leaning

towards seal, but this has disappeared, and combined

with the lower price of seal this fact has brought such

coats down to £200. A favorite coat among automo-

bilists is the bear skin, which can be had for about £50.

A
LONDON, England, trade paper is justly indignant

over the advice of a New York newspaper to

Yankee drummers visiting England. In all serious-

ness this newspaper states that it would be wise for

drummers to equip themselves with frock coats and silk

hats, and with influential letters of in-

Drammers troduction, as "class distinctions are

and Silk Hats, often of more importance than the

qualitv of the goods." It is an insult

to the intelligence of English buyers to think that they

have not sufficient business sense and keenness to ignore

the frock coat and silk hat, and letters that refer to the

person rather than the goods. While a man's appearance

is an important factor in the impression he makes, when
it comes to an examination of the goods the traveler

counts for nothing save as he can talk them up. The
"silk hat" method of doing business, which is gradually

gaining strength in the United States, is going to place

those firms in a position where they will not be able to

discover whv their sales are dropping off. It is one thing

to look neat and another to depend upon it to sell goods

which are unable to compete in the open market. Trav-

elers from the United States visiting 'Canada seem to

favor very strongly the frock coat and silk hat, but it is

not at all a doubtful matter that if thev do it to im-

press they find their only success is with the firm whose
account is of little importance.

*

A
SOUTH AFRICAN correspondent of an English ex-

change has been writing very strongly on the ex-

orbitant prices asked for commodities in that coun-

try, and plainly states that it is the cause of the dullness

in Capetown. In some instances quoted he says that

scores of people in Capetown send home
(to England) for suits of clothes, etc., Excessive
and underwear, and effect thereby a Profits'
saving of 15 to 25 per cent. The aver-

age profit of wholesale merchants is said to be about 70

per cent., and retailers' prices are 100 per cent, higher
than- what would be asked for the same things at home.
A watch which sold in London for 25 guineas brought
£40 in Capetown, and the purchaser saved 25 per cent,

by sending home. A piece of flannel was laid down to a
consumer in Capetown for 10id a yard, when the local

merchants were asking Is lid. A special make of boot
worth IBs fid in London was quoted at 30s in Adderly
street, and the buyer saved 21s on two pairs by ordering
from Ehigland.

* »

IT
is said that Gerard Moe, a tailor of Ladysmith,

Wis., has perfected a system of measurement that

prevents all possibility of mistake, and makes it un-

necessary for the tailor to see his customer. It consists

of nothing more or less than the utilization of the camera.
No tapeline is necessary, and instead

of figures, that may or may not be cor- Measure
rect and cannot be verified until the By Camera.
garment is made, the tailor has before,

him a picture or diagram of his customer which supplies

the required measurements whenever desired. The only

measurement necessary is the circumferences. The pic-

ture of the man is marked off in squares, each square

measuring two inches. These squares are produced by
placing a screen in t he camera in such a position as to

produce- the desired results. Across the squares are run

afterwards diagonal lines to enable the cutters to better

keep track of them. With two pictures of the customer
on the one plate, the cutter acquires all the necessary

information as to conformity, deformity and any peculi-

arities. ,
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London,, Eng., Dee. 17, 1904.

A
FEW days of wintry weather have given a much-

needed impetus to the clothing and furnishing

trades. Everyone has been busy and reports

from all over the country show that the on-

slaught of Winter has benefited every retail

outfitter. New Winter goods have been selling rapidly

and laggard customers have made hurried purchases of

overcoats and warmer underwear.

A most attractive and dainty little booklet has just

been sent me by James Henderson & Co., of Hawick. The

title of it is "Hawick, the home of Scotch Underwear."

Its purpose is, of course, to interest readers in the industry

for which Hawick is famous, and incidentally to emphasise

the excellent qualities of the "Hendawick" brand. The

tastv little pamphlet is printed on heavy coated paper

with photographs of Hawick and its surrounding places

of interest, splendidly executed in half-tone with each

page artistically bordered in green. The accompanying

letter press gives a most interesting account of Hawick,

its history and institutions, and some interesting facts

are given showing the development of the industry and

the growth of the "Hendawick" factory during the past

40 years. From cover to cover it is a capital piece of

work, and those who are responsible for its preparation

and production must be highly complimented on their good

taste. James Henderson & Co. will be glad to send copies

to those of their Canadian friends who will favor them

with their names.

So much has been written and rumored during the past

few months concerning the new mode in evening dress for

men that I have taken the trouble to ascertain in a meas-

ure what is the general feeling toward it and how the

garment should be made, in order to conform with correct

ideas. 1 find that amongst men generally, and the younger

men particularly, there is a distinct feeling in favor of

knee breeches for evening wear, and there can be no doubt

that tailors welcome the adoption too. Dress breeches are

already being largely worn at hunt balls, country dances,

and Masonic functions, so it will be seen that the reform

is leaving the experimental period behind it, and can no

longer be regarded as a thing entirely of the future.

• •
*

In order to procure information from the most reliable

source as to the correct cut of the garments and the ac-

ccssories suggested by good taste. 1 put myself in com-

munication with Count Carteville who, more than any

other gentleman in England, has been instrumental in

bringing about the change of style under discussion, and

who was good enough to answer my many inquiries and

express his views freely. Count Carteville, a most punc-

tilious gentleman in all matters of dress, wears the new
breeches cut tight to the knee, with gold buttons and

buckles, They are made of line cloth, sometimes of a

different texture to the dress coat (the cut of which re-

mains unchanged), and he wears white waistcoat, black

silk stockings (with clocks) and court shoes with silver

buckles. This is not a return to 18th century fashions as

many suppose, for such a return would involve the gen-

tlemen of to-day in very heavy outlay, inasmuch as one

single brocaded coat, worn by a man about town at that

period, cost from forty to fifty guineas, equivalent, allow-

ing for the difference in value of money, to about £120 or

£150 nowadays.

Count Carteville 's ideas are extremely simple and

plain although he informed me that he looked forward to

the adoption of colored garments in the course of time,

which would replace the sombre black of the present day.

This will naturally lead to a multiplicity of outfits in the

wardrobe of a man of fashion. Tlie reform must come

gradually, however, and a variation in color will receive

attention when the new fashion is thoroughly established.

As a matter of fact red silk evening clothes are at pres-

ent worn privately by some, but black is still adhered to

for public functions. The ideas of Count Carteville on

the matter of evening dress, have. I believe, been approv-

ed by the King.

• •
•

Tt is pointed out that the adoption of knee breeches

is conducive to economy, as the new style is not liable to

the annoying fluctuations of tightness or the reverse, to

which dress trousers are subject. Then there is no bag-

ging at the knees to be reckoned with, and a crease is un-

necessary. They are bringing about some desirable
-
im-

provements in the deportment of men in ball rooms, re-

ception rooms, and theatres, for as there are no side

pockets, the unbecoming slouching attitude so common at

present must give way to a more fitting position of ease.

• •
•

In my December letter I referred somewhat briefly to

the popularity which Irish poplin ties now enjoy on this

market. At that time I spoke in a general way, but I have

since had an opportunity of going over the samples of

one of the leading manufacturers. Pim Bros. & Co.. of

Dublin, and amongst the new numbers are some that excel

even the beautiful designs and combinations of colorings

that attracted so much attention early in the Autumn.

While stripes are still in ready demand and a continua-

tion of their popularity is expected, the fine brocaded pat-

terns are attracting much attention. One bardlv needs to

refer to the wearing propensities of real Irish poplin for

it is almost unequalled as a material for ties inasmuch as

il makes up splendidly and has oven better appear-

ance than heavy silk. While Pim Bros, are showing many

ties of somewhat strong colorings, "emerald" and "tan-

gerine" among them, they are also exhibiting; some par-

ticularlv rich and beautiful designs in purple and black

and other subdued colorings of harmonious combinations.

Im;
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CURRENT STYLES IN NEW YORK
New York, Dec. 20, 1904.

I

HAVE endeavored for the past two or three months

to keep the readers of The Dry Goods Review and

Men's Furnisher in touch with what is worn in this

city bv the men who set the best class of fashions. More

or less difficulty has been experienced in making the in-

formation definite enough to enable the reader to dis-

tinguish between what is and what is not correct.

This was not experienced through any inability of

mine to pass judgment, but from the fact that common

sense rather than fashion, as it is usuallv applied, gov-

erns dress to a hitherto unknown extent. For instance,

if a man looks well in a narrow brimmed hat he wears it

without a moment's hesitation as to whether it rules or

not. All his friends may wear wide brims, but it has no

effect on him. It is appearance that counts, not a strict

adherence to the novelties that some big haberdasher or

young millionaire may favor.

I have been forced, therefore, to deal more in gener-

alities than would usually he necessary, since I could not

say a certain thing was incorrect and another correct

unless the universal principle of taste alone were in-

volved.

It has struck me, accordingly, that it would be well

for me in this letter to give a general view of what is

favored by well-dressed men, with a few additions, pos-

sibly, of what styles are tending to. I am enabled the

more easily to do this from the exhibition of perfect

taste in garments and dress made at the Horse Show,

held here last month. It is at this annual affair that a

better idea can be obtained of what is correct than at

anv other event during the whole year. I add to this, of

course, my experience at every affair I attend, as well as

on the street.

Tne Business Uniform.

The occasion which every man comes in contact with

and which should therefore he fully inquired into as to Us

effect on dress styles, is the office, or in other words, n o

man can escane some connection with business or morn-

ins dress. First and foremost stands the sack coat or

iacket. as it is being more widely called. No other sTiit

is necessary for morning wear. This year, as I have he-

fore remarked, the coat is longer than last season, and is

worn in the two styles, single and double-hreasted. The

latter has receded considerably from its nosition of

Spring and early Fall, allhouirh it is thoucht that nevt

Spring will see it rust as strongly in favor, when the

overcoat is thrown aside.

The centre vent of good depth seems to be the favorit°

although side vents are well thought of and perfectly cor-

rect. With the stronger position of the single-breasted

sack has remained the deep lapel of the douhle-hreasted.

brought about, perhaps, by the liking for the solid trim

effect of the double-breasted lapel. There is the merest

suspicion of shaping at the waist, although at the he-

ginning of the season it looked as if this style were go-

ing to be favored.

Brown has had a good run this Fall and is still

worthy of consideration. It is evident at present that
the grey is acquiring its old time hold on the affections
of man. Most of the newest and best suits that I see
now are of grey, a natural deviation from the brown.

which had too great a rush to retain it in the highest

class.

Trousers are just as I have often described them

—

large at the top (not peg top) and quite close fitting at

the bottom.

Cravats worn with this suit are of the wide four-in-

hand variety, and as a rule are quieter in effect than they

were a couple of months ago. Quite a number of colors

are still seen, but Winter seems always to bring the more
unohtrusive designs and colors, although a relaxation

from this may occur next Spring. The collar is the fold

in spite of the great push that has been given wings, and
the strongest efforts of retailers and trade papers. Wings
are certainly not incorrect, hut I am confining myself

more to the average of the best dressed men than to

what a few of them may prefer.

Brown hats are not nearly so important a factor as

thev were in men's wear. Not only has the movement in

their favor stopped, but it is drawing back, and the

black hat is still, and more than ever, the hat that is

worn.

Overcoats.

Overcoats have been treated pretty fullv in this letter

from time to time, and I can now only talk of develop-

ments. The best coat is the Chesterfield, and it is worn
on all occasions, dress and undress, day and evening. The
belted overcoat, while worn by a number of young men,
has dropped to the posftion that would he expected of it.

That is, it has not taken with the better dressed men,
except as a driving or automobile coat. The skirted coat,
too, is not as prominent a garment for day wear as was
promised by its popularity at the beginning of the sea-

son.

The fact that both these overcoats have been driven

out for ordinary business wear is proof that men are

dressing with far better taste, and using a larger amount
of judgment.

Accessories.

Another rather surprising change in tendencies is the

decrease in the favor shown the tan shoe. This shoe

started out with a great "splash," and all through the

Summer and early Fall it appeared to he the coming
shoe. With the approach of Winter, however, it has

dropped back until it is not now considered bv the men
who dress most carefully. The rush with which it came
in, perhaps, helped it to die out.

As I have been saying for months, the wide four-in-

hand is still the proper cravat, and little change is noted.

It is not a cravat that will take too strongly with the

"mob," and it is therefore assured a lengthened life

among the "select."

I notice of late a great many square pointed fold col-

lars, and also that the opening in front is not so close

and trim. The latter is not by any means an improve-

ment, and will not meet with general favor. The square

points were heralded as the coming collar early in tne

Fall, but did not rise rapidly. They are now picking up

and will have their share of favor.

Before I close mention should be made of the apparent

return of the spat. Quite a few men are now using them

with more formal day wear, some of them even being of

white material.
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FADS AND FASHIONS
HEN quarter sizes first came in the

papers were full of it, and the

merchants who could be talked into

rallying the odd sizes were so

loud in their praise and spoke so

hopefully of the increased sales

that would follow the added com-

fort to the wearer, that I must

confess that for the moment I,

with very many more, felt that at last I had discovered

why some of my collars didn't fit as they might, and

that the remedy was right at hand. And I, with those

others, leaped at the opportunity of obtaining a collar

almost as good as made to order. Fortunately I did my
experimenting on three only. If I remember rightly the

first time 1 had them on I was firmly convinced that 15?

was just my "style," and I believe I talked them up to

some of iav friends. It was too serious a matter, how-

ever, Tor me to speak either way in The Dry Goods Re-

view and Men's Furnisher until I had thoroughly tested

them. It was fortunate that 1 did this, for results have

proven to my own satisfaction that the quarter size

collar is a vexation of spirit to wearer and seller. I

found that when laundried there appeared no difference in

fit from a 15^ or lfi, and I am quite firmly convinced

that there never was in the first place. That my judg-

ment was not lonely is proven by the fact that quarter

size collars are never mentioned now. Even advertise-

ments omit to mention their advantages, and I don't be-

lieve there are ten dozen in the city. Apart from the

lack of favor they have received lately at the hands of

the consumer, merchants have learned that they sell not

one more collar, although they have to carry a very

much larger stock. A quick turnover and as small a

stock as possible is the secret of modern success in busi-

ness, and the quarter size collar seemed too much like a

"dodge" of the manufacturer.

• *
•

THERE is no denying the fact, however, that quarter

size collars sold "like hot cakes" at the beginning,

and the man who showed them first in a town did

a land office business. It is this fact, no doubt, that was
before the New York furnisher who recently introduced

the quarter size shirt. It is quite probable he will re-

ceive a good advertisement from it even if he does not

make money from it directly. And it was only from the

evidence of progressiveness and arguments more apparent

than real, that the merchant who handled the quarter

size collar made anything. The lalest fad in this line is

• he quarter size shoe. A certain shoe store, with

branches in Montreal and Toronto, has undertaken to in-

troduce this novelty, and is making use of all the adver-

tising that can he obtained from it. Of course the

quarter size shoe is I lie only shoe to give perfect tit, and.

of course, this firm is the only one to display the genius

thai must have been the cause of the production of such

an everj day necessity, but personally I feel certain the

quarter size shoe is doomed to the same fate as the

collar, withoui the auspicious commencement that made
the quarter size collar hot a bad investment at that time.

What man (or woman) was ever unable to get a shoe
I hat felt to fit him in regular siz.es. And fit is a matter
Of feeling after all, in spite of what the shoe salesman
might say. There is a sufficient variety in size 8 to

make some shoes of that size fit the 7| or 8J foot. Of
course it will soon be that hats will run in sizes of

1-16, and hosiery, underwear, gloves, chest measurement,
etc., will appear in split sizes, and poor man will never
know just what he should wear.

•

I

HAVE been asked whether it is proper to wear a
guard or fob with evening dress. It is not for me to

say that it is absolutely incorrect. The best I can
do is to explain what I think is best. There are a num-
ber of details in the observance or nonobservance of

which a man cannot be said to be right or wrong. For
myself I am decidedly against the wearing of guard, or

fob, however pretty and neat it may be by itself. The
fob was a sort of compromise to the man who would like

to wear a chain, and as such was a boon. Now, how-
ever, the best dressed men show no ornaments of any
kind with evening dress, with the exception of the

necessary stud" and cuff links, and they are of mother of

pearl. I will admit that there are a large number of

fobs worn, but it is not the majority that, rules in the

discussion of what is best. A detail, too, that is be-

coming much more generally observed is the wearing of

the watch in the band of the trousers rather than in the
vest. With white vests so largely worn with evening
dress, the bulge of the watch in the pocket is not only
very conspicuous, but soon soils the vest. The English
society man is overcoming the inadvisability of risking a
good watch without a chain by carrying a cheap watch
with his evening clothes; one that is both inexpensive
and thin. Imitation gunmetal is a favored case.

*

1AM quite struck with the number of fur-lined coats
worn on the streets by young men this Winter. This
can be to a great extent accounted for by the fact that

furs are much cheaper, and two or three houses have been
offering very special prizes. The fur-lined coat has its

place, hut I do not think it is the city streets, not so
much on account of the appearance as of its weight and
unnecessary warmth. The point about them that does
intrude itself on me is the "skimpiness" of material
allowed. The shell on a large percentage of these coats
is not as large as should he an ordinary overcoat. The
result is not pleasing, to sav the least. It would he very
dilhcull to have a fur-lined coat too large, and this

should hi' borne in mind.

tiik don.

A CANADIAN IN CHICAGO
ALMOST everyone has heard of Tom Murray, the

Chicago men's furnisher, who has worked a revolu-

tion in class advertising. The papers of the United
States are full of him and his methods, until "Tom" is

as well known throughout the whole country as the

largest department store, and lie can teaeli them all

tricks in advertising.

Even in Canada, where trade and newspapers from the

Other side are little read, that Tom Murray is well

enough known is shown by the not uncommon blue pencil

advertisement that was introduced in the Chicago store.

A Canadian tailor's advertisement recently used shows
the bach of a man's head, a distinct copy of'Tom's"
trade mark, "This is Tom : meet me face to face."

\\W
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// has a Special Construction

WOOLISAP Underwear has a double texture, thus giv-

ing the warmth and protection of practically two garments.

W&rmth comes from the minute fibre-lined air cells

formed through this special construction.

Protection to health and from cold is secured through

the absorption of the natural moisture of the body.

WOOLISAP is delightfully soft to the skin and is abso-

lutely non-irritating.

// is worked up, not down.

The effort of the makers of WOOLNAP Underwear
has not been directed toward cheapness, or a garment
at a price. Price has been allowed to regulate itself.

The effort has been, on the other hand, to make
Underwear of an ideal sort— warm, non-irritating,

unshrinkable, perfect-fitting, durable.

WOOLISAP Underwear may be obtained from all

the leading wholtsale houses. Ask for it.
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7t\"s

SUSPENDERS
SECOND TO NONE

We are shipping goods from Ocean to Ocean, and the reason is

—

Our
values cannot be beaten.

sue
7lK

OUR TRADE MARK

B
OUR MOTTO
" We fear nae Foe "

OUR STANDARD ^
Best Material, Best Workmanship possible.

Furthermore, we sKip promptly—a specialty with us.

Goods guaranteed from $4.00 and upwards. Every price we quote
is rigKt. Goods at all prices. Our goods are made in Canada.

Our trade has steadily increased each year and we look forward to a
largely increased output during 1905. We solicit your business.

THE BERLIN SUSPENDER AND BUTTON CO.
MANUFACTURERS BERLIN, ONT.

7t\"\

(Linen-Mesh)

Deimel Linen-Mesh Underwear always raises the standard of the depart-

ment selling it. It is not a fad or fancy, not an experiment, It is underwear that

is made upon a common-sense principle—underwear that sells to the best class of

people—underwear that brings profit and prestige to the store selling it.

The cleanliness, the comfort, the healthful qualities of the Dr. Deimel Under-

wear are what make every wearer an enthusiast, who converts his friends.

The Dr. Deimel Underwear is made in such a wide variety of sizes

that we can fit everybody.

Write for descriptive catalogue and particulars of wholesale terms.

ADDRESS

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada.

NEW YORK
491 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO :

110 Sutter St.

LONDON, E.C., England.

10-11-12 Bread St.
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But, famous as he is, it is known by very few that

Mr. Murray was born and bred in Canada. In a charac-

teristic letter to The Dry Goods Review and Men's

Furnisher, he says : "In vain 1 have tried to write you

a letter you could feel warranted in giving to your read-

ers, but I have not been able to do so. My store is

daily packed with customers. I have time, however, to

sav this, that 1 am proud to state that I am a Canadian,

bom in St. Catharines, raised in a little village named

Brookliu, thirty miles east of Toronto. They used to

have it on the maps, but since 1 left they have dropped

it—at least that is what I claim. Enclosed find copy of

a short talk 1 gave 'ad'-men's day at St. Louis Fair.

It may interest your readers."

The -'talk" is certainly worthy of reproduction :

Glad 1 am to meet you "face to face." If you expect

a speech from an "ad" man, while I am talking, you will

be disappointed, for I am called a merchant and not an

advertising man. Could have been an advertising man, as

I have had offers of a five-year contract more than once,

at a salary of $10,000 and one offer of $20,000 a year,

and five years at that, but I did not accept for two rea-

sons, first, I like to be boss; second, I do not want to

take away from any advertising man his job.

When I speak of myself, it is not through conceit, for

I try to be the same plain Tom of years ago, when I

worked for $12 a week, never forgetting that reverses

may come to me, and the time might come when I might

be glad to work for the salary again.

Large corporations are now turning a man down who

is past 35 years of age. This, I think, is a mistake. 1

prefer to hire men over 35, if married men. They profit

by experience. I know I have more ability to-day than

at the age of 25 or 35; so have most men. My wife is

sitting over there, so I will not tell you how old 1 am.

She never tells her age. Neither do I.

Discovered "Tom" by Accident.

I did not know I could write an "ad" until four or

five years ago. I found out by accident in this way. I

had finished trimming a window and found I did not have

any painted "ad" card for this window. Being in a

hurry, and believing that window display should always

have an "ad" card of some kind in it, I sent over to a

department store for a carpenter's blue pencil, and wrote

what I had to say. It took; the passers-by stopped. I

wrote half a dozen more of them; crowds blocked the

sidewalk. Been writing them ever since.

At any hour of the day, you can see from twenty-five

to two hundred and twenty-five men and women reading

what Tom has to say to-day. Necessary for the police to

clear the walk at times.

When I first started to write these window "ads,"

merchants would come in and ask me to sell the sheets of

"ads'.' to them after I was through with them. The

magazines began to write up my method as a new and

novel way to advertise. Costs money to advertise in

magazines, so I let them advertise Tom and his Blue

Pencil ads for about a year. Then I brought out my
book.

I have sold this book of ads all over the English-

speaking world—Australia, South Africa, New Zealand.

England, Canada. One in Colombo, Ceylon; one in Hono-

lulu; one in Trinidad, and am selling them every week.

Any merchant who has average brains can learn from

this book enough to make his business a success, if adver-

tising will do it, and if advertising won't lift his busi-

ness, he had better retire from business—the quicker, the

richer he will be. My business was started in a store of

twenty feet frontage, forty-five deep. First year's sales,

$28,000. This year, the sixth, will run over a quarter of

a million. To-day, this store is probably one of the best

known furnishing goods stores in the world; if not the

largest, it is close to it, and advertising did it. A letter

addressed to me, "He makes shirts," Chicago, 111.; or

"Meet me face to face," or "This is Tom," or "Tom," or

"Mrs. Tom," will be delivered to me. I will get it. You

try it. 1 will read two or three ads out of this book, so

you may know what rag-time ads are.

Inside my stores are signs like this :

"A Rule :—Don't try to force a customer to buy."

A forced sale is not always a successful one. If you

talk a man to death, he will not be a "live" customer.

Another : "Salesmen, talk little, and give customers a

chance to think. They will then think more of you and

Tom."

I am often asked how I came to use the back of my
head and "Meet me face to face." It happened this way:

i was riuing Home on the cars Willi my manager.

Looking up, l saw a cut of one of my competitors, front

view; also cui of his stores. 1 said to Lines, "Any man
wiio will use the front view of himself for an ad musi oe

conceited. X am going lo put the back of my neau in

these cars. Uuderneatn it, "This is Tom. Meet me lace

to face. ' in one week it was there.

One of the best ads 1 ever had was on Derby Day in

Chicago. Twenty-live stylish messengers hunting tor me
on the trains going to the race track, and msiue oi tue

track calling at the top of their voices, "Telegram lor

Tom Murray. He makes shirts."

l never study an ad. 1 think most "ad" men are too

particular—hunt lor too many large words—are atraiu

their ad won't stand criticism. This makes them too

artistic, too extraordinary. Without advertising, iue

doctor can succeed, an undertaker can succeed, but the

merchant in any line must advertise to bring great suc-

cess. Who are the men and firms that succeed i rue

ones that advertise.

Advertise or Quit.

To any man who is thinking of going into the mer-
cantile business, take my advice—figure on advertising,

or stay out of business and save your money. Work for

the fellow who does advertise. He will need you. Don't
advertise if you can't advertise the truth. You can, by

clever ads, make a man believe you can cure him and it

is half the battle in that line of business. Create faith

in the medicine. Faith cure it is.

\ou cannot build up and hold a trade by advertising a

certain brand oi beer and deliver poor beer. Anheuser-
r>usch are great advertisers. Their beer is better. And
1 know it. Try it. \ou will want more. The public

can taste meats, beer or biscuits, and they expect them
to taste good, but patent medicines they expect to taste
vile, or have no taste at all.

When I advertise a sale, I always get results. Why ?

Because I have in the past told the truth.

Never had quicker results from an ad that on the 19th
of September this year. After having a sale on "Crav-
enette" rain coats, at $10,000, for about a week, adver-

tising them only in my windows, I succeeded in selling on
an average about 60 a day. Monday evening Journal's

ad of one column was followed by the sales jumping to

142 coats next day, and an average of over one hundred
coats every day since, and it is now the 4th day of Oc-
tober. My daily expense for advertising this sale has

been less than $20. Could I give you better proof that it
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We can supply everything your stock requires in the way of

HEN'S
FURNISHINGS

and make it a point to give early deliveries. Retailers find

that "THE SHIELD BRAND" goods are growing more

popular all the time, largely on account of the superior

quality they possess. They easily lead in the race for sales.

Compare their styles, finish, patterns and
values with others.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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pays to advertise ? The money all came back to me be-

fore the bill was due, and 1 have not paid it yet.

Alter you have paid out your money for results by

advertising, do not kick it over by having employes who

are not civil. And if you are the head of your firm, it is

you who should be civil to every man, your employes in

particular.

Put yourself out to speak to a poor man. Try it.

You will feel better. So will he. If by chance you

should slight a millionaire, he won't feel it. His con-

ceit and conlidence will take care of the slight.

If you want to find fault with an employe, do it in the

last half hour of the day. Take him to one side alone.

Tell him in a firm way what you have to say. Next

morning meet him with a pleasant "Good morning,

Jack," or "How are you, Bill ?"

Listen to Your Employes.

They may be able to give you some valuable ideas.

Thev may know more than you do, but be less fortunate.

In my time, 1 have been employed by firms who, had they

listened to me and taken my advice, would still be in

business. Now, they can see their mistake. I don't pro-

pose to make the same mistake. I listen.

Look prosperous. Hold up your head.

Reminds me—About five years ago i owed Cluett,

Peabody & Co., of Chicago, $1,500. Could not pay it.

Mr. Peabody sent for me. 1 sat down at his desk. He

said, "Murray, it is not your smiling face 1 want to see,

it is money." My reply was, "Peabody, I haven't any

money for you, and as to my smiling face, that is my
capital. If 1 came to you with a long, sad face, 'all in,'

you would lose confidence in me. I know I am coming

out all right." 1 left his olfice, he feeling satisfied of my
future, willing to wait for his money.

My men prefer to have me at my place of business

than away. 1 treat them kindly. Half your success de-

pends upon your men. Treat your employes so they will

feel like being civil. If any of my men feel oh, I prefer

them to go home for the day than to wait on any of my
customers. My customers have a right to be cranky and

out of sorts. Many of them are Board of Trade men.

Maybe the market has gone against them. They are ner-

vous, short. That is their privilege, but my salesmen

must be clever enough not to notice it. I am sorry to

sav most salesmen are thinking nowadays of two draws.

Draw their salaries, then draw a beer. They are not my
salesmen. 1 don't have that kind. I am willing they

should smile—take a smile after hours, but a different

kind of a smile during the day. The smile of civility

onlv in business hours.

When I do not feel good natured I go away from my
place of business for an hour or two, and if that does

not bring me to feeling right I stay away for the day.

I don't care what position a man occupies, owner, presi-

dent or manager, he can afford to be civil. Why, do you

know, after I met Mr. S. 1). Works, manager, in Chi-

cago, of the National Biscuit Co., he was so genial, even

their biscuits tasted better. They always tasted good,

but "Works" made them taste better still.

1 thank you for your cordial reception and attention,

and should you ever be in Chicago, would be pleased to

again meet you "face to face." Do you know, I am
never too busy to chat with anyone who will do me the

honor of entering my door. With this parting advice,

which is the last page in my book of ads, I again thank

you. "TOM."

JAN

"URNEE
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Another

Stanfield" Year

1904 was a grand old year for Stanfield's Un-

shrinkable Underwear. The number of dealers

handling it, and the number of men wearing it,

practically doubled 1903.

1905 promises to be the banner year, in the volume

of business done, in the history of the Truro mills.

We have a right to expect more orders, and bigger

orders, than ever before. Even if we made

Stanfield s

" Unshrinkable"

Underwear

for '05 just as we made it for '04—used the same

wool, cut the garments the same way, fashioned them in

the same style,—there is no other Underwear to match

it for all-round comfort and satisfaction.

When Stanfield's "Unshrinkable" comes to

you better than ever— with improvements in making
and fitting that a year's experience has pointed out

—

then we know you'll agree with us that 1905 will be

another "Stanfield" year.

The same iron-clad guarantee goes with eveiy

garment—money back if it shrinks.

Start 1905 right by seeing the new models. Drop

us a postcard and our travelers will call.

TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO.
LIMITED

T

TRURO, N.S.
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The Collar House

TRADE TRADE

MARK

THAT

BUTTONi! HOLE
is worth the whole price of the

collar. — it buttons easily,

doubles the life of the collar

Dpd is to be found only on the

J brand collar.

Ask your dealer to show them
to you.

lETURNEl

JYFEB 22 190

1

MARK ^^^^4,

We have in stock.

EVENING DRESS SHIRTS
made in Austria that are without doubt the most perfect finish and

appearance of any White Dress Shirts ever shown

Prices $10 to $12 l>cr doz., all styles.

COLLARS—Out stock of COLLARS is complete, and in all Styles, Heights

and Sizes.

ORDER NOW

CUFFS—Complete stock in every shape desired.

We can send uou a |ier|>etual Calendar

free for the asking— ,MLL

The Canadian Underwear Co.
10 St. Helen St. ^_MONTREAL.
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A
REVIEW of shirt trade conditions, so far as the or-

der season for 1905 Summer shirts is concerned, pre-

sents perplexities to the observer looking for facts.

Salesmen have completed their rounds and novelties are

in order after the holidays. Undoubtedly candid ones

confess to finding retailers with goods that had remained

on their shelves for want of seasonable weather, that

would have occasioned normal demand from consumers.

Business has been of the necessary sort rather than of a

speculative nature. Price has not been a serious ob-

stacle, as "cuts" are frequently heard of and cancella-

tions, even in view of the present downward trend of raw
cotton, are unexpected. It may be quality has been sacri-

ficed in some $9 lines. The Review gave ample warning,

as well as outlining the best selections (figured goods) to

avoid detection on the part of the consumer.

The demand has been good for tans and browns, one

manufacturer placing them before white and black mix-

tures, which shows which way the wind is blowing. Blue

and champagne have also done well, and in the lines

starting out this month they are prominent. The plain

bosom has probably outsold the pleated one. Scroll

work, dots, rings, etc., hold sway.

bosom will play. Materials show no marked change,

though patterns of the plaid variety, and even cross

stripes, are heralded. It is likely that, as last season,

spots, dots and figures, scroll work, will hold first place.

As at this period of the year retailers should have

some knowledge of the preparations for Fall, the follow-

ing is submitted regarding the fancy stiff bosom, which

in former conduct of affairs used to be "the only wear."
Business goes in cycles, and with this in view a sketch of

the stiff bosom's career affords interesting news. From
a craze which satiated three or four seasons ago, this

garment was gradually relegated to a more modest posi-

tion, and the negligee finally became a January to Janu-

ary seller. The past season witnessed the thin end of the

wedge towards a natural and healthy reaction, although

it would seem according to many that this garment has

had its day, except as it is claimed with city men. There

are doubtful sides to the question. That the stiff bosom
is to be again with us is clearly shown by one manufac-
turer saying "Two-thirds stiff bosoms, one-third negli-

gees, and let it go at that, will comprise my line for

Fall, 1905." The white stiff bosom will always be with

us more or less, and the $1 retailer is bepoming a better

finished article yearly.

It is trusted that Summer goods were cleared out in

September, October and November as much as possible,

as the season, as has been often pointed out, should be

opened without any destructive price-cutting, which al-

ways discourages and hurts later business.

Retailers must not ignore this tendency, and as it is

clearly expedient to have a line of demarcation between
Fall and Summer lines, it is to their own interest to

help along the revival. It means bigger sales and more
profits. This has been explained too often to need

repetition.

It is early yet to forecast even the general tendencies

in patterns and fabrics for Fall, 1905. The prospect for

Fall, although more settled than last year, presents its

own share of embarrassments, and manufacturers looking

at samples are vaguely wondering what place the stiff

There is a tendency in the United States to favor the

square cornered fold, but this has not yet appeared in

this country. That it will is possible, but it will not
have sufficient strength to drive out the more convenient,

economical round corner.

IN CRAVATDOM
AT the end of the year there is always the question

of what to do with the odds and ends in men's neck-

wear which are certain to accumulate. City depart-

ment stores and exclusive haberdashers have a "sale,"

and close out for cash all undesirable styles, and get

ready for new goods. Small stores generally consider

this will hurt business when new goods arrive, as they

have such a limited clientele. The result is that many
stores have several seasons' accumulations. Against this

practice at least two sound reasons can be adduced. It

is always best to turn into cash any merchandise which
either through age or a mistake in purchasing is slow in

selling. Make the loss as early as possible, get the

money and turn it into new goods. Again, old goods
carried over not only lose their value, but when mixed
up with fresh stock depreciate these also. They always
take away the bloom and freshness of new goods, and
customers are apt to regard the whole stock as antiquat-
ed. This is the month for "sales" of these accumulations,
and it has generally been found by successful stores as a
paying policy and not to interfere with regular business
or curtail spring output later.

Holiday business has been good almost everywhere,
and city retailers especially have talked style and quality
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We beg to inform our kind

friends that through

their generous esteemed

business,

it necessitates our

erection of a large new

factory, which

will be commenced

as soon as weather permits.

When completed we

expect it to be

the largest

and best equipped

of its kind in the United

States or Canada.

During the

summer it will be

open for inspection to

visitors, and our friends we

desire to see and enter-

tain, at this, the

world's electrical and

manufacturing

centre.

Dominion Suspender Co.,

Niagara Neckwear Co.,

Niagara Falls.

LlMI I ED

rather than price, thus securing a good deal of the gift-

buyer's trade. Large shapes and wide ties generally were
prominent in many displays in conjunction with the wing
collar. Jt now looks as if the stampede waged by manu-
facturers and many retailers in favor of wide neckwear
lias at last obtained a hold upon the consumer, and for

the winter season it appears a safe policy to stock a fair

amount of this variety. Wide four-in-hands, pulls, squares

and ascots are all in for a good demand this winter.

The neckwear business, taking it as a whole the year

through, has been successful, yet, when considering spring

business, manufacturers are at their wits' end to devise

things that are new and different. -More than one maker
insists narrow ties are to be high style for spring and
summer, explaining that the high cut vest and low fold

collar for spring necessitates them. Perhaps the most
cogent reason is that they are able to get as much for

"small ties as for the wide varieties and have a larger

'profit.

It seems to become more difficult every season to de-

termine the probable requirements of the future. The
consumer insists upon novelty and freshness, and staples

are surely becoming unworthy of the name. Materials

show a wide discrepancy, and it is a hard matter to do

business on reliable, staple styles of silks. Shapes vary

a great deal, but the standard in this particular is fairly

maintained. The four-in-hand is no passing fad, and only

exhibits eccentricities in width. The cry is more and

more for new ideas, new designs, new weaves, new effects,

yet avoiding anything entirely freakish.

It is likely the lines for spring will contain almost

entirely new collections, as manufacturers and jobbers

nave cleared stocks fairly well. Retailers should place

orders for new goods and work in any good overstock

with the new scarfs. Regarding the safest goods to

stock, it seems that four-in-hands will remain away at

the head of the list, but extreme wide varieties will not

be wanted. From i^ to 2± inches in width will be the

heaviest sellers. With a return to narrow styles, small,

neat figures are essential. Rather pronounced effects in

all-overs and large figures will be shown as usual in the

ascots, squares and puffs, and these are always attrac-

tive for window displays.

* *
•

The ciitical and expectant dealer has a hard task to

choose desirable colors. The colors this winter have been

bright, and many of the siiades which have only attained

a half season's sale will still go well. Color schemes

generally should be chosen after the fashion of the suc-

cessful ones this fall. Great brilliancy and richness is the

desideratum. Golden brown has been only in half a sea-

son, and although more an autumn color, will be strong

especially in country districts where the fad has not

satiated. Burnt orange has been subdued and is losing

Caste daily, thus is of doubtful value, although subdued

mixtures arc safe. The dislike for green seems to be

vanishing, and this color will be especially good when

used in figures on black backgrounds. It is an attractive

combination for summer. Tinted effects in shades, darker

than the goods will be favorites. Such shades as helio-

trope, pale blue, pearl, and lavender are in this category.
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Neckwear
Novelties

We are already preparing for SPRING AND CASTIR
TRADE with a large variety of

NEW
SILKS
SHADES
PATTERNS

RETURNED
9 190!

Itave you seen the new Trench make Poor in Jlh,

Hand? Very wide—same material front and back. W^^.
have them in all the popular browns and other shades.

Oar Black and White Effects for Spring are

also bound to be good sellers.

Our men are now travelling, cheerful and expectant,

feeling pretty enthusiastic over our 1905 line. A post

card will put you in touch with a traveller.

THE STANDARD NECKWEAR CO.

1853 Notre Dame Street, Hontreal

agara Neckwear Co. will be starting very

Ishortly to erect an addition to their factory, which will

''enable them to almost double their output. This is in

consequence of the rapidly increasing demands of the

trade.

(Winners of Gold
Medals Everywhere,

We guarantee our goods to be

Strictly High-class

Pure Wool Fabrics

They bring satisfaction to both dealer and

wearer.

See our trade mark stamped every three

yards on reverse side 6/4 goods.

FRANK W. NELLES
301 St. James St., Montreal, Representative P.Q.,

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO , Limited

OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA.

Greys are said to have had their run, but original ideas

will lend to eliminate any fear of being "stuck."
* *

*

Retailers who have had trouble with a variety of

stock collars, now recognize that the consumer has rea-

lized that folded handkerchiefs, etc., are much cooler,

neater and pleasanter, thus it is unnecessary to state

thai the stock has practically run its course.

The Windsor tie is regarded as likely to increase in

favor for next summer, but it is really a sporting tie and
goes well only for all sorts of summer games. Its sale

will be always limited in this country.

PUSH THE SMALL THINGS.

/> LERKS are too often diffident conperning small sales,

\_j utterly ignoring the importance attached to even

the smallest purchase. As a rule, clerks in a clothing

department eagerly pounce upon the man prepared to

buy a suit and do everything possible to effect a sale. On
the other hand, when the customer signifies a desire to

buy a pair of overalls or some of the other various acces-

sories not running into a larsje amount, a lackadaisical

effort is often prevalent. An overall manufacturer re-

cently speaking to The Review commented upon this in

just and vigorous terms. He said in part: "A store

often gains a reputation through small things and cour-

tesy at any rate should be practised. Intelligent effort is

the desideratum. In the case of overalls, every line has

its talking points which must be mastered. In this way,

sales may also be doubled, a suit being sold where the

customer had only a pair of overalls in view. The spend-

ing of $2 instead of $1 is not a chimera, if clerks will but

seek to master the essential points of overall manufac-

ture."

MUNROE & MUNROE RAN A HABERDASHERY IN
MONTREAL.

THE interesting bankruptcy proceedings of Munroe

& Munroe, the Montreal and New York stock brok-

erage firm, involving a scathing examination of

George S. Munroe in New York courts, entail an instruc-

tive lesson for retailers. Previous to entering into the

brokerage business the Monroe brothers ran a first-class

haberdashery in Montreal at 2246 St. Catherine street, the

site at present occupied by the Royal stores. This busi-

ness was successfully conducted over a period of nine

years dating from 1S89. At the time of the mining boom

speculation was indulged in advantageously and as a re-

sult the Munroe brothers grew tired of the seeming

prosaic retail business, entailing close attention and small

but sure results. They sold out to McKerrow Bros., who

afterwards failed, and finally launched into the broker-

age business with the disastrous results familiar through

I the daily press.
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H. B. K. LEATHER COATS.
Absolutely the toughest and staunchest coats on the market. No better wind, rain, storm and cold

repellers ever produced. Lumbermen, Railroadmen, Hunters and Teamsters pronounce them the very

best for comfort, durability and all round goodness. The Knit wristers and Kantilever pockets are

features of superiority to all others of the kind.

Made in various styles on our own improved plans.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co, t

ETURNED
IAN -9 190*

Montreal Winnipeg Dawson

RETURN P"D
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HATS AND GLOVES
hat business from

this time on, as far as the buying is concerned, is

the straw hat. Larger and larger is this section

becoming from year to year in the hat department. Not
many years ago it was not unusual for a man to make
his derby or fedora do him all year, with the result that

the straw hat had a limited sale, especially in smaller

centres. Now this has all changed, and the straw hat

has become as necessary a part of man's wardrobe as

the felt. A feature of the straw hat trade of the past

three years that has been of especial interest and pro-

tection to the merchant, is the fact that the sensible

sailor shape has had it ail to itself. For some years be-

fore the shape had changed every year, and the material

as well. Of late years the materials, split and sennit,

have remained unaltered, and the changes in shape have

been only in detail, and not sufficient to place last year's

hat out of the running for this year. Because the new-

est brim is narrow it does not make it necessary that

the fat faced man wear a narrow brim. To him the

wider brim is essential for appearance.

As has been said, splits and sennits alone are worthy

of consideration if the possible demand for good Panamas
is neglected. Which will sell the better is a question

that cannot at present he decided by any number of men.

The Review gives it as its opinion that splits will out-

sell sennits for all but youths, and will hold their own
even with this class. Both styles are good property, and

one can often be sold where the other might be pre-

ferred. If New York sales to retailers so far is any cri-

terion of what is favored here (which is not at all certain

in any line of men's furnishings) splits will receive the

greater favor. Brims are going to be narrower and

crowns higher. It is probable splits would have had a

much larger sale to the retail trade had prices in that

straw not advanced, a fact which told against it not only

with the retailer but also with the manufacturer.

Some effort was made last year to introduce colored

bands, but the success they met with was not encourag-

tractive;

Spring.

but the color will tell against it, even for

URNED

A great showing of wool gloves is being made by

high-class furnishers, but many more of them are seen in

An Attractively Careless Hat Display in an Odd Shaped Window

—

Dressed by A. A. Garon for Z. Papuet, Quebec.

the windows than on the street. "Genuine Scotch knit"

is a favorite inscription on them, but one merchant

comes out boldly with a "Canadian" announcement, and

the goods are certainly worthy of praise. Black and

brown and lined with grey or colors are the favorite

RE URNED

Three Popular Styles—Shown hy The Anderson & Macbeth Co., Limited, Toronto.

ing. It is rumored that the same will be tried this

next year, but while more of it may be seen it will not

replace the plain black.

*

A city hatter recently showed in his window an Eng-
lish fedora of a very light tan with brown bands. The
brim was wide and graceful, the entire shape being at-

shades, but several fancy designs are seen. A novelty

was a wool glove, an exact reproduction of a kid glove

in shape. It had the opening in the front, which was
edged with kid, and dome fasteners held the sides to-

gether. Many of the lined kid gloves have the opening

piece, and one style has a strap and slide fastener in-

stead of the dome fastener. Wool lined gloves are highly
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GLOVES
WE are manufacturers. We

go one step beyond the

ordinary manufacturer, for

we own our own t mnery. A
larg r investment, of course, but

it enables us to quote YOU lower

figures and to give the WEARER
gloves made from skins concerning

the soundness of which there is

not a doubt. When it comes to

glove styles and Glove Workman-
ship, we move right up into the

choice company.

We make Gloves of every

description for Men and Women
—unlined, silk-lined, wool -lined,

fur-lined.

We make a specialty of

flocha

Gloves
in all styles and prices.

Our travellers will call on you

shortly with a full line of 1905

samples. Get in touch with them.

ALWAYS REIVIEMBER—SAMPLES SENT ANY-

WHERE. BETTER SEND NOW.

F. GALIBERT
MONTREAL

thought of this Winter, and aie taking well in the more

exclusive trade

The Canadian Glove and Mitten Co., of Ingersoll,

Onl., are finding their present premises quite inadequate

to the volume of business they are doing. They are at

present negotiating for other premises in Ingersoll, and

if these negotiations are unsuccessful Manager MacKay
says they will piobahlv seek a location elsewhere.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS.

J. F. Perkins & Co., tailors, Rainy River, Ont., have

sold out.

Fred. YVakclin has opened a tailoring business in

Uxbridge, Onl.

Shaper & Reid, tailors, Victoria, B. C, have dis-

solved partnership.

C. N. Stearns, tailor, Maple Creek, N. W. T., has sold

out to J. T. Allan.

F. G. Campbell, merchant tailor, Perth, Ont., is re-

tiring from business.

W. T. Patterson, tailor, Regina, is opening a branch

at Lumsden, N. W. T.

E. Friel & Co., men's furnishers, St. John, N.B., have

suffered loss by fire; fully insured.

Jos. W. Seymour, Hagersville, Ont., has disposed of

his tailoring business to Jas. Alward.

The D. Boyaner Co., wholesale clothiers, Winnipeg,

have called a meeting of their creditors.

S. G. Spence, (Oak Hall Clothing Co.,) Dawson and

Grand Forks, has sold out to Sherwood & English.

John Standfield, president of the Truro Knitting Mills

Co., is in the United States buying new machinery. .

J. N. Belden, formerly cutter for Deacon & Ross,

Winnipeg, has opened a merchant tailoring establishment.

The business of the estate of II. S. Smith, men's

furnishers, Lethbridge, N. W. T., has been sold to E.

West.

Newton Large and Leu. Kennedy have formed a part-

nership under the name of the Large Tailoring Co
,

Leamington, Ont.

J. M. Clark has opened a new men's furnishing and

clothing store in Tilsonburg, Ont. The fittings are

thoroughly up-to-date.

Grafton & Co., clothing manufacturers, Dundas, Onl.,

are opening a branch store in Woodstock, Ont., to be

ready for the Spring business.

R. Score iV Son, tailors and haberdashers, Toronto,

have added 50 ft. to the rear of their store, and fitted it

11]) in a very attractive manner.

W. II. Coles, foreman of the pants and vest depart-

ment of Green, Swift & Co., London, Ont., was recently

presented with a clock In the employes.

The striking union of the hat and cap workers in

Montreal has appealed foi aid to the Trades and Labor

Council Then trouble is that the union label is not ac-

cepted by the employers.

Abrain B. Gregg, head of the firm of Gregg & Son,

merchaul tailors, Victoria, B. C, has died at the. age of

77 \], Gregg 1 'in- to thi - 57 yeai> ago. and

founded the firm of Gregg & Sons in 1883
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ARLINGTON1I

4

4

,, Ly^^yi l COLLARS, CUFFS, Etc.
WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them ? If not, why not ? They're the very best made.

AGENTS :

Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal. Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Cnt.

I*

f

4 • »

WM. BIGGAR (& SON
GALT, ONTARIO.

Sheepskin Tanners and Manufacturers of

GLOVES AND MITTENS
In Saranac, Horsehide and Calfskin.

^so LACE LEATHER. Drop us a line for quotations on any of these goods

Spring'
1905

ETURNED

No. 1064

SOFT AND HARD

..HATS.. ALSO A FULL
LINE OF

STAPLE FELTS
STRAWS AND CAPS

Open to appoint Agents for.

in every City and Town in

Canada where not already

represented.

Correspondence Solicited
No. 67

TRAVELERS

ARE OUT Th^ Anderson &, MacbetK Co., Limited

76 Bay Street >** the right mail order house ^ TORONTO
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The Woollen Warehouse of Canada

J
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You will find

our stock for

Spring 19 5

better assorted

than ever*

.»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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L A.JL

AT

Our success in

the past is due

to the reliability

and style of our

offerings.

••••••••••-••••••••**t»»4>«**»«>««~*»4*«>..4>.
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To the Tailors and Dry Goods Merchants of Canada :

Our Spring lines include the choicest range procurable in the following materials :

Tweeds, Serges, Suitings, Overcoatings, etc.
Ge.nv.ases, Italians, Assorted SMLcs,

Hair Cloths, Sleeve Linings,
Holland Pocketings

and every line of goods used by Tailors, etc.

Our exclusive lines are leaders in the trade. These include the celebrated "TYKE" and

"BLENHEIM" SERGES; also SALT'S "YOTSMAN" SERGES.

Samples of any of the above materials sent free upon request.

Orders through our representatives now on the road, or sent direct to the House, will rtceive

prompt attention.

We wish you a Prosperous New Year.

A. McDOUGALL & CO.,
196 McGiLL STREET. MONTREAL

BRANCHES

:

ricKinnon Building. Toronto
Jarvis Buiding, St. John

37 Queen St., Truro
Bridge Street, Quebec

T
T

{

t

t
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

WITH the wholesale trade for Spring well

opened up, it is found that tailors

throughout the country are firmly con-

vinced that business will be good, better

than last year. The unseasmable wea-

ther interfered materially with the tailors' business in

the Spring of 1904. Such a season would be unlikely to

occur two years in succession. Better materials than

usual are selling, as the demand in every line is for more

expensive quality. It is generally felt that a few dollars

extra for a suit are not wasted. Country tailors are

getting more for their productions, and city tailors find

that with all qualities in stock it is the better grades

that are taking. A good tweed or worsted will last

longer, look better, and keep its shape better than a

cheaper one, and everything considered the men with the

least money find such an investment a saving.

• *
»

Nothing especially startling is developing for Spring

trade. Tweeds and worsteds, especially the former, have

a position that is assured them for all time. The tweed

is after all the most sensible and neatest appearing ma-

terial. So well crossed are they with worsteds that the

average buyer cares little to take the trouble to dis-

tinguish them. It is pattern that tells, and a good at-

tractive pattern is bought regardless of the yarn that is

used, provided it is of sufficiently good quality. In col-

ors and patterns the dark shades will be the best popular

sellers, although grey is gradually gaining in strength.

Among high-class trade it has had a good Fall season.

Pronounced stripes will not be favored, although fairly

distinct checks will sell well. The indefinite "pin" effect

is the best. It is neater and more suitable for the aver-

age man. Dots of color are worked in as usual without

injuring the effect, but thev rather improve it by taking

away the sombreness of plain black or even black and

white.
* »

•

The fancy vest will be as strong as ever for Spring.

It is about time, according to precedent, that it dropped

off, but there are no signs of this. During the Winter it

has been quite prominent, and manufacturers are pre-

paring for a big run. Greys will be good, and tans will

meet with some success.

GREAT PIE EATING CONTEST.
A Freak Advertisement.

READERS of The Review will doubtless recall some
six months ago the description of a marriage in

Workman's clothing store window, corner of Notre
Dame and McGill street, Montreal. Evidently this in-

genious advertiser, whose place of business is placarded
with newspaper bulletins, wishes to eclipse his previous

strenuous effort for publicity, as during the week of Dec.

4 his windows were alternately occupied by two "Coons,"
"colored gentlemen from the Bermudas," to call attention
to an event advertised in flaring letters on bunting as a
"Great Pie Eating Contest between Felix Moore, Barba-
does, (champion), and Harry Hunt, Jamaica, (challenger),

for a purse of $50 and a challenge cup presented by the
Herald."

As might be expected, this freak advertising attracted

publicity of a kind,, but evidently did not convince intend-

ing purchasers that Workman should be patronized. A
useful idea was seen in the card reading "We are leaders

in coon coats," and the coats were there with prices

attached to substantiate the card.

Saturday, the 10th, at 9 o'clock, the event came off,

and happily with no evil results to the participants, as

once happened when J. W. Gusky, Pittsburg, Penn., tried

a similar publicity act. Pie hardly suggests reasons for

buying clothing, and it is doubtful whether such methods
are of permanent value.

RETURN

The Late Mr. J. W. Mackedie.

PIONEER CLOTHIER DEAD.

JW. MACKEDIE, a pioneer clothing manufacturer,

died in Westmount on the 10th inst., after several

days' illness. Mr. MacKedie was born in Cromarty-

shire, Scotland, and came to Canada at an early age,

entering into the wholesale clothing business. He eventu-

ally became head of the firm of J. W. MacKedie & Co.,

Victoria square, Montreal. He was a man of high char-

acter, and under his direction the business grew to very

large proportions. The deceased was known as a pioneer

in the ready-made clothing trade, and his early efforts

presaged much of to-day's excellent standard.

Ten years ago Mr. MacKedie retired from active busi-

ness and took up his residence in Westmount. He is sur-

vived by a widow and one daughter, Mrs. Hazzard, who
resides in Gla^e Bay.

SOME NOVEL WINDOWS.
UNFAMILIAR yet interesting features enliven other-

wise uniform and prosaic windows. The advant-

ages incident in showing the raw materials from

which the manufactured goods emanate have been taken

advantage of by several stores in Montreal the past
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month. Nothing, perhaps, so truly attracts and holds

attention.

In an underwear window, Jaeger Pure Wool showed
3-lb. piles of raw sheep's wool, natural anil white, in

both the greased and washed state. These four piles

were at the front and side of the window. Other fea-

tures were finest vicuna wool, finest white Australian

wool, finest camelhair, all in a state ready for spinning.

A striking glove window showed the various raw
skins, the suede, mocha, kid and dogskin gloves were

made from.

In a slightly different manner the Deimel Linen Mesh

store showed two effective pictures, illustrating the old

and the new method of spinning. These pictures did

much to promote interest in the various products dis-

played.

"The old way" showed the old-fashioned hand loom,

while "The new way" exhibited the weaving department

of the Uemiel Linen Mesh Co., said to be the most com-

plete in the world.

EVOLUTION OF THE READY-MADE CLOTHING
TRADE IN CANADA

MODERN ready-made clothing is accepted as all that

can be desired in style, fit and wearing qualities,

and unless the consumer has individual ideas which

he desires carried out in his clothing,, or, owing to physi-

cal reasons which absolutely prevent his being fitted in

ready to wear garments, retailers are unanimous in urg-

ing them to buy. Yet little thought is given to the

conditions which make this possible. There is a con-

fused idea prevalent that years ago ready-to-wear gar-

ments did not have the standing they now have, but the

ordinary merchant goes calmly on his path failing to

recognize even this, and usually ignoring an enquiry into

the efforts of manufacturing clothiers who are producing

garments which represent the highest point of perfection

of the tailor's art. It is casually recognized that Cana-

dian ready-made clothing has reached the stage where,

in many instances, it is considered better than the aver-

age tailor-made production.

The demand has been for "better grades of clothing,

and in comparing the garments which were produced by

manufacturers even five years ago with those of to-day,

it hardly seems credible that such an advance could pos-

sibly have been made, and as investigation goes further

back, the more wondrous it all seems. The effort in

olden days was to produce a suit as cheaply as possible.

To-day, exactly the reverse condition exists, and no ex-

pense is spared to make every detail of the garments as

perfect as possible. Make and style are kept in the fore-

ground, and hence to-dav the amount of trade in fine

materials for ready-to-wear use has become immense, and

shows the great change that has been wrought through

the skill and good judgment of manufacturers.

The Limit Not Yet Reached.

The limit for the sale of ready-made clothing has not

been reached by any means, even though it approaches

$8,000,000, but the time has come when the increase in

volume will be in smaller percentages, and the business

will grow in a more steady manner. It is best to con-

sider the difficulties confronting manufacturers before

proceeding to outline crude beginnings evolving into

finished perfection. Each season of the year must now

have a fabric in keeping, and in make-up there is a fast'''

that cannot be ignored. Lastly, the garments when made

must fit whatever be the style. Style and quality now
figure conspicuously as factors in the solution of the

problem.

Conditions Twenty Years Ago.

Twenty years ago clothing was made by piece work

and designed for country people, fishermen, railroad men,

etc., people whom the trade considered didn't appreciate

fine clothes. Factories there were and firms like TL

Shorey & Co., James O'Brien. Campbell. J W, Mac-

Kedie & Co., (now McKenna Thompson), James Ewan

& Co. Montreal, W. E. Sanford, Hamilton, Livingston &
Johnston, Chalceoft Sampson Co., Lailey, Watson and

Bond, Toronto, etc., were all doing a successful, profit-

able business. Yet modern developments were not

dreamed of. Factories were more properly shipping

rooms. All the work was done outside, and, naturally,

uniformity was impossible. Women made up the majority

of the work people and the stuff, though often strongly

put together, had an inferior finish. Clothing was made
everywhere and anywhere, and as 200 suits of a line

might easily be given to 20 different sewing women to

make, it is easily seen vast discrepancies even in sizes

might occur.

It was a common thing to see goods almost thrown to-

gether, collars were often different, and seams might be \
or \ inph. In those days 10 to 20 cents a pair was paid

for making pants ; to-day it costs as high as 75 cents

or $1.00. Then buttons were often "wished on" with

cotton ; now they are sewn with waxed linen thread.

The cheapest Italians and serges from 6 to 10 cents per

yard were used as compared with goods costing from 25

to 70 cents now. Profits on this old clothing were said

to be fabulous ; as an example, 60 to 100 suits could be

pressed (if this was done) under the old conditions by

one workman at home or in a small shop in a day ; now
15 constitutes a good day's work. Cheap hand button

holes have given way to those produced by the machine^

which finishes both sides. Seams run by hand or foot for

sewing purposes failed to give straight edges, or proper-

strength, and this has given way to long rows of ma-
chines run by electric motors, and watched over by skilled

operatives, rendering complete accuracy and fastness

possible.

A Growth in Ten Years.

Modern clothing of the best kind, with the inevitable

specializing and division of labor, is a development of the

last 10 years, and the production turned out by skilled

specialists, such as cutters, a presser and the multitude

of sewing women for various parts, is distinctly opposed

to the old idea of an entire suit being turned out by

factories to either small tailors or families scattered

throughout the country. The old establishment, of the best

kind always kept a few girls to sew on tags and do some
general finishing, but the modern establishment, with its

multitude of skilled tailors, operatives and needle women,
would have been regarded as a chimera.

Hardly ten years ago more than one manufacturer

realized the eccentricities of men's ready-to-wear gar-

ments, and occasional trips across the line possibly re-

vealed the fact that Canadian clothing was a century

behindhand. Steps were gradually taken to revolutionize

the trade, and a beginning was made which has expanded

to a wonderful extent. Wearers of ready-made garments

then Mere confined to almost the one cut of dresc. the

same qualify of cloth, and mostly of one color One
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RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"CraY8I18tte"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.

Welch, Margetson & Co

16 Moor Lane

London, England
FOR.

Fancy
Colored

Shirts

in all styles
and varieties

AGENTS

ETUHN|£U
no*

(yo^c

MONTREAL HOUSE.
205 Coristine Buildings.

Manufacturers of
SHIRTS, COLLARS. TIES, BRACES. Etc.

J. Sheasgreen,
921 Thurlow St., VANCOUVER, B.C.

FACTORIES.
London, England; Londonderry, Ireland

^/^tri^C^L^

C^u^-y/3<^xL 3'

a
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JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

:

Victoria Square, flontreal,

65 and 67 Yonge St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
MUDDERSFIELD, ENQ.

FASHIONABLE
SUITlNGS.Etc

Our Specials for Spring, 1905,

will be found of more than

usual assortment and quality.

Grey Heltons
Beavers

Serges
Vicunas

Tweeds
ALSO ....

FARMER'S SATIN, ITALIAN CLOTH, Etc.

We have Everything in

WOOLLENS and TAILORS' TRIMMINGS

Silks and Satins a Specialty

THE BRITISH AMERICAN
IMPORT CO., WHOLESALE

- DRY GOODS
364 ST. PAUL ST.,nONTREAL

courteous manufacturer, in recalling the old days, laugh-

ingly said, "Trousers were made to hang suspenders upon,

hips and coals were often cutaway to the extent of giv-

ing the appearance of a loose-fitting spike tail. The
waistcoat was often long and closed at the top, and but-

tons had often to be dispensed with, by using hooks and

eyes."

Manufacturers realized the necessity of expansion, and

grasping the immense possibilities, American designers

and cutters were imported, and a change rapidly took

place from old and monotonous styles to something new
and praiseworthy—a change which gave pleasure and

opened up new channels of trade.

Innovations Follow.

Hosts of innovations followed each other rapidly, and

the pioneers vied with each other in introducing new fea-

tures into ready-to-wear garments. An inside vest poc-

ket, a watch pocket, two hip pockets, lining at the back

of the vest the same as the coat, the making of stouts

and slims, the sponging of cloths before cutting, the in-

troduction of labor-saving devices in the form of new

machines, etc.—all these were quickly taken hold, of, until

to-day the linest clothing (speaking of suits and over-

coats running well over $5.00) is the product of clever

designers and cutters and expert needleworkers.

The best modern clothing is all cut individually by

nand. Machinery has played a part here, but only in

cheaper clothing and piles running as high as 25 layers

are cut and fashioned by huge machines, but never with

the same accuracy as by hand. "First-class clothing must

be cut, and always will be cut, by shears," is the verdict

of all concerned, and in this respect there is but the ad-

vance of scientific cutting.

The Use of Machines.

Machinery has helped to economize in a great measure.

There are blind stitching, tucking, serging machines, etc.,

yet the intricate work is all done by hand, and minute

division of labor has rendered a high degree of skill pos-

sible. Collars are hand-moulded by one person, sleeves

are put in in the same manner, and all the inside touches

have an individual workman. Garments now are designed

and cut by masters of the craft and made up by trained

tailors with a style and fit that cannot be criticized.

Tailor-made productions hold their faultless shape.

Methods of merchandizing have developed in the same
way, and factories of the best kind are excellent from a

sanitary standpoint. Workrooms generally have extra

high ceilings, large windows and skylights and plenty of

ventilation. Of the many factories visited by The Re-

view all were adjudged sanitary.

New Style Clothing.

Of late years a new style of ready-made clothing has

come into prominence. The garments are cut and the

parts sewn together as in the finished article, save in

those parts that by leaving basted only would afford an

opportunity of fitting different figures. Such forms as

the Semi-Ready, Fit-Reform, Plastic-Form, etc., adopt

this style. By it a man is enabled to see how the goods

look made up, and to get the finished suit in a few hours.

Custom-made clothing has its natural place, and many
adherents, and no comparison is instituted. An inspec-

tion of the garments now presented for Spring, 1905,

shows them to be the acme of perfection as far as the

production of the most skilful tailors is concerned. The
demand has been for high-grade garments, and. encour-

aged by this demand, manufacturers are now producing

suits and overcoats that would have opened the eyes of

the public of not over ten years ago. Yet future develop-

ments are anxiously awaited.
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CAULFEILD, BURNS & GIBSON
Importers and Manufacturers of

MEN'S WEAR
Travellers now out with full range of Spring Goods, also for Sorting.

Working Pants

Overalls

Working Shirts

Night Shirts

Pyjamas

Sweaters

Cardigans

RbiUBNED & 0L
J AIM 30 190f Balbriggan

Underwear

•REGISTERED TRADE-MARK;

Natural Wool
Underwear

Fancy Cashmere
and Cotton Hosiery

Athletic Jerseys

and Knickers

Umbrellas

$- Fancy Vests

Summer Clothing

Alpaca and
Lustre Coats

CAULFEILD, BURNS & GIBSON
20 Front St. East, Toronto.
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Whose Ad.
is Best?

We invite our readers to vote on
the advertisements in this number
of The Review— to select the adver-
tisement, which, in their opinion, is

the best—from the viewpoints of

attractiveness, readableness, and per-

suasiveness. Size of advertisement
not a condition. Any reader of The
Review may compete.

No replies will be opened until Jan. 20th. The advertisement
receiving the largest number of votes will be judged to be the best
advertisement. The correspondence from those who choose the
winning advertisement will all be mixed up indiscriminately, and to
senders of the first and second letters drawn from this pile will be
awarded a first and second prize. A prize will also be awarded to
the writer of the winning advertisement.

THE AWARDS
To the winner of the first prize:

A Gold Mounted Fountain Pen
Value, *7.50.

To the winner of the second prize :

"Successful Advertising—How
to Accomplish it"

By J. Angus MacDonald
Value, $2.00.

To the writer of the winning advertisement :

A Gold Mounted Fountain Pen
Value, $7.50.

Use this Coupon for Voting.

rw VOTE .

The best ad. in the Dry Goons Review

and Men's Furnisher for January, 1905,

in my judgment is that of

page
Name of firm.

Yours truly,

Name of voter.

w i t h
Name of firm with which

voter is connected.

Addres* of firm.

Address replies to Prize An. Competition,

The Dry Goods Review

and Men's Furnisher,

10 Front St. E., Toronto.

A MODEL WAREHOUSE.

IT
seems only the other day that the "Great Toronto Fire"

occurred, and in truth it is but a little over eight

months since the larger portion of the wholesale section

of the city was laid waste by the disaster and many of the

finest buildings entirely destroyed. Vet much has been

done in that time, and under great difficulties, with pluck

and energy which cannot be commended too highly : new
buildings have risen from the ashes of the old, greatly

improved in appearance and stability, fitted with the most

modern appliances to facilitate the handling of goods to be

contained in each, and some greatly increased in size.

Amongst these, one of the most noticeable is the ware-

house of The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, which was only

completed last month. To many it was a surprise that Mr.

Brock, who is not a young man now, and who has so many
outside matters to interest him, should desire to continue in

business ; and to most men, under similar conditions, the

temptation to withdraw would have been too strong to

resist ; but Mr. Brock, realizing that many a young man
was largely dependent on the business for his success and

well-being, put self entirely aside and started to work with

all his old-time vigor, enthusing those around him, till each

was working and pushing as though his life depended on it.

This combined effort has resulted in the accomplishment of

more than anyone could have anticipated, and all can now

look back with pride on what has been done.

Mr. A. R. Denison, the architect, is to be congratulated

on having turned out one of the most modern and up-to-date

warehouses in the city, and, in fact, the "Model Warehouse

of Canada."

In the main, the dapartments are arranged as pre-

viously, but owing to the very great increase of space other

lines which before suffered from crowding are formed into

separate departments, eaqh in charge of experienced buyers

and staffs, and the development of them pushed forward.

Department "A" (old basement) remains as previously,

minus mens shirts and drawers and top shirts, which will

go into one of the additional departments. The new base-

ment, where the Rolph Smith building stood, is connected

with the old by a tunnel under the lane, and the magnificent

space in it is reserved for the storage of such goods as

linoleums, floor oil cloths, flannelettes, shirts and drawers,

etc., etc.

The first fioor (department " B ") will carry all the

lines it previously did, except tailors linings, which form

another extra department, and printed dress muslins are

added so that special attention can be given to printed

goods and wash materials generally. In this department,

too, the linen trade will be developed and increased.

Across the lane will be found the receiving, shipping,

packing and two entry rooms; the facilities here are most

remarkable and put the Company in an exceptional position

to expedite deliveries. The entry, packing, shipping and

receiving rooms are all separate, and thus obviate the

danger of confusion and mistakes. Goods come into the

house by two separate entrances and leave by one exit

utilized for the purpose o( shipping only. There are four

elevators to convey goods to and from the various depart-

ments, so altogether the arrangements with regard to the

income and output of goods could not be more perfect.

Coming up to the second floor, one is struck with the

magnificent sweep of space, as here the lane is arched over,
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and there is no break in the building. It can only be

designated as most impressive.

Time and space will not permit of a description of the

other floors, which are practically the same as the second,

but the trade generally can feel assured of a hearty welcome

at the new premises of the \V. R. Brock Co.

PRESENTATIONS.

A
MOST pleasant event took place on Saturday, Decem-

ber 24, at noon, in the carpet department of the firm

of John Macdonald A Co., wholesale dry goods men

of Toronto. The event was a presentation to Mr. W. A.

Denton, Mr. T. A. Mitchell and Mr. Lyle Duncan, buyers

and traveler, respectively, of the above firm, the recipients

having resigned for the purpose of going into business.

The presentation was made by Mr. Macdonald on

behalf of the employes.

The presents to each consisted of a magnificent cut-

glass epergne and punch bowl, and were given as a token

of the great esteem in which they were held.

The responses to the speech made by Mr. Macdonald

and wood elevations. The building fronts 210 feet on St.

Catherine street, and is 116 feet in depth. The total floor

space is 17,000 square feet. There are three passenger

cleva I ors and staircases at either end of the building, and

a freight hoist from the basement. Steam heating is in-

stalled by low pressure system, and the building' is light-

ed throughout by electric arc lights.

The basement contains lines of hardware, groceries,

crockery, etc. The first floor dress goods, silks, dress ac-

cessories, and notion departments. The dress goods and

silk sections, near the main entrance on St. Catherine

street. The second floor, millinery, mantles, books and

stationery, whitewear. The third floor, men's clothing,

house furnishings, toys, etc.

These various stocks have been classified and arranged

in sections and departments after the manner most gen-

erally adopted in the more modern departmental stores.

This large store is divided into certain large divisions,

including the sales section; the operative sections, and the

counting room and financial bureaus. Organization is the

New Builaing of W. H. Scrogtjie.

from each of the recipients showed the deep feeling of part-

ing after many years of fellowship.

If the "send-off" by their late fellow-employes is any

indication of good wishes for their future success, then

their success is already assured.

MONTREAL'S ENLARGED DEPARTMENTAL STORE.

The new building of W. H. Scroggie, Limited, St.

Catherine, University and Victoria streets, Montreal—
an engraving of which appears herewith, is rapidly near-

ine completion, and is a fine achievement in the way of

construction scheme and architectural detail, of the strict-

ly commercial order.

All the improved conditions of the present building

era are embodied in the three stories and basement, of

pressed brick and limestone trimming's, steel frame work

important factor in the conduct of this business, and the

managerial qualifications of heads of departments are

of prime importance. The buying of merchandise, the

selecting and judgment as to how much or how lit'tle is

required, is a science, and in perfecting the operating end

the same term may be used. To run such a store the en-

tire horizon of thought and study must be wisely covered

and a complete knowledge of finance is essential.

A happy event transpired on the 6th ult., when Mr. D.

Cohen, son of Mr. B. Cohen, importer of "Premier

Waterproofs" and manager of the Canadian branch,

was married to Miss J. Solomon, of Ottawa. Mr. Cohen

spent the honeymoon in New York, Winnipeg and the

west. He is receiving the congratulations of many friends

in the trade.
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JAN

WE CARRY THE LARGEST RANGE OF

FANCY LEATHER GOODS
^ ^ IN CANADA & j&

We sell direct from the MANUFACTURER to the TRADE at factory prices, representing

ORTWEILER & CO.
HIGH-CLASS MANUFACTURERS of all kinds of FANCY LEATHER GOODS

FACTORY :

orrENBAcri, Germany.
OFFICE AND SHOW ROOMS :

2? Redcrovs St., LONDON, ENG.

RETURNE^
J A sl -6 19G3

RETURN

JA«

UulitlLb LOwK MUMC CASE.
takes music either flat or folded

RETURN ci

art]

6 19

ToUKIbf CASE,

QENT'S DRESSING CASE. LADIES' DRESSING CASE. HAND BAQ.

These goods are leaders in STYLE, QUALITY and WORKMANSHIP.
Samples for Spring 1905 now in hand include a magnificent range of NOVELTIES and EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

WRITE FOR LARGE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROBERTSON C& PARKER,
Sole Canadian Representatives. J& J& 2>04 Coristine Bldg.. MONTREAL
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OUR LONDON
LETTER

Styles in Hats Discussed
-Vogue of the French
Sailor — Trimmings in
Use — Some Favorite
Gowns and Costumes.

i

THE very earliest indications of the Spring styles

are to be gathered from a study of the "Mode
as it goes" in Riviera season. London and

Paris elegantes are now flitting to the sunny

south, and for their sartorial needs exquisite

toilettes have been prepared by the chief fashion making

houses. First in importance are the delightful hats of

tulle and flowers, or flowers and foliage only, and very

" The Gibson Corset" as worn by "The Gibson Girl."

novel hats of a small type made of coarse jap plait. This

is wide and of the kind used for Jap sailors. It is dyed

in the most beautiful shades to match costumes and makes

the most possible effect.

Hat of Tulle and Feathers.

Some examples noted in a private salon in London
where the clientele is of the smartest, included a small hat

of Jap coarse plait, with a round, rather narrow brim on

the front. This is slightly indented in the centre of the

front to bend upwards, and at the back by means of a

series of slopes, a very deep turn over is formed that

makes a kind of hood over the back part of the crown.

The straw is sewn to face outwards so that no lining or

facing is needed. Three long plumes of smallest hackle

feathers are so arranged, that they completely encircle the

crown, curling upwards from the brim, and the tips of two

of the plumes curl gracefully over the back upturn at right

and left. Tulle is then folded in close layers and strapped

around the back of the plumes laid on the front, the strap

being sewn so that it stands out from the crown and just

shows the top folds behind the hackle feathers. At the

back a light spray of green foliage is laid on the up-turn

so that it shows also from the front view. In the centre

of this spray is a novel ornament made of velvet to match

or tone with the shade of the straw. The velvet is cut with

a two inch bias fold, and then wound around to form a

cone-shaped ornament.

These stand out well with their points upwards, and

look extremely well in the new colors. I have given so

much detail concerned with this hat, for t he reason that

I believe it will be a very fashionable style in the Spring

millinery modes. Two of these models are being despatch-

ed to Cairo for a very stylish Londoner, and one of these

was in violet plait, the hackle feathers and tulle and vel-

vet cones matching. The only color relief was the touch

of green in the foliage spray at the back. The edge of this

hat had a crossway Hat two inch bind of velvet, a revival

of an old millinery trimming idea that I think is finding

great favor.

Other Styles of Hats.

Another of these hats was curiouslv enoueh made of

The new "Inverness," the leading shape followed by the

manufacturer of waterproof garments.

the Japanese plait, dyed a vivid Russian green. A very

chic little hat (all the newest hats are small) is called

the "Newmarket." It is worn almost perched upon the
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Trade Follows the

Fashion

The Silent Salesman gives a

tip:

Tnat is the purpose of the

trip.

He does not need to argue

lo"g,

As those do whose skirts are

wrong.

Goods are easy or

hard to sell in pro-

portion as their merits

are known.

Our Skirts do not

need any arguing.

They sell at sight. Their excellence has resulted in

increased business for us and for customers handling

our goods.

Garments Smart and

Correct, fashioned

from the latest fabrics.

Thoroughly tailored, up=to=

date designs in :: :: :: ::

Shirt-waist Suits
and.

Skirts

reflecting the latest American and European ideas.

Without a doubt the finest assortment of quick-

seliing and profit-producing styles ever shown

by us.

Our travellers will be out during January with the

latest offerings for Spring trade. These sam-

ples are well worth your inspection.

The New York Skirt Mnfg. Co.
Makers for
the Classes
and the Masses

8 Lemolne St.

Montreal

head and needs a well arranged coiffure to set it off. The
shape is like a small elongated turban with a widely up-

turned or bevelled over brim on the left. It is made of

rough Jap plait dyed in exquisite self shades, and there is

no trimming beyond a large very formal piquet id' small

roses in pale cream tinted pink, or pink, coral ami damask
red shades. The small roses are the kind that arrive daily

from the Riviera at this season, in such quantities, and

are sold like the Neapolitan violets, for a few pence in

the London streets. Their artificial prototypes are most

realistic, and when mounted in a dump, backed with a few

light green leaves, they make a most stylish trimming for

these tiny hats.

Details About Hats.

Hats entirely formed of blossoms and foliage are prom-

inent ideas in the Riviera modes. Violets are not so much
the mode as is usually the ease in the early season. Small

loses in massed piquets, or large shaded roses, for arrang-

ing under uplifted brims are the prevailing taste, but there

is quite a rage for the camelia in dear wax-like white,

white and pink, or delicate pink alone.

Some very elegant millinery models have touches of

Irish laee, or rich lace guipure about them. Very tiny

capotes and tricornes are a great rage in Paris, and some

few are showing in the London private millinery salons.

They are very dainty creations of various fancy materials.

such as gold, silver or aluminum canvas, enriched with

embroideries, pearl and fancy metal bosses, gold lace, and

narrow edging of finely pleated tulle or marabout feath-

ers. Marabout hussar aigrettes adorn a number of them:

very few have ostrich feathers included in the trimming

scheme, and the newest have flower aigrettes, such as a

sheaf of lilies of the valley upstanding from a tuft of

pleated tulle in white or leaf green.

Vogue of the Sailor Hat.

The round French sailor hat of the very old-fashioned

type (in England we called them at one time "Tom
Tug") is a revival that grows apace in Paris, and is now

catching on in London and Brighton. The smartest are

covered in white or cream toned varnished leather, with

a soft leather band and bow laid around the low dome

crown. For motor hats, they have a good following, and

they are for this purpose secured to the head by means of

a large silk gossamer veil sewn to a hoop of wire. The

hoop part fits down tightly over the crown and the long

ends are tied down over the ears, and tied in front. This

French sailor shape is used also for dressy models worn

well back on the head, to show a stylish under trimming

of velvet, knotted loops, or a series of quaint button

rosettes formed of ribbon, sometimes a stiff wreath of small

nses, with a piquet of green foliage under the left brim.

just resting above the ear.

lubbons will play a greal part in the season's millin-

ery styles: in Paris there is a showing of moire broche,

and various fancy flowered ribbons on the earliest modes.

J hope to send by nexl mail a selection of the newest pat-

terns in ribbon, illustrated by photography.

Favorite Gowns and Costumes.

Muslin velvet gowns are a ureal vogue at the present

time. The} are made with gauged skirt trimming, and

many handsome models have rich cream lace guipure as a

further trimming. The sleeves are very full to the elbow,
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then gathered into a Directoire cuff, from which depends a

very lull lace ruffle

White cloth costumes with white hats and boas to

match arc a further great vogue. On the Brighton front

at last Sunday's church parade. I counted over twenty

A high necked evening dress in black-ring-spotted white taffeta.

This shows the new fold-over bodice and the new sleeve.

white cloth, tailor-made costumes. One of the most at-

tractive, made short all round walking length, was cut with

flat pleats stitched down over the hips and allowed to fall

free to the hem. With this was a novel short coat bolero,

very smartly ornamented with white cord frogs, and loops

carried across the front in military fashion. The costume

was entirely made of the new heavy weight and double

width "Viyella." I. note that many of the fashionable

ladies' tailors are using this woollen, now that it is pro-

duced in such wide widths, and of the weight needed for

out of door wear.

Decline of Directoire Styles.

The Directoire revival is waning, and more feminine

types associated with the Louis XV. modes will be in

meat favor for the new season. There is a most decided

return to the round, tapering waist, as I foreshadowed

many months ago in these and other notes. The straight-

fronted corset is demode in Paris and London, and does not

in any way lend itself to the new draped or cross over

bodice, or the high draped waistband.

The princess robe, too, is in the air, and the round waist

corset is an absolute necessity here. With this letter 1

send a study of the "Gibson girl," Mis* Camille Clifford,

just prepared in my office for the "Gibson corset" (Reg.)

advertisement, shortly going out. This shows the new lines

of the fashionable corset figure. The "Gibson corset" is

made from the actual model worn by the "Gibson girl,"

and is beautifully shaped. It is just what the fashionable

modistes and corsetieries in London and Paris are urging

upon their clients, and when these good folks make their

minds up, it is pretty sure that corset manufacturers must

make "a change of front," ill-disposed as they are,

naturally, to do it.

Novel Ideas in Silk Coats.

There are no end of novel ideas seen now in dainty

silk coats for evening wear. They are variously called

"Bridge Coats," "Coffee Jackets," "Dinner" or "Res-

taurant Coats." Usually they are of some bright toned

taffetas, a few are of glossy, supple satin. An example is

the one worn by Miss Marie Tempest at the Criterion in

a new play "The Freedom of Suzanne." The actress

comes in after dining at a public restaurant, and wears an

exquisite gown of cream embroidered silk muslin, made
with very full skirts, and a draped bodice. Over this, she

wears a jaunty silk coatee of bright cactus red taffetas.

It has coat sleeves to the elbow, and then a very wide cuff;

it is cut very open on the fi-onts and there are short pleat-

ed basques on the back that bunch out well with a very

smart effect. The only trimming is provided in a narrow

ruche of the silk, with pinked-out edges.

To drop into more matter of fact matters, the new edi-

The Newest " Goli " or " Sports " Jerseys.

tiotis of the golf jersey as produced by the German manu-

facturers are having a good run. On the continent they

are known as "Sports," here as "Golf" jerseys. Cloth is

used in quite a novel way to form cuffs and shaped collars,

and there are many other noteworthy features in the new-

est examples.

2 1
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PHILLIPS &
SMALLWARES

No 3 36. -Mother of Pearl Waist Set.

This can he sold for lOc.

We have scores of other good
numbers to retail up to $1.00
per set, both in Mother of

Pearl and Fancy Metal, many
of which are set with stones.

RETURNED
V\ e think our line

of Hair Ornaments

excels anything on

the market. We
have every selling

style and colorRE'
(Shell, White,

,

Black, Amber,
Light Amber), in

Hair Pins, Hair
Binders, Buckles,

Side, Back, Neck,

P o m p a d o u r

Combs, etc.

No 5583.
Late§t Style French Hair Buckle, to retail for 25o.

No. 5562.
New French Neck Comb : splendid value for 2 5c.

Extra good
values to retail

at popular
prices, with new
style packing. No 350.

The latest Back Comb ; retails at a popular price.

Hose Supporters Our well-known brands

'CUSHION GRIP," "ANCHOR," "LANGTRY," etc.
We show better values in these than ever.

ror YourGent's FurnisHings Department
Collar, Cuff and Link Buttons, Cuff Holders, Tie Holders,

Melt's GarterS, Arm BandS, etC. We have values that cannot be equalled.

We sell the "BRUCE MURPHY" Collar Button. THE BEST MADE.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH, Limited,

\A/© &r& Sole Agones for "WOODFIELD'S
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Li m i ted
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No. laoo.—Retails for 15c.
Gold Plate, Oxidized, Black and Grey.

We^-believe we have always

VaM^d the largest and best range

of Belt Trimmings shown any-

where. Our new line surpasses

anything we have yet attempted.

We have Buckles to retail from

10c. to $3.00 each.

In our opinion, there will be

more Buckles sold this season

than Buckle Sets ; still, there

will be considerable demand for

Sets in the cheaper lines. We
have several good numbers to

r25c.reta

TURN"

_^xl
No. 1 1 IO- Extra Fine Finish Enamelled Buckle.

Heavily Gold Plated.
An Exquisite Buckle, to retail for $1.00.

"BUSTER BROWN"

BELTS for CHILDREN

rUNfc.D

190 4

No. 734 B-Extra Fine Quality Patent Leather.

Can be retailed for 25c.
The •' Maud Adams," in heavy gold plate or oxidized;

to sell for 35c.
We have the CORRIiCT "BUSTER BROWN," and there will be a large sale for these during the coming

Season. We have seventeen different styles and 11 colors : Black, White, Cream, Orange, Sage, Blue, Tan, Light
Tan, Brown, Green, Red.

There are several numbers which will not be shown elsewhere. AND OUR PRICES ARE CONSIDERABLY
LOWER THAN THE AVERAGE.

We have special values to retail at 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c and 50c
We are showing a large range of LADIES' HAND BAGS, to retail from 25c. to $5.00 each, many of which

cannot be had from any other house. r-»i-^— . .

RNED jm*. HLTURNED
X

190

No. 92—"DUPLEX" Carriage Bag.
Fancy Buckle Embossed Effect, in
Black and Brown : gusseted ends,
lined, eight inch square three part No. 106.
frame in either Nickel, Gold or Gun
Metal, with three Pear-shaped Knobs Tne "PRINCESS." Falkland
and Staples; Leather Braided Handle. Grain; Fancv Shape
8pecial value to retail at $1.00

<r

No. MO.

The "Oxford" Carriage Bag
Dull Seal Grain.

No. III.

The "DOLLY VARDEN." Walrus
Grain. Fan Shaped Bag.

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR A SAMPLE ORDER OF "QUICK SELLERS" for your Notion Counter. We
know we will get repeats. Anything you do not wish to handle, you can return at our expense.

8 Wellington St. West, TORONTO
rvi OR SHAR Best Needl
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PHILLIPS & WRINCH
LIMITED

SMALLWARES and NOTIONS

The "Capsheaf "

Coilless Safety Pin
Absolutely the only Safety Pin that will not catch in the fabric. The sale of the "CAPSHEAF " has steadily increased

since we first introduced it. We believe it now exceeds the combined sales of all other 'better-class' Safety

Pins in Canada. Nearly all good Dry Goods houses sell the "CAPSHEAF."

RETURNED

M .4 1904

:i

This is the Safety Pin that will not catch in the fabric.

STIFF, STRONG, COILLESS.
If you have not got the •'CAPSHEAF " already in stock, write to-day for free

samples and particulars of our special offer. It will interest you.

JUDSON PIN CO, Manufacturers, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA :

PHILLIPS & WRINCH,
e NA/ellington St. West. TORONTO.

We aro Sole Agents for WOODFIELD'S METEOR SHARPS." The Best Needle.

I rvil
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NOTES OF THE TRADE.

The stock of A. Tanguay & Co., dry goods merchants,

Quebec, has been sold.

J. B. Anderson. Niagara Falls, Ont., has moved into

his lme new buildiiiii

.

The Menzie Wall Paper hockey club has elected its

officers for the year.

Thos. J. Sheppard, has opened a new dry goods store

in Toronto Junction.

There is the possibility of the establishment of a shoe

factory at Milverton, Ont.

J. Corkery, dry goods merchant, St. John, N.B., has

suffered a loss of $500 by fire.

A fire damaged the dry goods stock of Willinsky &

King, Toronto, to the extent of $2,000.

Negotiations are under way in Chatham, N.B., for the

erection of a boot and shoe factory.

Bernard Lastarm, dry goods merchant and clothier,

Peterboro. Ont., has suffered loss by fire.

A. E. Rae & Co., have taken a permit for the erection

of a new factory in Toronto to cost $35,000.

The Cook-Fitzgerald Co., is a new company for the

manufacturing of shoes, at London, Ont.

Legendre & Bros. Quebec, have purchased the proper-

ty which they have occupied the last five years.

The stock of the estate of J. 0. Beaudry, dry goods

merchant, Three Rivers, Que., has been sold to E. Budin

& Co.

The stock of the estate of J. M. Tait, Glencoe, Ont,,

dry goods merchant and grocer, has been sold to J. D.

Kingleyside

.

Jas. B. Dolan and Martin Jamieson, are negotiating

for the establishment of a woolen underwear factory in

St. Catherines.

The Slater Shoe Co., Montreal, have opened up a

branch in Boston to introduce their shoes on the Ameri-

can market.

E. A. Boisseau & Co.. wholesale and retail clothiers,

Toronto, have leased their lower floor to Birks, the

Montreal jeweler.

Dienum & Monypenny have dissolved partnership.

The business will be carried on by James Monypenny,

under the old name.

Wolff. Rosenberg & Co.. have registered under the

title of Crown Mfg. and Tmnorting Co., wholesale dry

eroods and clothing' manufacturers, Montreal.

The employes of Williams. Green & Rome Co., Ber-

lin, Ont., held a very successful bazaar recently in order

to raise money for the erection of a toboggan slide.

The dry goods business carried on in Brighton, Ont.,

by L. A. Purely, will hereafter be known by the name of L.

A. Purdy & Sons, the two sons now being partners with

the father.

J. A. Forlong and W. D. Balfour, formerly manager

of the boot and shoe department of the Imperial Dry

Goods Co., Winnipeg, are opening a boot and shoe busi-

ness in that city.

The John MePherson Co., boot and shoe manufactur-

ers, Hamilton, Ont., have presented a pair of their light-

ning hitch hockey boots to each member of the champion-

ship team of the three series O.H.A.

A. Congden, wholesale boot and shoe merchant, Win-

nipeg, and D. L. McGiUbon, general manager of the

Canadian Rubber Co., spent a few days in Calgary with

a view to the establishment of a branch house.

Montreal is to have a new leather goods manufactur-

ing firm, the first enterprise of this kind in that city.

The firm are composed of Mr. C. L. Morris, formerly with

the Edwards Co., of Toronto, and Mr. W. Gilman, a Mont-

real man. They will do business under the name of Mor-

ris & Gilman.

Finding the need of increased equipment for the

manufacture of certain lines of goods, the Hewson Wool-

en Mills have installed another new set of 48x48 cards,

and one mule of 264 spindles, making now 6 sets of cards

of latest pattern. The mill is running steadily but on

account of high wool, heavy expenses and low prices on

foreign cloths it is difficult to show much returns for a

large outlav in money and energy.

Mr. A. Sommer, formerly of the firm of Waldman &
Sommer, cloak and suit manufacturers, Montreal, has

PRIZE COMPETITION

In accordance with the announcement made
last month and repeated elsewhere in this issue.

The readers of THE REVIEW are invited to pass

judgment on the merits of the advertisements

appearing in this issue. The object of the idea

is two-fold—to stimulate the interest of REVIEW
readers in the close reading—the critical reading,

it may be—ofadvertisers' announcements; and to

stir up the writers of the advertisements to

produce good "copy." The advertisements in a

trade newspaper constitute news of the best sort

to many people, and to. make thes'e advertise-

ments attractive, readable and helpful to those

for whom they are written is an end to be desired.

It is to be hoped that for the sake of the idea, if

not of the prizes offered, a large proportion of

REVIEW readers will engage in this competition

dissolved partnership with that company and is starting

business for himself at 507 St. Paul street, Montreal. Mr.

Sommer is an experienced garment manufacturer and

learned the business in the best schools of America. His

new factory will have all the latest equipment and only

high class artists in the manufacturer of ladies' garments

will be employed. The new firm expect to have samples

in hands of their travelers before the month of January

closes.

CONTRACTORS TO H M. GOVERNMENT.
In the advertisement of Jon'n. Dearden & Co., Ltd.,

Manchester, England, the words "contractors to H.M.

Government" were inadvertently omitted, and it was not

noticed in time for correction before the form went to press-

Jon'n. Dearden & Co. are manufacturers of quilts of all

qualities, and to have the patronage of His Majesty's Gov-

ernment is something that every business man in the British

Empire earnestly courts, but which relatively few find it

possible to obtain.
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EVEN to llx' lasl minute, manufacturers of ladies'

neckwear have been rushed with Christmas orders,

and as ye1 sample lines Eor Spring have not go1

much further than the initial planning, and it will be

into January before anything like a complete range is

ready for the trade's inspection, so that, speaking genei

ally, it is more a mailer of speculating as to what is

going to l>e than any certain news that is to be gained

now. The usual knocking of various styles and ideas, and

the gossip about certain shapes being dead is heard.

•

LINEN collars are heralded in some quarters as being

next, since they have been adopted in Paris and

London, and probably Ihev may he in a little

stronger den and than they have been lately, but they

Collar of Embroidered Leather Lace Stitches Silk and Braid.

certainly are not going to put the slocks and soft turn-

downs oul of business. lb tell the truth few women
either here or in the States like the linen collar-" it is too

severe in outline and too uncomfortable Tor unaccustom-

ed necks and another point against il is that it makes

the neck a bad color and in many cases leaves an Ugly

tn\ mark.

•

INSTEAD of the stiff, starched collar, the «orreci

thing here to wear with tailored waist or shirtwaist

suit is a sot'i embroidered turndown with a narrow

Windsor or string tie. A new idea is to have the lie

embroidered to match the Collar. Windsors life expected

l" be very popular in the Spring and (here is some talk

of them in plaids. Fancy effects on the same lines as the

Windsor are being put out. These go twice around the

neck and either knot or pin in front.

•

WITH the stock the jabot is the tiling either in lace

or chiffon, but though the jabot is in the lead,

tabs are good as ever— the secret is the style and

attractiveness. Stocks with a prettily tided bow as good

sellers and this style is sure to appear in Spring lines.

For Spring there will probably be more color used in the

make up of neckwear and instead of white arid white only

it will be white with binding or relief in some way. of

color.

*

DT' BARRY lace scarfs have made a decided hit.

These scarfs are in net lace generally with ends

in heavy Venice or Irish crochet lace. They come

in lengths of about two and a half yards and the widest

are fully twenty-four inches. Some of the narrower ones

will go twice around the neck and pin in front, and that

is the way they are being worn now with the fur coats.

The proper form is, however, to drape them around the

shoulders and either loop them or pin them in front and

let the ends hang down.

*

ARUSSELS lace and Bruges or hand-made braid lace

berthas are selling well for the present and a

bertha of lace is quite a possible finish to the lace

yoke in the coming season. The chimesette is spoken of

and pictured for Spring and is sure to appear in some

form, but no samples have as yet been shown. Plastrons

in silk braid guipure are in evidence, and as they are

not very expensive are likely to sell.

•

IN
fancy collars the range of styles and colors is very

large. They come in every possible form and there

are some that will form revers. Fancy braids;, shot

silks, embroideries, lace stitches, and ribbon and chiffon

flowers, spangles, touches of gold and silver and last,, but

not least, collars with insets of leather both in embroider-

ed, and in a wide range of colored leather are shown.

These collars are intended for dress trimmings and in

many cases there are trimmings to match. Tt is early yet.

but there are rumors that neck ruches are again to ap-

pear in the Spring.

LADIES* WEAR CALENDAR.
Those who were so fortunate as to receive "Ladies'

Wear" calendar will agree with The Review that it is a

particularly dainty and appropriate one. in fact one of

the prettiest if not quite the prettiest seen this Christ-

mas. It is right up to date. too. possibly a little ahead,

when it comes to colors, for red, the knowing ones pre-

dict, is to see in the near future a craze of equal propor-

tions to that which brown is now undergoing. Note also

the bright green in which the name of the firm is -printed

for you will see more of it before long, For Mother Earth

is not the only one who will wear a green gown and trim-

mings in the coming Spring.
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L5010
Lace Stock Collar, trimmed
lace stitching and niching,
assorted. $2.25 per doz.

o^^

L974
Taffeta Stock, trimmed
medallion and Val. in-
sertion, assorted colors.
$2.26 per doz.

THESE
HI TO RETAIL AT

H* .0 W<f 25c.
AS WELL AS A LARGE

RANGE AT THIS
AND OTHER PRICES

OF

EQUALLY GOOD
VALUE.

L986
Heavy Mercerized Cotton
voille, assorted, six col-
ors, always bound, white.
$2.25 per doz.

WE ALSO HAVE A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

Embroidered Turnovers,

Lace and Embroidered

Stock and Shoulder

Collars, etc.

tadies' Meat Zimitcd
77 York Street, TORONTO

if Returned

mi*

Taffeta Stock, lace stitch
top, trimmed medal-
lions.

L5006
Chiffon Stock, with rope and lace

stitching, maline rosette, as-
sorted binding, 82.25 per doz.

L978
Taffeta Stock, trimmed

•ilk, ring and Val. in-
sertion, a«sorted colors,
$2.25 per doz.

RETURNED

L985 er?

Val.ILace Stock, bound in
assorted colors, $2.25 per
doz.

RETURNED

L.991

Pulley effect, white stock,
colored Jap. Windsor,
$2.25 fpr doz.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL.

Carpet and House Furnishing Department

Examine our extensive ranges of the above lines, and compare

our prices before buying.
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WITH THE
TRAVELERS *

ASSOCIATION MEETINGS.

URING tlic month of December all the commer-

cial travelers associations in Canada held their

annual meetings for the election of officers

and discussion of the standing of the associa-

tions. The results were as follows:

Dominion C. T. A.

The 30th annual meeting showed 762 new members

added during the year, making a total of 4,815. The prin-

D

Treasurer, W L. Underwood; Directors, W. Smithson, L.

C. Johnston, E. R. C. Strutters, R. E. Davis, W. P.

Hungerford, S. M. Screaton, D. Ferguson.

The new quarters for the travelers were opened re-

cently and one of the handsomest club buildings in Can-
ada is now open to the travelers of Western Ontario.

Northwest C. T. A.

The total membership is now 1,550, there having joined

during the year 309 new members. The British Columbia
branch shows an increase of 76 members. The officers for

1905 are: President, John Home; Vice-president, W. J.

Dyson; Treasurer, L. C. Mclntyre; Secretary, F. J. C.

Cox; Directors, F. H. Agnew, J. E. McRobie, A. Congdon,
W. W. Bole, F. W. Drewry, E. F. Bryan, F. M. Morgan,
R. Neve, J. H. J. Murphy; Vice-President for Vancouver,
E. S. Gerster; Vice-President for Victoria, F. H. Welsh;

W. R. Grant, Pres dent, Western Ontario C.T A. C W. Nicholls, 1st Vice-President. T. Green, 2nd Vice President.

John Lennox, 3rd Vice-President. Alf. Robinson, Secretary. W. L. Underwood, Treasurer.

cipal officers elected were: President, Jas. S. N. Dougall;
Vice-President, W. J. Egan ; Treasurer, F. L. Cains.

Western Ontario C. T. A'.

Nearly 200 new members were added during the year.

the total being close to 2,000. The officers for 1905 are:

President, W. R. Grant : 1st Vice-Pres., C. V. Nicholls, 2nd
Vice-Pres., J. T. Green; 3rd Vice-Pres., John Lennox;

Directors for Vancouver, Thos. Parkinson, E. A. Richard-

son
;
Director for Victoria, F. J. Hall ; Junior Director for

New Westminster, J. A. Cunningham, and for the Koote-

nay, G. Nunn.

Quebec C. T. A.

The following officers were elected: President, V, E.

Renuvais; 1st Vice-President, J. B. Poirier: 2nd Vice-

?2I
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President, Ovide Eamel; Secretary, J. Lavergne; Assist-

ant Secretary, J. B. Lemieux; Treasurer, J. T. Lachance;

Directors, L. Letellier, C. J. Lockwell, A. A. AJmeras, R.

I'. Godin, C. Gai'ant.

Maritime C. T. A.

The membership is 044, although only 20 years ago it

started with 105. The officers are: President, Jos. L.

Bethenngton : Vice-Presidents for Nova Scotia, G. E.

Davison, L. Clyde Davidson. Charles Blaekie, J. B. Doug-

las; Vice-Presidents for New Brunswick, R. A. March,

Henry Thomas, D. M. Doherty, A. Binning-; Treasurer,

Win. Robertson: Directors, H. E. Pyke, A. Milne Fraser,

.lames ('. Jones, \Y. B. Arthur, \V. M. Stevens, F. P.

llaydon: General Secretary, Geo. E. Falkner; Secretary

tor New Brunswick, James Jack.

The annual dinner was held December 22 and a most

enjoyable lime was spent. The menu, speeches and pro-

gramme of songs, etc., were of a high class order.

C. T. Mutual Benefit Association.

At the annual meeting' of this association which is a

injuries received in a runaway accident in South-western

Manitoba.

Messrs. A. ('. Benoit, A. Mclntyre, T. T. Blaquier and T.

McAllister leave this month for a tour of the Province of

Quebec, Maritime Provinces and Eastern Ontario, Mani-

toba and the Northwest, Western Ontario, respectively,

in the interests of F. (ialibert. Montreal.

CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP.

A
CHANGE of ownership took place on the 21st ult.,

when Mr. J. S. Leo purchased the business of the New
York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal, formerly owned

by Mr. S. A. Jacobs, whose retirement owing to ill-health

is reported in another column. Mr. Leo is well-known in

Montreal business circles, where he has been identified with

successful enterprises during the last 80 years. It is the

intention of the new proprietor to actively push the business

on modern lines while maintaining the reputation which

this house has always enjoyed for the manufacture of the

R. E. Davis, Director. S. M. Screaton, Director. E. R. C. Struthers, Director.

branch of the C. T. A. of Canada, the following' officers

were elected: President, Jos. Taylor; Vice-President. R.

Maxwell; Treasurer, (!. Anderson; Trustees, C. E. Kyle,

R. Forbes, J. A. Ross, W. J. Hopwood; Outside Trustees,

John Hooper and E. A. Valley, Hamilton; C. L. Shorey,

W. E. Ramsay, Montreal: M. E. Sutherland, John S.

Baker, Kingston; John M. Dillon, W. H. Escott, London:

E. H. Miller, C. C. McGlashan, Winnipeg; C. Huehn,

J. Knauff, Berlin; A. Crosbie, Guelph; J. W. Harris. J.

1'. Morrison, Brantford; ('. Wilson, Gait; R. M. Butler,

Barrie; A. G. Dixon, Peterborough; G. C. Stegman.

Chatham; Thos. Shore, Ottawa. The general meeting will

take place on January 28, at Association Hall.

NOTES.

The marriage has been celebrated of Miss Mary Lucile

Bannerman to Mr. David Halmwoocl Gibson, western repre-

sentative of the Merchants' Dyeing and Finishing Co.

E. L. Carroll, representative for J. W. Peck, Winni-

peg, has returned to his home at Guelph, to recover from

highest class goods only. He has associated with him all

the members of the old staff. The firm are making active

preparations for a busy season in the Spring of 1905, and

their travelers will be found on the road early in the new

year with an exceedingly attractive line of samples.

A'

A NEW DEPARTMENT STORE.

RRANGEMENTS have b^en completed for the purchase

by The Simpson Company of Toronto of the business

conducted in Montreal by "The John Murphy Com-
pany, Limited." On February 1, 1902, the actual transfer

will be made, and the big Toronto firm will enter the com-

mercial field in Montreal.

The negotiations for the sale have been conducted by

Mr. J. Wood, manager of The Simpson Company, whose

frequent visits to Montreal recently have been taken as

significant of the Toronto firm's desire to locate a branch

house here.

The sale does not include the building, which is the

property of the Brown estate, but the Simpson firm intend

to make extensions when they have taken over the business.
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i NEW WINDOW SHADE FACTORY

Merchants selling

WINDOW SHADES
will be interested in getting prices and color books from

t DALY £> HORIN
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE, 32 ST. SULPICE ST.

Factory, Lachine, Que. MONTREAL

® Men's Jewellery
Cuff Links and Buttons, Collar Studs,

Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Collar Buttoners,

Armlets, Key Chains, Knife Chains, and other

Smallwares for Gent's Furnishing Trade.

X4> y^p >%ff \£jt v^y xb)1 "w ^& ""«? "*w "^^ '

'%4 m:.mM-

returned
feb^2 my

•

THE CELEBRATED

One-piece Collar Button
Made in Hall-marked Gold and Silver, Rolled Gold, etc.

HAMMOND, TURNER & SONS, LIMITED,
Birmingham, England

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE WHOLESALE AND EXPORT TRADE

Armour Chain Belts
Made in a great variety of designs, ab-

solutely unbreakable. Silver, Electro-
plate, Bronze, Aluminum, etc.

Armour Ladies*
Bag, Purses, etc.

A striking novelty.

FULL RANGE OF SAMPLES SHOWN BY-

the A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO., SSSEi™
• 232 McGlLL STREET, MONTREAL
•Xs)3*s)<SXs>$<s)$xj>S<«^^
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A SUCCESSFUL CANADIAN.

MR. J. HOLT, a former resideni of Hamilton, Ont., oc-

cupies a high position on the buying staff of the

Siegel-Cooper's mammoth establishment. This po-

sition has been attained by Mr. Holt only by integrity and

strict attention to business. lie is one of many young

Canadians who have attained positions of eminence in the

dry goods trade of New York city, of whose success Can-

adians are proud and whom Canada regrets to lose.

PERSONAL MENTION.

G. Kent, of Greenshields Limited, dress goods depart-

ment, is in Montreal for the holidays.

C. R. Jenkins, of Gowans, Kent & Co., has been in

American markets looking after novelties.

Major F. W. Fisher, of John Fisher, Son & Co., and

Mrs. Fisher, are absent on a trip to the Old Country.

H. M. Holland, of Holland & Haskell, manufactur-

ers' agents, Montreal, died suddenly from heart failure.

/ J9&"* l^\

m HP? ^* \

9 -j/**"*. !

\^^H ^^^^^v^^^H

Mr. J. Holt.

R. L. Smith, of the G. W. Robertson Co., Hamilton,

Ont., has gone on a buying trip to Europe.

T. A. Staunton, of Stauntons Limited, Toronto, is

spending a couple of weeks at Pinehurst, N.C.

Win. East, head of East & Co., Toronto, was present-

ed with a leather cushion Morris chair, on his birthday

by the employes of the firm.

Jas. McEvoy, Canadian representative of a Scotch

woolen firm, has been in Winnipeg looking for a location

for a warehouse in that city.

S. S. Stern, New York, has been in Winnipeg with

a view to establishing a Large Eur business in Canada,

either in Montreal or Winnipeg.

Mr. H. H. Iludah, silk buyers for Debenham, Calde-

cott & Co., Montreal, is in Europe in the interests of his

firm. He will be absent for about two months.

Mr. Stuffman, of Konig & Stuffman, Montreal, has

returned to Montreal after scouring foreign markets in

search of the latest novelties in laces, trimmings, etc.

M. Marcus, of the Standard Umbrella Co., Montreal,

has returned from a visit to New York markets. He has

arranged with a European patentee to manufacture for

Canada a new line.

G. M . Young, of the firm of Young & Rochester,

men's furnishers, London, Eng., has been touring through

Canada. Mr. Young speaks very highly of Canadians
and Canadian trade.

J. S. Anderson, who was recently placed on the •V
rectorate of the W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto, has

been made head of the men's furnishing department,

which has been separated from the smallwares.

The many friends ot .Mr. Sol. A. Jacobs, until recently

proprietor of the New York Silk Waist Co., .Montreal, will

be glad to learn that he is comfortably located at Asheville,

N.C. In a letter to an Eastern friend he speaks very highly

of the climate. He says it is simply periect, and is confident

that it will prove beneficial to his health.

Mr. Hiram Johnson has returned to Montreal from a

successful fur buying trip through Ontario.

Mr. J. Keith Milne, youngesf son of Mr. "Win. Milne,

of Messrs. Bruce, Edwards & Milne, Aberdeen, Scotland,

is now with Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal. Mr.
Milne has had considerable experience in all branches of

the dry goods trade and should prove a success.

W. E. B. Priestly, manager and director of Priest-

lys, Limited, an English dress goods concern which is

remarkably well known in this country, has been elected

Mayor of Bradford, England. Mr. Priestly has been

prominent in the public affairs of his city for some years,

and, in particular, had much to do with the improvement

of the city's facilities for technical education. It is in-

teresting to note that the office of Mayor of Bradford

was once held by the father of the present mayor-elect,

Briggs Priestly having been a successful and popular

mayor during the years 1877-78.

JOHN KNOX CC. JVIITED.

JOHN KNOX CO., LIMITED, F^milton, has been form-

ed to take over the stock and acquire the good will

of the wholesale dry goods and smallware business

of Knox, Morgan & Co., who have been together for over

twenty years without any change or interruption of any
kind. The business is done in western and northern

Ontario and in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories.

They have kept up an aggressive and active business and
have a reputation to be envied for square dealing and

have earned the esteem of their customers.

Four of the employes of the old business who have

been with them oxer twenty years are associated in the

new corporation so that the customers will feel, in con-

tinuing to deal with them, that they are still connected

with the old concern.

The authorized capital of John Knox Co., Limited, is

$200,000 and it is their intention to develop the business

still further with up-to-date ideas of converting and

marketing selected lines from samples assembled by two

experienced men fresh from the better class retail trade.

The officers are John Knox, president and treasurer;

Alex, i'lnlayson, vice-president and purchasing agent:

George Shambrook, secretary and accountant ; with David

McMurtrie and D. II. Smith presently representing them,

for whom new positions will be found as the business is

developed.
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RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN (LIMITED)
MANUFACTURERS.

Ladies' Neckwear Ladies' Belts Pleated Chiffon Rufflings

Neck Frillings Underskirts Foundation Collars

New samples are now shown by our travellers.

If you want Novelties, see them.

RHys D. Fairbairn (Limited), Toronto
8-10 Wellington Street East

MONTHLY BULLETIN.
SMALLWARES FANCY GOODS

Needles, Pins, Cuff Holders.
Cutlery—all full lines in stock.

A shipment of Placques, Fancy
Mirrors, Puzzles, just arrived.

JEWELRY MIRRORS
Some new design* and ideas
for your Jewelry counter. Good
money in it, too.

A British Plate Mirror for

display in your store, 65 x 98,
s3', (HI

STATIONERY
Just making up sonic new lines of Scribblers la, 2c, 3c and 5c.

Other lines complete in stock.

Our travellers will be out on the jump January 3rd.

Watch us this year !

G. A. WEESE & SON, 44 Yonge St., TORONTO

Established 1826. Incorporated 1897

Andrew McLean Co.

460 Broome St.,

Manufacturers of"

NEW YORK

Crinoline

Linings,

Canvases,

Buckram ,

for Hats, Belts, Collars, e

IWI FIMF m tne new snafles/HULLLHL —very sheer. The
new foundation for the

MILLINERY TRADE and

MOSQUITO NETTINGS
IN ALL GRADE3 AND COLORS.

MILLS : PASSAIC. N.J.

FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while

MY PRICE IS RIGHT.
PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,

WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

Correspondence solicited.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2102 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

tf

MillS & Gibb, Nottingham. England.

Laces. Curtains. Novelties, etc.

Kirkwood, Baird & Co.,
p^W

Tapestry Table Covers

Glendenning, McLeish & Co.,
BELFAST.

Lace, Embroidered, and Plain Linen Handkerchiefs,

and Hind Embroidered Linens of all kinds,

C. A. HoltSCll, "'"GENHAM, SAXONY.

Fancy Linens, Table Covers, Scarfs, etc.

Johann Mammen, •*"««.

Lace Goods of all kinds,

Collars, Ties, &c.

ANA/. SEAGRAM,
71 YONGE ST., ... - TORONTO

CANADIAN AGENT,

Full range of samples carried.

Inspection invited.
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A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALL.

t a r • 4KETURNED
To0urFnends

;AN . 9l90l/

and Agents ^^
GREETING ! X=>

To those drygoodsmen who, O*^^^
through lack of opportunity oi«*

knowledge of the worth of our^^
wares, are neither, 'X • ft \A

GREETING ! ! i

^

The New Idea

10c. Pattern
installed in your store will help

materially to make the New
Year a most prosperous one.

It has, in past years done so for

thousands of other merchants.

FIRMLY ESTABLISHED

OF PROVEN WORTH
POPULAR PRICED

What more

can

you want ?

Let us tell more

about it,

please.

THE NEW IDEA PATTERN CO.
Home Office : 636-638 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.

Western Office : 232-234 Fifth Ave., 202 Board of Education Building, Broadway and
CHICAGO, ILL. Locust Sts., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Canadian Office : 36 Toronto St., TORONTO.
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J& GOSSIP ABOUT
OURSELVES J^

WE think we have reason to congratulate

ourselves upon our circulation in the

great West. This is the coming part of

the country, and for the past few years

we have worked with a full realization of

this fact. The result of our efforts is most gratifying.

The manager of one of the firms advertising store fixtures

in this paper, while paying us a friendly

The Review call the other day, remarked that he

in the West. found The Review in almost every store

he visited in the West. As an instance,

he spoke of calling at a small store in, central Manitoba,

and upon approaching the proprietor, who was seated at

a desk in his office, he saw The Review open in front of

him, and hv a fortunate chance his own advertisement

was in full view. Without any difficulty he got an order

for some of his goods. Of course the moral of all this

is plain enough, that the firm which advertises in The

Review does not need to be introduced to the dry goods

stores of Canada.
•

\ \
' HILE many of our advertisers get remarkably good

VV direct results, yet, after all, one of the greatest

benefits to be derived from trade advertising, is in

gradual building up of business. Advertising is a sign

hung out for business, and just as an attractive sign in

front of a business house will create a

Indirect good impression, so will an attractive

Results. advertisement have its effect on cus-

tomers and probable customers, with

the added advantage that an advertisement in a good

paper goes all over the country, while the sign simply

attracts persons who may pass on the street. It is very

often the case that customers are attracted by an ad-

vertisement, yet fail to mention it. The writer should

be ashamed to confess it, but it is a fact nevertheless that

he recently was attracted to a store by an advertisement

in a newspaper, and when there spent some fifty dollars

in various articles, yet did not take the trouble to men-

tion the advertisement, although previous to seeing it he

was unaware of the existence of the firm in question.

This case in point is a small one, and illustrates a retail

deal, but goes to show the carelessness often displayed

in regard to giving credit to advertisements. How much
greater still are the possibilities of the trade advertise-

ment where one order might run into the hundreds of

dollars, to sav nothing of the opportunity for securing a

customer for the future.
» *

•

A
SHORT time ago a gentleman in London, who was
representing some United States manufacturing firm,

came across a copy of one of our publications. He
was so interested in the paper that he sent in his sub-

scription. The result is that he has become still further

interested and now purposes to throw
Our Papers overboard most, if not all, the United

Abroad. States agencies which he has and de-

vote his time and attention to the pro-

ducts of Canadian factories, so convinced is he of the

possibilities of Canadian goods in the British market.
With this end in view he has decided to make a trip to

Canada and call upon a number of manufacturers. Aside
altogether from the interest this incident may have for

Canadian business men, it emphasizes a fact which is not

altogether new, and that is the influence of our trade

papers in developing the export trade of Canada. Our

foreign circulation is steadily growing, and we are con-

tinually in receipt of inquiries about Canadian products

of different kinds, not only from business men of Great

Britain, but from nearly all parts of the world. The
results which are increasing our efforts to increase our

foreign circulation are decided.

*

WE like to be remembered at the Christmas season

just as much as if we were an individual. Our
aim is to establish the most friendly relationship

between ourselves and our subscribers and advertisers,

and we have appreciated the evidences this Christmas of

our success in this. From the Watson-
Foster Co. we received a large card con- We and
taining Christmas greetings. The centre Our Friends.

figure is two men in old court costume
shaking hands. The border decoration consists of a holly

wreath. John Macdonald <fc Co. sent in a neat little

booklet entitled My Motherland, by Grant Balfour. The
paper, cuts and poetry are beautiful and we acknowledge

the booklet with thanks. W. S. Lonson, maritime repre-

sentative of Greenslnelds, Limited, has favored us with

two dainty folders containing some picturesque and well-

taken photographs, and nicely-worded Christmas greet-

ings. A personal touch is given by pictures of the Lon-
son children. Mr. Lonson must accept our thanks for his

most tasty cards. We will look forward next year to a

picture of his three children a year older. From the

Colonial Weaving Co., Limited, Peterborough, we have

received a unique card conveying Christmas greetings.

The card is crossed with a piece of white ribibon on which

the firm name and address is woven in green. The com-
bination is striking and the general effect very pretty.

• •
•

WE would call the attention of our readers to the

notice of the advertisement competition given §n
another page. We want to make The Review an

artistic paper, and in order to do this, we must be as-

sisted by our advertisers. This is apart from the fact

that the advertiser who "puts up" an
artistic advertisement gets the best re- Advertisement

suits. There are to be three prizes of a Competition
valuable character. To the ad-writer

who has produced the advertisement which receives the

most votes will be given a gold-trimmed fountain pen

worth $7.50. The same will be awarded to the writer of

the fTrsT "letter opened that names the winning advertise-

ment, and that most valuable book "Successful Adver-

tising and How to Accomplish It," to the second. Send
in your vote and make a try for these prizes. Letters

will be received up to January 25, and will then be mixed
up, so that all have an equal chance, provided their idea

of a good advertisement is good. The winners will be

announced in the February number of The Review.

PERSONAL MENTION.
S. Bernard, designer for the New York Silk Waist

Mfg. Co.. has been retained by the new management.

T. D. Henderson, of Manchester, Robertson & Alli-

son, St. John, N.B., died Hecember 9th, aged 76. De-

ceased was born in Bridgetown N.S., and had a long and
useful business career.

H. Taylor, is the new Montreal representative of the

China and Japan Silk Co. Mr. Taylor has a sound busi-

ness knowledge along with a pleasing manner and is meet-

ing with success.
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* STAPLES ^

WHAT has been long expected by those who
took an unprejudiced view of the situation

in raw cotton has happened, but in a

larger dose than the most energetic bears

ever hoped for. Raw cotton, which was

last year at this time selling for 14.10, is now down to

7 cents, and so steady has been the drop that there is

no telling where it will stop. Such a price is far below
the average, and it looks as if there is a possibility of

tot ton as ridiculously cheap as it was ridiculously dear

a year ago. In December, 1902, before the bull movement
commenced, spot cotton was S.50 to 8.85. The cotton

companies have not as vet made the reductions thai are

commensurate with such low prices, but thai they will

be forced upon them in case cot Ion remains where it is

is certain. At the same time it must be remembered
that there never will occur the reduction in manufactured
goods that has happened in raw material sin,ee prices

never went near the highest prices. The cotton for

Spring goods has nearly all been bought at the higher

prices. Wholesalers and retailers will, however, bring to

hear the pressure necessary to lower prices.

Wool is as strong as ever, ami the tendency, as shown
in a letter from London, is towards still higher prices.

There is practically no local wool offering. Advances are

quoted equal to 10 to 15 per cent, on all classes of wool-
en dress goods, and mohair is steadily going up.

Silk is very linn and repeat orders are meeting a 10

to 15 per cent, advance. Ribbons are up 10 per cent.,

and orders placed for February cannot be rilled until

April or May on account of the shortage which is being

seriously felt.

THE COTTON AMALGAMATION.

AS soon as a few more details can be arranged^, and the

shareholders can be consulted, a new concern, "\vit-h .

a capital in the vicinity of $10,000,000, will be
organized to lake m the Dominion Cotton Co.,^ The Mer-
chants Cotton Co., The .Montmorency Cotton, Co., and
The Colonial Bleaching and Drying Co.

The outstanding stuck and bond issues of these con-
cerns is as follows:

Stock. Bonds.

Dominion Cotton $3,033,600 $3,351,
Merchants Cotton 1,500,000 lBO.OOfl

Montmorency Cotton 1,000,000 550, 000

Colonial Bleaching 30,000 100,000

Total $5,833,600 $4,164,000

An official announcement in regard to the terms offer-

ed to present shareholders will shortly be made, and it

is presumed that they will he highly satisfactory.

The promoters of the enterprise have deposited the

sum of $1,000,000 with tiie Royal Trust Co. as a guaran-
tee of good faith.

The bonds, common stock and preferred stock of the

new corporation, will be divided as follows: Common
stock, $5,000,000; preferred stock, $2,500,000; bonds,
$2,000,000 , total $9,51111,111111.

The officers of the new corporation, it is said, both as
regards executive and the hoard of directors, will lie

made up from the officials of the present companies. The
new ho,ml will probably lie as follows:—Messrs. .lames
Crathern, II. s. Holt. David Yuilq, John P. Black and
C. B. Gordon.

It is likclx tiie four companies will still retain their

separate corporate existence, much as the Montreal Gas
Company does, in relation to the Montreal Light. Heat
and Bower, but the entire management of the new cor-

poration will come under one head.

The Review is officially informed no hitch can occur
lo prevent the consuinat ion of the merger. The presi-

aml directors of the various companies have a.

to the terms submitted, but until a large number of 111-

dividual shareholdi Lve a circular advising these
terms, they will not be made public. This, an official

informant said, would certainly occui the first week in

January.
Three of the largest consumers of cotton in Canada—

The Standard Shirt Co., The .1. B. Black Co., Ltd., and
the Colonial Bleaching and Printing Co., are officially

interested in this merger, and assure a ready market for

a large output. One of these interests, speaking to The
Review, explained the mills would henceforth manufacture
certain lines of cotton only, which would tend to evolve
a more satisfactory product.

The mills of the Dominion Cotton Company are eight
in number, the most important of which is located at

Hochelaga and the next most important at Magog, where
there are two. The other mills of this corporation are
distributed as follows: St. Anns, Halifax, Moncton,
Windsor and Kingston. This company has a total of

1.975 looms and 207,000 spindles.

The Merchants Cotton Company, the next in size, is

located in Montreal. Here are 2,500 looms and 110,000
spindles.

The Montmorency Cotton Company is located at Mont-
morency Falls, I'. (,). Here are employed s e 850 looms.

The Colonial Bleaching and Printing Company is lo-

cated al St. Henri. This corporation operates four

printing machines and employs some hftv odd hands.
Let some of the large interests affected in the jobbing

and manufacturing trade speak for themselves:—

Leslie Gault—Gault Bros. Co., Limited.

Reports are rife and somewhat varied (Concerning tin'

cotton amalgamation, and to my knowledge affairs are
\et in a very sketchy condition. However, I am con-
vinced the deal will go through and to the satisfaction
of its promoters. It is rather premature to discuss the
effect upon the trade until the exa,ct status of the new
company is learned. I understand the directors and presi-

dents of the four companies have signified their approval
of the terms of incorporation, but till this is ratified by

the shareholders the amalgamation is incomplete I do
not know anything concerning the details, price, etc..

which will be offered.

Undoubtedly the merger will enable larger specializa-

tion and thus a more finished product. Probably the
printing companies will each specialize on certain broad
patterns and the weaving will he done on the same prin-

ciple.

Everything is in favor of the new deal, although this

ye.ar's juices will not be affected as all goods have been
purchased. Injurious competition will be avoided, and all

things point to improved tendencies.

E. B. Garneau—P. Garneau, Fils & Cie.

It is no secret that the cotton industry has been in a

had way for some time, necessitating a hand-to-mouth
Inning policy on the jobbers' part. The amalgamation
of the four companies is certainly a fact, although it is

likely some of the conjectures in the daily press will be
found incorrect. The object in view can only be the per-

fection of manufacture at the minimum of cost. I firmly

think that specialization will be more indulged in. with
the result that the importation of foreign goods will be
reduced to the minimum. Further, ruinous competition
between these companies will be eliminated, and by the

introduction of uniform prices the trade will be in a

healthier and more stable condition. The Canadian tex-

tile industry has made wonderful progress, and this looks
like a wise mo\ e.

R. C. Wilkins.

The cot ion amalgamation to mv mind is assured this

lime. I am convinced it means more efficient service for

manufacturers in mj position. The men engineering the

merger are practical men and know what the trade will

require. These men have suffered themselves in the past
and thus will know what remedy to apply for the future.

1 realize that the names connected with the undertaking
are large consumers themselves, and although some people
t in \ think they will help themselves of the choicest and
tiist fruits. I firmly believe they are too honest and
broad-minded to do anything like that. 1 feel confident

our interests are in good hands, and look hopefully to the
future.
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LA° IE5 HANDY HAT FASTENERS
T wiA are advertised to the consumer Id all loading magazines. Sell at

"\J 25c. a pair. Cost Si.25 per dozen pairs prepaid. Ai.i, leading

y jobbbrs sell tbbm Manufactured only by

» FAIR MFC. CO., 423 12th St, Racine, Wis

GET ACQUAINTED.
We oiler a special this month. A Heavy Frieze Pant, well sewn,

extra value, $ I.OO.

RE/VDY FOR SPRUNG BUSINESS
A I P;\rfpr is a TWEED SUIT, well lined, cut and trimmed, reg. SVOO,LC<1UC now$4.50. Send for Samples. We want your business-
It will pay us both. Now write us direct.

TME STAR SHIRT £» OVERALL CO.
518 Craig St., MONTREAL

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woollens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

"ROOKSBAK" Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, Shrink or Spot. By this process, pieces
retain their condition and improve in stock. :: ::

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
Dyers and Finishers

LEEDS ENGLAND

FURS! FURS!
1 am in closest touch with European ami Asiatic

markets. Persian, Grey Lamb and Russian Sables n

spe ialty.

I make a specialty of exporting Furs. Thebest market
price will be paid lor all kinds of Raw Furs.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED
RETURNS nADE PROHPTLY

N.B.—The best prices paid for Beeswax and for Ginseng

HIRAM JOHNSON
Importe

E
r

x
a

p

n d
r,er, 494 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

Reference—Bank of British North America.

lames ft. KJylie Limited
Manufacturers of

FINE ALL-WOOL GREY MILITARY FLANNELS,
HOMESPUNS, GREY BLOUSES, SHEETING AND
KERSEYS. OUTPUT 10,000 PIECES.

ALMONTE, ONTARIO
CANADA

WOOL
Best selections always on hand of

Northwest, Cape,
Australian, Buenos Ayres.

W. T. BENSON (Sl CO.
£>+ ST. JAMES ST.. MONTREAL

URNEEl

P 25 190

room)
HOSE SUPPORTER
Holds the

STOCKING LP
and the

CORSET DOWN
RETAILS

25c. to $1.00 per pair

On Sale at all Leading
Wholesale Houses £/ &

_J

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.
TORONTO, ONT,

The POSTER

se Su|>|>orter

"The NAME is on

the BUCKLES"

E B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.

TORONTO, ONT.

Sole Owners and Manufacturers

for the Dominion of Canada
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HINTS TO BUYERS.
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do no! necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Greenshields Co., Limited.

THIS firm is in an enviable position regarding

prompt deliveries of dress goods, and the trade

is thus early advised that goods will be shipped

mi time. Advices from foreign markets show

that deliveries will be bad from many manu-

factures. Priestleys advise prompt shipments all along

the line. Greenshields Ltd. wish this to be remembered
by all retailers. Plain lustres, mohairs and Sicilians in

a large degree have found nigh favor. These fabrics are

both (did and durable and possess dust-shedding qualities

which make them ideal Spring fabrics. They now come in

all colors, and the finish leaves nothing to be desired.

They report black, cream, navy, brown and myrtle, with

a showing of reseda as the colors most in demand in these

fabrics. These fabrics are used for costumes, waists, etc.

Checks and striped mohairs of neat designs and many-

fancy effects have also done well. The voile family be-

speaks the popularity of piece goods for shirt-waist suits,

etc. Plain voiles, veilings, etamines and eoliennes lead.

Fancies are having a good call also. Prices on these lines

are interesting. Silk and wool mixtures are in good de-

mand. Silks have a steady demand, and a good range of

novelty silks, do well. Small checks in taffetas are very

strong'. In wash fabrics, French organdies are being re-

peated already. Silk-finished Persian lawn, India linen

and Swiss spots are strengthening.
In the gent's furnishings department cravats at $2.25

and $4.50 are offered. It is interesting to note that these

goods are all manufactured by the firm. This ensures a

wide range of material and close figures.

Poplin is a favorite material. The $2.25 goods come
in a large range. Dressing gowns, smoking jackets, um-
brellas, rubber coats and braces are all to he had.

This firm are in a position to supply all demands for

ribbons, plain velvet, satin-hack velvet, taffetas, Duch-
esse, Louisine and plain satin. Laces and embroideries
come in the latest designs. Many exclusive designs are

to be had and by this means trade winners are procured.

Their range of ladies' and children's Swiss ribbed un-

derwear comprises everything retailers require. They are

showing cotton, lisle, wool, silk and silk and wool in

many qualities. Some good lines of Balhriggan and na-

tural wool are to be had. They claim to have exclusive

lines of ribbed underwear which are trade hringers.

They show a complete range of fabric gloves for

Spring. Lisle, taffeta and pure silk are seen in exclusive

lines. Some specials in "Dome Fasteners," lisle and
taffeta to retail 25c, 35c and 50c, and all silk to retail

10c, 50c and 75c, are offered. Any line can he had in

white, black, slates, champagne, browns, navys.
They have a complete ranjje of ladies' and children's

cotton, lisle and silk hose, comprising plain, lace ankles,

and all lace, in all black and assorted tans. In anticipa-
tion of a big demand for tans, large stocks are seen.

The handkerchief department is replete with choice
lines for Spring. Lace edges run from 35c to $6.00.

Hemstitched drawnwork and lace insertion, from 80c +o

$1.80. Hemstitched effects come with 4 corners lace, 4

coiners embroiderery and lace insertion, Irish embroider-
ed. Swiss embroidered, Tenerifi'c Swiss embroidered, silk

embroidered, etc. Ladies' plain hemstitched lawn hand-
kerchiefs range from 24c to 0Oc, men's from 45c to $1.20,
ladies' linen from 60c to $3.00, men's linen from $1.10 to

53 00.

The cotton department draws particular attention to

a line of overalls to retail at 50c. This priced overall is

s necessit3 to the trade, and is hard to procure. A re-

cent large purchase of denims at an exceptionally low
figure is the first possibility. Tnese goods are manufac-
tured l>v the In ni ami thus an excellent overall to retail

.it "iii( i- made possible Good values in all lines of over-

ire lo be had. The usual complete range of cotton-
denims, etc., is seen, and retailers ma\ vest assur-

er! all orders will be filled complete.

Woollen System Co., Limited, is now on the road with a
full ranee of samples of all lines bandied by the eompany

underwear, including several new qualities lately in-

troduced in addition to their old standard numbers:
hosiery of all kinds, traveling rugs, dressing gowns, ladies'

coatees, golfers, men's sweaters, cardigans, fancy suits,

ladies' suit waists, the "Jaeger" colic bands, corsets,

fleece and felt slippers, etc. This is the first opportun-
ity that many Canadian buyers have had of seeing the
wonderful collection of charming goods now sold with the

guarantee of purity which the name of "Jaeger" carries

throughoul the world.

Jaeger Pure Wool.

Buj ers of wool] lerwi i'l be glad

learn that the representative of Dr. Jaeger - Sanitary

Stafford, Northcote & Co., Limited.

One of the largest English dry goods houses is that of

Stafford, Northcote & Co., Limited, of 27-30 St. Paul's
Churchyard, London, with immense factories in South-
wark Bridge Road, S.E., Tabernacle Street and Leon-
ards Street, Finsbury, employing in all considerably over
800 persons. Their factories are equipped with the latest

machinery, which enables them to produce quickly new
and exclusive designs in blouses, skirts, made-up lace

goods, tucking and the like for the latest models at mod-
erate and saleable prices. Mr. Gilbert H. Warrell is in

charge of the shipping department.
In the department of shirts, overslips and blouses,

they make a great specialty of novelties—the fashion
markets of Vienna, Paris, and all leading styles are
closely watched, and models secured at the earliest pos-
sible moment. These in turn are reproduced in their own
factories at popular prices. Thev print all their own de-
signs in flannels and delaines. In the cashmere section
thev have always several leading lines made in fine bright-
finished cloth, dyed in the soft Liberty art shades. Voiles
and other leading materials are likewise found in their

range.
Lace is becoming quite indispensable, and this house

has made its name, if for nothing else, on this article.

In every department you will find the latest productions
of the markets in galons, insertions, and motifs. Their
real lace department is a highly important one, where
you can get the latest novelties in handkerchiefs, berthas,
collars, scarfs, etc., in Brussels, Maltese, Duchess, Bor-
ges and Honiton lace. Some exquisite lines in sequin and
lace robes for dinner and evening; wear are to be seen in

cream, black and colors. In Saxony laces, insertions,

galons, and the like, there is always a splendid assort-
ment of all the latest patterns in guipure and net and
guipure combination in all prices. There is also a good
selection of up-to-date patterns in the Nottingham laces,

etc., heavy imitation torchons, cluny designs being a
great feature. Veilings in all the newest productions and
colors are well represented. Sequin net and lace robes,
sequin nets, guipure net, aliovers, etc., are also stocked
in great variety.

In the made-up lace department thev are showing a
fine selection of fancy neckwear, comprising jabots, ra-

bats, and silk chiffon, and lace collarettes, all of the
most dainty and charming effects. Also thev have a verv
large range of lace collars in every make of lace, all

shapes and prices, newest goods and lowest prices in the
trade. Feather stoles and peerines as are being worn at
present, are shown here in large assortment. There is

also to be found a choice assortment of silk ties and
scarfs of various classes. Silk fronts and other made-
up articles for the present moment are displayed to meet
all demands.

In the handkerchief showrooms is a display of Irish

and Swiss handkerchiefs, chief amongst which is the Irish

Cottage Industrial work. The latest designs in hand-
drawn thread and hand-embroidered linen handkerchiefs
aie here in large force. Irish lace-edged and hemstitched
handkerchiefs made up in the most elaborate and useful

designs, also glove handkerchiefs of every description,

combine in making the Irish display interesting and beau-
tiful. The prices of these moods range from 23 Jd to 59s
6d per dozen. The Swiss display is quite as cood as the

others.
I he ladies underskirt department is not the least im-
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portant one. It contains a large selection of silk moir-
'

cites, moreens, glace silk, also black alpacas in out-

sizes, which arc made m the linn's own factories. Ladies'

costume skats in black vicuna and serges, and a large

selection of voiles, etc., arc there. For the coming sea-

son a very fine collection of Jap skirts for evening and
summer wear in latest accordion-pleated effect, and figure

eight stitching are shown.

RETURNED
R. C. Wilkins.

A number which is receiving

good favor in spring lines is the

Buffalo Bill suits for boys of Khaki
drill, made to retail at $1.50. The
illustration gives an idea of the per-

fection of neatness in general get-up.

Railroad overalls, a line of the high-

est excellence are meeting with

increased favor.

Paper Boxes. ~*

C. R. Somerville, of London, n-/'

Ontario, is in the front rank as a
manufacturer of paper boxes. He
has long been known in the con-

fectionery and drug trade and is

now out with some new lines in

folding suit, costume and millinery

boxes, which combine some features

never before presented to the Cana-
dian trade. Mr. Somerville has
recently built a large factory to

accommodate the increasing trade

and it will be to your interest to

correspond with him about your
wants in paper boxes. See his

advertisement elsewhere.

China and Japan Silk Co.

The China and Japan Silk Co.,

Limited, have moved to their new
premises, 77 Bay street, Toronto,
where they have a full range of samples of their goods.

Buyers are invited to call and inspect. This company also

have a large sample room in Montreal, where a full range
is kept. As one of the company visits the Orient regularly

the}' have the advantage of securing the very latest novelties

in their line.

"Rooksbak" Finish.

The specializing tendencies ot the times find expression

in " Rooksbak " finish for woollens and worsteds—a process

owned by Robinson cfc MacKay, dyers and finishers, Leeds,

England. The dealer who h^s experienced the usual short-

comings of textiles of the description named will be quick to

appreciale the claims of "Rooksbak." This finish is not

costly, as some might suppose, and has the merit of being
permanent, no matter how long the goods may be kept in

stock. Furthermore, age improves the finish, and the

handling of the fabric instead of robbing the finish of any
points of distinction, but adds to its value. This finish is

excellent for all classes of woollens and worsteds, vicunas
and serges, and for cotton warps for ladies' wear. The long
experience of Robinson & MacKay as dyers and finishers,

together with their admirably equipped plant, are the assur-

ances of the trustworthy and thorough character of work
done by them. The trade has long known the want of a

permanent finish for fabrics which will not cockle, shrink or

spot with the rain.

A Gfrowing Industry.

One of Ottawa's youngest but most energetic indus-

tries is the Universal Skirt Manufacturing Company, with
headquarters corner Little Sussex and Rideau streets.

They occupy the premises Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 Little

Sussex street, with showrooms extending to Rideau street.

The demand for the output, which consists of ladies' high-

grade skirls, costumes, mantles, raincoats and fur shells,

has been so great that the equipment has had to be in-

creased. There are now no less than fifty machines run-
ning and more will be installed when skilled operators
can be procured. The output of the factory is sold to the
trade and jobbers, and is known under the name of the
Princess Brand. Much of the success which has attended
the initial operations is due to the excellent management
of Mr. S. Davis Holofcener, who has had over ten years'
experience with the best Canadian and American houses.
Associated with him in the ownership is Mr. Wm. Simon,
who acts in the capacity of chief representative. The out-

put of the factory finds ready sale from coast to coast.

The Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., turns out saleable, trust-

worthy goods, fashionable, latest designs and perfect fit,

facts that are attested to by the great and growing de-

mand for the same. The company is represented in Bran-
don, Man., by Mr. M. Davidson. The factory is one of
the finest equipped in Canada, mostly expert men tailors

are employed. The company extend a cordial invitation

to all merchants to visit their factory and show rooms.

A Novelty Showcase.

The case shown is entirely

small case heretofore produced.

top of the

Case Co.

counter. It mad

different from any other

The frame work is either

oxidized copper or brass,

or it can be had in

nickle plate. The walls

are made of first quality

glass, and the inside

shelf is of glass. The
bottom is lined inside

and out with felt, mak-
ing it extremely con-

venient for putting on
e by the Detroit Show

A Cloak Form.

A new form for cloak and suit

travelers has just been perfected. It

is a perfect shape and at the same
time it has the advantage of being
packed into a small hand case. This
has been something that cloak and
£uit travelers have been looking for

for some time and will fill a long felt

want. It is made by A. S. Richard-
son, 62 Hayter street, Toronto. He
has also just issued his new 1905
catalogue of, store fixtures. A post -r

card will bring it. V$

R£TURNED

Beatty, Kerr & Verner.

This firm have on hand a large 'J

assortment of smallwares of all kinds
including hose supporters, garter webs, celluloid combs,
celluloid hair pins, belts, buckles, blouse sets, etc. Their

lines of hosiery are going to be of special excellence and a

full assortment is expected in a few days.

In everything they handle they are endeavoring to

observe what is best value and what is most up-to-date.

Complete lines will soon be with the travelers.

Dehenham, Caldecott, Toronto.

This firm report that ribbons are going to be" i?i ffreal

demand, and that particular attention is being paid to

fancies. They are showing an immense range of beauti-

ful effects in fancy ribbons including all tin- latest in warp
prints in Louis XV. and XVI. patterns and colors.

Among their warp prints are some lovely patterns barred
with shot moire stripes. All tin' now colors are repre-

sented and some of the floral effects on delicate colored

grounds are artistic in the extreme. A novelty right in
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line with ilif light and airy fabrics thai are Belling for

Spring is a gauze ribbon with satin striped border and

scattered embroidered flowers. These arc only a feSs of

the exclusive novelties this firm is showing and their line

should be inspected bj every ribbon
_

buyer. Besides

fancies thej cany an immense range of shots in taffeta

and moire; and plain ribbons of every description and in

all- shades and widths.

Plain taffeta is certainlv the leading silk and Deben-

ham, Caldecott & Co. can do them in all prices and colors.

Next in taffeta the besl selling silks are paillette, chiffon

taffeta, Louisene and British silk, and these also are

shown in a large range of prices and colors. Fancy silks

will occupy a leading place in the coming season's trade

and again this firm is in the field with an almost bewild-

ering variety. Shots are eertainly in the lead and there is'

a feeling for black warps. 1'in stripes and small checks

effects with either a woven or an embroidered spot, or

with small neat patterns are called for, for shirtwaist

suits. Particular mention should lie made of a Louisene

with a woven spot.

This firm, because of their Loudon and Paris connec-

tions, are in particularly good position to obtain the very

latest novelties in ribbons, silks and dress materials, and

because their range is such a large one. it is always pos-

sible to confine novelties to the one firm.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto.

In the smallware department some 25c specials are:

Ladies' silk belts, Ottawa and Toronto, in black, navy

and brown; IIH2 black lace cotton hose, TT2 tan; HILL

1-1 ribbed black cotton hose, TT3, 1-1 tan ;
Little Darling,

sizes 4 to 6, in black, tan, cardinal, white; motor plain

black cashmere hose, with double knee, ribbed; silko in

silk, tanko in tan, electric in black plain cotton hose; gloves

B12, B13, black taffeta, Cl2 cream, W13 white, At 3

colored taffeta; pure silk gloves B2 black, W27 white.

In the 50 cents list there are: D207 black, D208 tan,

D209 grey. D210 champagne lace hose; 2 dome pure silk

gloves, B35 black. W35 white, A35 new colors; cashmere

hose, Llama and AG are good; 999 and 260 ribbed and 98

double knee are the same as carried Lor years. The stock

of shell goods for the hair is larger than ever. Hilda and

Olive are the guaranteed kid gloves that give such great

satisfaction. Thev are praised by everyone and new col-

ors have been added such as modes, browns and_ navies.

Another new glove is the Penn, an undressed kid in same

colors, retail $1. KK6 is a ribbed cotton hose, double

knee, reinforced, retail 20c in large sizes.

Some special lines that Brocks are handling are;

Nazareth waists in all sizes, Fxcehla and Duplex hand-

kerchiefs; Defender safety inns; colored cashmere hose.

Tanner in tan. Reddy in red; ivory coat and vest buttons;

laces in larger assortment than ever, including Mimosa

lace in ivory, champagne, fancy cotton, torchons, Swiss

and cambric; very attractive veilings in black, white,

magpie, jackdaw, navy, brown, Russian, chenille spot,

border, chenille chiffon. Morning and Complexion. A large

.|,ek of cotton vests and drawer- isshown to retail from

5 P. 75 cents, also ladies natural wool and balbriggan,

retail 25 and 50 cents.

In the men's furnishings department are: "Brock-

nit" black cashmere half hose, retail 25c; black cotton

half hose, fast dye. retail 10 to 25c; A10 black cashmere,

and AIL faUCV embroidered cashmere hose, to retail 50c;

special lines m balbriggan underwear are Cataract, retail

25c; French and satin, retail 50c; Paris, retail .5c. all

sizes 34-46; F132, F114, merino shirts and drawers, all

sizes, retail 50-75c: K76. natural wool shirts and drawers,

retail $1 and $1.25: Kant Touch is a special neglige shirt,

boys' sizes, 40c, men's, 50c; special values in men's flan-

nelette night shirts, retail 50c, 75c and +1 ; Lattery brand

overalls and drawer-. 1'itcher and Catcher, retail 50 and

75c; Kop is a special policeman's brace, retail 25c:

Buster Brown belts for boys: men's belts in all newest

styles, etc.

Largest in the World.

si. Margaret's Works, Leicester, claim the distinction

of i„ , largest hosiery factory in the world, the

works covering upwards of live acres and being up-to-date

ni e\er\ respect. Cooper Corah k Sons, the proprietors,

have built up an enviable reputation for all knitted goods,

men'- cardigans, sweaters, etc., in endless variety and of

ladies' golfers which in recent seasons have been so much

i n demand. Of these thej -how a very extensive range in

select designs. In staple lines of underwear and hosiery

for bulb men ami ladies the values shown in "The C«*.

I'lishriiikahle Finish," and "St. Margaret" branls have

established linn hold on the trade. Wreyford & Co.,

Romain Building, Toronto, are the Dominion ag2n;s for

I ins linn.

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Spring hues comprise expressive neckwear that en-

sures life to departments and good sales. Designs are

novel, original and exclusive. There has been intelligent

co-operation between buyer, designer and producer. The

Standard line is lull of happy things. Thev mention the

French seam, a $6 hue, width 2| in., the latest colorings

and patterns; which draw custom. Squares, flowing

ends, puffs, ascots, etc., show a good many grey mix-

tures in huge patterns. Barathea cloth, a serviceable,

neat fabric, is seen in many black and white designs, and

seems prone to go well. The $2.25 and $4.50 lines are

-i longer than ever, showing brightly colored figures on

various grounds in all colorings.

For immediate delivery to tone up trade for evening

and dav wear the range of plain black goods in barathea,

satin, peau de soie, grosgrain, etc.. is excellent. They

invite inspection.

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., report that in dress goods

the demand for voilles is good, and that they are likely to

be worn in different makes, including canvas voille, cobb

voilles, and voille diamond, also Panama cloth, coasting

lustres and swivel cloths. Crepe de Paris and Roxanas

will also be good. In ordinary wool voilles, this firm call

special attention to their 3S-inch special value at 29 3-4c.

In trimmings there seems to be as great variety as last

season. New designs are shown in braid mixtures, also

lace guipures and applique and braid effects, mixed, suit-

able for trimming light fabrics. In veilings, they are

showing a laree range, a leader beine' chiffon hemstitched

veiling one and three-quarter yards long, also tulle and

gauzein plain and chenille spots. The Kyle, Cheesbrough

Co. bought iin some very handsome Parisian robes with

which to show- the application of the new trimming, and

also to show the manner of draping the light fabrics suit-

able for Summer wear. In collars. Kyle, Cheesbrough &
Co. are showing a large variety in tabs, also embroidered

turnovers. Large shoulder collars and berthas will also

be much worn.

There is a pronounced demand on the other side tor

flouncing both in embroidery and laees. This will be

much used in making outside skirts. One of the leading

materials for Summer dresses will be printed organdie

muslins and printed muslin-de-soie. Chiffon ties will con-

stitute novel! ie- in neckwear made plain and printed in

fancy colors and assorted designs. Buckles of various de-

scriptions will be much worn again and there is likely to

be a repetition of last season's demand for ladies' and

girls' golfers. One of the leading features in neckwear is

a line of embroidered turndown collars made with button-

holes so that a tie of ribbon may be worn in it. Kyle,

Cheesbrough have imported a large quantity of these col-

lars and are offering them to the trade at very low prices.

Lace berthas will be largely worn both as a collar and

as a yoke for blouses and waists. They are the leading

fashion in London and Paris. Belts are to be as much in

demand a- ever. Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co. have secured

a specialty in a silk belt which they offer at $2.25 a dozen

to retail at 25c each. This single line they are ordering

in quantities of 1.000 dozen of a color at a time.

They have secured the agency of a maker of children's
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cashmere cloaks, pelisses, christening robes and ehilds'

frocks. Thev arc made in the latest styles and are beau-

tifully finished and trimmed. Thev are already proving
ready sellers. They have largely extended their depart-

ment of hosiery, gloves and underwear, and to increase

this department still further have this season put in an

exceptionally large range and have secured some extra

good values in these lines.

Evolution of the Drawer Supporter.

For years and years the clothing and tailoring world

have been racking their brains to invent some device that

could be attached to a pair of trousers that would effec-

tively support the drawers, without any tension on the

trousers. Safety pins, belt pins and all other kind of

pins were tried, without any good result, in fact some time

ago an actor appeared at a theatre and did a turn in

which he drove a nail through his trousers into his

drawers to keep them up. He made a hit with the turn

and with his audience, but not with the clothing public.

Then some one made a suspender with a cord attached
that was supplied with a clamp with teeth on it that was
intended to grip the drawers. This suspender did not last

long, as it pulled the life out of the drawers, and kept
them up over the top of the waistband of the trousers

causing a very unsightly job indeed, and then and again

clamps were made to grip the pants and the drawers at

one time, when von lost a clamp you lost your temper and
incidentally your drawers hung around your knees, and
so on and so on.

Knowing the importance of introducing a device to the

clothing and tailoring world that would give comfort to

the trousers wearing public, the Catch On Clasp Mfg. Co.

studied and studied, and finally their inventive genius

struck upon the idea of fastening a device to the waist-

band of trousers, that was at once simple, effective, and
easily adjusted, "and presto." (he loop de loop is born.

Result— Every clothing manufacturer and merchant
tailor who has seen it has ordered it. When you see it

you will order it. If you have not seen it write to the

Catch On Clasp Mfg. Co. and they will mail samples of
the loopdeloo^ drawer supporter.

P. Garneau, Fils & Cie.

''One of the best" is the laconic appreciation, by a

well posted dress goods buyer, of the lines of dress and
waist materials shown by this firm for Spring trade.

When such an opinion is backed by increased sales from
all districts visited by their representatives, there can be
no doubt that correct styles and makes are being offered

to the trade. The coming Spring and Summer will be a
season of light, bright finished fabrics and out of the
numerous makes in this class, mohairs, lustres, crispines
and silk warps stand most prominently. P. Garneau, Fils

& Cie's dress goods department call particular attention
to plain black and colored Sicilians, M513-516, a good qual-
ity, to retail 75c; M489-492, a medium quality, 54 inches
wide, to retail as a bargain at 50c; mohair and lustres,

M534-539 special low line, to retail at 30c in dark and
light shades: M547-549 ristal lustres, check and mixtures
effect in dark shades, to retail 50c; M544-546 leno lustre,

lace stripe and pin head effect, retails at 50c; M557-559
lustre waistinc. fancy white spot effect, retails at 50c at

a bic profit- M552-556 melange checks in grey, brown
and blue, also retailing at 50c; M560-563 mohair mirage
checks, a very stylish line to retail at 85c; M564-565
mohair figured pekin checks in new blue and black, only,
retails at $1 ; 11566-571 swival waisting, plain ground and
embossed figures, very stylish, retails at 50c; M576-580
leno waistings, lace striped and colored splashes, and
M581-583 matting waisting. very effective, retails at 50c;
M584-585 plain wool canvas and M586-587 figured wool
canvas in cream and black, are selling largely. Crispines
are shown in several popular price both in plain and fig-

ured effects.

Crepes de Chine, M500-506 in light and dark shades,
retail at 90c - M426-432 all wool crepeline in all shades,
retails at 50c: M468 black crepe ondule, very good seller,

at $1: M497 fancy weave voile, and M498 voile fichelle.

very stylish, to retail at $1 ; M499 voile jacquart, very ef-

fective spot effect, retails at $1.60; M467 silk wrap
eolienne torsade to retail $1.25; M507 plain black eolienne
gives big profit at $1.25; M625-632 eolienne jacquart.
small spot effect, very stylish, retails at $1; M621-626 all

wool voile, light and dark shades, great value to retail at

40c; M600-605 fancy Mousing stylish patterns, to retail

40c; M606-615 retails at 45c; M469-480 all wool mousse-
line imprime, new styles, to retail at 50c.

Cotton voiles and crepolines are remarkable for an
improved finish which gives a woolen appearance to the
fabrics, M775-780 in double width voile and in 27 inch

:

No. 55-62 crepoline are leaders, the latter retails at

12 l-2c : a very pretty line is a plain colored ground voile,

with over checks and spot. The representatives of the

firm will be pleased to show the samples at any time, or
samples will be sent direct to customers, if requested.

A new feature in the woolen department is the '
' Sphinx

Serges.' recommended for the high grade of material
used, permanancy of dye and superior finish. Recognising
the growing demand in the trade for better goods, this

firm has made arrangements for the sole control of this

brand in the Canadian market.
In mercerized cloths, some very special values are

offered in Venetians and mohair twills. MK18S to retail

at 50c and MK20S at 60c are special values.

Gordon, MacKay & Co., Limited.

In their dress goods department this firm show one
of the most up-to-date and best selected ranges of dress
fabrics for Spring, 1905, in the trade. Their travelers
are now on the road and are booking large orders. Their
huge and varied range will be found complete with all

the newest and fashionable styles and their values are
pronounced by critical buyers to be on a ground floor

basis. Among some of their leading lines are Gl, 40-inch
allover Panama garnite, price 37 l-2c ; G5, 41-inch black
voile grenadine assorted designs price 371-2c; G51-64.
41-inch black voile grenadine, assorted designs, price 50c;
G73, 74, 75, 44-inch blacy voile grenadine assorted designs,

price 75 and 95c; G53, G54, 41-inch mohair shirtwaist
suiting self colors and shot, price 70 and 75c; G101,
43-inch silk eolinne, 15 correct shades, price ex; G96,
35-6 all wool etamine voile, 15 colorings, price 20c; G128,
44-inch silk crepe eolienne novelty, price 75c ; black luster,

181-2c to 371-2c yard; "black luster mohairs, 371-2 to

$] yard; colored lusters, colored melange lusters, jacquard
lusters, complete range' of shades, 19c to 75c yard; satin

cloths, cheviots, broadcloths, Venetians, amayous, cash-

meres, black colored voiles, eoliennes, sublimes, twine
etamine, silk warp, poplinette, etc., etc. •

They show a new exclusive check taffeta silk with a

medallion spot in navy, brown, champagne, black, 75c; also

a shot satin de chine of beautiful effect in a range of

changeable colors, price 75c per yard.

In the hosiery and underwear department there is a

complete line of cashmere and cotton hosiery. New num-
bers have been added to the cashmere hosiery as well as

new shades in cotton hosiery. XXX is a cashmere, black,

sizes 4-10, special ouality which has been retained at the

old prices. Special travelers are going out this month
with ladies' and children's knitted underwear for Fall.

Travelers are now going out with raincoats and rub-

ber- clothing for men, women and children, also parasols

of their own manufacture in good styles and leading prices.

The staple department is showing a large range of

new wash p-oods including ginghams, lawns, organdies,

Madras, poplins, merlawns, mattings, muslins, silktaf,

checks, mousse] ine de soie," etc. Preparation has been

made for a larpe business in white goods for white sales in

January and February and there are shown 8,000 pieces

of white lawn, nainsook, tuck lawns, organdies, cambrics,

etc., which they have bought at 25 to 33 per cent, under

regular prices. In white cottons the range embraces such

numbers as Gibson, 51-4c; Victoria, 61-2c; Royalty,

6 3-4c; Phoenix and Canada, 8c; M.J., 91-2c: J.L., 10c;

Queens cambric, 8c; Brides cambric, 8c; B.B. cambric,
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10c. Their range of fancy white muslins starts at 41-4c
and runs to 19 l-2c.

Woollen Underwear.

The "Nap" of any fabric has long been recognized as
possessing certain well-defined purposes and properties.
In Woolnap underwear its object is two-fold—to increase

the warm tii of the garment and to present an agreeable
inner surface to the body of the wearer. This has cer-

tainly been admirably attained in "Woolnap" bv its spe-

cial construction, which provides a double texture, pro-
ducing minute fibre-lined air cells, the textures being
composed entirely of wool. This, it will readily .be ob-
served, makes an ideal under garment for retaining the
heat of the bodj and excluding the cold from it; at the
same time affording further comfort and protection in

the absorption of the natural moisture of the body by
the sponge-like air cells referred to.

These goods are particularly adapted to our Canadian
climate as a protection from the sudden changes of tem-
perature which occur at certain seasons of the year, and
retailers make many satisfied customers on account of

the health and comfort thus assured to the wearer.
Woolnap garments are wool throughout, not a vestige

of vegetable matter or cotton entering into their manu-
facture. The trimmings are put on with unusual care
and are of superior quality, indeed, in all particulars,
this underwear reveals every evidence of thoughtfulness
and of good workmanship.

"Woolnap" is made in heavy and light weights and
may be obtained from all the leading wholesale houses.

The Standard Umbrella Co.

Sukrum, an absolutely waterproof material shown by
this firm, pan be had in all styles at a slight advance

S06r SO€t

JAN -6 190/

New Designs in UmbferraTlwrfilSles

—

Shown by The Standard Umbrella Co.

over the cost of ordinary materials. Retailers know how
the usual umbrella material, after a heavy shower, soaks
through and rusts the iron, thus causing the ribs to

break, besides forming a' pool where it is let stand.
These unsatisfactory conditions are said to be absolutely
avoided by "Sukrum," enabling the retailer to guarantee
double the wear of the usual run of umbrellas.

Spring lines, embracing a full range of staples and
high-class novelties, now being shown the trade, are
guaranteed by the firm's label on every umbrella. Gen-
tlemen's lines are seen in fine mercerized cotton, union
silk and pure silk materials. Ladies' lines show the
same qualities, along with the exclusive glorias, with the
self-edge, which ensures better service, as no seams are
present and ripping is avoided.

Styles embrace the ordinary English wood stick, self-

opener, self-closer, close rolling, get lock, stormproof
flexur, and the ordinary solid and paragon umbrellas.

In handles exclusive novelties are seen in the carved
wooden ones and ivory decorated, with raised emblems
and heads of animals. Partridge wood, with German
silver, gunmetal and celluloid trimmings, is very strong.
Horns of every description are included. Crooks and
straight handles are to be had.

Ladies' handles leave nothing to be desired, and show
wood, pearls, ivory, horn, etc. Animals' heads are very
strong in decoration. Lizards are noticed.

Parasols of the latest styles in color, material and
make aie in a large range. Light woods and plain col-

ored cloths are staple. The latest in shot silks and
plaids are shown.

An innovation appreciated by the trade is the loan of
a splendid umbrella stand to linns purchasing 12 dozen
or over. It enhances window and interior displays, hold-
ing one dozen umbrellas.

The large carriage umbrella is made in any colors
with any names inscribed. The family umbrella is also
in this range.

This firm feel confident their range for Spring is the
largest and most complete they have ever shown.

Stauntons Limited.

When one sees what beautiful effects are produced
with the new silk and damask papers, it, is not hard to
realize why this class of wall hanging has grown into such
general favor. Dealers should see that their stock is well
assorted in this line, as they prove ready sellers and stand
a good profit. Stauntons Limited, Toronto, have succeeded
in producing some of the best treatments this year in silks
and damasks. The line is large and well assorted.

The Staunton goods have been in such demand that
notwithstanding a larger output to date they have been
forced to run their plant to its full capacity until 10
o'clock p.m. during December.

Caverhill & Kissock.

Early trade in millinery lines is unprecedented and
reflects credit upon the selections of their buyers. Mr.
Harper is now in Paris in the interests of this firm pick-
ing up the choicest new ideas which will be seen at open-
ing time. This firm feel confident of meeting every need
of the trade in millinery lines. It is yet too soon to give
any definite information concerning anything but staple
lines.

The range of laces, ribbons, belts, veilings and a host
of dress accessories which this firm make a specialty of
leaves nothing to be desired. The head of this depart-
ment advises that the range of all these lines now in
their travelers' hands is more complete than ever before.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.
In linings, the smooth fabrics such as "glass cloths"

are in demand, and the W. R. Brock Co. expects good
business in these lines.

Table cloths. with napkins to match are a feature in
the linen department.

The range of linen suitings is more extensive than
ever this season. Pale blue is the most popular shade,
followed closely by green and champagne. The prices are
a little lower than expected and the values are first-class.
Cushion checks, too, are especially worthy of mention
and the goods promise to be as popular as last season.

Towels which can be retailed at popular prices are
the ones that sell and Brocks have purchased a much
larger and better stock of these than they have hitherto
shown,

Plain cashmeres in navy and brown are popular for
waists this Spring. Soft silks such as the fashionable
"sizeuse" and " jacquelines" are being shown for shirt-
waist suits, etc.. also for evening wear.

The woollen department is justifying all expectations
with regard to value and assortment of lines carried and
111 tweeds, wi rsteds and homespuns for Spring the stock
is replete with all the latest novelties. Special attention
is being given to serges and a nice range of blues and
blacks is carried. A coverl cloth which can be retailed at

$2 is on view. Nice shades of grey as well as
the fawns are stocked. Some nice fancy and
Halifax tweeds can lie had to retail at from
25 to 50 cents and the Halifax in particular should go
well, being the ideal for Spring and Summer wear.

Brocks are showing at IIS inch lace stripe Mousing
which can be retailed at 50 cents. The goods are easily
worth a dollar and the man who carries them • will find
business humming in that department. GB30 41 inch wool
voile to retail at 35 cents is certainly worthy of special
mention. JAH12 54 inch black lustre to retail at 50
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cents, may bo called the lustre. JAH14 colored Sicilian,

retailing at 50 eents, is also something it would be to

advantage to buy.
Tans and greys in hosiery are the leading' colors in

ladies' and men's goods. A very well assorted stock can

be seen in Brock's .Montreal warehouse as their Spring
goods are now in. Balbriggan underwear is always popu-
lar and you cannot make a mistake stocking it. The
"President" and "Cyclo" suspender are advertised

widely. Gentlemen who want "solid comfort" always
ask lor one of these makes. The goods reaail profitably

at 50 cents per pair and are winners at tin' price. Other
braces are carried by the firm, among them being the

"Perfection," which may he called "lifetime," made of

leather and practically unbreakable. It is especially

adapted for men working outdoors. A nice stock of men's
umbrellas is also on hand, embracing' all the latest im-

provements in the goods. •'Self openers" to retail at $1
should go well and Brocks have them.

The carpet department has received its Spring goods
and they justify all praise. Linoleums, too, have been

received from Scotland. Table covers of chenille and
tapestry are also to be found in this department. Art

muslins and eretonnes are shown in many patterns, also

Koman stripe furniture coverings. Upholsterers will find

their wants well attended to.

In ribbons, green is the fashionable shade. A very

nice stock is shown and the firm is doing its best to keep
up to the standard of past years. Veils will be popular
this Spring, especially in the different shades of blue.

Embroideries of ;ill kinds in pretty designs are shown
by Brocks. The third floor is showing a range of ladies'

umbrellas for Spring. The stock of handkerchiefs is all

that can be desired, lab collars are still popular and a

very nice range is shown, some new designs are included.

The military- effect demands metal buttons. Some nice

lines can he seen in the smallware department. Belt

buckle sets arc popular. Gilt top Lair pins are a novelty.

White side and back combs are popular and bid fair to

continue so fur some time to come, while pompadour combs
are in good demand.

The demand for the "Perfection" cloth measure is

increasing. This measure owes its popularity to the fact
that with it one can check off the number of yards in a
piece of goods wthoul unrolling, and it is thus a great
time saver,

The National Rubber Co.

Mr. 1'. Glickman, buyer, returned from foreign markets
at New dear's with a collection of materials and styles

which leaves nothing' to be desired and customers may ex-
pect in the near future some creations which are revela-
tions of raincoat possibilities.

Spring orders are good. Nos. 246, 263 long coats,

Admiral, Brigadier and No. 202 in all styles are medium-
prieed lines which are in strong demand. Samples of any
requirements are sent upon request.

The following representatives are now showing1 Nation-
al brand garments throughout Canada: L. Vineberg,
Province of Que' bee ; W. Hansher and T. L. Clatty, North-
ern Ontario; C. G. Gordon, Maritime Provinces; C. W.
MacDowell, Nova Scotia; S. M. Hansher, Western On-
tario.

Anderson, Macbeth Co.

It is said that some unscrupulous hat houses have in-

fringed on The Anderson & Macbeth Co.'s registered trade
mark, "The King Hat," in one way or another. This
is extremely poor policy for any house, in more ways
than one. The trade mark laws of Canada are very
strict, and if will he an easy matter for The Anderson
& Macbeth Go. to not only stop these infringements, but,
if they care to, make the offenders pay dearly for their
trickery. We are told lawyers letters have already been
exchanged on the subject, and unless assurance is given
that all imitations of the trade mark will be destroyed
without delay, suit will be entered at once. "The King
Hat," as is well known, is a thoroughly reliable hat, a

^WM^ed
TENTS, FLAGS.

AWNINGS, TARPAULINS,
AND CLOTHING.

\
%

Western Union Code

Cable Address: "WOODS" OTTAWA -OTTAWA, CANADA
LARGEST MAKERS OF TENTS IN CANADA.

Patenters of

FIELD, HOSPITAL, and HOUSE TENTS
The only Firm using "WOOD'S NON-ABSORBENT" Duck, the life of which is three times that of any other.

Lumbermen and contractors can secure every line needed for their vans in CLOTHING, MOCCASINS,
HOSIERY, MITTS, UNDERWEAR, OVERALLS, SWEATERS, DUCK AND LEATHER CLOTHING ; all

Tweeds manufactured in our own mill and made into garments in our own factory, sewn on power machines and
bound to stick together so long as the cloth lasts ; All-Wool Grey Blankets, all weights six to ten-pound inclusive ;

immediate delivery ; right prices.

Why pay two profits when you can buy direct ? Why not place your orders in one place where you get

prompt delivery of the goods suited to your work ?

Our travellers cover from the Atlantic to the Pacific, also Newfoundland
Wm. Gkeex, St. John, X. B. G. C. Murray, Quebec and Ontario.

E. H. Taaffe, Winnipeg. Percy Ralph, Ottawa District.
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trade winner bhroughoul the country. The Anderson <S

\i,:( belli Co. are i he sole prop ol I he K ing hat,

through them thai il can be purcha
l m il ,, i ion is the latterj bu1 LI is sometimes
found .1 rathei costlj practice by the imitato] The ai

iriiiiim ol t lie retailei is directed to the fact tha i lie i

also liable to damages it he sells hats infringing on the

e mark.

L. Hirshson & Co.

This specialt] house, a branch of the English firm ol

the same name, under the efficient management of Mr.

Harris, seeks a sphere of Eurthei usefulness bj constantly

adding new lines to its choice selections of desiraole job

lots. Beginning with this new year practically even
thing in the gamul of ilu goods and kindred lines is

carried. \s indicated before, enlargement of present

premises, 58 Victoria square, Montreal, has been a aeces

sit v to meet an expanding trade. Hugs, military outfits,

hair brushes, shirts and hosiery are some of the addi-

tional lines.

Sahlin's Perfect Form and Corset Combined.

Louis J. B. Senez, 18 St. Alexis street, Montreal, is the

Canadian representative of "Sahlin's
-

' garment which
is spoken of as the only garment which can actually

guarantee perfecl lit and absolute comfort combined, with-

out sacrificing Dame Fashion's least demands. The per-

fecl form and corsel combined is endorsed by leading

physicians as well as fashionable dressmakers. Two qual-

ities are to be had. retailing a1 $1.50 and $2. Retailers

are aided by extensive, liberal advertising and good pro-

fits are obtainable. The garment is patented and lias an

extensive sale in Canada. United States and Europe. Full

particulars are obtainable from Mr. Senez.

J. E. McComber.

Retailers find fur buying a hard task and recognize

that reliable linns must be patronized. The above firm,

to ensure efficient service, lias specialized in Persian and
Russian lamb jackets along with a collection of other

lines. From the selection of skins to the last detail of

the finish extra care is taken. A feature which is dwelt
strongly upon is the "lit guaranteed" in the full sense of

the term. These jackets .are seen in complete variety at

all prices and an investigation is requested. They are

ready for immediate delivery and buyers when in the

market are invited to inspect the range at 51C St. Paul
-i reetj Montreal.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

Spring millinery trade done by travelers has exceeded
fondest holies. They report square lop crown straws in

delicate shades and capelines as leaders in children's

•roods. A leading feature of the line is chiffon hats and
a heavy trade is anticipated. Medium size hats have
taken best in all lines. In shapes, the turban, rolling

rims and the three-cornered hats are assuming a staple

position. Rough, heavy Jap straws are very strong;

chipped straws are in demand also. Browns, navy, cham-
pagne and green are the leading colors. Ready-to-wears
are proving strong and in children's goods they are

stronger than ever. Flowers, chrysanthemums, large

roses, etc., go well. Shaded effects in silk flowers are es-

pecially good.
Their Mr. F. X. DeGrandpre in foreign markets ad-

vises that Spring collections of novelties and pattern hats
will exceed in beauty anything hitherto shown. Trim-
mings will he lavish. Ribbons and silks are seen in a

strong ranee and many specials may he had. Samples arc

sent upon request to loaders of The Review.

The American Silk Waist Co.

This firm advises travelers are now showing Spring
samples in a complete tange. "High-class goods" is the
watchword, and tin- range of taffetas, Japs, etc., prettily
trimmed, needs to be seen to Ite appreciated. Shirtwaist
suits, so popular for Summer, are also seen in all popu-
lar materials.

The Canadian Folding Box Company.

Within the last lew years boxes have become indis-

pensable to progressive establishments, lor the purpose of

delivering goods, such as millinery, costumes, >uit> and
many other articles. It is nol long since a hat would be

sent home to the purchaser wrapped in paper or done up
in one of the old-fashioned band boxes. This applies to

costumes and other goods as well. To-day. the merchant
is alive to the necessity of the time-, ami uses a collapsible

box for the reason that it lakes but a minimum of space
\'i')' storage, and. in inosi cases, can be quickly set up. A
representative ol' 'I he Review when in Brantford recently.

had the pleasure of examining the product of the Can-
adian Folding Bos Co., who an' manufacturing patented,

self-adjusting, collapsible boxes lor millinery, costumes,

suits, etc., and he was most favorably impressed witli the

ingenuity ol' these boxes; the strong points being, instant

adjustment, perfecl rigidity ami sightliness. Although
this box has bee i he marked but a very few months.
it has demonstrated its superiority, and the fact that

some of the largest Canadian houses have adopted it. in

preference to others now on the market, speaks very high-

ly lor the product of this linn.

I. Mishkin & Co.

I. Mishkin, who claims to be the originator of silk

waist making in Canada, has now turned his firm into a

company, of which he is still the head. Business is ex-

panding rapidly. A large amount is done bv mail, saving
travelers' expenses and rendering prices very close, an
advantage which the trade appreciates.

The Pugh Mfg. Co.

The Pugh Manufacturing Co. pride themselves on the
excellence of the work they turn out—cut, fit and finish,

on all graces and prices, is as nearly perfect as human
skill and care, backed by the most modern machinery, can
make it. All seams in the gores are felled down, and all

frills and trimmings are strapped—there are no raw-

edges on a skirl manufactured bv this firm, and all up-
to-date buyers know that this adds very materially both
to the appearance and the life of a skirt. The Pugh Co.
stand behind their skirts, for each garment carries their

brand, and it is one that is becoming well known, and
one that customers will ask for who have once worn
skirts so branded—in fact these skirts are trade builders.

Storiettes are features for Spring, and it is likely that
after the early part of the year is over that there will

be a demand for colored skirts with brown, blue, green
and red as leaders. This linn are showing some very
attractive skirts in watered Saxony that make a pretty
light-weight skirt for the Summer trade.

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS DEFRAUDED.

JUDGE CHOQUET, Montreal, during December com-

mitted for trial during the Spring circuit court.

Meyer Sauft and Bernard Finkelstein, merchants,

St. Lawrence street, Montreal, and Samuel Robinovitch
and John Gardner, merchants, Ottawa after a thorough
investigation into the charge of attempting to defraud
creditors in the first case and conspiracy to defraud in

the latter, the charges being laid by well-known manu-
facturers and jobbers, in the case of Sauft and Finkel-
stein bail was held at $1,000 each, which was forthcoming,
the latter pair were held at $8,000 and as bail was not

procured, they went to jail.

It is alleged in the case of Sauft and Finkelstein that

they obtained dry goods, furs and jewelry to the value
of $10,000 from the Montreal and Toronto trade and
fraudulently removed them to "warehousemen and re-

ceived warehouse receipts using the proceeds to pay
friends and defraud other creditors.

In interviewing some of the creditors it is learned
that the warehouse receipts were impounded and that

the firms affected secured return of their goods intact.

Mr. S. W. Jacobs, attorney for the creditors, said that
thirty-three cases were collected from various warehouses
and that RO creditor would suffer financially.
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[n thto department we publish questions submitted to The Dry Goods Review and

ten's Furnisher, the answers to which will be, in our estimation, of genera] interest

ta the trade, and which entail nocomparson between the production of different

manufacturers, We are always pleased to provide required information on anything
connected with the dry goods and men's furnishings trade Questions will In-

answe ed only in this department unless a speoial request be made for answer
by mail.

V , Dee. 1, 1904.

Editor Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher:

Conld you tell me how I could best dispose of my
Anotuit wool? It is not much 1 have 1ml I cannot sell

it in the United States on account of the duty, nor do I

know of any wool markel in Canada.
Yours truly,

Answer— There i> no wool market in Canada after

lite style of the London woo] market. Your best way is

to correspond with any wool merchant. He will be will-

ing to handle the mohair on commission and will sell it

in Bradford or London. Eng.

B . Dee. 10, 1904.

Editor Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher:

Could vmi inform me through your paper or otherwise

what 1 could realize for feathers at present and oblige?

Answer— This was answered by mail upon receipt. At
that time feather firms were not so anxious to load up
on account of stock taking. Goose feathers -were worth
from 40 to 45c, thick feathers. 25 to 30c, chicken feathers,

(is. and turkev feathers 5 to 6c.

C , Dec. 17, 1904.

Editor Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher:

Can you give me the address of some good leather

goods firm in Canada or New York .State. 1 ask this in-

formation with a view to locating some good manufactur-
ing concern here. "\Ye have a splendid new building, suit-

able for a leather goods factory, or sonic other kind, or

can you give me the address of some leather goods
journal and oblige?

Yours truly,

Answer—A list of good Canadian houses was sent by
mail together with a copy of a Philadelphia leather goods
journal.

A communication lias been received from a very large

English house manufacturing men's furnishings, asking
for an agent to represent time in Canada. Anv manu-
facturers' agent who would be willing to take hold of their

lines including shirts, collars and all the other branches
ot men's furnishings can communicate with this office.

Splendid Dry Goods Business

For Sale by Tender.
On account of my other business interests I have decided

to dispose of the. Dry Goods and Tailoring business carried on
by me at Windsor, Nova Scotia, for the last eight vears, hav-
ing then been purchased by me from I. Fred Carver's Estate.

The business will be sold as a going concern. Stock is now
being taken and inventories will be ready by Januarv first.

Tenders to be in by noon, January 16th, 1905. The high-
est or anv tender not necessarily accepted.

Exceptionally good terms as to rental of the Store Build-
ing which is in the best situation in the town.

The Stock is in fine condition and is almost entirely devoid
of deadwood.

JOHN W. BLANCHARD,
WINDSOR, N. S.

Sole member of the firm of Blanchard & Co.

CONDENSED OR "WANT'' ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word lirst insertion, lc. a

word each subsequent insertion.
Contractions count as one word, but live figures t,as $1,000) are allowed

as one word.
Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements

In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecannot lie acknowledged

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded.fi ve cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

TRAVELLER WANTED
WANTED—On commission by first diss man an A 1 line "f Ladies

Ready-to-Wear Goods or Men's Furnishing-, for British Columbia
or Territories. Thorough knowledge of the trade and (est of ref rences.

Address, 622 Harris St., Vancouver. B.C. (1)

FOR SALE
LD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS. First class trade. Millinery,

Ladies' and Children's Outfitting and Fancy Goods. Owner retir-

ing. Mrs. W. Bickford. 61 and 63 Fort St., Victoria. B C. (2)

AGENTS WANTED

A MANUFACTURER of ties, cravats, shirts and shirtings, and men's
wear generally, in London, England, wishes to secur- services of a

eliable Manufacturers' Agent to represent thein in Canada. Reply,
Box A., Drv Got ds Review. Montreal,

\WAN1KL)—A representative in Canada for an English manufadu'er
'» of high-class men's furnishings. Full particulars exchanged. Box
B . Dry Goods Review, Mcntreal.

TRAVELLER WANTED
FUR TRAVELLER, at once, with good connection to >ell a line of

furs on commission. Reply immediately to A. ]. Alexandor, 504-506
St. faul St.. Montreal. (f)

AD. WRITERS
AD WRITER, smart, capable, practical, open to e gagement. Wil-

liams, 189 Jarvis, Toronto.

I

WRITE ADS, send quarter and few details for sample ad. Williams
the Adverted, 189 Jarvis, Toronto.

a .

BUSINESS CHANCES
"THE LOCATORS—W. B. Herbert, General Manager
I and oldest exclusive Business Brokers in the West.
Locators, 63 Merchants' Bank Bui'ding, Winnipeg.

The largest

Address, The

r
HERE never was a better time to invest your money than the present,

and no belter place than V\ innipeg. The Locators.

OPPOR TUNT 1 Y. To the young man with ambition and energy we
say come West and grow up with the growing country. We can

place you in business right. Our methods are successful with others and
will be with you.

PARTNERSHIPS. Half interest in a live general store about thirty

miles ftom Winnipeg. Seven thousand five hundred do lars. with
five thousand cash. We cannot s eak too highly of this proposition.

The owner has built the bu iness up to the hundred thousand dollar

mark, and his business capacity is unquestionable. References given if

required. The Locators.

ENERAL STORES
' sale. The Locators.

We have one of the finest in the country for

GENERAL STORE. At eighty-five cents. Will total up to about
ten thousand ; four thousand cash. Good buy. About fifty miles

from Winnipeg. The Locators.

GENERAL STORE. About seventy mil s from Winnipeg. Stock
at seventy-five cents ; amounts to ten thousand. This is a money

maker. The Locators.

GENERAL STORE, Stock about five thousand ; two thousand cash.

Well established. At ninety tents. Splendid opening for

voung man with energv. The Locators.

rHE West is getting larger every year, and more business will change
hands as time goes on. The Locators.

GENERAL STORE. At ninety cents ; will foot up to fifteen hun-
dred dollars; twelve hundred cash. In the Territories. Enquire.

The Locators.

FOR above or any other going con ern, write The Locators, 63 Mer-
chants' Bank Building, Winnipeg.

R. FLAWS & SON, MBnche8ter Bldg- Melinda
Pronto,

Dry Goods Commission Agents.

(8.
& L. Ash Brothers, Leeds.

Cloths, in great variety,
Cartwright& Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.

Hosiery and Underwear,
Bentlky & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas. Serges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilng, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

Representing
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CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, ETC.
r PJJE Metallic Hoofing Co., of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

have issued an exceptionally fine catalogue descrip-

tive of sheel metal building materials. This is prob-

ably the finest catalogue ever issued by a manufacture
this class of goods. The catalogue is 12x9x11-2 inches,

and is handsomely bound in cloth with silver designs.

There are 439 pages.

It would be impossible to even attempt to run over the

contents of this volume since everything in the sheel metal

building materials line is illustrated and described. The
descriptions are clear and comprehensive. Not only are

the materials themselves described and illustrated, but in

many cases an illustration is given of some building in

the construction of which this special material is used.

Thus accompanying the description of the "Hayes'' Patent

feteel Lathing, full page illustrations are given of the fol-

lowing buildings in which the "Hayes" lath was used:

(Jity Hall, Toronto; University of Toronto; Toronto Uni-

versity Library; St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto; Par-
liament Buildings, Ottawa; Union Station, Toronto; Head
Office of Dominion Bank and Confederation Life Build-

ing, Toronto.

The typographical work is high-class and attractive.

On the whole the production is something for the Metallic

Roofing Co. to be proud of.

A book sent out by Funsten Bros. & Co., St. Louis,

U.S.A., contains some valuable information to hunters and
trappers and to fur dealers as to prices and the care of

skins. Incidentally it is a well prepared advertisement.

The Wooltex booklet is well illustrated with styles in

cloaks, coats, and costumes for women and children.

McColl's Guide to Window Dressing has just come to

hand and contains 377 pages of cuts and descriptions that

should make it a help to every window dresser. The ideas

are bright and new, and the descriptions are easily under-

stood, a difficulty that is present in other books. One ad-

vantage in the Cuide is that it docs not aim too high to

lie useful to I he smaller class of stores. The price is

!r4.75.

JAPANESE GOODS.

UJS'Dol BTEDLY Jap goods have proved a strong line

in holiday selling ami unless all indications fail

they are to be stronger foi and Spring trade.

Many Japanese novelties and smallwares arc suitable for

dry goods stores and of course the Eastern conflict has
given a stimuli'- tils each clever novelty into in-

creasing favor. Orders placed for Spring indicate that

retailers are unanimous in placing confidence in the

Japanese fad. Even jobbing houses arc; replete with
Japanese toys, screens, bronzes and beaded work as well

as a quantity of Japanese subjects in both wood and
leather. All these goods make an excellent showing and
it is hardly worth while to urge discretion in selecting.

The usual assortment of fans, screens, lanterns, um-
brellas, napkins, eggs comprising the gamut of the feath-

ered tribe in fantastic decorations and peculiar receptacles

have perhaps held first place in selections made by the

shrewdesl and mosl experienced handlers of this class

of goods for Spring. Next come a host of leather lines,

including wrist bags of a novel character, and these are

all suitable for dry yoods stores. Japanese bric-a-brac

and china have also been ordered out well and can be
profitably handled.

Fancy goods prices should be eloquent of profit. It is

wise for retailers to avoid talking cheapness and gossip

of the novelty and reliability of the uoods offered. Ask
what you think the goods should bring.

Hood Rubber Company of Canada, Montreal, have been
incorporated with a capital of $5,000 to manufacture and
deal in rubber boots and shoes and other rubber articles.

The directors are: R. D. lUcGibbon, D. Armour, S. J.

LcHuray, K. J. Beardwood, and L. L. Legault, all of

Montreal.

CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditor*,

Hoskins, David, Toronto.
Jenkins and Hardy, Montreal, Toronto, New

York.

Advertisement Writers.

Child & Fall, Wakefield, Mass.

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

Atwater, Duc'os & Chauvin, Montreal.
Tupper, Phippen & Tapper, Winnipeg.

Belts.

Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Rae, A. E., & Co., Toronto.
Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co. Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Travelling Rugs, etc.

Alaska Feather & Down Co., Montreal.
Cargal Rifle Mf„'. Co., Cargili, Ont.
Renfrew Woollen Mills, Renfrew, Ont.
Taylor, T. H. Co., Chatham, Ont.
Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.
Wyhe, Jas. H., Almonte, Ont.

Boot), bhoos and Laces.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Fiank & Bryce, Montreal.

Braids.

Castle Braid Co., New York.
Moulton & Co., Montreal.

Button Machines and Buttons.

Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.
Shantz, Jacob Y., & Son Co., Berlin, Ont.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc

Burrows, A. R., & Co., Guelph.
Courian, Babayan & Co., 'Toronto.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Hees, Geo. TL, Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Kitchen Bros., Dunnville, Ont.
Macdonald, John, & Co., 'Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Seagram, A. W., Toronto.

Carriage Rugs, Robes, eto.

Burrows, A. R., & Co., Guelph, Ont.
Gait Robe Co., Gait.

Sovereen Mit, Glove & Robe Co. .Delhi, Ont.
Carpet Lining and Stair Pads.

Lazier, S. A. & R. E. t Belleville, Ont.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Cjnsolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Baker, Richard L. , Co., Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Cater, Platl & Co., London, Eng.
Corley, Palmer .& Stewart, London, Eng.
Denton, Mitchell >V: Duncan, Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng
Macdonald, John & Co., Toronto.
Merchants Mantle Mfg Co., Toronto.
Mishkin, I., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
New York Skirt Mfg., Co., Montreal.
Riplev, E., & Son, London, Kng.
Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St.. 'Toronto.

Rae, A. E., & Co.. Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester. Eng.
Salem Co., Montreal.

Sommer, A., & (Jo.. Montreal.
Stafford, Northcote & Co., London, Eng.
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman & Sommer, Montreal.
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Cloth Charts.
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.

Putnam, A. E , Milan, Mich.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Phillips <& Wrinch. Tor nto.

Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.

F'laws, R , & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.

Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc.

Arnold Print Works, New York.

Brock. W. R., Co , Toronto.
Garland, John M.. Son & Co.. Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited. Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewrison & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
"Viyella"— Hollins, Win., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc.

Alaska Feather and Down Co.. Montreal and
Winnipeg.

Canadian heather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Dearden, Jon'n., & Co,. Manchester. Eng.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Toronto.
Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Drawer Supncrter.
Catch On Clasp Mfg. Cc, Baltimore, Md.

Dress and Fu Trimmings.
Konig & StufFman, Montreal.
Moulton & Co.. Montreal.

Dress Goods. Silks, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
China & fapah Silk Co.; Limited, Montreal
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.
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Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Godwin, John V.. & Co., Bradford, Eng.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Harris & Co.. Rockwood. Ont.
Hitchcock. Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., roronto.
Knox. John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald. John, & Co.. 1 oronto.

Nisbet & Auld, Toronto.
Oriental Silk Co., Montreal.
Pirn Prothers & Co., Dublin Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Richard, T.. & Co., London, Eng.
Rvlands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Tayl r, T. H. Co., Chatham, Ont.

Dyers. Cleaners, etc.

British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, [. & J. M., Manchester.

Educational.
Belleville Business College, Belleville, Ont.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Evening Wear Specials.
Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.

Featherbone Novelties
Reid-Featherbone Mfg. Co., London, Ont.

Finance Insurance, etc.

British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
London Guarantee & Accident Co., Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Meropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co. .Toronto.

Fireproof Windows
Me allic Roofing Co., Toronto, Montreal

and Winnipeg.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

New York hilk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Rvlands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wylie, Jas. H.. Almonte, Ont.

Frillings.
" Plantagenet"—C. G. Hill & Co., Notting-

ham, Eng.
Suftord, Northcott & Co., London, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Johnson. Hiram, Montreal.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebelung, Charles, Montreal.
Peck. John W.. & Co., Montreal, Winnipeg
and Vancouvrr.

Sovereen, Mit, Giove & Robe Co. .Delhi, Ont.

General Dry Goods.
B-aitv. K-rr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock W R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Denton. Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, J •hn M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils <fe Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay <fc Co., Toronto
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson. L.. & Co., Montreal.
Hit hcock, Wil iams & Co., London, Eng.
Knox. John. Co., Hamilio i.

Kvle. Cheesbr ugh & Co., Montreal
Macdonald, John, & Co., I omnto.
Richardson, Tee, Rycroft & Co., Man-

chester, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens etc.

Bi->gar, Wm., & >on. Gait, O t.

G-ilibert F.. M >nt eal.

Godtrirh Knitting Co., Gode ich.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal and
Winnipeg.

Pewny's—Green-hields Limited, Montreal.
Rvlands & Sons, Manchester. Eng.
Sovereen Mir, Glove & Robe Co., Delhi, Ont.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.

Handkerchiefs.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock. W. k., Co.. Montreal
Gordon, Mackav & Co., Tororio.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Macdonald, John. & Co., Toronto.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rvlands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Seagram, A. W., Toronto.
Staff >rd. Northcott <fc Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc.
Anderson & Macbeth Co., Toronto.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal. Winnipeg,
and Vancouver.

Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Horse Blankets.
Ackerman, B. F., Son & Co.,Peterboro',Ont.

Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Hotel Directory.
Grand Hotel, Gait.
Provincial Hotel, Gananoque.

Laces and Veils.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
Debenham, Calaecott & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neckwear.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.
Pirn Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.
Rae, A. E., & Co., Toronto.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Leather Goods.
Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto.
Robertson & Parker, Montreal.
Western Leather Goods Co., Toronto.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng
Beldine, Paul & Co., Montreal.
Frank & Bryce, Montreal.
Moouey, A. G., Co., Montreal.

Linings and Canvas's.
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, London, Eng., and
Manchester.

McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Lumbermen's Supplies.
Woods Limited, Ottawa.

Matting.
Imperial Carpet Co., Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.

Medicines.
Mackay, Dr., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
( Overalls, Leather and Bain-coats, Sweat-
ers, etc.).

Caulfield, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Fraser, Donald, <fe Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Star Shirt and Overall Co., Montreal.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal, Winnipeg
and Vancouver.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Metallic Roofing.

Metallic Roofing Co., Montreal, Toronto
and Wir.nipeg.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

IVattv, Kerr & Verner, To onto.
Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham, Ci decott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., <fe Co., Toronto.

Mot-quito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Needles, Pins, etc.

Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co, Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co , Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Office Systems, Supplies, etc.

Briggs Ledger System Co., Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
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Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Clatworthy &Co., Toronto.
Goodwin, J., London, Eng.
Lyons, Hugh & Co., Lansing, Mich.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Richardson, A. S., Toronto.

Patterns.
New Idea Pattern Co., New York.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safes.
Winnipeg Safe Works, Winnipeg.

Safety Ping.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Canadian Underwear Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.

Peck, John W., & Co , Winnipeg.
Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Welch, Margetson & Co., London, Eng.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit,

Skirt and Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co,, Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Macdonald, John & Co., Toronto.
Nisbet & Auld, Toronto.
Old Bleach Linen Co ,

Randalstown, Ireland.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Seagram, A. W., Toronto.

Store F.xtures.
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Lyons, Hugh, & Co., Lansing, Ont.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxfer Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin,

Ont. *
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Welch, Margetson & Co., London, Eng.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Hamilton.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Standard Umbrella Co., Montreal.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toron'o.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brantford Hosiery Co., Brantford.
Burritt, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
Caulfield, Burns & Gib'on. Toronto.
" Ceetee " brand— Iurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
Cooper, Corah, & Sons, Leicester, Eng.
Coupe Mfg. Co , Dunnville, Ont.
"Ciescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dun das.

Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
" Hendawick " Jas. Henderson & Co.,

Hawick, Scotland.
Jaeger, Dr. Co. Montreal.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
Two Steeples, Limited, Wigston, Eng.
"Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.
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Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords

Debenham, Caldecott & Co ,
Toronto

Grr-enshieMs Limited, Mon real.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co,, London, Eng.
KWe, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal
Worrall, J. & J M ,

Manchester, Eng

Wall Paper.
Mr-m e Will Paper Co , loronto
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co , Limited, Montreal

Water roof and Rubber Goods.
Craveneite Co., Bradford, Eng.
Imperial Rubber Co., London, Ont
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London,

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co Montreal
N'aiional Rubber Co., Montreal.

Whal-bone
Hone, Daniel London Eng

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co , Hamilton, Ont

Wmdow Shades, Curtain Poles, etc

Daly and Morin, Montreal.
Hees, Geo. H .,' Son & Co Montreal and
Toronto

.->mith. Carter ft Smith, I united Montreal

Wool
Benson, W. 1". & Co ,

Montieal.

Woolens anl Tailors' Trimmings.
British American Import Co., Montreal.

Cargill Rife Mfg. Co., Cargi 1 Om
Fis'ier, |ohn, Son 4 Co. Montreal ami
Quebec

Greenshields, Limited Montreal
Hams Sr Co., Roikwood. Ont
Kirk, Samuel. & Sons, London trig and
Manchester

Maedonald, John. & Co., loronto
McDougall, A..& Co., Montreal

Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N S.

Rob nson & Mackay, L- eds Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boiei
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto
Doug'as & Ratcl ff Toronto
Canadian Folding Box Co.. Biantfoid Unt
SomerviP.e C R London Ont

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Ackerman, B. F., Sons & Co.
Aiaska Feather & Down Co.

.

Aiexandor, A. J
American Mlk Waist Co
Anderson & Mac Beth
Arlingon Co. of Canada ....

Arm Id Print Works
Auditors and Accountants .

Auer Light Co
\ ustraiasian Draper

Baker, Ri, hard L.. Co
Baldwin \. & |., & Partners
Beattv , Kerr & Verncr
B Iding. Paul, & Co
Bell Telephone Co
Belleville Business College
Bsnson, W T
Berlin Suspender Co
Biggar, Wm., & Sons
Bradl 'id Dvers' Association
Brantford Hosiery Co
Briggs Ledger System Co
Bruish-Ainerica Assura ce Co .....

British American Dyeing Co
British American Import Co
Brock, W. R., Co 30, 31, 76, 1

Burrnt, R. & Co
Burrows, A. R. , & Co

c
Canada Paper Co
Canada Veiling Co
Canadian Bank of Commerce
Canadian feather & Down MattressCo.
Canadan F ldmg Box Co
Canadian Underwear Co
Cargill Rifle Mfg. Co
Cartwright & Warners
Castle Brain Co
Catch On Clasp Mfg. Co
Cater, Piatt & Co
Caulfeild Burns & Gibson
Caverhill & Kissock
Child & Fall

China & japan Silk Co
Clatwoithy & Co
Clinton Knitting Co
Confederation Life Association
Corley Palmert Mewart
Coupe Mfg. Co
C"unan, Babayan & Co.
Cravenette Co

175
"5
169
161

20

1

201
21

69
66

58

84, 88

29
iSo
132
66

69
229
190
20

1

53
87
66
96
65
206

76, 177
22
108

66

157
95
117

95
194
65
90
32
11

170
207
181

120
in
22

24
96
173
86
107
20;

Daly & Morin 223
Dearden, Jonathan, & Co 20
Debenham, Caldecott & Co 155, 180
Defiance Button Machine Co 69
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co 190
Denton, Mitche 1 & Duncan 55
Detioit Showcase Co 75
Dominion Oil Cloth Co 102
Domii ion Wadding Co 58
Douglas & Ratciift. 117

E
Empire Mfg. Co 172

F
Fair Mfg. Co 229
Fairbairn, Rhys D 225
Faire Bros & Co 157
Fi her, John, Son & Co 206
Flaws, R . , & Son 237
Frank & Bryce its
Fraser, Donald & Co 166

Q
Galihert, F 200
Gait Knitting Co 14, 90

PAGE
Gait Robe Co 169

Garland, John M., Son & Co 10

Ga neau, P., Fils & Cie 23
Godench Knitting Co 90
Goodwin, J 7 J

Goodwin, John V., & Co 13

Gordon, Mackay & Co. inside front cover, 119 146
Greenfields, juts de hack cover, 1. 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 36, 37, 40, 58. 192, 220

H
Ha-ris & Co 150
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co 109
Henderson, J as., & ' 'o 14

Henderson, Kobt , & Co 58
Hirshson & Co 127
Hitchcock, Williams 4 Co 61

Hollins, Wm. & Co 51

Hone, Daniel, London. Eng 152
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co 63, 129
Hotel Directory 66
Hudson Bay Knitting Co 198

I

Imperial '"arpet Co 108

Imperial Ruobi-r Clothing Co 139
Irving Umhrella Co 65
Ishikawa, K., & Co 149

Jackson Mfg. Co 92
Jaeger. Dr.. Co 87
Johnson, Hiram 229

K
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons
Kitchen Bros
Kleinert. I. B., Rubber Co
Knox, John, Co
Konig & Stuffmann 98, 99,

53
107
229
42
101

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co 15, 16, 17, if

' Ladies' Wear "

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co . .

.

Law, Russell & Co
Lazier, S. A & R. E
Legal Cards
Lennard, S., & Sons
Liddell, William, & Co. .

Lngan Bros
London Gurrantee & Accident Co
Luxfer Prism C>
Lyons, Hugh, & Co

219

75
46
24
69
84
76
24
96
73
70

M
Mar.donald.John & Co 80, 81

Mackay, Dr 66

McCall, D , Co 178
McComber, J. E 169
McDousjall, A. , & Co 202

McLean, Andrew, & Co 225
Menzie Wall Paper Co 112

Merchants Mantle Mfg Co 170
66

75
96
69
175

49
7i
161

Merchants Mercantile Co.
Metallic Roofing Co
Metropolitan Bank
Metropolitan Business College

Mishkin, I

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.

Mooney, A G. Co
Moulton & Co

N
National Rubber Co 137
New Idea Pattern Co 227
New York Skirt Mfg. Co 212

Nebelnng, Chas 225

New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co 163

Niagara Neckwear Co 196

VAlih.

Nicklin, J., & Co 69
Nisbet & Auld 123, 124

O
Old Bleach Linen Co 19
Oriental Silk Co 127
Oxford Mfg Co 197

Palmenbprg'sSons, J. R 70
Paquette Bro- 157
Paiker. R., & Co 57. 141, 142. 143, 1^4
Peck, John W., & Co 166
Penman Mfg. Co 184
Philli s& Wrinch 214. 215. 216
Pirn Broiheis& Co 155
Plantagenet Kriliings 26
Porter, A T., Impoiting Co 223
Pugh .VI fg. Co 175
Putnam, A. E 65

Rea. A. E., & Co 27
Reid-Featherbone Mfg. Co 155
Richard , I . & Co 24
Rii hardson, A. T 130
Richardson Lee, Rycroft & Co 79
Ripley, E. & Sons 151
Robeitson & Parker 210
Robinson & Mackay 229
Roger, F. P 69
Rylands & Sons 28

s
Salem Co 161

Schofield Woollen Mills 189
Seagram, A. W 225
Senez, Louis J. B 130
Shantz, |ac b Y , & Son Co 92
Smith, Carter & Smith 108
Sommerville, C. R 12

Somner, A., & Co 183
Sovereen Mitt, Glove and Robe Co 166
Stafford, Northcote & Co 45
Standard Neckwear Co 197
Standard Umbrella Co 9
Star Shirt and Overall Co 229
Stauntons Limited Ill

St. Margaret's College 69
Storey, W. H..& Son 14

Taylor.T .H., & Co 117

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co 73
Toronto Feather & Down Co in
1 ruro Knitting Mill* Co 193
Turnbull, C. Co., of Gait 89
Two Staples 20

u
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co 175

Victor Mfg. Co.
Viyella

W
Waldman & Sommer inside back
Watson, Foster Co
Watson Mfg. Co
Weese, G. A. . & Son
Welch, Margeison & Co
Western Assurance Co
Wilkins, Robert C inside front

Winnipeg Safe Wcks
" Wolse*" Unshrinkable Underwear. ...

Woods, John L "

Wo ids Limited
Worrall, J. & J. M
Wrevford & Co
Wylie, Jas. H

52
5i

cover
105
82

225
20;
96

cover
66

84
85

235
25
127
229
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WALDMAN & SOMMER
513-515 St. Paul St., MONTREAL.

Y

^9?w§B§& #
mfJw^v

Spring Samples Ready January 10th, 1905.

4? Suits.

4§f Raincoats, <£,

<S** Covert Coats, *,

<^ Shirt Waist Suits, ^
^ and Separate Skirts.

The best that money and brains

combined can produce.

Garments with refinement and individuality of style.

WALDMAN & SOMMER
513-515 St. Paul St.. MONTREAL.
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PRIESTLEYS'
The best that can be pro-

duced in Dress Goods.

Weave, quality and finish

stamp them at once as

favorites with the

ladies.

PRIESTLEYS'
tt 99PANNEAU

(Registered)

CLOTH
the latest creation by these

celebrated makers is up

to their usual high

standard.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL.
GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED, WINNIPEG,

GREENSHIELDS & CO.. LIMITED, VANCOUVER.

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA.

V£' *|* *$* *§* ••J* *|* ••$* *j* *j* *|* *§* »j« j-» !-• *-$-* *j* *f* »|* *$* j-. »\- -i+ -t- *t~ - 1- »- *i< » »-» *|* »•• »• » j- -f -t" - )• » *•• »j» * i* »-• »» }•»»<(•
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LACE CURTAINS
Our importation in Nottingham goods is now in stock Swiss

Applique Effects now on the way. Our buyer has been particularly

successful in getting together a very effective range of patterns and in

point of value, we believe, the best in Canada.

A few numbers to which we call special attention :

100
101

102
104
106
109
113

115

118

125

2(i inch s 2tf yards ... lSJ^e
9(i inch x 2 '4 yards -2^c.

32 inch x 3 yards 37 lAc
30 inch x 2 XA yards 37 'Ac

Id inch x 3 yards 50c.

45 inch x 3 'A yards 62J^c. per pai

54 inch x :i}4 yards 75c. per pair

54 inch x 3 'A yards 85c. per pair

60 inch x 3% yards if 1 .00 per pair

per pair

per pair

per pair

per pair

per pair

No
129 60 inch x Z)4 yards $1.50 per

134 60 inch x 3*4 yards 1.75 per

135 60 inch x 3 '/? yards 1.85 per

137 60 inch x ZJ4 yards 2.00 per

138 54 inch x 3# yards i. 25 per

141 60 inch x 3# yards 2.50 per

142 54 inch x 3 '4 yards 3.00 per

144 0(i inch x %yz yards 3.50 per

145 60 inch x 3>£ yards 3.75 per

146 00 inch x %y2 yards 4.00 per00 inch x '.i]A yards 1.2.i per pair

If you are in need of two or three leaders to boom trade, write for the following, they are last season's

terns, but good ones :

PRICE CUT I

^°" "^ 4> "lcl1 x 3 yards worth 05c. for 50c. per pair

_ _ _ _ 1 No. 13 54 inch x 3 '/£ yards regular $1.00 tor 75c. per pair
IO CLtZAR ' No. 437x 52 inch x 3^ yards regular $1.00 for $1. 25 per pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pair

pat-

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

COR. FRONT AND BAY STREETS, TORONTO.

'I^FECTApERFECT*'

This is never on poor

UMBRELLAS
Ours have won a reputation for STYLE ami QUALITY.

SOME SWIFT SELLERS

Standard Self Opening, Close Rolling Get Lock

Standard Self Closing Cyclone Flexus

Standard Sukram Waterproof

Magnificient range of handles from which to choose
PARAnOLS, SUNSHADES, FAMILY and WAciON. UM-
BRELLAS. Representatives now out. See them or write
us direct.

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA MNFG. CO.,

6 LEMOINE STREET, MONTREAL

ROOSTER

BRAND

UNION MADE

We have something

special to offer in

Railroad
Overalls

and CoatS
If you want good news write to

Robert C. Wilkins,
MONTREAL

Overalls, Pants, White Coats, Shirts, Etc.
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Our Stock is now in

splendid shape for Spring

business.

If you have not already

placed your Spring order,

we ask a consideration of

our samples.

We can guarantee you

values, prices, and a large

assortment in all our de-

partments.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited Greenshields & Co. Limited

Winnipeg Vancouver
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We would liKe

to still

furtHer point out

to our friends tKe

best sellers in

Dress Goods

for

Spring

Priestleys
Panneau Estrella

R*g'<l.) ClOth (R-eg'd.)

and

MOHAIRS
We can fill all orders promptly

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
flONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg

Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver
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RYLAND5&S0NS
LIMITED

MANCH IM

Bleachers

Dyers

Manufacturers Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

WORKS Heapcy, Gorton,
Longford works, Swinton,

Wigan,
Crewe,

Chorley,
Bolton.

r

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000

LIST OF DEPARTMENTS:

Plain DreSS GOOdS, British and Foreign

Fancy Dress Goods, British and Foreign

Silks and Velvets

Velveteens

Irish and Scotch Linens

Table Damasks, Towels and Tray Linens

Muslins, Curtains and Handkerchiefs

Flannelettes, Hosiery

Flannels and Blankets, Quilts

Smallwares, Haberdastiery and Trimmings.

Bleached Calicoes, Sheetings

Oxfords, Harvards, Galateas

Dyed Linings

Floor Oilcloths

Laces

Prints and Cretonnes

Shirts, Underclothing

Ladies' Blouses

Boys' Blouses and Sailor Suits

Umbrellas, Gloves
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What Do You Think

of This Suggestion?

\ \ ]E SUGGEST that you subscribe for a copy of

* * The Dry Goods Review for the heads

of your Departments for this reason: We think it

would pay you to have your chief men read this paper

every issue, as the more knowledge your assistants have

of the business they are engaged in the more useful

they will become to you. The reading of this paper

regularly would give them a greater insight into the

business, would stimulate them to better work, would

make more intelligent salesmen out of them, would

make them think for themselves, which would save you

the worry of thinking for them. Also, this little act

would be greatly appreciated, and will make them

take a greater interest in your business for the simple

reason that you are taking an interest in them. If

you care to act on this suggestion we will make the

price to assistants only, $1,75 3. year. This offer

is only good for Five Days from receipt of this paper.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.
)(sXS®(sXsXS)®®®®®®®®®®
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" RESOLVED."
That in view of the extortionate insurance rates imposed upon

the Central Business Section of Montreal, " we "will reduce

our stocK at least one Half/
1

To accomplish this, we have

placed in the hands of our travellers and warehouse salesman dis-

count lists covering nearly our entire stock. This is a
"bona

fide stocK reduction discount." Don't miss your share of

the good things we will offer for the next few months.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH & CO.
93 ST. PETER STREET

Montreal

Established 1826 Incorporated 1807

Andrew McLean Co.

460 Broome St.,

Manufacturers of^—

NEW YORK

Crinoline

Linings

Canvases

Buckram
for

Hats, Belts, Collars, etc,

Ml FIMF in the new shades
/TIULLCmC —very sheer. The
new foundation for the Millinery Trade.

Mosquito Nettings
IN ALL

GRADES and
COLORS.

MILLS : PASSAIC, N.J.

®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

ft

s

END us a case of your

Best Thread. We are

making our samples."

Such orders I get from manufacturers that

use the cheap threads that are flooding the market.

When it comes to Samples they want the Best,

And Know Where to Get It

I not only sell the Best threads, but stock a

full line of same. Superior in quality to any sold

in Canada.

®

ANDREW HJcDOWELL
Importer and Commission Merchant,

40-42 ST. ANTOINE STREET.

Tel. Main 4158. MONTREAL, QUE
i
®®®«<«x®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

®
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Blacks and

Colors that

won't rub off.

The new processes dis-

covered by J. & J. M.

Worrall, Limited, of dye-

ing and finishing

Velvets «nd

Velveteens

result in

Fast Blacks and

Fast Colors.

Every dealer, every cus-

tomer, will l>e quick to

appreciate what "Won't
Rub Off" means.

Only the higher grades
of cloth are treated by
these new processes.

If the goods are in the

new fast dyes you will

find the guarantee on the

back of each piece

—

FAST COLOR

Registered Thauk Makk

When buying Velvets and Velveteens, always insist on Worrall dyed and finished goods.

J. ®L J. M. WORRALL, Limited
Dyers and Finishers j& j& MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.
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Suspenders

The man who buys our Sus-

penders (the trade —^\
mark is t3

J
gets "^

Best Material,

Best Workmanship

The dealer gets

Right Prices.

• Prompt Shipment,

Guaranteed Goods

All goods from $4.00 up are

guaranteed. All styles

manufactured.

We ship to any point in Canada, »>ui

trade is national.

Examine our Goods. Your orders
will follow

THE BERLIN
SUSPENDER AND BUTTON

COMPANY,
M \ \ V F A CT 17 R E R S

,

BERLIN, - - Ontario.

^s^^-S^M^M^M^sw^^H^^-^HM^^^

HARRIS HOMESPUNS

ATTRACTIVE SPRING SUITINGS
For Men and Women.

Are you on the lookout for coming Spring

styles? If so, these goods occupy a strong posi-

tion on the market and will make good display at

attractive prices.

HARRIS & COMPANY, limited

ROCKWOOD.
Selling Agts.: DIGNUM &. MONYPENNY, Toronto

<.<..:..:..:..x..:..:.»:.<..x..:..:.»:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:.

i BUCKLEY HUTS
: >**************

YOUR HAT ORDERS
ARE WHAT WE WANT.

WE HAVE THE NEWEST ^
STYLES IN

~

STIFF and

I SOFT FELTS
English and American Makes.

OUR RANGE FOR YEAR
1905 IS COMPLETE.

EVERYTHING FOR THE

HAT DEPARTMENT
,J. WE ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR

I Buckley & Sons, W. Linton & Co., " Laville

"

*' LONDON. LONDON. PARIS

B
ENQAL

I
THE WALDR0NDR0UINC° t

V. Limited ..

138 McGHI Street, • MONTREAL. %
t *
X SEND US YOUR LETTER ORDERS. *t*
• •*

*

I BUCKLEY HUTS I

..,.. . . . .,. »T« • « . .. »T«. ...••..•..•..-• .>****
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(jjXmilei)
TORONTO.

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.
0180. Pure Silk Taffeta, fine weave, soft finish, the correct thing for drop skirts, all the popular

shades .......... to retail at 50 Cts.

018. 21 in. Pure Silk Messa line, an colors, to retail at 50 cts.

017. 21 ill. Pure Silk Tamaline, checks and stripes, .... to retail at 50 Cts

016. 21 in. Pin Check LouiSOnne, a clearing lot of 40 different colorings, to retail at 75 Cts., worth, $1.00.

The SeaSOn'S Novelty Shot TaffetaS, all pure silk, in a large range of shades, to retail at 75 Cts

44 in. All Silk Crepe dO Chene, in cream and white only, for wedding and evening

gowns, - - - - - - - • - - - to retail at $1.50.

JI27. All Wool Coating Serge, in Cream, Royal, Cardinal, Garnet, Brown, Navy, Black, to retail at 25 cts.

V53. All Wool Cashmere, in all the saleable colors, ..... to retail at 25 cts

JA3. All Wool VigOUreUX, in Cadet, Brown, Green, Light Grey, Oxford, - - to retail at 25 cts.

Z424. Colored Lustre, in Cream, Sky, Cardinal, Navy and Black, - - to retail at 25 cts.

39 in. All Wool Knapp Voile, all colors, - to retail at 35 Cts., regular 60 cts.

27 in. All Wool Polka Dot Delaine, Cream, Navy and Cardinal Grounds, to retail ar 35 cts.

,

regular 60 cts.

HER LADYSHIP GARflENTS.
H784. Black Jap Silk WaiStS, trimmed with tucks and buttons, to retail for $2.00

H856. Taffeta WaiStS, Black, White, Sky and Pink to retail for 4.00

H834. Black Silk SkirtS, trimmed with Tucks to retail for 5.00

H828. Black Satine Underskirts, deep flounce, trimmed with ruffles and straps to retail at 1.00

3 SPECIALS— Lady Louise, Lady Verna and Lady Carrie, vicuna and Tweed skirts,

- to retail from $2.75 to 4.00

Our range of Ladies' Garments is much larger and better value than

ever before, with more space to show them in our New Warehouse.

8
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THE DRYGOODSMAN'S WARES
AS used originally the term muffler was applied

to a sort of kerchief or scarf worn by women
to protect the lower part of the face, the neck

and ears, etc., either for protection against the

sun or wind, or for partial concealment when in

public. Nowadays the name is given to an ornamental

wrapper or scarf, of wool, silk or fur, worn by men in

Winter as a protection for the throat.

MuiTLERS. The modern muffler is made of two gen-

eral forms, either as a padded and

quilted scarf from 4 to 6 inches in width or as a large

square kerchief. When of the latter form it is -intended

to be folded diagonally a number of times so it may be

made to encircle the neck conveniently.
• • •

MULL, also called mull-muslin, is a variety of soft,

sheer and semi-transparent muslin, usually full-

bleached, though sometimes dyed in delicate tints.

It is used principally for millinery purposes, women's

neckwear and for Summer dresses. The variety known

as Swiss mull is a species of white goods

MULL. finished with considerable stiffening, in

structure quite similar to dotted Swiss,

except that it is woven plain. The stiff texture of Swiss

mull particularly adapts it for making the shirred sleeves

and wide skirts of women's Summer gowns. Silk mull is

the name given to a variety of very thin, soft-finished

silk, dyed in delicate tints, and used for dress waists,

party dresses, neckwear and for millinery purposes.

When used for dress purposes the material is usually made
up over a silk foundation of contrasting color.

* * *

THE word muslin is derived from the name of the

Turkish city of Mosul in Mesopotamia, a place long-

celebrated for the fineness and delicacy of its cot-

ton textures. The original home of muslin-weaving, how-

ever, is India, where from time immemorial it has formed

an important industry. The manufac-

MUSLIN. ture of all-cotton muslin in England be-

gan in 1780 and in the United States in

1700. Brown and bleached muslins are known in trade

under various designations as domestics, cottons, sheeting.

pillow-casing, cheese cloth, etc. Brown muslin on leaving

the loom requires only to be thoroughly washed, stretch-

ed and nassed through a pair of rollers to smooth out

wrinkles and creases. Bleached muslin is commonly con-

structed of finer yarns than unbleached, and is whitened

by a complicated process, involving the use of chlorine

and sulphuric acid. In the early days bleaching was per-

formed by exposure to the sunlight and air, alternated by
frequent washings in alkaline solutions and steeping in

acid mixtures. To-day the cloth is first singed and then

washed in milk of lime ; next it is saturated with an alka-

line solution, washed again, soused in dilute hydrochloric

acid, and again washed. It is then boiled with soda-ash

and resin and once more washed. Finally it is treated

with chlorine and soured in dilute sulphuric acid before

being given its last wash. Many different finishes are

given to bleached muslin by varying the processes through
which it passes in the process of bleaching.

• » •

ORIGINALLY nainsook was a kind of muslin imported
from Bengal. In general appearance it was like

m jaconet, but considerably thicker. At present the

term is applied to a species of white goods, woven plain

or ornamented in the loom with fanciful checks, plaids

and stripes, ranging in width from 25

(o .SO inches. Nainsooks are put up both NAINSOOK.
longfold and bookfold, and are largely

employed for women's Summer dresses, aprons and un-
dergarments .

• * *

THE name nankeen, is derived from Nanking, a city

in China, where the fabric was first manufactured.
It is a variety of stout cotton cloth, woven both

plain and twilled, usually of a yellow color. The color of

Chinese nankeen is natural to the cotton of which it is

made, being derived from some pecu-

liarity in the soil. Blue, white and pink NANKEEN.
varieties have been produced at differ-

ent times. The material is now imitated in all countries

where cotton goods are woven. It is now in little use.
• • •

IN the early years of last century, the term napkin was
synonymous with handkerchief and even to-day among
the Scotch handkerchiefs are commonly styled pocket-

napkins. It designates a small square piece of linen cloth,

usually of damask, used at table to protect the clothes.

The better qualities of linen napkins are

woven in long strips with finished side NAPKIN.
selvedges, after the manner of damask,

and are sold in packages of one dozen, attached end to

end. The lower grades are woven in strips as wide as

damask and these, when cut apart, require to be hemmed
on all sides.
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Gay. yet Artistic Colors
the "Vogue for Hals —
The 1'-«m;>- for Lilac-
Materials Which Led
the MarKet.

ready

the ha

jaunty

HADED Tuscan straw is amongst the high novel-

ties in the Paris mode now being exploited in

the South of France where the most daring of

the new ideas for Spring usually have their

birth. Some of the Paris models that have al-

reached London re-echo this feeling, and whether

t be a picturesque capeline deftly twisted into a

upturned shepherdess shape, or the odd-looking

A Paris made Costume in Irish Poplin.

but very smart new French sailor, the colors are of the

gayest, yet most artistic shades. Hvdrangea blues are

blended with hydraneea mauves and violets, and relieved

with the new soft jiinks and rich damask red, or dead rose

leaf shades. The impression left by a study of the new

season's millinery mode is. thai it is all very new and most

w insomely changeful in effect.

The Craze for Lilac.

nearly white, with pale leaf green foliage and several

shades of roses blended on the one model. This may be

a pink or brown line crinoline with unlined and semi-

transparent brim deeply upturned at the back and worn

well over the face. The long promised high crowns arc

conspicuous by their absence, and low dome shaped

crowns show prominently in the best models.

Mercury wings of small pink blossoms figure on one

tiny sailor hat formed of ruby Yedda straw. There is no

other trimming beyond a strap of dull rose color velvet

ribbon wound around the crown to fall with a tie bow and

two ends over the back. Here there is a high bandeau

that serves for a resting place for a mass of similar blos-

soms, a little spray of green foliage and another velvet

how. This is one of the examples of the revived "comb

Pretty Dress of Nun's Veiling, in Cream or Pale Blue, with Lace
Insertionsjand Frills. Suitable for girls between 4 and 8 years.

f Mowers'' or eachepcigne so much the voeue some sevei

1 eight years ago.

A Change in Flower Mounting.

There is quite a change in the mode of (lower mount-

Lilac is a craze, and the hats show sometimes all the ing for hat or toque trimmings. One of the newest ideas

is the tall upstanding aigrette of violets on long stemsu-iliiral g'ra dilations of lilac from red mauve tones l<

10
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rising from a tufl of violets and a few green leaves. Tliis

iower aigrette is to take the place of the favorite tall

marabout aigrette so much used recently. Another idea

is the mouni of blossoms and foliage in the form of an

amazone feather. This is designed i<> fasten under the

hat brim at the left or right.

Very tiny piquets of small Dresden roses with a round

tuft of foilage, are mounted on a hum stem, in the fashion

of natural flower button holes.

A Taiis model hat of manve Yedda plait has a rather

wide brim curved upwards on the left side in Gains-

borough fashion. In the under-parl fifteen of these small

rose pinuets are passed through the plait at spared inter-

vals, their stems showing on the straw. These graduate

from dark rose or ruby, through palest pink then deep

lilac to the palest tint with three or four piquets of green

roses. The whole effect is in reality much better than this

description sounds.

Long Gloves Coming In.

Many mouths ago I received information thai the

Brussels glove manufacturers were preparing for the needs

of the elbow sleeve, and their orders for Spring were for

large skins to meet the demand for lone; gloves. There

Pretty Frock of Soft Fancy Material.—Trimmed oriental trimming.
Yoke and cuffs of fine white cloth, stitched with contrasting colors.
Bjdice and skirt in narrow half pleats, stitched down several inches be-
low yoke and waist. Suitable from 4 to 14 years.

is ample confirmation of this feeling now. Both blouse

and costume models from Paris, Berlin and Vienna show
full sleeves short to the elbow, long kid and suede gloves

that come well over the elbow are now in demand, and we

will see later a ureal silk mitten and lace revival.

Blouses, entirely made id' coarse silk or woolen [ace,

will be a very fashionable vogue to wear under tailored

'•oat suits. Fine face cloths will lead the van for tailor-

made costume styles, ami in fancy woolens for Spring,

spots will be very prominent. In many of the fancy robes

the spots are formed by a series of rings in graduated

sizes. It is not expected that the small pin spot will con-

tinue a particular vogue for blouse or costume cloths; it

New Style of Tunic Suit — In Cream and Colored Serges.
Trimmed either self or white braid

is the larger pastille spot I hat is so marked in I he ne\i

patterns. This spot shows in the form of applications

even lor velvet and lace evening dresses, in fact the lead-

ing idea in trimmings of all kinds takes the form of spot

( r globe designs.

Designs and Colors Quiet.

The dress buyer al .Marshall & Snelgrove's was good

enough lo give me some information as to the Spring out-

look, and amongst other things he gave me the idea thai

designs and colors will be quiet, and rough surfaces less

fashionable than tin se of a softer nature. Among the now
colors are some lovely '"old" pinks and cerises, ami the

1 ale ranges or biscuit and also a deeper shade will be much
worn.

Cashmere is lo be a vogue id' the Spring and woolen

''veilings" are also slocked in large quantities. It is

anticipated, however, that one of the most fashionable

materials will be voile in its many characters, and the

surprise of the season is likely to be found in the new
glace voiles, beautiful things with figured surfaces, suu-

II
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gesting the soft blurred effects of China silk. These made

up over taffeta slips and (rimmed with lace will assured-

ly spell success and prove smart wear for the Spring

months. The new voiles are made in all the fashionable

Lace woven to the fashionable coat outline will figure

as ii verdress to manv an elaborate muslin or chiffon

»OWn. T have seen some very extreme models of this type,

that, whilst impracticable Cor genera] following, convey

colors, one of the most charming of the printed varieties hints ^or adoption in less pronounced form. Amongst

hem- biscuit-colored with bunches of pink roses scatter-

ed over it; this, made up with touches of leaf green vel-

vet as revers and pipings would be quite lovely.

Serge a Standby.

Serge will, as before, be a standby material, what is

knows as serge suitings, a fine, close-make, being more of

a novelty than the coarser qualities, and having an excel-

lent effect associated with tiny buttons and military

soutache.

All silks will be soft finished, coliennes, taffetas and

them is the silk overdress or short coal upon dresses of

light texture and extreme suppleness, such as that pro-

vided by "Priest leys' estrellas" and the other approved

silk and wool mixtures so well done by these manufac-

turers.

Very light tones from cream, biscuit and grey to

mauve, rose and blue, as required by the demands of

fashion are shown in the new season's "estrellas," and

these make with success the charmingly gauged and

flounced frocks that will be worn under the new taffetas

crystallines ranking high in fashion's favor; and satins short coats with elbow sleeves.

will also be of the soft finished or '

' chiffon
'

' family with-

out stittening and practically uncrushable.

Pointed draped bodices in the mode of the two Louis

will become even a greater vogue than they are at the

present.

The Directoire mode is over and we may look forward

to a Summer mode that will be of much charm as to out-

line.

Quite a new silk blouse for outdoor wear has full cape

sleeves over under-sleeves of the balloon style made of all-

over net or lace. I was recently much impressed with the

advance styles to he noted in the Manchester houses where

I found a wonderful show of styles m \v07nen 's and girls'

costumes. The accompanying illustrations represent some

designs seen at Kendall & Milnes.

A. MEEHAN.

FACTS ABOUT LUSTRES, MOHAIRS AND SICILIANS

M
CHAIRS, in some form or other, have been bought

by all retailers for Spring. Each month adds to

the supremacy of their position. They have all the

sheen of silk, are cool, durable and possess dust-shedding

qualities, which makes them ideal Summer fabrics. As

this class of fabric appeals to all classes, the prices and

qualities are as varied as the ranges and patterns in

which they come. The Review has, during the last six

months, heralded this supremacy and minutely described

the various weaves and designs, as well as outlining the

manifold purposes for whiph they can he used. Plain fab-

rics still lead in the output. Melanges, woolen spots,

small checks, etc., have a good call, however.

In the issue of January, 1904, the origin of alpaca and

mohair is treated in a special article telling of the in-

herent difficulties Sir Titus Salt, Bart., had in spinning

alpaca wool and in finding the proper

Origin of Alpaca method of weaving. However, about

and Mohair. 1832, he produced a fabric of matchless

lustre, which has ever since grown in

popular favor.

For the benefit of readers of The Review further de-

tails have been obtained, as the present-day revival of

mohair as one of the leading dress goods fabrics demon-

strates the artistic possibilities of this beautiful textile

and will establish it as a staple tor dress purposes, siiwe

for softness, lustre ami dust-shedding qualities, mohairs

stand alone.

Through the courtesy of Greenshields, Limited, the

following facts are given. Before the time of horses,

there nourished on the mountains of Asia the mohair

goat, notable for the length, softness

Mohairs. and lustre of its wool. In the Province

of Angora in Asia Minor, about 200

miles from Constantinople, the fmesl specimens of mo-

hair EOa1 are found. It is from this province that it

derives its name—Angora. A century ago many hundreds

of looms were at work in Angora making mohair goods.

In 1867 the ladies of England discovered the superiority

of mohair dress goods and their fame quickly spread to

Europe and America.

Cape Mohair, which is not quite so fine, is grown in

Cape Colony. The production is about 28,000,000 lbs per

annum, nearly the whole of which goes to Bradford.

Mohair is the material of which the beautiful dress fab-

rics known to ladies as "alpaca" are composed. Mohair,

being naturally white, can be dyed to any color.

The wool of the alpaca Llama, a mountain sheep of the

Andes, comes from Peru. It is of remarkable silky tex-

ture. Practically the whole production

—about 5,000,000 fts. per annum, is ab- Aipaca.

sorbed in the Bradford trade. Al-

paca is almost exclusively used for the manufacture of

linings for men's coats. Alpaca being naturally brown, or

nearly black, is always dyed black.

Wool iconsumed in the United Kingdom (including al-

paca and mohair):

Year. lbs. Population.

1800 100,000,000 16,000,000

1850 178,000,000 27,500,000

L903 638,849,'000 10,500,000

Of this enormous quantity lid pel cent.

has been used in Bradford, and the bal- Consumption of

ance exported to other countries for Wool.

making braids, yarns, etc. Since 1H01

there lias been a gradual rise in the price of wool on

account of short supply. 1905 will he the acute year, as

it lakes about three years for lambs to grow and have a

full supplv of WOOl

12
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Alpaca
DRESS

GOODS Mohair

Ang'or* Goat, from whose fleece Mohair is made.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this year is to be the

biggest year for Mohair Lusters since 1895.

PRIESTLEYS '

Lusters, Mohairs and Sicilians
Are the best for Brightness, Silkiness and Delicacy of Touch.

Not all makes of Mohair Dress Goods are equally good. There are

differences in the dyeing and the finishing that are of the first im-

portance. In these and all other particulars, PRIESTLEYS'
goods show a decided advance over all other makes, and even on

their own productions of former years.

PRIESTLEYS' Lusters and Mohairs do not cockle.

We have a full stock of PriestleyS* goods in Blacks and

Colors, in stock or on the way.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREALSole Selling Agents for Canada

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED,
WINNIPEG, MAN.

GREENSHIELDS & CO., Limited,

VANCOUVER, B.C.

13
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* PEOPLE IN THE TRADE

'TMY

ing a

o familiar faces in the dry goods trade arc those

of .1. E. McClung and Edward Burns, the two part-

ners in the firm of McClung & Burns, Toronto, sell-

outs for several important manufacturers. They

MR. J. E. XI CLUNG.

became partners four years ago, Mr. McClung having been

in the dry goods commission business for some fifteen

years nrevious, while Mr. Burns represented a leading

Toronto dry goods ti i in in Western Ontario. The growth

of their business during the last four years testifies li-

the excellent way they conduct" their affairs and they are

MR. KDYVAKI) IU.'RXS.

I10W sellili

Watson Mi-

Stratford; tl

ich Knittin

i be I 'i"\ ince of Ontario for the

'aris: the Stratford Knittin- Co.,

i Knitting Co., Dunnville; Goder-

agents m
Co., of 1

ie Monarcl

Co., Goderich; Wan-en Bros., St. Catharines.

and Gall Knitting Co., Gait, whose advertisements appeal

in this number. They have now become settled in theii

new office ai 117 Wellington street west, Toronto, and

oecupy the whole of the ground floor of the building,

where their goods are shown to the hest advantage.

MR. JOHN MAC!
director of th

DONALD has recently been elected a

he Bank of Toronto and The Review

congratulates him on his new- appointment, lie

is the (ddest son of the late Hon. John Macdonald, and

was horn at Oaklands. Avenue mad. Toronto. November
4th, 1863. Having been educated at Upper Canada Col-

lege he entered his father's business August lllh. 1880,

and was received into partnership June 1st, 1887. Since

his father's death on February 4th, 1S!)0, he has been

head of the linn of John Macdonald & Co., wholesale dry

goods. His ability has in a large measure been responsible

MR. JOHN MACDONALD.

for the present strong position occupied by this long-

established Toronto firm. Thai Mr. Macdonald may live

long to exercise his talents in his new sphere of activity

is the desire of The Review and its readers.

* * *

HERCULE DANSEREAU, chief clerk of Hodgsom,

Sumner & Co., Limited, wholesale dry goods, Mont-

real, died on the evening of the 30th January at his

residence. 23 Cherries street, Montreal. Mr. Danserean

had hut lately returned to his duties, after a prolonged

absence in search of health, as he was afflicted with

pleurisy. A lit of coughing which overtaxed his heart and

nervous system was the immediate cause of his untimely

demise. Mr. Danserean entered the emplov of Hodgson,

Sumner & Co.. Limited, in 1871, and by untiring efforts

and eternal vigilance coupled with indefatigable energy

attained l>\ gradual rises (lie Dosition he held al his death.

14
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' ENGLISH SILKS
Waare showing some exceedingly attractive lines of English Silks at sur-

prisingly low prices. Let us have your name for a sliado card and samples.

ENGLISH MERVE, - - lO^d Yd.

JUNO ENGLISH MERVE, • 12 n "

ARIEL STRIPE ENGLISH SILK, 12', d

AJAX CHECK do 12 d '

IDEAL STRIPE do 12 d

NOVELTY CHECK do l2/?d "

The above ^oods are doue in all shades.

T. RICKARD & CO.
20 Cheapside, LONDON, ENC.L

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woolens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

ROOKSBAK Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, Shrink or Spot. By this process, pieces

retain their condition and improve in stock.

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
DYERS AND FINISHERS

LEEDS, ENGLAND

SPECIAL LINES
FANS

Good "Variety
always in Stoch

WOOD STICKS— Plain white.

with spangle*. Per dozen,

$-2.00, $2.25, $3.50, 54.50, and

upwards.

7 and 8 inch BONE STICKS
—plain muslin and spangles.

Per dozen, $5.00, $f>.50. S7.25, $8.50, and upwards.

7 and 8 inch BONE STICKS, wiih lace edge and spangl

Per dozen, *7.G5, $7 90, $8.25, $9.00, and up to $7.50 each.

With PEARL and SHELL STICKS-F/om $4.50 to $15.00 eacli.

PAPER FANS—From 20c. to $3.00 dozen.

BRUSHES
GENUINE
FRENCH EBONY.
VERY SPECIAL.

9 Rows, $4.25 dozen; 11 Rows, $5.75;

13 Rows, $6.75.

Military shapes, same prices.

FANCY
LEATHER

GOODS
Our Import Line of Bags, Purses,
Dressing Cases, Companions, Cigar
Cases, etc., comprises nearly two
thousand iliflerent patterns.

Our Post Card Albums begin at

$4.25 a gross, and the values at

$1.75 and $2.00 dozen are un-
equalled

W. E WALSH, 207 St. James
nONTREAL

Spring Lines

Ready and

Selling in

Quantities

The orders booked and the com-

pliments passed on our initial line justify

us in believing that we have the Right

Goods at the Right Prices.

COVERT COATS,

CLOTH and SILK

SUITS,

REDINGATE COATS

You won't know their worth till

you see them, and we simply ask that

you take an experimental look while you

are in the market.

Our very large facilities insure

prompt deliveries at all times.

A.S0MMER&C0.
507 ST. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL

Our Mr. A. Loeb is at present touring

Ontario with a complete range.
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He had immediate charge of the entire staff. He enjoyed
the fullest confidence of the firm. Mr. Dansereau was
well known in Montreal business circles. Deceased leaves
a wife and three sons to mourn his loss. He was in the
48th year. The funeral took place from his late resi-
dence to the Church of St. Louis thence to Cote des Neiges
cemetery. Handsome floral arrangements were received
from the firm of Hodgson, Sumner & Co., Limited, as well
as the employes, the latter attending in a body.

* * *

FEW men were held in higher esteem in the commercial
circles of the Dominion than the late J. B. Hender-
son, general manager of the Penman Mfg. Co., of

Paris, whose untimely death occurred on January 2f. He
was a splendid type of the earnest, upright, resourcefuf
business man. To his executive ability, mare than one
industrial venture has owed its success. To him, a whole
business man. To his executive ability, more than one
friend.

Mr. Henderson was born at Ancaster in March, 1954.
He started work in the Penman Mills at Paris. Leaving
there, when master of the trade, he went to Streetsville,

where he opened a knitting mill. Later he took hold of

MR. LESLIE H. GAULT,
Representative of the dry goods interests on the new Council of the Board ol

Trade, Montreal.

the mill at Merritton, and afterwards purchased the

Thorold Knitting Mill, a much larger concern than those
formerly operated by him. About twelve years ago he

became a director and general manager of the Penman
Mfg. Co., which position he held at his death. Besides

being interested in the woolen industry. Mr. Henderson
was activelv engaged in other branches of industrial life.

He was president and the largest individual owner of the

Dobbie Iron Works of Niagara Falls, N.Y., and also vice-

THE LATE MR.
J.

B. HENDERSON.

president of the Paris Plow Works. For a number of

years he took an active interest in municipal affairs, hav-

ing been a member of the Paris Board of Education, a

member of the Fire and Water Commission and a town
councillor. For the past two years he was president of

the Paris Board of Trade and chairman of the Woolen

Section of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO. DAMAGED BY FIRE.

SATURDAY forenoon, January 28, fire did $20,000

damage to the stock of the National Rubber Co., 524

Craig street, Montreal, and $15,000 to the stock of

J. W. Kilgour & Bro., furniture dealers, 526 Craig street

The building of the National Rubber Co., owned by the

Gravel estate, was damaged to the extent of $20,000, and

that of J. W. Kilgour & Bro., owned by the Jesse Jos-

eph estate, $25,000.

The lire started in a pile of waste on the third floor

of the National Rubber Co., and the premises being closed

for the day, obtained good headway before it was dis-

covered. It quickly devoured the stock on this floor, and

the travelers' samples and goods ready for shipment on

the floor above, and then spread rapidly to the furniture

factory next door, where it obtained additional inflam-

mable fuel, and only by the most strenuous work on the

part of the firemen was prevented from completely de-

stroying the premises. The two lower floors of the Rub-
ber Company were only damaged by smoke and water,

and the salvage corps did good work by spreading covers.

The loss of this firm has not been fully adjusted, but is

conservatively placed at $20,000, fully covered by insur-

ance.

A QUEBEC FAILURE.

Belzin and Dionne, dry goods merchants, Quebec, have

assigned, with assets of $15,000 and liabilities of $19,000.

The principal creditors are: P. Garneau, Fils <v Co., Que-

bec, $5,800; Caverhill & Kissock, .Montreal, $1,333; Win.

Agnevi & Co., Montreal, $511; Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.,

.Montreal, $191; C. X. Tranchemontague, .Montreal, $418.
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John Knox Company
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS LIMITED

18, 20 and 22 King St., East. j, ^ ^ HAMILTON, ONT.

Spring

Outlook

is

Good.

Stock

Complete

The Buyers'

Opportuni ty

TO MAKE SELEC-

TIONS FROM OUR

WELL -ASSORTED

DEPARTMENTS.

IUjIvI j Demand is Great for our leaders

"Beats All," "Rock Rib,"

"Princess Rib," "Hercules"

"Selfast," etc.

Samples sent on request. Our lines will

bring you increased trade. Safe buying

now. No change in prices need be

anticipated.

Nazareth Waists
Fit children all ages—live lines to retai

20c. and 25c.

Dress Goods
Mohairs Lead - Eoliennes, Glorias and

Broadcloths also prominent.

Our showing of Dress Fabrics is attractive

and worthy of your inspection. The best

products of leading manufacturers are

shown in our range.

Have You Bought Your Whitewear From Us ?

No better values shown anywhere in CORSET COVERS,
SKIRTS, DRAWERS, NIGHT GOWNS, etc.

Wait for Our Travellers. You Will Not be Disappointed.

17
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Established 1832.

"55T?
5 SPRING 1905.

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. limited

^ SPECIALITY jz?

cutuhiid(^J&tcc6.
These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design.

We are showing in these Fabrics a large assortment in

Plain and Fancy Mohairs, Panamas and Silk Warp Fabrics.

s.lk warp LexoMne

«

all the latest

colorings.

AN IDEAL FABRIC.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

Rainproof Goods.

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. limited
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MAKING ONE'S
CATALOGUE PROFITABLE

H XLO. is thai Mr. Black? Hello, Tom; Fred

Jackson is speaking Say Tom, I'm

thinking of getting out a catalogue for our

business and 1 want to talk the matter over

with you, tu get 'pointers.' When can you

see met 4 o'clock.' All right, I'll be over

ai 4 Good-by."
Accordingly, 4 o'clock found me in Tom Black's office.

Tom was in the wholesale cloak and suit business, and

had issued catalogues for a great many years, and I knew

he could give me good counsel. 1 was in the electrical

supplies trade, had worked up a good connection and was
anxious to reach out alter new trade. 1 had been thinking

for a long time about issuing a catalogue of the lines I

handled and had made some inquiries. The cost of a

catalogue I was told would amount to at least $1,600, which

would give me an edition of 2,000 copies. Then there

would be envelopes in which to send them out, addressing

and postage, another $125, 1 reckoned.

These were pretty stiff figures, ami 1 hesitated about

investing this amount of money in a form of advertis-

ing 1 had no experience in. So 1 was very glad to talk

it oxer with a man whose experience was both long and
successful.

We lit our cigars, and proceeded to business.

"Going to uet out a catalogue, eh! Fred.?"
••Thinking of it."

"Counted up the cost."'
•• Yes. partly."

"How much?"
••Between $1,700 and $2,000, for 2,000."
"That's about 10 cents a piece— how are you going

to send it out— by mail?"
'

' Yes. that is my idea."
"To whom—everybody .'"

"Well, to all tin se with whom I hope to do business
—customers and others."

"I suppose you are aware that there is a pretty
big waste in sending out catalogues."

"Yes, 1 suppose there is, but 1 really don't know
much about it. That's what T want to talk over with
you. You've been getting out a catalogue for a good
many years, and 1 take from that thai it is a good
thing for you. Then why not for me?"

"Well, it should be a good thing for you. but you'll
have to go about it right, or you'll lose a pile of money.
1 know to my sorrow that it has cost me a pretty penny
to make my catalogue pay.

"

"What was your experience,, then.'"
''Oli. it is a common enough experience I guess, but

I'll tell it to you for what it's worth, and perhaps il

will help you.

"I published my first catalogue away back in 1885.
It was a good deal smaller than the one I issued last
year ami a pretty homely one, I ear] tell you. Fortunately,
it didn't cost me a great deal— about +200. | sent it

out annum my customers, and it did me good. I gol
many orders, ami the catalogue paid for itself easily.
And so it was for the next four or live years.

"Then 1 planned bigger things. I •blew" myself in

1897, and 1 got out a pretty expensive catalogue—fine
paper, plenty of engravings, embossed cover, and all that
— cost me $3,000, to say nothing of the mailing. T sent
it to every cloak dealer in Ontario, Quebec, and the Alan
time provinces. In those days 1 didn't bother with the
Northwest trade. Well, to say that [ expected ;, big

business is to put it mildly. 1 put on more travelers,

boughl heavily, and made up a big pile of stuff. I ^uess
1 must have spent that year $15,000 more than I had.

>een in the habit of spending and perhaps von mav
remember my 'squeeze' the next year— how that 1 had
to have a settlement."

" Ili*\ (In you account for it
:

"

"In several ways. I found that I gol scarcely any
business whatever from many linns to whom I sent my
catalogue—firms that were new to us, and to whom we
were new. From our regular customers the returns were
all right, lint we added very, very few new accounts. In

the territory covered by the new men I put on, 1 didn't
gel enough business to pay their expenses, let alone their
salaries. Thev were good men. but the people they called

mi were conservative, and since they didn't know us,

didn't waul to do business with us.''

"Didn't your catalogue do you any good among these
new people V

'

"Very little. I assure you.' I asked the men to in-

quire particularly about the catalogue sent, and their

report was to the effect that very few catalogues had
been saved; that the dealers remembered getting a copy,
but that they had thrown it in the waste paper basket.
Others had il put away among a mass of other catalogues,
away out of sight, and had never looked at it a second
fime. They all agreed it was a beautiful catalogue. Of
course there was. a firm here and there who did place
an order with me direct or through salesmen, but their
number was very, very small. 'We don't know your house,'
was the burden of our salesmen's story when they came
in. 1 had sold only a fraction "of what 1 had expected
to sell, had an immense quantity of slock, a good portion
made up, on hand, had used up all my samples in meet-
ing the increased expenses, and as you know, I came
near making an assignment.

"Fortunately, my creditors perceived that my trouble
was the result of misguided ambition, and my past
record stood me in good stead, so that I had no difficulty
in securing an extension of credit. In enable me to make
a fresh start.

"I'or the next year or two, 1 didn't issue a catalogue.
My old customers were loyal without il, and as for new
customers, 1 found that they had to be brought in by oilier

means. J had learned one lesson, and that was that if I

were ever to do business outside my old list of customers
1 had to make my business better known.

"There were two methods open, one to send circulars
to all the cloak dealers of Eastern Canada, and an ad-
vert isemenl in the Dry Hoods Review, the newspaper of
I lie drv goods trade. 1 counted up the cost of the circu-
lar plan, and finally rejected it it promised to be too
expensive, and was loo much like the catalogue method—
I. o likely to be ineffective.

"Then I look u)i the matter with a Dry floods Re-
view man. and agreed to lake a half page space for a

year. The eosl of which was something about $300. I

wasn't concerned about direct results— what I was after
was whal they call publicity I wanted to gei known,
and keep known. I prepared pretty good advertisements,
if I do say it myself, and was content to lei them do
their silent work for the firm direct and for my travel-
ers."

"Did you send men mil over the ground that had been
unproducl ive before?"

"No. not al first: T was not able to— T didn't have
the money. However, I began to do business down east
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withoul a. representative. One day, aboul three or Pour

months after I had been advertising, 1 gol an inquiry

for samples of a certain line of eoats. I looked up the

man in Bradstreet, and found him to be one of the best

rated men in St. John. You may depend upon it I didn'1

waslc much time in getting a parcel ready to express

thai night, and the letter I sent contained some prettj

tempting quotations. 1 knew my goods were dead right

at the figures, and confidently expected an order. It

came all right enough, and a good one at that. I may
just say here, that I've been doing business with that

firm ever since, and both of us seem to be satisfied.

"In the same way came occasional inquiries for sam-
ples from hi her places in the East, with results some-

times good, sometimes disappointing. 1 really didn't

try to follow up inquiries at this time in any energetic

way, I was concerned with getting on my feet again,

and was satisfied with the success I was having. 1 felt

pretty sure that when I did send a man East the story

would be different from what it was in a former day.

"But 1 go1 a surprise when letters began coming
from the West. I hadn't been thinking about this field very

much, and wasn't looking for business from that direc-

tion, ion can understand then, that I was tickled to find

my advertising opening up for me a bran new field. Since

that time, my Manitoba and Northwest business has

become a very heavy item, and 1 am represented there

all the time.

"'You'll be getting impatient, old man, To know what

all this has to do with your catalogue, but 1 am coming

to that— I'll first light another cigar if you don't mind.

"When these inquiries began to increase, 1 found out

the necessity of being able to send illustrations of new-

models in addition to those 1 used in my space in The
Review where I was now using two pages. Many people

didn't care to send for samples—particularly if they

lived at far away points.

"Then I had attractive folders prepared to enclose

with correspondence, and I invited readers of The Re-

view to send for these. By-and-by, these folders grew
into a catalogue, and so for the past four years, I have

issued twice a year, a catalogue of coats, suits, and

jackets."

"Do you send these out to everybody?
"No. 1 have become wiser than to do that."

"What do you do, then?"
"I send my catalogues to a select mailing list, made

up of those who are my regular customers, and those

who are only occasional buyers: also to all those who
have requested them. I make a feature of every adver-

tisement that my catalogue is sent cheerfully to all who
will send for it. 1 go on the assumption that those who
don't ask for it don't want it. and if they had it, and
didn't want it, would only throw it away. 'My catalogues

cost me too much money to make fuel and scrap.'

"Do you ever get business from these people who
write in for your catalogue?"

"Oh, yes indeed. We make many new custo-

mers in this way. When a man writes in for a cat-

alogue, I have a letter sent him saying that a copy of

the catalogue goes forward under separate ver, and
inviting him to give it a careful perusal, and expressing

the hope that he will he pleased to give us an order."

"Does he reply to this letter as a rule?"

"Not very often. I am sorrj to say, hid then I scarcely

look for a direct reply. 1 expect to he able to get closer

to him later on through one of our travelers. However.
I don't let him forget us, if he has not replied within

six weeks, my card-index files will recall his name, and
letter No. '1 is sent him. and similarly '_' months later letter

No. 3. These letters aim to he as courteous and personal

as possible, and do us g 1. In a majority of cases we
get a reply to our third letter, and in many instances to

our second letter."

"What is the nature of these replies?"

"Oh. it would amuse you to see some of them, they

are so apologetic for (heir inattention to our correspon-

dence. But most of these people express a willingness

lo look ;it our samples when our traveler calls, and if

once ;i man looks at our samples, we are pretty sure of

doing business tdgether."
"Every now and then a man comes into our place,

and says he has never done any business with us though
our travelers were calling on him frequently, hut he

had been noticing our advertisements in The Review foi

a long time and felt he was out id' il unless be was doing
business with us. lie hail sent for a catalogue, and bad
decided after studying il that he should give us pari

of his business."

"Well, old man. how do you apply all of this to my
business. I think I catch your meaning, but would like

you to condense it for me.

"Well, Fred, it means in a nutshell—Advertise your
catalogue. If your business warrants the issue of a cat-

alogue, and from what you say, you should have a cat-

alogue, go ahead and get one out. But don't imagine
that the mere sending out of a catalogue is going to sell

your goods. It helps, but without other help you'll find

it was a bad investment. I could tell you of a good many
linns who gel out catalogues, some of them being expen-
sive affairs, and who send them out to everybody whom
they would like as customers, and I know that they are

not getting anything like sufficienl returns. Houses with

experience have learned that it pays to put one's cat-

alogues into the hands of those who request them, and
that to induce requests, the business and the catalogue
must he advertised in the one paper that is read by their

customers.
'

'

"What's the newspaper for your business that reaches
the trade you are after?"

There are two or three perhaps, that might answer,
hut 1 am more particularly concerned with developing
my business among the wholesale and retail hardware
trade, and the medium for- this class is Hardware and
Metal."

"Then I would certainly advise you to arrange for

adequate space in Hardware and Metal, and advertise

your firm. In this way you will get to be known pretty
generally, and from my experience. I assure you it is

almost fatal for an unknown linn to hope to do busi-

ness with any success. Make it a point to include in

every advertisement a reference to your catalogue and
offer to give it free to any one asking for it."

"What about a follow-up system of letters such as

you send out ?
'

'

"By all means. Here, take with you copies of these

I stud out; you may find them suggestive."

The hour or so I snent with Tom Black was time well

employed, as I afterwards found out. 1 took his advice.

and engaged space in Hardware and Metal. 1 explained

to its advertising manager how it was that he was getting

an order with so little trouble, and told him of my friend

Black's experience. lie told me that one of the greatest ob-

stacles in (he way of getting some firms to advertise was

the fact that they issued catalogues, and seemed to think

that this circumstance did away with the necessity of

newspaper advertising,

"We believe in catalogues," he said to me. "but we

believe too. that, advertising in the proper medium
doubles ll]) their usefulness and productiveness."

I have had a year or two's experience myself since

that time and 1 have learned to believe every word id'

what he and Black said.

The successful advertiser must live right up even with

the (dock. There is in everything a fullness of time,

seasons when the fruit is ripe, periods when all conditions

seem to lend themselves to success. The advertiser must

have discernment sharp enough and vision clear enough

to know the year and the month and the day of the

mouth in which the people are not only living, but in

which they are thinking.
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GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

WASH GOODS
VICTORIA LAWNS

Write for samples of any of these lines.

Our word for it. There is nothing better

to be had at the price.

We carry our Victoria

Linens in our Staple
Department and sell

on the closest possible
margin of profit.

A new lot of Job Bundles, 10 pieces, 10 cents per yard.
Reg-ulir crm-)s nopnP r|

t n ;s wr>pk (i Hearing p'lrcHa^p.)

No. 478 J914 H903 427 779 140 450

NA/MI
Price

COTTONS
T 1

2 L'CULS 9 gy2 10 11 ill, 12% 15 i7y2

All prices from the

loa'est to the highest

quality always in

stock. Samples and
quotations mailed
7(<hen asked for

ALLIANCE—Heavy Shirting Cotton, 35/3G inch 8 cents

QUEEN'S CAMBRIC—Fine Yarns. Soft Finish, 35/36 inch 8 "

BB CAMBRIC—Fine Yarns, Soft Finish, 35/36 inch 10 "

ECIAL MATTING OL-OTMS
No- 6oqi is away

under value.
No. 2691 609 1 500

COLORED NA/ASM
Price. 10 cents

OOODS
10 cents IIV2 cents

Our ranee of Suitings

in VI'u in Linen Shade
is lit rge a nd attractive.

A100—Crepe de Chene, 8 colors in range 10 cents
A101—Flake Suiting, 8 colors in range 6V2
401— Flake Suiting, 6 colors in range 8

R100— Scotch Chambray, 8 colors in range 10
61— Linen Suitings, 11 colors in range 10
XI—White Ground, Black Stripe, 11 patterns in range, 8 cents, regular ll 1 >

FANCY MUSLINS
We have no competi

tors in this particular

line. Let us prove this

to you.

XS —Fancy Check White Muslin, 8 patterns 4 :l
, cents

\.'!4— Fancy Check White Muslin 4 patterns 6 1 £ "
\4li-Fancy Stripe White Muslin 6 patterns 6V2 "

G100— Fancy Stripe Black Muslin 4 patterns 7u, "

C140— Fancy Stripe and Embroidered Black Muslin, 5 patterns 10
X10 — Mercerized Swiss Cord Stripe, with combination figure embroidery . 8
X4 —White Swiss Spot Muslin "... 8
K9 —Allover Swiss Embroidery 15
D49 —Fine White Cord Muslin (4 patterns) 10
W2 — White Mercerized Combination Stripe and Spot (3 patterns) 9^2 "

M4 —White Cord Stripe (5 patterns) IIV2 "

X20 —White Mercerized Spots and Brocades 11% "

We have quoted above only SPECIAL low priced numbers, but we carry exclusive novelties of the highest character
and unquestionably we show the largest and most complete range in the trade, embracing as it does over 3,000
DISTINCT PATTERNS and colorings.

Do any of the following numbers interest you? If they do, write for samples ; all are sensible, saleable

NOVELTIES. Our range is not padded to make It look fine. Every line is a seller.

572— Stripe Linen Suitings, 7 colorings 15 cents
Ml 56—Cord Novelty Wave Effect, white 15
092 —Marie Linen Suiting, 5 colorings 17% "

093 — Plain Weave Linen Suiting. 5 coloring*. ... 1 7t 2 cents
094 —Granite Linen Suiting, 6 colorings 27' 2

096 —Rep Linen Suiting, 4 colorings 32' > "

GM—Silktaf Checks, 5 sizes of cluck, Black and White, Navy and
White, Brown and White locents and IS' _> cents per yard.

XI 153—Fine Rep Heavy Weight, neat Mercerized, Spots and Figures, white I8V2 cents
P153— Fancy Blousing, Haute Nonvcaute. 4 colorings... .' 30
6S90

—

Combination Cord and Broche Cot ton Novelty, 3 colorings '. 18% "

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

COR. FRONT AND BAY STREETS, TORONTO.
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DRESS
FEATURES OF

GOODS
- THE. TRADE

THERE was quite a brisk demand for Spring

dress fabrics during the earlier part of bhe

month, ami travelers sent in some nice-sized

orders, from the late buyers, who have hither-

to held off, hut who are now beginning to feel

the need of getting interested in Spring goods. Towards
the latter pari of the month, however, stock-taking in 1

terfered somewhat, and orders for the

The Month's time being fell away. There has been

Business. little or no change in the position of

the principal lines since buying for

Spring commenced. Fabrics still stand in the order then

indicated. Mohairs lead, and brighl silk and wool ma-
terials are a close second.

Generally speaking, colors, too, are the same, though,

perhaps, silver grey is in a somewhat minor position

from what it occupied when selling commenced. Green in

all shades is fashionable, but myrtle, bottle and moss are

particularly good. Brown has had such a vogue and has

been so largely sold that the fapt that it is increasing

its hold on popular favor as the Spring trade develops,

comes somewhat in the nature of a surprise. It is Hie

in h golden tones which are sidling now,

Colors. hut some deader shades are coming to

the fore that will, it is said, lead later.

Pale champagne, apricot, blue, and silver grey are all

shown, and in the exclusive end of the trade, what are

known as the violine shades are asserting themselves.

The darkest of these shades is a rich plum with a de-

cidedly blue tone to it, and there are all the gradations

of shades seen, down to a pale violet.
* * *

AVERY large number of unobtrusive plaids and checks

in small, neat designs are showing in Spring ranges,

mostly at present in mohairs, lusters and silks.

Hair line checks in black or a dark shade on a pale

ground is one of the latest and prettiest class of this

style of patterns. This, it is predicted,

iiaids. is Hie forerunner of a greater and much"

more extended development in Fall

lines.

Paris, for this Spring, is showing a bewildering vari-

ety of small checks, squares and narrow stripes, many
of which nave a large hairline square of a contrasting

color, thus producing an unobtrusive 1 plaid effect. All

patterns are, however, neat and subdued, and generally

are in shades of one or, perhaps, two colors, with the

over check in a contrasting color.

The "Diaper's Record" of London sa\s that diminu-

tive checks mark a detail of design that has made very

good progress during the past year, and small, neat

cluyks will have great opportunities in the coming year.

Tartan plaids of the average design have had a very good

lime, especially in the latter half of 1904, and there is

every possibility of their going on and prospering in the

new vear. Should this indicate a plaid season next Kail,

it will mean very careful buying on the part of the re-

tailer, for this is the kind of stock on which both Hie

plungei and the over-cautious buyer are so likely to get

left. Plaids, when they are popular, are wanted righl

then, and Hie buying uublic when they do drop them,

drop them like a hot potato. The plunger buys so en-

thusiastically that when Hie drop comes, he has so much
iell ovet that he' makes no profit by what he sold. The
over-cautious man waits until the demand strikes his

store from his customers before he starts to buy, and he

has not got, and cannot get, the goods in a proper as-

sortmenl when he wants them, and so loses Hie sale

However, the dress department has one solace,—a plaid

season would mean trouble for the ready-to-wear depart-

ment .

The Hiving for smooth, bright cloths still continues,

and, of course, broadcloth is the highest expression, bin

benriettas and kindred cloths are increasing their vogue.

* * *

NOT for many seasons have silks been so high in popu-

lar favor. Plain taffetas in popular shades are cer-

tainly first now, hut shots, and neat fancies and
checks, have had an immense advance sale. Pin checks

and hair-line stripes with jacquard medallions are an-

other cdass of popular patterns. Warp
are again sidling to the better trades, Silks.

and a novelty in this class is the warp
print in chiffon taffeta. The designs in this silk are

quaintly pretty, and suggest" strongly great-grandmother's

day. Pongees in natural color and in dyed shades are

again shown, hut this vear lack the element of novelty.

Foulards occupy much the same position in the trade

as last Spring. They never really go entirely out be-

cause there is a certain class who always buy this silk

for Summer wear, for there is nothing that gives such

all-round satisfaction and at the same time is so cool

and elegant in appearance as a good foulard silk. Black-

silks in soft, rich weaves will be wanted for Summer
coats, and the quieter shots will also be largely employ-
ed for this purpose.

* * *

VELVETS and velveteens are closing the season in a

very strong position, and if 1904 has not quite earned
title of a velvet year 1905, it as predicted, will most

probably do so. The makers of velvet have, says the

"Drapers' Record," had much encouragement in the past

year, and the end of the year is full of

hope for both fabrics. The present em- Velvets and
ployment of these materials is quite ex- Velveteens.
tensive, and future prospects, based upon

such solid things as orders, are better still. Velvets and

velveteens are fabrics to be reckoned with in the coi g
year. Gowns of chiffon velvet are being ordered for weat

at all the Winter resorts and Will be worn by the smart

set until late on into the Spring.

* * *

B\
\ ERS aie now in foreign markets in search of dress

goods fabrics which will sell freelv throughout the

country during the Fall and Winter of L905-06. Full

collections have not vet reached Canada from the textile

centres of England, France and Germany, ami domestic

manufacturers have not perfected their

lilies for the distant season. Though it Murmurings of

is too early to forecast with any con Pall,

fidence, but buyers are united in several

points winch, from a study of style tendencies, lends
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Heavy Materials.

strength to accurate conclusions. Till the return of buy-

ers the las i ot March, and the completion of Fall lines.

ii is hazardous to arbitrarily pronounce upon anything

but tendencies. In the April issue of The Review, pre-

vious in the showing of the Fall fabrics to the retail

trade, will be given illustrations and accurate informa-

tion concerning favorite Fall materials and colors.

Staples take care of themselves fairly well, and, as

during last season, novelty is prone to be hut innova-

tions in cui and color far more than in fabric. Pleasing

and tasteful style with nothing radical

presages satisfactory selling. The con-

servative element among consumers will

ihus he well attended to. As the Cana-

dian woman has long passed the period of dreary monotonv

in dress, a wide varietv of materials will he necessary to

meet the more fastidious.

Broadcloths are now regarded as staples in most dress

goods departments. If the fabric is not too poor in qual-

ity it wears, and is good in all seel ions. Further, the

past season has seen them in the lead,

Broadcloths. as they were not only used for the

street, hut for making up handsome cos-

tumes foi dinner and reception wear. Venetians are even

better wearers, and are classed with broadcloths to reign

supreme for the Fall and Winter of 1905-06. Cashmeres

are being urged by French agents, but, necessarily, "ill

have a smaller output, as price plays a prominent part,

and the fineness of the fabric precludes its sale in faciei

v

towns. Jobbers have to ask nowadays 50c. for the old

•T/5C. line of cashmeres. Henriettas, as indicated by The

Review last month, are slated for a return in popularity,

which is the thin end of the wedge of an old-fashioned

season. As henriettas can he brought

Henriettas. out in many shades, it augurs well foi

their popularity. Silk warped goods,

if tiie price will be paid, will be the best sellers. For

Hie Fall season they will probably only have a call in

more populous sections. Velvei and velveteen costumes

for house, street, dinner and reception, have closed strong

this season among the belter class, with velveteens grad-

ually', but surely, taking a deserved hold on popular

trade, as their improvement in manufacture is learned.

They are naturally associated with

Velvets. broadcloths and will -show increased

strength for costumes. As there is to

be increased activity in pile fabrics of perfect dye and

finish, their popularity is a safe anticipation. Zibelines

of high price will have a slight call in close-sheered ef-

fects. Tweeds and materials of this sort will, of course,

be in demand for street and outing wear. Worsted ma-

terials in suiting effects of unobtrusive effects will lie

employed foi tailor-made suits. I'laids are heralded as

ultra-novelty. This feeling was shown across the border

during the past season, especially in

Miscellaneous. silks, as the styles of the rich are later

on copied by the masses, it is, there-

fore, a logical conclusion that broadcloths and Venetians,

and especially velveteens and cords, will have a largei

sale during the coming Winter. New effects will, of

course, be hi ought out to tempt buyers.

So long as i the present statuesque effect in dress ob-

tains, no fear of sheer materials need be anticipated.

Fashion endorses the sheeiesl of dress goods lor Winter

wear, and si liking reforms in dress must

be brought about before these materials

drop. Clinging effects for dinner, recep-

tion and evening wear are still indicat-

ed, and materials aftei the ordei of eoliennes, etamines

and crepe de (hem- hesl fulfil] them. In passing, silk is

always used for the foundation of semi-diaphanous fab-

rics.

Prices to rule dining the Fall season'' The raw ina-

terial market continues strong, and there is an upward
tendency for yams, thus manufacturers hesitate about

making prices for Fall. Anticipation

can only be made to a certain limit, Prices.

and as various yarns are used for vari-

ous grades, quotations for future deliveries are hazard-

ous. Buyers cannot duplicate at bid prices, and The Re-

view has kept its readers posted on advances all through

the season. Without going into full details, it is suffi-

cient to slate supplv is short and wool goods will reach

the climax of a high level this coming Fall. Retailers

will thus not needlessly sacrifice any heavy or sheer ma-

terials, as they ale good property for next Fall, and

must he duplicated at a highei figure.

* * *

MOHAIRS and lusters are decidedly m the lead for

Spring and Summer selling, and if there is any

trouble with them it will be in obtaining the goods

when wanted, as there are well-grounded fears expressed

on the matter of delayed deliveries, and those merchants

who have put off placing orders are ad-

vised to lose no time in doing so, par- Mohairs,

licularlv for fancy lines. Repeats plac-

ed now with 'manufacturers, so jobbers report, will not

he delivered here before well on into May, and by that

time a goodly portion of the season will be over. .Mer-

chants should' remember that Canada is not the only

market to be supplied, and that the big country to the

south of us is taking quite a lively interest in these fab-

rics; in fact, it is predicted that they are to achieve a

record-breaking sale there, and in Paris, too, the hub of

the world of fashions, this is a most popular fabric.

Bradford and the immediate vicinity is the place

where practically the whole of the world's supplv comes

from, and there the mills have, ii is said, turned every

possible loom onto the making of this fabric.

Whether we are entering on a period when a richer

and deeper scheme of coloring will be worn is a moot

point, hut it is certainly a fact that Hie wholesale houses

are supplementing their lines of embroidered and jac-

quard weaves in lusters that have heretofore come in

cream and the pastel shades, with much deeper colorings,

such as moss, bronze, a deep blueish reseda, marooif

royal and mid-blue, etc.

Sheer Materials

VALUABLE BLOCK DESTROYED.

F*1RE in the l.'oss block. Sydney. N.S.. on Sal unlay.

January 14th, caused a damage of $35,000, of which

$10,000 is on the building and the res! on stocks m
stores in the building". A. W. Redden 's shoe store suffered

most, being completely burned out. His insurance was

$8,000. -I. Fisher Grant, gents' furnishing, saved con-

siderable stocK, although it is badly damaged by lire and

water. His insurance is $3,000. A number of law and

general oflices in the building were also badly damaged.

The damage to all is fully covered by insurance. There is

$19,000 insurance on the building. The fire was started

bv a parlor match which was tramped on in Redden's

store ami which ignited some inflammable material lying

about .
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MONTREAL

We recommend

the following WHITE GOODS to the trade which

we have now passed
into stock.

Matalasse Suitings

Mercerized Brocades
Princess Damascenes

Mercerized Boucles

White Piques, Bedford Cords
Spotted Muslins

Fancy Embroidered Muslins
White Openwork Cotton Grenadines

Apron Checks, « ^L sizes India Linens
Nainsooks, Dimitys, Persian Lawns

Victoria Lawns, Applique,

Mercerized *» Faggoting Lace
TRIMMINGS TO MATCH
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^ DRESS ACCESSORIES ^
EMBROIDERIES.

JUST now the retail trade is beginning to show the

new embroideries for this Spring and Summer,

while manufacturers arc sending over sample

liiu's for L906. These samples arc an evolution

and development of styles thai arc now being

shown in the various retail stores. Broiderie Aaigalaise,

thai is so much in favor now, though well represented

in the new lines lias developed into the bolder "cul

work." and there are some splendid pat-

Samples for terns in this novelty, particularly in

i906. all-overs and deep flouncings. There

is a decided return to blind effects only,

the small raised sprays thai are so much in evidence in

hand-worked embroidery is the style followed. Some

WCT : I

of the bold and striking order. The "cut work" above

alluded to is strongly featured in all-overs and as this

is something new. and. as it is beautiful as well, it should

be a selling success. Another novelty is the all-over with

a beading designed for the threading of the very narrow

-

»•••«•••<
•:'':-.

Ot..: New insertion crepejeffect.|

:% \

est of baby ribbon. The all-over embroidery blouse is

to be a feature this year, and this points to a further

development along these lines a year from now.

Talking of embroidered blouses, there are now on the

markel blouse lengths in both linen and lawn, beautifully

hand-embroidered. The work is lovely and the price j»

verv small: for $1.60, a lovelv blouse
Embroidered

Biouses.
can be had. These are put up in in-

dividual boxes, and should he an attrac-

tive counter line.

The demand for matched sets is well met. and there

Allover embroidery with beading for blou-.es.

beautiful floral patterns are the result. One noticed on

a deep lh uucing was wisteria clusters and leaves, and had

a border in elongated stripes and balls. The whole pal-

tern looked as though some designer had been studying

Japanese work with good results.

Button effect patterns are used with good results.

New insertion erepe effect.

"Allover embroidery. English cut work for blouse;and like those seen in the new laces, are of a generous

si/.e and Hatter with less of the ball.

A g 1 deal of heavy raised work is
•"'' usually two, and often three, widths in both insertion

used with good effect among lighter antl edging shown.

spray work. Patterns even in the cheap- Manufacturers now cater well for the trade in em

er grades an- more eleganl and dainty, and there is less broideries suitable for trimming children's clothes, and

Patterns.
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^ To the ^

RETAILER.
RETURNED

This entire building and our whole energy devoted
to your cause. We manufacture the following lines £
bearing this famous . . . .

'

FANCY COLLARS.
SILK BELTS.
RUCHINGS.

TRADE MARK

FOUNDATION COLLARS. SILK UNDERSKIRTS.
SKIRT BINDING. SHIRT WAISTS.
SATEEN UNDERSKIRTS. SHIRT WAIST SUITS. ETC.

A. E. REA (£L CO., l
Now at 20 and 22 Wellington Street West.

ited

TORONTO
AVill occupy the above building about April 1st.
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DllhV sets

Strong Lines.

Illustrations.

>r the young home ruler are an empha-

sized pari of all sample lines. Corsel

cover erahroideries are also a strong

line. Women like these embroideries,

and appreciate the ease with which they

can be turned into a very ornate cover.

The two cuts of insertion show something entirely

new in embroideries. The petal part of the flower, etc.

is .n a crepe euect. This is a pleasing variation, ami

should wash and wear well. Embroider-

ies and laces are about equally used

now for white wear trimmings, hut the

quantities of flimsy lace that have been

used to keep prices down for the white-wear sales, should

turn attention and favor to embroideries again. Em-

broidery wears, and embroidery washes, hut the class of

'ace indicated will do neither.

* * »

BELTS.

IN the New York market there are many new develop-

ments in belt lines, but they are in make-up and

materials and not in shape. In hiji;h-elass belts and

in expensive grades, Oriental embroideries are much favor-

ed. These hilts are rich in gold and blended colors, and

tone in with almost any color that they

New are worn with. The buckles are mag-

Developments, nificenl affairs, and are set with rhine-

stones and mock jewels.

Tne shirred belt is the one that is most in vogue, and

there is a constantly varying procession of new ideas

appearing in shirred belts. Some have buckles as a fas-

tening and more fasten at front or at

The Shirred the side under rows of shirring. A new

Belt. idea is a belt laced up both front and

back. Crochet rings are not quite new,

but a trimming of embroidery is. Belts of shaded silks

are receiving favor ami so are those of warp-printed silk.

Leather belts are by no means out of it, and are al-

ways favored for outing wear. One thing, however, you

must not miss in your belt department

Leather Belts. and that is to lay in a stock of

"Busters," not only in black,, but in

colors also.
* * *

LACE.

THK Spring season as regards buying' for the retail

trade is pretty well opened up. Lace buyers who
have been abroad, have nearly all returned, and

they all conclude that, though some beautiful laces are

shown, nothing in the way of a striking novelty is in

sight. There is nothing' that is of such

State of a nature as can be sprung on the trade

Market. just as the retail selling commences,

and no lace that promises to be a fad.

A- such an (dement only benefits the few. and keep the

many out of the swim, the lace trade has just cause for

congratulating itself upon the absence of such a factor.

The net laces are confidently placed first, but have no

exclusive monopoly. The introduction of broiderie an-

glaise motifs into net laces, is perhaps the leading novel-

ty. Orientals are very strong, and point

Laces in Vogue, de gaze, lierre, and princess, are all

popular weaves. Valenciennes, however.

have found treat favor, and one lace man ventures to

predict that they will run the Plauen makes very close

in the coming season. This prediction he bases on the

r

BEATTY, KERR
& VERNER, """TED

Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

30 Wellington St. East, Toronto

New designs in

Valenciennes and Torchon Laces

"Corona" Brand Black Velveteens,

special to sell, 2$c-. to goc.

"Corona" Brand Colored Velveteens

in leading shades, to sell, 50c.

Victoria Lawns, Tucked Lawns,

India Linens and Nainsook,

popular priced goods

IMS
IRISH POPLINS

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear,
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Mallnda St
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RHYS. D. FAIRBAIRN (LIMITED)
MANUFACTURERS

t« • »»

MAI)]-; OK BEST QUALITY SATEENS,
PERCALES, ETC.,

OUR IRAVELLERS ARE COMING YOUR WAY
WITH THE NEWEST IDEAS IN

Louise" Underskirts i Ladies
,^ Neck FrilIin8S

Pleated Chiffon Rufflings

4r Ruchings Ladies* Neckwear

IN SPECIAL DESIGNS ^ Chiffon Collar Forms

SEE OUR LINES. IT WILL PAY YOU.

RJnys. D. Fairbairn (Limited), 8-10 Wellington St. East,Toronto

fad that liis sales of Plauen ami Calais laces are just

aboul equal— in other seasons lie says either one has had

in suffer an eclipse by the other, hut this year it is equal

running. Nottingham laces, too, have sold extremely

well, and heavy ( 'huiys have more than held their own.

Notwithstanding the vogue of the light net laces, there

is a very strong interest tatcen in Venise, from the most

delicate- varieties to the heavy sojiid

Interest in types. The inplulence of crochet laces

Venise is seen in the pompodour patterns)

which show heavy raised ami almost de-

tached flower petals on a light ground. Fuchsias, roses,

lily-hells, etc., are all used, and one petal is laid over the

other the way nature produces them.

The hut ton ellect shows up in a new form in the

Spring laces. It is a genuine button, and of good size,

not a small drop as seen last season. There is a good

season before all-overs of all descriptions in the coming

spring. Those who placed early orders have reason to

congratulate themselves, as Plauen manufacturers there

are advancing prices. The advance runs from 15 to 25

per cent, and all repeats will carry them.

The writer was shown a letter from a

Plauen manufacturer giving as a rea-

son for the advance, the rise in the

price of the nets used in manufacture, and also, hut

chiefly, the advance in wages. Perhaps the remark's of

a Luc buyer who has jusi returned from New York may
shed a little light on the situation.

Price of Plauen.

BUTTONS.

Bl TTONS are freely used on the new costumes, and

both large and small are wanted. Fashion is di-

verse at present, and size, material and shape all

ary. From the tiniest button imaginable to those the

size of a 50-ceiit piece, all are used. Cloth-covered and

velvet-covered, as wtdl as metal but-

tons, are used, and the larger ones are Variety of

very handsome, and where Kiev are set Styles.

with rhine-stones and mock jewels, such

as emeralds, topaz, turquoise, etc., arc expensive as well.

•Jilt buttons ate again in high favor, and enamelled but-

tons, particularly the shot effects, are sure of a good

season. 'there are quite a number of new shades in

Spring dress goods, and retailers should make sure that

they can match them at the button counter, for it is not

an unheard of incident for the sale of a dress to be lost

because accessories cannot be had in the store to match.

* * *

VEILINGS.

IT
is only once in a while that one gets a glimpse of

the novelties in Spring veilings, bul there is sure to

be a plentiful crop of them before long. The fashion

of draping a vteil about the hat and head is one that has

come to stay awhile, so merchants bad better prepare to

wage a profitable campaign in the com-

ing season. This can be done by keep-
gtock Novdties

ing a iconstant supply of novelties on

hand and always having something fresh

m your department. It is not necessary to cany a

heav'3 slock in order to do this, but you must buy from
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Spring

Novelties.

Chiffon Veils.

i he right house and be earlj and often in the market. The

made veil is splendidly adapted I'm doing business in this

Way, as h\ its means a constant succession of vaiieU

can be kept up. If you have no1 furnished y.our depart-

ment with a wax head upon which to show the latest and

newest niannci of draping \ 'lis. you should lose no lime

in doing so. Show a new veil on this figure, or a new

waj oi wealing it. and few of your women customers

will leave your store without a visit to the department.

The fad for the veil to match the hat presages a big

tun for colored veils. Chenille dots have not exhausted

their hold on popular favor and are just as good as ever

for the Spring trade. They are seen, however, in new

combinations, ami it is whispered that they will more

probably be clustered on the border and leave the Eace

tree.

One novelty for Spring shown to The Review was of

Brussels net, with border of colored chiffon attached to

the body of the veil with a shaded silk

Bonnaz embroidery. Chiffon veils are not

for Spring and the latest is the shadow

printed border in soft colors. Should

look as dainty and pretty on the head as they do

when shown, they are sure of a successful selling.

Chiffons, which, by the way, are advancing in price, are

selling well even now, notwithstanding the fact that the

demand is considered unseasonable. The fact is that

women find them a great, protection and

are sensible enough to stick to them.

Chiffon \eils are also used for street

wear. These are drawn close over the

face and not in the voluminous folds the automobile veil

is dra|)ed in. .Many are worn over the face veil of net,

and the two worn together are unusually becoming.

* * *

GLOVES.

KID gio\es are essentially different from any othei

branch of the dry goods business. Few articles are

subjected to such critical scrutiny. This month is

loo near Christmas and too far away from Easter to

expect a booming glove trade. For this reason a proper-

ly directed sale would not onlv be a big

A February success, hut a decided benefit to the de-

Glove Sale. partment. Divide your offerings and

continue the sale throughout the month.

Start off with any left-overs of Winter varieties at a

telling price, and follow this up the second week with a

v| i~> or $1.50 street glove at a trade-commanding price.

Then bung on lines of evening gloves. This, or any

other procedure found suitable, wound up by a big price-

sensation oiler, should make your competitors wake up

lo the fact that there is "something doing" at your

glove counter, (rive it a trial.

* * •

UMBRELLAS.

GIFT buying which preceded Christinas peculiarly bene-

fited the .umbrella business, gold and silver-mounted

handles foi engraving being at the head of the high-

class list. Spring lines are now engrossing retailers' at-

tention. In making selections the opportunity foi profit

should be borne in mind, selecting lines

c, , „ ,„ ,. which emphasize quality rather than
Stock GoodQuali- „, •

'

,
,

' ... .
price, this tending to establish perinan-

ties for Spring.
(

, n , DUsiness. High-class merchandise

means good profits. It priced high en-

ough at the beginning, any stickers may be cleared at

half price, leaving a good net result. Every specialty

house and jobber has a range of novelties, and t|iere is

difficulty in securing exclusive goods. The race has al-

THE

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a hit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'Pi RLE' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £* SON, Limited,
I OOc, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, C.C., ENGLAND
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ways been [01 the cheapesl umbrella with a. semblance of

quality which has worked a good deal ol harm. I n-

doubtedly it pays to secure leaders at T5c. and $1.00, and

also a satisfactory assortment of high-class lines. Care-

ful attention should be given the body of the umbrella as

well as the many opening and closing devices and other

talkative selling points. A good quality of mercerized

cotton 01 silk is more necessary than an elaborate handle,

it m the latter case the umbrella soon goes to pieces, due

to inferior material. Investigate the frame and see that

the runner works easily. Good runners add much to the

appearance and satisfaction of an umbrella.

In men's umbrellas for Spring there is the usual

amount of novelty in wooden handles, variety being lent

by the finishing, shaping and ornamentation, with raised

emblems and heads of animals. In the

Men's Lines. cheaper grades, handles are rather plain,

as inferior ornaments, which would have

to be used, look worse than a plain handle. Even
in better goods, men dislike to carry too conspicu-

ous designs and gorgeous display. Animals' heads fix

the line in men's goods in fancy lines. This is the latest

fad apross the line, and the thin end of the wedge has

already started here. As novelty is a great factor in

selling umbrellas, it is wise to have these latest crea-

tions. German- silver and gun metal trimmings are very

neat. The crooked handle is in the lead.

In women's umbrellas the straight handle, in the better

grades, easily takes the lead. It is decorated with either

a flat or round cord and tassel, and comes in all sorts

of materials and handles, wood, pearl, ivory, horn, etc.,

with many ornamentations, with animals' heads in a

strong position for ultra trade.

Parasols are again heralded, and at least one manu-
facturer has a strong line. Women of an economical turn

of mind have got into the habit of making umbrellas do
for parasols, but the demand for better

Farasols. qualities of umbrellas opens the way for

parasols. The coming season bids fair-

to be an unusual parasol season. It is hardly necessary

to urge discretion, as many retailers have been "hit,"

yet a judicious stocking of parasols is advised. The sun-

umbrella, in some ways a parasol, although not so expen-

sive, yet about the same size, is by no means new, yet

it appeals as a novelty, and can be used as an all-round

article. The best ones are attractive in appearance and

serviceable for ram as well as sun. Black is, of course,

away in the lead, but blue, brown and red are good col-

ors. Plaids in the newest silks are also worth stocking,

as well as the popular amber effects.

* * *

HANDKERCHIEFS.

THE past year has been altogether a good one from a

handkerchief standpoint. The holiday trade is al-

ways large, but this year the gross turnover was
made larger than usual by the sale of better and finer

goods. The wish of buyers to obtain a better article was
most apparent, and there was no push-

Good Holiday ing required to sell the higher-priced

Trade. lines, that is, handkerchiefs from 25c.

up to 75c. or even a dollar. This is due

no doubt to the fact that people are better provided with

money nowadays, but it is a tendency worth catering

for, for the expense of selling both the 3 for a quarter

and the better-priced ones is just the same.

Sample lines for Spring are now coming to hand both

from Belfast and also those of Swiss manufacture. Prices

are about the same as those of last year, for the raw
material really counts for little; it is

The Price the labor that goes far to fix cos,t, and

Situation. as the St. Gall manufacturers are com-
plaining that present prices are unre-

munerative, it is scarcely likely that any downward ten

dency will be developed. The "Neue Zuricher Zeitung,"
commenting on ,the situation at St. Gall, says: " Al-

though the quick-running schiffi machines are now better

engaged than some time ago, they are not making money.
It is calculated that it costs less- to get goods made
outside than for the large manufacturers to produce them
in their own factories, as the smaller makers have long

ceased to include in their calculations the fixed expenses

and sinking funds which .the larger concerns are obliged

to regard as elements of cost." Briefly staled, it would
seem the situation is this, that owing to bad trade and
competition, prices did not rise when cotton soared, and
now that Ihe drop has come, prices are so^ low that they

cannot go lower.

Turning to the goods themselves, the patterns arc in

smaller, neater, more in the hand-embroidered spray
style than those of last year. The majority of borders
are scalloped, but there are fewer of the
very deep scallops shown. This is ex- Novelties and
plained by then tendency to get raggy Patterns.
on the edges after washing. The duel
tioveltj lies in ihe narrow-hoi dered lines, which now ex-
hibit on the hem a running garland of embroidery which
forms., as ii were, a frame for the pattern on the hand-
kerchief itself A novelty evidently designed for trim-
ming underwear, kimonas, and for fancy work, is the
handkerchief with a beading around which admits of a
half to an inch-wide ribbon being run through it. From
Belfast conies a number of elaborate and dainty lace-
trimmed affairs. The patterns of the higher-priced ones
are very intricate, and they exhibit some deep ,lace-trirn-
med scallops and corners.

Advantage has been taken of the washing qualities of
Japanese silk, and it has been worked up into handker-
chiefs exactly in the same way as lawn, in conjunction
with very line Valenciennes lace and in-

sertion. These dainty little affairs, in jaDan pcp cjik
these days when pockets are not worn, «»*i'«"ie»e .aim.

and the handkerchief is of necessity more
or less in evidence, are just the thing to complete an
elegant toilette. They make one think, too, of the holi-
day trade and should be splendid sellers at that season.

TRIMMINGS.

BRAID manufacturers continue jubilant. From a per-
iod of inactivity several seasons ago, fashion has
gradually played right into their hands, and for

early spring trade general confidence is expressed not only
by manufacturers and importers, but also representa-
tive retailers. For the trimming of mohair, lustres,

voiles, and many other fabrics
which are becoming January to Lines in

January sellers, braids of some Demand,
kind or other are indespen-
sible. "Pall" braids the diamond pattern soutache
braids, and the new one-sided ones recently imported, will

all go well. The trade once before experienced a craze
for "pall" braids, and some with disastrous results,

consequently there has been diffidence expressed in in-

troducing them this fall. Good city retailers interviewed
by The Keview spoke highly of them, and expressed the
belief they would strengthen for Spring. This is a spec-
ulative forecast, however. At any rate narrow soutache
braids are staple, and no fear need be had in stocking
them. One-sided braids are the newest introduction, and
are highly spoken of. Open-work, braids, the lace effects,

are already shown by domestic manufacturers. Tubulars
and the various loops have also come in for attention.

Color will play a prominent part in braids tor Spring
and Summer, arid shades slightly lighter than the pie-
Nailing tones in dress goods materials will go best. Stock
should be bought, according black ami
while a staple position, but navy, brown
and myrtle, a very strong place. Helio-

trope and subdued coq de roche will also

have some slight call. The touch ol' gold in the sout-

ache is especially strong, and must be recognized.

It is said that there will be later arrivals before the

season fairly commences in I rimming lines, but braids

certainly monopolize the centre of interest just now. The
popularity of plain fabrics, and the

severe styles in which so many are Vogue of

made, certainly make braid prominent. Braids.

Many of them are shaded in effect, and
there are discreet introductions of color and also a touch

of gold that make them available for the trimming of

ihe shot materials thai are so much shown now. Em-
broidered trimmings on chiffon silk linen cloth, etc.. come
in a wide variety and in the most beautiful color com-
binations, and in these again .just a glint of gold is very

perceptible. The peacock feather is one motif of great

beauty, but just how the more superstitious will regard

this trimming will be seen. Pretty floral motives are shown

and the fuchsia is a favorite.

Color.
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The Sign of Design

Spring
Announcement

That we have prepared an exceptional line of

Costumes, Waiking Suits, Rain Coats, Jackets and Skirts.

They embody all the new ideas in cut, length and trimming.

Buyers of cloaks and suits will this season, at the beginning

be confronted with problems in buying more or less speculative,

and their safety in selecting will depend largely upon the accurate

and successful judgment of the manufacturer, not those whose
productions are based on fashion plates and ideas restricted to

the information imparted from one designer to the other ; but

only those manufacturers who have creative genius, and besides

are in perfect touch with the fashion centers of Europe, enabling

them to produce merchandise worthy of the best consideration

and to a degree as correct as in human possibilities.

>? We are offering to the trade merchandise based on fashion-

able intelligence and combined with practical economy—
good, honest merchandise with style, fit, finish and quality ; and
every buyer that comes to Montreal should visit our showroom
and be convinced of the facts herein presented.

Popular Prices
It is one thing to produce a sightly garment REGARDLESS of cost

— and quite another to present new styles— strictly up-to-date—at

such figures as to make them QUICK sellers for the retailers.

Waldman & Sommer
513 & 515 St. Paul Street,

Montreal
83
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THE OFFICE F.b. 1905

This lilt ! for ths purpose of placing retailers,

manufacturer!' jobbers and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountants
and auditors whose services are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing accounts, arranging part-

nerships or organizing Joint stock companies,
devising special office systems, making collec-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

JENKINS dk HARDY.
DAVID HOSKINS, F.C.A. Assignees, Chanered Accountants

Chartered Accountant. Auditor, Financial Valuator. This Bpace tl6 a Year. ¥
*\*%^\t»^x™?™T<>T&£*

m Wellington street Ea«t, - - Toronto, Canada. , ««5 Temple Building, Montreal.
s

'00 William Street, New York.

This list Is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for
the collection of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TDPPER, PHIPPEN A TUPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & OHATJVIN
Advocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A Duolos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

This Space J15 a Year. This Space $15 a Year.

Educational Department. The following Institutions, for the education

of business men'tsom and daughters are

recommended by this paper :

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORtiE DICKSON, M.A.,

Director.

MRS (iEORGE DICKSON,
Lady Principal

TELEGRAPHY

- OTTAWA,ONT.-
BOOKKEEPING TYPEWRITING

Nicklin's (sajonic) Duplex
T"ADE MSfK

SAFETY PIN
are ENGLISH MADE

Size 2 i
NOTICE COIL-GUARDM, Size 2

5 Sizes, Nickeled or Black.

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg ., TORONTO

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal.

flERCANTlLE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishing commercial reports to oursubscrtbersglves prompt

*nd reliable information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaims

Tel. Main io8«.

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish 1.

By T. Angus MacDonald
A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL HOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEVN PUBLISHING CO.. LIMITED. TORONTO.

This design a guar
antee of quality.

SAMPLES
AND PRICES

GLADLY
SENT.

rianilla Paper
SMOOTH, TOUGH BRIGHT, CLEAN.

ALL SIZES AND WEIGHTS.

Fibre Paper
THE TOUGHEST OF THE TOUOH.

ALMOST WATERPROOF.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL
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CLOSING THE BOOKS.

AT the close of a financial year in almost any

business, there are a large number of outstand-

ing items prepaid or still due, as the case nun

be, to be provided for, also apportionments

of different charges to the proper accounts.

Bookkeepers, having this department in hand, would do

well to keep a record as these items turn up during the

year in order that it wo'uld not be necessary to go back

over the work of the year to discover them. This record

may be kept on cards arranged alphabetically, showing

the date paid, the date to which the account is prepaid

and any other information necessary to ascertain par-

ticulars in regard to the account charged.

The following outstandings should all be provided for,

viz:—

Insurance—Prepaid or due.

Advertising—Permanent advertisements, such as sign

boards, magazines, etc.

Fuel, Water and Light— Fuel on hand, water and light

prepaid or due.

Rebates—Due on purchases or sales.

Rents—Prepaid or due.

Taxes—Prepaid or due.

Catalogues, Price Lists, etc.— Stock on hand.

Salaries—Apportion general salaries over different

departments.

Wages—Apportion for unproductive labor over different

departments.

Freight'— Payable on goods in transit.

Cash Discount— Approximate allowable on sales or

receivable on purchases.

Interest— Accrued on bills or notes.

INTEGRITY AS A CREDIT BASIS.

IK we may judge by the views of credit men expressed

in addresses and articles written for publication, the

wholesale business world is constantly becoming more

particular about credits. Time was when a retail mer-

chant's credit was established when, having sufficient

means to handle the business in which he was engaged,

he paid his bills promptly. If he discounted his bills his

credit was "high." Inquiries related mainly to the

amount of capital and whether or not his obligations

were discharged at maturity. Thus it was that men who
were disposed to take undue advantage of a creditor and

pursue a policy not strictly in accord with honest teach-

ings, were rated as good credit risks merely because they

had sufficient capital and did not permit bills to become

delinquent.

During the past decade a change has been taking place.

Capital is still the first consideration, but inquirers ask

not only as to the time when bills are paid, but as to

how they are paid. Are they paid in full, or does the

merchant make deductions to which he is not entitled?

Does he make demand for allowances not due him? Does

he abide by the terms of contract? Does he deduct dis-

counts after the discount period has passed? Does he

remit local checks on which heavy collection charges are

assessed against the payee'.' Year by year the disposition

to inquire into the dealer's reputation on these points is

growing. To be a good credit risk he must be right in

these respects.

Wholesale factors realize that their best interests re-

quire them to give and obtain information to and from
each other and this sort of reciprocity is growing in

popularity. The dealer who has dealt unfairly with any
of his creditors becomes generally known as one to be

watched. It does not always follow that credit is actual-

ly withheld from him, although that happens to some
well-rated men, but to be watched means to he required

to pay top prices; to be charged prices that will in some
measure absorb the unjust deductions if any are made.
It means to be ignored when it is within the power of a

creditor to put some of his customers "on the ground
floor"; it means to be refused accommodations which may
at some time be required. And, as stated, it sometimes
means the rejection of orders unless accompanied by cash.

It pays now more than ever to conduct one's business in

a strictly honest manner and to comply with the pro-

visions of a contract, when not in conflict with one's

statutory rights.—Farm Implement News.

A FEW HINTS TO THE RETAILER ABOUT HIS
RECORDS.

USUALLY a retail merchant has very little time to

devote to his books of record, and, especially in a

small business, the margin of profit would not per-

mit of keeping a bookkeeper for this purpose. His object,

therefore, should undoubtedly be to perform this depart-

ment of his work as quickly as possible, still obtaining

the desired results, but without re-wiritjing the same
material in any way.

The salesman taking the order should use a duplicate

cash, sale or charge book, giving the customer the orig-

inal copy, or, if the goods are delivered by a driver, send

the original to the customer with the goods. The total

amount of the sale may then be posted direct from the

sale book to the customer's account in the ledger and the

totals of the sale for the day, week, or month recapitu-

lated from the same book the grand total being posted

lo the credit of "Sales" account or "Merchandise" ac-»

count.

When rendering monthly statements to the customers,

it should only be necessary to enter on statement the

dale and amount of purchase, as the customer has already

the original bill of goods with which to check his state-

ments.

The retail merchant does not demand from his whole-

sale house a statement of the goods in detail each month,

and if the customer of the retail merchant preserves the

original bill sent with the goods, an itemized account

would be unnecessary. If, however, it was found that

too many requests were being made for the complete

statement of goods purchased during the month, a tripli-

cate bill could be made by the salesman who originally
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took the order, and these bills would be filed alphabeti-

cally until required at the end of the month. As a good

check on the delivery of goods, it might be well to have

the clerk laying up the order, check each line on the left

hand side of the older and the driver who delivers the

goods double check the goods when packing in his wagon
or on delivery.

VvtfY HE WAS NOT PROMOTED.
lie watched the clock.

He was always grumbling.

lie was always behindhand.

He had no iron in his blood.

He was willing, but unfitted.

He didn't believe in himself.

He asked too many questions.

He was stung by a bad book.

His stock excuse was "I forgot."

He did not put his heart in his work.

He wasn't ready for the next step.

He learned nothing from his blunders.

He felt that he was above his position.

He chose his friends among his inferiors.

He was content to be a second-rate man.

Hie ruined his ability by halfdoing things.

He never dared to act on his own judgment.

WHERE THERE IS NO NEWSPAPER.
rPt IIKKK ha\c come to this office from time to time in-

I quiries concerning: advertising from merchants who
are located in rural sections removed from a news-

paper centre and where newspaper advertising would be

ineffective because of scant circulation. As a matter of

tad it is an uncommon thing- to find in any newspaper ad-

vertisement of country stores even though these stores do

a large business. Many of these country merchants wish

to advertise but are in doubt as to what mean> to employ.

Some have made a beginning by issuing periodically--

annually, semi-annually, quarterly, or monthly— a store an-

nouncement. This is distributed either over the counter

or by mail, and so far as statements made to The Dry
floods Review are concerned, this form of advertising has

been uniformly profitable. Some of these periodical an-

nouncements are of fairly large size, copiously illustrated,

and give detailed particulars concerning a great many lines

of merchandise, quoting prices. Others are more general

in character, and are content with making a more or less

formal announcement of a firm's business. Some of these

circulars and folders are highly creditable productions,

while some are disposed to be noisily printed and rather

slovenly prepared

.

Dr. Gash Journal. Cr
t,.
cVmi DteU

If'tPif'S
Sundr.es f.u Do'e Ace •\A*rs P.rU*

F.l.o Sundries
Coin

ft.-, Jnx»«!s Mi SalfS
Silbj.l
"ftyafcle

1
.-

This form of cash journal is a development of the old six column journal and comprises cash book, blank book and journal. In a small
business it would be found very useful.

He did not think it worth while to learn how.

He tried to make "bluff" take the place of ability.

He thought he must take amusement every evening.

Familiarity with slipshod methods paralyzed his ideal.

He thought it was clever to use coarse and profane

language.

He was ashamed of his parents because they were old-

fashioned.

He imitated the habits of men who could stand more

than he could.

He did not learn that the best part of his salary was

not in his pay-envelope.

FORCE AS A SUCCESS-FACTOR.
More people fail from lack of force than from lack of

education or opportunity. A man may be well educated,

or brilliant, and yet, for lack of force, be a complete

failure in his vocation. A man or woman may succeed

without education, but not without force; without capital,

but not without energy.—Success.

Concerns having a number of branches and handling

purchase invoices in order to be assured thai all invoices

are returned after being approved by the branch, should

have all invoices sent in duplicate, one eopv 10 be retain-

ed by the hpad office until the duplicate is returned by

the branch.

That the country merchant requires to defend and ex-

pand his trade by competing tjie field with the larger or

more aggressive town and city stores goes without saying,

and it is absolutely necessary for him to tell his story to

his own constituency through the medium of printed mat-

ter. If advertising is good for the town or city merchant

it is good for the village or countryside merchant. He
may not find it wise to use the daily or weekly newspaper,

but this need not prevent him from using another means

of conveying the story of his store to the people who dwell

in his section.

The preparation of a circular or store paper may stag-

ger some. This circumstance, however, need not trouble

one long; there are many men nowadays whose business

it is to do this class of work, and their service is worth

what it costs, provided one gets the right quality of ser-

vice. The sunlight and inspiration an outside salesman,

such as an advertising specialist really is. can throw into

a dull or sleepy business is amazing, and is oftentimes the

beginning of a new era in a business history.

There is a vast difference between wishing and win-

ning. Many a good man has failed because he had his

wishbone where his backbone ought to have been.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

.VEIL McCARNEY, Prop. W. C. McCARNEY, Manager

THE PKOVINCIAL
Leading Commercial Hotel. GANANOQUE, ONT

Locattd in Heart of Buiiness Section. Tan First class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAKER, Prop. GALT, ONT

Firat-clwB accommodation for Commercial Men.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with thi

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely privak

treatment.

R. FLAWS & SON, MMCh«»«- BM"- M«Unto8*-

6RONTOi
Dry Goods Commission Agents.

8. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwriqht & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Hosiery and Underwear,

Bentley <& Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,
Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

Hood, Morton <fc Co., Newmilns, Scotland,
Lace Curtains.

STANDARD
TELEPHONE SETS

FOR SALE

Slightly used but in good order$5.00 per set.

Apply to
sales department:

178 Mountain St., - Montreal, Que.
OR

To any local manager of the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada.

iff fi+L

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Make Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or fiat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

MONTHLY BULLETIN.
BRITISH PLATE MIRRORS.

Why not put in a hew mirror for the Spring opening. We have
all sizes and kinds in stock. Our special is a Triplicate Swing
Mirror. It's a beauty, cheap, too.

JEWELERY DEPARTMENT.
We have a lot of new lines of Jewelery for the Spring, you

ought to see th«m. If you haven't a jewelery department in

your store we could start one for glO.OO up.

PRINTING DEPARTMENT.
Send for our new catalogue of Printed Letterheads, Invoices,

Envelopes, etc. It is worth having, shows the new Litho-
Gravure Printing in two colors.

G. A. WEESE & SON, «**», TORONTO

DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
Special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Addresst Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

-H^HT-

t

Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE MARK
Ireland

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representatives at popular

prices.
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Hitchcock, Williams & Co
The Fancy House of London

** ./»••_ _, -jJB^r"

iy'd

Special Attention to Canadian Requirements
Buyers will always find the latest Novelties in Stock, and the Specialties for which this House is

so widely known, are :

Millinery Materials, Fancy Lace Goods,

Prints, Silks, Velvets and
British and Foreign Dress Materials,

Chiffons, Ribbons and Trimmings,
Blouses, Fancy Costumes, Mantles and Furs.

OUR CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE, Mr. Cliffe, takes a full line of samples of these goods twice a year,

and if you are not now on his calling list, drop him a line at Windsor Hotel. Montreal.

Requests for Samples sent direct to London will receive immediate attention.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., stPaui-s churchyard

SIR G. WILLIAMS. F. G. WILLIAMS,

H.WILLIAMS. A.T.WILLIAMS.
LONDON, England
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THE ROMANCE OF SEAL HUNTING
Written Specially for The Dry Goods Review

By George S. B. Perry,

CENTRED at the city of Victoria, B.C., is an

industry which partakes of all the charm and

adventure of the occupations of the storied

Vikings, ancestors of the hardy seamen who

now ply their calling in the sealing grounds of

the Northern Pacific Ocean. And though these hardy,

fearless sealers, fully as venturesome as their Viking pro-

genitors whose spirit lives again in them, conduct their

business in keeping with the commercial spirit of the

present age, it is fully as interesting, and in many ways

much more precarious than the calling of the old Saxon,

Dane and Scandinavian seamen, who coursed the western

main from the shores of the German Ocean.

Year by year, tile prosaic work of "fitting out" the

sealing fleet is carried on at Victoria, and the departure

of one after another of the sealing schooners from their

home port of Victoria is duly chronicled in the shipping

column of the daily papers. In due course, as news is

brought from north or south, the catches of the various

vessels are reported, and finally, late in the year, the

From Cape Horn on the south, off the California

coast, and north to Behring Sea the coasts of America

are swept by these snugly-built schooners, and each year

t he Siberian Coast, Copper Islands, and the north of

•Japan coasts are also visited in search of the valuable

furs, which are to be sought and prized by the wealthy

and fashionable classes in all centres of civilization.

Many a tale of storm, and tragedy can be told by the

bronzed sailors and hardy hunters who season after sea-

son take their lives in their hands for the promising,

half-speculative prospect of a big season's reward for

their arduous and dangerous toil.

This year, the Victoria sealing fleet has had its field

somewhat circumscribed by the partial abandonment of

the Cape Horn and Falkland Island sealing grounds, and

by the effect the Japanese-Russian war has had in cir-

cumscribing the movements of the fleet on the Siberian

and Japanese coasts.

The returns from the fleet, so far as obtainable this

early in the season, indicate that somewhat less than

Part of the Victcria Sealing Fleet in Winter Quarters, Upper Harbor. Victoria, B.C.

last of the schooners comes dragging home, her catch

having been reported probably some weeks in advance by

some earlier arrival.

Once in a while, too, the sad tale of the sea is told in

the loss of nne or more boats from a sealing schooner,

with their crew of hunters, and occasionally, though for-

tunately it is a rare occurrence, some schooner is never-

reported and is marked on the list of "missing." That
few such total losses occur is a tribute to the seaman-
ship of the men who command the vessels and the sailors

who form the crews.

When the vessels begin the preparations for the year's

sealing, the provisioning is first undertaken, then, when a

crew lias been shipped and perhaps half enough white
hunters taken aboard, the schooner goes north, on the

west coast of Vancouver Island usually, and there a crew
of Indian seal hunters is shipped. After that the voyage
to the sealing grounds is begun, the particular route hav-

ing been determined beforehand.

15,000 skins, including those taken off the shores of

northern British Columbia by Indians and estimated at

1,000, will comprise the total for the operations of the

fleet for li)0i. This year twenty-seven schooners outfitted

at Victoria for the year's sealing. Of these, the Penelope

was driven ashore in Clallam Bay, off the coast of Wash-
ington, and wrepked just as she was getting out on her

cruise. The Triumph has never been reported since leav-

ing Victoria in March last, and it is now almost positive

that she disappeared in one of the had storms of that

month off the west coast of Vancouver Island, her mas-
ter, Capt. Burns, a veteran and intrepid seaman, and all

his crew, undoubtedly having perished.

The average catch per schooner, so far as reported,

will run about fi2">, for the year's operations. Some
vessels had very small numbers of skins, while a few ran

over 1,000, which is, of course, considered a good catch.

Most of these schooners are from 100 to 250 tons bur-

then, rather more of them near the latter than the former
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figure The crews consist as a rule of to 15 or 29

whiles and 18 to 30 Indians. The Victoria Sealing Asso-

ciation owns most of the schooners, though a few are in-

dependently operated.

The market for sealskins; as everyone knows, is in

London, where all the seal catch of the world is annually

gathered for the great December sales, and incidentally

for the first steps in the process of treatment to which

Commercial Company's men seal killing, Pribyloff Island.

the raw pelts have to be subjected before the finished

fur, so familiar in its rich loveliness, is ready to be made

into my lady's cloak.

The raw skins on being received at Victoria are packed

in great bales and sealed in casks to be forwarded to

London. Nowadays the furs are shipped by way of the

C.P.R. across the continent to Montreal and thence 1"

London. In the old days before transcontinental railway

communication was completed across Canada, the furs

were sent by sailing ship round the Horn, the voyage

Taking anywhere from five to seven months, which meanl

that the furs were not on the market the same vear they

were caught, a vast difference to the owners of the seal-

ing craft, who had to finance for practically two years

at a time.

Prices for sealskins at the great London sales this

year have been ruling fullv ten per cent, higher than last

35,548, and in 1899 the catch was 35,471 skins. The best

luck this year was experienced by the schooners hunting

in Behring Sea. where not only good catches were made
hut the quality of the fur was excellent. It is also note-

worthy that the number of " branded " skins this

year was very much fewer than in previous seasons, in-

dicating that the effects of the cruel method adopted in

Alaska same years ago of branding the pups for future

identification has practically disappeared. The practice

was, of course, discontinued years ago.

The Victoria Sealing Association, which held it,s an-

nual meeting on the 22nd December, has decided to put

18 schooners to sea next season, the same number they

operated this year. In 1903 this company made a profit

of $16,000 and declared a dividend of 50c. per share.

With the smaller catch and the loss of the Triumph, the

11(111 season has not been so profitable.

In the public eye for the past ten years or so, the

sealing industry of the Pacific coast, and especiallv of the

British Columbia coast, has not been nearlv so prominent

as in days prior to the Paris tribunal, when the relative

Killing seals back of village of St. Paul's, Prilnloff Islands.

year, the results having been £4 Os. fid. for ''roast"

skins (those caught on the coast of B. ('.), and £'A 17s.

for Behring Sea skins. The catch for 1904 is very much

less than thai for 19(1.''!, which was 29,470 skins. In 1992

the catch was 16,301, in 19(ii there were 24,160, in 19uu,

[Seals driven inland by Commercial Co.'s hunters to be killed.

merits of the arguments of British Columbia and U. S.

sealers were discussed. That part of the story of sealing

is a chapter which is closed, and but for the extremely

interesting photographs, taken at the time of the Behring

Sea dispute and under authority of the respective govern-

ments, which The Dry Goods Review here presents, it

might be difficult to arouse interest in such a chapter of

west coast history.

These photographs were taken at the very moment of

the trouble, and for the purpose of bearing out the con-

tention of the British Columbia sealers, that the Com-

mercial Company of San Francisco, with its monopoP
from the U. s Government, in Alaskan territory, were

the real cause of decimation of the seal herds. So far

this is the first publication of any of these photographs,

and wen- it not for the lapse of time and the conclusion

of the case long ago, the strict secrecv enjoined on the

photographer would still remain in forice.

It is extremely interesting to note that these photo-

graphs wen- taken especially for the Canadian side of the
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks

,

Cambrics ,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets ,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

riannelettes highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson fl Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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case, and by an artist sent north for the purpose. As

will be learned from the explanatory note beneath cadi

picture, they were taken on the Pribylofi Islands, Alaska,

the home of the vast herds of seals, in the breeding sea-

son, and the methods employed in killing the valuable

animals are eloquently portrayed. In the breeding sea-

son, these "rookeries" as the haunts of the seals are

called, are frequented by thousands of the animals, which

..Jf

English Bay, Pribyloff Islands, where dead pups were found and the

trouble arose over which the Paris award was made.

collect there and remain for weeks and months, till the

young are able to take to the water and shift for them-

selves. In all that time, whatever the means of susten-

ance the seals have, they do nothing but lie basking in

the sun on the great barren sands among the rocks and

boulders which strew the beach. Here they stay day and

night unless Erightened by the approach of man, when

they, immediately on taking alarm, rush into the water,

the old ones making pitiful sounds to urge their voung to

Aleutian Islander hunting seals in his skin canoe.

haste. The "pups," as the young are called, are very

helpless, but owing to the fact that their skins are use-

less, are not destroyed by the hunters of the Commercial
Company, which alone has the right under special eon-

cession from the I . S. Government to take and kill seals

on the shores and islands of Alaska.

The fact that many young were found dead and half

buried iii the drifted sands of one of these great rooker-

ies at the time of the Behring Sea dispute, is explained

by the statement that a storm from the west swept ovei

the beach, and while the old ones escaped to the water,

the young were buried and smothered in the sandstorm
u hicli was i aised by the gale.

The manner of driving the seals inland, then, as now.

in vogue by the great Alaskan sealing company, as can

readily be gathered from the photographs, was to inter-

cept the retreat of the herds of seals by creeping upfront

the sea side of the rookery. The stupid animals when
alarmed, and finding their progress to Ihe water prevent-

ed by a crowd of hunters brandishing all sorts of weapons
and making uncouth noises, turned and fled inland, where
they were surrounded and in their almost helpless condi-

tion easily slaughtered. As will be seen from one of the

pictures, the seals were driven even hack of the village

on one of the islands, the seashore, whence they were
driven, being on the opposite side of the town as shown.

It is needless to sa\ that all the hunting of seals by
the hardy sailors of the British Columbia sealing fleet

is done on the open ocean; what is known as pelagic, or

deep-sea, sealing. In this way, while tnere are at times

gratifying rewards to the season's operations, the busi-

ness partakes of none of the distressing surroundings of

a batteau on land, as the seal in his native element is

pretty well able to take care of himself.

NEW METHODS OF CLEANING WOOL.

RECENTLY the last of a series of patents has been

granted to a German company covering new meth-

ods and machinery for the degreasing of wool by a

dry process. The degreasing is successfully performed

by the use of infusorial earth as an absorbent. The earth

is applied to the wool with great force by a current of

air generated by specially constructed but inexpensive

machinery, and the wool is cleaned and degreased evenly

t'Moughou't.
T
'*!f!

It seems that the idea of degreasing woool by a dry

method is not new, but none of the many plans hitherto

tried has proved entirely successful, because they did not

clean and degrease evenly. For years efforts have been

made to invent a process lacking the admitted disadvant-

ages of the present method of degreasing wool with

alkalis and other solvents, all of which have a bad effect

on the wool fibres.

The promoters of this new method claim to have

solved the problem on entirely new lines. The wool

fibres cleaned by it retain their natural qualities as to

si length, elasticity, and waviness. and the (Cleaning is

done at a greatly reduced expense. The absorbent earth

being carried with complete regularity to every part of

the wool, the degreasing is consequently accomplished

with the greatest regularity.

On account of the force of the air current to which the

wool is subjected, the fibres become disordered, so it

would appear thai the patent has not so many advant-

ages for cleaning wool intended for combing as it has for

cleaning carding wools.

The process has many advanatges in the treatment of

skin wools—now cleaned by strong alkalis—as the dyes

take better, which is an important point in the manufac-

ture of fine military cloth and other fine cloths in deli-

cate colors In the treatment of waste wools, in which

the mineral oils are difficult to remove, except by the

use of strong alkalis, which partly destroy the natural

qualities of the fibres, it is especially important.—The

Irish Draper.
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Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne,
Sydney,

Fink's Buildings.
Post Office Chambers.

American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

British Offices : 42 Cannon St., London, E.C.

Specimtn Copies frtt on application.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There )were three* tiny Tots in
VIYELLA—

They were Eleanor, EUie, and
Ella,

"So am 1, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in hed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Night-dresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

ins & Co.
)

Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sola Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AGENT :

Fir. William C. rieredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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J& the: show window
HOW TO CONSTRUCT IT.

J&

(Concluded from last issue.)

THE advantages of a window with right angles

arc seen in the ease with which it is arranged,

the variety of effects obtainable, and in the

avoidance of the iniuossibility of decorating

acute angles with effect. The modern window
even in the largest of stores is not of the immense pro-

portions that were considered so valuable a few years

ago. No window in a dry goods store gains anything by

being more than seven feet deep, nor unless the store can

A NARROW FRONT SHOW WINDOW.
What this window lacks in width it makes up in depth. The store is

only 12 1
. feet wide. The window front is 1V1 ft. wide, while its

depth is 10 feet.

well afford the space is that depth advisable. Some of

the very best displays are made in a live-fool window.

There is a well developed tendency also at present to

split up the length into several sections. Two 6x8 win-

dows ate better than a 6x16, although it is well to have

the partition of such a nature that it can be removed for

special displays if necessary. A half dozen small win-

dows will he much easier to trim, provide a greater

opening lor display of several lines, and have just as

good an effeel as three larger windows occupying the

same space,

A shallow window is of no use, and however much it

cramps the interior nothing less than five feet should be
thought of. Goods too close to the glass are seen at a
disadvantage.

The Glass.

Bach section should be in one large sheet of glass,

provided permanent divisions make each section not

larger than the size mentioned in a former paragraph.
If the section is over 8 feet wide it is well to remember
that plate glass increases very rapidly in cost when be-

yond that size.

The frames should be of small brass strips rathei than

the old-time wooden framework. Quite a number are pre-

ferring the clamps, which do away with frames, but

symmetry is interfered with in this, and the window is

not as strong. Brass frames cost about $1.25 a foot.

Glass in large sheets should be of good thickness.

The glass should continue to within a very few inches

of the ceiling, otherwise a great amount of light is lost

in the interior. Whether it be the plate glass sheet or

prism glass, this is one of the most important points of

a window. If prism glass is to he used if must be placed

level with the outside of the wall, so that it will catch

all the light, and should extend across the entire front

of the store, including the doorway. Awnings must, of

course, be below the prism glass.

An ornamental glass is always advisable at the top

of the window, as it lessens the expanse of the front

sheet, adds much to the appearance, and can be utilized

for lighting the interior by having it in the form of

prism glass.

The Background.

Any window can be spoiled by its background. A dry

goods window should always be enclosed. This will pre-

vent, in a great measure, the collection of frost on the

front glass, will keep out the dust of the interior, will

prevent the interior from being seen from the street, and

will keep the display safe from pilferers and disarrange-

ment.

The hack might be of hardwood panelling, as some
displays go well with this. If thought advisable mirrors

tan be installed as background and sides. These are,

however, rapidly falling out of use, since, in spite of

their virtues of making the window look larger, adding

symmetry, and increasing the light in the window, they

are too harsh for fancy displays of dry goods and reflect

faults that would otherwise be unnoticed.

Whether mirrors or panels are used there should be

fixtures installed for plush hangings. This has come to

be the ideal background in dry goods windows. It is

preferable to have the brass rods quite conspicuous to

make a holder, and the plush should in nearly every case

be dark. Light or dark silk hangings can be. kept for use

when desired. The hangings should be high enough to

reach above the heads of spectators; this would mean
about Jive feet.

If mirrors are used edgings of plush can be hung

around their framework in order to take off the stiffness.

The best covering for the floor is plush to match the

background. This can be puffed or tight to suit the dis-

play. Oftentimes baize stretched tightly, or puffed cheese-

cloth, will be found serviceable. If there is a hardwood

border a piece of plush of sufficient size to cover the cen-

tre alone will give a good effect.

The (loor should start exactly at the bottom -if the

glass and close to it to prevent dust from falling down.

Slanting lioors cannot be used in a dry goods window,

since the slope would interfere with the arrangement and

the idea of the slope is provided for when the floor is

sufficiently low.
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LADIES'

Fancy Parasols

MISSES'

Fancy Parasols

CHILD'S

Fancy Parasols
All Styles and Prices

THE-

rvingt Umbrella Company
MANUFACTURERS

LIMITED,

108 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

PEWNY'S
Kid Gloves

For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

6REENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

AGENTS FOR CANADA

••-•-.•-.•.-•..«..*..* >••«••>•'«•«">»»»••»••>•••••»"»••»••»•«•••••«••»•«•«•">••«"•••••••••«— ..•..•..••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-«

Dress Goods

Dyed and

finished

29

years'

experience

NO DOUBT YOU HAVE
BEEN TARING STOCK

During the months of January and February, in your stock-taking

investigations, you have come across quantities of goods which are far

away from the fashionable shades for the Spring trade, or have been

damaged or faded—goods such as Cashmeres, Henriettas, Serges, Twills,

Hose, Wool Veiling, Ostrich Plumes, Union and Soft Silks and Ribbons,

Military and Mohair Braids, etc.

These cannot be disposed of as they are except at a great sacrifice and

loss, and even if sold rarely give satisfaction to purchasers. Such

sacrifices should not and need not be made. These goods can be re-dyed

and refinished at these works, and go back to your shelves as new goods.

R. Parher (gL Co.,^:
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

787-791 Yonge St. j& j& Toronto, Canada
••-•••••••--••••••"•"••-••>•.-•.-•-.•.. *.-•.. •..»..•..•..«. *
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Vol: WILL 1'KOMOTEYOUROWN BUSI-

NESS BY INSISTING UPON HAVING

Suit Form No. Uo R.

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form Bhow off to

the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures,Finest Metal Display Fixtures.etc.

SIMPLE ACCURATE INEXPENSIVE
Measures accur-

ately, without un-
winding, all kinds
of fabrics wound in

the piece, from rib-

b o n s and dress

goods to carpets

and linoleum, leav-

ing the piece in as

perfect condition as

when new, avoid-
ing the labor of

unwinding and re-

winding, and the

unsightly appear-
ance and conditions which always follow.

Is mathematically correct and the only perfect system
invented for measuring goods in the piece.

It is so simple that apiece of goods can be measured in

one-eighth the time required by any other method.

Will save many times its cost in one general inventory.

Is invaluable for measuring part pieces of wound piece
goods.

Should always be used when receiving new goods in

proving the accuracy of the mill measurements or the yards

charged in the invoice.

Is an absolute store necessity and it is a pleasure to

use it.

Sold by' Price $1.50 each.

THE W. R. BROCK CO., Limited
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

.

Cuxfcr

ttlindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
f ^^ g^\ JP"

more business for | ^J \_J ^J

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW 00 NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

,.,».» *%*%*% *%** IOO KING ST. W.,

LUXFER PRISM CO.— Toronto
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EMPTY WELLS ARE NEGLECTED.

DTK
A wells, like water wells, have to be fed or they

will run dry. A water well without water is a use-

less affair, and gets little attention from those who

previously visited it regularly for supplies. If

you allow your usual accumulation of window
dressing ideas to leak out and become depleted through

carelesness, neglect, loss of ambition or overwork; do

you ever think that the dear public will notice the

••drought"?

They know what causes the water well to "peter out"
and thev can and do shrewdly attribute any falling off in

ness day in the year; but aside from that it is unprogres-

sive and unwise to allow the appearance of the store to

vary from the extreme of goodness to a position where it

is noticeable enough to excite remark.

One business day may be better than another; one

month, or one season, may be better than another; but

there is no logical reason why the store should look well

yesterday and badly to-day. There is but one kind of

decoration for the trimmer to do and that is "the best

he knows how to do with the facilities at hand."

To-day!

Now! to-day: February 1st. 100;"), is the time when you

Illustration No. I.—Dressed by Arthur G. Bond, for Jas. A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

your usual standard of excellence in window work to a

dearth of ideas; and consequently fail to visit you as

often as formerly for every day needs and customary

supplies-.

In the former case we have to wait upon the elements

to remedy the deficiency; but with the latter the remedy
is in your own hands— or head.

Always in Season.

Decoration has no special season of its own except

perhaps Christmas and Easter; it belongs to every busi-

should throw off your lethargy and apathy and make the

supreme effort tor freshness and variety. 1 know you are

lethargic, because I have noticed it; that's why I write

about it; I also know it is an "effort" after the surfeit

of good things which you prepared for the holiday times.

Success Rewards Effort.

It is an effort for the race horse to keep a good, steady

gait from start to mile post; but it is the horse that keeps

this gait that wins the race. So, in decorating, it is the

man who has a constant flow of good ideas always on tap,
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who keeps his windows fresh and up to the minute thai

In icis his place secure in the front rank of his profession.

Supposing.

Supposing there are three stores in town; one is at-

tractively arrayed and "dressed out," the other two are

nol : and the eust er's money will perhaps go as far in

Illustration No. II.—Dressed by A. A. Garon for the Z. Paquet Stores-

Quebec.

one store as in the others. Which of these three stores

will attract the most customers, other things being equal?

mi know and I know. The customer of to-day pays

for what she wants and goes to the store that strikes her

particular fancy: and the fancy of the majority of women

is for the attractive store; that applies to these between-

season periods just as much as to the harvesting times of

busy retailing.

Neglected Departments.

February is a good and opportune month to put a little

good strong effort into showing some of the neglected de-

partments; and giving them the prominence they deserve

amongst the plentitude of good things that through the

busy season receive most attention.

Being a sort of between-season month you will not

constantly he importuned to give space to the millinery,

fancy goods, and dress materials. Start to-day, and show

your resources by building a series of stunning shows for

the neglected departments. I mean by the neglected de-

partments the upholstery and bousefurnishings, hosiery,

corsets, half-hose, etc., also smallwares and trimmings.

1 know trimmers who rarely put in a complete and

tasteful trim from any of these departments; yet, the pos-

sibilities in each are just as great as those more com-

mjmlv handled. It has been said that "It is a wise man
who realises bis own resources." If this be true, there

arc manv window trimmers in Canada who are far from

wise;. for they systematically neglect departments that

should be developed and encouraged simply because it is

"too much trouble" to dig out the possibilities in each.

Heads and Hands.

I se your brains, .Mr. Window Worker, as well as your

fingers, or. better still, get the two workers together. There

are doubtless many odd moments when you are alone in

your trimming room without much to busy yourself. Here

is a suggestion for utilizing these idle moments.

Have a piece of goods and a draping stand handy

there, and whenever you find yourself idle, get busy with

the stand and the goods. Study up something new in

drapes.; it can be done, because it has been done; the be-

ginning is the hard part; the hard part of everything is

the heginnning. Keep at it. You may not strike a really

new method in a day or perhaps a week, but vou will learn

some things that will be new to you and be sure eventu-

ally to hit upon a new idea that will surprise you.

The writer some time ago evolved ten different designs

from one foundation or starting point "just by trying,"

and has since had the satisfaction of finding out that they

are appreciated by every trimmer to whom they have been

shown ; and that satisfaction has been heightened by re-

ceiving the commendations of some trimmers of thirty

years' experience; to all of which the ideas were not only

new and acceptable, but valuable.

Fill All Their Needs.

When calling upon the retail dry goods trade of On-

tario during the past four months it has occurred to the

writer that manv merchants in small towns are not doing

all thev can in the way of supplying the needs of their

community.

While the drug store keeps drugs it also keeps a store-

ful of thines for well people. Can we say the same for

the dry goods or general stores? Their windows say no!

for we see the lack of novelties everywhere. There is no

money in staples; novelties are the thing; and to get the

correct thing you have to experiment.

Illustration No. III.—Device for Showing Silk or Wash Goods.

Nearly every woman in your vicinity comes into your

store once in a while and every one of them hears un-

mistakable signs of what she will need at some time or

other in the near future. Study their attire; s«e what
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"'SsuRfc
"

Don't waste money on cheaply made showcases—yon can't afford it. Equip

your store with our celebrated

Illuminated "3uM& Show Cases.
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee)

The acme of showcase excellence and superiority. They have a concealed

system of incandescent illumination which makes possible the most attractive

display of goods at all times, day or night. Interiors are specially designed for

display of ever? kind of merchandise, including haberdashery, ribbons, laces,

notions, etc. .._ .
,

As a progressive merchant, it is up to you to get into the pathway of Quick

Sales and More Sales.' by ordering our -ases. For style, individuality and dura-

bility they remain unrivalled and our prices are right.

Send to-day for illustrations.

DETROIT SIIOW CASE COMPANY,
Dept. B.

"Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants."

482 to 490 Fort Street West, Detroit, U.S.A.

John Petz, Pres. Canadian Branch :

Herbert Malott, Sec. Windsor, Ont.

Ft I

An Attractive Store
IS A WELL FURNISHED STORE.

GOOD FIXTURES ARE A
NECESSITY. FOR
EXAMPLES
SEND FOR

OUR

Store Fixture Catalogue
IT IS FREE.

Toronto Brass Mnfg. Co.
98-100 LOMBARD ST., TORONTO

No. 631 No. 166 No. 606

Quality vs. Quality-Talk

The average merchant is familiar with the
manufacturer who says his line is "the best."
His name is legion, and his product various.
We never made a cheap case. Our factory is

not organized to do this. We admit frankly
that we have little argument to offer the man
who is looking for make-shift fixtures To the
man who wants real value at the best price

that can be made on the same, we occupy a
position absolutely unassailable on :: :: ::

A RECORD OF FORTY YEARS IN
THE SHOW CASE BUSINESS.

PHILLIPS'

SHOW CASES
Are Not Only Guaranteed, but

Are Admitted by Our Competitors
To be Exactly as Represented.

Rett

Page No. j
S-

A GOOD DEAL HAS BEEN SAID AND
WRITTEN ABOUT JOINTS.

We show herewith a reproduction of a photograph showing our
regular bottom corner fastening, which will appeal even to the
man who knows nothing of construction as being absolutely rigid
and inseparable. We shall show other consu uction details from
time to time which will convince the most casual investigator
that there is nothing better than the real best. That is the
term we apply to our work, and conscientiously live up to it.

We will take pleasure in furnishing you full

information regarding any fixture work you
may be contemplating, and also mailing you
our 1905 catalogue.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Established 1864.

Branch : WINDSOR, ONT. DETROIT, MICH.
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she has on and ask yourself ear she g*e1 thai in my store?

if aot, « hv not ?

It' Mrs. Smith wears so and so why will nol Mrs. Brown

buy something like it. People will buy nice things

things thai appear nice to them; n little different to what

they have seen before, if the opportunity is presented to

t hem.

Those who cannot go to the cities as often as wealthier

women do, would be glad to buy articles perhaps not so

expensive l>nl of the same older as those which the

swells bring home from the city departmental houses.

Get Your Share.

If you are doing business in a small town make sure

thai you are exposing for sale and selling a good share of

the little accessories of women's dress and all the dainty

nick nacks of which all women are so fond. There is an

Illustration No. IV.—Device for Displaying Silk or Wash Goods.

enormous variety of these, but you need only carry a small

variety of each.

Watch the grade and cut of the garments good dress

ers are wearing; people copy the best dressers that is

human. Have a few no! necessarily the top-notch qual-

ity; hut better than medium. You can sell them if pro

perly displayed in the windows.

Where to Get Help.

Women naturally take to the study of dress and fash-

ion-, and in tkis respect a lady sales person can he of in-

estimable help to her employer in giving the merchant in-

formation as to dress attire which he would he likely to

overlook. Go slow at first until you bave tested your

own judgment, knowledge and powers of observation or

i hose of your helpers.

There is no good and sufficient reason why so much of

the novelty and fancy goods trade should centre in the

cities, if the attention which ii deserves were given to it:

purchased in small quantities, and the novelties shown as

soon as produced in oilier markets. Bright, well-dressed

women; misses, maids and matrons, are in every town

looking for everything that will enliven their charms. The

-lore thai supplies their needs acceptably is the store that

< hiains their patronage and holds it, too.

Appreciate Your Help.

There is another item that should he mentioned with

right stocks and good methods, and it is this: What are

you doing to enthuse your salespeople these late Winter

and early Spring days? Some days are of the foi-mer

and some of the latter variety. If you have handled your

help right most of them, at least, have started out this

year with a fresh stock of interest and vim. Don't let

this spirit Ihi" : instil in each clerk a desire to be "head of

his class" as soon as possible, and take a pride in their

work. They will lie the happier and you will be the

richer; Recosmize merit by a complimentary remark now
and again where ii is deserved, and say the words as if

yon mean them. Treat all employees in the same kindly

and sincere manner. They'll recognize it as the way of

the house, appreciate it. and let it go at that, without

looking for a raise in salary All they need is encourage-

ment. Give it to them. Galley slaves and a life boat

crew can both row a boat, but there is a material differ-

ence in the way they handle the oars.—W. R. McColl.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

Illustration No. 1.—Dress Goods Display.—Brown dress

materials relieved by two pieces of cream goods and

trimmings. The arrangement is simple, yet most effective.

This window was one of the most attractive of the many
good fall dress goods windows in .Montreal.

Illustration No. II.— Art, Window.—Cornice covered

with green wall paper and gill moulding. White sateen

lor curtain with light green sateen for drapery. Green

sateen for the floor.

Illustration No. III.—Silk or Wash Goods.—Open a

web of material flat upon the (counter, or window floor,

paper a fold 30 inches long, and tack through the selv-

edges in Hie centre of the web, form into a puff, and witli

a bent pin attach to a black thread to hold in position

Raise the next two folds to right and left, as shown in

cut. A very desirable puff for first row on window floor.

Illustration No. IV.—Silk or Wash Goods.—Lay a wet)

of print flat upon the counter, paper the cut end a yard

long and as wide as the print, fold into ten pleats, double

together into fan shape and pin, paper the second fold,

turn the two corners to centre and pin at each selvedge

at the exact point where the angle strikes them. Drape

over a stand 27 inches high, turn in both edges of the

fold and depress vertically in the form of a cross, form-

ing a six-sided puff, and pin. Pleat the next fold in centre

only, raise up and pin and place fan at back of puff.

Good advertisements create and cultivate a higher

public taste. They spoil the public's appreciation of old-

fashioned advertisements. Advertisers who have been

getting results have been providing bright, crisp, fresh

advertisements for each insertion. They make their

advertisements attractive to the eye. The advertiser

who would succeed must keep pace with them or even

eclipse them.

.')()
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See

That

Book?

U McColl's Illustrated and Descriptive GUIDE to window

dressing and dry goods display. Illustrates and describes

134 drapes, puffs and designs for Linen Handkerchiefs,

Silks, Prints, Wash Goods and Dress Goods ; also 134

window shows and ledge trims. 377 pages half tone

engravings, with complete instructions on opposite page to

each design. Instructions and engravings so plain that

anyone can copy them.

fi The finest work of the kind ever published. Cloth

binding, gold lettering.

$4.75, Post Paid, in Canada or U. S.

£1, Post Paid, to Great Britain.

THE W. R. M c C O L L
Window Trimmers' Supply Co.

OWEN SOUND ONTARIO

THE MODERN FINISH
FOR CEILINGS AND WALLS

IS EMBOSSED STEEL
NO LONGER A NOVELTY

!

It is universally recognized as the most practical, durable,
and artistic material that ran be procured for the purpoBe.

By no means expensive

Beautiful

Combiiia

tions to

choose

from

SEND
for our

elaborately

illustrated

catalogue

IT

LASTS

A

LIFETIME

!

Suitable

for

buildings

of

EVERY

description

Plate No. 427
A Blue Print suggestion furnished for the asking. Send us

rough sketch, showing accurate figured dimensions.

the METALLIC ROOriNG CO. limited

Wholesale Manufacturers
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Lamson Perfection Cable Cash Carrier

Serves any number

of floors from one

cash desk.

Hundreds of users

testify to its excel-

lence.

Write for particulars . . .

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co., no. ?3 Adelaide street west, Toronto, Ont.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS

The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery,
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, liace, Etc.

A w
u n

k

e q

G
u

u

afed
need MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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* PROGRESSIVE
RETAILING *

PRESENT DAY RETAILING.
Bj I, li I)

TOCK-TAKING nowadays, in Ihe majority of

progressive retail stores, is relegated to the

lei the holding of special sales, for the most

month of February, and January is given over

part designed for the reduction of stocks before

the inventory is made. This practically makes February

1 he end of the store year, and the time when changes and

improvements can be best inaugurated. The year just

passed has been marked all through by weather condi-

tions that have made retailing a difficult proposition in

spite of the fact that times are prosperous. Indeed it

has illustrated in a most pointed manner just how de-

pendent the sales in most branches of the trade are on

the weather.

A Good Ye'ar.

Notwithstanding all drawbacks, the past year has been

one of steady growth and progress; many new enterprises

have been launched, and established ones extended. Cer-

tainly methods of retailing have shown a marked advance,

and merchants even in the smaller towns are rapidly fall-

ing into line. A better store system, and a better office

system are what they are all aiming at, and the man in

a small way and the man in a large way of btusiness

alike find that it is to improved methods they must look

to meet the pressure of outside competition.

It is imperative for the retailer to study closely store

management, and just as important that he become exact

in his office system. To this also he must, add as a vital

qualification the management of store help, for the abil-

ity to get the best out of his staff means much towards

the success of his business. Then there is the necessary

knowledge of values and materials, and the ability to

see ahead that makes for successful buying—a pretty large

order for one head, and a good deal of varied knowledge

to be covered over by one hat.

Greater Opportunities.

In spite of increased competition, and its keenness, the

opportunities are greater than ever before for the de-

velopment of large retail stores in the smaller towns
;

in fact, it is their very smallness that keeps many of

them back, for the wants of the surrounding community
have grown, in many cases, beyond their ability to cater

for it. The rapid changes that have taken place in the

last few years, the greater prosperity of the whole com-

munity and the increase in people's ability to buy other

than the mere necessaries, the development of electric

railways, and the establishment of farmers' telephones,

which is a sure thing in the near future in many dis-

tricts, is affecting, and will greatly affect, country re-

tailing.

Country merchants will have to watch all these de-

velopments closely, and put in some scheming to see that

this trade comes to their stores, and does not pass them

by. They will have to think out the facilities that will

have to be provided to cater to this trade.

Another Phase.

There is another phase of progressive retailing, and

thai is the matter of turning over stocks. When told

that some stores turn over their stocks three, four and

even five times a year I am persuaded that quite a num-
ber of readers will think this statement is somewhat in

the nature of a fake, but fake or no fake it is the prin-

cipal reason why the large departmental can sell goods
at the prices they quote. "Why," as the heud of at large

department said to the writer, "I can make a better re-

turn in a year with live per cent, profit on the line I

carry than some retailers can with 25 pet cent., simply

because I turn my slock over five limes to their once."

The. retailer who thinks the trade papers are drawing
on their imagination when printing, such statements is

making a serious mistiake. The fact is, many merchants
carry more stock than thev ought to do, and a goodly
number of them turn their stocks over nearer twice than
four times, and it is an absolute lad that thev could do
an increased trade with less stock, simply because to

keep up the volume, thev would have to buy oftener. Of
course in some lines in order to have goods when wanted
and in proper quantities in the selling season, they must
be bought ahead, but on all possible lines, orders should

be placed monthly or even if possible weekly, for I am
satisfied that the best results are attained by purchasing

in small quantities and sorting up at frequent intervals.

Even when a line has sold well, careful consideration

should he given before a repeat is placed, and this should

not be too large, for it is better for your trade even to

be a little hungry for goods than to have an overstock

and no outlet.

Merchants within easy distance of their markets
would, I am persuaded, find it to their advantage to

come in oftener; they would save their railway fare many
times over. This is, however, out of the question for

many because of the distance, and the retailer must, in

this case, trust to trade papers, etc., to keep in touch.

But still there is nothing helps a merchant like a per-

sonal visit.

The merchant who buys the greater portion of his

stock right in the wholesale house escapes for one thing

the annoyance of substituted goods. If he cannot buy
what he wants of one firm he can elsewhere. Merchants
should try to keep their stocks clean. There are so many
new things constantly appearing that there are few lines

where it is safe to guess very far ahead.

CREDIT ACCOUNTS WITHOUT LEDGER.

LACK of system causes the downfall of many stores,

storekeeper who goes most by rule of thumb. To
both great and small. It is generally the small

many, the book-keeping end of the business is a constant

source of worry and trouble, and any simple and easy

method of doing away with at least a portion of this

1 rouble is sure to be welcome.

To those firms whose credit accounts are not large,

an easy card method that is used by a California firm

should solve part of this difficulty. Cards are used in-

stead of a ledger, and when charges are made an ordinary

sales check is used. These go to the cashier, and the fol-

lowing morning they are posted on cards. These cards

are so large that it is seldom that any customer's ac-

count is long enough to completely fill it, but if so, a

second card can be used. The cards are placed in a box

or drawer in alphabetical order, and when the customer

calls to pav the account it takes only a moment to get

the card and the statement is ready. The card is stamp-

ed "paid," and placed on file until the cash is balanced

at night, and the amount is entered as a sale for the day

on which the account was paid. Paid cards are filed away

in a box marked paid accounts.
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GORDON, MACKAY
& CO. \

LIMITED %

Defiance Brand

Men's Furnishings
Our new spring goods are now well to hand, the range is undoubtedly the most ex-

tensive we have ever shown and is replete with special lines. It will certainly pay
you to see our samples now in the hands of our travellers, or better still, write for

sample dozens of the following

:

SOLOW. Special Double Banded Linen Collars, all sizes, 12 t© 16>£ inches ; in

three widths, 2, 2% and 2j£ inch 95c. per doz.

SIM & SID. Double Banded Linen Collars, self locking fronts, all sizes, 12 to 17 inch, $1.10 per doz.

No. 100. Men's Police Braces, solid leather trimmings, 2% 'nch web, regular

$3.00 per doz. for 2.25 per doz.

No. 1. Samson Braces, English make 2.25 per doz.

No. 1200. Plain Black Cashmere, half hose, sizes 9K to 11 %. inch 2.25 per doz.

DENT'S I
No. Dl. Cape unlined, sizes 7 to 10 9.00 per doz.

u
I

rj \ No. D2. Dog Skin, unlined, sizes 7 to 10 9.00 per doz.

I No. D3. Extra Fine Cape, unlined, sizes 7 }4 to 9}4 12.00 per doz.
GLOVES.

J
No. D4. Fine Cape, silk lined, sizes 7% to 9'/£ 12.00 per doz.

No. 118. Boy's Neglige Shirts, various designs, Madras cloth, sizes 12 to 14 inch,

regular $4.50 for 3.25 per doz.

No. 108 Men's Neglige Shirts, extra large bodies, latest black and white designs,

to 113. separate cuffs, sizes 14 to 17 inch 6.50 per doz.

No. 30B. Men's Genuine French Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers, all sizes 4.50 per doz.

Overalls and Work Shirts
Defiance Brand Goods are noted for their

FULL SIZE, MAKE and QUALITY
We have given special attention to sizes in these goods, in fact our lines this season are

in custom made sizes which ensures comfort and ease to the wearer.

No. 15. Boys' Brownies, Plain Blue Denim «. $2.85 per doz.

No. 16. Boys' Brownies, Striped Blue Denim 2.85 per doz.

No. 11. Men's Overalls, Blue Denim, in Block Bib and Smock 6.50 per doz.

No. 53. Men's Overalls, Black Denim, extra weight, in Block Bib and Smock 7.50 per doz.

No. 18. Black and White Pin Spot Duck Shirts, sizes 14 to 17 4.50 per doz.

No. 19. Heavy Plain Black Duck Shirts, sizes 14 to Ifi^ 4.50 per doz.

No. 27. Extra Heavy Black and White Stripe Duck Shirts, extra large double
front and back, sizes 14 to 17 6.50 per doz.

A FEW
QUICK
SELLERS

&C0.
LIMITEDGORDON, MACKAY

COR. FRONT AND BAY STREETS, TORONTO.
<Ai44dddd4444444444444i444iH4A44444A4^
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Central Ontario's Leading Sorting House
Always Something New to Show You ^—

—

Possibly the nicest neck adornment that hasSmart Notions for my Lady.

made its appearance for some time, is the new Guipure Lice Collar and Collarette ; we

are showing them in two shapes, the collars to retail at 25, 35, 50, 75 and $1.00, and

Collarettes 50, 75, $1 00, $1.25, $1 50. No Notion Department can afford to overlook

this line as it's a sure seller. Mail orders for these goods will receive prompt attention.

Correct Trims and Dress Makers' Supplies .

The special attention given the Trimming Department for 1905, will be much to the

customers advantage, as the range of Laces, Braids, Gimps, Insertions, Ribbons, Ap-

pliques, Buttons, Buckles is the most complete we have ever shown.

We invite the attention of ourNobby Skirts and Shirt Waists.

customers to our No. 1132 Swiss Lawn Blouses, nicely tucked and made up with in-

sertion, will retail quick at 50c.

Job Skirts made up from all wool Serges, Tweeds, Venetians, finished with black

sateen and taffeta strappings, can be sold retail from $1.85 to $6.00 each.

Wash Goods for Shirt Waist Suits.

No. 416. Plain Linen Repps in pink, sky, brown, navy, champagne, reseda gun metal,

oyster grey and tomato reds. This cloth is admitted to be an unusual success;

pays a good profit; to retail at 15c.

Mail orders for this cloth will receive prompt attention.

New Towelings and Tablings .

No.
|
(56 x 86 Full Bleached Table Covers, excellent value, to sell at $1 75.

THE 1 20 x 40. Fringe Linen Huck Towel, full bleached, will retail quick, $1.95 doz.

For a good line of Crashes, order following numbers |00, 690, 1202,
R
*^*° |Qc.

Nobby TWEEDS for Spring Suits. We will mention but three special

numbers of our immense range; they are correct in point of fashion, design and value;

they show up the large over checks in brown and greys to a nicety. Write for clip-

pings of numbers : W76, W77 and W89 at $1.75 per yard in 6 4. They will

please you.

Job Embroideries.

hy2 yards

to

6 yard ends.

Buyers

Here is a chance to make a good

profit in buying worthy goods at a

small price.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.°SBX5i
Wholesale Dry Goods and Woollens

.
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The Vogue in Theatre Hats and Coiffures-

Dainty Lingeries in Fashion Notes
on Evening Gowns.

Paris, Jan. 5, 1905.

THEATRE luiis and coiffures are a distinct fea-

ture of the season, comprising many quaint

revivals as well as much that is new—most
worthy of note are the Polichinelle and Arlc-

tiuin, some Bergere shapes which might almost

have been copied from Lebrun's paintings; Charlotte Cor-

day, which is (luted like a shell and trimmed with a bunch

of roses in front; the Petit Caporal or Napoleon I., which

Las become quite popular; some toques, which look like

nothing so much as a turban and which are neither pretty

nor becoming, and to complete the list, some smart-look-

ing round military caps with a cocade of marabout or

peacock feathers at the side, or a long aigrette which

would droop over the ear. Perhaps one of the prettiest

evening hats and toques of diminutive proportions will

probably lie that headwear altogether, which has been of

exaggerated sizes this Winter, will become smaller in the

Spring.

Cream vyvella blouse, coarse, cream lace and black Telvet.

is the Arlequin. I have seen it made entirely in jet and

turned up with a large bunch of lose.-,, but the Polichi-

nelle is also very smart, made in white tulle, embroidered

in gold and finished oft with three peacock's feathers.

ANOTHER feature of head dress for theatre wear is

the flower and ribbon coiffure which is just a wreath

of flowers mounted on a deep harette and finished

with an osprev or feather tip,—one is made of pale mauve
lilac artistically arranged, another of pale blue and pink

lutton roses, and a third of mauve and yellow orchids.

An evolution of the Byzantine coiffure is also being worn,

—it is a circlel of satin of \ civet embossed with jewels

with a pendant falling from each side of a medallion or

strings of pearls as fancy dictates. The result of these

Jap silk with embroidered mousseline frills and velvet button

IN modern "lingerie" everything is handsewn and only

the finest of fine needles and thread arc employed.

Some few years ago it was not considered correct foi

a young French woman to wear such fine and elaborately

open-worked under linen with the chemise held in place

D rat ted laffetas evening hlousc. trimmed late and black pelVet.

h\ ,t narrow satin strap over the shoulder, such delicate

garments being left exclusively for Hie demimondaines—

bul now all that is changed and the. chemise of a modern

girl's trousseau is often so line that it could be pa

bf>
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through a wedding ring. Instead of the short under petti-

coal ii is becoming usual to wear very full "pantalons,"
which are practically divided skirts ornamented with

Draped blouse in satin orient -very loose sleeve, with lace bands.

many insertions and jewels. However, a novel under

petticoat is being much worn this cold weather, made of

grey or white kid "de daim," or in pink chevreau; these

are very slightly padded and lined; they are verv warm

and not thick; can be made quite ornamental by means of

silk points and sti tellings and have the advantage of

cleaning well. Satin underskirts, lined with kid are being

sold for evening wear; in fact, kid has been and is still

being very much used for waisk-oats, belts, trimming
and all kinds of fancy work, such as sachels. opera-glass

and fan holders, book covers, and looks remarkably well

embroidered with colored silks and ribbons.
* * *

EVENING gowns may almost be divided into two
distinct classes,—those for dinner and theatre wear
which are inclined t.o follow the fashions of Louis XV

and XVI. periods with the long basqued jackets and em-

broidered waistcoats, the jackets being in lace, taffetas,

miroir velvet or satin trimmed with old Alencon lace and

jewelled buttons, and the ball gowns with their long,

pointed bodices, tucks and gathers round the waist,

straight apron front and wonderful bouillonnes, volants,

incrustations, embroideries, motifs, bunches and garlands

of flowers around the bottom of the skirt. Artificial

flowers are having their day. Not only are evening

gowns, both bodice and skirt, extensively trimmed with

them, but they are worn in the street, on the muff, at

the bodice, tucked into the waist belt, and sometimes
carried in the hand. Many Princess robes, more particu-

larly in velvet, are being made with sometimes a fold at

the waist line which almost deceived one into thinking

it bodice and skirt.
* » •

THE sketches of blouses need very little explanation;

the slight round, or V shaped decolte is being much
worn as well as the half or three-quarter length

sleeve,—the latter, in the pase of a tailor-made costume,

is worn with a very long glove in a light shade, but not

white. One sees almost nothing but thin silk blouses

worn under heavy furs and hardly any color,—white and

cream having a decided monopoly.

after the: shutters are up
In the absence of the regular society reporter the

dramatic critic of the Daily Howler was detailed to

"write up" a wedding. "I'll do the best. I can," he

said, "but 1 feel sure 1 shall make a botch of it." This

is what he turned in—omitting the preliminary remarks

about the size of the audience and the delay in beginning

t he performance

:

"Mr. Burnside, in the role of the bridegroom, acted

the pari in a stiff yet listless manner. He lias a good

stage presence, but mars the effect by a total lack of ani-

mation and an almost inaudible voice.

"Miss Jones, as the bride, was much more effective.

Her costume was bewildering, vet true to life. If one

may venture to criticise, her effort to overcome her ob-

vious stage-frighl was a trifle too evident. She was in

good voice, however, and her enunciation was clear and

distinct .

''It must be confessed thai both Miss .lunes and Mr.

Burnside were deficienl in their lines, ami had to be

prompted almost constantly by the Rev. Jabez Simpson,

who. as the officiating clergyman, was decidedly the star

of the performance. "

* * *

'It seems that anion- our Hebrew brethren there is a

church law which declares one who is at variance with

another unfit to enjoy the feast of the Passover. Hillel

Cohen was anxious to observe this law. So one day. prior

to the Passover, Moses Baum was surprised to see Hillel

Cohen enter his (Baum's) pawn shop. Without exchang-

ing any formalities. Cohen said:

"Moses, I vas com aroun' to say dot I calls you one

tamn liar de othah day. I wants to beg yo' pardon now.

'cause de Passover vas so close: but I wants to say dot

a ftali de Passover you vas dot same tamn liar!"

• » •

Margaret, aged four, was promenading up and down

the piazza, displaying a rather stockily built pair of legs.

of which she was very proud.

"Grandfather," she said, "don't von think I have

pretty fat legs!
'

"Why, Margaret!" interposed her grandmother in a

horrified tone, "you mustn't talk about legs. Ladies don't

ha\ e legs."

To this the young lady replied with a very pert and

lofty air. "Well. 1 don't reckon my feet are fastened onto

my Knees, are they?"
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Millinery

Bags

There is not a better bag

made than the line we sell. If

there were, we would have it.

Plenty poorer, of course.

That is our hobby-—to always have

the best of everything. In Millinery

Bags, for instance, our line is the

toughest, lightest, handsomest bag
ever put together. We print your

announcement on this bag in attractive

manner.

We should like to send you samples

and quote you prices, and always re-

member we are lightning shippers.

DOUGLAS* RATCUFF
LIMITED

PAPER MERCHANTS

30 W. Market St. TORONTO

THE TIGER BRAND

REGISTERED

TIGER BRAND.

UNDERWEAR
OUR SELLING AGENTS ARE

Ontario McClung & Burns.

Quebec—P. de Gruchy.

Maritime Provinces— J. A. Murray.

Manitoba, North=west Territories and

British Columbia— Bryce & Co.

The GALT KNITTING CO.,

GALT, ONT.
LIMITED

UNEXCELLED IN APPEARANCE AND DURABILITY

SPHINX SERGES
PLAIN VICUNAS—Permanent Dyes.

TWILLED VICUNAS—Superior Finish.

FINE TWILLED SERGES—Best Materials.

P. GARNEAO, FILS & CIE„ Quebec
SOLE AGENTS FOR ALL CANADA
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UNDERWEAR ^L WEAR
()i k Representatives are now on the road showing a fill ran<;e of

Elastic Ribbed Underwear

for Fall Trade, in every variftv and style fok

Ladies, Men and Children

MANUFACTURED BY

Watson Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

PARIS, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS

ONTARIO QUEBEC MARITIME MANITOBA and WEST

McClung&Burns A. L Gilpin, J.A.Murray, Bryce & Co.,

117 Wellington St. W., 232 McGill St., SUSSEX, L79 McDermott Ave.,

TORONTO. MONTREAL. N.B. WINNIPEG.

See Special Advertisement of McClung & Burns, Toronto, Ontario Agents, Page 67
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

M ETROPOLITAN retailers are now unanimous

in reporting good business in their underwear

department during the latter part of Decem-

ber and through January. Cold weather has

forced procrastinators into the buying col-

umn. During January one or two city dry goods empor-
iums did some price cutting in lines that compose the

cheaper section to induce popular trade

Winter Sales to participate in widely-advertised econ-

Satisfactory. omy sales. The finer and standard

goods, however, maintained values, and

from all reports were well patronized. Heavy linen mesh

goods did remarkably well. Silks had an increased call

in city circles. Fine ribs and flats of heavy balbriggan,

both domestic and foreign lines, had a good call. Wools,

mixtures and fancy mercerized garments all were in good

demand. It is gratifying to hear city retailers speak

good words for domestic makes. A dealer pushing the

union suit finds that a plausible argument to his custom-

ers of considerable avordupoise is that the wearer is re-

lieved of an encumbrance in wear, as well as eliminating

the troublesome exertion of morning and night with ordin-

ary garments.
* • •

IN
Wholesale circles the demand for heavy weight goods

has been about as usual. The absence of jobs and

big lots is noticeable. This is a feature of the sea-

. son's business which has induced confidence and satisfac-

tion. Cut sales take out a good deal of profit, and job-

bers evidently see no reason why prices

Absence of should he reduced. Retailers will read-

Big Lots. ily infer from this that good staple

Winter underwear is as good as the

wheat. One good country retailer, speaking to The Re-

view, said, "I feel perfectly justified in taking my under-

wear stock in inventor} at its face value." A forcible

example of the scarcity of reductions in Winter weights

and a testimony to the gold bripk quality of woolen

goeds is obtained from a city buyer for a department

bouse. To use his own words: "I have hunted for spe-

cials for sales and drives to have a big sale before light-

weight goods will be shown, but cannot find tempting

prices or desirable lots/' At this time of writing it

seems certain that retailers' best interests are served in

woolen underwear lines by selling present stocks carefully

and holding prices firm, as any balance can be profitably

set aside for next season; from all indications, prices will

be still higher, and a possible scarcity is imminent.
* * »

JOBBERS have now finished preliminary Spring under-

wear business and are waiting the advent of season-

able conditions before proceeding. Styles and the

quotation of Spring prices have already been exhaustively

discussed in these columns. Spring orders have evidently

not as yet come in steadily, thus the

Spring bulk is small and the outlook proble-

Tendencies. matical in wholesale circles. In retail

realms everything points toward satis-

Factory Spring trading. Jobbers, however, must take

into consideration that the underwear carried over from

last year is a very important factor this season. It will

restrict the season's buying. Prices remain linn. Re-

tailers appreciating the true condition of tin- market will

buy Spring goods in a hand-to-mouth policy. Advance
orders are large enough to satisfactorily open the season

and re-orders should not be placed till the goods are

actually needed at the counter, as a shading in some lines

is anticipated. Many jobbers, however, advise thai pres-

ent firm prices on Spring lines will hold good as manu-
facturers bought their raw cotton last August or Sep-
tember, and spinners generally are in the same fix. Thus
there is no opportunity of utilizing the new crop for

Spring goods. Raw cotton at its present low figure is,

according to many views, to have little effect on Spring
prices.

* • •

RETAILERS handling knit-good specialties along with

staple underwear will always have less to com-
plain about than as if they confined themselves

solely to staple underwear. The Review has been ex-

panding on this line for many moons, and as indicated

reports bear out the satisfactory con-

ditions alluded to. It would seem that Handle Knitted

overwear for general outing and sport- Specialties.

ing purposes is less under the control of

watched phases than underwear Golf sweaters, jersey

sweaters, golf hose, etc., etc., for men, women and young-

sters arc excellent stock for retailers who can make, or

have a reputation for being well supplied with such pro-

perty. They pay a good margin of profit if purchased

from manufacturers or jobbers who are in touch with the

progress of the times. They are to be found in The Re-
view's advertising list in their proper and seasonable

time for booking retail orders. Men's and women's bath-

ing suits must not be slighted.
* • *

PRODUCERS are now figuring on the Fall and Winter

season of 1905-06. Although the season has been

open but a few weeks, it is predicted that it will be

a very short one on all lines that have been shown early.

Woolen lines hav? been sold practically out. Duplicates

were never guaranteed. There is no cut-

ting of prices or offering of unusual in- Underwear for

ducements. Underwear samples of heavy- Next Fall.

weight goods to attract attention have

not to have some peculiar merit or other distinguishing

feature. In fact, many manufacturers' agents are not

showing low or unprofitable numbers. Lines jobbing at

$4.50 are very scarce. Last year many jobbers placed

contracts with English houses which were never filled.

Pripes remain firm, very firm, and are, as indicated last

month, on a higher level than one year ago. So long as

raw materials are firm and mills unable to handle the

orders booked, buyers are not likely to find prices on

finished goods any lower than they are at this time. A

good buyer, speaking to The Review concerning the high

level of woolen goods, said: "Pricesi will remain firm on

woolen lines this season at any rate, but I intend operat-

ing with caution, as with the present price of raw wool

farmers are, wherever possible, going to turn their land

into pasture and raise sheep. The result will be an over-

production before long and prices must drop. The same

thing has happened in the cotton market." Another in-

terest said. "Retailers will find many $4.50 lines of low
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SCOTCH MADE

HENDAWICK

—is made to better your underwear

business.

It is the underwear with a reputation,

and our label on each garment is a guaran-

tee for both you and your customer.

PURE WOOL

PERFECT FIT

SECOND TO NONE

THE IDEAL UNDERWEAR
These goods are specially adapted for

Canadian trade and are sure to give satis-

faction to both wearer and seller. Drop a

line to our agent for samples and quotations.

Compare with other makes and note the

many superior points in " HENDAWICK."

SOLE MANUFACTERERS

JAMES HENDERSON & CO.
Canadian Agent,

T. H. FORLONO,

388 St. Paul St., Montreal.

HAWICK, Scotland.

London Agent. C. L. HttZELL,
London, England.

Crescent fl
^f?and It

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
«5» Sons DUNDAS. ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELL1NO AdENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

[ BRITISH AND BEST X
THE V J

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Specially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardeDS
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anj where near it."

Ask vour dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.
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PURE WOOL.

Cartwigbt $ Earners
LIMITED.

. LougHborougH, England,

Manufacturers of i—

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, Melinda St., Toronto.

If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the

best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling — uniform prices throughout
the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

The Trade Mark is a genuine guaraniee

of purity rRADET/S*^ MARK and quality

IT

Price List and full particulars as to terms, etc

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DE. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY.
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

Established 1785.

^flADE m BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN, &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REGISTERE' All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering Berlin Fingering Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Wheeling Balmoral Fingering Lady Betty

Petticoat Fingering Double Knitting Shetland

Soft Merino Soft Knitting Wool Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Especially adapted for Hand and (Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. —

Cocoon and Eider Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Azent . . .

rSend for Samples.
ei

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO
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UUTEI-V R£ L*"^ AND UNSHRINKABLE *^\ £^UNDERWEAR

ElLDON

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

ElLDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS—

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD STYLE.

ElLDON
OUR LEADING LINE

Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with anv other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Makers:

FACTORY: HAWICK, N.B

Montreal Representative!

J. l_. NA/OODS,
214- CORISTINE. BUILDING.

AU8TRAL,A SOUTHAFRICA

FUnd^L^MVl'KoURNE. JOHANNESBURG-CAPETOWN
Wynyard Street, SYDNEY. MACDONaI^cT... CAIRO.

122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. Glasgow: 40. st. enoch square.

I?^f Toronto Representative:

TMCM A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
lfclVl MANCHESTER BUILDING

PARIS
C. COHADE

CONSTANTINOPLE
G. STRATI.
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Scotch ami low wool ribs replaced by cotton lines. All

wool lines aie higher. This ,ni\es the situation in a nut-

shell. The trade know that mills are paying higher price,

as many handle raw wool advances will have to be paid."
* * *

THE hosier] market tor Spring remains unchanged.

Orders for all lines have exceeded fondest hopes. The

features outlined last month are but accentuated.

Colors in ladies' lines are continually strengthening. Lace

goods are exceptionally strong. There are no changes in

prices on Spring lines and none are ex-

Spring pec ted. Recent advices from Chrumitz

Hosiery. state that the hosiery market is active

with Spring goods shipments going on

apace. Plain black goods are being ordered out in larger

volume than one year ago. Lace hose are strong. The

entire production is sold up to April. Deliveries are ex-

pected to be slow. A striking feature is the strengthen-

ing of lace goods in men's lines. This is not as yet cor-

roborated on this side. Lines of halfjhose designed to

retail at 25c. are stronger in variety and in novelty.

Good lisles in stripes and neat effects go well. Embroi-

dered goods are very strong. In 50c. hose the lisles in

embroidered effects and stripes lead. Fine gauge black

lisles with white embroidered fronts are ordered out by

good trade. All-over embroidery is a new treatment do-

ing well. The trend in all fancies is to conservative hues

in men's lines.
* * •

/> OMFORT and convenience of attire are more generally

\j considered than any distinctive style by the Cana-

dian women who delight in the exhilarating out-

door pastimes for which this latitude is famous. Blanket-

suits have largely given way to short skirt and jersey

rigs. Golf jackets here find their natu-

Outing ral place. Specialty houses and jobbers

Requisites. report unprecedented demands. Retail-

ers have evidently wisely pushed these

lines. A new line of golf jackets for immediate delivei \ ,

which wiil be in Fall lines, is of pure cream of the color-

ed collar and cuff variety. A distinguishing feature is the

piping on collar and front of colored sateen to match

collar and curls. This effectively holds the collar in place.

New shades of grey, blue and green are seen. The price

is such as to make a popular line $2.25.

* * *

A
GOOD deal of gossip is going concerning the solid

colors, especially tans, which are certain to be

favorites for low-shoe wear the coming Summer—
and the low shoe has returned to favor. Much has been

written ami the last word confirms Lheir undoubted adop-

tion by retailers in general. Nothing
Tan can contribute so much to the pictur-

Hosiery. csque field of hosiery as tans. Lace ef-

fects and drop-stitch effects are now
seen, and some of the plain construction have one-color

and two-color clockings. This seems to show their un-

doubted strength.
* * *

PROPERLY-DRESSED underwear, hosiery and knitted

novelty windows are pronounced in city realms at

the present time, but country stores often neglect

them. Reader, if by chance you have not given these

departments careful attention, begin to-day; do not put

it oft. Did you never use this method
Knitted Goods f ridding yourself of an old stock'.'

Display. Think on this, and try it this month.
When the new goods come in long before

Easter, a striking display of new- lines is bound to at-

tract attention. It is an inexpensive feature of business
that is an excellent salesman and profit-bringer.

HOSIERY

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THEIR ROUTES WITH

Cashmere Samples for Fall 1905.

NO BUYERS CAN AFFORD TO MISS SEEING
OUR SPLENDID RANGE.

The Brantford Hosiery Co.
BRANTFORD, CANADA.

4-

LIMITED

oieieteieieieieiejeik

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR

in/iaf>i_e: leaf brand
HOSE, HALF HOSE, OVER HOSE

AND FINE MITTS.

\ v\

\
\

<

Maple Leaf Brand
We respectfully ask you to see the same before placing for Fall 1 905 .

Prompt Deliveries, Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted.

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO,
J.E LEWITT, Manager. Est'd 1895. GODERICH, ONT.

McCLUNG k IMRNS,
117 Wellington St. W.

Toronto. Ont.

SELLING AGENTS :

A. L. GILPIN.
22 Victoria Ch imbers.

232 MoGiU St..

Montreal, Quebec

WHITES: WILSON,
St. Stephen, N.B.,

For Maritime Provinces.
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Coming
There's a lot of profit for

the retailer in STANFIELD'S
UNDERWEAR.

We want one of our travel-

lers to see you—and we want
you to see

STANFIELD'S
"UNSHRINKABLE"

STANFIELD'S
"TRURO KNIT"

They are ohject lessons in quality underwear. You'll

recognize at a glance why other up-to-date dtalers are stock-

ing STANFIELD'S in preference to all other underwear.

To make sure of seeing the new styles, drop us a postal

so we can have our travellers call on you.

Do it NOW— to-day—while it's fresh in your mind.

Truro Knitting Mills Co.,
T v _ _ Limited,
ruro, I\l.b.

44CEETEE *>

IS OUR BRAND OF

Pure Wool Underclothing
SOFT AS VELVET, NEVER GETS

HARD WITH WASHING

Elastic Ribbed Underwear
FOR-

LADIES, CHILDREN and INFANTS
We can now give prompt deliveries of sorting

orders in all our different lines.

The C. Turnbull Co..
of GALT, Limited.

GOULDING & CO.,
30 Wellington St. East,

TORONTO.

JOS. W. WEY,
7 Bastion Square,
VICTORIA, B. C.

LUHKX' golf blouses and sweaters and golf waists
have become practically all-t lie-year goods; for be-
sides the purpose for which they were first put on

the market, they are also largely worn for extra warmth
in cold weather. The sleeve of the L905 garmenl is some
what under discussion, but it is certain

to follow in the somewhat modified Ladies' Blouses
form the predominating leg-o'-mutton and Sweaters,
shape. In low-grade lines, however, be-

cause it takes less material to make, the style will be

more in the present bishop shape, tor quantity of materi-
al is an important consideration when wool is on the up.

grade.

In high-class lines where a strictly all-wool garment
is demanded, prices will have to advance, hut on popular-
priced lines more or less of an admixture of cotton will

be used to fix the price. This will, however, be done so

cleverly that only the expert will be able to detect its

presence, as the outer appearance will be just about the

same.

There are a variety of new designs and, though no
very striking change in shape is possible, yet there are
such changes made that the difference between last year's

shape and that of the blouse for 1905 is at once per-

ceived. There is the open-fronted blouse, the one that
can be worn either open or buttoned up. There are
double-breasted effects that, worn open, give the revere
effect, and there are blouses that button up and have the

high close-lit ling collar. A noveltv shown has collar and
cuffs of a contrasting color, and a few models show col-

lar and cuffs of cloth.

Some of the "old country'' models have the peplum
attached, and in some cases, this, as well as collar and
cuffs is of a contrasting color. The "Norfolk" is likely

to be a popular style and can he had either with the
tight, high neck, or in open-collar effect. This style is

showing in children's and misses' si/.es, and is likely to

be a popular seller in these lines, for there was a dis-

tinct want felt in this direction in the past season, and
many enquiries were made, particularly for styles and
si/.es suitable for misses' wear. Both plain colors and

combinations of colors are showing, but there is notliting

new in this direction, and the same colors, as were stock-

ed last year, are those selling for 190"). Scarlet, white,

navy and bright navy are still leaders. Tarns and toques

are also shown in these lines.

ENGLISH HOSIERY FIRM EXPANDS.

A
CHANGE in the personnel of the firm of J. R. Lewis

& Sons, Limited. Nottingham, hosiery manufactur-

ers, familiar to Canadian trade, is announced. The

business established under the name of J. Reid & (V..

Limited, New Basford near Nottingham, manufacturers of

line natural wool underwear has been incorporated with

the former firm. The style id' .1. B. Lewis & Sons. Limited,

will be retained. .Mr. Reid becomes a director of the

amalgamated concern and will give his supervision to the

lines formerly manufactured by J. Reid & Co., Limited.

The machinery from New Basford will be moved to the

Ilkeston worKS.

The old partners in .1. 1>. Lewis & Son. Limited. James

and William Lewis and 11. Lancashire have died during

the past two years. The new directors are sons of the

former partners and are retaining the linn's reputation

for progressiveness in every detail.
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HcCLUNG & BURNS
1

1

7 Wellington St. West, TORONTO
(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK ST.)

Headquarters FOR

Knitted Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves, Mitts, Sweaters,

jerseys, uoiiers. selling agents (*» »** prov/nce t Ontario omy.
)

for the following, leading Canadian manufacturers:

The Gait Knitting Co. Limited

GALT, ONT.

The Watson JHfg. Co. Limited

PARIS, ONT.

The Goderich Knitting Co.

GODERICH, ONT.
Limited

The Monarch Knitting Co.

DUNNVILLE, ONT.
Limited

The Stratford Knitting Co.

STRATFORD, ONT.
Limited Warren Bros..

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Samples from the above Mills always on view in our salesrooms.

Our travellers will call on you in due time to solicit a share of

your fall and winter business, and we would ask all up-to-date mer-

chants to inspect our samples.

McCkmg (EL Burns
117 Wellington St. West TORONTO

(2nd door west of York St.)
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HcClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West, - TORONTO

(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK STREET)

SELLING AGENTS Cor the Province of Ontario only)

for

The Gait Knitting Co., Limited
GALT, Ont.

FEB \o 190^'^^^^^

MARK
^REGISTERED,

TIRFFTBRANQ. ^^fc^ T'~GER~BPA\C..

Manufactuters of the Celebrated " Tiger Brand"

Unshrinkable Underwear

Elastic Ribbed, Plain Knit, Fleece Lined,

for Boys and Men

also Eiderdowns (by the yard) and Eiderdown Dressing

Sacques, Bath Robes, etc., etc.

Samples of these lines always on view in our salesrooms.

McCLUNG & BURNS
U 7 Wellington St. West, - - - TORONTO

1 2nd door west of York St.)
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flcCLUNQ & Burns
117 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK STREET)

SELLING AGENTS (for the Province of Ontario only )

for

The Watson Manufacturing Co.

PARIS, Ont.
Limited

RETURNED
FEB 10 190^

Manufacturers of Women s and Children s Vests and Drawers,

Black Tights, Combination Suits, clfc.

UNDERWEAR THAT WILL WEAR
Samples of these lines always on view in our salesrooms

McCLUNG &
117 Wellington St. West,

BURNS
TORONTO

(2nd door west of York St.)
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McCLUNG ®> BURNS
1

1

7 Wellington St. West, - TORONTO
(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK ST )

SELLING AGENTS (for »*« Province of Ontario only^

for

The Goderich Knitting Go. u

n

mited

GODERICH, Ont.

RETURN

E

FEB 10 190)

Manufacturers of the well-known " Maple Leaf " brand

Hose, Over Hose, HalfHose] Mitts.

Samples of these lines always on view in our salesrooms

McClung & Burns
\\7 Wellington St. West,

(2nd door west of York St.)

TORONTO
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McCLUNG <& BURNS
1 1 7 Wefflngton St>. West, - TORONTO

(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK ST.)

SELLING AGENTS (f°r th^ Province of Ontario only)

for

The Stratford Knitting Co. Limited

STRATFORD, Ont.

RETURNED ^ (P^*^~

vi5

Manufacturers of the

Beaver Brand"Knitted Gloves and Mitts for Men, Women,

Misses, Boys and Girls.

Samples of these lines always on view in our salesrooms

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

(2nd door west of York St.
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MkCLLNG & BURNS
1 1 7 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

(2ND DOOR WEST OF YORK ST.)

SELLING AGENTS (for the Province of Ontario only
)

for

The Monarch Knitting Co.
Limited

DUNNVILLE, Ont.

The largest manufacturers in Canada of

Mens' and Boys' Sweaters

ALS0 Ladles' Golf Waists

Ladles' Norfolk Coats

Ladles' Klmonas

The largest variety and finest goods ever made in Canada.

Lumberman's Sox A fu" ran«e Pf/ces "«ftt

Samples of these lines always on view in our salesrooms.

McCkmg' (EL Burns
117 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

(2nd door,west of York St.)
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JANUARY whiteweai sales are being pretty gener-

ally held all through the Dominion, and no pains

have been spared by retailers in making their

preparations, for not withstanding' the fact that

the whitewear itself is unusually elegant and at-

tractive store decorations generally speaking are on a

much more elaborate scale than those -seen for the holiday

trade, and rightly so, for holiday trade will come any

way. and needs little in the way of forcing, but the white

goods sales is in the nature of forced trade, and every

effort has to he made to attract and hold the attention of

customers.
* • *

Turning to the g Is themselves, as has before been

stated in previous numbers they are exceptionally ele-

gant and attractive and when prices are sampled it be-

comes perfectly apparent that the bargains offered are

genuine ones— in fact on not a few lines it seems as

though more than profit had been sacrificed.

* * •

Dollar gowns arc a leading line in one large depart-

ment store and they certainly are wonderfully good value

for the money. The materials and trimmings are excell-

ent and the styles are new and effective.

* * *

-iiiother large department is featuring skirts and a

$1.75 skiit of lawn with eight rows of valenciennes in-

sertion— five on the deep flounce, which is a further em-

bellishment, has a flounce of the lace on the bottom, and

three on the body of the skirt above the flounce. Besides,

this skirt has the dust frill, and it must be confessed that

it is a wonderful bargain for the money.
» * *

It is gratifying to notice the big advance in the style

of trimmings on the new whitewear, for there is less use

made of (dieap showey laces, and trimming schemes gen-

erally are of a daintier and less complicated nature— but

on the other hand finer materials are used. This is as it

should be and this is what the trade ought to demand for

its own good from the manufacturer less elaboration

and better materials and ample widths where they are

needed, and better cut and shape. Garments of this class

will give good wear and will suffer little or no diminution
of beauty by being duly tubbed and will not make laundry

bills unduly high.
* * *

In gowns particularly, this tendency is noticeable, and
many dainty and pretty effects are seen that are not un-

duly elaborate—that is speaking of the moderate priced

gown, for of course if price is no object some bewildering-

ly intricate gowns are to be bought but these are in the

sheerest of lawns and the linest id' laces which on the
more expensive ones are hand-made, and hand-worked
embroidery is also lavishly used. The slip-on gown is

very much in evidence: in fact the more expensive ones
are almost entirely in that style, and the sleeves are wide.

hanging ones, and the newest are only elbow length. A
typical g..wn was cut round in the neck and fairly low.

The yoke was formed id' shaped panels edged and joined

by a line merhlin insertion, and with medallions in each

panel, cunningly formed of a piece of embroidery edged

with insertion. The sleeves were of larger panels to

match and reached barely to the elbow, but were very

fluffy and full. Some of the gowns of this class might
easily be taken for chemises if it were not for the sleeves.

A new feature of some of these gowns is the bias back
joined by a narrow beading. This style gives a pretty

Hare to the gown particularly to those of extreme length

that the better trade is now asking for.

* * *

Chemises are much more in evidence than they have
been for some time past, but are called for in the sheerer

materials and in more fitting styles. The fact is that

women are putting them to a new use, for they are wear-
ing them outside the corsets instead of under them ami
making' them do duty both as cover and skirt. For this

purpose they must have a frill on the bottom, and some
seen in high class stores are almost as elaborate in trim-
ming as a skirt proper.

* * *

The changing shape of the outer waist is having its

effect on the shape of the corset cover and care should
he taken to see that those stocked are not too pronoun-
cedly pouched.

* * •

A return to the gored corset cover has been mooted,
but as this was never a satisfactory shape even at its

best it seems as though modifications of the present com-
fortable little cover were the better plan, and that if

would not require much ingenuity to adapt it to present
styles. In New York they are showing a cover with small
tucks above the band in front. This makes it sit closer
to the figure above the waist, and yet leaves an easy full-

ness above.

SMALLWARES AND NOTIONS.

I^HE opening up of the Spring season is likely to see
an extended demand for materials suitable for bon-
ing waists. It is quite a number of years since

waists have had any stiffening, but the advent of a
draped waist over a fitted lining makes bones a necessity.
The fashionable dressmaker has already commenced to
use bones, for the waist, and one firm that makes a patent
continuous boning for waists, etc., report that the demand
for their product has more than doubled in the last two
months. This patent boning is ready cased, and is easy
to apply, as it can be stitched in by machine. An attach-
ment for this purpose is obtainable that does away with
all trouble as the boning has not even to be held.

There is a certain class of trade that will still use
whalebone tor this purpose, as they maintain that it has
an elasticity that is not present in the many substitutes
on the marked. This is a class that does not consider price
and will be willing to pay for the advantages which whale-
bone has over its competitors.

Whalebone can be had now in continuous lengths of
12 yards, and also ready ceased. The casings are either
of mohair, silk faced, or in silk or satin casings. This
saves the dressmaker a world of trouble, but still there
arc some who will make their own casings, and for this
use Prussian bindings are generally employed, so that it

would be wise to see how your stock of Prussian bindings
stands.
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feSSSSSS-^-Agency

60 Yonge StM Toronto.

Representing the following Leading Manufacturers :

S. Lennard & Sons,
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Wscent /J
iPand w

WOMEN'S i4^D CHILDREN'S
RIBBED UNDERWEAR.

Coupe Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

' DUNNVILLE, ONT.
Manufacturers of

BOYS'. YOUTHS', MEN'S, MISSES',
AND WOMEN'S

RIBBED SWEATERS
Also DOUBLE WORSTED TOQUES.

Late IMPERIAL KNITTING COMPANY

Clinton

Knitting

Company,
LIMITED.

CLINTON, ONT.

Manufacturers of

RIBBED WORSTED HOSIERY.

J. IVl. Eisenstuck,
OHEMNITZ,

SAXONY.

Manufacturer of

WOMEN'S, CHILDREN'S*"* MEN'S
COTTON, LISLE *»<i SILK HOSIERY

of all descriptions.

Queen's Knitting Co.,

Manufacturers of DUNNVILLE, ONT.
LADIES' GOLF JACKETS,

MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS, MEN'S GOLF COATS.

Soliciting a continuance
of your esteemed orders,

we are. yours truly,

RETUR
*t ^^^TT/nDERWEAR lA nA.

Agency
72
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^
A STAFF
conference: *

ONE of tin- striking features of modern business man-

agement is ttu- periodical conference between prin-

cipals and staff for the discussion of matters per-

taining lo business growth. In the United States, this

practice brings together main- notable gatherings of

officers, salesmen and agents, many of whom cross a

continent to attend the annual assembly, lasting in some

cases an entire week. In Canada, too, the custom is ob-

taining.

It was such an occasion that brought together in To-

ronio on Saturday, Dec. 31, 1904, the Montreal and

Toronto staffs of The Maclean Publishing Co., whose trade

newspapers. The Dry Goods Review, The Canadian Gro-

cer, Hardware and Metal, Bookseller and Stationer, and

Printer and Publisher, are known and quoted wherever

the English language is spoken.

Among the senior members of the staff present were

Company during the past few years, and particularly
during the past two years, has few parallels in Canadian
enterprise. The growth of the company during the last

two years can be understood by the mention of a few
facts, the significance of which will be readily perceived.

The Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, London and New
York offices each maintain a manager with an editorial,

subscription and advertising staff.

The editorial staff has been increased from five to

fourteen.

The advertising staff from three to eleven. The cir-

culation department has increased from one to six.

The editorial and advertising staff in England has been
increased to live, with J. Meredith McKim as manager.

Special permanent correspondents have their headquar-
ters at St. John, Halifax and Vancouver, in Canada; at
Birmingham and Manchester, in England,; at Paris,
France; at Adelaide, Australia, and at Amsterdam, Hol-
land.

During the last half of 1904, four distinct canvasses
of Illinois, Ohio, New ¥ork and Massachusetts were made
by representatives from Toronto and Montreal.

Early this month a member of the staff will visit the
West Indies in the interests of the advertising and cir-

culation departments.
The magnitude of the company's output in the matter

of trade newspapers will be perceived when it is stated

Group picture of the staff of the MacLean Publishing Co., taken at the First Annual Banquet of the Company, Queen's Hotel, Toronto,
Dec. 31, 1904

J. B. Mat-lean, president, \Y. L. Edmonds and A. B.

Carswell, vice-piesidents; A. N. Burns, secretary; P.

Forbes, treasurer, and Messrs. F. S. Keith, W. H. Sey-
ler, G. E. Eraser, C. D. Cliffe, W. A. Craick, F. G. Kill-

master, Miss Dixon, J. C. Armer, X. Mick, John Cam-
eron, D. O. MeKinnon, H. T. Hunter, D. B. Gillies, J.

L. Sbeather, E. J. Dodd, L. A. Eedy, J. C. Kirkwood,
W. C. Kusseli, H. V. Tyrell, F. M. Alexander, James
Anderson, and W. T. Robson, resident manager, New
York.

The morning and afternoon were given up to a series
of general and special conferences, when many matters
relating to the affairs, policy and plans of the company-
were discussed. Intense interest and animated participa-
tion characterized the entire proceedings, and much im-
portant business was transacted. One is safe in saying
that the coming year will see Maclean's Trade News-
papers take on fresh strength and make their influence
even more dominant.

The story of progress in connection with The Maclean

that there are set up and printed every day of the year
an average of 45 pages, size 9 x 12, thus exceeding the
output of the largest daily newspaper in Canada.

Staff Dinner.

The day's business and the dying year were brought
to an agreeable close by a dinner to the staff, served at
the Queen's Hotel. There were present all told over
sixty. Lieut.-Col. J. B. Maclean, the president, was
chairman, and was assisted by W. L. Edmonds, vice-
president and general manager; A. B. Caswell, and D. 0.
MeKinnon. The usual toasts were given and provided
occasion for the saying of many things calculated to stir
the enthusiasm and stimulate the loyalty of every one
present. It was the first of what will be an annual
event, and the president announced that a year hence, he
hoped to meet at Montreal the staffs from England, Win-
nipeg and Vancouver, in addition to those from Montreal,
Toronto and New York, an utterance that met with
hearty applause. The approach of the hour of midnight,
when the Sabbath day would be ushered in, brought to a
conclusion a profitable conference and a delightful evening.

3
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OUR WASH GOOD**
WELL KNOWN
AND POPULAR DEPARTMENT

Every Wanted Line Here

White Goods
The makers of fashion point strongly

to White Goods being correct style

for Shirt Waist Suits and Fine Dress

Wear. Specially selected .Egyptian^^^^^^^^™ ^^bhm^^^^^^^^^^^^ Cotton, highly mercerized, and woven.

into some of the most beautiful creations, being ihe designer's and weaver's art to the high-water

mark of perfection. A complete range of samples are in the hands of our travellers, and we

invite your inspection.

A Few Popular Lines

:

Poplin de Paris Boulevard Etamine Piques

Belfast Poplin Mercerised Cheviots Brilliants

Poplin Broche Mattalasses Satin Marcella

Marseilles

Pine Sheer White fabrics

A most complete range of these handsome Sheer White Dress and Blouse Muslins always iu

stock. Silk finished Persian Lawn, special finished India Linen, Swiss Mulls, Organdies, Swiss

Book Muslins, Embroidered Spot Swisses, Nainsooks, Irish Hair Cord Dimities, Mulls and

extra special value in Victoria Lawns.

Colored Dress Muslin
Colored Dress Muslins are attracting more attention than for the past two seasons. We have

made a very careful selection of dainty Printed Lawns, Batiste and Sheer Organdies, adapted

for fine dress wear.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED GREENSHIELDS & CO. LIMITED
Winnipeg Vancouver
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GOOD WI&E-AWAKEl

* This department is conducted and prepared by Mr. J. C. Kirkwood, advertising specialist, Toronto, and one enjoying a high reputation as an
expert and authority on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and
advice which an expert is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the depart-
ment shall be helpful, practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to " Good Advertising Department," THE
Dry Goods Review, Toronto.

THE PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING.

THIS is an age of sharp business competition Every

appliance that ingenuity and sagacity can devise are

resorted to on the part of merchants in the en-

deavor to outstrip each other in pursuit of trade.

Advertising in one form or another is adopted as one

of 'the best weapons to be employed; but it requires no

small skill to utilize this means to the greatest advant-

age. Indeed, the art of advertising comprehends more
than most advertisers realize. The ability to catch the

public attention and fix it upon the wares one has to sell

is a much- rarer one than is generally believed. It is the

art of saying the right thing at the right time, and in

the right manner.

Its Preparation.

How lo prepare an advertisement is, therefore, a

problem not to be lightly regarded, and one worthy of

the most careful consideration. In its preparation the

greatest care should be exercised , demanding thorough

knowledge, accurate information and tact. One may
thoroughly understand the character of the article to be

advertised, and yet not possess the ability to properly

place its merits before the public, without which the best

article will find few, if any, purchasers: or, having a

knowledge of the public's whims and hobbies, so as to be

able to frame attractive sentences, he may still so fail

to appreciate the good points of the commodity he seeks

to advertise as to improperly place it on the market; or,

understanding both the qualities of the article he seeks to

sell, and the temperament of the public mind, he may still

fail by reason of saying it at the wrong time or in the
wrong manner, for there are public prejudices to be
avoided as well as tendencies to be utilized in every drift

of public sentiment.

One of the first prerequisites to a proper preparation
of an advertisement is a thorough knowledge of the class

to whom the appeal is to be chiefly directed, especially

their mental characteristics and methods of thought, the
reasons most likely to influence their actions, their natur-
al prejudices to be met and overcome, and their natural
sympathies and interests to be aroused and enlisted, so
that their confidence may be won at the start. Confi-

dence is a plant of very slow growth, under usual, condi-

tions, sensitive to every varying influence. Once having
gained this, present your claim in a clear, concise and
conclusive manner, in order that there shall be no success-
ful answer to your reasoning suggested by the article

itself.

Earnestness.

Earnestness is also a great and potent factor. To
advocate successfully a proposition one must believe, or

at least appear to believe, the truthfulness and correct-

ness of it. So that the value and effectiveness of a re-

commendation of a remedy, or product, or article of sale

depends in no small measure upon this help to secure

conviction.

Brevity.

Brevity is an important characteristic of a well pre-

pared advertisement. It is not only necessary to arrest

Overcoats "Must Go."

We are now face to face with a "space" problem. Spring
goods arriving this month and overcoa's monopolizing con-
siderable space. So before stock taking we have tackled the
problem thus:

The Overcoats Must Go!

To make them go quickly we deem it advisable to reduce
stock early in the season, so as to tempt the man who had
about decided to make his old overcoat do.

To most of us the greatest temptation is low Price, pro-
vided quality is o. k. In these overcoats you have it, for the
prices quoted below are only a fraction above cost.

"Persian Lamb" Heavy UUters, by Berlin Robe
Co., made with a sheet of rubber between
lining and material—guaranteed moth, wind
and rain proof—sizes 38 to 40—our former"
reasonable price §16.50— "must go" price Si 6.00

'Buffalo" heavy ulsters, by same makers, also
with rubber lining, etc., sizes 40 to 42—for-
mer price $17.50—"must go" price $ 1 5.76

Men's Overcoats, splendidly made of the finest
imported dark grey Cheviot Tweed with
velvet collar, warm, dressy in appearance
and wears like iron—former price S8.00

—

"must go" price S6.75
Boys' dark grey Cheviot Tweed Overcoats, same

as above, sizes 33 to 35, former price, $8.00—
"must go" price $6.75

Mens Frieze Pea Jackets, well made, warmly
lined, most sizes still represented—former
price, $5.00 — "must go ' price $4 45

Boys' Frieze Pea Jackets, same as above, former
price $4.50—"must go" price S4.00

You will freely admit that these are the greatest snaps you
ever saw, either in or out of a department store. "Seeing is

believing."

The Berlin ulsters are unequaled as driving coats.

W. L. MARTIN.
MYRTLE STATION.

the attention and fix it, but quite as essential to retain
it. In our busy, bustling life, time is valuable, and read-
ers naturally select what can be quickly read and readily
comprehended, so that while no persuasive arguments
should be omitted, the statements should be as brief as
possible, consistent with thoroughness.

Argument.

A variety of reasons may well be employed. Mental
processes differ according to the disposition of different
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people No two minds are apt tu travel the same waj

though iii quest of a common object; Hence one should

understand clearlj whal moile of reasoning will besl

adapl itself to the different leaders.

Imagination.

Imaginary ills, wants, needs prevail quite as much as

the real; and one of the powerful weapons in an adver-

tisement is the necessary process of reasoning so as to

attach these to the argumeul and compel them to en-

force us recommendations. Make the reader feel that

the article you suggest is the one he or she needs and

must have, and the object is accomplished.

Illustrations, Typography and White Space.

Pictorial illustrations and typographical displays are

often most excellent accessories to the value of an adver-

tisement. They must, however, he self-explanatory and

convey intelligent interpretation, leaving nothing to be

reasoned out. It is said that to see is to believe, and

where genius can never hope to win, hard work ami

thorough preparation may gain the crown.—1 K. Pet

tingill in Profitable Advertising.

Warm, Cosy
Flannelettes and
Wrapperettes

Flanne'.ettes of "Quality'' they are—the sort that have the

right "feel'' to them—you notice it directly. Such, in a nut-
shell, are our New Flannelettes.
We thought we had extra fine value for the money last

season—customers seemed to think so too—but we are able
to go a good many points better this fall.

It was all in the buying. We never buy haphazard from
the first travelling salesman that comes along. Our selections

were made from a large number of samples submitted by the
very best makers, and closely criticized. Consequently we
know that our flannelettes can't be beaten. They are the pick
of the market. And they have drawn from nearly everybody
who has seen them so far remarks of praise.

Some flannelettes feel and look "downy," but the wooly
surface soon wears off, and the cloth looks poor and miser-

able. A point about the goods we are showing is that they

have the necessary filling and the right weave. The beauty

of a good fl innelette all lies in the filling and the weave.
Pattern's w<;re never prettier. The designer was never in

better mood. He hit off the season exactly and worked
"warmth" into every shade.

Prices vary from 10 to 15 cents a yard, according to

weight and width of material.

We invite you to call and inspect our Flannelettes and
Wrapperettes. We submit them to the test of "comparison"
— the best test of all.

W. L. MARTIN
MYRTLE STATION.

I he sight will convey to the mind what the reasoning

faculties often fail to communicate. The same reasoning

applies to unoccupied or white space when rightly utilized

and judiciously employed.

Summary.

In brief, the ability to prepare an effective advertise-

ment requires a thoiqugh knowledge of the subject to be

treated, intimate acquaintance with the personal charac-

teristics of the readers to be influenced, the faculty for

accurate statement, and a complete understanding of the

best method, time, and place, so that the results accom-

plished and the expenditure entailed, will be commensur-
ate and produce the most satisfactory measure of profit.

This ability is dependent upon long study and experience,

no matter with what natural gifts in this direction one

II n \ have been endowed. Tune and thought are essential

to the collect practice ol the iiit of advertising, and

WHAT THE ADVERTISING SPECIALIST CAN DO
WHAT HE CANNOT DO.

Bj [rving I' Child, "I l Inl.i ; nil. A<iv< n ising Sppi inlists.

IT
is the work of the advertising specialist to take the

merchant's advertising as the vehicle, and by it bring

added business to the merchant.

The task is not an easv one, but it is one Hie special-

ist accomplishes right along. (If he were not successful

in increasing the business of his customers, there would
soon be no advertising specialists!.)

And strange as it seems, it is a task oftentimes made
.harder by the merchant whom he is trying to help. Many
merchants have not a proper appreciation of what adver-

tising is and how it is to be used, and when they engage
an expei t they seem to take the attitude of sitling back-

in their chairs and watching the good work go merrily

on without further effort on their part.

rjndei such conditions the advertising specialist can

not accomplish best results. His work is to help the

merchant to help himself.

The advertising specialist can create interest and en-

thusiasm about the store and store service in the adver-

tising, but he cannot help the bad impression customers

receive if I hey find the window and counter displays un-

attractive, the goods dusty, poorlv arranged, or the store

untidy.

The advertising specialist can arouse interest in, and

a desire for, the goods of the merchant m the advertis-

ing, but he cannot help the sale being lost if the clerks

don't seem to know about or want to sell what is adver-

tised, or if the merchant has advertised something be did

not have, or does not have the goods as he represents

them in his advertising.

Advertising when properly understood, rightly used

and properl;, directed is a great force in the upbuilding

of any man's business.

The vigor, the vim, the enthusiasm that the adver-

tising specialist infuses into the advertising of his cus-

tomer, which interests and attracts people and brings

them to the store, should characterize every department

of the store. The merchant should help this great force

set in motion for him—not retard it.

When you engage an advertising specialist, don't lay

hack and see him do the wink. Let him, if he will, brace

vim up, as well as your business, then you'll see your

business hum.

REVIEWS.

L. W. L. Martin, Myrtle Station, (int.. sends in some
examples of his work, two of which are reproduced in

this issue. Mr. Martin knows how to advertise. His

work breathes out life and energy. There is a directness,

a convincing quality, in his advertisements that is irre-

sistible. Such advertising compels business. It seems

easj to write—until one tries it. Back of it in the store.

is activity of the genuine kind. I have not the pleasure

of Mr. Mai tin's acquaintance, but I can imagine pretty

well what sort of business man he is Typographically,

these examples are commendable. Simplicity, white

space, and contrast are well attained.

* * •

.1. W. Elliott, Windsor, X.S.. sends me an account of

Merchant's Day, noted in the January number. It will

he dealt with at greater Length next month.
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WELL MAM YOU MONEY
By making your advertising sell more goods, by making your advertising your best salesman—a salesman

which interests all the people. (Rend our longer ad. in January Review, page 120.

)

Write us for—How we increased a merchant's business #230 in a single week, at a cost to him of about

$7.00 for the month.

Write us a little about your business.

We will only work for one merchant in a town. — Write us FIRST.

Newspaper
Advertising,

CircuUrs,
booKlets,
Mailing' Cards.

CHILD & FALL
Advertising' - Business Building".

WAKEFIELD, MASS.
Canadian Office: Room I\, lO Front St. E-, Toronto.

Advice on
Practical
Points for
Business
Betterment.

To the Window Shade Trade

The Window Shade question finds its

most favorable solution with our Company The
satisfaction obtained by using our Window
Shades is helping trade. Many new names on
our books show that the trade appreciates our
business methods. We manufacture everything in

Window Shades. Write for our Catalogue.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
OFFICES :

681,683, 685 Craig St.. Montreal

SPRING
GOODS

IN

STOCK.

SPLENDID VALUES IN

Brussels, Velvets,
Tapestries,

Ingrains.

Linoleums,
Oil Clotbs,

Spuares, Rugs,

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO LETTER ORDERS.

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.,
II Front St. East, TORONTO.

Smallwares
^

devoted to

One of our manufactories is largely

Elastic Fabrics
We produce ElaStiC B X Z \ fJ S ,

(Sandalings), in Cotton and Silk.

6 to 16 cord, including Pocket Book and Umbrella Webs.

Round Elastic Cords, >naii sizes.

Garter and Loom Webs, from :! k inch wide upwards.

ElaStiC GuSSet WebS, for Boots and Surgical Purposes.

Skirt Beltings

Webbings

Shoe. and Corset Laces

Prussian Bindings

ire Bros. & Co. Ltd

Manufacturers Leicester
Eng.

Mendings

Tapes

Canada :

Stapleton Caldecott,

70 Bay St

,

Toronto
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSEFURNISH1NGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

' DECORATION

CARPETS
ORIENTAL RUGS: HOW TO SELECT AND CARE

FOR THEM.

(Concluded from last issue )

FOR bedroom use, where the floors are bare, a

heavy rug at moderate prices may be found

among the Karabaghs, Mosuls, Genghis, Belu-

chistan or Afghanistan. The latter is the

native name for Khorassan, which as a rule

lakes; its pattern motive from t lie Beluchistan, although

its patterns are larger, its pile thicker and looser, and its

selvage shows merely a running stitch of colored wool in-

stead of the embroidered pattern that distinguishes a

Beluchistan, and may always be discovered bv examining

the under side of the rug. The average size of the Belu-

chistan is three to five or four to six feet; of the Afghan-

istan, from six to eight. While the Beluchistan rugs are

of many types, even the coarsest and poorest are full of

wear. The old Beluchistans were noted for the depth

and luminous quality in the dyes, while the natural wool

possesses a richness and luster that gives the sheen of

satin. The finest breed of sheep and goats comes from
Beluchistan and the Province of Khorassan, where they

are raised and tended with the utmost solicitude. A num-
ber of times a year their coats are combed and brushed to

keep the wool close and silky, while entire flocks are fre-

quently enveloped in jackets made of cotton, the idea be-

ing to produce a constant friction that imparts unusual

brilliancy to the fleece. Most of the figures in a Belu-

chistan rug are hexagonal or octagonal, ornamented with

broad lines and latch-hooks. The principal designs are

laid generally in madder or a rich, deep blue, although

white, orange and some light shades of red are sometimes
sparingly used in the ornamented figures. The Ghengis
are of an exceedingly heavy fabric, and originally were
made for the roaming bands of Turkomans to spread on
the ground out of doors. The warp is of goat's hair or

brown wool, and the pile extremely long. The wool is fine:

the patterns are principally geometric, with a prevalence

of small detached figures. Of late years, a lar^e output of

these rugs has come here from the Bagdad district, fre-

quently mixed in with odds and ends of Shirvans, Kara-
baghs and Mosuls.

For the library or smoking-room, modern rugs, large

and heavy, are considered best. Most of those suited to

a dinintr-room are desirable, while a large Bokhara, too

heavy to slip, becomes specially effective with its rich

colorings of red, kermes, madder or pomegranate scarlet

in conjunction with rich, heavy furnishings.

While some persons, of extravagant leanings, employ
silk rugs on their drawinjj-room floors, they are not de-

signed for floor coverings and are not employed as such

in the Orient. They are fabrics intended primarily for

wall coverings, portieres and curtains. As a large num-
ber of these rugs are now finding their way to the Ameri-
can market and as buyers are frequently puzzled at the

wide variation in their prices, a word of explanation may
be timely. The difference is in the silk, the Persian far

outranking the Turkish in quality and price, and for this

reason

:

The silkworm is not native either to Turkey in Asia
or Persia, but was introduced by the Emperor Justinian

into Asia Minor and Persia in the sixth century A.D. In
the former land, the effect of the climate has been to de-

teriorate the product, and the silk of the Turkish provinces

is now inferior to that of China. In Persia, on the con-

trary, the silkworm found a more stimulating environ-

ment, and consequently the Persian silk is much superior

to that of Asiatic Turkey. A Turkish silk rug, five or six

feet by four, may sell for eighty dollars, while a Persian
brings from two to six hundred. Just now, the markets
are being glutted with spurious silk rugs imported from
Asia Minor, and made of raw silk. The designs on these

are copied from Persian, old Ghiordes and not infrequent-

ly from European models.

Some rugs may be known by their weight, some by
their design and coloring, some by the finish of the selvage,

and some by the finish of the edge. While no hard-and-
fast lines of demarcation can be laid down between the

various rugs, in a broad characterization it may be stated

that the heaviest rugs usually are to be found among the

Turkoman and Caucasian, particularly those made by the

nomads from the wool of sheep. Among these are: Af-
ghan-Khivas. Derben, Kazak, Daghestan, Genghis, and
Ushak.

The silkiest rugs, as a rule, are to be found among the

Persians, some of the Kurdish, and Anatolian and Dag-
hestans. The rugs made of tiftik, or the finest hair of

kids and lambs, are extremely rich and silky. These rugs

have lustre to start with and do not need the wear of

years that ordinary rugs require to bring out their luster.

They are scarce and necessarily expensive. Anion? the

specially silky rugs, flexible as a leopard's skin and with

the sheen of satin, are some of the old Ghiordes or Kulahs.

Beluchistans, Schnas, Tabriz, and the Kurdish-Irans, as

the Persian nomad products are called.

Classification by design is becoming more and more
complicated, for the simple reason that expert rug-weav-

ers now frequently travel about the country carrying their

designs Avith them and introducing antique or Persian pat-

terns into regions which formerly knew nothing of them.

Western buyers also are ordering rugs to suit the demands
of 'Occidental trade. Broadly, again, it may be stated

that in Persian nurs the tree or tuba form is nearly al-

ways found, presented either in its entirety or in small re-
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presentations within larger. The tree is the tree of life

or of paradise, and with il come animal figures represent-

ing various mythological and religious beliefs. Here also

arc the lotus buds and blooms in border designs; the fish

pattern, so called. 1 > 1 1 1 which looks more like a rosette be-

tween two hum' curled leaves; the pear or palm pattern,

taken from the chief ornamenl of the old Iranian crown;

the Henna rose, and the Swastica. oldest of all symbols,

believed to bring good luck.

As the Turks belong t<> a different sect of Moham-

medans who are forbidden by their religion to picture any

living thing, their rugs never show human or animal

life. Their designs seem to run more to the arch pattern.

fish-scale, medaltlions, vine effects or conventionalized

floriation.

1 he lilline. up of vacant spaces with small unrelated

figures characterizes all the carpets of the nomadic Turko-

mans, while their color effects are hold and intense. D
i- upon the choicest of these rngs 'hat one often finds

fastened a tufl of hair, a knot of wool, scraDS of calico

or a blue head. 'Phi- i- P. avert the "evil eye." of which

the nomad weavers are exceedingly fearful.

The Caucasian rugs have a distinctive character of

their own. showing, as in I he case of the Daghestans, a

closer adherence to old standards than any other rugs of

the eastern provinces. While the geometric finds its best

expression in the Caucasian carpet, .jewel effects and con-

ventionalized floral designs are common. Tn most of the

rugs there is great fineness of detail. A common feature

i- the almost universal use of the "crooked finger" or

"latch-hook," presumably an outgrowth of the Chinese

fret. The elongated star figure also aDDears in both the

body and border of many of the rugs, while the barber-

pole stripe anil rude representations of bird- and animal-

abound.

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES
PURCHASES BEING COMPLETED.

SPRING trade is now being pushed with increased

vigor, and the results are more satisfactory than

during the early weeks of the season. Buyers, now

that price and style uncertainties are settled, are operat-

ing freely. Retailers' stocks are in clean condition, due

to the regular clearance sale. Lace curtains, bed sets,

window shades, etc., as well as upholstery piece goods.

curtains and covers, are all in demand. There are no

changes in the price situation. Mercerized yarns may yet

go lower as cotton and silk are both easier, and this will

in time afield goods' prices.

Tapestry piece goods, covers and wall hangings are in

especial demand. All classes of tapestries from those in

silk and wool to the cheap Oriental stripes in cotton and

jute, arc going. In medium and high-grade lines the

largest sellers are mercerized and silk damasks.

FLAGS AND BUNTING.

EVEN at this period of the year the upholstery man
who is wise will make his plans tor the proper dis-

play of Hags and bunting. More and more of this

sort of work is being done each year on Victoria Day,

Dominion Day, Labor Day, and on other occasions, and it

should he possible to find these Foods in the stock of

every upholstery department. In every little country

town the decorator is the man who is looked to for the

drapings of the town hall. Festoons and rosettes, Hags

and drapes are intermingled according to the ingenuity

of the artist.

LACE CURTAINS.

IN
the eyes of the housewife, lace curtains are one of

the most important considerations in the furnishing

of the home. Even in ready-made curtains, and es-

pecially so in tin' made to-orde] variety, considerable

liiteiesl is exhibited in the mallei of hanging them. City

stores usuallj have an experienced decorate] who settles

this and other perplexities h\ inspecting the rooms and

windows and giving expert advice. As this is beyond the

ordinary store, a few suggestions will brighten up the

curtain man and enable him to discourse intelligently and

give sound advice to purchasers.

How to Hang Curtains.

The discussions centre about the following points:

1. Are curtains to reach Hie window sill, a little below
if, or down to the floor'.' 2. Are they to hang straight.

iie looped back, or caught up with a rosette?

The answers depend largely upon the architectural

position and style of the window, the nature of the room
and the purpose for which it is to be used. Rash cur-.

tains to hang slraight reach from the top of the window
sash 10 (dear Hie sill. They may he shirred on a rod 01

attached to rings. Sash curtains to loop hack are about
six inches longer than the length of the window from top
to sill. The looped back variety apparently increases the
width and reduces the height. Straight sash curtains
have Hie opposite effect. Looped curtains give a jaunty.
cheerful appearance, but do not look well on wide, short
windows.

Sash curtains, stores or panels, when properly applied,
add greatl\ to the exterior appearance of a house, but
should be uniformly applied to all windows visible from
the same quarter.

\s a rule. Hie ground-flooi windows should be more
densely diesscd than those of the upper floors, these win-
dows usually being largci and more heavily trimmed, and
as the tieatment ascends from floor to floor permit the
curtains to he less weighty in character and expose a
huge area of uncovered gla

LACE MAKERS' WAGES.
An example of modern economy in production is shown

m Hie fad that twenty years ago the wages of Notting-
ham lacemakers were as high as £6 and By a week, and
,,l( ' Profits of the employers ranged up to 11111 Rer cent.
To-da\ if a man is working lull lime he maj earn from
±2 His. p. E 1 a week.

si,
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Geo. H. Hces, Son & Co.
LIMITED

HAVE IN STOCK NEW ARRIVALS OF

Cushion Tops. Lace Panels for Doors.

Bobbinet and Muslin Curtains, our own make, New Designs

Lace Curtain Materials, aii kinds.

New Patterns of Tapestry Curtains and Table Covers,

New Patterns of Chenille Curtains and Table Covers,
our own make, at Special Prices.

Silk and COttOn VelOUrS, plain and new fancy designs.

Couch and Furniture Covers, new designs from our own

lOOWS, and also latest attractions in Imported Lines of these goods

LACE CURTAINS.
We make a specialty of Lace Curtains, and carry in stock

ready to deliver an immense quantity of these goods, from

20 cents to $30.00 a pair.

We are now carrying in stock a large assortment
of BURLAPS for wall decorations, also a full

range of DENIMS.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles and Fixtures, Brass

and Metal Goods, and a full stock of

Upholsterers' Supplies.

X.B.—We sell these goods at a price that affords che RETAILER LARGE
PROFITS.

GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.,
TORONTO, OIMT.

MONTREAL WAREHOUSE, No. 20 St. Helen St.

LIMITED
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WALL PAPER

T
QUAINT WALL PAPER.

'HE oldest landscape wall paper I ever saw, writes

Frank I). Sanborn, was in the parlor of President

Wean. <>f Hampton Falls, a simple hunting scene

with three compartments; a deer above, a dog below,

and a hunter with his horn below that. It was put on

in 1

7
'i 7 , when the house was built, and I think is there

still. Colonel Whiting's house, built about 1815, had a

more elaborate and extensive scene, what the French

called "Montagnes Russes," artificial hills in a park, for

sliding down toboggan-fashion, and a score of people using

them or looking on. The oldest papers were patterned

first after old tapestry.

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, can boast of several an-

tique papers. One house has its walls papered with an

illustration of "The Lady of the Lake." The papers in

the homes of former professors of Dartmouth College are

earefulh preserved and will probably always be allowed

to remain. One depicts the Bay of Naples and Mount

Vesuvius; the other the seasons. The Bay of Naples

theme seems to have been most admired a hundred years

ago. Rev. Wallace Nutting, of Providence, R.I., whose

RETURN E|gk .
v^>/, *& „

r\ ipyny i nij
i

> &tsu™^*- li&r/J

Vesuvius is pouring forth the usual volumes of smoke. A

fine old mahogany sideboard, at the foot of the volcano,

decorated with decanters and glasses large and small,

presents an inviting picture.

In Taunton, Mass., the adventures of Aeneas, son of

RETURNED,
If* U V30*

The Marie Antoinette, shown by the Menzie Wall Pnper On., Toronto

Anchises and the goddess Venus, make a most interesting

series of tableaux. One shows him fleeing from burning

Troy, hearing his aged father upon his shoulders and

leading by the hand his young son, Ascanius. Through

the courtesy of Mr. Brown, of Gregory & Brown, Boston,

'

I have twelve medallion scenes from the thrilling love

affair of Cupid and Psyche. The last four have these sub-

jects: "Psyche Going to Hell," "Psyche Returning from

Hell," "Reconciliation of Venus and Psyche," "The Union

of Psyche and Cupid."

Wall Papei Design for 1904, Manufactured?!)? Stauntona Limited.CToronto.

lame as an artistic photographer is widespread, sent me

a picture of a parlor in St. Johnsbury, Vt., where he

found this paper. Three women dressed in old-fashioned

-tyle, even to the arrangement of their hair, are seated

at table, enjoying a cup of tea \n old tabbv is napping

to il, iii a sofl-cushioned chair. And above, on the right.

"MARIE ANTOINETTE."

This panel treatment by the Menzie people, of Toron-

to, is made up of their patterns 1364 (the narrow) and

I .i 6 6 (the wide stripe). The effect may be varied in

numerous ways. Pattern 1364 forms a dainty stripe in

itself, 1366 being used as a frieze. In the illustration,

one width of 1366 is used, with the same paper as a

frieze. The width of the panels is regulated by the use

of 1364.

People go to newspapers for information. If your

advertisement does not appear, they naturally infer that

you have nothing of importance to say.

H2
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ARE YOU READY
FOR THE

Wall Paper. Season ?
IF YOU HAVE. NOT ORDERED TO
COVER ALL POSSIBLE NEEDS

WRITE US TO SEND (PREPAID) SAMPLES OF
OUR BEST SELLING LINES FOR 1905

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED

STAUNTONS Limited

MANUFACTURERS TORONTO

H?&*.Wtem^m&m>i3*(m^mm^^^
I ±

f
The China and Japan i

* Silk Co., Limited
T

Canada

fX

1
TORONTO MONTREAL |

77 Bay Street, 290 St. James St. |

Japan

YOKOHAMA

177 Yamashitacho.

J. Importers and dealers in Silks, Mat- J
J. tings, Fancy Goods, Curios, and all T
X manufactures of Japan and China.-

*X Buyers are invited to inspect our samples.
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DOWN COMFORTERS
WOOL COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, Etc.

FANCY
CUSHIONS

i

t

I

I

FANCY
COSIES

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. FEATHERS BOUGHT.

Tk TORONTO FEATHER & DOWN CO.,LiM
74 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO.
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FINE PORCELAIN AND ITS RELATION TO
CHEAPNESS.

A
COMPETITION for cheapness and not for excellence

of workmanship, is the most frequent and certain

cause of rapid decay and entire destruction of

arts and manufactures."

"All works of art must bear a price in proportion to

the skill, the (axle, 1 lie time, the expense, and the risk

attending the invention and execution of them."

"Beautiful forms and compositions are not to he made
h\ chance, and lhe\ nevei were made, nor can he made
in any kind at a small expense."

Thus said the greatest of England's main great pot-

ters, Josiah Wedgewood.
"A competition for cheapness," one asks oneself; is it

possible thai such a thing existed in the "good old days"
which most of us are inclined to look upon as the hal-

cyon days of English pottery'.' Whether it existed or not,

Wedgewood saw that such a thing was possible, even

piohable, and he boldly prophesied the inevitable rcsuHs
of such competition. Were Josiah Wedgewood to arise

now from his long rest, how instantly would he realize

the fulfilment of his prophesy, uttered more than 130

years ago, and the terrible havoc whiph is being wrought
by the competition which he had denounced upon the

most interesting, the most fascinating, and what ought

to be the most arlistic of England's handicrafts. Com-
petition is the mainspring of life and of business enter-

prise, hut in its true sense it must be a competition for

excellence. Do boys compete for the lowest place in the

«dass, or be last in the race 7 And yet this is what is

being done by certain English potters of to-day. The

exceptions—and it is a matter of deep congratulation

thai there are exceptions— might be counted upon the

lingers of one hand; but arc they strong enough to save

the prestige of England's greatest art industry? Are
the\ Stiff enough to resist the flood of this competition

for cheapness? or to stem the tide which is sucking

under England's most reputable craft'.'

"The ait of the potter"— is it possible 1o save What

is left of it from being dragged down into the morass

of cheap, meretricious, gaudy, and contemptible rubbish

with which the artistic taste of this country is being

steadily submerged?

We are accustomed to talk very irliblv of the beautiful

things of the eighteenth -century. We take off our hats

when mention is made ijj( Queen Anne and her times, of

the early Georges, of t'he Chippendale's, tlfe Sheratons,

the Wedge woods and other pas\ glories, and we raise our

horror-stricken eyebrows at the very mention of the

word "Victorian"; but what about the Edwardian peri-

od? What about the ceramics of to-day—are they advanc-

ing, or are they drifting down upon the tide of cheapness''

Looking at the question fairly and squarely, and judging

the pottery and porcelain from the only possible plat-

form, that of beauty, of refinement, and of reposeful

charm, it is impossible to confess to am- other conclu-

sion than tiie triumphs of had taste, of indifferent work-

manship, and impossible coloring and gilding. And what
has brought it all about, what has caused this "certain

and rapid decay?" Nothing but a "competition for cheap-

ness."

This statement must not be misunderstood; it is not

necessan thai pottery or porcelain should be costly, or

<CIAR SKIS T l-J^PlUbMli

A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
IS ASSURED TO USERS OK

Ideal Mattress Pads
You should have them in stock, and your clerks should be posted as to their merits. They improve the sleeping

qualities of even the best Mattress, and protect it as well, and they are a positive blessing to the user of a poor
Mattress.

They should sell in your Furnishing Department. Order a bale of one dozen ; net price, $11.00 per dozen,

double-bed size.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

Successors to The Alaska Feather and Down Co Limited

Toronto Bedding Co. Limited

SEND FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST uh*4i.
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A CARD Wall Paper
Season 1905

AND
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Watson - Foster Co.
Limited

ADVERTISING SYSTEM

SO MANY DEALERS HAVE LATELY WRITTEN
US FOR THE ADVERTISING MATERIAL WE
ARE PREPARING FOR THEM INDIVIDUALLY,
THAT WE WISH TO SAY . . . WHILE WE
WILL MAKE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO DELIVER
ANY LOT URGENTLY NEEDED, WE HAVE TO
REMIND OUR CUSTOMERS AT LARGE THAT
OUR PRINTING AND OTHER CONTRACTS THIS
YEAR ARE SO HEAVY THAT DELIVERY (TO

US) OF SOME ITEMS IS ONLY NOW BEING
MADE. OUR OWN STAFF IS WORKING OVER-
TIME IN AN EFFORT TO DELIVER MOST OF
THE MATERIAL THIS MONTH AND ALL BY
THE MIDDLE OF NEXT ::

The WATSON-FOSTER C°.
•»

Limited

MONTREAL.
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ol such a price as to be beyond the reach of the limited

purse, and only attainable by the wealthy. The simplest

designs are often the most beautiful, and dainty work
and sweet coloring may be produced with a minimum
outlay of cash, provided there has also been a proper ex-

penditure of thought and taste upon them. Is the manu-
facturer to be entirely blamed for the present most
lamentable artistic slum]) in so large a portion of Eng-

lish china and earthenware, or is it traceable to a demand
on the part of the purchasing public for show at little

cost'' In justice to the manufacturer, let it be said that

the public have been largely instrumental in forcing him
into his present most unfortunate position; the whole

state of our present social life is artificial to tne last

degree, each one tries to go one better than his neighbor,

and to make more show and more splash, possibly to

hide the leanness of the family purse. The effect of this

is seen in the selection of the tea set, the dinner set, the

dessert plates, or the household ornaments. The greatest

show for the least monev is the household motto, and the

result is the tearing, sweltering competition to meet
this truly humiliating demand, sometimes good designs

prostituted by bad workmanship, but more often mere
daubs without harmony of color, conspicuous chiefly for

splashes of gold without taste, refinement, or beauty, but

cheap.

How often we hear in our sale rooms the expression,

"Ah! that is a good showy pattern." The saying con-

tradicts itself—a pattern cannot be showy and good.

Show in its very essence is vulgar, no matter in what
form, and vulgarity cannot be good; but good patterns

need not be dowdy or dull or lifeless, we do not want
such things about us,—our lives are none too bright

without them. Is it not possible, then, for our manufac-

turers to make some stand against this, competition for

the greatest show for the least money, and show to the

world something simple and dainty which looks worth

what it is, and no more? Then comes the crux of the

whole matter—if he does so, will /the public purchase it?

The chances are, yes. Demand creates the supply, but

supply can very often create a demand as well, and if

in this case it succeeds in doing so, the degenerating

tendency in English china will receive a most urgently-

needed check.

The second and third quotations must be linked to-

gather; they have practically and in spirit one and the

same meaning. They laise several points. They take a

higher stand than my first quotation, which prophesied

a decay of workmanship and a deterioration of technical

excellence, in that they refer to taste, art work and

beauty of form and composition. What is the true ex-

planation of the taste, beauty and charm of the china of

the eighteenth century, which undoubtedly reflects so

discreditably upon so much of our present-hay work? or,

to ask the question in an inverse way, what is it that

has caused our present artistic decadence, our present

apparent lack of real appreciation of what is refined or

of what is true ? We boast so mightly of our

education, of our jue de siecle civilization, of

our great prosperity, of our progress in "The Arts"
(spelt with the largest of capital A's,) and yet if we
look back for 150 years we are compelled to admit that

our forefathers had truer and more instinctive ideas of

taste and of the fitness of things. The fault does not lie

so heavily at the door of the manufacturer as it does at

that of the people themselves. In the first place there is

little or no desire on the part of the ordinary consumer

to possess anything that could be dignified by the name

of a work of art (and a white tea cup may be just as

much a work of art as a painted picture). How is it

possible, then, that "the skill, the taste, the time, the

expense, and the risk attending the invention and execu-

tion of them" should enter into their calculation at all?

It rarely, if ever, does, and the buying public have forced

the manufacturer, who works to live, into the same clov-

ing, clinging slough. Can we really blame him, a man
of business, whose duty to himself is success in life, and

whose duty to the commonwealth is to assist others

along the same path, by giving them (the more the bet-

ter) honest employment and a well-earned wage'.' Not in

justice. But must we wait for the tardy conversion of

the public? And who or what is likel*- to bring it about?

It may come, but not of itself. If there could only be

instilled into the manufacturers, not only of pottery and

porcelain, but of other kindred English handicrafts, a

competition—not for the most showy, the most super-

ficial, or the cheapest article—but for beauty, for refine-

ment and for taste, by sure and certain, if slow, stages,

the public would learn to understand, to appreciate, and,

more important still, to purchase, and there would be

some chance of our own era and its productions being

held up as examples to students of a future generation.

—

Exchange.

HINTS FOR HOUSEFURNISHINGS MAN.

SALESMEN of the most serviceable type should be ex-

perienced decorators with good ideas of room pro-

portions. If sound advice can be given customers

regarding the arrangement of furniture and judicious use

of colors, sales in the various branches of the housefur-

nishing department are more easily effected. For instance,

a long parlor, badly lighted, might be desired treated

in such a manner as to apparently widen the dimensions.

This can be done by a judicious arrangement of the fur-

niture and colors.

Wide effects are obtained best by arranging the small-

est pieces of furniture and pictures at the furthest point

from the main entrance. The use of reds, orange or yel-

low, or any warm colors, is to be avoided, as they dim-

inish the apparent size of the room. Receding colors in

the furniture, the walls, the pictures, all help. Con-

tinuous design in ceiling or carpet weakens the size effect,

hence rugs, which break the continuity and are laid across

the room instead of lengthwise, are preferable.

Advancing and Receding Colors.

The whole range of colors is commonly divided into

warm or luminous colors and cold ones. These are fur-

ther classed as advancing and receding colors. Advancing

colors contain red and yellow in the ascendancy. The

room that is small should not be made smaller by the

use of advancing colors. These colors always seem to

come at you and bring things that are treated therewith

into closer range. Often, however, to supply a deficiency

of light it is expedient to treat a small room in warm
colors. In such a case treat the room in light tones,

such as grey, and get the deficiency of sunlight through

the warm lone in the lace curtains. Receding colors con-

tain blue in the ascendancy. All colors may be thus

classed and treated by following the above distinguishing

features closely.

In considering any advertising proposition, such as a

proposed expenditure of which you are not sure, just stop

a minute and think what the effect would be if it were not

done at all. Often this sudden turn will clear the vision.

A really good proposition will always survive the test,

while a poor one will be detected.

S6
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Linoleum
Five Qualities—A, B, C, D and £

IN BOTH PLAIN AND PRINTED

We recommend these goods for the excellence of finish, beauty

of design and moderate price.

A large stock is carried at all times and prompt delivery is

guaranteed.

FLOOR and TABLE OIL CLOTHS
These Standard lines have such a long and well established

reputation with the Trade 'hat they are known through-

out the country as being second to none in

Quality, Design, Finish and Price.

THE
HANDLED BY ALL WHOLESALE DRY GOODS HOUSES

DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO.
MONTREAL

LIMITED

*
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Old Bleach" Cinens
ALL GRASS BLEACHED

TOWELS

HUCKABACKS

DIAPERS

DRESS LINENS

SHEETS

SHEETINGS

PILLOW LINENS

EMBROIDERY
LINENS

H. S SQUARES

H. S RUNNERS

H. S. SHAMS.

' All in the Spring was the brown Flax spun.
All in the Summer it bleached in the sun."—Phcebe Cary.

016 mieacf)

Linens are softer,

stronger, longer-
lived and more

beautiful than other

makes.

NOTE THE

TRADE MARK

Oldmeacf)
Bleach Green (100 acres), Raudalstown.

R. H. COSBIE, Sole Agent for the Dominion '

Write for " Old Bleach " Booklet. 30 West Wellington Street, TORONTO
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VEILS, PAST
AND PRESENT tfc

B\
main people the lioatiiig chiffon or lace veil

is looked upon as a very new style. But

since, as the saying goes, there is really

nothing new under the sun—nothing done or

said thai (annul be traced back in some form

or other to the remotest past—so the wearing of veils is

no new thing. It is an old, old, fashion, old almost as

fashion itself. Women's veils are mentioned early in

Genesis. At the meeting of Abraham's steward and Re-

becca at the well, she is asked to lift her veil so that he

might see her face. It must have been a serious matter
in those days to wear a veil, for they were not as now,
just becoming screens of gauze or lace, through which

the features were plainly to be seen, but they were heavy
shields, for strangers were not supposed to see a woman's
face unveiled, and for Rebecca to lift her veil at the re-

quest of an utter si ranger was in no small measure a

test of temper and character.

Little Change in the East.

Veils have changed considerably since those days

<.
4

!*

One of the Latest of New York.

though m ihi'ii original home i1 is altogether probable

that i hen form and fashion has seen but little change:
In tin Vlahometan east the idea or character of the veil

is still the same. It is s. t ill a film of mystery profound,

and the thick fabric that completely shields the face from

the gaze of man certainly arouses one's curiosity.

It was probablj from the east thai western Europe

and our an/esiei s. the Saxons among them, copied the

veil, I'm the veil as worn then was much the same as is

seen in the Holy Land to this day, and was likely sug-

gested by the pictures ol the Virgin and Saints, and also

b\ the veils if! the various orders of nuns.

The Saxon woman's veil was of linen or silk, and

fastened around the head and neck, enveloping I he-

shoulders and tailing down on each side as low as the

knees.

Superstitions.

Tins covering of the hair entirely has not yei died out

The Veil in the Early Tliirtie.-

in some of the remoter parts of western Europe, where a

girl's hair is jealously hidden until the day of her

wedding. Hut we have also out own superstitions con-

nected willi bridal veils, and for a bride to wear a bor-

rowed veil, generally her mother's, is said to bring good

hick—a custom and sentiment so pretty that it will onlv

he the man who makes and the man who sells veils that

will have anything against it. Certainlj pater familias

who pays for the trousseau will look upon it with dis-

tinct approval.

Early last Summer some very long floating veils were

worn—some so long that they reached quite to the hem

of the dress, but this style was not the limit in long

veils, for so far back as the 11th century the ladies of

thai time went their 20th century descendants one better,

and wore veils so long that they had to be looped into

knots to keep them from trailing away behind, indeed

these ladies were partial to knots in their attire, for

they wore long hanging sleeves and knotted them up too.

A Funny Style.

One lutnu style was to wear the veil around the neck

and drawn up just over the nose, leaving the upper part

of the face, which we usually cover with a veil, hare.

But it was in the 15th century that the most out-

landish fashion came into vogue. This was a head-dress

so high, or so wide, that ladies had to go through doors

sideways, oi nearly doubled over. This headgear was the

famous iiennin," which for Kill years or mote held its

ground in feminine favor in spite of. or because of—for

mortals, and particularly those of the feminine persua-

sion, are contrary— the decrees of the law and the thun-

SJ
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ders of the church. Indeed some energetic divines did not

confine themselves to dire threats of pains and penalties

both here and hereafter to the fair offenders, but some

took a long stick into the church and marched up and

down the aisles, knocking the hennins off each offend-

ing head within reach. Rather hard this on the women
whose religion compelled them to attend church each day.

No doubt the men folk enjoyed all this commotion huge-

ly, although their own fashions at times came under the

. i nsure of both church and law.

The Hennin Described.

These hennins in the high form were like a huge sugar

loaf, with a Boating veil of gauze from the pouit falling

down over the wearer's shoulders. When the broad shape

was adopted there was a cap of velvet and the veil stuck

out on each side like wings. In this case it reached

down only to a little below the shoulders, but what was

lacking in length was more than made up for in the

width.

For the 18th and early 19th century veil areophane,

a fine type of gauze from which our modern chiffons and

crepe de chines are descended, was the fabric generally

chosen. Blond laces, and later in the last century Lim-

erick lace veils, were much used. Ladies of the early

thirties decorated the (lopping brims of their huge mob

hats with a flounce of floating lace, which is responsible

for the birdcage veil seen on some of the hats last Sum-

mer.
Bonnet Uglies.

When the poke bonnet was worn big gathered veils,

called bonnet uglies—and never a fashion so well deserved

its name—were worn. Tins fashion was a favorite with

jealous husbands, more than one of whom, if old gossip

can be credited, made their wives wear them long after

the style had been dropped by other women.

Witli the modified poke veils were worn, thrown to

one side in a most fetching fashion, and in the forties,

when women were feminine above all things, and did not

want to look bold or masculine, or anything save dear,

sweet, dependent little beings, even in the saddle, they

twisted wisps of gauze around their high silk hats,

which they knotted at the back, taking care to leave long

ends and streamers to float gracefully in the breeze.

Fashion papers of that day show us ladies thus dec-

orated, and in the long and dangerous habit then worn

prancing through woodland scenes and over mountain

brows. They all lav great emphasis on what was no

doubt a popular and picturesque style. This is one field

that the veil is in little danger of invading again, for the

tendency is towards a safe and businesslike costume when
on horseback. Fancy a lady who rides astride in a float-

ing veil !

The Present Vogue of the Veil.

It is the American woman who is responsible for the

vogue of the veil as we have it to-day, and the globe-

trotter introduced it in the Old World. Paris took it up

in the Autumn of 1003, and conservative London fol-

lowed, with the result that it is a full fledged style now,

and one that is likely to last for some time. The long

veil is worn, but it is generally thrown back as a drape,

and falls behind, while one or even two mesh veils are

worn over the face. Unlike our grandmothers, who s tuck-

to modest black and white, we are introducing all the

colors of the rainbow into our veils. Automobiling as a
sport is creating a big demand for veils, and not veils of

a modest length, but those whijeh call for quite a few

yards of material.

Then, quite naturally, the prominence of the veil,

which is one of the hall-marks of smartness now, just as

it was a badge of gentility in the sixties, has brought

out many expensive fancies, such as real lace ones cost-

ing many dollars, and chiffon ones ribbon-trimmed and

embroidered, that are by no means cheap.

REGULATION OF GAS MANTLE LAMPS.

By A. A. McKay

IN all localities where illuminating gas, both the na-

tural and the artificially procured, is obtainable, are

to be found lighting devices which use in some man-

ner or other a mantle suspended over a bunsen burner.

They all work on the same general principle, and are

alike susceptible to certain injurious influences that ren-

der them at times almost unsuitable for anything but an

object at which to hurl maledictions, but with a little

care and attention, they can be made to always give en-

tire satisfaction' to their users.

The lamp, as it could be called, most commonly used,

affords no means of regulating the flow of gas, and very

often, owing to. insufficient pressure, too little gas is ad-

mitted to the burner. This condition is indicated by the

mantle burning bright only at the bottom, half-way up

its length, or possibly up one side, with the balance of

the mantle a brownish color. To remedy this, remove the

gallery, or upper portion of the burner, being careful to

lift it off gently, in order thai the mantle may not be

damaged or entirely destroyed, and unscrew the top piece

of the bunsen tube, which can be done in most cases with

the fingers. Then enlarge the small openings in top of

lower part of the bunsen very slightly. At this point,

it is necessary to caution anyone attempting this, not

to enlarge these openings too much, as such a condition

leads to effects equally as deleterious as the fault in pro-

cess of being remedied. It is better to enlarge the open-

ings gradually, trying the burner and mantle on each

time, not forgetting to make a new adjustment of the

air shutter upon each trial, until the light is burning

satisfactorily.

Too great an allowance of gas will result in the man-
tle becoming black, starting at or near the top ami

spreading downward. This is caused by the accumula-

tion of carbon upon the inside of the mantle, and if not

remedied, will result in such a weight of carbon accumu-

lating as is sufficient to cause the mantle to break from

its support at the top. If detected in time, this condi-

tion may be remedied bv opening the air shutter to its

fullest extent, and turning the gas cock half oft'. This

exactly reverses the conditions which caused the carbon-

izing of the mantle, and results in its removal.

Very often a burner that has been giving satisfaction

lor months, gradually begins to show a falling off in

illuminating power. It will generally be found that this

is due to an accumulation of dust over the top of the

lower portion of the bunsen burner. This can be re-

moved by carefully lifting off the gallery containing man-
tle shade, etc., and blowing vigorously into the bunsen.

If that is not sufficient, remove upper piece of bunsen,

wipe oft the top of the lower piece, and clean out the

openings with a needle or pin.

Another, and less common, though very perplexing

source of complaint, arises from the placing on the burner

of a new cap mantle, in which the little wad of batten,

that usually accompanies each one, has become pushed up

under the wire gauge. When placed on the burner in this

condition, the mantle will not work satisfactorily, no

matter what adjustment is made at the air shutter. This

condition results in a slight escape of gas into the room,

and is usually indicated by a smell of burning cloth,

thus denoting the presence of the batten, which becomes
more or less singed. The remedy is obvious.
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PUSHING MEN'S LINES.

USUALLY haberdashers and those departments in gen-

eral stores which supply the wants of men are

united in testifying to satisfactory trade. An inquiry

into the reasons for such happy conditions is instructive.

In a wind, the methods of the male customer are entirely

different from those of the woman. A man knows what

lie wants and usually does not haggle over price. Fur-

ther he loses precious little time in making selections.

Then, too, he is in the habit of taking his purchases with

him. thus saving cost of delivery. He wants the latest

and soon makes a decision.

A men's furnisher is keenly alive to these condi-

tions and all stores may be well posted on the latest

fashion tendencies, and the newest in every line. This

news is essential to every haberdashery and live men's

department. An aspect of men's trade, however, which

is often overlooked by general stores is the position of

l he men's furnishing department. A choice position does

much to promote the satisfactory conditions alluded to.

The principal difficulty is to get men into the store, as

they are prone to shy at tilling their wants in a store full

of women. This can he overcome to some extent by hav-

ing the department at the front of the main floor. Where

practicable a separate entrance is the desideratum. Often

men's furnishings, clothing and shoes are well kept to-

gether. Furl Iter, where feasible the making of change

should he such as to complete transactions in a very few

minutes. To our general subscribers, we ask, why not

start this month by having these matters corrected? Fur-

ther, if possible we think a closer perusal of our editorial

and advertising section devoted to men's lines will be

worth every merchant's time.

Business men who make exaggerated statements are likely

to be under-estimated.

THE CREDIT SYSTEM.

I T has been said, and many instances of late look sus-

1 picious, that there is a class of retailers who make

their money by buying goods on credit and then fail and

compromise under the bankruptcy law, if their assets are

at all available. That there are a few of this class in busi-

ness is undoubted, but that any large percentage of re-

tailers in the country are of this class is untrue. The

major portion are honest and capable men, and failures

of these are found to be due to circumstances beyond their

control.

However, who is to blame for dishonest merchants?

Where do thev buy their goods? Dishonest retailers, why

is credit accorded them? Montreal failures alluded to

last month should put wholesalers on their guard. This

will put dishonest retailers out of business, or stop their

frequent failure.

Ninety per cent, of the business between retailers and

wholesalers is done on credits. Few are situated to pay

cash on all their purchasers. Credit is capital. Whole-

salers, however, must know the basis of the merchant's

financial condition and possibilities, his reputation for

honesty, sobriety and industry. Many other questions

essential to enable the wholesaler to decide whether or

not he should extend credit must be answered. Retailers

must not feel hurt and think the wholesaler is inquisitorial.

This tends to eliminate the man with small capital and

large ideas, buying on credit wherever possible and think-

ing not of paying bills but of the great display he is mak-

ing. Hills mature with no money to meet them and an

assignment is the easiest way out. Wholesalers must be

cautious and retailers of the best kind will co-operate.
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WHERE WILL IT END?

OIK news columns contain an account of the Montreal

Retail Dry Goods Association's fight against trading

stamps. The policy of giving something for nothing,

which found its most convenient vehicle in many parts of

Canada in trading stamps has at last shaken up the trad«

to an unprecedented extent. This "premium" idea has

been fairly well confined to "popular" stores whose trade

comes from the masses and whose merchandise is medium

or low-priced. The dealer in high-class goods has not

thus far found it necessary to resort to stamps or other

schemes to swell sales.

A seeming necessity has brought about the stamp evil

and it is generally recognized that unsatisfactory trade

conditions fostered the premium idea. In Montreal good

establishments have put the prem-

ium idea more to the front than the

merchandise. The question natur-

ally arises, what will the outcome

be?

A short history of this condition

of affairs is interesting and instruc-

tive. Trading stamps when origin-

ated years ago, made no appreciable

stir. There was no blare of trump-

ets and they passed their natural

course into oblivion. This was due

to their sponsors, mere adventurers

without credit or standing.

However, new men with greater

ability saw that "something for

nothing" was a potent argument

and, using widespread publicity

sometimes pages in Montreal dailies,

they aroused popular interest to its

highest pitch. The effect was magi-

cal as expense was ignored. Trade

was and is being diverted from its

natural channels.

Many merchants are nevertheless

standing pat on their own well-

grounded policies. Lately the premium idea, trading

stamps, has been openly attacked in its strong-

hold—Montreal—as savoring of deception. These mer-

chants prefer theeir own argument of lower prices and

trust to the public's discrimination to retain trade and

prestige.

Altogether the trading stamp proposition is becoming

a complicated one, and no surprise will be occasioned if

its life amone- retailers of the better class proves a brief

one. The outcome of the struggle in Montreal is anxious-

ly awaited.
• • •

Business men who cannot keep their word cannot expect
to keep their customers.

BE SURE TO CALL AND SEE US.

Every milliner, merchant and buyer who

visits the wholesale centres should make it a

point to call at the offices of The Dry Goods

Review.
We invite you most cordially to do this.

You will be made most welcome, and should

you wish to make our offices your headquarters

during your stay in the city we should be very

glad to have you do so.

You will find telephone accommodation,

writing materials, latest papers for reference,

and the most complete information at your dis-

posal.

You can learn the location of any of the

wholesale houses or manufacturers, and the

easiest way to reach them.

You can learn just where to find most lines

of goods, thus saving yourselves much valuable

time while in the market.

You can learn all sorts of pointers as to

merchandise, store system arrangement and

fitting, that you could not readily obtain else-

where.

The Dry Goods Review offices in each

city are located in the very centre of the whole-

sale district, and are therefore central and con-

venient.

In a few minutes' chat many suggestions

may develop, which will be of benefit to your-

self and to us.

The Dry Goods Review,

Montreal. Toronto. Winnipeg

232 McGill St., 10 Front St. E., 515 Mclntyre

Block,

New York. London, E.C.

1241 New York Life Bldg. 88 Fleet St.

THE SHIPPER'S RESPONSIBILITY.

WE would like to impart a little instruction to the

retail trade on the question of shipments by

freight, and at the same time to make a suggestion to

the jobbers. When a shipper has made a shipment by

freight, ex warehouse, or f.o.b., at point of shipment,

and has received the transportation company's receipt

therefor, his responsibility for the safe delivery of the

goods ends. This is a fact of which the consignee is ap-

parently oblivious, or else he forgets it. The moment
any hitch occurs, he immediately holds the shipper re-

sponsible, and appeals to him. As a result, shippers are

inundated with requests and demands which should by
rights be addressed to the transportation companies.

Of course, the wholesale houses must in self-defence,

take up these claims and fight them out with the rail-

way companies in the interests of

their customers. But very often

much annoyance and loss of time

would be saved were the purchaser

of the goods to make application to

the transportation company at the

receiving point.

As an assistance to purchasers,

shippers might do well to consider

the following suggestion. In send-

ing out invoices of goods shipped,

include a copy of the bill of lading,

showing the date of shipment, and

full particulars. The consignee, re-

ceiving such a document, has in his

hand full evidence that the trans-

portation company has the goods,

and he knows just how long they

have been in transit. He need not,

therefore, unnecessarily accuse the

shipper of delaying shipment, or

hold him responsible for the non-

delivery of the goods.

At the bottom of all the trouble,

lies the carelessness of the railway

companies. They are responsible for

the delays and accidents which may befall shipments,

and until they improve their methods and strive to ac-

commodate their patrons better, the trouble will con-

tinue. Many instances might be brought forward as evi-

dence to demonstrate the laxity of the transportation

companies. They realize that they hold the whip hand,

and they show an indifference to the complaints of their

patrons that is most aggravating. There is not a jobber

in any of our wholesale centres who cannot produce a

long string of grievances and spend several hours detailing

the difficulties he has experienced. Notwithstanding all

these facts, however, it is none the less true, that the

consignees of goods would relieve shippers very consider-

ably if they would handle cases of delay or loss them
selves.
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Our Travellers are now on their routes with samples

of Coats, Costumes, Skirts and Shirt-waist Suits

for Spring.

Perfect fitting, fashionable materials, best tailoring,

correct style, profit bringers.

"We want your order. That's why we advertise."

TS Merchants' Mantle Manufacturing Co.
LADIES* READY-TO-WEAR

Li mited

36 WELLINGTON ST. E. and
I, 3, 5 LEADER L4NE.

Coats, Costumes and Skirts.

TORONTO, Canada.

Canadian Buyers
can always count on seeing the latest,

best, and choicest mantle modes in our

showrooms. Our success is in saleable.

medium-priced goods, not in extremes,

and a look through our samples will show the extent of our range and the infinite variety of our

ideas. We would like to mail our Pattern Book to buyers who cannot visit our showrooms.
Any request will have prompt attention.

Specialties

Ladies' Coats flND Costumes
a,™ WATERPROOFS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES and FURS.

OLD CHANGE BUILDINGS, OLD CHANGE. E.C., LONDON, (Just out of St. Pauls Churchyard.
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STATE OF TRADE.

TAKING garmentdom all found, and considering

its many and varied lines, the advance business

done for the Spring of 1905 is more that satis-

factory, and everything points to a larger sale

than heretofore in ready-made lines in the com-
ing Spring. It was the case, and only a few years back,

too, that Spring business was almost nil, but conditions

are rapidly changing and there is a large and healthy

expansion in this end of the trade, and there are not

wanting signs also of a Summer trade as well, thus

dividing the year into three busy seasons, instead of one
long Fall as was the custom not so very long ago.

There may be some little friction experienced and some
necessary adjustment made in both the manufacturing and
the retail end of the trade to meet this, hut the fact is,

conditions of life are changing rapidly in Canada, and
both merchant and manufacturer will have to studv how
best to meet those changes, and turn them to their own
advantage.

Better means of transportation brings country life

more in touch with town and city life, and the fact that

the whole population nowadays travels more, and sees

more, and wants more, is- changing totally the conditions

under which the garment trade is now done.

News travels fast, too, and most women take some
kind of a fashion paper, and are familiar with the prin-

cipal features of the style changes that are taking' place.

The Pooular Leader.

The shirtwaist suit bids fair to be a popular leadei
in the garment trade as it runs the whole gamut of

prices and styles. It can he had at prices, and in ma-
terials that place it within the reach of the million, and
also in carefully tailored garments of silks and other
high-class materials made up in the most elegant and
exclusive styles to suit the tastes and fancies of the

woman who is able and willing to pay the price. The
shirtwaist suit is in reality a costume, and to fit it foi-

st reel wear until right into the warm weather, a coat of

some description is needed, and smart little coats of

covert cloth, like, yet easily distinguished from those
sold in the early Fall of 1904, are selling freely. These
coats, however, though thev will lead, do not suit all

times, nor all figures, and there will he longer and looser
coats also shown and sold.

Models of Taffeta.

When the season is more advanced, some handsome
models of taffeta and other soft, rich makes of silks will

be in evidence, and tiiese will by no means be confined to
black, for shot silks, and also colored pongees, will be
featured, and later still will come the long coats of mo-
hair and linen.

The Winter that is passing has certainly not been one
of unmixed triumph in all garment lines, for which each
and every buyer and manufacturer has his own set of
causes, and they all possibly contain a certain amount of
truth, but, notwithstanding this, the growth of garment
departments throughout the country has been great, and
the indications are that this growth will continue. Be-
sides there are springing up. and doing well, in the larger

cities and towns, a number of specialty stores, that carry

only women's and children's ready-to-wear garments,

though a few add millinery and boots and shoes.

Seasons Pass Rapidly.

Time passes so quickly and one season merges into

another so rapidly, that even the most careful and

thoughtful buyer is apt to overlook in the stress of busi-

RETURNED
^ -9 190r

LADY EDNA NINE GORED SKIRT.
Prom W. It- Brock's Special Spring Catalogue.

ness some of the important indications which determine
the following season's business. Buyers can call to mind
seasons when conditions in the cloak business as regards
styles and materials were \eu similar to those which

have governed the one that is passing now, and the ex-
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periencc gained then should be called to mind, and can

be beneficially applied.

The past season, while on tbe whole a fairly profitable

one, is not without its stern lesson. Those who bought

in February and March from foreign makers took a long,

shot, and as is usually the case, missed the "bull's eye."

America is not Germany or any part of Europe; it is

just America—with ideas and habits peculiar to our own
people. Our fashions, in the skeleton as it were, are

borrowed, or copied from Europe, but are so American-

ized as to suit our ideas, climate and financial considera-

RETURNED
9 190 <

MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT.

From W. R. Brock's Special Spring Catalogue.

tions, that they are in the main simply and essentially

American. In consequence, with the possible exception of

the very high-priced lines, the foreigner is not able to

cater to the trade, and is not in a position to follow the

local and American idea in "style" like those manufac-

turers on the ground, whose business it is to keep in close

touch with the style tendency of the times,—neither forg-

ing ahead, nor dropping behind.

Cloth Not Everything.

While ii may he true that if value alone is held to con-

sist wholly in the material and labor, the German cloak

is the cheapest, yet as every buyer knows, good cloth,

etc., will not sell a garment at any price, if style and fit

be absent, and all will concede that style, fit and tailor-

ing is so large a factor in the selling, profit-bearing, and
retaining the confidence and goodwill of the customer,
that the mere question of cheapness, or a larger percent-

age on a portion of the stock is of minor importance.

Those who, so to speak, "got stu/ck" with their im-
ported cloaks this Winter can scarcely afford a repetition

of the same thing next year. The way to avoid this with
a good measure of certainty is to delay buying until

Canadian manufacturers' sample lines have been seen, and
comparison fairly made between the domestic and the

foreign-made garments. Should this be done, one is al-

most certain to discern the vast difference in the "style

idea" between the European and the American-made gar-

ment.

The shape will be certainly different; most probably
the American product will be closer fitted to the figure,

and its lines and curves more clearly defined. It will also

possess the appearance of tidiness and lady-like neatness

which is usually so conspicuously lacking in the average
imported garment.

It was scarcely a coincidence, though very noticeable,

that for last Fall models, the Canadian cloak makers,
with scarcely an exception, decided upon practically the

same style of garment. It leads one to think that they

must follow the style barometer very closely and that

they know their business. From present indications it

would appear that about March 1st will see the end of

the uncertainty about Fall models. Makers will then be

fully decided as to the particular sleeve to be worn.

Sleeves will undoubtedly undergo a radical change, and

no one will be safe to buy until this especial and most

important feature (for it is well known that it is in most
cases in the sleeve style that the most noticeable changes

occur) is decided upon. The length of the sleeve also, and

whether it is to be tight or loose-fitting, are questions

that have by no means been settled, and there are also

other minor changes to be made which will all go to

stamp the coat or suit as belonging to a certain season.

In the March issue The Review hopes as fully as possible

to place before its readers all the available information

for next Fall's styles.

DON'T STOCK TOO SOON.

JUST as it is no use trying to turn the mill with the

water that is past, as the old song says, the time is

gone bv when in Canada it is possible to buy cloaks

one year to sell the next. It is chiefly the imported

cloaks that are bought in this fashion. These, moreover,

are bought mostly in the lump, all sizes and shapes and

styles for the season's trade, for distance and other cir-

cumstances preclude the possibility of repeats.

The 20th century way of doing things is to place or-

ders just large enough to ensure a nice assortment for the

early trade in sufficient time for the manufacturer, who
is alive to have them carefully and properly made, and

then, as you see which are the best selling lines, to place

repeats for them, and also to judiciously place in stock

the most promising of the novelties that are sure to be

shown to you throughout the balance of the season. A
nice little order to open up with, and lots of repeats, is

the way to make your department pay.

Too early buying means disappointment, for no one

can tell what changes mav take place in a year's time.

Styles mature and disappear in less time than' that, and

though quality can not, of course, be ignored, yet quality

without style is as hard to move as a Toronto street car

when the power is off.
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Stock-taking tells the

tale as to which lines

have been saleable during the year, and which

are left over.

Many a merchant gains experience from

his stock-taking, learning the lines that he ought

to buy more of and those he ought not.

Empire Brand

Ladies Skirts and

Gentlemen s Shirts

are Saleable Lines,

They combine

POPULAR STYLE and

POPULAR QUALITY w.TH

POPULAR PRICE

POPULAR PROFITS
AND LAST,
BUT NOT LEAST,

FOR THE MERCHANT.

Our travellers are now out with

A full range of Spring Samples.

An inspection costs you nothing,

and we feel sure will be worth

your while.

THE EMPIRE MNFG. CO.
LIMITED

646 Craig St. MONTREAL

The best $9.00

Underskirt in Can-

ada. Black Mer-

cerized Sateen.
Generous width.
74 inches at top of

flounce and wide

a I 1 through. 3

Crimped Frills.

"Perfect in Make,

Fit and Finish."

Seams double
stitched. Top of

Frills strapped. All

the little details are

perfect.

$9.00 dozen.

2 per cent. 10

days, or net

30, April 1st.

C«J<y:
ftr^ &

The PUGH MFG. CO.
33 Church Street, - TORONTO

Our travellers are now oovering Canada for Spring. See their samples.
You'll miss it if you don't.

NED

5<

!

1^

Coat Hangers,
Coat Labels,
Clo.h Labels,
Fur Labels,
Dress Belts,
Shoe facings,
Shoe Labela:
Shirt Hangers,
Shirt Labels,
NeeK-wear Labels,
MacKintosh Labels,
Millinery Labels.

RElliRNfEO
JUL 190

«

< /"*'V
We manufacture

them.

Do you use them ?

.*»

Then let us submit

samples and prices.

mi %\m %\
LIMITED.

296-298-300 Adelaide St. W.

TORONTO

y

rfJvrne
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CANADIAN failures for 1904, according to R. G.

Dun & Co.'s report, totalled 1,246, as com-

pared with 978 in 1903 and 1,101 in 1902.

Liabilities amounted to $11,394,117, as com-

pared with $7,552,724 in 1903 and $10,934,777

in 1902. The hulk of the failures were of general stores,

numbering 261, with liabilities of $1,893,250. Dry goods

uouses failed to the number of 83, with liabilities of

$1,20>8,032; groceries, 175, with liabilities of $903,120;

clothing stores, 68, with liabilities of $371,624; shoe

slures, 10, with liabilities of $197,487; furniture stores,

21, with liabilities of $235,654; stove dealers, 30, with

liabilities of $325,974, etc. Out of fourteen manu-
facturing classes analyzed, only four reported smaller

losses in 1904 than in 1903. In trading classes every one

with the exception of books and stationery, showed great-

er losses. The largest adverse exhibits appeared in gen-

eral stoics, groceries, dry goods and liquors.

THE annual meetings of a good many Canadian banks

have been held during the past month, and all have

shown satisfactory progress. The Canadian Bank of

Commerce showed net earnings of $1,124,973, or nearly

13 per cent. Out of the net profits $500,000 have been

added to the rest account. Other allotments amounted
to $596,247, and $28,726 was carried to the credit of

profit and loss for the current year. The Bank of Hamil-

ton presented a report at its annual meeting covering a

period of six months. The net earnings for the half year

were $182,824, or nearly 8 per cent, for the period. The
amount carried to the reserve fund was $100,000, bring-

ing the fund up to $2,100,000. The net profits of the

Dominion Bank amounted to $459,670, equal to 15.22 per

cent, on the total paid-up capital of $3,000,000. Half a

million dollars was carried to reserve fund and $134,572

to profit and loss. The Bank of Nova Scotia showed
profits for the past year of $101,560, a fraction over 20

pel- cent, on its capital. A new issue of stock will be

made of $500,000. The Royal Bank of Canada showed net

profits for the year of $435,038.36. After paying divi-

dends and reducing liabilities on bank premises, etc., the

sum of $302,743.72 was carried forward. The Bank of

New Brunswick showed net profits of $92,389.96. Of

this, $60,000 had been paid out in dividends, $25,000 had

been transferred to rest account, and the balance carried

forward. The Hank of Toronto showed net profits of

$490,995.91. An addition of $115,570 was made to the

rest account, which is more than $300,000 greater than

the capital of the bank.

* * *

THE number of depositors in the savings hanks of Hie

I nited Stales has doubled in the last seventeen

years. The total amount of their deposits lias in-

creased from $1,235,217,371, in 1887, to $2,935,20-1,815.

during the year 1903. The official statistics, for 1903,

;how 7,305,228 individual depositors About one-half of

the amount deposited represents the savings of 'he wage-

earning clas Tlie hollies here given not only show an

increasing prosperity among those of small incomes, but

they also indicate an increasing frugality. Of the total

deposits of the entire country not less than 38.5 percent.

are in the state of New York. The part of this grand

total of deposits which is credited to the wage-earning

class does not represent all of the savings of that group.

The building and loan associations, with total assets of

more than five hundred million dollars, are a favorite

form of investment for many. Then personal hoarding,

life insurance, and even modest investment in stocks and

bonds, are other means of accumulation. Many wage
earners in country towns and small cities own their

homes.

NOTES.

It is rumored that the Bank of New Brunswick may
go into business in Porto Rico.

The Sovereign Bank will shortly establish a branch in

London. A branch was recently opened in Tweed.

The Bank of Hamilton will erect a branch at the cor-

ner of College street and Ossington avenue, Toronto.

The Bank of Hamilton has added Battleford. X.W.T.,

to its list of agencies. This brings up the total to sixty-

two.

Mr. E. P. Heaton has been appointed manager of the

insurance department of the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

Mr. F. 11. Mathewson. manager of the Montreal Branch

of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, has been elected vice-

president of the Montreal Board of Trade.

It is authoritatively announced that a branch of the

Bank of Toronto will be established in Brantford in the

premises lately vacated by the Bank of Hamilton.

Another branch of the Canadian Bank of Commerce
has been opened at Melfort. Saskatchewan, with Mr. E.

R. Jarvis as acting manager. This makes the 107th

branch of this bank in 'Canada.

The announcement is made of the appointment of Mr.

W. G. Parker, lately inspector and assistant manager of

the Traders' Fire Insurance Company, to the position of

general manager of that company.

It is understood that the negotiations for the amalga-

mation of tlie Merchants' Hank with the Royal Bank have

been suspended until the retirement of Mr. Thomas
Fysche, general manage] of the Merchants' Bank, in June.

At the organization meeting of the Penny Bank of To-

ronto, Mr. Hamilton Cassells was elected president, with

Messrs. Duncan Coulson, .1. W. Flavelle. John B. Kay.

Z. A. Lash, K. B. Osier. W. D. Ross and B. E. Walker,

vice-presidents.

The Canadian Rank of Commerce lias recently purchas-

ed property in the city of Toronto with a view of open-

ing three new branches. The locations are: Queen street

west, Parkdale; the cornel of College streel and Dover-

court road, and the corner of Bloor street and Lansilowne

avenue. It is expected that building operations will be

commenced in the Spring.
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JANUARY PRICE CHANGES.
(New York TimeB.)

During tlir closing days of January Wall Streel be-

gan to feel that it was moving in an out-and-out bull

market. The rapid advances in Omaha and some other

stocks of its class enlivened the list to such an exteni

that many were found who wore ready to compare the

market's performances with those of 1001 when the whole

list was moving up day by day on tremendous activity.

Bat in 1001 practically every stock in the list was ad-

vancing so that no judgment was necessary in picking

out stock: all one had to do then was to buy and wait,

and not verv long, either.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

• •
ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

FIRE
AISD

MARIISE

Head Office

Toronto,

Out.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

Capital

Assets, over

Annual Income

$2,000,000.00

3.546,000.00

3,678,000.00

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital, $8,700,000

Rest, .... $3,500,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. B. E. WALKER, General Manager

The offices of this Bank number 113. distributed as follows :

LONDON, ENG.,
60 Lombard St., EC ,

S. Cameron Alexander, Manager.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,
16 Exchange Place,

Wm. Gray and H. B. Walker, Agents

107 Branches throughout Canada, including the following :

MONTREAL,
F. H. Mathewson, Manager.

HALIFAX,
H. N. Wallace, Manager.

WINNIPEG,
John Aird, Manager.

ST. JOHN, N.B.,

J. G. Taylor, Manager.
DAWSON.

D. A. Cameron, Manager.

TORONTO,
John C. Kemp, Manager.

VANCOUVER,
Wm. Murray, Manager.

OTTAWA,
Robert Gill, Manager.

VICTORIA,
Geo. Gillespie, Manager.

HAMILTON,
D. B. Dewar, Manager.

5 Branches in the United States, including the principal

cities of the Pacific Coast

:

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
Arch. Kains, Manager.

SKAGWAY. ALASKA,
H M. Lay, Manager.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
G. V. Holt, Manager.

PORTLAND, OREGON,
E. A. Wyld, Manager.

A General Banking Business Transacted.

Foreign Exchange Bought and Sold.

The distribution of its Canadian branches covering all the principal

cities and towns throughout the Dominion, its own offices in England
and the United States, and its correspondents in all parts of the world,

enable The Canadian Bank of Commerce to offer unexcelled facilities

to merchants, manufacturers and exporters for the transaction oi

their business.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000.
1,000.000.

TKE METROPOLITAN BANK,
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-PreBident

D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER OLARK, K.C

THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE.. - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manager.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.

Letters of Credit Issued.

i^~ Money "«*

CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION.

W. H. BEATTY, president.

W. C. MACDONALD. J. K. MACDONALD,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, CANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated IS33

CASH CAPITAL, $1,000,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS. $2,024,096.02.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $23,886,005.32.

HEAD OFFICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDINO.
Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON.TJEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. SIMS, Secretary. and Managing Director
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Get Your Order Book Ready

OUR REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING

Fashionable Ladies are look-
ing for

Fancy Dress Waists
WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

OF THE

AMERICAN wE^ BRAND

High-Class Waists
^d

Shirt Waist Suits
Our travellers are out to see you.

Wait to see them and make your selection.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.
30 St. George St., MONTREAL.

A f&fi of

Shield §f Defence
I^IJTraoe Mark

This brand will defend you against all competitors in your
Waist Department. It stands for

PERFECTION IN SflAPE, FIT and WORKMANSHIP.
with a little more style for a little less money.

MESSALINES ETAMINES

TAFFETAS LUSTRES

PEAU DE SOIES WHIPCORDS
ETC.

W^SSS SHIRT WAIST SUITS
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS IN TAFFETAS, LUSTRES AND VOILES

Our styles for Spring include some new and exclusive df signs

We make WAISTS and WAIST SUIT-i ONLY, a fact

which places us in a position to attend to your wants thoroughly,
efficiently and promptly.

The New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co.

40 St. Antoine St , Montreal.

WE WANT YOU to see the Lingerie Waists
(

we're selling.

CO'tS'
) WE WANT YOU to examine them free of expense to you. //C&
You can take own your time to do it. Simply write us

to send you samples, and examine them at your leisure

Brand, stamps

please the most

You will notice that The ^/COZW ) Brand Waists are not the common EVERYDAY' MARK. J
waists that EVERYBODY sells, but ^-——— belong to the class that will increase your reputation as

a seller of delightful, dainty waists that every woman covets. /-"^ ^ / /^ ^

The fabrics, the cutting, the needlework, the trimming on The /yCtyC't/'

them as unmistakably high-class, yet prices will bring you a good profit, and

exacting customer.

We think you will want to keep the

samples, and mall us a big order.

A postcard puts you in touch with one of our travellers to see our SPRING LINE of cloaks, costumes,

skirts, etc.

We are ready for you as soon as you write

THE VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.
QUEBEC, P.Q.
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WASHING WAISTS.

AS yet there has been nothing in the nature of

an extended display of wash waists made in

the retail stores, though a very good showing

has been made during the white-wear sales of

the cheaper variety of white lawn wash

waists. That white wash waists are good sellers with

the popular trade at any rate has been demonstrated by

the way in which they were bought up, for, with the

exception of some style in medium-weight mercerized

materials, there was no particular price concession made.

As was to be expected, there was nothing new to note

in these waists except the fact that the sleeves were of

the leg-o'-mutton type, and this made a sharp contrast

with Fall lines which, of course, show the old style

bishop sleeve.
• • •

TURNING to better-class waists, a characteristic that

is very noticeable is the endeavor to conceal the

place of fastening, and it is difficult at the first

view to arrive at a conclusion as to just where the new
waists do fasten. Even when the fastening is at the

back it is skilfully hidden, but it is only in the more
expensive lines that button-back waists are seen. When
a woman buys a waist for useful wear she does not want
to be bothered with a button back.

• • •

THE manufacturers have succeeded in turning out ex-

ceptionally' attractive styles in lingerie waists, and

the higher-priced ones are marvels of design in lace

and embroidery. In lower-priced waists there is also

to be noticed a decided improvement in style and they

show a marked advance in daintiness. Some of this is

due to the beauty of the new embroideries, but the de-

signer, it must be confessed, has used them with great

skill.
• • •

THE marked change in the shape of the sleeve is all

in favor of the retailer, as a glance will serve to

show which is a last season's waist, and the woman
with a last season's waist on will be very noticeable.

This will mean a whole new outfit to every woman who
makes any pretension of keeping up with the style.

• • •

JAPAN silk waists must certainly be classed as lingerie

waists this season, and they are shown in a very

large variety of styles. They are simply tucked

tailor made or they meet with much more elaborate

treatment. Some are elaborately trimmed with Valen-

ciennes, or silk braid, and some again are more or less

elaborately embroidered, and all styles are selling, for

the fact that silks are in vogue helps the sale of this

class of waist.
• • •

IT is gratifying to learn that retailers are buying the

better grades of silk in preference to those of cheap,
flimsy make. This is sound policy and one that

makes for good selling in the waist department. A fair

quality of Jap silk is one of the most useful materials
a woman can buy, and it is a pity to give it a bad name
by selling an inferior and unsatisfactory grade. Japan
silks, it is inferred, are selling onh- in white and black.
When a. colored silk waist is bought it is in taffeta,

louisine, etc. There is a very good enquiry for shot

silk waists, particularly brown and green shot and blue

and green; crimson and black is also taken, but not in

the quantities that the other icolors mentioned are sell-

ing in.
• • •

ANEW material that is being exploited with consider-

able success is eolionne. This is a great success,

particularly in white and black. The surpliice effect,

filled in with a lace chemisette, is the latest.

Medium-weight and handkerchief linens are in great

favor. They come chiefly in tailored styles, and on some
the starched collar and cuffs are a feature.

• • •

SHIRTWAIST SUITS.

FOR the practical shirtwaist suit, which is to enjoy

an increased popularity the coming season, lustres

and mohairs are showing increased strength in

brown, navy and green. It is the best possible fabric,

and is made in many new weaves, and much more lustrous

RETURNED

(fo^&Z^

Produced by the Fashion Department of the Toronto Engraving Co., Limited.

finish. Checks and other designs are shown for the suits

consisting of skirt and blouse bodice. White, cream and

the pastel tints for evening wear in weaves soft and

silky enough to be called "chiffon mohair." A useful

model which has proved successful was of cinnamon brown
lustre trimmed with novel leather braid, on front, collar,

cuffs and skirt. It serves to stiffen the collar. Of course,

the skirt or waist can be retailed in the majority of

these models, separately, if occasion demands. The
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merits of manj of these models in Lustre and mohair are

so obvious thai fear of the dressmaker outdoing them in

style and iii is obviated. Sleeves are of the leg-o'-mut-

t on variety, with skirls fitting the hips snugly and flaring

loose below. Because of this smartness and style tin-

price will be paid for these. A fair model can be pro-

cured at around $7.00.

In popular-priced lines the variety of fabrics employed

is almost endless, nearly every fashionable material in

the lower lines is being utilized by the designers, largel}

depending upon the style and price of the dress. A voile

1o retail at a popular price trimmed with straps and

buttons was attractive. Folionnes are also used particu-

larly in blapk and brown. A deal of shirring is seen on

these suits, and they can be retailed at a wonderfully low

price when the style and material is considered.

Silks Are High Style.

High style is shown in the silk shirtwaist suit, and

the business done is encouraging. A great deal of the

style value of these suits is contained in the correct, shade

of any fashionable color. Early business has been done

chiefly on the plain taffetas in myrtle green, golden

brown and dark blue. Changeable silks are the latest in-

troduction, and from early nibbling should prove strong

later. Check effects promise to be very good in taffetas

and other fabrics. Black and white, brown and white,

blue and green and many other combinations are seen.

Hairline stripes and squares on a colored ground were

the fancy effects which are generally liked. A 27i-gore

skirt in one model shows the tendency of style.

Last month, suggestions for the necessity of an altera-

tion department were made, and hints for the selection

of lines were made. It is worth a reference.

* * *

OUTLOOK FOR SILK WAISTS.

JUDGED by the volume of orders, and the cry for early

shipments, silk waists for Spring are running a close

second to their accepted season—the Autumn. Lines

of samples now being shown the trade are more compre-

hensive than ever, and comprise more high-grade goods

than have ever been put out by the same houses. Taffetas,

in all colors, .Japs in black and white and mcssalines in

while, black and brown show increased strength. Shot

silks in all possible varieties have been included in

the lines and have done remarkably well. The

demand is entirely for a sleeve of the fanciful leg-o'-

mutton variety in the dress waist. Very dressy evening

waists show the French ultra sleeves of the elbow or the

three-quartei style. A cuff is sometimes used to cover

the arm from elbow to wrist, (ireat attention is paid

lo the collar and trimming of the waist as most coals

are of the surplice effect and expose the front of the

waist. Messaline, peau de soie and satin-finished crepe

de chene, are taking well for the elaborate styles in

sepai ale waists. Lace is prominent in trimming, as in-

dicated last month. Lustres and similar fabrics . retain

I hen popularity. The white silk dress waist leads.

* * *

$4,000 SILK ROBBERY.

SATURDAY, the llth January; the warehouse of the

American Silk Waisl Co., 'in St. George street,

Montreal, was broken into and silks valued lo the

amount of nearly $4,000 stolen. Detectives recovered

nearlv all the stolen goods VIonday, the L6th, and Samuel

Kalles was arrested. Kalles pleaded not guilty when

brought before Judge Lafontaine, and has been remanded.

Mr. Kars, manager of the American Silk Waist Co.,

lates mi serious inconvenience has been suffered

NEW SAMPLE ROOM.

WITH characteristic enterprise, the new management
of The New York Silk Waist Co. have made still

further improvements in the premises of this firm

The factor) is one of the mosl complete and sanitary in

Montreal. Vet (he need for a first-class sample room to

accommodate a growing house patronage was felt. Ad-

joining the manager's private office is a sample room with

partitioned glass eases around the wall for showing lines

of waists. These are subdivided according to the ma-
terials, each compartment containing a stated number. in

various poiors. Besides facilitating selection, it keeps

evening waists in good condition. Lines of shirtwaist

suits were displayed to advantage on large, revolving

racks. Visitors at in Si. Antoine street will welcome
Ibis innovation.

* * »

DEMAND FOR SMALL CHECKS.

JOBBERS are already talking a certain scarcity of

novelty patterns in sheer cotton imitations of various

wool materials. An exceptional demand has centred

upon small checks for shirtwaist suits, etc. These pat-

terns are sure to be sold up by May and jobbers' repeats

take a matter of six weeks, even if mills accept them,

which is unlikely in many instances, as their looms will

be busy on other lines, and the cost of changing would

be too great. Jobbers give various names to these, but

fabrics of tiie voile, crepe d. chene, etc., order in cotton

are the lines referred to. Organdies, Swisses in small

figures are exceptionally strong.

Retailers who have gone too strongly an a few pat-

terns in these cotton imitations and certain patterns in

Swisses and organdies, must remember that women like

a great variety. When the showing is made sometime

in March, which seems the acceptable time in most lo-

calities, the stock should be well assorted. A few dots

and medium-sized designs should be incorporated. Early

selection is needful in the lines referred to. Pri.c-es show-

no likelihood of decline, except in off-patterns anh certain

heavy fabrics.
* * *

DOUBLED ITS CAPITAL.

The Superion Pin Co., of Detroit, has increased its

capital stock from $75,000 to $100,000. The success of

this venture, which has only been in operation for a Ut-

ile over a year, has been so great that the works will

have to be materia. L- enlarged. The company consists of

prominent Detroiters. A. L. Stephens is president, and

\\ . F. Schmeltz manager. It is interesting to note that

this firm is independent of the pin trust.

IN SILK

WAISTS
Whether you cater for the masses or the classes it

m.-ikes very little difference; all depends where you buy.

"Once bought will remain a customer." Have a look

at our Spring Samples and be convinced.

I. HISHKIN & Co.
1853 Notre Dame St., = Montreal

Special attention given to mail orders.
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Will be Held in Toronto

Monday, February] [27, 1905
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LIMITED

4,

RE. LINED
£EB -9 19C5" Early Buyers

will find our

Stock in good

shape by

Feb. I5th.

Hats,

Millinery

and

Millinery

Novelties,

Flowers,

Feathers,

Cloaks

and

Skirts.

We extend a

cordial invi

tation to the

Trade.

TORONTO WAREHOUSE.

TORONTO
S. F. Mcftinnon (El Co. Limited

MONTREAL QUEBEC
101
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Wholesale Millinery

We have decided to hold our

Grand

Opening Display
Opening

D&y
J

rionday, Feb'y 27th

Feb'y

27

and following days

No mention need be made here of the

magnificent display which we will place

^J| 1 before the Trade, nor the completeness

of the stocks in each department, suffice

to say,

Our Reputation will be Maintained

We will be ready to wait upon early buyers PcbrUHrV Igth.

The House Famed for Millinery

The d. flcCall Co. Limited

Toronto
Branches: WINNIPEG QUEBEC OTTAWA
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THE FALL

OPENINGS

AND FALL

STYLES

E
ASTER is the Spring millinery festival and

Faster is very late this year— almost as late in

tart as it can fall, for which the millinery trade

can give thanks. By the 23rd of April which

is Easter Day, "old Sol" is getting down to

work in real earnest, and the exhilarating feeling that

Spring brings is getting very pronounced. Bright, sunny

days are good for the millinery trade, as they turn a

woman's thoughts in the direction of new headgear.

This year the milliner can with confidence show her

bravest and brightest, as there is little likelihood of a

snow liuiy coming along to make even the most elegant

and airy Spring confection look as though it had emerged

from seclusion before its time; and the Easter parade is

sure to be an exceptionally brilliant one this year.

The fact that Easter is late will also play into the

milliners' hands in another way, for there are few women

who will forego a new Easter hat, but long before Easter

arrives this year, the hat that has done duty for the best

part of the Winter will need to be replaced by one more

suitable to the changing season. If properly fostered, and

catered for, and if interest is stimulated by the judicious

showing of a few smart demi-season hats at a time, just

enough to arouse interest, but not in numbers large enough

to detract from opening displays, a nice sized business in

the aggregate ought to result, before the Easter trade

commences. City stores do this and find it more profitable

each year. They contrive to make their departments

centres of interest as early as possible in the season, and

this is a wise and a right example to follow. Anything

that will make for a longer selling season should be cul-

tivated for it is all too short as it is, in this branch of

the dry goods trade.
* • •

THE FIRST SPRING SUGGESTIONS.

WITH millinery openings still a long month away, it

is with considerable diffidence that what is still

in the lap of the future is written about. The

wholesale houses are all ahum— they are busy— too busy

to talk almost, and also are pretty mysterious when ques-

tioned, and exhibit a very decided and natural dislike to

being pinned down to facts. Still there are very definite

tendencies to be noted, and pretty safe guesses may be made
as to the likely course of later developments.

In one matter at least the uncertainty is laid to rest,

the turning point has been reached and hats are again to

be of more moderate dimensions; indeed fickle Fashion
who is always at extremes is favoring some that are de-

cidedly small. These are also worn in a radically different

manner, and have a decidedly upward tilt at the back,
which is accentuated further by the placing of the

bandeaux right across the back. The cache-pergne is

again to the fore, but is placed under the brim now and
helps to give this forward tile. The hat comes over the

forehead in front and shoots out at right angles. This is

the extreme style. Paris is showing the old style sailor

with a moderately high crown draped with ribbon or

velvet and with a massed cache-pergne of flowers and
ribbon under the brim at the back. There are also hats

Pattern Hit of Faded Rose Chiffon and Valenciennes Lace and Roses.

worn in the same manner in which the brim points out in
front and commences to roll at the sides and which turn
up high at the back. Trailing around the crown in the
convenient hollow the brim forms, are garlands of roses
and their foliage.

The newer shapes are smaller and narrower and pro-
ject over the face, but as Dame Fashion in these days
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itelj refuses to bind herself down to just one style

or type there are many other styles thai can be chosen

where extremes are not liked or are nol becoming.

A suggestion of quaint old-time fashions thai is very

becoming can be traced in many of the models presented

and some of them bring to mind most forcibly Marie An-

toinette and her times. These picture shapes are, how-

ever, smaller and though I hey lii'l off the face there is in

most of them when the circumference of the brim is

reached, a curious tendency to droon over, while the back

invariably continues in an almost straight line down from

the crown.

The n< west crown is the dome crown, and this is neither

very large nor very high, while the pictures generally have

a huge round Hat crown, that when trimmed looks almost

like a continuation of the brim. Then there are long,

narrow turbans that are rolled up at each side, and tri-

eornes, continentals and also saucer and envelope shapes.

French Pattern Hat in I'.ile Blue Chiffon, Ostrich

and Gold Applique.

CHOICE ADVANCE MODELS.

AT J. D. Ivey r

s, where the first of the army of buyers

from British Columbia and the west are beginning to

make their appearance, a number of lovely model

hats were on view. Where all were so exquisite it was

difficult to select, but just a few that are specially typical

are described. The well-known taste and acumen of this

t i iii) are sufficient vouchers for the style ideas exhibited.

An exquisite small toque long and narrow, pointed in

front and rolled a little on each side, but with the roll

slightly higher on the left side, and in color a clear, cold

pale blue, in a combination of fancy satin straw and soft.

bright-finished taffeta ribbon that was an exact match,

was shown. Half the crown, and half the brim was of

the straw and of the ribbon shirred, and the rest of the

crown and brim, was of small shaded pansies from a

medium shade, down to the pale tint of the ribbon and
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Grand Display

of

Imported Pattern Hats

Special Importations of

Novelty Millinery Lines

f

MONDAY,

February 27th

and following days

** A collection of the latest and most select

novelties of Paris, London and New York."

CAVERHILL & KISSOCK
91 St. Peter St.. MONTREAL
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straw. These were closely massed on half Ihe crown, and

Completely eneircled the outer brim, but in waved lines.

From a knotted ribbon at the point in front, and fasten-

ed down by a jet buckle that repeated the shape of the

hat. a misty drape of maline was tightly drawn over the

Sewers on the left side of the hat. The extreme under-

hriin was formed of the interlaced stalks of the flowers.

The second, was a picture hat of pinkish mauve tafl'et

ribbon, Oriental lace. Neapolitan violets, and ivy berries

and foliage. The centre of the round, low crown was of

violets, and around the edge, were bunches of the berries

and leaves, which came over and covered the side of the

crown. The latter had a twisted band of ribbon around

its base, which confined the stalks of the nowei's, which

then fell as a fringe on the sharply drooping back brim.

A jet buckle was placed a little to the left on the ribbon

at the back. There was a band of massed violets all

around the under-brim, and the rest was shirred lace. The

feature of this hat, however, was the way in which the

ribbon was treated. It was twisted around a wire, and

foi-med into an immense bow in front, while the edge of

the outer brim was of swirls of the twisted ribbon.

Another picture hat of faded rose pink chiffon, was

much admired. The whole of the crown and the under-

brim was a mass of fine folds of the chiffon and narrow

valenciennes lace in burnt onion shade. The outer brim

was a complication of chiffon and knotted taffeta ribbon

with a drape scarf around the outer edge of the brim and

falling over it of Bruges lace. There was a wide tie of

the pink ribbon a little to the right at the back caught in

at the top with the end of the lace scarf.

A new saucer shape had the brim turned up high at

the back, and a little dome crown, and was id' faded rose

leaf straw. There was an insertion of medallions set

about two inches or so from the edge of the brim, one on

the outer, and one on the inner side. The crown had a

row of the same medallions edged with straw. The hack

brim was trimmed with frills of Ottoman ribbon in a

greyish rose shade, and across the back and around the

left side was a long trail of apricot-shaded roses and

leaves.

A very new shape is the next hat described. It was

a picture hat with one of the new brims that turns again.

The flaring part was of a deep cream Bruges lace, and

the part that hangs over was of burnt onion Yedda straw,

the join covered with a row of rose petals. The centre of

the crown was of the lace and the edges and sides were

of crushed roses. On the left side was a bunch of ribbon

roses of shot yellow and pink ribbon, each centred with

a few rose petals. The under-brim was faced with de-

tached petals, with ribbon roses and massed foliage on

the bandeaux.

A misses' hat that contains any new idea is a "rara

avis" and it is not often you see one with as much orig-

inality as is combined in the one I am going to describe.

At first sight it reminded one somewhat of the Corday.

for the brim drooped, but it was wider than long. The

oval crown was about three inches high and was of chip

straw in the straw shade. The drooping brim was of a

plaid straw, with blue and, garnet predominating', and

faced underneath with the plain colored straw. Around

the front and sides of the hat, were sunflowers of shot

fllLLINERY OPENING

8>

®

SPRING 1905
Monday, 27th February, and following days, display of

PATTERN HATS
and

MILLINERY NOVELTIES
This season we welcome the trade to our NEW WAREHOUSE, 55 and 57

Wellington Street West, where, with greatly enlarged and improved facilities, an

entirely new stock and increased staff, we shall be better prepared than ever to meet

the demands of our expanding business.

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED

G. GOULDING & SONS
230 McQill Street

HONTREAL
55 and 57 Wellington Street W.

TORONTO
69 Albert Street

WINNIPEG
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pink and yellow ribbon, centred with bronze green velvet

and there was a tightly folded strap of the ribbon across

the back. These ribbon flowers are very new, and are

likely to become very fashionable as the season advances.

They must not however, be confounded with the set rib-

bon flowers that have been worn for the corsage, and the

hair; for they have many essential points of difference.

SMALL HATS.

ONE important tendency has been noticed in Paris in

the last few weeks, which, judging from the class of

women who are taking it up, will most likely de-

velop into a fashion later. This is the wearing of very

small hats and toques. I do not mean that the large hats

are disappearing, far from it, but side by side is grow-

ing the fashion of wearing a very small hat. This is quite

logical in a season where so many types and styles are

mingled as is at present the case.

When speaking of these small chapeaux it is not the

small beguins for evening wear that are hinted at— these

Fancy Biaids.

are wholly a head-dress of gold brocade or passementerie,

but they are tiny hats or toques that set like a coronet

amidst the wearer's wavy hair. One seen was a little box

toque built of embroidery and trimmed only with a mara-

bout aigrette. This was set demurely on the top of the

wearer's head and a pretty brown lace veil was drawn

over the toque and head in close lines.

Though the diminutive size of these hats is their most

noteworthy characteristic, the way Cecilia Sorel wears

them at the Comedie Francaise is significant of

another change as well, for they are placed upon the head

very far forward with a piquant tilt, coming down almost

to the eyebrows in front, and shooting almost straight

upward, as the hat rests at the back on the high coils of

hair. One of the hats she is wearing is of straw colored

straw, the side brims folded upon the crown, making a

very narrow effect. A rosette of gold-colored satin holds

one brim in place, and from a rosette in front, a white and

gold-colored marabout aigrette swirls up, and backward,

over the crown. The hair is dressed in an elaborate mass

of coils and loops, and much looser and more bouffant

than is now the vogue on the nape of the neck. Another

of these tiny perched forward hats is a three-cornered one.

One corner comes directly in front and the sides are rolled

up narrow and close. A coque's plume is placed well back

and falling over to the front as trimming.

Still another of these small affairs is a tiny saucer

wreathed about the crown with pink satin ribbon roses.

The brim is cut at one side and folded back and in this

slit a stiff black aigrette stands erect. These hats must

be worn at just the proper angle or the effect is lost.

RETAIL OPENINGS.

PREPARATIONS for early Spring displays will not

have to be made quite so early this year as the ac-

cepted time for making the first showing of new goods

comes just before Easter Sunday, April 23rd. A retailer

must always be prepared to take the earliest opportunity

for showing what has been prepared for the new season

and this year there is more time to adequately have a suc-

cessful opening. The question has been often mooted

whether it is not a mistake to show goods when climatic

conditions make such an exhibition peculiarly inappro-

priate. Easter shows, however, properly consist of Spring

goods. If the weather is bad, or the Spring backward

then a dealer must decide whether it is best to show merely

the millinery designed for formal day wear or that made
for every day Spring wear. A little consideration will

show that women have become accustomed to dress for

the occasion and this calls for the displays of the most

elaborate and exclusive ideas in pattern hats and novel-

ties in trimmings.

It is perhaps unnecessary to remind retailers of the

importance of proper fittings and the many details of

artistic yet forcible displays. Let there be no over-

crowding:.

BRAIDS.

BRAIDS come in a bigger variety than ever for Spring

and are so soft and pliable that the milliner can

twist and turn them almost as easily as she can

ribbon. Tuscan braids have sold well, and are following

up last season's success. Tuscan is much used in com-

bination with other braids. There is Tuscan and horse-

hair Tuscan and satin straw, and Tuscan and wood fiber,

etc. Horse-hair silk and peroxyline are very much used.

These are all in lacy patterns, and some have a draw

cord on the edge.

The wood fibers are soft and mossy, and are a little

thick. They are plaited with crimped and plain strands

together. This gives them a check effect that the intro-

duction of a colored strand goes far to accentuate. Satin-

finished straws come in all colorings. There are a num-

ber of plaid braids in pretty, deep shades shown, and

these are used for children's and street hats.

Plateaux of Milan, Tuscan and chip are shown, and as

these are very soft, they will be used to cover wire shapes.

There are a number of shaded effects in these plateaux

that are very novel.

Ycdda is the favored braid in Paris and New York, and

besides old weaves there are a number of new ones as

well.

ioa
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^ Special

invitation

\ We invite your attention to our

semi-annual display of

$mpovte& Tbats

Bonnets and Millinevp

TFlovelties

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 7th AND 8th, 1905

3a*. <B. 3of)n*on & Co.
Mew Wovk

649 TO 655 BROADWAY Jas. G. Johnston

THOS. J. COLTON

Jas. M. Bingham
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Debenbam, Caldccott $ £o.

Spring Opening
Buyers will find our stock complete Feb. 15th.

Milliners will be made welcome at our warehouse.

Chiffon Taffetas

Satin Messaline

Shot Louisines

Shot Glaces

Japanese Silks

Tamalines

Failles

Bengalines

Peau de Soies

Duchess Satin

NOVELTIES
in

Fancy Silks ^?
to retail at

popular prices.

NEW

Dress Fabrics

RIBBONS
Up=to=date lines at popular prices, in both

counter and millinery makes.

Latest Parisian designs in Pattern Hats, Ribbons.

Tulles, CKiffons, Laces.

DEBENHAM, CALDECOTT & CO
Cor. Bay and Wellington Streets, TORONTO

i u>
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1 Debenbam, galdecott $ Co. 1

x

Millinery

SPRING OPENING
1905

February 27th
and following days.

EXCLUSIVE

FRENCH PATTERNS
will be exhibited on the above date.

Millinery Novelties

p^^e, Our Stock, will be complete with the

^J0* LATEST STYLES bv February 10th.
fO^G^^ LATEST STYLES by February 10th.

I A few of the LEADING MATERIALS to be %

\ used for SPRING MILLINERY. |
t *

! Flowers * Straw Braids * Chiffons
* v
* OUR RANGE is large and values the best. *
* *

THE HOUSE for Standard makes of RIBBONS and SILKS 1. :
a = *
*. >
> MARITIME REPRESENTATIVE
* 43H St. Joseph St. G. A. WOODILL, 70 Granville St. HI Sparks St. £
! QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA. *

18 St. Helen St. MONTREAL
»l*
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RIBBONS AND OTHER MATERIALS.

IT
is impossible to talk of ribbons without going into the

color question. Colors are paler shades of the class

of colors that were shown last season. On all hands

a great color season is expected and prepared for. The

all-black hat is simply at a discount and white is always

r

BiiTURNED
; :B "9 190

by this name, for one would think that when any other

color name would not fit a neutral tone, the trade was

agreed to call it champagne.

Moires are in very fair demand for the popular trade,

but in rich-toned shaded effects, and shots will sell ex-

tremely well in the expensive makes. In fact some of the

loveliest are these silvery shot and shaded effects in

moires. Very often two or even three colors melt into

one another in these ribbons. An extreme novelty shown

did no melting; it was six bands of decided color, side

by side in the one ribbon. One showed two decided shades

of copper, two green, and two blue, and one feels decided-

ly curious as to just what the effect will be when it gets

onto the hat. Ribbons are used in every possible way and

one feels tempted to add almost impossible ways. They

are folded, they are twisted and they are made up into

flowers.

Moires in plain and warp printed effects, always such

attractive weaves, are strong novelties. Faille in plain

corded effects is another attractive millinery ribbon.

Louisine grounds are ornamented with jacquards. Ombres

in all weaves are leaders. Velvet ribbon is used on street

hats generally twisted round the crown and flat bows or

sometimes around rosettes. For obtaining the soft, fluffy

effects necessary in children's hats, soft ribbons are much

RETURNED
9 1Q06

/

ueu i use i

11 has vaA'Ml
night, it —

.

This hat is formed of copper colored straw anil nialine of the same shade ; the
trimming consisting of two sprays of roses, shading from copper to "vio-
line," (a new name for one of the heliotrope family of shades. ) The other
trimming consists of moire ribbon in a rather narrow width caught at the
side with a large bow. The blending of the colors forms a very striking
appearance.

relieved by color in some form or fashion. Greens in Jty- ^//lin^M^^^
reseda and in moss shades are very strong, faded rose

shades are decidedly favored, but the blue show-

decided lavender cast and, while it has been boug^., >/-)

is looked on with some suspicion. Examining colors itx^,,

looks as though brown really dominated the season, and / ,
any color that tones in with brown may. generally speak-

ing, be classed as right, for there is a subtle hint of it in

most of the dominant shades. Bronze is a good color,

and there is a new color that is beginning to be talked

about, known as copper or copper beach. This color ap-

proaches somewhat the old terra cotta shades, but is softer

in tone, and there is no hint of a brick red in it. Mauve
looks as though it was going to reap the fruit of its per-

sistence this year and is showing in lovely pinkish tones.

Soft, rich duchesse, and satin ribbons are the favorites

and shots and shaded effects are selling like the proverbial

hot cakes. Then, too, there is a run on these shades of

the one color, each shade in a separate ribbon. Champagne
is selling well this way, and there are some shades termed

champagne that make you give a little gasp, so different

arc they from what one has been accustomed to designate

A very pretty hat on the toque shape with a rather high back, made with a
wire shape covered with tubular braid in " violine " shades, caught on the
front with a large heliotrope. The trimmings consist of only two shades
of ribbon, "violine" and verdure.

used. Rosettes and long ties are the favored forms.

Fawns, helio, and the copper shades are favored by early

buyers, as fancies surpass anything hitherto shown.

Buyers returning from foreign markets advise that de-

liveries are bad. The best promised for orders placed
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The John D Ivey Co. limited

SPRING

MILLINERY OPENING

FEBRUARY 27th

Unique Display

We are particularly well pre-

pared this season to wait on

the TRADE, and owing to the

attractiveness of the prevailing

styles our immense display will

be unique.

Openings

at

Early Buyers
Customers visit us from all over

Canada, which means an early

start to insure prompt delivery.

We therefore announce that on

FEBRUARY 13th we will be

fully prepared to wait on early

buyers.

Toronto and Monttreal

Our complete organization has enabled us to bring together not only the

LATEST creations best suited for this market, but we are fortunate in

having bought large quantities of STAPLES before the big advance in

prices took place.

The John O. Ivex £° limited

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Quebec
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ii(i\v is September and the price is fully 15 per cent, higher.

Kibbons are very active and manufacturers are rushed.

The shaded or ombre idea is carried out all through

millinery lines; there arc shaded taffetas, shaded chiffons,

shaded malines. In the two later milliners prefer using

the plain fabric and getting the shaded effects by group-

ing. Maline is likely to be more popular than chiffon.

Bandeaux were never so beautiful as this Spring. The

nets of the ground are shaded and heavy effects are placed

RETUF

FEB '9

month of just how much of the new style element can be

utilized to insure successful distribution at retail. New
styles arc dangerous, unless handled judiciously when they

become the greatest factors in ensuring profitable trade.

Of one thing there .>< ; res U) be little uncertainty and

I hat is that shapes will be much smaller than have here-

tofore been considered elegant. Hats, tiny in size and

irregular in outline, with the front of the brim tilting

well over the nose, with the bandeau at the back, and

trimming there or at the siue are the extreme novelties.

The Marquis and Charlotte CY.rdny or mushroom, which are

more familiar types, and not sc extreme as the foregoing

hats, are the favorite models.

READY-TO-WEARS.

I
"VASTER comes late this year and this means a still

j greater demand for ready-to-wears for early Spring

trade, as the majority of women delay purchasing

a dress hat till t lie Easter showing is necessary. The

variety of shapes shown for street wear is so great that

they may not be described in general terms. As a rule,

they are somewhat smaller. Cordays. French sailors, tri-

cornes and English walking hats lead. The hats attract-

ing most attention are those of simple, artistic trimming,

Shape made of natural colored straw covered with lilacs in shades from white
to light pink, the feature of this hat being the ribbon crown in the same
color as the ribbon trimmings, and large bow at the back in ombre shades.
This hat has almost the effect of a mushroom shape, being only a modifica-
tion of same, and 1ms ;t very striking appearance

on the light material. Curls and scrolls, medallions and

bosses of straw, silk, etc., are used, and fine cord is also

pressed into service. Frequently a silk petal is intro-

duced, and also shaded foliage, and tinted leather. Silver

and gold used sparingly are often introduced. Jet is very

much in evidence ami there are ropes of jet and other

novelty trimmings.

A good deal of lace is being used this season ami the

demand is not confined t" any one lace. Valenciennes is

strong, particularly in the Paris shades and any one who
has a stock of those laces will find them good property

just now. Net laces are very good and the snowball or

mimosia effect is very much to the fore. The tendency

seems t.. be for a heavy pattern on a fine ground. Irish

cmchet will be pretty extensively used, and Venise is also

favored, particularly in Pompadour patterns. Bruges and
braid laces are also used.

A REVIEW OF SPRING SHAPES.

PARIS has originated, and millinery houses have im-

ported, models, embracing radical style changes
which aie creating considerable excitement in the

mi'linery world. Retailers must solve the problem this

An ultra Parisian Btyle in the high back Santo shape, with ribbon streamers
and garlands of flowers in contrasting colon in pi vone shades as trimmings.

but unusual shape. Hats are light in weight due princi-

pally to the ombre mohairs and silk and satin finished

braids as well as the fancy braids in horsehair and

Tuscans.

Low crowns are found in most of the popular shapes.

The narrow, close toque is good property for wear with

the tailor-made gown. A good business is reported in the
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THOS. MAY & CO.
LIMITED

1 St. Helen St., - - Montreal

SPECIALTIES
Ribbons, Laces,

Dress Trimmings, Chiffons,

Veilings, Velvets and Velveteens,

Ladies' Fancy Neckwear, Etc.

Call and see us or send for samples.

R. S. Stern Co.
"THE EXCLUSIVE HAT HOUSE."

HATSReady=to=Wear I I \^ ^^ For Ladies, Misses

and Untrimmed I li V I 4*3 and Children.

636-638

Broadway New York
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Millinery House in New Premises
We beg to notify our numerous customers and friends in the trade that we have removed to new and much more commodious premibes at

1780 Notre Dame Street,
where you will find us at the Spring Opening, Feb. 37th and following days, ready with a choice collection of :

Positively no house in Canada can
equal our samples of trimmings

Woodlands Celebrated Ready-to-wear Hats,
The latest Parisian Hat and Dress Trimmings.

Ostrich Feathers a Specialty.

They must be sAen to be appreciated. We trill in future be in a scill better position to supply your wants. Import Okhek- Km kiyk Stkciai. Astbiitioh

E. JOBIN & CO., J 780 Notre Dame St., Montreal

ready-to-wear and ready-to-trim lines on the chiffon and

nialine hats. Hand-made styles on wire frames are ex-

ceptionally good early sellers. They come in all good

shapes.

Colors.

The tendency in ready-to-wear lines is toward the de-

velopment of the colored hat. This does not mean that

the black or the white hat is disregarded as order hooks

examined find these in the lead. It is worth noting that

white, or the black and white combinations are better than

the all-black. No leader has developed in the color field.

Green is not doing as well as expected. Bright shades are

in demand in some sections. Violet, pink and pale blue

are going well, especially in the chiffon and maline hats.

Copper shades and various shades of brown lead in straw

shapes. The vogue is still for colors. Never was there

such a range for beauty and richness. Every color is re-

presented.

Trimmings.

Small flowers, quills, soft, wide ribbons are conspicu-

ous among the trimmings. The tendency in turbans es-

pecially is to droop well over the forehead and nearly all

01 them set close to the head in the back. Deep backs and

the cape effect tire spoken of by a Montreal importer.

Shapes, colors and braids leave nothing to be desired.

FLOWERS.

BUYERS who have just returned from Paris have
every (confidence in (lowers. It is to be a great flow-

er season, they say. Though there is just a little

hint in the doings and sayings of a few of the buyers for

Hie most exclusive houses of a tendency to favor feathers

later on in the season. The small turbans and toques,

they contend, will go well for the early trade, but for a

Summer hat there is, they say, almost certain to be a

return to not very large, but larger shapes.

They point out that the Canadian women have very

decided ideas of what they want, and have in the past

suited themselves as to what they would take and what

fchej would reject. However, there is no doubt about the

popularity of flowers, and buyers may stock up with pel-

fed confidence.

Milliner] warehouses seem at first sigh) perfect bowers
of roses. Foi roses arc shown in an overwhelming pro-

lusion in all sizes and in all shades. The case of the rose

has proved a good deal of a surprise, even to the most
experienced buyers. When first Spring ideas were forming
it looked as though the big, big rose would carry all be-

fore it, but, though it is still in evidence, the medium-

sized are now the favorites, and the small effects are

daily growing in favor.

It will be remembered when first The Review spoke of

roses for Spring, the prediction was made that the big

rose would only take in the event of the high crown com-
ing into strong favor. Paris has ceased to push the high

crown and the very large rose is only in a minor place.

There is a decided tendency to trim with clumps and

masses, not only of flowers alone, but also of flowers sur-

rounded with foliage. Shaded effects are strong in all

kinds of flowers, and the flowers match the colors of the

ribbons shown.

Don't think that there arc to be nothing but roses, for

fine flowers in great variety are fast coming to the front.

Lilacs are particularly strong. They sold well last sea-

son, but this year they are regarded as a sure thing.

There is a pretty novelty introduced that is hardly a

flower, though it is used in much the same way. This is

a dainty shaded little bell of glossy straw. They arc

grouped in clusters and each bell is a different shade

They are massed on the brim of turbans, and continent-

als, etc., and edge crowns; in short, the smart milliner

will find many uses for them. In a season when there is

so much of one effect there is a good opening for a nov-

elty of this kind where the general character is much the

same, and yet there is a very perceptible difference.

Colette is 1he French term for these little straw bells.

A FEW MISSTATEMENTS.
In an article on "The Evolution of the Ready-Made

Clothing Trade in Canada." which appeared in tltc Janu-
ary number of The Review, several mistakes were inad-

vertently made. We are glad that our attention has been

drawn to these errors, so thai we can correct any mis-

apprehensions under which our readers may be laboring.

The following letter, directing our attention to the mis-

takes, is reproduced for the benefit of our readers.—Ed-
itor D.G.R.

The Dry Goods Review,—We observe in your Janu-
ary issue an article entitled "New style Clothing." in

which vou classify our garments with others as ready-
made clothing. You also state that we haste our gar-
ments in such a manner that we lit them to the differ-
ent figures when finished.

We would say that we are the founders in Canada
of tailor-made garments all ready for service, and also
the originators and patentees of the wardrobe system
in Canada, and have no connection whatsoever with
any other makers of supposed tailor-made garments.

We fit all shapes and forms. Our garments are all

finished and read] to put on. We have no basting
threads in oui u.u ments.

't mil s truly,

Fit Reform Co.
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1^X5 610,612& 6B4 BROADWAY, U PW YORK/^^\V^2 4 6 6,10,12 I4.516,E.HOUSTON/ST 1^1-¥ IVllll

WHOLESALE ONLY. A\S I LIVK I @Pi@W.
TRADE MARK.

/ TERMS \
\NET CASH.J

Come this way, Canadians—
American Styles is what you want-

Particularly in

HATS
Our Trimmed and Ready=to-Wear Hat
Departments are best and slickest in New York.

Besides, you don't find any fancy prices quoted you in this

house—everything is hammered down to subway figures.

Write us for our 32 page catalogue

if you wish—if not let us remain

friends anyhow.

Yours for low prices

JOHN MILES
610, 612, 614 Broadway * NEW YORIi
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ETHING BETTER

a
The

Yasmar-AuLomaLic

Collapsible

Boxes
for Millinery and Costumes is

as much an improvement over

the regulation creased or

tongue and slot boxes, as the

trolley is an improvement

over the horse car.

1" Isn't it going to be a valu-

able asset to your business, to

adopt, as your silent messen-

ger, a Box that is a long way
ahead of any on the market.

1 The " Yasmar-Automatic "

Collapsible Box, for Millin-

ery and Costumes, has de-

monstrated, beyond dispute,

its superiority. Quick adjust-

ment, perfect rigidity and

sightliness. Wouldn't it pay

you to know more about

this Box ?

The President of one of the

largest houses in Canada said : "Your

Collapsible Boxes are the best I have

ever seen."

An initial order was placed with us for 10,000

Boxes, and within five weeks after receiving

the first shipment, this firm incrpased their order

to 20,000.

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

THE CANADIAN FOLDING BOX CO.,

BRANTFORD, CAN.
Limited

"the satisfactory box.

FITTING CORSETS.

IT is strange that a practice that carries with it so

many benefits as fitting corsets should gain ground so

slowly. Where the practice has been introduced the

results have been all that could be desired, and those

who practice it most are most enthusiastic about it.

Now that the accepted styles are bringing the figure into

such prominence, and making the fact that a woman is

either well or badly corseted so very evident, the ques-

tion of fitting takes on an added importance.

The very basis of the corset trade to-day is the ques-

tion of fit^the fitting of the right corset to the right

figure. The manufacturer does his part, for he produces

a large number of models, suited for all kinds and classes

of figures, and it is the special business of those in charge

of the corset department to see that a woman gets the

special model designed for her type of figure, for she is

not properly fitted if she does not.

An experienced saleswoman has made this maiter of

fitting a special study; she sees the limitations of a

figure at a glance; she takes in every line of it, awkward
or graceful as it may be, and she knows how to apply

the corsetmaker's art so as to perfect what nature has

neglected. But salepeople of this kind are not found every

day, nor in every department, for it takes a special apti-

tude and a wide experience to make them, and for the or-

dinary saleswoman and the ordinary department the safe

and sure rule is to fit.

It is strange that fitting is so little resorted to in

corset departments, for most women are willing to go

to a good deal of trouble to improve their figure—and

there is little she can do that will improve it more than

a properly fitted corset. If properly urged to be fitted

she would in most cases comply. No woman thinks of

buying her boots without trying them on, and why not

her corsets—their comfortable fit is of just as much im-

portance, and the effect on a woman's appearance is

much more apparent. It takes a little more trouble and

time to make a sale in this manner, but it is ten chances

to one that you will have a return, and the number of

friends you make for the department soon tells its tale.

Have you ever thought that in a measure you are re-

sponsible for the appearance of your customers—that your

store methods react upon them—in fact every bad figure

among them that could be improved by being properly

corseted is a reproach to your corset department, and

possibly also a lost customer for your ready-to-wear gar-

ments.

You will only have to persuade a woman once to be

fitted, for. the benefits are so great that she will ask for

it herself the next time, and fitting you will find will be

the best means of popularizing your department and en-

abling you to sell the better grades of corsets in your

stock. Sooner or later the time will come when no

woman will buy her corsets without a previous fitting,

and that will be an all round benefit for the store as well

as the corset department.

ENLARGED PREMISES.

Chaleyer & Oikin, wholesale millinery, Montreal, are

now in their enlarged premises at 1794-1796 Notre Dame
street.
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WE INVITE

Milliners
and

Dressmakers
When in the City

attending the

Spring Opening

to call and see our
new lines of

FINE
WAX
FIGURES
at

prices

Sretiuf
compe^
-tition

also

an en-

tirely

m\^ ])

new and complete range of

MAT STA MPS
from $1.50 to 821.00 per doz. We likewise are showing

elegant new designs in

iri-tish late IVIirrors
Indispensable in the millinery parlors. Our new catalogue
containing 128 pages of attractive and original illustrations

of Display Fixtures, now ready for distribution.

CLATWORTHY & CO.
48 Richmond Street West

TORONTO, ... ONTARIO

COMBINED

3AHLIN FORM AND CORSET COMBINED
Known to Careful and Dressy Ladies

Who Dally Testify to Its Practical Merits

SAHLIN'S form and corset combined is the original garment and
the only one which ever was fully sanctioned and highly recom-
mended by the medical profession as a health preserver, causing no
pressure on the lungs or stomach. Leading dressmakers and tailors

prefer to fit their garments over the SAHLIN form, as the results

are a perfect and smooth fit all over, eliminating those objection-

able protruding straight lines across the back and front at the top
as with an ordinary corset.

Fine warp corset sateen, hgh or low bust, with hose
supporter attachments $1.50

The same in better material and trimmed with lace...~... 2.00

White, drab or black ; in short, medium and long waist.

Discount to the trade ; correspondence solicited.

Canadian agent and distributer

LOUIS J. B. SENEZ,
Chesterfield Chambers,
8 St. Ah xis Street, MONTREAL

THE CELEBRATED

P.D.
CORSETS

ARE THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF ALL

Corsets

i

High Class

They have undoubtedly the -largest sale

in all countries. This has been reached

solely through the merit and high

qualities of the goods.

KONIG&STUFFMANN
11 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

SOLE AGENTS TOR CAN4D4.
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THE PRIZE ADVERTISEMENT COMPETITION.

THE ballol box was opened od January 25th a day

long to be remembered in Ontario—and tin- votes

counted. The issue was "Whose ad. is best?"

and ilif candidates thai offered themselves were scattered

through Hie I'll pages of the January Number of The

Dry (it it uls Review.

The voters fame Er British Columbia, the Territor-

ies, Manitoba, Ontario Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia and Prince Edward Island. It was a sort of gen-

eral election. Some from Xankeeland, subjects of Uncle

Sam, took a hand in the voting, and no question as to

their qualification was raised. Montreal had the best

organization apparently and carried off all the prizes.

If the Returning Officer had any favorites he did not have

a chance to fix the vote— the scrutineers looked out for

that.

Penman's advt. on page 1S4 was voted best, and the

man that brought out the candidate was Jack W. Brown,

with D. Morriee, Sons & Co., Montreal. His reward is a

-old-mounted fountain pen.

From out of the heap of well-shuffled ballots the timid

hand of a pretty miss drew two slips, upon the first of

which was written the name of J. L. A. Racine, with

A. Racine & Co.. Montreal; and upon the other the name

of B. Cooper, with the Colonial Bleaching and Printing

Co., Montreal. And so to Mr. Racine was awarded a

gold-mounted fountain pen, and to Mr. Cooper a copy of

Macdonald's book, "Successful Advertising—How to

Accomplish it."

In the election in question, the voters chose their own

Favorites ami recorded their names upon the ballot paper.

P>esides Penman's, others so chosen were as follows:

Arnold Print Works, New York. p. 21.

Child & Pall. Wakefield, Mass., p. 120.

John M. Garland. Son & Co., Ottawa, p. 10.

I'. Garneau, Fils & Cie, Quebec, p. 23.

Gordon Mackay & Co.. Limited, Toronto, pp. 110. 14(i.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal, pp. 36. 37, 40.

.,. Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal, Winnipeg, Daw-

Mill.')). IPS.

v Konig & Stuffmjmn, Montreal, pp. 100. 101.

Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal, pp. 16, 17.

New York Skirl Manufacturing Co., Montreal, p. 163.

Nisbet & Aultl. Toronto, p. 123, 124.

Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto, p. 216.

Schofield's Woolnap Underwear, Oshawa, p. 189.

Sovereen .Mitt. Glove & Robe Co.. Delhi. Out., o. 166.

Truro Knitting Mills Co.. Truro N.S.. p. 193.

Watson, Poster Co.. Limited, Montreal, p. 105.

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, Manchester, Eng., p. 2.").

Such is the judgmeril of the voter. Such, loo, the di-

versity of opinion. Possibly, some voters made their

selection with a pardonable bias who know-.' Then, too,

il is bard to find two people who judge an ad. by the

same tests; what commended itself to one. is bad. bad

in another's eyes. We own to it. thai we are surprised

to see several other advertisements, quite worthy in our

own opinion to be named among the good ones passed

over. However, our judgement wasn't a factor in this

competition, so that we have to take things as they an'.

It gives us genuine pleasure to offer our congratula-

tions to the writer or designer of the advertisements thai

have been singled out from among the host. They de-

serve every good word that can be said for their work.

T ir persona] knowledge, some id' these men have

given no small amount id' thought and care to the pre-

paration of their copy, and to have their efforts acknow-

ledged appreciatively, must be gratifying to them.

What iloes The Dry Goods Review get nut of this com-

petition? This is not easily answered. We are "out"
a lew dollars: that is, it may not seem so to some, but

we are "in," we trust in other coin, more than enough

to balance the char,ye our book-keeper has had to make.

The benefits of such a competition to ourselves and to

others, are real and considerable. Of course, there may
lurk somewhere a little damage. One firm, for example,

may feel disappointed or worse, because its advertise-

ment did not gel first plate, or at least honorable men-

tion. To such, if there be any. we point out that this is

a thing we cannot control— it is our readers, not our-

selves, who determine the matter of whose advertisement

is worthy to be ranked first.

The one thing that is brought out in sucbj a competi-

tion is that advertisements are closely read and critically

judged, and that it therefore behooves eiery ad-writer

to do his level best to make his ad. worthy.

Just a word to those who participated in the con-

test. We should like to acknowledge to you. each one

personally, our appreciation of your interest, but that

would be to impose on us a big task. Will you please

accept this word of thanks instead, and if any of van

should feel much disappointed, remember that such things

are in the game of life, and that the majority rules.

Consider Ontario. What is one's loss is another's

gam.

A ST. THOMAS FAILURE.

THE dry goods firm of J. B. Hill & Co., St. Thomas,

has assigned. The difficulties of this firm date back-

to the time of the building; of the present store^

which involved Mr. Hill in an expenditure which the capi-

tal of the firm has been unable to support. The liabilities

amount to $90,000, divided chieflv between S. F. McKin-

non & Co., Xisbet & Avid, John Macdonald & Co., of

Toronto, and The Merchants' Dyeing Co.. and Green-

shields, Limited, Montreal. A meeting of the creditors

was held recently in the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, and

•\u examination of the accounts showed that the total

would not exceed $40,000.

STRIKING POSTERS.

SELDOM has any firm sent out so remarkable an ad-

vertising specialtv as Hie II. B. Clatliu Co.. of New

York, who have agreeably surprised and delighted

the trade with six of the most striking posters ever con-

ceived. The posters are fullv five feet high, presenting, in

almost life-size proportions, the features, figure and dress

of six charming young ladies. The costumes shown are

taken from the latest Paris conceptions, and are repro-

duced in exact pattern and color effects. The fabrics are

wash dress goods, and the posters are prepared to help

sell them. Accompanying the posters are reproductions

of numerous samples. Any wash goods department, that

can be decorated with these posters, will crrtainlv prove

a greal centre of interest.
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Attention !

Live

Retailers

VNCU

will

not overlook

these five standard lines of

Penman's

Pen-Angle Underwear

BETUBNED

RETURNED

ill*

(X^TlyC^

No. 4IO
Blue Tlpoed Wool

( OVER
No 66 7

All Wool Clouded Elastic Rib
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Announcement

for Fall 1005

Owing to our dam being carried away

we were unable last season to give the

best of delivery Nozo, however, we will

guarantee delivery by 15th Sept. of all

orders booked on or before 1st March.

Do not allow substitutes to be forced on

you by the late delivery cry.

Penman Mfg. Co. Limited.

<
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Clothier

Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >P

CLOTHING
NEC11WEAR.
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY

mf^y*tJ^y**S\i*»+ltyf*t^y

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES
NICK-NACKS

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK

01
Great Murder

Sale.

RHTXARY January publicity efforts, advising

aughter sales were somewhat eclipsed by an

congruous and somewhat repeliant sale eon-

ducted at Workman's, Montreal, during last

month. The windows in flaring decorations

announced a "Greal Murder Sale," which was rendered

realistic by every window showing a small box at the

front with a hatchet driven through a

back of one of the windows was the

card reading $15 now .$5.65. At the

proverbial grinning skull set upon a

box. To further arouse interest and arrest attention an

even dozen good wax heads of both sexes was scattered

in the front of the main window. It must not be slighted

that displays 01 clothing in every window were excep-

tionally good and price cards gave former prices as well

as -ale price. Observation plainly showed that the sale

attracted attention mainly to the skulls and hatchets

rather than the object desired, the goods. Mr. Workman
is becoming famous as a unique advertiser and as his busi-

ness in growing there may be "method in his madness."
* * •

THE favorite overcoat of the King this Winter is a

D. B. Sac Chesterfield, made of dark grey soft

vicuna overcoating, says the Tailor and Cutter. The

lapel is kept light, and the step runs in the true hori-

zontal, with very little opening between the collar end and

the lapel. The length extends well over

The King's the knees, and the lapel turns

Overcoat. moderately low, giving full view to the

collar and tie worn underneath. The
collar is covered with velvet, and the edge is double-

stitched. A turn-back cuff forms the finish of the sleeve,

and horizontal flap pockets are placed on the hips.

* * •

FOR affectation nothing beats the system of dress de-

vised by Otto Hanau. a young beet-susrar merchant,
whose freaks convulsed Buda Pesth some years ago.

Heir Hanau had a suit of clothes made in material

matching the paper in every room in his big house. His
dressing gown was adorned with big

Queer Dress. sunflowers, matching the decoration of

his dressing-room, his smoking-jackets

had Oriental designs which harmonized with the Eastern

decorations of his smoking-room, and he had numberless

lounge-suits of white and gold, pink and red. and so on.

When asked in court whether his slippers matched the

carpets, Hanau replied. "No; I forgot that. But I thank

your Honor for the hint."

But for sheer freakiness nothing beats the overcoat

of M. Oratz, a Polish Jew, of Warsaw. This garment,

orainary-looking outside, was lined with patchwork made
from the garments of famous men. In the patchwork, M.
Gratz claimed, were pieces from Napoleon I.'s military

cloak, the great poet Mickiewicz's waistcoat, a necktie

worn by Lord Palmerston, Von Moltke's blanket used in

I he war of 1870, and many other relics of the illustrious

dead.
* » *

ALEXANDER A. WALTERS, alias Cyril Byson Scott,

a young Englishman, 24 years of aye, pleaded guilty

in the Vancouver police court last month to nine
charges of stealing overcoats and umbrellas. In sentenc-
ing him to three years in the penitentiary the magistrate
remarked that on the six counts he

could be sentenced to 42 years' im- The Umbrella
prisonment. This is a warning to the Thief.

umbrella borrowers as well as the thief

and the moral is apparent to all retailers as well as to all

umbrella thieves.
* * *

THE Westminster Gazette offered prizes for an essay

on "The Advantages of Being Badly Dressed."

Men's Wear ridicules the prize-winner in an ideal

way. However, the prize-winner says: "To be badly

dressed is to be unique, distinguished from amongst the

crowd of well dressed commonplace folk.

Anyone may dress well on credit; to On Being

dress badly betokens that you pay even Badly Dressed,

for your patches."

"Great men never dress well; they have not the time;

they leave such things to their- valets.

"Shiny elbows are symbols of industry baggy knees

indicate religious fervor, buttonless waistcoats a proper

appreciation of the value of time.

"To be badly dressed is to be comfortable. Such a

person gets a railway compartment to himself, he can

put his feet on the sea without attracting comment, he

can imbibe freely without disgrace, he is exempted from
almsgiving, church-going and self-evident hypocrisy by
virtue of his raiment."
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS

w London, Eng.. January \i. 1905.

ETEREWITHAL shall we be clothed?"

The perennial question always confronts

us and while fashions for men are gen-

erally supposed in change but little,

yet during the year that lias passed

there certainly have been innovations that called forth

much discussion amongst dealers and wearers alike. Less

than six months ago the "No Hat League" had a some-

what flourishing though rather brief existence. The move-

ment started in the provinces where, more than in town.

1 saw men of all classes engaged in various outdoor occu-

pations unprotected by headgear of any description. I

have yet to learn, however, of any serious decline in the

hat trade. Latterly we have seen the adoption of knee

breeches for evening wear and now dress reform has

broken out in a new place— the waistcoat is doomed. Its

defects and disadvantages are the subject of some lively

discussion amongst press and public, due largely to the

utterances of one of the headmasters in a training col-

lege, who denounces the waistcoat in strongest terms.

There can be no doubt that in its present form it is be-

ing generally condemned. For my part, it has always

seemed strange that a waistcoat, thin at the back and

thick in front, should have survived as long as it has

done. Everyone knows that some of the most vulnerable

organs of the body are at the back and while rules of

health dictate warmth and protection, still the waistcoat

is invariably made in such a way as to deprive the back of

very necessary covering. Some reformers would abolish

the waistcoat altogether, substituting something in the

nature of a cardigan or jersey and medical opinion seems

to favor this idea but this drastic change is obviously an

impossibility. A most acceptable solution of the difficulty

is simply to have the waistcoat made of the same mater-

ial throughout or to have the back flannel lined. A cut-

ter in a Sackville house, who 1 interviewed, speaking

from experience, expressed himself strongly in favor of

the former plan. Certainly a waistcoat made this way
has a completeness that commends itself to the eye as well

as to one's ideas of comfort.

The popularity of the knitted waistcoat for Winter

wear may perhaps in some measure be attributed to the

protest against the evils of the existing "half and half"

garment. Out litters are experiencing very satisfactory

demands for the knitted article which, even when ready-

made, tits well on account of its elasticity and retains its

shape. The patterns are of wide range, including colors,

blacks and whites, but those of a subdued hue naturally

receive preference.

• • *

In my last letter describing the knee breeches for

evening wear, I stated that they were made of tine cloth

"of a different texture to the dress coat." To be speci-

fic I should add Ihev are never of silk, but almost invari-

ably of a material known as black stockinged te. This

closely resembles the worsted generally used for dress

clothing in Canada, so that there is little difference in

texture observable except when a broadcloth coat is worn.

* * *

The Christmas festivities were the occasion of many
social events, and there has been an active demand for

evening dress accessories. In noticing the displays made
bv hosiers and outfitters, one is immediately struck with

the prominence given to dress shirts with pique fronts.

Besides the plain pique there are many tasty patterns

shown, usually stripes small and unobtrusive. Dress ties

are of fine pique with square or round ends, and they are

in every case tied by the wearer.

* • *

I have received from J Xicklin & Co., of Birmingham,
a sample of their new tie clip called "Simplex," and in

use I find same a ver" satisfactory little article. It is

made of hard steel nickelled, after the pattern of a paper
clip and different from the ordinary tie clip in that it

has neither hinge nor teeth nor any rough part to injure

either tie or shirt. It is perfectly flat and when in use

does not project beyond the edge of the shirt front, and
on this account, it retains its hold better than some
others I have experimented with. It is an ideal clip for

use in Summer when no waistcoat is worn as it is almost

invisible.

* • •

In the cravat department I think styles will be much
the same as at present. Full cravats go witli a frock and
with a morning coat, a knot of various kinds with a

jacket, and the white bow is reserved for evening-dress,

freedom and roominess reign in cravatdom as in all de-

partments of dress. Even evening-dress white bows are

widish. Lawn is the favorite material, but linen with a

hairline stripe is much affected. Materials in cravatdom
will srenerally be of the same kind, with the exception of

a substitution of China silk for China crepe. For loose

ended kinds, China silk has great merits, and is produced

in all the dyes which made crepe so admirable.

* « •

A development worth noting is the round cut corner.

It is correct on both double and wing collars. A full

round cut will be given to jackets this year. The rounded

bottom corner on overcoats and round-nosed lapels will

be neglected, however. The small round shirt cuff lias

come to stay. I think men here in general are payim:

greater heed to the style of their neckwear, the fineness of

their linen, the quality of their (dot lies, and pay for high-

er standards than they used to.

S. A. VILLEROW.
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CURRENT STYLES IN NEW YORK
New York, January 2:\, L905.

INNOVATIONS are now being brought out by men

who strive to be uncommon in their attire, but

these new styles have no appreciable effect on the

standards, and 1 cannot discern that any of the

fancy waistcoats or peculiar cravats have in any

way affected the staples and accepted articles of attire.

In New York, in particular, and in the United States

generally where the population is so large and the wealth

so widely distributed, it is impossible, however, to pro-

serve exclusiveness. In the very best society you will

find men indulging their own ideas in dress. Often, it is

not the applied good taste of each individual, however,

Such an individual's opinions on fashion will not be

changed by what other men think about it, and there are

many of them in New York. The mode so far as it per-

tains to general day and evening dress, however, is most

firmly established and is lived up to by every man who

cares to do the conventional thing. As a matter of fact

the changes that have been made in the last ten years in

formal dress are only noticeable to students of dress.

The well-dressed crowd winding its way churchward on

a Sabbath, or operaward during the week, does not differ

in complexion from the crowd of ten years ago. Frock

coats, silk hats, grey worsted trousers and black overcoats

in general look the same, but in details the changes have

been multitudinous.

* * *

CORRECT dress in business is all important matter

of our life. Many large concerns now insist that

their clerks must be careful about their appearance,

a stroll through the business section of New York during

the noon hour or after business, would convince one of

the manner in which our young men look

Sack Suits to their clothes. It is the plain, simple,

and Accessories, effective style that stamps the Ameri-

can business man of refinement. The

jacket or sack suit is. of course, the leader. It is usually

of grey or brown, cut long and square in front with a deep

centre vent in the back and hung with comfortable full-

ness from the shoulders. Lapels are broad and the waist-

coat is cut very high. Trousers are loose and hang with

a spring over the instep. The business accessories are

the black derby, the medium wide four-in-hand cravat,

the medium fold collar, the tan cape or buff suede glove

and the black calfskin shoe. While facts come and fads

I

o, good taste suggests the correct business uniform after

the above manner. Fancy silk and silk and linen hand-

kerchief's, called overcoat handkerchiefs because over-

coats now have an outside pocket, are worn. They are

not for practical use but for show only, and the field in

colors and styles is very large.

IN
fine dressing-gowns a new style is of the silk plush

which come in dark blue, brown, and are lined

material with large silk spots of the gown material,

throughout with silk of the same color; these garments

are corded silk, and the heavy silk girdle with rich long

tassels matches the cord. The reefer is

Dressing-gowns, taking the place of the plain quilted

full-dress protector. The ordinai'y

dimension is 24x54 inches. The material is a heavy China

silk or English mat and the color usually black or white.

It can be folded and carried in an overcoat pocket.

Leather belts will be narrow this season. One to one

and a half inches will be correct, and are russets, seals

and enamel leathers are favored. Plain buckles and

trimmings are demanded.

In dressing-gowns, room suits and lounging jackets

the tendency is to cut them with all the smartness of day

clothes and make them conform to a definite mode in-

stead of beins' bulky and unwieldy.

The newer watch chains are slenderer and less obtru-

sive than the old. For Summer and the sports the pig-

siv^n or Russia leather strap, silver mounted, is yet pre-

ferred.

* * *

FOR Spring the fancy waistcoat is more graceful in

cut and more colorful in shade than ever before.

Snuff-brown, pearl grey and dove grey make up
handsomely. Green, red and other trying shades are

avoided by careful dressers. Braided waistcoats, an echo

of the Winter's craze, are worn on the

collarless variety. A neat morning

waistcoat is single-breasted, collarless,

closes with five buttons, with slit upper pockets and, flap

lower ones. A more dressy waistcoat is double-breasted

with broad, low-lying lapels and flap lower pockets. White
evening waistcoats undergo very little change and save

for collar, lapel and pocket are virtually the same.

To gain sales nowadays New York's haberdashers'

windows mirror fashions faithfully, and convey an un-

deniable correctness in fabric and finish. McLaughlin,

Budd Kaskel, the H. V. Keep Shirt Co., etc.. show in their

window dressing a fair specimen of prevailing fashion.

These establishments all serve the fine trade and their

trims are never closelv massed. There is always a group-

ing with a keen eve to form and color values.

Fancy

Waistcoats.
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A GUIDE TO ADVANCE STYLES

M EN'S FURNISHERS all have customers who

are sei upon having a certain style of collar

or suit, and no man can change them. This

individual has his own opinions on fashions,

and he does not care a rap what other men

think ahout it. Nevertheless there is a correct standard,

and it should not lie departed from. 1 have always tried

to indicate present standards, with spe-

Study the cial reference to advance styles. In this

Mode. way, 1 trust our readers can impart

correct information. Of course, you

cannot render decisions and have them carried out with

the force of law. The mode so far as it pertains to for-

mal day and evening dress, is most firmly established and

our readers should impress that it should be lived up to

by every man who cares to do the conventional thing.

To be conventional avoids the semblance of conspicuous-

ness. On the other hand, if personally-formed standards

of dress are adopted and maintained in defiance of all the

regulations of society and good usage, conspicuousness

cannot he avoided.

* » •

IN
straw hats, splits and semuts will divide favor. A
narrower brim and slightly higher crown are best to

my taste. In stiff hats I favor a low-set brim and

an oval curl. Brown hats are not going to please the

elite trade as an attempt has been made to popularize

them. I favor pearl-colored soft hats,

Hats. especially in the narrower brims that

are being shown. The popular dimen-

sion will be 4£ x 3J inches. This revival is but a

natural outcome of the cycle of fashions. Fancy bands

in stripe and polka dot effects are too extreme to be

fashionable.

* * *

EVERYBODY is preparing for Easter, which will not

be here till April 23. This period is considered to

be the real opening of the Spring season and Spring

fashions, and it is universally recognized and celebrated

now. Close attention to the most recent developments

makes the task of predicting one of

Spring some difficulty. During the latter part

Fashions. of last Summer the mode underwent

various changes and these will be now
brought up to their most recent stage of development as

1 lie proper thing for the Spring and Summer season of

1905. I have often noticed that whatever went well in

the smart trade at the end of one season was certain of

a successful revival, and in a sense a standard position

during the season that followed. In regard to haber-

dasher] last Summer the low-fold collars, the lather loud

half-hose and the pleated neglige shirts were characte]

istics. Washable cravats were also introduced. Changes

have been made in the gamut of haberdashery. They are

mereh conservative departures from forms that have, in

lightly-changing widths, colors, or heights, been in vogue

for several seasons. A fashion is literally horn, lives,

dies ami is re-born. Bearing in mind the exceeding plain-

ness the present Winter of shade and fabric in clothes and

their accessories, the color question for Spring is well

settled. Spring suits, shirt-, cravats ,handkercbiefs, etc..

will be more colorful.

1'IIK tendency of clothes for Spring is still towards
t!u- present loose cut. I do not think there will be

so much exaggerated looseness. Yet the fundamental
need of dress—comfort,—will not be slighted. Tight
clothes are passe. Trousers are to lie cut with a slight

Spring over the instep without the

"peg-top" effect of past years. For Clothes.

lounging, dress suits of flannel, home-
spun with trousers supported by narrow leather belt are

distinctly good. Suitings for Spring are contrasted with

present wear. Plaids and checks are my prediction for

Spring favorites. Of icourse. tins is all somewhat general

and speculative. I realize how the personality of the

wearer, his tastes and notions alone can give to his dress

character and distinctness. The haberdasher should know
that the truly well-dressed man studies himself, his sta-

ture, coloring and cast of features, and picks the shades

and patterns that are most becoming to him. A person's

individuality can he sanely expressed and yet fashion be

followed. The fop regarded as the well-dressed man has

been largely dispelled.

» * •

I

PREDICT that collars for next Summer's wear will

show noticeable changes. The wing collar may be

placed out of serious calculations. In Canada, collar

dress has been lifted to a sane and sensible level, as we
have no potentate to follow. The wing is not comfort-

able for Summer, and does not launder

well. The soft, short and fancv waist- Collars.

coats assure the supremacy of the fold

collar. Moderate heighth is the desideratum. I think the

front openings will be less narrow than last season's to

give the new cravats knotting room.
• • *

/^ RAVATS will be almost limited to two forms, the

\y four-in-hand and the bat's-wing tie of washable ma-

terials as well. Four-in-hands from 1| inches to

2! inches with pointed or square ends will be correct.

For riding, driving, wheeling and golfing, the comfort-

able neckerchiefs will displace stocks.

• • •

NEGLIGE shuts, plain and pleated styles, the former

for knockabout wear and the latter, I think, tot

town wear, will be favorited. The former quiet

colors and patterns are to sec more of brilliancy. Flan-

nel shirts will he quite proper for town or country wear.

• * •

I

CONTINUE to favor low-cut shoes ami. therefore, fancy

half-hose. It is best to avoid the extremely loud and

intricate patterns. The neatly-clocked sock's and new

embroidered instep effects and vertical and horizontal

stupes may lie worn. Colors, especially tans, are ac-

ceptable.
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If you would take time when you have an opportunity

to look into the matter, you would see for yourself

just exactly what is meant by

WOOLNAP
MEN'S

Underwear
WOOLISAP i ,s not a mere name. It stands for

reality. Our underwear has an inner nap that gives

double warmth, and that takes away all irritation.

WOOLNAP Men's Underwear is made from pure wool,

in heavy and light weights and qualities. It is a high

grade line, perfect in shape, trimming and construction.

The leading wholesalers will supply WOOLNAP.

Ask to see it.
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We beg to inform our friends that we have appointed

Mr. JSbcncscv Stovel, of vovonto

to be our representative in Canada, in the place of the late

Mr. James Gilmour.

MR. SHEASGREEN will represent us as before on the West Coast.

Mr. StOVel
J

'S address is Mr. SheaSgreen's address is

Manchester Building, Q2i Thurlow St.

Toronto. Vancouver, B.C.

WELCH, MARGETSON & CO., JC£:-.

(Linen-Mesh)

It is the achievement of the Century in providing proper underclothing

for Man, Woman or Child. It is the underwear of health, of cleanliness, of

comfort—the underwear that wearers recommend to their friends—the underwear

giving profit and prestige to the store selling it,

The Buyer should know all about this great underwear specialty.

For descriptive booklet and lerms

ADDRESS

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal.

NEW YORK
491 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO :

110 Sutter St.

LONDON, E.C., England.

10-11-12 Bread St.
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IT
is generally conceded thai the prdering season for

spring shirts was a marked success, the designs

ami patterns indicated by The Review receiving

even- attention. All indications point to a profit-

able season for retailers. Style changes are just

novel enough to create and sustain interest, yet afford-

ing the opportunity, after the season is well opened, to

work off any left over from last Summer. Plain colors,

such as blue, white and light brown, promise to be lead-

ers. Conservatism marks both colors and clothes, though

on their supplementary Summer trips salesmen were

shown lines of new patterns to give stocks renewed fresh-

ness. Plain and pleated bosoms are still selling in even

proportions. More soft collar and cuff goods in flannels

have been brought than for several seasons.

* * *

During January, city merchants of the retail divi-

sion, have excelled former efforts for magnitude of dis-

play and low prices, particularly regarding shirts. In-

ducements in the way of discounts and price slashing

were not confined solely to the debatable stiff bosom, as

many negliges were included. This suggests the failure

of normal weather conditions for two successive Sum-
mers and the mess caused bv the mixing of Summer and

Winter seasons by the neglige.

* * *

The request for the coat shirt, according to one re-

putable Montreal manufacturer, promises to be larger than

during any former Spring season. This shirt has now

firmly fixed itself in the demand, and prejudice is grad-

ually but surely dying away.

* * *

As indicated last month, lines for next fall are being

prepared. Indications in manufacturing circles multiply

that the stiff bosom will regain much of its former popu-
larity. The Review has ureed for several months the

division of Summer from Winter business as the most

profitable plan for all concerned. This matter of style

will only be accomplished when the stiff bosom is back
in its old position as the Winter shirt. It only needs

the co-operation of retailers, as a good start was made
last season. However, many retailers were conserva-

tive, and only added lines of stiff bosoms late in the sea-

son, and thus did not get the full benefit of a good de-

mand. Sales this Winter show a decided responsiveness

on the part of the consumer. It is seasonable advice to

suggest that early orders for stiff bosoms should be given
in sufficient quantities to ensure prompt delivery. Then,
at the very opening of the Fall season, window dis-

plays of good proportions would forcibly suggest the line

of demarcation between Summer and Winter. It is an
' old saw" to repeat that the restoration of the stiff

bosom means better profits, and puts the trade on a sound

business basis.
* * *

January's collar business was of a favorable nature.

Among city men the popularity of the wins' collar in

various forms is noticeable. City dry goods stoi*es in-

cluded shirts and collars in their January "white sales."

Standard brands were not always included. The majority

were various lines of cheap cotton collars. Standards

have had some slight call in city circles. The wide hand

fold collar has retained its premier position, however.

* * *

For Summer, there is a whisper that the old fashion-

ed turn down of former days will be popular. It will,

however, require a good period to wean certain trade

from the becoming medium wide bander. These wide

banders are a blessing to long necks, and serve as a

"beauty doctor" to such. Across the line last Summer,
the low fold and old fashioned turn down had a good

call. Tts effect must be felt here.

* * *

The Review has often reiterated the good effects of

a proper line of demarcation between Summer and

Winter styles of collars. If the narrow band turn-down

comes back to popularity this Summer, all the lines of

standards will be revived for the cold seasons. The law

of contrast must surely get in its work. The passing of

the wide banders for Summer— should it pass— will in-

sure less cost for materials employed, from the thread

to the cloth, to the boxing and shipping cases, and will

leave manufacturers a living profit.

* * *

Muslin interlining* and outsides should be easier in

price for domestic and foreign manufacturers, although

the Irish flax crop and the scant returns from the Rus-

sian flax fields make shirting and color linens very firm.

The profit side on collars selling at $1.10, is necessarily

verv small.
* * *

/rom the trade press across the line comes wide-

spread publicity of the show case annex of the collar

manufacturing industry. Enterprising and reliable collar

houses have been issuing booklets after the fashion of

"Who Pays for Show Cases." "The Practice of Induce-

ments" after this manner has caused much annoyance

and distress to manufacturers pursuing legitimate trad-

ing methods.
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We beg to inform our kind

friends that through

their generous esteemed

business,

it necessitates our

erection of a large new

factory, which

will be commenced

as soon as weather permits.

When completed we

expect it to be

the largest

and best equipped

of its kind in the United

States or Canada.

During the

summer it will be

open for inspection to

visitors, and our friends we

desire to see and enter-

tain, at this, the

world's electrical and

manufacturing

centre.

Dominion Suspender Co.,

Niagara Neckwear Co.,

Niagara Falls.

Limited

IN CRAVATDOM
PRACTICALLY another season has passed, and al-

ready Spring neckwear is beginning to appear. Im-

mediate measures must now, be taken to dispose of

neckwear which was not cleared in January sales, as

patterns and colors for Spring are different from Winter

styles, and there must be no mingling. The merchant

who is in a position to place orders for new goods and

open them out at the proper time will do the business.

Easter lines are nearly all ordered and the goods will be

delivered shortly.
* « •

While designs, patterns and colors are more varied and

brighter for Spring, nothing revolutionary' in shapes is

shown. Fashion has defined standards which manufactur-

ers and dealers have upheld. Every evidence points to

the continued supremacy of four-in-hands. For early

Spring wear to accompany the wing collar the !i|-in(-fa

form will be sold, but the great bulk of the trade will

he done on 2 and 2^-inch forms to wear \\|ith the fold

collar for the hot months. Considering, also, that waist-

coats are to be cut higher this Spring, narrower forms

than those now in vogue must rule. Extremely broad

cravats are to be carefully handled for Spring.

• * •

Plain colors have done well this Winter and have a

strong showing in Spring lines. Brown leads in this

respect and shows even increased strength for Spring.

Blue and grey are other staple colors. Colors, however,

are more brilliant, and odd shades like hiscuit, amber,

plum, royal, bronze, etc., are shown.

* * •

A seasonable type of four-in-hand or the folded-in

square is the French seam or silk lined. The folded-in

variety means a large waste of material, and manufac-

turers find it hard to get adequate prices. The French

seam ties more firmly and wears better.

• • •

Windsors were heralded across the border, but their

sale here will always be limited. "Women will buy this

flowing tie, especially in the embroidered ends, but men
only demand them for sporting and outing wear. The

expected popularity of flannel shirts lends strength to a

slight call for them. Children always will have them.

* • •

Washable cotton cravats had a sale last Summer, and

these cool and comfortable forms in linen, mercerized

cotton and madras, are prone to be more popular this

Summer.
• • •

In materials, lighter and more pliable silks are shown

for Spring. These silks are firm and enable easy knot-

lint;'. Surahs, grenadines and crepes still retain their

hold. Plain, self-figured brown and mixtures of the same

with various dots, maintain their popularity. These

latter are made up in four-in-hands and squares of gener-

ous proportions. There is no likelihood at present of a

return to niggardly midgets of former years.

* • •

While all styles of new fancy designs and colors in

neckwear will be wanted this Spring, everything in the

plain older will have the great call. Fine grosgrains and

serges in plain colors with self-silk figures are good new

weaves and designs are shown.
• » •

The "all round" four-in-hand with a seam at the back

is good in line qualities, the lined in cheaper qualities

and reversibles in narrow shapes.
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HAMMOND, TURNER & SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
MANUFACTURERS OF:

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH.

h TURNED
IN

FEB
S»

-ySVfll ANfX^NISHt-

ONE-PIECE COLLAR/^}^^ îj^ jc
FANCY VEST BUTT s<L

Among other saleable novelties we

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFEE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Askfor Illustrated

Catalogue ofJewellery.

232 McGlll St.

MONTREAL

Wreyford & Co. Romain Building,

TORONTO
Wholesale Men's Furnishers.

UISDERWEAR SPECIALISTS.
For Spring 1905 we stock 2 lines of Natural Wool Under-

wear that cannot be beaten.

1170 AT $6.50. - 1230 AT $8.75
both guaranteed Unshrinkable. All sizes, "34 to 44."

DOMINION AI1ENT8 FOR

"Aertex," Cellular Underwear, Etc.,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Jerseys, Sweaters and Golf Blouses.

ALSO DOMINION AOENTS FOR FOLLOWING MANl FACTURERS:

LONDON
ENGLANDYoung & Rochester,

SHIRT, COLLAR and NECKWEAR Manufacturers

Our WASHING VEST orders are largest on record, if you have not yet
placed your orders we will mail you set of patterns.

New Neckwear for Easter Trade.

Y. & R.'s Dress Shirts, at $9.00 and $12.00

and D. B. Dress Vests at $15.00.
Stocked in Toronto.

Tress & Co.
High-class Hat Manufacturers,

LONDON
LATBST IN SILK and FELT HATS

GOLF and MOTOR CAPS
CORRECT SHAPES.

If you want to put in a reliable English Hat, up-to-date shapes -an
English hat to compare with Dunlaps in value, at 25 per cent, less price,
stock the Tress Hat.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"Crayenette"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain =

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.
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HATS AND GLOVES
STIFF awl sot'l lial manufacturers and jobbers have

had a busy Fall and Winter season and face the

Spring with high hopes. A sure sign thai Winter

is "ii the wane and Sprin^ is near at hand is evidenced

by "the appearance in a city haberdasher's window of a

few new styles in men's hats for the

Premature ipproaching season. It serves to divert

Display; the winds of a Winter-weary public to

thoughts of budding Springtime. Such

displays are altogether too premature, however.

* * *

A
STRONG idea prevalent in hat circles is the suprem-

acv of stiff hats for the coming "Spring. Every in-

dication points to a stiff hat season. The orders thus

far placed confirm this. Stiffs always sold well in the

large cities and softs have found the greatest number of

admirers in the smaller cities and towns.

A Stiff Hat It now appears that country places are

Season. to adopt the stiff hat as being the pro-

per hat. It means no material decrease

in the sales of soft hats but rather that many young men

will this season possess both a stiff and a soft hat.

* * *

THE nearness of another season stirs interest in the

efforts of manufacturers to create a demand for

brown derbies. Still, it is admitted by firms of

good repute that brown is virtually in the same position

in which it has been for several seasons. A reaction

Against them by good trade was created

Brown Derbies, by the "hurrah" advertising of last

Fall. A Montreal firm shows a window

of fair styles in brown derbies at 50c. This is a "killer"

for the style. Facts like these deter retailers from

handling the color and remembrances of losses in similar

experiences is a warning. Brown, however, will undoubt-

edly be in some demand though the degree is purely a

matter of conjecture. The outcome of the attempt to

popularize light and dark brown stiffs will be watched

with a great deal of interest. Along with these, a limited

number of the darker shades of steel and grey are shown.

It is up to the genera] public to approve or condemn the

colored stiff hat. At any rate, retailers, to cause any

furore, must show sufficient quantities to arouse interest.

* * *

ALTHOUGH Spring promises to be a "derby season"

the outlook for soft hats is bright. Many people

insist upon them as their quality of adapting them-.

selves to any shaped head makes them warm friends of

a libera] clientele. Shapes are as usual various, and re-

tailers are confronted by the necessity

Soft Hats. of show in" many stvles. In general,

they are larger in proportion than last

year. Yet there are no radical changes in styles from last

reason, though some very attractive novelties are being

shown. One of the most effective novelties which is

meeting with favor, is id' the low crown, wide brim

variety, after Ihe Hat iron familiar kind. The hat has a

full round crown and fairly wide brim without any ex-

treme roll and curl, li is shown in blactc, chickery and

light brown, 'flic style is an excellent one for all out-

ing purposes and even general wear. Light and dark

browns after the staple black are leaders ju the colors for

soli hats. Pearls are expected to do better as the sea-

si n progresses. This revival of the pearl hat is quite

an agreeable surprise. Fawns, modes, terra and shades

of nutria with contrasting bands are selling but are hardly

as safe stock as browns and pearls.

SPLIT and sennit straw braid hats are in as good de-

mand as ever. Splits, so smooth and light in weight,

not carrying the full grain of the straw, are in

widest request. Sennits were carried over last year by
many retailers and this has caused caution in operating

for Spring. Cheap panamas are dead

although the best grades will be sold to Straws.

well-dressed men for country and sport-

ing wear. Colored hat bands, including university colors,

are prevalent on medium grade. Solid blue and brown

are the safest to handle. Black is as much approved as

of yore. Brims generally are narrower and crowns slightly

higher than last season. The narrow brim accentuates

this. Bands range from 21 to 27 ligne. Most retailers

will find that an order placed thus is safest— GO per cent.

splits, 20 per cent, sennits and the rest in Japs and others.

Sennits sell onlv to the very best dressed men. The best

selling dimensions are 2 3-4x1 7-8, 2 and 2 1-8 and 3x21-8

and 21-4. Black and white straws are dead. A Montreal

retailer with a sardonic smile showed The Review a

worthless stock on his shelves. The style was so unac-

ceptable that it did not live through a single season.

Next month, The Review will illustrate the most ap-

proved styles in stiffs, softs and straws.

* * *

OWING to the extreme cold Winter the sale for heavy

gloves has been unprecedented and those lined with

wool, squirrel and rabbit fur are included. This

means a good business for domestic and foreign manu-

facturers for next Fall. Neglige gloves remain unchang-

ed for Spring. Pique seams are popu-

lar. Fabric gloves for Spring are spoken Gloves,

of for upper-class trade due to the al-

leged reason that leather gloves are considered too heavy

for Spring and early Summer wear. This re-introduction

of fabric "loves or rather innovation as they have been

neglected so long, is a bit too bold for popular-priced

trade. Lisle and taffeta silks with clasp fasteners in

black, white, tan and grey are the popular varieties in

demand.
* * *

CONSERVATISM marks the most approved and besl

sidling types of stiffs. "Freaks" are religiously

avoided. Hals are well proportioned and the besl

scllin" ones after English models where no features can

be called extreme. The differences noticed are mostly in

the curl and set id' the orim. Young
men will be asked to buy low and fiat The Shapes.

set derbies with 5 1-2— "> 2-4 crowns,

and brims 1 7-8 to 2 1-S. With round crowns a brim set

up at the side is very attractive. Style varies in differ-

ent pari s id' Canada.
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It's now a

Leading Thing
When the " Hugit " was first invented we thought it was a

good thing.

Since put on the market it has developed to a leading thing.

RETURNED
FEB 7 190

r

This "Hugit" wrist on Mitts and Gloves attracts attention among
all other kinds.

The idea and design with its simplicity show it as being the sensible

wrister. No fasteners to fall off, no baggy openings to let in the cold, no
stretching out of shape, but an adjustable elastic web outside, with a soft,

downy, wool, elastic knit lining, fitting snugly to the wrist, vibrating gently

with every motion, and preventing the slightest cold from entering the hand
at the wrist.

Various styles of H. B. K. Mitts and Gloves are made with the

"Hugit" wrist and at all prices.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.,
Montreal Winnipeg Dawson
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

WHOLESALERS and manufacturers bave

had advance orders and borne trade of

large enough volume to fairly settle

Spring tendencies, which after all, are

subjeci to the verdict of the consumer,

when retail trade opens next month. The tendency has

been for every tailor to select patterns with more or less

distinct stripe, check or coloring— in

Spring fact anything; to be different from old

Tendencies. forms. For the past few seasons these

fancy designs ran mostly on grounds of

blacks or various shades of grey. There is a gradual but

sure change this Spring. The trade is in general accord

that brown in various shades will be one of the most prom-

inent colors. Any g 1 shade of brown, which avoids the

red or foxy tendency will he correct. But this exceptional

fancy frade in such shades as brown, etc.. is not a thing

Jik'ely to be permanent. As soon as everyone has suits

which are made of designs which are very similar to those

once worn by the elite they begin to look around for

change. Thus even now for Spring, plain groundworks

with very little effect in stripe or check, "but something

distinctly neat and quiel in the blending of colors are in

fair demand. This tendency for full suits of fancy de-

signs also means materials that have not the lasting wear

in them, that a well-worsted coating or vicuna possesses.

Plain blue and black serges have not languished, however.

Sack coats and vests with trousers of another pattern are

being strenuously revived. A Montreal house advises The

Review that trouserings this Spring would exceed any

former output notwithstanding opposing tendencies. A

feeliu" for li"ht tweeds is also reported. However, brown

tones in tweeds have increased in popularity during' the

last season, and although not a Spring color, the demand

is certainly growing. Tweeds are here to stay and should

be prominently displayed. A remarkable feature of

Spring trade is the strong demand for costume cloths and

rainproof fabrics.

Tt is unnecessary to urge caution in stocking the many
Fancy patterns. Tt is extremely doubtful whether this

taste will continue over another season and as indicated

there are already signs that ''dressy" people are desirous

oi trying <*oods either of more pronounced designs or

plain ami subdued goods. Goods of medium price instead

are safer than going in for special lines which are expen-

sive to ake, and in the case of showy clothes are a dead

loss if the designs do not happen lo lake hold of the trade

when shown. Plain g Is should no! he neglected. . Tt is

difficult to find any cloth which will produce a more gentle-

manly or harder wearing suit than a good indigo serge.

I !\ this we do no1 mean to avoid fancy tweeds by any
means.

* * »

JOBBERS in close i ;h with manufacturers, both do

mestic and Foreign, stale thai the loi of the maun
laciurer has not been a happy one the nasi season.

The shortage of wool and cotton has handicapped most

producers of cloth, and the rise in prices has made it

almost impossible to obtain correspond-

ing rate for piece goods. Fortunately. Condition of

cotton has now settled down to a low the Market,

figure, the crop a record one. and there

are some who expect that wool will be easier about April

or .May. Keen competition to secure orders during dull

limes also hurt the mills.

A recent advice from Huddersfield advises the revival

of the plain worsted trade although the feature of the

market there is the production of fancy worsteds for

suitings. A civ for cheapness has affected the trade. Fine
colonial wools are not now as much used in worsted goods.

The goods are thus tending in the direction of dress goods
in the thinner makes. In regard lo styles, stripes are not
so prominenl as checks or overchecks. Crevs. nice drabs
and fawns are the chief shades. In the checks appear
lines of red. blue and green, sometimes of bright tone and
sometimes subdued. These goods are to be had of course
in the Canadian market.

Fancy vestings are as strong as ever. There has never
been such a furore for them since the time of our grand-
fathers. Bradford manufacturers are paying much atten-

tion to this class of trade.

• • •

A
MANUFACTURER'S agent in conversation with The
Review states that there never has been a time with-
in the last decades when there has been so much

decided change in materials as during the past year. Men's
apparel, so far as suits and overcoats are concerned, have
decidedly changed. "Years ago." he
said, "everyone wore a coat of black A Retrospect.
super or Venetian, and then came the

change to black worsteds and vicunas. Blue serge, black-

vicuna were the materials every individual used and most
wisely too! In those days, the manufacturer, the jobber

and the tailor could do business with a stock of far less

variety and therefore with less trouble and expense.

"The last two seasons or so an effort has been made
to replace the plain blue serge suit and black coat with

grey trousers by fancy suiting patterns. Designs of black

or various shades of grey have given way to brown for

Spring and next Fall, of course, there will be a reaction."

A change of this sort means practically "one man one

design." and the warehouseman must keep the slock and

the manufacturer must hold the yams in order to produce

the fancy cloths for the jobbers. The final result is that

the cost of distribution is much higher than it was years

ago.

A good jobber discussing this with The Review outlined

i he difficulties of securing large advance orders, and the

trouble in orders for suiting patterns only. "Whole
pieces are scarce in order- these days, but a reaction will

come." said lie. Again the jobber must buy in October

lo ensure March delivery and the present vogue for fan-
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cies moans a good deal of risk. Retailers are prone to

show too much caution regarding staple fabrics.

* * *

TiiK noDularity of homespuns for general and outing

wear for Spring and Summer is attested by the

Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S., working till it p.m.

continually to supply the enormous demand. Both plains

and fancies are receiving good attention. All jobbers

have these goods. Tweeds in Scotch

Homespuns. effects and ltrown mixtures have done

well with this mill for Spring and job-

bers are ordering them out for Fall. The fabrics of the

Oxford firm are guaranteed pure wool. There is always a

demand for high-class, reliable goods as they bring satis

faction alike to dealer and wearer.

FIRE IN MONTREAL TAILORING STORE.

A lire badly gutted the upper flat of the building oc-

cupied by Lanctot & Cadotte, S St. Lawrence. Montreal',

Fridav. January loth. By the salvage corps spreading

covets serious loss to stock was prevented; $3,000 will

cover the loss.

A NEW FINISH.

UNDER the name of "Velper" a new finish has lately

ueen placed on the market for Italian cloths, which

is an improvement upon Samuel Kirk & Son's perm-

anent finish. The appearance of the linings and materials

to which it is applied gains much by the application of the

process, which is of a character which will stand the iron

and the damp cloth. The name of Samuel Kirk & Sons,

Limited, is printed on the back of the goods which have

been treated with the "Velper" finish, which certainly

may be described as amongst the most satisfactory which

has vet made its appearance.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS.

Mr. James A. McArthur, merchant tailor of Renfrew,
Out., was recently married to Miss Gertrude Butt, of

Kin- City. Ont.

Mr. A. M. Gabel, of Toronto Junction, has opened
a tailoring and gents' furnishing establishment at Wood-
bridge, Ont.

F. d. Campbell, who conducted a tailoring establish-

ment in Perth for some years, has left for Montreal to

assume the general managership of a mercantile collection

agency.

Woolard & Co., dealers in men's furnishings. Berlin,

have assigned to Richard Tew of Toronto. Assets are
estimated at $4,800 and liabilities $5,300.

GREENSHIELDS' BUYERS ON THE SEA.

NO less than seven foreign buyers for Greenshields, Lim-
ited, live representing the Montreal house and two
the Winnipeg house, spent the first week of February

on the sea passing between Canada and European mar-
kets. The Montreal representatives were: Geo. Kent,
buyer in the dress goods and silk department, and Geo.
Hamel, buyer of ribbons, hosiery, handkerchiefs, gloves,
etc., who sailed on the Baltic from New York for Europe,
D. P. Williams, buyer in the carpets and oilcloth and
cretonnes departments, who sailed on the Lucania; J.
Patterson, ladies' ready-to-wear department, returning
on the Campana; and J. E. Thewlis, buyer for woolens
etc., sailing on his return from Liverpool.

U. .McKay and R. G. McEwen, buyers for the Winnipeg
house, also sailed on the Baltic, in search of new goods
tor the Western distributing centre.

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES :

Victoria Square, Hontreal,

65 and 67 Yonge St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENG.

WOOLLENS
AND.

TAILORS'

TRIMMINGS.

Our travellers

are now covering
every corner of

Canada with a full

assortment of

Sprina Samples,

including a mag-
nificent range of:

Tweeds, Serges, Suitings,

Overcoatings, etc.,

Canvases, Italians, Assorted

Silks, Hair Cloths, Sleeve

Linings, Holland Pocketings

and every line of goods used by tailors, etc.

Remember we are Sole Agents for "TYKE"
and "BLENHEIM" Serges, also Salt's

"YOTSMAN" Serges.

Sorting Orders Receive Prompt Attention.

Samples of any line sent free upon request.

A. McDOUGALL & CO.
196 McGILL ST. MONTREAL.
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nlLLTNERT openings are held in Winnipeg

usually aboul one month later than in the

eastern trade centres and hence there is

nothing to say this month with regard to

the millinery trade except that extensive

preparations are being made tor successful openings and

the general outlook in the trade is bright. Spring trade

is now in full Swing in the wholesale dry goods houses and

deliveries are already being made. Buyers have shown

their confidence in the outlook tor this year's trade by

stocking up freely and the wholesale houses report that

on the whole a better and more expensive class of goods

has been boughl this year than in years before. The

west is demanding high class goods and goods that are

strictly up-to-date and ill conformity with the dictates of

Fashion. The dry goods man who inspects the stocks in

the wholesale houses of Montreal and Toronto and com-

pares them with the class of goods in Winnipeg houses

will find little difference. Fashions are much the same in

all Canada and the west is able to pay for the best.

* * *

The only drawback to an otherwise very satisfactory

state id' affairs is an exasperating slowness of collections

and although there has been a considerable improvement

in this respect there is still much to he desired. Of the

prosperity and solvency of the west there is no doubt, but

money is "tight" because of the fact that there is still

a great quantity of wheat to he marketed and because

men in all parts of the country have been investing theii

surplus cash in land. The investment is a safe one hut

one result of this consuming land hunger with which the

majority of westerners are seized has been to tie up the

surplus money and to force the merchants to wait for

their money. The slowness of collections is the only dis-

appointing feature in the situation.

* * #

Dress goods have sold freely and the season for Spring

trade is by no means over yet. As slated in these col-

umns month ago the preference of the trade has been

for the liahl fabrics. Tweeds and heavy suitings, of

course, will always have their place for they are staple

lines and they have sold probably as well as was expected

by most dry goods houses. But the bulk of the sales have

been in the lighter materials. Voiles, crepolines, alpacas

and lustres have been the Favorite fabrics this Spring and

owing to their genera] suitability lor Spring and Summer

wear this is no1 to he wondered at. The popular eolors,

as slated last month, are champagnes and greens in the

lighter shades and browns and navies in the darker

-hades.
* * •

A feature of the Spring trade has been the increased

demand for silks, not only from the very high class trade

hut from the ordinary medium trade. Silks for shirtwaists

have been pushed judiciously by the big houses and the

retail trade has vixen them a fairly gratifying reception.

In silks as in all things else this season, Fashion DIU

her approval upon plain colors and the best sellers among
the trade and probably the safest line for the small mer-

chant to Stock have been the plain taffetas. Goods

with a suit finish are the most popular and the various

soft makes of -ilk have had the call among discriminat-

ing buyers.

Plain colors are perhaps the most prominent for Sum-

mer shirtwaist suits, hut fancy pal terns, when small ami

neat, are meeting with favor. Large or striking pattern-

are eschewed this season in all lines of dress goods and

silks.
* * •

Perhaps it is in sympathy with the meat demand for

silks that mohairs have attained their present undoubted

popularity. There can be no doubt now that they are to

repeat in 1905 their success in 1904. They sell readily in

suit lengths and also for waists and their popularity is

so great that they are injuring the sale of silks. Mohairs

in spot, hair line and phantom checks are safe lines for

any store. In 1905 they will he almost staple goods while

the plain mohairs have perhaps already attained that po-

sition.
* • •

As stated last month, the military braid is the most

prominent of the season's trimmings, and it is being

slocked freely as a safe line for 1905. Such a profusion

of colors and styles is shown that the merchant in a small

-true has need to exercise great care in his buying for

there is nothing else in the dry goods store so Hat. stale

and unprofitable as a stock of last season's dress trim-

minus and Dame Fashion is not unlikely to set the seal

of her approval on something besides military braids for

1906. In almost all classes of goods for this season the

popular colors are browns, navies and greens and these

are undoubtedly the safest culms to stock in braids. In

design these braids differ very much and a small invest-

ment will ensure for any store a good variety. Odd shades

in neckwear are fashionable and the various shades of

green braids are in better demand in order to serve as

trimmings for this purpose. While these are the safest

and most nearly staple colors for a merchant to stock

I here are of course many others which will he in demand

by the class of trade which always desires something

'•different.'' For this trade burnt orange braids might

he stocked as il is a fashionable color and of course

I here are many others, Burnt orange is most often found

as a second color in braids as it is scarcely suitable for

ground effects. As noted last month the wood fibre ef-

fects are as popular as last year. They are shown in

black, white and steel.
* * *

Buttons are also in strong demand for trimmings and

they divide the Held with the military braids. .Metal but-

tons are in good request for trimmings of a military

character and enameled and uili buttons are favorites for

i he same purpose. Buttons are perhaps to be used more

for trimming purposes than as fasteners. In fact for the

high class trade there seems to be a call for very expen-

sive metal designs as a part of trimming schemes. Velvet-

covered hut tons are also being featured for trimming pur-

nose-.
* • •

Perhaps this is scarcely the season when lace is bought

ni,-1 freelv. hut the Spring trade is nevertheless very
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See that

you
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF NIAfERlAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKNIANSHiP

AND DURABILITY
THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.

XfORD £Ri€6D$
WINNERS OF QOLD MEDALS EVERYWHERE.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
They bring satisfaction to both dealer and wearer.

FRANK. "W. NELLES
301 St. James St., Montreal, Representative P.Q.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA. Limited

^
L%(

INDIVIDUALITY
DURABILITY

DESIRABILITY
are personified in our productions.

VALUES UNEQUALLED

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers-Wholesale

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL

I

f

4
4

ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, etc.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them ? If not, why not ? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:
Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal. Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont.
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gratifying. The demand for lace is reported I" be injur-

ing the Bale of embroideries. Net laces for sleeve trim-

mings arc in popular demand and the range shown by

Winnipeg houses is so large thai ii may be a puzzle to

buyers to select the goods best sailed to their trade.

Oriental effects in Plauen lace arc featured by all the

Leading houses and although a cotton lace and at the same

time, owing to the peculiar process of its manufacture

described last month in The Review, much mure expen-

sive than the ordinary cotton lace, it is meeting with a

good reception from trade and public.

The two-tone effect in lace trimmings is something new

this season in Western Canada and the trade are still in

doubl as to its popularity with the buying public. The

success of two-tone lace abroad last year induced many

houses to stock pretty heavily for this season, and the

retail trade have boughl at the solicitation of salesmen.

Admittedly, the extensive stocking of these laces is an

experiment and the outcome is awaited with interest.

Many of the varieties shown are very pretty and there

would seem to be no reason why thev should not experi-

ence great popularity, but on the other hand there are

color and tone combinations which produce an effect not

likely to please people of good taste, and in making his

purchases the discriminating retailer is giving' many of

the combinations shown a very wide berth indeed.
* • *

Novelties in belts are engaging the attention of mer-

chants who cater to the ultra trade and the belts with

the diamond-shaped backs referred to last month are

proving very popular. There are, however, many exag-

gerated effects in the season's belts the popularity of

which is apt to be short lived. Belts are shown with two

sharp points in the back reaching almost to the shoulders

and with an almost equally exaggerated downward droop

in front. Goods of this kind are dangerous in case they

are left on a retailer's hands and exaggerated styles of

this kind are not likely to enjoy long popularity.

Notes.

Early in the month a disastrous fire destroyed com-

pletely the Hoover block on James street. The Hoover

Manufacturing Co. suffered most as the greater part of

the building was occupied by themselves and owing to

i lie extreme could I he firemen were unable to check the

(lames. Their big Stocl of overalls was completely de-

stroyed. It is the intention of the firm to re-build at

once and work has already been commenced.

Among the other heavy losses in the fire was that of

the British Importing and Jobbing Co., dealers in gents'

furnishfngs. In both cases the losses were pretty well

covered by insurance, but the total destruction of their

stocks and the consequent interruption of their busi

is a hcavv loss to these firms.

* « *

Perhaps the most attractively dressed windows in

Winnipeg are those of the Imperial Drv Goods Co. B.

Curtis Skinner, the efficient decorator for this company,

delivered an interesting address on the nighl of the 25th

of last month to about fifty dry goods men and clerks in

the Y.M.C.A. building on "The Art of Displaying Goods

and Window Card Decorating." The address was inter-

esting and practical and The Review hopes to publish it

shortly for the benefit of our readers. Mr. Skinner em-

phasized the importance of simplicity in window designs,

a point in which very many fail. The display is intended

primarily to sell goods and that idea must never be lost

Sight of. After the lecture. Mr. Skinner illustrated his

ideas and showed his audience his own methods of work-

ing. The lecture is to be repeated next month.

* * •

Mr. J. T. Acheson, dry goods merchant of Morden, was

in town recently on his way east where he intended visit-

ing Goderich, his former home.
* * »

Mr. William Yungblut, of Morden. called at the Win-

nipeg office of The Review last month. Mr. Yungblut is

opening a uents' furnishing- store in Morden and he was

visiting Winnipeg to purchase a stock, uater he visited

Toronto and Montreal for the same purpose.

* * »

The Vineberg Co. are finding their present quarters on

Logan avenue, inadequate to meet the demands of an ex-

panding business, and they are looking for a more suit-

able location.

SEEN IN WINNIPEG STORES
WIIITEWEAR sales have been the most prominent

feature of the January dry goods trade in Winnipeg

as in other towns, but if the truth were told, it

is probable that most merchants would admit that even

with the most persistent pushing, generous and intelli-

gent advertising, and unusually attractive window dis-

plays, the volume of January whitewear sales has not

been up to expectations. A retail drj goods man, in con-

versation with The Review, said that it must be admitted

January is not the natural month for the sale of ladies'

whitewear. January whitewear sales were instituted

some years ago before ready-made whitewear had gained

the hold upon the buying public which it has now attain-

ed. It was necessary then to push the sale of the ready-

made garments in- January because it was in that month

that the materials were usually sold for making the gar-

ments. The liuying public are now fully alive to the ad-

vantages of the readv made garment, but whitewear is

sold more ficeh in the Spring and Sninmei when it is

required than in .January when the sales are sought to

be forced. "There is this to be said, though, for the

January sale.'' he continued, "it enlivens trade in an

otherwise dull month, and our advertising and our win-

dow displays now help our whitewear sales three or four

months from now. The effect is not lost."

• • •

A local wholesale house received a consignment of

goods this month slightly injured by salt water. They

were tinned over at a sacrifice to pity merchants, and

"salt water sales" of muslins, linens, and similar goods,

were much in evidence.
• • •

Nash, Carson & Naylor arc making extensive additions

to their dry goods store and active building operations

have been carried on in spite of the cold weather.

• • »

Suae the turn of the year, Winnipeg stoics have been

"clearing" nearlj all lines of woolen underwear at re-

duced prices.
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Nezo Stock takes the Place of Smoke-damaged Goods

ALL ADVANCE
ORDERS WILL

BE DELIVERED

PROMPTLY
AS PROMISED.

On another page of this issue of " The Review" appears a report of the disastrous

fire which visited our warehouse and others on January -28th.

Fortunately the fire occurred before the arrival of most of our Spring goods.

Hundreds of packages are now in the Custom House and we have cabled for more.

Our premises are being rapidly repaired and this new stock is taking the place of

the old. We have engaged temporary premises and are working overtime.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY - Montre;a I

FIGHTING TRADING STAMP SYSTEM.

FIFTY members of the Montreal Retail Dry Goods As-

sociation discussed, on the evening of January 4,

the inroad into business profits made by trading

stamps. The opinion was unanimous that the' expense of

the system ilid not bring adequate returns in cash sales

and increased business. A resolution, which was adopted,

to stop handling stamps, after February 1, was intro-

duced bj Mr. Arcand and seconded by Air. Rouleau. Three

hundred signatures of dry goods merchants handling

stamps have already been obtained.

Other retail associations in Montreal are to carry on

this work, and by the end of January the entire trade

will be thoroughly canvassed. Grocers will be looked

after by Aid. X. Lapointe, butchers, Joseph Lamourettx,

boots and shoes, A. S. Lavalee; druggists, M. Lecour.

Mr. Wilder, the head of the trading stamp idea in

.Montreal, is not worried; as many dry goods merchants

have a two year's contract, which he will enforce. Fur-

ther, he is prepared to open up a dry goods establishment

in any part of the city which is tied up.

From time to time in the columns of The Review the

objections to tiie trading stamp system, as well as its

good points, have been discussed. In conversation with

many Montreal retailers the following seem to be the

features for and against its continuance:

Some Good Points.

All retainers interviewed agreed that the system en-

couraged Hading for cash as well as reducing the number

of C.O.D.'s. Many expressed the idea that they afforded

an opportunity for better profits, and eliminated the ne-

cessity for special sales. "The giving of double trading

stamps often made dull days busy ones," said one good

retailer. In general, the trading stamp is an excellent

form of premium giving were it not for innumerable ob-

jections which are culled from many interviews.

Some Objections to Trading Stamps.

Often the premiums given in exchange for stamps con-

flict with the sale of similar lines of merchandise in the

store. Again, the retailer has no control over tiie quality

of the premiums given out. Further, the profit on the

unredeemed stamps goes to the company. One nane
retailer exclaimed, "it meant taking an outside concern

practically into partnership."

Mr. A. Oiroux, speaking to The Review "After giving

stamps a trial for 14 months, I find it is impossible to

continue in business and give away all the profits."

Mr. J. O. Gareau considered trading stamps a tax on

the trade and he could not continue them unless he put

up the price of goods.

HANDY HAT FASTNERS
u re advertised to the consumer in iill leading magazines. Sell at
25c. a pair. Cost $ | .25 per dozen pairs prepaid. All leading
jobbers sell them. Manufactured only by

FAIR MFC. CO., 423 12th St, Racine, Wis-

NOTICE. We beg to notify our customers and
friends that the unfortunate blaze Feb.^—.——— 1st, which damaged our tannery, corner

Frontenac and Rachel Sts., Montreal, will in no way interfere

with our glove business. Our glove factory and glove
leathers at 931 St. Catherine St. are, of course, untouched,
and plenty of material is on hand to take care of all advance
orders and immediate ones entrusted 10 us.

F. GALIBERT
TANNER AND GLOVE MANUFACTURER

MONTREAL

-, ** _*• »*i ii */ -

j§fp9l? %r

W* ,BeLP(qs,T.v(/ - *"-

/<7~, ALlA<jAlA~AJtJ\A\yAiAZ
V -rTv

NEW YORK..

17 X 19, WHITE STREET.

WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
PAQUETTE BROS., Sole Agent* for Canada.

527 Board of Trade, MONTREAL.

"WEARWELL
BRAND OF COTTON RIB

»f

(SEAMLESS)

Well Made, Well Dyed, Well Finished.

MADE BY

Clinton Knitting Co.,
THE RICHARD L. BAKER CO.

Selling Agents, Toronto.

CLINTON, ONT.
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NEW KINDS OF FUR COATS
We have come to Canada from the States and

started a factory to make fur coats and robes.
We make serviceable, long-wearing garments at

mightily low prices.

We make coats for farmers
and cart drivers, ranchers and
hackmen, and automobile drivers
—in fact we make coats for any
man needing a serviceable, long-
wearing garment. Our coats are
not dyed from the top; the color
is put on in a new way and guar-
anteed to stay fast. Will not run
when the rain strikes it and it will

not smell after it

is saturated with
water.

There are lots of

other clever feat-

ures aboutourgar-
mentsthat just tel-

ling about can't do
adequate justice to.

a man coming your way pretty

soon and he will bring our line to you to plead its

own story of excellence. Write us for our circular

and note our guarantee label which appears on
every garment.

LEAK FUR MFG. CO. of Canada
Limited

Manufacturers of Fur Coats for Men and Women, and Fur Robes,

American Tannery and Factory at GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y.
142

GUARANTEE
The skins from which this

Coat is made are the very

best obtainable, and are not

damaged by coloring, and

we guarantee this Fur Coat

to give better service and

wear longer than any other

Fur Coat on the market.

LEAK FUR MFC GO. OF CANADA
LIMITED

Will have
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REVIEW OF THE SEASON.

Till-'
end of the fur season of 1904-5 is well with-

in siii'l) t now. and thai it lias kept up to the

fair promise made when the early placing

orders were given lew will deny. Furs all

through the season have had a great sale not-

withstanding the fact thai the season has not been un-

duly cold. Furriers did particularly well when the holi-

day trade was on and it was not the cheap kinds that sold

best then either.

Furriers like wise people clean np left-over stock at

the end of the season, and this they are now proceeding

to do through the medium of special sales. Judging from

_ — offered and -from window displays it is the outre

gaiments and low made goods that have been left over.

Mink, which is our leading fur, has had a splendid

season and is closing the selling year in a very strong

position. Persian Iamb coats with mink trimmings have

long been a favorite article in the Canadian market, hut

there is no sign as yet on the horizon thai points to the

fact that its popularity has been in any measure impaired.

Some beautiful mink coats have been sold, and squirrel

has. contrary to the opinion expressed by some authorities

al the beginning of the season, enjoyed quite a measure of

popularity both in coats and in neckwear and sets. Some
very handsome lonu loose coats of this fur have been sold.

This fur has been accepted as a popular I'm- for misses'

wear and its vogue for this purpose seems likely to con-

tinue as the peculiar shade of grey thai il comes in, is

more becoming to them than to older women. 1| takes

a fresh complexion to wear grey squirrel to advantage.

The vest effect has made its appearance in the more
exclusive stores, generally of embroidered cloth and in

Oriental colors, possibly this will lie tried for the populai

trade when the new samples are submitted. A coat was
shown to The Review with a vest in conjunction with a

long narrow collar thai turned np to protect the back of

the neck behind. The back was almost tight-fitting, and
the fronts semi tight. The length of this coal was 24

inches, ami the sleeve was a loose coat shape.

Sleeves of coats are changing and next season is sure

to see a noticeable alteration, for the pouch below the

elbow is dead en all other garments. Speculation is rife

but it i^ yet ten early to determine accurately just what
ls to be the popular style. Neckpieces that have been

brought out late in the season are large, long and flat, and
passementerie ornaments, chenille fringe and tails -are

all u<i'<\ as trimmingrs on them. Heads seem at a discount

though si metimes seen, so it seems probable that this style

will rule again next year. A long, fiat victorine (hat is

worn with one end in front and the other down the back
is another novel style. The flat neck pieces are fit up into

the neck, or have the straight collar that fades into the

neckpiece proper in front. This class of neckpiece -really

does pn tect the throat as well as the chest.

A scarcity of Russian furs is heralded because of tin

war. and if I his happens higher prices for all furs are

likely to be the rule. This will affect Persian lamb.

which is a great seller here. Bear is a fur that reports

fn m Paris say is being taken up there and another fur

thai is said to be coming to the fronl also is beaver.

There is another point noted about which, however.

I here is no doubt and thai is the growing popularity of

white furs and white fox thibet. lamb, etc.. are likely to he

even more in evidence next Winter than they have been

up lo date.

There are a number of freak furs such as yetta, pony-
skin, etc., thai auto-riding has brought into use. but though
they will no doubt continue to be much used in their chosen

sphere they are not very likely lo invade seriously the
i e.-'lni of popular trade.

DATES OF FUR SALES.

The following are the dates of the 1905 fur sales:

Hudson's Bay Co.. January 23rd, over now but no report

as yet to hand, and March 27th-30th ; ('. M. Lamson &
Co.. January 27th, and continuing the Hudson Bay sales

I'reni the 24th lo the 27th: March 27th-30. and after the

Hudson Bay Co. sales, March 24th-27th and also June
20th-23rd. and October 24th-26th.

JAPANESE FUR RAIDS.

I.

looks as though the war in the east was going to be

a disturbing factor in the fur trade for some time to

come. Already il is blamed for putting up the price

of many popular furs, ami on the other hand sailing close

to the wind is recommended because the recent fall of

Port Arthur may be (he forerunner id' a peace thai may
release a great army id' fur hunters from military service.

When the reaular avenues of trade open again the market
is likely lo be swamped with an avalanche of fur-,, for it

must be borne in mind that Northern Asia is one of the

best hunting grounds in the world, and while the Jap and
l he Russian have been huntins each other, fur-bearing

animals have had a rest.

Now comes a report thai seems reliable that the large

increase in Northwest coat skins al the December sales

is due to raids on I he seal rookeries and islands in the

Reining Sea which are I he property of the Imperial Crown
of Russia. These raids il is said, began in May and June
when Japanese lishimj schooners left for fishing stations

in Kamschatka. Al this time the possibility of such a

raid was discussed in seme id' I he European papers, but

was dismissed as improbable, and Russia evidently took

this view of the case, as no slops were taken by the au-

thorities to prevenl such a raid taking place.

Durinp the month of September the schooners returned
lo Hakodate heavily laden, fierce sea and land fights are

said lo have occurred and the Russians captured quite a

number, but the Japanese adventures landed the bulk of

their costly cargoes. The value of the booty taken is es-

timated at a million and a half dollars, but the damage In

the rookeries is said lo be irreparable and cannot be es

timated.

THE CANADIAN MARKET.
/"MTY retailers are slashing furs of every description in

v^ a manner that frightens the steady-going trade.

Price has soared higher and higher Ibis season, but

January sales ignored profits in most cases. This does not

mean that the season has been bad, because fashion has
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played right into the furrier's hands, ll is an indication

of the desire to clear lines. The order season for whole-

salers is practically over, and general satisfaction is ex-

pressed among the best trade. It is gratifying to note that

dishonest furriers are gradually being squeezed out.

Specialty houses have dime remarkably well. Sales of

Persian and Russian lamb jackets have reached phenomen-

al figures, and houses making a specialty have done the

bulk of the trade. Fur-lined garments have strengthened,

and the manager of one firm, making a leader of these,

expressed himself as highly pleased with results.

It is somewhat speculative to forecast accurately favor-

ites for 1905-6. It is certain, however, that furs will con-

tinue in popularity as improvement in dyeing and manu-

facture makes a product which the consumer is loathe to

ignore. Men's fur-lined coats have come to stay. Good

qualities such as Russian rat lined or mink lined with otter

or Persian lamb trimmings are in a larger range than ever

for Fall. Dark musk rat lining is also acceptable. Ladies'

cloth coats fur-lined have also done well the past season

and are strongly heralded for 1905-6. All popular furs

are used for the lining and both the three-quarter and

full-length coat are shown. Persian lamb jackets, not-

withstanding the upward tendency of prices, will still re-

tain their popularity. The sleeve has changed and vari-

ous acceptable lengths ranging from 22 inches to 30 inches

are shown. Those with the mink collar and revers are

highly favored. Some new designs will be illustrated

next month. Mink has scored high figures in London fur

sales, but manufacturers are united in the continued popu-

larity of this fur.

Stoles are to remain in favor, as the tailored suits

countenance them. There is a feeling for natural finish.

Mink, sable, marten, raccoon and fox are the favorite

furs. Blue, white and black thibet scarfs are leaders.

Grey, The Review learns from A. J. Alexandor, bleaches

into a dirty white on cleaning and this precludes its

continued popularity. White can be cleaned for little

or nothing at any time. Muffs now are of the flat or

Empire shape. This feeling has grown and for Pall their

position is assured. Chinchilla, squirrel, Persian and

grey lamb, Alaska sable, marten and mink are some of

the furs used. Men's gauntlet mitts are in a still larger

range and will continue in favor.

gone out of fashion, an- somewhat ed, but -ell as

well here as anywhere. Everything else on tin- list is

meeting ready sale at full market values.

THE ST. LOUIS FUR MARKET.
Report D3 Funston Bros, ,v Co.

AVERY active market has prevailed in St. Louis all

through the month of January with everything on

the list in good demand at fair values. Large

amounts of coon, mink, skunk and opossum have been

disposed of in this market, and the general trade has

been very good. The dealers as a whole have been free

.•.ellers, and have accepted small margins of profit on the

large volume of furs that they have tinned over. Very

little if any profit at all has been made on coon in this

market this season, which seems strange in spite of the

good demand that has prevailed. The general theory in

this market, however, is to handle large volumes at small

profits. A larger volume of furs from northern sections

are coming to the St. Louis market this season than ever

before, and meeting with increasing favor right along.

Mink, skunk, marten and otter are the best sellers from

the northern sections. Fox and wolf having suddenly

AMERICAN FIRM IN MONTREAL.
An important addition to Canadian fur manufactur-

ing industries is the entrance into Montreal of the Leak
Fui- Mfg. Co., Gloversville, N.Y. Temporary premises are

occupied at 138 McGill si nit. Montreal, until a suitable

factory lias been chosen. This question has not been

finally settled, and at this writing a definite announce-

ment cannot he made. The trade will lie advised of the

location as soon as full details are arranged. A
complete factoiy is their aim. The tannery at Glovers-

ville, N.Y., will be retained, and the manufacturing done
in Montreal.

ALLEGED RECEIVING OF STOLEN GOODS.

\
SEIZURE of furs was made at Brandon. Manitoba,

from the Montreal Fur Co., at the instance of A.

M. Rntenberg, 112 St. Peter street, Montreal, whose

warehouse had been entered and a considerable quantity

oi furs stolen some time ago. The Montreal Pur Co. is

an account of A. Fred & Co.. wholesale furriers, 509 St.

Paul street, Montreal, from whom the goods were ship-

ped. A. M. Rntenberg charged A. Fred & Co. with re-

ceiving these goods knowing them to be stolen. The
enquete due to the non-appearance of Mr. Fred, was

postponed. The case is creating considerable interest in

Montreal fur circles.

COMMISSION ON SALES.

MR. JUSTICE TASCHEREAU dismissed, during

January, the action of I. A. Corlev to recover

$1,736.63 from The J. N. Fortin Co., Limited.

Corley was a commercial traveler on commission, but his

claim was dismissed as it was held that the sum of his

commission depended upon the losses which the company

might sustain in the sales made by the traveler. In fact,

J. N. Fortin Co., Limited, pleaded the amount of com-

mission has not been fixed at time of contract, but was

subject to above losses after which commission was to

be determined.

It transpired that unless an understanding is arrived

at by contract that a firm is liable to pav commission

on all orders. This is unusual and unfair in many in-

stances, as it would readilv induce fraud.

GALIBERT'S TANNERY DAMAGED.
Wednesday morning, Feb. 1, the tannery, corner oi

Frontenac and Rachel streets, Montreal, operated by Fred

Galibert, glove manufacturer, was damaged in a fierce

blaze. The heavy loss is about half covered bv insurance.

II. Cv i us and P. Zimber, two employes were burned to

death. The inquest returned a verdict of death in an

accidental fire and that no crime had been committed.

Galibert's glove manufacturing business is situated at

931 St. Catherine street and the loss to the tannery will

in no way affect that end of Mr. Galibert's business. His

travelers are now on the road.

HILL CHARGED WITH FRAUD.
J. I!. Hill, the St. Thomas insolvent dry goods mer-

chant, was arrested February 2. on the charge of defraud-

ing his creditors. He takes the matter coolly. Montreal

houses give interesting stories.
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FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while

MY PRICE IS RIGHT.
PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,

WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

Correspondence solicited.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2102 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

ON THE RUN
8PECIAX JOB IN

Boys' Clothing
We are clearing at prices which you can

double your money on a special line of

Boys' Suits
made up in neat styles in Cheviots, etc.. also

some NORFOLK and VELVET SUITS. Sizes

21 to 26. These are all first class goods and
well worth the investigation of any dealer.

Full particulars upon request,

L.HIRSHSON (Q.CO.
Canadian Headquarters for Job Lines of all sorts.

38 VICTORIA. SQUARE., MONTREAL

In a few weeks my travellers will

be soliciting your orders for

FALL AND WINTER 1905-06
t&* If they do not see you, promptly write me direct.

I am making extensive preparations for

for one of the best seasons on record. If

GOOD VALUE, CORRECT STVLE and RIGHT PRICES

go (or anything, you will find me in the

lead every time.

For Snrtinor I stand ready to till in the gaps upon
• vi wwi 11115 the shortest possible notice.

Telephone me, I will pay half the cost

A. J. ALEXANDOR,
FURS OF QUALITY

504-6 St. Paul St., MONTREAL. QUE.

\A/ UY
RA\A/r—-^

AT HIGHEST MARKET CASH PRICES.

The Raw Fur Season now being advanced, we
would be pleased to hear from our shippers, and also
to have them write to us for prices. Being manufac-
turers throughout Europe, United States as well as
Importers and Exporters of Raw Furs, we are there-
fore able to pay the highest market prices.

SHIP YOUR FURS TO

REVILLON BROS. LIMITED
Paris London Leipzig Edmonton Niiny

HEADQUARTERS FOR CANADA

134 McQill Street, MONTREAL

<M~M~$~M-S~M^4~M>4~$~M~M~M~HM~^^

WITH THE UTMOST
CONFIDENCE

we invite the trade to an inspection of our

surpassingly fine Persian and Russian Lamb
Jackets.

The orders booked justify us in believing

we are headquarters for Persian and Russian

Lamb Jackets.

Advertising can only state OUR side.

You must investigate.

Our travellers now covering the West.

A postal puts you in touch with them. We
only cover large towns.

Samples can be seen at all times in our

warehouse.

When in the market for Spring give us a
call.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

14.-.
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CONDENSED OR "WANT" ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word first insertion, lc. a
word each subsequent insertion.

Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as $1,000) are allowed
as one word.

Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements
In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecaimot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

AGENTS WANTED

A MANUFACTURER of ties, cravats, shirts and shirtings, and men's
*» wear generally, in London, England, wishes to secure services of a
reliable Manufacturers' Agent to represent them in Canada. Reply,
Box A., Dry Goods Review, Montreal.

\WANTED—A representative in Canada for an English manufacturer
'" of hiijh-cUss men's furnishings. Full particulars exchanged. Box
B . Dry Goods Review, Mcntreal.

FOR SALE

OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS. First class trade. Millinery,
Ladies' and Children s Outlining and Fancy Goods. Owner retir-

ine.Mrs. W BicUf rd. 61 and 63 F .rt St., Victoria, B C. (2)

T HREE No, 400 Cash Registers. Will be sold at a bargain. Box
214. Dry Goods Review, Toronto. (2)

w INDOW FROST Defied — Sec et for dollar; hoy can apply.
Money bick guarantee. Williams, 189 Jarvis, Toronto. (2)

AD. WRITERS.

1 D. WRITER—Smart, c ipabl-% practical, open to engagement
» Wnliams, 89 Jarvis, Toronto. (2)

WRITE ADS.—Send qmrter and few details for sample ad. Wil-
liams ihe Adverted, 189 J rvis, Toronto. (2)

SITUATION WANTED.

YOUNG man, ten years' experience retail dry goods, de-ires position

as buyer. Past three years has been buyer and manager of dry
goods, clothing, boot and shoe departments of large sure. First-class

references. Prefer Northwest. State salary when writing. Box 216,

care of DRY Goods Ri-VlfcW, Toionto. (2)

TRAVELERS WANTED.

EXPERIENCED Fur Travelers, with grod connection, to re resent

new fir firm, with a high class line. Address, stating full particu-

lars. Box X, Dry Goods Review, Montreal.

BUSINESS CHANCES.

THE LOCATORS—W. B. Herbert, General Manager. The largest

and oldest exclusive business brokers in the west. Address The
Locators, 63 Merchants' Bank Building, Winnipeg.

DRY GOODS, Clothing, 5hoea—We have just had listed for exclusive

sale one if Winnipeg's biggest departmental businesses, doing a
turnover of 885,000 a year on a $14,000 stock. You can handle this

with $5.oco and good terms for balance. The Locators.

CLOTHING and Gents' Furnishing— Well located in a good Mani-
toba town, and no opposition. Stock $10,0 o, making thirty per

cent, clear. A small cash payment will handle, as we will interest

wholesale support on your behalf. The Locators.

BOOTS & SHOES—We have a Winnipeg stock of shoes at 8$ cents

spot cash. Stock $i2,o uo, doing $30,000, dealing 25 per cent

The Locators.

GENERAL STOCK— Two hundred and forty miles Irom Winnipeg
Stock of $8,000 at 80 cents, half cash. This is a snap. The Lo-

cators.

GENERAL STOCK.— In Territories. Six thousand at 90 cents, doing
^25,000. 'This is one of the best yet. The Locators.

GENERAL STOCK— Ten thousand stock, doing twenty-six thou
sand, at 75 cents for cash, and you never had a belter opportunity

offered you About seventy miles Irom Winnipeg. Rent $25. This a

a give awiy. Ill heal h the reason The Locators.

\\j KITE lor our free book of Business Opportunities and mention this

*» paper. Address The Locators, 63 Merchants' Bank Building,

Winnipeg.

tfc
GOSSIP ABOUT
OURSELVES tfc

OX .January 19, Mr. John Cameron, representing the

.Maclean Trade Papers, Left Canada for the West In-

dies. He will make a thorough canvass of the

Islands in the interests of the circulation department and
at the same time will carefully investigate West Indian

conditions.

Mr. Cameron lias had a long and honorable connection
with the Maclean Trade Papers and is

well known all over Canada. His thor- An Important
ough acquaintance with the papers and Trip,

the trades which each represents, emin-
ently fits him for the duties which lie before him.

We have brought this matter to the attention of our

readers, not from any desire to magnify the importance
of what we are doing to extend the interests of Canadian
trade, but simply to let our merchants and manufacturers
know that Mr. Cameron is willing to be of the utmost
service to them.

Should any of our readers desire to have Mr. Cameron
make investigations for them, or do any work of a like

nature, they might write to the nearest office of this

paper and Mr. Cameron will be instructed accordingly.

Do not hesitate to make use of us.

OUR February and March numbers are usually pretty

well taken up with the millinery openings. The
February number is in a way prospective,—being the

medium through which the big millinery houses make their

announcements about the openings. The March number
is retrospective,—containing a full ac-

count of the openings and describing Our Invitation,

their many noteworthy features. We
would direct attention to the invitation which we print

on page 91. In brief, we want to be of service to our

readers and especially do we offer our services during the

buying period, when the big wholesale centres are crowd-

ed with buyers from all parts of Canada. At this par-

ticular time the various offices of The Review are thrown

wide open and are resolved into information bureaus.

Buyers in need of directions are urged to make use of the

facilities provided by The Review. There are many points

both big and small, on which information will be requir-

ed. All such will be cheerfully supplied.

IDEAL CO. MOVING.

It would seem that the command "Go West" is just

as forcible now as in Horace Greeley's time, for it is a

curious fact that most cities grow chiefly in that direc-

tion. One of the latest firms to move west in Toronto is

the "Ideal Co.," manufacturers of ladies' and children's

clothing. They are moving to less cramped and more

convenient quarters at the corner of King and Bathurst

streets. The change was imperative, as they have for

some time been sadly hampered by want of room in the

old factor}

.

Burned Out— But Still Doing Business.
On account of our premises, 6S6 Crai* Street, being recently burned

out, we are temporarily located at 42a Jurors street, where all orders will

receive prompt attention.
We expect shortly to resume in full force, in larger premises, with

even better facilities for the manufacture of MIOM-CLASa CLOiniNQ.

THE EXCELSIOR CLOTHING COMPANY,
42a Jurors Street, - MONTREAL.
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GOSSIP IN COTTON MARKETS.

AS predicted last month, raw, spot cotton has

remained steady around 7c, a lower figure

than the most sanguine hears anticipated.

Receipts, according to New York reports, for

the season amounted to 6,359,232 bales,

against 5,806,590 bales for the corresponding time of

1903-1904. The visible supply is 4,652,66,0 bales, against

4,031,622 bales for this time a year ago. Newspaper can-

ards to the effect of burning 2,000,000 bales by Southern
planters are not fully substantiated, although some bales

were burned. This report steadied prices, but latest ad-

vices- from New York and Liverpool confirm a greater

disposition of the South to sell.

Cotton yarns utterly disregard the raw material prices.

Large dealers, however, can obtain repeats at a lower
level than scheduled figures. There still remains a wide
variety of opinion regarding prices, both from the spin-

ners' and dealers' point of view. Hosiery yarns are

weaker.

New Prices Available in June.

Canadian cotton companies have issued no new figures,

although jobbers. in need of large repeats could probably
force reductions. However, jobbers are stocked for

Spring trade fully and are confident of unloading at pres-

ent figures, without entailing undue loss. Their ground is

well taken, as repeats on most lines would approximately
be at the same figure. Saxony flannelette is in buyers'
favor to-day. The figure is the, lowest in years. British

advices on January 9 advised jobbers of about 1 per cent,

decrease on white cottons, which would not affect prices

even if repeats were necessary. It is now generally be-

lieved that Spring prices will be maintained till the issu-

ing of Fall lists by Canadian mills on April 1, or there-

abouts. The retail trade may anticipate lower figures for

Fall, but the goods will not be available till June. The
new amalgamation is expected to issue prices on a lower
level for Fall, based on 7c. cotton instead of 8£ or 9c.

Retailers should not anticipate requirements, but must
not starve stock, as till June lower prices are improb-
able. Buy for immediate wants only.

LONDON WOOL SALES.

LONDON wool auction sales are the principal topic in

Canadian woolen circles. Through January, com-
petition was animated and opening rates were main-

tained. The wool was in fine condition. Americans
bought fine, greasy merinos and good, bright crossbreds
at rates in sellers' favor. Scoureds were taken by Eng-
lish and German buyers at firm prices. France was an
eager buyer of lambs' wool. The offerings daily amounted
to around 12,000 bales. Towards the end of the month
the market tone grew still firmer. Every condition seems
to be in sellers' favor. Lines of goods do not all show
an advance commensurate with the majority of manufac-
raw material, and this bothers the majority of manufac-
turers, as they are at a loss to know how they can buy
wool at its present level and still make a profit. With
this in view, the advances noted last month still hold
good, and a higher level in both men's and women's lines

is a natural expectation for Fall. Local wool offering

still is poor and mills are reaching for supplies. There

are dealers who are of the opinion that wool is at the

crest of its height and anticipate lower figures for Fall.

During the sales 143,000 bales were catalogued, of

which 58,000 were bought by the home trade; 81,000 by

the continent, and 4,000 by America. The opening showed
prices unchanged to 5 per cent, higher for merinos, which
sold quickly throughout, especially fine sorts. Wasty
descriptions closed at a loss of 5 per cent. Fine cross-

bred from unchanged prices at the opening, improved
slightly on American support, but eased off and closed

unchanged. Coarse and medium crossbreds were bought
freely at (lie November level. Later they declined and
closed 10 per cent, lower. The decline was due to the

withdrawals of American support and the arrival at trade

centres of large quantities bought cheaply in the colonies

recently. Cape sold evenly, and closed unchanged.

British: textile trade.
In five classes of textiles alone, British sales in Canada

in 1904 as compared with 1903, according to the newly
issued British returns, increased by nearly two million

dollars. These classes are: Cotton, piece goods, $320,000;

woolen tissues, $1,000,000 ; worsted tissues, $260,000
;

linen piece goods, $135,000; articles partly of silk, $230,-

000. These increases in a substantial measure are due to

decreased German sales in Canada.

SILK PRICES.

FOREIGN markets continue to show an advancing ten-

dency. Yokohama is advancing with no willingness

to make concessions to force business. Supply at

Dec. 31 was 5,500 bales, the smallest in years. Japanese
silk shows radical advances. Shanghai, Canton, and Milan
markets are all very firm. Orders for all grades are sub-

ject to 15 per cent, advance, with no promise of prompt
delivery. An export merchant writes as follows: "We
have by no means relaxed our determination to secure a
good footing in the Canadian market, and we will readily

welcome any opening tiiat promises development in that

direction. Just at the moment the activity which we
lately mentioned to you has met with a check, the up-

ward movement having been pushed too rapidly. Euro-
pean buyers are standing aside looking for some reaction,

and this has caused Echizen Habutai to recede a half per

cent, from the highest point reached. Kaga material,
however, continues strong with indications of a further
advance at an early date, due principally to the strong
demand for this line for American consumption.

1'As far as we can see, the present level will not only
be maintained, but exceeded. Moreover, in accordance
with what is usual, the production of Habutai will fall off

during January and February so that supplies will prob-
ably prove inadequate and rates will naturally be affected
by these conditions. American demand continues strong,
and there has been a decided revival in European circles,^

both of which features react upon the local market."

LINENS.

RETAILERS and jobbers are merely buying for their

immediate needs. This insures the trade continuous
business throughout the season. For Spring, there

seems no immediate prospect of any drop in lines where
cotton enters, as crashes, as the trade have to pay the

full prices demanded by agents. Reports from the Belfast
market show an immediate hardening of prices. However,
at the opening of the new season, when the new flax crop
will be available at smaller prices, a lower scale of fig-

ures is anticipated.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COTTON MERGER.

1\ accord with the lendency of modern times, and as

assured in the January Review, the cotton amalga-

mation is a fact, with a charter, officers and many

details completed, though these an- subject in change.

The Canada Gazette contained notice of the incorporation

hi Messrs. David Yuile, manufacturer, known in connec-

tion with The Diamond Class Co.; lion. Louis Forget,

Senator, of the Dominion Cot ion Co.; II. Y. Meredith,

hanker, S. Williamson, manufacturer, of the Diamond

Class Co.; Hon. H. Maekay, Senator; C. A. Crier, known

in various lumber industries, I). Morrice, merchant; C. B.

Cordon, manufacturer, The Standard Shirt Co.; F. C.

flenshaw, capitalist, .J. P. Black, manufacturer, Jno. 1'.

Hlack & Co., and James N. Laing, The Laing Packing

and Provision Co., Limited, all of Montreal, as The Do-

minion Textile Co.

The merger includes the Dominion Cotton Co., The

Montmorency Cotton Co., The Merchants' Cotton Co.,

and The Colonial Bleaching and Printing Co.

Officers.

The officers and directorate are as follows: President,

David Yuile; 1st vice-president, Hon. L. J. Forget; 2nd

vice-president, C. B. Cordon; secretary, Mr. C. E. Han-

na, directors, Hon. Robert Maekay, Messrs. II. V. Mere-

dith. II. S. Holt, J. P. Black, Col. F. C. Henshaw,

David Morrice, C. A. Crier, David Williamson, S. Cars-

ley and A. J. Brown. Board of Management is composed

of A. B. Mole, C. R. Whitehead, W. T. Whitehead, of

which Mr. A. B. Mole is chairman.

At a meeting Friday, Feb. 3. 1905, the selling agency-

was not settled. Offices have been rented in the Liver-

pool, London cv Globe building.

The name ol A. .J. Brown is mentioned as likely to

retire from the board of directors, being replaced by a

Western manufacturer.

Air. C. R. Whitehead, whose name was given in the

daily press as one of the directors, retires to act on the

aunt board of management.

Terms of Incorporation.

The president and directorate of the Colonial Bleach-

ing and Printing Co., who control the major portion

of the stock, accepted the offer of The Dominion

Textile Co. to purchase shares of their company at lfi.fi

ner i-eiit. of their par value, LOO per cent, to be paid for

II I! per cent, bonds and lid per cent, in 7 per cent, pre-

ferred slock ol The Dominion Textile Co.

The president and directorate of The Montmorencj

Cotton Co., who control the stock, accepted The Domin-

ion Textile Co.'s oiler to pay 12(1 per cent, par value of

Montmorency stock, Kill per cent, in (i per cent, bonds anil

2(1 per (cut. in 7 per cent, preferred slock of The Domin-

ion Textile Co.

The majority of the shareholders of The Dominion Cot-

ton Co. agreed to the oiler of the syndicate to purchase

shares ol The Dominion Cotton Mills Co. at 50 per cent.

ol their par value, 50 per cent, of purchase price to be

paid for in (i per cent, bonds, and 5(1 per cent, in 7 per

cent, preferred stock of The Dominion Textile Co.

The majoritj of the shareholders of The Merchants'

Cotton Co. agreed, loo, and the stock is to he acquired a'

85 per cent, of Us par value, 66 2-.'i per cent, of the par

value in fi per cent, bonds, and IS 1-.'-! per cent, of the par

value in 7 per cent, preferred stock of The Dominion Tex-

tile Co.

Circulars signed by the Royal Trust Company were

issued to the last two companies and at the appointed
dale the majority of the stock was in their possession

Opinions Among the Trade.

The squabbles and hitches which are regular occur-

rences in consummating the details of The Dominion Tex-
tile Co., call forth this from an interested party: "What
Hie mcrgtJ wants is the hands of a strong man at the

head, although who this is to he, has not yet been dis-

LOvered. Everyone is squabbling and men act like wild

iieasts. It is a case of everyone trying to secure the

plums if any are K"ing. Nothing is praeticallv settled,

and it is more like a case of a year before details in the

way of specialization in manufacture, etc., are obtainable.

No one knows what is going on because matters are prac-

tically at a standstill."

Gossip in Jobbing Circles.

A good deal ol reticence in regard to the effect of the

merger is noticed in jobbing circles, due to the unsettled

condition of details. Platitudes concerning the economy
resulting from undoubted specialization, and saving in

purchasing large lots, are more often heard than an en-

quiry i.ito the effect of tins powerful ponibination. Close

secrecy is practised even where not directly interested in

the merger.

A common-sense view suggests, according to one pow-
erful jobber, that if prices and goods are not right, for-

eign lines will he in larger demand, and it is naively

hinted that new companies might readily be formed which

would receive sufficient support to thrive. It is suggested

that if the Colonial Bleaching and Printing Co. can make
a good front starting with (300,000, other companies, if

assured oi support, are not impossible, providing the

merger fails to safeguard outside manufacturers' and job-

bers' interests.

Others view the merger as a certainty that lower

prices will not be readily obtained when they should be,

but a philosophical equanimity is prevalent, and few view

the combination wieh alarm.

Extremists hint at a selfish group who naturally will

take the pick before serving others. However, these in-

terests even do not look for serious trouble, as internal

squabbles will be the most likely results for a good

period.

Stili others consider the merger in an optimistic light,

and regard it as the surest manner to place the cotton

textile industry on a firm basis, besides insuring a better

product as well as the best of treatment to wholesalers

and thus retailers.

A REDUCTION IN TARIFF ASKED.

ON January 5, a deputation consisting of the leading

wholesale dry goods intciests of Canada waited upon

the Premiei and several members of the Cabinet at

Ottawa to ask for a reduction in the duty on certain lines

of woolen goods not manufactured in Canada. They asked

that manv lines of ladies' dress goods be restored to the

23 1-3 per cent, rate under British preferential tariff. The

deputation explained that the lines asked to be restored

to their old rate were nol made in Canada, thus the re-

duction would not affect the Canadian woolen manufac-

turers.

Tne deputation consisted of Geo. B. l-'raser, Creen-

shields. Limited; Geo. Sumner, Hodgson, Sumner & Co.,

A Scott Robertson. Caverhill & Kissock; William Agnew.

W. Agnew & Co.; R. A. Brock. The W. R. Brock Co.,
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Limited; all of Montreal; J. W. Woods, Gordon, MacKay

& Co.; W. R. Smallpiece, The W. R. Brock Co., Limited;

R. L. Davidson, John Macdonald & Co., all of Toronto;

E. B. Garneau, of 1'. Garneau, Kils & Co., Quebec, and

.1. W. Little, of Robertson, Little & Co., London.

A number of the deputation when seen by The Review

expressed hopes for a favorable consideration. June 1 is

the dale for the revision to be effective for the Fall sea-

son, and it is likely Sir Wilfrid and his associates will

accede to the request before that date.

Review leaders will recall the interviews with many
of these men, printed in the July, 1904, issue of The Re-

view, immediately after the tariff revision. The opinion

at that time was that a higher tariff on dress goods not

made in Canada was an injustice. Retailers have felt

this increase and will welcome the strenuous efforts of

the jobbing trade to restore the preference, thus reducing

these lines from 30 per cent to 23 1-3. At the last ses-

sion of parliament, it will be remembered an increase of

6 2-3 per cent on "fabrics, manufactures (not including

blankets, bed comforters, counterpanes or flannels), wear-

ing apparel and ready-made clothing, composed wholly or

or in part, of wool, worsted, alpaca, etc., clothes, doe-

skins, cashmeres, tweeds, coatings, overcoatings, and felt

cloth" was made.

NOVELTIES AND NOTIONS.
THIS is really one of the most important de-

partments in a dry goods store, and one in

which assortments must be kept up, and also

a lookout maintained for the many small con-

veniences and novelties that are being con-

stantly introduced. A good deal of discretion, however,

must be exercised in stocking these, as so many are only

in the nature of experiments, and will not stand the test

of selling. This department is much influenced by changes

of style and fads of fashion, as there are sure to be some

necessary accessories introduced that, for the time, are

indespensable, and that, while the fashion lasts, have an

immense sale.
* * *

The fact that the fitting waist is again in vogue has

re-introduced the boning of waists, and a demand for

boning materials is one that has already struck many
stores, and will strike all in the near future. Indeed the

manager of the notion department in a large store re-

ports that the call for boning material has more than

doubled in the last two months.
* * *

When our grandmothers and great-grandmothers wore

boned waists, it made a deal of extra work for dress-

makers, for the whalebone which was extensively used,

though the best boning material possible came in all

sorts of inconvenient lengths, and sometimes it had to

be split also. There was not the slightest attempt made
lo smooth it or lit it specially for this use—the dress-

maker had to do that, and moreover, she had to sew

casings ol Piussian binding onto the seams of the waists

to slip the bones into.

There are attributes of whalebone which make it of

special value as a boning material, as both corsetmakers

and dressmakers well know. It has a pliability and elas-

iicity, and a faculty of springing back into place that

substitutes, however good, cannot quite rival. High-

class corsetmakers will use nothing else, and for the same

reasons there are many dressmakers who would even use

the old style bones, with all their attendant bothers, for

boning dresses, just because they can get results from

them that is not possible with any other article on the

market to-day. The high cost of whalebone in the old

form, as well as its inconvenience, drove it from popular

use, but, owing to the introduction of modern methods
of working it up, you can now get whalebone—the real

thing, mind you,—in just as convenient a form and at

just as low a price as that of the materials that are put

on the market in its place.
* * *

Don't you think, Mr. Merchant, that whalebone in

continuous [engths (it comes in coils of 12 yds. neatly

boxed, and already cased in mohair, silk or satin, and

can be stilf:hed on by machine) would be an attractive

line for your notion counter, and one that dressmakers

will buy on sight? Most of them will appreciate the

advertisement contained in the fact that the dresses the v.

turn out are boned with whalebone. It also comes in an

appropriate size and weight for collar stiffening, and there

are besides in the line small bars with the ends well

secured that are just the right length -for the upright

bars for stock collars.
* * *

No better way of arranging your notion stock can be

devised that the plan of having the counter divided into

tiers of convenient-sized, lidless boxes, with a place for

a price ticket on the high side of the box. Price and

article are always in full view then, and this plan keeps

your stock forward, and customers can pick out goods

for themselves. You can put your beginners in learning

the art of selling in this department, as the goods shown
in this fashion practically sell themselves, and the sales-

girl has little to do but check sales. In larger stores a

cash register does good service in expediting sales in this

department and helps to do away with the annoying long

wait that is so trying to a customer's patience, particu-

larly if the article boughl is small.
* * *

Just a word about your needle and pin stock—for to

a man's eye a needle is a needle and a pin a pin, but to

the woman who uses them there are quite a few more
points than the one usually termed the business end.

Some needles have badly-formed eyes, that are trials of

temper each time they have to be threaded; or stubby-

points, that do not enter the goods readily; or they may
not be properly tempered, and bend or break in a heavy

piece of work. It generally pays to stock goods made by

a firm of some reputation, for they have not obtained

the name of making good goods for nothing. Even where
you have to keep a line in stock that is cheap, to meet

competition, it will pay lo stock a reliable line as well.

even if it does come higher. If the attention of intending

customers is called to the fact, you will be simply sur-

prised at tiie number who will buy the best, for, as the

practical woman well knows, a good needle or pin is a

time-saver.
* * »

Another notion line that should be stocked at presenl

is girdle forms or belt foundations in all styles and sizes

Though made belts, in black and white and, the standard

colors, are as good as wheat, there will often arise cases

in which the belt must match in color, and when this

happens, a visit to the notion counter and the buying of

a belt foundation and silk or ribbon to match should be

suggested. In many cases this will mean a sale, par-

ticularly if some arrangement is made for the making up

of the belt for a reasonable charge, and this should be

easy to do, where there are either dressmaking or mil-

linery departments in the store.
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NOTES OF THE TRADE.

CORBY, PALMER & STEWART, mantle manufactur-

ers, London, Eng., have appointed .J. Howard Stowo

01 Toronto, their Canadian agent. Mr. Stowe is now re-

turning from London, and will shortly be showing the

samples of mantles, jackets, capes, cloaks, skirts, blouses,

etc., as manufactured by his firm.

On the evening of January 23, lire did $2,500 damages

to the premises of the National Skirt Mfg. Co., 1857

Notre Dame street, Montreal. This firm occupied the

second and third stdreys of the three-storey structure.

The fire, caused by an overheat ed stove, started on the

second floor which was used as an office and showroom.

The stock on this floor was almost totally destroyed.

The third Boor utilized as a workroom was badly dam-

aged by smoke and water. The firemen and the salvage

corps did good work and prevented the fire from spread-

ing to the adjoining buildings.

T. E. Mara, dry goods merchant, London, has suffered

a $40,000 fire.

The Bishop Fur Company. Sandwich, Ont., have suffer-

ed a $25,000 fire.

Redden 's shoe store, Sydney, C.B., has been entirely

destroyed by fire.

Fred. McLean, St. Johns, N.B., is opening a variety

store in that city.

W. M. Levitt, hosier and furrier, Toronto, has assign-

ed to Osier Wade.

The Irving Umbrella Company, Toronto, has suffered

a small loss by fire.

Lee & Taylor, Almonte, have dissolved partnership

as cloth manufacturers.

The Unique Umbrella Co. has started business at 5

Jordan street, Toronto.

The Corticelli Silk Co are opening up offices in Victoria

street, London, England.

Robert Bumes is now proprietor of The People's dry

goods store, Victoria, B.C.

John Liphardt has purchased the tailoring business

of J. V. Beslet, Waterloo.

E. Goldberg, clothing merchant, Vancouver, has gone

to Los Angeles, for his health.

East's umbrella and trunk factory, Toronto, was par-

tiallv destroyed by fire last week.

J. L. Saunders has opened a gent's furnishing and

clothing store in Carmen, Manitoba.

E. S. Lettau is touring the Eastern Townships in the

interests of E. & S. Currie, Limited.

The boot and shoe store of Grare Bros., Pembroke,

has been completely destroyed by fire.

Edward Stark, formerly in the shoe business, in Win-

nipeg, has opened a store in Vancouver.

W. H. McBeth, Saskatoon, lias added a millinery de-

partment to his dry goods establishment.

A new firm, The Brantford Dyeing and Cleaning Co.,

has opened an establishment in that city.

Hirst Taylor, of the firm of Lee & Taylor, Almonte,

is opening a spinning factory in Peterboro.

Jean Verniette and Eugene Thivierge, boot and shoe

manufacturers, Quebec, have dissolved partnership.

Edward Hull', merchant tailor. Campbellford, suffered

a loss by fire, which was partially covered by insurance.

Geo. Gatehouse & Co., Montreal, have removed their

drj g Is and haberdashery store to 2411 St. Catherine

-' reet.

C, T. Hopwood, of the Imperial Dry Goods Company

Winnipeg, lias gone East, on a combined business and

pleasure trip.

R. L. Baker & Co. have been appointed sole selling

agents for the Dominion to the Coupe Manufacturing Co.,

Dunnville, Ont.

It is announced that The Berlin Robe and Clothing

Co., Berlin, haw greatly increased their capacity and will

employ over 100 hands.

The marriage is announced of Mademoiselle Azelie Le-

tch v re to Mr. Ernest Wahan, of the dry goods firm of

Wahan Freres. Montreal.

The Ilewson Woolen Mills, Amherst, N.S., have been

awarded a gold medal for their exhibit of cloths at the

Charlottetown Exhibition.

The boot and shoe firm of J. H. Sutherland & Bro.,

has been dissolved, but will be continued under the same

firm name by John H. Sutherland.

A five-storey warehouse will be erected in Toronto

this Spring, to accommodate the Ontario branch of Mark
Fisher & Sons, dry goods, Montreal.

Drake, Hambly & Cockburn, Toronto, have dissolved

partnership. The business will in future be conducted un-

der the style of Drake, Hambly & Co.

McClung & Burns, 117 Wellington street west, Toron-

to, have recently been appointed selling agents for the

Stratford Knitting Co., Limited, Stratford, Ont.

Simard & Co., Quebec, have purchased the block op-

posite their present store, and will open a departmental

store as soon as the necessary changes are completed.

E. R. Boiler t & Co. have purchased the business of the

Guelph Skirt Co. Thev intend to extend the scope of the

factory so as to include men's and women's clothing gen-

erally.

Jules Breney, dry goods merchant, Montreal, has as-

signed on demand of A. Giroux. Liabilities amount to

$3_,991, assets, stock fixtures and book debts to an un-

known amount.

The John Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal, owned and

conducted from Feb. 1 by the Robert Simpson Co., Lim-
ited, Toronto, announce the business will be devoted ex-

clusively to women's needs.

The Ottawa branch of the Jno. Murphy Co., Limited,

Montreal, will be continued bv a new concern, composed
of John Murphy and Samuel Gamble. The firm will

be known as the Murphy, Gamble Co., Limited.

William More, upon leaving the servire of Grafton

& Company, Dundas, with whom he has been for twenty-

three years, was presented by the firm with a diamond

pin, and by the employees, with a purse of gold.

Clement, Michaud & Co. is the name of a new fur firm

which has opened up business at 85 St. Peter street,

Montreal. The firm is composed of J. H. Clement and

T. Michaud, both gentlemen of experience in the fur trade,

having spent some years with Waldron, Drouin & Co.

J. C. Clatworthy & Co. will in future control the

business of the Perfection Fixture Co., of Flint, Michigan,

in Canada. The specialties of this firm are revolving hat

cases and display racks. These are made with celluloid

and glass fronts and finished in natural wood, cherry and

golden oak.

The Excelsior Clothing Co., (i86 Craig street, Mont-
real, were recently burnt out. The Arm showed com-
mendable enterprise by immediately securing temporary

premises at 42a Jurors street, where orders are being

filled as promptly as possible. They will shortly resume

in full force in enlarged premises.

An order was made in the Superior Court on Feb. 2

appointing Wilks & Michaud joint curator to the insolvent

estates of European Importing Company, Montreal, and
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Union Importing Company, Montreal. They are also in

charge of the assets of the Smart Set Clothing Manufac-

turing Company (Saul Solomon), insolvent, all of Montr-

real.

At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the

Kingston Hosiery Company the report of the year's busi-

ness was presented and considered satisfactory. The usual

dividend will be paid. The following directors were re-

elected: George Richardson, president; H. W. Richardson,

,J. A. Minnes, E. J. Dvvyer, Dr. Clements, A. B. Cun-

ningham and John Hewton, managing director.

G. E. Fraser Sons' stores, Picton, Ont., have been

still further remodelled the past month. The second floor

has been turned into one large room. Carpets, housefur-

nishings, millinery and mantles are the lines icarried on

this floor. The store is said to be one of the most mod-

ern retail stores in Ontario. The Review will publish

photos of its prominent features in a near issue.

In many .ways, the seventh annual ball of the employees

of the Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co., given in the

Stanley Hall, Montreal, on the evening of January 2, was

an unqualified success. Nearly three hundred, including

the invited guests, were in attendance. Mr. H. Wener

and Mr. S. Wener were both present. Each succeeding

year further serves to show the good feeling which exists

between employer and employee in this firm.

The Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, formerly The Alaska

Feather & Down Co., recently moved into a much larger

and handsome suite of offices on the second floor of their

building. The rooms have been fitted up very handsomely,

1he ceilings and walls being covered with neatly-patterned

metallic work. The office fittings are arranged with taste

and convenience. A feature of the whole is the very

pretty tinting in light and dark blue and white effect.

Cockburn & Rea have put their business into a limited

company and have taken Mr. Malcolm J. Cockburn, for-

merly of Drake, Hambly & Cockburn, and Mr. J. W.

Bundy, as members of the firm, which will in future be

known as Cockburn & Rea, Limited. The premises of the

new firm are at 54-56 Wellington street west, Toronto.

The building is fire-proof, and consists of 5 floors and

basement, each 54 feet wide and 136 feet deep. A new
department will be added to their millinery business and

will consist of fancy dry goods, smaFlwares and notions;

Berlin wools and art needlework are to receive especial

attention, the whole being under the management of Mr.

M. J. Cockburn. Mr. C. A. Cockhurn will handle the Euro-

pean buying.

COMMENDABLE QUICK WORK.
Monday found the National Rubber Co. with temporary

offices at 522| Craig street, and business going on as ever.

Factory premises have been engaged and Spring orders
will be shipped on time. Fortunately plenty of material
was in the customs house, or on the way, and they have
cabled for more, thus ensuring no delay. Work on Spring
orders has already been started and will be continued
night and day.

Temporary premises will be occupied till the old build-

ing at 524 Craig street is completely renovated and re-

modelled. A period of two months will elapse before this

is completed. In the meantime, the firm announce they
will be in a position to promptly fill all advance orders

and any orders entrusted to them. Travelers will be on
the road as usual, as announced elsewhere in The Review.

M\3

DOMINION OILCLOTH COMPANY.
The Dominion Oilcloth Company elected the following

officers at the annual meeting which was held on January
19: J. O. Gravel, president; Andrew A. Allan, vice-

president; J. J. McGill, treasurer; John Baillie, manag-
ing director and secretary; and Hugh A. Allan, director.

PERSONAL MENTION.

thur G Bond, window trimmer, with Jas. A.

Ivy & Sons, Montreal, has kindly consented i<>

have his very successful windows reproduced in

The Review from month to month.

Mr. Wreyford, of Wreyford & Co., sailed on L8th inst.

on a business trip to Europe.

Mr. A. J. Alexandor has returned to Montreal from

a successful fur purchasing trip.

Mr. L. Denton, of Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, To-

ronto, is on a buying trip in Europe.

Mr. J. Fried, of J. Fried & Co., Toronto, has recently

returned from a buying trip in Europe.

Mr. A. F. Duclos, dress goods buyer for Melntyre,

Son & Co., Montreal, is in foreign markets.

Mr. Harper, foreign buyer for Caverhill & Kissock,

will be in Montreal the middle of this month.

Mr. P. Glickman, of the National Rubber Company,
is again in Montreal after a tour of foreign markets.

Mr. Thomas Brophy, of Brophy, Cains & Co., is ab-

sent in foreign markets in search of fall dress goods

materials.

Mr. Holliday, of the ready-to-wear hat department,

Caverhill & Kissock, took a flying trip to New York
last month.

Mr. A. Loeb and Mr. Holzstadt are now covering On-
tario and the Northwest, respectively, in the interest of

A. Sommer & Co., Montreal.

Mr. M. A. Dawson, of the Winnipeg branch of Caver-
hill & Kissock, is in Montreal for the openings, previous
to leaving on an importing trip.

Mr. S. Harris, manager of the Canadian branch of

L. Hirshson & Co., London, England, leaves this month
on a business trip to the Old Country.

Mr. M. J. Cockburn, of the Cockburn & Rea, Limited,

Toronto, has just returned from New York where he has
bought a complete and up-to-date line of fancy dry goodte.

Mr. F. X. De Grandpre has returned to Montreal from
Paris and foreign millinery circles. His selections of
pattern hats and trimmings assure the success of the

millinery openings of Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

Mr. Stephen Myers, for many years head of the firm

of S. Myers & Sons, woolen manufacturers, St. Mary's,
Ont.j died in Toronto on the 24th ult. at the advanced age
of eighty-one years. He was born in Yorkshire, England,
coming to Canada over fifty years ago.

The Review acknowledges with thanks the receipt of
an interesting calendar from Mr. W. S. Louson, of Char-
lottetown, P.E.I. The calendar has been issued by the

Charlottetown Y. M. C. A., of which Mr. Louson is presi-

dent.

Mr. G. Kent, buyer for Greenshields Limited, dress

goods department left Montreal Monday, January 30, on
the "Baltic" for England. Mr. Kent will visit all the
leading dress goods centres of England and the conti-

nent in search of fall materials. He will be absent till

about the 1st of April.

Mr. Jas. Gardner, of the firm of Hodgson, Sumner &
Co., wholesale dry goods merchants, Montreal, and his son

Maxwell, are absent at present in Egypt. They also in-

tend visiting the Holy Land and many points of interest

in Europe. Mr. Gardner is enjoying a well-earned rest

for the benefit of his health, and will be absent about six

months.
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HINTS TO BUYERS.
Krom information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

John Macdonald & Co.

JolIN MACDONALD & CO., are showing in the

dress goods departmenl 200 pieces pure mohair

Sicilian, plain 50 in. wide, in navy, cream, black

and brown, special value 31 1 2c. also in a hea-

vier quality same shades at 55 and <r>c. A
variety of shades and pi-ices in silk warp goods, greys,

greens, browns, navys and blacks, from 55 to 90c; two

lines of silk warp crepe de chenes all evening shades

navys, blacks and browns. 75c They arc showing a line

of fancy spol and stnpc mohair melanges in eight dif-

ferent shades 46-S at 75c; wire thread voile in cham-

pagne, brown, reseda, royal and black, at 90c; silk wool

eolienne special value at 75c in all evening shades, also

brown, navy, and black. They are carrying a complete

range of fancy tweeds from L8 l-2c to $1.00, and fancy

waistings from 25c. to 50c
In the lace departmenl. a complete stock of French

and English Valenciennes, torchons, cluneys, mimosas,

black and cream silks, fancy and mercerized two tones,

orientals in -real variety, allovers in cotton mercerized

and silks m blacks, linens, creams and whites; embroider-

ies in a variety of widths from 3 l-2c up, fine and medium

edges; silks in tamalines checks, etc., at :>< l-2c, also

checked loiiisiennes and taffetas at 50c

They have a lull slock of ladies white goods, corset

covers,' drawers, gowns and skirts, also a choice range

of white lawn and muslin waists, ranging in price from

$4.50 to $22. oil per dozen, ami a well assorted range of

ladies' and misses' dress skirts, ladies' wrappers, under-

skirts and childrens' white frocks. The stock of dress

trimmings is complete and contains some beautiful de-

signs in cream ami black, prices from 50c to $9.00 per

dozen yards, hi ladies' waists sets, a range of ten dif-

ferent 'styles for the coming season, price from $1.2.") to

v$4.50.

In the gents' furnishing departmenl. a complete range

.if embroidered half hose in spots and stripes is to lie

found, ranging in price from $2.25 to $4.50.

.John Macdonald & Co.. in their carpets

I leums. and, house furnishings department are

showing the following special lines: 500 S-4 tap-

estry covers at $1.0(1 each; 200 pairs British

tapestry curtain., Y; •ches wide .\ :> 1-2 yards long, al

$J.85 pair; 250 21 in.x50 in. Smyrna rugs, at $13.75 doz.;

loll 26 in.x54 in. Smyrna rugs, at $18.00 do/..: 75 30 in.

xliO in. Smyrna rugs, at $24.00 doz.: 22.") :i(> in.x72 in.

Symrna rugs, at $35.00 doz.; 300 29 in.x58 in. British

axminster rugs, at $2.00 each; 300 30 in.x64 in. British ax-

minster rugs, $2.50 each; 1,500 pr. lace curtains. 60 in.

wide x 3 1-2 yards long, 75c pair.

Since last issue, Jno. Macdonald & Co.. have passed in-

to stuck many of their Spring shipments of tapestry, brus-

sels. velvets and wilton carpels and rugs, and they are de-

livering these new goods for the orders taken recently They
are also showiii" tapest r\ floor squares, balmoral floor

squares, Crossley's velvet pile squares, (seamless), British

axminster Hour squares in two qualities, (line made
heavy pile goods), kashmere oriental squares, wool floor

squares, union art squares in thirtj designs in a ureal

variety of colorings, and in sizes from 2 1-1 \ 3 yards to

I \ 5 yards.

The> have in stock 7 grades of linoleums in S-
1 ami

liil widths, and. three qualities of inlaid linoleums in

s
| widths. They show over one hundred designs, and

can lill large orders from stocks throughout the season.

They would call special attention t" a few special

lines in their linen department. A very special 56 in. loom

damask tabling t" retail al 25c. per yard, also 58 in. loom

damask tabling, and 58 in. dice tabling, both good value;

two Inn'-, in l"wo|iii". is; n , bleached buck toweling,

! .table for fancy work to retail at 12 1 -2c. ; IT in. borden d

roller tnweliii". Tlie\ are also showing I wo lilies of,

pillow cotton in extra value, both circular ami plain,

40-42-44 inches; bleaching sheeting, 8-4 plain, at a low-

price.

E. Jobin & Co.

E. Jobin & Co., wholesale milliners. .Montreal, have
recently removed to new and much more commodious pre-

mises at 1780 Notre Dame street, a step necessitated by
their increasing business. They will be ready for the

Spring openings with a choice display of Woodland's
celebrated ready-to-wear hats, millinery and dress trim-

mings, novelties, etc. They elaim to have the best as-

sorted and highest class trimmings of any wholesale house
in Canada. They do not keep a large stock, but are in

(dose touch with the Parisian and oilier markets, and are

always first to secure the latest millinery novelties, whilst

their samples expose a range of trimmings that arc really

marvelous in their beauty.

The Leak Fur Mfg. Co.

Reference is made elsewhere to tne entrance of this

firm in the Canadian fur market. The Leak Fur Mfg. Co.
is not altogether unknown in Canada, as their reputation
for superioi dyeing and manufacture is known in fur cir-

cles. This firm has been in touch with the Canadian
market for a long period, and as a result of business en-

couragement, decided to enter the Canadian fur field in a
most aggressive and up-to-date manner. The members of

1 he linn are practical and experienced fur men and know
the needs of the Canadian market. Their close connection
in American circles ensures a distinctive and exclusive
American style to garments, without sacrificing useful-

ness.

With characteristic energy travelers are already show-
ins their line to the retail trade. A specialty is made
of medium-priced men's and women's fur coats, which are
said to have the finished workmanship and additional fea-

tures of the highest-priced garments. A new feature is

introduced in the attractive advertising matter furnished

retailers.

Retailers are requested and reminded that a postal

puts anyone in touch with a traveler, and they advise
that the line needs to be seen to lie appreciated.

Law, Russell & Co.. Limited.

As a specialty for Spring, 1905, the English linn of

Law. Russell & Co., Limited, are presenting to the trade
their mohairs and "Lawrus" fabrics, which are their ex-

clusive manufacture and design. The material used in

their manufacture is the finest grade of wool obtainable.
The word ''Lawrus" stamped on goods stands for perfec-

tion in make and finish. The firm are also prominent in

the making of rainproof goods in all the latest fabrics.

Suits and Skirts by Catalogue.

''Good wine needs no bush," lhe\ say, and it would be

a waste of space and paper to go into the merits of "Her
Ladyship" brand of ready-to-wear garments, for they are
already widch and favorably known. The W. R. Brock
Co., of Toronto, who sell all their women's ready-to-wear
lines under this brand, have instituted a new departure
••] garment selling with this popular line. They have
issued a handsome catalogue of specialties in separate
-kirts and shirtwaist sails for Spring that is a direct

appeal not only to the retailer, lnii to his customers as

well. This catalogue gives a number of leading styles in

kirts and shirtwaist suits. First there is a cut showing
the style in which the skirt oi suit is made and a clear
description of tiie same, and as well, a sample of the ma-
terial oi sufficient size to show color, quality and pattern.

The pin pose in view when this hook was gotten up
was io serve as a counter book from which orders might
be taken. On the last leaf, which should be torn out and
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posted up in some part of the department where it can

be conveniently got at but will be out of sighl of cus-

tomers, is the price list.

The new feature in this hook, however, is the plain

manner in which llie materials are shown. To the retailer
with a large department this hook will he of great value,
hut it is the man with the small department, or (lie one
that is just branching into ready-to-wear lines, who will

most keenly appreciate its help^ for he can buy a few
standard styles and sizes, and when these do not (ill the
bill, he can bring out his book and take the order from
it.

Good Advertising.

Good copy is essential in the modern era of adver-
tising. Unfortunately many retailers are handicapped in

readily producing attractive illustrations and convincing
matter. Mr. A. K. Wilson, Greenshields, Limited, adver-
tising manager, has solved the problem for the mainstay

Nowadays, the snuggle is no1 between manufacture] and
customer, hut between manufacturer and manufacturer.
Pew retailers in this day try to get along without the
folding box, but there are folding boxes and folding boxes,
and which is best is the problem to solve. One of the
strong claimants for this distinction is the Canadian
Folding ISox Co., Limited, of Brantford, whose "Yasniai
Automatic'' box is being advertised in aggressive fashion.
The makers of this box believe it to be the premier box-

on the market. In their announcements concerning it

they point out the weak points commonly met with in

this class ol merchandise and show where the "Yasmar-
Vutomatic" is superior. The statement they make is

forcible and clear-cut, and should unquestionably result
in good business. The printed matter sent out by this

firm is particular^ meritorious for snap, brightness,
terseness and persuasiveness. It is also notable for at-
tractiveness. C. F. Ramsay, whose name gives t lie clue
1o the significance of "Yasmar," is manifestly responsible
lor many of the good things that emanate from the firm
whose business he directs.

Perfection in

Weave and

Color—Rich-

ness of

Quality—

These com-

bined make

EQt<

9 190

anneau Cloth

An Ideal Fabric for

Fashionable Costumes.

For Beauty

of texture,

and

Durability

RETURNEI
FEB -9 190

SILK & WOOL FABRICS

ARE UNRIVALLED

I

See that the name is stamped
every 5 yards.

RETURN

Mohairs and

Siciiiennec-,

have softness,

sup plcness
and splendid

lustre, and are

unsurpassed

for wearing

qualities.

Mohairs do not cockle—they

are smart and serviceable, and

retain their color to the last.

Rolled on "Varnished Board" and

name stainped every 5 yards.

of the dry goods store—the dress goods department. The
three advertisements of Priestley's dress fabrics shown
here tell the whole story. In a concise and convincing
way these three ads. outline the leaders in Priestley's
dress fabrics for Spring, 1905. Electros of these have
been prepared and are ready for distribution to retailers
who, of course, mention The Review. The advantage to

sellers of Priestley's fabrics using tins strong "copy" in

their advertisements is obvious. Priestley's fabrics are
alreadv widely known to the consumer, and the use of

matter of this kind is a further means for increasing
sales. A postal to Greenshields, Limited, the sole Cana-
dian agents for these fabrics, procures the electros.

The "Yasmar-Automatic" Collapsible Box.

The advent of the folding box for use by dry goods
men. milliners, cloak and suit makers, tailors, etc.. was
a forward movement in the trade. At first the makers
bad their work of education and persuasion to do.—to
win men from the old-fashioned paper parcel method-

Mr. W. E. Walsh.

W. E. Walsh, 20>7 St. James street, Montreal, is offer-

ing- some special lines to the trade. Mr. Walsh makes a

specialty of fans, and his lines include some handsome
patterns in huge variety. He is also showing an attrac-
tive line of fancy leather goods and toilet articles, such
as brushes, toilet sets, etc., goods of special interest, to

buyers of fancy goods, etc.

Greenshields Limited.

The dress goods department is still in a position to

promptly deliver fabrics of the voile order. Eoliennes,

etamines, and veilings have all done well, especially in

plain grounds.
Silk sellers comprise the newesi effects in checks, louis :

ines ami fancy silks which are so extensively used for
shirtwaist suits, etc. All colors arc to be bail in satins,

taffetas, tamalines, shot glaces, Japanese eilks ami other
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fancies, white, cream and black chiffon taffetas are in

a magnificent range. Velvets and velveteens are having

senile special drives.

Tin"- report increased business in the ribbon depart-

ment. This department is receiving especial attention as

ribbons are highly popular this season. Values on a ris-

ing market are A 1. Stocks were large, and contain the

latest novelties.

Laces and embroideries are worthy of inspection.

though many numbers confined to them are already sold

up. The range, however, is still large and offers an oppor-

tunity to keen buyers. Samples of fall lines are in tra-

velers' hands. Early ordering is advised, as orders are

coining in so fast that many special and exclusive lines

will soon be sold up.

They have an extensive range of ladies' hosiery, and

underwear. The range is said to be the largest in the

market. Some of the specials are as follows: (samples

sent upon request.) Plain cashmere hose C40 to retail

25c. No. 136 to retail 35c; No. 66 to retail 50c; ribbed

cashmere, No. 8 to retail 25c, No. 13 1-2 to retail 35c.

No. 14 to retail 50c. Children's sizes can be had in all

lines; plain cotton hose, D to retail 10c, HA40 to retail

15c, P3 to retail 25c, R6, with balbriggan sole, to retail

25c, black lisle 890 to retail 25c, black lace hose 3B to

retail 25c, L3 to retail 50c Tarns can also be had in

mostly every line.

Some specials in ladies' underwear are, T2N un-

bleached to retail 10c, BIX white to retail 10c, B5 to

retail 15c, B10 to retail 25c, children's sizes in corres-

ponding qualities. Long sleeves are also largely shown

to retail 15c, 25c. and 50c Order early to secure good

delivery.

The fabric glove department is replete with good val-

ues in lisle, taffetas and pure silk, plain and lace gloves.

Specials are offered to retail 25c, 35c, and 50c, in white,

black, slates, champagne, navys. browns, cardinal, etc.,

in ladies' and children's. Retailers are requested to see

samples in travelers' hands.

In the handkerchief department, Mr. Cole's selections

have won new friends. Exclusive patterns are the watch-

word, lawn hemstitched, plain linen hemstitched, plain,

lace trimmed, scalloped and hemstitched embroidered,

corset covei handkerchiefs, etc, are shown in great

variety.

The firm can meet all requirements in the carpet and

house furnishing lines. The stock is most complete. The

large shipments of carpets, oilcloths, curtains, etc., re-

ceived, are being sent out in large lots daily. The trade

is invited to inspect their extensive range before buying.

A New York Millinery House.

R. S. Stern Co., are now in their spacious premises

636-638 Broadway, New York. They will be recognized

as a house devoted exclusively to ladies', misses' and

children's untrimmed and ready-to-wear hats, making
special lines, as well as securing' the best assortment to

be had. The efforts of the house will always be to have

the styles that are wanted when they are wanted, at the

price at which thev are wanted, which will be a great

accommodation to the trade throughout the country.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

The ribbon trade is commencing with an active start,

and shows evidence of remarkable activity. The manu-
facturers are all more than tilled with orders. The Ameri-
cans filled them up so much that no order will now be

taken for earlier delivery than July or August, and then

only at a considerable advance upon former quotations.

Prom their intimate connection with the makers in France
and Switzerland. Debenham Caldecott & Co.. early saw

the condition of things, and placed large orders before

the bit; American purchases and contracts were made,
and have arranged to have a large assortment of ribbons

of all makes in stock end of February, and will keep
constantly receiving fresh consignments during the whole
season. Their new warehouse, corner Bay and Welling-

ton, is very convenient for buyers visiting Toronto mar-
ket, and they will receive prompt attention from Deben-
ham. Caldecott cV Co. 'a salesmen.

Fancy silks are coming into fashion again. They re-

port many sales of these goods, and have arranged to

show to their friends and customers a number id' choice

lines of exclusive goods at the opening on the 27th Feb-
ruary and following days. The styles in fancy dress

fabrics are very delightful and attractive, both in wool,

silk and cotton materials, and Debenham, Caldecott &
Co.'s plan of selling short lengths and in exclusive styles.

gives merchants a fine chance <>1 doing a nice trade, and
making a satisfactory profit.

A. J. Alexandor.

Furs have retained their popularity during 1904, and
the above firm has experienced the largest and most suc-

cessful season in its history. At present, all efforts are

concentrated in completing Fall and Winter lines, which
will be shown by their representatives in some quarters

this month. Mr. Alexandor has returned from a purchas-
ing trip in foreign and domestic markets. His selections

are said to contain lines of mink, marten and high class

furs, second to none in the trade. Every facility for

making up these into the most fashionable garments is

seen at their factory 504 St. Paul street, Montreal.
Fur lined coats which have enjoyed exceptional pop-

ularity this vear are specialized, and the excellence of

the showin" is attested by sales in men's coats exceeding
750 coats last season. The lines for Fall and Winter
show the same perfect finish and style combined with
warmth and comfort as before. The range runs from a

$25.00 marmot lined to a $90.00 black rat lined coat.

They need to be seen to be appreciated.

Due to the success of the men's fur lined garments,
a line of women's garments is included in Fall lines.

There is every reason to believe they will meet with the

same success as the men's line, as the experience in such
specialties has rendered this firm able to evolve the latest

and most satisfactory stylesr The newest touch of fash-

ion is seen in the fine fashioned sleeves, set high at the
shoulder. The camparativelv short coat is still retained
as it is stylish, and sets off most figures to advantage.
Trimmings show a return to natural effects, such as

animals' heads and tails.

otoles and muffs are in a larger range than ever. No
radical style changes are introduced. The flat muff is

still retained. Blue and black thibets are as strong as
ever.

Caverhill & Kissock.

A busy scene is enacted in the ready-to-wear depart-
ment on the first floor. Ready-to-wear are to have an
exceptionallv long season as Faster comes so late. There
is a return to smaller shapes, which are proving success-
ful. Hand-made goods have a steadv call. These wire
shapes covered with chiffon, etc., are favorites with mil-
liners. Tain crowns in every conceivable style arc on
display. Sailors are in good demand. The flat crown
sailor bent at the hack to fit the hair is a leader. The
Charlotte Corday is proving very strong. Anything of

the mushroom variety is having a call. Brims arc irre-

gular in shape and there is no set standard.
In colors no leader has yet developed; black, white,

brown, navy, champagne are sharing popularity. Light
shades, such as sky, helio, burnt onion, etc. are in de-

mand.
Children's ready-to-wears are better than ever. Among

the new braids, hair ones are taking well.

Among the pattern hats of Caverhill & Kissock arc
niaii\ beautiful productions hearing the names of famous
Parisian designers. Hats are smaller, and the character-
istic is the bandeau at the back with the trimming there
or at the side. The mushroom variety is a favorite.

Many beautiful and artistic creations of various forms
are on view. Larger shapes are not ignored Trimmings
observed on these patterns accentuate the use of heavy
Irish crochet and Val laces. Ribbons, especially ombres,
are strong. Soft duchessc effects arc observed. Colored
failles are coining in again strongly. Feathers are by no
means neglected. Tips are used on the small hats.
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Among the flowers, roses of medium size lead, followed

closely by a host of small ones such as hyacinths, lilacs,

etc. Buckles are used wherever possible. Ombres in

these even are leaders.

Among the new braids, mohair ombres are leaders.

The ombre effect is used wherever possible on bulbs, flow-

ers and straws.
Colors are always perplexing. Those most in demand

are copper shades, fawn and helio. The feeling for copper-

shades is constantly strengthening.
Silks are exceptionally strong. Early ordering is ad-

vised. Soft-finished goods are in favor. Chiffon taffeta,

messalines and even silk merves for blouses and millinery

purposes are in high favor.

Ribbons in plain, soft-finished goods go well. Ombres
in all popular shades in millinery widths are in demand.
Three-toned effects of one color are good. Soft moires
are doing well.

Caverhill & Kissock call attention to their illustra-

tions of pattern hats, which exhibit the latest touches of

fashion.

splendid leader for the dress department is taffeta mo-
hair; this cloth has the bright, soft finish of the new
taffetas and the well-known wearing qualities of mohair,
and can be retailed at the popular price of 25c. Crispine
is a mohair weave that has been very popular in black;
this season it comes in all the fashionable shades. Al-
pacas and Sicilians are also among the best selling fabrics

for the coming Spring.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto.

The W. K. Brock Co. report that their dress goods de-

partment is now getting into good shape in their new
building. They are better able to show goods now as

they have just double the space that used to be at their

disposal, their range of dress fabrics for Spring will be
bigger and better than ever, for, anticipating an extra
large trade, they have doubled their purchases on all

popular lines. The strongest seller in the market at the
present moment is mohair in all classes, both plain and
fancies. In plain lustres they are carrying a full range
of shades to retail at 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c and $1.00;

fancy spot melanges, from 35c to $1.00. Plain cord de
chenes are also in great favor. Following mohairs come
fine, light box cloths, Venetians and amazons. The shades
in vogue in these cloths are brown, myrtle, reseda, old
rose, navy, and a few garnets and tans.

Notwithstanding the rapid advance on all fine yarns,
this firm are fortunately able to continue their popular
lines of colored cashmeres at old prices, for a short time
only, and they have all shades in stock in all lines at
25c. 35c and 50c

For evening wear and for thinner gowns, plain and
fancy eoliennes are strongest ; all-silk crepe de chene is

also a good seller in cream and champagne.
Serges are becoming popular, and Brock's are showing

two extra good lines at 25c and 50c in cream, cardinal,
brown, blue and black. Plaids are rapidly coming to the
front, and the W. R. Brock Co. have in stock a popular
line to retail at 25c, 35c and 50c They are showing
a handsome line of plaid taffeta silks, and also a line of

shepherd checks and hair-line stripes in louisines and
tamalines.

Their range of ready-to-wear garments for Spring is

much larger than ever before, and all goods are now
ready for shipment. In silk waists they are looking for a
very large business as they are showing a most complete
range of Japs, Chinas, taffetas, crepe, etc., in all colors,
plain and shot effects; the latter are taking very freely

and all are offered at popular prices, ranging from $1.50
to $3.50. "Her Ladyship" overskirts are mostly all in

stock.
They would draw the attention of the trade to the

following silk skirts; in these they are showing jobs,

S3. 50 to $6.00:—White underskirt, their special, to retail

at $1.00; lawn drawers, their special, to retail for 50c,
full size umbrella legs, trimmed with lape and insertion;
wrappers, their special, to retail for $1.25, heavy print,
146-inch skirt, nicely trimmed.

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Shades of brown are leaders in Spring cravats. The
buyer for this firm has but recently returned from New
York markets with a collection of the latest ideas in

new brown silks. They are made up in puffs, squares and
the popular four-in-hands. Some designs noticed in these
new brown silks had almost invisible self patterns
brightened by small spots, dots, triangles or rings in red,

white, sky blue, and emerald green. For Easter trade
this quality and color of materials should be sellers. A
2\ width in a 45-in. reversible four-in-hand retailing at
50c, is a leader. Brown is the prominent shade in good
wearing silks. Staple lines are not neglected, and the
trade is shown a larger range than ever.

TURNE
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Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Gordon, Mackav & Co. report that they are showing
in their dress department an immense range of novelties
'n dress fabrics for the Spring trade. Thev find that the
Materials introduced when first Spring selling pommenced
aie still leaders. The tendency is towards bright ma-
terials, and light-weight fabrics. In sheer goods, eoli-

ennes, crepe de chene. voiles, grenadine voiles, etc., in
brovns, greens and blues are strong sellers. Judging
from the manner in which the retail trade is taking mo-
hairs there is to be a great run on this fabric, and this
comp\ny is showing a large and comprehensive range in
?hort-*aist suitings, melange mixtures, fancy-figured ef-

fects ayl plain fabrics. A new weave that would make a

Standard Umbrella Co.

Hewes & Potter, Boston.

The new "Cameo" buckle which Hewes & Potter il-

lustrate in their advertisement this month, is a neat and
serviceable novelty that should appeal to your most fas-

tidious trade.

The commodious quarters of their New York sales-

room, at 783 Broadway, corner 10th. street to which they
have just removed, will enable Hewes & Potter to give
their line a representation in that city worthy its import-
ance, a fact which has hitherto been impossible, owing to

cramped quarters. A complete variety of all the staple

goods will be attractively displayed, and sufficient stock
will alwavs be on hand to fill immediate needs for the lo-

cal market.
The many friends in the trade of C. H. Barnes, of the

road force for Hewes & Potter, suspender and belt makers,
will be pleased to learn that he has entirely recovered
from his recent serious indisposition, and that he is again
on the road with his line. Be sure you see his little Bull
Dog.

The ambiguous question asked of their trade by
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hLewes (.v Potter in advertising their latest novelty,

"Have you seen our little Bull Dog?" is eertainly creal

ing a widespread and mystifying influence in haberdash-

ery circles, The trade will Bhortly, probably, have a boIu

t ion id the problem fr some aspiring Sherlock Holmes,

who should o-ive them, "The Mystery of this Bui! Dog."
Save you seen him?

G. Goulding & Co.

G. Goulding & Co. are back again into the wholesale
dist rit i of the city. Their handsome new warehouse is

situated on the south side of Wellington street, a little

west of Hay, right in the near! of the millinery section.

They are busily engaged now in preparing for the opening,

and, used as buyers who visit Toronto are to fine show
rooms and handsome fittings, it may be predicted that

this firm's new showroom will come as a surprise. It is

the pertect adaptability, and the perfect taste displayed

rather than any amount of elaboration that make the

beauH of the room. Visiting milliners will also appre-

ciate the man} comforts provided,—the seats, waiting
rooms, etc.

On the goods (carried it is superfluous to comment, for,

as the trade well knows, the latest and best is always
found at Goulding's. Now, however, all available means
of displa\ are at hand, anh the tasteful surroundings set

off to perfection the beauty of the goods.

Hone's Bones.

rivery dry goods merchant in Canada should see

Hone's bones, for they are a good article. There is at

all times some call for a boning material, but now that

fitting waists are rapidly coming into vogue, and every

dress waist made will require to be boned, the demand is

sure to be very large. This boning is the Simon Pure ar-

ticle—genuine whale-bone— not made from steel, horn.

quills, etc. It comes in the most convenient form all-

ready eased, and can be easily machined to the waist.

It is put up in 12 yard lengths and is eased in mohair.
siik or satin, according to price, which is no higher than
that of the materials substituted for whale-bone on this

market at present.

Whale-bones cut and polished for corset filling' are

made by this firm, and they also make a special stiffening

for the bottom of skirts with a cord of whale-bone run
in. This follows the shape of the skirt edge and has a

bi-aid attached that makes it verv easy to stitch in.

The a<>ent for Canada is V. *E. Asbdown, 28-30 Wel-
lington W.. Toronto.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

Visitors to this warehouse will find every facility for

making the Spring buying trip profitable. Even at this

date everything is in readiness for early buyers and by
Feb. 15 all details will be arranged to ensure the most
successful opening in the career of this firm. Four floors

are filled with everything a milliner can possibly desire.

On entering,, tne first floor is found to lie given up to

a display of ready-to-wear and nut rimmed hats, which
have had an excellent sale. They anticipate the largest

season in their history in this department. Medium
shapes have had the laigest output, with the Charlotte
Corday a leader. Chipped button braids are- good. Black,
brown, navy, green and champagne are leading colors.

Natural shade mixed with various colors is acceptable.

Children's ready-to-wears are in greater numbers. Mottled
effects, such as white with cardinal or navy, brown with
Tuscan, etc., are in good demand. New effects and novel-

ties are daily arriving from leading centres. New York
furnishes leading ideas. Chiffon hats untrimmed are in-

dispensibie to every buyer. They are sold at a cheaper
'Hie than the milliner can produce them. Leghorns in

'he Hop ihape aie good property. Cor children, the broad
brim turned up at the edge is sidling. Capelines, of Jap
straw in assorted edges anil colors, ale going for voiing

girls.

Ribbons and silks are pre-eminent, 'fins firm herald
themselves as "The House foi Standard Makes of Rib
lions and Silks ' Ribbons are announced to reach the

enith ol their popularity, and everything is shown in

this house Ombres in all materials are good propert)

Ribbon braids are to he had. Talletas are still in the
lead.

The third floor is given up to straws, flowers, feathers
chiffon, etc. in the annex is the range of orna-

ments, steel and shaded effects in Lightei shades, as res-

eda green and light brown, are good. Feathers, such as

,
Hal, duchesse effect, aigrettes, and ospreys, have done

well. Black, white and ombre chiffons are in demand
flowers, such as small roses, go well. Straw braids,
such as chips, crinolines, etc., lead A new line straw is

called "togal." Crinolines work in nicely with light ma-
te] ials.

Pattern hats, selected In their Mr. F. X. I)e Grand-
pre, are all that can he desired, and are from the most
famous Parisian designers. The suitable features mus*
be copied for Canadian trade. Shapes show the short
front brim, the wider back brim and the bandeau at the
back. Patterns are small. Trimmings are roses, forget-

me-nots, hyacinths, etc. Larger shapes will be shown
later in the season, and the picture hat is not forgotten.
Browns, greens, and copper shades are early favorites.

"Old Bleach" Linens.

The "Old Beach" Linen Co., of Randalstown, Ireland,

have issued a well-got len-up booklet which can be bad.

Cosbie, Toronto. It contains twenty pages, which ale
Cosbie, foronto. It contains tweoty pages, which are

illustrated with 36 designs of their goods, vi/.. art linens.

sheetings and towels, and vividly describes the old-fash-
ioned process by which these goods are made. All the

goods manufactured bj this firm are grass bleached, which
ensures a lustrous sheen and a soft texture, and also

makes their strength and wearing qualities of the tough-
est nature. —

"'Old Bleach" art linens for embroidery and drawn-
work arc made of selected Irish yarns of high qualities,

and, being finished "soft," the threads are strong,
smooth and free-running. For decorative embroidery and
drawn-thread work, "Old Bleach" unake a fine and coarse
quality, in which the threads of warp and weft are iden-

tical. This ensures Die threads being pulled out smooth
and unbroken.

"Old Bleach" limns have taken a firm hold of 'he

Canadian market and, although the value of the goods is

a little above the average cost for towels, etc., repeat

orders are from time to time being received, which is a

sure way of proving the public realize the merits of the

goods.

The Ideal Bedding Co.

A new, and what promises to be a popdlar, idea is

being offered to the trade by The Idea! Bedding Company,
formerly the Alaska Feather and Down Co., Montreal
and The Toronto Bedding Co., Toronto. The article i^

m the shape of a mattress pail, that is, a covering be-

tween the mattress and the sheet. The average house-
keeper uses a blanket for this purpose, but the mattress
pad is a much cheaper, and. at the same time, a much
better idea. It is specialh manufactured of cotton and
felt with suitable cover. The mattress pad, it is claimed.
will add materially to the life of a mattress, and also to

the comfort of the sleeper. It is. in fact, a boon to those

who ale compelled to put up with a cheap mattress

The New York Silk Waist Co.

Spring shipments are rapidh being made, while travel-

ers are securing nice orders from belated buyers. Then
Mr. II. S. Arnold is now covering Eastern ground. Mi.

E. S. Wadsworth is in Ontario, and Mr. ,1. R. Galbraith
the Northwest. A new departure, which is meeting with

deserved success, is an extensive and excellent line of

shirtwaist suits in lustres, voiles and talletas. Their
Air. S. Bernard, known as a most efficient designer, cn-

sures tin perfection of style and lit These suits can be

if necessitj demands it, retailed as separate skirts am
waists \ noticeable lustie suit among the line on dh-

plav in their sample room was of cinnamon brown, fcrin-

tned With leather braid. \ >'oile suit, trimmed will

straps and buttons, used wiih a silk underskirt, was at-

tractive. Pin-checked taffeta suits are proving ?erj pjpu-

i.u The designs are varied.

In silk waisis. taffetas, Japs in black and white pon-

gees, messalines, etc . are all in good demand. Som ven
novel taffeta shot silks air meeting with favoi Ever;
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combination is shown. Crepe de chene, lustre and cash-

mere Lines are all receiving attention. Cinnamon brown,

,uid na\ \ arc leaders in colors.

The Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited.

Preparations for Spring hat trade are being rapidly

completed bv the arrival of almost daily shipments.

Black, stiff hats are reported as stronger than ever.

Leaders for young men measure 5* and 5| crowns,, with

brims slightly less curled. Brown is in fair demand.

Light biown 'and Ian effects m soft hats are going well.

V leader with this him is a soft hat somewhat of the

MFlat Iron" type of last year. It is nicely moulded with

fancy band; shown in light brown, chicory and black.

This hat avoids the freakish, unsafe variety and seems

prone to be successful. Fedoras are somewhat larger.

Pearls will strengthen later in the season.

English hats have long been known for their excellence

of quality, and saneness of shape. The Waldron, Drouin

Co Limned, have the agency for Buckley & Sons, Lon-

don', hats of a superior nature. Wra. Linton & Co., Lon-

don is another standard English house whose hats they

sell to Canadian trade. Leville, Petit & Crispin, Paris,

Prance, produce the finest grade hats, and they are con-

trolled by The Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

Brock's have just put into stock a range of men's

white and fancy vests to retail at from $1.25 to $2.00. Al-

paca coats, too, are also carried by this firm. A
cravenette men's rainproof to retail at $1.00 is another

of Brock's specialties, it is something that is asked for

frequently. The company have just purchased an excel-

lent range of regatta shirts in all patterns, retailing at

from 40c. to $1.50 each.

"Tip" is a self-opener umbrella to retail at $1.00,

and it is a "corker."
Embroidered hose will he as popular this bummer as

last. Brock's have a nice stock of these goods to retail

at 25 and 50c. "Seller" their line of ladies' cashmere

hose is also worthy of mention and merchants stocking'

it will find that it 'merits all praise, and as its name in-

dicates is indeed a "seller." Nazareth waists controlled

by this firm are a feature in the hosiery department.

They are so well known that they need no comment.

Brock's range of silks is more extensive than ever

this year, and embraces all the latest fabrics. They have

a messaline which can be retailed at 50c, said to be un-

beatable. A special is their 48 in. crepe de soie, for even-

ing wear. Browns and pale blues are amongst the most

popular shades. Taffetas are also popular. Lustres, both

plain and fancy, are something to ask for when in Brock's

dress goods department. Some splendid values are being

shown, in particular a 40 in. colored lustre, to retail at

25c. Very pretty delaines, are on view. The 25c. line is

a daisy. A mohair Mousing in single and double widths,

to retail at 35c. and 50c. is also worthy of mention. The

( ( ods are part of a mill clearing lot, which accounts for

the low prices. A -to m. wool voile, to retail at 40c- is

shown in all the popular shades.

In the staple department a special in white cotton is

shown; the finish cannot be improved on, and in addition

the g Is are done up in 40 yard ends. As nearly all

cottons are done up in SO yard pieces, the importance of

this innovation on Brock's part to the small storekeeper-

is appreciated. A special imported cambric is also shown
to retail at 15c. and 18c. This also is done up in 40 yard

ends and is equal to the best American lonsdale. Apron
ginghams for Spring are seen in great variety at Brock's.

Their special 3S :

'i. bordered line to retail at 12 l-2c is

worth talkiiv- about. A special lot of sateens, to

retail at 8, 12 1-2. 15 and 25c. has just been received, but

from present indications it will not be in stock long.

Knicker suitings in browns and blues and pinks, are

going well. Good qualities to retail at 10, 12. 15 and 30c.

are shown.
Brock's are showing an imported line of "taffeta

check." to retail at IS 1-2. 20, 25 and 30c. For blouse-.

and ladies' and children's dresses, for Summer wear, it

would be hard to beat this material.

The linen department is showing a special lot of "mill

ends." These are done up 30 yards to the bundle, each

bundle containing cut lengths .0' 2, 'J, r-_ and 6 yards, and

retailing for 50c. per yard. A special double damask
(able napkin 3-4 size is also a feature. Some pretty dress

ginghams are shown.
The carpet department now occupies two Hats at 25

St. Helen street. The company has gone into the carpet

trade much more extensively than in past years. Some
leaders are, reversible Smyrna rugs in handsome patterns,

and at attractive prices. In Kidderminster rugs, a large

stock in all sizes and at pricas ranging from $1.00 to $3.00

is shown. In hemp squares, a large stock is carried. In

axminister carpets RR7, is a very handsome pattern, and
at the retail price of $1.75 it-should move rapidly. OBI 47,

a tapestry stair carpet, a green centre with dark red bor-

der, is one, of the handsomest.
In hemp stair carpets, qualities ranging from 10 to

25c. can be had, while the body carpet can be retailed at

from 15 to 30c per yard. A special line of 16-4 linoleum,

to retail at 50c in the new patterns is also shown, while

a better grade at 55c can also be had. An all wool car-

pet to retail at $1.00 per yard is seen.

In handkerchiefs, the stock is well assorted, MB7, a
ladies' lawn hemstitched handkerchief, in 1-4, 1-2 and
3-4 hem, to retail at 5c each, being something special

and 200 men's lawn hemstitched handkerchiefs to retail

at the same price also being a "leader." The usual range
of exceldas is carried. The company has also just re-

ceived a stock of Windsor ties in the most popular de-
signs, to retail at from 10 to 25c a piece.

In children's hoods, special lines are No. 12, a muslin
embroidered hood, to retail at 25c, and No. 53, a better
quality, to retail at 35c No. 54, an elaborately trimmed
hood, retailin."' at 50c should also go well, while in child-

ren's muslin tarns. 157, to retail at 65c and 152 at 50c,
are good. These same goods were retailed last season
for from 20 to 25c over the prices given, but owing to

improvements in the mode of manufacture, they have
been reduced as above.

In ladies' and children s fancy whitewear, the Brock
Co., have many lines confined exclusively to them. They
claim to be the only firm in Canada carrying a line of
cnristening robes and capes, imported goods. A nice
range of kiinonas is shown in several lengths. Blouses
for Spring in the very latest styles, from the fashion
centres, are shown. "Invader" whitewear. too. is worthy
01 mention. Brock's issue a descriptive circular re white-
wear.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

This firm are showing a larger range than ever of their
special Al taffeta silk ribbon; special shades of browns,
greens, olds reds, oyster greys, have been added. This
season's showing of American laces will be complete in
all makes that this trade demand, and prices are much
lower.

The notion department has passed into stock the
largest range of turn over collars and collarettes that they
have ever shown. This department will show an unusual
assortment of shirred and pleated belts and girdles in

colors that will tone nicely with the new dress goods
shown for Spring.

Silk department will show all the leading colorings in

the small pin check silks for shirtwaist suits; this line
promises to be among the scarce lines.

American work shirts with special larg-e sleeves and
large bodies embrace three numbers to retail at 50c,
75c and $1. American and Canadian made overalls, with
or without bib, in standard colors are shoAvn, also an extra
good line of painters' and bricklayers' smocks and over-
alls to retail at $1 per suit. L401 is a marked line of
extra heavy denim with all seams rivetted, with or with-
out bib, to retail at 00c; also with smocks to match.

The embroidery department is showing Swiss em-
broidery in the wide width that is used so very much for

15';
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corset covers; this garment can be made without much
labor, as it is specially prepared for it. The trimming
department is now well supplied with the popular makes
of gimps, braids, garnitures, bush bindings, beltings,

collar forms, seam tapes, Prussian bindings, steels, bones,

featherbone, etc.

The ready-made men's department boasts of having

the greatest line of men's ready-to-wear pants that is to

be found in the country, made up in good style and from
materials that will stand the closest inspection including

hand tailored goods to cost from $8 to $30 per dozen.

White goods, cottons and cambrics, sheetings and pil-

low cottons will be found in stock.

The National Rubber Co.

Mr. P. Glickman, of the National Rubber Co., has re-

turned to Montreal from a tour of foreign markets, in-

cluding such centres as London, Manchester, Bradford,

Leeds, Huddersfield, etc. He reports prices as very firm

on the other side for showerproof materials. Factories

are busy and in many cases their product is sold up till

June or July. Mr. Glickman was fortunate in placing

several advantageous contracts, among which are many
odd lots which he intends clearing at an exceptionally low
figure. Jobbers who can handle 150 or 300 garments can
find many "snaps" in these. Greys still lead in popular-

ity, although many light shades obviously are in demand.
Slates, olives and fawns are those spoken of by Mr.
Glickman. Patterns are particularly attractive and many
of his selections will be seen in their Spring line, while

the full representation will be seen for Fall. A new
garment known as the "Inverness" is now in their

travelers' hands. It is the nobbiest and newest of the

new selections incorporated in Spring lines.

S. F. McKinnon & Co., Limited.

When a representative of The Dry Goods Review pass-

ed through this large establishment, each department
presented a scene of great activity. Their large staff, in-

cluding travelers, were all busy filling and shipping or-

ders, and making preparations for what promises to be

a big millinery season. Goods piled up in every available

spot gave substantial proof of the successful trips made
by their representatives. One of the company said: "We
are in close touch with the trade from the Atlantic to

the Pacific, and have good reasons for saying that we ex-

pect to see more buyers in our establishment during the

coming opening season than on any previous occasion."

In speaking of the goods, The Review was informed
that Spring millinery will present a newness of character

always acceptable to the trade. Flowers, feathers and
aigrettes will be big features in the trimming' world. Rib-

bons will also have a front place, so far promising to be

very strong. Braids and band effects are in high favor
with many effective numbers showing, chiffons and me-
chins will be largely employed in the manufacture of

stylish Spring millinery. Laces will be largely used, and

as usual, with that fine effect always produced on high
classed millinery.

S. F. McKinnon & Co., Limited, sav that in extent and
character, their stock provided for the coming Spring
season is the most convincing it has ever been their plea-

sure to offer to the trade. The general opening takes
place on Monday, the 27th of February and following

days, but as usual they will be ready by the 15th, to meet
early buyers who on account of distance from this market
or any other reasons find it necessary to make their selec-

tions early.

Model Factory and Warehouse.

A. Sommer & Co. have inaugurated their separate
entrance into the cloak and suit field in an en-
tirely remodelled building at 507 St. Paul street,

Montreal. The factory and showrooms exhibit the latest
improvements in the modern era of complete buildings.

The three upper storeys of the five storey structure are
occupied. The first of the three is utilized as showroom,
office and shipping room. The second is the cutting and
stock room, while the top fiat is the factory. The finish-

ing details are rapidly nearing completion and visitors

this month will find all in readiness. The lines of this

firm are seen to advantage in a large showroom at the
front on the third floor. The fixtures and facilities for

the comfort of patrons are said to be the finest in Can-
ada. The sides and centre of this contain the lines of

cloaks and suits, which arc protected by covers. Every
facility is incorporated to lessen the arduous task of

buying. Back of this room is the neat office, and ranging
along the side is the shipping room with an entrance on
St. Peter street.

The stock and cutting room, as well as the factory,

are under the immediate supervision of Mr. A. Sommer,
whiph insures the most careful attention not only in

style and fit, but minute attention to the least hetails
in workmanship. Under most sanitary conditions is the
factory work done by skilled tailors. Altogether, this

firm starts with a building fully sufficient to turn out a
high-class product, which is their aim.

A Big New York House.

The millinery house of James G. Johnson & Co., of

New York, was founded forty odd years ago by Thomas
Johnson. Then James G. Johnson became connected with
the firm, and its growth was marked by a removal to
larger quarters.

The firm is housed in a splendid building at 649 to 6,55

Broadway. The ground floor alone covers 80,000 square
feet, eaual to the whole floor space of manv a four-storey
building. To this must be added the basements and sub-
basements and two upper floors. Within this space there
is collected a vast assortment of millinery goods, not
only of their own importations and the product of the
best mills of the country, but the output of their own
several factories, for James G. Johnson & Co. are large
manufacturers of flowers, feathers, trimmed millinery and
fancy hats, from which the department buyer and milliner,

as well as the jobber, can select every requisite that is

necessary for the conduct of a satisfactory season's busi-
ness.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Acoountants and Auditors

Hoskins, David, Toronto.
Jenkins and Hardy, Montreal, Toronto, New

York.

Advertisement Writers.

Child & Fall, Wakefield, Mass.

Barristers, Solicitors, eto.

Atwater, Duc'os & Chauvin, Montreal.
Tupper, Phippen & Tupper, Winnipeg.

Belts.

Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Rae, A. E, & Co., Toronto.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co. Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, eto.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoes and Laoes.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Brashes.
Walsh, W. E., Montreal.

Button Machines and Buttons.

Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, eto.

Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Cash Registers, Carriers, eto.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, ete.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Baker, Richard L., Co., Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Cater, Piatt & Co., London, Eng.
Empire Vlfg. Co , Montreal
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Macdonald, John & Co., Toronto.
Merchants Mantle Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Mishkin, I., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Riplev, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.
Rae, A. E., & Co., Toronto.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Sommer, A., & Co., Montreal.
Stafford, Northcote & Co., London, Eng.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman ii Sommer, Montreal.

Cloth Charts.
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.

Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.

Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings etc.

Brock. W. R., Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
' Viyella"—Hollins, Win., & Co., Lon-

don, E-ig.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Eto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winni. eg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Limited, Montreal
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.

Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald. John, & Co., Toronto.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin. Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dyers, Cleaners, eto.

British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Eduoational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Fans
Walsh, W. E , Montreal.

Finance Insuranoe, eto.

British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Fireproof Windows.
Me allic Roofing Co., Toronto, Montreal

and Winnipeg.

Flannels, Flannelettes, eto.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

New York silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frilling!.
" Plantagenet "—C. G. Hill & Co., Notting-

ham, Eng.
Stafford, Northcott & Co., London, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Leak Fur Mfg. < o. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock W R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L.. & Co., Montreal.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John. & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves. Mittens, eto.

Galibert, F., Montreal.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal and
Winnipeg.

McClung & Burns, Toronto.
Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.

Handkerchiefs.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Stafford, Northcott & Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Eto.
Waldron, Drouin Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hotel Directory.
Grand Hotel, Gait.
Provincial Hotel, Gananoque.

Knitted Waists and Sweaters.
Baker, Richard L., & Co., Toronto.
McClung & Burns, Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Beatty, Kirr & Verner, Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Fairbairn, Rhvs D. Toronto.
May, Thos.. & Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.
Rae, A. E., & Co., Toronto.

Leather Goods.
Robertson & Parker, Montreal.
Walsh. W. E., Montreal.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Eto.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng
Linings and Canvas's.

Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, London, Eng., and
Manchester.

McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Matting.
Imperial Carpet Co., Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.

Medicines.
Mackay, Dr., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men,' s »n,d Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-ooats, Sweat
ers, eto.).

Fraser, Donald, <& Co., Winnipeg
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Qaebec.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Metallic Roofing.

Metallic Roofing Co., Montreal, Toronto
and Winnipeg.

Millinery, Ribbons, eto.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham. Caldecott & Co., Montreal
Quebec and Toronto.

Goulding, C, & Sons, Montreal, Toronto
and Winnipeg.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London Ene
Ivey, John D. & Co., Montreal, Toronto
Winnipeg and Q lebec.

Jobin, E., & Co., Montreal.
Johnston, Jas. G.. & Co., New York
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto
Miles, John, New York.
Stern, R. S., & Co., New York.

Mosquito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Needles, Pins, eto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co, Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal
Rylands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, eto
Clatworthy & Co. , Toronto.
Palmenbergs, J. R., Sons, New York.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Fins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, eto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls
Welch, Margetson & Co., London Ene
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit
Phillips, John & Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Weete, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Garland, John M.,Son, & Co,, Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal
Liddell, Win, & Co.,'Belfast, Ireland
Macdonald, John & Co., Toronto.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng

Store F.xtures.
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxler Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.
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Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender :m<l H iiton Co., Berlin,

Ont.
Dominion Siispendn Co., Niagara Falls.

Welch, Margetson & Co., London, Eng.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Epg.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. ol Hamilton.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brantford Hosiery Co., Brantford.

Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand— Iurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
" Hendawick " )as. Henderson & Co.,

Hawick, Scotland.

Jaeger, Dr (Jo. Montreal.
McClung & Burns, Toronto.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co., London ,Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
May, Thos. & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London
National Rubber Co., Montreal.

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Fisher, John, Son & Co., Montreal and
Quebec.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Harris Si Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, London. Eng.. and
Manchester.

McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.

Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robinson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.

Woven Labels.
Canadian Silk Co., Toronto.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
Canadian Folding Box Co., Brantford, Ont
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THE METROPOLITAN BANK
CAPITAL PAID UP
RESERVE FUND
UNDIVIDED PROFITS

$1,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00

$103,047.79

DIRECTORS :

REV. R. H. WARDEN, D.D., - President.

S. J. MOORE, ESQ., - - Vice-President.

D.E.Thompson, Esq., K.C., - of Thompson, Tilley & Johnston.

His Honor W. Mortimer Clark, K.C., Lt. Gov. Province of Ontario.

Thos. Bradshaw, - - Vice-Pres. Imperial Life Assce. Co.

John Firstbrook, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.
W. D. ROSS, General Manager.

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT open at all Branches, and interest allowed at best current

rates on deposits of one dollar and upwards.

Statement of the Affairs of the Bank as at December 31st, 1904.

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock paid up.. $1,000,000.00

Reserve Fund $1,000,000.00

Rebate on Bills Dis-

counted 11,365.44

Balance of Profit and
Loss Account, carried

forward 103,047.79
- 1,114,413.23

Notes of Bank in circu-

lation 892,777.50

Deposits not bearing in-

terest 549,875.55

Deposits bearing inter-

est (including interest

accrued to date) .... 1,525,742.74

Deposits by other Banks
in Canada 113,008.22

3,081,404.01

ASSETS.

Specie and Dominion
notes $ 404,595.85

Deposit with Dominion
Government for secur-

ity of note circulation 28,464.62

Notes of and cheques on
other banks 329,285.33

Balances due from other
banks in Canada .... 322,375.41

Balances due from agents
in United Kingdom .

.

9,756.90
Balances due from agents

in foreign countries . . 105,797.74
Railway and other bonds,
debentures and securities 505,828.13

Call loans secured by
bonds, debentures and
stocks 566,042.42

Current loans and dis-

counts
Notes and bills overdue

(estimated loss provid-
ed for)

Bank premises, safes and
office furniture

Stationery, etc

2,834,352.60

5,847.93

82,889.98

580.33

$2,272,146.40

$5,195,817.24

2,923,670.84

$5,195,817.24
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To the Trade Feb. 1905

The Assorting Season

Have you ever visited our extensive warehouses ?

Have you ever placed an order through our Letter

Order Department ?

Have you seen our Samples, which are now in the

hands of our travellers ?

Have you compared our values with others in the

market ?

Have you received our Catalogue for Spring Season ?

Have you been benefited by our liberal cash dis-

counts ?

Have you any idea of the amount of our stock and

the extent of its assortment in General Dry Goods,

Men's Furnishings, Haberdashery, Woollens, Car-

pets and House Furnishings ?

Many of the most successful merchants in Canada

have.

These questions are asked and an answer given with

the hope of receiving a trial order from those in the

trade who have not yet placed one with us.

To our customers and to those whom we anticipate

as customers, we would say that our equipment for

filling orders and especially letter orders this season

Surpass any Heretofore

JOHN MACDONALD CgL CO.
Wellington and Front Sts. E., Toronto
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THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, limited. Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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In our WOOLLEN
DEPARTMENT

We are showing all the leading lines, newest colorings and up-to-date styles in

Scotch, English and Canadian
Suitings, Coatings, Trouserings and Overcoatings

Our Linings are all carefully selected for the tailoring trade, to which we are giving

special attention.

PACIFIC Are fully guaranteed

SERGES
Material, Dye and Finish are of the

Very Best and their Value is Unequalled.

We Control this Line for Canada

GORDON, MACKAY
Cor. Bay and Front Streets, TORONTO

&C0.
LIMITED

o>'
The

Standard Umbrella
"MADE IN CANADA"

You can't be without it this Spring.

If yon want a sample assortment

write to

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA MFG. CO.

6 Lemoine St., MONTREAL

ROOSTER

BRAND

UNION MADE

We have an interesting

proposition to offer you in

our own specially made

Fancy Drills

Overalls
and Coats

The Host Popular Overalls in Canada.

Robert C. Wilkins,
MONTREAL

Shirts, Pants. White Coats, Etc.
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Is Your Stock Well Assorted?

You will want a few lines to brighten up your stock for Spring

business. Our assortments are all new, and include the most

saleable goods.

Cottons, Flannelettes,

Ginghams, Prints
Newest Patterns and Latest Colorings at CLOSEST Prices.

Carpets and
House Furnishings

These goods will have a great run during the next six weeks.

Our lines are the latest importations, and assortment is large.

Hen's Furnishings
Underwear for Summer.

Neckties, Collars and Shirts in endless variety.

Smallwares
Summer Goods for Ladies and Misses are a special feature here.

A Big Line of Embroideries and Laces.

Send us a list of your wants or see our Travellers' Samples.

You will be equally satisfied.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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itTKe VarnisHed Board ft

around wHicH

Priestleys*

Dress Goods
are rolled, is a guarantee to

you that tKe Quality, FinisH

and Style ol tHese goods is

unrivalled.

LEADERS FOR 5PR1NQ

Ponneog Cloth
Regd.

Cordono
Regd.

Estrella

Regd.

MOHAIRS
Write for advertising' electros

Sent Free

GreensKields
Limited

MONTREAL

Qreenshields Western Limited
Winnipeg

Qreenshields & Co. Limited
Vancouver
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RYLANDS&SONS
LIMITED

MAIVIOH IM

Cotton

^^vwzEr£te

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

Dyers

C*PE T0WM.\9
rI

Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

4**

«*"*

WORKS

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Hoods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAOENET,"
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LARGEST FRILLING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERNS, AND MANY OTHERS, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTHS.

EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frilllngs exceed all other makes (for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Drapers in England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.
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44NEW ARRIVALS 99

\ \ TE HAVE just put into stock repeat orders of the following

leading sellers: Japanese Silk at i8^c, in all the newest

shades ; Ladies' Box Cloth, in full range oflatest colors, at $1.15 yard
;

Swiss Dotted Muslins, in " Box Lots" of 6 pieces each, 10 yards, all

different patterns, No. 710 at 10c. yard is a quick seller in this line;

Cashmere Hose " Bang up " our special line, in sizes 4 to 10, starting

at $1.20 up; Swiss Embroideries, newest designs in Edgings with

Insertions to match : new patterns in Plauen Lace Allovers, prices from

35c. up ; Handkerchiefs in Cabinets, the most convenient and newest

way yet introduced, sold by cabinet ; Large range of Fabric Gloves in

Lisle, Taffeta and Silk, in latest shades and colors, also some very new

and catchy attractions in Chain Bags, Leather Belts, Neck Ruchings

and Necklaces.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH <& CO.,
93 St. Peter Street, ^ j& MONTREAL

THE STANDARD BRANDS OF

LINEN THREADS
BARBOUR'S FINLAYSON'S

KNOX'S

also DUNBAR'S and STEWARTS
Always reliable—You might as well have the

PRANK fr BRYCE, Limited
"Toronto MONTREAL Quebec
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Maintain the Popularity

M.rch, 1»05

of Velvets and Velveteens as dress fabrics

by selling goods of absolutely satisfactory

quality.

If the dye be poor, if it rubs off, the wearer

will be a bad advertiser for this class of

fabric—so staple and so profitable if QOOD.

Be Olire when buying Velvets and

Velveteens that you secure cloths dyed

and finished by the new processes, known

as

Worrall-Dyed

Velvets andVelveteens

Fast Blacks

and Fast Colors
Only the higher grades of cloths are treated

by these processes, and the guarantee is

found on the back of the goods in the follow-

ing pledge :

This Piece
Is Warranted to He

in Our Best Dye au<l Finish.

I hers and Finishers,

Manchester, Eng.

liE'ilsTEHKH TKAIiK MAKK

Your jobber sells these goods

J. & J. M. WORRALL,
LIMITKD
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Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE MARK
Ireland

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representatives at popular

prices.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask -for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

I

t

i

OUR

FURS
are so well known to the

best trade that we merely

want to tell you we will

show a big line of

EXCLUSIVE IDEAS

in due season.

THE

Waldron-Drouin Co,
LIMITED

MONTREAL.

OUR

HATS
are noted for

STYLE am. QUALITY
We sell the

I Buckley Hat

THE

Waldron-Drouin Co.
LIMITED

MONTREAL.
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UNEXCELLED IN APPEARANCE AND DURABILITY

SPHINX SERGES
PLAIN VICUNAS—Permanent Dyes.

TWILLED VICUNAS—Superior Finish.

FINE TWILLED SERGES—Best Materials.

P. GARNEAD, FILS & CIE„ Quebec
SOLE AGENTS FOR ALL OANADA

Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN, &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REGI STERET All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

fER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering Berlin Fingering Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Wheeling Balmoral Fingering Lady Betty

Petticoat Fingering Double Knitting Shetland

Soft Merino Soft Knitting Wool Andalusian
Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Eider Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Hachine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. » Send for Samples.

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO
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We are

ready! NOW IN STOCK Are You?

^Wb\

s EMBROIDERIES&IACES
FROM

Switzerland

A
Complete

Range

%
>

LATEST WEAVES IN

NEW DRESS GOODS

<^ PARIS,

LONDOM.a-p BERLIN

of Domestic Cottons, Prints, Ginghams, Shirtings, Linings, Ducks,
Drills, Moles, Flannelettes, Wrapperettes and Costume Materials.

\ FINESUITINGS&TWEED5

FROM

HUDOERSFIELD
v^ GAL ASHI ELDS.

From a Railroad Standpoint we are well situated to fill your

Sorting and Mail Orders with despatch.

*3.1U

3
n>

^?ftJb.SO\tUCA.

TOWELS, TABLE NAPKINS
&. LINENS

^ BELFAST*
27934

IRELAND

The values and prices are also very interesting. We buy the best

that our markets afford, and offer the Trade the Cream.

NEW PATTERNS IN

^ LACE CURTAINS

<f Switzerland
and Nottingham

J.M.GARLAND,SON & Co.
OTTAWA, CAN.
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THE OFFICE March. 1»04

This Hit Is for the purpose of placing ret»ilers,

manufacturers' Jobbers »nd other readers iii

touch with reliable and competent accountanti

and auditor! whose senices are so frequently

required for suoh purpose! ai opening book!,

Leading Canadian

Accountants and .Auditors

adjusting and auditing account*, arranging part-

nership! or organizing joint stock companies,

derising special office systems, making collec-

tions and inTentigations, handling estates, mak-

ing valuations, etc.

DAVID HOSKIN8, F.C.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

17 Wellington Street East, - - Toronto, Oanada.

This Space f 15 a Year.

JENKINS 4 HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountants.
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.

15>i Toronto Street Toronto.
«6S Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the collection of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnership!, or assignments, a*

well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto

TTJPPER. PHIPPEN & TUPPEK,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DUCLOS& CHAUVIN
Advocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Duolos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

BEATTY, BLACKSTOCK, FASKEN, RIDDELI. & MABEE
Barristers, .Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813 Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin, K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County <>f York; B. Morton Jones,

B.C.L.; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur

ance Co.. Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St. W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. (i. WILSON

Barrister. Solicitor, Notary, Convey-
ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

c ~ », „ TT , This Space 815 a \ ear
S. C. Mewbl'kn, E. H. Ambrosk.

Hamilton, Ont.

Educational Department. The following Institutions for the education

of business men's iohi and daughters are

recommended by this paper :

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding anil Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORGE DICKSON, M.A.,

Director.

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON,
Lady Principal.

METROPOLITAN
Telegraphy, Shorthand, Commercial, Civil Service, Banking Courses, the Best
in Canada. We guarantee to place every competent Student. Ask for a list

of our Students placed during the last three months. One or all courses
same price. No Restrictions.

METROPOLITAN
BUSINESS
COLLEGE.

R.A. FARQUHARSON, B.A , Principal,

44 Bank St., Ottawa, Can.

ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H. & L. Sure Shot and H & L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

DRY GOODS REVIEW t

has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here X
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
Special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Addressi Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,

Tliiv design ;i nuai
autee of qualil j

SAMPLES
AND PRICES

U I I II

PLEASURE.

Waterproof
Wrapping Paper
For Express and Long- Distance Packages.

Put up In rolls 36 In. wide, 250 and 300

yards In a roll. Clean paper on both sides

—waterproof substance in the centre —

therefore It will not soil or stain delicate

goods as ordinary waterproof paper will.

Practically odorless. May be used either

for case lining or wrapping packages.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.
.VEIL McCARNEY. Prop W. C. McOARNEY, Manager

THE PROVINCIAL
Leasing Commercial Hotel. GANANOQUE, ONT

Located in Heart of Business Section. Ten First-class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O F BAKER. Prop GALT. ONT

First-class accommodation for Commercial Men.

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
Maclean publishing co limited, Toronto

R. FLAWS & SON, Manche8terBldg.,Mellnaa8t.,
)RoNTo

Dry Goods Commission Agents.

8. <Jt L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwriqht & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Hosiery and Underwear,

Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,
Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,
Lace Curtains.

Representing

itO iTK
Make Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

STANDARD
TELEPHONE SETS

FOR SALE

$5.00 per set.

Apply to

Slightly used but in good order

sales department:

178 Mountain St.. - Montreal, Que.

OF

To any local manager of the Bell Telephone

Company of Canada.

nicklins ^T7^T7TX\ "SIMPIFX"
(Patented) (SAJONIC) OlIVIrLLA

TIEC£" clip
IS THE
LATEST

HARD STEEL
NO TEETH TO TEAR THE TIE

IS THE
BEST

Apply: F. P. ROGERS, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

MONTHLY BULLETIN.

BRITISH PLATE MIRRORS
For Millinery and Mantle

Show Rooms
ALL SIZES KEPT IN STOCK, WRITE FOR PRICES.

N.B.—We can give you a big Mirror, nicely framed in Oak,

British Plate Glass, for $10.00. Just the thing for your

Show Room.

G. A. WEESE & SON, ingest., TORONTO

W l .Belfast ^~

r^T^- NEW YORK.

'X 19, WHITE STREET.

WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY
PAQUETTE BROS., Sole Agent* for Canada.

527 Board of Trade, MONTREAL.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St.. Montreal.

HERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishlugcommercial reports to oursubscrlbers gives prompt

and reliable I nformation to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim »

Tel. Main 1985.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.
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ENGLISH SILKS
W* aif showing some exoeediiigly attractive linen of English Silks at but
prisingly low prices. Let us have your Dame for a rOiti<l<- card ami temples

ENGLISH MERVE, • 10 d Yd.

JUNO ENGLISH MERVE, 12 d
ARIEL STRIPE ENGLISH SILK, 12,',

a

AJAX CHECK do 12 n "

IDEAL STRIPE do 12 ci

NOVELTY CHECK do 12 n

The aliove goods are done in all shades.

T. RICKARD & CO.
20 Cheapside, LONDON, ENC.

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woolens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

"ROOKSBAK" Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, Shrink or Spot. By this process, pieces
retain their condition and improve in stock.

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
DYBK8 AND FINI8HEES

LEEDS, ENGLAND

of British America,

Great Britain and Ireland

FORTIETH year
OF PUBLICATION.

i. Alphabetical List of Ex-
porters, giving Places of Ship-
ment and class of goods shipped.

2. Index to Export Section,

giving alphabetical list of goods
with names of shippers.

3. List of Trade Marks.

4. Alphabetical listof Manu-
facturers, according to their

trades and towns.

Price

:

15s. 6d. Nett.

LONDON: DEAN AND SON, Ltd., 160a, FLEET STREET, E.C.

Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne,
Sydney,

Fink's Buildings.
Post Office Chambers.

American and Canadian Inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

British Offices : 42 Cannon St., London, E.C.

Specimtn Copiti frtt on application.

Established 1826 Incorporated 1807

Andrew McLean Co.

460 Broome St.,

Manufacturers of^—

NEW YORK

Crinoline

Linings

Canvases

Buckram
for

Hats, Belts, Collars, etc,

Ml FMF i" tne new shades
/IlULLCllL —very sheer. The

new foundation for the Millinery Trade.

Mosquito Nettings
IN ALL

GRADES and
COLOR8.

MILLS : PASSAIC, N.J.
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* GOSSIP ABOUT
OURSELVES *

A
REPRESENTATIVE of The Dry Goods Review was

recently introduced to a member of a prominent

knitted goods manufacturing firm in the Old

Country. The introduction was made by the Canadian

representative of the firm, and the Englishman in question

did not catch the name of the paper at

A Slight the time the introduction was made, the

Misunderstanding, conversation going on in regular

channels. Later the question of Cana-

dian trade newspapers came up, when the manufacturer

remarked

:

" There is a better paper than yours in Canada."
•' Which one is that?" mildly asked the reporter.

" The Dry Goods Review." responded the Old Country-

man. " I think it is one of the best tiade newspapers I

have ever seen. I sent a copy of it to one of our pro-

minent papers in the Old Country a short time ago with

a letter saying they would do well to pattern their own

paper on the example set them by The Dry Goodsi Re-

view.

At this juncture the reporter took occasion to explain

his proper identity, when the conversation took on an even

more cordial tone than it had done prior to the little

misunderstanding.
* *

WE should be glad to have the opinion of our readers

with reference to the make-up of The Review.

The greatest care is taken in this particular, but

despite our utmost efforts advertisements have fre-

quently to he placed out of their proper position.

This is not our fault, as, if the copy were only received

early enough, we can nearly always oblige advertisers in

this respect. You will understand that

Make-up of The Review is printed in forms, or

The Review sections, and that almost as soon as one

number is off the press, the first

Forms for the next number are being prepared, and so

n. and the work is kept up the whole month through.

Were it not for this system it would be simply impossible

to mail The Review on time, as, owing to our growing-

circulation and lengthy press runs, it takes days and days
of press work to complete each number.

* *
*

So far as we can. The Review is conducted in depart-

ments, that is. Good Advertising, Knitted Goods, Men's
Furnishings, etc., etc., and advertisements are placed in

the various sections to which they belong. As you are

doubtless aware, many of the largest magazines place all

their advertising in the back and front parts of the

paper, leaving the reading matter entirely clear. This

has its advantages to the advertiser as well as to the

publisher, as it does away with any trouble in making up

forms, whilst many readers prefer looking through the

advertising pages for advertising alone, and reading pages

for reading matter alone. This does not suit all, how-

ever.

One of our readers puts it very frankly in a letter

recently received, in which he says:

" With magazines that contain fashion and otheir

notes that are of passing interest, and that also con-
tain excellent articles on Stoic Management, Window
Display and other helpful articles, one has a diffi-

culty, or rather it is sometimes inconvenient to pre-
serve the whole magazine, and the only method is to

reserve the desired articles and have them pasted in

a special scrap-book.

" If these special articles were printed on one side
only and the opposite side occupied with advertising
or fashion notes we would have no difficulty in per-
manently preserving them; but as they are frequently
printed on both sides we cannot paste them without
destroying probably half of the article."

NEXT month's number of The Review will be devoted
especially to the men's furnishing end, one which
is all important to a large majority of our readers.

The Review is regularly subscribed to by practically all

the exclusive men's furnishers, whilst it is a welcome

visitor in the departmental store, where

all its various excellent departments Next Month's

are read with interest, and again in the Features.

general dry goods store, where men's

furnishings, ladies' furnishings, house furnishings, etc.,

all have an equal place. In fact, most of these stores

subscribe to no other trade paper, and some of them take

several copies of The Review. The April number will have

a cover especially appropriate to the men's furnishing'

end, whilst the articles will be of particular interest and
value to the merchant handling this important line of

goods. Easter neckwear, Spring shirtings. latest

novelties, and in fact everything akin to this trade will

find a special place. The merchant tailoring department

will also receive more than ordinary prominence.

A reader of The Dry Goods Review in Victoria, B.C.,

much interested in our London Fashion letter, clipped a

paragraph with regard to sailor hats in the paper and

wrote one of our advertisers, a city wholesale millinery

house, asking if they could obtain them these goods. It

is needlesg to say that the wholesale house made every

effort to oblige the enquirer.

" Your paper must be circulated pretty well," said the

representative of a Montreal wholesale house who has

just recently returned from a business trip to the Pacific

Coast, touching at all the principal points along the

C.P.R. " I saw it in many of the stores where T called

on my t rip.
"
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Mens' ( Special Grey Covert to retail at $ 3.50

Waterproof Alphonse, Olive " 11.00

Coats
j

Gaston, Grey Stripe « 12.00

, (
Shoofly, Self-opener "

1.00

J?

en s
Letloose 2.00

Umbrellas
|

Butterscotch, Patent Runner • 1.00

Ladies' ( 'Mag," Grey Herringbone 3.00

Rainproof " Gwen," Plaited all round Belt 10.00

Mantles I "Peggy,' Grey, with Cape 5 50

.... (
R.E "

.75

h L
es

„ < r-g •• LOO
Umbrellas | RH t 50

Battery Brand Overalls and Smocks
" Pitcher" to retail at 50c. : "Catcher ' to retail at 75c.

Men's Working Shirts. 25 good lines, to retail at 50c.

Neglige Shirts. Special Boys', to retail at 40c. ; Men's, at 45c.

Men's Collars. All shapes, in Linen and Kubberine.

Men's Braces. A leader in a heavy make, to retail at 25c.

Men's Fancy Half-Hose. In Cotton and Cashmere, new effects in Embroidered and Fancy
Stripes

Boys' and Men's Leather Belts. To retail from 10c. to 75c.

Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers. All sizes, to retail at 25, 35, 40, 50, 75c.

Graduated Derby Ties. A special lot, which could be retailed with a good profit at 2 for 25c.

Collar Buttons, Cuff Buttons and Links. In Hone, Pearl and Gold.

N.B.—We are specializing HOSIERY, GLOVES and UNDERWEAR, and have on hand the largest and most complete

stock of these lines we have ever shown.
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THE DRYGOODSMAN'S WARES
THE needle is among the commonest of dry goods

wares. Like so many other elements of our

civilization, its invention is ascribed to the

Chinese. The earliest form of needle, what we

may call the bone and ivory age of needle

history, was introduced into Europe by the Moors. The

manufacture of the steel article was commenced in Ger-

many and England. One of the earliest

NEEDLE. of the trade guilds was the Needle-

makers Company of London. Simple

as the article is, it is only within recent years that it has

reached its present perfection of simplicity. The old

method of manufacture, whereby a man cut off pieces of

steel of the right length, stamped an eye in them and

sharpened and polished them, has given way to a process

so specialized that each needle passes through seventy

pairs of hands, while the pointing and stamping is done

by machinery. With the hand process one man formerly

[jointed twenty-five thousand needles in a day. A man
with a machine now does the same operation on two hun-

dred thousand needles in the same time, and does it better.

The enormous sale of needles may be judged by the fact

that the Aix-le-Chapelle factories alone turn out 50.000,000

weekly.
* *

NOTIONS is a term which the drygoodsman may make
as general as he pleases. From a mere collection of

articles which could not be placed in any depart-

ment, it has risen to the dignity of a department of its

own in all well-ordered stores. Notions may be broadly

classed as either staple or fancy. The
NOTIONS. former comprise buttons, pins and

thread, and such small wares as may be

readily handled together, but which are in continual de-

mand. The second divison includes all specialities and

novelties. The latter branch has increased greatly in the

last few years. The ingenuity and inventiveness of the

Americans have reveled in this kind, of production.

Every fad and fancy of the public has been seized upon

as an excuse for placing some catchy novelty upon the

market. The very fact that they depend for their sale

upon their ready attractiveness is an assurance that such a

line will be decorative and ornamental in the store.

OIL-CLOTH is a floor covering composed of burlap

stiffened and painted. Its method of manufacture
is interesting. Coarse burlap is first stiffened by

steeping it in a solution of starch and glue, after which

it is run over hot rollers for the purpose of drying it.

" Body " is then given to it by apply-

ing coats of paint on both sides. The OIL-CLOTH.
quality of the cloth depends upon the

number of coats applied. These vary from four in the

inferior kinds to nine in the highest grades. The weight

varies directly as the quality, running from two to five

pounds per square yard. After these operations have
been completed, the cloth is ready for the printers.

Strangely, the patterns are printed by a somewhat primi-

tive method. Blocks of wood, cut to the design, are ap-

plied by hand. A separate block is used for each color.

Where t lie pattern is intricate and contains many colors,

as many as twenty-five or thirty impressions are required.

One workman can stamp from seventy-five to one hun-

dred and fifty yards a day. The lighter variety of oil-

cloth, which is used as a covering for tables, has a founda-

tion of muslin, and is without the stiffening of the floor-

cloth.
* *

A
VARIETY of stout, lustrous, plain-colored dress silk,

the texture of which is characterized by extreme
softness and pliability. The material is orna-

mented with a pattern consisting of large cords or ribs of

uniform dimensions, extending from side to side of the

web. The Ottoman weave differs from
that of faille only in that the cords are OTTOMAN.
somewhat larger and more pronounced.

The term Ottoman stripe is applied to various grades of

all-wool and half-wool dress fabrics, the weave of which is

in imitation of Ottoman silk.

1*
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E.. DACAM. for "Dry Goods Review."

This Year's riead-Dress-rlodels in Waist-
coats- Descriptions of Some Charming
Clowns.

TO the initiated, il appears that the only radical

change for the next Spring and Summer sea-

sons will be seen in headwear,—for the rest.

everything lends to evolution rather than revo-

lution. Without a douht, the short sleeves,

worn with (dhow length gloves, have found a firm footing

for thi' moment, and will lie worn through the hot wea-

ther,—they are seen on the stages of all the principal

theatres and at fashionable teas and receptions, as well

.is being the sleeve "en Javeur" at Nice and Cairo.

The picture hat, to all intents and purposes, no longer

i\ists, and lias been replaced by small, "bizarre" shaped

creations; these are made with the crown of a large hat,

which is indented or twisted in some way. Should it be

a normal shape, it is covered with quillings and drapery;

in the evenl of the brim being wide, it is bent up, being

tinted at the hack and sides and pointed in front; in be-

tween the flutings nestle little bunches of flowers,—but

many of these high crowns have quite narrow brims. A
good model of this kind is in cerise horsehair, the high,

indented crown is draped with shaded mauve and cerise

moire libbon, with a large hunch of shaded carnations

completely covering the under part of the brim on the

left side, where it is raised, and resting on the hair. To
finish oft the swathed band, a little coquettish-looking

Brown hat, shaded brown and pastel blue

drapery, white aigrette.

bow of the same ribbon is fixed high on the crown at the

left side, which adds still more In the heighl of the hat

Another style that lias to be

little round "polo" cap, as in the

reckoned with is the

illustration, this was

introduced a few weeks ago as a theatre "coiffure," being

made in tulle, mousseline de soie and trimmed with a long

aigrette. However, it has caught the popular Parisienne

fancy, anil is now being verv generally worn on all occa-

Round Ermine Toque, a bunch of pink and a

bunch of pale blue roses with their leaves.

sions, made in furs, chinchilla, ermine and astrakan being

the best, or in /ibeline cloth witli long "poiles," some-

times tilted on one side to the anble of a "Tommy At-

kins' " cap, which gives an undoubtedly rakish appear-

ance, but good form demands it to be worn straight. The

Marquis shape, with the brim very irregularly dented,

one angle being much larger than the others, and bent

over the bat. is being shown in horsehair straw, as well

as certain narrow hats with the side brims rolled up and

drooping in a point back and front,—a wing can be placed

under one or both sides and a wreath of (lowers round

the crown. Evolutions of the Napoleon I. are also being

made in straw.
* *

*

This season's ball gowns are particularly becoming.

\ good model is in Parma violet tulle over liberty satin

o] the same shade. The skirt, which is as full as possible,

has a tight-fitting trimming of spangled passementerie

around the hips in mauve and silver lints, which is re-

peated in long sprays all round the skirt from the knees

downwards. The round decollete corsage is swathed with

the spangled trimming, forming a little yoke back and

front, and around the decollete is a narrow niching Of

chiffon, covered, here and there, with passementerie. The

sleeves are short and balloon shaped, edged with spangles,

lti
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while a bunch of Parma violets rests on each shoulder. A

smaller hunch of the same flowers with mauve ribbon

for "coiffure."

sleeves are finished with a double frill of the lace. The

bodijee is pointed in front, trimmed rosettes and a jabot

of lace at the neck.

Another beautiful gown is made in "mother-of-pearl"

or "moonbeam" velvet— the palest pink with silver re-

flections,—this was liberally trimmed with sprays of

chiffon button roses and silver leaves.

A white tulle gown, which is very full, has a skirt

"a deux etages" and a very deep-swathed silk belt. The

decollete and short bell sleeves are of lace, and the skirt

has two deep frills of the same, which are liberally orna-

mented with embroidered roses in white and pale shades

Gown of Olive Green Velvet and Cloth.

of blue, mauve, rose, and green ribbons. This same em-

broidererv is taken in two rows down the front, forming

apron, and continued on the tulle above the lace, at each

side and back. The under skirts to these gowns are ne-

cessarily very full; for example, a pale blue taffeta, fitting

closely, allowing not more than room for movements,
with four graduated frills round the bottom, reaching to

forty centimetres high, the top is three metres wide, and

increasing each by half metre—the last is 4^—this last

will be held in place by bows of ribbon, here and there.

These must have more fullness at the back than in front,

and round the hem a narrow "Calaine de plume."
The gown sketched is of olive green velvet and cloth,

trimmed with velvet rosettes and cream lace; the short

Black Astrakan " Polo" cap,
white marabout aigrette,

steel ornament.

Black Italian straw hat, pink roses,

large white plume.

A great variety of waistcoats are being worn, with

or without sleeves, some in embroidered satin matching

the revers of the jacket. A very pretty model is in the

form of a Zuave, cut low at the neck and finishing 1^

inches above the waist; this has a roll collar, and is

Toque in mauve cloth, trimmed mauve and violet

grapes and large frosted green leaves.

fastened at the bust with a single button, from where it

falls open, showing a swathed silk belt pointed in front.

The high collar and yoke are of the same silk, embroider-

ed in raised ribbon roses ; a little tie of black ribbon

velvet, with the ends just reaching to the Zuave, gives

the finishing touch.

1:
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OUR LONDON
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Gay. yet Artistic Colors
the Vogue for H • I » —
The FV«ge for Lilac —
Materials Which Lead
the MarKet.

London, Fob. 15, 1905

THE new sleeves arc really old friends, among
them being the old-time Eavorite, the "leg-of-

mutton" sleeve, full at the top and plain from

the elbow to the wrist. A noticeable feature

of the new designs is that the fulness or droop
is pushed up from the wrist to the elbow. This is a

sensible innovation, since the lower droop, though grace-

ful and pretty, has had serious disadvantages in thai the

sleeve thereabouts has soiled so easily and proved awk-
ward at the table.

A charming sleeve that is most becoming on the arm
is of silk or satin, puffed to the elbow, and slashed, or

A feather boa—Sketched at Messrs. Williams,

Bread street, K.C.

otherwise; while tio,m elbow to wrist it is of guipure

lace, 'fitting the arm closelj and curving outwards a wee

bit as it reaches the hand. This suggests an old Vene-

tian sleeve, especiallj when it is slashed and tied with

ribbons.

Another picturesque sleeve is of guipure from wrist to

shoulder, cut tight to the arm and surmounted at the

top b\ a single short puff of silk or satin. Then, too,

there is a particularly graceful sleeve of lace on the

innei part, and shirred chiffon on the outer, the cbifTon

falling in soft puffs, as it were, and developing inlo

greater fulness at the top. This sleeve gives a long,

slim appearance lo the arm and is charming for deini-

toilette wear. The (dhow sleeve, wide on the shoulder,

with a connected or separate under-sleeve, prevails to a

large extent. One id' the most fashionable of this class

is the sleeve that is turned back at the elbow with a

loose cuff. The material above is rucked, while below is

an under-sleeve of chiffon, soft silk, or lace, close-fitting

or full. This is a sleeve that we are wearing on bridge

bodices and smart, outdoor coats and boleros.

On severe tailor-mades, the simple coat-sleeve obtains

with small gussels on the shoulders to give squareness

thereabouts, and tailors are familiarizing us with the

cloth sleeve that widens at the elbow, where it assumes

a sharp point, and gradually falls to the shape of the

arm as it approaches the wrist, or possibly it concludes

with a neat cuff trimmed with braid or a touch of velvet.

A pretty bolero 'sleeve of cloth is cut very full, and

captured at the elbow by a narrow band of embroidered

cloth, which forms the centre to a frill of glace silk,

aqcordion-pleated, below which is seen the blouse sleeve.

* Materials for Gowns.

The material on which great store is set for dinner-

gowns is taffeta silk, and this in white, pink, maize, pale

blue, and Kau de Xil, is having a great vogue. Soft

brocades are coming into fashion again, and plain satins

are much worn for dinner dresses, while among the

flimsier materials, mousseline de soie holds its own. New
dinner dresses are made mostly with elbow sleeves and

ruffles of lace, or with long, shirred sleeves of lace and

chiffon. A sleeve of Hie latter class completed with the

utmost grace a dinner dress of white lace over accordion-

pleated chiffon. The inner part of the sleeve was of lace,

traveling the length of the arm, and the outer part ap-

peared to lie billows of chiffon gathered into the lace,

while on the shoulder the chiffon formed itself into a

soi t of butterllv bow and fell in soft, wide folds.

Different in character, more severe, but very smart,

was a dress of taffeta silk in peculiarly lovely and most
uncommon shade of old pink. The bodice was made high

to the neck with a vest of cobweb lace, and there were

tight sleeves, from elbow to wrist, of lace to match,

above them being full elbow sleeves of taffeta. Very

quaint was the fichu composed of Valenciennes lace

frilled with pink taffeta silk top and bottom, each frill

being about two inches dee]) and stifllv accordion-pleated.

The sleeves were finished at the (dhows with ruffles in

harmony with the fichu and the waist was arranged with

.1 verj deep-draped belt, forming a sharp point in front.

On the skirl, which was immensely full, were quaint

trimmings of pleated silk and silk buttons, and the but-

tons were repeated on the belt and fichu.

Dinner Skirt.

A new h -created dinner skirt of pale blue taffeta, ar-

ranged with colds and gaugings, has for its companion a

bodice made en suite, and provided with a yoke and

18
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velvel ribbon passing

At the clbc'us the silk rests upon puffings

shouldei pieces of antique lace, the silk sleeves Falling

away from the shoulders, and the bodice held up appai

ently by narrota straps of black

over the la< e.

of lace.

Another blue dress is made chiefly of flounces of blonde

lace, in tlif palest shade of blue. Each flounce is beaded

by a slight trellis composed of crossed bands of blue

A Spring costume sketched at Messrs. Corby
Palmer's, St. Paul's Churchyard, E.C.

chiffon, each hand about a quarter of an inch wide and

verj lightly sewn with silver paillettes. The foundation

is blue chiffon, and this, where it is revealed in the front

Of the skirt by the parting of the flounces, is embroidered

with lilac blossoms in pale mauve satin, and leaves and

stalks in pale green and silver thread. The embroidery

is earned up the front of the bodice in the form of a

loose spraj of ljlac blossoms and leaves, just tin own upon

tin lace, as it were. The corsage, full and light looking,

is of the blonde lace, a repetition of the trellis of chiffon

occurring, however, at the decolletage, flowers of blonde

bem- applique on to the trellis in the most original man-

ner. This elegant toilette can be worn with or without

a yoke and under-sleeves of lace.

Dinner Dresses.

In writ mu, of the new fashions m dinner dresses, more

than passing mention must be made of the Louis X\ I.

eoats and bodices in pompadour silk, worn with skirts

to match, and touched up with old lace, velvet and ilia

monds. Accompanying these are dainty head-dresses.

subgesting the Louis XVI. era, onlj very mush modified

in comparison with the enormous head-dresses worn at

thai time. The modern substitutes are mere bandeau,

of silk 01 velvet, with a tun of plumes at the left side

and a bunch of roses 01 a chon oi ribbon at the J'ight.

One oi the most supremely elegant little wraps is a

three- tiei cape of Matines ol some such lace tipped with

sable. Lace coats mounted mi tailless ermine are also

shown as fashionable wraps lor evening wear, and it is

suggested Dial when Hie warm weather comes, the fur

could be replaced bj accordion-pleated chiffon.

The Draped Bodice.

The draped bodice is the vogue of the hour, and un

a slip blouse accompanies the house skirt, the upper part

of Hie toilette is certain to be draped. The prevailing

fashion has advantages, inasmuch as the bodice, being

tight-tit ting, sets off a good figure, while failings may be

in a measure concealed by a dexterous arrangement of

the drapery.

The loose, shapeless blouse has had such a long reign

that the bodice, following the curves of the figure, and

being m sharp contrast to our old favorite, is quite a

novelty, verv becoming, however, when perfectly cut and

modelled and clothing a taille of grace and beauty. A

Sketched at Messrs. Corby Palmer's, St. Paul's Church-
yard, EC

Frenchwoman I saw the other dav was dressed in black

taffeta, with a tight, draped bodice anil full skirt, the

new big sleeves and straight-fronted belt, and the result

was entirely satisfactory.

A charming dress, made in a somewhat similar way.

and built b\ French hands, is of shot taffeta silk, colored

in a peculiar shade of reddish sulphur. The skirt is

2U
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Established 1832. T> A I I 1 {\/\tZ Cable Address

:
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Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lihited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

Every 5 yards stamped Lawrus

These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design, and are made from the finest grades

of wool. The most perfect Fabrics that can be produced.
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fulled in caih Victoria fashion, and the bodice cu1 low

m the neck, over a chemisette oi lace, while the decollet-

age is bordered with a 2^-inch band of turquoise green

velvet, powdered with cut steel and embroidered here and

there with liliputian roses in red and pink ribbon. The
short ends of the stole are loose anil cascade themselves

into the corsage, between them being tappets of cob-

web lace run through a tiny turquoise buckle. These

tappets proceed from the chemisette. The pulled silk

sleeves are caught al the elbows with bands of steel

embroidered green velvet, thai divide frills of silk, and

the skirt frills are piped with plain green velvet. Another

contrasting touch of color comes from pipings of pale

turquoise, the velvet on the long, tight-fitting cuffs of

fibuy lace, and again on the lace collar band and chem-

isette.

The toilette would be less to the general taste than

another of reseda-green crepe, made by the same dress-

maker. It is trimmed with quarter-inch lines of taffeta

to match, arranged in a sort of Greek key pattern

punctuated with wee rosettes centred by little flat but-

tons covered with silk. The blouse bodice is attached to

a deep corselet belt of crepe covered with lines of silk,

and the sleeves are btoad shouldered.

A Model Dress.

A model dress of biscuit-colored fine canvas, trimmed

with glace silk to match, is an excellent example of a

toilette with draped bodice. The skirt is cleverly ar-

ranged with a drapery over the hips, suggestive of a

modified edition of the old-fashioned panniers, and opens

in front over a panel slightly trimmed with silk. The

draped, tightrfitting bodice is laid at the waist upon a

belt of silk, and the neck is finished with a stole cravat

of Oriental embroidery, the single stole end concluding

with a bunch of tassels in biscuit and Oriental colorings,

and the drapery of the bodice apparently being held by

two little straps of glace silk, run through tiny square

buckles of plain polished steel. The drapery over the

hips is caught at the back with similar straps and

buckles.

Taffeta silk, in white and pale colors, remains a great

favorite with French dressmakers, and many are the

fascinating frocks for the new season made in rose-pink,

Servres blue, white and cream taffetas. Here is the

description of one, for instance. It is carried out en-

tirely in pink, with a simulated fichu made of gauged

bands of silk drawn on cords, the tapering ends passing

across one another and' attaching themselves to a high,

straight-fronted centre, and on the skirt are corded

bouillonnes of silk.

Robes of ficelle-colored lace falling over strips of white

or cream satin, with accordion-pleated flounces of chiffon,

are among some of the most becoming modes for evening

wear, an original toilette of the kind being touched up

with black panne-velours in a way that only the skilled

Parisian dressmaker could conceive of. among the

"touches" being a skeleton belt of panne-velvet ribbon

with knotted ends turned back cuffs to elbow sleeves and

tiny rosettes.

\ touch of black velvet on lace also inspires a novel

and classical cloak, ni overdress of butter-colored Ma-
lines, the style of the garment suggesting a long Greek
Chiton, fastened on the shoulders with large black velvet

buttons. This robe could be slipped over a simple tea

-own of chiffon or mousseline de soie, and expressed an

excellent idea.

Talking of tea gowns reminds me of a chef d'oeuvre

lately shown to me. Picture the alliance of ivory-white

satin, of .1 thick, soft quality, wool, satin, I think it

was, deep string-colored lace verging on coffee tint, knots

of black velvet, and a scarf of the palest blue gauge.

These, handled by a renowned coin t dressmaker, produced

a tea gown Duly glorious to behold.

Morning Shirts.

For morning shirts, such stuffs as Viyella, delaine,

flannel de soie. cashmere and fine cloth, cream-colored or

in fancy colorings and patterns, best meet our needs.

Stripes and checks are fashionable and striped materials

are made up a good deal on the cross, this mode being

particularly becoming to the figure.

Cream flannels, striped with place blue, are pretty

for shirts, and so, too, are the delaines, checked in brown
and cream, or cerise and white.

A smart new shirt of brown and cream delaine is

arranged in five rather small box-pleats, one in the centre

front, and two at each side. Tiny buttons of brown cloth

embroidered with white, decorate the pleats on the upper

part, and at the neck is a turn-over of cambric and a tie

of brown glace silk, the ends of which are threaded in

and out of the centre box-pleat.

The neatest of neck-finishes gives the supreme touch

to a morning shirt, and it is usually the little turn-over

of lawn that brings the neck to a happy conclusion,

though there are also numbers of shirts with collar bands
of their own material, inlet with hem-stitching, that dis-

pense with the use of the cambric collar.

For the present thin woolen materials concern us more
nearly than linens and muslins, that will later on be of

primary interest for shirts and blouses, but with an eye

to the coming weeks, it is worth mentioning that em-
broidered linen will play a large part in shirt fashions.

For morning wear is a neat little shirt of cream cash-

mere. The material is arranged in two folds on either

side of a centre box-pleat, the folds on the right turning

towards the right, and those on the left to the left, the

outer folds extending a wee bit beyond the shoulders._ and
the inner ones failing them in width by an inch or so.

These inner folds are strapped with cream and brown
mixed braid, about half an inph wide, put on with mili-

tary regularity, and the neat little cuffs carry on the

idea, the sleeves being of Bishop genre.

One of the newest of yoke shirts is in white delaine,

splashed with mignonette green, the yoke and cuffs being

bound with pale green silk. The yoke developes into a

wide stole end, through which are passed the ends of the

necktie of mignonette soft silk, that is wound stack fashion

round the throat beneath a neat little collar of em-
broidered lawn. The shirt is set in flat pleats to the

yoke, and pouches at the waist over a green leather belt,

and the sleeves follow the newest fancy and are full at

the top and plain below, a simulated cuff being marked
out in silk, and a few little buttons of green silk are

dotted about the yoke and wrists.

A fashion in vogue is the use of plain and mixed cord

on shirts and blouses, the idea being exploited on a

shirt of pale blue and white delaine, arranged in small

box-pleats united by white silk cords.

The Day Blouse.

The day blouse in its simple aspect, as a glorified

edition of the shirt, appears in a variety of pretty soft

silks and cloth materials, relieved with lace at the neck

and wrists. A luncheon blouse of much grace and charm

is of Sevres blue laffeta slashed over Tambour lace, and

has an end of black tulle at the neck, the slashed sleeves

being tied with tulle. The belt is of soft, black kid.

Ven fascinating, too, is a French blouse of rose-

colored cloth, made in a ua\ suggestive of the bib of an

22
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apron, and in-le1 with coarse, white lace set with wee

buttons hi rose-colored silk. Little straps of silk frame

the lace insei I ions.

Vnothei smart style is the blouse of pale blue fine

cloth, with a wide plastron ol Teneriffe lace adorning the

front, the sleeves puffed to the elbows with long cuffs of

lace, li is sleeves such as these thai are used on blouses

innumerable just now, the upper pari sometimes being

puffed twice, while other models ignore a puff, bu1 the

top of the sleeve is wide, of course, while the rest, cut

in one with the bop, is close-lit tint;. It is a revival of

the leg-of-mutton sleeve of years ago.

Distinct!} pretty are the new draped cross-over

blouses, the fronts bordering with bouillonnes of graduat-

ed width, edged with lace matching the vests and cuffs

employed.

The revival of the broad shoulder has brought with

it the use of a new, soft, rich silk for blouses, suggestive

of a peau de soie, but without the usual stiffness. This

silk in white serves lor the composition of an elegant

blouse, handsomely inlet with cream silk lace in imita-

tion of Torchon, the sleeves standing out wide at the

shoulders.

Very charming are the new blouses of icy-looking

taffeta silk, trimmed with boules de reige lace, or white

silk lace, and others of white mousseline, with the finest

of tucks and insertions and yokes of Brodere Anglaise.

One such has the prettiest of sleeves, the inner part all

tucks, and the outer part of puffed and drawn mousseline,

with cuffs of Brodere Anglaise.

Waist Belts or Corselets.

Two important features this Spring are the waist

belts or corselets, which are infinite in design and vari-

ety, and the dainty jabots, collars, and "tours de cou,"

which add so much to the general appearance of any

gown, particularly to those of the Louis XV description,

which it is now decided are to be worn through the

Spring and probablv longer.

With these costumes, small "guimpe" or wimple

is often worn, mostlv in Irish lace, either white or tinted,

but other laces, such as "Point de Venise" or "Bruges,"

can be used. A few rows of narrow velvet ribbon are

sometimes sewn onto or laced through the collar, and

make a pretty finish. When preferred, these guimpes can

be made of tucked chiffon or mousseline de soie, with

alternate rows of satin ribbon.

Small checks, both in woolen and silk materials, pro-

mise again lo^be very fashionable. Parisians never seem

to tire of them; each year they come again to the fore

and are shown among the novelties for Spring, while in

reality, the variety of their appearance is due to the

different sizes of the checks and the various combinations

of colors used, as well as the numerous fancy yarns,

which are now employed in all high-class fabrics.

This year, rather small checks are to be worn and,

peirhaps, the most "chic" are in black, golden brown.

grav or green and white.

New Tints.

The green, above mentioned, is particularly pretty,

being of the new shade known as "Almond Green," which

is a very soft, becoming tint, and will also be largely

used in "plain cloths for Spring wear.

Another quite new color is "Violine." This is a

violet, tinged with blue, and is to be much worn this

Summer. It is a vivid shade, but there seems to be a

ded tendencv to replace mauve, fawn and neutral tints

by warmer colorings. Two of the coming tints arc a

bright wood-coloi and a kind of greenish lemon, but

lik< I he ie musf be carefullj chosen and often

avoided, ,^ thej are by no means. becoming to all com-

plexions

Spring Fabrics.

Light-weight stuffs, of soil, flexible make, which fall

easily into graceful folds, will again be given the prefer-

ence this Spring, being more adaptable than thicker

materials for Hie present styles in dress.

Among the most fashionable fabrics may be mentioned

fine Amazone cloths, cashmeres, taffetas, satins, crepe

de chenes, voiles, Bengalines and poplins.

Dots and spols, both in regular and irregular settings

on all the above materials, will continue to be worn;

Ibis craze for dots and spots, to the exclusion of floral

or geometrical designs, is the keynote of all figured fab-

rics.

It is rumored that Amazone cloths are to be the

thing this Autumn and, though it is looking rather far

ahead, it may be of interest to the woman with a limited

dress allowance to know that she can procure herself a

costume now, which will still be fashionable for Fall.

For the half season and early Summer wear, nothing

is more elegant than a fine Amazone cloth, which can now
be had in the most delicate pastel shades, and of the

softest possible texture.

Tailor Costumes.

Tailor costumes are to be more simple than last year,

and a superabundance of trimming is no longer seen for

street wear, Parisians contenting themselves rather in

choosing cloths of verv fine quality, and exacting an ir-

reproachable cut from their "costumiers."

Buttons covered in soft leather or kid, with an outer

narrow circle of metal or silver, are a noveltv for these

costumes and give a smart appearance to an otherwise

plain gown.

Evening Gowns.

Evening dresses, on the contrarv. have never been

more elaborate. A stvlish dinner dress, shown at the

leading couturier's lately, was of violet taffeta, the

skirt being trimmed half way up with little tufts of

mousseline de soie of a darker shade, deftlv fashioned to

represent small bunches of violets, connected bv a delicate

tracery of stems and foliage, hand embroidered.

The bodice had a small yoke and front of tinted lace,

and the sleeves, made in puffs to the elbow, had tight-

fitting under-sleeves of lace to match. A novelty in

trimming is the butterfly design, and this ts often of a

contrasting shade to the dress. A sown made recently

for Monte Carlo w*as in soft mauve-blue faille, embroid-

ered in violet chenille, with large faille butterflies let into

the skirt at intervals, the wings being open-worked and

the dress worn over a white slip. One large butterfly

was lightly fixed on the left side of the lace draping the

bodice, and three more were placed on the shirred sleeves.

A. Meehan.

PATON MANUFACTURING CO.

THE annual general meeting of the Paton Manufactur-

ing Companv of Sherbrooke, was held in Montreal

yesterday, when the usual statements were present-

ed, and were considered satisfactory.

The following directors were elected: Lord Strath.cona

and Mount Royal, O. 0. M. C. Hon. Robert Mackav.

Messrs. D. Forbes Angus. Robert Rrodie. Jonathan Hodg-

son, George Hyde. George M. Loy. Robert Reford. and

John Turnbull.

\t a subsequent meeting of tne board. Mr. John Turn-

bull was elected president and managing director, and

lion. Robert Mackay, vice-president.
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SHIRT WAIST SUITS

Tailored Suits
Silk Coats
Covert Jackets
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FUR COATS
Something New

We have come to Canada from the

States and started a factory to make
fur coats and robes. We make
serviceable, long-wearing garments at

mightily low prices.

Coats for farmers and cart drivers,

ranchers and hacl-men,and automobile
drivers— n fact we make coats for any
man needing a serviceable long-wearing
garment.

GUARANTEE
The skins from which this

Coat is made are the very

best obtainable, and are not

damaged by coloring, and

we guarantee this Fur Coat

to give better service and

wear longer than any other

Fur Coat on the market.

LEAK FUR MFG. CO OF CANADA
LIMITED

Men now out. Write to have
one call.

Ask for our circular containing
full particulars. It is free.

Leak Fur Mfg. Co.
of Canada, Limited

Manufacturers of

Fur Coats for Men and Women, Fur Robes

American Tannery and Factory at

Gloversville, N. Y.
Canadian address.

138 McGill Street, • Montreal

j^= After April 15th we will remove to

our new quarters, 13-15 Recollect St.

Your Fur Business

Will be a Success

just in proportion as you get into

successful company.

The uAle.vandor Fur Garment**

is a success ; it looks like success to see

it in your window and your salesrooms.

Its success is in the STYLE, which

draws trade to you, and the FIT and

QUALITY, which holds the trade it

draws.

My specialty is FUR-LINED COATS,
and I am offering better value than has

been. Send me any special measure and

I will make you an ordered coat in a

couple of days, and at ready-made

prices, too.

FUR -LINED COATS FOR THE
LADIES is something new that has come

to stay. I will be glad to furnish you

full particulars.

Get in line with success.
My Travellers will call on you shortly

with a full line of fall samples.

Everything in Furs

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Coats,

Muffs, Ruffs, etc.

4. J. ALEXANDOR
504 6 $t. Paul St., Montreal
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J& WOMEN BUY WHEN
TEMPTED. J&

WORD comes from London that although

many tradesmen put forth every effort

to secure the custom of American visitors

some of them complain bitterly that the

American woman is too much given to

examining goods without purchasing. In exasperation,

the proprietor of one "West End general store, says The

Sun, has placed over its main entrance this protest in

large letters: " To American Visitors— This is not a

museum, hut a shop."

"Just as if an American woman would forego the

pleasure of shopping to please an Englishman." remarked

a New York dry goods merchant, who has been at the

helm of a big concern more than a quarter of a century.

"
It would be just as reasonable to expect a leopard to

change his spots.

" American women as a class love to shop. The aver-

age American woman deliberately starts on a shopping

tour once a week without having the least intention of

buying; that is. without intending to purchase any one

particular thing. She generally ends, though, by buying

a lot of things.

" And why? Simply because the American merchant

puts temptation in her way. and instead of prohibiting

her from handling goods, encourages her to paw them,

and even to take them home on trial.

" Undoubtedly, when it comes to a question of retail

trading America is the freest, the most indulgent count

n

in the world. And not from motives of chivalry either.

Our chief aim in this store, and I think it is the aim of

every large American department store, is to get customers

to look at our goods, to handle them, in some departments

to taste them : for if a woman gets that far she is pretty

sure to buy sooner or later.

" It was A. T. Stewart, a pioneer of the great New

York department store system, who used to tell his clerks:

" ' Show the goods. Don't be afraid to show them.

Let them speak for themselves and save your breath.'

" He was never an advocate of the old-fashioned

method of persuading a customer to buy. And he was

right.

"As a rule a woman who is persuaded by a giib-

1< ngued salesman to purchase anything which does not

appeal to her at first sisrht is pretty sure to be dissatisfied

with it. and ten chances to one will return it.

" In this stor-e at least we seldom or never refuse to

take back goods and refund their price. Pay us? Of

course it does. We found out long ago that it is not good

business to force goods on shoppers nor profitable to let

a customer get a grievance, fancied or real, against the

house. I don't know how it is in London, but over here

there is less loss than might be imagined from the handling

of stock. I am asked over and over again by foreign

merchants, who open their eyes to see special counters

loaded down with fresh goods which are being handled

here and there like shavings by shoppers, many of whom
don't buy a yard or an article: ' Are not the goods ruined

by such constant mauling?' and I always answer that they

would certainly be if they stayed unsold on the counters

long.

"But in New York that doesn't happen often. In-
stead of keeping on hand goods placed on special sale on
a particular day, we often have to replenish the stock two
or three times before six o'clock.

' Naturally, in the course of a year we are bound to

lose a little on shop-worn, soiled goods which must be sold

at reduced prices, but our loss would be ten times as much
if we tried to restrain shoppers from examining the stuff.

It would be no use if we tried. In England they keep
stock on the shelves longer than we do; therefore, they

can't afford to let it get soiled, whereas over here any
store of any importance clears out everything at least

once a year."

" American women shop differently from all others on

the face of the earth; they expect and take more privi-

leges, and they are the least considerate, I think, '
' was the

opinion of a floor manager whose dealings are principally

with the fair sex. " Where or when their privileges are

to stop is a question.

"As it is. they do everything but wear out a garment

before bringing the thing back to be exchanged. In this

store a woman is privileged not only to handle every gar-

ment in the particular stock from which she is making a

selection, but she may have one or two or several pieces

sent home on approval, and then be at liberty to send

every one of them back the next day and come in later

on and go through the same performance all over again.

" And if i saleswoman or a salesman doesn't look

happy over it and treat her with the greatest cordiality

she is likely to complain to the management. I have

known customers to visit our millinery department, try

on as many as a dozen hats, and leave without purchasing

one. Whether they had any intention of buying, even if

suited, I'm sure I don't know. The same thing happens

in the cloak and the suit department.

" The American woman, I think, is completely spoiled,

and the fault, I think, lies at the door of department store

proprietors, who let shoppers do just as they please.

" Only a few years ago it was almost unheard of for

any establishment to take back goods and refund the price

of them, but now it is a common occurrence."

When this remark was repeated to the proprietor of a

leading department store, he nodded his head and ac-

knowledged that it was quite true.

" Why do we do it?" he echoed. " Because it pays,

just as it pays to let shoppers handle the stock.

" The American woman may not be an ideal shopper

from a saleswoman's point of view, but I and most other

storekeepers have no fault to find with her. If she never

went into a store except when she really wanted to buy, a

good many of us would have to cut down our business.

" We owe much of our prosperity to the fact that, the

rank and file of American women «o first of all to the

shops to see what the latest fashions are, what there is

that is new, and that when actually in touch with goods
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which catch their fancy thej can't.resisi the temptation

i<i bin . As an instance :

•• Down on the main floor is a table loaded with

ribbons advertised ;ii a special price. Those ribbons have

been pulled and hauled, twisted and iit'<l by a crowd of

eager women ever since the store was opened this morning.

Thousands of yards have been sold to-day, and thousands

more will go off to-morrow.

"I am positive of one thing. If the ribbons were

rolled up carefully and a ' Hands off ' sign pul above them,

must of the pieces would probably Stay ri"ht where Ihev

are. To guard against such a calamity the head of stock

gives orders 1o unroll at least a yard or two of the most

takiii" pieces and mass them all in together, knowing that

the minute a woman takes hold of the ribbon, sees its

quality and notes the price, site will want to buy whether

she needs it or not.

" We do not consider it lost time altogether when our

salespeople spend hours with women who try on garments,

possibly with not the least intention id' buying, for this

reason: those very women are bound to tell of what they

saw at our store to some other women who really want to

buy. As a rule, it is the women who do the least buying

who talk the most about clothes, and. on the other hand,

it is the woman who never goes shopping until she reallv

needs something to wear who says the least and knows the

least about what is in the stores."— Crerand's Cloak

Journal.

SO IT WAS.

A
CERTAIN salesman who has a good command of

language, and knows how to expatiate on the good

qualities and' show the besl points of goods, was

trying to sell an umbrella to a young man one afternoon.

As he picked up an umbrella from the lot on the coun-

ter and opened it, he struck an attitude of admiration,

and, holding it up to the light, said:—

"Now, there! Isn't it splendid? Look at that silk'

Particularly observe the quality, the finish, the general

effect. Feel it. Pass your hand over it. No foolishness

about that umbrella, is there?" he said, as he handed it

ovei to the youth. "That's a beauty!"

"Yes," said the young fellow, "that's my old one—

I

laid it down here."

A NEW WAREHOUSE.

BEFORE the first two flats are finished, Denton.

Mitchell & Duncan have opened an up-to-date ware-

house on the third floor at 7D-81 Wellington streel

west, Toronto. This linn is to he congratulated on the

brightness and roominess of its showroom The fronl is

cut oil foi offices, the real accommodates a receiving

loom and a houseful nishing department. The whole es

pause between is given oyei to the various specialties

winch this lii m handles.

\ traveler, having had ,i run of bad luck in prosecuting

business, received from his employer the following tide

gram:—
"If you can't make expenses, come home at once."

The replj was:—
"All right ('an make plenty of expenses, inn no

.iii'

SOME FRAUD IN FURS.

AS a people we aie very fond of fraud. We don't

much eaie lor law, and we love to he fooled,

in no line of commerce aje we more regularly

ioided and defrauded than in the retail fur

trade. The ermine which m\ huh- buys for the

collar of her opera coat costs her some dollars per skin.

She may pav one dollar for the black tip of the tail of

a single ermine skin. The trapper who caughl the weasel

from which came the ermine, got, perhaps, nothing. That

is not so had, and no one could ob.iect to a commercial

transaction of that kind. A great many persons know
thai ermine is weasel. I low man;, know that muskrat

pulled and dyed is often sold as seal; that nutria similarly

treated is sold as seal or beaver; thai rabbit so treated

is sold as seal or elecUic seal: thai pulled and dyed otter

is regularlj sold as seal; that marmot dyed is sold as

mink and Sable; that fitch dyed is sold as sable, and

rabbit also sold as sable; that hare and muskrat are sold

as mink 01 sable, and while rabbit as ermine or chin-

chilla, 01 fox; that goat is dyed and sold as hear; that

main kinds of lamb are sold as Persian; that skunk is

called Alaska sable: that American sable is sold as

Russian crown sable; that monkev and lynx and dog and

fox and polecal and muskral and cat, and all sorts of

different furs are sold under all sorts, of high-sounding

names, that white hairs are regularly inserted in fox-

skins and sometimes in sable skins'' Surely not all of

our readers were advised as to these details. There is a

vigilance committee appointed by the London Chamber
of Commerce, whose duty is to spread information against

these trade frauds. We presume we need nothing of that

sort in America, foi here we don't mind being fooled.

—

•January Field and Stream.

r piIF unusually

| early in the

ST. LOUIS FUR MARKET.
Supplied bj Funston Bros., & Co., St. Louie

extreme cold weather th.it prevailed

month curtailed the catch of furs for

February considerably. Notwithstanding this, how-

ever, the St. Louis market did about the biggest business

that has ever been done during any previous month.

There was a general advance after the January sales, and

everything on the list was in big demand. Coon, mink,

skunk and opossum all sold better, especially mink, on

which there was a regular boom. Skunk sold well for

export, and opossum and coon met with very strong de-

mand for home consumption. Canada trade bought -quite

heavily in this market of coon at the best prices of the

season. Tin quality of goods in general, however, being

-. ei v much better, the advanced prices were fully justified.

Marten and otter were in very rood demand at higher

piiees, and sold in this market in much larger quantities.

Beaver and muskrat met with strong demand at full top

values. Wolf and fox. which have been neglected all sea

son, met with better sale in general sympathy with the

.K liv e market.

Opinions differ as to the March catch, hut the- prob-

abilities arc that this will he smaller than estimated at

present, as man} trapping sections will he inundated by

a general breakiog up of the weather, which will make
t lapping quite diflicuH
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FANCY FIRS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FUR REPAIRING

You will Bnd me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do vour work satisfactorily, while

MY PKU'E IS RIGHT.
PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS. RAW OR DRESSED,

WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

SPECIALTY-MUSK RAT JACKETS, ALSO STOLES AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2I02 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

REMOVAL TO LARGER PREMISES
We beg to nolifv the Trade that we have leased new and much

more commodious premise-, at

1782 NOTRE DAME ST.
where we will remove May ist.

We will in future be in a still better position to fill your re-

quirements in

Silk and Fancy Skirts and Blouses, Silk and Lace
Collarettes, Honeycomb Shawls, Ladies' Underwear,
etc., a Special Lot of Boys' Washable Blouses, Chil-
dren's Dresses and Jackets, Linen and Plush Table
Covers, Swiss Curtains, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk
Mufflers, Hosiery, Men's Underwear, Men's Ready-
Made Suits, Piece Goods, etc., etc.

L. HIRSHSON & CO.,
JOBBERS TO THE TRADE

58 Victoria Sq. - - Montreal.
Manufacturers or merchants wishing to dispose of job lines promptly and
profitably will do well to communicate with us. Correspondence solicited

FALL SAMPLES
NOW READY

EVERY BUYER SHOULD SEE THEM.
WE ARE SPECIALTY FUR MANU-
FACTURERS—LEADERS IN

Persian. Russian and

Grey Lamb Jackets
STYLE, FIT AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED. A NEW
DEPARTURE IS A LINE OF

/Hen's Coon Coats
Travellers now covering the West.

Call and see us when in the market.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

FURS
FALL 1905

COATS
JACKETS

CAPS MUFFS
STOLES

RUFFS
CLOTH CAPS

TWEED HATS
GOLF CAPS

WOOL TAMS
TOQUES

LADIES' CAPS
U(A)fllrv|*r^l^f^^f^f|V^f^f-i'l*l*r&>

«-J*»^»^»
r^*r^»r^*rs^»r^.r^trs|-if^.r|-»r-J^

Merchants !

If you want some new ideas, lines

that will brighten your stock, don't

fail to see our new range.

We Want Your Trade

We Want to Earn It

By Price

By Quality.

And by square treatment, of

course. Whether your order is given

to our traveller or sent .by mail we

will do all we can to please you.

Swift, Copland & Co.

517=525 St. Paul St., Montreal
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ANOTHER phenomenally successful year has

been added to thj records of the Bank of Nova

Scotia. Four years before Queen Victoria

ascended the throne this hank entered the

financial world, and lor seventy-two years has

been pursuing a successful career. Although its chief

business lies in the Eastern Provinces, its branches are

now found in every province of the Dominion, and also

Newfoundland, the West Indies, and the United States.

On a paid-up capital of $2,000,000 it paid '20 per cent,

dividend last year, besides making liberal allowance for

sinking and other funds. The reserve fund now stands

at $3,200,000, or Hill per cent, of the capital.

HP HE Central Canada Loan and Savings C(

1 celebrated its majority by issuing a ver

'ompany has

majority by issuing a very attractive

booklet containing its twenty-first annual report,

together with interesting facts connected with its busi-

ness. The report shows that the company is in a very

strong position. Besides paying 6 per cent, dividend and

2 per cent, bonus last year, it increased its reserve fund

so as to bring it up to 64 per cent, of the paid-up capital

•

EKTRACT from a speech of S. J. Johnson, Sioux City

:

" It seems almost impossible to believe that mer-

chants doing business in what are called the ' wooden

towns ' of the State carry so little insurance. The ex-

cuse for carrying little or no insurance seems to be that

the rate of insurance is so high; but suppose it is high, it

would be exceedingly cheap to you should you have a fire,

and you ought to carry at least sufficient insurance to

cover every dollar of your indebtedness and a little be-

sides, so that you would have something on which to

start into business again, and not be flat on your back.

Insurance is a aplendid, good thing, and the man who

keeps his stock well covered is a wise man."
• *

•

THE belief exists among financial men that the move-

ment bavin- for its object the amalgamation of the

Merchants' Hank of Canada and the Royal Bank

will be resumed, and that in June next, when the retire-

ment of Mr. Fysche, the general manager of the Mer-

chants.' Bank, will take place, the amalgamation will be

completed. Mr. Fysche will receive a handsome retir-

ing allowance from fhe Merchants'. That gentleman is.

it is stated, opposed to the amalgamation, and his retire-

menl will obviate difficulties which might otherwise arise.

NOTES.

The Bank of Toronto lias opened a branch in Brant-

ford.

The Sovereign Bank has opened a branch at Rockland.

Ontario.

The Acton Vale branch of the Molsons Bank has been

closed.

The Traders Bank of Canada has opened a branch at

Blind River, Ont.

The Sovereign Bank of Canada is about to open a

branch at London, Ont.

The Brantford branch of the Bank of Hamilton have

moved to more commodious quarters.

The Bank of Montreal has purchased another lot in

Montreal with the intention of establishing a new up-town

branch.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Birkbeck Invest-

ment and Savings Company was held last month, and

showed a satisfactory report. Two half-yearly dividends

of 6 per cent, were paid during the year.

The Crown Bank of Canada has opened a branch office

at Kingston, Ont., under the management of Mr. D.

Murray. The bank has been very fortunate in securing

a location for its Kingston office in the heart of the busi-

ness district, and immediately facing the market square.

The Canada Permanent Mortgage Corporation, at the

end of fifty years of business, has attained an enviable

position among Canadian financial institutions. The past

year shows a marked increase in business and earnings.

J. Herbert Mason has been the controlling officer from its

inception.

A new Canadian bond company has been organised

under the firm name of Wood, Gundy & Co., Toronto.

Messrs. Wood & Gundy have been pi-ominently identified

with the debenture business for a couple of years, hold-

in" the positions of general manager and secretary, respec-

tively, of the Dominion Securities Corporation.

The Dominion Superintendent of Insurance gives

notice in The Canada Gazette that the Manitoba Assur-

ance Company has received a license No. 199 for the

transaction in Canada of the business of fire insurance.

James Gardner Thompson is chief agent of the company

in Canada, and the head office in Canada is established

at the City of Montreal.

The annual meeting of the National Trust Company

was held last month. The report, submitted by Mr. .1. W.

Flavelle, the president, was in every way satisfactory.

showing net profits of $92,620.90. After provision had

been made for increasing the reserve fund by $30,000, a

dividend was declared at the rate of six per cent, per

annum.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association is making

a strenuous effort to keep the insurance business in

Canada. A special committee has been appointed to co-

operate with K. P. Heat. m, the manager of the Insurance

Bureau. The Bureau will strive to lower the rates by

decreasing the losses from tire. Canadian tire losses

amount to nearly twenty million dollars annually.
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ESTABLISHED 1874

JOS. B. REED & SONS
Insurance, Toronto

ADVANCED METHODS
Our Insurer's Advice Sheet system.
" '• Safe Deposit Vault.
" " Bond (guaranteeing our work).

Free of cost to our customers.

ABSOLUTE SECURITY
We represent the strongest and best companies in

existence.

Write for our pamphlet illustrating the superior advan-

tages of our office and methods.

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital, - $8,700,000

Rest, $3,000,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA
HON.SEO. A. COX, Pres. B. E. WALKER, General- Manager.

LONDON, EXi;. NEW YORK, N.Y.,
60 Lombard St., E.C. 16 Exchange Place,

S. Cameron Alexander. Manager. Wm. Gray and H. B. Walker, Agents.

TRAVELLERS' LETTERS OF CREDIT

The Travellers' Letters of Credit issued by this Bank
are a great convenience to Travellers. They are avail-

able in all parts of the world, and the holder is enabled,

without risk or difficulty, to obtain such sums as he

requires at any point in his journey.

BANK MONEY ORDERS
AT THE FOLLOWING RATES :

$5 and under 3 cents

Over $5 and not exceeding $10 6 cents
" 10 " " 30 10 cents
" 30 " " 50 15 cents

These Orders are Payable at Par at any office in Canada

of a Chartered Bank, and at the principal banking

points in the United States.

Negotiable at a fixed rate at The Canadian Bank of

Commerce, London, Eng.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000 000.
1,000 000

THE METROPOLITAN BAM,
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President

D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER OLARK, K.C
THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE., - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manager.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.

Letters of Credit Issued.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

FIRE
AND

MAR1ISE

Hoaotace
capital

Toronto, Assets, over

Out. Annual Income

BON. GEO. A. COX, President.

$2,000,000.00

3.546.000.00

3.678.000.00

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

^ Money ^*
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION.

W. H. BEATTY, PRESIDENT.

W. C MACDONALD. J. K. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY. MANAGING DIRECTOR.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, OANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, $1,000,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, J2,024,096.02.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $23,886,005.32.

HEAD OFFICE. - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING,
Cor. Front and Scott Sts.. Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. 8IM8, Secretary. and Managing Director
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* THE CLERKS
DEPARTMENT *

THE EXPERT SALESMAN.

Tills is tlic age of specialization, and the clerk who
intends to advance must specialize along some line

of his work. The number of clerks is countless, the

numher of good clerks, while restricted, is, nevertheless,

large; hut the numher of experts is remarkably small. Be an

expert. The work itself will well repay the extra effort

you put on it. A little extra concentration along some
one line of goods, for a couple of years, will make you

know more about that line than most others. Pursue

your study a little farther and you will become the au-

thority on that subject in your store and town. When
you reach that stage you will be worth more money to

your employer and it will not be long till vou are at the

head of the department. The good silk salesman and

buyer is the man who knows silk from the time it enters

the loom till the time it reaches its most finished pro-

duct. He is the man who can talk silk intilligently and

interestingly to the customer. He does not, parrot-like,

repeat a few hackneyed sentences which he has learned by

heart, but he impresses the customer instantly with the

fact that he knows all about that line, and his opinion

is of real weight. So it is with the various other lines,

(carpets, rugs, laces, cotton, or a dozen others. Make it

your aim to do your work better than anybody else could

do it. There is always a place for the expert.

WHERE CLERKS ARE STOCKHOLDERS.

HERE is the story of a business man who started

business with a small capital:

"Six years ago I took a step that did more to

work for the good of the business than anything I ever

did. That was to incorporate. This we did for $65,000.

At the time of the incorporation I reserved for myself a

controlling interest only. 1' then gave an option on the

lest of the stock to any and all employes who had been

here three years or longer, giving first choice, of course,

to those occupying more prominent positions.

"The result was that a great many came in, not only

my buyers and big men, but quite a few of the girls he-

hind the counter. Quite a number of these had saved

money and were thus able to pay for their stock out-

right.

Employes Took Stock.

"Others had not been so fortunate, but such as I felt

sure that I knew and could trust I allowed to take the

stock and give me their personal note for it. Then, of

course, they paid for it little bv little out of their salar-

ies.

"All such as secured stork were required to sign an

ironclad agreemenl that they would sell it back to me
at par if thej quit the institution. As it sometimes hap-

pens thai one of the clerks will leave us, new ones can

always feel that they have something to work for, that

the opportunity will he given to them to get stock.

Efficiency Increased.

"And I'll tell vou il makes a difference in their work.

The] feel that the\ have a personal interest in the busi-

ness. Thej are working Eoi themselves, not for sonn i

rise, and fchei) efficiency is wonderfully increased fhereh\

'Then too, e\ erj li1 tie ei i and- girl ran feel thai the

time will come when she Will have a voice iii the running

"t the institution, it is not something in the dim dis-

'.uii future, but something that she can look forward to

in a lew \ ears' time."

FIGHT AGAINST TRADING STAMPS CONTINUED.

t^

YJDEV1LA the dry goods and allied retail associa-

j tions of Montreal were not discouraged by the fall-

ing through of the proposal to discontinue giving

stamps February i, for strong representation is to be

made at Ottawa on March 6. towards the end of Febru-
ary the various retail interests sent a deputation to

Quebec, and as a result, enlisted their support. The dele-

gation to Ottawa is expected to be at least 500 strong,

according to J. O. Gareau, President of the .Montreal

Ketail Dr\ Goods Association. An amendment of the law,
so as to prohibit trading stamps, will be asked.

The Montreal retail associations are having support
from every province in the Dominion. Many Montreal
stores have discontinued the stamps, but others are push-
ing them stronger than ever.

WOOLLEN MILLS CLOSE.

1HE end of the National Woollen Mills Co., Limited,
i

! Streetsville, has come. E. R. C. Clarkson has

been appointed interim liquidator, as a preliminary

to winding up the coneern. .lames S. Heath, a director

of the company, states thai the company has suffered large

b ssi s, and that a recent audit has shown that its capital

slick lias been impaired, and that it is unable to meet its

debts as they fall due. Peter Ryan, the president, has

large claims against it, and holds a lien on all its assets

as security.

LORD STRATHCONA SPEAKS.

THK Canadian High Commissioner responded to the

toast of " Our Guests " at the animal dinner of the

Commercial Travelers' Benevolent Institution in

London recently. In his remarks he strongly urged the

British manufacturers to develop the Canadian market

moie than they had heretofore. He would like to sec

English c neicial travelers crossing the Atlantic more

frequently than they did at present. He closed bis re-

mail.s with a line appreciation of the industry and honesty

of travelers, in what he called a most trying and

laborious calling.

COLONIAL HOUSE AT HOME.

A
NOVEL and most pleasing form of entertainment for

their employes has been inaugurated h> Henry

Morgan tV Co., .Montreal. Wednesday evening, the

23rd of February, 250 employes and friends of the firm

at tended an elaborate at-home at King's Hall. The pro-

gramme of dames, interspersed by songs and recitations.,

Eurnished the entertainment.

It is intended to make this affair an annual event. The

idea reflects credit upon the linn and employes. It is an

idea worth copying in a lesser degree.

ANOTHER SYDNEY FIRE.

February the 17th. lire completely destroyed the Mc-

Donald block at North Sydney, with a loss of over $10,-

000, only partly covered by insurance. The building,

owned and occupied h\ Mr. McDonald as men's furnishing

store, was totalh destroyed. The stock, valued at M,
000. had no insurance
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LADIES'

Fancy Parasols

MISSES'

Fancy Parasols

CHILD'S

Fancy Parasols
All Styles and Prices

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
MANUFACTURERS

LIMITED,

108 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

PEWNY'S

Kid Gloves
For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

No more

Dead Stock

on your

shelves

THE solution is easy. There is really no need for a Dry Goods

Merchant or Milliner to count as actual loss each year a

considerable volume of goods that have become dead stock

on his shelves, whether these have become such because colors have

gone out of fashion or they have become faded from window or door

display, or otherwise soiled.

Send them to these works and we will re-dye and finish to make

them look like new goods that you might open for the season's business.

There is no experiment with us in this work. We have been

doing it for the leading Dry Goods men of the country for 30 years.

We are particularly successful in giving new life to costly plumes

and feathers that otherwise would be practically without value in a new

season's trade.

If you do not know all that we can do to help you in this way,

write us. The work is done in a manner that will give completest

success.

R. ParKer CgL Go.,?."
r s and
shers

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

787-791 Yong'e St., Toronto
BRANCH

Montreal
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Hitchcock, Williams & Co
The Fancy House of London

WAREHOUSES:
69 to 74 St. Paul's Churchy'd
43 to 50 Paternostar Row
l to 8 London House Yard

MANUFACTORIES:
Warwick Lan* A Paternostar Bldgs.

Special Attention to Canadian Requirements
Buyers will always find the latest Novelties in Stock, and the Specialties for which this House is

so widely known, are :

Millinery Materials, Fancy Lace Goods,

Prints, Silks, Velvets and
British and Foreign Dress Materials,

Chiffons, Ribbons and Trimmings,
Blouses, Fancy Costumes, Mantles and Furs.

OUR CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE, Mr. Cliffe, takes a full line of samples of these goods twice a year,

and if you are not now on his calling list, drop him a line at Windsor Hotel. Montreal.

Requests for Samples sent direct to London will receive immediate attention.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., st. Paui-s churchyard

LONDON, EnglandSIR 0. WILLIAMS. F. 0. WILLIAMS,

H.WILLIAMS. A.T.WILLIAMS.
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* This department is conducted and prepared by Mr. J. C. Kirkwood, advertising specialist, Toronto, and one enjoying a high reputation as an
expert and authority on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and
advice which an expert is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the depart-
ment shall be helpful, practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department," THE
Dry Goods Review, Toronto.

MERCHANTS' DAY IN WINDSOR, N.S.

DT
will be remembered that 1 promised to give an ac-

count of a plan adopted by the merchants of Wind-

sor, N.S., to stimulate business for their town.

The letter from J. W. Elliott, a merchant of that

place, will be read with profit by others—that is,

if it stirs them to work out a similar idea for their own
locality. Here is Mr. Elliott's letter:

The Dry Goods Review, Dept. of Good Advertising,—

Your letter re information about circular referred to re-

ceived. This has been the custom of Windsor merchants

for some time and we all claim that it is a good one for

the town. All the merchants chip in and place an ad. in

the sheet which covers the expense of getting it out. My
space cost me $8.00. The railroads give one first-class

fare, and the result is that the town is full of people for

that day. Probably $8,000 is spent in Windsor that day.

Dry goods merchants make the biggest sales, the largest

store making a sale of $1,500 or more, others $1,000,

$800 and $500. There are some people (merchants) who
seem to think that the trade slackens off before and after

the sale and that the sales do not any more than aver-

age up, but this is hardly the truth, as it is a big day

that gives a merchant $1,000 selling. And this, taking

the other days of the week, makes a big week.

There is a little, complaining about goods being stolen

and destroyed as the crowd is so great, and hence profits

are cut down through losses, etc.; but this is a small

tiling to trouble a merchant if he goes about it right.

There is oirlv one way to do it and that is to turn your
store or stores into a departmental store and give a

clerk his or her special goods to sell, and do not allow
them to chase all over the store. In my own case if the

store were cleared of people in the midst of the trade

every counter could be cleared up in five minutes, and
there need not be any goods stolen or damaged. I don't

believe 1 lost 5c worth of goods and my sales amounted
to over $800.

The dav advertises the town, no doubt, and customers
begin asking as earlv as October when Merchants' Dav is,

until a week beforehand.

I do not know whether this is what you wanted to

know or not. If not, put this in the waste basket and no
harm will be done.

Yours truly,

J. W. Elliott.

It may be remarked that Merchants' Day in Windsor
was held on Dec. 8th, prior to the Christmas trade. It

seems to me, however, that this idea could be developed
to advantage for other seasons. The railways gave single

fare, the local Board of Trade assisted in securing this

and also in taking charge of parcels at the station, to

ensure safetv and despatch; and the merchants themselves

issued a large advertising circular, resembling a news-
paper all but the reading matter, and this was mailed to

every family in the territory tributary to Windsor.
Special prices were quoted and special stocks provided.

There were also entertainment features of a public char-

acter as an additional attraction. Any reader of Mr.
Elliott's letter interested in knowing more about this

matter should write Mr. Elliott direct.

REVIEWS.

CW. HENDERSHOT, Kingsville, Out.—Mr. Hender-

%
shot's work has called forth praise from this de-

partment many times—praise well merited. The last

example of his work that comes to my hand is a full

page advertisement—back page—of his local paper. It is

arranged with excellent judgment, fully illustrated, and
abounds with news of timely character. This Kingsville

store is situated in a farming community, and the ad-
vertising is directed largely to farmers. I reproduce his

statement to the farmers, believing that it will interest

many readers of this department. I give in addition
some other extracts from the advertisement sent by way
of suggestion to others.

The "Auld" Stores, South Dunedin, New Zealand.—
From this far away place comes one of the periodical cir-

cular announcements of The "Auld" Stores, setting forth

the special offerings in dress goods, millinery, curtains,

gloves, etc. Excellent paper, exceptionally line and well-

printed illustrations and tasteful display characterize
this announcement. One of the rules governing good job
work is observed, namely, only two styles of type faces

are used, the pleasing DeVinne series in different sizes

being used for display. The appeal to one's sense of good
taste is immediate and emphatic and the result happy.
The half-tone illustrations of views of the dress goods
and fancy goods departments are remarkably good and
leave a good impression of the high class character of

The Auld Stores. The two outer pages of this four page
circular are left blank. I think it would have been bet-
ter to have reduced the size of this sheet and to have
printed on all four pages.

G. R. Ashwell & Sons, Chilliwack, B. C, write as fol-

lows: "Under separate cover we are sending copy of out-

local paper, The Progress, with our Clearance Sale ad.

The Progress has a circulation of KiO in Chilliwack; we
added about 200 new names for this special issue and
had them sent as sample copies. We have found it to

have increased our trade verv much for January."
The advertisement in question was reviewed privately,

but it may be said regarding this special edition that it

was marked Ashwell's Edition, and the two centre pages
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were devoted t<> an extended announcement bj depart-

ments of Ashwell & Son's business and sale It mighl

be a good plan for Mime other merchants to follow, namely,

THE ONE-PRICE HOUSE,
Arcade Store KINGSVILLE

Nine Years of Progress
The month of February ends the ninth year of our business

in Kingsville, and we wish to emphasize the growth of this store

and general success of this business—but of all the years that

we've been making store history, 1904 has been the most success-

ful. We print that fact for business, not boastful, reasons. This

is a very different store to what it was six or eight years ago,

vastly better every way. What we started to do nine years back

was a revelation. Common store dealing was driving customers

away, and we got them. Honesty had lapsed into " the average

practice " and manners were shallow. There was a chance, and

we took the chance. That meant a vastly deeper behavior than

store politeness.

What we're doing now is a revolution—more goods sold

—

more dollars counted, more selling space, more facilities, more

energy and more enterprise than ever before. People wonder
" what next "—but the pace has only just begun. It's enough to

know now that there's more liberality in trade, and that stores

are being controlled more and more by well-held principles.

Instead of confining ourselves to a dainty bit of sentiment on

this our ninth anniversary, we're going to give hundreds of

families good reason to be thankful this month by distributing

new and worthy goods at the lowest prices ever quoted. That's

plain enough and matter-of-fact enough to be easily understood.

If ever we were liberal, we can afford to be liberal now. Su.h

t;oods at such prices are the downright expression of our good-

will, and the more you study the values, the more clearly you'll

understand our determination to reciprocate in a measure the

success that has come.

C. W. rUMHUMIOI.

Aii Anniversary Announcement.

tn get out a special edition bearing their name on the

top of the front page—possibly in red,—just as Ash-

well's did ; to take large space and to arrange for a

thorough distribution of the issue among the buyers of

their community. I find there are those writing me every

now and then saying that there is no newspaper that has

any sufficient circulation in their district, and asking for

advice as to what to do. The example here given may
be an answer to some.

W. L. Martin, Myrtle Station, Ont., sends me a copy of

The Myrtle Station Express, his store paper, on the back

page of which is bis advertisement. The panel is gotten

up with the appearance of an ordinary newspaper, con-

taining a miscellanj ol leading matter, some advertise-

ments of a certain firm's remedies for man and beast, no

local news, exeept Martin's Store News, the most in-

teresting part of the paper, 1 am sure, to everybody into

Whose hands it goes. Mr. .Martin sent his store paper to

all the families within a radius of ten miles of bis store.

Will 11 accomplish its object? This is the question Mr.

Martin wants answered and a question that time will an-

swer most definitely. At the same time, I cannot help

but think thai the fervor ol Mi Martin's advertising will

have its hoped-toi reward. "There's one thing I find about

these .,i| hi mine, some of them may liol he up to much,

bin the public seem to read them. As they're always set

m the same slyle, they're not hard to find." In that

remark is a point worth noting. 1 should like lo re-

produce the entire advertisemenl of Mr. Martin's but

space forbids my doing so in anv sufficient manner. I

may be able, however, lo give some extracts from it

next month, They will make good reading.

ILLUSTRATED ADVERTISING.

'T^HE demand uf Ihe public for illustrated advertising

1 is indicated by their response to this class of ad-

vertising. Pictures or illustrations have an irre-

sistible appeal.

Jt frequently happens that our readers write us con-

cerning- the names of (inns supplying illustrations suitable

for advertising- purposes, and accordingly the following

information is furnished:

THE BARNES-CROSBY CO,. CHICAGO, publish a
catalogue containing- a variety of cuts adapted to several
lines of business. The latest issue of this catalogue is a

very attractive publication of 224 pages. An examination
of it will prove an inspiration to the adman. The prices

of the cuts are right— not high, nor beyond the ability of
the most modest advertiser to possess. This catalogue

will he mailed to any one for 25c, which charge is re-

mitted on an order amounting to only $2. This company
also issue a catalogue each month, devoted entirely to
newspaper cuts for dry goods, department and clothing
stores.

HAWTIN ENGRAVING CO., CHICAGO, publish a
mammoth catalogue of (340 pages, which abounds with an
immense variety of cuts, suitable for many needs. There
are 15.000 illustrations in this catalogue. A copious index
is of decided assistance to the man called upon to use it.

Prices are very reasonable. This catalogue is sent for
25c, which charge is remitted on a $2 order.

A. HOYT LEVY, American Tract Society Building.
New York City, has prepared a stock cut catalogue of
'• character drawings.'' consisting of a number of
different ''series." such as Smoker Series. Laughimj
Series. Weather Series. Argument Series. The Merry
Boys, Catch Phrase Series. e(c. These are black anil
white drawings of men. and the touch of humor is strong
in them all. They will certainly make attractive addi-
tions to anv advertising. Mr. Levy is a trained advertis-

WE TAKE ALL KINDS OF
FARM PRODUCE

We want to assist the farmers to get the very highest prices

for their produce. A great many merchants think that if they
can combine and keep prices down for produce thai it will be to

their interest. We are not of that opinion, and will not combine
with any merchants to pay a fixed price for produce. We will at

all times pay the highest price possible, and make it worth while
for the farmers to do their trading in Kingsville. Bring along
what produce you have and we will pay you the following prices

in trade: GOOD Bitter, 19c. pound; Dressed CHICKENS,
lie. pound; Dressed Ducks, iic pound; Fresh EGGS, 25c.

dozen; or, if you have tobacco, potatoes etc., that you want to

dispose of come in and see us. If we cannot personally handle
these lines, we may be able to put you in the way of disposing of

them, and to good advantage. We want to get acquainted with

the farmers and we want the farmers to get acqua : nted with us

and our way of doing business. We know that the prosperity of

Kingsville depends largely on the farmers making this their

market place, and if good prices for their produce, fair and
honest dealing will bring them here, we will do our share to make
Kingsville.

C. W. Hendershot.
Appeal foi Farmers Tradi

ing man. and these Illustrations are horn out of his ex-
perience. This catalogue consists of 16 pages, and is sent
lice to any applicant.
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ESTABLISHED 1791

T|Y

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics ,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

rianneiettes highest quality.

N B SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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YOU WILL PROMOTEYOUROWN BU8I-

NKSs BYINSISTING DPON HAVING

Suit Form No. Oo K

.

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct III style and measurements and is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
js being fitted.

This form is indispensable bo Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The toot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to

the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12-

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 9) W. Third St. > es ablishrd over 50 years )

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures, Finest Metal Display Fixturrs.etr

SIMPLE ACCURATE INEXPENSIVE
Measures accur-

ately, without un-
winding, all kinds
of fabrics wound in

the piece, from rib-

bons and dress
goods to carpets
and linoleum, leav-

ing the piece in as
perfect condition as

when new, avoid-
ing the labor of

unwinding and re-

winding, and the

unsightly appear-
ance and conditions which always follow.

Is mathematically correct and the only perfect system
invented for measuring goods in the piece.

It is so simple that apiece of goods can be measured in

one-eighth the time required by any other method.

Will save many times its cost in one general inventory.

Is invaluable for measuring part pieces of wound piece
goods.

Should always be used when receiving new goods in

proving the accuracy of the mill measurements or the yards

charged in the invoice.

Is an absolute store necessity and it is a pleasure to

use it.

Sold by ~~^"^^ Price $1 50 each.

THE W. R. BROCK CO., Limited
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

Cuxfcr

ttlindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
more business for 1905

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO. LIMITED,

IOO KING ST. W.,

TORONTO
38
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WINDOW
DBL5SIN0

D
MODERN WINDOWS

By W. R. McOall.

ISl'I.AYS of merchandise which unfold grace-

fully tin- beauties of fashionable goods are

powerful magnets for trade, and in these

spring days of 1905 they need not be too ex-

pensive to deter the ordinary trader from

making the experiment. There was a time not so long

ago especially in the larger cities of the United States.

when the decorating expenses of the larger stores were

simply enormous. Window dressing had run almost al-

together to sensationalism and every prominent decorator

at least felt constrained to do his utmost in the direc-

tion of evolving exhibits of a startling character, while

thus administering to sensational window-dressing the

blow which gave it its quietus.

A Needed Change.

The change from the highly spectacular kind of window-

display to the modest, comparatively inexpensive and in-

finitely more practical sort which obtains to-day, was, it

may easily be imagined, heartily welcome.

Yet, while the means of display are not so expensive

as regards draping stands, forms, and window fixtures,

many merchants have made, and are now making con-

siderable outlay in the reconstruction of modern low-
ceiled and Lop-lighted fronts (hat do away with tedious
and lime wasting top dressing so seldom noti.ced by the

Illustration No. I. —A Prize Window.

Dresseil by Arthur G. Bond for .las. A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

'he quantities of salable merchandise comprising the

trim was to sav the least—meagre.

The creations, however, were rich in the handiwork of

the plasterer, paper-hanger, electrician, cabinet-maker,

and scenic artist.

Had the public continued to evince interest in these

"stagey" productions, who knows but that to-day the

department stores would be veritable museums or the sel-

lings for pantomine performances, as rich in appoint-

ments as any spectacular production seen behind the foot-

lights.

fortunately, however, for the proprietors, the matter
was taken out of their hands, for the surfeited public?

refused to be interested after the noveltv had worn off,

shopper excepting at long range from the opposite pave-

ment .

Advantages.

Besides adding charm, grace, and beauty to the mer-

chandise which tliev display, these new oak-finished mir-

ror-backed windows accomplish another desirable object,

thev considerably simplify the work of the decorator and

give them time to conjure new devices for the more taste-

ful displaying of the goods themselves, in consequence of

which we constantly see new shapes and devices in stands

for the showing of dress goods and silks appearing with

every change in (he dictates of the fickle Dame Fashion

Not All Examples.

II must not be supposed by out of town readers, I hat
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cvcrj large citi store is an example of the modern ideas

in window-trinjiuing, Thai idea is erroneous Perhaps a

Fair share of them are, bul the others are satisfied to

cling in the ordinary and time-worn theme of lilling the

windows brimful with offerings of a "special bargain"

nature, and right here it may not be out of place to say

thai there appeal to be two Kinds of window-trimming
tint ate effective. One is, the sensational kind, the other

is what lias been termed the "dignified" sort. The form-

er is useful, providing, of course, it is projected in an es-

tablishment wherein everything is in keeping with it.

Sensational trimming is as hurtful to a high-class

.tore as the dignified kind is ineffectual and incongruous to

a "popular" store.

By popular is meant an establishment which eaters to

the masses—which handles not the very highest grades of

merchandise, but the inexpensive sorts which are priced

within the reach of the laboring classes

At the Top.

At the topmost rung of the window-dressing ladder

Salesmen," or modern show cases Tile ordinary show

case which loimerlv rested upon the countei is now look-

ed upon as Obsolete, ticketed ' foi sale,' or relegated to

the lumber room; and in its plaice has apparently come to

stay the "Silent Salesmen" show case standing on the

floor or slightly raised, with moulded base from nine to

twelve inches in depth, mostly made from quartered oak

and beveled plate-glass, fort} to forty-five inches high,

const i ueted with plate-glass shelves or trays supported

on nickel arms and lighted at the top front electrically,

ranging in length from loin to twelve feet.

These cases range iu juice from nine to twelve dollars

pel running foot, and are now considered so indispensable

to the retailer that they are now seen in the smallest

towns in considerable quantities.

For ladies' neckwear, gloves, smallwares, whitewear,

gentlemen's furnishings, laces, and any dainty article like-

ly to be affected bv dust, thev cannot be surpassed; while

everything looks so temptingly immaculate within. The
tops can he used as a counter for the displav and sale of

Illustration No. II.—An Attractive Interior.

Inside Robinson & Co s Store. Calgary.

stands the "dignified" or art window. To be sure, the

gaudy, splurgy, super-ornate effects are regarded as

ginger hready and passed by those members of the win-

dow-dressing fraternity who have achieved some dis-

tinction in their profession. Hut, be that as it may,
it is still a fact that the "art" window may not be pro-

lit ablv applied to all sorts of stores.

Conditions such as those pointed out must he consider-

ed, and the decorating policy adopted which is best suit-

ed to the store.

The modern and the sensat lanal in window-trimming

do not inn hand in hand. That is a fact that may pos-

sess some interest for even those readers who arc de-

corating the windows of so-called "popular" stores.

Silent Salesmen.

We cannot let the improvements noticeable in modem
fronts pass without bunging to your notice their running

mates foi store interiors, commonlj designated as "Silent

an\ merchandise in the department where they are lo-

cated .

Revolving Hat Cases.

Speaking of goods-displav helps, I have recently

noticed a splendid revolving four-section hat-display cabi-

net wilh transparent celluloid circular fronts. Cabinets

are all made uniform at cornice and base and can be pur-

chased in four-case sect ions, as required, similar to a

bookcase.

The hats rest upon rounded rods and the cabinets are

as nearly dust proof as it is possible to make them; the

sizes can be attached to the rods or hat fronts, thus mak-
ing the hat slock as quickly accessible and easily hand-

led as any other department while all reserve stock can

he readily piled on top of the cabinets.

These cabinets ate quite as suitable for untrimmed

millinery as for gentlemen's hats. The contents are al-

ways in view and easiK reached, as the doors, when open-
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When we say that the use of our

Illuminated "3**f^ Show Cases.
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee.)

will result in "More Sales and Quicker Sales," we mean
exactly what we say.

We speak from experience and the testimony of progressive merchants in

every section of the country backs us up.

Don't be satisfied with old-style, antiquated fixtures ; they actually harm
your business and keep people out of your store. Be progressive. Write us to-

day for more information about " Store Improvement ' and " Quick Sales " cases

—the cases of quality.

DETROIT SI10W CASE COMPANY,

V:

Dept. B.

"Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants."

482 to 490 Fort Street West, Detroit, U.S.A.

Johs Petz. Prest. Canadian Branch

Herbert Malott. Sec and Treas Windsor, Ont

WE'LL CONEESS AT TI1E START
that our prices won't interest the man who's looking for plunder for 41 years

PHILLIPS'

SBOW<^$^

have been the standard by which all others have been judged, ami to the mer-
chant who's looking for the BEST at the right price we've a story out of the
ordinary. Oet our 1905 Catalogue—just out.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., LTD.,
Detroit, Mich. Est. 1864. Windsor, Ont. Address Detroit Office

This cut shows a section of our patented Show Case illumination like our CBSes,
the best that can be made.

Goods Well Displayed are Half Sold

w ^r

RETURN ID

MAR U 19)*-

MILLINERY
DISPLAY RACKS

• f all

Sizes and Sorts

PREPARE
to show your

SPRING GOODS
to their best ad-vantage.

CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION

i!iur~

THE TORONTO BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
98-100 Lombard St. j& j& 'Phone Main 814. & j& TORONTO
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.(i. revolve behind the hats. Being light and nicely ad-

justed, thej are easilj closed, while the celluloid is not

.1 liable lo breakage as glass.

An Old Motto.

"Take care ol youi business and your business will

lake care of vou."

There is no time like the presenl for a man to "gel

busy" on his methods and work. We arc just a1 the

opening of a new season and it is a wonder that more

men do not take a hinl from nature.

Nature puts a new lace on things every year; yet so

many appear to think that the same old store, the same

old paint, the same old stools, tables and fixtures will do

without any new touches or cleaning up.

Don't you know that new fixtures not only make a

better appearance, but actually save money, sell goods,

and decrease stock investment?

If your shelving is sixteen inches wide and it is hold-

Illustration No. III.

Schrme for Print Display.

ing twenty-seven inch g is, pull il out, as you are

standing in the lighi not only "f your dry goods pro-

gress but of your profit. New store arrangements save

stock, and sell goods, it is possible to-dav with a rightlv

arranged stoic to do the same business with a much less

invesiincnl than ever before.

Accumulation of slock docs not mean selling power. A

lew well-shown goods, new, fresh, and quickly turned and

marked at moderate prices, will always sell better and

hunt; quickei profits in the end, especially when display-

ed in modern style.

Look al each depa i I men I ami lake a menial inventory.

Is it not. the pase that three quarters of the goods are

hint; idle and uncalled lor while the ever) daj business

of each depaitmeiit is being done from the remaining

fourth.

That is cm rect, is it not'

Then apply 'he remedy, hu\ less goods and show what

\ ou do buy at tractivelj

.

There is loo much space given to stock and not nearly

enough to customers.

Room for Customers.

The greatest point of necessity in the dry goods busi-

ness is to have room for customers. There is always

enough of goods, often too many.
floods need air and light, customers need elbow room

and breathing space. A lailv who is bustled of! her chair

in Hie narrow aisles of a store is not likely to come
again when she can transfer her business to a house

where she has room to think and trade.

Have aisle space above all things and when special sales

are on provide space for a large number of customers by

removing tables and stands from their customary places.

Next.

Get out the paint pot and use the scrubbing brush and

don't forget those cobwebs in the corners.

Haul down the old awning, put up new signs and every-

body—customers, tradespeople and employees alike— will

really believe 1hat you mean to push forward for the

coming season's business.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

IJiustration No. 1 — A show window is to s^ll the foods

displayed, and indirectly to advertise the store. Tn m-m-
seetions artistic displays of merchandise are common, and

win a degree of attention. However, to often b

advertise the store mechanical displays, supplementary

attractions, etc., often [give the desired publicity and draw

ra'jrv crowds. The " limsc show "
is a window with a

theme, and is suited for Spring months. Tt anneals lo

pesthetic pleasure. The hackeronnd is of while l-»t
t -----

with apple green behind. Small violets are over the

lattice. The archwork is studded with frosted lights, and

the word " horse show " transparent with lights behind.

Tl:e figures represent llie rider, driver and patrons, dis-

pl j»ying elegant costumes. The color scheme is in purple

and while (horse show colore).

Illustration No. 2—The cut which we show is the in-

tone r of IJolmisc n & Co.'s store, in Calgary. The display

is all raid i\e. and is admirably suited for the sale o\' goods.

In the front the waists are arranged so that it is possible

to view the whole stock lo the best advantage. Alons:

one side is seen the stock of small wares and notions, with

attractive specialities on the counter. On the other side

are displayed the staples, dress goods and fabrics. The

whole store is decked with large triangles drawn to the

sides with artistically arranged ribbons. The store i> a

model of convenience.

Illustration No. 3- 1'se an A shaped stand 1"> inches

high and twenty inches long. Lay a web of print opened

up and face down on the counter. Turn back five folds to

the left and leave them there. 'fake the next fold and

turn corners lo centre and lay it back upon the other

fold. Repeal bhe same process with balance id' wad) on

the counter and lift the web up. and lay it on the A stand

lace up. Make a fan with end of topmost fold, and peel

back each pointed fold in succession, pinning the first on

lo the fan. Now push in the projecting five folds between

the base of the A stand and the figure is complete.
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THE MODERN FINISH
FOR CEILINGS AND WALLS

IS EMBOSSED STEEL
NO LONGER A NOVELTY !

It is universally recognized as the most practical, durable,
and artistic material that can be procured for the purpose.

By no means expensive

Beautiful

Combina-

tions to

choose

from

SEND
for our

elaborately

illustrated

catalogue

IT

LASTS

A

LIFETIME

!

Suitab'e

for

huildings

of

EVERY

|||||
description

Plato No. 427
A Blue Print suggestion furnished for the asking. Send us

rough sketch, showing accurate fieured dimensions.

T«t METALLIC ROOriNG CO. limited

Wholesale Manufacturers
TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEC

:'
' Met

5k

New

Fixtures
are a necessity to display

your new

SPRING STOCK
lo advantage. We have

what you want for this

1 purpose.

OUR. LINE OF
FIXTURES

is the newest and most

up-to-date in Canada.
Complete in every de-

partment.

send for our New Catalogue
Over 250 New Designs. It will suggest improved arrange-

ments for Spring Opening, which means increasing sales.

Our range of Wax Figures cannot be surpassed. Mirrors

of every description. Nickel Hat Stands, Show Cases,

Silent Salesmen, etc.

CLATWORTHY &. CO.
48 IVicHmond St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier^-^
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

Write for particulars

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

73 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dreps Goode, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
also

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, I lace, Etc.

Al

^neq

G
u

u

a?e
a
d

n,ed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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Linoleum
Made in Canada

by
THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO. LIMITED

We are desirous that every

dealer throughout the Dominion

handling Floor Covering should

place a trial order for our C, D
and E quality Linoleum. If

These goods are made in both Printed and

Plain ; a very fine collection of new and up-to-date

designs being offered ; they are thoroughly seasoned,

beautifully finished, and at the prices offered, we feel

confident that it will be to the advantage of buyers

to place a trial order and thus satisfy themselves, by

making a comparison, that our values are right.

,rr *

:

~W

We manufacture Five Grades, A, B, C, D and E, in widths of 2 and 4 yards.

In the matter of Prompt Delivery, you will agree with us that it is worth money

to have your orders tilled at once. We carry a large stock at all times of our complete

range, and repeat orders can be shipped without delay.

Our goods are Handled by tKe WHolesale Dry Goods Trade
ASM YOUR JOBBER

FOR

Canadian Made Linoleum

Office and Works MONTREAL
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSEFURNISH1NGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
A CARPET DEPARTMENT.

THE carpet stuck presents some difficulties to the

small dry goods dealer. Yet under careful

management it can be made a strong feature

in every dry goods store. Where competition

is strong, as it is in all lines, the dealer cannot

afford to let a whole department slip awav from him by

default. With the present demand for rugs in preference

to straight carpets, the conditions of the dealer are de-

cidedly improved. The chief losses formerly were in the

remnants, which were practically worthless. Now, there

is no loss from this source in rugs, and in carpels the

ends are used to such good account, by working them in-

to rugs, that the shrinkage in profits is not so import-

ant there either.

The merchant who has not much money to put into a

stock of carpets, in all probability has a class of custom-

ers among the medium cheaper trade. The goods they

will buy will be chiefly oil cloths and mattings. These

lines might be introduced first and as the business de-

velops a modest assortment of rugs and, later, of carpets

should be added.

If possible, a room above the store should be reserved

for this department. The carpets have to be shown on

the floor and it is imperative that the carpet be not con-

tinually walked upon. A good light is necessary, either

natural or artificial. The latter, if it is properly placed,

will bring out the colors to better advantage even than

the former.

Care must be taken in the displaying of carpets in the

window, as a strong light is almost sure to injure the

colors. They make an attractive window display, how-
ever, and by changing the window frequently, they will

not suffer any evil effects.

JAPANESE MATTINGS.

WITH the advance in price of carpets, especially as

warm weatner approaches, floor coverings of mat-
ting are in increased demand. Undoubtedly Japanese

matting stands at the head of the list. Mattings are now
popular with all classes and their uses are manifold.

Jobbers and specialty houses report an unprecedented de-

mand. This is partly due to the high price of carpet

yarns, but principally to the excellence of the lines shown
Retailers, when shown a good line, readily repognize that

a good display means a nice business. The increase in

straw carpeting is clearly shown by the following figures.

In 1901 the imports amounted to $40,084, while in 1903
they had risen to $60,035. In 1004, due to shortness of

supply on account of the war, the amount fell off to $42,-

562. The vast majority of this matting is .Japanese.

The reeds of Japan are more pliable than those of

China and admit of closer weaving. The Chinese mattings
are without fibre while Japanese are warped. This makes
the Japanese lighter, firmer and thus more durable.

Patterns, on straw-colored groundwork, are enliven-

ed with various floral designs, brocades, stripes, checks,

etc. In many cases they closely imitate carpet effects.

Among colors, blues, greens, and dull reds are favorites.

Those designs which are close give the effect of compact
weaving and are most suitable. The goods are altogeth-

er so tine in texture, the coloring so artistic, that a little

effort should bring business. Further, there is no fear of

having unsalable goods and any shortness of demand, as

consumers make at least yearly purchases and their uses

are steadily being extended. Price is another favorable

point for them. The proverbial rolls of forty yards can

be had to retail from 15c. per yard upwards.

At present these goods are scarce and deliveries bad, as

thousands of Jap matting weavers and handlers are in

war togs. Early ordering is advisable.

AN ORIENTAL RUG STORY.

ONE often finds very interesting stories about Oriental

rugs in the daily newspapers of New York. The

following is an example of what a clever reporter

can accomplish

:

As he spoke the Armenian rug doctor darned a Bok-
hara rug. He did not use in this work new yarn; he

used— what was many times more costly— yarn fifty or

sixty years old. Expert rug doctors always use old yarn
in darning; for these, with their soft and silky hues, match
best the old rugs that they repair.

" 1 have seen inscriptions on Persian rugs," said the

Armenian, " that J wouldn't translate for $;i,000. " He
chuckled. " They are odd chaps, some of the rug-

weavers. They have a sense of humor. When they know
that a rug is to be shipped to America, where practically

nobody understands Persian, they weave a little joke into

the design sometimes.

" A Pittsburg millionaire ordered through our firm a

Uaghestan rug tor his hallway. He specified every de-

tail of the design and the colors. The weaver in Uag-

hestan made the rug to his measure, as it were. But this

weaver, being an artist, did not like the millionaire's taste,

and he wove in a lozenge near the top:

" ' So hideous is this rug that its weaver will not sign

his name to it. as is the custom. A curse on the Western

barbarian of Pittsburg, who compels an artist to debase

Ins art.'

'

' The millionaire wanted us to translate the inscrip-

tion," sand the Armenian, " but we pretended that we
knew no Persian.

Some of the Persian rugs sent to America have

poetical inscriptions. 1 sold one yesterday that said:
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Maj ;i young girl possess me, ami muy she keep her

beaut) lunger than I keep mmc.'
• Lasl week a lawyer bought a beautiful Tabriz rug

from us. He didn't know that it was inscribed:

" ' This rug for a liar ami a thief, a pig of the West, a

drunkard, a robber of orphans and widows, a coward.'
'

The Upholsterer.

live ami when prices go up il means thai it is I call)

costing more lo make the goods

AMERICAN PRICES.

SCARCITY, and the consequent increase in cost, of

wool and jute have caused the price of carpets Lo

soar. All the big American houses have issued new

lists, with advances all along the line. Wiltons and Rrus

sels have gone up from live to fifteen cents a yard, while

rugs have advanced from $1.00 to $1.50 each. Manager

Daintrey, of Arnold, Constable and Co., in commenting

upon the general advance, says that the demand for high-

er prices is perfectly legitimate, as any student of the

raw material market must easily recognize. He furthei

states that another advance in prices in England is im-

minent The English manufacturers are very conserva-

CARPET NOTES.

Crichton's "History oi Arabia' describes a wonderful

carpet wrougnt into a garden. 01 ' paradise," with the

finest silk, and having jewels of the most costly and

curious species, which were arranged with such consum-

mate skill as to represent, in beautiful mosaic, trees,

fruits and (lowers, rivulets and fountains, loses and

shrubs of every description, which combined their frag-

rance and their foliage to charm the senses of the be-

holders. This piece of exquisite luxury and illusion, to

which the Persians give the name of "Baharistan," or

the mansion of perpetual Spring, was an invention of

monarchs as a substitute for the loveliest of seasons,

Spring. During the gloom of winter they were accustom-

ed to regale themselves on this magnificent embroidery,

where ait supplied the absence of nature, and where guests

might trace a brilliant imitation of her faded jewels.

—The Textile Mercury.

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES

ARTISTIC FURNISHINGS.

THE general prosperity and increase of wealth in the

country will soon be reflected in a demand for finer

housefurnishings. The publication of illustrations

of pretty homes, in all the popular magazines for some

\ears back, has been gradually educating the public to

the possibilities along this line, it has been shown that

it costs no more to furnish a house artistically than

otherwise. Hence the tendency in all stores to study the

art of decoration. After all, there is much more satis-

.
action in selling a customer the correct thing than the in-

correct. One man in each store should make himself

familiar with newest developments in draperies, portieres

and curtains. It is no longer possible to put any kind

ol hangings in any house. The color of the woodwork
must be considered. The furniture must harmonize.

Harmony must be sought in every detail. At the present

time much is left to the dealer. It is his part to guide

the popular fancy in the direction of a better class of

furnishings and carpets. The desire for decorative inter-

iors is a good thing for business. It increases sales and

introduces a better class ol merchandise into the stoic

It is worth while making a study of it.

effect of gold running lengthways at intervals of about

twelve inches. No draping was attempted. It just hung
in heavy folds.

PORTIERES ARE POPULAR.

PORTIERES are in greater demand than ever. The

present idea in house-building is lo have as niany

looms as possible open widely upon one another.

I his opens up a wide field to the portiere. Something is

required to take away the bareness of long double rooms

and entrances without doors. It is to meet this want

that portieres exist.

The presenl designs in these hangings are very rich.

Dark reds, crimsons, and greens, in heavy material, are

the leaders. They agree with the fashion in other fur-

nishings. One of the most attractive things seen on ex-

hibition was a dark green heavy hanging, with a cord

A MODEL DINING ROOM.

ONE of the Toronto stores has a model dining room
which merits description. The color effect is subdued
throughout. The table is an oval, polished mahog-

any one, massive in appearance. The chairs are dark in

color and are upholstered in leather. The walls

are hung with tapestry in the dark polor and
design of Autumn leaves. The hangings, which
almost entirely conceal the white curtains, are of the

same material. Even the portieres, which on the outer

side are dee]) blue with a band of gold, are lined with

the same floral tapestry. The rug preserves the har-

mony. It is wrought into a pattern of leaves in conven-

tional form, in dark red and brown colors. The room
has attracted much attention.

WINDOW SHADE AND CURTAIN COMPANY.
Incorporation has been granted to the firm of Smith,

Carter and Smith, Limited, capital stock $20,000, with

headquarters at Montreal. The new company will manu-
facture shades, shade cloths, blinds, curtains, and their

appurtenances, and have power to carry on a general

mercantile business.

NEW IDEAS IN CURTAINS.

The t pholsterer has this to say about curtains:

"Among new ideas in high-class Xottinghams are the

Colonial efiects, the principal feature of which is the

dividin :• of the body of the curtain into squares or lozen-

ges, after the manner of small Colonial window panes.

Delicate lace effects, with narrow borders, are also a

feature, as are colored curtains and net, chiefly in the

deep reds, greens and olives, now used so generally for

libraries and mission rooms."
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Geo.H.Hees.Son&Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL

Window Shades Upholstery Goods

Curtain Poles Up holstery Sundries

Pole Trimmings Bobbinet and

Brass Goods Muslin Curtains

Lace Curtains Silk Draperies

Tapestry Curtains Burlaps ^Denims

Chenille Curtains Table Covers

AN IMMENSE STOCK TO SELECT FROM.

GEO. H. BEES, SON & CO.,
LIMITED

TORONTO.
MONTREAL WAREHOUSE 20 ST. HELEN ST.
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WALL P A'P E R
BURLAP.

Bi RLAP, as a substitute for wall paper, is opposed

by physicians on sanitary grounds. The cough sur-

l.nr gathers I lit* dust quickly and provides a breed-

mi; place foi numberless kinds of germs. This objection

is met to some extenl b\ covering the burlap with a coat

of paint, bu1 even then the baity surface soon becomes

dusty. This is an unfortunate defect, as the effect of

burlap is exceedingly rich and attractive.

A substitute for burlap is made in Japan, which

obviates the difficulty, and has the additional merit of

being cheap. It. is made of pulp, and so is free from the

A modem example of scroll and floral design in coloring suitable

for parlor, hall or dining-room decoration, manufactured
by Stauntons Limited, Toronto.

hairs which are the chief source of trouble in the original

article The success of the Japanese in the manufacture

of mattings would lead one to believe that this product

will become .1 noticeable feature in the wall decorations

of the future

A SYSTEM OF DECORATION.

THIS month will see a general renovation of house fur-

nishings. Dingy rooms can be made bright and new

with a little fresh wall paper. Artistic displays of

interior decorations will cause many a person to renew

a room or two. Large, leafy and (lowered designs in ra-

ther subdued colors are being extensively shown. There is

something luxurious about them which is attractive.

While it is impossible to give anv hard and fast rules

for interior decorations, for after all ihe local conditions

of light and the style of woodwork most govern the

choice, yet some general principles might be laid down
in recommending a system of papering. For the dining

loom, the most popular thing is a red burlap or unfigur-

ed paper up to a high wainscoting, with a light papei

ranging from a grey to a yellow, in either case plain,

from the wainscoting to the picture moulding. The re-

sult is very effective. For the drawing room, the flowered

papers mentioned above, or an absolutely plain green tint-

ed paper, is artistic and correct. For bedrooms, the quiet

effects are desirable, whether in figured or plain papers.

A general harmony in the interior decorations must be

preserved. A light, bright room is in all cases to be

desired. The warm effects of some of the flowered papers

in red are some of the commendable features of the Spring

offerings.

A LANDSCAPE FRIEZE.

Willi the genera] advance in the artistic effects of

wall paper goes the improvement in borders. A
feature which is being introduced in friezes is a

landscape pattern. At intervals along the border is a

tree in conventional form, on a plain background of

green, representing a meadow. The trees do not come

often enough to dull the picture, nor are they clear enough

to attract the eye to the individual picture. It is just the

general effect of a scene from nature which is aroused.

Another frieze along similar lines is that of a boat

scene. Here, too, it is the whole effect which is sought.

The boat is not a real boat nor the sea a real sea. but the

whole pattern is a picturesque representation of a boat

on the sea. These ideas should be very popular, as they

are a distinct change from the long-established designs.

KNOW YOUR STOCK.

A correspondent writes to an exchange:

"Good male help is the only kind we employ in out-

paper department. We icompel them to become perfectly

familiar with the stock and every detail of the business.

as herein lies the success or failure of the department.

"'l'he stock must be kept in such a way that any pat-

tern or roll can be found at once, and it must be free

from all small lots. We employ our own paper bangers,

for the reason that they will do their best to hang it in

such a way that it will insure us future work, while out-

siders often lav poor work on the paper, while they them-

selves arc to blame."

TO CLEAN WALL PAPER.

GUI-: ASF. spots may be removed from wall paper with

comparative case Place a piece of rather thin blot-

ting paper, or common brown paper, over the spot

and hold a hot Hat-iron against it. The iron should be

as hot as possible without scorching the paper. The heat

will melt the grease and draw it into the blotter. This

operation should be repeated until the spot has disap-

peared

If tins will not remove the spot, get a small quantity

of sulphuric ether and apph it to the spot with a sponge.

This must nevei he done at night time or near a flame

of anv kind, as ether is \er\ inflammable,
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PANEL EFFECTS FOR WALL and CEILING
DECORATION—are now much in vogue.

YOU SHOULD HAVE OUR NUMBER 2639 IN THREE

..& & * 5

m^k-^ki

WALL PAPER

OR FOUR OF THE MOST POPULAR COLORS-PANEL
BORDER—WITH CORNER AND FILLER TO MATCH.
THE BORDER DESIGN ON THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS

A HALF TONE REPRODUCTION OF No. 2639. WE WILL
SEND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION. THE TRADE ONLY
SUPPLIED.

LIMITEDSTAUNTONS TORONTO

mmmmmmm0** K̂fjF**

The China and Japan

* Silk Co., Limited

Silks

Mattings

Fancy Goods

Special lines

of

Lacquer Boxes

Table Covers

Call and

See

Our

Samples

All the latest importations

from

CHINA
and

JAPAN

Toronto Yokohama Montreal

77 Bay 177 Yamashttacho 290 St. James St.
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DOWN COMFORTERS
WOOL COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, Etc.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. FEATHERS BOUGHT.

The TORONTO FEATHER & DOWN CO., Limited

74 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO.
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HINTS TO DEALERS.

NK\ EB show your papers side by side without con-

sidering thai the effect of one may counteract the

effect of the other. Arrange your display artistic-

ally. The object of window dressing in some businesses

i- simply to make a striking display regardless of artistic

arrangement. A proper harmony must be considered in

wall paper.

Frequent changes are sessary. In the tirsl place you

cannot let the paper lose its freshness by leaving it in

the bright glare of the sunlight, and secondly you must get

variety in this way rather than by showing much at a

time. A good plan is to show only two or three good

papers at a time. Tn this case you can show a suitable

border and give a fair idea of the appearance of the

paper when hung on the wall.

i apers with "lossy surfaces present the greatest diffi-

culty in a window display. Be careful not to have the

light shine on them so as to produce, a glary effect

Educate your customers up to buying a better class of

paper. Every dealer has to keep lines of very cheap

paper, but the price forbids any good profit. It is in the

higher grade papers that the real profit lies. These grades

can be sold in most cases if they are shown in compari-

son with the poorer qualities. It doesn't require any

argument to show the difference between a cheap and a

more expensive article. For the better rooms of a house

particularly, the better paper can be sold with very little

urging.

Great care in buying is necessary to prevent accumulat-

ing a lot of old styles and small odds and ends. Keep
the stock moving, even it you have to mark down some

slow-selling lines iery low.

WALL PAPER AND TEMPERAMENT.

'I"' III-! coloring on walls affects people to a certain dc-

1 gree, and all are conscious of it; but it is seldom

taken seriously if the color is a pretty one, and the

design on the paper not too obstreperous. Onl\ the most

sensitive mortals have ever noticed the baneful or good

effects of certain tints on themselves and on their fig-nds,

and have made a study of the -colors applied to the home
walls.

It goes without saying that the most restful wall

paper is of one tint, without anv pattern. Nervous peo-

ple should dispense with all decoration, and confine them-

selves to a paper of uniform coloring.

Red is more irritating to the nerves than any other

color. It is, however, excellent for people who lack cour-

age or confidence in themselves.

Dirty browns and drabs are exceedingly depressing to

a sensitive spirit, while a good, clear, rich brown will be

found quieting and soothing to the much harassed man or

woman.

Sage-green, not too dark, is said to be excellent for

nervous people. A very depressed person will find in a

room papered in a clear, but not too vivid, yellow, ex-

hilaration and self-confidence.

Pale blues are soothing and delightful to the ene.

luknk

Cotton Comforters
AST year, the Trade complimented us

^ on our tine designs and values-

genuine compliments— big orders. This

year's range is ahead of last in choicer

designs, better workmanship and better

values.

U/E have had "20 years', experience in

** selecting coverings and manufac-

turing Bed Quilts. We aim at making
each year better than the last, and we
are doing it.

DON'T MAKE THE MISTAKE OF PLACING ORDERS WITHOUT SEEING OUR RANGE.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
Successors to

(The Alaska Feather and Down Co Limited
(The Toronto Bedding Co. Limited

MONTREAL

-FACTORIES AT-

TORONTO WINNIPEG 2H?IvSa
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" The Independent Mills
"

NOW-
Mr. Wallpaper Man

IF YOU HAVEN'T placed your
Spring Order IT WILL PAY you
to Have one of our salesmen show
you our line before doing so.

IF YOU HAVE you will require

some new goods, and YOU CAN*
AFFORD to be without the Menzie

Papers.

They sell on their merits—and will

compare favorably with anything

on the market.

Write for Sample BooKs,— or for

our Salesman to call.

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.
98 KING ST. W., TORONTO, CAN. Limited
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CANADIAN IMPORTS.
Earthenware and China.

Tl 1 1-; imports of earthenware and china into Canada

show a big increase in the lasi five years. In L900

the total imports amounted in value to $966,254.

This has shown an increase each year till ii reached the

high total last year of $1,606,343. Canada receives over

four times as much <»i' this class of ware from Greal

Britain as from any other country. Last year Germany

captured second place from the United States for the tirst

time since 1901. Japan and Austria-Hungary, although

their exports to Canada are still comparatively small, are

nevertheless making ureal advances. Japan sends us

three times as much earthenware now as she did five years

ago. The amount of tine china which comes direct from

fiance is also increasing, bul its total is small com-

pared to that from Germany, scarcely one third.

Glassware.

In glassware last year, for the first time in five years.

Greal Britain has taken first place. For a long time the

United States and Belgium fought for the lead, with

Great Britain a considerable distance behind. However,

last year saw a falling off in the exports to Canada from

both Belgium and the United States, while Great Britain

increased her exports very materially. Germany, which

was rapidly advancing to the tirst rank as a source for

Canadian glassware, apparently suffered a crushing blow

in the surtax, as the imports from that country dropped,

off more than one third. These figures would go to show

that Great Britain is not losing her grip in commercial

matters to the extent that her own manufacturers have

been claiming. In both the eases cited she has out-

stripped her competitors, even where they had a big lead

up to within the last two or three years. Moreover, her

supremacy has been won not only through the decrease

in the exports of other countries, hut also through the

posit ive increase in her own.

BRING GOODS FORWARD.

0\ the prospect of an early Spring, china and glassware

should lie brought to the front. They provide all

the requisites for a good active sale. The profits ale

lain 1
' and the goods attractive. A few dollars, covering

a number ot assortments, will allow the advertising man
to talk "ear-load lots of special bargains, made possible

through a fortunate purchase," and the spread will back

up the assei lion.

This class of goods, above ali others, depends for its

sale on Us attracting the fancy of the shopper. A cus-

fomer does not go into a store usually to buy a piece of

china or glassware. She goes in to buy a piece of cotton

or a paper of pins, and the china and glassware must be

displayed so attractively as to force her to buy them.

There are so many little novelties in glassware. The

advantage, too, of these novelties, is that they are usu-

ally more or less useful. If your trade will stand it,

put in stock two or three little pieces of cut-glass. You

may work up quite a profitable business in this line. It

pays big profits. It sets off, too, your whole display.

Then there are pretty olive dishes, and rose bowls and

countless little articles, all of which it is easy to con-

vince a customer are necessary, if they are only attrac-

tive. Anticipate demand by suggesting the need. That

is the way nine-tenths of the sales in this department

are made.

S

I
%Cheap Pillows

We have added largely to the machinery used in our Feather Department
machines specially constructed for us, and not duplicated elsewhere in the

world. The result is that we are able to take feather waste which formerly

went into the furnace, and convert it into good pillow stock, approaching
the softness of down. In this way we are enabled to offer

A Good Serviceable Pillow at a Price

lower than anything ever offered before totheCanadian trade,and a pillow, price

considered, decidedly superior to anything being imported. I nquiries solicited.

Batting Comforters
We have many new lines to offer for the Spring Trade, very attractive

patterns, and much superior to anything shown heretofore to the Canadian
Trade. Samples and quotations on request.

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited

40-42 Melinda St.. Toronto. 524=530 Sussex St., Ottawa.
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IT DEPENDS ON YOU
To make a success this year of your

WALL PAPER
DEPARTM EN T

In our modest way we like to think
we have placed in your hands the right

goods to that end and such advertising

help as you required to give the fact

publicity. Don't wait for the Spring Trade
to come to you,

GO AFTER IT NOW
There are heaps of W. P. Jobs waiting to

be stirred up, incidentally look through

your sample book and note those grades

and colorings you feel you will be short

of, let us have the memo.

WE WILL DO THE REST

the Watson, Foster Co.
MONTREAL Limited
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N
() more interesting process could be imagined

than thai employed in the manufacture of tin-

tlic decorated silk labels to be found now-a-

days on about every article of wearing ap-

parel. To many, it will be news to learn,

thai these labels are ".Made in Canada," yet they are

being manufactured in this country by the mile and verj

serviceable and pretty ones at that.

The illustration on this page shows where silk labels

are being, woven by the Canadian Silk Company, Limited,

in their factorj on Adelaide street west, Toronto. The
big looms, of which there ate lt>, are kept busy all day

long turning out the many different kinds of proprietary

labels, for which there has come to be an immense de-

chine attached to the loom. As the machinery operates

the design cards pass through the .Jaequard and by

means ot a myriad of threads called the "Harness" (ap-

parently a hopeless tangle, but really each thread in its

place) connect with the loom proper and govern the weav-

ing of the material.

The silk as received in the factory, comes from New

York or England, already dyed, in the skein. It is first

wound on bobbins, the silk for filling being wound fiom

these to quills, which are placed in the shuttles. The
warps art' made on a sort ot' miniature Ferris wheel, from

which they are transferred to the beams which feed the

yarn into ihe loom. The labels, of course, come out m
long strips. After coming off the loom, they are picked

.ETUHiNU

VIAR 9 190

Interior of Factory of Canadian Silk Company, Limited.

m.Hid in Canada. Though the company have only been m
operation a year, they have been greatly encouraged bj

the reception their goods have met with. They are being

patronized h\ a great many o! the largest manufacturing

and commercial interests in Canada, who naturally prefer

.in excellenl home product on the spot to the delays at-

tendant on seeming foreign-made labels.

The making of the designs and the adaptation of them
to the process of manufacture are full of interest. The
.11 list prepares his design on a huge sheet of specially

prepared ruled paper, on which he paints in the required

lettering, etc From this sheet the card cuttei perforates

the design in strips ol cardboard These are joined into

,iii endless belt, which is inserted into the Jaequard m.i

over and the imperfect ones removed. Then tbev are run

through a finishing machine and wound in bolts or belts.

To watch the loom as it weaves intricate patterns with

the precision of clock-work is indeed an absorbing occupa-

tion. No exhibit last rear in the Process Building of the

Toronto Exhibition attracted and interested a greatei

crowd than the loom elected there by the Canadian Silk

Co., which produced, in silk, pictures of a Black Watch

bandsman. The latter gncs a ven fail idea of the capa-

city of the machines, so far as intricacj of design is con-

rerned Foul colors can be used, which admit of a large

variation in pattern. Resides silk labels, the company

male cotton labels, dress belts, shoe lacings, silk calen-

n.ii s and ot her no\ cities.

'
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Window Shades
Special attention and promptness with all orders

has put us ahead so fast in the Window Shade

Trade that we believe we would surprise Canadian

buyers. You are invited to send in your enquiries

for our Catalogue, or for our Traveller to call upon

you. We please others and can please you.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
OFFICES: .

681, 683, 685 Craje St.. Montreal

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en-

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents • The Richard L. Baker Co , 60 Yonge St-, Toronto, Ont.

^ CARPETS j&
WE HAVE VERY BEST VALUES IN and CAN SHIP PROMPTLY.

WILTONS SQUARES IN- LINOLEUMS
BRUSSELS VELVET OILCLOTHS
VELVETS TAPESTRY JAPANESE MATTINGS
TAPESTRIES WOOL CHINA MATTINGS
INGRAINS UNION RUGS
JUTES JUTE MATS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LETTER ORDERS.

IMPERIAL CARPET CO., n Front, st,. e., Toronto

THREE GOOD LINES
A. E. Adams & CO.

LEICESTER
Lock-stitch Hose, 10-folcl

Knees, 6-fold Ankles

We have been appointed
agents for

Robt.Watson&Sons
LURGAN, IRELAND

Manufacturers of Linen

Handkerchiefs

We also represent

Alfred Darbyshire & Co.

MANCHESTER
Novelties in

Cotton Linings, Sateens,

etc., etc.

WHOLESALE ONLY

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.

301 St. James Street, Montreal

33 Melinda Street, - Toronto

a

White Linen Suitings
made from

Old Bleach

Linens
have a lustre and appearance

known to no other linens. They

drape perfectly, because they

are soft and without chemical

>>

dressing or stick)- matter. They

are particularly adapted to em-

broider)- or drawn-work, warp

and woof beintr of the same yarn.

Trade Mark " Old Bleach " on every yard
Rook et on Ike care of linens sent on request

R. H. COSBIE,

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto
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THE SPRING TRADE.

THE Spring is upon us. From now lill Easter

business will hum. It is no small advantage

to have Easter as late as it is this year. It

leaves greater time to the milliner and dress-

maker to prepare their Spring finery. Of

course, it is impossible to get some people to place their

orders before the last possible moment, but it should be

every di ygoodsman's aim to have the work spread

over the. next six weeks as evenly as possible.

The season of Spring offers advantages to the mer-

chant which no other season equals. All Winter the rough

weather has been an excuse for people to wear hats and

garments, the newness and freshness of which has dis-

appeared. The shedding of cold weather coats shows up

the skeletons in the regular apparel. These perennial

conditions make the present time the great season for

naw clothing.

The Sunny Weather.

And then the sunny weather of Spring has an exhilar-

ating effect. It not only invites, it compels one to get

out in the open air. The same spirit which inspires the

Spring poet to break forth into song, moves the ordinary

mortal to clad himself in gladsome apparel and add his

splendor to that of his surroundings.

The Drygoodsman's Opportunity.

The drygoodsman and furnisher must make the most

of his opportunity. The frame of mind of his customers

is right. The seasonable goods are naturally bright and

attractive. It only remains for him to make his par-

ticular stock appeal to the public. How is he to do it?

Forceful, persistent advertising will do much. Attractive

window displays of the best things in Spring styles will

create a hunger in the mind of the passer-bv for some-

thing along the line shown. Concise, telling show cards

are very effective. The progressive salesman will use all

these methods in keeping his name and goods in the public

eye. Above all, the advertisement, the show cards, the

windows of the reallv successful dealer will be honest and

straightforward. He should never induce a customer to

enter his store only to be disappointed. No one likes to

think that he has been deceived. Lost confidence is hard

to regain.

EDUCATE THE CLERKS.

SPRING lines arc nearing completion in every retail-

er's store. The proprietor, who is doubtless the

buyer, or at least the overseer, among the majority

of Review leaders, has, or should have, a thorough know-

ledge of the new materials, styles, etc., in the range of

new Spring arrivals in the store. However, often there

is but meagre instruction, or none at all, given the clerks

who are handling these goods. There are two main rea-

sons for the ignorance of clerks. It mav be the fault of

the firm in its negligence to instruct, or il may be the

poor absorptive quality of the clerks. In either case, the

firm is at fault in not insisting on closer understanding

of the goods.

The passing around of The Review will help a good

deal, but nothing can equal personal instruction Many
stoies MilTci through the clerks' ignoranpe The

writei has often seen clerks consult the "boss" on a
simple question asked by customers. These are not
isolated instances. If the proprietor has not the ready

information it is up to him to acquire it and impart it

to his clerks.

In this way clerks will be a material aid in getting

up special sales, and there should be no serious difficulty

in acquiring a reputation for being a specialist in some-
thing you carry in stock. This is (be secret of attracting

trade to the store.

NECESSARY ACCESSORIES.

MANY good stores, doing a good business and con-

sidered unimpeachable in every way. are careless

concerning small things. Typewriters, for instance,

lend a dignity to the firm which is often ignored. Many
merchants fail to recognize the importance of rubber
stamps. They are not expensive, and if the merchant
once realizes how convenient they are, he will discover a

a number of ways in which they can help him. He needs

one in facsimile of his signature, and stamps for re-

ceipts, etc. Carbon hooks are needed when giving orders

to manufacturers or jobbers and for making claims for

loss or shortage. Travelers hate "to use these books, bu1

it should be insisted upon. It is, perhaps, unnecessary

to state that a copy of every letter sent out should be

made. Think about the office accessories.

STORE CHANGES.

NOW is the accepted time for changes in the arrange-

ment for retail stores, as the coming1 season is at

hand, and if these changes are not made in a short

time the rush of another season's business will begin, and

then the renovations will have to be delayed for several

months. The past season has perhaps demonstrated that

the store could be arranged to better advantage, or is too

small to accommodate the volume of business.

A little careful planning will relieve the first condi-

tion, and. in the last, if care is given to the proper classifi-

cation of the stock and the arrangement of departments.

the crowded conditions can be relieved to a 2reat extent,

and the capacity of the establishment accordingly 'in-

creased.

Tn a good many stores it is recognised that changes are

necessary, but through a '* penny wise and pound foolish ,:

policy procrastination is practised. Let such methods lie

abandoned.

Interior Arrangements.

Now is the time for " fixing up the store." There is a

refreshing influence about "cleaning up." A clean.

bright store gives brightness to your merchandise, infuses

brightness into all who enter the store, and induces them

to come again.

Tf the paint has not the flush of brightness see that

the painter pets to work. If the lighting arrangement is

not good, throw it out. If the merchandise is right no-

thing is more useful than a radiant, brilliant shower of

light.

A slight change in the arrangement of the fixtures gives

an air of newness to the store, and when doing this don't

forget the probable furniture. Have chairs and stools in

a condition fit to be used in your own home, even though

they cost a little more. There may be an opportunity to

improve the appearance of the floor in many departments

with an occasional rug. Let these details be attended to.
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PARASOLS and

UMBRELLAS
Immediate Delivery

The handles here illustrated are selected from our best selling ranges in low priced goods. Any handle may be

ordered by itself, or if left to us, we will send an assortment in each case which will be sure to please.

OUR ONA/IM MANUFACTURE
SfTpRNED

\9 5

Our entire range covers prices from $4.50 to $80.00 per doz.

BWRNED

We show many qualities in Coverings ; here are five of them :

Number B, Fast Black A ustria. Numbers C, D and E, Fast Black Mercerized A ustria ; and Numbers Fand G, Gloria Silk

Ladies'— A few special quotations ; handles as illustrated above. —Men's
Handles Coverings Handles Coverings

Numbers B C D E F G Numbers B C D E F G
1-2-3 $6.5o\ 10 $6.50 $7.50

4-5-6 S7.50 S9.00 11 - 12 $7.50 $8.50

7-8-9 &10.50 \$11.00 $12.00 13 - 14 - 15 $9.00 $10.50 $11.50 $12.50

1 Q 1 3 g M r r3m 6 S nu
e
mb%% here 'quoted.

16 - 17 $11.OO $12. OO
|

$13.OO

18 $11.50 $12.50 $13.50

GORDON, MACKAY
Oor. F-ron-t and Bay Sts., TORONTO

&C0.
LIMITED
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[

THAT WILL

WEAR
FOR FALL I905

Our travellers are now on the road with a full

range of Winter lines of Elastic Ribbed Underwear

for Ladies, Men and Children.

MANUFACTURED BY

The

Watson Mfg. Co.
Limited

PARIS, ONTARIO

HOSIERY I

I
W it

I
3>

ROYAL OAK" BRAND

*.

BRANTFOHO " SOSIEHY - " COMPA«V~J

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THEIR ROUTES WITH

I Cashmere Samples for Fall 1905.

i
35

NO BUYERS CAN AFFORD TO MISS SEEINli
OUR SPLENDID RINGS'.

The Brantford Hosiery Co.
BRANTFORD, CANADA.

-r
LIMITED

THIS IS THE TIME
YOU ARE PLACING VOIR FALL ORDERS.

BUY THE

"TIGER BRAND"

Underwear

TIGER BRAjgD.

AND

EIDERDOWN
GARMENTS

MANUFACTURED BY

The Gait Knitting Co.,
GALT,

HCCLI SO N B l KNv
r DlUKl'fHV,
.1 A. MlRRAY.
R-RVCF & Co .

- ONT. LIMITED

Toronto
Montreal

Sussex, N.B
Winnipeg and Vancouver.
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

UM)r.h'\VEAK jobbers at present are chiefly con-

cerned in getting complete exertion of the

orders they placed last year for spring under-

wear. The perplexing conditions of underwear

affairs in general last year are not repeated.

There are no serious disappointments between

mill and .jobber. and jobber and retailer. Ke-

tailers will have goods on time unless rail-

ways continue blocked. Trade gossip is unani-

mous that scarcity will not be apparent this year. When

deliveries are slow, jobbers by a little effort can hurry

supplies. There are as yet no lower prices, and none are

anticipated in must quarters. Many dealers are now in

the market making belated purchases at early figures.

Spring medium weights are the current object of re-

nin selling in some quarters where the backbone of winter

has been broken. For several Fall and Spring seasons

renewed interest has been manifested in these medium

weights. Unseasonable weather phases have worked

against them for several years, and many retailers still

regard them as " shelf warmers." Satisfactory move-

ments in heavy goods seem to have made room for them,

and they are already on view in city retail trade. Grays

and naturals lead, with a good showing of heavy bal-

briggans.

Current Trade.

Underwear has suffered no severe depletion of the

profit side at retailers' bauds this year. Clearance

sales of underwear were continued throughout

February, but these rush sales were usually on low lines,

or fragmentary lots closed out by .jobbers, and odd sizes

not in popular demand. One house did a good busin -

on travelers' samples.

Improvements in Spring Lines.

The underwear jobber's selling capacity of the current

moment remains in his retail summer interest. All lines

since the beginning of the retailer's buying season have
received attention in this column. Light summer stuff

has been successful in lisles. balbriggans, merinos. The
linen mesh weaves have done well. Short sleeves and
trunk drawers for men are in the same phase of success.

Improved methods of manufacture are spoken of by
city retailers interviewed. Underwear has little to do
with fashion, and quality and reliable manufacture are
the chief points emphasized. Branded goods are well
liked by retailers, as they are never on the level of trash,

which is unsatisfactory to all concerned. The guarantee
of the manufacturer is an aid in successful retailing.

Women's low lines of ribbed garments are improving.
Manufacturers. b< lb. domestic and foreign, are striving to

make good goods, upon which they can build a reputation.

Trimmings are better than ever, and correct sizing is more

general. Hand-finished goods are more prevalent. Com-

bination suits are growing in favor.

City retailers include fancy summer garments among

their premature displays of medium weights. This gives

color effect. Mercerized goods in solid shades ( >f blue,

tan, pink and hello are early arrivals displayed in the

city emporiums.

Unsettled Fleece Condition.

i . derwear jobbers, as buyers, are still making' arrange-

ments for the winter 1905-0, although staple lines have

been shown to the trade during February, and many lines

Mtart out this month. Prices are. as advised in this

column long agio, firm and slightly higher on underwear

w'here wool enters, and easier where cotton is a part. A
marked line, like cotton fleeces, is causing a good deal of

attention. Jobbers are generally showing the staple

branded men's line at $4.80 with the usual discounts.

Travelers report that retailers are in a rather unreceptive

mood at this figure. Lighter weight lines are offered at

$4.65. The supply of the latter comes from only two

si urces. and docs not much evcPed 1 " '"" <Vzp.n with al-

ways doubtful deliveries. This snr'-'v will seen be t-iken

up. There is a fee'ing in some circles that the $4.SO line

win close the season at $4.75. but this is by no means

uniform. Speculators will probably take $4.50 net on case

lots, and trust to fill in orders with American lines if the

•t-K_.) line shows no decrease.

It is self-evident thai the mills are running on close

margins at $4.25, and it is doubtful if lower prices are

available for Fall. At all events, retailers should place

rieece orders now to insure delivery, as this waiting policy

is sure to create an enormous demand during June, July

and August which mills will net anticipate.

A shrewd buyer has this to say regarding the fleece

markets: " Top shirts for Kail are available at the low-

level current two years ago. Cotton fleeces must follow

the lead of cotton shirts in time, but it looks doubtful for

this year. it is inevitable for next season, however. I

have not covered yet, although travelers are showing-

samples. American fleeces are shown here at $3.25 and

boys' lines as low as $1.80, which shows the trend of the

market. The price here seems steady at $4.25. Even if

we buy former $3.50 cotton top shirts at $3.90 fleeces are

not sure to follow. It is a delicate problem."

The old days of fleeces around $2.85 seem out of the

question, as poor fleeces are bad property at any figure,

and the demand is for at least a 50c garment.

A very heavy merino (mostly cotton) retailing at $1.00

per suit is doing well in the Maritime Provinces, and to

some extent takes the place of fleeces. Ontario is not

tailing strong hold of fleeces except in certain districts.

(Quebec and the West are as good as ever. A fleece gar-

ment after a winter's wear is by many used as a summer
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Coming Your Way.

Our travelers are so busy taking orders from
regular customers that we can't tell just how
many new ones they will see.

But—we do want YOU to see

Stanfield's
" UNSHRINKABLE "

"TRURO KNIT"

Underwear
You can't help but appreciate all the niceties

of fabric, fit and finish that are so conspicu-
ous in STANFIELD'S UNDERWEAR.
Then—there's the Stanfield GUARANTEE of
" money back if it shrinks," thut wins every
customer's confidence.

Just to make sure that our travelers will

reach you in time, drop us a line saying you
will look over the new samples.

THE TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO.,

^
LIHITED,

T R U R o . m . s

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR

>»

MAPLE LEAF" BRAND

A

HOSE. HALF HOSE,
OVER HOSE AND
FINE MITTS.

4
I

Maple Leaf li i .. nii

We respectfully ask you to see the same before placing for FhII 190 i.

Prompt Deliveries. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted,

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO,
J. E LEWITT. Manager BBt'dl89S GODERICH, ONT.

SELLING HQENTS
McOLUNG fc BURNS, \ L. GILPIN, WHITE k WILSON,

117 Wellington HI W 22 Victoria Oh mbtrs, si Stephen S.B.,
Toronto. Ont. 232McGillSt., Montreal.Que Fbi Maritime Provinces

GERHARDT, BANLEY ft \l \< KAY, Boj 36; Winnipi
Foi Manitoba N w T and Bril ish C<

halbriggan. Fleeces as yei show no loss in the aggregate,

although merino lines are being prrdrced p< a competing
gure.

Gcod Lines in Demand for Fall,

yuality, often meaning branded lines, is more than

sver in demand for Pall. For staple lines the cry from

retailers used to be. " What is the best at $4.50?" This
bas changed to " What's the best at from $f> to $6.5(3, to

retail at 75c? The same principle holds good in

women's as well as men'- lines. There is nothing

startling in Fall lines now open. Mills find it hard to

evolve new numbers*.

As predicted, the season on wool lines has been short.

and duplicates are not considered. One firm speaks of

booking an older at 5 p.m.. and a telephone message at i5

advised the withdrawal of prices. Lines at $4..">0 are very

searce. Ittany hues have been kept at the same figures

with a reduction in quality. Often the wool is so well

carded that the difference is not noticeable. A Scotch

knit line at $3.9U was raised to $4.25. This shows the

linn tendency. Orders should be placed early for

maximum quantities.

Blouses and Sweaters.

Retailers have had good business in blouses and
sweaters, and lines are well cleared at regular prices.

I. louses now being shown the trade for Fall are of excep-

tional merit. The range of knitted novelties is larger

than ever, and styles indicated last month are but con-

lirnied. All colors and combinations are shown with white

leading.

Prices on many hues of sweaters are withdrawn, which

-hows the firm tendency. A high-class line of double knit

sweaters for Fall is jobbing around $21.50. Plain black

and gray grounds with red and green collar and cuffs re-

spectively are attract i'- Plain grays, although hard to

get, are doing well. In exclusive lines plain whites in

various fancy elastic weaves are leaders. Neatness is the

desideratum.

Hosiery.

In the ladies hosiery field, as long ago indicated, color

is king for Spring. Every conceivable shade is represented.

Tans and the new biscuit shade go well. Blues, greens,

reds and white are in better demand. Lace hosiery is

-h ng'hening. uome of the effects approach real works

of art. Embroidered goods are seen in early retail dis-

plays. Color i fl'c'- i red mMiate, hut self-colored work is

seen. In lower grades ornateness seems to count for a

i od deal.

Men's. goods show a predominance of ew>hrHdered

lines, and a lesser showing' of lace hose. Tans and copper

-hades are good. The tastes of local trade must he cnn-

siuered in adopting some of the new effects. c-,:
' "iants

are being rapidly pushed forward, but houses are in a

position to stand a good volume of repeats.

Samples of Fall staple lines are now on the road,

"i am prices have been withdrawn from the mills, and

wool hose are stiff. The moral is buy early for full re-

quirements on all lines shown.

A KNITTED GOODS DISPLAY.

A February display which was most attractive and

gained widespread publicity was thai of the Jaeger pure
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Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEM THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

AND UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWE AR.
'A

EILDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS—

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFAC I ION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SlYLE.

ILDOIM
OUR LEADING LINE

Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with anv other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Makers:

FACTORY: HAWICK, N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.

Montreal Representatives TPR^^ Toronto Representative!

J. t_ VA/OODS, tImCM A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
214- CORISTINE BUILDING Htlfl MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA
PATTERSON & RUHFUS,

Flinders Lane, MELBOURNE
Wynyard 9treet, SYDNEY.

SOUTH AFRICA
G. T DOWELL,

JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN.
EGYPT

MACDONALD & CO.. CAIRO

PARIS
C. COHADE.

CONSTANTINOPLE
G STRATI.
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The Stratford
Knitting Co., Limited

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

BEAVER BRAND
RECISTEP

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
For Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex, N.B.

If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the

best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling — uniform prices throughout
the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

The Trad
of purity

NOTE

e Mark is a genuir

l-RADE/^k MARK

e guarantee

and quality

IT

Price List and full particulars as to terms, etc

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY.
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

wool, St. Catherine street, Montreal. A complete outfit

of heavy underwear, rugB, etc., tastefully arranged, was
explained by a card at the front <>f the window, reading
" These garments are part of I lie outfit supplied by Dr.

Jaegar's Sanitary Wool Co., London, to the National

Antartic Expedition, s.s. " Discovery," Captain Scott.

K.N. Ke-purcbased on return of the expedition from the

farthest South. Testimonials from Captain Scott bad a

place at either side of the window. A newspaper clipping

(.n the front card contained a notice of the sale of the

s.s. •' Discovery." The advertising value of such an event

is self evident.

COMMON KNIT GOODS TERMS DEFINED.
Balbnggan—Named for the town Balbriggan. Ireland,

in 1S45. Was first applied to full-fashioned hosiery made
from unbleached cotton. About 1860 the name was ap-

plied to knit underwear of the same material. Originally

it was used only on high-class goods, but it now covers

everything in light-weight flat underwear made of yarn

stained to the shade of Egyptian cotton.

Uasnmere— \\ hen applied to hosiery or underwear

means goods made of fine worsted yarn spun from Saxony
or other soft wools.

Double Sole, Heel and Toe— Means an extra thread

added to hosiery at points mentioned. Strictly speaking.

" double " applies only to single-thread goods.

English Foot — A stocking having two scams in the

foot, one on each side of the sole.

Flat Underwear— A term applied to under garments

knitted in plain stitch.

Fleece-Lined A term applied to a variety of heavy-

weight under garments knitted with three threads—

namely, face yarn, backing yarn and a third thread of

yarn tying the face and back together. The heavy nap or

fleece is produced by running the cloth through wire rolls,

called britsliers. (Note— The term fleece-lined is often

misapplied to ordinary single-thread underwear which has

been run through the brushing machine for the purpose

of raising a light nap on the inner surface.)

French Foot— Stockings so-called because they differ

from the English loot in that it has only one seam, and

that in the centre of the sole.

Fuli-i'astiioned— Underwear or hosiery finished with

Hat seams having selvage edges throughout and knit in

flat, separate sections upon machines which automatically

drop the requisite number of stitches at various points to

make the garments conform to the natural shape of the

log, foot or body.

Gauge— Applied to the number of meshes or wales to

the inch in underwear or hosiery. For example, a

Hi-gauge Tahric will have 16 wales or ribs to the inch.

Lisle Thread- I sed in the manufacture of hosiery or

underwear, and so called because made of a long, staple

cotton, combed and hard-twisted, after which it is run

through a llame in order lo hum off the peach-like fuzz

always to he seen on other yarns made from cotton.

Maco Foot—A term applied to hosiery, the foot of

which is composed wholly of unbleached yam, while the

leu is ft I lack or color.

x«.aL0 (Makko) - Applied to hosiery or underwear made
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^\tR ty,

§F0
PURE WOOL.

Cartwrighi $ (Darners
LIMITED.

Loug'Hboroug'n, England,

Manufacturers of ^^^mb*.

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, Melinda St., Toronto.

« >>

Old Bkacb

Cinetis
LOOK better,
FEEL better,
WASH better,
WEAR better,

AND

ALTOGETHER GIVE BETTER
SATISFACTION

THAN ANY OTHER MAKE,

SEE THEM AND COMPARE
BEFORE BUYING.

TRADE

OLD BLEACH
mark ON EVERY YARD

R. H. COSBIE,

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto

Did it ever occur
to you

THAT UNDERWEAR HAS
CHARACTER same as people

HENDAWECK

has a distinct individuality

and the more you get to know it, the more will you admire it,

and appreciate its sterling qualities.

Whether WOOL, SILK and WOOL, or SILK, there
is an excellence of quality in every garment, that
generates satisfaction, and establishes lasting
confidence.

SHIRTS, DRAWERS AND
COMBINATIONS, ETC.

JAMES HENDERSON & CO
Canadian Agent,

T. H. F0RL0NG
388 St. Paul St., Montreal

HAWICK, Scotland.
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Crescent /I

Hosiery and Underwear

&• Leonard
& dons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLINO. AdENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

THE
{ BRITISH AND BEST )-

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Specially made for Canadian dimate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark shoeing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article

EVICRY GARMENT GUARANTEED

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Aik your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.

mm,
UNSHRINKABLE

from pure Egyptian undyed *•< >t t < >n. The name is derived

from an Egyptian cotton planter who was called Ifaeo-

Bey.

Mercerized Tins term is applied to underwear or

in siery made from cut ton vain which has been i™>\e&

with caustic soda and sulphuric acid, and when knitted

u)) produces a Strong fabric of added weight, imparting a

suK-like luster.

Merino — A name applied to hosiery or underwear made
of part cotton and part wool mixed together. (Note—
The woid merino on a box label is often misleading, as it

frequently happens thai goods so called are composed
wholly ol cotton.)

Mesh Underwear -All knit underwear cloth is mesh
in varying degree, but the common application of the

term means a woven or knitted fabric having a net-like

appearance.

Plated—A term applied to hosiery or underwear hav-
ing a face of one material and the back of another; for

instance, a garmenl having a wool face and cotton back
is called plated. The face may also be of one color and
the back of another, both of the same material.

Printed Low-grade fancy stockings on which the de-

sign is placed by a printing process are called printed

hosiery.

rnree-quarter Hose-A variety of ribbed-top stockings

made for children and reaching nearly to the knees.

Trunk Length— Applied to women's hosiery midway be-

tween ordinary and opera length, and which is usually
widened gradually above the knee.

Twin Needle—Referring to a double row of interlocked

machine stitching used for covering raw edges and seams
on knit underwear.

Union or Combination Suit— Is a style of underwear
ccmbinihg the upper and nether garment knitted in one
piece.

SPIDER-SPUN SILK.

7 HE question has been raised of the commercial possi-

bilities of the webs of spiders as a substitute for
silk in woven fabrics. A piece of fabric 18 yards

long by 18 inches wide was exhibited in Paris in 1900 and
was of a fine shimmering golden-yellow color.

The great difficulty to be overcome is in winding off

the thread from the insect by some mechanical process.

It is done by confining them in small boxes, with thejir

abdomens alone protruding. The T'.S. consul at Mada-
gascar describes the process:

" Native girls do the work. Each one has a straw

basket at her side every morning tilled with live spiders.

and another basket to receive them after they have been

wound off. One dozen are locked in at a time, the ends

of their webs are drawn out. collected into one thread,

which is passed over a metal hook, and the reel is set in

motion by a pedal. So soon as an insect gives out no

more web it is replaced without stopping the wheel, and

later on carried back to the park, where it requires nine or

ten days before being ready for a second operation. The

COSl of this silk web is high: 55, 00(1 yards of 10 strands in

thickness weigh only 2~i grams (386 grains'!, which, calcu-

Iating the time and labor of procuring and preparing it.

brings it up to $40 a pound.
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Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

"CEETEE"
UNDERWEAR

that shrinks. It JS absolutely Unshrinkable. This brand

will please the most particular customers. It is so different

from other kinds. It is full-fashioned and perfect-fitting—is

soft as velvet— lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior

to imported goods. It is made in India Gauze, medium and

heavy weights, Silk and Wool, Worsted, Lambs' Wool and

Merino. Every garment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Ribbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905, are up to

date. New Lines, New Trimmings.

Our Representative will call on you shortly*

™G TURNBULL m. limited

GALT, ONT., CANADA

6 r
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MANITOBA
DRY GOODS TRADE

M
Office of The Die Goods kk\ taw,

515 Mclntyru Block, Wiuni]je(;, Man.

ILLINERY openings in Winnipeg are to be

held during the second week of the month,

commencing on the 7th, and, consequently,

they are too late to be described in this

issue. At time of writing, the heads of the

local houses are away seeking new ideas, and stocks in

the warehouses are by no means complete. Every in-

dication points to successful openings, an account of

which will appear in the April issue.

* *
*

General trade in wholesale dry goods has been very

brisk, bul the wholesale houses now find themselves be-

tween seasons. Except for a few sorting orders, the

Spring trade is now practically over, although many
deliveries are yet to be made. From the salesman's point

of view the season is over, and, although something is

heard thus early of Fail goods, there are very few samples

here yet, and the retail trade are not ready yet for Fall

Inning. Trade is now in the between seasons' inertia,

and there is not much of interest to note.
* *

*

Perhaps the topic in which both wholesalers and re-

tailers are most interested at present is the slowness of

collections throughout the whole West. People are always
interested in what affects their pockets, and certain it is

that the tightness of money and the number of renewals

asked for, is the principal topic of conversation in whole-

sale circles these days. it was also discussed at the

recent meeting of the Retail Merchants' Association of

Western Canada, a body which met in Winnipeg for

organization purposes during the Bonspiel.

It was argued at that meeting that this system of

long credits is the most serious problem with which the

Western merchant has to deal. A dry goods merchant
present pointed out that it was the one problem of the

dry goods man with which the Association was com-

petent to deal. It would be a difficult, perhaps impos-

sible, undertaking to arrange prices in the dry goods trade

in' view of the rapidity with which styles change and the

consequent necessity of special sales in order to clear out

unsold stock. But the* system of long credits was one

with which the Association could deal and with which
l he individual could not. It was hard for any one mer-

chant to make strict rules in regard to the giving of

credits when such action might result in offending some
of his best customers and driving them to a rival store.

Hut what one merchant could not do might be accom-
plished by the united action of the great majority.

*

The remedy proposed was an agreement among Western

merchants to close their books and render all accounts

on the first of November, and to insist upon either cash

or note in payment at that date. From Novembei hi

Mav no merchant entering into this agreement would give

any customer credit. In the present stage of the develop-

ment of the West, most merchants are of the opinion that

it is not practicable to insist upon an absolute cash

business. All classes depend upon the farmer, whose en-

tire income is ;derived from the sale of his annual crop

of wheat. Consequently, not only the farmer, but some
other classes have to be tided over the months preceding

the harvesl and the marketing of the crop. A cashsystem

being impossible, the Association considered 'he best

practicable compromise, and the scheme they recommended

contemplates a division of the year into two periods of

six months, m one of which credit is given and in the

othei of which business is conducted upon strictly

cash principles. Such a scheme meets the customer half

way and might secceed where a strictly cash system

would not.
• *

*

The objection is always open to such proposals that it

is next to impossible to secure the co-operation of all

merchants. Hut the situation is becoming very serious,

and it is admitted thai the individual merchant is not

competent to deal with it. As was pointed out by sev-

eial speakers at the meeting mentioned above, the situa-

tion is more serious than most merchants realize. Several

speakers asserted that they were compelled to give five

dollars' (credit now to one dollar four or live years ago,

and that, whereas formerly they were able to collect 85

or 90 per cent, of the amount upon their books at the

end of the year, they now found it impossible to collect

more than sixty per cent. The amount outstanding has

been growing larger ever year, and this is the general

experience of the Western retailer. The West has, so to

speak, all its eggs in one basket. Everything depends

upon the wheat crop. In case of a general failure in any

district, owing to frost, or hail, or drought, the local

merchants would be very hard hit. If they had their

accounts all in thev might be able to hang on for a year,

but with an ever-increasing amount of money on their

books, owed to them by their customers, failure would

stare the majority in the face. Plainly, the situation

demands action if any practicable scheme can be devised.

• •
*

There is another phase of the question, which would

also seem to make some effective action imperative.

Winnipeg, and through that citv the whole West, is being

invaded by Toronto's largest departmental store. It is

true that the Western merchant has already felt the effects

of the mail-order sales of Eastern departmental stores,

but the evil is bound to be aggravated when orders are

tilled in Winnipeg and the long delays, made necessary by
sending to Toronto, have disappeared. Not onlv the mer-

chants of Winnipeg, but those of the entire West, will feel

the effects of a more vigorous competition.

*

Were he not handicapped by his system of long credits

and burdened by resulting bad debts, which make it ne-

cessary for him to pay interest on renewals, the small

retailer would not have much to fear in his competition

with the departmental store. Hut, if, he has to wait for

his money while his big rival is paid cash, and if he must
allow for a certain proportion of bad debts while the big

store loses nothing in this way, he is handicapped indeed.

• *
*

These remarks bring us back to our starting point.

The individual merchant can do a little to remedy the

credit evil, but an association can do more. In the

newly-organized Retail Merchants' Association of Western

Canada the Western merchant has an organized body

which it is his dutv to support and through which he can

act effectively. The remedying of the credit evil is only

one matter which the Association can take up for the

benefit of the retailer. Others will naturally suggest

themselves to any merchant. The President of the Asso-

ciation, T. .1. Lawlor, of Killarney, or the Secretary.

A. T. Embree, of Boissevain, will furnish all information

to merchants who are interested.
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MONTREAL.

THE GREAT ASSORTING HOUSE

OF MONTREA L

All Depts. are now stocked with repeats of the best sellers.

We have also picked up the " very latest in new lines for

the assorting trade.

Our Carpet and Housefurnishing Dept. will be a busy one

this month shipping out the following goods :

Japan Mattings, to retail from 12/£c yd. up.

The newest patterns in Linoleums, all widths, including 16/4.

Lace Curtains and Curtain Nets, for windows and doors.

Tapestry and Chenille Curtains and Portieres.

Table Covers, in Chenille, a large range.

Fancy Tickings in Floral Designs.

Furniture Cretonnes and Chintzs.

SEE OUR TRAVELLERS' SAMPLES.
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fc-S5*ES&"»~Agency

60 Yonge St., Toronto.
Representing the following Leading Manufacturers :

S. Lennard & Sons,
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Crescent fl
^f?and \£

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Clinton

Knitting
Company,

Limited

CLINTON, ONT.
Manufacturers of

RIBBED WORSTED HOSIERY

Avon Hosiery, Limited
STRATFORD, ONT.

(Stratford on the Avon.)

Manufacturers of

Ribbed Worsted and Saxony Hose
and Half Hose,

FANCY KNITTED TOQUES.
Knitted Mitts and Gloves

for Girls, Boys, Women and Men.

Coupe Manufacturing
CO., DUNNVILLE, ONT. Llmitet'

Manufacturers of

Boys', Youths', Men's, Misses'
and Women's

RIBBED SWEATERS,
Also DOUBLE WORSTED TOQUES.

Late IMPERIAL KNITTING COMPANY.

Queen's Knitting Co.,
DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Manufacturers of

LADIES' GOLF JACKETS,

MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS,
MEN'S GOLF COATS.

*/. M. Eisenstuck,
CHEMNITZ,

SAXONY.
Manufacturer of

Women's, Children's and Men's

COTTON, LISLE and SILK HOSIERY

of all descriptions.

Soliciting a continuance
of your esteemed orders,

we are, yours truly,
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TIIK season for Summer nepkwear is opening up

in a manner that is supremely satisfactory to

the manufacturers, as travelers' trips with the

advance lines have been very successful. The

openings, too, have attracted an unusually

large number of buyers, and they have operated freely.

The lovely, bright weather we have been having has had

a quickening influence also, and the trade is in a receptive

mood when examining Spring stock. There is also an

unusual amount of novelty (hat comes as a refreshing

element, though there is just a little complaint here about

the shyness of the trade when it comes to taking up new
things. Of course, Mr. Merchant knows his trade and

just what it will stand for, but the new things are cer-

tainly what serve to draw attention to a department,

and, if for no other purpose, should be stocked in small

quantities and shown, for ten chances to one your cus-

tomers know of them and have seen cuts and descriptions

in the "ladies' papers."

A feature of the new neckwear is the strictly minor
part that silk plays in the makeup of the Spring line.

Indeed, with the exception of chiffon, the lines are almost
entirely confined to wash materials. Chiffon is too much
the vogue, and too soft and becoming a finish for the

neck to be excluded from the Spring line, and also, it is

too directly in accord with the feeling for soft sheer-

fabrics, and there are some exquisitely pretty stock shown
of chiffon. Chiffon always suggests jabot effects, and

/~S/i -,£?-;

NED
Ik 190*-

W^ ^7

New tabless stock with knife pleated frill, shown by

Rhys D. Fairbairn.

there are some very good styles in this class. The new-
est have the jabot of finely knife-pleated chiffon and
Valenciennes and they are longer and narrower. This is

to go with the vested coats and suits so universally
-Imwn tiiis Spring. The latest, however, is the stock
'hat comes to a deep point in front and lias a narrow
knife-pleating of chiffon or chiffon edged with narrow
Valenciennes and they are longer and narrower. This is

lower edge of the stock. This style of collar, without

the all-prevailing tab, is taking extremely well in New
York, as besides the fact that it is something new, it

has that element of success, without which no style lasts

Collar and Cuff Set in embroidered lace, shown by
Ladies' Wear, Limited.

long, yi,/.., becoiuingness; indeed it is an extra pretty
style on the neck. This shape is also exploited in the

lace collar and cuff sets, that are safe, to be a factor in

the season's trade. These sets are shown in Irish crochet

and Brussels for the high-class trade, and also in Plauen
Venise and Venise crochet—that is, crochet patterns in

Venise, in dead white.

Lace and net models and stocks of fine lawn and
Valenciennes, and also combinations of lawn Valenciennes
and embroidery, are very much in evidence. These are

often seen with touches of color for the earlier trade, but

it is extremely probable that the all-white idea will gain

ground as the season advances. The demand also is safe

to be very great for heavy, blind embroidered effects on

linen, mercerized, and soft pique grounds. Practically

every style is represented in this class of goods. It comes
in the collar and cuff sets, in the stocks without tabs,

in tabs long and short, in the Busters and the newel
Dutch collars. In short, this is the newest feature, and
one that the vogue of the embroidered-linen suit, hat and
parasol is sure to bring prominently to tne front. Though
all-white is safe to lead, yet there is a very good future

before the colored embroideries on white in such colors as

cadet blue, burnt onion, reseda, and the brighter greens.

In this line of neckwear the novelty end is represented by
some very long tabs, but those of medium length represent

the more staple style, for while a few of these novelties

should be bought for show purposes, there is very little

doubt about the fact that the shorter tabs will be the

better sellers.

Turnovers in heavy embroidery, in blind embroidery
and broderie anglaise effects on lawn, in heavy laces and
in nets, etc., are all enjoying 1heir usual run of popular-

ity, and one is inclined to wonder just what women do
with ali the collar tabs they buy.

The fashion papers ate strong advocates of the starched
linen collar, and some of the blouse manufacturers are

6y
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using it as a finish to the nepk of then tailored blouses.

These collars are not, as a general rule, just of the plain

variety, bu1 are variously ornamented with faggoting,

hemstitching and lace stitches.

Ascot or stole in fancy pleated chiffon.

in New York.
One of the latest ideas

Collar and cuff sets arc more in evidence than for many
seasons, and m a very wide variety, both as to price

and style. The palm of place must be given to the beau-

tiful sets of real lace. Irish crochet, Brussels Duchesse,

Irish point, etc., are all seen, and will look lovely ovei

t he rich silks, cashmeres, and silk and wool materials

that are the prevailing style. Dainty sets of Valenciennes

and fine lawn or mull are also high style. The deep

mitanc cuff is seen in these sets. A new idea is the sets

that consist of a straight band of either lace or em
broidery with either a ruche or narrow frill of knife-

pleated lawn and lace at the top, and a much deeper frill

of the lawn and lace on the bottom edge, that falls grace-

fully over the neck. In the cheaper sets, there is a host,

of new ideas and a specially good seller we illustrate

This set, which can be retailed with good profit at 25c,

is of embroidered lace, in the popular large dot pattern

and comes in all the popular colors, viz., hunter's green,

champagne, red, blue, pink, etc. These are intended to

wear with the long Windsor ties, and ttie ties to match

ran be had to go with them

The possibilities for profitable tetailing are by no

means exhausted with the stocking of collars, stocks and

turnovers, for there is a tendency towards soft, lacy

i licet s foi neck dressings for street wear. The Du Barry

scarfs head the list ol ihe.se, and are much inquired for

and in high favor. The new way of wearing them is as

the fur Ascots were worn late in the Winter—one end in

front and the other down the back and crossed at the

side of the neck. This is an extremely picturesque and

pretty style, and besides these lace scarfs there are

Ascot or stoles of chiffon, to wear in^just the same manner.

The one illustrated is of fancy pleated chiffon in white,

with a black and white rujche at the edge. This is one

of the latest ideas in neck-dressing in New York, and

should take here, as it is smart, pretty and inexpensive.

Another New York idea illustrated is the chemisette,

with the stock attached. These are to fill in the space

left at the neck by the surplice waist and by the way
the new shirtwaists are cut. Some of these form a nar-

row yoke, and the manner in which they are worn is

described elsewhere in this number. These yokes and

chemisettes are shown in a wide variety of styles in New
York at present, and are expected to develop into a big

feature before tne Summer season ends. Collars of lawn

and Valenciennes, and berthas of Brussels, point* de Gaze,

and the new princesse lace, are very much the vogue

there.

On Fifth avenue, and in all the large departmental

stores, there are large and interesting displays of neck-

wear. Embroidered linen, in heavy, blind patterns, and

in blind work combined with eyelet and cut work, are

Chemisette in Mechlin lace and embroidery, as shown in New York.

certainly the leading style, and there is often a touch of

Valenciennes added with good effect. In lawn and mull

and Valenciennes there are numberless ideas, and sels of

Irish crochet are numerous and striking.
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RHYS. D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)

»:^

TURNE1

8-10 Wellington East,

TORONTO.

ADVANCE NUMBERS
FOR

SUMMER TRADE.

mm 190^
i;

No. 1058—Price, $2.25. CufTs to

match, price $2.25.

No. 1043—Price, $4.50. CufTs to matctu
price $4.50.

Ontario Foundation Collars $4-50 Net per Gross.

j
/4te*/>ND/?A _<?' fifuis

W. THOMPSON & SONS

Worsted and Lambs' Wool
Yarn Spinners

ST. LEONARD'S WORKS
LEICESTER, Eng.

THE A. G. MOOINEY CO.
Canadian Agents

MONTREAL - P.O..

<9®(^®®®®®®^^

T5he

Thread of To-day

CI

S

END us a case of your

Best Thread. We are

making our samples."

Shade number on every spool.

Length, Strength and Smoothness guaranteed.

Prices which will make Profit for you.

S^e ORIENTAL
SILK. CO., Limited
i9-65 DALHOUS1E ST.. MONTREAL

Such orders I get from manufacturers that

use the cheap threads that are flooding the market.

When it comes to Samples they want the Best,

And Know Where to Get It

I not only sell the Best threads, but stock a

full line of same. Superior in quality to any sold

in Canada.

Andrew h. Mcdowell
Importer and Commission Merchant,

40-42 ST. ANTOINE STREET,

Tel. Main 4158. MONTREAL, QUE

>..«. -»..|MfN«NiN•••••-••-••••• »*••••••• .«..»..•..•-- •..*..
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ARM YOURSELF w«™

PENMANS PEN-ANGLE
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

AND YOU ARE READY
TO MEET ALL COMPETITORS
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HW$ furnisher «*

Clothier
Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >J*

CLOTHING
NECRWEAR.
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY

J%y*f%/™^\l*—*tlpS%S*

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES
NICK-NACKS

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK.

A SCHEME with great possibilities, but without

present success, has been tried in two or three

American cities. Its aim was to solve the

umbrella difficulty. It was noted by the

originators of the idea that in nine cases out

of ten, if it began to rain when you were at your office,

your umbrella would be at home, and vice versa. The

plan worked out by the promoters was to

The Umbrella have a number of stations located around

Club. town, each with a supply of umbrellas.

They then, on payment of one dollar sub-

scription by you. issued to you a check good for one year.

By depositing this check with the man in charge of any

station you would receive an umbrella. When you were

through with the umbrella you returned it to the nearest

station and received back a check. The umbrella was

worth about ninety cent, so that there was no loss to the

company if you forgot to return it, as your subscription

would cover it. The scheme on the face of it looks pretty

g-ood, but it did not work out satisfactorily. The trouble

was that there were not enough umbrellas. Unless you

happened to be in front of one of their stations when a

shower occurred, they would he " just out " when you pre-

sented your check. The result was that you gol soaked.

• •
*

A XI) now we have tie unsanitary waistcoat! Having

proved conclusively that whatsoever we eat a speedy

death awaits us at the hands of some microbe, our

cheerful advisers have turned (heir guns now on the

waistcoat or vest of commerce. This article of men's

apparel, that has been masquerading so

The Unsanitary Ions as a harmless and sometimes orna-

Waistcoat. mental garment, has been proven beyond

a doubt to be an insidious enemy to the

human race. Consumption, pleurisy and numerous other

ailments are all attributable to it. If the English

pedagogue who discovered this new germ succeeds in his

campaign, no more shall we see the resplendenl outfits of

the portly alderman, the chaste white of the youth, nor

the srmhre garb of the old. So is all picturesqueness dis-

appearing from life. However, we must consider the suc-

ppss of other reformers- and wear waistcoats,

ADKSPATCH from Kingston, Ont., reads: "I once

made a pair of gaiters for a citizen." said an old-

time ulove-maker. " out of very fine leather. I

learned afterwards that the leather was the tanned skin

of an Indian, once an inmate of the Kingston Penitentiary.

His body had heen transferred to the

medical college for anatomical purposes, Something Odd.

and a citizen secured some of his skin."

We venture to say that this is the first time a pair of

gaiters have heen made from such a material. However,

as the Indian didn't raise any objection, it was probably

all right.

* *
*

GOLD lace seems to have heen the fad of a gentleman,

described in the Berlin Post as a " rich Silesian

landowner," who was fined at the police court for

causing a crowd to assemble. "The accused's clothiii".

which was made of blue serge," says the report, " was

completely covered with gold lace and

braid. Even his shoes were thus de- Queer Dress,

corated. The accused's brother ex-

plained his conduct on the ground of eccentricity, and

stated that he possessed no fewer than 200 suits of clothes,

all embroidered with gold in various designs."

At the bankruptcy of a Hungarian magnate named

Mezenyi it transpired that 672,000 had heen spent on

clothes in four years. A specimen suit was produced in

court. All the buttons were set with diamonds, and a

watch Mas sewn into one of the cuffs. The seams were

hidden by rows of pearls. M. Mezenyi nossessed a pair

i f shoes made of glass. " which." says the renort, " he

always wore at home, being inordinately proud of his

feet."

Clothes which can he worn inside out are the queer

freak of M. Sieversky, a nephew of one of the Czar's cham-

berlains. Sieversky spent years in inventing a reversible

overcoat: and in winter he makes a practice of entering

i nc of his friends houses dressed in beaver and leaving it

in reindeer skin. His waistcoats are all reversible, and

t heir owner boasts that he can attend a wedding and a

funeral in the same garments.
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER.
New York. Februarj 17, 1905.

I

FADING haberdashers are already making vernal an-

v nouncements in the form of aptly worded circulars,

ami the shop windows show the first signs of sum-

mer. Shirts and their materials, as usual, lay first claim

to attention. They are bright and pretty, and here and

there one sees something a little different in color and

design which, when one considers how little chance for

novelty is possible within Hie limits of good style, is about

all that can be expected. Kaskel & Kaskel, a famous

haberdashery, devoted ten windows to displaying the new

weaves and patterns.

Time is an optimum prevalent in retail circles, djue

to the revival of brighter shades and designs, which is an

aid in selline, as window displays are more pleasing and

inviting. Never before were conditions so good for the

telling of a wcrthy article at a fair price. One of

Kaskel & Kaskel windows was a scheme in purple. The

haberdasher's aim here is to show what is new and correct

in the little articles of dress, and men everywhere

patronize the store which is quickest to show them. It

is well to remember that the fad is father to the fashion.

Shirt Styles.

From a multitude of Spring shirt styles some repre-

sentative ones are chosen. The newest dress shirts are of

the coat shirt variety, cuffs attached, with linen bosoms

and a silk body. A new' plaid Hannel shirt was shown

with white linen fold cuffs. A linen batiste has one

centre and two side plaits. Very small checks are coming

to the front again. They were very popular at one time,

and it only goes to show that history repeats itself. More

huff and blue shades appear than ever.

It is well to remember that good dress is prevalent in

New York. A well dressed man is the same in generalities

everywhere. It depends upon good materials, good cuts,

gi od workmanship, good style, and a general observance

of the forms of the day. There is a decided feeling in

America to wear becoming clothes, including all the minor

details of the day that are intrinsically good looking in

color and design.

The House Wardrobe.

So many things, however, are seen here in the smart

-hops whose intrinsic value seems out of proportion bo

I heir practical value and utility. Such things are en-

tirely beyond the scope of the average man's needs, being

luxuries that are out of place except in artistic surround-

ings. The extravagant and elaborate house robes and

Coats are of little value except for the man of wealth and

leisure, House robes and hath robes are necessary, but

the fine and costly materials seem out of place. A model

noticed uas of the
1
earl gray, silk lined and trimmed with

black and gray silk cording made with lonj; roll collar,

frog fastenings, large patched side pockets and a cord

at the waist. Less expensive dressing gowns and bath

robes are in -oj't cloth materials quilted and trin

with silk. House coats and breakfast jackets are seen in

silks, flannels, and various wool stuffs.

Worsted Gloves.

In worsted gloves the latest thing-

I have noticed is the

style made with the wrist opening like that of the ordinary

skin glove, a banding of tan leather around the edge and

patent snap button. Buckskin gloves stitched self and

close with a gold-plated button are in style.

Brown is one id' the popular neckwear colors of the

season, and may he seen in infinite variety of shade and

marking. Fine quality silks are the prevailing fashion.

A window of lilac rep silk scarfs was the attraction re-

cently in Broadway. The scarfs were four-in-hands,

2 ii-4 inches wide.

In handkerchiefs, the white China silk with dainty

white satin figures and a one-half inch black bonier is

new. Canary silk wit II small self figures is striking.

Miscellaneous.

Crepe neckwear is prevalent in this season's scarf

textures. It is dainty and delicate, and one feels well

dressed wearing- scarfs of this kind.

Fancy weaves in fine narrow suspender webs trimmed

to match in kid ends with designs in the webs are very

beautiful. Fine French suspenders having one-half inch

ends with leather button-holes are new. The webs are

elastic, and the front ends detachable.

Ribbed half hose of tan shot with blue are a novelty

and are very attractive. Another combination id' black

shot with Nile blue is novel and rich.

f.ong bath wrappers with broad collars instead of the

old-time hood are increasing: in popularity. There seems

to be no use for hoods for bouse use. and a broad collar

is not in the way. T'lusb house coats in dark shades re-

lieved by black stripes arc new this season.

Style is one of the most difficult things in the world

to define, and especially so in waistcoats, as one may ap-

peal well dressed in a certain style, not a fashionable cut

or good material. Many of the pretty things are not

stylish, and many stylish things are not good looking. 1

have noticed there is much diversity in detail in the new

waistcoats, those described last month illustrate the main

characteristics. The accompanying drawing shows the

formal afternoon dress, it is of the double-breasted tvpe.

and the touch of newness is seen in the extreme breadth

of lapels. The material is a plaiu white silk fabric, and

the buttons white pearl. It is worn with frock coat only.
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London, February 14, 1905.

IT
is unanimously conceded that style, as prescribed in

certain rules, emanates from London, and its adop-

tion in Canada means simply a few modifications to

suit the popular demand. Fashion is really the same in

generality. The Englishman is known as the best dressed

man in the world when formal attire is considered, al-

though the American is conceded the premier place when

we are considering all round day and evening, formal, or

outing dress. The Britisher is conservative. Tjie Eng-

lish mode is thus steady and staple.

Full Dress Outfit.

Full dress outfits here show very few peculiarities.

The frock coat is the full dress coat, as it is more formal

than the morning coat. It is black, of a smooth dull

cloth, not so soft as to easily get out of shape. The

collar is of medium depth, and, as the coat is to be worn

buttoned, the soft rolled front is obsolete. The waist line

i<- high, gradually sloping. The cuffs show four buttons,

and the coat has no external pockets. The fancy waist-

coast, sinsle breasted, goes with this coat. The trousers

are of a gray cashmere in a quiet check. Stripes are not

desired. The silk hat shows no changes.

The threatened revival of braiding on tailed coats will

not come in the present season. Morning coats are bound

with braid, but never flat braid. The long straight line of

braid down the frock coat has a disagreeable effect.

A novelty in evening dress is a modification in the

material of dress coats and trousers. A quiet invisible

check with a crepe-like surface has been tried. This has

been extended by introducing the cloth so woven as to

contain in its black surface a stripe sufficiently distinct

to be visible. The stripes are noticeable b" the way they

reflect the li<rht. This is the thin end of the wedge for

introducing color in evening clothes. However, the ad-

mixture of color in the dull black of male attire would

conflict with the gay colors of the gentler sex. There

would be serious clashings, which for all times forbid

colored evening clothes for men.

Passing of Fancy Tweeds.

It appears very prohable that the public taste will soon

settle down in the matter of fancy design, and that the

demand will mostly be for goods of a moderate character

instead of the extreme styles which seem likely to be in

voone. Fancy tweeds in less striking effects are still

worn.

Many people here are preferring to have f?ood clothes

made from fine wools instead of the cheaper mixtures. A
really good material is the best paying investment in the

matter of clothes. Worsteds, cashmeres, serges, and all

sorts of smooth cloth are reviving. The rough tweed

overcoat will soon go the way of the homespun, and melton

beaver is the preferred material. Australian fleeces are

again in grod srpply. and this assures th" revival of smooth

cloth. During I he former short supply manufacturers

had to turn their attention to other fabrics.

Fancy Borders.

Colored borders are the correct thing for handkerchiefs

this year. This is the result of the prevailing coat hav-

ing a breast pocket. Not much variety is being shown

in them however. Blue borders with white dots alternate

in the show windows with white borders and blue dots.

This, and the difference in the size of the dots, pretty

nearly comprise all the variations there are. The colored

kerchief is a popular innovation among men of taste. It

is just another of the little distinctive touches which give

an air of modishness to the wearer.

Tailors Make the Style.

An example of how the tailor influences the fashion is

seen in the recent run in England of the rougher kind of

tweeds. The fact is that the great Australian drought

which year after year has been diminishing the supply of

the highest-grade wools, forced the tailors to push some
other kind of fabric. The soft and finer

.
stuffs, which

could be made from the Australian fleeces alone, could

not be supplied by the clothing men. Though men of

fashion thought that this was the natural turn towards

something new, it was in reality an economic necessity.

Thread Spinning

"The cotton factories of Lancashire, Eng.," says Ed-
ward Irving, "at present spin about 155,000,000 miles of

thread a day, so that in six seconds they make enough

to go around the earth. In one month thev spin enough

to rea,ch from here to the moon. The product of eighteen

days would reach from the sun to Neptune. Counting 310

working days in a vear, it would take them, at this rate,

500 years to spin enough thread to reach the farthest

star."

KIRK'S PERMANENT FINISHES.

TAILORS in Great Britain, on the Continent, and in

America have long been familiar with the value of

Kirk's Permanent Finish for Linings, and have been

grateful to the firm for it, being relieved, as soon as they

saw the stamp on the back, of all anxiety as to how the

lining would stand the iron or the damp sponge.

Messrs. S. Kirk & Son have now put on the market a

newer "Velvety" Permanent Finish for Italians, under

the name of "Velper," (reg.) specially intended for those

tailors who prefer a softer one than the ordinary Per-

manent. It seems likely to be a success, as we hear it is

highly spoken of by the best judges. We are sure there

will be many, however, who could not be persuaded to

change from their old friends of so many years back, those

bearing the stamp of the original Permanent Finish,

which also has ,come to be regarded as a guarantee actual-

ly of the wearing qualities of the lining, as well as of the

superior quality of its finish.

Everyone should look out for Sam Kirk & Son's stamp
at the back of the lining in the case of the original Per-

manent Finish, as well as in that of the newer "Velper."

AS the season opens up in March, sweaters again come
to the front. Many stores are alreadv displaying a

full line, to tempt the out-of-door athlete. There is

no limit to the number of colors, though the style is uni-

form. An all black is of marked favor, from its neatness.

Whites, as usual, are in abundance. The sweater of a

plain color, with a band of a different color around the

neck and wrists, has a distinctive appearance, which

makes it sell
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A. guide: to advance styles

MID SEASON dullness in dress is again with us, but

1 s tine to tei (<.v.u all that will lie propefi- in

men's dress for Easter wear, and to give a descrip-

tion of Ihe suits and .-h.iis. hats and the resl of things

thai man must wear in order tu avoid thai intolerable

feeling that he is conspicuous. Even now in Canada there

is a revolutionary independence on the pari of many men

who bave passed beyond the period of sartorial educa-

tion, when the haberdasher could say what and when to

wear. flow ever, the well-dressed Canadian is still sub-

ject to the retailers' advice, and be must be a close

studenl of fashion. Many men draw from London, or

Xew Vol! , as they sec fit and thus dealers should study

our letters from those- <i,it;es. Nowadays it is almost

anything il.al becomes him, suits him, or appeals to him

that the well-dressed man buys.

Spring Tendencies.

Spring will not be a dull, monotonous, one color, one

idea season, where all men seem to be dressed

alike, and where originality is frowned upon.

Even though man lias very much the worst

of it in the matter of variety of dress, as com-

pared with the gentler sex, Spring with its sprightly

patterns and shades will rival woman's apparel. It is

doubly welcome after a winter's period of staidness. A
well-dressed man, however, cannot be too careful of the

liberties permitted by an exacting mode. Simplicity and

refinement can lie preserved without avoiding color. It is

over-ornamentation in decided colors and the affectation

of peculiar arrangements, and the cut of clothes that

makes a man appear ridiculous. Vivid hues in cravat or

shirt, noticeable paids in suitings, the lavish display of

jewelry, or the wearing of peculiarly-cut garments are

extremes which are contrary to the spirit of the mode.

Liberality in fashions this Spring, while embodying more

or less color, will not assert itself over every other con-

sideration.

Looseness of Clothes.

Summing up the drift id' fashions for Spring, it is still

towards length and breadth, hut not excessive fullness.

Fil is Ihe desiderati ni in clothes. Jt does not mean tighl

dress. A new jacket or sack coal, which is acceptable

and mirrors the 1 le is single breasted, two button and

has broad and very low-lying lapels. Tu the back of the

jacket is a large centre vent; the front id' the jacket is

quite cut away at the bottom. The shoulders of this

Spring garment are rounded, instead of being square,

after ihe winter's fashion. The waistcoal is cut high,

i wo but Ions showing.

Three and four-button sack suits will always be

favorites, because of their becomingness. Brown and

gray are the leading Spring colors for suitings; bine is. of

course, favored. ('lose adjustments are nol tolerated

e\ en for good form 's sake.

For afternoon functions the double-breasted frock

suit, with its clove fitting waist, effects and broad

-Ik riders, j s Hie accepted attire.

Shirts.

One finds in ihe new shirts not a few things which arc

novel and pleasing. Neatness and quietness have always

confined patterns to black, white, tan and gray mixtures.

This season one finds every conceivable ground, with bril-

liant dots, spots, rings and striped effects. One need

no) fear to recommend in all the types of s,,('t shirts de-

signs that reveal color, if not too loud or unsuitable.

Fashion is by no means narrow in regard to exact details

in shirts. Plain front shirts are good, but plaits may be

narrow or broad, attached cuffs are made with rounded

ir square corners, and turn back cuffs are in the nature

of a fad. For traveling and outing wear the flannel

shirts are still chosen. Grays and pinks with stripes in

ei nt tasting shades are new.

Collars and Ties.

On account of the reviving vogue of the fold collar the

King is quite supplanted. rs -cut for formal occasions.

The fold collar ami soft shirt naturally go together.

There are dress absurdities in collars, but the golden mean

in its truest sense will be observed. The medium height

told collar is practically the only Spring and Summer
collar.

The high cut of waistcoats for Spring renders it neces-

sary that cravat knots be smaller. The season's tie will

he J'n m one and three-quarters to two inches wide, of the

four-in-hand type. Of course there will be extremes, but

1 think some of the freakish forms of the three inch

and the shoe-string variety will not appeal. So long as

fold collars are worn, four-in-hands of moderate width.

in brilliant odors, mostly plain, tightly tied, wiill be

correct.

Half-Hose.

In half-hose the trend is very decidedly towards very

neat embroidered effects. There are two classes of

colorings, (hie for the tan shoe and the other for the

black shoe. Both will he worn next sninmer. and it is

therefore a question of selecting half-hose to go with the

shoe color. I. ace or open-work Sox are not in good favor,

they are altogether too effeminate and quickly gather dust.

Brown and gray in slate and dove shades are acceptable.

Spring boots i f the newest kind are cut with high heels,

less outswing and moderately
i
ointed toe. Russets will

ill n smaller towns.

Fancy Waistcoats.

fain) waistcoats will he as popular as ever, and

brown, tan and biscuil shades must be considered. The

newest models pre all cut higher. The patterns are after

i he lin< s indicated last mi nth.

There are no signs thai Spring is to upset standard

fashions, and Ihe mode of this season is not vastly

different froin one year ago. Spring fashions are natural

developments. There is a more general leaning towards

1 ri'dit iie-is and colors.
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Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson p^n iqqc
Importers and Manufacturers of

MEN'S WEAR
Britannia

Brand

Unshrinkable

Underwear and Hosiery

Specials.

AllWoolUnderclothino

Cardigan Jackets
Larger range than

ever.

&m»u

Wool Gloves and

Mitts
Special patterns and designs.

WASHING.

EVERY

GARMENT

GUMMED
,
.Unshrinkable

Wies.tenjlemtiis * Children: Underwear
J

House Coats
and

Dressing Gowns
Up-to-date in Style, Quality

and Finish.

Cardigan Vests
Exclusive patterns.

To retail from One Dollar up.

in Weights Suitable for ah Seasons.

Black, Tan,

Salmon, Blue, Gray, Cardinal,

Pink

Driving
Wool-lined and Fur-lined

Gloves

Worsted, Cashmere
and Fancy Half-Hose

We are the only House carrying all the Colors in the above

lines of Underwear.

Every garment
shrunk in washing

replaced

20 Front St. East

TORONTO
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ACTIVE Spring business being over, and with his Fall

journey yet before him, the shirt salesman in for a

temporary sojourn is holding a reception to

customers who stray in to complete Spring purchases, in

the hope of lower prices. Prices may be summarily dis-

missed by stating that for late Summer delivery new and

lower figures will be available on tempting patterns. It

is a pleasure to note that cancellations which are a part

and parcel of the trade are few and far between this

Spring.
* *

Plaited negliges are favorably mentioned in current

o mment. The plaits range from 1-8 inch to 1 1-2 inch

in width, with the majority of purchases on the medium

cepted' type in fine white dress shirts, and is show by all

city haberdashers. A tew high-class stores are making

premature displays of them in negliges already. A good

retailer, speaking to the Review regarding the coat shirt

as a boon to the consumer. " It presents a great relief

t'li m the entanglements of our old over-the-head cere-

mony," said he, '.' and is sure to gain in favor when con-

sumers learn to appreciate its merit."
* *

*

Manufacturers are making deliveries as promptly as

the bad state of transportation renders possible. They

arc unanimous in regard to a healthy Spring order busi-

ness, and no manufacturer speaks of any radically different

patterns. There is a steady feeling for neat effects.

0* — VV-ofc

/< ''% \M.'£\

— <.<*

*''
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»
j

*

y
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*

widths. Plaited bosoms have been selected in plain

colors such as blues, tans and grays.
* *

*

More soft collar and cuff garments have been sold than

in previous seasons. Hoods now being shipped the trade

show that an exhaustion of weaving possibilities means a

revival of familiar patterns and colors. Black and white

effects have done as well as usual. Champagne, tan,

blues, browns and grays are the leading colors in negliges.

The open front or coat shirt is winning its way slowly

in neglige sales. Undoubtedly its slow development on

this side of the line is due to the fact that it has not

been pushed strongly by Canadian manufacturers through

the inability to secure a price commensurate with the

extra cost of manufacture. The coat shirt is now the ac-

Neglige silk and flannel shirts are shown by good city

retailers. Some of the silk shirts are made to wear with

white collars. The turn-back cuff, wdiich has no element

of usefulness, is novel, however, and will meet with a

measure of success among good trade. This cuff has done

well in flannel lines across the border, and is spoken of

for good trade here.
* •

•

Preparations are now being made for the coming Fall

and Winter season. As far as patterns go the Fall season

generally takes its cue from the preceding Spring one,

and the patterns will thus be in neat, quiet effects. Values

will be better than last year, especially noticeable in the

$1 shirts, as many high-class materials will be seen in $9

lines. Cross striped bosoms, about which there has been

so much talk, do not seem any nearer favor. They mean
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prominent designSj and as the tendency is towards neat

effects cross stripes cannot meet with any measure of ap-

proval. The white shirt is heralded as in for increased

favor
* *

•

Continuing the subject of the neglige as an all-the-year-

round srarment, its hold in that respect is reported by

many manufacturers to be retained in many smaller dis-

tricts. In fact, in many such districts it is just beginning

in have a firm grip. However, the display of fancy stiff

bosi in- this winter in the windows of city stores reveals

that the genteel and ever tasty laundered shirt of figure

i mbellishment is the same popular, cool season garment

with the city man that it lias been since the time of its

advent. Even in towns of fair size there is undoubtedly

a backward swing towards this distinctly winter garment,

and with the help of all concerned it will regain its old

I

lace, from which it was dislodged with no benefit to the

trade. The stiff bosom means increased sales in the shirt

department.
* *

*

Spring and Summer are to be fold-collar seasons.

They will be far and away the popular form, and will

have every attention from the elite trade. Round corners

in wide banders lead, while square corners predominate iu

i he narrow form. Cut-away fronts, the old-fashioned

variety, which were popular across the line last summer,

are shown here. They have generous spacing and are

ideal collars for comfortable summer wear.

* •

Wings are tabooed for the summer season. The

extreme " ear " proportions and the miniature tabs have

hurt their vogue this winter. However, their favor is not

impaired for next Pall and Winter.

»

" Standers " are among the stragglers in present day

wear fashions, and are out of the running for Summer.

Except for social occasions they are very scarce.

*

Comments are plentiful in the American trade press on

the best selling features of a collar. That shape is the

most important factor is the opinion of a good many con-

tributors to the discussion. Quality must not be ignored,

but the consumer is regarded as paying no attention to

anything except shape and price. That there are very

few sales lost in question of linen or cotton is an open

question. Style at all events is the desideratum.

HATS AND GLOVES
W3AT was said last month summarized spring hat

styles with tolerable exactness. All advance

orders show the trend towards a Spring stiff hat

season. As regards style, the drift is towards a medium

full crown with fairly close brim. Models measuring

5 1-2 by 2 are most poular. Various discrepancies are,

of course, found, and no style can be said to predominate.

The preference of retailers tends to any of half a dozen

slightly different shapes, all of which are in good form.

Nothing radically different from last year's styles has

been seen, and all the blocks and the new shapes of the

season are out. Even the American models do not show

the usual freakiness, and they are closely modeled after

English styles.

*

Undoubtedly, this sameness of style makes safe retail-

ing, but as novelty must he bad to boom trade and to create

interest, the progressive retailer will this year find it in the

dangerous color problem. for ordinary trade it is only

necessary to say that one color is always proper and

safe,— black. The last word on brown bats is that if they

are stocked in sufficient numbers and pushed with vigor

lhe\ will be no drug on the market. This sameness of hat

styles which has been a characteristic of the trade during

the last few years has evoked a constant cry for something

new from a good many retailers. This has fallen on deaf

ears. There is a growing independence on lie- part of

retailers to purchase in all linos what they conceive their

trade requires^ rather than following the bidding of the

self-appointed fashion makers. It is urged that if there

is more spirit, novelty in design, color and get-up in stiff

hats, sales would be better. As it is now. the retailer

submits the same black felt about the same roll or

Anglesey curl, the same band and the same bow. It is

hard to create interest in so-called new styles. On the

other hand it means no left-over stocks.

•

In soft hats there are also no radical changes. Colors

will have a better run than in stiff hats. There is a strong

feeling for a flat-iron shape either of the mushroom or the

Pan-tourist variety.

•

The brown soft hats ranging from dark shades to

nutria and fawn will go well, while the ever popular shades

of pearl and gray will increase in demand as the season

advances. Fedoras will, as usual, have their place with

staple conservative dressers. It is a style which is be-

coming to the majority of faces. Nearly all the soft hats

are now made with raw edges.

• •
*

Caps, as usual, show a wonderful novelty, and the

styles are truly bewildering. It is only necessary to say

that the cap is waging war against the felt hat, and re-

tailers must be careful and not push them too hard, as

they will decrease the sale of hats. Further than this, a

cap customer requires more care and time to wait upon.

• •
•

A Canadian hat firm calls attention to an advertise-

ment 'n an Atnei-ican bat journal headed " A Real Novelty

at I: st in Stiff Hats." The style in question is a stiff

fe't sai!i r on the same block as a straw bat with about a

! inch crown and a 2 1-8 inch brim. This bat, according

to our informant, is merely the revival of an old style

which has been seen in the Canadian market at different

times.
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Going to Beat the Band
H.B.K. travellers have been out—at present writing—just six weeks.

During that time we've received more orders for " PINTO " Shell

Cordovan Mitts and Gloves than during the first three months of

last year.

WHY?
Because " PINTO " has proved itself absolutely the best Mitt and

Glove stock ever put into heavy wear goods.

IT HAS PROVEN THAT IT IS

Boil proof, scorch proof, rip proof, tear proof, crack proof, wet proof,

wind proof, and mighty near wear proof. It is dry tanned ; no oil

to stiffen, harden or dry up and crack, or make the hands cold—it is

soft, pliable, handsome, and it's the best seller on the road because

people know it and ask for it. How about you, Mr. Retailer?

Why not get it into your stock if you have not got it ? Every dealer

who has had it is increasing his orders. That means something.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.
Montreal. Dawson. Winnipeg.
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TRADEB MARK

B Suspenders are a pleasure

to sell. The merchant

knows that he is giving

his customer the best ma-
terial and best workman-
ship possible.

All goods at $4.(H) and upwards arc

guaranteed. We have goods at all

prices, and every price is right, repre-

senting goods that arc unmatched.

We solicit your orders,

WE SHIP PROMPTLY.

| The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

O Manufacturers - - Berlin, Ont.

Romain Building,

TORONTOWreyford & Co.
Wholesale Men's Furnishers.

UNDERWEAR SPECIALISTS.
Before buying your Winter Underwear, inspect our

noted brands of unshrinkable wool in natural and all fancy
shades.

Our $13.50 Line guaranteed unshrinkable Double
Breasted, cannot be beaten.

DOMINION AGENTS FOR

"Aertex," Cellular Underwear, Etc.,
" St. Margarets " Golf Blouses, Sweaters, etc.

Young & Rochester, £gssi
SHIRT, COLLAR and NECKWEAR Manufacturers

Full range of Fall samples are now ready and our
travellers will wait on you. Novelties in Dressing Gowns,
Smoking Jackets, Silk and Flannel Pyjamas, etc.

For Fall our ranges of Fancy Vests embody all the latest
improvements in style and fit, and our designs are select. The
fashionable Knitted Vests that were the feature last season
are Y. &> R.'s make and we have good selection for next
winter.

Y. & R.'s Dress Shirts, at $0.00 and $12.00
and S.B. and D.B. Dress Vests.

Stocked in Toronto.

^Pm^*.^a r» af^ J1 High-class Hat Manufacturers,

I ieSS & VsO- LONDON

Makers to King Edward
Our «haprs are correct. Our valuas are un< quailed.

If the Tress Hat is not represented in your town, write to us.

Specia!tfes in i aps l<" Motoring;, College dps.

FACTS ABOUT KID GLOVES.

A
KID glove is like no othei piece of merchandise hand-

led in retail stores. Even all of t her gloves in .1

dozen pairs of the best make will not be exactly

alike. The animals from which the skins aie taken are,

of course, not identical. One pelt may be as near perfect

as pan he,, while another cured at the same time may he

considerable below requirements. Of course, selected skins

are employed in making the best lines, but even the as-

surance of a manufacturer is not proof that every glove

in his line is absolutely perfect. While good kid gloves

are carefullv inspected before marketing, occasionally some

poor ones creep into the best stocks. It you have had

experience with these 'mistakes," why not examine the

stock at the time the new goods are received 7 If a pair

of imperfect gloves lias crept into the assortment vou re-

ceived, the time of rcreipl is the appointed moment to de-

tect the oversight. If a stitch or two has been skipped,

or the leathei is actually below standard, it is better 10

make the discovery when customers are absent from the

department.

.More than half the claims made upon importers for so-

called damaged goods could be traced, however, to inex-

perienced fitters, or to home trying on, which always

gives the customer an opportunity to put glove leather to

all sorts of unheard-of tests. A kid glove importer who has

made a careful study of the needs of the fitting counter

for a number of years offers this suggestion for hand

measuring:

"Measure the right hand while open, across the knuck-

les, snugly, ask the customer then to closed the hand, and

in judgment, compromise between the two results.

Sprinkle some powder into the hand, rubbing it gently

over palm, hack and fingers. Select the gloves and open

them well with the stretcher (carefully examining them

at the same time for skipped stitches), powder the glove

also thoroughly. The glove is now ready for the hand;

fit each finger carefully, adjusting each seam into its pro-

per place; put the fingers clear on before you start the

thumb. This done, peel the glove back far enough to in-

troduce the thumb, and the rest is easy. Stroke the

filove on; never pull it on."—Ex.

* *

HAT FIRM MAKES IMPROVEMENTS.

VISITORS at 138 McGill street, Montreal, will find im-

provements inaugurated for their benefit by the

Waldroh Drouin Co., Ltd. More office space was felt

to be a necessity to accommodate a growing clientele

and during February the first Jloor was slightly remodel-

led. For the benefit of house trade a large and well ar-

ranged sample room has been made at the front on the

second floor. Every modern detail has been attended to.

The opportunity for painting and varnishing was not neg-

lected and the house presents an attractive appearance for

the active opening of Spring house trade.

A NOVEL HAT WINDOW.
T ESS A.PPLEGATH, of Toronto, has a decidedly at-

tractive hat window. It is artistically dressed with

miniature straw hats. Every hat-stand in the win-

dow is surmounted by a tiny stray of only two or three

inches diameter. The hats are a forecast of the Summer
mode. A neat showcard at the bottom of the window
irads, "In the (iood Old Summer Time, 1905." Mr.

\pplegath can fairly claim the credit of having the first

straw hat window in Canada, for the present year. The

unique display is attracting a large measure of attention

and should sidl a lot of hats for the enterprising hatter.
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See that

you
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL. FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.

XfORD rtt)€6D$
WINNERS OF QOLO MEDALS EVERYWHERE.

(RElilSTEREI) TRA1>E MARK )

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

Selling Acent
: rRANn W. NELLES

301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA. limited

Mills ESTABLISHED 1867.

%

<$M

INDIVIDUALITY
DURABILITY

DESIRABILITY
are personified in our productions.

VALUES UNEQUALLED

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers-Wholesale

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY. MONTREAL.

VA^A^^^^A^^AAAAAAA^AAAAA^A^AAA^A^

4

!

4
4
4
4

ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, etc.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them ? If not, why not ? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:
Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal. Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, C nt.

Av^^^Fi^i^^p^pp^^pp^^^v5!^^
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The distinctive styles,

quality of Materials,

perfect Workmanship

of our productions,

so apparent at a

glance, make them

stand out pre-eminently

above indifferent

Merchandise at cut

prices and catchy

discounts.

A critical examination

and the readiness with which

our goods sell over the

counter will prove this

to your satisfaction.

Dominion Suspender Co.,

Niagara Neckwear Co.,

Niagara Falls.

Limited

IN CRAVATDOM
ABOUT all lias been said that is worth mentioning in

the matter of current neckwear styles and what will

be popular in the coming summer time. As the

fold collar is to be an important factor, the narrower four-

in-hands will be a necessity. The past season has been

one of various widths of four-in-hands, and little else

could be disposed of. They will have a run this Spring

and Summer in narrower widths to the exclusion of every

other shape. In fine qualities, wide widths will be popular,

but for ordinary trade from one and three-quarters to two

and a quarter inch widths are best. The '
' French seam '

'

and lined varieties easily lead. The lined four-in-hands

can be produced in better qualities to retail at an equal

figure with the reversible.

•

Squares have literally become unpopular. A Montreal

haberdashery had a good line clearing at three for 50c the

past month. Many merchants were caught with stocks

that had to be sacrificed.

* »
»

Smooth silks have the preference, as they easily slide

under a turn-over collar, and retailers have discovered

they sell better. Taffetas, poplins, fine mats, and armures

are the approved materials.

•

Winter has been a season of conservatism in colors,

which to some extent will hold good for Spring. For the

use of men's neckwear, there are comparatively few-

shades that are available. Black, white, navy, cardinal,

green and brown are almost staple groundwork. Various

other colors may be selected for figures, stripes, checks

and spots. Nearly every conceivable form of original de-

sign has been exploited in this respect. For Spring, self-

figured effects in these colors will lead. Medium browns,

tans, drabs and silver gray are much favored. Purple is

said to have had a run in the New York market this winter

and has been shown in a few city stores here. However,

the fad has obtained no marked degree of approval. It

is shown for Spring and will probably do well when shown

in conjunction with other shades. Fads of this kind

generally find favor in larger sections, and if stocked in

smaller towns and judiciously advertised and displayed,

should be profitable. The best form of advertising is to

have the clerks wear the snad'3.

* *
*

" You can always fetch me with a dot," remarked

a well-dressed man the other day as he glanced at a dis-

play of neckwear. That feeling is very widespread. As

a man surveys the varied designs and countless colors of

the average stock of cravats, it is with positive relief that

he turns to the simple blue with a white dot. It is always

neat and dressy. The browns are newer. Other colors

are more striking. But for a change to the simple life, the

'<
t continues to command a large band of admirers.

* •
•

Belts bring little or no change. The one inch article

is the Standard type, as it was last year. Pig-skin, calf,

morocco and seal are the favorite leathers.

Colored handkerchiefs will be in vogue as long as the

breast pocket is. Plain linen goods of this variety are not

quite so pronounced as last year.
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WELCH, MARGETSON & CO.
16 Moor Lane, E.C.

London, - - - England

Sole Agents for Canada:

EBENEZER STOVEL, JAMES SHEASGREEN,
29-33 Mclinda Street, 921 Thurlow Street,

TORONTO ONT. VANCOUVER, B.C.

No. 427 No. 429

The French seam Four-in-hand. Choicely designed A newly-created style. Made in plain and fancy silks

from our newest patterns. Made with two inch of an endless variety. Made with one aud three-

French seam, at $4.50 3 DOZ quarter inch French seam, at $4.00 8 DOZ.
Assorted Sample Dozen Sent for the Asking.

THE STANDARD NECKWEAR CO..
STANDARD CRAVAT MAKERS, - - - I853 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.

Travellers are now on tbelr routes. A postal puts you In touch with them.
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F/LL 7/V KQC//? SPRING STOCKS

WOOLLENS AND
TAILORS' TRIMMINGS

Wo have complete lines of
Canadian and imported

Tweeds, Serges, Suitings,
Overcoatings, Etc.,

Canvases, Italians, Assorted
Silks, Hair Cloths, Sleeve

Linings, Ho/lands,
Pocketings, Etc.

Our travellers are now on the road with a full

range of samples for SPRING ASSORTING and
FALL GOODS. Mail orders receive special atten-
tion. Quick delivery. Samples sent on application.

Sole proprietors of the celebrated "TYKE" and
"BLENHEIM" Serges, also of Salt's "YOTSMAN"
Serges, the best goods in the trade. Send for
samples of them.

| A. McDOUGALL & CO.

J 196 McGill, Street,

%

[

f t f t ,

"i**j**$**r*r*r*;

Montreal

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

:

Victoria Square, Montreal,

65 and 67 Yonge St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENQ.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"Cravenette"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain-

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

PEAKING generally, the trade in wholesale

houses is brisk. Selections confirm the various

materials and colors forecasted many months

ago. There is a better demand lor the best

quality goods, and many customers insist on

i he finest cloth and look for a serviceable article. Worsted

materials, in many ways the most durable and most
comfortable cloths on the market, are in slightly better

demand. This is a revival which was indicated last

month. As yet. it has not reached startling proportions.

The new mixtures with brown and gray as the prin-

cipal colors are selling well. The overchecking continues

to i lend itself to a variety of styles and coloring, and 'it

admirably suits an extensive trade. This desire for fancy

effects will certainlv wear itself out in the course of time

and plainer goods will again be in the ascendant. A blue

serge is always an acceptable material, and even now
plain blue serges are selling well.

There are indications of a popular demand for tweeds
in browns and the heather mixtures for the coming sea-

son. Thev are meeting with the greatest approval. Many
of the designs are splendid examples of the designer's art.

The flannel trade is doing well. Good ranges in cheap
flannels, intended for holiday wear, are sold at a price to

retail within reach of the most economical person. Showy
effects are avoided. Homespuns, as noted last, month, are

extremely popular.
* *

*

The Scotch tweeds, which are being shown, offer con-

siderable variety within a necessarily limited field.

Browns, with a just noticeable check of green, and grays,
either plain, striped, or checked, are the leaders. The
grays snow great variety in shade and pattern. They
will undoubtedly be a prominent feature in men's suitings

for Spring and Summer. A dark gray, almost a black,

speckled with light, will be both stylish and serviceable.

Stripes are also seen extensively in the Spring displays.

These may be plain or with an over-check.

The styles in men's clothing are not responding very
readily to the changes in New York fashions. In sack
suits, the three and four-button jacket, with low-lying
lapels, will be much worn. The two-button coat will not
be very extensively seen. It runs to the extreme. The
three-button coat is a nice thing, following, as it does,
the tendency of the more advanced fashion, without being
too obtrusive. The waistcoat is cut high, and should
show slightly above the coat when the latter is but-
toned. The double-breasted coat in navy blue suitings
still holds its favor with many dressy men. It is not,
however, a good Summer garb. If it is not kept button-
ed, it soon loses its shape, and as the season advances
it certainly won't be kept buttoned. For a similar rea-
son, it does not lend itself to the use of a fancy waist-
coat. This is almost fatal. The fancy waistcoat has
filled a want in men's attire which has long been felt.

It lends the color and variety which good taste forbids

in the chief articles of dress.

H
NEW FACTORY FOR CLOTHING FIRM.

VINEBERG & CO., wholesale clothiers, whose
factory is at 1 St. George Street, Montreal, have
purchased a site on Windsor street, near Windsor

Station, for $18,000. The lot has a frontage of 90 feet

and a depth of 137 feet. Work will be commenced on a
seven-storey, fire-proof structure of the most modern type
about May 1. Five floors will be used by H. Vineberg &
Co. with 400 employes. The Hartt Mfg. Co., Notre Dame
street, garment manufacturers, with 150 employes, will

occupy two floors. Each floor will have about 10,000
square feet of space. The cost of the -building will be
about $75,000.

A TASTEFUL WINDOW.

DO not crowd too great a variety of goods into one
window. A light lattice frame a .couple of feet in

height will divide your window so that two distinct

lines may be shown to advantage. A men's furnisher in

Toronto, who has a comparatively small show window,
has as effective a display as anything to be seen in the
city. He has his window marked off into three parts by
the use of two lignt fixtures such as we have mentioned.
In the first division he has a well-assorted display of

hats—not many—but enough to illustrate the Spring
fashion. A price card is attached to each. The second
compartment is devoted to a line of colored shirts. The
last is dressed with collars and cravats. The whole is

an admirable exhibition of what a men's furnisher's win-
dow- ought to be. It displays a good variety without
obscuring any one feature.

HOSIERY.

r* OLORED hose will again be the feature of the season.

V_, Red and blue dots and squares lend color to the

plain black web. Stripes will be worn extensively.

Hose with close-running stripes of red, blue and white
share favor with browns, tans and blues. Generally
speaking, there will be endless variety in this department
of men's wear. It is remarkable how long it took to

introduce change and variety into men's hosiery. The
black hose enjoyed a long supremacy. Now, however,
the desire for brightness and novelty has established fancy
hose in the front rank. The prospect of another season
of Oxford shoes makes them more staple than ever.

AN OLD SWINDLE.

The old, familiar C.O.D. game lias been revived. One
of the employes of a Toronto stoic received a telephone
message to send to Mr. Campbell, who was represented
as in the freight department of the G.T.R., some silk

mufflers, and the change for a five-dollar bill. A messen-
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w.

WILLIAMS
& SON, Ltd.

LONDON, Eng.

ALWAYS SHOW
THE

NOVELTY OF
THE MOMENT
IN

TRIMMINGS

W. WILLIAMS & SON., ltd

53, 54, 52 and 6 Bread St. \

78a, 79 and 79a Watling St.

5, 7 and 8 Star Court. )

LONDON
ENGLAND
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ger was soul with them, and at the door of the station

he met a young man, bareheaded and coatless, who said

he was .Mr. Campbell. The mufflers ami cash wen- handed

over and Mr. Campbell withdrew to choose his muffler

and never returned.

NOTES OF FURNISHERS.

HARRY A. WEBSTER, Hamilton, has purchased the

tailoring establishment of W. Wilson & Co., of

that city. R. A. Campbell, who has been acting

as manager for some time, has gone to New York to take

charge of one of the , semi-ready stores.

Thomas T. Cass, who had a men's furnishing store on

Queen street. Toronto, died recently.

Nelson P. Walsh has purchased the merchant tailoring

business of Jos. Dambra, Richmond street, London.

McLean, the tailor, Lanark, Ont., is holding a sale of

underwear and gloves, preparatory to closing out those

departments of his business.

Frank Parson, formerly of Brantford, now of Hamil-
ton, has left for Brandon, Man., where he intends opening

a merchant tailoring business.

Geo. Torrance, of Wolselev, Assa., has bought the

tailoring business of C. E. Reiner, Elora. Mr. Torrance
is a cutter of considerable experience.

The latest novelty in the nickel-in-the-slot machine is

credited to a men's furnisher. By this device the cus-

tomer drops in the coin and draws out a collar button.

Trotter & Canfield, one of the largest clothing firms

in Woodstock, have sold their stock and store to Grafton
A; Co., Dundas. Mr. Dunlap, of Hamilton, will manage
the new store.

B. Williams & Co., Victoria, B.C., are making exten-

sive alterations in -their store. A full line of semi-ready
clothing has been added to the regular men's furnishings

and ready-made stock.

Pinkerton & Fair, men's furnishers, Fort William,

Ont., have added extensively to their premises. Their

former business has been increased by a full line of boots
and shoes and clothing.

J. Harry Hicks, of Clementsport, N.B., has purchased
the men's furnishings business in Bridgetown, formerly
carried on by A. D. Brown. Before leaving Clementsport,
Mr. Hicks was presented with a handsome Morris chair

by a number of his friends.

DUTY ON SILK.

The manufacturers of silk goods are dissatisfied with

t lie present duty on silk. Last week the silk branch of

the Manufacturers' Association met, to devise some scheme
wliereby the duty could be adjusted and made uniform.

They will memorialize the Minister of Customs at the first

suitable opportunity, and they hope to have their griev-

ance removed.

WASHABLE GLOVE.

A
DECIDEDLY new thing is being shown in gloves this

Spring. It is a washable glove. It is of medium
weight, with perfect pliability, and of a reddish

brown color. The treatment of the leather, which enables

it to be washed without ruining the glove, is not di-

vulged. However, if the idea proves really successful, the

public won't be unduly inquisitive as to how the desired

result was accomplished.

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings

:

Kirk's

Permanent

Finishes

:

(I)

TKe Original

Permanent*' FinisH

(2)

The New

VelveLy Permanent, Finish

'VELPER* (ROEiL)

For Lhose who prefer a soft, handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on the back.

Patterns showing either finish can be

had on application to

LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) WOc, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.
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J& The Dry Goods Trade in

tHe Maritime Provinces
J&

St. John, N.I J., February 24.

OY the dry goods business, as of all other branches

of trade in the Maritime Provinces, at present

it may he saiil that it is being hindered by the

exceedingly stormy weather. In St. John as

r- -j elsewhere, this is evident. The nast few weeks

have been very quiet anion*'- dry piods dealers here, al-

though the severity of the weather has made for an in-

creased demand in certain lines of goods.
* *

*

There was no period of the year when there were

causes militating' seriously against the business, although

the fact that the lumber trade was not all that could be

desired may have indirectly had some effect upon sales.

The business done by the wholesale houses is said to have

been exceptionally good. But just now the wholesalers

cannot get their travelers through the eountrv as they

desire. This, combined with the fact that country buyers

are cautious, will probably make the earlv months of this

year somewhat poorer, from the wholesalers' point of

view.
* *

*

The case of Morrell & Sutherland, one of the younger

dry goods firms of the city, has been exciting a good deal

ni' interest i i' late, and is at presenl before the courts.

Tin- firm gol into financial difficulties and was thought to

be on the verge of a general assignment. Gaull Bros

obtained an injunction restraining the firm from making

I lie assignment. Then Morrell & Sutherland sought to

have ihe injunction varied to permit of a general assign-

ment, and were successful. Meanwhile the Gault people

had taken possession of the stoic through officers, and

were forcibly ejected by persons acting for the local house.

The case is still before the courts. The Morrell & Suther-

land firm was a progressive one, and its difficulties are

said to be chief1 '- due to lack of capital. The assets and

liabilities have not been announced.

* *
*

Robertson, Trites & Co.. dealers in ladies' wear, met

with a loss by fire a short time ago. Fortunately the

blaze was discovered in its incipient stage, and consequently

the damage done was not great.

* *
*

The sale of blankets and lumbermen's outfits has fallen

off here somewhat this year. Why this is so is not quite

clear, but it is generally admitted as a fact.

* *
*

There has been and is some talk of some of the

millinery dealers of these provinces formine: an associa-

te n. So far. however, anything that has been done to-

wards this end has been in a quiet way.
* *

It is reported that the cotton factories of the city had

a successful year during' 1904.

(Linen-Mesh)

The Dr. Deimel Underwear of Linen-Mesh will sell in any store that has a

good class of trade.

The best people everywhere are awaking to the importance of the under-

clothing they wear—they're studying the question, they're adopting the Dr
Deimel Underwear.

For the wearer there is comfort, protection, satisfaction.

For the store, increased sales and profit,

The Underwear Buyer who fails to investigate at once is missing a most
valuable opportunity.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET AND PARTICULARS OF WHOLESALE TERMS.

ADDRESS

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal.

NEW YORK

:

491 Broadway.
SAN FRANCISCO :

111) SUTTER St.

LONDON, E.C., England:

10-11-12 Bread St.
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HAMMOND, TURNERS SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH.

SUPERIOR IN

QUALITY,

STYLE AND FINISH.

ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS.
FANCY VEST BUTTONS.

Among other saleable novelties we make are

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFtE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Askfor Illustrated

Catalogue ofJewellery

.

232 McOIII St.

MONTREAL

NA/ UYRAW

AT HIGHEST MARKET CASH PRICES
The Raw Fur Season now being advanced, we

would be pleased to hear from our shippers, and also
to have them write to us for prices. Being manufac-
turers throughout Europe, United States as well as
Importers and Exporters of Raw Furs, we are there-
fore able to pay the highest market prices.

SHIP YOUR FURS TO

REVIL10N BROS. LIMITED
Paris London Leipzig Edmonton Nijny

HEADQUARTERS FOR CANADA

134 McQill Street, MONTREAL

<M*4"$~M"M~^4~M><M~M~M>-$>-$>4~^^

A HIGH CLASS UND EPWEAR THE FOR ALL CLIMATES ^/

PESCO"y
UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR

HAS NO EQUAL
" Pesco " is Scotch-made and is all

WOOl or silk and WOOl and is made
in all shapes and styles for Ladies,

Gents and Children.

"Pesco" is made of the best two

and three ply yarns and is guaranteed

unshrinkable. Any garment shrunk

in washing-

will be replaced.

Manufactured solely by

PETER SCOTT & CO
'«g^> . - -.

'
.-_"-—. Bh*o3»

^ HAWICK, SCOTLAND ££*
LIMITED/\

Full ranges of samples at

SWITZER & HAWKSWORTH,
Nordheimer Building, 207 St. James St. .Montreal

a. d. Mcdonald,
4i2-4i4"jMcIntyre Block, Winnipeg
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PURITAN BRAND

TRADE
RETURN

E

*PR 22 190

GORDON, MACKAY &C?,l.m.t CO

,pn oO \W Wholesale, dry goods

MARK

RETURNED cABtA0ORtss
GORMACK AY"

APH 22 190^
—

—

RETURNED rv^

APR 22 M^Z^w?/r March 1st, 1905

Dear Sirs:-

We believe we manufacture the best Knitted Underwear for

Ladies and Children, made in Canada, Merchants run no risk in

handling "PURITAN" BRAND because our guarantee goes with it.

Any garment that shrinks, or proves in any way unsatisfactory

we replace it.

There is no question whatever but that our "Baby's Own"

and other Brands of Infants' Underwear are unequalled This

applies both to the Roller Garment and those buttoned all the

way down the front. Our Black Equestrian Tights and Knitted

Corset Covers are a great success. They sell themselves.

We have added to our Machinery and are confident of being

able to fill orders at any time, for any line, in any size,

consequently our customers may do a large trade on small stock.

We can make it worth your while to handle Puritan Brand

Goods. If interested, write us for full particulars and plans

for advertising. It will pay you to write us at once. '
»

t

»,Yours faithfully,

GORDON, MACKAY & CO
.

, LIMITED
92
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Canadian Folding Box Co., Brantford,

Ont.
Canada Hair Cloth Co., St. Catharines.
Corby, Palmers Stewart, London, Bng.
Denton. Mitchell & Duncan. Toronto.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hutchison, K. B. 4: Co.. Toronto.
Kennedy t lap Co.. Montreal.

Laces and Braids Mfg. Co., Toronto
Junction.

Keynier Freres. Montreal.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford, Ont.
Skinner. Wm., Mfg. Co., New York.
Universal Skirt Co., Ottawa. Out;
Walsh & Co. Toronto.
Williams, Walter, & Co., Montieal.
Williams. W., ,<i Son. London, Kng,

THE FUTURE OF RUBBER.

UNLESS an artificial composition is discovered, manu-

facturers of rubber goods will have a serious condi-

tion to face before lontr. Even now the supply of crude

rubber is unequal to the demand. Yet it is impossible to

name a product the use of which is increasing so rapidly.

The Trade and Commerce reports lor the last few years

show a remarkable increase in the amount of rubber im-

ported into Canada. In the decade from 1894 to 1904 the

imports of rubber increased in value from $1,495,316 to

$3,492,569. This is an increase in ten years of one hun-

dred and thirty-three per cent. The United States im-

ported $440,000,000 worth of rubber in the last twenty

years, the annual importation now being over four times

as much as it was in 1884. As a result of these enormous

drains*on the supply, Brazil is showing signs of exhaustion.

The sources of the gum have not been replenished, and

the quantity that can he drawn !i< in other districts will

not make up the deficiency. IT the industries which de-

pend upon rubber continue to be confined to the natural

uum for their supply, their growth will be retarded by

the impossibility of o'etting the crude product. Experts

and chemists have been experimenting with various sub-

stitutes, and there is some confidence n w (hat they will

be successful in their attempts.

*

Blind unbelief in the efficacy of advertising is sure to fail.

*

COTTON.
rP HE drop in the price cf cotton has turned the atten-

* tion of the world to that staple. Cotton has caused

many difficult complications in its time, but never

has such an economic situation developed as has been

seen during the last few weeks. The situation was simply

this: Bv long experience the cotton growers knew that the

entire consumption of cotton, if the price was to be kept

up to 10 cents a pound, was limited to 10,00,000 bales.

They had 12,000,000 bales on hand. What Mas to be done?

The question assumed a more general tone from the re-

cognition of the fact that next year and the year after

would show just as big crops under normal conditions.

The almost criminal actions of the Southerners in burning

the surplus forces upon us a sane consideration of the'

matter along some broader lines. Surely the true remedy

must lie in a greater consumption than in a decreased pro-

duction. Reduction of acreage has been suggested, but a

more comprehensive view of the situation will undoubtedly

prevail among the majority of the cotton growers. The
South is so suitable for cotton culture that it would be an

economic absurdity to curtail its natural advantages.

Moreover, the market for this commodity is really just

opening up in its true greatness. The eyes of the

Southerner have heretofore been turned exclusively to

Europe. Now the Ear East— China and Japan— is open-

ing up with its 400,000,000 and more people, and what

that means is beyond the telling of even the farthest

sighted economist. But this much we know, that before

long the consumption of cotton will increase from

10,000,000 I, ales to double that number. Cotton is not un-

known to the people of China and Japan. Large quanti-

ties have for some time been brought from England,

though the three hundred cotton factories in Japan have

been lessening that amount. No country in the world

offers such a chance for the exploitation of cotton fabrics

as does China, and the Japanese, ever on the alert, have

been quick to seize the opportunity. Much of the raw

cotton leaving the port of New Orleans, which formerly

went to England to be spun, is now going to Japan. So

that it is not a ease of introducing an unknown article to

the conservative Chinese.

A development of this market would seem to be tlfe
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logical solution of the over-supply difficulty. It would

mean a meat increase in the actual consumption and a

consequenl increase in the growers' profits. When this

is <l(ine there will be uo need £or a repetition of the

egregious folly of burning 2,000,000 hales.

• *
*

When business is dead advertise to revive it , when I us/

ncss is active advertise to keep it so.

•

TORONTO UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS.

A
CRISIS in" the affairs of the Provincial University ol

Ontario seems imminent. Charges of a grave charac-

ter against the administration of the University are being

investigated by a special committee of the Senate. Even

if the committee make an indefinite finding and seek to

smooth over the difficulty, as was the case in 1895, the

people of Ontario will be in the right if they demand a

more thorough and far-reaching investigation.

Two years ago and more, the MacLean newspapers

directed attention to the internal troubles which were

undermining the good work of the University. At that

time these references were resented by many newspapers

of the Province, particularly The Toronto Globe. To-day

the press has awakened to the fact that there really is

something wrong. We find The Globe admitting that

"within the circles of the Universitv there is unconcealed

division and discontent. There is division among the

teachers and discontent among the students, and the

spirit of disquiet broods over all. Outside the inner

circles, among the graduates and friends of the University,

there is a growing sense of discouragement, a feeling

almost of hopelessness, as regards any real and satis-

factory betterment of the situation."

One reason why nothing has come of agitations, hither-

to conducted in and around the University, is that

graduates have shown a foolish pride about having the

University appear more perfect than she really is. They

cannot bear to have outsiders critizing their Alma Mater.

Notwithstanding, among themselves no one is more critic

al or more inclined to find fault on the least occasion

Perhaps it would be as well for them to remember that

the University is not a private academy, which they

alone are permitted to criticize, but a University of and

for the people.

*

Pre-arranged work prevents eleventh-hour worry
* *

PARCEL POST AND MAIL ORDER HOUSE.

IN a recent debate in the Commons, Postmaster-General

Sir William Mulock was questioned about the cost of

the parcel post section of the public service. He

answered that the cost of carrying papers and parcels

was lumped under one head, and that that branch showed

a deficit. The publip is entitled to a report on these

branches separately.

The reasons for a public carriage of mails, whet he:

hit,! en newspaper, do not subsist in a like manner in

tl* case of parcel post. All reasons, social, political and

commercial, make a Government control of the letter and

papei post necessary. They are of such a nature that

theii security anil inviolability must be absolutely guar-

anteed bj the Government. Hut no such argument can

be advanced in the case of parcel post. This featun ol

tJie public service rests on a totally different basis. It

is a question merely of utility. Its justification lies in

its providing a convenience to the people at large, which

they otherwise would not enjoy. This being so, it is

reasonable to expect that the service should be self-

supporting.

It v. as never intended that this part of the postal

service should merely subserve the interests of the depart-

mental stores and mail order houses. The mail order

business is to some extent just in its infancy in Canada,

but it is a pretty lusty infant. The evil is not so attrac-

tive that special privileges should be granted for its pro-

pagation. Vet that is exactly what happens if parcel

post does not pay its own way. The situation is briefly

this. The Government has a well-equipped service for the

transmission of mails. By mail, in the first instance, is

meant letters and papers. Letter-post need not be con-

sidered here. As for the latter, as supplying education

and culture to points at which the schools cannot touch,

as being the vehicle of that publicity which has been

•a ol shipped as the foundation of democracy, as enlighten-

ing the public politically and inducing good, intelligent

citizenship in the people at large, as being the mirror of

the laws, decrees, customs and opinion of the land, as

exerting these influences to a greater or a less degree—for

the press does exert these influences,—the free transmis-

sion of papers by mail is entirely justifiable. But what

argument can be adduced for the carriage of parcels-

merchandise—on any other basis than that of its being

self-supporting? It is a straight business transaction. A

man goes to the market where he can buy his goods

cheapest. The cost of an article is the actual amount

paid for laying it down in his house.

We have the two methods of purchasing goods before

us. In the firsl case there is the retail dealer who buys

his goods in the regular way and pays his full freight or

express thereon. He then retails them—and this is the

crucial point of the quest ion— taking as the basis of his

selling price the amount he paid for them, plus the freight

or express charged. Let us be clear on this point. The

small dealer at no stage of the proceedings receives the

slightest privilege or benefit from anybody. He keeps up

his stoic in the town in which he does business. He pays

taxes to the full on his building and stock. He employs

clerks and assistants, who in turn contribute their quota

to the revenue of the municipality. By his industry he,

directly of indirectly, improves the market for the farm-

ers' produce and adds to his prosperity. The railway and

express companies receive their proportional advanta

He does this while making a fair percentage of profit.

never verj large, on his investment.

On the other hand, there is the mail order house,

whether it be entirely such or be a departmental store

doing a mail order business. This concern has no stake

:!
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in the towns in which it does business, it adds not one

iota to the well-being; or prosperity of the country at

large; its whole interests, so far as thev effect any good,

are centred in the one big city which contains it. Hut

not only have we these general evil effects of this class

of business, but we have the positive unfairness of com-

petition, resulting from a cheaper method of transporta-

tion. By the people at large paying for the deficit, which

results from these companies sending their merchandise

through the mails at less than the actual cost of the ser-

vice, thev are enabled to undersell the small retailer in

a radically unfair manner. The small dealer has one hand

tied behind his back when he goes into the fight. He has

to pay a share of that very deficit which enables the

mail order house to take his business away from him.

Such a condition is entirely at variance with our con-

ceptions of fair and honest competition. The mail order

business is a menace to the retail dealer. Its growth

is viewed with alarm by all business men. At least let

it not be fostered by special mailing privileges.

There is just one way to change the present conditions.

Let the merchants unite in bringing pressure to bear on

the Government to have the parcel post raised to a fair

rate. Let each business man throughout the country

make personal representations to his representative or

Senator of the unfairness of the present system. A strong

and united protest will accomplish much.

• «

Trade has to be courted to be won.

* *
*

SPRING TRADE PREPARATIONS.

FROM the trade standpoint Spring has arrived, calen-

dar and weather conditions notwithstanding. All

classes of business men are looking forward to a good

Spring trade. The retailer feels he should sell more

goods than formerly to hold his own as to profits and

show a desirable increase. Many, reaching a certain point

in the volume of business done, stop there, and do not

put forth energy to reach beyond. It is hustle nowadays

or give up the ship. The most successful man will be he

who outbids his competitors.

Granting that the store has been refurnished with new

and fresh goods, the next thing to do is to make the

public acquainted with the kind of store kept. This is

done by the right kind of advertising, by window trim-

ming; in fact, anything that will unfold the life within.

Neglect nothing that will contribute to the betterment

of your store. Represent things as thev are and keep on

hand the best goods the community will buy. By buying

goods that you can sell quickly the value of newness is

learned. It must be remembered, too, that what will

sell in one locality is often a drug in another. The mer-

chant, therefore, who would suit the people in his dis-

trict, must be a close observer to comprehend the

possible desires of his people. There must be accuracy in

adapting purchases to probable demand.

Spring farm and trade preparations will soon begin

actively. A fair prop and fair markets last year, with

prices of all commodities high, will stimulate agricultural

activities and bring mono, into the pockets of the tillers

of the soil. This will increase their purchasing power foi

more of your goods. Aie you going to get your share?

It is sometimes necessary to push a business in older to

prevent its collapse
* *

WHAT RAW COTTON AND WOOL PRICES MEAN.

WOOL growers are now getting better prices for their

product than they have got in years, although the

ci est of the wave has been reached. The price of raw cotton,

owing' to the supply being apparently greater than the

demand, has been adversely affected. Opposite tenden-

cies are at work. When the price of wool goes up it must

in turn re-act upon the consumer, who has to pay his pro-

portion of all price accretions. Raw cotton is easier, but

new prices on many lines will not be available for at least

three months, as mills must work up old supply. Prices

on wool and cotton have followed natural conditions, such

as grow out of the law of competition, as manifested in

supply and demand.

T(he retailer, standing as he does at the end of final

distribution, occupies a difficult position in his relation

to customers, ;;nd to lower or advanced prices. For in-

stance, his customers, not understanding the causes pro-

ducing an increase in the price of wool goods, are apt to

think the retailer is trying to take advantage of them.

They point out the fact that such an article a year or so

rgo cost them thus much, and now a price much higher is

asked. The retailer must acquaint himself with all the

details and be ready to explain and satisfy the doubts of

the customer. Regarding wool goods, many have on hand

a supply bought before prices went up, and it is difficult

for customers to see why they should not he sold at the

old juices. The retailer must explain that he cannot buy

similar goods at duplicate prices. A $1 article might

have to be replaced at $1.25. Can he afford to sell at the

old price? Many for the seeming advertising value sell

at the old figure. But the g 1 retailer must mark his

goods in stock on the basis of similar goods to-day. It

is a true business principle the violation of which may in

time briiu 1 ' ruin upon the retailer.. By adhering strictly to

this principle the retailer will in time reap a good profit

by the increase of prices.

But d< es not this work both ways? Must not cotton

lines be lowered? It is assumed the retailer must mark
his goods in stock on the basis of similar goods to-day.

Mills have not as yet, except in odd cases, lowered prices,

and, as indicated, the majority of lines will not be avail-

able at new prices for at least three months. This must

be carefully explained to customers and prices main-

tained except on lines which have been bought and are in

stock at lower figures. Cotton lines will be lower, but the

retailer and Wholesaler, as well as the manufacturer, must

first unload his present stock. This is not a selfish policy

or a disregarding of customers' interests, but a sound

business principle which the majority of good retailers will

follow.
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The

LACES & BRAIDS Manufacturing Co.

Toronto Junction

The Latest Styles call for

BRAIDS
We have a complete line which embodies the following :

MILITARY HERCULES
SOUTACHE TUBULAR

Our line of

Novelty Braids
Comprises tKe largest selection in Canada.

Our Representatives are now on the road and it would

be to your advantage to see our lines before buying.

hese goods are Made in Canada. Best of finish

and quality at a reasonable price.

The

LACES & BRAIDS Manufacturing Co.

Toronto Junction
Long Distance Phone, Junction 148.
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TRIMMINGS.

TRIMMINGS for this season run largely to braids,

but it must be remembered that the term braid

has a much wider significance now than in

former seasons, for many of the braid trim-

mings now might almost be classed as passe-

menteries. They are, however, lighter in both weight

and appearance, and are smarter and less clumsy

than passementeries. The vast majority ( f these noveltv

braids are in wood silk, which forms riot only a durable,

but a brilliant and beautiful trimming that is rig*ht in line

it is beyond the efforts of many dressmakers to attain,
hut a braid or trimming has been brought out of waved
bands of stitching. This is in shaded effects and forms
an unique trimming.

VEILINGS.

u \ j[ ORE novelties on the market now than I ever re-

1V1 member before," was the answer of a New York
authority when questioned about veilings, and

the majority will be sellers, as they are not too extreme.

Even the more extreme have their uses, for a few of them

Returned
MAR 11 WO^

Shown by The Castle Braid Co.

with the bright materials and silks that are the vogue at

present. Soutaches and all widths of braid from the

narrowest to the very wide widths can be had in all

colors and shades in these brilliant wood silk braids.

Plaid braids are prominent, and milliners have to some ex-

tent adopted them. Lacy effects are strong in braid

lines, and these formed in running trimmings and medal-

lions by the introduction of lace stitches. Pastilles have

quite a place in popular favor, the design shown of

pastilles and cord is a particularly good one. This comes
in all the latest colors and combinations of colors.

The sheer nature and light weight of the silks and

dress materials this season is creating a demand for light

should be stocked to place on show to attract attention

to the department.

It is apparent even now that this is to be a color

season in veils. The style idea is for the veil to match

the hat, and as it is to be a colored season in millinery,

veils of a necessity follow suit. Browns in all shades are

in the lead now, but as the season opens other colors will

come to the front. Petunia, helio, reseda, champagne,

vieu rose and geranium are all looked for. Seeing the

popularity of ombre effect this season, one is prepared to

meet it in veiling lines, and a great many monotone and
two-toned effects are shown, though it is the opinion that

the monotones have the best prospect of success. Though

RETURNED
Inn r

Shown by The Castile Braid Co.

weight trimmings. Lace bands are in general rse, "hut

they have not the element of novelty that is always a,

recommendatii n in the opinion of many women, and they
are looking around for another light-weight trimming that
shall be altogether new. The new light-weight braid
trimmings will go far to fill this want, for they are of

airy lightness and come in a number of beautiful designs.
They can be had to match any one color or combination
of colors. Bands of stitchings when properly done make
an unrivalled dress trimming, but this is an effect that

there are a few- velvet spotted veils shown, they do not

take like those with the chenille spot, and there are num-
berless novelties in this line. One of the best liked is of

very small fine mesh that hardly shows when it is on the

face, and it is only where the folds and spots come that

the net is noticed.

Chiffon veils are immensely popular, and both made
veils and piece chiffon is selling. Something new in an
auto veil is shirred on a wire both top and bottom, and
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has the long ends thai tie eitlier al the Bide or under the

chin, Shol chiffon is made up into attractive veils,

rhese have a deep hem finished with one 01 more rows <t

hemstitching, and have large embroidered Bilk Bpots al

long intervals. In mine fanciful Btyle a_pretty novelty

noticed was of while chiffon with a deeply waved lace

border in tinted luce. These borders were- of quite deep

shades of brown, green and red.

There is to be a very good demand for dress nets, both

in the plain net, sprigged nets and in embroidered nets.

These are made over slips of flowered silks, as well as

plain colored taffetas. The trimmings are of ruches,

either in ribbon or net in whirls, loops or Greek key

I
attems.

trimmings. All-over Valenciennes and all-over em
broiderj formed the ^kiit oi one in an exclusive Fifth

avenue Btpre The lace formed the upper part, and was

pleated into the braid, starting from the front, all round.

The embroidery was treated as a wide band, and was

joined to the allover by a narrow ruffle. The skirt below

the embroidery was of Bheer linen lawn, and was covered

with narrow frills of the same edged with Valenciennes

lace. There was a little bolero of the embroidery edged

with lace which mel the high girdle of rose pink messa
line. The chemisette was ol lawn and lace, and so were

the deep mitaine cuffs. The top of the sleeve was a com-

plicated arrangement of lawn puff and lace Trills.

Mixed lengths of embroidered linen, lawn cotton poplin

RETURNED
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EMBROIDERIES.

TI10J*nanufacturers of embroideries have been hard put

to for the past few years, for laee has pretty well

managed to monopolize the trimming Held, and em-

broidered trimmings have had only a minor position. This

Sprine sees the beginning of a change— not that lace is

misted, but both laee and embroideries are used. The

vogue has begun with the hand embroidered waists and

gowns in the heavy blend of Irish and French origin. To
these have been added cut work, broderie anglaise, etc.,

and hadebo and hardanger are said to be looming huge

in the near future. Of course this elaborate hand work

is confined to expensive lines, but it will not be long be-

fore replicas are produced by machinery. Embroidered

linen is undoubtedly to be the leading material for both

gowns and waists in the coming summer, and not only will

the gown and waist be embroidered, but belt, hat, and

parasol will match. The embroidery is applied in long

Castle Braid Co.

or batiste are great drawing cards in the embroidery de-

partments. Those of linen and some of the batiste and

lawn ones are hand embroidered, and the price is astonish-

ingly low when this is considered. Besides the waists.

rubes are offered in these boxed goods. In the lower

priced ones broderie anglaise, cut work and blind effects

are mingled, and price is moderate, but in the handsome

hand embroidered linen goods some very high prices are

reached.

H

LACE.

^ YEN with the plainest of tailored suits there is a

softening touch of lace somewhere, and with the more

elaborate ones this touch is considerably accentuated,

and when costumes and gowns for dress occasions are

reached, laee is used in lavish quantities. A good deal

of lace is used on millinery, though it is nol so prominent
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Pastille and cord trimming shown by The Castle Braid Co.

scrolls and medallions, outlined with insertings of Valen-

ciennes. The hat which is of the mushroom or corday

shape has the crown covered with a round of embroidery,

buttonholed and scalloped at the edge; a large round

covers the outer brim, and the under is faced with quill-

ings of narrow Valenciennes or with knife pleatings of

chiffon. Around the crown is a wreath of ruses in Pom-
padour coloring, shaded pink to mauve, mauve to yellow

or blue, etc., and in front or at the side is the inevitable

corday bow of moire or duchesse ribbon. The parasol is

of linen also, embroidered to match.

There has been an immense number of whit •
i owns

ordered for Palm Beach and other Spring resorts, and

modistes are now busj with others on similar lines for

summer wear, but they all show the same characteristics

lis

a trimming this Spring as flowers and ribbons. Net top

laces are the leaders so far for all but the washing fabrics,

and for those it is Valenciennes and Mechlin, with often

the addition id' embroidery and a heavy lace as well.

Irish crochet is coming to the front for this purpose, and

Venise and Renaissance, as well as linen Cluny, is als>

used, but "li expensive suits and waist- Irish crochet is

most in evidence. This lace is also making its appearance

in millinery trimmings.

In net laces a new candidate for favor is the Princesse

or Princess Louise lace, as it is called. There is an im-

mense call for moderate-priced net allovers, and bands.

edges, and flounces are generally sold to match. These

generally show a heavy raised pattern on a net ground,

and with si me if them broderie anglaise dTuts are com-
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i WARNING TO THE TRADE. I

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.
* TORONTO t

i

t

OWNERS AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

LADIES' FRONT PAD BELT j

HOSE SUPPORTERS

The 1. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, of Toronto, hereby give notice that

they have established the validity of their Canadian Patent No. 69,675, known as

the Ella Foster Young Patent, covering Belt Pad Hose Supporters, and have

I obtained perpetual injunctions against all persons proceeded against in the

Courts of the Dominion of Canada, restraining the trade from dealing in

any other Belt Pad Hose Supporters other than those manufactured by the

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company.

Dated this 18th day of February, 1905.

ALL OTHER LADIES' FRONT PAD BELT HOSE SUPPORTERS ARE

INFRINGEMENTS WHICH ARE NOT STAMPED WITH THE

CANADIAN PATENT No. 69,675.
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limed. Though this class of pattern is right in line dow

ii is said that a tendency to smaller, neater patterns is

beginning to make itself felt. Tins is only a tendency

a> yet, and ii will be much later on, if not until next

season, thai any radical change will develop. The de-

tached petal effect is very much liked, and Yeuiso effects

combined with nel is a combination thai forms many at-

tractive patterns.

Besides the immense quantity of Valenciennes and

Mechlin used fur trimming underwear these laces bave a

tremendous call for millinery purposes, and for many

other uses. There is a pood deal used on neckwear, and

also on children's clothes. Edges that are not much

broken up into scallops are being used as insertions with

good effect. This is one of the little touches of novelty

this season.

The all-lace blouse is a popular one both in heavy laces

and in Valenciennes, and in the net laces.

There are some lovely lace robes shown in both machine

and also in hand-made laces: many of them follow the

I

>ii minent style idea of combining a light and a heavy lace

in the one garment, and not a few show touches of em-

hroidery, often in Pompadour and Oriental color schemes.

RETURN^!
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Shown by The Castle Braid Co.

GLOVES.
• as gloves are concerned there is but one radical

tyle change indicated, and this will not reach lame

proportions during the Spring season. The twelve.

sixteen or twenty button suede, place or silk gloves are

having a slight call, according to a few jobbers who pay

special attention to the novelties in the glove line. All

staple and novelty lines described at the opening of the

Spring order season are heavily sold.

Perhaps the most interesting problem is the color ques-

tion. Fortunately it is a really much less important one

this season than usual. This is very largely due to the

great vogue of white, in spit e of the numerous predictions

of its downfall. The fact that white lias been taken up

by the popular trade has not hurt the color with the best

dressed women. The white costume assures the use of

this color, and in evening gloves its position is unassail-

able. A good retail business in glaces can be done upon

not more than five colors, such as white, black, medium

shades of tan or brown, modes and grays. Of course there

are various shades of the three latter which may he

selected at discretion. The popularity id' browns and

tans will certainly cut into the sale of slates and sven

blacks. Safe stocks are bought, according black and

white two-thirds of the showing. Suedes are still selling

fairly well, especially in blacks and the belter grades.

Long Gloves.

The tendency noted towards long gloves is not likely

to affect Spring trade to any ureal extent, as the mitaine

cuff will he used with the various short lengths in sleeve?

which are a pari of Spring fashion. Further, the full

length sleeve will. I f C( m>e, he used on the Spring coats

and rain coats. However, the (dhow length sleeve for the

afternoon '-own. and especially the three-quarter length

sleeve fur the walking suit, will he prevalent, and when

this mitaine cull' is not used the (dhow length glove, especi-

ally in places, will be used. Suedes and the -ilk gloves

will also have a call.

Early demand centre- upon the lti-button length in

white and black glaces. They will he much used foi-

st reel wear. Pink and sky-long suede gloves are indi-

cated. The long silk glove should not be neglected, even*

though it <h es not meet the approval of the better class

of tiade, as it can be retailed at a figure often less than

one-half the cost of the glace or suede, it will certainly

meet the wants of a good clientele. Besides white and

black a few light shades may safely he stocked.

With the opening of active Spring trade in the glove

department, it is always well to remember that the quality

(f the stock carried will have much to do with a number

of complaints as to imperfection and poor service. The

negligence of retailers is often to blame, even when quality

is held uppermost. By not seeming exact information

from customers, and by puss carelessness in measuring

as well as improper methi ds i f fitting, ami again neglect

in stretching, the imperfections are evident which

emanate from ignorance or carelessness. Further than

this, timely suggestions to customers regarding the proper

care i f gloves are at all times suitable. The use of glove

stretchers should lie insisted upon, and the proper method

« 1 taking i ff gloves, not by pulling at the finger tips, but

by turning back the cuff and gradually working the glove

off, should be pointed out. Many other self-evident de-

tails in the proper care of gloves will be apparent. In

this way the long list of complaints which arises from the

carelessness of the consumer, and finds its fountain-bead

at the manufacturer's door, will be slightly avoided.
* *

PARASOLS.

1HERE is one branch of the trade that should rejoice

over the advent of the fashionable hat, and that is the

manufacturer of parasols, for t he majority of these

new shapes give no shade to the face whatever, and if they

are worn a parasol is necessary. The height of style is the

parasol to match the costume, and for wear with the

embroidered linen costume. Parasols of white linen em-

broidered to match are seen. White parasols, both of

linen and in silk, would seem to have a good season be-

fi re them, as we are to have again a great white season.

In New York they are showing parasols of white nr

pale colored silks with covers of (lowered silk organdie.

One thing noticed about both these and the parasols of

plain or ombre silk, the wood of the stick and handle

is tinted to match.

Though the fashion end is calling for the parasol

smothered in shillings of chiffon and net. yet it is on

the coaching and the sun and rain parasols that the bulk

of the business is done. These are shown in colors that

harmonize with the fashionable silks, and also in checks

and stripes. Graduated stripes in satin of the same color

as the ground make a handsome parasol. Tucks at stated

intervals are something id' a novelty. An innovation that

because of its usefulness is sure to take is the jointed

handle, as this permits id' the easy packing of the parasol.

The handle folds back and the pa rased will then lit into

the all-prevailing suit case. 1'imento wood is used for the

new handles, and handles of furze and fig are also used.

inn
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FACTORY-GRENOBLE rBANCE ESTABLISHED 1832

REYNIER FRERES
KID GLOVE MANUFACTURERS

Canadian branch 22 St. John Street, MONTREAL
RNHD

PRIX, PARIS,
,

Announcement ^s^sssss"

The ever growing importance of Canada

as a factor in international commerce, the

great future which lies in store for this country, with her rich

soil and enterprising population and the marvelous development of

Canadian trade which has resulted therefrom, has convinced us that a

higher grade of Kid Gloves, than has heretofore been offered to the

Canadian merchants, will find favor with the consumers, and has prompted

us to open a branch at the above address.

Mr. W. B. Hurd has been appointed manager of our Canadian

business.

Our glove (denominated by our patrons throughout the world as

the celebrated "Reynier" glove) is distinctly

"The Glove of Highest Excellence"

This distinction has been achieved in the following manner :

Selection of only the finest skins,

Accuracy offit,

Beauty of color,

Exquisiteness of finish and detail

We wi 1 carry in stock a very complete assortment of the most popu-

lar lines as a convenience for sorting purposes.

Our representatives will wait upon the trade during the season, with

our entire range of samples, for Stock and Import orders, and in the

meantime we shall be pleased to forward, upon request, sample dozens,

on memorandum, of any lines for your inspection.

We trust that by serving you faithfully and promptly, our interests

will be mutually promoted,

and beg to remain,

Very faithfully yours,

Montreal,

Ma™st
' Reynier Freres
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SILKS
f OR

SHIRT WAIST SLITS

fancy
SWISS TAFFETA
SWISS LOUISINE
ENGLISH TAMALINE
ENGLISH CRYSTALINE
JAPANESE KAIKI

ALL STYLES
INCLUDING

Changeable Stripes Shot Checks
Figured Stripes Figured Checks
Hairline Stripes Hairline Checks
French Plaids Broche Effects

Etc., Etc., Etc.

natural fiabutai
Natural IVORY Shade Only

Natural SOFT Finish

Splendid WASHING Quality

ALL GRADES

Rain Proof ©
Spot Proof ,

Fast Black

Perspiration Proof
GUARANTEED

Manufacturers and IMPORTERS of

JAPANESE SILKS EUROPEAN SILKS

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS
MATTINGS, etc., etc.

K. 181 1 1 KAMA & CO
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO
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5&r FASHIONS IN NEW YORK
Specially written for The Review by L. D.

WHAT New York is showing is becoming

each year of more importance to the Cana-

dian trade, for what we buy and how we

use our materials when they are hough

t

are points largely dictated to us by New
York styles. Though tariff walls

—

which it is only fair

to remember are considerably lower on our side than on

that of our neighbors—are a barrier to some branches of

the trade, yet, owing to American ingenuity, the list of

articles thai we buy from the States is daily lengthening,

and even when we do buy elsewhere, it is New York taste

thai dictates, in a marked degree, just what we are to

buy and what we are to do with it when it is bought.

Change in the Lines of Costume.

There is a marked, though subtle, change in the lines

of the costume, and the fact is emphasized b\ the Spring

display that the (itted styles are slowly but surely push-

ing out the loose-bloused styles. Bloused styles nowa-
days have all as a concession a deep girdle belt,—not that

it is always a component part of the blouse, but it is

often in belt form to be worn with it. Besides, it is muph
modified and no longer hangs over in so pronounced a

fashion, and t he addition of a high girdle alters the whole

character of the garment and gives the small-waisted type

so much admired ii; present styles. In this form it is

possible that bloused effects may linger long, as it is in

accordance with Dame Fashion's present ideal, which is

to trim the bust so as to make the waist look smaller.

Fashion is still drawing her inspiration from pictur-

esque epochs—from those of the three Louis' before the

[{evolution, and also from the Directoire period that fol-

lowed,—but the time of .Marie Antoinette is the one most
drawn on. This being so, when a visit is made either to

New York or any other large centre, much may be learned

by a visit to the theatre, where what is termed a cos-

tume play is being acted. The costumes worn are gen-

erally fairlj accurate, arid give many splendid pointers
to mil.iners, dressmakers and buyers.

When we are drawing our inspiration from so many
epochs, it goes without saying that styles are very di-

versified, and every taste and figure can be becomingly
suited and yet be well within the confines of the present

mode.

Shirt-waist Suits Attractive.

Shirtwaist suits are unusually attractive, and this

useful suit will be very much in evidence this Spring for

all periods of the day and lor all but the most formal
occasions. Those for morning wear are of mohairs and
both plain weaves, checks, the mannish weaves, and those

thai imitate silk are used. Soft taffetas in plain and in

small checks and in pin stripes are used for the more
dressy shirtwaist suits. The surplice effect is very much
seen, leaving a Y at the throat. Even where a little vest is

simulated this Y or square is shown and is filled in with
a chemisette of lawn and lace, etc. Sometimes the neck
is cut round and the chemisette is in the form of a small

yoke. Doth chemisettes and yokes have the slock at-

tached.

In the taffeta suits, some were noticed that were but-

toned up the back,—these, of course, were more on the

costume order. One seen was of blue pin-checked taffeta,

shot with pink. The skirt was pleated to a little below

tiie hips and then flared free. The trimming consisted of

live graduated bands of pale blue broadcloth, ornamented
with machine stitching and put on at graduated distances,

the third and the lifth forming a large wheel on the front

of the skirl. The waist was cut round at the neck to

allow of a yoke of Yalenciennes and mull to appear. The
opening was outlined with bands of the stitched blue

cloth, which gradually changed from round to square both

front and back. The sleeves were high puff, gathered

three or four times across- the top, and gathered again

with a dee;) frill over a high Ideated cuff of the silk, the

pleats held in place by stitched bands of the cloth.

Four Leading Suit Styles.

Turning to suits, they may be divided into four lead-

ing styles, viz., the blouse, the bolero, the tailored and
the redingote. Though there is little novel tv in some of

the blouse styles, there are some shown in a modified

form that should take the popular fancy. This style of

blouse is closer titling and defines the figure ihoth at the

back and sides. The hlousing portion does not hang over

and is managed by a group of little pleats in front. There
is a moderately wide pointed belt and the back is finished

with jaunty little postilions. Main of the blouse styles

are turned into coatees bv the addition of these pos-

tilions and peplums that fade away into nothing when
I hey reach the side of the front.

The bolero has bobbed up as usual this Spring, and
quite a few are seen. They reach only to the top of the

high belt, though some models have little tabs thai

fasten onto the bed I at the back.

The Redingote.

Turning to the more fitted styles, the redingote is the

most conspicuous and most talked about. In cashmere
or couple broadcloth, the front from over the breast and
down lo the waist is slightly rucked. This is an ex-

tremely becoming style for a slight ,'figure. Then there is

the plain, double-breasted coat, with handsome braided

revers or the shawl collar. Some of the coats of this

class are composed of the lilting blouse, before referred

to, and the skirl is either shirred or pleated on at the

waist. This style of coat is generally seen in suits of

taffeta, very light-weight broadcloth or cashmere. For
the latter material, it is particularly suited.

Arnold Constable was showing a lovely suit of cash

mere in the new raspberry red, made in the blouse red-

ingote style. The skirt was one of the new plain circulai

ones ami had as ,1 finish a moderately deep hem with ,<

few cluster rows of stitching cm the edge, The waist

was slighllv double-breasted, and was finished by a pleat-

ing of the same material about four inches wide and
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stitched down on both edges. \ model in brown cash

mere was made in the pleated style, This is .1 verj much

favored style in silk, and the skirl is generally shirred

jusl enough to make il set well and 1 In- back laid in bos

ideals, width are continued three oi foui inches up the

uacK and tightlj stitched down. The redingote in its

manj guises Ins been a favored garmenl in the pasl

Winter with the smart set, and the styles now seen in

silk and cashmere can be seen in chiffon velvet and broad

cloth on Fifth avenue oi a1 an? function where afternoon

diess is correct.

There is one feature ahout the redingote thai should be

noted, and thai is the fad that it is totally nnsuited to

be worn with a walking-length skirt. To gain the proper

effect and to he becoming, the skirt must be one of those

that lie on the ground an inch or two in front and nine

or ten inches behind. This relegates the redingote for

dressy occasions only, and takes it out of the popular

line.

Fitted Lines.

In the fitted lines are two lengths, the 22 and 24-inch

coat, that was to a certain extent worn in the Fall, and

a 12 or 46-inch length. These coats can best be described

as easy-titling, as, while showing the lines of the figure,

they do not fit really tight. This is a garment that is

somewhat difficult to cut, but it will adapt itself to

many styles of figure.

In many ways the suits shown for early Spring seem

almost more adapted for Fall than Spring— the only

Springlike feature being the weight. Both colors and the

many long coats seem better suited for Fall than Spring.

True, the materials are of the right weight,—broadcloth,

cashmere, fine French serges, Panama cloths, etc.,—hut

the colors, though in themselves beautiful, are deep-toned

for Spring wear. Green, perhaps, is most popular here

in all shades, though the most seen is a full bluish reseda,

hunter's green and myrtle. The violine or plum shades

are also popular and so is brown and the new copper-

shades. Rich shades of red are also seen, such as rasp-

berry, garnet and some reds that verge on brown. A

more Springlike note is struck when the shepherds' checks

are reached^ and these are immensely popular in black

and white, brown and white, grey and white, green and

white, etc. These check suits in mohair, in fine worsted

cloths, and in Panama, are a leading feature in New
York. They are made into shirtwaist suits, into blouse

suits, short-coated suits, and also in the .long, plain,

semi-fitting coats, and last, but not least, into redingotes

.Judging by the way the leading stores in Xew York have

stocked them their future is assured.

Not quite so popular, but very pretty, are the suits

made of these small checks in blue and green. The skirts

are almost without exception of the pleated variety, and

the pleats are very tightly stitched down, so that the fit

is close over the hips, and the flare comes lower down,

and in cloth this flare is not so pronounced as in cash-

mere or silk.

In silks, plain taffetas are most in favor and the

reseda, before spoken of, is easily leader. Changeables and

checks aie much in evidence and there is also a goodly

amount of gray worn. Gray, in solid color and in mix-

tures, is \ei\ well worn, and is also on view in the dress

departments, particularly in the stoics thai do the high-

class trade.

Wash Goods.

"~In the wash goods section, the expectation is that

this will largely prove a while season. Linen, from heavy

butchers' linen to the sheerest handkerchief linen, and

velty. V

', and

linen lawn, is equally favored, and the suit of embroider-

ed and lace 1 illumed linen, with hal and parasol to match,

is to be the leading novel 13 in Summei gowns. There

are a number ol linens on the skiim order shown that are

likely to be favored; creamy linen, with narrow lines of

(dor. forming small checks, is anothei leading novelty.

Embroidered linen gowns are shown in wide variety,

are equally popular in shirtwaist suits, or with a fitted

or loose box coal in the new Ileniy IV. style. They are

all more 01 less elaborately 1 rimmed and both Valen-

ciennes, Irish crochet and heavy Ycnise laces are used.

The linen gowns designed by exclusive Fifth avenue

stores are a mass of elaborate hand work. The new

Eiadebo embroidery, cut work, and Irish crochet are ex-

tensively used, but the inevitable Valenciennes is also

used as well. Quantities of both Valenciennes and mechlin

are used to trim the Summer wash dresses and waists,

and the vogue of this lace is assured. For trimmings on

silks and the sheer Summer goods, the net laces are very

much in evidence. These are used particularly on the

sleeves of all gowns whether the sleeves are of the elbow

or that length which leaves three or four inches of arm at

the wrist uncovered.

Printed organdies, nets, dimities, batistes, etc., in

large floral Dresden and pompadour patterns, are well

shown, and indeed, after the white fabrics, are most pon-

sidered for Summer trade. The patterns range from

sweet little scattered rose-bud designs, so eminently

suited for dainty frocks for children, to wreaths and gar-

lands and naturalcsque floral patterns of quite a large

size. Though other flowers are used as the motif, the

rose is easily first favorite, and in the wreath and gar-

land patterns it is charmingly and harmoniously com-

bined with forget-me-nots and bow knots.

That all early predictions that this would be sheer

season is amply borne out in the display made of wash

lines. There are embroidered Swisses, silk and silk and

mercerized cotton organdies, silk mulls, both plain and

printed, printed nets, etc.

A noticeable feature is beautiful effects in silk and

cotton, and the wonderful imitations of other fabrics that

can be produced by the use of the process of merceriza-

tion. In silk and cotton fabrics, organdies are shown

where the body of the material has a finish not easily

told from the all-silk fabric, and this is barred with

stripes in brilliant satin duchesse effect. Silk and cotton

voiles are also shown. Cotton voiles have been vastly

improved since last season, and now have the firmness

and finish of those made from wool. Cotton poplins,

mohairs, lustres and imitation silks are all among this

wonderful showing of mercerized materials. In mohair

and silk imitations, as soon as a new pattern comes out.

it is copied in these cotton imitations, and it is possible

for a woman 1o have a costume made for one-third the

price thai is a wonderfully close replica of a much more

expensive gown.

These fabrics are made up in just the same fashion as

silk or wool fabrics,—they have just the same elabora-

tion and trimmings, and the fact that they are reputedly

washing materials is not taken into consideration. As a

matter of fact they are never submitted to the tender

mercies of the laundress,—they are invariably dry cleaned.

This process they only have to undergo once, twice or.

at the most, three times in a season, and each time what

is practically a new gown is returned, for. baring the

wear of the fabric, every fold and every frill or ribbon

is jusl in the same state of freshness as when H was

new
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1 BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, """ted I

Wholesale Dry Goods Importers, - 30 Wellington St. East, Toronto 1

New Neck Trillings
Just to Hand.

Swiss Embroidery Collarettes
To sell from 10c. to 2oe. each.

Plauen Net Laces
Box lots. Asstil. patts. to sell 10c, 15c. and 20c. per yard.

naDOKerCDiefS Large assortment of Ladies' and
Gents' U.S. Lawn and Linen. Special Values.

Lace Curtains
New designs, to retail from 25c. to 85.00 per pair.

Cashmere Hosiery
Plain and ribbed. All prices.

Cotton Hosieru
Plain and ribbed. All prices.

rabriC CllOVeS Lisle, Taffeta and PuieSilk, 2 domes
or Jersey style. Sell from 25c. to 50c.

»®?.^®<§>$3K5>^<eKs)3*5)3K?^^ <S>

*
BOOMS FOR

BUSINESS MEN *

Cole's Encyclopedia of Dry Goods: By Geo. S. Cole. New
Yoik. The Root Newspaper Association: Toronto,
The McLean Publishing Co.

We need not dwell on the general advantages of such

a book as this. The necessity of having some book of re-

ference in the dry gooda store is so obvious that we
wonder why it was not written long' ago. There is pro-

bably no business which contains such a variety of articles

or such a number of technical terms as this. Moreover,

the history of their manufacture is of great interest to the

man who would understand his business. The only form
in which such information can be advantageously set forth

is in such a book as we have before us— one which is full

enough to give the desired information, yet is concise

enough to he referred to in a few minutes.

The author has incorporated three features in his book.

He has given a complete dictionary of dry goods terms.

This is of the first importance. The prime requisite ot

every salesman and clerk is that he know the names oi

the goods in which he deals. Yet there are odd names and

terms which might not crop up once in a year. A re-

ference book is just what is wanted to relieve the situa-

tion, n
Then there is a treatment of such textile fibres as are

employed commercially. This is the feature that lends

the interest to the whole work. This is what differentiates

it from a mere catalogue of names and their meanings.

The pages bristle with interesting points relating to the
it.-, rodnet ii n and manipulation of the raw material.

The third i bjret which the gather kept in view was to

give an intelligent account of the process of spinning,

weaving, finishing, etc. Tn this he has been admirably
successful. The different points at which he takes up
these operations are the most interesting parts of the

book. As an instance, might be taken the article on silk.

This in a concise way summarises all that is known about

silk culture and treatment. It gives an historical sketch

of the industry from its earliest growth in China, up to

the most recent attempts at fostering it in the United

States. The sources of raw silk are given, and the
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delicate processes to which it is subjected before it be-

comes the soft, beautiful substance which we know.

The book is replete with valuable matter, interspersed

with explanatory illustrations. Its six hundred pages

are well printed and well bound. We have no hesitation

in recommending it to the trade.

Manufacturers' Accounts: Wilton C. Eddis, F.C.A., and
William B. Tindall, F.G.A., Toronto.

This book is what it purports to be, a book for

practical men, by practical accountants. We have many
books on the subject of book-keeping, but we think this is

unique in its treatment of the preliminary work of ac-

counting. Some manufacturers, the idea of getting an

actual cost on their products, is never entertained. But,

as the authors of this book point out in their introductory

chapter, Canada has passed the stage where a man can per-

sonally supervise his whole plant, estimate the cost, and
set his price accordingly. What strikes us most forcibly

in looking through the book is the excellent and clear-cut

analysis of a book-keeping system into its various ac-

counts and groups of accounts. Stress is laid upon the

importance of the revenue account and the advisability of

dividing it into three parts— the manufacturing account,

the trading account, and the profit and loss account.

This series of accounts is the summary of all others. Hav-
ing treated of this subject, the book goes back to a dis-

cussion and explanation of all the accounts which go to

make up this final statement. The various books re-

quired for the cost accounts and their use are shown, to-

gether with examples in illustration. A chapter is de-

voted to the subject of wa<res. showing a method for keen-

ing separate the expense of productive and non-produc-

tive labor. Material and factory expenses are taken up
in the necessary detail.

The second part of the book is devoted to the special

accounting required among manufacturers, such as engine

manufacturers and contracting engineers. Here again it

is shown that, though more difficult, the adoption of an

accurate cost system is both practicable and advisable.

Part three of the book is extremely useful as a book

of refernce. Tn it are given specimen pages of all books

required in any business. Wh^re necessary, a page of

description and explanation is added. Altogether the

book is valuable both as a text book of the subject with

which it deals, and also as a work of reference, after a

svstem has been installed.
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Alpaca
DRESS

GOODS Mohair

Angora Goal, from whose fleece Moheir is made.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this year is to be the

biggest \ear for Mohair Lusters since 18i>">.

PRIESTLEYS'
Lusters , flohairs and Sicilians

are the best for Brightness, Silkiness ami Delicacy of Touch.

Not all makes of Mohair Dress Goods are equally good. There are

differences in the dyeing and the finishing that are of the first im-

portance. In these and all other particulars, PRIESTLEYS' goods

shew a decided advance over all other makes, and even on their

own productions of former years.

PRIESTLEYS Lusters and Mohairs do not cockle,

We have a full stock of PRIESTLEYS' goods in Blacks and

Colors, in stock or on the way.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Sole Selling Agents for Canada MONTREAL

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN Limited GREENSHIELDS & CO. Limited
WINNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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DRESS GOODS
FEATURES OF THE TRADE

DEVELOPMENTS IN SPRING TRADE.

WHERE retailers have not received Spring

shipments, jobbers are beseiged with en-

quiries which are fairly well met, with

the exception of some lines of mohairs.

Further than this, the fact that many
goods have not reached their destination has prevented

retailers from making Spring announcements of fashion-

able materials. Practueally tjhe manufacturer's Spring

dress goods business is over and nothing new can be ex-

pected to be brought out.

There never has been a season when earlv predictions

have been followed so closely. Plain and fancy mohairs

were indicated many months ago to hold first place from

a yardage standpoint. Nearly all wholesale houses are

sold up and scarcity is likely to prevail as the season

advances. Mohairs will last from the middle of the

Spring season right through the Summer. These light,

lustrous, durable and beautiful fabrics come in qualities

and patterns to fit every service. Their ,erispness defies

dust and damp. They are dyed in the softest and richest

of shades. White, brown and blue are the leading colors.

Although the voile family occupies an assured position

for Summer, mohairs will, to some extent, cut into their

place. Plain eoliennes and et amines have done better than

previous seasons. They accord well with trie light-weight

goods, which are characteristic of the fashionable Spring

materials.

Silk and wool mixtures at present are in for a steady

demand. Crepes of this order are strengthening. Light-

weight broadcloth for street wear are being ordered out

in exceptional quantities.
* •

EARLY DISPLAY IN NEW YORK.

IN
the initial displays of Spring dress materials, the

popularity of small shepherd's and other fancv checks,

is very marked. These are in almost all colors and

white, hut black and white, brown and white, gray and

white and green and white are those most seen. .Just

how great this popularity is expected to be is forshadow-

ed bv the immense stocks of suits in these checks carried

by all the leading ready-to-wear departments. These

checks are also seen to a minor extent in blue and, green.

but as this coloring has been taken up late in the Winter
for street and useful wear bv the smart set, we shall

most probably see more of it next Fall. Quiet plaids, in

shades of one or, perhaps, two colors, and with an over-

check, are also shown to a certain extent, and these are

said to shadow forth a greater vogue for plaids next Fall

Cashmeres are selling freely in New York this Spring

and so are the fine French serges. Safin cloth and Pan-
ama cloths are also much in evidence. Broadcloth is,

however, from the fashion standpoint J decidedly the lead-

ing material, and is shown in suitable weiihts for the

Spring and early Summer season. There is a slight,

though marked change in the character of the materials

shown. Souple is the word used to designate it, for it

is no longer the clinging effect that is the vogue, and for

the new styles, materials, though still of very light

weight and falling beautifully, require to have a little

more body. This is made requisite by the simplicity of

style revealed in the suits for early Spring. These are

of the plainest type and only relieved on the coat part by
a fancy vest or touches of velvet or braid. The mu,ch-

talked-of ledingote style is almost entirely confined to

suits of cashmere and taffeta, and with it goes the new
plan bell skirt; of course there are more dressy pleated

and shirred styles, hut the plain one is deemed the most
correct. In broadcloths and suitings, there is a severely

plain-fitting coat that is fairly well shown. This style,

though following the lines of the figure, is by no means
a tight fit,—easy fitting is the term it is designated by,

and in reality it is simply the coat worn so well with
last fall suits only three-quarter length. The coat that

was used to complete last Fall's suit, only a little longer,

is still very popular, but in the 26 or 27 inches length.

It is, however, the blouse styles that are most popular,
with the addition, generally, of the short peplum and
postilions at the back.

Eolionnes and crepe de chenes, both in plain and em-
broidered weaves, have the emphatic endorsement of the

best fashion authorities. In voiles I he plain fabrip is

neglected from a fashionable standpoint, but all fancy
lines are in great demand. These are very numerous and
form a strong factor in the Spring selling. There are

embroidered voiles, lace-striped voiles, armure weave
\oiles, broderie anglaise effects and checks and plaids.

These are made up into beautiful costumes trimmed
largely with ribbon and lace. Shirring is much in evi-

dence and skirts, though fitting around the hips, are very

wide around the feet.

The styles for dressy gowns cannot be said to follow

any one period, bu1 there are touches of many different

ones, though all show the deep-pointed high girdle, and
all define the waist. Though there are no trains, skirts

are very long and, to tell the truth, are very difficult to

manage. They lie on the floor from two to four inches

in front and from eight to ten behind.

When the range of Spring colors is shown, one is in-

clined to rub one's eyes and ask if it is not Fall that is

indicated, for there is no getting over the fad that tones

are decided, though rich and deep. Brown has again

asserted its right to first place, and in almost all colors

shown there is a toning hint of brown. Maple sugar is

a color that need not be described to Canadians, but

copper—a color that is rapidly coming to the front—needs
an explanatory word or two. This is a beautiful, soft,

rich color that reminds one of the old terra cottas, but

which has not its pink tones. Green is, perhaps, the

leading coior, and the range of shades is immense,

—

indeed there is no green that is really out of it. Tilluel

is a new light, yellowish shade, and there are the emer-

ald and the myrtle and moss shades. In fact, it would

take the best part of two pages of The Review to give

the names of the fashionable greens. Violene. plum and

10"
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helio are ven much in evidence and are both well shown

and well worn. Tins is a shade thai fashion has nevei

been able to popularize in Canada, with the exception

only of a very limited section of the trade There are

signs, however, thai it mav have a more successful sea on

tins Spring. Silver gray is well shown and is likeb to

hold its own as the season develops. lied, particularly

in the raspberry, mulberry and old rose, and some brownish

shades of red thai deepen into garnet, is wonderfully

popular, considering thai it is the Sprint; trade thai

these i oloi s are selling for.

WASH GOODS MATERIALS.

CITY retailers are already making attractive displays

of wash goods. The lines are well calculated to

appeal to the woman at the counter. Sheer ma-

terials unquestionably lead. Small designs in these lead,

and, as indicated last month, scarcity is likely to occur

in these. On the other hand, there is a good supply of

unfavored patterns lying around, and a few concessions

may have to be made on these.

Either figured or plain goods of the mull or batiste

order in small and medium-sized patterns are extremely

high style. Organdies are a characteristic fabric. White

grounds olTsel with beautiful printings are good property.

As indicated at the opening of the order season, print-

ed muslins are practicallv out of the running and lines of

colored cotton fabrics, closely resembling the new silk

and wool fabrics, are taking their place for popular and

good trade. They will not cut into the sale of the silk

and wool fabrics, as the latter will be used for Spring

and the former for Summer.

Linen Goods.

Linen dress materials will have an increased sale at

retail, the bulk of the trade being done in plain white

goods, as the lack of fastness prohibits an extensive sale

of brilliant colors. Embroidered lines will be very

fashionable. Linen cambric, linen lawn and handkerchief

linen aie high style for the shirtwaist. Early nibbling

at retail confirms an increased sale.

Heavier Goods.

The very heavy styles, viewed from style tendencies.

will have the poorest season in years. Some good

Madrases and some lines of medium mercerized lines are

not neglected.

A White Season.

White is always good in the Summer season, and this

year will be stronger than ever. White has been predicted

season after season to lose ground, but no colors can evei

entirely replace it. This docs not mean that colors are

excluded, but simply that white is ascendant. India

linens, French lawns, mulls and Persian lawns all confirm

this. Sheer colored effects in plain goods are shown, in

pinks, icd, blue, etc. Man} of the coi ion imitations in

tairh large designs have done well in this respect. Sheei

white goods in i,nic\ figures are especiallj good. Pinks,

greens, reds, blue and all staple colors. a re included.

White Linen.

Thai we are to experience again a largely all-white

on is the coniideiii prediction of practically all the

trade. White linen is the fabric that Dame Fashion has

in her mind when Summci gowns are being planned

Linen has inst call in all degrees of fineness from light

weight crash and butchers' linen down lo Hie linesl and

sheeresl Ol linen lawn. 1 landkershief linen is extensively

i. ed, and all white fabrics, such as Madias. Persian lawn,

batiste, India linen, eo
. are all to the fore.

The skills of the heavier of these fabrics are mostly

of the pleated variety, but the bell is also creeping in,

and the skill with the flare flounce is also well liked.

Often some variety ol shin waist is used to complete the

costume, but the lit ;ed coal thai opens to show a soft

lawn 01 linen lawn blouse and the new loose Henri IV

coat aie also developed in linen. There is a deal of em-

broidery used as a trimming foi these suits. Often hoe

is added and then two kinds are made use of—one of

which is always Valenciennes, and the other a heavy lace,

such as Irish crochet or Venise or Renaissance, si.

on these suits aie either (dhow or three-quarter length

or are finished with a mitane cull of lace ami embroid

The front is so cut that a chemisette is a necessity. In-

deed, ail suits and not a few waists are cut so as to

require a chemisette or small voke as a finish. The stock

forms part of the chemisette.

In these linens, as in all wash goods lines, then

no material wanted that is anything approaching a heavy

weight. As has before been stated, this is a season of

sheer materials.
* *

*

SILKS.

IT
is nian\ , many years since silks occupied the place

in the trade that they ale doing now, and it is said

that this is only the beginning of a long season of

popularity. From being only employed for skirt and lin-

ing purposes, foi trimmings, and at the most for waists.

silks have trade their wav into the very foremost posi-

tion in the dress department. Last Summer saw the

beginning in the vogue of the silk shirtwaist suit, but

this year, not only is it the shirtwaist suit, but it is

also the aostume and tailored suit that are made of silk.

The manufacturer of ready-to-wear garments has given

his serious attention to the production of silk garments,

and through him and for him silks in wide widths have

been brought out,—though, curiously enough, the retail

trade is not taking kindly to these wide-width silks.

Taffeta silks, as usual, are in first place, for. in spite

of all The faults alleged against this silk, there has as

vet been no other make brought out to replace it.—and

many buyers maintain that there never will be.

Prices on all Mines of silks are very firm with a de-

cided tendency to advance, and manufacturers will not

quote prices in advance if possible to avoid it. Apart

from taffetas for special uses, the tendency of fashion is

towards the softer makes, and chiffon taffetas, peau de

soie, tamalines and louisiennes are all splendid sellers

There is, besides the changeables, an immense variety of

hair-line stripes, pin checks and small neat patterns.

Foulards are also bought for the better trade.

In New York, some immense plaids are on view,—

main of them on a shaded ground. Lovely warp prints,

in both very huge and in medium designs, are shown.

\ ei \ decided ombres, shading out of one color into an-

other, aie seen, but these are, of course, for the extreme

trade.

The domestic imitations of Oriental silks, both in the

very rough crash ami canvas weaves and in more or less

close imitations of pongee, are immense sellers in the

leading retail stores. Pongee still shares honors with

taffeta as the leading coat silk. Both short silk coats ami

those of longer length are expected to lead for Summer

wear These will he made, not only in black, but in

changeables and in colors.

I
OS
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SOME SILK SPECIALS
OTHER LINES SHOT SILKS RIBBONS
CARRIED IN STOCK ARE

TAFFETINES
IN 115 SHADES.

MESSALINES,
LOUISINES,

TAFFETAS, etc.

UNAPPROACHABLE VALUES

A FEW OF OUR POPULAR LINES:

No. 759. Colored Taffeta

No. 787.

No. 865.

No. 900.

No. 3451. Black

No. 440.

No. 770. Colored Duchesse Satin

No. 786.

No. 777.

PLAIN SILKS,

all makes and weaves
in newest
shades

ELECTRO SATIN

No. VI--A Superior Line.

No. 980-Black & White Tulle.

No. 200-In all.shades.

Guaranteed

BLACK SILKS

FANCY SILKS
the newest effects

in checks
CHIFFONS

all qualities.

DRESS FABRICS

A Few Leading Lines.

Special attention
given to

Mail Orders

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THE ROAD
WITH COMPLETE RANGE

OF SAMPLES

Debcnbam, Caldccott $ Co.
Corner Bay and Wellington Streets, TORONTO

Have your Cloaks and Purs lined with

"Skinner's Satin j?

Guaranteed for two season's wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
.-JS^Jt , in this garment is

i %<2 |

GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
SEASONS

*qM& MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Go,

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.
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Telearaphic Address :

" BORNHOLM," LONDON.
Telephone No.
Central 2187.

Gorbp, palmer

an* Stewart,

Mantle
******** ****** *********
»»gSS»»»««SSS«g«SSSSSS«

DEPARTMENTS :

Zadies' and

Children'

8

Fur-Lined Jackets,

Mantles, Jackets,

Capes,

Mackintoshes,

Mantles,

Imperial Cloaks,

Opera Mantles,

Furs.

*«««*«•«»*«*««««*»«*«*«*
»»»»>»»»»»»»* **«g»s»«ss

Manufacturers

To the Trade.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES:

West of Toronto - - MR. GILBERT MacKENZIE
Maritime Provinces - - MR. W. H. VAUGHAN
Northwest and B.C. - - - MR. D. C. ROBINSON
Eastern Ontario and Quebec - - - J. H. STOWE

Canadian Address : 28-30 Wellington Street West, Toronto.

39, 40, 41 St,. Paul's Churchyard ,

8, 9, 10 Old Change jZ? «g

LONDON, E.C.
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M ERCHAETS, realising the value of being early

in the field with ready-made garments, are

taking advantage of the bright, sunny wea-

ther we have lately experienced to make
showings of ready-to-wear garments.

There is no advocate of a new suit or coat more
powerful than a sunny day in early Spring, for it has a

wonderful wav of revealing the wear and tear that Winter

garments have been subjected to, and the feeling of

shabbiness engendered makes the majority of women
eagerl] interested in the new garments, and these early

showings pull trade. It is a mistake to show too many
at once. Just a few— three or four smart, new models
attractively displayed at short intervals, will set the

ball rolling.

The prospects for Spring trade generally are very

bright, and buyers have visited the trade centres in large

numbers. "Never so many buyers down for an opening

before" is an opinion that is generally voiced. Buyers
came early and seem in no hurry to get. away, and. even
the end of the opening week sees many of them in town.
The weather this year was all in favor of the trade;

indeed it is a long while since such a beautiful day was
granted for the millinery openings as Feb. 27, 1905.

THE FALL COAT OF 1905.

NO sooner are the garments appropriate for one season

fairly launched than the thoughts of both manufactur-
er and retailer alike are turned to plans for the com-

ing season. The knowledge that on the light solving of the

style problem hinges the success or failure in a great

measure, makes this solving a most serious matter. The
seasons come round with great rapidity in the ready-to-

wear trade, and to ensure the certainty of the retailer

having just the right garment at' the crucial moment,
manufacturers have to be up and doing, and planning

ahead is a necessity in the cloak business.

Orders must be placed ahead so that garments can be
in buyers' hands when wanted, for there is nothing that

tries a buyer's patience like delayed deliveries, when cus-

tomers are eagerly awaiting the advent of the new gar-
ments. The early trade is always the cream of the
season and the time when the most profit is made, and
trade lost then is lost altogether. The general experience
is that it cannot be pulled up later.

But, besides having the garments when wanted, it is

important thai styles and tendencies should be sufficiently
tixed—not the styles and tendencies of another market.
hut the styles and tendencies of the Canadian market —
the place and country where our manufacturers and re-

tailers have to do their business.

The Canadian manufacturers, as stated hist month,
were collecting data bearing on this problem, and were
watching closely the doings of Dame Fashion, so as to
have at their command and to embody into their Fall
line, not the evanescent fads of the moment, but the safe
and sound ideas that, from signs patent to them from
their long trade experience, but perhaps not so easily-

discerned by the uninitiated, mark out the lines that lead
to the producing f a successful stvle.

From a round made of the principal manufacturers ii

seems that trade again this year is to be simplified for

the buyer in an all-prevailing type in the leading styles.

The staple coat is a type that, while leaving an ample
held for individual achievement on the part of the de-

signer, has practically the same salient [Joints. This is

the coat that men, accustomed to the Canadian trade and

familiar with the tastes and preferences of the Canadian
woman, have produced. They have studied for years how
to lit the figure, and know best just how to cut a garment
so as to bring out the good [Joints of the figure and to

conceal its defects.

Knowing also the trend of fashion—having had, also, a

peep into that mysterious region where Dame Fashion

shapes the future of the trade—and guided by past ex-

perience when styles were similar to those now running,

they have embodied all their knowledge into their latest

emanation—the Fall coat for 1905. All travelers will be

out this month with sample lines.

What will be the probable length of the Fall coat is

always an early question asked, and in this respect there

is a considerable change for the new coat is a long coat,

running anywhere between 36 and 42 inches long, though,

at the same time, shorter coats of about 26 or 27 inches

will not be entirely out of it. There are some figures to

which this coat is intensely becoming, and they will de-

mand this coat next Fall. Then, too, the matter of

price will favor this length, for it will be a matter of

impossibility for obvious reasons to bring out a long coat

at the prices which certain branches of the trade demand.
For a long time Dame Fashion has been slowly but

surely guiding us back to a more fitted type of garment
and, except for stated occasions, there is little call for

a loose-fitting coat. The coat put forth for 1905 is built

on almost fitted lines,—semi-fit ting hardly defines it,

"easy-fitting" is the proper term. This shape, which is

new this season, while full) defining the lines of the

figure, fits easy, and is so cut that a matter of an inch,

more or less, in the length of the waist line makes no

difference in the fit of the coat, simply because the coat

docs not fit close. This simplifies matters greatly for

the alteration department, and makes the coat a most
comfortable shape to wear, as it goes easily over the

outer garments.

The sleeves, also, show a great change since last year.

Instead of the pouch at wrist or elbow, the fullness is

now at the top and the segot or leg-of-mutton is the new
shape. This in itself makes a great change in the out-

line of the new coat, for it means a totally different

method of cutting the shoulder. The shoulder seam is

shorter by some inches than last season. This type of

sleeve is fixed for awhile and indications are all again'

anv exaggerated tendencies—indeed, in the high-class trade

a moderately loose type of coat sleeve is advocated. This

is a very graceful and convenient style, as the fullness

is at the top, the sleeve widening gradually and grace-

fully from the elbow up, and being easy-fitting below and

just wide enough at the wrist for the hand to comfort-

ably slip through.

There is another change that will make the new coat

noticeable. Collars are again a feature, and afford a wide
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We save vou

MONEY
in Skirts,

Shirt Waist Suits,

Costumes, Etc., Etc.

Our travellers now out with complete

lines of "PRINCESS " Brand. See them

and be convinced of their superior value.

The UNIVERSAL SKIRT
MFG. CO. ^ OTTAWA.

HARRIS & COMPANY, limited

ROCKWOOD.

Popular Vogue—at—

Popular Prices
It will certainly be of great profit to you to

study the buying advantage of our Spring

goods, because we can safely say—and their

merit proves it—that they are popular and

make good selling.

Selling Agts.: DIGNUM & MONYPENNY, Toronto

in-ill i"i the development of new ideas. In the mori
pensivi coa ome vcsl effects tnaj be also expected.

Belts, hui more simulated than real, will, doubtless, be a

ire as a concession to those who have been carried

away with the tourisl idea, bul in the opinion of Tue
Review, this is a poinl thai buyers should be cautious

about, as belts seem this season just in the position i

were last year, and, while prominent now, have a doubt-
ful future iu'lorc them. However, they should not alto-

gethei be neglected, for, doubtless, toi the early trade

some bell styles will be required.

The cloths featured toi next Fall are heavy coverts

and tweeds and beavers in Winter weights. The light,

greenish tans and fauns are still good in coverts, and
mode and brown are showing in heavers. Black, also,

is the staple color. The loose paletot coat will not he

banished altogether from coal lines either in the short or

Ions lengths. The short, loose coat will sell for the

misses coat and for some figures, and the longer lengths

are required particularly for the trade in larger centres

where there is a demand for a coat of this kind as a

wrap over a dressv costume.

A WHITE SEASON.

I'M
IK style idea is again all in favor of

and suits of white, varying from tl:

jf a white season,

those of butchers'

linen, crash and serge down to the finest handkerchief

linens, linen lawn, Persian lawn and nainsook, are shown
by leading New York houses.

A tennis costume shown was of white serge with

killed short skirt and blouse of China silk. The belt

was kid and the collar of Irish lace. With it went a

veritable Scotch cap of black velvet with tartan band
and ends.

A linen gown had panels of marguerites. The panels

were button-holed round and bordered with lace ruffles.

These panels were attached to the skirt and there were
frills of lace around the hem. The blouse was !n surplice

effect, embroidered to match the panels, and the chem-
ist-tie was of Valenciennes and lawn and the cuffs of the

sleeves to match. French batiste is another material
much used, and so is Persian lawn. The broderie

anglaise and -eyelet or cut work embroidery is used to

trim these materials and Valenciennes or Mechlin is often

seen in combination with the embroidery.

COVERTS FOR THE EARLY TRADE.

NO inconsiderable portion of the orders for Spring

ha\e been placed on covert coats, and the

success of this coat is assured, as covert

coats are now regarded as a staple garment in

most stores. Though the short coat is selling veil

yet the developing tendency is for longer lengths.

In New York, 2.6 or 27 inches is regarded with more

Eavor Hum the shorter 22 and 24-inch lengths. The corset

coal has again made its appearance there and is selling

freely, as it has always been a favorite garment on that

market, and practically all other models seen are modelled

on this garment.

Coverts will he the early seller and the utility coat

in chilly early days, but as the season opens up a totally

different style of garment will come to the front. A

ideated coat, with belt either all around or across the

back only, of the slip-on variety, that is both smart in

outline and light in weight and that can be used as a

covei and protection for the lovely costumes of sheei

materials, will be demanded. The redingote is the high

style coat in this line, but will only come in high-priced

and high-class garments.

TalTria and pongee will he very much in evidence.
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NEW SPRING LINES
Our Skirt Department is ready for Spring

orders. Some exceptional values in popular priced

goods. Skirts, stylish, neat-fitting and fashioned

from choice fabrics.

IN GENTLEMEN'S COLORED SHIRTS we

are offering also a line which will prove trade

winners for the Spring season.

Large or small orders receive equal attention.

We will send probable customers sample lines

upon request. Ask for particulars.

646 Craig st. The Empire Mfg. Co., Limited. Montreal.

Northway Garments
For Spring 1905.

The popularity and success of " Northway Garments " rest solely upon their intrin"

sic merit. We employ only the most skilled cutters and fitters, and tailor every garment as
well as possible. We use none but honest fabrics of very latest style—materials that cannot
fail to give good, durable wear—linings and trimmings of the highest grade. While our
designs are the newest and most exclusive, yet the scope of our business and our great
resources enable us to meet the strong competition of low prices with prices low enough to

hold the patronage of the best buyers and merchants.

JOHN NORTHWAY ®, SON, limited

91-93

Wellington SL. West,,

TORONTO.
Shall we send you Sample Garments ? We have in stock
the finest models ever shown in Canada: Coats (specially
strong on Coverts and Whipcords, in Short and Tourist
styles); Street Costumes (many choice adaptations of the
latest Parisian modes); Shirt Waist Suits (all the popular
shades), etc., etc. Write us.

I

If you have not received our
Spring Catalogue, send name
and address and we will mail it
to you.
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black aud the natural shade of pongee are by no means the

i >i 1 1 \ colors exploited. All fashionable colors will be seen,

indeed a feature of the season is likely to be the colored

and slinl silk coals. Vlohail and Sicilians will also be

much employed, and linen in white, natural and the lead

ing colors also.

There is also a new poat shown this Spring in Sre\v

RETURNE
MAR 11 190

From W. R. Brock's Special Spring Catalogue.

York that is expected to go well, as it answers the re-

quirements of the hotter months and can he worn without

Brushing the dainty lingerie waists, that are to be the

waists par excellence for the Summer season; this is the

Lady Teazle jacket. The shape is no1 much of a novelty,

with the exception, of the vesl effed and collar, but the

materials are a total change, as brilliant-colored silks

and (lowered warp prints will be used for the more ex

iieme models.

PETTICOATS.

Till-; petticoats of colored Persian, made in the usual

5 and 7-gored styles and with either knife-pleating

oi frills at the foot in pinks, blues, and other pale

shades, are likely to score a great success this season.

To begin with, thej are a very prettj article, and are

jusl the thing to wear under organdies and lawns, and

the printed nets, crepes and light-weight and semi-':

parent materials broughl out foi the coming Summer.
Then, too, they can be worn undei the linen suits that

will be high-style and will give just that hint of coloi

that is indespensible this season.

Though solid colors rule m petticoat lines, there are

quite a few plaids and fancy tartans seen. Besides taffeta

there is an extensive assortment of moreen and moriette

fabrics, varying from all-cotton, cotton and silk, to silk

and wool and silk and linen fabrics. It is the body of

these materials that makes them so popular, as they

serve to hold out the skirt from the feet. There is again

talk about the use of cords, etc., to stiffen the hem of the

skirt, but it requires a diligent search to find an example

of this plass of skirt, and most probably this style is

confined t<> specially ordered goods.

RETURN
MAR 11 1

From W. R. Brock's Special Spring Catalogue.

There is an unusual range of colors in the taffeta

petticoats for Spring, hut not much novelty in the make

up. Knife-pleating, we hear from time to time, is dead

as a trimming, hut on seeing the new skirts, one comes

to the conclusion that it is soon resurrected.
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Coot Hangers,
Coat Labels.
CloaK Labels,
Fur Labels,
Dress Belts,
Shoe Kacirigs,
Shoe Labelst
Sbirt Hangers,
SKirt Labels.
NeeKwear Labels.
MachintosW Labels.
Millinery Labels,
Advertising'

Novelties

Woven Labels
Differences in quality, in

attractiveness, in price—and

you have our argument for

your label trade.

Samples and quotations

on request.

Canadian Silk Co.
Limited

2 96. 2 98, SOO Adelaide St. "W.

Toronto

What one
Customer said

In explaining the smallness of the

order he was placing', a Merchant

said to the writer :

"We had a big stock of other Underskirts when
we placed the last order and we are getting
rid of them as fast as we can. We bring
out yours when we see we are going to miss a
sale and always sell yours. When our others
are cleaned out we will give you some good
orders."

Moral Well, it's obvious.

Our Travellers are now covering Canada.

See their Samples.

The Pugh Mfg. Co.
Makers of Ladies' Underskirts

33 Church St., Toronto

Montreal Office : 6i St. Gabriel St.

T. R. McKernan, Representative.

Coats, Costumes, Skirts hJARH
.

Don't Experiment. Buy Styles that are Right.

There are

Skirts

and

Skirts

!

DreSS and Walking SkirtS comprises a host of quick-selling styles

that can be handled profitably in any department.

There is a way to make and hold trade and a way to alienate it.

/ TRADE fyj

VICTOR <CC€<w ) GARMENTS FIT

1 1 is not too late, for Spring, to write for salesmen to call or for samples to

be submitted.

THE VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.
QUEBEC, P.Q.
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WHOLESALE
MILLINERY

Afresh *@m
With Every depart-

New Goods ment through -

out the House
has been thoroughly replenished

since opening time.

We are able to meet all demands

in all lines in popular favor.

NOVELTIES ARRIVING DAILY

mD. McCALL CO.,Lwm
TORONTO

WINNIPEG QUEBEC OTTA WA
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FASHIONS

IN HATS
FOR NEXT

SEASON

TIIK millinery openings are beccmiing each year

of more general importance to the whole dry

goods trade. Visiting buyers do not confine

their attention by any means to the millinery

houses, though the millinery display is the

ostensible reason for their presence in town.

Each year the number of buyers who make their ap-

pearance early in the month is increasing, and the great

portion of the serious business is done before the opening
day.

This does not in any way detract from the importance
of the formal openings, as it must be of great value to

the trade to be able to review and compare the efforts

and this by no means exhausts the list. Small hats are

for the moment most in favor, and some decided freaks

in this direction are shown. A few of these freaks are

all very well to attract attention, but the general trade
will be done on safer lines. Though the small shapes are

most talked of,
,
there was no lack of larger models

shown, though the tendency to small types precludes those
of exaggerated size so much in evidence last year. There
are too many occasions when large picturesque shapes,

trimmed with ostrich feathers, complete a toilette as no
other type of hat can, for these larger shapes to quite

go out of favor.

The remark that we are to have what is termed a

The new French Sailor in chip with folds of shot
taffetas, and an under trimming of variegated

blossoms in three tones of the new
color " Violine.''

and ideas oi each and every house. The knowledge gained
is of great importance in summing up, and deciding just
what are the leading tendencies of the season.

The hats shown at the openings exhibit many new
features, and though they have acquired more elaboration
in shape and treatment, yet there is a simplicity of

.character about them that makes for popularity. Large
transparent hats of Neopolitan in white, black and colors,
are bent into the most wonderful arrangements. Colonial,
Napoleon, Corday, cavalier and poke effects are all seen,

Another version of the new French Sailor made in

whole pipe straw and trimmed with choux
of satin straw, shot in green and

red tints.

colored season is heard on all sides, and the majority of

the models shown are in soft, light shades. The materials

are fancy straws, and soft, bright silks and ribbons in

shadings of one color, and in Pompadour Mendings of two
or many more delicate tints. Chiffons, nets and gauzes

are also much used.

The mushroom hats are seen in all the new > straws
and in wood silk braids, and with fluffy under brims that

show bv reason of the uplifted bandeaux. It is an odd

idea that on the one hand fashion decrees that the hat
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llr lifted i leai oil the hail in tronl , while in othei shapes
Ar

1 the brim sel well down into the coiffure and even
tilting ai an acute angle o\ ei i he ej es.

Wings, quills, and birds' heads, including the owl
licads thai were introduced lasl fall, will be extensivelj
used for streel hats. Mercury wings appear on mam

(7X \

I Ins Hat is on the Mushroom Poke Shape, made of Cream
Valenciennes Lace with Applique of Cream Silk Brodie'
Anglais of Medallions. The Facing is two Shades of Burnt
Onion Ribbon arranged in soft puffs and caught with an
Antique Gold Ornament.

clue models, and quills—some of which are of greal
Length—are much used. Even peacock feathers, in spite of

llir ill-luck so many people firmly believe they bring,
are much used, and large pom-poms are seen in these
lovely feathers.

FLOWERS.

EVEN the most casual observer would readilj deduce
from the display at the openings that flowers were
far and a\\a\ the most prominent trimmings. Everj

importing house devoted more space to their display
than to any other millinery trimmings. There is no
question hut that masses of flowers will be used. Roses
Stand easily at the head of the list, and had a showing
on nearly every imported model. The medium sized rose
in ever} conceivable color, and these always toned, was
by far most prominent. Natural tints had their place in

the small buds and moss roses. Thej will be iced. no1
oiil? to form the hack trimmings, hut to decorate the
side oi ihe lial Staple (lowers will, of course, occurj
Iheii usual position Lilacs in natural tints, and in all

the season colors, and violets, forge! me-nots and lilies

Of the \all>'\ air ,1111011- Mi.- 1 1
1 . . - 1 la\oied lines. Ihacinths

are also vei 5 much used and, as in most other flowers
1 ''" this season, ihe natural ihade are in Mir m 1 n\

•'" rl colors match the ribbons .um othei tr.ii ng ma
tei 1.1 Is.

OPENING OF CAVERHILL AND KISSOCK.

1^
\ EN before opening days, this handsome warehouse

j was crowded with eagei purchasers, and upon the

official opening days it was difficult to thread
through the eager crowds. At the front of the fourth
floor the interest reached its climax. Here over five

hundred pattern hats from the most famous designers
were exhibited in a choice manner. It is diflicult to know
just what st vies to attempt to describe from such a

wealth of models shown. Toques, turbans, picture hats,
French sailors, in various shapes and exclusive designs,
were mingled. The medium-si/.ed hat seemed to pre-
dominate. The foundations were either of straws, chiffon,

tulle, and millinery silk. Novelties were seen in all Ihese.
Hoses of every conceivable color and style formed the
principal trimming, with ribbons playing a sood second.

At the back of Hie fourth floor the flower displav wa s

seen. .Silk and muslin roses, ranging in size from the
small bud to the very large American Beauty, in both
natural and colored effccls, were far and awav the- most
prominent. The shaded effect was noticed in all of them.
Heliotrope, green, maple sugar, and copper tints were
favorites among colors. The orders for these flowers
have exceeded any previous season. Lilacs, hyacinths.
violets, daisies, lilies of the valley, in natural tints, oc-
cupied their usual staple place. Foliage and mounted
flowers, showing the same tinted effects, were very prom-

UHiNiED

9 190

This Hat is made of Cream Mimosa Lace woven with Old Rose
Tulle. Crown composed of Frills of Ribbon in the two
Shades of Old Rose, and the Facing is Brown and Green
Tinted Foliage. The Back Under-brim is filled in with un-
mounted Roses.

inent, Vmong the ornaments, steel irridescenl effects were
neu Various new shapes weir, 0! course, seen among
the buckles .mil crescents The range of black tb.weis

was lb,' most extensive ever shown
The \,n s materials for hat foundations were on

the third floor. Straw braids, including all the staples
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S. F. McKinnon ®> Co., Limited

Wholesale Millinery

Millinery Novelties

Laces

Manufacturers

of

Cloaks
"Skirts

We are the

RECOGNIZED

LACE
HOUSE

of

Canada

1

'.**..

WU{

SPECIALTIES
FOR THIS
SEASON

:

Ribbons,

Silks,

Flowers,

Feathers,

etc.

All BUYERS are requested to inspect our Range of Spring

Cloaks and Skirts. THE LATEST STYLES and best of

workmanship are sure TRADE Winners. SEE our Lines.

S. F. McKinnon ®> Co., Limited
Toronto Montreal Quebec Vancouver London,

F,ngUnd
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,iiid novelties, were prettily and choicely arranged, Straw
and chiffon galons were seen in all the new shades for

foundations \ new idea in chiffon was seen in the shaded

tones, This was further rendered novel h\ having diffei

enl colors I'll either side. For instance, one side might
in- green aim the othei heliotrope. 'I' id effects in tucked

chiffons had a very lame showing. All the novelties in

laces fur millinery purposes were on this floor.

On the second fioor ribbons held sway. Soft effects

predominated in chiffon taffetas and satin mousseline
de soie. The same brilliant colorings were noticeable

here. Dresden and Moire ribbons had attention from
those seeking the latest novelties.

The ready-to-wear department, embracing all the Lin-

trimmed models, occupied the entire first floor. A wealth
of color greeted the eye as these were all unboxed and

arranged in neat piles to facilitate selection. Every
conceivable shape was to be had in every color. As
noticed all through the various millinery trimmings,
greens, browns, heliotropes, wedge-wood blues and copper
shades were prominent.

tETURNED

MAR 11 1W<"

A Model by Pouyanne, Paris, in Burnt Straw in Satin Effects
with Mixture of Crinoline. The Under-brim is Medallion
Effects of Fruit in Bluish Shades of Grapes. Pastel of

I 1 Mousseline Ribbon.

SEEN IN NEW YORK.

To begin with the foundation, there are any number
of tan/03 braids shown, but chip tuscan, body hats,

Yedda, Neopolitan and Milan are largely in the lead.

Chip hats are in all possible tints and colorings, and tus-

can in the natural shades, while the others mentioned are

in an i! snse range of colors and combinations. Such
shapes as those known to the Canadian trade as the

Butterfly, Monday, tricorne with envelope back, etc., are

lypical of what is shown here. They run to small sizes

1

and are crushed and dented in nianv fanciful shapes.

In readj to wear hats, turbans are shown in large

variety, and these ma) be of straw, chifloii or foliage and
flowers or soleh floral. Hats of petals thai only require
a little ribbon oi a few flowers, ate very much seen, and
ate \ei\ populai foi the early trade. (Quaint pokes, with

TURNED
AR 9 190*'

This Hat is the new Tri-corn with the high Back made of
White Irish Point Lace, Moss Green Straw and Flower
Trimming at the back.

long ties of ribbon or velvet, are very much in evidence
and bid fair to be a popular style this season

Among the many hats seen, a few are described. One
of the new sailor or saucer shapes, raised high at the
back, was covered with side pleatings of black and white
maline—the black over the white. The only trimming in

the to]) of the hat were two large bows of black ribbon
velvet caught with a jet buckle. Across the high-raised
back were two ostrich plumes, the ends of which were
covered with a long-looped bow of the velvet ribbon,
centred with a long buckle of'.iet.

A large sailor in cream-white horsehair braid, alter-

nating with two rows of box-pleated maline, had as
trimming a thick niche of box-pleated maline in violet,
helio, pink, light blue and white. At the left side two
cabbage roses in ombre shades were placed.

The polo turban is one of the leading shapes here, and
one in Sax blue had a plateaux crown. The brim was
of two rows f straw and two of satin turned each way.
The only trimming on top was three shaded balls of

straw. The underbtim was faced in shaded blue maline
and a mass of roses, lilacs and forget-me-nots, in natural
shades, covered the bandeaux.

A turban effect that rolled high on the left side to the
back was of lemon yellow straw The wider part of the
brim was at the back. Around the small dome crown
was a trail of natural-looking briar roses, foliage stems

20
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Dcbcnham, galdecott $ go.

MILLINERY
Our Travellers are now out with their Fall import sampler of

Mantles, Blouses, Woollens, etc

All Lines of Staple RjkfoonS and Silks ARE C0MPLETE F0R THE
Sprino Trade.

IT WILL PAY VOL TO HANDLE OUR LINES.

THE House for Srandard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS

43| St. Joseph Street, 70 Granville Street, 111 Sparks Street,

QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA.

18 St. Helen Street, MONTREAL.

R. 5. Stern Co.
"THE EXCLUSIVE HAT HOUSE."

HATSReady=to=Wear I I \^ ^^ For Ladies, Misses

and Intrimmed 1 111 K 4^y and Children.

636-638

Broadway New York
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thorns, and .ill On the high-raised brim was a most

original bow of moire ribbon kilted along the edge in

\ ellow, mauve and pale blue.

A large sailor, in brown Meopolitan and satin straw

braid, was trimmed with a wide faille ribbon in rasp-

RETU
MAR 11

y^^A }/

A Pretty Toque by Pouyanne in Bronze Greens and | Brown
Mixtures. It is graduated from Narrow Front to a High
Back, Trimmed with Ombre Ribbon caught on the side with

a Rosette and a Quill of Marabout in Brown Shades.
Shown by Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

berry red. This ribbon had the picot edge, which is the

latesi novelty in millinery ribbons.

A plateaux hat of bronze green Yedda, over a wire

shape, had as a trimming a long wreath of ribbon ros-

ettes. This wreath encircled the crown and held the high

hack in place, finishing under the brim at the side. Each

rosette was centred with a rose and there were twelve

differenl colors and shades in the wreath.

For the hints given here, The Review is indebted to

R. S. Stern, James (J. Johnson & Co., John Miles,

Guinsburg, Hirch & Co., Judkins & McCofmack, and

other wholesale and retail houses in New York.

DEBENHAM, CALDECOTT & CO., MONTREAL.

THE lirst floor of this warehouse was tilled with a

display of ready-to-wear hats, including English,

French, American and domestic lines. As Easter

comes late this year, intense interest was manifested in
m

this depart ment by buyers. The Charlotte Corday shape

attracted .1 good deal of attention. In fact, everything

in tin- ready-to-wear lines had a good call. In tint rimmed
lines, chiffon hats, which arc sold a1 a cheaper figure than

a milliner can produce them, were readilv sought. The

exclusive ranee of English trimmed and untrimmed hats

had a good showing.

"The house foi standard makes of ribbons and silks"

has an unusual display ol these lines suitable foi millin-

ery purposes. The various sofl makes of ribbons, such as

chiffon-taffetas, messaliues, mousseline, in all the populai

milliner] colors, were prominent. Louisennes and duch-

esse ribbons ol this order had a good call. Ombres in

various effects were taken b\ the fashionable trade. Some
special offers in silks were made, and these proved at-

tractive to buyers.

Perhaps the third llool ol Hits warehouse was the

centre of the most intense interest. Here were the larg-

est crowds, and everything pertaining to millinery trim-

mings was displayed. Not 011I5 this, hut at the front

was grouped a displaj of pattern hats. Chiffons and

miles, so necessary for millinery foundations, were also

on tliis liooi . The pattern hats evoked widespread ap-

proval, and selections were rapidly made. As noted in

the typical Illustrations shown elsewhere, the medium-

sized hats were most approved. The range of flowers.

especially roses, surpassed any previous showing

This linn has acquired an enviable reputation for it,s

1 ang;e in bandeaux. These were ranged around the entire

floor. Satin-finish straw effects, as well as sequin effeels

in every color, comprise the range. Prices ranged from

$2 to $6. Ornaments, while not occupying a first place

in the 1 rimming line, had a good showing. Ombre effeels

A Plaque by Camille Roger, Paris, in Brown Straw with
Double-brim Effect. An Insertion of Old Gold Ribbon with
Picot Edge, Tied in Front with a Bow. Under the brim is

a mass of Roses in natural tints shaded with Pinkish Hues
of Heliotrope. The whole is finished in folds of Brown
Tulle.

111 new designs and principally in steel, had the bulk of

,1 1 lent ion.

On the fourth flooi everything in the ready-co-weai

iiiies was displayed. A complete range of exclusive

novelties in silk blouses was most attractive.
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SPRING MILLINERY
NOVELTIES

A Few Suggestions

Hats Mushroom effects. Hand-made ready-to-wears. Small

shapes (toques and turbans). Tarn crown children's hats.

Colors : Natural, Champagne, Brown and Navy, also Natural

with mixed colors.

Flowers Small effects. Roses, Lilacs and Hyacinthes. Ombre

shades. Mosslrosebuds. Foliage.

1 ulles Bronze and Mousse Greens, Mauves, Bluets, Helio-

and tropes, Beiges and Browns, in shadings.

CKiffons

Mousseline de Soie, Satin and Chiffon Taffeta. Two
xxlk>h>ons and three shaded and shot effects. Widths, 60 and 80.

Straw Braids ^er^ stron£- Natural effects. Silk mixtures.

Light, open makes.

We are now showing a large stock of these and other Staple and

Novelty Millinery lines.

Caverhill <H> Kissock
Quebec MHNTD IT A

I

Ottawa
72 St. Joseph St. * IV/ll 1 IKll>J-\l* I9 Eigin Stt
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OPENINGS IN TORONTO.

S. F. McKinnon & Co.

I'd: some weeks now, milliners from all parts of the

Dominion have been busy in the workrooms of this firm.

The numbers were so great that extra accommodation

had to be provided.

"Newness" is the most distinguishing feature of the

Spring models. Shapes, si/.es and trimmings are all a

departure from recent lines. The combining of colors is

a feature, and the minor place that black occupies is

RETURN
MAR 11

MA-

Drawn and engraved by the Fashion Department
„._ of The Toronto Engraving Co., Limited.

worthj ot note. Where it is shown it is generally re-

lieved by touches of color.

The leading colors are olive and bronze greens in first

place, while white, blue, pink and burnt onion are ex-

ceedinglj popular. Shaded ribbons, shot moire, and me-

tallic effects in soli weaves and bright colorings, some

blending from pale green to deep tangerine and others

.how mi; the lints of the opal, are most effectively used.

This is a great llower season and, as usual, the most

popular llower is the rose in all hues and shades.

Tulle is lavishly used, and long ties of tulle and \elvet

ribbon appear on the dressy models.

The newest late is the broderie aiiglaise, and the Irish

laces are in high favor, and many handsome models are

entirely of lace.

G. Goulding.

There was a great deal of admiration lavished on the

handsome showroom in this firm's new warehouse, and

"have you seen Goulding's showroom?" was a question

often heard on the opening day. The Review hopes

to give a more detailed description of this unique room
in a later number.

The richness anil elegance of the bats displayed w*as in

keeping with their surroundings. The polo turban and

the Charlotte Corday are two of the leading shapes. A
hat in the natural shade of linen embroidered and lined

with knife-pleatings of Valenciennes in the same color,

and with roses and forget-me-nots, was one of the most
admired creations. A lovely Corday in white lace and

pink had a stole of rose petals veiled with maline to wear

with it.

J. D. Ivey & Co.

The large and well-lighted showroom was crowded

with handsome models. Each had some little individual

and novel touch, illustrating new and smart ways of using

the millinery materials Dame Fashion is favoring for

Spring and Summer. Ivey's is a great place for dress

hats, and some charming pokes, that conjured up visions

of the horse show and the races, were seen.

D. McCall Co.

It was a matter of difficulty to thread one's way
through the crowded first floor of this firm's warehouse,

but the show of pattern hats amply repaid the trouble

Among; the models notices was a large Corday sailor in

white Valenciennes with touches of ribbon. A plateaux

of blue satin straw had the crown covered by an original

bow of blue satin ribbon with long.- ties behind. On one

side, and intermingled with the ribbon, was a mass of

violets and roses in natural shades.

Cockburn & Rea.

Cockburn <& Rea, who have just moved into their hand-

some new warehouse, had on view a large selection of

pattern hats. From the number of people who were look-

ing through their new fancy goods department, it would

seem that it held an almost equal interest with the

millinery. This is a new branch with this firm, and so

the display consisted largely of novelty goods.

THE '

' TUB '

' HAT.

THE tub hat is sure to be a feature of the Summer
girl's wardrobe, and in New York many models are

already on show. They have quite caught on with

the smart set. and in the outfits for Palm Beach and the

South, the "tub hat" has gone with the "tub gown."

With the gown of embroidered linen, the hat is of

embroidered linen, too. The linen is cut to shape with

scalloped edge— the crown covered with a fitted piece and

the brim with another, while the underbrim is a mass

of fluffy frills of Valenciennes lace or chiffon ruffles.

Chambray and batiste are also used, or with the Valen-

ciennes-trimmed lawn the hat may be of rows and rows

of that lace. Trimmings generally consist of a wreath of

shaded roses and a ribbon bow.

Very pretty new mushroom shapes are attractive in

the "lingerie" make up. They have crowns of all-over

embroidery or soft pique with full brims of lace or em-

broidery, and ribbons in soft colors or in Pompadour
designs.
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We've Run
Away

from old methods, old notions—that is,

when these have been hindrances in-

stead of helps.

We keep abreast of the 1905 calendar
every day. Perhaps you wouldn't think
Wrapping Papers, or Paper Bags, or
Twines, or Parchments, or Paper Pails
could show such differences in quality
as we stand ready to prove.

And don't you know that improve-
ments are always in the direction of

economy—better grades at the same
money; lighter weights for equal quality;

more yardage at no greater cost, and
so on.

We prove this.

Drop in and see us if you can.
Write if you can't.

Best for us both.

DOUGLAS &RATGLIFF
LIMITED

30 W. Market St. TORONTO

COMBINED

SAHLIN FORM AND CORSET COMBINED
Known to Careful and Dressy Ladles

Who Dally Testify to Its Practical Merits

SAHLIN'S form and corset combined is the original garment and
the only one which ever was fully sanctioned and highly recom-
mended by the medical profession as a health preserver, causing no
pressure on the lungs or stomach. Leading dressmakers and tailors

prefer to fit their garments over the SAHLIN form, as the results

are a perfect and smooth fit all over, eliminating those objection-
able protruding straight lines across the back and front at the top
as with an ordinary corset.

Fine warp corset sateen, high or low bust, with hose
supporter attachments $I.SO

The same in better material and trimmed with lace 2.00

White, drab or black ; in short, medium and long waist.

Discount to the trade ; correspondence solicited.

Canadian agent and distributer

LOUIS J. B. SENEZ, TSrffg'SZA: MONTREAL

SOMETHING OF
IMPORTANCE

We specially want to reach the attention of

the merchant who has tried the various kinds of

Collapsible Boxes and is looking for something

better.

To such, we have something of importance

to say.

The "YASMAR-AUTOMATIC" Boxes for

Millinery and Costumes are decidedly* different

to the ordinary collapsible boxes. They do not

collapse by means of scored lines or creases

—

nor are there numerous tongues to be fitted into

slots.

The Adjustment is Automatic
No other box can be set up so quickly and

at the same time retain the rigidity essential to

boxes of this kind.

When set up they have the appearance,

rigidity and strength of solid boxes.

If some of the largest houses in Canada

find them to fill their requirements better than

the other kinds—why wouldn't you ?

If you are interested in saving money and

want to get a box that will be satisfactory to

you and your customer, write to-day.

Special Offer ™e h

f

a
r
e °" hsnd

;
l!™te

£
num -

ber ot handsome rocket Diaries

for 1905—leather bound—containing1 a fund of valuable informa-

tion. If you will nil out the attached coupon and mail to us

TO-DAY, we will send you one of these.

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Sf CANADIAN
FOLDING
BOX CO.

LIMITED

BRANTFORD,
CANADA

"THE
SATISFACTORY

BOX."

Infring-

ments will

be prose-

cuted.
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* WAISTS *

PROSPECTS FOR SUMMER.

ILK waist manufacturers are optimistic conceal-

ing Spring and Summer trade Many of the

silk waists now broughl out arc essentially

Summer garments. They are called into exist-

ence by the almost tropical heat which is so

often experienced in this country. Such waists, while not

being essential to comfort in Winter, have been found by

RETURNED

Piccadilly.

Eiclusive model iu silk blouse imported and shown by Debenlmm, Caldecott & Co.

the consumer to answer (he requirements for certain no-

casions.

Undoubtedly, the improvements in manufacture and the

tconomy resulting from the use of machinery has enabled

Canadian manufacturers to place duality above all else.

Workmanship and style, are. to he sure, essential elements.

The man who has a brand, a reputation to sustain, is he

who fully realizes that to do a good business quality must

he maintained. The cheap qualities of silk often >e-

t'ened io in these columns have hurt the silk shirt-waist

business. Jap silk waists are often yet made in the

quality of silk thai looks like tissue paper. How much

of a reputation can a store make by selling such lines .'

The average woman of to-day is aHe and willing to

buy good quality. But if one of these .lap silk Summer
waists does not wash she forcibly remembers where it was

bought, and has no further confidence in that store.

Chiffon taffeta is the favorite material for tin- fashion

able separate waists. Lately snail checks in shot silks

have been introduced in Spring lines. Tins does not

mean the plainer style of tailored garments in lustres and

silks will be eclipsed. They still hold their place in Un-

popular trade. Jn regard to color, whether in the lace,

silk, lingerie or tailored style, white is undoubtedly the

most prominent, with blue and brown occupying staple

position.

The shirt-waist suit will he a great factor in Summer
sales, but this, as past experience has proved, will not

hurt the sale of separate waists. The situation was x-

actly the same last season in the States, and the same

fear was expressed, but it was unfounded, and shirt-waist

manufacturers bad an exceptionally good season.

The surplice waist is much in evidence, and this also

requires the chemisette to complete it. Very many of

the new waists fasten down the hack: in fact, all the more

elaborate and expensive ones do so, but for the utility

waist this means more trouble than the average woman
is willing to take, and the fastening is wherever possible

concealed, or if that cannot be done it is made only a

minor feature, and is located in a group of tucks. This

is carried so far that instead of the pleat we have so long

been accustomed to, the fronts are simply hemmed back.

The embroidered waists have a group of small tucks across

the shoulder, and generally one large or two smaller tucks

next to the sleeve.

M"-<

A DESIGNER'S OPINION ON NEW YORK STYLES.

S. BERNARD, designer for the New York Silk-

Waist Co., spent two weeks of February in the New-

York market studying not only the present style

tendencies, but endeavouring to accurately forecast the

trend of trade as regards material, style and cut. In

conversation with The Review. Mr. Bernard gave due credit

to New York as a style centre, but considered Canadian

manufacturers as progressive and as enterprising, both as

regards style and material. He characterised the New
York trade as flourishing from the standpoint of the

manufacturer, the jobber, and the retailer. Much titn-

was spent among all branches of trade. To use his word;
" Shirt-waist suits are supreme. Lustres, mohairs, ami

silks are the favorite materials. The separate waist has

come to stay, however. The newest thing I noticed in

this resrect is the surplice effect. Manufacturers aid

retailers co-operate in pushing anything new whether in

Mishkin who made the Silk Waist famous
-AND-

The Silk Waists that made Mishkin famous

THROUGHOUT THE DOMINION OF CANADA

Have a look at our samples, which speak

for themselves. Order once and be

convinced. They will make your

Waist Department famous.

I. MISHKIN & CO.,
1853

Notre Dame Street,
MONTREAL
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Get Your Order Book Ready

OUR REPRESENTATIVE IS COMING

Fashionable Ladies are look-

ing for

Fancy Dress Waists
WE ARE THE ONLY MAKERS

OF THE

AMERICAN BRAND

High-Class Waists
a^d

Shirt Waist Suits
Our travellers are out to see you.

Wait to see them and make your selection.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST CO.
30 St. George St., MONTREAL.

Waists

of High
Quality

Shirt

Waist,

Suits

jJTrade Mark
• oecrercmfc

Our Spring line is now in the hands of our

travellers, who are sending" in bio- orders.

You know what the "SHIELD BRAND"
means in Ladies' Waists.

It is being" duplicated in our new line of

Shirt Waist Suits. Our reputation stands

on their beaut}', correctness and quality.

We have them in Checked, Shot, and

Plain Taffetas, Lustres and Voiles, to

retail at all prices, with a profit worth

while to the merchant.

The New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co.

40 St. Antoine St , Montreal.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There were three tiny TotB in

VIYELLA—
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella.

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA.

Regd. Trade Murk.

For Nightdresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

ins & Co.
j

Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sola Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AOENT

:

nr. William C. Heredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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material, style or color, and this ensures at least a tem-

porary success. I'm ular colors are brown-, preens,

navies, ami (run-metals, in shirt-waisl suits ami waists.

The latesl touch in new materials is noticed in tin- shol

stripe silks. Small checks are extremely popular ah

Some oi' the large plaids have not done so well. A num-

ber of these new designs and materials will be seen among
on)- lines. It is well in passing to note that New Yoik

shows nothing hut the lull sleeve gradually tapering to

the w rist."

THE LATEST SLEEVE CREATIONS.

AFTEK a good deal of discussion and much planning

the sleeve tor Spring has been finally settled in its

general outline. Manufacturers have united in

bringing out some form or other of the leg-o'-niutton

variety. Many months ago The Review advised the change

frcm the bishop sleeve, and at that time illustrated the

form of the leg-o'-mutton then evolved. Since that time

individual manufacturers have been seeking to incorporate

new ideas founded upon the general type. Foreign

markets have been ransacked for the newest touch of

fashion, and designers have puzzled their brains to create

something new and distinctive. Fortunately The Review

secured the very latest sleeves to be shown in the market.

The illustrations show the full sleeve tor the shirt-waist

suit, the dress waist, and the popular every day garment.

The dress sleeve shown at the left has a new feature

in the two inch shining at the top. Gradually tapering,

the bottom is finished with the wide cult' with cluster

tucking and French knots between and very deep niching.

'the shirt-waist suit sleeve, at the right, is for use in waisl

or shirt-waist suits, and shows deep plaits at the lop

finished with wide tucking. The narrow cuff has drop

stitching, and the creation is the leg-o'-mutton effect.

The silk waist sleeve shown at the centre shows 'it 'he

iop a two and a half inch shirring, and is shaped at the

bottom by tucking. Heavy silk braid finishes the cuff.

AS has often been pointed out in previous num-
bers of 'l'he Review, the style of dress, fitting

as it (Joes, more closely and defining the

curves of the figure from bust to below the

hips, makes the selection of a proper-shaped

corset of paramount importance. The proper corseting

of the ligure is a subject for the most careful considera-

tion, for upon it depends, in a most marked degree, the

proper set of the outer garments. The lines of the corset

must be the correct ones to produce the required set to

the gown; nor will the ready-to-wear garments fit pro-

perly over an old-style corset.
* •

*

The lines of the Spring, and Summer corset vere de-

cided upon early enough for ready-to-wear manufacturers

to adjust their patterns to the new lines and, therefore,

trimness of the waist is one of the leading Features of

the new fashions.

*

'fhe noticeable feature in the new corsets is the small

waist. All corsets arc cut with a view to obtain this

feature. This small-waisted effect is emphasized in all

lines, though various names are used to define it,—thus,

there arc tapering waist, nip-in, nu-fit, snug-lit. etc., but

they are all practically the same thing,—though, of

course, each manufacturer works out the problem in his

own way.
* *

*

Though the small, tapering waist is universal, there

is no interference, or sign of any interference, with the

straight-fronl effect, and both manufacturers and the

heads of corset departments in the leading New York
stores arc in unison in declaring that this is a fixed

feature in corset lines on this continent, and any return

to the old curvedj spoonbill front is regarded as utterly

impossible.

*

The American woman clings to the skirt that is close-

lit ting around the hips, and as the dip hip is suited to

this style, the dip hip is retained in corset lines. In

fact, the salient features of Spring corsets are tapering

waist, dip hip ami straighl-ii out effects. There is also a

growing tendency to a higher bust line, but this is a

feature that needs gradual introducing. Some rather

pronounced models along these lines have been put out,

but without great success, as, though they were asked

for, they were such a marked departure from the low-

cut corset that we have been wearing, that they were

often rejected when tlie\ were tried on. This, however,
is a feature that is coming, and one that will be grad-

ually and by almost imperceptible stages, brought about,

as the closer-fitting bodice demands that corsets shall

shape the bust as well as the waist.
* *

*

In the meantime, this feature has led to a call for

Brassieres, that have for their mission the firming and

supporting of the bust. Some of them only lit over the

top of the corset, but the belter shapes come to a point

in front and cross over behind. These are very light

weight, being made of fine batiste trimmed with lace.
* *

*

The new corsets are adjusted in precisely the same
manner as the styles we are accustomed to, while the

value of tin' hose supporters is just as great.

1-28
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DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
79_8l^83 WELLINGTON ST. VV.

TORONTO

MARCH NEWS
j SPECIALS IN LACE CURTAINS

No 501. 3 yards per pair 37V2C.

No. 502. 31/2 " " 60c.

No. 508. 31/2 " " 75c.

Mail Orders desired

MEN'S WEAR
Mea's Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers, ribbed Skirts, all sizes, per doz , $6 50
Fancy Braces, Union Label, 50 patterns per doz., 2.25

Mail Orders desired

LADIES HOSE
$3.00Extra Special Plain Cashmere, per dozen

Mail Orders desired

—Full range of Smallwares, Men's Furnishings,

Hosiery, etc., etc , in stock.

WE SHALL APPRECIATE A VISIT TO OUR NEW WAREROOM
$><?><s*s)<e<?)<^<8>®3K^

:

SJVlAMiWAKES
m

Skirt Beltings

Prussian Bindings

Duplex Beltings

Shoe Laces

Garter Webs

Tapes & Webbings

India Tapes
Arranged—Packets of 24 knots, assorted in 12 widths.

Banded— 1 dozens, each width separate.

Glazed Tapes
White and Pink, on reels of 1000 or 2000 yards.

Upholstery Webs
Plain, Colored, and Fancy Chintz Webs, up to 2 inch wide.

m
Wool Mendings

Blind Cords

Elastic Braids

Webbings

Cork Socks

Frame Tapes,
Brace Webs, Corset Webs, Surgical Webs.

FAIRE BRO'S.fc C~ LiTANUFAcruRERs, LEICESTER
Canadian Representative: STAPLETON CALDECOTT, 70 Bay St., TORONTO. ENG.
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* SHOWERPROOF
GARMENTS *

KAUNi'KOOF AND WATERPROOF GARMENTS.

TRAVELERS are still sending in nice orders foi

rainproof and waterproof garments, while

spring shipments are being rapidly made. City

retailers are already presaging the rainy day

by making premature displays. Undoubtedly

the volume of business has fulfilled fondest hopes, and few

complaints are heard. Rainproofs still lead in the de-

mand with waterproofs in many sections showing increas-

ed strength.

Rainproof Styles.

All the raincoals conform to the latest accepted style

ideas which prevail on other outer garments. There

is a tendency for a fairly elaborate style of garment, mid-

way between the severely tailored styles and the "fussy"

fancy effects. The day has passed when a woman puis on

her oldest hat, coat, etc., in starting out on a rainy day.

Showerproof garments in the accepted new styles are

peculiarly adapted to rainy and cloudy days. There is a

feeling that only loose, comfortable lines are to be toler-

ated.

Raincoats leading in sales are full length, covering the

person from neck to walking skirt. In style its name is

legion. There is the single-breasted belted raincoat, with

Havelock cape, as well as the double-breasted collarless

coat with plaits front anil back and the belt all around.

This Havelock cape has had a fair degree of success in

rain garments. Waist length capes have proved the best

sellers. The little shoulder affairs are declining in favor.

Firms are now generally united in according the capeless

garment supremacy. This is the tendency for better

trade, although the various forms of capes should not be

neglected in most sections.

For earl] Spring, the short, seni-fitting jacket finished

in various ways has been ordered freely. The double-

breasted, three-quarter semi-fitting coats, mostly in tweed
effects, are good property for dressy trade.

Trimmings and Colors.

There is a decided feeling that rainproofs should not

be too ornate. Self trimmings are high style. Button'

ate used extensively on belts, sleeves, pockets and collars.

The loose type of coat is pronounced in style and pre-

dominant in favor. The sleeve, especially in the capeless

garment, is some form of the leg-o'-mutton variety.

Even those with the rapes show a large sleeve. Just

now fawn shades are extremely popular for cravenette

lain coats. They are being taken up more in the city

and large] towns than in the country. Smaller towns
still stick to grays. Checks, stripes, fancies, etc., are

steadily increasing in favor.

Waterproof Garments.

As indicated, the generality of shoppers aic predisposed

in favor of some form of the cravenette garment. How
ever, those who have to withstand the eccentricities of

stormy weather have learned the difference between ram-

proofs and waterproofs. Rainproofs will not withstand

the severe weather that waterproofs will. Rainproofs

lind their natural place in everyday wear and have been

used not only in stormy weather, but in traveling, auto-

mobiling, etc. The consumer who is out in all kinds of

weathei lias thus evinced a desire for waterproof gar-
ment Wontreal manufacturers are unanimous in attest-

ing a healthy reaction.

\ow-ada\s waterprool retain the essential

itvle poinl <>t showei proofs without sacrificim: the maxi-
mum nf usefulness.

It is unfortunate that this revival should lind its first

strong hold among the cheapei garments, many of which
aie only stitched, instead of being both stitched and

cemented. Tlie\ give fair wear arid are good value for the

money, but are unsatisfactory to consumer, retailer and

manufacturer alike. Waterproofs have been sold as low
as $1.89 retail. This precludes quality and means ruina-

tion, (heap waterproofs will always be in demand for

mud-coats. However, manufacturers must unite in push-

ing waterproofs to retail at at least $10. This means a

strict waterproof covert and pure rubber, as well as hav-

ing the garments both sewn and cemented. Retailers

should be cognizant of this tendency, which is sure to

strengthen as the season progresses.

Men's Lines.

Men's showerproofs and waterproofs exhibit a tendency

for extreme plainness. Loose backs, hanging full from the

shoulder, vertical pockets, and cuffs, are the main features.

Flam colors, such as gray and olive, lead. Checks,

stripes and fancies have a strong showing. There is a

feeling for a short rainproof walking ,coat from 34 to 36

inches. High-grade tailor-made waterproofs which fit.

wear and look so well are showing increased strength.

Colors in Men's and Women's Lines.

In discussing colors, one manufacturer has this to say:

"Colors comprehend nearly every shade and variation

thereof in use for fashionable appearance. Every man
buys according to his own trade. You can cry yourself

hoarse saying how fashionable fawns are, but it won't go

in some sections. Grays still lead in point of sales, fol-

lowed by fawns, fancies and Scotch plaids. The only set-

tled style point is the new sleeve and a feeling for the

capeless garment. Even this does not hold good in all

sections. However, there is a gradual feeling away from

a large diversity of styles, which puts the trade on a

healthier basis."

Notes.

The Scottish Rubber Co. contemplate moving into en-

larged premises about May.
The National Rubber Co. is now located at 18 Hospi-

tal street, opposite the Bell Telephone building) in the

rent re of the brokerage and wholesale district.

Personal.

Mr. Harris Wener of the Montreal Waterproof Clothing

Co., is suffering from rhuematism but pluckily keeps at

his post in the warehouse.

A BOOKLET ON WATERPROOFS.

WE have received

Clothing Compai
from the .Montreal Waterproof

'onipaiiv a booklet illustrating the Elite

Bland of rainproof garments. The artistic brown
and silver cover is an attractive introduction to seventy

pages of fine iiiis and well-arranged descriptions. Every-

thing in waterproof coats is shown, and the designs hear

out the statement that these garments may be worn in

rain or shine.

I
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The Line tHat Sells A.11 tKe Year Around

NATIONAL BRAND
Rainproof and Waterproof Garments

Travellers are now showing many new revelations in raincoat possibilities.

"Write us, and w * -will h»ve them call.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY - Montreal

f\DTIA/Ffi Ft2 & ^"*0 Manufacturers FANCY LEATHER GOODS.
Factory, Offenbach o\m. Show Rooms, London, England

Smart and Handsome
Bags for Afternoon
Wear—

/Vew and
Exclusive Designs

TU
JUR2

No. 967 3. Actual size 8J x 4f

.

Leather—Velvet Crocodile B. Superior
Suede Lining. Gilt Trimmings.

RETURNED
'MM 0^ 1Q0/T

No. 726 3. Actual size 5ix 4.

Leather—Velvet Crocodile B.
Superior Calf Lining. Gilt
Trimmings.and Patent Safety
Chain.

No. 748 2. Actual size 5J x 3J

Leather, — New Crocodile,
exquisite shades. Superior
Calf Lining, Gilt Trimmings
and Patent Safety Chain.

No. 935. Actual size 7 x 5J.

Leather,- Velvet Crocodile B. Su-
No. 979 1. Actual size 6x4J.

perior Suede Lining. Gilt Frame Leather,—Velvet Crocodile B. Su-
with Steel Ornament. perior Suede Lining. Gilt Trim-

mings.

No. 938. Actual size 6 x 4J.

No. 961 2. Actual size 7 x 4J. Leather, - Velvet Crocodile B Su"
Leather,—Velvet Crocodile B. Su- perior Celf Lining, Gilt Lock and
perior Suede Lining, Gilt Trimmings. Chain.

Dainty Bags for

the Opera or

Evening Wear

ITURNED
mi m

ETURNE
UN 27 19(

No. 6982 2. Actual size 7} x 7.

Beaded Bag, Blue and Gold Beads,
White Satin Lining, Gilt Trim-
mings.

RETURNE
UN 27 190:

No. 7077. Actual size 5} x 5J.

Made with Peacock Feathers, Su-
perior Suede Lining, (iilt Trim-
mings. Unique and effective.

No. 6972 2. Actual size 6 x3J^-t^^'
Beaded Bag, Pearls and Gold, Supe-
rior Suede Lining, Gilt Trimmings.

English Hand Bags

RET
RETf.mMt:

No. 5''4 18. Actual 6ize 1\ \ 5.

Leather- Velvet Crocodile B. Superior
Calf Lining, Patent Steel Gusset.

No. 18. Actual size 8 x 5J.

Leather—Cedar Crocodile, Superio
Suede Lining, Leather Covered Steel
Handles.

Over 300 samples of new and attractive bags to select from

Canadian Representatives

ROBERTSON <& PARKER
304 Coristine Bdg., MONTREAL
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DEBENHAM COMPANIES AMALGAMATED.

LAST month Debenham & Co., London, the parent

house of the Canadian firm of Debenham, Caldepott

& Co., re-organized as a limited company under the

title of "Debenhams, Limited." This •firm, of which Mr.

Caldecotl is the Canadian partner, dates back to 1813,

at which time T. Clark and Win. Debenham formed a

partnership as silk mercers and haberdashers. Since the

in the field with better and brighter prospects than am of

its component parts ever had.

mr. t. Mcquillan.

MK. AlcQLlLLAN, the Toronto representative

Dominion Textile Co-, has won his present

.e of the

position

in the business world through his own sterling

worth. He has been in the dry floods business for thirty

years. Having passed through the necessary apprentice-

ship, he became a traveler for the Wyld-Darling Co. in

1882. After sening in this capacity for fifteen years, he

became manager and buyer of the staple department. For
the last three years .Mr. McQuillan has represented

Stevenson, Blackader & Co., selling agents for a number
of cotton mills, which firm he left to accept the mote
important position of Toronto representative of the big

new company. Mr. McQuillan has the essential faculu

for a man in his position of making a man who once

meets him always desirous of meeting him again.

MR. J. E. KNOX.
R. KNOX, the assistant representative "f the Do-

minion Textile Company, has literally grown up

with the cotton industry. His father was a big

Southern planter in the time of the war and suffered with

RETURNED

i etiremenl of Mr. Clark in 1837, the house has been undei

the continuous management of the Debenhams, father am'

son. Mr. Frank Debenham is the chairman of the i

company. The various businesses included in this i

enterprise will continue to trade under their old names. ».» * 1 IQH^
Mr. Stapleton Caldecotl came to Canada about foiW^M

years ago and entered the house of T. J. Claxton A Co^, #^~/1 Ja 1 i

in which lie eventually became a partner. In 1K7!I &MJ(//j4>-<!f^*-- > I

organized the firm of Caldecott, Burton & Co.

Caldecotl. Burton & Spence. Six years ago

from business, but later joined with Debenham & Co. as

Debenham, Caldecot t <v Co.

Mr. Caldecotl has wide interests. He has been presi-

dent of the Ho.ud of Trade, of the Y.M.C.A., and of the

Toronto Industrial School Association, lie is also treas

nier of Wvcliffe College. Mi. Caldecotl was offered the

Liberal nomination for the Legislature a1 the recent

elections, but was unable to accept through ill-health

lie lias been one of the few business men who have been

willing to give up then leisure to the public service.

THE COTTON MERGER.

UNDOUBTEDLY that winch has aroused the most

attention in dry goods circles during the last two

months has been the cotton merger. The amal-

gamation has been completed, and the new company is now

la
";vr

retinWntja^ %. £.

I hos. McQuillan.
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R. B. Hutchison & Co.
Imported and Canadian Woollens

II Front Street East

Arc still occupying their temporal)

premises at the above address where

they will be pleased to see buyers

visiting the market during the next

:> weeks.

They expect to be in their rebuilt

premises, Jessop Building, No. SO

Bay Street, by the end of March.

The) are showing a choice selec-

tion of Woollens, including a lot

of Job Lines, extra values.

«' SHORT TERMS AND CLOSE PRICES "

THE

R. B. HUTCHISON & CO.

I

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.
"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS &Co
tconto, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Mslinda St

'PIRLF Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'Pirle' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to maie good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO RE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY e* SON, Limited.
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, EX., ENGLAND
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the fortunes of his party. Fifteen years after, in 1881,

Mr. Knox entered the cotton selling trade of Toronto

with Frank W. Newman & Co., selling the products of

the Kingston Cotton Co. In 1897 he changed to the

Merchants' Cotton Co., whose representative in Toronto

he has been ever since. With the absorption of the Mer-

chants' Cotton Co. by the Dominion Textile Co., Mr.

Knox passes over to the new company. He continues to

occupy his old quarters at No. 1 Wellington street, where

he assists in guiding the destinies of the cotton merger.

MR. JOHN WILSON.

IT seems hardly necessary to print John Wilson be-

neath the above likeness, as there is probably no

better-known countenance among the traveling fra-

ternity. Although comparatively young looking, Mr. Wil-

son is a veteran traveler, having been on the road for a

period of over nineteen years, during all that time repre-

senting the one firm, Greenshields, Limited. As might

be surmised, and as is well known among his numerous
friends, Mr Wilson is a Scotchman. He came out to

Canada when *a ver\ young man in 1883 Like the pro-

verbial Scotchman's taste for business, he soon dropped

into his natural element and almost immediately upon
his arrival entered the employ of Greenshields, Limited,

and he has been one with the marvellous growth ol this

(inn.

For a period of three years he learned the various de-

fails of the dry goods business in the house, and with
such celerity that at the end of this period he was
assigned a position on the road. For two years Mr.
Wilson covered the territory east and north of Toronto,
and made manv business acquaintances among that trade.

His success was rewarded by a more important territory

in Ottawa city and district. Mr. Wilson is, perhaps, the

best-known traveler in that district, having successfully

covered thai ground for the past seventeen years. This
is, of course, his present territory and he now has per-

manent sample rooms in the Carleton Chambers, Spark
street.

ON A VISIT TO THE WEST INDIES.

OX January in, M-r. John Cameron, traveling repre-

sentative' of the MacLcan trade newspapers, left on

a three months' trip to the West Indies. The Mac-

Lean publications have always shown an active interest

in the further development of trade between Canada and

the West Indies, and it is largely to further this object

that Mr. Cameron is in the West Indies at the present

time.

\s a proof of the promising outlook for closer trade

relations between Canada and the Islands, it is significant

that Mr. Cameron succeeded in cultivating no less than

fiftv-one ne\n friends for The Review, Hardware and Metal,

The Canadian Urocer. Machinery, and other MacLean

publications in the Island of Bermuda alone during the

short time he spent there. Everv one of these means an

additional customer for Canadian wholesale houses and

manufacturers, and when it is remembered that Mr.

Cameron is meeting with equal success at every island

visited, it is not difficult to forsee that his efforts may

he successful in no small degree in promoting Canada's

foreign trade in the direction of the West Indies

n-t
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CONDENSED OR "WANT" ADVERTISEMENTS '^s>$Xs}^®<^s>3*«)$>(s^^

AGENTS WANTED.

BY a French millinery and knitted headwear house. Parties interested

in this line to correspond with them with a view to opening an
agency. Correspondence must be in French. Address Box 26, Dry
Goods Review, Montreal. (3)

MAKE YOUR ADS PAY.

EMPLOY an expert to write and place them. John Wanamaker says

it's a paying investment. Proofs, samples, references, etc., obtained

by addressing, to-day, Daniels, c/o Dry Goods Review, Toronto,
O'nt. (3)

BUSINESS CHANCES.

'rHE LOCATORS—W. B. Herbert, General Manager. The largest
I and oldest exclusive business brokers in the West. Address The
Locators, 63 Merchants' Bank Building, Winnipeg.

YOU may be thinking of coming West this Spring; if so, you can make
money in the general store business ; we have a choice list from

which you may select. A few of these are the following. The Locators.

GENERAL STOCK—A new stock of $1,503, doing J6,ooo annually,
together with a store building with living rooms, stable and a

quarter section of fine land and containing a lake full of fish ; there is a
gun club and an athletic club in the neighborhood

; this is an excellent
buy for a young man who wishes to start in an excellent district

;
$5,coo

buys everything, with a cash payment of $2,500. The Locators.

PARTNERSHIP—We have for sale a half interest in one of the best
general businesses in the west, doing $80,000 annually on a stock-of

$15,000 ; this turnover is no doubt large, but they do a big jobbing
business from wholesale to customer, thereby getting a large profit with-
out carrying the stock ; we confidently recommend this ; the price is

$7,500, with a cash payment of $5,000, and you can clean up every year
from your profits about $5,000 ; write now. The Locators.

/GENERAL STORE— tock of $1,000 at 85c; $500 cash, balance to
*-* suit; three elevators ; no competition

; if you want to start in a
small way here you are. The Locators.

GENERAL BUSINESS—An excellent chance for a man with a few
thousand dollars ; stock of $15,000 at 75c. on a cash payment of

$5,000; rent, $30; this is an old-established business. The Locators.

GENERAL STORE—Stock of $3,500 at 75c; this is a snap, as the
stock was bought last September ; will sell you the building also

il you wish, or rent it at $30 ; one-third cash ; write for this now, delays
are dangerous. The Locators.

ANOTHER in a good new town on the C.N.R.; stock $2,oco at 90c;
here is your opportunity to grow up with the country, the pioneer

work already done for you
;
post office in connection ; two elevators

;

no competition. The Locators.

GENERAL business in the Dauphin Country
; established ten years

;

stock of $5,000 at 85c; doing $20,000 a year and clearing $3,000;
$2,000 cash handles, and we can get you good backing from the whole-
sale. The Locators.

GENERAL STOCK—Stock of $5,500 at 82c; clearing 25 per cent.;
can be bought on half cash basis, balance six and twelve months;

on the Eastern branch
;
you can buy the building cheap also if you want

it " Do it now " The Locators.

WE have quoted you some of the best on our list, and you should
seize the opportunity to get into business and cease being a wage-

earner. If you want more information we will cheerfully furnish it. Do
not delay; to-morrow may be too late. The Locators

OUR new book of " Business Opportunities " in the great West is now
ready and may be had for the asking. Address The Locators, 63

Merchants' Bank Building, Winnipeg.

LADIES' HANDY HAT FASTENERS
are advertised to the consumer in all leading magazines. Sell at
25c. a pair Cost $ 1 .25 per dozen pairs prepaid. ALL LEADING
jobbers sell THEM. Manufactured only liy

FAIR MFC. CO., 423 12th St., Racine, Wis.

CLOTHING We are makers of cloth-
ing for the CLASSES and
the MASSES Ourgoods

and our terms are a little better than anybody else's. Write
us for particulars.

THE EXCELSIOR CLOTHING CO.,
42A Jurors St., MONTREAL.

SUF?I YOU Ol

®

I
I
®
®

®

®

Paton's Scotch

Boot and

Shoe
LACES
" Beats all German imitations

See Name on Every Box
Better Value Cannot be Got
Send for Samples and Prices

Cotton, Thread, Wool, Silk, Leather and
Porpoise Hides.

"Paton's Cotton Twine"

Paton's Wax Machine and
Sole Sewing Threads

Paton's Tailors' Linen Threads
Unexcelled in Quality

Paton's Super Machine Twist
The best substitute for Silk

Retains Color and Lustre under Damp and Heat.

"Milward's Sewing Needles "

Geo. D. Ross & Co.
Sole agents for Canada

72=74 Bay St.,

648 Craig St.,

Toronto

Montreal

*j$^<$>®<§<&$><^&&^^

•
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PERSONAL MENTION.

MR. ROBERT C. WILKINS has recently returned from

NV« Fork, uli'ic In- had gone to attend the annual

convention of the Union Made Garmenl Mamific
lureis of America, held at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New
York, January 26th, 27th and 28th. For the third i'vm

Mr. Wilkins was i lected to the board of directors.

Mi. Thomas Bropliy lias returned to Montreal.

Mr, !', !'. Kfll\ has recently returned from a business

1 1 in to the Old Country.

George Hardie, agent for Stevenson, Blackader & Co.,

ilicil in Toronto last month.

Mr. R. C W'ilkins is again at his factory, Montreal,

after" a successful business t< nr.

Mr. /.. Paquet, founder of Quebec's largest retail drj

goods store, died last week. He was eighty-six years

old.

Mr. James A. White, of the John While Co., Wood-
stook, has returned home from a two months' trip to

Europe.

Mr. Drouin, of the Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited, took

a flying trip to New York during February in search i f

late novelties in straws.

Mr. Morgan, buyer for t lie glove and hosiery depart-

ments of Mclntyre, Son & Co., is again in Montreal after

an extensive tour of foreign markets.

Mr. George F. Anderson, one of Lynn's best-known
dry goods merchants, died recently. He was a native of

St. John, was horn in 1811, and had been in business in

Lynn since 1872.

Mr. S. T. Barker, of St. John, N.B., died at his home
last month, at the age of eighty-six. Mr. Barker was
for years in the shoe business, and earned the respect of

all who knew him.

The employes of the Merchants' Dyeing and Finishing

Company held a banquet recently to celebrate the com-
pletion of their new warehouse. The members of the firm

weir their guests.

Mr. Win. Simon, who has represented Hie Universal
Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa, in Ontario, will continue to ex-

ploit the merits of "Princess" brand skirts, costumes,
etc., in that province.

The marriage is announced of Miss Elizabeth Pound
and Mr. F . AY. Ferguson, traveler fqr Greenshields

Limited. The ceremony took place at the home of the

bride. Vancouver, B.C.

James Stepler, formerlj of the Hudson's Bay stores,

Winnipeg, who has had charge of the dry goods depart-

ment of the Regina Trading Company, is opening a busi-

ness in Bannington, Sask.

Mr. 1''.. E. Cummings, late of L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co..

is now with J. E. McComher, 516 St. Paul street. Mon-
treal. Mr. Cummings, who is well known in the fur

trade, will have charge of the s;iles department.

The Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa, have placed

two new travelers on the road this month', Mr. II. I).

Dodd, w'uo will cover the Maritime Provinces, and Mr.

\ A. Brodeur, who will look after the Province of

(Quebec.

Among those seen on the London market at the pre-

sent iini' i- Mr. Megloughlin, of Ottawa, who represenls

some British houses in Canada. Mr. Meglouchlin has

be< n ^2 years in the Dominion. The greater pari of that

i in r he has spent in Toronto.

Mr. Robson, the buyer of the silks and mantles, and
Mr. Branscombe, the millinery buyer at Manchester,
Robertson ami Allison, Limited. St. John, N.I'., are iii

England, while Mr. \Y. (!. Smith, another buyer for the

same house, is I n his way to Europe.

Mr. Robert Henderson, of Robt. Henderson & Co.,

Montreal, and Mrs. Henderson sailed on the 21st ult. on
a trip tn iiie Mediterranean and other European points.
Mi Henderson is combining business with pleasure, and
will \isii some of his English firms before returning.

One of the oldest drygoodsmen of the West passed
away last month in the person of William Denny, of

Victoria, B.C. He came to British Columbia in the early

s'xtiis and engaged in the men's furnishings business ot

1). Ro"ers & Co. He later was associated witli I). Spence.,

drygoodsman, from whom he separated to engage in busi-

ness for himself. lie retired from active business some
years ago.

Edward A. Davidson, manufacturers' agent, Montreal,
iias secured the Canadian agency of Granger & Smith,
Limited, Dudley, England, a prominent firm of manufac-
turers of woollens and linings. Mr. Davidson has removed
from his office in the Board of Trade Building to more
commodious premises in the Sun Life Building, 30 St.

John street. lie is also representing Alexander & Son,
heavy linens, etc.

Mr. William Smith Robinson, senior member of the

linn of Robinson ex: Wright, dry goods merchants.
Gananoque, died last month. Mr. Robinson leaves an

honorable name in the business world behind him. Enter-

ing as a clerk in the general store of William Broimh. he

lose to the junior partnership in the linn of McCullousb &
Robinsrn, and. on the retirement of Mr. McCullough in

1889, he became senior partner in the firm of Robinson &
Wright. His career was uniformly prosperous, and he

wen the esteem of his fellow citizens by his upright ami
ci urteous character.

During February .1. B. Sutherland, a veteran drygoods-
man, and dining his latter years known as a lecturer.

died at the Montreal General Hospital from an acute at-

tack of Dneumonia. Born in Quebec, Mr. Sutherland
early came to Montreal, ami gained his dry goods experi-

ence with the fiini of A. Laurie, now known as Hodgson,
Sumner & Co., Limited. lie afterwards did business in

I i nib n, Cut., as a wholesale dry goods merchant, the

style i f the linn Icing I aing, Sutherland & Co. After a

successful career, a number of years ago Air. Sutherland
retired and became an extensive traveler, afterwards spend-

ing his leisure time in lecturing in his travels in various
lands.

4 DIRECTORY the WHOLESALE
TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout

Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

I in ki.wri.s i \.V CO

m v m e \< 1 1 ri i- •> Cloth Caps

123 Si I'. Mil SI Monl

I In ipoci ~1" I H I [» i . t $10 "" pi

' W \1> \ H UK CLOTH CO..

MAN! kmti BSRS OF H VI K Cl "Til-

Si Catharines, Onl
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NOTES OF THE TRADE.

AC. MrcCANDLESS, of Victoria, B.C., has formed a

partnership with J. F. Taylor and S. G. Spence.
* The new firm has taken over the furniture and car-

pet business of Shelton & Co., Vancouver.
John Colling is opening a hoot and shoe store in Moose

.law.

The Canada Neckwear Co., Toronta, have been incor-

porated.
Alex. Smith has bought the business of Gatehouse cV;

Co., Montreal.
E. A. Whitmore is opening a dry goods business in

Brockville, Oat.
Brantford has under consideration the formation of a

knitting company.
A charter has been granted to the General Mercantile

Company, Toronto.
The Boston Shoe Co., Toronto, have been incorporated

with a capital of $50,000.
Anderson & MacBeth are now located in their new

premises, 76. Bav street, Toronto.
C. E. Knittle has opened a gent's furnishings and boot

and shoe business in Carlyle, B.C.
The Standard Cloak Co., has moved from 11 Colqorne

street to 320 Yonge street, Toronto.
R. F. Beamish & Sons have purchased the stock of

.James Fraser & Co., Fort William.
A. D. Payzanti is adding a house-furnishing department

to his dry goods store in Canning, N.B.
Summers & Orrell, dry goods merchants, Vancouver,

announce a retirement-from-business sale.

The Toronto branch of the Dominion Corset Co. has
moved from 65 Yonge street to 78 Bav street.

Gilbert of Hamilton has bought the stock of Dann &
Co., of that city, who assigned some time ago.

J. S. Marker, buyer for Stanley Mills & Co., Hamil-
ton, has just returned from a European buying trip.

F. S. Thomas, hatter and furrier, St. John, N.B., has
purchased a larger store, to accommodate his business.

The W. <k D. Dineen Co., Toronto, have received a

shipment of $25,000 worth of dyed seal skins from Lon-
don.

Dave Grossman, formerly manager of the Westminster
Clothing Company, has acquired possession of the busi-

ness.

Reilly & Co., furriers, Toronto, who assigned to Osier
Wade, are endeavoring to effect a compromise with their

creditors.

Morrell & Sutherland, drv goods merchants, St. John,
N.B., during February made a settlement with their

creditors.

J. S. Hales, dry goods merchant, Wolfville, N.B., has
closed out his business. He intends removing to the
Northwest.

The drv goods firm of Porter & Garland, St. Thomas,
have dissolved partnership. A. L. Garland will continue
the business.

AIis. H. G. Veness, milliner, Fredericton, N.S., has
assigned. The liabilities are placed at $1,700, and the
assets at $1,200.

('has. (). Douglas, of the Truro Knitting Mills Com-
I

any. Truro. N.S.. has readied Victoria. B.C.. on his

semi-annual visit.

A. Faille & Co. is the style of a new wholes lie dry
goods firm, 253-5 St. Paul street, Montreal. A specialty
is made of smallwares.

In a fire in the glove factory of Frederick Galibert,
Montreal, two workmen lost their lives and the building
was completely destroyed.

A shoe factory is under consideration in Chatham, N.
B. Several properties have been inspected as probable
sites for the new industry.

The Dominion Hat and Cap Manufacturing Co., Mont-
ical, have dismissed all its men as a preliminary to run-
ning an open shop hereafter.

Montreal .capitalists have been incorporated under the
name of the Wool and Cotton Drv Salters Company, Lim-
ited, with a capital of $40,000.

A. Fred, of A. Fred & Co., furriers, Montreal, charged
with fraud by A. M. Rutenberg & Co., was acquitted by
Judge Choquet when tried last month.

Duncan, Ferguson <v Company, Stratford, Ont., have
bpen incorporated under the name of the Duncan, Fergu-
son Companv. with a capital of $100,000.

J. M. Young & Co.. Brantford, have added a millinery
department to their drv goods business. Miss M. E. Ellis
will be in charge of this important branch.

Miss N. Dwyer, recently in charge of the New York
Millinery Store' at 201-?, Dundas street, Toronto, is now
conducting the business in her own name.

The Montreal Dry Goods Association have filed a pro
test with the Provincial Government against the appoint-
ment of J. K. Cooke as Crown prosecutor.

W. W. Wymaii, manager of the Corticelli Silk Co., St.

John's, N.B., was the guest of the U. S. Silk .Manufac-

turers' Association, in New York, recently.

A fire, which started in the factory of Edward Ovens,
manufacturer of shoulder pads and other cotton goods,
Toronto, did considerable damage to the building.

Brantford, Out., is to have a new factory. Negotia-
tions are now on for the establishment of a felt shoe
factory, to occupy the old Bailev Scissors Works.

C. T. Grantham has sold his controlling influence in

the Cosmos Cotton Co., of Yarmouth, N.S., and he has
retired from the management of the Imperial Cotton Co.

Miss Rodgers, who recently assumed charge of the

millinery department of the Imperial Drv Goods Com-
pany, Winnipeg, is on an Eastern trip in the interests of

that house.
The Imperial Cotton Co. have elected the following

directors: J. M. Young, president; C. Kloepfer, vice-

president; J. R. Moodie, T. P. Coffee, J. R. Stratton,
F. M. Holland and C. E. Riley.

Henry Morgan & Co., dry goods merchants, of Mont-
real, have taken considerable stock in the Arts and Crafts
Furniture Company, Toronto. Henry Morgan is on the
board of directors of the company.

R. McKay & Companv. Hamilton, entertained their

entire staff to a banquet last month. The affair was held

in the large new show room above their store, and proved
in everv wav enjoyable to the 225 guests.

The Union Overall Co., of Winnipeg have taken over
the business of the Hoover Manufacturing Co. of that
city. Mr. Chalmer, formerly bookkeeper with the Hoover
Company, is at the head of the new concern.
.Stevenson, Blackader & Co. have issued a circular

announcing that the firm have given up the selling agency
of the Dominion Cotton Mills Ca.. Limited, and that they
will continue as selling agents of the Montreal Cotton Co.

J. C. Pool, of the China and Japan Silk Co., Limited,
will return to Canada on March 17, having been in Japan
for the past two months buying the latest novelties, etc.

Samples are now to hand, and can be seen at their offices.

An adjourned meeting of the shareholders of the J. S.
Henderson Company, Limited, Parrshoro, N.B., was held
recently. The company's factory has been closed since

the beginning of the year, but it is proposed to re-open
it shortly.

The factory commission of New Brunswick has visited

the Humphrey Woolen Mills and the Dominion Cotton
Mills of Moncton. The opinion was expressed by the heads
of these companies that the Factory Act was unnecessary
in that province.

The Montreal City Council has passed a by-law making
it compulsory on retail stores to close on Wednesdays
and Thursdays at 7 o'clock. The penalty for infringement
is $40. This is the result of a long campaign waged by
the Retail Clerks' Association.

Prevost Freres, representine E. & S. Currie, Limited,
in the Province of Quebec, will occupv rooms in the Vic-
toria Chambers about May 1. The ground floor at 231
McOill street, their present quarters, will he used by W.
A. Barry, agent for Crompton's corsets.

Mondav, Feb. 13, a serious fire on Germain street St
John, N.B

. did damage to several business firms. Jas.
A. Tufts & Co., manufacturers' agents, were damaced
to the extent of $15,000, with an insurance of $10,000.
Fancv goods was the principal line carried.

The Commercial Rubber Company, Limited, have been
incorporated with a capital stock of $20,000, to cam- on
the business of manufacturers of. and dealers in, rubber
boots and shoes and other rubber goods. The head-
quarters of the new company are at Montreal.

A charter has been granted in Ontario 1o the Canada
Xeckwear, Limited, of Toronto. The capital stock is

$50,000, and the charter grants the new company the
right to manufacture, vend and deal in neckwear of all

kinds, and men's and ladies' wearing apparel and furnish-
ings.

The second annual meeting of Stanley Mills & Co .

limited, was held recently in Hamilton The meetinc
was especially worthy of notice from the presence of

about fortv employees of the store, who are stockholders
'Hie business showed an increase of 34 1-3 per cent over
the previous year.
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HINTS TO BUYERS.
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the ICditors of

The REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

THE month of March will bring out all the new

tilings in wash goods, and the range is worth

while seeing. The buyer's attention is directed

to the beautiful things in crinkle xephyrs, or

now correctly called Frappes. The rich color-
ings and designs give them the appearance of a creped
silk. The width is 27 inches and can be retailed at 25c.

per yard.
No. 155. Embroidery Linen Batiste, for a very sheer

goods, will have a large sale during t lie warmer season.
It is 27 inches and can be retailed at 35c. to 10c.

Spotted delaines in mercerised stripes is a very flex-

ible cloth, particularly adapted for shirtwaist suits; 28
inches wide, in pirle, navy, biscuit, Nile and black; to
retail at 25c.

No. 503 Cold cotton voile in sky, cream, Nile, cham-
pagne, light navy and gray; a very good imitation of the
real voile-de-Paris; in 27 inches, to retail at 25c.

No. 72 Costume linen in embioudered spots, sky, Nile,

natural linen, gun metal; this cloth is linen texture, and
will wear and wash with the very best results; 28 inches
wide, not long lengths, and will retail at 35c. and 40c.

3P. 28-inch crash suiting, a real good weight and an
ideal cloth to make up the popular shirtwaist suit from.

John JVI. Garland, Son & Co., housefurnishing depart-
ment are offering the following special lines to the buyers
of this class of goods:

No. 1. Special line of cushion cords, all colors, to
retail at 25c.

No 2. .'C, yds. Gorford frill curtain, plain or fancy
centres, wiil retail $2.

No. 3. Toilet quilts, large si/.e, good weight, in blue
and red, to retail at 95c.

No. 1. Special cloth in art silkaline, 29-inch, 8c.

No. 5. Special cloth in art silkaline, 36-inch, 10c.

No. 706. All-wool American curtain pole, surely the
best pole in Canada, to retail 30c.

No. 58. All-wood Canadian curtain pole, surely the
best pole in Canada, to retail at 25c.

No. 6. Extra grade of linoleum, wear guaranteed;
would be cheap at 50c., but can lie retailed at 40c.

Special 36-inch cold scrim lace effects, strong and well-
made cloth, to retail at 10c.

Jap mattings, 40-yd pes., extra good cloth and stand-
ard designs, to retail at 18c., 20c, and 25c.

The men's furnishing department is showing three
specials in men's soft felt hats in cowboy and planter
shapes, to retail at 50c, 75c and $1.

Three strong numbers in Balbriggan underwear, to re-

tail at three popular prices, 25c, 35c, and 50c
Cashmere i-hose, plain black cashmere, good, comfort-

able sb.es, extra weight; special price in 10-do/.. lots.

making a profitable 25c. line.

Nil. Black cashmere hose, embroidered fronts; retail

at 25c
In the smallware and notion department is found the

largest range of embroideries and laces that the depart-
ment has ever shown, embracing the very wide widths
for one-piece corsel cover, also the special feature of

having all-overs put up in vei'v short lengths.

Sleeve protectors, for the salesladies and stenograph-
ers—a boon to clean shirtwaists.

.11 is rather unfavorable weather to mention straw
hats yet, but we would like to remind the buyers of

straw goods thai this house will show a large line of

men's and boys' straw harvesters, to retail 10c, 15c,
and 20c.

No. 206. Boys' leather belts in red, tan and olive,

retail 18c, and 20c.

No 14. Boys' leather belts, a good belt for a small
price; retail 10c.

Buster Brown belts, the promised big seller; retail

15c, 20c.; and 25c
No. 115 Men's, made up from tan leather, made to

wear; retail 25c
Ni 235 Men's, special wide width, a nobb\ belt, re-

tail 50c
Umbrellas—No. IS, to retail at 50c ;

Jfi2, to sell at

"5c '
N self-opener, are good stock. ,it %\ retail.

Skinner's Guaranteed Satin.

The William Skinner Manufacturing Co. have then-

New York warerooms at Bleeeker and Greene streets, and
operate the largest mill in the United States lor the pro-

duction of line goods. The superiority of Skinner satins

lias long- since been fixed in the minds of buyers, ami re-

tailers have insisted upon manufacturers using this brand.

The Skinner neople were the first in the United Stale- to

make eotton-back satins, and also the first to bring out

pure-dye cotton-back satins. Not only are Skinner's the

largest manufacturers of cotton-back satins in the United
States, but they were the first to guarantee the wear of

their goods.

J. E. McComber.

Samples of fall lines are now ready. Travelers are on

ihe road, but a specialty is made of house trade, and every

convenience is afforded. Mr. E. E. Cummings, late with

L. Cnaediiiger. Son & Co.. is in charge of the sales depart-

ment, while to Mr. McComber is left the designing.

Stress is laid upon the samples of Persian, Russian.

near seal and gray lamb jackets. Every new feature in

style and make is attended to. These lines are specialized

and are shown in a large range. The Persian lamb jackets

are high style. The new sleeve is shown, and the blouse

effect is prominent. Mink trimmings are retained. A
model longer than last year's is acceptable. Quality is

the watchword. By turnig over a large amount the price

is advantageous to retailers. Persians run from +72. .50,

with trade discounts. Russian lamb jackets In in ^40 to

+60 are good property. The $40 line, trimmed with Jap
mink, is a leader. Gray lambs and near seal jackets have
a goed showing.

A new departure is seen in the range of men's coon
coats and fur-lined garments, which, judging from the

samples, should prove ready sellers.

All these lines are guaranteed in the fullest sense of

the term, and an inspection is likely to prove beneficial.

The lines are on view at 516 St. Paul street, Montreal.
J. E. McComber has lately returned from a successful

fur-purchasing trip.

Acme Stapling Machines.

The Acme Stapling Machines are coming into almost
universal use for preparine sample cards, swatches, ticket-

ing carpets, rugs, hosiery, etc. These machines hold from
100 to 250 staples, which are fed automatically, and can
be driven through any texture up to 1-4 inch. A patented

device
|
revents one staple being driven on tori of another.

These machines are carefully constructed, and any
part can be renewed. The low price of the staples makes
them cost savers, and the precision of their workin? makes
them lime savers.

W. R. Brock Co., Limited. Montreal.

The •' Perfection " cloth measure enjoys popularity

among merchants who are looking for time-savers. You
can measure a roll of carpet, a roll of cloth, in fact a roll

of anvthing without unrolling it, ami when von think of

how lone it takes to measure a piece of cloth yard by
yard and then consider that witli the "' Perfection " yon

simplv have to measure the board and the outside dia-

meter and then count the folds you can easily under-

stand how the manufacturers find it difficult to make the

supply equal the demand. You can measure -even or

eight pieces of cloth with the " Perfection " while a man
is measuring one piece in the old way. Tt only costs

$1.50.

In readv to wear goods for men this season, alpaca
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coats, white vests, etc., are seen. White vests this season

will be more popular than ever. The Brock Co. is show-

ing lines this year at prices ranging from $1.00 to $2.25,

nice patterns and nice material. Alpaca coats are a

feature in the department.
In the trimming' department there ai~e special lines of

trimmings, among" these 1,222 white fagoting: to retail

at 45 to 50 cents is especially worthy of mention, both

from the beauty of the design and the value. Several

very nice lines of trimmings, suitable for hat trimming,

are also on view.

White muslins are going well. Brock's show a nice

range. ,

In ladies' umbrellas, Mr. Slessor's range is away above

any previously shown by the department. In the lower

qualities there are several very good lines to retail at 50

and 75 cents, while in the lines to retail at from $1.00 to

$2.25 each, El-6 and El-7 are especially noticeable. If

you want good umbrellas nowadays it is not necessary to

import them.
A nice line of fancy collars to retail at 25 cents each is

shown. The goods come in boxes of one dozen assorted

colors, and just fill the demand for a cheap fancy collar.

Another thing, in most of these cheap collars the price

seems to come first and the quality after, while in this

case, the quality as well as the price seems to have been

considered. In expensive collars as well, some of the

lines to retail at $1.00 are pretty.

A nice range of Excelda handkerchiefs with colored

border is being shown, also some of the plain hemstitched
line. A good many lines of lace bordered and fancy
handkerchiefs are being offered at prices ranging from 8

to 50 cents per dozen, and at these prices the values are

Al in every particular.

In proofed tweeds, suitable for ladies' coats, costumes,

etc., Brock's are showing something very special in a

54 inch quality to retail at $1.00 and $1.50, while a 60 inch

cravenette to retail at $1.00 is also shown. Both tweeds
and cravenettes are popular for ladies' wear.

A covert coating to retail at $2.00 is shown. This
cloth is shown in gray as well as fawn.

The demand for soft wash silks, messalines and chiffon

taffetas suitable for shirt-waist suits is strong. Many
pretty patterns are shown in fancy wash siiks, while
messalines are very popular in browns, navies, etc., as well

as the lighter shades. A very pretty line of spotted
mescaline to retail at 75 cents is shown by the Brock Co. 's

silk department, while wash silks at 55 cents, shot taffetas

at $1.00 and louisines at 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00 are
shown in many different shades and patterns.

Spring lines of blouses are made with the new sleeve,

and the indications are that it will be extremely popular.
A line of jap silk waists to retail at $4.25, and a line of
colored shot silk waists to retail at $4.00 and $4.50 are
finding a ready sale.

In boys' waists, lines to retail at from 75 cents to $2.50
are shown in both the popular blue and a brownish grey.

and the workmanship, as well as the material, is of the
very best quality.

A nice line of canvas skirts, just the thing for summer
wear, is beins- shown in three colors— cream, blue and
black— and is selling very well. It ca'n be readily re-

tailed at $4.50 to $5.00.

In nlain and fancy stripe knicker suitings, to retail

at from 10 cents up, a line of taffeta checks is shown.
black and white smiares being- one of the most popular
patterns. A range of crashes can be had also.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co. (Toronto).

The travelers for this firm started out Monday, the
5th. with a full range of sorting samples. Among them
they will carry a full range of fancy check silks, in

pailettes, louisines, taffetas, chiffons, etc.. also plain Eng-
lish silks and plain taffetas.

Ideal taffeta, which is their own special make, is sho« n

in a laree range of new shades, among which are ecurial,

copper, burnt onion, heliotrope, myrtle, moss and bronze.
Taffetine can now be had in 115 different shades, re-

presenting all the leading colors. Debenham, Caldecott &
Co. 's ribbon stock is always in good shape, and black 3451
and 440 in all widths are popular makes. In colored
taffetas they would draw your attention to 787 in all

shades, to retail at 25c. They also are showing a small
range of exclusive patterns in fancy cotton materials-
special value.

Two lines of Venetian cloths at popular prices are
worthy of special notice.

Yasmar Automatic Folding Box.

The folding box is meeting with ever increasing favor
among drygoodsmen. It has now won an established
position in most up-to-date stores. As a relief from the
old paper parcel, it is an acceptable innovation to b.ith

buyers and sellers. The goods of the Canadian Folding-
Box Co., Brantford, are in the front rank in this line.

Chipman, Holton Knitting Co., of Hamilton.

We beg to draw your attention to the three leading
styles of hose made in Canada—Rock Rib, Hercules Rib
and Princess Rib. A full assortment always ker>t in
stock by the leading wholesale dry goods firms.

The Standard Neckwear Co.

The French seam four-in-hand has so many advantages,
not only in wear, but in appearance, that is has easily
proven a leader for Spring. This firm, after many ex-
periments, have evolved two leaders in this variety at
$4 and $4.50 a dozen, in one and three-quarter and two-
inch widths, in various weaves of soft silk. Browns,
ranging from light to tobacco, are the main groundworks,
relieved by spots or figures in blues, greens, reds, pur-
ples, burnt orange, etc. Gray is another good shade no-
ticed in these lines. At the price, these lines are said
to be of unequaled value. A sample assorted dozen is
sent upon request.

Another new feature is the 50-inch ladies' string tie,
to be had in twelve shades, including white and black,
three shades of blue, navy royal and sky, myrtle and
emerald green, slate, pink, red and brown. The width of
the tie is one inch, and the price $2.25 a dozen. A sample
assorted dozen .is sent for the asking. Travelers are now
out on their various territories showing a complete range
of neckwear for Spring and Easter trade.

Jdhn Macdonald & Co.

John Macdonald & Co. are having every department
fully equipped to meet the demands of the sorting trade,
which they expect to be laraer this season than any here-
tofore. Their travelers are now on the road with a full
range of samples. The staff of their letter order depart-
ment has been increased, so that all such orders will have
prompt attention. You will find it advantageous to place
your letter orders with them. They mention a few
specialties in each of their departments.

In woolens and tailors' trimmings they have special
clearing lines, 54 inch costume suitings (for women's
wear) at 37 1-2 cents and 50 cents; 54 inch mohair and
plain colored Italian linings at 50 cents per A... .. A large
ranee of Scotch Tweed suitings and trouserings. Com-
plete stock of Belwark & Oaklands worsteds and serges.

In carpets and house furnishings are shown 1,200
Bi-itish Axminster rugs at old prices, 200 dozen door mats
at $1.00 per dozen. 400 only Smyrna rugs at job prices,
two lines of 8-4 and two lines of 16-4 linoleum at clearing
prices, 325 pieces China and Japan straw matting greatly
below market value.

In men's furnishings there are three special lines in
men's shirts at $2.75. $3.00, $3.25: men's blue overalls,
with bibs, at $4.50. Complete range in men's Summer
vests in white pique and fancy stripes are a few of iho
specialties.

In the silk and dress goods department there is a
ranee of cambric and Swiss embroideries, and insertion.'
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m all widths and prices; also allover laces in black,

cream, linen, cotton mercerized and silk, and allover em
broideries. Taffeta gloves in white and cream, Mack.

gray, tan and navy to retail ai 25 cents. Plain cotton

hose (heavy; to retail at two pairs for 25 cents, extra

heavy weight. A range of plain mohair Sicilians 37 l-2c,

\">c and 7.V. in navy, black, cream and browns. A line

of stripe open-work muslin, stiff finish, in about six

patterns, 6 l-2c.

Tn stuck a range of ladies' while lawn and muslin

waists, and a full assort meiit in ladies' whitevvear, also

a range in ladies' dress goods, vicunas, tweeds, voiles, etc.,

etc.

In staples and linens the following are offered: Pancj
stripe flannelette 32-33, (S 7-8 cents: white Saxony
flannelette (heavy) 10 cent-. A jean lining brown, slates

and black at 7 l-2c. per yard. Special number in linen

damask tabling, unbleached, 58 inch, at 22 l-2c. per yard:

a 40 inch selieia at 8c. in brown, slate and black.

are extremetj popular, and then line of tailor-mades in

blue and brown peau dc sole is meeting with iavoi. A
heavy Jap white silk Sllil is highl) spoken of. The sui-

plice effect is shown in man) hues, -ilk waists are as
j.opulai as ever. There is a strong feeling for high-class
goods. A model which is a leadei is shown with China
silk body, withall-ovei plauen lace and trimmed with
chiffon. New designs are being shown the trade con-
tinually. Some new ideas in sleeves ha\C recently been
imported from Paris, and the rigbi touch lor Canadian
Hade is given them by Mr. Weiman. In another part of

The Ue\iew some of these ideas are illustrated, the de-
signs being supplied by this firm.

Mr. 1). \. U'eiman, the manager, left Montreal the
last of February foi a tour in the Maritime Provinces.
It is ids idea to visit and become acquainted with the
Hade. As .'dr. U'eiman is an authority in silk waist mat-
ters, shirtwaist suits, and petticoats, mutual benelit

should he derived. The trade may expect him almost anv
da\ .

The National Rubber Co.

With commendable enterprise, this firm now occupies
jthe second and third doors of IS Hospital street, Mont-

al, preparatory to moving into their enlarged and re-

modelled premises at 524 Craig street, about the first of

May. Their temporary premises are complete in every
respect. The first floor is given over to a display of rain-

proof and waterproof garments; the upper flat is the

factory. Needless to say, they are working overtime
with two shifts, and all advance orders will be filled with
new goods. They were particularly fortunate in having a
"arge supplv of material in the custom house and much
more, which was on the way, has since arrived. Cus-
tomers mav depend upon having all orders filled promptly
and with new goods.

Visitors in the market this month will find every
convenience at their present quarters. There are still a

few desirable lots sa\ed by the salvage corps, in their

recent fire. These are offered at tempting figures.

Travelers ate all out now, on their various grounds.

showing a full range of samples for immediate delivery.

Many new creations arc shown. Customers may depend
upon prompt shipments.

I. Mishkin & Co.

Mr. Mishkin, the head of this firm, visited foreign

fashion centres the past month in search of Easter novel-

lies in waists. As a result, a new creation is shown to

he trade which incorporates all the latest ideas in waist
styles. The surplice effect is shown, as a rule, only m
shirtwaist suits. For separate waists the tailor-made

effects still predominate.

The old style ordinary umbrella Standard made Suckram water
can't prevent a heavy shower proof umbrella keeps dry in the
coming through heaviest shower.

The Suckram is made by The Standard Umbrella Manufacturing Co.,
Mmi Ire. 1

The Standard Umbrella Co.

The illustration shown typifies the transformation
wrought in an ordinary umbrella bv the use of "sukram,"
an absolutely waterproof material, shown by this linn.

This material can be had in all styles at a slighl advance
over the cost of ordinal v materials. As modern retailing
is on the basis of quality, its advantages are self-evident.

\ line which is appreciated is the family umbrella. It

is speciallj suitable for fanners and tourists, and has
hail a good sale all over the country. \ line which is

often hard to get, and which is a boon to the trade who
have special calls for these articles, is the carriage and
advertising umbrellas. Orders can be executed in anv

quantities, ami prompt delivers is assured.

The Standard Self-Opener is sold at a price to retail

at $1. The material is of the best, the workmanship ex-
i eiirni .mil nobbj handles ,ti e show n.

Swift, Copland & Co.

A representative ol The Dry Goods Review found un

usual aelivitv in the warehouse of Swifi. Copland & Co
517-525 si. Paul street, Montreal, this month. The firm

are making extensive preparations foi the Fall placing

season, and their travelers will shortly be covering all

the principal towns in Canada with their splendid range
of samples. They are agents for the famous Hunter and
Bentley stiff hats, recognized leaders in style and quality

In addition to this they are carrying a choice range of

soft fell hats, taps. furs. etc.. including all the latest Am-
erican and Foreign makes. Messis. Swift. Copland &
Co., since taking possession of their enlarged premises .,

little less than a year ago. have made remarkable pro-

gress in the development of their business. If good goods,
coin Icons treatment and square dealing go for anything,
the secret of the success of their enterprise is not far

to see.

The American Silk Waist Co-.

Spring shipments are being rapidly ami promptlj made,
and travelers are sending in nice orders Shirtwaist suits

The Leak Fur Manufacturing Co. of Canada, Limited.

With characteristic American push, experienced ami

will-know n traveling representatives have already been

secured and arc covering the whole of Canada with a line

.if furs whi,ch presents many interesting talking points

Mr S Sax covers the Northwest Territory, and Mr
.lack Samuel-,, Ontario, while Mr. George Reed looks

after Quebec Mi Sam Iluhet will cover the Lowei
l'rov un es

Fur coats and robes are the specialties turned out by
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this firm. They are made iu a new way so as to take

the stench out of the hair and the stiffness out of tin-

pelts. The color is put on in a new way and guaranteed
to sia> fast. The process is entirely new and something
hitherto not known in Canada. These coats and robes

can be retailed at a popular price. A neat booklet has
been sent the trade describing in detail these fur poats
and robes. If by chance one has not been received, it

will be cheerfully sent upon request. This firm feels cer-

tain that any live retailers seeing the line will place an
order.

.Air. 11. Sidney Stem, of the firm, will visit a number
of the larger cities this month to help the salesman
demonstrate the superior excellence of their product.

When in the market, retailers are requested to visit their

present quarters 138 McCJill street, Montreal.

Reyrrier Freres.

That foreign manufacturers are recognizing the im-
portance of seeking trade in Canada is again made evident

by the fact that during the past month the firm of Rey-
nier Freres, prominent glove manufacturers of Grenoble,
France, have opened a Canadian branch in Montreal.

The name "Reynier" is well-known in glove making,
and their trade mark of the snake is a familiar one in the

advertisements of many large American and Continental
retail stores. Their trade in Canada has heretofore been
conducted on a limited scale through Motleys, of London,
Kngland, but from now on it is intended to work the

rM10 PR'X, PARIS,
/9

business vigorously in this country, under the direct

supervision of the Canadian office.

The firm have been fortunate in securing the services

of Mr. \\ . B. Hurd, for five years glove buyer with Fitz-

-ibhon, Sciiafheitlin cV Co., .Montreal, who has been ap-
pointed manager of the Canadian business. They have
opened conrmi dious offices and salesrooms at 22 St.

.John street, where a complete assortment of the most
popular lines will be kept for immediate orders.

Reynier Freres have a world-wide reputation, their

goods being found in almost every corner of the globe,
and the Canadian trade will, no doubt, take advantage
of being able to procure these highly-commendable gloves
direct from the manufacturers.

Peter Scott & Co.

Peter Scotl & Co., manufacturers of "Pesco" tin-

Khrinkable underwear, have appointed new agents in Can-
ada, Switzer & Hawksworth, Xordheimer Buildings, 207
St. .James street, Montreal, for Eastern Canada, and A.
i). McDonald, 112-414 Mclnlyre Block, Winnipeg, for

Western Canada. These gentlemen will carry a full range
of samples, and George Scott, a junior member of the
firm, will shortly call upon the dry goods houses of

Canada.

Greenshields Limited.

In fabric gloves, special values to retail at 25c. are
shown. No. G30, pure silk, at $2.2") is a leader. G4II,
,, two-dome fastener, lisle glove at $2, is another at-
tractive number. G61, a two-dome taffeta, at $2.25, and
(HOI, lace, at $2, completes the list of specials to re-
tail at a quarter. Some special values are shown to
retail at 35c. G15, two-dome lisle, $3, GG7, two-dome
tafieta, $3, G35, a pure silk. $3, a re the most attractive.
in special values to retail at 50c, G49, a two-dome lisle,

at $4, G73, a two-dome tafieta, $1.25, G82, a two-dome
pure silk, $4.50. All these lines can be had in white,
black, slate, champagne, navy and cardinal.

In plain cashmere hose, every retailer needs specials at
a quarter. The leader in this respect is CIO, to retail
at $2.25. A special to retail at 35c. is No. 136, at $3.

\ special to retail at 50c., No. f>6, llama, at $4.50. In

ribbed cashmere hose, No. 8, to retail at 25c, is worth
attention. No. 13i to retail at 35c. is a special. No.
I 1, to retail at 50c, is another leader. Children's sizes

ran be had in all these qualities.

Special values are shown in ribbed underwear. No.
BIX is a leader to retail at 10|C. Price is 00c No. B5,
at $1.25, makes a leader at 15c. No. B10, at $2, can
be profitably sold at 25c. No. B16X, to retail at 35c,
and No. 8-80, to retail at 50c, complete the list.

In their carpet and house-furnishing department, Green-
shields, Limited, report a good, steadv trade. Travelers
are now showing in their range of samples a line of the
latest novelties in tapestry curtains. Special attention
is directed to samples of "snow-flake" curtains, which
have met with a ready reception. Stocks of house-
lurnishings are complete, and all orders can be filled

promptly.
In the dress goods department, Spring shipments are

being rapidly made. This floor presents a busy appear-
ance. Priestley's' mohairs, silk and wool fabrics,, panneau

^ETURl
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ESTRELLA

Every woman will be delighted

with the quality of this new fabric,

—one of the latest of

Priestleys' Creations

Dainty 8a Attractive

cloths, etc., are in good demand. Koliennes, voiles and
etamines still retain their popularity.

' Pesco " Underclothing.

The ' !'e' ,

' unshrinkable underwear is now gaining a
wide reputation in the Canadian market, to which it was
introduced a year or two ago. In the mother country,
where it is made, the demand for it has been so great
that within the last five years the manufacturers, Peter
Scott cV Co., Limited, of Hawick, Scotland, have been
rompelled to quadruplicate their machinery in order to

meet their customers' requirements.
"Pesco" is made from the very best of two and three

fold "All wool" and "Silk and Wool" yarns twisted.
These yarns are twisted in the spinning process, and
hence give great strength and durability. Owing to the
fineness of quality used in the manufacture of "Pesco,

"

the garments are extremely soft and elastic, and very
comfortable in wear. Being full-fashioned on the ma-
chines, "Pesco" goods have no rough seams, and con-
sequently are non-irritating, whilst the "Pesco" finish

i^ives them the guarantee of absolute unshrinkability.

Ul
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Ever] garraenl has tins guarantee, and as a proof ol
I faith, the manufacturers undertake to replace any

garment which shrinks in gashing. This is practical
evidence ol the confidence the? have in their goods.

(iirat success lias been achieved by the manufacturers
111 then new line ol "Snow White" Pesco goods, which
for absolute purity of whiteness would be difficult to
match. Not onlj are these goods pure white when new,
hut thej retain their whiteness throughout wear, and do
not turn a dull Shade of yellow after washing. Years ago
there was a considerable demand for men's underwear in
white, but it fell oil entirely during recent years, owing
to the unsatisfactory nature of the shade. Now, however,
with the advent of the "Pesco Snow White" goods, the
demand has again arisen for men's underwear in white,
which will retain its whiteness, with the consequence
that large quantities are being manufactured.

\h, George Scott, the junior partner of the firm, is at
present in Canada, and in company with the firm's rep-
resentatives. Switzer & Hawksworth, Montreal, for East-
ern Canada, and A. D. Macdonald, of Winnipeg, for West-
ern Canada, will be calling shortly upon the dry goods
stores.

RETURNED
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R. C. Wilkins.

Mr. Wilkins describes the

railroad suit illustrated, as the
most popular garment ever in-

cluded in the " Rooster "

brand line. It possesses sell-

ing features which are appar-

ent. These are said to be ex-

clusive and not seen on any
other overalls in America.
Sales are increased by pushing

goods of this character.

Travelers for " Rooster "

brand are out this month. A
good range of new lines in

shirts for workmen is shown.
The elephant size is particular-

ly noticeable. The usual

large range of overalls and
jackets is carried. Prices,

owing to favorable purchases

of raw material, are consider-
ably lower on many lines.

Winter smox and shooting
coats are in a larger range
than ever. Working pants
show a leading feature in the

Hewson Mills guaranteed all-

wool tipket, combined with the
" Rooster" brand and union
label. According to a well-

pleased customer, this should

class them Al. at Lloyds.

The China and Japan Silk Co.

This firm reports increased demand for Japanese mat-
tings. Their Mr. Poole is at present in Kobe, the centre
of the Japanese matting market, thus ensuring plenty of
desirable patterns to till all orders. The war has caused
a shortness of supply, but this firm, by being on the spot,
can take care of the wants of its customers. The lines
shown comprise new carpel effects in floral designs,
stripes, checks, etc. Small mats and cotton rugs have
been incorporated in their lines. Their Mr. J. P. Hughes
is at present in the larger centres of the Maritime Pro
vinces showing these lines along with many others

The Wizard Cuff Holder.

Frank & Gutmann, 272 and 274 West Broadway, New
York, are offering to the trade the "Wizard" cuff-holder
and "The Sun" drawers supporter, "the only kind with
a rubber socket." Both of these necessities of men's ap-
parel are neat and simple in their design, and with the
striking advertising of this firm, they should continue to
enjoy the large sale which they have heretofore enjoyed.

The Moore Carpet Co., Limited.

The Moore Carpet Co., Limited, Sherbrooke, Quebec,
have made great preparations for the Pall season of 1905,
ami have brought out a large number of new and original
patterns and colorings, their line now comprising over
one hundred different designs.

Their Windsor Brussels are meeting with lust-class
demand from the Canadian carpet trade, and the outlook
for the Fall season is exceedingly good.

Their Kashmir Wilton carpet has been brought out to
meet the demand for a high-class pile carpet at a popular
price, and the rich colorings and artistic designs in this
grade of goods have proven them to be ready sellers.

Their representative will call upon the trade in the
near future with full lines of all grades.

W. R. Brock Co.. Toronto.

The W. R. Brock Co., of Toronto, report having had a

very successful opening in their ready-to-wear depart-
ment. Their number H856 milined soft taffeta silk waist,

in "white, black, sky and pink, made in the very latest

style, which sells at $2.75 each, has just been passed into

stock and is proving a gi'eat favorite. This line takes the

place of their number 0487X of last season. In overskirts

they are strong this season, showing 25 ranges of fancy
tweeds. The bulk of these are in stock in all sizes, and
merchants can see just how they look made up. Lady
Pearl in navy and black all wool tweed, cut with yoke, is

very good value at 2.75 each. Attention should also be
drawn to their line of underskirts H828 in black satins

of a good heavy quality with a beautiful finish, trimmed
with straps and frills, sells for #9.00, and is a stvle totally

different from the usual cheap skirt. Their range of

flannelette underwear is now in their travelers' hands, and
when looking' at these merchants should compare the fol-

lowing lines with goods handled in former seasons: HS59
gowns striped flanelettes, cut with yoke, neck and sleeves

trimmed with lace, sizes 56, 5S, 60, sells for $4.50 dozen;

H864 gowns plain white, pink and sky, embroidery
trimmed, sizes 56, 58, 60, sells for $9.00 dozen. Both
these lines are job, and the quantity is limited. They will

be withdrawn after the placing season.

Another line is the new, chiffon finish broad cloths.

Brock's have a particularly nice quality in this cloth in

all the popular shades, to retail for $1.25. Another line

which has been a great success is shepherd's checks.
• 42 inch, to retail at 25 and 50 cents, 48 inch to retail at

$1.00. A few of the snaps shown in the dress goods de-

partment this month are an extra heavy 54-inch black

lustre, to retail at 50 cents: a 42 inch cord de soie, to re-

tail at 50 cents, in cream, pearl, tan, reseda brown, myrtle,

navy and black, and an extra heavy coating serge to re-

tail at 50 cents, in cream, cardinal, navy and black.

As usual, this firm is displaying a large assortment
in sniallwares and notions. Especially noticeable are tin*

the following lines to retail at 25c:

HH3 Black Princess 1-1 ribbed cotton hose. HH5, 2-1

Black Hercules; .Motor, plain cashmere, Turbine and New
Cairo, 2-1 ribbed cashmere, double knee; Brock's Best,

Little Darling, in various colors; Cachi, black cotton with

cashmere feet; and Silko, a special silk-finished hose.

The Buster Brown stockings are carried now for the

first time and are being strongly advertised.

There is an endless arraj of smallwares to retail at

50c. The B15 2-dome black taffeta gloves, B35 black silk

ami A15 colored taffeta have been especially seized upon

li\ the buyers. In hose at this price, great varietj is

being shown Lace, lisle, cashmere and silk, in all colors

and effects, ale shown.
The !>K black cashmere hose, 1-1 ribbed, double-kneed.

is a line which Brock's have been handling for a long

time, and still retains its supremacy. A special ar-

rangement for the display of ribbons has proved ad-

vantageous by giving a comparative view of the stock at

a glance. Never before has Brock's exhibited such a large

and strong stock of embroideries and laces. A draper's

assortment, consisting of 100 pieces, will be sent to any
dealer on application.

The houseful mshings are Located in a light room where
oarpets and rugs are shown to the best advantage.

US
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditors

Hoskins, David, Toronto.
Jenkins and Hardv, Montreal, Toronto.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts. Traveling Rugs, etc
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoes and Laces.
Faire Bros. <fc Co., Leicester, Eng.
Ross, Geo. D., & Co., Toronto.

Braids.
The Laces and Braids Mfg. Co., Toronto

Junction.

Button Machines and Buttons.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs. Window Shades, etc.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co.. Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes. Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Baker, Richard L. , Co., Toronto.
Corby. Palmer & Stewart, London E.C.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Gordon, MacVay & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.
Mishkin, I., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.
Riplev, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Stafford, Northcote & Co., London, Eng.
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman i Sommer, Montreal.

Cloth Charts.
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc.

Brock. W. R., Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"— Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Limited, Montreal
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hitchcock. Williams & Co., London, Eng
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., I oronto.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin Ireland.
Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Educational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.

St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Toronto, Montreal

Finance. Insuranoe, etc.

British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.

Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Meiropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Reed, Jos. B., & Son, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Fireproof Windows
Me'alhc Roofing Co.

and Winnipeg.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frilling*.
" Plantagenet "—C. G. Hill & Co., Notting-

ham, Eng.
Stafford, Northcott & Co., London, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Leak Fur Mfg. < o. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Revillon Bros, Montreal.
Swift, Copland & Co., Montreal.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L.. & Co., Montreal.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Caulfield. Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal and
Winnipeg.

Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Reynier Freres, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.

Handkerchiefs.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Staff >rd, Northcott & Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc.
Swift, Copland Co , Montreal.
Waldron, Drouin Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, LB., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Knitted Waists and Sweaters.
Baker, Richard L., & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Garland, J. M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Stafford, Northcote & Co., London, Eng.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Pirn Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Goods.
Robertson & Parker, Montreal.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Legal Cards.
Atwaier, Duclos & Chauvin, Montreal.
Beatty, Blackstock. Faskin, Riddel! & Mabee,

Toronto.

Irving & Jones, Toro.ito.

Mewburn & Ambrose, Hamilton.
Tapper, Phippin & Tupper, Winnipeg.
Wilson, W. G., Napanee.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng
Garland, J. M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvae°s.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, London, Eng., and
Manchester.

McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
RyUnds & Sons. Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Wm., Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Matting.
Brock. W. R., & Co., Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Imperial Carpet Co., Toronto.
Ishiktwa, K., & Co., Toronto.

Medicines.
Mackay, Dr., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Raincoats, Sweat-
ers, etc).
Brock, W. R., & Co., Toro to.

Caulfield, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Excelsior Clothing Co. , Mont eal.

Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Qaebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hulson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Norway, [ohn, & Son, Toionto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Metallio Roofing.
Metallic Roofing Co., Montreal, Toronto
and Winnipeg.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, To onto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.
Stern, R. S., & Co., New York.

Mosquito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Needles, Fins, etc.

Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co, Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T, Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.

Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.
Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Welch, Margetson & Co., London, Eng.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit.
I hillips, John & Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co.. Montreal
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co,, Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Macdonald, John & Co., Toronto.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Stapling Machines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store F xtures.
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxter Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin

Ont. '

Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls
Welch, Margetson <fc Co., London, Eng.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.
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Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co <>i Hamilton,

Threads.
Frank ft Bryce, Montreal
McDowell. Andrew H., Montreal
Oriental Silk Co. , Montreal.

Tie Clips
Nicklin, John. & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.

Hrock. W. R., ft Co.. Toronto.

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Standard Umbrella Co., Montreal.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brantford Hosiery Co., Brantford.

Brock, W. R., & Co., Toronto.

3Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Kng

[| Caulfield, Burns & Gibson. Toronto.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co.. Hamilton.

Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
. "descent" brand—Lennard, S.. & Sons,

Dun das.

Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.

"Eildon" brand—Woods, John L., Mont-
real.

Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto
" Hendawick " Jas. Henderson & Co.,

Hawick, Scotland,
laeger, Dr Co. Montreal
McC'lung & Burns, Toronto.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont
" Pesco " brand— Scott, Peter &. Co., Har-

wick. Scotland.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.

Truro Knitting Mills Co., 'Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins ft Co., London, Kng
Watson, Mfg.. Co., Paris.

Williams, Walter, & Co., Montreal.
" Wolsey " brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kvle, Cheesbrough &Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.

Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

M..a,, i90i

Waterproof and Rubber Goodi
Brock, W. R . ft Co.. Toronto.
Craveneite Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell ft Co., Bradford and London
National Rubber Co.. Montreal

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co , Hamilton. Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Fisher, John, Son & Co., Montreal and
Quebec.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Harris Sc Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hutchinson, R. B., & Co., Toronto.
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, London. Eng and
Manchester.

McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robnson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., ft Son, London, Eng.

Woven Labels.
Canadian Silk Co., Toronto.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co., Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff. Toronto.
Canadian Folding Box Co., Brantford, Ont

Accountants and Auditors

Acme Staple Co
Alexandor, A. 1..

American Silk Waist Co
Arlington Co. of Canada
Auer Light Co
A ustralasian Draper

B
Baker, Richard L., Co
Baldwin J. & ]..& Partners

Beattv, Kerr & Verner
Bell Telephone Co
Berlin Suspender and Button Co.

Bradford Dyers' Association

Brantford Hosiery Co
British-America Assurance Co ...

British American Dyeing Co
Brock, W. R., Co
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Ladies Tailors

JUST A WORD or two concerning the

way we do business— a way we be-

lieve that you will like. jfi jt,

1. Our goods will satisfy, or we want
them back, jl ji «•« ji, ^
2. Prices are marked in Plain Figures.

3. Terms and Conditions same to every-

one. jt, <* j* <* <* <*

4. Our business is tailoring—not banking.
5. Our representatives leave copies of all

orders. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
6. Our goods are branded. The brand is

MILADI. ji * * ^ ^
We manufacture Ladies' Costume s,

Skirts, Mantles, Capes, Rainproofs.
Reefers, Shirtwaist Suits . > jt, ^
Our travellers go out March 10. j* ^

The Hart Manufacturing Co.

1631-1633-1635-1637 NOTRE DAME ST.

MONTREAL

^jf^SrDjf

S^fcDf
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JOHN
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WHOLESALE
PRY GOODS

&
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J '

MAR /|0 190*-

1st FLOOR
Staples and Linens

2nd FLOOR
Woollens and

Tailors' Trimmings
3rd FLOOR

Silks, Dress Goods, Mus-
lins, Embroideries, Laces,
Hosiery and Gloves

4th FLOOR
Men's Furnishings

and Haberdashery
Hth FLOOR

Carpets and
House Furnishings

Address your order to Front and

Wellington Sts. We will treat it well,

and the expense account for the trip

will only be the price of the postage.

FILLING LETTER ORDERS
A SPECIALTY.

THIS page will be of particular interest to you

during March, as it suggests^a trustworthy

means of re-ordering to complete broken lines.

An original and unique method of filling MAIL
ORDERS has been perfected in this warehouse,

whereby the staff in charge of this department be-

come interested to such an extent that your satisfac-

tion is assured. This means when mailing us an

order you practically send a buyer to the very floor

of our warehouse to select the goods you want, and

he will be treated in such a manner that you will

be constrained to use the same medium again.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO.
TORONTO
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"ETHEL"
KID GLOVES

Our Guarantee Goes wit>h Every Pair

$9.60 per Dozen.

ALL SIZES* in Solid Black, Solid White, Black with White
Stitching, White with Black Stitching, Assorted Tans, Browns,
Modes and Slates.

We send with each pair of Ethel Kid Gloves FIT and SATISFACTION
full directions for trying on, which, if carried

out, and provided correct size has been
purchased,

are

Absolutely Assured.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

Cor. Front and Bay Sts.

LIMITED
TORONTO

The

Standard Umbrella
"MADE IN CANADA"

You can't be without it this Spring.

If you want a sample assortment

write to

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA MFG. CO.

6 Lcmoinc St., MONTREAL

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

" The cock's shrill clarion or the echoing horn,
" No more shall rouse them lrom their lowly bed"

Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard.

The clarion voice of this st Rooster "

is heeded by all live merchants.

Dead ones don't use " ROOSTER
BRAND."

Robert C. Wilkins,
MONTREAL

Overalls, Shirts, Pants. White Coats,

Fancy Vests for Winter and Summer.
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WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT
We can now give prompt delivery of all lines.

Unequalled values in the following" :

Victoria Lawns, India Linen

Persian Lawns
A complete range of White, Black and Colored Organdies now in stock.

SHIRT-WAIST SUITINGS

We are showing-

all the very newest and most exclusive novelties for these popular and stylish

Shirt-Waist Suits, such as

Laine de Lataska Voile Assama Crepe de Voile de

Soie Voile Etamine Novelties Chene Chene

A BIG DRIVE IN JOB PRINTS

Merchants should move quickly and take advantage of our splendid offerings in

Job Prints— a clear saving in every line.

MAIL. ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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Alpaca
DRESS

GOODS Mohair
RETURNED
APR 7 1904-

&% |i ' '

.* 1

I *'
•

\, Jb&*8$r
*"'•#-.

1

Angor* Goat, from whose fleece Mohair ia mad*.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this year is to be the

big-o-est year for Mohair Lusters since 1S1).~>.

PRIESTLEYS'
Lusters, flohairs and Sicilians

are the best for Brightness, Silkiness and Delicacy of Touch.

Not all makes of Mohair Dress Goods are equally good. There are

differences in the dyeing and the finishing that are of the first im-

portance. In these and all other particulars, PRIESTLEYS' goods

show a decided advance over all other makes, and even on their

own productions of former years.

PRIESTLEYS' Lusters and Mohairs do not cockle.

We have a full stock o\~ PRIESTLEYS' goods in Blacks and

Colors, in stock or on the way.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Sole Selling Agents for Canada MONTREAL

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN Limited GREENSHIELDS & CO. Limited
WINNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B.C.
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RYLAND5&S0NS
LIMITED

MANCH IM

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

Dyers

C"PFTOWN.\8l7
Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

4»*

*b*j?

WORKS:

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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TV- FALL, 1905 •—^m

Cable Address 74-75 Watling St., London
"GODWIN." Bradford 51 Buchanan St., Glasgow

ESTABLISHED 1851

JOHN V. GODWIN & CO.
Bradford, Eng.

(With which is incorporated PARKER, HODGSON & CO.)

LEAD E 1 DRESS S
FALL SPECIALTIES

BROADCLOTHS MOHAIRS
TWEEDS,

COSTUME CLOTHS,
LININGS.

EVENING-WEAR FABRICS

LUSTRES,
HENRIETTAS,

BLOUSE CLOTHS.

3?BflS CORRECT STYLES RIGHT PRICES

Our registered makes of

"NEPTUNE"
Serges, Coatings

and

Cheviots
are perfection.

REGISTERED

They can be relied upon for QUALITY, DYE,
FINISH, STYLE, and UNEQUALLED DURABILITY.

Canadian Representative, Mr. W. R. KENNISH.
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44NEW ARRIVALS"
WE HAVE just put into stock repeat orders of the following

leading sellers : Japanese silk at \Zyt c, in all the newest

shades ; Ladies' Box Cloth, in full range of latest colors, at

$1.15 yard ; Swiss Dotted Muslins, in "Box Lots" of 6 pieces each, 10

yards, all different patterns, No. 710 at 10c. a yard is a quick seller in

this line ; Cashmere Hose " Bang up" our special line, in sizes 4 to 10,

starting at $1 20 up ; Swiss Embroideries, newest designs in Edgings

with Insertions to match ; new patterns in Plauen Lace Allovers, prices

from 35c. up ; Handkerchiefs in Cabinets, the most convenient and

newest way yet introduced, sold by cabinet ; large range of Fabric Gloves

in Lisle, Taffeta and Silk, in latest shades and colors, also some very

new and catchy attractions in Chain Bags, Leather Belts, Neck Ruchings

and Necklaces.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH ®> CO
93 St. Peter Street J& j& MONTREAL

Established 1826 Incorporated 1897

Andrew McLean Co.
460 Broome St.,

Manufacturers of

NEW YORK

Crinoline

Linings

Canvases

Buckram
for

Hats, Belts, Collars, etc,

M
| p |Up in the new shades

/IIULLCllC _Very sheer. The
new foundation for the Millinery Trade.

Mosquito Nettings
IN ALL

GRADES and
COLOR8.

MILLS : PASSAIC, N.J.

Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne,
Sydney,

Fink's Buildings.
Post Office Chambers.

American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

British Offices : 42 Cannon St., London, B.C.

Specimen Copies free on application.
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V *
Fast Blacks and Fast Colors

on

VELVETS m VELVETEENS

These FAST-TO RUBBING Velvets and Velveteens are

produced by means of New Processes, discovered by J. & J. M.

WORRALL, Limited, which not only result in dyes which

WON'T RUB OFF, but also impart to the cloth a very beautiful

lustre and richness of tone. The new processes are only applied

to the higher grades of cloth.

WORRAtLS

* Does not rub off

Warranted

Only such goods as bear this stamp on the back are

guaranteed by J. & J. M. WORRALL, Limited, as having been

treated by these new processes.

\
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Win. Liddell & Co's

TRADE MARK
Ireland

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representatives at popular

prices.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

FUR STYLES
1905

If sensible ideas, carefully worked out,

showing dainty effects with maximum of com-

fort and durability appeal to you, then we

would ask you to look at our range of Fur

Samples now on the road. We manufacture

goods of a high standard, and can interest the

trade with our line of

Ladies' Fur Garments

ALSO

Stoles, Muffs, Collarettes, Etc.

WE
are strong in MEN'S FURS. Will show

a full assortment of

Goats, Caps, Collars, Etc.

Cloth Caps
We make admittedly the BEST Cloth Cap

in Canada. All the leading styles.

Fur bands and plain, in

Motors, Golfs,

Falkirks, Richmonds

LOOK OUR SAMPLES OVER

THE
WALDRON, DROUIN Co.

Limited

MONTREAL

I

1^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^
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UNEXCELLED IN APPEARANCE AND DURABILITY

SPHINX SERGES
PLAIN VICUNAS—Permanent Dyes.

TWILLED VICUNAS—Superior Finish.

FINE TWILLED SERGES—Best Material:

P. GARNEAU, FILS & CIL Quebec
SOLE AGENTS FOR ALL CANADA

Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN, &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REGISTERET All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

:r the civilized world.
Scotch Fingering

Wheeling
Petticoat Fingering

Soft Merino

Berlin Fingering

Balmoral Fingering

Double Knitting

Soft Knitting Wool

Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Lady Betty

Shetland

Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Eider Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. • Send for Samples.

8

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO
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A
New Departure

for the

Notion Counter

is a small size

Cabinet of

Pearl Buttons,

assorted sizes, in

good, clear, Fish

Eye Pearl. When
case is open all

sizes in view and

all sizes retail for

the same price

per Card.

X-RAYS
Woollens

FOR

APRIL

Select patterns

in Homespuns, in

Greys, Browns
and Narrow

Stripes.

Novelties in

large and Small
Overchec s.

We have now
in stock some

very choice lines

in Fine Trouser-
ings.

Adapted for the Fine ner=
chants' Tailoring Trade.

Dress
Goods

Millinery

Requisites

Chiffon Mohairs
Plain Lustres

Fancy Fig.

Mohairs
\A

r

ool Etamines
Chiffon Eoliennes

Black Crispines

Black Fig. Granits

Lace French

Voiles

Voile Canvases

London Twines
Sil< Glorias

Sicilians

THE
PROMPT

MAILORDER
HOUSE

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

Wholesale Dry Goods,
Carpets and Woollens,

OTTAWA, - - - CANADA

Gold Chiffon

Hat Linings

Hat Wire

Hat Pins

Hat Ribbons

Hat Laces

Hat Gimps
Hat Appliques

Taffeta Silks

Silk Velvet

Hard and Soft

Book Muslins

at Prices that

defy Competition
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LADIES'

Fancy Parasols

MISSES'

Fancy Parasols

CHILD'S

Fancy Parasols
All Styles and Prices

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
MANUFACTURERS

LIMITED,

108 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

PEWNY'S

Kid Gloves
For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

6REENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

Have your Cloaks and Furs lined with

"Skinner's Satin j*

Guaranteed for two seasons wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
in this garment is

GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
SEASONS

MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Co.

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co.

HOLYOKE. MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.

10
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t

I A TKread of Quality
i

!

Shade number on every spool.

Oriental Silk has the Leng'tK,
StrengtK and Smoothness of any
other silk on the market. The only

difference is in the price.

AsK for samples and quotations.

&he ORIENTAL
SILK CO., Limited
3*-&5 DALHOUSIE ST.. MONTREAL

1904
In this year our entire Boot and Shoe
Department was destroyed by fire. We
lost no time in rebuilding and still turned

out more Felt Footwear than any other

concern in Canada. : : : : :

1905
New Factory, larger capacity, everything

up-to-date. When the Jobbers show you

Felts, insist that you get Berlin goods.

They are strong, neat and natty fitters.

SEE OUR

Patent Frost Proof Footwear
IF YOU ARE UP-TO-DATE YOU'LL WANT THEM

ALSO MANUFACTURE
LUMBERMEN'S STOCKINGS

and FELT SOX.

BERLIN FELT BOOT CO.

WHOLESALE MANFC.

LIMITED

BERLIN, ONT.

Single and Duplex

Lines in all qualities.

SKIRT WEBS

Specialty :

Our "Crusoe'' Brand, narrow

( % inch.) shaped Duplex Webs,
ensuring; a perfect fit.

Ordinary Glace or Mohair, Silk

Finish, Silk and Leather.

SHOE LACES

Specialties :

Fanc\ banded and boxed lines for window display. The
"Electric," "Zodiac,'' "W'beatsheaf," "Bowden,"

"Empire," Etc., Etc.

Finest Soft Woollen
Yarns, carded and

skeined.

MENDINGS

Specialties :

The "St. George's" and "Zaro" skeins,

"Arrow" and "Clock-face" brand

cards and ball mendings.

^ SMALLWARES >*

Every sort of Bindings for

Coats, Dresses, Shoes, &c.

,

and Loopings and Webbings.

TAPES and

WEBBINGS

Specialties :

Fancy Figured Webs for Corsets.

"Crusoe Brand Prussian

Bindings.

FAIRE BROS. & C^ LTD.

Manufacturers

LEICESTER, Eng.

REPRESENTATIVE:

STAPLETON CALDECOTT,

Bay Street, Toronto.

Plain and Frilled Suspender

Webs. Sandalines.

Round Elastic Cords.

ELASTICS

Specialties :

Thi- "Clock-face" Brand.

The " VVheatsheaf " Brand.

The " John Bull " Brand.

11
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FO/?

EASTER
AND

SUMMER
SEASONS

Natural Habutai
IVORY SHADE ONLY

BRILLIAST SOFT FINISH
SPLENDID WASHING QUALITY

ALL GRADES

Fancy
ALL STYLES, Including

Changeable Stripes
Figured Stripes

Hairline Stripes
French Plaids

Swiss Taffeta
Swiss Louisine

English Tamaline
English Crystaline

Japanese Kaiki
Shot Checks
Figured Checks

Hairline Checks
Etc., etc., etc. Broche Effects

Matting
Complete Assortments

now in Stock

Manufacturers ««> Importers
YOKOHAMA ""> TORONTO

12
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ENGLISH SILKS
We are showing some exceedingly attractive lines of English Silks at sur-

prisingly low prices. Let us have your name for a shade card and samples.

ENGLISH MERVE,
JUNO ENGLISH MERVE,
ARIEL STRIPE ENGLISH SILK,

AJAX CHECK do

IDEAL STRIPE do

NOVELTY CHECK do

^

lO^d Yd.

I2^d "

I2#«" "

I2^ d "

I2^d •'

!2/2d '

The above goods are done in all shades.

T. RICKARD & CO.
20 Cheapside, LONDON, ENC. J

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woolens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

"ROOKSBAK" Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, hrink or Spot. By this process, pieces

retain their condition and improve in stock.

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
DYBR8 AND FINISHERS

LEEDS, ENGLAND

RqTURj
20 1!

Â t^&^C^ CORSET COMBINED

£&WIJ!fJdRM AND CORSET COMBINED
Known to Careful and Dressy Ladies

Who Dally Testify to Its Practical Merits

SAHLIN'S form and corset combined is the original garment and
the only one which ever was fully sanctioned and highly recom-
mended by the medical profession as a health preserver, causing no
pressure on the lungs or stomach. Leading dressmakers and tailors

prefer to fit their garments over the SAHLIN form, as the result,

are a perfect and smooth fit all over, eliminating those objections
able protruding straight lines across the back and front at the top
as with an ordinary corset.

Fine warp corset sateen, high or low bust, with hose
supporter attachments $1.50

The same in better material and trimmed with lace 2.00

White, drab or black ; in short, medium and long waist.

Discount to the trade
; correspondence solicited.

Canadian agent and distributer

LOUIS J. B. SENEZ,
Chesterfield Chambers,
8 St. Alexis Street, MONTREAL

FACTORY-GRENOBLE -FRANCE.

REYNIER FRERES
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"GLOVEOF HIGHEST
EXCELLENCE.

"

In the March number

of The Review we ad-

vised you of the fact

that we had opened a

salesroom in Montreal

for the distribution of

our goods throughout

Canada.

In this issue we are

pleased to inform you

that our stock for sort-

ing has arrived, and

we shall be pleased to

forward sample half-

dozens for your inspec-

tion upon request.

Ladies' Glaces in stock to retail at $1.00, $1.25

and $1.50.

Ladies' Suedes in stock to retail at $1.00, $1.25
and $1.50, the latter hand sewn.

Men's Glaces and Suedes in stock to retail at

$1.50

The samples for Fall have also been received and our
representatives are now on the different territories soliciting

orders. You will understand that our men will not be able
to visit everv town in Canada this season, and in case they
fail to reach you. we particularly request that you should
write us for samples and prices, either for stock or import
orders. The goods will speak for themselves.

REYNIER FRERES
22 St. John St., Montreal.

Montreal, April 1st, 1905.

13
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This Hit li (or th* purpose of placing retailor!,

manufacturers jobbers and other reader! in

touch with reliable and competent accountant!
and auditor! whose aerricei are io frequently

required for iuoh purpoiei ai opening books,

Leading Canadian

Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing accounts, arranging part-

nership! or organizing joint itock companiea,
derising special office systems, making collec-

tions and inTestigations, handling estates, mak-
ing ruinations, etc.

DAVID HOSKIN8, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

n Wellington Street East, - - Toronto, Canada.

JENKINS 4 HAKDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accoantanu,

This nnace «is r Year Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.
1 ma space |U a Year.

is* Toronto Street Toronto.
465 Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list Is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for
the colleotion of aocounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignment!, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For adTertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TUPPER, PHIPPEN & TUPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS& OHAUVIN
Adtocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Duclos. Henry N. Chauvin.

BEATTY, BLAOKBTOOK, FASKEN, RIDDELL /: MABEE
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. Toronto. Ont.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin. K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-
ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St. W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary. Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE „ W.\I A McI.KAN
_ . ... Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.
Barristers, Solicitors, etc. i „ , „^. ,, , , ., , , „, ,

„ _, », „ ' Head Office, t.uelph, McLeans Block.
S. C. Mewburn, E. H. AMBROSE, Branch Office. Acton. Town Hall.

Hamilton, Ont. Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

Educational Department.
The following Institutions for the education

of business men's sons and daughters are

recommended by this paper :

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORGE DICKSON, M.A.,

Director.

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON,
Lady Principal.

METROPOLITAN
Telegraphy, Shorthand, Commercial, Civil Service, Banking Courses, the Best
in Canada We guarantee to place every competent Student. Ask for a list

of our Students placed during the last three months. One or all courses
same price. No Restrictions.

METROPOLITAN
BUSINESS
COLLEGE.

R A. FARQIHARSON, B.A., Principal,

44 Bank St., Ottawa, Can.

ACME
Stapling Machines

For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H. & L. Sure Shot and H.& L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

SAMPLES
AND IMUCF.S

WITH
PLEASURE.

RED-BROWN
WRAPPING
FOR FURNITURE PACKING

All Weights, All Sizes.

Strong, Tough and Stiff.

A Sure Protection to Destination.

Canada Paper Co,
TORONTO MONTREAL

DRY GOODS REVIEW
|

has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
pecial list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

orhces throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Address: Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NEIL McCAENEY, Prop. W. 0. McCAENEY, Manager

THE PROVINCIAL
Leading Commercial Hotel.

Located in Heart of BusineBS Section.

GANANOQUE, ONT
Ten First-class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAEEE, Prop.

First-class accommodation for Commercial Men.

GALT, ONT

WINDSOR HOTEL, fE
A
R
M
M
L
u
T
DA
N

'

This House is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of
Queen Street. 1 he rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
toguests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop'

TOWER HOTEL, GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA,
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from Post and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction,
and principal clubs. Five minutes from#railway station and steamer stallings, and
near to all principal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

Successful Advertising-How t0 Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
Maclean publishing co. limited, Toronto.

R. FLAWS & SON, Manche8terBldg.,Melinda8t.,

Dry Goods Commission Agents.

TORONTO,

Representing.

8. <t L. A8H Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Hosiery and Underwear,

Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.

,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Mokton & Co., Newmilng, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.

«. id
Male Your Own Buttons

WITH the

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or fiat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

are advertised to the consumer in all leading magazines.

Sell at 25C. a pair. Cost S 1 .25 per dozen pairs prepaid.

All leading jobbers sell them. Manufactured only by

FAIR MFC. CO., 521 3rd St-, Racine, Wis.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal.

HERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishing commercial reports to oursubscribers gives prompt

ind reliable information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim.

Tel. Main 1985-

MONTHLY BULLETIN.
Smallwares Smallwares Smallwares

Notions Notions Notions

Jewelery Jewelery Jewelery

Stationery Stationery Stationery

Printing Printing Printing

Mirrors Mirrors Mirrors

Q. A. WEESE & SON, «&*»&, TORONTO

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-d*te machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en.

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton FLnitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents : The Richard L. Baker Co-, 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

STANDARD
TELEPHONE SETS

FOR SALE

Slightly used but in good order$5.00 per set.

Apply to
SALES department:

178 Mountain St., - Montreal, Que.
OR

To any local manager of the Bell Telephone

Company of Canada.
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TORONTO.

D Department
Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings

A complete stock of all the latest Spring Novelties.

Saltaire Brand of Serges, Vicunas and Dress
Worsteds, dyes guaranteed.

Spring Overcoatings in Fancy Check, Stripe and
Plain Coverts.

6/4 Fancy Tweed and Worsted Suitings.
600 patterns to choose from.

3/4 Fancy Tweed and Worsted Trouserings.
A large assortment.

1 ,000 pieces 3 4 Tweeds.
To retail from 25 to 40 cents.

500 pieces 40-in. Fancy Sateen Sleeve Linings.
A clearing lot, 20% below regular value.

ir»
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES

c
OULD you give me the address of a firm which

manufactures a device for showing lace cur-

tains. We feel the need of something of the

kind very much, and have not seen anything

advertised."

The above is the text of a letter dated March 11th,

from a reader of The Review, a well-to-do merchant 111

the Province of Quebec.

We might say that this is only one of many similar

inquiries which we receive every month from readers, and

it gives us much pleasure to obtain any information of

this sort at any time. If you are ever in want of some-

thing that you do not see advertised in The Review, ask

us and we will make it our special mission to obtain you

the information required. In the present case we placed

the merchant in touch with a manufacturer who was able

to supplv the article.
* *

*

Incidentally we might mention, however, that there

are many manufacturers who are missing business by not

advertising regularly in The Review.

Some one may say that this firm got the order any-

way, whether they were advertising or not. Such- may
be the case, but how much more quickly and surely had

it been advertised.

While one merchant may be sufficiently interested to

ask where a certain article can be obtained, there are

hundreds who are not at first so interested, but who
could become so were the advantages of an article

brought forcibly before them through an advertisement

in a paper which they read regularly.

The Harriston Tribune has this to say about us :—

"The Mac-Lean Publishing Co. is to be congratulated on

the excellence of The Dry Goods Review and Men's
Furnisher for March. It is the Special Fashion Number,
and is a handsome issue. This publication should be in

the hands of every person in the trade."

Such words of appreciation are very welcome. It is

the policy of The Dry Goods Review never to rest satis-

fied with the accomplishments of the past. Each month
we strive to use the experience of the past in strength-
ening the paper and making it more valuable to the sub-
scribers. By keeping representatives in the leading
fashion centres of the world, we keep in touch with all

phases of the trade. In this way we hope to continue
to merit the good-will and support of the drygoodsmen
of Canada.

Type composition is vastly more tedious than the

uninitiated knows or imagines. What looks to the un-

tutored a 15-minute job may have taken an hour and a
half. As an illustration, there is reproduced a simple
looking bit of work which took a skilled compositor 90

minutes to prepare.
* •

*

To make this diamond-shaped device required that a
piece of brass rule had to be procured, cut to the proper
length, heated to take out its temper, filed at the points
where it was to be bent, and then bent to the proper
shape. Within a dozen pieces of lead had to be set round
the lines—"Every garment shrunk in washing replaced."
Then, too, since type is all rectangular, it meant that

the pieces touching the slanting rule had a corner or
point contact, rather than a surface contact, thus leav-

ing a series of little 3-cornered spaces unoccupied with
the metal These had to be all filled in with plaster of

paris to keep everything rigid. Finally, the
rule was bound round tightly with a band of paper, layer
upon layer, held by paste, so that the type within could
not fall out or work loose when in rapid motion on the
press. Even with this, the tedious operation of hand-
ling this innocent looking diamond does not cease. It

must itself be built with the aid of metal and plaster
into the large advertisement of which it is but a part.

It has to be squared out so that it will have an outline—
which does not appear, however, on the page—after this

style :

Of course the advertiser is quite within his right in

ordering these irregular forms, but it is well for him to
know something of the time and trouble required to work
out an idea which took him, perhaps, less than a minute
1o indicate by means of his pen or pencil.

Incidentally it may be stated that lines or rules that
require oblique setting are often troublesome on the
press, where they have a tendency to work loose, being
only slightly held in the "form." One little bit of rule
working loose may delay a costly press several hours in

a long "run." This is why printers dislike copy which
calls for rule set at an, angle differing from that of the
type face.
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* IN THE EYE OF THE TRADE *
MR. A. W. COCHRANE.

/"> IVING complete control (or Canada of the selling of

^j the prints of the Magog & Colonial Mills, for the 1

Dominion Textile Co., Limited, to A. W. Cochrane,

is what might have been expected. It was only five

years ago that Mr. Cochrane and Mr. W. T. Whitehead

organized the Colonial Bleaching A: Printing Co., Limit-

ed. To Mr. Cochrane fell the task of having entire

charge of the output, and the success of the company is

in a large measure due to his efforts. Needless to say

this experience peculiarly fitted him For his present re-

sponsible position.

His early experience in the cotton industry was gain-

ed with 1). Morrice, Son & Co., Montreal, about sixteen

years ago. At that time the above firm had the agency

for the Dominion Cotton Mills Co., Limited., and Mr.

Cochrane had charge of the prinl department. When the

accomplishments. He has been literally moulded in the

dry goods trade, and particularly so in the cotton indus-

try, all of which has assured bis success. Entering the

dry goods firm of Ogilvy's in 1869, then at the corner of

St. Peter and St. Paul streets, Montreal, Mr. McKay's
apprenticeship was served there. In 1883 he left a prom-

inent position with this firm to become a representative

of Cant lie & Kwan, selling agents for the Merchants

Cotton Co., Limited. He has been closely identified with

the interests of the Merchants' Cotton Co. up to the

present merger. Upon the dissolution of Cantlie & Ewan,
in 1890, be assumed control of the cotton department for

the entire country for Alexander, Ewan & Co., who suc-

ceeded as the selling agents for the Merchants' Cotton Co.

It was in 18!)7 that full charge of the selling department

of the Merchants' Cotton Co. was placed in the hands of

Mr McKay.

A. W. Cochrane.

Dominion Cotton Mills Co., Limited, looked after their

own selling, about seven years ago, he was given entire

charge of the Magog, or printing end of the selling for

all Canada.

It might appear that Mr. Cochrane's whole experi-

ence had been in the cotton industry, and particularly the

printing department. However, all his efforts at least

have been confined to the dry goods business. As a boy

of sixteen he was with Mclnnes Bros. & Co., Hamilton,

learning the business so well that a few years afterwards

he represented in the west A R McMaster & Bros.,

Toronto. Later he was with Ogilvy, Alexander & An-

derson, Toronto, leaving them to accept the position

with 1). Morrice, Sons cV Co., before referred to.

A
for

MR. W. A. McKAY.
VETERAN in the cotton industry, Mr. McKay's

present posit ion as manager of the

selling department of whites and greys

the Dominion Textile Company, Limited.

is bui a natural development a life full of successful

W. A. McKay.

THE LATE Z. PAQDET.

ON the 26tb of February, Quebec City lost, in the

person of Zephirin Paquet, one of the most remark-

able and well-known figures in the dry goods trade.

Z. Paquet was eighty-six years of age, and his life was

one of success against seemingly impossible disadvan-

tages. As a boy of eleven years he faced life alone, and

at thirty-two years of age lie engaged in business on his

own account. He possessed a veritable genius for mer-

chandising which served to lay a solid foundation for

the wonderful retail establishment under the linn name

of X. Paquet and the wholesale glove, hat and fur one.

known as .1. Arthur Paquet. He possessed untold energy

and worked early and late. Undoubtedly he was one of

the foiemost in every particular in the commercial in-

terests of the city.

lie retired from active business in 1898, and his death

thus causes no change in the conduct of these enterprises

The funeral took place on March 1. and the cortege in-
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(.•lulled representatives of all the mercantile interests of

the city.

MR. W. S. ROUGH.

MR. ROUGH has represented the well-known firm ol

Messrs. John Macdonald & Co., Toronto, in Mani-

toba and the Northwest Territories, for the past

20 years, and is one of the most popular travelers on the

elers, hut the confidence and support of many of the most

prominent and successful merchants in the West. Not
only is he considered by the firm's customers an expert

business man and first-class salesman, hut by many of

them a personal friend.

Mr. Rough has built for the firm he represents a large

connection in the Western Provinces, and is at present

in full charge of their Western business. We voice the

sentiment of his innumerable friends in the West in wish-

Z. Paquet. W. S. Rough.

road. His courteous manner and sterling integrity have ing him in the

gained for him not only the esteem of his fellow trav- merits.

future a success commensurate with his

TRADE CONDITIONS IN BIRMINGHAM

1

Birmingham, March 23, 1905.

HE future of military gun manufacture in Birmingham
is a matter of much speculation and deep concern.

Large numbers of operatives are being discharged

at the Sparkbrook government factory, and also by the

"B.S.A." company, while reductions are also taking

place at the government manufactory at Enfield. The

matter seems to be resolving itself into a duel between

Sparkbrook and Enfield. Mr. Jesse Collings, M.P. for

the Bordesley Division of Birmingham, in which the

Sparkbrook factories are situated, is acting as second to

tiie Birmingham interests, and Mr. Abel Smith, who
represents a constituency contiguous to Enfield, is press-

ing the claims of the London gunmakers. When the de-

mand for arms is on a war footing, both Enfield and

Birmingham work at full pressure, and there is common
sense in facilities existing at points removed by consider-

able distance from one another, in producing war ma--

terial. But when the pressure is removed and a desire

to economise possesses a government, difficulties are cer-

tain to arise where competing interests are at stake.

The constant dismissals of gunmakers at the present time

is an important matter to Birmingham, and is respon-

sible for a good deal of distress during a period of de-

layed trade recovery. While the prosperity of the woolen
and cotton industries, combined with considerable activity

in ship-building, is responsible for a very general revival

of trade in the north, the midlands are still awaiting the

definite turn in the tide of which there were symptoms
only in the opening of the year.

Money is circulating more freely, and with the bank
rate at 2^ per cent., opportunities are offered which are
usually the precursors of improved conditions. But,
looking through various reports obtained from a large

number of local industries, only the engineering and
allied trades show, as yet, any signs of permanent im-
provement.

And to-day's iron market supports this estimate.

Specifications on old contracts are coming in freely, but

new orders are being held back partly owing to the

proximity of quarter day. It is difficult, however, to see

how manufacturers can make further reductions without
loss, good reliable Gand's unmarked bars only realizing

£5 17s. fid. average, at the works, less discount. Most
of the "association" firms are open to do business under
the association nominal prices, and it is a question
whether even present rates are not rather being main-
tained by the stiffened tone of the northern markets
rather than by local demands.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

Smaller Sleeves the Vogue Lac* and
Quaint Colors in Qowns- Spring Hats.

March, 10(15.

JUDGING from what I have seen of the newest

Spiinj; ;lll( l Summer models—those of the com-

mission houses which, so far, nave been religi-

ously hidden from the eyes of the public— the

sleeves will be worn much smaller, without being

absolutely flat, they have neither the "gigot," the jule

elbow, nor the loose cull', although slight suggestions of

all may be traced. There is much draping of lace over

the shoulders, giving cape and shawl effects, while skirts

and bodices are still quite full and designs, if possible,

more intricate than ever. Materials are all soft, and oil en

flimsy, while cashmere is much spoken of for tailor-

mades. The. designs on the "chiffon" taffetas are par-

ticularly neat, spots, small diamonds and nondescript

strokes being to the fore. Lace will play a large part

in Summer gowns, and the "Maisons de Mouveautie" are

stocked with dress and blouse lengths of machine-made
English embroidery, both white and ecru tints. Colors are

going to he very quaint, old-fashioned tints re-christened

and revised, as well as some curious half-tone effects,

which are likely to be popular, anil these, especially on
hats, are most daringly blended. For instance, a pale

mauve straw liat has several small hows of pale blue

and mauve velvel ribbon laid alternately round the brim,

a mauve and a pale blue feather tip fastened under the

upturned left brim, with a bunch of small, dead, yellow

and old-gold roses resting on the hair. .Mauve is also

being freely used with several shades of red. Another
bright hat is in moss>-green straw, also raised at the left

side, with a bunch of three large art flowers, resembling

a cross between a cabbage rose and a peony; these arc

deep red, with green shades in the centre; standing up-

tight are two shaded green lips, the end of one being

dyed red.

A sable-colored toque made of "crin" (this is a

novelty, as is also the "crin chenille") is trimmed with

a "chow" of pastel blue velvet and sable feather, shaded

blue. While speaking of hats, I must mention some of

the flower toques which are perfectly beautiful works of

art. Many are slightly "torpille" shaped with a point

m front, rather raised at the back and the flowers

brought low on the hair, giving the appearance of a very

long head, from the back. Hyacinths, orchids, Wisteria

geraniums, and many wild flowers in their natural tints,

as well as fruit blossom, are all freely used. A pretty-

model is in shaded heather with cherry-colored ribbon

bow and tinted leaves at the back. The smart leaders

of fashion, always in search of novelty, allow themselves

considerable latitude in the desire to create a sensation.

A well-known actress was noticed driving the other day

with hat and hair "a la Lavallier. " A very large eau-

de-nil hat, with brim drooping back and front, the crown

wreathed with pink roses and a bunch of four thick os-

trich tips, pink and white, two of which fell well over

the crown. At the back were long streamers of shaded

satin ribbon. The hair was done in heavy rolls at the

back, the two bottom ones falling on the shoulder.

One has heard the word "panniers" used in the Rue
de la Paix, but the panniers of to-day are so modified as

to be a revival in name only. They consist of graceful

draperies, in no way widening the hips; sometimes ending

in points reaching almost to the hem of the skirt, when

between the points, they will be cut high and "en brais"

to hang very full. Skirts are also being made "en

tunique." A beautiful model in this style is in chiffon

irelvet, orchid shaded, very full, reaching to almost 15

inches above the ground with four points, each side, back

and front, reaching to within 1 inch; this is over an

underskirt of guipure. The bodice is a zonave of guipure.

ornamented with rosettes of velvel and falling over a

high, draped corselel of velvet, the sleeves are formed

of guipure puffs to the elbow, from where they are closely

gathered. Tight-fitting velvet, one of the prettiest novel-

ties for trimming gowns of all descriptions, are the new
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ribbons. These are really beautiful and range from the

narrow silk or satin, with a loose thread running along

one edge all ready to draw, to the wide Duchess sal in

and grained and flowered taffetas, not to mention a inim-

pale shades of pinks and greens. Under the decollete* cor-

sage is an inner vest of gathered mousseline de soie.

11 Rue Belidor A. E. Dacam.

ber of very soft silks covered with new floral and leaf

designs. A bow of ribbon is also correct for morning

and afternoon wear in the hair; for evening the coiffeur

decoration must be more elaborate.

The first sketch is a good model of English embroid-
ery, in champagne color. The skirt "en tunique" is over

an underskirt of the same material. The bolero is trim-

med with brown velvet and a ruche of champagne-colored
libbon, while waistcoat and golden-brown buttons.

Champagne-colored hat, trimmed with brown velvet, pink

loses and brown shaded to pink feathers, pink roses on
the hair at the back.

No. 2. Long jacket in light prune-colored cloth, with
pattes of velvet a shade darker, and old-silver buttons;

trimmed with three capes «and white waistcoat almost
hidden in a lace jabot, sleeves finished with same lace

frills.

No. 3. Worn at the Athenee Theatre, is of mousseline

de soie, lace and old-rose velvet, trimmed with a raised

embroidery of roses and leaves in ribbons and silks, in

AGENTS WANTED.
There is an advertisement in this issue from a firm of

clothing manufacturers of high-grade, who make a

specialty of raincoats, flannel suits, fancy vests, etc.

They wish to appoint a Canadian agent with a connec-

tion amongst the retail trade. We would refer this ad-

vertisement to the notice of any manufacturers' agents

who are open for further lines. The address and other

particulars are fully given.

COURT PROCEEDINGS

Myers Sanft and Bernard Finklestein, an account of

whose affairs appeared some time ago in The Review,

were sentenced to one month in gaol by .Judge Choquet

during the month. The sentence, as most of the missing

goods had been found, was lenient, and, according to

Gown of Mousseline de Soie Lace, Velvet and Raised

Ribbon Embroidery.

many of the creditors, was by no means severe enough

to serve as an object lesson to defrauding merchants.

These Montreal merchants were convicted of defrauding

their creditors.
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OUR LONDON
LETTER

New Ideas in Hats The
'Watteavi Hat— Fashion-
able Shoulder Wraps-
Taffetas — Movisaeline
for Coats.

H
ATS arc mostly small and eccentric in shape,

some with flat and others with dome crowns,

though so far, the flat crown has obtained

most favor. Both these shapes are turned

up sharply at the side or back, sometimes
both back and side, with a very deep "cache-peigne" of

ribbon, velvet or (lowers. Shaded feathers are still used,

the preference being given to a deep rose color, graduat-
ing down to a delicate tone of pink.

Some of the prettiest hats for late Spring wear are

in colored horsehair, and anything daintier in appearance
cannot well be imagined. Horsehair is lighter and
smarter looking than straw, and has the extra advantage
of being easily moulded, by a clever milliner, into the

fantastical shapes now worn. One of the smartest models

A " W'atteau " Hat

In burnt fancy chip, with an upstanding band <>f drawn net. Tin crown islifiUed in

with rosea and heliotrope. The hack is uplifted »idi similar flowers and knots of
shot mauve and pink ribbon.

is rather flat, and is mounted on a circular "barrette,"

on the back of which is fastened the very large "cache-

peigne," which is much deeper on the left side, and gives

a coquettish till forward to the whole hat.

One of the most impoilant things to note is, that

Whether the ha1 be turned up at the side, back or| front,

the (lowers, feathers, aigrettes, etc., are placed in a

slanting position.

"Coming Modes" oilers some interesting hints on the

vogue here. "'The newesl morning shirts are patterned

Witt) tiny checks—either black and white, mauve anil

white, cerise and white, pale blue and while, or green

and white. Spots are also fashionable, and the morning

shirt of cream delaine, spotted with black or navy blue,

is very smart. American yokes and round yokes, box

pleats running up from waist to collar, and stock ties

smartly knotted, with the ends, perhaps, threaded

through the pleat—these are features of the new morning
shirts, which are held to the waist with stiff belts of

black or colored leather or soft belts of draped kid. Very

popular for morning wear are the broad belts of black

shiny leather.

The fashionable shoulder wrap for the Spring is the

scarf of closely-pleated chiffon—white, black or nut brown
—bordered with ostrich feathers to match. It is drawn
up to the width of the average marabout stole, or wider,

save towards the ends, where the chiffon is allowed to

(low to its full width. When very wide it is trimmed

with a third centre strip of ostrich feathers. For even-

ing or carriage wraps, pelerines of white ostrich feathers,

fringed with "tails," are handsome; while for mere orna-

ment, a tulle scarf is considered the correct "wrap"— if

so frivolous a thing can be granted the title. Broad

bands of coarse lace edged with a ru,ching of frayed silk-

are other Spring wraps of which we are likely to see

much.

A smart little coat for wearing above a skirt of

black cloth is of taffetas mousseline, put Eton fashion,

but with spade fronts that slightly overlap the waist,

while the sides of the coat (the garment is double

breasted) are shorn off at the waist line, and the neck is

low and square. The coat is trimmed with black silk

military braid, an inch and a half wide, edged with little

silk barrels, and the sleeves, which are very full, are

gathered into braid-trimmed cuffs. An alternative coat

of black taffetas is cut very low, like a man's dress waist-

coat, and turned back with white, braided satin, the silk

being arranged in pleats from the shoulder to the waist

—where it is united to a belt of stitched silk. This little

coat partakes of the nature of the "Russian" pattern.

Charming are the new evening coats of cream-colored

face cloth, which in their most superior aspept boast

wide insertions of Italian lace, either let into the

"skirt "—running round the figure—or assuming the form

of panels down the fronts (from neck to foot), with hems
of cloth on either side of the lace. Old Venetian point

trims some of the most successful evening mantles of

cream-colored cloth and satin. The sleeves are big and

loose at the wrists and the linings of the coats are of

accordion-pleated chiffon, while the fronts are sometimes

turned back with a border of embroidered panne or of

iniroir velvet beautified with Empire wreaths in ribbon

embroidery.

The newest glove button is the round pearl, failing

which the next most fashionable specimen is the glove

button, almost as large as a farthing, of motber-o'-

pearl "white" or smoke colored. These buttons are

found on gloves of slate gray suede as well as on others

in the new shades of dove and fawn—very lovely, soft

shades, these, suiting gowns of any color. Mocha-colored

kid is also fashionable, and while gloves remain among

smart modes. The new elbow sleeve has naturally hail

an effect upon gloves, which are worn elbow length again.
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uicelv nicked. They are far smarter than the two-hut ton

glove worn with an under sleeve, and are the best ac-

companiments to a Louis Quin/.e coat with wide, rolled-

back cuffs.

Crystal, on which the I'arisicune sets great store, re-

poses on the top of the newest of umbrella and en tout

cas sticks, the crystal egg or ball being a favorite orna-

ment, while the crvstal crook is equally fashionable. The

ball is sometimes quite smooth and simple, sometimes

faceted. Maple is used for the sticks, and these are fre-

quently adorned with painted wood or enamel flowers,

A New Idea from Paris.

A tailor-made costume in " Bois de Rose " (wood-brown), supple cloth. The long coat
effect is made by means of an upper skirt, and the division is concealed by a
narrow suede belt.

but are also quite plain, at times, merely rimmed at the

top with a plate of gold or silver. Costly and beautiful

are the en tout cas tops of repousse gold and of tortoise-

shell, embedded with tiny sold and turquoise drops—or
with diamonds, may be—the sticks lower down being

furnished with handsome silk tassels. Dark blue and
myrtle green silk are fashionable for umbrellas.

A Meehan.

IRISH LACE MAKING.

AS the Countess of Aberdeen in Ireland, Queen Mar-
gharita in Italy and Miss Sybil Carter among the
Ojibway Indians, have revived ancient forms of lace-

making, the Handicrafts' Guild of Montreal is fostering
the making of Irish lace in Canada. The Star has had
some photographs taken of the work to indicate its de-

velopment.

It is here a transference not a revival of the Irish

woman's beautiful work. The makers of the lace live at

many points between Winnipeg and Moncton, and all are

Irish women who have emigrated to Canada, bringing

tiiieir fine handicraft with them.

Not every one who owns a hit of gossamer Irish point

or wears a gown incrusted with the popular Irish crochet

knows that lace-making was one of the ancient industries

of the Emerald Isle. In the good old days, before land-

lords bepame exigent and convictions common, gentle-

women and peasant girls alike practised the gentle art,

some of the innate poetry of the Celtic genius passing out

of their finger tips into the sheer fabric.

Gradually lace-making fell into decay. People forgot

the patterns, forgot how to set the stitches, lost their

cunning with the needle. Then, about twenty-five years

ago, began a renaissance, the movement being supported

not only by the best people of the country, but by Queen

Victoria and all the women of the royal family. Lady
Cadogan was one of the titled women who worked with

hand, voice and purse to make lace-making a success, and

A "Redfern" tailor-made costume in wood brown "Pirle" finished cloth.

after she had taught it to her tenantry interested her-

self in getting her fashionable friends to buy and wear it.

Among the others who early interested themselves in

the revival were the Countess of Aberdeen and the

daughters of Sir John Keane, one of the largest: landed

proprietors in Ireland.

These ladies gathered together the wives and daughters

of the peasants and had the nuns and other teachers

show them how to make the true old Irish point laces

—

those cobwebby illusions of birds and butterflies, flowers

and garlands, wrought into transparency, and delicate

enough for Queen Titania's wedding veil.
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* MERCHANTS AND
THEIR STORES *

Store of Louis A. Codere, Sherbrooke, Quebec.

SHERBROOKE is a citj of some 12,000 inhabitants,

with just enough industry to cause a little more
than the average prosperitj of a citj of this si/.e.

It is a good large town, and a fairly important centre.

RETUBNE

Store of Louis A. Codere, Sherbrooke, Que.

The establishment of Louis A. Codere is claimed to be

one of the largesl retail hat and fur houses in the coun-

brj outside ol Toronto, Montreal and Quebec. The firm

pays no attention to the numerous side lines which con

stitute a large part of the business in many of the large

department stoics. It is only necessary to show by

means of a few pictures the luxury and elegance with

which this store rivals the best stores in largei cities.

Nevertheless this beautiful building of three storeys, con-

fined almost solely to retailing of hats and furs, is prov-

Interior of Store of Louis A Codere.

ing a paying investment for its owners. The building is

of light brick, elaborately decorated with terra cotta,

and has a depth of 125 feet, with a hydraulic elevator in

the centre. Plate No. I. shows only the part occupied

by this firm.

Improved Equipment.

This concern was established in February, 1896. The
In si year's business done with one clerk was a little

over $8,000. How this has expanded into a business of

over $60,000, with some 20 employes and the inaugurat-

ing of a wholesale department, is an interesting story,

and future developments may easily be expected. No
small part of the success of this firm is due to the keep-

ing pace with the improved methods of store arrange-

ments and equipments. The growth of the young firm's

business has been phenomenal, proving again that push,

enterprise and an attractive building, coupled with mod-
ern methods <»J[ < rrnfrfchandising and up-to-date equip-in methods Ad , tffifiVjiandis

Fur Department of Louis A. Codere.

ment, will draw the trade. The store is located on

King street, opposite the New Sherbrooke Hotel, at the

centre of the street cai lines in the citj
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Men's Furnishings— First Floor.

The equipment and arrangement of the first floor

(see plate No. 2) are modern in every detail. The equip-

ment of cases, fixtures and fittings are of the latest type,

and pretentious displays of merchandise are made pos-

sible. The fixtures are of solid oak and ash, well

brought out by the good frontage and plate and luxfer

glass in the front elevation. This store believes in

showing the goods, as will be noticed by the large num-
ber of silent salesmen everywhere confronting the pur-

chaser.

A View of Fur Department.

Plate No. 3 presents a view of the fur department on

the second floor. The furs are carried in special show-

cases or in shelving enclosed with glass fronts. The gar-

ments are arranged in these according to grade, style and

size. All woodwork and fixtures on this floor are of

solid oak and ash. The fur department is seventy-five

feet in length.

On the third floor is the fur manufacturing depart-

ment, and at the back of this the sample rooms of the

wholesale department, as well as a packing department.

These are modern in every detail. The lighting, heating

and ventilation are all first-class in every respect. The
proprietor of this store, Mr. L. A. Codere, is an enthu-

siastic member of the Dominion Commercial Travelers'

Association. He has been enrolled on this membership
list for a period of 18 years.

SOME LEGAL POINTS DEFINED

WE publish in full the judge's charge to the

jury in the trial of J. B. Hill of St.

Thomas, for obtaining goods under false

pretenses. The pronouncement makes

clear a great number of points relating

to the contracts between buyer and seller. The whole

fabric of business relationship depends upon honesty in

these dealings. Agreements entered into in good faith

must be carried out in the same spirit, or the general

credit will suffer. The finding in this case should do

much to clear the atmosphere.

Judge's Charge.

Gentlemen of the Jury,—Mr. James B. Hill of St.

Thomas is charged before you with having in the year

1904 obtained goods to the amount of $1,268 from S. F.

McKinnon & Co., by false pretenses. The Criminal Code
explains and determines what a false pretense is. It

says :—"A false pretense is a representation, either by

words or otherwise, of a matter of fact either present

or past, which representation is known to the person

making it to be false, and which is made with a fradu-

lent intent to induce the person to whom it is made to

act upon such representation."

The representation in question in this matter is that

deposed to by Mr. Reid, the secretary of the McKinnon
Co. He stated that for some years they had been doing

business with Mr. Hill, who conducted a good-sized dry

goods establishment in St. Thomas; that in February,

1904, Mr. Hill, as customary, came here to give orders

and to look at the market, bringing his milliner with
him. Previous to that, in the Fall of 1903, one of the

travelers for the company had received an order from
Mr. Hill for about $950 worth of goods. That was an

import order. They sent for that to the Old Country,
and it was brought out. Mr. Reid says that before

sending that to Mr. Hill, however, he wished to make
enquiries as to Mr. .Hill's position. Mr. Hill being in

their establishment in February, he asked him as to

his position. And now, gentlemen, what took place

there and subsequently within the next few days, is what
the Crown depends upon to establish a false representa-

tion by Mr. Hill. Mr. Reid states that he asked him
how he was getting along, what his present position was.
He states that Mr. Hill told him it was just about the

same as it was last year; there was not much improve-
ment; that he had been taking stock, and that he had a

statement. Mr. Reid asked him then to let him have a

statement. No goods had been sent up to this time. On
Hie 4th of March he got the statement, which has been

read over several times to you. Upon receiving that

statement Mr. Reid directed the goods to be sent, and on

the 6th of March those goods were sent, and subsequently

received by Mr. Hill, as entered in his own books.

Hill's Real Position.

The question is : What was the honest position of

Mr. Hill at that time ? Two or three months after-

wards, four of the largest creditors in Toronto met and
discussed the position of Mr. Hill, and sent a book-

keeper or accountant over to look into his books. In

June Mr. Lee went there; and in consideration of these

matters, gentlemen, it is well to look into these small
details, because they lead your minds to exactly what oc-

curred and what was the motive in all these matters.

Now, when Mr. Lee applied to Mr. Hill in St.

Thomas to go over his books, Mr. Hill refused to allow

him to go over them in his own office. Mr. Lee said :

"I will take the books over to the hotel." He stated

that Mr. Hill objected to his being seen around there.

Mr. Lee did take two books—the bills payable book and
the ledger—over to his hotel, and went over them that

night, and returned early the next morning and told Mr.

Hill that his statement of the 4th of March was in-

correct; that instead of $19,000 being the amount of his

indebtedness to his trade customers, it should have

been $38,000 or $39,000. Mr. Hill did not object to that

statement. He said: "Well, then, if that is so, then the

stock must be so much greater;" and he left it there.

After that, gentlemen, one of the most important pages

in that book was cut out by Mr. Hill, that is, the mer-

chandise account, which would show the merchandise at

the end of any month. What was it cut out for ? He
says there was some error in it, or it was blotted.

Now, gentlemen, is that a story that is likely to appeal

to your minds as an honest explanation of why that page

was cut out ? And it was cut out after he heard the

statement made by Mr. Lee as to his position at that

time. It is these small things that you have to consider

in arriving at conclusions as to who is and who is not

telling the truth in connection with these matters; be-

cause it is not when a man says : "I did not do it,"

that you are to rely on it, or when a man says : "I did

do it," but you are to find from the facts, from all that

has taken place, whether it is likely that he did or that,

he did not do what he denies.

Heavily in Debt in 1903.
'

Now then, what is the evidence, as admitted by Mr.

Hill himself in the witness box yesterday, in connection

with his position ? He admits that he was a school

teacher before taking up tins business; and he must be a
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John Knox Company
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS limited

HAMILTON, - ONT.
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A. Department
Our Travellers are showing samples of Fall Shirts and Drawers
from this dept. The range is large, and almost every first-class

mill's goods are represented. No better values are being shown.

B. Department
JAPANESE MATTINGS— Useful, healthy Moor coverings are

being freely bought. Our Representatives are showing a nice

range of these goods.

C. Department
We can fill orders for the leading lines in Dress Goods and Fancy
Blousings for a few weeks yet. Repeats from the leading

European markets coming forward every day.

D. Department
This department is very strong in Hosiery, Gloves, Laces and
Smallwares. Special attention is drawn to three numbers of

Ribbed Worsted Hose for Boys, Girls and W omen, viz.: 199, 300
and ,"):J(). The following special Cotton Ribbed Hose are money
makers and should be in every retail merchant's store, viz : R4f>,

R40, R65, R62, R63.

JOHN KNOX COMPANY
HAMILTON, - - - ONT. LIMITED
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man of some education to be a school teacher. He goes

into it in a small way, so small that he only had $100

of capital. He succeeds in building up a good business,

and for that he is to be commended; "but, gentlemen, how

is that built up ? You have heard his statement of

borrowing money right and left, from every relative and

friend apparently that he could borrow it from. He
gives you the names of many- In the year 1903 he had

$23,000, or $25,000, borrowed from friends. These sums

of money were not put in any book or in the bills pay-

able book, because he considered them individual debts,

not trade debts. He distinguishes them. But, gentle-

men, you cannot distinguish a debt when you have to

pay it. It has to come out of the assets belonging to

Mr. Hill. And what were his assets ? That business

and that store. He had a branch, too; that is a part of

the business. So all his assets were liable for that

$25,000, just the same as they were liable for the Mc-

Kinnon debt. At the time that he spoke to Mr. Reid in

February, or when he gave that statement to him in

March, did he know about these liabilities ? Why,

gentlemen, he admits that he did. He says up to that

time he had been borrowing, even that previous month

he had been borrowing this money, and never put it in.

He knew His liabilities. He admits that he was behind,

going behind fast, and behind considerably in 1893; and

if you believe the evidence of Mr. Lee, he was behind

$20,000 that year. Mr. Lee says "that without consider-

ing this $25,000 of personal debts, which Mr. Hill says

were not taken into account at all in this statement,

there was over $20,000 of trade debts that he did not

take into account in that statement of March, 1901.

Now, gentlemen, if you believe that, then is Mr. Hill in

a position to say that that statement is an honest one?

Why was that statement made, gentlemen ?

The March Statement.

That is another way of looking at it, in order to

weigh the evidence. Why was that statement made ? It

was made for the purpose of getting credit. He had had

a line of credit for some years at the McKinnon Co.,

$4,000, provided he kept up his payments. He did not

keep them up. He was behind, and that was the reason

that Mr. Reid was careful about it.

In all these commercial transactions, honesty is the

only thing that men can rely upon between man and man,

between firm and firm, and if that is gone, then com-

mercial life is gone entirely in our country. If we have

not got honesty between merchants, wholesale and re-

1 ail men, then the whole fabric of our commercial enter-

prises is shaken. It depends upon the honesty, the

truthfulness in the dealings between man and man in or-

der to establish a proper commercial community. If

that is gone, then good-bye to all honesty in dealings in

other matters. That is the foundation of the whole of

society. Now, was there that honesty in Mr. Hill's

dealings with Mr. Reid at this time as he states it ?

The Legislature have seen proper to put upon our statute

book a code which makes it criminal if a man does that,

to prevent it from being done, so as to make it of the

utmost importance to have honesty in such matters.

Did Mr. Hill know his position then ? It is for you
to say whether he did or not. You heard his testimony,

that he did know it. He did not look upon this $25,000,

however, as debts against his assets; that is, they could

be paid at any time. But they had to be paid sometime,

there is no getting away from that, and he was paying

interest on this indebtedness out of these very sales of

goods—large interest occasionally, some not so much—
and they all came out of these goods that were being

sold.

Liability to McKinnon.

Now, it was stated by counsel for Mr. Hill that Mc-

Kinnons have not suffered very much, and that there was

no false representation upon which they acted, and they

received more money than would cover this indebtedness.

He forgot to tell you, gentlemen, that at the time they

received that $3,500 there was an indebtedness of $6,500

then due in addition to this $2,244—in addition to the

amount that is set forth in the indictment. The amount

as set forth in the indictment has never been paid—not

one cent of it, gentlemen. That $3,500, as Mr. Reid

says, went on the old indebtedness.

Now, the question is this : Did Mr. Reid rely upon

that statement as being truthful ? He swears he did.

If you believe his statement, then you must come to the

conclusion that he did; that he would not have sent those

goods had he not received that statement and relied upon

it as being honest. That is what he says, and if you be-

lieve his statement then you must believe that he did

.send those goods relying on the statement as being

truthful. Now, if you come to the conclusion that that

statement was made by Mr. Hill, knowing the position

in which his business was, for the purpose of getting

these goods, and they were sent relying on the truth of

that statement, then you find him guilty of false pre-

tenses. That is a false pretense; that is obtaining goods

under false pretenses. If, however, you find that Mr.

Hill did not make the statement dishonestly for the pur-

pose of getting those goods, then you should bring in a

verdict of not guilty. If, however, he knew his position

and knew that he was in debt to a greater sum than

would have wiped out all his assets, as sworn to" by

Lee, and as shown in the books and admitted by him
yesterday, then he was guilty of obtaining goods on a

representation that was false to his knowledge; .and Mr.

Reid relying on that representation as true and giving

him those goods on the strength of it, then he is guilty

of obtaining those goods under false pretenses, and your

verdict must be in accordance with that evidence, if you

rely upon it, one of guilt.

The Duty of the Jury.

Gentlemen, you have nothing at all to do with the

punishment. Whatever punishment may be meted out, I

have to do with that; that you keep out of your mind
altogether. As to reasonable doubt, you must give that

in favor of the prisoner. That is British law, just the

same as this is, that until a man is proved to be guilty

he is assumed to be innocent. Mr. Hill is innocent until

it is proved to your satisfaction that he is guilty.

Reasonable doubt is one that a reasonable man has

upon all the evidence, that it is insufficient to prove to

your satisfaction that he is guilty; not a doubt that you

want to raise in your mind, to be merciful to a man.

That is not the kind of a doubt that your oath allows

you to have. It is a doubt that the evidence does not

satisfy you that he is guilty of the charge against him;

and it must be a sound doubt, a substantial doubt, an

honest doubt; not any doubt on the evidence of Mr. Hill

or Mrs. Hill, as argued by his counsel, but on the whole

of the evidence as given before you.

Counsel for the defendant called your attention to

some statement made by Mr. Reid at the end of his ex-

amination. I think it was very unfortunate that he

should have called your attention to that, because when

a counsel asks a question that is of a serious character

he ought to ask it with the intention of proving it if

anything turns upon it. Mr. Reid states that he believed

it to be an impertinent question. Was he righ't in be-

lieving that, and refusing to answer it at the time ? Was
that not a most natural thing when asked about a per-
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sonal mattei ol his own which be thoughl had nothing

whatevei to do with this, and he refused to answer 7 He
came back again and answered it. Is thai any reason

tin asking you to disbelieve lus statement, as asked for

by the prisoner's counsel Then, if he weir incorred in

some of the statements, thai is no ground for disbeliev-

ing all his statements. When a witness swears to a

thing emphatically, and the onlj evidence againsl it is

b) .1 man who says, ''I don't remember," it is your

duty to believe the man who sweats to the thing em-

phatically. Mr. Reid swears to the facts emphatically,

as to what took place in February and in March, as to

the statement made in 1903, and as to what took place

in 1904 about the position of Mr. Hill. Mr. Hill's

answer is, "1 don't remember." Who are you to be-

lieve? If you follow the rule of evidence, you are to

believe the man who sweats to a thing emphatically, as

against a person who swears, "1 don't remember."

The Question Summarized.

Now, gentlemen, I am not going to detain you much

longer. You have given a gieat deal of attention to this

matter. Hut if you will just follow what 1 have sug-

gested with reference to the facts, 1 don't think it will

be necessary to go into all these long figures. Figures

only complicate mat lets to the ordinary mind. Very few

people indeed care for figures, or understand them

thoroughly; but the important figures are: "What posi-

tion was \lr. Hill in when he made thai statement that

he was worth £19,000 to the good'.' Did he not know

then that he was not worth one cent ' Would Alt. Reid

have given him those goods if he had told him the truth?

Alt. Reid sweats positively he would not." Then if you

come to the conclusion that Air. Hill stated what he

knew himself to be false, for the purpose of getting

goods, and Air. Reid relied on that statement as true

and gave the goods on that statement, your verdict must

he one of guilt. If, on the other hand, you come to the

conclusion that Air. Hill did not falsely state his posi-

tion, or that Air. Reid did not give those goods upon a

false statement and rely upon that statement, then your

vei did must he one of not guilt v .

In considering the evidence, if you have a reasonable,

substantial doubt that the evidence does not justify you

in arriving at that conclusion, then you must give the

prisoner the benefil of that doubt, and after that, if you

have that doubt, then you may consider the character

evidence The character evidence is given for the pur-

pose of assisting the jury when they have a reasonable

doubt as to the evidence proving the guilt or innocence

of the prisoner. If they have a reasonable doubt, thev

may look at that character evidence to help them, and

give the benefit to the prisoner.

I think, gentlemen, you have heard -ill the evidence,

thai has been gone ovei to you very carefully by counsel

Eot the pi isoiici as well as on behalf ol the crown, and

you should have no difficult} in arriving at a verdict.

A on may now retire to bring in you] verdid according

to i he evidence, and onlv according to the evidence—not

our of syinaplhv at all. The oaths which you have taken

must be observed, and youi verdid must be upon the

evidence It is not a question of svmpathv. not a ques-

tion of prejudice, bu1 that of honest men doing their

duty according to the evidence given in the witness box.

That is what v.m and 1 have to . 1 . Counsel have not to

do that Amu ale onl) to pay attention to counsel as

thev bring forth the evidence to you] attention, and you

weigh the evidence as given and decide upon that.

Jul v retired a1 I o'clock p. m., ami .it 5 30 broughl
in a v>"i!i t nt .uiltv

J& The Dry Goods Trade in

tKe Maritime Provinces J&

M
St. .John, March 26, 1905.

ARITIME PROVINCE drygoodsmen are wel-

coming the Spring this year as they have
not welcomed it for a number of years As

intimated previously, the severity of the

Winter was anything bu1 conducive to good
business, but now that the railways and highways are

opening up business is becoming noticeably brisker, both

among the wholesale and retail dealers. Travelers are

once more in touch with their headquarters, and goodly

orders are being sent in. Even yet, however, there is

room for improvement. Some lines of goods will, of

course, not be in very great demand until Eastertide.

l-'oi this reason dry goods merchants are not wholly

enamored of having Easter so late. On the other hand,

the lateness of the anniversary should mean finer weather

than if an earlier date were selected, and that should

mean more trade in the daintier articles of clothing which

come into vogue with the cdose of the Lenten season.

On Wednesday and Thursday of last week occurred

the wholesale millinery openings in this city. All the

displays were excellent, both in regard to extent and the

quality of the goods shown. The ombre effect was very

noticeable in all the establishments, while it was evident

that velvet ribbons are once more popular. Flowers.

foliage, chiffon, etc., were also much in evidence. The
most noteworthy feature of the displays, however, was

the unusually pronounced lilt over the face of all the

hats. St. John is rapidly becoming a Mecca for Mari-

time Province milliners. Every year sees the number of

milliners who come to St. John to attend Hie openings

larger than on the previous year. This year nearly all

parts of the provinces were represented, and it is clear

that this is regarded as more of a millinery centre than

its sister city across the bay. The retail openings here

lake place this week, most of them on Tuesday.

Cotton fabrics show very little change here up to

date. The present idea seems to be thai any changes

that will be made in the prices of these fabrics will not

come until the Summer months. It is not yet evident,

moreover, that anv reductions will he made, but the

announcement of lower prices would not he viewed with

sin prise. Woolen goods continue linn, and there is prac-

tically nothing of any interest to be chronicled concern-

ing them.

Mr. C. Oram Thompson, one of the knights of the

toad representing the I lew son Woolen Mills of Amherst,

was in the city a short lime ago. Like other com-

mercial men. Air. Thompson was greatly hampered by

the Winter's storms, but nevertheless he reported busi-

ness good under the circumstances. Mr Thompson is a

linn believer in the goods he carries. The Hewson
cloths seem to have borne the tests they have undergone,

but the growth of the I lew sun Co 's business is truly ex-

traordinary. Its goods are now sold all over Canada,

and increased plant and equipment is talked of.

Mr. R. R. Macaulay, of Messrs. Macaulay Brothers a

Co., has just returned from a trip to European style

centres, taken on behalf of his firm. His trip was of

ten weeks' duration, and Ah. Macaulay thinks the goods

he has secured will meet with approval.
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Established 1832. CiMe Address:
EE5^ •LAW," Bradford

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lihited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

BLACKS
These ffoods are exclusive in manufacture and design, and are made from the finest

grades of wool.

SPECIALLY DYED AND FINISHED

Mr. Haley will be at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, during the months of April and May
with a complete line of our productions.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

Rainproof Goods

LAWRUS CRAVENETTES
and OtKer Proofs

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. united
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Stafford Nor te & Co.
LIMITED

St. Paul's Churchyard,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

Warehousemen and

Manufacturers of

Laces, Blouses, Skirts,

Made=up Lace Goods,

Aprons, Frillings,

Chiffons and Fancy Handkfs.

THE WELL KNOWN

NOVELTY HOUSE
30
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CCOD FOR,
WIDE-AWAKE]

* This department is conducted and prepared by Mr. J. C. Kirkwood, advertising specialist, Toronto, and one enjoying a high reputation as an
expert and authority on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and
advice which an expert is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the depart-
ment shall be helpful, practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to " Good Advertising Department," THE
Dry Goods Review, Toronto.

THE STORY OF TODD
TODD is conducting a men's furnishing store in a

Western Ontario town of 8,(100 population, or

thereabouts. It is a manufacturing town, in

which men operatives abound. These men
earn on an average $15.00 a week, and are

free spenders, living well, both in the matter of dress

and pleasure. This town maintains, also, a goodly num-

ber of stores; employing a fair number of men clerks.

Bank clerks and other students make up another class,

not so well able to buy as the other two classes, but with

tastes and social obligations that make them good cus-

tomers in the things that go to furnish a man's ward-

robe. The rural section contiguous to the town is pro-

ductive of a respectable volume of business, and so our

friend Todd counts himself favorably situated.

It is upwards of three years ago that he became

possessor of this business, which had been owned by a

man whose health failed him, and who was compelled to

sell out. Young Todd had been a traveler for a clothing

house, and when the business was offered for sale he was
a prompt purchaser.

As might be expected, the stock which he bought was
rather run down and the business small. There was one

young fellow, a local youth, as "head salesman," and the

only other help was a lad who delivered parcels and
cleaned windows.

His store was on the best street and near the post-

office, so that so far as location was concerned he had
nothing to complain of. His store front was very shabby.
Within things were on a par with the front. The coun-
ters and shelving were old and dull. The floor was badly
worn, and grey with dust and age, and the big knots
showed themselves at every turn. The rear of the store

was dark, notwithstanding a good-sized window which
looked out into a forbidding alley. The front windows
were shallow and difficult of access. The lighting fixtures

were for gas, and a poor lot they were. Indeed, taking
it altogether, Todd thought that he had paid dearly
enough for all that he had bought. However, he had
known the store and business pretty well from his peri-

odical calls while on the road, and his faith in their pos-
sibilities remained unshaken. What he needed was a
little time to get things right.

'

The store itself—a three-storey brick—he had bought
with the stock. The second floor, reached by a stairway
from the street, was rented to a dentist, while the third
floor was used little or not at all.

The iisposal of the ill-assorted and dingy stock of

men's ready-made clothing, hats, ties, etc., was Todd's
first business. He wished to put in a brand new line,

and to get thoroughly clear of the old beforehand. Ac-
cordingly, he prepared an inventory and advertised that

he would hold an auction sale on a given date. In the

interval he would sell over counter at inventory prices,

and the remainder would be put up for sale on the day
named. There was no money in this turn-over, but there

was being secured an advertisement of more or less

value, and it was the surest evidence to the public that

his stock after the sale would be new.

Vodd
Si?tp*sif Main St.

MR. F. R. TODD AN-
NOUNCES THAT
HE WILL RE OPEN

THE STORE AND BUSI-
NESS FORMERLY CON-
DUCTED BY MR. T.

MARKS, ON

Saturday,

April First,

AND TRUSTS TO BE
HONORED WITH YOUR
PRESENCE ON THIS
OCCASION.

THE STORE HAS BEEN RE-
MODELLED, THE STOCK. IS EN-
TIRELY NEW AND CONSISTS OF A
COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S FUR-
NISHINGS.

The days passed and the sale progressed, so that
when the auctioneer's opportunity came there were at-

tracted a large number of men and women on the alert
for bargains. The sale took place one Saturday after-

noon and evening in February, and as nothing was re-

served the selling was brisk. At night what was lefl
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could lie all placed in a good-siz.ed clothes basket, and

I his a country pedlar took at a price for the lot.

For the next three or four weeks there was some-

thing doing at 06 Main street. Carpenters and decora-

ZC066
66 MAIN STREET

WILL OPEN HIS RE-MODELLED STORE ON

Saturday,
April First.

make a note of the date.

tors were busy in making over the old store. The win-

dows were deepened and re-built. The plate-glass win-

dows were cut off at the top to allow prism-glass to be

inserted. Parquet flooring was placed in the windows.

Electric lights were installed on a generous scale. The

old front doors were banished, alid a single door with a

large bevelled glass-light took their place. A new hard-

wood flood had been laid; modern shelving erected; silent

salesmen showcases put in. Mirrors were used with lib-

erality. The window at the rear was of prism glass,

which caught the light from the sky and translated it

into the shop interior with wonderful effect. In* short,

the re-modelled store, outside and in, was completely

transformed, and Todd was ready for business.

His new stocks, which were ready for unpacking by

the time the carpenters and other workmen were through.

Z£o66
66 MAIN STREET

You are not likely to need new Gloves

before my opening day— April First.

On that day I will offer

MEN'S GLOVES, $1.

Not the quality usually offered at

$1, but a good, dressy, cape glove
of standard reputation at the price

of the ordinary kind—usually $1.50
—special with me at $1.

were all put in place. A new salesman with a high-class

Toronto experience had been engaged, and sometime near

the beginning of April the "Opening" was held.

In the meantime, however, there had been car: I'd on

an energetic advertising campaign. The management of

this was entrusted to a trained man. The daily and

weekly press were regularly used, not lavishly, bul at-

tractively. The advertisements were restrained in their

tone rather than noisy, >et with a brightness that wou

for Todd distinct favor, furiosity also was aroi.r.i. n,
people wondering what was going on behind Ihc Lai i i-

cade that shut out from view the operations til the

workmen.

In addition I o the newspaper advertising a n it an
noiinceiiH nt regarding the new store was prepared for

mailing to a list of prospective customers—young men
mostly, but married men, young and old, were included.

There were also on the list the names of not a few-

mot hers, whose sons were fast attaining the stature of

men. These names were procured in various ways, and
the card index system was installed

The "Opening" of Todd's store makes material for

another chapter, which will have to be deferred for an-

other issue of The Review. Some of Todd's advertise-

ments are herewith given, with the hope that they will

be suggestive

REVIEWS.

THERE have come to the editor this month examples
of the advertising of the following : W. W. Mann &
Co., Stittsville, Ont. This firm have launched the

first issue of "The Home Economist," their store paper,

a four-page publication containing much interesting local

matter. The leading article deals with "Stittsville—Its

Past, Present and Future." Among other things is an
appreciative reference to the coming to Stittsville of a

branch of the Union Bank of Canada. There is published

a prize essay, written in competition last Fall on the

occasion of Carleton County Fair. Mr. Mann's editorial

bow is interesting reading even to a stranger, and must
certainly appeal strongly to his own community. "The
Home Economist" contains , in addition, the news of

the publisher's store, prepared with snap and skill.

* *
*

McMillan's, Petrolea, Ont.: "The Satisfaction Store."

Four examples, three of them newspaper ads., and the

fourth a circular, evince the activity of this firm. These

advertisements are prepared with much care. The in-

troductions to the different lines advertised are excellent.

The descriptions are helpful, and the prices well display-

ed. The fault with these otherwise very commendable
ads. is that they over-tax the space at command. There
is a congestion of matter that fatigues the eye, and does

not invite to perusal. Of course they will be read, but

the eye is not rested by a liberal sprinkling of white

space about and through the different divisions of the

advertisement. White space is an element in advertising

the use of which is only slowly learned, but which is

certainly worth learning. The Wanamaker ads. in New
York and Philadelphia papers are admirable for their

fine use of while space. I shall be glad to send a sample
Wanamaker ad. to any reader of this department.

• *
*

Good taste in advertising is, after all, not a mere
matter of aesthetics, hut of good, sound, hard, common
sense. It is generally true that the persuasiveness of

good typography and good printing to-day seldom goes

unappreciated.

*

The average man thinks every oilier business better

than the one in which he- is engaged. Sometimes he is

so sure of it that he makes a change, and then comes a

discovery He finds out that the new business, which at

long range looked so rosj . has a full complement of

thorns, not altogether different from those which beset

his old occupation.

Instead of indulging in such day dreams about other

people's affairs, men would make more progress by em-

ploying their spare time in nipping the thorns that

annoy them.
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AD. WRITING

A COURSE by mail will be
• ^ given free to a limited

number of students by the pub-

lishers of THE DRY GOODS
REVIEW.
The student must be regu-

larly employed by a regular

advertiser in THE REVIEW
to qualify for free tuition.

Others wishing to take up this course will

have particulars sent upon application.

Early registering is imperative. Applications
considered in order of receipt.

Dept. of Good Advertising
The Dry Goods Review,

10 Front. St. E., Toronto

AD. WRITING

Would you pay $2.00 for

the assistance and suggestions
of a man who has spent a life-

time—not quite a life-time

either, for he is not dead yet

—

in the advertising business ? If

you think you could stand $*2. 00
for McDonald's book, "Success-
ful Advertising," mail it to us,

and we'll forward the book, post-

paid.

If you would like- a circular about it first

we'd be glad to send one.

Technical Book Dept.
MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

10 Front St. E., Toronto.

RETURNED

Gentlemen ^^
ofthe Clothing tr4de
we cansupply you withfirst
Class Illuftrationj of Gent/
Rshions OurhalfTonesM
thebest Gentj Furnishing
iLLUSTRATIONfFORBOOMLETS
and Cataloguer

N26 JORDAN J>7T
~ONTO'TL

TURNED
190f

j&
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IDEAL
TAFFETA SILK

Width, 20 inches.

Large range of colors. New shades.

Insure profit to dealer, satisfaction to customer.

We can interest you in silK values.

WVite for samples.

DEBENHAM, GALDEGOTT & CO.
BAY & WELLINGTON STREETS, TORONTO

HARRIS & COMPANY, limited

ROCKWOOD.

Popular Vogue—at—

Popular Prices
It will certainl}- be of great profit to you to

study the buying advantage of our Spring

goods, because we can safely say—and their

merit proves it—that they are popular and

make good selling.

Selling Agts.: DIGNUM U MONYPENNY, Toronto

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings

including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS &Co.
DUBLIN, IRELANDTORONTO,

A. ROLANO WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

V '
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^ DRESS GOODS
FEATURES OF THE TRADE ^

THE temperature this month has been particular-

ly favorable to the dress department. The
materials in vogue are of so light a texture

that a delay in counter-selling would have been

almost a certainty had we experienced a cold

and stormy month. That the retailers' stocks are be-

ginning to be pretty well broken into is proved by the

activity in the dress departments in the wholesale houses.

The great complaint there is because of the delay of the

manufacturer in delivering goods, and those houses who
had the courage to place extra large orders are now
reaping their reward. Mohairs in some "form or other

constitute a very large portion of the orders received,

and anything new in fancy lines is eagerly taken. Checks

in the weave come in this category, and one of the latest

patterns shown was a fairly large broken check. Shot

effects are growing in favor.

A significant feature is the selling strength developed

by cashmeres since the opening up of the season. Those
houses who did not sufficiently recognize the fact that

they were rapidly coming into general favor have been

caught short of this fabric. Following in the wake of

cashmere comes the demand for fine French serges. Serge
in navy shades is at present a difficult fabric to find on

this market.

•

FABRICS FOR FALL.

Buyers for the large jobbing houses are now returning

from their round of foreign markets, and opinions as to

what shape the Fall dress trade will take is beginning to
have some form. The tendency towards light-weight

fabrics is still dominant, and the materials shown are all

much lighter in weight than what is usually associated
with those brought out for Fall wear. Mohair again is

a favored: fabric, and will be very prominently shown. In

the States it is heralded as a leader for all occasions,
and the fact that it is so much the vogue there is sure
to have a great influence on the Canadian market. With
all due deference, however, to authorities, The Review
would sound a note of warning. The United States is

south of Canada, and the Winter there generally is neither
so long, nor has it the sustained cold that is experienced
here. Mohair, though a splendid fabric in every respect,
is colder both to the eye and touch than a woolen fabric
of the same weight would be. It will sell well in the
towns, no doubt, but it would not be wise to stock it

rxcessively for the country trade. Mohairs, however, and
particularly the small check and stripe variety, will be
sure to have a big representation in Fall lines.

The cashmere tendency is developing, and for Fall
will include kindred weaves. Cashmeres with and with-
out henrietta finish, wool henriettas and henriettas of

silk and wool, will be very much in evidence. Drap d'

ete, which is a cashmere with a heavy wooly back, is

also included. These materials are all of a weave that
is never long neglected. It has long been a favorite with
women of refined taste. It is soft, rich, and elegant,

and colors in it have a richness that is displayed in few,

if any, other weaves. The vogue of this cloth points to

a long list of rich and beautiful colors for Fall.

*

SERGES.

Serges are confidently counted as a strong factor in

the Fall selling. The tendency is to fine French weaves,

and curate serge is likely to be a favorite. Camel's hair,

serge, herring-bone and other fancy weaves will also be

represented.

Broadcloth, perhaps, should have been mentioned
sooner, but broadcloths, Venetians, Amazons, and fine,

smooth-finished cloths of this nature, among which may
be classed "Panneau" cloth, are in a sure and safe posi-

tion. The range of colors will be large—from pale and
pastel shades for evening wear down to black. The lat-

ter color, after a partial eclipse, is said to be coming
into high favor. Brown, it is also predicted, will for

another season, at least, hold the high place it has ob-
tained. Eoliennes, crepes and voiles are also in the list.

* •
*

CHECKS IN FALL LINES.

Worsted suitings will be an indispensable factor in

Fall lines, and the passion for checks that is so apparent
this Spring will develop further both in suitings and in

sheer materials. Shepherd's checks will continue to fill a
large place in the season's history, and are likely to lead
to more pronounced plaids as the Fall buying develops.
Particular mention should be made of Shepherd's checks
and small, neat, fancy plaids in blue and green. They
are likely to be a leading idea in plaid lines.

* *

SILKS.

Predictions made earlier in The Review that this

would be the most important silk season for many years,
is now amply verified. Plain taffetas in all the leading
shades, taffeta chiffon, small hair-line stripes, and plaids
in taffetas, louisene and English silks, have had an im-
mense run. In more expensive silks for the exclusive
trade, narrower shaded stripes, with embroidered figures,

jacquard patterns, and, as the latest comers, small
spots, lozenges or leaves of velvet.

Silks are to be worn for dressy costumes, but the
greatest sale in the popular trade will be for the useful

shirtwaist suit. A fair amount will also be used to make
the hip length pleated, and the long Redingote coats.
The sale for these is not by any means confined to black.
Plain shades and shots are very much used for this
purpose.

This vogue of silk is one that gives promise of a large
measure of permanence, and in the face of this it is

strange that the wide width silks make such slow pro-
gress in the favor of the retail trade. The cutting-up
trade were quick to recognize their value, but for some
reason or other the retail trade fights shy of them. It

not only takes less silk in the wide width to make a

:<5
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gown <>i coal, but the effect is better, and the making is

easier. Fewer scams and joins arc required. Black

taffeta is said to be a coming number'for the Fall trade

VELVETS AND VELVETEENS.

Velvet and velveteen gowns are being reluctantly re-

linquished by their wearers now thai the weather is be-

coming too warm for them. II is conceded by all dress

authorities thai the Fall oi 1905 will sec a very large

sale of this fabric. Not only will the whole gown be of

velvet, but there is a whisper abroad thai a \clvc1 coat

will be seen with a skirl of either cashmere or cloth.

New SiIk Ombre Stripe and Embroidered Figure.— Per A. Meehan.

Chiffon velvet and the plain silk velvets will he

chosen by those whose purses arc deep enough to afford

them, but the million will find an excellent substitute in

the soft-finished velveteens. These are now produced in

perfected weaves, and with a softness of finish and beauty

of coloring that closely rivals the more expensive grades

Where the color is at all good, both color and pile arc

fast. This is a point that is worth watching. A dress

I hat sheds color or pile in a community will prove a seri-

ous set back to your trade.

There can be no question about chiffon velvets. They

have taken I he feminine fancy by storm, and have so won

the confidence of the high-class trade that notwithstand-

ing the price they will be taken with confidence.

Fancies there are to be, bu1 it is too early yet to

say just whal they are. Small checks look like a proba

bility, but as yet there is no definite information.

* »
*

WILL BE WHITE CRAZE.

It seems certain that white will dominate the whole

dress goods market once again. There are only occa-

sional dashes of color to relieve the snowy whiteness.

To be sure there are exceptions in the high-class novel-

ties and in cheap goods. It is more than likely that

many colored lines will be available at interesting prices

as the season progresses. Even at this early date re-

tailers should be wise and cover future needs in stylish

sheer goods as soon as possible. The general tendencj of

the market is towards sheer materials.

• •
•

POPULAR LINES.

Plain white organdie of good price is proving ex

tremely popular. These are usually passed through tin

flame three times to remove all lint, and organdie is an

ideal Summer fabric. Printed organdies continue to gain

strength as the season advances. High-class printings on

organdies and crepes will be active. Printed tulle has

been adopted by buycis catering to exclusive trade, and

uii opening day in the dress goods departmenl of a Mont-

real stoic at the last of .March the bu\ci expressed him-

self as well satislied with opening demand. Large flow-

ers were prominent among tin- designs in these printed

tulles.

•

SOME FANCIES.

Neat figured effects on soft sheer material like lint

lawns and Swisses, are particularly strong. Order books

examined by The Review accord them a premier position.

There is every likelihood of scarcity in this direction, as

Swiss houses will not promise deliveries, and the visible

supply is not overly large. Printed and em-

broidered muslins have met with a strong demand
in many districts, contrary to many expecta-

tions. The various cotton imitations of wool dress goods

after the voile and crepe order, and distinguished by vari-

ous names, have exceeded fondest expectation. It really

seems as if everything in sheer material, to some extent,

has had a sale.

An exclusive design shown by a city retailer was of

satin liberty mercerized, showing a sprinkling of wild

flowers with a satin stripe running through the design.

It was ticketed lilc. In this store the wash goods were

generally of a plain sheer nature, with very few fancies,

and these mostly in small designs. Colors had quit' ..

prominent place in this showing. The buyer in this

store had confidence in white and colored dress linens,

and considered that if they were exploited in as strenu-

ous a manner as vestings were a few years ago they

would become a most fashionable material for Summer
wear. A linen shantung, closely imitating silk, was

highly pleasing in character.

SOMETHING ABOUT PROFITS.

City stores are undoubtedly enabled by advantageous

buying facilities to turn stock oftener than country re-

tailers. Profits in city stores are, according to more

than one authorily, based in the neighborhood of 25 per

cent, on staple lines, and from 40 to till per cent, on

New printed Mousseline de Soie with Raised Velvet Figure.—Per
A. Meehan.

novelties. Of course they make exceptions to these rules,

and leaders are constantly shown at very close ligures.

Silk eolienne at 69c is cutting it close.

Stocks are said to turn between 2 and 5 tunes

NO STRIKE IN COTTON MILL.

The reporl which gamed currency recently of a strike

in the Courtne] Hay Cotton Mill, is entirely without

foundation. \ deputation of weavers waited on the man-

ager in regard to an announcement which had been mis-

understood. The matter was explained to them satis-

factorily and the incident was closed. No change has

been made by the company in the day's work, anil no

trouble is anticipated.
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Hitchcock, Williams & Co
The Fancy House of London

^ZL ' JIjA ';, ' -/ ~^ -- ** .»*— - ?j-Jj**21

Established 70 years

WAREHOUSES:
69 to 74 St. Paul's Churchy'd

. 43 to SO Paternoster Row
I to 8 London House Yard

MANUFACTORIES:
Warwick Lane * Paternoster Bldgs.

Special Attention to Canadian Requirements
Buyers will always find the latest Novelties in Stock, and the Specialties for which this House is

so widely known, are :

Millinery Materials, Fancy Lace Goods,

Prints, Silks, Velvets and
British and Foreign Dress Materials,

Chiffons, Ribbons and Trimmings,
Blouses, Fancy Costumes, Mantles and Furs.

OUR CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE, Mr. Cliffe, takes a full line of samples of these goods twice a year,

and if you are not now on his calling list, drop him a line at Windsor Hotel, Montreal.

Requests for Samples sent direct to London will receive immediate attention.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., si Pauls churchyard

•'••""Ti '„:
w,t

.T.*; LONDON, England
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RETUR NlED

EXCEPTIONAL

SET OF

FRENCH VALS

Valenciennes are in large

demand, which will increase

extensively as the season

advances.

Owing to the exceptional

demand, these goods will no

doubt be very scarce with the

progress of the season.

We illustrate herewith the

best selling VALENCIENNES set on

the market.

Prices bv the yard, with

number of sample, are quoted

on the tickets at the corner of

each illustration.

Mail orders will receive prompt

attention.

Konig & Stuffman
Victoria Square

Montreal
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TIIK department devoted to the sale of ma-

terials and patterns for fancy work lias an

exceptional opportunity for doing a large

business this season, if buyers will only stock

the right materials and patterns. Judicious

advertising will also have to he done, hut it will he ad-

vertising that will he sure to arrest the attention of a

large proportion of a merchant's customers.

Most women have the fancy work habit in some form

or other, and this year, instead of working cushions,

spreads, etc., it is in the embellishment of her Summer
gowns and waists that time can be most profitably

spent. White linen is fashion's pet fabric for Summer
wear, and hand-work is the popular trimming. Morning,

should be the business of the buyer of the fancy work
department to supply.

In embroideries the list is fairly extensive, with a

new heavy blind kind, known as Iladebs in the first place.

Cut work, hroderie, anglaise, eyelet embroidery, as it is

also known, is also very popular, and is easily worked.

Medallions, round or square, of this embroiderv. can be

utilized for waist, dress, or hat. Hats are made alto-

gether of embroidered linen. A piece is cut the size of

the crown, and is worked in a pattern and button-holed

round. Another piece is cut to fit the brim and worked

to match. A wreath of roses and a bow of ribbon com-

pletes the outside of the hat, and ruffles of fine Valenci-

ennes are used for the uriderbrim trimming.

noon and night will the Summer girl wear the embroid-

ered and lace-trimmed gown.

For ordinary occasions the gown of medium weight

embroidered linen, with hat and parasol of the same,

will be worn. For social and special functions linen,

lawn and handkerchief linen, as well batiste, Persian

lawn, etc., are all in vogue.

Combination trimming schemes arc used. Embroid-

ery, Valenciennes and a heavier lace are the usual ones.

Irish crochet are the newest, and the one most in- use,

but Renaissance and other braid laces are also very

popular.

Though these trimmings are very costly when bought

or ordered from a specialist, they are well within the
range of the ability of the ordinary fancy worker, if only

she can get proper materials and patterns. These it

Hardanger embroidery is also very much employed as
a means of decorating gowns of embroidery linen. Only
this kind of linen is suitable, as the warp and weft are
of equal thickness, and so the squares come out exactly
even. Strips of Hardanger work are not very diffidult

to execute, and very handsome waists can be made in

this manner. The front panel of the skirt can be worked
to match, and also medallions for trimming. Small
squares are worked to cover button moulds, and the but-
tons are made to match the rest.

Irish crochet can he accomplished with very little

practice, and numberless patterns of tin- many crochet

motives or sprays are shown in the pal tern books. A
paper pattern can he cut for the yoke, collar, motive.

etc., and the sprays arranged and tacked on it. Then
the brides and edge can he easily managed. There are

:v.i
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Waldman & Sommer
513-5 St. Paul St., MONTREAL.

The Best Trade demands garments that have an individual

style or character. It is not enough to provide good fabrics, for

these must be made up in a way that appeals to the tasteful

dresser. The perfect garment is the one that combines attractive

style, reliable materials and skillful workmanship—and that is

the sort of garment we produce.

Our Styles strike you at once as being different from what

you have seen elsewhere. They are cut differently, put together

differently, trimmed differently. They have that indefinable

something which puts them in a separate class. Your customers

see this unusual merit—this extraordinary charm—-just as you

do, and this makes our garments quick and satisfactory sellers.

We are Catering to the Discriminating Buyers of the

Dominion, and giving them styles that are equal to the best,

made up in a manner perfectly adapted to the requirements and

peculiarities of their customers. We have made a long and

intelligent study of the subject, and fully believe we have solved

the problem.

What We have done for Others, We can do for You
that is, provide you with garments that will enable you to interest

the best trade in your locality and increase the business and

reputation of your cloak and suit department through offering

styles that are distinctive and correct. Will you permit us the

opportunity to " make good ?"

A request to see the line will be promptly regarded.

N.B. WE DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPETE WITH CHEAP COODS—BUT WHEN QUALITY, WORKMANSHIP AND

STYLE ARE CONSIDERED OUR VALUES DEFY COMPETITION. •

t

j
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patterns also in Renaissance, Flemish, Princesse, and

other braid laces for blouses that close either in front or

at the back. As so many women are adepts at lace

making, a few of these patterns should be shown and

stocked. The full braid idea has been applied 1o lace

braids, and these effect a great saving of time.

Our illustrations of Irish crochet are shown by Sara

Hadley, and are taken from her book on Irish crochet.

Besides this work she publishes others on all popular em-

broidery and laces.
* •

*

THE notion department teaches the great value of

small things. A well-kept and well-found notion de-

partment is a great drawing card for any store,

and though you do not obtain large profits, you can make

a respectable total by putting together as many small

Motif or Flounce in Heavy Crochet Lace. Shown by Sara Hadley.

ones as possible. Constant sorting must be indulged in

to keep staple articles in stock, and a succession of

novelties, even if they are only passing ones, will help

to keep up the interest.

There is a new dress shield out that has merits par-

ticularly for Summer wear, and as it is the product of a

firm with a standard reputation for washable and odor-

less goods, it should be stocked. Many of the shields

now used are not sufficiently large to come around the

arm-hole, but if they were extended in the ordinary
manner they would be so bulky as to make their pres-

ence known. Thry would also be very uncomfortable.

These new-shaped shields, however, have a .kind of horn
or point at one side that comes round the sleeve, and
jdves just the protection needed, while taking only a

bmall amount of room.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirlk' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the'PiRLE' stampon it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to maJte good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY e* SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
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w.

WILLIA /VIS

& SON, Ltd.

LONDON, Eng.

ALWAYS SHOW
THE

NOVELTY OF
THE MOMENT
IN

TRIMMINGS

W. WILLIAMS & SON., m>
53, 54, 52 and 6 Bread St. j

78a, 79 and 79a Watling St.

5, 7 and 8 Star Court. )

LONDON
ENGLAND
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SEEN IN TORONTO
STORES

AS this month sees the opening of Spring trade

in Toronto, just what the large stores are

showing is of considerable interest to our

readers. Simultaneously with the wholesale

openings, some of the large stores showed the

first Spring millinery. Though the display was large and

comprehensive, there was nothing different in effect or

design from what was seen in the wholesale houses. A
few fancy shirtwaist suits were used as a window at-

traction, but these were extreme in effect—indeed then-

were to all intents and purposes costumes.

Since the beginning of March there have been some
very interesting showings of suits. For the early trade,

which should be good since Easter falls so late, broad-

cloth is very much in evidence. A few fine serges are

also seen, and this is an indication of what we may ex-

pect for Fall.

Brown is still the leading color, and more brown
suits than those of any other color are seen. Green is

another well represented color, while myrtle, reseda and

moss are all popular. Navy is always staple, but black

is in a decidedly minor position. The blouse coat is de-

cidedly the popular shape, judging from initial displays.

The vast majority blouse over slightly at the back. This

makes fitting easier, as that troublesome inch or so in

the length of the back can be accommodated. As there

is a high girdle belt it throws the overhanging portion

clear of the waist line. Indeed, it has a tendency to re-

duce by comparison the apparent size of the waist. There
is a large variety of sleeves used, but they all have two
prominent features, viz., the snug fit of the lower arm
from elbow to wrist, and ample, though not exaggerated,

size above. Some are just the leg-o'-mutton sleeve, and
others are arranged in a puff, or puffs, from the elbow
up. Signs are not wanting, however, that they are not

to spread at the top. A few rows of gathers are often

seen to keep the size down at the top.

There are more waists buttoned down the back in the

new lines than for some time, and fashion is making a

decided stand in favor of this style. Embroideries, too,

are decidedly correct, and, though a waist may be

trimmed with lace as well, waists that are trimmed
with lace alone are only found in the cheapest lines.

There is little fussiness about the new waists, and though
much trimmed they are along flat lines. The exaggerated
pouch lias also disappeared, and it only needs a glance

to tell the new from last season's waists.

* *

Ribbons.

It is a feast of color to see the ribbon counters this

Spring, for there is no run on any one color, and the

shades seen are so soft and rich. Then there are a great
number of shaded shot and changeable ribbons seen.

Warp prints are lovelier than ever.

Silk departments are more in evidence this .'pr'ng

than for many years, and it is a self-evideiil fad that

buyers have every confidence in the selling qualities of

silks. Hair-line checks and stripes are leaders, and
though taffeta is the favored silk, louisines, tamolines,
etc., are not left far behind.

Raspberry red, mulberry, copper, moss and myrtle
arc among the new colors shown.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There were three tiny Tots in

VIVELLA-
Thev were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they~ said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Nightdresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

. Hollins & Co.,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sole Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.

CANADIAN AOENT:
rir. William C. Heredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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Denton, Mitchell & Duncan
WHOLESALE ORY GOODS and GENTS' FURNISHINGS,

79, 81, 83 Wellington St. West, - - - TORONTO.

SPECIALS

®

®

Blk. Bib Overalls, rivetted, heavy
Black Smocks, heavy =

Ribbed Blk. Cashmere Hose, (seconds!

Ladies' Sateen Belts

Tapestry Table Cover, asst. colors

Ladies' Lisle Gloves, all colors

$6.50

6.50

2.00 doz.

1.00 doz
1.35 each
2.25

STOCK WELL ASSORTED IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
LETTER ORDERS WILL HAVE SPECIAL ATTENTION.

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN, - - TORONTO

Our

Talk
is to

Dry Goods

Merchants
and

(Milliners

IN making your display of New Goods for

Spring, see to it that all your stock is new-

like, fashionable, right up-to-date

—Dead Stock, Goods Off-color, Faded—
—Fabrics, Soiled Feathers and Plumes

-

— Can all be transformed into good—
—Salable lines if sent to these works—

By our methods of Dyeing and Finishing even an expert

cannot detect the newly-dyed article from the new.

Hundreds of merchants all over Canada are among

our customers and can bear testimony to this fact.

Write if more particulars are needed.

R. PARKER (EL CO.
DYERS AND FINISHERS

Head Office and WorKs, 787-791 Yong'e Street, TORONTO, CAN.
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Save Fire Insurance

R 17 190 ^

gtURNED

by yam a FJMni/^ p//^e BUCKET TANK
Recommended by the Fire
Underwriters' Association

No dry goods dealer wants a bunch of unsightly, half-empty, dusty

water buckets, occupying a lot of valuable space in his store.

The "Famous" Fire Bucket Tank is a new idea and the common
sense of it strikes you at once.

It is always full of water, ready for use, takes but very little space and
is moderately priced.

By using it you can get a lower insurance rate.

Write for prices and full particulars.

THE McCLARY M'F'G CO.
LONDON, TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER, ST. JOHN, HAMILTON
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REMOVAL TO LARGER PREMISES
We beg to notify the Trade that we have leased new and much

more commodious premises at

1782 NOTRE DAME ST.
where we will remove May ist.

We will in future be in a still better position to fill your re-

quirements in

Silk and Fancy Skirts and Blouses, Silk and Lace
Collarettes, Honeycomb Shawls, Ladies' Underwear,
etc., a Special Lot of Boys' Washable Blouses, Chil-
dren's Dresses and Jackets, Linen and Plush Table
Covers, Swiss Curtains, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk
Mufflers, Hosiery, Men's Underwear, Men's Ready-Made Suits, Piece Goods, etc., etc.

58

L. H/RSHSON & CO.,
JOBBERS TO THE TRADE

Victoria Sq. - - Montreal.
Manufacturers or merchants wishing to dispose of job lines promptly and
profitably will do well to communicate with us. Correspondence solicited

FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY PRICE IS RIGHT.

PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,
WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

SPECIALTY-MUSK RAT JACKETS ALSO STOLES AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2I02 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

LA WLEY, EVERETT <& CO.
MANCHESTER, Eng.

COSTUME CLOTHS
SLEEVE LININGS

COTTON LININGS, Etc.
Wholesale Trade Only

PAQUETTE BROS.,
527 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, Que.

SOLE CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES

The Window and Art Decoration Co.

MAXl i U i l R.ERS O]

Papier Mache and —
Plaster Paris Decorations
Special Estimates Furnished for Window Dressing

by Contract.

Card Displays for Manufacturers.

I i l l PARTICUl IRS ON REQl ESI .

44 St. Vincent Street, Montreal

THE pasl year was unprofitable for fire insurance

companies doing business in Canada. Practi-
cally all of them showed an absolute loss for

the year's work, and in many cases the loss

was double the total amount received on
premiums. One of the most conservative companies in

accepting risks, paid out in lire losses $227.42 for every
hundred dollars received. The number whose losses ran
from 110 per cent, to 1 Hi per cent, of their receipts from
premiums, comprises practically all the companies doing a
big business here. The figures are given, too. without
including the running expenses of the companies, which
would average thirty per cent, of the premiums. In this

reckoning, account has to be taken of the extraordinary
liie losses in Toronto last year. But we have the state-

ment of a general agent of one of the big companies in

Montreal, that the losses in Montreal average up with
those for the rest of Canada.

If these conditions continue it will be a bad outlook
for men who carry heavy insurance. The withdrawal of

the foreign companies from Canada would be a rather

drastic means of supporting home industry. It would
simply mean that these companies could not do a profit-

able business here at anything like the rates they now
charge. If they cannot, it is certain that local com-
panies can not either. The result would be an inevitable

raising of rates.

Much depends on the report which the present year
will show. If 1905 presents as disastrous a record as

1904, a stiffening of rates will be inevitable. Insurance

companies cannot and will not dissipate their profits

from other countries in paying deficits here.

There are only two logical outcomes of such a state

of affairs. There is either an increase in rates or im-

proving of risks. There can be no doubt as to which
horn of the dilemma should be seized. Definite steps

must be taken to lessen the risks. In up-to-date fac-

tories automatic sprinklers are now being installed. The
more general these become the quicker will the rate-

come down. The cost of these will soon be made up by

the difference in the premiums that will follow their

general adoption.
• •

The Manufacturers' Association is doing a good work
in establishing a department of insurance, with an expert

at its head. What is required more than anything else at

the present time is a systematic investigation of the

conditions obtaining in the insurance world. Undoubtedly
risks can be improved if a united effort is made. The

Manufacturers' Association is in a peculiarly strong posi-

tion to carry on a general campaign in this direction.

Messrs. Cowdry Bros., MacLeod, Alta., have sold

their private banking business to the Canadian Bank of

Commerce, who are to open a branch at MacLeod im-

mediately The bank will also open at Lethbridge, Alta
,

on l'\\\ instant.
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A bill to incorporate the Sovereign Fire Insurance

Company was passed by the Dominion Parliament re-

cently. The incorporators are : William Dineen,

Robert E. Menzie, John T. Hornibrook, Edmund E.

Sheppard and .losiah B. King, Toronto. The capital

stock is placed at $2,000,00(1. Before the company com-

mence business, $850,0(10 must be paid up in cash, and

each succeeding year for three years, $15,00(1 in cash.

The head office will be in Toronto.
* *

*

The contractors for the new Government mint at

Ottawa have commenced operations. Excavations will be

begun as soon as the weather permits. The building will

be a handsome and substantial structure and will be in

keeping with the rest of the public buildings in the capi-

tal. Langdon & Sullivan are the contractors.

wESTER1N Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE
AND

MARINE

Hetaotttce Cap ,ta ,

Toronto, Assets, over

Otlt. Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,000.00

3,890,000.00

BON. GEO. A. COX, President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Nan. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital, - $8,700,000

Rest, $3,000,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA
HON. GEO. A. COX, Pres. B. E. WALKER. General-Manager.

LONDON, ENG ,
NEW YORK, NY.,

60 Lombard St., E.C. 16 Exchange Place,

S. Cameron Alexander, Manager. Wm. Gray and H. B. Walker, Agents.

TRAVELLERS' LETTERS OF CREDIT

The Travellers' Letters of Credit issued by this Bank
are a great convenience to Travellers. They are avail-

able in all parts of the world, and the holder is enabled,

without risk or difficulty, to obtain such sums as he

requires at any point in his journey.

BANK MONEY ORDERS
AT THE FOLLOWING RATES.

$5 and under 3 cents

Over $5 and not exceeding $10 6 cents
" 10 " " 30 10 cents
" 30 " " 50 15 cents

These Orders are Payable at Par at any office in Canada

of a Chartered Bank (Yukon excepted), and at the

principal banking points in the United States.

Negotiable at a fixed rate at The Canadian Bank of

Commerce, London, Eng.

«^~ Money ^
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION.

W. H. BEATTY, pbbsidbnt.

W. O. MAODONALD, J. K. M AC DON ALD,
ACTUARY. MANAGING DIRECTOR.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, OANADA.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000.
1,000 000

THE METROPOLITAN BAIL
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President

D E THOM80N, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER OLARK, K.C
THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE., - TORONTO.
W. D. ROS3, General Maxaoii.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS 8OLI0ITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.

Letters of Credit Issued.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated IS33

CASH CAPITAL, 1850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043, 678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OPPICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDINO,
Cor. Pront and Scott St»., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. 8IM8, Secretary. and Managing Director
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D. « R.
If i'ou knew how thoroughly we look

after our customers, we believe that you
would want to become one this very
moment.

TWINES
WRAPPING PAPERS
MILLINERY BAGS

—these are our merchandise. We supply
the very best goods made, and treat our
customers as if they were personal
friends. Indeed, our customers are our
personal friends.

Let us have the privilege

of filling your next order.

DOUGLAS&RATGLIFF
LIMITED

PAPER MERCHANTS
30 W. Market St. TORONTO

itGET THE BEST f>

Counter Check

Books
Our " Continuous " Sales Book

is specially recommended for use in Dry

Goods Stores, as it is the Only
perfect Sales Book made We
are ready to prove this statement.

Samples and prices on application,

or will send representative.

WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF CHECK BOOKS.

THE

CARTER-CRUME COMPANY
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL
Mention this paper.

%
CONDITIONS IN

HAL I FA X ^

Halifax, March 30, 1905.

TUK wholesale dry Roods trade, with all other lines,

suffered severely from the snow blockade, but the

— last two weeks have shown quite an improvement.
The mild weather of the last week contributed greatly to

this effect. The sorting trade, which was expected to be

good during February and early in March, has proved a
complete failure, and dealers do not anticipate recovering

the amount of business lost. This will have a tendency
to reduce the full year's business.

•

However, the interim has given the wholesalers time
to get their stocks completed, though this has been
somewhat delayed by the non-arrival of expected goods.
Spring trade is late in consequence, but is now well under
way, and indications are that the amount of business

done will be quite up to the average. Some dealers are,

nevertheless, conservative as to their ideas of selling, as
renewals have been much heavier than in former years,

and this condition is expected to continue for a few
months. Travelers are already starting out with advance
lines for the Autumn trade, and are taking assorting
orders.

•

In cotton goods there is much speculation on account
of the fluctuations in raw cotton. Jobbers are now re-

ceiving mill prices, which remain about steady for

Autumn goods, but a decline in prices is anticipated by
the first of June. There are at present no signs of weak-
ness in Canadian manufactures in this line. Dealers re-

port American manufacturers firm in their ideas, with a

tendency to advance in some lines.

• .
*

All woolen goods are reported firm, and some lines,

such as serges, are expected to advance in the near

future at least ten per cent. This is a result of the

scarcity of wool, especially the higher grades, such as

merino. Prices in England are reported very firm, with
a strong tendency to advance.

• *
*

Buyers for the various houses have returned from
abroad with all the newest styles, and the greatest ac-

tivity has prevailed for the last week or ten days in pre-

paration for the millinery openings, which are dated for

yesterday ami to-day. There are a large number of coun-

try buyers in the city to attend these openings, and the

dealers in these lines have had, and will have to-day, all

they can do to attend to their regular customers and
prospective new ones. The St. John openings took place

a week ago, and many customers, especially from the

western part of the province, attend both.
• •

*

The show in the windows alone, of the houses dealing

in these lines, is worth seeing. What is most noticeable

is the variety of colors represented as the fashion, and

also the variety of shades. One would notice this with-

out being informed that the fashionable coloi card re-

presents 92 colors ami shades. Though they may no! all

he seen here, there are said to be six shades in terra

cot la, si\ in In owns, nine in red-ln owns, nine m fawn,

and the same number in blues, lilac and purples; six each

in old rose, grey, emerald, and fifteen in green, besides a

variet) of other colors. Violet and lilac are the most

pronounced effects at present, but later in the season

terra cot la and other colors will be prominent
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics ,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes *£,ghest quality.

N.B.-SEE 'HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Grewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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YOU WILL PROMOTE TOUROWN BL'81-

NKss BY INSISTING UPON HAVING

Suit Form No. bo R.

Foj Manufacturers and Rctaileis

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed s<> that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which can he readily felt

through the materia] of the garment which
js being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The toot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St, es ablished over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures,Finest Metal Display Fixtures, etc.

*£

,

.

SIMPLE ACCURATE INEXPENSIVE
Measures accur-

ately, without un-
winding, all kinds
oi fabrics wound in

the piece, from rib-

b o n s and dress

goods to carpets

and linoleum, leav-

ing the piece in as

perfect condition as

when new, avoid-

ing the labor of

unwinding and re-

winding, and the

unsightly appear-
ance and conditions which always follow.

Is mathematically correct and the only perfect system
invented for measuring goods in the piece.

It is so simple that apiece of goods can be measured in

one-eighth the time required by any other method.

Will save many times its cost in one general inventory.

Is invaluable for measuring part pieces of wound piece

goods.

Should always be used when receiving new goods in

proving the accuracy of the mill measurements or the yards

charged in the invoice.

Is an absolute store necessity and it is a pleasure to

use it.

Sold by Price $1.50 each •

THE W. R. BROCK CO., Limited
MONTREAL and TORONTO.

Cuxfer

Window
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
more business for 1905

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO. LIMITED,

IOO KING ST. W.,

TORONTO
50
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WINDOW
DHL5SINO

PREPARE.

LET your preparations for Spring trade be en-

thusiastic, now that the measuring and roll-

ing, counting and ticketing, for the annual

inventory is numbered with the events of the

past season.

Spring Needs.

Spring, with all its freshness and suggestive ideas in

new dress, is almost upon you, and Easter week, with

its profusion of dressy trifles, looms before you as the

next great selling season. The time is short from April

1st to 23rd, (Easter Sunday), but it is possible to

fancy handkerchiefs, belts, something for the hair, fancy

labless stocks, with knife-pleated frills, linen collars for

tailored blouses, variously ornamented with faggoting,

hemstitching and lace stitches, chiffon stoles, and the

new chemisettes just now appearing as the cutest and up-

to-the-minute novelties, and collar and cuff sets in

embroidered lace with colors introduced in the design.

Let the occasion mentioned be a reflex of smartness

and suggestive of extreme niceness. The dollar window
will get your better trade to look inside, particularly if

you add a nice window card stating that "We don't put

all the nice things in the windows," or something like

this, "Our store looks better from the inside. Come in."

Ledge Trim for Store Rear.

crowd an immense

Spring days.

amount of selling into these early

Nicknacks.

Your window trims should be gauged as nearly as

possible to display the innumerable things that appeal to

womankind, and so long as they are dainty it is not

difficult to make a display that will find favor in her

eyes. Everyone looks for something new in addition to

dress and Easter hat, not necessarily a costly affair, but

perhaps something about the dollar mark.

Suggestions.

A nice plan is to make a dollar display, including, of

course, a fine showing of gloves, with embroidered and

Parasols.

As Easter is so very late this season your parasol

trade should jump away ahead of any former effort at

this date. There will be a big aggregate of business, but

who will get the lion's share is a matter for conjecture.

No feature of selling is more commonplace, and yet none
requires more tact or discretion. Watch the average

woman buying a parasol and notice how apathetic and
critical she is. She is always looking for faults in manu-
facture, shape, or fabric, and invariably manifests an
utter lack of enthusiasm.

Use Your Wits.

How would it do to work out a little scheme for
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changing Lhis order of things? We would suggest thai

you make a special parasol week, and make a fine show-

ing u!' the bettei grades in the windows. Offer in your

"ad." and window card to supply with every parasol

sufficient ribbon—No. L6 (2 inch)—of nice quality to make

a full bow for the parasol handle. Attach the purchaser's

initials in goW letters to one end, and allow her the

choice of shades in ribbon desired. These gold letters can

be bought cheaply by the gross, assorted, and stitched

on to the ribbon with silk thread to match.

Embroidery Sale.

One of the first weeks of the month might be devoted

to an embroidery sale. It is worth while catering to the

general desire for remnants of from 'ih to P> yards during

the time of Spring whitewear making. Even 7, 12, or IX

yard ends can be split in twos and threes, and marked a

few cents below the price. They will find ready buyers.

You only desire to increase your embroidery sales on the

all widths. Every piece all right. Nothing wrong but

t he price— it 's shi link.
"

Proper Cards.

It should lie the business or duty of some person in

every establishment to provide printed or brush-work

cards or guides for the information of customers in find-

ing the different departments or location of special sales.

Well-written show cards should be in every window and

upon every counter, directing the customer to every

thing thai might interest and coax her coin.

Too often the preparation of these cards is left in

the hands of not very intelligent people, who do not

quite understand the woman's mind. The customer,

iazzled by innumerable articles, her brain possibly intent

upon something seen a moment ago, passes about the

store and frequently omits to see just the class of mer-

chandise which the house is most interested in placing

before her.

plan of selling the customer, not more than she needs,

but more than she asks for. What woman will not say

to herself: "1 can always use a length of embroidery if

it happens to be a remnant ?" Whereas, if she is buying

off the full piece, she limits the purchase to a fingei

Length with as much exactness as if she were buying silk

at $3 the yard.

The best plan for handling ends is to fold them into

eight-inch folds or lengths. Wrap around each a nice

white band, held m place with elastics instead of pins.

Tempi; With the Windows.

In connection with the showing of embroidery inside

the store the windows should appeal strongly to the

economical side of the buyer with a tempting showing

and a window card or two announcing the special fea-

1 ni ts of the sale There are hundreds of ways, but here

is one siy^gijieii . "New emluoidei\ ends, all lengths;

In ordinary-sized stores this duty devolves upon the

window trimmer, and we think that is where it properly

belongs. In the larger departmental concerns is employed

a show-card writer, who attends only to the one de-

partment, and if he conscientiously attends to his duties

he is a busy man.

The Sign or Card.

In as few words as possible, incise and concise should

lie the well-written sign. It is not necessarily a thing of

beauty. One can make the frame so pretty that the

picture is submerged. Make it clear and neat, and writ-

ten in a way to defy criticism. The story of the new
goods, of the week's work, of the special sale days, or

any other features of Hie store's doings should be borne

and blazoned upon every card in the house

Stale or soiled cards are an abomination, and should

not lie allowed to stand. Xo one takes a second glance

bl
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Don't be content until you write for new catalogue of

Illuminated "SMfflSti Show Cases.
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee.)

They pave the way to " More Sales and Quicker Sales." Not experimental
in any sense of the word. Backed by an experience of over 30 years. Modern
and up-to-date. We know the needs of the progressive Canadian merchant and
have utilized our knowledge in producing the famous "Quick Sales " Show Case,
which has completely revolutionized the Show Case tra'e.

Interiors of our cases can he arranged for particularly effective displays of
ribbons, laces, notions, and the many other goods found in the modern•depart-
ment store.

Write to-day for more facts about "Quick Sales ' Show Cases.

DETROIT SI10W CASE COMPANY,
Dept. B.

"Show Case BuiHers to Progressive Merchants."

482 to 490 Fort Street West, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
John Petz. Prest. Canadian Branch :

Herbert Malott, Sec. mdTreas. Windsor, Ont.
PS. -We make a full Una of Metal Sash Transom Bars. )

We Make Fewer Cases
Than Some Factories

Tiffany doesn't sell as man) diamonds as Barrios ; but whose
jewelry would you rather have?

There's the point—you can't " grind out " quality cases like

PHILLIPS'

It means head-work and hand-work, from rough plank

to varnish.
But we like our way of doing- business because the only

" come-back " on our eases is in the nature of re-orders.
We have operated on this basis tor forty years—looks good

to us—think we 11 keep on.
Ask us for our new catalogue—just out.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Limited
DETROIT, Mich.

Address Detroit Office

WINDSOR, Ont.

THAT

BOOK

On Dry Goods

Display, publish

ed on Sept. 1st,

1904, is already in the hands of hundreds of window-trim-

mers ; working overtime as a " Guide " to window-trimming

and interior store decoration. Every drape and puff you

can possibly wish is fully illustrated and described in detail,

so that YOTJ can copy it.

It contains also about 50 ledge displays, all photo-

graphed from the actual trims ; 50 window trims, and a new
draping stand. 377 pages, cloth-bound. Illustrations for copy

average but 1 % c. each. The most complete work ever offered.

$4.75, Post Paid, in Canada or I. S.

£1, Post Paid, to Great Britain.

THE W. R. M c C O L L
Window Trimmers' Supply Co.

OWEN SOUND ONTARIO

U ft

Old Bkacb

Cincns
LOOK better,
FEEL better,
WASH better,
WEAR better,

AND

ALTOGTEHER GIVE BETTER
SATISFACTION

THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

SEE THEM AND COMPARE
BEFORE BUYING.

TRADE

"OLD BLEACH"
mark ON EVERY YARD

R. H. COSBIE,

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto
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at a mutilated 01 finger-touched card, as he thinks verj

naturally that its usefulness lias departed. \t regulai

intervals of nol more than two weeks duration, every

card in the stoic should be changed. The old, old Btory

should not stand m any pari of the work of the dry

goods house of to-day.

The connecting link between the newspaper and the

selling of the goods is caul writing, whether displayed iii

the stnie or the window—both help. It is that part of

the reflex advertising which the goods on the counter

fail to express unaided to the customer's mind.

Size No Difference.

No matter how small the store, how remote the

town, this part of the work should be as carefully kept

up and done in as clean and good style as in the larger

cities. The good merchant is the man who makes his

opportunity. He introduces new features, substantially

guards them, and pushes forward to a permanent place in

his community. Good advertising, good window dressing

and good card writing are essential to good storekeeping,

and all are essential to permanent success.

W. R. McCOLL.

Illustration No. 1.—With four standards divide space

to be trimmed into three equal parts. The frame-work of

centre panel is made from one-eighth inch bent stuff, to

which is tied a segment of barrel hoop, which is nailed

to a straight piece running down to each corner,

is tied a segment of barrel hoop, which is nailed to a

straight piece limning down to each corner.

The panels on each side are made from five foot

circles, six-inch face, all of which are puffed in nile green

and pink.

The twisted rays are made from white crepe paper,

(iii two inches wide, and all twisted in the same direc-

tion. The ccn ties of circles are trimmed with rolled

towels, made by rolling a towel around a stair-rod, with-

draw the rod, and pin, suspending the towels to back of

circle at equal distances. Drape a T stand for centre

panel as shown in cut.

No. 154 (1x5).

Illustration No. 2.—A successful linen window which

did much to emphasize the linen department of Ogilvy's

is illustrated. Conventional but nevertheless pleasing in

form the goods themselves tell the story, and the beauti-

ful snowy whiteness is well brought out by the dark-

background. Table covers, doilies, etc., are self-supported

on the graduated steps. Home-made fixtures of wire

support the two hoops of doilies as well as the bureau

covers. This window is seasonable at any period of the

year.

CLERK'S DEPARTMENT
JAMES OGILVY, JR., ON SALESMANSHIP.

WEDNESDAY, March 15th, Mr. James Ogilvy, Jr.,

of James A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal, delivered

an instructive address at the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association on salesmanship.

As Mr. Ogilvy is in constant touch with all branches

of the trade, his remarks are vital and peculiarly inter-

esting.

Dealing with the retail trade, he said that the lad's

first duty would be to go around cleaning and arranging

the stock, examining and learning what it consisted of

and watching his seniors' methods in dealing with cus-

tomers and how they effected sales.

Among the qualities required by a young salesman

was tact. In other words, he must be able to do the

right thing, at the right time, and in the right way.

In giving an example of "ready wit," he told the

story of a lad who offered a customer, an old woman,

some cloth at a price which she considered exorbitant.

"It is not worth it," she said, "look how narrow it is."

"Yes," replied the lad, "but see how long it is."

Continuing, Mr. Ogilvy said that salesmen must be

able to "size up" theii customers; they must be patient,

sensible, courteous and respectful. They must know all

. 1 1, mil the goods they arc Irving to sell, and to give a

satisfactory answer to all questions put by the customer.

As salesmanship was a profession which called for an ex-

tensive knowledge of the human character, the study of

physiognomy he found very helpful in "sizing up" custom-

ers. It was also well In rememhei that "indifference at

the counter was a business killer."

Referring to salesmen "on the mad," he said that

thej should particularly remember that time was theii

capital, their stock in trade. They should he masters of

themselves, should know all about i he goods they were

selling, he able In anticipate possible objections, and

should not criticise their competitors' goods. Then there

were the "Silenl Salesmen," such as show windows and

cases and "ads" in newspapers and magazines. At this

point, Mi. Ogil\> gave an illustration with lantern slides

of a salesman canvassing foi (ii ders.

MORE DON'TS FOR CLERKS.

THE attitude of the clerk toward the customer is of

vastly greater importance than is generally believ-

ed. Many good stores have perfect discipline with-

out severity or harshness. Clerks, in these stores, are

polite, courteous and attentive. Their clothing is neat

and their linen clean. There is no gathering in groups,

and no such thing as allowing a customer to stand

waiting when little is going on. These clerks do not

speak ill of their employers. They are of primary im-

portance to make and hold sales, and are the kind who
rise in their business.

While rules are sometimes made to be broken, often-

times the making of a rule but serves to call attention

to a new form of transgression. However, the following

generalities will be found helpful.

SOME SUGGESTIONS.

Never provoke a customer even by intimating that

he doesn't know his own mind. Bring him around grace-

fully, diplomatically, to your way of thinking. It is not

difficult if you understand human nature.

Always be ready and willing to show a customer,

whether he intends to buy or not. He will not fail to

appreciate the fact of your trying to please. Don't tie

a customer down to what he has asked for. Even though

he has come in without the intention of buying you may

sell him by showing several kinds. Don't take for

granted that a customer is done buying when you have

sold what has been asked for. Here is the best chance

for successful introduction. Such extra sales mean in-

ci eased business, and that which every house is making

energetic effort for—a yearly increase in sales and profits.

Confine your efforts to one customer. In waiting

upon more than one customer at a lime you are liable to

turn one away dissatisfied. One will go away feeling

that had he bad your undivided attention he might have

fared better.

bi
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TORONTO BRASS
MANUFACTURING CO.

We make all kinds of

SHOW
STANDS

RETURNED
APfi 7 }%6

Do not delay in ordering /^^^ W'A J£
High-Class Stands. They /? Q^A- % if-

are sure TRADE WINNERS.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE.

OUR

Wax *
Figures
AND

Papier

Mache

Forms

ETURMED
APR 7 190

r

TORONTO BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.,

98-100 Lombard St., TORONTO.

are the best goods of the

kind on the market. We
also carry a FULL LINE
of the celebrated

Hall - Borchert (?&)
ADJUSTABLE FIGURES

admitted to be the best in the world. Genuine Hall-

Borchert goods can only be obtained from us, as we control

their trade in this market.

Our new Catalogue, containing 128 pages of new and
original illustrations of Display Fixtures, is yours for
the asking. Send for copy to-day.

CLATWORTHY & CO.
45

st'
cwSt"d - TORONTO, ONT.

Lamson Perfection Cable Cash Carrier

Serves any number
of floors from one

cash desk.

Hundreds of users

testify to its excel-

lence.

Write for particulars ... ,

lamson Consolidated More Service Co., no. 73 Adelaide street west, Toronto, Oot.

rBRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery,
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, 8ilks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

A " w
u°n

k

eq
G
uX

a

d

nteed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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WINDSOR BRUSSELS KASHMIR WILTONS

The Moore Carpet Co.
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Limited

Manufacturers of

HICH-CRADE BRUSSELS AND WILTON CARPETINCS

We have prepared for the Fall Trade of 1905 an exceptionally large range of

new and original up-to-date designs and colorings, and can now offer a selection of

over one hundred patterns.

Every customer's individual patterns private for his locality.

Only the best materials used in the manufacture of our goods, and we absolutely

guarantee them to hold their original colors and not to sprout.

Before placing your orders on Brussels and Wilton carpets for the Fall season,

be sure and see our lines and get our prices.

The MOORE CARPET CO-, Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUE.
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSEFURNISH1NGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
CURRENT RETAIL TRADE.

AROUND of good retail stores clearly shows

that in most instances business is satisfac-

tory. Popular fancy is very strong for two-

toned goods, patterns obtained by using two

shades of the same color. Green is regarded

as the favorite color. Chintz, medium-sized, floral pat-

terns are very prominent. They are principally used for

bed-rooms, and give a Spring-like effect.

Brussels carpets are being pushed strenuously, and as

they have no pile make a splendid Summer carpet, re-

quiring little sweeping. A small city store does a nice

business with churches, large halls, etc., by systematic

and early canvassing. This class of trade is within the

reach of many stores, as they can readily secure samples

from Canadian manufacturers to bid for this class of

trade. Wiltons and Axminsters are the favored lines for

this purpose, in red or green with small patterns. Rugs

show continued popularity.

CANADIAN LINES FOR FALL.

CARPET salesmen are scouring the country with Fall

samples, which from their attractiveness as well as

price conditions should prove interesting to buyers.

Carpet departments in every section of the country re-

port increased demand for better grades, and by stocking

these the better class of trade which formerly went to

the larger cities to supply their wants can slowly but

surely be kept at home. Undoubtedly the additional

supply of Canadian Brussels and Wilton carpets will have

much to do with the betterment of carpet conditions in

the ordinary retail store. The Moore Carpet Co., Limit-

ed, has attained a high perfection of finish in these lines.

Better Lines in Demand.

As Canada grows more wealthy the effect is felt in

all branches of trade, and in none of them more than in

the carpet department. Brussels and Wiltons are not

now regarded as merely for the very elite trade, and

since these are now made in Canada prompt delivery is

assured and the goods themselves are guaranteed in every

particular. An interesting discussion regarding the

merits of Canadian lines against imported ones clearly

shows the enviable position which Canadian ones already

occupy. As Canada outdistances all countries for the

need of floor covering, the carpet manufacturing trade

outlook in Canada is very bright.

Wiltons and Brussels in their patterns avoid the loud

and conspicuous and clashing colors, while the

shades are well blended to the patterns in which they are

worked. This means more satisfied customers, as pat-

terns of this sort never tire. The patterns all show an

avoidance of extremes, and while roses and leaves form

a goodly part they are not lifelike and thus bold. De-

signs are naturally conventionalized for various uses.

Oriental patterns, for instance, are much employed in

Brussels and Wiltons for use in halls, libraries, stairs and

dining-room. Scroll work also has a good showing.

Fall Colors.

A thorough inspection of the lines brings into decided

prominence the beautiful range of coloring in keeping

with the (juiet, subdued nature of the patterns. While
Wiltons of rich warm tones are much admired, tans,

fawns, and rich brown shades undoubtedly lead in the

volume of sales. These fawn and brown shades are more
light in color than the proverbial conservative lines, al-

though they may be said to be more subdued and less

vivid. Crimson and mahogany, sometimes as many as

five shades being shown, make an attractive combina-
tion for beautiful parlor carpets, especially when some
form of a floral design is used. Two toned greens may
safely be said to occupy, however, second position after

URNE

Pattern No. 1028/1, Shown by The Moore Carpet Co., Limited.

fawns and browns. Light blue and rose are in a large

showing for use as a bedroom carpet. Outside of these

colors the carpet manufacturer is hardly permitted to

stray, and but for the shading novelty is hard to pro-

duce. Canadian Brussels and Wiltons with the dye guar-

anteed in choice and exclusive patterns, if necessary, with

perfectly even goods, deserve the closest attention of the

trade. They are specially made in the latest and most
approved methods.

OU1LOOK FOR FALL.

WHILE the season now at hand is the carpet season

par excellence, merchants are wisely regarding the

Fall season in its proper light. Spring, with the

attendant housecleaning, affords the opportunity for

active retailing, although carpets are disregarded more
and more for Summer, not that risky hardwood floors or

rugs are becoming universal at this season, but that
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TTe China and Japan

* Silk Co., Limited

Silks
Special lines

Mattings Lacquer Boxes

Fancy Goods Table Covers

Call and
All the latest importations

from

See CHINA
Our and

Samples JAPAN

f Toronto Yokohama Montreal

XX Bay 177 Yamashttacho 290 St James St.
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DOWN COMFORTERS
WOOL COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, Etc

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. FEATHERS BOUGHT.

Tie TORONTO FEATHER & DOWN CO.,Limitefl

74 KING ST. WEST. TORONTO.
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mattings arc finding a more ready sale AH hough it

must he remembered thai this season of the year is the

accepted time to strenuously pusb carpets, a word in

time is not amiss for Fall. Everything possible in the

way of window displays and an attractive department,

as well as judicious advertising, should now he indulged

in to enliven Spring trade. A circular to prospective

customers is timely just now.

Fall Purchasing.

Manufacturers and importers have passed the Spring
season and are actively engaged in preparations for Fall.

Travelers arc now on their various routes, and due at-

tention should he given their lines. It must be remem-
bered that it is the Fall season when farmers have
money to spend as well as leisure to examine their

purchases.

A good many stores have justly regarded the Fall

season as timely to get rid of Spring remnants, ignoring,

however, the necessity of brightening and freshening

stock by the purchase of enough new patterns and the

incorporation of suitable colors to arouse and sustain

interest on the part of customers. This is the secret of

a profitable Fall carpet season, and before the traveling

salesmen are unqualifiedly turned down these facts should

be fully considered. The less one buys, naturally the

less one sells, and satisfactory Fall trade largely de-

pends upon the push and enterprise of the dealer.

ENGLISH IMPORTATIONS.

GREAT BRITAIN sends us the vast majority of our

carpet importations, and the Spring importations

now on view but serve to emphasize the forecast

made by The Review last Fall. A few choice and exclu-

sive designs and colorings are now being shown to en-

liven Fall lines.

Axminsters, Wiltons and Brussels.

For the better class of trade Axminsters, with their

high pile, as the pile is cut before being woven, are in

unprecedented demand. That lines retailing from $1.70

to $3.25 are reported as demanding attention from all

classes speaks well for the prosperity of the nation.

Wiltons as high as $2.50, which require a great amount
of wool for their making, and present a much softer

effect than the Axminsters, are regarded as in second

place. The proverbial good wearing Brussels, which are

looped, are in good demand from $1 to $1.10 at retail.

That these prices are subject to increase is a matter of

much concern to the retail fraternity.

New Designs.

While the new patterns now on view cannot be classed

as conspicuous, and clashing with the various accessories

in furnishing a room, they are yel novel and the designs

partake of ingenious work. Art nouveau designs are

gradually coming into prominence for elite trade. While

the design itself is novel, the harmony of colors incorpor-

ated forms tin- mosl pleasing novelty. It is usually of a

wavy, open effect, and wreaths of irregular patterns are

often employed. The various shades of one color, such as

greens, is the most pleasing aspect of these large, wavy.

irregular patterns, suitable for so many uses. Green and

blue, green and pink, are pleasing combinations. Louis

\\. and XVI. patterns partaking of scroll work and

Empire wreaths in all kinds of styles are other pleasing

novelties. < >i icn 1 al patterns occupy their usual position.

Lines for parlor, sitting-room, ladies' boudoirs, etc., show

a few perfectly plain carpets in greens and reds Some-
times these aie enlivened by very small designs Another

new style is classed as the Adam, and closeh resembles
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OCCISTEPg-p,

Nicklin's (sajonic) Duplex

SAFETY PINS
are ENGLISH MADE

Size 2 Size 2

5 Sizes, Nickeled or Black.

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg , TORONTO

Window Shades
Special attention and promptness with all orders

has put us ahead so fast in the Window Shade

Trade that we believe we would surprise Canadian

buyers. You are invited to send in your enquiries

for our Catalogue, or for our Traveller to call upon

you. We please others and can please you.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
OFFICES :

681, 683, 685 Craft St., - Montreal

^ CARPETS jzr
Large stocks now ready for
immediate shipment of

TAPESTRY AND VELVET SQUARES, BRUSSELS,
INGRAINS, LINOLEUM, OILCLOTHS, HEMPS, ETC.

S«*»<-ma1 F^atnf^' PROMPT ATTENTIONspecial i eaiure . to letter orders.

Samples sent on receipt of Postal.

IMPERIAL CARPET CO., n Front st,. e., Toronto

•••••••••••••

Decorative Burlaps
Oil-Coated and Double-Sized

In widths of t, f'A, f'A, 2 and 2y2 yards
All Standard Colors 30-yard lengths

This Modern Wall Covering
is now used extensively for interior decoration.

It is economical, durable and adds greatly to the appearance of an apart-

ment. Suitable for Dwelling Houses and all Public Buildings.

Sample Book with Price List Sent on Application.

Manufactured by

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited
MONTREAL

•.•"•••.••••••••"••••••••.•"•••••.••"••.•••••'••"•••••3..*"*..*"*..•••••••••••••••••'
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the aii nouveau design, only it is more regulai and

shows more pattern \n attractive design ol this nature

showed a wreath and whal might be called a crown al

the top
Popular Colors.

The laicsi colorings are greens, blues, reds, and rose;

theii popularity ranging from a yardage standpoint in

the order named, These colors are incorporated a1 will

with others, and a combination of green and pink is at-

tractive. Another mixture not classed above was a blue

and white in pine design, very suitable for a bed-room

carpet.
Art Squares and Rugs.

The strongest feature of the carpet trade is undoubt-

edly, as The Review has been pointing out for the last

two years, the increasing demand for rugs and art

squares. Some new art squares recently examined ranged

in size from l x 2 . to l£x3£. They are without fringe and

come in self-colored designs of every nature, principally in

reds, greens, and blues, although combinations such as

green and blown, blue and green are found They fill a

proper niche for dining, bed. or sitting-room.

Axminster rugs in practically all sizes and colon

which, by the way, should be hung upright for display

from large pulleys, are in decided prominence. -Mix 1

of blue, green, brown, and rose are the favorite coloi

and pat 1 cms include every known design. Sizes U\\2 and

12x15 are in the best demand.

WALL PAPER
THE RETAIL TRADE.

THIS is the retailer's month in the wall paper busi-

ness. The manufacturers have made their deliveries

and are just doing a sorting business. Lines which

have sold out early are being re-filled, but apart from

RETURN
m ]5MB

A popular parlor paper from the Stauntons line. Manufactured
by Stauntons Limited.

this thej are jusl getting thcii samples into shape for

next year.

The present has been a leinalkabh good J
ea I in wall

papers. The retail dealers have bought strongly, and the

season promises well for them. The artistic designs

which have been brought out for the present year's busi-

ness have helped the sales greatly. There is a certain

amount of business which is done regularly in staple

lines, but the luxuriant patterns offered this year in-

duce many sales which would not otherwise be made.

The wall paper department is one which might be

cultivated by retailers much more than it is. It oilers

excellent inducements in the way of good profits, attrac-

tiveness of display, and easiness of handling. Moreover,

in the past it has not been worked on a good, live, up-to-

date plan. Now is the time to establish your bu-

(irmly. .Somebody is going to take hold of it and de-

velop it to his own profit. Why not you ?

OIL-COATED. PAINTED BURLAPS.

REFERRING to an item which appeared in the last

issue of The Review, a man well known to the

trade remarked : "Oil-coated, painted, decorative

burlap was but a short time ago practically unknown as

a wall covering. Upon its introduction skeptics pooh-

poohed, designating it 'another fad' which was to last foi

a day, and like so many other new things would disappear

and be forgotten; others claimed it was unsanitary. At

the end of a season these clitics were therefore -

what surprised at the demand still continuing. The pro-

ducers had made a long, careful and scientific study of

the matter before deciding just what was required to fill

the long-felt want in the way of a wall covering—some-

thing that would be absolutely sanitary and serviceable,

easily cleaned, waterproof, warm, decorative, and most

important of all, sell at a pi ice that the great mass of

consumers could pay .

"This was somewhat of a dillicult task, but after con-

siderable time, experimenting and expense, oil-coated,

painted, decorative burlaps was the result, combining all

the above-mentioned qualities, and having practically an

enamel-finish surface. It is said to have given every

satisfaction, and is now used everywhere. Not only in

churches, halls, public buildings, hotels and private resi-

dences, but used bj the greal masses, where it was early

seen that this was an article that, in addition to beauti-

fying their homes, would keep out dampness, draughts

and (old When sidled H can he washed the same as

woodwork without fear of damaging it. Should a chi

in color he desired after a few years, all thai is neces-

sary is paint and a biush. and lo and behold you have a

newly decorated room oi hall at huh' cost These facts

10
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WALL PAPER
^J85*

'#$?** rm
i*&4<&4*f?&K

%$ 1^8 I

STAUNTONS" PLAIN BURLAP AND
FABRIC EFFECTS

THESE WALL PAPERS ARE BECOMING MORE AND MORE IN DEMAND-TAK-
ING THE PLACE, FOR THE PRESENT AT LEAST, OF THE OLD STANDBY,

THE INGRAIN. FROM A DECORATIVE STANDPOINT THE RESULTS SURPASS
THE PLAIN INGRAIN GOODS, AND THE DEALER CAN REALIZE A BETTER
PROFIT.

OUR NUMBERS "104-U AND "1641" ARE VERY POPULAR PATTERNS IN THESE
GOODS, AND GREENS AND REDS ARE THE MOST POPULAR SELLING COLORS.
PLEASED TO SEND SAMPLES. THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

rjRETURNED
ON 12 190*'

STAUNTONS LIMITE D
TORONTO

1 lutni

DO YOU WANT
a low-priced PILLOW for advertising?

Our Grade "Leader"
is a Trade Winner

It is guaranteed to be filled with feathers purified by the Cold Blast process, the
only known method that thoroughly and permanently removes offensive odors and
foreign matter.

Send for a Bale NOW.
Our entire range of better-grade Pillows is exceedingly attractive for Spring

trade. The daintiest and most artistic of coverings are used.

" Alaska " Brand is the standard of quality and value.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
Successors to

MONTREAL
(T

1? M I
I a > • ;

)

IULMI.

he Alaska Feather and Down Co , Limited
he Toronto Bedding Co., Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG

lUbML
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should be utilized by retailers in intelligently selling tliis

line.

And so it is wilh all lines of real merit; for want
"I bringing it to their notice the public may not take
hold at once, but brought to their attention the com
mon sense of the people will soon show their apprecia-
tion of a good thing.

"Occasionally some substitute is heralded, but so far

it has not arrived. Oil-coated, painted, decorative bur-

laps are here to stay."

returnee'

APR 7 1905"

THE ART OF DECORATION.

IN
many examples of modern houses and interior decor-

ation it is difficult to find any element of art. This
is remarkable, too, since there have been few periods

in which so much study has been devoted to this subject.

Of course art, and in this term we include the ensemble
oi the house interioi

, furniture, carpets, draperies and
paper, represents the life of a people, and is not meich
the result of study. The lavishness of ornamentation of

one period, the classic severity of another, both give

utterance to the general sentiment of the time.

So at the present time we have a real art of decora-

tion in spite of the crudeness of some efforts. Simplicity,

combined with a certain richness of coloring, has de-

veloped a principle which is suitable to the Canadian
house. With a people such as we have the decoration and
furnishing of the house must be inexpensive. To make it

so it must be free from elaborate ornamentation, or else

such decoration must be showy and tawdry—the choice

has been made for the former.

Again, the life of the people demands that the house

be homelike. Consideration must be given to the fact

that the rooms are to be lived in. In Europe at the present
lime fineness of effect is being sacrificed to novelty

Native art will not permit of that here. The simplicity

of the furniture must be relieved by warmth of colors in

the carpets and wall paper. This is where elaboration

may be developed. It is consistent with the idea of the

whole arrangement, that is to say, to have the room
simple, yet homelike, warm and habitable. This is true

art in decoration. It comprises comfort with elegance,

simplicity with decorativeness.

The CHRYSANTHEMUM PANIil. by The Menzie Wall Paper
Co.. Toronto. Upper pattern, 1500 ; lower pattern, 1504.

The colorings Jin these two designs are exceptionally good, and of
sufficient range to make them adaptable to the popular color schemes
for interior decoration in vogue to-day.

WALL PAPER ADVERTISING.

An exchange tells the following story : No theory is

here, but just a plain statement of the way in which one

of the largest wall paper departments in the Northwest

advertises its business

The year's campaign starts in early Spring. News-

paper advertising, circulars ami window displays all play

a part in it. Newspaper space in both morning and even-

ing papers, English and German, is used from Spring un-

til late in the Fall. Ads are run two or three times a

week during the busier seasons of Spring and Fall trade,

once a week at other times. Four to eight inches

space are devoted to advertising bargains that are bar-

gains. Prices range from |c a roll upward, with the

lixed rule of advertising leaders which defy competition.

Sometimes room-lots, including wall, border and ceiling

paper for an entire room are offered at especially low

prices.

Throughout March a wall paper circular goes into all

the bundles that leave the store. This tells about the

goods carried and the range of prices. A few special bar-

gains are given prominence in it.

Last Spring's circular consisted of four pages, ti\!t

inches in size, printed on a fair quality of enamel paper

The last page was wholly occupied by a half-tone illustra-

tion, showing a section of the department.

\t tractive window displays of wall paper are in con-

stant evidence during the "season." Prices are pinned

ni special numbered leaders of attractive patterns

A set of large-framed placards, showing samples of

paper and snappy "catch-lines" on the department were

stretched across the entire fiont of the store (the dist-

ance of an entile block), between the second and third

storeys, last Summer and Fall.
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M The Independent Mills
"

spring SPRING SPRING
THere is bound to be a rusH in all

Decorative Trades, witH a conse-
quent Heavy demand for

WALL PAPERS
tHis Spring, and tKe man witH tHe
best showing' is assured a greater

success and more profitable trade.

Does your stocK include tKe

(4 MENZIE" LINE?

It is tKe finest ever offered tKe
Canadian Wall Paper Trade, and
comprises many new treatments for

interior decoration.

Orders for immediate sKipment shall Have
our prompt and most careful attention.

Write for our Express Sample BooKs.

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.
98 KING ST. W., TORONTO, CAN. Limited
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CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES
CRETONNE IN UPHOLSTERY

NOTHING in the upholstery stock is more seasonable

now than the rich and varied cretonnes. Luxuriant

as they are in pattern and colorings, they appeal to

the imagination of the woman who is intent on freshen-

ing up the bouse after the dullness of Winter. This

fabric has many things to commend it. It is bright,

washable, durable and cheap.

The uses 1o which cretonne can be put are manifold.

It lends itself to all manner of decorations and cover-

ings. With the approach of warm weather, doors are

removed and hangings are substituted m their place.

Cretonne is used extensively for this purpose. It forms,

too, an attractive window draping, and is especially

suited to furniture covering. Cushions and pillows for

Summer chairs, and a hundred other articles of outdoor

use are covered or made with this serviceable material.

With its ever-increasing use, developments in quality

and pattern were bound to follow. The rigidity of the

old figures has been softened down, and in the more ex-

pensive kinds silken effects have been produced. This,

however, is not to be commended. The striking, flam-

boyant, colored figures and floral designs are the really

attractive features of this fabric, and a blending or

mellowing of these would rather detract from their

popularity.

The early opening of the season makes the prospects

particularly bright for this class of goods. The possi-

bilities are great, and it only needs a little pushing to

tun up the sales to a record notch. The dealer should be

prepared to offer suggestions to his customers. A hint

here and a bright piece of cretonne displayed suitably

there, will often result in a sale. It is a subject that

will interest women, and they usually have time to look

at a special line which is bright and attractive. Make
the most of your opportunities. This is primarily the

housefurnisher's season. Keep these goods to the front.

A GOOD SEASON FOR CURTAINS.

WITH the season of housecleaning comes the season

of new curtains. Many a housewife will of her

own volition renovate her house and

freshen it up with some new housefurnishings.

Far more will add a curtain her or a rug

there, or a drapery some place else, if some of

these things are brought strongly to her notice. Special

displays of curtains and carpels should be made now.
Do not let a customer away without drawing her atten-

tion to some specially attractive offering you have to

make. Some you will sell to on the spot. .Many more
will get a hankering for something in your stock which
they may fight off for a while, but which they will

eventually buy. Make specially inviting windows of

housefurnishings. Advertise them strongly. There is a

harvest awaiting the man who will strenuously push

these lines.

Nottinghams.

Again we have to record a continuance of the sale of

Nottinghams. Their popularity grows apace. Some of

the Toronto stores are showing enormous stocks of this

class of curtain, and they are selling them. The tend-

ency in the patterns of lace curtains is fairly clearly de-

fined. Plain centres with simple border designs are the

prime favorites. Swiss and Brussel curtains are also

selling well.

DISPLAY YOUR LACE CURTAINS.

TOO much stress cannot be laid upon the matter of

display in selling curtains and draperies. Especially

is this true of selling lace curtains. Some time ago

we heard of a merchant who was doing a prosperous

business in a town out west, but whose lace curtain sales

were very unsatisfactory, and to his thinking there was
no apparent reason to account for the fact. He was just

about to conclude that lace curtains were an unprofitable

line when a wide-awake roadman came along, to whom
he told his trouble. The salesman asked to be shown his

line. He found that the merchandise and prices were all

right, but that the goods were not displayed. They were

all kept packed away in boxes, which were stowed away
in an out-of-the-way coiner of the stock room, and the

goods shown only when customers asked to see them.

The roadman pointed out the defect and suggested

that the merchant buy a good, practical fixture for dis-

playing lace curtains, which suggestion was promptly

adopted. The effect upon sales was immediate and very

noticeable, and to-day that merchant is an enthusiast on

the subject of lace curtains.

A merchant who does not use a modern fixture for

displaying lace curtains does not know how much his

sales would be increased thereby. If you are going to be

up-to-date you will have to buy one sooner or later-
Dry Goods Reporter.

CHINA AND GLASSWARE:
FEW drygoodsmen realize the attractiveness of a well-

kept glass and china department. If these goods

are properly displayed, and kept clean and fresh,

they will not only sell themselves, but, will help the sales

of other departments. We have but to instance the

glass vases which the wholesale dealers are show-

ing this Spring. The design of studded glass which was

just introduced last year is this season shown in white

and colored glass in very attractive designs. Where they

were shown last year they met with an instantaneous

popularity. They will undoubtedly prove good sellers

this year and should form a part of every glassware de-

partment .

Cut Glass.

The exquisite fineness of cut glass, of course, places

it far above any other kind of ware. The high price of

cut glass dishes makes it impi act it-able for most grocers

to carry a stock, but where there is any possibility of a

good trade, a few pieces could be kepi to advantage.

Imitation Cut Glass.

Imitations of cut glass are being made with line suc-

cess. The stock of such goods which is being shown in

Toronto is most attractive. It is difficult to see the

difference between a piece of this glass, which retails at

fifty or seventy-five cents, and a piece of genuine cut

glass. The color is good, the patterns closely follow the

originals, and they are of good weight. The great suc-

cess of this style of glassware during the coining Sum-
mer is assured. When a water pitcher which bears close

scrutiny when placed beside a piece of cut glass can be

purchased for seventy-live cents, it requires no foresight

to see that it is going to be on most tables during the

coming hot season. The vases are in the same class

They sparkle like the real thing, they are heavy and

«4
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Geo. H. Hees, Son& Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL

Window Shades Upholstery Goods

Curtain Poles Upholstery Sundries

Pole Trimmings Bobbinet and

Brass Goods Muslin Curtains

Lace Curtains Silk Draperies

Tapestry Curtains Burlaps andDenims

Chenille Curtains Table Covers

AN IMMENSE STOCkv TO SELECT FROM.

GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.,
LIMITED

TORONTO.
MONTREAL WAREHOUSE 20 ST. HELEN ST.
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KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have
been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
everj' piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

a

Old Bleach

Cinens
have a lustre and appearance

known to no other linens. They
drape perfectly, because they

are soft and without chemical

dressing or sticky matter. They
are particularly adapted to em-

broidery or drawn-work, warp

and woof being-

ol the same yarn.

77

Trade Mark "Old Bleach" on every yard
Bookift on the care of linens sent on request

R. H. COSBIE,

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto

White Linen Suitings
made from

solid. .Hid they have the most intricate patterns. There
are no goods in the store which will allow of such
display The customer thinks she is getting much for

her money, as, indeed, she is. Th<
I admit of a

good profil even a1 the low figure.

Novelty Bon-Bon Dishes.

Novelties in glassware which are assured of a good
sale are the line made in the shape of cluhs, diamonds,
spades, and hearts. The idea is bright, and a new thing
Of real originality is quickly picked up.

These are but samples of what is offered in fancy
lines. The artistic effects which are worked with glass
enter into all the range of dishes and vases. In the lat-

ter are seen Mime noticeably pretty things in green glass
with burnished gold ornamentation. The designs are
conventional. No less attractive are the vases of opa-
lescent glass in crystal, blue and green.

China and Crockery.

The new goods in china and crockery show an advance
over previous years. In dinner sets the most attractive
thing seen was in china, with a delicate edge of violets

or roses. As a general rule, however, the sets with a
more elahorate color scheme are the best sellers. Berry

"sets are displayed in great variety. Floral sprays and a
shaded edge form the decoration of the prettiest line. A
new line this Spring is a hureau set. It is of opal color
with hand-painted decoration, and is sold in an assort-

ment of six pieces.

A New Glass Shade.

The Cremo inverted gas burner is a novelty which
should soon hecome a necessity. Anyone who has read
with the light of an ordinary gas light, and has had to

put up with the patchwork of shadows and light which
is the necessary complement of any ordinary fixture, will

hail with pleasure the new device. By being inverted, it

is absolutely free from shadows, and it throws a light

of the radiance of an electric lamp. Its decorative ap-
pearance will commend it to those who aim at having a
pretty house. Gowans, Kent & Co. handle it.

M Z
FEATURES FOR SUMMER TRADE.
fFACTURERS could make no mistake in put-

lg a line of earthenware on the market suited

to the needs of the Summer cottager and suburban
resident. Something cheap, clean and bright-looking in

cups, saucers and plates, thai when arrayed on a back-
ground of snowy-white linen would help to produce the

proverbial Summer appetite, and no one who has lived

on a farm or spent a Summer holiday in the country can
deny that an array of china or earthenware, with sug-
gestive decoration in bright, fresh colors, goes a long

way towards producing the desired result.

This want has been admirably met in a line of earth-

enware known as "Persian" ware, especially designed for

use in Summer cottages. In decoration the old-fashioned

floral design, in bright blues, greens and reds, is utilized

on a white background, combining to produce an effect

which is the prettiest the writer has \et seen in this

style of goods. "Persian" ware comes in three sizes of

plates, cups and saucers, oatmeal howls, in addition to

three other si/es of howls and fruit saucers. The cups

and saucers retail at $1 per do/en, the other lines are

correspondingly cheap, so cheap and such good value in

fact that no one should he without them.

\mong novelties of the season in dinnerware are the

"Dainty" and "Baltic" patterns, the former in "flown

blue" being especialh attractive. English designs in

odd pieces of earthenware, such as teapots, cream and
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WALL PAPERS

The WATSON-FOSTER C2Limited
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sugai bowls, etc., known as the "Toby" pattern, are

also popular in regulai and miniature sizes. The usual

variety in lobster cabarets, pudding sets, decorated Bo

liemian and irridesccnl glass, china ash and pin trays,

are also seen, while in Vustrian cul glass a new line of

soda jugs is taking well among the liigher-class trade

In earthenware, one of the fads of the season is the "110

Japan" decoration, the "Tom anil Jerry" punch bowl

sets 111 china, consisting of bowl and 12 mugs, being

equally popular. Umbrella stands, steins and odd figures

in Flemish stoneware, are also in unusually attractive

variety tins season.

NEW MANAGEMENT FOR McELROY CO.

OWING to the pressure of other business interests,

Charles ('. Van Norman is ceasing to take an active

part in the management of the McElroy Mfg. Co., and

Richard A. Xtapells, who has been introducing the

"Royal" brand of garments east of Toronto, is now-

taking the place of acting manager.

The change in management will mean no change in

policy, and as heretofore, no pains or expense will he

spared in the endeavor to secure the perfect fit and finish

of all garments distinguished by the trade mark "Roy-

al." This firm has recently strengthened its manu-

facturing staff by the acquisition of a high-class New

York designer, and his latest ideas and creations are

being embodied in their sample line for Fall.

The Kennedy Cap Co. is the name of a new firm of

manufacturers of fine cloth hats and caps, 523 St. Paul

street, Montreal. The proprietor, Mr. P. Kennedy, was

formerly with the Waldron Drouin Co., where he has had

thorough experience in this line of goods.

HOW TO SELL 6-4 WINTER-WEIGHT DRESS GOODS
ALL SUMMER.

The lines th.it are best adapted for retailing in the

manner described are 54-inch union meltons, mixed

tweeds and homespuns in the coarser makes A good

retail head will pick up from slock odd ends that will

wort up into 27-inch stuff for hoys' knickers and two-

piece blouse suits. The Davys ami blacks will sell for

railroaders' shirts, and any class of trade demanding a

good heavy shirt. To make 27-incb stuff take a good

pali of tailor's shears and split up the double, marking

the line one-half the original price. This has been well

tried and has proven a good way to move heavy dress

goods that were, very slow, without any loss to th(

tailer.

A JOBBER USES WINDOW DISPLAYS-

AMOVE which has long been regarded as revolution-

ary and highly progressive has been found profit-

able by Kyle, Cbeeshrough A: Co., Montreal. Their

stately and handsome warehouse, St. Peter street.

affords ample opportunity in its two large architectural

front windows for the display of merchandise, and it is

to the credit of this firm that for many years more or

less interest has been taken in making these attractive.

During last month a display of wash goods, lace collars,

and sequin robes was made. Undoubtedly house trade

is attracted by this method, and as this warehouse is in

the centre of the wholesale district the displays are

witnessed by numerous buyers. The success of this firm

in window displays opens up the question whether it is

not a likely possibility for jobbers in the future. If re-

tailers can attract business by window displays, why not

jobbers in some degree ?

t

DELIGHTED I

Is but a feeble expression of the feeling of those who have had samples of our new line of

Pillows «»d Cushions
"Nothing like them has ever been offered us," is what one of the largest buyers in Canada

said regarding them.

" Keep up your present standard of quality, and you will have no difficulty in

keeping American goods out of Canada," was the remark made by another.

SEND FOR SAMPLE ORDER

Also Comforters, Wire and Felt Mattresses.

EVERY LINE A SPECIALTY.

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited

40-42 Melinda St., Toronto. 524-530 Sussex St., Ottawa.
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(jQmtted)
F*

"LION BRAND"
HEADQUARTERS

IMONTREAL

ALL LINES BALBRIGGAN UNDERWEAR NOW IN STOCK TO RETAIL
EOR 25c, 35c, 45c, 50c, 75c, $1.00

StocK of

Men's Hose

Everything
in

tHis line on
Hand

BALS
to retail for

Don't fail to

see o\ir

Negligee SKirt

50c\ N°-S85

"KING 99

NATURAL WOOL " UNSHRINKABLE " SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
All sizes from 34/32 to 46 44

RETAILED AT - - - $1.50
26 ST. HELEN

and 1826 Notre Dame Streets

MONTREAL
69
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GOOD BUYING ESSENTIAL.

ALTHOl (ill mosl drygoodsmen would say that

Hit- i t-iil 1 \ important tiling in the store is

good salesmanship, there is one thing which

takes precedence ovei it. Correct buying is

an absolute essential. There is nothing which

will compensate a man for injudicious buying. He may
sell lus goods well, hut at the best he is losing a good

pari of his profit. If he sells at a reasonable profit, then

he is charging his customers a percentage more than he

would need to if he had bought more carefully. His cus-

tomers will soon find this out, and his neighbor will

gradually get the business. If he does not charge in

proportion to the cost, but the same as his rival, then

he himself loses the profit. Whichever end of the dilem-

ma he seizes he is equalh ruined.

Quality Must Be Considered.

Many merchants who do their own buying never look

beyond the absolute cost. Cost is always relative. An
unsalable article is dear no mailer how small the price.

In buying a man must, first of all, decide what will sell,

not in any general way, but in his town and among his

customers. When he has made this decision, it then re-

mains for him to get those goods at the most favorable

terms.

The task set before' the buyer is easy, yet difficult.

ll is easy if one considers the range of goods which are

now being offered. Anv drygoodsman can get his wants
satisfied from the wholesale houses. Whether in staples

in novelties there is no end of variety from which to

pick. It is this very abundance which supplies the chiel

difficulty. So many desirable things are brought to his

attention every day, that the keenest judgment is con-

stantly required to select, not what is good, but what is

best.

Fair Consideration Necessary.

Most men are influenced by the travelers who repre-

sent houses. Xo drygoodsman deliberately turns down a

superior proposition merely because he dislikes the sales-

man. Hul his friendship for one man, and his tolerance,

at the best, for another, frequently causes the sale to go

lo the former, when his bet lei judgmenl would show him
Hi. 1 1 I he latter 's offer was preferable. There can be no

greater mistake I hat; this. When it comes to buying
goods, the business man cannot afford to he a sentiment-

alist. He has to look al i he goods alone, uninfluenced

by the man who sells them. A feeling of dislike and

crustiness works both ways. If a retailer treats a trav-

elei wilh scant courtesy, and lets his prejudices he seen,

it is ,i certaintj thai the good things in his line will be

shown first to the man across the street. There are

lieqiient lit He favors which a traveler can show, and it

i poor business to throw away these advantages on ac

count of some pel i \ pi ejudice.

Inspect the Samples.

The buyer, with Ins inaiix other duties, is usuallv .i

bu j iii.in lie should nevei be so busy, however, that

he cannot look al new goods. In the liisl place ll keeps

him up-to-date and bright. Moreover, in- will get the

best possible business proposition, and may find in the

most unpromising lines something that will just fill a

need in his stock. Above all the good buyer will deal

fairly wilh his wholesale houses and their representa-

tives. He will recognize the value of goods, and he

will know that if he forces the price below a fair valua-
tion il will be made up against him some way. By be-

ing fair and straightforward with his wholesale house lie

can look for similar treatment from them, and he gets it.

Are you expecting loo much ? Remember that if the

clerk is in all respects Al, the possibilities are ten to

one that he will remain a clerk a very short time. Also
remember that the best help will not stand to he "jumped
upon" constantly, and that if you are given to that sort

of thing you are paying a high price for a very poor
kind of satisfaction. It forces you to get along with
poor clerks, which compels frequent changes, creates a

dissatisfaction among your customers, who prefer to

Hade with acquaintances and do not care to stand wait-
ing while the new clerk familiarizes himself with ynui

stock.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT.
RECENTLY a representative of The Review had oc-

casion to \isit retail stores in many sections of

the country. Some of these stores presented a fine

appearance, while others showed no regard whatever for

order and system. Dirty windows, dirty showcases, and

dust over everything is not a good imitation of thrift.

Remnants piled up in heaps is something one should not

find in a store when a manager knows the tricks of his

Hade. On calling al tent ion to thi.s fact in a certain

store i he retailer drew the conclusion that it is a good
advertisement to have goods piled up in heaps to make a

lug show. If such ideas lead to this practice the sooner

retailers disabuse themselves of them the better it will

he tor their business. A few of 1 he stores visited indi-

cated slocks loo large for the room, while in a few

others the goods were piled up in front in every con-

ceivable manner, leaving considerable wasted space

What excuse could be found for piling everything heed-

lessly towards the front ?

CLEANLINESS INDISPENSABLE.

IN
our travels we noticed more than one store where

cleanliness was not a desideratum. Xo man can hope

to keep p. ice wilh modern ideas governing store

management who plods Ins way through dirt and dust,

day by day, unconscious of his untidy surroundings. It

only needs a little extra energy and but slight expense

in remedy a lew glaring detects. Cleanliness is indis-

pensable. 'The shop should be a model of neatness, the

goods should be in order, the persona] appearance of the

proprietor should be neal. and salesmen should nevei be

permitted (as we often notice) in dofl their coats dur-

ing business hours It pavs lo be polite, neat and gen-

I lemaiilv cv el v w lin r
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PILLOWS CUSHIONS COMFORTERS
4*PURITAN BRAND

Our Own Manufacture Fully Guaranteed

We replace any article that does not give satisfaction

RE

TRAD&l

Our

Cotton Comforters
Prices from $11.00 to

$45.00 per dozen.

Our Wool Comforters
We recommend our
No. A 6 X, 72x72 al

$34.50 per dozen.

Our

Down Comforters

Our prices range from
$3.25 to $20.50 each.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST.

Coverings
Write for samples, giv-

ing size and price

wanted.

MARK

ittf^SnTwHITE^QSon Batting, made in OUR OWN FACTORY.Are filled whWpi
We therefore KNOW and aaMirantee our filling to he free from all impurities

and dead matter. No t^^nt would knowingly purchase rags of uncertain

origin nor take into lffs store what might breed disease. Yet that is what he

takes chances on when he buys the ordinary, every-day comforter.

When buying comforters examine the filling

Are filled with the finest white Lamb's Wool, thoroughly scoured, carded in

OUR OWN FACTORY, entirely free from that oily smell usually an objection in

wool comforters, which otherwise are so light and lofty. OURS ARE LIKE
EIDER DOWN.

Three important points—THE COVERING, THE DOWN and THE MAKING.
Our coverings are selected with great care. Even the best down will escape

through any but the finest and closest cloth. There are many grades of so-called

"down-proof" sateens. We buy nothing we cannot guarantee. Sometimes the

cloth is right, but the down used is a mixture of good down and what is known
as manufactured down. No cloth ever made will hold low-grade downs. Our
customers have the assurance that we use no filling that is not RIGHT. Any-

thing else brings sorrow and disappointment. The making of Down Comforters

is of equal importance with covering or filling. We have special machines made
for ourselves which, with expert operatives, enable us to turn out the best goods

in the trade.

We are the only manufacturers who send a buyer regularly to Great Britain.

Our designs are exclusive, and we show an endless variety in all grades.

It costs no more to produce artistic effects, and we give close attention to this

feature of our business.

Pillows, Cushions
and

Muff Beds

We use fillings that will do us credit. Whether vegetable silk, leathers, or

down, all are thoroughly renovated by our own process, and carry our guarantee.

We have tons of feathers on hand at all times and can take care of any order

large or small, and ship on a day's notice. Manufacturing furriers know the

merits of our muff beds, and that branch of our business is of great importance.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

Oor. Front and Bay Sti

LIMITED

TORONTO
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TEL.Y R£ LAND UNSHRINKABLE

UNDE RWEAR.

April, 1905

'A

£lLDON

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Others J

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

EILDON
IS IN MANY

—HANDS-
BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SIYLE.

EILDON
OUR LEADING LINE

Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Makers

:

FACTORY: HAWICK. N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE
Montreal Reprcsent*tivei Vancouver Representative -. Toronto Representative!

J. l_. WOODS, J. O. F>OTTS A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
214- COR1ST1NE BUILDING MANCHESTER "BUILDING

AU3TRALIA SOUTH AFRICA PARI8
PATTERSON & RUHFUS,

Fllndere Lane. MEIJHMTRNE
Wvnyard Street, SYDNEY.

G I DOWELL,
JOHANNESmTRO r ,\rF. TOWN

EGYPT
MAODONALD & CO , CAIRO

COHADE.
CONSTANTINOPLE

G. STRATI.
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

SPRING DELIVERIES.

MARCH opened with somewhat genial Spring

weather, but this was not slated for con-

tinuance, and the month has gone on record

in nearly all branches of the trade as a dull

one. While deliveries are going forward

rapidly to retailers, many buyers have not yet covered on

Spring underwear, and jobbers who at this early date

might look for duplicates are consequently disappointed.

The market still continues strong, and concessions are

few and far between. Retailers generally carried over

from last year large lots of underwear, and buying has

not been heavy.

On the other band, deliveries from mill to jobber are

another matter, and good reports are heard from that

division. Deliveries are better than one year ago, as it

is naively hinted mills are not overcrowded with orders.

The slow advent of seasonable temperature will tend to

check deliveries of Summer knit goods, and there will be

enough of Summer stuff this year for all wants.

Few Novelties.

While novelties in the way of staple underwear are

few, as manufacturers seem to have reached the limit in

style productions, specialties obtained from the various

houses in the trade, which The Review will be glad to

furnish upon application, are profitable property for re-

tailing. Their sale does not continuously depend upon

seasonable conditions. They are wanted by the younger

element in every town and city for outing purposes and

athletic pastimes. Once a reputation is established in

this line a nice business can be done.

A recent introduction for Spring is a full-fashioned

snow-white silk and wool men's shirt. Naturally this

garment has no rough seams, and retains all the original

virtues of the wool, and is soft and elastic, retaining

such till the garment is worn out. This is a high-class

gauze garment, which is meeting with favor. Another
knitted novelty is a combination wool bathing suit. It

is elastic and sheds water readily, and is not killed with

dye. It comes in solid colors, trimmed at legs and

sleeves with various shades.

Heavy Underwear Well Sold.

The prolonged Winter has had the effect of promoting
active business in retailers' stocks, of heavy-weight goods,

and they have been cleared more thoroughly than in

many seasons, without undue price inducements. In this

particular, the slate of trade is much better than if

weather conditions had been milder.

Fall Purchasing.

While retailers are diffident concerning Spring pur-

chases, there is continued strength shown in the market
for Fall, and salesmen arc sending in nice orders. Lines

in which cotton enters are not eagerly purchased, but
wool goods are in strong demand, as there is a feeling

that it is best to cover now to ensure good varieties.

The situation on cotton fleeces remains unchanged. The
$4.65 lines are well sold, and the $-1.80 line remains un-

changed. The opinion is still expressed that if cotton top

shirts for immediate delivery at $3.50 are available at

$2.80 for next Fall, fleeces must follow this lead in time.

There are no price changes to record; wool goods con-

tinue very firm. A good deal of American underwear is

finding its way into this market.

Higher Prices Mean Better Profits.

The continued upward tendency of woolen underwear
has a silver lining to the apparent cloud, even if $6 has
to be paid for former $4.50 lines. Instead of 50c being
the popular price at retail, 75c is now the accepted one.

If the retailer is fortunate enough to secure a 75c gar-
ment at $6 a dozen, he clearly makes 25c per garment,
while in buying the 50c garment for $4.50 the profit was
only 12Jc per garment, and sales were not more numer-
ous.

Linen-mesh underwear suits reveal the fact that early
predictions in regard to their ultimate popularity are be-

ing verified. Prices to the Canadian trade remain un-
changed, notwithstanding advances in raw material.

Spring Hosiery Exhibits.

Spring hosiery exhibits are made up of something of

everything known to the trade for the past two seasons.

So wide is the range of fancy hosiery offered to-day re-

tailers who cannot keep a large assortment in stock must
pick their goods carefully. Besides this there are many
novelties which must be watched and snapped up eagerly.

-

High-class retailers report tans, greens, violets and blues
as good sellers in ladies' hosiery. Plaids are noticed in

small check styles in many good establishments.

Embroidered hose are classed as staples in men's
hose. Tans in various shades, slates, greens, and blues
compose the solid colors.

Recent reports from the Chemnitz hosiery market ad-
vise a busy trade, with importers clamoring for delivery
for goods on back order. Prices show no change. Buy-
ers do not attempt to lower rates.

Knit Gloves.

The marked progress made in sales of men's knit
gloves during the Winter has stimulated business for the
next season. The success of wool gloves is now an
assured fact, and they maintain a strong position for
fine trade. Plain colors and quiet mixtures are the best
sellers.

LISLE AND COTTON HOSE.

RKPKAT orders on lisle-thread and cotton hosiery
are now coming to hand. They are all calling for

tans. This term covers every shade from cham-
pagne to seal brown, and these are sure to be a great
feature of both the Spring and Summer trade. Tan
boots and shoes are sure of a great vogue, and the
stocking worn will have to be to match. Gray, also,

particularly in the higher grades, will sell, for shoes of

gray suede are also included in shoe lines.

Dame Fashion says that hose and shoes must match
the gown, and though this will have a certain amount
of reflex influence on popular lines, it is only the high-

class trades that will feel its full influence. There will
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BRANTFOflD HOSIERY. .'COMPANY
.. .• RATED __

TAi/'s " Trade-Mark " on

HOSIERY
is a guarantee that goods are right.

'X MADE IN

J COTTON, LISLE and CASHMERE
(
4-; IN ALL

S/ZES and STYLES
The best Hosiery " Made in Canada" to day.

SAMPLES FORWARDED ON REQUEST.

f> —

The Brantford Hosiery Co.
BRANTFORD, CANADA.

S
<I>

1 1

WAKE UP
and see What's Doing
in the Underwear Business

THE TIGER BRAND

TIGER BRAND..

UNDERWEAR
is the realization of an ideal

Wear it and Prove it

MANUFACTURED BY

The Gait Knitting Co.,
GALT, - - ONT. LIMITED

be more variety and color showing in the hosiery de-

partment than is usually the case. While will be very

generallj worn in the heated season, and white hose and

white shoes will lie the usual combination. Black, of

course, is staple, and always maintains the leading place.

For the present the call is for drop-stitch forming

narrow and medium stupes and doited with white or

eir,mi pin spots. Small, neat patterns in embroidered

effects are selling freely. Clocks arc also in evidence

The demand for lace varieties is not great at present

hut is sure to develop largely with the advent of wanner
weather.

THE FALL TRADE.

TRAVELERS are on the road with samples of wool

and cashmere hose for the Fall trade, and, while

orders are being given freely, the advancing condi-

tions of the wool market are having little or no influence

on the size and volume of the orders that are now being

placed. These are just large enough to cover require-

ments, as Hie retailer finds that the jobber always inan-

ages to protect his customers. The retailer seldom feels

the full effect of the extremes of the market.

KNITTED UNDERWEAR DIMENSIONS.

FOR the protection of buyers and for use as a reference

the subjoined scales of measurement for men's and

women's undersuits are presented. They are accepted

as anatomically exact in the trade.

Women's Underwear.

FLAT VESTS.

Size 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

Bust 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
Length 27 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32
Sleeve, long 17 17 18 18 19 19 19 20 20

Sleeve, short 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7

FLAT DRAWERS.
Size 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

Waist 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

Bodv, front rise 13 14 15 15 16 16 16 17 17

Body, back rise 16 17 18 18 19 19 19 20 20

I nseam, ankle drawers 23 24 25 25 26 26 "-'7 27 '27

Insearn, knee drawers 14 15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18

Si/.e

RIBBED VEsTs (SHAPED).

2 3 s

Bu.t 32 34 36 38 40 42 44

Length 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Wid h 12 12 13 14 15 16 17

Sleeve, 1 >ng 18 19 19 20 20 21 21

sleeve, short 5 5 5 6 6 7 7

Size

1 AND 1 R1BHED DRAWERS.

2 3

Waist, open back 32 34 36 3* 40 42 44

Waist, side band 24

Body, front rise

Body, back rise

I nsram, ankle drawers 23

Inscam, knee drawers 14 15 15 16 10 17 Is

14 1

16 1

26 28 30 32 34 96
16 16 17 IS V.i

18 18 19 2D 21

24 25 20 26 27

•_' AND 2 RIBBED VESTS.

Size

Bust
Length ....

Wi tb • ••
Sl«eve, long
Sleeve, short

•J \ \ 1 > "J RIBBED DRAWERS.

Si/e

34
:!-'

36
34

38
36

40

30 38
8 9 10 11 12

18 19 20 21 •_"J

5 6 6 7

•> 3 4 5 6

WaUt, open back 32 B4 36 38 4'

Waist, side band 24 26 28 30 9i

Hodv front rise 14 16 16 Hi '•

Body, back rise 16 17 18 18 19

[nseam, ankle drawers 23 24 25 26 2^

Inseam, knee drawers 14 15 15 16 17
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Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace anv garment of

e

C i 9J

UNDERWEAR
that shrinks. It is absolutely unshrinkable.
This brand will please the most particular cus-

tomers. It is so different from other kinds. It is

full-fashioned and perfect-fitting—is soft as velvet

— lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior to

imported goods. It is made in India Gauze,

medium and heavy weights, Silk and Wool,
Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino. Every gar-

ment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Ribbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905, are

up to-date. New Lines, New Trimmings.

Our Representative will call on you shortly.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the

best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling — uniform prices throughout
the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

Price List and full particulars as to terms, etc

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY,
LIMITED

3206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

The Stratford
Knitting Co#, L,m,ted

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

K^F-

BEAVER

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
For Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex. N.B

75
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^IftER N,

PURE WOOL.

Cartwrigbt $ UJarncrs
LIMITED.

LougHborougH, England.

Manufacturirs of m^

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing

to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND j£J&
a*i

We respectfully ask you to see the same before placing for Fall l'.MJft.

Prompt Dellverlei. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Eve>y Pair Warranted.

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO,
J E LEWITT. Manager. Esfdistfi QODERICH, ONT.

SKI.UNO AUKNTN :

McCLUNO & Hl.'KNS, A. L. GILPIN, WHITES WILSON,
117 Wellington 8t W. 22 Victoria Ch mbere. St. Stephen, N.B.. .

Toronto, Ont. 232 MoQUlSt., Montreal, Que. For Maritime Province*.

OERHARDT, HANLEY & Ma. kay, Boi 367, Winnipeg
For Manitoba, N W.T, and liritiiihColumliia.

Size

RIIIIIED UNION Sills.

1 3 4

Bust 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
Trunk 25 27 29 31 33 34 33
Inseam, ankle length 25 26 27 27 28 28 SB
I nseam, knee length 14 15 16 16 17 17 17
Sleeve, long 17
Sleeve, short 5

18 I'.t 20 20 21

5 6 6 7
— Kconomist.

Men's Underwear.

I LAI SHIRTS.

Size . 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

Chest 34 36 38 40 42 44 46
Length 30 31 31 32 32 33 33
Sleeve, long 19 19 20 20 21 21 9
Sleeve, short 8 8 8 9 9 9 9

Size

I LAT DRAWERS.

28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

Waist 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
Body, front rise 14 14 15 15 16 16 17 17
Body, back rise 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19
Inseam, ankle drawers 27 28 29 29 30 30 31 31
Inseam, knee drawers.... 15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18

RIIiKED SHIRTS.

Size .34 36 38 40 42 44

Chest 34 36 38 40 42 44
Length 31 32 33 34 35 36
Sleeve, long 19 20 20 21 21 22
Sleeve, short 6 6 6 7 7 7

Size

R1UBEL) DRAWERS.

30 32 34 36 38 40 42

Waist 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
Body, front rise 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Body, back rise 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Inseam 29 29 30 30 31 31 32

RIBHED I NION SLITS.

Size 34 36 38 40 42 44

Chest 34 36 38 40 42 44
Trunk 29 31 33 35 37 39
Inseam 30 30 31 31 32 32
Sleeve, long 19 20 20 21 21 22

Sleeve, short 6 6 6 7 7 7

—The HaLerdasher.

GOLFERS.

ORDERS for golfers and sweaters for ladies' wear are

being placed freely, as these garments find a ready

sale in practically all seasons of the year. The fact

thai for the last two seasons the demand has exceeded

the supply, and desirable lines have been difficult to pick

up, is affording a decided stimulus to the activity of

buyers. To this may be added the situation at present

of raw wool. Spinners claim that they are not receiving

commensurate prices, and the moderate advances asked,

when the new samples were put on the market, will prob-

ably give way to a decided advance when repeal orders

have to be considered.

Ladies' Golfers.

In ladies' golfers, the most radical change is in the

sleeve, and the old bishop has given way to moderate-

sized agigot or leg-0'-mutton type. There are various

styles of collars and revers, and the trade seems to be

taking kindly to those styles that show a collar and

CUB'S of contrasting color.- Brass buttons, either blight

or clouded, are seen on the deeper colors, but pearl is

almost universal on white. Sweaters, the newest ol

which open 1 or 5 inches in front and are laced up with

a silk cord, are very popular with the more youthful

element ami for children's wear. They will be used for

boating golf, etc.. and are particular!] favored for skat-

76
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S!«m

UNDERWEAR THAT WILL WEAR

'IBSf*
•?/'

Our Travellers are now calling on the Retail Trade with a full range of

Fall Samples of Ribbed-Knit Underwear for Ladies, Men and Children.

The Watson Manufacturing Co.,
PARIS, ONTARIO

Limited

17
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S. Lennard
£» Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLlNd AOENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Did it ever occur
to you

THAT UNDERWEAR HAS
CHARACTER same as people

HEMCK
has a distinct individuality

and the more you get to know it, the more will you admire it,

and appreciate its sterling qualities.

Whether WOOL, SILK and WOOL, or SILK, there

is an excellence of quality in every garment, that

generates satisfaction, and establishes lasting

confidence.

SHIRTS, DRAWERS AND
COMBINATIONS, ETC.

JAMES HENDERSON & CO
Canadian Agent.

T. H. FORLOPIO,

388 St. Paul St., Montraal.

HAWICK, Scotland.

ing in the Wintei season. Willi these swea

Logue to match.

Norfolk Jackets.

Another knitted garmenl that is popular with misses

and children is the Norfolk jacket. Children's lines arc

more than usuall) complete, ami there are some cute

little sweaters I'm the little tots.

The knitted kimoiia is a new comer, but it is one that

is receiving a good welcome. It is so handsome a gar-

ment, and so cosy and comfortable in appearance, that

it is sure to he a strong seller. It differs little or none

from the accepted kimoiia shape, and has as trimming

.1 holder of knitted silk, either in self or contrasting

coloi

.

FABRIC GLOVES.

FABRIC gloves of col ton. iisle and silk, are beginning

to make their appearance on Hie glove counters in

the retail stores, and given a little fine weather.

will begin to move out. Medium lengths are what are

called for by the popular trade, though, owing to the

fancy for § and elbow sleeves, there will be a demand

in the better trade for elbow lengths.

The glove with two dome fasteners is very muck liked.

The domes are of hone or celluloid in dull finish to

match the color of the glove; pearl is also used on white.

White, as usual, occupies the first selling place, and I

is a fair inquiry for cream. Champagne is also called

for and tans are well taken. Gray is included in color

lines and black occupies iis usual staple position.

HOW I FOUND PESCO.

An extremely attractive, well-illustrated and inter-

esting booklet after this title has found its way to The

Review from Peter Scott & Co., Limited, Hawick, Scot-

land. It is a lady's account of a famous industry, and is

written in a natural style. The information concerning

underwear is worth perusal. If by chance any retailer

has not received a copy, same can be had by applying to

their Canadian agents, Switzer & Hawksvvorth, 207 -

.lames street, Montreal, or A. D. .McDonald, McTntyre

block, Winnipeg.

REWARD OF MERIT.

COMPETITION NO. 12 of The St. Nicholas Magazine,

results of which have jusl been announced, opens a

new era in the advertising world. This last compe-

1 11 inn was based on the ability of the young St. Nicholas

leaders to understand advertisements as published. The

quest inns ranged over the whole field of magazine adver-

t ising.

As an example of the aptitude of the readers, the set

Of answers which won lirst prize included the following :

Q.—What clothing is most healthful ?

A.—That which permits the insensible perspiration to

pass oil, yet does not allow the skin 10 he easily chilled.

(Accompanying this was an advertisement of Dr. Deimel'i

Linen-mesh Underwear). This advertisement \\

specific value to the famous Deimel underwear.

of

A PROGRESSIVE KNITTING COMPANY.

rpHE CLINTON KNITTING COMPANY are to be

incorporated .is a joint stock concern.

with a capital of $25,000. This Spring

thev will erect a handsome new factory.

which will be fitted with about 60 knitting machines. The

company have hitherto been manufacturing only ribbed

hosiery, but when their new factory is running they will

also make the plain hosiery. They will put in an up-to-

date dye plant for lisleing ami oxidizing Worsted hosi-

78
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f BRITISH AND BEST )THE I J

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anvwhere near it."

Asl your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.
UNSHRINKABLE

THE heavy storms have somewhat

delayed our travellers in reaching

you to show the new samples of

STANFIELD'S
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

STANFIELD'S
"TRURD-KNIT" UNDERWEAR

but even though they are late in taking

orders, we guarantee delivery in ample

time for Fall and Winter business.

TRURO KNITTING MILLS GO., LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

.»..*..*..*..*..

RETURNED
PR 7 190* See That Needle ?

It makes the difference. In knitting

the garment it gives an elasticity pos-

sible by no other means.

[I I IP SPRING NEEDLE

LLLlU UNSHRINKABLE

fits perfectly because of this elasticity.

The wearer appreciates this the instant

he dons a garment.

The dealer who gives prominence to Ellis

Spring Needle Underwear will get a

hold upon men's trade that is steadfast.

Two-piece and Union Suits, all

weights, Spring, Summer, Winter

This garment will spring back into place

when let go.

We are sole makers of Spring Needle

Ribbed Underwear in Canada.

THE ELLIS MANFG. CO.,

HAMILTON

DIGNUM & MONYPENNY, agents, TORONTO

Trade Mark

THE.

\g}Mb R'BBED,
,5Y* UNSHRINKABLE3-~ -r {

,..»..;
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H.s^rr"<v-Agency

60 Yonge St., Toronto.
Representing the following Leading Manufacturers :

S. Lennard & Sons,
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Crescent /J
Brand w

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Clinton

Knitting
Company,

Limited

CLINTON, ONT.
Manufacturers of

RIBBED WORSTED HOSIERY

Avon Hosiery, Limited

STRATFORD, ONT.
(Stratford on the Avon.)

Manufacturers of

Ribbed Worsted and Saxony Hose
and Half Hose,

FANCY KNITTED TOQUES.

Knitted Mitts and Gloves
for Girls, Boys, Women and Men.

Coupe Manufacturing
^^f\ Limited
\SU., DUNNVILLE, ONT.
Manufacturers of

Boys', Youths', Men's, Misses,
and Women's

RIBBED SWEATERS,
Also DOUBLE WORSTED TOQUES.

Late IMPERIAL KNITTING COMPANY.

Queen's Knitting Co.,
DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Manufacturers of

LADIES' GOLF JACKETS,

MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS,
MEN'S GOLF COATS.

J. M. Eisenstuck,
CHEMNITZ,

SAXONY.
Manufacturer of

Women's, Children's and Men's

COTTON, LISLE and SILK HOSIERY

of all descriptions.

Soliciting a continuance

of your esteemed orders,

we are, yours truly,
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ery will receive more of their attention than in the pasl

.

It is believed the trade will find the same satisfaction

with these additional lines as they have found with the

company's well-known ribbed hosiery.

HANDICRAFTS' EXHIBITION.

Last month the excellent specimens of weaving ex-

hibited at the Canadian Handicraft's Exhibition, Mont-

real, elicited much praise. Charlevoix weavers, due to

Hie vegetable dyes used, carried oft the majority of prizes.

Nova Scotia, Quebec, and Prince Edward Island, all won
prizes.

AN EXTENDED TOUR.

Mr. Francis Deimel, manager of the Montreal branch
of the Dr. Deimel linen-mesh underwear, is making an
extended inspection tour of the various branches of this

concern. He will be absent from Montreal for nearly two
months, and will visit various centres of England, France
and Germany.

CORSETS

Rl
ETAILING has started in earnest in the corset

departments, for women generally are alive to

the fact that there are notable differences from

the old models in the new Spring styles, and

as a preliminary step to buying her Spring out-

fit she is providing herself with one of the new models in

corsets. Let a buyer compare a fashion sheet for last

Spring with one for the season that has so recently

arrived, and he will see for himself the. progress in popu-

larity made by the fitting bodice. These bodices, which

throw into prominence every curve and outline of a

woman's figure, call for exact corseting, and unless this

point is properly attended to it is utterly impossible for

the dressmaker to give the correct lines and set either

to bodice or skirt. So for her own sake the dressmaker

is in league with the corset manufacturer.

The acceptance of the new shapes has been instan-

taneous. Comfort as well as style has been generously

considered. Though the first models with the high bust

effect were hardly a success, manufacturers have so

modified this feature that all objectionable details have

been eliminated. This style is a sine qua non with the

clearly outlined figure, and so is an accepted detail of

the new corset. Where di&comlort is experienced the

cause of the trouble will in most cases be found to be

that the proper corset style for the figure, has not been

chosen.

Later than the high bust comes the deep back, and

the latest and most successful shapes are of about equal

height both above and below the waist. This is a par-

ticularly good corset for a full figure.

The rounded waist has been so much described that

all are familiar with its features, but there is another
result of the snug fit that has been little commented on,

and yet it is a very important point, and one that is

very obvious when once it is pointed out. This point is

that in the new model the number of bones have to be

increased, as it will be found that the close tit at the

waist, and the tight clasp at the back, will make the

side-bones spring sharply into the figure. This will re-

sult, if the spaces between the bones are too far apart,
in an unsightly bulging out of the soft flesh between. In

a corset with this defect the fullness of the hips will be
very perceptably and unwelcomingly accentuated. The
reduction and control of the hips is just as much aimed
at in the new corset as ever, and this end has by no
means been lost sight of.

Speaking generally, there is a good deal of room for
education of customers in corset lines. With the rapid
development of trade in Canada and the added pros-
perity, has come a corresponding advance in the style of
living, and as in other lines of dry goods, if properly put
before the customer, there should be no difficultv ex-

Derienced in selling a better grade corset. Women are
buying very much better dress materials, expensive furs,
laces, millinery, etc., but have not made much change in

the price they pay for their corsets, and it is not be-
cause they cannot afford it, either.

The present is a particularly good time for starting
a campaign of this sort, for women have been well pre-
pared by numerous fashion articles and a good deal of
attention is at present centred on corsets. The appeal
can be strongly made to the natural vanity of the sex.
Every woman desires to improve her figure, and the
slightest appeal on these lines, if properly made, is sure
of a hearing and testing. Now the foundation of a good
figure from a fashion standpoint, lies wholly in the
corset. The cheap corset might pass muster when the
loose-fitting blouse was so much in evidence, but a dif-
ferent condition must be faced now. Women are mighty
quick to catch these points, and the time has come when
the retailer can easily introduce to his customers better
and much higher-priced goods. Not that there exists any
intention to depreciate inexpensive styles. If made by a
reliable maker the fit and finish are wonderfully good.
But for obvious reasons they cannot give the satisfaction
of better grades.

Among the later devices for giving the accepted round
waist is one with a belt effect, This belt begins almost
at the back of the corset, and curves round the form
until a point just below the breast gore is reached. Then
it ceases to be a part of the corset, and is continued as
a strap, from which the suspender is attached. The pull
on this contributes very materially to the snug fit of the
corset at the waist, This same model is also so con-
trived that the bust is completely enclosed, but without
lifting it or in any way destroying the natural curves of
Hie figure.

Fitting Corsets.

Mr. Merchant, did you ever try having an expert
corset-fitter spend a week in your store ? And have you
a tit ting-room for her use or for the use of your selling
staff? Don't be offended at the question, for the store
that claims to be the most "up-to-date," and that has
without a doubt the best store system in the Dominion,
and perhaps on this continent, has only one. Fitting
corsets is just as necessary as fitting shoes, and if gen-
erally practised will introduce the sale of a higher grade
of corsets as nothing else will. Merchants are always
on the look out for new means of attracting customers
to their stores, and should make a trial of this, though
in some places the idea is so new that to get the proper
results a return engagement should be planned. The
fitter should also be induced to give a lecture and demon-
stration to the salespeople in the corset and ready-to-
wear departments.
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Fancy White Goods

Special Purchase

RETURNED
APR 20 190 J

Our buyer, now in Manchester, secured a large quantity of the latest productions in

White Mercerized Cottons. Besides being most desirable novelties, the value sur-

passes anything we have ever shown, and we would like our friends to write for

samples or allow us to make a selection for them, with the understanding (usual in

such cases), that the goods be returned if not satisfactory. Prices run from 11 J^ to

2-2'A cents.

Dress Goods

Depart-

ment
Mohairs are
in demand
and scarce.

Our resident

buyer has
picked up a

few plains

and fancies,

which will go

off qu i ck ly.

Samples
on appl i ca-

tion. Cream,

Brown, Navy, and

Myrtle are the colors

Flannelette

We are pleas-

ed to state

that we have

secured for

autumn trade

another lot of

un tearable

flannelette to

sell at the old

price, lOctS.

Owing to cot-

ton condi-

tions we were

obliged to drop this

line last season.

To keep

stock

assorted

at all

times

We have opened London offices on the ground floor ot 3, 4 and ."> Carey Lane,

with packing and shipping facilities. Mr. G. M. Cox, who has been with us for

the past four years, is in charge. Mr. Cox has a thorough knowledge of the

requirements of our business, and we expect to derive great benefit from his resi-

dence in London.

Our five department buyers will cross the ocean each season as usual. Mr.

Cox will devote his time to purchasing and rushing out by fast steamer such

lines as our stock may stand in need of.

RETURN
rVPR 20 19( GORDON.MAGKrfY&fr£
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AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada, Great Britain and United States, - $2 a year.
Other Countries, $3 a year.
Single Copies, 20 cents.

Invariably in advance.

DIRECTORS

:

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal, .... - President
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto, ----- Vice-President
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal, - - - Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL, TORONTO,

232 McGill Street. 10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 1255. Tel. Main 2701.

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro - - Room 406 Mclntyre Block
Telephone 1846.

VANCOUVER, ------- Geo. S. B. Perry

St. John, N.B., J. Hunter White - No. 3 Market Wharf

OREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, ENG., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St ,E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

AUSTRALIA-
AUSTRALIA, W. H. Sharland, Jr., Steamships Building, Adelaide

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS

:

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. a. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Revihw as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in

its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole, story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

lion to instil u 1 e criminal proceedings to supply the evi-

dence which they were known lo possess. Most of them

simply wanted the "other fellow" to supply all the links

in the chain of evidence in order to secure a conviction

Fortunately a strong chain of evidence has been secured;

but it is due to the efforts of the insistent few and not

to the diffident majority.

The practices of dishonest business men, whether they

l>e manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers, tend to affect

the body politic to which they belong. Faith in the in-

tegrity of business men is weakened. And as faith is a

factor in most business transactions, that which tends

to supplant faith with suspicion cannot be conducive to

the development of trade, and its effects are naturally

not of a healthy character.

Self interest is too often the factor which deters

business men from prosecuting dishonest debtors. If the

onus of prosecuting can be thrown upon the "other fel-

low" they will escape the odium and may possibly secure

the trade of the fraudulent debtor should he again start

into business, which in this day and generation is not at

all improbable.

But such motives are hardly conducive to sound busi-

ness morality, or discouragements to the very few in

business life who would do business on illegitimate rather

than on legitimate lines.

He who would be a muster in business must tor all time be

a deligent student ol business methods.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO. APRIL, 1905.
TRADING STAMPS BESET.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
.lolui V. Godwin A; Co.. Bradford, Eng-

land.

Moore Carpet Company, Bherbrooke'
Que.

United Typewriter Co., Montreal and
Toronto

.

Window Art and Decoration Co •

Montreal.

PROSECUTION OF FRAUDULENT DEBTORS.

NO matter how dishonest a business man may be, there

is nearly always a difficulty in securing the co-oper-

ation of his creditors in instituting criminal proceedings

against him. A case in point may be cited.

A few weeks ago a merchant doing business in West-

ern Canada failed. Only a short time prior to this he

showed the wholesalers and manufacturers with whom he

was doing business a statement purporting to give a

large surplus. When he failed the liabilities were found

to exceed the alleged surplus by nearly 300 per cent. But

this was not all. He could not give an account of how

he had spent his money or how the merchandise he had

purchased had vanished. The circumstances clearly indi-

cated fraud.

At a meeting of the creditors it was unanimously de-

cided to prosecute the insolvent merchant, and' the in-

spectors were instructed to secure evidence. Acting on

these instructions the inspectors instituted proceedings.

But what was their experience when they began the col-

lection of the desired evidence ? Simply that they could

get but few of the creditors who had voted for the mo-

\
DELEGATION five hundred strong, consisting of

retail merchants from Montreal, Quebec, Toronto,

Kingston, Brockville, Belleville, and various other

smaller centres, waited upon Sir Wilfrid Laurier and

members of his cabinet, on March 9th, to protest against

the use of trading stamps. In an able address Mr. Hon-

ore Gervais, M.P., explained the operation of the trading

stamp companies, declaring them to be a form of indi-

rect taxation and an evil and injustice to the retail mer-

chants. Various other representative speakers from all

over Canada corroborated Mr. Gervais' remarks with

specific cases. Every trade contributed its quota of ex-

amples, and the Wholesale Dry Goods A ssociation of

Montreal explained its sympathy through Mr. G. Sum-

ner. In reply Sir Wilfrid assured the delegation that the

Government would do its duty without fear or favor, and

if the system were a lottery that duty was clear. The

following week the trading stamp adherents, headed by

Mr. Wilder of the Traders' Advertising Co., placed their

side of the story before Sir Wilfrid's ministers. The en-

tire question is receiving the attention of the Govern-

ment.

It is encouraging to note that the trading stamp

proposition is becoming a negligible quantity so far as

the great majority of retailers are concerned. There is

a widespread feeling that even if the agreements on the
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pari of merchants in various centres to discontinue the even nowadays often necessary in some lines for the

use "i trading si.imps have fallen through, this lias yel former to lay in a stock of goods for the whole season,

worked for good, Further than this, the companies while the latter can replenish weekly. The city retailer

themselves, by nol living up to the proper standard of rarely lias to contend against dead capital. The country

premiums, will in time discourage stain)) collectors. The

general indication in the trade is thai within a reason-

able period the trading stamp will be a thing of the past.

There are main who consider this is to the advantage of

the retail merchant, who has been obliged to lose his

profit to the benefit of trading stamp concerns.

A broad outlook is essential to the up building of a large

business.

UP-TO-DATE CREDIT.

(^ HARGE accounts are variously regarded as the banc

j or the blessing of retail trade. While they accord a

profitable use of capital, they are inconvenient to the

small dealer who needs every dollar. However, the pro-

gressive retail store when it gives credit is, nowadays,

practically on a cash basis. The charge customer is on

little better footing than the cash customer. Charge ac-

counts, payable monthly, are the same as cash, and

afford an opportunity for generous purchases. Credit to-

day is chiefly a matter of mutual convenience.

It is a good thing for the store as it is apt to throw

trade into one establishment, and avoids the delay in

purchasing as well as the sending out of goods COD.
11 is a fact that more than one store which started out

to do a cash business has found it necessary to adopt

this form of credit.

This docs not mean a return to the old-fashioned style

of allowing a customer to pay when he so pleases. In

the country store conditions are somewhat different. A

storekeeper has to carry his customers from season to

season, and the collections are dependent upon the mov-

ing of crops.

If everyone did business on a strictly cash basis,

hankers would he out of business, jobbers would be a

minus quantity, and many retailers would find their busi-

ness curtailed one half. The business of the world is

done on credit. The columns of The Dry Goods Review

are open for a discussion of this much-mooted question.

Dishonesty is economically unsound us well us morally
bad.

TOO HEAVY STOCKS

I

HE oftener a merchant can turn his capital the bet-

ter, is a fact well understood by all retailers, hut

not all succeed in accomplishing what they know to be

the hest thing to do A great deal depends upon the

place ol business and the class of goods in demand hv his

customers. We realize the country merchant is at a dis-

advantage when compared with the city retailers. It is

A

inci chant on the other hand has to make a prospective

investment for a trade possibility.

While this latter condition cannot he entirely avoided.

business experience clearly shows thai too much capilal

is often invested in goods to be sold in small communi-

ties. By calculation the retailer can invest in goods to

be easily disposed of in accord with his trade limit.

It is surprising what can be done in this direction if

merchants only try hard. There will be less anxiety over

express charges, and not so much placing of orders in

advance and having them come along by slow freight. It

is not shortsighted to pay expressage on merchandise.

Many merchants are incredulous when told of the number

of times the average retailer turns over his stock during

the year. If he turns his stock only three times a year

he may by a little forethought be enabled to turn it five

times.

Don't steal time Von can't repay it e\en should you at

any time be conscience stricken

THE GAUGE OF SUCCESS.

RE you making the maximum profit out of your

business ? This is the question the business man

should keep constantly before him. There are many con-

ditions over which a merchant has no control. The

population of his town may be limited, his capital may

be small, and he may not be able to expand in ways in

which he would desire. These are unfortunate but prob-

ably necessary difficulties. They have no bearing on the

present question. Assuming the existing general condi-

tions, are you doing the biggest and most profitable

business possible ?

There are many details which bulk largely in the

success or failure of a business. The majority of these

lie easily within the power of the average man for their

accomplishment. A few instances will illustrate this 1;.

some towns the store exteriors are uniformly dingy and

ill-kept. There is no reason for this. A man is not do-

ing full justice to his business who does not make his

store as attractive as possible. It is of paramount im-

portance in getting new business and even in retaining

the old.

Similarly the show windows are nol used to the hest

advantage. Everyone is not an expert window dresser,

hut with the examples which arc published each month

in The Review, there can he no excuse for not having an

up-to-date window with attractive display. It is just .i

matter of getting out of the rut and hustling for business

and it is better to hustle for it now than after someone

else has come in and compelled you to nio\e. There

S4
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should be always something new on exhibition to tempt

the buyer.

The interior of the store should be run on similar

principles. Only so will the business reach its highest

mark. A merchant cannot afford to wail for customers

to come to him. He must go after them. Vigor and en-

terprise arc as essential in business as they are in every-

thing else.

*

Politicians in Canada are just now busily engaged in the

business of politics It would be better for the country were

they engaged in the politic* of business.

*

AN AID TO PROFITS.

A
MANUFACTURER of a certain staple line does not

advertise because, on account of competition, he can-

not get better than cost price for the output of his fac-

tory.

He is not alone in his heterodox business belief. The

orthodox business man is not governed by any such

principles. He knows that advertising helps him to get

better prices. The more judiciously an article is adver-

tise! the better acquainted with it does the trade and

the consumer become. They know that if the quality, of

the article is good, advertising increases its reputation.

And it is always easier to sell that which has a good

reputation than that which has yet to earn it. The ex-

perience of a hundred and one commodities which have a

world-wide reputation proves it.

A demand is created for that which is well advertised.

And where there is a demand to be satisfied, price is sel-

dom a serious obstacle.

Advertising not only aids in the establishing of reputa-

tion, but it aids in the maintenance of profits.

are satisfied with a small percentage of profit. Hut

when a shipment of goods arrives men are drafted from

the department to mark and ticket it, and it is on the

counters the same day that it enters the store. Then,

with fine-cut prices and good advertising, if the goods

meet with favor, the whole lot is out of the store in a

few days or weeks at the most. The goods are often-

times sold and t lie money in the bank before the bills are

due.

This is good merchandising. The best use is made of

the capital invested. The dealer gets the advantage of

the discounts, which in the keenness of present-day coin-

petition form a very noticeable part of the whole profit.

Money is not tied up in a heavy stock of staples, which

could be replenished at short notice.

A small dealer might better let the jobber carry his

stock for him. He can draw on him as his stock de-

clines, and he will at no time have big shelves-full of

goods which are proving unpopular. The Review has

often warned the trade against the folly of buying heavily

a long time in advance. By doing so he takes unneces-

sary chances of being stuck with unsalable lines. Few,

if any, merchants can estimate six months' before the

season opens the quantity and style that his customers

will demand, it takes a small thing to swing public

opinion for or against any style. But if the. merchant is

carrying a heavy stock, that swing may tick off disaster

to his season's profits. We again urge the retailers not

to carry a stock beyond what their business will war-

rant. A frequent turn-over of stock is essential to good

business.

Characters are not built up by besmirching the reputation
of competitors.

A business that is in a rut is like a vessel that is in the

trough ofa sea.

FREQUENT TURN-OVER OF STOCK.

THE question of how many times a retailer should

turn over his stock in a year is always pressing.

The editor of The Review has had a chance during the

last two weeks of comparing the stocks carried by a

number of drygoodsmen in Ontario, and their yearly

turn-over. The result of the investigation goes to show

beyond a doubt that the majority of merchants carry-

altogether too heavy a stock for the business they do.

One firm carried about $12,000, with a business last year

of $22,000. Another carried $18,<ton, with an annual

turn-over of $28,000. A third ran $8,000 to a yearly

sale of (15,000. The dry goods business cannot be car-

ried on to the best advantage where such conditions sub-

sist. In every case quick and frequent turn-overs, even at

a close profit, are preferable to holding the stock at a

higher figure.

Here is where the big departmental stores score

their chief advantage over most other concerns. They

BE OPTIMISTIC.

DO not admit that anv town is better than your own.

There is too much pomplaining about the deadness

of the town, the unprogressiveness of its citizens, and the

perversity of everything and everybody. This kind of talk

will never make your business any brighter. Remember
that, whatever be the faults and failings of your par-

ticular bailiwick, that is the place in which you .have

cast your lot, and that your success depends primarily

on the town's success. Be optimistic.

If there is any royal road to success, it lies in that.

Convince yourself, first, that you are doing business in

a community of intelligent people, who are able and ready

to buy your goods, if you can show them that they are

right in quality and price. Then get out and show them.

That is what an advertisement is for—that is what your

show windows are for. You will be surprised how in-

fectious such a spirit of enterprise is. It will spread

from you to your next door neighbor, from him to the

rest of the street, and from that street to the rest of

the town. Thai is what you want. Life and spirit in the

town mean business and profits for you. Be optimistic.
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FURS
for tKe coming season, then why -would you
Hesitate to buy them from the largest estab-
lishment of the Kind in the country where
you are sure to get the newest patterns and
the best values for the least money.

Our travellers now on the road will surely
interest you. Why not wait for them before
placing' your stocK order ?

V.ArtburPaquet, Quebec

.

The Bishop Label

Is the protection of every

dealer and every buyer

of Fur Robes and Fur

Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and Coat>s

Are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

OR.DER FROM YOUR JOBBER

The

J. H. BISHOP
Company

Sandwich, OnL.
Wyandotte, Mich. Tientsin, CKini

334 Broadway, New YorK
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TRADE OPENS WELL.
ALESMEN in all parts of Canada are finding

retailers in a receptive mood concerning furs

for 1905-6 . Each succeeding year has but

served to emphasize not only the necessity for

furs, but the popularity of all classes and

kinds. Everything has contributed to serve the ends of

manufacturers and retailers. Climatic conditions at all

times are silent but sure workers. Further than this,

fashion has played right into the hands of manufacturers.

On their part, the manufacturers have not been slow

in taking advantage of the obvious favor in which furs

reign. Designs to please all classes arc most bewildering

and have kept pace with increased demand. Furs are not

now merely the luxury of the rich, for good imitations
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Laliberte's Fur Parlor.

of popular lines, which give fair service, are shown in

large numbers. However, above all, people are demand-
ing and receiving the best class of furs. Indeed, the de-

mand almost exceeds the supply. For the Winter of

1905-6 furs will reign supreme and will reach the zenith

of their popularity.

HIGHER PRICES INEVITABLE.

As has been pointed out from time to time in The
Review, results of recent fur sales and conversations
with representative fur buyers, serve to show fur prices

are, generally, on a higher level. This is not regarded
seriously by the trade, as it is felt the consumer will

pay the price for a reliable article. It may mean that
more imitations wili be marketed than heretofore for

popular irade. Mink, ermine, seal, and Persian lamb,
the recognized leaders in the fur trade, are all higher in

price, but the outlook for these furs is extremely good.
There is an assured feeling that \er\ cheap furs are a

had investment at any price.

CARE IN BUYING.

Like many other classes of trade where chicanery and

trickery can be practiced by the unscrupulous, as the

retailer is practically in the hands of the manufacturer,

fur fraud has often been practised. The golden rule here

exerts its inexorable influence, and such firms are speedily

forced out of the Irade. Ketailers must put themselves

in touch with reliable houses. It. is, perhaps, unnecessary

lo state thai The Review contains only advertisers of

accepted reliability.

Fur-lined garments are proving strong early sellers.

There are no style changes to record. Fur jackets are

ETURNED
PR 7 t9tV~

Persian Lamb Jacket Trimmed with Mink Showing Blouse Effect

and New Sleeve. Shown by J. E. McComber.

becoming more staple each season. Persian lamb stilj

heads the list and good qualities are in increasing de-

mand. Mink is still regarded as the accepted trimming.
Scarfs are in larger variety than ever before, the long

ones meeting with extreme favor. Natural trimmings
are highly spoken of, although braids, tassels, and
fringes are much in evidence. The Coronation muffs have
won a firm foothold. For popular trade, the Jap and
Grecian mink mulls are acceptable, and imitation mole
skin has met with success. These are all attractive^
trimmed. Mink, marten and sable mulls are in as big
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See that

you
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF WIAfERlAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKNIANSHlP

AND DURABILITY.
THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.

demand as evei Some ;tole
,

which are extremely good

[01 lighl fancj wear, are In brown fox and white fox

i!\ ed to imitate silver-fox.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

I

Persian and

Russian Lamb
Jackets

SAMPLES READY NOW.
EVERY BUYER SHOULD SEE THEM.

If correct styte appeals to you
If price is an object

If fit guaranteed and finely-

made goods interest you

THEN VOL" CANNOT AFFORD TO PASS
OUR SAMPLES.

ANOTHER SPECIALTY LINE IS

MEN'S FUR-LINED COATS
Call and sec us when in the market.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

A WONDERFUL FUR PARLOR.

Till-: illustration is woefully lacking in clearly typify-

ing the excellent features of Laliberte's fur parlor

Quebec, said lo he the finest in the world. The

ladies' section, which is shown, is al the front on the

second flooi of their retail establishment, St. .Joseph

street, where it is said customers from all sections of

the world where furs are used are accustomed to pur-

chase the very highesl class of goods. Two other par-

lors are on the same floor devoted to men's lines.

Nothing more clearly emphasizes Canada's supremacy

as a fur centre than a retail store of the extent of this

one. Everything in ladies' furs, as well as the various

forms of rugs, which stand out prominently, is shown

in this fur pailnr. I nfortunately, the illustration gives

a crowded aspect to the parlor, which is not apparent

in reality. Further than this, the sides of the room are

not shown. They are alternately constructed of large

mirrors and wardrobes. Even the mirrors are hacked

by receptacles for stocking various lines. Retailers vis-

iting Quebec maj gain m&nj valuable suggestions in the

way of stocking and handling furs.

FRED CASE DEVELOPS.

Judge Choquet pronounced on March 27th a verdict

of guilty in the case of Abraham Fred, wholesale furrier.

St. Paul street, Montreal, accused of purchasing certain

furs knowing them lo have been stolen. Sentence was

deferred until Fred can he tried on two other charges

of a like character Permission was refused for applica-

tion to the Court of Appeals. The case on which Fred

was found guilty is receiving goods stolen from Rutcn-

berg's fur establishment, St. Peter street, Montreal, re-

ferred to last month.

Clever Methods.

In the course of the long extended trial it transpired

that Fred avoided direct responsibility by having the

business transacted through a junk dealer on William

street, Montreal, by the name of Coulee. Thus no

actual transaction appeared on Fred's hooks. Coulee

was the principal witness against Fred, and Max David-

son testified in his favor.

Opinion in the Trade.

Sentimenf is universal that the disclosure of the

dealings of A. Fred & Co. should do much to put the

business on a more healthy basis. A prominent fur inter-

est, speaking lo The Review, said : "Cases like A. Fred

& Co. do much to put the entire fur business in unde-

served ill-repute. If such cases continued unchecked, the

thief would be encouraged and 1 rade would tend to he

demoralized. The competition of such illegitimate firms

spoils honest and reliable firms It tends to make bank-

ers careful in extending credit to fur "nouses, and the

sooner firms of this class are out of business, the better

for the fur I rade."

Fred Has Assigned.

The latest developments is the placing of the assi

ol \ Fred <S Co, in the hands of Milks a Michaud. for

the beneiii of his creditors. The assets, consisting ol

stock of fuis. etc . have no1 thus far been estimated. The

liabilities amount to $42,000, $16,000 being secured by

the Bank ol Ottawa, and the rest distributed over a large

number of raw fur and fur houses.
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Things are looking- well for my 1905-H

season, judging from the reception my
travellers are getting on the road.

My samples are admired by retailers

wherever shewn, and in a great many
cases it has resulted in liberal orders.

I don't sell every one—who does? But

there are many merchants who would be

making more money and giving better

satisfaction to - their customers at the

same time, if they were buying from me.

Special values in

Fur-Lined Coats for Ladies

Fur-Lined Coats for Gentlemen

Fur Muffs

Fur Ruffs and Boas

Persian Lamb Jackets.

Fur Caps.

In fact, everything in furs at prices

which defy competition in valuejand price.

Furs are my one specialty and it stands

to reason that I can give you a better

service than houses with half a dozen

other lines.

See mv travellers, or write for particu-

lars. If they do not call shortly a post-

card will bring one to you.

Yours for business

\. J. ALEXANDOR
504 6 St. Paul St., Montreal

FUR COATS
Something New

We have come to Canada from the

States and started a factory to make
fur coats and robes. We make
serviceable, long-wearing garments at

mightily low prices.

Coats for farmers and cart drivers,

ranchers and hack men, and automobile
drivers— in fact we make coats for any
man needing a serviceable long-wearing
garment.

GUARANTEE
The skins from which this

Coat is made are the very

best obtainable, and are not

damaged by coloring, and

we guarantee this Fur Coat

to give better service and

wear longer than any other

Fur Coat on the market.

LEAK FUR MFG. CO OF CANADA
LIMITED

Men now out. Write to have
one call.

Ask for our circular containing

full particulars. It is free.

.

Leak Fur Mfg. Co.
of Canada, Limited

Manufacturers of

Fur Coats for Men and Women, Fur Robes

American Tannery and Factory at

Gloversville, N. Y.
Canadian address,

138 McGill Street, - Montreal

ig^= After April 18th you will find us in

our new quarters, 5 and 7 Recollect St.
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Are You Ready
for a Rainy Day 7

There is no department of your -business

more important than that devoted to

RAINPROOF and

WATERPROOF GARMENTS

i

These garments are now made in such beautiful proofed fabrics and nobby

designs that they serve the double purpose oi' a fashionable. Spring and Fall

outer garment, and a protection from the weather at the same time. This, with

the extreme moderateness of their price, makes them assured sellers.

Our samples for Fall are now in the hands of our travellers, who are cover-

ing the Dominion with a full range. In buying from us you will always have

ASSURED STYLES
PERFECT FIT
LATEST FABRICS
NOBBY TRIMMINGS

Immediate orders for Spring and sorting will receive prompt attention.

WE ARE SHOWING A COMPLETE RANGE.

THE MONTREAL

WATERPROOF CLOTHING

COMPANY,

MONTREAL

'JO

We lead, others

follow. A 1 1 our

garments are

branded " Elite."

Look out for this

trade mark on

labelled hanger.

The "Elite"
Brand " Rain-
proofs are proofed

by the "Millerain"

process, which is

the best and most

reliable in the
world.
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, ""rap
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers, - 30 Wellington St. East, Toronto

Victoria Lawns
To sell from 10 to 25c. per yd.

India Linens
To sell from 12,'^ to 35c. yd.

Nainsooks
To sell from 15 to 25c. yd.

Velveteens '* corona • brand
Black and Colors.

Valenciennes Laces
New patterns. Large assortment.

Mourning Handkerchiefs
To sell from 5 to 25c. Neat designs.

® SPECIAL LINES IN HOSIERY to sell at popular prices.

SHOWERPROOF AND WATERPROOF GARMENTS
Now is the Time.

THIS month must witness the greatest volume

of retail selling and now is the time to in-

augurate every possible device to insure get-

ting an adequate share of the trade that is

going. Advertising often furnishes the sug-

gestion to the probable customer, and tyiis, backed by

judicious window displays, does muph to promote the

actual sale. However, once the customer is induced to

enter the store, possibly in an inquiring mood only, the

attitude of the salesman has much to do with the prob-

ability of an actual purchase. It is lamentable that

clerks have not taken as much interest as might be ex-

pected in learning the various merits of showerproofs, as

well as waterproofs. By all means the multitude of

uses to which a rainproof may be put should not be

glibly stated, and the necessity of a waterproof for

severe weather should be clearly pointed out. The styles

of these garments are bewildering, and even fascinating,

and if the goods are only shown to advantage, sales will

be easy. Talk quality even more than price, and at the

proper period make a window display that will be the

talk of the town, and you will draw the whole trade of

the dislriet into your store.

Spring Displays.

Jobbers report a steady trade, and city retailers aver

that Spring weather has created an active demand.

Attractive raincoats are now regarded as essential by

every woman, and beauty and comfort is not sacrificed

in the severe weather, as the styles to be had show the

significant touches of the latest styles in women's gar-

ments. The full-length garment has evidently not sold
as well as was forecasted some time ago. The three-
quarter (coat, in fawn, is receiving the bulk of attention,
and has a prominent place in city store displays. From
38 to 42 inches is the accepted length. Silk garments,
retailing from $25 to $35, are in active demand for the
best class of trade. There is almost an imperceptible
inside finish of rubber, and nothing could, be prettier and
more dainty. The great bulk of the trade, however, is

done in lines between $10 and $15, and as this outlay
combines the coat for double use, purchases are satisfac-
tory. Checks for men are as strong as ever, and there
are no style changes to note. Olive is coming into some
favor.

Waterproofs.

Although the manufacture of proof cloths, and the
insistent demand for rainproofs, especially in the cities

and more populous districts, gradually spreading how-
ever, to smaller centres, has to some extent cut into
the sale of the mackintosh, or waterproof garment, signs
are not wanting of a sure revival. It is but a natural
reaction, which will result in the waterproof finding its

proper element in the trade. It has long been known as
an established fact that rainproofs are worn in wet
weather with ,the protection of an umbrella, and without
that protection they have proved decidedly uncomfortahle.
In ladies' garments, rainproofs have found _a natural
place, as a lady always carries an umbrella; but in men's
lines the necessity of a waterproof is fast asserting it-

self. For inclement, showery weather and driving, a

waterproof is a necessity, and the revival will take place

along this line first

The Line tKat Sells All tne Year Around

NATIONAL BRAND
Rainproof and AVaterproof Garments

Travellers are now showing many new revelations in raincoat possibilities.

Sent/ for attractive advertising card. Postal brings man nearest you.
Catalogue ready soon. Let us have your name.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER COMPANY - Montreal
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DIRECTORY for WHOLESALETHE
TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc.. throughout

Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks il desired.

I Ml'. KENNEDY CAP CO.,

Manufacturers of Cloth cms,

523 St. Paul St., - Montreal

Tins Bpftce 910.00 i"'i yea

r

Thin Bpaci $10.00 pel year

CANADA HAJi: OLOTH I

Mam r vi it KERB ot HAIR Cl.'.TH-.

St Catharines, Out

RETURNFD
W<

**+'

S^
_ X^5SB^/

COSTUMES and SHIRT WAIST SUITS

FROM

$4.50 UP TO $25.00

TO THE TRADE:
We show for Spring the kind of goods that brings business to you

as well as to us. STYLES, PRICES and all the essentials of QUICK SELLERS,

PROFIT BEARERS and PLEASED CUSTOMERS. What more is necessary?

See our samples if you have not already bought from us. We
want your trade, and you want our goods.

The Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa
Correspondence Solicited. 5 TO 11 LITTLE SUSSEX ST.

Plain Talk About Fall Lines

BRAND COATS and SKIRTS are now being shown

'/"/£?/*"'—^ tne trac^e f° r FALL. Our representatives are covering

mark.) Canada, cheerful ""77^ / /^~ ^)

and expectant because v- x
BRANP

MARK. J
shows the evolution of style in individual models and distinctive

and exclusive variations of accepted types.

VICTOR BRAND GARMENTS are characterful, but not extreme. A
style for every possible want.

Coats in ninety distinct types, examples o\ the latest designer's art. Sepa-

rate skirts in seventy-five types. Great in the cut, draping, construction, finish

and fabric.

You appreciate these points. We are ready when you drop a line.

VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.

QUEBEC, QUE.
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CLOAttS, COSTUMES
AND SHIRTS W

THE fine, mild .March which we were favored

with stimulated sales in the cloak depart-

ment. The strong feature of the month's trade

was the heavy demand for the short fawn

covert coat in 22 and 21-inch lengths. This is

a demand thai all merchanls might reasonably have been

expected to have anticipated, as it was perfectly appar-

ent that it was coming. Ever since the corset coat was
introduced, of which style this coat is really a develop-

ment, this shape has been growing in popular favor. In-

deed, it is a shape that is never long oul of the running,

as it is a becoming one to most figures. Its shortness

makes the price well within the reach of the popular

trade. Coverts, too, particularly in the greenish fawn

now in vogue, have been constantly strengthening their

position, and when all these favorable factors are com-
bined in the one garment popularity was sure to follow.

Sleeve styles were settled last January, when samples

were shown, and it was fairly reasonable to suppose that

the buyer for the retail trade would have been in a fair

position to meet the demand when the Spring selling

commenced.

Many merchants, it seems, have delayed their orders

until the time for selling came, and, having been caught

short, are now rushing in hurry-up orders on the manu-
facturers. Early in January, when samples were shown,

was the time for the trade to buy. Selling-time at the

most was only a couple of months ahead, and the man
who is wanting these garments now, and wanting them
badly, has only himself to blame. Luckily the manufac-

turer displayed more foresight, for he covered his re-

quirements for the cloth. Had he not done so orders

would have been much more difficult to fill.

It takes a judicious mixture of courage and caution

to make a successful cloak and suit buyer. He must keep

in constant touch with fashion's every vagary, and must
be able to judge just how they are going to affect his

own trade. Those cloak buyers who are clamoring for

short covert coats now certainly have not done this, or

they would not be so short of them.

The Review is no advocate of placing heavy orders

away ahead of the selling time. But in order that his

own trade may not suffer the retailer must cover his

reasonable requirements fat enough ahead for the manu-
facturer to supply him with enough stock with which to

open up the early part of the season. In order to do
this he in his turn lias to buy the required materials and
cloths from their makers. A reasonable-sized placing or-

der is a necesity in the cloak trade.

The Fall Coat.

Now that the Fall of 1001-5 is over and done with,
its results are by no means so bad as anticipated,
though no one is likely to claim it as a brilli-

ant coat season. The style that the Canadian manufac-
turers put out more than held its own, and is in all

essential points identical with the one that is having
such a great success in the Spring trade. Sleeves and
lengths and other incidentals differ, but the style to all
intents and purposes is the same. This style is in conson-
ance with what fashion authorities are ail advocating, as

it shows the outline of the figure. Corsets, which are the

foundation of all styles, have this Spring been specially

modified to suit the more fitted styles. This is the first

radical modification that the straight-front has received

since its inception, and points to a season of permanence
for fitted garments.

The buyer who had a hard time of it moving his

Winter cloak stock out is proving a slow and cautious

operator now. Yet when orders are totaled up they

come to a large amount. The trade in Canada is in a

P R.N ED
7 ?9G 5

~

^u^^^<to-th^C^

The Popular Spring C jat in Fawn Covert.

Shown by S. F. McKinnon k Co.

3Z

growing stage. What was practically a few years

ago a one-season's trade is dividing up now. Spring

Hade was a few years ago a minor consideration, but

now it is assuming generous proportions, and as both

manufacturer and retailer cater for and develop it, it

will assume each season a more important place. The

trade in Summer garments is also developing, and soon

there will be three busy seasons in ready-to-wear lines.

Shirtwaist Suits.

Unquestionably the- vogue of the shirtwaist suit has

rather helped than otherwise the sale of separate waists,

and the reverse is equally true. Shirtwaist suits in all

materials are in splendid favor. Plain, shot and checked
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jre< ns, blacks and
taffetas, as well as lustres in browns

navies, are highly spoken of.

For the Summei trade shirtwaist suits of .Japan silk,

eitheI ,„ severed tailored style 01 in dressier lines, is

having a greal sale Though there are a few leading

colors shown, the sellers are natural ivory, white and

black.

Care must be taken in ordering colored linen suits to

secure a good quality and avoid the likelihood of fadmg-

though in some shades, notably Light blue, mauve, etc.,

even in high-priced linens, the color is fugitive. Further

than tins the possibility of easy washing should be duly

appreciated, especially in popular-priced merchandise. A

Moreen is corning into favor for the popular trade, and

iette is also good for higher-priced petticoats.

Skirts of light-weight colored "Persian" gingham ,

ehainbray, etc., are being shown in large numbers and

seem to be finding favor with buyers. Generous width

is one characteristic that must not be overlooked, and

there must be a general state of "frilliness" around the

lower edge. The petticoal has a mission to perform in

these days of soft fabrics, for it must be sufficiently full

to keep the voluminous folds of the outer skirt free of

the feet.

In spile of the frequent complaints about cutting.

S?t2 'oV^rUUTTSrtwa^'suL can be etc., ta«eta is by ,.r ,.,, most .avored 5k irt -«,,
designed so as to be cashed, and as in. consumers .,1

RETURNED
APR 7 190 i

An Effective Fashion Illustration

Produced by

THE TORONTO ENGRAVING. CO.. LIMITED, 02 Bay Street. Toronto.

this kind of merchandise will not go to dry-cleaners, this

point should be taken into consideration.

The shirtwaisl sun is nm to drop out with the Sum-

mer season, but is to be extensively sold also next Pall.

Manufacturers are putt,,,, on. a strong line of samples

but it is mo ea.lv yet to mention possible features. 1

maj be said, however, that the dressy slnrlvvais

The struggle constantly going on to keep skirts of this

material within the reach of the popular trade is only

partially successful. This is made more acute than usual

by the call for a wider skirt. Trimmings are stretched

on instead of fulled, and where this is done to accordion

pleating the effect is so ugly that a woman must be in-

deed eager for a silk skirt before she accepts one. In

this effort to secure a cheap skirt sateen is used for the

foundation, with a flounce of silk, but the general effect

is not very good. The success of this class of skirt is

doubtful. Anywhere from \ to \ of a yard has been

added to the width at the hem since last season. The

cut of the upper part remains the same, the gores slant

upward toward the back, and the fit is as snug as pos-

sible over the hips and around the waist.

The full circular ruffle is the finish most in vogue,

alike on the cheapest and the most expensive skirts, and

on this the trimming is massed. The circular ruffle is

produced by sewing the straight edge of one ruffle to the

•shirred edge of the next, and the last frill will show five,

or at least four, yards around the edge of the flounce.

Ruchings are still much used, both as trimmings and

edgings, and some of the new. models show a circular

flounce with ruchings in festoons for trimmings. Scallop-

ed flounces with a inched edge is another good style

Hose pink, light blues, reseda, empire and verdegris

greens, all the copper shades, and an occasional navy, are

seen. Pastel shades, light yellowish tans, putty shades

and almond and willow green are also good. Helio and

grey are selling to the better trade.

Changeable silks are taking and plaids are coming

into high favor. The latest novelty in imported lines is

the crinoline skirt, There is a perfectly fitting founda-

tion with placket at the side and a draw-string arrange-

ment at the back that regulates by a few inches the size

of the waist. This foundation is in silky mohair, an

exact match for the circular knee flounce which is of

hand-woven taffeta. The cut and fit are unexceptionable.

and the lines of the skirt are wonderfully smart, but the

novelty lies 111 the flounce. There is a cord of stiffening

n ,n in the edge of two of the flounces that is guaranteed

not to break or loose shape This does not give the

(•art-wheel effect of the old-time crinoline, but [alii

"-> Wr\T^ o t
-tume,\nd 'costume graceful COUnded folds around the feet. Thev are most

approaches verj nearrj
_ ,..,.,..,.,.. ..,,,.

;,,„, „- 1Vl . „ ls i the fashionable set to

ideas are sure .0 be embodied in the highei grades of

Kail shirtwaist suits

UNDERSKIRTS

rpHERE are signs in plenty thai the hitherto all pre

vailing black sateen, skirl is loosing its grasp on

the general fade. This is not to be wondered at

when some of the lines put on the market are considered

comfortable to wear, and give just the fashionable set to

skirts of clinging fabrics. The only part of the skirt

that is ever visible is the Ilounce, and the foundation be-

ing of mohair there is no room for complaint about cul-

ling, as cutting generally occurs across the front breadth

and along the seams. This skirt can be retailed at $5,

and has all the appearance when worn of a $16 skirt, and

will give double the wear.
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The Best $9.00 Skirt in Canada

RETURN

E

m 6 »

Seams Felled and
Double Stitched. 3

Frills. Each Frill

headed by double
Stitched Strap.

NOT A RAW SEAM ANYWHERE

' PERFECT IN MAKE

FIT AND FINISH"
and a good wide Skirt too

We will send accompanying: cut

with order if you want it

Order any quantity from one doz. up.

We can deliver in ten days to two
weeks from receipt of order. Return

at our expense if not up to expecta-

tions.

Price

$9.00 per doz.

TERMS — 2 per cent. 10

days or net 30 days 1st

following.

Write for sample of
the material.

THE PUGH MFG. CO.
33 Church Street, - TORONTO, ONT.

Woven

Labels

Coat Hangers
Coat Labels
Cloak Labels
Fur Labels
Dress Belts
Shoe Facings
Shoe Labels
Shirt Hangers
Shirt Labels
Neckwear Labels
Mackintosh Labels
Millinery Labels
Advertising

Novelties

Are You Proud of Your Goods ?

Do They Merit a Renewal Order ?

Then Label Them and Ensure it.

Samples and prices on request.

Canadian Silk Co.
SOO Adeh

Toronto

Limited
296, 298, SOO Adelaide St W.

A Plain Talk

on Profits.

If we can show you

Ladies' Coats and Skirts,
etc., designed and made to per-

fection at prices that are probably
less than you are paying for

equally good garments, are we not
entitled to a share of your
business ?

We do not solicit your pat-

ronage on anything but the merits

of our goods and we can posi-

tively offer you

Popular Priced

Garments
that for Beauty, Originality
and General Excellence you
will find it impossible to equal or

surpass.

THEY FIT
They prove the possibility ot being
well and comfortably apparelled
in ready-to-wear garments.

Gentlemen's

Shirts.

Our new styles in plain and
fancy Shirts are ready sellers at

values which are well worth in-

vestigating.

See our travellers or write
us for samples and particulars.

The Empire Manufac-
turing Co., Limited,

646 Craig Street, MONTREAL

N B.—We are preparing for Fall lines

which will surprise and please you.
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&r MANITOBA DRY
GOODS TRADE &

•Jill . of The Dry Goods Kkviek,
400 Molntyre Block, Winnipeg, Man.

IN
every respect the millinery openings held in Winni-

peg last month by the wholesale and retail trade

were a marked success, and it is safe to predict thai

in coming seasons even greater attention will be devoted
to them by the wholesale houses. The elaborate prepar-

ations made this "season were rewarded by the visits of

many buyers from the country, and the resulting sales

are believed to have been of satisfactory proportions

The results were sulliciently encouraging to justify local

houses in making further efforts to establish and confirm

the reputation of Winnipeg as a first-class millinery

centre. In their own interests it is necessary for local

houses to dissipate the idea that it is necessary for high-

class stores to send their milliners east. The interests

cif the Winnipeg trade can be best conserved by giving

the western buyer the very best in the western metropo-

lis, and it is satisfactory to notice that this is the

policy pursued by the Winnipeg houses.

Openings were held by (i. Goulding & Sons, the D.

McCall Co., the J. D. Ivey Co., and Smith, Whyte &
Runciman. Attractive displays were made by all these

houses, and their showrooms were thronged with buyers,

whose examination of the stock showed that the predic-

tions of The Review in its late number were, for the

most part, fulfilled. The low crown was the most prom-

inent feature of the new shapes. Many crowns were flat

and some were rounded, but scarcely any among those

displayed appeared above the brim of a trimmed hat. As

a whole, it may be said that the new hats are smaller

and more compact than last year, although Leghorns are

still sweeping.

In many models the crowns and brims were made of

Mowers, and the smaller flowers were much in vogue,

lilacs and small roses being most in evidence. A prom-
mi'iit hat in one showroom consisted of a large mush-

room flop of Peroxiline braid in Tuscan and pale blue.

arranged over a frame to give tin- Corday front. The
bandeau of this hat was decorated with knots of pale

blue Duchess ribbon and dull, pink roses, while across

the top of the hat was a wreath of gra] loses with

undertones of pink and most elaborate rosettes of the

pale blue ribbon on the back. This was one of 'he

largest patterns shown. A Cuban Hop had the back half

of the brim cul oh close to the crown, and slipped ovei

I he crown to form a double brim in front. The space

between these brims was tilled in with a wreath of lilacs.

Long ivory Duchess ties gave a quainl bonnet effect that

was very prettj \ French sailoi hat was entirelj made
of led geraniums, the huge crown having them laid Hat.

A band of mechlin and velvel ribbon the same shade as

the flowers made I he line between crown and brim, 'he

latter was slightly tilted and had clusters of the flowers

falling over the hair. Another smart ha! was a large

shape made of alternate lows of fancj blown straw and

brown chiffon. The wide brim was tinned up at the

back and laid in (lutes held in place by aster rosettes of

pink duchess shot with silver and ombre loses.

In colors, brown was prominent, but perhaps not the

latesl The new colors are mulberry ami Ophelia (a

darker shade of the same color). Ombres, burnt onion,

mahogany, and all soft greens were much in evidence.

• •
*

(icneral business in staple and fancy dry goods for

Spring and Summer is completed now, except for sorting
orders, and already there are rumors of Fall and Winter
goods, some samples already being in the hands of the

travelers. Deliveries oi Summer goods are practically

completed, and already the different bouses report the

receipt of generous assorting orders. Collections are

reported somewhat belter than two or three months
ago, and the arrival of Spring finds the Northwest dry
goods trade in buoyant, optimistic mood.

Considerable interest is manifested by the dry goods
and general store trade in the progress and platform of

the Retail Merchants' Vssociation of Western Canada.
Last month some reference was made in these columns
to the altitude of the association towards the credit

evil, and the remedy which the association proposes.

This is a matter in which all western readers are inter-

ested, and The Dry Goods Review would welcome com-
munications on the subject from its readers.

But the question of long credits was not the only one
discussed by the association at its organization meeting
Another topic of general interest upon which the associa-
tion deliberated was the advantage of a general early

closing movement. The sentiment of the meeting was
expressed in the following resolution, which was carried

unanimously : "That the association do hereby endorse
the principle of early closing, and advise that all places

of business be closed not later than 7 p. m. on all days
except Saturdays and days preceding holidays, when the

hour shall he nine o'clock."

Now this is a movement which should command the

hearty and earnest support of every merchant in the

west There is no good reason why the merchant should

make a slave of himself, and the man who ties himself

and his employes to his store from early morning until

late at night is no better than a slave. His work be-

comes mere drudgery, ami it can not be expected that he

will put into it the same effective energy as the man
who has some leisure time in which to recuperate his

physical strength, and some time in which to plan his

work to advantage. In the perpetual grind from early

morning until late at night, many merchants lose their

ambition, and their stores show the result of this

From a business standpoint only—and there are other

consider.it ions perhaps more important—it is the part of

wisdom to endorse the earls closing movement.

* *
*

The onl] reason wh\ more merchants do not adopt

the system is that each is afraid of his rival,—afraid

that by closing early he may drive away customers to

another store which keeps open early and late. Tin

social ion movement is designed to bring merchants into

(loser 'ouch to the end that these mutual jealousies may
be dissipated. For this reason it deserves support. Mr

Western Vlerchant, if you have not already done so, you

should ally yourself with this association. Secretary \

T. Embree of Boissevain, Man., or President T. .1 Law-

lor of Killarney, .Man., will furnish all information as to

the work, aims, and organization of their association.

'Jo
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Fall

Season
1905

Men's Furnishings
Our travellers have now with them a complete range of goods in this

department for Fall 1905, including all the best lines shown by Canadian

and Foreign manufacturers.

WE LEAD THE MARKET
FOR

Underwear Shirts Suspendei
Sweaters Collars IVI ci -FFlers
Half Hose Ties Umbrellas
Gloves Mandl-c-Fs. Raincoats

Buy these Goods from Us

We are the largest distributors and control many lines for the

Canadian trade. We guarantee satisfaction in styles, qualities and prices.

cm rvsiiiri d*> limited
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
G-reenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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I1W$ furnisher m
Clothier

Devoted to tHe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >!*

CLOTHING
NECKWEAR
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY

*J%y*/%y+S\j+~*C£pJ^j,

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES
Nicn-NAcns

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
LAST Spring, in the Viennese Law Courts, the

relatives of a Heir Szelnicki applied to have

him adjudged a lunatic. As the only allega-

tion against Szelnicki's conduct was that he

wore queer clothes, the court refused the ap-

plication. But in the course of the evidence in appeared

that Szelnicki, when on his country estate, invariably

dressed himself like a tortoise. lie

Queer Dress. wore a leather suit designed with big

scales, in exact imitation of the slow-

est of animals. The Madrid newspaper Heraldo some

time ago devoted an article to the freak costumes im-

posed by a retired electrician, named Linares, upon his

domestic servants. Each person in the house represent-

ed a particular flower, their outer garments being em-

broidered with roses, lilies, violets, and so on. Senor

Linares's own garments were adorned with carnations.

In Athens existed a society for reviving the ancient

classical dress. The members go about in Grecian robes,

and wear sandals instead of boots. A similar society

Iras started some years ago in Rome, but a deluge of

rain and a biting north wind put an end to its exist-

ence.

One of the queerest characters of Montmartre in

Paris, some years ago, was a miser, reputed to be a

millionaire, who paraded the streets garbed in brightly-

printed cotton, of the kind generally used for women's

blouses. Pere Greville, as he was called, had a mania

for pockets. He usually had at least six on the front of

his cotton jacket, and out of each projected a packet of

grimy papers. Greville never wore a hat, but carried an

umbrella over his head in all weathers.

A
SLIGHT variation of the guessing contest which has

been tried in various parts of America was suc-

cessfully conducted during March by a Montreal

haberdashery. A well-dressed hat window contained at

the front on a placard above which rested a gold watch,

"This watch given to the one who
A Guessing guesses the nearest to the exact number

Contest. of hats sold between -March the 10th

and 17th." As the prospective con-

testant had to enter the store to register his guess, the

mere publicity was enhanced into an opportunity for a

direct sale.

A
NOVEL scheme of advertising was recently success-

fully introduced in Allan's haberdashery, Montreal.

A large candle was set up in his window and pur-

chasers were given the privilege of guessing the length of

time it would burn. A suitable prize was offered for the

candle gradually disappeared under the

contest, and it became acute as the How Long Will

The greatest interest developed in the It Burn?
answer which would be nearest correct,

flame. Mr. Allan is noted for his window displays, but

lie never had a window which held general attention so

closely.
* *

*

IN an interview in the March issue of The World of

Dress Mr. George Bernard Shaw appears in the guise

of a clothes philosopher. "I like to feel clean," he

says, "and my great idea of clothes is that they should

be clean and comfortable, so far as such a thing is pos-

sible in London. This, of course, ex-

cludes starch. I couldn't wear a thing Madness in

which, after having been made clean and Clothes.

sweet, is then filled with nasty white

mud, ironed into a hard paste, and made altogether dis-

gusting. To put such a garment on my person, wear it,

move in it, perspire in it—horrible ! The shiny white
tubes on the wrist, the shiny black cylinder on the head

the shiny white front to the shirt, the shiny black boot,

the rain-pipe trouser-leg, the japanned zinc sleeve—that is

your fashionably-dressed man, looking like a cold black-

leaded stove, with asbestos fuel. The great tragedy of

the average man's life is that nature refuses to conform

to the cylindrical ideal, and when the marks of his knees

and elbows begin to appear in his cylinders, he is filled

with shame." This is excellent philosophy of the Pshaw
type. If, however, we were all to dress like Mr. Shaw,
he would, we are sure, veer round to the cylindrical.

The essence of his philosophy is to be "agin" the con-

ventional.

*

The store in Salt Lake City which advertised like

this, "You furnish the girl; we'll furnish the house," was
at least original. When we consider the location the

store seems to have taken the easy end of the bargain.

No doubt the bashful youths of the Mormom state would

be glad to furnish the house if some philanthropic insti-

tution would supply the necessary girls.
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London, March 1M.

rpilK general trend of fashions can now be seen. Al-

ready the gilded youth have placed their orders [or

their Summer wardrobe, and the exclusive tailors

are reaping their harvest. The change from season to

season is not so marked where men are well-dressed. The

clubs, restaurants, and theatres, all swarm with the elite

in modish garb. So as Spring and Summer arrive one

sees not a complete change of style, but a touch of new-

ness here and there, and the same well-dressed man ap-

pears. There is never a period of decay when a man

still holds to a Winter garment after its freshness has

faded. The transition is easy.
* *

Fashions of garments have not materially changed.

Frock coats may be worn open 01 buttoned; moining

coats and jackets always buttoned! The rolled lapel will

not he used on any of these Trousers, especially for

lounge suit wear, are going to be looser when the Sum-

mer season opens.
* *

*

Fancy waistcoats for wearing with a jacket suit

continue in vogue. .Inst now they are either knitted or

of a fleecy material. During the Spring and Summer all

styles will be favored that admit of a seemly appeal ance

when made single-breasted. They will also be collarless.

The frock coat, however, demands a double-breasted

waistcoat. Nothing, however, can break the prevalent

taste for single-breasted stvles, not only in waist*

but suits. The frock coat alone prevents complete

Display of Spring Neckwear. Shown by H. T. Greenlaw & Co., London, Eng.

Single-breasted sorts are everywhere preferred before

double, except in the case of the frock coat, which is

accompanied by a single-breasted waistcoat. Frock

coats for the most formal occasions are full dress, and

.lie generally black. A grey frock overcoat worn with

cashmere trousers in a quid pattern and a fancy waist-

coat is quite ((Hint for all but the most formal gather-

ings. For dress occasions of a semi-informal nature the

frock coat shares popularity with the .morning coat,

braided. Jacket 01 sack suits will not be worn by the

west-end fashion leaders as collect semi-dress The

lengthening of the jacket is probably responsible for its

loss of formal favor. It is not at all a dressy garment

in its present foim. I remember in 1903 when lounging

oa1 were generally worn on formal occasions. In 1904

the tweed morning coat ousted it, and for this year the

black or grej morning coat is tins form of the semi-

formal dress.

oblivion of double-breasted make Double-breasted jacket

suits in blue serge are for once almost entirely out of

use.
* *

*

The "soft "-fronted evening shirt has come in for a

good deal of criticism. There never can be an unstarched

evening shirt. Pleated dress shirt bosoms are often seen.

however. The bands are ironed and it is less still than

the ordinary one. demanding three studs instead of two
* *

*

The variegated patterns which monopolized the shirt-

ings of last season have suffered a reaction. Quieter

effects are sought throughout. This has had an effect be-

yond the colors to the material itself. For Summer
sutler stuffs will reign supreme. In colors black stripes

will be much in evidence with blue as the nearest rival

These, of course, will not be the only colors and patterns

worn, foi variety must be produced. Hut the charac-
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teristic feature of the fashion are best exemplified in

them. The materials show some very beautiful designs.

Fabrics known as "Nette" have taken the popular fancy

most. It is what its name suggests, a lacy, ribbed stuff,

and has the requisite striped patterns to meet, the sea-

son's demands. The eool appearance which it presents

makes it an ideal garment for summering.

The informality of dress which is so conspicuous in

America has not made very serious advances in England.

The outing costumes for outing occasions are perfectly

unconventional, but- the elastic word "informal" has not

yet come to include everything except the absolutely

formal. As a consequence the waistcoat is not discarded

in the Summer as it is in America. Its retention, how-
ever, is qualified by making it a real ornament. No part

of a man's wardrobe now occupies more of his attention

than do his waistcoats. The fancy waistcoat grows
yearly in elegance and favor. So, too, the frock coat

and top hat do not suffer the virtual eclipse which is their

fate on your side of the water. The national conserva-

tism makes men diffident about adopting anything which
at all savors of the revolutionary in dress. Having at

last evolved a dressy and elegant costume, they are like-

ly to hold to it, making variety depend upon detail.

OUR NEW YORK LETTER
New York, March 23, 19(15.

WITH the breath of Spring in the air, the man-about-

town turns his attention to the season's offerings.

Each year a growth is noticeable in the good

taste of the well-dressed man's costume. Freak-

ishness is no longer tolerated as it was when styles were

just in the making. Having ran practically the entire

gamut of dress possibilities, the choice is now gradually

fixing itself on the moderate, common-sense cuts. This

is as it should be. The results of all the experiments of

previous years should be combined in the evolution of the

next season's fashions. By this means utility and com-

fort are best subserved.

The Season's Fashions.

Attractive as are the accessories, we must begin with

the essentials of male attire. After we have clothed our

club man in the proper coat and trousers, we may then

turn our attention to the purely ornamental articles of

his apparel. What coat will lie be wearing in the sunny

month of April and the succeeding Spring and Summer
months? Easy-fitting it is— the unalterable laws of com-

fort demand that. This is not to be interpreted in any

sense as countenancing shapeless, baggy garments. They
lit without being tight. In single-breasted coats there

are three buttons. The lapels are eight inches long and

decidedly pointed. A vent of six to eight, or even nine,

inches, is seen in the back or sides. The waistcoat is

collarless and is not cut as high as was generally anti-

cipated. The trousers are cut full at the waist and taper

somewhat below the knee. For easy Summer wear they

run rather to looseness than to the opposite extreme.

Summer Shirts.

The elegance of the shirtings, which the Gotham haber-

dashers are showing this season, is of particular note.

Although the range is extensive, the general tendency is

towards light grounds. Squares and vertical stripes on

a white ground are most seen. Browns, blues, tans and
whites, in solid colors, are meeting with renewed favor.

A strong partiality is shown for pleated bosoms. This

will undoubtedly be the case so long as negliges are in

vogue. For the Summer, when the coat is discarded on

all possible occasions, and the waistcoat sinks into en-

tire oblivion, some ornamentation in the way of pleats

seems inevitable. The coat shirt has established its

position solidly. Practically all shirts, of high and low
grade alike, are being made on this principle.

Correct Hats.

The Spring hats are now in all the windows, and day
by day it becomes clearer what will be the popular lines.

The changes which have been made from last season's
fashions are extremely slight. A fractional difference in

the height or width is about the only alteration. The
newest blocks are somewhat higher in the crown. The
characteristic which is most prevalent is the tendency
towards a narrower and more curled brim, though the
curl is not as high on the sides as in last year's shapes.
The crowns are full, though there is a distinct difference

in the kinds which are shown for young and foil' older
men. For the former, the hats are lighter, both in

weight, shape and color.

There is still a diffidence to the brown Derby among
well-dressed men. They are perfectly .correct, and will

be worn by men of undoubted style; but they will probT

ably not gain in popularity over the limited share they
enjoyed last year. Some grays are being shown also,

but as was to be expected, they have found no very.,

large band of admirers.

As soon as the temperate weather summons forth the

beau monde to promenade the boulevards, high hats will

have their turn. No change has been made in silk hats.
The hatters say that the regular silk hat is displacing

the opera hat for every occasion, except the theatre. No
reason is offered

' for this revulsion against the latter,

except that their commonness may have won for the the

less-worn silk a greater distinctiveness.

Cravats.

As the season advances, the beauty of the new weaves
for cravats becomes more pronounced. Dark, rich colors
in silks hold sway in most shops. The exquisite offer-

ings in some of the haberdasheries are most alluring.

The manufacturers seem to have out-done themselves in

their designs. The plain colors are still seen in great
profusion, but with them are now found the larger pat-

terns of which the wide four-in-hands permit. The Sum-
mer cravatings will show a greater freedom of color than
has been permitted in the Winter or Spring. Puffs and
ascots have dropped out of sight for the present, and
will be used only with frock suits. For the rest, the

present showings should satisfy the most fastidious of

New York's elite.

Hosiery.

Effectiveness has been certainly found in the colors

of hosiery for the coming season. The picturesqueness

of life will not altogether disappear as long as the pres-

ent vogue lasts. Greys are undoubtedly correct, but
with them are the browns and tans, dark red, mauve and
biscuit shades, which give a spright liness and verve to

the Spring sales. Embroideries and clockings add to the

infinite variety which is offered in the field of half-hose.
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A METROPOLITAN CLOTHING STORE

THE shop of K. Score & Son, Toronto, is a model of

elegance. Its every feature, from its windows to

its stock-room, is characterized by a distinctiveness

which is all its own. This is as it should be in such a

place. Its large clientele is drawn from the class who

are attracted by- fineness and excellence rather than by

aggressive display.

In bringing this establishment to its present state oi

pet feet ion, the Scores have spent $12,00(1. In return for

that expenditure they can congratulate themselves on

having a shop which cannot be excelled in the country.

It is a tilting climax to sixty-two years of business in

Toronto.

tion, elegance has been sought in all the anangene
The room is laid out on the principle of the most ex-

clusive American tailoring establishments. It will be

noticed thai the walls are not marred with ragged rolls

of cloth. These are kept in the stock-room. The show-

room is reserved for lengths of suitings and trouserings.

The heavy tables upon which the cloths are neatly dis-

played are in harmony with the rest of the interior. A
Hood of natural light fills the entire room.

Cutting and Fitting Rooms.

The offices ari' enclosed at the rear of this depart-

ment, liehind them runs a corridor, on either side of

RETURNED
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R. Score & Son's Haberdashery.

The Haberdashery.

The front of the shop is devoted to haberdashery.

The illustration which we reproduce gives a lair idea of

this department. Its rare light facilities combine with

(he newest style of silent salesmen in showing men's

wear to the best advantage. The handsome mission

tallies add to the general impression of superiority. Its

individuality appears in every touch. An artistic effect

is always preferred to loudness; qualitj in quantity. The

showcases and tables are never piled high with a hetero-

geneous mass of goods. A lew articles, Carefully select-

ed, tell the true story of the shop much better. Il is

high-grade in all its appointments.

The Woolen Showroom.

Immediately behind the haberdashery is the woolen

showroom. Here, again. ,is will he seen in the illusti.i

I
no

which are the cutting and litling rooms. Particularly

up-to-date are the fitting rooms. By a system of mirrors

set at angles a man can see any part of his garment in

I he glass before him. The advantage of such an arrange-

ment is obvious.

The culling rooms, too, show a strong feature in|^
ing entirely separated from the salesroom No intesrup-

tion is caused to the cutlers, and the untidiness which

always is present where cutting is in progress, is kept

out of sight.

The Stock Room.

At the extreme rear is located the stock room. Here

rolls of cloth of all si/es are piled up to the ceiling.

Trimmings and linings occupy one side. On the table

samples of all kinds are displayed. This is the one de-

partment where quantitj is the chief feature.
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The meaning of "Woolnap"
Literally, it is a ''nap of wool," and "nap" as you

know is a loose, woolly surface on top of a substantial

'

fabric. So, in a Woolnap garment, there is the substantial

body fabric with a wool nap.

In " Woolnap " garments, this nap is put on through
a double construction. It is a thread distinct from
and additional to the yarn used for the body-fabric
—the nap being on the inner side of the garment.

WOOLNAP
MENS

UNDERWEAR
is made of nothing but pure wool. Not an ounce of

cotton is used from one year's end to the other in the

manufacture of Woolnap Underwear. Woolnap garments

are unshrinkable, non-irritating and hygienic. They
are shaped perfectly, finished thoroughly, with reinforced

gussets and seams. Woolnap garments are matchless.

All Wholesale Houses
handle Woolnap Underwear.
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SHIRTS AND COLLARS
MILD weather has stimulated to some degree during

the last of March the sales of Spring goods. Still

bosoms were shown by many stoics. However, neg-

ligees were far and away more prominent. The fine trade,

as judged by Montreal and Toronto stores, lias evidently

run to pleated bosoms, somewhat neglecting the plain.

Pleated shirts give every evidence of becoming leaders

this season. There is a leaning towards wider pleats and
less violent colorings and designs. Zephyrs, damasks and

cambrics are in the same class as ever. The progress Of
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R. Score & Son's Stock Room.

the coat-shirt is very satisfactory in good trade, and
will have an effect upon fall lines. Delicate blues and
mauves are favorite colors. Black and white, however,
are as prominent as of yore. Cuffs attached and the

square-cornered cuff are observed in high-class lines.

* *
*

Fall lines are complete, and they bring many new
favorites and some old ones. Every color and every

ground are represented, and stripes, dots, spots and hair

lines figure in the designs. The stiff bosoms are about

in the same position as last month. Pleated fronts will

always seriously cut into their sales. Comfort is the

essential demand of the consumer, and 1 his accounts for

the vogue of the soft shirt. However, as has been maiiv

times pointed out, the relegation of the negligee to its

proper sphere for Summer trade means increased busi-

ness for the shirt department.

* *
*

Developments in collars have followed a rut so long

that the slight changes of this season are agreeable. A

collar finding favor in this market is of the wide-spaced

fold variety, with deep points and sharp corners. They

are m accord with the comfort idea thai pervades men
to-day. This is an ideal Summer collar, and buttons

easily and leaves plenty of space for the tie. Fold

collars in medium width, although warm and binding on

account of the double thickness around the neck, will he

practically the onlj wear for Summer.

*

For the average town trade shirts with cuffs attached

are not good selling propositions. They are not eco*

nomical from the user's standpoint, however much the

laundryman maj approve of them. The truth is, that

the greal majorit] Of men throughout the country art-

engaged in businesses which do not permit of their wear-

ing cuffs at work. This is said without denying for a

moment the greater convenience of the attached cull. For
dress occasions the latter kind of shirt will, of course.

be largely worn. But for colored shirts, the detached

cuff will be found preferable.

• *
*

A pleasing thing in shirts is a plain white ground

with a black or brown stripe. It is not new, nor has it

the grace even of being striking. But it has the quiet

effect and good taste which are the characteristics of the

mode. Several of the leading haberdashers are showing

it side by side with flic dots and colors, which are the

more distinctive ideas in Spring shirtings.

• * *
*

Blue is much in evidence in shirts this season. Many
patterns of which blue is the ground-work are seen

among the furnishers. The plain color, either blue,

brown or grey, is attractive. These one-color shirts had

a favorable run in the American cities last year, and

their popularity will likely carry them over another sea-

son. In that case they should be worn pretty exten-

sively here this Summer.
* *

*

A shirt stock to be kepi well must be given a gooil

bit of one's time and attention. It has been found best

to set aside a certain part of the shop for keeping shirts

only. The shirt boxes should be given ample space and

kept in regular order on the shelf. Crowding disfigures

the boxes and gives an ugly appearance to the stock, as

well as allowing dust to enter the box. Spick and span

boxes add to the appearance of the stock.

The same price shirts should be kept together ami

the sizes placed in rotation. In as far as possible some

system should be devised to separate patterns. Stamp-
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R. Score & Son's Woolen Show Room.

ing the color on the outside of each box has been found

helpful. Some makes of shirts have names and numbers

to designate stvles.
* *

*

A bit of labor with a large feather duster is neces-

sary every morning to keep the stock free from dust. A

cloth, however, has a much better effect. Assign a cer-

tain salesman for this duty. Watch your shirt stock care-

fully. It is a good advertisement.

lu-i
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Shirts

Pyjamas

Night Shirts

P.S.-L«dies'

"Waists and

SHirt "Waist

Suits.

Vests

Boys' Waists

DucK Pants

SALEM VESTS

SALEM
A^e Have Had most gratifying results witH tHe above lines

tHis Spring', and we are prepared to fill repeat orders promptly.
Samples sent prepaid.

Manufactured
by . . . SALEM COMPANY, Limited

323 St. James St., MONTREAL

(Linen-Mesh)

The Dr. Deimel Underwear, of Linen-Mesh, is a popular and profitable

seller in hundreds of Dry Goods and Furnishing Stores and the list grows larger

every day.

It is the best advertised and most widely known Underwear Specialty in

the world. No one who once wears this Perfect Underclothing ever discards

it for any other kind.

We can make the Dr. Deimel Underwear the most interesting feature of

your Underwear department.

INVESTIGATE AT ONCE WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND OUR TERMS.

ADDRESS

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada.

SAN FRANCISCO:
110 Sutter St.

NEW YORK:
491 Broadway.

LONDON

:

10-12 Bread St. E.C.
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HATS AND GLOVES
BROWN derbys have no1 as yd justified expectations.

They arc heralded as meaning increased sales if

they can obtain solid foothold, a.s a customer will

have his black hat, and a brown one means an extra

sale. Further than tins a brown derby is a means for

cutting into the inroads which the cap trade has made
in the felt-hat business. Everything this season favors

the brown hat.

Of course much depends upon the attitude of the re-

tailer. Several Montreal stores are showing windows at

fifty cents and one dollar alongside of a Spring hat

window containing among the new styles a brown derby.

This has effectually prohibited an extensive vogue, at

least temporarily. However, if the retailer has faith in

the brown derby and presses it upon his trade, both

through his window displays and personal urging, the ie-

the only wear on dressy hats. Colored bands are noticed

on very cheap hats. An English novelty is pearl gray

with an underbrim of Jap. A high-class imported French
straw is very light in weight, and is made from the fibre

of a leaf obtained in the French Colonies. It gives a

very line effect and will satisfy good Hade.
There are a few fancy .shapes in straw hats, mostly

in soft brims and generally in the (lat-iron effect. A

pleasing hat was of Manilla hood braid, with a soft brim
the crown creased in the sides with a raised edge in the

centre from front to back.

A new stiff American hat just placed upon this mar-
ket is flat set, and shows a brim from 2 to 2| in., and

crown from 1:1 to 5'in.

Panamas have no place

sports and high-class shops.

again.

this season except for the

It is the same old hat

RETURNED
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LONDON.

Flat Iron Shape. Shown by The Waldron-Drouin Co., Limited.

suit will be instantly forthcoming. The situation is in

the retailer's hands. Nobody questions the desirability

of making brown the vogue. It goes well with short top

coats and russet boots.
* *

*

Soft hats are not entirely out of the running. The

only way to make this branch of selling profitable is for

the retailer to throw his whole strength in favor of a

certain shape. A novelty hat wins the trade of young

men.

There are four new styles in soft hats. The careless

knockabout of round medium-height crown and slight roll

brim is turned down in front, while the crown can be

telescoped or dented according to whim. It is in black

and brown, but the neutral shade in this style will be by

odds the most sought for. The flat-iron shape, which is ^^

illustrated on this page, is of this type. The sombrero, ^/g (#P?

r! Ot^~jU+S<
shade, is a newcomer, and has already been preferred to

the same style in black and brown. What might be

termed the utility hat, is of helio-tint, low round crown

and turned-up brim. It is of fine felt, so that being

crushed to pocket size and there deposited it can issue

forth mi wrinkled.

Messers. Bellmere & Julien of the White Star Store,

Ottawa, are using the following method, with splendid

success. Get you printer to make you a large label in a

marked color, say deep pink or blue, sufficiently large to

cover the original printing matter on your last season's

hat boxes. Show space for shape, color and size, have

the label marked special. Give it any name you like so

long as it will be distinguished from all other lines. Fill

in the quantities, sizes and prices, and when a size is

sold out have salesmen cross it out on the boxes. Sales-

men are advised to show this line with just as much
care as the 1905 goods. They are in a space by them-

selves, and are selling for double the price that they

would bring if taken out of the boxes and placed on

tables in the usual way.
* *

*

At the beginning of Autumn buying the advisability

of early orders cannot be too insistently urged. The

tardy buyer suffers in deliveries and in choice of goods.

The dealer holding out for something new always rues

his shortsightedness. The demand for gloves is always

about the same, as they feel the weather extremes verj

little.

If retailers will but impress the following rules on

customers the best interests of the trade will be served

RETURNED
AfR 7

low-crowned and wide-brimmed, also light in weight and

unlined, is in a shade of light tan. The alpine, in peat

<?i

fittektfLONDON.
Splits— the smooth straws—continue to lead, al-

though sennits—rough straws—are spoken of in New
'lurk. The merits of these regarding dust-shedding

quality arc variously regarded, and have little effect to

the consumer. There is a sure feeling for higher crowns

and narrpwei brims. Some I. iic \e\\ York importations

measure three and a quarter ami Unci' and a half in the

crowns, and brims from two to two and a quarter. This

is a decided change from one year ago, Black hands are

SlifT Derby. Measurement, 5

}

4 x 2MI. Shown by The
Waldron-Drouin Co., Limited.

Keep them in tissue paper. Don't pull them out of

shape; it is no test of quality and spoils their beauty.

Glove powder freely used is the price of a pair of gloves

in main cases. A perspiring hand forced into a dry

glove— of 1 en one or two sizes too small—will usually

come out tlu least injured, and the blame will be as un-

fair as the treatment. Fitting gloves is not such a

U'li
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IT
is said that when lightning-

strikes a bronco it

bounces off. This may or may not be true, but the

leather, "Pinto" Shell Cordovan, made from his hide,

is tough enough to make it seem probable.

"Pinto" Shell Cordovan is the toughest, most

pliable, softest leather ever used in working mitts and

gloves.

Never hardens, never cracks, never rips, wears like

steel wire, good looking, good fitting and an A 1 seller.

Every enterprising dealer has it. Are you in the

swim ?

\
E~|URNED

AP 7 190*
'

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.

Montreal* Winnipeg* Dawson.
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HAMMOND, TURNER & SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,= MANUFACTURERS OF

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH.

SUPERIOR IN

QUALITY.

STYLE AND FINIS H

ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS.
FANCY VEST BUTTONS.

Among other salable novelties we make are

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFtE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Ashfor Illustrated

Catalogue ofJewellery.

232 McOIII St.

MONTREAL

Wreyford & Co. -""iSSSSVo
Wholesale Men's Furnishers.

UNDERWEAR SPECIALISTS.
Before buying your Winter Underwear, inspect our

noted brands of unshrinkable wool in natural and all fanc\

shades.
LEADING LINES

Australian Wool D. B. Shirts and Drawers, heavy, $9.00 <loz.

Unshrinkable Natural Wool, Llama tiuish, $13.50 doz.

Our $13.50 Line guaranteed unshrinkable Double
Breasted, cannot be beaten.

DOMINION AiiCNTB TOR

"Aertex," Cellular Underwear, Etc.,
" St. Margarets " Golf Blouses, Sweaters, etc.

LONDON
ENGLANDYoung & Rochester,

SHIRT, COLLAR and NECKWEAR manufacturers

Full range of Fall samples are now ready and our

travellers will wait on you. Novelties in Dressing Gowns,
Smoking Jackets, Silk and Flannel Pyjamas, etc.

For Fall our ranges of Fancy Vests embody all the latest

improvements in style and fit, and our designs are select. The
fashionable Knitted Vests that were the feature last season

are Y. in R.'s make and we have good selection for next

winter.

||Y. & R.'S WASHING VESTS STOCKED IN TORONTO.

^_, g^ High-class Hat Manufacturers,

TreSS & OO. - LONDON
We have received new ranges for Fall in

SILKS, FELTS AND TWEEDS.
Shapes Correct— Values Unequalled.

If the Tress Hat is not represented in your town, write lor our travellers

to call.

SPECIALTIES IN MOTORING AND ALL SPORTING CAPS

difficult task as many imagine. First, thoroughly powder
the gloves and applj some extra powder also to the
hand, using a piece of flannel or chamois skin; breathe
into the glove to warm it, then introduce the fin

leaving the thumb out entirely until the lingers an-

stroked evenly and entirely on; then peel back the glow
until the thumb can be introduced arid stroked into place

the same as the fingers were. Stroke the glove over the

tatty pari of the hand, using mild force to gel it over

the broad part. Never pull it on. To take it off, turn

it off; do not pull at the finger tips;.

OLD FIRM NOW A JOINT STOCK COMPANY.

Till-; well-known house of Brophy, Cams & Co., .Mont-

real, has been incorporated under the provisions of

the Companies' Act, 1902, of the Dominion of Can-

ada, as Brophy-CaiTis Limited, with a total capital

stock of $500,000, to tarry on the business of wholesale

and retail merchants and manufacturers, and to act as

agents for merchants, traders and manufacturers. The
charter members, all well and favorably known in the

trade, are Thos. Brophy, merchant, Frederick Lighthall

Cains, merchant; Geo. Lighthall Cains, merchant; Allan

Parsons, commercial traveler, and W. T. Rodden. secre-

tary, all of the City of Montreal. This increased capital

means even larger facilities for serving an expanding

clientele.

MONTREAL FIRE LOSSES.

JE. MeCOMBER and Fenster Bros., fur manufac-

turers, St. Paul street, Montreal, were slightly

damaged by smoke and water in the disastrous

fire of Saturday, April 1st, which spread from Youville

Square through to St. Paul street. To The Review Mr.

McComber stated the slight loss was fully covered by

insurance, and business would in no way be impeded.

J. Cohen A Co., wholesale clothiers, suffered a loss

estimated to be $40,000 in the Craig street lire the same
evening.

POPULAR TRAVELER DEAD.

MR. ANDREW R. PATERSON died at his home in

Dunham, Quebec, on March 9. Mr. Paterson was

thirty-six years of age and had been in the employ

of Messrs. Greenshields Limited for nineteen years. K.n

twelve years he represented them in the Eastern Town-

ships, where he formed a large business connection and

made many friends.

He was a brother of Mr. John Paterson, who has

charge of the ready-to-wear department of Greenshields

Limited, and of Mr. David Paterson, who is with John

Gordon & Sons, manufacturers' agents.

AN ATTRACTIVE BOOKLET.

IT
is perhaps not new to the vast majority of retailers

to describe the little booklet used by .1. Arthur

Paquet, Quebec, to announce the arrival of travelers,

Tlie Canadian Paquet line, enclosed between a cover read-

ing on one side. 'J am coming via this line," and on

the other 'J will arrive to show you Paquet 's furs, with

profit," contains twelve slips closely imitating a rail-

road ticket, and ranging in then headings from Summer-

side, P. E. 1., to Halifax: to Vancouver to Victoria,

Bach slip contains a concise and forceful advertisement,

and bears the name of .1. Arthur Paquet. president and

general manager. Mr. k. a. Vandry, general manager of

I Ins linn, deserves unstinted praise for the pleasing adver-

tising novelties he has originated
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A Guide to Advance Styles.

SPRING has, as usual, wavered, and the clothes ques-

tion, though uppermost in everybody's thoughts,

has hardly crystaliz'ed. However, the forms and

fabrics of the new season are fairly well established.

There is a statement that there is no such thing as

fashion, and that what is called fashion is merely the ex-

pression of the individual's taste and judgment. Without

doubt a gentleman does not dress by rule, and he always

consults his own notions as to what is becoming to him.

However, there is a fundamental standard of dress which

constitutes an unwritten code. The attributes which con-

tribute to form a well-dressed man in the social sense are

the same the world over.

The Eastern Showing.

From the viewpoint of one interested in men's

clothes, Easter this month will serve to easily surpass

the showing of previous years. There will be more vari-

ety in men's dress, and it will not be at the cost of

propriety. Fancy waistcoats and colored cravats will

give spice to the entire scheme. The wing collar will be

good form for this parade, especially for young men. The

fashionable form is of moderate height with medium tabs.

Four-in-hands and once-overs are worn with these collars.

Summer Dress.

Quite naturally men's dress during the hot weather to

come will take on softer and more yielding forms. To be

smart in dress does not mean to be uncomfortable. The
cardinal requirement of Summer dress is that it shall

feel cool and look cool.

Suits will be fashioned of serviceable serges, home-
spuns, tweeds, and flannels. Jackets will generally be

single-breasted and cut with a natural shoulder, and a

full inch longer than last season. Collars are straight and

narrow, with long lapels. Jackets have one centre vent

in the back. Trousers will be turned up at the bottom,
and in such cases will be cut at least one inch longer.

Permanent turn-ups are hardly good form. Men's dress

will be full and flowing, and loose clothes will pre-

dominate.
Shirts and Collars.

Pleated soft shirts will be high style for the best

dressed men, and they will have fewer tucks than usual.

The fewer the pleats the less danger of crumpling in the

laundry. Fold cuffs are seen on the most expensive
shirts, and are quite prominent in (iannel lines. They
distinctly typify the high-class garment. Among colors

greys, tans and blues are prominent. Fold collars will

be worn during the Summer to the exclusion of the wing
forms. There are two distinct forms, one with edges
closely together in front and the other with edges leaving

plenty of room for the cravat. They are used respectively

for wear with ties and four-in-hands. I am quite partial

to a deep-pointed, narrow-band collar, that is already
shown in good stores. This collar has a character of its

own.

Summer cravats will be smaller, hut the narrow
forms will not be worn. Filmy crepes in grey and tan

will be very popular, made up into the two-inch French
seam four-in-hand, to wear with the fold collar.

Fancy waistcoats will be worn until the weather be-

comes too warm. The newest are cut single-breasted

without collar.

Low shoes will be worn to the exclusion of every
other style. The russet shoe has not found its place yet,

but smart shops will put them out. Fashion has verv

Good Merchandise

(BRACES and CRAVATS)

Make good Customers

and many of them.

Do you realize this? Never

mind about the price.

You want your Customers

back, and the other

fellows Customers. A
man don't care for

a few cents extra (a

woman does) when

he buys a brace or cravat

that has superiority

and class that lifts them

out of the crowd of

the ordinary. You want

him back, and we

want you.

Niagara Neckwear Co.,

Limited

Dominion Suspender Co.,

Niagara Falls.

QUEBEC MONTREAL TORONTO
WINNIPEG VANCOLVKK
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little to do with them. M is purely a matter (if good

(asic Tan shoes go well with flannels and calf shoes

with serges and worsteds.

Brown Derbys.

Reverting to the question of brown derbys, I think

that a certain fashionable shade of brown can now be re-

garded as being good taste. I do not like the light

diahhy blown associated with a binding of a darker

shade, neither a very deep brown. A shade which is on

this market is perhaps mid-way between these with a

certain warmth and richness in it. The really high-class

trade will go for a tone of this kind. I consider there

will be a fair demand for all classes of brown hats, and
as they will scarcely be popularized they will be in Kood
taste.

IN CRAVATDOM
EASTER is a period when new Spring fashions take

their place and the approach of this season has

given new life to the neckwear business. Such an

event will stir things up and retailers should take full

advantage of it. It will serve, too, in a measure, to

break up the era of conservatism which has for some

time pervaded business. Plain colors are selling just as

well as they did during the Winter, which contingency

must be avoided to enliven trade.

Efforts of Manufacturers.

Manufacturers on their part have created lines large

enough to enable buyers to purchase a good assortment.

In colorings, figures, and attractiveness, Spring neck-

wear is in as large a variety as ever, and dealers can

Spring Displays.

Plain colors are still strongly to the front. Main
haberdashers are showing entire windows of tans, greys
and purples. Richness of colors in much in evidence. The
browns and bronze effects continue to enjoy great popu-

larity. They have been the most beautiful line which has
been produced for many seasons. However, lighter effects

will be more and more sought as the season advances.

RETURNED

No 429- New Design in French Seam. Shown by The Standard
Neckwear Co.

yet pick up some choice lines for Easter trade. The

large number of small designs is particularly noticeable.

These odd effects are very pretty in peculiar combina-

tions, in odd shades of green, purple and gold. Medium

and light brown, tan, and grey are easily the leading

shades this Spring. Purple and the shades of green, as

well as the old-fashioned blues, are very prominent in

good lines. For Easter wear city stores have selected

\s,.nis and English squares in white and grey. Easter

neckwear is of an unusually pleasing character.

Attractive Patterns.

The cravat which we illustrate is a favorite for

Spring. It is dainty in design and is suitable to the knot

which will be necessary this year. A tight knot with a

fairly wide end will suit fold collars, and the latter con-

tinue to be worn. However, popular plain colors may be

for a while—it is certain that their favor will be tem-

porary. They cannot long withstand the monotony and

commonness which will be their lot, and the greater thru

popularity the sooner are they likely to suffei

Four-in-Hands The Only Wear.

Wide four-in-hands from 2j to 2j inches in width seem

to be still very popular in city trade, though it is more

than likely that for Summer wear 1 ,' and 2-in. ties will

be wanted. There is little inclination to encourage the

sale of dinky four-in-hands. In 25c. goods, l| in. is a

popular width, the line goods running from 2 to 1\

inches. The French seam continues to grow in favor as

it lias proven us manifold advantages.

I 10
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GOOD

THINGS

SHOULD

PUSHED

iNt

my

Two- inch
French
Seam
Four-in-
hand

That's why we're calling your attention to this special

value for the second time. We're prepared to ship

orders at short notice. If you're one of the retailers

who failed to take advantage of our last month's offer,

better do so now, as you rarely see such value at

$4.50 a dozen
THE

STANDARD NECKWEAR CO.
STANDARD CRAVAT MAKERS

1853 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL
BE SURE TO CALL, WHEN IN THE CITY.

3f

QXTORD £(U€€D$
WINNERS OF O.OLD MEDALS EVERYWHERE.

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly Bigh=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

Selling Agent :

FRA.NH. W. NELLES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA, limited

Mills Established 1867

i$M•y'Lets :
~
-••

" r
*<A
-

INDIVIDUALITY
DURABILITY

DESIRABILITY
are personified in our productions.

VALUES UNEQUALLED

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers—Wholesale

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sis., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL

X^^^fe^^^fe^^^^^^^^j^j»j^^j|^^^jg2^<^|^^^^^^^^>^^5^^^^^^^?f

I*

f4
4

l
ARLINGTON

1 COLLARS, MUFFS, etc.
WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them ? If not, why not ? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:
Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal. Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

A
NEW suit for Easter" is the motto of a large

(lass, and retailers are already in every con-

ceivable way devising means to tempi the

purchaser. The Spring atmosphere is likely

to have full possession of the land, and a

larger number of customers than usual will be attracted.

Much has been promised this season in the way of nov-

elty, and the various suitings on view confirm this.

Easter need occasion no disturbance of the peace of mind,

although the retail trade shows anxiety to make a com-

mencement with the season. The trade must make the

best of circumstances as they find them, and the late

Kaster certainly does not mean a loss of business.

Patterns.

Plainer goods have been from time to time forecasted

in these columns, but both jobbers and retailers inter-

viewed by The Review aver that this has not as yet

rapidly set in. Extreme fancy designs so prominent last

season are again with us, but in a lesser degree. Brown

mixtures hold the centre of attraction, and even a brown

serge is well spoken of. Grey, which is a peculiarly

suitable Spring color, in various combinations, is holding

its own. Early demand clearly shows that blue serges

are not being neglected. More than one store reports a

considerable liking for dark materials with subdued

figuring, which shows which way the wind is blowing.

These mixtures sell well for full suits, and when mixed

with the tinge of green, white, or even red, they are

extremely pretty without approaching a gaudy aspect.

Summer Suits.

Summer suitings are moving in the retail stores as

they have seldom done before. There is nothing question-

able about ordering a light pattern with weather such

as we have been favored with recently. It is the only

seasonable thing to buy, and there is nothing to cause

the intending buyer to postpone his purchase. When

March is filled with piercing winds and snow falls, there

is little to tempt a man beyond the mere Easter habit.

This year the weather compels him to turn his attention

to the offerings of his tailor.

Shops which handle men's apparel have not been slow

to seize the special advantages. The new patterns have

been displayed in all their beauty, and the making of

clothes has gone on apace.

Style.

The fashions which were outlined last month have

proved generally acceptable. The average man hesitates

about adopting radical innovations in dress. He would

run along in the old rut if his tailor would only permit

it. However, while respecting the general wishes of his

clients in not foisting on them startling changes, the

tailor manages to introduce some innovations to give a

/est to the style. So this year the changes are unim-

portant but sufficient.

Coverts.

The covert is a neat and dressy coat, and will be

much in evidence this year. It is admirably suited to

street wear, as it is heavy enough for mid-season use,

\ ct it is nol long enough to impede one's stride. It will

commend itself to a large class of men from its lightness

and neatness. The accepted style has four outside pock-

ets. 11 is cut absolutely square, and is usually of a

heavy enough material to prevent undue folds from form-
ing. Fawns and greys are the recognized colors for ihe

covert. The collar is of the same material as the coat.

Showerproof Overcoats.

The showerproof overcoat has become almost indis-

pensable for men's attire. They are made up in such
dressy materials that they are suitable for every oc-

casion. As has been claimed for them, they serve all the

purposes of a light overcoat, and are not confined merely
to wet weather use. The cut is more uniform than in

the ordinary overcoat. This follows from its essential

use. Although it may be used in bright weather, its in-

dispensable attribute must be that it will keep out the

rain if it does fall. Accordingly the coats are always
long, generally to the knees. This season's plates show
a full coat, with seams at the sides but not down the

middle of the back. The shoulders are built out wide but
not as square as in last year's coats. Two side pockets

are all that are shown.

AGENTS WANxED.
A well-established English company, manufacturing

hosiery and unshrinkable underwear, writes us in refer-

ence to the appointment of agents in Canada. These

goods have been advertised in The Review in previous

issues, and are not, therefore, unknown to Canadian buy-

ers. These manufacturers wish to sell to the retailers

direct, and we will be glad to forward any letters of ap-

plication that reach us from agents who are interested in

this line.

A NEW WINNIPEG FACTORY.

AFTER the disastrous fire early in January, the

Hoover M'f'g. Co. of Winnipeg decided not to re-

build, but a new overall factory has been started

which is in some measure a successor to the old. The

new firm is known as the Henderson M'f'g. Co., and its

head is R. J. Henderson, formerly traveler for the

Hoover Mfg. Co.

MR. CAMERON ENJOYS SEA BATHING.

MR. JOHN CAMERON, traveling representative of

the MaeLean Trade Newspapers, which form a dis-

tinct feature of Canadian journalism, has been

touring Bermuda, British Guiana and the Wesl Indies, in

the interest of his firm, and has spent the last week in

Barbadoes. He has largely added to the MacLcan sub-

scribers' list. Trade, Mr. Cameron said on Saturday, is

steadily growing between Canada and the West Indies,

and Canadian manufacturers are getting a tinner footing

in these markets. The excellence of Canadian goods is

now so acknowledged that all the goods are specially

marked "Made in Canada." Mr. Cameron spoke in high

let ms of the Barbadian climate for those seeking to

escape the rigors of the Winter, and for the bracing

effects of our sea-bathing he could not say too much. He

leaves lor St Lucia this evening by the l'ickford &
Black steamel on his return home —Barbadoes Advocate,

March 20.
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New and
Exclusive Goods
Arriving Daily

We are making active preparations for Sorting
Trade. New goods are arriving daily in such quantity
and quality as has never been equalled in our history.

A great many of these fabrics are confined ex-

clusively to US and merchants wishing new and ex-

clusive designs will do well to communicate with us
early.

Everything in WOOLLENS and TAILORS' TRIMMINCS
is our hobby, and if there is anything you still want
after looking over our samples, ask for it and we
will obtain it for you

A FEW SPECIALTIES
Tweeds, Overcoatings, Etc., Assorted Silks,

Serges, Hair Goods, Sleeve Linings,

Canvasses, Holland Pocketings, Suitings,

Etc.

Sole proprietors of the celebrated "TYKE" and
"BLENHEIM" Serges, also of Salt's "YOTSMAN"
Serges, the best goods in the trade.

Our travellers will wait on you shortly with a
full range.

Sorting orders for immediate shipment will re-

ceive prompt attention.

FREE SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.

A. McDOUGALL <£ CO.,
Branches: McKinnon Bldg\. Toronto. +nc M nMI e -r

Jarvis Bldg., St. John. loo MCUILLol.,
37 Queen Street, Truro. mvumr a
Bridge Street, Quebec. MUNIKtAL.

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

:

Victoria Square, Montreal,

65 and 67 Yonge St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSF1ELD, ENG.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"Crayenette"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain-

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trad<
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COLLISION CAUSES ANXIETY.

^
N Ill; accidenl to the Sir. Parisian, of the Allan line,

through collision with the Str. Albano, of the Ham-
burg-American line, caused some anxiety to main

Montreal and Toronto jobbers, as well as large retailers.

Shipments for repeat and immediate orders of goods very

much in demand were included in the cargo. However,

inquiry among the various houses affected shows that the

total damage does not reach over $15(1,000, and this dis-

tributed over a large number will cause retailers no

serious delay. Duplicates were at once cabled in many
instances, but for a time, till the extent of the damage

was learned, many .jobbers were extremely anxious.

SILK CULTURE IN RUSSIA.
rpjIK Government is promoting silk culture in Russia

| by distributing silkworm eggs free of charge, and
sending out teachers to instruct the peasants how

in feed and treat the worms. It has also sent teachers
from public schools of the southern provinces to the agri-

cultural colleges at Uman and Charkow, where they hear
lectures on silk culture.

Abraham Komi was found guilty of obtaining goods
by false pretences during the month, sentence being de-

terred. The creditors secured ei"hi cents on the dollar

upon his failure.

CONDENSED OR "WANT" ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word first insertion, lc. a
word each subsequent insertion.

Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as 81.000) are allowed
as one word.

Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements
In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded,five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

AGENTS WANTED.

IX/ANTED— Manufacturers' agent of the right kind, who can sell

" ' underwear and hosiery in Canada for an English house. A I ref-

erences given and required. Address Box W., Dry Goods Review,
Montreal.

WAN TED—An English neckwear house who have already some con-
nection in Canada, are open to negotiate with good live manu-

facturers' agent to take over this line. Address Box G., Dry Good-
Review, Montreal.

WANTED—An Old Country house, manufacturers of shirts, common
lines of flannel, flannelettes, coarse shirts, etc., are open for busi-

ness in Canada, and would appoint a suitable agent. Address Box T.,

Dry Goods Review, Montreal.

WANTED—A Scotland house, dealers in woolens, tweeds, serges, rain

coats and clothing, are anxious to secure a good live agent for

Canada. Address Box W., Dry Goods Revi- w, Montreal.

U/ANTED—A large button manufacturing firm in Birmingham, Eng"
** land, is open to appoint an agent in Canada. Only first-class

man with references need apply. Address Box P., Dry Goods Review,
Montreal. (4)

WANTED— By experienced dry goods man in Winnipeg, agency for

Canadian Eastern house or foreign house wishing representation
in the West. Best references as to credit, and deposit if necessary.
Apply Box W., Dry Goods Review. (4)

11,'ANTED- By a reliable manufacturers' agent with first-class con-
* ' nections and references, grocery, dry goods, and general lines, for

houses wishing representation in Prince Edward Island. Addre.-s P.E.I.,
care of Dry Goods Review, Montreal. (4)

A FIRM at Plauen, in Saxony, desires business connection with first-

class importing house to handle their manufacture of Point Lace,
etc., on commission. References given and required. Box 235, Dry
Goods Review, Toronto.

Agent Wanted
Firm of High-Grade Clothing Manufacturers, making

a specialty of Raincoats, Flannel Suits, Fancy Vests,
Travelling Caps, etc., require services of reliable
agent calling upon Retail Trade. Must have sound
connection and experience. Full particulars and
references (In strict confidence), to Wallace, Scott &
Co., Limited, 27 Cadogan Street, Glasgow. (4)

CLOTHING We are makers of cloth-
ing for the CLASSES and
the MASSES. Ourgoods

and our terms are a little better than anybody else's. Write
us for particulars.

THE EXCELSIOR CLOTHING CO.,
42A Jurors St.," MONTREAL.

PUBLIC NOTICE
TS HEREBY GIVEN that under The
A Companies' Act, 1902, letters patent
have been issued under the Seal of the
Secretary of State of Canada, bearing
date the 17th day of March, 1905, incor-

porating Thomas Brophy, merchant,
Frederick Lighthall Cains, merchant,
George Lighthall Cains, merchant, Allan
Parsons, commercial traveller, and W.
T. Rodden, secretary, all of the City and
District of Montreal, in the Province of
Quebec, for the following purposes,
viz. :— (a) To carry on the business of
wholesale and retail merchants and
manufacturers ; (b) to buy, sell, traffic,

trade and deal in all mannerand kinds of
dry goods, and to manufacture the
same; (c) to act as agents for merchants,
traders and manufacturers

; (d) to
acquire, hold and dispose of shares
in the capital stock of any other
company or corporation carrying on a
similar business and to invest its funds
in any such shares

;
(e) to purchase,

lease or otherwise acquire and hold and
from time to time to sell, leaseor other-
wise dispose of an interest in any lands,
buildings, works, machinery and pro-
perty of any kind or description that
may be useful for the purposes or re-

quired for the operation of the said
company, and to erect and construct
any buildings, works or machinery in

connection with the purposes of the said
company ;

(/") to purchase, lease or
otherwise acquire, and to sell, lease or
otherwise dispose of any properties,

rights and interests for the purposes
aforesaid; («) to take, acquire or hold
and to sell, pledge or otherwise dispose
of securities of any nature or kind, real

or personal, for debts, liabilities, or
obligations to the company incurred or
to be incurred in respect of the purposes
and ohjects of the said company. The
operations of the company to be carried

on throughout the Dominion of Canada
and elsewhere, bv the name of
" Brophy, Cains, Limited," with a total

capital stock of five hundred thousand
dollars, divided five thousand shares of
one hundred dollars, and the chief place
of business of the said company to be at
the City of Montreal, in the Province of
Quebec.
Dated at the office of the Secretary of

State of Canada, this 17th day of
March, 1905.

R. W. SCOTT.
Secretary of State.
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THE VICTORY OF THE JAPS
in Manchuria does not compare with the

success of the firm of I. MISHKIN & CO.

against their competitors.

THEIR SHIRT WAIST SUITAT $5.00
is a crackerjack. If you are without it this sea-

son, you are simply not in the swing of

selling Shirt Waist Suits.

L MISHKIN & CO.
1853

Notre Dame Street
f

MONTREAL

150 YEARS REPUTATION

w.Bartleet&Sons,
Abbey Mills, Redditch.England.

BRAND

Wm. Croft & Sons,
126-132 Queen St. E., Toronto.

TRADEB MARK

B Suspenders are a pleasure

to sell. The merchant

knows that he is giving-

his customer the best ma-
terial and best workman-
ship possible.

All goods at $4.00 and upwards are

guaranteed. We have goods at all

prices, and every price is right, repre-

senting goods that are unmatched.

We solicit your orders.

WE SHIP PROMPTLY.

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

Manufacturers - - Berlin, Ont.

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%
to 50% faster than any

other writing" machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET,

TORONTO and «* MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

J................. ......
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Wholesale Millinery

Hats

Ready-tO-Wears

Trimmed

Veilings

Gauzes

ED

"M'Sllks

-m

RETURNED
apr 7 mr

Flowers

Foliage

Feathers

Orna-

ments

EASTER OPENING MONDAY, APRIL 17th.

THE D. McCALL CO, LIMITED
l L6
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Vfye Canadian
Millinerp Review

FASHIONS

IN HATS
FOR NEXT

SEASON

THE ADVANCING SEASON.

THOUGH the Spring millinery is full-fledged,

hats seen so far on the street are all of the

demi-season type, only in the last week, not-

withstanding the bright sunshine, have they

been seen in any number. March, however, is

only just out, and March has always been classed as a

Winter month in Canada. Women generally are taking

kindly to the new styles, and as the variety of shapes

is so great, one that suits any type of fape can readily

be found. Milliners, too, can give little turns and twists

that make the shape becoming. Of course the small, freak

shapes are having only a limited sale, but, taking it all

in all, the new shapes have made a good impression

The trade, too, was ripe for a change, as the large

shapes had about passed their favor.

A popular seller sinpe the opening is the large pla-

teaux which the milliner can drape in individual styles.

Peroxaline, Neapolitan and soft chips, in shaded effects

and in solid colors, are selling freely in this shape and
promise to be leaders in the season's trade. There
seems to be a developing tendency for sailor shapes—that
is, for the trimmed sailor. A perfectly round >sailor with
medium bell crown and fairly wide brim is seen, as is

also the sailor shape that is widest across the crown.
The "Corday" sailor is another new shape, and later

..till comes a most becoming shape with moderate bell

crown and sau,cer brim, tilted at the back.

Straw braids have also had a good -run and, though
this is not an ornament season, the shaded ones have met

faded rose, copper and tan are all represented. Lovely
hands of mother-of-pearl spangles mingled with pearl,

gold and silver beads are seen.

The popular trade is rather diffident about adopting
the faded tones in flowers, and is taking more kindly k>

the (lowers in their natural shades. Perhaps, because of

this, they are in high favor with the better run of trade.

Though here and there, there is seen a hat trimmed with
the very large flowers, the fine and medium sizes are

Fig. >

almost universally used. Lilacs, forget-me-nots, lilies-

of-the-valley, small roses, and roses of the natural size,
of which the leaders are the rich American Beauty roses'
will be used extensively. Combinations of flowers still
rule, aihd. Mowers massed into little clumps are seen on
most haT.s. Turbans, toques, continentals, tricomes, etc.,
are seen in a vast variety of styles, and the "Corday"'
and poke shapes have to be reckoned with when summing
up the list of styles.

MISSES AND CHILDREN'S HATS
THIS is a branch that generally shows little change

With a few minor variations, practically the saint_ same
styles do duty each succeeding season. This year

both the hats designed for the little tots and for their
bigger sisters have profited by ideas first exploited for
then elders. The Corday and Napoleon shapes have been
taken as a guide and quaint pokes and ruffled effects are
shown that are intensely becoming to their little wearers
Poke bonnets of soft silk or chiffon will have a coronet

that u is a Spring season.
1 ne fact that importers have in front covered with small puffs "a la Napoleon " Then

a new selection ready for Summer styles shows just how there are quaint Dutch siiai.es, and large flarimr' uokesstrong a place they have in the trade. These bands are also for the small folks. There is a good deal of Valen
of soitly iridescent colored spangles, to match the silk eiennes lac,, used on these bonnets and tiny button rosesused ui the embroidery. Pmkish helio, leaf-green, resida, apple-blossoms, forget-me-nots, and even red currants are
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with good success. So far, an unusual number of

spangled bands have been sold, when it is considered
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tied in clusters among the pufls and ruffles thai sur-

mount chubby baby faces.

The larger girl rejoices in modifications of the lingerie

"Corday" hat that her big sister wears. All-over em-

broidery, shirred mull and pique are used to develop the

crown, while the brim is a flounce or flounces of broderie

anglaise. A pink, blue or white ribbon is draped around

the crown and tied in a big flat bow in front.

Body hats trimmed with ribbons and fine flowers and

draped on a wire frame are for larger girls. .Misses re-

joice in the main sailors, and the Napoleon, Fig. 1, is a

good misses' style. The large rosette is often in mote
than one color and is of side-pleated ribbon velvet.

MEDIUM-PRICED HATS.

MILLINERS have often a call for popular-priced hats

that show more individuality than can be found in

the ready-to-wear lines. To a milliner who is fac-

ing a problem of this kind, we would suggest the floral

hats. Turbans, toques and continentals are the most
appropriate shapes, and with maline and a few touches

RETURNED
APR 7 1905"

Corday Toque. Pattern 406. Manufactured by The D. McCall

Co., Limited.

of ribbon some very attractive hats may be developed.

An attractive window of hats of this class was shown
lately and all were the same price, viz., $5.50. A smart

little continental had the crown and upper brim of shirred

maline. The outer brim was banked with heliotrope with

a powdering of green leaves, and at the back, resting on

the hair, was a flat bow of helio velvet ribbon.

A round turban had a brim of lilies-of-the-valley with

a crown of mignonette. A turban of foliage had little

tufts of lilac primroses at staled intervals around the

brim, and a twist of moss-green and violet maline filled

in the interval between brim and crown. These hats may
he modeled of many flowers, hyacinths, forget-me-notSj

roses both crush and button, apple blossoms, pansies, and

main others, can be effectively used. Fig. 2 shows a hat

of this type.

A ROUND OF THE RETAIL OPENINGS.

EACH season sees more particular attention devoted

to the proper showing of Spring styles, and the

attractiveness of the stores' appearance. The aid

this is to the selling end is now universally recognized.

A round of the city millinery stores of .Montreal and
Toronto at the openings, which took place the laiter two
weeks of last month, clearly showed that aggressive

stores agree that the proper showing of millinery is the

greatest advertisement a store can have, as the imjies-

sion created is tar more reaching than any other form of

advertising.

Effective and Beautiful Displays.

Universal good judgment seemed recognized in the

arrangement and harmony of colors in the display of

bright and pleasing combinations of headwear. In the

background of the show windows, plain backing looked

best and produced a soft and rich effect. Color schemes
were often employed, such as a heliotrope window, par-

sifal blue window and a brown window. It seemed re-

cognized that a too attractive background would draw
attention away from the hats, and not create so favor-

able an impression on the onlooker before entering. The

majority of city stores, of course, have permanent back-

ing; but lace drapery and velour curtains were noticed m
some of the exclusive millinery shops, with the floor of

the window covered to match the background.

Decorative Schemes.

Large, well-lighted showrooms, decorated with palms

and flowers, and lined with pases of handsome models,

with mirrors everywhere to heighten the effect, were

used to advantage in many stores. An exclusive miliinery

store had hats grouped in cases, according to their color,

as in a white cabinet was shown an exquisite thing of

tulle, fine lace and white lilacs. A neat millinery display

was noticed in one store, where all the large rooms were

furnished in dark green, all upholstering and tinting being

in the same shade, while settees, dressing-tables, etc.,

tempted customers to try on hats.

New Modes.

The popular polo, with the soft-draped crown, is seen

in all colors and gives promise of a good sale. T he

Charlotte Corday shape, commonly called the mushroom,

is very prominent. One made of braid of bluette color,

and trimmed with wings, was pleasing. Shapes built up

high in the back and coming down on the forehead were

a novelty. A black turban shape of rice straw, with

mohair braid, with a wreath of black roses edging the

brim, was effective. The sailor with a wide brim, turned

up high over the crown, seemed to meet with a grca'

deal of favor. Children's bonnets were particularly

pretty. In the ready-to-wear hats the styles generally

were simple, showing a high crown and rolling brim, and

sometimes the automobile crown.

xnoDons Very Prominent.

Wide and narrow ribbons are being used profusely, in

every conceivable way, in the millinery world. Houses

which have been fortunate enough to contract early for

their supplies are doing an extensive business, as repeats

are all subject to advances, ranging from ten to twenty

per cent. This gives the crux of the situation, and well

illustrates the extensive demand. New and marvellous

weaves and exquisite coloring lend interest to the popu-

larity of ribbons.

Colorings.

Ribbon (colorings are essentially novel this season. In

tones and tints all the rare colorings of nature are

I lb
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S. F. McKINNON & CO. Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cloaks and Skirts

Millinery
Whole-

sale

Representatives

are on

their respective

Routes with

a complete

range of

Ladies'

Hisses'
and

Childrens'

Fall

Jackets

*%
°n

'
'f ' < V «„

i£ 3

Feathers

Silks

Ribbons

Flowers

A Complete

Stock

at

Moderate

Prices

Lace Curtains
STOCK COMPRISES

D'Alencons, Laces
Point de Paris— Round hole Vals

Torchons, Wood Fibres

F. McKINNON & GO.
MONTREAL QUEBEC VANCOUVER

Limited

LONDON, ENC.

I
1
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rivalled Shadings <»f one tone arc bewildering. This

brings into prominence the ombre ribbons, and they

occupj .1 conspicuous, though dangerous, position. Moires

are again in favor, though small retailers arc nibbling

eautiouslj Soil makes <>i duchesse, louisines and taffetas

occupj the must prominenl position. Dresden ribbons

are seen on man) exclusive models The new shades are

in keeping with the new milliner) colors, including the

RETURNED
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to have their openings during the last week of February,

or the first few days in March. There are obvious rea-

sons why a week late] would tend to do away with many
inherent difficulties.

"The arrival of goods foi displa> in wholesale houses

is often subject to the catching of a certain steamer for

a late shipment, and if bj chance something goes amiss,

much discomfort is suffered Even the delaj of a week
would do much to bettei such precarious conditions

Further than this, the fourth of March is known to the

jobbing trade, as well as to the retail, as an exceedingly

important crisis in financial conditions. If ihe openings

were left till aftei this state much needless worry would

be avoided, as jobbers would not then have to hesitate

to know whether to snip advance orders to certain ac-

counts or not. Again, an additional week would enable

jobbers to fully cope with the large number of orders

which must be shipped before openings. As it is now,

retailers coming to the market for the openings, and

oftentimes not having received their advance orders, do

not know just how they stand, and, consequently, their

buying is often too niggardly.

"As the present conditions testify, cancellations are

frequent when retailers come to market. If the openings

were left a week later, jobbers could show a clean order

sheet and thus a larger output. Retailers, on the other

hand, would know just what lines were needed and could

belter satisfy their wants. Another serious difficulty is

the fact that the premature openings do not give ample

time for retailers to adequately judge what lines they

need. Perhaps, after all, the most strenuous objection

is found in the usual inclemency of the weather, which

"Marie." PatternJjoO. Stylish Chiffon Hats manufactured

by The D. McCall Co., Limited.

helio and lavender shades, running up to the purple and

prune shades. They are, perhaps, the most prominent in

the novelty colors. All shades of brown, including the

coppers, onions and rich, red touts, are very prominent

Blues show many additional shades and occupy a good

third place. Greens are noticed in wonderful new inter-

pretations and run through the entire gamut of shades.

DATES FOR OPENINGS.

THE following

view, and, w
is a communication to Dry Goods Re-

while agreeing with many of the opinions

expressed, The Review would jioint out that in a

large country like Canada it is diflicult to consider all

requirements. Milliners from British Columbia and the

Northwest are down for pattern hats fully two weeks

before the opening usuallj takes place. The vast major-

ity of them are gone before the regular opening day

arrives. .lust when openings should be held is of great

importance in the trade, and the fact that styles spring

into being in a night, as it were, and that there would

be a more settled tendency as a guide if openings were a

little later, is certainly a great argument against too

early openings.

"Each succeeding season, and especially this one on

.ice mint of the late Easter, serves to emphasize the tact

Mi.it wholesale millinery opening dates are loo premature

to he geneialh sat isfact or\ to either wholesale or ictail

trade. Quietness has undoubtedly pervaded the milliner)

world this Spring, and, with all due diffidence, the writer

would suggest that the early openings have much

to do with unsatisfactory Sales at the actual opening

week It is generally the custom of the wholesale trade

Lreturned
3- APR 7 190*"

Charle Pattern No. 32J. Manulactuied by

The D. McCall Co., Limited.

often approaches the zero mark, and is always of a

winlerj nature This serves to dull the interest in buy-

ing Spring goods, and little enthusiasm can be obtained

in buying straws and such things. Even a week later

often witnesses the lust opening of Spring and would do

much to better present conditions.

"

lL'U
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I Grand Summer
S> Opening &

Pattern Hats
AND

Latest Novelties

JUTonday, April 10th
Jt * <* AND FOLLOWING DAYS

A Complete Stock of the Latest nillinery Novelty
Lines Now on Hand for the Sorting Season.

CAVERHILL & KISSOCK
91 St. Peter St., MONTREAL.
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* WAISTS *

SPRING TRADE CONTINUES ACTIVE.

nWlK.UTl REUS are besieged with clamor-

ous inquiries from retailers in every section

begging immediate shipments, and travelers

on their routes are sending in good orders.

The sheer embroidered waist is in splendid

demand, and butcher's linen and medium-weighl cottons

are favored popular-priced materials, generally of the

tailored style, sometimes embroidered.

Waist manufacturers are complaining about the delay

in delivery of embroidered linens for cutting lip. Orders

placed early last Fall are now, late in March, undeliver-

RETURNED,
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Bayswatkr.

Exclusive Model in Silk Blouse, Imported and|Shown by

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

ed. This delay is owing to the slow production of hand-

embroideries, and the immense demand for embroidered

linens.

Orders for Fall.

Though still busy with Spring trade Fall samples are

under consideration. Travelers for some firms have al-

ready started out for the Northwest. General lines,

however, are far from complete, and many manufacturers

are still concentrating all energies on Spring orders.

The field for choice in materials will he much more

extensive than usual this Fall, and will include silks,

lustres, Amazons, cashmere, eolienne, crepe de chene.

and, last but not least, .Japan silks. Every confidence is

expressed in the vogue of waists made from this silk for

the Fall trade, not only in medium-priced lace and silk

braid-trimmed lines, hut also in high-priced, handsomely

embroidered effects, combined with Insertings of Mechlin

and line French Valenciennes. A novel touch, too, on

this class of waist is the use of ruches and knife pick-

ings of chiffon at throat and wrists.

Cashmere is an ideal material for both a smart and

useful waist, and has been out of use long enough to

make it somewhat of a novelty.

Silk Waists in High Favor.

China silk waisls in a bewildering range of stj

often times with all-over embroidery and an ingenious

complexity of the various forms of the leg-o'-mutton

sleeve are proving very strong sellers for dressy wear.

Among the myriads of novelties a Review representative

was shown, was the very latest addition to the line-

manufacturer in the form of a very fluffy China silk dress

waist, retailing around
v
$12. It was of the surplice effect,

trimmed with lace insertion in a V-shape in the

front, meeting at the waist. On either side of the lace

insertions were double ruflles of silk embroidery. A new-

effect in the gathered sleeve was on this model.

Lustres.

Mohairs in some form or other have been seen in

Spring waist lines, and have been bought by all classes

of retailers. Plain goods in the popular colors are still

doing well. Undoubtedly the very newest in this line is

View of Blouse Department, Henry Morgan & Co., Montreal.

Photo l.y J. W DAVIDSON.

the embroidered lustres, which will be shown in a \er\

strong range for Fall. The present lines now brought

out by one firm are well spoken of. A champagne lustre

waist with a green spot was shown in the surplice effect.

A navy blue lustre was in the double-breasted effect,

after the fashion of a man's vest, showing a small white

design. Another champagne model with green figures and

the surplice effect showed three tucks meeting at the

waist. The sleeves were finished with a lace cuff. These

lustre models retail from $3.75 to $4.50.

The Style End of the Waist Question.

Never since its first introduction, when it worked

a complete revolution in the tiade, has the vogue of the

shirtwaist stood on a tinner foundation than it does to-

day. The best proof of this assertion is the immense

range and the large stocks carried by all dry goods mer-

chants. Trices casih range from 50c up to $35 01

and it would be by no means impossible to go even higher

if desired. The shirtwaist of to-day may be either the

cheap utility waist for the million on the one extreme.

or it may he a dainty, delicate, fragile, sumptuous, and

costly confection of silk, lace and hand-embroidery; and

there is every stage between.
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SHIELD BRAND

JTraoe Mark

Of course there are others, but you'll

forget 'em after you see our line. You-
haven't time to think about the little

details requisite to make a perfect gar-

ment. We have, and embody all these

features, so that our

High-Class Waists
— AN D -

Shirt-Waist Suits
will bear rigid inspection and allow a
liberal profit to the retailer.

New York Silk Waist Co.

40 St. Antoine St , Montreal.

You can't secure your

Easter Trade
WITHOUT OUR-

Novelties

Especially designed for

the Easter season.

AMERICAN MAKE

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST CO.

30 St. George St., MONTREAL

Dcbcnbam, galdecott $ £o.

MILLINERY
SUMMER -OPENING

MONDAY, APRIL 10th and Following Days.

Our buyer, who is now in Europe, informs us of some remarkably good purchases of

Summer Hats and Millinery Novelties.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS.

43^ St. Joseph Street,

QUEBEC.
70 Granville Street,

HALIFAX.
1 1 1 Sparks Street,

OTTAWA.

18 .St. Helen St., MONTREAL
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is; THERE is a welcome and refreshing amount of

"novelty about the Summer lines of neckwear

thai is giving quite a stimulus to the trade,

and manufacturers are rushed with orders for

Hie new tilings. A bewildering variety of tabs

are no longer the chief and only feature, but there is a

constantly-lengthening list of other styles.

The deep-pointed stock is, for the time being, domin-

ating the situation. The manufacturers who have put

on the market anything like an assortment of styles in

this effect have received large orders, almost to the ex-

tent of excluding other styles. Though perhaps hardly

as attractive a neck-piece on the counter or in the show-

rase, this pointed stock amply makes up for this defect

when worn, as it has on the neck a particularly graceful

appearance. The deep point gives a long, slender effect

<fco the neck, just as the deep-pointed girdle improves the

appearance of the waist. The side-pleated ruche around

the lower edge, and the frilling used in the ne,ck, adds

much to the charm of this collar. White chiffon with

strappings of white or color and encrusted with beads

is a particularly strong style, and little medallions of

RETURN H

apr 7 m
:<

ointed stock with silk braced edge instead of side pleating,

shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

e and embroidery are also much used. Indeed, any

style thai shows handwork is sure to take, and is in-

troduced wherever possible on all kinds of neckwear.

Collar and Cuff Sets.

Collar and cut"! sets of side-pleated chiffon, muslin, etc.,

are the latest. A deep pleating is mounted on a straight

band of lace or embroidery galoon, which is (implied

around the neck with a narrower knife-pleating to match

the one below. Often the place oJ the embroidery or

lace band is taken b\ three or four rows of hemstitching,

,i iow of which also decorates the hem on the edge of

the pleatings. These are two of the most approved forms

but they by no means exhausl the list. A popular idea

introduced in the past month by one Toronto firm is

pleating to sell by the yard. The pleating is fastened

into a lawn hand to hold it into the neck or .sleeve, and,

as il is in .i continuous piece, either a collar or set may
be purchased at the pleasure of the customer. The whole

3e1 can be sold for about the pri/ce of the collar alone,

and it only takes a few minutes with the needle to fur-

nish the ends.

Another noveltj thai looks Likely, but has hardly been

shown as yet, is the "Directoire" sets of linen, merceriz-

ed, or soft-finished pique. The cutis are deep turn-back

affairs in cavalier style, and the collar has large fanciful

revers. They are trimmed with lace or embroidery and

also show insets of insertion or medallions.

These revers are sometimes combined with chemisettes

of lawn and la|Ce, and in this case both collar and cuffs

may show a border of heavy white Plauen crochet or

Venise.

Chemisettes.

Chemisettes are regarded with particular favor, and
the sheerest lawn and muslin, and the finest of lace

and the daintiest of embroidery are used in their de-

velopment. Japanese drawnwork on very line handker-

chief linen was the material worked up most effectively

in one particular line. Some verj handsome yokes are

also shown, and this is a branch of neckwear that is

expected to develop into a strong feature as the season

progresses.

White lawn or muslin trimmed line French Valenciennes

edge and insertion is a strong feature of inexpensive

lines. Flat knife-pleated jabots and long, narrow tabs

are much used here. These long, narrow tabs are greatly

used on the stocks of plain, white linen, decorated with

heavy blind or eyelet embroidery, in both white and

colors. Butcher blue is the foremost in colored lines.

Before the season started, a good deal was heard

about starched collars of the fancy turn-down variety.

Though they are still in the running, they are not likely

to take the prominent place their backers expected. A
better future, however, would seem to await the soft

turned-down collars of embroidery linen or pique, most

of which are further decorated with a row or so of

faggoting around Hie edge. The Dutch collars and Bust-

ers, with the pulley arrangement for a string tie or nar-

row Windsors, though not very new, are a good-selling

type. Smart little turn-downs in white and natural-

colored linen with pert bows of red, green or bright

plaid silks, are sure of a ready sale for outing wear.

In the more expensive lines, there is a tendency to

quieter effects. Handwork is at a premium. The ma-

jority are elaborately embroidered in English eyelet or

heavy French embroidery, or in a combination of these

with scalloped edges. Another line of special interest is

the collar and cull sets of Ilardangcr work in linen screen.

This is the latest of the peasant embroideries to be

utilized for trade purposes.

There is a perfect furore for Dubarry scarfs, not only

of lace, but of crepe and chiffon. The latter are in pale

shades of blue, pink and helio, and have ends of hem-

stitched tucks or folds. Some also show a pattern in

delicate floral printing down the centre of the scarf.

Made-up fancy fichus, with long ends and other

kindred styles, are in evidence. Ruches, pleat-

ings and millings of chiffon, lace and with edges of fancy

check and plaids, are shown in all widths and in endless

variety. These are seen not only in white, hut in tints

and combinations of colors.
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RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)

-•

No. ffOI—Price, per dozen, $4.00
Cuff's to match, price, per dozen, $4.00

ED

/Vo. 1102—Price, per dozen, $4.00 &~
Cuffs to match, price, per dozen, $4.00

Full range of samples shown by our travellers.

?C

8-10 Wellington East, TORONTO

TURNED
N 27 190 r

...THE...

^
THE
AUTOMATIC
BOX FOR

MILLINERY

INFRINGEMENTS
WILL BE
PROSECUTED

-^'

$2-

AUTOMATIC
BOXES
FOR MILLINERY,

SOITS and COSTUMES
are all that good boxes should

be- and they're so far superior to the ordinary kinds
that discriminating merchants, who are not satisfied with
the "make-shift" kinds, are sending in their orders hot

and fast. .
.

'

These boxes are what you need—you can get them NOW.
Don't delay your orders until your supply is out.

Fill out the attached coupon and mail TO-DAY, and
we will send you full particulars, and as well, a

handsome Pocket Diary, 'for your trouble
SAMPLES ON REQUEST.

THE CANADIAN FOLDING BOX GO,
LIMITED ^B W&*J

Brantford, Ont.

*l

A\

>: -a S-

fi O1 c
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RETURNED
APR 6 190

r

(g^lletu liljwlesalc fcrcjjouse.

h\~

Particular attention ]iai«li

to Clothiers & Merchant
Tailors' Goods.

\n*) \vaue uui vueabuM cl_ awvxGM/vKA/vuY \v\aV aw (fe)uc;>da\\

mil) 1~[\\\) vuMa'vu). ium) w\\\i xra'm'YYU'YU/e) aWermirva) urn! m<d W/Vm.V<i;> \aU\u

aocumac/o) \vu9 ®\VfWn ^). (u^eAA) Hj^-j gunrvao '®\). a) xiUaw*) oJUvxxJiW«/v^) oL

WOOLLENS. AMD STAPLE OfiY 000DS AND 0L0TH1N0.

A largo Stock of WEST OF ENGLAND AND FRENCH BLACK, BLUE, BROWN, AND '

INVISIBLE BROAD CLOTHS.

BLACK AND FANCY DOESKINS- all styles.

SCOTCH, ENGLISH, AND FRENCH TWEEDS—m newest designs.

PLAIN AND FANCY COATINGS.
j

VESTINGS—a full assortment, in rich Silks.

SATINS, QUILTINGS, Ac.

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF TRIMMINGS. J

prints, Kainrs, Cnhnurgs, Itrijirii ibtttrag, #r?q iljppting, &r. &r.

(jylu) awa/vi*) .ah*) xxlv ol~ aW lllnmu A Amlmh\"o\AaiY\i, amo awam) Ah

^xCvAa) law).

(y,\.v\oAA/v\a9 lo Uomei aItk) M*«&,uJu) .(A- ©.mnna) jucva) a^<x/v\),

GORDON & M'KAY.KING STREET. HAMILTON, March, 1855.

P. S.—Our Clothing is marrofaowured expressly for this market, and will be found desirable- in

Style and Quality. G & ^jg

The Original Announcement of Gordon, Mackay & Co. on Opening Their Warehouse in 185.r>.
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CELEBRATE THEIR SEMI-CENTENNIAL.

ON March 27 Gordon, Mackay & Co. celebrated their

semi-centennial. Fifty years ago Gordon & Mackay

issued the opening announcement, which we reproduce

herewith. During this long period the firm has made

wonderful advances and many changes, but through all

the progress the same governing spirit has been in

charge. Mr. Donald Mackay, who half a century ago

issued the accompanying letter to the trade, is still at

Ihe head of the company with which his name is con-

nected.

The first home of the company was in Hamilton.

When the modest establishment was started on King

street in that city, even the optimistic partners could

not foresee the time when it would expand to its present

splendid proportions. Within two or three years of its

inception the growing importance of Toronto showed

them that this was to be the business centre of the

province. They accordingly moved here and opened their

warehouse on Wellington street.

Their history since that time has been one of con-

sistent progress. As the commerce of the country in-

creased, the aims and ideals of the now flourishing com-

pany broadened. It was no longer satisfied with a

merely local business. Gradually its sphere has widened,

until it took in the whole country.

The vigor of the company was notably shown in the

way it arose from the disaster of the fire. No cessation

was shown in the business. The splendid warehouse in

which the business is now carried on marks an import-

ant mile post in its life. It is an interesting coincidence

that- the original announcement of the opening in 1855

Mr. Donald Mackay.

was sent from the office to a printer just two or three

days before the big fire last year. It is a valued relic.

DRESS ACCESSORIES
LACES.

UNDOUBTEDLY the trade is impressed with the

idea that laces are to be a considerable fac-

tor in the season's selling, and must be

treated accordingly. This means to a certain

extent that everything will have a sale, al-

though the demand is centering upon lightweights. Vals

are having an exceptional demand, and are likely to

score the biggest season in their history. They are

essentially a Summer lace, and are used extensively as a

l rimming on wash gowns. These are often set in with

bands of the val and row upon row of edging. As yet

they have not attained their full popularity, but as the

season progresses they will surely come into more prom-
inence. French vals are particularly strong, and the

round mesh vals are the predominant feature. These are

the finer grades which the trade is beginning to insist

upon. Nottingham vals are also highly spoken of. De-

liveries from Calais are slow and a scarcity is predicted.

Retailers should anticipate wants at maximum quanti-

ties. A steady trade is being done on these goods for

Easter purchasing. Calais has brought out some two-
toned and colored vals, which are regarded by importers

here as dangerous articles. New York is showing them,

but as yet they have not appeared on this market.

themselves with the wonderfully close reproductions made
by machine. An exception should be made in favor of

the hand-embroidered linen waists of Irish extraction,

which are wonderfully cheap for $2.50 retail and up. The
boxed lengths, with front and trimmings embroidered,
and enough plain linen to make the waist, may be had.

This is one of the most attractive lines the retailer is

showing to-day. In hand embroideries hardanger is the
fad of the moment, but as this must be executed on
canvas or skrim it is not adapted for general use. The
heavy padded embroideries, and the eyelet or cut-work,
either separate or combined, bids fair to be a leading
style for the season. Robes of linen embroidered in this
manner are well shown. Indeed there is quite an interest
taken in robes, and as well as the linen robes those of

batiste, lawn and Japanese and China silk are much in

evidence. The sets of deep flouncings, bands and edge are
also in great request for developing this class of gown.

EMBROIDERIES.

Till-; embroidery man is in clover this Spring. Not
for a long time has embroidery held such a high

place in the trade. This has been a steadily grow-

ing vogue, and one that the readers of The Review
should be well prepared for. Hand embroideries are high

style, hut it takes a deep pocket to keep up with this

style. The majority of people will, in the main, content

127

TRIMMINGS, BRAIDS AND BUTTONS.

THOUGH braids are certainly the most' sold trimming
for the new Spring gown, they do not monopolize
all the trimming department. Though most trim-

ming buyers will tell you spangles are out of season,

they are decidedly in evidence, and where a trimming for

an evening or dressy gown is wanted are much in de-

mand. Black is by no means the only kind selling, but

the shaded iridescent spangle trimmings in colors to

match the shades that are selling in the better grade de-

partments are seen. Particularly attractive are these

spangle trimmings in helio, reseda, coral, and rose red.

Combined trimmings of gold, silver, pearls and irides-

cent spangles come in too beautiful and artistic designs

to be ignored. With robes such a strong feature this
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Spring spangled robes are sure to be good property f<>i

the coming Fall, and The Review was shown an advance

line oi beautiful samples thai should be wonderful sellers,

as prices were right for the Canadian trade.

I. ace .iml embroidery trimmings, both in band effects

ami m separable motifs, are among the oovclties shown
I'In- lace is a mixture of heavy Venise and net effects, and

gold threads are used to give richness t<> the embroid-

eries. The rose motif, as usual, is always represented in

this class of trimming, and one seen lately, of ecru lace

with embroidery of silk in tans touched with pale rose

and lavender blue, and the whole thrown into relief by

the introduction of gold, was very beautiful and artistic.

Braids come in a wonderful variety and in all pos-

sible colors and combinations of colors. I'ull braids are

favorites with dressmakers, as they are easy to manage.
The latest is the adaptation of the pull device to the

light or zephyr crinkled braids. Though no elaborate

braiding patterns are attempted, there is a very greal

deal of soutache braid used on Spring gowns, and this is

a trimming idea that will meet with an extended de-

velopment when garments for Fall are shown.

BELTS.

BELT buying has been of a very general character, ami

.the variety shown in the retail displays is extremely
large. Buyers have bought freely and with confi-

dence, and a particularly good season is expected. The
bell or girdle, as it is in the majority of styles more

Belt with button of leather with brass rims.

properly termed, is a feature of the present style of

dress that cannot be overlooked, and the choice of a belt

receives the greatest possible amount of attention be-

cause of the vogue of the round waist.

The style idea is a very deep girdle, though because

this is extreme, and also because it is impossible to give

the proper lit and finish at a price thai commends itself

to the popular trade, this girdle is largelj confined to the

exclusive trade. Manufacturers have, as usual, brought

out a very extensive range of novelties in belt lines that

retail at popular prices. This range is increased m
variety every day, and when the price is considered the

styles and values are wonderfully good.

The greatest interest is taken in colors, and shaded

effects are favored, not only shades of the one color, but

of two oi- three are seen. Pretty warp-printed silks are

very much seen. Black is always a strong seller, and

later on there is sure to be a good demand for while, as

there is a decided tendency to match belt and dress in

color.

Shillings are supreme in fabric bells, and metal and

crochet buttons, liny buckles, crochet rings and medalli-

ons of passementerie or lace, are all used for trimming
backs of belts. A new idea is a lacing up the back thai

shows the bodice through. The belt withoul and the bell

witli a buckle have an equal share of fashion's favor, and

though the buyer or manufacturer may point to certain

styles as most oul or in fashion, to the ordinal)' buyei

each and every style is in favor. A feature, however, is

the number of rhinestones and mock jewels used. Their

is also a dull-finished bone buckle with jeweled usels,

stained to match the col f the bell, that is \ ei \ effec-

tive. Cul and pressed steel are very much used, and a

bell seen in one of the leading retail stores with cut
steel trimmings bad many mw features. The buckle, to
begin with, was a butterfly in steel, fastened to a plain

Shaped piece of silk that was lined and sliliened The
back was pointed hinh above the Waist and sinned at

intervals until the width of the plain shaped piece was
reached. The back, which was high and pointed, had an
opening about 2 inches wide at the top and }, at the bot-

tom. This was laced acioss with a narrow satin ribbon.
which was tied at the bottom of the lacing in a bunched-
up bow with four ends. Each was gathered into a tassel

of sleel beads. These ends were .'-J or 1 inches long.

Leather is coming into favor as trimming for feminine
wear, and this favor is extending to leather belts. "We
arc sidling considerably more leather than fabric belts,''

said the manager of one large department. Besides
black and white, all other colors are shown, and the

styles are nearly as numerous as those in fabric lines.

Some of them have satin pipings, and many are studded

with metal nail heads in fancy patterns. More expensive
ones are of tooled and painted leather. The belt we
illustrate is one of a popular-priced line of leather belts.

The trimming is of rows of leather buttons with metal
rims. The buckles are of nickel or brass.

PARASOLS
O HOI LD the season keep up the promise made by

^J March and each month show the same proportion of

sun, parasol manufacturers should keep their fac-

tories humming, as the small hat has fixed itself firmly

in feminine favor. Even should larger types appear in

the heated season, they will still be of modified size, and

a parasol will be necessary for comfort. This season,

too, has developed a decided novelty in the parasol of

washable materials. The parasol of embroidered linen is

to be worn with the embroidered linen gown and hat.

But not content with this, manufacturers have gone a

step further and introduced parasols of all-over em-

broidery and embroidered flouncings. Some of these

lawn parasols are made with wide hemstitched tucks

above the embroider}'. Some are lined with pale tints in

washable silk, and the whole affair can be washed with-

out removing either covei or lining.

Parasols of pongee or shangtung are again brought

out, and on these also tucks and hemstitched effects pre-

vail. A new style has the hand-embroidered scallops like

that shown on linen. Light fluffy affairs of chiffon are

just as popularly shown .is when they were first in-

troduced.

New, however, are the parasols of printed organdie

lined with a corresponding or contrasting shade of silk

Ombre taffetas are decidedly smart. They generally

show the darkest shade next the top and edge, with the

lighter st ripe in the cent re.

There is such wide vanctv in coachings that pages of

description could be filled, and selections should be made
with an eye to Hie dress goods and silks in stock. The

fancy introduced last Summer for animals' heads on the

handles is again revived, and birds are in some favor.

These come in fancy woods, but crooks, hooks and other

devices are also used Crystal is much favored, and

there are some beautiful handles of this description.

Cold, silver and ivory are used in a great variety of de-

vices, and pearl and silver are much liked.

\o line is complete without a showing of parasols foi

children's use. Tin- handles are generally of white or

colored enamel to match the ground or the leading coloi

in the cover. Flowered China silks are USfd for the rov-

ers, or plain silks with a flounce of the fanev These

Bounces arc pinked at the edges.
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notes or the: trade:

.). Thornton lias opened an upholstering establishmenl
in Brandon.

Kred Treblicock of Gordon, Mackay & Co., has just

returned from a buying trip to Europe.

Mr. C. R. Whitehead, manager of the Montmorency
Cotton Mills, was in Montreal last week.

Mr. D. Cohen, of R. Cohen, Limited, showed the

"Premier Brand" in the west during the month

Penning & Barsalou, dry goods auctioneers, Mont-
real, now occupy premises at 55 St. Sulpice street.

James A. Minnes of Kingston left recently for Eng-
land on a buying trip for Macnee & Minnes, dry goods
firm of that city.

Mr. Gittleson, representing the Montreal Waterproof
Co., is sojourning in Montreal after a successful tour of

his western territory.

Mr. J. TI. Rainier, representing Rebenham, Caldecott

& Co., is on a buying trip in the Old Country, in search

of Summer millinery novelties.

Josenli Simnson Sons, of Toronto, are ereetine a new
power house. 40 x 70 in which the alternating-current

svstem nlant will be installed.

A first and final dividend of 25 cents on the dollar

b'ps ivii'< to the creditors of the bankrupt firm of T. S.

PHlhv A- Co., Ottawa, in March.

Mr. W. R. Hurd, with Fitzfribbon, Schafheitlin & Co..

Montreal, was tendered a smoker at the Savoy Hotel by
memhers of the staff during the month.

•T. O. Grosch A- Son ha v e sold their business in Mil-

verton to Schaefer <v Whalev. The latter firm will carry
on the business of hoots and shoes, etc.

Mr. Harper, buver for Caverhill <t Kissoek. took a

fiving trip to New York during last month in search of

novelties for the Summer millinery opening.

With the opening of the nrescnt year the Toronto
Ppddincr Co. and the Alaska Feather and Down Co. con-

solidated under the title of the Tdeal Bedding Co.

Mr. Frank A. Rodden is now foreien dress [roods

huver with Rrophv, Cains & Co., Montreal. Mr. Roddmi
has had long experience, and is now in foreien markets
look-ins: for Fall purchases.

The firm of Lord & WcLeod. ereneral merchapK
Wolselev. Assa.. will hereafter do business under ft"'

name of McLeod & Landlord. R. R. Laneford succeeds

Mr. T.ord in the partnership.

F. R. Evans, managing director of "Ladies' Wear,"
starts earlv in Anril for a short business tour in Europe.
London. Paris. Nottingham, Plauen and St. Gall are all

to be visited before his return.

Mr. F. H. Cuthbertson, late with the Wyld-Darling
Co., Limited, and now with Oreenshields Limited, is

carrying a special line of hosiery, gloves, underwear and
fancy dry goods through the west.

T n the case of John 15. Gardner, of Rabinovitch &
Gardner, Ottawa, after an extended trial. Gardner was
shown to have been the dupe of Rabinovitch, who ab-
sconded, and the former was let go.

The Royal Embroidery Co., 101 St. Lawrence street,

Montreal, are making extensive improvements to their

plant. They also intend opening a new factory and
branch store down town about the first of May.

In the fierce blaze of the 27th of March, at 12 Cote
street, Montreal, in the heart of the citv, the second
door of these premises, occupied by the Standard Shirt

Co., Limited, as a waist factory, was totally destroyed.

Mr. S. Harris. Canadian manager of Messrs. L.

Hirshsoii & Co., is at present visiting the head office of

12!t

his firm in London, England. While on the other side of

the water lie will also probably visit the continental
markets.

Mr. C. L. Smythe, son of Mr. C. E. Smythe, of H.
L. Smythe & Co., St. Helen street, Montreal, died in

West mount, Montreal, after a long illness. Mr. Smythe
was twenty-four vears of age, and was employed in

C. P. R.

Mr. Charles W. Lewis of Brophy, Cains & Co., is

making an extended tour of foreign markets, including
England, France, Germany and Switzerland, in search of

Spring lines for the various departments which he
manages.

Abraham Fred, the large fur dealer, who is under ar-
rest in Montreal on a charge of receiving stolen goods,
assigned last week with liabilities totalling $42,000. The
largest creditor is the Bank of Ottawa, which has a
claim for $16,000.

The Kennedy Cap Co. is the name of a new firm of
manufacturers of fine cloth hats and caps, 523 St. Paul
street, Montreal. The proprietor, Mr. P. Kennedy, was
formerly with the Waldron, Drouin Co., where he has had
thorough experience in this line of goods.

Saturday, the 11th ult., fire did in the neighborhood
of $20,000 damage to Wener Bros. & Hart, clothing fac-
tory, 43 St. Maurice street, Montreal. The company
now occupies temporary quarters at 1873 Notre Dame
street. The loss is fully covered by insurance.

Following the enlightened policy which has been char-
acteristic of the firm of D. Ferguson & Co., Stratford,
the limited company with Mr. Ferguson at the head,
which has taken over the business, is providing a co-
operative provision wherebv employes are enabled to
take out stock in the new concern.

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal and Toronto, have
secured the sole Canadian representation for Robt. Wat-
son & Sons, manufacturers of linen handkerchiefs, Lur-
ean, Ireland. These people manufacture an especially fine

line of plain and hemstitched handkerchiefs, and in Wal-
ter -Williams & Co.'s hands their Canadian business will

doubtless be a considerable one.

The warehouse occupied by the Minerva Manufacturing
Co., on Front street, Toronto, has been sold. The com-
pany will build a five-storey building in the western part
of the city. This building is conspicuous as being the

one which stopped the big conflagration of a year ago
It is understood that a Montreal wholesale house is

negotiating with the new owner, with a view to buy-
ing it.

The Early Closing By-law, whereby all stores not

dealing in liquors, tobacco, or books, etc., should close

in Montreal at seven o'clock on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, has met with the usual approval and opposi-
tion. The law has been constantly violated and test

cases are to come before the recorder. Mr. Win. Craig,
dry goods sperchant. St. Antoine street. Montreal, is the

most strenuous opponent to the city council's measure.
On the other hand, a large number of clerks have organ-
ized to uphold the measure.

A new firm, Grosch & Pfeffer, has been formed to

carry on the manufacture of felt footwear. The new
company comprises in its number three men of wide
experience in the boot and shoe business. A new factory

is under construction in Milverton, where the Messrs.
Grosch & Pfeffer have been engaged in business for a

long time. It is expected that the factory will be in

operation by September. The company, which is capital-

ized at $10,0110, was formed only after a careful survey
of the field and the trade is assured that nothing but a

hi si-.'lass article will leave the establishment.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

FOLLOWING upon the unprecedented success of

their Spring millinery opening, a steady house

trade is being done. All departments are in

• first-class shape for assorting and repeat or-

ders, when the season opens actively at retail.

Extensive preparations are being made for _ the Sum-
mer openings to take place some time during "the month.

Their Mr. Palmer, who is widely known as a successful

and shrewd millinery buyer, has been for some time in

foreign markets making purchases. Recent advices to

the firm show that a wealth of Summer hats and millin-

ery novelties will arrive in plenty of time for display at

the Summer opening. The facilities afforded this firm by

having a London and a Paris house make prices very in-

teresting to buyers and ensure repeats at short notice.

The house for standard makes of ribbons and silks has

recently received a large shipment of their noted taffeta

ribbons. D. C. 2 in forty width, and D. C. 3 in sixty

width are the two specials. These were bought before the

advance of 10 per cent., and buyers are thus protect-

ed. The selections of Mr. Judah in silk dress ends have

met with wide approval. There are still many attrac-

tive samples to select from.

In ready-to-wear hats, brown, black and navy are the

leading shades. There is a wide variety of mohair braids

to select from. In flowers, hyacinths, lilacs, violets,

lilies-of-the-valley, in fact all small flowers, are in con-

stant demand. Roses have fulfilled early predictions.

Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.

Easter neckwear shown by this firm exceeds in variety

and excellence any. previous showing. Everything in the

realm of neckwear finds a place in their complete line.

Prices and qualities are to be had to suit every trade.

The new silks in various weaves and all the latest color-

ings commend themselves to buyers whose clientele is of

the best class. An extensive range of foulards in stripes

for business wear is meeting with favor. This good

wearing material is almost staple in the trade.

Popular trade is by no means neglected, and values

are said to be unapproachable. A leader in the popular

four-in-hands comes in a good quality of silk in nice quiet

designs, with all popular combinations of colors. This

tie is two inches in width, forty-three inches long, and

is faced, selling at the low price of $2.25 a dozen. A
new idea in a Teck shield is its adaptability to any close-

fitting or otherwise double-fold collar. This is accom-

plished by its being easily made small in the head. .Fur-

ther than this the tie is of good length for Summer
wear, is faced, and comes in a wide range of colors.

Large sales have been made at $2.25. They specialize a

50-inch string tie in all colors at $2.25. Samples of any

of these lines are sent upon request.

A. J. Alexandor.

Active advance orders in the fur business are now in

progress, and travelers are doing a full measure of busi-

ness. Muffs and stoles are proving as popular as ever.

Specialties shown by this firm are in extra fine white and

blue Siberian fox, the former at $8 and the latter at

$7.25. These have the appearance of real fox, and, of

course, are much less expensive. Among the large vari-

eties of fur jackets a particularly noticeable model is in

evenly matched muskrat, in natural black, showing the

Russian blouse and the latest full sleeve, the coat in 23-

inch length. The price of this ver\ attractive jacket is

only $15. Among the leaders in ladies' fur-lined jackets

is one of beautiful black and white squirrel lining, in

black or blue cloth, with American sable collar and

lapels. This model is in 15-inch length. The price has

been reduced to the minimum of profit, $27.50. The same

jacket lined with dark muskrat and with Jap mink collar

and lapels is to be had at $10. Electric seal jackets are

more fashionable than ever before. A 2, -inch model

Showing the Russian hi >use and many other novelties

with mink trimming, is priced at $47.50. Without the
mink trimmings this same jacket is priced $31. The
same model can also be had in ordinary style as well as

various qualities at lower figures.

Men's fur-lined coats are evidently to be as popular as

ever. No. 110, a muskrat-lined coat with German ottei

collar and lapels, is at the low figure of $35. Mr.
Alexandor advises that the lining alone could not he pur-

chased at $25. It is a' value worth investigation. A
German otter fur cap at $2.50 is highly spoken of. An-
other rapid seller is a fine Nutria beaver fur cap at $4.

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Co., Quebec.

Advertising facts that are worthy of retailers' atten-
tion are pointed out by this firm. Following upon the
largest business in their history, their publicity plans for

1905 are proportionately enlarged and the retailers' inter-

ests kept in view.
The advertising is done with the prime object of in-

fluencing locally the trade of retailers who are carrying
their brand of corsets. In every department of their

work only what comes under the eye of the consumer and
reflects to the benefit of the merchant is part of their
plans. This advertising is of a. continuous helpful char-
acter avoiding scattering it all over the country, where
it may or may not reflect to the retailer's benefit. At-
tractive electros are furnished free for retailers' use along
with strong copy. Spring styles mark the trend of the
incoming fashions, and electros have been prepared illus-

trating the entire range. The advantages of such co-
operation are obvious, and retailers mentioning The Re-
view will have electros forwarded upon request.

John Macdonald & Co.

John Macdonald & Co. have just received in their

haberdashery department a complete range of side and
back combs in turtleoid goods, which are entirely new
and the correct style at present. Also a special line of

back combs, put up in boxes of one dozen combs, assorted
colors. With every box there is a stand to show the
goods. They are also showing a big range of bone hair-

pins in cabinets; each cabinet contains one gross of pins,

assorted styles, price $1.20, $2, $4, $6.50 and $9 pet-

gross.
In their men's furnishings department there is a fine

range of fancy vests for Summer wear, in spot and stripe

patterns, ranging from $10.50 to $18 per dozen. A
special line in men's natural wool underwear in Spring
weight, a complete range of sizes from 34 to 44 inches,

at $6.50 per doz. Also a complete range of men's fancy
half-hose in a big variety.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their woolen
department 54-Lnch pold 'Italian linings 50c; 54-inch

mohair twill linings 50c. Full range of Belwarp linings

in plain and mohair twills. Special value and new de-

signs in 40-inch fancy silicias, 15 and 17^c. per yard.

In linen toweling they have "Hygienic" crash, 22-inch,

10c. per yd., and 17-inch at 8c; "Imperial" 18-inch at 8c,
Caledonia, 17-inch, at 7^c; pure finish crash, 17-inch,

t;;c; D.K. plain crepe, 17-inch, 6|c; Queen City plain

border tea cloth, 17-inch, 6ic; plain linen tea cloth. 2 1-

inch, 12£c; plain buck (suitable for fancy work), 15-inch,

9c; 20-inch, lie; 25-inch, 12-Ac; 27-inch, 13-ic.

In their staple department they are showing a number
of lines in cotton textiles suitable for Summer dresses

and blouses, also a big variety of ginghams; also a special

line in Atlantic cretonne, at 8c, in green, red, fawn,

blue grey grounds in beautiful floral effects.

They are showing the largest stock of all their' well-

known grades of carpets and squares they have ever had

in their warehouses, and, as prices have advanced in the

mills, their values are excellent, and styles up to date

Retail carpet buyers should make their purchases during

this month, as they can purchase cheaper now than they

can later, when wholesalers have had to repeat their lines

at advanced prices.

Some specialties are: 2 lines job linoleums, 2 yds.

wide, bo retail at 15c. and make a handsome profit: 1
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line job linoleum, art efiects, 2 yds. wide, to retail at

37ic; 1 line of six patterns, floor oilcloth, 2 yds. wide,

to'retail at 30c.; 1 line of 22 patterns, linoleum, 4 yds.

wide, to retail at 45c; 2 lines lace curtains, 3i yds.

long, 60 inches wide, to retail at $1 per pair; 2 job lines

of new Swiss curtains, one to retail at $3.50 per pair

and one at $4 per pair; 5 ranges of new Tapestry cur-

tains that will each show the retailer a profit of 33 1-3

per cent.

Skinner's Satins.

Among satin linings for ladies' fur and cloth gar-

ments, "Skinner's Guaranteed Satins" stand pre-emin-

ently at the top. They are guaranteed to give satisfac-

tory wear for two seasons, and have for many years

stood the most critical test possible—that of an exact-

ing woman. To-day it is the only lining asked for. It

is made of the very best materials to be obtained, and in

the best manner possible, so that it is a distinct pleas-

ure to the manufacturer and retailer to sell a garment
lined with "Skinner's Satin," knowing the buyer will

have the satisfaction of a good-wearing satin lining.

The William Skinner Mfg. Co. is the largest concern
in the world making cotton-back satins, and the amount
of these goods manufactured and sold each year—and
each year proving its merit—is enormous. The word
"Skinner's Satin" are woven in every inch of the selvage

to insure manufacturer of genuine goods.

Up-to-date Show Windows.

Next only to strength and safety, light is the great

end aimed at in our modern construction, and the proper

setting of plate glass presents quite a problem to the

architect and builder. In accomplishing this end, the

"Petz" corner post and transom bar, shown in accom-
panying cuts, has made a fine record and won distinct

recognition. This does away with big, unsightly and
obscuring pillars and posts. It possesses great strength,

holds the largest and heaviest lights of glass securely

mand promises to be as great if not greater than ever
before. A pretty range of fancy chiffon collars is also on
view. Some new designs are being shown.

A nice line of silk hose to retail at $1.75 is shown in

this department.

Brock's TBI Venetian is popular and selling at $1.

Silks for Summer wear are among the features in this
department, soft messalines being especially popular,
while chiffon taffetas are also in high favor. One of the
most popular patterns is the small check design, black
and white being the favorite, although the demand is

strong for the other, colors. The sale of silks of all

qualities is increasing rapidly, and the soft makes es-
pecially show every indication of increasing popularity
for shirtwaist costumes, etc.

For ladies' tailor-made costumes, box cloths appear to
be the thing. The dress goods department reports good
sales, particularly in greens and browns. They have a
range from 50 cents up_. Sedans at $1.25 are also going
well.

The men's furnishings department is showing better
shirts than ever before. Especially prominent is an im-
ported line of negligees to retail at $1.50, with detached
cuffs. If your need is for the same shirt with attached
cuffs, you can get it in that shape also. Good lines of

75c. and $1 shirts are also to be had. These latter are
put up in half-dozen boxes, assorted light and dark pat-
terns to the box.

In fancy embroidered hose for men, lines are shown
to retail at from 25 to 50c, while No. 536, a fancy open-
work embroidered line to retail at 40c, easily beats any-
thing we have seen so far.

Transom Bar.

7 190iT

I. Mishkin & Co.

Easter revelations in waists and shirtwaist suits in

all popular materials, embracing the latest touches of

fashion, are numerous with this firm. Popular trade upon
which the bulk of the business is always done is excep-
tionally 'well- catered to. A seeming impossibility has been
surmounted by producing a shirtwaist suit at $5 which
is a wonder in every way. Investigation is courted, and
retailers in need of such a number cannot overlook this

specialty.

Greenshields Limited. I

and firmly in position, takes up small space, does not
obstruct the light, and leaves the entire window for
purposes of display. These posts and bars are made from
If to 2\ inches in diameter, in many styles and finishes,
to cover every possible need of the contractor and builder.
They are finished in copper, brass, bronze, German silver,
nickelplate, oxidized copper, antique brass and gun metal.
The "Petz" corner post and transom bar is made onlv
by the Detroit Show Case Co., Detroit, Mich.

W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

Knicker voiles at 35 cents ought to go well. They are
just the thing for Summer wear, and can be had in great
variety.

Mercerized taffeta checks at popular prices are also
on view and selling well in all designs, although the
blacks and whites are going much faster than the other
patterns.

The principal stock of carpets is now carried at 25
St. Helen street, just across the road from the ware-
house, and there the retailer can find just as nice a range
of patterns and qualities as can be desired. The ranges
of Axminsters, Brussels and Ingrains are particularly
good.

"Buster Brown" belts to retail at from 15 to 25c are
just out—one of the latest novelties from New York.
They are selling well, and for children's Russian suits
are just the thing.

In turnover collar and cuff sets, nice patterns are
shown. The Easter trade will soon be on and you should
carry a good stock of these articles, especially as the de-

In the dress-goods department unceasing activity is a
daily occurrence. The increased volume of sales over
any previous record is the crowning testimony to the
supremacy and excellence of the lines shown for Spring.
Lustres, mohairs and Sicilians, plain and fancy, are
being shipped as rapidly as the goods arrive. House
trade is quite active and the stock is in good condition
for selection. Worsted suitings have had fair attention
and eoliennes and crepes, both plain and fancy, are in

good demand. Broadcloths are having increased atten-
tion. All lines of Priestleys' fabrics are being rushed
forward to the trade.

Silks are extremely active in this house. Small
checks in louisines ajg taffetas are much favored. Every-
thing new in silks is>jgecured as soon as it is on the
market, thus insuring ^^tailers a complete stock at all

times. Shots in various combinations in taffeta weave,
and plaids, are among the new popular lines. Herca
faille is an untearable taffeta advertised to the consumer
and of interest tjo every retailer. Velveteens are pre-
dicted to be very strong for the P^all.

In the smallwares department everything new in belts,

leather bags, combs, dress trimmings, etc., is shown.
Shirred goods in silk belts are shown at interesting
prices. In leather bags, higher-priced lines are proving
popular and qualitv is regarded as paramount. The new
turtleoid combs, as well as the trimmed goods, are do-
ing well. Shot effects in pearl buttons, as well as the
crochet buttons, are favored. Straight braids, showing
beautiful shot and tinsel effects, are favored dress trim-
mings. Good selections are still available for Spring
In this department is also carried the Orkney solid

leather slipper controlled bv the firm and said to be the

onlv solid leather one retailing at 25c
The complete glove range comprises lisle, taffeta, pure

silk and lace, shown in plain, as well as dome fasteners.

Hosiery is shown in plain and ribbed cashmere in black,

white, tan and cardinal Plain and black ribbed cottons
come in black, white, tan and cardinal. Plain lisle is

shown in black and tan, and plain silk in black. Lace
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ankles arc shown in black and tan, and all lace in the

same colors. Tans are very scarce, and thej advise

early ordering.
In the handkerchief department a bewildering assort-

ment of the latest productions from English, Irish,

SJeotch and Swiss manufacturers is displayed. An ex-

tensive range of hemstitched and scalloped embroidered,

and lace-trimmed goods is shown. They offer special

values in plain hemstitched linen for Easter trade.

Travelers are now ' showing for Fall complete lines of

woolen and cashmere hose, plain and ribbed underwear
for ladies and children, plain and fancy toques, sashes,

mitts, shawls, fascinators, knitted overalls, gaiters,

bootees, etc. They claim to show the largest range of

fancy woolens in the trade. Special effort has been made
to show the latest productions in golf jerseys and Nor-
folk coats.

The house-furnishing department is well stocked to

look after all assorting orders, and special values are

shown in many lines. Attention is directed to their

novelties in tapestry curtains, and every retailer is re-

quested to examine the new snowflake curtains. Ex-
clusive designs are to be had in tapestries, Brussels,

Wiltons and Axminster carpets, while the range of art

muslins, silkoline, etc., is complete.

J. Arthur Paquet.

The representatives of J. Arthur Paquet, fur manufac-
turer, of Quebec, are now on the road with their com-
plete set of fur samples for the coming season. This

enterprising firm has now no less than eighteen travelers

covering the whole Dominion from east to west, and all

the manufactured furs which they offer to the trade are

strictly made up by the firm itself.

Buying their enormous stock of raw furs directly from
countries where furs are collected and so avoiding the

excessive duties on dressed or dyed furs, and making up
these original pelts into handsome finished garments in

their large and perfectly-equipped factory, enables them

to sell furs of the highest quality at a comparatively
low price.

Having, moreover, four important branches at Mont-
real, Ottawa, Toronto and Winnipeg, where they always

keep a large assortment in all lines of furs, afford to

the trade advantages which have contributed very largely

in building up the enormous business which is now done

by this firm. Any business man visiting Quebec would

be very favorably impressed by paying a visit to the

headquarters of what is considered to-day one of the

greatest industries in Canada.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner hope before the end of the

month to be settled in permanent quarters in the "Em-
pire Buildings," Wellington west. They report that tans

in all shades in hosiery are in good demand—drop
stitch, stripes with pin spots in white, and embroidered
lines, being in the lead now. Lace lines will, it is confi-

dently expected, develop later, and tans will be promin-
ent in these also. Black, of course, is staple, and is al-

ways wanted, and there is quite an amount of interest

taken in white. The counter demand in fabric gloves
will develop from now on, and Beatty, Kerr & Verner arc

amply prepared to fill all sorting orders.

dolphin, granite, morocco, and golden crocodile leathers
Of these, the new velvet cioeodile calf, in four shades,
from light to dark, and running in price about the saun-

as morocco, is proving very popular. Shades of green
are proving very strong. Many of these are shown with
gill frames, either with Chain Ol the new leather handle.

Headed bags have also a prominent position. Handbags
are shown in the same leathers, in as large a range, and
run from 22c. upwards. These are almosl a necessity in

the average store, and this high-class range leaves

nothing to be desired. European leather goods have won
an enviable position.

Everything in Leather Goods.

Robertson & Parker, Mill Coristine Building, Montreal,
agents for Ortweiler tV Co., Loudon and Offenbach, show
a range of fancy leather goods which, in extent and com-
plexity, practically saves buyers a tour of all Europe.
Ortweiler & Co. have been for generations in the leather-
goods business, and their experience is attested by the
numerous and exclusive designs originated. Retailers
who have not as vel incorporated a fancy leather-goods
department, should be cognizant of the large margin of

profit available, as well as the good class of trade
attracted to the store. Now is the opportune time for

import orders for tourist and Christmas trade. Mr.
Parker, of this firm, has recently returned from a suc-
cessful eastern trip, and will show this magnificent line

in the west this month. The showing is said to exceed
in magnitude and variety any leathei goods display on
the market.

Wrist bags, which are becoming universal for many
SOOial purposes, comprise a range of over three hundred
samples, shown in velvet, crocodile, calf, walrus, seal,

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

Debenham, Oaldecott & Co. report that their western
representative, Mr. Blair, is about starting on his initial

trip for Fall, and will carry an immense range of stand-

ard makes. This firm are showing an extensive range in

silks, velvets, ribbons, and dress materials, and the gen-

eral excellence of the goods is too well known to need

much comment. Velvets are in high favor both in Paris

and London, and their vogue is sure to be extensive this

Fall. Chiffon velvet is firmly established in the favor of

the woman who can pay the price, but for those who re-

quire something less expensive soft-finished velveteens are

showing, and a very large business is sure to be done in

this material. In silks, chiffon taffeta is still the leader,

and D., B. & Co. are showing a special line at a popular
price and in all shades.

Special mention should be made of the sample line of

silk underskirts. This is a new department, and also a
new departure in style and values, and it can be confi-

dently stated that in cut, fit and smartness, they are
second to none on the Canadian market. The ample
width that merchants are seeking is a noticeable feature.

Merchants should see and examine the latest novelty in

skirts—the crinoline, that gives as no other skirt can the
graceful flare around the feet. In perfectly-matching
silky alpaca foundation, with deep hand-woven taffeta
flounce, this skirt is sure to be a popular seller, as it has
all the appearance of a $15 skirt, and will give double
the wear, and can be retailed at $5. Can be done in 12b
colors and shades. (For a more detailed description see

underskirts).

The Window and Art Decoration Co.

The Window and Art Decoration Co. is the name of a
new firm with offices at 11 St. Vinjcent street, Montreal,
who are making a specialty of window decorations. The
members of the firm are Messrs. U. Bernard and K.

Lizotte, both gentlemen of some experience in this line

of work. They have started a factory for the manufac-
ture of papier mache and plaster paris decorations,
medallions, trade marks, columns, special designs, etc..

for windows and interior displays, a line which has be-

come very popular on the other side in window dressing
They are also pleased to give estimates on any window
decoration work required. The enterprise is a new one
to Canada and should meet with success. Already the

linn have received some nice orders for papier mache
backgrounds from some of the leading dry goods stores

in Montreal. These will be installed for Easter. They
have also closed some contracts for special advertising
displays for manufacturers.

The Victor Manufacturing Co.

A linn which by sheer force of merit, coupled with
indomitable energy, has won a premier position in the

manufacture of ready-to-wear garments, is the Victor
Manufacturing Co., Quebec. The lines now being shown
by their representatives for Fall exceed in magnitude and
excellence of style qualities anything hitherto shown.
This is the result of strenuous labor and the importation
of the cleverest designs, as well as shrewdness and sane-

ness in buying.
Representatives are now covering entire Canada,

and a postal will bring the man nearest you. Mr. S
Richard of Hie linn is now in the Northwest looking

after the interests of this linn, along with their regular

representative, E. L. Denis, who covers Manitoba, North-
west and British Columbia. The difficult territory of

Ontario is entrusted to Mr. A. R. Purland, and Mr.
.lames Madill, who look after the eastern and western
grounds respectively. The Montreal trade is in charge of

Mr. II. A. Blagdon, who has an office and salesroom at

2111 St. .lames street. The Province of Quebec is cover-
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ed by Mr. J. C. Gigeure. Two energetic and well-in-

formed travelers, Mr. II. J. Pinch and Mr T. Labrie,

show the "Victor" brand in the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. Finch calls upon the trade of Nova Scotia and

Prince Edward Island, and Mr. Labrie may be expected

in part of the Province of Quebec and in New Brunswick.

W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

W. R. Brock & Co. have just passed into stock a

large assortment of ladies' neckwear, imported from
France, London, and New York, to retail at from 10c to

$1; also a guaranteed line of kid gloves, Hilda, Olive,

and Penn.
In embroideries and laces, in edgings and all-overs,

besides the regular lines, there are some special attrac-

tions in assorted box lots.

Specialties for April are quick-selling lines of um-
brellas and ladies' and men's showerproofs. In hosiery, a

shipment has been received of New Cairo 1-1 double-knee

rib cashmere hose, large sizes retail at 25c. Llama black

cashmere—retail at 50c. HH6 black cotton hose at 12£c.

Special bargains are shown in veilings, laces and
ribbons. The Ermine brand of Victoria lawns is special

value; also case lots of embroideries, Swiss and cam-
bric muslins, edgings and all-overs. Special turbine and
motor, plain and ribbed cashmere, to retail at 25c.

In staples Brock's have received 2,000 pieces bleached

sheeting, plain and twilled, at special bargain. Special

line white cottons bought under new prices— 15 per cent,

below regular. Circular pillow-covers are special. Rock-
fast drills are meeting with great favor.

W. R. Brock & Co. report that they have just received

info their dress department a full line of novelties for 1 lie

sorting trade, including a very big range of mohairs in

small checks, invisible checks, and large plaid effects; also

a number of broken checks in iridescent shades, and
handsome effects in plain and striped shots. One cloth

of special value is 51-inch Sicilian in brown, navy and
black, to retail at 50c; also a special in black, only 51-

inches wide, to retail at 50c.

In heavy colored cashmeres they have three lines

which are of exceptional value, all wool, to retail at 25c,

35c, and 50c. This firm are also showing specials in

colored serges to retail at 25c and 50c. A very special

line in black and navy only—the correct weight for

suits—to retail at 75c. Another popular material is

light-weight cheviot, 52-in. wide, in light brown, mid
brown, cardinal, myrtle, maroon, navy blue, and black,

to retail at 75c.

In the ladies' ready-to-wear department are shown
several new lines of shirtwaist suits to take the place of

those on which they are sold up. One of these, a line of

lustres (plains) in navy, brown and black, made of a good
heavy cloth in a beautiful style, will be a big favorite,
as its chief points lie in its being tailor-made and per-
fectly made. It will retail at from $7 to $8.

Ishikawa & Co.

This firm report that the best seller in .Japan silks

is the natural ivory. Cream, white and black are also
in good demand, particularly from the manufacturers.
Pongee, particularly in the rougher weaves, is also a
great seller. In hair-line checks, stripes, etc., in both
plain and shots, they are showing a large range. In ori-
ental silks China silk is coming rapidly to the front.
They are also introducing a line of Japan silks in the
popular checks and stripes, with a jacquard over-pattern.
This is a soft make and is guaranteed neither to cut nor
tear, and as a further merit can be washed without in-
jury.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

The month of April will bring out all the new things
in wash goods, and the range is worth while seeing. The
buyer's attention is directed to the beautiful tilings in

crinkle zephyrs, or now correctly called Frappes. The
rich colorings and designs give them the appearance of a
creped silk. The width is 27 inches and can be retailed
at 25c per yard.

No. 155. Embroiderery linen batiste, for a very sheer
goods, will have a large sale during the warmer season.
It is 27 inches, and can be retailed at 35c. to 40c.

Spotted delaine in mercerised stripes is a very flex-

ible cloth, particularly adapted for shirtwaist suits; 28
inches wide, on pirle. navy, biscuit, nile arid black ; to
retail at 25c.

No. 503. Cold cotton voile in sky, cream, nile, cham-
pagne, light navy and grey; a very good imitation of Un-
real voile-de-Paris; in 27 inches, to retail at 25c.

No. 72. Costume linen in embroidered spots, sky, nile,

natural linen, gun metal; this cloth is linen texture, and
Will wear and wash with the very best results, 28 inches
wide,.' not long lengths, and will retail at 35c. and 10c.

3P. 28-inch crash suiting, a real good weight and an
ideal cloth to make up the popular shirtwaist suit from.

John M. Garland, Son & Co., housefurnishing depart-
ment are offering the following special lines to the buyers
of this class of goods:

No. 1. Special line of cushion cords, all colors, to
retail at 25c.

No. 2. 3i yds. Gorford frill curtain, plain or fancy
centres; will retail $2.

No. 3. Toilet quilts, large size, good weight, in blue
and red, to retail at 95c.

No. 4. Special cloth in art silkaline, 29-inch, 8c.

No. 5. Special cloth in art silkaline, 36-inch, 10c.

The men's furnishing department is showing three
specials in men's soft felt hats in cowboy and planter
shapes, to retail at 50c, 75c. and $1.

Three strong numbers in Balbriggan underwear, to re-

tail at three popular prices, 25c, 35c and 50c
Cashmere half-hose, plain black cashmere, good, comfort-

able sizes, extra weight; special price in 10-doz. lots,

making a profitable 25c line.

Nil. Black cashmere hose, embroidered fronts; retail

at 25c.

Caverhill & Kissock.

Everything is in preparation for the Summer opening
during the month and stocks are replete with all staples
and millinery novelties to look after all repeat orders.
As the season advances, greens, heliotropes, mauves,
pastel blues and burnt shades, approaching the coppers,

are assuming first position in millinery colors. This
must be stated with due regard for the staples, white,
cream and black, upon which the bulk of the trade is

always done. Their buyer, who has recently returned
from New York, has more confidence than ever in his

foreign selections, as they closely accord with New York
showings. Small effects in all classes of flowers are
proving very strong in trimmings. Lilacs, hyacinths,

lilies of the valley and roses, in all sizes, stand at the

head of the list. Roses of a drooping nature are well

spoken of. These are seen not only in the natural tints,

but in all the popular millinery colors. The change in

colors this season has done much to promote added in-

terest in merchandizing.
Ribbons, such as chiffon taffetas, louisines and duch-

esse satin, are as popular as ever. The novelties shown
by this firm are much appreciated. In millinery materi-
als, chiffons are proving very strong for inediunihclass

trade and French malines or tulles are in demand for

the best class of trade. Mosa laces, a form of the light

net lace, with spot effects, are much used for trimming.

Kops Bros.

Miss Conklin, with Kops Bros, of New York, special-

ty corset manufacturers, has been making a very success-

ful tour in Canada. This lady is an authority on corsets,

and the fact that she is a practical fitter gives a great
deal of weight to her opinions. She has spent nearly
three weeks in Toronto fitting the "Nemo," "Smart
Set," and other styles made by Kops Bros., and the fact-

thai in the last week it was a difficult matter to make
an appointment with her speaks loudly for both her
painstaking methods and for the merits of the corsets
which she is introducing.

Kops Bros., though by no means one of the oldest of

New York corset firms, have rapidly come to the
front. Though taking every possible precaution to turn
out high-grade and finished goods—not only in high-priced

but also in their cheaper lines—they base their phenomen-
al success on the fact that they have departed from the

traditional usage in copying French models, and design
all their corsets'on independent lines, and over American
figures. Their models must be taken seriously, as they
conform to every line and curve of the American woman's
figure, a figure that, by the way, presents distinct dif-

ferences from that of either her English or French sister.

Kops Bros., though making and bestowing all possible

pains on lower-priced lines, rest their reputation on their

better grades. For $3.50 a splendid corset is shown, and
a whalebone corset comes as low as $7.50.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Bindings and Webbings.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoos and Laces.
Merlin Felt Boot Co., Berlin.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Button Machines and Buttons.

Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co.. Toronto.
Moore Carpet Co., Sheibrooke, Que.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

Toronto.

Cheek Books.
Carter-Crume Co., Toronto and Montreal.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.

Baker, Richard L., Co., Toronto.

Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Gordon, MacVay & Co., Toronto.

Greenshields I imited, Montreal.

Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.

McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.

New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.

Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.

Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Salem & Co., Montreal.
Stafford Northcote & Co., London, Eng.

Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.

Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman & Sommer, Montreal.

Cloth Charts.
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.

Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"—Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.

China & Japan Silk Co., Limited, Montreal

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.

Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Godwin, John V , & Co., Bradford, Eng.

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.

Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.

Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Eduoational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Engravers.
Legg Bros Engraving Co., Toronto.

Finance. Insurance, etc
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Melropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Fire Buckets.
McClary Mfg. Co., London.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto,
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frillings.
Stafford Northcote & Co., London, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L.. & Co., Montreal.
Hitchcock, Williams <fe Co., London, Eng.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal and
Winnipeg.

Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Reynier Freres, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.

Handkerchiefs.
Greenshields Limited. Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Stafford Northcote & Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc
Waldron, Drouin Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Knitted Waists and Sweaters.
Baker, Richard L., & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Garland, J. M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Stafford Northcote & Co., London, Eng.

Ladies' Neckwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Pirn Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Goods.
Robertson & Parker, Montreal.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng
Garland, J. M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvas's.

,
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Godwin, John Y., & Co., Bradford, Eng
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Wm., Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Matting.
China & [apan Silk Co., Toronto.
Imperial Carpet Co., Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.

Mending Wools.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-coats, Sweat
ers, etc).
Brock. W. R., Co., Toro to.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan Co., Toronto.
Excelsior Clothing Co. , Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Salem Co., Montreal.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toionto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hitchcock, Williams & Co., London, Eng.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Mosquito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Needles, Pins, etc.

Croft, Wm., &, Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Fancy Goods Co. of Canada, Toronto.
Greerrshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Window and Art Decoration Co.. Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Scotch Hollands.
King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montrtal.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.

Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co. , Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit.

Phillips, John & Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Fancy Goods Co. of Canada, Toronto.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.
Williams, W., & Son., London, Eng.

Staples and Linens.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co,, Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Stapling Maohines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxter Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin,

Ont.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. ol Hamilton.

Threads.
Oriental Silk Co., Montreal.
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Tie Clips.
Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Typewriter!.
L'nited Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, eto.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Standard Umbrella Co., Montreal.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brantford Hosiery Co., Brantford.

Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.

"Hendawick"— (as. Henderson & Co.,
Hawick, Scotland.

Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.

Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.

Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co. .Montreal
National Rubber Co., Montreal.

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Window Trimmers' Guide.
McColl. W. R., Owen Sound.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock, W. R., Co.. Toronto.
Fisher, John, Son & Co., Montreal and
Quebec.

Garland, John M., & Son Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris S: Co., Rockwood, Ont.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robnson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Woven Labels.
Canadian Silk Co., Toronto.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co., Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
Canadian Folding Box Co., Brantford, Ont.

INDEX TO ADVERTISE
Accountants and Auditors 14
Acme Staple Co 14
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Musical Coocts,

Violins,

Bows and

Sundries,

Accordions,

Autoharps,

Jew's Harps,

Mouth Organs,

Tobacconists'

Sundries,

Pipes, Briar,

Cased Pipes,

Tobacco Pouches,

Playing Cards

Dice,

Poker Chips,

Druggists'

Sundries,

Brushes,

Hair and Tooth,

Nail and Cloth,

Bath and

Shaving,

Whisks,

Combs, ail Kinds,

Toilet Paper,

Shaving Soap,

Razors and

Razor Strops,

Perfume,

Soap Boxes,

Sick Feeders,

Shaving Mugs,

Tweezers,

Manicure

Scissors,

Mirrors, all

Kinds,

Pocket Toilets,

Fans.

. /ICTlUf «eo

Leather Coods,

Ladies' Hand
Bags,

Purses,

Wallets,

Smallwares,

Paper and

Envelopes,

Papeteries,

Lead Pencils,

Pencil Boxes,

School Bags,

Playing Cards,

Stereoscopes &
Canadian

Stereoscopic

Views,

Cames,

Dominoes,

Dice,

Checkers,

Chess,

Skipping Ropes,

Marbles,

Tops,

Sail Boats,

Sea Side Toys,

Tents,

Flags,

Hammocks,

Rubber Balls,

Express Wagons,

Croquet,

Cutlery,

Pocket Knives,

Scissors,

Clocks.

The FANCY GOODS COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited

Makers of Victor Sporting Coods and Athletic Supplies

156 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO, CANADA
E. A. KANTEL, Managing Director C. L. BURTON, Secretary

1 36
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EASTER OFFERINGS

Fawn, Covert and Whipcord Jackets

and Shirtwaist Suits

Others should certainly send for samples.

THE HART MANUFACTURING CO.

OTRE DAME

MONTREAL
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To the Trade APRIL

\A/HEN you are in the city IF you are not coming to the

come and see us. city soon send us your wants.youi

In ordering plain goods, such as Linens, Cottons, Sheetings, Canvas, Ducks,

etc., etc., and many lines in Smallwares and Men's Furnishings, state the price,

width, size, shade, number, and in pattern goods, either send pattern, give

description or write for samples and quotations.

Your orders will be filled promptly and give you satisfaction, as we make

the filling of letter orders a specialty.

in 8/4 and 16/4 Linoleum, Wilton, Brussels, Tapestry, Wool, Union and Hemp
_________ Carpets, is at its heaviest point just now making it complete for the Spring

Assorting Trade.

in Scotch and Canadian Tweed Suitings, Fancy Worsted and Tweed Trouser-

_______ ings, is fully assorted for the season.

of Ladies' Whitewear, in Corset Covers, Drawers, Night-Gowns and

________ Underskirts was never better assorted than it is at present.

in Ladies' Underwear, Hosiery and Gloves, and in Silks, Muslins and

________ Laces, is unequalled.

in Prints, Fancy Muslins, Ginghams, Linings, and Cotton Draperies, is

very attractive at present.

John Macdonald (85> Co.,

Wellington and Front Sts. E., - TORONTO
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THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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"ETilEL"
KID GLOVES

Our Guarantiee Goes wibh Every Pair

$9.60 per Dozen.

ALL SIZES, 5| to 74, in Solid Black, Solid White, Black with

White Stitching, White with Black Stitching, Assorted Tans,

Browns, Modes and Slates.

We send with each pair of Ethel Kid Gloves FIT and SATISFACTION
full directions for trying on, which, if carried are
out, and provided correct size has been —
purchased, Absolutely Assured.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

Cor. Front and Bay Sts.,

LIMITED
TORONTO

The

Standard Umbrella
"MADE IN CANADA"

You can't be without it this Spring.

If you want a sample assortment

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

write to

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA MFG. 00.

6 Lemoine St., MONTREAL

" The cock's shrill clarion or the echoing horn,
" No more shall rouse them trom their lowly hed.''

Gray's Blegy in <i Country Churchyard.

The clarion voice of this " Rooster "

is heeded by all live merchants.

Dead ones don't use " ROOSTER
BRAND."

ROBERT C. WlLKINS,
MONTREAL

Overalls, Shirts, Pants, White Coats,

Fancy Vests for Winter and Summer.
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STOCK TAKING

As we take stock on

MAY 31

we have many lines to clear out be-

fore that date, to make room for

NEW FALL GOODS
arriving in June. We can offer you

special values in all our Departments,

which you cannot afford to miss.

We invite you to personally see our

stock, or see our travellers' samples.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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Alpaca
DRESS

GOODS Mohair

Angora Goat, from whose fleace Mohair is made.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this year is to be the

big-g"est year for Mohair Lusters since 1895.

PRIESTLEYS'
Lusters, flohairs and Sicilians

are the best for Brightness, Silkiness and Delicacy of Touch.

Not all makes of Mohair Dress Goods are equally good. There are

differences in the dyeing- and the finishing that are of the first im-

portance. In these and all other particulars, PRIESTLEYS' goods

show a decided advance over all other makes, and even on their

own productions of former years.

PRIESTLEYS' Lusters and Mohairs do not cockle.

We have a full stock of PRIESTLEYS' goods in Blacks and

Colors, in stock or on the way.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Sole Selling Agents for{Canada

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN Limited
WINNIPEG, MAN.

MONTREAL
GREENSHIELDS & CO. Limited

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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RYLANDS&SONS
MAIVICH IN

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

LIMITED

Bleachers

Dyers

q pe
finishers

TOWN

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

**

*k"j?

WORKS

;

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

+1+ »|«

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Hoods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAOENET,"
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LARGEST FRILLING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERNS, AND MANY OTHER8, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTH8.

EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frillings exceed all other makes (.for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Drapers in England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.
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44SPRING 1905 *f

OUR travelers are now showing a full line of Jackets,
Blouses, Wrappers, Skirts, Dress Goods,
Linings, Ribbons, etc., for Autumn, 1905, and

orders on these lines booked to date give promise of an

unusually large Fall trade. "First comes, first served"

is our rule, so get your orders in early and secure early

and satisfactory deliveries.

We are offering also special reductions on left-over

Spring lines, and for the month of May we are making
a run on Laces at special discounts. Call and see us,

or write and let us send you an assortment for you to

choose from.

ftYLE, CHEESBROUGH C& CO.
93 St. Peter Street j& j£? MONTREAL

THE STANDARD BRANDS OF

LINEN THREADS
BARBOUR'S FINLAYSON'S

KNOX'S

also DUNBAR'S and STEWART'S
Always reliable—You might as well have the

FRANK £> BRYCE, Limited
Toronto IVIOIM AL Quebec
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Fast ^Fast
Blacks Colors
It is a matter that requires reiter-

ation— namely that at last

Velvets and Velveteens
Can be obtained in Fast Dyes.

By means of new processes discover- •

ed by J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited,

Velvets and Velveteens are pro-

duced in Fast Blacks and Fast

Colors, that is

Blacks and Colors that won't, rub off.

It should be carefully noted that the

new processes not only prevent any
rubbing* off of color, but also impart

greater lustre and depth of tone.

Only the higher grades of cloth are

treated by these new processes.

All shades in these Fast Colors are now ob-

tainable, but the only Guarantee that you are

securing these goods is the presence on the

back of the cloth of the words Fast Color

RECISTERED ^^^J^^^^^L^-^^g^. TRADE MARK

Buy Goods so Stamped Sell Goods so Stamped

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited
Dyers and Finishers, MANCHESTER, ENC.
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Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
IH Navy Blue and Brown

(Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

PEWNY'S
Kid Gloves

For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

Have your Cloaks and Furs lined with

"Skinner's Satin *j

Guaranteed for two seasons wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
in this garment is

GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
SEASONS

MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Go.

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co.

H0LY0KE, MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.
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UNEXCELLED IN APPEARANCE AND DURABILITY

SPHINX SERGES
PLAIN VICUNAS—Permanent Dyes.

TWILLED VICUNAS—Superior Finish.

FINE TWILLED SERGES—Best Materia!

P. GARNEAU, FILS A CIE.. Quebec
SOLE AGENTS FOR ALL CANADA

Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free ' o any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

British Offices : 42 Cannon St., London, E.C.

Specimtn Copitt frit on application.

Established 1826 Incorporated 1897

Andrew McLean Co.
460 Broome St.,

Manufacturers of—
NEW YORK

Crinoline

Linings

Canvases

Buckram
for

Hats. Belts, Collars, etc.

/ 1 1U L LL 11 C _very sheer. The

new foundation for the MILLINERY TRADE.

Mosquito Nettings
IN ALL

GRADES and
COLORS.

MILLS : PASSAIC, N.J.
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When We Buy, WhenWe Sell,

It's the Best It's the Best

WE CAN FIND
This is a partial list of the best makers and most reliable brands that

form a part in this well-assorted stock.

Smallwares

Xcelda Handkerchiefs.

Queen Shetland Floss.

J. & J. Baldwin's Yarns.

Belding Paul's.

Corticelli Silk.

Parisian Corset.

B. & C. Corset.

Gotham Hose Supporter.

Kieinert's Hose Supporter.

Al Ribbons, all shades.

King Collar Button.

G. B. D. Pipes.

Williams' Shaving Soap.

Colgate's Dental Powder.

The Liberty Watch.

Carter's Inks.

Pears' Soaps.

Automatic Bachelor Buttons.

Parker Rotary Alarm Clocks.

Woollens and Linings

Galashiels Tweeds— "Thistle" Brand.

St.arkey's and Carr's Beavers and

Meltons.

Airedale, Black and Blue Serges

—guaranteed goods.

Crow Black Italians.

Special Shrunk Duck Canvases.

Scotch Sleeve Lining.

Alpaca Twill, 54 in. Lining.

Canadian Kerseys-

All wool and very clean stork.

Elastic Canvas.

Men's Furnishings

Britannia Underwear.
" Woolnap," Canadian Made.

American Workshirts.

Two Bulb Runner Umbrella.

The National Collars and Cuffs.

K. and E. Boys' Shirt Waists.

Self-Opening UmDrella.
Navy Brand Oil Clothing.

No. X., the Best $2.25 Men's
Cashmere Hose Sold.

No. 1,000, the Best $2.25 Straw Hat,
Sailor Shape, for Men.

50 Shapes in Peak Cloth Caps.

Domestic Cottons

Canadian Colored Cotton Mills.

Cornwall and York Cotton Mills.

Dominion Textile Co.

Montreal Quilting Co.

Popular Lines of English Cottons.

Dress Goods and Silks

French Voiles, Blacks and Colors.

French Eoliennes, Blacks and Colors.

French Broad Cloths, Blacks and
Colors.

French Poplins, Blacks and Colors.

French Velours, Blacks and Colors.

French Crepe de Chene, Blacks and
Colors.

English Whip-Cords, Blacks and
Colors.

English Sicilians, Blacks and Colors.

English Twine Cloths, Blacks and
Colors.

A. Guillaumet & Chappats French
Delaines,

Nun's Cloths, Nun's Veilings,

Albatross and Wool Taffs.

C. J. Bonnet & Cie's

Black Peau-de-Soie,

Black Failles,

Black Taffettas,

isiack Persians.

Black Gros-Grains.

House Furnishings

Davis' Textile Tapestries.

Barry, Ostler & Shepherd's ) iino-

Jas. Williamson & Sons' I
leums

John C. Hare & Co., Oilcloths.

Firth's Tapestries.

Palmer's Hammocks.

Hartshorn Spring Blinds.

Thomas Taylor's Satin Quilts.

Logan Brothers' Blankets.

English and Canadian Brussels.

Ideal Bedding Co. Products.

Canadian Cotton Blankets.

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & CO
Wholesale Dry Goods, Carpets and Woollens

OTTAWA, ©INT.
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Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE A\ARK
I

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representative at popular

prices.
Sole Agent for the Dominion

:

R. H. COSBIE, 30 West Wellington St., Toronto.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
KnittingWools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN, &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REGISTERET All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

/ER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering

Wheeling
Petticoat Fingering

Soft Merino

Berlin Fingering

Balmoral Fingering

Double Knitting

Soft Knitting Wool

Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Lady Betty

Shetland

Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Eider Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. —

Agent

Send for Samples.
10

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO
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TheBuckThatWontWash Off

JBuitM

"Hermsdorf" history

is the witness of black

hosiery success. For

"Hermsdorf" made
black hosiery fashion-

able when he made it

FAST.

As it was in the begin-

ning, so it is to-day,

the one dye that stays

there under all condi-

tions of wear or wash-

ing.

When "Hermsdorf"
means true black, and

women know it so well,

why not give them what

they want ?

You will—if you build

for permanent success.

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY,
AMERICAN BUREAU,

200 GREENE ST., NEW YORK

11
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Same TKing for Less Money.

Shade number on every spool.

If you can buy for less money a Silk Thread that

is the very same in quality as any other, isn't it

worth investigating ?

Oriental Silk is guaranteed satisfactory.

You may as well have that extra profit.

AsK for samples and prices.

67>e ORIENTAL
SIL11 CO., Limited
59-05 DALHOUSIE ST.. - MONTREAL

*«!« » H«H« II»I »I.«II«M«II«M»M».I»I » «!!» .•»H«lH »ll»l «>«.«.».)

H GE7" 77/E fiEST j>

Counter Check

Books
Our ts Continuous " Sales Book

is specially recommended for use in Dry

Goods Stores, as it is the only
perfect Sales Book made. We
are ready to prove this statement.

Samples and prices on application,

or will send representative.

WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF CHECK BOOKS.

THE

CARTER-GRUME COMPANY
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL
Mention this paper.

SMALLWARES.
W

it

Vh* Bindings

VI/O
^etob'ings

usoe" Brand
•*

Tapes

Made of strong luslred yarns. Woven
on looms of special construction. Good
to look at and good to use.

t\ast\cs

*

MADE IN

}i inch Shaped Duplex (double Hap)

Boot Laces

\% inch Straight Single.

1
'

4 inch Straight Duplex.
Mendings

Faire Bros. & Co., UM 'TED
Manufacturers, LEICESTER. ENG.

CANADA : Stapleton Caldecott, 70 Bay Street,

TORONTO.

12
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Cable Address: ISHIKAWA, TORONTO

K. IsHIKAWA&Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

Japanese Silks, Handkerchiefs, Rugs & Mattings

24 WELLINGTON ST. WEST
Telephone Main 3018

TORONTO, May 1st, 190 5

To The Right Silk Merchant.

BLACK AND WHITE SILKS FOR SUMMER 1905

We beg to call your special attention to BLACK also WHITE Silks,

which are now in large demand. We have imported a large quantity of

Oriental and European Silks for the Summer Season, and are now ready

to receive immediate orders.

BLACK SILKS

Extra heavy Lyon dye Japan Habutai.

Lyon dyed Japanese Twill Silks.

Lyon dyed Japan Taffeta in all grades and widths.

French Taffetas Guaranteed Taffetas.

Guaranteed Peau de Soies. Chiffon Taffetas.

Louisine. Paillette.

Gros Grain Tamaline

Crepe de Chine

WHITE SILKS

Natural Habutai, Ivory shade only, brilliant soft

finish, splendid washing quality in all grades.

Brocaded Habutai, in a large assortment of patterns.

Shanghai Pongee Silks.

If you are RIGHT Silk Merchants, be up-to-date and have the

right goods at the right time. Write for samples. All mail orders

will have the prompt and careful attention of our Mail Order Depart-

ment .

Yours truly,

Steno. No. .4 K. ISHIKAWA & CO.

13
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TtiI- Hit ! for (h« purpoie of placing retallan,

manufacturers' jobber* and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountants
and auditors whose serrices are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing acoounU, arranging part-

nership! or organizing joint took companlaa,
dftYising special office ijiteme, making collec-

tions and infeptigationt, handling eitatee, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

DAVID HOSKINS, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

XI Wellington Street Bast, - - Toronto, Canada.

This Space «15 a Year.

JENKIN8 A HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered AcoountaDU,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.

15H Toronto Street. Toronto.
4M Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list li for the purpose of placing manufao-

turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the ooUeotlon of aooounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.

,

i

organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MaoLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TTJPPER, PHIPPEN * TUPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS k CHATJVIN
Advocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. 0. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Kudos Henry N. Chautin.

BEATTY, BLACKSTOCK, FA8KEN, RIDDELL k MABEE
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN k JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin, K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-
ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St. W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN k AMBROSE „ ^M. A "CLEAN
_, _ ,. , Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.
Barristers, Solicitors, etc. „ . „~. ~ , . „ T , _, ,_ _ ., _ „ Head Office. Guelph, McLean r Block

8. C. MEWBURN, E. H. AMBROSE,
1 Branch Office, Acton, Town Hall.

Hamilton, Ont. Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

Educational Department.
The following institutions for the education

of business men'i sons and daughter! are

recommended by this paper :

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORGE DICKSON, M.A.,

Direotor.

MRS. GEORGE DICKSON,
Lady Principal.

METROPOLITAN
Telegraphy, Shorthand, Commercial, Civil Service, Banking Courses, the Best
in Canada We guarantee to plaoe every competent Student. Ask for a list

of our Students placed during the last three months. One or all courses
ame price. No .Restrictions.

METROPOLITAN
BUSINESS
COLLEGE.

R. A. FARQUHARSON. B.A., Principal.

44 Bank St., Ottawa, Can.

ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H. & L. Sure Shot and H & L

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

-MADE BY-

ACME STAPLE CO., UNITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

DRY GOODS REVIEW f
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
broad may have their names and addresses placed on a

a
pecial list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

°mces throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
c
harge.

Addressi Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

This design a gua r

antee of quality.

YOUR PRINTER

CAN SUPPLY IT.

DO YOU PUBLISH A

CATALOGUE?

IF YOU DO YOU SHOULD USE

"CANADIAN-MADE PAPER

All grades, from the highest

" Clossy Finish " to the rough "An-

tique" and bulky "Featherweight.'

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL

•3T WA I T ~S^
Our travellers are on the road showing a
new line of stationery samples for a
new stationery house. If our man
has not called upon you drop us a
line and we will gladly quote
you prices or have him call

and get personally ac-

quainted with you.

G. A. WEESE & SON, «*«i»st, TORONTO

14
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NEIL McCARNEY, Prop. W. C. McCARNEY, Manager

THE PROVINCIAL
Liadiso Commercial Hotel. GANANOQUE, ONT

Located in Heart of Business Section. Ten First-class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAKER, Prop.

First-class accommodation for Commercial Men.

GALT, ONT

WINDSOR HOTEL, fE
A
RTuTDANl

This House is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of
Queen Street. The rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
to guests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWFT? TTHTTTT GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA,
vv ibsx riKJA.rj±j, British guiana.

This hrst-class hotel is most conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from Post and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction,
and principal clubs. Five minutes from railway station and steamer stallings, and
near to all principal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH. Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Mrs. FRASER

Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished eottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Cobnbr of Main and Lamaha Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMARARA.)

Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified Terms
Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited Manageress-
E. COTTAM.

WINTER RESORT- Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc.. apply Trinidad Shipping k Trading Co
29 Broadway, New York.

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for
advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEVN PUBLISHING CO. LIMITED, TORONTO.

THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.
Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

are advertised to the consumer in all leading magazines.

Sell at 25c. a pair. Cost $ 1 .25 per dozen pairs prepaid.

All leadino jobbers sell them. Manufactured onlyby

FAIR MFC. CO., 520 5th St., Racine, Wis-

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal.

flERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishingcommercial reports to our subscribers gives prompt

andreliableinformationtodate. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim

Tel. Main 1985.

R. FLAWS & SON, Mm«*^rB1<*-' Meltad*%RONTOi
Dry Goods Commission Agents.

S. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Bag.
Hosiery and Underwear,

Bentlev & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,
Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,
Lace Curtains.

Representing

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en

abling us to give better -values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents : The Richard L. Baker Co-,' 60 Yonge St-, Toronto, Ont,

Hate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

IS
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May Specials
IN

Carpels and House Furnishings

17 patterns 8 4 Standard Linoleums
25 " 16/4
3 " 8 4 Inlaid Linoleums
4 Colors 8/4 Cork Carpets
18 patterns 8/4 Floor Oil Cloths

A range of patterns in 2/4, 58 and 3 4 Bordered Stair

The above are all new, clean, up-to-date goods, and from 15 to 25 % under regular price?,

to be cleared out during this month to make room for Fall goods.

30 patterns Wool Carpets
28
34
38
5
8

Union Carpets
Tapestry Carpets
Brussels Carpets
Wilton Carpets
Velvet Carpets

All at old prices

No advance

A small lot of 10/4 and 1 1/4 Honeycomb Quilts (Mill Seconds) in a variety of qualities,

to retail from 75 cts. to $3 50—50 below regular price.
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES
A

GREAT daily paper, the Boston Herald, has this to

say of trade journals: "The merchant or manufac-

turer, the industrial or professional, the manager

or operator, who assumes to 'get on' without the trade

journals directly or collaterally bearing on his particular

specialty, is seriously handicapped in the stress of com-

petitive strife. Wilfully, though perhaps not wittingly,

he deprives himself of sources of information and ma-

terial for progress and profit, lack of which must inevit-

ably leave him in the lurch. The managing head of every

'house,' no matter how large the 'concern,' should above

all things see to it that each department head, and so

many of the working force as by their intelligent interest

show that they would profit by technical and professional

information—that all these men are provided with the

trade journals best fitted to promote the advancement of

each in efficiency. This at the expense of the firm, of

course, since the firm, in turn, cannot fail largely to

profit by such policy. And don't commit the folly of

balking at the preponderance of advertising pages. The

information these contain is never less and often far more

valuable than that found in the 'reading matter.' "

*

While advertisers are naturally looking first to results

at home, it is gratifying to know that the benefit to be

derived from an advertisement in The Review does not

end here. The following letters received recently at the

office of The Dry Goods Review go to prove this:

Somerset, Bermuda, March 24, 1905.

To W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.:

Gentlemen,—Would you kindly enclose us by parcel

post two of your sample dress goods measures which I

see you advertise in The Dry Goods Review at $1.50

each? Enclosed you will find amount, including postage.

By doing so you will greatly oblige,

(Signed) G. S. Fowle cV Co.

(Post by way of Halifax.)
* *

*

Montreal, March 20, 11)05.

The Dry Goods Review, Montreal:

Deirr Sirs,— It is a noteworthy fact and I am pleased

to draw your attention to results achieved with my line

of "SAHLIN" patent corset, through the columns of

your monthly review.
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I have, since January, received from various parts of
Canada and even from England and France, mute a few
demands for this garment whi,ch is so popular in the
United States. I herewith enclose some of those letters
received from abroad, one of which is from Tottenham
and another from Paris, both mentioning your paper as
reference. I have forwarded samples of the above gar-
ment some time ago and I was about a week ago re-
warded with a sample order from Le Bon Marche in

Paris, and I expect more accordingly, or rather, should
do so under the circumstances.

Should I have similar cases to record, it will be a
pleasure for me to give you the particulars, as I feel that
these outside results deserve more than ordinary notice
on account of them coming from a source totally un-
looked for, i.e., they come from a foreign country besides
from all over Canada, and I contracted but for the latter.

Yours very truly,

Louis J. B. Senez.

Mr. McKim, manager of our London office, writes that
British (inns to whom he shows copies of our papers fre-

quently make complimentary remarks about their make-
up, display of advertisements, and general appearance.
On one or two occasions lie has found that our adver-
tisers have clipped their advertisements from our papers
and have sent them to publishers of other periodicals in

order to serve as patterns.

The manager of one of the large advertising agencies
in London, who sends us a considerable amount of copy
in the course of a year, was recently placing some adver-
tising matter with the representative of another paper-
just as one of our staff entered his office. Evidently the
paper had not been giving satisfactory service, for the
manager was showing one of the MacLean papers, and,
unaware of the presence of our representative, remarked,
"You people are not half so smart as the Canadians."

.Naturally, we are very much gratified to find our
papers are so well thought of in Great Britain. It is
only by giving a great deal of attention to the setting
and arrangement of advertisements that good effects can
be secured, and it is in the welfare of our advertisers
that we are constantly urging that advertising copy
should be placed in our hands as early as possible.
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*
MR. C. B. GORDON.

AS managing director of the Dominion Textile Co.,

Limited, Mr. Gordon has attained a very prominent

position in textile circles. Looking back over his

career this pre-eminence is found to be a natural result of

long experience in the trade, and close connection with

the workings of the various Canadian cotton companies.

His early experience was gained with Maekay Bros.,

Montreal, in the site on McGill street, now occupied by-

Herman II. Wolf & Co. Some seventeen years ago he

entered the employ of James Johnston & Co., and repre-

sented them successfully in the Eastern Townships.

About five and a half years ago, when the W. R. Brock
Co., Limited, assumed control of this firm, Mr. Booth
passed over to the new firm and retained the same terri-

tory, lie continued to cover this ground for the W. R.

Brock Co. until last September, when he was made man-
ager of the smallwares, men's furnishing, and underwear
department.

Mr. Booth is an enthusiastic and energetic member of

the Dominion Commercial Travelers' Association, and has

been a representative of the hoard of directors for four

years. This year, as vice-president of the Commercial
Travelers' Mutual Benefit Society, he has been instru-

mental in organizing a hospital fund, and has been so

M*

£OJRNED

He was one of the members of the syndicate which put

through the big cotton merger, which secured the opera-

tion of four of the largest cotton companies, and he has

been foremost in re-organization plans since,

The success of the Standard Shirt Co., of which he

was president and managing- director, has been in a large

measure due to his knowledge of trade conditions, and

his thorough grasp of the details of successful manufac-

ture and merchandising. In assuming his new position he

resigns as managing director of the Standard Shirt Co.,

retaining the presidency, however. He has been closely

identified with the Standard Shirl Co. for the past four-

teen years. Enjoying a very enviable reputation in com-

mercial circles, his appointment is generally regarded as

a safeguard to the new merger.

MR. R. BOOTH.

A
FIGURE well-known in Canadian dry goods circles,

and among the traveling fraternity throughout the

country, is that of Mr. R. Booth, with the W. R.

Brock Co., Montreal. Although comparatively a young

man, he is a veteran traveler, and is one of the best

known representatives in the Eastern Townships, having

covered that ground for over seventeen years. His many

friendships in the trade testify to his sterling qualities.

successful as to have had accommodations provided in

both the General and Xotre Dame Hospitals. He ex-

pects to soon see these made permanent.

MR. WM. J. GIBSON.

MR. WM. J. GIBSON, whose picture we reproduce,

has won a large measure of popularity and esteem

amongst all those with whom he has been thrown

into contact. Few men are so well known to the cloth-

ing dealers and men's furnishers in South Western On-

tario as Mr. Gibson. During his years of service in this

field he has made friends of his customers, and his per-

sonality has redounded to advantage of the firm for

which he worked. As a mark of appreciation of the
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work done by Mr Gibson for the company, he was ad- volume, and the fact that there are over 300 items in the

nutted to a partnership in the firm, and the Caulfeild, index will give an idea of the wide range of goods repre-

Burns Co. became Canlfeild, Burns & Gibson. As a mem- sented. In many instances actual samples of goods are

ber of the firm Mr. Gibson continues to cover the old atlixed to the pages, and where this is not practicable,

territory over which he worked for the preceding six or as in the instance of package goods, the labels are re-

produced in gilt and color in exact fac simile, being so

cleverly done that there "is little left to the imagination.

The full-page color illustrations marking the introduction

to each department are most beautifully done and the

color effect is enhanced by the chocolate mounts to which

they are attached.

--v It is difficult to do justice to this set of samples by
'£•*' mere description, and Messrs. Williams are prepared to

mail the volume to a limited number of Canadian houses.

\j $ If this piece of business enterprise receives the recognition

it deserves, Messrs. Williams should add greatly to the

number of their customers wherever this traveling sales-

man goes. As this is ,a most useful and expensive cata-

logue, the firm of the "Wreath and Lion" feel sure that

no Canadian house will object to pay the trifling duty

levied upon individual copies entering Canada.

seven years. His friends in Western Ontario hope thai

he mav visit them for many years.

MR. R. E. M'COLL.

THE picture of Mr. R. E. McColl will not be unfa-

miliar to a great number of our readers. Mr. Mc-
Coll traveled in Eastern Ontario for a number of

years for McFai'and, Gray and Southgate. Three years

ago he joined the staff of Caulfeild, Burns <Si Gibson
Since that time he has been calling on the clothing men
of Western Ontario in the interests of this firm. Thus
Mr. McColl has been brought into contact with the busi-

ness men of both ends of the Province of Ontario. Many
people will remember Mr. McColl from his former ex-

ploits on the bicycle. In the palmy days of a few years
ago he could make most of them hustle. Particularly
dangerous was he when he got on one end of a tandem
But that's another story.

A BUYERS' GUIDE BOOK.

^MIE most complete "Buyers' Guide" we have seen for

£ a very long time has just been received from W.
Williams & Son, Limited, London, England, who

announce the publication of this splendid volume in their

advertising space this month. All Canadian buyers who
have visited Messrs. Williams' warehouses in Bread street,

Wat ling street and Star Court, know that their seven
departments embrace an infinite variety of haberdashery,
smallwares, trimmings, embroideries, etc., and it is an
almost incredible fact that every line of goods handled
by this firm is represented in this season's Guide."
Prom cover to cover it is characterized by that taste

and completeness for which Messrs. Williams' printed
matter has such a reputation in the Old Country. It is

handsomely bound in cloth, with medallions of their trade
mark on the outside covers and same design of wreath
and lion repeated in the form of an artistic gilt clasp.

There are 300 pages of matter in this very comprehensive

HOW TO DETECT VARIOUS FIBRES.

VARIOUS chemical tests are employed to detect fibres

when used in combination with each other. To as-

certain whether a woolen fabric is all wool, boil a

sample in a strong solution of caustic soda, obtainable

at any drug store. The animal fibre will be dissolved,

leaving the vegetable fibre untouched.

Should you wish to know how much wool the fabric

contains, boil a similar sample in dilute sulphuric acid,

which will destroy the cotton and leave the wool.

The difference between cotton and flax fibres is easily

detected by the aid of a miscroscope. The cotton fibre

looks like a flatfish strip twisted, the flax fibre is round

like a fine worm.
In the absence of a miscroscope, boil in water a

small piece of the linen which you suspect is partly made
of cotton. After drying a sample, place it for seven

RETURNED
4 190 :T

R. E. McColl

/

minutes in a mixture composed of three parts sulphuric

acid and two parts nitrate of potash. Wash the sample
thus treated in water, dry it thoroughly by a gentle

heat and place it in a mixture of ether and alcohol, which
will dissolve the cotton, leaving the linen untouched.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E.. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

Novelties In the Season's rtats-The Cos-
tumes That Are Being Worn- Vogue of

the Apron Front

April, L905.

ONE cannot complain Of want of novelty in the

new season's fashions, at least as far as hats

are concerned. The change is so greal that I

fail to see how any one with the slightest re-

gard to fashion can wear a last year's hat.

Many of the styles are much exaggerated, as is always

the ease in Paris. For instance, the hats with very nar-

Fig. 1. Fig. >.

row brim in front, just indented with a small velvet bow,

with an immense brim at the back, turned up and gener-

ally indented, surmounted with three or four large tips

and aigrettes. A back view makes the head seem half

the length of the body. However, apart from these there

are many different styles in vogue, following the lines of

the Louis XV., Watteau, Lancret, Marquis and tricornes.

The shapes are all a little varied, bizarre and vague, hav-

ing unexpected twists and curves. The straws are very

fine and pliable, or in designs imitating lace, and in all

sorts of art shades, half-tones being much seen, and these

are very daringly blended, but, being so soft, nothing

seems to clash.

New Spring Hats.

A new Spring hat is of a simple round form, made of

alternate bands of straw and pleated tulle; the low

crown is surrounded by a drapery of shaded ribbon rang-

ing from brown to palest yellow, finished off with a lit-

tle rosette on the left side; under the brim at the back is

a large bow of the same ribbon with a bunch of wild

primroses on each side.

Another hat with wide, indented brim at the back is

made in pink "crin;" round the crown is a drapery of

Figr- l.

ribbon and mousseline-de-soie in pastel shades of blue

and green; under the brim and on the hair at the back

is an immense bunch of small roses and leaves following

the same tones. Another also in crin and raised behind

is pale blue trimmed, bows of pale blue ribbon, pink-

roses and white and mauve lilac.

No. 1 sketch with wide brim raised at the back is

trimmed with pink roses, large ribbon rosette and white,

shaded yellow tips and osprey. No. 2 is in pale blue

"crin" trimmed with pink roses, mauve wisteria and

four large white tips. No. 3 in reseda green straw, re-

calling the second Empire, is simply trimmed with black

velvet band and bow in front, while replacing the chignon

of olden fame are four white feathers slightly tipped

with green. Hats of this description are now being worn

at the races with only half the distance between the

raised hat and hair filled in with trimming of flowers and

Fig. 5.- -Gown of Blue Satin and Panne, worn at the Theatre Francais.

feathers, etc., the rest of the space is covered by means

of false curls fastened In the bandeau of the hat itself—
a fashion much too expensive to become general.

No. 1 is in white tulle, trimmed pink, and pastel blue

loses and reseda ribbon; the point is worn in front. An-

other model, much resembling this, lias a wreath of

minute pink roses, blue forget-me-nots, and mauve lilac,

with white feather at the side. Very fine, lluffy-looking
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coq's feathers are being used instead of ostrich plumes on

main' new hats.

Styles in Costumes.

In costumes one sees many of the long redingotes and

Long jackets, especially at the races, but they are by no

means universal, and some of the smartest tailor-made

gowns have jackets reaching only to just below the hips,

and open over a fancy waistcoat, the newest of these

being double-breasted. A new bolero, resembling the

Zouave that was so much worn a few years ago, but made

with sleeves and called the "Cosaque," is very popular,

and this is also worn over a waistcoat. Another form

of bolero fastens in front, but is opened in a yoke at the

neck, and also cut up in front at the waist, letting a

sash, which is twisted round to the side, escape, or

simply showing the deeply draped belt. Yet another

form of jacket is made on the lines of the Russian blouse,

with belt and short basque, but, except for a slight

looseness in front, is tight titling.

The habit coats with basque at the back seem to be

worn much more with evening gowns than anywhere else,

and the habit is generally in a different material to the

skirt; for instance, a full skirt in glacee mousseline of

yellow, green and pink shades, is finished round the bot-

tom with three bouillonnes, wider at the back than in

front, and each one headed with a narrow frill of deep

cream Valenciennes. A cut-away habit coat of cream

taffeta, trimmed with garlands of ribbon—embroidered

roses reproducing the tones of the mousseline—has very

short bell, or Japanese, as they are now called, sleeves,

from under which is a puff and frill of mousseline edged

with lace. The habit is open over a cross-over vest, also of

mousseline, and the small yoke and collar are of Val-

enciennes, ornamented with the same embroidery. Lace

insertions, rabats, collars and yokes of blouses are very

generally ornamented in this way with narrow ribbons

and braids, sometimes following the design of the lace,

but often in a conventional pattern. Another evening

habit coat is trimmed in this style : The skirt and front

are in cream lace over green taffeta, and the habit coat

and short sleeves are in the same lace, almost covered

with scrolls of narrow green velvet ribbon. This is a

decolte gown, and the edge is finished off by means of a

plain lace frill.

The Apron Front.

.Many gowns have suggestions of the apron front on

either the skirt or bodice, and this effect is often given

by an arrangement of the trimming, but sometimes as

in the sketch, it is, an empiecement. This gown is made
in turquoise blue panne, with a silver and gold arabesque
trimming. The apron is in blue satin, having two rows
of embroidered gold and silver motifs glittering with
brilliants and turquoises; the yoke and sleeves are in

mousseline-de-soie, with silver and gold embroidery.

Pretty Walking Costume.

The last sketch is a walking costume in green-faced

cloth trimmed with wide, black braid, edged with a
round cord. Collar and cuffs are of black satin. A silk-

waistcoat with fawn colored pattern on cream ground is

fastened with gold buttons. The bolero and upper skirt

are both edged with the black silk cord.

All Indian, Chinese and Japanese goods are to the

fore—silks, cashmeres and embroideries. The Japanese
dressing-gown is a favorite of the moment, and certain

lines, especially of the sleeves and shoulders, are repro-

duced in mantles and cloaks. A heavy linen for tailor-

made costumes looks almost like wool, and with these
will be worn the English collar arid tie, as well as a

gentleman's shirt, at least the tucked front of one.

Dinner and Evening Gowns.

Dinner and evening gowns are of an extravagance al-

most impossible to imagine. Heavy with cluny or venise

lace, both bodice and skirt elaborately embroidered, entre-

deux, drawn-thread work, minute tucks all introduced,

and with this are garlands of flowers, art-shaded button

roses, sprays of ivy or orchids, as well as bows and

rosettes of ribbon—and, in fact, if one could imagine any

other trimming, suitable or otherwise, it would be

added.

r

Fig. (i— Pretty Walking Costume.

A CONSIDERATE MOVE.

AN ingenious and considerate idea for the comfort of

employes has been inaugurated by Mr. H. S. Arnold,

of the New York Silk Waist Co. A superior and

very special talking machine has been imported, and at

lunch hour in the factory the employes are entertained

with the very latest music of every description. Judging

from the bright and happy faces in the commodious
premises mutual good feeling is prevalent on both sides,

and this latest innovation is much appreciated.

SPRING CIRCULAR.

THE Spring catalogue of Stafford Northcote & Co.,

Limited, London, E.G., has reached us. It is hand-

some in its design and comprehensive in its scope.

The great variety of laces and veilings which this firm

handles is amply illustrated. The pages of the circular

are real works of art, comprising cuts of the newest

fashions in all their lines of goods. Handkerchiefs, col-

lars, and everything in which lace plays a part, are

shown in great detail. The book should prove no less an

advertisement for the company than a source of informa-

tion to the merchant.
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REPORTS FROM LEADING
CANADIAN CENTRES
MONTREAL.

EASTER ushered in a season in Montreal retail cir-

cles, when for once the siren song of "bargains"

was neglected. Window displays and advertisements

drew attention to the stylish and new features of the

merchandise, and profits were easily on the right side.

Sever were displays of such a high character, and adver-

tising space of the departmental stores was exceptionally

large. The dress goods materials exploited accurately

confirmed the forecast, made by The Review months ago.

and the same might be said throughout the entire gamut

of dry goods lines.

.lust after Easter many lines on board the ss. Paris-

ian, consigned to jobbers or departmental stores, were

slaughtered in a surprising manner, and trade was brisk.

Dress goods and linens were in the van. Special linen

sales were inaugurated, as after the Easter rush, v omen
find time to pay attention to household articles. These

sales awakened considerable interest and leaders w ere

generally put out at attractive prices.

April, the first Spring month of the year, brcught

out many new and varying styles in hats, suits ;Mid cos-

1 nines. Easter coming so late, the straw hat was well

in evidence even before that day arrived, and when it

came white hats were equally as prominent as Jiose of

darker shades. The hats this season are worn well over

the face and, consequently, there is a quantity of trim-

ming beneath the back of the hat to give the stylish dip

to the front.

Linens are selling well for the Summer months, and

are cool and fresh looking for the hot weather. Summer
shirtwaist suits made of this cool material and trimmed
with braid of a contrasting color were seen in a window-

up town. Linen hats to match the gowns and canvas
shoes make up a tout ensemble which is charming.

White muslin is extremely pretty and simple for

young ladies and can he trimmed with either lace or

embroidery very effectually. However, June will see more
white muslins than will May, as the former is the month
when the graduations of the ladies' seminaries and col-

leges take place, and at that time white is usually very

conspicuous.

A very handsome white dress was made of the sheerest

muslin and trimmed with delicate lace insertion and

edging. The waist had a round yoke of the insertion, the

edge of which was finished with the narrow lace border.

The skirt was trimmed with a flounce of the muslin

decorated with the insertion and lace in a very pretty

way. 'the effect of the whole was stunning.

Parasols must match the dress the coming season, and
Mime very pretty ones of white, blue, pink, red and all

the colors for which the Summer calls in dress, were

seen in our of the large stores.

Lustre shirtwaisl suits are selling up town for $3.98.

These suits are made according to the standard fashion

and are durable, not easih soiled (the colors being (lark),

and are altogether desirable.

Some pretty wiiite lawn blouses were shown in a

departmental store for $1.00 each. Silk blouses were
also sidling ai $3.00 in all the leading colors.

In a downtown store, beautiful Dresden ribbon from

"ne hall in six inches wide was prettily displayed in the

window. Wrist bags sold at a bargain the other dav foi

25c. lien's washable vests made of while-figured fabrics

and very suitable for Summer wear made a good Belling

article at 89c.

TORONTO.

APRIL is a great month with the retail trade, as it

marks the serious beginning of the Spring season.

There is no other part of the year when possi-

bilities are so great, and each store is eagerly reaching

out for the largest amount of business. Style, and not

price, is the leading factor just at present. This is a

point to be noted, for when the new ihings are shown it

is elegance and fashion that should be emphasized, leav-

ing the price question to be hammered at when novelty-

has palled, and trade needs a little stimulating at a later

date. In Toronto the people have been treated to a gen-

erous series of openings. There have been Spring open-

ings in the dress department, the coat and suit depart-

ment, in wash fabrics, and by no means the least in im-

portance, in the housefurnishing department. Then there

have been held in the middle of the month special Easter
millinery and costume openings for the exploiting of

which the window dressers and store decorators outdid

all previous efforts. Spectacular windows have been in a

decided minority with the better stores, but one of the

smaller ones has a window of this class that would be a
winner in many of our smaller towns. The back of the

window is draped in white, with green wreaths and floral

trimmings. The front part and sides are given over to

the display of goods, which are changed frequently. At

the back there is a platform raised high enough to be

seen clearly above the display in the body of the window.
The platform was tufted with bunches of foilage, and in

the centre was a monster Easter egg. This egg was
cracked in a jagged line from end to end, the top half of

which was lifted at intervals by a mechanical device and
a chick bobbed up, while on each side of the egg grey and
white rabbits were jumping and frisking.

The T. Eaton Co. had a beautiful window to inaugu-

rate their Easter show of Spring millinery and costumes.
The whole of one of their large Yonge street windows
was utilized for the occasion. These windows, by the

way, can be thrown into one or divided up into smaller
ones at will by the use of portable mirror screens, set m
oak frames and running on castors. These screens can
also be made to do duty for a background, and they were
used in this manner for the window referred to. Above
the mirrors was a large scroll, bearing the legend.

"Spring Millinery, Easter, 1905." This was painted on
canvas with a pale green ground, with the letters show-
ing shades of blue and red, This scroll was edged with a

thick border of rose foliage and various colored buds.

From the bottom of the scroll falling over the mirrors
was a fringe of lengths of inch wide satin ribbon in a

pale fresh green. The lengths varied to form Vandykes,

and knotted in the ends were bunches of greenish roses.

The R. Simpson Co. have also paid a great ileal of

attention to Eastei decorations, and while they have been

giving a number of handsome windows, it is in the in-

terior that the decorator's efforts have been most lavish.

Palms have been most appropriately chosen as the main
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motif, and the high square pillars and the beams are

hidden under pressed palm leaves, from which are looped

festoons of leaves and flowers of convolvuli. Around the

bases of the pillars are branches of artificial lilac, apple,

and cherry blossoms, and to lighten the effect paper

lilies and other flowers are used among the palms. Paper

flowers for decorative purposes are very effective. This

store has had some noticeable dress goods windows in

monotones this month. One in champagne, and another

in helio, were much admired. Where the size of stock

makes a window of this description possible, there is no

better means of arresting attention and of impressing the

fashionable colors on the feminine mind.

A noticeable feature in the Spring display is the

manner in which the increasing number of specialty

stores have, by means of their window displays, brought

themselves into prominent notice. There are quite a

number of them catering to the better class, the medium
and the popular trade, and they all seem to be thriving.

Some of the best of our furriers are adding this feature,

and several have had special millinery openings this

month.

In both the departmental and in these special stores

the number of lace robes shown indicates a large demand.
They are in heavy guipure and Arabian, as well as in the

net laces and ivory and white.

HALIFAX.

THE dry goods trade has improved greatly during the

last month. Such were the conditions in February
and March on account of the severe Winter that

many retailers felt like—and some did—cancelling orders.

Things have taken a more hopeful turn and they are re-

stocking again largely. The general opinion now prevails

that a good Summer and Autumn trade will be done as

travelers on the road are having great success with lines

for these seasons. The Spring trade was somewhat de-

layed by bad country roads, and the lateness of Easter,

but the roads are every day improving and the trade is

booming in consequence. Travelers are just now sending

in fair assorting orders where Spring goods have had a

good sale.

The millinery trade was perhaps of chief interest dur-

ing last month. In the last two days of March the whole-

salers held their openings which were very successful from

a financial point of view. During this month the retailers

in the city and in towns throughout the province have

held their opinings and a generally good business is

reported. The number of Easter bonnets last Sunday
testifies to the good amount of trade done in the city.

During the last half of this month a good sorting trade

has been done in millinery with those who held their

show days early, aad this will, no doubt, be continued

from those who held theirs later in the month. The goods

in demand cover a large range, but plaits or braids in

straw, mohair, etc., received most attention. So far the

millinery trade for this year is considered very satisfac-

tory.

The present is a great ribbon season, among the nov-

elties being a return to the loop edge, the favorite colors

being navy, brown, champagne and green. Many very

pretty effects are shown in ombre and plain taffetas. This

is also a flower season, goods in demand being in shaded

effects with roses, lilacs, hyacinths, etc., in ombre tones.

Instead of solid colors, ombre shades are seen through

everything—ribbons, flowers, ostrich feathers, etc.

There is very little to note in the price situation. In

some of the lower grades of grey cottons there has been

a reduction of Jc, all better grades are. quoted unchanged.

In white cottons the Canadian mills are making reduc-

tions of .Jc. to ic, but English goods are quoted un-

changed, or slightly higher. Woolen goods remain prac-

tically unchanged.

During the last month there has been a good retail

trade in men's and women's waterproof garments and in

umbrellas, and the last week developed the usual large

trade in men's hats and in both men's and women's
gloves. The trade in men's clothing has also been good.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

AFTER a Winter when trade was, to say the most for

it, not abnormally great, it is but to be expected

that merchants would be looking for good business

during the Spring and Summer. The Spring trade so far-

has been good, and the prospects are held to be favorable

for a brisk Summer business. One circumstance which

made for good Spring business was the fact that Easter

came later than usual and, fine weather being thus more
probable than had the celebration come earlier in the

month, purchases of natty clothing were made freely.

The Easter sales this year seem to have been very good,

and the merchants generally are pretty well satisfied.

With a continuation of fine weather the sale of Summer
and outing goods will doubtless be very brisk during the

next few months. The improvement in business has been

most noticeable during the past couple of weeks, hut the

fact that collections are still not of* the best ii a feature

to be regretted.

Of late there have been some reductions in the prices

of several styles of linings. These reductions have not

been extraordinary at all hut, nevertheless, they are

worthy of note. These reductions are due, it is under-

stood, to the competition in trade as well as to the

market conditions. Some merchants who feel the stress

of competition are doubtless quite willing to cut their

prices a trifle, if in doing so they are not laying them-

selves open to chance of loss. Like linings, cottons are

somewhat easier in price, but the market is firm.

Like firms in other parts of Canada, several local

establishments were inconvenienced considerably by the

accident to the Allan Liner Parisian in Halifax harbor.

Goods consigned to firms here were more or less damaged

by water as a result of the accident and, moreover, were

late in reaching here. They furnished splendid opportun-

ity for a "damaged goods" sale, however, and that they,

at their reduced prices, were sought after will be vouched

for by the clerks who were on duty at the time of the

sales.

There will be a number of changes made by local dry

goods firms in the near future in their places of business.

The Globe Clothing Store will hereafter occupy two

buildings instead of one, having secured the store next

to their present stand on King street. Messrs. D.

Magee's Sons, the well-known furriers, will shortly move

to the Y.M.C.A. Buildings on Charlotte street. Then-

present wholesale quarters will be taken over by Messrs.

Brock & Paterson, who will also take over new premises

on King street. Messrs. Vassie & Sons, the wholesalers,

are, it is understood, on the lookout for more warehouse

space. These changes show that after all St. John must

be growing for the need of more space must mean that

business is increasing.

It has been reported that a dry goods firm of some

prominence in the city is asking for an extension of

time. The building and stock of Messrs. Morrell &'

Sutherland, who recently suspended, have been taken over

by a new firm, Messrs. Robert Strain & Co.
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This department 'is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, Toronto, and one possessing a high reputation as an
expert and authority on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and
advice which an expert is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the depart-
ment shall be helpful, practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department " TheDry Goons Review, Toronto.

MAKE ADVERTISEMENTS APPEAL.
By our Advertising Expert.

YSTEMS of advertising have their day, like

every thing; else. What would appeal to the

public, and so be good advertising, one day,

may totally fail in its purpose the next. Take,

for instance, the era of rhymes and word

1
1 1 1 u; 1

< ' s and parodies. This was good while it at-

tracted attention to the product advertised. But the

time came when the ads. were read for the amusement

supplied by the poetry, and no attention was paid to 1he

article recommended. When the chief interest becomes

centred in the ad. itself, and not in the subject of the

Their beauty and elegance are

a revelation to the woman
who desires grace and distinc-

tion of dress.

We have exceptional qualities

at all prices.

ad., then the ad, writer has overshol his mark. If we
glance at a card and think instinctively of Sunny Jim,
.Hid imi oi Force, the ad. has become ton successful. It

passes niin .i phase oi literature

The pendulum has now swung the other way. Adver-
tisements, to bring results, must be simple to severity
in their statements about the article under considera-
tion. So playing upon words will be tolerated. What
the public wants is a plain statement of the merits of
the article. An advertisement should tell the reader
what the product is, and what is its use.

Three Essentials.

Keeping in view, then, these essential points of a
good advertisement—its simplicity, its directness, and
its descriptiveness,—we can proceed to the construction
of one on these principles.

Simplicity.

On our theory of simplicity we must eliminate all

trick expressions and rhetorical passages. They detract
from the dignity of the advertisement. If a merchant
introduces levity and undue smartness into his talks to
the people, he can be assured that that is the spirit in

which the people will view him and his store. Readers
and buyers want to be taken seriously. They don't go
to the advertising columns for amusement or gossip; they
go for information. Let the advertisement be simply
worded and so clear that the gist of it can be caught at
a glance.

Secondly, it must be direct. But it will be instantly
seen that this follows as a matter of course, if the first

requisite lie present. Directness is the quality whereby
you appeal to the reader personally. Hit right out from
the shoulder. If you have an article of special merit,
state so plainly and squarely. Take the public into your
confidence. They like it. It never docs any harm to tell

the people something about your business, so long as you
do it in a straightforward manner. (Jo right to the
heart of the thing and do not dim your wares under a

cloud of words. Good advertising does not call for the
use of many superlatives. It is simple; it is direct.

Now comes the third essential, descriptiveness. When
we say that an advertisement should be descriptive, we
mean that it should convey some information about the

article advertised. It is on this point that it depends for

gaining and holding the attention of the reader. It may
he descriptive in a variety of ways. If a new article is

being advertised, the description will consist in telling

the material of which it is made and the purposes to
which it can be put. If it is one of a well-known class
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of products, this feature will appear rather in a state-

ment of wherein it is superior to other articles of the

same class.

Two samples of advertisements are reproduced here-

with. Although they are widely different in their con-

ception and make-up, yet they both illustrate the points

which we have been considering;. Moreover, they show a

good proportion of white space, display type and ordin-

ary type. The contrast is not overdone, hut they are

both distinctive and likely to attract the eye. In pro-

portion as they do this are they successful.

There is something compelling about personal adver-

tising which every ad. writer should appreciate. Some

merchants issue personal letters at intervals, calling the

attention of the recipient to the fact that he has not

been in the store since he bought a specified article some

months previous. This is a powerfully strong appeal for

business. It places the matter up to him fairly. If the

article he bought was satisfactory, he is reminded

strongly and personally of the fact.

Progressive merchants might learn two things from

this letter system. One is that it is possible to keep a

list of the names of all purchasers, with a check on their

purchases. A card system is a great invention for the

organization of one's business. Its possibilities are just

beginning to open up in all their magnitude to the busi-

ness man.
The second point is that if a man does not return in

a reasonable time it is possible to go after him. It goes

without saying that a firm which goes after* its transient

customers in this way is bound to gather in much per-

manent business. The public is quick to respond to such

energetic methods.

In your own business are you taking any steps to

increase your list of customers or retain the ones you

have? There are many advertising schemes for getting

them, but you will have to adopt some one. The idea

of the personal letter, which is worked in some places

with admirable success may not seem practicable to you.

It is merely mentioned to stimulate you to some efforts

towards business building. Work out some scheme for

bringing your store before the notice of the people and

be -persistent in carrying it out.

* *
*

Make the first line vigorous and striking. The adver-

tisement, to le successful, must attract the eye readily,

and hold the attention.

*

Tell a straightforward story about your wares. Peo-

ple are interested in them and will believe what you

say, if you speak simply and directly.

• •
*

Do not misrepresent goods in your advertisements.

It never pays to have a customer disappointed in what

she comes in to see. It is neither good advertising nor
good merchandising.

Make your advertisements convincing. First of all

be convinced of the merits of the article yourself, and

then tell of its good qualities without hesitation or

reservation.

Always invite the reader to come and see what you

are featuring. You know you want her. She ought to

know she is wanted. But intelligence is a fickle thing to

relv on.

Reviews.

A circular issued by Hollinrake & Co., of Ingersoll,

has come to this department during the month. It is an

eight page publication of well written advertisements.

The first page contains a straightforward statement of

the firm's position as advertisers, and cannot fail to pre-

dispose the reader favorably towards what is to follow.

The sentence, "Don't throw this circular away," etc., is

good. It puts the responsibility up to the reader, and in

nine cases out of ten the request will be followed. The

advertisements have been made up well, and the dis-

play type has teen used to good advantage, although a

freer use of ink" would have improved the general appear-

ance somewhat. The convincing way in which the vari-

ous departments are put before the reader is the charac-

teristic feature of all the pages. It should bring results.

• •
*

The second number of the Home Economist, pub-

lished in the interests of W. W. Mann & Co., Stittsville,

A Craceful Figure
requires a perfect fitting corset. No
part of the apparel is of such funda-

mental importance as this. No
dress can fit well; no costume be

correct; which has not a perfect

corset as its foundation.

Our Corsets
are right in every particular. They
fit and give the costume a smartness
which no ordinary make can

produce.

You may choose from the newest

and smartest models and the price

will be no more than you would pay

for an inferior corset.

H. G. Smith & Co.
Dry Goods

has appeared. The snappiness and force of the initial

number is maintained in the present copy. This paper

differs radically from most circulars in that the adver-

tisements are written as newspaper articles, and so are

free from the usual amount of display. It makes an in-

teresting experiment. A live article is printed on the

subject of trading at home. The firm deserves commen-

dation for bringing this subject to the attention of its

readers. The make-up and typography are good.

FULL SKIRTS.

The very full skirts of extremely sheer fabrics call for

a petticoat that will keep them from clinging around the

feet, just as much for comfort as for appearances. Though

there is no thought of crinoline styles, yet the under-

skirt with a cord of whalebone or some such stiffener is

the latest. This skirt offers no impediment to the fall of

the material in graceful, easy folds, but gives the over-

skirt a proper set, and prevents it becoming an uncom-

fortable burden to its wearer.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

THE BUSINESS HERETOFORE CONDUCTED BY
THE FIRM OF

BROPHY, CAINS & CO.

WHOLESALE IMPORTERS OV

DRY GOODS
23 ST. HELEN ST

,

MONTREAL,

HAS BEEN SUCCEEDED BY

BROPHY-CAINS. LIMITED

DIRECTORS :

Thos. Brophy, Pres.

Fred. L. Cains, Vice-Pres.

Geo. L. Cains, Director

Allan Parsons, Director.

Frank A. Rodden, Director.

Wm. Geraghtv, Sec'r.-Treas.
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The "Stag's" head is our trade mark,

and "Cedo Nulli " our "Motto" which
denotes, we yield to none.

We are now under the new re-or-

ganization, and in a position to offer you

exceptional values in the various lines of

this department.

After our careful selection from the

world's production of wearing apparel

for the fair sex, we feel confident of

being able to satisfy the most exacting.

Would suggest you awaiting the arrival

of our representative and give our lines

a careful inspection.

He is in your district now.

Would like to submit samples to any
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our samples are not at present shown.
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*
VOGUE POINTS FOR
SPRING AND SUMMER %

THE extremelj lighl weighl oi all Spring and Summei
fabrics is a feature that lias beeu heralded ever since

the manufacturer lirst showed his samples many

months ago, but I question even if the buyer until he

made Ins collective display, realized just how very light

in texture thej really were. The popular materials, par-

ticularly in voiles, are of so sheer a nature that they

closeh resemble chiffon, and chiffon as a descriptive prefix

is attached to mosl of the new fabrics, viz., chiffon voile,

chiffon tatteta, chiffon cloth, etc.

New Voiles.

The new voiles are striped, waved, cheeked, dotted

and embroidered in delicate shades. Soft neutral greens,

nines, pearl, stone and lavender greys predominate. The

new faded pinks are also seen. There is a goodly showing

of deeper and richer tones in chiffon broadcloths, cash-

meres, henriettas, eoliennes, and crepes. Green is de-

cidedly the most popular color, and there is a long list

in olive and emerald varieties, myrtle, moss, reseda, etc.

indeed, there is no shade of green that is unfashionable.

Brown is in pretty much the same position, and the

-olden, chestnut, and copper tones are coming into prom-

inence. Vieux rose, clover, mulberry, soft faded pinks

and burnt reds are good, and amelhist shades are very

strong. There never yet was a season in which navy did

not sell, and blight, mid and dark navy are, as usual,

included.

In cloths also, soft, neutral, indistinct broken checks

are leading, and the small shepherd's checks and hair-line

stripes are more in evidence than ever. A mingling of

blue and green is in high favor. For evening and recep-

tion wear, eoliennes, crepes, chiffon, China silk, mull and

embroidered crepes and silk tulles are used. A charming

gown seen at an exclusive establishment was of pink

chiffon over blue chiffon, mounted over white taffeta. A

white phiffon and lace was made up over a pompadour

patterned warp print.

There are an unusual number of exquisite robes shown,

particularly of lace. Heavy renaissance and guipure seem

to be uist as much favored as the lighter net lapes, and

white, ivory and black are the ones that predominate.

Ruches of soft silk and net are also used on these robes.

New Mohairs and Their Trimmings.

The new mohairs are ver\ lovely, and the better

qualities closely rival silk in their sheen. Shot and

shaded effects decidedly predominate, and not infrequently

these are striped or checked. Linden green. Havana

brown, violet, pigeon-grey, bluet and navy are all favored

colors. Braids are very much used on these mohairs, but

taffeta and louisine silks in puffings and bias folds are

coining into use as trimmings. A linden green mohair,

made for Easter, bad a moderately full skirt with Span
ish flounce, simply hemmed at the bottom, and shirred

where the flounce joined the skirt. The join was hidden

undei a shirred pulling of a darker shade of green, on

cither side of which were folds of a lighter shade. 'I he

neck of tin' waist was cut low and round, to show a

guimpe of mull and Valenciennes, and was outlined by

folds of both shades of silk. The draped bid) of the

daikei silt was pointed both back and front and nad

vertical slurred lines for a front and back finish. 'i he

es were pleated along the innei side of the arm and

h 1 1
ii <i several times vertically at the elbow. Below tins

was a. long gauntlet cull with openings acioss, filled m
With lace and bailed with folds of both silks.

A grey mohair in tailored style had a long skeleton

model coat, with a perfectly plain circulai skirt, ''be

coat was trimmed with narrow bands ol grej and white

check taffeta, three rows of which formed a collar piece.

The still bed bell was of the same silk, and the plain

moderate leg-o'-mutton sleeve had deep cuffs of the silk.

Summer Silks.

Certainly lirst from fashion's standpoint come the shot

and cameleon silks. They are used both for gowns and

trimmings. Plaid silks are also shown, and a coming

craze is the use of plaid for sleeves, belts and flounces,

while the rest of the costume is of plain or shot silk.

The newer plaidings are of shades of the one color and

not in mixed or tartan effects. Cross bar and check-

taffetas, louisines and English silks are made up into

both postumes and shirtwaist suits. The costumes carry

much style in their lines, and the shadings run from very

delicate to dark tones—greens, blues, greys, golden

browns, and periwinkle or violet blues, blue and green

shots and checks. The cross bars vary according to the

color of the ground, and are generally in contrast. The

very full skirts are pleated or shirred at the top, and

there is a tablier effect in front while the rest of the

skirt hangs full and free. Bodices arc cut on the bias

back and front. The fullness is shirred or pleated on the

shoulder line, and draped surplice fashion across the bust.

The opening is either Y or square and discloses a chem-

isette effect. Small vesl suggestions are also seen.

Strappings of silk or cloth and small buttons are the

chief trimmings. The sleeves vary with, the occasion for

which the costume is designed, from (dhow and three-

quarter to full length. Elbow sleeves are kept on the

bias with gathered fullness at the top and with cavalier

cuff and lace frill below. Three-quarter sleeves have often

two puffs and the lace or silk and lace frill. The long

sleeve has a deep gauntlet cuff of silk or silk and lace.

Quantities of lace are used, and it would be difficult to

specify which is the lace of the season. It seems to vary

according to the use to which it is put and the material

with which it is used. Net tops, Valenciennes and Venise,

one and all. have their place. Lace coats, both white

and black, will he worn over silk gowns. Irish lace in

large flowered designs, with raised petals, Arabian lace,

Chantilly, and other net laces, are all shown

Linens.

It became evident earliei in the season that canvas

linens were to have a great run. These are used on the

new circular skill with the seam down the front. The

bolero coat is (dose litting and finished by stitchings.

Whatever the color of these linen costumes are, the waist

is white, and the lack of trimming on the suit is com-

pensated for by the elaborateness of the waist.

The afternoon costume, however, promises to be in

the majority of cases of pure white linen. It will have

either eyelet or heavy padded embroidery as a decoration,

and as many as possible id' the accessories, hat. parasol.

blouse neckpiece and belt, to match.

Picture Hats.

A comment that is commonly made is that the picture

hat is a thing of i he past, but this is true only in a

sense The large English picture hat. the Gainsborough,

and the Rommey, have had their day, though they have

not quite passed yet. But the picture hat is still with

us, for many of the new small shapes aie more or less

exact copies of celebrated portrait headgear painted by

the 1 8th centun artists. Lancret. Watteau and Pater.

2K
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John Knox Company
WHOLESALE DRY C00DS Limited

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Important May Offerings

LADIES' UMBRELLAS
at $6.60, $7.80, $9.00, $13.00, $15.00,

$18.00 per doz.

An Especially Well-assorted Lot

of Handles

Send for sample assortment.

WeL Weather Specials

MEN'S UMBRELLAS
at $4.50, $6.75, $8.50, $12.00, $18.00,

$25.00 per doz.

Coverings and handles first-class.

Order by letter. Our selection will please you.

We are offering this month

Special Inducements in

Lace Curtains, Art Muslins and Scrims, Tapestry Table-

covers, Blouses, Outside Skirts, Ladies' Vests,

Fancy Muslins, Oxford Shirtings.

Some very tempting Clearing Lots of Dress Goods

Summer Underwear
Our stock of Men's Balbriggan and Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers is

complete, and orders for all sizes can be delivered promptly.
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MERCHANTS AND
THEIR STORES

Store of John Walker, Vancouver.

DT
has been often remarked by strangers visiting Van-
couver thai Walker's splendid clothing and men's

furnishings establishment would do credit to cen-

tres of population many times the size of Van-

couver. Their aim has been at all times to make
progress along the line that ensures perfection, and it is

admitted by Vaneouverites that this policy is bei*g

steadily carried out.

This establishment is situated on the corner of Hast-

ings and Richards streets, the principal business streets

of the city, having a frontage on Hastings street of M
feet, and a depth of 120 feet on Richards. The main

child's, boy's, and youth's department, handsomely fifed

ii|) for the convenience of mothers and then hoys, in the

centre of the store is tastefully arranged a number of

solid oak tables, each 8 feet in length, foi display pur-

poses.

The whole of the interior fittings and woodwork is

finished in antique quartered oak, and all furnishings

stock is carried in white cartoons, which, together with

the antique fittings, makes a striking appearance.

Mr. Walker also has a large store on Cordova street.

Binning & Garden's, Calgary.

We illustrate this month, under The Art of Display,

the interior of Binning A: Garden's store, Calgary. It

would be superfluous to describe the store in detail, as

the cut shows that better than any description could do.

The striking part of the display is the good use which is

made of the allotted space. The one side shows a line of

dress goods arranged In the best advantage for showing

Interior of John Walker's store, Vancouver, B. C.

entrance is on Hastings street. There are six large plate

glass show- windows, which gives ample window display

and abundance of light to the interior of the store.

To the left of the establishment is the men's furnish-

ings department, flanked on either side with a number of

up-to-date silent salesmen. Each of these is 8 feet in

length, and their bases are trimmed with Belgian marble.

At the rear of the furnishing goods derailment is the

men's hat department. Extending the whole length of

one side is a massive wall case with upward sliding glass

doors.

On the right as you enter is situated the men's

clothing department, fitted with the latest improved

wardrobe, capable of holding 1,000 suits. The lower sec-

tions of the wardrobes are fitted with sliding racks for

extra trousers to hold 500 pairs. At the end of the

wardrobes are two elegantly furnished fitting rooms.

To the rear Of the men's clothing department is the

and handling. The counter is properly used for special

offerings, yet it is in no wise crowded with a heterogene-

ous pile of goods. Above the dress goods furs are in-

terspersed with fabrics of various kinds, and both sur-

mounted with a pillar decoration.

The other side comprises the novelty and notion de-

partments. The cases provide an admirable means of

showing neckweai and collars. Ribbons, blouses, reti-

cule bags and numerous other smallwares have each a

good position. In a balcony at the rear are exhibited

rugs and carpets.

The store is devoted entirely to general dry goods.

Housefurnisbings are, of course, included in the stock.

Seven clerks are employed in the store, and from ten to

fifteen dressmakers are kept busy in the work rooms.

The dress making rooms are in an adjoining building.

The housefurnishing department is kept in the basement

The store is heated by hot water and lit by electricity.
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Established 1832. Cable Address

:

"LAW," Bradford

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. united

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

adUMJ)a7E%UC6.
BLACKS

These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design, and are made from the finest

grades of wool.

SPECIALLY DYED AND FINISHED
Mr. Haley will be at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, during the months of April and May

with a complete line of our productions.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR
RAINPROOF GOODS

LAWRUS CRAVENETTES
and OtHer Proofs

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. united
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& MANITOBA DRY
GOODS TRADE &r

Office of The Dky CSoods Rkxif.h,

Room 511 Union Bank Building) Winnipeg, Man.

GENERAL dry goods trade during; April lias been of

the assorting nature which is usual at this season

of the year. Deliveries of almost all lines of

Spring and Summer goods were made promptly, the only

delays of consequence being in some particular makes

of ribbons and lace. These were not of a serious nature

and the retail trade seem to be well pleased with the

promptness of the manufacturers. Assorting orders are

coming in freely at the time of writing, showing that .in

spite of the generous buying which marked the season's

trade a great many lines are already low on retailers'

shelves.

General indignation is expressed by the Winnipeg

wholesale trade at the tax of $100 per annum whijch has

been imposed by the British Columbia Legislature on all

commercial travelers from the other provinces. It is

argued that a tax of this nature is really of the nature

of a protective duty, as practically all sales are made
through the travelers. The tax is imposed in restraint

of trade between the provinces and clearly is contrary

(o the spirit of the Canadian Constitution, whatever may
be the finding of the courts as to the meaning of the

strict letter of the law. Winnipeg wholesale houses are

interested in this question, perhaps more than Montreal

and Toronto houses, and there is but one opinion re-

garding this tax.

* •
•

Work on the Eaton departmental store is progressing

rapidly, and it will not be many months before this

business is in active operation in Winnipeg. It is said

that the firm aim at commencing business during the

Winnipeg Exhibition, but it is doubtful yet whether they

can succeed in doing so. Mr. Eaton, himself, expects to

be here for the opening.

The advent of the big departmental store will un-

doubtedly subject the western merchant to a competition

which he has not experienced before. This is true not

only of the Winnipeg merchant, but also of the country

store in the West. If the mail order trade of the T.

Eaton Co. flourished while all orders were filled from

Toronto, it stands to reason that it is not likely to

suffer when the delays necessary to filling orders at so

great distance are no longer a reason of complaint. The

western merchant will be confronted with the same prob-

lem as the merchant in Ontario.

But there is no reason why the prospect should alarm
him unduly, for the eastern merchant has survived this

competition. In the race for trade the small store has

many advantages which should enable it to win out if

only it knows how to make use of them. The small

store can sell as cheaply as the departmental if it is

managed properly and its profits are no1 frittered away in

bad debts and very long credits. Al the same time, from
one point oi view the existence and necessity of the credit
system of doing business in the West is one of the ad-
vantages which the home store has in competition with

the city departmental. The big store must do a strictly

cash business; a credit mail order system would be im-
practicable. In the present stage of the economic de-

velopment of the West, the credit s\stem is indispensable.
'the western fanner must have ctedil until his prop is

marketed, and to the home store only can he look for

goods on credit. Therefore the credit system, although
very much abused in the West at the present time, is,

perhaps, the best protection which the western merchant
has against the insidious inroads of the main order
trade.

Hobiiison 6c Co., perhaps the largest departmental
store now in Winnipeg, are planning to enlarge their

premises this season. They purpose extending to the

street in the rear of their present Main street store. It

has been rumored that the Hudson's Bay Co. intend re-

moving to Portage avenue in order to be in the vicinity

of the other large stores and in the heart of Winnipeg's

retail trade, but the officials of the company deny that

have they any such intention at present.

The Weir Wardrobe Co. held the first annual meeting
of their shareholders on April 10. A good showing was
made for the first year during which the company have
been doing business and the position for the future seems
assured. Over $50,000 worth of house and store ward-
robes have been sold during the first year of business.

Many merchants have adopted the company's wardrobe
system in their stores.

The officers elected for the coming year are: Aid. F.

J. C. Cox, president; F. Dingwall, vice-president; H. P.

Cox, secretary-treasurer; Roderick Weir, managing di-

rector.
* •

*

John L. Waller & Co., wholesale gent's furnishings, of

this city, have made an assignment for the benefit of

their creditors.
* *

*

The Gibson-McLaughlin Carpet Co. have sold out

their entire business to the Rideout-Gilbert Co. This is

one of the most important business changes of last

month as the Gibson-McLaughlin Co. have built up a

very large carpet business in the last few years. The

new company are adding furniture to their stock-in-trade

and they should make a success of it, as .Mr. Rideout has

a thorough knowledge of the furniture trade, having been

connected with the Hideout Furniture Co., of Rat Port-

age, Out., for many years. Mr. Gilbert, who will assume

the active management of the new business, has been

connected with the Gibson-McLaughlin Co. for four years

As mentioned in another column last month, the

Henderson Mfg. Co. are among Ihe newer firms commenc-

ing business in Winnipeg. It is under the management
of R. ,1. Henderson, formerly a traveler for the Hoover

Mfg. Co. As the latter firm has not. resumed operations

since the disastrous lire last .January, the new firm is,

in a sense, its successor. Overalls and readymade cloth-

ing will be manufactured in the new factory.

The Retail Merchants' Association of Western Canada

are advertising for a secretary-treasurer and organizer

to undertake the work 'of promoting the permanent

organization of the association. Ihe Review wishes the

movement all possible success.
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PRINTED VELOURS, FLANNELETTES, SWANSDOWNS and ftlMONAS.
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^ DRESS ACCESSORIES ^
LACES.

THE past few weeks have seen a heavy counter

demand for all kinds of lace. This demand is

very broad, and, though net tops and orientals

lead, there is a good enquiry for the heavier

kinds. Valenciennes occupies a wonderfully

strong position; indeed, the demand for this lace, in both

Nottingham and Calais makes, is assuming large pro-

portions. The use of Valenciennes is by no means con-

fined to the trimming of washing materials, but nearly

every gown has a little of it somewhere, and even where

Baby Irish Crochet.

the heavy laces form the chief trimming, there is gen-

erally a touch of Valenciennes used as well, either in the

form of insertions or ruffles. Combination trimmings are

as popular as ever, and either eyelet, or heavy French
embroidery, a heavy lace such as Irish crochet, Venise,

or Renaissance and Valenciennes combined, are in high

favor. The underwear manufacturers are using quantities
of this lace, and milliners have made it the leading

millinery lace in the Spring season. "Butter" and
"Paris" shades in Valenciennes for millinery purposes
have been much wanted, and very hard to meet with
so far.

Practically the Spring selling is over in the importing
houses, and there are only the repeats to be cared for, and
the attention of the trade is centred in the laces for

Fall. Novelties intended for the late Summer and Autumn
trade are beginning to come to hand; thev indicate some-

what the nature of the Fall tendency. The same wide vari-

ety that has characterized the Spring trade,, it would seem,

will also rule for Fall. There are quite a number of

beautiful effects shown so far, some of which are revivals

of old-time favorites, but there are also quite a number
of novelties. All these patterns, however, are quite high

priced, and so far there seems to have been no attempt
made on the part of the manufacturer to cater to the

popular trade. A correspondent from Plauen states that

some very important orders have been received from
England lately, not only for new designs, but for repeats

also, and as further orders are anticipated after Easter,

it is expected Plauen will be busy right up to the time
when the large buyers arrive to place Fall orders. Though
reports from St. Gall are not so rosy, the situation is

regarded as being more healthy than it was a year ago,

as the sudden and unexpected improvement that has

taken place in the past few weeks is a proof of the

vitality of the St. Gall industry.

Irish laces certainly head the novelty list, and the

most favorably received of these is Irish crochet. The

Baby Irish^ Crochet.

real or hand-made will go in the exclusive trade, but the

great sale will be in the beautiful machine-made imita-

tions that come so wonderfully close to the real article.

"Baby Irish" is the name given to a fine grade, and this

already is an immense success. From the quantities of

Irish crochet lace shown, and used as trimmings, both
in the large departmental and in the exclusive Fifth

avenue stores in New York, it would seem that this lace

is in high favor with the American buyer and the buying
public. It is very largely used with Valenciennes and
embroidery for the trimming of linen and lawn dresses

and waists. This la,ce is in high favor, too, with the

smart set, and beautiful robes mounted over silk and
chiffon are seen of it. It is also used to trim the rich,

soft silks which are so much the vogue now. An im-

ported bridal gown for a coming society wedding was of

soft, rich liberty satin, made princesse fashion. The
whole front of the dress was a shaped plastron and
tablier of Irish crochet, and there was a wide band of

the lace set into the skirt above the frothy frills of satin,

and chiffon that edged the skirt. The most novel feature

of the outfit was the veil, which was of a very wide all-

over of the crochet lace. This veil from the nature of

the lace could not be treated like an ordinary lace veil,

and it did not come over the face, but was fastened to

the hair by a fillet or coronet of white ribbon and pearls,
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.mi] hung in folds over Ihe shoulders and extended a1 the

back the Cull length oi the train. The whole effect of

gown and \cil was extremely rich and picturesque.

The "brqderie anglaise" net laces are shown Eoi

Kail in new and more effective patterns, and there are

lovel) garnitures thai might be classed either as em-

broider; in lace Raised medallions and floral effects on

a net ground and also a number of floral and boule de

neige, or hall effects, are also brought out.

The relief laces in blue-bell, fuchsia and rose patterns,

with petals louse from the rest of the design, are to be

extensively featured for Fall. These come in allovers as

modish touches thai give chic and character to a gown:
Narrow galooos also ace shown for heading flout

berthas, eec.

New Embroidery for Fall.

well as wide and narrow bands, and fiouncings and

edgings. For evening gowns the dressmaker further em-

bellishes them by inserting little puflings or petals of

pale-colored chiffon to match or harmonize with the silk

over which the gown is mounted. <Jaloons of silk and

linen and bands with linen figures set into them are

shown. Chantillys are again coming into favor, but there

is a distinct change in the character of the patterns in

the new laces.

That a continuation of the demand for separable

Venise galoons in applique and heavy effect is expected is

indicated by the number of new designs now coming to

hand. Dressmakers use these freely for those additional

EMBROIDERY.

1
>
1IIS is the best retail season thai the embroiders

counter has experienced for some years, and accord-

ing to accounts everything is selling. Deep flounc-

ings are good, particularly with the better trade. There

is ,t great call for matched sets, and it is not long before

desirable patterns are snapped up, and, if there is any

novelty in a design, it sells on sight. Headings form a

great feature of the selling, and coi set cover pat terns are

selling like the proverbial hot cakes. The range covered

by the designs in these embroideries is immense and both

prices and patterns are varied; 35c, 15c. and 50c. are

the besl selling prices, hut they an- stocked in most

slims all the way from 25c. to (1.50. Allovers are par-

ticular^ good property as there are so many uses to

which they can he put. Waists, frocks, and. it is said,

coats later on in the season, are all to he made of allovei

embroidery. This is exclusive of the many minor uses to

which it can he put, that all go to swell the aggregate

of letail selling.

So firm a hold on the popular taste has embroidery

obtained that lace-like burnt-out embroideries, executed

on exquisitely hue batiste or mull, are shown for Fall

wear. Not only are these used on evening and reception

gowns of the same material, hut the}' are used to trim

>*

New Embroidery for Fall.

the soft chiffon taffeta silks also. These, like all other

embroideries, come in matched sets.

There is an immense amount of hand embroidery used,

in fact it has almost developed into a Graze, and hand-

embroiderers in Ireland. France and Switzerland are

well employed. Besides waists, gowns and other articles

of wearing apparel, decorated with exquisite hand em-

broidery, there arc on the market some lines of beauti-

fully executed embroidered bedspreads, sheets and pillow-

covers, pillowshams in both lawn and linen that are

doing extremeh well wherever shown.

VEILINGS.

THOUGH the counter demand for veils has perceptibly

slackened during the past month, there was a very

large Easter trade, chiefly in mesh veils. Colors

were freely taken and had the stock of fancy colors in

most stores been larger, a much bigger business might

have been done. The majority of women were looking

for a veil to match the hat they intended to wear.

It requires a little warm weather to develop the call

for novelties in veil 'lines, and the wise buyer will be

reach with a few to show as soon as the weather is

propitious. Dainty is the word to use in describing the

new veils of white chiffon. These have a handsome border

Of silk embroidery, and set into the pattern, as a part

of it, are medallions of I'hantilly lace. A drape veil in

SCarf shape- has slauUng ends, and the pattern on one of

these was buds of coses and foliage. The buds were
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Stafford Northcote & Co.
LIMITED

St. Paul's Churchyard,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

Warehousemen and

Manufacturers of

Laces, Blouses, Skirts,

Made-up Lace Goods,

Aprons, Frillings,

Chiffons and Fancy Handkfs.

THE WELL KNOWN

NOVELTY HOUSE
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veil in the same line had a daisy pattern, the (lowers of

which were round medallions of the lace. Mesh veils

with small and medium-sized chenille dots are in as great

worked OUl in small heart-shaped medallions. A circular as this' is for a special purpose only, the sale is not verv

extensive. These come with introductions of all the

fashionable colors and often in combination with mock
pearls and gold and steel beads and are very handsome.
Floral appliques in which the pattern is made of piece

chiffon and silk are in high favor.

Braids are to be a great feature again for Fall.

Braids with a liberal introduction of tinsel in them are

to be in high favor. This is always a pretty Autumn
style, for in that season a little brightness is welcome
and braids of this description should meet with a good
reception. Plaid braids are also featured, and as plaids

are so much in favor, these are sure of a strong position.

Lacy open braids are (irmly established and some new
and attractive patterns are shown in them. There are

also a large number of fancy patterns and pull braids,

and color and combinations of colors enter largely into

Fall lines. Looking over the lines of soutache braid it

is wonderful to note the immense variety of combinations
and styles that the manufacturers have introduced into

so simple a braid.

The attention of buyers is called to the accompanying
cut. The braids illustrated are of wood silk and are a

few novelties from an extensive range made by a Cana-
dian braid manufacturer. This is a line every retailer

should make a point of examining before completing his

trimming purchases for Fall. They are made specially

for the Canadian trade and there is no surtax to pay on

them.

SUMMER LINES OF HOSIERY.

Till-' early days of retail Spring selling have seen a

brisk demand for light-weight lisle and cotton

hosierv. Fashion dictates that hose must match the

shoe, and as there is a wonderful and varied number of

colored shoes shown this means a correspondingly large

variety of color in hosiery lines. Tans are selling in

every shade from champagne to seal. Beaver and grey

are also taken. As the season develops it is more than

probable that there will be a call for white; so large is

the demand now in the States that a shortage, when the

season gets into full swing, is anticipated. Tans, how-

• • «, m

Manufactured in Canada.

demand as ever, both in the made veils and by the yard.

There are a lot of new patterns shown, but they are
merely re-arrangements of the old ones. Black is by no

means so much asked for as was the case a season or

two ago, but magpie, black and white, etc., are well

taken. Colored effects, however, lead, and brown, navy
and green are leading colors, rounded out by a larger or

smaller slock of the fashionable colors according to the

size of the stink and the class of trade done.

The new thing for the Summer drape veil, however,
is gauze, and shots are most in vogue. This is barred

with silk stripes from « to 1 inch in width, in various

colors, of which raspberry red is a decided favorite.

These gauzes will also be in great demand for the long

Dii Harry neck scarfs. Plain crepes, silk-striped crepes,

and printed crepes are selling freely for this purpose.

TRIMMINGS.

BUYERS are mure than a little disappointed over the

reception given to trimmings so far this season.

Braids are the only trimmings that are selling

freely, and even when braid is a feature only a small

quantity is wanted. As a general rule embellishment is

confined to wsi and cuffs. Of course there is a certain

demand for more elaborate trimmings for the more dressy

gowns, among which spangles are most prominent, but,

Drop Stitch Lisle Hose. Embroidered Hose for Summer.

ever, here dominate the market and there may be some

difficulty experienced in filling orders later. In high-class

trades there is a call for fancy colors, not only in lisle

thread, but in silk also.

Sheer goods are high style again this season and the

sheerer and lacier they are the better they are taken.
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FURS—
STOLES, COLLARS, MUFFS

We are offering some exceptional values in a

job line of FURS this month. Rare opportunity
for stocking up for Fall. Other job lines include :

Silk and Fancy Skirts and Blouses, Silk and Lace
Collarettes, Honeycomb Shawls, Ladies' Underwear,
etc., a special lot of Boys' Washable Blouses, Chil-

dren's Dresses and Jackets, Linen and Plush Table
Covers, Swiss Curtains, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk

Mufflers, Hosiery, Men's Underwear, Men's Ready-
Made Suits, Piece Goods, etc., etc.

L. HIRSHSON <& CO.
JOBBERS TO THE TRADE

fr^^^- A/oiv at our New Address,^ 1782 Notre Dame St. Montreal

rENGLISH SILKS
We are showing t-ome exceedingly attractive lines of English Silks at sur-

prisingly low prices. Let us have your name fur a shade card and samples.

ENGLISH MERVE, lO'd Yd.

JUNO ENGLISH MERVE, • 12 ' d "

ARIEL STRIPE ENGLISH SILK, I2; 2
d "

AJAX CHECK do 12 d '

IDEAL STRIPE do 12' d

NOVELTY CHECK do I2':d

The above goods are done in all shades.

T. RICKARD & CO.
20 Cheapside, LONDON, ENC.

1

LAWLEY, EVERETT & CO.
MANCHESTER, Eng.

COSTUME CLOTHS
SLEEVE LININGS

COTTON LININGS, Etc.

Wholesale Trade Only

PAQUETTE BROS.,
527 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, Que

SOLE CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woolens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

"ROOKSBAK" Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, Shrink or Spot. By this process, pieces

retain their condition and improve in stock. ::

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
DYERS AND FINISHERS

LEEDS, ENGLAND

OUR ILLUSTRATED

Buyers' Guide
and Price List

QUITE AN UNIQUE AND USEFUL BOOK

Send us a postcard.

W. WILLIAMS & SON
LIMITEDBREAD ST.

LONDON, eng

Always Show in

Trimmings the Novelty of

the Moment.
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When buying, women seem to go by the pattern, and whe-

ther it is a boot-top or an allover seems to make little dif-

ference Embroidered designs are also selling freely. In

the Easter display in a large Toronto store a combina-
tion of lace and embroidery patterns t hat was very smart
was seen The stocking was of a medium shade of tan

in a \ ei \ neat lace pattern and it was powdered over

with minute embroidered spots in pale blue. Tans,

black, white, beaver and grey are the popular hosiery

colors. There is also a call for drop-stitch lines.

RIBBONS.

THE activity in the ribbon trade promises to keep up

well over the Fall season, and manufacturers have

prepared a good number of fancies from which a

selection can be made. Taffetas and satin taffetas are in

the lead in plain ribbons, though there is some talk about,

faille. In these plain ribbons it is the number of new
shades that promises to give that element of novelty that

is so needful in making a satisfactory season. In all

fancies and in the majority of plains the soft chiffon

taffeta finish is desired. Picot edges that were introduced

this Spring promise well for Fall. Shot and cameleon

effects in moires are also shown and many of these have

small spot or diamond patterns. There is always a place

for warp prints, and again a wide range of patterns is

brought out.

Velvet ribbons are well spoken of and considerable

activity in both blacks and colors and in all widths is

anticipated. Plaids are shown in velvet lines, and as

plaids are to the fore they will have a measure of suc-

cess in the ribbon department.

GLOVES.

A
DEMAND of diversified character has insured a satis-

factory season in all lines of fabric gloves,. Jobbers'

stocks are gradually becoming depleted and price

concessions are unheard of. Lisles, taffetas and silks of

the two-dome variety are selling on equal terms. There

is no scarcity heard of in any direction. Browns have

sold better than fondest expectations. This is the only

marked tendency of the market. How long this demand

will (continue is a hazardous question. Navies are also

proving very . strong. White and black probably lead,

however, from the sales standpoint. Styles favor long

gloves for Summer wear, although the demand is by no

means strong as yet. They are not as cool as the two-

dome fastener, but should certainly be pushed as a lead-

ing novelty.

Selling efforts should now be concentrated on the fabric

end of the stock without undue neglect of leathers. There

is always a small staple demand for leather gloves dur-

ing the Summer. Whites and blacks should be kept well

assorted. There is also a good demand for gauntlet and

driving gloves, and tans should have a place among these.

Light-weight capes and glaces are proper.

A NEW FIRM.

Mr. A W. I). Howell, late member of the firm of

Brophy, Cains & Co., Montreal, has gone into partnership

with Mr. J. M. Campbell, under the firm name of Camp-
bell & Howell, accountants and financial agents. The

firm are located on the second floor. Temple Building, St.

James street, Montreal. In addition to accountancy and

auditing they will deal largelv in investments of all kinds,

real estate and insurance.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.! &

There were three tiny Tots in

VIVELLA-
Thev were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLa.

Regd. Trade Mark

For Night-dresses, Dressing-gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

lins & Co.,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sol* Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AOENT

:

-lr. William C. rieredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can bo had on application.
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THE CELEBRATED

P.D.
CORSETS

ARE THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF ALL

Corsets
High Class

They have undoubtedly the largest sale

in all countries. This has been reached

solely through the merit and high

qualities of the goods.

KONIG&STUFFMANN
11 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

SOLE AGENTS FOR CAN4D4.

i

I

rif « m

UNifcL*

SAHLIN'S
PATENT

Perfect Form and Corset Combined

TRIAL

ORDER BLANK

Positively preferred by the leading Dressmakers and

Ladies' Tailors throughout the country, because a better

and more stylish fit can then be guaranteed. Otherwise.

j.e., with the use of an ordinary corset, it is impossible to eliminate those

straight lines across the hack caused h\ the heav) steels, hooks, clasps, laces,

etc. The " SAHLIN " fastens at the waist and fits the form perfectly, with-

out causing fatigue or discomfort in any way. EVERY LADY CAN HAVE
A PERFECT FIGURE with the aid of a
*' SAHLIN," which demands no padding or

interlining. Properly adjusted with shoulder

straps and hose supporters, the "SAHLIN" will

eventually cure round shoulders and defective

chests, and is of special benefit to stout ladies.

Recommended by the Leading Physicians

Fine corset, sateen, high or low bust,
white, drab or black, with hose sup-
porter attachments .... $1.50

Finer material, trimmed with lace - - 2.00

By mail, 15c.

Louis J, B, Senez, -~r' and Distributor.

P.O. Box 2308, MONTREAL, Canada

Discounts to the trade Mail orders carefully filled.

Color.

Length under arm.

Bust (in inches)

U II W I1RSIRF.I1

Waist (in inches).

ACTl'AI. DESIRED

H Quantity.

-

Price.

Name.

Town

.

Province

.
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INDIVIDUALITY
Your customers will pay for it— they are sick to death

of styleless garments, stylish after a fashion, but the sameness

is depressing.

What they want is individuality, distinctiveness, and

what they want, you want.

Will you let us say for "Renown" Garments that they

realize your customers', and therefore your, most exacting

demands.

They are cut and tailored by men, thus getting for them

a smartness found in no other garment we know of. Withal

they have a refinement that appeals irresistibly to the most

fastidious customers you have.

Suits, Raincoats, Covert Coats, Shirt Waist Suits

and Separate Skirts

We have good reasons why we are not out with our Fall

samples. Our friends and customers we can assure that

we will give them prompt deliveries, as well as all require-

ments that they can possibly use for the coming Fall, includ-

ing new materials, correct styles, and garments that they can

make money on.

IVe will pay to any charitable institution in Canada,
$500, if any reliable merchant in Canada places an order

with us, for any amount front $300 to $5,000, which we fail

to deliver complete upon demand, from 10 to 75 days after

the order reaches us. This bars out any order under $300.
This forfeit stands good from the first of July until Dec. 1st.

WALDMAN & SOMMER
MAKERS "RENOWN" BRAND GARMENTS FOR WOMEN

513-515 St. Paul Street, - Montreal
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CLOAKS, COSTUMES
AND SftlRTS

PARIS GOWNS AT WANAMAKER'S.

THERE is no buyer whose name is more widely or

better known in the trade than R. B. Wilkinson,

garment buyer for Wanamaker's of New York, and

the Spring show of Paris gowns selected by him is brim-

ful of interest, not only to American buyers, but also to

those of Canada as well. The department was specially

arranged for the display and the numerous large show-

cases were filled with exquisite creations in reception and

dinner gowns; and other points of vantage and the entire

rotunda space were given over to the showing of the

large collection of street gowns, and the windows from
the main entrance to Tenth street contained other cos-

tumes.

Though there were so many gowns on display, they

represented scarcely more than one half of the first con-

signment, as the department was not large enough to

hold the balance of the garments. The following is a copy

of the announcement that appeared in the New York
papers:

The Gowns of Paris Are Here.

THE MOST ARTISTIC EXHIBITION OF A GREAT HISTORY.

To-day the great fashion event of the Spring season is

announced. Women of Paris go to Auteuil and Long-
champs to see the masterpieces of the great couturiers.

Women of New York come to the Wanamaker Exhibition.

Nowhere else in America is ever to be seen such an as-

semblage of dresses of the premier class.

Period? There is none, except the finality and fulness

of the art of every great designer of Paris, famous or

newly arrived. Of course, all the classic periods have

been studied—color themes and beauty lines have been

inspired by old glory days; but never was genius more
original, creative, self-sufficient.

The Lingerie Gowns are the bright and particular

constellation of the exhibition. Original, in lines, daring

in the very fabric itself. Think of a long-coat suit, shown
on the right, in the picture, made entire, coat and skirt,

of Broderie Anglaise—eyelet embroidery! Yet many have

called it the most stunning, the most beautiful, the most
characteristic dress in the collection.

There are a score of these exquisite Lingerie Gowns,
on all of which every stitch of embroidery and other

decoration is done by hand—marvelous work that shows
how versatile, how comprehensive is the Paris dress-

maker's art. Most of these lingerie dresses are from

Maurice Mayer; but a charming group comes from a new
star for whom we prophesy great things—Fernande Burel.

Every one of her dresses speaks ambitious genius, skill,

and marvelous care for details.

The Coat Suits present another distinguished collec-

tion. Mine. Paillard, wife of the great cloakmaker,

promises to give new fame to the name. Her productions

are pre-eminent in this superb group.

The 1830 Dresses represent the very latest Paris

thought. Our representative got the word just before he

left Paris, and the gowns are here.

And right there is the key to Wanamaker pre-

eminence—our representative was in Paris days and weeks
later than any other American buyer, waiting for the

appearance of the choice things that the Paris dress-

maker always brings out after the commercial season is

over. Let the exhibition tell this to you for yourself.

The Broadway window gives you the first fascinating

glimpse. The Second floor holds the real Exhibition, and
the Rotunda Balcony has been requisitioned to meet the

requirements of the extraordinary display.

In addition to the dresses, we exhibit to-day a most
charming collection of Paris Lingerie Blouses—the rage

of the season.

REMINISCENCES AND FORECASTS.

AS Spring trade draws to a close retailers who have

been alive to the development in the Spring coat

and suit field are unanimous in testifying to a satis-

factory volume of trade with profits on the right side.

Never before in the history of the trade have covert

coats and shirtwaist suit in various wool and silk ma-
terials done so well. Re-orders are pouring in and

manufacturers have difficulty to cope with the demand.

Conditions Vastly Different Now.

In discussing Spring trade with The Review, Mr. J.

II. Waldman, of Waldmap & Sommer, forcibly contrasted

t he present season with even a few years ago. He clearly

pointed out how one season's trade has divided up, and

jokingly said while on this point:
ll

I can remember a

time when Spring goods couldn't be sold at any price,

whereas now the months of February, March and April

are practically equal to Fall business. Each season

Spring will assume a more important place, and it is up

to the manufacturer and retailer to do everything pos-

sible to develop it. The costume business is another

field which will undoubtedly develop, and to my mind,

they are the coming garments. Merchants show some

hesitation in stocking these, but as time progresses they

will learn the profit possibilities and the new trade to be

gained.

An Inkling of Fall.

"Coats are eminently lines of quick demand and al-

most immediate consumption. New ideas are constantly

being brought out and lines are being shown later con-

tinually," 'continued Mr. Waldman. "To my mind, it is

too early to place orders for Fall, in high-class lines, and

my initial line will not be shown till about the 15th of

June. This is time enough to allow the manufacturer to

have on hand materials sufficient to make prompt de-

liveries, and stvles will be better. Fashion is a powerful

element in shaping the course of merchandise, and style

is the prime asset of the cloak manufacturer. It is the

very life-blood of the business. Merchants who stock-

foreign lines early in the season'are practically neglecting

this fact, as styles must be at least ten months old."

"What length of coat are you banking on for Fall,

Mr. Waldman?"
"That is indeed a question which you will find it hard

to get an answer for in the trade," said he. "However,
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I think the short, jaunt] coal is, in a sense, a thing ol

tin past, and I am inclined to favor a loose three-quartei

to a full-length coat, in fact, nothing under 36 inches. I

believe this coal can be exploited successfully ami it will

Shirt Waist Suit of Shot Helio and
Reseda Taffeta.

certainly (ill the requirements of a wider clientele. You
can take it as gospel that covert cloths will be very
strong for Fall, even stronger than they were this

Spring."

SUMMER STYLES.

NOW that Easter is over, the attention of buyers is

becoming more . firmly fixed on Summer lines. The
steadily-growing importance of both the Spring and

Summer seasons, and the manner in which the trade is

endeavoring to build them up is a most progressive step
and one that will go far to solve some of the problems
that are now troubling the garment trade in Canada.

The manner in which coats have sold this Spring has

been a feature, and coats ag^uin are likely to play an
important part in Summer selling. This is caused by the

almost universal adoption of the shirtwaist suit which,

in its dressier forms, is to all intents and purposes a

costume, and to wear over these there will he a good de-

mand foi coats in full length or three-quarter styles of

the loose variety for the wrap coat for Summer wear.

Already manufacturers are having inquiries for samples
hi this description, particularly from the towns bordering
on the Slates. These sample lines will include coats of

silk, linen and Sicilian, and these are all ligiil -w eight

materials suitable for Summer wear, and a coal made
from them will give protection from dust and will not

(rush the dainty costumes tint are worn under them.
Lingerie costumes will be in high favor tins Summer,

and will be a combination ol sheer cotton and linen

fabrics with lace and embroidery. The costumes shown
tm the coming Summei are not showj in effect, but will

take on elegant lines, and I he ke\ note to Summer styles
111 lingerie costumes ma\ he s.ml to be elegance and
implicit] Both the surplice waist and the waist but

toned down the back with the bertha effect aie well

represented in Summer lines.

Km the walking and washing shirtwaist suit both

colored and white linens will he worn. Ktamine v.'

are good, but butchers' linen is one most favored. Em-
broidery is the trimming in greatest favoi and on the

liner makes boih embroidery and Valenciennes lace are

used. A new style that is likely to find favor is the

bretelle or suspender suit. This is a model well suited

to the younger women. There is a shirred or plei

skirt and a deep girdle with suspenders over the shoul-

ders.

This style, it is said, originated in a Paris-made gown
worn by Miss Gladys Vanderbilt at a recent wedding
This costume was of Saxe-blue crepe-de-chene. The skirt

was full and plain, and the bodice formed of a moderately
high boned and pointed girdle with a deep yoke of chiffon-

lined baby Irish lace. The straps began midway on the

bust and extended over the shoulders. The sleeves were

a full puff of crepe de chene and scarcely reached the

elbow, and were slashed to show an under sleeve of the

lace. In the suit adopted by the garment trade a blouse

is worn instead of a deep yoke. Another novelty is the

separate coat of all-over embroidery.

When colors play so prominent a part as they do this

season, plaids are always expected to come into vogue by
the experienced dress goods man. and this season is no

exception, l'laids of all descriptions are "in," but the

leaning is towards quiet effects in shepherd's checks,

broken plaids in ombres, and indistinct plaids and over

checks.
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May 1st ypn.

Dear Sir:

—

The eternal, everlasting, twenty-four-hour s-a-day, week-in-and-
week-out, year-after-year chase after profits is what keeps business
lively. We—you and ourselves—are in the ''chase.'' We are seeking
to make money. Buying right means buying garments that will stay
sold—the kind you do not have to sell again and again until they
finally " stick."

Having recently added to our staff two designers of the highest
reputation, we have produced for next Fall a line of dainty and
wholly distinctive styles in Ladies' Cloaks and Skirts that will
undoubtedly rank among the cleverest in the Canadian market.

If our representatives, now on the road, can show you garments
designed and made to perfection at prices that are less than j^ou are
now paying for equally good goods, are we not entitled to your
business ?

You won't waste any time going through the line. It has been
specially designed for * 'busy buyers.''

We may add that for the generous and substantial encouragement
we have received from our numerous customers in the last few years,
we have taken possession of our entire building. This will give us
35,000 square feet for the manufacturing facilities and will cer-
tainly help us against the ''crying evil of the trade.'' It will
assure you prompt deliveries, real prompt deliveries.

Can we not increase our business with you this year ? The Victor
goods will certainly be the acknowledged leaders in their class over
the Dominion, and people will inquire for them more than ever, so we
have laid our plans for great increase, and you should get your share.
The more you sell the bigger your profit, to say nothing of your
satisfied customers who'll send you new customers asking for more.

Our representative will call on you shortly and we know you'll
say he is showing the right goods. We are awaiting with interest the
receipt of your order.

Yours truly,

THE 'VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.
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DEBENHAM'S LIMITED
1905 LONDON, ENGLAND 1905

FALL SAMPLES now on the road

EXCLUSIVE NOVELTIES in

DRESS FABRICS, SILKS, VELVETS,

VELVETEENS, LACES, RIBBONS, LININGS,

DELAINES, FLANNELS, VEILINGS, ETC.

See our Samples before placing your orders

Debenbam, galdecott $ £o.
Bay and Wellington Streets, TORONTO

HARRIS & COMPANY, limited

ROCKWOOD - ONT.

FALL SUITINGS
Through our representatives we are showing

complete ranges of samples, in the latest designs

for Ladies' Suitings. Attractive new cloths to

meet the changing styles. These goods will

give satisfactory wear, and you should have

them for the coming season

8ELLINC ACENT8

DIGNUM & MONYPENNY
TORONTO MONTREAL

CANADA'S

Reading JJkirt House

Costumes N^SB€7

Mantles

and

Shirt

Suits

Will /be more popular for Spring and Summer
1905 than they have ever been before.

They are continually growing in favor simply

because they lead all others in Pit, Finish, Style,

Quality and Durability.

Our travellers are now out with all lines.

THE UNIVERSAL
SKIRT M'F'G CO.

OTTAWA :ONT.
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DRESS GOODS
FEATURES Or THE TRADE

THE FORECAST FOR FALL.

THOUGH, of course, there were numerous indica-

tions and rumors afloat about fabrics for Fall,

it was not until foreign buyers for the large

wholesale houses had reached Canada in the

early part of the month that, a fairly definite

and reliable forecast of fashions and fabrics could be

made. Buyers, when they did arrive, were by no means

as unanimous as usual, and it is probable that locality

and class etf trade will figure more largely than usual in

the Fall trade. This is to be a season of rich, solid

colors, and in plain fabrics color will take the place

of variety. There are certain colors and shades that only

show to perfection when dyed on a high-grade fabric, and

that completely lose their beauty when produced on a

cheap cloth, and for this reason, certain fabrics and cer-

tain colors tnat will be much talked of, will only find ac-

ceptance by the exclusive trade.

Manufacturers are holding prices firmly, and the pres-

ent high quotations are sure to be maintained. In fact

those who are best posted would not be much astonished

if even advance prices ruled on some lines before Fall

buying is over. The fact that spinners had immense

stocks on hand, which were bought when wool prices were

on a much lower basis than now rules, has kept the re-

tail trade from feeling heretofore the full force of the ex-

treme advances on raw wool. Spinners now are bare of

the raw material, and will have to come into the market

and pay current prices for further supplies. Then, too,

there is every sign that the tide has turned in England,

and a general period of prosperity is now anticipated.

tinuous advance in values, extending over a period of

more than two years, there bad been distinct indications

of a slight break in the values of colonial cross-bred

yarns. Between the .January and the March sales, prices

%
%

RETURNED

Ar

A Novelty in French Waisting. A Self-Stripe Ground in Various
Colors, with Small Embroidered Fgures in all Leading Shades.

Shown by The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

This would mean a greatly extended demand for woolen
fabrics, which would certainly stiffen prices.

The opening of the March series of wool sales was
anticipated with a great deal of interest. After a con-

Lustre Tartan Copied from Genuine Scotch Tartan.

Show.i by The W. R. Bros* Co., Limited, Montreal.

of the coarser grades of cross-breds weakened consider-

ably, and this was taken in some quarters to be the fore-

runner of a considerable fall in values in the near future.

Before the March sales, however, there were indications

of a higher price, and these predictions were fully realized

when the sales took place. To-day, in Bradford, combed
cross-bred wool of the 40s quality are actually Id. a

pound dearer than they were when the sales opened, and
not more than Id under the very highest point they

have ever touched since the advance set in.

Mohair yarns, too, are on the up grade, as there is a

considerable demand for them for the continental plush

trade. Raw alpaca is just about the same.

Fashion's tendency is towards a very much lighter

class of fabrics than have been hitherto accepted for Win-
ter wear. This tendency, without doubt, has been de-

liberately fostered by the manufacturer as being the

easiest method of solving the problem of meeting stand-

ard prices. Prices on certain cloths will be maintained,

but the weight of the fabric will be less. This rules in

all classes of materials. Just how this popularity of

lightweight fabrics will work out in Canada is what the

buyer and retailer have got to consider. Certainly the

power of fashion is strong enough to carry lightweight

materials in all the larger centres, but in the remoter
parts of the Dominion, and where Winter is particularly

keen, there would seem to be a call for some judicious

modifications. Mohairs are a case in point. Mohairs are

strongly shown, and are selling well, but they can by no

means form a desirable fabric for a Winter gown, for

they are cold both to the touch and eye. Yet they are

4.3
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sine to be extensivelj taken. .Said a buyer of wide ex-

perience : "There are sure to be two seasons, a Fall and

Winter, this year. Mohairs and fabrics of a kindred

weight will sell well for the early part of the season, and

£TUfpED

m 4
R

'CK^I~ y

190 S

Super Organdie.
Shown by The Arnold Print Works.

they drape so perfectly and come in such lovely shades,

and because they are of silk and wool, and there is a

feeling for silk and wool fabrics. For the popular trade

this material is never quite a leader. It is too closely

allied in appearance to the all wool henrietta, and they

fail to appreciate the exquisite shading possible in this

fabric. Embroidered cashmeres are looked upon as the

coming waist fabric for Fall. Lightweight chevoits in all

popular colors, and even lightweight freizes, are classed

in the selling list for the later trade.

• •
•

TWEEDS NOT ENTIRELY OUT.

THE undoubted feeling for plain fabrics, whether of a

sheer or heavier nature for the Fall and Winter
season, has given rise to the impression that tweed

fabrics were, in a sense, a dead article. Careful investi-

gation has proven the majority of houses have at least a

fair representation of this class of materials in their

Fall lines, and optimism is generally prevalent. The
Province of Quebec has never strongly favored this order

of fabric, but the far west, and in a lesser way the Mari-

time Provinces, always demand a certain amount of

tweed lines. The Review was lately in conversation with
a traveler who had just finished a tour of the west, with
a general line of foreign dress goods. While he accorded
plain fabrics a premier position, tweeds were eagerly

taken up by custom tailors and the general line of dry

goods stores. The higher grades were in the lead.

Undoubtedly lighter weights have been evolved for the

ensuing season, and values are extremely interesting. In

lines retailing up to $1.25, thirteen and fourteen ounce

weights are in buyers' favor. To some extent the Par-

the retailer should insist on an early delivery of this

class of goods." But when zero weather is reached will ip^
come a turn for heavier—but, mark, not heavy—weight

fabrics MAY
*

BROADCLOTHS.

All buyers are unanimous in placing broadcloths at

the head of the dress goods list for Fall. The new broad-

cloths range from a cloth that is of a lighter nature than

exploited for Spring, to a very soft, supple fabric known
as chiffon broadcloth. The new ranges of broadcloths

show a very extended list of shades and colors, and iiot

only is the weight less, but the finish is superior and the

draping qualities are near perfection, and in many makes
it is spot proof. The number of uses to which broad-

cloth can be put, the extended price list, and the manner
in which it shows up the colors, makes it an easy leader

for Fall trade. In the wake of broadcloths come Veneti-

ans, boxcloths, etc., as the extensive adoption of the one

is safe to ensure the popularity of the other. In the

higher priced lines some beautiful shades are shown, such

as vieux rose, raspberry, burnt reds, copper, bronze,

moss, serpent, and other greens; indeed, in all lines

greens, browns, and reds are very much in evidence.

PLAIN MATERIALS.

Everything points to a large gain in the popularity of

plain materials in the corning Fall season. Cashmeres

are selling well now, and are expected to do even better

in the Fall. Closely allied to cashmeres are henriettas,

and these are being well considered. For the exlusive

trade silk warp henriettas are sure sellers, both because

jrn£
4 190i

Fil-de-Soie.

slum ii by The Arnold Print Works

lsian dislike of tweeds, and the introduction of cash-

meres, will restrict their vogue, but the Canadian woman
will insist upon tweed fabrics for Fall wear. Further

than this, the designs are almost enticing, anil the new
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OUR

Popular -Priced

Garments

Now Ready for Fall

Our lines, while strictly main-

taining the same Low Prices
that have made our previous offer-

ing's so successful, are superior to

any we have yet shown, absolutely

correct in even- style feature and

amply repaying- the inspection of

everv buver.

Ladies' Coats
Raglans

Separate Skirts

Men's Coiored
and

White Shirts

FALL SAMPLES
NOW READY.

THE

Spring and Summer orders

receive prompt attention.

The Empire Manufac-
turing Co., Limited,

646 Craig Street, MONTREAL

PIRLE' Finish
\ Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Rkothteret) Trade Mark.

' 'Madge" in " Truth' ' says :

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the'PiRLE' stampon it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £> SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENOLAND
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REGAL

TAFFETA

PETTICOATS

A Big Success

The Best Imitation of Silk

on the Market.

Rustles, Feels and Looks like Taffeta.

Skirt made as cut. Deep Accordeon-Pleated

Flounce. Two-inch Frill at top and bottom.

Deep Dust Ruffle.

Colors, Black, Blue and Brown.

Price $21 doz. 2 10 days or net 30 1st foil.

Made as all our skirts are made. Extra wide and " Perfect
in Make, Fit and Finish." Write for sample of this skirt now.

The PUGH MFG. CO.
33 Church St., Toronto

herringbone styles in browns and grays, as well as the

plain pepper and salt materials, and the over-checks in

various colorings, will find a ready market. In lines re-

tailing around 50c. the same feeling is prevalent, and

buyers who understand their particular clientele will do

well not to neglect a showing of tweeds. Canadian

Fabrics of this order are of an encouraging nature.

*••••••.••»••.

v.

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings

including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and'staow

samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Mallnda St

*W

lbroidered Voile de Paris in Six Colorings, shown
by Greenshields Limited.

WASH GOODS.
Retailers have evidently cut into many materials and

jobbers report a fair amount of current business. It is

undoubtedly true that retailers have noi lied up a great

deal of money in stock for which they have no immediate

sale, which indicates a steady tendency to minimize the

possibility of being stuck. At retail very fine sheer

fabrics, such as batiste, lawn and linens, are in the lead.

The better qualities are in demand. White goods are all

the go, particularly in larger centres, and in these the

white goods are pushed to the front.

Many retailers are doing better on exclusive, fancy

designs, although the season will be undoubtedly a plain

one. This indicates a broader demand than was looked

for at first. The innumerable cotton wash materials in

imitation of wool fabrics, have fulfilled early prediction*,

and are displacing printed muslins to some extent. Buy-

ers should lose no time looking into the matter of high-

grade fancies. The best of these are in short supply, and

il would be advisable to pick them up whenever the op-

portunity presents itself. An exclusive novelty illustrat-

ed, which is a recent introduction in the wash goods field,

is an embroidered voile de paris, which makes up splen-

didly for fine gowns and blouse wear, Ii has high char-

l»*«»*»»« »!•«»• *•#»••»»•»<

»!•<••**

<>« ••••

*•«

Embroidered Checked Voile de Paris, shown by Greenshields Limited

acter and style, and will readily retail from 50 to 75c.

with the right kind of profit. The checks comprise green,

navy, brown, and black, along with white, the whole en-

livened by embroidered spots of two-toned effects, such

as white and burnt orange on l.rown. The plain grounds

illustrated come in reseda, sky, champagne, navy and

Mack
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

rianneiettes highest quanty.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co, Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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$mm

VJ.

Suit Form No. Oo R.

Yor WILL PROMOTEYOUEOWN BUM-

NKSHKVINSISTINC WON HAVINfi

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It- is made in latest shapes, absolutely
oorrecl in style and measurements and is

constructed SO that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position Of the center lines by grooves in

front and Itaek which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
js being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12.

J. R PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (es'ablished over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures,Finest Metal Display Fixtures.etr

MAY 4 19WT\

'ft

TORONTO BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

No. eio

TORONTO

JY
This stand

should be in every
store. On it you
can show Gloves.
Collars. Cuffs.

Scarfs, Ties, Rib-
bons, etc.

The aims are
fixed to a combin-
ation slide and
can be adjusted
to either a hori-

zontal or perpen-
dicular p' sitioi'.

This is one • f

the most useful
fixtures ever off-r-

ed to the public.

Finished in nickel

plate on brass.

We make
everything in

Store Fixtures.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE.

TORONTO BRASS MANUFACTURING CO,
98=100 Lombard St., TORONTO.

Cuxfer

ttlindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
f ^% ^^ CZ.more business for f ^# \J ^J

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO.— '°° K '

Toronto
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ENCOURAGE THE TRIMMER.
By \V. R MoColl.

IF
your decorator is of an ingenious turn of mind,

has some ideas of his own, constantly giving you

surprises under adverse conditions, weaving new

designs and conceptions from the grey matter of

his brain; give him a little leeway and see if, by

spending a modest sum on window and store fixtures, he

cannot succeed in producing many pleasant fancies and

uncertain advertising which are gotten out to mulct the

merchants of every considerable town in this country
;

many of them merely a form of genteel blackmail by per-

sons whom the merchant is sometimes not in a posi-

tion to refuse.

What Are Necessaries?

The window fixture problem is one that causes an im-

mense amount of friction between the decorator and his

employer; and perhaps both should use a little give and

surprises which will cause favorable comment by visitors

to your store; and be the means of luring strangers

through the doorway of your place of business.

I believe there is no item in the expense account that

can be considered more legitimate than that which con-

cerns purchases for the improvement of the window and
store displays. It is eminently more legitimate than
much of the money practically thrown away every season

upon hangers, dodgers, hotel registers, programmes, cal-

endars, roadside boulder painting, and other forms of

take; or, in other words, good judgment, about the

quality, quantity and assortment thought to be neces-

sary.

Necessaries are defined as things indispensable; but as

you have worried along so far without much else than

lumber and cheap draping materials, it proves that up-

to-date fixtures are not indispensable; so it' is highly

probable that you could struggle along still another year

without them.

To be frank, I think you could wiggle along and do a
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profitable business [or many years to conic without in

vesting hjrthei in fixtures, but—and as here used thai

liiile wind is most momentous.

Fif;. •>.—Radiated Towel Trim.

To set at left of Fig. 1.

Whal are wooden draping stands, lumber, wooden
strips, and similar materials, but fixtures ? What does

the time expended in making them represent but money'.'

And what have you left at the season's end but a heap of

forms made for special designs and only fit (and frequent-

ly used) for kindling ? Therefore, the question resolves

itself into this : Is the present investment for window
fixtures the most economical possible? I think not !

A Few Helps.

Perhaps the first item for improvement should be

some paper mache half-forms witli tapered shoulder

points, and one or two complete covered skirt forms.

These two styles of draping stands would display dress

materials witli side or rear view, in the long, full, pleat-

ed drapery with which all magazine readers are now so

familiar. These forms are also prominent in the window

displays of the best stores in all the larger centres in

Canada.

Add to these a triplicate oak frame angle mirror,

with beveled plates, some nickel draping stands in P

shapes, and taller sorts with ring or shepherd crook tips;

.1 tew extension card holders or price ticket stands, and

a small quantity each of notion, glove, millinery and

furnishing fixtures. This outlay would not be considered

extravagant in any sense, but would aid materially in en-

hancing the weeklj trim, and give to the front a decid-

edly imposing appearance, while saving much time to the

deco.) ator.

If financial considerations would permit, 1 would also

recommend some wax figures, which can be purchased

representing any age or sex from childhood to adults

Store Interiors.

The purchase of silent salesmen showi • nt wire

chairs finished in antique copper, revolving mantle and

coat lacks, practical hosiery display stands, umbrella

cases with bent glass fronts, counter notion cases, collar

stands, and counter price ticket bidders, might be tdassed

as necessary, and if you feel like spending more money,

there is a large field in nickel display frames, cornice or

overhead fixtures and counter display devices. All of

these are very beautiful indeed, and although not cheap

by any means, many considci them a paying investment.

Another cheap and handy article that meets with con-

stant approval, is the neat little glass head push pins

with steel points for inserting into plaster or wood with

an awl-like motion, using Hie thumb and finger only.

They leave no unsightly marks when withdrawn, and are

handy to attach anywhere that a nail can be used. They

are sufficiently rigid and strong enough to hold a drape

or picture of any light weight, while being handy, neat,

and pretty.

Inadequate Supplies.

I have been prompted to take up the foregoing subject

re window trimmers' supplies mainly from listening to

the almost universal complaints of decorators through-

out the west, of their inadequate and limited supply of

working material.

In some instances I found the complaint justified; but

Fig. .'t. -Radiated Towel Trim.

To set at ri^ht of l
I

in some others there was a woeful lack of rudimentary

knowledge upon the part of the decorators, man] of

whom had not the ability to arrange in neat form some
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AUER GASOLENE L4MP
Gives more light than

10 COAL OIL LAMPS, 6 ELECTRIC OR 5 ACETYLENE
LIGHTS, AT A LOWER COST THAN COAL OIL.

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. No wick, no
dirt, no grease, no smoke, no odor.

Catalog and discounts on request.

AUER LIGHT CO., 1691 Notre Dame MONTREAL

TheWindow «•* Art Decoration Co.

MANLFACTIRERS OF

Papier Mache and —
Plaster Paris Decorations

Papier Mache Trade Marks,

Window Backgrounds, Etc., a Specialty.

FILL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST.

44 St. Vincent Street, Montreal

WE PUT IT UP TO YO&

Illuminated "3^/^J Show Cases.

It is not what one SAYS about the goods ; it's the goods
themselves that count.

We put it "up to you" every time, to say whether or not we
are giving the greatest value in Show Cases.

While we do not make what are ordinarily termed "cheap"
Show Cases, yet our customers say that it pays better to have
"Quick Sales" Show Cases than any so-called "cheap" line.

We would like to talk further with you about it. Why not
send for a complete set of illustrations showing just exactly what
we can do to make your store look better?

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY;
Deft. B.

"Show Ca9e Builders to Progressive Merchants."

482 to 490 Fort Street West, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.
John Petz, Prest.

Herbert Malott, Sec.

Canadian Branch:
Windsor, Ont

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier—^
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

Write for particulars

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dreps Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

A " w
u°n

k

eq
G
uXreed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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of tbe commonesl drapes thai oughl to be grasped with

a casual glance. These are conditions as 1 found them

in ,ui extended lour through Canada, and no doubt both

trimmer and employe! should, and will, .shoulder part of

the blame. Yet, while both are in part responsible for

conditions as they are, it is at the same time a bad

thing to have dissatisfied help around the store, no mat-

ter who it is. They will talk, and a little bird will

carry the message.

Give It to Him.

If the trimmer wants and requires aid in his work,

and he is a good, faithful fellow doing his level best —
give it to him. Don't tell him you will think about it,

and forget it altogether. I met conditions of this sort

only yesterday. A prominent merchant who has a faith-

ful salesman who unites in his vocation the triple func-

tions of card-writer, window trimmer and dress goods

salesman asked his employer last Fall for paper mache

draping forms, and was promised them upon the next-

buying trip to Montreal. The trip was taken, but the

forms didn't "take form" neither were they purchased.

Since that date, though, the very articles promised were

offered for sale in the employer's establishment only to

be turned down within ear-shot of the expectant, but now

particular town have no plate glass nor interior sash,

and the average depth of window less than two feet.

These stores have such quantities of goods on hand
that the shelves squeaked with their burdens; aisles and

tables in the same condition; and I marveled, for every

mother's son of them complained of quiet trade and their

customers trading in Toronto.

These same stocks, if spread out and displayed, would

be much more easily handled; they would look better, and

opportunity for their artistic display would be presented

while the prestige and appearance of the store would be

enhanced. It appears to me that too many country re-

tailers keep their noses down too closely to the mer-

chandising grindstone—that they do not sufficiently study

the storekeeping end of their business.

They lack the progressive instinct to branch out a

little, and in the branching, it may be unnecessary to

add, provision must be made for show windows that are

in keeping with those seen and used elsewhere.

Without the windows, no man—yes, no expert—can

make attractive displays. Without windows attractively

dressed to-day no store can hope to advance. So, Mr.

Merchant of the small town, look first to your "front."

It is time enough to talk trimming and other means of

advertising to you after you have accomplished some-

thing in that direction.

Fig. 1.— Radiated Towel Trim.

Box is 18 in. high by 18 in. wide andH in. deep. To the hack are fastened five

Wooden r.ns. Pleat towels and pill to rays, arranging
low els in any design upon the box.

indignant trimmer. The said trimmer also has had to

buy and pay for his own paints, brushes and materials

for the card writing in every department, and he is a

graduate holding a first-class deploma from the Scranton

School.

Don't use a faithful employe in that way ; it dis-

heartens him. Aid him all you can and watch him

chirp up for a few weeks afterwards. If he does not

sparkle up a little better he can't be much good.

I have been speaking of encouragement for the trim-

mer when he has good windows to decorate. Now I

would like a word with the merchants who have good

stores with at tractive stocks, and practically no win-

dows to decorate.

My observations have been but recently made. I am
not speaking from knowledge accumulated in the dead

past. 1 know and affirm that right in the twentieth

century—May, 1905— there are mercantile establishments

lint fifty miles from Toronto, and four of these in one

THE STORE ILLUSTRATION.

The interior of Binning & Garden's store illustrates

what may be done with a given space. Without crowd-

ing the shelves or counters, a large display of all the de-

partments is made. The arrangement is very suggestive

and should prove admirable for selling purposes.

MERCHANT MUST REFUND PURCHASE MONEY.

AX interesting legal decision was rendered in Mont-
real April 19th, by Mr. .Justice Purcell, by which

the court held that a merchant has no right to force

a customer to accept other goods than those he has or-

dered, and further, that if goods sold are not as repre-

sented, the purchase money must be refunded.

The parties to the case were J. J. Hannan, the well-

known haberdasher, and Mr. Alex Falconer, K.C. Mr.

Falconer bought from the Hannan store, last July, two
pairs of socks, receiving a guarantee the dye would stand

fast. It appears that the dye ran, however, and Mr.

Falconer returned the socks, demanding a refund. Mr.

Hannan instead said that he would replace them by fast-

dyed socks, and did so in October. Mr. Falconer, how-
ever, refused to accept Summer socks at that season, and

would not even take $1 worth of other goods.

ARTIFICIAL SILK.

A
WEARABLE silk fabric made from gelatine solution

is manufactured in Glasgow with undoubted success.

It can be dyed any color and takes all the shades

with a brilliant lustre that rivals even that of natural

silk. The fibre is prepared by ejecting fine threads of a

strong solution of gelatine from a very small orifice on

to an endless band conveving them to bobbins, on which

they arc reeled. After leaving the small orifice the gela-

tine solidifies in a continuous fibre, a thousandth of an

inch in diameter, possessing a lustre even greater than

that of a natural silk. The fibre in this state, however,

is unsuitable for use, as it is easily spoiled by water. In

order to render it impervious it is water-proofed by a

special process.
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Your "Why"
is a proper question. You want to know
why we can serve you better than do others

in the matter of

TWINES
MILLINERY BAGS
WRAPPING PAPERS

CARPET FELT
First of all, it's our hobby to be first in

our business. This makes us always on
the alert for "good things."

Second, we specialize in a few lines and
give them our undivided attention, visiting

mills and markets constantly in the search
for the very best to be had.

Good reasons, these.
Then, too, we are lightning Bhippers.
Test us with an order.

DOUGLAS & RATCLIFF
LIMITED

PAPER MERCHANTS
30 W. Market St. TORONTO

We Make Fewer Cases
Than Some Factories

Tiffany doesn't sell as many diamonds as Barrios ; but whose
jewelry would you rather have ?

There's the point—you can't " grind out " quality cases like

PHILLIPS'

It means head-work and hand-work, from rough plank

to varnish.
But we like our way of doing business because the only

" come-back " on our cases is in the nature of re-orders.

We have operated on this basis for fortj years—looks good
to us—think we'll keep on.

Ask us {or our new catalogue—just out.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Limited
DETROIT, Mich.

Address Detroit Office

WINDSOR, Ont.

C**v***m*********^*********'***<***************^*****v***^a**^**^****^^**^*^***^***^^** .̂
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Old Bleach" Cincns
ALL GRASS BLEACHED

"All in the Spring was the brown Flax Spun,
All in the Summer it bleached in the Sun'*'— Phcebe Carv.

TOWELS
HUCKABUCKS
DIAPERS
DRESS LINENS
SHEETS
SHEETINGS
PILLOW LINENS
EMBROIDERY

LINENS
H. S. SQUARES
H. S. RUNNERS
H. S. SHAMS

NOTE-THE TRADE

MARK

"OLD BLEACH"

IS STAMPED ON EVERY

TOWEL and ON EVERY

YARD OF LINEN, HUCK

AND DIAPER.

COMPARE THE BEAUTI-

FUL SILKY LUSTRE OF

THESE GOODS WITH

ANY OTHER MAKE.

Bleach Green (100 acres), Randalstoun.

K- M. CQ5BIE, Sole Agent for the Dominion, 30 West Wellington Street, TORONTO
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WINDSOR BRUSSELS KASHMIR WILTONS

TEe Moore Carpet Co.
Limited

SHERBROOKE, QUE.
Manufacturers of ^

HICH-CRADE BRUSSELS AND WILTON CARPETINCS

We have prepared for the Fall Trade of 1905 an exceptionally large range of

new and original up-to-date designs and colorings, and can now offer a selection of

over one hundred patterns.

Every customer's individual patterns private for his locality.

Only the best materials used in the manufacture of our goods, and we absolutely

guarantee them to hold their original colors and not to sprout.

Before placing your orders on Brussels and Wilton carpets for the Fall season,

be sure and see our lines and get our prices.

The MOORE CARPET CO., Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUE.
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSEFURNISH1NGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
SPRING SALES UNDER WAY.

JUST at present the carpet man's Spring harvest

is at hand, and judging from opening of trade,

business should continue active throughout the

month. A great deal depends upon the amount

of enthusiasm evinced in retailers' efforts. Your

local advertising should now, at least for one week, con-

tain carpets as the leading feature. To back this up

window displays should be used. There are undreamt

of possibilities for very attractive window displays of

carpets. In the department itself everything possible

should be done to stimulate trade. Popular trade is

often enticed by orderly classification of the different

lines with the best selling numbers prominently ticketed.

In Jobbing Circles.

The demand from retailers for stock goods at old

prices is opening up actively. Shrewd buyers request

Fall dating on such purchases, making it plain that trade

i- stimulated by the advance at fist hand on Fall lines.

.Jobbers show no disposition to hold lines at advanced

prices except in rare instances. Medium grade three-

quarter goods and rugs of every description are the most

active lines.

Jobbers' stocks owned at old prices will not be fully

depleted for some time, and until then there will be no

real test of new prices. Recent foreign advices show a

general advance on Axminsters of about 6c. Brussels

average about 4c, and tapestries 1£ to 2c. These ad-

vances are unquestionably warranted by the increased

cost of production, but it remains to be seen when job-

bers start out with new Spring lines whether retailers'

needs are large enough to warrant maintainence of such

prices. Fall repeats can generally be looked after at

normal figures. The situation on cheap goods is none too

favorable for buyers. These lines are the first to feel the

advance. One line of Tapestries has advanced from 20c.

to 24c.

Hemp stair and body carpets are reported as very

slow, which shows that even the poorest class of trade

are asking for better carpets. Union ingrains are in the

same category, while the best class of wool ingrains are

active. Present demand is very strong for Japanese

mattings, and every jobber can sell all his stock. Brus-

sels are also reported as being extremely active. Greens,

fawns and blue are the best colorings. Red is a color

which readily shows the dirt, and although in the past it

has been regarded as a more serviceable~N^.rpet, present

demand is not strong for this color. >
Canadian Lines Do Well.

Retailers have welcomed the additional supply of

Brussels and Wilton carpets, and the Canadian lines be-

ing shown for Fall trade are meeting with favor. Close

examination but serves to bring out additional merits,

as well as verifying all that is claimed for them. Fawns
and browns with twr0-toned greens are demanding the

closest attention. Patterns run the entire gamut of suc-

cessful productions, and exclusive designs may be had.

Axminster rugs, so widely used, are also meeting with

good attention. Enough new coloring and designs should

be incorporated to enliven the remnants of the Spring

purchases.

A ROUND OF RETAIL OPENINGS.

CITY stores are doing everything possible to stimu-

late active retailing. Many are holding special

opening days as an inducement to the buying public,

leaving nothing undone in the way of window and in-

terior display to enliven trade. While from a yardage

standpoint Tapestries lead in sales, the demand is rapid-

ly centering upon Axminsters, Brussels and Wiltons. Ax-
minsters from $1.65 to $3.25 lead in volume of sales.

Two-toned greens, crimsons, blues and fawns are the

favorite colorings in all- lines. A predominance of orient-

al design is more marked than ever before. The Louis

styles are reflected slightly in a few high-class lines.

Many lines of Axminsters, Brussels and Wiltons are made
into rugs. Floral designs in Tapestry carpets are still

very popular. An exclusive Tapestry novelty shown by

one firm is of double width (one yard and a-half) and re-

tails at $1.05. This width has the merit of less match-

ing and sewing, and as there are not so many seams it

wears better. On the other hand, there is the necessity

of carrying the ordinary width in the same patterns, and

only large dealers can afford to stock this variety.

Rugs and Squares.

The business department of the carpet section is the

rugs. Brussels, Axminsters, and Wilton rugs all have

attention, and every conceivable size, as well as pattern,

in the favorite colorings are included. One store showed

a line of Japanese oriental rugs coming in all sizes and

retailing1 at 75c. per square yard. These closely imitate

Turkish rugs in both coloring and design, and are active

sellers. Tecumseh rugs are active. There are unusually

sightly lines of Smyrnas, and the entire range of squares

is highly spoken of.

FLOOR OILCLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.

INCREASED activity is present in retail circles, and

consumers are steadily learning the advantages of

this class of floor covering. While retailers are in

the midst of active business, manufacturers are engaged

in showing new lines for the ensuing season. Canadian

lines will he shown the trade this month, and even a

casual glance at the range of samples clearly typifies the

marked improvement in manufacture, and extent and

variety of patterns. Canadian floor oilcloths already

occupy an enviable position, which retailers have not been

slow to recognize. "Made in Canada" linoleum, com-
paratively a recent achievement, is already winning a de-

served place.

Both Canadian floor oilcloths and linoleums show a

decided tendency towards block patterns or squares,
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ihe China and Japan

* Silk Co., Limited

Our buyer has just returned

from Japan and has brought

with him some exclusive de-

signs in

SILK AND SATIN SCREENS

These goods are to be seen at

our sample rooms in Toronto

and Montreal.

Toronto Yokohama Montreal

11 Bay St. ill Yamashitacho 290 St. James Si.

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS

BED PILLOWS
WHITE CUSHIONS

COSIES, MUFF BEDS
Etc.

Price List on
Application.

SWwrWBRr

The
Feathers

Bought.

Toronto Feather &? Down
Company, Limited

74 King St West, TORONTO

which find a proper place for various uses. Floral de-

signs siiii continue populai in certain districts, notably

the Province of Quebec. Brown grounds are very prom-

inent, and along with blue, green and red, form the prin-

cipal COlOl mgs.
Assortment.

Floor oilcloths and linoleums are about the most
staple goods on the market, and the new Canadian lines

show a general improvement in patterns, although cer-

tain staple patterns are retained, which have been found

to be always good. Undoubtedly these goods sell on the

patterns as much as by quality, and the blight, snappy

Canadian lines of linoleum, particularly, will sell as well

as a better grade that is not so attractive. Customers
do not figure so closely on the length of service in these

lines as in carpets. It is also a foolish policy to try to

move these lines by means of cut prices. These goods

are only bought when needed, and cut prices will form

no inducement. The standard quality of Canadian floor

oilcloth and linoleum forms a fair assortment for busi-

ness purposes.

Linoleum.

The public opinion of linoleum is based on the belief

that it is very lasting, and sales can be made by clearly

pointing out that it is easily kept clean, is softer to the

feet and is less hard than oilcloth. Linoleum finds its

proper place when good lines are required. The best

sellers are medium sized blocks in contrasting colors.

Some of the foreign linoleums are shown in carpet and

matting patterns, and receive a fair amount of patronage

on account of their unusual and attractive designs.

Floral designs, empire designs, and art nouveaux pat-

terns are all to be had. Tile work for bath-rooms is very

closely imitated in the popular green and blue colors.

Another novelty is a line of parquet patterns, imitating

hardwood floors, and used for surroundings. The grain-

ing of the wood is well done. They find a place when the

expense of a hardwood floor cannot be met, and are used

in conjunction with rugs. These retail in city stores

around 50c. per yard.

Something About Prices.

Advices from American markets show that the new

lines of floor oilcloths and linoleums are based upon

higher figures. This is in a measure disguised by lower

figures at considerably less discount. It has been esti-

mated that the advance ranges from three to five cents

per square yard on linoleum, and from two to four cents

on oilcloth. That the advance is more than justified

cannot be questioned, when it is realized how marked are

the higher prices on jute and linseed oil, the chief in-

gredients. A glance at the Canadian Blue Book clearly

shows that these prices have little or no effect upon the

Canadian market, except as an indication which way the

wind is blowing.

British markets, which are in touch with Canadian

trade, show recent advances in the neighborhood of two

cents per square yard all along the line. The price of

Canadian lines now being shown for Fall clearly illus-

trates the fact that Canadian manufacturers are not

making advances to cover the increase in the price of raw

material. No advance is recorded at all. This is ex-

plained by the fact that manufacturers have covered on

raw materials for the ensuing season, and they are pro-

tecting their customers instead of taking advantage of

the rising market. However, if prices of jute and lin-

seed oil keep advancing the way the> have been recently,

it is hard to see just how present figures can be main-

tained. The moral is for retailers to place orders with

their jobbers early for maximum quantities, to avoid the

possible contingency of an advance later in the season.
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WHEN YOU SPEAK OF

WALL PAPERS

YOU NATURALLY THINK OF

THE

WATSON-FOSTER CO.,
LIMITED

MONTREAL.
MAY.
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CURTAINS
RETAIL SALES.

THE past month has seen a good sale ol Lace curtains.

The season lias been particularly propitious, as the

fine weather has permitted of earlier house renova-

tions than usual. The merchant who does not work up

a large business in lace curtains in the Spring has him-

self chiefly to blame. The whole housefurnishing depart-

ment is peculiarly susceptible to sales by suggestion. It

is generally true that the thing which is not a necessary,

has to be shown to be sold. Particularly is this the

case where the article is one not of personal use, but of

house decoration. It is necessary for the salesman to

suggest something which is likely to attract the fancy of

his customer.

As long as the sale of curtains can be prolonged, lib-

eral use should be made of the windows. Inside the

store, too, the curtains should be shown. They cannot

be sold so long as they are kept carefully wrapped up be-

hind the counter. Some arrangement for showing them

must be made. It is their own attractiveness, and the

suggestion of freshness and brightness which they will

bring to the room, that sells them. Their selling points

are completely submerged where the curtains are not

clearly displayed.

The favorites, as was announced in last month's Re-

view, are the Nottinghams. There has been no break in

their popularity among the buying public. They have

been the feature of all the big displays in the city stores,

and this has not been confined to the cities. Altogether

the trade for the season has been Healthy, and good sales

are reported from most centres.

CUSHIONS AND PILLOWS.

SOFA pillows are shown in great quantity and endless

variety to meet the Summer trade. A house can-

not have too many of them, particularly where

there is an opportunity for living somewhat outdoors.

Many of the covers are sold with the patterns just out-

lined. In the present season, when there is such a de-

mand for hand-made laces, the activity of the woman
may be diverted from cushion tops. In this case the de-

mand should be rather for the finished covers. The great

variety in design precludes any attempt at particularising.

Heads are shown in different degrees of attractiveness.

Some exceedingly clever quotations aie worked on ap-

propriate backgrounds. National emblems and devices

are used to good effect. In colors the manufacturers

have run riot. Everything is found from the dull, plain

material, which can be used for general lounging, to the

brightest colors which are the delight of the Summer
cottager. The designers have done everything possible

to make this luxury a necessity. They will be good stock

during the next few inonlhs.

BAYEUX TAPESTRY.

FEW besides those who have visited Bayeux, or have

especially studied the subject, have any idea of what

this extraordinary work of art is really like, or

have any authentic knowledge of ils history. It tells

the story of Edward, Harold and William, and of the

conquest of William, in a series of pictures, so that its

value is great as a chronicle as well as a relic of needle-

work 800 years old.

The vicissitudes of the treasure have been many. It

is a curious fact that from 1478 until 1724 it seems to

have dropped entirely out of the world's knowledge. It

was preserved with care among the treasures of the

Bayeux Cathedral, and was brought out for eight days

every Summer and hung about the nave of the cathedral.

No one but the peasants ever saw it, and the cathedral

authorities cared for it only as a decoration. In 1724

an old drawing of part of the tapestry came into the

hands of a learned antiquarian, who tried without suc-

cess to find the original. The Pere Montfancon also tried

to find it, and at last succeeded and told the world about

it in his great book, " Monuments de la Monarchic Fran-

chise."

The church had no power to protect such a treasure

in 1724, and the ancient length of linen with its quaint

embroidery was dragged out of the cathedral and used to

cover one of the military wagons belonging to the local

battalion. M. de Forestier rushed to its rescue and sub-

stituted a canvas to cover the wagon and brought the

tapestry to his study till he was relieved from Iris self-

appointed mission by a commission who undertook the

protection of the work of art. Now the tapestry has

been restored and may be seen framed under glass in a

museum of its own.—Ex.

W A L L PAPER
WALL PAPER SALESMANSHIP.

THE correct selling of wall paper requires much skill

in the salesman. The customer should not be allow-

ed perfect freedom of choice. It is the part of the

salesman to suggest correct patterns. He should select

a few designs which would be suitable to the room to be

papered, and submit these to the customer. In this way
the client is sure of having an artistic room and still has

the utmost range of choice consistent with this.

There are one or two points which should be kept in

mind in selecting wall paper. It should he constantly

remembered that the paper is a part of the whole interior

decoration. If this were only considered there would be

much less of the inartistic contrasts and ostentation that

are seen so frequently. In some rooms each individual

piece of furniture and ornamentation seems crying out

for recognition. Such a room is badly furnished even

though every article in it is a masterpiece of art. The

artistic room is the one in which the paper, the carpet,

the furniture, all go to make up some ensemble effect.

In the latter case, the room will attract attention as

being harmonious. The individual articles will then be

in best taste when they are satisfied with this subsidiary

position and do not lay claim to being all-sufficient in

themselves.

to pursuance of this general principle, wall paper

should not be too obtrusive. This does not exclude rich-

ness of coloring anil luxuriance of pattern. It merely

means that the paper should be chosen so as to conform

to the general idea of the room. For instance, if there

CO
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REOie> ItHEl.

NICKLIN'S ^rTTT^^ "QIMPIFY"
P.tent, (SAJONIC) OlMMLtX
No. 8166'. ^^- -^

/^-^ '«*oe mar*

tieC^. clip
IS THE
LATEST

HARD STEEL
NO TEETH TO TEAR THE TIE

IS THE
BEST

Apply: F. P. ROGERS, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

Window Shades
There are still a few merchants who have not re-

ceived our prices for Window Shades. If you are
among the number write us for what we can offer

you in Shade Cloth, Stock Shades and Rollers. We
have had to double the capacity of our Factory
to take care of our orders. As for the quality of
the goods, you are the best judge of that. Our
samples will speak for themselves.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,

681, 683, 685 Craig St., Montreal

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
8old by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade

of the world as the most reli.

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordhe/mer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

are to be pictures in the room, there should be no

decided pattern to the paper. Otherwise the background

which the pictures need would be lacking. Generally

speaking, floral designs should be conventional. This is

a characteristic of the present season's patterns, as

elaborate foliage and flowers are much in evidence. More-

over, a room with heavy furniture should not have a

light, delicate paper.

The shape of the room often regulates the kind of

paper which should be used. If the desire is to give the

effect of a low ceiling, a wide border or frieze should be

used. So a wide or a narrow pattern influences the

appearance. These are points which should be carefully

watched in choosing a paper. The salesman should have

the general points of the room well in hand and make
his recommendations accordingly. By doing so he will

have no complaints after the room has been decorated,

as is almost sure to be the case where the customer is

permitted to choose an unsuitable pattern. Good sales-

manship consists in more than selling goods. Giving

satisfaction to the buyer is a necessary qualification.

This will be found in the great majority of cases to fol-

low the sale of the correct thing at all costs.

SPRING SALES.

THE Spring sales in wall paper have been fully up to

expectations. In some parts of the country weather

conditions were somewhat unpropitious, but on the

average the season was fair from this standpoint. The

manufacturers report a good activity in repeat orders,

and this is a positive sign of the general healthiness of

the trade. The manufacturers appear to have gauged the

popular fancy with great skill, as the repeat orders have

not been confined to one class of paper in particular, but

have been distributed over the whole range. This is a

good condition to have, both from the manufacturers'

standpoint and from that of the retailer. It protects

both from having to keep on hand a large and varied

stock of undesirable papers, while having to re-order one

or two outstanding patterns.

Altogether the season can be considered highly suc-

cessful. The manufacturers are expanding and increasing

their facilities for doing business. They have shown this

year more than ever before that they can compete in

quality and design with any imported papers. Having

once established this, it will only be a matter of time

till the Canadian manufacturer will hold the entire field.

T
UPHOLSTERY ACCESSORIES.

HERE are many articles that have a place in the

stock of the upholstery department that do not have

a touch of elegance to any home and should meet with

much more extended use. They are exhibited with more

or less prominence, but in very many cases the sugges-

tive touch that brings order is lacking. This the partial

furnishing of an apartment or the suggestive price placard

should remedy. The point to the customer is, "How
would it look in the home, and what does it cost ?"

Trice is a big factor in the trade of people of moderate

means, and figures should be liberally quoted. When a

timid woman is buying dress goods and timidly skirls

the fringe of the upholstery department, she does not

si up lo make inquiries unless she means to buy. The de-

partmerrl should be alive with neat and tasteful signs,

which are ornamental rather than otherwise, telling visi-

tors ail about things of which they know but little. Buy-

ers know better than anyone else that sales of upholstery

goods must be forced in a way, or the results don't come.

Every department should become headquarters, through

6-2
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f—. 3^WALL PAPERS
Don't let} sales slip through your fingers

This month you are likely to be asked for SPECIAL
LINES which you may not have in stock.

It may be something for panel work—a Burlap effect for

dado—a special pattern for upper-third work—or maybe a moire

ceiling—a tapestry—or a dozen other out-of-the-ordinary things.

When such demands come up, send for samples, get the

goods— and make the profit.

Orders filled same day as received.

STAUNTONS ^£|§

fWffi irl)fcjmgg^

What About Cotton Comforters?
We have been making them for over twenty years.

We first made them on crude machinery and stuffed

them with wool shoddy. They were the best goods we could
produce then.

Every year saw an improvement in machinery ; in style
;

in filling.

Last year we thought we had got to the top notch of
perfection, and the Trade approved by giving us the largest

business in our history.

But to use a popular American phrase, we have last

year's line "skinned to death"; better styles ; better filling; a
larger range; prices no higher.

Write us for particulars.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
[The Alaska Feather and Down Co., LimitedSuccessors to
| The Toronto Bedding Co., Limited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

*L
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advertising or otherwise, for the house furnishing cus-

tomer—a bureau of information, in other words, where it

is understood thai visitors can come and look around at

will, find something worth seeing, and gel plenty of ideas

to make their homes beautiful.—Exchan

FURNISHINGS FOR MODEST HOMES.

ONE of t lit- most fruitful avenues of progress and ex-

tension of sales of upholstery departments is the

tasteful furnishing of homes of people of moderate

means. There is no lack of ability, either in New York

or most interior cities, for decorating and furnishing the

homes of the affluent, for these lattei are cases where

there is generally no particular restriction of outlay to

secure the effect desired. The managers of the up-

holstery departments catering to the trade of the great

masses of the people have a large field open before them
in becoming leaders in furnishing the homes of the throng

of t he thrifty, who, wlif'.e not in the Gobelin Tapestry

and real Brussels curtain class, are rapidly becoming edu-

cated in the beauties of harmony and proportion.—The
Upholstery Trade Review.

CHINA AND GLASSWARE
' I'HKKK is an idea prevalent that glassware and china

take up a large amount of space in the store. This

is a mistaken notion. It does not require more than

a table to make a display of a few nice pieces of ware.

A stock of fancy china is judged by its delicacy, not by

its quantity. Even if a merchant carries a fairly large

slock, he can get excellent results by showing a few

pieces for a week and then making a complete change.

It is a great incentive to a customer to come into a store

if she knows that she will always see something new.

The idea of always keeping something new back is an

excellent one. Where the whole stock is shown at once,

a big display is made for a little while and then the

people get tired of it. They get to know the stock as

well as the dealer. This should never be. The merchant

should always try to have something new to show his

customers. It ensures a freshness and piquancy to busi-

ness and the people will soon show their appreciation

of it.

Fancy plates, cups and saucers continue to be in

general favor as gifts. The popularity of odd plates and

cups is a thing that may be turned to good account. The

drygoodsman has exceptional opportunities for cultivating

this trade. He has in his store every day the people who

are most likely to buy this class of goods. It just re-

quires a little art in showing them to develop a good,

profitable business. For the next few months fancy

china and glassware should prove active stock. It is

worth trying.

JAPANESE POTTERY.

CAPTAIN F. BRINKLEY, in his recent volumes on

Japan, comments on its china as follows: "The

earliest history of pottery in Japan is very obscure,

going back to the Kameoka ware of the aborigines whom
the Japanese immigrants displaced. These Mongoloid in-

vaders came six or seven centuries before the Christian

era, and knew nothing of iron, and used only bronze im-

plements. The earliest comers—there was a second influx

live centuries later—did not know the use of the wheel

or of glaze, and their pottery was scarcely superior to

that unearthed from the mounds of the aborigines in the

north of the island. For several centuries Chinese glazed

pottery seems to have been imported by the ruling

classes, and until the twelfth centun glazed earthenware

was hardly, if at all, produced in Japan. In the thir-

teenth, Kato Sherozaemon, a potter of reputation, visited

China, and after six years' labor there, returned and

started a manufacture of ware in the Province of Owari,

the chief product being tea jars—the "tea ceremonial"

being then a new feature of Japanese social life. Captain

Brinkley devotes chapters to the wares of Hizen, Sat
suma, Kyoto, Kaga Prefecture, Owari, or Bishiu, and

Mino. miscellaneous wares and the modern developments

of Japanese ceramics—a learned and most attractive

record. With regard to later developments, the author

says that the sum of the matter is that the modern
Japanese ceramist, after many efforts to cater to the

taste of the Occident, evidently concludes that his best

hope consists in devoting all his technical and artistic

resources to reproducing the celebrated wares of China.

It is remarkable, Captain Brinkley thinks, that China,

at the close of the nineteenth century, should have again

furnished models to Japanese eclecticism, and he suggests

that it is 'doubtful whether the Japanese potter, with-

out a radical change of technical methods, will ever

reach the level on which the Chinese masters stood, but

it is very probable that he may produce en route many
beautiful and excellent varieties of porcelain.'

'

EFFECTS IN IMITATION CUT GLASS.

IMITATIONS of cut glass are now being made with

such skill that it requires a close inspection to detect

the difference. Much of the beauty of the real thing

is preserved in the color and brilliancy of the cheaper

article. This should ensure a large sale of the latter.

For ordinary use the price of cut glass places it beyond

the reach of most buyers. The desire for it, however, is

none the less present. When the effects can be produced

for a small price, most houses will be supplied with an

assortment of glassware. The water pitchers and glasses,

which are produced in this kind of ware, are particularly

worthy of mention. They are heavy in weight, of in-

tricate pattern, and of excellent color. The demand for

such articles is always large in the Summer months and,

considering the attractiveness of the present season's

samples, the retailer would do well to make timely pre-

parations.

TROUBLES OF ENGLISH POTTERS.

THE manufacturers of china and earthenware in Eng-

land are being subjected to another great trial at a

time when they need relief rather than extra pres-

sure to meet the increasing competition which they have

to encounter in every direction. Cornish china stone is

a commoditv which is utilized in every branch of the

potting industry, and it is found in a comparatively small

area in the neighborhood of St. Austel. Nine firms have

formed an association, and have decided on increasing the

price of stone about 3s. or 3s. (id per ton to the millers,

who, of course, will have to recoup themselves at the

expense of the manufacturers.

It is unfortunate that the change should have come
at a time when trade is in many branches slack, but even

if trade were nourishing it would cause a great disturb-

ance. Some manufacturers profess to regard the change

as of little consequence; but the hulk of the potteryware

in England is made inland, and the manufacturers have

lo pay much heavier carriage of the stone than many of

the Continental potters, who lia\e it conveyed from

Coi ii wall entirely by water.— Commercial Record.

Gl
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"THE INDEPENDENT MILLS."
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Wall Papers
DON'T FAIL TO SEE THE

MENZIE LINE
It Surpasses All Others

write: us for samples

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.,
LIMITED

98 King St., West.

TORONTO, CANADA.
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BEATTY, KERR
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers,

& VERNER, LIMITED

- 30 Wellington St. East, Toronto

Tan Cashmere Hose
All s!/r- from I in. to ''' in, Sell from 'J.V. to Wc.
Infants' '

|
and >, Socles. Tans, White and Black.

Hermsdorf Dye Cotton Hose
Stock complete- to sell from L5c. to 50c, including Split Soles
in " Maco ' and " Natural.''

Fabric Cloves,

Lisle, Taffeta and Silk
Two domes, Black, White. Browns, Sell from 25c. to 50c.

Tan Cashmere and Cotton Half Hose
Cashmere, to sell 25c,, 35c. and 50c
Cotton, 1.x., 20c. and 25c.

Men's Uuderwear
Balbriggan, Merino and Natural Wool, all sizes in stock now.

Overalls and Work Shirts
Large assortment. See samples with travellers.

Black or White Taffeta Ribbons—all

widths

AFTER THE SHUTTERS A R E UP
LEFT-HANDED COFFEE CUPS.

A
CLEVELAND attorney went to supper recently with

some friends, and at the tail end of his meal asked

for coffee. "Please bring it in a cup with the handle

on the left side," he said, confidentially, to the waiter.

"I'm left handed and I can't use any other kind of a

cup."

"Yes, sir," stammered the waiter. "I will, sir."

He was seen to hasten away and confer with the

head waiter. The head waiter bore down on the party.

"What sort of a cup was that you wanted, sir ?" he

asked.

"Cup with a handle on the left side. I'm left hand-

ed," said the lawyer.

The head waiter disappeared, to return a little later,

obviously perturbed.

"The cup you—" he began.

"What ?" said Mr. Neff. "Do you mean to tell me
that in a first-class cafe you haven't such a thing as a

cup with the handle on the left side ? Absurd ! Why, I

couldn't possibly use any other kind. You must have

plenty of them."

"Well," said the head waiter, "we usually have, but

I regret to say that the last we had was broken this

morning."
* *

*

BISHOP WATTERSON AND THE DRUMMER.

BISHOP WATTERSON tells a story of bow he was

once taken for a "drummer" by a traveling

salesman who was riding on the same train. Indeed,

the stranger was so confident that he was addressing an-

other of the guild that he began the conversation by in-

quiring :

"Do you represent a big house ?"

"Biggest on earth," replied the bishop, who was "on"
in a twinkling.

"What's the name ?" was the next question.

"Lord & Church," replied the Bishop.

"H'm !" mused the drummer; "never heard of it.

Any branch houses ?"

"Branch houses all over the world," said the man of

God, easily.

"That's queer !" went on the drummer, who began to

think he had run across a boastful representative of some

small concern, "Er—boots and shoes ?"

"No," said the Bishop.

"Hats and caps ?"

"No."
"Dry goods ?" asked the drummer, beginning to dis-

play irritation.

"Well," said the Bishop, "some folks call 'em no-

tions."—American Tit-Bits.

»

"Let me see some of your black kid gloves," said a

lady to a shopman. "These are not the latest style, are

they ?" she asked, when the gloves were produced.

"Yes, madam," replied the shopman; "we have had

them in stock only two days."
"1 didn't think they were, because the fashion paper

says black kids have tan stitches, and vice versa. I see

the tan stitches, but not the vice versa."

The shopman explained that vice versa was French for

seven buttons, so she bought three pairs.

j& CARPETS j&
Large stocks now ready for
immediate shipment of

TAPESTRY AND VELVET SQUARES, BRUSSELS,
INGRAINS, LINOLEUM, OILCLOTHS, HEMPS, ETC.

Special Feature! So^St^c^S!
Samples sent on receipt of Postal.

IMPERIAL CARPET CO., 11 Front, st,. e., Toronto
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Do Yo u Kn ow
can now buy : ^|I\vJ ^Wr^\ J *m^% Canada

In five grades—A, B. C, D and E
;

printed and plain goods ; qualities, de-

signs and prices will be found to compare favorably with any.

PROMPT DELIVERY -Bear in mind that we make this a special feature
and that repeat orders can be executed without delay.

Handled by all Wholesale Dry Goods Houses.
j

| i

Manufactured by

! THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited 1

MONTREAL
I I
* T * *-"—

T

—"—*-T—*—t - * - - - ». ff'T f 1 f - - » * - 1-t-t t t-H-t-fft t l-|-|-itiitiiti iiiiim iit i«m inmm»fciiii«ii«iifci«ii« ii« i.«iiimiiiM«ii«n'

Pillows as Downy as Cushions

Cushions
%

and

Light as Air

| a„ PURE '»* SANITARY

* That's the Standard of Goods

J Supplied by

|
| The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited

TORONTO Just send for Sample Order OTTAWA S
| I
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MANUFACTURED BY

THE WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
PARIS, ONT.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THE ROAD
SHOWING FALL SAMPLES.

68
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
W^ear

THE SPRING TRADE.

A.TISFACTORY weather has induced retailers to

make attractive displays of Spring underwear,

and wise ones have offered special inducements

on some number that has brought crowds to

the store. There is little grumbling about

business, and live city dealers are inventing ways and

means to make good business better. It is easily seen

that it is not necessary to take a staple like balbriggans

and cut what small profits are in this line out, as con-

sumers know such values, and unless the cut is very large

there is no attraction. Good meshes have been used by

city stores as leaders, and there seems no doubt that the

trade in this direction is expanding. Many buyers are

now in the market, and duplicates are coining forward in

a gratifying manner. Prices remain firm, and there is no

scarcity in any direction.

Good Fall Trading.

Autumn buying in underwear lias progressed favorably

in the Far East and West, and orders show no falling off

in the volume of trade. Novelty and variety are now

such important factors in trade building that the shrewd

buyer realizes the importance of placing orders early

to secure the best that is going. It is by no means urged

that a liking be shown for fads and freaks. These gener-

ally score on the wrong side. The peculiar, gratifying

feature of Fall trading is the generous advance orders now-

being taken. It was feared that retailers would trust to

a lowering of prices by holding off till the Fall. How-
ever, bad deliveries by late purchases have served as a

warning to arrange early for Autumn shipments.

Now is the time when the pressure is lightest to pick

extended assortments. Prices on raw materials remain

unshaken, and mill operators are loath to lower prices.

Flats and mesh weaves are doing particularly well. The

situation on fleeced underwear remains unchanged, though

it is freely stated that staple goods are offered at $4.50.

These goods are doing well in some sections. Ribbed

goods are spoken of favorably in some quarters. Union

suits for Fall remain about the same. Good linen mesh
underwear is exciting interest. It has sold well in the

past and has given satisfaction.

Spring Hosiery.

The hosiery market for Spring is in about the same
condition as the underwear market. Retailers are in the

market picking up desirable lots, and the best styles are

quickly snapped up. There is keen competition on staple

lines, and relailers must consider the terms and dis-

counts when a low figure is quoted. Tans are proving

exceedingly strong, but in most cases jobbers have an-

ticipated the demand and deliveries are good. Novelty
lines are doling well at retail, but a note of warning
should be sounded to not over-zealously stimulate sales

of such goods, especially in gauze hosiery. Thin gauze

hosiery is demanded by a good many women, but always
means lots of complaints.

Gauze Hosiery.

Gauze hosiery lias undoubtedly the merit of coolness,

but there are many departments who prefer not to sell

these lines. It is a good policy to tell customers plainly

that their wearing quality cannot be guaranteed. Other-

wise the prestige of .the hosiery department might be

seriously undermined. The thinner and finer the texture,

the worse proportionately is the wearing quality. It

will pay to instruct customers to suggest careful hand-

ling in the laundry. It is reasonable that these goods

must not be subjected to an endurance or dye test

comparison with heavier, cheaper grades. Russet brown
and grey are the leaders for wear with low cut shoes in

Summer and half hose.

Knitted Novelties.

There is an undoubted feeling for many lines of

sweaters, blouses, shawls, etc. During the past year The
Review has consistently urged the pushing of this depart-

ment. Many new lines are on the market, and there is

every indication of a record-breaking season. With the

approach of Summer retailers should make preparations

to cater for the requirements of the various sports.

Find out the names of the secretaries of the various clubs

and write them that you are prepared to look after their

needs.

Hosiery Sizes.

At the request of many of our subscribers this list of

sizes is reprinted for use as a reference guide.

Hose and half-hose must measure in inches from the

toe to, the heel the same number as the size. Thus, size

8 must measure 8 inches, and so on. This rule is in-

variable, and hosiery not coming up to this standard is

returnable to the vendor. The length of leg should not

be less than 27 inches.

The following is a list of hosiery sizes used in connec-

tion with the corresponding sizes of shoes :

For Men.
Size of Hose. Size of Shoes.

954 5!4 or 6
10 6'/i or 7
10' 2 754 or 8
Jl 854 or 9
1154 954 or 10

For Women.
Size of Hose. Size of Shoes

8 2 to 3
854 354 or 4
9 454 or 5
914 5M or 6
10 654 or 7
10'/2 754 or 8

Size of Hose.
4
4'.

5
5',

6
6' 2

7 ....

754

8 ... .

854 ....

9
9H

10
10',

11

For Children.

Size of Shoe. Age.
154 3 to 6 months.
2 1 year.

.
2' 2 to 354 l'i years.
4 " 554 2 years.

G ' 74 3 to 4 years.

8 ' '.)'A 5 to 6 years.
10 "1154 7 years.

. 12 " 1354 8 to 9 years.
1 " 2 10 to 11 years.

' 354 12 to 13 years.
4 and 454 14 years.

5
6

"

7
"

9 to

55

654

754

9
—Economist.
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RE WOC

Cartwrigbt $< Olamcrs
LIMITED.

Loug'HborcmgH, England,

Manufacturers of bm^

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING OUR

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND
HOSE. HALF HOSE'
OVER HOSE AND
FINE MITTS.

'J*T

We respectfully ask you to see the same before placing for Fall 1905.

Prompt Deliveries. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted.

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO,
J E. LEWITT, Manager. Eat d 1895 QODERICH, ONT.

BILLING AGENTS :

MoOLTJNG fc BURNS, A L. GILPIN, WHITE * WILSON,
117 Wellington 81 W. S2 Victoria Oh re, 81 Stephen. N.B.,

Toronto, Out. 232McGill8l , MontreaLQue. For Maritime Prorinoea.

GERHARDT, IIAM.KV .v Mai Kan. Boi 367. Winnipeg.
Imh MiLiiit >l >:i, N.W'.T. ami liriiish Columbia.

Fleeced Goods Again.

Men's fleeced underwear for Fall and Winter is an In-

teresting topic of conversation in jobbing circles. Compe-
tition upon the $4.25 line is very keen, and various ways
of meeting close pi. ices are devised. Many jobbers are

standing pat at $4.75 and refusing orders al lower figt

One house is accepting orders at $4.50. One of the com-

monest ways of meeting the $1.50 figure is to substitute

American fleeced underwear.

No Cause for Worry.

A flurry of excitement was prevalent during the

month, as it was stated that American fleeced goods were

being slaughtered on this market. Agents were con-

vinced that samples were being sent broadcast free of

charge among the jobbers, and that the price offered was
lower than the same goods were sold for in New York or

other American centres. It was not to be supposed that

sellers would so testify to the customs officials, and the

outcome appeared like a direct means of evading the new
dumping clause. A round of the jobbing houses clearly

disclosed that, although American agents have been be-

sieging this market, concessions of an unusual nature

were not offered. A line closely resembling the Canadian

$4.25 men's fleeced was freely offered last December at

$3.05, and in some quarters $3. which, with 35 per cent.

duty and 5 per cent, extra to lay it down, made the

price around $4.20, and there were few takers on account

of the fear of bad delivery. No tetter figure is now ob-

tainable. Roy's fleeced has been offered as low as $1.85.

An interested jobber commented upon this condition,

while voicing the general sentiment of the trade, as fol-

lows : "You can take it for granted that the big Am-
erican jobbers and retailers will get the benefit of any

price cutting that is done. There is not a jobber here

who can handle quantities large enough to interest these

big fellows. I shied at a 300 case lot, 10 dozen to the

case, because I felt the quantity was too big, arid the

price was no particular inducement. It is but natural

thai American mills should go to their regular customers

first with any specials they may have. There is no fear

of American fleeced goods ousting Canadian ones unless

the American mills get after a few big retailers direct,

and I don't think it would pay them to do so. Further

than this, fleeced goods are too bulky for smuggling, and

I don't think many come over. In the case of bals., it

may he another story in regard to the smuggling." On
the other hand, manufacturers and agents contend

slaughtering has been done, and that if il still continues

a deputation will be formed to state their story at

Ottawa.

JAEGERS OPEN WINNIPEG STORE.

DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY WOOLLEN SYSTEM
CO.. LIMITED, 2206 Si. Catherine street. Mont-
real, is but one more of the leading eastern houses

to realize the importance of being on the ground floor in

the western commercial field by having a western branch

at Winnipeg. Premises have been secured at 28fi Po:

avenue, and contracts have been let for installation of

complete and effective interior arrangements, which will

he completed by Hie middle of this month. This store

will he used as a retail depot entirely, and the entire

range of this linn's goods will he stocked in large variety.

The site chosen is peculiarly apt. and is undoubtedly

regarded as the coining retail centre of the western me-

tropolis. The Hudson Bay Co. and the T. Baton Co.,

Limited, are within a block of their site, and R. -I. Ing-

lis. Hie Montreal tailor, has lately opened a western

branch al No. 284 Portage avenue. Another large de-

,0
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Re^re i-Y
AND UNSHRINKABLE ^^ (^'A

UNDE RWEAR.

£lLDON

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

EILDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS-

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SlYLE.

OUR LEADING LINE

EILDON "Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Makers: __

FACTORY: HAWICK. N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.
Montreal Representatives Vancouver Representative: Toronto Representative:

J. L-. NA/OODS, J. O. POTTS A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
21-4 CORISTINE. BUILDING MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA SOUTH AFRICA PARIS
G. T. DOWELL, C. COHADE.

JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN CONSTANTINOPLE
MACDONALD k CO.. CAIRO. G.|8TRATI.

PATTERSON t RUHFUS,
Flinders Lane, MELBOURNE
Wrny»rd Street, SYDNEY.
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Make Your Underwear

Department Crow
It's simply a question of good judgment.
Co-operate with us and successis assured.

STANFIELD'S
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

(FOR MEN)

STANFIELD'S
"TRURO-KNIT" UNDERWEAR

(FOR WOMEN)

Is the foundation on which many a reputation besides
our own has been built.

Our liberal advertising creates the demand, and our
faultless Underwear holds every customer.
Persistent advertising and sterling quality are a trade-
winning combination for the retailer.

Write us to-day for samples. Sent free on request.

TRURO KNITTING MILLS GO,, LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

-^

If You Are Particular
ABOUT

Quality, Fit, Durability

THE

"TIGER" BRAND

TIGER BRAND..

Is what You
Should Buy
Then You Get

THE BEST
MANUFACTURED BY

The Gait Knitting Co.,
GALT, - ONT. LIMITED

partmental Toronto store, it is rumored, will shortly
locale on this slice! as well.

The Winnipeg Jaeger store will closely imitate, in its

luxurious ami elega.nl exterior and interior arrangement,
the headquarters on St. Catherine street, Montreal.

AN OPINION ON UNDERWEAR DIMENSIONS.
f^ OMMENTING upon the underwear dimensions pub-

\_, lished in the April Dry Goods Review, a high-class

underwear store, with world wide branches, com-
mended these talrfes, and incidentally pointed out some
interesting variations observed in their wide-spread con-

nection. For instance, flal drawers of waist measure-

ment 36, and inseam 30, which is the accepted Canadian

type in the retail trade, is hardlv sufficient to accommo-
date their trade, and they run both the lone and the

shod leg, the former 30, and the latter 27. Their ex-

perience is that the shorter leg, 27, is the biggest seller

over the counter, although storekeepers have not ap-

preciated this fact as yet. In the United States a .36

waist has a 2!) and a 32 inseam, with the latter most in

demand, while in England the 27 inch inseam is most

liked.

SWEATERS.

THE utmost confidence is justified in the outlook for

the knitted Houses, which have been growing

steadiiy in popularity for several seasons. There

are noticeable many improvements as the market for

them widens and their place as staple articles of wear-

ing apparel becomes assured.

The high collar, adapted from the garment so long

exclusively the property of the stronger sex, has almost

disappeared from the ranks of ladies' sweaters. The

general trend of fashion is followed, sleeves taking fulness

at the top, and other small, though not unimportant,

changes are being made. There is no longer manifest 'he

tendency to make the knitted blouse as much as possible

like the shirtwaist, and as a rule an athletic style is

favored. While staple colors are always in certain de-

mand, the bulk of orders are now placed upon v. bite

goods, in men's as well as in ladies' wear.

TENDENCY OF HOSIERY.

IT is a noteworthy fact that in recent years the novelty

idea lias been a factor of growing importance in the

hosiery business. Manufacturers have no doubt

fostered it as much as they could for obvious reasons.

Their profits, as well as those of distributors, depend

upon sales, and the more the element of novelty and

fashion can he introduced the larger the sales will be.

As a natural result of this efforl on the part of

hosiery mills, the possibilities of profit in this depart-

ment of the average retail store have been considerablj

augmented, but it is safe to say that there are a good

many merchants who do not appreciate the fact. On the

other hand, there is a large number of live, wide awake

merchants, always on the alert to discover new sources

of profit, who have been quick to discern the opportunity

and profit thereby to a very gratifying extent. There is

not much money to he made out of a hosiery stock that

is confined almost exclusively to staple goods Every

merchant should show fancies to such an extent as he

thinks local conditions will justify. No doubt there are

some localities that would not take hold of them very

enthusiastically, but they are comparatively few in num-

ber.

The fact of the matter is, the popular demand for

fancies has hen steadily increasing in the last few years.
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Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

KNITTED GOODS Dry Goods Review

UNDERWEAR
that shrinks. It is absolutely unshrinkable.
This brand will please the most particular cus-

tomers. It is so different from other kinds. It is

full-fashioned and perfect-fitting—is soft as velvet

— lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior to

imported goods. It is made in India Gauze,
medium and heavy weights, Silk and Wool,
Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino. Every gar-

ment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Bibbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905, are

up-to-date. New Lines, New Trimmings.

Our Representative will call on you shortly.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the
best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling — uniform prices throughout
the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

The Trade Mark is a genuine guarantee

of purity

NOTE

TOADE/(^ MARK and quality

• IT

Price List and full particulars as to terms, etc

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY,
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

The Stratford
Knitting Co., „„!,,„

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J.A.MURRAY
232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex N B
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Crescent fl
^JPand li

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
if Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELL1NO AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

and merchants who have not yet goi into the hand wagon
are advised to get aboard, Dip into tin- novelties more
than you have been wont to do in the past, using due

caution in making your selections, of course. Touch ex-

treme novelties very lightly, unless you are sure of hav-

ing a good outlel for them. You wit! find that joui

Customers, especially the novelty seekers, heartily ap-

prove of the innovation, and your hosiery sales will in-

crease very materially.—The Reporter.

AMERICAN DEMANDS.

IN the United States there is a steady trend toward

better qualities, and high-priced goods meet with

ready sales. The increase in the demand for silk and

lisle goods is especially marked. The sofl Egyptian cot-

tons are brought out in fine-gauged, warmly-fleeced goods,

which are exceedingly like the wools which they replace

to a large extent. The ribbed styles are best favored in

these, and there is also an increase in favor for ribbed

styles in the wool lines. Orders are of gratifying si/.e for

Fall goods, and there is evidently a wise disposition on

the part of retailers to place their orders early enough

to be sure of their prompt delivery.

In silk underwear for ladies, embroidered and lf-ce-

trimmed goods are in high favor. Whites lead, of course,

but dainty pinks and blues are also in good demand.

These come in various combinations as well as in the

separate garments, and are increasingly popular. Com-

bination suits in all lines from silk to cotton are in bet-

ter demand with each succeeding season. Hand-made

crochet trimmings in silk are much used on the better

class of goods.

THE { BRITISH AND BEST
}

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.

M
UNSHRINKABLE

ATHLETIC GOODS.

THERE is a good business to be worked up in sweat-

ers and stockings for athletic organizations if the

merchant would only go after it. Few towns have

not some sports which requite tegular suits for the

teams.

.Just now those who are carrying this class of mer-

chandise are reaping a harvest, and the season promises

to be the best ever experienced. The metropolitan

stores are doing an excellent business in this line; in

fact, it has been necessary in many instances to increase

the space given to this department.

There is no limit to what can be done in this way.

Everybody who indulges in outdoor exercise will buy a

jersey or sweater if the goods are attractive. In fact, a

man simply cannot play any vigorous game without

dressing himself in something of the kind. Indications

point to a greater season for wheeling than has been

seen for years. All these things will bring sweaters and

bicycle stockings 1o the front.

BRITISH COTTON.

Till-; possibility of a new source of cotton to supply the

English markets is agitating the southern growers.

The British colonies are experimenting with this,

with promising results. Already considerable progress

has been made with cotton culture in India, and now

Nigeria is heralded as a new land of promise. The condi-

tions there would appear 1o be peculiarly favorable for

col ton plantations. If British optimism regarding col-

onial supplies is well founded, American export trade

would sillier a severe blow. However, Hie displacement

of American cotton can oirty come about gradually, as

the new fields must be developed with care.
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(Ignited)
MONTREAL

DRESS DEPARTMENT

Summer and Autumn, 1905
In a few days our Travellers will be soliciting your orders for Summer, Autumn and

Winter Dress Materials. As many lines are of Lustre and Sicilian make we have contracted

for an early deliver}- and will be in a position to ship many[jof our styles in early June.

Our comprehensive range includes

Plain, Shot and Figured Lustres,
Phantom and Shadow Checks and Striped Lustres,
Melange Figures, Mirage Figures,
Kaskade and Leviathan Stripes,
Clan Tartan Lustres, Sicilians,

Cashmeres, Box Cloths,
Chiffon Finish Venetians, Sedans, Tweeds,
Cord de Soie, Crepe de Chene, Eoliennes, etc., etc.

SILKS HAVE COME BACK
and are now a fashionable part of women's attire ; examine our Taffetas to retail at 50

and 75 cents.

Coloured Messalines to retail at 75c. and $1.00
Coloured Chiffon Taffetas to retail atSI.OO
Coloured Shot Taffetas to retail at $1.00
Coloured Louisines to retail at50c, 75c. and $1.00
Coloured Tartan Taffetas to retail at 75c.
Fancy Shot Check Louisines to retail at 85c.

DRESS TRIMMINGS. New lines of Appliques and Fancy Braid Gimps.

An immense range of WHITE WASH FABRICS for immediate delivery.
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FURS
for tKe coming season ; then why would you
Hesitate to buy them from the largest estab-
lishment of the Kind in the country where
you are sure to get the newest patterns and
the best values for the least money ?

Our travellers now on the road -will surely
interest you. Why not wait for them before
placing' your stocK order?

*Zf.ArthurPaquet, Quebec

.

DON'T
HANG
BACK
Because you may
never have bought
of us before. Let's

get acquainted.
You've been reading
about the merits of

our

Persian and
Russian

Lamb Jackets

Don't you think it

about time to verify

our statements ?

Another specialty is

MEN'S FUR-LINED COATS
('.•(// when in the market.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

¥«[ilA®0[MEM(g!I

m (§n@w[

>EE THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.
ITED
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* FURS *
elsewhere is a safe criterion of the increased demand, and

retainers should this season buy early, as sacrcity in

popular fins is almost a certainty. By Kail it will be

almost an impossibility to till any open orders, and there

will be the usual scarcity of furriers and cutters to con-

tend with.

FUR SALES CAUSE EXCITEMENT.

CONSIDERABLE excitement is prevalent in fur

manufacturing circles over the marked in-

creases quoted at the recent London fur sales.

Further than this, the loeal trappers are ask-

ing firm prices on nearly all grades, and ad-

vances have to be paid. In the face of this, considerable

trade optimism is displayed, as furriers reason that the

consumer will pay the higher prices much more readily

than; even lower ones. This is based on the belief that

price enhances the attractiveness of the article.

Although the market is a bull one, and in some in-

stances demand far exceeds supply, it is by no means ex-

pected that the trade will have to pay prices commensu-
rate with the advances quoted on raw furs. Mink is up-

permost in every one's mind, and along St. Paul street,

Montreal, comment is general that lines will have to be

shown of stoles, ruffs, etc., where little workmanship en-

ters at prices approaching the advance in raw material.

On the otbei hand, in the case of jackets, fur-lined gar-

ments, etc.. where the trimmings and workmanship are

intricate and mean a large percentage of the cost of the

garment, the advance in raw furs will not be so apparent.

REPORT OF MARCH FUR SALES.

Til E important fur sales which began in March and
continued throughout April furnished interesting

matter to the trade. At the Hudson Bay Co.'s

sale mink scored exceptional advantages over one year

ago. The firsts demanded NO per cent., and seconds and

thirds Kill per cent., higher. These were mostly Canadian

furs. Otter brought 5(1 per cent, higher, and silver fox

till per cent, higher than one year ago. On the other-

hand, red fox scored no advance. Marten was 60 per

cent, higher.

At C. M. Lampson & Co.'s sale, London, the same
general tendencies prevailed. These were mostly foreign

furs. The following list shows the results of the active

lines, in all cases percentages being compared with one

year ago.

These furs show the following higher percentages :

Otter, 50 p.c; mink, 65 p.c; skunk, 25 p.c; marten, 55

p.c; Russian sable, 50 p.c; squirrel, 50 p.c; beaver, 10

p.c; wallaby and wambat, each, 15 p.c; silver fox, 60

p.c; blue fox, 70 p.c; white fox, 15 p.c Gray fox was
quoted 20 p.c and opossum 25 p.c. lower.

OUTLOOK NEVER BETTER.

NOTHING is more intensely becoming than furs, and
Canadian women greatly appreciate this quality, as
well as their warmth. Women insist upon having

them, and in a sense are extravagant in procuring them.
They wear furs upon every possible occasion. Further
than this, especially in the small furs, there is a decided

tendency to buy every season, which means increased

business to the fur department. It might be well just

now for stores that have space to afford to advertise :

"Furs will be stored in the Summer at a nominal figure,

and repairs made to same." City stores make quite a

furore over this business. It contains latent possibilities

for new business.

The advance in prices of nearly all furs alluded to

NO MATERIAL CHANGES IN STYLE 3.

INDICATIONS point to no radical changes in style

than what generally obtained last season. Lines

now being shown the trade contain no material dif-

ferences. Natural trimmings are observed more than ever

before',, and buttons and braids seem to be much in vogue.

Fur-lined coats for both men and ladies show increased

strength. With the exception of the sleeve, which shows
the fullness at the top in the ladies' fur-lined coats, there

are no material style changes, although a tendency is

noted to shorter lengths. Persian lamb jackets are un-

deniably in the lead, and the wise ones will place orders

early before skins are used up.

A larger business than ever will be done in small

furs. Neckpieces of every conceivable length will be more
fashionable than ever. Grey squirrel is featured in this

respect; stole and muff to match. A perfect imitation of

chinchilla in stoles and muffs shows the advance in man-
ipulation of the ordinary rat and muskrat. The service is

not so good, but this is not regarded seriously. The
large flat muff will retain its popularity.

DEVELOPMENT OF FUR RETAILING.

IT is not many years ago that the retailing of furs was
conducted mainly by specialty fur stores and hatters,
the latter selling furs to fill in their otherwise slack

time. Not more than fifteen or twenty years ago fur

salesmen had to work in a very limited field. In those
days the dry goods store that handled furs was an excep-

tion, and most salesmen, in fact, carried furs as a side

line because it hardly paid manufacturers to send out

men with furs only. To-day no dry goods or department
store would be considered complete or up to date with-
out a well-stocked fur department. Indeed, not a few-

stores make the fur department the criterion of success
to the whole establishment. It is a fact that in volume
of sales furs have assumed such proportions within the
past few years that they have become one of the most im-
portant branches of the dry goods and ready-made gar-
ment businesses.

It is now necessary for retail buyers to have a
thorough knowledge of this branch of business, and in not
a few stores special fur buyers are employed to give this

line their exclusive and entire attention.

Fur Buyers Now Visit The Market.

Of late it has not been unusual for buyers to come 1o
New York from all parts of the country on special fur

trips, and certainly no first-class manufacturer of furs

would now, except under extraordinary circumstances,
permit his line to be carried on the road as a side issue.

In brief, all indications point to the fur business as, a
prominent and ever-growing institution in retail mer-
chandising, and rightly so. The properly conducted and
successful fur department has more than once helped to
"square" losses sustained in other parts of a store, while
material losses to retailers on furs are very rare indeed,
excepting such as are due to gross carelessness or neglect.

Fur Stocks Rarely Carried Over.

Very randy are great fur stocks carried over from
season to season. Even when they are, in most cases
they are worth as much the next season as when they
were bought, or at least, not very much less. Further.
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something can always be done with furs, whether they

are coats, scans or muffs, even when they are out of

style, as with slight expenditure they can be made al-

most equal to new. The cases are not few, moreover,

when fur manufacturers have volunteered to make such

changes and alterations free of charge to desirable cus-

tomers.

A Profitable Year in Fur Departments.

The fur business then, especially in its retail branch,

is in a most satisfactory condition. Stocks have been

cleaned and profits good, and each year for several years

past have more furs been sold. Such an increase is cer-

tain to be the case again this year in spite of the al-

ready high and constantly increasing prices of fur skins.

Almost all the fur sales at the .January fur sale in Lon-

don brought higher prices than last year, and the firm

markets nowr prevailing in New York, London and Leipsic

argue strongly for highei puces at the celebrated Hudson

Hay and Lampsoii's London March sail

High prices aic. however, an indication Of big de-

mands, and on thai demand all business depends. N'oi is

this demand in any way fictitious. That woman is an

exception who does not wish to be in style, and- fuis are

now, and bid fair to remain indefinitely, the most style-

enhancing part of a woman's dress. Is it not with envy

and regret that the "furless" woman views her "fur-

wearing" sister, and the "conied" one her more fortu-

nate rival in sables 1 And so long as this is the case,

so long must the vogue of furs continue and fur garments

of all sorts be an increasingly important factor in the

amount of retailers' sales.—Nugent 's Bulletin.

CLERKS' DEPARTMENT
KNOW THE GOODS AND THE CUSTOMERS.

IF
you know goods you can meet the objections of

customers without in the slightest degree misre-

presenting. By doing so you earn their respect and

patronage. If you have to admit your ignorance or pre-

tend to know and you don't, you are tripped up and

made ridiculous. The merits of wool garments or of

mixed garments must be clearly understood and the

countless talking points of everything in stock. You must
be adroit in explaining any substitution which is neces-

sary and plausible, but sound arguments must be given.

Never dupe a customer. This kills business more quickly

than it can be built up.

Some customers want quick service and no talk, while

others wish personal interest shown. Human nature is

odd, and you must study your customer and adapt your-

self to his temperament and mood. It is close attention

and study along these lines that makes a successful

clerk.

Every clerk has the idea of some day being a success-

ful merchant, and to do this he must first be a successful

clerk. It is the old story of starting at the bottom of

the ladder and climbing up rung by rung. Study your

line in each detail and shirk no tasks. Experience is a

great part of your capital and upon the soundness of

your knowledge of goods and customers depends the

success or failure of any business venture.

THE CARDINAL VIRTUE.

THE cardinal virtue of the salesman or clerk is earn-

estness. That, in its true form, includes everything

that is essential to an employe. If he is earnest, he

will do his work from pure interest in it. He will not

be the one to find fault with the store conditions. His

zeal will cause him rather to rectify what is wrong

within his jurisdiction. His interest in the business will

((impel him to give the best service of which he is

capable to every customer who enters the store. This

is where patience and courtesy are required.

But, after all, are not these qualities just the natural

result of true earnestness'' If a clerk is really in earnest

he will be alert to see what is the best method of dealing

with the individual customers. Salesmanship introduces

a large element of human nature, but only he who studies

his business and who is vitally interested in its success

pan hope to acquire this knowledge. He who can size

up the character of his customer and look at a proposi-

tion through his glasses, will, by a second nature, use

patience where that is necessary, quickness and decision

where these are required.

No man ever yet achieved success who had not a large

measure of earnestness. It is the motive force which

impels a man forward. Under its influence a clerk is not

watching the clock for the time of closing to come. He
is considering how he may best use the few remaining

minutes for the betterment of his department. This is

the spirit which makes a manager out of a clerk and a

proprietor out of a manager.

Many clerks omit looking after small things on the

principle that the manager will not notice it, or that

they will not get credit for it. This is an egregious

error. The proper performance of one's work will reach

the notice of an employer without a particle of doubt.

He may not notice each individual act of zeal, but he

will notice whether the department is well or ill-kept,

and every detail tells in the appearance of the whole.

Earnest, zealous work is not only advisable in giving an

interest and pleasure to the work, but is undoubtedly of

first importance in insuring success Without it the clerk

will be a clerk till his last day.

THINGS WORTH DOING.

Always have a hearty welcome for everyone, customer

or not, and endeavor to make folks feel at home in your

store, at the same time be politic enough to keep your

place of business free from loungers. Do not encourage

your men behind the counter to make a practice of enter-

taining their friends with an hour's talk. There is no

condition so distasteful to a customer as to find several

men standing around with no evident business other than

to kill time. Have a thoroughly business air about the

place, and show no disposition to entertain loungers—

they will soon realize that their visits are not ap-

preciated.

78
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I have just returned from a little

jaunt through the West, where I had

great pleasure in calling on a number of

my customers and friends.

There is always a satisfaction in be-

coming personally acquainted with one's

customers, when there are many little

things that can be discussed to our

mutual advantage.

Of course I took my samples along,

for these trips cost money, and I wanted

to ma' e expenses anyway. I am pleased

to state that in almost every instance I

was rewarded with liberal orders.

I am showing this season

Fur-Lined Coats for Ladies

Fur-Lined Coats for Gentlemen

Fur Muffs

Fur Ruffs and Boas

Persian Lamb Jackets

Fur Caps

in fact, everything in furs at "way-up"
quality, and " way-down " prices, values

equalled by few, if any, other furriers in

Canada.

If my travellers do not reach you
shortly, drop me a post card and I will

see that one does.

A. J. ALEXANDOR
504-0 St. Paul St., Montreal

^•Xe»J«»J.*e^*»Je»Je»JeeJM j•*j»y»

FUR COATS
A little different

± Our lot No. 1,000

"Australian Calf"
is a big seller. •••

H
»

.

Ask to have sample coat sent on **

X approval without cost to you.

DON'T DELAY. DO IT NOW

GUARANTEE
The skins from which this

Coat is made are the very

best obtainable, and are not

damaged by coloring", and

we guarantee this Fur Coat

to give better service and

wear longer than any other

Fur Coat on the market.

LEAK FUR MFG. GO OF CANADA
LIMITED

Call and see us when in the city.

•T"
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Leak Fur Mfg. Co.

of Canada, Limited

Manufacturers of

Fur Coats for Men and Women, Fur Robes

American Tannery and Factory at

;
Gloversville, N. Y.

Canadian address, now at new premises

5 - 7 Recollet St., Montreal
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PUSH SEASONABLE GOODS.

BT
is assumed that the progressive retailer has all

the changes and improvements which he has con-

templated, by this tunc, completed. Whatever be

the condition of the store, no general alterations

can be considered for the present. This is the

month for selling- No obstructions can be tolerated. The

place may not he without fault, the necessity of exten-

sions and changes in the plan may obtrude themselves on

his notice. But, with the Spring season in full swing,

he must use his present resources to the best of his

abilities, concealing undesirable spots with a draping of

Summery finery and luring on customers by the freshness

of his window showing. The season is his fellow-con-

spirator in this. There is no dry goods stock which docs

not contain enough and to spare of shimmering fabrics

and snowy linens to make a display which the average

woman cannot withstand.

Lines for Special Display.

When all is said and done, the whitewear offers pos-

sibilities in the line of window dressing and interior

decoration which cannot be surpassed. The clearness,

brightness, and freshness, which it seems to suggest and

typify, have a fascination that is bound to induce buying.

Then, too, after Hie dullness of Winter, the newness of

I he Spring offerings is most effective. The buyers are in

a receptive mood and are quick to recognize anything

attractive. Everything conduces to this feeling. It re-

mains only for the retailer to turn the tide of popular

fancy in tiie direction of his goods. The problem is not

new. It is up to him every year, and if he is wide-awake

he will profit by the experience of former seasons in

making this successful. Alertness to the situations that

may develop and quickness in adapting himself and his

stock to existing circumstances are the requisites of a

successful business man.

How to Fight ths Price-Cutters.

A progressive Montreal jobber, in conversation with

The Review recently, laid stiess upon the modern ten-

dency of retailing which in his mind approached the

"bargain mecca," notwithstanding the steady trend of

demand for the better and higher class of merchandise.

Instances of the methods pursued in large city stores

were touched upon, and the eases of small towns, where

illegitimate and undue price cutting was resorted to, were

explained.

Cuts the Life Out of Business.

I ndoubtedlj Ibis method of merchandising educates

people to a point where they will buy only when goods

are offered at a special sale. Discount sales, bargain

sales, and everj conceivable form of price cutting deafen

people lo the value of a real bargain, In towns where

the nuinbei <>i dry goods stores is excessive, reckless

pi ice competition is usually found the natural outcome

This tends to eliminate the weaker merchants, but does

mil necessarily mean the survival of the fittest, No mer-

chant can continually buy to better advantage and under-
sell his competitors.

Creating a. Reputation.

Wise merchants avoid this price-cutting competition as

far as possible. In modern merchandising there is a good
deal more than price to be considered. It is by no means
urged that a reputation be obtained for only high-priced

merchandise, for staples must be sold as low as com-
petitors. It is upon novelties that the profit must be

made. Talking style and fashion are nowadays potent
factors. There are innumerable ways of attracting trade
without undue price competition. For the right mer-
chandise a good round price can be obtained. Nowadays
the merchandise comes into scrutiny, especially in season-
able periods, as much as the price. Convince the public

that what you offer bears the seal of fashion's approval.
Relatively high prices will not deter people from buying.

When the need of a special sale is felt, work it up in

a thorough and progressive manner. Take time and get

the people talking, and when the time comes to spring the
sale you will get the people into the store and they will

be satisfied and stay satisfied.

Push Spring Trade.

Novelty is the cry just now, and retailers should keep
this to the front. It is the newest goods which create

talk. This novelty creates a value which must not be

neglected The average woman cannot gauge the worth
of style and novelty, whereas she knows all about the

price she ought to pay for staples. If the correct style

features of Spring merchandise are emphasized the profits

and sales should be favorable.

May Muslin Underwear Sales.

The custom has grown up of holding muslin underwear
sales just after the New Year, but the logical time is

now. Muslin underwear departments of the modern store

have pushed the home-sewing machine out of business \

great deal of the success of the sale depends upon proper

advertising. Statements carefully made and strongly put

are necessary. The' weather this month is very much in

favor of such sales.

It is now universally recognized that price tickets

should regulate the offering rather than a classification

by garments. Twenty-five and 39c. tables with corset

covers, drawers, and underskirts all mingled are much
better than having a special table devoted to each style

of garment. If garments at all sorts of prices are on one

table they will receive tougher treatment and quipkly

lose their freshness.

In the January sales of city stores an attractive

window displaj was made on nickel cross trees against

a green background. Every garment was trimmed with

pink ribbon of good qualitj satin. Pink or baby blue are

the most appropriate colors for decorating undcrmuslin.

Everj style should be priced and numbered and customers

can thus readily see what comes tlie nearest to pleasing.

1(\ displaying the goods in this way it will save pulling

them from the boxes and opening up for the inspection

of customers.

SO
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LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

FOR A PROGRESSIVE MAN,

One of our customers in Manitoba is obliged to dispose of his

business on account of ill health. He has worked himself sick

building up his business. The buyer gets the reward for his years
of well-directed effort.

It is a splendid business, and can be made better. The store

is clean, the stock is clean (absolutely no old stock) the fixtures

are good, the annual turn over is a good percentage.

It is the only store in town, and the good will is valuable.

415,000 cash will buy the stocks, good will, fixtures—every-

thing. Last year the net profits were over $3,100. This year with
the same progressive management the net profits f-hould be over
$4,000.

Modern dwelling house to be sold w th the business, 11 rooms,
bath, modern heating apparatus, ice shed, etc., etc., valued at

$3,000, to go for $2,900 cash.

Rooms above store rented. Option to buy store building.

Postmastership paying $500 per annum can probably be trans-

ferred to purchaser.

Seller is sacrificing money, his hopes and ambitions. Don't
expect to shade these prices.

No part payment offer of less than $8,000 for business or
$1,500 for house will be even considered.

Every particular gladly given. The closest examination and
investigation is invited. A quick transfer for cash in hand is what
is desired. This is YOUR chance.

"WRITE US AT ONCE. * * Please mention The Review

Newspaper
Advertising,

circulars.

Bookie s,

Mailing

Cards

CHILD (©, FALL
Advertising - Business Building

WAKEFIELD. MASS.

Advice on

Practical

Points for

Business

Betterment

MmM^n4<••..»..#..#..#..•..«..«.. ....,

150 YEARS REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons.
Abbey Mills, Redditch,Enclmld.

BRAND
Ma«W

MAYj 22 i9o;
C

'/

Sold under 15Qyears
guarantee."

Ifyou haven't them,
order NOW.

Wm. Croft & Sons
Established 1855

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO

VIENNA IX Berggasse 7

o-.».-»-.«..•....»..»...... ..«..»..«.....,

I..«..»..«..*..t. •••••-•••-•••,

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sig'ht Typewriter

Will do your work 25%
to 50% faster than any

other writing- machine.

Highest award "Grand
Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

U.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED |

ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET, I

TORONTO and at MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

bT
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Our New Warehouse, cor. Front and Bay Sts., Toronto

GORDON M/\CK/\Y £}?&
^
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada, Great Britain and United States, $2 a year.

Other Countries, $3 a year.

Single Copief. 20 cents.

Invariably in advance.

DIRKCTORS

:

f. B. MACLEAN, Montreal, PRESIDENT
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto, Vice-President
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal, - - - Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL, TORONTO,

232 McGill Street. 10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 1255. Tel. Main 2701.

WINNIPEG, F. R. Munro - - Room 406 Mclntyre Block
Telephone 1846.

Vancouver, ------- Geo. S. B. Perry

ST. John, N.B., J. Hunter White - No. 3 Market Wharf

GREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, ENG., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

AUSTRALIA-
AUSTRALIA, W. H. Sharland, Jr., Steamships Building, Adelaide

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONOENTS

:

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Revuw as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in
its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in
the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, MAY, 1905.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
American House, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. K. Buttertield & Son. Ham

ilton. Bermuda,
Bank of Bermuda. Hamilton. Ber-

muda.
Barry, Walter H. al Co., Montreal.
Brophy-Cains. Limited. Montreal.
Denzer, Goodhart U Scheuer, New

York.

Dominion Textile Co., Montreal.

Hermsdorf, Louis, Chemnitz, Saxony.

Imperial Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Liebovitz, S. & Sons, New York,

Sternberger Si Ballerstein, New York.

"The Argyle," Hamilton, Bermuda.
Victoria Lodge, Hamilton, Bermuda.

DISTRIBUTE YOUR INSURANCE.

DO not have your insurance so placed that it will all

expire on the same day. Many merchants do this

and claim as their reason that it is easier to keep track-

on it that way than if they had to pay a number of

premiums at different times. There are a number of very

weighty reasons why the insurance should be distributed.

In the first plate it is just possible that you may forget

to renew your policies, and then the store is absolutely

without protection. Many exigencies may arise to pre-

vent you looking after this matter on some particular

time. You may be called out of town temporarily and

detained over the time for renewal. Sickness or a press

of other business may cause it to slip your mind. Vet

if a fire occurred during the time after the policies had

lapsed you would suffer a total loss.

Another feature of the case which is worthy of at ten-

lion is your comparative independence if you have your

insurance divided up into a number of policies which

expire at different times. You are in a Ear stronger posi-

tion to deal -with t lie insurance companies. There can

be no possible chance of 1 the company holding you up un-

duly, as they could if they knew that your whole insur-

ance expired on that day. You would have to accepl

their terms or take a chance, lor a time at least, of

the loss of your entire establishment. This is a matter

which merits your closest consideration. Do not concen-

trate your securities too much.

* *
*

The advertisements in the Review are news. Do not fail

to read them.
* *

*

KEEP DOWN EXPENSES.

THERE are certain fixed expenses in every store and

on the ratio of these to the receipts depends the

success or failure of a business. Expenses of stock are

not included in these. Such expenditures are only made

as the sales demand. In a well-ordered store, the higher

these run the higher the receipts run. The expenses which

eat up the profits are the small ones which in themselves

bring in no return. Lighting, heating, care of buildings,

etc., are all fixed. They do not necessarily vary with the

amount of business done. It should be the merchant's

object to reduce these as much as possible, consistent

with giving the best service. Watch the petty expendi-

tures. If you have money to spend put it in the store

or in permanent fixtures. Do not fritter it away on un-

necessary trifles.
* *

*

Efficiency ol service is the hist axiom in piogicssnc mci-

chandizing.
* *

*

TRADE AT HOME.

IT
is the duty of every business man to inculcate in

the citizens of his town the desirability of buying

from home merchants. This is not a matter for senti-

mental theorizing. The evil of patronizing outside stores

is present, and it must be combatted by retail merchants

with vigor and dispatch.

It requires no argument on our part to prove that

this is unfair. The whole fabric of civil life depends upon

the organization of every element of the town for the

common good. The merchant invests more or less money

in his stock and store; he pays taxes on this; he pays

wages which enable his clerks to live and contribute their

share to the general fund; the public institutions of the

town are to a large extent dependent upon his generosity;

it- is through the mutual intercourse of the farmers and

himself that a market is established; the schools are

supported largely through his taxes. Everything in the

town which depends upon good citizenship, generosity

and enterprise, is directly supported or largely benefited

by his presence.

What does the mail order store in Ihe big city do for

the town? Its proprietor pays no taxes, employs no men.

has absolutely no stake in the place. The maintenance

of good streets and public buildings are of no account to

him. His influence is on all sides injurious. In the clos-

ed
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ing or weakening of the retail stores he does a double

injury. No1 OIllj is the merchant ruined, but the numer-

ous clerks and workers who are contributory to his

business are thrown out of employment. So the town

loses the benefit from this class also. The mail order

house is always drawing the money away from the town;

it contributes in return nothing.

These are facts which should be kept before the peo-

ple. It is not sufficient for the merchant to know that

such conditions are not right. He should start a crusade

against them, get the local newspaper interested in it

and then set about stirring up public sentiment against

the unfair practice. Let him, however, never forget that

the best weapon to use in such a campaign is up-to-date

merchandising. If possible, beat the mail order man on

his own ground.
* *

*

Persuade yourself of the merits of your goods first. It

will be easy then to persuade others.

* *
*

WORTHY OF PRAISE.

IT
is in the interests of the trade in general that dis-

honest dealing, whether on the .part of the retailer

or wholesaler, should be promptly punished. The dif-

ficulty which is too often found in ensuring a vigorous

prosecution by the parties interested has been treated of

before in these columns. In striking contrast to this was

the straightforward prosecution of J. B. Hill by certain

Toronto wholesale dealers. The evidence educed in the

trial, the charge of the judge to the jury, and the con-

viction by the jury, showed a widespread scheme of mis-

representation and dishonesty on the part of the de-

fendant. Any condoning of such an offence by the vic-

tims, or negligence in securing a conviction, would he

reprehensible and culpable. The men, who by their prose-

cution of Hill cleared the commercial atmosphere of

suspicion, are deserving of the thanks of all business-

men.
*

It is necessary for a merchant to keep his word in order to

keep his trade.
* •

•

THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF BUSINESS.

FEW merchants realize just how much the success of

their neighbor's business influences their own busi-

ness. They seem to imagine that the welfare of

their business depends entirely on their own exertions.

They consequently become narrow in their outlook ami

adopt a don't-care attitude towards their neighbor and

his interests.

As an example of this, take the connection between

the sale of books on flowers and the sale of flower seeds.

The bookseller across the street makes a sale of a book

on flower gardening to a man who has hitherto nevei

had his attention drawn to or his interest awakened in

this agreeable pursuit. He takes the book home, looks

over the illustrations and conceives a desire to surround

his home with plants and (lowers. He reads the book and

learns how to cultivate flowers successfully. Next day

lie will probably enter a grocery store and buy a selection

of seeds.

Did the grocer sell those seeds? In a way he did. but

it is much more probable that the bookseller across the

way actually sold them. It was through his good sales-

manship that the aforementioned man bought the book on

gardening, and if the latter had nol bought it. it is not

likely the grocer would have sold the seeds to him.

A moment's reflection will suffice to call up a number

of examples similar to this, all of which teach the im-

portant lesson of the interdependence of business in any

town or citv.
* *

Business which is worth ha ving is worth going after.

*

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

COPIES of the special numbers of the Australian

Draper and the Drapers' Record have reached us

during the month. The former is a fine example of the

progressiveness and vigor of the Australian people. It

is a large paper, handsomely bound, with a full list of

bright and well-written departments. It is a creditable

number even for the Draper, whose every number is

mujch above the ordinary.

We speak of the Drapers' Record with considerable

reverence. It holds a unique position among the trade

papers of the world. Its long and uniformly prosperous

past has given it a position of authority among all other

trade publications. The special only displayed its recog-

nized qualities to a greater extent.

He who paddles bis own canoe is independent of the
" pull " friends may extend him.

EXTEND YOUR BUSINESS.

NO business man can afford to rest content with the

business he already has. The law of nature, that

progress is necessary to prevent decay, is no less true

in commercial life. The most promising field for an ex-

tension of business, in the case of the average store-

keeper, is among the farmers. There are particular

reasons which make the trade of the farmers valuable.

Chief among these is the fact that it is practically a

cash business. A farmer comes into the market and sells

his wares and then exchanges his money for the neces-

saries of his own home. There is no question of delayed

payments or bad debts. Again, this class, as a rule, does

not demand the great variety of goods which must be

shown to a town customer before making a sale. Their

iradc consists largely of staple lines and standard

fashions. Neither is there the same fluctuation among

the residents as there is likely to be in a town. In the

latter case a considerable number of customers are merely

transient. The farmer, on the contrary', seldom moves,

unless to come into the town when he retires.

For these and other reasons the trade of the farmers

should be cultivated. This can be done by special appeals

84
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to them on market days, by advertising in the papers,

for the farmer reads his paper from cover to cover, and

by displaying goods which are likely to catch their fancy.

The merchants of a town in Western Ontario made a

combined effort to induce the farmers to come into town

bo the market two days a week. Special bargains and

sales were offered on Wednesday and the idea met with

considerable success. The advantage of this business

should be recognized by all merchants.

* *
*

A bright "ad " will wake up dull customers.

* *
*

TRADE CONDITIONS.

TRADE for April was somewhat disappointing. The

cold weather of the first three weeks, following as

it did the fine weather of March, had a depressing effect

on all lines. No fear, however, is expressed of any pro-

longed quietness. |It is generally felt' in wholesale circles

that one week . of good warm weather will stir up busi-

ness to good activity.

Conditions throughout the country are such as to

ensure a prosperous season. Practically all industries are

in a flourishing position. Immigration, both from Europe

and from the United States, is exceeding the records of

any previous year. The transportation companies are

increasing their facilities for handling freight and pas-

senger traffic. Additional steamers are being put on to

ply between Canada and England, and negotiations con-

tinue in the matter of developing our trade with the

West Indies and Mexico.

All these activities denote an optimism which is as

widespread as it is well founded. With the population

increasing, new fields for agriculture opening up, ajnd an

industrial class earning good wages, there is nothing to

hinder a good season's lousiness. Unfavorable climatic

conditions may hold it back temporarily, but it is bound

to come in the end.
* •

*

Fortune courts those who are not afraid of work.

THE TAX ON TRAVELERS.

BY the tax which the British Columbia Legislature

has levied upon commercial travelers doing business

in that province, a restriction is put on trade which

business men throughout the country must condemn. It

is surely an example of protection run riot. The huge

expenditures which the Federal Government have incurred

in building transcontinental and interprovincial railways,

have been undertaken with the one object of consolidating

the Dominion, developing trade and intercourse between
the provinces, and removing the one barrier, that of

space, which divided the different sections of the country.

The Fathers of Confederation, and the statesmen who
followed them, recognized it as a fundamental principle,

that the welfare of the country depended upon inter-

provincial commerce being absolutely untrammeled. In

federating, the several units, of necessity, gave up some

of their privileges in return for the advantages and

security which such a federal government would give.

In putting a tax on travelers coming into the prov-

ince, British Columbia has taken a step backward. She

has shown herself ready to accept the favors and assist-

ance of the rest of the country without being willing to

reciprocate. No hindrance has been offered by any prov-

ince to the sale of the products of British Columbia.

Her salmon is sold in immense quantities all over the

Dominion. The products of her mines have no restraint

put upon them. Ordinary fairness demands that the

spirit of the Constitution should be maintained by every

member of the Confederation.

* *

Goods worth selling are worth advertising.

*

THE PRICE OF COTTON GOODS.

A
FEELING is prevalent among retailers that there

will be a drop in the price of cotton goods. Con-

ditions in the mills are not such as to justify this view.

It is true that the price of raw (cotton has been low, but

the consumption of the manufactured article has been so

great that there was no reason for the mills dropping

their prices. A letter received by a Toronto wholesale

house from a big Boston dealer states that many mills

are sold to their full capacity till this time next year.

When there is this demand for cotton goods at the ex-

isting prices there will certainly be no concessions to

buyers.
* *

*

Idle fellows never make ideal merchants.

* *
*

LEADING CANADIAN STORES.

THE re-modelling and re-building of stores goes on

apace all over the country. Every effort is made

to render the store attractive and store arrange-

ment and equipment are recognized as vital factors in

successful merchandising. Economical operation, quick

service, and protection from carelessness or dishonesty

are sought to be provided in as far as possible. The

ultimate aim is not only to render the store a pleasant

place to trade in, but to enable the clerks to wait on a

greater number of customers in a given time. These

scientific methods of merchandising are considered wise

by every class of retailers. Never was the convenience

of customers regarded in so important a light.

Merchants generally obtain ideas in this direction by

visiting various centres and studying what other stores

are doing. Not all can afford the expense involved, and

with this in view The Review has maintained regular

articles concerning store equipment and arrangements, as

well as illustrating many modern Canadian stores under

the caption, "Leading Canadian Stores." In this con-

nection we earnestly desire the co-operation of our read-

ers. Send us your plans for helpful criticism, or photos

and description of your store.
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THE Pennj Bank, which was opened in To-

ronto in April, is an interesting institu-

tion. Us object is to encourage a spirit of

thrift among school children. Educators never

tire of telling how powerful are the habits of

the child in moulding his future career. The habit of

saving, which is developed in the child by opening a bank

account, should be of inestimable value in later life. The

name of "Penny" is justified by the fact that deposits as

low as 2c. are received. No director or anyone associat-

ed in the work, can receive anything for his services.

Only those in the actual employment are paid, so that

the object of those interested in the bank is entirely phil-

anthropic.
* *

There are thirty-four chartered banks in Canada. The

total authorized capital is $100,546,666. The paid-up

capital is $81,431,491, and the reserve fund $54,711,209.

The notes in circulation amount to $58,828,919.

Advocates of municipal ownership of the public utili-

ties will see an interesting experiment worked out in

Chicago during the next two or three years. The election

last month of Mayor Dunne ensures the city taking over

l lie street railways as soon as the franchises expire,

which will happen in the next few months. On the suc-

cess or failure of this trial will depend the whole ques-

tion of civic ownership for years to come.
* *

*

The conditions in Chicago might serve as an object

lesson not only to civic authorities but to the corpora-

tions who control the public utilities. By inefficient ser-

vice and excessive rates, a company which has a mon-

opoly may increase its dividends for a few years. But

the public will not put up with these injustices indefinite-

ly. An upheave! is bound to come sooner or later, and

the corporations will be only subserving their own best

interests when they recognize this and commence giving a

fair service. The organization of independent telephone

companies, and the taking over of franchises by munici-

palities, are outward evidences of the same condition.

The public has become tired of being held up by these

monopolies.
* *

•

A new tire insurance company has been incorporated

in Canada, under the title of the Richmond and Drum-

inond Fire Insurance Co. It K intended to begin opera-

tions witli a subscribed capital of $250,000, 25 per cent,

paid up. A further call of 5 pel cent, will be made annu-

ally for the next three years, making 10 per cent, in all,

oi $1(10,(111(1 cash capital.

The probability of a serious loss by lire is materially

reduced, and (ire insurance rates are favorabh affected, if

the insured maintains a reliable private lire alarm sys-

tem. In certain classes of buildings as large factories,

hotels, public institutions where large numbers of inmates

are housed, theatres, etc., the necessity for the installa-

tion of every type of apparatus, automatic or manual,
which lends to hasten the turning in of lire alarms needs

no emphasis. Alertness in the detection of lire out-

breaks may save thousands of dollars' worth of propertj

and perhaps human lives as well.

IN A NEW HOME
WALTER II BARRY & CO., Montreal jobbers in

ribbons, velvets, milliner; supplies, etc. and also

eastern representatives for Cromptoh's corsets,

took possession at the Inst of this month of 1 he large

warcrooms at 234 McOill street, formerly occupied by
I'revost Kreres. Messrs. Barry & Co. were burned out
on Notre Dame street in the latter part of last year, and
since then have been in temporary quarters at the Hoard
of Trade. Their new premises are much more commodious
than any they have heretofore occupied, a step necessitat-
ed by their increasing business.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT PUBLICATIONS.

The Manufacturers' List Co.. Montreal. i-Mie the fol-

lowing- publications

:

The Canadian Industrial Blue Book. Buyers' Guide of

Canada, 1904-7, 576 pages, cloth bound. Driee $5.00.

Classified Article List of Industrial Products tor

Canadian Buyers, 1905-6, 4(i(l pages, cloth bound, price

$2.00. Both books to one address $5.00.

As the farmer is the sinew of the country in agricul-

utre, so the merchant ami dealer are the sinews of trade

and commerce, hence the necessity of a full knowledfTts

of the industries and products of the country in compact
form for their information and guidance. Such is the

seneral aim of these publications.

There is a spirit of loyalty permeating the pulse pf

trade in all countries, and when the essential informa-

tion on the products of a country is at hand, that loyalty

should assert itself For the benefit of home trade and the

rowth of tlrle country.

The work is under the patronage id' the Dominion
Governmeni and a large number of our leading manufac-
turers, and is solely on its merits for the general ?ood of

all concerned, and many who are not.. . Advt.

.•••"•.••..•--•••"•-.••< —•!» I»ll» l« » l» H » l»ll«l«l !«»»
Cable Address, 'FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital £ 10,000
tSiS.666.67)

With power to increase to £20,000
($97,333.34)

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager

Collections made and remitted promptly.
General banking business transacted.

Cable Address •'BANCO," Bermuda

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund -

£15,000
(J73.000 00)

£16,000
l$77,S66.00>

HAMILTON
Bermuda

Head Office :

BRANCHES

St. George and Somerset
|

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
\

President. Manager i

•
Collections promptly made and remitted, and j
all other hanking business attended to

i
.ii«iitii«iie)ii«ii»ii« ii»ii>ii»iigii»ii»ii»i'»M»i'»"»"»"»"«"»' »» » » » t «'H
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May. 1905 FINANCE AND INSURANCE

ESTABLISHED 1874

JOS. B. REED & SONS
Insurance, Toronto

ADVANCED METHODS
Our Insurer's Advice Sheet system.

Safe Deposit Vault.

Bond (guaranteeing our work).

Free of cost to our customers.

ABSOLUTE SECURITY
We represent the strongest and best companies in

existence.

Write for our pamphlet illustrating the superior advan-

tages of our office and methods.

THE CANADIAN BANK

OF COMMERCE
Paid-up Capital, $8,700,000

Rest, $3,500,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA

HON. 8E0. A. COX, Pres. B. E. WALKER, General-Manager.

T ONDOK ENG NEW YORK, N.Y.,

60 Lombard St EC. 16 Exchange Place,

S. Cameron Alexander: Manager. Wm. Gray and H. B. Walker, Agents.

TRAVELLERS' LETTERS OF CREDIT

The Travellers' Letters of Credit issued by this Bank

are a great convenience to Travellers. They are avail-

able in all parts of the world, and the holder is enabled,

without risk or difficulty, to obtain such sums as he

requires at any point in his journey.

BANK MONEY ORDERS
AT THE FOLLOWING RATES:

$5 and under 3 cents

Over $5 and not exceeding $10 6 cents
•• io " " 30 10 cents
'• 30 " " 50 15 cents

These Orders are Payable at Par at any office in Canada

of a Chartered Bank (Yukon excepted), and at the

principal banking points in the United States.

Negotiable at a fixed rate at The Canadian Bank of

Commerce, London, Eng.

w Incorporated

1851ESTERN
ASSURANCE

• • • COMPANY.

Dry Goods Review

FIRE
AND

MARINE

Hcaaotttce Capital

Toronto, Assets, over

Otlt, Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300.000.00

3.890.000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER. Secretary.

i&~ Money ^j
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

I

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding: the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION.

W. H. BEATTY, president.

W. O. MACDONALD J. K M AC DON ALD.
MANAGING DIBEOTOB.ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFIOE, TORONTO, OANADA.

CAPITAL PAID UP, - - $1,000,000.

RESERVE FUND, 1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BAM.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President 8. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice President

D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER OLARK, K.C

THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.

HEAD OFFICE, - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, (Jen era l Manager.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.

Letters of Credit Issued.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, J850.000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OPP1CB. • BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING
Cor. Front and Scott Sta., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. 8IM8, Secretary. and Managing Director
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Wholesale flillinery

Stock
Receiving daily large shipments of the

>W newest goods is an assurance to the
&U&

trade that our stock is kept tight up

Pnrnnl^tf* ^ to the mark f° r the p^mp* fi^g

Largest Stock : Latest Novelties

Orders large or small shipped
" the day after yesterday. "

D. McCALL CO.,
The

Limited

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

MILLINERY
Large Assortment of A" ĉ °

M

rs and Qua,,t'™.of.„
Straws, Chiffons,

White Hats runes, #* **><*.

FLOWERS and FOLIAGE for the
Suitable for Summer Trade s"Tm̂ r 3eason in a" "p-*°-

date Shades.

Our TRAVELLERS will be out with their Fall Lines of Millinery and Millinery
Novelties about May 20th.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS.

43£ St. Joseph Street, 70 Granville Street, 1 1 1 Sparks Street

QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA.

18 St. Helen St., - - MONTREAL
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S7)e Canadian
Mlillinerp Review

FASHIONS

IN HATS
FOR NEXT

SEASON

TAKING it as a whole, April has been an un-

usually busy month in both the importing

houses and in the retail trade. Though, per-

haps, the early days were a little flat, yet the

extended rush in the latter half of the month
was an ample compensation, and there was some difficulty

experienced in keeping stocks sorted up, so fast were sales

made in the retail trade.

Stores that held early openings planned another spe-

A New York Polo Turban.

cial one for Easter, to stimulate interest in the Easter
hat, and the importing houses helped on the good work
by making an extensive display of Summer novelties on
the 17th of last month. This opening was in every re-

spect very successful, as it was extremely well attended,

and buyers present eagerly bought up the models shown,
as there were so many ideas and styles advanced that
were quite new and fresh.

The leading novelty, undoubtedly, was the polo tur-

ban, and the extremely pretty styles shown in this shape,

which, by the way, promises to be one of the leading

Summer styles, created quite a little furore in the trade.

When this shape was confidently advanced in New York,
as a leading shape, earlier in the season, Canadian mil-

liners fought a little shy of it, believing it was a little

too extreme to take here. It hardly had a representation

at the March openings. Now that the trade is in a

measure educated into accepting smaller hats, this ex-

tremely chic and becoming shape has scored an enormous
and immediate success at the openings held on the 17th.

Through the courtesy of Miss Niven, The Review is

privileged to describe some of the greatest successes in

polos. A beauty was of pale blue crin braid, shir-

red slightly on one edge. Where the braid joined in the

centre of the brim the join was hidden under a fold of

bronze gold silk. The only trimming was a pale blue

plume shading out to white at the end. Another admired
polo was of ivory white crin braid. The whole shape
was covered with the braid shirred through the centre and
put on in rows. Among the braid on the brim were
relieving dots of tiny mauve roses. The crown of this

turban was a couple of inches or so lower than the brim
and there was an unique arrangement of double plumes
at the back.

A very novel polo was formed from a pearl white
crin plateau. The centre of the plateau formed the

crown and the brim was of the plateau turned back in a
waved effect. The edge of the brim was encrusted with
white lilac and there was a smart upstanding chou of

loops and ends at the left side. Polos with something of

a Corday effect were of small crin and natural-finished

leghorn plateaux.

Besides polos, a good many sailor shapes were seen

and a particularly pretty one was in raspberry shades.

This sailor had the new short front and wide back and
the idea of three shades was carried out all through the

trimming. Among new shapes noted was a long narrow
kind of boat shape that was very new. Thjs was evolved

from a plateau of either chip or crin. There were also

seen quite a few Cordays and one or two poke shapes,

but the influence of the vogue of smaller hats was plainly

observed.

A
PARIS HATS.

LL the new Spring hats require a vast and elaborate

coiffure. The top of the head is piled with coils,

puffs and ringlets, for nothing short of this will

afford secure pin hold for the tiny tip-tilted affairs the

milliners are providing. These bizarre and tiny hats and

elaborate hair dressing are just suited to the style of the

Parisienne, as she excels in carrying a mode of this

sort, as her general coiffure and character is so chic and
artificial that these extreme millinery conceits only add

to her piquancy.
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\ recenl fashionable marriage <h the American Em
bassy in Paris afforded a good opportunity tor studying

the style in rhillihen adopted b\ the inner circle.

Willi a copper brown mousseline over ivorj taffeta

was worn a tiny (lal of bronzed chip of a metallic lustre

that beneath the brim shaded into gold. It slanted

vertically on the front of the chignon, the edge folded up

a bit in front and fastened by a tiny bouquet of bronzed

leaves, a rine of old blue forget-me-nots and two little

dull gold gauze tea roses in the centre A narrow brown

velvet ribbon festooned it. knot tint; simply at the side

and under the raised back was an irregular bunch of

shaded old blue feathers.

Another bat was a small chip rolled up into a coronet

and trimmed with tins arranged to nit out at an acute

ancle. Another of these coronet hats of "old crin was

filled with both flowers and small fruit There was also

a saucer, literallv bo in both shrine a.nd si'e. Tt was of

apple-green chip with a wreath of tinv button roses, em-

browned and faded in tone and punctured here and there

with loons of ribbon to match. H was worn poised on

the left side of the head at a slanl a Wive a eleamine

coiffure of red brown coils and puffs, and a hroti7e velvel

ribbon comine from each side was carried looselv about

the head-dress and knotted on the hair behind. Tucked in

under the hack and resting on the hair were two or three

bronze tins. Another coronet was seen with the narrow

end a little to one side of the front and the wider opening;

at the back filled with a mass of cherries a few of which

buna; over the hair at the back, wiiile the front point

bad a bow of black ribbon velvet. For evening wear the

hair is piled high and decorated with tinv roses in faded

shades and about the throat is a ruche of white lace and

ribbons to match the roses.

It is noticeable how little straw is used. If is re-

placed bv crin. silk, wood, dried reeds, rushes, grasses,

etc., woven into supple, brilliant lace-like braids and

manipulated into all kinds of eccentric shapes. There are.

however, enormous quantities of line chip and rice straw

worn, and these are delicately tinted or lacquered with

metallic paints that shade into the fashionable tints.

FLOWERS AND FEATHERS.

HATS show flowers in large masses, hut as the sea-

son progresses there are more and more feathers

used. Medium plumes, aigrettes and tips are those

most employed, and on street hats quite a number of

wings ,ind feather effects are used. Quills arc also used,

thrust through rosettes of quillings of ribbon or velvet.

In ostrich there is a noticeable use made of shaded

effects, generally from a medium colpi to white Mara-

bout is combined with ostrich in tufts foi Mie sides of

hats

The lilac is becoming a strong rival to the rose, and

lilacs can now be had to match ribbons just as roses can

Lilacs and loses arc often used together; indeed, the many

combination ideas in flora] trimmings is one ol the most

decided trimming features of the season. White lilacs are

Looked upon b\ milliners with particula'r favor.

The si/e of fashionable flowers is decreasing as the

season progresses, and the small fine effects aire decidedly

in the lead. Trails of Eorget-me-hdts show small bunches

of tin) faded pmk roses at intervals, and Bowel trails in

ot hei flow ci 3 are \ ei > much in n\ idence

Valenciennes lace is used in man] new ways. Kven

are made of it The outer petals only are of the

hue inn the heart is of a tinj rose. Plateaux are in-

( leasing in vogue and are bent and wired into innumer-

able intricate shapes Hemp, chip and crin are those

most in use.

There is no denying that a decided change is inaugur-

ated in millinerv this Spring, and that shapes are, for

the most part, very extreme, and the milliner often finds

her resources taxed for ideas and effects to modifv these

extreme tendencies. The reaction from the immense pic-

ture hats is most marked, and fashion after going as far

as possible in one direction has reverted to the very

opposite extreme. It is verv likelv, however, that when

a sun hat has 1o be chosen a larger hat will come to the

fore, and this idea is confirmed when the lin«r»»rip hats

for wear with the linen, arid other washing eown«, are

viewed. Rroderie aiiflaise is verv much in evidence for

these hats and a greal deal of Valenciennes is used in the

form of ruffles and rosettes on them Tinted Valenciennes

>s well as white is cominf into favor, and butter and

ecru, nink and bl"e tinted lace are also seen.

Sometimes it is a wreath that encircles those lingerie

hats, but stiff little bunches of fonret-mc-nots centred

with a rose, placed a few inches apart, are mi"*b used.

Medallions of embroiderv surrounded bv ruffles of lace

are used to match these hats and a large one forms the

crown while the brim is covered with smaller oii"S. Re-

sides embroidery, Bruges lace is used in the same way.

THE VOGUE 0^ RIBBONS

T1IK predictions made in earlier issues that this would

be an unprecedented ribbon season are being amplv
fulfilled, for ribbons are most extensively emnloved.

and as the season develops there are many new ways

invented for their use. In every collection of nattern

hats, ribbons are a feature. In fact, on manv they are

the chief feature of the trimming. All kinds are much

used, bul on the newer hats there is developing a liking

for velvel ribbons. Pert chous of loops and ends, as well

as flat bows are much used. Three shades of a color are

much used and most firms are showing selections suitable

for using in this manner. How effects are giving way to

other effects and ribbons are shirred and side pleated and

manipulated in many fanc\ effects. A hat seen lately had

,i trimming of ribbon shirred aad pinched into shell effects,

and there are a number of floral effects in ribbon used.

Dresden and fancy warp prints arc also much used, and

some of the later effects are particularly pleasing Some
of them show delicate vine tracing on a white or tinted

ground and in others bunches of flowers are scattered

over a shaded ground. Faded shades of rose decidedly

predominate in millinery ibis Spring and pinkish lavender

is also a prominent color. The blues seen have always a

hini of lavender, and there arc many shades of soft green

shown.

"Now, if 1 were only an ostrich," began the mean

man at the breakfast-table, as he picked up one of his

wiirs biscuits, "then "

"Yes," interrupted the patient better-half, "then I

might gel a few feathers foi thai old hat I'\e worn for

I luce Winters."
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S. F. McKINNON & CO.
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS

CLOAKS and SKIRTS

We are now showing a new and complete line of

Ladies', Misses', Children's

Fall Jackets

OUR

RANGE OF

Lace

Curtains

is

COMPLETE

LARGE

VARIETY OF

Ribbons

Silks
AND

Millinery

Novelties

ALWAYS

IN STOCK

Our Travellers are on their respective routes

and you are earnestly invited to inspect our

lines, which leave nothing to be desired in

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP PRICE

S. F. McKINNON & CO., Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL QUEBEC VANCOUVER LONDON, ENGLAND
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Collar Ready-to-

wear*
1

also taken

apart eadj for

laundering1

. Upper

or "Stock" part is

pure linen ; » hen

Boiled is easil}

laundered. Lower
or "Tab" part made

in all leading

shades of Taffeta

Silk. Parts ad-

justed b\ Hooks

and Eyes. Combined,

the two parts make
a most stylish,

practical, economical

neckpiece.

Genuine

"Ta-Ka-Part"
Stocks

bear trade mark
stamped inside of

collar band.

Price, $6.50 per doz. In all shades

KONIC & STUFFMANN
MONTREAL

SELLINC ACENTS FOR CANADA

EASTER trade has been particularly brisk, and

large quantities of ladies' neckwear have been

sold, and in consequence rush orders aie being

sent in daily to (ill up depleted stocks. I'p to

the present practically everything has been

selling, even silks, but now the demand is turning strong-

ly to Summer stuff, and as the weather turns warmer
this class of neckwear will come more strongly to the

front.

Manufacturers report that collar and cuff sets are

quite a feature, and the different designs and patterns in

these are very varied. The side pleating effects by the

yard, spoken of last month, are a novelty that has de-

cidedly caught on with the trade, and this month there

are quite a number of variations of this idea, which are

sure to meet with a good reception. The latest is the

vandyke side pleating set into a continuous band, and

with a braid about 14 inches down. The braid often

shows touches of color, and when this feature is present

the stitching of the hem is colored also. Besides muslin

for the cheaper grades, this idea is developed also in

chiffon, and in chiffon and lace, and as this frilling has a

dainty and pretty effect, and can be retailed at a popular

price, this class of neckwear is sure of a large sale.

.On storks, also, there is a great deal of side pleating

used, and the stock collars that come to a point in front

with pleating or ruffling along each edge, are in high

favor. Chiffon and spangled effects are strong in these.

*

Ladies'

Outing

*•**?

u
Hats

I *

Fash on decrees that duck and embroi-

dered hats should be the favorite headgear

of the stylish lady this summer, and we

have a complete and varied line of the

new short-backed sailor and Charlotte

Corday hats in these materials. They

combine

/. STYLE
2. BEAUTY
3. ECONOMY

We have some twenty-five styles ranging

in price from $4.00 to $10.00 a dozen.

Write for sample order to

Sternberger & Balkrstein

695 Broadway, New York.

t

i

i

\

Turn-over Collar of Baby Irish.

Besides side pleating, quantities of ruffling of Valenciennes

lace are in evidence—in fact Valenciennes, both the edge

and the insertion, is very much shown in neckwear lines.

Lace of all descriptions is worked up into fashionable

neckwear. In made-up lace goods there are many styles

of lace jabots and fichus shown, and lace stock, turnovers

and collars are quite a feature, and the fact that' the

managers of so many neckwear firms have seen fit to visit

the lace manufacturing centres in Nottingham. Plauen

and St. (lull, shows the position lace neckwear holds in

their estimation. There are, of course, stacks oi samples

of lace stocks at a popular price, but in the better goods

some extremely dainty goods have come to hand lately,

one of which, a turnover in "Baby Irish Crochet," is the

subject of our illustration. This is not hand crocheted.

but is an exquisite imitation of it. There are some very

handsome effects in stocks in burnt-out laces. Circular

collars are still in good demand, and there are some

beautiful new designs showing that will he placed on the

market a little later. The pompadour lace, with raised

bells, is seen in some lovely new patterns, and combina-

tion effects in Venise, pompadour and baby Irish are ex-

quisite. With the exception of embroidered linens, which

are shown in both eyelet and heavy raised work, the de-

mand is for sheer effects, and this is general to all lines.

Stocks may be tabless, they nun ha\e the single or the

double or more tabs, and these labs maj be long or short,

bui sheei materials and open effects must predominate.
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Caverhill & Kissock
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Sorting Novelties
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We are receiving every day special ship-

ments from New York of Flowers,
Foliage, Straw Braids, Straw
Shapes, and Ready-to-wear
Hats ; also new Ribbon, Silk,

Chiffons and Tulles.

We will be pleased to fill any open

orders for Staple or Novelty Milli-

nery Lines or to submit any samples

or information.

Caverhill & Kissock
Quebec,

Montreal 0TTAWA
'

72 st. Joseph st. munireai 19 Elgin st
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* WAISTS *

CURRENT DEMANDS.

CURRENT retail selling clearly confirms the

suspicion that business was never bettel

Everything seems to be selling. Lawns,

linens, muslins, Chinas and Japs are all doing

well. Every conceivable price has a demand

and business progresses in a satisfactory manner in re-

tail realms. Manufacturers are besieged with orders,

and they are kept more than busy to fulfill obligations.

China silk waists are now moving freely at retail,

and orders are pouring in. These goods are scarce for

immediate delivery. Japs are spoken of very highly, and

every quality has a call. Every manufacturer is jubilant

over their reception. A large portion of present retail

business is being done on lace and net waists. All-over

waists are still being asked for. Styles are bewildering

and exclusive novelties are daily occurrences.

Propitious Outlook For Fall.

As usual, manufacturers have prepared Fall lines of

flannels, cashmeres, lustres, and albatross waists, which

will be shown in some sections this month. Style changes

are just radical enough to promote interest at retail, and

there is every evidence of increased business. It is early

yet to speak authoritatively on just what styles will be

permanent. Undoubtedly some form of the surplice effect

in these lines will prove good. For Spring this style has

not been a success; the nibbling has been sufficient, how-

ever, to prove that increased interest in this style will be

manifested for Fall. Various varieties of the surplice
waist are included in every line, and confidence is mani-

fested in most quarters. The various designs of the leg-

o'-mutton sleeves, suitable to the different materials and

designs, are entirely used. An extremely satisfactory one

fits close to the elbow, often pleated, with a puff well

above the elbow. The mitaine cuff is being exploited and

is heralded as being very popular for street wear. The

short sleeves are not seen in these models.

Trimmings.

Almost everything is trimmed, and this means a

good season for the braid manufacturers. The surplice

waist in itself has too much character to need extensive

adornment and narrow braids with sometimes fancy but-

tons are usually the only accompaniment. Two-toned

silk braids and tartans, in light, lacy effects, are

much employed. (Jalloons are highly spoken of.

Shot silk braids are also much used and look

well with the various pleated styles of waists

Buttons will be used more than ever before. Silk but-

tons will be used more than ever before. Silk buttons to

match the cloth are staple, as well as the small crochet

buttons. In the past this form of trimming has been

done to death, and after a slight sickening on the part of

trade a revival is natural and healthy. Covered buttons

will be staple. Among the novelties are fancy enamel

metal buttons- in all colors to match the trimmings. The

spiral effect button, shaded from the centre to the edge,

is another high-class introduction A metal button show-

ing a peacock feather, with an eye in the centre, is re-

garded favorably. Fancy inlaid buttons and frog buttons

are noticed eonsiderahlv.

Materials.

In the flannel lines a decided prominence is given to

plain goods Spots and fancies are, for this season at

any rate, eclipsed. Right through the entire list, com-

prising nun's veiling, eoliennes, lustres and voiles, the

same tendency is noted. There are fancies shown in all

these, but the bulk of business will be done on plain ma-
terials. Extreme fancy lines should be bought with can-

and not more than one or tw'o of a number placed in

stock, as women everywhere show a disinclination to

have a pattern similar to some other woman's. The
waist business this Fall will find its zest in style and

trimming rather than in fabrics. Fashion will play the

major part, and retailers must be ready to recognize the

profit possibilities entailed. Silk lines have not as yet

been completed for Fall, and the usual procedure of send-

ing samples to the men after they have shown the flannel

lines will take place. Manufacturers are supremely confi-

dent and have faith in the better class of goods. Retail-

ers should buy often and in small quantities to insure the

latest styles. Taffetas, both plain, checked ana shot,

will occupy first place, followed closely by peau de soie.

There is a decided feeling that changeable shot silks wiB
be very strong for Fall. Messalines and louisines will

occupy their old place. The usual range for dressy wear
with appropriate silks will be shown. There is a dis-

tinction between waists for dress and street wear.

Colors.

Various shades of brown, from the golden brown to

lighter tones, are expected to occupy a leading position.

Navy is again in for a staple and leading place. Along

with the olive and myrtle greens, green will occupy a

good third position. Novelty is lent to colorings by an

introduction of plum shades, and these, along with the

grays, will lead novelty collections.

Shirtwaist Suits.

Exceptional business is being done at retail in lustre

and Sicilian shirtwaist suits, and manufacturers are ne-

sieged with orders. Plain materials are in the lead, with

checks occupying a fair position. Browns, navys and

myrtles are the favored colorings. The surplice waist,

along with pleated skirts, is a staple summary of the

style most in demand. A big business is being done on

lines retailing around $10.00 and $12.00.

Silk shirtwaist suits are active at retail. Plain

taffetas, followed closely by changeables and checks, lead

in sales. Black and wmite, blue and white, and brown
and white, are favorite check .designs. At retail a decid- *

ed tendency is noted to favor the lighter shades of brown,

which is a sure indication which way the wind is blow-

ing for Fall. Soft green is highly spoken of. The same
tendency is to be found in the changeable shot silks.

FALL WAISTING MATERIALS.

IN ordering out materials for Fall and Winter season

of 1905, buyers should bear in mind that waistings

are heralded to have a large sale. So long as the

present effect in dress remains a favorite with women,
confidence may he placed in their continued reign. Some
very striking reform in dress must be brought about be-

fore there will be any change in the style of materials

that are now in general vogue in every line of dress

goods. Further than this, the new lines contain enough

novelty to render them interesting to buyers.

Embroidered wool flannels are in the same class as

formerly, with an increased representation. The stereo-

typed dots, spots and rings are enlivened by beautiful

floral designs of various colored character. Nearly afl of

these lilies are designed to retail at 50c.

. -i
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Our line is hardly of more interest to

us than it will prove to you.

See Our

Shirt Waist Suits

in the prettiest styles ever—the best

make and finish you can find any-

where.

If you don't want Suits, see our

Waists. There are certain points
about them which will give you a new

idea of what waist perfection is.

New York Silk Waist M'f'g Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

RESULTS
Do you wish to build up your re-

putation among your customers ?

We can help you do so.

Let us have your order for

SILK WAISTS, SHIRT WAIST
SUITS and SKIRTS . The only

perfect and up-to-date styles that

can be produced in silk fabrics.

You get results quick.

PERFECT FIT

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.

30 St. George St., MONTREAL.

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)
S-IO Wellington East, - - - TORONTO

No. 313—Price, $2.25 per dozen yards.

A new line of frilling for collar and cuff sets. PacKed 12 yd. ends.
Colors; All White, White-Shy, White-PinK.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

National Brand Showerproofs
Are the garments you need to make the most of this summer.
They show great variety—Greater value.

There is a distinction of style, an exclusive " difference " designed to impress your trade in their favor.

WRITE NOW FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

NA TIONA L RUBBER COMPANY, MONTREAL.
(TRAVELLERS NOW SHOWING LINES FOR IMMEDIATE ASSORTMENTS AS WELL AS FOR FALL).

NOW AT OLD QUARTERS, 524 CRAIG STREET.
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%
FEATURES IN
STAPLES <*

CANADIAN FALL PRICE L'STS ISSUED.

WHILE ii was nol to be expected thai the heralded

improvements in Canadian cotton manufacture,

made possible by the late gigantic merger, would

be appreciably noticed in Pall lines, the general impres-

sion <if the trade is that even at this early date speciali-

zation has been attempted and economies made which,

altogether, result in an improved finish and interesting

prices. As yet the mills are in a transition state, and it

is expected they will be in a much better position for

next Spring, when it can be learned accurately just what

mill is peculiarly adapted for the making of a certain

line.

In greys and whites, practically the same qualities

are in the hands of the Canadian jobbers as one year ago.

An improved finish is especially noticeable in the white

cotton lines. To use the criticism of one jobber : "Form-
erly there was too much cloth and not enough finish. The

greys have always been as good as could be, and there is

no exception to the rule this year." Prices are decidedly

lower; and are designed to keep out foreign lines in as far

as possible. A shrewd jobber considered the profits must

be at the minimum.

COLONIAL AND MAGOG LIST 3.

rpHE issue of the Colonial and Magog price lists by the

Dominion Textile Co., Limited, at the end of last

month, and the placing of samples in the hands of

the wholesalers, has given a decided stimulus in the vari-

ous lines of cottons. The prices are generally based on

raw cotton at its present figure, and consequently the

trade is on a healthy basis. It is commendable that the

active flannel sellers in both the Magog and the Colonial

lists are a full cent and a half under iast year's figures.

The high-class lines are in additional numbers with prices

slightly lower. The following are this year's prices on

the Colonial and Magog lists of flannels :

Colonial List :—,

C.N.F. Red and Black, Blue and Black. ..27 in. 6^

B.B. Flannelette 28 in. 8

Royal Waist Flannelette 28 in. 8

Fancy Twill Flannelette 28 in. 10

W.B.B. Flannelette 36 in. 10

Princess Robes 31 in. 10

Opera Twill 31 in. 12

Magog List :—

S.B. Red and Black 27 in. 6|
D. 9 Special Suiting 24 in. 6£
Velours Fancy 28 in. 8

Suiting " 28 in. 8

Salisbury 28 in. 8

N.F. Reversible 28 in. 8

Queen's Twill 28 in. 10

Kimona 28 in. 12

N.N.C. Reversible 28 in. 12

Swansdown 28 in. L5

AN IMPROVEMENT IN PATTERNS.

GENERALLY speaking, in these flannel lines there is

a decided tendency for neat and ingenious patterns,

instead of the stereotyped and familial stripes 01

dots, spots, in ungs. Perhaps stripes still hold a pre-

mier position, but the thin end of the wedge has been im-

planted foi check and floral work. Spots have, as usual,

a strong place, but the colorings are much better than

formerly. New numbers have been added to both the

Colonial and Magog lines, and there is a decided tendency

to compete with the high-class foreign lines.

Navys, Reds and Browns Prominent.

In the light ei weights designed foi blouse wear,
navys, reds and hi owns are favored colorings, and the
same colors predominate in tin- bettei and heavier grades
designed foi wrappers and dressing gowns, although skys
and fawns find a place among the latter.

English and American Lines.

Some of the more intricate designs have not been at-

tempted by Canadian mills, as yet, as there is a feeling

that the market is too limited to pay the expenditure
involved. In the higher class lines of flannels, American
and English goods have a strong showing, and the de-

signs are bewildering in their variety. Floral effects

imitating a" large range of subjects are in the ascendency,
followed very closely by an extended range of Japanese
designs. Imitations of flannels are numerous in lines re-

tailing from 1") to 20c, and these cotton goods are well

nigh perfect. Plain flannel waistings are not neglected.

Reds, navys, greens and browns are the favorite com-
binations of colors.

A Good Season.

Jobbers anticipate an exceptional season on all lines

of flannelettes. There is a decided feeling for a better

class of goods, and the additional Canadian lines in this

direction are appreciated. The bulk of the business, as

usual, will be done on the 8c. grade, with the usual call

for the plain staple lower lines. Prices through the en-

tire range are so much in the buyer's favor that it

means an additional sale of these cotton fabrics.

Twills and drills, ducks, art ticking and moles, are

slightly lower.

MOHAIRS FIND A PLACE.

Mohairs in some form or other will be bought by all

classes of retailers for Fall waistings. Plain, fancy and

shot effects have all a strong representation, and the de-

signs for waistings are particularly pleasing. In colors

moss and hunters' green are confidently expected to as-

sume a leading position, followed very closely by various

shades of brown and navy. The various forms of fancy

checks in lustres retailing from 50c. to $1.00 are ex-

tremely good property. The chief difficulty in this class

of goods is the question of delivery, as Spring trade has

exhausted the majority of jobbers' stocks, and Fall de-

liveries are not coming forward as rapidly as might be

wished. Phantom, mirage or shadow checks are the

latest in this class of material, and will do much to ma-
terially extend the prestige of alpaca goods with women
of fashion. Plaids, which have had a run across the

border this year, have a strong representation, and genu-

ine tartans are expected to do well. A novelty in this

line is a tartan plaid with a small dot of silver printing.

Retailers cannot go astray on this class of goods, al-

though many arguments have been adduced to prove them
essentially a Summer material.

The various class of sheer materials arc in the waist-

ing line, and voiles of some order stand at the head of the

list. Silk stripe voiles are highly spoken of, and various

lain \ designs aie favorably regarded. The VOgue of

plain goods is in this respect expected to be enlivened.

Everj house has brought out some exclusive novelty in

this direction, and spice will be lent to the general range

of diess goods for Fall by the many and ingenious ideas

shown in fancy sheer materials, While on the subject of

waistings. the satin flannels must not be neglected. These

are entirely cotton goods, hut are m flannel designs, and

closely imitate the woolen lines They can be retailed

around 20c.

yu
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RETURNED
AUG 31190

Scott's

Neck, Ear and Chest

Muffler

A Cold Weather
Muffler

for Everybody

PROTECTS THE NECK,
EARS, FACE and CHEST

ETURNEI
UG 31 190*

ft"

Figure 2.

Makes

Zero

Weather

"PleasantG 31 |9C

Figure 3. Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Made of Pure Worsted Sweater

Fabrics in Men's, Women's

RETURN EDand Boys' Sizes.

AUG i
nfln* -

—

Scott Muffler Co.
Factories :

PORTSMOUTH, Ohio

NIAGARA FALLS, Canada

Dominion Suspender Co.
Sole Canadian Representative

U. S. Patent, Nov-. 15, 1904.

Canada Patent, Nov. 8, 1904.

RETUR
AUG 31

Figure 6.
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Retailers

Travellers are now soliciting your orders for Underwear

for Fall 1005, and when placing do not overlook

the superiority of

Penman's

Pen-Angle Unshrinkable

Underwear

The best Underwear on the Canadian market to-day for

style, fit, finish and durability.

See that our Trade Mark is on every garment

RETURNED
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men's furnisher

*

Clothier
Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >i*

CLOTHING
NECIVWEAR
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY

ef^/**f^f**S\l*matypJfy*

SHIRTS
COLLARS
CLOVES
NICK-NACKS

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
THE sartorial effects of Signor Graglia, a rich

Neapolitan contractor, were achieved with
* mirrors. All Graglia 's clothes had looking-

glass buttons, and were " inlaid " with medal-

lions of the same dazzling material. " When

he was out walking in the sunshine," says the Tribuna,

in an obituary notice, " his appearance was blinding, and

it was impossible to stand with one's back to the sun

and look at him." Another Italian,

Freak Clothes. Signor Cortese, has all his clothes

made of wood-fibre. For years past he

lias been trying to put on the market a cheap cloth made

of this plentiful material. Hitherto he has failed, but,

to show his faith, all his garments, including undercloth-

ing, are made of fibre-cloth. Dread of disease accounts

for many queer clothing fads. M. Heeren,- of Copen-

hagen, preaches against seamed garments as " dirt col-

lectors." and himself wears a single-knitted suit, of com-

bination form, which is washed once a week. Another

Scandinavian gentleman regards unventilated clothes as

a danger to health, and wears cloth ventilated with tiny

holes of the kind punched in hats. Senor Jimenes, well

known in Madrid, dresses, Summer and Winter, in pure

white, winch he describes as the only sanitary color.

* *
*

MR. CHESTERTON, writing in the London Daily

News, throws a new light on the origin of the top

hat. " The dandies and tailors of the Regency

had a sort of inspired genius for ugliness, an aggressive

ugliness, a creative ugliness, an ugliness defiant and al-

most divine. You can see it in the Pavilion at Brighton.

And, among a million other rococo

The Silk whims and caprices, the dandies said to

Hat Again. themselves, ' Every sane human being

would naturally have a hat that gets

smaller towards the top. Let us, therefore, have a hat

that gets larger towards the top.' This top-heavy and

incredible structure they did actually erect upon their

heads. But now can anyone give me the explanation

of a great mystery? This huge and heavy cylinder of a

hat was a foppery; it was less than a fashion; it might

almost be called a joke. In its nature it ought to have

lasted about a month. Why has it lasted a hundred

years? Philosophies have risen and fallen since it ap-

peared. But then they were meant to be reasonable.

Perhaps this hat was so unreasonable that it has some-
thing of the immortality of a religion. I cannot tell."

A" PRAYER RUG," alleged to be used by the Shah
of Persia, is described as barely two feet square,

and is worked throughout with precious stones.

The ground is formed of rose diamonds, and in the centre

is a large bird, whose neck is made of amethysts and its

body of rubies. The vines, which form a network
through which the bird may be seen

as through a cage, are made of Costly

emeralds, while the bands, which con- Prayer Rug.
nect the stones, are of seed pearl. The
floral emblem of Persia is worked out in blue, yellow,

and pink stones, this design being known as the Mina
Khani design.

AN amusing scene was witnessed in Trowbridge re-

cently, when the female employes of the firm of

Samuel Salter & Co., Limited, were divided among
themselves; and though the battle was a bloodless one,

it was a keen contest in humor, wit, and choice epithets
and expletives. The trouble arose through the
" aristocratic " section of the ladies,

comprising the menders, spoolers, and Aristocratic

knotters, seeking and obtaining leave to Cloth Workers.
stop work five minutes before the re-

gulation time, and to return five minutes earlier. This
move appears to have been made in order to avoid mix-
ing with the commoner herd of their fellow employes—
the feeders, spinners, doublers and weavers, whose
hands and faces are not usually so clean as those of

their more fortunate companions. But the slight to the
' lower five " was not allowed to pass unnoticed by the

injured party, and when the " nobility " returned to

work after the first change, they found the others waiting

;it the gates to receive them: and doubtless many of them
were not prepared for, nor anxious for, the attention

thev received at the hands of the "Philistines." The
demonstration was kept up for two or three days, until

the " ladies " were glad enough to go back to the old

order of things, in order to avoid the ridicule which their

action had brought upon them. Let sisterly love con-

tinue !
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER
New York, April 22, L90SL

IT
cannoi be denied tha( the fasBiohS for Spring show
unusual novelty. Not that novelty in men's

costumes means a complete change of form or cut.

Such revolutionary changes '1" noi mark the progress of

dress. It is mainly in (he details thai it is possible

i" introduce new features. But the Spring and Summer
ninths of the Gothamite will be marked by a newness

ami freshness thai is no! always present, even at the

corresponding season. The ensemble will exhibit a live-

liness which will be as far removed from the loudness

of snme seasons as it will be from the sombreness of the

Winter which is just past.

Top Coats for Spring.

No noticeable change has been made in the cut of

this year's covert. It will be worn about as much as

ever, although the shower-proof cloth coats militate

againsl it to some extent. The poinl in which novelty

has been introduced is in the color. In addition to the

regular fawns ami greys, a pale green, such as will be

remembered to have won such favor six or seven years

ago, is seen. This is a decided innovation, but it is in

line with the newest ideas from London, and there can

he no question but that New York looks to London for

its models.

The Influence of London.

This raises an interesting line of speculation. The

question is often asked what constitutes England's claim

to pre-eminence as a fashion centre. Yet I do not think

the reason is hard to find. The lai'geness of the leisure

class admits of eTeater attention being given to dress

than is possible among a strictly commercial people.

Whole weeks or months are spent in Summer parties to

the country or to the watering places, where a man in

New York could only rush away for a dav or two. The

greater occasions of dress and the impetus given by a

splendid court, alike develop an elegance and elaborate-

ness of dies- which can be imitated, n< It

is not -Ninrisinv., therefore, that our tailors should fol-

low the lead id' the English artists. So long as they use
these models, not in Blavish imitation, but as a basis upon
which to build a characteristic American costume there
can be no objection. .

The Flannel Shirt.

One of the most attractive ideas in shirts is the plaid

flannel design. It has had more or less popularity for
the last two Summers, but the haberdashers seem satis-

lied that it is to have a greater run this vear. It is an
important part of every window display. The folded-

back cuff and side pocket with a flap buttoned down
gives a dressiness which is sometimes lacking in this

class of shirting. Each year sees a growing tendency
in dress to approximate to a comfortable outing suit.

The golf links exercise an ever-increasing influence on

the general fashions.

Neckwear.

The correct collar for this shirt is now undoubtedly

recognised as the fold. Its victory over the wing collar

is complete. Slight variations of the fold collar are

seen in the straightness or curve of the points, but it

would be impossible to say which is the more correct.

These details are always subject to individual taste, and

who is to pass final judgment on them?

Tighter-Fitting Clothes.

The possibility of clover-fitting garments which has

been bruited for some weeks has now become a proba-

bility. However, there need be no fear for the present.

The present Spring and Summer will not likely respond.

to the new fashion. Any change from the comfortable

looseness of the past few years will be viewed very

critically by the majority of men. Yet a postponement

of the time for its adoption is about all that can be

expected.

AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London, April 20, 1905.

THERE is* one point upon which Londoners insist.

They must have loose, easy-lit I ing- clothes. Any
tendency which has so far been started in favor

of tight-fitting suits has been promptly vetoed. These

remarks are apropos of the American letters which fore-

cast a change from the loose clothes which have been in

favor there for the last two or three years. It is to be

Imped that the eminent sanity which has characterized

the Englishman in his decisions upon matters >f dress

will not forsake him at the present time. Looseness ami

ease are the common-sense essentials in clothes, and no-

thing but a perverted taste will cause them to be dis-

carded.

The silk hat has been the subject of some discussion

during the last few weeks. A critic, writing to one cf

the London papers, has taken occasion to scoff at tins

relic of a hundred years' service. He might b

have confined himself to something' which gave promise

of better results. The silk hat is not a preposterous ami

ridiculous survival. It is. on the contrary, a parti-

cularly dressy hat. which harmonises admirably with the

fivck coat, with which it is worn. That its critics have

failed to realize tin- general sentiment on this matter

is shown by the increasing number worn. This is true

both here and in America.

As stable in its popularity as the silk hat. though not

of such antiquity, is the frock coat. The permanence of

its vogue is sutlicieiit proof of its suitability. The very

objection to it for ordinary wear is its greatest recom-

mendation for dress occasions. When a man wears a

frock coat nothing short of absolute correctness can be

tolerated in any other part id' his apparel. As a conse-
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quenee, the man who wears this coat is uniformly well

dressed.
* *

*

li almost seems superfluous to mention that fancy

waistcoasts have a greater vogue than ever. There arc

tew occasions on which they are not in good form. Side

by side with their growins' Favor has gone the beauty

and richness of their designs. The flannel waistcoat is

one which is causing eonsiderahle consternation. Marked

difference of opinion is expressed as to the ultimate suc-

- 5? this innovation. In a plaid pattern, when cut

so as to preserve the checks correctly, it makes a dressy

garment! Tt may, however, appear to some critics some-

what too obtrusive. If it stands the test of the next

month it will probably have quite a run for the rest of

the season.

American tourists will soon make their presence felt

here. The London tailors are affected ro a very consider-

able extent by the influx of Summer travelers. Of

course the vast majority arc just transients, who stay a

few days and pass on, hut a certain number, who have

longer to spend in old London, make a point of visiting

the tailors whose clientele is in the West End. Such cus-

tomers do not influence the fashions, at least directly.

Their object is to get something such as is worn in

London. But their American-cut clothes not infre-

quently <rive a suirsrestion to the Londoner which may be

worked into some later fashion.

SOVEREIGNS WHO SET THE FASHIONS.

IT
is one of King Edward's many titles to fame, al-

though he has probably never sought it, that he is

by universal consent the best -dressed man in his own
dominions, and that he has introduced more changes in

the fashion of men's dress than any of his predecessors

on the throne.

To mention only a few of these royal fashions, it was

he who first exchanged the uncomfortable tight trousers

and enormous top-hoots, which were the orthodox sport-

ing costume forty years or so ago, for the comfortable

and workmanlike knickerbockers and worsted stockings,

which are so universal to-day. We owe to him the neat

and attractive Norfolk suit, the dress-jacket which is

such an improvement in ease and comfort on the long-

tailed coat, the single-breasted frock-coat, the Homburg
hat, and many another innovation suggested by his com-

mon sense and good taste. In fact, for forty years our

King has practically dictated masculine fashion to the

world, and if he were to sport a green tie or a flowered

waistcoat to-day, within a month they would be worn by
the thousand in two continents.

A very difierent King of fashion was the first .James,

under whose despotic rule no person, with a few excep-

tions, could wear lawn or cambrics, or cloth trimmed
with gold, "under the pain of forfeiture of the clothes,

and an hundred pounds to be paid by the wearer and as

much by the maker of the said clothes," while under the

rule of Czar Paul of Russia any subject who departed
from the prescribed dress was promptly lodged in prison;

the only costume permitted to the ordinary man being a
single-breasted - coat and vest, breeches with knee-

buckles instead of string, buckled shoes, and a cocked hat.

Edward VI. was the first to wear silk stockings in

England, his first pair being a present from Sir Thomas
Gresham. who had imported them from Spain

; but it

was Queen Elizabeth who put on them the final seal of

fashion. When .Mistress Montague, one of her tirewomen,
presented Her Majesty with a pair as a New Year's gift

in 1560, she went into raptures over them, declaring, "I

like silk stockings so well, because they are pleasant,

line, and delicate, that henceforth I will wear no more
cloth stockings."

When Henry VIII. caused his "head to be polled and
his beard to be cut short," heads were shaven and beards
trimmed in almost frantic haste from one end of the
kingdom to the other. Similarly, when Francis I. re-

ceived a wound in the head which made it necessary for

him to wear his hair short, cropped heads became at
once the fashion among his subjects; while, to give but

KETURNED
WAY 4 190 V
<7f.
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Drawn and Engraved by Fashion Department
TORONTO ENGRAVING CO., LIMITED.

one more instance of the power of a king to model

fashions, when Louis XIII. first put a crown on his boy-

ish head it was a signal for courtiers and subjects

throughout France to appear with faces as innocent of

hair as his own.

When the silk hat was first introduced into London,

in 1797, it is stated that the venturesome wearer—the
first to don the "silk tile"—was nearly mobbed. In fact,

we are informed by an issue of the "Times," dated .Janu-

ary 1st, 1797, that a serious riot was occasioned by its

appearance.
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WOOLNAP
There is not another garment made that equals Woolnap
in points of merit. We admit the high standard oi

manufacture attained in certain directions by others—are

glad to see the upward tendency in underwear quality,

but we cannot come to any conclusion but one when
comparing

WOOLNAP
MEN'S

UNDERWEAR
with every other make on the market, and that is that

Woolnap stands head and shoulders above the rest.

In the first place Woolnap garments have the "nap"

—

the feature that gives them their name—and their pre-

eminently distinctive properties of non-irritation ; absorp-

tion of moisture ; warmth or coolness, according to the

season. No raw edges, no imperfect sewing, no skimp-
ing of material or work. Then, again, the shaping of

Woolnap underwear is perfect. This makes for absolute

comfort, and, added to the soft, warm "nap," makes a

garment that leaves nothing to be desired.

All Wholesale Houses
Handle Woolnap Underwear
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A Cui 'e to Advance Styles.

FORECASTS are now a thing of the past, and the

Spring fashions are with us in all their elegance.

Apart from the question of novelty altogether, there

is a breeziness about the new outfits which makes this

time of the year one of real attractiveness and spirit.

It is not of such paramount importance that a man

should have this kind of coat or that hat. What is

the essential characteristic of the time is that most men

have something new and crisp in wearing apparel, and

the tone of dress becomes, for the time being, decidedly

higher. There is what we may call a renewal of youth,

for the shedding of the clothes, which have done service

for the past Winter and which have recently taken on a

sombreness in keeping with the closing season, opens up

a season of freshness and vigor.

A Retrospect.

Seldom has Easter ushered in such an array of new

clothing as it has this year. The lateness of the great

festival made it impossible, even for the most sluggish,

id postpone the purchase of clothes till the weather be-

came warmer. No one could doubt that at last the

ba'my days of Spring suits were actually at hand. So

the tailors were inundated with rush orders from the

youth of fashion throughout the country. The Spring

fashion plates were scanned with more than ordinary in-

terest to see what the new year had brought forth. But

in reality the final word on what would be correct was

said by the buyers themselves. I'nless they adopt a

style, no fashion writer can bring about its adoption.

Leading Features.

The Summer will produce no material change from

last year. It will rather be a development, of the tend-

encies which were pretty clearly indicated a year ago.

The vent in the back of the coat is more pronounced than

it was before. The coat itself is longer and hangs freely

and loosely. The lapels are long and the points straight,

with the result that one button of the waistcoat is

visible above the coat. Moreover, the coat is cut away
to such an extent that in most cases only three buttons

are permitted. Gray and brown tweeds are much in

evidence, while blue serges and homespuns hold a strong

position.

Fancy Waistcoats.

Fancy waistcoats occupy a prominent position in all

men's furnishing establishments. This year they will be

worn more than ever, to such an extent, indeed, that

they bid fair to eliminate the waistcoat of the same ma-
terial as the coat altogether. Negligee costumes which

discard the waistcoat will be brought forward as soon as

the weather permits. Belts this year will be about an

inch in width, and will be of black or dark green leather,

with nickel-plated or gun-metal buckles.

Handkerchiefs.

The fad for colored handkerchiefs has passed into a

fashion. Some exceedingly pretty things are shown, too,

along this line. Nothing can be daintier than the white

centres with blue dotted borders. Choice is not confined

to these, however, as handkerchiefs which are colored

throughout have a good demand.

Soft and Stiff Hats.

Soft hat manufacturers are making a vigorous effort

for business by putting on the market new and attrac-

tive shapes and colors. In both soft and hard hals

brown is taking a stronger position than it has for years

before. Some of the windows show some decidedly at-

tractive brown shades. It seems probable at the present

time that a very fair demand will be established for

these goods. The brown, however, must be correct, and

any bizarre effects, such as seen in some of the con-

trasts, will be of incalculable harm in popularising any
shade.

Summer Hosiery.

Embroidered hose hold the market for the present,

though the wearers will rise up in rebellion sooner or

later and demand something that will wear better. In

colors the various shades of tans, with slate and blue,

are most in evidence. This is for the plain colors.

Stripes are seen, and dots of a variety of colors and

shapes meet with much favor. Colored and fancy hose

carry with them of necessity the low Oxford shoes. For
these patent leathers will divide the field with tans. The
latter are being extensively exploited in the stores, and

should sell well.

Shirts and Collars.

Pleated shirts are in for increased popularity this

Summer. As the tendency to discard the waistcoat in

the hot weather grows, the shirts will become of more
and more importance. The materials are more than

usually beautiful this year, and the man who is seeking

distinctiveness of dress, can do so in shirtings more than

in any other part of his apparel. In pleated shirts

checks and plaids are popular, while simple lines are very

attractive to the man of taste. Fold and wing collars

are selling indiscriminately, and as a consequence much
latitude will be allowed. No one fashion will pre-

dominate.

Other Seasonable Colors.

In four-in-hands the narrower width holds, in obedi-

ence to the demand of t he fold collars. Brown is still

the leading color and the shades in it are of striking

beauty.

After the browns come greens, blues, greys, etc., in

the plain colors. The dressiness of them, combined with

their freedom from any suggestion of loudness, make
them an extremely acceptable fashion. The retailer can

rely on the continuance of these in style for the coming
Summer. They are in too good taste to discard soon.

However, the plainness of the colors will prevent any

great permanence. Monotony becomes noticeable in such

a style very much more quickly than in a fashion of more
varied patterns.

Bow Ties in Eclipse.

Bow ties have, for the present, suffered an eclipse.

For this season at least the field will be occupied by the

other kinds. The four-in-hand has successfully combatted

all efforts to overthrow it. This is, however, one of the

things which cannot be spoken of with assurance long in

advance. The discarding of the waistcoat in the hot

weather may revolutionize the whole fashion.

Telfer & Beamish, tailors, Minnedosa, have dissolved

partnership. The business will be continued by .las.

Telfer.

E. R. C. Clarkson has been appointed trustee to wind

up the affairs of Stanley & Coates, clothiers, Toronto.

The business was founded by Robert Stanley, and has

been running for one year under the present firm name.

Crilmore & Co. have opened a tailoring establishment

in Innisfail.

Burton Bros., of Regina, have added to their tailor-

ing business a line of ready-to-wear clothing and hats and

caps.

A new tailoring establishment has been opened in Vic-

toria, B.C., under the firm name ol Crott & Toombs.
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Bar Vest 1442

Barbers, Waiters,

Bartenders, etc., etc

White Duck Vests ^ownTsThe Bar Vest

also

White Duck Coats and Pants

Rugby Vests and Jackets

Padded Athletic Knickers

Athletic Jerseys and Knickers

In cashmere and cotton, all colors.

All Bar Vests and

Coats made with^us |p
patent sleeves, allow-

ing free use or " the

arms without any

restraint.

Travellers carry a

complete range of

samples of these goods.

Write for samples

and quotations.

Special orders for

clubs executed
promptly.

Bar Vest 2010

Fancy and White Pique Waistcoats

also

Black Lustre Coats and Vests RETURN

E

For Summer wear MAY /f

Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson

Importers and Manufacturers of Men's

Furnishings

TORONTO Padded Athletic Knickers
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House Coats, Dressing

Gowns and Bath Robes

NEW AND SELECT RANGE
OF SAMPLES NOW READY

In browns, grays, blacks and

fancies, beautifully trimmed and

finished.

Jackets from $3.50 up

Gowns from $6.50 up

Turkish Bath Robes

from $4.00 up

Order samples for your

window display early.

Dent's Fine Gloves
Unlined, silk lined, wool lined, fur lined.

Knitted Fancy Vests,

To retail from one dollar up.

Gymnasium and Athletic

Jerseys, all colors

t

RETURNED
S

Black Cashmere Half Hose
(The heaviest Cashmere sox on the market.)

Spring Needle Derby Ribbed

Underwear, in six colors

Britannia Natural Wool Under-

wear, guaranteed unshrinkable

Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
TORONTO ONTARIO
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INDIVIDUALITY
DURABILITY

DESIRABILITY
are personified in our production?.

V».' UES UNEQUALLED

ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, etc.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. ])o you carry them? If not, why not ? They're the very best made.

Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal.

AGENTS:
Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Cnt.

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers-Wholesale

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sis., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL.

(Linen-Mesh)

The Dr. Deimel Underwear of Linen-Mesh occupies an undisputed position

as the most. hygienic and best underwear for everyday wear all the year around.

The crisp cleanliness of .Linen, which our method of weaving makes porous,

absorbent and perfectly ventilating is a luxury that a man will not put aside after

once experiencing the comfort it gives.

Dr. Deimel Underwear for Summer, Winter, Spring and Fall— and if you

once start selling it, the business will grow unceasingly.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND PARTICULARS OF WHOLESALE TERMS.

ADDRESS

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada.

SAN FRANCISCO:
110 Sutter St.

NEW YORK:
491 Broadway.

LONDON

:

10-11-18 Bread St., E.C.
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THE last month has been somewhat disappointing.

The exceptionally line weather of March raised the

general hopes beyond what might have reasonably

been expected. The first two or three weeks of April

then became cold and raw, and a depression in the sale

of Summer goods developed. Not that the weather was

as bad as a year ago; it has been some degrees higher in

temperature throughout. The chief trouble was the un-

favorable contrast with the earlier part of the season.

* *
•

The result is that the wholesale clothing men and

mens furnishers have been deploring a quiet season. The

present month, however, should see a strengthening of

business. Summer shirts are now good stock, and

should move rapidly. Men will buy, now that bright

weather has set in, provided the display is attractive.

This must receive the utmost attention from now on.

Too much care cannot be taken in the proper display of

seasonable goods. The public want the goods and are

ready to buy them, but you must show them to them in

an attractive manner. Otherwise your neighbor, who

docs show his goods properly, wiil walk off with the

business.
•

As a general thing there is not a great difference in

the quality of the goods kept by one man and those kept

by another. But one merchant gets the reputation for

keeping up-to-date, stylish stock, and he gets most of

the business, while the other loses out. How is this, to

be accounted for ? Chiefly in this, that the former has

kept the merits of his wares well before the public. He

has told them in convincing advertisements and in

snappy show-cards that his' goods are right in quality

and price. His show windows have borne out his state-

ments by fresh and artistic displays. He has compelled

the public to believe that his goods are reliable and

correct.

*

Now is the time to establish the correct reputation.

You have your stock and you know just what you have

to work on. Make your haberdashery a live part of the

store. Ta(k shirts and collars and neckwear in your

advertisements; not in a dry, conventional way, but vig-

orously and earnestly. The business life of that depart-

ment depends on it. Then spend some time in devising

the most artistic arrangement for these goods in the

window. A good article can be made to look cheap, just

as a cheap article can be made to look good, according

to the way it is shown. Treat your stock justly and

show the articles to the best advantage.

•

The shirts which have been forecasted for Spring and

Summer wear, have justified the predictions made about

them. Narrow dark lines, about three-quarters of an

inch apart, on a white ground, have proved popular. In

fact, in the whole range it has been the simple, unob-

trusive patterns which have sold the best. Some plaid

effects have won considerable favor, particularly where

the flannel shirt has been introduced. This material for

shirting is having quite a run for Summer wear in the

American cities this year.
* *

In the higher priced goods the coat shirt has proved

a great favorite. It is one of the innovations which we
can count on being permanent. A man who has once

worn one of them is very loth to go back to the other

kind. For the present this is not seen in the lower
priced goods.

*

Although fold collars are theoretically the only cor-

rect thing for the coming Summer, the tab collar, which
has been worn during the past Winter, still retains its

hold. This probably results from the general conserva-

tism of Canadians, who hesitate about following every

wave of fashion coming from the south. However, as is

the case with shirts, there can not be said to be two
seasons any longer. Usage has dictated for the present

that the tab collar will stand side by side with the fold

in public esteem.
* *

*

The manufacturers have bowed to public opinion, and
now practically all shirts are made with detached cuffs.

This is as it should be. Making due allowance for the

greater convenience of the attached cuffs, it must be ad-

mitted that in the majority of cases the wearing of them
is not practicable. Economic reasons prevent most men
from doing so. The correct cuff is short, with a strap at

one end to attach to the cuff button. If one side of the

cuff is attached to the cuff and then this strap buttoned

over it, the resulting combination is as neat and solid as

is the regularly attached cuff. In dress shirts, for obvi-

ous reasons, the attached cuff still holds its position.
* •

•

Lately the local haberdashers have had a great deal

to say about the quality of their collars, what they are

made of, etc. Probably it wouldn't be a bad idea for

you to expatiate a little on the material of which your

collars are made. Tell something about the lasting

qualities of "pure" and "all four-ply linen," what causes

saw edges, etc. But before you do this make sure of

what your collars are made of. Some stores have made
solid displays of their collars and have ripped open sev-

eral styles, showing that they are really "four-ply, all

linen." Study this out for yourself and get up some-

thing on the same order.
* *

*

In fold collars the great problem is to make an

article which will permit the cravat to slip around it

easily. Heretofore there has been a serious 'and well-

founded objection to the tugging and straining which was

necessary in making a proper knot. The width of the

fold to a huge extent governs the ease with which this

can be done. However, something, no doubt, will be

evolved to remedy the defect. As a temporary relief a

demand has sprung up for the extremely low collars of a

few years ago. It is more than doubtful, though,

whether this fashion will be revived.

W,
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NO leather ever tanned has the toughness and

pliability of "PINTO SHELL CORDOVAN."

That's the reason it makes such splendid

Mitts and Gloves. It's no trick to get leather soft

as a rag, and there are plenty of leathers strong

enough to make harness traces and boot soles,

but the only leather that is soft enough to make

good Gloves and tough enough to wear like steel

wire is "PINTO SHELL CORDOVAN."

How is your stock, Mr. Merchant?

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.

Montreal Winnipeg Dawson

I
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HATS AND GLOVES.
1~* ASTKR evidently afforded an added chance to popu-

^ larize brown stiff hats, through window displays

and advertisements of various kinds. Sales were

undoubtedly gratifying in many quarters, and one Mont-

real jobber reports the cabling of six different repeals

as an evidence. The possibility of gain in this direction

has been duly recognized, and live retailers have reaped

the benefit. Manufacturers are doing their share toward

pushing the sale of brown hats l.y showing every black-

hat style in several shades of brown, the larger cities

have done wed with them, and there is an optimism

prevalent in the trade that the sale will spread to the

smaller towns.
* *

*

It is generally conceded that this is a stiff hat sea-

son, but the many pleasing styles in the wide range of

cidors of soft hats assures a good demand. Retailers are

now looking to late Spring and Summer to do its duty.

Now is the time for retail hatters to do some hustling on

their own account to promote soft hat business. Wide

brim soft hats with folded in crowns are surely assum-

seen in a few stores. Among these is the block which

shows a crown tapering up to the top The effied is de-

cidedly noticeable, and, for the present
, anything but

pleasing. A variety of Viands is seen, some of them ne.it

*<*'• RETURNED
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Java Braids in all the new Negligee Shapes.

Shown by Denzer, Goodliart & Scheuer, New York.

and attractive, but the majority too obtrusive in their

contrast with the hat to make them desirable.

^/

The " Exeter."

A New Driving Hat Shown by Denzer, Uooclhart & Scheuer, New York.

ing a good position. Pearl and grey and the softer-

shades of brown and nutria are ali in demand. These
soft hats designed for outing wear of the low round
crown order, which may be creased or doubled in a

number of ways and have a neatly rolled brim of good
width, which is raw edged, are engaging a good deal of

attention.

Straws are now on the tapis, but it has been proven
dangerous to force the season. Retailers should endeavor
to get the most out of Spring goods before actively

pushing them. Splits have sold the best, although Sen-
nits in some quarters are given the leadership. These
two styles in a better class of goods are practically the
oniy braid hats talked of. An American exchange speaks
of a medium rough straw braid of several widths in a

yacht shaped hat as' a becoming popular style. It is

alleged that the rough braid hat is the more serviceable

and less liable to chip and break, as well as being more
easily cleaned and kept clean.

The hard hats for the present season show some
changes from last year. These are found chiefly in the
rims, which show a tendency to lie flatter and wider
than last season's shapes. Some extreme styles are

A greater feeling of toleration for negligee dress is

shown by the growing sale of soft hats of the flat iron

shape, such as we illustrated in last month's Review.

The best class of trade strenuously opposed these, except

RE I vJRN tlL/for use in the country or on outing trips. Now they

V A lQQJ^hav e taken a place of importance in every hatter's stock.

It requires no special foresight to see that they will have

a large run this Summer among the younger men. On
«/

^

the same principle caps have a greater sale now than

/* j/Sj^yfrfrJL/ ?z*- lllt '-v formerly had. It is not a part of the stock which

'furnishers usually push, but caps have now their place in

a man's wardrobe, and the dealer might as well make up

his mind to it.

Light hats of the pearl grey shade in fedoras are

shown by the leading stores. They will not have any

marked run, but there are always some men who affect

this style. Some of the blocks are decidedly fetching,

and when the band is not made too striking they are in

perfect good taste. The friends of this hat have hereto-

fore been its chief enemies. They have not been satisfied

with a neat and attractive hat; they have always insist-

ed on its being aggressive and noticeable. This was
enough to keep most men from adopting it.

*

Some strong windows of gloves have been shown dur-

ing the past month. Gloves ranging in price from $1 to

$1.50 have been featured in a great variety of shades.

RETURN!
MA If 4 l<

The "Savoy."

% Shown by Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer, New York.

The light tan has, however-, established itself as the cor-
rect thing for this season. The sale of gloves has been
exceptionally good. The wearing of gioves keeps pace
with the general advancement of fashion. Each season
sees a greater adherence to the custom.

lot*
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B "We Fear Nae Foe.'' B

B
Is our trade mark. It is the
stamp we put on all our

SUSPENDERS

It is the pledge to you that
our goods are everything
that you would have them
be, as to price, quality and
finish.

Goods guaranteed from $4.00
upwards. Goods at all prices.
Let us send you samples.

The Berlin Suspender $ Button Co.

Manufacturers Berlin, Ont.

B BMade in Canada.

FOULARDS

King of

The Summer Ties

Best hand block prints in dark navy

blue. This season we ordered out a

liberal variety of newly created ideas.

Derbys, Reversibles, Flowing Ends,

Strings and Club Ties

Prompt Deliveries.

Write us NOW for sample Dozens.

The STANDARD NECKWEAR CO.

Waterproof Shirts
THE NEYERWET

A NEW INVENTION BOUND TO
:: :: BECOME POPULAR :: ::

Waterproof
Water Repellant

Non -Shrinkable
Fast Color

Porous

They cost

no more Retains all its proper-

ties after washing.

Protects wearer from
rain, snow/, and ex-

posure.

PATENTED
than tKe

ordinary Kind

Made principally in Sateens and

Flannels.
FOR SALE BY

LEADING CANADIAN JOBBERS

S. LIEBOVITZ & SONS
Canadian
Agents : SOLE MANUFACTURERS
WALTER WILLIAMS & CO. 12' 14 walker st.

NEW YORK, U.S.A.301 St. James St. MONTREAL.
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IN CRAVATDOM
BUSINESS from the manufacturers' standpoint is run-

ning smoothly, and, as Easter has past, the time

has come to buy neckwear for real Spring and Sum-

mer business. As the season sets in warm and pleasant,

good trade must come, and retailers must keep their

stock intact.

The prolific number of novelties shown for Easter

trade were mostly in plain colors, but in new and novel

silk weaves. Fawn, reseda and soft tan and ivory were

among the novelty shades. Large shapes have predom-

inated, but from now on there will be, a gradual change

to more medium sizes. There is not much likelihood ot

even very narrow shapes becoming popular this Summer.

The quiet colors have rendered it safe to show more ot

the tie than formerly. The French four-in-hand makes a

graceful knot, and the demand for this shape has largely

increased. Reversibles are strong in widths approaching

two inches.

Foulards Strong.

What to buy to be prepared for good Summer busi-

ness is now an important question. Foulards loom very-

large, and are heralded as sure to become more popular

than ever. The conventional navy ground and white spot

are in good demand, and retailers will rind these goods

scarce as the season progresses. These goods are staple

Summer neckwear, and are regarded as the king of the

Summer business. They are to be had in all styles and

widths, but the one and three-quarter inch lines for re-

versible four-in-hand will probably lead in point of sales.

The price is so much in favor of retailers in some quar-

ters that it is difficult to understand how a legitimate

profit is made. Lines to retail at 25c are exceptionally

good value, and the silk is genuine.

Washable neckwear, it is said, will have a fair sale

this season. Manufacturers are now engaged in evolving

novel materials and designs.

Becoming Styles.

In neckwear there is not much to be recorded. The

fashion has run so steadily and strongly in the direction

of the plain colors that there is very little else shown.

It must be admitted that the effects are extremely

modish and becoming. Seldom has the fashion coincided

so well with good taste. The number of colors and

greater number of shades in each provide ample variety.

In fact the characteristic feature of this season's offer-

ings is the decided snappishness in the plain colored

cravats. Browns, though not quite as popular as some
time ago, still retain first place. The tones range from
tan and yellow to the richest old gold. The range is

very complete, and the smartness of the cravats entitle

them to the place they hold in public estimation.

Some Demands for Puffs.

Although the only question which has agitated the

cravat world this year has been whether four-in-hands

would be wide or narrow, there continues to be a fair

demand for puffs. They are worn almost exclusively

with fancy double-breasted waistcoats. Moreover, there

are many men, and well-dressed men at that, who ad-

mire a puff tie with a colored shirt. Some very dainty

things in this line are shown in grey. The material is

plain and the light color gives a freshness which is

agreeable to the season. In addition to these greys and
other light colors, there are the numerous standard pat-

terns in the dark shades. The blue with a white spot
always has its admirers, while plain black is affected by
a number of people.

SOFT and STIFF HATS
Quality Guaranteed

Price

$24.00

per

dozen

If you knew all about Hats

You would ,^§8!/^ All the time

"^OTHAK3

STYLISH ^Bfrya**- QUALITY
and- ^j£2RJV_^ and

DURABLE (fchTUkfib PRICE
GUARANTEED. » ."' n

?« ? Always the Same

We

Furnish

Adver-

tising

Helps

STRAW HATS
In all dimensions of Crown and Brim

The New Sennet Yacht— Natty and Dressy

The Fashionable Split Yacht—Always Correct

Straws $4.00 to $30.00 per dozen.

Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer
MAKERS and DISTRIBUTORS

721-723 Broadway, NEW YORK
in
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

WITH a great many people weather condi-

tions do not count for anything in the

matter of purchasing their Spring suits.

Easter has an alluring sound, and Spring

suits are ordered to be finished by Easter

without regard to the temperature which may be pre-

vailing at the time the order is given. Consequently this

year, as always, found the tailors turning out suits at

breakneck speed, and the great festival did not deceive

them. It can hardly be said that the business of the

season can be forecasted by the amount done at the

Easter time. A large volume of business is assured at

that time, whatever be the outlook for the rest of the

year. Yet the extensive orders which filled the books of

most tailors is indicative of a prosperity which in turn

should ensure good business to the dothiers.

Variety in Suitings.

Materials for suits are of the usual variety. And

here it may be said that the popularity of a certain

class of goods in some locality does not necessarily prove

its general favor. It often happens that a pattern or

shade will almost monopolize the market in one place,

while it will have only a minor place in the sales of an-

other town. Suitings are shown in many attractive pat-

terns. Both stripes and checks are seen in the tweeds.

The checks are not of a very pronounced type.

Woolen Colors.

A noticeable feature of the suits which appeared on

Easter was the absence of very light shades. The tweeds

were usually of a fairly heavy quality and dark in color.

This is reasonable considering the doubtful weather of

the following month. Fashions in such matters have to

submit to the requirements of location. Some materials

which may be in the best taste in England would, prob-

ably, be impossible here.

Coverts.

In overcoats the covert and the longer showerproof

divide the honors. In coverts the fawn coat holds prece-

dence over ali others. It is seldom that one color nas

had such a long run in any garment as fawn has in this

article of apparel. The cut, too, does not change. It is

eminently a serviceable coat, and as such is not sus-

ceptible to passing fancy. The consistency of the style

is to be accounted for, also, by the fact that the covert

does not get much rough wear, and so lasts for a num-

ber of seasons.

Hot Weather Suits.

Tailors are making preparations for the very light-

weight suits which gained such large favor last year. In

the cities the big stores sold a ready-to-wear suit of this

kind, and the sales were astonishingly high. Clothiers

throughout the country could take a tip from this to

advantage, and make provision for this demand. The

suit is such that it can just be worn for a couple of

months. There is no waistcoat with it. It appeals,

however, to a large class of young men who want a hot

weather lounging suit. The shortness of the time when

it could be worn each year would prevent much business

being lost in regular suitings, as a consequence of the

adoption of it.

Fancy Waistcoats.

Fancy waistcoats show no signs of (osing the posi-

tion which they have won. They are the only double-

breasted waistcoats which will be worn during the pres-

ent season, though they are by no means made exclu-

sively in this form. The materials out of which they

are made embrace some very beautiful weaves. For the

Summer the darker and richer colors will yield largely

to white and other light colored patterns.

Raincoats.

The showerproof coat each season establishes itself

more firmly in popular esteem. In a Canadian climate

something of the kind is necessary. Modern methods of

proofing cloth have been so perfected that the cloth re-

tains ali its pliability, and garments made from it are

in every way as dressy as those made from the ordinary

cloth. The present demand is for three-quarter length

coats with side seams, but none down the middle of the

back. It is cut high at the neck, and, like all single-

breasted overcoats, has concealed buttons.

Leave Clothes on Tables.

It is growing common for clothiers to leave their

stock of Winter clothes on their tables all through

the Summer, and this plan is endorsed as practicable

by many who have tried it. In the first place it gives

the impression of greatly increased stock, and that is de-

sirable through the Summer, and if they are on the

tables they can be got at readily. Then, too, when
Autumn comes around again, these clothes are not

saturated with the odor of camphor or naptha balls that

stamps them as carried over garments. Of course, in

stores where space is limited, this idea could n,ot be

carried out, but where there is plenty of room, the plan

is worth trying.—Merchant's Record.

Montreal Firm Expands.

With the immense expansion of business and the

rapid growth of the western trade, it has become

necessary for the firm of R. J. Inglis, 2383 St.

Catherine street, Montreal, to open a branch tail-

oring establishment at 288 Portage avenue, Winnipeg.

The late Mr. R. J. Inglis commenced business as a

merchant tailor on Notre Dame street (then St. Joseph),

in 1875, removed to Beaver Hall Hill in 1885, from there

to 2385 St. Catherine street, in 1896, and two years ago

erected the handsome structure in one section of which

the business lie established is now being carried on.

.Mr. Inglis built up a reputation that is known all

over the Dominion, and as tiic Winnipeg branch will be

conducted on similar lines to the parent house in Mont-

real, it is only reasonable to suppose that the success

which crowned the efforts here will be continued in the

west
.

The business in Winnipeg will be carried on by

Douglas S. Inglis, eldest son of the late R. J. Inglis,

and David Reid, of London, Eng., who will personally

supervise all work turned out by the establishment.
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Easter's Depleted
Stock— .!—M—
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Easter generally leaves a gap in

the stocks and we are read)- to fill

it at the shortest notice.

New Goods Arriving Daily :—

Tweeds, Overcoatings, Etc,

Assorted Silks, Serges, Hair Goods,

Sleeve Linings, Canvases,

Holland Pocketings, Suitings, Etc.

Free Samples
on application

A. McDOUGALL & CO.,
Branches: McKinnon Blclf?., Toronto.

Jarvis Bldg., St. John.

37 Queen Street, Truro.

Bridge Street, Quebec.

169 McGILL ST.,

MONTREAL. "

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENG.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"Crayenette"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain-

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.
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SHOWERPROOF
G A RMENTS

RAINPROOFS.

THIS will be the last month for the sale of water-

proofs by the retailer, and a determined effort

should be made to move a large volume of stock. Ii

should not be a difficult thing to do this when it is con-

sidered what advances in quality the last few years have

shown in this class of goods.

A spirited campaign for a couple of weeks in the ad-

vertising columns and in the windows would bring re-

sults. The time is right and the weather is propitious

As was urged in last month's Review, the salesmen

should become thoroughly acquainted with the merits of

the various garments carried in stock. The difference be-

tween showerproofs and waterproofs should be dearly

understood. It will not be a difficult matter in most

cases to convince a customer of the necessity of such a

coat when the quality of style and finish is displayed.

Sorting Orders.

In many places the sale of waterproofs and shower-

proofs has been going on vigorously for the last few

weeks The result has been that sorting orders have

been coming in. The sales so far point to a good season

in these goods. In regard to the style which has met

with the greatest favor, it may be said that the three-

quarter coat is pre-eminent. In color, fawn leads, in this

showing a consistency of fashion which is unusual. Me-

dium priced coats hold the bulk of the business, although

in the larger cities silk coats, with a proofing under-

neath, are sold up to $30 and $35.

The Style.

No change has been made in the cut of these gar-

ments. They follow pretty closely the fashion in ordin-

ary overcoats. While, as stated above, the women's

coats are most popular in the three-quarter lengths, from

38 to 42 inches, men's coats consistently run a little

longer. They are essentially a serviceable coat, and

should be long enough for protection. In men's garments

checks are received with much favor. Greys also have

large sales. Waterproofs are now made in all the styles

of the regular coat. The coat with a full back and side

seams, fly front, and high cut at the collar, is the recog-

nized favorite. It combines smartness with usefulness.

Advantage should be taken of the rainy days of this

month to bring these goods before the attention of the

public. They fill a want which is very real, and one rainy

day should make sales. Keep them well to the front and

show them when occasion oilers. By Hiis means your cus-

tomers will become familiar with the idea of them, and

so will be more susceptible to persuasion when the time

for a sale arrives.

A Difference.

The difference between waterproof and showerproof

garments is constantly up for consideration In men's

goods the waterproof is forging to the front to meet the

requirement of the climate. Where heavy rains are so

frequently experienced the latter garment becomes a

necessity. Particularly is this the case where a man has

in do (hiving or he outdoors i" anj greal degree. So fat

the demand for waterproofs has been rather m the

cheaper lines, hut a change all along the line is in order.

WREYFORD & CO
Wholesale Men's Furnishers

King Street West TORONTO

REPRESENTING

Young &
Rochester

Tress & Co.

LONDON, ENCLAND

Latest styles in

SHIRTS
COLLARS

NECKWEAR
Dressing Cowns

Smoking Jackets

Silk and Flannel

Pyjamas

LONDON, ENCLAND

CELEBRATED
HATS

Fall Fashions
just received in

SILK
FELT

TWEED
If the TRESS HAT is not
represented in your town,

DOMINION AGENTS
FOR

" AERTEX "
"ST. MARGARET'S "

Cellular Golf Blouses
Underwear SWEATERS

We always carry the very Latest Styles and the Best Quality in

all goods appertaining to Men's Furnishings, at

REASONABLE PRICES.

ftXTOKD £K)€6P$
WINNERS OF GOLD MEDALS EVERYWHERE.

(Rkoistered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale lohhers and Clothing Houses.

Si 1. 1. in,. A,. i % i

rRANri W. NELL.ES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA. Limited

Mm. i
•> Km w.i.imiki> 1867
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GET TO KNOW TWO GOOD THINGS

To Know the Best Goods Produced
To Know the Lowest Prices Offered

\\ hen you handle our Lines of Fall and Winter Goods, consisting"

of Latest Novelties in

Overcoatings,
Suitings,

Trouserings,
You are in touch with the best values that the markets offer.

Our Samples of "Shield Brand" CHEVIOTS and SERGES
will prove interesting to retailers who appreciate highest quality.

Our stocks ofgoods for present shipment are so complete that
all merchants giving orders will receive prompt delivery.

Write for Samples. Your letters will receive our immediate and
most careful attention.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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Di RING the month a member of The Review staff

had a very pleasant interview with Mr. Thomas

Pillsbury, of Rylands & Suns, Manchester, England. Mr.

Pillsbury, who was in Toronto on his semi-annual trip,

spoke enthusiastically of the conditions in the cotton

manufacturing districts of England. One year ago the

majority of the factories in Lancashire were cunning half

time oi were closed altogether. Men who had been earn-

ing seven dollars a week were reduced to half thai

amounl or to nothing at all. The keenest distress was

experienced throughout all the cotton manufacturing

count ies.

A complete reversal of these conditions has developed

during the last few months. Raw cotton, which was

formerly at an impossible price, dropped so low that

every factory could run at a profit. At the present time

the mills are sold to their full capacity for the next year.

Besides the cheapness of the raw cotton, Mr. Pillsbury

mentioned another feature which influenced the cotton

manufacturing greatly. He pointed out the fine condition

of other markets. China, with its 400,000,000 of popula-

tion, and India, with 200,(100,000, were buying heavily of

English cottons. This was not confined to white cotton.-,

but included salines, and all that class of goods.

Mr. Pillsbury referred to the great injury which has

been done the cotton growing industry of the United

States by the manipulation of that commodity by specu-

lators. It is not so much the high price to which it is

sometimes forced, though this is ruinous to weavers, but

it is the fluctuation from day to day, which has com-

pelled the English manufacturers to look to other fields.

Experiments are now under way in South Africa, Nigeria,

and India, and Egypt is being cultivated more than ever

before. Manufacturers are expending large sums of money

in the development of these new fields and, while the

work is »or the present chiefly experimental, the time will

come when the Southern States will no longer have a

monopoly.

Mr. Pillsbury predicted a prosperous season for Can-

ada. The retail merchants were not buying quite as

heavily as they did a year ago, but this was to he

accounted for by the fact that the extreme optimism of last

ye&} had led them to stock up too much and they were

buying more carefully now. It was likely that the sales

for the year would be eventually just as great as or

greatei than last year's.

In Mr. Pillsbury, Rylands & Sons have a representa-

tive of rare good qualities. He is affable and genial in

his manner and courteous in intercourse. His own per-

sonality is a fitting introduction to the house which he

i ep) esents.

A visitor to Canada during the past month was Mr.

John Wildman, representing Milligan, Forbes & Co
,

manufacturers of dress goods, Bradford, ting When seen,

Mr. Wildman had jusl completed a successful season's

business for his firm and was leaving for England. In

his numerous Visits to Canada he has made a large

number of friends for himself and for the house that he

represents. Mr. Wildman commented on the flow of im-

ration to Canada and spoke optimistically of the

Uade possibilities here.

HOW TO INCREASE THE LINEN SALES.

A
OOOI) scheme for increasing the sales m the linen de-

partment was suggested lo The Review a few (lays

ago, by Hie agent for W I.iddell & Co., Belfast,

"Old Bleach," and other North of Ireland linen manufac-
turers. The agent in question, Mr. ('oshie. of Toronto,

carries a verv extensive range of samples, both in high-

grade and popular juiced lines, and the sidling scheme he

and a retail merchant inaugurated in a thriving Eastern

Ontario town is worth carefully noting. Incidentally it.

should be said that Mr. Cosine hails from the North of

Ireland, and, therefore, knows the points of its staple

industry as only a native can, and he is also an old and

experienced salesman.

When Mr. Cosbie struck the town and showed his

samples, the proprietor of the leading store there was so

struck with them that he was sure that they would in-

terest a number of his leading lady customers. Accord-

ingly he sent out imitations to several to come and in-

spect them; and soon a party of enraptured women were
looking over Mr. Cosbie's samples, and making selections.

It was easy selling, as each and all felt that this

was a chance that did not come their way often, for they

practically had the stock of several manufacturers to

select from. There were all grades and qualities, and

any pattern selected could he matched with napkins, tray

cloths, etc., and then there was the certainty that

theirs was an exclusive pattern, and one that would not

be duplicated on every table in the town. There was
also every size and shape. In the range of designs were
the very latest patterns, as well as old and cherished de-

signs that are standard, and have years of popularity be-

hind them. One lady remarked that she had been looking

for one particular design—the rose, shamrock and
thistle pattern—for years, and that she had tried some
of the leading stores in the States for it, as well as

those in Canada, and was quite delighted to find that at

last she was able to gratify a long-cherished desire.

The enthusiasm was roused, however, to the highest

pitch by the lovely "Irish peasant" hand embroideries on

linen and lawn. There was pattern after pattern, bed-

spreads, sheets and pillow cases to match, lawn spreads

and shams, etc. The most complete stock carried by the

largest of the stores could not possibly be as extensive as

this, nor could there possibly be so great a collection to

choose from.

Before the samples were packed away quite a number
of nice sized orders were received by the enterprising

head of the firm—and orders, too, that carried quite a

respectable margin of profit. In short, in a few hours

close on to $200 worth of goods had been sold. Further-

more, the success of this impromptu sale suggested 1 he

idea of working it out on a more extended scale. The
plan suggested is to notify all customers, and also others

that are likely to be interested, that the representative

will be in the store with his stock of samples. The fact

can be made known by special announcement, but there

is no need of any extensive display. May is a particu-

larly good month in which to hold such a sale, as, be-

sides what is bought for household use, many people are

on the lookout for bridal presents, and beautiful linen is

always a welcome one, and is almost the only one where

duplication would be welcome and acceptable. From

such a stock as here indicated the chances that two peo-

ple would choose on the same pattern is a minimum.

\ol only would a sale of this description be a pro-

fitable one lo conduct, but the merchant would get a

great advertisement from it. The idea has a special

value, as it is not suitable for the large city stores.

i i>;
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MEN'S UMBRELLAS
Our Own
Manufacture

The few handles here illustrated represent the

style exactly, and we guarantee our coverings to

be the best procurable at the prices mentioned.

LIST OF COVERINGS:

Immediate
Delivery

No. 530, Fast Black Special Mercerized Austria.
" 54-0, Fast Black Super Mercerized Austria.
" 550, Gloria Silk.
" 560, Super Gloria Silk.

No. 570, Union Taffeta.
" 580, Super Taffeta.
" 590, Silk Taffeta.
" 595, Twill Silk, Extra Quality, Tape Edge.

URNED
6 190^>

DESCRIPTION
OF HANDLES

376—Boxwood Silver Trimmed
378 Arabian Sliver Trimmed
379 Congo Silver Trimmed
380—Congo Silver Trimmed
381—Congo Silver Trimmed
386-Horn
385—Horn
384—Horn
387—Arabian Silver Trimmed

QUOTATIONS

HANDLES COVERINGS

Numbers

376-378- 379 |

380—381 1

386—385—384 1

387 1

530 340 550 560
|

570 580

$9.00 110.50

$11.00

811.50

$12.00

$12.50

$13.00

$14.50

$15.00 $17.50

HE|TURNEI

Paragon Frames

Steel Rods

Bulb Runners
i If ordered)

Cases
With coverings 570, 580,
:»!«> and 595.

DESCRIPTION
OF HANDLES

391—Horn
392—Cherry Silver Trimmed
393—Cherry Silver Trimmed
398—Boxwood Silver Trimmed
396—Boxwood Silver Trimmed
437 —Carved Horn
416—Horn Silver Trimmed
439—Horn Silver Trimmed

T441— Horn Silver Trimmed

QUOTATIONS

HANDLES COVERINGS

Numbers

391—392—393

398-396

437—416 1

439—441 /

540 550 560
|

570 580 590

$22.00

$26.00

595

$29.50

833.50

$11.50

$12.00

$12.50

813.00

$15.00

813.50

$14.00

$16.00

815.50

$16.00

$18.00

$18.00

$18;50

$22.50

GORDON, MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Oor. F-ron-t and Bay Sts., TORONTO
ill
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NOTES OF THE TRADE.

Belleville is to have a new mattress factory. Ii will
be undei the tnanagemenl o! G. S. Vandewater,

The stuck tif general drj goods of Wright & Thomp-
son, Listowel, has been bought li\ J. A. Duggan, Strat-
ford.

Walter Bros., of Listowel, have purchased the general
stock of drygoods and groceries of A. I). Goodwin, At-
W en 111,

A. I-:. Buscombe, merchanl tailor, Toronto, lias a

signed. His liabilities are about $2,50(1, mostly to To-
ronto wholesale houses.

.1. B. Gateman & Co., manufacturers of buttons and
pearl novelties, Berlin, suffered a loss bj fire recently—
$3,000 will cover the ilamage.

Rowe & Co., of Saskatoon, have bought the tailoring
business of R. .J. Turner, of that town. The new firm
has had considerable experience in this line.

Storry A Co. have been looking over the field in

Winnipeg with a view to opening an establishment there.
So far they have been unable to secure a store.

Fred B. Edgecombe, of Fredericton, N. B., has made
important extensions and improvements to his building.
It is Mr. Edgecombe's intention to put his business into
a joint stock company and introduce departmental
features.

Perth has passed a by-law granting $20,000 to Winn
A: Co., boot and shoe manufacturers, for the establish-
ment of a factory in that town. The company agrees to
employ not less than seventy-five hands, and pay at
least $35,000 per year in wages.

The dry goods firm of Clarke Bros, have taken into
partnership Herbert Snell, of Montreal. Mr. Snell was
formerly the traveling representative of the Crescent
Manufacturing Co., ol Montreal.

MacDonald & Co. is the new firm name of the dry
goods store in Glace Bay, X.S., formerly known as W.
J. MacDonald & Co. The change in name synchronises
with an enlargement of the premises.

The business of the Merchants' Cloak Manufacturing
Co., of Toronto, has been bought by Mr. Wilkins, man-
ager for the former company. It will hereafter be run
under the firm name of Wilkins & Co.

The woolen mills of .1. Walshaw A Son, Bolton, were
destroyed by fire last month. The present plant was
just installed last Summer to replace the old mill which
was burned. The loss from the present lire is about
$50,000.

The National Rubber Co. have removed from 18 Hos-
pital street to 524 Craig street, the premises occupied
before the disastrous fire a few months ago. Their
premises have been enlarged and remodelled to a consid-
erable extent.

L. Hirshson & Co., Montreal, are removing at the first

of May to enlarged premises at 1 7M2 Notre Dame street,

a step necessitated by their increasing business. This
is the Canadian branch of an English house, and since

their establishment here have built up a considerable
trade.

Messrs. I,. Hirshson & Co.,' Montreal, removed the
first of May to enlarged premises at 1783 Notre Dame
street, a step necessitated by their increasing business.
This firm is the Canadian branch of the English house,
and since their establishment here have built up a con-
riderable trade.

Messis. John Fisher & Son, woolens and tailors'
trimmings, have opened a. new blanch warehouse at 7li

Bay street, Toronto. Thej were one of the sufferers bv

the big tile a year ago, and since then have been m tem-
porary premises until the presenl move, which gives them
better facilities than ever.

Suit was brought by E. M. Mallmeyei against the
Stratford Clothing Co., of Stratford, before Judge Win-
chester recently, for $275 wages claimed to be due.
Mallmeyei was employed by the company under contract
as a traveler, ami when the company ended the engage-
ment a dispute aiose over the traveler's expense ac-

count.

Owing to the generous encouragement received from

the tiade the VictOl tf'f'g. Co., O'leber |,a\e fell the
nv ol enlarged flooi space for manufacturing pur-

poses, to insure prompl delivery, Then factorj and
office at the cornel of St. Vallei and St. Joseph stl

Quebec, is now entirely occupied, giving ovei 15

square feet ioi manufacturing purpo

A. T. Portei & Co., representing Hammond, Turner
a Co., of Birmingham, England, and other smallwares
houses, removed at 1 lie first ol this month to en!.

premises -it 13 St. Sacrament street, Montreal.
are also opening a branch in Toronto in the Nordheimer
Building, 8 Colborne street. Both these moves were
necessitated by increasing business Stock will be kept
in Toronto, where merchants <an be supplied as readily
as in Montreal.

Sharp, Sonnenthal A Co., Limited, is the name of a
new firm with headquarters at 39 Leeds road. Bradford,
England. The proprietors of the new company are an
offshoot of the well-known firm of ('has. Semon A' Co

,

of Bradford, where they had charge of the home and
shipping trade in worsteds and woolens. They have reg-
istered as a private company, with a capital of £100,000,
and the chairman of the company, Mr. Arthur Sonnen-
thal, who has been well known in the Canadian trade for

nearly twenty years, is on his way 1o Canada and will

call on the leading wholesale firms from the Atlantic to
the Pacific.

PERSONALS.

Mr. J. A. C. Poole, of the China and Japan Silk Co.,
has returned from a buying trip to China and Japan.

.Mr. D. Weiman, of the American Silk Waist Co.
visited the trade in the Maritime Provinces last month.

Mr. J. D. Ivey, of J. D. Ivey & Co., millinery im-
porters, Toronto, left early last month for Paris, London
and other European fashion centres.

Mr. Henry T. Crumley, dry goods merchant, of Kings-
ton, was married last month to Miss Edna Margaret
Moore. They went west on their wedding trip.

Mr. S. Bernard, designer for the New York Silk-

Waist Co., is again in New York picking up new ideas.

This is his third trip since the first of tin' year.

Mr. G. Kent, dress goods buyer for Greenshields
Limited, has returned from foreign markets, and will be
seen among his friends in the trade this month.

During last month Mr. R. C. Wilkins visited the trade
in the Maritime Provinces and Cape Breton. His flying

tour was most successful from a business standpoint.

A complimentary dinner was tendered Mr. F. Judd
Kennedy, of the firm of John Dick, Limited, by a number
of his friends recently. His approaching marriage was
the subject of much felicitation among the company.

Mr. Edward A. Davidson, agenl for .lames Alexander
& Son, Glasgow, Scotland, sailed on the 25th ult. for the

Old Country, on a business trip to visit England, Ire-

land and Scotland, 1o be absent a couple of months.

Mr. Ci. R. Anderson, an old drygoodsman of Bramp-
ton, died last month. He was a conspicuous figure in

the commercial life of his town. For fifteen years, until

compelled to retire by ill-health, he was an active part-
ner in the firm of G. U. Anderson A Bros.

Mr. I). F. Smith, secretary-treasurer of the Montreal
Cotton Co., died last month in Yalleylield, P. Q. Mr.
Smith grew up with the Montreal Cotton Co.. having
entered the office as a clerk, lie enjoyed a large measure
of esteem and friendship from all who knew him.

Mr. .1. L. Gittleson, representing the Montreal Water-
proof Clothing Co.. begins his Fall trip through Western
Ontario at the nrst of ibis month. He is carrying one
of the linest ranges of samples tor Fall ever shown by

this lii in. He will advise customers later as to exact

date of arrival.

Sunday, April L6, Mr. I>. F. Smith, secretary-ti-

nier of the Montreal Cotton Co.. died at Valley held.

Mr. Smith was the type Of a selfinade man in the fullest

sense of the term. As a young man he entered the em-
plov of the companv as a clerk and bv faithful service,

coupled with untold energv and ability, rose to a premier
position. He was very prominent in Yalleylield in social

and church life. He leaves a wife and three children.
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WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS

Clothing, Pants, Overalls,
Etc., Etc.

33 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO

We beg' to announce to our customers that

we are manufacturing for summer trade

White Duck Pants, Coats, Fancy Vests,

and for Fall a special line of

ALL-WOOL MACKINAW SUITS
AND SHORT PANTS

Hold jour orders for these lines, also men's

and boys' suits, knee pants, etc., until you

see our samples.

The Imperial Mfg. Co.

33 CHURCH ST., TORONTO

HAMMOND, TURNER & SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,= MANUFACTURERS OF

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH.

SUPERIOR IN

QUALITY.

STYLE AND FINISH

ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS.
FANCY VEST BUTTONS.

Among other salahle novelties we make are

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFEE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T. PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Ask/or Illustrated

Catalogue ofJewellery

.

232 McGlll St.

MONTREAL

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings

:

Kirk's

Permanent

Finishes

:

(1)

TKe Original

"Permanent' FinisH

(2)

The New

Velvety Permanent Finish

'VELPER* (ElDL)

For Lhose who prefer a soft, handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on Lhe back.

Patterns showing either finish can be

had on application to

LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.

1 19
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Denton, Mitchell & Duncan
Wholesale Dry Goods

SPECIALS
Lace Curtains, 60-inch
Blue Spot Duck Shirts (Reg. $4.25)

Heavy Mole Overalls
Police Brace, Extra Heavy
Buster Brown Belts
Buster Brown Hose
Cashmere lA Hose "Job"

$ .75
3 25 doz.
7.25 doz.
2.25 doz-
2.25 doz.
2.25 doz.
1 85 doz.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

I

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN, TORONTO
<S*i)S*S>3*S)<^<S>®<S>®^<»^^ S&MSWSWSW!)®?^ <

This is the way to test the
elasticity.

Selling Agents

:

Ellis Spring Needle Ribbed

Underwear
Embodies all the points necessary to retain

TRADE, and, what is more, MAKE TRADE

It is the only ribbed underwear in Canada made

by the Spring Needle System, which gives more

and permanent elasticity than any other way

on earth. Two-piece and union suits, all weights.

SPRING SUMMER WINTER

THE ELLIS MANFC CO.

Hamilton

DIGNUM & MONYPENNY, Toronto.

*^0* RIBBED,
^jPH UNSHRINKABLE

HO
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FANCY goods provides ;i great field for a mer-

chant's originality. It can be made a strong,

attractive and profitable department, or it can

be made a poor, unsightly lot of heterogeneous

trifles. In the hands of an energetic manager,

the novelties should prove of great value. From the na-

tirely apart from the profits from the sales of the novel-

ties themselves. They keep the whole stock bright and

up-to-date, and lend a touch of originality to the store

which will induce customers to come in. Too much can-

RETURNED
MAY 4 \W

RETURNED
MY 4 190

>"

Ladies' Purse, No. 336. Shown by The
Copp, Clark Co.

V 5*

^<^ 37

Shopping Bag. Shown by The Copp, Clark Co.

ture of things, they provide good profits. Moreover, they

are naturally attractive, and catch the eye of the cus-

tomer most readily. Nothing in the store can be shown
so easily as they are novel, pretty, and usually useful,

not be said of this feature of the business. Anything
which attracts people into a store has an advertising

value of real importance. The ordinary stock loses its

attraction for people after they have gone through a store

a number of times. But if they are assured of seeing

something novel, something bright, and something up-to-

date, they will enter the stoic just for that reason. After

RETURNED
MAY 4 190 <T

Music Roll. Shown by The Copp,
Clark Co.

RETURNED
MAY 4 19Cr

Ladies' Hand Satchel, No. 1176. Shown by The Copp, Clark Co.

and so arouse a desire foi I hem in the mind of the

shopper.

A well-kept department of this kind has a value en-

they have once gone into the store it rests with the sales-

man to make the most of his opportunity.

For this reason we urge on all drygoodsmen the great

importance of keeping a good, strong department of nov-

elties and notions. (Jive it personal care, for its success

depends upon its being kept new and fresh. It is not
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necessary to go into details of what might be carried in

such a department. The firsl thing will naturally be a

hue oi leathei hand bags and chatelaines. Greal care

will have t" be taken in stocking these goods, as the

fashion is fickle and changes are frequent. It is this very

thing which makes them so profitable Everj woman
needs a renewal of this article regularly, if not because

the old one shows signs of wear, at least because its

shape 01 color has become a thing of the past.

Another necessity for every woman is a purse and

card case. The illustration which we give shows a good

combination of purse and card case. It is leather

throughout, and has enough separate compartments to

serve all the purposes to which it is likely to be put. If

the drygoodsman went after this business he should con-

trol it absolutely. The people who use them are people

who ale in Ins stoic almost daily. To secure this busi-

ne.ss only requires a fair assortment, winch does not en-

tail a heavy expenditure of capital, and a propei display.

A novel! \ which is, too, a necessity is the music roll,

which we show in the cut. This should prove a good

seller if it were shown. It is of good material, neal and

attractive in appearance, and of general use.

These are mentioned just as samples of what may be

included in the novelty and notion department. It does

not exhaust Ihe list. In fact leather goods are just one

part of the articles which can be sold among the novel-

ties. These vary with the seasons, but the progressive

merchant will seize the occasion of adding what he can

to the store sales.

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE Review do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

The Leak Fur Manufacturing Co., of Canada, Limited.

AS forecasted in the previous issue of The Re-

view, this firm is now in handsome and en-

larged new quarters at 5 to 7 Recollet street,

Montreal. The entire large building, consist-

ing of four flats, with over ten thousand
square feet of floor space, is occupied. A future issue

will contain views, both exterior and interior, of their

premises. They report trade as good, and feel thorough-
ly satisfied with initial results in Canadian business.

Mr. D. J. Nicklin, late of the Hastings Hat & Cap
Mfg. Co., Limited, London, Ont., is now covering On-
tario for this firm, owing to the illness of Mr. Jack
Samuels. Mr. Nicklin, from his long and wide experi-

ence in the trade, should prove a happy acquisition.
A sightly fur coat for little money, which is having

good advance sales, is their No. 1000 Australian calf. It

has the appearance of the former bear skin coats, now
totally extinct, and gives as much service, at consider-
ably less cost. The skin is dyed and tanned in a
thorough manner. Every garment bears the firm's guar-
antee in the form of a linen tag, which is attached to

each coat, and gives a wide guarantee. It is impossible
to appreciate the value and excellence of this number,
without examining the coat in detail, and with this ob-
ject the firm will send, free of charge, to anyone inter-

ested in the trade, one of these coats, which if not "con-

sidered satisfactory is returnable at their expense. Re-
tailers can take advantage of this offer by mentioning
The Review.

The Laces & Braids Manufacturing Co.

The wood silk braids illustrated on another page are
a not her evidence of (he progress Canada is making in

manufacturing. They are only a few selected out of a

very large line for Kail selling shown by this firm. Every
retailer should see this line before making his Fall selec-

tion. Retailers should he careful to keep their stocks
sorted as some lines may be scarce before the end of the
season. They have just passed into stock a line of

Oriental laces in new pat letns and effects suitable for the

midsummer trade

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Among a nuiiiliei of specialties in Summer neckwear
foulards stand out prominently. Puffs, four-in-hands, and
Mowing ends are all to he had in the conventional navy
ground and various sized white spots. This silk is essen-
tially designed for Summer neckwear, and is both ser-

viceable and sightly. This firm has made a leadet of a

complete line of foulards, and prices a.ri- extremely in-

teresting. Values .lie said to he unequaled. The fout-

in-hands come in a number of widths in both the lines

and reversible style, and can be retailed with good profit

at 25c. The making of a reversible foulard four-in-hand
to retail at 25c. is an eye opener. The puff of generous
size and neat proportion is a'.so in the 25c. class. Flow-
ing ends are designed to retail at 35c. There is a liberal
variety of newly created ideas to choose from, and a
large, well assorted stock is on hand to promptly meet
all requirements. This line is also shown in ladies' 50-

inch ties. Samples of any retailer's needs in this line

will be cheerfully sent upon request.

The Ellis Manufacturing Co.. Limited.

This firm are manufacturing spring needle ribbed
knitted underwear. The superiority of the spring needle
over the latch needle stitch is freely admitted, and as sole

manufacturers of the spring needle stitch garments they
have developed a large trade in underwear. This class of

underwear is growing more and more in favor from year
to year, and bids fair soon to be the hading fabric in

knit goods.

John Macdonald & Co.

John Macdonald & Co.'s woolen department is show-
ing some special clearing lines. 2,000 yards black .and
blue serges at $1. Range of f Canadian at 19c and 25c.

Also a clearing line of Scotch tweed suitings at $1.25 and
$1.50; and 27-inch tweed trouserings at 50c. They have
a special line of 10-inch silesias at 15c.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing clearing lines in

dress goods, hosiery and gloves. They are also showing
a big assortment of silks in checks for shirtwaist suits,

in tamoiine, louisine, and taffeta, in all the popular color-
ings. Also figured shantungs, shot taffetas, and a great
variety of fancy silks. They are sole Toronto agents for

the famous "Herca" untearable taffeta—10 shades in

stock. A complete stock of fabric gloves, including their

two special lines. Melba and Special, at $2 and $2.25 per
dozen. Also a great variety in real milanese. lisle, lace

lisle, silk and cotton net, and purse sill;. Xew shipments
in black and tan lace, lisle and cotton hose. Summer
weight cashmere hose. Ladies', misses' and children's
cotton and lisle vests; all prices.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their men's
furnishing department clearing lines as follows : Men's
wot king shirts, in light and dark colors, regular $3.75
goods, for $2.75; and regular $1.50 for $2.25. Men's
black and white stripe shirts, with double back and
front, regular $fi.50 goods, for $5.50 per dozen. Men's
stripe negligee shirts at $1.50. $6.50, $7.50. $0 and $12;

Ixtra value. A special line in men's blue overalls, with
bibs and smocks to match, at $1.50. Men's heavy mole
pants at $S. Boys' striped brownies and overalls
$3.75; regular $4.50 goods Men's tweed pants at $8, $!•.

$10.50, $12 pet dozen Men's cashmere socks at $1.80.

$2, $2 25, $3, $3 75 and * I
.">". Men's fancy cotton socks.

\-2-2
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YAma silK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest s Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended

for its Length, Strength and

Smoothness. Used by manufac-

turers for all sewing purposes.

ANDREW H. MCDOWELL
40-42 St. Antoine Street

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

REMOVAL NOTICE

We beg to notify our

numerous customers and
friends that we have re-

moved from the Board of

Trade to much more com-
modious warerooms at

234 McGill Street

(the ground floor premises

formerly occupied by Pre-

vost Freres) where we will

have a full stock of our

well known lines of

Crompton's Corsets

and

Taffeta and Neckwear Ribbons

in all widths.

Our improved facilities will ensure prompt
and satisfactory attention to all orders and we
bespeak from the trade a continuance of the

liberal patronage which we have enjoyed in the

past.

Walter H. Barry & Co.

234 McGill Street, MONTREAL

Making
Money
out of

Dry
Goods
Waste
Stock

It*s no idle statement that large sums of money
are lost by dry goods merchants and milliners in

depreciated stocks.

The color of the fabric goes out of fashion.

Goods have become faded by window or outdoor

display. Others are shelf-worn. Plumes and fea-

thers have lost their lustre.

At these works we give new life to all these

things. Our methods are thoroughly scientific and
up-to-date, and have commanded the confidence of

the leading men of the trade for years.

WE WILL GLADLY GIVE ANY OTHER INFORMATION.

R. PARftER ®. CO.
DYERS AND FINISHERS

Head Office and WorKs, 767-791 Yonge Street, TORONTO, CAN.
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in bans and blacks, with silk stripes and figures-, a1 (2 25.

Men's balbriggan underwear .it $3.15, $3.50, $3.9fl, and

$4.50, in a full range of sizes. Men's merino underwear
in natural and fancy stripes, al $4.50 per dozen, and
men's umbrellas, self-opening, at %u per dozen.

John Macdonald & Co are showing clearing lines in

towellings and tabling : No. C340, la-incb bordered
crash, at n.'.c. No. Dl.il, 17-inch bordered crash, at 6$c.

No. D435, 17-inch, bordered crash, al d.'c. No. D436, 17-

inch bordered crash, at l\v. No. D423, 16-ihCh bordered

crash, at 7c (heavy). No. D400, 17-inch plain crash, at

ti.'.c. No. Dliil. 17-inch plain crash, at 7^c. No. D426,
17-inch bordered crash, at 7fc. No. I)I2X, 15-iiich dark
crash, al ;Hc. No. D20, 56-inch C. D. tabling, at l!).\c.

The above quotations are all cut prices, and in the pres-

ent state of the linen market are extraordinary value.

They are also showing clearing lines in prints, dress

ginghams and cotton fabrics for Summer wear in beauti-

ful designs.
In the housefurnishing department some special

values are: Tapestry carpets at 2 2 ?,
t-

.
to 65c. per yard;

Brussels carpets at 67.U-. to $1.10; hemp carpets at 7|c.

to 22£c; wool carpets" at r>2Ac, 57-ic. and 80c; Union
carpets at 25c. to ISUc. ( 1 yard wide); velvet pile car-
pets at $1 and $1.10 per yard, and with

jj
borders to

match; Wilton carpets at $1.25, and with | borders to

match. Also a full line of 8.4 and lfi-1 linoleums and 8-4

inlaid linoleums, table oils and' carpet floor squares in

tapestry, velvet, Axminster, wool and union. Lace cur-

tains and Swiss curtains, 20c. to $10 per pair, in great
variety; tapestry portiers, from $1.75 to $12 per pair,

China and Japan straw mattings, 8c. to 21^c. per yard;
quilts, 75c. to $1 each; hearth rugs in great varietv. from
$1 per dozen to $65 each. They will give your letter or-

ders special attention and can send samples to you by
express.

I. Mishkin & Co.

Progress has ever been the watchword of this firm,

and a lour through their factory discloses the phenom-
enal advances made inside of one year. A busy factory
with bright and experienced workpeople is a striking
contrast to the few machines operated at the start. In
a great measure this is due to the knowledge of the
waist business possessed by Mr. I. Mishkin, head of this

firm. Merchants know him as a skilled designer and a
keen judge of values. He is one with the success of the
silk waist business in Canada, and as a pioneer won the
confidence of a large clientele.

Future developments are but natural, and in this con-
nection Mr. Mishkin spent the latter part of April in

American waist centres. Easter Sunday was spent in

New York, and pleasure was, in a measure, combined
with business. He returned to Montreal with many new
ideas, which will be incorporated in his Fall lines soon
to be shown the trade.

National Rubber Co.

While it is the same street number, 521 Craig street,

Montreal, the old quarters of the National Rubber Co.,
which they now occupy, present such an improved ap-
pearance that it is hard to realize the site is the same.
Since the disastrous lire, improvements have gone on
apace, and the factory and warehouse has been - renovated
and changed to one of the most complete in the trade.
The lirst floor is utilized as a sample room, and the
stock of readymade garments is here displayed. The sec-

ond floor is utilized as a stork room for the piece goods,
while the entire third floor is needed for the cutting room,
and upon the fourth floor the operating is done. The
ventilation, light and heat are of the most approved
kind. By strenuous efforts customers were well taken
care of, and deliveries were satisfactory the past few

months. Travelers arc now showing main new revela-
tions in raincoat possibilities for immediate and Fall.

" Sahlin " Perfect Form and Corset Combined.

\ corset, if it can be called so, which is creating a

commotion jusl now in Canada amongst the lady readers
• if fashion sheets and magazines, is the "Sahlin" perfect
form ami corsel combined. Tins garment has secured
the recommendation of man] of the leading dressmakers

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word first insertion, lc. a

word each subsequent insertion.
Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as 81.000) are allowed

as one word.
Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisement*

In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

BUSINESS CHANCES

Al BUSINESS CHANCE— Established 2<, years; doing a strictly

casli trade ; in the in inufacturing and market town of Newmarket
;

the general stock cf dry goods, clothing, millinery, c ipets. shres and
groceries; at invoice price ; will sell the whole stock or half of it, and
give a five years' lease of premises at 85<~.o per annum and taxes ; the
most up-to-date store in the town

;
has always done the largest trade in

tow , and that for cash only; modern plate glass front; well lighted;
basement, ground floor and first floor; cash railways

;
good fixtures;

grand hardwood stairway. Terms, part cash ; balance on liberal terms.
The Danford Roche f'omrany, Limited Newmarket (5)

WANTED.

\\/ANTED—A good line of overalls for P. E. Island. Must be made
*' good and full, big in leg and not " skimped " in any way. Also

with orders for 5 dozen will want special labels. Apply M. A. C. care
of The Dry Goods REVIEW, Montreal. (6j

CLOTHING We are makers of cloth-

ing for the CLASSES and
the MASSES. Ourgoods

and our terms are a little better than anybody else's. Write
us for particulars.

THE EXCELSIOR
42A Jurors St.

CLOTHING CO
MONTREAL.

Our Wax Figures and

Papier Mache Forms

are the best
goods of the

kind on the

market. W e

also carry a

FULL LINE of

the celebrated

RNED

4 190*

Hall = Borchert

RETOB
^!wtf 4 —

NEW YORK

Adjustable Figures

/&«* "7?

admitted to be the but in
the world. Genuine Hall-
Borchert goods can only
be obtained from us. as
we control their trade in
this market.

le, cofttaOjjrTSew CatalogueTcenVtainlng 12S page* of new
anil original Illustrations of Display Fixtures, Is

yours for the uskinjf. Send for copy to-day.

Clatworthy & Co.,
48 Richmond St. W., TORONTO, ONT.
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and ladies' tailors in fashionable centres, owing to the
mueh-lookcd-for smooth fit, especially in the back, free

of those objectionable straight lines and marks caused by
heavy steels, hooks, clasps, laces, etc.

The "Sahiin" is remarkable for the unique feature of

The Imperial Manufacturing Co.

Scott's Muffler.

having none of these, and fastens in such a peculiar way
at the waist that every lady can have, a perfect figure by
adopting the "Sahiin" and adjusting properly as request-
ed, the shoulder straps and hose supporter attachments.
A straight front effect and graceful poise is thus obtained
"without the use of padding, etc., and, moreover, many
leading physicians maintain that the "Sahiin" is posi-

tively beneficial" and conducive to health, where ladies de-

sire to follow the fashion sheet.

Perfect comfort and elegance are claimed to be
enemies, but the "Sahiin" is guaranteed as combining
these two important and indispensable features. Full
particulars furnished upon application to Louis J. B.

Senez, sole agent for Canada, 18 St. Alexis street,

Montreal.

The Imperial Mfg. Co. have enlarged their plant and
are now making a superior line of clothing of all kinds.
Special attention is called to their overalls. In fancy
vests a varied line of high-grade quality is being pro-
duced. They also make white and striped duck pants and
vests. Coats for barbers and waiters are made in the

f IDM r?i-v"ewest fashion. Travelers are now on the road with fullE I UKNED lines of samples.

G 31 190*- —
/* W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

, W. R. Brock Co. are showing a fine range of golf

Co>>^4u>*+K 3? jerseys and knitted Norfolk coats for early Fall wear.
' They come in white, cardinal, navy blue, and desirable

combinations.
In gloves they have superior qualities to retail at $1,

$1.25 and $1.50 per pair. Inside each pair of these gloves
is put a guarantee slip, guaranteeing satisfaction under
fair use. This line includes the Hilda, Penn, and Olive.

An attraction in Brock's warehouse are cabinets of
Baton's guaranteed linen thread, containing 3 dozen 100
yard spools, to retail at 5c per spool. A cabinet, which
is an attractive counter ornament, goes with every gross.

Brock's special ball pearl button cabinet is again in
stock. It has had a great run. In trimmings there is a
large range, including silk covered and metal buttons. A
shipment of novelties has just been received. Parasols for

/=V

Scott's Muffler.

This illustration demonstrates the extraordinary ad-
vantages of Scott's neck, ear and chest muffler, which is

being placed on the Canadian market this year by the
Dominion Suspender Co. This is virtually a "three-in-
one" muffler, as it can be worn in any of the three posi-

tions shown in the above illustration. This muffler is

patented and manufactured in the United States and
Canada by the Scott Muffler Co., Portsmouth, Ohio, and
Niagara Falls, Canada, where they are establishing a
large plant to fill the unusually large demand for these

ladies and children to retail at 25c. to $5 each. One of

^>BU5TER BROWN
THAT The BUSTER BROWN STochiM '

' M *

15 A BOON TO HOTKZRSAhV A SUM IV A 1QH <
FOR JAH7A CLAUJ" - TV1

, \Y 4 «>

BUJTER BROWN _ „ —-,
U vTIOCyO OUUKT

WOTrtER. KN0WJ-

Trademark
KKisrtftio

Buster Brown Cotton Hose Kept by W. R. Brock Co-, Toronto.

on patentthe latest novelties in parasols is Haruko,
frame, combining lightness and elegance.

Brock's have passed into stock two lines of embroid-
eries called Pannia—one is edging, the other insertion.
They come in carton lots, containing six pieces, assorted
patterns.

Also received all-overs, laces, new ribbons, and fancy
muslins. Ladies' belts to retail at 25, 40, 50 and 75c.

The W. R. Brock Co. have received large shipments of
ribbons, in spite of the scarcity. Special facilities for
handling assorting orders. Mr. Phillips, who is in charge
of mail orders, is an expert in his line, and follows the
orders personally.

In the men's furnishing department there are special
attractions in negligee shirts to sell at 40, 50 and 75c.
retail. This is one-third below the regular price. Also

>|\iprrkwo special lines of light, natural woof underwear to re-

in h
^ail at 75c

-
ami *! for a11 sizes -

Allb 3' 19U^ 'rhe staP' p department is exceptionally well prepared
The stock is big and the variety good.to handle orders.

Scott's Muffler.

goods, and in view of the short season it will be neces-
sary for those wanting them to place orders early. This
has proven to be the best selling muffler ever placed on
the market in the United States or Canada. See adver-
tisement of the Dominion Suspender Co., on page 97.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

Ladies' furnishing department is showing some very
smartly cut skirts, made up from stylish materials now
in great demand. Well tailored skirts at prices to retail

from $2.25 up. Notwithstanding the apparent lull in the
shirtwaist trade of '.ast season, they state that the old
reliable shirtwaist is very much in demand, and their
customers can feel safe in making a selection from their
big range. Prices and materials surpass all former
efforts in this line.

The hosiery and glove department is now replete
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with special attractive lines to retail at L5 and 2.">c

I In in -.ill M I lived.

They invite the lumbermen's supply buyers to gel

their prices before placing orders tor blankets, units,
smks, leather betts, etc. Hand-made wool mitts, Han
son's I and 5 Hi. sinks. Special attention is invited to

their etoffe pants, long and short, made up from 16 oz.

all wool and sewn with strong linen thread. In leathei

milts their range surpasses must of the manufactu
Boys' sweaters; tin' good kind that retail at 50c, 75c,
and $1. Men's sweaters,- plain and striped. 50c, i.ic,

SI and $1.25. Men's double sweaters, the best of their

kind, to retail at $1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.50, and $3.

sun is now in lull swing, and sorting orders entrusted in

Lhem maj he executed promptli Everything in car]

squares, oilcloths, linoleum, mattings, curtains, etc., is

well stocked, and customers can replenish their stocks at

shortest notice

Greenshields Limited.

An unceasing scene of activity is presented in the
dress goods department. Their Spring selections have
met with uniform approval and duplicates are arriving so

fast that untold energy is needed to cope with the de-

mand. Fortunately the exceptional demand was an-

ticipated, and stocks are in first-class shape to look alter

all sorting orders. Lustres and Sicilians can he had in

all colors and qualities, which is a boon to the trade,

which is in a sense starving for these goods. Coverts
and cravenette cloths are also well spoken of. Some
new arrivals of (ducked lustres and mohairs are worth
investigation. Shots in these materials are also doing
well.
Foreign buyers have completed Fall selections, and cor-

rect lines will be shown the trade this month. In gen-
eral, broadcloths, Venetians, drap d'ete, and cashmeres
have the principal showing. These are shown in plain

materials, which will 'lead, for Fall. Lustres, mohairs
and Sicilians are very prominent. Vicunas, poplins and
satin cloths will find favor in many eyes. For house
wear voiles, eoliennes and crepe-de-chine find their natural
place. Priestleys' fabrics, which have won an enviable
position, are prominent in the line. Altogether, this firm

feels confident that their selections are the most varied
and values the best they have ever shown. Forecast of

colors places browns, navys and greens, reds and plum
shades, popular in the order named.

Never was the silk department as busy as now. The
prospects for the Fall season are encouraging. Taffetas,
peau-de-soies, japs, tamalines, messalines, louisines, etc.,

are all in demand. Checked taffetas for shirtwaist suits
are extremely popular. A specialty is made of Ilerca-
faille taffeta, a guaranteed all pure silk which is exten-
sively advertised in consumers. This silk is absolutely
untearable and warranted in every particular, and is

priced within the reach of the majority of women. It

wholesales at 50c. per yard. Corded velveteens are loom-
ing large for Fall.

A full range for Fall, 1905, of cashmere and wool
gloves, cashmere and wool hose, cashmere and wool un-
derwear, golf jerseys and sweaters for ladies and misses,
bootees, gaiters, overalls, mitts, toques, sashes, clans,

fascinators, shawls, etc., is in the hands of their repre-
sentatives. The entire range is more varied and larger
than ever before, and is claimed to be the largest in the
market. Former efforts have been excelled. Attention is

paid to active retailing lines, and pi ices are interesting
to buyers. Early buying is urged as, since the original
orders were placed, advances have taken place and re-

peats of many lines will have to bear tin. advance. In
department E, Greenshields Limited have a range of

gloves, hosiery and underwear. For Spring and Summer
assorting lines are intact, and the complete slock carried
is nl great advantage and convenience to retailers who
must sort up throughout the season, of the utmost im-
portance to retailers throughout the countrj are the
recent arrivals of heavj repeat orders of tan gloves and
tan hosiery. Demand has exceeded supplj in these lines,

and Greenshields Limited urge their friends and custom-
ers in ordei early. Wants should Le anticipated ii

necessary.
Ladies' and children's underwear is well stocked ami

lines can he had ai almost e\ei\ price required. Values
are A 1 in everj particular. Greenshields Limited have
still on hand a good range of laces and embroideries.
Retailers will still find a splendid range of exclusive nov-
elties. As these goods are in active demand, ami lines

are likely to run out anj day, repeals should he in hand
at "lice.

Greenshields Limited repent excellent siocks in the
cupel and houscfurnishing department Tin- carpel sea

The W. R. Brock Co.. L'niited M'nVea'.

TBI Venetian to retail at $1 still forms pari of

Brock's dress goods slock. It s a good line for the
money, and you should carry it.

In the hosiery department the lines of Summer 1

are now very complete, both in ladies' and men's goods.
Many of the lines are confined to the Brock Co.. and tin-

values are first-class. The companj buys very heavily,
and is thus enabled to quote prices which smaller houses
cannot touch. Among the marked lines are "Seller" 605
to retail at 35c, 7hl at Hie. A nice line of tan can also
be had.

Prices on cotton vests are advancing, and the earlier
\ou get your stock in the better—that is, unless you
don't mind paying advances.

S82 negligee shirt, to retail at 45c, is now in stock,
and the line is a hummer at the price. A new brace.

"Uncle Sam," is coining along. Ask Brock's traveler to
show it to you.

"Victory" hair pin cabinets, to retail at 5c, will
make a good line for your bargain counter. Brock's have
a nice line of bone hair pins and combs, too.

Do you carry boot laces ? Leather ones are going to
advance about 2(i per pent, shortly. Brock's have them
at the old prices, but they won't last long now.

"Shot Effect" bell buckles, and belt buckle sets, are
the very latest novelty. Prices are just right. Brock's
travelers have samples.

Waist girdles, too, are something that shou'.il be on
your bargain counter. You can get them in straight and
dip effects, and in black and white. Price enables them
to be retailed at 15c

Do you carry "Nazareth" waists ? They are good
sellers, regular "call agains." Write in for descriptive
mat ter.

"Oneita" vests and drawers should be carried by up-
to-date merchants. Your only complaint can be that
they aren't delivered fast enough.

Some new lines of imported and domestic white cot-
tons are being sent out by the Brock Co. There are some
bargains in the ranges.

Table covers, with napkins to match, are a feature in

the staple department. Quite a number of patterns are
carried, and the prices are right.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.. Toronto.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co. report that their travelers
arc 1 now out with an immense range of samples for the
Fall and Winter trade. The number of lines carried have
also been augmented and now include dress goods, silks,

velveteens, printed flannels, delaines, ribbons and veilings.

Later novelties in dress goods are now included in their
sample. lines and in dress goods cashmere in main- weaves
is the latest. Some special weaves shown by them are
cashmere drap,'' "cashmere Biarritz"—a special French
make to which attention should be drawn,—"cashmere
Lhassa"—an Indian weave, and one likely to be a great
seller.

Clothv materials are rapidly coming to the front in

face cloths, etc. "Drap chiffon" is a new fabric of this

description, and is light in weight and bright in appear-
ance. Vigoyne is greatly favored both by English manu-
facturers and United States buyers, and is sure to make
its waj in the Canadian market. Serge is coming back
into strong favor and they show a soap-shrunk serge in

navy and black that is safe to he a leader, also a special
line of colored cheviots in 1 * > colors, to sell at a popular
price; also a special line in colored Venetian A.D.261,
A.D.301. Do not forget that this cloth is specially shrunk
and unspottable, .mil can be sold at a good profit for 75c
They show also two verj special lines of nun's veiling in

a splendid range of colors. Fancx effects sold bv them
include some handsome effects in checks <ind plaids, em-
broidered tweeds, nun's veiling and serge. Scotch tartans,
which will be verj popular and a large range of em-
broidered cloths. Covert coatings are extremch strong.
chieflj in the higher qualities. Drap superb is a cloth
whose succ ess is assured and alieadv they have sold a

verj large quantity. It has the finish and brightness of
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

rf?fi

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

. LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It affords complete protection where
this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
that the " S" WRAP fulfils its object with
greatest benefit to the health of the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not dratf when the wearer is

sitting".

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

\£^Y^£
TRADE MARK.

^^INKA^i^

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S

)
" Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN,

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down inside of leg to give way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by Star Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & GO,
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the finest Venetian at 30 pel cent, less than its cost
,

it is also unspottable. Buyers ran reh ipon then orders
being filled tor all colors, Though owing to the position
of the wool markel flannels at the presenl time show an
advance and highei prices arc sure to rule foi new con
tracts, for present selling their prices are the same. The
line the) are showing is made up from lirst selections

from the patterns of French embroiderers and German
and English printers. Attention is drawn to their vel-

veteen range, particularly to D.C.I and D.C.2, the lattei

in chiffon finish, These are all fast colors and in a Rood
range of shades.

Their stock of linings is especially complete, and they
are showing special cloths in taffetas and moire-pattern-
ed talTetine in all the leading shades. Specially to he

FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FURS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY PRICE IS RIGHT.

PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,
WORKED INTO GARMENT8, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

8PECIALTY-MUSK RAT JACKETS ALSO STOLES AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2102 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

mentioned are colored satin and colored taffeta ribb*

particularly 759, Kiio, 843. Colored velvet ribbons an- to
he in high favor and buyers should lake note of then
111. Ribbon prices arc still film.

Silks are sure to he a piominent feature in Hie coming
Fall season. In black silks the 4 1-inch width is still in

great demand as styles are such that wide widths are
necessary. The T.O. quality is a strong seller. Taffeta
supreme is their new leading line in black silks. This
line carries their special guarantee, and the words tallela

guaranteed is embroidered on every few inches ol the

selvedge. This guarantee covers it for each and every
purpose and helps your salesmen to secure orders.

In colored silks they are showing a large range of

taffetas, paillettes, satin soliel, satin princesse, messa-
line, armure, Venus, paillette de chine. A . 1 . taffeta

chiffon justifies its name, and is shown in a large range
of plain colors and shots.

In laces thej are again showing a large range of

British-made laces, nets and embroidered waist nets in

the new two-tone effects. Insertions and flouncing in

point de Navarre, etc.; also a large stock in IMauen,
Chantilly and Spanish laces. They are now prepared to

fill assorting orders <as their stock of silks is well assort-

ed, both as to qualities and shades; also in ribbons they
can fill orders for almost any color in a good range of

qualities and shades, and any orders entrusted to their

care will receive careful attention and be promptly and
properly filled.

Caverhill & Kissock.

With the active opening of retail trade every depart-

ment of this house is besieged with duplicate orders. The
stocks were never in better shape to carefully look after

all assorting wants. Their selections have proven en-

DIRECTORY the WHOLESALE
TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout

Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

THE KENNEDY CAP Co
.

MANUFACTURERS UK Cl.OTH ('ATS,

523 St. Paul St., - Montreal

This space *10.00 per year. This space $10.00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CLOTH I

Manufacturers of Hair Cloths,

St Catharines. Out.

POST FREE, Fifteen Cents, (
c'™Sf.Tp')

W "THE MILLINERY BOOKLET"
of new designs in Fashion

Blocks and Electros.

Specialty

COARSE SCREEN BLOCKS
for NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

Showing all newest styles and modes in

Costumes, Mantles, Millinery, Corsets and Fancy Goods

Address /17/5S MEEHAN, " The Fashion Bureau "

3 & 4 Clements Inn, Strand

SPECIMEN BLOCK, Post Free to Canada. ,i $1.00 LONDON,
128
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tirely successful, and the novelties shown by this firm

have' been much appreciated. Every day sees new arriv-

als in many lines throughout the house. Never were the

exceptional buying facilities of this house proven to such

advantage.
Small Bowers, such as lilacs, forget-me-nots, lilies-

of-the-valley, small roses, etc., are proving very strong.

The ribbon department has all the leading novelties in

soft lustrous makes, and they are proving very active.

Chiffons are as strong as ever, and all goods of this

class are complete in color assortments.

William Liddell & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

R. H. Cosbie has taken over the agency for Canada
Ed William Liddell & Co.'s celebrated Gold Medal Brand
of Irish linens. These are the particular make that
gained the gold medal at St. Louis last year. Consider-
ing the great vogue of linens for the present season, mer-
chants should buy freely in these lines. Never has such
an assortment been offered to the Canadian trade, and
assorting orders can be handled with the utmost facility

and satisfaction to customers.

Denton, Duncan & Mitchell.

Denton, Duncan & .Mitchell have just passed into

stock a line of embroidered linen blouses. These are the

latest craze in New York and are scarce goods. These
could be retailed with good prolit from $2.00 up, accord-
ing to quality of linen and elaboration of design in the

embroidery.
There is a great vogue now for Irish hand embroid-

eries, and in this particular branch this firm are ex-

tremely well represented. There are sets of linen sheets

and pillow covers that are hemstitched and embroidered
to match, pillow-shams on both linen and lawn, and a

lovely selection of bed-spreads. These linens are sure to

interest all lovers of fine linens and these artistic goods
come not only in high-grade goods, but also there is a

large range of handsome effects at popular prices.

Dehenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

Summer weather assured a successful Summer open-

ing for this firm, and sales were most gratifying. Many
new novelties had the approval of customers, and the

entire range of hats and millinery accessories was ap-

preciated. Stocks are now in good shape, and repeats

can be promptly attended to.

Buyers have completed purchases of Fall lines, and
staples in the millinery line, as well as general lines

of ribbons and silks. Travelers are now on their respec-

tive routes. The house for ribbons and silk have secured
their specials in taffeta ribbons DC100, DC11, and DC111
at old prices. This means a saving to customers of near-

ly 10 per cent. Samples of these will be sent upon re-

quest, and by this means the superiority of the value
shown will be appreciated.

The Pugh Manufacturing Co.

The Pugh M'f'g. Co. are making a feature of a regal

taffeta petticoat. Regal taffeta is a new material, imi-
tating a taffeta silk to perfection. Wherever it has been
sold re-orders follow quickly, as the ladies seem to ap-
preciate getting all the advantages of a silk petticoat for

from $2.59 to $8. The Pugh M'f'g. Co. are the oniy
underskirt makers in Canada handling regal taffeta, and
they will be pleased to send a sample skirt or sample of

the material to any address in Canada.

NEW KNITTING FACTORY.

ANOTHER projected building for which lenders are be-

ing called, in Winnipeg, is one to be erected by the

Hudson Bay Knitting Co. The building, which
will be two storeys high and Bfi by 90 feet, will be of

solid brick construction. It will add another link to the
chain of business establishments which this company has
now stretched across the continent. It is one of the
businesses whose energy increases with age. The new
building will be a creditable addition to the wholesale
houses of Winnipeg.

CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS.

VARIOUS opinions prevail regarding the feasibility of

charging for alterations. When alterations are made
retailers can closely follow the mandates of fashion

in selecting the various lines. When a woman knows she

can get an alteration for nothing she insists upon it,

whereas if she is charged she will wear the garment with-
out the alteration if possible. Merchants in a town
should get together on this problem and form a uniform
scale.

In this connection the work of Cleveland cloak buyers
at their association on March 14, in adopting a schedule
of charges, will serve as a guide in shaping such a move-
ment.

Cloth and Silk Suits (Tailor-Made).

General alterations $2.50

Coats.

General alterations without padding $1.50
Canvas bust 50
Haircloth bust 1.00
Under-arm seam 50
Squaring shoulders 50
Sleeves lengthened or shortened 50
Shortening coat 50

Skirts.

Top and bottom $1.00
Top only

,
50

Bottom only 50
Furnishing and attaching foot-braid 50
Furnishing and attaching silk foot-ribbon .75

Waists.

Wash waists, general 50
Silk shirtwaists, general 75
Fancy waists, general 1.00
Costume waists, general 1.50
Sleeves lengthened or shortened 25
Neck-bank altered 25

onirt-Waist Suits— Silk and Wash.
Waist only $1.50
Skirt only 1.50

Extra Findings.

Cotton pads for skirt $0.50
Hair pads for skirt 75
Covering pads with silk, extra 50
Silk belt 1.00
Whalebones 75

Extraordinary Alterations.
Per hour $0.35

Girls' and Children's Garments— Coats.

Coats shortened $0.50
Sleeves shortened or lengthened 50

Skirts—Wash and Wool (Up to 37 Inches Long).

Top and bottom $0.75
Top and back 50

FREQUENT TRIPS TO THE MARKET.
1HAVE selected the above for my subject as one of the

most important topics to any merchandise manager
of to-day, and in the following article I shall briefly

explain why:
First.—To-day, in order to keep up with the times,

every buyer should, in my view, visit the market as often
as once a month at the least.

Second.— 1 consider that the ideas one may pick up as
well as the merchandise will always hold him or her in

good stead through the managing of the department.
There are many times that one may more than save the
expense on a single purchase, as I know we have more
than made our expenses by being able to be in the market
to obtain goods at a figure.

Third.—Then again I believe that business is now done
on such a broad scope that it is more essential for one
to be ever at the foremost part of his or her duties, and
as a buyer one cannot overlook the fact that there is

nothing which succeeds like success. By being at the
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place "i manufacturing ol one's line "i goods you can

ii-.u i! manj details of the trade which you would perhap

know little aboul otherwise. Then again ii inspires more

confidence in the customer to know thai the buyer is a

ii »q iicn i \ isitor of the market.

FouiHi— Bv conversing with others in your line you

arc always sun- oi points on any and all subjects which

should interesl a well-posted and up-to-date buyer. Sug-

gestions are something which every man should listen to,

and the man who cannot listen to them had better resign

his position, as there are plenty of young men to-day

onlj too anxious to till a position as the head of some

mercantile establishment or department.

Fifth.—To show you what our firm thinks of trips

to New York, our buyers are all sent to market as often

as every third week, and at the first of the season they

have their lieutenants with them. We consider theopinion

of the smallest employe in our bouse of just as much

value as the head of the house, according to the capacity

filled by the person.

Sixth.—Our buyers are called together at stated in-

tervals and are requested to give their views on the

different topics which come up relative to the managing

and planning of sales, stock inventories, and, in fact, all

general topics directly connected with the managing

of a department.

Seventh.—We believe in having each and every one of

our buyers informed each week as to their respective

sales, and when we. find a department needs stimulating

we oftentimes recommend a visit by that buyer to the

market that he may gather new ideas anil secure mer-

chandise for some special sale, which is sure to brace

things up.

Eighth.—Last, but not least, I wish to say that the

buyer should at all times be on the alert for anything

of a novelty nature, and be first to show that article in

his town, for it is the novelties that often count. Also

the buyer and seller should hold the best of relations

together, for by mutual agreement only can business be

carried on.

Have faith in your own goods and the manufacturer.

The basis of all business is confidence.—L. L. Peck, in

Garment Buyer and Manufacturer.

F

AFTER THE SEALERS AGAIN
(>K years the United States Government has been liv-

ing to exclude Canadians from 'he seal lishei n

the Northern Pacific and ince Hie victor]

b\ the 1 nited Stales in the matter of 'he Alaskan Bound-

ary renewed efforts have been made to secure a revision

of the Paris arrangement in respect to pelagic sealing.

Noi long ago it was proposed that the Slate Depart merit

at Washington should take the matter up independently

of the Canadian side of the controversy, and negotiate a

settlement with the British and .Japanese Governments
direct. It was proposed to eliminate the interests of

adians by the paymenl of half a million dollars for the

assets of the pelagic sealers controlled by Canadians.

Such a course, however, was found to lie impracticable,

the Canadian Government refusing to be ignored, and

Canadian interests refusing to be shut out of this indus-

try.

Xow it is reported that the United States is en-

deavoring to raise the question again, and no doubt it

will parade its humane intentions with the same disinter-

ested zeal as in the past, though perhaps with less effect.

Washington's attitude on this question may be dictated

by a desire to prevent the extinction of seals in the North

Pacific, but it is difficult to evade the inference that it is

largely influenced by considerations of dollars and cents.

The United States has a direct pecuniary interest in

strengthening the position of the Alaska Commercial Co.,

which for many years lias enjoyed a practical monopoly
of sealing in the Aleutian Islands and on the Alaska

coast. According to the report of a Congressional Com-
mittee, the Government had received from this company,

under the terms of its contract, up to June, 1888, $5,-

5(17,000, while the amount received from customs duties

on Alaska dressed sealskins imported from England, was.

during the same period, $3,426,000. As the total amount
paid by the United States to Russia for the purchase of

Alaska in 1867 was only $7,200,000, and the expenses of

government up till recently not over $50,000 a year, the

advantage to the U. S. Government of the extension of

this monopoly is apparent.—Montreal Herald.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditors.

Hoskins, David, Toronto.

Jenkins & Hardy. Toronto and Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoes and Laces.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Button Machines and Buttons.

Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

CarDets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc.

Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
• China& Japan Silk Co. . Toronto and Montreal

Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.

Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co." Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co.. Toronto.

Moore Carpet Co.. Sheibrooke, Que.
Rvlands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co..

Toronto.

Check Books.
Carter-Crume Co., Toronto and Montreal.

Cloaks. Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.

Baker, Richard L. . Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.

Knox, John. Co.. Hamilton. Ont.

Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

McKinnon. S. F.. & Co., Toronto.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.

Northcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.

Pim Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.

Riplev, E., & Son. London, Ene.
Rvlands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman & Sommer, Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Barry, Walter H., & Co., Montreal.
Konig & Stuffman, Montrea'.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"—Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Canadian Feather <fc Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited. Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau. P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald John, & Co.. Toronto.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin Ireland.
Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto. Ottawa and Quebec.

Hermsdorf, Louis, Chemnitz, Saxony.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Eduoational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto,

Finance. Insurance, etc.

Hank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Reed, Jos B , & Sons, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Dominion Textile Co., Montreal
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frillings.
Northcote, Stafford & Co., London, Eng.
Plantagent Frillings.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson. L., & Co., Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal and
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Winnipeg.

Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford, Ont.

Handkerchiefs.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Northcote, Staff jrd, & Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Capo. Etc.
Denzer, Gjodhart & Scheuer, New York.
Waldron, Drouin Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Northcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.

Ladies' Neckwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Pim Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvas's.
Bradford Dyers Association, London, Eng.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Wm., Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Mending Wools.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-coats, Sweat-
ers, etc.).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toro to.

Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan Co., Toronto.
Excelsior Clothing Co., Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, <& Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Imperial Mfg. Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Waldman & Sommer, Montreal.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Totonto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.
Sternberger <& Ballerstein, New York.

Mosquito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Mufflers.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Needles, Pins, etc.

Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures, etc.
Clatworthy &Co., Toronto.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Window and Art Decoration Co.. Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Scotch Hollands.
King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Liebovitz, S., & Son, New York.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.

Pim Bros., & Co., Dublin, Ireland.
Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit.

Phillips, John & Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.
Williams, W., & Son., London, Eng.

Staples and Linens.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Stapling Machines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Stationary.
Weese, G. A., &Son, Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatworthy & Co., Toronto.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxfer Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin,

Ont.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Threads.
Frank & Bryce, Limited, Montreal.
Oriental Silk Co., Montreal.

Tie Clips.
Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Typewriters.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.
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Umbrellas, Parasols, etc
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Standard Umbrella Co., Montreal.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
"Hendawick"—Jas, Henderson & Co..

Hawick, Scotland.

Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.

"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.

Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.

Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.

National Rubber Co., Montreal.
Waldman & Sommer, Montreal.

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock. W. R., Co., Toronto.
Fisher, John, Son & Co., Montreal and
Quebec.

Garland, John M., & Son Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris X Co., Rockwood, Ont.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robinson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
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Hart Talk
The Outlook

FOR OUR CUSTOMERS' SUMMER TRADE IN

Lustre and Sicilian

ShirtWaist Suits and Skirts

BRAND
an

in Yachting and Tennis Costumes
is everything they can desire. The stamp

on any garment for ladies' wear is a guarantee of top-rotch
quality and workmanship. It is a salesman in itself.

Send for samples.

The Hart
Manufacturing Co.

1631. 1633, 1635, 1G37
Notre Dame St.

Montreal.

^%&djC

-Our goods will satisfy

or we want them back.

-Prices are marked

in plain figures.

Our business is tailoring,

not banking.

f&C&snf

-Our representatives

leave copies of all orders.

-Our goods are branded

" Miladi "~see above for

peculiar form of this trademark.
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In order to create sufficient

room in our warehouses for

new stock already ordered, we

are showing to the Trade an

unexcelled opportunity of pur-

chasing"

Dress Goods

hosiery

Gloves

Underwear

neckwear

Woollens

-» Carpets

at prices materially reduced.

Shrewd buyers should not

overlook this 'Clearing Sale."

We are showing genuine bar-

gains in these lines. A desire

to clear these goods before our

semi-annual stock-taking is

the explanation oi this depar-

ture from regular prices.

Mail orders are just as

promptly attended to as here-

tofore.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., Wellington and Front Sts.E., TORONTO



nnlv.,.TES EVERYWHERE IN CANADA

Vol. XV.

SEE INDEX AND n.AflSlHED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS ON LAST PACES

No. 6
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SILK DEPARTMENT
HE A FEW SEASONABLE LINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

C504, 18-in. Tartan Plaid Silk, all fashionable colorings, HE per yard.

CSOS, 20-in. Colored Tamaline, Peau-de-Soie finish, all shades, GAy2 per yard.

C513, 20-in. Colored Louisine, all shades, TE per yard.

C512, 20-in. Colored Louisine, all shades, AE per yard.

C511, 20-in. Cold. Taffeta, Chiffon Finish, all shades, Tiy2 per yard.

C534, 20-in. Cold. Chiffon Taffeta, all shades, VT per yard.

Japan|"Taffeta Finish," special qualities, all shades, RLy2 , GT, GAy2 , TS per yard.

Shot Taffetas, all the new combinations of colors, HE, TS per yard.

WE SHOW A VERY COMPLETE RANCE IN BLACK SILKS:

Taffetas, Peau de Soies, Messaline, Chiffon Taffetas, Louisines, Paillettes, Bengaline, Etc., Etc.C/ o^p^

4
SPECIAL LEADERS:

Guaranteed qualities
stamped every yard.

C518, 19/20-in. Mousseline Taffeta, TS per yard.

C519, 19/20-in. Mousseline Taffeta, VT per yard.

C620, 19/20-in. Serviceable Taffeta, AT per yard.

C510, 23-in. UNBEARABLE Taffeta, "stamped every yard," AT per yard.

C520X, 36-in. UNTEARABLE Taffeta, "stamped every yard." RIT per yard.

maker's name

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

Cor. Front and Bay Sts.,

LIMITED
TORONTO

YamasilK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest 5 Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended

for its Length, Strength and

Smoothness. Used by manufac-

turers for all sewing purposes.

ANDREW H. MCDOWELL
40-42 St. Antoine Street

MONTREAL

8T0CKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

" This is the cock that crew in the morn,
" That woke the priest all shaven and shorn,
"That married the man all tattered and torn."

Old English Nursery Rhyme.

This Canadian Booster crows every
morning to awaken the live merchants to the
fact that

Rooster Brand Overalls
are the proper clothes for workingmen. They
always look neat—never "tattered and torn."

Robert C. Wilkins,
MONTREAL

Overalls, Shirts, White Coats,
Jackets, Pants, Fancy Vests.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

Our travellers have now with

them samples for Fall trade, with

leaders in the following depart-

ments :

Cottons, Flannelettes,

Linings, Dress Goods,
Carpets,
Smallwares,
Mens Furnishings,
Woollens,

Ready-to-wear Goods
Notions.

New Summer goods are now
arriving and we can fill all orders

promptly.
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Alpaca
DRESS

GOODS Mohair

Angora Goat, from whose fleace Mohair is mad*.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that this year is to be the

biggest year for Mohair Lusters since 1895.

PRIESTLEYS'
Lusters, flohairs and Sicilians

are the best for Brightness, Silkiness and Delicacy of Touch.

Not all makes of Mohair Dress Goods are equally pood. There are

differences in the dyeing and the finishing that are of the first im-

portance. In these and all other particulars, PRIESTLEYS' goods

show a decided advance over all other makes, and even on their

own productions of former years.

PRIESTLEYS' Lusters and Mohairs do not cockle.

We have a full stock of PRIESTLEYS' goods in Blacks and

Colors, in stock or on the way.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREALSole Selling Agents for Canada

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN Limited
WINNIPEG, MAN.

GREENSHIELDS & CO. Limited
VANCOUVER, B.C.
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RYLANDS&SONS
LIMITED

MANCH N

Cotton

Spinners

» * *

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

-MANUFACTURED

t and BLEACHED

Dyers

c*pe town;^11
Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

4*4*

rlrrlr

WORKS:

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

4*4.

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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JUNE JOBS
At this season, every house has a share of Broken Lines and Special Job Goods,

and it is to these that we invite the attention of the trade. House buyers will find

this month a profitable one to visit the warehouse, as a large number of the broken

lines are not sufficient to warrant us placing them in the hands of our travellers.

The prices that we will quote on these lines will move them quickly.

{American Printed Muslins, Colored Organdies, Swiss Spots, Anglo-Swiss Window
Muslins, English Percales, Satin Finished Mattings, Canvas Mercerised Matts, Printed

Delaines, Scotch Ginghams and Chambrays.

Inh nroee PnnHc i
French Voiles, Canvases, Mattings, Twine Cloths, Costume Goths, Eiamines,

\ Serges and Broadcloths, Special Blouse Materials, Beautiful Colorings and Designs.

Job House I

Wool anJ Union Carpets at less than maker's pr.ce. Cretonnes, Art Muslins,

- Fancy Figured White Muslins, D'Oyltys, Table Pieces, Sideboard Runners, Shams and
FurillShingS

| Centrepieces

SmallwareS
f

Ladies Belts, Job Embroideries, Fancy Belt Buckles, Job Ribbons, Special Job

and Notions I
Line ' f Dress Buttons and Blouse Sets.

Men'S
I

Special $2.25 Job Half Hose for $1.80. Job Line of Colored Shirts, Umbrellas,

Furnishings I

Rain Coats, Underwear and Suspenders.

Wh.te Lawn Blouses, (lace insertion) White Lace Undervests, Print Wrappers,

made from Fast Color and Heavy Weight Prints, (3 colors to the box) Job Linens,

18-in. Pure Linen Roller Towelling, Special lot of Tablecloths, 68 x 105 in., to be cleared

at special price.

Women's
Furnishings

Seal Italian Lining to clear 27^c. 54-in. Brown Italian to clear 35c. 54-in.

Bright Finished Italian to clear at 60c. Special lot of Brown Farmer's Satins, good

value, to clear at 45c. Brown being a safe and leading color, it is needless to say that

they will sell.

Job Tweeds
and Worsteds

J. B. 36-in. Heavy Grey Cotton, put up in 30-yds. lengths. This line will be sold at a

special price during June. Special Job Wrapperettes, light and darks, 27-in., at clearing

prices.

Jobs in Staples

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & CO.
The Prompt

Mail Order House OTTAWA
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"CLEARANCE SALE"
We are offering during May and June special

inducements to close out balances of lines left over.

Discounts off Laces and Trimmings ranging from

20 to 50 per cent., and equally good snaps in many

other lines also. A call at our Warehouse will

convince vou of what we are doing and will mean

good money in your pockets.

Almost our full set of Fall Samples for Fall

1905 is now being shown by our travellers. Early

orders will secure early.and satisfactory delivery.

RYLX, CHEESBROUGH C& CO
93 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL

Established 1785.

r:i> BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN, &
PARTNERS, Limited,

' HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REGsrfsff
"" A" Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering Berlin Fingering Vest & Silk Vest Wools Cocoon and Eider Wools
Wheeling Balmoral Fingering Lady Betty Ivorine

Petticoat Fingering Double Knitting Shetland Fleecy
Soft Merino Soft Knitting Wool Andalusian Dresden

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting. \
A *eat

•

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make. > DUUGclH BGl
Wholesale Only. * Send for Samples. ) Montreal and Toronto
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Fast

BlacKs

Fast

Colors
These can now be had on

VELVETS and VELVETEENS

As the result of new processes discovered

by J. & J. M. WORRALL, Limited.

WORBAltS

1

Does not rub off

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Warranted

k.

These dyes Won't Rub Off, and also impart to the cloth a very

beautiful lustre and richness of tone. The new processes are only

applied to the higher grades of cloth.

Only such goods as bear the above stamp on the back are guar-

anteed by J. & J. M. WORRALL, Limited, as having been treated

by these new processes.
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Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
L£ Navy Blue and Brown

(Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED.

79 to 81 Wellington St. W.. TORONTO

PEWNY'S

Kid Gloves
For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

AGENTS FOR CANADA

Have your Cloaks and Furs lined with

"Skinner's Satin j*

Guaranteed for two seasons' wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
in this garment is

GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
SEASONS

MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Go.

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.
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Canadian Woolens
and General Dry Goods

Our Travellers are now showing Fall Samples of

MEN'S WEAR WOMEN'S WEAR

CHILDREN'S WEAR

Do not Fail to see our Latest Fall Novelties in Dress Goods

P. GARNEAU, FILS & GIE., Quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for SPHINX Serges and Vicunas.

the Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 1 2 Wood St , London.
American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention

if sent to the

American Representative : J. C, Halsby. No. 1 Broadway. New York City.

Sptcimttt Copitx frtt on application.

Established 1826 Incorporated 1897

Ask for McLean's

Mosquito Nettings
THE BEST MADE

MANUFACTURED BY

Andrew McLean Co.
For supplies of these superior Nettings

we refer you to

MR. T. HENRY CARTER
1744 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL
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DIRECT
from

JAPANESE LOOMS t.th.

CANADIAN MERCHANTS

BLACK SILKS
FAST BLACK WATERPROOF HABUTAIS.

LYON DYE JAPAN TAFFETAS in all GRADES.

LYON DYE JAPANESE TWILL SILKS.

EUROPEAN BLACK SILKS in ALL MAKES.

WHITE SILK
NATURAL HABUTAIS all grades

NATURAL IVORY Shade Only. Brilliant SOFT finish.

Splendid WASHING quality.

BROCADED HABUTAIS
In a Large Assortment of Patterns.

PONGEE SILKS.

MANUFACTURERS and IMPORTERS

K. ISHIKAWA & CO
YOKOHAMA AND TORONTO
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150 YEARS REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons.
Abbey Mills. Riodhch.Enc.lrnd.

BRAND
NEEDLES

wm. CROFT & SONS, Toronto, Canada

Sold under 150years
guarantee.

Ifyou haven't them,

order NOW.

Wm. Croft & Sons
Established 1855

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO

European Office, VIENNA IX Berggasse 7

••-••-•••••-•••••••••••-•••••••••••••-••-••"•••••••••a

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

f^y^^^V^r^r>r>r>r\r>r>r>r>r>rNr>r>r\rWr>r>r>r>r̂ r^^^^^^^r^r^r^^^^^^WWWVS,

44

Old Bkaclf Cinens
ALL GRASS BLEACHED

' All in the Spring \\ as the brow n Flax Spun,
All in tlu- Summer it bleached in the Sun."—Phccbe La

TOWELS
HUCKABUCKS
DIAPERS
DRESS LINENS
SHEETS
SHEETINGS
PILLOW LINENS
EMBROIDERY

LINENS
H. S. SQUARES
H. S. RUNNERS
H. S. SHAMS

NOTE-THB TBADE

MABE

"OLD BEACH"

IS STAMPED ON EVEBY

TOWEL and ON EVEBY

YABD OF LINEN, HUCK

AND DIAPEB

COMPABE THE BEAUTI-

FUL SILEY LUSTBE OF

THESE GOODS WITH

ANY OTHEB MAEE.

Bleach Green (Iihi acres), Randalstown.

R. H. COSBIE, Sole Agent for the Dominion, 30 West Wellington Street. TORONTO
Booklet on Care of Linen Sent on Request.

10
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®<$KS)<$KS)<$K5)^S>$KS^KS^

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan
Wholesale Dry Goods

SPECIALS
100 Dozen 6 4 Chenille Covers at $6.00 doz.

A mill lot of Lace Curtains at 75c, 90c, $ 1 .00, $ 1 .25, $ 1 .50.
Special 8/4 Tapestry Cover $ 1 .00

White Pique and Fancy Summer Vests.
Lightweight Natural Wool Underwear, all sizes, $6.50

Ribbed Skirt.

Mercerized Initial Handkerchiefs $1.00 doz.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN, - - TORONTO
Phone Main 5778 79. 81, 83 Wellington St. West

t

..^.--•..•..•..-•..•..•..•.^•.••^.^^••••.^••••^••••^•^•^^••••.••••••"••^•••"••••••••••"••••"•••••••••••••"••••••••"•••••^•^"•"••••"•"••••••••^•^"•"••.•"••^"•••••^•^•Hr

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any

other writing machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-
|

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET, f

TORONTO
HAMILTON LONDON

and at

OTTAWA QUEBEC

MONTREAL
8T. JOHN, N.B.

11
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Thl* Hit It for til* purpo** of placing retailer*,

manufacturers' jobbers and other readers in

touch with reliable and coaipetent aooouutantt

and auditors whose services are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian

Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing account*, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stook companies,
derising special office systems, making colleo-

tiont and inrettigatiout, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

DAVID HOSKIN8, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

T Wellington Street East, - - Toronto, Canada.

JENKINS A HARDY,
Aanlgneea, Chartered Accountants,

This Bnace »lf> a Year Estate and Fire Ineuranca Agent*
jnia space »16 a Year.

IB), Toronto Street Toronto.
Hi Temple Building Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list Is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchant* and other
reader* throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the oolleotionof aooounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnership*, or assignment*, a*
well a* all other matter* of a legal nature.

For advertUing rate* apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TUPPER. PHIPPEN 4 TUPPER,
Barrlnters, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS* OHAUVIN I BEATTY, BLACKSTOCK, FASKEN, RIDDELL & MABEE
Advocates. Montreal. Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting Offices, Bank of Toronto.
Counsel for City of Montreal. Ohas. „ . M • ,»,, ~ ...
A. Duolo*. Henry N. Ohauvin. Tel Maln 3813 Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin. K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,

B.C. L. ; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-

ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St, W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE „ WM. A McLEAN
„ „ ,. .. Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.
Barristers. Solicitors, etc. ' „ . , , , „ .

c -. ., n „ . „ Head Office. Guelph, McLean s Block.
S. C. MEWBURN, E. H. AMBROSE. Branch offloe /cton Town jjal ,

Hamilton, Ont.
;
Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

Educational Department. The following institutions for the education

of business men i sons and daughters are

recommended by this paper :

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest academical and professional standing employed.

GEORGE DICKSON, M.A.,

Direotor.

MRS. GEORGE DICK80N,
Lady Principal.

METROPOLITAN
Telegraphy, Shorthand, Commercial, Civil Service, Banking Courses, the Best
in Canada Wh guarantee to place every competent Student. Ask for a list
of our Students placed during the last three months. One or all courses
same price. No Restrictions.

R. A. FARQUHARSON, B.A., Principal,

44 Bank St., Ottawa, Can.

METROPOLITAN
BUSINESS
COLLEGE.

ACME
Stapling Machines

For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H &L. Sure Shot and H.& L

No. I, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
pecial list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
rfices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Addressi Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

X

This design u guar*
antee of quality.

SAMPLES AND
PRICES FOR
I HE ASKING.

WRAPPING
PAPERS

—ALL CRADES, AND BEST OF EACH

CREY, RED-BROWN, MANILLA, FIBRE,

TEA, ETC.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO limited MONTREAL

*^N0W IS THE TIME^*
for ordering your

FALL SCHOOL SUPPLIES

We have a full range, and want

your orders. Our travellers will

call, or write For quotations.

Smallwares and Notions a Specialty

G. A. WEESE & SON, «*«psl TORONTO

12
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NEIL MoCARNEY, Prop. W. 0. McCARNEY, Manager

THE PROVINCIAL
Liadiso Commercial Hotil. GANANOQUE, ONT

Located in Heart of Buiineas Section. Ten First-class Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F BAKER, Prop.

First-class accommodation for Commercial Men.

GALT, ONT

WINDSOR HOTEL, fE
A
R
M
M
L
u
T
D°A
N

'

This Houae is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of

Queen Street. The rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
toguests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL, GE0R
b̂ Sn

g
du!Eara

'

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from Post and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction
and principal clubs. Five minutes from railway station and steamer stallings, and
near to all principal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $11 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Mrs. FRASER

Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished cottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Cornkr of Main and Lamaha Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMARARA)

Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Terms
Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Manageress,
E. COTTAM.

WINTER RESORT- Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co.,
29 Broadway, New York.

Successful Advertising-How t0 Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for
advertisers. Price $2 00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MacLEIN PUBLISHING CO. LIMITED, TORONTO.

THETELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined
Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

are advertised to the consumer in all leading uiaga/ines.

Sell at 25c. a pair. Cost $1.25 per dozen pairs prepaid.

ALL LEASING JOBBERS sell them. Manufactured onlyl>y

FAIR MFC. CO., 519 6th St., Racine, Wis.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal

HERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishingcommercial reports to oursubscribersglvespromp

and reliable information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim.

Tel. Main 1985.

R. FLAWS & SON, Manchester., Meiindas^^
Dry Goods Commission Agents.

8. & L. Abh Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Representing Hosiery and Underwear,

' Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.

,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,
Lace Curtains.

ALCOHOLISM
The best

treatment
for all per-

s o n s af-
flicted with the disease of drunkenness, is known only to

DR. MacKAY, Address City Hall, Montreal, Que.

Absolutely private treatment.

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-d»te machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en
abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your
order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents
: The Richard L, Baker Co , 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Mate Your Own Bnttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

13
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(£jmileo)
Toronto

Dress Goods
Our travellers are now showing samples for the Fall Trade of

the largest, most stylish and up-to-date stock of Dress Goods ever

placed before the trade of the Dominion, among which are the fol-

lowing specially attractive lines :

JW63. Mirage Suiting.— Plain mohair ground JA97. Silk Eolienne. With embroidered spot, in

with fancy over check, in brown, green, navy, cream, sky, pearl, champagne, reseda,
royal, which can be retailed for 75c. brown, navy, to retail at $1.00

JW64. Neapolitan Suiting.—A fins flaked mohair Silk Warp Eolienne.— 10 ranges in self colors, shot

with broken over check, beautiful shades, to effects, shadow checks with spots, open-

retail at 85c. work lace effects, fancy stripes, etc. , in every
desirable shade, to retail from .... $1.00 to $2.00

Z452. Sandringham Suiting.—A handsome mo- .,.„ _ . . . . ...

hair material with small shot checks, to retail
JA100 ' Embroidered AlbatrOSS.-A very hand-

„j 75 C some new blouse material, in a large range
of colorings.

Z453. Esher Suiting.-A beautiful mohair in light New Tartans.„9 s in a„.wool and mohairi to
shades of tan, brown, green, silver, steel, to

reta! , from 25c tQ
retail at S> 1 . 00

FE39. Fine Coating Serge.—A full range of popu-
JA96. Fine French Voile. With embroidered

lar shades, exceptional value, to retail at. .. 50c.
figures, in the newest tints of silver, bisc,

green, brown, navy, to retail at £1.00 Velvet Corduroy and Chiffon Velvet.

Delivery of all of the above in July and August

Special Job* for Present Delivery

J142. 44/5 in. Silk Stripe Voile.—All shades, to retail at 50c, worth 85c.

J143. 46 7 in. All-Wool FrOU-Frou.—A light-weight taffeta finish material with broken stripe,

in a choice selection of shades, to retail at 75c, worth $1 25.

JA102. 47 in. All-Wool Panama.— Black only, to retail at 50c, worth 75c

14
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES
HOW quickly the weeks and months slip past ! Once

again our large staff is busily engaged in prepar-

ing for the special annual Fall number of The Re-

view, which will be issued in July. Our many readers

are so well acquainted with these special numbers that

it is baldly necessary to say much about it, more than

to affirm that the usual excellence of the number will be

maintained, if not excelled, in the present effort. No
pains or expense are being spared to make the issue one

which will be interesting from cover to cover, a souvenir

number, one which will be read with the greatest pleasure

and profit by anyone interested in the dry goods trade.

Every department will receive more than ordinary atten-

tion, while special articles are being prepared on subjects

of live interest.

•

Our staff contributors are preparing a bill of fare

which will surpass in variety and excellence anything

that has gone before. Miss Dixon, one of the best

authorities on materials and fashions in Canada, is con-

tributing an authoritative article on "Fall Fashions."

She has also written an interesting technical article, en-

titled "Ten Centuries of Sleeves." Mr. G. E. Fraser has

prepared a descriptive account of the manufacture of car-

pets in Canada. Mr. F. P. Megan gives sound legal in-

formation in his paper on "The Liability of Carriers."

He also treats in another article of the development of

the manufacture of neckwear in the (Dominion. Mr. John

Cameron, who was sent by the publishers of The Review

to investigate trade conditions in the West Indies, will

describe his trip. A bright article on "The Maritime

Provinces" has been prepared by Mr. D. B. Gidies, who
recently went thoroughly over the ground. Other helpful

articles will be entitled : "Is the Country Store Doom-
ed '.'" "Clearing Sales that Clear," and "Silk Culture

and Production." In addition The Review's London,

Paris and New York resident correspondents will enlarge

the scope of their letters, ali of which will be profusely

illustrated.
* •

•

A word or two about our advertisers, who are, after

all, the main bulwark of the paper, should not come
amiss. They represent the best in the trade, for the rea-

son that only the best advertise. It is the firm which is

up-to-date, which is constantly and rapidly turning over-

stock and which has new goods to sell every month, that

has news for our advertising columns. These are the firms

that are progressive, and that it pays to buy from. Firms
which do not advertise must be looked on as unprogres-

s-ive and behind the times, whether they really are so

or not. The moral to be deduced is a two-fold one.

It should teach the retailer to patronize the advertisers,

Ibecause they are the progressive firms and have the latest

goods. It should teach the firms who do not advertise to

get up with the procession, because they are otherwise
regarded as back numbers.

* •

Last month we published on this page a couple of

letters from advertisers who had got results from
ahroad. This month we have pleasure in reproducing a
letter from a firm who have been brought in touch with
a customer in Newfoundland, showing, as it does, the

wide circulation which The Review also enjoys at home.

Toronto, May 6, 1905.

To The Dry Goods Review :

No doubt it will interest you to know that we
have recently been in receipt of an inquiry from
distant Newfoundland, which we are able to trace

directly to the results of advertising in The Dry
Goods Review, and we have no doubt that as a re-

sult of same, we will be able to open up trade

with this firm. We know for a fact that a num-
ber of inquiries received lately have been the di-

rect results of our advertising in your paper, and
as this is bringing us in touch with prospective

'buyers we have no doubt as to the ultimate re-

sults. In my opinion, all that an advertiser can
expect from a trade journal is that they be

(brought in touch with the trade in new fields; and
it then remains for him to see that business re-

sults through the display of a class of goods
which will merit orders.

As we are confident of the merit of our wall

papers, both in quality of colorings and correct-

ness of design, we know that once an inquiry has

been received and samples of our goods have been

submitted for inspection, a new account and pro-

fitable business is certain to result.

There is no doubt in our mind as to the value

of advertising in The Dry Goods Review—it is a

paying investment.

Yours very truly,

The Menzie Wall Paper Co.
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OUR LONDON
LETTER

Pastel Shi>d*s in Cloth
Variety in S Ki rts— 'Wrist
Bags Ostrich leather
Boas.

May 18, 1905.

CLOTH has risen to a most important place in the

estimation Of fashion makers, and to-day it is the

cloth gown lhat is most conspicuous at smart as

well as friendly assemblages. All the delicate, lovely

pastel shades are reproduced in cloth of the finest quality,

of satin-like gloss and mousseline softness, particularly

exquisite effects being obtained by cloth of the palest

kind, just a shade deeper than flesh color. Much, too,

might he written of the beauty of cloth in pale and deep

The Newest Three-quarter Coat in Glove Cloth.

(Photo by Fashion Bureau, London.)

cream tints, and those lovely burnt ivory shades that

tone so superhly with old lace.

* •
*

Pale blues and mauves are also reflected with the

utmost delicacy and success in dress lengths of supple

cloth, and the same desirable material in the fashionable

craie white, pale oyster grey, putty, tender shades of

dove, and a new green, so delicate as to merge almost

into white, is enticing the customers of renowned French

dressmakers 1o buy of its beauty. Nor are gradations

of pale yellow, in those subtle shades known as sauterne

and banana, lacking from fashion's color scheme, while

uncommon shades of May pink and cornflower blue en-

liven the bouquet of delicate coloring.

* •
*

Quite a novelty of the season is the mingling of cloth

and satin in demi-toilettes. An example is a gown hav-

ing a graceful skirt, gathered at the waist, of flesh-

colored cloth, soft and line as crepe de chine, and a Louis

Quinze coatee of satin to match, the fronts of the coat,

turned back with revers, opening over a low-necked

waistcoat of soft lace and net, encrusted with little flat

roses in shaded pink chiffon, similar flowers creeping up

the coatee, which is cut low and has puffed elbow-

sleeves finished with frills of lace. A satin belt with

diamond buttons confines the coat to the waist, and be-

low is a Louis basque, cut with a wonderful flute.

* *
*

Ivory and white cloth skirts, with broad bands of

burnt ivory-colored Italian lace let into them, and ac-

companied by coats of satin with lace effects, are other

vogues of the moment for "demi-toilette" wear. The

skirts, when not inlet with lace, are trimmed with

scrolls of satin matching the coats, or with chiffon nich-

ing s, and, needless to say, they are cut very long and

full. The white cloth dress for park wear also bears

broad insertions of heavily patterned lace on the skirt,

the effect being repeated on the cape or blouse that forms

the upper part of the costume.

* •
*

Cream clotl^. toilettes touched with pale brown are

among the most lovely of " parade " modes, the brown

sometimes occurring as ribbon-velvet, threaded through

Irish or Venetian lace, as chiffon stoles, or slight facings

of velours to tiny revers, collars and cuffs, while besides

the cream cloth gown is crowned with a brown crinoline

hat and the sunshade, if not all cream color, is of brown

and cream chiffon frills, mixed, or is frilled entirely with

cream chiffon hemmed with brown satin gau/.e.

* •
*

Fashions in skirts are what may he termed "elas-

tic," infinite variety existing in their cut. The one point

imperative is an ample fullness round the foot, no mat-

ter whether the upper part be gathered or fitted. It was

thought that the coming into fashion of the full skirt

would sound the death knell of the fitted skirt, but the

prophecy has not been verified, and the two styles are

running a tandem, for there are those who cling to an

old favorite even in the face of an attractive novelty

Moreover, the fitted skirt has advantages in connection

with certain ribbed materials that do not lend them-

selves readily to the influence of gathers.

* •
*

Pleats are everywhere, and the small box pleat is

.specially fashionable, a short walking skirt that tailors

are favoring very much being arranged in small, even

bos pleats from the waist downwards, these being

stitched near the edges to the depth of tin 1 knees or less.
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/

Another walking skirl is set in wide double box pleats,

the double edges resting close together and being stitched

down to the knees, where the fullness is allowed to

"flute" in its own war.

A Theatre Coat in pretty colored cloth, lined with pink and white
Chene Silk.

(Photo by Fashion Bureau, London I

Skirts arranged in kilts, stitched down midway or

beyond, and others cut in an original manner with plain

tops, and scalloped tabs here and there (on a level with

the knees), that are buttoned on to a shaped flounce,

ring the changes with the box-pleated skirt, which, it

must be added, requires more than usual care in the

building, for upon the absolute evenness of the pleats

and the regularity of their lines depend the success of

the affair; and the indifferent dressmaker makes but a

poor job of the work. The titled skirt of to-day, al-

though devoid of fullness at the waist, is not the tight

affair all round that was the skirt of the same title a

year or two ago. Although perfectly simple at the waist,

it nevertheless falls easily over the hips without the

skin-tight cling that was previously affected; so that

even our "tight" skirt takes upon itself an easy hang.

As for trimmings, silk braid and tiny killings of silk,

bordering scrolls of soutache, applique flowers and leaves,

buttons, and embroideries, are the fashionable cri for

tailor-mades.
* *

Among the modes devoid of pleats is an eleven-gore
skirt that has a wide flow at the foot, and in the hands
of a first-rate tailor is excellent. These fitted skirts are
confined to cloth materials, the thinner Summer fabrics

admitting none, but the "full" variety, and to this cata-
logue belongs the skirt just eased at the waist, tucked
to a finger depth, or set in three or four rows of gath-
ers. Voile, muslin and chiffon are almost invariably

made up in one or another of these ways, the chiffon

evening skirt showing either a series of small frills or

two or three wider ones at the foot, and sometimes hav-

ing a wide band of Italian or similar lace, beaded with

bouillonnes or tucks of chiffon, inlet midway.
The lablier skirt also finds favor for evening wear,

the tabiier possibly being of pailleted net or lace, while

the rest of the skirt is formed of flounces of chiffon and

lace, accordion pleated or otherwise.

Embroideries and scrolls of silk or chiffon, raised mo-
tifs of gold work, hand paintings, and bouquets of flow-

ers in pearls, crystals and other effects, are garnitures

borne by some of the most exquisite of evening dresses.

The skirt of taffeta silk clings to methods of early

Victorian days, when bouillonnes and little garland drap-

eries at the hem arrogantly asserted themselves.

As regards linen skirts, they are much embroidered,

and many are arranged with crossway folds of their

own material and Irish lace panels.

The petticoat is no longer the simple affair that it

was, but is beautified past recognition, and might al-

most play the part of a skirt were it not for the cur-

tailment in length. Soft rustling silks of every fashion-

able color, much frilled and tucked, and adorned with

A Design for Fall.

(From Beckoff David, Pari

lace in the thousand and one ways that are open to use,

are the mainstay of the petticoat, which for evening

wear boasts a deep flounce of Brussels net covered all

over with little frills of lace or spotted net, and run
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wiili bebe ribbon This is onlj one style oul ol man;
Another evening jupon of white silk bears frill upon frill

of accordion pleated, foamy chiffon. The new muslin and

lace petticoats are dreams of beauty with their insertions

and motifs of Valenciennes lace.

Since skirt pockets continue to be scarce, the wrist

ba^ continues to be a necessary part of a woman's
equipment. We have had a surfeit of shimmering, jang-

ling bags, though they are by no means out of fashion,

the chain bag of gold, silver, and gun-metal still con-

tinuing its career of prosperity; but the newer wrist bag,

among those of simple character, is of pale kid or suede,

mounted in plain gold or silver, the very plainness being

a refreshing change from the elaborate jewelled and art

nouveau mounts that have been so prevalent. Small,

dainty handbags of crimson morocco and pale blue lea-

ther, with gilt mounts, and waist bags of smoke-colored

old pink and dull green crocodile, are other pretty sub-

stitutes for pockets.

•

The leading novelty in connection with motor coats

is the use of leather. Either the coats are entirely of

leather, with perhaps collar and cuff facings of cloth, or

they are of mantle cloth trimmed with leather. Yokes

are the rule rather than the exception, and a fancy edge

—scallops or Vandykes—is thought very well of. The

new leathers are dyed in all the most fashionable colors,

from the palest blues and buffs to the richest magentas,

greens and bronze browns. A smart semi-fitting coat is

of chocolate cloth, cut double-breasted and fastened with

leather buttons, the storm collar and cuffs faced with

stitched leather, and the Vandyke yokes stitched two or

three times at the edge. Most of the leather coats, of

sacque build, are made in three parts, as it were : yoke,

centre and skirt. Others there are of Russian mould,

partaking of the aspect of blouses. The simplest motor-

coats are of tweed, with roll collars, the fronts slightly

crossing one another and fastened with large buttons.

Nothing seems to dispossess the round ostrich feather

boa of its pre-eminence in fashionable favor, and as what
may be termed the court set has taken it up again this

season, it is becoming a greater vogue than ever. Par-

ticularly becoming is the white ostrich feather boa for

day or evening wear at this time of the year, when
something in the way of a neck wrap is needed, and fur

is too warm. At the fashionable race meetings these

boas in white and delicate shades of grey, mauve, blue,

and green will be very popular for wear with smart

tailor-made gowns of light cloths. Chiffon ruffle boas

are very fashionable. They are sewn to a shaped band

of silk or satin at the neck, and fall with long rounded

ends in front, or are sometimes thrown over the left

shoulder.
* •

•

The mixture of feathers and flowers on Summer
millinery will hold large sway, and the feather that

decorates with particular distinction is straight, with
merely a curved tip taking its place at the (eft. This is

the ostrich feather that milliners are making much of,

and it appears in self-colored and shaded varieties \u

othei fashionable feather is gently curved along the

spine, so that it assumes a graceful wave from stem to

tip. The strands tall an iialuiel, without the aid of

artificial curling, and this is the plume that graciously
trims the new three-cornered or undulated hat of chip,

with dome-shaped crown. A. Meehan.

M
CANADIAN COTTONS IN AUSTRALIA.

K. 1) II. ROSS, the Canadian commercial agent to

Australia, reports as follows on the possibilities

of Canadian cotton in Australia : "It is gener-

ally admitted by local wholesale dry goods importers

that the Canadian designs of cotton prints are superior

to the Manchester patterns, and, for that reason, are

preferred by the Australian retail trade. The demand
for cheap lines of printed cottons, owing to climatic rea-

sons, is a very large one, and is certainly worth more
care than* it is now receiving at the hands of Canadian
makers. Stocks of these goods in Australia are now
comparatively limited, but heavy orders will shortly be

placed. With a much reduced cost of the cotton staple,

it is now an opportune time to further develop this trade.

It is not an uncommon transaction for an Australian

wholesale house to place an order for some thirty to

forty thousand pieces of one line if the assortment of pat-

terns and prices are right.

"In order to secure large orders for Canadian printed

cottons, it is absolutely necessary for the manufacturers

to appoint an Australian agent to act for them. Sam-
ples of the various qualities and designs for the next

season should be forwarded at once, or otherwise the

bulk of the indents will be placed. On account of fluctu-

ations in the cost of raw cotton, and through the fact

that the margin of profit on these goods is a very fine

one, a complete cable code should be arranged for the

various lines so that the latest values can be obtained

by 'cabie' at a minimun expenditure. Payment can be

made in New York, or preferably in London, against

shipping documents. The address of a Melbourne indent-

ing firm, with branches in other states, of good standing

and repute, anxious to secure the agency of Canadian

makers of these goods, can be obtained upon application

to the Superintendent of Canadian Agencies, Ottawa."

FIRE IN MATTRESS FACTORY.

A
FIERCE fire wrought great havoc in the factory of

the Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Melinda

street, Toronto, during the past month. The five-

storey building, which is occupied by this company, is

situated in the heart of the wholesale district, and as

the flames leaped from the windows the possibilities of

another widespread conflagration similar to last year's

were plainly evident. The extremely combustible char-

acter of the contents of the building made the destruc-

tion of the plant assured as soon as the flames once got

a start. Luckily the building is isolated, and the fire-

men were enabled to work to the best advantage.

The basement was stored with sea grass. The
ground floor was used as a stock room, cloak room and

office. The second floor was the operating department,

in which the mattresses are sewn. On the third floor is

the mattress room, where the stuffing is done and where

the fire originated. On the next flat the springs are

made, and the top flat is stocked with feathers. There

were twenty-five employes in the building when the fire

occurred, but they all got out in safety. Mr. W. H.
Smith, manager of the company, attributes the fire to

the blowing out of a fuse wire between the power feed

wires and the motor.

A PRESENTATION.
On the occasion of his severing his connection with

the firm of Hrophv Cains, Limited. Mr. W. S. Brophy

was the recipent of a handsome signet ring from his late

fellow employes, as a token of their regard. Mr. Brophy

represented the firm in the Northwest, and will locate in

Montreal.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E.. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

The Next Change in Skirts — Beautiful

Downs at a Fashionable Wedding —
Boas and Sunshades - About Evening
<iow ns.

May, 1905.

PARISIAN journalists of fashion are much concerned

as to whether the next change in skirts will be to-

wards drapery or a modification of the crinoline.

Paquin and a few of the large Rue de la Paix dress-

makers are making their new skirts with a slight drap-

ing quite in front, while the sides and back are very

fully gathered. It is as yet rather too soon to be sure

fall loose (see sketch I.) The whole thing is very slight

and interferes in no way with the clinging and swirling

idea of the gown, which is so noticeable in all the soft,

flimsy materials now in use, and with the exception of

walking costumes, the skirt lies from one to two inches

on the ground in front, gradually lengthening to the back.

This may not be convenient, but in a room the effect is

particularly graceful.

Figure 1.

Gown of White Indian Cashmere Trimmed with
Lace and Silk Motifs.

if this is merely a fad of the moment or a prognostic of

the real draped skirt. The dressmakers themselves look
very wise, but say nothing, probably because they don't
know. In any case, the change will not take place just

yet. The skirts I have mentioned are cut from one to
two inches higher just in front, fastened into the waist
belt by means of a few slanting tucks which, of course,

Some beautiful gowns were worn at the wedding of

Mile. Renee Worth, grand-daughter of the great Worth,
of world-wide fame. The bride's dress was of supple

white satin, covered with a vaporous-looking silk tulle,

Fig. 2.

Pale Blue Mousseline-de-soie grown, trimmed with white lace and
gold and silver embroidery, worn by Rejane.

gathered into frills round the hem. The bodice was
trimmed with a wide lace cape, arranged as a fichu and
held in place by orange blossoms; short elbow sleeves of

tulle and lace, and, of course, the regulation wreath and
lace veil. The bridesmaids wore white mousseline-de-

soie, the skirt very fully gathered, simply trimmed with
three rows of flounces of the same material, and just

lying on the ground alt round. A Louis XVI. jacket of

white taffetas was ornamented in front with embroidered

wreaths of button roses in art shades, the high waistbelt

was of pale blue satin, fastened with two rosettes. The
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i shepherdess hats ol black rice straw had a wreath

oi aii shaded roses round the crown, a few under the

brim, and black velvet strings under the chin. The shoes

uric of blue satin. Both silk stockings and shoes in

cheVreau were worn in colors to harmonize with, oi in

(uiil I ,ist tO, Hie ROW li

* •
*

Another pretty detail of the moment is the very wide

tulle scarfs in white and every imaginable shade, made

sometimes with lace incrustations, hut more often

trimmed with narrow tulle frills. As with everything

else, the mixture of color is daring. I have seen a pale

blue scarf thrown over a heliotrope silk bodice, and the

effect was good. Some new hoas of coq's feathers, very

neat looking, are finding favor. The feathers are very

evenly arranged, all of tire same length, very much

cmled, and perfectly soft to the touch. The price is

about double that of the old, rough looking coq feather

boas.
* *

*

For evening gowns one of the prettiest materials is a

fine net, spoiled or otherwise, ornamented with glass

Figure 3.

skirl ol Sage Grei n Mousseline : Jacket same shade
faffetas, Trimmed with Motifs and Mousselene.

heads or "jais hlanc," as the French call them. These do

mil drop off, as might he expected, and the effect is very

brilliant .
Both tulle and mousseline are very much em-

broidered with large flowers, and even in conventional

designs, as in sketch II This gown is now being worn

in Rejane a1 the Gymnase Theatre, and is in pale blue

mousseline-de-soie over taffetas. The loose sleeves are

of white lace; the belt and very huge rosette of blue

taffeta. The embroidery is very handsome, being done in

gold and silver, the roses and leaves being 111 natural

tints, done with ribbons and gathers of mousseline.

These same (lowers are repealed ovei the Shoulders and

in centre of the rosette.
* *

*

Sketch III. is a very smart little jacket in sage green

taffetas, worn over a mousseline skirt of the same shade.

The jacket is made with lull and basque, having two
long streamers behind Almost all the new jackets, with

Figure 4.

Shepherdess Hat of Italian Straw, Trimmed
with Lilac and Roses.

or without basque, are about that length, the only ex-

ception being when the jacket is finished into the belt

and having a basque at the back only. These basques

often have the corners turned back, showing an em-

broidered lining of white cloth or cbevreau kid. This

trimming is very effective when tiiere are several differ-

ent lengths at the back, giving at least four corners to

turn. This taffeta jacket has a small pleated yoke

trimmed with a narrow pink and green gallon, which is

repeated down the front and round the short sleeves, which

are finished of! with white lace. The full mousseline skirt

is trimmed with small sprays of pink chiffon and taffeta

roses and taffeta leaves in exactly the same shade as the

jacket. The feather in the hat is very beautiful, being

in shades of green and pink, not shaded towards the tip.

hut with the two colors blended all the length.
* *

*

The large bcrgere hat (sketch IV.) is in line black

straw, trimmed with mauve satin ribbon and large

hunches of lilac and faded looking roses. Quills and

wings are much used on hats for everyday wear. In the

case of wings, the two are often just joined and opened

wide, as in the act of (lying, sometimes laid Hat on the

hat and sometimes under the brim at the side, often

reaching to an immense height. Quills are also fastened

into the side, pointing backward, and are used sometimes

two and sometimes twelve in a bunch. I have seen a

bunch of L2 fastened at the side of a black hat in shades

of red, pink, dark and pale blue, and white. The Eng-

lish sailor hat, brim and crown the same width, is likely

to he much worn in the country.
A. E. DACAM.
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* IN THE EYE OF THE TRADE *
MR. C. A. CALKINS.

MA.NTLE making in Canada has no more energetic

representative than Mr. C. A. Calkins, of the new

firm of Calkins & Co., Toronto. Mr, Calkins has

had wide experience in the line of manufacturing which

he will hereafter carry on in his own name. Prior to

j^Hmp^

u 1
LI W 1

C. A. Calkins.

the organization of the Merchants' Mantle Manufacturing
Co. six years ago, he was in the cloak department oi the

T. Eaton Co. Mr. Calkins has also spent a considerable

time in the manufacturing centres of Buffalo and New-
York. When the Merchants company was organized Mr.
Calkins assumed the management, which lie held till the

establishment was taken over by the company of which
lie is himself the head. This company occupies the entire

building at 36 Wellington street east, where the manu-
facture of cloaks, costumes and skirts is carried on. Mr.
Calkins' new company will be welcomed to the ranks of

Toronto industrial establishments. The energy and ex-

perience of the manager ensure its success.

MR. W. R. PEACOCK.

MR. W. R. PEACOCK, buyer for .J. Robinson & Co.,

Winnipeg, made a short stop over in Toronto on
the 10th and 11th of last month, as he was pass-

ing through on his way to New York to take the Umbria
on a buying trip to Europe. This is the first time that
this firm has sent a buyer to Europe, but owing to in-

creasing trade the step had to be taken, and Mr. Pea-
cock, who has had a wide experience in Toronto and
Eastern Canada, is eminently fitted for the task. Mr.
Peacock speaks most enthusiastically of Winnipeg from

a business point of view. It is the place to see buildings

going up. He assures The Review that Toronto is out-

done in that respect by Winnipeg. Should the season

turn out a favorable one for the crops, he says Winnipeg
and the Northwest will astonish the rest of live Do-
minion. The settlers who are now pouring into the

Northwest are making things pretty lively, particularly

the farmers, who are coming in in large numbers from
the States. These are a splendid body of men.

MR. J. E. BIZZEY.

R. J. E. BIZZEY has opened an office in Toronto,

as representative of the Calico Printers' Associa-

tion, Limited, of Manchester, England. The new
agent has been crossing the ocean regularly for the past

twenty years. For fourteen vears lie was buyer for

M

J. E. Bizzey.

Knox, Small cV Co., now John Knox Co., Limited, Ham-
ilton. During this time he was brought into close business

relations with the many English cotton companies with

which he dealt. When about sixty of the companies
entered an association for the extension of their Cana-
dian business, Mr. Bizzey was chosen to represent them.

The companies which Mr. Bizzey represents manufacture

printed cotton goods exclusively. The appointment of a

general represent alive marks a new stage in their develop-

ment of the Canadian market. The Canadian representa-

tive is a man who knows his business from the ground

floor up. During his long service as buyer he had become
thoroughly acquainted with the needs of Canadian trade,
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and with his combination of business acumen and genial

courtesy, he is an invaluable addition to the commercial

men of Toronto.

A CANADIAN BUYER ABROAD.

MK JAMES M. ALEXANDER, of S. P. McKinnon

& Co., iias returned [rain a buying trip to Europe

lie visited various centres in France, Switzerland

and (ireat Britain, and has brought back with him, be-

sides the offerings of those markets, a freshness and vigor

which is only to be acquired by a trip on the salt water.

Speaking to a representative of The Dry Goods Review,

Mr. Alexander discussed business conditions in the

countries which he visited. In Lyons the manufacturers

were just closing their season's business and were about

to set out for Paris to decide upon the colors and designs

for next season's goods. Accordingly they had nothing

new to offer in the line of novelties. In Paris, too, the

dealers were in the midst of their Summer orders and so

were not prepared to discuss future business. Mr. Alex-

ander was, however, in search of staple lines of ribbons,

velvets, silks and plushes, and so was not influenced by

this condition.

The chief difficulty Mr. Alexander found was in getting

promises for any kind of an early delivery. The mills

were so busy that no promise would be made for an

earlier delivery than September. In Switzerland the same

iconditions obtained, generally, though in Basle he was

able to place some advantageous orders. Prices in these

lines were firm in consequence of the steady demand.

Regarding the industrial outlook in England, Mr.

Alexander spoke of the present prosperity in the Lan-

cashire cotton mills, but thought that a rise in the price

of raw cotton would seriously affect them. Many new

mills have been erected with an enormous capacity. In

the woolen industry, too, a betterment is shown. The

high price of wool, he remarked, must bring about an

increase in the price of the manufactured article when

the weavers have used up their present stock.

He referred to the comparative quietness of the sorting

trade in Canada as a consequence of the unfavorable

weather. However, he thought the dullness was merely

temporary and the undoubted prosperity of the country

would, sooner or later, be amply reflected in the retail

and wholesale trade.

A NOTTINGHAM VISITOR.

AMONG the May visitors to the Toronto office of The

Dry Goods Review was Mr. Frank Taylor, repre-

senting Holland & Webb, Limited, Nottingham,

England. Although a young man, Mr. Taylor has crossed

the ocean several times and is familiar with the Cana-

dian cotton mills. His impressions of Canada are de-

cidedly complimentary to this country. Passing over the

country hotels, which he thinks leave something to be

desired, he spoke in high terms of the general conditions

of life here. The business men of Toronto, particularly,

he spoke of as being a line body of men to deal with.

They recognized the value of time and were ready to

transact business with decision and despatch. The Cana-

dian cities appealed to Mr. Taylor in their keen and

energetic business met hods and their freedom from many

of the objectionable aspects of the big cities of the

Tinted States.

In discussing economic conditions in England, Mr.

Taylor said that in many districts the outlook was not

as promising as was to be desired. However, Lancashire

was experiencing a prosperity which it had not known

lor twenty-five years.

Mr. Taylor now handles the entire business in Amen

ea for his firm. They (ormerl) had bianch houses in

\ew York, Philadelphia and .Montreal. The representa-

tive coming out from England now personally supervises

l he work. In Mr. Taylor the firm of Holland <fe Webb
are ably represented.

SHARP, SONNENTHAL & CO.

Sharp, Sonnenthal A- Co., Limited, is a nev hrm to

enter the Bradford held The proprietors of the new
firm were formerly in charge of the worsted and woolen

departments of Chas. Semon & Co., of Bradford. They
have registered as a private company, with a capital of

£100,000, and Mr. Arthur Sonnenthal, who is already

well known to the Canadian trade, is now in Canada and
will call on the wholesale trade from coast to coast.

THE LATE BENJAMIN WRIGHT.

Benjamin Wright, of the Bagley & W:right Mfg. Co.,

Limited, so well known in Canadian business circles,

died at Oldham, England, May the 5th. The impressive

funeral took place from his late residence. Mr. Wright

was an important factor in English business circles,

and enjoyed a very enviable reputation. In fitting re-

membrance the Montreal office and warehouse was closed

on Tuesday, May the 9th. Mr. William Wright, the Can-
adian manager, and son of the late Benjamin Wright, re-

turned to Montreal the end of last month.

RETAIL METHODS.

RIGHT in the throes of the busy retail season, Kyle,

Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal, inaugurated a

special sale of laces and dress trimmings that in

its advertising features, furthered by window and in-

terior display, closely imitated retailers' methods in at-

tracting the consumer. The two impressive windows
were decorated with no mean skill, and cards announced

the discount. Interior display on the second floor, where

these lines were on sale, was entirely creditable; the ar-

rangement affording ease of selection, as table groupings

separated each line. Further than this, a tendency is

noted in jobbing circles to make some pretence at interior

decoration, and every jobber at least has one department

manager who is an enthusiast in this direction.

Even the advertisements in The Review are gradually

assuming a character of this kind, and the practicability-

of these methods is undoubted. An overwhelming con-

trast is noticed when a comparison is instituted with

the staid announcement of jobbers even in recent years.

Progressive wholesalers are undoubtedly following retail

methods of merchandising to move even regular merchan-

dise. Such methods certainly oil the wheels in promo-

ting a freer and quicker distribution. That the tendency

is healthful connot be denied.

CHARLES W. LEWIS MAKES A CHANGE

Charles W. Lewis, for the past seventeen years with

Brophy, Cains & Co., now Brophy, Cains, Limited, has

accepted a position as manager of the sales department

with the Montreal Suspender and Umbrella Mfg. Co.

Prior bo severing bis connection witli Brophy, Cains,

Limited, Mr. Lewis was presented with an address and

a handsome service of cut glass. His popularity may be

gauged by the fact of such a pleasing souvenir of old

times. lie is well known in the trade, and has a

thorough acquaintance with the various lines of his new

In m We cordially wish him every success in his new

sphere.
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GOOD FOH
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This department is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, who possesses a high reputation as an expert and authority

on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and advice which an expert
is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the department shall be helpful,

practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department," The Dry Goods REVIEW,
Toronto.
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Special

EASTER DISPLAY
OK

Spring and Summer
Millinery

this week. New Hats, New
Flowers, New Novelties, the

New American Sailor and
Ready-to-Wears. The prices

are reasonable.

MISS WILLIS
I

Kelly's Old Stand, - Front Street.

X^M^<M^>4-<$>^M^M«M^-M«M«M^<M«M>^

4^^4^^^^^^^^^^^^M^4^^^^^^^^^

ARTISTIC
INSTINCT

Ladies' Tailoring becomes an art in the hands of
a tailor who has superadded to deft craftsmanship
the artistic instinct for style and design. Our
patrons, in placing their tailoring orders with us,
can therefore rest assured of perfection of fit,

finish, style and workmanship.

O. LABELLE
Oddfellows' Block Corner.

^M^4^«M»4^^^^^4»^^<M><M^<^^^H>^.4.

We are showing the popular summer colors

in the lightweight (2 oz.) English Christy's

and Italian Borsalino Hats, $2.50 to $3.50.

Bouqhner

Summer Weight

Bed
Comforters

$loo
These Comforters are just the proper weight and

material for summer use in the camp, hotel or

home.

Covered in many different designs of chintz,

nicely flowered, very light and well filled.

Regular price, $1.50 ;
while they .*

last, per Comforter 4!

Order by mail ; we will pay the freight

23
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SPECIMEN ADVERTISEMENTS.

ON bhe preceding page are reproduced foui ads. taken

from Canadian newspapers, illustrating snappy,

terse ways of getting publicity and illustrating

good everyday typography.

\hss Willis' ad., as will be noticed, shows a good idea

of display on the part of bhe compositor. There is an

openness to i1 thai is a .una ran tee that nut a word escap-

ed unread. Her statements are brief and dear.

The ad. of o, Lahelle is of finished style in the matter

uf substance, the wording having an "artistic" opening

and a businesslike closing, yet carried through with co-

herency. For a small ad. it looms up very prominently.

"Lightweight Hats" is another one of those succind

hut successful ads. i the matter is to the point and the

compositor brings out tne name, Boughner, in good style.

Mr. Banfield secures his point well by displaying thai

"dollar," and by not cramping the rest of the details.

His style of writing, like Miss Willis' and Mr. Bough-

ner's, is naive yet relevant. Directness always appeals

1o a certain class.

Altogether these are four first-rate examples, which

any retailer who advertises in papers might pattern his

ads. after.

TASTY PRINTING.

Printing is necessarily the source of much profitable

advertising, and the grade of the printing is not a small

agency in creating the profit. This is a fact too often

lost sight of by merchants. No matter how small vour

store is, whenever you get out any literature see that

it is gotten out well.

When I say get your literature out well, I do not

mean foi you to have lavish printing, but simply good,

clean, tasty, modern printing. The difference in the cost

has to be weighed, but if you can spare SKI for print-

ing you can, I think, spare $15 for good minting. If you

cannot spare $15 for satisfactory work you cannot afford

$10 for unsatisfactory work, because the measure of its

success will be gauged by the measure of its strength.

Nicely prepared literature has the same effect as nicely

attired drummers. Both, at least, merit your attention,

and that is a big part of the light in these busy days.

In preparing the literature itself rather choose some-

thing of the booklet style—4 pages and cover make a neat

size—than the plain, short-lived circular. Most people

loss circulars into the fire. The same people would pre-

serve a booklet. Now, the booklet gives the compositor

a finer chance to display the art than does the bare cir-

cular. Consequently your words are given far greater

emphasis, and the story you have to tell driven home
with far more force.

The booklet may be made tasty by having as few

words as possible on the front cover—say a line some-

thing like this' "Between Ourselves," "Of Concern to

You," "About Prices." "Mrs. Consumer," etc. The
booklet is rendered commonplace by covering I he whole

p. pie with data or your imprint.

If your business is very small and the booklet out of

the question, use a neat folder in preference to the circu-

lar. Long and narrow shapes are the prevailing styles.

In preparing copy for the printer time and expense

will be saved by writing in ink, legibly, and on one side

of paper not too huge. Do not put too much wording on

a page. If you have any designs of your own outline

them in the copy. Rule work predominates, and aided 1>\

"white" space and nice balance, a pretty effect can be

pi oduced.

Of course the main Hun-, aflei all, is: Uh\ are VOU

getting out literature? \i<- you getting jt ou1 on tine-'

Will it pay you to gel, il out ?

To he able to COVei such a field advantageously it is

necessary to have a (dear conception ol the actual con-

ditions— tiade, situation, stock, class oi customers etc

li the prospective advertise] will write in the full par-

Oculars, I will try to be of service to him. practically,

as is the intention of this department.

•

I received for review from Louis .1. B. Senez, Mont-
real, an attractive folder, which does Mr. Scne/. great

credit. From his letter I judge that Mr Senez is no

tyro in this class of advertising, and his experience has

evidently convinced him of the advisability of getting

good [uinting The printing m his folder is of even color,

not too dark, and the type hemg double leaded the de-

tails are easy to follow. The bolder work is modem
and ample, the stock first-class. Mr. Senez is not found

wanting in his portion of the scheme, either. He stales

his case lucidly, argumentatively, and with convincing

force. His writing is free from dullness, slang, and

model ate in eulogies. The front cover is set off with a

half-tone that does justice to Hie article advertised. Two
other half-tones aid Mr. Senez in his task of proving the

superiority of his wares. I have only two suggestions:

First, there would, I think, be an improvement in ap-

pearance if each inside page were set up individually,

which would obviate the creases in the mailer due to the

fold, and probably surmount the necessity of breaking a

sentence in the turnover. Second, the order blank should

be larger, the matter below it smaller.

A letter has come to me from Sutherland A Co., dry

goods merchants, etc., Westville, VS.. asking mv
opinion on their Easter opening literature, which they

worked in conjunction with a rebate (heck system. The
invitation is nicely gotten up in shape and design—

a

Christmas card effeel being adopted—but the printing

rather (lamped, and the presswork is not any too good.

Anent the scheme, however, 1 think il is an excellent

one. It is advertising of this kind that I have been

hammering away at in this department— live, wakeful,

money-getting, brisk advertising. If old methods are in-

effective by all means discard them and get new methods.

Sutherland & Co. are evidently after new methods. If

they carry their scheme out as the circular stated it

would be carried out (the people then having no reason

to doubt its legitimacy) it ought to he a trade producer.

Success to vou of Westville !

SOME BLIND ADVERTISING

So-called blind advertising, which leaves an unsolved

riddle in the reader's mind, has been strenuously con-

demned by some advertising authorities. However, two
examples exploited in Montreal dailies last month, upon

inquiry from their sources, brought manifold returns and

created a favorable public sentiment. .lames A. Ogilvy

A Sons boomed a while muslin sale bv running small

space in three or four prominent positions in Montreal

dailies by the simple words, "Coming, white muslins."

The opening of -less Applegath's new hat store, 23t>l

St. Catherine street, Montreal, was heralded by an in-

genious form of blind advertising. \ one column space

was run in the dailies with a huge sack illustrating the

cat in a bag: headed by "Watch the cat in the bag." The
night before bhe store was opened the newspapers con-

lamed in exactly Hie same space the cat on lop of the

hag, headed by the "Oat is out ol Hie bag," with the

announcement of Hie opening below
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*
C L ER ftS'

DEPARTMENT *

THE SALESMAN'S CREED.
rpo respect my profession, my company and myself.

To be honest and fair with my company, as I ex-

pect my company to he honest and fair with me; to

think of it with loyalty, speak of it with praise, and act

always as a trustworthy custodian of its good name. To
be a man whose word carries weight at my home office;

to be a booster, not a knocker; a pusher, not a kicker; a

motor, not a clog.

To base my expectations of reward on a solid founda-

tion of service rendered; to be willing to pay the price

of success in honest effort. To look upon my work as

opportunity, to be seized with joy and made the most

of. and not as painful drudgery to be reluctantly endured.

To remember that success lies within myself, in my
own brain, my own ambition, my own courage and de-

termination. To expect difficulties and force my way
through them; to turn hard experience into capital for

future struggles.

To believe in my proposition heart and soul; to carry

an air of optimism into the presence of possible custom-

ers; to dispel ill temper with cheerfulness, kill doubts

with strong convictions, and reduce active friction with

an agreeable personality.

To make a study of my business or line; to know my
profession in every detail from the ground up; to mix
brains with my efforts and use system and method in my
work. To find time to do everything needful by never

letting time find me doing nothing. To hoard days as a

miser hoards dollars ; to make every hour bring me
dividends in commission, increased knowledge or health-

ful recreation.

To keep my future unmortgaged with debt; to save

money as well as earn it; to cut out expensive amuse-
ments until 1 can afford them; to steer clear of dissipa-

tion and guard my health of body and peace of mind as

my most precious stock in trade.

Finally, to take a good grip on the joy of life; to

play the game like a gentleman; to fiVht against nothing

so hard as my own weaknesses, and to endeavor to grow
as a salesman and as a man with the passage of every

dav of time. This is my creed.

THE MARSHALL, FIELD & CO. IDEA.

TO do the right thing, at the right time, in the right

way.

To do some things better than they were done
before.

To eliminate errors.

To know both sides of the question.

To be courteous.

To be an example.

To work for the love of the work.

To anticipate requirements.

To develop resources.

To recognize no impediments.

To master circumstances.

To act from reason rather than rule.

To be satisfied with nothing short of perfection.

JOTTINGS.
From everywhere comes the cry for workers, for men

who will take off their coats, roll up their sleeves and
pitch in with a will.

The toady who cringes and fawns to the "boss" is

lower in nature's scale than a dog. For the dog is in

earnest, but the toady is only shamming.

Be quick to acknowledge a mistake and you have

disarmed your critic before lie has fairly warmed to his

task.

Some folks will laboriously plot and scheme to gel

ahead and fail after all, when the same time and pains

put into honest work would have made success certain.

Show no mercy to the lazy man. He's as out of

place in this world of workers as a Fiji Islander in a

ballroom.

Luck is a phantom that the man who won't work
conjures up to trick himself with. There's no such thing.

By ail means, Mr. Clerk, plan to own your own shop,
but learn, too, how to get the most work out of your-
self so that you can get it out of others.

The business that is built upon cheapness is like a
house of cards that the first rude puff will tumble into

ruin.

The store salesman or saleswoman can, with the
simple effort of attention to and study of his or her line,

make a valuable reputation and build up a personal
trade that is worth money to the firm and to the one
who sells.

A SATISFIED EMPLOYE.

A
SATISFIED employe is a source of the greatest
strength to a store. He infuses confidence in the

customers by his enthusiasm for his work. No ad-

vertising can do the work which such a man accomp-
lishes. The interest he takes in his employer's business

shows itself no less in the details than in the big mat-
ters. It is this which insures satisfaction in the cus-

tomers. Willingness to serve is appreciated by buyers.

Care for the interests of the employer is always accom-
panied by care for the welfare of the customer. When a
person enters a store and finds a good relationship ex-

isting between the merchant and his clerks, he at once

judges that business and employment are alike satisfac-

tory. This puts him in the best possible frame of mind
to be satisfied himself.

A clerk cannot afford to give anything less than the

most whole-souled service of which he is capable. It

makes all the difference between drudgery and pleasure.

A clerk spends bv far the biggest part of his waking time
in the store. It would be a grievous thing if he looked

on that employment as a harsh but necessary bondage
which he must endure each day before getting his few
hours of liberty at night. The man who thinks this way
has cut out for himself a thorny path. Feeling as he does,

he wiH shirk as much of his hateful work as he can, and
he will do his part in a grudging spirit. He will see his

junior, who takes an interest in the business, get a bet-

ter position than himself, and he will then complain of

unfairness and partiality. His usefulness steadily de-

creases, and his work is one long burden.

The reverse of this picture is the satisfied employe.

He has adopted the business in which he is as his life

work. Pride in his work, ambition to succeed, and loy-

alty to his employer, cause him to study the business,

know the stock, and understand the customers' wants.

The more he succeeds in this the pleasanter becomes his

work. Instead of looking on it as a hardship and a

drudgery, he takes a real interest in it, and he has the

added satisfaction of feeling that he is doing the right

thing with customers and employer alike. There can be

no doubt which is the more attractive picture. Personal

interest, if nothing else, should impel the clerk to adopt

the latter course.
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* BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT *

DEPARTMENTIZE YOUR BUSINESS.
H> Howard R. Wellington.

WHEN a business warrants it. i.e., when a business

has grown to such an extent as to make il im-

possible for the principal t<> attend to every detail,

departments should be created to meet the demands of the

business.

A Shipping Department with a man at its head who

would make a specially of rates, routes, packing, deliver-

ing, to whom all such matters might he referred by the

other departments, and who should have a final oversight

<*\' all "nods after coming from the packing room.

A Purchasing Department, to which all quotations and

samples from outside may be referred. This depart-

ment should have in its possession a complete record of

all purchases, stock on hand at any stated period, costs of

g Is both as to invoice price and cost laid down. The

purchase invoices should all be passed by this depart-

ment and handed in to the general office periodically.

A Sales Department, to which is referred all corres-

pondence in reference to orders from customers, quota-

tions required by customers, etc. This department should

also take charge of such matters as shortages or claims,

allowances, etc., claimed by customers, although the

necessary information may be obtained from the ship-

ping or other departments. The representatives of the

house on the road should also be in intimate relationship

with the sales departments, from which should come

changes in selling prices and discounts, samples of new

lines, suggestions as to new business, and general in-

formation which will assist the salesman in selling goods.

The routes and expenses of the traveler should also be

verified by this department.

An Accounting Department, which might be sub-

divided into three. 1st, the Credit, Department; 2nd, the

Collection Department; 3rd, the General Office Department
—under the direct oversight of the accountant or "credit

man." The Credit Department should pass upon all

orders, keep in touch with the payment of accounts, con-

sult representatives as to the manner in which certain

customers conduct their respective businesses, give in-

structions as to the necessity of closing out certain un-

desirable accounts, and work in conjunction with the Col-

lecting Department with the object in view of having only

first-class accounts on the hooks.

The Collection Department should take charge of the

monthlv statements, drafts, returned drafts, issuing of

special notices in regard to the payment of accounts, cor-

respondence necessary in regard to extensions, renewals,

etc: reports from the representatives or agencies as to

I lie progress "f collecting certain accounts.

The General Office Department should control the in-

voicing, book-keeping and all auxiliary matters pertaining

1 hereto.

An Advertising Department should be created if suffi-

cient advertising were done to wari-ant such expense.

In dividin-1-

a business into departments •.•real care

should be exercised to guard against the possibility of one

department not working in harmony with another. For
instance, a customer writes to the house complaining

about prices of certain goods charged, or that a line or

two is missing or damaged; such a matter properly be-

longs to the Sales Department, hut in I he meantime
the Collection Department is making a draft on the

same parly for the goods about which he has written.

Naturally the customer, who does not Mop to consider

that he is dealing with a concern which has some thou-

sands of accounts on the hooks, is annoyed, and does not

have a very high opinion of the concern from which he

purchased his goods. To avoid such mistakes, each

department should, in such cases, write an extra copy
of letters pertaining to such matters for the other de-

partments interested, and in this way departments will

work in harmony.

HOW TO SEND STAMPS.
A simple way in which to send postage stamps for

replies is to make a slit in the letter and in this insert

the stamp. A good many people in sending postage
stamps for replies gum them to the paper, and often
they are torn in being removed. To make a slit in the
paper is not only just as handy, but it is obviously much
better.

COTE BUYS MAISON ETHIER, MONTREAL.

MR. EDWARD COTE, manager and buyer for the
glove, hosiery, underwear and lace departments,
Greenshields Limited, took possession Saturday,

May 20th, of the well known east end Montreal re-

tail store, popularly known as Maison Ethier. This
business is one of the most flourishing in the east end
district of the city, and Mr. Ethier has decided to retire.

The transfer came as a surprise in commercial circles,

and Mr. Cote is to be congratulated on securing such a
successful retail business. The store is situated at €73-

679 St. Catherine street, and a general line of dry goods
is carried.

Owing to the necessity of the personal supervision of

this extensive business Mr. Cote has resigned his posi-

tion with Greenshields Limited. This is not his first

retail venture, as he already has a prosperous store in

St. Antoine street, Montreal. A glance at his career
assures him success in his new venture, owing to his

thorough knowledge and widespread experience in the
trade. Although comparatively a young man, Mr. Cote
has been twenty-five years in the wholesale districts. For
over twenty years he was with James Johnston & Co.,
and for the last four years with Greenshields Limited.

WOOLEN MILLS EXPAND.
A report comes from Brantford that the Watson Mfg.

Co., of Paris, will establish a branch in the former city.

In confirmation of the report it is pointed out that their
present quarters are insufficient to accommodate their

business. They are compelled to work overtime as it is,

and additional space is required immediately.

INCREASED FACILITIES.

The Rolla L. Grain Co., Limited, one of the pioneer
firms in Canada, manufacturing loose leaf accounting sys-
tems, have lateh added to their plant five new presses,
besides a number of labor saving bindery machines. This
increase places this progressive firm in the front row of
manufacturers of these systems Their trade has so ex-
tended that this step became an absolute necessitv

•2«
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DEPARTMENTS

From A. to N
Our

travellers

now have

with them

a full range

of Fall

samples,

also

complete

ranges of

Samples

from all our

departments

for the

Sorting

Trade.

"TO better cope with an increasing business, we

have rearranged the departments of our ware-

house as given below. This will greatly facilitate the

handling of orders, and customers are assured of

prompt and satisfactory shipments.

In all departments Summer goods are rapidly

moving out, making place for arrivals of latest Fall

Importations.

DEPT. A.—Canadian Staples, including Grey and Bleached Cot-

tons, Pillow Cottons and Sheetings, Tickings,

Cottonades, Cotton and Wool Blankets, etc.

DEPT. B.—Imported Staples, etc.

DEPT. C—Canadian Printed, Dyed and Fancy Cotton Goods;
Dress Ginghams and Fancy Cotton Dress Goods.

DEPT. D.—American Printed, Dyed and Fancy Cotton Goods
;

Wash Goods, Muslins, etc.

DEPT. E.—Foreign Cotton Goods; Mercerized Cotton Goods,

etc. ; Art Muslins, Cretonnes, etc.

DEPT. F.—Linens, Household ; Blousings and Dress Linens,

etc.

DEPT. G.—Silks, an Unequalled Range; Velvets, Velveteens

and Sealettes.

DEPT. H.—Dress Goods, Suitings, Domestic and Foreign. See
last month's ad. for some leading lines.

DEPT. J.—Muslins and Lawns, Plain and Fancy; Plain and
Fancy Dress Muslins.

DEPT. K.—Curtains, Nets, Laces, Embroideries, Trimmings,
Ribbons, Handkerchiefs, Bibs, Quilts, etc.

DEPT. I..—Notions and Smallwares. All the latest novelties.

DEPT. M.—Canadian Hosiery, Furnishings, Umbrellas, Yarns,

etc.

DEPT. N.—Imported Hosiery, Fancy Woollens, etc., etc.

BROPHY-CAINS, LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods

MONTREAL

We will

be pleased

to submit

samples

to any

dry goods

merchant

in any town

where

our samples

are not

at present

shown.
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John Knox Company
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS Limited

HAMILTON * ONTARIO

Is tKe Hot WeatKer Reducing Your
StocK of

SUMMER UNDERWEAR?
If so, you want more !

Don't Forget >^r

that we have a full stock, all sizes, of MEN'S
BALBRIGGAN and NATURAL WOOL SHIRTS
and DRAWERS, AT RIGHT PRICES. Also

LADIES' VESTS
all prices, in quarter, half and long sleeves. Stocked

specially to meet the demand that always comes with the

hot waves.

QUICK DESPATCH means money to you. 'Phone us

your want list.

We give the best possible attention to

Mail or 'Phone Orders.
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REPORTS FROM LEADING
CANADIAN CENTRES

QUEBEC CITY.

MAY, with its premonitions of Summer, ushered in a

season of active retailing which progressive stores

utilized to the fukesl extent. The retail sections

of this city in both upper and lower town, or along St.

John and St. Joseph streets, lavishly displayed season-

able merchandise, and Quebec dailies received a gratify-

ing amount of display space, in most cases judiciously

utilized. Criticism would suggest that interior displays,

as well as window displays, show too violent a tendency

to over-crowding, and price tickets are so numerous as

to be confusing. This is tempered by an acquaintance

with the clientele catered to. However, crowding a

heterogeneous mass of goods in careless arrangement at

the front of the store is anything but pleasing.

* *
*

The department stores along St. Joseph street are

modern examples of stores of their class, and are com-

plete in every detail. Many of the windows during May
were dressed with color schemes in view. The Syndi-

cat de Quebec showed a splendid fabric display in grey

and red color scheme. L'Heureux & Gauvin had one

good window devoted to fabric belts and another to sea-

sonable wash goods. Some of the smaller stores had

judicious displays, but carelessness was evident in the

arrangement, and many goods were soiled owing to the

absence of protection at the back of the window. One of

Paquet's windows was a beautiful mingling of fabrics and

ribbons, characterized by dignified simplicity. Another

store had an entire window devoted to ribbon display.
* *

*

Gossip in retail circles contains many criticisms of

the weather man. There has not been enough rain to

permit a free movement of logs, upon which industry a

great deal depends. There is an average of three feet

less water in the various rivers, and this is regarded

seriously by the trade.

*

In jobbing circles assorting trade is characterized as

fair, and orders for Fall are encouraging. McOall-

Shehyn and Oavreau-Beaudry are now installed in' com-
modious new quarters on Dalhousie street, in the centre

of the wholesale district.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

' HE Fall season will be a good one for the dry goods

men in this part of the world. That seems to be

the general opinion, and doubtless subsequent events

will justify this view of affairs. The FaU orders have

been coming in fairly well of late and, of course, may be

expected to liven up considerably before many more days
have flown.

* *

The demand for immediate delivery is noticeable in

many cases. Two lines of goods which are going to be
ready sellers this Fall, judging from the present outlook,

are ladies' coats and gentlemen's caps. The great reason
for the demand for the former is probably to be found in

the fact that there are a number of changes in style.

When the coats of one year do not vary much from the

prevailing styles of the previous year, many ladies quite

naturally make their garments serve for both years. But
when the styles change my lady must look about for a

new coat, for one must not be far behind Dame Fashion.
* *

*

The new ideas in caps that are being exploited seem
likely to make caps greater favorites than usual. Yacht-
ing caps are being picked up now, and before long their

sales will be brisk, for in not a few parts of the prov-

ince yachting is much in vogue as a means of enjoyment.
With the coming of Fall dealers will find a ready sale for

golf caps, for those shown exemplify some very attrac-

tive ideas.
* *

Since May the business in dry goods has been good.
The sales have not been abnormal, but they have been of

a good average sort that have kept the merchant from
worrying. The prices have, on the whole, been steady
and, by the way, the expectations are that price steadi-

ness will be a characteristic of the Fall trade. The dis-

appointing feature has been the difficulty of collection.

Everyone agrees that the collections may be described as

poor. Money is circulating a little more freely now,
however, and collections will be easier before long.

* *
*

The merchants interested in millinery are, almost
without exception, understood to have had no reason for

complaint regarding the state of trade. The demand for

millinery has been, and is, active. The season is draw-
ing on apace when a good many rather plain hats will

be worn, but the milliners will do a brisk trade in such
lines, while it is safe to reckon upon fair business in

other lines. Ribbons and flowers will be ready sellers

for the trimmings of Fall hats. Ribbons are going to be
in exceptional favor, if present signs are to be trusted.

* *
*

A new dry goods firm has recently come into exist-

ence here. This concern is known as Robert Strain &
Co. Mr. Strain is a well-known dry goods man, having
been connected with Messrs. Macaulay Bros. & Co.'s
establishment here for years. The new firm is located
in the store formerly occupied by Messrs. Morrell &
Sutherland. A part of the latter firm's stock was also
taken over by Strain & Co., after it had been acquired
by Messrs. Gault & Co.

* *
*

On Tuesday, May 9th, Belyea Bros, gave notice that
they would suspend payment. This firm had been doing
business on King street for about a year. In the an-
nouncement of their difficulty Messrs. Belyea stated that
they hoped to arrange matters satisfactorily in a short
time. No further announcement has yet been made.

* *
*

The business of George E. Ford, dry goods, gro-
ceries, etc., at Sackville, will hereafter he run as a
limited concern. Mr. Ford's sons and several others
will be associated with him.

jy
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MONTREAL.

t

A ITY merchants were fully alive to Hie benefits accru-

j mg from the Montreal Horse Show during May, and

no merchant was too small to neglect the opportu-

nity to decorate his establishment m keeping with the

.•vent. The large influx of visitors were tempted with
displays winch in lavishness and fineness of execution

wire never before approached. Spectacular windows
with purple and white background, the horse show col-

ors, were featured by all the larger establishments, inci-

dentally calling attention to fabrics and fashions peculi-

arly suitable for such a social gathering. Specialty

Stores were not a whit less enterprising, and haberdash-
ers had a chance to unload some purple neckwear.

* *
*

But the gowns attracted most attention. And de-

servedly, too. Silks, laces, ribbons and fancy ornaments
were mingled to produce an effect never before witnessed

m this city.
* *

*

A costume seen at the horse show was of a black

shiny silk with a small figure in it. It was made in the

prevailing style of the day, that is, with the long, slop-

ing shoulders and large sleeves, and shirring in skirt and
bodice. The neck, yoke and shoulders were in one piece,

and were made of the finest white or creamy lace, as

were the under puffs of the sleeves. Dresden ribbon

formed the belt, which was made in the new girdle shape

and a large bow of the same was fastened to the left

side of the yoke.
* *

*

The hat which was worn with this gown was a white
leghorn turned up in the back and trimmed with small

pink roses underneath the brim. The top was trimmed
with a large bow of dresden ribbon and roses. The en-

semble was very charming.
* *

*

A very pretty white silk gown was noticed in a win-

dow down town made with tucks and shillings in both
skirt and waist. It was trimmed with embroidery and
lace, and looked very dainty and fetching. The hat worn
with it was of white \tulle and pale pink roses. Another
dress was made wholly of white lace over an underdress

of white satin.

*

James A. Ogilvy & Sons, whose window won first

prize this year, gave a reproduction of the interior of

the Arena, where the horse show was held, with a figure

ofc a lady on horseback in the act of talking to a gentle-

man standing beside the horse. At one side the figure of

another lady stood with the white and purple ribbons,

attached to four horses' heads which formed the top of

the window, gathered in her hands. This figure wore a

very pretty cream costume tailored in the most approved
fashion.

* *
*

Small pin checked silks and shepherd's plaids sold

well in an up town store for 59c. A sale of embroidery
ends and laces was held recently in an up-town house

and great rushes were made for these dainty bits, which
come in so well for trimmings, finishings, etc.

* *
*

The small hat is here with us again, and very neat

and natty t/hey look. One need not be afraid of the

flop (that, the big hats took on) after a rain storm, and

this is certainly a great advantage in a climate where
there is sq much rain, and where the storms come up so

suddenly as to certainly overtake one at some time or

another without shelter.
* *

*

Haycock & Dudgeon held a sale of whiteweai ami
waists the middle of May, in which things were "given

away." Very pretty waists that had sold earlier for

$1 and (1.50 went for 50c, and ihe more expensive ones

sold ai ihe same discount.

*

Hamilton's had a silk sale in the early part of the

month, and some real live bargains were to be had. Some
very pretty hosiery for wear with Oxfords and evening

shoes can be seen at the K mt-to-Fit on St. Catherine

street west.

Effective veils are shown this Spring with large and

small dots made to appear like the old-time patches bete

and there, on the face.
• *

*

Men's suits of Summer goods are selling at $10 in a

well-known tailor's establishment, and are very nobby

and stylish, as well as giving good wear. A new men's
furnishing store up town is showing some very stylish

hats for Summer wear, all marked between $2 and $2.50.

1V1 tailing,

TORONTO.

Toronto has been devoted to strenuous re-

and window displays, though always care-

fully executed, have not been on such an elaborate

scale as they were in March and April. Millinery, which

received quite a number of exclusive windows in the two

previous months, has only been an incidental feature in

May, but few dress windows have been seen that had not

a few choice hats to harmonize with the colors and ma-
terials shown. This is a feature of many of the dis-

plays, and with sheer eoliennes and other fancy ma-
terials, the hats were of the richest and most dressy

variety, while with mohairs and shirtwaist silks differ-

ent varieties of street hats would be shown.
* *

Quite a few monotone windows- have been show^n, and

one of helio in pinkish shades, relieved against a rich

purple background, was a notable one. It takes an ex-

pert dresser and one with a true eye for color to put in

a window in freak shades such as this.

*

The window trims have been varied, and most of the

departments have been represented. Wash goods have

been brought prominently forward, but for another sea-

son the weather has been against the wash goods depart-

ment. Cotton fabrics that closely imitate wool or silk

seem to create the most interest, but these cannot be

classed in the low priced lines, as they sell for 50c. and

65c. Mohair imitations in cotton are shown, but do not

seem to be particularly attractive. Embroidered Swiss

more than holds its own in high class lines. Among the

wash materials shown are sheer printed muslins and or-

gandies, floral designs in white and light grounds, and

sheer goods are certainly popular sellers. Simpson's

showed this last week a lovely silk and cotton fabric,

the silk thrown up in a kind of dotted stripe and printed

m wreaths, garlands and single bloom patterns, in soft

pinks, coral and mauve, with soft green foiiage. The

window displays of these goods certainly attracted a

great deal of attention. The fact that whole window

displays of fancy silks are shown proves how strong is

the interest taken in this class of silks. This is some-

what of a novelty, for it is many years since fancy, oi

indeed any class of silks, were so universally worn.
* *

*

The week before the races \V A. Murray & Co. de-

voted the whole of their west window to a line disp'ay

of parasols. There was a decidedly 'Japanese" air

about this window, for they were all open and turned full

on to the spectator. This window showed how far ad-

vanced is the taste for strong color. Emerald, rtd,

loyal blue, etc , were very much to the fore, but it was
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Established 1832. Cable Address :

:^= •'LAW," Bradford

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. united

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

BLACKS
These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design, and are made from the finest

grades of wool.

SPECIALLY DYED AND FINISHED
Mr. Haley will be at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, during the months of April and May

with a complete line of our productions.

THE LEADING HOUSE FOR
RAINPROOF GOODS

LAWRUS CRAVENETTES
and Other Proofs

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lijiited
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boned down by the many parasols in champagne and

ecru. A favorite style, by the way, seems to have the

low ti loin en five inches ol a colored taffeta parasol of

spoiled grass cloth, and the join concealed undei a row
of lloniton lace braid. Perhaps the prettiest parasol

shown was of graduated trills of a verj good quality of

Japanese silk. Pongee is also well represented in para-

sol lines. The T. Eaton Co. and the K. Simpson Co.

have been showing, both in the window and in their

respective cloak departments, a large collection of model

gowns. Shirtwaist suits and costumes, or dressy shirt-

waist suits, were in the majority, and taffeta and other

silks, eolienne, mohair and while and fancy linens were

all represented in the display.

A notable event in the past month has been the rib-

bon sale held by the T. Katun Co. Very little attempt

at decoration was made, for the lovely ribbons were

sufficient in themselves. Some wonderful ribbon values

were offered during this sale.

WINNIPEG.

SI MMBR dry goods trade is in full swing and Winnipeg

houses report that the trade has been, and is, buy-

ing liberally. Kail samples of many lines are now
ready, and all will be in shape to put before the trade

early in July. With excellent crop prospects, due to the

heavy rains during -May, the western trade is in optim-

istic spirits and most retailers seem prepared to stock

up liberally. Nevertheless, there is still considerable

complaining with reference to the slowness of collections,

and some of the smaller firms find difficulty in making
satisfactory showings. It is hoped by the wholesalers

that the efforts of the Retail Merchants' Association of

Western Canada to shorten credits will meet with success.

Local houses are making an attractive showing of

Summer parasols and the high grade lines are meeting

with a good reception. These parasols are shown mostly

in plain colors, the most popular being brown, navy and

myrtle. Pure white parasols and white parasols with

black stripes or black trimming of some other kind are

also featured in the season's stock. In fact, the black

and white effect is, perhaps the most popular line shown.

The flounce parasol in black and white for ladies and

misses is very handsome and should be an easy line to

sell. Children's fancy flounce parasols in colors are meet-

ing with a good reception.

In veilings for Summer wear, the popular colors seem

lo be navy, brown and green. The great majority of

the veilings shown this season are with spols.

Silk blouses are in better demand this year than for

many seasons back, one house reporting that it has

placed 1511 cases wheie formerly f>ll cases would suffice for

the season's trade. Perhaps the reason is not far to

seek, and is to be found in the variety of the goods offered

and the handsome effects secured by the manufacturers.

They ate shown in all the popular polors and shades of

the season, anil also in white, cream, linen and two-tone

effects. Perhaps the two-lone effect is the most featured

in this season's stock. Coin spots were noticed on very

many of the blouses shown in a large local establishment.

Pleats and lucks are prominent in the make up. A

handsome blouse was noticed with semi-fitting sleeve

coming straight down to the cuff and tucked and hem-

stitched. The blouse was all one piece with a V back

and no seam over the shoulder. It had an insertion

Front. In this blouse the sleeve was one and one hall

inches longer than the regular length.

While law n blouses with coil spot effects and raised

work aie \ei\ handsome and deserve a good reception

The' raised work elie< 1 take<- the place in many hl<

ol cambric insertion, although both cambric and hue arc

used quite extensively.

Etamine blouses in white and in colors are a prom-
inent feature Of the wholesaler's slock. Pinks, blues and
grays seem lo be Hie most popular colors, but black is a

staple fCOlor in these goods. This is a veiy pretty line,

particularly when shown with Bulgarian trimmings.

All-over lace blouses are shown in some new cuts and
designs, and they make very pretty and effective waists.

Thej are shown principally in white, linen and two-tone
effects.

In children's wash dresses and in children's Summer
dresses which are scarcely lilted to stand many visits to

the laundry, some new and very pretty lines are shown.
A dress particularly worthy of mention is shown by R.

J. Whitla & Co., and sold at $30 per dozen. This is a

white wool albatross made with accordion pleats and
shirred sleeves and shirred yoke. It is trimmed with

lace and, being very handsome, will be a good seller for

high-class trade.

In staple lines, such as cashmere goods in white and
colors, there is nothing particularly new. A wide range

is shown by all the houses.

Children's wash dresses ate shown principally in

Fancy navy blue with flaked effects. The sleeves are

shirred with frills around the yokes. In this line a linen

shade with two-tone effect is shown for the better-class

trade. The dress has insertion front and a shirred flounce

and is something quite new. Children's white dresses

with Swiss embroideries and all-over effects are also a

popular line.

In ladies' waterproof garments for Summer and Kail

wear there is a good movement, but no very pronounced

changes in style. Fawn and grey continue to be the

popular colors, and coats are shown in various shades.

Perhaps plain colors predominate, but stripes more or

less pronounced are shown and are meeting with popular

favor. The full-length coat is the best seller, as it is the

most serviceable as a rain or dust protector; but the

three-quarter length coal is meeting with some demand.

Cue of the leading lines this season has a three-frill

detachable cape effect, which is something new. The great

majority of the season's coats are without this cape

effect. The "Buster Brown" belt is a popular feature in

most of the new coats. The newesi sleeve is extra full

which is a change from lasi season. Gun metal or brass

trimmings are to be found on almost all coats.

Very prettj designs are shown in ladies' golf coats,

which are being featured by the local bouses. They are

shown principally in navy blue, cardinal, black and white,

and mottled effects. There are also fancy designs such

as cardinal with white collars and puffs and white with

cardinal trimmings These coats are made to retail at

$1.25 up.

llyndman & Co. have recently hit upon another novel

advertising scheme. Thej advertised that a number of

kites would be given a\\a\ a1 a certain time to Winnipeg

boys who would undertake to carry around blank sub-

si nption lists for people to sign. The subscribers by

signing state their intention to make the acquaintance of

llyndman & Co. As substantial prizes were offered to

the boys bringing in the largest lisl of names and ad-

dresses, tin- purchasing public were reminded quite forcibly

by the small bo\ of the existence of the firm in question.

Mr. H. .1. Whitla is expected to return to Winnipeg

about the last of June from his extended European trip.

It is reported thai his health is much improved as the

lesult of his well-earned holiday.
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FAIR DEALING.

THE essence of good merchandising consists of fair

dealing between merchant and customer. A glance

at the successful business men of a town will dem-

onstrate this. Merchants who act otherwise may have a

temporary success, but that will only bring their inevit-

able failure the nearer. The men who have lasted, and

whose businesses have grown from year to year, are

those who have played fair with the public.

Divergences from fairness of dealing are often unin-

tentional, though they are for that reason none the less

disastrous to those who indulge in them. If customers

are induced to enter a store on the understanding t hat

they can get a certain quality of goods for a certain

price, and they are disappointed, there is an example of

unfairness. Some merchants make a practice of adver-

tising goods at less than cost. Of course no man can do

this often, and the discriminating public knows he can-

not, and they naturally distrust all his statements. It

may be that he merely advertises some spoiled or shop-

worn goods which be must clear out at any price, but if

he offers these as new goods, and the customer comes to

his store on this understanding, that customer has a

grievance, and a real grievance.

Failure to make deliveries when promised and substi-

tution of one article for another are more cases where

the dealer does not treat his customer fairly. No doubt

the customer often fails in similar ways, causing incon-

venience and loss to the merchant, but two wrongs do

not make a right, nor will it make things any better to

have the merchant fail in courtesy and honesty. The

man who in every case docs what he promises, who do;s

not misrepresent goods, and who invariably gives his

customers the fair deal, need feat no rivalry. His busi-

ness is built upon the best of all foundations, and no

passing shock can injure it.

ENVELOPE ENCLOSURES.

HOW many dealers overlook the advertising possi-

bilities of ordinary business methods.

Take, for instance, the regular mail

channels. Hundreds of letters are sent out

with no other publicity value than that contained in

I )„• regular letter or hill head. Hills are rendered, re-

ceipts sent, and commercial correspondence conducted

that might include special announcements or trade fold-

ers. From a circular sent out by an advertising writer,

the following suggestions are taken for utilizing this

feature of direct mail advertising :

"Ever think of the postage you waste on short-

weight letters? It's just like buying a 1000-mile rail-

road ticket to go 300 or WO miles, and throwing the re-

mainder of it away. The onl) difference is that one is

waste on a large scale, the other on a small scale. The

only way to utilize this underweight—and thousands of

business men .ire last realizing it— is to load your let-

ters up to the weight limit with envelope enclosures push-

ing some particular article, line or department of your

business. And there isn't any business that hasn't some-
thing that needs some special efforts to make it more
successful. Then, there are your packages. Why go to

the expense of more or less elaborately printed wrapping

paper that has no rcai advertising value whatever, and

fail to enclose in each parcel a vital, seasonable an-

nouncement of some kind that will at least stimulate

further interest in your goods, if it don't result in a di-

rect sale ? Take the drygoodsman, for instance, witli

his wrapping paper (sometimes printed in two colors)

telling what every customer already knows—that he deals

in cottons, dress goods, millinery, etc. Now, that print-

ed paper does not increase his business a particle. He
might as weil throw so much money away. Ten times

better use plain paper, and devote the money thus saved

to putting inside each parcel an enclosure pushing the

price or quality of some particular article or articl

A COMMERCIAL CREED.

The following is the creed of the newly organized

Chicago Commercial Association :

"We believe that market enthusiasm is a real asset.

"We believe that market team work is absolutely

necessary.

"We believe that market advertising is profitable.

"We believe in the highest municipal character and in

our own responsibility in its making."

PROGRESS NECESSARY.
'INHERE is no truer saying than that variety is the

spice of life, and this applies to merchandising as

well as anything else. The store that expects to

keep ahead must be constantly on the alert for newness

—new ideas, new goods, new methods and new displays,

anything to give the impression of newness. .Many stores

get the reputation of being slow just because there is no

variety to the way they do things. They started out

years ago to do certain things in certain ways. They

have one way of advertising, one way of displaying goods,

one way of holding a sale. No matter how good those

ways may be, that kind of a store grows monotonou

most people—they can anticipate just what it is going to

do. If a sale is advertised they know just bow it will

be conducted, for they have attended a dozen others that

were all alike. What people like is a change occasion-

ally. They like to lie surprised, and the popular store is

the one that keeps people wondering what it is going to

do next.

To the retailer we say. ask for the co-operation and

help of the advertising department of the wholesale

houses from whom you buy.

To the wholesaler we say : Don't wait to be asked,

"(let next" to the retailer when you sell him his first

bill, and don't stop there, help him to dispose of the

goods, he'll buy double the amount next time and have

the cash to pay for it, too.
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LACE DEPARTMENT
We show some Very Special Values in Valenciennes,

Torchon and Fancy Cotton Laces

THE

ILLUSTRATION

speaks for itself

and fairly repre-

sents the values

we are offering in

these lines.

Did you receive

one of our Illus-

trated Catalogues
of Laces and Em-
broideries ? If not
we will be pleased

to mail you one for

the asking.

LACE

CURTAINS
We also wish to

call the attention

of the Trade to our
range of Lace
Curtains. We
believe we show
the largest range
and the best values

in the trade.

If interested, write

for our Illustrated

Catalogue, show-
ing fifteen of our
leading numbers.

Number J500
RE per doz. yds.

Number J501

RlVfc per doz. yds

Number J502

JM 2 19G|

y. d?*~*~

Number'J503
IH per doz. yds.

Number J504
RE per doz. yds.

Number J505
RIV2 per doz yds.

Number J506
RUV2 per doz. yds.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Cor. F-ron* and Bay Sts., TORONTO
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The Sign of Design

THE BETTER PART OF WISDOM
Don't let the " lowest price " argument carry you away.

Consider the quality of the materials, style of the garments, the fit and the

finish.

Weigh these all up against the price, and ask yourself— is this good value ?

All of our time is given to making

Jackets, Raincoats, Fur-Lined Coats, Ladies' Suits and Separate Skirts

We've successfully solved this buying question for a good many merchants,

and our prices are extremely moderate, too.

We make every garment as good as can be made for the money, and that's

a good deal better than many manufacturers make theirs.

We want you to know more about the values that have made ours the

busiest house of its kind in Canada. Best and quickest way is to see

the goods here in our rooms. But, if you can't call, then communicate

with us.

"Quality outlives price in the customer's memory."

We will pay to any charitable institution in

Canada, $300, if any reliable merchant in Canada
places an order with us, for any amount from $300
to $3,000, which we fail to deliver complete upon
demand, from 10 to 13 days after the order reaches

us. This bars out any order under $300. This for-

feit stands good from the first of July until Dec. 1st.

IMF* Our travellers will be out with Fall samples June 15th.

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
515-517 St.lPaul St. MONTREAL
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CLOAttS, COSTUMES

AND SHIRTS c5,SW
IN

spite of the contrariness of the weather, Spring

is rapidly giving way to Summer, and the fact that

Spring trade will soon be over in the coat and

suit section must be taken into account now in

shaping the policy in this department. Repeat

orders are well nigh of the past in the factories now,

and the plant there will soon be turned onto Fall orders.

Indeed, orders for staple lines for Fall have been, in many
cases, all placed, though there are some exceptions. They
are fairly satisfactory as to size.

For Spring selling the run has been, as The Review
predicted, on the short, almost fitting covert coats in

greenish fawn and on shirtwaist suits. Indeed there has

been what may be termed a run on this class of covert

coats, and those merchants who held back from placing

orders until the selling season commenced had consider-

able difficulty in securing stock. In some cases the

manufacturer was not prepared with the cloth and the

cloth merchant also had no stock on hand. The coat

wanted was the covert, and customers would tolerate no
substitution; although light box-cloths in mode and fawn
were in stock, they were invariably passed over. It was
a clear pase of coverts or no sale, and these box-cloth

coats are mostly included in the left overs of the season's

stock. The Spring of 1905 has been, as far as coats are

concerned, a decidedly one-garment season.

Though a number of styles in suits have been shown,
they have been more of the nature of show pieces, and
the shirtwaist suit has practically monopolized this end
of the department. Silks have been, and are, strong
sellers, taffetas ranking first with the city trade, and for

the smaller centres tamolines and louisines as best sellers.

Small checks and stripes have been, and are now, good
sellers, but shot effects are decidedly in the lead.

SUMMER COATS.

THE tendency on the part of Dame Fashion is to

encourage the wearing of an outer wrap, and when
one considers the nature of the dress materials, both

of cotton and wool, the necessity for an outer wrap is

easily understood. Coats are diversified both as to ma-
terial and shape, but silk, linen, and Sicilian may be said
to be the leading materials of which Summer wraps are
made. There is the frivolous little "frocks and frills"

idea that is pleated all round, and forms a loose-hanging
bolero that comes well above the waist line. The loose 28,

30 or 32-in. coat is another good style, either with the
inverted pleat at the back or with a couple of wide pleats
both back and front. Another variation of the same
style is accordion pleated all round; and last, but not
least, comes the redingote and the bloused full-skirted

Russian coat. Black taffeta is most commonly seen, but
pongee and also shots and colored taffeta are used. In
the long coats, various shades of light brown, and golden
biown and orange shots are most in evidence. The loose
coats are either collarless or have deep, fanciful cape
effects trimmed either with silk braid or applique; and a
new feature is the streamers that decorate the front and
fall from the V opening that all these coats of whatever
kind or material have, to the hem.

A typical coat built on redingote lines had a collar

of broderie anglaise, shawl shape, and continued right

into the belt, the front being constructed on the popular

surplice plan. The belt piece was slightly shirred over

heavy cords, and the skirt was shirred around the hips.

All these silk coats are in the practical class, and are

sure to meet with the appreciation of the middle class

trade who need a coat that will serve for more than one

occasion.

Linen is one of the leading fabrics of this season and
the coarse linen has been utilized for separate coats as

well as suits. These coats are generally either white or

natural color, though occasionally a coat of colored linen

is seen. The ultra coats have collars and facings of kid,

but linen in blue, green or red is most seen. These linen

coats are generally of the dust or wrap variety, though
the redingote style is sometimes shown. The more
elaborate ones are trimmed with heavy laces, such as

Irish crochet, Arabian lace or heavy Venise. Sometimes
the lace is ecru or string colored, but more generally it

is white that is used.

SUMMER SUITS.

GRADUALLY, but surely, the Summer trade is ex-

panding in the retail stores. Time was, and not so
long since, that a few lawn or organdie dresses and

a few pique or duck separate skirts, and these not of

very particularly attractive construction, constituted the
whole Summer stock in the cloak department of even the
largest of the retail stores. Merchants now, however, are
beginning to realize that they can command quite a good
Summer trade if they will only take the trouble to go
after it, and each succeeding year sees a more extensive
and more complete line of garments stocked for the heat-
ed season. Linen is pre-eminently the leading fabric of

this Summer for all outer garments; white is high style,

but a good deal of natural-colored linen, and colored
linens, particularly green and blue, are seen. The coarser
linens find a good field among separate skirt manufactur-
ers for tailored suits, separate coats, etc., and also for

reefers for small boys and girls.

Finer linen is used for the shirtwaist suit, and the
frock; and these are plain or elaborate according to price.

Some of the imported ones are trimmed with exquisite

hand embroidery and a combination of fine and heavy
lace. Such a gown was seen at the recent race meeting
in Toronto, accompanied by hat and parasol to match
of embroidered linen. The 40 or 42-inph almost fitting

tailored coat and pleated skirt is another popular style

carried out in white linen.

At the Summer openings in Toronto a very large
number of linen suits were shown. W. A. Murray & Co.
had a large window dressed all in white, and five white
linen costumes or suits were the central features. The
central figure wore a skirt of fine linen laid in pleats and
over that an exquisite coat in bloused style of all-over

broderie anglaise. The waist was surplice dashion and
the deep shawl collar was edged on both sides with a
knife-pleated frill of Valenciennes lace. Another figure in

the window had a suit of butchers' linen much in the
same style, only the coat was all of linen, and the poat
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TclfphONE Main 2487

%
Des/sa/ers amp Makeas

507 St Paul Sthcet.
Between Mc Gill 8 St.Peters

Montreal, Can.

I I

Our Fall line, consisting" of the

latest novelties in

Ladies' Jackets

and

Raincoats

is now complete and awaiting your

inspection.

Our reputation in the past will, we

think, insure our customers and friends

as to the real excellence in every par-

ticular of any garment manufactured

by us.

Already large and now increased

facilities insure prompt delivery

at all times. :: :: ::

Buyers cannot afford to miss the

opportunity of seeing our line before

placing orders.

latest Novelties in Suits and

Costumes will be ready July 10th.

A. SOMMER & CO.

507 St. Paul St. MONTREAL

skirl was laid in pleats, as well as the dress ski 1 1 a
verj handsome suil was of much coarser linen and had

panels and motifs of Arabian lace. The coal was a loose

30-inch one and was elaborately trimmed with the lace

In various othei Toronto stores, which by tin- waj have
made more extensive displays than in past years for the

Summer openings, quite a number of colored linen gowns
with the short "frocks and frills" coal were shown,

generally trimmed with heavy lace edge and motifs.

Redingote suits of light-weighl Summer silks and shirt-

waist suits and costumes, or dressy shirtwaist suits of

the same, are in high favor, Lustres and mohair fabrics

are also well shown, and separate skirts and plain

tailored suits in light weighl ami verj light-colored

tweeds aic very prominent.

The very latest suits all show, however, the plain,

almost fitting tailored coat. On the Summer coats and

blouse and redingote coats the sleeve is large and loose,

in fact, almost atiy sleeve, provided it dues not pouch at

the wrist and is full at the top, is used; but on these

plain, tailored coats the sleeve is a leg-O-mutton style,

hut not extreme. Vertical tucks are often used to con-

line the fullness from wrist to elbow, and the sleeve is

finished with a plain and unimportant cuff. A few sus-

pender suils have also been shown, 'nut this style is at

its best in the misses' and children's department.

FALL SUITS.

JUDGING from the increasing; favor shown to separate

coats, it would seem that in the ready-made depart-

ment there will be little or no room for the suit this

Fall. Shirtwaist suits and long, separate coats to wear

over them are what are going to take, according to the

leading fashion authorities. Silks will come first in

fabriqs for making into Fall shirtwaist suits. Shots will

be much in evidence, and black taffeta is likely to be

much more prominent than in the present season. Mohair

fabrics will have a place for the early trade, but for wear

when the real Winter weather comes light-weight cloths

will have the call. One feature of these suits at any rate

is clearly lixed and that is the surplice effect at the

waist.

THE PROGRESS OF THE FALL COAT.

Tilt; increasing favor in which, notwithstanding their

unsuitability for the Summer season, long coats are

held, points the way out for Winter styles; and.

although some of the coals seen now are very elaborate

as to detail, the tendency is well marked towards plainer

severer lines. Coals of this class studiously avoid any

eccentricity and are both practical and becoming to the

vast majority of figures. The sleeves are put in full at

the shoulder, and taper down in si/.e to the wrist, where

they arc finished by a neat cuff. Though some of the

new models ate collarless, many show neat revers. and

some also ate single-breasted.

This is the way fashion is shaping mil. and il is a

sure indication of the trend of style for the Autumn
and Winter garments. It is light along these lines that

the majority of our manufacturers have designed their

Sample lines for Fall. .lust how true their forecast was

is seen by the fact that now the American manufacturers

are showing what is, to all intents and purposes, the

same style of coat for the coming Kail. The following

extract from Orerand's Cloak Journal describes the

American coat;

"Early models of women's coals have already made

then appearance, and from these and other special sources

of information, some ideas as to the trend of Fall
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Ready for

Your

Fall Orders
BUYERS looking for the best - selling garments

for Fall—that invariably prove reputation builders

— will find in our lines of

POPULAR-PRICED
WALKING SKIRTS and COSTUMES

just the things they need. Every fashionable

fabric is represented, while every style is a

popular and salable one.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW OUT WITH FULL RANGE

Mail Orders Promptly Attended to. Correspondence Solicited

SB UNIVERSAL SKIRT MFG. CO.

No. 3 to 1 1 Little Sussex St.

CORNER RIDEAU

OTTAWA.

••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••

TURNED
l 190RtCAL

^fAFFETA
11

PETTICOATS

A Big Success

The Best Imitation of Silk

on the Market.

Rustles, Feels and Looks like Taffeta.

Skirt made as cut. Deep Accordeon-Pleated

| Flounce. Two-inch Frill at top and bottom.

Deep Dust Ruffle.

Colors, Black, Blue and Brown.

Price $21 doz. 2 10 days or net 30 1st foil.

Made as all our skirts are made. Extra wide and " Perfect
in Make, Fit and Finish. " Write for sample of this skirt now.

The PUGH MFG. CO.
33 Church St., Toronto

'•••••••••••••..»..«..»..#........,..,..,.....,.....»........,

MEN-TAILORED

GARMENTS
FOR WOMEN

AND

WOMEN TAILORED

SHIRTS
FOR MEN

are our Specialty

It takes a man-tailor to give the individu-

ality and the finish to women's garments,

while no one but a woman can supply the

comfort-making qualities of a man '^ shirt.

We have the services of both at our com-
mand.

Our

Ladies' Coats
Raglans

Separate Skirts

and

Men's Colored
and

White Shirts
are the product of high -class workmen and
women in their respective lines.

Our Fall samples now in the hands of our
travellers will be found all that can be de-

sired in style, fit and material.

They are garments that you can sell at a

POPULAR PRICE and make money on.

The Empire Manufac-
turing Co., Limited,

646 Craig Street, MONTREAL

••••»•••••••..

t
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June 1st,

J.9YL

Dear Sir:

—

The eternal, everlasting, twenty-four-hours-a-day , week-in-and-
week~out, year-after-year chase after profits is what keeps business
lively. We—you and ourselves—are in the "chase." We are seeking
to make money. Buying right means buying garments that will stay
sold—the kind you do not have to sell again and again until they
finally "stick."

Having recently added to our staff two designers of the highest
reputation, we have produced for next Fall a line of dainty and
wholly distinctive styles in Ladies' Cloaks and Skirts that will
undoubtedly rank among the cleverest in the Canadian market.

If our representatives, now on the road, can show you garments
designed and made to perfection at prices that are less than you are
now paying for equally good goods, are we not entitled to your
business?

You won't waste any time going through the line. It has been
specially designed for "busy buyers."

We may add that for the generous and substantial encouragement
we have received from our numerous customers in the last few years,
we have taken possession of our entire building. This will give us
35,000 square feet for the manufacturing facilities and will cer-
tainly help us against the ** crying evil of the trade." It will
assure you prompt deliveries, real prompt deliveries.

Can we not increase our business with you this year? The Victor
goods will certainly be the acknowledged leaders in their class over
the Dominion, and people will inquire for them more than ever, so we
have laid our plans for great increase, and you should get your share.
The more you sell the bigger your profit, to say nothing of your
satisfied customers who'll send you new customers asking for more.

Our representative will call on you shortly and we know you'll
say he is showing the right goods. We are awaiting with interest the
receipt of your order;

Yours truly.

THE VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.
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fashions may be gathered. These early styles are the

forerunners of modes that will, no doubt, prevail to a

considerable extent during the coming season no matter

what are the later developments in more exclusive circles.

"The sack or loose coat began to wane in popularity

nearly a year ago, and appears to have lost its hold

almost entirely. Hence it will not be altogether surpris-

ing to find that it has disappeared to an extent that will

make it conspicuous by its absence next Fall. The vogue

of the display of the waist is with us now, and the

popularity of the coat, tight fitting at the hips and tend-

ing to fullness below, is viewed as one very plain sign

that half-fitted backs are more than apt to meet with the

greatest favor during the coming season.

"The battle of sleeves is not yet on, though it looms

large in the near distance. There are many opinions

about it, but if intuition amounts to anything the sleeve

that will win is the gigot, or leg-of-mutton sleeve

with the fullness around the upper part of the arm, and

close fitting between the elbow and wrist. As a matter

of fact, there are few sleeves that are more becoming to

the average woman than this shape, as by exaggerating

the breadth of the shoulders it lessens the apparent size

of the waist, and hints at those sylph-like proportions

that fashion seems determined to affect this year.

"The cloths under consideration are kerseys and

broadcloths in medium-weight goods, for the length of

the garment precludes any probability of heavy-weights

being used except for specific purposes. Black, very dark

green, blue, brown, grey and tan are the aspirants for

favor in the order named."

The lengths mentioned in this forecast are 42 and 40,

and, while these lengths will run in Canada for the

higher trade, because of price considerations, chiefly

shorter lengths will be asked for in the popular trade.

Indeed some smart coats are shown around 30-inch, but

nothing shorter than that should be stocked, for the long

coat is certainly the style idea. Coverts and whipcords

in fawns and drabs are sure to be strong sellers on the

Canadian market, for it must not be forgotten that the

vogue of this cloth has had a longer run in the States

than in Canada. Choice effects in tweeds with plaid

backs will also receive consideration, but in the main

details of style and shape the coat put out by the Cana-

dian manufacturers and the one exploited by those of

the United States are in close accord. Both coats define

the figure and are what may be termed easy fitting.

THE

FALL SEPARATE COAT TENDENCIES.

IT is impossible to summarize under one caption just

what type of coat will prove most popular for Fall.

However, certain general tendencies are shaping

which permit of some degree of accuracy in forecasting

Fall fashions in the separate coat field, but retailers at

the outset must remember that not one line of conduct

is advised for all classes of trade. The Review is

thoroughly familiar with the various classes and condi-

tions of buyers, and retailers in many cases must exer-

cise their own taste and juagment in the selection of as

many lines of models as their outlet permits.

Long Coat Favored.

While only in staple lines will cloak makers allow
themselves the expression of any definite forecast as to

the popular Fall fashions in the separate coat field,

sufficient thought has already been given to the Fall

campaign, and preliminary steps taken towards the in-

stallment of Fall lines, to forecast to some degree the

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be
the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
t came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mare.

' 'Madge" in " Truth '
' says :

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with
the 'Pirle' stamp on it.as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £» SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
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marked tendencies While it is best bo saj little or

nothing concerning the short coal ol lasl year, it is now

general!) regarded thai the longei coal will find the

I .minimi nf approval for Fall. Reasons for this

aie given ail nauseiiiii, anil some idea of the fashions are

to In- gathered from this amount of talk. These early

styles aie forerunners of modes that will prevail during

the coming season, although a later development in ex-

elusive circles is undoubted.

While all manufacturers are favoring a longer eo.it,

bhere seems to !,e a good ileal of controversy ahout just

what the length will he, anil all lengths from 3(1 or 35

inches to the extreme ah or 52 inches are talked of. It

must he remembered, however, that there has to he a

low priced coat for the popular trade, and when the

strong advance in wool is considered, and the firm price

at which all woolen fabrics are now held, it will readily

he seen that of necessity there must he a coat shown in

shorter lengths than 45 or 52 inches. The ultra trade

will no doubt take the extreme length, but the largest

amount of approval seems to be centering upon -10 to 45

inches. The most interesting summary of conditions is

best given by quoting the opinions expressed by repre-

sentative manufacturers. What might be called the me-

dium opinion is thus expressed by one firm :

Various Opinions.

"A coat from 10 to 12 inches in length and semi-

fitting will, to my mind, find the greatest favor this

Fall. Our men have just finished the western ground,

and it is this style of coat which has done the business.

However, it must be remembered that the largest am-

ount of business in the cloak field is done at retail from

$8 to $15, and it is not always possible to exploit this

length of coat in suitable materials to retail at these

figures. With this in view I do not look for this style

of coat to find extreme favor in small centres, although

a representative showing will be made. The very short

coat is practically out of it in exclusive circles, but will

still find favor where price is the sole consideration. In

this long coat I read all signs as pointing very plainly

to half-fitted backs as finding the greatest favor. We are

also showing many of these long coats at prices to re-

tail even below $8. To be sure, they are very plain."

A manufacturer catering to the better class of trade

has this to say : "The sack, or loose back, has begun

to wane in popularity, and I consider it will be con-

spicuous by its absence nexl Fall. I believe in the popu-

larity of the long coat, which admits of a vogue of dis-

play in the waist. My coals will be tight fitting to the

hips, tending to fullness just below and will be models

of the fitted order. The general effect is mannish, with

straight double-breasted fronts. Some of the coats have

turned back culls and show collar. In regard to the

sleeves, some form of the leg-o'-mut ton, with the fullness

,it the upper pari of the arm, and the close fitting effect

between the elbow and the wrist, will prevail. This

sleeve is peculiarly effective for this type of coat, since

it lessens the apparent size of the waist."

Another shrewd manufacturer is winking upon this

plan, and his clientele includes both popular and exclu-

sive stoics: "I do not regard the semi-lit ting coat as

practical, and m\ line embraces models of both the fitted

and loose type, and nothing under :jfi inches in length is

shown. The loose coal will fill the bill for the extreme

lengths, as long as 5 1 inches, while the fitted model will

sell best in the shorter lengths. There are many new
touches of stv'es in holh these models which will appeal

to all classes of buyers. Plain materials in black, brown,

blue and tan will do the business for the early trade,

and lough cloths vvili he considered latei

Cloths Under Consideration.

Meltons, beavers, cheviots, kerseys, broadcloths ami

coverts are all spoken of by manufacturers. The chief

trouble is not so much in selecting a desirable material

to make a coat to sell at a popular price, as to know

just what effect the great increase of the cost of wool is

going to have upon the business. Though juices of slaple

fabrics are considerably higher, retailers will doubtless

be confronted with garments at the same price as a year

ago, but with a lessening in Hie quality of material.

However, competition is very keen among the various

mills, and more than one manufacturer feels confident

1 hilt he will have prompt deliveries at fair prices. There

seems no probability of such a contingency as occurred

this year in coverts. This scarcity was caused by the

unprecedented demand crowding the outpul of one Can-

adian mill. However, many of them are anticipating

future wants at initial figures, as an advance is predi

for duplicate orders. More than one manufacturer has,

so to speak, a new material up his sleeve upon which

success is based.

VARIETY IN TRIMMINGS.

PERHAPS no collection of goods in the coming sea-

son, says the Drapers' Record, presents such a won-

derful multitude of colors as one consisting of passe-

menteries for collars and dress trimmings. Rainbows,

beans, beetles, shells, opals, rubies, diamonds, emeralds,

pearls, gold and silver, purple, and (literally) fine linen;

these elements and many others are found among the

goods in question. Yet methinks that already we have

reached a stage when they must be looked on as made
for the thousand rather than the ten, although I will

not go so far as to say that they have descended to the

million. A very choice and varied wardrobe can exist

without them, and the buyer for the best-class estab-

lishment should not plunge in them very heavily.

CANADIAN BUYERS IN LONDON.

A number of Canadian buyers and wholesale men have

recently called at our London ofiices, or have been seen

about the warehouses. Amongst those who have been

interviewed by our representative are : Messrs. Guthrie

and J. M Alexander, of Hie S. F. Mckinnon Co.; Mr
Milligan, of the Corticelli Silk Co., who is superintend-

ing the opening of a branch in Victoria street. West-

minster, and Mr. Fred Evans, of Ladies' Wear. Limited.

The last named gentleman is making his premier visit to

England and the continent, and has been successful in

securing a number of splendid novelties for bis bouse.

THEWLIS, WITH PATENT MANUFACTURING CO.

Mr. .1. A. Thewiis has been appointed selling agent

for the Province of Quebec of the Patent Manufacturing

Co. He was late buyer for the woolen department of

(iieenshields Limited, and as a token of the esteem in

which he was held he was presented with a grandfather's

(dock, on behalf of the firm and employes, the presenta-

tion being made by Mr. A. II. Hardy.
Mr. Thewiis assumes his present position under fav-

orable auspices, and his long experience in the trade ren-

ders him peculiarly suitable. His successor with Green-

shields Limited has not yet been appointed.

There is such a rage in Paris for Irish crochet that

the society ladies who interest themselves in the de-

velopment <>f Irish industries look forward with confi-

dence to the annual sale in London this month.
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Every Week we show
Fresh Ideas

Our Thought
is the
Waste Products
of the Store

How much the Dry Goods
Merchant or Milliner can get out

of his unsalable goods is the

concern with us.

Hundreds of yards of Dress

Fabrics that are shoved aside in

scores of stores as dead stock can

be turned into dollars if sent here

to be re-dyed some fashionable shade and finished with a degree of skill

that gives them the stamp of new goods.

—We have reached a very gratifying degree of success in the curling,
—dyeing and cleaning of costly plumes and feathers. Our
—saving to milliners counts large.

R. PARKER ®> CO.
Dyers and Finishers to the Trade

787-791 Yonge Street, Toronto, Can.
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Xmas 1905

Mr. E. B. Wallace has returned after visiting the various centres of manufacture
in the interests of his department and the result is one of the finest and most
complete ranges of Handkerchiefs ever shown in Canada.

No class has been overlooked, and whether Staple or Fancy, whether low priced

or high priced, the values are the best we could possibly give.

Place your order for Christmas requirements now, as later on our assortment

will be broken. Goods delivered in October.

Following is a list of our leading Numbers. We guarantee satisfaction in

connection with any letter orders we receive in response to this advertisement.

Fancy Hemstitched and Lace Handkerchiefs

Per doz.

37, H.S., Inserted Lace Corners - - - CA < _

39, H.S., Inserted Lace Corners - HE

40, H.S., Inserted Lace Corners - - - Hl'_

293, H.S., Inserted Lace Corners - VT

291, Lace Edge HT

557, Lace Edge VE

346, Lace Edge and Revered Corners - - AT

427, Lace Edge, Tucked and Revered - AT

420, Lace Edge and Fancy Corners AT

418, Lace Edge and Inserted Corners - - LT

42, Lace Edge and Inserted Corners - - RSE

310, Lace Edge and Embroidery - - - RIT

305, Lace Edge and Leno Corners - - - RIT

297, Lace Edge and Embroidery ... rte

298, Lace Edge and Embroidery - - - 1ST

299, Lace Edge, Insertion and Embroidery - 1ST

306, Lace Edge and Insertion 1ST

307, Lace Edge and Embroidery ... ist

301, Lace Edge and Embroidery - CES

302, Deep Lace Edge and Embroidery - - CIT

308, Deep Lace Edge and Embroidery - - CIT

309, Deep Lace Edge and Embroidery - - HES

Swiss Embroidered Mourning Handkerchiefs

UE

RSE

RIT

RCT

RAT
IES

IST

CES

267, Scalloped

230, Scalloped

268, Hemstitched

231, Scalloped

232, Scalloped

269, Hemstitched

233, Scalloped

407, Scalloped

Embroidered Handkerchiefs

292, H.S. and Embroidered Corners

133, H.S. and Hand Embroidery

270, Scalloped, 12 patterns

60, Scalloped, 4 patterns

77, Hemstitched, 4 patterns

290, Scalloped and Hemstitched, 60 patterns

247, Hemstitched, 12 patterns

248, Scalloped, 12 patterns,

261, Scalloped, 6 patterns

271, Scalloped, 12 patterns

249, Hemstitched, 12 patterns

274, Scalloped, 6 patterns ...
281, Hemstitched, 6 patterns

15, Hemstitched, 12 patterns

67, Scalloped, 4 patterns

263, Scalloped, 6 patterns

275, Scalloped, 6 patterns

264, Scalloped, 6 patterns

273, Scalloped, 12 patterns

276, Scalloped, 6 patterns

282, Hemstitched, 6 patterns

277, Scalloped, 6 patterns

278, Scalloped, 6 patterns

279, Scalloped, 6 patterns

280, Scalloped, 6 patterns

265, Scalloped, 6 patterns

266, Scalloped, 3 patterns

287, Scalloped, 3 patterns - ' -

285, Hemstitched, 3 patterns

288, Scalloped, 3 patterns

289, Scalloped, 3 patterns

313, Scalloped, 3 patterns

314, Scalloped, 3 patterns

Per doz.

HT
AT

UE

RSE

RSE

RIT

RIT

RIT

RCT

RTE

RVT

RAT

RAT

RLT

RLT

IES

IES

IST

IST

IST

IST

CIT

HES

HIT

HTE

HTE

VTE

VTE

VTE

LTE

RIES

RTES

RLES

Also a Complete Range of Hemstitched Linen, Lawn, Jap. Silk,

Hemmed White Lawn, Red, Blue and Brocaded Silks.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Oor. Bay and Front Sts.. TORONTO
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^ DRESS ACCESSORIES *
LININGS.

LINING departments take their cue from dress goods

tendencies, and renewed activity is reported in

wholesale circles. Department managers at last

seem to regard the much talked of favor of linings as

assured, and many reasons are given. Perhaps the most

Forcible of all is the fact of increased sales this Spring,

especially in quarters where this department is featured.

Further than this, the Canadian mills producing these

goods, while figures are not available, say that the sales

to jobbers are constantly on the increase, especially in

lien-alines, spun glass, and mercerized sateen.

Prospects for Fall are now engaging attention, and

the somewhat sheer dress fabrics predicted for the ensu-

ing season are regarded by lining men as sure indications

of the necessity of linings. There are many customers

who cannot afford silk, no matter what their inclination

may be, and as the lightweight materials require some
form of a lining in order to avoid the tearing of the

fabric, various cotton materials must be used in colors

to match the fabric. Percalines have been ordered out in

larger quantities than formerly, especially plain, and the

same may be said of all classes of linings. Values are

better than ever before, although prices have not

pation of the warm weather, and a few brighl days would
make a vast difference in the size of the orders. There

are a good many plain fabric belts in linen, cotton

poplin and other mercerized fabrics. A belt that is

wen spoken of has a band of 2 1-2 or 3 inch wide Swiss

insertion down the centre, edged with a wide band of

white or colored linen down each side. The end is

pointed and is drawn through a medium-sized square

harness buckle.

Quite a few of the linen and mercerized belts are made
in much the same styles as those of leather and have gilt

buttons and buckles as trimmings.

The belt illustrated is one of an imported line, and

shows many novel features. It is of champagne silk and

braided with a soutache in brown and gold. There is

also a sketchy embroidery design in brown silk and gold

Noveltv Girdle Embroidered and Beaded.

changed since Spring figures. The finish, especially in

spun glass and mercerized sateen, is generally better than

previously. The sheen in spun glass closely imitates silk

productions, and good qualities give the desired swish.

BELTS.

GIRDLES to match the dress, or made of fancy ribbon,

have somewhat cut into the counter *rade in belts,

but still orders are quite large. In the larger

stores and in more expensive lines, colors are freely

stocked, but in the popular trade in silk belts merchants

are chiefly stocking white and black, with white decidedly

the better seller. Fabric belts are by no means the

whole feature, but leather belts are growing stronger as

the season advances, and the many pretty and original

styles shown are keeping them in high favor. In the

expensive lines leather belts are studded with steel and

embroidered with beads. Leather is also used in con-

junction with silk and other fabrics, but not always, it

must be confessed, with perfect success.

Wash lines are now making their appearance in antici-

beads. Other belts in this line are embroidered with

silk and steel beads, and the white are embroidered in

steel, gilt-steel and jet, and the black in jet. A good
idea which is used in them all is the belt elastic at the

sides, which makes the belt adjustable and saves the

stocking of sizes. These belts are not unduly expensive,

and should prove attractive sellers.

EMBROIDERIES.

IT
is the embroidered gown and waist, not the lace-

trimmed one, that Dame Fashion is exploiting this

Summer, though a good deal of lace, particularly

Valenciennes, is used as well. The Summer gowns shown

in Paris are of very sheer linens and batistes, and are

trimmed with quantities of embroidery. Allovers in

broderie anglaise or eyelet patterns are largely used, not

only for gowns, children's frocks and waists, but for the

Summer coat as well. These are mounted over soft

silks in white or very pale shades of color. There is also

an attempt to run colored embroideries on a white ground,
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I,hi ii is not Likely fco influence to any extenl the course

of the general trade. The patterns of the best-liked

allovers an- single floral motifs executed in eyelet wo*\

and sel in slanting lines like the embroidery pattern

illustrated a few months back in the Review. E.v-

broidery flouncing* are not so ranch favored as inser-

tions and wide hands. Suits and waists of embroidered

linen are also enjoying a tremendous vogue, and are

both hand and machine worked.

The strong position of embroideries has caused the

Swiss embroiderers to seek an advance in prices, and this

must be very large now. Corset cover embroidi

have had a great run. particularly in popular juiced lines.

Retailers should see In it that stocks are ill a state of

preparedness Cor the white goods sales that will he bo

generally held this June, as novelties and .-naps will pro\ -

very attractive line's for June selling.

Embroidered Vest fur Wear in Louis and Bolero Coats.

advance will have to he reckoned with on future orders.

Almost every branch of machine-made embroidery i>

affected, and the rales on Shifli goods are now 20 per cent,

over those of last month; Makers id' staple goods are also

included, ami the rates for wide repeats are exception-

ally high.

The fact that for many purposes, notably for trim-

ming wash blouses, embroidery has totally superseded

I; ce, means that counter sales, in spite of the backward

season, have been very large. They dropped off some-

wha1 in April, hut from the manner in which the crowds

id' shoppers gather around tl mbroidery counter sales

LACES.

THERE is no complaint as to the volume of trade

done for the Spring season. The chief demand

has been for lace for sleeve frills, and for this

use net tops are first in favor. There has also been a

very fair call for the heavier I'laueu goods, particularly

in allovers. Now that Summer weather is in sight,

Valenciennes and Mechlin are coming strongly to the

front, and there promises to he a big Summer trade along

these lines. The millinery trade will make a great use of

narrow Valenciennes, and already hats of kilted lace or of

iaee and linen are a feature of the millinery displays for

Summer retailing.

The exclusive city retailers are showing Irish

crochet both in allovers and in bands and flounces, but it

is not likely to have any extended vogue, as it is very ex-

pensive. Baby Irish is. however, down for a good seller

with the better trade for Fall. The laces shown are

very mixed in style, and none of them can be said to

enjoy exclusive popularity. Buyers are already speculat-

ing about Fall trade, and very possibly the same

diversity will mark Fall lines.

TRIMMINGS.

LITTLE encouragement has been given the trimming

manufacturer in the season that is passing, for the

use of handsome trimmings has been restrict.-

evening and house gowns. The Louis and Directone

styles are coming to the front, and these call for hand-

some vest effects. The "gilet" or waistcoat comes al-

ready embroidered and ready to fasten into the front of

the coat. They can also be worn with the loose boleros

now, as usual, making their Summer appearance.

Braids again promise to be the only trimming much

in evidence on the street suit for Fall, but for reception

and indoor wear jet effects and sequin effects in colors

again promise to he much seen. Ornaments, jet me-

dallions anil hut tons are anions the strong feature

the coming season. These spangles are not really jet. but

a gum or celluloid and, while having all the glitter of

jet, are very lighl in weight. Jet, it is said, will be

prominent in millinery lines, and the sequin robe will

again he a feature of the trimming department.

RIBBONS.

RIBBON departments have had an exceUenl season s

tar. Plain ribbons, taffeta fust, but closely fol-

lowed li\ sal in duchesse, have been the great sell-

ers so far. hut from preparations made for Summer

trade it would seem that a good deal of confidence is

fell in fancies, particularly war]) prints These are

shown, made up into fancy girdles witli long sash ends,

to wear with the lovely Summer goods that are now

coming to the front. These girdles arc very deep and

are shirred and stayed with featherbone. Some

finished with shaded enameled or gilt buckles, and others

have a rosette of the ribbon.

There arc many uses lor ribbon found in connection
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THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT

THE LONG, smooth, strong, even thread en-

sures a repeated sale for ORIENTAL SILK,

AND the shade number on every spool

does away with the slightest difficulty

in matching, while

THE SHORT price at which you can buy

it from us makes a good profit for the

merchant out

OF IT.

Sfte ORIENTAL !

SILI1 CO., Limited |

5 -e>5 DALHOUSIE ST.. MONTREAL

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
sbow an

Extensive range of shades and colourings

including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will_be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
DUBLIN, IRELANDTORONTO,

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

"UENED

o!< No.

I. B. I1LEINERT RUBBER COMPANY
Cor. Dowling Ave. and Queen Street W. TORONTO
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with the dainty Summer frocks Open work hands of

embroidery or late are backed with a deeper or con-

trasting shade of ribbon, and the ribbon is drawn
through i lie openings in little puffs and loops. There
.lie any amount of little hows, rosettes, ruches and frills

used tlibbons with drawstrings are among the novel-

ties shown, and some pretty neck ruches, with the addi-

i ion of chiffon frilling, ate made from them.

There is considerable call for different widths of vel-

\el ribbons for Summer millinery, and black particu-

larly is used for man) trimming purposes. The touch of

black that has dropped out of favor in the past few sea-

sons is again talked of, and is likely to become an ac-

cepted style in the near future.

PARASOLS.

THE vogue of the small hat, which has been so gener-

ally accepted, has quickened the interest of the

trade in parasol lines, for when wearing a small hat

a parasol is a necessity to shade the face, and parasols

are, mot cover, particularly attractive and dainty this

year. At the Woodbine races nearly every woman car-

ried a parasol, and those carried by the smart set were

conspicuous for their beauty—indeed, handsome parasols

may be said to have been one of the most important

features of the ladies' dress. One lady gowned in white

serge had hat, parasol, gloves and shoes a deep shade

of red. Another parasol was white silk with tiny pom-

padour bouquets of pink flowers, and had aiso a wreath

of tiny shaded roses trailing over it. This was not the

only sunshade in pink, or rather in soft rose, for this

colior was miuch in evidence in the sunshades seen at the

Toronto track. Very often the parasol matched the hat.

One of petunia mauve, matching a hat of that color, was

much remarked. White parasols were much in evidence,

and there were many in decided color with the edge or a

wide band of ecru grass cloth. With white linen suits

appeared white embroidered linen parasols, and some

handsome ones in this styie were seen.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

USUALLY about June or July novelty samples in

handkerchief lines come to hand for the Fall and

Christmas trade, and some unusually pretty goods,

both in (ace and embroidered lines have appeared this

year. Handkerchiefs with narrow colored borders are

again shown in pretty pale shades of pink, buff, green,

blue and mauve, and while these may attain no very ex-

tended vogue they are a novelty that are sure to attract

attention, and a few should be stocked. They are being

taken up to some extent over in the States. When push-

ing other lines of white goods in June do not forget

handkerchiefs. Handkerchiefs are a Rummer necessity,

and .June is a good time to give prominence to this line,

indeed a rousing handkerchief sale would be a drawing

card at this time.

SALE OF WOOLEN MILL.

Tenders i have been called for the plant of the Tryon

Woolen Mills, of Tryon, Prince Edward's Island. The
plant comprises a full list of properties, buildings, ma-
chinery, stores, tenement houses, etc. The liquidator

for the Tryon Woolen Mfg. Co., Limited, Alexander

Campbell, is receiving tenders up to June 1.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There were three tiny Toti in

VIYELLA—
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella.

"So am 1, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA. '

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Night- dresses, Dressing-gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

& Co.
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sola Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AdENT:

rir William C. rleredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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ESTABLISHED 1791

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes Vhighest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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YOU WILL PROMOTE YOUROWN BL'8I-

NE8BBY INSISTING I'l'oN HAVING

Suit Form No. bo R

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to

the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12-

The Window a«
d Art Decoration Co.

MANUFACTURERS Oh

Papier Mache and —
Plaster Paris Decorations

Papier Mache Trade Marks,
Window Backgrounds, Etc., a Specialty.

M II PARTICULARS ON REQUEST.

44 St. Vincent Street, Montreal

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. established over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forma, Wax Figures.Finest Metal Display Fixtures.et.

Window Shades
We would like to help Retailers increase

their business in Window Shades, and to

each Merchant, who will allow us the space,

we will send free of charge a large sign

stating that they sell Smith, Carter & Smith,
Limited, reliable Window Shades. Write
now for prices of our goods. The satis-

factory Window Shade Makers.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
681-683-685 Craig St., Montreal, Canada.

Dixfer

ftlindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
more business for 1905

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO. LIMITED,

IOO KING ST. W.,

TORONTO
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THE NEED OF MODERN METHODS.
By W. R. McCoII.

I

HAVE just returned from a business trip to one of

our Canadian cities of about twenty thousand popu-

lation, keeping a weather eye open for anything or

everything that might be of interest to the readers of

this department. I visited the same centre about

eighteen months ago, and must admit that in the interval

a decided change for the better has taken place in the

lighting of the store fronts, the draping of the goods, the

The store and stock were irreproachable, clean, tidy,

bright, the manager alert, the salespeople active and wide
awake; but some one had fallen down in one of the

window displays. The window was all right in size,

ceiling and appointments. The top dressing was laces

and artificial flowers; the floor display a nicely arranged

series of pyramids of tin milk pans adorned with arti-

ficial flowers.

How that bright manager allowed such a conglomer-

ation of ancient types in window trimming to escape him

Interior of H. B. Dawson & Co.'s Store, Port Arthur, Ont.

accessories and designs in general. The windows were
clean, tastefully arranged, with few exceptions, and very

little overcrowding noticeable.

Easter decorations composed much of the general dis-

plays; and, while there was little that might be con-

sidered startling, the showing was both creditable and
attractive.

A False Note.

I, however, noticed one item that

false note in the window of one of the

jarred like a

so-called fairs.

I cannot imagine, for certainly his store keeping was not
"of other days."

Not For To-day.

That sort of window dressing was all right in the old
maiden lady's shop who sold licorice, ginger pigs, and
false faces, when some of us were boys, but it is a col-
lossal mistake in May or June, 1905.

Unfortunately for themselves and their business in

general, and their window trimmer in particular, there
are a considerable number of business men who insist on
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putting in a little of this, a little o! that, ami a little

of the oilier, in every window.
it's a little idea all the way through—the little idea

of a little man.
if reflects littleness, smallness, and lack of breadth

in all ils phases.

No. 16. A Towel Trim.

It gi\es the whoie store a sort of picayune environ-

ment.

The wonder is, how a man of to-day who has seen

how good stores are managed, can be so blind to the in-

terests of his business as to either insist upon or permit

that sort of window display.

People Know Things.

The life, the reputation, the good name of the store,

,ue enhanced or injured by the decorator's work. It

doesn't take long for a store to achieve the reputation of

being a lively, snappy, go-ahead institution. Neither

does it take it long to acquire the stigma of being a dead

and uninteresting place.

The Manner of Display.

The manner in which merchandise is displayed does

much lo foster either one of the above ideas in Hie minds

of tin public. Hence the decorations should really he

carefully watched and systematically arranged for. The

decorating platform of every store, no matter bow small

or bow large, should include this plank: One man to

attend to the window and store displays. That rule

should he inviolable. Let the man have assistants, if

necessary, hut make the taste and will of one individual

dominate. In no other way can the proper elTect he ob

tained.

In matters of interior decoration many employes may
be pressed into the service, but the work should be laid

out and all should accede t o the wishes of this one man.

Until such a system is established and adhered to a store

cannot hope to progress as it should. The chief fertilizer

in the growth of any store is "system," and this is

particularly true in the display department.

Let People Know.

What people say of other stores is exactly what I

think of yours when like conditions arise; and there

ought to be a good, lively hint in this to make you more
than sharp in the matter of store service, display, and

general equipment. By general equipment I mean not

only all that is requisite for the tasteful display ol

merchandise, but more particularly of the "publicity de-

partment."

Why is it that one line of goods becomes the "rage"

in one town, and repeat orders for the same have to be

forwarded weekly, when, perhaps, the same material is

stocked in the very next town and no one every heard

of it ?

Simply this : For the same reason that editors are

molders of public opinion (although this applies outside

the matter of dress). You, Mr. Merchant—yes, every one

of you—may occupy a kindred place in your own field by

creating in the public mind a desire to dress well; tell

them what they need, the kind that is worn; but more
particularly the kind you have bought; and tell it to

them with a conviction that commands attention. Sell

them what you have bought.

Create the Demand.

It's a wrong point of view to think that people will

only buy what they need, or what they think they need.

No. 17. A Towel Trim.

You must, though, get above the waiting stage—never

wait. Nothing is so demoralizing as waiting for people

to decide what they need.

Be after them. Show them what you have to sell in
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Prices F. (>. B. Factory
( lomplete Rack
Plain Finish

Complete Hack
Nickel Finish

No. 1 holds 24 Curtains, $10.75 $12.50

No. 2 holds 50 Curtains, 15.00 18.00

No. 3 holds 74 Curtains, 22.50 26.00

An extra 5 ; when 3 or more racks are

ordered at one time.

Turn Loss
Into Profit
How ?

By showing your Lace Curtains the old way
means loss in salesman's time— loss in floor

space—loss in soiled stock— loss in sales.

THE "MODEL DISPLAY RACK'' WAY
Saves Salesman's Time — Saves
Space — Saves Wear on Stock —
Saves Many a Sale.

Dust Curtains cover the entire samples on

the rack. A colored background behind each

curtain shows its full beauty. 60 inches in

width is all the space our rack occupies against

the wall.

Write for Catalogue "G."

STANDARD MFG. CO., XENIA, OHIO

Awake! Awake!
Merchants : Are you satisfied with the

paper goods you have been getting ? Is

the quality as good as the ad ? Is the

service prompt and reliable? All these

questions you will readily answer if you

get our

PAPER GOODS
We carry the finest stock of

Wrapping Paper and Millinery

Bags. Both these lines at a fair

price. We can handle your order.

Let us show you what good goods

are.

DOUGLAS & RATGLIFF
LIMITED

Paper Dealers and Importers

TORONTO
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windows and store, and create a demand. Never mind

trying to gel every one tu Bee eye to eye with pou

Sell youi best people—the society leaders—first, and that

sets the style and pace for your locality, and solves the

puzzling enigma of why there is such a demand for cer-

tain lines in certain towns

It isn't who has the ^<m>i1s, hut who advertises and

displays them to hest possible advantage— that man will

be the leader in his locality. Other stores have just as

nice goods, hut they have not created a demand. Drop

naturally into the habit of being a man of great things—

that is, things which are beyond your town's average

doings. They may, of course, fall short of happenings in

towns of greater size and importance, but that's not

your problem—you're not seeking to outdo those who are

not in the lists with you—merely aiming for prominence

and preference where you beiong.

No. 18. A Towel Trim.

Agressively 'demonstrate that you're all there is, or

can be, that you're the only one that amounts to any-

thing in the merchandizing line in the particular town

that's favored by youi presence.

Think deeply of the pari that individuality plays in

the getting and keeping of business. Wane up to the

fact that a store full of goods is the smallest part of

ypur business outfit; of course it never struck you that

way, perhaps doesn't now; but just the same it's a real

live fact that you want to wake up to.

Clever young men get storks of goods—lots of them—
and on they go to sink or survive in the sea of mer-

chandising.

Granted that you've a well bought stock and well

assorted Have your rivals, the clever young men, the

same'' If tiny haven't, then you arc a lap or two

ahead; your individuality is manifest; von'ie a be-ttei

buyer. Hut supposing thai mmii livals are up to you in

the mattei ol values and assortment, all things equal on

that score, then where are \ mi ?

Work for better store service You'tt Jones, you

Cards Written by T. E. Weaver, Card Writer for Prowse Bros.
& Crowd), Sydney, N.S.

know Then everything you do will need to have a

Jonesy flavor—style of signs, window dressing, advertis-

ing, Jonesy—nothing but Jones, and nothing like Jones.

Build every day, brick by brick, and every brick labeled

Jones.

There's not half enough ginger in nine-tenths of this

country's merchants. The other tenth— well, they cut

quite a wide swath and make Ihings move. Yet few of

them work the machine to its full capacity.

The Illustrations.

Tuts marked lfi, 17 and IX illustrate methods of dis-

playing towcis. A box two feet high and ten inches

square, across which, a stock board is laid, and upon

which is set another box one foot high, and ten inches

square, is the foundation for these trims. The details

will be seen at once by an inspection of the illustrations.

A sudden advance of Royal blue is an impression

which many people are bringing back with them from

Paris. This had been seen at about this stage of the Spring

before, but I believe that this year there is more

A Milliner] Window, Shown bj the W. It. Scroggie Co.

strength in it than usual, for its effects seem wider. Hats

carried out entirely in the color are favorite accom-

paniments to all sorts of costumes, while costumes also

in this hue are not unknown. Already over here the

effects of this lead are seen, and they are perceptibly ex-

tending Royal blue veilings are among the clearest evi-

dence of the [act.
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Set
to 23-. f

Cut G-

fc«e No.

WE'LL CONfESS AT TI1E START
that our prices won t interest the man who's looking for plunder. For 41 years

PHILLIPS'

hav»' been the standard by which all others have been judged, and to the
merchant who's looking for the BEST at the right price we ve a story out of the

ordinary. Get our 1905 Catalogue— just out.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., LTD
Detroit. Mich. Est. 1S64. Windsor. Ont. Address D troit Office.

i cut shows a section of our patented Show
the best that can b

Cas« Illnminat'un -likeour cases
• made.

Did you ever test your cases tor R girfity? Seize the end corners and
push with all your strength. If there is the slightest give, the case is not

and cannot be dust proof. The joints will continue to loosen and will

always leak dust.

Illuminated "SLbffid&a Show Cases.
(John Petz.Patentee)

Are made with inlaid front top corners and " dovetailed"1
^ hack top

corners. The bottom corners at front and rear arc reinforced with invis-

ible inlaidcorner blocks—wood glued to wood— insuring- remarkable rigid-

ity and strength and making- them absolutaly dust proof.
If you want quality and durability, you want "Quick Sales" Show

Cases. Write for prices. Illustrations tree.

Send for descriptive circular.

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY,
Dept. B.

-q? _±._ ^v ''Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants''

482 to 490 Fort St. West, Detroit, U.S.A.

^s <s>-

John Petz, Pres. Canadian Branch:
Herbert Mai.ott, Sec & Trias Winds-r Ont

>w«w^*»««^>^*VM^^^V»»lV»«V^W^WVW»W»M«V^**^a

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Drepe Goodp, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

A " w
u°n

k

e q

G
uX

a

d

nteed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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C
WUHAN banking institutions have a record of

solidity which is a source of strength and confi-

dence to depositors. A further security to the pub-

lic is being provided by a strict enforcement of the Bank

Act. This Act provides thai the title bank, banking

company, banking house, or banking association, shall

not be used without the express permission of the Otta-

wa Government, and without using at the same time the

words, "not incorporated." According to the officials of

the Canadian Bankers' Association, the indiscriminate

use of the words bank, banking company, etc., utterly

without legal authority, by people more or less irrespon-

sible, have in many cases deluded the public and been the

cause of financial losses by people who were ignorant of

the facts.
* *

Reports on the life insurance business transacted in

Canada during the year 1904 show that this form of in-

vestment is held in high favor in this country. There

were in force in Canada at the close of 11)04 in the stock

or old line companies, 656,891 policies, to the extent of

$587,873,767, an increase over the figure for 1903 of 53,-

068 policies, and $39,430,767. The main items of the

business of 1904 are given as follows :
Premiums, $19,-

969,324; amount of new policies, $98,306,102; policies be-

came claims, $8,802,118; claims paid, endowments in-

cluded $8 XI 5,839. Canadian companies, it is a satisfac-

tion to note continue t hold the lead they won years

ago, and wrote $11,959,100 of the total of $19,969,324 of

new' business recorded. The division was as follows :

Canadian companies, $11 ,1)59,100; British companies, $1,-

173,514; U. S. companies, $6,536,710.

It would appear that the newer companies to enter

the field find the work of establishing their claims to a

share of the business a rather hard one. There are 21

Canadian companies doing business, and five of them

wrote seven and a half millions of the less than twelve

millions of new policies the whole are credited with. It

evidently takes lime to organize the staff that, is neces-

sarj to create and maintain a large life underwriting

business under modern conditions. There is plenty in

Hi.' record of the old competitors, however, to encourage

the new. Since 1875, to which year the records go hack,

the amount of life insurance carried in Canada in stock

companies has grown from eighty-live to five hundred and

eighty-seven millions. It has been multiplied almost

seven times and the limit does not seem to be reached

yet

,

* *
*

The Postmaster General of Canada has earned out

an investigation into the question of telephone systems,

which should he productive of much good. The possi

bilitj Of the successful working of small, independent

lines' has heen amply proven, and the cost has in man\

been exceedinglj Low. Municipalities will now have

.,„,„ definite information to go on in allotting telephone

Franchises This is a question of growing importance,
and the evidence which has been laken during the present

parliamentary inquiry comprises an intelligent present*
tion of the whole matter. The reports issued by the

Government are voluminous, but they contain a com-
plete discussion of the matter, and are worthy of tin-

closest consideration.
* *

II is the opinion of the city engineer of Toronto that

the downtown high pressure fire protection system will

be finished by December 1st next. This was expr<

to a deputation from the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation recently, and the statement was embodied in

Hie report which they presented at a meeting of the To-
ronto branch. If this is accomplished it will be sa'is-

factory to the Toronto branch of the association.

Owing to the competition from other banks, which

were establishing branches all over the province, the

People's Bank of Halifax has decided, through its stock-

holders, to amalgamate with the Bank of Montreal. The
bank is in a good condition financially, and the stock-

holders will receive 115 per cent, on their stock. It was
felt, however, that a revaluation of its securities would

necessitate writing off a large portion of the reserve

fund. This would depreciate the value of the stock and

the favorable offer of $1,150,000 by the Bank of Montreal

was considered good.

»

The semi-annual statement of the Bank of Montreal

for the six months ending April 29, 1905, shows profits

for that period, after deducting charge of management
and making provision for all bad and doubtful debts, of

$781,960.40, as compared with $801,833.79 during the

same period of 1904. The balance of profit and loss

brought forward from October 31, 1904, was $583, 1*96. 01,

as compared with $373,988.06 during the same period of

the previous year. After providing for a dividend of live

per cent, for the half year, there remains to be carried

forward to the credit of profit and loss $655,156.41, as

compared with $178,821.85, an increase of $186,334.56.

i

••••••••••••••••»••••»•••••••••••••••••••••»•••••••••»••••••••••"•«••••••••••••••'

Cable Address, "FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital £ 10,000
i?l,\t>66.ti7l

With power to increase to £20,000

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD
H. D. BUTTERFIELD

(997,383.34)

President

Manager

OolleotlonB made and remitted promptly
(General banking tmfliDesft transacted.

:...-»......•.«..••.•....•••.«••••••• •••••••••-••••••"••••-••••••••••"•*
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Cable Address

•

" BANCO," Bermuda j

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited |

Paid Up Capital £15,000 \
($73,000.00) j

Reserve Fund - - £16,000 f
($77.86B.Ui) ?

Head Office : HAMILTON
Bermuda «

BRANCHES : .

St. Geo rge and Somerset ]

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President Manager j

Collections prom
.-ill other banking

ptly made and remitted, and
business attended to.

•

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital, - $8,700,000

Rest, $3,500,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA
HON. CEO. A. COX, Pres. B. E. WALKER, General-Manager.

LONDON. ENG., NEW YORK, NY.,
60 Lombard St.. EC. 16 Exchange Place,

S. Cameron Alexander, Manager. Will. Gray and H.B. Walker, Agents.

TRAVELLERS' LETTERS OF CREDIT
The Travellers' Letters of Credit issued by this Bank

are a great convenience to Travellers. They are avail-

able in all parts of the world, and the holder is enabled,

without risk or difficulty, to obtain such sums as he

requires at any point in his journey.

BANK MONEY ORDERS
AT THE FOLLOWING RATES:

$5 and under 3 cents

Over $5 and not exceeding $10 6 cents
" 10 " " 30 10 cents
" 30 " " 50 15 cents

These Orders are Payable at Par at any office In Canada

of a Chartered Bank (Yukon excepted), and at the

principal banking points in the United States.

Negotiable at a fixed rate at The Canadian Bank of

Commerce, London, Eng.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000
1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.,

head orricE, TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, Oinisu HtHiQIK.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued

wESTERN Incorporated
1851

Dry Goods Review

FIRE

• •
ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

AND

MARINE

Head Ottlce Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Otlt. Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3.890,000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Wan. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

«3T Money ^*
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding: the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W C. MACDONALO,
AOTOARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

J. K. MACDONALO,
MANAGING DIKIOTOB.

TORONTO, CANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, J850.000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OFFICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING.
Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President
P. H. SIMS, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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or your Fall trade we recommend our Furs.

pon their own merits they will quickly sell.

eplenish your stock and make your trade lively.

atisfactionyou will get by handlingour products.

V.'Arthur'Paquet, Quebec

The Bishop Label

Is the protection of every

dealer and every buyer

of Fur Robes and Fur

Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and CoaLs

Are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

The

J. H. BISHOP
Company

Sandwich, OnL.
Wy»ndott«, Mich. Tientsin. Chini

33-4 Broadway, New Yorh
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& FURS &r

PURCHASES have readied the point where the trend

of demand for the Fall and Winter season can be

accurately gauged. Initial orders have exceeded

fondest expectations, as retailers have realized the

necessity of covering early on full requirements. Price

has not been the serious detriment originally anticipated,

although more imitations have been marketed than here-

tofore, and neckwear in various forms has taken a de-

cided boom. Notwithstanding this, many dealers recog-

nize that their customers demand natural and good

goods, and are willing to pay the price for them, conse-

quently the}' have paid the advances necessitated in most
instances. Travelers finishing western trips report stocks

as extremely heavy, and orders of good proportion bard

to procure. There is an impression going the rounds of

the trade that the west has been anticipating too great

an influx of settlers, and has overreached current require-

ments. In the fur trade a good many of the new comers

cannot aft'ort to buy extensively, and business is some-

what curtailed. However, optimism is generally preva-

lent, as it is felt normal conditions will soon be estab-

lished. Reports from the Maritime Provinces, where con-

ditions have been bad, are encouraging. Retailers have

been in a buying mood, and travelers have few complaints.

Buy Early.

Notwithstanding skyward proclivities of raw fur

prices, the demand is almost certain to exceed the sup-

ply, and the warning cannot be too often repeated to

purchase from reliable houses at an early date to insure

prompt and satisfactory deliveries.

Fur Neckwear.

Novelties in fur neckwear are almost endless, and

every house is showing a few exclusive ideas. Dealers

should have no trouble in gathering a collection which

should promote an active fur department. This class of

goods furnishes an extremely attractive window dis-

play, and can be utilized in touching up the fur depart-

ment It is nowadays considered a judicious investment

to install a few glass showcases and wardrobes, and the

fur department deserves prominence of this kind. Grey
lamb novelties in ladies' and misses' collars are good
property. Trimmings approach the ornate, and a ming-
ling of tassels and brass buttons makes an attractive

whole. Stoles are much the same as last vear and, al-

though the price of Alaska sable and mink is as advised

last month, the demand is good for all kinds of ruffs and
stoles of these furs. Although a return to natural trim-

mings has been heralded, ornaments and fringe arrange-

ments are still conspicuous. Collarettes are considered

fair, selling well chiefly in the country districts. Some
of the principal furs being exploited in various forms of

neckwear are Persian and grey lamb, thihet in white,

black, and blue; mole in white and grey: coon and Ger-
man otter and mink. Natural rat and Chinese mink are

conspicuous. An attractive noveltv noticed is the white
moufflon in stoles and muff to match. All styles of muffs

in every conceivable fur seem to be doing well. The
coronation muff is in first position, although the round
muff has sold in many districts better than a year ago.

Rosettes, tassels and 1 ails form the various trimmings.
A good form of the latter arrangement was four tails on

one side. Another effect is of two tails, one at each end.

Retailers can secure anything fancy dictates in this

direction. In the various lines of small furs advance or-

ders have been large. Retailers realize quantities will

soon be exhausted, and to secure good goods orders must
be placed early.

Lines in Good Demand.

Persian lamb jackets are available at a figure that is

promoting active business. Those trimmed with mink
and showing some form of the new leg-o'mutton sleeve,

and in various short lengths, head the list. In country
districts astrachans are, perhaps, the leading staple, al-

though coons are still asked for. Coons are priced in

buyer's favor, and this insures them a measure of popu-
larity. Another class of jackets which have a strong
representation are grey lamb, but buying has been by no
means general. Electric seal jackets with sable coon
trimmings are classed as good, along with Russian
lamb.

Raising Foxes and Skunks.

Fox raising is profitable, says E. C. Tripp, of Atiko-
kan, Manitoba. Mr. Tripp claims to be the only man on
the American continent making money by running a fox
farm, which he has established on Clearwater lake, eigh-

teen miles north of Banning, on the Canadian Northern
Railway. It is three years since he started with a pair

of silver gray foxes. Now he has thirteen silver gray
and four black foxes.

His farm consists of sixteen acres, which he is fencing
with wire netting ten feet high, sunk to a bedrock and
water level. Inside this inclosure are the breeding pens,

where the females are kept separate during breeding
time. This is imperative, as they will kill each other
and also the young if they are not watched. He is now
making arrangements to spend $10,000 on his farm, and
will add to the number of foxes on hand. He figures that
his farm will shortly be worth more than a gold mine,
on account of the fact that black and silver gray fox-

skins are getting scarcer each year, and he will reap the
benefit of a rising market.

About the same time that Mr. Tripp started his fox

farm Louis Selbery discovered there was money in rais-

ing skunks, and started a farm on Half Moon Island, in

the Lake of the Woods, not far from Banning. He secur-

ed six of these little animals, and. as they are prolific,

had forty-eight the next year. Last Winter he killed 400

skunks and realized $4 apiece on the skins, and this Win-
ter he expects to be able to kill nearly 1,000. Occasion-
ally he has found one entirely black, which he has kept
separate, and consequently now has quite a number of the

little black animals. He figures his skunk farm is worth
more than Mr. Tripp's fox farm.

S ! atus of Fur Jacket.

An incident of uncommon interest to the fur trade is

still pending in Montreal courts. The decision will

settle the status of the jobber's and retailer's claim upon
customer's unpaid fur bills. The case is as follows : A
young lady purchased a seal jacket from J. E. McCom-
ber, paying 25 per cent, of -the purchase money, the bal-

ance to follow shortly. After waiting for a considerable

time Mr. McComber presented his bill, and payment was
absolutely and unconditionally refused. The sale was a

concession, which at least demanded prompt payment,

and proceedings were felt to be a necessity. Judgment
was obtained and the seal jacket held by the sheriff. Mr.

McComber instituted the test case to establish a prece-

dent for the fur trade, as the defendant entered a plea

that the jacket was not seizable since it was wearing ap-

parel and she had no other fur coat. This latter case is

still pending, and the outcome is awaited with interest

by the trade. It is felt in fur circles that Mr. McComber
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AVOID BEING BITTEN
Merchants have been bitten so often in dealing

with unscrupulous fur houses, that they are

pretty particular what they are getting and
who they are getting it from.

My guarantee as to quality goes with every

garment sold, and any not found strictly satis-

factory will promptly be replaced or the money
returned.

I'radt Mark.

My brand, as above, is on every garment and
I am not ashamed of it.

My line of

fur - Lined Coats for Ladies

fur - Lined Coats for Gentlemen

fur Muffs
fur Ruffs and Boas
Persian Lamb Jackets

Electric Seal Coats
fur Ca|>s, Collars and Mitts

In fact, Everything in Furs

is open for the most critical inspection, and if

anybody can beat them at the price, in style and
material—why—give them your order.

If my travellers do not reach you shortly, drop
me a card and I will see that one does.

A. J. ALEXANDOR
504 6 St. Paul St., Montreal

is rendering a valuable service to the fui trade, and is a

benefactor to all in sustaining the case.

Fur Buyer in Europe.

Mr. G. A. Yandiy, manager "f -I. Arthur Paquet,

Quebec, is in Europe making selections of fur skins for

Hie ensuing season, as well as anticipating future re-

quirements. Me will be absent about six weeks, and will

visit all the important foreign fur centres. This firm

maintains resident buyers in London and Leipzig, who in

many instances anticipated the remarkable increase in

raw fur prices.

Fur and Fur-Lined Coats.

Wearers of these garments attest the solid comfort

and warmth attainable, and prospects are extremely pro-

pitious. These are part and parcel of every dealer's

stock, and many new lines are available this season.

Competition is very keen, and prices are in the buyer's

favor. Retailers have many strong talking points in ex-

plaining the wear and comfort and style in these gar-

ments, and prices are not prohibitive.

Extreme care should be exercised in buyin" these

lines. Trouble has been experienced in the past, and

mushroom concerns are to be avoided. Look closely into

the pelt of the fur when so called bargains are shown

There are many cheap, rotten furs which are not worth

while handling. Responsibility counts for a great deal

in these lines. Some Russian calfskin and Aus-

tralian calfskin coats are attractive lines at a medium
figure. Orders should be placed early to avoid trouble.

The Season's Catch.

The total catch of seals for the season is 1 7 7 .
2<»»;

.

valued at $240,890, against 28 1. 173 seals, valued at -

794, last year. Everything is conspiring to advance the

prices of furs. With an immensely increased demand and

a positive shortage in the supply, it may be expected

that prices will continue to soar.

COTTON WEAVERS' STRIKE.

LABOR troubles have tied up the cotton mills at

Windsor during the latter part of May. A differ-

ence of opinion as to whether the new rate of pay-

ment is a reduction or not seems to be at the root of

the matter. The manager placed a rate of 45e. a cut

on the new cloth to be woven, which he maintains is

equivalent to the 48c. a cut, which obtained for the old

cloths. The weavers demanded the old rate, and pending

a decision by the management have gone out on strike.

The comparative scarcity of cotton operatives makes the

workmen independent in the dispute. They have ahead)

opened up negotiations with another mill with a view r,.

going over in a body.

HOME INDUSTRIES EXHIBIT.

IN
accordance with their policy of encouraging home

industries, the Women's Art Association of Toronto

opened an exhibition of the work of the Doukhotors

of the west and the habitants of Quebec, at their rooms

in the Confederation Life Building. This exhibition,

which lasted a week, embraced homespuns, dress goods,

blankets, bed spreads, piUow covers, bath towels, In

embroidery and drawn work, portiers. carpets and some

choice samples of hand-made furniture. The homespuns,

which serve a multitude of uses, are most artistically

colored by a vegetable dye introduced among the French

of Quebec by the Women's Art Association. They are

durability itself, and can be washed ad infinitum. The

lied spreads, portiers, etc.. are most characteristically

treated with an applied woollen design. Some tine sam-

ples of the well-known embroidery art of the Doukhobors

were shown.

Gu
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FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FIR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY PRICE IS RIGHT.

PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,
WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

SPECIALTY-MUSK RAT JACKETS, AL80 STOLES AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
2I02 St. Catherine Street, - Montreal

BECISTEPg-r,

Nicklin's (SajonTc) Duplex

SAF
r^D£ MAR.*

IN
are ENGLISH MADE

Size 2 NOTICE COIl-GUAR0»->(||j| SlZG 2

5 Sizes, Nickeled or Black.

APPLY

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

It's your move to

get in touch with us.

We're in a position

to convince you that

our

Persian

Lamb Jackets
are right and hound

to prove profitahle to

you.

We're certain on

this point.

WE WANT
YOU ON
OUR BOOKS
Get in touch with

us now.

It's never too early

in the season to make good connections.

Investigation costs you nothing.

516 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL.

iTVBNE

ORK I1VSO
SOME
OF OUR SPECIALITIES:

The "Auckland " Insole

Finest Long Wool Fleece

on Leather, suitable for

Slipper Soles or Insertion.

No better Insole can be got

for warmth and comfort.

The " Angora " Insole

Fine Wool Fleece on Lea-

ther. Soft and warm to

the feet.

The " Rosebery" Insole

Best Thick Felt on Leather.

For Slipper Soles.

The "Camello" Insole

Real Camel Hair on Cork.

At the same time warm,
light, and a novelty

RE

ALL OUR BETTER QUALITY INSOLES ARE TASTE-
FULLY BANDED AND ATTRACTIVELY MADE UP

The "Cellular" Insole

Cellular Net Cloth on Cork,

affording thorough ventila-

tion to the feet. Medically

recommended.

The "Sanus" Insole

Sanitary Woollen Material

on Cork. An excellent me-
dium line.

The "Clyto" Insole

Swansdown on Cork.

Round Edges with Fancy
Stitching.

Reversible and

Fleecy Insoles

A variety of Standard Lines.

FAIRE BROS. & GO.
LIMITED

SMALLWARES MANUFACTURERS

LEICESTER, ENG.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALE HOUSE FOR THEM

BOOT LACES

ELASTICS

BLIND CORDS
CORSET LACES

SKIRT WEBS
PRUSSIANS

MENDING WOOLS
INDIA TAPES

Canadian Agency:

STAPLETON GALDEGOTT
70 BAY STREET

TORONTO
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Geo. H. Hees, Son& Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS AND LINOLEUMS

M AY ushered in the retailer's harvest, and carpet

departments were never busier. City stores

utilized window displays, and advertising

space gave prominence to the carpet depart-

ment. Specials were everywhere put out as

leaders in the popular stores. The high-class establish-

ments gave prominence to the excellence and newness of

the designs and colors. As the trade draws to its close

it is evident that better grades were more in demand.

Brussels, an extremely suitable Summer carpet, did the

hulk of the business. Wiltons, Axminsters and velvet

carpets did better than ever before. Green, crimson and

brown led in the color region. Two-tone goods did sur-

prisingly well. Rugs and art squares did extremely well,

and mattings were brought into prominence.

Lines Well Sold.

Canadian manufacturers of Brussels and Wiltons, and

best grades of tapestries and allied grades of rugs, are

now well sold for the Fall season. Prices at first hand

remain firm and duplicate orders will demand the same

figure. New patterns are constantly being added to the

lines, and the additional supply of Canadian made car-

pets is meeting with approval. Exclusive designs is the

watchword of many dealers, and Canadian manufacturers

have strong enough representation to compete with

foreign houses in this particular. Oriental patterns have

done extremely well in carpets and rugs, and a diversified

assortment of florals in self-colored effects is asked for.

Carpet designs closely follow the demand in upholstery,

and a harmonizing note in patterns of floor coverings is

noticed.

Linoleums For Fall.

Retailers are giving more and more prominence to oil-

cloths and linoleums, and sales increase with gratifying

rapidity. These lines are staples which are coming into

even more general use. The Canadian lines for Fall in

jobbers' hands are meeting with approval. The tasty,

rich and appropriate Canadian linoleum patterns, some

of which are illustrated in this issue, will promote active

retailing. Prices are attractive, and these goods will

sell without undue urging. The many advantages of this

class of floor covering have been pointed out from time

to time in The Review, and salesmen should study these

facts. Some foreign lines of inlaid linoleum, while at a

higher figure, are demanding attention.

The Expert Carpet Salesman.

Successful carpet selling requires a high grade of

ability. It is a bigger proposition than selling ordinary

dry goods or clothing. The man who would make a suc-

cess in the carpet department must have, in addition to

all the requirements of the ordinary salesman, an artis-

tic eye and imagination.

The difference lies in this. When a salesman is sell-

ing a hat or a cloak, he is dealing with the person who
is to wear it. The suitability of any particular kind

makes itself at once manifest. So, too, in minor articles,

the whole work consists in making the sale. The onus

of picking the right thing rests with the buyer to a

large extent.

Not so in the case of carpet selling. The salesman

just has the description of the room to be carpeted be-

fore him. He must consider the conditions, the shape of

the room, its height, its light qualities, and with these

before him he must sell a carpet which will be most
effective. It is for this reason that we say the carpet

salesman must be a man of ability. Not one customer

in a dozen will be able to imagine what a given carpet

will look like when laid down in a room. If left to them-

selves they would choose something which looked well in

the showroom, but which would be entirely inappropriate

to the room to be carpeted.

It will not suffice to say that the customer chose for

herself; it is the duty of the salesman to see that she

chooses right. The man who cannot do this is not an

expert salesman. A carpet, when laid down, is seen by a

gieat many people, and a man's reputation as a decora-

tor depends upon his seeing that every carpet is correct

in its place.

Housefurnishing is an art. One man in every store

should give. special attention to this department, even

where the business is not sufficiently large to permit of

one person devoting his entire time to it. A customer

ought to be able to get a good intelligent opinion on a

question of decoration. Principles of art in interior

furnishings are too widely diffused now to allow of inar-

tistic combinations. The man who is to sell carpets

must study his subject ; he must investigate

carefully the effect of contrast and combina-

tion, of light and shade, of warm and cold colors —
all these come into his province, and if he is to be an

expert, he must grasp them intelligently. It is not the

easiest work in the store, but for that very reason, it

will appeal to the man who would increase his usefulness

and improve his position.

Protection From Carpet Moths.

How to safeguard a carpet stock from injury by

moths is a question of vital importance. Camphor was

long regarded as a sure protection from moths ; but it

is not now considered trustworthy, nor are the cheaper

substitutes for it, such as camphorette, moth halls, etc.,

believed to be any more effective, either in killing the in-

sects or in keeping them out of a carpet. They may pro-

tect clothing in which no moth in any stage of its ex-

istence is present, but when the insect has actually been

discovered in a garment, carpet or rug a stronger remedy

than camphor is necessary.

Most dealers in oriental rugs now depend entirely

upon a darty sweeping of their goods with a stiff broom,

and this is really the only sure protection for rugs, do-

mestic or oriental, and carpets in stock. One domestic

manufacturing concern producing a great quantity of
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Linoleum
Made in Canada

ON THE opposite page will be seen a tew of the designs from our extensive range now being shown

for Fall ; samples of which are in the hands of the trade. These goods are the product of a plant

but recently equipped with the most modern machinery, and none but the best skilled labor is employed

in thetr manufacture. Quality, Design, Finish and Price will be found the equal of any.

Made in Five Qualities A, B, C, D and E—in both Printed and Plain, 2 and 4 yards wide

Samples of Our Standard Lines, for Fall, Comprising

Floor and Table Oil Cloth
will be found to contain many new and original designs. As in the past Quality, Coloring and Finish have been

maintained in the same high-class order, making them the best value in the market.

also

Canvas and Painted Back Stair Oil Cloth, Mats or Rugs, Cotton and Duck Back Stair Oil Cloth, Enamelled
and Carriage Oil Cloth.

It will be to the advantage of buyers to see our samples of all lines before placing their orders elsewhere.

Handled by all Wholesale Dry Goods Houses in Canada.
Wb Also Manufacture ~""mm*

DECORATIVE BURLAPS—Oil-coated, Double-sized, in all standard colors

Samples and prices supplied upon application.

12 DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., L ,

MONTREAL.
M1TED
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PRINTED LINOLEUMS
The DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited, MONTREAL

Design No. 1018—C. Quality Design No. 1026—C. Quality Design No. 1022— C. Quality

Artistic block pattern on drab, green and
white ground, with grey and red shades,
made in 2 and 4 ya.-ds wide.

Design No. 2022— D. Quality

Bright Mosaic pattern, on white ground
with green, brown and red shades, made in

2 yards wide only.

Design No. 2027 -D. Quality

Imitation Inlaid pattern on a blue and bufl
ground with white, red and grey shades,
made in 2 yards wide only.

Design No. 2030—D. Quality

3G5

Neat block pattern on brown, white and
grey ground, with cream, red and green
shades, made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Design No. 3026— E. Quality

Beautiful floral pattern, on cream and
buff ground, with green and brown shades,
made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Design No. 3023 E. Quality

Attractive pattern on brown and white
ground, with red, blue and yellow shades,
made in 2 yards wide only.

Design No. 3029 E. Quality

.

v> ;

**

M
$$* J9 '* *V

#

pM«

Rich floral pattern on white and light blue
ground, with red, brown and green shades,
made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Handsome block pattern on green, white
and brown ground, with maroon, grey and
cream shades, made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Pretty floral pattern on brown, light and
dark green ground, with cream and red
shades, made in 2 yards wide only.
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Watson-Foster

Produce Results

A RUSTIC and

PROFITABlsC
if

Our Line for 1 905-6
IS

A Great Combination
It is the limit in possibilities in machine-made
goods, VARIETY, COLOR EFFECT,
NOVELTY, VALUE.
An inspiration in decorative utility from
beginning to end.

It has taxed our resources to produce it.

The dealer handling it will be in a class by him-
self. He will do the business and fix the limit in

volume and profit.

It will come yowr way—shortly.

SEE IT

Watson Foster Co
_ MONTREAL

CANADA
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rugs always brushes the large] sizes carefully aftei bhe

shearing, then rolling each rug separately wraps it in

stoul paper, and over this covering sews another one of

burlap. In the ease of a stock of carpets in a retail

store benzine is excellent as a remedy and a preventive.

None of the insects which prey upon woolen fabrics can

endure the odor of benzine, and it is sure to kill them if

it can he brought into contact with them with a brush

or else as a spray. It can he applied by means of an

ordinary atomizer.

When the carpet to be treated is on the floor, not

only the ends and edges but the entire sin face should be

sprayed or brushed. Benzine has the disadvantage of

being very inflammable, and therefore requiring great

care in use. A preparation of cayenne pepper, slrych-

•nine and water is said to he equally effective; but while

not inflammable, it is poisonous. The proportions of the

mixture are: Pepper, one-quarter of a pound; water, 1

gallon, aird strychnine (in powder), 2 drachms. Steep

the pepper in the water, then add the strychnine; strain

and pom the mixture into a shallow vessel. Take up the

carpet from the floor, heal it well, then roll it up an<l

set each end alternately in the vessel, so that the •

of the carpet will he thoroughly saturated for about an

inch. The two ends of the roll should also he well

saturated. When the fabric is dry it can he tacked down

again. Another mixture which can he used in the same

way is composed of 1 pound of quassia chips, one-quarter

of a pound of cayenne pepper, and 2 gallons of water.

The preparation in which strychnine is employed, of

course, requires careful handling, and if put away for

future use should he labeled as poison. When either of

these preparations is used on a carpel which is on the

floor the entire surface as well as the edges should be

sprayed, just as when benzine is employed.

WALL PAPER
WHILE many departments of business have been

suffering from a depression as a consequence of

the unfavorable weather, the wall paper man has

nothing but enthusiasm to show for his season's trade.

The manufacturers who laid their plans for a big season

in most cases fell short of the actual demand, and every

day brings in sorting orders from all over the country

for lines which are closed out. The sales have far ex-

ceeded the expectations of even the most hopeful dealer.

This encouraging condition is directly attributable

to the progressive methods of manufacturer and retailer

alike. The former saw the competition which the United

States manufacturers were offering and they have met
that competition by putting on the market superior

designs and better paper for the money than the American
manufacturers can do. The advance in the quality of

wall paper manufactured in Canada during the last year

is remarkable. It lias become an art. As a consequence

the imports of American wall papers into Canada, which

steadily rose in quantity and value up to the year 1903,

showed a marked falling off in 1904. This in itself is

sullicient to show the growth in this industry in Canada.

Side by side with the advance in quality and attract-

iveness of Canadian-made wall papers has gone an ad-

vance in the selling methods of the retail distributors.

What was till recently a side line of a paint shop, has

become an integral part of up-to-date house-furnishing

departments. Its place has been lixed as belonging to

the store which sells carpets and curtains and drygoods-

men are taking it up each year with greater avidity.

Having become established in the house-furnishing de-

partment, wall paper is now being treated as a part of

the whole interior decorations. Any kind of paper is

not permitted with any kind of carpet or curtain. The

expert decorator suggests suitable designs and the sales

accordingly receive an upward impetus. The more the

idea of art in interior decoration becomes diffused, the

greater will be the business in wall paper. Each store

should have one salesman who pays special attention to

the house-furnishing department. Expert suggestions on

such matters are of invaluable benefit, first in making

sales and secondly in satisfying the customer.

1906 Prospects.

Urged on to greater efforts by the success of last

year's designs, the wall paper manufacturers have develop-

ed patterns for the 1906 trade which promise great favor.

The beginning of June will see the travelers on the road

with the new samples. It is impossible to give any

general features of the new offerings at this date, but

another month will unfold the whole scheme. In anticipa-

tion of a greater business even than the present season's,

the Canadian manufacturers are putting themselves in

readiness to meet tin- utmost demands. As a consequence

of the exceptionally strong season this year, the manu-

facturers will start out with an absolutely fresh line of

stock for next year's business. The sorting orders which

are daily coming in are clearing out the last of this

year's manufacture.

Prospects are bright for the new year's business. The

travelers are taking their samples to men who have had

a good season behind them. The public has been educated

up to the demand for high-class papers. With designs of

the attractiveness of the present samples no dealer should

find difficulty in satisfying his wants.

Hints For The Salesman.

With business brisk in the wall paper department,

salesmen should examine closely into their knowledge of

useful suggestions for the benefit of the customer. The

following ideas should prove useful:

It is not always realized how greatly the atmosphere

of a room may he affected by tiie tones or pattern of its

wall-hangings. Even the wall paper has its share in

making the home what it should be—the cheeriest spot

imaginable.

A room facing the north needs an entirely different

treatment from that which faces south. The former v. ill

need yellows, warm greens, reds and such colors ,i^ sug-

gest warmth, while in the latter cool tones may he

indulged in. Tan and warm browns are good for tin-

cooler rooms, whereas the cool tea greens, blues and such

shadings are better for the western and southerly aspects

If a room has many windows it should not have light-

colored, bright paper, else the effect will be glaring. And,

on the other hand, the room that seldom has any sun in

it should be made as bright and cheery as possible by the

color of walls and furniture.

When there are dark rooms, as is so often the case

with city apartments, the effect aimed at should be one

Which will appear well by artificial light. An artist in
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NOT IN ANY COMBINE"

W

MAKERS OF THE

MenzieLine
WALL PAPERS

NEWER AND MORE ARTISTIC DESIGNS

MORE PERMANENT COLORINGS

HEAVIER STOCK

WRITE. US rOR. SAMPLES

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.,
LIMITED

98 King Street West,

TORONTO, CANADA
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A Stylish Stripe, Shown in Silk and Two-Tone Treatments with

Scalloped Festoon Frieze. Stauntons Limited, Toronto.

town made an exceedingly attractive room of one of these

dark rooms by making it essentially an evening apart-

ment. He used dee]) cream for the walls and ceiling, with

red hangings, pillows and curtains. Gloom was dispelled

and cheeriness reigned.

Cartridge paper is generally a wise choice, unless the

darker colors are chosen in the cheaper grades. If this

is done fading invariably results. Pictures always look

well against a plain background and there is never a

figure to distract the weary eye.

New Patterns in Wall Papers.

Progressiveness is the all-prevailing feature that will

impress itself on those examining the new line of wall

papers now being prepared by Stauntons Limited,

Toronto, which will be shown to the trade in the course

of the next week or two. Work on the new samples has

been in full swing for some time, and while at the time

of writing there are some finishing touches still to be

added, there is abundant evidence to be seen in the

samples (completed, that the new line will take a very

prominent position during the coming year. The designs

have been carefully chosen to give a wide variety in

style and with a view to covering all the many require-

ments of present-day decoration. The colorings are novel

in treatment and have that snappiness so characteristic

of the "Staunton" wall papers.

The accompanying illustration of a stripe with a

festoon frieze cut to a scallop shows one of their very

effective combinations. This border will be very decora-

tive when used with plain stripes, ingrain papers and

small stencil effects in two-tone treatments. Several

patterns of a character new to the "Staunton" lines are

being shown, and these serve to add additional attrac-

tiveness and will bring to the firm many orders for goods

that heretofore have been thought necessary to import.

The Dry Goods Review will be in a position to mention

in greater detail some of the specialties in the July

number.

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES.

THE proprietor of a dry goods store in an American

town describes his method of increasing the sale of

lace curtains.

"We held a sale of hue curtains which attracted

considerable attention. To advertise the sale we printed

eighl thousand four-page circulars of which five thousand
were delivered in our city, seven hundred through the

rural delivery and the remainder in the surrounding

towns.

"The circular was an elaborate one, being in si/.e

twenty-seven by twenty-two and printed on both sides.

We used good calendar slock and a number of cuts. JThe

circular made a very attractive advertisement, especially

good black ink being used.

"At the top of the first page of the circular, which

we folded making a four-page circular, was a cut of the

front of our store. Under this we had printed in large

black letters the three words 'Lace Curtain Sales.' We
advertised that 1,758 pairs of lace curtains would be sold

all at reduced prices. We emphasized thai all the mer-

chandise in our upholstery department, such as carpets,

rugs and draperies, would he sold at the most attractive

prices for home furnishers.

"On the second and third pages of the circular we

advertised curtains only using cuts liberally and quoting

prices boldly. On the fourth page we advertised some

special values in home furnishings, carpets, rugs, linole-

ums, oil cloths, mattings, draperies, couch covers, rope

curtains, carpet sweepers, screens, pillow tops, etc.

"M'hen the stock arrived I marked it all at our

regular prises, then went through each article again and

marked both the old and our new stock at the sale prices

1 selected mates to thr's'amples which we exhibited to

the trade and those which I wished for my window dis-

play I arranged as follows: I selected a four-foot wide

curtain pole complete. Ten feet from the floor of the

window in fan style at each coiner of the eighteen-foot

window I prepared my trimming. I did the same in t lu-

cent re of window showing there Arabian curtains at the

ends and white in the centre. All the other curtains were
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• .M.r,

OUR TRAVELLERS
"STRIKE THE TRAIL"

ABOUT THE END OF THE MONTH
carrying our complete new line of Wall Papers foi

1906—and we have this to say of it:

As a practical demonstration of crystalized experience
and resourcefulness in producing effectiveness in design,
novel and attractive color schemes, and a wide variety of

patterns, the "Staunton" Line for 1906 more than maintains
the high standard we have set as Wall Paper printers.

PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH US

hruRNE
\JUN 12 190

i #i*j

.y.?iWs\v:^sc'!;»f;';'.'/.'.,'.:.v.':'.'.'.';.'.v ; •:•. ."..v.v :» •.-:»-.•*. »v':-:%v^vi^5V.v

:

STAUNTONS
-. LIM ITED

Toronto Manufacturers Canada

NO CONSIDERATION OFFERED BY OTHERS SHOULD
INDUCE YOU TO PLACE ORDERS BEFORE SEEING

OUR NEW SAMPLES AND PRICES.
71
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ii?e China and Japan

V Silk Co., Limited

Our buyer has just returned

from Japan and has brought

with him some exclusive de-

signs in

SILK AND SATIN SCREENS

These goods are to be seen at

our sample rooms in Toronto

and Montreal.

Toronto Yokohama Montreal

77 Bay St. 17T Yamashitacho 290 St. James St.

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS

BED PILLOWS
WHITE CUSHIONS

COSIES, MUFF BEDS
Etc.

Price List on

Application.

iimnma

The
Feathers

Bought.

Toronto Feather & Down
Company, Limited

74 King St. West, TORONTO

SUOWD OVel 1 i H 1 1 1 blue cheese cloth in hai inon\ with the

background.

"Over two hundred st\les were shown each with five-

inch square white card with blue border and the price

mark and lot number attached throughout. We also

a twenty-two In twenty-eighl inch cardboard in a lighi

blue with white lettering reading 'Lace Curtain sal«.'

"In the department the curtains were displayed on

the ledge and also in the carpet department. We used

dilTerent colors of cheese cloth under each pair of curtains.

I attribute the success of the sale to the facl lhat 1

always use windows in addition to my advertisements
This sale made business hum in the carpet department,

Spring house cleaning being in order at that time."

Display Your Curtains and Shades.

'Fhe chief consideration for a successful business in

window curtains and shades is that the stock must be

displayed in such a way that the customer, when she

comes in. without much trouble can find what she is

after. For instance, she may want window shades. She
is in a hurry, and you carry your stock in bins, b.ut have
no open samples that you can show her. You have to

stop to pull the wrappers off before you show the color

and material. Result generally is that you lose the sale.

If you had a sample of each color and quality ready to

show by pulling it down just as you would pull the shade

in your room, she could see at a glance if you had what
she wanted, and the chances are that you will make a

quick sale. - • •

Hut, you say, how can this be done without taking

up altogether too much space? Here is a simple way of

doing this. Fasten to the wall, about- seven feet from
the floor, two stout pieces of wood, three feet apart, and

nail into these the regular shade fixtures, with about two
inches of space between each. Attach the shades in the

same manner as you would do at home, fix the springs

in the shades so that they will work easily, .md your
fixture is ready for use. The whole expense should be

less than one dollar, and the space occupied is less than

eighteen inches.

For the curtain rod stock a regular counter should

be divided into narrow bins, in which the rods should

be arranged according to price, and the trimmings for

each set of fixtures should be kept in the same com-
partment. That will facilitate the selling a great deal.

There is no good reason why the average gross profit

should be less than fifty per cent. In fact, on many of

these goods the gross profit ranges all the way from

sixty to over one hundred per cent. Of course as there

are really two short periods of the year when there is any

considerable demand for such goods, so naturally the

profit must be larger than usual. Rut no matter how-

good your business in this line, you can always improve

it by such small improvements as suggested in the above

A WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE.

Western trade has grown to such an extent with the

New York Silk Waist Co. that the necessity of Saving

a representative devote his entire attention to their lines

lias been felt. Mr. JYadsworth. who has been showing a

line to the western trade, has lately been appointed sole

representative for the Northwest. Tie will devote his

entire attention to their line, with permanent quarters

in Winnipeg. Mr. Wadsworth has been with the firm for

a number of years, and has a widespread experience in

the waist trade. lie has a thorough acquaintance with

the western trade, and possesses that genial personality

which presages success.
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COTTON COMFORTERS AND DOWN QUILTS

Are you ready to place your orders for Cotton

Comforters and Down Quilts ? Our travellers can-

not be everywhere at once, but if you will drop us a

postal we will arrange either to have you visited in

the very near future or to send samples for your

inspection.

If you carry these goods and have competition,

you cannot afford to buy before seeing our range

and values.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
(The Alaska Feather & Down Co , LimitedSuccessors to
| The Toronto Bedd | ng C o., Limited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

jJB-AJL
lUtri'fc

. ,»~«. »..« ,»..»..«M<~»~»..«"«—••^•^"•••••'••••"•"••••"••••"•"•"•••••••••••'••••"•'••.••^•^'••"•••••••"••^~«''»~>~»~«"«ll«l'«l'«'l» H»ll«'.«~»-«

SPECIAL NOTICE
a

We shall be skipping all orders by June isi, and will

be in a better position than ever to supply the very best goods

! to be obtained.

| THE FIRE
\ i

from which we suffered during the early part of May de-

stroyed our stock 'of PILLOWS, COMFORTERS, etc,

| and our Machinery was also damaged. t

We are putting up an entirely itew Plant, which zvill

comprise the latest Machinery to be obtained.

We wish to thank our many customers for their patience

during the delay of delivering their orders, and hope for a f

continuance of their patronage.
j

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co.
TORONTO OTTAWA Limited

j

New Toronto address 41-47 SPRUCE STREET
\
i
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OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THE ROAD
WITH FINE SELECTION OF

LATEST FALL DESIGNS
G

-IN-

BRUSSELS WOOL LINOLEUM VELVET SQUARES

VELVET UNION OIL CLOTH TAPESTRY SQUARES

TAPESTRY JUTE INGRAIN SQUARES SMYRNA RUGS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS.

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
11 Front Street East, - TORONTO

Ask your Manufacturer or Merchant for

"ROOKSBAK" FINISH
for Woolens and Worsteds, all qualities.

The cost is trifling, but the piece is always finished.

"ROOKSBAK" Permanent Finish

will not Cockle, Shrink or Spot. By this process, pieces
retain their condition and improve in stock. ::

ONLY FROM

ROBINSON & MACKAY
DYBKS AND FINISHERS

LEEDS, ENGLAND

KINC'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have
been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made-

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the maiket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

CHINA AND GLASSWARE
LASSWARE and china, make particularly good stock

in the Summer months. There is no time like the

present for pushing these goods. Like other i'

of houseful nishings, they are sold chiefly in the Spring

and Summer. The time was when it was impossible to

handle such goods unless at a heavy expenditure of capi-

tal. Kven then the lines were few and the patterns ill-

assorted. These disadvantages no longer exist. With

facilities such as are now offered to the dealer, it is

RETURNEI
ION 2 190:

/^2 l nl*£aj!yn Cu' Glass, .Manufactured h_\ Gowans, Kent & Co.

show a well-assorted lot of china and

very modest outlay.

special sale, too, just to give an impetus to

business when the lethargy of Summer seems stealing on,

these lines offer great inducements. A pressed cut glass

bowi, which can retail at 10c., and carry a profit, will

look like the biggest bargain ever offered in your town.

Have a stock of them ready, they will not cost much,

ami make a window display of them some time in .June

They will bring people into your store who have never

been there before. That is the kind of advertising that

counts.

Wo

glass-

Glass-Cutting in Canada.

Five years ago the art of glass-cutting was practi-

cally unknown in Canada; since then, however, the manu-

facturers have brought it to the attention of the trade

very forcibly and, consequently, cut glass has found its

way into a very large number of stores. About six

thousand glass-cutters are employed in the United States

at the present time, where the industry has been carried

on for a period of twenty-five years. Only forty-five men
are employed at it in Canada, but most of these came

from such shops as Dorflinger's, Libby's and Hawkes',

and, consequently, can turn out an article as good or

better than any of these firms. It has been a hard mat-

ter to convince the public that Canadian cut glass is

superior to American, as it is not so well established

here, and customers, even yet, are occasionally inclined

to favor an article marked "Imported."

The only known firms manufacturing cut glass in

Canada are Gowans, Kent & Co., and Roden Bros., both

ETURNED

Imitation Cut Glass, Manufactured h\ Gowans. Kent & Co.

of Toronto, and Henry Birks & Son, ol Montreal. The

glass used for cutting is specially prepared, being com-

posed of very tine sand, from the Berkshire Hills of

Massachusetts, and red lead, and is very soft and heavy,

as the contents would indicate. Ordinary glass could

not be cut as it is too hard and brittle. The stones

used for cutting are imported from Scotland. In order

that the sparkle and brilliancy may be preserved, all

thai is necessary is a little care exercised when cleaning.

Never use cold or hot water, as the glass is very sus-

ceptible to either* of these. A very profitable hour could

be spent in a cutting shop where you can see the work-

men turning blanks into pieces of rich cut glass.
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YOU can increase your sales for June by showing

Hosiery

Tan Lisle Hose—to retail for 50 cents.

Black Lisle Lace Hose—all prices.

" Plain "

" Cotton

"Buster Brown" " for boys —to retail at 25 cents.

"Buster Brown's Sister," for girls, " 25 cents.

An endless variety of GLOVES.

Smallwares

Smallwares complete in Staple Notions.

Full range of Taffeta Silk Buttons— all shades in stock.

Dress Materials

Colored Lustres —all leading shades.

Sicilians

" Venetians " "

" Cashmeres " "

Taffeta Silks

Black Peau de Soie—to retail at 60c, 75c. and $1.0O.

A1 Value.
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MANUFACTURED BY

THE WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED
PARIS, ONT.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW ON THE ROAD
SHOWING FALL SAMPLES.
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

ETAIL Summer underwear displays began dur-

ing the warm spell that closed the month of

April, and was in a sense an ahead-of-time

effort, for there were many chilly days during

May. Sales have not been particularly active

and repeats are not overwhelming jobbers. More fancies

than ever before have a place in retail displays, with

light blues, pinks, ecru and tan shades in the lead. Black

and white mixtures and striped ba>!s also enter into the

composition. Sales of these are in a sense limited to the

sporty element, and are by no means general. Lisles and

balbriggans of the natural shades remain the old favorites

and the usual half dollar and even dollar lines are getting

the bulk of the business. Some cheap balbriggans are

freely offered at 39c. in city retail circles. The value in

some instances is enticing, while in other instances the

garments are coarse and unsightly. Mercerised under-

wear is doing fairly well.

Linen Mesh Underwear.

Ml the better class stores are now pushing under-

wear of this character, and these goods are more than

holding the even tenor of their way. For hot weather

nothing can be more genuinely ideal than the mesh weave.

It is sanitary, providing for circulation of air about the

distressed person.

Jobbers are not beseiged with an unusual amount of

repeats, and no difficulties are met in meeting all de-

mands. Retail trade has not opened up actively, and no

'.arge number of repeats have come to hand. This state

of affairs gives a false aspect to the market, at least in

women's and children's lines, as deliveries from mills to

jobbers in these are very bad, and scarcity will ensue.

In men's lines a different story is told, and stocks are

regarded as large enough to cope with anything but an

unprecedented demand. Low lines of ribs in women's

lines are hard to procure, as mills have commenced Fall

lines, and absolutely refuse repeats on Spring purchases.

Stocks in jobbers' hands are not large, and retailers

should anticipate June and July requirements at first

opportunity. The present condition is well reflected in

the words of the manager of a ladies' underwear depart-

ment of one house : "Repeats from retailers are not

heavy, but retailers are liable to a severe awakening

when a necessity for them is felt. Am quite sure orig-

inal purchases were made in the hope of lower prices,

which have not materialized, and buyers will flock to mar-

ket later in the season only to meet with the tale of no

goods or undesirable lots. For our part we have an-

ticipated such a contingency by our buyers making a

round of Canadian mills and picking up everything avail-

able."

Some Fancy Lines.

Inquiry into many of the fancy bals displayed in city

circles discloses a quantity of American underwear. These

lines are jobbed around $3.10 as an average price, retail-

ing from 35 to 10c. per garmenl. They are single thread

and coarse in some instances, and cannot be retailed at

the quarter price across the line. Canadian bals are
mostly two-ply and made from cotton yarns known in

the trade as 40's, which comes in duty free from England
and the States. Yarns coarser than 40's pav duty, and
it is from yarns of this class that the fancy lines alluded
to are made. On account of this duty Canadian
mills have not been able to profitably make such low
lines, and this explains the presence of American under-
wear. The better grades of bals cannot profitably be im-
ported, as the Canadian price is considerably below the
imported article.

Hosiery Conditions.

Whether it is men's, women's or children's goods,
tans have proven leaders, and this applies right through
the entire range. Low cut shoes are worn more than
ever, and this admits a fine chance for the display of

fancy hosiery. In men's half hose 35 and 50c. goods are
more prevalent than ever before, and tans are in a pre-

mier position. In jobbing circles deliveries from mill to

jobber are pronounced unsatisfactory both as to English"

and Canadian lines. Deliveries of these lines are in some
instances not promised before three months. Mills are
simply choked with orders, and as they are anxious to

start on Fall lines show no disposition for more busi-

ness. Shipments are straggling in and are snapped up to

fill retailers' wants as soon as received. The Review an-

ticipated this condition many months ago, and it is

trusted that its advice to order the maximun require-

ments was followed.

On the fashionable promenades at the recent Horse
Shows in Montreal and Toronto, a marked tendency was
noticed to have the hosiery match the gown. This affords

a timely suggestion to /display these lines in combination
with popular dress fabrics.

Many retailers interviewed by The Review confirm
the undisguised feelings for branded lines. It is a safe-

guard to their purchases and an aid in retailing, besides

affording in every case as much or more profit than un-
known lines.

A New Factory.

The Gait Knitting Co. has just commenced the erec-

tion of a new factory, which will add greatly to the

facilities of the company for turning out underwear. The
mill will be completed in the Fall, in readiness for the

season of 1906. The new structure is four storeys high,

and covers a ground space of 120 by 135 feet. It will be

equipped with the most modern machinery, not onij for

the production of Tiger brand underwear, but also for the

manufacture of novelties which the company intends to

put on the market. Increasing business in all the de-

partments has made this enlargement of the plant neces-

sary. When the new factory is completed it will be one
of the most complete and efficient knitting mills on the

continent.
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I Have No Travellers
My Prices Will Not Permit This Additional Expense

A FEW LEADERS:
.">00 doz. Ladies' 4 1 Ribbed Black Cashmere

Hose, spliced heel and toe $2 10

500 " Ditto, Fancy Ribbed 2.15

250 " " Lisle 1.30

50 " Assorted Sizes, Men's Worsted
Fancy Halt Hose with mendings .... 1 95

100 " Ditto, Black and Navy 1.85
150" " Heather Half Hose 1.55
50" " Heather 1.25

500 " Workingmen's Braces, 3b in. long,

leather ends and riveted 1.20

250 " Sampson Braces, in boxes of 1 doz. 1.65

60 " Heavy Shetland Wool old-fashioned

set and finished Scotch Men's Under-
wear ,, 6 50

500" Bleached Turkish Towels, 46x22 in. 1.70

Compare these prices with the goods you are

buying now, and you will find them at least 25 %
cheaper than anything in the market. All goods
guaranteed strictly No. 1.

NEW GOODS ARRIVING WEEKLY.

Ifyou are after percentage, study and follow this ad.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION.

M. F. ST. JOHN
Importer of stock lots and

jobs in all kinds of
dry goods.

227 Temple Blclg.,

MONTREAL

We Flatter Ourselves

That You Can't Beat

THE

"TIGER" BRANDt

A MARK

TIGER BRAND.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Gait Knitting Co.,

There is nothing like it for

Comfort.

Men Swear by its Wear.

GALT, - - ONT. LIMITED

TRADE INQUIRIES.

THE following trade inquiries have been received by

the Governmenl relative to Canadian trade The
names oi the firms making these inquiries, with

their addresses, can be obtained upon application to

superintendent of commercial agencies, the Department
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. The reference number
should in every case be given.

649. A Melbourne manufacturers' agency firm (with

branches in other states) is anxious to secure the repre-

sentation in Australia for a Canadian line of printed

cottons. Samples and designs in the various qua!

together with a cable code, should he forwarded immedi-

ately, otherwise the bulk of the indents for next s> .

will be placed.

651. A Yorkshire house manufacturing Italians,

linings, etc., and being spinners of single arid two up of

fourfold yarns desire communication with buyers of these

goods in Canada.

•€52. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing Axminster car-

pets, rugs and mats, desire direct communication with

the buyers of these goods in Canada.

653. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing blankets,

kerseys, plaidings and woolen goods generally, desire

direct communication with Canadian buyers.

654. A Yorkshire firm, manufacturers of knitting

yarn, hosiery, genappe and heald yarn spinners, desire to

be put in communication with buyers of their goods in

Canada.

656. A Yorkshire firm making a specialty of blan-

kets, kerseys, ironing cloths, and white and scartet

plaidings desire direct communication with buyers in

Canada.

659. A London firm having a house in the Argentine

Republic ask to be placed in communication with Can-

adian manufacturers and shippers wishing to develop

trade in that market.

661. An English firm manufacturing floor cloths,

wagon and cart covers, twilled oilcloths, and packing ma-
terial, desire to be put in communication with buyers of

these goods in Canada.

672. Yorkshire firm manufacturing hair belting, and

patent mulcott belting, wool pressed cloths, or bagging

used for seed crushers, ask for communication with buy-

ers in Canada.

673. A North England firm having an extensive

business in plasterers' hair, desire to get into direct

communication with shippers of this commodity from

Canada.

67 1. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing Axminster.

jute and woolen hearth-rugs, plain and in variegated col-

ors, ask for direct communication with buyers of these

goods in Canada.

675. A Yorkshire mill manufacturing Axminster

rugs, shoddy and mongo, desire communication with Can-

adian buyers.

676. A large Yorkshire factory manufacturing lin-

ings for men's and women's wear, ask for direct com-

munication with Canadian buyers.

677. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing serges, trous-

erings and suitings, both plain and fancy, desire direct

communication with Canadian buyers.

678. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing worsted coat-

ings and serges of all descriptions desire direct com-

munication with Canadian buyers, and desire to appoint

an agent in Canada.

679. A Yorkshire manufacturer of kerseys, checks,

ironing bai/.es, blue flannels, red and green baizes and

serges, desires communication with dealers in Canada.
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

W$KW&^

11

;

:

***

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It affords complete protection where
this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
that the "S" WRAP fulfils its object with
greatest benefit to the health of the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not drag1 when the wearer is

sitting.

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

£&"^*^
TRADE MARK.

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S
' Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN.

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down inside of leg to give way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by 8tar Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & CO
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A High Qass Underwear Fur All Climates

1HL

«« • »PESCO
UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR

HasNO EQUAL
" PESCO" is Scotch made, is All Wool or Silk Wool and

is made in all shapes and styles for MEN. WOMEN
and CHILDREN.

"PESCO" Is made of the best 2 and 3 ply Yarns and
Is Guaranteed Unshrinkable.

ANY GARMENT SHRVNK IN WASHING WILL BE
REPLACED.

Manufactured solely by

PETER SCOTT * CO., LIMITED
Hawick. Scotland /v

Full Ranges of Samples at

Svvitzer (SL Hawksworlh
207 St. James St.

A. D. Macdonald. <« Mclntyie block

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA.

MONTREAL

ELLIS SPRING NEEDLE

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
Is especially adapted for Combination

Suits for men and women. It is the

most desirable fabric made for this class

of underwear, on account of its remark-

able elasticity, giving- an easy, comfort-

able and natural fit.

Made of the finest and cleanest

yarns, in Silkateen, Lisle, Cotton and

Wool, Summer and Winter weights, on

the famous Cooper Spring Needle
Machines.

We are sole makers oi~ Genuine

Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear in

Canada.

THE ELLIS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

HAMILTON

DIGNUM & MONYPENNY. Selling Agents,
TORONTO

80
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AND UNSHRINKABLE ^V ^>

glLDON

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Qthers

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT ^
''

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

<-e:

E1LDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS-

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE
IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD S1YLE.

«^""»« i.^t-j

OUR LEADING LINE

EILDON "Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with anv other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Makers:

FACTORY: HAWICK. N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE'
Montreal Represenl»tivei V«nc«uv»r Representative i Toronto Representative!

J. I_. WOODS, J. O. POTTS A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
214- CORISTINE. BUILDING MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA 80UTH AFRICA PARIS
G. T. DOWELL, C. COHADEPATTERSON k RUHFUS,

Flinders Lane, MELBOURNE.
Wjnjard Street, SYDNEY.

JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN.
EGYPT

MAODONALD k. OO . CAIRO.

CONSTANTINOPLE
G. STRATI.
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Crescent /I
^rJPand It

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
£» Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLINQ AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Are You Handling Stantield's

Underwear in Your Town ?

The strongest point about STANFIELD'S UNDER-
WEAR is, that it sells. It's well made, and well

advertised. People know it, and buy it. You don't

have to "build up a trade," or " push it."

We have already built up the trade for you—and we

are constantly pushing the sale of Stanfield's

through systemat'c advertising.

The retailer reaps the benefit of our "missionary" work.

Stanfield's Unshrinkable Underwear

Stanfield's Truro-Knit Underwear

are guaranteed in fabric and in wear. If any Stantukl

garment should shrink—or doesn't wear as it should—

our standing- guarantee of "MONEY BACK" pro-

tects you and your customers.

People know this and know by actual test, that

Stanfield's is the satisfactory underwear.

You stock a mighty lively seller—and a seller that

makes new customers and brings in a tid\ profit every

season when you stock STANFIELD'S.
Are > ou selling STANFIELD'S in 3 our tow n ?

TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO., LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

^\ER r/*
/A

PURE WOOL.

Cartwrigbt $ UJarncrs
LIMITED.

LougHborougH, England,

Manufacturers of.

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR # *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing

to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, Melinda St., Toronto.

( BRITISH AND BEST \
THE V J

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.
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Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

it 99

UNDERWEAR
that shrinks. It is absolutely unshrinkable -

This brand will please the most particular cus-

tomers. It is so different from other kinds. It is

full-fashioned and perfect-fitting—is soft as velvet

— lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior to

imported goods. It is made in India Gauze,

medium and heavy weights, Silk and Wool,
Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino. Every gar-

ment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Bibbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905, are

np-to-date. New Lines, New Trimmings.

Our Representative will call on you shortly.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the
best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling — uniform prices throughout
the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

The Trade Mark is a genuine guarantee

of purity _^-^ mak.. and quality

IT

Price List and full particulars as to terms, etc.

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY,
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

Limited

The Stratford
Knitting Co.,

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

B E AVER

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J. A . MURRAY
232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex. N.B.
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada, Great Britain and United States, 82 a year.
Other Countries, $3 a year.
Single Copiei, '20 cents.

Invariably in advance.

DIRECTORS

:

]. B. MACLEAN, Montreal, .... - PRESIDENT
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto, Vice-President
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal, - - - Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL, TORONTO,

232 McGill Street. 10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 1255. Tel. Main 2701.

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro - - Room 406 Mclntyre Block
Telephone 1846.

Vancouver, - - Geo. S. B. Perry

St. John, N.B., J. Hunter White - No. 3 Market Wharf

GREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, Eng., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

AUSTRALIA-
AUSTRALIA, W. H. Sharland, Jr., Steamships Building, Adelaide

TRANCE—
Pa: is ----- Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS

:

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are baaed on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Revib was
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in

its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JUNE, 1905.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Standard Mfg Co., Xenia, Ohio.

St. John, M.F., Montreal.

Crain, Rolli L., Co., Ottawa.

HAVE COME TO STAY.

''PKl'STS. combinations, agreements, or whatever we

I el se I" call commercial organizations, have come

to stay -at least until some other system of business de-

velopmenl appears to take their place. They are born of

i( day's economical condii ions.

Willi manufacturers, merchants and working-men's

organizations as the order of the day, those who do not

organize are handicapped in the struggle for business or

bread. Those who '1" no! organize feel the necessity for

it: and those who are struggling in single misery are fall-

ing into line with the various armies of consolidation.

Ii is folly to gnash one's teeth in anger because of such

things, or to endeavor to stem the tide of consolidation.

The causes which are producing these effects are no more

irrepressible than the march of the indomitable .laps.

Those who arc forminp themselves into consolidations

are nol philanthropists. They are looking out for them-

selves; but it does nol necessarily follow thai these

organizations are evil. Economical!) they can do a great

ileal of good; but they can also do a greai deal of

harm. They undoubtedly do a greai deal <>!' harm

in some instances. The remedy, however, is m.t to kill

them, bui to so regulate them that their opportunities

for doing harm will be reduced to a minimum, without

their being crippled in the «rood they may do.

* *

Study advertising ifyou would be a successful advertiser.

* *
*

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' TAX IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

THE policy which has been adopted in British Colum-

bia of restricting interprovincial trade by means of

a tax (in commercial travelers has been carried to its

Logical conclusion by the Town of New Westminster.

According to the Trades' License By-law all travelers

taking orders for clothes to be made outside the city

must pay a license of Sad, and hereafter this regulation

will be strictly enforced. The representative of a Van-

couver house was the first to suffer and was summoned

lo appear in the police court for his neglect to pay the

amount specified. He had to promise to pay the license

before the charge was withdrawn.

We may be uncharitable in our view, but it looks like

a particularly timely example of Nemesis that a British

Columbia house should be compelled to swallow the

medicine which it has itself been forcing the wholesalers

of the other provinces to drink. The unfairness and

selfishness of the western province in its commercial lax

legislation has been already condemned. The citizens of

the province will now have a chance to see what their

disintegrating policy will eventually lead to. The picture

of every town in the province erecting a prohibitive pro-

tective wall around itself and closing off commerce from

aH its neighboring towns is decidedly medieval. Its

tendency is directly opposed to the unity and strength of

the country as a whole. Such local prosperity as may

be developed under the New West niinsioi system is got

at the expense of the townspeople themselves. It is the

consumer who pays.
* *

*

The merchant who waits tor business to come ti> him will

sec m;inv /kiss him <>u the rami.

* *
*

MONEY REFUNDED.

EVKKY retailer can give his quota of uncomfortable

incidents arising from the insistence of irate and

what-you-may-calWI customers, to have the "monej

back." This system has been carried lo an extreme

which in many quarters is pronounced unhealthy. -How

ever, though there may he a gleam of truth in such state-

ments, a sound principle is involved in the retailer's

argument to refund the purchase money. That this is

Hue is attested In ihe experience of countless stores

when Ihe sign "These goods not returnable" is display-

s
I
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ed. Nine times out of ten the purchaser will return the

goods and demand an exchange or refund, and when an

explanation is attempted it only acts adversely on the

customer's mind.

It is the old story of the school teacher who forbade

his pupils to sit upon the roof, and thereupon gave them

a new idea which they at once proceeded to act upon.

Human nature is much the same. Consequently the

surest way to be bothered with returns is to say "You

can't." To be sure there are many lines of delicate crea-

tions which constitute an unwritten code of non-exchange-

ability. Reference is chiefly made here to the many

special sales tempting the purchaser.

Modern retail methods are chiefly designed to

thoroughly satisfy every customer, and the return privi-

lege is now generally accorded. That such a method is

the surest way of pleasing the vast majority, and also

the sanest method of retailing, is now almost universal-

Iv recognized.
* *

Industry and energy are the two essentials to business

success.
* *

PRICES OF COTTONS AND WOOLENS.

COTTON conditions have not changed during the last

month. The retailers who have been holding back-

under the impression that a reduction in price was im-

minent, have found no concessions. As stated in last

month's Review, there will be no break in prices while

t he manufacturers can sell all and more than they can

produce at the present rate. The cry is : "give us the

goods," from all the cotton consuming countries in the

world. It is not a question of cost. All the mills are

filled with orders for months ahead, and they are finding

difficulty in making deliveries in satisfactory time even

at existing prices. As a matter of fact, the increased

cost of spinning has largely counteracted the benefits of

the cheaper raw cotton.

In woolens a rise in price is absolutely certain. Job-

bers are at the present time selling goods to the trade

at the actual manufacturers' cost under the new condi-

tions of the wool market. Each sale of wool on the

London market has shown a stiffening of prices of 5 per

cent, or 10 per cent, over t he preceding sales. Buying in

large quantities by , the United States shows that the big

wool dealers look for no easing of the market. When

the manufacturers put the goods which are made from

wool at the present prices on the market, it will cer-

tainly be done at a marked advance.

*

The trade payer is the connecting link between the whole-

saler and retailer
* *

HORSE SHOW LESSONS.

MONTREAL and Toronto Horse Shows are public

functions which are gradually assuming weight

witli dry goods merchants throughout Canada. The

benefits of attending such an event are almost entirely

indirect, but the large number of merchants or repre-

sentatives present at these functions clearly exemplifies

their appreciation of the style tendencies for Spring and

Summer exhibited at these gatherings of society people.

Designers welcomed the opportunity, and this is a sure

indication of Canada gradually assuming and bringing

forth styles peculiarly her own.

As regards materials, trimmings, and general fea-

tures, the general styles exhibited were closely in accord

with indications pointed out by The Review some time

ago. In general, styles were unobtrusive and elegant.

Freakish costumes were avoided. For evening wear lace-

spangled and silk, as well as crepe de chene gowns, were

much employed. Suits and shirtwaist suits were in the

majority for morning and afternoon wear, and included a

wide range of fabrics, from broadcloth to rough woven

pongee. A good many women were bold enough to ex-

ploit the hat of small dimensions with a combination of

shades, which is an indication that this style will finally

secure a hold upon the public at large. Often a brown

hat worn with a voile, mohair or silk costume to match,

was noticed. However, blue was probably the predom-

inating color; various new shades were exploited. Black

and white shepherd's checks were frequently noted in the

tailored suit. Green of the medium shade was consider-

ably favored, while violet, hyacinth, plum and purple;

shades (the latter along with white being the Montreal

Horse Show colors) were noticed.
* *

*

The business of a merchant with a swollen head often

shrinks to the vanishing print
* *

*

OUR AUTUMN SPECIAL.

NEXT month the annual special Autumn number of

The Dry Goods Review will appear. It is un-

necessary to state that every effort is being made to

bring this number right up to the standard of previous

years. Work tending towards this end has been in pro-

gress for months past, and we can fairly predict that the

contents will be alike interesting and valuable. No de-

partment of the dry goods store will lack adequate con-

sideration. Experts and men of experience will treat in

a practical manner of all phases of merchandising.

Authoritative forecasts of the Autumn fashions in every

line touched by the dry goods man will be given as the

result of investigations by our representatives in all the

centres.

Besides the regular departments treating of the coin-

ing fashions, there will be numerous special articles of

high interest dealing with the possibilities, commercial

and otherwise, of Canada, and in particular describing

the industries and development which pertain especially

to the dry goods trade. The illustrations of these ar-

ticles will be made in most cases from photographs

specially taken for this paper. The object kept in view

throughout has been the production of a paper which

will be of real and constant va(ue to the dry goods men
of the country. For this reason more than usual space

will be devoted to subjects treating of the development

of business, methods of increasing sales, systems of good

finance, store plans for economising space, and the manj

points which go to make up business success.
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THE SIGN

OF MERIT

IN LADIES'

GARMENTS

lift

(sjjjJTbaoe Mark
o«cisrc«til

WAISTS «» SHIRT WAIST SUITS

The "SHIELD BRAND GAR-
MENT" sells on its merits; and it

has plenty of merits to sell on. Dealers

who buy it have no trouble in selling

it ; and wearers who.wear it have noth-

ing but satisfaction in wearing it. It

is made that way, and sold that way.

That's all ; and it's a good deal.

Samples for Fall now in the hands

of our travellers

New York Silk Waist M'f'g Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

SORTING
We can deliver at short notice Shirt-

waist Suits in Taffetas. Peau de-Soie, Crepe-

De-Chine, All-Over Lace, Heavy Jap, Lustres

and Sicilians, in the most exclusive and

original designs. If you cater for a high

class trade we can supply you a complete

assortment that will give you good returns.

ORIGINALITY l EXCLUSIVENESS

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.

30 St. George St., MONTREAL.

The Well Known Makers of High-Class Ladies' Silk Wear.

"SALEM ff

CANADA'S BEST
THEREFORE NONE BETTER

SHIRTS

PYJAMAS

VESTS

7[\

N

LADIES' WAISTS

LADIES' SHIRT WAIST SUITS

BOYS' WAISTS.

MANUFACTURED BY

SALEM COMPANY, Limited,
323 St. James Street, MONTREAL
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INTEREST UNABATED.

TRULY a remarkable season for waists is the verdict

of retailers as well as manufacturers. Interest con-

tinues unabated for Summer requirements, and every

factory is busy with repeats. Never have so wide a range

of materials and styles received the approval of the con-

sumer. City retailers aver that, notwithstanding in-

clement weather, May showed remarkable increases in the

waisl department. On cool days lustres in various plain

and new fancy effects did the bulk of the business, while

the warm sunshine created a demand for sheer cotton

waists at popular prices. Lawn muslins, and mattings,

led in this particular. Popular priced stores pushed

specials around 95c. Lines retailing from $1 to $1.50 did

the bulk of the business. Styles were varied, but in gen-

eral were simple and easy to wash. Tucks and embroid-

ery insertion were usually the accompanying trimming.

White predominated as a color. In silk waists, chinas,

japs, and taffetas did the bulk of the business. A large

trade was done on popular priced waists in these ma-

terials, and it is to be regretted that some stores pushed

china silks as low as $1.35. Women will soon learn that

lines retailing below $2 are not satisfactory at any

price. White, black, blue and brown were asked for in

Ihe order named. A good value of taffeta silk blouse re-

tailed at $4. White silk crepe de chine waists around

$15 w-ere in demand.
June Sales.

June should witness the zenith of the retail waist

season, and shrewd buyers can pick up a number of

specials in the muslin line to promote active trade.

Women never seem to have enough waists, and specials

will always bring a crowd. The season for vacation and

travel is now* close at hand, and judicious advertising to

their wants will bring the trade your way. Some plain

tailored styles around the $1 mark should do the trick.

This is the month for popular priced waists. City re-

tailers often use electros in their advertising, and dis-

plays are designed to impress quantity more than any-

thing else. Three-'quarter and elbow sleeves are finding

a sale in the better grades only. Many women have not

the shapely arm to wear this style. A point to be re-

membered this season is that the cuts of most models

are large, and often a thirty-eighl may be substituted for

a thirty-six without serious troubie.

Large Variety of Styles.

The separate waist will find its chief selling points

for Fall and Winter in the numerous new effects created.

As foreshadowed in these columns for some time, the

surplice waist has at last won the confidence of manufac-

turers, and in all materials almost half of the showing is

comprised of this style. New York is at present mad in

this particular, and its effect will surely be felt here.

Canadian have been slow to push it, prefering to wait

for the Fall season. This Y-shaped style is given dig-

nity and richness in many exclusive ways, and every line

shows a peculiar distinction in its interpretation. Yoke
effects are often employed with advantage. Rich and ap-

propriate braids and beautiful enamel buttons are judici-

ously employed. The majority of the new models button

in front or on the sides. Button backs seem out of it in

this market. Another new effect is classed as the double-

breasted vest, effect, and is seen in all materials. What

might be called a round barrel effect, which is very hard

to design, is fashioned with wide plaits circling around

the waist. Perhaps the newest and most daring effect

produced in this market, for which The Review goes on

record as approving, in fine effects, is the suspender

waist, formed with straps fastened at back and front,

and running over the shoulder, closely imitating sus-

penders. These are finished at back and front about

half way down with fancy buttons. An effective model

was made of chiffon taffeta shirred at top and bottom.

All over lace also' plays a part in many models of this

particular. A surplice messaline model was inlaid with

panel front and finished with shirring at front, back and

sleeves. Butterfly ties pulled through rings to match the

waist are very prominent. An additional new feature in

Fall lines is the belt waist, which is a short model with

belt attached to the waist. It must not be imagined

that the lingerie waist, especially in the better grades,

is out of it, and attention must be paid to the tailored

styles in staple goods. Whi»Ie pin tucks are in the lin-

gerie models, those from one half inch to one and a half

are noticed in the tailored style.

Color Speculations.

It is difficult to forecast accurately just what shades

will comprise the leading novelties for Fall. At any rate

both manufacturers and retailers realize that the brown
craze has reached its zenith, and in the larger centres a

lessened sale of this color may be predicted. At the

present outlook blue in shades from electric to navy will

do the bulk of the business. At any rate there will be a

variety of taste appealed to in this particular that fore-

shadows a large sale. Royal and sky blue are predicted

to be the best sellers, and retailers will do well to bear

this fact in mind. Next on the list comes a wide range

of greens in all materials, and they are accorded second

position. Helio, plum and purple shades are at last re-

garded to cut some figure, but it is doubtful if they ever

attain any great prominence. New shades of red will in-

crease the representation of this color, and silver gray

and fawns will do much better. The elaborate amount
of trimmings generally match the color of the waist.

Shots in silks and lustres will undoubtedly do well with

good trade. The newest zest in the color field is a

strong range of Scotch plaids and tartans, every clan

being represented. These have done well across the bol-

der, and city stores have done some business in them for

Spring. Confidence is expressed for Fall.

Mishkin on New York Styles.

One of the late arrivals from the New York market

is Mr. I. Mishkin, of I. Mishkin & Co., who in conversa-

tion with a representative of The Review had the follow-

ing to say regarding Fall styles :

"New York is full of the surplice effect," said Mr.

Mishkin, "and I have every confidence in its vogue for

the Canadian market. To be sure there is a wide dis-

crepancy of styles, and a designer must exercise care in

introducing some of the extreme effects here. However,
I regard New York as the fashion centre, and models

brought from there are generally successful. Another

change which is gradually creeping in is a tendency to

avoid the extremely large puff. This hardly means a

much smaller sleeve, but is an indication for a more rich

and appropriate model. The big puff, to my mind, is out

of it. Shot silks are much talked of there for Fall, and

will undoubtedly be good in this market. In fact every

house could have sold more this Spring if Ihe goods

could have been had. Lightweight brilliant ines are highh

spoken of, and they are extremely suitable for this

climate."
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It is Always Advisable to Get the Best

With which you fear no competition.

Those who have tried our Waists and Shirt-

Waist Suits are soon convinced.

We are gaining ground every day ; so will

you, by handling reliable goods.

The Reliable Waist and Shirt Waist-Suit.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
1853

Notre Dame Street
MONTREAL

FURS
STOLES, COLLARS, MUFFS

We are offering some exceptional values in a
job line of FURS this month. Rare opportunity
for stocking up for Fall. Other job lines include :

Silk and Fancy Skirts and Blouses, Silk and Lace
Collarettes, Honeycomb Shawls, Ladies' Underwear,
etc., a special lot of Boys' Washable Blouses, Chil-
dren's Dresses and Jackets, Linen and Plush Table
Covers, Swiss Curtains, Linen Handkerchiefs, Silk
Mufflers, Hosiery, Men's Underwear, Men's Ready-
Made Suits, Piece Goods, etc., etc.

L. HIRSHSON & CO.
JOBBERS TO THE TRADE

Now at our New Address,
1782 Notre Dame St., Montreal

THE HOUSE FOR

NATURAL and JAP. SILKS

IN PIECES OF 50 YARDS
20 in. - -

23 in. 13 quits.

4 (1. to 8 0. 27 in. 15 quits.

5' d. to 1 9 t
d. 36 in. 16 " -

6'nd. to2 3\d.
7 4 d. to 4 cl.

All widths and prices in Twill Japs, also printed Japs and tucked
ditto. Tussores and Shantungs, all shades in Colored Japs.
Colored Glaces and Louisines, and French and English Merves.

T. RICKARD & CO.
JAPAMESE SILK IMPORTERS. 20, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

Cable 'Clerkship, London.

LAWLEY, EVERETT & CO.
MANCHESTER, Eng.

COSTUME CLOTHS
SLEEVE LININGS

COTTON LININGS, Etc.

Wholesale Trade Only

PAQUETTE BROS.,
527 Board of Trade Bldg., MONTREAL, Que.

SOLE CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES

Summer Waists.

There is no end to the demand foi white washing
waists, for ii would seem thai the majority of women
cannol have too many, ami if even a small price con-
cession is made the counters where these waists are on
sale are sure to he crowded.

N "' only is the washing waist popular for useful
wear, hut even the dressy suit is now completed with
a white washing waist, and the specialty stores are now
making their showings of handsome waisls of tins
variety, embodying the latest ideas of Dame Fashion.
These waists, while perhaps not appealing directly to the
popular trade, show tendencies that make an interesting
study to the waist buyer.

In very dressy styles the call is for the button hack
waist, and while this will only he copied to a very
limited extent in popular lines, yet its influence leads
designers where possible to conceal the fastening under
tucks or trimming, and where, from the nature of the
design, they are unahle to do this, to make the front
pleat as little prominent as possible, instead of, as some-
seasons past, one of the most prominent features of the
waist. The positive rage for embroidered effect is sure
to have its effect, and a still further development along
these lines may be looked for. French, .Swiss and Irish
work have aU been exploited, but Japanese work is the
last to take the field. Not only is there a good deal of
drawn work, with which dealers are more or less

familiar, but lately some beautiful waists of heavy silk

duck, embroidered in white silk, in patterns that are un-
mistakably Japanese, have been shown. These waists are
of the plain tailored variety, and are severe in cut,
ample decoration being afforded by the handsome em-
broidery. This Japanese embroidery is also shown on
the popular Japanese silk. Prices for these waists, since
they are novelties, are now very high, but knowing the
way in which the Japanese work it is not impossible to
expect that they may be retailed at a much lower figure
should they become in greater demand. All kinds of em-
broidered silks are good sellers, and pongee in the
natural shade has made its appearance with drawn and
embroidered square motifs.

The Sleeve.

The sleeve on all of these waists is the one with the
Jong mitane cuff, with a large puff of the material from
shoulder to elbow. The cuff, no matter how the rest of
the waist is trimmed, has rows of Valenciennes laces let

in in bars, and a little frill of the lace around the
wrist. A pretty cuff seen on an imported waist lately

had an half inch insertion and tucks the same width in

alternate rows, and over each tuck was a frill of edgi

match. This edge went round the waist . and up the
outer arm join of the sleeve, until it met the puff at the
elbow. Three-quarter length and elbow sleeves have
made their appearance in the .States, but as yet there
have been none shown here, but should there be a regular
oldfashioned Summer they might make their appearance,
for fashion is decidedly favoring short sleeves, and
Summer gowns are being worn in Paris wit* the regular
baby pouf sleeve, reaching only mid-way between the
shoulder and elbow.

DESIGNERS RETURN.

Mr. L. Shlakman, and Mr. M. Goldberg, designers for

i lie American Silk Waist Co., have returned to Mont-
real from the New York market, where they spent some
time among retail and manufacturing circles. They are
enthusiastic over the new stvles, and predict the con-
tinued prosperity of the separate waist.

gg
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20th Century

Corset

i*ADIES who have worn this

garment are anxious to testify

to its merits, because they find that, without the

use of artificial means, a perfect figure and absolute ^

comfort may be obtained. Furthermore, the

SAHLIN form tends to develop the chest and give

;i graceful carriage, by compelling the wearer to

stand erect and throw the shoulders hack, thus

expanding the lungs and strengthening the heart

and stomach. The SAHLIN form is the lightest

garment made and, although without heavy steels,

hooks, clasps, laces, etc.,will positively give satis-

faction to all.

Made in high and low

bust, white, drab and black,

medium and long waist, best

corset sateen, with hose sup-

porter attachments. Two
grades. $1.50 and $2.00.

By mail 15 cents. To be had

from leading stores and cor-

set houses or direct from

A

* MERCHANTS

!

4

I Don't Burn Your Fingers 4

1

1

Unscrupulous manufacturers, not realizing the danger

of infringing upon patents, are offering to the public certain

imitations of the "SAHLIN" perfect form and corset com-

bined, owing to the "SAHLIN" being such a powerful anta-

gonist and liable to revolutionize the corset business in

Canada as it has done in the United States and Europe.

A Word to the Wise is Sufficient

The SAHLIN Company of Chicago, a duly incorporated

company, are the proprietors of letters patent covering the

United States, CANADA and Europe, and hereby notify

that all and every party manufacturing, buying, or found in

possession of a garment imitating the "SAHLIN" are duly

guilty of and responsible for any infringement and will be

accordingly prosecuted by The Sahlin Company or their duly

authorized representative agent, as the law provides.

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

Louis J. B. Senez
Sole Agent for Canada, MONTREAL

Discount to the trade.

Local agents wanted.
LOUIS J. B. SENEZ

Sole agent and distributer for «k
Canada, Newfoundland and the **

I West Indies «A

MONTREAL, Canada ^£ 18 St. Alexis St.,

**\mmttktm*»m mm<*tim***

THE CELEBRATED

P.D
CORSETS

ARE THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF ALL

High-Class

Corsets
They have undoubtedly the largest sale

in all countries. This has been reached

solely through the merit and high

qualities of the goods.

KONIG&STUFFMANN
11 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

fc^WljUg ilNU**^

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA.
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Wholesale Millinery

Range for

Fall * * *

Complete

\UE ARE READY to show the Millinery

buyers of Canada our complete range

of samples for Fall Season. We will not

draw especial attention to any particular line.

We expect you will find after a careful look

through that we are

IN OUR OLD PLACE

The House Fanned for Millinery

D. McCALL CO.,
The

Limited

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
MONTREAL

Fall Millinery 1905

Our travellers will be out with a Complete Range of MILLINERY and
FANCY DRY GOODS.

Below we enumerate some leading lines :

Ostrich Feathers Chenille Trimmings
Aigrettes Ornaments

Wings Velvets

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS.

4:*£ St. Joseph Street, 70 Granville Street, ill Sharks Street,

QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA

18 St. Helen St., - - MONTREAL
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Vfte Canadian
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FASHIONS

IN BATS
FOR NEXT

SEASON

MAY has been a period of brisk selling in millinery

lines. This came as a desirable change after the

sluggish manner in which trade moved during the

greater part of April. Though the season is getting

pretty far on, there are profitable opportunities that

must not be neglected. June weddings will make a con-

siderable stir all through the month and, besides the

bride and her maids, wedding guests and relatives will be

in need of elaborate headgear. Later on pretty lingerie

and outing hats will be called for, and attention to these

wants will help to postpone that quiet period that it

should be the aim of every milliner to make as short as

possible.

Fashionable Shapes.

The tendency is decidedly in favor of ultra and

unusual shapes, and bends and kinks are introduced at

irregular. Though the exaggerated tilt

still a feature, there are any number of

directly off the face. It is to this large

and to the fact that the milliner may

over the face is

shapes that flare

variety of shapes

bend the brim at

Smart Turban, shown by the J. D. Ivej Co.

*ETURNE
UN 2 190:

Polo Turban, Shown bj the J. D. l\v\ l".

will, provided only that the high hack effect is preserved.

Shapes are not only exceedingly small, but exceedingly

will, and that any becoming angle may be chosen, that

the smaH shapes have found so quick and hearty a re-

ception.

There is less latitude given, however, in the manner

of wearing the hair, as it must be dressed in an elabor-

ate and fluffy manner. Parisian women, it is said,

arrange the hair after the hat is poised on the head, and

arrange the hair so that it fills in the odd hollows

formed by the brim. Turban shapes, particularly the

popular polos, are very widely accepted. Indeed the
" craze for polos, though not perhaps in the very tiniest

shapes, has been the chief feature of the month. The

shape that has taken the millinery world by storm is

almost round and 3| or 1 inches high, and is worn freely

9\
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alike tor the simples! street bat, Or in ei in, lace and

feathers foi the swellesl [unctions. This hat has Leaped

into popularity in New York with the same suddenness

as it did here, and it is no exaggeration to say thai ou1

of six women met in Broadway four will be wearing a

polo turban.

i <^^flb favorite braid foi making up ml" polos,

but^^n^T In ighi braid will do, and as the season ad-

vances kilted lace, side pleated maline, and erin and

nialiiie will be used, Plateaux hats, deep back sailors,

mushroom and corday shapes, a new and graceful Gains-

borough, and a few picture pokes, with wide ties of soft

ribbon or crepe, are all in great favor.

The Popularity of Plumes.

When the season was first opening The Review pre-

dicted that ostrich would have its innings later on, and

now that the season is reaching its height the soundness

of this forecast is being established. A season when

ostrich is much used is always a delight to the artistic

RETURN

77MI T^

Polo Turban, Shown by the J, D. [vej Co.

milliner, and she is in her element when imparting those

skiUful little touches and twists that show a lovely plume

Of! to the best advantage. There is always an air of

richness and distinction when plumes form the principal

trimming, and their fluffy softness is most flattering to

the wearer. Because of these advantages, and also be-

cause of the solid profit there is in the style, milliners

are always partial to a season in which ostrich plays a

leading part.

Those who were lucky enough to sec the Easter par-

ade on the Hoard Walk at Atlantic City were able to

form a just estimate Of the position of feathers iii the

make up of Summer millinery. At Atlantic City feathers

were decidedly in the ascendant, and not only were they

massed on the picture poke and new Gainsborough shapes,

but they were used with telling effect on even the tiniest

of polos.

Paris is introducing the fashion of mixing flowers and

feathers in the one hat, and this idea naturally favors the

use of the smaller plumes and lips. These combinations

are effected in a number of novel creations, and it musl
be confessed, at times, in a rather startling manner
These bunches of mixed flowers are often clustered around

the base of nodding plumes, or with tips as the central

feature, and often as well there is the addition of stiff

wired bows of velvet, generally in some vivid shade, such

as cerise, Rose du Harry, chartreuse green, parsifal blue,

etc. A. hat seen in this style was one of the new long,

narrow plateaux boat effects, with the oddly dented brim.

The crown was of ribbon flounces, and the back was
banked in the usual style with flowers—lilacs in this

case—but out of this back mass a single plume

stiffly erect, the tip nodding to the front of the hat. On
the turned up left side was a stiffly wired bow of velvet

with a bunch of flowers in the centre, and caught in the

flowers and falling over the hair was another ostrich rip

The whole hat was carried out in millinery shades.

Not only is a good deal of ostrich used, but wii

birds and quills are seen in great variety; and wings and

ribbon, wings and flowers, and even wings and ostrich,

are in frequent use. The chic effect depends chiefly on

the taste and skill of the milliner, and provided the re-

sult is happy, the seemingly incongruous combinations

are of no importance. An instance of this noted lately

was where a dazzling white bird was laid over a black

plume, and wings are even used as a trimming for lace

hats. Shaded and tinted wings are lightly powdered
with gold or silver dust, and an extreme novelty is the

miniature swans with outspread wings and twisted necks.

These effects are flat, and are particularly desirable for

under brim trimmings, etc.

Flowers.

Though there is a growing fondness for feathers

flowers have by no means been given the go-by, but have

gradually harked back again to the small, fine effi

Quite the latest are polo turbans, and small turbans in

boat or heart shapes, made of tiny flowers. Roses are

easily first favorites, and the ones chosen are curiously

stjff in effect, and are shaded from pink with a tinge of

mauve down to dull red or purple. This sounds pretty

brilliant, but the effect is not at all so. The truth is

that color schemes in all millinery flowers are so shaded

and blended that it makes a pen description almost im-

possible. Tiny silk poppies or poppy buds opened out

and pressed flat, lilac, hyacinths, and flowers of that

nature, are all used for floral toques. The larger shapes

have the crown, the side of the crown, or the edge of the

brim banded with row after row of these fine Bowers

Medallions are edged with them, and festoon and other

line effects are occasionally introduced. Nature is totally

ignored, and the whole gamut of fashionable colors can be

obtained in the flowers shown this season.

CHILDREN'S HATS.

New York i> at present crazy over lingerie bats tor

children, and they are now being shown in this market.

Large round Hat affairs of a fluffy nature made of

broderie anglaise constitute the majority. White is the

prevailing color, and trimmings (what little there are) are

of this nature. Often times another color is introduced

bordering the small. Hat. straight brims.
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, limited

Wholesale Dry Goods Importers. - 30 Wellington St. East, Toronto

Taffeta Ribbons—widths No. 5, 9, 16, 30, 40, <>0.

" Gloria " brand, White, Black and Colors, retail from 5c. to 25c.
4i Champion " brand No. 30 and 40 widths.

White, Black and Colors, 15c. & 20c.

Fabric Gloves— Lisle, Taffeta and Pure Silk Jerseys, or 2 domes, Black and

White, to sell at 25c, 35c. and 50c.

Ladies' Vests Sleeveless, y2 sleeves and long sleeves. Sell from 10c. to 25c.

LADIES' NECKWEAR
NECKWEAR manufacturers were rushed with orders

for the Easter trade, but owing to the cold, wet

weather experienced around the date of that festival

the retail trade was on the quiet side and there has been

rather a falling off in the number and volume of orders.

This has been, if anything, rather to the advantage of

the majority of firms, as it enabled them to make much-

needed preparations for Summer lines. With the first few

warm days will come, however, an earnest demand for

Summer goods, and the rush business will again be on.

By means of neckwear changes there are manifold

waj s in which a totally new aspect may be given to a

gown by the addition or substraction of the many ad-

juncts that are worn with it. The smart woman is

quick to take advantage of this and gowns are now
specially designed for this purpose, the corsage being so

cut that chemisettes and guimpes are needed to complete

them, and as these can be frequently changed and can be

plain or elaborate, a very great difference can be made
in t he appearance of a gown by a change of this sort.

To wear with these guimpes and chemisettes are now
provided deep cuffs to match that reacli to the elbow, and

these sets are what really constitute the season's novelty

in moderate-priced neckwear. They may be of the filmi-

est lawn and Mechlin lace or of lawn and heavy crochet or

of embroidered lawn and linen with scalloped button-hole

edges, but always with a softening frill of Valenciennes,

if only around the neck. The guimpes are often made of

puffings of fine lawn and lace. A trimming that is also

sometimes seen on both chemisette and guimpe is a ladder

of stiff little velvet bows up the front, and these give

quite a picturesque touch to any gown.

When more expensive neckwear is reached there are
more or less elaborate fichus of net and lace, but still

with the deep cuffs to match. These fichus and cuffs

slipped over a plain silk shirtwaist suit work a wonderful
transformation and should be in great favor when the

tourist season commences, though, because of the price

asked, these sets can never become part of the popular
trade. These fichus in their higher expression form part
of a set consisting of fichu, hat and parasol of lace or of

batiste embroidery of the same class shown in The
Review in last month's issue. These sets are wonderfully
dainty and fetching, and are ideal for garden-party attire.

For the separate stock it looks as though the great
demand was going to be for the stock of lawn or muslin
and lace and frivolous little pleated jabots of the same;
this idea finds expression in a multitude of varying
changes to what is practically the same idea.

Side-pleated frills, both in sets and by the yard, in

muslin, in lace, lace and muslin, and in chiffon, are very

much in evidence and are likely to be even more popular
as the season advances.

In expensive neckwear the craze is all for hand work
and Hardanger work is certainly in the front rank, while

heavy padded and eyelet embroidery is almost as popular.

Not only are chemisettes with their accompanying cuffs

made of these, but there are washable stocks with long tab

ends ornamented in this manner. Though tabs are not

by any means as obtrusive, still on white washable stock

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)
MANUFACTURERS

LOUISE UNDERSKIRTS
Up-to-date in Style, Fit and FinisK

Specials-$9.00, $12.00, $13.50.
Travellers now showing a complete rang'e in newest colors.

8-10 Wellington East, TORONTO
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designed foi weai with the tailored waist, tabs are still in

in idence.

All through the present month cut-rate sales have been

going on in some of the larger stoics m ladies' neckwear,

and some of the latest shapes in both lace and embroider-

ed lines of washing neckweai were put on bargain as low-

as 5c. each. There were also quite a number of pully

and Buster Brown styles along with them, hut the vasl

majorit] were of the newer shapes. This putting on the

market at such prices of novel ideas in neckweai lines is

somewhat of a mistake, as it kills at once 1 lie sale of a

novelty that mighl otherwise he made to yield a fair

profit. In the States all last Summer a profitable busi-

ness was done m Persian embroideries, bul lien- the trade
was totally killed in a few weeks, just because the goods
were knifed from the beginning and that . too, in a

in which original ideas were notably absent.
* *

*

For wearing with the many popular wrap coats that

are now seen in so many styles, neckwear manufactu
are showing sets of revers and cufls of white heavy linen

or pique. These revers follow the shape of the collars on
the coat and are either shawl shaped or like the collar

and revers on a poat. Some are just of the plain pique,
hut many are embellished with eyelel embroidery and a
few are trimmed with heavy lace.

S TAPLES
LONDON WOOL SALES.

MUCH interest has been taken in the third series of

the London and colonial wool sales, which closed

the middle of the month. During the sales 155,593

hales were sold. Prices reached the top figure, and the

keenest competition from all sections of both English

and foreign buyers prevailed. Merinos closed five to ten

per cent, higher than previously. Coarse grades were

fifteen per cent, up", and medium grades thirty per cent.,

and finest grades twenty per cent, higher. Cross breds

scored an advance of about ten per cent. The improved

demand for cross breds' wools, which are used for the

best classes of men's wear serges, confirms the tendency

of fashion in favor of the increased use of the cloth. A
rise in the coarser kinds of cross breds means the con-

tinued favor of tweeds for men's and ladies' wear.

Canadian Lines.

There is not much improvement to record regarding

the Canadian lines for Fall. Reports from the Nova
Scotia houses are favorable. The reputation established

for goods made of pure Nova Scotia wool is bearing

fruit in the trade, and the tweeds for Fall are doing

good business. Greys and browns are the principal col-

oring. The supply of raw wool is sufririent to cover the

demand.

MONTREAL COTTON CO. MAY JOIN MERGER.

VARIOUS rumors and lengthy daily newspaper re-

ports to the effect that the Montreal Cotton Co.

will be merged with the Dominion Textile Co.,

Limited, have been a source of much comment in the

trade during the past month. The Review is in a posi-

tion to announce that official steps have not been taken

by the Dominion Textile Co., Limited, to secure control

of the Montreal Cotton Co.'s stock. This is confirmed

by important interests of the Montreal Cotton Co.

However, a large number of shares of the Montreal Cot-

ton Co. have lately changed hands at around par, and

these are for the interests of the Dominion Textile Co
Limited. \ syndicate composed of some of the members
of the Dominion Textile Co., backed by the Royal Tiust

Co., is undoubtedly endeavoring to secure Montreal

stock, with the object ot merging with Hie 'textile Co.,

but it is stated that tictitious prices will not be given.

Daily newspaper talk boomed Montreal stock to a high
figure, but reaction is Steadilj setting in, and the slock

is now aboiii normal, winch is a sine indication that

final steps iii the way of a definite offer have not been

taken towards the reported merger.
As the trade is wet] aware, the lines (dyed goods)

manufactured by the Montreal Cotton Co. do not com-
pete with any of the goods turned out by the various
mills of the late merger, and unless shareholders feel

that their investment is safer in the Dominion Textile
Co. it will be hard to secure control of this stock. Fur-
ther, the Montreal Cotton Co. is on a sound financial

basis, and business in improving. The only object at-
tributed Hie merger for desiring to secure control of ibis

stock is to avoid possible competition in the event of the
Montreal Cotton Co. manufacturing competitive lines.

SILKS.

DURING May silks of every conceivable weave reached
the zenith of their popularity. The silk depart-
ment in most retail stores was a busy section. The

new checks and ombres furnished a zest to the trade.

Lightweight Summer silks were shown, and did a good
business. A good proportion of business was dom
lightweight fancies for full dress patterns, while many
additional lines of tafietas at staple prices did well for

waist purposes.

Outlook For Fall.

A great deal of gossip is heard in the trade regard-
ing price conditions for Fall. The majority of lines now
on the road from which retailers wiil select assorting
lines for Fall are based on old quotations. Reports
from manufacturers show a tendency to firmness, and
raw material is tending higher. This fact is not re-

garded seriously in this market at least for Fall, and
agents are not asking marked advances. Although Fall
is not regarded in this climate as the silk season, the

extreme popularity of silks to the south of us will have
its eiiect here. They are indicated for broad favor,

especially for dress and waist purposes, and will cut some
figure for millinery trimmings. Many of the extreme
fancies shown across the line are not indicated here to

any extent. The vast proportion of orders booked for

Fall will be on plain silks and novelties in stl

checks and plaids, will be well in the minority. Tl,.

tailer is not confronted with any serious obstacles in

securing good values. In fact, many choice lots are now
available at interesting figures, and these prices arc

mostly on fancies. As yet poorer goods at present prices

have not appeared. The consumer is quick to detect a

deterioration in quality, and retailers should insist upon

retaining a reputation for reliable goods. Nothing eon-

tributes more to the success of the store than the repu-

tation for selling reliable black silks. Some of the lines

indicated for popular Fall favor are taffatas, peau de

soies, merves, bengalines, Louisines and paillettes.
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Monthly

Account

System

for the

Retail

Trade

It saves Time

It saves Money.

Accounts are

Always Ready.

We manufacture many systems for all kinds ol

business, but this has been proven the best and most
accurate means for the retail trade.

Our Stock Ledger is cheaper and better than the
old style bound books. Write for information.

The Rolla L. Crain Co., Limited
Head Office and Factory—Ottawa, Ont. Phone 1013.

Toronto Office—18 Toronto Street. Phone Main 298.

Montreal Office—74 Alliance Building:. Phone Main 3023.

VVVVW^V^*

Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE WARK

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representative at popular

prices.
Sole Agent for the Dominion

:

r. H. COSBIE, 30 West Wellington St., Toronto.
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SUCCESSFUL
ADVERTISING
How to Accomplish It

By J. ANGUS MacDONALD

Competent critics have recognized this

as the Best Book on Advertising yet

published. It is a practical work for

advertisers and business men.

The Brooklyn Eagle says of Successful

Advertising :

" Advertising is one of the biggest businesses—perhaps

the biggest business—in the world. To treat of it com-

prehensively is as difficult as to treat comprehensively of

military strategy or the making of a newspaper. Mr.

MacDonald has succeeded. He has produced an ad-

mirable and exhaustive monograph.
" Perhaps the deepest pitfall into which an author

might fall in writing upon such a subject as this is too

much theory and not sufficient practicality. Most hap-

pily has Mr. MacDonald avoided this chasm : he writes

from practical experience in the field, and his methods

as presented have been given the thorough tests of time

and circumstances.

" Any one with even a superficial knowledge of adver-

tising cannot but perceive that in the many examples

shown are evidenced a thorough knowledge of the

subject and a businesslike and practical grasp of adver-

tising which is far removed from the light, airy and

entirely impractical and hare-brained stuff which is not

uncommon in literature treating of the subject of ad-

vert'sing."

The General Advertiser, The Retail

Advertiser, The Advertising Writer, The
Mail Order Advertiser will find this work
invaluable. The price is out of propor-

tion to its worth. Cloth bound. 400 pages.

Postpaid $2.00 per copy

The MacLean Publishing Co.
Limited

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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* RIBBONS *
We Have them in all the Desirable Shades and Widths

Pon 884 Colored Taffeta Mousseline
in Black, White and all Colors, all widths from No. :] to No. <>0. , to sell

at popular prices, with a good margin to yourself.

r 880 Colored Taffeta Mousseline
3^ inches wide, to retail at 20c. ) Large range of colors, comprising

4% " " " 25c.
J

thirty-five shades, bright, firm finish.

SEND FOR A SAMPLE ORDER. SEE OUR SAMPLES, NOW ON THE ROAD FOR FALL

Debeitbam, Caldecou $ go.
Bay and Wellington Streets * TORONTO

HARRIS & COMPANY, limited

ROCKWOOD ONT.

FALL SUITINGS
Through our representatives we are showing

complete ranges of samples, in the latest designs

for Ladies' Suitings. Attractive new cloths to

meet the changing styles. These goods will

give satisfactory wear, and you should have

them for the coming season

SELLING AGENTS

DIGNUM & MONYPENNY
TORONTO MONTREAL

FANS *&**&*:

Paper fans for the

hot weather, all

prices from $3.60 a
gross to $3.50 a
dozen. Exclusive
Vienna Patterns.

A special low line of Muslin and Lace End Fans
with wood and bone sticks, $4.50 a doz. to $9.00.

Also a splendid range of better goods.

BRUSHES
GENUINE FRENCH EBONY

Two special lines Military

Shape in Seal Grain Leather

Cases 9 rows, $16.50 doz.

sets (pairs). 13 rows, $22.50
doz., sets (pairs). The best

11 row Ladies' Ebony Brush on the market for$7.50doz.

FANCY LEATHER
GOODS

Our travellers are now on
the road with a splendid

range of Dressing Cases,

Bags, Cigar Cases, Post

Card Albums, Etc.

Will be glad to mail

samples for trial order.

W. E. WALSH, 207 St. James St.

MONTREAL
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^ DRESS
FEATURES Ol

GOODS
- THE. TRADE. ^

TAKING it altogether trade has been rather on the

quiet side in the dress goods section, though the re-

vival in the retail trade in the latter part of the

month brings promise of a corresponding activity in

wholesale circles. Women who have delayed buying

their Spring dress see that it is no use putting1 off any

longer, and dressmakers have now more work than they

can possibly execute for some time to come. Travelers

are now busy with Fall lines, and what is selling for Fall

is the real question. Reports are rather conflicting, hut

those houses which have sent out full lines of mohair

samples have certainly done extremely well with them.

Chameleon and shot effects in melanges with tiny check

effects, broken checks with line over checks of a con-

trasting color are among the new designs. Tiny check

grounds have woven spots of self or contrasting color, or a

sprinkling of pin spots and the woven check as well.

Tartans and fancy plaids are doing well in mohairs. Be-

side mohair lines, silk and wool materials, coliennes, etc.,

are selling well. Fancy effects are to the fore, and silk

spot, check and fancy and lace stripe effects are all shown.

Crept. ns with an embroidered spot are a novelty that is

being taken up to some extent.

On the other hand, there are buvers that have no be-

lief in mohairs for Fall trade in Canada. They point to

the appearance and feel of the fabric as justifying their

belief. The States, they say. can take mohair because of

the south and southwest, and because a much wider range

is needed for the larger market, and one buyer backed his

judgment in this respect by placing a $4,000 order without

including a single piece of mohair. " I can buy later if I

want it, and am willing to take chances on getting what

I want." But whether or not he will be able to obtain

what he wants remains to be seen, for on some lines that

have proved fast sellers it is well nigh impossible to ob-

tain repeats— that is, in any reasonable time.

" This question of repeats in mohairs is hardly under-

standable," said a wholesale buyer, " for there is no

world-wide demand for mohairs. It is only Canada and

the States that are taking them. The Old Country is

only considering as to whether she will adopt them as

yet."

Considering Canada's Winter climate and the nature of

these fabrics, though, of course, fashion is able to force

any of her freaks, it would seem that this year the dress

department is going to experience both an Autumn and

Winter season, and for mohairs and light-weight fabrics

generally early deliveries should be insisted on, and as

soon as there are the slightest signs of Autumn in the

air these goods should be on show and forced for all they

are worth. Women have worn their Winter things pretty

late, right into Sprin" in fact, and ought to be ready to

buy a Fall dress at an early date. Then when the snow

flies you will put on show heavier goods, not, however,

heavy weights. Still mohairs do not seem quite the

the quantity used will make up the weight. Skirts that

are Id yards around the hem are talked about, and pleated

skirts which, call for a lot of material are sure to lie

popular. Where the two-piece suit is called for the coat

part is very long, and often pleated or shirred on to the

waist, and, of course, these styles are not practical in

havy weights. Still mohairs do not seem quite the

fabric for this purpose; mohairs and furs do not seem to

hit off somehow. There will he a certain selling for them

all through Winter for house dresses, waists, etc., but The

Review takes it that the great yardage sale for mohairs

will be before the snow flies.

ETUF
N 2 19

New Treatment in .Mohair. Shown bj the W. R. Brock^Co., Montreal.

COLORS IN FALL DRESS GOODS.

ON this market, at any rate, brown is again one of the

best selling colors SO far for Fall; indeed some dress

goods buyers are inclined again to give it the pre-

mier place, and golden brown and the colors that lead up
to it are evidently in high favor. Green is a very close

second, and some lovely clear tints are seen for the

Autumn trade. The new color card gives no less than nine

shades, ranging from a light sea green, neptune as it is

named, to a deep green on the same order named amazone.

Rose shades, from a delicate pink that will be lovely in

cashmere and evening fabrics, are shown in no less than

six shades. Raspberry red is sure, and so are the deeper

Bordeaux shades that are a continuation of the same

order. A feature ol' the reds in favor now is thai, while

brilliant, they are soft in tone and partake rather of

frown than scarlet. Red has been coming to the froni
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slowly. I>iit surely in the pasl two seasons, and will be

verj much in evidence while there are authorities thai

believe thai before the season is ended it will beoneofthe

leading colors.

The Drapers' Record, the leading dry goods paper in

England, says a " Red Autumn is to be looked for," and

there will lie quite a long gamut of the ruddy lines to run

upon, from dark and warm to bright. The Summer will

bring ils evidence of the strong tendency, but the weighty

part will be found when acquaintance is made with the

Winter fabrics. There is a predilection for the red which

ranges about half-way between poppy and grenat, called

by the French caroubier the carob tree, or St. John''!

bread tree, the I'niit of which is the locust hea.i. ''renal

will have a good chance next season with those w ho com-

bine fashionableness with carefulness."

Grey, particularly in the better trades, in silvery shades

must not be neglected. Blues run again to freak

shades, though navy, of course, is always staple, and

there seems to be some feeling for royal and bright navys.

but generally spaMng blue is only in a minor position for

betUB

New Treatment in Mohair, Shown by the W. R. Brock Co., Montreal.

the coming season. In evening shades champagne, pale

greens, robin's egg blue and ivory white and cream com

I
dele the collection.

VELVETS.

BY the introduction of chiffon velvet, pile fabrics have

again been brought to the fore, and whenever weather

permits chiffon velvet is a favored material with the

smart set. At the Woodbine races many of the best

dressed women wore gowns of chiffon velvet. Though, of

course, price considerations place a limit on the popu-

larity of this expensive fabric, velveteens of a soft,

pliable finish and as light weight as possible are the out-

come of the vogue of the expensive chiffon. Chiffon

velveteens are the latest and are a very close copy of the

better silk kinds.

The fad that the colors for fall are exquisite in these

pile fabrics will also prove a valuable selling factor. Soft

poppy reds, raspberry shades, the new water and willow

greens, rich golden browns, etc., are all seen at their best

in this fabric. Hollow-cut cord- are another line that

are selling fast, and there jg no doubt that there i- a large

velvet Season ahead. The high juice of woo] that must

sooner or later be reflected in materials will be one factor

in popularizing velvets. Later on in the season many
novelties in shot checked and fanes patterns in velvets

will he on the market.

Merchants who are wise will give a little thought lo

quality when buying. The fad that in very cheap grades

the dye is not la-l and the pile inks off when it has had

a few weeks' wear has always been a setback to this

fabric. Now, however, needed improvements have been

made, and for a fair but not excessive price both fast dye

and last pile can be guaranteed. Remember dress-

makers* charges are extremelv high now, and few women
will object to pay the extra price for guaranteed velvet

when they know that the making will amount to the same
for it as for an unreliable quality.

'HI!

SILKS.

HERE certainly will be more activity in the

silk section in the coming Kail. Women have

taken kindly to silken gowns, and the

suit of silk and the shirt-waist suit are sine to be very

much in evidence. Black silks, taffeta, taffeta chiffon,

men, peau-de-soie, etc., are all selling, and black, which

has been out id' it, is slated for a belter place this Fall.

Shots which have been in great demand and scarce sup-

ply all Spring', will again be classed among the leaders in

the department, and fancy checked silks particularly, even

hair-line checks on a shot ground, and with a further spot

embellishment often in brilliant shades, are a high novelty.

Warp-printed silks are asrain in vogue, and both

taffetas and louisines are included. A line id' warp-

printed louisines in soft shades and in the ever-recurring

shawl patterns— patterns that are old as the hills and

yet some of the most beautiful ever designed— were seen

lately in one of the wholesale houses. These silks that

would a season or so ago be designated wais' silks are

now sold for costumes and for trimming purpos

During the last week of the month in the large store-

some cut price sales have been held, but these do not

indicate any falling off in popularity of silken fabrics.

They are only a far-sighted resolve to clear stocks of all

this season's fancy patterns and to begin the Fall s<

with an assortment composed entirely of new designs.

TO DRY GOODS DEALERS.

AS the farmer is the sinew of the country in agricul-

ture, so the merchant and dealer are the

trade and commerce, hence the necessity of a full

knowledge of the industries and products of the tommy
in compact form for the merchants' anil dealers' informa-
tion and guidance.

The up-to-date merchant is not relying wholly upon
the traveling salesmen for information, nor "bellowing"
to his neighbors for information as to who manufactures
this or that article, when he can get all such from a

two-dollar book that is now on the market.
The Manufacturers' List Co., .Montreal, issue : The

Canadian Industrial Blue Book, Buyers' Guide of Canada,
1 till 1-7, 57-6 pages, cloth bound; price, $5.00. A Classified

Article List of Industrial Products for Canadian Buyers,
L905-6, 400 pages, cloth bound; price, S2 00. Both books
to one address, $5.— ( Ad\ 't. it )
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*
C. M. A. EXCURSION TO

ENGLAND *
ON June 9, the long-anticipated excursion of the Cana-

dian Manufacturers' Association to (heat Britain

will start from the port of Montreal on board the

magnificent new turbine liner, the Victorian. The excur-

sion party will probably number 265 persons,—members
of the association, with their wives and children. Already

arrangements are all but complete, and when the Vic-

loiian leaves her dock at Montreal she will have on board

as representative a body of Canadian men and women as

ever left the shores of the Dominion.

On board the Victorian the excursion party will have

the best of everything. They will practically own the

boat, and no expense will be spared to make them per-

fectly at home. In the Old Country they will receive an

enthusiastic welcome and every door will be thrown wide

open for them. A complete itinerary for every hour of

their time has been prepared.

In brief, the programme may be outlined as follows:

Upon arrival in Liverpool on June 17, the party will pro-

ceed directly to London, where they will be entertained

for ten days by the London Chamber of Commerce.
Though London is a huge place, the excursionists antici-

pate seeing nearly everything that is worth seeing during

that time.

On June 27 they will board a special train, which will

convey them as far as Glasgow. They will stop at every

desire. The oflicial return voyage will be made from
Liverpool on the Victorian about July 20.

Among the officers of the association who will take
in the excursion are: W. K. George, Toronto, president;

feETURNEI)

W. K. George, President CM. A., who will accompany
the Excursion Party.

K. J. Younge, Secretary Cin.^., «m
the Excursion Party.

M.A., who will accompany

RETURN*
JUN.2 19

?3

important centre on the way and will visit the more im-

portant industries. The trip to Glasgow will consume
another ten days. The party will then break up and the

excursionists will be at liberty to go wherever they

C. 0. Ballantyne, Montreal, vice-president; G. E. Amyot,
Quebec, vice-president, for Quebec; John Hendry, Van-
couver, vice-president for British Columbia; W. K. Mc-
Naught, Toronto, chairman of the tariff committee; P.

If. Burton, Toronto, chairman of the insurance com-
mittee; Robert Clean, Toronto, chairman of the reception

and membership committee. R. J. Younge, the general

secretary, who has been in charge of the arrangements,

will accompany the party and will supply all information.

The significance of this trip cannot be overlooked. It

is the first event of its kind. The presence in the Old

Country of 265 of Canada's leading sons and daughters

cannot fail to open the eyes of Britishers to the import-

ance of the Dominion. The official receptions, which they

will receive, will be recorded in the British press and thus

every one will learn of their presence. This will lead to

enquiries about them and gradually it will dawn on the

British mind that Canada must be indeed a land of

happiness and wealth when it produces such people and

supplies the means to send them in luxury thousands of

miles across the seas.

Nor can the significance of the fact that the excur-

sionists represent the industries of the country be over-

looked. Canada is regarded as a land rich in agricultural

possibilities. Few in Britain realize the possibilities ot

its industries.
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ODDS AND ENDS OF TALIi

"I
N most eases umbrellas are not fairly worn out ; they

are ruined through carelessness of their owners,"

said an umbrella and cane man to the Detroit

Tribune recently. " When I see a man walking with an

umbrella tightly grasped in his hot hand I smile to my-

self, because I know that very soon that man will be

wanting a new umbrella. There is no

Proper Care of surer way of making an umbrella wear
Umbrellas. < 1 1 quickly than this habit of carrying it

by its middle. Again, after being out

in the rain you should turn your umbrella upside down and

let the water drain off as it stands with the handle down-
ward. By doing this you prevent the water from getting'

in at the framework, and thereby protect the ribs from
lusting. Some men open their umbrellas before they

stand them up to dry, but this is a bad plan, because the

umbrella may stretch when it is wet. Another thing, too,

— never roll vour umbrella up as to do so cuts the silk."

A
SMART advertisement comes from St. Arnaud, and is

issued by a jeweller. A jeweller from another town,

whq stated that he was retiring from business, sent

out a small leaflet announcing that he hal opened his

stock in some premises in St. Arnaud, and would sell it

off for one week only. Following this came a list of

prices, commencing with " watches at

Aggressive $1," and so on. A jeweller in St.

Advertising. Arnaud followed this up with a rather

amusing circular, which ran somewhat

as follows: " For lovers of shoddy, begs to intimate

that in the course of one week he will procure, on appro-

bation, from importers of catch-penny shoddy lines, $1,500

worth of so-called jewellery." Then, after giving items

such as " Watches at $1— which are liable to stop before

being sold—we are not offering." " As the general

public with brains must know that gold is worth $20 an

ounce, we would not insult their intelligence by asking-

them to believe that we can supply solid gold links at

$1." " We cannot sell gold bangles at $1.75, but are

prepared to buy any number of them ourselves for $5;

but we specify that there must be a trace of gold

in them, ' and so on. In advertising, as in all other

things, the man who seizes the opportunity scores, and un-

doubtedly this jeweller has made a big " hit " with his

circular.
* *

*

A
REMARKABLY ingenious and catchy device was to

be seen during the past week in the windows of one

of the ever-fertile in expedients Nassau street

dealers. It consisted of a dish of water containing five

little live turtles. On the back of each turtle was a

letter, the five making- up the word " glove." Above the

dish was a card stating that any one

who could find the turtles in a straight Glove Sale

line in the right order for making Advertising,

up the word, could, upon imme-

diately notifying- the clerk of the fact, take

his choice of any pair of gloves in the win-

the fact, take his choice of any pair of gloves in the win-

dow. The scheme is part of a series of ingenious adver-

tisements with which the store has for some time been

advertising its glove sale. Needless to say, the scheme

proved an immense attraction, and the space before the

window was never without its throng, which goes to prove

that a little ingenuity often proves more effective than a

costly display.
* *

*

QUITE recently an English draper took a well-known

farmer's son as an apprentice to the business. One
day a lady came into the shop and asked the new

hand for a piece of silk; he promptly laid a variety be-

fore her for selection, but he became a little confused

when she demurred at the price. After the customer had

gone the draper said :

'

' Now, John, you

must show more business tact; you Law of Demand
should have told the lady that owing- to and Supply,

a blight on the silkworm cocoons were

hardly obtainable." On the following day another lady

came in and requisitioned John's services for a dozen

knots of tape. Again the prices in this rather exclusive

shop were complained of, but this time John was equal to

the occasion: "You see, madame, " he suavely replied,

" there has been a great scarcity of tapeworms this year,

hence the advance in prices." John had no more trouble

with that customer.
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London, May 17, L906.

WITH no less regularity than the rotation of the

seasons, eonie the croakers who would poke fun

at the decrees of fashion. The sombreness of the

dress suit has tilled their aesthetic souls with perturba-

tion at regular intervals during the past few years.

Anon conies the critic of the silk hat, which, in his

opinion, needs but to he mentioned to he cast aside with

ridicule. Schemes for the rationalising of men's apparel

have been broached beyond measure. These vary from

the idea of improving the evening suit till its wearer

would become not "the observed of all observers," but

the laughing stock of all beholders, to total destruction,

as has been suggested is what the silk hat deserves.

Such periodical carpings, while they formerly filled men

of real taste with alarm at the possibility of their sug-

gestions being adopted, no longer influence the makers of

fashion. It has become the second nature with some

men to find fault, and in no sphere is this more marked

than in the world of clothes. Fashion lends herself

readily to faddists. By long experience taiiors and men

of fashion alike have come to recognize what is perman-

ent and what is transitionary in clothes. And so the

alarmists and extremists find few to listen to their

lugugrations.

*

Conceptions of the correct degree to which negligee

costumes may be worn in the hot weather differ consid-

erably. Of course no one would suggest the free and

easy style which is permitted in newer countries. But

there is a growing tendency among a large and usually

rather conservative element of Londoners, to introduce

some relaxation in the case of Summer clothes. This

comes quite naturally, for, after all, Englishmen have

always been insistent that comfort should be preserved.

Their loose coats are proofs of this. The discarding of

the waistcoat has not yet been recognized for Summer
wear, although in the intense heat of midsummer this

will no doubt be done. When this has once been toler-

ated for even a day or two, it will lie only a question

of time till it becomes propel as a regular Summer
garb.

* •
*

It would appear that the long reign of the striped

trousering is about to be questioned. Checks have made

their appearance, and have become sufficiently established

to ensure their permanence for a season or two, at least.

They have not by any means ousted the stripe, nor are

they likely so to do. But they are being worn by enough

of the smart set to make them fashionable. The effect

is decidedly bizarre at first sight. We have become so

wedded to the idea of the stripes, with their lengthening

effect, that we are starWed at this innovation.

I may be permitted to revert for a few minutes to

some of the less important accessories of men's wear,

since the comparative uniformity of fashion in clothes

makes the details all the more interesting. Hosiery

provides a wide field for individual choice. Plain colors

still predominate, but there are many shades. The vari-

ous tones of browns hold the premier position, but

greys and biscuit shades are very favorably reo

There is a limited fanciness in the design. Clocks are

worked in the sides, but lace hosiery does not meet with

any favor. It has been decided by those whose decision

is final—and properly so, I think—that they are not in

good taste. They are just a trifle too obtrusive to be

elegant.
* •

*

A reaction, slight but noticeable, has taken place in

th"e vogue of the colored handkerchief. When fashion or-

dained that for smart wear the white handkerchief should

be discarded in favor of the colored, there was the usual

rush to carry the style to its logical climax. A riot of

colors was at once seen in the displays of the haber-

dashers. This was allowed to run its course till now
the tide has turned. White centres are alone shown, with

edges of various colors. White borders with blue spots

of various sizes, and blue borders with white spots, are

most favored.
• *

*

The average man in London does not wear as good

or stylish shoes as does a man of equal standing across

the water. This can be explained, 1 hough not excused.

Retail competition has ended in the majority of dealers

sacrificing everything to cheapness. A superficial gloss

over inferior stock and unskilled workmanship is a'.l they

purport to give. The best dressed men have their shoes

made to order, and so get the acme of qualitv and com-

fort, but if this relatively small class be excluded, the

quality deteriorates greatly. No doubt the retailers

will wake up to the folly of their course, and will edu-

cate their clients up to the use of a better grade of foot-

wear, but for the present there is nothing auspicious in

the condition of the shoe trade.

The Londoner has not reverted to the double or fold

collar, as it is reported you are doing on your side of

the Atlantic, for the Summer months. Present indica-

tions point to a continued season of wing collars. Per-

sonally, 1 prefer the appearance of the double to the

wing collar. It seems much more smart and dress\

However, this is largely a matter of personal inclination

A style has to have the approval of a large number ol

men of taste before it can become generally adopted.

Waistcoats are made both single and double-breasted.

The single-breasted garment is more noticeable than it

has been in any season for some time. Anything verging

on loudness is in extremely bad taste. The material and

pattern is almost invariably simple, though elegant. The

vogue of the double-breasted waistcoat is entirely con-

fined to use with the frock coat. Even here a white

single-breasted waistcoat is seen quite as frequently as is

the double. The fancy waistcoat has got a hold on

popular esteem which it will be haul to loosen. It is

extremely becoming, adds a touch of color to the scheme

of clothes, and gives a possibility of distinctiveness and

character which every fashionable man desires.
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER
New York, May 20, 1905.

IT
is with no small relief that we turn from specula-

tions on the coming styles in men's apparel, to view

the season's offerings as they now appear. Fashions

are so individual in their nature that forecasts can be

made only of the general trend, not of the detailed par-

ticulars. However, in the dress of the Gothamite there

are recognized principles around which are grouped the

individual touches which make up correctness in dress.

It is these general principles which can be foretold; the

development of them in the individual costumes is only

known when the tailors have suggested and the men of

fashion have put their stamp on the finished product.

Naturally the negligee business suit and the lounging

costume are most in evidence at the present time.

The former are loose and easy fitting. Not yet has

I lie bug-bear of tight clothes materialized, though omin-

ous rumors continue to be heard. The coat, which in the

Spring suits fitted the form, for the Summer hangs

loosely from the shoulders down. This is a fair conces-

sion to the demand for the utmost comfort during the

scorching weather of the approaching dog days. Apart

from this difference there is little change. The long

centre vent has given place to two vents at the sides.

This was caused by the commonness of the former style,

which has now had a decided run of a full year.

Lounging suits are made of serge or flannel, and are

such as may be worn on any country or outing occasion.

The increasing popularity of golf has given expression

to a decided type for the links, and this fashion has

spread outwards to include all outdoor occasions. The

fad this year is for white. White flannel suits with a

cross check in dark lines are the absolutely correct thing.

The color is not confined to the coat and trousers, but

is introduced in the hose, shoes and belts. This consti-

tutes a superfluity of whiteness, and few men will go to

the extreme of such a garb. Modifications along these

lines will, however, predominate for the Summer. The

trousers are cut full and have a deep turn-up at the bot-

tom. A dress in which the white is preserved to a con-

siderable extent consists of a blue serge coat and white

flannel trousers. This has always appealed to a uni-

formly well-dressed section of New Yorkers. It com-

bines a smartness with an elegance, which is the object

of all fashion.

Fashion has imprinted her stamp of approval on low
shoes for Summer wear. The popularity of this kind of

footwear, which has been gathering force for the last

two seasons, has reached its full flood, and will make
this season an Oxford season. Opinion is divided in the

best circles between blacks and tans, and the latter witl

undoubtedly have a larger number of supporters that for

a long time before. The accepted color, which is a happy
medium between the vulgar yellow and the dark brown,
is peculiarly modish, and makes an exceedingly neat cov-

ering for the foot. In addition to these consideration

will have to be given to the white shoe, which will be

worn in some of the all white combinations.

assured. Generally speaking-, straw hats may be divided
into two classes, those with the straight brim, and
those with the curled brim. In the first class is seen a
fair division between sennits and splits. The sennit is

considered smarter and better appearing, and so appeals
particularly to the younger men. It is not composed of
the coarse straw which had such a run a couple of years
ago, but is thin and smoother. The split straw is not
dissimilar to last year's. The brims are wider, approxi-
mating, in some cases, to the breadth of the hats of two
Summers ago. The tendency is to a higher crown,
though this varies in the different manufacturers' lines.

New Yorkers are responding quickly to the manufac-
turers' attempts to add some variety to the regular
straw shapes. This has come this year in the curled
brim. A manipulation of the straw into diverse shapes
is no new thing, as the last couple of seasons have seen
all the soft felt hat effects duplicated in" straw. The
curled brim, however, does introduce a novelty, and it

has won the fancy of a large number of men. Among
these is particularly noticeable the finely woven, low
dented crown hat with the brim curled slightly all
around. The band on this hat is narrow. Another hat
which has met with especial favor is a plain, medium
high crowned shape, with brim curled, but pulled down
in a negligee manner in the front. This style promises
to be much seen during the present Summer.

In hat bands, plain blacks of various widths still

hold the biggest place in popular favor. They do not,
however, exclude the colored silks. Plain Mue meets
with considerable success, and the colored stripes always
attract a class of young men of the ultra fashionable
set. There are always a number of the. latter class in a
town, no matter how small the population may be, so
that it may be expected fairly that the colored bands
will be seen more or less all over.

If the weather continues favorable, this will be a
great straw hat season. Strangely enough, the stiff

price which New York hatters have always got for this
article of apparel has done more than anything else to
ensure its success. A good straw hat brings a good
price, and the result is that they carry a distinctiveness
with them which is flattering to the man of fashion.
When the style is established in this better class of

goods a great sale of the cheaper kinds is assured.

Prognostications about the Summer's styles in straw
hats have given place to criticisms of what are now

1

BRANCH STORE FOR WINNIPEG.
R. J. Inglis^of Montreal, has opened a branch of his

tailoring establishment in Winnipeg. The internal decora-
tions of the store—which is located in the old Stobart
block, immediately opposite the Manitoba Hall—are of a
very pleasing character. The office, showroom and fitting

room furniture is in quartered oak, the tables in the

showroom hieing hand-carved. A very handsome, thick

brown carpet will set off the showroom, the walls being
decorated with a very pleasing imperial frieze and the
ceiling panelled with egg and dart pattern. Mr. D. S.

Ingiis is in charge of the western branch.
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A GUIDE TO ADVANCE. STYLES

SATISFACTION with the fashions of the present year

is generally expressed by the tailors and their clients

alike. The cut of the garments is considered at-

tractive and the patterns in material have been seldom

excelled. The designers have carefully refrained from any-

thing even verging on the extreme, and they have been

rewarded by a ready adoption of their suggestions. An
extreme style is not really conducive to good business,

though it has its advantages. There are very many con-

servatively-inclined men in Canada who do not respond

quickly to pronounced types in clothes, and they frequent-

ly refrain from buying altogether when they have the

only two alternatives before them of getting something

freakish or not being in style. Consequently in a season

like the present, where, with a few exceptions in details,

the fashion has run successfully the gauntlet of public

criticism for some time, there is no hesitation about

ordering clothes. A man knows exactly what he will get

and even though he may not have liked some features of

the fashion as it first appeared, he has become reconciled

to it by custom. In this way the present season is good

and promises good for the merchant tailor.

* *
*

In coats the tendency is away from the central vent

m the back and towards vents at the sides. This was to

be expected since the former fashion became violently

overdone. Men of fashion, early in the Spring, recognized

that when the vent in the back was made as long as nine

inches there would speedily he a revulsion of feeling. This

is just what has taken place. After all the side slits are

just as smart in appearance as the one in the rear. The

change is a natural reaction against an extreme fashion

which is absolutely certain to follow when the original

design is carried too far.

* *
*

In materials the cross-checked tweeds will be most
worn. They form the groundwork of all the Summer
suits so far seen. The most attractive of these are those

in which the colored thread of the check is least obtru-

sive. In the Scotch tweeds a great variety within a

limited range is offered. Chiefly greys with a multi-

tudinous variety of lines are displayed. Of these, blue

checks have won the premier place in public favor. Cana-

dian tweeds are shown in most attractive patterns and

this year's showing should certainly do much to dispel

the prejudice which has heretofore been felt against them.

They are in nowise inferior in beauty of design to the

imported goods and their wearing qualities are undoubted.
* *

*

Norfolk jackets for hot weather suits have gained in

popularity and are at least considered by men who are

getting a strictly Summer suit. They coincide well with

the demand for something negligee, since there is no

question of keeping them in shape. A coat with pleats

and a strap does not require the fine fit which is demand-
ed of the ordinary sack coat. In the latter every line and

wrinkle is seen. Not so in the former. It is distinctly a

lounge coat and as such should be featured in suggestions

for the Summer.
* *

Although pleated shirts have not yet been considered

really staple articles, they are assured a strong sale

during the next three months. The fashion is one which
commends itself to the well-dressed man. There is

sufficient laxity in dress in this country to permit, one to

discard the waistcoat during the months which are un-

comfortably hot. Under these conditions a pleated shirt

retains to a considerable extent the dressiness which is

lacking in the abbreviated negligee garbs. The shirt

becomes of more and more account as the fashion of

wearing a coat without a waistcoat spreads. The beau-

tiful effects which have been secured in the weaves of the

past couple of seasons are the direct results of this

custom. So the shapes and styles of cravattings have
been influenced strongly by the same cause. In shirts,

light, neat and dainty designs take precedence over the
more showy kinds. In cravats the newest things are the
soft Taffo silks in oyster grey.

JUN 2 J9(K-

Waistcoat Shown by Caulfcild, Burns

& Gibson, Toronto.

^£-^ ?3

NOTES.

T. A. Crawley has opened an attractive men's furnish-
ing store on Yonge street, Toronto.

L. Tritt, formerly of Port Arthur, has opened a
men's furnishing store in Fort William.

J. A. Schroder, of Elmira, will hereafter conduct a
clothing and men's furnishing exclusively. He has dis-

posed of his stock of dry goods.

J. J. Doran, vice-president of II. E. Bond c\i Co.,
clothing manufacturers, Toronto, is making one cf his

periodic trips in the east. He was at St. John, V B.,

in the middle of May and reported business as flourishing.

S. G. Henderson, manager of the Henderson Clothing
Co., Victoria, B.C., is visiting Toronto and Montreal.
This firm will open an up-to-date establishment on Gov-
ernment and Broughton streets next Fall. Mr. Henderson
has been heretofore connected with the firm .>f B. Wil-

liams & Co.

The Globe Clothing Co., of St. John, N.B., will here-

after, in addition to their present store, occupy the

premises which have been lately used as the I.C.R. ticket

office. The greater store area is necessary to accommo-
date the increased business of this firm. J. W. Mont-
gomery is the manager of the company.
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WAT
Superior to linen.

Do you carry them ? If not, why not ?

They're the very best made.

AGENTS :

Eastern: DUNCAN BELL, Montreal
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Western: JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont.

(Linen-Mesh)

There is better profit for the retailer in One Dozen of the Dr.jDeimel Under-

wear than in Three Dozen ordinary goods.

Would you gain control of the UNDERWEAR of health, of cleanliness, of

comfort—the Underwear that intelligent people are wearing because they are weary

of wool, which gathers and retains moisture ?

Dr. Deimel Underwear is the achievement of the Century in providing proper

underclothing for man, woman or child. It allows the skin to breathe, the millions

of pores to perform their function properly.

Write for descriptive booklet and particulars of wholesale terms.

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada.

NEW YORK:
491 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Suttkk St.
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LONDON, ENG.:
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SHIRTS AND COLLARS
LIKE all other Summer goods, the sale of shirts has

suffered from the cold weather of the early part of

May. There was no incentive to buy Summer goods

when the atmosphere was far from summer-like. Dull-

ness has been experienced in all lines of men's furnishings

by the manufacturers and jobbers, and though favorable

weather now would infuse activity into business, yet is

will be almost impossible to make up for lost ground. It

is an unfortunate fact that many people, if they do not

buy seasonable goods by a certain time, decide to do

without them altogether. It is of no use to say that

this is an unreasonable attitude. It is a fact, and it re-

quires extra pushing, extra advertising, and extra dis-

play to overcome it. This must be done for the rest of

the season. The exceptionally becoming nature of the

patterns for this season makes it easier than usual to

do this. It should be possible to allure the average man
to purchase even when the Summer is far advanced. The
situation admits of no cessation in creating interest and

sales in this department.
• *

•

Merchants should make a determined effort to develop

two seasons in the shirt trade. The tendency for some
years has been towards a one season year, negligees and

stiff bosom shirts being worn indiscriminately all the

year round. This condition is most unsatisfactory from

the businessman's standpoint, as it decreases the gross

sales of shirts very materially. With the neat and at-

t ractive pat terns which are being shown in soft front

shirts there should be no difficulty in satisfying the taste

of most men for their Summer wear. There is no end to

the variety both in color and design, and no one kind

can be said to have won pre-eminence. Pleated bosoms
are noticeable among the smartest displays, and have

sold well during the Spring, and will hold their place for

the Summer.
• *

A strong effort will^be made in the Fall to push stiff

bosom styles. The coming season is expected to show
the lines drawn more clearly between the negligee and

the stiff front shirts, the former being pushed for warm
weather trade and the latter held for Winter business.

It is generally realized that by dividing the season in

this manner the sales can be almost doubled. The

negligee is decidedly not a Winter shirt, and if has been

largely the fault of the retailer that it has been allowed

to establish its position for the whole year. One of the

reasons why the negligee has sold so well during the

last couple of Winters has been because many merchants

did not have the energy to push another style, but were

content to offer whatever they had in stock. A change

in this matter is highly desirable.

*

Shirtings which have attracted most interest are

light and simple in pattern. Faint lines on a white

ground, with sometimes a spot or a conventional figure

overlaid, have established their correctness. With these

go also the plain, solid colored shirts in green and

grey. The latter are serviceable and gain in favor as the

hot weather advances. In the former class black and

blue stripes are most in evidence. This does not ex-

elude more varied and colored patterns, for these always
find a sale, but as a general thing the unobtrusive de-

signs find chief favor. Pleated shirts continue to sell to

a large class of customers. Especially among men who
desire a soft front shirt all the year round, they add

something of smartness to the negligee appearance. In

the Summer, too, when the waistcoat is discarded, they

add to the dressiness of the costume.

• •
*

In collars there have been no new developments dur-

ing the past month. As was to be expected, there is no
absolute standard by which the correctness of the wing
and fold is to be judged. Both are being sold, and as it

is general use which makes the fashion, it can be as-

sumed that both are in good form. The objection to the
fold collar, in the amount of pulling and jerking of the

cravat which is necessary in order to get a satisfactory

knot, is counterbalanced by the better appearance it

offers when the waistcoat is discarded for the Summer.
For this reason the earlier decision of fashion in favor
of the fold for the Summer was rational. It is most
decidedly a better negligee collar than the tab. But,

since the latter has been established alongside of the
fold for this year, fashion will have to yield.

HATS AND GLOVES
UP to the present there have been practically no straw

hat windows, and it is impossible to get a line on

what will prove the favorites for the coming season.

The general features are assured since there are just three

or five types which the retailer has stocked. The high

,crown will appear of necessity, both in the sennits and

the splits. For younger men the sennit will find greater

favor as it is recognized as a smarter style. Referring

to sennit straw hats, it is announced that the straw

will not be as rough as it has been in similar hats before

this season. Closer, smoother weaves will predominate.
* *

Even the opening of the Ontario Jockey Club races at

the Woodbine, Toronto, failed to bring forth the straws.

Out of the immense concourse which watched the King's

Plate, there were not more than three or four wearing

straw hats. A fair conception of the favored shapes and

colors in felt hats was obtainable, however. While the

ultra fashionable styles are largely in evidence on such

occasions, the correct hats may be judged with a little

discrimination. A good demand is assured for pearls and

greys and the softer shades of brown and nutria. Already
the city stores are showing large numbers of these light

colors. These come chiefly in the soft hats.
* *

*

In derbies, too, there is a good demand for browns.
There has been a determined effort to break away from
the monotony of a black hat season and the prospects
point to success along this line. At this time it is safe

to predict a bigger sale of browns than has been the case
for some years.

* •
»

Gloves provide excellent opportunities for developing
business. They occupy small space in the department,
they do not require a very extensive assortment to be
kept, and they are becoming more and more necessary to
complete a man's outfit. Tans and ox-bloods are most in

evidence for the present season. The habit of wearing
gloves throughout the year is growing and it behooves
the men's furnisher to encourage this movement by keep-
ing a stock of correct gloves and displaying them taste-

fully. The present is a good time to push Ihis end of the
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PROOF
RETURNED
JON 1 190*'

i,*M>

"PINTO" Shell Cordovan Leather for Mitts and Gloves

is the only Mitt and Glove Leather that can be boiled

without injury.

Leather that can be boiled without hardening or

cracking can't very well harden or crack from any

other cause.

That's why " PINTO " Shell Cordovan cannot harden

or crack from heat, moisture, steam, hot tools or frost-

there is no oil to fry, freeze or draw cold in " Pinto."

"PINTO" is absolutely the best Mitt and Glove

Leather ever tanned—there can be no doubt about that.

You can't have the best Mitts and Gloves unless you

have " PINTO," that's a sure thing.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.
Montreal Winnipeg Dawson
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business. Light gloves are perfectly seasonable and the

cool weather, which retards other lines, should encourage

their sale.
* *

*

Some variations will be noticed from last year's styles

in the blocks. The brims of the hard hats lie flatter and

this holds true even where there is a fair-sized curl. The

crowns are fairly high and in some makes taper percep-

tibly towards the top. In soft hats, besides the regular

fedora shapes, there are some attractive negligee hats,

which will sell well among the younger men. Of these,

the flat-iron shape and similar ideas will meet with the

greatest favor.
* *

June ushers in the season of weddings, and the men's

furnishings department should he supplied with a stock

of gloves to meet the consequent demands. This can be

done the more readily since there is just one possible,
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T A Panama Window.

color of such occasions. Pearl grey is alone permissible.

An assortment of these should be provided and a specialty

could be made of them to great advantage. A better

price can be got for them than for ordinary furnishings.

They are not subjected to any severe treatment, so that

the business is highly satisfactory.

* *
*

An enterprising hatter in Toronto had a window
which attracted great attention last month. The rear of

the window was dressed in the ordinary way, each hat

bearing a ticket with the name and price. In the front

row, however, was a line of jockey hats in the colors of

all the stables which were represented in the Jockey

Club's races at the Woodbine. It was just a case of clever

occasional advertising and it was worth the effort. The

man who seizes what is prominently before the public eye

and uses it to advertise his business invariably reaps the

benefit of his enterprise.

SOFT and STIFF HATS
Quality Guaranteed

Price

$24.00

per

dozen

If you knew all about Hats

You would

Wear the

All the time

Rain or Shine

STYLISH
AND

DURABLE
GUARANTEED.

QUALITY
AND

PRICE
Always the Same

We

Furnish

Adver-

tising

Helps

STRAW HATS
In all dimensions of Crown and Brim

The New Sennet Yacht— Natty and Dressy

The Fashionable Split Yacht—Always Correct

Straws $4.00 to $30.00 per dozen.

Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer
MAKERS and DISTRIBUTORS

721-723 Broadway, NEW YORK
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THE SHIELD BRAND
Men'* Furoi»bing»

Shirts Gloves Sweaters

Ties Half-Hose Underwear
Collars Handkerchiefs Umbrellas

Mufflers Suspenders Raincoats

We have built up a big business in all these

goods, and sell them under the guarantee of

THE "SHIELD BRAND/'

Retailers who are desirous to build up a large

trade for popular-priced furnishings that have

merit, run no risk if they handle the lines

we sell.

We make it a point to give early deliveries.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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Men's - Boys' Summer Shirts

Soft Fronts, Collar Attached,

Stiff Fronts, Etc,, Etc.

WE ARE CLEARING ALL LINES AT

LESS THAN COST

Flannel and Tweed Outing Suits

Fancy Summer Waistcoats,
Cotton and Lisle Half Hose

SPECIAL LINE OF MERINO UNDERWEAR
To retail at seventy-five cents per suit.

The above lines all greatly reduced to clear. Making- room for our Fall stock.

Travellers Have Complete

Range of Samples.

fiEGlSTERED TRADE-MARK

Caulfeild, Burns

®> Gibson
20 Front Street East,

TORONTO
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AXTORD @P€€D$
WINNERS OF OOLU nEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly liigh=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING AGENT :

FRANK. W. NELLES
301 St. Janus St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA limited

Mills Established 1 SR7.

WREYFORD & GO
Wholesale Men's Furnishers

King Street West - - TORONTO

REPRESENTING

Young &
Rochester

LONDON, ENCLAND

Latest styles in

SHIRTS
COLLARS

NECKWEAR
Dressing Cowns

Smoking Jackets

Silk and Flannel

Pyjamas

Tress & Co.
LONDON, ENCLAND

CELEBRATED
HATS

Fall Fashions
just received in

SILK
FELT

TWEED
If the TRESS HAT is not
represented in your town

write us.

DOMINION AGENTS
I OR

"AERTEX" "ST. MARGARET'S"
Cellular Coif Blouses

Underwear SWEATERS
We always carry the very Latest Styles and the Best Quality in

all goods appertaining to Men's Furnishings, at

REASONABLE PRICES.

SEASONABLE weather is what is wanted to compel

a visit to tin- stoic foi Summer needs, and the sales

of neckweai depend upon clever displays which will

sell the goods. June should force many a laggard to

make the belated change in underwear, and once in the

store neckwear should be shown him. Neckwear is

really an article of fashion, and men usualh do not buy

from necessity, but are more than likely to purchase

what appeals to their taste, and because they need

variety in order to make frequent changes. Now is the

time, when circumstances bring customers, to display

and show the new things in neckwear. Seasonable cli-

matic conditions, which must come in June, will give

life to trade. Remember, men will buy first what they

actually need, and lastly what attracts their fancy.

Many retailers indulge in much needless worrying ovei

the so-called preseni day limitation of :.ie trade. The
comparatively small sale of made-up shapes is regarded

as materially lessening the output, as a customer now
simply buys some form of what is popularly called a

four-in-hand, and he is done. However, this is more than

made up by the assortment in the styles of silks, which

will induce customers to buy more than one scarf. A
larger assortment of tie novelties in silks is the retail-

er's need. New patterns and different weaves in silks

give the needed energy. It is not advised to overload,

hut with the present condition of a meagre number of

desirable shapes, the lines of silks and collars should be

increased to force business.

There is no doubt but what large shapes will in-

crease in favor for Fall. A good deal of dissatisfaction

has been expressed in some quarters relative to retail-

er's profits in these wide and generous styles. Manufac-

turers in some instances have the same complaint, as it

means more material with no increase in price. It has

meant, that retailers must pay more in many instances

and consequently must ask more to keep profits at a fail-

percentage. Many retailers feel they must make a bet-

ter profit in neckweai, and it cannot be done in 2o and

even 50c. scarfs. It is on the better goods that there is

room for a better percentage which counts up quicker.

Do not get in a rut and imagine even your customers

will pay just so much for neckwear. Show good goods

Nothing better can he sold il its not shown. It's worth

a trial.

In conversation with a manufacturer recently the

following regarding made-up ties was heart! : "There is

a wrong impression regarding made-up ties, because the

masses have learned to tie a four-in-hand, which is in-

terpreted as meaning the exclusion of tecks. However,

our sales of the latter are reviving, as there are thou-

sands who prefer to buy them already tied if the shape

is good and patterns and colors are desirable. Further.

the sales of wide four-in-hands mean the revival of the

puff and teck in medium grades for Fall. I look for in-

creased trade in this particular, especially as lined

four-in-hands are dying out. Folded in four-in-hands

and French seams are concct in that particular''
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"We Fear Nae Foe.''B B

B
Is our trade mark. It is the
stamp we put on all our

SUSPENDERS
It is the pledge to you that
our goods are everything
that you would have them
be, as to price, quality and
finish.

Goods guaranteed from $4.00
upwards. Goods at all prices.
Let us send you samples.

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

HAMMOND, TURNERS SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,
MANUFACTURERS <"> F

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH.

Manufacturers Berlin, Ont.

B BMade in Canada.

SUPERIOR IN

QUALITY.

STYLE AND FINISH

ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS.
FANCY VEST BUTTONS.

Among other salable novelties we make are

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFEE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Ask/or Illustrated

Catalogue ofJewellery

.

232 McGHI St.

MONTREAL

Waterproof Shirts
THE NEVERWET A NEW INVENTION BOUND TO

:: :: BECOME POPULAR :: ::

Waterproof
Water RepelIan t

Non-Shrinkable
Fast Color

Porous

They cost

no more Retains ail its proper-

ties after washing.

Protects wearer from
rain, snow, and ex-

posure.

PATENTED
than tKe

ordinary Kind

Made principally in Sateens and

Flannels.
FOR SALE BY

LEADING CANADIAN JOBBERS

S. LIEBOVITZ & SONS
Canadian
Agents: SOLE MANUFACTURERS
WALTER WILLIAMS & CO. 12~ 14 walker st.

301 St. James St. MONTREAL. NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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Keep It in Mind

Keep t he fact in mind that we have

the most beautiful and tasty as-

sortment of Fall

Tweeds, Overcoatings,

Assorted Silks, Serges, Hair

Goods, Sleeve Linings, Canvases,

Holland Pocketings, Suit-

ings, Etc.,

that it will be your pleasure to see.

A. McDougall & Co.
169 McCill St., MONTREAL

BRANCHES:

McKinnon Bldg\, Toronto Jarvis Bldg., St John

37 Queen St., Truro Bridge St., Quebec

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

:

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENQ.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped- "0™^"
The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp

only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain-

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

BUSINESS has been good with merchant tailors dur-

ing the past month. The absence of really warm
weather has not affected them to any appreciable

extent. There are parts of feminine attire which, because

of their (limsiness, will not be sold unless the weather

conditions are favorable. This does not hold in the case

of men's clothing. The difference in weight between a

Spring and a Summer suit is negligible. A man may be

inclined to buy a little darker colored suit under the

circumstances, but he usually feels that it will be hot in

a few days anyway and so buys a regular light Summer
garment. For the present tweeds monopolize the market.

Great variety is as usual found in them, though cross

Checks of greater or less dintinctness are prevalent.

Browns and dark greys are most in evidence though men
who have an eye rather to Summer wear are ordering the

lighter shades and weights.

Nothing extraordinary is shown in trouserings this

year. The usual standard stripes appear, but it would

be hard to detect anything actually characteristic in the

season's offerings. It is worthy of notice that very light

colors are tabooed even with the frock coat, where they

would be most permissible. The lines are probably

farther apart than was customary last year. The stripes,

too, are decidedly pronounced, resembling in appearance

a cord. The fad which was forecast in England some
months ago, consisting of a check in worsted trousers,

has not reached this country. It has not been mentioned
in our English correspondence for some time.

Canadian men devote a great deal of attention to

dress. This is particularly noticeable in the favor to

which the frock coat has. attained in recent years. Young
men of fashion now are adopting this costume even in the

smaller towns and the result is exceedingly becoming.
The coat this year is cut only medium long. It fits fairly

close at the waist and flares out in the skirts. Three
buttons are correct, with a seam from the lapel down to

the waist line, halfway between the two rows of buttons.
The lapels are long and are silk faced, with the regular

cloth edge. With this coat a waistcoat of the same
material may be worn, or a fancy waistcoat may be

substituted.
* *

*

Summer suits are now good stock and a good business
should be worked up in them. They can be sold at a

figure which will make them attractive to most men and
the need of such a thing is quickly recognized. Lounge
suits fill in a necessary period in the year since the outing
and holiday occasions, which arise constantly in the

Summer, demand a lighter suit than is generally worn.
The extreme dictates of fashion can be relaxed for the

hot months with mutual advantage to the clothier and
the customer. The coats of this suit are made with
either the plain sack or the Norfolk cut. No waistcoat
is, of course, required.

White duck trousers will be much in favor this year.

A fashion such as this furnishes some very desirable

business to the clothing department. The sales come at

a time when the regular clothing business has eased up

after I lie Spring rush. A determined effort to go after

business during the otherwise quiet seasons is being made
by all progressive merchants. It is recognized that real

success comes from keeping the store going steadily for

twelve months in the year.

BRISK BUYING FOR FALL.

JOBBERS all report orders for Fall as satisfactory, and
May has witnessed an unprecedented large amount of

business. Patterns still continue to favor so-called

'loud" effects, and the amount of business done in this

class of goods is surprising. Browns, greys and greens

are the predominating mixtures. In many quarters this

tendency is felt to be a lowering of tones, and these fancy

mixtures are regarded as dead against the best interests

of the trade. The Review has from time to time pointed

out the sureness of a revival of fine-faced cloths in cash-

mere suitings, serges, etc., and wise retailers are not

neglecting their stock of these staples. Striped goods are

also heralded, but as yet this tendency is not strong here.

It is to be trusted that the loud-looking stripes will not

set in again, else a rapid slump will surely take place.

THE NORTH AMERICAN COTTON COMPANY.

The North American Cotton Co., with a capital of

$3,000,000, have been incorporated, to manufacture cot-

tons, manufacture and supply electricity, and to con-

struct and operate steam and other vessels and cars.

The concern is composed of members of the Dominion
Textile Co., Limited, and is engineering the deal with

the Montreal Cotton Co.

MANAGEMENT NOW IN CANADIAN HANDS.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Colored Cot-

ton Co., Limited, Thursday, May 25th, it was announced

that the control of the corporation, which has long been

held in the United States, was now absolutely in the

hands of the directors. The president, Mr. David Mor-
rice, touched upon the concentration projects of the com-
pany, which would finally give them three mills at Corn-
wall, one at Hamilton, and one at St. Croix. The pro-

fits for the year amounted to $201,000, the total assets

were $8,6*13,000, and the 'open accounts payable $561,000.

Stocks of goods in the process of manufacture, etc., total

$1,741,000. Business was constantly improving, and good
hopes were held for the last six months of the year,

notwithstanding the urgent need of an increase in the

tariff.

The election of officers resulted as follows : D. Mor-
rice, president; Sir Ceo. A. Drummond, vice-president;

directors, E. S Clouston, J. D. King, D. Morrice.
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THE

PADDLER
CRAVAT

The newest creation

from the designing

department of the

Niagara Neckwear Co.

Niagara Falls

Limited

Please don't copv

FANCY WORtt AND
NOTIONS

NOW is the time to look out [or new ideas in fancy

work, for as soon as my lady gets settled in her

Summer home, whether by lake or sea, she will

require a piece of fancy needle work to lill in her spare

moments. Hand work is so much the craze now for all

articles of women's wear tiiat among expert needle

women there is sure to be a demand for patterns and

materials for working the new embroideries. Hardanger

is eliciting much interest at present, and the canvas and

thread, as well in colors as in white and cream, together

with pattern books, should be shown. English eyelet and

heavy padded Iledebo work are in high favor. The latter

is the very latest form of embroidery to be exploited and

as the craze is just starting, some caution should be

exercised in stocking stamped patterns, etc. Eyelet em-

broidery is popular, and as the work is very effective and

can be done without much trouble, patterns for it should

certainly be in stock. Blouse sets, particularly in wheat

ears, which are extremely well adapted for this work,

should he among them, and a few patterns for the

fashionable Summer linen hats should be put prominently

forward as these have little work on them beyond the

button holes. Should millinery be a line carried, the

milliner might be consulted and then prices might be

quoted for the making of the hat when the embroidery

portion was finished.
* *

*

If your department is a strong one and your output

warrants it, embroidery and art linens should be carried

in the department for embroidery linen is an essential for

many kinds of fancy work. As both warp and weft are

of the same sized threads it is possible to get a perfect

square, and this cannot be done in ordinary linens be-

cause of the weave, and so many women are expert

embroiderers these days that there is often a call for not

only a waist, but also a gown length, and a piece should

be kept always in stock.

* *
*

Some women are devotees of lace work and your stock

of braids should be kept up. Pull braids are now pretty

generally shown in all except the very line kinds, and as

they expedite work their use should be encouraged.

The latest lace to come to the front, however, does

not require any braid, as it is altogether worked with

thread. The fact, though, that it takes a considerable

time to work it will not help its popularity, but as a

merchant may meet with a customer who would like to

execute some of the work, it would he well to look up a

lew patterns.
* *

•

You no doubt carry an assortment of standard makes

of yarns, but do you keep your color assortments up, and

also, do you slock a few of the new shades? Yarns are

always in demand for babies' shoes and little Jackets,

Summer capes and siiawls, sweaters and golf blouses

and you should be well stocked up for the Summer trade

The latest in /cushion tops, both printed and tinted for

working over in silk, should always be kept. A few of

these finished and on view in the department will call

attention to your stock, for cushions are always wanted

in Summer cottages as they form a must important item

in their furnishings.
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Promotion and Development

of Your Clothing Trade

ASSURED BY HANDLINC OUR LINES

EXCELLENT DESIGNS
EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers.

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word first insertion, lc. a

word each subsequent insertion.
Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as SI.000) are allowed

as one word.
Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements

In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

PURCHASING AGENCY-

BtLFAST gentleman, many years in linen business, would undertake
puchasing or getting up goods for American or Canadian house;

highest references. Box 253, Dry Goods Review, Toronto. (6)

WANThD

FIRST-CLASS dry goods travelers, state grounds tiavelled on and
class of aoods hannled ; correspondence confidential. Address Box

U, Dry Goods Review, Montreal. (6)

TWAVELEM WANTS POSITION

TRAVELER, experienced, good connection in Ottawa Valley, wishes
I to change, desires ready-to-wear lines, exceptional ability. Address

at once Box 484, Ottawa. (6)

WANTED.

WVIANTED—A good line of overalls for P. E. Island. Must be made
good and full, big in leg and not " skimped " in any way. Also

with orders for 5 dozen will want special labels. Apply M. A. C, care
of The Dry Goods Review, Montreal. (6;

IN OUR IMEINA/ IVI
We are now situated in our new and permanent
premises where we are prepared to fill all

orders promptly and satisfactorily.

THE EXCELSIOR CLOTHING MANUFACTURING CO.
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Men's, Youths', Boys' and Children's Clothing
8 St. Lawrence Street, - - MONTREAL

Iwrnti^mwm&m
w\ (§il®w[

EE THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.

AG ci?©C3 9 ®C3S?o LIMITED

DIRECTORY FOR
THE WHOLESALE

TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout
Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading
are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

THE KENNEDY CAP 00
Mam fait in f.k- oe Cxotb Caps,

523 St. Paul St.. - Montreal.

This space $10.00 per year. This spare SlO 00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO.,

Mini run kern of Hair Cloths,

St. Catharines, Out.
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OWING i<> the late date on which Eastei fell this year,

coupled with the continued cold weathei all through

the months of April ami May retail merchants will

have I" keep busy all through the month of June, as that

is all that remains of the Spring selling season. They

have go1 in concentrate then efforts on a strenuous sell-

ing campaign, to reduce as far as possible Spring lines

of goods before July comes along with its hot days.

When that month comes trade has to he given an impetus

with cut prices ami clearance sales.

On most lines there is still a good chance for ob-

taining full profit in the ne\t four weeks, though some

slow lines, which show unmistakable signs of developing

into stickers, will require the aid of the knife. Cutting

will not of necessity require to he so deep as it will

have to he later on. Remember, however, that every

sale made now will help on the good work of securing

the complete clearance of stock, which is one of the most

essential conditions of modern retailing.

Clear Out Goods.

•Merchants are all convinced, in theory at least, of the

bad policy of carrying over stock from one season to an-

other, but there are still quite a few who preach but do

not practice. Even in the large stores this holds good,

for each recurring season sees the resurrection of goods of

this class. Customers are quick to note this fact. No
doubt the true reason for holding them over is a desire

to get full value, or an unwillingness on the part of the

buyer to admit that he lias made a mistake, but, try as

he will, how is he going to break even if he holds the

goods ? Goods laid by represent just so much locked up

capital—capital lying dead and bringing in no return-

indeed it is worse than lying dead, for it is losing value

every day. It is just as thoueh a man had a certain sum
of money in the bank that was bringing him no interest,

and yet to get it out he would have to pay a fine, and

the longer it stayed there the greater the fine would be.

Besides, stock of this kind takes up room that ought to

be occupied with more profitable goods. This quite

illustrates what merchants are doing with idle capital;

not laid up in the bank, it is true, but on their own
shelves in the form of heavy reserve stock, or of goods

awaiting the season when they can again be put on sale.

Stick to the Store.

Spring days are tempting. They almost ask the mer-

chant to take a day off at this time of the year, but un-

til June is out he must make a virtue of necessity and

stick to business. His presence is of too much import-

ance in his store, for it should be clearly kept in mind

that only on goods sold in the next four weeks will it be

possible to realize regular profits, and in move out as

much stock as possible in that time met chants will have

to throw themsehcs heait and soul into their business.

This is no time for taking half a day, or even an hour,

off. Vacation time will come later, but business calls for

all a man's interest and energy now, and he must be

ready to respond. Already the bloom of newness is be-

ginning to fade from his goods, and more strenuous

efforts have to be made to hold bhe attention of his

customers. Nothing should be allowed to come between

him anil his business in the next tew weeks. He may
watch and pull the shades promptlj aftei Dominion Day

is over, but now he must use evei y possible opportunity
to galhei in profits.

The merchant's presence is necessarj to enthuse ins

salespeople, and to urge them to fresh efforts. His ad-

\ei Using Campaign, bOO, needs close attention. At this

tune il eaiinol possible be too vigorous. The displavs of

merchandise, both in the windows and in the stole, should

he extra line, and should be changed as often as possible

This is the tune, too, when the wholesale houses are be-

ginning to clear broken lines, and by their aid special

sales and special trims can be organized thai will greatly

help in the moving of the regular stock.

A Personal Examination.

It is imperative that the merchant should make a

close personal examination into the stock carried in the

various departments, and that he see to their condition

and pick out those lines that require more urging and

display to clear them out. If needful the knife may be

applied, though the cut need not be so deep now as it

would have to be a month later.

Everything now around the store needs the attention

of the master, for Spring retailing is at the lop notch,

and has to be kept there if he means to get his proper

profit out of his goods.

Does the merchant realize the immense value of the

cordial co-operation of his selling staff in the game. His

dignity will not suffer but, on the contrary, his pocket

will profit if he takes measures to secure it. It is not a

bad plan in trying to get a selling staff into line to call

the clerks together for an informal talk over matters,

and to make an appeal to them to second him with their

loyalty and best efforts. Let him remember, also, that

clerks are human, and that an appeal to self interest is

an all powerful one. Let him devise some scheme that

will offer an extra incentive on their part. A prize for

special faithfulness, or a small percentage on sales, or

P. M's on doubtful lines will be a great help in making

goods move.

The Millinery Department.

Towards the end of the month the waning of the sea-

son in the millinery department will be making itself

apparent, and as millinery stock is. of all others, the

most perishable, bargains should be offered beforehand.

It should be a case of "no reasonable offer refused " for

trimmed hats then, and the dealer will find that more

than one of his customers have had an eye on some par-

ticular headpiece, but have been deterred by the price,

and they will gladly take the opportunity to relieve him

of the coveted hat.

To reduce the stock of unt rimmed hats, hat trim-

mings, etc., an offer should be made, as an inducement,

to trim all hats to order free of charge, provided that

hat and trimmings are bought from the stock. As this

means a positive and tangible reduction, it should go far

to clear the millinery shelves.

AMONG THE TRADE.

Mr. L. M Harris will represent Gordon, Mackay &

Co., Toronto, in the eastern territory from Toronto to

Kingston, from the first of June, succeeding W. .1. Hop-

wood. Mi. Harris resigns his position as manager of

the domestic department, (i i eeiishiclds Limited. He has

had six years connection in the eastern field. Mr. C. ML

Cameron, SO well-known among the trade, will assume

charge of bhe domestics and flannelettes for Oreensluelds

Limited. .Mr. Cameron is extremely popular, and has a

wide acquaintance in the trade. He has been for some

time a general salesman throughout the house, and was

always to be seen on the main floor.
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MERCHANTS AND THEIR STORES
CAMPBELL BROTHERS, WOODSTOCK.

IN
no way is Woodstock more noted than in the ex-

cellence of its stores. Pre-eminent among these is

Campbell Brothers' dry goods house. It has long

outgrown a local reputation, and is now known through-

out Western Ontario as a store which rivals in its com-

pleteness the metropolitan establishments of Montreal

and Toronto.

The progress of the business is a striking tribute to

the personal ability of the two partners. The firm is

composed of Robert C. Campbell and James C. Campbell.

Bach member has worked steadily up through every part

of the trade and is a specialist in the branches now
directly under his management.

In 1901 the Campbell Brothers got control of the

store with which they had been so long identified. Since

that time the business has made great strides, and has

been forced to expand in various ways. The building

which the firm now occupies is admirably suited to its

purpose. It has a central location, being directly oppo-

site the city hall square. The entire building, which is

shown in the illustration, is occupied by (he different

dry goods departments. On the first floor are situated

the offices and the general dry goods stock, including

staples and novelties. The second floor is devoted to

millinery and ready-to-wear garments. The millinery

department is the one to which especial attention has

been given. So strong has it been made that at the

present time it is called upon to supply the wants of

women of fashion all over Canada. It provides a brilli-

ant example of what may be done in a small city in the

way of extending business. The ready-to-wear depart-

ment is fitted with up-to-date mirrors, which add greatly

to the ease of selling, and to the satisfaction of the

buyer. The third floor is occupied by carpets and oil-

cloths, and has also a workroom on it. The housefurnish-

Jng department is well situated for the display of stock.

Sufficient room is given for the unrolling of carpets, and

it is so far removed from the general business that the

stock is subject to no injurious wear.

A stock room occupies the fourth floor. There is an

elevator service to all parts of the building, and no diffi-

culty is found in getting customers to go to the upper

floors. In fact there is a distinct advantage in most

cases where people would prefer to transact their busi-

ness quietly than where there is a constant stream of

shoppers moving about.

This firm secures the benefits of direct importing.

i Hi RETURts
JUN 2
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Campbell Bros'. Store, Woodstock, Ont.

Twice a year Mr. R. C. Campbell, who does all the buy-

ing for the firm, makes a trip to the foreign markets.

The advertising, office and financial departments are in

charge of Mr. Jas. C. Campbell.

QUEBEC LEGISLATURE TAXES FOREIGN TRAVELLERS

THE following is the final amended resolution of the

Provincial Treasurer respecting licenses and taxes

upon commercial corporations and companies, which

became law in the Quebec Legislature on Saturday,

May 20th: "That in addition to a fee of $1 on the

granting of each license the duties comprised in the fol-

lowing tariff shall be payable by the applicant therefor

to the proper collector of provincial revenue, preliminary

to the granting thereof:

Commercial Travelers Representing Firms, Etc., Having

No Place of Business in Canada.

"For each license for a person not residing in the

Province of Quebec to act as a commercial traveler, by

soliciting or taking orders for, or selling goods or mer-

chandise, other than intoxicating liquors, or by advertis-

ing or offering such goods for sale, by sample, catalogue

or price list, for a person, firm or corporation, having no

place of business in Canada, the sum of $300."

Opinion in the Trade.

The amended resolution of the Quebec Legislature

came as a relief to the resident and influential body af

Montreal and Quebec manufacturers' agents, who, by the

original measure, considered they were to be subject to

a tax of $300 for each firm represented. A representa-

tive agent well summarizes the opinion of this class thus:

"The Quebec Legislature, which to my mind has been

taxing, as is well said, 'everything but its brains,' is

restricting the free intercourse of commerce. Business

should be as free as possible, although T can readily

understand that this measure is intended to affect the

large number of American and English houses especially,

who do business here through non-resident representatives.

Many of these, especially those from across the line, take

a. (lying trip up here and sell a considerable amount, and

can well be said to contribute nothing to Canada's in-
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Is However, I am .1 free tradei and believe id the

consume! buying in the cheapesl markel

"II will nut ailed materiallj an) Large English <n

Vmerican house doing .1 Fail amounl of business in 1 1n

aforesaid manner, although ii will tend to lessen theii

profits, unless an advance is made in tins market. It

cannot slop the real good houses from doing business ii

the old way. The smallei houses will be undei th(

uecessit) oi appointing permanent resident representatives

in evade tins tax, and in this way it is, perhaps, a favoi

able thing foi manufacturers' agents."

May Help Local Jobbers.

Montreal and Quebec jobbers generally considei thai

the tax will affeel them in a verj small measure, and

considerable relief is felt that it does not seriously dis-

criminate against, other jobbers outside the province \

broad and fair-minded influential Montreal interest has

this to say: "Large retailers in the habit of patronizing

American, English and various foreign traveling repre-

sentatives may be forced to buy through us in rate in-

stances, as this tax will preclude the smaller ones from

entering this field. However, as a class, 1 do not think

jobbers want forced business, but prefer to get it on the

merits of their goods. Still, further, 1 can see many
ways how this tax can be evaded, by appointing a resi-

dent representative.

"I do not favor the spirit of the law in any manner,

and consider it short-sighted. In some instances the

consumer will inevitably have to pay for an added cost

of goods, and it may mean that Toronto retailers will

l>e able to undersell then Montreal competitors in

inn bough 1 from foreign houses. 11 is more likely,

howevei thai Montreal retail bouses will lessen theii

profits. A good ni.iiii wholesalers buj direct, and it will

not al'lect them scnouslv as onlv a small amount ol

business is placed through drummers."
A large retailei condemned the spirit of the law in

the following manner: "1 think stores doing large enough

husiness to buy diiecl from the class hit at bj this law.

will suffer most. New York drummers will oftentimes

not he able to pay a lax of this size ioi the amount of

business done in this market. This will he go1 around

hv appointing resident agents, I am sure, and out smait

legislature will find itself fooled aftei all."

Does Not Hit Canadian Firms.

The general sentiment even in Montreal is that the

Lax is an unfair discrimination in nstiaint of trade and

will cause more or less confusion and inevitable retalia-

tion, which is against the spirit of Confederation

General satisfaction is expressed that Canadian jobbers

and manufacturers outside tiie Province of Quebec are

not affected, as it is distinctly specified that the tax

applies only to representatives of firms "having no place

of husiness in Canada." Much confusion is caused by

the fact that representatives must be residents of the

Province of Quebec, and this is in some quarters inter-

preted to discriminate against Canadian jobbers and

manufacturers; but The Review is assured such is not the

intention of the Act.

WHITEWEAR
RETAILERS have been working hard since the lie-

ginning of the year to reduce their stocks of white-

wear to a manageable size. January sales were

pretty general. Whitewear was featured at Spring open-

ings, and efforts are to culminate in extended June sales.

Price cutting has been very general in whitewear lately,

particularly in the cheaper grades, which seem to be the

hardest to move, for if any mice concession is advertised

on better-grade garments it seems to bring out the

croud, while little or no interest is taken if the knife is

put dee]) into cheap lines.

This is in a great measure due to the manner in

which frequent displays of fine imported or better lines

of Canadian-made garments keep line whitewear in the

public eye, and which has a great educative influence and

inculcates that, refinement that demands better materials

and daintier effects, rather than florid frills of cheap lace.

This liner, plainer whitewear is not only in better taste.

hut is much more practical, for both material and trim-

ming is better, it lasts longer, and, as the chief effect

is obtained by means of good workmanship, the finish is

of the best, and a visit to the tub means perfect renova-

tion as it does not tax the skill of .the laundress.
* *

Corset covers aie alwavs a strong line for the Sum-

mer trade, and on new samples there is pretty nearly as

much trimming lavished on the back as the hunt. Bertha

effects, much frilled, are shown for the improvement of

thin, undeveloped figures. These Like the place of the

blouses worn so much when the defunct pouch in Eronl

was the order of the day. The return to more lilted

figure Inn-; ts gradual!) working changes in the shape of

corsel covers, for the fullness at 1 he waist line must he

overcome in some manner. The latest idea is (he covet

thai is all ill one piece and has neither flout nor back

The round neck is trimmed with laic and

beading and the covei slips over the head; pieces from the

hack are fastened bj eyelet holes 1o the corset fastener

in front, and pieces from the front fasten at the back.

When this cover is donned and properly adjusted, there is

no fullness in any portion, hut just a plain, smooth fit.

Drawers follow the same effort to exclude surplus bulk

at the waist line, and the French circular cut is daily

gaining ground. Main of the later shapes are made so as

to lit under the corset hook and the band is around

the hips instead of around the waist.

* *

For the past six or seven weeks matched sets for

bridal outfits have been selling well. These generally

consist of the gown, drawers and corset cover, but now
in many instances a white' skirt is also added. A pretty

idea, 1 hough it makes more work, is seen on imported
sets. The seams of the garment have all a heading set

in. This pretty finish is also used on some of the new
blouses.

In gowns the "princesse" shape is the latest novelty,

the hark being ol the godet order, while the front is more
lilted than u< 1 v\ ns usually are and suggests in a measure

the lines of the figure.
* *

*

The Josephine gown is anothei new comer. It is

fashioned with a yoke lh.it extends under the arm.

and this yoke is the foundation for much elaborate trim-

ming. Lace einbroiderv I lickings and even puffings are

used. A broad beading loins yoke and .skirt and the latter

is very full and in the higher-priced gowns is finished with

a lace-edged frill. All-over embroideries are much used

111 dev (doping this si v ie of v oke.

* *

The hue v oke and sleeves to match is anothei noveltv

seen in these sets, and the coin spol pattern is very
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attractively used for these yokes and sleeves. The open-

ing is generally Y-shaped and some smart and not par-

ticularly high-priced gowns arc shown in this class. The

sleeve is most often made in an elbow-length ombrelle

shape. There is a novel t\ shown in high-priced gowns
that, though it is not very likely to descend, is interest-

mi;, and that is the fancy front or plastron that, presents

an unbroken line of trimming from throat to hem. The
waist is defined by a beading and the simulated effect is

as of bodice and skirt.
* *

*

Among new lines shown for the Summer trade arc

"princesse" slips, intended to act as a foundation for

Summer frocks. There are both round and square necks

and either a shoulder strap or a sleeve to the elbow is

used Flounces finish the foot and Valenciennes is used

as a trimming. While the majority are round in length,

a few show the train. These are made of colored batiste.

NEW HOME FOR GLOVE COMPANY.
The Toronto (Move and Tanning Co., Limited, have

moved from fSS Adelaide street east to 8-10 Wellington

street east. The change has enabled the company to

greatly increase its space and facilities for turning out

high-grade goods. Mr. Rhys I). Fairbairn is president of

the company and under his personal supervision if will

undoubtedly make rapid strides in public favor. In the

new premises the company will be enabled to turn out

their gloves and gauntlet specialties to far better advant-

age than has heretofore been possible.

WOES OF A TRAVELER.

A REVIE
l\ waylai

THE TREASURER EXPLAINS

IN
answer to the Montreal Board of Trade's protest

against the recent provincial tax placed on transfers

of stocks and bonds, manufacturers' agents, etc., the

Provincial Treasurer replied as follows:

"'The object of the amendment to the law with respect

to navigation companies was aimed particularly at

iramp ships, which heretofore have not been reached by

the law, and have paid no taxes whatever. The old law

taxed navigation companies running 'egular lines of

steamers, etc. As amended, the law includes every navi-

gation company, steamship company, partnership or

association owning, operating or running one or more
steamships or vessels between any place in the Province ^^^—.
of Quebec and any other place in the province or in any

other country, or any agent of such company, partnership f?p"T*r f

or association. The amount of the tax is the same as

heretofore.

"It never was intended to place a tax upon resident

manufacturers' agents, etc. It was my inadvertence that

the law officer left out the word 'non-resident.' The law
only applies to non-resident commercial travelers repre-

senting foreign (inns, who come to Canada, take orders

for goods, and return home."

aylaid in a small town for over two days awaiting

the arrival of a cheque from his firm. Such a con-

dition necessitates an enquiry into the modern method of

defraying travelers' expenses if time and money is not to

be wilfully wasted. If the traveler in question had had

the privilege of drawing upon his firm he would not have

had to waste two days in a small town. Drafts are

risky if the representative is not tried and true, but as

the bank requires an endorser, fraud is minimized. A
method followed by many progressive houses is to start

out their men with enough money to carry them for sev-

eral weeks, the sole statement of expenses each week

being the money on hand. Even the most cut and dried

attempt to check representatives is insufficient, and. the

sanest method is to appeal to the honor of the traveler.

Every traveler and every firm can multiply instances like

the above and an adjustment compatible with the inter-

ests of both parties is a necessity.

ERECTS NEW WAREHOUSE.

F' Dame street almost inadequate to cope with shipping

and storage demands, the Montreal Waterproof

Clothing Co. have erected on their factory premises

Papineau avenue, a warehouse complete with every mod-
ern detail. It is from two to three storeys in height and
covers an area measuring 50x155 feet. It fa^es Papineau
avenue and an archway leads through to the commodious
factory three storeys in height and 155x110 feet. Over-

one acre of space is utilized by this firm in the require-

ments of their extensive business.

For the convenience of house trade their present

down-town quarters will be maintained by utilizing the

first floor as a complete sample room. A competent head
is in charge and customers will receive every attention.

The Elite Costume Co. occupy part of the space vacated
by the waterproof firm. Another tenant is N. Levinson, a

fur specialty manufacturer.

Mr. Harris Wener, of the Montreal Waterproof Cloth-

ing Co., leaves as soon as his health permits for an ex-

tensive tour of England, Germany, and France, making
New York his first slopping point. This trip is primarily
to secure the very latest ideas in style and fabric.

FIXTURES
During this month

we are making a cut

on these elegant Metal

Racks. Now is the

time to buy for your Fall require-

ments.

Hangers, in great variety,

equally cheap. All other lines

of Display Fixtures in stock or

made to order. Fine Wax Fig-

ures a specialty. British Plate

Mirrors any size. Hall Borchert

Adjustable Forms. Silent

Salesmen and Show Cases.
Nickel Plated Hat, Millinery

and Shoe Stands.

s first class, and
moderate in price.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOCUE

CLATWORTHY & CO., ™ZL
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NOTES OF THE TRADE.
• The assignmenl is noted of Charles Merrier, dry goods
dealer at Valleyfield, Que.

T. Brown, of Colborne, has boughl the dry goods
stuck uf Mrs. Barfel, Porl Hope, and is selling it off in

Colboi ne,

Thos. Foard, Glen Williams, has retired from business

owing to ill health, and has rented his factory to .los.

Beaumont.

J. A. Schroder, of Elmira, Ont., lias sold his stock

ol dry goods and will handle men's clothing and furnish-

ings exclusivelj

.

The Norris Collar Co. are to occupy the premises

\aeated by the Eureka Planter Co., Windsor, who are

removing to Woodstock.

.John ('. Green & Co. will erect a $45,000 warehouse

on the north side of Wellington street, between York
and Bay streets, Toronto.

The Dominion Coat and Apron Co., of Toronto, have

purchased a block of land on Alice .street and will utilize

the building on it for a laundry.

Mr. A. F. Revol, of Perrin, Freres cV Co., Montreal,

sailed from New York for France the last of May. lie

will be absent for a couple of months.

C. A. Calkins lias purchased the plant and stock of

the Merchants Mantle Manufacturing, Toronto. Hereafter

it will be run under the name of Calkins & Co.

H. P. Monroe & Co., Selkirk, Man., have disposed of

their stock of dry goods and will henceforth confine their

attention to millinery, men's furnishings and shoes.

A. Cupplcman and J. 0. Rosenthal have entered upon

the manufacture of rainproof and waterproof garments

for men and women at 31a St. Lawrence street, Mont-

real.

R. .1. Devlin, the Ottawa furrier, has converted his

business info an incorporated company under the firm

name of the R. J. Devlin Co., Limited. The capital

stock is $inn, ooo.

Farrell & Belisle, wholesale millinery, will opcupy

complete premises at 257 Notre Dame w:est, Montreal, the

first of this month. Their quarters are in the centre of

the wholesale district.

Hoffman & Sons are building a new business block in

Chatham to accommodate their dry goods store. The

linn will occupy the first two floors and the rest of 1he

building will be devoted to offices.

Frank Shepperd, of Chapman Bros., Amherst, has

resigned his position and will go to Campbellton, where

he will act as buyer and manager of the dry goods de-

partment of McKenzie, Flett & Co.

H. V. Dowker, ol' the Crescent Manufacturing Co..

Limited, is at present in important foreign silk markets

making selections for the ensuing season. Mr. Dowker is

not expected hack till about the firs! of July.

Geo. B. Fraser, id' Greenshields Limited, is expected

back in Montreal the first of this month. Mr, Fraser has

been making a western tour, embracing the Canadian

(ireat West, British Columbia and California.

M. Scanlan, sr., has retired from the dry goods firm

of M. Scanlan & Son, of Halifax. The business, whirl: is

.in old-established one, will be continued at the old stand

under the same firm name by Mr. Scanlan, jr.

Letters of incorporation have been granted the White

,\ \l,i\ Co. Limited, St. Man's, Ont. The new linn

have a capital of $75,000 and are permitted to carry on

a wholesale and retail dry goods and general business.

R. C. Burns a Co., drj goods merchants, Brantford,

Ont., have made alterations and additions to their stoic

which will alinosl double their floor space The linn is

progressive and deserves the success whiph it has won

\ lire recently damaged A. II Gordon's dry goods
I Ol \e\\ Westminster, to the extent of 58,000. The

lire also penetrated into R. F. Anderson & Co s ware-
houses, which are situated in the storey below, where
much damage was done.

George F. Bissett. formerly traveler for Manchester,
Robertson & Allison. St. .John. X.P... lias been appointed
general manager ol' the Oxford Woolen Mills. Mr.

McCuiui. who has been acting manager lor gome time

lor the company, will be secretary and treasurer.

F. W. Stewart, of Salem Co., Limited. Montreal. L mak-
ing a flying' trip through the Maritime Provinces. Many
revelations are spoken of by Mr. Stewarl as included in

the complete lines of Fall samples of blouses, shirts.

etc., etc. He will be absent from Montreal about four

weeks.

The Montreal Suspender and Umbrella Co. are con-

sidering the establishment of a factory in Ottawa. The
company have plants in Montreal and Sorel already, but

I hey contemplate going in for the manufacture and laun-

dering of shirts, and would use the Ottawa branch for

I hat purpose.

The Dominion Batik is reported to have offered (130,000

for the properties of the Canadian Woolen Mills. This is

a much more advantageous proposition than that made
by W?

. I). Long some months ago. It is now thought

that the creditors of the mills will receive seventy-five

cents on the dollar.

F. B. Drouin, of the Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited,

Montreal, sailed for foreign markets from New York on

Saturday, May 20, on ss. Lucania. He takes the trip, of

course, in the interests of his business and, as usual, will

make a stay of about six weeks. His knowledge of

styles adapted to the Canadian market is widely recog-

nized and respected.

James Kyle, of Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co.. Montreal,

sailed Friday, the 26th of May. for foreign markets. Mr.

K\rle will, as usual, be absent about two months, and will

visit all the principal foreig-n manufacturing centres,

picking: up novelties in laces, embroideries, trimmings.

ete. He is known as a shrewd and careful buyer, and is

popular in these centres.

Notice of a dissolution of partnership has been given

by Wm. H. Ooulding, Wm. Shannon and A. C McFar
lane, who have been' manufacturing silks, cords, tassels

and leather fancy goods in Toronto. In future Wm. H
Ooulding will carry on the manufacture of the leather

goods branch of the former business and Shannon & M.

Farlane will conduct the other departments in partner-

ship.

An important change is about to take place in dry

goods circles in Winnipeg. R. R. Gallagher, who for

many years represented Greenshields Limited, Montreal,

on the road, and who since that firm established a ware-

house in Winnipeg has been director of their business

there, has severed his connection with that company and

has accepted an important position with Stobart, Sons

& Co., Limited. Mr. Gallagher is one of the best known
dry goods men in the West.

Jacob Gold and Robert Cohen were sentenced to

lifteen days' imprisonment and a fine of ?200 or six

months for defrauding the firm of Hermann II. Wolf &
Co., Montreal They had been engaged by the firm to

conduct a wholesale clothing business, the capital being

furnished by Hermann II. Wolf & Co. In letting out the

contracts for making the clothes, Gold and Cohen had

oven barged, and the fraud was discovered when personal

supers ision was instituted.
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PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. S. Ricard, of the Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec, has

finished a successful western trip with Fall lines.

Mr. Sage, with the Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited, is

now in the west showing their lines of furs, hats and

caps

Mr. J. W. Rathhone, with E. W. Jacobs & Co.,

Montreal, has finished a successful fur trip in the Mari-

time Provinces.

Mr. W. A. DeWar is now representing the Moore Car-

pet Co., Limited, Sherbrooke, P.Q., in the far west. He
carries a complete range.

Mr. D. J. Nicklin is the new Ontario representative

of the Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited, owing to

the illness of Mr. Jack Samuels.

Mr. M. M. Allen, buyer of dry goods for Messrs. J.

H. Hickman & Co., of Dorchester, N.B., has had to re-

sign his position owing to ill health.

Mr. .J. M. Alexander, president of the S. F. Mc-

Kinnon Co., Toronto, has just returned from an extended

tour of the British and foreign markets.

Mr. F. X. De Grandpre, foreign buyer for Debenham,

Caldecott & Co., Montreal, leaves this month for foreign

miKinery centres on the Lake Manitoba.

Mr. J. B. Laliberte, Sr., Quebec, P.Q., is making a

six weeks' buying tour in foreign fur markets, principally

France, Germany and Russia. He is a veteran in the fur

trade.

Mr. Harper, buyer for Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal,

sailed on the 1st of June for an extended tour in the

millinery fashion markets. He will be absent about two
months.

Mr. A. O. Morin, of A. O. Morin & Co., wholesale

dry goods, Montreal, sailed on the Majestic on the 17th

ult., on a business trip to the Old Country. He intends

visiting the hosiery makers at Bradford.

Mr. T. P. Kent, who has resigned from the Robert

Simpson Co., was presented with four cut glass pieces

by the department heads of that company. Great re-

gret was expressed at Mr. Kent's departure.

Mr. B. Tooke, of Tooke Bros., Limited, Montreal,

sailed Friday, May 26th, on steamer Canada, for various

foreign centres. This is primarily a pleasure trip, and

Mr. Tooke will be absent for about six weeks.

Mr. F. Taylor, representing Holland & Webb, Limit-

ed, Nottingham, England, with branch houses in all im-

portant foreign centres, paid a call to ' the Montreal

office of The Review during May. Mr. Taylor is calling

upon the textile interests of Canada.

Mr. A. J. Hart, of the Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal,

sailed Friday, the 12th. on the SS. Victorian for Europe.

Mr. Hart will visit London and Paris, the acknowledged

fashion centres, in search of new ideas. His wife accom-
panies him. The tour will extend about two months.

Mr. M. Lenz, long known as member and manager of

the firm of Lenz & Leiser, wholesale dry goods mer-
chants, of Victoria, B.C., has retired on account of ill

health. He will make an extended visit to California,

where his friends will hope for him a speedy recovery.

Mr. William Stitt, who has been in the glove busi-

ness in Toronto for twenty years, died on May 26th,

after a short illness. Mr. Stitt owned the Paris Kid
Glove Store on King street, and was a successful business

man. By carefulness and business ability he established

a store of high reputation, and he will be a distinct loss

to the commercial life of Toronto.

Mr J. A C. Poole, of the China & Japan Silk Co.,

Limited, secured a good deal of free advertising for his

firm, after his return from the Far East, by lending to

A. Michaels, a prominent tobacconist, Montreal, a series

of interesting and recent pictures of the struggle in the

Far East. These were displayed in Mr. Michaels' win-
dows, and a card announced their source.

SMALLER HATS FOR FALL.

SPRING buyers lately returned from Paris are busy
forecasting shapes and materials for Fall. Further
than this, purchases have been made from the New

York market of many new shapes for Fall to be shown
the trade this month. Millinery styles show the con-
tinued approval of late Spring fashions, and an effort will
<be made to semi-popularize many of the styles intro-
duced with comparative favor this season. A decided
tenuency in all styles of dress is noticed to hark back
to a period of fifty years ago. Millinery exhibits this

tendency more than any other line. A hat of small pro-
portions is the logical outcome, although it is extremely
doubtful if very large women can be induced to wear this
very small hat. It would be approaching the ridiculous
metaphor of " an apple on a bundle of hay," and Cana-
dian women to-day are too sensible to take up with an
unbecoming fad. What this small hat means, however,
is that the majority of women will conform to this small
hat idea in as far as possible. Women have a tendency
of keeping near the lines of fashion. It simply means
we will have a variety of small shapes, and every woman
who can possibly wear one will do so. The education in-

dulged in this Spring will bear fruit. The consumer
and the retailer have been wedded so long to some form
of the Gainsborough effect that it will take time to

thoroughly perform the change.

At any rate, the shapes now being shown the trade
are all conforming to this style, and generally are short
in the front and high at the back. This is varied in
several ways. The small round affair is strongly
shown. This style of hat brings with it many attendant
changes in trimmings and in hair dressing. The trim-
ming will then be massed and must be at the back. These
styles will affect the early ready-to-wear trade, and New
York styles shown in this market confirm this impression.

The polo is very prominent, and is already very popular.
The casino, a straight brimmed sailor is another shape
which has been exploited for Spring, and will be seen for

early Fall. A large business is expected to be done upon
the Napoleon. The French sailor will be exceptionally

good. Beaver hats are again expected to be very popular.

These hats are very becoming, and the new attractive

shapes will make them very popular for the early season.

The new millinery colors are expected to accord with

the new dress goods colors. Reds are particularly pro-

minent, and greens and browns will occupy their old posi-

tion. Violin shades will be good. Navy and champagne
are also slated.

A buyer lately returned from Paris has the following

to say regarding the opening of the Salon, and regards it

as a iiiiide in buying Fall trimmings. Out of every ten

hats worn at this occasion four had as trimmings Para-

dise birds, three had feathers, two ribbons and one flowers.

Wings are heralded as l>ein<r good, but a large business

will be done on silk pompons.

\>.l
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

I 111 REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Old Firm With a New Name.

Till-:
in in formerlj styled Waldman & Sommer,

Montreal, is now known as J. II. Waldman <S

Co., owing to the retiremenl from the firm ol

Mr. Waldman's partner, Nov. 23, L904. Several

improvements have been made in the old

premises, and forward is the watchword of ibis firm. The
trade is assured oi the latesl productions in populai

priced, as well as high-class, goods, for which the late

firm had an enviable reputation.
As in the past, Mr. Waldman will exercise bis personal

supervision over the designing and manufacturing, and
customers may be assured thai cut, make, lit and style

will be as excellent as formerlj . Mr. Waldman is known
as an original designer and takes particular pride in

supervising all the details of the work connected with
the production of the firm, lie is enthusiastic over Hie

preparations for Fall and has confidence that a line of

excellent interest will be shown the trade.

Speaking of the Spring trade just drawing to a close,

he considers the cloak business for the past five months
far and away ahead of any previous season. His long

and widespread experience places him in an advantageous
position to judge of the marvelous growth in this par-

ticular, as his experience dales back for a period of over

sixteen years. Main - a rich and appropriate anecdote of

early efforts is related with a keen touch of humor. His
first experience in Canada was with the old firm of

Messrs. John Ryan & Co., Limited, of Toronto, when the

mantle business practically consisted of a small embroi-
dered cape for the Spring season, retailing from $1.25

to $8. A skirt at thai lime was undreamed of; jackets

had a fair showing for Fall, but shawls were relied upon
in the smaller centres. A retailer only has to contrasl

this condition with garments turned out to-day to

realize the wonderful progress made in the cloak industry

during the last ten years, and future developments may
confidently lie expected.

The Fall line to be shown the trade this month
appeals strongly to users of stylish, popular-priped and
high-class merchandise. Although various styles are

shown, there is a dominant note of entire harmony in

the finished Waldman garment. F.xact nicety of work-
manship and an appropriate finish to the high-class fab-

rics employed in the manufacture lends confidence to

these advance styles Coals ranging in length from 38 to

J 1 inches in both the tight and loose-fitting style are

exploited. A word description is entirely inadequate in

describing the peculiar details which mark distinction.

Fashion plays an important part in this line, and the

confidence of the patrons of this firm is shown in the

many letters from pleased customers stating that they

consider Waldman's goods superior in style and fabric to

those of the best American manufacturers. House trade

is featured and commodious and up-to-date sample rooms
,ne provided

The W. R. Brock Co., Montreal.

The Brock Co. aie showing a range of 20-in. taffeta

checks to retail a1 20c, jusl the thing for children's

dresses, etc.

Tartans promise to he among the most popular pat-

terns shown this year, and the Brock Co, have provided
foi the demand h\ putting in a large range id' plaid

patterns in man} materials. Good value m vicuna serges

can be had a1 Brock's, a it in. line retailing for 25c.

being a leader.

in the silk department a special line of colored taffeta

in retail at 50c. is shown, while in louisines, taffeta

checks, and shot silks the stock is a l in everj particular.

Messalines for shirtwaisi suit pecially worth
mention.

Brock's linen dep.i I I men I has a range of towels to

retail from 7 to 50( each li you are looking foi lines

o i up call at 1 he warehi Linei are also

ock bui 1 1

o
>.

| rapidlj

.

In the table linen stock, cloths with napkins to match
are noticeable, main verj pretty designs being shown.
The prices run from %2 pel cloth up nd napkins to
match the cloths are retailed al about $2 to (6 per dozen

A very special napkin, 22 inches to retail al SI 50
per dozen, is also a feature

If there is anything thai the Brock Co. can do cheapei
than anyone else this month it is turkey reds. They are
selling regular He. goods al prices which enable them to

be retailed foi 5c, and 15c. line is going at a price which
will give you a good profit at 12c. Write and ask for
cuttings.

A nice lot of French art draperies, furniture cover-
ings, etc., to retail at from 35c. to $1 per yard, has just
been received by the carpet department. The patterns
are very attractive and the values are A 1. Some im-
ported Roman stripe material suitable lor portieres, etc.,

is making a big hit in the department also.

Brock's have a range of straw mattings which can be
retailed at from 12A to 30c. per yard.

Some pretty designs in velvet squares can be had in

this department also. A very attractive dark red design
is shown in "Kimberley" velvet and the popular size,

3x4, can be retailed at $25.
Crushed leather- and silk belts are still popular and

every indication points to their remaining so for some
lime to come. T51 silk to retail at 25c. is a "hummer,"
and if you want a special for your bargain counter this

will till tha hill about as well as anything we have seen.

Fancy linen-color muslins are making a hit this sea-

son. E101 is about the most popular pattern at Brock's.
Do you want a special basket cloth at about four

(cents below regular market value? If you do call at "E"
department, or if out of town, write for samples and
price. 11 is a wonder.

Brock's are showing a range of lace curtains at prices

from 25c. to $15 per pair. It surely ought to be easy to

sort up a curtain stock from this lot.

Neck ruchings are the latest "caper." Brock's have a

pretty range, a pale blue being especially good.

A nice range of bell buckles and blouse sets is always
• oi aid to increasing a retailer's sales. Brock's have some
pretty lines to retail al from 10c. up to $1.

"Buster Brown's'
-

stocking has been received, and for

a -mid boy's slocking to retail at 25c. it is hard to beat
this one. "Buster" has also sent a lot of his sister's

stockings tor girls, to retail al the same price as his.

'•'Uncle Sam" brace to retail at 40c. is something you
need. It's pretty much the same as the "President." but

the price is a little lower and that is a "powerful" argu-
ment with some people.

P. Garneau, Fils & Cie, Quebec.

The knitted goods department has all the new Fall

samples in hands of travelers, and reports most satisfac-

tory advance sales. The assortment comprises best values

and most saleable styles in Hecce-lined goods, a novelty

being a fleeced elastic rib in drab shade; "W'oolnaps '—

double body, unshrinkable litis, elastic ribs. Scotch knit;

and the "Wolsey I nshrinkable" (all garments in this line

replaced if not as represented).

In the women's and children's section, the Uygiean
bland is shown in numerous lines and prices to suit all

requirements. The increasing popularitv of these goods

tturallj having its effect on deliveries, and we advise

clients to ordet earlj The "Wolsey Unshrinkable" is also

one oi the popular lines with women, each garment is

guaranteed noi lo shrink and is returnable if not as

.lilt eed

Mohair and wool Tarn O'Shanters are shown in vari-

ous new styles the "double adjustable top" in plain and

faue\ colors is a leader and will be a larger seller during
ii Knitted hoods, which will he in demand next

Fall, have been well looked after, and the lines shown
v, ill be found collect Toques, sashes, clouds, cardigans

and polkas are all well represented in the selection.

i!e lull ranges foi Fall are now offered to the inspec-

-i the trade, \ s anticipated, lustres ami mohairs
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are still to the tore, and will be the popular material Ei

the early Fall season. Besides the plain cloths, some very
pretty checks and spot effects are shown in lustre checli

figures, spot figures, fancy checks and diamond checks,

mohair fancies and costume cords. The best selling

Spring lines in navy and brown lustre and mohair have
been re-ordered to come into stock in June. Broad-
cloths and Venetian cloths are also being taken up, as
well as some fancy tweeds, fancy wool canvas and wool
crinkles. In black goods, union and wool, corkscrews,
Henriettas, hopsacks, diagonals, armures, cheviots, crepe-

lines, eoliennes are amongst the safe floods. In Mousing
materials some nobbv styles are shown in printed French
flannels and blouse cloths.

The hosiery department reports large sales in em-
broidered half-hose for men and open-work stockings for

women and children. In ribbed cashmere hose they offer

exceptional value to retail at 25c. Tan shades are very
popular both in cashmere and cotton; the heavy demand
has affected deliveries and orders should be sent in early.

Xew English and Canadian suitings are coming into

stock daily. If you require the best value in the market
in hairline panting at "job" prices, write for samples,

you will find it here. Rome very stylish checks are sell-

ing for men's and women's overcoats. Starkey's beavers
will be found in stock as well as the best values of

Canadian mills. Wool finished and mercerised Italians

are offered at attractive juices for retailing purposes.

Debenhani, Caldecott & Co.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co. have just passed into stock

a large shipment of colored ribbons, principally taffeta

monsseline. Their leaders are PonSSO. 3 3-4 inches wide,

to sell at 20c.. and PonSS2. 4 5-8 inches wide, to sell al

25c. They are showing these two numbers in a large range
of colors, comprising all the leading' Summer and "Fall

shades. PonSS4 colored taffeta monsseline. in all width's

from number 3 to 60. in the leading shades. These' num-
bers can be retailed at popular prices with a good margin
of profit. They can fill your orders either for immediate

or Fall delivery. Their silk stock is well assorted, both

in black, white and colors, and they have the scarce shades

in Ensrlish plait) and a full range of colors in taffetas.

1 aillette. louisines. They have all weaves in blacks and

whites, satins taffetas, duchess satins, paillettes, louisines.

brocades, taffeta chiffons, failles, peau-de-soie. etc.

Orders will have their immediate and careful attention.

John Macdonald & Co.. Toronto.

In tin staple department all lines for Fall trade will

be well forwarded this month. Special numbers showing
in flannels, blankets and comforters, at very close prices.

E150 Saxony flannelette, 28 in., very heavy, at 8c, is

selling very freely; it comes in white, cream, pink, sky

and red.

E154, E155, El 56, stripe flannelette, at 8, 9 and 10c,

are the best value shown in Canada, and cannot be re-

peated at price.

E157. wrapperette, is a special flannel finish in

French flannel patterns at lie.

E15S, wrapperette, special flannel finish, patterns very
choice, at 114c

Their well known numbers of white cottons will be
in stock this month—I-C29 to E15—all marked down in

price. Customers would do well to place orders for

these early, as they cannot repeat to sell for same
figures.

Crum's prints for the assorting season in all the
staple lines now in stock.

In the staple department there are still a few odd
lines to job in prints, muslins, flakes, grenadines, etc.

The linen department stock is complete. A few
specials are : Cream damask tablings. E20, 5fi in., at
194c; E22, 56 in., 22Ac; E23, 60 in., 25c; E27, 60 in.,
27ic; E28, 70 in., 32Ac Bleached damask tablings :

E89, 58 in., 25c.; E92. 66 in., 35c; E109, 65 in., mer-
cerized, 37fc; E104, 70 in., 50c

Towellings—larger range and better than ever; fifty
different lines; a few of the leaders are : E104, tea
cloth. Bfc.; E107. 15c; dk. crash, 5c; E109. 17 in.
bord. crash, 6c; E119, 18c; red blarnev buck. 8c; E13I)
17c.; homespun, 8c; E131, hygenic crash, 8c Special
values in cloths, with napkins to match. Hemstitched
cloths, sideboard covers, five o'clock tea cloths, tray
cloth?;, doylies and napkins.

John Macdonald & Co. report from their dress goods,
silk, hosiery, glove and ready-to-wear departments that
their travelers, with samples of these goods, are now on
the road for the Fall season, 1905. Their dress goods
include the latest productions of the English, French and
German markets in plain goods, tartans, cashmeres,
serges, cheviots, etc Their cashmere and wool hosiery
are up to standard, and selling at old prices, notwith-
standing the big advance in the wool market. They are
showing a splendid assortment of cashmere and Ring-
wood gloves in ladies', misses' and children's sizes
In silk they are showing their guaranteed black taffeta
and their special black peau-de-soie. 36-in. black peau-
de-soie ;it all prices. Fancy silk for blouses at all
prices. They are also showing clearing lines in dress
goods, silks, hosiery, muslins and laces.

In ready-to-wear goods they are showing the finest
range thai they have ever shown of ladies' waists in
flannelette, fancy flannels, voiles, wool goods and silks.
Ladies' kimonas and dressing sacques, children's dresses
and bear skin coats. Their values in flannelette under-
wear are unsurpassed. In skirts their range is com-
plete and the prices will attract the attention of the
keenest buyer

John Macdonald & Co. say that for the Fall sea-
son s tailoring trade their stock wiU include a large as-
sortment in all the newest makes and qualities, pur-
chased from the best makers, and will be sold at the
smallest possible profit. They are showing special value
in Scotch, English and Canadian worsted and tweed
suitings, trouserings, and overcoatings. Black and blue
worsteds and serges in their own special brands—Bel-
warps, Oakiands, King Edward, Canada, Laselles Ma-
sonic, Atlanta and Maple Leaf. Thev have alwavs in
stock a large range of plain and fancv linings and tailor's
1 nmmings.

John Macdonald & Co. state that never before have
they shown such value and assortment in men's furnish-
ing and haberdasherv as thev are showing for the Fall
and Winter seasons of 1905. All their popular lines with
new ones added, in men's underwear, half hose, top
shirts, ready-made shirts, pants and overalls, braces
neckwear, collars, cuffs, umbrellas, waterproof coats!
both for ladies and gentlemen, and a full stock of small-
wares.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their carpet
and housefurnishings department seventeen clearing lines
as follows

: One in 8-4 linoleums at 27Ac per square
yard; one in 8-4 cork carpet at 42Jc per square yard'
one in 16-4 linoleums at 50c per square vard; two in
tapestry carpets, 55c per vard; six in 3-plv wool car-
pets, ?7*c. per square vard; six in 2-plv wool carpets
50c. per square vard. They have also in stock 12 pat-
terns in 8-4 "C" quality inlaid linoleums. Four lines in
Swiss curtains, 25 per cent, below regular value, to re-
tail from $3 to $5 per pair. A new range of French Bat-
tenburg curtains to retail at from $7.50 to $35 per pair
I wo special lines in lace curtains, 60 inches wide, to re-
tail at $1 per pair. Two lines in Japanese verandah mats
to retail at $1.25 and $1.50 each. Three lines in British
rugs to retail at $2.50, $3, $3.50 each

New range in No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 Canadian floor
oilcloths. Table oilcloths and stair oilcloths now on
exhibition.

W. Williams & Son, Limited.

Invaluable to the buyer of notions for desk reference
is the trade catalogue issued by W. Williams & Son
Bread street, London. The binding is substantial, neat
and useful and shows on the front the trade mark "the
wreath and lion." This device is also repeated on the
metal clasp that the weight and size of the book make
necessary. The whole book shows the thought and care
that has been expended to make it a book of ready refer-
ence for the busy man. The index and department in-
formation comes first, and at the beginning of each sec-
tion is an artistic card mounted on deep chocolate heavy
paper. That these have a further use than looking prettv
is soon found out when the book is gone over, for they
are a material help in turning up the different lists.

To enumerate contents would take up both time and
space, but there are quite a number of notion novelties
shown that would be might v good selling propositions in
Canada.

Another feature noticed is the way in which package
goods are made to advertise the retailer's goods, for wher-
ever on lid or label the name of the firm who buv good?;
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can be shown ii is done Labels are reproduced in the

colors used, ami the man who pays attention to notions,
i. news without pointing oul the value of attractive labels.

In short, this is a book thai all buyers for notion
'ii [..ii i nifiiis should qo1 fail, if possible, to secure, though
hum lis size and weigh 1 n is possible that only a limited
number will be set aside foi the Canadian trade.

W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

Travelers are now covering the ground with complete
range of Fall dress goods, and the W. R. B. Co. are show-
ing some magnificent product ions from the world's
markets in the dress goods line. Their buyers have

spared no pains expense in the latest and newest

styles and designs, and at prices that cannot fail to be

popular with the retail merchant. Among the leading

Fall fabrics come a very handsome collection of

mohairs, including plain grounds with bright over checks,

small flaked grounds with broken checks, spots, etc.

These come in a .ureal variety of combinations: mirage
melange, phantom broehe, chameleon lustre, salamaudre
melange, leviathan stripes, Sandringham suitings, aure-

voir, shot mirages are a few of their long list of new
i fleets in this popular fabric.

Next to mohairs, velvets and silks are to be leading

Autumn fabrics, and this firm are showing a splendid line

of chiffon velveteen, absolutely fast in color. Tans,

browns, greens, reseda and moss, reds, cardinal and rasp-

berry, navy, etc., are the leading colors. Also a line of

hollow-cul cords in an immense range of the newest
shades. This line is extra value and retails at 50c.

In silks the popularity of the small cheek is in no wise

abated, ami the \Y. K. Ii. Co. are showing as a leading line

a small line check with spots in self and contrasting colors

in brown and green, green and cardinal, navy and royal,

navy ;iml while, navy and preen, etc. Also a handsome
range of warp-print taffetas. Warp-print louisines in

sell colorings and shawl patterns. Extra values are

offered iii plain black silks—Bonnet 's make, in merv,

louisine, messaline, peau-de-soie, etc.

Light-weight ebliehne is still in great favor, and this

linn are showing ten leading ranges of fancy silk and
wool eoliennes, including check and spot effects, shots with
small dots, open-worked te.ee effects, lace stripe and spot

effects in every desirable shade.

For the assorting month of June the W. 1\. Brock Co.'s

stock is well provided, particularly in the three prin-

cipal lines of dry goods stock, hosiery, gloves and under-

wear. They show special lines to retail at popular prices

for all branches of trade.

In hosiery they have three lines of seconds, which are

sold below manufacturers' prices.

Their guaranteed kid gloves, Hilda, Olive and Penn,

in blue, while, and the various popular shades are taking

well and have already established a reputation as reliable

and satisfactory.

In embroideries, they show special carloon lots of

Pa, Ma and WTO to retail at popular prices. Repeal

orders! are coming in fast. The stock includes attrac-

tive things in edging's, laces and Swiss muslins. Their

Lice stock includes the Mimosa, which is so much in de-

mand. Allovers, French vals and other popular laces are

well represented.

In ribbons thev have a large range, including; two

popular lines id' neck ribbons Ottawa and Lady (in\

in all shades. Also a line of new luce scurfs in white,

ivory and Paris has just arrived and is taking well.

The stock of collars, dress trimming's and parasols is

particularly attractive. New silk bells retail at 25 to

75e.

Three special jobs have just arrived and are selling

quickly 500 dozen Swiss embroidered handkerchiefs in

seconds; 100 pieces white Victoria lawn: three lines of

plain sunshades. All these are worthy the attention of

buyers, and are v. teat value for trade attractions and line-

to satisfy bargain hunters. I'.rock's stock of lace all-

overs in black, white and two tone effects should be seen.

The\ are also showing a new line of veilings this week.

Write for samples of \2() mercerized mattings to

tail at 'Joe. Regular cloth -7 inch wide has been dupli-

cated by Brock's iii S2 inch width at the same price.

This is an exceptional opportunity.
While honey-combed wool shawls at all prices can

I e had at once.

in waterproofs and showerproofs the stock baa bi

replenished and new lines added.

In the men's furnishings department Brock's have
two special brands of cashmere half-hose -Shamrock and
Reliance. They have silk-spliced heels and toes and re-

tail at 25c. A varied line of Franklin sweater- is in

stock,, black with fancy stripes and navy with scarlet

lines.

In neckwear the tubular wear, washable ties an- good
stock for Summer wear. Taffo silk in oyster grey, re-

seda green, etc., to retail at 50c. are the newest.

In belts there is a varied assortment to pick from
in black and brown.

The W. R. Brock t'o. have just passed into stock
Torchon and Valenciennes laces in cartoon lots, each
cartoon containing 6 to L2 pieces of assorted patterns.
They are the newest Uiings in the market and of excellent
value. Each cartoon contains a sample card of its con-
tents. These laces can retail a1 3 to the. per yard.

Retailers should send for sample boxes.

M. F. St. John.

A revelation in modern merchandising has been in-

augurated by M. F. St. John, Temple Building, .Montreal.

Travelers have been dispensed with, and the saving is

placed in superior values. Buying facilities are excep-
tional; a resident traveling buyer being maintained in

(ileal Britain, and ptirehases made direct from the mills.

Mr. St. .John is confident that his values are extremely
interesting and solicits the privilege of submitting sam-
ples on any requirements. Some specials for this month
are attractive.

Cork and Sanitary Insoles.

Faire Bros. & Co., Limited, Leicester, Eng.. adver-
tise in this issue special brands of cork socks or insoles

The Auckland is made from the best quality of lamb-
skins. It is backed either with ordinary leather for in-

soles, or with thick, stout leather for use as a slipper

sole. Besides the Auckland, this linn makes the Angora
and several oilier qualities of similar goods. They are
put up in boxes of 1 do/,., and handed in pairs.

The Cellular is made of cork, faced on one side with
net cloth and bound at the edges. Permitting, as ii

does, of thorough vent ilat ion, it is especially valuable to

persons with feet subject to perspiration.
The Camello, the Sanus, and the Clyto, are more of

the various qualities and styles of insoles manufactured
bv this firm.

Greenshields Limited.

Travelers are now showing Fall dress goods lines

which, in extent, variety and novelty, exceed any previ-

ous showing. Orders justify their select ions, and the

overwhelming success of the Spring season is regarded
as sure to be repeated. Broadcloths, henriet t as, drap
d'ete. serges and various light weigh! woolen effects have
a splendid showing, and the range is just as complete in

every other material.
The silk department reports good immediate business,

embracing all popular Summer silks, and prior to the
semi-annual stock taking some jobs of exceptional merit
an- offered. Retailers who have not visited the market
during May may have samples forwarded upon applica-
tion Some specialties are being closed out in the popu-
lar small checks in shot effects. For Fall, taffetas, peau
de soies, louisines and paillettes arc doing well.

Greenshields Limited lining department has a larger
range than ever for Fall selections Percalines, spun
glass and silesias are shown in a wider range and better
value then ever before. A new material shown in this
department is inetsihla. a mercerized washable cot ion
fabric, 29 inches in width, selling at lT.'c. Ii is mer-
cerized in the yarn before being woven, and is suitable
for blouses and suits

The wasli goods department has man; selections of
niieiest to the trade, and stocks are in good condition

\1<\
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to adequately supply all repeats. Some specials are

Offered in floral designs and the new black and white

checks. Two-tone printings in large designs, and in or-

gandies smaller effects in three-tone printings, are worth
investigation.

Travelers are sending in nice orders for the Fall

hues of cashmere and wool hose, gloves, and underwear.
In this department are also featured extensive lines of

golf jerseys and sweaters for ladies and misses. Gaiters,

mitts, toques, sashes, shawls, etc., are also seen. Com-
plete samples are in their representatives' hands. This
department is steadily increasing in trade, due to the

saleable qualities of these novelties. Early buying is

urged as repeats will have to be made at higher figures.
"
In ladies' gloves, hosiery and underwear, Spring lines

are thoroughly complete, and assorting orders can be well

looked after. Some specials are offered for this month.
The range of laces and embroideries is still fairly

complete, and assorting orders will receive prompt at-

tention.
Greenshields Limited report exceptional business in

i lie carpet and housefurnishing department. Repeat or-

ders confirm an active season with retailers. Stocks are
still intact in these lines, and assorting orders will re-

ceive prompt attention. For this month an extensive
range of China and Japanese mattings, ranging from 9c.

to 35c. per yard, is offered.

Some specials are also being shown this month in

Nottingham and Swiss lace curtains.

purpose we know of none to compare to the Dr. Deiinel

underwear. Its peculiar mesh construction admits of a.

perfect circulation of air over the body, and at the same
lime tones up the skin, making it less sensitive to

draughts and weather changes. In fact, people who wear
the Dr. Deimel underwear are almost, immune from colds

so prevalent in this part of the country. Dr. Deimel
underwear is not an untried article, having been before

the public both here and abroad for over twelve years.

Thousands of people wear it, and could not be induced to

change to any other. In fact, it is such a vast improve-
ment over the old style, prickly, woolen garments, that

most people who try it wonder how they ever got, along

without it.

Booklet telling all about the underwear, with sample
of the linen mesh, will be mailed free to any reader, if

he will write to the Deimel Linen Mesh Co., 2202 St.

Catherine street, Montreal.

The Model Display Rack.

The Standard Mfg. Co. advertise in this issue their
racks for displaying lace curtains. The rack is ingenious
in its nature, and is a necessary feature of curtain sell-

ing. A letter which the company has just received from
a customer who was ordering a second rack, shows what
it has done for others : "Your rack is certainly very
practical, and has more than doubled our sales. We have

A. Sommer & Co.

The Fall productions in the cloak field of this house
are rapidly nearing completion, and many of the models
now on \ lew are revelations in separate coat possibili-

ties. To Mr. Sommer is credited the new effects shown,
and to use his words : "If they are not right I do not
know my business." From a close study of conditions
prevailing in the trade, he has evolved a type of the
litted model in the long length which, to his mind, is en-

titled to serious consideration. The longer garment has
certainly developed. As a result of his reasoning the
popular separate coat for the coming season will some-
what resemble the following : A double-breasted fitted

model, with tight fitting side, body and back, sometimes
with coat-tails, plain notched collar and lapels, some
form of the leg-o'-mutton sleeve; in fact, somewhat re-

sembling a man's Prince Albert. To be sure this is

tempered with many variations, such as length and many
little distinctions that add exclusiveness. The line is

complete in every way.
The showroom provided at 507 St. Paul street,

Montreal, boasts a fine floor space and expansive freedom.
Taste is displayed in the selection of fixtures and ar-
rangement, and every facility is provided for the con-
venience of the trade.

Donald Fraser & Co., Winnipeg.

This firm are showing an extensive line of men's
Summer suits in two and three pieces. They are also
expecting daily the arrival of a large shipment of fancy
vests, and if these come to hand they will be cleared out
at low prices, as the season is advancing. A post card
inquiry will bring an answer whether these goods are on
the market. Another specialty in men's goods is a line

of raincoats costing from $9 to $10 each, and a cheaper
grade at $7.50. These are special value at the price.

R. J. Whitla & Co., Winnipeg.

Special attention is paid by this firm to an exten-
sive line of shirtwaists and blouses. Silk blouses and
white lawn blouses are in stock at a big range of prices.

Children's Summer dresses in fancy and washable ma-
terials are also in big variety with this firm. Children's
Summer hats and bonnets are featured. For example,
they have an attractive line of muslin hats with 1 the all-
over embroidered effect, selling from 50c. up. Silk hats
are shown to retail at $1.50 up.

No More Colds.

People who are liable to colds at every change in the
weather can do nothing better for their comfort and
health than adopt a linen mesh undergarment. For this

known customers on a busy Saturday to do their own
buying from display rack, by selecting curtains them-
selves, and then having sale made out by clerk. Too
much praise cannot be given it. M. Borland & Sons,
Monongahela, Pa." Merchants would do well to install
one in their stores.

L. Hirshson & Co.

L. Hirshson & Co. are now comfortably settled in

their new and more commodious quarters at 1782 Notre
Dame street. They report a busy trade in sorting or-
ders for Summer goods. They are at present offering
some exceptional values in silks in the piece, silk skirts,
blouses, underwear, etc. Also in whitewear and other
wash goods. They have just received a large consignment
of open work hose, tan shades being leading sellers. They
will also be found well stocked in staple lines.

Wm. Croft & Co.

Archer brand needles have stood the test of 150 years.
In all that time they have held their place as the best
and most reliable needles manufactured By selling these
a dealer is sure of satisfying his customers. Notions and
smallwares of like reliability are kept suitable for any
stock. The drygoodsman would do well to investigate
these goods.
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THE JIBBAH IN QUESTION.

AN Associated Press despatch from London describes a

session of the Health) and Artistic Diess Union
which was held recently. There seems to be still a

difficulty m reconciling health and art.
Proceedings a1 the annual general meeting oi the

Health] and Artistic Dress Union last night were com-
paratively uninteresting until a lady wearing a jibbali
rose to cross-examine Mr. Henry Holiday, the chairman.
She wanted to know whether a high waist was more
artistic than a low waist.

Another lady in the audience rather sharply asked
what the lady in the jibbah was wearing, and, on being
informed, inquired whether that was descriptive of its
color or material. The lirst lady thereupon explained
that a jibbah was an Arabian garment, and it contained
the minimum of weight and the maximum of simplicity.

With regard to the high or low waist, Mr. Holiday
observed that it really didn't matter as long as there
was a waist, and he implored the ladies present not to
run away with the idea that it was essential to classic
beauty that the waist should be high. It appeared to him
—and he spoke with conviction—that either a high or low
waist might be charming. At any rate, the jibbah, hav-
ing no waist, was unhesitatingly condemned, because it

did not follow the lines of the figure.

A gentleman who took part in the discussion later
was even more uncomplimentary towards the jibbah, and
said it appeared to him to be like "a yard of pump
water," as they say in Yorkshire.

The lady in the jibbah obtained upexpected support
from another lady, who said that she once caught a train
in five minutes when wearing one, and that she could not
have done so had she been wearing any other garment.

The rest of the evening was spent by most of the
audience in trying to solve the problem thus presented.

THE TRADING STAMP QUESTION.

IN the course of some recent comments on the subject
of trading stamps, the city attorney of Montreal,
Canada, said.

"The trading stamp in reality has no value whatever,;,
it is simply a piece of paper which those issuing it promise
to redeem after a certain number of such stamps have
been put in a book. Now, should the company issuing the
stamps fail, there would be little or no recourse against
it by those who are collecting the stamps. I contend that
the Government should suppress such a method of doing
business.

"The trading stamp is a public nuisance, affecting

merchants and traders, both riich and poor. The trading
stamp is not an advertisement, properly speaking. An

advcrtiscmenl consists in making known to the public
that you have such a price. The trading stamp business
is i. it her dust thrown in the eyes of the public and a
means of encouraging the pool to pay more than they
should and buy things that they do not need. The main
object in view for immediate legislative redress is, lirst.

the creation of a monopol) on behalf of a certain numbei
ot retail traders, to the exclusion of many others in the
same locality who are not favored with the trading stamp
sale, and also the creation of a great monopoly in behalf
oi the stamp distributers and vendors by gathering the
customers oi all the different branches of retail trade into
the establishment or store where the stamps are redeemed
by a present or article of little real value, with the
facult\ of selling to said customers all kinds of goods as
in a department store."

CANADA WELL ADVERTISED.
An enterprising piece of advertising was done recently

by D. Morrice, Sons & Co.. -Montreal, who bought "iii

copies of the "Classified Articles List of Industrial Pro-
ducts of Canada," and sent them by registered mail to
business connections in all the leading business centres
in Australia, New Zealand and Australasia. The book
is published by the Manufacturers' List Co., Montreal,
and the total weight of the registered mail bag containing
the 5(1 copies was 113 pounds.

ADVANCE IN CASHMERE HOSE.

An advance in cashmere hosier) prices is scheduled as

a result of the high market in wool. An agent. received
the following letter during the latter part of May: "Do
not take any more orders without submitting. To-day
is the commencement of another series of wool sales in

London and they start with Merinos 5 per cent, dearer
and coarse cross breds 10 per cent, dearer. This will

quite alter all prices and make the situation difficult."

Since this letter was written there have been further
advances so that the situation will become doublv
difficult.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS WANTED.
Manufacturers of hosiery, underwear, etc., Lough-

borough, desire an agent to call on the retail trade in

Canada.
London, Kng., firm wish to secure first-class agent,

who can sell their mantles, cloaks and costumes.
A (ilasgow firm desire a man to act as selling agent

in Canada for their raincoats, woolens, clothing.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditors.

Hoskins, David, Toronto.
Jenkins & Hardy. Toronto and Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather <x Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoos and Laces.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Button Machines and Buttons.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc
Brock, W. R. Co.. Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Garland, John M..Son & Co., Ottawa.

Gordon. Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton. Ont.

Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Mishkin, I.. & Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Northcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.
Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.
Riplev, E., &Son, London, Ere.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Er.g.

Salem Co., Montreal.
Sommer, A., & Co., Montreal.
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Senez, Louis J. B., Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"—Hollins, Wm„ & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau. P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald. John, & Co., Toronto.
Pim Brothers <fe Co., Dublin, Ireland.
Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dren Shields.
Kleinert, I. B , Rubber Co , Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,

Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Educational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Finance. Insurance, etc.

Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Melropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limilel, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frillings.
Northcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Williams, W.. & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford, Ont.

Handkerchiefs.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Lim ted, Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Northcote, Staff >rd, & Co., London, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc.
Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer, New York.
Waldron, Drouin Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Northcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhvs D. Toronto.
Pim Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Ledgers.
Crain, Rolla L., Co., Ottawa.

Legal Department.
Atwater, Duclos & Chauvin, Montreal.
Beatty, Blackstock, Fa -ken, Riddell & Mabee,

Toronto.
Irwin & Jones, Toronto and Weston, Ont.
McLean, Wm. A., Guelph. Ont.
Mewburn & Ambrose, Hamilton

Tupper, Phippen & Tupper, Winnipeg.
Wilson, W. G., Napanee, Ont.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cains. Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Wm., Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-coats, Sweat-
ers, etc.).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan Co., Toronto.
Excelsior Clothing Co., Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Qaebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.

Mosquito Nettings.
McLean, Andrew, Co., New York.

Needles, Pins, etc.

Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co , Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.
Walsh, W. E., Montreal.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.

Papier Mache Forms, Wax Figures, etc.

Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Window and Art Decoration Co.. Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

School Supplies.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Scotch Hollands.
King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Liebovitz, S., & Son, New York.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.

Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit.

Phillips, John & Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Silk and Satin Screens.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. <fc Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Walsh, W. G., Montreal.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.
Williams, W., & Son., London, Eng.

Staples and Linens.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,
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Stapling Machine!.
Brown Hros., Toronto.

Stationary.
Wees*, G, A

. &Son, Toronto.
Store F.xtures.
Standard Mfg. Co., Xenia, Ohio.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Luxter Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin,

Ont.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Threads.
Oriental Silk Co., Montreal.

Tie Clips.

Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Typewriters.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.

Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
Caulfeild, Burns 4 Gibson. Toronto.

Btee" brand—'Iurnbull, C., Co., Gait.
Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., 4 Sons,

Dundas.

Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.
"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
" Pesco "—Scott, Peter, & Co., Hawick, Scot
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.
St. John, M. F., Montreal.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
" Woolnap " — Schofield Woollen Mills,

Oshawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Waterproof and Eubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Liebovitz, •*., & Sons, New York.
Sommer, A..& Co., Montreal.

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and

Toronto.
Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Fisher, John, Son & Co.. Montreal and
Quebec.

Garland, John M., & S)n Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris St Co., Rockwood, Ont.
McDougall, A..& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robinson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co., Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
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Hart Talks
The Outlook

FOR OUR CUSTOMERS' SUMMER TRADE IN

Lustre and Sicilian

ShirtWaist Suits and Skirts

BRAND

ai

£ Yachting and Tennis Costumes
they can desire.ii everything they can desire. The stamp

on any garment for ladies' wear is a guarantee of top-notch

quality and workmanship. It is a salesman in itself.

Send for samples.

The Hart
Manufacturing Co.

1631, 1633, 1636, 1637

Notre Dame St.

Montreal.

$*%#*)*

-Our goods will satisfy

or we want them back.

-Prices are marked

in plain figures.

-Our business is tailoring,

not banking.

SfeO&M*

-Our representatives

leave copies of all orders.

-Our goods are branded

" Miladi "—see above for

peculiar form of this trade mark.
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Co the trade

this month

lime

OK

We commence another new season under our

old policy and position

—

Command in Capital

Economy in Management

Knowledge in Values

Efficiency in System

Expertness in Action

Alertness in Attention

Courtesy in Manners

Correctness in Dispatch

Integrity in Everything

The lines have fallen to us in successful business

places—Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, Northwest

Territories, Yukon, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Prince Edward Island.

Our New Stock of General Dry Goods, Men's

Furnishings, Haberdashery, Woollens, Carpets

and Housefurnishings will surpass in assortment

and value any former season.

Jobn macdonald $ go.
Wellington and from $t$. east, Coromo
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*

OUR GOODS
ARE ALWAYS ON THE MOVE
Let the wind come from any point of the

compass. We always have the right goods
to suit the season, but we are different

from the old miller style of manufac-

turers. We don't go on turning out the

same old goods day after day. No, not

us; we are always busy on something

new new styles, new materials, different

and better. We claim to show the best

range of Silk Blouses in Canada, and can

ship all orders within 24 hours after they

are received. If interested, please write

to us for full particulars.

GORDONJACKAY &C0.
LIMITED

Oor. Front ancJ Bay Sts. TORONTO

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

"This is the cock that crew in the morn,
" That woke the priest all shaven and shorn,

"That married the man all tattered and torn."
Old English Xurscry Rhyme

This Canadian Rooster crows every

morning to awaken the live merchants to the

fact that

Rooster Brand Overalls

are the proper clothes for workingmen. They
always look neat—never "tattered and torn."

Robert C. Wilkins.
MONTREAL

Overalls, Shirts, White Coats,
Jackets, Pants. Fancy Vests.
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Flannelettes

85,000

pieces
Printed and woven flann

including all the la

designs and colorings

We offer the entire lot at

prices that will compare favorably

with any and all lines offered in

the market.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western, Ltd.
Winnipeg

Greenshields & Co., Ltd,
Vancouver
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Ginghams, Shirtings,

Cotton Dress Goods

6,500 Pieces Dress Ginghams
Newest Patterns in this season's goods-

5,000 Pieces Shirtings

All Staple Patterns, in Checks and Stripes.

2,000 Pieces Cotton Dress Goods
All this season's patterns.

We offer the three above lines at

o

25
less than manufacturers' prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL.

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg.

Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver.
::
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LININGS
We have a Complete Range of

FOULARD CAMBRICS SURAHS
JEANS CASBANS
SILESIAS POCKETINGS
COTTON CANVAS- 27 and 36 inch

ITALIANS—32 AND 54 INCH

PERCALINES
SPUN GLASS LININGS
MERCERIZED SATEENS—Colors and Black

HAIRCLOTH LININGS, SLEEVE LININGS
COTTON CASHMERES AND SERGES

SPECIAL VALUES I IM ALL OF" THE ABOVE LINES

aiso Special Job Linenettes, stack and colors

Our Taffeta Linings are Leaders

44 INCH COURT TAFFETA X L N T, 40 INCH
SYLKRAY " JAP SOIE, 36 INCH

in Black in Black and Colors

Mersilda Cloth
29-inch, A Leading Line used for Linings or Waistings. Put up

in short ends. Permanent Lustre.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
GreenshieldsZ& Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL \GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED, GREENSHIELDS & CO., LIMITED, \ %^

Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. \ ^^^

Wash Goods Department

ANOTHER MASTER STROKE
Thirty Thousand Pieces of Print

30,OOO

Manufacturer's Entire Surplus Stock

will be Offered at Unprecedented Prices

JUST AT THE RIGHT TIME

TO BOOST YOUR SALES IN JULY AND AUGUST

12

Popular
Styles

We did not divide the lot, hut took them all,

30,000 pieces, embracing the Popular Lines

in a complete range of Colors and Patterns.

All in Stock Now and can Assure Quick

Delivery.

Would advise you to attend this Big Sale

of Wash Goods

«^\ Note.- -Any open orders that we may be / jfi*

^k\ favored with will have our best attention / ^J^

^p\ and will be executed at lowest sale / <£*

prices.
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HOUSE-KEEPING LINENS

Our Linen Department for Fall is now complete,

in addition to a full range of J. T. Alexander's, Limited,

Dunfermline, Scotland, celebrated goods, of which we
are sole selling agents. We have special values in the

following lines :

TABLE LINENS
In Unions and All Linen, in Loom, Cream and

Bleached. Table Cloths, and Napkins to match, in

all sizes, also special Jobs in Napkins, % and % sizes.

TOWELS and TOWELLINGS
Towels: Full range in Crepe, Huck, Unbleached and

Bleached, Fringed, Hemmed and Hemstiched, also

Damask Towels. Full range of Bath Towels in Bleached,
Cotton, Unbleached and All Linen. The largest variety

we have ever shewn, in Crashes, Plain and Red Border-
Hucks, Turkish Towellings, Terrys, Etc., Etc.

FANCY LINENS
Such as Doylies, Openwork and Fringed—Runners,

Tray Cloths, in all sizes and Newest Designs.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited Greenshields & Co., Limited
Winnipeg Vancouver, B.C.
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E. DEPARTMENT.

In this Special Number we put before you our Kail Lines, and we ask you to see

our travellers' samples before placing your order. Should you visit our city give us

a call, and we will do our best to give you satisfaction.

Woollen Hosiery.

Having placed a large order before the advance in prices, and in fact, having
taken delivery last season of a number of lines and paid cash for the goods, we
are able to offer you all the popular lines at old prices.

Cashmere Hosiery.

We are also in a position to offer you all our lines at last year's prices. We are now
receiving large consignments of goods placed before the advance, and as July and
August are two good months for Cashmere Hosiery we will be able to fill orders

promptly ; there is always a good demand for hosiery before the re-opening of the

Schools.

Heavy Ribbed Cotton Hosiery.

As the demand for these goods extends as far as August we may mention here

that we have a large stock of these goods in all sizes and at all the popular prices -

Fabric Gloves.

We lead in these goods and carry the largest range shown in this market. We
have special values in Cashmere Gloves with Strict Novelties in Ringwoods.

Misses' and Ladies 9 Underwear.

We have already secured some large orders for these goods and have several lead-

ers which cannot be equalled.

Knitted Goods.
We have always made a specialty of these goods and this season our range is larger

than ever and includes: Honeycomb Shawls and Fancy Shawls, Golfers in Strict

Novelties, Toques, Sashes, Mitts, Infantees, Bootees, Polkas, Gaiters, Bootakins,

Overalls, Clouds, Nubias and Tarn O'Shanters. In the above we give special

attention to Children's Goods, which is a growing trade in the Retail as well as

Wholesale.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, - MONTREAL
Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

6
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Veilings, Nets and Chiffons.

We have the latest Novelties in Fall made up Veils and Veilings and in plain Nets

and Chiffons, and we have very good values.

Handkerchiefs.

We have always been at the head of the Trade in these goods and our aim is to

improve all the time. Besides the regular Staple Lines in which we have extra

special values we carry all the year round a full assortment of Fancy Lines, such

as: Lace Edges, Inserted Lace Corners,- Swiss Embroidered both hemstitched and

scalloped. In these we have always special lots to offer and strict Novelties con-

fined to us. Mail orders for Handkerchiefs come to us in great numbers regularly

and our customers have always been well pleased with the goods.

Ribbons.

Our buyer has gone very heavily into the Ribbons and has secured extra good

values in Taffetas and other popular lines. We will have the largest stock of

Plain Ribbons in Canada. These goods were very scarce last season and

prospects are that they will be very hard to get again this season. Ours have

already begun to arrive and consignments will keep steadily coming every week so

that we will be able to fill orders promptly and satisfactorily.

Flannelette Embroideries.

We have a full range of these in all colors and combinations, and very special

values in Cartoon Lots.

Chiffon, Silk and Cashmere Embroideries.

These goods are very popular now and we carry a splendid range.

Laces and Embroideries.

Our range of Staple Lines is still complete.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED - MONTREAL
Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

7
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Glove Department

We are now giving this department
special attention.

Mr. R. Patton, who has had a wide expe-
rience in Gloves, has made large purchases
of the best selling lines for the

Fall Season

PEWNY'S GLOVES
There is a touch of distinctiveness about

this celebrated line of Glove which causes it

to stand out from other makes. Each season
finds it with increased popularity. The lines

for FALL will be found as handsome as
ever.

The guarantee with every pair which we
give enables you to give your lady customers
a satisfactory Glove.

GREENSI1IELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Hoods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAGENET,"
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LAROEST FRILLINO HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERNS, AND MANY OTHERS, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTHS.

EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frillings exceed all other makes (for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Drapers in England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.

9
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Men's Jewellery
Cuff Links and Buttons. Collar 5tuds,

Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Collar Buttoners,

Armlets, Key Chains, Knife Chains, and other

Smallwares for (ient's Furnishing Trade.

I III CELEBRATED

One-piece Collar Button
Made in Hall-marked Gold and Silver, Rolled Gold, etc.

GENTLEMENS; SLCEVi LINKS

HAMMOND, TURNER ®, SONS, LIMITED,
Birmingham, England

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE WHOLESALE AND EXPORT TRADE

*

f

#
t
t
t

l

BSSS^Sc Ar™ur Chain Belts f
Made in a great variety of designs,

absolute!) unbreakable. Silver, Electro-
plate, Bfonze, Aluminum, etc.

Armour Ladies' ^
Bag, Purses, etc. |

A striking novelty.

FULL RANGE OF SAMPLES SHOWN BY

ACENTS FOR
CANADA <$>theA. t. PORTER IMPORTING CO.,

43 St. Sacrament Street, MONTREAL, and 8 Colborne Street, TORONTO

44

Old Bleach" towels

MD20 Water Lily

towels

that last

a

life lime.

Ask to see the highly artistic series

of Damask Towels - the

"Daisy," "Water Lily," "Poppy,"
" Shamrock."

trade:

K13 Lily

See that (jIU [jiCtKh is on every towel.

MARK
Write for Illustrated Booklet.

R. H. COSBIE, Sole Agent for the Dominion, 30 West Wellington Street, TORONTO
10
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RETURN

E

JUt 7 "l90
y. % Cross, 24 Lfpg.

OUR 3 IN 1

/jr-^HWniul patterns

^> £?

On the Top for Button Novelties

We carry in stock almost everything in the

BUTTON line.

Our travellers are now out to wait upon you.

See their big range of Fall samples.

Special attention given to mail orders.

Samples mailed on application.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON CO.
Berlin, Ontario

I JOHN FORSYTH & COMPANY
EXPRESS PREPAID

*
COVERED BUTTONS

on MAIL ORDERS. 4 MADE IN ALL STYLES-

BUTTONS and SMALLWARES
Samples Submitted with Pleasure

^ BERLIN, — — CANADA.
g

Leaders

in

Leather

Bags

Fashion

in

Leather

Beits
« The LEATHER BAG and the LEATHER BELT are the inevitable accompaniment of the grande dame and the

society belle. • Where do they buy them ? And who makes them ? They'll buy them of you if your stock

is right—and why shouldn't it be ? You have our address. We make them—the kind that suits fastidious

buyers. • See our Leather Bags. All popular forms. Envelope, Fitted, Vanity, Automobile, Carriage, New
Japanese Frog Skin and Patent-Leather effects. All as good as they look. « See our Belts— especially our

Silk and Leather combinations— dreams of color.

P. W. LAMBERT & CO., 64-66 Lispenard St., NEW YORK
Canadian Representative .

Mr. S. ABRAHAMS, 157 Hutcheson St., Montreal, Can.

11
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Black

that stays black.

Every pair of hosiery dyed at the

Hermsdorf Works is stamped

with the signature that makes fast

black a certainty.

If you want black hosiery that will

not turn green, look for this mark.

UeJDOiA

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
AMERICAN BUREAU

200 GREENE STREET, NEW YORK

12
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Sphinx Serges and Vicunas are the Best
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fi-tntr-, eieeefc**

Successful Lines

WE ARE SELLING TO THE TRADE FOR FALL

Plain Sicilians

Cold. Figured Lustre

Figured Cold. Lustre

Shot Figured Lustre

Cold. Diamond Checks

Mohair Fancies

Cold. Fancy Sateens

Costure Lustre Cords

Silk Mixtures

Fancy Tweeds

Voile de laines

Venetian Cloths

Costume Cloths

Spot Roxanas

Embroidered Zephyrs

Printed French Flannels

Rayure Brode Blousing

Cashmeres

Silk and Wool Hopsacks

Plain Cravenettes

Silks

Fancy Cravenettes

Overcoatings

Fancy Mantlings

Scotch Suitings

Canadian Suitings

Vicuna Coatings

Serge Coatings

Fleeced Shirts and Pants

Woolnap Shirts and Pants

Elastic Ribbed S. & P.

Unshrinkable S. & P.

Bush Rugs

Travelling Rugs

Grey Blankets

White Blankets

Lumbermen's Socks

Women's Hosiery

Men's Furnishings

Household Furnishings

Cottons and Linens

Oil Cloths

Established 184-0. Wholesale Only.

P.GARNEAU, FILS& CIE
QUEBEC.

Sole Agents for Sphinx Serges in Canada.
13
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1 JULIAN SALE
Representatives are now on the

road showing the largest range of

Leather Goods

URN EI

1 19Qfr

of our own make, and the leading European factories, ever shown in Canada

Orders are being taken for immediate and Fall delivery.

RETURNED
JUL 7 19"

Hand Bags,

Envelope Bags,

Vanity Bags,

Pocketbooks,

Purses,

Letter Cases,

Bill Books,

Bill Folds,

Tray Purses,

Portsea Purses,

Ticket Holders,

Gard Cases,

Telephone Registers,

Writing Cases,

Blotters,

Dressing Cases,

Belts,

Traveling Pockets,

rjy p iM p f> Photograph Frames,

7 1Q(W^ Jewel Cases.

Julian

Sale

Leather

Goods
lin

J0R0NTO

erf
ED

Wholesale
Catalogue

No. 15

is now being prepared.

Are you on our Mailing

List ?

Music Holders,

Watch Bracelets,

Flasks,

Ink Bottles,

Mirrors,

Toilet Rolls,

Collar and Cuff Cases,

Brushes in Cases,

Tobacco Pouches,

Cigar Cases,

Cigarette Cases,

Razor Strops,

Rug Straps,

Skate Straps,

Foot Balls,

Shin Guards,

Ankle Supports,

Sewing Sets,

Dc-r^r .
Drinking Glasses,

RETURNED &c, &c.
JUL 7 190;T~

If you want the Newest
Styles and the Latest in

eLathers then buy from

JULIAN SALE

14
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Rich ChiflFon Velvet Evening Gown with

Guipure Lace and Sequin Overskirt.

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal
15
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URNED

With over a quarter of a century of accumulated knowledge and experi-
ence in the Lace Trade, hold undisputedly "first place" in the Canadian
Market as Lace Manufacturers and Importers.

OUR FULL SET OF IMPORT LACE SAMPLES for SPRING, 1906, will be

in our travelers' hands, and by them placed before the trade, immediately, and the opportunity is

yours to see that you get the best values and assortment of patterns to be had in Canada.

LACE ALLOVERS, FLOUNCINGS, ETC., in large variety of patterns and prices.

LACE CURTAI1SS IIS NOTTINGHAM AND SWISS makes. Our 3i yd. Nottingham

Curtain at 65c. per pr. is exceptional value and the entire range is equally good.

NECKWEAR IN LACE EFFECTS for fall and holiday trade is specially attractive and

includes latest novelties in Embroidered Stocks, Chiffon End, Jabot Effects, Embroidered Turn-

over, Venetian Lace Sets, Embroidered Linen Collars, and all the latest Continental and American

Novelties.

DRESS GOODS, ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT DEPARTMENTS, includes

Fancy Tweed Effects, Checked Suitings, Spot Panamas, Wool Crepette, Crepe Tartans. Wool
Roxanas, Bronte Tweeds, Plain Colored Venetians, Cord de Chene, Lustre Waistings. Cheviot

Suitings, Swivel Tartans, Plain Cashmeres, and Broad Cloths. Large range of prices and all the

Newest Shades.

TRIMMINGS IN LARGE VARIETY and latest patterns, including Novelties in Braid

Effects, suitable for Costumes and Tailor-Made Suits, Sequin, Soutache, Silk Chiffon, and Fancy

Jewell Trimmings, suitable for Evening Gowns, Heavy Lace Trimmings in Swiss, Irish Lace

and Belgian Insertions.

SILKS IN ALL THE NEWEST MAKES and latest shades of color in Shot Taffetas.

Plain Taffetas, Jacquard Figured, Colored Fancies and Half Mourning Mixtures, Checks in

Taffetas and Tamolines, Plain Colored Tamolines, Satins and Peau deCygne; Blacks in all leading

makes, including Gros Grains, Peau de Soie, Taffetas, Duchess Satin, Satin Merveilleux, Etc., Etc.

Kyle, Cheesb
Montreal : 93 St. Peter St. Winnipeg : Silvester

16
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RETURNED^
JUL 5 190 ?

3&

RIBBONS IN COLORED TAFFETAS, Cord Edge Silk, Silk Gros Grains, Liberty Satin,

Fancy Neck Ribbons, Silk Lutes and Babe Ribbons.

VELVETS AND VELVETEENS in all Newest Shades, including our celebrated " K.C.

Regal."

HOSIERY IN CASHMERE. Special values from $2.25 dozen up, Wool, Silk, Etc.

GLOVES IN SILK, TAFFETA, CASHMERE, Wool Ringwood and Fancies in all makes.

BELTS IN FABRIC, Leather, Crushed Leather, Silk, and all the newest designs and

materials that Belts are made in. We offer exceptional value in this Department. In Fabric and

Crushed Leather goods our prices range from $1.85 to $6.50 dozen. Our $2.25 Silk Belt is

remarkable value.

FANCY BAGS AND HOLIDAY NOVELTIES we offer in great variety and newest

designs, including Ladies' Hand Bags, New Japanese Novelty Bag, the New Vanity Bag, in all

Newest Colors, Silk Opera Bags, Gilt and Silver Chain Bags, Smoker's Sets, Handkerchief and

Glove Boxes, Ink Stands, Work Baskets, Stag Horn Goods, Etc., Etc.

OUR NOVELTY DEPARTMENT includes almost every irresistible attraction that your

Lady customers can dream of, in part consisting of Pleatings, Silk and Chiffon, Sleeve and Neck

Frillings, Accordion Chiffon Pleatings, Silk Knife Pleatings, Chiffon Lace and Silk Embroidered

Allovers, highest class goods, Ruchings in Silk and Chiffon in Black and White and all the newest

colors. Buckles and Belt Sets, latest novelties and endless variety, Combs, Hair Ornaments,

plain and mounted. The Little Neck Comb is a novelty in this line and will be a big seller.

OUR INFANTS' WEAR DEPARTMENT shows large ranges of Bibs, Christening Cloaks

Pelisses, Matinee Coats, Hoods, Tarns, Bonnets, Bootees, Overalls, Etc., Etc.

(~\l1&f*n 9 C (72fitf* /"//IC/^ om Standard Indelible Black Cashmere Hose,

the best value in the trade.

at $2.25, $3.00, $4.50 and $5.65 per dozen are

rough & Co.
Wilson Buildings. England: 35 Milk St., London,
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RcadHoftlear
fiMAtf RETURMSP

JUL 5 mM
[NCLUDE

LADIES'

MISSES' AND

CHILDREN'S

JACKETS.

IMITATION

BEARSKIN
COATS. L303

$1.75 each. One in a box.

Colored Wool Cashmere
Yoke trimmed Silk Embroidered Cashmere with

Flounce of five rows Faggoting on Collar
and Cuffs, New Sleeve, Tucked Back.

In colors, White, Sky and Navy only.

Sizes 32 to 40.

Blouses in

Silk and stuff Goods

WRAPPERS,

ski ins.

BOTH

OUTSIDE AND

UNDERSKIRTS,

IN-

SILK AND

STUFF GOODS, ETC.

turned
IL 5 190

/

L^

>

S<r

RETURNED
JUL 5 190S

FWAU.-AV.'/ '••'•••'•-....X*

K.'AW-.V. -..../.' / ''•'•"•'•V..J 1

it,.,.// j

'

L300 $1.00 each.

Colored Nuns Veiling
Trimmed four rows Circular Faggoting on Bodice. Two Tone Lace

Insertion on Front Band and Collar and Cuffs, Tucked Back.
Colors, White, Sky, Nile, Cardinal, Reseda. Navy, Turquoise, Black.

Sizes 32 to 40.

L301. $1.35. One in a Box

Colored Nuns Veiling
Trimmed Faggoting and Cluster Tucks, Faggoting on Collar and

Cuffs, Latest Sleeve, Tucked Back.
Colors, White, Sky, Nile, Cardinal. Navy and Black.

Sizes 32 to 40.

Kylef Cheesbrough & Co., - - Montreal.
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LA WLEY, EVERETT & CO.
MANCHESTER, Eng.

COSTUME CLOTHS
SLEEVE LININGS

COTTON LININGS, Etc.

Wholesale Trade Only

PAQUETTE BROS.,
527 Board of Trade Bldgr., MONTREAL, Que

SOLE CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES

Special Notice
To the Dry Goods Merchants of Canada

Our Specialty
Imported Job Lines in all classes of Dry

Goods and Fancy Goods, English, French,

Belgian, Swiss, Austrian and German

Several Important Lots Now on Hand.

Fancy Skirts in Silk, Alpaca and Cambric
;

Fancy Blouses in Silk and Net; Fancy Silk and Lace
Collars and Collarettes ; Shawls, Honeycomb and
Silk ; Ladies' Underwear in Silk and Cambric.

A special lot of Boys' Washable Blouses and
Tunics. Also Ready-made Suits, Children's Dresses

and Jackets.

Tapestry, Linen, Chenille and Plush Table

Covers from 4/4 to 12/4. Lace and Swiss Curtains,

Linen and Silk Handkerchiefs, Silk Mufflers.

Hosiery, in Silk, Cashmere and Wool. Men's
Wool Underwear (Pure Undyed).

Piece Goods in Tweeds, Dress Goods, Silks

and Net.

L. HIRSHSON & CO.
1782 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL

Phones : Bell, 2715 Main ; Merchant, 636

Waterproof Shirts
THE NEVERWET

A NEW INVENTION BOUND TO
:: :: BECOME POPULAR :: ::

Waterproof
Water Repellant
Non-Shrinkable

Fast Color

Porous

They cost

no more

PATENTED
than tKe

ordinary Kind

Retains all its proper-
ties after washing

Protects wearer from
rain, snow, and ex-

posure.

Made principally in Sdteens and

Flannels.
FOR SALE BY

LEADING CANADIAN JOBBERS

Canadian
Agents:

S. LIEBOVITZ & SONS
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO. 12' 14 walker st.

301 St. James St., MONTREAL NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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I Hot AA^eatKer Specials !

>

Ladies' Silk Lisle and Cotton Gloves, all colors

Ladies' Lace Mitts

Ladies' Cotton Hose

Men's Cotton Hose

Men's Bathing Suits

Men's Fancy Vests

Men's Negligee Shirts

The above lines at Special Clearing Prices

x

•

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
Telephone M5778

- TORONTO
79 Wellington St. West

ZU Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

T.'ades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.
American and Canadian Inquiries will receive prompt attention

If sent to the

American Representative: J. C. Halsby. No. 1 Broadway, New York City.

Specimm Copiu frit en application.

Wm. Liddell & Co's

TRADE MARK
Ireland

Gold Medal Linens
have again proved their supremacy, the

judges at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

having awarded this celebrated product

The Grand Prize

and in addition Two Gold Medals for

superiority and general excellence.

Lovers of the best in linens should

examine these goods. Full range now being

shown by our representative at popular

prices.
Sole Agent for the Dominion

:

R. H. COSBIE, 30 West Wellington St., Toronto.

•20
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HERE are Five Lines that July and August weather demand, and these Five

Lines we want you to buy through Our Mail Order System if it is impossible

for you to visit the House or see our representative. Believing that you have

Faith in legitimate advertising, we are persuaded to single out 5 Hot-weather

lines for your consideration, and we hope you will take advantage of this in try-

ing Our kail Order System. Put us to the test.

No. 976.

No. 978.

No. P78.

No. 106R.

Fancy
Stocks

Ladies' % Sleeve Low Cut Yoke Vests, made up from

Fine Lisle Thread Cotton, Ribbon and Lace Trimmed,

assorted sizes, will retail quick at 25C.

Ladies' 3-Button Medium High Yoke, Lace Trimmed.

Full % Sleeve, good weight, assorted sizes, a good seller,

to retail ... 25C.

Men's Balbriggan Underwear, Fine Gauge, Bright Finish,

no better seller in the market than this line, full assort-

ment of sizes. Order to-day and secure a fast selling

line, to retail at ------- - OUC.

Young Men's Fancy Embroidered and Open-Work Lace

Half Hose. These you will surely need as the demand is

brisk ; the stock is complete. Your order will be filled

same day as received. A large margin if retailed at - OUC.

During July and August we will give special values in Smart

Neckwear for Ladies. Guipure Lace Tab Collars, to retail at

10, 15, 25, 35 and 50c.

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & GO.
PROMPT MAIL ORDER HOUSE. OTTAWA, CAN.
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JRNED

The
Weir Wardrobe

Carrying capacity of each Wardrobe

25 Suits or Overcoats
—and

25 Pairs odd Trousers.

SYSTEM, PATENTED

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS IN CANADA.

Two End Sections of the Weir Wardrobe

PA TENTED

Each single section has a capacity for 'Ja Suits and '£.1 Pairs

Trousers, or 50 Suits.

Slide extends full depth of case.

SIZE— 48 inches deep.

—28,'? inches frontage.

As these two sections are placed together, so may any number re-

arranged side by side.

Testimonials from over 100 firms who are using these Wardrobes
may be seen at our office.

FOR PRICE LISTS and CATALOGUES
ADDRESS

The Weir Wardrobe Co.
LIMITED

LOMBARD STREFT,

WINNIPEG, - - CANADA
•21

USED BY Till. FOLLOWING

MERCHANTS WITH

SATISFACTION :

T. Eaton Co.

White & Manahan

Carsley & Co.

J. & E. Brown

G. D. Rankin &. Co.

Regina Trading Co.

Hudson Bay Co.

McCarthy Supply Co.

J. Walker and others
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We stock a large assortment of silk goods,

suitable for the Canadian market, including

all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9hd-, 10>^d. and 12y2 d., also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London.

T. RICKARD & CO.
20 Cheapside,

London, E.C.

4-

Cables,
1 Clerkship, London."
ABC Code used

DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Address, Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

JWWWVWWWWVWWVWWV^^V*^

YAMA SILK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest 5 Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strength and
Smoothness. Used by manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H. McDOWELL CO.
0-42 St. Alltoine Street. Incorporated

MONTREAL

Threads of Every Description Carried in Stock.
Ask for Samples and Prices.

Office Trucks Factory Trucks

Warehouse Trucks

Get particulars of our Special Dry Goods Truck,

with Removable Box, Loose Partitions and
Adjustable Shelves. It is a positive time-saver

in petting out orders.

MOIMTEITH, NIXON & CO
Makers of Good Trucks

256 Macdonell Ave., - TORONTO
Telephone Park 1318.

TcokI a ©DFFgraen

EETHAT
YOU

GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD ™R EX(EL '

LEN(E OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP

AND DURABILITY.
THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA.

23
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Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
L£ Navy Blue and Brown

Plain and with Fancy Border

| 23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W.. TORONTO

PEWINY'S

Kid Gloves
For your Summer Trade

put in an assortment of

these gloves.

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

6REENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

Have your Cloaks and Furs lined with

"Skinner's Satin M

Guaranteed for two seasons' wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
in this garment is

GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
SEASONS

MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Go.

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co

HOLYOKE, MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.

24
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RYLAND5&S0NS
LIMITED

MANCH N

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

Dyers

CAPE T0WN.I811
'

Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

4* 4*

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

4*4*

4*4?

WORKS:

5\vinton.

Wigan,

Chorley.

4*4*

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
25
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WOXMUCS

9

Does not rub off

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Warranted

FIRV

WORRALL
Fast-Dyed

VELVETS, VELVETEENS

J. & J. M. Worrall's new processes of dyeing Velvets and

Velveteens produce Fast Blacks and Fast Colors. The

Dyes will not only not rub off, but they also improve the

lustre and depth of tone of the cloth. The new processes are

only applied to the higher grades of cloth, and only such

goods as hear the above stamp on the back are guaranteed by

J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, as having been treated by

these new processes.

•26
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W. THOMPSON & SONS
Worsted and Lambs' Wool

Yarn Spinners

ST. LEONARD'S WORKS
LEICESTER, Eng.

THE A. G. MOONEY CO.
Canadian Agents

MONTREAL - P.Q.

»^^^^^*V^^^^^^^^^^^VW^^^

Perth Woollen Company,
IIMITEO

Manufacturers of

FELT GOODS
We shall be pleased to furn-

ish you with quotations on
the following lines :

Hat Felt, Boot Felt, Cushion Felt,

Table Felt, Mohair Trimming Felt,

Tailors' Padding.

Being the only manufacturers in the Dominion who are

malting FELT GOODS only, we can give you BETTER VALUE
for your money than any other firm.

& & «£?

Perth Woollen Company, Limited

Perth, :: :: Ontario

A. ALEXANDER, Selling Agent, 77 York Street, TORONTO

GEORGE S. PLOW & CO., Selling Agents. MONTREAL

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchoster Building, Malinda St.

J

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
in the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBECUnequalled

J
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Laces%Em •

j
Dress Tr

Largest and Best Asso

You will find us for Fall 1005 as usual in the front rank with regard to our assortment and

selection of laces. Our buyers have secured the best and most effective patterns shewn in

Paris, Plauen, St. Gall, Nottingham, Calais and all other European lace markets.

rail importations are coming to hand early.

All patterns placed by us on the American and Canadian markets are controlled by as

for the whole continent. Our customers need therefore not fear that other houses

carry the same styles.

Embroideries
will be in high style for the Fall Season. Our stock is without a doubt the largest and

best assorted. All Embroideries placed by us on this market are made in our own

manufactory. The most skillful designers are employed to produce our patterns. The

workmanship and finish of our Embroideries are admitted to be unexcelled.

Trimmings
and Braids of all descriptions are one of the many,features in our warehouse. Colored

and fancy braids will be the leaders. The latest Novelties for Fall are arriving daily.

As we carry probably the best assorted stock it will be worth while inspecting it before

making Fall purchases.

KONIG AND
Offices and Manufactories: BRUSSELS

PARIS,
CALAIS,
L-VOIVJS,

28
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broideries
JUL 7

D

immings ^sjfcvvZCc***-

i^hz***1

rted Stock in Canada.
RETURNED
JUL 7 190*-

FESTOON Or GUIPURE AND LINEN COMBINATION

LACE OF GUIPURE AND
MUSLIN COMBINATION

THREE OF

MANY NEW
PATTERNS

JUST PUT

INTO
STOCK.

STUFFflANN GUIPURE AND LINEN
COMBINATION ALLOVER

PLAUEN,
NOTTINGHAM,
ST. GALL,
LONDON,NEW YORK.

Victoria Square, flontrCSl

2!)
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TURN 'D

We illustrate two of the latest I 1
1

i I |'in in TIT i| for Spring and Summer and also present
one_oJ««*rry"lnodels of a NEW , CQ^SETy\hS , • _ n \

which enVbodies all t

The Nuf*m
will especially appeali to^ho

features of the Erect Form and differs but slightly fromies all the pjjtgf&fefreatures of the\E~r©ctForm and differs/bu&iugfitiy from that excellent garment,
rrjarkfs tne return toJavstSof *a somewhat higfktor Msi effect and a more slender waist line. It

W. B. NUfoA 4*03 A$Sf|sW
front, gives a lery slender eifCTt © Hnewaist ; medium long hip, fnuBtr"
and side sujipArters. V"Gn-\fn}te or drab coutil, white ba±i**e"<* VA iY*
net. Sizes 18 lo 30. Price fy.....CL. :

\-LJS>l

W. B. Erect Form 929 SX W.B. Erect Form
Made with stitlhed fan nCnltv iesrrain and For slim *ndC)@l» women.
flatten abdomerl; low buJtjrleep over hip and k
abdomen. Of sterling jean in white and drab, lf^

S

black sateen and\ white batiste. <fc t Bf\

whoi ha^erft)©nQ the extremely low bust fciadsp^ke for their figures.

rsVPfiSs the new \JJ Tt Wi»fr»»»*« Ai\f\ Medium Has the rjew bust and very
st effect. Straight Vf •fPKfyffUrUl "WU Model long hipsTwith un bo n e d
m long hip, fu»tr" ^fionJ^^tHfflort.' Reduces waist and hips. Made oflstrong coutil in

m720 A
M
v
o
e
5tf

e

Trout and side sup

W.B.
loV

and drab or
porters. Siz

**" Model
d^fifeflle* women. The bust is cut_

' fild ffie hips are not too long,
umber of qualities 1

1

ImIjjih ii|I TT i-'l. .">o.

«j> j e.r\ Style 962 is inii|| ill lllnli m drab coutil

Sizes 19 to 30. trice... ... JplOvJ -inHrjjifn rrrfTT^ g;—- 18 to 24. rf»|
This model also irtodc in $\ and $2.50 |iiililn , I

Ul II I' V™
Jill of these models, as weUst+tTTTmerous other styles in Erect Form and A(uform Corsets, may be found at your retailer's

at prices\rangimfffom SI to $S the pair. If you cannot obtain them mention dealer's name and send direct to

ilendid corset for nine out of ten figures.

jw bust and deep hip. One of the best
fitting models of the Erect Form line. Made of
an unusually nice quality ot coutil in white or
drab as well as white batiste. Front and ,£»«
side supporters. Sizes 18 to 3D. Price «**

WEINGARTEN BROTHERS, Dept. E, 377-379 Broadway, New YorK
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K.ONIGan°STUFFMANN
MONTREAL

The cut below illustrates the gold medals and decor-

ations awarded to the manufacturers of

P. D.
Corsets at all leading Exhibitions during the last thirty

years, including Paris and Chicago.

These celebrated Corsets have a universal
reputation and are considered in all coun-
tries as the Standard of Corset Perfection.

Selling agencies are established in all countries,

giving these goods undoubtedly the largest sale.

The latest styles in

P.D.

Corsets are now in

tKe Hands of our

travelers j& & j&

No Corset Depart-

m e n t catering to

TURNED the hi ^ h-class

U| •y 10ft
v tirade can afford to

be witHout them.
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Every Dry Goods Merchant and

Milliner can profitably raise the

question, Why such a thing as

Unsaleable Stock?

With our system of re-dyeing and finishing dress goods,

hosiery, ribbons, feathers, plumes and other fabrics that have

become soiled, off-color or otherwise unsaleable, there's no

need for one carrying a yard of goods that can-

. . J* „ RETURNED
not be turned into Dollars.

«T i J L-
] Q L

I
9

'

,90
i*We have been doing this work for the

largest wholesalers and retailers in Canada for

about thirty years.

RE-DYEING AND FINISHING FOR THE
—TRADE IS ONE OF THE BIG DEPART-
—MENTS OF THIS BUSINESS.

You can write us and ask any questions and a prompt and

full answer will be sent you.

R. PARMER ®L CO.
Dyers and FinisHers

787-791 Yonge St., TORONTO, Can.
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n*?
tff

1 -^BSi^
L»e?

088 AMP f^jSv/icCE^ARY TO U?E I
AoWEVEM5>

IT,'' ^"elWiOAI OF A

8gk
A
wTwSL

L
p
lN
RE?omENP YOUR ATTEW-f]

AA« AT JOrtN MAC PONALP & CO ?

FALL OPENING.
?MREWP BVYIMG BY TrtO?E FAMILIAR WITA

TAE NEEP5 OF GANAPIAN RETAILED?,
RE?VLT? IN A COMPLETE STCKK IN TME
FOLLOWING PEPARTA\ENT5w

GENERAL PRY GOOPS
A\EN? FVRAil^A\IA/GS/•vil/n> i- V/R/VI?ttlAfQS

woollens, <?arp
\ ET R Y

JO«NMEAr£2?'*/1l/MQ*

"TrtE flRST FALL OPEAJIAIC"
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NOTION DEPARTMENT

The Largest Button Purchase
EVER MADE IN CANADA

1,000 CASES
Containing one hundred dozen each

Solid two hole and

Solid four hole Pearl Buttons.

These are on cards proportionately to the way they are served retail.

They are regular IOC retail, but can be sold at a good profit

5c.a dozen.

ORDER EARLY

Cannot be Duplicated. Will accept returns, if not as stated.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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MONTREAL

F these brands are on your

goods it means that :

They are

Reliable Goods

They are

Fast Sellers

They are

Profit Makers

Standard Mills Ticket for

SKirtings

Denims

Cottonades

TicKings

*-&*—
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THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, ya
MONTREAL

SATIN ES
SATANAS
NEAR SILKS
ALL PLAIN COLORS IN

MERCERIZED GOODS

•

IETUBNEI

JV1L1 «C

m

RAVENS WING LININGS
<•»

N9

yds

THEY FLY INTO POPULAR FAVOR

BEA VER TICKET FOR

FOULARDS
CAMBRICS
SILESIAS

SURAHS
LINENETTES
PERCALINES
SPUN GLASS
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THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, mm

Soy/ef

MONTREAL

elgn Dress Go0t/s r .

Sovereign

Silks and Satins

Sovereign

Lustres and Sicilians

SOVEftElW

DRESS. COODS

ft? RETURNED

Ms.
JUL 7 190

Sovereign

Plain Black Goods

Sovereign

Plain Colored Goods

Lion Brand Hosiery
Means Satisfaction to the Consumer.

RETURNED^
JUL 7 1903

Lion Brand Men's Furnishings
Means they are Up-to-Date

TtlE

RETURNED
JUL 7 190*'

Wf^
BRAND

Invader Brand Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
is now asked for in Leading Retail Stores \
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RETURNED
JUL 5 190 ^

NEW WAREHOUSE IN TORONTO

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (limited)

Head Office and Warehouse:

Cor. Bay and Wellington Streets, Toronto.

Branch Warehouse:

Cor. St. Helen ana- Reoollet Streets, Montreal.

PERMA^ENT_SA^VlPLE_RO^^

Macdona,d B,oc k ,
Sydney, Cape Breton.

62 St. Joseph St., Quebec

SanfordB.oC, - Winnipeg, Man.

Hera.dB.ock. - Calgary, N.W.T.

FOREIGN OFFICES

35 Milk St., London, E.C., England.
jjj iviiik oi ,

m ^ a Hewat Manager.)

4 Minshull St., Manchester, England.

Water St., Liverpool, England.

Hanover St., Glasgow, Scotland.

Rue du Faubourg Poissonn.ere, Pans, France.
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SOME OF OUR TRADE MARKS
Goods sold under these brands are essentially well made and the trade mark

itself is a guarantee of their value and durability.

RETURNE

JUL 7 1

Her Ladyship

Garments

Waists

Underskirts

Overskirts

Wrappers

Corset Covers

Chemises Child's Dresses

Cashmeres
Velours

Biarritz

Satin Cloths

Albatross

Voiles Crepe-de-Chines

Panamas Eoliennes

Poplins

Armures
Cord-de-Soies

Mohairs

Sicilians

Drawers

Gowns
Kimonos

Dressing Sacques

Child's Slips

RETURNED

•7 1»0 gL~

(Registered Canada

Venetians

Box Cloths

Cheviots

Chiffon Cloths

Sedan Cloths

Broadcloths

Vicunas

Etc., Etc.

Men's Fine Suspenders
Men's Cashmere 1-2 Hose

Men's Negligee Shirts

aadRFTURNED Men '

s Resatta Shirts

Men's Fancy Flannel Shirts

Men's Neckwear
Men's Linen Collars

Men's White Dress Shirts

Men's Night Shirts

Men's Pyjamas
Men's Work Shirts

Men's Rainproof Coats

Men's Waterproof Coats

Ladies' Rainproof Mantles

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY,mm
T O Rp NTO.
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"HUCAR 99

BLACK CORD DE SOIE
Acknowledged throughout the civilized world to be the most fashionable,

stylish, durable and best value Black Dress Material in the trade.

RETURNED
JUL 7 tM*'

Confined to

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY,mm
Toronto and Montreal, for Canada
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Vol. XV. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JULY, 1905. No. 7.

A TRIP TO THE WEST INDIES
Written specially for THE DRY C00D8 REVIEW by John Cameron, one of the traveling representatives of the MacLean Trade Newspapers,

on his return from an extended trip to the West Indies and British Guiana.

«<> IGHT thousand miles in three months, either on

ship, with the Union Jack floating at the

masthead, or on British soil—this is the itin-

. -^ erary of my trip to the West Indies under-

taken in January, 1905, and extending into the

middle of April. If anyone were to ask me what im-

pression I carried away from Bermuda and the string of

islands extending away down to the coast of South Am-
erica, I would have to say it was that Canada has hard-

ly discovered these tropical regions as yet, and that it

will be a red-letter day for Canadian manufacturers and

exporters when they come to see the possibilities of

closer international trade with the West Indies. . That

they are slowly getting their eyes open is seen from the

Dominion Blue Book, which shows in the last five years

an increase in exports (o the Islands of $1 ,698,957. Ac-

cording to Government returns our southern neighbors

are also doing their part, their exports to Canada during

the same time showing an increase of $2,985,575, mostly

ing equal they would rather trade with us than with the

United States; in some of the Islands, notably Barba-

does, Jamaica and Trinidad, the merchants went so far

as to express a wish to see a confederation of the two

RETURNED
"L 12 190/

"

J

A snap shi

Demerara.

West Indian Fruit Vendor.

in raw sugar. West Indian planters have benefited direct-

ly from the imposition of the surtax against Germany,
which has practically prohibited the importation of Ger-
man raw beet sugar into Canada.

Friendly to Canada.

Wherever I went I was struck with the friendly atti-

tude of business men towards Canada. Other things be-

countries. The only reason Canada has not already cap-

tured a bigger slice of West Indian trade is because Can-
adian exporters have not gone out and hustled for it.

The trade down there complain that our manufacturers
are diffident in catering to their wants. On the other-

hand an American manufacturer sends down his travel-

ing representative and finds out that the trade like a

commodity put up in a certain kind of package. He is

careful to fill the order exactly, instead of suggesting

something else, as the Canadian is apt to do. For in-

stance, the West Indian trade prefer flour put up in bar-

rels with round hoops, and the Canadian persists in send-

ing barrels with flat hoops. This is only one of many
examples of the ultra-conservatism of Canadians. Yet, in
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spite of all this. I found the metchant s anxious to trade

Willi Can
.freight Rates.

\iiuihtT drawback is the lack of frequent communica-

tion and the difficulty of obtaining equitable freight rates.

A number of smaller dealers in Trinidad complained that

unless they ordered a large cargo of goods they had to

pa) heavy freight charges. Large dealers were in a posi-

tion to order on a big scale and obtain a low rate, which

meant a saving of fully twenty per cent., thus placing

the small dealer at a serious disadvantage. These diffi-

culties will be adjusted as trade with the Islands grows.

\ trip to Bermuda via the Pickford & Black steam-

ers is to be heartily recommended to Canadian tourists.

The accommodation is all that can be desired and the

habitants are mostly built of white stone quarried on the

Island of Bermuda proper. The roofs of tin es and

dwellings are also painted white. Soft green cedar-clad

hills, sloping gently down to the sea, throw into relief

.iiid make the loveliest background imaginable for the

pretty white villas. The roads throughout the Island are

good; no northern blizzards penetrate, and ice and snow
are things unknown. The average temperature from No-
vember to April is between sixty and seventy, and in

Summer the thermometer seldom registers more than

ninety in the shade. Wells are few on account of the

coral formation, and the water supply for all purposes

is rain water, caught in big tanks lined with cement.

Practically every house has one of these unique cisterns.

Shortly after my arrival in the Island I called upon

JRNED

Native Homestead in the British West [ndies.

cuisine equal to that of any of the European liners.

The officials are kind and considerate at all times and

never tire of looking after the comforts of their guests

On the down trip we had a rough time of it; for two
days the waves rose mountains high, washing away every-

thing movable on deck. In fact, the captain of our boat,

the Dahome, remarked that he had never experienced

worse weather on the southern passage.

The island of Bermuda.

Bermuda, 780 miles from Halifax, and one of the

most picturesque of the West Indies, is comprised of no

less than 365 islands joined together by bridges, the

whole, being about twenty-live miles long and averaging

from three to four miles in width. The houses of the in-

a prominent business man resident in the City of Hamil-

ton. I received a most cordial welcome and, to my great

surprise was addressed by name. For some time the

tradesman would not satisfy my curiosity. Finally he

confided in me that he had been reading a recent issue of

The Canadian Grocer in which he had seen my photo-

graph and an editorial note saying I was en route to the

West Indies.

In the Island of Antigua, 985 miles from Bermuda, an

interesting experiment has just been completed, namely,

the erection of a new sugar factory to take the place of

12 old-fashioned and out-of-date sugar refineries. The re-

finers say that with modern machinery the West Indies

can produce cane sugar far more cheaply than beet sugar

can be produced in Europe. All the by-products are
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utilized; the whole of the fuel, for instance, being suppli-

ed by the cane after it has passed through the machinery

and the sugar extracted. In an up-to-date factory the

cane is conveyed direct to the furnace and is so dry that

it burns readily. In the old-fashioned factories it has to

be placed in the sun to dry before being utilized as fuel.

A modern factory will extract about 70 per cent, of the

sugar as against 50 per cent, under old conditions. Since

the removal of the bounties on European beet sugar capi-

talists have been encouraged to put their money into new

and modern sugar factories in the West Indies.

After Antigua the next point of interest is St. Lucia,

a charming island, containing 248 square miles, and a

harbor which they say is a second Gibraltar. Our steam-

er was unable to land here and those who wished to see

the island simply hailed native boats manned by coolies

who row passengers ashore and back for the small sum ol

forty cents a head.

in the height of the carnival, an annual holiday season

lasting for two days. During this time business opera-

tions are entirely suspended, the streets are thronged

with revellers dressed in the most fantastic costumes,

and everything and everybody is given over to fun-making.

Bands play from morning till night and the people dance

and frolic like mad. I thought to myself, if they could only

have heard the melodious sound of the bag-pipes it would

have put the finishing touches on their carnival. I at-

tended one of the masked balls in which colored people

and coolies mostly participated. Again and again in the

course of the evening one or other of the dusky beauties

would step up to me and try to persuade me to dance.

The Highland Fling was a thing unknown to them all,

however, which was, perhaps, the only reason why I

succeeded in resisting temptation.

Georgetown, the capital of British Guiana, is a mat-

ter of 357 mi'.es from Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. Never

TURNE

L 12 19C

Harbour Street, Kingston, Jamaica.

Barbadoes.

Barbadoes, 191 miles from St. Lucia, is a thriving

island known principally for the production of molasses

and raw sugar. It may surprise Canadians to know that

The value of goods imported yearly by the Island ol Bar-

badoes alone is nearly $4,000,000. Canada's share of

this, as of the trade of all the other islands, is surpris-

ingly small, the bulk of it being in the hands of Great

Britain and the United States.

Trinidad.

Trinidad is one of the most important ol the West

Indies as far as trade is concerned. Its exports and

imports last year totalled $11,073,326 and $12,295,390

respectively, th« former being principally cocoa, raw
sugar, asphalt and cocoanuts, and the latter flour, raw

cocoa, hardware, rice, timber, leather and fish.

I arrived at Port-of-Spain, the capital of Trinidad,

shall I forget my experience in landing from the steamer,

amid a scrambling of Portuguese, natives and Indians, all

eager to give me a hand with my luggage. A pleasant

ride on the electric cars brought me to a good hotel,

and I was soon tucked into a comfortable bed beneath a

huge canopy of musquito netting, carefully adjusted by

some kind soul who did not wish to see me eaten alive.

In regard to hotel accommodation I may say that I

found it very good throughout the Islands and generally

reasonable in price.

British Guiana is said to be one of the richest of the

West Indian colonies, and bears more of the character

of an old plantation than any of the others. The great

sugar estates are mainly owned by London capitalists

and the trade is mostly with Great Britain. For 1904

the exports were $8,500,000 and the imports $7,000,000.
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Molasses ami raw sugai constitute fulh one-quarter of

the total exports.

Georgetown, Demerara, is truly a tropical city; its

streets arc broad and well laid out to the sweep of the

sea breezes; tropical plants, some of startling brilliancy

ami strange shapes, are in abundance everywhere. One of

Georgetown's distinct charms is its trees; they are end-

less in number; they surround the houses; they grace the

squat rs, the\ line the streets in rows and lows, so that

the town looks as if it were built in a forest. Another

attraction is the canals which run through many of the

si i eels. 1 was much struck to notice a water illy float-

ing on one of these canals with leaves so large and

si long that it is a current saying that a hahy can be set

upon one without, fear of breaking the leaf.

There are several markets in Georgetown, the largest

being the Staroek, standing in the busiest part of Water

street. There, among people of all nationalities, one can

Ini 1 hem lo make much of a featme (if then window dis-

play s. True they nearly always have something on show
in their store fronts, but they pay very little attention

to window dressing as an art.

I met business men of all nationalities, for instance.

one of the most enterprising merchants 1 lan across in

Georgetown was a Chinaman. A fair shari gro-

cers and fruit men are nugroes—and nice places they have,

too—almost without exception. The finest departmental

store in Georgetown, Smith Bros. (Scotch), covers a

whole block. Most of the dry goods merchants deal in

England. Rylands' do a large trade a'.l through the

Islands. When canvassing the dry goods houses I would

turn over the leaves of The Dry (roods Review and point

out Rylands' advertisement. They seemed pleased to

know that Canadian merchants were also regular patrons

of this prominent English firm. While in the Islands I

met several representatives of Old Country dry goods

TURN
L 12 190

wonder and admire not only the native products, but

many of the native industries. The fruit stalls are al-

ways attractive, stocked as they are with great bunches

of crimson bananas, yellow oranges, pineapples, guavas,

sapodillas, etc.

The first morning after I arrived in Demerara about

6.30 o'clock a knock came to my door. I said, "Come
is," forgetting the door was locked, and was more than

surprised to hear a voice asking, "Will you have a cup of

tea or coffee '.'" It is the custom there for business men
tn partake of such light refreshment before going to

business at about 7 o'clock. They return to their hom ss

about 10 o'clock for breakfast, again at 1 o'clock for

luncheon, and shut up shop at 5 in the afternoon.

Fine Stores.

The stores here, as throughout the Islands, have an
inviting appearance, particularly the dry goods and gro-

cery stores, and compare favorably with our own. On
account of the excessive heat of the sun it is impossible

houses. What delighted me most of all, however, was

to run into one of Archie Campbell's travelers from

Toronto.

Unfortunately very few of our manufacturers send

Mien representatives to the West Indies regularly to

drum up trade. It is a wonder, too, when you consider

bow favorable sentiment is towards Canada, that they

are not paying closer attention to this market. One

Canadian linn that is working up a nice trade in the

Islands is the Irving Umbrella Co., of Toronto. This is

an exception, however, and not the rule. The greater

percentage of the trade who do not deal in England pat-

ronize the New York market exclusively and, I think, the

tune has come for manufacturers in Canada to make a

united effort to change this condition of affairs if they

wish to win a position of supremacy in the West Indian

market, which even the trade there are willing to offer

and, in fact, are offering at the present time.
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LOCKING the stable after the steed is stolen is

no more short-sighted than waiting till mail-

order houses are firmly established before mak-

ing a right on them. It is not necessary for

these establishments to reach their full growth

to prove their pernicious influence. It only requires a

glance at the conditions subsisting in the country dis-

tricts of the United States, surrounding the big mail or-

der centres, to see the disastrous effects on business, and

consequently on land and property values, caused by

these enemies of retail trade. Nor is it necessary to go

across the line to see these results. Already in Canada
the roots of this business are firmly fixed and stagnation

in trade and depreciation in values are ever its con-

comitants.

The time has come for a fair consideration of the

question. It would be a sign of the most egregious folly

to close one's eyes any longer to the importance of this

feature of modern business. It has already done great

harm to legitimate retail trade. It will in the future do

far more. If there is any opposition to be raised, it

should be raised now.

Mail-Order Business Unfair.

A consideration of the question will show : first,

that the mail-order business is unfair; second, that it is

in the end disastrous to those who use it; third, that it

may be successfully combat ted.

It is unfair. All possible advantage is taken of the

fact that the article to be sold is not seen by the buyer

till after it is bought. The merchant doing business

over his counter cannot exaggerate. He may put forth

the merits of his goods, their high quality and fair price,

but his statements will be weighed by a discerning pub-

lic and in the last instance the goods will be sold on
their own merits. They will be compared with other

goods of other dealers and they must stand that com-
parison. This is fair buying and selling. How different

is the case of the mail-order houses ? Their sales are

made on their own extravagant descriptions. A little

cut, which can show nothing of the quality of the article,

and a fulsome laudation of the quality and price, these

are the evidences on which the customer buys. When
people have such difficulty in judging the good from the

bad when they have the two in their hands, it is not to

be expected that they will choose right when they have
nothing but a printed description to go by. The folly of

such a thing is patent to anyone who thinks of the differ-

ences which exist even in staples. On paper the differ-

ence in a coarse and fine piece of linen cannot be dis-

tinguished. If they are not shown, the same adjectives
can be used to describe one as the other. It is unneces-
sary to mention which the mail-order house would send
if an order were sent in. This is just illustrative of the
general unfairness, the wrong principle, at the base of a
mail-order business.

But it is not allowed to rest there. To the unfair-

ness of the principle has been added deception in the de-

tails. We shall not go into particulars here,—they arc
too well known to retail merchants throughout the coun-
try,—but a single instance will illustrate the point. A
well-known standard artic'.e will be shown on a page of
the mail-order catalogue. A few lines of description are
subjoined and the price will be about one quarter less
than the regular price. On the opposite page will be a
fine cut of a similar article of an unknown make and be-
neath it is given a glowing description showing its su-
periority over anything else of the kind ever offered. The
first page, with a reduction of the price which everybody
knows, inspires the reader with confidence. - But, he will
say, if this is a bargain, how much more must the one
opposite be a bargain, which is shown to be superior to'

the standard one in every respect. So the unknown make
is sold at a big profit. The other article would have
made no profit for the mail-order house and was not in-

tended to be sold. It is a game of deception pure and
simple.

Ruins The Towns.

The mail-order business, moreover, is disastrous in a
much wider sense than that which has just been men-
tioned. It kills the prosperity of the towns by driving
out the business men who make prosperity possible. There
is just one thing which can ensure good, healthy retail
business, and that is local support. Without this busi-
ness there can be no market; the chief taxpayers disap-
pear, the employers of labor require no help, and public
works and schools fall into decadence, because those who
formerly paid the taxes to support them do so no longer.
As a direct consequence the farmers' lands decrease in

value and their produce no longer brings the prices it

did when there was an active market. These are not
imaginary evils. They can be traced in many parts of
Ontario at the present time. They are the natural and
necessary results of the patronage of a catalogue house.

With a few of the evils of this class of business be-
fore us, the third question, the possibility of successfully
fighting it, presses for settlement. Mail-order houses can
be successfully competed with. This has been proved
conclusively by many merchants throughout the country.
It requires, however, the most energetic action on the
part of the retailer. He has to take the bull by the
horns and fight on the aggressive.

How to Compete Successfully.

The method in which this may be done varies with
local conditions. In one place where the farmers were
much given to buying from catalogue houses, the pro-
prietor of a general store had this sign hung up promin-
ently :

"We do not pay any cash on butter. We pay 2c. per
dozen less for eggs in cash than in trade, and when a
customer wants part cash we figure all the eggs at cash
price."

The store pays the top price for both butter and eggs
in trade, which leaves the farmers no room for complaint,
and when they see how much they will lose by taking
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cash instead of trade bhey invariably take trade^ This is

a scheme which ensures home trading and is lo be com-

mended.

A method which appeals more strongly bo most men

is that of education. To convert people from the mail-

order habit by convincing them that they can actually

buy more cheaply at home is difficult, yet it is the only

satisfactory way. Where possible it can be done by a

comparison of the home and catalogue goods. Mail-order

houses are not in business for their health. The mer-

chant can be assured that they make a good big profit on

what they sell-. Otherwise how could they keep up their

big plants in the cities, and spend the enormous sums

they do on catalogues and advertising ? With this knowl-

edge, a local dealer can attack them on their own ground

by giving better prices and qualities. Keen, progressive

merchandising is necessary because his contest is with

merchants who seize every vantage point.

Every merchant is naturally entitled to the trade

which surrounds his place of business. He is right on the

spot with his goods; his expenses are usually low, and he

has the important advantage of being able to become

personally acquainted with his possible customers. Under

these- circumstances it would seem that all he needs to

hold this trade is to offer as great inducements as the

mail-order house. But this is not all. As we have

pointed out above, the seeming inducements of the cata-

logue are not rea( inducements in many cases, but fakes

and shams. The retail merchant must be prepared to

prove this, and the best and most satisfactory way to do

it is by consistently giving good quality for a fair price.

flood buying and good selling are alike requisite in ac-

complishing this end, but the competition of the pi'

day is demanding these more and more, if commercial

existence is to be maintained at all.

Credit System.

The credit system, which is necessary in many parts

of the country, should be the means of keeping business

at home. It has frequently been much abused by people

buying the necessaries from the local store on time, only

to use the cash, when it came in, to buy from the cata-

logue houses. It would be a waste of time to argue with

such a one on the injustice of his conduct. Arguments
based on fairness or justice would not be understood by

him. But he might be made to understand the inexpedi-

ency of his course. If he was out of work temporarily,

or if there was a crop failure, would the mail-order house

carry him for a month or six months, or a year ? Not
at all. Their business is done on an absolutely cash

basis. The money has to be paid before the goods are

seen; that is the principle of their sales. It is in such

contingencies that the local merchant is called on for

credit, but it is a bad time to ask for time. Points such

as these should be used where this competition is felt.

Expediency may accomplish what justice cannot effect.

Local conditions must govern the course which should

be taken in opposing mail-order houses in any psrticular

place. The important thing is to take some active steps

against them. They are a menace to retail merchants

and as such must be watched and combatted consistently

and vigorously.

AFTER THE SHUTTERS ARE UP
BOBBY'S father had given him a ten-cent piece and a

quarter of a dollar, telling him he might put one or

the other on the contribution plate. "Which did

you give, Bobby '.'" his father asked, when the boy came

home from church.

"Well, father, I thought at first I ought to put in the

quarter," said Bobby, "but then just in time I remem-

bered 'The Lord loveth a cheerful giver,' and I knew I

could give the ten-cent piece a great deal more cheerfully,

so I put that in."—Youth's Companion

'Where are your razor strops ?" asked the customer.

"Razor strops '.'" said the floorwalker, stroking his

side whiskers. "Fifth aisle to the right."

The customer went to the fifth aisle to the right.

"Razor strops '.'" he asked.

"Razor strops ?" the girl behind the counter said.

"I think they must be in the notion department."

"Where is the notion department ?"

"Next section. Three aisles back."

Flu' customer hunted up the notion department.

"Razor strops—straps ?" he said.

"You'll find them among the household goods in the

basement," responded the girl in charge of the hair pins.

I te went lo the basement

.

"Where arc youi razor sir—straps ?" he inquired oi

bhe Inst salesman he met.

"Last counter on the right ."

He went to bhe last counter on the right.

I (i like to sci' some of your strops."

"1 think you'll find those in the notion department

on the first floor."

"Been there. They sent me down here."

"Nearest we can come to it is dog collars. Suppose
you try the razor department."

"Where is that ?"

"First floor."

The customer hadn't thought of the razor department.
He went back to the floor above, and appeared a few mo-
ments later at a counter presided over by a girl with

large bangs and a lisp.

"Got any razor straps '.'" he demanded.
He was becoming reckless now.

''RSizor thtrapts ? No, thir. You'll find thothe in

the leather goodth department on the thickth floor."

He took passage in the elevator for the sixth floor.

"Where's your blamed razor straps '.'" he inquired of

the sixth floor walker.

"Eighth aisle over. Leather goods department."

The weary pilgrim traversed the eight aisles.

"I want to sec your razor straps," he said, with
some fierceness.

"We don't keep 'em," replied the man behind the

counter.
* *

*

"Mamma, I don't want to wear these red stockings

Nurse said this color won't run and I don't want to walk
always."

"Oh, nurse didn't say it properly. Let me show you.

See, on the toes it, says, 'fast colors.' '

* •
•

"Oshkosh people," remarked the periodical idiot, "are

getting quite Bostonese in their ways."
"What's the answer ?" queried the easy mark.

"The last time 1 was there," explained the p. i., "I

saw a sign in a tailor's window that said, 'These Pants

Only $3—.Marked Down from $lu Trousers
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TWO NEW PROVINCES

D
URING the last two years attention has been

directed to the rapid growth of the Canadian

Northwest by two important bills before the

Dominion Parliament. These were the bill

providing assistance to the Grand Trunk

Pacific Railway Co., and the bill providing for the au-

tonomy of two new provinces to be carved out of the

vast western expanse, hitherto known vaguely as "The
Territories." An excellent advertisement of the de-

velopment of the country has been afforded by these hills.

Each has provoked no little controversy. A general

election was fought mainly on the Grand Trunk Pacific

which the formation of two new provinces must afford us

in foreign countries and in other parts of the Empire.
The mere fact that in order to secure the proper admin-
istration and government of the Northwest it is neces-

sary to divide a part of it into the two vast provinces

of Saskatchewan and Alberta is sufficient evidence of the

growth of the Canadian West. Hitherto the Province of

Manitoba has been, with many people, synonymous with
Western Canada. Now its Government and people pro-

test that in comparison with the two vast provinces to

be created it is as a mere "postage stamp" on the map
of Canada. Without expressing any opinion as to the

Edmonton, capital of new province of Alberta. (View from river bank looking- west)

Bill and the alternative of Government ownership of the

road, and all the world knew, by reason of the sound
thereof, that Canada proposed building a second trans-

continental railway. The obvious inference as to the de-

velopment of the country which made this railway neces-

sary was drawn the world over. It was not so well

known even in Canada that the Canadian Northern in-

terests were already at work constructing a second
transcontinental railway, and that the G.T.P. is in re-

ality the third. The incident serves to show the value
of political controversy as an advertisement of national
progress.

Canadians appreciate the value of the advertisement

rights or wrongs of Manitoba in this regard, it may be

pertinent to remark that the vigorous agitation of the

aggressive Premier Roblin and his associates in the Pro-

vincial Government has served to emphasize the fact that

the Province of Manitoba, as at present constituted, is a

very small part, indeed, of the great wheat-growing
country.

Similarly, while the party and sectarian strife which
has been precipitated by the educational clauses of the

Autonomy Bill is in itself very much to be regretted, it

has at least had the good effect of attracting wide at-

tention to the fact that two new provinces are being

created. And that in itself is a good effect, whatever
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may be the different opinions held as bo Hie wisdom of

the educational clauses of the bill.

Publicity Welcomed.

Publicity, however obtained, is welcomed in We
Canada because it is believed tbat the country needs only

to be known to be appreciated abroad. Pol decades

Canada has been unknown and her possibilities unap

predated chiefly because she has been overshadowed by

her prosperous neighbor to the south. "America" has

been the .Mecca of the hopes and ambitions of those liv-

ing in the Old World who were anxious to belter their

fortunes in the New; and for loo long "America" has

meant only the Tinted Slates. "To him that hath shall

be given," and our prosperous Uncle Sam continued to

attract more immigrants and more capital to the unde-

veloped west simply because the tide of emigration and

capital had set towards the United States long before

the Dominion Confederation was formed and the Can-

adian prairies rendered accessible by the building of the

Canadian Pacific Railway. But when the vacant lands

in the United States were filled and flee homesteads

were no longer to be had, attention was at last directed

to the great Canadian West.

Wheat Production.

The wonder is that so long time was required to di-

rect attention to Western Canada. More than three-

fourths of North America's total hard wheat area lies

north of the international boundary line. Moreover, the

soil is more productive than in the United States. In

Manitoba the average yield is much in excess of that of

any state in the. Union. Only in the highly-fertilized

farms of Great Britain, where the cost of artificial ferti-

lizers for a single season is equal to the entire cost of the

land in Manitoba and the Territories, is the yield ex-

ceeded. Crop reports have been compiled by the Govern-

ment of Manitoba for twenty-two years, and these show
the average yield of wheat during that period to be 20|

bushels per acre. Comparisons are interesting. The
average in Ontario is 15£ bushels, in the Dakotas 13, in

Minnesota 14i, in Iowa and Nebraska between 11 and 12.

Manitoba's average constitutes a record amongst the

wheat-growing sections of the American continent.

Figures are not available as to the productivity of

the new provinces for so long a period, as it is only since

1898 that official and accurate returns have been compiled

by the Government of the Northwest Territories. The
returns obtained since that date have been as accurate

as it is possible to get them, as every thresher has been

required by law to return to the Department of Agricul-

ture a complete statement of the grain be has threshed.

These returns show an average yield of almost 20 bush-

els per acre— 19.88 to be exact.

It is not surprising, therefore, that American farm-

ers are selling their farms and moving across the inter-

national boundary line, where free homesteads can be ob-

tained from the Government and where the land is more
productive.

The Wheat Belt.

Only a very small portion of the Canadian west has

yet been cultivated, and the greater part of the vacant

land suitable for the purpose lies in the two new prov-

inces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. Out of a total of

Hid, (Mill, mill acres suitable for wheat cultivation, not

more than 80,000,000 acres have been taken up. That is,

four-fifths of the great west remains unappropriated.

Making a liberal deduction for lands which are water

covered or for any reason unsuited for settlers to go in

and raise crops immediately, there remain more than

250,000,000 acres of the best wheat-growing land in the
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world waiting for the settler. At a rate of yield less

than one-half the average of Manitoba for twenty years

back, this now uncultivated area would produce one-fifth

more than all the wheat grown throughout the whole

world each year at present. The average annual wheat

crop of the world is about 2.750,000,000 bushels. Of this

the I'nited States produces a little less than one-fifth and

Minnesota and the Dakotas one-eighteenth of the whole.

Th« annua* quota of these great wheat-raising states will

appear insignificant by comparison in a very few years

when the area under cultivation in Manitoba and the new

provinces to be created is immensely larger than at

present, and wheat from Western Canada is pouring in

vast volume into the world's markets.

Business Possibilities.

Now all this is of interest and importance to the

business man, the manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer,

as well as to the farmer and intending settler. The vast

possibilities of the western country are attracting new

settlers by the thousand. According to J. Obed Smith,

the energetic and capable Dominion immigration com-

missioner in Winnipeg, 119,000 declared settlers came to

Western Canada last year and took up land. This year,

the numbers coming promise to be much greater, and the

majority are men with some capital to start operations.

Plainly the present influx of settlers is only a beginning,

and the next decade will see a development greater than

any in the past.

It must occur to every business man that the growth
of the Canadian west means the creation of an immense
new market for manufactured goods of all kinds. A new
population has everything to buy, and in the west it very

soon has money to pay its bills. The west has always

money to spend, and the average westerner is lavish in

the spending. His contempt for a dollar surprises the

frugal easterner at first, but the surprise soon wears

away and the easterner who settles in the west is soon

as prodigal as his neighbor. The west is made up of

good customers.

Hence, eastern manufacturers are running their fac-

tories overtime to provide for the ever-increasing wants
of the west and eastern jobbing houses are busy filling

orders. Hence, also, the growth of distributing centres

in the west. Manufacturers are yet few in number, but

the jobbing houses in the west—their name is legion.

Winnipeg is the distributing centre for the west, and at

present has almost a monopoly. But her supremacy will

not always be unchallenged. Fort William, with its

Grand Trunk Pacific terminals and its advantageous posi-

tion on the lakes, aims at being not only a shipping point,

but the distributing centre for heavy goods in the west.

At present many Winnipeg wholesale firms maintain
warehouses in Fort William and ship from that town di-

rect to their customers. West of Winnipeg, Brandon has
some claims as a distributing centre. It is to be expect-

ed that the two capitals of the new provinces will also

he important as points for the distribution of manufac-
tured goods.

Winnipeg's Growth.

Some idea of the future of Regina and Edmonton may
be gathered from the history of Winnipeg. The new
capitals are still comparatively small towns, but there

is no reason to doubt their rapid growth as distributing

centres. Thirty years ago Winnipeg was a very small

village; to-day it is a city of 90,000 to 100,000 inhabi-

tants, and it is only on the threshold of its greatness.

The west has room for millions of settlers on its fertile

prairies, and no one doubts now that they are coming in

a few years. To supply their wants, large distributing

centres must spring up, and not only the towns mention

ed, but many others must develop enormously. The

business man who stakes his future upon the growth of

the west cannot well make a mistake.

WRITTEN CONDITIONS IN CONTRACTS.

IT
is a rule of law that written conditions in any docu-

ment take precedence over printed conditions. This

is simply a recognition of the well known fact that

printed blanks are often used when some of the printed

conditions are not satisfactory to the parties. It is

recognized that the writing is a more deliberate act, that

it was inserted by the parties themselves and not by the

person who drew up the form for general use, and that

the writing represents, at least, a later decision of the

parties than the printing. Accordingly, if there is a con-

flict between a printed provision and a written provision

of the contract, the latter will prevail. The courts

would probably give the same preference to a provision

inserted by means of a rubber stamp; all that is to be

said in favor of writing over print may be said, with

practically the same force, in favor of stamping over

print.

SUMMER FURS.

ERMINE, because it has been so uncommonly popu-

lar during the Winter, will be one of the prime

Summer furs. Aside from the fact that seven out

of ten persons will already have it in their possession, it

is really a most commendable warm-weather pelt, when
furs are to be commended at all. Its color is very much

in its favor, being cool to the eye, no matter how it may
affect the temperature of the neck or shoulders; and it is

one of the "close," short-haired furs which suggest an

elegant accessory, rather than an actual necessity—this

being true also under cold-weather conditions.

THE WORLD'S NEED OF COTTON.

AT the present day cotton occupies more attention in

the commercial world than any other product, and

efforts are being made to introduce it in regions

where it is not now grown as well as to increase its pro-

ductions in those countries where it is grown. It is uni-

versally used for the clothing of all nations. To name a

commodity in wider use than manufactured cotton would

be difficult. The world's consumption of cotton has, in

fact, been increasing of recent years at a more rapid rate

than the world's production. Cotton mills in England

and on the continent of Europe have been forced into par-

tial idleness on account of the shortage of the supplies of

the raw material. The world needs a new supply of cot-

ton. In recognition of this fact, the British Cotton

Growing Association, composed of spinners and manufac-

turers, was formed more than two years ago for the pur-

pose of assisting and encouraging the growth of cotton in

those parts of the British Empire where experimental

cultivation has demonstrated, with greater or less cer-

tainty, the possibility of inaugurating cotton production

on a commercial scale.

The Minerva Mfg. Co. has purchased the property on

the south side of College street, Toronto, between Mark-

ham street and Palmerston avenue, to a depth of 113 ft.,

for about $15,000. Plans are already in preparation for

the erection of a large factory and warehouse on the site.
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m̂ TKe Future of tKe Country Store
By C M. Harder, in the Atlantic Monthly.

TANDINQ before the door of his long-established

but modest emporium, his ample form flanked

by windows displaying hose and pancake flour,

boys' suits and writing paper, washboards and

cigars, while a garish sign, "General Merchan-

dise,' creaked above, the pioneer proprietor pointed to a

heap of freight the train now disappearing over the plains

had dumped on the depot platform.

"More work of the catalogues," he commented bit-

terly. "Three sacks of 'em came to the post office last

week,—now the folks are sending for the goods. Think

they are saving money, I suppose."

"Perhaps they are?"

"Not much. If they will give me all their orders and

pay cash as they have to do with the catalogue mail-

order houses, I'll get 'em just as good stuff, and just as

cheap. Some things they may buy cheaper, but they're

cheaper goods."

"Why do they do it, then?"

"Because it's the city,—it sounds better, somehow;

and the catalogues make everything look so fine. Why,

the other day a farmer came here to borrow wrenches

to set up a windmill he had sent to Chicago for. Then

they expect me to take what's left,—or when they haven't

(lie cash to send away. It's getting so that the farmer

can live ten miles from town and even buy his groceries

in St. Louis or New York and have 'em delivered without

leaving the place. It means that we might as well shut

up shop."

Such is the attitude of most small storekeepers in

the Western States. The rapid progress of the rural

delivery route and the farm telephone line have brought

new conditions to the section where for forty years the

country merchant has attained substantial glory.

The Favored Visitors.

\ few years ago I visited the largest mail-order store

in Chicago, where millions of dollars' worth of merchan-

dise is sent out every year. Its dozen floors are crowded

with goods and employes—and some customers. Few of

the latter are from the city. At the door stands a clerk

who carefully inspects every visitor.

"From out of the city, sir?"

If the answer be "No," you may enter or not as you

please,—little does the well-trained employe care.

"Yes,—from Iowa," and how the hand goes out in

greeting!

"Clad to have you come in; look over the store,—

and here is a ticket for the elevator to the tower."

The ticket is marked "25 cents," and you are told it

costs that sum to a resident of the city. The store caters

only to out-of-town visitors. Of course you go to the

towel,—you had paid gladly to reach lesser heights else-

where In the elevator you find people who are evidently

strangers to the big town; some are farmer-folk making

their first visii to the metropolis. "We boughl all Kate's

housefumishing from here," is overheard as a group is

pressed againsl the iron railing at the top. They are

overcome by the wonders spread out far below them, and

will go back home with marvelous tales of the greatness

of the city and of the magnitude of this supply house in

particular, the bestower of a free elevator ride.

A Plea For Free Buying.

A representative midwestern farmer addressed his

state's agricultural society recently, making this plea for

buying wherever he pleased: The farmer is able to sell

as well as can the man of whom he buys, and he sells for

cash; hence he is entitled to buy where he can buy cheap-

est. He went on: "Your nearest merchants claim the

right to buy where they can buy the cheapest, whether

it be of you, from Kansas City, or New York; it is also

true that they exercise this right, for one day I happened

in one of our home stores just as a town lady was buy-

ing some cahbage. The merchant was, of course, praising

his wares, and would use his set form of speech by saying

that those cabbages he had had shipped in from Wiscon-

sin. Knowing that there were plenty of cabhages for sale

by farmers, we put in our oar to the extent of asking why
he did not buy his produce from those who bought goods

of him. 'WelL you see,' he explained, 'we can get Wis

cousin cabbage laid down in our store for the same as

we pay for home stock, and these'—giving the crate the

vegetables were shipped in a kick with his foot,— are

solider Uian any we can buy here.' How hollow their

cry, 'Buy of your home merchant, the man who takes

your products,' sounded to us after hearing this bit of

talk from the dealer himself.

"But does the merchant you pay money to for goods

keep it at home any more than you do when you send to

Kansas City or Chicago for what you want? Let us see.

Suppose you want a sack of granulated sugar. Your
home merchant sells you a sack for six dollars, puts a

dollar of it in his own pocket for handling it for you,

and sends the rest to the sugar trust in the east to pay

for the sugar. On the same day you buy the sugar from

your home dealer, let us suppose you send to some mail-

order house for another sack of a like grade. You send

away $4.75, and when the sugar comes you pay fifty

cents in freight, making it cost you $5.25, saving you

seventy-five cents. The reason we quote no freight

charges against the home dealer is because all dealers

usually buy on a basis of 'delivered at your store.' but

the freight charges have been added, and the consumer

has to pay them, no matter where the goods originally

came from. You have seventy-five cents instead of the

merchant having one dollar."

Is It a Sound Argument?

This is a typical argument of the mail-order house's

farmer buyer, but it does not include the legitimate out-

come of such a proceeding extended to an entire com-

munity. It is probable that few of the farmers who ex-

ploit so glibly the process by which seventy-five cents is

kept at home would care to have their county towns

come to the natural result from universal adoption of

this policy. Instead of streets of brick blocks where

thriving business houses bring the attendant features of

modern town life, there would be only a railway station,
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post office, blacksmith shop, doctor's office, and grain

elevator. The lawyers would have their offices in their

homes or in the court house; there would be no need of

storerooms, and the county newspaper, which would con-

tain no advertising except mail-order house announce-

ments printed on its "patent inside," could probably

occupy one end of the commodious freight depot which

would be necessary to care for the many shipments of

goods. The rural districts of the nation would be very

dismal places were this the situation and were all the

local places for distribution .of the needs of the home
wiped out.

It is also interesting to note the magnitude to which

the central establishments for furnishing goods under such

conditions would attain. They would overshadow the

mightiest emporiums of the present. The railroads would

be burdened with small shipments to individuals, and the

mails would be heavy with orders. The few large cities

would contain these great dispensing centres, and the

remainder of the commercial life of the country would be

practically nothing, being confined to the minor trades

and needful professions. The country store would be a

thing of the past; business would be centralized beyond

any conditions now existing.

Gloomy Prophesies.

Some gloomy prophets seem convinced that su,ch is to

be the outcome. Here is the dark prediction of a dweller

ir. Western Nebraska:

"The future of the ordinary merchant in the country

towns is very discouraging, as the mail-order business is

constantly increasing, while they are on the decrease, and

our citizens are building up the large centres.

"The mercantile interests largely make the conditions

of the town, and conditions of the town generally

regulate the value of the real estate. Land sells near

this town from seventy to one hundred dollars per acre,

while several miles out it sells for fifty to sixty dollars

per acre, and yet this has no material consideration for

those who are looking for immediate bargains in mer-

chandise.

"I predict that in a few years' time all the business

the small merchant will get is what coffee and sugar he

can trade for stale butter and doubtful eggs, as the large

commission houses will get the good eggs and the cream-
eries the cream. He may possibly sell a little to some,

on 'after harvest' terms, when they have not the money
to buy the money-order from the rural mail clerk."

Were this true, the outlook for the country merchant
would be sad indeed; but there are some things to be

said on the other side.

Genesis of the Country Store.

To go back to the genesis of the country store: from
the beginning as the nucleus of the settlement life, it has
become one of a dozen struggling enterprises desirous of

securing the trade of the surrounding country. As the

town grew and reached its permanent position among the

municipalities of the state, the pioneer store, if it was
managed with intelligence, retained its general character,

but, branching out, took on the nature of a department
store on a small scale. It yet sold washboards and mil-

linery, but it did so in the different departments, each
with a head and a corps of clerks. The probabilities are

that its owner has become a "mercantile company,"
meaning that the originator has taken into partnership

some of his helpers in order to get more faithful service.

These stores, of which nearly every country seat has two
or more, are to the country communities what the great
emporiums are to the city trade. They occupy full pages

in the county weeklies, and their advertising, prepared

by some bright clerk or bookkeeper, does not suffer in

comparison with that of high-priced "adsmiths" who give

professional service in the announcements of the city

department stores. Smart delivery wagons make prompt
and accommodating disposal of goods at customers'

houses. Frequent visits of the proprietors to the large

cities keep in evidence through carefully arranged display

windows a touch of the world's newest designs.

Strength of Country Stores.

The strength of these stores is this,—they carry large

stocks; their owners are often interested in mills or

elevators that buy the farmer's grain; they take all the

eggs and poultry brought to town,—being the feeders for

the commission houses of which the Nebraskan complains,
—and they meet the prices of the mail-order houses as

closely as possible. Many of them keep standing in the

local papers such announcements as this: "We will dupli-

cate the price of any article advertised in a mail-order

catalogue."

Such a statement does not secure all the trade, but

it goes a long way to convince the buyers of the value of

their home store.

The vividness of the illustrated advertising done by
the mail-order houses, compared with that done by the

country merchants, is held by many to be responsible for

the success attained in securing trade, and it is probably

a most important factor. The bulky catalogue intro-

duces its readers to hundreds of articles never before

dreamed of as possibilities of the home; it pictures these

goods in all their imagined beauty and describes them in

terms of eulogy. The reader sees therein an opportunity

for supplying a want never before suspected,—the country

merchant had never suggested this line of thought to him.

Lessons For Merchants.

Herein lies a lesson for the country merchant of to-

day. The latter, with his proximity to the buyer, his

acquaintance with the community needs and abilities, his

weekly access to the homes through the country paper,

which is read from first to last column by every member
of the family, his lessened freight rates on large quan-

tities instead of single orders, has an advantage over

the city merchant which he ought to utilize, and which,

in many places, he is seizing as a lever for trade bringing.

The country papers which get no local advertising

from the mail-order houses (many will not admit it to

their columns) help along this home-buying sentiment by

vigorous sermons on the value of standing up for home
industries. Here is a sample of their argument:

"When your baby died, did the mail-order house send

its sympathy? When your crop failed, did it offer to

carry you a while? When your daughter was married, did

it send a present? Has it helped build the churches, the

schoolhouses, or the bridges of the community? Stand

by your home merchant who has done all of these things.

Help home industries and home people."

The country department store that uses modern

methods in trade and advertising cannot be broken up.

Its business is so interwoven with the industry of the

people that it grows as the community grows; but there

is not room for many such stores in a given town, not

so many as there would be if the mail-order house and

the city department house with its mail-order division

did not exist.

Then there is the grocery store,—no mail-order house

can destroy that. It is true that the master of the

household may order sugar, coffee, prunes, canned goods,

and oatmeal sent by freight; but the majority of the
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eatables must be seen by the unstress of the home before

being paid for. Likewise the men's clothing store,—little

thai men and hoys wear can he bought satisfactorily at a

distance Ol five hundred miles. So with the hardware and

implement house, the farmer may order a windmill or a

lot of binding twine by mail, hut he gets his nails, stoves,

building hardware, and implements at home. So with

drugs, millinery, harness, and furniture stores,—there is

a local demand for them because their articles are such

thai most people want to examine the goods before the

order is given.

But all these lose some trade to the city. In every

(Community many people visit the nearest big town once

or twice during the year,—and those who go oftenest are

usually tihe most generous spenders. On every trip some

purchases are made, often the principal ones of the family

or individual for the season.

City Buying.

This city buying is naturally most common in towns

within short distances of the metropolis. With the fre-

quent train service that enters the city depots the temp-

tation to buy in the greater markets is irresistible. For

fifty miles outside of St. Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, and

other large cities, there is little life visible in the busi-

ness streets of the town. Deserted store buildings are

common, paint is needed,—many of the towns look as if

the very life-blood had been sapped out of them. There

may be beautiful residence streets and fine homes, but

prosperous stores are few.

It is, naturally, impossible to put a stop to personal

expenditures in the city by those who visit trade centres,

except as public opinion may discourage it; but the

country merchants through their business organizations

endeavor to compel jobbing houses to co-operate with

them in the protection of trade.

If the purchase he made of a firm that has also a

wholesale department in the buyer's town, that home

merchant is not worrying; he will get a cheque for the

amount of his margin on the goods sold. The profit

comes as surely as if he had made the sale. A good deal

of public sentiment exists in the small town against city

purchasing trips, and very little publicity is sought by

the buyers concerning them. Everybody likes to keep up

an appearance of loyalty to the home merchants, whether

it be practised or not. In one western town the leading

daily paper undertook a movement to compel home buy-
ing by publishing each day the names of shoppers who
went to the large city forty miles away. It was an
heroic measure, and the paper soon discontinued it be-

cause of the enemies it made among subscribers,—but
while the tactics continued, they kepi many a buyer from
leaving (own.

Parcels Post.

The retail trade associations—and the country mer-
chant generally agrees with them—look with great dis-

favor on the parcels post, considering the scheme as

another menace to their trade. "If," say they, "the
rural delivery carrier is to become a hauler of express,

we may as well go out of business; the farmer now is

compelled to come to town after most goods he orders
by mail; then he may remain on his farm and have them
brought to his door." The up-to-date country merchant,
like his competitor, is utilizing the rural delivery. In

many counties half the people can be reached by it. Be-
ing nearer to the people, he is finding ways to combat
the foreigner, and is including modern methods and better

system as prominent features in his campaign.
If a wholesale dealer sells ploughs to a grocer who

proposes to put in these as a side line, the officers of an
association, with a thousand or more retail implement
dealers as members, ask him for an explanation. If he

does not wish to be blacklisted by the legitimate trade,

he must regain good standing. Such is the country mer-
chant's protest against the transference of trade from
himself to the city dealer and for the specialization of

business within certain bounds.

So the country merchant has friends left, and while

he finds his trade curtailed and his business lessened by

the wide-reaching mail-order house, he fills a place in the

economy of the rural portions of the nation that cannot
be taken from him. He is close to the heart of the

neighborhood. He may be harassed by rivalries and
annoyed by the freight shipments from the city, but he

is certain to be a factor in the community life, and it is

probable that he will, as he accepts the new conditions

and learns how to adapt his business to the modern ways,
become even more influential. There is more business to

be done now than of old, and he can spare a large portion

of it and yet .have in his hands the making of a com-
fortable living. His success depends on his own aggres-

siveness and his own grasp of modern conditions.

DIRECT SALES AND THE JOBBER,

THE National Wholesale Dry Goods Association of the

United States have issued the following statement

to jobbers and manufacturers' agents. The circular-

was signed by representatives of the dry goods trade

from all the leading cities of the country.

At a well-attended meeting' of the association,

held in the City of New York on January

19th and 20th of this year, a discussion was held

upon the subject, '' Sales by commission merchants and

manufacturers to retailers," and it was the unanimous

sense of that meeting that on many lines of goods the

dry goods .jobbers do not have the protection of the com-

mission houses or manufacturers to the extent thai they

feel is right full v their due.

While recognizing the fact that it may lie impractic-

able to exclude the largest retailers in the large cities

from buying certain goods at firs! hands in suitable quanti-

ties, vet the members of this association have noted with
grave concern the inclination on the pari of some com-
mission houses and manufacturers to sell ordinary re-

tailers, either directly or indirectly, under some of the

following methods

;

First: Sales directly to the retailer.

Second: Sales to a syndicate of retailers, doing busi-

ness under some corporate name, real or assumed.

Third: Sales to an agenl of a number of retailers.

who. for a gTOSS sum per annum, or a small commissi, mi.

ships goods to his constituents at exact jobber's costs.

Fourth : Sales to a party who has only an office, carries

comparatively little, if am- stock, ami who sells his goods

on a bare salesman's commission, often having the goods
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shipped from the mill; s<> (hat the result to the jobber

i» virtually the same as it' the manufacturer bad sold the

goods himself. This party often does not place his orders

until his goods are sold.

In any case, the interests and the rights of the jobber

are ignored, and ye1 it needs no argument to showl that

upon the jobber the manufacturer and the commission

house must Largely rely for the distribution of merchan-

dise.

A Change Impracticable.

Under modern conditions, when so large a proportion

of sales is made "on the road," it is manifestly im-

practicable for the manufacturer or his agent, with a

limited number of products, to incur the expense of visit-

ing the general retail trade of the country. Nor until

there is a radical change in the views and methods of the

manufacturer; will he be willing to give the terms or sub-

mit to the methods of the average retail dealer.

By immemorial usage the jobber has been the inter-

mediary between the manufacturer and the retailer. He
carries a general stock, from which the retailer can sup-

ply his ordinary wants, and is justified in sending a sales-

man to localities and districts not practicable for the

manufacturer with a limited line of specialties.

The Jobber's Position.

The jobber is compelled to use a large capital ; he must

own his own stock and be able to meet his obligations

promptly, and, at the same time, deal leniently with his

customers, who are liable to need indulgence by reason of

untoward conditions in their own fields— it may be by

deranged manufacturing interests in Massachusetts, or

mining troubles in Pennsylvania, or a failure of the wheat

en p in Minnesota, or a short corn crop in Illinois, or the

ravages of the boll weevil in Texas; but if the manufac-

turers and commission houses are to sell to the larger and

better class of retailers who can buy in the primary

markets, or who are within easy reach of the salesmen,

and the jobber is necessarily restricted to the limited trade

that is left, it will follow eventually that his business will

not be worth continuing.

Are the manufacturers and commission houses ready

for such a contingency?

It is realized that there are some houses whose chief

business is with the retailers, from whom the jobber may
not expect first consideration, but for those manufacturers

or agents, however, the greater part of whose business is

done- with the jobber, to sell the jobber's customers, either

directly or indirectly, in the manner named, seems to the

mtion unfair to its members, and is a source of com-

petition which it is felt might be eliminated to a great

extent, if, in a spirit of harmony and good-will, an effort

were made in this direction.

The Best Customers.

The members of our association, as jobbers, are the

best customers of the greater number of commission houses

and manufacturers to whom this leter is addressed. The

practice of such houses selling retailers, either directly

or through syndicates, we believe to be unjust and detri-

mental to our interests, and we contend that, as the job-

ber offers the most convenient, safe and economical

medium for the distribution of your merchandise, and that

as, in the nature of things, you must rely upon him for

the larger part of your sales, it seems to us that he is

entitled to your co-operation and support in his efforts

toward self-protection.

We are not unmindful of the fact that, in disposing

of certain lines of high-grade goods, the manufacturer and
agent must look for customers in addition to the jobbers,

and niav be justified in going to the large city retailers in

such cases. But it is felt that, if it is necessary for the

manufacturer or commission house to sell certain goods,

or certain retailers, that are also sold by the jobbers, at

least some understanding might be arrived at as to what
firms or what goods should be sold, and proper protection

given to the jobbers.

"We do not believe in the principle or justice of sell-

ing syndicates of retailers who would not be sold in-

dividually, or that they should be recognized by those

manufacturers or commission houses who solicit the job-

bing trade, for it requires but an extension of this prac-

tice to eliminate the jobber. If a syndicate of ten firms,

doing a business of a million dollars, is to be recognized,

why not a syndicate of fifty men doing the same amount
of business?

Information Desired.

In order to more clearly learn the position of the

leading commission houses and manufacturers on this sub-

ject, the National Wholesale Dry Goods Association, at

its meeting in New York, directed the executive com-

mittee to communicate with such houses for the purpose

of ascertaining their views and purposes in respect to

this matter, and the policy which they wish to pursue, and
report the result of such inquiries at the coming meeting

of the association.

While not desiring in the least to dictate the policy

of any business, or how it shall be conducted, it is

sincerely hoped that you may be disposed to grant such

protection to the jobbers in the matter above referred to

as you feel can safely be done without serious prejudice

to your own business interests.

The executive committee would be glad to have, and

now invites a definite expresion of your views and policy

on this subject at your early convenience, and a state-

ment from you of just how far you are willing to be

governed in the distribution of your goods by the sug-

gestions and wishes of the association as herein expressed.

And it is earnestly hoped that the desire of this as-

sociation for more friendly business relations and a better

understanding' with those from whom we purchase our

goods may be realized to the benefit of all concerned.

SUCH A SURPRISE.

A well-known Chicago clergyman who is a widower
and the father of two charming grown daughters is also
something of a wag. During his vacation last Summer
he sent the following telegram to his daughters :

"Have just married a widow with six children. Will

be home to-morrow."

The next day he arrived alone and found his daughters
in tears.

"W-where is the w-widow ?" they sobbed in unison.
"Oh," he replied, a merry twinkle in his eye, "I

married her to another man."
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*

*
BY-LAWS OF A JOBBERS'

ASSOCIATION
*

*

A
JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION is in existence in Spo-

kane, Washington, which presents some interesting

features. The principal business of the association

is the handling of accounts and the administration of

estates, whether they are bankrupt or in need of an ex-

tension. The plan pursued is as follows :

Upon receipt of a report the secretary calls upon the

party reported, and makes a thorough investigation of

his affairs, and gathers such other information as he can

regarding his financial condition. If he finds that he is

being pressed, or that he is a bankrupt, or that he is

insolvent, the secretary calls a meeting of the members

of the association who are interested, and lays the facts

which he has gathered before them. If the party is in-

solvent he is usually instructed by the committee to ob-

tain an assignment to himself as trustee, for the benefit

of all creditors. Under the law of the state such an

assignment creates a trust, which does not come within

the State Insolvency Law, and keeps the matter out of

court. If such an assignment is obtained the secretary

takes charge of and keeps the business going until it is

decided to wind the estate up. In conducting such a busi-

ness prices are maintained so that business men have no

reason to complain of price-cutting. As a rule a suffici-

ent profit is realised from the goods sold to pay the en-

fire expenses of handling the assignment. Accounts are

collected in as promptly as possible, and as a result of

the association's operations members have realized at

least 37^ per cent, more than could have been had from

the estate either through stale or bankruptcy courts. In

case the debtor attempts to prefer any creditor the case

is at once taken to t he Bankruptcy Courts. It is the

policy to build up the reputation of handling these mat-

ters with small expense and for the benefit of the credi-

tors. It is also the association's policy to show the

jobbers doing business in this territory that the associa-

tion will not permit a preference under any circumstances,

but shall expect them, whether members of the associa-

tion or not, to share alike in the assets of the insolvent

estate. For handling the estate, as trustee, the associ-

ation does not charge the estate for services, but when a

dividend is declared they deduct 2 per cent, from the am-
ount paid to members, and 5 per cent, from the amount-

paid to creditors outside the association.

Synopsis of By-laws.

A synopsis of the by-laws of the Spokane Jobbers' As-

sociation may be of interest. Any individual, firm or

corporation doing a jobbing business in the city of

Spokane is eligible to membership. The dues are five

dollars per month, payable in advance. The board of

trustees consists of seven members elected annually. The
trustees elect from their board a president, vice-president,

secretary and treasurer, who have general supervision and

management of the affairs of the corporation. Each per-

son becoming a member shall consent to and agree to

abide by the by-laws and such rules and regulations as

the board of trustees may adopt for the government of

the corporation. Sixty days' notice must be given where

Miembers desire to withdraw from the association.

Members' Agreement.

Eacb member shall subscribe to the fallowing agree-

ment before he can become a member of this corporation,

or be entitled to have any business done by it :

We do mutually covenant and agree with one another
and with each other that we will not in any case resort

to any act, device, secret understanding, connivance or

collusion whereby we may obtain, claim or seek to ob-

tain any preference or advantage over each other or

against any member of this corporation, in the collection

or settlement of any of our claims or demands against a

common debtor or debtors; and that any securities or

security given for a pre-existing indebtedness by way of

chattel mortgage, sale, assignment or transfer of any
stock or trade or part thereof, or of assignment of in-

surance policy or policies upon the same, either directly

or indirectly, by a common debtor or debtors to any
member of the corporation shall be held and deemed to

be for the benefit of all the creditors (members of this

corporation) in proportion to their claims existing at the

time the securities hereinbefore mentioned were given or

received. And we further mutually covenant and agree

each with the other and with all, that in case the com-
mittee of investigation recommend that no settlement be

made with the debtor or debtors, that under no circum-

stances will we compromise with such debtor or debtors,

but will take or cause to be taken the most speedy and
effectual means to close up and realize upon the property

of such debtor or debtors, and all attachments levied or

judgments obtained, shall be for the benefit of all mem-
bers of this corporation. In the event of any of the

members of this corporation violating the above agree-

ment, the board shall at once investigate the same, and
if the member be found guilty he shall be immediately

expelled from the corporation, the board of trustees hav-

ing that power.

Creditor's Call for a Meeting.

Any member upon application to the president or sec-

retary may have a meeting called of the members of this

corporation,, who are creditors of a common debtor, and
devising joint action for the protection of said creditors,

and taking such joint proceedings as may be adbisable

under the circumstances, but no compromise shall be

entertained or granted unless such debtor first complies

with article XXII of those by-Caws, and all cases must be

brought to the notice of the secretary, and must be

acted upon in their order.

Auditing Committee.

That the three largest creditors in each case shall be

and act as an auditing committee and shall have power
to control all expenses of every nature pertaining to the

case; they shall audit all bills, and authorize the secre-

tary to distribute funds on hand, and finally dismiss it

from further consideration. Any dispute between mem-
bers or others interested as creditors in any case, as to

the propriety, character or amount of charges or ex-

penses, shall be decided by this committee, and its ac-

tion shall be final and binding on all parties.

Expenses of Examination.

All expanses incurred in the examination of any case

shall be paid out of the first moneys received from the

recoveries in each case; hut in the event of no recovery
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being made, pro rata in proportion to the size of their

claims, against the creditors interested. When a final

dividend is made a copy of the entire expense account

and costs paid out in the case shall be attached to the

dividend sheet, and filed with the papers in the case.

Report of Adjusters.

'1'he report of every adjuster sent from this office for

bhe purpose of investigating failures, etc., shall be made

in writing and filed with the records in the office.

Disbursements.

All moneys paid to the secretary for the costs in any

an inn by a creditor or a committee of creditors shall

appear on the minutes of such case. A detailed state-

ment of the disbursements of such money shall be entered

on the minutes of such case, and a copy furnished the

creditor or committee of creditors making such advances.

Notice of Suits and Attachments.

a. Any member of this association attaching a com-

mon debtor shall notify the secretary as soon as possible

of such attachment.

b. Should any debtor be attached by any one or

more of the members of this association, such attach-

ment shall be for the mutual benefit of all creditors,

members of this association.

e. It shall be the duty of members to notify the sec-

retary of any information obtained of the suing, failure

or attaching of a common debtor by any creditor,

whether a member of this association or not.

d. The secretary shall record the same in a book kept

for that purpose. Such book shall be open at all times

for the inspection of members.

e. It shall be the duty of the secretary to notily ail

the members of such suit, attachment or failure immedi-

ately after filing such notice.

f. Members having claims against such debtor shall

immediately file their claim with the secretary, and take

such other action as may be necessary to assist and co-

operate with the creditors bringing suit or attachment.

g. Should any creditor or creditors (members of this

association) neglect or refuse to file his or their claim

(within two days) after receiving notice, such creditor or

creditors shall be debarred from participating in any

benefits arising from such suit or attachment.

Obligation of Member Securing Indebtedness.

Any member sending out an attorney or other person

to secure or collect an indebtedness due from a common
debtor or debtors of other members, and for the purpose

of getting such security or payment, makes out or causes

to be made out, papers for attachment or suit, shad be

deemed to be acting for all members of this corporation

as set out in these by-laws, and shall be governed there-

by, and in such case, in event of payment being made, or

security given, such payment or security shall be forth-

with turned over to the secretary, and all members,
creditors of such debtor or debtors, shall share pro rata

therein.

Deduction From Disbursements.

The secretary shall deduct from each and all dis-

bursements made to members the sum of 2 per cent., and
from all disbursements made to non-members the sum of

5 per cent., as charges on the same, which amount so

collected shall be turned into the treasury of the associa-

tion.

Secrecy of Meetings.

Members of this corporation shall not communicate
to non-members the names of any debtors regarding whom
action is taken, or is about to be taken, or on whose ac-

count a meeting of creditors has been called, except by

consent of a majority of the creditors present at a meet-

ing, nor shall any member communicate to any non-

member any business that may be transacted by this cor-

poration.
Privileges of Non-members.

Non-members may be allowed to participate in credi-

tors' meetings called for the purpose of considering the

affairs of a debtor, or for the purpose of a compromise

or settlement of claims or debts, by first agreeing to

abide by the rules and regulations of the association, and

payment of the regular fee.

Composition of Debts.

Any debtor or debtors who desire to make a com-

promise shall first make a written statement of his or

their affairs, stating amount of liabilities and assets, and

assign the cause or causes of his or their inability to

meet his or their obligations in full. Such statement

shall be subscribed and sworn to before a notary public,

or any other officer qualified to administer an oath, and

filed with the secretary. Thereupon it shall be the duty

of the president or secretary to call a meeting of the

creditors who are members of the association. At such

meeting of the creditors a majority thereof may direct

that notice be given to creditors who are non-members.

Meeting of Creditors.

Whenever there is a meeting of creditors it shall he

organized by the election of a chairman from among their

number, who shall preside at such meeting and all ad-

journed meetings. A committee of investigation, con-

sisting of three members, shall be appointed or elected as

a majority of creditors may determine.

The investigating committee, so appointed or elected,

has authority to employ such counsel and adjustors as

may be necessary, and shall use every effort for the

preservation of the estate of an insolvent debtor. After
making full examination it shall file a written report of

the adjuster or opinion of counsel employed in the mat-
ter, together with any recommendation the committee
may deem proper.

Compromise.

The members of this association shall not com-
promise with any creditors representing seventy-five per

cent, of the indebtedness of such debtor or debtors. In

the event of creditors representing such an amount agree-

ing to compromise, all persons, firms and corporations
having claims filed in the office of the secretary shall

concur, acquisce in and accept such compromise as may
be agreed upon.

Exhibit of Records.

All matters of record, papers, documents, business,

etc., of the corporation, shall be shown only to princi-

pals (members of the corporation, or non-members in

cases in which they are interested, and when they have
signed the agreement to abide by the by-laws of the cor-

poration) or to their employes on a written order from
the secretary.

Assignment of Claims.

In all cases where a claim of a member is assigned

to the secretary, such assignment shall not pass any
title to, or transfer to the secretary any remittance,

securities or payments which may have been made or

given, sent or mailed prior to the date of such assign-

ment, but such remittance, payment or securitv. shall be

retained by the party to whom it has been sent, made or

given, and the account assigned credited with the amount
of such payment, and in case security has been sent, the

person receiving it must either transfer it to the secre-

tary or procure his claim to be re-assigned and with-

drawn.
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^ HOW TWO HABERDASHERS
DEALT IN MILLIONS

{From New York Herald.)

^

O
NE of Thackeray's books contains a chapter that

tells, or rather does not tell, "how to live on

nothing a year." Were the novelist living in

these days he could write a whole volume on

the text "How to make money without

money," for certainly the axiom that it takes money to

make money no longer holds good, as Mrs. Chadwick can

testify.

When Mr. Lawson, of Boston, coined a phrase that has

since become so famous that soon it will be obsolete, as

all such phrases become, he may not have had in mind

any specific instances besides those he named, but within

the last few days a case has come into public notice

which emphasizes his arguments perhaps even better than

the ones he cited, and which is of far greater interest

from what might be called the "human interest" point of

view.

In the history of Wall street it will be called the case

of "Munroe & Munroe," and it will tell the remarkable

story of how two young men, whose only business experi-

ence had consisted in the selling of collars and neckties

in a distant and virtually foreign city, came to New

Y'ork with practically no capital and, in the course of a

few months, were dealing in millions and negotiating with

some of the most influential financiers of the "street"

until the inevitable crash came.

Company Reputed Sound.

There is something in the Munroe case, as it develops

from day to day, that suggests the operations of Mon-

tague Tigg, of precious memory, except that the com-

pany chiefly involved is reputed to be sound and solvent,

while that of the Dickens' tale was a figment of the "pro-

moter's" opulent imagination. From the evidence thus

far adduced in the proceedings brought by the creditors

of Munroe & Munroe, it appears to have been a case of

transferring stock from the right hand to the left hand

and thus creating a fictitious price which was designed

eventually to make the public the victim of the presti-

digitation.

One of the astonishing features of the affair is that

these two young brothers, who, if they had gone into

Wall street in the ordinary fashion of an outsider, would

have been called "lambs," and who started their opera-

tions with a little more than one thousand dollars, were

able, as has been shown, to borrow from the National

City Bank, one of the strongest institutions of its kind

in the land, sixty thousand dollars a dav on unindorsed

demand notes for eight days preceding their failure, mak-

ing a total of $480,000. They also succeeded in obtaining

large sums from A. B. Leach, of Farson, Leajch & Co.,

one of the most influential banking houses in the United

States.

It should be said, however, that in the transactions

neither the bank nor the firm was in any way discredited.

The $60,000 borrowed from the former was paid back by

Munroe & Munroe before the close of hanking hours each

day, so that the bank will lose nothing, and it is under-

stood that Mr. Leaph is also protected. An interesting

phase of the negotiations is that the Munroes, unknown

and untried youths, had become close personal friends of

Archibald G. Loomis, second vice-president of the Na-

tional City Bank, as well as of Mr. Leach.

I n til about four years ago George anil Alexander

.Munroe kept a little haberdashery shop in St. Catherine

street, Montreal. They were quile young men and appar-

ently devoted to their business. It was generally under-

stood then that they received financial backing from J.

N. Greenshields, one of King's counsel in the Canadian

city, and a promoter who has had a hand in many finan-

cial operations in the last ten years.

George Munroe married a sister of Greenshields and

through this influence the brothers were introduced in

good circles. There was always speculation as to whether
or not the haberdashery store prospered, but one day it

was announced that the Munroes had sold it to McKer-
gow Brothers. At this time the mining craze was spread-

ing over the country, and the brothers went down to the

financial centre of Montreal, opened an office and put out

a sign, "Munroe & Munroe, Mining Brokers."

Soon Moved to New York.

Although they dealt in a few stocks on commission, it

was generally conceded that their chief business was the

handling of mining stocks in which Greenshields was in-

terested. Even in the mining business, however, they

failed to attract any attention in Montreal, and not long

afterward they came to New York and established them-

selves at No. 25 Broad street, in the very heart of the

financial district.

While in Montreal they had become connected with the

Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Company of Canada, and, as

it was understood that the stock was valuable, they be-

gan to advertise it extensively on their arrival here and

worked up a wonderful trade among Italians, who were

attracted in part, no doubt, because of their kinship of

nationality with the inventor.

Meantime the Munroes had also become interested in

the Montreal and Boston Consolidated Copper Company,
which is at the bottom of the present situation. After

the smash in copper two years ago, however, they had a

hard row to hoe and little was heard of them in connec-

tion w-ith this company. They nevertheless kept the Mar-

coni stock to the front, and when there came a revival

of the demand for copper abroad their prospects brighten-

ed.

Laid Plans for Coup.

They reorganized the Montreal and Boston, got some

other properties together and then laid plans for one of

the biggest stock market coups in the historv of the curb.

A scheme was formed to have the stock of the com-

pany underwritten with the special provision that the

work should be done by Stock Exchange linns, as Munroe

& Munroe were not members of the Exchange. The stock

was of a par \alue of (5 a share, and a contract was en-

tered into by which the persons who were to underwrite

it were to get the stock at $1 per share.

Various persons went into the syndicate with the pro-

vision that they were to take or underwrite a certain

number of shares, paying $1 per share, twenty per cent.
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Selling Made
Easy I

Buying goods on their Merit, Quality and Style, means good business

FOR YOU.

When you have anything to buy, which do you prefer:

Fix the price first, and fit the quality to it? Or, fix the quality

first, and fit the price to it ?

We know what you'll say, "You want it settled what you're go-

ing to get first, then comes the price."

That's the right way, "Quality first." It's the only way to do a

good business, the basis of real success. Good quality always

wins. The profits in the values for you are good, and for your

customers too.

This Season's Range in all our Departments is very complete.

Our initial orders placed for Fall are to hand. It has been necessary for

us to repeat a number of lines that have been big sellers. This we have

already done, and they will be put into stock shortly.

We are now making shipments to our customers that ask for

early deliveries. We have anticipated demands for the coming Season

and will have the Goods to make quick deliveries.

Goods that are required for the hot Summer weather.

OUR LINES ARE COMPLETE,

Such as White Muslins, White Shirt Waist Linens, Embroidery

Collars, Ribbons, Laces, Gloves, Ladies' Vests, Golfers, etc.

Write us for immediate requirements. Letter Orders

receive prompt attention.

Brophy Cains, Limited.
Wholesale Dry Goods MONTREAL

QUICK SHIPPERS
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of the purchase price al the outset and the balance wilh-

in certain specified times.

The understanding was, however, that those who had

underwritten the slock wouid not pay the one dollar price

unless the money became necessary for the development

of the mining property, the promotion of stock sales and

so on. That is, while they agreed to pay a certain

amount should the exigency arise, if it did not arise they

would be so much more "to the good."

Resorted to Washing.

Brokers who were members of the Exchange were read-

ily found who were willing to dispose of a certain number

of shares a month, and what they received was to go

sixty per cent, to them and forty per cent, to those who
had underwritten the stock in the beginning. It was then

decided that in order to sell the stock at a price above

one dollar per share it would be necessary to resort to

the process known as ''washing."

In other words, they agreed to themselves purchase

the stock at a high ' figure in order to set

that as the market rate. Par being $5 and they

having obtained it at $1, they arranged for street sales

at $2.50 and $3, themselves buying at that rate in order

to show that the stock was active and to induce the pub-

lic to buy at the same price.

In point of fact, so as to make a showing of large

sales, those who were selling the stock were themselves

bidding on it, all the transactions being credited on the

books. It lias been shown that, lured by this system, one

outsider bought fifty thousand shares at from $2.50 to $3.

In disposing of the stock Munroe & Munroe "washed"

about three million shares or more in the process of get-

ling rid of about one hundred and thirty thousand shares,

for which they are said to have paid the company not

more than $130,000 in all. The brokerage on raising this

$130,000 is more than $100,000, because they had to pay

commissions on the whole three million shares.

How Sales Were Made.

The Munroes would give orders to certain brokers to

sell and to other brokers to buy. When they sold they

would get a check the following morning and then they

would use that check, turning it over to the brokers they

had employed to buy. The result was that on December

7, the day of the failure, they received checks in pay-

ment for the stock sold the day before, and they used

these checks to pay for stock they had bought the day

before, but when it came to their paying for the stock

thev had bought on December 7 they had not the money;

the "endless chain" broke, the Munroes went into bank-

ruptcy, and all these persons are creditors for the.*tock.

Before this situation was reached, however, the Mun-
roes had their day of prosperity, or rather, George did,

for he is the head and front of the combination, even

though his brother was senior member of the firm. When
they came here they were aggressive and enthusiastic

young fellows, of the type that is liked in Wall street,

and they quickly made friends. Mr. Loomis was one of

these, and Leach another, and both of these are names
to conjur with in financial circles. Loomis became chair-

man of the syndicate's Executive Committee, and it was
through his influence that the loans were obtained from

the National City Bank.

Reputed a Millionaire.

The friendship of men like these brought other friends

to the brothers, and before long George Munroe was re-

puted to be a millionaire. It is said he lived at the rate

of from $50,000 to $100,000 a year, this young man who
uui

y a little while before had been a haberdasher. He

had a luxurious home al No. 45 East Fifty-seventh street

and another at Southampton, L. I., and often he occupied

a suite at the Waldorf-Astoria.

His dress was always at the top of the fashion and

his dinners were a feature of hotel life here. He even

went into the "game" to the extent of exhibiting at the

lloise Show. It must not be understood, however, that

he meant all this as "bluff." He has said that "wash-
ing" stock, or what is called on the floor of the Exchange
the "dunimy-dum business," was a proper manner in

which to seil stock, and he was merely enjoying the pro-

ceeds. His office contained furniture worth $9,000, mass-

ive black oak with red cushions, handsome cabinets and

pictures.

He always did things in lavish fashion. When Mont-
real and Boston was at the height of its exploitation

Munroe thought it would be a good plan to let those

whom he was trying to interest in it see the actual mine
property. Now, il lies away of! in British Columbia, on

the foothills of the Sclkirks, and it costs money to take

a part \ out there. He never considered the expense. A
private car was chartered, loaded with everything of the

best in the commissary line, and the junketers started

away. George could not go, but Alexander took charge.

Prominent Men Taken.

The partj included Senators, bankers, politicians and

newspaper men, everybody, in fact, who might be of some
aid in advertising the mine. The personnel was as fol-

lows:—Alexander Munroe, Warner Miller, former Senator,

who was dubbed the "godfather" of the trip; Dr. Homer
(iibney, of New York; Charles McDonald, of No. 2 Wall

street; Colonel John Plummer, Q-. W. Boese, who was
secretary and treasurer of the syndicate; Arthur Shaw,
personal representative and a cousin of A. B. Leach^

George Armstrong, a general factotum in the Munroe
firm; W. "P. Bartholomew, of the Boston News Bureau;

J. W. Cody, of Hayden, Stone & Co., brokers, of Boston;

J. J. Graham, nick-named "Raisin," of the Hartford

Courant, E. Linden, representing Colonel George Pope,

and C. A. Fish, associated with George Kissam, a bank-

er of this city.

They stopped at various cities on the way out and had

a jolly time. Then, when they reached New York on the

return they found that George Munroe had arranged an

elaborate banquet at the Waldorf-Astoria and there was
more jollification. Capitalists, bankers, prominent Stock

Exchange men and lawyers were present, including Mr.

Loomis and Mr. Leach.

Poems at the Feast.

Perhaps the spirit of the occasion may best be indicat-

ed by an abstract from a so-called poem, full of allusions

to those present, which was read at the table. It ran in

this fashion:

—

Smoother than salad oil, fine as a kitten's ear,

He's all that's nice and grand and to our hearts most
dear;

Of course you all have guessed—the trump card of the

deck—
The senior of the firm, his name it is "Aleck."

Last, but not least, he sped us on our way, godspeed.
He's here to-night to welcome our return with feed.

In friendship's chain, the strongest link we can forge.

We pledge with bumpers now to the Munroe named
George.

Swift as the wind, from Phoenix, down the hills he came.
The famous ride of Paul Revere he put to shame.
In other things besides, lie all the records broke.
Good old Doctor Bartol—Heavens' how he could smoke.
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When we reached Spokane we were promised a treat,

But our escort left us all waiting in the street.

Where'er he goes, by day or night, his laughter reigns-

He's well nicknamed "Our Handsome Harry of the

Plains."

For dancing famous from Snake River to the Nile,

The "Greenwood Belles" he captured with his dashing

style;

He is no novice, tlio' the infant of the party;

"Buck up! " "Buck up! " was the favorite speech of

"Artie."

The "Raisin's" hist'ry of the trip's a glorious thing—
The quill he wrote it with was from an angel's wing;

Eloquence and literature go hand in hand,

Combined were they in this Beau Brummell of our band.

At Buffalo—the cause "frou frou" and lace—
Our hero missed the train and fell from grace;

We thought him a saint, he was so simple;

He fooled us all, "Teddy" Lyndon with his Dimple.

He was demure and always sought a quiet nook;

Shy as a "pick'ril" he had no use for the book;

Of all the finny tribe he is most "up to date,"
For this particular "Fish" was always "cutting bait."

The "Twilight's" Adonis—this is no paradox—
You all will recognize in him "Our Curly Locks";
You'll have to step high, and keep up a great hustle

To trot in the same class with our "Willis Russell."

Bright and breezy and "full of prunes," but awful shy,

'Well! Wnat do you think of that," was his battle cry.

His "Wyee" yell would wake the dead—it echoes still-

God bless the Boston Boy, his cognomen "Will Bill."

A gentleman and scholar, is this bonny Scot,
Whene'er he loosen'd up to us he told a lot.

Before this sage the fame of Homer's Nestor fades,

For Charlie Macdonald could give him cards and spades.

'tis said; to tell the truth,

came back he was a beardless
He went away "a man,
When good "Old Booze

youth,
Oh! "Twilight Pals"—do you recognize the chromo
Quincy Ward Boese; our full-fledged "Major Domo?'

Now comes the man who suggested funds for 'flowers,

He meant it well, but we want none of them in "ours."
"Cocktails" and "highballs" will be our morning glories;

We'll never die—long life to all
—"'Old Doc Magoris."

Reproduction of Mine.

On the main table at this dinner appeared a perfect

reproduction of the Montreal and Boston mine in every

detail.

In those times it was "fine sailing" for the two young
men from the haberdashery shop. They were hobnobbing
with millionaires and some of the best men of the me-
tropolis, and they saw visions of wealth beyond the

dreams of avarice for themselves. Now they are in bank-
ruptcy.

As a shrewd Wall street veteran said yesterday, "The
game grew too big for them." It is not yet at an end,

however, and it is hard to say what the end will be.

R. M'KAY & CO. HOLD PICNIC.

THE annual picnic of the employes of R. McKay &
Co., Hamilton, took place last month. As usua(
with the functions of this firm, an enjoyable time

was spenl. The good feeling existing between the mem-
bers of the firm and the staff, and the loyalty of the
latter to their employers, has often been the subject of

comment. A pleasant feature of the evening was the

presentation to Mr. A. A. McKay of a pair of field

glasses as a token of appreciation. Mr. McKay sailed on
the 23rd for a three months' trip to Europe.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There were three tiny Tots in

VIYELLA
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Nightdresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

& Co,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sola Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AQENT :

fir William C. Heredlth, 3 Wellington Street Bast, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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Established 1832. Cable Address

:

"LAW," Bradford

FALL I9Q5

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lihited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

admtid^Sj5tcc6.
These goods are exclusive in manufacture and design, and are made from the finest

grades of wool

SPECIALLY DYED AND FINISHED

Fabrics Stamped "Lawrus"
We Guarantee Perfect

The Leading House
FOR

Bradford Fabrics
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A LONDON BUSINESS MAN.

AMONGST the London business men who are now be-

coming well known to Canadian buyers of dry goods

and drapery, is Mr. C. G. Hayman, chairman and

managing director of VV. Williams <v. Son, Limited, Bread

street, E.C., whose portrait is published herewith. He

is one of the most able men of the day in the drapery

trade, and is generally considered one of the leading

authorities on the numerous lines of trimmings, small-

wares, feather goods, etc., for which Williams & Son are

renowned. .Mr. Hayman is a liberal and shrewd adver-

tiser, and though perhaps the busiest man in the house,

he finds time to prepare all advertising copy and person-

ally attends to the designing and illustrating of every

advertisement. The block used on another page shows
Mr. Hayman's excellent taste in pictorial advertising.

He can always find time for a pleasant word with Can-
adian visitors, and it is a pleasure to learn that their

number is increasing rapidly.

THE CANADIAN LINEN INDUSTRY.

THE establishment of the plant of the Canada Linen
Works, Limited, in Ontario, is of great interest to

the textile trade of Canada. The company, which
has a capital of six hundred thousand dollars, was incor-

porated by eastern capitalists in 1903, and was granted a

license by the Ontario Government in 1904. After an
exhaustive investigation the company decided, owing to

the splendid growth of flax in this province and the west,

the adaptability of the water for bleaching purposes, and
the cheapness of electric power, to locate their first large

mills in Ontario. The directors of the company are
eastern capitalists of the highest standard, and they have

also secured a superior staff for the management of the

works, including skilled help from Ireland and Belgium.
In order to transact its executive business promptly in

Ontario, it is the intention of the management to form
a board of directors from equally responsible business

men here. Mr. Edwin .J. H. Pauley, president of the

company, who will reside in Toronto, has an exceptional
record as one of the most successful financial men of the

Maritime Provinces. For a number of years he was
cashier of the large wholesale dry goods house of Mur-
dochs' Nephews, of London, England, and Halifax, N.S.
In 1896 he started business as a banker and broker, which
rapidly grew to large proportions with many branch
offices. He was a successful tenderer for many hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of municipal debentures.

He was a member of the Liberal executive committee for

Nova Scotia, and was commissioned as a justice of the

peace by that Government. His name has been fre-

quently mentioned in the press as a candidate for mayor
of Dartmouth, N.S., but he would never accept a nomina-
tion. Mr. Pauley comes from an old and distinguished

family of Devonshire, England, dating back to the 15th
century, the records of which are in Exeter Cathedral.
His father, Mr. Francis H. Pauley, was for a number of

Edwin J. H. Pauley.
President of the Canadian Linen Works.

years connected with the millionaire firm of Bliss, Fab-
yan & Co., Boston, as chief auditor of the many textile

mil's under their control. Mr. Pauley also includes

amongst his relatives the distinguished late Tom Taylor,
editor of London Punch, who was his great uncle, and
also many relatives with a military and naval record.

Mr. Pauley himself has recently been gazetted as an offi-

cer in the Queen's Own Rifles, Toronto.

Owing to the increasing growth of flax and the steady
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immigration of flax growers from t hr northwestern states

into Canada, Mr. Pauley, alter a thorough investigation

into the merits and profits of the proposition, formed

this company, which lias the brightest prospects of being

one of the most successful ever established in Canada.

Operations for the construction of the company's large

mills were commenced last, year at Orillia, Ontario, which

town granted them very valuable concessions, including a

very low rate for electric power, but owing to the un-

fortunate carrying away by the Spring freshets of the

town's electric power plant, it was decided to resume op-

erations when the plant is permanently restored, which is

now being done. Mr. Pauley is now engaged in securing

additional capital for his company, partly in order to

secure the Ontario directors mentioned above, and also

owing to the universal encouragement received from the

trade, the mills will be more extensive than originally

anticipated, and the prospects are so bright that other

mills are to be erected throughout Ontario, for the manu-

facture of a portion of the company's many products.

A NEW WESTERN MANAGER.

IN
January of this year R. J. Whitla & Co., of Winni-

peg, decided to open a branch at Vancouver, B. ('.,

and after looking around for the proper man to take

charge of their far western business, selected Mr. .1. J.

Binns, whose portrait is reproduced herewith. The dry

goods trade from Montreal to Vancouver are acquainted

with Mr. Binns, and will recognize his portrait, as he has

been on the road for a number of years.

After spending some time in the employ of R. J.

Whitla & Co., Mr. Binns became manager of a business

in Lethbridge, and during the last two years he traveled

the territory from Montreal to the Pacific Coast for an

eastern house. That position he resigned to return to

his old house and take charge of the sample room and

office of K. .1. Whitla & Co., in Vancouver.

Although still a young man his record on the, road is

an enviable one, and the marked success that has at-

tended his efforts at the coast is but a proof of his push,

vim, and popularity. He is a brother of Mr. <\. S.

Binns, who is a member of the firm.

AN HONORABLE SERVICE.
K\\ men succeed in making themselves so much a

part of their business as Mr. John Peace has done

with the dry goods house of John .Macdonald A: Co..

Toronto. Mr. Peace has been connected in ever-increasing

spheres of usefulness with John Macdonald & Co. for

F
1

over eighteen years. He entered as a salesman in the
haberdashery department, but his excellent qualities soon
gained recognition and he was promoted to a more im-
portant position. He later acted as assistant to the ad-
vertising manager, and then assumed the entire charge of

that department. As a further recognition of his merit
he was advanced to the position of warehouse manager,
a position which he now holds.

Mr. Peace's work brings him into direct relationship
with the numerous clients of his house. His uniform
courtesy to customers and affability to all entering the

establishment have made him a pleasant figure in To-
ronto's commercial life. No one enters the warehouse
without meeting Mr. Peace. For seventeen years he has
been the fust to open the doors in the morning and the

last to leave at night. His success is entirely attribut-

able to his own real worth.

WAIST COMPANY'S GALA DAY.

ON Saturday, June 17th, the New York Silk Waist Co.,

Montreal, held a most successful Summer's outing

for their employes at Lariviere Park. In all, nearly-

one hundred participated, and the private car provided

by the firm, which left the warehouse about 8:30 a.m.,

contained a jolly crowd, who appreciated the entertain-

ment afforded by the band. An hour's ride prepared

everyone for a delightful stroll on the beach, watching
the rapids till about 11 a.m., when the programme of

sports was started. All left their several pursuits to

take part in or watch the various contests.

A programme of sports and games keenly contested

came off without a bitch. Both the men and the girls

had a share in the dozen races The needle race for the

girls excited a great deal of attention, and the lucky

G:>
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BOYS'

"LION" BRAND
KNICKERS

We ara makers of the celebrated "Lion" Brand
Knickers, made with double seats, double knees,

double sewn seams. The best selling goods on the

market.
The best clothing people from coast to coast are

handling our goods and there must be merit in them.
We are making 2,500 per week and we find it

difficult to keep up with our orders.

If you want the best on the market write for

samples.

The Jackson Manufacturing Coy
Established 1854 Clinton, Ontario

^.

MEN'S
FINE
SHOES
" CORONA "

Don't go to the "States" when you can procure

a "States" article right at home for 25% less in

cost. "Coronas" are made in Canada by the

same class of people who claim first places
in the "States."

Goodyear Welts and Imitations, $2 to $5i

ASK US FOR PARTICULARS.

THE CORONA CO., Montreal

*\

PRUSSIAN BINDINGS
CRUSOE BRAND

SKIRT BELTINGS
CRUSOE BRAND
Shaped and Straight

MENDINGS
CARDED, SKEINED and BALLED

BOOT LACES
ELASTICS ££/?/' 6

TAPES ioA^iA^-
$->

Order through your Wholesale House
>0~

CRUSOE

BRAND

FAIRE BROS.& C0..IJ1-
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, enc.

Representative for Canada

:

1TAPLETON OALDECOTT
70 Bay St., TORONTO

P^lAA 63
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winner, Miss Alma Savage, proved her prowess both as

a swift runner and an expert needlewoman. The ladies'

one hundred yard race in three divisions, and a final heat,

was won by Miss Barret te out of thirty contestants.

Mary Louise Sa\ard captured the long jump by a good

margin. The climax in the men's events was reached in

the half mile race, which George Patterson finally won.

The ladies became much excited over this event. Messrs.

Patterson and Simon carried off the prize for the three-

legged race. "Dave" finally made good in this event.

In the evening a dancing competition, which H. S.

Arnold was unfortunately barred from, owing to his too

strenuous jump, was easily won by Mr. Leo, of the firm,

with his fair partner, Miss Senecal.

A dinner and supper, supplied by the linn, was furnish-

ed at the hotel, and the writer is but one of those who
can attest to its bounty.

Prizes of value and use were kindly contributed by

main- business friends of the firm, including Konig &

Robert Henderson.

StufTman, Geo. I). Ross & Co., China and Japan Silk

Co., Limited, Corticelli Silk Co., and Samuel Hird. The

firm contributed all the second and third prizes. The
entiic parly reached the city about 9.30 p.m., and every-

one voted the outing most successful in every way.

ROBERT HENDERSON.

ROBERT HENDERSON, widely known in the trade

as a manufacturers' agent, than whom, by virtue of

his long connection, there is probably no better

known man in the dry goods trade, returned to Montreal

a short time ago from an extensive Kuropcan tour. A
mere enumeration of the countries visited, including

England, Scotland, France, Germany, Belgium, Switzer-

land, and Italy, shows a busy itinerary, and establishes

Mi. Henderson as somewhat of a globe trotter. This

trip was, in fact, the thirty-second crossing. Business

ami pleasure were combined in an ideal manner, and he

returns to Montreal with renewed activity. Mrs. Hen-

derson accompanied him on his long journey

Speaking to a representative of The Review, he char-

acterized the English cotton and woolen industries as

progressing favorably. While the woolen people are busy

Uiey claim that profits are at a minimum, and advances

are imminent. A few days in Glasgow and Edinburgh

convinced him that trade was picking up in Scotland

"German hosiery centres," continued Mr. Henderson,

"are full up, and deliveries will not be good. Mills

have excellenl orders in abundance, and with wages firm,

and yarns stiffening, as well as spinners busy to 1906,

prices may have to advance. I have safeguarded the

Canadian market in this particular."

The lace and embroidery centres, Calais and Notting-

ham, were both very busy, and the demand for Swiss em-

broideries was extremely good. He arrived in Belgium

just too late to witness the famous exhibition in which

Canada was recorded to have a good share. Woolen peo-

ple in Bradford and Yorkshire claimed thai they were not

getting the prices they should on account of the high

price of raw wool. Nearly four weeks were spent in

Italy for the sake of Mrs. Henderson's health.

From his long and varied experience in the trade Mr
Henderson recalls many instructive and entertaining

anecdotes. It hardly seems possible that he has been

established in business for himself for over twenty-nine

years. His early education in the dry goods line was
obtained in Montreal, his first connection being with

Thomas Mussen and A. Laurie, wholesale dry goods, with

whom he established a reputation that attracted the at-

tention of Mackay Bros., with whom he spent eight

years, finally embarking for himself. His long and suc-

cessful career has peculiarly familiarized him with the re-

quirements of the trade. His executive ability and

painstaking work, as well as an expert knowledge of

{roods, has won him universal confidence.

M
DEIMEL RETURNS TO MONTREAL.

R. FRANCIS DEIMF.L, Canadian manager of the

Deimel Linen Mesh System Co., returned to Mont-

real from his yearly foreign trip the middle of

last month. He reached Montreal by way of New York,

sailing direct from London by Dover, and arriving in

New York the 6th of .June by the SS. Blucher. Prim-

arily, this extended tour of three months was a business

inspection of the various agencies throughout the contin-

ent and Great Britain. This was his 25th crossing, and

establishes Mr. Deimel as an excellent sailor.

Speaking of conditions in Germany to a representa-

tive of The Review, who had the pleasure of spending a

very pleasant hour with him, he characterized trade con-

ditions as improving in every direction. Reference was

made to the extensive Deimel spinning and weaving fac-

tory. The actual ground occupied covers over sixteen

acres. This plant supplies its own electricity and gener-

ates its own gas. Flax prices were said to be very firm,

owing to the shortage in the Russian crop. Many in-

teresting stories were related of the various Kuropcan

centres. A good deal of time was spent in London in-

specting the three establishments in that city. Inci-

dentally many Canadian friends were seen.

Mr. Deimel is one who does not even own to a bow-

ing acquaintance with trouble. He is always cheerful,

although appearances indicate that he must be a very

busy man. He returns with renewed vigor from his tour.
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Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

are advertised to the consumer in all leading magazines

Sell at 25c. a pair. Cost S 1 .25 per dozen pain prepaid.

All leading jobbers sell them. Manufactured only by

FAIR MFC. CO., 510 7th St.. Racine, Wis.

WOOL
Best selections always on hand of-

Northwest
Australian

Cape
Buenos Ayres

W, T. BENSON & CO,, 64 si. jams si, Montreal

Stratford Woollen Mills
STRATFORD-

MEDILH TWEEDS
SIGHTLY PATTERNS and GOOD COLORINGS.

Fancy Overcoatings

Special Heavy Weight Pantings
= DUFTON & SONS E

James H. Wylie
Almonte, On't.

LIMITED

All-Wool Grey and Military Flannels,

Pure Wool Homespuns, Grey Blankets,

White Sheeting, All-Wool and Union Kerseys.

Output, 10,000 pieces.

AGENTS i

F. P. MACKINTOSH, 33 Melintla St., Toronto

JOHN CORDON & SON, Montreal.

P.O. Box 806. Phone 3105.

THE M. VINEBERC CO.

WHOLESALE ONLY

Importers and Jobbers
of Foreign and Domestic

Dry Goods and Notions.

209, 211, 213 Logan Ave.

Winnipeg, Can.

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings

:

Kirk's

Permanent

Finishes

:

(I)

TKe Original

"Permanent' FinisH

(2)

The New

Velvety Permanent* Finish

'VELPER' (Bill.)

For Lhose who prefer a soft, handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on Lhe back.

Patterns showing either finish can be

had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION,
LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.
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* THE RAINCOATS TO HAVE ARE THOSE THAT X

SELL AND STAY SOLD.

THE WAY TO SELL RAINCOATS IS TO HAVE 'EM.

elite Brand

4
4
4

4

I

4

«

4
4

Rainproof and Waterproof

Garments

« Our Travellers are now covering the Dominion with a full range of Fall Samples.

Immediate Orders Promptly Filled.

*

i . ~ %

*

| for Ladies and Gentlemen are the kind that men
I and women want, at the prices

| they want to pay.
f
t Right in style-right in material-right in workman- J

| ship-right in every way-and in every way the

1 best Raincoats and Waterproofs for

* the money ever produced.

$ See our samples and judge for yourselves if they

are not.

|
Cbc montreal Waterproof Clotbjng Co.

*> The Old and Largest House of its kind in Canada

1 montreal
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SHOWERPROOF AND WATER-
PROOF GARMENTS

PROPITIOUS FALL OUTLOOK.

COOL and unfavorable weather, while it has worked

havoc in many departments, has contributed to

(he most successful season in the history of

this industry. Manufacturers have conse-

quently prepared exceptionally presentable Fall

lines with increased confidence in the future of these gar-

ments. Missionary work is now a thing of the past, as

consumers have realized the manifold advantages of these

garments. The transition stages of this industry have been

expanded upon from time to time in The Review, illustra-

tive of the marvelous developments.

Style Changes.

Rainproofs closely resemble in their style features

the new Fall cloak models. From the standpoint of

style alone active, healthy business is promoted. There

are just enough changes to arouse interest upon the part

of the consumer. Right through the entire ran^e this

holds good. From the present outlook the long coat from

5'J to 60 inches will do the bulk of the business. Both

semi-fitting and tight-fitting models are exploited. This

lype of coat has. proved itself more serviceable and is

peculiarly suited for the Fall season. Trimmings are

very plain, and the collar is generally of the notched

variety. Shoulder capes, which were pushed last season

with a great deal of gusto, have gradually dwindled until

now manufacturers smile very broadly when they are

mentioned. Sacrifices were made in many instances.

The last relic in this particular is shown by one firm in

the form of a neat epaulet. The sleeve has changed be-

yond the question of a doubt, and various forms of the

leg o' mutton variety are shown. Different interpreta-

tions are exploded by ihe various houses. More at-

tention than ever before is paid to fit and finish, and each

and every house can furnish a strong quota of talking-

points. A favorable omen for Fall is the avoidance of

numerous low numbers which would inevitably tend to

demoralize trade.

New Fabrics are Numerous.
New fabrics are numerous and do much to promote in-

terest. Tweed effects have a strong showing in both
ladies' and men's lines. This feeling for fancies is

noticeable in men's goods. A phenomenal run has en-

sued upon fawu shades in ladies' coats, and they are

practically the only wear. The same old list of staple

colors will again find favor for Fall.

Evidently the revival forecasted by The Review is at
last materializing. Dealers have acted upon the advice
therein suggested, and have carefully explained the exact
points of difference between the two classes of garments.
For rough, rainy weather the waterproof is a practical
necessity, and the limitations of the rainproof garments
are too well known to need rehearsal.

Illicit Use of Name.
The Cravenette Company, New York, have instituted

proceedings against numerous metropolitan dealers, alleg-

67

ing misuse of the term " Cravenette." It appears that
ignorance has played the major part in selling- so-called
" Cravenette " garments, which do not bear the trade
mark " Cravenette." It transpired that many clerks

were ignorant of the fact that Cravenette is a process,

RETURNED
JUL 5 W1^

Full Length Model in Checked Fabric.

Shown by the National Rubber Co., .Montreal.

and not a cloth. It is trusted that Canadian dealers

have not run amuck in this particular.

Buyer Off to England.

Mr. S. Ymeberg, of the Scottish Rubber Co., sailed

from Montreal in the s.s. Bavarian June 15th for English
markets. Mr. Vineberg will be absent about four weeks.
He is known a s a shrewd and capable judge of raerehau-
dise and a careful buyer.
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Commodious New Home.

Having purchased the premises IM2 Notre Dame street

ihr Scottish Rubbei Co. have emoved there from their

late factory, 119-121 St. Benry street, and arc now estab-

lished with much larger and better facilities. During the

past two months renovations and improvements have been

going mi apace, until now the completed structure is

modern in every detail and presents a handsome and im-

posing appearance. The acquisition ojE the new factory

lias been rendered accessary by the phenomenal growth of

the business, which lias only been established five years,

and lias developed to a point where the management was

pushed to its lasi resources to handle the growing trade.

The structure has one of the best locations in .Montreal.

Situated in the centre of the wholesale district a step

from McGill street, and just around the corner from their

old site, special facilities are afforded for the trade gener-

ally. The factory and warehouse is tilted up with the

very latest devices in economical and attractive furnish-

ings, and. with the latest improved machinery, prompt

and satisfactory deliveries may he relied upon.

Five storeys and basement are needed to cope with

the demands of this concern, affording a total floor space

id' Mime 16,200 square feet. The imposing entrance and

Stately show window- lead to the ground floor, where the

offices and sample rooms are situated. Offices occupy the

tioni of this floor. \t the real are ideal sample rooms,

enhanced by rich carpets and neat fixtures. Every con-

venience is afforded customers. [Jpon the first floor up.

reached by easy stairs, or by elevator, a neatly-arranged

stockroom is viewed. The second, third and fourth

floors constitute the factory proper, and many tine points

are here seen. A marked feature is the designing and

cutting-room on the second floor, where men tailors only

are employed, and the best possible results secured.

Skilled specialized labor is only employed, and the most

sanitary arrangements are provided. The basement is

utilized as a shipping-room. The lighting is afforded by

large plate glass at front and rear, as well as by elec-

tricity and gas. The factory is equipped with a steam-

heating apparatus.

TRADE INQUIRIES
SINCE the publication of the last report there have

been received the following inquiries relating to

Canadian trade. The names of the (inns making

these inquiries, with their addresses, can be obtained

upon application to Supt. of Commercial Agencies, De-

partment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. Please quote

the reference number when requesting addresses:

692. A London firm dealing in umbrella and stick

materials are open to place • large orders for wooden

moulds suitable for umbrella tassels, and ask to be

placed in touch with Canadian manufacturers who can

supply such goods.

699. A Yorkshire linn manufacturing union and Cey-

lon shirtings, flannels, amazon and tennis cloths, desire

communication with Canadian buyers.

703. A large Yorkshire firm manufacturing worsted,

woolen, alpaca and mohair yarns, ask to fie put in com-

munication with woolen worsted anil dress goods manu-

facturers in Canada.

705. A Yorkshire linn manufacturing worsted suitings,

serges, tennis suitings, vicunas and rainproof goods, de-

sire to extend their trade with Canada, and ask for direct

communication with dealers.

7(iti. A Yorkshire (inn of worsted spinners, manufac-

turing cross-bred and botany yams, mixtures, colors,

etc., ask lor communication with Canadian woolen and

worsted factories requiring such yams.
709. A large Yorkshire linn manufacturing all kinds

ol woolen and worsted goods, both for ladies' and men's

\ii. ii. desire to extend their trade with Canada, and

would be pleased to be put in communication with dealers

in such goods

710. A large Yorkshire firm of wool spinners, manu-
facturing worsted yarns, coating, serge, and hosiery

yarns, both in botany and cross hied qualities, greys,

mixtures, solid colors, marls and twists, desire direct

communication with Canadian woolen manufacturers re-

quiring these varus.

711. A company manufacturing felt of the qualities

used by boot and shoe manufacturers, wish to develop

trade in Canada

715. A Dundee firm <>! exporters desire the names ol

*'- '•

Canadian linns who use jute scrim, as they are in a posi-

tion to supply large lots.

717. A company manufacturing string mattings, also

flax and jute blind and sash cords, upholstery twines and
webbing are prepared to appoint Canadian resident agent.

721. A Yorkshire (inn manufacturing towellings, ticks,

hessians, tarpaulins, canvas and covers of all kinds, desire

communication with Canadian buyers.

727. An agent at Zurich, Switzerland, has asked to

be placed in touch with exporters of wood pulp from
Canada. He also wishes to correspond with large buyers

in Canada of real and artificial silk, lace, embroidery,
hat braids, etc., which he can buy advantageously.

72S. The nair.es of Canadian shippers of horse hair,

clean washed, long, white or black, and assorted accord-

ing to length, have been asked for.

1'Ui. A Birmingham firm wish to get in touch with
Canadian manufacturers of pull).

763. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing woolen and union

carpets, ingrains and art carpets, etc.. ask for direct

communication with Canadian buyers.

764. A Yorkshire spinning firm manufacturing white
and colonial botany cross-bred worsted yarns, two-fold

and single, desire communication with Canadian manufac-
turers <d' woolens and knitted goods.

765. A Yorkshire spinner of all kinds of worsted yarns
suitable for hosiery, carpets, or coatings asks for direct

communication with manufacturers in Canada.
7iiii. A large English firm manufacturing yarns.

twines, lines, cordage, etc., from all classes of hemp,
dax, jute, cotton, etc., desire direct communication with

buyers and manufacturers in Canada, would also appoint
an agent at Winnipeg or Vancouver.

767. A huge Yorkshire firm, manufacturers of worsted
and woolen cloths, rainproof, covert coating, vicunas,

serges and fancj siuiings, etc., desire to extend their

I rade in Canada, and ask to be put in communication
with Canadian huveis

783. A London firm possessing a large connection

among manufacturers of drv goods and millinery lints

wish to act as buying agents, on commission, for Cana-

dian importers to whom thej would supplj latest samples,

( 8
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Raincoat Excellence

RETURNKD
JUL 5 \m

STYLE No. 415

Showing Pleated Back and Front Cuff Shirred.

Our Fall Line is full of many revelations in Raincoat

possibilities.

is the line to push this Fall.

Travellers on their routes. Get

in touch with them. Postal brings

a man.

Catalogue upon request.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.

524 Craig St., Montreal

IN OUR NEW HOME

1872 Notre Dame St.

a factory and warehouse,

modern in every detail.

With largely increased facilities we're

prepared to handle many additional

accounts this season. We mean to

get them.

There isn't a shadow of a doubt re-

garding our styles, nor a question as to

our prices.

Our Fall Line of

LADIES' RAIN COATS
>>

THISTLE

BRAND
is in a class by itself, combining perfec-

tion of cut and style, with a reputation

won by attention to details.

Travellers now showing lines through-

out the Dominion. If they fail to reach

you in time, samples will be sent

promptly upon request.

The Scottish Rubber Co,

MONTREAL.
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FRATERNAL life insurance companies have been com-

ing in for much severe criticism recently at the

hands of financial journals and experts. The rates

which have been in force in most cases have been entirely

inadequate. Actuaries were apparently neglected in

striking a rate which would be sufficient to meet the death

claims as thej fell due. Sane life insurance is based on

uiic absolute principle, that the average man shall pay in

enough to cover his claim, with an additional percentage

for expenses, etc. This is the only common-sense theory

of insurance. If this has not been done, arguments based

on the number of members and the increase of business

are deceptive. There is no strength in numbers where

each member is a losing proposition. If the rates have

been fixed so low that the average man in his lifetime

does not pay as niuph as his beneficiaries will receive,

then the more the members, the bigger will be the crash.

* •
•

The worst feature of it is that where a bad start is

made, it is practically impossible thereafter to rectify the

mistake. If a company admits members for a number

of years at an insufficient rate, the only means of equaliz-

ing matters is by charging later members a sum in excess

of what they ought to pay. Since no one is prepared to

pay for other men's mistakes, practically no one would

come in at what was then an exorbitant rate. As a

matter of fact, most of the fraternal companies have not

raised their rates to meet the requirements, but have

gone on blindly trusting to pay the claims out of tin

fees from new members. At best, this device can only

stand off the enevitable a short time. When the mass of

men who entered the company some years ago as young

men reach the age where life is insecure, and begin drop-

ping off in increasing numbers, the sinking funds will

disappear with disastrous rapidity. An authoritative

English financial paper recently reckoned that one Cana-

dian fraternal society, which had a surplus of about, six

million dollars, in reality should have shown a rest fund

of over fifty million dollars to secure its liabilities. The

prospect is ominous when these liabilities shall become

pressing.

•

The Union Loan & Investment Co. is the title of an

organization in British Columbia which was devised by

R. W. Hill, ostensibly in the interests of the depositors,

but in reality to provide a sinecure for himself. The

working of the scheme was astonishingly simple. The

investor agreed to pay $2.5(1 a month and when the total

loan fund aggregated $1,11(1(1 the first depositor was

entitled to borrow thai sum mi real rstate security, and

so on with the other depositors as fast as the fund reach

ed the one thousand mark. An investor was entitled to

withdraw 80 per cent, of his deposits on giving 30 days'

notice. The companj ran along very satisfactorily foi

about two years. About four hundred depositors in all

paid in their monthly contributions and the average

monthly income was $r>0U. Of this, Hill drew $25(1 a

month as payment for his own inestimable services The

remainder is supposed to have been lent to depositors,

but absolutely nw record or securities can be found. When

the company collapsed about a week ago, an office desk

and a revolving chair represented the entire assets.

*

A country as vast in extent as Canada must depend

largely for its development on the railways. The Gov-
ernment report on railways for 1901 is an instructive

document. Last year there were in operation in this

country lit, (ill miles of tracks, belonging to 19] lines

The paid-up capital on these amounted to $1 , l«(i,
r)lti,9lK,

an increase of $39,996,149 over the previous year. The
gross earnings of the year amounted to $100,219,436 and

the working expenses aggregated (74,563,162. It will

thus be seen that the railways do an immense business

and expend much money in wages and construction.
• •

The increase in investment is the most remarkable

feature of the report. It far exceeds that of the United

States when account is taken of the difference in popula-

tiontion. At the present rate of development it will not

be many years till the whole country is honeycombed
with steel rails. The Grand Trunk Pacific is one of the

greatest enterprises ever undertaken on the continent. A
line is being pushed up towards James Bay, to connect

with that great waterway. In the far west the whole

development of the mineral resources is waiting on an

increase of railway facilities. To meet this the C.P.R.

and the Great Northern are vieing with each other to see

which can build lines the quicker. The railways are a

mighty factor in the industrial life of the country.
* •

*

Changes consequent upon the death of Geo. Goodei
ham have taken place in the Canada Permanent Mortgage
Corporation. W. H. Beatty has been elected president;

W. G. Gooderham, first vice-president, and W. 1).

Matthews, second vice-president. Mr. .J. Herbert Mason,
managing director, has retired from the general manage-
ment, and was appointed chairman of the board of di-

rectors, in which position he will still have a general

supervision of the affairs of the corporal ion Mr Mason,

in his connection with the Canada Permanent has become

widely known in the commercial life of the country. He
has been with the present company now from its incep-

tion, fifty years ago. He has also been connected with

the Canada Land Law Amendment Association, and the

Ontario Land Mortgage Companies Association

{..«..*..«..«..»..«..«..«.. a . .»..o..«..o..*..i

Cable Address,

'••••••••••••••«•••••••«••••.••••••••"•••••./

"FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital £ 10,000
iSl.\t.C>6 l>7)

With power to increase to £20,000
($97,888.84)

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager
OtHecMoiu mnde ud remitted promptU
i •• < < i ..i banking buaiuUBfl 1 1 Buosacted

'> »ii>h«i » i n m i l«l •'»< >!
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Cable Address " BANCO," Bermuda

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund

Head Office :

£15,000 O
($73,000.00)

£16,000 O
($77,866.00)

HAMILTON
Bermuda

BRANCHES

:

St. George and Somerset

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President. Manager

Collections promptly made and remitted, and
all other banking business attended to.

j » » ' •••••••-•<

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE

Paid-up Capital, - $8,700,000

Rest, $3,500,000

HEAD OFFICE : TORONTO, CANADA
HON. CEO. A. COX, Pres. B. E. WALKER, General-Manager.

LONDON, EXG., NEW YORK, NY.,
60 Lombard St.. E.C. 16 Ex ge Place,

S. Cameron Alexander, Manager. Wm. Gray and Walker, Agents.

TRAVELLERS' LETTERS OF CREDIT
The Travellers' Letters of Credit issued by this Bank

are a great convenience to Travellers. They are avail-

able in all parts of the world, and the holder is enabled,

without risk or difficulty, to obtain such sums as he

requires at any point in his journey.

BANK MONEY ORDERS
AT THE FOLLOWING RATES:

$5 and under 3 cents

Over $5 and not exceedin $10 6 cents
" 10 " " 30 10 cents
" 30 " " 50 15 cents

These Orders are Payable at Par at any office in Canada

of a Chartered Bank (Yukon excepted), and at the

principal banking points in the United States.

Negotiable at a fixed rate at The Canadian Bank of

Commerce, London, Eng.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1 000,000
I 000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN. D.D., President 8. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D E THOM80N, Esq ., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.,

mead orricE, TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manager.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued.

ESTERNWEST Incorporated
1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY. MARINE

Head Office Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Otlt. Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3.890.000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Wan. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

«^~ Money ^s
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding: the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W. C. MAODONALO,
ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

, J. K MACDONALO,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

TORONTO, CANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, $850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OFFICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING.

Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President

P H. SIMS, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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WE CAN SAY
everything that the others say and then

—

PHILLIPS. That puts a guarantee of over

forty years reputation on every case you buy.

This means quality, and the wise merchant,

after getting prices and listening to "special-

ists," is pretty likely to come back to the old,

time-honored principle that "the best is the

cheapest."

That puts him in touch with headquarters

—

our house.

PHILLIPS

SHOW CASES

are the best that experience and skilled labor,

combined with high-grade materials, can

produce.

Our most vigorous competitor's strongest

claim is that his cases are "as good as

Phillips."

WE ILLUSTRATE
HEREWITH

our all-glass case, and would also say that it

has no holes, rivets or notches. We guarantee

that it is the strongest and most dependable

all-glass case in the market. MATERIALS :

French plate top, sides and ends ; German
plate mirrors in back ; French plate shelves,

on improved adjustable brackets ; solid

marble base. Shipped K.D., and can be set

up perfectly rigid by any person of ordinary

intelligence.

We aie looking for our share of your business.

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Limited
Established 1864

Branch: WINDSOR, ONT. DETROIT, MICH.

You, Us and the Other Fellow

No Sentiment in Business

There can be trade without much BUSINESS about it.

Our Classified Article List oi Industrial Products is a book of infor-

mation. It tells \ou where articles are manufactured, what the articles

are made of and the uses lhc\ are put to. The City man knows all

about it, do you? Cloth bound, 100 paces, price 82.W. Ask us the

price of our Canadian Industrial Blue Hook for the next 30da\s.

The Manufacturers List Co., Toronto

The Window and Art Decoration Co.

-MANUFACTURERS OF

Papier Mache and —
Plaster Paris Decorations
La Nouvelle Form, the latest hit in Skirt Form.

Right or left $2.50 each side. Designs sent on request

Papier Mache Trade Marks,
Window Backgrounds, Etc., a Specialty.

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST.

44 St. Vincent Street, Montreal

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-d«te machinery lessens coit of manufacture, en-

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your
order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents t The Richard L. Baker Co , 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont,

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

WRITE IS FOR
SAMPLES AND
TRICES.

FIBRE WRAPPING
PAPER

8TR0NC, TOUCH and STIFF.

WILL CARRY ALL KINDS
OF PACKAGES SAFELY

TO DESTINATION.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO LIMITED MONTREAL
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BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

THE DRAFT SYSTEM.

THE day has undoubtedly come when settlement

by draft, either "time" or "sight," is looked

upon with uniform satisfaction both by the.

buyer and seller. A few years ago, when there

were comparatively few branch banks scattered

through the provinces, it was not very convenient for

the country merchant to pay his accounts by draft, but

qow, when the whole country is dotted with branch

bank's, the out-of-town storekeeper may reach a bank

with very little difficulty. The fact that, consid-

ering the immense number of drafts deposited daily in our

banks, comparatively few are returned, indicates that

this method is being looked upon with general favor.

Advantages to the Seller.

In a business necessitating the handling of a large

number of accounts, the draft system is simply invalu-

able. Some systematic method must be devised to col-

lect these outstanding accounts within the required term,

and without entailing more than a reasonable amount of

time and expense. What could be more simple than to

write a draft on a customer when the account is due, or

a "time" draft shortly after shipment is made, paying

the bank a nominal fee to take charge of the collections ?

A statement of an account may be overlooked, being

placed upon a rile when received and payment delayed un-

til some time after the discount period has gone by—

a

draft is presented by the bank, or a power of attorney

>ent for signature, the matter being brought directly to

the attention of the drawee, who will, if the account is

correct, generally accept draft. There may be exception-

al cases where a customer insists upon remitting or pay-

ing the traveling salesman, but for the large bulk of ac-

counts drafts will be readily accepted.

Advantages to the Buyer.

It is less trouble for a retail merchant to simply sign

his name to a draft, taking a note of the due date in his

diary, than to prepare a remittance in the shape of a

money order or bank draft. It also saves him a small

item in stationery, postage, and some valuable time.

ProbaMy the most important advantage is in the fact

that he always saves the cash discount, the drawer look-

ing after his interests in this respect by making draft to

permit of allowing cash discount.

Treatment of Returned Drafts.

Some systematic method should be pursued in regard

to drafts which are continually being returned through

some cause or other. A good plan, and one which has

proved to be invaluable in some businesses, is to write

the customer, where no reason is given for returning

draft, keeping a copy of the letter on a file provided for

Uris purpose, marking at the foot of the letter the date

when the party should be reminded a second time in re-

gard to the account, either in the shape of another letter

or a second draft. These letters are continually before

the collection department, and the accounts which require

attention may be referred to at a moment's notice, and

not allowed to remain open until the monthly statements

are issued. Usually such accounts must be handled indi-

vidually and require special care and attention.

We are safe in saying that the seller would prefer to

receive remittance in the form of post office order, post-

al note, money order, bank draft or bank money order,

provided remittance is received on or before the due date,

as this saves the cost of exchange and also the work of

writing and depositing drafts.

Deductions.

The most annoying feature of so many remittances is

the utter disregard oil the part of the remitter for the

terms and conditions appiiable to the goods sold to him.

When the goods are strictly f.o.b. factory, he will deduct.

freight; when the terms are 2 per cent. 30 days, he wi(l

deduct 5 per cent; when the goods have been sold at 30

days he will take 60 days, and so on. It must be re-

membered that these differences taken individually are

quite small, but in the aggregate the amount would make

a material difference, especially as the selling prices

have been figured on a certain basis and would not per-

mit of any further reduction.

A Reply to a Courteous Letter in Regard to a Draft.

"we had no notion of signing your draft it was returned

to you through no mistake whatever

you must be a born fool to imagine you could scare us

out of the pay before it was due the time agreed upon

men of honor do as they agree but men with no honor

trys dirty little skeems to gain a few cents such as the

within thank goodness we are able to pay for the few

goods .we dont have to depend upon such rattled heads

as you are—we are in a babbit of dooing business with

men not with a parcel of rattled headed beets."

The foregoing is an exact copy of a letter (?) recent-

ly received by a large wholesale house about an account.

It seems that a "time" draft had been made on the

customer payable April 1st. This draft was returned

without any attention, as so many are nowadays, and

the debtor received by next mail a short, courteous let-

ter to the effect that there being no bank in his town the

draft may possibly have been returned by mistake, but

that if he preferred to remit on April 1st, when the ac-

count became due, it would be satisfactory. The debtor

immediately lets loose his temper, turns over the letter

received from the wholesale house, and writes this

"choice" and original selection of words in return. If

the wholesale house had demanded settlement before the

account became due, some such reply, worded differently

perhaps, might be expected. Be reasonable, Mr. Drawee;
your account is one in eight or ten thousand, but your
business is appreciated just the same.

FORGET IT. WHY?
Here are a few lines written by the clear-headed edi-

tor of System. They ought to be suggestive to every

hard-working, ambitious business man, who often won-
ders why his aggressive '.abors are not more fruitful in

results :

Your brain has a capacity limit. Don't overload it.

Don't fill it with details. Don't burden it with worry.
Get a system.

Make your system your storehouse. File therein the

little cares that wear and tear—the important details

that annoy.

Make your system the guardian of the necessary, the

grave of the needless. Leave your work at night, free

and unshackled. Your system will bring your duties be-

fore you the next morning—the next week—the next

month.

Keep clear the rails on which you run your train of

thought. Keep your mind on the stretch of track ahead;

ride over the pebbles of petty troubling* in the road-bed.
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FORCING TRADE THIS MONTH.

JUNE is supposed to end the Spring harvest, in the

retail dry goods store, and the next two months

are generally regarded as dull and without pro-

lit possibilities. It is contended that with pro-

per management July can really be saved to the

profit, side. First of all, all the merchandise that is

available to the consumer for Summer wear should be

selected from among the various stocks. It is too late

to claim superiority in quality or style, and the cut

price method is the prime requisite. This does not mean

that the scum of the store should be brought out and

ticketed, but simply lines that are not to be in first de-

mand at the opening of the Fall season. Some of the

shades in dress goods will not be just right for Fall

wear, and these can be offered at low prices before peo-

ple become aware of exactly what are going to be the

collect colorings. This means small loss in profits and

a gain in getting the money out of goods before they be-

come too much in disfavor. A sale of this sort .
com-

prising goods from every stock, prominently brought for-

ward, might be headed by some such title as "Season-

able Merchandise Offerings." Call attention to goods in

the advertising which are really worthy of purchase by

anybody at this season.

Plans For Special Sales;.

If business is to be obtained this month it has to be

forced, and as aforesaid, cut prices must play a part.

It does not follow, however, that the life must be cut

out of regular stuff, and with this in view it is necessary

to buy specially in preparation for Summer sales. June

should have been a month for saving ana cutting down

purchases, and ready cash should now be available to

pick up the choice lots sacrificed in wholesale and manu-

facturing circles. Nothing is preferable to a personal

trip to market centres. Specials should be picked up

which will tempt buyers because of the unusual price in-

ducements. This furnishes the material to ward off an

apathetic and stagnant condition.

The Sale Itself.

Having made preparations in a measure suited to

your locality, the next important step is to spread the

fact publicly that the sale is to start on a certain day.

The local papers should be utilized to forewarn the ap-

proach of this event. For ttie sale itself, city stores

have, in the past, judiciously employed tag and ticket

sales, hour sales, etc., with the fact in view that price

sells any thing at any place and at any time. These and

various methods, which naturally suggest themselves,

may he utilized throughout the Summer months. The

first announcement of the sale must be right, and the

original advertisement is of the utmost importance. Fill

up the ail. with things that will draw; items from every

stock that will prove irresistible and will bring the peo-

ple. The locality must be considered in every instance,

lull it is generally considered good policy to cut under

cost in many of the smallw are items that do not run

\ci\ last into money. Small loss on these items is off-

set by the fact that they bring the people.

The second day or week should have just as strong

and attractive a list as the first one, and there must he

no letting down. It must be remembered that merchan-
dise is always attractive when offered under price, and

people will replenish their supplies no matter what is the

condition of the weather. It may be even necessary to

make an additional trip to the market to replenish. The
minute the sale begins to (lag in any. way, try some new
idea. The hour sale might well be utilized in smaller

places than where it has been tried.

Create Difficulty to Secure Bargains.

Hour sales find their peculiar favor in the inherent

weakness of human nature. The difficulty to secure a

bargain only arouses additional interest on the part of a

customer. To illustrate this, every merchant knows that

even a line of cottons sold in everyday business at a cent

or two under actual cost, will not induce any special

rush, but if the sale is limited to one or two hours at

the same price the bargain mecca will he overcrowded.
It is best to cbaose items that are known to the con-

A Thought
THE Manager of every organization must

expect blunders, oversights and neglect

upon the part of some, as the constants

of his problem. They are regular fences in

the course which he has set himself to cover.

The soldier might as well complain of bullets

on the battlefield, as the Manager of errors

upon the part of his associates. He is there

to overcome them by his own force and fore-

sight, and by patience, and above all by clear

thinking. Blunders upon the part of subor-

dinates are conditions of success, not excuses
tor failure ; and to name them is to be

ridiculous.

Suggested by, and in part paraphrased
from North's Plutarch -:- -:- -:-

—JOHN BRISBEN WALKER

sumer and give adequate publicity. The prime intention

of such a sale is to draw people without losing largely

on the leaders ;
choose days and hours for the offerings

which are usually quiet. City stores, especially some
Montreal ones, last Summer successfully used two ver-

sions of this idea. The first method was to offer differ-

ent items at the various hours of the day, from 8 to !'

o'clock, !) to 111, etc. Only three or four items were fea-

tured. A clock face was used by one store in advertising

this sale. Another method pursued with fair results was
the sliding scale of values. Two lists were employed, one

of which decreased in price each hour, and the other in-

creased. Once a week is often enough for features of this

kind.
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FANCY COTTON LACE
EXCLUSIVE DESIGN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

THE ILLUSTRATION SHOWS EXACTLY ONE OF OUR LEADERS,
WHICH WE STOCK IN FIVE WIDTHS, AS FOLLOWS :

rURNEl
P 6 19(

No. J534. Width 2% inch, TAy2 per doz. yards
No. J535. Width 4 inch, VA\ 2 per doz. yards

No. J536. Width 5 inch, LA\ 2 per doz. yards
No. J537. Width 6 inch (as illustrated)

RSE per doz. yards
Insertion to Match. No. J538: Width ly2 inch, GTper doz. yards

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

9 moviini LIMITED
Cor. Bay and Front Sts., TORONTO
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WANAMAKER'S VIEWPOINT.

OOME bxighl real estate men recently bought one of

^j the corners tight across the street tram John

Wanamaker's store. Then they went to John

Wanamaker and told him that they had an offer from a

syndicate who were about to start a large department

Store in Philadelphia, and who wished to buy this site

for the erection of their new store building.

The hint was coyly extended to Wanamaker that if

lie wished to prevent this he might do so by buying the

pint of land—at a price which would net the bright real

estate men a very handsome profit on their littte deal.

Wanamaker's reply to them was rather surprising.

"That will be fine," he said -enthusiastically, "there

is nothing I would like better than to have the doors of

another retail establishment right across the street from

mine. Think how many more people this would bring to

my store; and competition always makes us work a little

harder.

"Nothing I would like better. I hope you gentlemen

will ue able to carry out the arrangement with these

people."

The deal was a bluff—and the bright real estate men
are working hard in their endeavor to keep up the taxes

and interest on this plot of land.

A BASEMENT DEPARTMENT.

GREAT possibilities lie in a well kept basement de-

partment. When one considers the space which is

given over in most stores to packing boxes and use-

less rubbish, one is inclined to lose confidence in the

business acumen of the average drygoodsman. There are

men who have tried the experiment, and their verdict is

that they are a success. One man who has run a sales-

room in the basement for the last five years says of

I hem: "They combine lasting, far-reaching advertising

with profit making, keep other departments clear of slow-

moving goods, remnants, etc., and afford a very good

outlet for anything that is cheap."

A department such as this is a good advertisement

because it arouses people's interest and brings them into

the store. A merchant cannot have special bargains in

his staples all the time, but in a bargain salesroom

which contains remnants from one department, and slow

moving goods from another, a constant flow of new
things can be kept up and the prices can be made at-

tractive. If a stock is to be kept in the best condition

it must be constantly weeded out. Anything which does

not meet with general favor, and goods which for any
reason are hanging fire, should be promptly removed
from the regular stock and placed on sale in the base-

ment. This will assure a bright, fresh stock on the

regular shelves and counters. It is the fact that some-
thing new goes on sale every day, and that there is al-

ways a chance of picking up a bargain that attracts the

multitude. Bargain is an alluring word to most people,

and if frequent changes and real low prices are made in

the basement, customers will get: into the habit of visit-

ing it regularly on the chance of something desirable

tinning up.

Besides the goods from the other departments which
it is found desirable to mark down in price, there are
many notions and novelties which would naturally find.

a

place in the bargain room. Household articles of vari-

ous kinds, china, glassware, leather goods and countless
ui her notions, might be sold to great advantage. In the
ha lulling of these goods the idea of devoting individual
counters to articles of one price might be adopted. For
instance, there might he a counter containing only 5c.

goods, another 10c., and so on, with 25c. and 50c. ar-

ticles. The price is brought forcibly into prominence and
the customers are enabled to almost wait on themselves.

Basement stocks should move rapidly. They can be

made so attractive as to ensure a frequent turnover, and
that should be the aim, as it is the salvation, of a bar-

gain counter. Good live management is requisite, hut

high priced help is not necessary. The articles which are

put on sale usually speak for themselves without very

strong salesmanship. An important thing is to keep the

place light and well ventilated. Do not, moreover, pile

the goods up so that the counters look like receptacles of

junk, if the department is to be a real benefit to the

store it must preserve quality and attractiveness in its

offerings.

FILING LITERATURE FOR REFERENCE.
Clifton S. Wady writes in reference to filing circulars:

"There are three sets of 'printed matter' which
should be found under file in any business office :

"First—The stuff issued by the house itself, from time
to time.

"Second—The literature of its rivals in the business.

"Third—The catalogues, circulars and cards, discount

sheets and other matter supplied by those from whom the

office buys.

"My way of rendering all quickly available to sight

is this :

"I have three deep drawers—one for each of these

classifications. The drawer holds several hundreds of

large envelopes (they might be vertical folders) placed on

edge, one of which serves as the receptacle for all the

literature of one firm. The first group is numbered from

1 to 1,000; the second group from 2,0(K) to 3, GOO; the

third group from 3,000 to 4,000.

"Each envelope bears a name and number, and each

piece of matter in it is subnumbered by letters. A sep-

arate card index of firms, filed alphabetically, is pro-

vided for each drawer containing the envelope number,

and a list of the matter in the envelope."

DONT'S FOR BUSINESS MEN.
Don't fret or annoy yourself about business being bad,

that won't make it better.

Don't get angry with your employes because you have

lost in speculation; they could not help that—and you

may win next time.

Don't speak sharply or abuse any of your employes

before customers; it looks bad—and the man may turn on

you.

Don't use any profane language to the bookkeeper or

typewriter for mistakes, if she is a young woman she

may burst into tears—then you will feel bad.

Don't put up notices "no smoking," then smoke all

day yourself.

Don't sit and joke or fool with the typewriter—espe-

cially if you are married.

Don't think that your salesmen can force people to

buy your goods at that price—or any price, there are

other houses.

Don't expect too much; if you are not satisfied go out

on the road and see how much you can sell yourself—

then you can talk.

Don't be too selfish or egotistical; customers don't

like it—it will hurt your business.

Don't say, "my books, my goods, my men," especi-

ally when you have partners.

Don't be afraid to fell a man that lie gives satisfac-

tion—even if he should ask you for more wages.
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics ,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready»made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

nlannelettes h ighest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Grewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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THE STANDARD BRANDS
OF

LINEN THREADS
BARBOUR'S FINLAYSON'S

KNOX'S

Also DUNBAR'S and STEWART'S
Always reliable—You might as well have the

ALSO

Boot and Shoe Laces
BEST VALUES—ALL KINDS.

Made by North British Boot Lace Co.

Rifle,

Flat,

Silk,

Leather,

Porpoise.

FRANK & BRYCE, Limited
Toronto MONTREAL Quebec
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GOOD WIftB'AWAKEjAPVEMtlSIM6RET*"'E'^g

This department is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, who possesses a high reputation as an expert and authority
on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and advice which an expert
is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the department shall be helpful,

practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department," The Dry Goods Revif.w,
Toronto.

CORRALLING THE INDEPENDENTS
THE "Independents," or. in other words, those

persons who buy here, then' and everywhere,

are an element thai you sometimes overlook in

your reckonings of business accomplishments;

in faet, overlook too many limes. The Inde-

pendents are an asset that is valuable, but of which there

is no record. You could have a record of them if you

CREDIT
TO ALL
Ladies, Gentlemen's

and Youths' Cloth-

ing at Remarkably

Low Prices.

Ladies, call and
see our New York

Garments.

H. LEVITT
7 Rebecca and 64 N. James

$1 Weekly Clothing.

thought the question out occasionally, did a little multi-

plying of your suavity, and a little subtracting of your

timidity. The Independents are worth the thought, for

supplemented and supplemented they make aggregations,

and aggregations make money.

If a person has no store from which he buys regularly

that is no reason why he should not have one. It is

rather more reason why he should have one, and more
reason still that yours should be the one.

Dexterovs Handling.

The Independents cannot be corralled in a day or two
days. Sometimes they are fellows who have to be

handled pretty dexterously, for once they conceive the

notion that you are trying to brand them as yours they

bolt. But you can brand them without their seeing you.

That is just where Advertising steps in and takes the

rein with Diplomacy as his right-hand man and Push as

his backer. Advertising, when the matter is delicate,

like this one, never pops the question, hut adopts, firstly,

various modes of circumlocution after the manner of the

following :

An ambitious, hustling young man, Christie by name,
had a nicely situated men's furnishings store in one of

our small cities. He was tasty in Iris window displays,

economic in management. He tinned over annually a
good revenue. Hut it occurred to him one day that he
would turn over just so much more if those irregulai
patrons of Iris (the Independents) were regular patrons.
He began to reason in this fashion : "There is that dark,
squarely-built chap who coie.es in here three or four times
a year. He pays for whal he gets and passes out. But
he and I never become acquainted. I cannot say for a

Just received from England,

Novel Wall Decorations

"ELTONBURY"
English Silk Fibres

A plain effect, 22 inches wide,

will not fade, in four colors

Penrhyn Blue, Ivy Green,
Rustic Brown, Sultan Red.

REID BROS.
PHONE 549

56 King St.

surety that he will come around again. Now, I want him
to come around because his trade, though at present
small, is good, and because being neat in appearance his

influence is presumably potent. He evidently is satisfied

with my goods, but somehow or other lie will not volun-

tarily seal his allegiance. 11 is my point to get all the

business I can. I want his business. I am going to get
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it. 1 .1111 going to try something besides merely selling

goods ovei the countei and voicing the platitudinal 'any-

bhing else ?' l am going t<> cogitate on a scheme."

The Autograph Scheme.

Young Christie cogitated and the first thing he con-

cluded was this : That lie must know that squarely-huilt

gentleman's name, and he must discover it without

effrontery on his part There was but one way. He

would commence a book of signatures, and tell his

patrons that he was an autograph collector. It was

simple enough. He drafted this arrangement, had it

printed and bound up in regular form, and kept one on

his counter :

When the squarely-built gentleman came around again

he was waited upon with signal courtesy, and just be-

fore departing was asked as a special request to leave

his autograph, as the requester was an enthusiast. The

gentleman, of course, complied with the wish, and

throughout that year so did many another Independent,

AUTOGRAPHS

Another form was drafted after this fashion

Amount
of

Purchase

as well as Regular patron. Young Christie made a note

of the purchases, and once a week copied all the names

into his duplicate, secured the addresses from a direc-

tory (or when two or three individuals bearing the same

name, had also the same initials, put all their addresses

down), put in the amount purchased, anil marked with

,m asterisk the names of the Independents, as far as his

memory of faces served him.

By Christ mas time the autographs had run up into

the hundreds, and Christie began to dilate on his next

move. He prepared a catchy folder and had it printed in

two colors, On the even inside page he had an excellent

photo of himself, and the trout cover and other inside

page mi e as follow s :

The invitations were sent out. and a goodly number

responded. Christie pi o\ided music for his guests, went

through the formula of displaying ins latest novelties, and

then made the pi cent a t ions, which consisted of

suspenders, scarfs, etc. Many of the cailers voluntarily

made purchases, and when Christie did the totalling he

found that he was not out a great deal, whereas he had

built a foundation on which to manoeuvre in the future

Whenever "new arrival" time was on he prepared an

Mvcvp &lan

Ibis Buc

announcement of details, recording the fact "That his

regular patrons would be entitled to a special discount,"

and sent one to each person on the list. By keeping up

this kind of bombardment he kept the wobblers (the In-

dependents) in line, and strengthened his command of the

regulars.

When I saw Christie last, which was three yea i

alter that campaign, his sales had doubled, and I noticed

on his window in gold letters :

BOOK OF SIGNATURES
STORE.

Christie was one of the few men I have met who,

when tossing out their lines in bids for success, did not

YULETIDE GREETINGS

Dear Mr
Christmas is upon us. The year has

been a prosperous one. I have shared in

that prosperity, and I trust you have also.

I have shared, too, in your patronage, and

I desire to show my appreciation.

I will be at home to my patrons any

evening next week and will have a remem-
brance for each caller.

I hope you will be able to come.

Yours for a Merry Xmas.

J. L. CHRISTIE,
The Gents' Furnisher.

toss so far or so near as lo let the stray fish get by. He
studied his bait, and while his hooks were, m a sense,

inflexible, they never hurt. But he certainly knew human
nature, and did not forget that element in it known as

the Independents.

"Can You Do as .Much "" <>gil\\'s. Montreal, had the
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Following as an introduction to a recent advertisement,

which is the essence of the success of mortem retailing.

It's worth imitating :

"Contented and pleased customers are the mainstay of

a business, we know that, and it makes us more than ever

anxious to please you. Should any of our patrons feel

disappointed in a purchase or feel aggrieved by the treat-

ment received in this store, we invite them to bring the

matter to our attention. Just make a note on the back

of the bill in your parcel and sent it to us. We want to

make this such a comfortable store ttiat you'll come to it

past all others; but we can only do this with your kind

co-operation in giving us the opportunity of righting

errors and correcting any defects in our organization.

Every complaint will receive our courteous attention and

will be treated confidentially. We want you to think this

store is as much yours as it is ours; the more you enjoy

coming here, the more you use it as if it is your own,

the better we are pleased. At all times we will return

vou your money if you are not entirely satisfied."

A UNIQUE ADVERTISING NOVELTY.

Peddie & Sons, of Windsor, Onl, recently originated

an advertising scheme which met with capital results.

They gave away with every purchase a neat little child-

ren's tin savings bank, with the firm's name on the out-

side. This advertisement is assured of permanence, as it

will not be thrown aside or forgotten like most advertis-

ing schemes.

The advertisements selected from Canadian papers

this month are five specimens diverse in character, yet

all characteristic of one phase of advertising—the epi-

gram.

In Mrs. Heasman's advertisement the eye is detained

at once by the white space, which, aided by a dual border

These are just in the nick of

time and imported direct

from

NEW YORK
A lot of stylish Outing Hats

and White Chiffon Hats for

summer wear. Out of town
orders by mail receive
prompt attention.

MISS S. C. KELLY
Fashionable Milliner

effect, gives the matter shape and strength. This ad.

was, no doubt, patterned on the belief that dilated argu-

ments are superfluous when a reputation has been won for

making reliable goods.

The advertisement of II. Levitt, while brief and

pointed like Mrs. Heasman's, represents a different m»de
of making an impression. The credit system seems to bo

the watchword of Levitt's business, and this fact is fixed

upon the mind, not by white space or panel designs, but

OUR HATS

SUIT

EVERY

HEAD AND

PLEASE EVERY

PURSE

MRS. HEASMAN
Everything in Infants'

and Children's Wear.

•by bold type. Viewed manysided'.v however, this is an
appealing advertisement.

The advertisement of Reid Bros, is moderate—moder-

ate in typography, moderate in detail. The type is well

chosen, except that the firm name should have been

larger. The wording is very plain, but in no way de-

ceptive. This advertisement of Reid Bros, might have

been outshadowed by other advertisements more attrac-

tively arranged, but the chances are that where it se-

cured attention it created interest, and interest crsfctes

desire to buy.

Miss Kelly, in her advertisement, relies solely upon

the merchandise she has to offer, and to that enti cen-

tralizes her strength on the fashion Mecca, New York,

which is brought into especial prominence. This feature

secures recognition, where otherwise the plain appearance

and lack of a heading in her advertisement might have

themselves kept it in obscurity. These vantage points,

after all, are the secret of successful advertisements.

In Stanger's advertisement we have a style which

brings us back, in a measure, to Mrs. Heasman's adver-

tisement. The resemblance consists in the total absence

of particulars and the disposition to bid for patronage on

reputation. These two advertisements are different, how-

ever, in that Stanger employs the third person, and de-

pends on a headline, not white space, to catch Mie eye.

General advertisements have a certain strength, but par-

ticularized advert isemen Us more effectiveness.
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* SILK PRODUCTION
AND CULTURE *

THERE is a living interest in the silk industry which

lifts it above the mechanical drudgery of most

manufacturing pursuits. A process of nature, won-

derful in its kind, is enacted under the eye of the silk

worker. No stranger evolution takes place in the whole

kingdom- of living things than the change from the

moth's egg to the silk worm, which in turn, within its

silken cocoon, becomes a moth of gaily-colored wings. It

is amongst these wondrous and secret workings of nature

that the silk workers pursue their vocation.

The reeling of the silk thread is the termination of a

Mason of most careful and intelligent work. The eggs,

or seeds, as they are more commonly called, are kept at

a cool temperature till towards the end of April. Then

ihe peasant watches closely the progress of the mulberry

trees, and when the buds begin to break forth the

sericulturist, or more properly his wife, sets the eggs so

that they may hatch out at the same time that the

tender leaves appear.

Raising silk worms requires the attention of the

whole family. While the woman and her daughters are

carefully tending the tiny worms, the men and boys are

collecting the leaves of the mulberry tree to feed the lit-

tle domesticated charges. The leaves are young and ten-

der when the worm first appears, and they are cut into

narrow shreds by the women and placed on the worm.

It nibbles its delicate food, and as it grows in size it

consumes larger and coarser leaves. The silk worm

eventually grows to a length of three inches.

Nothing can be more interesting than the study of

these little things. During their growth they require

constant attention. The peasant's wife has to provide

them with their sole food of fresh mulberry leaves every

two or three hours. The men must be just as assiduous

in the collection of the leaves. A family consisting of a

father and mother and four children will cultivate on an

average one to one and one-third ounces of eggs. These

will produce enough worms to spin cocoons to a weight

of one hundred to one hundred and forty pounds, or

from nine to eleven pounds of raw silk.

The complete evolution of the silk worm takes about

forty days. The eggs, where artificial heat is used in

hatching them, are gradually warmed by the addition of

half a degree of heat a day, until the minute worm, no

bigger than a pin's head, appears. Unceasing care is de-

voted to this, the smallest of domestic creatures. Al-

though its food at first consists of only the tenderest

young leaves of the mulberry, it soon develops a voraci-

ous appetite. In the course of its progress through

wormhood, it sheds its skin three or four times. During

these moulting periods it sleeps continuously for from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

When the worms have reached maturity, and are

ready to spin their cocoons, they become almost trans-

parent. Oak twigs, to which dry leaves are attached, are

then placed near them. Up these twigs the worms climb,

choose suitable places, and proceed to envelop themselves

in a cocoon. This is done by emitting a liquid thread,

which on congealing is silk, and winding this around

themselves in regular rows. Seven or eight days are re-

quired for this operation, and during that time a silk

worm will spin from 800 to 1,000 fe«t of thread.

If left to itself the worm inside its cocoon would

change into a moth, and in about twenty days after the

completion of its silken envelope it would break through

its coating and appear resplendent with wings. It makes
no effort, however, to fly; it merely mates, lays its eggs,

and having completed the cycle of its life, dies.

This happy consummation of its life-course, however,

seldom happens. For commercial reasons the cocoons

have to be collected as soon as the worm has completed

its spinning, since the moth breaks the strands in getting

out, and so ruins the silk. The cocoons somewhat re-

semble peanuts in shape. They vary in size, the lar-gest

being about three-quarters of an inch in length and half

an inch in diameter.

To prevent the destruction of the fibres by the moths

the cocoons are promptly collected and put into ovens

containing sufficient heat to kill the moth inside. After

this has been done they are sorted into various sizes, and

are then ready for reeling.

Reeling or unwinding the silk thread from these

cocoons is one of the most delicate operations known. The
most skilful inventors have failed to devise a machine to

do this. Only the cunning hand of the woman can ac-

complish the task successfully. This operation engages

the attention of the women during the time in which they

are not engaged in the actual culture of the worm. After

the moth has been killed the cocoons can be kept for an

indefinite time without injury to the silk.

Silk reeling is done in factories or filatures, and un-

der constant supervision. In the morning a certain

weight of cocoons is given to each woman, and at night

the amount! of silk she has reeled is noted. The best op-

erator is the one who gets the most silk from the least

quantity of cocoons, due consideration being given to the

evenness of the reeling and the cleanliness of the work.

A silk worker enters the filature at approximately

the age of 12. She spends about three years in sort-

ing and classifying the waste silk before she is permitted

to take any part in the reeling. After graduation from

this work an additional apprenticeship is served tending

the machine, which brushes and cleans the cocoons, which

is a necessary operation before giving them to the reel-

ers. While she is engaged in this way she is permitted to

assist the thrower for a few minutes a day, and so gradu-

ally gains some facility in throwing the thread. It is not

an accomplishment which can be learned in a short time,

nor does it come intuitively; slowly and as the result of

intelligent practice, skill comes to the operator, till at

last at the age of about eighteen she becomes a full

fledged rreler. Six years passed in the preliminary work

described is considered none too much to ensure pro-

ficiency.

Silk culture is almost invariably carried on by peas-

ants, who tend their vines or crops in conjunction with

their work as sericulturists. After the spinning of the

cocoons the work of the men is over for the year, as the

finer operations of preparing the cocoons and reeling the

silk is confined to the women. The rich, warm climate

of sunny Italy, and the yet unknown but alluring regions

of .Japan and China, arc the chief sources of the silk-

worm.
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&E0 THAT WILL

We are makers of the famous Elastic Ribbed Knit "UNDERWEAR that will

WEAR," for Winter and Summer use, in the following lines:

Zadies' Children'* Jnfants'
VESTS,
DRAWERS,
EQUESTRIENNES,
CORSET COVERS,
COMBINATIONS,
BLOOMERS.
NIGHT GOWNS, Etc.

VESTS,
DRAWERS,;
EQUESTRIENNES,
WAISTS,
COMBINATIONS,
SLEEPERS,
NIGHT ROBES, Etc.

BANDS,
SLIP WAISTS,
RUBENS (Sole Makers).

men's
SHIRTS and DRAWERS,
COMBINATIONS,
NIGHT ROBES.

A full assortment of all lines and sizes kept in stock. Write us.

The IVatson Manufacturing Co., Limited

PARIS, Ontario.

rruiJNED

w i\ WO*'

V

'V».'».-»-%.-»'*'».-».-%.'*-%.*-»»-».-*-%"».'%-%.-*.,0

What's
in a

Name?

JUST THIS, in " Jaeger."

A world-wide reputation for 25 years

A guarantee of honesty, purity and excellence in manufacture.

A system of Underwear, Clothing and Bedding, founded on natural laws

of health and common sense.

A hall mark of Pure Wool. Does it interest you ?

We shall be pleased to enlarge on the theme. Address us

DR. JAEGER'S SSSZZSf SYSTEM COMPANY
LIMITED

Head Office for Canada: 2206 ST. CATHERINE ST., MONTREAL
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

CURRENT1 UNDERWEAR CONDITIONS.

IT
cannot be concealed that May retail trade in

underwear was generally unsatisfactory, and job-

bers looked in vain for expected repeats. June,

from which great things were expected, failed to

make good except during the latter part of the

month. Summer underwear received only a fair propor-

tion of consumers' patronage. Men's departments, prob-

ably, were busier. However, real hot days during June

tended to establish a rush period. Stores which experi-

enced a periodical scare on account of the cool weather

extensively advertised special reduction sales, which

seemed to draw the crowd. Men's balbriggans were

freely pushed at 25c. per garment, and they had quality,

tOOx

manufacturers do not complain of Summer underwear

results. Stock sheets in agents' hands are surprisingly

low, verifying The Review's forecast that manufacturers

had not anticipated future Summer repeats. Consequent-

ly, when the rush arrived, scarcity was apparent in

many men's and women's low lines. On the other hand,

jobbers were enabled to clear out surplus stock, and what
looked like an extremely dull season turned in a fair

amount of business.

Ladies' cotton vests from 85c. to $2.25, and men's

balbriggans, a scarcity of which has been noticeable for

for the last three years, were in short supply, and dupli-

cates of choice goods were hard to obtain, as all the Can-

adian mills are off cotton goods and working on Fall or-

ders. Some of the American underwear which is noticed

in retail circles has caused some little dissatisfaction, as

tiie case lots were assorted in none too choice a manner.

It is gratifying to note that combinations are growing in

favor. Linen mesh goods have also proved all right this

season. Prices on all Summer lines remained firm, and

concessions were few and far between.

Propitious Fall Trading.

Jobbers and manufacturers soliciting the trade direct

report a splendid business for Fall garments sampled
with their travelers. At least 95 per cent, of orders

have been placed, and there seems very little business to

be placed by visiting buyers. Undoubtedly retailers have
clearly realized that advances are imminent, and orders

of generous proportion, anticipating full requirements,

have been placed. An examination of the orders on fyle

confirms the feeling for a better class of goods. The
fifty-cent retail garment has given way to the staple

seventy-five cent one in men's lines, and the same tend-

ency is noticed in ladies' garments. Canadian lines,

which are improving wonderfully in feel and finish owing
to the introduction of the latest machinery and the most
modem methods, as yet show no advance, although it is

more than likely duplicates will demand a higher figure.

Yarns are all contracted for, and in many cases prices

will show no serious rise.

Now that manufacturers are in a comparatively quiet

season in the matter of obtaining new business, undivided
attention can be given to the turning out of Fall lines.

Generous advance orders are taken as the sanest and most
economical way to promote healthy trade conditions.

Manufacturers express pleasure, as they are able to figure

on a minimum cost, and retailers secure the benefit.

Further, it, enables them to run a line right through.
Retailers have at last come to realize that the hand to
mouth policy in underwear secures bad deceptive assort-
ments, just when the lines come into active demand. De-
liveries will evidently be made on good time from the
middle of August till the middle of September.

Laggards should note that prices have generally been
withdrawn by foreign houses from their agents' hands,
and orders are submitted for approval to the other side.

Special Labels Cause Trouble.

Department stores and the larger retailers generally
have demanded their own special labels on underwear, as
well as many other dry goods lines. As might be expect-
ed, to obtain the order, this has generally been acceded
to. However, many mills which have branded and trade-
marked their lines, and who realize the manifold bene-
fits accruing from such a departure, are insisting upon re-

ceiving due credit for the excellence of their products. "If
we make good goods we ought to have the credit," is the
argument adduced by one agent. The latest development
in this particular is the fact that one of the largest
knitting concerns in Canada for the coming Spring abso-
lutely refused to use other labels than their own, and
orders will not be accepted under any other conditions.
Retailers are advised to put upon their own goods their
own label, if such is the policy of the store, and this
will be found more satisfactory generally.

The service demanded of the maker of a special brand
of goods is most exacting, and in many instances has
been more than the producer could bear with profit. There
is confusion in the goods coming through the factory, and
much extra labor is entailed. Necessarily a longer period
must elapse between date of order and date of shipment.
Retailers in the past have had many complaints on this
score. If a little thought is given the matter the un-
reasonableness of this course will be apparent. There
are many vexatious and annoying details required in
making up goods in the retailer's own way with his own
boxes and labels. This extra trouble and expense, as well
as the fact of losing credit for superior goods, has caused
the determined stand on at least one manufacturer's part
alluded to previously.

A manufacturer's agent relates the following incident
regarding the value of branded underwear : "A gentleman
from New York had bought for his wife a white cash-
mere vest while in Montreal. Upon his second trip his

wife requested a half dozen, as she was so well pleased,

giving him the name of the brand as a guide. Fortunate-
ly the underwear shown him was the right kind, and the
selection of Watson's all wool white cashmere vest closed
the transaction."

Spring underwear collections for 1906 are nearing
completion, and will be shown the jobbers this month.
Manufacturers are silent regarding the line, but it is

known that more than one mill has gone to great expense
in securing the very latest ideas.

Shortage of Tan Hosiery.

Hosiery activity is general among jobbers and retail-

ers. The warm weather of late June whipped up retail

trade till counter business was a'<*"*st overtaxed prepara-
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j^\ER r/ty

PURE WOOL.

Canwrigbt $ Warners
LIMITED,

LougHborovigH, England,

Manufacturers of__M^MMk

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

THE
-( BRITISH AND BEST )-

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes

:

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"TDE WOLSEY"

BRAND.

lory bo the vacation rush. The cry for laus is loud and
long. Retailers clamoi for goods and accept anything
approaching the tan hue. The powerful ellort made by a
Canadian manufacturer to supply the demand has not
sufficed to bridge the gap, and ii goes without Baying
that several thousand dozen more could easily he sold if

they could he produced in time for the current season.

Manufacturers are inclined to criticise jobbers for their

want of foresight. .More than one jobber laments the can-

cellation of an early order. Many orders given by jobbers

to manufacturers are placed with the understanding that
if the goods are not shipped by a certain date the ordei

stands cancelled. The last of March is a favorite date,

for Spring hosiery cancellations of this order, and many
jobbers would have welcomed the supply of tans during

June, which went by the board. Ladies' hosiery has been
the larger sufferer in all grades. There has been no seri-

ous scarcity in men's lines. More than one store has
seized the opportunity to try and push many lines of

greys, and to call attention to the ever seasonableness of

blacks. White hosiery is almost a dead fetter in this

market, although Montreal houses report a good business

in children's white hose for first communion purposes.

Foreign repeats could not be obtained in time on tans.

Embroidered lines for men have done extremely well.

Active Fall Business.

Initial Fall orders have been placed in such a gener-

ous volume as lo cause wholesale houses to vote the new
season a success. An exceptionally strong tone charac-
terized transactions, and prospects for duplicates tend
higher. The protracted cold period last Winter is re-

sponsible for the healthy state of sales. Buvers seldom
quibbled over price. Increased trade has been booked by

Canadian manufacturers, the bulk of the business going to

branded lines, which is a guarantee of only pure yarns in

worsteds and cashmeres. Recent advices from foreign

markets show a general advance in worsteds averaging
about 18c. Embroidered hose for Kail show an advance
of five per cent. Samples of cashmeres have been with-
drawn. The market generally is very unsteady, and
agents give special quotations and submit the orders.

.Many jobbers' orders have been given subject lo cancella-

tion nol delivered before the end of September. Late
buyers are more Mian likely lo be caught this Fall.

Active Chemnitz Market.

Preparations for Spring, 1906, in cotton and lisle

hosiery are well under way. In low grade lace goods no
new patterns have been brought out, and even in the bet-

ter grades novelties are scarce. Importers have mad i

immense bookings. Embroidered goods are again her-

alded to be leaders in women's hosiery. Small, neat

flowers promise to be good. Black goods, with either all

black embroidery or black with a little color in it, have
been ordered out in large quantity. In colors, red, blue,

green and white are extensively used. Buyers are delay-

ing orders for colored grounds, preferring to await fur-

ther development. In nun's half hose hand embroidered
effects and stripes are selling well. Check effects are be-

ing shown.

Oshawa 's Wcolen Industry.

In an industrial number of ihe Ontario Reformer the

woolen industry of Oshawa is described. The Schofield

Woolen Co. established its plant in Oshawa in 1893, and

has shown a line development from thai time. The fac-

tory buildings, which were illustrated, constitute a

valuable part of the manufacturing establishments of the

I own Woolnap underwear is the product of the most
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

i

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It affords complete protection where
this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
withthat the "S" WRAP fulfils its object

greatest benefit to the health of the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not drag when the wearer is

sitting.

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

&^n^
TRADE MARK.

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S
" Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN,

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down Inside of leg to giye way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by Star Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY Oh

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and CEORGE BRETTLE & CO
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JpA i I 1 Q^i^y ^'ou w '" soon begin sorting up jro»r stock for coming FALL and WINTER. When
* *"™J I &^J*Jm you find your Hosiery stock is getting low, we shall be only too pleased to receive a list

of your requirements, which will be given our usual attention and despatched to you with all speed. We will also
be prepared to handle placing orders. Our stock will be complete in our well-known and established

MAPLE LEAF

Hose
Over-Hose

Prompt Deliveries

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Every Pair Warranted

BRAND

Half-Hose

Fine Mitts

The Standard

of Quality

Maple Leaf Brand

OODERICM
EST'D 1895.

MoCLUNG &. BURNS,
117 Wellington St. W.,

TORONTO, Ont.

GERHARDT, HANLEY &. MaoKA\

KIMITTIIMO CO., Ooderich, On*.
J. E. LEVVITT, MANAGER

SELLING AGENTS
A. L. GILPIN, WHITE & WILSON,

22 Victoria Chambers, St. Stephen, N.B.,
232\McGill St., MONTREAL, Que. For MARITIME PROVINCES.

I Y, Box 337, WINNIPEG, For MANITOBA, N. W. T. aud BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Crescent fl
^t?and W

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
6o Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

X Established 1897

I Scott Knitting Co.

t
T+

•f

•f

Specialists for

Specialties

That is what we are.

We make to order anything you require. Write
us for special quotations on all your

Special Work

The following lines are made by us :

Sweaters, Jerseys and
Hose made in Club

Colors, also Gymnasium
Tights and Knickers,

Toques, Sashes, Cuffs,

etc.

Overalls, Gaiters,

SKIRTS, SWEATERS,
and JERSEYS for Ladies

and Children. Infants'

Bands, Vests, Jackets,

Bootees, etc.

SCOTT KNITTING CO.
Office, 352 Queen St. West
Pttctory, 37 to 39 Bulwer St.

TORONTO

t
t

4

: x
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J. & J. BALDWIN'S
Established 1785 Bee Hive Established 1785

KNITTING WOOLS
Are known all over the civilized world.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST ESTABLISHED MAKERS
OF ALL KINDS OF KNITTING WOOLS,

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.
We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

New qualities : BEE HIVE IVORINE COCOON and EIDER WOOLS.

Wholesale only. Send for Samples.

Agent

DUNCAN BELL
Montreal and Toronto
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Trade M\kk Registered.

U N DERWEAR
MADE IN FRANCE

Absolutely Pure Wool Guaranteed Unshrinkable or Money Refunded

The merits of the DERMOPHILE UNDERWEAR are not easily enumerated.

They include everything that pertains to underwear superiority, as those who
use it are quick to realize.

It's an underwear that is made of the purest quality of Australian Wool, soft

and delicate to the skin, and is absolutely unshrinkable. Put it to any test, and

if it shrinks we will replace the garment or refund the money.

W. P. KING & SON, 1485 Queen St. West, TORONTO
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR CANADA

MAUCHAUFFEE
TROYES, FRANCE

AWARDED

©rand Prize
By the Intcrnatioi.il Jury of the

St Louis Exposition

ALSO

Gold Medal
(highest award) Paris Exposition, 1889.

"Mors Concours"
Paris Exposition, 1900.

Highest Award
for

FRENCH BALBRI6GAN

HEALTH and LISLE UNDERWEAR

and FRENCH HOSIERY.

Spring, 1906
French Balbriggan Underwear, lo retail from 50c. a garment and upwards.

French Health Underwear, to retail from $1.00 a garment and upwards.

H. JACQUIN & CO., un,tEo
so

s
l
t«tEJ"ISo

f
can,.oa 456 Broome St., NEW YORK

THOMAS NORMAN
Representative, 62 Yonge St., TORONTO
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modern methods and up-to-date plant, and its manufac-

ture is a valuable asset of t he Town of Oshawa.

Late German Reports.

Manufacturers' agents are receiving from (heir houses

numerous advices regarding the upward tendency of Ger-

man hosiery markets, and urging the necessity of gener-

OUS advance orders to insure prompt delivery. Business

in the Chemnitz market is excellent, and mills have or-

ders in abundance. Cotton and lisle hosiery is likely to

suffer in delivery for the ensuing Spring season. Yarns

are stiffening and spinners are full up to 1906. This,

coupled with the firm tendency of wages, foretells an in-

evitable advance. A recent letter shown a Review repre-

sentative states that large orders have been placed from

everywhere for lace hosiery. This points to a crisis for

the Spring season 1 HOG. The enormous demand will un-

doubtedly exceed production. Orders in no case are

guaranteed to be executed. Retailers should hear this

fad in mind, and when Spring lines are shown order

inaximun requirements. Jobbers arc now purchasing

Spring lines.

MANCHAUFFEE WINS GRAND PRIZE.

IN
another page will be found the announcement that

Mauchauffee, of Troyes, France, the largest makers

of French halbriggan, health and lisle underwear, and

French hosiery, have heen awarded the Grand Prize, the

highest award, by the International .Jury of the St.

Louis Exposition. This firm uses in the production of

its goods the finest and most up-to-date machinery which

have so far been invented. The factory is one of enorm-

ous size, and its facilities for turning out goods are un-

excelled.

In balbriggan underwear no nation has, so far,

equalled the French. In their manufacture only the finest

grades of combed Egyptian yarns of double mesh are

u^ed even in the cheapest grades that retail at $1 per

suit. The make and proportions of the goods are simply

perfect, as merchants who handle them can testify.

Troyes, the home of balbriggans, contains the opera-

tors, who have, after generations, become specially

skilled and raised in the manufacture of these goods.

Naturally it has become a specialty with these people,

who are adepts at putting on the finish which is charac-

teristic only of French balbriggans. The garments, even

the cheapest line, have all the elasticity and finish which
can be produced in balbriggans.

This is not the first triumph for Mauchauffee. They
have also taken the Gold Medal—highest award—at the

Paris Exposition, 1889, and "hors concours," Paris

Exposition, 1900. Through the merit of their goods they
have now gained the Grand Prize—highest award—
against all comers at the St. Louis Exposition, a crown-
ing success for this great concern.

A NEW COTTON COMPANY.
Incorporation has been granted the North American

Cotton Co., Limited, with headquarters at Montreal. The
charter of the new company permits it to buy and sell

raw cotton, wool, and waste cotton, and to manufacture
and sell the same. The capital of the company is fixed

at $3,000,000. J. H. Webb, J. A. Fish, N. G. Hamp-
shire, P. T. Danford and T. P. Webster, are the names
mentioned in the applicatian to Parliament.

The Stratford
Knitting Co., „,„„.,

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Wool/en

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J. a. MURRAY
232 McGill St., Montreal Sussex, N.B.

t»l
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For Autumn 1905

We show in each department lines which are ours

and which every retailer should inspect.

Have You Seen and Compared Values of

Defiance Overalls, Smocks and Work Shirts.

Defiance Tweed Pants, low and medium grade goods.

Puritan Underwear for Women and Children.

Puritan Cashmere Hosiery.

Puritan Umbrellas and Parasols.

Ethel and Tasma Kid Gloves.

Bonnet's " Serviceable " Black Taffeta Silks.

Puritan Pillows and Comforters.

Puritan Silk Waists and Blouses.

Puritan Underskirts, Dress Skirts and Wrappers.

Defiance Carpet Warp.

Pacific Serges.

These are a few of the lines we manufacture or control, and

which we will be glad to answer enquiries and give full informat

exclusivel

concerning-

ion.

RETURNED

e,T v$^9

Our New Warehouse, cor. Front andJBay Sts., TORONTO.

GO.
LIMITED.
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THE QUEBEC TAX ON TRAVELERS.

THE Act imposing a tax on non-resident commercial

travelers having no place of business in Canada,

which recently went into force in Quebec, is on account

of the ambiguity of certain of its clauses causing no end

of dissatisfaction among the trade. For instance, one

sec-lion of the Act says that "any person not residing in

the province who is desirous of acting as a commercial

traveler by soliciting or taking orders for, or selling

goods, wares, or merchandise other than intoxicating

liquors, or by advertising or offering such goods for sale,

by sample, catalogue, price-list, for a person, firm or

corporation having no place of business in Canada, shall

first obtain a license therefor from the collector of pro-

vincial revenue for the district in which he begins his

operations in the province.

An enactment of so sweeping a nature has rightfully

called forth the indignation of a large share of the busi-

ness community of Quebec, who, partial as they may be

to Canadian manufacturers, do not relish the notion of

having any restriction placed upon free trade communi-

cation with other countries. Enquiries have poured in

to the Comptroller of Provincial Revenue, who in turn

interprets the "mischievous" clause as not applying to

bhe transaction of business "by correspondence," al-

though it does make liable non-resident travelers of for-

eign firms coming into Quebec to do business.

It need hardly be remarked that the restrictions on

the whole are without precedent. To prohibit foreign

business houses not represented in Canada from sending

samples here or catalogues, or price-lists, and to say

they shall not advertise in a Canadian newspaper unless

they get out a license costing three hundred dollars a

year is sure to meet with opposition from the home as

well as the foreign trade. It would seem, further, that

to the framers of the law there is something to be

gained by business correspondence, exclusive of the use

of price-lists, catalogues, etc., although how it obtains

is not apparent to the trade generally.

*

When business has been developed to its limit, organize a

new department.

*

ENGROSSING COTTON SITUATION.

IN
our news columns appears an account of the pro-

gress of the proposed merger of the Montreal Cotton

Co. with the Dominion Textile Co., Limited. The

most significant feature of last month's events was the

avowed remarks of one of the directors of the Montreal

Cotton Co., in favor of acceding to the offer of the Do-

minion Textile Co., Limited. While to those interested

the question of price is paramount, the effect of these

recent amalgamations upon the retail trade in general

needs the most careful consideration. With the air full

of frenzied stories decrying the methods of combinations

across the line, Canadians are alert to the conditions

involved in such a mammoth merger. If, as is suggested

by the Montreal Cotton Co. directors, it is advisable to

join interests with the Textile Co., to avoid the possi-

bility of keen competition, which must end disastrously,

a virtual monopoly is established.

As pointed out last month, the mills of the recent

amalgamation do not enter into direct competition with

the Montreal Cotton Co.'s lines, and textile interests

have averred that one of the prime objects of the merger

was to prevent possible competition from the Montreal

Cotton Co., consequently even on this score a monopoly

is not to be feared. That such a contingency should oc-

cur seems extremely remote. At present foreign compe-

tition regulates prices to a close degree, and the recent

Fall productions of the merger strongly countenance the

tendency for better goods at closer prices. All the un-

told benefits arising from amalgamation, including econo-

my in production in numerous ways, the specialization

which approaches perfection, are noticed even at this

early date, and future developments may confidently be

expected.

It is not to be supposed that the recent amalgama-

tion is powerful enough to secure protection which would

render it omnipotent. Such a step would inevitably

bring disaster. There are leaders and public spirited

Canadians who would risk starting competitive mills
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wilii tin- besl possible machinery and modern Facilities,

trusting in t lie known dislike of Canadians for monopo-

lies. The Textile Co. is undoubtedly assured that the

present almost universal favorable feeling would give way

to a very different one should they reveal themselves as

a monopoly bent on crushing all competition. Rather do

we hope and expect the benefits accruing from splendid

organization, fair competition and general goodwill will

do much to promote Canada's cotton industries. A

regulated combination is in the interests af all concerned.

Neither good advertising nor good (jimlity can stand

alone. Combined they are invincible.

• *
*

JAPANESE DISCRIMINATION.

IN the Dominion House of Commons recently Mr.

Foster drew attention to the fact that Canadian

cotton goods were discriminated against in Japan. The

explanation was that Canada, in refusing to accede to

the conditions of the commercial treaty between Japan

and Great Britain, had forfeited the special advantages

which that treaty extended to British goods.

The British treaty was made in 1894, and the Gov-

ernment of Sir John Thompson, who was Premier at

that time, refused to adopt the reciprocal trade rela-

tions which were established with the rest of the British

Empire. As a consequence the tariff on Canadian cot-

tons entering Japan is 5 per cent, higher than on Am-

erican goods. Moreover, a sentimental prejudice against

Canadian goods on account of Canada's refusal to ac-

cede to the treaty, makes it impossible to do business

even when a reduction in price is made equal to the

5 per cent.

The British treaties of commerce, from which Canada

was excepted, because of her refusal to consent, are with

the following countries : Egypt, 1889; Greece, 1887;

Italy, 1883, Japan, 1894; Mexico, 1888; Paraguay, 1884;

Roumania, 1842, Salvador, 18X6; Servia, 1893; Uruguay,

L885; Zanzibar, 1886.

*

A few holidays refresh a wan for his next years work.

* •
»

THE DEPARTMENT STORE IDEA.

tEXPANSION is the spirit of the age. Progressive

> merchants have developed the "1.1 business as far

as it could go, and have adopted the only course

open to them. Department after department has been

added, till every branch which is in any way connected

with the dry goods business is now featured in the store.

The advantages of carrying a full list of departments

are patent. There is no extra expense of management,

rent, heat, or the numerous other drags on the profits

of a business. Alter the store lias been once started,

each new department represents a net profit of every cent

it cams. Moreover, there are many lines which it would

1„ impossible to run in a small town as a complete busi-

ness. These all have their place in the modern depart-

ment store.

Another advantage which is commonly lost sight of

is the indirect assistance each department gives to all

the others. A customer may come in to buy a pair of

shoes. As she passes other counters she is probably

attracted by three or four more things which she would

not have otherwise bought. Thus a customer for shoes

may make a customer for dry goods or millinery, and

vice versa. The great object is to get people into the

store. Having once got them there, no matter for how

trivial a purchase, a good merchant will interest them

in his goods and ensure another call. This matter of

adding to the departments of a store is a live question

and should be faced by every drygoodsman.
• «

An old story, ever new, " Honesty is the best [>olicy."

•

WESTERN CROP REPORTS.

CROP reports complied in Western Canada by the rail-

way officials continue most optimistic in tone. Not

in several
.

years have conditions been so favorable at the

end of June, and there is every reason to expect a

bumper crop. Perhaps it is only natural that when all

conditions seem favorable there should be some exaggera-

tions in the reports received. -No doubt many of the

early predictions as to the size of the crop will look

foolish when the wheat has all been marketed and reli

able statistics are available; but, nevertheless,, unless

some disaster overtakes it, this season's crop will be a

vaster crop than has been.

It would be foolish, however, for the trade to risk

too much upon the size of the season's crop. A big har-

vest means a large amount of money for the western

farmer, and an added impetus to all branches of trade.

Hence there is a strong temptation to overload with

stock in many lines in anticipation of a big demand in

the Fall. But this is a temptation to he avoided. A

partial failure of the crop in any district would mean

trouble for any store that had overstocked, and there is

always danger of rust in some sections. The burdsn of

credit is too heavy now, and nothing should be done to

increase it unreasonablv.

Three business essentials : optimism, energy, grit.

* •
•

WINNIPEG CENSUS.

WINNIPEG citizens profess keen disappointment at

the result of the special census which the city

council ordered to be taken. According to the census

man the population of Winnipeg proper is 78.367. and in-

cluding the suburbs of St. Boniface, Norwood and Louise

Rridge, which are really a part of the city, the total

population is 85,829.

Had not the people of Winnipeg been led astray by

the sanguine calculations of real estate agents, whose

interest it is to exaggerate the growth of the city, there

wopld be general satisfaction and no disappointment

with the result announced. But people have become ac-
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customed to hearing calculations ranging from 90,000 to

115,000, and hence the actual figures come as a surprise

to many.

Nevertheless these figures indicate a steady, satisfac-

tory growth. In the census report of 1891 Winnipeg is

credited with a population of 21,068; in 1901 this had in-

creased to -11,778, and a jump to 7 8 , .'-{ G 7 in four years

should not be thought unsatisfactory. Surely it is an

indication of a rapid and steady growth. While Winni-

peg continues only a distributing centre, dependent for

almost all it manufactures on outside points, there are

limits to its growth. If the power problem can be

solved, and Winnipeg can manufacture as well as dis-

tribute, her growth will be much more rapid than it has

been even in the last four or five years. Cheap power

from the Winnipeg River seems likely to be secured very

soon, and in that case many eastern manufacturers will

establish branch plants in Winnipeg to supply the western

demand. In the meantime there is every reason to be

satisfied with the substantial steady growth of Manitoba's

capital city.

The advertisements in this number of "Dry Goods
Review" are decidedly worth rending.

ANTICIPATE CHAMBERLAIN'S VICTORY.

NEGOTIATIONS between the big Canadian cotton

interests, with a view to the absorption of the

.Montreal Cotton Co. by the Dominion Textile Co., have

given rise to some interesting rumors. The publication

of the report of the British tariff commission has re-

vived a story which recently gained considerable cur-

rency. It is said that the Canadian Government has

come to the decision that Chamberlain's views will, in

the course of a few years, be adopted in England. In

anticipation of this, the Government of Canada has

agreed to buy up, or put it in the power of English cot-

ton manufacturers to take over, the cotton mills here,

with a view to admitting British textiles into this coun-

try free of duty. Such a concession would be most ac-

ceptable to the British manufacturing interests, which

so much depend upon their cotton industries. It would

lie the thing which would gain the greatest preference for

t he manufacturers of this country.

Quality and style, rather than cheapness, should lie

featured.

THE RETAIL STORE OUTING.

MORE and more retail houses of fair size find it pays

. to come into close contact with their help on an

entirely different basis than that of every day business.

Now is the accepted season for such a union. Trade is

quiet and the Summer outing offers the most satisfactory

opportunities for amusement. The arrangements are

simple and every retailer can easily follow his own sug-

gestions. A meeting place appointed, the gathering pro-

ceeds to some pleasure grove or picinc grounds, and the

day is spent in various forms of recreation. It is prefer-

able that the firm pays the expense of such an outing.

Cases have been heard where clerks' picnics have degen-

erated into begging epistles to friendly jobbers.

It is unquestioned that an outing of this kind is a

good investment. It conduces to co-operation in the

business and the members of the firm appear in a new
manner. They are hosts, not employers. The talk cre-

ated by such an undertaking is the best kind of an ad-

vertisement, and the relish with which the clerks ap-

preciate this entertainment bears fruit for many a day.

The outlay should not only mean increased efficiency

among the help, but a more favorable opinion in the

town. These outings are to be commended.

Success is best wooed by hard work.

* •
•

THE VALUE OF VACATIONS.

VACATIONS can be made more than mere holidays.

Besides the benefits accruing from renewed fresh-

ness and vigor, there is the possibility of always picking
up ideas from a change of scene. A holiday visitor is

usually in a receptive state of mind. He is alive to con-
ditions which a resident, through familiarity, may never
notice. Yet these very things may account for com-
mercial advantages, and might be transplanted to the
observer's own town. It takes nothing from the emjoy-
ment of a vacation to have one's eyes open to the com-
mercial possibilities of the town in which one is living.

Observations on these points cannot fail to occupy the
alert sightseerer. His deductions from what he sees often
times can be applied to his own business to its material
benefit.

Be systematic. System keeps the machine running
smoothly.

REPUTATION AN ASSET.

O EPUTATION is of great importance to the mer-
IV chant, It is not the product of a day or two; only
consistent fair treatment will win a name for honesty
and integrity. But when it is won it is. of incalculable
value. A merchant who does his business in a town
where, the same people must deal with him constantly, if

he is to succeed, should keep clear of any suggestion even
of unfairness. The exaggeration and misrepresentation
which are such a common feature of many stores' pub-
licity, are mistaken policy for two reasons. In the first

place, as a general rule, the public will not be deceived,
and the only effect they will have will be the loss of faith

in any of the statements of the firm. In the second place,

if the public is deceived for a while, it will eventually
find out by experience that unfairness has been practised
and retribution will quickly follow. On the other hand,
when a merchant has won the confidence of his custom-
ers his work is greatly simplified. His opinion is ac-

cepted without question, and he leads puWic opinion in

his line of business, and' does not follow. This is the

only assurance of satisfaction in merchandising.
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The Ellis Spring Needle

Ribbed Underwear

That we are sole makers of genuine Spring Needle Derby Ribbed

Underwear in Canada the following letter from the inventor of the machinery

will show :

Bennington, Vt.,

June 12th, 1905.

The Ellis Mfg. Co.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Gentlemen :

In reply to your favor we beg to advise that we have not sold any of our

Spring Needle Cylinder Rib Machinery for the manufacture of underwear fabric

to any parties in the Dominion of Canada outside of yourselves, and the

machines that we furnished you were of our latest improved type and capable of

turning out Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear equal to any "Cooper" machines
in operation in the United States.

I can also assure you that the Cooper Mfg. Co., of which I am the Presi-

dent, are not exporting any of the "Cooper" goods made on the same class of

machines as you have into your country, and no concern in Canada are Agents
for "Cooper" goods.

Yours truly,

CHARLES COOPER.

There are now being imported imitations that are advertised and

sold as " Spring Needle Derby Ribbed." To be genuine Cooper or Ellis

Spring Needle Ribbed the garments must bear either one of these labtls :

URNED
5 195^

^'"'RIBBED,
,$>* UNSHRINKABLE

RETURNED
JUL 5 1903T

(derbyV^ribbed)

3/7

Buy genuine Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear and you will be

sure to get perfect fitting elastic garments that will retain their shape until

worn out.

THE ELLIS MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED

Hamilton, Ontario

Selling Agents : Monypenny, Bros. & Co., Toronto and Montreal

'••••••••*••••••< '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '•••••»••••••••••»•«•••••••*•••••"••••••••••»••••••••••••••.•..%
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Do It Now
See that you have your Fall

orders placed for Turnbull's

CEETEE
„*T«° "NSH*^

Si,

CEETEE>

BEAR THEIR NAME ON EVERY GARMENT.

UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR
Also for

Ladies', Children's and Infants'

ELASTIC RIBBED PERFECT FITTING

Vests, Drawers and Union Suits

The C. Turnbull Co., Limited

Calt, Ont.

*
-tJ-i^J-i.^ --JjwJJ _J.«-J^.-Jwk-J Jfc

.J
J wJJtJJ wf-wT^
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C0URIAN,BABAYAN&C0.
Canada's only Direct Importers

of Genuine

Oriental Rugs
and all sorts of Turkish, Persian and

East India Novelties, Brassware,

Moorish Lanterns, Draperies,

etc., etc.

Exclusive Importations of

Japanese and Turkish
Kimonos

Shirt* Waist Patterns, Blouses
(Hand Embroidered)

Special Discounts to the Trade only.

Samples sent on application.

40 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO

*>\rvvvvvvvvvvvv**vvvvvvvvwvwvw>

BURMTT'S
DOMINION BRAND
Hosiery and Underwear

Ribbed and Plain

HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,

GOLFERS, SWEATERS, 0VERH0SE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name is a guarantee of quality.

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket.

Our UNDERWEAR is per-

fectly finished, full sizes and

sightly goods.

SEE OUR TRAVELLERS' SAMPLES.

A. BURRITT & CO.
Dominion Hose and Underwear Mills,

MITCHELL, ONT.

MERCHANTS!
Ask your wholesalers for

Perry's

Unshrinkable

Underwear
all-wool, hygienic, positively unshrinkable, and

has a record for wearing well and lasting long.

Surest value at lowest prices.

Manufactured by

G. B. PERRY KNITTING GO,

HAMILTON, ONT.

Brandt • Spurwood
Pure Wool ....

UnsKrinKable .

F\ill-FasHioned

UNDERWEAR
ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN

WASHINC, BEARINC THIS LABEL,

WILL BE REPLACED FREE OF

CHARCE.

Perfection of malVe and
Style.

Unequalled Dorabiitty
of Wear in WeigHts
Suitable for all Sea-
sons.

GUARANTEED
1''

THE nll

l
k ^y^r REG'D

IINKABLE

ALLEN & TURTLE
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR MANUFACTURERS

DYERS AMI FINISHERS

BELFAST
CANADIAN AGENTS :

X5he Andrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL
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* MERCHANTS AND THEIR
STORES ^

W. J. FERGUSON, STRATFORD.
ODERN methods of merchandising have no

stronger exponent than W. J. Ferguson, of

Stratford. Starting business twenty-nine

years ago, when what is now a busy manu-

facturing city of 12,500 was a mere country

town, Mr. Ferguson has advanced with the prosperity of

the town and now has a business unexcelled in Western

Ontario. And all the time that he has been engaged in

building up this business he has found time to interest

himself in public affairs, both in municipal and education-

al lines.

Since the foundation of the dry goods store in 1 876,

eral dry goods, a full stock of staples, housefurnishings,

fancy goods, ready-to-wear clothing and men's furnish-

ings is kept.

Mr. Ferguson has ever shown himself ready to sacri-

fice his time and leisure to the general welfare of Strat-

ford. As president and member of the council of the

local board of trade, he has done much to develop that

spirit of enterprise and optimism which has been con-

spicuously characteristic of the classic city for the past

few years. For eight years he was a member of the

school board, and passed from that to the wirier sphere

of usefulness in the city council. As an appreciation of

his efficiency and public spiriteriness, Mr. Ferguson was

Interior View of "The Arcade." -W. J. Ferguson, Stratford.

it has experienced an unwonted success. The early busi-

ness was developed on Market street, but the increasing

demands for space necessitated a change, and when the

handsome new block facing the post office was built Mr.
Ferguson leased the Arcade.

The Arcade is admirably situated for handling the

maximum of business. Its big floor area is fed by large

entrances on two streets. Thus the congestion which is.

frequently found in busy stores is entirely eliminated.

All the departments usually found in a dry goods store

are well represented. While millinery, mantles and dress-

making are made the leading features, in addition to gen-

this year elected mayor, an office into which he is bring-

ing the high ideals of fairness and integrity which have
characterized his business career.

ESTABLISHMENT OF P. J. COTE.

LOCATION is not the main requisite in attracting and
holding trade, as is attested by the establishment

of P. J. Cote, St. John street, Quebec, as well as

a few more stores scattered along this street and Fabri-

que street. Quebec's largest retail trade is done along

St. Joseph's street, Lower Town, and but for the pro-
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gressiveness ol the Upper Town stores it is easy to im-

agine that trade would cent re in Lower Town.
The store is a stone structure three storeys in height,

each floor 100 x 45. The exterior, which is illustrated,

is of cut stone, and the display windows are modern in

WT mra^^^k

few A
l^^t mj4|\ "W/

\

J

V,
'

:-'-\\ /

W. J. Ferguson.

every way. The ground floor departments are arranged

in a commendable manner. The shelving at the right

contains dress goods, linings, silks, wash goods and do-

mestics in the order named from the front. At the left,

running down the entire side of the store, is a com-

plete men's furnishings department. The centre of the

store is devoted to laces, embroideries, trimmings, cor-

sets, etc., arranged back to back, with glass top coun-

ters enclosing the whole.

Tables are used on either side of the entrance for

blouse wear, and merchandise is displayed prominently

at this point. The counters are all of solid oak and of

the acceptable width and height for the various depart-

ments. Fixtures are judiciously employed for display

purposes.

The entire second floor is given over to the house-

furnishing departments, the stocks being complete in

every detail. Display fixtures are not utilized here to

any extent. The rugs and art squares arc shown by un-

rolling, complete. Carpets are shown in the same man-

ner, and colorings and patterns can in this manner best

he judiged. Mattings are featured . now in this depart-

ment. Chairs are scattered throughout in convenient

places.

The entiic third floor is utilized for a modern dress-

making and mantle establishment, which has been found

profitable here. A great deal of trade is attracted to

the dress goods department in this manner.

Electric arc lights are used throughout, and heating

and ventilation are modern in every detail. A large sky-

light at the rear running in a circular form is an excel-

lent aid in lighting, and luxfer prisms are judiciously em-

ployed. The advertising, conducted personally by Mr.

Coir, is devoted almost entirely to the daily press, and

is aggressive and energetic

Specialization.

In conversation with a representative of The Review,

.Mr. Cote characterized his success as due to featuring

certain departments, and thereby attracting new cus-

tomers. There has been a steady growth in business

since his establishment in Quebec in 1878. The present

building at 29 and 31 St. .John street, has been occupied

for four years. As an example of the value of specializa-

tion, the housefurnishing department has grown to its

present pre-eminence by continuous advertising and win-

dow displays. The trade in this department is phenom-

enal, and is worked in an energetic manner. Church and

hotel business is catered to.

INCREASED CAPITAL STOCK.

The Rolla L. Crain Co., Limited, Ottawa, manufac-

turers of Loose Leaf Systems, have been granted supple-

mentary letters patent increasing their capital stock to

$100,000. The firm has found this move absolutely neces-

Stor-e of P. J. Cote.

sary owing to the increasing demand for their goods.

The) have, during the past year, more than doubled

their capacity, and now stand out in the forefront of

manufacturers in Canada.
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A
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AND UNSHRINKABLE ^^
UNDERWEAR.

£lLDON

|S VI

Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

ENUINE.
%

L^IE

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR ^
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

fS*

E1LDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS—

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD STYLE.

OUR LEADING LINE

EILDON "Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

Pole
Makers:

FACTORY: HAWICK, N.B.

Konlre»l Representative:
122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Vancouver Representative :

J. L- WOODS, J. O
214- COBIST1NE BUILDING

AUSTRALIA
PATTERSON & RUUFUS,

Flinders Lane. MELBOURNE.
Wrnfwd 8treet. SYDNEY.

•OTTS
SOUTH AFRICA
G. T. DOWELL,

JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN.
ECYPT

MAODONALD k CO . CAIRO

GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.
Toronto Representative!

A. ROLAND \A/IL_L_I AtVlS,
MANCHESTER BUILDING

PARIS
C. OOHADE.

CONSTANTINOPLE
G. STRATI.
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Are You Handling Stanfield's

Underwear in Your Town ?

I h< strongest poinl aboul STANFIELD'S UNDER-
WEAR is, thai n sells, [fa well made, and well

advi rtised. People know it, and buy it. You don't

have to " build up .1 trade,' or " push it.'

We have alread} buill up the trade for you and we
are constantly pushing the sale- of Stanfield's

through systematic advertising.

The retailer reaps the benefit ofour "missionar} work.

Stanfield's Unshrinkable Underwear

Stanfield's Truro-Knit Underwear

are guaranteed in fabric .mJ in wear. If anyStanfield

garment should shrink or doesn't « car as it should

our standing guarantee of "MONEY BACK" pro-

tects you ami your customers.

People know this and know bj actual ti-st, that

.Stanfield's is the satisfactory underwear.

You stock a mighty lively seller—and a seller thai

makes new customers and brings in a tidy profit e\er\

season w hen you stock STANFIELD'S.
Are you selling STANFIELD'S in your town ?

TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO., LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

UNDERWEAR

TIGER BRAND..

This is the Brand
that hundreds of merchants are recom-

mending to their customers.

It pays to recommend the " Tiger

Brand," for it is well made and all

that Underwear should be.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE 6ALT KNITTING CO., limited

GALT, ONT.

IL 7 15 Q*

I'VE BEEN MAKING THE

P. CUD.
HAND-MADE WOOL MITTS

For 13 years now, and I know that I am making a better mitt for the money
than any man in Canada.

If you doubt my word, ask your wholesale man ; I am willing to stand by
what he says.

If you want the best that's made at popular prices insist on getting the P. & D.

LEO PAGE, Ojibwa, Ont.
GEO. D. ROSS CEL CO.

Selling .Agents.

J

4 DIRECTORY FOR
T HE WHOLESALE

TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout

Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

THE KENNEDY CAP CO .

Hani > ictvilers of Oi oth Oafs,

523 St. l'unl St
,

- Montreal

BROCK & PATERSON
Si John N. B. Limited

Wholesale Millinery and
Fancy Hr\ t

.

This space slo uo per year.

CANADA I1A1K CLOTH CO
Mini I i. l I l;tl;- Of HAIK CLOTHS,

St Catharines. Ont
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MM. J. W. I

agents wl

CRITICISES THE QUEBEC TAX.

Holden, of Manchester, Eng., is one of the

,ho represent British linns in Canada, and

makes regular visits to Canada, calling upon the

wholesale trade. He arrived in this country during the

closing days of May. and was met with the assertion

thai he would be called upon to pay a three hundred

dollar tax in order to comply with the law that had just

been assented to in the Province of Quebec. This was

the first he had heard of it, and on easting about for

further information he found that not all of the Can-

adian merchants themselves knew of it, and that no one

seemed to have a clear or comprehensive idea of its

meaning, or the reason of its existence, or to whom, or

in what manner or to what extent it was intended to be

applied.

Feeling that, if such a tax had become law, he repre-

sented British firms who would consider it a falling

away from their principles to attempt to avoid it by any

subterfuge, he determined to secure a correct impression

of the matter, and through the courtesy of Hon. E. B.

Gameau, member of the Legislative Council, Quebec, had

an interview with Mr. McCorkill, provincial treasurer, at

his office in the Parliament Buildings in Quebec, and in

which all three expressed their views from their different

standpoints.

In a conversation with The Dry Goods Review, Mr.

Holden gave it as his opinion that the law seemed to

have been passed in a somewhat perfunctory manner, and

would hardly be seriously enforced until after the next

>e>sion, when it would probably come up for further dis-

cussion, and either be amended or repealed.

To exploit it to the full extreme, as it reads at

present, Mr. Holden said, would operate very unequ-

ally and create some very difficult and unexpected situa-

tions. The clause operating against every person (not

residing in the Province of Quebec) soliciting or taking

orders for, or selling goods, wares or merchandise, or by

able might easily become an intolerable indignity to corn-

advertising or offering such goods for sale, by sample,

catalogue, or price-list might easily become an intoler-

able indignity to commerce.

This clause seems likely to operate unequally

even amongst Canadians, for whilst it militates against

the agents, resident outside the Province of Quebec, rep-

resenting foreign firms, it seems likely to give an increas-

ed advantage, in the Province of Quebec, to the Toronto

departmental stores who so freely send their catalogues

and price-lists direct to the consumer. The three hun-

dred dollar tax is not included in the price they pay for

their imported goods.

The minimum of time spent in the province during

the year that will constitute a resident, and also a

"place of business in Canada," seem also to require

more clearly defining. An illustration of this may be

taken from the British traveler who traverses the retail

trade seven or eight months of the year in the Province

of Quebec. If he takes an office in Montreal and pays
the 7| per cent, business tax on a nominal rental, his

position as a resident with a place of business in Can-
ada seems lega'.ly identical with the Montreal agent who
may reside at a hotel or boaiding house for eight months
of the year, and go over to Europe for the remaining

four months visiting the manufacturers he represents.

How are you to differentiate between them ? Yet this

will hardly be considered satisfactory. If it may be met

in this way the wholesale dry goods merchants in the

province will hardly see any real virtue in the new law,

whilst the disadvantages may become very real to them.

Briefly, Mr. Holden puts it, that it is a retrograde

and unfriendly piece of legislation that will cause disap-

pointment and a revulsion of feeling amongst the Bri-

tish manufacturers and British statesmen; and that

whilst the preferential tariff to the British assumes the

mien of benevolence it now seems to possess very little

of its essence.

AN AMBIGUOUS POSITION.

The trade in Montreal are gossiping about the posi-

tion of Mr. Walter Wilson, Canadian agent for the Scotch

Thread Syndicate, anil pel Imps one or two others. Under

the new commercial travelers' law, will he have to pay

the $300 tax ? He is in practically the same position as

certain other British representatives there. He resides

at the Windsor Hotel the greater part of the year, and

has an office in town. It is admitted it would be unfair

to tax him, but, technically, many in the trade think he

will have to pay it.

J. W. Holden.

A NOTABLE GATHERING.

A
GARDEN party was recently given by Mrs. W. R.

Brock in the Queen's Park, at which a number of

the prominent people of Toronto were present. In

the course of the gathering a most interesting group of

elderly business men accidentally gathered and gossiped

for some minutes. It was composed of Mr. Donald Mac-
kay, head of the Gordon, Mackay Co.; Mr. Brock* of the

AV. R. Brock Co.; Mr. Ramsay, who made his fortune in

the grocery and liquor business in Toronto a generation

ago, and who is now living the life of a country gentle-

man near Edinburgh, Scotland; Mr. Blackie, probably one
of the oldest bankers in Canada, and Mr. G. R. Cock-
burn, at one time head of Upper Canada College, but for

many years prominent in financial circles. With the ex-

ception of Mr. Brock, they were all over eighty years,

Mr. Mackay being 91, and all appeared to be in the best

of health. They gossiped of old times, and Mr. Mackay
and Mr. Brock were like boyish chums. Mr. Brock said

that they had done business side by side, had been the

strongest competitors for fifty years, and at no time had
an iil word passed between them.
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THe Key to a larger and more profitable trade,

THE

44MENZIE LINE
Superior Quality

Newer and More Artistic Designs
Better Values

t*

WRITE US FOB, SAMPLES

U/ye MENZIE WALL PAPER CO., u^a
98 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO, CANADA
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DECORATION

CARPETS
ORIENTAL RUG PATTERNS.

IT
has not been found possible to fix definitely on

any precise period as that during which repre-

sentations of animal life were first introduced

into oriental art, and notably into the patterns

of oriental carpets. They do not appear to

have had any place in the designs found painted

on the walls and floors of Babylonian buildings,

which are of the geometrical character that distinguishes

the rugs and hangings that decorate the tents of the

nomad tribes of Mesopotamia to-day. We know, how-

ever, that on the woolen rugs and tapestries of Persian

origin, used on state occasions and at banquets in Egypt

as far back as 600 B.C., were depicted in embroidery

accurate representations of birds and animals; and there

is good reason to believe that they appeared in the tex-

tiles as well as in the mural paintings that adorned the

palaces of the Egyptian Pharaohs.

About the Mecca district, where the Koreish and

other tribes had from time immemorial fought for, ob-

tained, held and lost again the guardianship of the mys-

terious Caaba, such textile fabrics as existed seem to

have been of the coarsest and crudest character. Cloths

were made of goat's and of camel's hair, and primitive

felt-like material, made from the coarser parts of the

sheep's fleece, but for the rest even the finer materials for

clothing were imported from the coast for the use of

these affluent tribes, and came from beyond the seas. The

peoples of the Hedjez then, though of course they de-

stroyed their many idols, had but little else in their

houses that they must put aside when the fever of the

new religion took hold of them. But in other lands, and

as Islam spread, it is almost certain that a genera*

holocaust was made of such textiles, carpets, tapestries,

or what not as were now unfitting wherever they exist-

ed, and that in a very few generations, ignorance and re-

ligious prejudice aiding, the memory even that such fig-

ures had ever been employed had faded and grown dim,

and finally had passed into the limbo of things forgotten.

At what date, then, was the revival, and what
brought it about ? That it was not before the first

crusades appears to be proved. That it was at some
time during the hundred and odd years that covered

the period of the Crusades seems probable, and that it

was brought about directly by the crusading movement
appears to leave no room for doubt. The constant com-
munications between the Christian and the Moslem camps,

communications that resulted often, in the case of cap-

tives, in an association more or less close that lasted

for considerable periods, the constant inter-communica-

t ion of ideas and the exchange of the teaching of prac-

t ical knowledge so eagerly sought after in that primitive

but progressive age, alike by one side and the other—all

these serve to give to Europe something of the greater

lore and brighter civilization of the east, while at the

same time the orientals became unconsciously permeated

with something of the western spirit, and with a sense

of western monkish art.

It should perhaps be said that in this exchange Eu-

rope gained more than she gave. Had it been alone the

knowledge of medicines and the art of working in steel,

Europe's debt to the orient would have been heavy. This,

however, is by the way. It is, then, not too much to say

that the reintroduction of figures into the textile fabrics

of the east, notably, of course, carpets and tapestries,

was indirectly due to the influence- of western monks.

Sometimes Saracens as prisoners worked under monkish

masters, and wrought into their designs, nolens volens,

images which, when later, and released, they returned to

Beyrout or Damascus, they did not forget. Sometimes
monks, or those among the knights and squires them-

selves whose inclinations tended in any way toward re-

finement, worked in captivity for their Saracen conquer-

ors while awaiting ransom, and the spirit of the age im-

pelled them to introduce into the designs placed before

them in that new art of weaving, in which their jailors

instructed them, pictorial representations of the saints.

This first step once taken, the rest became easy.

The Saracens, accustomed to find scattered all over

the country, either in chapels hastily abandoned, or on

tombs, or in draperies captured in Christian camps, or

on the shields and blazons of Christian prisoners, as well

as in the work of these prisoners while in captivity, in-

numerable representations of the human form and of

strange heraldic beasts, naturally lost their childish rev-

erence for the prohibition of the prophet against the de-

picting of animal life, and having keen eyes for the beau-

tiful and for the poetry of the picturesque, began them-
selves to introduce similar representations into their own
ornamental designs. And, inasmuch as with a people

rendered by circumstances more or iess nomadic, what-
soever works of artistic ornamentation they possessed

must of necessity be easily transportable, it was only

natural that these innovations should find their fitting

place in the carpets and the tapestries that decorated

the Saracen pavilions.

As time went on the Saracen influence being para-

mount spread far and wide—to Cairo and to Bagdad,
where it speedily became supreme and remained so until

Timur or Tamerlane, who had already overrun Persia,

conquered Bagdad in 1395, invaded India three years

later, and thence spread his empire, which then in-

cluded the greater portion of Central Asia and Egypt,
over Asia Minor and Syria. In all these countries,

though in less degree in India than in any other, the in-

fluence of Saracenic supremacy had till then been strong.

Thenceforth it struggled for mastery with the Mongol in-

fluence, with which in a comparatively brief time it be-

came indissolubly blended.

Thus, comparatively early in the fifteenth century,

we find that in the textile .arts of China (in some slight

measure) of India, of Persia, of Syria, Egypt and Bag-
dad, the peculiar characteristics of each of these coun-
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1 1 ics bad nut merelj become weaker bul ii.nl become

merged with sonic port/ion, imperfectly transmitted, ol

iiit- characteristics ol the others. Tims, lor instance, in

Bagdad work would be found represented dragons which

were the special peculiarity of China, hunting lions

which were purely Persian; while, in conjunction with

those figures and with the forms of men, horses and ele-

phants would he found in slightly altered fashion, so as

to harmonize with the general character of the scheme of

those geometrical and symbolical delineations which he

long to the nomad and the Hindoo schools.—The Carpet

Trade Review.

TIMELY SUMMER SUGGESTIONS.

SUMMER months are proverbially the quiet period in

the carpet department. However, this period of

lethargy can he turned to profitable advantage if

the right procedure is followed. With a view to ascer-

taining progressive methods inaugurated by city stores

a Review representative interviewed some leading estab-

lishments, and the general consensus of opinion is about

as follows : Before the arrival of Fall selections, and, in

fact, about the middle of June, discount sales should be

started to encourage belated shoppers. The Spring sea-

son in altogether too short and too much business is

crowded during the month of May. Active retailing fid-

lows of its own accord from about the 15th of April to

the his! of June, and it is after the latter period stag-

nation ensues. Discount sales ranging from ten to fifty

per cent., according to the desirability of the lines offer-

ed, have been found helpful and of good business policy

by every dealer interviewed. Many stores prefer to quote
the net prices, however.

Extra effort and timely methods are needed to boom
July and August trade. An inquiry into the lines usu-

ally carried in the carpel department shows that much
seasonable merchandise can be profitably brought to the

front. .Mattings stand far and away at the head of the

list, and the numerous varieties and tasty and rich pat-

terns afford ample opportunity for display purposes. City
stores utilize entire window displays 1o push them.

Chinese, Japanese and tissue paper mattings are all in-

cluded. Importing houses for this season have brought

out many new designs in Japanese mattings, and those

who have been lucky enough to secure prompt deliveries

should do a nice business. Ilofi and Kaba mattings made
of tissue paper closely woven, coming in two-tone effects

and said to be splendid wearing, are the latest noveltv in

the matting line. The many appropriate uses for Sum-
mer homes, verandahs, etc., of mattings, should be

strongly drawn attention to. Hammocks, and many oth-

er Summer supplies, are also timely lines. Oddities and

novelties like hassocks are also worth stocking and push-

ing.

CARPET MAKING IN CANADA
CANADIAN textile industries have developed into im-

portant factors in industrial life, although they

have been encompassed by almost untold diffi-

culties. From eariy days • manufacturing was

discouraged in Canada, and but for the in-

dependence and enterprise of Canadians more than

one progressive textile industry of to-day would never

have existed. The colonies early showed the Motherland

that they were to be more than "hewers of wood and

drawers of water." The development of carpet manufac-

turing in Canada is an interesting sidelight on the growth

of her textile industries. The same spirit of independ-

ence which led to the manufacture of clothing contributed

to Canada making its own floor coverings. Fatly diffi-

culties and disappointments were numerous, but these

merely served to secure a firm foundation. Early car-

pet weaving was only a part of the struggle to estab-

lish permanent industries. Struggles and failures of this

kind severely tested the metal of the pioneers. These

set -hacks rooted the industries in a strong and enduring

basis.

It was not till the early forties that a transition

from hand work to factory methods in the manufacture

of carpels on power looms is recorded. The woolen mill

of Barber Bros, hears this distinction. A slow but sure

development then took place amid seeming impossibili-

ties. In the seventies the industry had in a sense

specialized, and carpel factories were spoken of. A
steady growth then ensued till in 1 is s 5 , according to the

Canadian Textile Directory, seven factories, with 135

looms, inn slill operated by hand, were situated in On-

tario, all making ingrain carpets, except the factory of

Willi,mi Mitchell, Cobourg, making jute and cocoa mat-

tings and rugs. A marvellous development occurred in the

next few years, at least in the number of factories, and

the industrj may said to have assumed a national im-

portance The Canadian Textile Directory, 1892, shows

there were 18 factories with 2-'32 looms, (It; power looms,

all engaged in making ingrains.

From that period specialization began to play an

important part. In 1895 a factory at Elors commenced
the manufacture of Brussels carpets. This was the first

distinct attempt to make the better grades of carpets.

The venture at Elora was not entirely successful, and its

promoters removed to Sherbrooke, there establishing the

Dominion Carpet Co. Early efforts bore the earmarks
of success, but the handicap of bad management and in-

efficient machinery proved too heavy a burden, and the

mills were closed. The last official report taken from the

census of 1901 cites the number of establishments as ten.

In the last four years practically one-half of these have

suspended operations. The dwindling of this industry re-

quires most careful investigation.

Leaders Have Resulted.

Climatic conditions in Canada necessitate extensive

floor coverings. The enormous amount of carpet impor-

tations which in 1904 totaled * 1,57!), 110, is a striking

testimony to the extent of the field. A rigid scrutiny

reveals many impotencies which caused the many fail-

ures. Bad management, coupled with lack of technical

knowledge, and improper color information, were but a

few of the many pitfalls. Inferior machinery, out of date

equipment, assisted by old fogy methods, completed the

chapter of accidents which meant disaster. All this re-

sulted in a lack of variety in the product, and a con-

tinual tendency to cheapen, which left the industry prac-

tically at the mercy of foreign competition. All these

factors contributed to crowd down the carpet manufac-

turing business to unsatisfactory proportions. Fortu-

nately at leasl three mills had the necessary nerve to

produce leaders. They did not aim at astonishingly poor

value at an astonishingly low price; they clearly realized

that Canadian people had money to spend foi floor COV-
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THE MOORE CARPET C°Limited
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADE

WILTON AND BRUSSELS

Carpetings and Rugs
FOR THE CANADIAN TRADE

OUR KASHMIR WILTONS and WINDSOR BRUSSELS
are absolutely guaranteed to he full standard quality and manu-

factured from yarns spun in our own mills,

which ensures a uniform fabric,

always the same.

Private Patterns to Every Purchaser

THE MOORE CARPET CO., Limited
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'•i inns (if merit, and llicy had faith in their products.

Willi undoubted courage and some originality, better

grades of carpets were brought out. This development is

perhaps only in its infancy at the present moment. In-

grains, Brussels, Wiltons, tapestries and velvets are all

successfully manufactured in Canada. The (iuelph Car-

pet Mills, the Toronto Carpet Co., and the Moore Carpet

Co., Limited, are all doing much to establish a perman-
ent and profitable industry in the Dominion by manufac-

turing goods at least the equal of anything imported.

A Visit to a Canadian Factory.

A factory which is modern in every way, and com-
pares very favorably with any in the carpet industry any-
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Loom with Heddles for Lifting Alternate- \V; ' Threads.

where, is the improved establishment of the Moore Car-

pet Co., Limited, Sherbrooke, Quebec, successors to the

Dominion Carpet Co. The success already attained by
this firm evidences the great possibilities of the Canadian
carpet industry. Energy, enterprise and ability rightly

directed, have met a just reward. The five different

buildings cover three acres of land along the Magog
River. New machinery is being constantly added, and
there is nothing antiquated about the place. Just lately

some additional new Crossley looms of the latest pattern

have been added. These contain the latest improvements

in carpet manufacture. Mr. H. A. Moore, managing di-

rector of the firm, who was formerly head of one of the

largest United States carpet mills, is enthusiastic over

future prospects. Through his courtesy much of the fol-

lowing information was gained.

The Making of Carpets.

The intricacy and beauty of carpet designs is be-

wildering, and an acquaintance with the mode of weav-

ing and attaining this perfection intensifies the amaze-

ment. Everyone now realizes that Canadian mills have

solved the problem of securing variety and character-

while complying strictly with the axiom that a carpet

should look equally well from all sides. Examples of

Canadian patterns show they are designed expressly for

floor requirements, and illustrate a systematic training

in l lie all-important matter of color. , A tour through an

up-to-date factory holds the attention of even the un-

initiated. Curiosity gives way to amazement at every

turn. Although there are many varieties of carpets, such

as Brussels, Wilton, Axminster, chenille, damask, felt

and ingrain, all differing slightly in manufacture but

with characteristic processes, only the first two are

tout lied upon here. From the selection of the wool to the

rolling of a carpet interest continues unabated.

Preparing the Wool.

In making Brussels and Wilton carpets a wool with a

long staple is used. The wool mostly comes from Aus-

tralia, Russia and Scotland, 01 is sometimes blends from
different localities. The various processes in preparing
the wool for the bobbins illustrate the extent of care in

manufacture. These are familiar to many Canadians.
Alter careful sorting, the wool enters a scouring machine,
great care being exercised that it does not come; in con-
tact with any acids or chemicals, so as not to destroy
the fibre or kill the lustre. Impurities are then removed
and it is carded and combed. The wool for the Brussels
carpet is then ready for spinning in a single strand on a

cap-spinning frame. Afterwards ii is twisted into a
double strand and redoubled into a triple strand. Good
worsted yarn properly spun will stand a pull of about
75 pounds.

The wool is worsted yam now and is ready for the

dyehouse, where it undergoes another scouring process to
eliminate all grease. In many cases where delicate

grounds are required the yarn is bleached by a sulphur
process, which renders it absolutely white. The yarn is

then dyed in batches of about 125 pounds of a color in

large square tubs. A wonderful improvement has taken
place in the dyes used on carpet yarn. At the present
time the majority of colors are imported from Germany,
and are noted for their fastness to light and even uni-

form strength. A conception of the shades used in an
up-to-date factory is gained by the fact that the Moore
Carpet Co. employ over 1.100. The skeins of yarn, which
are on poles, are immersed in the large dye tubs at a
boiling temperature. The yarn is left in the dye and
turned several times to secure evenness, and is tested till

the required shades are secured. Afterwards it is slowly
dried in the drying room in a temperature of about 130

degrees, and at last it is ready to play the part in

manufacture. The yarn is wound on small bobbins, and
is now ready for the loom.

The Weaving Process.

A carpet loom with its endless series of bobbins and
its intricate jacquard apparatus, does not differ materi-
ally from an ordinary '.oom. In the current issue only a

sketch of the process of weaving is given. At a later

date a special article, copiously illustrated, will touch

Low Warp Loom.

upon this fully. In the manufacture of five-frame Brus-
sels or Wilton carpets, the very best of worsted yarn is

used in combination with the cotton, linen and jute

yarns, which form the back. The human ingenuity dis-

played by the machinery rivets attention. The explana-
tion, after all, is most simple.

For those unacquainted with an ordinary loom, at
least three terms demand explanation. The harness is

the part of the loom comprising the heddles, with their

means of support and motion, by which the threads of
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DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

FEATHERS BOUGHTPRICE LIST ON APPLICATION

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, TORONTO

THE IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
Axminster,

Wilton,

Brussels,

Tapestry,

Wool,

II

Beg to announce that their

jsigns in Carpets, &c,
are no>A/^ ready

Their Representatives will shortly call upon the trade
with a full selection of the latest patterns.

Union and

Jute

Carpets.

DIRECT IMPORT TERMS

II FRONT STREET EAST

TORONTO, ONTARIO

Tapestry and

Ingrain

Squares,

Linoleum,

Oilcloth,

Japan and

China Matting,

Smyrna Rugs.

SUMMER NOVELTIES AT CLEARING PRICES
We have a large assortment in stock of SPECIAL SUMMER ARTICLES, many of

them hard to be obtained at this time of year, and all of them direct importations of high

quality and rare beauty.

Shantung Silks

Chinese Mattings

Japanese Tea Sets

Fruit Trays

Candle Sticks

Paper Lanterns

Verandah Screens

Paper Screens

Portiers

Japanese Novelties
of every description

All these goods are for quick shipment at remarkably low prices, as we must make room for large
consignments of Christmas goods.

We import direct from our own office in Japan, and are in a position to offer value and variety equalled by
no other house of the kind in Canada.

Call and see us or write for particulars concerning any line you may want.

CHINA AND JAPAN SILK CO.
Montreal

290 ST. JAMES ST.
Yokohama

177 YAMASH1TACHO
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Toronto
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( PatantA j

Vp
IS THE
LATEST

oEGISTCRec

"SIMPLEX"

-XLIP
IS THE
BEST

HARD STEEL, NICKELED
NO TEETH TO TEAR THE Til

Apply: F. P. ROGERS, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

Window Shades
We would like to help Retailers increase

their business in Window Shades, and to

each Merchant, who will allow us the space,

we will send free of charge a large sign

stating that they sell Smith, Carter & Smith,

Limited, reliable Window Shades. Write
now for prices of our goods. The satis-

factory Window Shade Makers.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
681-683-685 Craig St., Montreal, Canada.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the maket,
and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

S,.lc Selling Agenl i

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

Hie warp are alternately raised and depressed for the

passage of the shut 11c, which is an instrument used fm

shooting the woof. By the term reed, parallel flat strips

are meant, and between these the warp threads pass.

I'lie jaoquard apparatus, which piays an important pari

in the weaving, consists of a mechanism controlled hy a

chain of variously perforated cards, which cause the warp
threads to he lifted in propel succession for producing

the required figures,

I'lif preliminary preparation of the loom is herewith

neglected, and the actual operation is indicated. The

jute and cotton yarns which form the hack are wound on

large beams and drawn through the harness and reed of

the loom. The worsted yam, which is wound on the

bobbins, is drawn through in the same manner, with the

exception that each strand of the yarn passes through a

lingOC, or eyelet, which is connected to the harness and

drawn up as the pattern works over the cylinder of the

j acq u a id.

In making standard Brussels, or Wiltons, of three-

quarter width, five frames of worsted yarns are used,

each containing ahout 125 pounds of a color, thus at the

starting there are over 600 pounds of yarn in the loom.

Each frame contains 25fi bobbins of each of the five col-

ors. It is interesting to note that in many designs more

than five colors are used. These effects are secured by

what is termed "planting," or, in other words, breaking

up the 256 bobbins in the top frame into different sets of

colors, instead of one solid color.

The actual carpet design is first of all made on per-

forated cardboard, which is passed over the cylindi

the jaoquard and forced against the needles there. Each

perforation in the cardboard corresponds to one pick in

the face of the goods. Naturally, wherever there is a

perforation in the cardboard, this allows the needles to

pass through and raises the particular thread below up to

its required place in the loom. Now everything is ready

for the shuttle, which is automatically thrown across in

between the frame of worsted raised by the jacquard and

the cotton chain, and at the same time the loom inserts

a round wire between the reed and the worsted. The

reed is then forced against the wire, and the wire is then

withdrawn which forms the loop of the Brussels fabric.

This process is repeated indefinitely and illustrates the

modern method of weaving Brussels carpet.

The Making of Wiltons.

Wilton carpets, which are distinguished hy having the

loops cut, thereby forming a pile or velvet surface, are

made in practically the same manner as Brussels, with

the exception that a flatter wire is used and a keen knife

attached to the end of the wire, which, as it is with-

drawn from the fabric, cuts the loops in its passage out.

A full standard Brussels carpet contains !1 wires to the

inch, 5 frames of worsted yarn, and is made 256 pitch.

The standard Wiltons contain 111 or 11 wires to the inch,

5 frames of worsted yarn and 256 pilch. Both higher and

lower giades of Brussels and Wiltons are manufactured,

hut the bulk of these grades of carpets are made to the

above standard.

CARPET MAN IN EUROPE.

Mr. A. Huggett, manager of the carpel and house-

furnishing department of Weiler Bros
, Victoria, B.C.,

has gone to Europe for an extended trip. lie will visit

the manufacturing centres of (ire.it Britain and the con-

tinent, and will take a course in interior decoration un-

der one of the leading artists of England. The enter-

prise of the (inn in sending its representative on such a

tour should be of great advantage to it in handling busi-

ness in the houseful lushing line.

1 10
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BUYERS, ATTENTION!

We are now ready for business. Our new factory is in running order,

so we can supply the very best goods. We are able to give you excellent

value in
*

Cushions, Mattresses,

Pillows, Comforters, Etc.

as we are equipped with the very latest machinery. With the same standard

goods as before, reliability of service, fair prices, we solicit a continuance of

your favors.

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co.
TORONTO OTTAWA Limited

New Toronto address 41-47 SPRUCE STREET

,*.*.•+••*•« •-•<.•.••••••*•••*••••••*•"••••••••••-••••••

ifjMflEftfctf
1'

COTTON COMFORTERS AND DOWN QUILTS

Are you ready to place your orders for Cotton

Comforters and Down Quilts ? Our travellers can-

not be everywhere at once, but if you will drop us a

postal we will arrange either to have you visited in

the very near future or to send samples for your

inspection.

If you carry these goods and have competition,

you cannot afford to buy before seeing our range

and values.

THE IDEAL BEDDING COMPANY, Limited
_ (The Alaska Feather & Down Co , LimitedSuccessors to J

J^The Toronto Bedding Co., Limited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG—
fefcf¥i'*^| Bnsji|

—
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C U RTA I N S

LACE CURTAINS AS LEADERS.

LACE curtains are considered by many merchants to ne

Favorites only during Spring and Fall,, but outside

of the holidays there arc tew weeks or months when

they should not be well on the move in any department

stoic where they are pushed to any great extent. It is a

mistake to yield to the idea that lace curtains are only

salable in the Spring and Fall. It all depends on the

whim of the shopper, and the whim is much more likely

to be exercised when there is "something doing" iri cur-

tains in the advertising matter, the windows and in the

department itself. Of course every buyer cannot have the

advertising and the windows all the time, but the

irrepressible upholstery man who pushes his curtains

persistently in every way is going to increase his turn-

over. They constitute a fine, clean line, and yield a very

fair profit. There may be an occasional opportunity to

get them into the limelight down stairs—a small repre-

sentation of the best sellers at least, perhaps with

prices attached—to get hold of public attention for a

couple of days at least. It does no harm occasionally to

change the position of stocks or get a sprinkling of an

"upstairs" stock down on the ground floor as a bait

for the larger display. This is a plan that is sometimes

utilized in the big departmental stores where merchan-

dising has been got down to an exact science.

GETTING AFTER SUMMER BUSINESS.

ALIVE drygoodsman, with a* modest stock of house-

furnishings, cleans up a valuable amount of business

each year in a Summer resort, which is not far from

his place of business. About the time the Summer cot-

tages are getting into full swing he makes a tour of the

cntiie place and takes orders for new window shades,

rugs, carpets, curtains, etc. He is a hustler, and is out

for all the new business he can corral and the result is he

comes home with a goodly bunch of orders each day.

Besides the business he gathers in on these trips, he

plants the seed which will bring forth numerous orders

in the course of the year. His sales are so much found

business, as they are such that most people would not

bother with them if attention was not drawn definitely

to Ihe shortcomings. This is one method of overcoming

the hot-weather quietness.

Holiday Decorations.

In the houseful nishing department, should be kept a

stock of bunting and flags for holiday occasions. Few
towns have not some celebrations during the next two
months and besides public holidays there are a great

number of smaller affairs which require bunting, flags

and Chinese lanterns to complete the decorations. On

these occasions it is the man who hustles for business

who is going to get it. Price does not enter so much

into the calculations. The man who makes known that

he is prepared to supply such goods and who keeps him-

self posted on every celebration which is going to occur

will assuredly get the business.

Hammocks.

In this connection may be mentioned the numerous

articles which may be sold for verandah and general out-

door use. Most important among these are hammocks.

There is a large sale for them wherever they are featured,

and thej are well worth urging during the somewhat

quiel months of .July anil August. There can be no ques-

tion about the suitability of such goods in a dry goods

store. They pertain perfectly to that stock. Moreover,
they are easy to handle and do not require any special

qualifications in the salesman. If a very small stock of
these were laid in and vigorously pushed, it would make
a profitable investment and would also induce people to
come into the store who were probably not customers
before that.

Pillows and Cushions.

Cushions for boating, picnicing and lounging are shown
this Summer in greater abundance and variety than ever
before. Patterns of exceptional attractiveness have been
worked out so that a banner season is assured for these

goods. July and August should see the sale of them rise

to high-water mark. Nothing can be more seasonable,

and they have the additional advantage of inherent beauty
and comfort. They should form a strong adjunct to the

stock of every drygoodsman. Particularly in anticipation
of a hot Summer, they ought to be stocked and displayed

for all they are worth. Where the store is near a Summer
resort or where boating is indulged in, special efforts can
be made to cater to this class of trade. But the cushion

fever is not confined to any one locality, and a good
business may be done in any place, if it is only handled
vigorously.

CONSISTENCY IN DECORATION.

THE great trouble in determining how far the decora-

tive quality shall prevail in a room is due to the

fact that one does not from the outstart determine

the use of the room. The reception-room, the ballroom,

the room for assemblies, is one kind of room and may be

considered simply as a frame to a picture of your guests,

but the room that is a living-room, the room that sug-

gests home, and that we enjoy because it is beautiful and
because it reflects certain sentiments or associations, is

quite another kind of room, and should be treated in a

different spirit. From the utilitarian standpoint as well

as the decorative, the woman of the fashionable set or

the club woman will furnish her reception-room in a

strict period style. The reason why the French used so

much gray was because it was a good neutral back-

ground to the glitter and shimmer and iridescence of the

gay silks and laces worn by the fashionable people, and

to-day a room used primarily for the reception of women

at an afternoon or an evening function should be furnish-

ed with the matter of dress very seriously considered.

The room, however, thai we enjoy to live in must

express some personality. It must have some dominant

character. There must be something conspicuous in a

room that has purpose. If it is a study, the library un-

questionably impresses us. If it is a bedroom, it is the

side-wall treatment in cretonne that stands out. With

the dining-room it is the magnificent carved buffet or the

quiet old colonial piece, ablaze with cut glass and silver.

There must be something, and the room that lacks this

charm of character may be metamorphosed by the simple

introduction of perhaps one article which will illuminate

and exhilarate it.

If an artist paints a picture without shade it is ex-

pressionless. It is the properly-placed sharp masses in a

drawing, the depth of tone in the photograph, the strong

lines in the face that express character, and so also the

room which is expressive must he conspicuous in distinct

features.—Ex.
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PRINTED LINOLEUMS
TiTe DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited, MONTREAL

ORDER THESE GOODS THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.

Design No. 1018 C. Quality Design No. 1026— C. Quality Design No. 1022— C. Quality

1

ftI

1

>
" i

Is©" '5"

Artistic block pattern on drab, green and
white ground, with grey and red shades,
made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Design No. 2022 D. Quality

Bright Mosaic pattern, on white ground
with green, brown and red shades, madejin
2 yards wide only.

Imitation Inlaid pattern on a blue and buff
ground with white, red and grey shades,
made in 2 yards wide only.

Design No. 2027 -D. Quality Design No. 2030— D. Quality

Neat block pattern on brown, white and
grey ground, with cream, red and green
shades, made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Design No. 3026- E. Quality

Beautiful floral pattern, ont cream and
buff ground, with green and brown shades,
made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Attractive pattern on brown and white
ground, with red, blue and yellow shades,
made in 2 yards wide only.

Design No. 3023 -E. Quality Design No. 3029 E. Quality

Richlfloral pattern on white and light blue
ground, with red, brown and green shades,
made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Handsome block pattern on green, white
and brown ground, with maroon, grey and
cream shades, made in 2 and 4 yards wide.

Pretty floral pattern on brown, light and
dark green ground, with cream and red
shades, made in 2 yards wide only.
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Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS OF

Window Shades

Upholstery Goods

Tapestry Curtains

Bobbinet Curtains

Poles and

Trimmings
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WALL PAPER
SAMPLES ol wall paper lines for 1906 are now before

the trade, and in beauty of design and fineness of

coloring they far excel anything winch has been at-

tempted before by Canadian manufacturers. A mere

glance at some of the large variety shows conclusively

thai the wall papers which are now being offered to the

public by Canadian manufacturers are fully up to the

standard (if the best product of the American mills. The

local wall paper manufacturers have been gradually

crowding out the American papers, and it would seem

that this year, with a large and better display of pat-

terns and increased facilities for making prompt deliv-

eries, importations of foreign papers would reach a

minimum. In 1903 the total imports were $217,734. In

1904 these were reduced to $188,330. On the other hand,

our exports of wall papers have steadily increased, hav-

ing risen from $26,769, in 1902, to $l!),8f>2 in 1904. Con-

sidering the large bulk of the paper hanging business, its

transference to Canadian hands is a matter of congratu-

lation. At no time have the local mills been able to

turn oul such varied and high grade papers as now, and

ways be an abundance of these, there are many artist it-

patterns in green. For diningroom decoration, too. the

rich reds are shown, and will undoubtedly have a si long

season again. Warm colors are particularly desirable for

living looms, and no treatment has been found so cheer-

ful and homelike as schemes into which red enters as an

important pari. In choosing wall paper consideration

has to be given to the purposes to which I lie room is to

be put. The decoration of a diningroom is not similar

to that of a drawingroom.

Silk Stripes.

Prominent among the features of the new samples are

the silk stripes, which have been greatly improved and

developed over previous efforts. This class of treatment

gives an unusual richness to the paper, particularly in

the embossed work. The artistic effect of the upper

third treatment can be accomplished admirably with this

paper.

Never before has such a strong effort been made to

make artistic decoration possible. Matching all the

No. 554, Landscape Frieze. The Watson, Poster Co.. Limited.

A very beautiful and realistic effect in scenic decoration, matches all ingrain shades, a variety- of stripe papers, and, in fact, may be used with anything
ot self or match coloring.

with these advantages the progress

should be assured.

The New Designs.

of the business

A striking feature of the new samples is the return

to the simpler, more delicate colorings and patterns.

After the richness and wealth of flowers and foliage

which characterized the papers of the present year, the

change is decidedly agreeable. The whole display is

in,uked by pleasing and artistic effects, and the demand

for the better grade wall papers should be proportionate-

ly increased.

Brown is the color which is most shown. The fashion

for this color has been running through the whole field

of dress and art, and its adoption in decorative wall cov-

erings is only the natural outcome of this condition. The

designs which have been worked out in different tones of

this color show the utmost originality of conception and

beauty of development. They lend themselves readily to

artistic schemes of decoration, being especially effective

in silk stripes and heraldic designs.

Not that it is going to be an exclusive brown season;

on the contrary, there is a great variety of colors in the

manufacturers' assortment. Besides the reds and pinks

which entei into the floral patterns, and there will al-

patterns, plain papers may be bad to use on the upper

third. The superiority of this as a treatment for wall

coverings is now recognized among experts on art decora-

tion. The recognition of this principle by the .manufac-

turers will aid in the sale of good paper. The object of

manufacturer and dealer alike, should be the cultivation

of the public to the use of a higher class of wall paper.

The only way to do this is by suggesting ideas of decor-

ation. People are quick to adopt anything which will

improve the appearance of their rooms, and it should be

the work of the dealers to develop this decorative and

artistic feeling in the public.

Heraldic Designs.

Heraldic designs will play a prominent part in the

wall naiier business of the next year. There is a de-

wall paper business of the next year. There is a dis-

tinctiveness about the patterns which appeals to a larger

class of buyers. The designs are worked out in brown,

gold, and silver, and make a striking and attractive wall

covering. With these, too, are supplied plain papers to

complete the upper third of the room.

Scenic Borders.

For borders some line scenic effects are worked out.

Woodland scenes combine the simplicity, which is desir-

ll(i
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£3

WALL
PAPERS

OUR SALESMEN ARE OUT

We are so confident that the

STAUNTON line of Wall Papers for

1906 is the best you will see that

we covet for it comparison with as

many lines as you please to look at.

We can afford to trust that your
good judgment will give STAUN-
TONS the order.

The goods merit it.

See our salesman.

STAUNTONS Limited

MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO.

^
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able, with a wealth and variety ol detail. Patterns

somewhat similar in idea wera seen this year, but the

development of this conception in the papers for next

year excels 111 fineness of coloring and design even the best

efforts of last year.

P
1906 WALL PAPERS.

ROGRESS in wa'.l paper manufacturing is shown in

some notable instances this year. The lines which

the Watson, Foster Co. are offering for the 190fi

season show great advances in the character of design of

the better goods. They say the time has come to cater

equal. A woodland pattern also shown is good, the

frieze and hanging can he separately used in various ways
with pronounced effect. Hut though the bettei end i-

specially good, the low and medium grades are none the

less attractive in their way. Every possible kind of de-

mand has been catered to, and those dealers who know
the profitable value of bright, clean, dainty chamber pat-

terns, minute floral and herring-hone stripes with garland

friezes, and for heavier work, rich self-colored patterns on

velours and pulps, with small design fillers to match, will

find much to interest them commercially and artistically.

The line contains about 20 more patterns that before.
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No. '>•').'!. Fruit Tapestry. The Watson, Foster Co., Limited.

A fine example of its class treated in absolutely correct coloring, h is .,

verj special and artistic decoration and is a new development in this country.

to the pronounced demand for really artistic and pro-

gressive pattern effects of the Kensington, London studio

and German styles. These, produced in correct color

contrasts, it is believed will go far to displace much of

.similar imported papers. Tapestries, also, are a very

special feature. Experts who have already seen the fruit

rapes! ry, No. 553 (illustrated in this issue), admit thai

no German colorings yet imported are superior, if even

A CANADIAN WALL PAPER LINE.

A
REVIEW of the samples of the Staunton line of new

wall papers for the season of 1905-'0fi proved quite

a treat, and The Review was much pleased with the

general excellence of the collection, which is comprehen-

sive, attractive and artistic. The low priced styles are

pleasing in design, bright and snappy in coloring, and

show careful- attention to an endeavor to make them ac-

ceptable and serviceable. For kitchen is shown a good

granite in several natural colorings, and a tile pattern

that will make a record in selling qualities, as the de-

sign and the superior colorings are very good.

For bedrooms are shown a number of very pretty

styles, really remarkably attractive goods for the price,

while in the next better grade is shown a number of ex-

tremely bright florals in natural colors. Several pat-

terns deserve special mention. One. a design showing a

hunch of violets arranged in graceful freedom over a lace

stripe, with a two-band border showing a festoon of vio-

lets on a drapery of lace. Another is a dainty floral in

a stripe treatment, with a border so designed that it can

be cut out or scalloped, which adds much to the beauty

of the decoration. Another decorative paper shows sweet-

pea blossoms carelessly yet artistically arranged; the col-

orings are particularly effective and enhanced by a water

silk background. Each of these patterns is offered in

several bright, cheerful colorings, every treatment being

equally good, and in a variety to suit all tastes.

Halls and sitting rooms are well provided for, even

in the tow priced goods, and the dealer certainly has a

remarkably strong range of well proportioned hall de-

signs with two-band borders in tapestry and textile

effects to choose from, while for the sitting room there

is shown a collection of floral, classic or ornamental,

patterns that are very complete. Many of the blanks are

shown only in that grade, and the dealer can easily com-

plete his general selection in better goods from' exclu-

sive patterns which arc not repeated in the cheaper

grades. Careful attention has apparently been given to

make the offering of moderate priced papers adequate in

variety and pattern, while the colorings include many of

the novel treatments in background effects that heretofore

have been brought out in high class goods. The decora-

tive value of a wall paper should determine its retail

value, not the wholesale cost, and the showing of me-

dium juiced goods is really a leading feature.

A novelty in frieze decoration is a graceful floral fes-

toon so drawn that it may be scalloped, which adds ma-
terially to its effectiveness when used with plain stripe

and stencil hangings. This frieze has a special silk moire

ceiling, and is also produced in a range of colorings to

match silks, velours and ingrains.

The grass cloth effects should prove an acceptable

substitute Jor ingrains for those desiring a mellow, rich,

yet quiet and furnishing, wall treatment, or a soft, beau-

tiful two-tone on imported German velours, rich as vel-
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Xtf)t Oriental Bilk Companp, zimito>

IS STILL DOING BUSINESS

AT THE OLD STAND

59*65 3>alf)0UBie Street

Montreal

^^^
I BATTING

Guaranteed free of Threads and other weak and lifeless stock. X

X North Star,

X Crescent, and Pearl Cotton Batting X

+ Quality for this season still better than ever. The best at the price.

X Made of good pure cotton—not of shoddy. Ask for North Star, X
X Crescent, and Pearl Batting. Be sure you get these brands. X

ROBERT HENDERSON <fc CO.
\

X Dry Goods Commission fSt and 183 McGill St.,

Merchants MONTREAL X
X X«*
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\ci. may be preferred. This line of goods is worthy of

careful inspection, as wall papers ill this character have

not been attempted in Canada, and have nccn manufac-

tured only by the leading foreign mills, and the produc-

tion ol these high class papers is very complimentary to

the progress of out- home manufacturers.

An assortment of fabric, textile and tapestry effects

un pulp tints thai have every appearance of being a pro-

duct of the loom, and not simply the combination of

color judiciously and expertly applied to paper, were next

examined, also an interesting variety of stencil patterns

in imperial and conventional designs, and plain and orna-

mental stripes in seif-tone color treatments.

A most effective wall covering is a burlap weave pro-

duced in many remarkably good and useful colorings,

which one would consider very appropriate in the deep

and richer colorings for wainscot t nigs, yet can also be

recommended as a wall covering for halls, dens and

diningrooms, to be finished with landseap- enery

borders and clouded ceilings, of which some artistic ex-

amples are shown. These landscape borders, one band

and two bands, are also offered m colorings to match
velours and ingrains.

This interesting exhibit closes with the showing of

muroseda and embossed pulps, a new decorative material,

on which the pattern is brought out in relief. The goods

have the soft, pleasing appearance of pressed leather, and

it is expected will supersede the plain fibre papers which

have been on the market for many years, and have some-

what lost popularity.

CROCKERY AND CHINA IMPORTS
IMPORTATIONS of earthenware during the past year-

show some interesting features. The gross imports

have increased steadily for the past five years, but

the sources of these goods have altered considerably,

(ireat Britain continues to supply more than half of the

total amount and her exports to Canada in 1901 were

twenty-live per cent, greater than in 1903. In spite of

the surtax, Germany increased her exports to Canada.

However, the amount Canada received from Germany is

tinting and gilding of it by Canadian crockery bouses.

This class of work, which was at first somewhat crude,

has so advanced that foreign designs are reproduced

with the utmost fidelity. Difficulties which were form-

erly found in the firing have been successfully overcome.

The introduction of this work marks a distinct advance

in Canadian pottery.

The imitative Japs have entered the field of crockery

and china ware and bid fair to carry oft a big share ol

much smaller than might be expected considering the ad-

vanced position the latter country has taken in pottery.

For instance, the United States has increased her im-

ports from Germany far more than from any other coun-

try. There is a reason for Canadian diffidence about buy-

ing German ware besides the disadvantage at which the

surtax places it. There is a sentimental feeling in this

country that Germany is antagonistic to (ireat Britain,

and dealers throughout the country have shown this in

increasing their purchases of English ware at the expense

of German goods.

An interesting development in Canadian trade is the

importation of plain earthenware and the subsequent

the business during the present year. Importations from

Japan have been steadily increasing, but their activities

along this line have never been exhibited to the extent

that they have this year. As an example of what is be-

ing done in developing new business the case of a Canadi-

an firm may be mentioned. This firm sent over to Japan
a sample porcefain door knob such as they had been buy-

ing in Germany. The Japanese submitted a price much
below the European figure and a sample order of half a

million was sent in. The goods were in every respect the

equal of the sample which had been sent over and, in

fact, could not be distinguished from the German article.

The Japanese are essentially imitators. German and.

CO
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more particularly Bavarian, china have been copied by

theui with great skill, and a great quantity of this class

of goods is being exported to this country at the present

lime. An objectionable feature oi Japanese business is

the variableness ol the price. A repeat order will fre-

quently be lilled only at a considerable advance on the

original price. This is no doubt the result of imperfect

methods of estimating the cost of manufacture and will

be rectified as soon as business becomes more organized.

In vases and jardinieres of Chinese and Japanese de-

sign there is a large va-riety. Of jardinieres and pedes-

tals one firm alone is showing over fifty lines. The vases

are peculiarly characteristic and such as to appeal to

popular fancy at the present time. In the same class of

goods are incense pots which suggest eastern temples and

which will be most suitable for the decoration of dens.

Earthenware fern dishes and other varandah decorations

are found in typical Japanese patterns.

Among the novelties which come from Japan are

bronzes. The figures which are produced in this metal are

exceedingly artistic and lovers of the antique can have

their wishes satisfied with originals of the ninth century.

Some examples of vessels and vases, with the sacred

lotus, are exquisitely wrought in fine hand carving and

filigree work. Bronzes have become decidedly popular in

this country, and it may be said safely that Japanese

ware will be in a forward position in the season's sales.

Lamps for the coming season are in larger and bolder

designs. For the past tw© or three years the tendency

has been towards small flowers and delicate colors. This

has given way to more pronounced effects m color and

pattern. In spite of objections to deep bowls, the latter

will be the correct thing. They present a much hand-

somer appearance than the shallower b»wl can possible

do.

In glassware there is a strong run on cut glass pat-

terns. The results which have been accomplished in

pressed glass are wonderfully near the originals. This

class of goods in cheap and moderate prices will be a

feature of the season's trade.

AN INSTRUCTIVE REPORT.

THE annual report of the Toronto Board of Trade for

1904 has just been issued, and is an admirable

presentation of the commercial life and progress of

Ontario's capital. The book, which is a handsome ex-

ample of the printer's art, contains a large amount of

interesting information on the industries of Toronto. The

report is prefaced with a historical sketch of the city

from its incorporation as a village in 1834, with a popu-

lation of 4,000, till the present time, with a population

of 294,000. Its commercial progress has been of a like

kind.

A statement of the past work and present condition

of Canada's National Exhibition, as the Toronto Exhibi-

tion has been designated, forms an instructive feature of

the book. It is the most characteristic public enterprise

of Toronto, and its unbounded success is viewed by the

i it izens with great pride.

The history of the Board of Trade from its inception

in 1845 to the present time is given. Particular em-

phasis is laid on the work of the past year. The reports

of the president and secretary are illustrative of the fine

progress which the city is making. On the lists of mem-

bers are found practically all the business men and

manufacturers of Toronto. The report throughout is a

valuable document, and should lie ui fust importance in

keeping the work of the Board of Trade before the busi-

ness public.

HOLLAND S STORE EXPANDS.

CA
A. HOLLAND A; SONS CO., 2113-211.') St Cath-

j #
erine street, Montreal, making a specialty of wall

paper and sporting goods, through their Mr. <

Holland, have purchased the two lots adjoining their

present premises for $105,i»00, and also Nos. 108 and 110

Stanley street, almost in the rear of the St. Catherine

Street property, for $11,000. The additional western

frontage secured on St. Catherine street is over sixty

feet. The Stanley street frontage is forty-two feet, and

the depth one hundred and twenty-two feet. Adding this

to the newly acquired sixty feet frontage on St. Cath-

erine street, and depth of one hundred and twelve feet,

and the thirty-two feet frontage already owned and oc-

cupied, the total area controlled by the Holland interests

amounts to about 16,500 square feet.

At the present the property secured on Stanley street

will be utilized as a warehouse for wall paper and reserve

stock. Two additional storeys will be immediately

erected on the newly acquired St. Catherine street lot.

It is further proposed that three storeys be addeH to

the present building. This will give an entire building

on St. Catherine street of five storeys high, with a front-

age of about 92 feet. When completed the premises will

be one of the most modern in Montreal retail circles.

St. Catherine street west is fast assuming the position

of Montreal's premier retail thoroughfare.

TURNOVER OF STOCK.

FREQUENCY of turnover of stock has been commejit-

ed upon in many previous issues of The Review, and

the desirability of incorporating modern methods to

accomplish such a result has been '.auded. Locality plays

an important part, as city stores, or those near import-

ant centres, can readily have orders filled. Consequently

it is impossible to lay down a hard and fast rule, as Can-

adian merchants operate under widely different condi-

tions. An American trade paper recently applied to mer-

chants throughout the United States for number of times

various stocks turned, submitting a list of its own and

asking for a revision. The average result is herewith

given. It is interesting to note that the turnovers are

figured by dividing the gross sales for the year by the

cost of the stock on hand at inventory. The correct

method is certainly to use the retail price of the average

stock during the year, calculating the latter monthly as

the divisor.

In submitting this list The Review clearly realizes

that under certain circumstances these figures may ap-

pear too high. However, merchants should look into

their stocks to see whether a turnover is much less fre-

quent than that given. It must be remembered that

crowded assortments in small space to assist frequency

of turnover is by no means always advisable.

Average Turnover of Stock.

Dress jfiods 3
Silks 3
Wash goods 5
White goods 4
Domestic! 5
Linings 4%
Linens 3
Laces 4

Kmbroideries 3 }4

Women's neckwear 6

Trimmings 4-
Notions 7
jewelry 4
Leather goods 4
Ribbons 4M
Druggists' sundries 4

Knit underwear 3

Hosiery 4^
Gloves 254

Umbrellas 454
Men's furnishings 354
Men's clothing 3
Hoys' clothing 3
Shoes 4
Cloaks and suits 4%
Waists 4
Petticoats 4 54

Lingerie 3
Infants' wear 354
Corsets 354
Millinery (trimmed) ...

.

5
Millinery (untrimmed) .

.

4
Millinery supplies 4
t'pholsteries 3
Carpets and rugs 3
Furniture 254

China 3*
Groceries 14

\-22
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YOU WILL PROMOTE YOUR OWN BUSI-

NESS BY INSISTING UPON HAVING Wax Figures

a v»

Suit J*'vt in N&* Uo K.

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely

correct in style and measurements ami is

constructed so that operators in fitting a

garment over it can determine the exact

position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The toot rest does not protrude beyond

the skirt (which is so common with the

ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to

the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No, 12.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 ind 91 W. Third St, (established over 50 years.)

Manufacturers of Papier Mache Forms. Wax Figures.Finest Metal Display Fixtures.et c

And

Forms
etu:_

^a>lf kinds

jOur Catalog tells

^^^you all about

them free

for the asking

No. 61 B. Dress Goods Draper.

A. S. RICHARDSON
MONTREAL

40 Victoria Square,
Phone Main 4334

TORONTO
62 Hayter Street,

Phone Main 3687

Cuxfcr

Window
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
more business for 1905

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO.— IOO KING ST. W.,

TORONTO
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IDEAS FOR A SUMMER SALE.
By w R MeO II

WITH the backward and unseasonable Spring

and Slimmer weather, there is an unusu-

ally heavy stock of the lighter fabrics,

which will have to be moved out during

the next- sixty days; and much of your

success assuredly depends upon the brightness and fre-

quency of the window displays that can be crowded into

the few short weeks before selling time overlaps resting

time in the latter days of Summer. You'll have to buy

a few trade bringers, perhaps, to sharpen the appetite of

your customers, and other men's customers, for the

tilings you already have.

When you buy these, buy to sell ; don't buy to keep.

I am led to make this remark from a too common error

which many fall into, that if an article does not sell now
it wilt sell in the Fall because you bought it cheap. If

you cannot see its finish right now, better let the other

fellow keep the goods until Fall, and you get a "sure

thing" and trade getter for now; and take chances on

getting the other when Fall comes around. The jobber's

breaking-price-time is here, and odds and ends of desir-

able lines can be picked up to sell at prices that will

create no end of enthusiasm. Don't buy now to make a

No. 1. Handkerchief Trim.

profit; that is, don't have prolil m your mind's eye so

much as the business winning value of whatever you

buy.

It is mighty hard to do much selling unless you have

carefully studied and measured yo^r^proposition and have
taken good care that the feature which brought the

people to your store is backed by sufficient merit to

stand the strain. If, however, you are going to launch

No. (>. Handkerchief Trim.

forth in an annual Midsummer sale, make your entry this

lime without undue emphasis and with an assortment of

fewer adjectives than you have used in the past. Have
your initial announcement plain and very much to the

point. Intimate though, that inasmuch as this sale is to

be a record breaker in every sense of the word. you'U

adopt the plan from day to day of placing on sale special

lines at or near the half price value.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
The following question has been referred to this de-

partment for a decision, the name and address of the cor-

respondent being withheld for obvious reasons.

To the Editor of "The Art of Display" : The
window dresser in our store refuses to dress the

dummies for window display; giving as a reason
that the duty devolves upon the salespeople in

the departments, whereas some of us insist that.

as he is engaged as decorator, the duty of dress-

ing the Judys, or display forms, rests upon him.

Kindly give us the benefit of your knowledge and
experience. A SALESWOMAN
The window trimmer is indisputably right in asking

to have his display forms dressed in the departments.

The department employes of the best conducted stores

dress the dummies. The trimmer has not the time to
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We Have Bottled Up
RETURNED
JUL 8 W*'

vr

We can give you fixtures "Made in Canada," which

are better and cheaper than Imported Fixtures.

Our Fixtures are made from

the finest material.

Returned

ETURNED
JUL 8 1904'

Tie and Glove Stand.

No. 607. Price $1.50

We design special fixtures for

special needs.

Counter Stand
No. 176. Price $7.50

Window Display Stand

No. 610. Price $15.00

Write for Catalogue and it will be sent Free See our display at Toronto Exhibition, Manufacturers' Building

Prices and Estimates Furnished

TORONTO BRASS MFG. COMPANY
98-100 Lombard Street, TORONTO, Canada

? RETURNEE
JUL 8 190
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pad oul each garment with tissue paper and make it pre-

sentable for window display. His windows are sup:

in remain "dark" for the smallest period possible, as

"dark" windows are undesirable. His effort is to keep

them bright and interesting to the passerby without the

least unnecessarj interrupt ion.

Anything that a department ran do to aid him

No. I [andkerchiei Trim.

should be done willingly, as there is always spare time

,
to devote to a small matter of this kind. No class of

merchandise suffers more from being improperly shown
than ladies' garments. In fact most stores pay too little

attention to dressing the forms neatly before they are

put in the windows.

I would like to ask how a controversy of this kind is

possible when a. proper interest in the window display is

work, therefore it is better to have him on your side and
working harmoniously with you all the year round.

• *

Window Dressing Depart merit : In remodelling
windows would you advise rooting in where light
is a consideration ' Would you still advise mirror
backgrounds ? D. R. A.

For the convenience of this correspondent a private

reply to the above communication has been forwarded,
but for the benefit of the readers of this department an
answer is given through this medium, as desired in a

fool note by the writer of the above.

I lake il for granted that in making a low ceiled

show window sufficient room is left overhead, or above.
tin the admission of light to store interior; therefore, n

a proper slope be given to window ceiling the difference

in light gained by a glass roof, as aga^pst a paneled one,

is inlinitesmal.

I would certainly advise a wooden ceiling, either

paneled or beaded, in preference to glass. First, because
it facilitates dressing, by giving a groundwork to which
one can attach screw eyes, or push pins when decorating.

Second, because glass tops are seldom kept clean, being

difficult to get at from the rear. I have noticed several

lately loaded with dust, and anything but a credit to the

management.

Some prefer the ceiling made of mirrors sloped at an
angle to duplicate the window floor display to the on-

looker standing on the pavement, while others fancy an
upholstered top, made in buns and buttons like an up-

holstered chair or carriage seat. The latter effect is

considered very effective, especially for drapery, up-

holstery and furniture displays. The side wall can be

treated in a similar manner, paneled with a contrasting

shade of sateen or similar material let into the up-

holstering. All can be made in separate sections, screwed

to the wood work and removed when necessary.

As to the second question : "Would I still advise

mirror backgrounds ?" If the windows are to be photo-

graphed I would certainly say no ! as the mirrors reflect

everything on the street and across it. But when low-

trims are wanted, such as fancy goods and millinery dis-

plays, I think there is nothing that adds more to the

Window dressed by Mr. J. C. Potts, for Dundas & Flavelle, Lindsay, Ont.

DescriptioD : Background and bottom of myrtle green velours, with rose branches) both pink and white entwined, with foliage. The draping was white
silk all-over lace, white and cream silk organdie and crepe de chine. These in turn were entwined with pink and white roses.

taken by the head of each department; and why the man-

agement does not take a hand in the matter and decide ?

It certainly could not take place when the ladies of the

department are using every endeavor to further the in-

terest of their employers.

(live the trimmer all the aid you can; he needs it, and

in most cases is worthy of all the help you can give him.

He is working for the best interests of the store as a

whole, and can help out or retard any department's

beauty of a display than good mirrors with oak frames

and beveled edges. They duplicate the whole trim to, the

onlooker, and even an expert has to look twice to make
sure that the window is not double its own depth, when
the frames are coveted where mirrors meet together.

When high dress goods displays are used, or fancy back-

grounds are constructed, it matters little whether one

has Illinois or otherwise, as they are for the most part

concealed.

12C
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Unless the glazing is right the show case cannot be right. With
glass the least bit loose at any point the show case will prove a dust-

catcher and money-loser because the glazing is the backbone of a case.

Illuminated "SuJJ^ Show Cases.
(John Petz, Patentee)

are glazed by expert sh<nv case glaziers—they are Dust Proof and will

always remain so. The glass is set into white lead and putty, and
firmly secured in position by screwed-in strips. The walls are rigid and
dust-tight. No give—no shake. They quickl) save their cost in the

perfect protection they afford and their use insures "quick sales and
more sales.''

For style, individuality, quality and durability, "Quick sales" Cases
surpass all others. Prices are right. Let us send you illustrations.

Write to-day.

DETROIT SIIOW CASE CO., Dept. B
"Shtnu Case Builders to Progressive Merchants"

482 to 490 Fort St. West, Detroit, Mich.

Herbert Malott. Sec. and Treas. Canadian Branch:
John Petz. Pres. "Windsor. Ont.

Sendjor Circular ofNew Petz Corner Post and Transom Bar.

1. The Class of Goods

2. Their Economy

3. Our Service

There are many of our customers ready to

tell you that the WRAPPING PAPERS,
TWINES, PAPER HAGS, PARCHMENTS
and PAPER PAILS they get from us are

distinctly better than what they had been

getting before they tied up to us—and not a
whit dearer—cheaper if anything.

They will tell you, too, that they get their

goods sharp on time—no " take-it-easy" ways
with us. We "ship like lightning."

When we get you once you will stick to

us like a burr.

Come in and see us and let us talk it over

—or an order by mail will do.

DOUGLAS & RATGLIFF
LIMITED

30 West Market St., TORONTO

DISPLAY FIXTURES
We are now pre-

paring for Fall Trade.

But we still can fill

\J ri IN CiL/>rders for prompt de-

ft
lQf\ ^livery, of goods that

will help to clear out

the balance of your

Spring stock.

Goods
Well

Displayed
Sell

Readily.

Do Not
Neglect

to send for our large

new Catalogue and

Supplement. It is

yours for the asking

Post card brings it.

New Metal Cloak Reel
Strongly made and well finished. In-
volves easily and smoothly.

Price, Oxidized Head, - • $11
" All Black Finish, - $10

regulaj

199*? in

tock of all our

regular, lines, and

nes being

added constantly to

our list.

We have everything

you can require in the

way of Display Fix-

tures.

You need not send to

European or other

foreign countries for

the Latest
Designs.

We can
supply you
with

Best Goods
much cheape 1

"

than you can

import them.

Metal Skirt Reel
All up-to-date stores should use them

for displaying skirts.

CLATWORTHY & CO.
48 Richmond St. West - Toronto, Ont.

RET"

Hall-Borchert Forms
Fine Wax Figures, Flexible Forms, Clothing

Forms. All of latest shapes.
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STOCK

LOOSE-LEAF
LEDGERS

We are manufacturing tliese different rulings in two sizes, regular

Crain Loose-Leaf Ledgers, sizes 8x12 and 12x12. These we will

always keep in stock for immediate shipment. Manufacturing in quantity

enables us to give the sheets at a price which is much below the cost of

bound books.

If you wish to have a L >jse-Leaf System at one-third the cost of bound books, write us for information.

THE ROLLA L. CRAIN CO., LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY : OTTAWA, ONT. Phone 1013

Toronto Office, 18 Toronto Street. Phone Main 298 Montreal Office, 74 Alliance Blcig. Phone Main 3023

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

..*..*..*.„».. •..•..*..*-.«..*.. ».•-.*..*.•••••->•<•*••»'••'•• -.•.»•».*.•« ••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .»..»..»..»-.#..«.. •-.#.. #..».-#..

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any-

other writing" machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAYIER STREET,

TORONTO "»* «* MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC 8T. JOHN, N.B.
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*
CLERKS*

DEPARTMENT *

H
ASPECTS OF HONESTY.

ONESTY is indispensable. It is trite to say

lliat honesty is the best policy; it is more

than that. It is the very foundation stone of

all successful endeavor. It creates confidence,

Which is indispensable in business. With really

good salesmen it means more than fidelity lo his em-
ployer's interests. In the modern commercial world

seller and buyer are not eternally at loggerheads. They
are not trying all the time to get the best of each other

in some petty bit of smallness or deception. That com-

merce is best which legitimately supplies a legitimate de-

mand, doing it in the most satisfying manner; and this

same honesty in the clerk must be practiced towards the

customer as welL as the employer. It seems a clever

thing to work off shopworn or inferior articles by mis-

representation; but there is nothing more shortsighted.

The stranger whom you have taken in may be the new
minister or the new editor or the new doctor—some one

whose personality counts. Even the wife (if a humble
laborer has it in her power to work untold mischief; you

may be sure that she will resent supercilious treatment
or petty bamboozling on your part. She will trust you
no more; her intimate friends will be fully advised of

youi duplicity, and loss of confidence and business from a

large and important class of trade may result.

The honesty which limits itself to financial integrity

i^ imt the only kind. There is an honesty of purpose and
conduct in marking the straight line of duty towards
your fellow men. Be honest with yourself by tackling

your work squarely and fairly, and doing what there is

to be done. Be honest with your employer by giving him
his due in the labors of your mind and hands. The in-

dustry is another essential to good salesmanship. Your
employer has bought what you have to sell—your time
within certain hours and under agreed conditions You
should feel that you are in a sense a trustee or that time
in his interest; and if in his absence or attention else-

where, or by reason of his failure to advise as to the ex-

penditure of time, you find yourself with no routine work-
to do, it is your duty to employ that time in a manner
calculated to make yourself more efficient and useful to
him. Day dreams yield a poor return on the investment.
Idle talk with fellow clerks or chronic store loafers bene-
fits nobody and may be injurious to all. There may be

something to do about the store. Perhaps you do not
already know all there is to be learned about the busi-

Work something else besides the cheerful jaw, con-
template other objects besides you own interesting face
or attractive qualities. Never waste a moment of time
belonging to another.

MOTTOES AND MEN.

NEWER business methods favor brevity of written and
spoken words, also short cuts to obtain definite

results.

A.S boys we learn the motto, "Never put off until to-
morrow what can be done to-day." In modern language
this becomes, "Do it now."

A word or two of concentrated wisdom adopted as a
rule of business life has ofttimes proved the salvation
of the merchant.

Too much good advice, too many pians, a surplus of

printed rules and burdensome systems, these things usu-

ally spell failure. Some advice, a few pians, rules and
systems will help the clear headed man. The overdose is

the handicap.

Real achievement has been reached not infrequently

because of steadfast adherence to a single word.

"Anticipate." This was the lodestone of a man who
won marked success in a difficult manufacturing proposi-
tion, lie told the writer recently, "I never sieep until 1

have outlined my plans for the next, day. Aly programme
is fixed in all important details clear through the year.
It looks simple to say it, but I tell you, if sometimes
takes all the will power I can arouse."

"Do the hard things first," is the motto of a noted
man of affairs. To evade or postpone an unpleasant, task
is most natural. It is right here that so many brilliant

but, weak men fall down. The current of a lifetime has
often been altered because the man would not or could
not see that the small duties undone were forming a
barrier against peace of mind and large prosperity.

"Do it now." "Anticipate." "The hard thing
first.' Any or all of these mottoes contain a truth un-
locking Prosperity's gates when allied with an honest
heart, and a cheerful spirit.

Any weakling can choose a motto. Only a man of

mettle can live up to its meaning.

" MANANA " (TO-MORROW).
M\ friend, have you heard of the town of Yawn,
On the banks of the River Slow,

Where blooms the Waitawhile flower fair,
Where the Somet imeorother scents the air,
And the soft Goeasys grow ?

It lies in the valley of Wbatslheu.se,
In the province of Let hers! ide;

That tired feeling is native there-
It's the home of the listless Idontcare
Where the Putitoffs abide.

The Putitoffs smile when asked to pay up
And say they will do it tomorrow;

And so they delay from day unto day,
Till Death cycles up and steals them away,
And their Creditors beg, steal or borrow.

SALESMANSHIP.
{N addressing the Business Science Club recently, Mr.

William A. Pendergast said : "No element of busi-
ness required a higher order of intelligence and edu-

cation than salesmanship, and the view that many men
had achieved great success as salesmen who had not been
favored with liberal education was no answer to the
growing demand that the mentalities of 1hose who fol-

lowed the profession should be developed and equipped
with the best the world has to offer. A good salesman
is essentially a student of markets; he can only bring to
the study of economic conditions that refinement of

judgment which the subject requires when he has at least
a rudimentary knowledge of the 'facts of commerce' and a
mind trained to the application of those 'facts of com-
merce' to the everyday questions which present them-
selves. As the friend, and in most cases the business
adviser, of his customers, he has opportunities for observ-
ing the habits, the temperaments and environments of the

men in trade, and these opportunities and the knowledge
acquired through them should make him an indispensable

ally and co-laborer with the credit man in the selection

of those credit risks upon the outcome of whose relations

with his firm not only its own but his own prosperity

may depend.

"It has been said many, many times, thai 'goods well
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NBILMoCARNEY. Prop. W MiCARNEY. Manaoef

THE PROVINCIAL
Liadinu Commercial Hotel. GANANOgiTE, ONI

Located in Heart of Butineaa 8ection. Tan Firat claaa Sample Rooma.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAKER, PROP. GALT, ONT

Firat-olaaa accommodation for Commercial Men.

WINDSOR HOTEL, ^TulT
This I louse is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side ol

Queen Street. The roomg are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
to guests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TVIWCR XTATT7T GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.
HJVV.Ei.tt, XlUirj J-/, BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-ctaas hotel is moat conveniently Bituated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from Post and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction
and principal clubs. Five minutes from railway station and steamer stallinga, and
near to all principal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Mrs. FRASER

Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished cottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMARARA.)

Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Terms
Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Manageress,
E. COTTAM.

WINTER RESORT- Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OP SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwkn, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co.,
29 Broadway, New York.

ALCOHOLISM
The best

treatment
for all per-

s o n s a f-

ie ted with the disease of drunkenness, is known only to

DR. MacKAY, Address City Mall, Montreal, Que.
Absolutely private treatment.

THETELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

boughi are twice sold.' hut it can also be reiterated here

iii.it no in.itti-i how closely the goods are purchased, 01

however quickl) bhej may be disposed "f through

ii" an nt "i human acumen will prevent financial dis-

aster unless the purchase price of saCes shall be promptly
collected, li is not so much a question ol large 01

ready sales .is wise credits that should appeal to the

miiiil ol ihe salesman Wfral doth it profit him if the

accounts contracted through his efforts are not col

lectible ' His labors are as so much Dead Sea fruit.'
'

THE POWER TO PLEASE

Till-; power to please is a tremendous asset. What
can he more valuable than a personality which al-

ways attracts, never repels? It is not only valu-

able in business, but also in everj field of life. It makes
statesmen and politicians, it brings clients to Hie lawyer,

and patients to Hie physician. It is worth everything to

the clergyman. No matter what career you enter, you

cannot overestimate the importance ol cultivating that

charm of manner, those personal qualities, which attract

people to you. They will take the place of capital or

influence. They are often a substitute for a large am.

ount of .hard work.

Some men attract business, customers, clients, pati-

ents, as naturally as magnets attract particles of steel

Everything seems to point their way, for the same rea

son that the sleel particles point toward the magnet,—
because they are attracted.

Such men are business magnets. Business moves to-

ward them, even when they do not apparently make half

so much effort to get it as the less successful. Then
friends call them "lucky dogs." But if we analy/.e these

men closely, we find that they have attractive qualities

There is usually some charm of personality about them
that wins all hearts.—Success.

A COTTON TREE.

IX
Mexico is found a cotton tree that produces cotton

of a quality equal to that of the southern states.

Instead of requiring new planting each year, as is the

case in the United States, this tree is perennial and
grows to a height of thirty feet. It is a hardy tree,

growing to advantage on the dry, arid, rocky, plains of

Mexico. Where it is cared for and aided in its growth by
irrigation it becomes exceedingly fertile. The leaf, form
of growth, blossom, boil and cotton, are exactly like

those of the cotton plant. The tree, which lives for

twenty-five or thirty years, begins bearing a lucrative

crop in its (bird year. The cultivation is very simple

and economical, practically the only expense during the

life of Hie tree being Hie harvesting of the crop, an ex-

pense which is very small owing to the cheapness ol

labor. The cot ion makes a very desirable cloth, and the

natives spin and weave it for their clothing.

TO HARNESS THE STARS.

A\l\\
who is fond of working out statistics and as-

tronomical calculations, figures that the cotton
factories of Lancashire. England, at present spin

about 155,000,000 miles of thread a day. so that in six

seconds they make enough to go around the earth. In one

month they spin enough to reach from here to the moon.
The product of eighteen days would reach from the sun
in Sfeptune. Counting 311) working days in the year, it

would take them, at this rate. 500 years 10 spin enough
thread to reach the nearest star.

13D
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Tlili list Is for t as purpose of plaoing retailors,

manufacturers' jobbers and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent aocountanU

and auditors whose serrices are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books.

Leading Canadian

Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing aceounts, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stook companies,
derising speoial office systems, making collec-

tions and inTestigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

DAVID H08KINS, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant. Auditor, Financial Valuator.

17 Wellington Street East, - Toronto, Canada.

This Space $15 a Year.

JENKINS A HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountants,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.

liii Toronto Street Toronto.
494 Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list Is for the purpose of plaoing manufao-

•urers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the

legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the oolleotlon of aoeounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organisation of oompanlss, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to Mao Lean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TTJPPER, PHIPPEN * TTJPPER,

Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg. - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & OHAUVIN
Advocates Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Ohas.
A. Duolos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

B1ATTY, BLACKSTOOK, FASKEN, RIDDELL & MABEE
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin. K.C.. Clerk of the Peace.
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,

B.C L. ; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-

ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.

24 Kin» St. W , Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

8. C. Mewburn, E. H. Ambrose,
Hamilton, Ont

WM. A. MoLEAN
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.

Head Office. Guelph, McLean's Block.
Branch Office, Acton, Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

ROBINSON & GREEN LOUGHEED & BENNETT,
Barristers, Solicitors. Etc. Barristers, Solicitors, Advocates, etc.

John A. Robinson. John R GREEN. Calgary, Can. Cables: Loiurheed, Calgary This space $30 per year.

Solicitors for the Imperial Bank of Solicitors for : Bank of Montreal. Cana- :

Canada, the Southern Loan & Savings dian Bank of Commerce, Bank of Nova
Ov. St. Thomas, Ont. I Scotia. Merchants' Bank of Canada.

Educational Department.
The following Institutions for the education
of business men's sons and daughters are

recommended by this paper

:

St. Margaret's College, Toronto
A Boarding and Day School for Girls.

Thorough courses in every department.

Only teachers of the highest aoademical and professional standing employed.

OEORGE DICKSON, M.A., MRS. GEORGE DICKSON,
Direotor. Lady Principal.

This space $30 per year.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal.

nERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of fu rnishlugcommercial reports to our subscribers gives prom p

and reliable information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim

Tel. Main 108*,.

Make Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

R. FLAWS & SON MftnchesterBldg., Melinda 8t

Dry Ooods Commission Agents.

TORONTO,

Representing

8. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwriqht & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Hosiery and Underwear,

Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.

,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

ACME
Stapling Machine
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H & L. Sure Shot and H & L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
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or your Fall tradycpx\$q$tft&fond our Furs

U JUL 24 190
4"

m 1 eblenish your swck and

pon their own merits they /nilJffiuuJdy sell.

make your trade lively.
99

atisfactionyou will get bymandlingour products.

V.ArthurPaquet, Quebec

The Bishop Label
Is the protection of every

dealer and every buyer

of Fur Robes and Fur

Coats.

The Bisho
Fur Robes and CoaLs

Are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

The

J. H. BISHOP
Company

Sandwich, OnL.
Wy*ndott«, MicH. Tientsin, Chini

334 Broadway, New Yorh
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* CANADIAN FUR TRADE *

FUR travelers have oearly all rounded up i licit

grounds, and the "boys" generally return with

glowing reports of generous orders. Soaring

prices have but served to arouse interest on

the part of the trade, and retailers every-

where have shown a steady disposition to cover where-

ever possible. It is more than likely that good pells

will be scarce along in November and December, when re-

peats come to hand. Conditions now are extremely quiet

taste. The Russian blouse and girdle effect in various

lengths continues a leader. Astrachan jackets are the

same old staple as formerly, and the usual amount of

business has been done. German trade takes hold of

these strongly. An exceptional business has been done

on coon coats, especially in the west. This is practically

the only fur on a par in price with years ago, and keen

competition has placed them in buyer's favor. Fur lined

coats for men with muskrat linings and otter trimmings

[nterior~\>f L. E. Miller's Fur Store

in a business way. although all factories are rushed to

the limit.

Fur buyers have shown increased confidence in muffs

and neck pieces. Flat muffs and flat neck pieces are the

prevailing fashion for populous districts. Smooth furs

are much favored in these. Some of the new muffs are

very beautiful and rich in appearance. They are very

light in weight. The business in all fur garments is kept

up to the standard of one year ago.

Persian lamb has held its own. This fur has a cer-

tain refined appearance which appeals to those of good

are just as good as ever. Fur lined ladies' jackets are

much talked of. A fur lined cloak is comfortable with
its wide, full sleeves, and is withal a fashionable gar-

ment.
Seal Jacket is SeizabJe.

The interesting case contested by J. E. McComber to

establish the right of seizing fur garments in default of

payment has been decided. As outlined last month, the

lady owing for the jacket, after same had been seized

by the sheriff, opposed the sale as being exempt under

the law, and an article of necessity in our rigorous cli-

mate. Mr. McComber contested this successfully. It was
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A WORD TO FUR BUYERS.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Persian, Russian and

Gray Camb jackets
Thare Isn't a Question About
Our Styles. Prices Are Right.

An Indication of Our Styles.

A Persian Lamb Jacket showing new Blouse effect and new sleeve

Did you ever realize the ad\ antage ol buying from stock, instead ol

from sample ? You can do so from us, It will pa) you to see our com-
plete lines. We're ready for you.

Nol E nil' N \MV. VND \i'i'K BSS.

516 St. Paul Street. - - Montreal

established thai tin- seizure was on a judgment of $155,

and that it was nol shown thai Die coal was a necessity.

Consequently the contestation was maintained and the

appeal dismissed with costs, This case establishe

valuable precedent in (lie fur u

OPTIMISTIC FUR TALK.

Ft its have been worn as articles of dress from the

time Adam and Eve laid by their aprons of fin

leaves and donned coats of skins. In every age, in

every land, have furs served the human race as protection

against the elements and for personal adornment. In

every zone from frigid to torrid the skins of animals are

used in some form for personal service. In the frozen

north-land they are bedding and clothing to keep out the

cold; at the baked and steaming equator they are (
illgs of houses In Keep nut the llt'a t

.

There is no substitute for skins and furs that can

be used by those races npt advanced sufficiently to make
cloth; nor, for our own highly developed civilization is

there any more useful and ornamental article of attire.

What stylish woman— the ullimate achievement of

any land, at any age—can consider her wardrobe com-

plete without a coat of seal from icy Alaska, or of lamb

fi om sunny Persia ?

The pelts of all the fur-bearing animals of the earth

ma\ be found somewhere used for comfort and adorn-

ment of man and womankind— in the form of neckwear,

muffs and coats; as trimmings for hats and gowns; as

robes, rugs and coverings of all kinds.

No other clothing, whatever its form and material,

is ever quite so rich, so effectively luxurious, as thai

made of, or, at least, trimmed with fur. The "better

half" of our own country has long since realized this

fad of style, .mil the discovery been passed on to the

half that pays the bills. Even the latter half, "mere

I.'. 1
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LEAK COATS
Newest and strongest line of Fur Coats on the

market are being shown at our salesrooms,

5-7 RECOLLET STREET
M anufactu red by

LEAK FUR MANUFACTURING CO.
of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
Members of Canadian Mfrs.' Assoc.

iBU%£iffii~j^-"'. "
'

" "'

• iSfipteL

^H 'wlV
JflriWSllI^

F^SM«Jfe"4w
f-^SiEPIP^/

BARE FACTS FOR FUR BUYERS
Skins used in the garments turned out of my factory were purchased before

the great rise in price.

Careful selection in their purchase, taste in the designing of styles, expert
workmanship producing rare combinations that bring out the beauty of every
fur, make my line highly satisfying to representative buyers.

A LEADER
No. 1 Near Seal Jackets, Russian Blouse style,

Japanese Mir.k Collar and Revens. Price in quantities

of not less than three, $36.75 each.

The Japanese mink on these garments have been
specially dyed for nit- in Germany, and they are so
true to nature that it is impossible for any but an
expert to tell them from Canadian Mink.

Everything in Furs

TRADE MARK

NEVER ON POOR FURS

Giving the best service and satisfaction to the consumer, and thus enabling you to hold your trade and obtainyour neighbors
. In no prior season have I offered values of equal comparis6n or a line of such magnitude enabl-ing you to earn excellent profits, and at the same time do full justice to your trade

SEE MY TRAVELLERS OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES, EXPRESS PAID.

A. J. ALEXANDOR, 504-506 St. Paul Street, - - MONTREAL
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man," has become envioui ol women's monopolj of so

tasteful and luxurious a range ol apparel, as is evidenced

by the evei increasing number of richly fur lined and fui

trimmed overcoats worn wheuevei the temperature af-

fords slightest occasion, This passing Winter the

streets of everj huge city in America have been studded

with fur dressed men, who, bu1 fbj their long strides

and easy manners, might well be taken for princes and

barons of foreign lands.

For we in this country are only "waking up" to an

age of fur finery thai Russia, France and Germany have

long enjoyed. In America the trade in furs is still

young. Dr. Osier lias stoutly held, and, as in other in.

dustries, so in this, the time will come when all furs

will be American, let the skins belong to whatever clime

they may.—Nugent's Bulletin.

it ion through handling and exposure must be care-

fully guarded against. Moreover, in the ordinary dry
goods store the demand for furs is not so constant as to

require continual showing.

Km ihc.se reasons glass cases of some kind must be

installed. Our illustration shows an admirable arrange-

ment of cases for keeping and showing furs. The interior

is that of the store of L. E. Miller, Yonge street, To-
ronto. Every article on the display floor is enclosed in

glass, and the result is altogether convenient and
elegant.

This is what should be aimed at in every case The
fur department should carry with it an atmosphere of

distinction. The goods are not ordinary or common, and
the idea of richness and elegance should be developed in

the arrangement and furnishings. The department, how-

Fur Stock Room of L E. Miller.

AN IDEAL FUR DEPARTMENT.

CONSIDERATIONS of attractiveness are as important

as economy of space and convenience of location in

arranging the fur department. Drygoodsmen have

at last become seized of the advantages of keeping furs,

ami as the vogue of furs increases from year to year,

merchants are naturally turning their attention to the

proper maintenance of this department. As the wealth

and general prosperity of the country advance, Hie sale

of furs will assuredly increase. It is a noteworthy fact

thai the popularity of articles frequently is in direct

proportion to their cos:. So at the present time dealers

are looking forward to a record season, not so much in

spite of the higher prices of the raw furs as in conse-

quence of them.

How to handle the furs is a question requiring much
thought. They cannot he displayed like ordinary goods,

their value prevents them being Mealed so lightly l)e-

ever small it lie, must he in a quiet spot, where ready

access can be had to proper mirrors. The customer who
is considering the purchase of a piece of fur, or a fur

coat, should he free from the distraction of others con-
stantly passing backward and forward.

Then a case to hold the furs, besides its necessity for

purposes of preservation of stock, adds greatly to the

impression which is made on the prospective buyer. The
customer, if she sees you take the fur from a handsome
rase, feels at once that the article must be good to de-

mand such treatment. That is a point gained right at

the outset.

The location of the department in any particular

store depends on local conditions. The size of the stock,

quality of goods carried, etc., must lie considered. The
principles underlying the arrangements, however, are in

all cases the same. The stock must be so arranged as to

appeal to the fancy of customers withoul being made
common by indiscriminate display.
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FURS! FURS!
I aid in closest touch with European ami Asiatic

markets. Persian, Grey Lamb and Russian Sables a

specialty.
I make a Specialty of exporting Furs. The best market

price will be paid for all kinds of Raw Furs.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED
RETURNS HADE PROHPTLY

N.B.—The best prices paid for Beeswax and for Ginseng

HIRAM JOHNSON
Importe

E
r

x
a

p

nd
rter ,

494 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
Rkferexce—Bank of British North America.

FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FURS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up to date for everything in the fur line.

EXPERIENCED HANDS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY PRICE IS RIGHT.

PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSED,
WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any special garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

SPECIALTY—MUSK RAT JACKETS, ALSO STOLES AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices.

Charles Nebulung
4 Phillips Square - - Montreal

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

eROOKSBAK"
PERMANENT FINISH

. WILL NOT COCKLE
]fc SHRINK OR SPOT M,

Robinson & PIackay
Dyers * Finishers— LEEDS

ENGLAND STT/VCV

THE

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition
and Improve in Stock.

T. RICKARD <ft CO.,
20 Cheapside,

London, E. C.

A full range of up-to-date makes in

Black and Colored SILKS stocked,

including two qualities of plain
ENGLISH SILKS.

Samples with Pleasure.

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be
the shower of May or the Btorm of November, her neat cloth dress will
remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
t came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mare.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'Pirle' stamp on it.as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.
"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY e» SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENOLAND
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THE SILK HOUSE
*o^V^ (

FALL
v^^ &r + 1905
European Silks

Japanese Silks

GUARANTEED TAFFETA&
GUARANTEED PEAU-DE SOIE
COLORED TAFFETAS

LOUISINEv
TA.MALINE.
CHIFFON TAFFETA
PAILLETTE.

FANCY SILK IN ALL MAKES
ETC., ETC.

Chinese Silks

JAl'AN TAFFETAS ALL COLORS.
NATURAL WHITE HABUTAIS
HEAVY BLACK HABUTAIS
BROCADED HABUTAIS (BLACK AND WHITE)

ETC., ETC.

SHANGHAI PONGEES
SHUN TANG PONGEES

ETC , ETC.

Silk Handkerchiefs For Ladies' and

Gents' use

PLAIN HANDKERLHlEI-S, ALL GRADES AND SIZES.

INITIAL HANDKERCHIEFS,
PRINTED HANDKERCHIEFS, UP-TO DATE DESIGNS
HAND EMBROIDERED H ANDKERCHIHFS.
XMAS. HANDKERCHIEFS.

Silk Windsor Ties For Ladies and

Children.

FRINGED WINDSORS (ALL COLORS)
DRAWN WORK WINDSORS
CHECKS, TARTANS, PLAIDS AND DOTS.

Silk Piano Drapes H \ND EMBROIDERED DRAPES
BROCHE SILK DRAPES.

MANUFACTURERS AMD IMPORTERS

n. ISHIftAWA & CO
YOKOHAMA AND TORONTO

i.ij
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Dress Goods
THAT ARE SELLING

for Fall trade. We call the attention of buyers to four

ranges from our Dress Goods Department that have had

an enormous sale for the coming season.

Chiffon Broadcloth (52-inch)

A soft, silky finish in a special costume weight in 21 colorings.

Can be retailed at a good profit for $1.50 per yard.

Waterproofed Tweeds (54-inch)

A range of exclusive styles to retail at 65c , 75c. f $1.00 and
$1.25 yard.

Worsted Tartans (54-inch)

Manufactured exclusively for our trade, from our own designs.
Both weight and style suitable for Autumn or Winter wear. Can
be retailed at $1.50 yard.

Figured Lustres (27-inch)

A popular line at a popular price. We have had over fifty
thousand yards of this quality, and our Fall repeats are larger
than ever. Fifteen colors and ten designs in cream. Can be

retailed at 25c. yard.

^hese lines will sell quickly and pay well, give satisfaction

to your customers and increase interest in your Dress

Goods Department.

NISBET & AULD
TORONTO
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A

DRIVE -'-

DAMASKS
A special purchase of loom union damasks

that enables us to sell perfect goods at prices

usually paid for jobs.

60-inch. Ten Good Designs . . . 26|c, worth 28c.

70-inch. Eight Good Designs . . 28^C, worth 32c.

We solicit letter orders for these goods, as

we know you will be pleased with the values.

NI5BET & AULD
TORONTO

HO
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DRESS
FEATURES OI

GOODS
- THE TRADE

H
OT weather has come at last, but too late to

benefit to any extent the sorting trade, for

in both the retail and wholesale end of the

trade every effort is made to clear out Spring

lines of dress fabrics. Buying for the Fall

trade is very active, and a good season is confidently

expected. The encouraging crop_ reports which have been

received from all parts of the Dominion have served to

put heart and spirit into the trade. Also, as there is no

sign of a drop in the particular grades of wool from
which the fashionable dress fabrics are made, and as

repeats in the majority of cases must mean advances,

merchants are inclined to anticipate their wants. There
are other points also in favor of early buying; assort-

ments are intact and better selections can be made, and
deliveries are much more likely to come to hand with
reasonable promptness, and the merchant has the goods
on hand when he wants them.

Mohairs.

Mohairs up to date have been taken for Fall with
freedom, though most buyers admit that they are not an
ideal fabric for the Canadian Winter. Those retailers who
have bought mohairs should insist on early deliveries and
push them for the early season trade, though no doubt
because of the favor fashion is now showing them, par-

ticularly in the larger centres, there will be a fair de-

mand for certain lines and colors during the Winter.
Melanges and shot effects in undecided checks and stripes,

broken checks and tartans, particularly in blue and green,
are popular, and for blouses and shirtwaist suits there
are fancy lustres in pastel shades, and also cream grounds
with a fairly large colored spot or figure.

The vogue of mohair fabrics is another indication of

the independent stand this continent is taking in the
matter of style. Although practically all the mohairs
sold in Canada and a very great portion of those sold in

the United States are manufactured in Bradford, it was
i he United States that created the present vogue, and
it is only now that any interest is being evinced in this

fabric in the Old Land. Some enquiry is coming from the
buyers of high-class goods in the West End of London for

mohairs for dress and race-coat purposes.

Plain Cloths.

The Fall season of 1905 is developing largely into one
in which plain cloths are in the lead. Face cloths, such
as broadcloths, boxcloths, etc., are the strongest sellers.

Venetians, ama/.ons, light-weight colored cheviots, and
even light-weight colored friezes, are doing extremely well.
Serges are in demand both in fine French serges and in
the wider and rougher effects. In all these cloths, how-
ever, fashion favors light weights; for skirts are expanding
and so much material is now used that the weight and
bulk of a heavy cloth would be intolerable. This matter
of longer lengths, too, must be taken into consideration
when buying is done, since 7, 8, and even 9 yards of
double-width material are used for a dress as now made.

Cashmeres and henriettas have a place in Fall lines,
particularly in the better trades, hut it is said that

Spring buying will have to be reached before there is any
remarkable development in these fabrics in the general

trade.

Tweeds.

Tweeds in light weights and in choice designs have
met with a very good reception at the hands of the trade
wherever anything like a representative line has been
shown. Tweeds in light colors have been popular sellers

all through Spring, better sellers in fact than many
buyers anticipated that they would be. Tweeds in suit-

able weights and colorings promise to be in fair demand
for Fall. No stock will be complete without a selection
of plaids, in tartan effects and in subdued fancies.

Eoliennes and Crepe de Chines.

For evening wear the blight fabric idea leads, and
silk and wool eoliennes, both in plain and in a large
range of fancies, are shown. These are both spotted and
in lace stripe effects. A kind of creped eolienne is new
and has an attractive, bright effect. Pronouncedly creped
goods of the crepoa character are also shown. Crepe de
chenes, not only in all. silk, but in silk and wool, are in-
cluded in Fall selections.

Colors for Fall.

It is to color that the merchant will have to look for
variety in his dress goods stock this Fall, and in ex-
clusive trades the list will be an extended one. There
are a large number of what are termed freak shades, but
as these shades to be attractive have to be dyed on ex-
pensive cloths, they will not have a very weighty influence
on general lines.

Many buyers expected that the Summer season would
see the last of the vogue of brown, but, contrary to their
expectations, brown has sold heavily; indeed, when Fall
orders first came in, brown was decidedly in the lead.
Green, however, is running brown very closely now, and
signs are not wanting that green will lead before long,
though brown will still be extremely popular. Red, how-
ever, is a strong seller and as this color has for some
time been gaining in favor, and as red is always a good
Winter color, in all probability as the season goes on its

position will improve. It is in this color that a number
of the odd shades before referred to will be found. Navy
blue, which has had only a staple place lately, is gaining
considerable strength and is likely to obtain all of its

old-time popularity.

Silks.

It is many a long year since silks have sold so ex-
tensively as they have done in the present season and it

would seem that almost every woman has bought either
gown or coat of silk. This great popularity has, as it

were, caught the trade napping, as though a good season
was expected, it was hardly thought that silks would sell

as freely as they have done.

Though, of course, there is not the opportunity for

selling silks in the Fall that exists in the Summer trade,

yet such is the high position that silks occupy in fashion's
eyes that a very profitable season is anticipated. Soft
silks are first in demand and chiffon taffeta and paillette
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.

Greenshieids & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

PRIESTLEYS'
DRESS GOODS

IN BLACKS
Satin Cloths Venetians Rosettas

Soleils Chiffon Twill Estrellas

Roxanas Lustres Panneaus

Lucanas Mohairs Crepettes

Cordonas Sicilians

IN COLORS

Eudoras

Venetians Box Cloths Fancy Check Lustres

Panneau Cloths Colored Mohairs Colored Lustres

Estrellas Shot Lustres Cravenettes

Full range of all above now in stock

Trade Mark, Varnished Board
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Greenshields Limited, Montreal
Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.

Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

Dress Goods-Fall 1 905
SPECIAL VALUES IN

Henriettas,

Cashmeres, NOW
French Serges,

Drap D'Ete,

Broadcloths, STOCK
Chiffon Finish Serges,

IN

The above are leading materials for Fall, and were bought before recent advances
in price. Also full assortment of Eoliennes, Crepe de Chenes, Lustres and Mohairs now
in stock.

Silks and Velvets

Brocaded Velveteens,

27 inch Black Chiffon Velveteens,

Corduroy Velveteens,

Black and Colored Silk Velvets,

Colored Velveteens.

Shot and Plain Taffetas, Fancy Silks,

Scotch Plaids, Tamolines, Japanese Silks,

Messaline, Louisine and Paillettes.
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and silks of like nature lead. l.ouisines and English silks

.u u also well taken. Taffeta is staple and for many pur-

puses is indispensable. Shot silks are in high tavoi and

promise well for Fall. Small cheeks and stripes with a

ligure are also showing, but as these are exclusively

shirtwaist styles they will be rather in a minor position

for Fall. The head of one large silk importing house is

of the opinion that to push them now is to weaken their

position for the Spring trade for which their prospects

are now excellent.

That the trade is not yet tired of Japan silks is again

proved by the manner in which they are selling for Fall,

both to the cutting up and to the general trade. Indeed

it would seem as though this silk in black, white, ivory,

and cream, has a recognized place and it is likely to hold

favor for an indefinite period. In polors it has been used

for underskirts, and it is largely employed for linings and

for fancy-work purposes.

Japan silk has a rival, however, in the China silks.

These silks are brighter and there is a suggestion of

crepe effect in the weave. Silk crepe de chenes, particu-

larly those that are products of Japanese looms, are

selling well for Fall.

In silks, navy is a particularly good seller, so much so

that the trade is inclined to give it first place. Browns

and greens are about in equal favor and all shades of red

occupy a strong position.

Velvets.

The popularity of velvet is seen by the fact that

society leaders have worn velvet whenever the weather

has permitted it this Spring, and the reign of velvet will

no doubt continue through the Fall and Winter. Every-

thing points to a large sale of velvets and velveteens in

the coming season. Chiffon velvet is the style idea, but

as this is too high-priced for the popular trade, light-

weight velveteens will be substituted. However, the

manufacture of this class of fabric has been so much im-

proved that a fabric that sheds neither pile nor dye can

now be sold at a reasonable price. Indeed, chiffon velvet

has been pretty closely copied in velveteen.

Corduroy will also be extensively employed, as this

is one of the best wearing of all the pile fabrics. There

is also a talk of fancies in velvets, plaids, printed floral

effects, etc. Silk velvet is likely to be extensively used

as a trimming and velvets will also find favor extensively

with the millinery trade.

As in dress goods, browns and greens are the leading

sellers, but navy and reds are running the two first named

colors pretty close. The navy which is oftenest chosen

is a rich medium shade, named on the color card mat-

elot. In the browns are golden, a wood shade known as

brun, and a mid-shade called modore. From a long list

the chief sellers are hunters' green, emerald and bronze,

and in red, a brown red, marked cardinal, raspberry and

ruby.
Plain Materials in Premier Position.

Indications of the fabrics slated for general favor

during the coming cold season are crystalizing. Advance

orders of a generous proportion point to the fact that

retailers have decided as to the class of materials for

Fall. As prices of dress fabrics will be fully maintained

this policy cannot be censured. Raw material is still on

a high level and the production of wool suited to the

manufacture of the popular fabrics favored by fashion is

limited. Advances aggregating three cents per yard on

many materials have taken place during the month, but

until buying is done from open stock, marked advances

will not be appreciable. Plain, soft woolen fabrics are

slated for a premier position. Influential retailers and

every jobber are convinced they will win the approval of

the inevitable consumer. Broadcloths and Venetians in

many weights and peculiar finishes are talked of by every-

one to hold first position from a yardage standpoint.

Serges undoubtedly occupy second place, closely followed

by henriettas and cashmeres. These materials have all

done big business in plain goods.

Some Discrepancies.

Although buyers are united in according broadcloths,

Venetians, serges and soft woolens first position for Fall,

there is some confusion regarding the heralded vogue of

cashmeres and henriettas. The Review for many months
has banked upon this material for house wear, and sees

no reason to change its forecast. Something heavier and
more in ponformity with the Canadian climate is needed

for street wear, and a few tweed effects and mannish
designs in worsteds will fill the bill in this particular.

It is in this particular that Venetians and broadcloths

will score the biggest success as well.

Lustres, mohairs and Sicilians for early Fall for

shirtwaist suits have been thoroughly discussed in these

columns previously. Retailers are wisely stocking the

numerous varieties for late Summer trade. Fancy wor-

steds have been brought out by many houses in designs

simulating the lustres and should do a fair measure of

business. However, the vogue of plain fabrics will tend

to restrict their favor. Some tailoring checks in sedan

cloths are occupying a novelty position. The same is true

of plaid dress goods. Some centres have adopted them,

but, in general, business transacted has not been heavy.

They are only bought to liven up an extensive stock.

Fancy suitings of a quiet, unobtrusive nature are doing

all that was predicted. Meltons should not be neglected.

Small shepherds' checks are highly spoken of.

For Evening Wear.

Fancies of an unobtrusive nature find some showing

in fabrics specially designed for afternoon and evening

wear. Silk warp goods, as usual, have done the bulk of

the .business and plain materials are away at the head

of the list. Crepeolines, eoliennes and crepe de chenes,

both in wool and silk and wool, are proving very popular.

There are numerous fabrics brought out under special

names, resembling these materials, which have proved

attractive.

Color Probabilities.

As to colors, an authority, speaking to The Review,

said: "Much has been said regarding popular colors for

the ensuing season and it seems undoubted that women
will in many ways choose a color becoming and suitable

to the various occasions on which they will wear it. Pub-

lic taste is certainly favoring plain materials and this

conduces greatly to the economical buyer. Black is doing

better than in many previous seasons, and brown thus

far is demanding strong attention. Dark blue and myrtle

have exceeded first expectations. Red is coming verj

strong and purple is also well spoken or. These colors

in about the order named have been ordered by retailers

in all sections and indicate about the extent of the color

field."

TORONTO FIRM ASSIGNS.

The fancy dry goods importing firm of Jenner, Sauer,

Banneiman & Co., Melinda street. Toronto, have volun-

tarily assigned. Business has been unsatisfactory recent-

ly and it was deemed advisable to discontinue. The

assets will undoubtedly exceed the liabilities. The com-

pany has been in business for six years, and the individual

members may continue in similar lines.
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FALL "SILK.S" 1903.

VELVETS, VELVETEENS.
BLACK SILKS, »" all the Newest Weaves.

PLAIN COLORS, in Taffetas, Louisine, Taffeta Chiffon,

Messaline, Paillette, Tamaline. Exclusive ranges in Colored Fancies.

Colored Velvets, Our two numbers—Century and Premier

—in a large range of colors, all the new Fall Shades.

Velveteei\S, " Excelsior," Blacks and Colors in Plain,

Chiffon finish. Corduroy in big range of Qualities and Colors.

Delxitbam, £al(kcott $ Co.
Bay and Wellington Streets * TORONTO

It is like rowing against

the high waves, when you try

to sell silk waists that are not reliable.

It is smooth sailing
J00

h

d;

ndl ng ' able

You will not be disappointed when you

start the season right. Buy the "RELIABLE" ^
waist, and shirt waist suit, which speak for them-

selves for style, fit, finish and price. There is

none better made.

MADE BY

I. MISHKIN & CO., 1853 Notre Dame St., MONTREAL.
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"Shield Brand" Garments

are made and sold to the tune of Merit. If

they were not made that way they would not

sell that way. Merit typifies the best work on

the best material, and that is just exactly what ^ -z

WUTraqe Mark

WaiStS and

Shirt Waist Suits

typify ; hence our guarantee. Now, why not

your Fall order ? We can handle your trade

and give you satisfaction promptly. Make

no mistake, but ally yourself with "SHIELD
BRAND " Garments and steady, safe sales.

NEW YORK SILK WAIST MFG. COMPANY
40 ST. ANTOINE ST., MONTREAL
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nANUFACTURERS and jobbers report tin

aggregate of Fall business tbat betokens

confidence in separate waists for Fall and

Winter. Houses catering to staple trade are

filled up with orders and in some instances

claim they will not be able to handle any more business.

Separate waists have assuredly come to stay. Prelim-

inary trips made by the representatives of high-class

houses have produced results beyond fondest hopes.

Separate waists in most expensive styles are billed for a

larger trading then ever before. Cool weather, which has

retarded Spring business, has not lessened the confidence

for Fall.

Early Fall Sellers.

Tailored styles in light-weight woolen fabrics, as in-

dicated last month, are to occupy a prominent position.

Lustres in some form or other have been bought by

everyone in the trade. Trimmings are generally simple

and styles are such as to promote active retailing.

Scotch and French flannels, nun's veilings, challie and

velvet waists are also in this category. Plain materials

in tailored styles are in the ascendency. Fancies are good

only in limited quantities.

Where cashmere waists have been shown, a good busi-

ness has been done with them, and, because, of the grow-

ing vogue of this material, they are likely to occupy a

fairly strong position this season.

Chiffon Taffetas and Heavy Chinas.

Light-weight materials are an absolute necessity in

Canada, where houses are generally well heated, and the

silk waist finds highest favor in this particular. It is

difficult to gauge the demand for any particular fabric or

style, but it seems certain that among all classes of

stores the silk waist is assuming a foremost position.

At the present moment the demand for heavy Chinas for

Fall is excellent; especially was this noticed in the far

west. Manufacturers are constantly adding to their range

in this particular. Reports from all over show that the

taffeta silk waist is well thought of. It is gratifying to

note that the demand is for the better quality of silk-

in the chiffon finish. This, as has often been pointed out,

means the certainty of more satisfactory wear. Cheap
silks foisted upon the trade inevitably mean disaster.

It is trusted that manufacturers and buyers will still

continue to push the better qualities. Chiffon shot

taffetas are also well spoken of, one manufacturer, who
caters to the elite trade, showing a line embracing helio

and reseda, goblin and brown, etc. From present indica-

tions they should do a fair amount of business. What
about plaid silks? is the cry of many buyers. The Review
has seen orders placed by shrewd city buyers embracing

a good quantity of these. Undoubtedly the best use that

could be made of these is to brighten up the stock. In

the better lines there is always a limited demand, and

this Fall season is more than likely to see them in larger

numbers. Messalines, which have stood the test of time,

are also exploited in high-grade lines. Crepe de chenes to

retail as high as $25 are in a larger range than ever

before. White and black are principally used. All-over

lace waists are featured even more than last vear. There

is a largely-increased showing of lines to retail at $10

or better.

One firm that put out a particularly attractive line

in embroidered Japanese silks, elaborately made and

trimmed with Valencennes insertions, have done a very

big business with them. This is a line of waists where

style and quality come first.

Elaborate Styles.

As indicated some time ago, the large variety of

styles confronting buyers is almost confusing. Novelties

defy description. The elaborate dress waist of the highly-

finished silks, such as messalines, and crepe de chenes,

surpass anything heretofore. A step beyond this even, is

the chiffon and lace waist. These are all adapted for

house use. They fill the want for anything light and

dressy on many occasions. The surplice waist is finding

favor in all sections. Where it has been extensively

exploited the demand has centered. This style requires

so much expense in designing that it is difficult to imitate

in very cheap lines, consequently it has an exclusiveness

which bids fair to make it a success. The latest develop-

ment in this particular is the surplice effect back and

front. Suspender and barrel effects are slated for slight-

inquiry. They brighten up any stock. Fancy dress waists

are more elaborate than ever before. The chemisette

effect is very prominent. A marked development is noted

in smaller yokes. Laces and handwork are much used in

the trimmings, shirring is also a great deal used.

A Word About Mohairs.

Lustre and mohair waists are considered by buyers

of moderate-price lines. There are a few women who do

not want a silk garment, and mohairs fill a ready niche.

Simple tailored styles predominate, but in some sample

lines they are more elaborate. Buttons are much used for

effective trimmings. This material possesses many ad-

vantages and, exploited in waists, is eminently suitable

for a large class of women; the business woman will

readily buy them. There is both style and wear in this

waist, and the more elaborate styles can be utilized for

evening wear.

A Color Season.

While white, cream and black will, as heretofore, do

the largest share of business, colors are confidently ex-

pected to increase in popularity. There are many restric-

tions upon colored waists. White is suitable in so many
materials, ranging from lustres to crepe de chenes, and

black is in the same category, from cheap sateen waists

to elaborate crepe de chines. From present indications,

navy is to lead in the color field. Sky and nile are also

good. Brown is still keeping up, but in some quarters it

is reported to be falling off a little. Plum shades have a

novelty sale. Myrtle, drab and silvery grey are other

leading colors.

Warm Weather Demand for Lingerie Waists.

People get so used to the weather being blamed when

things do not go as expected in the dry goods trade, that

it is small wonder if they get to regard "weather condi-

tions" as a standing excuse, that, like charity, may be

made to cover a multitude of other things; but, that the

kind of weather experienced does have a very great effect

on the course of trade, and that certain kinds of weather
will either make goods go out with a rush or keep them
piled up on the merchants' shelves, is brought home
pretty plainly by the present extra season demand for

lingerie blouses, and for lawn and organdie suits.

Ever since the season opened with the initial show-

ings in January, sales have been good and lingerie

14^
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IDEAL WOMEN'S WEAR
LIMITED

Manufacturers
of

"IDEAL" BRAND

Shirt Waist Suits, Waists, Wrappers,

Dress Skirts, Underskirts,

Dressing Jackets

also

Women's and Children's Whitewear

Best of workmanship and newest designs

with the right quality of material. :: :: ::

They are

SURE TRADE WINNERS.

Try us.

IDEAL WOMEN'S WEAR, LIMITED
king and ,, TflDnwTn
BATHURST STS. » I UflUH I

U

20th CENTURY CORSET

PERFECT fit in dresses, waists and costumes, is what
is most looked for and aimed at by the leading* tailors and
dressmakers in fashionable circles—and it is next to im-

possible to attain this degree of perfection unless obstacles are
removed at the very source.

Ordinary corsets are generally responsible for many misfits
owing to the heavy steels and unnatural cut which gives to
the wearer an appearance of rigidity, besides causing garments
to crease or look clumsy and cheap in workmanship. Mosl
tailors and dressmakers do good
work, but are handicapped b\
these corsets to guarantee a per-
fect tit. especially in the back,
where the heavy steels have a
tendency to project and often
wear right through the dress
material.

The SAM LIN perfect form
and eorset combined, (patented
in all countries) is the creation of
expert designers al the instiga-
tion of fashionable tailors and
dressmakers, and can fully

guarantee perfect lit without a
sacrifice to style in the least.

Sold in everj city and town
in America and Europe. Prices,
ordinary. Discount to the trade.

Send for descriptive circulars.

F. B. SANDILANDS
Salea Manager and Distributor

fur the British Empire.

Hamilton Chambers. 17 St. John St.,

or P.O. Box 11)47 . . . MONTREAL
CORSET COMBINED

Mouses have made an excellent showing all through the

season. When the end of June is in sight, usually the

manufacturer is busy with his Fall orders and with

samples foi the coming Spring, and the lower his stork

in materials and trimmings is the hetter is he satisfied.

as the season is then practically over for him. Tin- retail

trade, too, is chiefly concerned with clearing out stock,

and is offering broken lines and snaps at reduced prices.

This year, however, the hurst of warm weather has

brought with it a new development, and there has been

an instant counter demand for more blouses, particularly

in high-class lines. Expensive organdie suits trimmed

with fine Valenciennes, to retail at $12 and up, are also

called for.

Some of these orders manufacturers are reluctantly

obliged to turn down, and others they can only partially

fill, chiefly because they have not the trimmings in stock

They also point out that merchants had the opportunity

earlier in the season to cover these possible wants and

had not enough confidence to do so.

A Summer Season Possihle.

Possibly this is a season when exceptional influences

have been at work, but The Review is inclined to think-

that it is in the nature of a permanent development, and

that a Summer season's trade in garmentdom may be

looked for. It is not so long since that a Spring season

was a very small item in ready-made garments,—speak-

ing, of course, from the view of the head of a garment

department and not from that of • any one branch of the

trade. Now it is a very considerable season and very

considerably catered for. Evidently our neighbors across

the line think that a pretty good Summer trade can be

done here, for there are, or have been, quite a few repre-

sentatives of New York houses showing washing suits in

Canada lately.

This, however, is a very healthy condition, as mer-

chants will have clean stock and be in excellent shape for

another season, and as they will have sold the most of

their stock at full rates, they will be quite ready to take

an interest in the advance lines for the Spring of Janu-

ary, '1906.

Linen Waists in the Fore.

Linen and linen-embroidered waists have been the

leading feature this year. Indeed, the difficulty has been

to obtain them, and if the available supply had been

greater, a much larger business could have been done with

them. There has been no limit to the fashion for em-

broidered linens in the States, and they have kept the

embroiderers in Europe busy—so busy that it was only

after much delay and in small quantities that the goods

could be obtained here.

It can be said with every confidence that this fashion

lias not spent itself in the country to the south of us,

and as the Canadian trade has been kept hungry for them

they are sure of a great success next year. Already

lovely patterns are finding their way here and Japan is.

with artistic and characteristic work, entering into com-

petition with Europe in this field.

INCREASED FACTORY FACILITIES.

The Canadian Mitt & Glove Co., Ingersoll. Ont., will

shortly introduce to the trade a new line of overalls and

jumpers. They are at present manufacturing canvas

mitts and aprons, and have made a great success of them.

They expect to place the new lines mentioned before the

trade in about six weeks. The company have recently

moved into a much larger and more suitable building,

where they will have every facility for rapid outpvt.

1-IS
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£fo£ t CAN ^ Cable Address : "WAIST SILK."

American silk waist co. <mSmm& -—.".—«-

sssssss yjjji 3q $T. GEORGE STREET,
SSS

HIGH-CLASS

^ x <~ r*. cm
V
^^PBHBNW^^ Montreal, July 1st, 1905

Zadies Silk Wear. ^^W^returned /

Gentlemen :— (^L*^ V?*
It has been our custom in the years^a^tH:o write to our

customers every season notifying them that we are^#e^3.y to serve them
for the coming season, and with no little pleasure-'ao we address
ourselves to you this season. We thank you for the favors shown to

us in the past, which has resulted in a very good season's business
for us, in fact exceptional to all previous seasons, and we think that
a good deal of thanks is due to our patronizers, to whom we express
our appreciation, and we in return will endeavour to please them in

the future as has been the case in the past, for our interests are

mutual.

As the Fall season is approaching we beg to advise you
that our representatives will call on you shortly and will send you
due notice before their arrival in your town, when we trust your
business instinct will prompt you to examine our lines, which may
prove beneficial to you.

It has always been our aim to show the best range and it

is needless to say that our garments are superior to all others shown,

in every respect, in workmanship, design and in general make-up, of
which fact you are no doubt aware if you have handled our goods in

the past. We have not left a stone unturned to have everything
up to date, exclusive and perfect. We have spared no time nor money
to improve on last season, and as a result we can boast of one of
the finest lines that human ingenuity can produce. Our most
efficient staff of designers have the widest experience in the
make up of High Class Ladies' Silk Wear, always working in harmony
with the other departments that help to make the garment perfect,
and as a result we have established our name throughout the Dominion
and no up to date merchant can afford to be without an assortment of
our lines.

We again thank you for the past favors shown to us, and
soliciting the continuance of your valued patronage, we beg to remain,

Ycurs truly,

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST CO,
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL \ J>

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED, Winnipeg, Man. GREENSHIELDS & CO. LIMITED, Vancouier, B.C. \ ^^

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Ready -to -Wear Department
always correct in PRICE, STYLE, FIT and FINISH

THE KIND THAT PLEASE

QUICK SELLERS

Ladies' and Misses' Waists

Ladies' Dress Skirts

Ladies' Underskirts

THERE'S A SOMETHING

about our styles that spells

Perfection. The Best Dressers
are never better dressed than
when wearing our Ready-to
Wear Garments.

Ladies'

Rain Coats
We are showing a grand

range of advance styles in these

popular Shower Proof Gar-

ments at Popular Prices.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

Ladies' Si/k

Waists
We were never in a better

position to supply your every
want in Ladies' Silk Shirt

Waists than at present. Every
one a leader and approved
style, to retail from $1.75 up.

On the Road Now
Our Travellers are showing a full range of our cele-

brated Shield Brand Ready-to-Wear Garments

and we invite your inspection.

Compare Values
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AS predicted when the Spring trade was opening up,

the return to popularity of more fitted waist styles

has been a good thing for the corset trade. The
Spring months have been decidedly good ones, and as

trade is keeping up splendidly, manufacturers are full of

orders, and are at present so busy that Fall sample lines

are as yet in an incomplete state. Some of the new
models have been too good, however, to keep, and already

orders are coming in for them.

There is a gratifying absence of pessimism in the

forecasts for the coming Fall. To quote one manufacturer,

prospects are Al, and buyers wanting Summer datings

for Fall goods are by no means unheard of, showing that

stocks are light in the retailers' hands.

The fapt that there are no startling Ayle change.':

indicated makes for confidence, and so far as tan he seen

the new models are only further developments of Spring

ideas On the American market at least there seems to

be a notable absence of freaks, though tales icome from

Paris of some elaborate affairs shown by c;ome of the

specialty corsetieres there, which include bust formers

and what is described as a harness for effacing 'he al do-

men. Suph models are, however, extreme, and one has

more than a suspicion that they are designed for the

visiting Americans rather than for serious wear.

Tendency to High Busts.

Though the very high-busted models were turned down
so sharply in the early Spring, the tendency still is strong

in this direction and the new models are perceptibly

higher though not unduly so, as manufacturers are mov-

ing with caution. There are changes, too, in the shaping

that will make the style more acceptable, and buyers,

when they are selecting either medium or full models,

should (carefully note that they are full enough under the

bust, and have enough spring in the curves. This allows

of the bust dropping easily and comfortably into place,

for it must be enclosed, not raised. To further this and

make the corset set snugly, one model has a draw-string

across the bust that, when pulled and tied, makes a kind

of return curve that gives a particularly nice shape. This

quick curving of the bust also helps to give the much-

desired small appearance to the waist.

The deep hip even for slender figures is a feature of

the new models. The hack below the waist is deeper, and

a much deeper back is indicated in the near future. By
its means a much snuesrer effect is given over the hins

In fact, the whole tendency is towards a much longer

skirt, and to make it comfortable when sitting, the curve

over the thigh has to be carefully designed.

Improvement in Canadian Models.

There is a wonderful improvement seen in the new

Canadian-made models. Thev are beautifully finished and

extremely dainty in appearance. There is a new popular-

priced model shown by one firm in batiste, built on

original lines and embodying all the latest style ideas-
higher bust, long hips, etc., that from its appearance
should be a wonderful seller. In high-class lines the most
ambitious corset yet placed on the market by any do-

mestic firm is of embroidered silk,—white, with tiny

bunches of pink rose-buds, forget-me-nots, and lilies-of-

the-vallev. This is about as far as we e^er get in colored

goods in Canada. It is almost all white and drab with
us. This corset is very fetching and it is good to know
that the trade is showing its appreciation by placing
heavy orders for it. For, after all, the efforts of a
merchant to improve the grade of corsets he sells, benefits

more than the corset department. It helps his ready-
made trade all through; it helps to make sales easier,

alterations fewer, and life more of a pleasure in the cloak
and suit department. With most women, buying a better
pair of corsets leads to the buying of better underwear
of all kinds. That merchants who are doing educational
work along these lines are making progress is proved by
the better grades of corsets which are sold each season.

Knitted Silk Fabric Corset.

Among novelties may be cited a French corset, made
of a knitted silk fabric, that clings closely to the figure.

No more hones than pan be helped are used, and the
corset is very light and comfortable but. like the girdle,

it is only suitable for slender figures. Figures that re-

quire moulding or supporting should steer clear of this

corset. Girdles and waists are here to stay, for they
fill a want. Where, for physical reasons, a corset cannot
be worn, the waist steps in, and there is also a growing
number of women who wear these waists with negligee,

attire. The majority of corset departments carry them
nowadays.

With the vogue of the more defined figure, comes a big
demand for bust formers, hip-pads, etc., while on the
other hand are bust supporters or brassieres. Of these
there are manv kinds; some are boned waists, while others
fit over the corset. Indeed, there is a corset to he had
that has the brassieres attached. It is fastened at the
hack by elastic and is lightly boned and laced up the
front.

New Corset Factory.

The Brush Co., corset manufacturers, who have been
so many years at the corner of Bay and Adelaide streets,

'

have moved into the new factory recently completed at
the corner of Pearl and Simcoe streets, on the old Upper
Canada College grounds. Special efforts are being made
to handle business during the change, hut if any delay is

caused it must be remembered that moving a manufactur-
ing plant is no small matter. The additional facilities
in the new place will amply make up for the present
inconvenience. The new factory is thoroughly up to date
in every particular.

SAXONY LACE AND TRIMMINGS TRADE.

FOR some time past the lace and dress trimmings in-
dustries in the Erzgebirge and Vogtland, in Saxony,
have not been prospering. Four or five years of

unparalleled prosperity are being foUowed by a general
depression; wages are sinking, and many firms are at the
point of bankruptcy. The relations between manufacturers
and workmen are not satisfactory. Although no such
conflict as that which proved so ruinous to Crimmitz-
schau last year is pending, still the outlook is not en-
couraging. Tt is claimed that too many new firms have
been established, and that the increased competition has
exerted its influence equally upon the market price of the
goods manufactured and the rate of wages. Another main
cause is the war in the Far East and the inability of
many Russian firms to meet their obligations to manu-
facturers here.
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LACES.

IN
the. lace, as in other departments, the cold weather

has retarded the current of retail trade. This,

of course, has also reacted on the johbing houses,

and they are now making special inducements to

force goods out. Net tops in various widths did a

good early business at a good profit, but at present they

are recorded quiet. Valenciennes, which is always a good

Summer lace, and which is now in special favor, is per-

haps the only lace that is in good demand. The retail

trade has done extremely well with boxed goods, adver-

tised as mill ends. This is, of course, regular stuff put

sp in short ends, especially to boom trade, and these

boxed lots can often be picked up at attractive prices.

Taking it altogether, however, the trade in both wholesale

and retail circles can be characterized as fair.

Buying for the Fall season is now engaging the atten-

tion of the trade. The volume of trade in laces for the

Pal] season is small in comparison with that of Spring;

but as those sold are of a much higher grade, and conse-

quently much more expensive, the Fall returns make a

fairly respectable showing. This season the tendency

for handsome and expensive laces is strongly marked,

and the inquiry is largely along these lines. Laces are

just as requisite as a trimming for the coming Fall, but

perhaps they are hardly as lavishly used, though the fact

thai better laces are called for amply makes up the differ-

ence.

There is no doubt of the fact that net laces will oc-

enpy a very fair position, for there are many uses for

which only this type of lace is suitable. Point de Venise

is well spoken of. Lace nets and lace net robes are

shown, and all-overs are in their usual place for yokes.

There is, however, a decided feeling for the heavier

laces, afid baby Irish and guipures are expected to find

favor. In these heavy laces may be included baby Irish

with embroidered linen effects, and guipure with the

same. These are the latest novelties. Irish patterns

are not confined to white only, but are most effectively

reproduced in black, and the pretty allover shown is

equally harndsoine in either black or white. Cream is

also seen in Irish patterns, but is not particularly at-

tractive. Heavy black silk laces in raised floral and
button effects in intricate designs, though quiet now, are

staple for Fall and Winter selling . The Review is

informed from a reliable source that the novelty in silk

laces is the revival of " Spanish." This lace is about
the best wearing and most attractive of all silk laces,

and when fashionable 10 or 12 years ago had a most
extensive run. When travelers were out with this lace

a curious fact was unearthed, showing that retailers did
not in those days clear stocks as they do now. There
were quite a few of them who had stocks of these laces
in their possession, left over from when they were las!

worn.

In Paris d 'esprit net, both in black and white, is in
great favor for evening, dinner and 1h?atre gowns. The
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skirt is very full and mounted with close-set gathers.

Two flounces, either put on straight, or in scallops, or

Vandykes, are the accepted trimming, and each flounce is

finished with a narrow lace frill headed with a tiny ruche

of frayed-out taffeta, or of narrow ribbon. When this

style is chosen the lace is a light one, but some hand-

some dresses of net are encrusted with Irish and other

heavy laces. When the net is black the lace is often

touched with black spangles also. The fashion of com-

bining two or more laces is still in vogue. Dressmakers

find it much too useful and effective to dispense with.
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Baby Irish with Embroidered Linen Effects Introduced.

Lace import samples for Spring, 1906, delivery in

December and January, will be shown the trade this

month. Agents are confident that selections are more com-

plete and contain newer effects than ever before. They
report Nottingham and Calais markets as very busy,

which augurs well for Spring, 1906. Samples in jobbers'

hands verify these statements. There are many mer-

chants who can make advantageous selections at attrac-

tive prices from these lines, buying their staples in this

manner and awaitine- the arrival of novelties later in the

season. Prices range from eight to .nearly twenty per

cent, lower than stock orders, for obvious reasons.

Samples contain the usual proportion of Oriental net tops,
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\ als, and torchons, and a few other imitation I

Staple patterns have a goodly showing, but here and there

innovations l*nd a place. Each .set of samples shows a

surprising strength of Oriental net tups. Every confi-

dence is placed in fehem. Yals show a tendency to es-

cape from the stereotyped floral designs to combinations

of various sized spots from pin beads to polka dots.

Those raised spot effects occupy a very strong position.

An ingenious novelty is a point d 'esprit val, with a

ehocheted edge. Many mercerized vals are also notice-

able. Two-toned vals, which had a showing this Sprkig,

are in a larger range. Torchons show a tendency to

hut ton effects also.

TRIMMINGS.

THE range of trimmings for Fall will be a somewhat
lest ricted one, as only for evening and reception

gowns will there be any call for elaborate trim-

mings. The tendency is to plain tailored gowns, and only

a little braid or braid trimming for the vest effect is

called for. Even when the gown is of a more dressy

variety the trimmings are either of the goods or of piece

silk or velvet. Trimmings of braid and lace stitches, em-

Irish Crochet Allover.

broidered cloth, etc., and, indeed, everything that can be

used for the front of the coat or for the prevailing vest,

are selling. Vests of white silk, embroidered in pastel

shades, with the high military collar attached all ready

to slip inside the front of the gown, after the style of the

one illustrated last month, are meeting with great favor.

There are one or two novelties in pull braids, and a new
idea is a braid that pulls on both edges. The big trade

for Fall so far has been done, however, in plain wood
silk braids in colors to match the materials, and the

trimming buyer, when selecting his stock, will do well to

have the dress goods sample book before him, as it is

most important that the braids selected match the colors

shown in the dress department. Narrow fancy braids and

gimps are also in good demand. They, too, come in

colors to match the gown.

Spangle Irimmings are well thought of, but for the

popular trade in black only. The colored and opalescent

effects are shown only in the high class trade, and then

most frequently they are only used in conjunction with

embroideries of ribbon and silk.

UMBRELLAS.

WITH the proverbial Summer quietness reigning su-

preme in retail circles, manufacturers are already

figuring on Christmas novelties and Spring lines.

It is difficult at this early date to forecast accurately

just what will meet the approval of the trade, but a

glimpse at the new handles dailv arriving affords an in-

teresting subject. In no industry has such a wonderful

development taken place during the last few years.

Values are simply astounding, anil the novelties created

are bewildering in the extreme.

In men's better grade umbrellas the opera shape is

still favorably regarded. The natural root wood, with

neat sterling and gold trimmings, is in the ascendency.

Among the newest effects is the inlaid partridge wood
handles, which this season won a fair measure of ap-

proval, and are looked upon with confidence for Fall and

the ensuing Spring. Pure horn handles of ingenious shape

meet the requirements of high-class trade. For Christ-

mas trade beautiful effects in pearl and gold, ivory and

gold, will be shown. They are good in limited quanti-

ties.

Ladies' handles show a marked falling off of celluloid

goods, in favor of pearl, ivory and horn effects. Pearl,

which has so long been a staple in the trade, is enlivened

by additional gold and silver trimmings. The newest

varieties in pearl are stained to imitate many rich and

appropriate shades. The opera handle is as prominent as

ever. Horn handles are distinguished by beautiful unique

gold mounts, such as the combination of a twisted wire

an the lower part of the hand'.e, circling three times.

Gunmetal effects baffle description, with sterling silver

mounts inlaid with imitation, and often real jewels. In-

laid work is also very prominent in pearl and partridge

work. The club handle shows the usual variety of heavy

embossed work in sterling silver and gold.

BUTTONS.

BUTTONS are likely to be extensively employed, not

only for their legitimate use, but also as a trim-

ming. Small buttons in groups will be seen, and

larger ones also as a finish to strap or tab. The idea of

a centre with a contrasting rim seems to have been taken

up pretty extensively, as it comes in all lines. Carved

pearl, bone and metal centres are seen with rim of brass

or gunmetal. The shaded enamel buttons that were in-

troduced last year are again shown, and there are some
pretty effects in them. Fancy effects are a good deal

sought after, and carved pearl and metal combined are

seen. Pearl tinted to match materials come in all sizes

Covered buttons are much in evidence, and there is a

wide range of crochet effects. Velvet buttons are coming

into vogue, and will likely be inquired for in the coming

Fall.

RIBBONS.

POSSIBLY ribbons on this market have hardly had

quite the extensive measure of success that was an-

ticipated, but nevertheless the season has been a

particularly good one, and there is no sign of any falling

off in fashion's favor for Fall. On the contrary Dame
Fashion is finding new uses for them. The vogue of the

suspender waist has created new ways of using ribbons

that transform a plain waist into a dressy one in short

order. There are belts and brettelcs, smart lit tie boleros

and ribbon garnitures of many kinds showing. These

will be very acceptable when the season of indoor enter-

tainments commences in the fall. Heads of departments

wiH find lots of ideas in the fashion papers, and one or

If)4
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two might wiih advantage be copied and shown on a

form in the department. Some ol the new garnitures for

waists might be arranged over crepe paper very eflec-

bively, and would help sales and give helpful hints as to

the many new ways ol using ribbons. In Pans now they

are wealing with garnitures of this description butterfly

bows to match as trimming on the skirts, poised where
fancy dictates, or as a (inish for a fold or other trim-

ming.

Ribbons with a rich, high lustre satin surface, light

in weight and of soft and supple finish, are still leading

style. Changeables are again showing, and warp prints,

which have had an exceptionably good season, are being

brought out again in rather large designs for Fall.

Ribbon ve'vets are highly spoken of as a dress trim-

ming. It is said that graduated rows of ribbon velvet

will be pretty extensively employed for this purpose, and

neck velvets are also talked of.

VEILINGS.

SO far this season the big end of the business has been

done in tuxedos and mesh veilings. The colored veii is

much in evidence, but magpie or complexion nets

have had a good season, and the demand has been for

piece goods rather than the made veil. Taking it alto-

gether, although veils are very generally worn, the wear-

ing of two or three veils at the same time has passed.

The style idea is to have the veil in color match the

hat, and consequently all the latest colors are seen in

veiling. There is a preponderance of light shades, but,

perhaps because the weather has not been favorable to

the white hat, very few white veils have been as yet

seen, but as soon as my lady takes to her Summer white,

when all must match, then it is expected will come the

call for white veils. As yet this year the pastel shades,

champagne, reseda, hello, pale blue and grey, brown also

in medium shades, and white hairline nets with either

chenille or velvet dots, have had a good season. The
length called for varies from l\ yards to three, with the

shorter length selling most frequently.

The season for the drape veil has hardly arrived yet,

but a little later chiffon-made veils are expected to be in

evidence. Dots are the chief embellishment, and a dark-

colored dot in the same color on a lighter ground is what
is shown. Thus a champagne or light brown veil will

show a dark brown dot, a light blue a navy, a reseda a

myrtle, etc. The embroidered veils follow the same
fashion, but come also with both veil and embroidery of

the same color. Now that the veil season is drawing
near new ideas in wearing them are coming to the front.

The latest arrangement is a square veil thrown over the

hat and secured with pins to the crown and coming low

at the back and sides. This veil is not draped or tied,

but falls in the natural folds. It has the merit in the

milliner's eyes, at any rate, of not hiding the trimmings

of the hat. It covers and protects them, but as there

are no folds they ai# plainly seen. The wearing of this

style of veil is a good idea for protecting the hat when
traveling.

bad a small showing on this market, as it was almost
impossible to obtain repeats, lush, Swiss and Japanese
embroideries may be looked for also. Hand work is also

being closely mutated by machine made goods, and not
mily blouses, but also robes, aie promised for another

The vogue of heavy hand embroideries has brought
about a return to favor of blind work, and blind em-
broideries, blind and open work, and blind and broderie
anglaise are shown in never ending combination. As
corset cover embroideries have sold so well in the season
of 1905, the lines for 1906 are sure to be extensive, and
so long as the sheer shirt waist is worn just so long
will these embroideries continue in strong demand, as an
elaborate cover can be fashioned from them with little

trouble. The newest have a ruffle of Valenciennes hem-
stitched to the edge with one, two, or even three, rows
of beading.

For the Fall lace-like embroideries worked on fine

batiste are showing. These are a high novelty for trim-
ming gowns of the same, and also for use on silk, and
silk and wool fabrics.

EMBROIDERIES.

EMBROIDERIES have been high in fashion's favor all

the season, and there is no sign of a change on the

part of the fickle lady. Indeed, the vogue seems
likely to grow, since not only are the Swiss embroideries

more in evidence than for many seasons past, but hand
embroideries on linen and silk are greatly favored. Em-
broidered waist patterns on both silk and linen are sure

of i more complete showing next year. These have only
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COMMON LACE TERMS DEFINED.

JOBBERS and various importing houses report an in-

creasing tendency to confusion on the part of re-

tailers in identifying common lace varieties, which
often results in much loss of time in completing orders.

Specific informatioiii is often sadly needed. The follow-

ing list is given in the hope of lessening the trouble J ni-

hil sy retailers.

Alencon (Point d'). -Called after the city in France
where it is made. Fine needle-point lace with the ground
of double-twist thread in a semi-net effect. Is usually-

worked with horse hair on the edges to give firmness to

the cordonnet.

Allover.—Name used for all wide laces uq which the

pattern does not comprise entire widths as in fiouneings.

Applique.—Any lace in which the body and the design

are made separate.

Angleterre (Point d').-Fine Brussels pillow lace, dis-

tinguished by a rib of raised and plaited threads worked
in the lace. Shown in Moral, ornithological and geome-
trical designs.

Antique.—Hand-made pillow lace of heavy linen thread

in a large, open, rectangular knotted mesh.

Arabe (Point d').—Coarse bobbin lace made in Bel-

gium and France, as well as Arabia. Shows a large,

bold pattern cable edged, and is almost invariably in

a deep ecru tone.

Bobbin Lace.— Imitation of pillow lace. Made in

England and France.

Brides.— Slender threads connecting different parts

of a pattern.

Brussels Net.— Plain net made originally in Brussels,

but now produced in all lace manufacturing countries.

Chantilly.— Pillow lace very similar to blonde. Comes
from Chantilly, France. Made in both >ilk and cotton.

and usually seen in black.

Cluny. — Coarse-thread bobbin lace made in both linen

and cotton. Shows a close-stitch pattern darned on an

open ground.

Cork Lace.— Sweeping term used to designate all laces

of Irish make.

Cotton Lace.— All lace made of cotton.

Crochet Lace.— Any point lace made with t he crochet

hook.
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Duchesse. Pillow lace with Bne nel ground with the

patterns in raised work, volants and the like.

Esprit (Point d'). Dotted bobbinel with the .lots

rit her singly or in clusters.

Filet Lace. Any lace made wit li a square mesh net.

Footing.- Simple insertion of Brussels nel from one
in three inches in width.

Galloon, [rregular band with a fancy edge. Entire

piece often in zigzag or scallop form.

Gaze (Point de). Flemish point lace resembling poini

d'Alencon, though much softer, being without horse hair.

Guipure.— Little fancy trimming of wire cord whipped
round with silk or cotton threads, and the pattern

stitched together.

Honiton. -English bobbin lace, famed for the beauty

"I its designs. Named for the city where it was first

manufactured. Now made in Belgium, Holland and
France. Sprays sometimes made separately, and then

worked on a net—Honiton applique.

Imitation Lace.— Term used to designate any machine-

made lace as against hand-made.

Insertion.— Any narrow lace with a plain edge on

either side that admits of it being' inserted in a fabric.

Irish Crochet.—Heavy haaid-made lace, remarkable for

the beauty and distinctness of its patterns and the

startling whiteness of the linen thread used in its manu-

facture.

Irish Lace.— General term used to designate all lace

made by the Irish peasantry.

Irish Point.— Hybrid combination of applique, cut

work and embroidery on net with, in the higher grades,

elaborate needle stitching.

Macrame.— Knotted hand-made lace, made of a very

heavy cord. Shown in geometrical designs principally.

Very popular in deep ecru.

Maline.— Fine silk net. Sometimes also applied to

Mechlin lace with a diamond mesh.

Maltese.— Coarse machine-made cotton lace, resembling-

torchon. Has no regular ground, patterns being usually

connected with heavy stitch work.

Mechlin.—Light pillow lace with the pattern outlined

by a fine but very distinct thread or cord. Real Mechlin

generally has the ground pattern woven together, the

latter running largely to flowers, buds, etc.

Medallion.— Single, detached pattern.

Mexican Drawnwork. -Little round medallions cither

singly or in strips, the threads drawn to form a cart-

wheel. Mexican and Teneriffe drawn work practically

the same. Machine imitations made in Nottingham,

Calais and St. Gall.

Nottingham.— General term including'- all the machine-

made laces turned out in that great lace-producing centre

of England.

Oriental Lace.— Really an embroidery, being- produced

<m the. schillti machine, the pattern being then either cut

or eaten out. Also applied to point d'Arabe and certain

lib t effects.

Passementerie.—A decorative edging or trimming.

Plauen.— Applied to all laces emanating- from thai

section and ineludimg imitations of nearly all point laces.

which are embroidered on a wool ground, this being after-

ward dissolved in arid and the cotton or silk design left

intact.

Point Lace. I.ace made by hand with needle and sin-h-

thread. Needle point the same. Poinl d'Alencon, point

de Venisc. etc., are all variations of point lace, and will

be found classified under their initials.

Renaissance. Modern lace, made of narrow tape or

braid formed into patterns, held together by brides, the
brides forming subsidiary designs. Battenberg the

thing.

Repousse. Applied to the design, being a pattern that

has the effect of being stamped in.

Swiss Lace. Swiss embroidered net in imitation of

Brussels.

Torchon.— Coarse, open bobbin lace of stout but loosely

twisted thread in very simple patterns. Much seen in

imitations, usually in narrow widths.

Valenciennes.- Commonly called Val. bobbin lac.

seen mostly in* cheap insertions in the form of narrow
edgings.

Venetian Point.— Point de Venise needle-point lace in

flora] pattern with the designs very close together and
connected bv brides ornamented with picots.

Wood Fiber.— Applied to all laces made of wood silk.

Yak. —Machine-made worsted laee.

BELGIAN LACE.

BELGIUM, in addition to its specialty, Brussels lace,

manufactures laces for the world at large to suit

the world's demands. The well-known Valenciennes

lace, which is sold in France, is in great part manufac-

tured in eastern Flanders. The Lille lace, the Parisian

lace (point de Paris), is nearly all made by Belgian

fingers. The principal centre of the manufacture of Chan-
tilly lace is at Gremont. The embroidery on the tulle of

Luneville is manufactured chiefly at Lierre. Even the

Venetian lace, commonly known as point de Venise, which

forms a large part of the stock of the rich shops on the

place St. Marc, Venice, is made by the workingwomen of

Alost and Wetteren. Belgium includes among her other

lace manufactures, at moderate prices, point de Milan,

Irish lace, dentelle au lacet de Luxeuil, guipures du Buy,

etc. Belgium brings the foreign lace trade of all the noted

centres to herself and supplies customers with what they

desire regardless of the name by which the goods are

designated, it is said that Belgian lace meets with favor

because of its intricacy, high quality, and low cost.

Heretofore the lace dealer was usually a small shop-

keeper or some lace maker more fortunate than her

fellow workingwomen, who, after gaining a competence,

set up a factory of her own. The skill employed is the

only valuable asset in this industry, and this skill was

formerly mortgaged to cunning persons who systematically

advanced money, the consideration being the exclusive

right to the output of those to whom loans were made.

The matter of fair compensation was not considered.

This has, happily, been done away with, for the Govern-

ment of Belgium, always eager to protect its laboring

classes, has passed laws prohibiting the truck system or

any other imposition upon the lace makers.—U.S. Con-

sular Report.

WOOLEN MILLS MAY REOPEN.

Reports from Waterloo indicate an early opening of

the Canada Woolen Mills. .John F. Morley, formerly the

general manager, has been at the mills recently, taking

stock and placing things on a running basis. It will take

about two months to get the machinery into working

order, as new boilers will have to be installed.
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CANADIAN GOODS
FOR

CANADIAN PEOPLE

Ladies' Homespun Suitings
and

Costume Cloths

EXCELLENT IN QUALITY OF MATERIAL
and WORKMANSHIP—DURABLE IN WEAR

Good Shades Neat Patterns Latest Designs

PROMPT

SHIPMENT

RIGHT

PRICES

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
MADE ON THE BEST MACHINERY
MADE BY THE BEST WORKMEN

Manufactured by

HARRIS <fc COMPANY, Limited
ROCKWOOD, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS:

MONYPENNY BROS. & CO., TORONTO
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Rhys D. Fairbairn, «***> Manufacture™

RETURNED
JUL 7 190^

FRILLINGS

A few

lines

we

manufacture.

Twelve

yards

to a

box.

Prompt

delivery

guaranteed.

8-10

Wellington St. East

FRILLINGS

COLORS

White

Cream

Champagne

Black

White/Black

Black/White

Pink

Sky

Mauve

Vieux Rose

Nile Green

Brown

Marine Blue

Navy

Cardinal

Toronto
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*
LADIES*
NECI1WE AR *

IN
the neckwear houses, though orders are freely

coming in for Summer skiff, preparations for Fall

trade are going busily forward. Most manufac-

turers have been so busy that they have not had

time to give the necessary attention to these

preparations, and the showing of sample lines will be

late this year. It is no use saying just what is "it" in

neckwear for Fall, for indications are that no one style

can be banked on, but that variety will be the keynote

of the season. Many houses will tell you that such a

style leads, but the real truth is that they lead in this

one style, that they show a better range, that their

styles in that particular line are better than those shown
by other houses.

One thing is certain, however, and that is that fancy

effects will be in high favor. Lace and net, lace and

muslin and all-lace styles will be strong. Jabots, but

not too extreme, are good, and with the cool weather
tabs again will make their appearance. The pointed

stock without any tab comes in new effects, and the new
embroidered turnovers are more attractive than ever.

Blind embroidery is coming in with a rush in turnovers,

and black embroidery on the white ground is the latest,

The imported lace lines will eon.e in for unusual

prominence, and at all prices from the lowest to the

highest. Both heavy effects and net laces are shown, and

combinations of both kinds are frequent. The Venise and

Bruges stocks, showing medalions of net and the nets,

besides raised pompadour bell and floral effects, have

inserts of Irish crochet groundwork. Plastrons of these

laces, to be worn over the waist and with stock attached,

are decided novelties. Handsome plastrons of Bruges lace

are shown at wonderfully low prices. Plastrons of net

lace with heavy pompadour flowers and insert with heavy

Venise are also in evidence. Crochet patterns in white

Venise are also shown. Made lace effect of Annaburg
braid in both white and black are shown.

Ruchings are selling for the Fall trade with a rush

—

there is no question of popularity here—the only trouble

is to keep in with assortments. White, of course, is the

great seller, /but, though many colors are shown the

trade, the run, outside of white, is on cream, sky black

and ivory. Paris is crazy over them and the New York
women are buying them by the box. These are specially

put up and each box contains a variety of styles.

Since the American Summer travelers began to flock

into Toronto, the number, of neck dressings seen on the

streets have been noticeable. The Canadian women have

worn lace scarves very extensively, but what is seen now
are ruches, stoles and pelerenes of chiffon and lace. Light

feather boas and stoles of marabout, coque and ostrich

are also well worn.

Retailers should note the rapid rise in favor of black-

Fall; black is a free seller in tailored styles, black

lWettenicEDte in demand and scarves of Spanish and

6|ther/jac^ff.fere being taken freely for Fall.

Collar of knife-pleating shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited.

though eyelet embroidery and mixed blind and eyelet are

very popular.

According to the report of the designer of one of our

large manufacturers, who visited New York, Chicago,

Detroit, and Boston in quest of ideas, tab collars are

again leaders for Fall. This I know is not in accordance
with generally expressed views, but according to the

verdict of the large American cities, when Summer trade

is over, we shall again return to tabs.

Plain tailored effects are highly spoken of for Fall,

both in silk and in wash lines. Wash neckwear, it is

predicted, will sell all through the Fall and Winter sea-

son. Somewhat as an experiment, but one that looks as

though it has the elements of success in it, is a line of

tailored effects made from highly mercerized jacquards on
red of poplin grounds. They are chiefly in small neat

patterns and should make up into handsome neckwear.

Chemisette and deep cuff sets are only having a fair

sale, but chemisettes are finding an ever-increasing de-

mand. But, by the way, we are to cease calling them
chemisettes, the ' new name is plastrons, and plastrons

they will all be known as for Fall. Handwork will be

used wherever price will permit and, ^besides the muslin
and lace wash affairs for Fall, are being shown dainty

plastrons of net and lace and Japanese silk and lace.

These are tucked and shirred and are wonderfully becom-
ing. Both heavy Venise and fine Valenciennes are used.

Pripes are moderate and this line should be one of the

season's successes.

/2**rtc£EERFULNESS IS POWER.

J^Tj JvTjKTtseiP lies to concede a great many things to

* 1/ the.—Cheerful man." The man who persistently

-^^c^S^he^sun so that all shadows fall behind him,

the mafe3wlo keeps his machinery well lubricated with

love and good cheer, can withstand the hard jolts and

disappointments of life infinitely better than the man
who always looks at the dark side. A man who loves

shadow, who dwells forever in the gloom—a pessimistic

man—has very little power in the world as compared

with a bright, sunny soul.

The world makes way for the cheerful man; all doors

fly open to him who radiates sunshine. He does not need

an introduction; like the sunlight, he is welcome every-

where.

A cheerful disposition is not only a power, it is also

a great health tonic. A depressed mind makes the system

more susceptible to disease; encourages its development

because it kills the power of resistance. A cheerful soul

can resist disease, and it is well known among physicians

that there is a greater chance for recovery from exhaus-

tive diseases of a bright, sunny soul that of a gloomy,

despondent one. "Cheerfulness is health; melancholy,

disease." Gloom and depression feed disease and hasten

its development.

We know physicians who give very little medicine, and

yet they are singularly successful because they have

sunny souls. They always radiate brightness and good

cheer. They know that it is hope, more than drugs, the

patient needs, that it is encouragement and not dis-

heartening diagnosis that helps him to recover. They

give him every bit of hope and encouragement and good

cheer possible, for they know that these are more effec-

tive remedies than are to be found in the pharmacopoeia.

—Success.
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Distinctive Outer Garments

for Women
• Comparisons have demonstrated to us and will convince you that our garments

^<£ are superior to all other makes in every detail and priced to leave you a handsome

||
profit.

•

i?
ft P II

(Jackets, Raincoats, Fur Lined Coats,

( Ladies' Suits, and Separate Skirts

All German manufacturers commenced to show their lines February loth.

Canadian manufacturers showed in March. We are only starting and our lines $&

%+ are right. « .

|#
^f The advantages of our service are numerous and positive, and should be -t$

^^ investigated by all who find constant worryment in the recurring problem of
«

|

*<S> " what is to be the style ?
"

Owr line is now ready of correct garments for

Fall. We will deliver the same to any reliable

merchant in Canada in 15 days after your order

reaches us. If we dont we will pay $500 to any

charitable institution in your town.

This is merely to convince you that we know what

we are talking about. Buying mantles seven months

ahead of time, merely means to you that you get

stuck with about 50 or more.

This is a fact which you know as well as zee know.

J. H.Waldman & Co.
513=515 St. Paul St.,

||
Montreal if

l|
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CLOAIiS, COSTUMES
AND SKIRTS cSfcw

CERTAINLY the feature of the month is the big

trade done since the warm weather arrived in

strictly Summer garments, chiefly in linen

suits and shirtwaist suits. In the more pro-

gressive stores the cloak and suit department

is almost exclusively given over to this Summer trade,

and pretty nearly the whole selling staff is switched over

into this end of the department. Besides the linen suits,

dressy suits of organdie and lawn are asked for, and

espret net suits are good sellers in many departments.

In organdies and lawns it is the better grade rather than

the lower-priced suits that are selling. Stocks in these

suits are low in the majority of retail stores, and manu-
facturers are daily in receipt of inquiries for the same,

inquiries to which they are reluctantly obliged to turn a

deaf ear, as for them Summer trade is over. They are

making Fall goods now, and if ever so desirous of filling

orders they have not the materials in stock.

The Review has many times pointed out the growing

importance of the strictly Summer trade. Not so long-

since there was only one long Pall season—a season that

both the manufacturer and retailer combined to stretch

out as long as possible. Spring, which is getting to be

an important factor also, was nowhere, and now the

Summer season is also coming quickly to the front and

soon there will be three good seasons in ready-to-wear

garments. This is a result already achieved by some
Canadian stores, and is a result worth working and

planning for, for it means active selling all the year

round and no dead season' in the cloak and suit depart-

ment.

FALL SEPARATE COAT OPINIONS.

Rl .MORS and hints regarding Fall separate coat

tendencies are now crystalizing into edicts. Sep-

arate coats are bought everywhere previously to

costumes and skirts, although the latter are first active

in the retail selling end. Canadian manufacturers foKow
this procedure to meet foreign competition. Buyers are

everywhere anxious to learn of the incoming fashions,

and ordering thus far has followed the necessities of a

store's particular following. The German coats, of which

it is hardly safe to breathe a word about after last sea-

son, have made the rounds of the trade, and styles are

in conformity with those exploited late last season by

American and Canadian manufacturers. Across the line,

as indicated last month, conditions are crystalizing, al-

though it is admitted there that it is impossible to say

thus far in advance of the season, just what will be worn
or what will not be worn.

In last month's issue The Review called attention to

a coat much in the same easy-fitted style put out by

many of the Canadian cloak houses, and described as

authoritative by Crerand's C(oak Journal, but that all

sections and classes in the United States do not agree as

to Fall tendencies is shown by the following quotation

from the Economist of June 24 : "Separate coats of

cloth in the long loose effects, something approaching the

tourist type, are shown with the belt. The belt seems

to be put on this garment because the buyer likes it, in

other words because buyers were so successful with it

a year ago. There is nothing more graceful and stylish

than such a coat without the belted back. Let the buyer

try the mode* with the belt unfastened, and see what he

thinks of it." This would seem to indicate that the

Economist also is doubtful about the continuance of the

vogue of the belted coat.

One point all authorities are pretty well agreed on,

and that is the tendency in favor of the long lengths.

The fashionable coat is long, using a large amount of

cloth. Short coats are shown, and short coats are sell-

ing, but it is because of the price. C'.oths are firm, and

the tendency of all fabrics into which wool enters is up-

wards, and for this reason many buyers Rill find a place

for the shorter lengths in coats. In Canada there seems
to be a general feeling among the trade that such coats

will only win a fair amount of approval here. Climatic

conditions practically forbid the vogue of an outer gar-

ment of this kind, which, no matter how smartly put to-

gether, would never be warm. Long, tight and semi-

fitting coats are practically universally as the accepted

models for Fall trading. To be sure, the loose model
fits all kinds of figures easily, and alterations are doubt-

less minimized. The tight-fitting coat is hard to sell to

a certain class of popular trade, and is consequently be-

ing exploited as the high-class garment, retailing in the

neighborhood of $20 to $40. It is too narrow at the

hips and too long waisted for many women accustomed
to a certain type of corset. The semi-fitting coat around

42 inches in length, tailor-made, and with various dis-

crepencies in the details, will fit most figures readily.

Shawl collars five or six inches in depth, showing no

reveres, and with some form of the leg-o'-mutton sleeve,

with a turn back cuff, are highly spoken of for semi-

popular trade. The collarless, with the coat material

stitched about it, is also seen. Pockets of utility and
respectable size are generally shown.

Representative Forecast.

The Review man has made a round of the buyers for

city stores, some of whom cater by mail for an all-Can-

adian trade, and authoritative forecasts by some of these

men, who lay claim to the gift of prophesy, inasmuch as

their experience has been long and tried, are interesting.

These forecasts by foremost men differ somewhat, but an

acquaintance with the trade catered to foreshadows the

discrepancies.

Says a buyer for the popular trade : "Separate
coats are in for a good F'all season, which is certainly

needed after the disasters of last year. Many of the

models now shown will also prevent the fur department
running away with the business. There is no question

about the popularity of long coats for every class of

trade. However, loose fitting ones are designed for even-

ing wear only, to my mind, and tight fitting ones for

u'.tra trade, thus semi-fitting coats around 40 inches, I

expect, will do the bulk of the business for my trade.

The general effect is mannish, and I preler the double-

breasted garment. Covert coats are going to do the big

amount of business unmistakably, both for early Fall and
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Winter wear. The rain coats should not be neglected in

Hi.' earl) showings, however. Plain ponds arc the only

wear in the jacket field, and lighi and dark fawn will do

the business. 1 have bought some very short, coals U>

retail around the $5 mark. These are of the loose vari-

ety and collarless."

A medium, and high-class store proprietor says :
"I

have (airly well settled in my own mind separate Fall

coat tendancies, and I want to say a good word for the

There need he no real about the sale of bight fitting gar-
ments for good trade. People won't do without them
oiicc they have learned the style and warmth of such gar-
ments. The collarless model is shown, as well as many
other types. Trimmings are very plain, principally

strappings. White silk and salin, and pearl gray, are the

choice linings. The bulk of the trade will certainly be

done in covert cloUis in fawn shade for Fall, and ker-

seys, meltons and beavers later in the season."

A Redingote suit in broadcloth. Easy fitting coat in heavy tweed. Shirt waist suit of checked mohair.

Canadian lines. For the trade we cater to, garments

retailing from $25 to $111 are in good demand, and I am
banking upon the tight fitting coat around 54 inches in

length to do the business. Some of the Canadian coats

in this particular defy description. The many innova-

tions are beautiful beyond compare. Withal, everything

is very plain. Three-quarter and seven-eighths lengths

will be in good demand for the cheaper trade, running

from $1(1 to $20. There is no doubt the short, coat has

failed I In ough obvious reasons, and people are sick of it.

About Fur-Lined Garments.

Fur-lined garments are to enjoy a prosperous season,

according to .1. H. Waldman, who considers these gar-

ments belong to the cloak and 'suit manufacturers, and

consequently have a place in the cloak department. This

is based upon the fact that the main part of the gar-

ment is of cloth, and the fur is merely a garniture. The

skyward proclivities of fur prices lend strength to the

belief that these garments are destined for favor. This

fur-lined cloak is extremely comfortable, and is some-
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J\ Klord to mr. Buyer

\

Our line of %\M$ and SKirtS for the Fall season

is the strongest ever shown in this market.

The greatest care has been exercised in the selec-

tion of the choicest materials in imported and do-

mestic weave.

The manufacturing is under the personal supervi-

sion of the very best designers and also one of the firm.

We take particular pride in the Fit and saleable

merits of our coats and the style and hang of our

skirts, as well as in the workmanship and finish.

Merchants and buyers in all sections are daily

showing their (

a p p r e c iation /^COi

of the ^ " line.

Our semi-fitting long coats in GOVWtS, IftCltOttS,

BC<WCr$, etc., in fawn shades are winning approval.

No question about their being right.

This is just one of the many good things we are

prepared to show you if you say the word.

Our representatives are supplied with the latest

patterns for Fall and you should not fail to see their

samples this month. Add the power of the

TRADE

brand to your selling force.

Cbe Uictor manufacturing Co.
QUEBEC.
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tphoneMa'N 243',

507 St Paul. Strcct
Bei^een M' Gill fl St Peters 5

Montreal, Can.

I

FALL SAMPLES
NOW OUT AND MEETINC

WITH DECIDED SUCCESS

The reception accorded our Fall Samples

now in the hands of our travellers is the

best evidence that we have the correct

goods and at prices which are eminently

satisfactory.

Ladies' Jackets

and

Raincoats

^v

Our Garments for Fall will he found the

creation of the new models for 1905. Our

skilled designers have demonstrated their

talent and ingenuity in such a masterful

manner that our productions again main-

tain their supremacy for distinctive styles,

artistic workmanship and the trade-build-

ing qualities which progressive retailers

demand.

OUR LARGE FACILITIES INSURE PROMPT DELIVERY

LATEST NOVELTIES IN

SUITS AND COSTUMES
READY JULY 10th.

I

A. SOMMER & CO.

507 St. Paul St. MONTREAL
J

where around 45 inches in length, showing wide full

sleeves. Black is the coloi par excellence, and Hue has

some showing. The neck is, of course, finished with fur

brimming. This garment is doing well across the line,

and huyers here are showing confidence in them.

UNDERSKIRTS.

PROSPECTS were never brighter with underskirt

manufacturers than now. Orders are coming in

freely, and everything is humming, hut there is just

one drawback, and that is with the manufacturers of

sateen, moreen, and imitation silk fabrics. The manufac-

turer of these materials is unable to give deliveries with

anything like commendable promptness.

This season the trade has got away from what was
almost the inevitable black, and the call is largely for

colored skirts in all materials—sateen, moreen, and imi-

tation taffetas. Blue, brown, green and red are the

leading colors for the coming season.. Though no de-

mand for bone or other stiffening is called for, the trade

is asking for a skirt thai is very full around the feet,

and all trimming is designed with an eye to gaining that

effect. Though accord ian pleating is not so much favored

as a trimming for silk underskirts, it has suffered no

diminution in favor in the eyes of buyers of skirts of

sateen, etc. This, possibly, is because these trimmings

on silk skirts have been skimped so much to bring down
the price that all attractiveness was lost. As in less ex-

pensive materials, the proper fullness can be given and

the proper effect retained, they still are the most popular

of skirt trimmings.

Though sateen is selling well, greater interest in

taken in moreens, for though a close fit is a sin qua nun

around the hips, a skirt that will stand out well down
below is what is selling. Moreen, too, does not get

limp, even if it should receive a wetting, and this quality

adds to thi' favor with which it is received this season

Royal taffeta is one of the best imitations of the

real article on the market, and if it was not for the

difficulty experienced in obtaining the material from the

manufacturer a good business could lie done with it.

Intermediate between the all silk and the moreen and

sateen lines come the sateen skirt with a silk flounce.

Thes? skirts have never quite caught on with the trade.

In silk skirts the fit at the hips is the most import-

ant point, and the trimming is built out in a most de-

cided flare. There are many trimming effects used, but

no matter what sty'e of flounce or trimming is used the

effort is to the proper Outward flare so as to give the

correct line to the gown worn over it. Acoordian pleat-

ing is used on the cheaper skirts that retail around *(•

or $7, and niching is generally used witli it. A good

deal of shirring is seen on better skirts, and the circular

or umbrella ruffle is much in evidence. A good deal of

cording is used to make the ruffles stand out in the new

skirts.

Humors of crinoline styles give a prominence to those

imported skirts known as crinoline skirts. These skirts

are made with a circular ruffle composed of a series of

narrow frills, with the shirred edge of the one sewn onto

the straight edge of the one above, and along the hem of

two or more of these frills is run acording of some sort

of bone. There is no suggestion of a hoop about these

skills, but they do give the correct line and retain it as

mi (it hei ski] t can.

Taffeta is still the leading silk for underskirts, and

the fact that cheap skirts do not give the wear is dawn-

ing on must women, so that arguments in Favor of better

qualities arc not wasted, though, of course, ther.- is al-

ibi;
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A CUARANTEE OF QUALITY.

WE INVITE AN INSPECTION OF OUR FALL LINES

SEASON 005-06

Quality, style and price are the three essentials to be considered by the

up-to-date buyer of the present day, and with these three considerations

carefully observed, the well-conducted Retail Cloak Department should

have no difficulty in achieving distinct success.

Bearing in mind the especial requirements of your established trade

and your plans for a wider field of effort, convince yourself that what you

have to offer your patrons is different and is better than they can obtain

elsewhere. If you will give serious consideration to your own experience

you will admit the truth of the old adage that " Quality will long be remem-

bered after price has been forgotten," and you will conclude that good and

reliable merchandise at fair profits has been, is, and will continue to be,

good policy.

We have studied all phases of the retail cloak and garment trade. On

our ability to please the wearer rests our reputation. The chief value of the

years spent in manufacturing is the acquisition of an ability to discern the

requirements of the wearer and to prepare garments that will meet the

needs of your trade. You cannot afford to overlook our qualifications in

this direction. Remember that we are making your path easy ; we are as

eager and earnest in the study of -the wants of your patrons as you are.

When you see an article bearing our trade mark, it is right, and invites your

attention.

Our present showing includes every up-to-date idea for the wide-awake

merchant in

Cloaks, Raincoats, Ladies' Suits and

Separate Skirts.

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1631, 1633, 1635, 1637 NOTRE DAME STREET,

fS* See Announcement Inside Back Cover.

MONTREAL.
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ways a call [or the cheaper skirts. Shots are strong for

Fall, and green is in a high position, while navy is rapid-

lj coming to the front, and brown is holding well the

position it has attained. Red is sidling to some extent.

For evening wear, nile, reseda, pale blue, shrimp, and

rose shades, champagne and grey are selling. There is a

strong feeding for white also.

OUR IMPORT TRADE IN READY-MADE CLOTHING

TlIOl'GH Canada has experienced a cycle of exception-

ally prosperous years, there has been for some time

now a not altogether satisfied tone about the re-

ports from the Canadian manufacturers of ready-made

clothing; and with a view to seeing if the importers in

these lines should have a corresponding objection to regis-

ter, The Review started to hunt up the trade returns in

Easy-fitting 54-inch coat, a smooth, plain cloth for Fall.

the Blue Books. It is from the United States, Great

Britain and Germany that we get the bulk of the im-

ported clothing worn in Canada, though France, and
latterly Japan, are beginning to send; but it is oly from

the first three countries that any considerable amount
comes, and for making an adequate comparison the re-

turns of the last five years were looked up, and the

results are given below. In the trade returns, until the

beginning of the present fiscal year, no distinction is

made between men's and women's and children's gar-

ments—they are all lumped under the one heading—and
only for the last nine months has any separation been

made, and that in just the one item, viz., women's and
children's cloaks, which are entered as women's and

children's outer garments. It may safely lie assumed,

H

however, that by far tin- largest proportion of the figures
quoted apply to garments for women's and children's
wear.

The fiscal year runs from June to June, it may be
premised, and the value of clothing imported into Can-
ada was as follows :

10OO-19OJ $ mm
1)01-1)02 1.489172
1902-1903 17M
1

:

'"---19<M 2! 18.1204
1904-1905 (nine months) 830,275

Thus it will be seen that in 1901-'02 the value of our
clothing imports was almost double that of the year be-
fore, and again in 1902-'03 there was a further increase
over the previous year of $278,502, while for 1903- '01 ,,

year that, by the way, was not a particularly good one
From a drygoods point of view, there was a further gain
over the proceeding year of $416,534, and for the nine
months ending March 30, the value of clothing imports
totaled $836,275.

Further searching into these figures reveals the fact
that the value of clothing imported was :

In 1900-'01
:

From Great Britain $ 450 914
From United States 325'565

19Ol-'02 :

'

From Great Britain 498 818
From United States 990 r. 1

1902--03
:

'

From Great Britain 1,230 662
From United States 538008

19 03-' 04 :

'

From Great Britain 1,476,001
From United States '709203

1904-'05 (nine months):
From Great Britain 362 839
From United States 473^463

All of this goes to show that the foreign manufac-
turer has not much room to complain.

Of course woolen clothing figures largely in the totals,
and for the five years the figures are :

19 00- '01 :

United States $ 16], .">.">!

Great Britain 43*608
1901-'02 :

United States 159,005
Great Britain 500
Germany 302'in.
Other countries 13 9lu

1902-'03:

United States 180,089
Great Britain 633081
Germany 377,657
Other countries 27 101

1903-'04 :

United States 233, mid
Great Britain 77^ ,

Germany B0]l31
Other countries 11 111

1904- '05 (nine months):
United States 135,948
Great Britain 29,087
Under preference 289. di
Under surtax 13,564
Germany 82J06
France 4,967
Other countries 2.610

Women's and Children's Outer Garments :

United States 60,961
Great Britain 12.671
Under preference 177.990
Under surtax 14,433
Germany .... 319,692
Other countries 3,924

Now it is not in workmanship, and in finish, that the

Canadian manufacturer falls down. The garments he

turns out are well tailored; better so even than those

made by some of his competitors, and you seldom ever

hear these particular points criticised. It is lack of

8
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A Time For
Everything

A time to fast and a time to eat,

A time to wake and a time to sleep,

A time to work and a time to play,

The time to buy Skirts for Fall is TO-DAY.

WE are later than some other houses with

our samples, but will be in plenty of time

to ship goods for the retail showing-

.

We have good reasons for delay, for we want

our competitors to show their hand first and then

we will come along" with something" better.

We've worked very hard to make our line of

Skirts for Ladies and Misses

worthy of your patronage. We bought the pretti-

est weaves and patterns. We have perfected our

styles so that they fairly glitter with newness and

originality. Our workmanship is faultless, and

the prices we ask are really less than you would

expect to pay for such garments.

We sell the best houses in Canada and always

deliver goods when promised. Our reputation in

the past leaves no room for doubt of this.

Our travellers are out with a complete line in

July and August. Wait for them as we have the

newest.

THE NEW YORK SKIRT MFG. CO.
8 Lemoine St., Montreal

&

a

8
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We have special methods

for making

WOMEN'S GARMENTS

AND MEN'S SHIRTS

so that we can give special

satisfaction to the wearer,

and make special profits

for you. Our

Ladies' Coats,

Raglans,

Separate Skirts

and

Men's Colored and

White Shirts

are made by the most ex-

pert tailors and tailoresses.

Result : High-class goods

at reasonable prices. Goods

that sell and suit.

What about your fall order?

i Have you the very latest styles in Ladies'
Coats ? If not, we can supply them to

you and can guarantee absolutely the
latest out.

THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, LIMITED

646 CRAIG ST., - - MONTREAL

• ••••••••••-••••••••••• -••••••< • •••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••.•-••••••••••'.

LADIES' UNDERSKIRTS

We want every Merchant in Canada to get

acquainted with our Underskirts. We
know we have the best values in the trade.

Have been making them about two years

and have over 700 customers. When we

once get a customer, we seldom, if ever, lose

them.

To show you what we are doing we have

prepared a sample parcel of our best numbers

(18 lines from §6.90 to $21.00 doz.) amount-

ing to $18.8*. We will send you this parcel

for $18.00, per express paid to any point in

Canada, returnable at our expense if not up

to expectations. Write for it now.

TERMS—2 per cent. 10 days, or net 30 1st foil.

The PUGH MFG. CO.
33 Church St., Toronto

•••••••••••••••••

The Skirt House of Canada

THE SKIRT TRADE

is swiftly drifting our way. The increase in our

business in the year past has been phenomenal.

So long as our goods continue to be marked
by such decided superiority in fit, finish, style and
value, we look for an even greater increase in

our Skirt Trade.

We sell the trades direct. No jobber handles

our goods.

We make deliveries on the day promised—a

point worth noting.

Our mail orders are most gratifying. We
solicit mail orders.

THE UNIVERSAL SKIRT MFG. CO.

1 to 11 Little Sussex St., OTTAWA

P.S. Our travellers are now visiting their re-
spective grounds. Do not place any orders
before you see our lines for Fall.
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variety in materials, and also lack of originality of style

in some cases. A good deal of this may be set down to

the serious disadvantages the homo manufacturer has to

contend with, caused primarily and exclusively by the

smallness of the Canadian market— t lie sinallness of the

population of the country, in fact. The foreign manufac-

ture! can buy big quantities of materials, and big varie-

ties, secure in the fact that if he cannot sell it in one

place he can in another. Then, too, he can specialize,

and so reduce expenses, while the home manufacturer

cannot. The latter has to cover all the field, and this

means for him the making of an abnormally large range

of samples, compared with the volume of trade done from

them. This matter of specializing is one of the chief

reasons why the American manufacturer, notwithstanding

the higher price of woolen fabrics in the States, and the

30 per cent, tariff, is enabled to sell here as successfully

as he does. From the size of his market he can devote

his sole attention to the production of one special line,

even to one special garment, at a special price. Anyone
that is familiar with garment manufacturing knows the

enormous advantage this gives. Where it is possible to

run off a large number of garments in one given style,

profits are multiplied, and expenses reduced. Even the

operators share in this advantage, for they do quicker

and better work when they are familiar with each twist

and turn of a coat or suit, etc., and as garment making
is almost all done by piece work, there is more in his

envelope, too, at the end of the week. A big line of

samples also adds considerably to the expense account

of the Canadian manufacturer, since where distances are

so great traveling expenses must be heavy. In short,

there are no particular tricks and secrets; no manipula-

tive processes, that give the foreign manufacturer the

advantage, for garment manufacturing plants are pretty

much the same all the world over, with the exception of

size, or where the sweat shop is a factor, and then the

cut out work is farmed out to the unfortunate operators.

It is to the advantages derived from an extensive mar-
ket, and a large output, that the foreigner owes the

variety in materials and styles that enhances his reputa-

tion. I do not think that anyone will quarrel with me
for saying that the withdrawal of part of the preference

on British made woolens has made conditions harder for

the cloak and suit manufacturers, particularly for the

smaller firms, for it has made it harder to carry a varied

stock. Also, when cloths are wanted quickly he has had
to pay the advance. This he has to do to keep his trade,

for cloaks and suits to fetch full value must he delivered

right on time, for every selling day lost in the season
means a depreciation in the value of the garment.

It has been suggested before, in the pages of The
Review, that a graded ad valorem duty be placed on each
imported garment, and this seems to meet the views of

the home manufacturer.

In the past few seasons silks have rapidly come to
the front in the ready-to-wear trade; not only for coats,
but for the whole suit as well, and signs are not wanting
that this fabric is likely to be favored for some time yet.
Also, there is at all times a call for silk blouses, and
manufacturers of silk underskirts are making strenuous
efforts to work up a trade. The import figures for the
nine months ending March 30, for silk clothing, total
Slid), 175.

Now, there is one branch of the home manufacturers
that enjoys a preference that, as it now stands, is some-
what of a mystery, for why should the tie manufactur-
ers be able to bring in their silks for half the duty that
other manufacturers who use silk fabrics pay. To the
blouse manufacturer, the coat and suit manufacturer, the

silk underskirt manufacturer, the fact that, he could bring

his silks in at the lower figure would be a boon in help-

ing him to compete with his trade rivals. These manu-
facturers give employment to a goodly number of oper-

atives, who receive a high rate of wages; in fact they are

one of the class of manufacturers who pay the most
remunerative wages; he helps to fill up Canada with the

population we so much need for, as the workers in these

factories receive good wages, they can afford to spend

freely. Why should not ail manufacturers who cut up

silk be treated alike, and all pay the same rate of duty,

namely, 15 per cent. ?

Imports of Cotton Clothing.

There will be some surprise expressed at the size of

our import figures of cotton clothing. Here, however,

they are :

lOOO-'Ol—From the United States :

Cotton clothing $193,163
Cotton blouses 14,353

1901-'02 :

Cotton clothing 213,646
Cotton blouses 14,455

19 02- '03 :

Cotton clothing 244,506
Cotton blouses 46.951

1903-'04 :

Cotton clothing 303,359
Cotton blouses 25,211

1904-'05 (nine months):
Coton clothing 226,957
Cotton blouses 16,661

1900-' 01 :

Great Britain 96,633
Other countries 28,862

1901-'02 :

Great Britain 114,733
Other countries 43,444

1902-'03 :

Great Britain 129,386
Other countries 25,704
Germany 17,978

1903-'04 :

Great Britain 160,504
Other countries 62,881

1904-'05 (nine months):
Great Britain 4,990
Under preference 136,190
Other countries 18,109
Surtax 13,715

The size of these figures is largely due to the fact

that merchants generally are reaching out for a Summer
season in ready-to-wear goods, and that the Americans
have found a not unprofitable market here for Summer
suits, etc., particularly in our larger cities and towns.

The blouses sent over are chiefly expensive, elaborately

trimmed affairs, which it would not pay our manufac-

turers to undertake. There must, however, be a good
deal of whitewear included, or the gross total would not

be so large. It would help greatly in meeting outside

competition if the Government would make some con-

cession in duty on the laces and embroideries used so

largely by this class of manufacturer; if they would grant,

for instance, the same privileges that they have done to

the tie manufacturers on their silks, namely, 15 per

cent., instead of the 35 per cent, they now pay. This

lowering of the duty would not interfere with any other

trade here, as laces and embroideries are not made in

this country, nor does there at present seem to be any
likelihood of any such industry finding its way here. But
for the manufacturers of cotton clothing, the fact that

they could use a better grade of trimmings than they now
do, wouid be effective in fighting competition. This would
directly benefit the retail trade also, as retailers would
be able to sell a more sightly garment for the price than
they at present do.
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FASHIONS

IN HATS
FOR NEXT

SEASON

MILLINERY.

THIS is the time of clearance sales in the mil-

linery world, and every effort is being made

to close out stock as expeditiously as possible.

Profits have all been made long ago, and to get

the stock clean is all that is aimed at, and to

lo this the knife has to go deep down. It is just a

matter of what price will move the goods.

To have a general clear out and start the new season

with a perfectly new stock will g'o a long way towards

making the millinery department a paying proposition.

In only exceptional cases can materials be profitably car-

tied over from one season to the next. To do so to any
extent is to court disaster, and to be eventually, as old

dry goods men put it, eaten up with old stock. Old stock

on your shelves means as long as it stays there just so

much money dead, and in calculating your loss you must

not only think of the interest on the amount it represents,

but how much it would make if you put it into saleable

goods and kept turning it over.

Milliners have their own methods of clearing stock

suited to the class of trade they do and to the clientele of

»?«

Sho«n by Sternberger & Ballerstein.

the store, hut a plan that is worked out by some of the de-

partmenl stores is a good one. As son as the bloom is

getting off the season, for one particular day of the week
a sale of trimmed hats is advertised. Generally Saturday

is chosen. On the day before, or in smaller towns a

couple of days before, one of the store windows is dressed

with them, and a large ticket prominently placed in the

window announces that these hats are for sale on a cer-

tain day, and are all to be had for the one price. $5,

$4.50, $3.75, $2.50, $1.98 are all favored prices, starting

with the higher prices earlier on amd grading down as

the season wanes. These hats are, of course, bargains

in every sense of the word.

The usual showing of outing and boating hats in duck
and linen are on view in the stores catering to the medium-
priced trade, but those who carry higher-priced lines are

showing some cap-aline shapes of straw canvas and coarse

braid. " These are in second empire style and are large

both in crown and brim, and their only trimming is a

fringed scarf of silk.

Colors for Fall.

Again color combination promises to be the leading-

feature of the Fall season, and Paris now is using bright

shades of two or even three different colors together. This
is beautiful in the hands of Parisian milliners, who are

Messed with a faultless perception for color, but is often

a snare in the path of the less gifted artist, for the suc-

cessful milliner of to-day is an artist.

The Union des Syndicates color card, though always
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interesting and instructive, is really inure <»f an indication

than an authority. The range of colors and shades this

year is a particularly rich and extensive one, and indi-

cates thai in millinery at least brown is still in high

favor. What are termed the leather shades come first,

ranging from a rich orange yellow to a deep shade called

the card Leads with six shades of soft silvery greens, end-

ing in a dee)), dull shade called Caiman. Lower down
there is an apple green and a brighl green of the hunter's

green type, and in the last column are two sages. Peacock

comes as intermediary between green and blue, and there

are no less than five shades in this range. The blue

/?>>

Ha1 oi bronze grreen chenille trimmed with shaded yellow arid bronz iul pkniK's to match,

tan. Almost of equal importamee are the five wood

hiow ns. and following them five shades of olive or bronze

browns, and further down the list come three other

browns that are not of a particularly novel character.

Next lit brown, niosl interest will be taken in green, and

known in New York now as the Alice blue is placed

second on the card, and in a range of five shades the names

given to sonic are Copenhagen, Xevers, Limoges and Motion,

should give an indication of the character of the color.

Near to the end of the card come three useful every-day
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Stylish

LADIES' HATS
For Fall and Winter

We have prepared for our Fall and Winter trade, a large and varied assort-

ment of Stunning, ready-to-wear hats. They will appeal to women of all ages

and all tastes, for they are the productions of first-class and experienced milliners.

Some are the small and fashionable polo turbans, others are the popular sailor

shapes, and we have also a number of pretty, original designs. The materials

are chenille, velvet, silk and felt in both serviceable and dainty colors. The prices

are very moderate, ranging from $12.00 to $30.00 a dozen.

Special attention paid to

Sample Orders

STERNBERGER & BALLERSTEIN
695 BROADWAY, NEW YORK /

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

MILLINERY
THAT'S IT ! !

Our FALL RANGE OF SAMPLES
REPRESENTS THE LEADING MILLINERY LINES FOR THE COMING SEASON

Ostrich Feathers
Aigrettes
Pom Pomsa

Chenille Braids
Beaver Plateaus

Bandsa

CHENILLE-
HATS

BEAVER- FELT
THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS.

+3^ St. Joseph Street. 70 Granville Street, 111 Sparks Street,

QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA.

18 St. Helen St., - - MONTREAL
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i»li""-, and further down is ;i light blue named ciel. In

tlic rbodo-dendron shades we have a modern edition of the

"lil magenta shades, softer and nol bo crude.

There arc six lovely rose shades, and the three Last

liochet, elovon and pantins are likely to be the favored

ones, There is also a bright wine red, a rich red purple,

and lasl on the card a rose pink. The amethyst shades,

while beautiful in themselves, have never had a success

in Canada as yet, but the card shows six shades of them,

and there are besides three bright violets, and the card

A milliner) window, shown In tin- \V. II. Scro; ^n'ti

e< ntains three metalic greys, four bright rose reds, and

two golden yellows.

The fact that a larger type of hat is now appearing

in Paris is taken by some to mean that, though small

hals will certainly begin the season, a larger hat will

follow later. Of course, for the general trade in Canada
I lie very small shapes have only been seen on the beads

small minority. It is in medium types that the

trade has been done. Though the "Directoires" and
enie Capelines with strings of mousseline de soie are

likely to meet with approval for teas and other functions,

for the general trade a small to medium bat is suie to

be favored. We like a snug-fitting bat here in Winter. It

is more comfortable to wear. Hut for the occasions I

have spoken of, large plumed bats of velvet are pretty
sure to he worn. Will the polo last over into the Winter?
is a question often asked, and opinions for and against

are slated; but polos are pretty safe to be shown at the

openings, not of the pill-box size, but in the larger

shapes. A smart Autumn polo seen by The Review was
of glittering jet, with jel ornament at the side and under
the bum at the back was a cluster of American Beauty
roses.

Chenille Hats in Demand.

Unexpected strength has developed in unl rimmed
chenille hals for P^all and Winter selling. Importers
generally did not show any great confidence in these, and

the variety brought out, to say the least, is not be-

wildering. Most bouses felt that untrimmed shapes around

the $2.25 mark were somewhat too high to be in general

demand. While retailers have banked upon these in all

sections, it remains for the consumer to stamp her ap-

proval.

These chenille hats have been ordered in solid colors

of black, brown, navy, reseda, castor and myrtle. The
favor for smaller shapes has been followed in this line,

and the new small French shapes have done the business

The polo is prominent. These are essentially a Winter

article and afford pleasing change from the long-favored

felt and beaver bat. Ostrich pom-poms form an appro-

priate trimming.

Millinery Goods
Buyers will find our stock for the coming season one of

the largest and best assorted in Canada and in respect to

Quality, Style or Value, Unsurpassed.

Fall Goods now arriving enabling us to guarantee early

shipments to customers. Early inspection invited.

WHOLESALE ONLY

G. Goulding (EL Sons
MONTREAL
230 McGill Street

55 and 57 Wellington St. W.

Toronto WINNIPEG
71 Albert Street
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CAVERHILL & KISSOCK

MILLINERY
FALL— 1905

Our travellers are now out with a large range of

Fall Millinery Samples, including

LADIES' FELT HATS, CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR,
BEARSKINS, RIBBONS, SILKS, VELVETS, VEL-

VETEENS, PLUSHES, FLOWERS, FEATHERS,
OSTRICH FEATHERS, FANCY TRIMMINGS,

LACES, VEILINGS, WOOL AND FUR TRIM-

MINGS, BELTS, NECKWEAR, LACE AND FANCY
COLLARS, MOURNING AND CHRISTENING

GOODS.

£
$̂

CAVERHILL & KISSOCK
MONTREAL

£tfi06*9S<06*0G^8&0&0&06i0&£6
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

Empire ClouRs and Joihch in
Favor — Directoirc and Louis
XVI JacKeis in Taffelaa ind
Lace Fashions at llie Orand
Prix "Varied Millinery.

June, 1906.

THE most noticeable change in fashion during the

month lias been the adoption of Empire cloaks

and jackets in all lengths, but generally three-

quarters, or quite long. The upper part, that

is to say, above the high belt, is lined with

white satin and trimmed with guipure, velvet, gold but-

tons, or embroidery, while from below the belt it falls in

loose folds and is unlined. For carriage wear a skirt of

same material is usual, with a silk or lingerie blouse,

but this style is often seen in velvet or taffetas as even-

ing or opera cloaks. At the Grand Steeplechase and

Grand Prix races, which have just taken place, many of

these Empire jackets, with full short sleeves, were no-

ticed, and it seems a style likely to stay for a while.

* •
*

Directoire and Louis XVI jackets of last Winter are

being repeated in taffetas and lace, worn over a skirt to

match or some light chiffon material, now so much

used A coarse "toile" in champagne or white, almost

covered with English embroidery, makes up well in these,

and a sunshade to match is worn with the costume.

Never has white been so much seen, and the lingerie

gtiwns are wonderful. For these the Princess style is

much employed, hut it is not the Princess of severe and

while around ihe hem are fluffy frills. 1 have also no-

ticed the Princess shape slightly draped at the v.

The lining is quite close fitting, but the gown, although

cut in one, is so draped as to give, at a distance, tin;
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Fig. 1 Cloth coat, pleated into a belt, trimmed with straps.

serious outlines that we used to know. The bodice is

.miiei lines covered with an elaborately openworked or lace

Spencer bolero, short and standing well away from the

figure. The gown itself is full and drawn into the waist

l>\ means of numberless little horizontal tucks; around

the skirt will he more tucks alternating with lace inser-

tions oi open thread work to harmonize with the bolero,

effect of a large Swiss belt. Lawn makes up particularly

well in Ibis style. All the lingerie and silk gowns are

worn very long, from one to two inches on the ground in

front, but very slight'ly longer at the back, while, on the

contrary, tailor-mades and walking costumes are just

rase-terre—that, is, just escaping the ground all round.

* *
#

Apart from these two styles many cotton gowns,

trimmed with thread work or English embroidery, are

being made with a waist belt, with or without a basque

In the former case the basque generally begins at the

side, increasing in length at the back, or sometimes it is

quite small and at the back oniy. Except as regards

sleeves, which are all short, there seems to be absolute-

ly no prevailing fashion this season; a little of everything

is worn, even 1o the long and short sac coats and the

jackets with cape sleeves. Some very smart little cloth

or taffeta jackets are seen, made rather full, pleated into

a waist belt which is drawn to the figure at back and

sides, or, in the case of some new models, a belt about

two inches above the waist line and falling quite away
from the figure. This latter mode is becoming to only

a particularly smart woman. The newest boleros are

made short and full, showing off the waistline to good

advantage, and are often worn over a waistcoat, al-

though one still sees them finished in a waist belt with

a slight blouse in front.
» *

*

11 seems absolutely impossible to say what hats are

being most woin. everj milliner seems to have adopted
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a style which, according to her, is the correct thing.

Here are a few models seen at the races last week. A
small round rice straw hat, perfectly flat, without a

\esiige of crown, trimmed with a loose spray of pink

roses, green coin and small feathery-looking white flow-

ers, covering about half the hat. Underneath was a

"bandeau" of pink satin and a heavy bow of the same
at the left side, taken a little to the back. This, natural-

ly, tilted the hat over to the right. Some lingerie hats

were "Imperatrice" in form, with the brim slightly

curved down to the face, giving good protection from the

sun. These were trimmed with a bunch of flowers and

lace scarf falling over the back. A flower also nestled on
the hair either at the side or back. Another smart
style in rice straw had a small round bell-shaped crown,

and was trimmed with a loose bunch of flowers com-
posed of four large irises, mauve and purple, grasses and
wild white flowers. These were fastened with the stalks

in front, and standing well out to the back, almost hid-

ing the crown and giving height. A large bunch of mauve
satin ribbon raised the hat at the back. A panama shape

was noticed with a loose drapery of silk round the crown
and two large white feathers raising the hat and hiding

the coiffure behind. A large high-crowned shape had a
w'de brim raised on the left side; the crown was draped
with shaded satin ribbon, pale green and pink prevailing.

An enormous rosette of the same was poised in front with
a buckle in the centre, and under the brim at the side

and back was a spray of roses and leaves. Another high-

crowned hat had a barrow brim, curled up at each side

like a man's felt. The crown was swathed in silk rib-

bon. On the left was a large bunch of flowers reaching
from the brim to above the crown, and behind three

large white ostrich tips were curled, one going above the
crown, one on the right side, and the third hiding the

coiffure. A back view of the hat made it look enormous.

I must also mention a small round shape with a flat,

oval shaped crown, which, at front and back, reached al-

most to the edge of the brim. This was made in a

coarse toile, with printed rose sprays, under the brim

being lined with fine straw. Small bunches of two and

three cherries, with their leaves, were laid round the

crown, and two large quills were fastened at the side,

while the hat was raised at the back by bunches of pink

satin ribbon and cherries. For country and sporting

wear the English sailor, with rather a narrow brim, and

the Panama, trimmed with a printed silk scarf and turned

down in front, are equally popular. The flat French

sailor is no longer considered smart.

The sketches represent four distinct styles, all fav-

orites of the moment. No. 1 is made in very soft cham-

pagne-colored cloth, pleated into a belt, trimmed with

straps "en biais" and fancy buttons; collar and sleeves

finished with brown satin straps. No. 2, white cloth

Empire cloak, bodice pleated, trimmed with gold em-

broidery and fancy buttons. A black tie is worn with

this. No. 3, a long Direct oire jacket made entirely ot

English embroidery, cuffs and vest of white toile trim-

ming and edging of green and silver "gaHon." No. 4, a

loose bolero with white cloth waistcoat; the bolero is

trimmed with pleated taffeta and fancy embroidered but-

tons; a high draped silk belt. It will be noticed that all

the sleeves are short. Early in the season it was pre-

dicted that lace mittens would be worn, but except in the

house, or to match a lace costume, they are hardly to

be seen. Long cotton and thread gloves wil( be worn in

the country, but for the smart wear kid is "de rigeur."

A. E. DACAM.
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Penman's Pen-Angle Underwear

will stand the severest tests.

They are absolutely unshrinkable.
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ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK

The Knell
of Collars.

and internal

PNEUMOGASTRITIS is a disease for which it would

seem the collar makers will have to assume the

responsibility. A St. Louis doctor has discovered

this latest enemy of the male human race and has opened

a campaign against this innocent-looking article of haber-

dashery. The pneumogastric nerve is

enclosed, the learned medical man says,

within the same sheath as the carotid

artery and placed between the artery

jugular vein. By pressing against this nerve

the high collar brings on the complaint named above. The

doctor continues: "Believing that collars extremely high

and tight might become an exciting cause of irritation to

(his important nerve, and being stimulated to further

research by the experience of my patient whose difficulty

was undoubtedly caused by continuous pressure upon this

nerve by his collar, I believe it to be the catise of at

least transitory symptoms in such people as book-keepers,

writers, professional men, and others whose various call-

ings require constant and uninterrupted stooping and

bending of the neck." No doubt this means the death

knell of the collar.
* *

*

IT
was noticed in Paris when King Edward was there

that he always appeared in public with his right

hand gloved, but not his left. As it is a common
practice to carry the right glove loose and not the left,

much speculation has been excited by the King's reversal

of this custom. One learned writer sug-

Keeps Right gests that it is due to a sound percep

Hand Gloved. tion <>f hygienic- propriety. The object

of a glove, he says, is not to adorn but

to protect the hand. Which hand has the more constant

employment and is, therefore, brought into closer con-

tact with microbes? Why the right hand. It, follows that,

in keeping that hand gloved the King shows his unfailing

sense.

*

till It 1SS GENEVIEVE TUCKER, of No. 4.3H1 Fifth

1V1 avenue, and Miss Henriette Hebert, of No. 32

Stan wicks street, came downtown recently in the

carriage of the former's father, dressed in old-time crino-

lines. They were not the modern three-coil featherbone

skirts, but genuine hoopskirts, the kind

A Crinoline worn nearly half a century ago. The

Tragedy. carriage stopped in front of a depart-

ment store in the heart of the shopping

district, and the young women alighted. Inside of a few

seconds a mob of several hundred people assembled,

blockading the streets and stopping the cars. The girls

tried to get into the store through a storm door, hut
could not squeeze through. Then they pushed their way
to (he front door and got inside. Everybody in the*
store crowded around them, clerks stopped work, and for

a time it looked as though a panic would follow. The
.house policeman was called, but was compelled to call in

two outside policemen before he could scatter the crowd
and get the women back to their carriage. Over a
thousand yelling men followed the carriage through the
streets."—Puttsburg Post.

* *
*

MR. JUSTICE MARTIN, of British Columbia, who
has so strenuously opposed the abolition of the
judicial wig in the courts of the Pacific Province,

has more reverence for traditional customs than some of
the dignitaries of the land from which they are derived.
The Bishop of Carlisle has started an
agitation against the episcopal hat. All Episcopal
the Bishops appear to dislike the head- Hat Doomed.
gear which custom has imposed upon
them, but none has heretofore ventured to run counter to
tradition. There is no law on the subject, and every
Bishop is free to do as he pleases, but the ugly shovel
hat is invariably worn by the English Bishop, and less

frequently by his brother in the colonies. Gaiters, too,

arc the rule, though they cannot be said to add to the
dignity of the episcopal leg.

* *

IT seems that there is a paper known as the .Tapani

Chronicle, and. like most other journals, it devotes

a column to " Answers to correspondents." We
gather that recently a British firm wrote asking- the editor

if he would favor them by sending the names and aid-

dresses of manufacturers of Japanese
silks, adding that a short account of Fnnny Facts
those wares would he appreciated. This About
request appears to have touched the Silkworms,

editor on the funnibone, for ("according

to the Morning Leader) he replied as follows: "With
the greatest pleasure I will proceed to give

you an acount of Japanese silks. They are made from
silkworms. These little animals are caught very young,
and trained by men experienced in colors and patterns.

When of an age sufficient to understand what is required

of them, the bread and milk diet upon which they have
been hitherto fed is stopped, and they are put on cham-
pagne and ordered to spin handkerchiefs."
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER
DECISIONS upon the correctness of dress become al-

most a second nature with men of fashion. Thej

cannol be said to give great thoughl to Row they

shall be clothed, yet every detail of their attire shows

thai keen discrimination has been exercised. Constant

practice in making a choice of what is most suitable

under given conditions has made the operation almost

automatic, Some men seem to dress well by instinct;

they see what is becoming at a glance. These are the

real leaders of fashion. They hold their position by in-

herenl right. So that when one sees a man whose whole

outfit shows a precision of detail and the acme of taste,

we often see the result, not of long study, but of in-

stinctive good judgment. This is a fact which is often

lost sight of among critics of men's fashions. They take

Ihe tickle dame 1oo seriously, and seem to think that the

man who dresses well must devote his entire leisure to

that task. As a matter of fact, the men of this country

are too busy and too sensible to devote a large part of

their time to a matter which is, after all, a question of

taste rather than of prolonged study. Tne place for

study, and there is a place for it, is in the tailors' and

haberdashers' shops, and the manufacturers' designing

rooms. Here the various possibilities shauld be experi-

mented with, and the tendencies of the time focused in

the models which they show to the public. The tailors

do not make the fashion, they merely give expression to

its trend.

This raises the business of the tailor above that of a

purely mechanical trade. Looking at it in this light, it

becomes a creative art, where the general conditions have

to be studied and becoming suits have to be designed to

(ill those conditions. The success of a tailor consists not-

only in making clothes fit properly, but also in antici-

pating the progress of fashion and developing it, both in

the matter of quality, and color and shape, to its most

seemly end. As makers of men's wear recognize this

principle of responsibility, the business will become bet-

ter, inasmuch as the public may be then educated up to

the use of better, and more artistic designs.

• •
•

This is a splendid month for the trade and its clients.

Summer clothes have now all their freshness. The resur-

rection of the straw hat gives a smartness and newness

to the whole attire which is eminently pleasing. More-

over, the ennui which comes with the midsummer sultri-

ness has not yet spoiled the desire in men to appear

dressed, and so negligee costumes have not yet put in

their appearance. The usual meeting places of men are

tilled with those who represent the season's favored

st\les, and before the novelty is worn off a fair concep-

tion of what lias been acceptable to the majority may be

had. !

A noticeable feature of the Summer is the large in-

crease in the number of business men who are wearing

tweed business suits of the morning coat style. It is a

coal which has much 'to commend it, being more dignified

than the sack coat. Particularly in the case of a man
who is at the head of a business, it (hitters the sensibili-

ties of those who have business dealings with him to see

him in such an alt ire. ft shows'that he considers his

customers as worthy of what consideration he is able to

give.

*

Stiaw hats are now in perfectly good form, and more
with them this year than for main- previous

lli-.li crowns are the characteristic feature ol

them, and apart from this there is little change from
worn last Summer. For younger men and college

boys the colored band is affected to ome extent, but

this style is really not of sufficient importance to make it

of consideration. Colors or stripes on hat bands
have never met with favor with the great majority of

men. The idea is too aggressively noticeable to make it

possible till the public have been educated up to that
idea much more than they have so far. The flat brim re-

mains by far the most popular style. There are enough
of other designs, however, to make plenty of varietj
The wide brim curled for about three-quarters of an inch

at the edge has developed considerable strength. Tana-
mas and all the shapes of the felt hat are seen more or
less. There is a growing feeling in favor of these shapes
in straws, though as yet they do no1 hulk very large in

the total sales.

The sale of straw hats is more influenced by weather
conditions than most things. Hot weather is absolutely
essential if the sales are to be good. The first of the

month was not propitious, and the Board of Trade has
fixed the first of June as the opening of the straw sea-

son. However, we have had some excessively hot days
since then, and if present conditions hold there will be no
complaint from the hatters.

* *
*

Oxford shoes are being used almost exclusively by the

men of the smart set. The styles worn do not differ

materially from those of last year. The heels are square
and solider than the military heels of last Summer.
Black shoes continue most in vogue, although there is a

considerable number of browns and tans in patent leather

Along with the low shoes go fancy hose, although here
the extreme effect of emhroidery is not tolerated any
longer. Spots are much in evidence, and some stripes are
seen. Fancy weaves in different colors have met with
high favor, and distinctions can scarcely be drawn. Tans
are much worn, having survived a surprisingly long run.

Among the less common, and for that reason the more
distinctive and attractive to the man of fashion, are the

greys and shades which approximate to grey. They have
a desirable fineness of style which makes them a feature

of the display of all high class haberdashers.

With the Summer suits and negligee costumes have
returned the leather belts. Like last year, belts will be

narrow and are much simpler than were worn two seasons
ago. Three-quarters of an inch to one inch is the recog-
nized width. Black and green with similar colored

buckles are most worn though tan belts are also seen

As a variation from the black and nickel-plated buckles,

some haberdashers are showing a line of black belts with
dull gold-plated buckles. The effect is striking, but is

not likely to meet with any general adoption.

A LINEN CAMPAIGN.
The Flax Spinners' Association, of Belfast, is waging

a campaign against retailers in connection with the use

of Ihe word linen. Prosecutions have been held at

Leeds. Sheffield and Manchester. The allegation in every

case was that collars and shirt fronls had been sold as

linen, which, as a matter of fact, were composed of

cotton, wilh often but a single ply of linen. Fines were

imposed in all cases.

A detective employed by Ihe association secured con-

clusive evidence in every case by buying collars, etc
,

liom ,i retailer and insisting that the word "Linen" ap-

pear on the sales check.
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"Always Right in Front"

STERLING

BIGELOW
Front2 34In.BackI 'a In.

FELLOWS ACO..MAKERS.

KEYTON
Front 2'4-In .B ack l

3 s In.

Sterling Collars
We believe no nearer approach to perfection has ever been made

than is represented in this line of Collars and Cuffs.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

FELLOWS ^ COMPANY
NEW YORK,

729 BROADWAY,

TROY, N. Y.

CHICAGO,
230 FIFTH A VE.

BOSTON,
74 CHAUNCY ST.
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
BEFORE .my individual fancj can win general favor

and so become a fashion, it must demonstrate its

suitability and correctness for the purpose to which

it is directed. As a resull of many years, nay, genera

iions, of experiments, certain principles have been i

fished, and upon their conformity t<> these principles de-

pends tlit- adoption of new ideas in clothes. What these

principles are need not he rehearsed here. A man may

dress in numerous ways; many and various are the sai

torial effects possible; hut an impossible costume can be

detected in a moment. If li lacks the virtue of comfort-

ableness if is impossible. Other essentials, too, cannot

be omitted or transgressed without bringing criticism on

the maker and wearer. A system of clothes is built up

on rational bases, li is not just a whim or fancy of one

man to be adopted without consideration for its own in-

trinsic worth. It is this latter point which separates a

permanent fad from a fashion.
* *

House parties to the country and outing trips up the

river are now the order of the day. As a consequence

men are giving more attention to the correct apparel for

such occasions. The Summer always brings forth a mul-

titude id' seasonable ideas in dress, and the coolness and

comfort which the experienced dilettante suggests in his

scheme of clothes is a wonder and a revelation to less

fortunate sweltering beholders. There seems to be some-

thing particularly individual in outing costumes which

makes one garb suitable in the highesl degree to one man
and lacking in something if applied to another. It- is

probably the way the negligee clothes are worn more
than anything in the making, winch makes the difference,

but it isJ|*(jJP' at any rale. To go no farlhei than the

luit— 'gj^Tuis not noticed the peculiar sty lo which a par-

ticular hat gives to one man, when the same bat would
look out of place and anything but distinctive on an-

other .' Certain types and temperaments of men require

certain kinds of clothes to give expression to their char-

acter. A rugged, energetic man cannot be dressed like

the indolent time killer, or vice versa.

* *

Striped flannel trousers and navy blue coats are al-

ways attractive for boating or lounging. They present

an appearance of coolness and comfort, even in the hot-

test days, which is amply home out by the reality.

Flannel's are admirable materials for Summer clothing.

The vogue which has lasted now for several years bids

fair to persist for some time to come. It combines
seemliness of appearance with easiness of wear. The de-

mand is for something which, while being smart, neat

and attractive, still permits of freedom of movement,
such as is required in trips on the water, rowing, and on

land in tennis and olhei less strenuous games. Nothing
has answered to such satisfaction as the dress just men-
tioned. It has earned its position by being applicable to

the uses to which it is put. That is the only sure founda-

i ion for an] fashion.
* *

In weaves lor the Summer and Autumn there is a

marked preponderance of brown. In fact there are few
parts of male attire into which brown in some shade or

othei dors mil enter prominently. The fashion, which
has been somewhat slow m developing its full strength,

has broken on the public- all the more completely now
thai it has come. In woolens there is little else shown
than browns. It must be admitted loo. that the shades
.ne exceptionally attractive, and as a consequence are

now being adopted with a blind enthusiasm. A certain

permanence, too, is assured by the appropriateness of

brown for Autumn and Winter wear. I have no dount
that an exceedingly strong and staWe popularity is in

store for this colOl

*

Shirts become a prominenl feature of men's attin

the Summer season advances. Great possibilities an-

opened up for smartness of dress in the many beautiful

patterns which the shirt makers are offering. Large-

checks are much in evidence, and are of marked beauty.

In soft front shirts, too, the plain colors meet with
great favor, and are seen in the displays of all haber-

dashers. A pal tern which is both becoming and stylish

consists of a fairly pronounced check along the a
fold, but with the body of the shut almost a plain coloi

.

If the fashion of discarding waistcoats during the Sum-
mer takes hold of the suffering public this year, t hen-

will be a great expansion in the sales of fancy shirts.

\ftei all, we have not the stimulus to the wearing of

especially beautiful weaves, since with waistcoats they

show but little.
* *

Collars have not been affected by the Summer season

to as great an extent as was to be expected, '''be same
wing collars which have done service for Winter and

Spring are still the correct thing in midsummer. No
change has been made perceptibly in the height except as

the individual demand for comfort has broken through the

bonds of fashion and has selected a lower and more com-
fortable, if not more seemly, style. An idea of one

manufacturer has met with approval and is being gener-

ally adopted, namely, the rounded corners to the wing,

instead of the long, sharp point which has been in vogue

for some time. The effect is commendable.
* *

*

Cravats will be of moderate width during the ensuing

season. About two and one-half inches has become

recognized as the correct width. The tendency, especi-

ally in forecasts for the Autumn, is towards a slightly

higher cut waistcoat. This, of course, would make an

extremely wide four-in-hand preposterous. As a matter

of fact, when a cravat is made wider than two and a half

inches it becomes impossible to make a becoming knot

This should preclude extravagant ideas in this class of

cravat. For wear with a frock coat, the Ascot con-

tinues to be alone permissible. For the Summer light

shades monopolize the field, steel greys, biscuit shades

and kindred colors being in the lead. However, in all

kinds of neckwear the manufacturers have produced most

alluring creations. Seldom has there been such a variety

of offerings as the haberdashers are able to show to their

customers this Summer.

THE SANFORD EMPLOYES CELEBRATE.

THE annual picnic of the W. E. Sanford employes, of

Hamilton, was held at Niagara Falls on the seven-

teenth of last month. The occasion, which has bc-

come famous for its good feeling and hospitality, was as

successful as ever this year. About six hundred excur-

sionists traveled to the delightful park at the Falls and,

while a number went on to Buffalo, the majority enjoyed

themselves in games and .sight-seeing around the historic

place.

At noon, dinner was served to all the picnic crowd,

and after that a baseball match and a full line of sports

look place. The arrangements, which were very perfect,

reflect great credit on the committee who bad the affair

in charge.
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It's a good, long, thorough travel that, isn't it? How fine the journey ends—ends in

Storeys mocha Gloves-
All Mocha Gloves come from the same source, but they don't all come the same way. That's

the difference. Storey's come the right way—the strong-wearing, stylish, satisfying way
That's why they never disappoint. Thirty years of experience making Mocha Gloves

—

thirty years pleasing the public. We also make a complete range of heavy goods, unexcelled

for value, in addition to Mitts and Moccasins, which are likewise characterized for their

Reliability. We have the latest ideas and fashions and our representative will be pleased

to call on you. It will pay you to see him and his samples.

KL 1% Storey * Son, mm
THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. ACTON, ONTARIO.

3^

RET1URNED
190 *
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A GUIDE TO ADVANCE STYLUS

CONSIDERATIONS of comfort vie with the require-

ments of utility in choosing Summer clothing.

Clothes for July, August and September must be, first

Chillies fur July, August and Sept-ember must be, first

of all, cool. NO requirement will justify the neglect of

this feature. Common sense, which is at the foundation

of all fashions, demands that lightness and freedom of

action be preserved. For this reason Summer suits are

unlined. Norfolk jackets, too, become more common be-

cause they combine coolness with an easy fit, as they do

not require the exact fit which is a necessary feature of

the sack coat. This, however, does not hold of the sack

coat belonging to the lounge suit. It is unlined, for the

most part at any rate, and so does not hang as well as a

lined garment. The increased comfort in such a coat

amply repays the wearer for any shortcomings in the fit.

This coat is always worn without a waistcoat, and with

the addition of a negligee shirt makes a remarkably light

and comfortable costume. From a utilitarian standpoint,

the Summer suit is a great invention. It is during the

hot weather of midsummer that clothes get their worst
t reatment. Two months of lounging, amidst dirt and

dust, will use up a suit more than double the amount of

wear at any other time; so that as a mere matter of

saving a lounge suit is a good investment.

Summer suits are of grey tweed chiefly, although

homespuns, too, enter into their making. The color is

very serviceable, since it does not show up the dust,

which cannot he kept of! during this period of the year:

It does not show any effects of the sun's rays, either, as

do the browns and kindred colors. Above all, it is cool

in appearance and use. As for the cut, it is made, as we
have said, either as a sack or a Norfolk. In the former

cisc it is sometimes entirely unlined, in which case it has

patch pockets on the outside, two usually, or it is parti-

ally lined so as to permit of pockets being made in the

ordinary way. A strip of lining to face the coat gives it

a better hang than when it is unlined. In no case is it

lined in the hack, as although the cloth is very light it

has enough weight to cause it to fall straight.

* *
*

The trousers are worn loose and have a turn-up of an

inch or two at the bottom. This is to save them from

losing their shape and hanging over the shoes too much
when (he suspender is discarded in favor of the belt. On
account of the nature of the material no attempt is

made to keep them creased. In fact that is one of the

advantages of the whole suit—it is made for wear, not

for appearances.
« •

•

In the coat of the Summer the long lapel has been

carried to the extreme. I have seen some examples of

this garment of a bluish grey flannel material, with the

lapel lying so long and low that only two buttons could

he used. Sooth to say, the effect was decidedly modish.
It carried with it a free and easy yet smart appearance,

which was most pleasing. A consideration which cannot
he lost sight of, also, is the better fit which such a coat

is likely to have. The drag in the front from the collar

down is not nearly so pronounced where a lapel iies over
tin- face of the coat for half of its length. The vent in

i lie hack of the coat of which I have been speaking, was
fully eight inches long. Such an extreme length cannot

hut. militate against the fashion of the centre vent, and
already its doom is sealed.

*

The increase in wealth and prosperity in the country

at large is rapidly widening the circle of those who in-

dulge in outdoor games such as golf and tennis. These

sports develop a distinct type of clothes and accessories.

White duck trousers, which are pre-eminently part ol .1

tennis suit, have become common in the cities and not

unknown in the smaller towns. Wherever there is a

Summer resort of the humblest dimi there are

seen duck trousers. For informal occasions during tin-

summer there is nothing to equal them. With a blue

serge coat of a good length, they make as smart a cos-

tume for boating, sports or outing, as can he desired.

More elegant are the striped flannel trousers with the

blue coat, either single or double-breasted, described

above. They have the advantage both of being softer and

more pliable, and of not showing every speck- of dust, as

does the duck.
* *

*

A great straw hat season is upon us. Each hot day

has seen a big accession to the hand of straw hat wear-

ers. The blocks are very sightly, too. If use were their

only reason for existence the brims would probably he a

trifle wider, but there is little cause for complaint on

this score. The split straw has won most favor, and

what sennets are being worn are of a fine weave. The
crowns are high and the bands mostly plain, though

there is a sprinkling of colored stripes.

Shirts are always an interesting subject of specula-

tion. With dealers the question now is : will (here be a

return to stiff fronts in (he Fall ? For the present soft

front shirts reign supreme. Plain colors are very popu-

lar and serviceable, hut every man uses his own choice,

and the possibilities are infinite.

SEEN AND HEARD.

of

off

Hie Western

considerable

Thieves recently broke into (he store

Clothing Co., Port Arthur, and carried

booty.

The s(ock of clofhing and men's furnishings of 1).

Goldblatt, Owen Sound, was sold by auction during (he

first two weeks of June.

I. H. Kaplan, of (he Montreal Clothing Ston
John, N.B., has purchased (he stock of the Canadian

Commission Co., which assigned recently.

The Stratford Clothing Co. has purchased (he rights

of Plastic Form, and will develop this class of clothing

business. If is (he intention of the company to estab-

lish branch stores throughout the country.

Vancouver, B.C., is (0 have a branch of the (J. D.

Scott, Limited, clothing and men's furnishing store. The
original store in Nanaimo has had a successful career of

ten years, and has proved its ability to do a high class

business.

A branch of Fanjoy & Co., men's furnishers, of New
Glasgow, has been opened in Sydney, N.S. The original

house has been established for ten years, and under (he

personal management of W. T. Fanjoy the branch should

nice! with a suet ess equal to that of (he parent estab-

lishment.
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Over njj|

c/" />°r spate

beiiys

Promotion and Development

ot Your Clothing Trade

ASSURED BY HANDUNC OUR LINES

EXCELLENT DESIGNS
EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers.

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL.

BEST SUSPENDERS

Have Their Own

Mark
C. K. HACEDORN, Manager

WHICH IS A GUARANTEE OF THE BEST VALUE

Made in Canada by

TKe Berlin Suspender &, Button Co.
Berlin, Ont.
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THE VIRTUE OF PERSISTENCE.

BACK in the seventies a young man came to New York
and looked around for a business opening. In a

month or so he went into the making of men's

shirts, because that business had no seasons. He knew
very little about shirts, except that they were white, and

that men wore them. His lack of prejudice on the sub-

jecl led him to evolve a shirt that fitted better than any

others, and which he pould sell at a lower price. He took

iiis first samples to the largest dry goods house in the

city. The buyer asked him to leave them, coldly disin-

terestedly. It was a matter of form, and he never meant

to buy from the new manufacturer—perhaps never to look

at his samples. The young man refused to let go of his

samples. "I want to show them to you," he said
;

"these are new shirts, altogether different from anything

you've seen, and if I don't explain their good points you'll

miss them." Within a month he was selling his whole

i ml put to that house, and in a year a larger factory was

started and put under his supervision.—Printers' Ink.

AN INKLING OF SPRING.

MANUFACTURERS are now selecting materials for

the ensuing Spring season, and while in general

they bear a close resemblance to the old standbys,

there is yet enough discrepancy to arouse and sustain in-

terest on the part of the consumer. The want of some-

thing entirely new has been feit for some time, and

nothing this season can be said to have filled that long-

felt want. More than one manufacturer is relying upon
combinations to meet with approval. A plain body with

a figured front and cuffs carries with it, when appropri-

ately managed, a distinguishing charm which has already

been favored by the better class of trade. Naturally an

extension to lower grades has resulted. They will be

shown for early Spring trade in numerous qualities.

Spots, dots, small figures and neat and various widths of

stripes are all judiciously employed in many kinds and

grades of materials, to exploit this newest of shirt fads.

Among Spring colorings, tans and grays, relieved by
designs of darker shades, and sometimes by pink, blue and

other appropriate shades, occupy the foremost position.

Whites are evidently to score a bigger success than this

season, judging by the confidence displayed in selecting

this color. Negligees are the shirt par excellence. There
is the old struggle between the plain and pleated vari-

eties. One manufacturer places confidence in a four-

pleated garment, which has an air of distinction and is

washed with no loss to the garment. His lines for

Spring and Summer selling are arranged with tans and
grays in a premier position, followed closely by blues and
white and black effects. Plain white grounds are also

very prominent, both in plain and pleated bosoms. Some
of the new pleats extend all the way down, thus obviat-

ing a bulgy effect. He places every confidence in pleated

fronts, and believes they will be in good request, not only

for the best trade, but also for the ordinary run of cus-

tomers.

Oxfords and madras are more prominent than ever be-

fore in the range of materials. Jacquard effects are very

noticeable among these. Percales and pongees are in the

same category as ever. Perhaps the newest ideas are

seen in the plain mohair shirts. Cream is very prominent
in this respect. This material will undoubtedly find a
ready reception in shirt lines.

The Coat Shirt and Attached Cuffs.

Missionary work is at last beginning to tell in more
than city circles regarding the introduction of the coat
shirt. At various times reference has been made to this

sightly and comfortable garment. More and more cus-

tomers are learning the advantage of a coat shirt. Why
should one wriggle and twist out of the ordinary garment
when the easier method is at hand. Attached cuffs, which
are slowly but surely winning approval in better circles,

will be shown for the ensuing Spring in many staple

lines.

Novelty is the life of the shirt department, and good
things when first shown should not be slighted. Buyers
often show a tendency to delay purchasing, and by dis-

daining to look at goods early often miss good things,

which they plead in vain for a couple of months hence.

Flannels have commanded attention this Summer in

the highest grade of goods. For sports nothing is more
appropriate. Oood flannel shirts do not shrink, as they

are sewed with silk, and present a neat appearance. Fur-

ther than this, they do not muss and wear out nearly as

quickly as any other fabric.

On account of cool weather retarding Summer pur-

chases, many retailers have turned to cut prices as a

cure. Time and again this policy has been freely charac-

terized as short sighted. This is obvious when the con-

ditions of the negligee garment are recognized. Notwith-
standing a strenuous campaign to render a marked di-

vision between Summer and Winter garments, the negli-

gee as the former, and the stiff bosom as the latter, the

fact remains that the negligee still sells the year round.

Thus, even if sales are not (arge early in the Summer,
there is no serious cause for alarm. The retailer can
well afford to sit tight and await his opportunity. If

the Summer be normally hot supplies of desirable goods
in retailers' hands will undoubtedly not do more than

meet the demand.

Hints About Collars.

Collars for Fall and Winter will maintain the same
variety which has characterized the trade for the last

year. For ordinary wear little discrimination will be

shown between the fold and wing collars, and after all it

is the collar of ordinary wear in which the merchant is

interested. In fold collars most favor is shown to the

comparatively straight front, with a medium wide vent,

however, to permit of the tying of a four-in-hand readily.

The interdependence of one article of dress on another is

shown clearly in this matter. The waistcoat will be cut
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A

WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building, TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers and Commission Agents

for Manufacturers.

Seasonable Lines in Stock :

Y. & R'S FANCY VESTS, white and

select patterns.

UNSHRINKABLE NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR, $6.50 and $9.00 dozen.

CELLULAR AERTEX UNDERWEAR
AND SHIRTS.

UNITED GARMENTS, Trunk Drawers,

Short Sleeve Vests.

BATHING SUITS and BATH GOWNS.

ST. MARGARETS GOLF BLOUSES
AND HOSIERY for Ladies and Men.

WE ARE NOW SHOWING COMPLETE
RANGES FOR FALL IN

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S

Fancy Silk and Tattersal Vests

Edged Cloth to Match.

New weavings and colorings in Knitted Vests.

Latest designs in Dressing Gowns and Smoking
Jackets.

Extensive ranges Shirtings in Oxford and Silk

and Wool fabrics.

Dress Shirts at $9.00 and $12.00, and

Dress Vests, S.B., $13.50; D.B., $15.00

Stocked in Toronto.

TRESS & COMPANY
London, Eng.

Manufacturers of

FINE SILK AND FELT

HATS
Correct Shapes—Exceptional Values

Our ranges of Tweed Hats and Caps are finest

shewn in Canada.
If not represented in your town, write us.

somewhal higher this Pall. 'As a consequence four-in-hand
lies win be alightlj narrower, as otherwise the knot
would be cumbersome. This, in turn, permits of the fold

coHai being a trifle narrower. There is no absoiifterj

fixed rule as to the shape of the points. Round and
sharp corners alternate with one another, and the UtmO I

freedom is permissible. Wing collars, too, show much
variety. The wing may be either sharp cornered or
round. They are rather small, however, and it is likely

that they will stay so for some time.

Stocks have been relegated to the background except

for outdoor lounging occasions. They never had a place

in a business costume, and the fad by which they were
forced into general use for a while killed the possibility

of their becoming generally popular. They had theii

place in games and water sports, but when a few began

bo wear them on ordinary occasions the usual fate of an

overdone fashion befel them. They were tabooed by men
of conservative tastes even on occasions where they were
perfectly correct.

* •
*

Since the introduction of colored shirts, which neces-

sitated the supplying of cuffs of the same material being

given with them, the sale of cuffs separately has been

comparatively small. The only place where the men's

furnisher can get, in on the business is in white cuffs.

The business in these, which is always fairly steady,

might be noticeably increased with proper pushing. Edu-

cation of the public taste is what is required. Colored

shirts are not always the correct thing to wear, much
less are colored cuffs. If white cuffs were kept to the

front and shown more energetically, there is no reason

why the sales should not greatly increase in volume.

This is a case in which sales by suggestion could come
in strongly. The men's furnisher is supposed to be an

authority on men's fashions. A remark made unob-

trusively now and again on the use of white cuffs on

social occasions, would quickly establish the custom It

is a matter worthy of consideration.

1HE MAN AND HIS METHODS.

THE man of small capital in the dry goods business is

apt to think that the big trusts and big stores have

accomplished his ruin. These monsters of modern

finance will always gobble up the little men, i.e., those

men who are little and narrow in their ideas of manu-

facturing and merchandising.

In the City of Chicago can be found a large store

selling men's furnishings and clothing known almost all

over the country for the brilliancy of its advertising and

to all Chicago for the extent of its business.

Tom Murray started only a few years ago handling

collars, cuffs and shirts in a little 18x20-foot store. Such

goods were sold by every department store then as now

and besides they could be bought on almost every block

in the business centre. Tom Murray has carried nothing

better than elsewhere and his success has been fairly won

by original forms of advertising and confidence in him-

self. Only this and nothing more. What Tom Murray has

done in an overworked line can be accomplished in a

general dry goods business. It is the man and his methods.

first and last.
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OXFORD.
Three widths, 2 in., 2V2 in., 3 in

Price $1.25

A

D
RUGBY.

21/2 in- only.

Price $1.25 per Di

A

D
ETON.

Three Widths—2 in., 2Y2 in., 3 in.

URfelED
Price $126 per DozRETURNEI

,Ui 15 191

j • L , I
Front, 2 in.

Height [
'

.

t Back, IV2 m
ALSO WITH BLACK POLKA SPOT IN

BODY OF COLLAR. h

ftlTURl

EMPRESS.
Height—Front, 2 in.; Back. iy2 in.

BARONESS.
Height— Front, 2% in.; Back, 1'!;

Height

RETURNEI
Front, 2 in. JUL 15 )%<&
Back, IV2 in.

Price S1.50 per Doz^TL^NED P™e *175 »" °°%£^£?

N

A

D

A

/&£144>

TENNIS.
am White—$1.75 per Doz:

FOR YOUNG GIRLS.

Solid Colors—Red, Tan, Blue,

Brown. At $2.00 per Doz.

DOROTHY.
All White—$1.50 per Doz.

ALSO
Solid Colors—Black, Red, Tan, Blue

At $2.00 per Doz.

PORTIA.

Height in Front, 1% in.

Price $1.50 per Doz.

Immediate Delivery. THE WILLIAM A. GREENE CO'Y., limited, WATERLOO, Oflt.
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"PINTO 99

plays the dickens with

cheap, profitless goods.

When 'Pinto" once gets its

work in, you will find it digging

into the cheap stuff and raising the

standard of your trade. People

very soon learn the economy of

"Pinto" wear.

They find out that 'Pinto'

Shell Cordovan makes the strong-

est wearing mitts and gloves to be

bought at any price.

It is boil and scorch proof, it

is ripless and tearless, rain and wind

proof -mighty near wear proof.

We back every pair with our

guarantee.

Hudson Bay Knitting Go.

Montreal Winnipeg Dawson
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HATS AND
GLOVES

Most deaters

hand. Hilts

OST deal's have their Fall buying pretty well in

hand. Hats for Fall and Winter are, on the whole,

just a development of the Summer fashions. Hard

hats will almost monopolize the market though through-

out the country the buying of soft felts has been well up

to the average. In derbys the leading feature will be a

flattening of the brim, though the curl does not disap-

pear as in the makes of a few seasons back. There will

be a slight roll, which will not, however, change the ap-

pearance of flatness. This treatment of the brim gives a

higher appearance to the crown, which is, too, a feature

of the Summer hats. An innovation which has not taken

a very strong hold of the public taste is a tapering

crown. It has been shown to some extent in the Sum-
mer blocks in brown hats, but it was not taken up favor-

ably. Having failed in brown, it is not likely to be re-

vived in black.

Prospects for Autumn trade are exceptionally bright.

The particularly large sale of straw hats this Summer
makes it certain that there will he a general buying this

Fall. The tendency hitherto has been to neglect dis-

tinctions of seasons. A hat was worn indiscriminately

in Summer, Fall and Winter. The result was far from

being beneficial to trade. This year a complete change

will be necessary, and the hat department should show
good profits.

* *
*

In spite of the vigorous efforts of many manufactur-

ers and hatters, brown derbys were not welcomed witli

any enthusiasm this Summer. This was somewhat to be

wondered at, since some very taking shades were shown
in the various blocks. The displays of brown hats in

some city windows were most attractive, and would have
overcome any ordinary prejudice. However, it rapidly

developed into a straw hat season, and thus a fair chance

of popularity was effectually killed. However, in spite of

this, a good number were sold and worn. These were of

the regular type such as was being worn in black hats

and looked well. Some extreme shapes were shown, and
these rather militated against a general adoption of the

color. Only by the most careful treatment will the

browns win wide favor, and the surest way to kill them
is to show freakish shapes and unbecoming shades. If

the brown hat were given a fair chance it should work
out its salvation all right.

Soft felt hats have had a steady sale. An exceedingly
stylish shape is an approximation to the planter hat. It

comes in pearl grey, and is very suitable for Summer
wear. Broad brims are characteristic of all fedoras.

Blacks and browns are also in evidence. For negligee
and outing occasions the flat iron shape is much affected
by young men. It is smart, yet easy in appearance.
Where stores are situated near Summer resorts or camp-
ing grounds a good business has been done by many
stores in white pique and parti-colored hats. Generally
speaking, in spite of the number of straws which have
been sold, the business in soft hats and caps has been
very satisfactory.

SOFT and STIFF HATS
Quality Guaranteed

Price

$24.00

per

dozen

If you knew all about Hats

You would Jjl0^ All ihe lime

"^OTHAiw?

STYLISH

durTble^gOTHAM^
GUARANTEED. Always the Same

We

Adver-

tising

Helps

STRAW HATS
In all dimensions of Crown and Brim

The New Sennet Yacht— Natty and Dressy

The Fashionable Split Yacht—Always Correct

Straws $4.00 to $30.00 per dozen,

Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer
MAKERS and DISTRIBUTORS

721-723 Broadway, NEW YORK
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GLOVE PRICES, TERMS AND DISCOUNTS.

IN
the course of an interesting interview with Mr. J.

J. Westgate, president of the Hudson Hay Knitting

Co., the question of terms and discounts in the milt

and glove business was introduced. Mr. Westgate made

some interesting observations.

"The position as I see it is like this," said Mr. West-

gate. "Nearly all the mitt and glove makers do business

with the jobbers, and they have a set of discounts vary-

ing anywhere from 5 and 10 to 20 and 25 per cent. off.

Of course, if a manufacturer does business with jobbers,

he must have jobbers' terms; but the difficulty is that

big retailers then want to be put on the jobbers' basis.

Others in time learn that certain dealers get these terms,

and then there is haggling over every sale. The dealers

are afraid that some other dealer is getting the inside

track of him on terms, and very often he will not be

mistaken in that.

"I can't see the sense of having an elaborate set of

terms. If a manufacturer gives big discounts, it cannot

but create distrust of his methods and prices, especially

when it becomes known that he is not treating all his

customers alike. The feeling that is bound to grow up

with the retailer is that he is never sure that some other

dealer is not getting an advantage over him by getting

better terms or larger discounts.

"Then there is the other view of the system. How

can a manufacturer give discounts unless he adds them

on? He has got to make a certain profit. If he gives

one man a bigger discount than another, either he has

had a legitimate profit from one and robbed the other,

or he has lost profit on one and got a fair one on the

other. In any case he has done one customer an in-

justice.

"For the life of me," continued Mr. Westgate, "I

don't see why all manufacturers do mil adopt a ingk

Of terms and slick to them.

"Our western manager, Mr. s. D. K. Fernie, of

Winnipeg, told me of a number of instances of how this

discount business works out, of which this is an example:

You know some of the sample rooms in the west an
exactly palatial, some of them have partitions of inch

lumber, and everything said in one room may be dis

tinctly heard in the next room. Mr. Fernie and a rival

traveler opened up in adjoining rooms. At night he was
writing out his orders and for three-quarters of an hour

his rival and a customer haggled and argued about b

and discounts. Mr. Fernie, nor any of our nineteen

travelers, ever has to argue the question of terms. Oui

terms are now thoroughly known and understood. Even
retailer knows our terms are net 60 days, two of! for

cash in ten. And we never vary these terms. When a

customer buys from us he knows he is getting just as

good prices and terms as his competitors and he has

confidence in us.

"We never have to look up last year's order to see

if the terms in this year's coincide with those given last

year. We know they are always the same. We mark our

samples in plain figures. We have only one set of prices.

When we want to get up a line of goods at, say, (6 pel

dozen we figure how good we can make them at our

profit. We don't have to skin the goods or pad prices to

allow for discounts. We know what the goods cost and

exactly what we are going to get for them.

"I don't see how manufacturers can even approximate

their profits and have half a dozen net prices. It looks

like a case of grab all you can and when you can't grab

take what you can get.

"Yes, business is good, never was better with us.

Prospects for the Northwest trade are excellent, and our

increase out there is surprisingly big, as well as all over

Canada."

IN CRAVATD O M
WASH ties must be taken into account in all discus-

sions abmit the Summer trade. Last year the

ground was broken for the reintroduction of wash-

able goods, and though at that time there was little en-

couragement for their immediate popularity, the move-

ment in their favor was distinctly noticeable. Now the

city haberdashers are showing them as a leading feature,

and the exnectation of a year ago is likely to be realized.

One important reason for their popularity this year,

apart from the great convenience and suitability of them

for Summer wear, is the remarkably effective patterns

which are being shown. Ties to match or contrast with

the different shirt iii'js in stock are offered by the best

dealers. Among these, of course, blues, revs and greens

are the most prominent. The plain colors appear ex-

ceedingly fresh and cool for July and August, and will

have a big sale. Washable ties are rational. While

they luck the softness and beauty of a silk cravat, yet

they make up for this in simplicity and cleanliness.

*

Solid colors still reign supreme in neckwear. There

arc many kinds of materials and much variety in colors,

bnl in the vast majority of cases they are one color or

another, not a mixture. The offerings for the Summer
are extremely modish. Developments of the earlier

popular styles have brought to the front some very be-

coming new shades. Among these, a soft grey in a shot

silk effect is attracting considerable notice. Still fore-

most in sales are some rich shades of brown. In spite

of the immense run they have had, they do not look

common, but, on the contrary, have retained a remark-

able stylishness and attractiveness.

*

Close seconds to these shades in popular estimation

are the various shades of greens. These too have worn

well and do not seem to lose their hold. Possibly the

long run on these darker colors is the result of the cold

Spring, which has not been conducive to the sale of

light-colored neckwear. The outing cravats of blue and

white, and the greys, have had little show so far this

year. In the latter case some exceptionally pretty

things are shown in steel grey and ivory.

*

A slight variation from the usual solid colors is shown

in some neckwear, which is meeting with favor. Thi>

consists in a dot or a spot of some shape, done in a

different color from the web. Sometimes Ibis appears

in just a different shade, more frequently it is in an

entirely different color. Oreen silk with red spots and

grey with green spots have been noticed. There are so
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Hundreds of dozens of staples in made-up ties for immediate delivery. Some of the lines :

Foulards Shield Knots Four-in-hands
in fancy spots and figures. in numerous silks at attractive prices, etc., etc.

For the coming season

one of our specials is

the famous

REP CLOTH
in new and striking

designs.

^Wfe
>fV It

*

s correct neckwear

and absolutely retains

its shape.

. //r-////r,

" Of all the ties you ever tied you never tied a tie that ties like this tie ties.
- '

Visit our sample rooms when In the market. Samples cheerfully submitted for any of your requirements

(Linen-Mesh)

Every wearerfof the Dr. Deimel Underwear, of Linen-

Mesh, is its friend, and those who have worn the Fall and
Winter weights are enthusiastic in its praise.

Dr. Deimel Underwear has proven every claim ever

made for it. Its wonderful absorbent properties, the comfort

and health that go with it, have placed it first and foremost in

the leading retail underwear departments of the world.

For Booklet, Samples and Terms,
Address,

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company,
2202 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, Canada.

NEW YORK
491 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Sitter Street
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LONDON, E.C., England
10-11-12 Bread St.
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THERE'S A
DIFFERENCE

IN

BRACES « CRAVATS

JUST THE SAME AS THERE
IS IN GIRLS

There are a

hundred and one little things

in the "get up"

of a Brace, Cravat or Girl

that give them a

chic, fashionable, exclusive

appearance, not obtainable in

the ordinary productions.

For satisfaction and

contentment the best is

none too good for either you

or your customers.

Dominion Suspender Co.

Niagara Neckwear Co.
LIMITED

Niagara Falls

OFFICES

MONTREAL TORONTO yiEBEC

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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many men on whom a solid color season palls that this

variation is assured of consideration.
* •

*

It may, too, mark the insertion of the thin edge of

the wedge, which is to displace the solid color fashion

altogether. Such a vogue is hound to pass out sooner

or later, and its persistence till the present has been the

occasion of much comment. It does not seem unlikely

that the introduction of the spot in the old patterns is a

recognition by the designers that the day for a change is

at hand. The innovation, while it leaves accepted colors

intact, still adds a freshness and smartness which must

be admired.

For the real Summer weather, which is now upon us,

foulards will be strong. For Summer costumes, lounge

in stores which cater to that trade. For the Autumn

there will be a revival of patterns with red markings,

and warm colors will predominate. Dots and stripes

will both be seen in next season's offerings. Like most

other lines, it will provide an open season wherein the

individual can suit his fancy without deviating from ac-

cepted stvles.
* *

*

Bow ties have altogether dropped out of existence.

Even when the waistcoat is discarded it, is a four-in-hand,

not a bow, which is worn. It is seldom that one fashion

such as this so completely passes away even for a tem-

porary time. However, it had a long run and enjoyed

much popularity for a number of years, and the com-

pleteness of the reaction is but a testimony to the extent

of its former favor.

RETURNED
5 190^

suits, and neglige and outing shirts, there is nothing to

compare with this class of neckwear. It is absolutely

staple, and each year finds greater favor. The regular

blue ground with white spot will have a heavy sale, and

retailers will be servin"- their own interests who order

well now. No risk is assumed in this, since the goods are

correct and do not depend on any passing fancy to ensure

their success.
* *

*

Ascots and puffs are shown in attractive shades and

patterns. They will take a more prominent position in

the Fall stocks, as to a large extent they are pushed aside

during the Summer by four-in-hands. Polka dots are

the most called for of all puff ties, although Summer
weddings cause a good sale of light grey and white ties

JAPANESE BUCK GLOVES.

ANEW line of gloves has been introduced to the Can-

adian trade by W. H. Storey & Son, Limited. The

Japanese buckskin gloves, which have but recently

been offered to the Canadian trade, are of a very high

grade of excellence. The leather from which they are

made outclasses for appearance and durability the ordin-

ary oil dress buckskin made in this country and the

United States. Its finish is so fine that it can hardly be

detected from the finest Mocho, and yet it is sold at less

than the price of the ordinary buckskin. The reputation

which this company earned some years ago with their

Napa Buck gloves is likely to be repealed with the new

•Japanese Buck.
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ETURNED

m CANADIAN UNDERWEAR CO.
10 ST. HELEN ST., MONTREAL

Specialties

Austrian Collars and Cuffs

TRADE

MARK

RA
PfeTURNED
1 11 190 ^

MARK

SHAMROCK
1st Quality Indestructible Button-hole.

The above cut shows one of our leaders, which is ever increasing in

popularity. It is a perfect-fitting collar, of fine finish, and the purest white. We
carry it in heights of \y2 , W±, 2, 2%, '2 l

/4, 2$ and 3". Other shapes in same

quality, in double and single band always in stock. Prices : Double, $1.50; single,

$1.40 per dozen.

RETURNED
JUL U 19Q

We also carry all shapes and sizes in our

RETURNER
JUL 11

RETURNEE
jbl 11 190.

Price $1.00 per dozen, at which figure they are sure winners and defy al

competition.

CUFFS.— Complete stock in every shape desired.

THE CANADIAN UNDERWEAR CO.
10 ST. HELEN ST., MONTREAL
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ROYAL FASHIONS
A\|\N

who was long in the service of King Edward

lias recently given an interview to Augusta I'res-

cott on the royal habits of dress. He telis many
interesting things about King Edward, one of which is

that His Majesty likes to change his clothing three times

a day. When at Homburg he has a suit for his early

visil to the springs, and later for his morning walk and

glass. He puts on a suit for the fashionable driving hour.

Then he dresses for dinner. If he is going to be a sport,

such as the whip upon a coach or the chauffeur at the

wheel of an automobile, he will dress again. He believes

that the clothes make the man, and that no man is com-

fortable who is not becomingly robed.

This year the King demands a high polish upon his

shoes. This is called the tradesman's polish. The shoes

must shine, and the fact that the King wears brilliantly-

polished shoes has given a new zest to the sale of patent

leather and bright enamel shoes. His Majesty has his

shoes polished many times a day, patiently sitting

through the process like an ordinary gentleman.

The King has taken to the wearing of low shoes, but

they are cut rather high as His Majesty has weak ankles.

He is not quite as heavy as he was, and is able to walk

more. For this purpose he is wearing the rather high

low shoes, wide and flat, with extension soles. They are

made of moderately heavy leather and are polished, heels

ami all, so that they shine. His Majesty likes an easy

shoe and for years has had his shoes broken in by a

valet whose feet are of the same size. Other valets may
come and other valets may go, but this one is sure of his

job.

The King is wearing gloves to match his suit. With

a grey Spring suit he wears castor grey gloves finished to

look like grey suedes. They are light in weight and are

fastened with large clasps of grey enamel the shade of

the gloves. They are always buttoned when he is on

parade.
When He Goes Driving.

Foi driving the King wears a pair of brown leather

gloves with the tops turned down over the hand. The
tops are lined with dark red leather. These gloves match
the brown driving suit affected by His Majesty and they

also match the new leather harness and reins which he

has had made this Spring for his Rotten Row steppers.

For the opening of the present London season the

King has purchased many handsome suits. He never buys

more than one at a time, but is constantly adding to his

store. He never looks shabby and is always one of the

best^dressed monarchs in Europe.

The shabby appearance of the king of a great country

at a recent gathering of royalty in the south of France

was commented upon by all the newspapers. King Ed-
ward was not the shabby king referred to, nor has he

ever been known to show a disregard for dress. He is a

boon to the tradesmen, for he is always inventing some-

thing new. He invented the link cuff button nearly forty

years ago.

The King has many fads in dress, and one of his

most recent ones is that of wearing trousers with a

double crease. The legs are ironed flat' in such a manner
that there is a crease at the back as well as at the front.

The result is very good, for it makes the trousers set

well to the legs. They hug the tegs more closely than

those that are ironed with only one crease, and that at

the front.

A tailor of London tried to persuade His Majesty to

start the wearing of trousers with the creases ironed in

at each side. But the effort was unsuccessful. Such
"pants" broaden the figure and make the legs look very

fat. A crease at each side gives the legs a curious effect,

and the fashion did not live more than a day. But the

front and back crease is very successful indeed.

The King, though a very short man, has taken to

plaids. He wears a suit of Scottish cloth, deep green
and deep blue. The plaids are almost invisible and the
suit would pass for that affected by a country gentleman
upon his estate.

It is whispered that the King is terribly afraid of

looking old, and that he is wearing clothes this season
twice as gay as those of last year. But this his tailor

indignantly denies. "The materials are brighter this

year," says the tailor in extraordinary to the King,
"and for that reason the suits look louder."

His Majesty is very fond of white collars and cuffs,

and has a fancy for laundering them with a very high
finish. He wants them to rival his shoes, which are like

a looking glass. TKiee articles of wearing apparel must,

have a high polish, and these are his shoes, his linen and
his silk hat.

His New Shirt Fads.

Recently the King had a dozen shirts made at a Lon-
don shirt maker's in a fashionable part of London. Un-
til this time he has employed his own private shirt
maker, but was recommended to try this shirt builder by
the Duke of Mariborough, with whom he chums a great
deal despite the disparity in their ages.

The shirt maker obtained permission to build the
shirts in his own way. When they came home they were
made of pale linen, white with tiny violet checks, and
with pink checks and pale blue ones. The collars match-
ed. Instead of being white they were faintly colored in

the same tiny checks as the shirt. They were attached
to the shirts—no buttoning on—and the cuffs also were
attached.

One feature was very noticeable. Upon the left arm
there was a large monogram, as big as a butter plate,
with the royal terest above it, all worked in colours. The
shirts were called outing shirts or sporting shirts. The
monogram will show in Summer times, when His Ma-
jesty takes off his. coat to play a game of billiards. They
are to be worn for a gentleman's game of lawn tennis
and for sports where a man can take off his coat politely.

The King this Spring is wearing violets. He does not
don a few nor is Jhe contented with a little purple with
leaves attached. He wants a big showy bunch of violets

as a girl might wear. He sticks it in his lapel and pins
it fast.

His Majesty's favorite color this season is violet.

Last Summer it was pink, and in 1903 he wore blue.

This year it is a very pretty violet and it is seen in his

hosiery, in his handkerchief borders, in his shirts, and in

the flower in his button hole.

His Majesty is very gay as to his hose, and this is

the only note of decided gaity in his costume. His stock-

ings are made of silk and are of a (avender hue. He has
several pairs of black silk stockings with little lilac fig-

ures and many cream-colored pairs figured in lilac
; as

well as dozens in the deeper shades of the same color. He
buys hose liberally and his supply is nearly inexhaustible.

The King's Old Cast-offs.

"What does King Edward do with his old clothing ?"

has been frequently asked. After the King has worn
them until they are out of style, they arc bundled into
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,i trunk and senl bo the hospitals, and here they lie

awaiting toe convalescenl poor. Many a beggar in Loo

don, many a I lamp and many a poor but worthy young

clerk is wearing garments once worn by the King, with-

out knowing il. The hospitals say nothing, but when a

patient recovers he is dressed in a suit and sent out, if

too poor to buy a suit of his own. And thus the King's

wardrobe is turned to charitable use.

It was supposed that the King gave his old clothing

to his valets. Hut this: is not so. A valet was discharg-

ed for selling alleged old suits to credulous gentlemen

who supposed they were collecting garments worn by

England's King, but the fraud was discovered in time and

the valet exposed.

He does not give his cast-offs to his valets for the

reason that if he did so there might be embarrassing

situations. A valet looking like the King, and of the

same size and figure, might walk out of the palace

grounds claiming the bows of the people who would

recognize the clothes and suppose it to be the King.

The King is very particular as to the quality of his

linen and for a long time had all his linen sent from

India. But of late years he has taken to the wearing of

domestic linen, preferring an older grade which has

grown soft to the new stiff linen which is uncomfortable.

He has his underwear made by the quantity and, when
it comes to actual undergarments, he is very fond of the

brighter hues.

But the particular pride of His Majesty's wardrobe is

his hat. He loves to wear a hat and is seldom photo-

graphed without his hat on. He has what might be

called a hat room. One small apartment is nearly all

filled with hats which are kept in excellent shape ready

to be put on. He loves a soft hat of the Fedora type

and always wears one when the occasion will permit.

No man in England has the varied headgear of the

King. He has the newest tile—not only one, but

half a dozen. It is necessary to have six, for there are

occasions upon which a king must wear a silk hat; and
suppose it were at the height of the London season. At
•1 a cornerstone is to be laid and His Majesty must ap-

pear in a silk hat. If there were only one to draw upon
any number of embarrassing things- might happen. A
shower at 3 might disable the hat; there might be an
accident such as will sometimes happen; the ironer may
have done his work badly; and one after another the

supply must be drawn upon.

Not long ago the King entered his carriage to be

driven through London to a ceremonious laying of a

cornerstone, one of those affairs of which he is compelled

to attend so many. He wore a dark suit, a black over-

coat, a bunch of violets and a silk hat.

As Seen by His Valet.

As he entered his carriage, through the awkwardness
of a groom the hat touched a rough surface. A man was
sent- back for another. This time the King, taking the

hat in his hand, held it a moment and dropped it acci-

dentally. A third hat was brought out and the carriage

drove away. A sudden shower brought it back in ten

minutes' time, and for the fourth time the King— still

smiling, for nothing disturbes him—drove away with an-

other hat.

His Majesty is again making a specialty of vests. He
has abandoned the idea of leaving the bottom button

open and is buttoning his vest all the way up. He is

wearing some very showy Summer vests, m getting ready

to do so, .mil in his wardrobe are vests of brocade, vests

oi very gay duck and linen, and several wonderfully fancy

lkht weight velvet vests He is never without a supply

of handsome rests, and this season, when the vest sensa-

tion is sprung, it will be even more pronounced than

usual.

Vest buttons and Summei jewelry in general will be

quite a fad with His Majesty. He has taken to gun-

metal jewelry and has a gunmetal watchchain and a gun-

metal fob. He owns a handsome gunmetal ring of ori-

ental make, set with a great green-hued turquoise, and

he has a set of beautiful gunmetal vest bin'

The King is wearing shorter sleeves than he wore last

year, and his newest shirts have attached cuffs that al-

most show the wrists. They are worn with link studs

that are dull and dark in hue. None of the gleaming gold

of last year. He wears some handsome monogram
jewelry, and is said to be almost entirely responsible for

the monogram fad which is sweeping over the country.

His Majesty has a Spring promenade suit of smooth
blue cloth, rather bright, and he owns a brown serge

suit. His warm day suit is a black cashmere, unlined,

and made with a tittle sack coat, wide trousers and a

white linen vest, which can, of course, be changed for one

of the checked calico or the figured cheviot variety.

The King is a hero to his valet because of his interest

in dress and his taste in dress. He wears something

handsome always, and, when not elegantly dressed, is al-

ways very neatly attired. In fact, that is the keynote oi

his smartness, his immaculate neatness.

A VALUABLE CATALOGUE.

A
BOOKLET which every store carrying men's furnish-

ings will find valuable, is the 1!)05 announcement of

Fellows & Co., Troy, N.Y. It illustrates every

possible variation in design of shirt and collar. Sterling

brand collars have established a reputation which is based

on uniformly good quality. Fellows & Co. have been

manufacturing collars and shirts since 1831, and their

trade mark has become a familiar sight in all men's

furnishings stores.

Trumpet collars and cuffs, for a cheaper grade, are

illustrated in all varieties. Also a full assortment of

collars for ladies and boys is shown.

Cuts of the newest things in shirts are given. A

white pleated dress shirt, to retail at %\, is particularly

attractive. All kinds of shirts, plain or pleated, with or

without cuffs attached, are illustrated in the lines thai

are always right in front.

THE SOURCE OF PINTO MITTS.

A
CLEVER and effective booklet has been issued by the

Hudson Bay Knitting Co., descriptive of the gentle

ways of the pinto bronco, before being busted, and

incidentally telling about the merits of the Pinto shell

cordovan mitts and gloves, which are just as tough as

the animal from whose hide they are made. Like all the

literature of the II. B, K, Co., this booklet is bright and

original. It is read on its merits, and the reader cannot

do other than be convinced of the quality of the articles

about which it speaks. Having read the character sketch

of the pinto in the first two or three pages, one is pre-

pared to believe that "hair for hair, and weight for

weight, he's the toughest mass of horsellesh that infests

the globe.'' That the mitts and gloves are the toughest

in creation may be assumed without question. A booklet

may be had from the Hudson Bay Knitting Co., and it is

well worth sending for.
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Every Up-to-date Merchant

Should Handle

THE

20th CENTURY
(2-BULB RUNNER)

Br
e Lla

AND

The

Pooley
PATENTED Shirt

It is the most reliable Umbrella,

and The 2-Bulb Runner is the

only perfect runner made.

It saves the gloves and saves the

temper.

Every handle is rwetted on, and

every Umbrella is guaranteed^

the maker.

It represents everything that is

best in Shirt making.

Every Shirt cut from the largest

American pattern and correctly

marked in size.

No old patterns, everything

nobby and up-to-date.

Has special features which

must be seen to be appreciated.
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I Do You Want the Agency
for the best line of* Men's Clothing made in Canada ?

We can give it to you if the Agency is not already in

your town.

Are you a young man who would like to start in

a profitable business for yourself?

Do you feel that your Capital is rather small ?

If so, write us for information.

Our plan for doing the Clothing Business has

never before been pushed in Canada.

Get the Agency for this Brand before all the good

towns are se ected.

I
I

T
T

THE STRATFORD CLOTHING CO
LIMITED

STRATFORD, ONTARIO
f

vH"H~M"M ,,
I
*,

I
,*

I
,,M"M"*H* >!~H* ,

f* 4"I"M"H

WOOLLENS
AND

TRIMMINGS
SPECIALS FOR FALL TRAD£

Grey Me/tons,
Beavers,
Serges,
Vicunas,
Tweeds,

ALSO

Farmer's Satin,
Italian Cloth, Etc.

SILKS AND SATINS A SPECIALTY.

THE

BRITISH AMERICAN IMPORT CO.
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

364 ST. PAUL STREET - - MONTREAL

JOHN FISHER
SON & COT

WOOLLENS
-AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

+*

WAREHOUSES

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENQ.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLUS AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

UMMER suits have now their day. The hot

weather of June successfully forced even the

most sluggish of men to take thought of their

wearing apparel. Summer suits are very light

in color. Grey tweeds are shown in a great

variety of patterns, but the predominance of the light

colors is so marked as to practically exclude everything

else For real Summer wear the coats are unlinexl and

hang loosely. The preference has largely been with the

ordinary easy fitting sack.
* *

*

For Autumn the woolens will be of a dark subdued

color. Browns again appear largely represented, but they

are not of an obtrusive shade. Some small checks have

attracted the fancy of buyers greatly, and will accord-

ingly be seen in a prominent position. Some of the most
attractive of the advance samples consisted of small black

and brown checks with an overcheck in a barely percept-

ible red line. Such a pattern should make up into a

very attractive suit. The high price of wool in all the

markets of the world is having its effect on the woolen
manufactures. It will be impossible to buy woolens this

Fall at the price at which they have been offered hereto-

fore. This will, no doubt, again bring to the front the

coarser woolens, homespuns, etc., which gained such

popularity a couple of years ago. With fine Australian

wool at its present stiff price, tailors will be compelled

to urge the sale of the coarser, though equally service-

able, wools from other sources.

Material for Fall and Winter overcoats is now being

stocked. For light overcoats the forecasts indicate that

the lines of last year will be pretty closely followed this

year, both in color and cut. The coats will be fairly

long, reaching well down to the knees. Dark grey, ap-

proaching a black, will be the most accepted color.

Checks of various sizes and degrees of elaborateness will

also be worn, lollowing the fashion which was just in-

troduced a year ago, and this Spring. Rough cloths

meet with most favor on account of the great expanse of

material which is shown. A smooth cloth becomes some-
what monotonous. For light overcoats the collars will

be worn of the same material as the coat. This idea is

spreading to the heavier coats, so that only the undoubt-
edly heavy overcoat will be made with velvet collar.

MAKERS OF FUR COATS BUSY.

BUSINESS in fur overcoats developed to such un-
looked for proportions last Winter as to attract
more than the usual amount of attention to the fur

vogue. That the fashion will attain great popularity
next Winter is a foregone conclusion.

The severity of the past Winters has brought furs into
more general use, and the demand last Winter for fur
overcoats was so great that the makers were taxed to
keep up the supply. Xexl Winter there should be an
ample number, for there are more concerns making fur
garments now than ever before.

The styles which will prevail in furs the coming sea-
son are the various grades of muskrat, natural, blended
and black, only the backs and not the bellies being used

for linings. Another favored fur is mink, which com-
prises the lining of all expensive garments, selected stock

of dark skins being the most costly.

The coats are made without cuffs, and the garment is

cut generously full, with a very large sweep. Medium
weight superior quality cloths are used for the shells.—

Men's Wear.
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EFFECTIVE CLOTHING TALKS.
1"HE arguments, language and enthusiasm that will in-

duce a customer to purchase an article in the shop
will, when placed in an advertisement, influence

those who are interested in the goods offered to come to

your place of business to investigate. What are the six

things outside the personality of the proprietor and his

assistants that make for the permanent success of the

business ? First, quality; second, style; third, fit; fourth,

durability; fifth, holding shape; sixth, price. You are

constantly talking about these in your shop. Tell your
customers the same things concerning them in your ad-

vertisements.

First, quality. Can you tell your customer that the
goods you offer are really good ? Do you know the his-

tory of the cloth from the sheep's back to your shop ?

Nothing so inspires confidence in and enthusiasm for your
goods as a thorough knowledge of them, and confidence

is contagious.

Second, style. Your customer wants to know if this

year's style is different from that of last year. Is the
coat shorter or longer, and so on ? What is there new
in fabric designs ? What kind of goods are to be the

majority ? Answer these questions in your advertise-

ment.

Third, lit. If a garment does not fit in every par-
ticular, but in other ways is desirable, are you prepared
to quickly make the trifling changes necessary to ensure
a perfect fitting garment ?

Fourth, durability. Can you point to any customers
who have had unusual wear out of a suit of clothes from
your store ? Dare you say that you will refund the whole
or part of the cost of any goods that have not given fair

value ?

Fifth, holding shape. What methods do you employ
to make sure the garment will not fall out of shape ?

If a suit becomes a trifle soiled or creased, will you
sponge and press it free '!

Sixth, price. You must first convince the buying
public that your goods possess all these qualities, then
they will credit your statement that the price is as low
as is consistent with safe business conduct.

Make your advertisements varied. Put down on a
slip of paper the names of twenty-eight articles to which
it would be wise to call attention during the next four-

weeks. Making out this list will enable you to arrange
for different advertisements for every day. Take each
item. Think for a moment what you said to your last
customer who wanted to buy that garment, what you
said about quality, style, color, cut, fit, what you can
guarantee, and, lastly, the price. Write this down as if

you were talking to him.

Then go over the advertisement, cut out every word
!
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Choice

Goods,

New

Designs,

Sure

Sellers,

aptly

our

Fall

lines.

See

them.

ft

Buyers! Buyers!

Our selection of

Tweeds,

Overcoatings,

Serges,

Assorted Silks,

Hair Goods,

Suitings,

Sleeve Linings,

Canvases,

Holland

Pocket ings, Etc.,

merit your attention and your
order. They will come up to

expectations — do better : sur-

pass. We can fill your wants
properly— profitably.

Samples sent free on application.

A. McDoupll & Co.

169 McGill St. Montreal

BRANCHES

:

McKinnon Bldg., Toronto
Jarvis Bldg., St. John

37 Queen St., Truro
Bridge St., Quebec

that can be omitted. Think how it will meet the minds
of other customers. Dr. tins with each of the twenty-
eight articles you have listed, and you will get twenty-
eight really good advertisements. A continual change in

matter will do much to interest the public. But you
want ads. that really give information, not merely mat I

catchy ads. thai say nothing.

w
WORKMAN'S JUNE WEDDING.

EDNESDAY, .June 21st, at 3:30 p.m., a mucli-

talked-of wedding in a window took place in Work-
man's clothing store, corner of McGill and Notre

Dame street, Montreal. The affair did not come off with-
out a hitch, as on the day previous the Montreal chief of

police decided that the attraction was such as to block
traffic, and consequently must be forbidden. This did not
daunt the redoubtable Mr. Workman, and he closed his

doors, curtained his windows and calmly proceeded with
the extensive decorative features, displaying posters to
the effect that no disappointment would ensue and
"Workman Keeps his Word." All this but served to whei
the public appetite, and a struggling mass of humanity
graced the affair and stood through a hot sun, having as
their reward a glimpse of the couple as they embarked
from the store.

Miss Emily Marston and Mr. Wm. Picken were the
recipients of not only the hundred dollars in gold given
by Mr. C. A. Workman, but also a long list of gifts of

the highest value to a new household. Many business
firms recognized the value of such advertising, and readily

responded, their gifts being displayed in one of the win-
dows for nearly two weeks previous. The whole affair

was carefully planned and well executed, interest being
gradually awakened till it reached a climax. It is un-
doubted the affair would have attracted more wide-
spread attention if newspaper space had been utilized. As
it was, the general public attracted out of mere curiosity

were somewhat disappointed, as they were excluded from
entering the store, and only a limited number of invited

guests witnessed the ceremony. Such freak advertising

has been found profitable by Mr. Workman in attracting

a certain class of trade, and he is undoubtedly a past-

master in the art of unique advertising—whether it is of

permanent value is a debatable question.

Fortunately for Mi. Workman the city dailies recog-

nized the news value of such an event, and in more than
one case good stories, aggregating nearly two columns,
did much to advertise Workman and his store throughout
the country. Curiosity seekers thronged his place of

business during the days immediately following the

wedding. The Review, however, does not favor the

marriage ceremony as an attraction to win customers.

INCREASED COST OF TAILORING.

YEAH after year has seen the cost of making a suit of

clothes steadily increase. The effect has been no

less disastrous to merchant tailors than to buyers

Although tailors have from time to time advanced their

prices, in deference to the feelings of the consumers, these

advances have been made so slight as to not much more
than cover the higher price of the trimmings.

This Spring a determined effort was made by many
tailors to put the making of clothes on a fair basis. In

the eastern provinces a schedule was put in force which

not only made a stiff increase on the preceding prices, but

established a lixed figure for all the year round. Hither-

to concessions were made during the dull seasons, and it

was possible to get a rebate of a dollar or two on the

making of a suit. Under the new agreement there will be

no reduction at any season of the year.
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GLOBE SUSPENDER
COMPANY

Globe-made Suspenders will

live up to any expectations the price

can justify. They are made with the

best material to be obtained.

Replenish your stock with a few of our

XMAS SPECIALTIES
Each pair packed in a handsome and

newly designed box.

See our lines before placing Fall orders.

Our travellers are now covering the

whole of Canada with samples of lines

that are sure money makers.

CANADIAN ACENTS FOR

THE BONIFACE RUBBER COLLARS AND CUFFS

GLOBE SUSPENDER COMPANY;
Rock Island, Que.

<>-<

QXTORD £U)€6D$
WINNERS OF O.OLD flEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING AGENT :

FRANK. W. NELLES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA Limited

Mills Established 18H7.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want reliable

Goods should ask for

those proofed by the

Co., Ltd.

and stamped-
"Cravenette"

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their stamp
only to such goods as are suitable in quality for Rain-

proof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not only of

Rainproof properties, but also of the quality of the

material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.
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Montreal's Luxurious Haberdashery

r H-: l human stoic, 213-215 si. James sired, Mont-
real, ideally located in the centre of the downtown
business (list rid, is claimed fco be one of the largest

retail houses in America, whose husiucss is devoted ex-

clusively to the sale of men's furnishings. Canadians,

and Montrealci s in particular, point with pride to this

luxurious and elegant establishment, which, with its

modern Features, has more than kept pace will) Canada's

growth in every particular. The store shows the latest

Windows and entrance of Hannan's store, Montreal

ideas in arrangement and equipment, and contains num-
erous praiseworthy features which deserve the most care-

ful consideration by every merchant. A scrutiny of the

three plates is well worthy of attention.

The consern was established in 1872, on Notre Dame
street, by J. J. Hannan, the present proprietor, and

fifteen years ago removed to its present site in the Nord-

heimer Building. Mr. Hannan, who possesses a genial

personality which promotes business, attributes no small

part of the phenomenal growth of the business to its

present pre-eminence from an obscure

store, to the incorporation of the latest

improved methods in store arrangement,

coupled with constant judicious adver-

tising, and tasteful, forceful displays, as

well as showing goods of undoubted

worth and superior style at attractive

prices. More than one of these features

has rendered the Hannan store famous.

The peculiar wants and tastes of men

have been studied to a line degree, and

ideas and appliances which meet with

their approval have been diligently

sought after and fully adopted.

Effective Exterior and Interior.

Reference to plate No. 1 shows the

two large carefully dressed windows
with effective lighting arrangements.

The stately double entrance has been

found profitable. The features here are

self-explanatory. The frontage is sixty

feet.

The right entrance leads directly to

the neckwear department, which ordin-

arily occupies the right hand store, with

a depth of about sixty feet. At certain seasons of the

year judicious side lines are here incorporated. Plate

No. 2 illustrates this department, which is raised to the

dignity of a separate store. The glass show cases are

The display fixtures are numerous and the main idea is

to show the goods. As lal as possible the merchandise
is always in plain sight of the prospective customer. The
low shelving is in cottonwood and is of a depth suitable
to this department. Tin- pillars adjoining the stairwaj
and leading to the private office of J. .J. Hannan are of

black walnut, finished with marble. The ceiling is inlaid

with fancy mosaic. At the left of the private office is an
easy stairway leading to two fitting rooms, which avoid

being conspicuous and yet are convenient

and abundantly lighted. The light well

of superior arrangement is here situ-

ated. A double archway connects the ad-

joining store, illustrated in plate 3

Here is stocked shirts, collars, glo\cs.

underwear and numerous accessories

The front archway is finished with mir-

rors which give a beautiful effect, while

the hack one is of the same distinguish-

ed design, and just here is located the

cashier's desk and office arrangement.
The very highest class of merchandise,

as well as goods designed to catch the

popular trade, is carried. Exclusive

makets have a strong representation in

every stock. This store has a depth of

120 feet. The glove and coilar depart-

ment, with numerous accessories, occupy the front. This

leads by low steps first to the underwear and hosiery de-

partments, and at the rear the shirts. A special feature

throughout the store is the wide shelving and the means
afforded for reserve stock. Deep bins with sliding panels

complete the shelving arrangement for every stock, and
the lines can be easily obtained. The shirt department
manufactures all its own garments, as well as a specialty

being made of made-to-order goods. Some twenty girls

are kept busy running the very latest machines, and a

finished with ebony and the bases ari' of oak and walnut.

Interior of Hannan's Haberdashery.

large factory with over 100 hands is needed to supply
this department. The shirts are displayed on hardwood
tables with green baize coverings.

A patent lire extinguisher is provided, which reduces
the possibility of lire losses to a minimum.
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Fancy Tan

Cashmere Half Hose
TO RETAIL AT

Twenty-Five Cents
Another Large Shipment Just Arrived

Hot Weather Necessities

White Duck Goats Bathing Suits and Trunks

White Duck Pants Fancy Summer Waistcoats

Plain and with Black Stripe pancy Ljs|e Ha|f Hose

Lustre Coats Balbriggan Underwear

Letter Orders for above lines promptly filled.

Caulfeild, Burns ®> Gibson

20 Front Street East, Toronto
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COLLARS MADE IN CANADA.

THE WILLI \ M \. GREENE CO., LIMITED, ol

Waterloo, Ont., enjoys the distinction of being the

only concern in Canada making collars and cuffs ex-

clusively. Tliis firm has been in existence fox about

three years, and has made remarkable strides. Mr. W.

A. Greene, well known to the collar trade of Canada,

personally supervises the factory, and no detail in con-

nection with the manufacture of collars and cuffs for men
and women is considered too small for careful attention.

They are showing for this Summer some original and

good selling lines of fagot stitch collars for women. Cuts

of these, with prices, appear in their advertisement in

this issue In men's collars they show a complete range,

and have a number of new leaders for warm weather

wear. A descriptive catalogue is issued by the firm, and

is sent to dealers upon request. "Our Great Collar

•nted by his fellow employes with a beautiful gold

watch ami locket as a token of the esteem in which they

held him Sir. A. 11. Hardy, one of the "oW gua

gracefully made the presentation and furthered the pleas-

ing address with many appropriate remarks, appreciative

of ".lack," as he was known throughout the house. In

speaking of Mr. Paterson's long service, Mr. Hardy men-
tioned thai he had worked hard and faithfully for the

welfare of his employers; that the fruit of his labor had

been fairly and honorably distributed among his employ-

ers, fellow employes and himself.

Mr. I'aterson had been over a quarter of a century

with the firm, and had attained his lucrative position

through his indefatigable energy, close attention to work,

and sound knowledge of merchandise. His is a familiar

figure in many sections of Canada, on account of his long

experience on the road. In Montreal circles he still !

Combination of Price, Quality and Satisfaction," says

this house, "has placed us where we are." They also

add the assertion that their collars cost the dealer Hi to

BOc. per dozen less t ban the identically same lines from

the United States. The United States collar sold in

Canada al 20c. is worth only 2 for 25c. and is advertised

so across the line.

The product of the factory of the William A. Greene

Co. is stamped "Made in Canada," and they guarantee

there are no importations sent, out by them and their

entire out-put is made in their own works.

A PLEASING PRESENTATION.

On the occasion of severing his connection with Green-

shields Limited, Montreal, Mr. .John Paterson, manager

and buyer for the ladies' ready-to-wear department, was

a good deal of prestige among the boys due to his repu-

tation as a famous home player in the old days for the

Montreal Lacrosse Club. Mr. Paterson will remain in

Montreal, engaging in the agency business, for which he

is peculiarly well suited. His many friends wish him

every success.

A PROMOTION.

Mr. Hugh Symington, of the wash goods department.

Greens-Melds Limited, has been appointed to succeed Mr.

Paterson. He has had a wide retail and wholesale ex-

perience, and during his short time with the house has

made an enviable record, lie hears the ear marks of un-

qualified success. During last month he visited the New-

York markets.
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WEARWELL BRAND
HOSE

This brand cannot be beaten, being made from

Best English Yarns

Well Dyed and Well Finished
If you require a sure trade winner then write us for

samples and prices.

Quality Right Price Right

THE CLINTON KNITTING COMPANY
CLINTON, - - ONTARIO

R. L. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents, 60 YONGE ST., TORNOTO

TO THE RETAILERS:

Remember that all those who have inspected

Louis -A.. Codere's
samples in

HATS, CAPS and FURS
have seen everything that is newest in both

materials and style that is worth seeing.

They have learned what are the lowest

prices in Gents' Furnishings and Furs con-

sistent with reliable make and materials.

LOUIS A. CODERE, • SHERBROOKE. QUE.
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REPORTS FROM LEADING
CANADIAN CENTRES

MONTREAL.

nONTREAL'S city population began their out-

ward (low during last month, and retail

circles made extraordinary efforts to supply

their wants before leaving. Unseasonable

weather lias retarded trade, and discount

sales and cut prices were started earlier than usual.

Seasonable merchandise in manifold lines were slaughtered

in a surprising manner. Special articles appropriate for

wedding gifts were extensively featured. Outing requisites

of every description were also specialized. Displays dur-

ing last month were not particularly striking but were

designed chiefly to impress the buyer with the season-

ableness and low prices of the lines offered. This was

noted in every class of store.

* *
*

Business in retail circles is now directed towards the

clearing up of stocks and all stores are doing their ut-

most to get rid of seasonable merchandise so that no

unsalable goods are on hand at the opening of the Fall

season. Big price reductions are the lever to accomplish

this and to put life into business. Advertising space

carried ' by the main stores is larger than usual at this

time of year.
* *

*

In the States, Monday is the accepted bargain day in

almost all the large cities, and here the wily Yankee

seems to get ahead of us, for, as Saturday is a universal

pay day (with a few exceptions), the money flows more

freely on the following shopping day accordingly. And

then the Sunday papers are always so full of tempting

bargains that those who read can hardly wait for the

Lord's day to be over, so anxious are they to get the

choice of the advertised goods. On the whole, Monday

as a bargain day would be much more successful than

Friday (the Montreal bargain day) when money is

"light" and the ladies are advised to be economical by

their lords, who know the value of the "filthy lucre."
* *

*

Morgans are showing some very handsome kimonos

and dressing sacks. The kimonos are very oriental in

style and pattern. One of these comfortable negligees

was covered with fans of a pink and red color. The effect

was very .Japanese. Another reminded one of the old-

time cretonne stuff that our grandmothers used to wear

early in the last century, and in which they looked so

very charming. The background was a very dark blue,

and large cretonne figures made it exceedingly conspicuous

but withal very handsome.
* *

The dressing jackets were all accordion pleated, some

witli the plain sailor collar and others with a collar of

six in eight points, each point trimmed with insertion

and the whole collar edged with lace about an inch wide.
* *

*

Now that the Summer time is come, perfumery should

have a g 1 sale. A nice counter lit ted up with perfume

in attractive boxes and sachet powders, together with

sprays, and all the paraphernalia that goes with per-

fumes, should take well. 1'erfume is largely used in

Montreal and, therefore, it should be given a more piom
inenf place in our large retail establishments.

* *
*

Checked tub shirtwaist suits sold at Scroggie's for

$3.50 the early part of June, and went like "hot cakes,"

as they prove a most serviceable article. Some were of

white, while others were black and white pin check and

blue and white pin check.
* *

*

Quite a novelty is seen in one of our large jewelry

stores in the shape of a lunch basket for picnicking or a

day's outing. The basket is fitted out with plates, cups,

flasks, sandwich holders, jars, knives and forks, all of

which are strapped in in a way that they cannot possibly

be broken or overturned. Just the thing for a Summer
outing.

* *

Montreal has seen many weddings during the last

month, and the gowns were beautiful in the extreme.

Many of these showed the shirrings, double box-pleats,

etc., and were made of soft silken and lacy fabrics ap-

propriate to the occasion.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

ONE cannot be continually writing of the weather and

its effects on trade, but since the incoming of 1905

the weather has certainly been an important factor

in the local business world. The present outlook is that

trade is still to be held back somewhat by unfavorable

weather. Dealers who have arranged special stocks of

seasonable Summer goods are those chiefly affected by

weather the reverse of summery. Millinery dealers find

the demand for Summer hats to be affected considerably.

Unless the temperature should take a pronounced upward

jump, and the atmosphere become clearer, some milliner]

merchants will find their profits cut down quite a bit

However, hope is eternal, and dealers are hoping that

true Summer conditions will soon prevail.

*

But though temporarily the millinery trade may not

be quite all that is desired, it is a line of trade that has

shown marked development in the provinces in recent

times. Some reference to this matter has previously ap

peared in this column. A prominent dry goods man, who

has a considerable interest in the millinery trade, has

made several statements of late which show that refer-

ences to the growth of that trade in the provinces are

well founded. In addition to referring to the growth of

the millinery business, this gentleman has states! that at

present there is a noticable increase in the demand for

millinery materials in distinction to ready-made goods

He said, also, thai in his opinion the outlook is excel-

lent for a brisk Kail trade.
* *

*

At the present time the demand is, of course, for

goods light, both as regards weignt and colors. Black

and other quiet colors promise, however, to be just as

strong favorites as ever when the Fall season comes.

In dress goods to-day brown, in various shades, is

probably the leader. Not for some time has brown been
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so much in vogue as at tin- pit-sent. There are mer-

chants who claim that the demand for brown goods is

now at its best, and some are looking for a slackening of

the calls for these goods in the near future. What shade

is to he the successor in popular favor in this section of

the country is not yet wholly apparent. In some quar-

ters aii extra stock of blue dress goods is being secured.

In others there seems to he an opinion that black will he

in vogue during the Fall season even more than usual.

Serges are coming into prominence again, and are going

to be strong sellers. The tendency to plain goods is also

becoming more and more apparent.

* *
*

Country orders have been fair, despite conditions al-

ready mentioned. The call for Fall goods is beginning,

and the country trade, when Pall sets in, should be very

good. Collections might quite easily be a little easier,

however. The city retail trade has not been at its best

up to the present Dealers are looking for a brightening

up of this trade in the near future.

* *

The sale of parasols this year is not quite all that

might be wished for. Whether our old friend, the wea-

ther, should be blamed for that, or whether parasols

have fallen a trifle from public favor, is an open ques-

tion. Both sides of the question are taken by those in a

position to know. Perhaps, however, the parasol is still

as much of a favorite as ever.

L. A. Cooke, of Dunlap, Cooke & Co., the furriers,

has recently returned from Boston, where he has been

superintending the arrangements for opening a branch

of his firm's business. The branch will be in the Tre-

mont building. Its establishment is another evidence of

the growth of the business done by the firm.

TORONTO.
June brides have been largely in the mind of window

trimmers during the latter part of May and early June,

and that they are considered a source of profit is indicated

by the large amount of window displays designed for

their benefit. Early in the month the R. Simpson Co.

had a window devoted to silks for the wedding gown.

This display was a notable one, ranging as it did from

the modest and useful Japan and China silks to the

richest "satin Duchesse." These silks were a marked

feature of the store advertising also, and were made for

the time being the leading feature in the silk department.
* *

*

The T. Eaton Co., as well as the R. Simpson Co.,

dressed an elaborate bridal window. In the one Simp-

sons showed, the bride was supreme—she was the only

figure. Her gown was of embroidered net over taffeta

and elaborately trimmed with tiny ruches of silk. The

veil was short in front, but fell to the end of the gown
al the back, and was arranged over a coronet of orange

blossoms. Grouped around, but not at all crowded, were

rich silks, suitable for wedding gowns; silk and silk and

lace underskirts of the most complicated elaboration; silk

hose; lace handkerchiefs; jeweled belts, and other of the

many items appertaining to the toilette of the bride. All

this gleaming whiteness was relieved against a background

of rich olive green.

*

The T. Eaton window was on an extensive scale,

occupying as it did the whole of one of their vast Yonge
street windows. The useful mirrors, that have often been

referred to before, were made the principal part of the

background, but above was a succession of arches draped

with some white silken material, and a tapestry in

blended shades of old blue, peacock and sage.

* *
*

The central figures were the bride and groom standing

under a huge bell of white flowers and greenery. The
bride's gown was of white Lierre lace over white silk,

and she carried a shower bouquet of white roses tied with

white satin ribbon. There were two attendants, one in a

gown of blue net with a silk spot, the other was of white

embroidered net over white. The rest of the window was
taken up with suggestions for wedding presents,—pictures,

cut-glass, silverware, china, jewelry, rich furniture, etc.

Another wedding window that must have been a de-

light to budding housekeepers, was one devoted to em-
broidered linens, lace bureau scarves, five o'clock tea

cloths, doileys, etc. Some of these were of cut-work and

Irish crochet, and were extremely rich and beautiful.

* *

Judging from the way in which specialty stores have

sprung up in Toronto in the past few years this class of

business must obtain a goodly share of partonage. Quite

a few of the fur stores have branched out in this direc-

tion, and now carry stocks of exclusive trimmed millinery

and ready-made garments. Some, again, are really dress-

making and millinery parlors, that show from time to

time an imported gown; and lastly, there are the millin-

ery and ready-to-wear departments run on the instalment
plan by houses that sell other goods in the same manner.
In all of these stores there has been made a large display

of Summer apparel, showing that the Summer trade is

becoming a very large factor in ready-to-wear lines.

Though the shirtwaist suit in lustre, silk and linen leads,

there are a number of suit styles shown, and no woman
should have any difficulty in choosing a becoming suit.

There is one feature, however, of these displays I

should like to touch on, and that is the number of times

in which the appearance of a handsome garment is sac-

rificed by the careless, not to say slovenly, manner in

which it is placed on the forms, and the way, also, in

which the forms are placed in the windows,—sleeves are

wrinkled and twisted, or the collar turned over in such a

manner that the set of the neck and the shoulder line is

spoiled; often the skirt sags, or is hung unevenly, and in

one case the coat had not even been buttoned up properly.

The beautiful window mentioned above in the T. Eaton
store was marred in this manner,—the white net dress

was put on in such a manner that the whole appearance
of a lovely gown was lost. The skirt was shirred many
times, but as it was pulled high on one side and sagged

down on the other the effect was unattractive in the ex-

treme. Moreover, if it was not possible to put boots on

the man dummy, the feet should have been hidden by some
of the many articles in the window, as they presented a

very shabby effect in the surroundings that accompanied

them. The graceful poise of the figure is another matter
that many window dressers might with advantage give a

little attention to, as it makes all the difference in the

world to the look of the coat or suit shown. It would

pay some of our city window trimmers to journey down
to King east and see how W. Stitt & Co. manage this.

From the size of their window only one figure can be

displayed at a time, but the way C i Per re is nuised,

and the careful way in which the gown is draped on the

figure so that each point tells, would form a valuable,

and in some cases a much needed, object lesson. Where
windows generally reach so high a point of excellence as

they do in Toronto, it is a pity when just? a little more
attention bestowed on such minor, but telling, points,

would make such an improvement, that it is not given.
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WINNIPEG.

CONTINUED wet weather may be good for fche all im

portanl western wheai crop, bu1 the steady down
pour during the month of June (lid no1 help the

s.iir of Summer dry goods, and both retailers and whole-

salers have fell l lie effect <>f unfavorable weather condi-

tions. Unless a warm July and Augusl follow bhe rains

of June considerable slocks of Summer goods will re-

main on the retailers' shelves anil in the warehouses of

the wholesaler. The main orders for these goods were

unusually large, hut there have been no sorting orders of

any importance, and there will he none unless Jupiter

Pluvius takes a well earned rest and Old Sol resumes his

accustomed duties.
* *

Fall samples are now in the hands of the travelers,

and tire Winnipeg houses report that already some good

orders have been received. In fact there are some lines

which are already sold out before the goods arrive in

Winnipeg, and some of these can not be replenished this

season. No doubt it is owing to the exceptionally fav-

orable crop reports that buying is so liberal thus early

in the season. The west feels prosperous and optimistic

in anticipation of the largest crop on record, and the re-

sult is seen in a disposition on the part of the trade to

place generous orders.
* *

The first arrivals of Fall goods are expected by the

local wholesale houses about the middle of July, and the

indications are that there will not be much delay in

tilling the orders booked. One cause of delay is that the

wholesale houses are undertaking to sell a great many
single dress lengths in dress goods. This is to the ad-

vantage of the retailer', who can thus secure a great

variety of goods with a moderate investment, but it

means delay in deliveries, as the goods must be measured

and cut in the warehouse. In the different local houses

several employes are kept busy for months at a time do-

ing nothing but measuring and cutting dress lengths for

special orders.

*

In Fall dress good there is not very much that is

new to remark. As before, the whole tendency is to-

wards plain colors, and for street wear the favorite

goods will be cashmeres, henriettas and broadcloths. For

evening and fancy dress the favorites will be eoliennes

and voiles. Greens of different shades are perhaps the

most prominent among the new goods, and as very pretty

effects are shown in many different shades this is likely

to he the favorite color. Browns are still quite promin-
ent in the new goods, and they are selling well to the

tiade, but they will probably wield second place to the

greens. A great many pretty mulberry effects are shown,
and these with the bronze greens are, perhaps, the most
handsome goods among the new lines. In broadcloths
the phantom check is very much in evidence, and is likely

to he very popular'.
* *

Plaids and shot effects seem to have the call in silks,

and some very pretty effects arc shown. These are sold

for- waists and shirt waists, and are in very strong de-

mand thus early. They are a line of goods which sell

readily the year through and there is little danger in

stocking them.

Eoliennes have been selling well for evening wear for

the Siding and Summer- trade, and they are being
featured qrominent ly for the Fall trade. A very pretty

piece of goods in various onion shades was seen in one of

the local warehouses. Tins is being sold in single dress

lengths, and it IE a line of goods thai should sell readily

ing the high class trade Nothing more handsome foi

evening ware can easily he imagined, Plain colors seem

to predominate in eoliennes, and perhaps the green, mul-

berry and onion shades are the most likely to meet with

favor, A number of fancy spotted lines are also shown,

and should make up very handsomely.

*

The western branch of the T. Eaton Co. will be open

early in the month. It is the aim of the management to

open their doors to the public by July 12 if possible

at all events not later than July 20, 1he date of the

commencement of the Winnipeg Exhibition. The immense
new building has been erected in record lime for the

first sod was lurried on July 23 of last year. It has a

frontage of 2fifi feet on Portage avenue, and covers the

entire block between Donald and I la I grave streets. As i1

now stands it is five storeys high, with a basement, but

the foundation is sufficiently strong for ten storeys if

the growth of the business should render necessary an

addition to the floor space.
* *

*

The established local stores expect to lose some por-

tion of their trade to their formidable rival, but with

progressive, up-to-date management they should have

little to fear. Some loss of business is inevitable, but

the growth of the city anil country shou'.d provide suffi-

cient support for all. It has been noticeable that large

local stores have done an increased amount of ad\>

ing during the last few months, evidently anticipating the

new opposition which they must be prepared to mi <

* *
*

Nash, Carson & Naylor are making further extensive

additions to their store on Main street, and have made

their building operations the occasion and excuse for

several very successful sales.
* »

"We are not selling out; we are outselling others!"

was an original window card noticed recently in the win-

dow of Hyndman & Co.
* *

*

The Empire Importing i\: Jobbing Co. have succeeded

John L Waller & Co., and are doing business from the

warehouse formerly occupied by that firm. S. H. and L.

Narovlausky, formerly connected with the British Im-

porting & Jobbing Co.. are in charge of the new busi-

ness.

MANUFACTURERS - AGENT.

MR. E. II. Taaffe, of Winnipeg, called this week on a

friendly visit. Mr. Taaffe has resided in Winnipeg

some 27 years, part of that time in retail business

for himself and latterly representing an eastern wholesale

house. Mr. Taaffe has now started in for himself as a

manufacturers? agent, having opened an office in Winnipeg.

Manufacturers wishing to place samples in the west should

consult Mr. Taaffe as he travels all over .Manitoba and

the Northwest.

NEW STOCK ISSUE.

The extensions -which are being made to the Hew so;.

Woolen Mills, Amherst, will give ten thousand feet ol

additional door space. A quantity of new machinery is

being installed. To provide for these extensions the com-

pany are issuing fifteen thousand dollars worth of addi-

tional stock, all of which has been subscribed by pres-

ent stockholders.
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OUR LONDON
LETTER

Fashions in f"\ir» The 1 -. -

Kxt.ihii.on Princesse Gown
Hef.lry Costumes,

June 21, 1905.

E1E London season is at its heighl as 1 write,

and the weather, with occasional intervals of

rainstorms, permits the wearing of the lightest

and most airy toilettes and millinery. Ascot

this wegk is the most brilliant occasion for the

London dressmakers' efforts, but as subscribers to The

T

A fawn covert coating". Motor coat with stitched strap-
ping's on the yoke and down the side seams. It is

lined with silk serge ami shows the new box pleated
back.

Dry Goods Review are likely to be more interested in

the forward movement for the Kali trade, I will not com-
menl further on the hoi weather toilettes I have viewed

in i lie past few days in the West End.

The city houses have, as usual, made, by this date,

very advanced preparations for the new season, and 1

have seen the styles put forward in furs and costumes m
a number of houses. In good (lass fur neckwear, the

novelties include Ha', supple scarves, following on, l pre-

sume, the presenl favoi shown to Empire scarves of muslin,

lace o! chiffon. A I 'a lis model, by (iruinlvvaldt
, is a Very

fine qualitj chinchilla scan made very long. It is in-

tended to he vvoin across the shoulders in the old lime

graceful fashion. MufTs are very large and Hat, and some
have nisei pieces of embroidered suede or silk upon I lie

front. Km and Eeathei pelerines oi fichu shaped collets

,.i i -I in r i and finish. The storm or roll collar

is a decided revival that is seen upon coats and ma
cither in fur 01 fancy embroideries upon cloth. In feather

collars, collets and pelerines, the great VOgUe will be foi

mixtures of ostrich and marabout in white and chinchilla

shades. The grey tints of the marabout gives the exact

coloring of the greyish shade of the fur, and this forms

a border or two insert lines in very full and handsome

white or cream ostrich pelerines or fichus, with muffs to

match.

*

Short or three-quarter Empire sac coats in chinchilla,

sable or mink have yokes shaped across the shoulder

lines and semi-fitting backs. The great novelty, however,

in all fur coat styles is the full sleeve short to the elbow

whence comes a supplementary tight sleeve to the wrist

This is sometimes made of silk or velvet, with rich galons

or passmentries, guipure, or lace application. The tight

collar is faced to correspond, and if an open front is part

of Hie scheme then an inset vest is ornamented to match

Coat in brown and green cheviot tweed, Inu-d with
brown satin. The collar, cufiFs and fronts are in

creme suide embroidered in ^-ilt threads with
velvet leaves applied. Thej arc two lines of

stitched strapping on tin- fronts tor tlu* full

length.

the sleeves. (juite new is a bolero coatee of sable or

mink, with single-breasted front, that just covers the

waist line, except at the back where a rounded basque

gives greal style to the model. The sleeves are put in

verj lull at the bop, and are pleated into a velvet turn-
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back at the elbow This, like a close-fitted sleeve of collar is made (if the same material. Inside .is a waist-

velvet whi|Ch comes well over the wrists, is ornamented coat perfectly tight lighting in "Rois" colored glace silk

with handsome gold and bronze embroideries, and the with gold buttons. The skirt is very full and hangs very

same shows inside a miniature medici collar. loose all round and even in front. This coat is designed

The feeling for the long Directoire coat style is pass-

ing. 1 had ample evidence of that in a visit recently paid

to the Liege Exhibition. The object of my going was to

see the wonderful collection of costumes, mantles and

coats exhibited in the "Section Francaise," and 1 was

well repaid for the effort. The firms exhibiting models

that convey the most distinct ideas as to the Wintei

mode include Paquin, Raudnitz, Beer, Martial & Armand,

Redfern, Morin Bloissier, Grundwaldt; in fact, every de-

signer of importance in Paris, and needless to say, they

have done their best to create new styles. It is thought

by those who should know, that the exhibition of cos-

tumes is far ahead of the collection sent to SI. Louis.

It may, therefore, be seen how valuable are the pro-

nounced hints of new styles conveyed in these splendid

models. As the clever French lady in charge of the

"Collecttive Exposition/1 ' arranged in a most extensive

crystal gallery, said, "the long coal is no longer the

exclusive mode, when it is already seen in the confec-

tions," by which term she indicated the ready-to-Rear

coal and skirt costume. This is true. The cheapest class,

of ready-to-wear suits show the long line of the Direc-

toire coat; therefore, Paris designs something else for the

Fall; and I saw it at Liege. This is a short "Empire""

coat costume by Paquin, of Paris, that is made of the

Nan reversible cloth Inverness cape with buffalo
horn buttons.

softest finished face cloth in a new shade of rosewood

The suit has a loose three-quarter coat trimmed at the

top with little capes; the sleeves are short with revers

of the same colored thick silk. The little lurn-down

A tight-fitting double-breasted coat in grey tweed,
with a stitched seam from the shoulder to the
hem. The upper part of collar is faced with
black velvet and the lower part with embroidered
grey cloth. The cuffs are finished in similar
fashion, and the coat is lined throughout with
grey and black lace si k.

to wear with supplementary tight-fitting sleeves of silk-

to match, or over full lace sleevettes.
* *

*

For coat linings, which I noticed both at the Liege

Exhibition and at the Brussels races, the new idea is to

use old style satin brocades. I saw many tight-fitted or

semi-fitted black or brown face cloth coats, lined with
white or cream satin broche, and with plain collar facings

in silk velvet. Some of the most elegant icostume models
exhibited at Liege were in pale-tinted cloth, cut out in

waved lines around the lower part of the skirt, so tfiat

when backed with all-over lace the effect was as of waved
idoth strappings on lace. Cloth dresses were also shown
that have the skirts cut out in English embroidery de-

signs, worked over with silk the same shade. There is

not the slightest evidence of the bogy crinoline in any
one of the models exhibited. The skirts are certainly

very Eull, but they aie in no way distended.
* *

*

The princesse gown is the most pronounced feature of

the costume exhibition, and the most graceful designs

are shown for day or evening wear. An example is a

dull lettuce-green velvet princesse robe for outdoor wear,

cut in long artistic lines and ornamented with double

Vandykes on the skirt formed of taffeta ribbon kil tings

in the same shade. The full elbow sleeves have a turn-

back cuff of velvet and taffeta kiltings, and from under

these comes a close sleeve made of straps of velvet with

insertions of Irish lace. 'Ibis popular lace also forms a

becoming inset vest, and the taffeta pleatings border a
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small shoulder cape. The model was completed with a

lovelj liai of black fell, and graceful plumes of green

leal hers laid under the left brim. This hat showed the

new high crown tbat 1 think will be Very prominent m
the Fall styles. The crown is small, but high, like a

miniature masculine top hat. 1 saw a number of these

high crowns during my briel visit to the continent, more

particularly in Brussels, where the smartest women ap-

peared in a kind of narrow boat-shaped hat, worn perched

on the piled-up tresses. These hats have sometimes a

curious oval high crown, or a high silk hat crown, such

as I have described, but always in miniature. Paris

originated this style and called it the "cocher" after the

hats worn by the French cabmen, but the idea is now

seen with many variations.

wai ten, it effect, and small wedges of panne aie let into

the coat at the waisl here and there.
* *

*

Charming and original, too, is a river suit ol white

serge, trimmed on the skirt and bolero, with wedges ol

pale blue kid; while another new model shows a small,

turn-over collar faced with lime-green cloth braided in

white, the cuffs to the elbow sleeves beneath which are

undersleeves of ruched muslin) repeating the theme ol

cloth and braid.

Palest blue cloth composes a river dress made with a

corselet skirt, blouse of soft white mousseline inlet with

lace, and cloth bolero with elbow sleeves and rolled-back

cuffs, the hat that crowns it being of pale blue chip,

trimmed with white roses and blue ribbons.

To resume the subject of new costumes, there are ex-

hibited at Liege many other princesse models in cloth or

silk, and for evening wear there is a new and most

stylish idea. This is an under dress of soft tulle or net,

cut in one length and ornamented with many small

Uounces upon the skirt. Over this is worn a close-fitted

princesse tunic of glistening black jet, opalescent or nacre

sequin net. The most striking model was in white net

and over it a princesse tunic of black sequins laid one-

on-the-other upon net, like fish scales. The same in moon-

light, sapphire, or shot color sequins has a beautiful

effect, and Queen Alexandra made something like a sensa-

tion at the recent royal wedding when she wore a silk

dress veiled in one of these sapphire sequin nets. Other

forms of the princesse robe in pastel cloth were cut very

plain, and around the skirt silk or velvet ribhon was

laid in broad bands to simulate folds or tucks. Upon

several of these cloth robes there were very smart

Louis XVI. coats of flowered silk in dull tones of old

pink, green or mauve. These coats are very elegant and

appear to give color to the idea that broche silks are to

be revived for these and similar purposes.

* *
*

A quiet but exceedingly pretty dress of white Chinese

silk, spotted with black, is made up with in-

finitesimal frills of black lace, and by way of contrast,

has insertions of cream lace.

Of cloth confections for the spas some white Vene-

tians and face cloths trimmed with white silk plaited

braid, and touches of gold braid, have charms; while

most excellent is the mingling of fine cream cloth and

dead leaf embroidery, accompanied by a hat of brown

tulle trimmed with cream and brown roses.

Gowns of grace and beauty there are, too, built of

cloth in the most delicate shades of pink, trimmed judi-

ciously with white silk braid and crystal buttons.

Several smart boleros of cloth, both in white and

colors, are cut on rather square lines and covered with

braid in two widths, the pattern of a Greek key being

on one or two models suggested by the braiding. Further

decoration conies, on the most elaborate boleros, from

small banging balls of plaited In aid, which gives a highly

decorative effect. One of the smartest thus treated is of

cicam cloth, trimmed with cream and gold flat braid and

pendant balls.
* *

For Henley, the annual water carnival on the Thames,

many new ideas are exploited in river frocks by the chief

London linns. Of cream serge is a tailor-made suit built

with a box pleated skirl and a coat, short to the waist,

t limned with (hep creani-colored panne on the collar

and cuffs, the panne bordered with cream silk braid, an

eighth of an inch wide. The fronts of the coat are

laid upon bauds of braid-trimmed panne, simulating a

Cut "en princesse'-' is a white cloth dress with a low

round yoke and loose elbow sleeves of white crochet lace,

a double "bertha" (with parted fronts) of raw-edged

cloth bordering the yoke and being cut up over the arms.

Voile "imprime" constitutes a group of newly-made
dresses whose premier goal is Henley. Of these, one is

in blue and white check, the cross over bodice showing a

corded puffing that corresponds with similar puffings on

the skirt, which is finished with a deep flounce inlet with

lace matching the "dentelle" (composing the yoke. The
sleeves exhibit short pufis and are thence tight to the

arm, finishing at the elbow with upward and downward
frills of voile and flounces of kilted muslin.

Of reseda, voile is a second Henley frock, the full

corsage cut low and parting in front to show a yoke and

waistcoat of fine lace, embroidered with pink and green

chiffon buds and with leaves worked in "bebe" ribbon.

The skirt hangs full and is arranged in groups of four

little tucks running round the figure at intervals, and

finishes with a knee-deep flounce with a two-inch heading.

• •
*

Eolienne, tucked and gathered, in cream, blue and

other colors, made up with ruffled sleeves and fichu

bodice, is resorted to for many a dainty-looking river

dress; and the lawns of Henley are likely to be graced

by some charming toilettes in chene silk
1 and mousseline

and in white and yellow- Shantung silk. Very attractive

is a dress of white Shantung allied to which is beautiful

embroidery and lace. The skirt and corsage are each

arranged in a wide box pleat running up the front, and

this is decked with big buttons of lace and velvet that

cease some five inches or so below the waist. Running

round the figure are two inch braids of coarse white lace

and the bodice has a pelerine, below the yoke, of Shan-

tung similarly treated, while the sleeves conclude at the

elbows and are flounced thereabout with lace. The new-

make a crepon "VIYELLA" is largely used for these

and other Summer gowns for outdoor wear.

*

Motor fashions have made wonderful developments,

leather is no longer used as a mere trimming, but as

mats and costumes entire. Blouses and skirls of the

most delicately colored leather—pale blue and grey having

great charms—take their place in the front rank of

fashion, while to accompany them are bewitching caps

and hoods en suite. Very necessary to the motorist is

a dust coat, and this is met with in cream, electric and

grey alpaca, with adaptable sleeves; and also in tussore

silk. The ways of waterproof have also undergone great

changes, and these useful garments in silky looking fab-

rics are now as ornamental as wraps for sunny days.

Smart and becoming are the new white waterproofs with

black of green velvet collars.

A. MEEHAN.
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FASHION is at all times a changeable dame, and

is liable to vere in a good many directions,

and the fact that she is exercising to the full

her prerogative makes forecasting styles at

present a matter of no little difficulty. Women
have a good deal of choice in these days, and can, within

pretty wide limits, wear what suits them. One reason

for this is that even the great Paris and Vienna dress-

making firms, whose latest creations and newest ideas the

world of fashion is always on the watch for, are special-

ists nowadays, and the whole outfit is not bought of any

one firm, but one place is noted for one class of gowns,

another for wraps, and so forth.

Skirts, however, are full, and there is a tendency to

amplification in this direction that gives a feeling of un-

easiness for the future. In fashionable garmentdorn skirts

that are less than five or six yards wide are not con-

sidered for street wear, while eight, nine, and even ten,

at the bottom, are used in such materials as soft silk or

chiffon. Often a skirt has as many as eleven gores, for

(and here is where the hope comes in) however full a

skirt may be around the feet the fullness must be con-

trolled so as to preserve the contour of the figure above
the knee. Women cling to a skirt that is close fitting at

the hips, and no device of the dressmaker has as yet in-

duced her to adopt any other. The fitted waist she has

favored, and the close fitting, pointed girdle is here to

stay for an indefinite time, for no matter what the style

of the rest of the gown, the waist line is always snugly

defined.

Sleeves.

In the smart set, even for street wear, the sleeve

that only reaches to the elbow is universally worn. This

is placed high on the shoulder in modified leg-o'-mutton

style, ami ends in straps or a turned back cuff at the

elbow, and either the knife pleatings of chiffon that are

sold by the yard or frills of lace are used as a finish.

Sometimes, however, there is a long, tight-fitting cuff of

lace, often detachable, worn. These cuffs frequently

match the chenisette or plastron, as it is now being

called. These short sleeves are changing glove fashions,

and the increasing sale of 18 in. gloves, even in the popu-
lar trade, must be noted. Possibly for the Winter this

may be the forerunner of sleeves of two materials; the

upper to match the rest of the gown, and the lower to

match the trimming. For coats, the modified leg-o'-

mutton sleeve, with narrow, turned back cuff as plain

and as neat as possible, leads.

Goats.

• lust at this time of the year coat styles occupy a
deal of attention, and it requires a deal of skill to pick
out the leading styles, for, taking into consideration all

branches of the trade, the variety is great. For the
general trade a long, almost fitting coat will be leader,

but there will also be loose models. These, however,
will be of the nature of wrap coats, for in these days
when the dress is fitted to the occasion there is need in

the larger towns and cities of a coat that, while dressy,
is not as elaborate as an evening wrap. Raincoats have
been made to do this duty, but they are hardly suitable,
and there is need of a wrap of this kind in the trade. In

the better trade the redingote coat will, in some modifi-

cation or other, be brought out, and there is a late new-

comer, the Incroyable or Empire coat, that will also at-

tain some prominence. This coat has a yoke or body

that brings the waist up high, and is long and half-fitting,

and has the Incroyable collar and revers. Winter weights

in coverts and whipcords will be strong seliers in the

popular trade, and for the cheaper coats tweeds and

woolen suitings in invisible checks will be asked for. In

the exclusive coats, though black will be popular, more

An evening gown ot warp print silk with trimmings of net lace, heavy lace
ribhon quiltings and band of spangles.

colored cloths will be used than for some time, and

smooth finished cloths will be most in evidence. There

is every indication of a wide popularity for fur-iined

garments, and it is said that the imitation furs, such as

bear skin, mole skin, etc., will be used, as well as fur-

linings. Whether they will score any great success or

not depends a good deal on their comfort in wear. Will

they slip on and off easily ? is what is most often asked.

The Separate Waist.

The separate waist is still called the blouse, though

it comes now in much more fitting lines, and separate

waists will have an important place in Fall lines. There
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are waists in a vasl variety ol materials, and in prices to

match. There are exquisite unpolled models in lace and

chiffon, silk and velvet, with touches ot ribbon here and

there. Then there are handsome and useful models in

Earl} Fall suit ot mohair with ribbon trimmings.

chiffon-taffeta, taffeta, and other silks, and the useful

lustre and material blouses for every day wear.

Dress Materials.

The popular taste is setting strongly in favor of plain

cloths, broadcloths, amazons, Venetians, etc. Pastel

tones are gaining ground, and pale grey and mode,

amethyst, raspberry and faded rose reds will sell for re-

ception gowns, while for less dressy wear greens, browns

and navys will be leading colors. The theory that black

is again coming strongly to the front receives added con-

firmation, and black, at any rate in the exclusive trade,

will have a large following.

Silks.

Black in silks, loo, is sure to sell well, Silks are in

higher favor now than they have been for a decade.

Taffeta always leads, but soft supple makes, such as

chiffon taffeta, messalaine, louisene, etc., are most in line

with the style idea for the moment. Warp prints in

taffeta and louisenes are selling for evening wear, and

the silken gown for all occasions is sure of favor.

For Useful Wear.

For early Fall mohairs will sell, but for the late

trade it will be woolen suitings in invisible checks, anil

oxer checks, Lai tans and shepherds' plaids, neat twi

etc. While talking about plaids, 1 would add just a word
of warning about small checks and Stripes in fancy silks.

These have had the premier place in Spring silks, and are

also showing and likely to be strong next Spring. They

are also included in Fall lines, but as a silk rmportei

pointed out, it would be most unwise to push them tin-.

Fall. It is nol silks for street wear that are selling in

the Fall and Winter, and to feature them now is to injure

their sale in the coming Spring.

Evening Wear.

Evening silks will be rich and soft, and no mat let

what the weave, it must have a brilliant finish. Warp
prints in pompadour and Dresden patterns will have a

high place Chiffon velvet will retain its supremacy, and

Hie new blues, silver greens, wood and tan browns, and

the rich reds will all be leading colors in velvet in the

coming Fall. Espret nets in black and in white, mous-

seline de soie, embroidered chiffons, etc., are all featured

for evening wear. There is a large use made of ribbons

particularly handsome warp prints, for trimming pur-

\ go« n in ameth) si -ilk thai strong:!} suggests the coming of the crinoline.

poses. Waist garnitures an. I girdles with long sashes and

ends are much in evidence Narrow ribbons are used for

ruches, and tin\ lulls and ribbon velvet, laid in row upon

row, is extensively used.
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Fancy Leather Goods ISTZSZSSSGFI"'!":

No. 6982 i. Actual size 1% x 7.

Beaded Bag-, Blue and Gold Beads,
White Satin Lining, Gilt Trim-

No. 938. Actual size 6x4^
Leather—Velvet Crocodile B. Su-

perior Calf Lining:, Gilt Lock and
Chain.

CIQAR and CIQARETTE CASES.

No. 726/3. Actual size .")•; x 4.

Leather—Velvet Crocodile B. Su-

perior Calf Lining-, Gilt Trim-
mings and Patent SafetJ Chain. No. 935. Actual size 7 x 5%-

Leather — Velvet Crocodile B. Superior
Suede Lining.
Ornament.

Gilt Frame with Steel

No. 74S/-2. Actual size 5% x 3%
Leather—New Crocodile, exquisite

shades. Superior Calf Lining,

Gilt Trimmings and Patent Safety
Chain.

No. 967/3. Actual size 8% x i%.

Leather—Velvet Crocodile B. Superior
Suede Lining, Gilt Trimmings.

LADIES' DRESSING CASE.

GENT'S DRESSING CASE.

This range of samples is now on view in our Winnipeg Office, 322 Main Street.

ROBERTSON & PARKER, si4 coristine building, MONTREAL
Agents for ORTWEILER & CO., London and Offenbach

^ NOW IS THE TIME ">

for ordering your

FALL SCHOOL SUPPLIES

We have a full range, and want

your orders. Our travellers will

call, or write for quotations.

Smallwares and Notions a Specialty

G. A. WEESE & SON, wvo.gest., TORONTO
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* MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES *
WITH considerable pride we draw attention to the

completeness of the present issue of the Dry Goods

Review. Every department of trade which is in

any way connected with the dry goods business is repre-

sented in its columns. Besides exhaustive articles on

present conditions and future prospects in women's at-

tire, we have a large department dealing with house-

furnishings, including a specially written article on car-

pet making; the advantages and possibilities of a boot

and shoe department are treated of, with interviews with

leading dry goods men on the same subject; all branches

of men's furnishings have received the fullest attention;

methods of advertising, store management, bright finan-

cial news, window display, ail these are treated by

specialists in their own line of business. Besides these,

we have specially written articles on general Subjects

which add to the regular features of a trade paper. We

may add that this number of The Review is sent to

every drygoodsman in Canada, besides our large body of

subscribers in Great Britain, the West Indies, and other

parts of the world.

A recent analysis of the circulation of the MacLean

Trade Newspapers will prove of undoubted interest to

our readers, and also afford food for thought for adver-

tisers and probable advertisers. In all, our papers circu-

late in 1,201 cities, towns and villages in Canada. No

better evidence could be given as to the thoroughness of

their circulation in every part of Canada than these fig-

ures, which are divided as follows : British Columbia,

(If), Manitoba, 105; New Brunswick, 42; Northwest Terri-

tories, 74; Ontario, 720; Nova Scotia, f>4; Prince Edward

Island, 11; Quebec, 110; Newfoundland, 10. In many of

these towns a large number of copies are circulated. Any

merchant who is acquainted with the country will know

that this is just about all there is on the map.

• •
*

A dry goods merchant in Adelaide, Australia, who is

a regular reader of The Dry Goods Review, has the fol-

lowing kind words to say in a recent letter :

"I iind your paper full of information. The Paris,

London, and other fashion articles are clear and business

like accounts. Very unlike the windy accounts in ordin-

ary fashion papers, which are useless to buyers."

We especially appreciate the Australian gentleman's

kind remarks, and are glad to think the The Review is

thought so highly of in the land of the Southern Cross.

* *
*

The August number of The Review will be devoted

more particularly to Millinery, containing the announce-

ments of the wholesale houses as to the Kail openings,

etc, while the reading pages will offer the latest fore-

cast, of Fall styles. Other departments will also be of

usual interest, dealing with novelties for Pall.

An American publication in discussing the value of

trade papers says : "That a trade paper can be of great

worth to the line of business it, represents goes without

comment, and its worth can be measured in proportion

to its use H\ this is not meant the total issue printed

and circulated altogether, but the total number of its

interested readers. This information cannol he easily ob-

tained, but it is a well-known fact that a trade paper has

vastly more readers than subscribers. There are several

reasons for this. One reason is that a tradesman who
thinks he cannot afford to subscribe for one of his trade

papers will borrow of his neighbors. He is like a man
without a watch. He wants to know the time, and to

learn it he must consult the watch of another man. An-
other method by which extra readers are gained is

through the proprietors or managers of establishments.

They realize the worth of a paper akin to their business,

and will often pass their trade papers around among
their employes. Some of the firms go further and will

subscribe for a dozen or more of these papers and dis-

tribute them among their employes. They do this be-

cause they want keen, bright, well-read men behind their

line of business, and the trade reviews sharpen these

virtues. The public libraries also realize their value and

are among the great pat ionizers of the trade paper

press issues, and supply their shelves liberally with them.

There they are read and re-read by a large number of

trade people. Many expert tradesmen who have risen

from the ranks will admit lhat they owe their success, in

a large measure, to the keen interest with which for

years they have followed the progress and policy out-

lined by the leading papers of the trade of which they

wrere a part."
* •

•

"When selecting a medium for advertising give prefer-

ence to a well-edited, interesting and instructive publi-

cation, which people will read. The quality of an adver-

tiser is judged by the quality of his advertising medium.
Advertising in poorly edited journals, which offer merely

a business directory, means the waste basket."— Piccolo

Business Philosophy. The Dry Goods Review aims at

preserving a high standard in its reading columns. It

recognizes that if a trade newspaper is to be good medium
for the advertisements of the wholesaler and manufac-

turer, it must be a paper which the retailer will read

and keep on file. It must be the authority to which the

merchant will go when he wants advice on any question

pertaining to his business. The success of a paper is

measured by its ability to fulfil these requirements.

WINDOW SHADE FACTORY DESTROYED.

FRIDAY evening, June Hi, a spectacular fire totally

destroyed Smith, Carter & Smith's. Limited, three-

storey brick building at the corner of Ernest and

Desjardins avenues, Maissonneuve, a suburb of Montreal

The top floor was utilized by Smith, Carter & Smith,

Limited, as a window shade factory, and the lower floors

were occupied by the Royal Shoe Co. The fire originated

on the second floor and rapidly spread to the top floor

where the oils and paints lent it fuel.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, estimate loss to

stock and building at about (20,000 fully covered by in-

surance. They have displayed unusual enterprise in

securing temporary premises and customers will suffer

no serious inconv enience.
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PHILLIPS & WRINCH
LIMITED

SMALLWARES and NOTIONS

Special Sale of Hose Supporters

No. 25. Sateen Pad " LANGTRY" Hose Supporters, $20.00 per Gross.

No. 24 XS. Satin Pad "LANGTRY" Hose Supporters, $22.00 per

Gross.

No. 50. Satin Pad, "LANGTRY" Hose Supporters, extra heavy

webbing, $22.00 per Gross.

No. 500. "LANGTRY' Hose Supporters, extra large, four strands,

heavy frill elastic web, $24.00 per Gross.

XR. "ANCHOR" Hose Supporters, $20.00 per Gross.

All the above are extra good value to retail at 25c.

We have other good n.umbers to retail up to $2.00.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH, u«™
SMALLWARES AND NOTIONS

8 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

We are sole agents for the "CAPSHEAF" Coilless Safety Pin, the only Safety

Pin that does not catch in the fabric. Write for FREE Samples.
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DEATH OF HON. PIERRE GARNEAU.

THE Hon. Pierre Garneau, one of the leading citizens,

public men, and merchants, of Quebec City, senior

member of P. Garneau, Fils & Co., the well-known

jobbers, died on June 23, at his late residence on Haldi-

mand street, in that city. He had been ailing for some

time, and his death had long been expected and provided

against. He had attained the ripe old age of 82 years.

Although he had remained the senior member of the

wholesale house, he had not taken an active interest in

the business during the last twelve years. Consequently

no difference will exist in the conduct of the business, the

name and style remaining unchanged. His two sons, the

Hon. E. B. Garneau, and Mr. George S. Garneau, both

members of the firm, are universal legatees and execu-

tors.

In the death of the Hon. Pierre Garneau Canada loses

a citizen of inestimable va(ue, and one who was a self-

made man in the truest sense of the word. He was in-

tense in his energy and his determination, and never

spared himself. His large fortune, accumulated by con-

stant indefatigable application to work, coupled with

sound business capacitv. was always at the service of any

deserving charity or public enterprise of the city he

loved so well. He was practically identified with every

public enterprise in his time initiated in Quebec.

He was born at Cap Sante, County of Port Neuf, on

May 2, 1823. The Garneau family settled in Canada at

an early date, the first Canadian ancestor having come

to this country in 1636. When a young man, he came to

Quebec and entered the dry goods trade, progressing with

such rapidity that at the age of twenty-five he became a

member of the firm of Dorion & Garneau. Pour years

later, in 1852, he became identified with the firm of L. &
C. Tetu & Co., which had been in existence since 1840.

In his capacity as European buyer he became well known
in commercial circles in London and various European

centres, as well as New York. His remarkable business

capacity was soon recognized, ami the firm was shortly

reorganized as Tetu & Garneau. Mr. Tetu retired from

the enterprise in 1X71, and one of Mr. Garneau's bro-

thers became a partner, and the firm became P. Garneau

A: Prere, Although Mr. Garneau's brother lived but a

few years, the In in name remained unchanged unlil 1KH2,

when Ills eldest son, now the Hun. E. B. Garneau, and

his brother, Mr. F. X. Garneau, became partners. In

1888 Mr. J. George Carneau, his other son, also became

a partner in the firm. The Hon E. B. Garneau is head

of the firm now.

His interests were manifold, and very tew enterpri

of the city, of which he had been a resident since early

boyhood, were without his presence and influence in some
capacity. He was one of the founders, with his life-long

friends the late Messrs. A. Joseph and H. S. Scott, of

the Quebec Steamship Co., which, under his able presi-

dency, has become very successful. Mr. Garneau was a

director of the Levis & Quebec, and of the Quebec &
Lake St. John Railway. He was also president of the

Great Northern Railway, which owes its existence to

him. In insurance circles, he was known as president of

the Quebec Fire Insurance Co.

Mr. Garneau was well known in public life, and was
intimately connected with public affairs, in his own city

and district, as well as throughout the Dominion. In

1870 he was elected mayor of Quebec, and continued in

office until 1874. He was one of the Canal Commission,

with Sir Hugh Allan, in 1870. In 1873 he was elected

by acclamation to the Legislative Assembly at Quebec

as a supporter of the Conservative Government. He be-

came Minister of Agriculture and Public Works, and

served as Minister of Crown Lands in the De Boucher-

ville Government. He sat again in the Quebec Assembly

from 1881 to 1886. Quebec City is indebted, through his

persistence, to a great many public buildings. The addi-

tion of the James Bay Territory to the area of the

province was also largely due to him. He changed his

allegiance from the Conservative party to the Liberal in

1890. As a tribute to his foreign prominence he was
decorated by the King of Belgium with the Cross of

Leopold II. He was also president of the Quebec Board
of Trade at one time. Since 1887 he occupied a seat in

the Legislative Council.

The late Hon. P. Garneau was a man whose chari-

ties were numerous and unostentatious. He was also

well known in social and sporting circles, acting for some
time as president of the Quebec Turf Club.

E

OPENS CANADIAN OFFICE.

MIL DAVID, Vienna, Austria, a firm of more than

European fame, have opened a Canadian depot at

room 21, 232 MeGill street, Montreal, with Mr. D.

Jackel in charge. The lines shown practically save buy-

ers a tour of all European markets. This firm maintain

large permanent connections in St. Gall, Plauen, Eiben-

stock, Zurich, Paris, Lyons, Italy, and have the sole

agency of the largest factories in Austria. They also

have agencies in India. Egypt, etc. The goods at excep-

tional values comprise lines of fancy dry goods, hosiery,

lea i her goods, buttons, trimmings, lingerie, glass and

chinaware, etc. Their immense buying facilities enable

them in many cases to sell at the actual cost of pro-

duction. Samples are on view at their Montreal head-

quarters. Correspondence is invited from wholesale

Adv.

WINNIPEG AGENCY WANTED.

An experienced man would accept an agency for

Winnipeg or the west. He is prepared to represent a

manufacturer of any line. Address replies to The Dry-

goods Review.
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER,
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

LIMITED

We take pleasure in announcing to the trade that we have

moved to the

EMPIRE BUILDING,

58, 60, 62 and 64 Wellington St. West,

where we will occupy 13,800 sq. feet of floor space.

We cordially extend an invitation to the trade to visit us in

our new premises.

Letter Orders Carefully and Promptly Executed

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr. B. B. Cronyn has left for Europe on a buying

trip, in the interests of the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

Mr. V. Revillion, of Revillion Bros., the large Par-

isian fur dealers, recently spent a week or two in Canada
on a visit to their Canadian branch in Montreal.

Mr. H. L. Hewson, president of the Hewson Woolen

Mills, Amherst, N.S., was in Montreal last month. He
paid a friendly visit to the Montreal offices of The Re-

view.

Mr. Walter Caldecott sailed June 23rd for the Euro-

pean markets. He will spend a considerable time in the

silk centres of the continent in the interests of Deben-

ham & Caldecott.

Mr. L. E. A. Cholette, who has been connected with

the Canadian Rubber Co., Limited, of Montreal, for over

25 years in various capacities, severed his connection

with that company on July 1st.

In the death of Mr. A. M. Allen, of the Allen Mfg.

Co., Limited, Toronto lost one of its oldest business

men. Mr. Allen had retired from active business a

couple of years previous to his death.

The wedding occurred during the month of Mr. W. T.

Stewart, traveler for Geo. Kelly & Sons, London, and
Miss S. Alena Taylor. The couple left for Chicago and
other western points on their wedding trip.

Mr. J. X. McKendry, milliner and costumer, Yonge
street, Toronto, is on his way to Europe. Mr. McKen-
dry intends combining business and pleasure. Mrs. Mc-
Kendry and Miss Madge McKendry are with him.

John Lowe has been appointed to replace the late Mr.*

Smith as secretary of the Montreal Cotton Co. Mr.
Lowe has progressed through the various offices of the
company, and his new position is a reward of merit.

News has been received of the death of Mr. R. W.
Knox, head of the well-known linen thread manufacturers,

W. & J. Knox, Limited, Kelbunie, Scotland, represented

in Canada by Messrs. Frank & Bryce, Limited, Montreal.

Mr. E. Bellinger, manufacturers' agent,' Toronto,
called upon the trade in Montreal last month. Mr. Bell-

inger has no acquaintance with trouble, and always bears

the smile that means a well-filled order book. He paid

The Review offices a visit.

Mr. E. B. Crompton, the senior member of the firm

of E. B. Crompton & Co., Brantford, has gone on one of

his periodic trips to Europe. He will visit the various

markets of England and the continent in search of novel-

ties for the coming Fall and Winter.

The wedding is announced of Mr. Charles Edmund
Raven, St. Thomas, to Miss- Alberts Forbes. Mr. Raven
is well known among the business men of St. Thomas, be-

ing a member of the firm of Raven & MacDonald. The
best wishes of his many friends go with him on his new
venture.

A pleasant mark of the good relationship existing be-

tween Mr. James Paton, of Charlottetown, and his em-
ployes, was given on the occasion of his birthday anni-

versary. He was presented with souvenir silver hat and
coat tags, with the inscription : "Just a little remem-
brance from your girls, who all wish you many happy re-

turns. 1905."

The death occurred during the past month of Mr.
John Holly, boot and shoe dealer, of Toronto. Through
his connection with various merchantile institutions, and
latterly as traveler for F. J. Weston & Co., Mr. Holly
developed a large list of friends among the shoe men of

Ontario. His demise is keenly regretted by his many
friends and business associates.
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FIGHT FOR CONTROL.

AS intimated in the June issue of The Review, the

question of price bras practically prevented the early

consummation of the merger of the Montreal Cotton

Co. with the Dominion Textile Co. During last month

the situation continued extremely interesting, with

aggressive work on both sides. The fight for control of

the Montreal Cotton Co. promises to be exceedingly keen,

although the impression is general that ultimately the

Textile people (or the North American Cotton Co., Lim-

ited) will win out. A good share of the stock is now in

their hands, and it is believed that an advance in their

offer will shake out enough stock to secure controi. The

latest offer is said to be $137,500, payable $100 in six

per cent, bonds and 37± in non-cumulative preferred

stock, with privilege of taking up 37 i per cent, in com-

mon stock of the North American Cotton Co., at 25c on

the dollar.

Reporters of the Montreal daily press view with each

other in interviewing the opposing camps, and evidently

news was scarce, judging by the lengthy stories printed.

The first official gun was fired the last of May by the

circular of the Royal Trust Co., to the shareholders of

the Montreal Cotton Co., offering on behalf of the syndi-

cate to be formed (the North American Cotton Co.,

Limited) 133 1-3 p.c. of par value of Montreal shares,

payable $100 in six p.c. bonds, and 33 1-3 in 7 per cent,

preferred stock of the new company. June the 5th was

the time limit. This move forced the opposing interests

in the Montreal Cotton Co., headed by Mr. S. H. Ewing,

the president, to call a special meeting on June 5th, to

discuss the offer. Various opinions were expressed, and

the sentiment was not generally favorable to the merger,

especially after the president's detailed statement show-

ing the condition of the company. About the middle of

the month Mr. David Yuile, president of the Dominion

Textile Co., carefully explained in an interesting inter-

view their object in desiring to link the Montreal Cot-

ton Co. into the Textile concern. He contended that the

Montreal people would be obliged to enter into the

manufacture of whites and greys or colored goods, as

dyed goods, their present output, were in poor demand.

The merger would prevent competition, and many sav-

ings would result.

COTTON GOODS FIRMER.

CANADIAN manufacturers and jobbers uniformly re-

port a hardening in cotton piece goods. As yet

price advances have only been made in spots, but a

general advance is much talked about. After the bull ele-

ment is extracted from this talk more than a germ of

truth remains. Shirtmakers' prints scored an advance

of a quarter cent in some lines during the past month.

The most interesting feature of the month was the half

cent increase Oil the two better grades of tickings. This

followed the advance across the line which was made

possible after the ruinous rate war on these lines was

adjusted. To prevent American competition, Canadian

mills have sold at a low figure and .the settlement of

the trouble there made the advance possible. Whiles and

greys remain unchanged, but if raw cotton maintains its

presenl level bh«3 will see slightly higher juices. There

is a tightening which indicate* an upward tendency. The
lists issued by the Textile Co. remain the same in

flannelette lines. Jobbers report a fair amount of busi-
ness, although many retailers are pursuing a hand-to-
mouth policy.- Duplicate orders are being placed by
jobbers, which clearly indicates their belief in higher
prices. It is evident that there will be no lower prices,

and while retailers are not advised to plunge, just re-

quirements should be purchased.

While domestic mills are not filled up with advance
orders for months to come, English cotton men are sold
months ahead, and no early decline in the present scale
of prices is probable. Across the line cotton goods are
scarce and advances have taken place in a few lines,

notably print cloths. Spot raw cotton continues erratic
around 9.20. Receipts for the season across the '.ine am-
ount to 9,497,618 bales, against 7,046,684 bales for the
corresponding time of 1904. The visible supply is 3,669,-

304 bales, against 2,303,108 bales for last year. Reports
of the world's visible supply afloat in Great Britain and
Europe, Egypt, India and the United States, show about
twice the quantity compared with a year ago.

STRONG WOOL MARKET.

ALL classes of woo', continue extremely firm in even-
market. There are even indications that still

higher values may be reached in the near future for

pure merino wools and fine crossbreds. These largely

enter into suitings and underwear. Medium crossbreds,

which are used for hosiery purposes, continue strong.

The continued high price of raw material continues to

agitate the mind of the manufacturers everywhere, but
there are hopes of a reduction next year. English mar-
kets are over-run with continental and American buyers,

who compete strongly for the sinews of war. It is also

reported that English wool buyers are attempting to

purchase Australian wool shipped into the ( nited States.

The new clip, both in England and the United States
will soon be marketed. Canadian wools continue firm

and demand exceeds supply.

THE LINEN INDUSTRY.

SINCE the commencement of its career the Irish linen

industry has had many tribulations, but we are glad

to note a very great improvement, and it has every

appearance of becoming more and more prosperous. Dur-
ing the past few years business has been only up to the

average, but now there are increased signs of hopefulness,

and there prevails a feeling of confidence hitherto un-

known amongst the Ulster linen manufacturers.

The spinning section, which is perhaps the most im-
portant, appears to be working very satisfactorily, which
is a very healthy sign, and it is believed that most of the

firms are working on an extremely remunerative basis.

The position of continental spinners, which is unusually

strong, has had, no doubt, a very marked effect on those

in Ireland, and has added to their firmness, to the ad-

vantage of all concerned. The upward tendency of trade

in the great industrial centres cannot hut have a bene-

ficial effect in a more marked degree as the season ad-

vances. As it is, no disturbing elements ate apparent,
and there appears to he a good outlook for a considerable

time ahead. The imports of linen into England from the

continent are considerably less than in former years, and
the export of linen from Belfast to the United States is

increasing in a very satisfactory manner. If this rate of

prosperity continues, there is, indeed, a bright prospect
before our friends in the northern capital. —Irish Draper.
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J. Y. SHANTZ D. B. SHANTZ

THE-

Jacob Y. Shantz & Son Co.

Berlin, ::: Ontario

LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Lines of Buttons

Ivory, Horn, Pearl, Pearlette

All leading Wholesale Houses handle our goods

in Canada, and leading Button Houses in the

United States, who recognize our goods as of the

best manufactured on the continent.

Factories : Berlin, Ont. ; Buffalo, N.Y.

Warehouse : Chicago, III.

A SELLER FOR YOUR HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

ADAMS LOCKSTITCH NOSE

Wins Lasting

Customers
Wherever Shown.

It's Special Features :

10 FOLD KNEES

6 FOLD ANKLES

give it a wearing quality

equalled by no olherhosiery

on the market.

A. E. ADAMS & GO.

LEICESTER, ENC.

Manufacturers

WALTER WILLIAMS & GO.
301 ST. JAMES STREET

MONTREAL
33 MELINDA STREET

TORONTO

WHOLESALE
ONLY

We are also agents for

ROBT. WATSON & SONS, Lurgan, Ireland

Manufacturers of Linen Handkerchiefs

^^^^^^^M^^^^^M^^WWMWWWVWW

C. F. Rumpp &, Sons
Manufacturers of

Handy Box

Pocket Books,

Hand Bags.

Cigar Cases,

Medicine Cases,

Photo Frames,

Music Rolls,

Writing Cases,

Etc.

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
York Salesrooms

:

683 and 685 Broadway
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correspondence Chicago Salesroom

:

SOUCITED 35 Randolph Street
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ITEMS or
IMPORT

The Model Skirl Co. has creeled a factory al Bridge-
burg. They commence operations with a staff of thirty

girls.

Isaae Herzberg, of Quebec, will carry on a dry goods
business in St. Charles, under the firm name of L. Getz
.V Co.

The dry goods store of T. H. Shields & Co., Bramp-
ton, was damaged by lire. The flames were confined to

the window, where the fire originated.

J'. B. Trahan, dry goods merchant, of SI. Louis,

l'.t^., has assigned on demand of Joseph L. Duplessis.

The liabilities amount bo about, $18,11011.

J. Kars, of the American Silk Waist Co. spent ten

days in New York last month enjoying- a much needed
icst and keeping an eye alert for new ideas.

1'. J. Quinn & Co., of Moncton, N.B., have sold their

dry goods business to J. A. Flett, of CampbeKton. The
new proprietor took over the business during the month.

The dry goods stock of Mr. Kinsley, Gainsboro, was
put under the hammer and sold to Jno. McMillan, Minne-
dosa, during the past month. The price was 46c on the

dollar.

J. P. Currie & Co., dry goods merchants of Fort
William, have assigned. It is thought that an arrange-

ment will be come to whereby the business can be con-

tinued.

S. Pitt, wholesale woolens and tailors' trimmings, and
the A. G. Mooney Co., commission merchants, have re-

moved from 22 Lemoins street to 501-502 Coristine

Building.

The Winnipeg Fur Co., with a capital of $100,000, has

been incorporated in that city. Arch. Wright, J. A.

Knott, J. A. Wright, Mary Wright, and L. H. Knott,
are the directors.

McLeod & MoBeth, of Vancouver, B.C., had an excit-

ing experience recently. The building in which their

business was situated codapsed. The firm is now looking

for a new location.

W. J. Ney, of Stratford, is enterine the house of Jno.

Kay, Son & Co., Toronto, as a preliminary to opening

up in the Classic City with a line of draperies, carpets,

and floor coverings.

John A. Flett & Co. have opened a dry goods store

in Moncton. The opening days were marked by large

numbers of buyers, and the new firm have received an

encouraging reception.

W. E. Loehead, of the dry goods firm of Ogilvie,

Loehead & Co., has left for Europe on his regular semi-

annual buying trip. He will visit the markets of Great
Britain, Germany and France.

The business of the W. H. Whalen Co., Fort William,

has been turned over to a joint stock, limited liability,

company, under the old linn name. The increased capital

will admit of additional development.

Stratford will decide upon guaranteeing the bonds dl

the Dominion Thread Co., to the extent of $30,000, on

July 20. The agreement calls for a plant costing $15,-

000, and for a paid-up capital of $60,000.

Among the many Montreal department store buyers

who left for foreign markets during the last month, E.

G. Brown, buyer for Ogilvy's carpet department, is a

well known figure in the English markets.

A glove factory is to be added to Waterloo's indus-

tries. John Schondelwaycr and Norman Eugelter, have

organized a company, known as the Waterloo Glove Mfg.

Co. They will manufacture gloves, mitts and gauntlets.

The White Mfg. Co., Limited, have been incorporated

with a capital stock of $15,000. The company have taken

over the business of White & Smith, Ottawa, and will

continue to manufacture and sell clothing and dry goods.

Charles L. Friedman and J. A. .Jacobs, have bought

the northeast corner of Green avenue and St. Catherine

street, west, Montreal, with a frontage of 200 feet on St.

Catherine street, and 120 feet on Green avenue. Four

<arge and well-appointed stores will be erected on this
site.

The Dominion Cloak .Mfg. Co. have removed from 128
St. Lawrence Main Street, Montreal, lo more commodi-
ous quarters, 11)5(1 Noire Dame street. The new factory
and office is complete in every detail Three Hats are
occupied.

During last month II. S. Arnold, of the New Yoik
Silk Wart Co., personally called upon the trade in many
sections in Ontario. His ligure was new in these centres,
but results go much to show his popularity with all

whom he comes in contact.

L. Stuffman, of Konig & Stuflman, returned to .Mont-
real the first of the month. He has been absent since

April 1, and has made an extensive tour of Brussels,
Plauen, St. Gall, and Paris markets. His re-appearance
was welcomed in the trade.

The American Silk Waist Co., Montreal, is success-
fully represented in tin' west this season by W. A. Hol-
stead. Ontario is well looked after by A. U. McAitbui.
and 1). M. Weiman will again call upon his friends in

Quebec and the Lower Provinces.

I. Goldstein has removed to 1333 St. Catherine
street, Montreal. His new place of business is a three-

storey building. On the ground floor is kept the dry
goods stock, and upstairs are the ready-made goods, car-
pets, oilcloths, and housefurnishings.

The I). Ferguson Co., Limited, of Stratford, have
purchased the large block in which they have been situ-

ated, together with an adjoining store. The block is one
of the finest in the city, and will permit of great expan-
sion for the growing business of the Ferguson Co.

W. Flynn Jones, of London, England, representath e

of Druiffe Bros., silk manufacturers, was in Winnipeg
during the month, on his way to Victoria. Mr. Jones
states that his company have under consideration tin-

erection of a warehouse in the Manitoba capital.

Another rain and waterproof garment manufacturing
firm has commenced operations in Montreal, under the

firm name of the Albion Rubber Co. Those interested
are experienced men. Offices, salesroom and factory are
located at 31-31A St. Lawrence Main street, Montreal.

Barker Bros., Limited, have bought out the dry
goods business of .John Blanchard, at Windsor, N.S., anil

will open business there as soon as stock taking is com-
pleted. This firm now has stores at Fredericton, St.
John, Springhill, Stellarton, Westville, Amherst and
Windsor.

Rideout & Co., after making extensive additions will

open a full line of furniture, carpets, etc., on Main street,

Kenora (Rat Portage). Until then the business will be
operated from the store on Second street. The new name
will be the Rideout-Gilbert Co.. Limited, of Kenora and
Winnipeg.

Richard Patton, glove buyer for Greenshields Limited,
sailed on the l-6th of June, by steamer Bavaria, for Eng-
lish and French markets. Joseph Duhamel, linen buyer
for Greenshields Limited, sailed on the same steamer for

English, Irish and Scotch markets. They will be absent
about six weeks.

W. A. Cooke, buyer for Greenshields Limited cotton
department, leaves for his annual foreign buying trip the

middle of this month. As usual, Mr. Cooke will scour
English, French, German and Swiss markets in search of

Spring novelties. He is known both as a shrewd and ex-

tremely successful buyer.

A. II. Patterson, Canadian manager of the Jaeger
Sanitary Woolen System Co., Limited, personally sup-
erintended the installation of the many new ideas seen

in the recently opened Winnipeg branch. Mr. Patterson
returned to Montreal, his headquarters, full of glowing
reports of the Canadian great west.

E. B. Wallace, manager of the linen department,
Cordon Mackay & Co., Limited, Toronto, spent a week
last month in Montreal showing their superior line of

fancj linens, in conjunct ion with their permanent repre-

sentative, D. A. Blackburn. Both gentlemen are well-

known in I he trade and report successful results.

Win. and David Yuile, owners of the property on Guy
street, Montreal, where the Semi-Ready clothing factory

is situated, aie involved in an interesting suit with many
residents and proprietors of residential Guy street, who
allege that the factory is a nuisance. The outcome is

awaited with considerable interest by several other

plants in Montreal.
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AN ENGLISH REPRESENTATIVE'S OPINION

ONE of the best known of the English representatives

who visit Canada is Mr. J. W. Holden, of Gartside

& Co., Manchester. For twelve years Mr. Holden

lias been coining to Canada once or twice a year, and in

that time he has built up a large trade for his firm.

This year tie sailed from England early in May and since

landing has been busy making sales to the wholesale trade

in Quebec, Montreal and Toronto. He is now in Winnipeg,

where he will complete his annual trip.

Mr. Holden, in a chat with The Review, spoke of the

great difference between the frigid reception he received

from the trade when he came, a stranger, on his first

\isit to Canada twelve years ago and the cordial greeting

he gets now. His sales the first year did not pay his

traveling expenses. Very few of the wholesale bouses

would take the trouble to look at his samples. They
knew nothing about him or his firm. This surprised him.

He thought everyone in the dry goods business anywhere

knew of them and the fine class of goods they produce.

Besides they had been selling more or less in Canada for

years. He was not only angry, but disgusted, with the

ignorance of the Canadian wholesale trade. He confided

in the agent of a shipping company—also a Manchester

man—who was staying at the same hotel in Montreal.

This gentleman laughed at him and said there were no

brighter or more enterprising and up-to-date business men
in the world than the Canadian wholesale trade, but he

must use common sense in dealing witli them. They were

busy men. They had hundreds of salesmen from all over

the world to see. They were too busy to spend time

with all of these and, excepting when there were special

bargains or novelties, the men theyiknew got the prefer-

ence in orders and the men they knew were those who
were kept constantly before them. He told Mr. Holden

that if he wanted to do business in Canada he must keep

himself and his business constantly before the trade in a

paper read by them, and by an annual personal visit. If

the quality of his goods was right and if he dealt honor-

ably with the trade, he would in time work into a fine,

permanent and increasing connection that would be

pleasant as well as profitable. Mr. Holden decided to act

on bis advice. He had seen The Dry Goods Review in all

the wholesale houses where he had been and he went at

once to the office and arranged for a series of advertise-

ments to run continuously until he returned the follow-

ing year.

On making his next tour of the trade a year later he

got a good hearing everywhere and made a few sales.

Several of them frankly told him they had been reacting

his announcements regularly in The Review. He got a

nice order from one of the largest houses in Canada,

which he attributed solely to The Review—an order which

has grown steadily in size year after year. The volume

of business in Canada has grown every year until now it

is beyond his most sanguine expectations and practically

every wholesale house in Canada is a buyer. He has been

also very greatly helped by the preferential tariff. He
lias kept in close touch with his trade and has lost

nothing by bad debts. He says there are enormous pos-
sibilities for British manufacturers in Canada. They can-
not jump into a good business at once. It will result
only from slow, persistent work. Those who secure a
Foothold now in these growing times should have a very
fine connection five years hence.

PATENT GRANTED.
( 'anadian patent rights have been granted the pro-

prietors of the Hair Light Pompadours, which are finding
favor in this market. The patent bears the date of
June the 20th, 1905.

CONDENSED OR "WANT" ADVERTISEMENTS

AGENT WANTED.
ALARGF. firm of bedstead manufacturers in Birmingham, Eng.,

are open to engage an agent in Canada for the sale of their goods.
Address Box 2^4. DRY Goods REVIEW, Toronto. [7]

A MIDDLE-AGED gentlemin of good addre s is wanted to ca 1 on
the trade in Ontario, no samples to carry, a very good openi' g

fo a r. tired or retiring general merchant who des res a light, hea thy
occupation w tli good re munera'ion if suc( essful, give refe ences. Box
260 Dry Goods Review, Toronto. (7tf)

rK! Best Wearing Best Selling

Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

Only successful fastener on the market. Cost
$1.25 per doz. pairs, prepaid Sample pair sent
for 25c., postpaid Patented and manufactured
only l>y

THE FAIR MFC. CO., 510 7th St., RACINE, WIS.

Since adding to our lines the

Patent Double Use Mitten

we have greatly increased our Mitten

trade, and are giving special atten-

tion to this branch of our business,

and have added some verv natty as

well as comfortable styles for the

coming season in regular mitts as

well as the Double Use. It will pay

all jobbers of gloves and mitts to

see our samples for the coming

season before buying. Write early

for samples.

THE

DOUBLE USE MITTEN CO.

DUNDAS, - Canada
Limited

Manufacturers for the Jobbing Trade only.

H. G. SMITH, Manager
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FANS

UHrj£

^^^^

Paper fans for I lis

hot weather, all

prices from $3.60 a
gross to $3.50 a
dozen. Exclusive
Vienna Patterns.

A special low line of Muslin and Lace End Fans
with wood and bone sticks, $4.50 a doz. to $9.00.

Also a splendid range of better goods.

BRUSHES
GENUINE FRENCH EBONY

Two special lines Military

Shape in Seal Grain Leather
Cases, 9 rows, $16.50 doz.

sets (pairs). 13 rows, $22.50
doz. sets (pairs). The best

Ladies' Ebony Brush on the market for $7. 50 doz.

c FANCY LEATHER
GOODS

Our travellers are now on
the road with a splendid

range of Dressing Cases,

Bags, Cigar Cases, Post

Card Albums, Etc.

Will be glad to mail

samples for trial order.

W. E. WALSH, 207 St. James St.,

MONTREAL

rURNED
L4 J1905

£^#i~

150 YEARS-REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons,
Abbey Mills. Rioonc*. England.

r« ADE «/.«* BRAND
NEEDLES

WM. CROFT & SONS, Toronto, Canada

Sold under 15Qyears
guarantee*

Ifyou haven't them,

order NOW.

Wm. Croft & Sons
Established 1855

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO

European Office, VIENNA IX Berggasse 7

.»..«..»..»..»..«..

BROCK'S OPEN LONDON OFFICE.

A
RESIDENT buyei in London. England, in the pen

i.i \ii. A. Hewat, is the latest progressive move <>n

bhe part of tin' \V. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto
and Montreal Mr. Hewal sailed the 2Hth of June by

bhe White star Line SS. Teutonic. Commodious offices

have been secured at 35 .Milk street, London, E.C. He
will exercise a general supervision over all buying, and
buyers of the firm crossing, as usual, from this side,

will repori to him.

Mr. llewat needs no introduction to the trade in

England, as he has been a familiar figure in those mar-
kets for many years, both as a buyer for Brock's and
other Canadian firms. Of late years he has been affiliated

with the Montreal house as dress goods buyer, and has

won an enviable reputation in Montreal business circles.

It is interesting to note that he is one of the oldest

hands in the employ of the firm. Entering away back in

'79, and working his way with untiring energy and

marked ability to bis present responsible position, that

he is peculiarly fitted for the arduous task is undoubted.

I lis long experience, both as a buyer and seller, has

RETURNED

A. Hewat.

given him sound knowledge of merchandise and values.

Personally his loss will be felt in Canadian circles, and

bis many friends wish him every success in his new ven-

ture.

This move is a new departure for the company, and is

in keeping with the modern requirements of trade, which

continually demands goods just when people want them.

A resident buyer can at once pick up anything in marked

demand ami can make many advantageous savings in

purchases.

NIAGARA GARMENT CO.

Maurice A. Long, fur years a buyer of women's and

children's garments in Buffalo, lias become a partner in

the Niagara (ianneiit Co., of Bridgeburg, Out. The new

Canadian firm is composed of men who have had long ex-

perience in the garment business. They will confine their

at lent ion to the Canadian business, and will cover the

entire Held with their representatives.
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Medium Weig'Hts will again prevail in

FALL and WINTER

Dress Fabrics
Last Season's favor, enlarged and increased,

is confidently predicted for

B. D. A. MOHAIRS
and SICILIENNES

There's an excellence in tKe B. D. A. dye and finisH

tKat -wins favor and builds trade every season.

LooK to tKe B. D. A. Brand—tKe stamp
of excellence in MoKair dye and finisH

BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION, - Bradford, England
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M
A WESTERN HOLIDAY.

R. GEO. B. FRASER, of Greenshields Limited, and

Mr. R. N. Smyth, of H. L. Smyth & Co., return-

ed bo Montreal on the 3rd of June, from an ex-

tensive trip embracing the Western States and Western

Canada. Both gentlemen returned with renewed vigor,

and plainly show the benefits of the well-earned six weeks'

holiday. Mrs. Fraser accompanied them, and at Pasa-

dena, South California, Miss Fraser was picked up for

Ihe return trip on the Canadian side.

Business conditions were sharply looked into by these

commercial leaders, and impressions of a lasting nature

were formed. They left Montreal on the 26th of April,

going direct to Chicago, where they spent a few days.

The world famous establishment of Marshall Field was

closely studied. From there the travelers proceeded di-

rect to Pasadena, the garden of California. Some good

stories are brought back of this garden of rose buds,

palms and olives. Portland, Oregon, and Seattle, Wash-

ington, were visited, and the rapid growth of these cities

impressed them greatly.

However, it was not till they reached the Canadian

side that the greatest enthusiasm prevailed. The natural

beauty of Victoria indicates this place as a future pleas-

ure resort of Americans and Canadians. The city is go-

ing ahead fast in every particular. From Vancouver the

journey took them to Banff. The unique character of this

mountain city was highly appreciated. Winnipeg, the

Chicago of Canada, afforded many eulogies. Improve-

ments are rapidly proceeding, and retail and wholesale

sections are progressing. Mr. Fraser leaves on his annual

Spring buying trip for the dress goods department the

second week in August.

QUEBEC LICENSE LAW.

AT the request of many interested firms who have been

somewhat confused regarding the recent enactment

of the Province of Quebec Legislature taxing foreign

travelers, the full text of the law is herewith appended.

The Comptroller of Provincial Revenue, in furnishing The

Review with the following, writes : "I beg to say that

the law to which you refer became operative on the 20th

of May last, hut it does not apply to Canadian firms out-

side of the Province of Quebec, but only to foreign firms,

and that the license duty is to be paid to the collectors

of Provincial Revenue of the Province of Quebec, accord-

ing to the terms of the statute."

The Law.

Any person not residing in the province who is de-

sirous of acting as a commercial traveler, by soliciting

or taking orders for or selling goods, wares or mer-

chandise, other than intoxicating liquors, or by advertis-

ing or offering such goods for sale, by sample, catalogue

or price list, for a person, firm or corporation having no

place of business in Canada, shall first obtain a license

therefor from the collector of provincial revenue for the

district in which he begins his operations in the prov-

ince.

Such license is, subject to article 9 of this Act,

granted for one year, and expires on the first day of Ihe

month of May subsequent to its issue.

Every person not residing in the province who acts as

,i commercial traveller by soliciting or taking orders for,

or selling goods, wares or merchandise, other than in-

toxicating liquors, or by advertising or offering such

goods for sale, by sample, catalogue or price list, for a

person, linn or corporation having no place of business

in Canada, without being the holder of a license for that

purpose, then in force, is liable to a fine of not more

than one thousand dollars, and not less than five hundred

dollars for each contravention.

Every .such person shall show his licence to any col-

li 'tor of provincial revenue or to any person authorized

in writing by a collector of provincial revenue, and in

default of so doing, such person shall be held to have no

license and is punishable accordingly.

No commercial traveler licensed as aforesaid shall

lend his license to another under a penalty of three nun

died dollars for each offence.

For each license for a person not residing in the

province to act as a commercial traveller by soliciting or

taking orders for, or selling goods, wares or merchandise,

other than intoxicating liquors, or by advertising or

offering such goods for sale, by sample, catalogue or

price list, for a person, firm or corporation having no

place of business in Canada, three hundred dollars.

Assented to 20th May, 1905.

A NEW FIRM.

IN
another column appears the announcement of Mon-

teith Nixon & Co., who have just established a fully-

equipped factory at the haed of Macdonnell avenue,

Toronto, for the manufacture of office, warehouse, and

factory goods.

They are prepared to meet the somewhat peculiar re-

quirements of the dry goods trade, and have a large variety

f sizes and styles to select from. In addition they have

a special box truck for this trade with removable parti-

tions and adjustable shelves, which looks as if it would be

of (he greatest possible value in every shipping room.

Although they have only been in business six weeks,

they report a most encouraging demand for their -.roods

and satisfactory prospects for an increasing trade.

DRY GOODS INTERESTS LOOKED AFTER.

The Allan liner, Victorian, contained many notable

dry goods representatives who should be able to do good

missionary work for the Dominion while enjoying the

elaborate social programme. Among those noticed on

the evening before the liner sailed were: B. F. Ackerman,

Peterboro; F. B. Allan, T. H. Burton, Thomas Fairbairn,

F. B. Fetherstonhaugh, J. S. McKinnon, W. E. Northway,
Toronto; F. Birks, R. L. Gaunt, R. J. Heneker, C. C.

Holland, H. W. Horsfall, J. H. Horsfall, David Levy,

R. C. Wilkins, Montreal.

IDEAL WOMEN'S WEAR, LIMITED.

GARMENT making has generally been in the past as-

sociated with crowded, stuffy, ill-lighted rooms and

pale faces. The modern factory stands for the very

opposite, for besides every contrivance to facilitate busi-

ness, the comfort of the workers has also been closely

studied. The manufacturer finds it to his interest to do

so. There has been a good deal of factory building in

the garment trade of late years, and though there may
be larger factories there are none better equipped than

the new home of Ideal Women's Wear, at the corner of

Bathurst and King streets, Toronto. Everything is com-

plete and compact, and planned with an eye to making
business as easy as possible. Though business is looked

to, the comfort of the employes is well provided for

There is a comfortable lunch room with a large ti?a urn

standing invitingly in the corner. Good light is a neces

sity in a factory of this kind, and the light pours in

through large windows on three sides of the building.

Though this is one of the youngest of the Toronto

garment firms, the individual members have had plenty

83'
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of experience. Mr, Tanner, the managing director, was

[or many years manager of two of the largest whitewear

[Hants in Canada, viz., the Allan Mfg. Co. and the T.

Baton Oo. The firm has been lately strengthened by a

new member, also well known to the trade, Mr. H. A.

Davison, who comes in as vice-president, and will repre-

sent the firm in Manitoba and the Northwest. Mr. Davi-

son has been for over 14 years with the Gale Mfg. Co.

Ideal Women's Wear are manufacturers of suits, waists,

wrappers, underskirts, dressing jackets, and women's and

children's underwear.

F. W. STOBART BEREAVED.

I > W. STOBART, managing director of Stobart Sons &
Co., Winnipeg, received the sad intelligence in the

latter part of June of the death of his father at

his In >ine in Pepper Arden, Yorkshire, England. The de-

ceased gentleman established in Winnipeg in the early

days of 1873 the firm of Kew-Stobart, which was one of

the largest businesses in what was then Fort Garry.

Branches were opened in the Northwest, the principal one

being at Duck Lake. Some years ago the business was
taken over by F. W. Stobart, who is now the active head

of the establishment.

A BANQUET AND PRESENTATION.

ON the occasion of his silver wedding Mr. James B.

Baxter was, on Saturday night, tendered a compli-

mentary dinner and presented with a handsome
French clock at the National Club. The dinner was
given by the directors of Stauntons, Limited, wall paper

manufacturers, with whom Mr. Baxter has been associat-

ed since 1872, as an acknowledgment of long and faith-

ful service. Speeches appropriate to the occasion were
delivered by Mr. T. A. Staunton, president, and Mr. E. G.

Staunton, vice-president. The guest made an appropriate

response.

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE.

MR J. L. BECKWITH, of Victoria, B.C., who has

recently been east on a business trip, paid The
Review a friendly call a few days ago. Mr. Beck-

with, who has been a resident of British Columbia for

the past twenty years, has been for the greater part of

that time connected with the dry goods trade, having

represented in the west Mann, Byars & Co., of Glasgow,

Scotland, for the past fifteen years. As Mr. Beckwith has

a thorough knowledge of the Pacific Province, being well

acquainted with the trade generally, manufacturers wish-

ing to establish their lines in B. C. should communicate
with him.

OPTIMISM IN MARITIME PROVINCES.

^'
X HE REVIEW man has run into 'many of the boys

lately returned from their trips through the Mari-

time Provinces. Fortunately the almost weird and
always discouraging reports which emanated from there

during the Winter months are giving way to a prevalent

optimism. Orders for Fall, while not overly generous,

represent confidence upon the part of the trade that Fall

will find conditions brighter in every way. Spring trade

is said to have been fair in most districts, and at last

some money is in circulation.

It was not only the severe weather, which made im-

passable railroads and untold hardships, which affected

the trade there last Winter, but also many of the indus-

tries proved a failure which fostered local trade. Every-

one realizes that the Annapolis Valley is famous for its

apple crop, and an over production last year caused a

drug upon the market, and prices were far from satisfac-

tory. One traveler brings report of an actual loss on the

part of one farmer of 12c. per barrel on his shipment.

Similarly along the south shore of Nova Scotia, which
depends almost entirely upon the fish trade, the catch

was very tight and prices not up to the average. Over
in New Brunswick, where lumber is the mainstay, the

cut is only about one-half this year, and there has been

no water to float the logs. All these things resulted in

the Maritime Provinces being obliged to send away a

good deal of their own money to purchase actual neces-

sities. Hay proved the biggest item, consequently farm-

ers were forced to ask credit from their merchants.

Notwithstanding the fact that stories are heard that

different dealers would prefer to have had their places of

business closed from the 26th of December to the 15th of

May, conditions lately are hopeful. The Maritime Prov-

inces as a whole are not progressing, but some of the

wise ones predict things will take a turn.

SKINS DYED IN ENGLAND.

ALTHOUGH seals are caught off the coast of this con-

tinent, they have to be sent to England to be dyed.

Efforts have been made at various times in the

States to have the finishing done there, but they were in-

effectual. This is the more surprising when it is con-

sidered that skilled workmen were brought across the

Atlantic and all conditions were made as similar as

possible. It has been suggested that there is something

in the fog-laden atmosphere of London which makes that

place perfect for dyeing furs. Were it not that absolute-

ly no other reason can be offered we would be inclined to

scoff at this suggestion, yet such are the facts, and Eng-

land continues to dye America's skins.

DEVELOPMENT IN HOSIERY AND GLOVES.

SO far the dome gloves, in both siik and lisle, have

been the leaders, but within the last few weeks the

trade has been asking for 18 inch lengths in taffeta

gloves. The demand for this class of glove has come as

yet only from the larger towns, particularly those on the

American border, but it is only a question of time be-

fore the smaller centres will be taking them. They cer-

tainly will be a factor in not • ;!y the Summer, hut atso

in the Fall, trade. White is by far the best seller, but

black is also taken.

The heavy end of the hosiery business has, for the

present season at any rate, been done in tans, and since

the warm weather came laces in tans have been in heavy

demand—so great that it has been difficult to keep up

the supply. The call has been for very light weights and

for better grades, 50c lines being preferred to those at

less prices. As Summer developes there is a feeling for

white hosiery. This is, perhaps, not so pronounced this

year, but it is predicted that it will assume large pro-

portions another season, for in all lines the feeling is

gaining ground that the season of 1906 will be a pro-

nounced white season.

Retailers, with the exception of some districts in the

north, are in good shape for the Fait trade in hosiery.

In these districts snow blockades were in force, and a

large portion of 1904 stocks are still on hand. In the

rest of the country stocks are well cleaned up, and re-

tailers are buying freely for Fall trade. The advice is

given to cover well at present prices, for if the wholesale

houses have to repeat they will have to pay advance

prices.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Kditors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

G
Greenshields, Limited.

[EENSHIELDS LIMITED have anticipated

tfae wants rM their numerous customers in

collecting for the Fall season a slock of gen-

eral drj goods in fine favor with the keenes-1

buyers. The buyer of each depart incut has

-i\cn his attention to securing lines which will meet the

demands of tin' retail drj goods trade. They ask retail

crs to give careful consideration to their various lines.

The dress goods department has scored an exceptional

success in the advance order business transacted for

Fall. Plain materials have been sold in enormous quan-

tities, and stand awav at the head of the list. Stocks

are rapidly arriving, and buying from the open stocks

affords prime selections. Broadcloths and Venetians are

stocked in bewildering range, and are increasing in favor

as the season advances. Browns, navys, plum and red

shades are proving popular in the order named. Serges

are coming in for increased notice, and this firm have

every confidence in their vogue. Cashmeres are slated for

approval for house wear, and va'.ues are interesting.

Priest lev's goods, which have established an enviable

reputation 'in this market are almost too well known to

need enumeration. Electros are furnished free of many
popular numbers, and a card to them mentioning The

Review will secure every attention. Black dress goods

in Priestley's lines comprise Venetians, rosetta, roxana,

cordona, the famous silk warp estrella, silk warp henri-

ettas under the name endora, all wool lucana, etc. Among
many of Priestley's wool fabrics the wool panneau cloth

and 'the chiffon Venetian, the wool mirra and the wool

kit lis, are scoring a big success.

Silk embroidered cashmere is an attractive number.

Meltons arc stocked in a large range. Fall waistmgs

have a representative showing, and include many new de-

signs in opera flannels and silk embroidered waistmgs.

Fancy suitings have a good showing. Plaids are in a

good' range and serve to brighten up stocks. The dress

goods department is confident that their range is cor-

rect and their values are right.

They are fully capable of looking after all immediate

requirements in dress goods lines. Lustres and allied

lines on which they have scored a remarkable success,

can he forwarded promptly.
As susual, the silk department has glowing reports ol

successful trade, and many specials are offered for late

Summer requirements. Some plaids and neat checks in

popular si'ks are offered. For Fall, assorting stocks are

complete in every line. Taffetas, peau-dc-soies, louisines

and paillettes are doing well.

One of the premier departments of the house is the

staple department, including complete lines of white and

gray cottons, denims, tickings, cottonades, sheetings, pil-

low' cottons, waddings, yarns, overalls, smocks, etc

Values are exceptional in the face of recent advances

which will certainly increase as the season progresses.

Some specials in overalls, to retail at a half dollar, are

offered.
,

Greenshields Limited are well known through the

excellence of Dept. E, including lines of gloves, hosiery.

underwear, laces, embroideries, etc. This department is

up-to-date in every particular, and is complete in even

detail. Mail orders are looked after by one of the heads

ol the departments, and selections and values arc Al.

Ladles' collars and ties include a large range of the

populai turnovers, and all new and fancy collars. fhe

assortmenl is most complete in every respect Good

ellers include six special lines of embroidered turnovers,

numbers LCI to LC6. Flannelette embroideries include

the newest pattern, and a complete combination of

shades Two si cial lots. Nos. 1 and 2. an' offered.

The ladies' hosier} department calls special attention

i,, a complete line of cashmere hose for early delivery

Children's goods sell well in August for school opening,

and then plain cashmere hose foi ladies and children,

,,,„„ sizes i i,, in, No cm, from 95c to $2.25, tills the

bill. \,, i;i, Uama, Horn $2.25 to $4.50, is anothei good

line, in the ribbed lines sonic specials include job Hi, in

women's sizes, at $2.25, and special 8, spliced knees, in

si/.es I to 1H, from 51.25 to $2 25. All lines and prices
ale complete. In wool hosiei y ( i I eenshields Limited aie
covered for Fall. They offer five lines in English heavy
knickerbockers at prices ten per cent, lower than they
could be bought foi to-day. These lines are K60, K62
K70, K75, and K80. In Canadian wool lines A171 and
A 180 are strong sellers.

In ladies' and children's underwear they are in a posi-

tion to make prompt delivery. .Manufacturers have made
prompt shipments.

Handkerchiefs and ribbons for Fall trading comprise
all staple lines, and many leaders. Three leaders in

ladies' hemstitched pure linen handkerchiefs, with a

quarter .and a half inch border, are No. 1 at 15c
,

\

al title, and No. 3 at 75c. They show many fancies foi

Christmas trade Advantageous purchases have been
made in shot and fancy shot silk ribbons. These are
based on old figures.

The men's furnishing department shows a full range
of FaK underwear, and deliveries will be made complete
The stock is complete to meet the wants of buyers in

any line when they are in the market.
Greenshields Limited have just received their Fall

shipment of carpets, curtains, cretonnes, art muslins,
etc. Their carpet and house furnishings department has
full stocks. Blankets and comforters, which are also car-

ried here, have just been stocked for Fall trade. Some
new and pretty designs are shown in a 36-inch silk olene,
also in a 25-inch, fast twill drapery at 8c per yard. There
is a large range of patterns to choose from.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

Among the specials that Debenham & Caldecott
showfng for Fall is a line of velveteens Excelsior quality
in black and colors, which promises to be a big seller for

Fall. Another leader is a 23g-inch cloth, Worrall's dye
and finish, which is shown in a large range of colors to

retail at 50c. Debenham. Caldecott & Co. carry a large
range of silk velvets in all colors and black, which
promise to be a leading feature for Fall. These come in

this firm's well-known numbers "Century" and "Premier"
and are carried in all colors and shades as wtdl as black,
to retail at 75c. and $1. These qualities are suitable as

well for costume and trimming purposes as millinery.

In dress fabrics, two ranges of colored Venetians are

a leading feature, and these come in a large range of

colors and can be retailed at 75c. and $1.

Debenham's ribhons are unusually well assorted in all

leading colors and qualities Nos. SSO. 882, and SSI are

big sellers. This firm report that they have already done
a big advance business on these lines, and are fully pre-

pared to give good delivery in these goods.
Assorting orders will receive their very best attention,

and letter orders will lie handled with promptitude and
despatch.

W. R. Btock Co.. Limited, Toronto.

Merchants in immediate need of wash silk waists will

be able to obtain the latest styles in several lines of

'Her Ladyship." These goods have just been passed into
slock and are cut on the latest lines and patterned aftei

the latest models. Thej run in price from $2 to S3. 50 in

blacks and ivorys. "Her Ladyship" full line of ready-to-

wear for Fall is in the hands of the representatives -.i" the

W. R. Brock Co.. Limited. Toronto, and merchants in

tlie market for these goods should look them over before

placing orders and ree the specials in each line of these

goods.
The W. H. Brock Co., Limited, are showing for Fall

fell-lined satin skills al $9 and S 1 2, and a line of knee-

length knit skirts at $9 per do/, in all colors There will

iic ,i lug sale lor these later on. and it would he well to

bear them in mind. In aprons they are showing two oi

three lines of jobs, regular $1 and J4.50 goods, for v

This last month has shown a big increase in orders foi

I lei Ladyship" o\t iskii is. in these goods the W. R
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Brock Co., Limited, claim thai they arc showing some
of the cheapest and best styles on the market, using good
cloths and guaranteeing the lit of every garment. Lady
Emily, cut 7 gore out of a vicuna, smooth finish, trimmed
with three rows of satin, each side of front panel, sells

for $1,511 ea
t

'ii, and is the dressiest skirt on the market
for the price. Lady Stella, cut from fancy all-wool

tweed, trimmed with tabs and satin buttons to match the

ground color, sells for $2.25.

In the smallware department, Brock's are showing an

unusually attractive line of goods to retail at 25c. and
50b. These ate the popular prices and (lie values at these

figures arc fair gauges of the values of the whole ware-
house. Nazareth waists, bleached and unbleached, to re-

tail at 25c. are unexcelled. At the same figure are black

B336, seal S.'-i.'iT. and Ivory N337, two-dome cashmere
gloves; also ladies' and misses' Kingwood gloves in all

colors. There ale several ranges of these. Also cashmere
hose, which are worth 20 per cent, more now; "New
Cairo," "Brock Best," "Turbine," in ribbed; "111" and
"Motor" in plain. The assortment of hose is very large.

"Cosy" fleeced cotton hose, Hermsdorf black is a big

seller.

To retail at 50c. are "Deraney" natural wool ribbed,

RETURNED
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' Togo."

and "Peach" white vests and drawers; also cashmere
hose, plain and ribbed, now worth 20 per cent, mote, also

B335, two-dome black silk-lined cashmere gloves, kid

bound.
Special value men's waterproof coat with belt, dark

grey stripe, to be retailed for $6, worth $8. Other
specials in men's rainproof coats ate "Torpedo," in dark
grey, to retail at $6.50; "Oyama," in fancy covert, to

retail at $12. In ladies' they have two extra special lines

in addition to their good value and selection of styles.

In full-length, braid-trimmed, with belt, to retail at $7,

and ^-length, to retail at $8, in fawn, olive, or dark grey.
These are all first-class tailor-made garments, guaranteed
to tit and wear.

Some lines which the W. R. Brock Co., Limited, To-
ronto, wish to call special attention to are: black tights

for ladies and children; barrel buttons and tubular hiatus

and cords; Swansdown and white wool trimmings; child-

ren's knitted ribbed vests and drawers; flannelette em
broideries and dress trimmings; evening silk gloves, golf

Jerseys and Norfolk jackets; new laces, veilings and all-

overs; ladies' VVolsey underwear; new cushion cords and
tassels; children's black and while knitted overalls and
pants; "Brock's" well-known guaranteed kid gloves,

"Hilda," "Olive" and "Penn."
This firm report that they are busy shipping Kail

goods. This month's orders have been particularly good
and some lines are begining to look small.

The W. R. Brock Co. are doing an immense business

in I 1-inch vicuna twill, to retail at 25c. This cloth is,

without doubl. the best cloth pu1 on the market to retail

at this popular price. Colors ate three shades of grey,

three browns, three greens, four blues, two cardinals, and
garnet, castor and black. This firm have also in stock

a special all-silk taffeta, to retail at 50c, every shade,

also a popular, fast selling line of corduroy velvet to

retail at 50c, in cream, three tans, two browns, two
navys, two greens, and two cardinals.

Two exceedingly popular lines are a colored pord de

soie and a wool satin cloth to retail at 50c; all shades

now in stock. Colored cashmeres are very strong and the

W. R. Brock Co., Limited, show four ranges to retail at

25c, 35c, 38 and 44-inch cloths to retail at 50c

The Weir Wardrobe Co.

The Weir Wardrobe Co., of Winnipeg, are advertising
in this issue their system of wardrobes for clothing
stores. These wardrobes are very convenient for clothing
stores, as they admit of great economy of space, and at
the same time allow the suits to be displayed easily.

They are a valuable aid to the salesman. The system
has been recently installed in White & Monaban's cloth-

ing store in Winnipeg, and in about 100 others through-
out Western Canada. Eastern buyers can obtain sup-
plies and information from J. Sowerby, 9-10 Saturday
night Building, Toronto.

P. Garneau, Fils & Cie, Quebec.

The dress goods department is receiving and stocking
the new lines for Fall. The steady demand for alpacas
and Sicilians has caused repeats of Spring lines. The best
sellers are again re-ordered in blacks, browns and navys,
and are dailv arriving in stock.

Amongst the Fall lines being opened up, the attention
of customers is called to the following: Silk mixtures,
0210-214, to retail at 45c; 0215-218, fancy tweed, 54-in.

costume, good seller, retails at $1; 0219, black fancy wool
canvas, retails at 75c; O220 black wool crinkle, retails

at $1; 0226-234, colored figured lustre, a leader/for early
Fall trade retails at 35c; 0235-244, shot figured lustre

to retail at 40c; 0254-259, colored fancy sateen, 42-in.,

retails at
0265-269,

black costume cord, to retail at 50c; 0270-274, lustre

costume, retails at 50c; 0279-283, fancy costume cords,
retailing at 60c; O300-301, black silk and wool fancies,

to retail at $1.50, O302, black wool fancy, to retail at

$1; 0310-314, fancy tweed effects. 54-in., to retail with
big profit at 75c; 0328-333, fancy tweed, 40-in.. big

seller, third repeat, retails at 60c; 0334-342, colored

Venetian, to retail at 25c; 0343-348, fancy tweed costume,
40-in., to retail at 35c; 0319-351, black fancies, to re-

tail at 15c; 0352-356, and 0357-361, fancy tweeds, to

sell at 35c and 45c
P. Garneau, Fils & Cie.'s knitted underwear depart-

ment is showing boys' shirts and drawers in four special

lines, Scotch plain, elastic ribbed, fleece lined and fine

wool

.

Men's fleece lined are still used in great quantities.

M19 as the cheapest line in the market, and AI 190 as a
medium low priced are the largest sellers. Stripes are

also good stock and low in price. In higher-class fleece,

we recommend M220.
In Scotch knit and plain knit M214 and M1916 are

sellers.

The "double body" and "woolnaps" are heavy makes
well liked by the trade. Fancy stripes arc being bought

more freely, the following numbers being the leaders:

G101, G202, G158, G160 and O102. Elastic ribs are in

greal favor; the best sellers are B234, Mloo, Mini and

M106. A large proportion of these lines is unshrinkable.

y lo retail ai due; u^ot-^ou, coioieu lancy sa
I _ y/ Ji^^^C J7 7 retails at 50c; 0260-262, black fancv sateen
WO<A4/ csfj^-' / 50c . 0263-26 1, mohair fancies, retails at 85c
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The sale of children's and ladies' underwear is increasing
every season and thej are consequent^ increasing then
lines. They urge early placing of orders, as repeats can
only l>e placed tot late delivery. Then assortment ol

boys' and men's sweaters and ladies' golfers is up to

dale and will repav inspection. White blankets for the

household and colored blankets for sportsmen and lumber-
men, rugs and horse covers are amongsl the stronger lines

of this department.
The "Sphinx Serges" are one of the notable "good

things" in the woolen department. These serges are re-

markable for their superior finish, permanent dye, and are
made of the best material. They give perfect satisfaction
to the consumer, thus ensuring increased sales to our
/l ifii t s . Free sample books (to order from) are given
to all customers slocking or wishing to stock the

"Sphinx Serges." Three classes are kept constantlv on

hand: Black plain. Nos. 100, 110, 1211; black twilled. Nos
200, 21(1, 22(1, 230, 240; Indigo blue twilled (special Sum-
mer wear* Nos. 300, 310, 320, 330. Samples sent by
mail on demand.

The department has some extra nobby overcoatings
and ulsterings in heavy tweed effects; ()2(ii and 0205, to

retail at $3.50; 0377-379, retailing at $1.50, and 032(1-

i21 at $2, are quick sellers. In quieter effects we call

attention to O200, 2111, 2112 and 23 1. Fancy suitings and
pantings are stocked in newest styles and colorings. Ask
for the 50c. hair-line panting, i1 is unequalled in value.

Sternberger & Ballerstien.

The ready-to-wear hat, to be a successful seller, must
be the creation of a first-class designer, and the work of

experienced milliners; it must be neat and smart. Stern-
berger & Baderstien, 795 Broadway, New York, are
showing a very extensive range of the latest New York

GET THE HABIT
of dropping us a card a few days before

you start for Montreal or Toronto on a

business trip telling us where you are

going to stay. We want to print it in the
" Buyers in Town " department before

you arrive.

ideas in ready-to-wear hats; there are the smart small
shapes, including the polo, etc.; others that are still

new but not so striking and, besides, their range includes
a number of new and original designs. These hats are
made by efficient and experienced milliners, and are
shown in all the leading colors and materials. Prices are
moderate and range from $12 up to $30 per dozen.

Liddell's Linems.

'Hie Review is glad to learn from Mr. Cosbie, the
Canadian agent for "Liddell's Linens," that the special
sale idea as outlined in our .May number has been a com-
plete and pronounced success with the merchants who
adopted it. The plan is a good one, and those merchants
who have not yet got in line should do so, it, will be an
attraction to then customers and a source of profit to

themselves. This linen sale could easily become an annu-
al event, for Mr. Liddell & Co. are a most progressive
linn; they are always showing something new in linens.

The latest is the round table (loth in different sizes, and
a large number of patterns to fit the round table that is

now the vogue.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

Brock's range of ladies' umbrellas is a good one this
season. Many o| the lines are extra value and the range
embraces lines to retail a1 from 50c. up.

A square tain is among the novelties on the third
floor tins year, something like the trencher worn at

colleges, etc. Ask for lain 186. II retails al the popu-
1,1 I pi lee of 75C.

A round tarn with wire support, No. 215, to retail at
50c, is also shown, and other lines to retail cl t lion
up are also in stock in all the popular shades.

Ladies' fancy ((dlars are shown in as great varh
ever, 5197, to retail at 75c, being one of tin- leaders.
There are many others.

Have you seen the "Buster Brown" belt for children'
Block's have it in stock as well as a range of other belts
for ladies and children. "Buster" retails for 25c, but
' he other lines retail from 15c up.

Block's have a line of golf blouses worth looking
into.

The small ware department has just put into stock a
range of ladies' hand bags, gentlemen's wallets, purses,
etc If you intend to carry a stock of these go<
will find the following numbers worth looking at : 407
hand bag with coin purse and ticket case to retail at
$1.50; fi*7 with coin purse, etc. $1; 308 with coin purse
and ticket case, to retail at $1.75. Purses to retail at
from 25c up to $1.50 can also be had.

The stock of blouse sets, belt buckles, belt buckle
sets, etc., is melting away fast, but there are still a few
lines worth picking up. "Black Cat" blouse sets are fil-
iates! novelty.

In the staple department wrapperettes are the leading
feature. Lines to retail at from 8c up are shown in
many very pretty designs. Brock's have alwavs been
noted for their well selected stock of wrapperettes.

Eiderdowns, suitable for kimonos, children's dresses,
etc., to retail at 20c, are finding a ready sale, and indi-
cations point to great popularity for this cloth. Write
for samples.

In kimono cloth, a soft cloth something like an eider-
down, especially designed for the making of the popular
garment, some exceptionally pretty patterns are shown,
9031 and 9038 being especially nice'. The cloth retails at
15c

In the linen department the 22'' special damask nap-
kin, retailing at $1.75 per dozen, is having a good sale.

In glass towelling they are showing "Snap," a 16"
line to retail at 6c, and "Snapper," 23-24 in., to go at
8c The Brock Co. control this line.

In Fall dress goods many of the lines shown are con-
fined to the company, and the selection of patterns shows
that much taste has been used in the choice. 540 22"
corded velvet, to retail at 50c, and FC50 24" chiffon
velvet, to retail at $1, are especially worthy of mention
and profitable to handle.

Of course TBI Venetian 56", to retail at $1.15, still
enjoys its popularity, while in sedans, box cloths, etc.,
the range is fully up to the high mark of excellence in-
sisted upon by the management.

The ladies' underwear stock is up to the mark. The
following are a few of the "money makers :" 502 Ran-
dom ribbed vests and drawers, to retail at 25c; 521
fleeced ribbed, to retail at 75c; 527 fine ribbed all wool,
to retail at $1.

In hosiery the following are well worth handling.
30 ribbed hose, 25c; 34 ribbed worsted, to retail at _

and 57 double knee worsted ribbed hose to retail at
50c.

Way's mufflers are too well known to need any com-
ment, suffice it to say that Brock's stock embraces lines
to retail at from 30c. to $1 each—a range that is prett\
hard to beat.

"Coolsleep" linen-finish pillow cotton, circular, is

something you need. Write for samples.

The Pooley Shirt.

A brand which is fast establishing an enviable repu-
tation in the Hade, and which scarcely needs an intro-
duction, is the Pooley shirt, now being judiciously adver-
tised to the trade. The name Pooley is symbolical of
shirt excellence in the entire range, which completely
s.uisties customers' shirt requirements. Naturally these
branded lines are peculiarly distinguishable from ordinal \

shirts. The distinguishing features are unqualifiedly
guaranteed. Extra large sizes and perfect fitting gar-
ments are but two of the main features which render them
satisfactory garments to handle. They are cut to scale
and the largest American sizvs are in all qualities. This
is a boon to retailers who are troubled with returned
goods. The collar is always correctly sized. Many
patented features are noticed in all garments bearing the
Pooley mark. The continuous inside reinforced sleeves
gives a double thickness just where the strain is most
apparent. The permanent gussets at the tails also afford
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increased strength. This is afforded by an ingenious

method of cutting, which affords a continuous facing.

The patterns are distinguishable by being correctly

matched in all grades. The finish is also of the latest

character. In the better grades, the best American Man-
hattan shirts are equaled, if not surpassed.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner.

Beattv, Kerr & Verner are now settled in their fine

new flat "in the Empire Bldg., Wellington, Toronto. They
report that they are in shape to care for all trade. They
have in stock for immediate delivery tan lace hosiery in

the wanted better grades, also the new 18-inch, lengths

in silk gloves in white and black.

The Pugh Manufacturing Co.

When a firm starts out with a certain standard of

excellence, from which it will not deviate, when com-
pared with those houses who make anything and every-

thing for the trade, its progress is somewhat along the

lines of the old race between the hare and the tortoise,

and the hare wakes up to find that the slow and sure

tortoise has won the race. The Pugh Mfg. Co. have from
the very first made a certain standard in popular priced
skirts; they used the best materials obtainable, and
were just as careful over the cut and finish of their

cheapest line as over the one that sold for more money.
This meant slow progress at first, as necessarily greater
care meant more expense in manufacturing, but they kept
steadily on making the best skirt possible for the money,
and now the skirts made by this firm enjoy a wide and
enviable reputation for general excellence, not only with
the retailer but with his customers. Ladies ask for

Pugh's skirts, and once a sample line is tried there is no
difficulty about getting a repeat order.

The Hairlight Family.

The Hairlight Pompadour, the Hairlight Parted Puff,

the Hairlight Adjustable, and the Hairlight Wave, are
four varieties of pompadour devices which have met with
a ready reception in the Canadian market, as they meet
the requirements of every class of customer. They are
cool, comfortable, and cleanly, light as air, and will not
crush. The Hairlight Pompadour needs no explanation,
and the Adjustable is built for the purpose of adapting
itself to any style of pompadour. The Parted Puff is a
division of the featherweight wire in two, while the Hair
Wave is covered with human hair to serve the wants of

those with a scanty and thin supply. All of these are
absolutely invisible.

Mr. George H. Evans, 232 McGill street, Montreal,
has fortunately secured the sole agency, and will gladly
furnish full particulars and samples upon request. Some
helpful advertising display cards of superior merit are
also supplied. An immense sale has been recorded in

England and the United States.

The Berlin Suspender and Button Co.

No introduction is necessary for the goods of this
company. Their "B" brand of suspenders is well known
to the dry goods men and men's furnishers of the coun-
try By the superior quality of the goods manufactured
the company has risen from small beginnings to its pres-
ent strong position. Now the Berlin goods are consid-
ered unexcelled. The uniform good quality of the webs
and the reliability of the leather ends used in the trim-
mings make them particularly attractive stock to handle.
Besides the suspenders a full assortment of buttons is

always kept in stock. The company is looking forward
to a big season, and all indications point that way.

Brophy Cains, Limited.

The reputation established by this firm for a premier-
dress goods department is more than confirmed this sea-
son. Travelers have booked exceptional orders and num-
erous retailers have banked upon their goods. Their buy-
er has time and again proved his forecast correct. It is

interesting to note that prices have not been advanced
owing to the contracts placed well ahead of recent ad-

vances. Many lines could not be duplicated at less than
20 per cent, advance.

Their dress goods buyer says that at the close of

last season in the larger cities chiffon velvet tailor-made
and shirt waist suits were favorites with the high-class

trade. Naturally this season chiffon-finished velveteens
will be in vogue to take the place of velvets at popular
prices. These will be in good demand. Their range in-

cludes lines to retail at 50c, 60c. and 75c. Custom cord
velvets sell at 50c. and $1.

Broadcloths and Venetians, which are banked upon by
this firm to hold first place for Fall business, are shown
in immense rang* of qualities and prices, to retail from
50c. to $2.50 per yard. Plain cloths lead and many new
finishes are observed. Chiffon-finished broadcloths and
Venetians are doing well. A few unobtrusive and quiet,

checks and overchecks are in this range. They liven up
any stock.

Plaid silks, to retail from 50c. to $1 per yard, are
sure to be leaders for waists this Fall. They show many
elegant things in these. Lining silks in heavy brocades
are shown in all the light shades. Silk nets in ivory
and black in 48 inch goods are featured for exclusive
trade.

The Standard Umbrella Co.

One of the progressive features of this firm is the
loan of the substantial and effective umbrella display
stand, as illustrated, to retailers purchasing goods to the
extent of $100. The stand, which is under a registered
patent, is of solid brass, nickel plated, and is built to

TURNED
U)L 14 190^

Umbrella Display^Stand

display twelve umbrellas. It is a device effective alike
for window and interior display. All travelers carry a
sample.

The latest and nobbiest ladies' and gents' handles
have been secured in horn, pearl, natural wood, and
fancy metal. Mr. Marcus, of the firm, has lately returned
from an extensive trip abroad in search of the latest
novelties.

Dermophile Underwear.

Dermophile underwear, or Friend to the Skin, is a
brand of exceptional merit. It is made from the purest,
undyed, Australian wool, and is absolutely unshrinkable.
It is made in France and combines all the points of style
and comfort wliiph are characteristic of French workman-
ship. The process through which it goes in its manufac-
ture, makes it soft and pleasant to the skin. It promotes
a healthy action of the pores of the skin, shields the
body from sudden temperature changes, and is a formid-
able foe of rheumatism. Its great qualities of health,
comfort and economy are making it a leading feature of
progressive stores. A sample order will convince dealers
of the advantages of handling this brand. It gives the
satisfaction which ensures repeat orders. King & Co.
control the Canadian sale.

Detroit Showcase Co.

Showcases that will sell goods are the specialty of

this company. They have developed a high grade of fix-
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hue which is unexcelled in attractiveness Thej combine
the besl qualities ol strength and stability, with the

maximum ol show space Theii illuminated "quick sales"

cases are ol a high order. Merchants would do well to

write t'ni iilust i airii circulars, mentioning The Review

Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.

Fall dress g Is lines contain all bhe staple and nov-

el u fabrics. Fancj tweed effects in check suitings arc d<

manding attention. Spo1 pahama, crepe tartans, wool

roxana, bronte tweeds, are some of the new arrivals.

Plain broadcloths, Venetians and cashmeres have done

well. Swivel tartans, cheviot suitings and lustre waist-

ings .ue hut a few more fabrics in the range. The range

Qf .">
1 inch wool suitings is up to date and splendid value.

The silk department shows all the latest novelties in

jaoquard figures, in colored fancies and half mourning
mixtures, checks, taffetas and tamalines. Plain taffetas,

tamalines, satins and peau de cygne are as strong as

ever. New effects in shot taffetas are shown. Black
silks, which make the reputation of the silk department,
are in the various makes and qualities of gros grain,

peau-de-soie, taffeias, duchesse satins, satin merveilleux,
etc

The ribbon stock is complete in every way, including

colored taffetas, cord edge silks, silk gros grain, liberty

satin sash goods, fancy neck ribbons. Blacks are to he

had in taffetas, satins, silk cords in every width.
Buyers have been very successful in securing the

latest novelties in neckwear and belts for Fall and
holiday trade. Many exclusive ideas in neckwear, includ-

ing the latest novelties in embroidered stocks, chiffon

ends, jabot effects and embroidered turnovers are shown.
The very latest Continental and American novelties have
been secured. Venetian lace sets, embroidered linen

coHars and silk Windsor ties, are shown in a large vari-

ety. The range needs to be seen to be appreciated. The
belt stock includes an unsurpassed range of splendid
values in fabric and crush leather. Fabric belts run
from $1.85 up to $6/50 per dozen. Special attention is

pud to $2.25 goods, and values are unapproachable.
Crush leather belts are heralded by K. C. & Co. to do
well this Fall, and they show the latest American ideas.

Buckles and belt sets are shown in all the latest

novelties, and contain manv beautiful designs. They are
said to be sure sellers for up-to-date stores. The range
of combs and hair ornaments includes a beautiful as-

sortment of the latest design in mounted and plain hair
ornaments. Early sales indicate a craze for mounted
goods. Among the manv novelty combs is the "little

neck comb," which is a seller.

The blouse department contains all popular materials
at popular prices in the tatesi styles. Wrappers are
shown in designs to suit all tastes and at special prices.
Another strong branch of the ready-to-wear department
is both outside and underskirts in a large variety.

The glove and hosier? department retains its premier
position. Pome fasteners are in the lead, and are seen
in all fabrics at all prices, including silk, cashmere, ring-
wood and fancies. "Oueen's Gate" hosiery has won an
enviable position, and is in all the staple lines, as well
as some new numbers, at splendid values. The $2.25 line

is worthy of attention; at $1,511 splendid value is shown.
Child's cashmere sox are shown in one-half and three-
quarter lengths in black, cream, tans and cardinal. A

1

values aie shown in Nottingham and Swiss curtains.
Special value is shown in A', yard lengths at fir>c.

Trimmings include all the latest noveities in braid
effects, which will prove strong sellers for costumes. For
evening wear there is a strong feeling for soutache and
chiffon lines. Sequin is strong in allovers, and will sell

to some extent. Heavy lace trimmings in guipure, Swiss,
Belgian and imitation lush laces will lie in big demand.
Their range is complete. Hut tons, so popular for Fall,
include the latest novelties in metal, silk' covered, crochet,
pearl and fancies.

Fancy leathei goods .ue shown in a large range which
includes all the popular novelties. Ladies' hand hags in-

clude the new "vanity bag" in .ill the leading shades, in

eluding greens, blues, and Ian,. Ped an. I black are prov-
in

!
slum- sellers The new Japanese novelty bag is also

wort h a i tent ion.

Christmas novelties include many new things in

smokeis" fluids, handkerchief and glove boxes, ink stands,
work baskets, thermometers, stag horn goods, etc. A
sample line will be sent upon request.

The Jackson Manufacturing Co., Clinton.

Foul years ago this firm stalled in a small way 1o

manufacture boys' I. ion Brand knickei pants, believing

thai there was a demand foi something good and thai the

ordinary buyei would not stick at the nice il he got

something that would give the average hoy good weal
During the past ye.u they have spent (5,000 re-

modelling then factory, the improvements consisting o! a
new power bouse jn which they have installed a 25 1.'

powei engine and boiler, dynamo and motor. The last-

running machines are driven by electricity and all pressing
irons are hea ted in the same wa\ .

The offices, shipping room and stock rooms aie large

and complete in every wa\ thus enabling them to handle
their large business iii a satisfactory manner. This firm

aie also the Sidling agents in Canada for the famous
Black Cat hosiery and White Cat underwear.

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Neckwear in every desirable weave and shape at in-

teresting prices can be had from this firm for immediate
delivery. Every desirable Summer want will be i

fully and promptly attended to. Among some of the
good things, fou'.ards in many combinations loom up
strongly. Samples of these are forwarded upon request.

They can be had in every shape at popular prices. Linen
mixture goods of light airy design in spots, dots, rings,

triangles, etc., are also in this category. The famous rep
(doth which has established an enviable reputation in

cravatdom, is a good wearing and satisfactory tying
cloth, seen in many new ground works and figure combi-
nations. Spots, triangles and fieur-de-lys are included
The popular Teck tie is stocked in a large variety of light

and dark materials, and is surprising value at -

String ties are also going well. Fall lines are in course
of preparation, and some interesting designs in new
weaves will be shown.

Donald Fraser & Co.

Donald Fraser & Co., Winnipeg, are offering the trade
some very good lines of men's Summer suits and light

Summer coats at attractive prices. A line of fancy
Summer vests is being offered at special prices. Exhibi-
tion visitors will be welcomed.

John Macdonald & Co.

.John Macdonald & Co.'s carpet and house-furnishing
department is now in full swing and sorting orders can
be promptly executed. They have just passed into stock
their famous Diamond tapestry squares, all in new de-
signs and combination of colorings—sizes 7ft. tiin. by "ft..

9ft. bv lint.; 10ft. by 12ft.; 12ft. by 1 2ft .; 12ft. by 14ft.,

and 1 3ft. by 15ft.

Six designs constitute the range, all of which are
exact copies Of Brussels and Wilton designs.

A lull range of Wilton velvel squares in all standard
sizes is now in stock. Repeat orders for same can be

shipped at once.

They are showing a larger range ol" inlaid linoleums
than ever hi fore in three qualities. A, P. and C. Their
\ alues in these are unsurpassed, and the designs are the

newest in the American and foreign markets.

An excellent stock of carpets, hue. Swiss, Batten-
burg, tapestry and chenille curtains; white and colored

quilts; table covers; table felts, and all house furnishings
now on exhibition.

John Macdonald e Co. are showing special value in

men's woolens. Tl e\ have a large range of worsted and
tweed suitings in all the newest designs and colors; also

trouserings in worsted and tweed effects. Their coatings
— meltoie

, beavers and fancy mixtures—are unexcelled.

Full range of belwarps, in blacks and blues, all guaran-
teed sunproof and seaproof, are in stock. They carry a

e variety of tailors' trimmings always.
The] are also showing for Fall a range of men's

black .uhI heathei worsted half-hose in plain and ribbed.

with mending cards attached, to retail at 25c. a pair.

John Macdonald A Co. have in stock four lines of seal

carriage rugs, which .ire from 2u to 25 per cent, less than

the regular prices. In men's braces they are showing a

complete range. They wish in draw attention to a line
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of police braces thai retail at B5c. a pair and are extra

good value.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing a special line of

men's worsted sweaters in navy blue, black, cardinal,

green, and white to retail at $1. Also a line of boys'

in uavy and cardinal, with double ribbed skirt and cuffs,

to retail at 50c. Their haberdashery stock is now com-
plete for the Fall season.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their dress

goods department a well-equipped stock for Fall business.

I hey show all the various lines likely to be in demand.
Boxcloths, amazons, satin cloths, henriettas, etc.,; also

a large range of tweed effects and plaids, black peau-de-

soie and taffeta. Special value in 3(i-inch peau-de-s'oie and
taffeta, black yarn and dyed satins.

Their well-known "Imperial" brand velveteen, in

blacks and colors, is up to the standard. All prices in

blacks and two in colors always in stock. In ladies,'

misses' and children's golfers they show an immense
variety in the latest styles.

Ladies' and children's Ringwood gloves are kept in all

desirable shades; special lines to retail at 25c.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing one of the best

assorted stocks in linens and staples for Fall season that

they have ever shown to the Canadian trade. They here-

with mention a few of the lines that are selling very

freely and would suggest the advisability of placing orders

as early as possible. Two special numbers in comforters,

5I\72 and 70x72, the first size an art muslin and the

other size a Turkey chintz print, both at a very special

price. Their usual unsurpassed value in white and grey

wool blanks; they ask the trade to see and hear their

quotations for these goods before placing orders.

M. Vineberg & Co.

Visitors to the Winnipeg Exhibition will be made
welcome at the wholesale warehouse of M. Vineberg &
Co., which is situated on Logan avenue, just west of

Main street. Merchants will find some bargains in men's
furnishings and general dry goods.

The Standard Linen-Mesh Underwear.

There is, and has been on the market for ten years or

more, a linen-mesh underwear so peculiarly constructed
that it not only protects the wearer from catching colds,

but is a cure for skin diseases due to irritation from

flannels. This is the Dr. Deimel Linen-Mesh Undercloth-
ing.

Aside from these qualities, it is a most delightful
undergarment for Summer " wear, as its peculiar mesh
construction allows a free circulation of air between the

skin and the garment, and to the body a refreshing and
comfortable feeling that is a revelation to those accus-
tomed to wearing prickly, itchy woolens.

Booklet telling all about the underwear, with sample
of the linen-mesh, will be mailed free to any of our
readers is they will write to the Deimel Linen-Mesh Co.,
22112 St. Catherine street, Montreal.

A Correction.

In the June issue, under Oreenshields Limited head-
ing in this department, appeared a reference to a new
fabric with a permanent lustre "Mersilda." The price
stated was 17ic. per yard. This occurred through an
unfortunate error. It should have read 18gC This fabric
is peculiarly suited for waists, etc., and is doing well.

The Leak Fur Manufacturing Co., of Canada, Limited.

Their first season in Canada" has proved successful be-
yond peradventure. Orders taken by their representa-
tives have exceeded fondest expectations. Situated in

their new premises at 5 and 7 Recollet street, Montreal,
in the very heart of the wholesale district, they can
afford customers every convenience when in the market.
Three flats are occupied, the two upper ones for manufac-
turing purposes and the lower one for offices and sales-

room. Arrangement is complete in every way. Prepara-
tions have been going on apace to accommodate the trade
during the Fall months, and they are certain that their
line will appeal to users of fur coats everywhere. Speci-
alty manufacturers of furs is their motto and their goods
bear this out. Buyers are invited to visit their premises
when in the market this Fall.

The Twentieth Century Two-Bulb Umbrella.

The makers of the Pooley shirt are widely known
through the continuous success of the Twentieth Century
two bulb umbrella. At this date it does not require ex-
tensive description. The manufacturers are at the back
of each umbrella. New Fall and Spring handles in men's
and women's lines are rapidly being completed, and defy
description. They need to be seen to be appreciated.

ABOUT THE WARDROOMS
CHARLES NEBELUNG, manufacturing furrier, has

removed from 2102 St. Catherine street, Montreal,
further west to No. 4 Phillips square, in the neigh-

borhood of Morgan's departmental store. The move was
necessitated by a constantly-increasing trade and enlarged
facilities are afforded to attend to customers' wants.

The Window and Art Decoration Co., 44 St. Vincent
street, Montreal, offer a novel idea in a skirt form. This
is of particular advantage for show window purposes.
A special price of $2.50, to introduce these, is made.
Either a right or left view can be had.

The Fall line of the Scottish Rubber Co. is now being
shown the trade under the trade mark "Thistle," which
is known everywhere in Canada, where rainproof and
waterproof garments of the highest achievement in style,

workmanship and material are a matter of consideration.
Many new ideas are shown in ladies' garments. Some
excellent samples of ladies' tweed coats in acceptable
styles are shown.

The representatives of the American Silk Waist Co.,

Montreal, are showing to the trade high-class waists for

Fall and Winter, which surpass in variety and exclusive
style features any previous showing. Early buyers have
given the line unstinted praise. Space is inadequate to
describe the complete range fully. A glance at the crepe
de ,':hene exclusive novelties gives an inkling of the many
good things. A dressy black crepe de chene model shows
the development of the smaller yoke and collar. Very
tine pin tucks are employed and hand work and shirred
straps lend distinction. Fine, heavy medallions compose
the trimmings. This model opens at the side.

The Fall lines of the New York Silk Waist Co. are
meeting with deserved approval. No expense has been

spared to show the newest creations in the waist field,

while not neglecting the plainer styles. The surplice
effect, the suspender waist, the barrel effect are but three
'of their catchy designs. Shot silks, plaid silks, etc.,

illustrate the novelties in materials. Chiffon taffetas^

messalines and heavy Chinas are among the prominent
silk materials.

J. H. Waldman & Co. have a line of exceptional
merit ready for buyers' inspection. Coats, costumes,
skirts and fur-lined jackets, in a representative range,
invite attention. Early buyers . have shown confidence in

the styles. Everything is shown in separate coats from a
garment to retail at $8 to a large range of high-class
practical and salable garments. Close attention is paid
to the many details which mark perfection in garments
retailing at $8, $10, $12 and $14. A large range is

shown. The high-class lines baffle description and ex-
clusiveness is proverbial. Fur-lined jackets deserve the
attention of every buyer.

Representatives of the Y'ictor Mfg. Co., Quebec, are
now showing their complete lines of separate coats and
skirts. Semi-fitting models in long, separate garments, in

fawn shades of coverts, meltons, etc., have won approval.
Garments for popular and high-class trade are incorporat-

ed in the range. An eye-opener for popular trade is shown
in a loose-fitting short model in black, blue and Oxford.
Ask for No. 463, a sample upon request.

The Niagara Neckware Co., Limited, are showing a
magnificent line of checks and bias Umbria .stripes, made
up into French four-in-hands of different widths. These
are the proper styles for the next six months.

The Dominion Suspender Co. will put on the market
shortly an entirely new and scientifically constructed

2 7
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suspender. Ii is (ailed the "Butterfly," a gentleman's

suspender, "as ias) as none It will be packed mosl
beautifullt with attractive advertising cuds in each box.

ttoulton <& Co Montreal, proprietors ol the Montreal

fringe and Tassel Works, reporl an active demand for

manj ol theii lines, especially in fur trimmings, Chenille

trimmings are still popular' while ornaments combined
with tails are a leading thing, Melts and girdles are

much in demand and Moulton <S Co. are showing a fine

range. Chenille is the leading trimming foi Fall millinerj

and this linn ale turning out sume very attractive lines.

1. Mishkin & Co. are showing an exceptional line of

ladies' waists for Fall, which well sustains the emblem,
"Reliable" brand. Travellers are now on their routes

and a postal card connects with one. Lustres, lights

weight flannels and taffetas ha\e a premier position.
Every new shape and style is to he had and the many
niceties which go to make a complete garment are can-
fully attended to Then popular priced waists are said
to lie unequalled.

The Fall line of the National Kubhei Co is meeting
with approval Manj new styles in lainpioofs and w
proofs are shown Plain styles in the light shades and
tweed effects are doing good business in ladies' lines. In

men's goods tweed effects, oveicheeks and stripes meet
with approval Travelers are now on their rout!

The Canada Veiling Co. will he lound at then new
address, "Empire" Building, Wellington west.

Thornhill is on her way to Europe in quest of Fall
novel 1 ies.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditors.

Hoskins, David, Toronto.

Jenkins & Hardy, Toronto and Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, eto.

Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto
and Ottawa.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Wylie, Jas. H., Almonte, Ont.

Boots, Shoos and Laces.
Corona Co., Montreal.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Brashes, eto.

Walsh, W. E., Montreal

Button Machines and Buttons.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Forsyth, John, & Co., Berlin, Ont.

Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Ontario Button Co., Berlin, Ont.

Shantz, Jacob T., & Son, Berlin, Ont.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc.

Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.

China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.

Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.

Gordon. Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co.. Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.

Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.

Moore Carpet Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, eto.
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Brock, W. R. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Ideal Women's Wear Limited, Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Ladies' Wear Limited, Toronto.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.
New York Skirt Mfg. Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pim Bros., Dublin, Ireland.
Pugh Mfg. Co., 33 Church St., Toronto.
Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Er.g.

Sommer, A., & Co., Montreal.
Universal Skirt Mfg. Co., Ottawa.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Evans, Geo. H., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Konig & Stuft'man, Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, eto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.. Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
"Viyella"—Holhns, Win., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.
Henderson, Robert, & Co., Montreal.
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Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Eto.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson 4; Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, eto.

Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited. Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew. Co., Montreal.
Nisbet & Auld. Toronto.
Pim Brothers & Co., Dublin. Ireland.
Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T.. & Co.. London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dress Shields.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

Bradford Dyers Ass n., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,

Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.
Hermsdorf, Louis, New York.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Rvland* & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.
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Educational.
Metropolitan Business College, Ottawa.

Fanoy Leather Goods.
Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., Toronto.
Lambert. P. W.. & Co., Montreal.
Robinson & Parker, Montreal.
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons, Philadelphia.

Walsh. VV. E., Montreal.
Fans.
Walsh, W. E., Montreal.

Felt Goods.
Perth Woolen Co., Perth, Ont.

Finance Insurance, etc
Hank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.

Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc
Debenham, Caldecott k Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Fallings.
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Norihcote, Stafford, & Co., London, Eng.
Plantagenet Frillings.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
Codere, Louis A., Sherbrooke, Que.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Johnston, Hiram, Montreal.
Leak Fur Mfg. ("o. of Canada.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Williams, W.. & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains. Limited, Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves. Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, To onto.

Double Use Mitten Co., Dundas, Ont.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Pewny's—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford, Ont.

Handkerchiefs.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto,
Greenshields Lim ted, Montreal.
Ishikawo, K., & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc.
Denzer, Goodhart & Scheuer, New York.
Slernberger & Ballerstein, New York.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Det)«nham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Gord >n, Mackay <fc Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, &Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman. Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neckwear.
Beaity, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle. Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Ladies' Wear Limited, Toronto.
Pirn Bros. &. Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Coatt.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Ledgers.
("rain, Rolla L. , Co., Ottawa.

Legal Department
Atwater, Duclos & Chauvin, Montreal.
Beatty, Blackstock, Fa ken, Riddell& Mabee,

Toronto.
Irwin & Jones, Toronto and Weston, Ont.
McLean, Wm. A., Guelph, Ont.
Mewburn & Ambrose, Hamilton.
Robinson & Green, St. Thomas.
Tupper, Phippen & Tupper, Winnipeg.
Wilson, W. G., Napanee, Ont.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cains. Limited, Montreal.
G:eenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Paquette Bros., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Wm., Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Benson, W. T., & Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Thompson, W., &Son, Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain coats, Sweat-
ers, etc.).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Codere, Louis A., Sherbrooke, Que.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan Co., Toronto.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co , Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Jackson Mfg. Co., Clinton, Ont.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Stratford Clothing Co., Stratford, Ont.
Wilkins, Robert C., Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toionto.
Caverhill & Kissock, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Goulding, G., & Sons, Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.

Needles, Pins, etc
Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
China & Japan Silk Co
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Vineberg, M. Co., Winnipeg, Mann.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.
Walsh, W. E., Montreal.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Richardson, A. S., Montreal.
Window and Art Decoration Co.. Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

School Supplies.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Scotch Hollands.
King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Canadian Underwear Co., Montreal.
Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, Toronto.
Colossus Shirts.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto
Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Fellows & Co., Troy, N.Y.
Greene, Wm. A., Co., Waterloo, Ont.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Liebovitz, S., & Son, New York.
Niagara Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls.

Pooley Shirts.
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Standard Neckwear Co., Mont'eal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Showcase Co., Detroit.

i hillips, John <fc Co., Windsor and Detroit.

Silk a ad Satin Screens.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son& Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Montreal.
Walsh, W. E., Montreal.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.
Williams, \V., & Son., London, Eng.

Staples and Linens.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Stapling Machines
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Stationary.
Weese, G. A., &Son, Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatwurthy & Co., Montreal.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co , Montreal.
Luxfer Prism Co. , Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co Berlin

Ont.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.
Globe Suspender Co., Rock Island, Que.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter Importing Co., Montreal.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Threads.
Frank & Bryce, Montreal.
Oriental Silk Co., Montreal.

Tie Clips.
Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng

Trucks
Monteith, Nixon & Co., Toronto.

Typewriters.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Standard Umbrella Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Twentieth Century Umbrella.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.
Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.
Baker, Richard L. Co., Toronto.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Burrett, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
Caulfeild, Burns 1 Gibson, Toronto.
" Ceetee " brand—Turnbull, C., Co., Gait.
Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Dermophile—W. P. King & Son, Toronto.
El is Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Garland. John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Jacquin, H , k Co., New York.
Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.
"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Knox, John, &Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Lennard, S , k Sons, Dundas, Ont.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Perry, G. B., Knitting Co., Hamilton.
" Pesco"—Scott, Peter, &Co., Hawick, Scot.
Scott Knitting Co., Toronto.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
"Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
Williams, Walter, & Co., Montreal and

Toronto.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.
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Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Kyle. Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Wardrobes
Wier Wardrobe (')

. Winnipeg, Man.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Liebovitz, s

.
, & Sons, New York.

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co., Mont
real.

National Rubber Co , Montreal.
Scottish Rubber Co.. Montreal.
Sommer, A..& Co., Montreal.

Whitewear.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
British America Import Co., Montreal.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.

Garland, John M., & Son Co.. Ottawa.
Gameau P. Fils & Cie, (Quebec.
Greenshields Limited. Montreal.
Ham* X Co.. Rockwood, Ont.
llewson Woolen Mills, Amher-t, N.S.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co.. Montreal.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Nisbet & Auld Toronto.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Rob nson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & RatclifT, Toronto.
Fisher, John, Son & Co., Montreal and
Quebec.
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Autumn Announcement

Our travellers are now on the road with samples for Fall,

including the nobbiest styles it has ever been our

pleasure to offer to the trade, in

COATS, SKIRTS, COSTUMES,
REEFERS and CAPES.

Some very choice styles and materials.

on any garment for ladies' wear is a guarantee of top-notch

quality and workmanship. It is a salesman in itself.

Send for samples.

The Hart
Manufacturing Co.

1631 1633, 1635. 1637

Notre Dame St.

Montreal.

$%*Df

Our goods will satisfy

or we want them back.

-Prices are marked

in plain figures.

-Our business is tailoring,

not banking.

Our representatives

leave copies of all orders.

-Our goods are branded

" Miladi "—see above for

peculiar form of this trade mark.
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Costume of

Priestleys
9

Panneau Cloth
The Fashionable Fabric for Fall

Greenshields Limited s°le Sel,i*s Asents for Canada Montreal
Grcenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man. Greenshields & Co. Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT
All indications tell us that Henriettas, Venetians, Habit Cloths and Htamines will do the hulk of this season's

business. We are particularly strong on these lines and quote a few special numbers of which we will be glad
to send samples on application.

ETAMINE

VENETIANS,
SATIN CLOTH
and
BROAD CLOTH

HENRIETTAS

BLACK
SILK WARPS

No. C119,
No. C18,
No. C19,
No. G114

No. C85,
No. C88,
No. C45,
No. C66,
No. C67,
No. C69,
No. C114
No. C124

No. C107, 412-inch Henrietta, all colors, GE per yard.
No. C108, 43 4-inch Henrietta, all colors, GA' 2 per yard.
No. C90, 43 4-inch Henrietta, all colors, TI 1 • per yard.
No. C118, 41 2-inch Silk Warp, all colors, AT per yard.

No. C115, 41 2-inch Silk Warp Henrietta, AT per yard.
No. C116, 41 2-inch Silk Warp Henrietta, UE per yard.

41 2-inch, all colors, GA 1

fe
per yard.

41 2-inch, Black, Navy, Green, Brown, TS per yard
45 6-inch, Black and Navy only, VT per yard.

, 46 7-inch Basket Etamine, Black, Navy, Graen, Brown, AE per yar

38-inch Satin Cloth, all colors, GA 1> per yard.
40-inch Venetian, all colors, GA' 2 per yard.
45 6-inch Venetian, all colors, TS per yard.
48 9-inch Venetian, all colors, AT per yard.
52-inch Satin Sedan, all colors, RES per yard.
47-inch Chiffon Amazon, all colors, AT per yard.
56-inch Broad Cloth, all colors, UT per yard.
52-inch Box Cloth, all colors, RES per yard.

JiETu

i/ c • i i/vw No - C117 > 41 2-inch Silk Warp Henrietta, RIT per yard.very special vaiue No C13) 44/5 .incn silk Warp Barathea, RES per yard.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Oor. Bay and Front St^., TORONTO

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA MFG. GO.
6 Lemoine St., MONTREAL.

F

A
L

L

1

9

5

OUR FALL RANCE IS UNEQUALLED IN ASSORTM ENT,

QUALITY AND NOVELTY

Self Openers

Self Closers

Storm Umbrellas

Family Umbrellas

Carriage Umbrellas

Trunk Umbrellas
Ask for Sample Dozen Assortment.

We can sell you from $4.00 per dozen to $100.00 per dozen

During Toronto Exposition we will have our
full Range in sample room at King Edward

Hotel. Call and see us.

ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

This is the cock that crew in the morn,
That woke the priest all shaven and shorn
That married the man all tattered and torn."

Old English Nursery Rhyme.

Canadian Rooster crows every
morning to awaken the live merchants to the

This

ning 1

fact that

Rooster Brand Overalls

are the proper clothes for workingmen. They
always look neat never "tattered and torn."

Robert C. Wilkins
MONTREAL

Overalls, Shirts, White Coats,
Jackets, Pants Fancy Vests.
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A WORD ABOUT

COTTONS
On account of the rapid advances in

the Cotton market, we advise our cus-

tomers to place orders for requirements

in cotton goods at once, as there is

certain to be a material change in prices

within the next few weeks.
*

In other lines we are making large

shipments for Fall. Our stock is well

assorted, and all orders will be promptly

filled.

Sample Rooms during

Toronto Exhibition

:

ROOM P, ARCADE: J. BOYLE and F. J. ZUWMERS,

CARLAW BUILDING, ( E.J.POWELL,
28 WELLINGTON ST. : 1 WM. BUELL.

GREENSEIIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
Greenshieids & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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Fashionable

Long Coat

Suit of

Priestleys*

Paiuteau

Cloth

PETURNED
AUG 9 190 *

Costume of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

The

Fashionable

Fabric

for Fall

j Greenshields Limited, "ZTSUST
9

.

Montreal)

I Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man. Greenshields & Co. Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
j
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RYLANDS&SONS
LIMITED

MANCH IM

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

}

DACCA TWIST C°
>

Dyers

C;,Pf>OWN,\8
Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

**

rtrHr

WORKS;

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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John M. Garland, Son & Co
Ottawa's Wholesale Dry Goods Centre

The House of Quality.

Suitings

Full range of the newest col-

orings In over checks and

Fancy Mixtures.

Samples for the asking.

Woollens

Top Coatings

The increasing demand for

a stylish Cloth Top Coat, we
are doubly prepared for the

requirements of our cus

tomers. j* j* &

Dress Goods

New Weaves in Mohairs,

New Fancy Broche Lus

tres, Coaling Sicilians 54-

inch, Fancy Costume
Cloths, New Shades in

Broadcloths, Sterling Vel-

veteen, 12-yd. ends, retails

for 50c. J- j* £•

$

Lace Curtains

Our Curtain Buyer has

intimated that his showing

of Lace Curtains will stand

the keenest comparison in

values. We have priced

them right. J- & &

Men's Furnishings.

Lumbermen's Supply Department is an established one. No order too small to escape

our notice ; none too large for our immense stock to respond to. Logan's Shanty

Blankets, Hanson's Socks ; the H- M. Wool Mitts 4Tb. special, Sashes, Moccasins, etc.

Smallwares and Notions.

Notions from all nations. Our Smallware and Notion Department will be pleased to

have a personal visit from every buyer of novelties suitable for the Xmas trade. No
better range of Smallwares in Canada.

4
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Orders for Caces, Allows,

Curtains and Dec goods
are rolling in fast. Have you seen our Spring 1906 Sett ? If not hold

your order and see this collection before buying. It will mean the

difference between success and failure for your Lace Department in \ 906

Immediate Shipments can be made of Novelties in Neckwear and

Ladies' Belts. These are the latest Novelties just received from

England, €urope and American markets. They are nice, taking

goods and will freshen up your stock and sell at sight.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH & CO., MONTREAL

Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

registered A" Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering Berlin Fingering Vest & Silk Vest Wools Cocoon and Elder Wools
Wheeling Balmoral Fingering Lady Betty Ivorine

Petticoat Fingering Double Knitting Shetland Fleecy

Soft Merino Soft Knitting Wool Andalusian Dresden

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting. \
A 'eat

•
•

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other mak. . > Oil 1102111 3© I

Wholesale Only. * Send for Samples. ) Montreal and Toronto
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Velvets a
nd Velveteens

I N

Fast - to Rubbing

Blacks and Colors

Are the product of Worrall's New Processes

WORKALLS

Does not rub off

Warranted

These new processes, applied only to the higher grades

of cloth, give an extraordinary brilliancy and depth of

tone to the cloth ; besides, the dyes will not rub off. But

the only guarantee that J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, can

give that goods have been so treated is the presence of

the above stamp.
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Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
L£ Navy Blue and Brown

I

Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W„ TORONTO

A Black Mark
To Look for

Stamped in white on black

hosiery.

It's a guarantee that the

dye will stay to the end.

Here's the mark

—

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
AMERICAN BUREAU

200 GREENE STREET, NEW YORK

Have your Cloaks and Furs lined with

"Skinner's Satins
Guaranteed for two seasons' wear.

The best satin made for durability. Insist upon

having it in your garments, also for sale at your

silk departments.

The Satin Lining
!A It ^k * in this garment is

3 L**r % GUARANTEED TO WEAR TWO
• 1y*J * SEASONS

w* MANUFACTURED BY

William Skinner Mfg. Go.

MANUFACTURED BY

HAVE THIS LABEL IN YOUR GARMENTS.

William Skinner Mfg. Co,

HOLYOKE, MASS.

107-109 Bleecker Street, New York City.
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Canadian Woolens
and General Dry Goods

Our Travellers are now showing Fall Samples of

MEN'S WEAR WOMEN'S WEAR

CHILDREN'S WEAR

Do not Fail to see our Latest Fall Novelties in Dress Goods

P. GARNEAD, FILS A GIE., Quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for SPHINX Serges and Vicunas.

Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

T.'ades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.
American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention

if sent to the

American Representat ve : J. C, Halsby. No. 1 Broadway. New York City.

Sptcimm Cofm fru on application.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL *

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.
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B.D.A. riOHAIRS
THE POPULAR FABRIC FOR SUMMER

ASSURED INCREASED FAVOR

FOR FALL

The finish of silk with " iron wear " has given Mohairs

first place as a Dress Fabric.

Fashion -again says medium weights for Fall and

Winter. This places B. D. A. Mohairs and Siciliennes in

the front rank of favor for costumes and shirt-waist suits.

The B. D. A. Brand insures you finest dyes, richest

colorings and combinations, and a finish that lasts to the end.

Bradford Dyers' Association

OF BRADFORD, ENGLAND
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R. H. COSBIE,
30 WEST WELLINGTON STREET TORONTO

HAS

THE TWO
ACKNOWLEDGED LEADERS IN THE LINEN TRADE

" Old BlCaCh " and WM. LIDDELL & CO., LIMITED

'Old Bleach"
ALL EXPERT LISEN BUYERS SAY

"Old Bleach is Unrivalled"

Leading Linen Departments all carry them.

Be sure every yard and every towel has the

Trade Mark
Trade

"Old Bleach"
Mark

THE OLD BLEACH LINEN CO., Randalstowo, Co. Antrim, Ireland

CHRISTMAS LINENS
Damask Tabic Cloths and Napkins, Hand Embroidered Bed

Spreads and Pillow Shams, Sheets and Pillow Cases,

5 o'clock Tea Cloths, Carvers, Sideboard Scarves

and every Novelty in the Linen Trade.

WM. LIDDELL & CO., Limited, BELFAST.
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Ladies' Tan Cotton Hose,

Ladies 9 Tan Cashmere Hose,

Children's Tan, White, Red and Black
Cashmere Socks,

A Special in Men's Cashmere Hose.

300 Pairs Lace Curtains, fXlw, 55c -

Special prices on clearing lines of all summer goods

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
phone Main 5778 79 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

OFSILKS AT

European Silks Silk Handkerchiefs

Japanese Silks Silk Windsor Ties

Chinese Silks Silk Piano Drapes

We HANDLE nothing but the most SALEABLE goods.

We can SHIP all MAIL ORDERS within five hours after

they are received.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Manufacturers and Importers

ft. ISHIKAWA (& CO.
YOKOHAMA AND TORONTO

11
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MIRRORS for FALL OPENINGS
We are ready with a complete slock.

BUY NOW

XMAS GOODS
New lines of

GAHES AND PAPETERIES
ORDER AT ONCE

G. A. WEESE & SON, 44 Yonge St., TORONTO

Office Trucks Factory Trucks

Warehouse Trucks

Get particulars of our Special Dry Goods Truck,

with Removable Box, Loose Partitions and

Adjustable Shelves. It is a positive time-saver

in getting out orders.

MONTEITH, NIXON & CO.
Makers of Good Trucks

256 Macdonell Ave., - TORONTO
Telephone Park 1318.

We stock a large assortment of silk goods,

suitable for the Canadian market, including
all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9^'d., lO'Ad. and 12>^d., also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London.

T. RICHARD & CO.
20 Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Cables,

'Clerkship, London."
ABC Code used

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

4*ftOOKSByUc ,'

PERMANENT FINISH
4, WILL NOT COCKLE «J<. If ,fW)
,f& SHRINK OR SPOT |C £ A^S?
u\ Robinson & PIackay

Dyers 4 Finishers
LEEDS

. ENGLAND ^ .

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition

and Improve in Stock.

DIRECTORY FOR
the:

WHOLESALE
TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout

Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

THE KENNEDY TAP CO.,

Manufacturers of Cloth Oaps,

523 St. Paul St., - Montreal.

l'his space $10.1111 pur \c.ir. This space §10.00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CI.OTH CO.,

Manufacturers of Hair Cloths.

St Catharines, Out.

M

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Good?, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks. Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

A w
ut q

G
uX

a

d

nted MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC

12
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YAMa silK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest S Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strengtli and
Smoothness. Used by manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H. McDOWELL GO.

40-42 St. Antoine Street, incorporated

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

We have still some lines of summer novelties

to clear at close prices, including the following :

Shantung Silks Paper Lanterns

Chinese Mattings Verandah Screens

Japanese Tea Sets Paper Screens

Fruit Trays Portiers

Candle Sticks Japanese Novelties

of every description

Immediate shipment of any of these goods

while they last.

CHINA AND JAPAN SILK G0M limited

DIRECT IMPORTERS FROM THE ORIENT

Montreal Yokohama Toronto
290 ST. JAMES ST. 177 YAMASHITACHO 77 BAY STREET

• ••••••••••••••••••••. ••••••••••••' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••«

MAD IM G A IM A D A

FOSTER HOSE SUPPORTERS
KB TURNED

t|P 25 ^O^ ^61" Pad Belt Hose Supporter sales

are constantly increasing. Why try the

unprofitable and hurtful policy of sell-

as&Sf*ing something "just as good ?"

Foster Hose Supporters are on sale at

all leading jobbers' in the Dominion of

Canada.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO
D0WLINC AND
QUEEN ST. W., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Everything in Hose Supporters.
230 Styles.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'

13
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

NEW. MoCAR.NEV, 1'ROP. W. McOAKNEY, Manaoek

THE PROVINCIAL
Leading Commercial Hotel OANANOQUE, ONT

Located in Heart of Business Section. T«n Firit-clasi Sample Rooms.

HOTEL GRAND
O. F. BAKER, Prop.

Firtt-oliM accommodation (or Commercial Man.

OALT, ONT

WINDSOR HOTEL, f^ulT'
This House is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of

Queen Street. The rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
to guests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. MoNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL, GE0R
B
G^SN

'GmANA
ARA

'

This tirst-class hotel is most conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from Post and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction
and principal clubs. Five minutes from railway station and steamer stallings, and
near to all principal public buildings. Oool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Mrs. FRASER

Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished cottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMARARA.)

Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Terms
Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Manageress,
E. Cottam.

WINTER RESORT- Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co.,
29 Broadway, New York.

ALCOHOLISM
The best

treatment
for all per-

b o n b af-
flicted with the disease of drunkenness, is known only to

DR. MacKAY, Address City Hall, Montreal, Que.
Absolutely private treatment.

THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined
Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the tacility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office Oi

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Ladies' Handy Hat Fasteners

are advertised u, the oooMUBn in all leading uiagazino
Sell at 25c. a pair Coat $ I 28 Par dozen jjaira prepaid

Ail. i.kaium. jobber* heli.thkm Manufactured only by

FAIR MFC. CO., 510 8th. St., Raclna. Wii

Successful Advertising—how to Accomplish it

By |. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for
advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of prica.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MaoLEAN PUBLISHING OO. LIMITED, TORONTO.

DRY GOODS REVIEW J
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Address, Business Manager.

Dry Goods Review,

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Montreal and Toronto. 4*.

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or fiat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St ,

NEW YORK, D.S.A.

ACME
Stapling Machine;
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H. & L. Sure Shot and H & L
No. 1, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY-

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
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This Hit It for the purpose of placing retailers,

manufacturer! jobber* and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountants

and auditors whose serrioes are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and .Auditors

adjusting and auditing acoounta, arranging part-

nerships or organising joint stook companies,
devising speoial offloe systems, making coll.o-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

DAVID H08KINS, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

*7 Wellington Street East, - - Toronto, Canada.

This Space f 15 a Year

JENKINS * HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountants.
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.

1 SH Toronto Street Toronto.
4«* Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the collection of aooounta, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, th* arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal naturs.

For advertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TOPPER, PHIPPEN A TTJPPER,

Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & OHAUVIN
Advooates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Ohas.
A. Duolos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

BBATTY, BLACKSTOOK, FASKEN, RIDDELL It MABEE
Barristers, Solioitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN k JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin. K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Solicitorsfor Equity Fire Insur-

ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St. W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN 4 AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

S. C. Mewburn, E. H. Ambrose,
Hamilton, Ont.

WM. A. McLEAN
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc

Head Office. Guelph, McLean's Block.
Branch Office, Aoton, Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

ROBINSON & GREEN
Barristers, Solicitors. Etc.

John A. Robinson. John R. Geeks.
Solicitors for the Imperial Bank of

Canada, the Southern Loan k Savings
Co.. St Thomas. Ont.

LOUGHEED k BENNETT,
Barristers, Solicitors, Advocates, etc.

Calgary, Can. Cables: Lougheed, Calgary
Solicitors for : Bank of Montreal. Cana-
dian Bank of Commerce, Bank of Nova
Scotia. Merchants' Bank of Canada.

This space $30 per year.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal

flERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishl tig commercial reports to ou r subscribers gives prom p

and rellablelnformation to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaim.

Tel. Main 1985.

TORONTO,R. FLAWS & SON, Manche8terBldg..Mellnda8t,,

Dry Goods Commission Ajjents.

8. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Kng.
Representing Hosiery and Underwear.

I
Bentley <5t Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Herges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmllng, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Light Typewriter

Will do your work 25%
to 50% faster than any

other writing machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET,

TORONTO <""* «* MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC 8T. JOHN, N.B.
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Linen Specials
JB59. —16 in. Check Glass Toweling

JB60. —23 (c ii it i<

AA4. -20 " Bleached Huck Toweling

AG5. —16 " Heavy R. B. Crash "

A66. - 18 it ii ii ii it

A6I. —18 " Barnsley Crash

AG3. — 18 << ii ii ii

P52. —18 " Strpe Crepe (dark) '

MII3. — 18 " Old Hickory

Al. -60 " Cream Damask Tabling

Tiger.—60 (i ii ii ii

Lion. —70 n ii it ii

JB36. -58 " Bleached Damask Tabling

JB38. —70 a ii ii ii

650. -5/8 Bleached Damask Napkins

21 -15 x32 Fringed Huck Towels

31 -16 x32

41 —17 x35

61 — 18 x40

02 -20 x40

71 —21 x42

1800 — 20 x38 Hemstitch"

can be retailed at 5 cts. regular 8

8 cts.
14 10

\2 lA cts. " 15

8 cts. " 10

10 cts '• 12

8 cts. " 10

10 cts. " 12

10 cts. " 12

10 cts. " 12

25 cts.

35 cts. " 40

45 cts. " 50

50 cts. " 75

75 cts. "$1.25

$1.75 " 2.00

\2 l
/a per pair

15
U

17
"

20 if

25 "

40 ii

50 ti

The above Towels are from 15 to 25% under regular prices. Since moving into our

New Warehouse, our Linen Department has been greatly enlarged and every buyer should

examine our values.
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES
READERS of The Review would greatly assist us,

and possibly benefit themselves also, if they would,

in writing our advertisers or talking to their

travelers, be sure and mention having seen the advertise-

ment in this paper. There is nothing more pleasing to

the advertiser than to know from what source such and

such an enquiry came, and ten to one they will answer

much more cheerfully and much more explicitly. There

is also a certain prestige accruing both to reader and

advertiser in mentioning the name of a reputable pub-

lication.

*

For several months lately we have been pleased to

publish testimonials received from advertisers in various

parts of the world, including Newfoundland, Great

Britain and even far-off Australia. This month we have

much pleasure in presenting one from one of our good
friends in the United States. John Phillips & Co., Lim-
ited, Detroit, under the date of July 0, write us in the

course of the letter as follows: "We have advertised in

your newspaper for several years and have always found

the results very satisfactory; in fact, we have advertised

in other trade journals and have never received from them
results that will compare at all with the results received

liuni The Canadian Dry Goods Review. You may be sure

that, under the existing conditions we shall be very glad
to continue our advertising with your paper."

*
.

*

"We have received several orders from Canada, which
we believe came to us through advertising in your medi-
um." This extract from a letter whi/ch The Dry Goods
Review recently received from the Fair Mfg. Co., Racine,
Wis., is another sample of the testimonials we get from
time 10 lime from our advertisers. It is the same story
all along the line. The Dry Goods Review, going into the
stores of the majority of drygoodsnien of Canada every
month, has established itself as the great medium between
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. Its advertising
pages, no less than its reading matter, contain informa-
tion of vital importance to the merchants of the country.
To revert to the above quotation, there is an example
of many retailers hearing (through an advertisement) of

an article whose utility at once attracted their attention.
The trade newspaper is a real necessity in modern mer-
chandising.

One feature peculiar to the trade paper is that it

makes one family of the members engaged and interested

in an industry. The local paper and the monthly maga-
zine, give a man news of what is going on in the world,
but there is in it nothing about his own work. But the

trade paper keeps him in touch with all the people who
make, or job, or retail the goods in which he is interested.

He is made acquainted with the progress in his par-

ticular industry. He is put in touch with the industrial

family of which he is a member. It exercises a human-
izing influence for which it has not yet been given credit.

Years ago a manufacturer had to spend a fortune in time,

and money, and work, to make his new improvements
and inventions known to the trade. To-day the trade

paper, with a few pages of advertising, does in a few
hours, and at small cost, all that used to take hundreds
of dollars and months to accomplish. It brings the little

man in the small town in touch with the big man in the

large town. It is a distributor of ideas, a canvasser

for business, and is often more effective than any in-

dividual traveling man can ever hope to be. The trade

paper has a practical value which the daily paper has not.

First of all, it records the vital part of a man's life—his

work; and, secondly, it creates a family relation between
all those engaged in any one industry.

*

In this number are reproduced the photographs of

some of the prominent stores of the Maritime Provinces.

A representative of The Dry Goods Review has been

traveling through the eastern provinces for the past

month, looking into the condition of business there and
getting ideas on how the paper can be of more benefit to

its readers. It is recognized that The Review, to ac-

complish satisfactorily the work which it has set out to

do, must keep in close touch with the retail trade. It is"

for this reason that representatives are kept in the vari-

ous parts of the country, to find out the sentiment of

the trade, to keep posted on the markets and to gauge the

future needs. The great east, with its old-established

businesses and its proximity to the ports where imports

enter, has many things to tell the country. The stores

in many cases excel those which the newer provinces have

produced. It is by studying these and adapting their

methods to new conditions that the rest of Canada can

profit by the experience of the pioneers.
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DOWN BY THE SOUNDING SEA
The Summer Chirms of El-astern Canada, too Litlle Known to Many of us.

TIIK famous New York journalist's advice on the

subject of going west may be, and it. is re-

grettable bo observe lias been, followed too

literally and too unreservedly by the vast ma-

jority of Canadians. When we migrate we sel

out toward the setting; sun; when we' determine on a

holiday trip to see tbe country, our steps turn in the

same all-compelling direction, the path of Cartier, of La
Salle, of Verandrye.

As a consequence, there are few of us so poor but can

boast of having bestridden the agile bronco on his native

plains, or at least of having brother, aunt or cousin-in-

law dwelling on those fecund and far-flung prairies of our

and literary interests with the most entrancing physical

charm ?

Our eastern provinces have been disgracefully neglect-

ed by the great bulk of Canadians. From (Quebec to

Halifax their rivers, streams, mountains, lakes and wood-
lands echo through the Summer months with the ubiqui-

tous voice of the tourist, but the speech of the north is

not distinguishable. The nasal twang of Connecticut, the

"ruhly" stately intonation of Beacon street, the r-less

dialect affected by the denizens of Manhatten Borough,
afflict one's ears on every side, with but occasional re-

lief in the languidly liquid voice that comes from beyond
the Mason and Dixon line "fob suah."

G 18 \%S

^tkZX*

Corenhoven, St. Andrews
Courtes) of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,

western heritage, whose boast is No. 1 hard wheat and

Napoleonic statesmen.

Far be it from the gentle scribe to disparage the

mighty west or to discourage the roving spirit of our

race as inherited from their Viking progenitors. Quite

the contrary !

Why Not Go East?

Hut is it beside the point to urge that in our going

up and down in the land and walking to and fro upon it,

we neglect our no less mighty east, the cradle of our

nation, the scene of her early and often bloodj

st niggles, and to-day uniting the , it 1 1 act ions of historic

American Invasion in East.

There is an American invasion in Eastern Canada as

in the west. It begins in June and continues with in-

creasing virulence until the Winter sets in. It has been

more alarming every Summer for some years. Season
after season they return bringing their friends to enjoy
the luxury of an Eastern Canada Summer.

What do they find so attractive'.' What is the secret

of the charm that brings north these southern visitors

every Summer as surely as the April sunshine brings the

wild Bowers or the vernal warmth the bird of passage?
If you would know, let us spy out the hind in a rapid
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survey that may be made more leisurely and more ex-

haustively anon. Let us take Quebec as our starting

point. To misquote the gallant Wolfe, I would rather

take Quebec, any month in the year, than write this

article.

Crossing over to Levis, having already secured our

berths, let us retire peacefully to rest in the solid corn-

foil of an Intercolonial sleeper. Hut fail not to leave up

your blind, for if day breaks line you are to be awakened
by the glory of the most splendid sunrise it has ever

been your lot to witness. The noble St. Lawrence
stretches belore your dazzled eyes one glitter of liquid

gold, while, their gauntness masked with a halo of pur-

ple mist, lurk the grim Laurentians beyond the further

shore.

The Metapedia.

But one glory must give place to another, and while

you have been snatching behind drawn blind another
hour's sleep, your train has left the shores of the great

river and struck out boldly for the inland. Rising again
on your elbow to view the landscape o'er you 'Mid you
are just entering the famous valley of the Metapedia, the

queen of salmon rivers and a paradise of scenery. On
your one hand, so near you can almost touch it from the

car window, rises the precipitous rock to an appalling

height, clothed with a ragged growth of spruce clinging,

one can scarce conceive how, to their rocky base; almost
as close on the other bank is a stream, here but a few
yards wide, clear as crystal, hurling itself down in yeasty
haste through the uncompromising bed of rocks that im-
pede its progress. Immediately beyond rises a green
slope, swelling in the distance into great billowy hills,

green as the proverbial bay tree, and crowned miles off

with dark masses of evergreens, while here and there, by
the water's edge or half hidden behind the shelter of a
clump of trees, nestle the cottage of the fisherman or

shepherd.

As the river bends and turns, the valley contracts or
opens up, now stern and forbidding, now serene and in-

viting, -with the little Metapedia ever beautiful, ever
sparkling, ever gathering in volume, picking its way
down, despite all obstacles, to join the Restigouche, itself

a noted salmon river.

Pursuing its serpentine way. the railroad keeps close
to the bank of the Restigouche, whose broad waters well
serve to float down the great lumber barges from the
milling villages on its upper reaches.

Baie de Chaleurs.

Now you are approaching the Baie de Chaleurs, and as
its blue waters grow upon you in the distance, your mind
travels back to that hot July day some four centuries
ago when a certain mariner of St. Malo, Jacques Cartier
by name, hove to under those same dark mountains of

Gaspe, which, sixty miles'off in the hazy distance, seem
so absurdly near.

Skirting the southern shore of the "bay of heat" you
at length wheel round toward the south, amazed at the
number and beauty of the streams you cross, all noted for

their salmon and rejoicing in such euphonious names as
Xepisiguit, Tabusintac and Miramichi.

Beyond the latter river you traverse some 60 miles of

country, where the terrible destruction wrought by the

forest fire is altogether too evident. The young spruce
and a low, bushy shrub have striven as effectively as may
be to retrieve the natural beauty of the forest, and once
in the year at least turn desolation into entrancing
loveliness when the first chill of September has tinted

the waste one glorious purple.

At Moncton you first come face to face with the

Fundy tidal streams and mud flats. Here is seen the

famous "bore" of the Petitcodiac River. At low tide

the Petitcodiac is a mile and a half of greasy, red mud
with a few inches of muddy, red water doing service for

the river, while an incongruous line of schooners adorn

the muddy flats with no apparent prospect of ever get-

ting off. At high tide the Petitcodiac is a mighty river

forty feet deep and a mile and a half wide. The change

takes place in the marvellously short time of six hours.

The bore occurs twice every day and is the advance

guard of the incoming tide, hurling itself up the stream,

under the most favorable circumstances, six feet high at

its crest and with a speed of 10 miles an hour.

The Garden of the Gulf.

From Moncton an hour's ride will see you at Point

du Chene, where you embark for the Island of Prince

Edward, or as the Islanders love to call it, "The Garden

of the Gulf." Nor is the expression ill applied. Of red
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Mr. Jos. Kinsman and his famous old Gravenstein

This tree, from which 27 barrels of fruit have been picked in one season,
is over 100 years old and is still bearing well.

sandstone formation, the soil is strikingly fertile. Oats,

hay and potatoes are the principal agricultural products,

while the lobster and oyster fisheries are the source of no

inconsiderable revenue.

The Island boasts of the most crooked railway on

earth. It is narrow gauge, and was built on the prin-

ciple of following the longest line between any two
points. Every Islander can explain to you the political

reason for this phenomenon, but it is beyond the grasp

of the mere outsider.

(Continued next month.)

OPEN TORONTO OFFICE.

Louis Roessel & Co., Limited, of New York, have
opened an office at 28-30 Wellington street west, Toronto,
Ont. They are showing samples of dress and millinery

silks, and velvets and velveteens. A full stock will be
carried, so that the trade can be supplied on the short-

est notice.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E.. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

Gowns of Pompadour Si IK Toile

de Soie — Novelties in NecK-
wear Short Sleeves Modish.

Paris, July, 1905.

IN
these days of elastic fashions it is very dillicult to

pick out any single style or material as being the

correct thing lor smart people to wear. At present

individual taste reigns supreme, and it seems im-

probable that any very radical change is contem-

plated for the Fall and Winter seasons, but rather slight

modifications of the styles 1 quoted last month as having

been seen at the races which practically closed the season

here. A good ready-made jacket likely to be much sold

is cut almost straight with a trimming of stitched bands

in the same cloth forming yoke front and back. This can

and plaids will be used, and shot effects, especially in

silks or plain, smooth-faced cloths.
* *

*

Just now some very pretty gowns are being made for

Trouville, and the smart watering places, in "pompadour"
silk trimmed narrow ruchings of the same silk and in-

Fig. II.—Sailor Shape in Coarse Toile Trimmed
with large Bird.

crustations of lace. Pompadour ribbons are also used as

waistbelts on white "lingerie" dresses. These are from

six to eight inches wide, and are drawn through three or

four clasps, narrowing at the sides and fastening with a

buckle in front. Country hats are also trimmed with this

same ribbon; for instance, the large frilled hats of lace

and broderie anglaise will have it twisted round the

crown, half hidden under the frills of lace, and a large

bow in front. There is no doubt that for the moment the

"pompadour" designs are in favor. A very coarse "tus-

sor" called "toilc-de-soie." is also being considerably

used by dressmakers. This has an advantage over the

usual run of tussors in having more body while retaining

be varied in many ways, sometimes taken under the arms,
its so ft lu . ss and so being easier to drape.

Empire style, or following the sleeve line over the shoul- Broderie anglaise is so general that one sees it even

del. The sleeves will be slightly "gigot," but not ex- on bathing gowns in the form of lapels to the yoke and

aggerated, In materials the neatest imaginable checks bands round the hem of the skirt. A little frill of it is
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taken round the very coquettish, but cather useless, bon-

net. All the snarl costumes are being made with knicker-

bockers, either gathered in by means of an elastic at the

knee or Calling straight, edged with a reproduction of the

brimming, and a short skirt over them not quite reaching

bo the knee. Waist belts are either shaped or made of

ribbon with a long bow at the side or in front.

*

Most of the newest waistbelts have buckles or orna-

ments at both back and front. Some of the prettiest are

taken to a deep point in front and fastened with a buckle

behind. A good model is made in white kid and silk cord.

The latter, braided into a trellis work, forms the top and

bottom bands of the belt with a strip of kid same width

in the centre; over this, at regular intervals, the trellis

work is crossed, forming straps. The "tout ensemble"

has the appearance of a silk belt through which the kid

is threaded.

More novelties are showing in the way of neckwear.

If they become popular, which remains to be seen, it is

Except for mantles and cloaks, everyone is wearing

short sleeves, sometimes finished off with a lace flounce,

hut more generally a flat cuff and lapels trimmed em-

broidery or pleats. The long gloves reach to the sleeves

and, being either in white or the same shade as the gown,

seem to form a continuation. Sketch I. represents a

tunic costume in spotted taffeta, trimmed narrow velvet

bands and lace applications; the little bolero opens over a

lace vest, the sleeve is formed of a silk puff and below

that another in tulle, edged narrow lace and velvet; the

waistbelt of draped silk. The tunic, made to correspond

exactly with the bolero, opens over the plain silk skirt

in front.
* *

*

II. and III. are good models of country hats. No. II.

is sailor shape, made in coarse toile embroidered "a
I'anglaise." This is trimmed with a large white bird and

spotted mousseline; the spotted mousseline also forms the

"cachepeine." No. III. is boat shaped "crin" in beige

tints, taken rather low at the back; a soft veiling, snuff,

color, drawn round the crown, falls in long streamers,

with large white quill on the left. Large hats, made of

frills of lace or broderie anglaise, trimmed with a bunch

of flowers resting on the front and under the brim or a

negligee bow of ribbon, are selling very freely for country

and seaside wear.

11 Rue Pelidor, Paris A. E. DACAM.

BOYCOTT AMERICAN GOODS.

AFTER submitting to the i'liberal treatment of their

subjects by the United States for many years, the

Chinese have at last hit back; the unexpected stroke

is causing much perturbation in American manufacturing

circles. The boycott against American goods, which was
at first disregarded, has spread far and wide. Chinese

students have taken up the propaganda, and now the

United States exporter has to face a possible loss of the

whole Chinese market.

No industry will suffer so much as the cotton manu-
facturers. The Chinese empire consumes an immense am-
ount of cotton annuallv, and the American manufacturers

had just got a good foothold in this line. The slightest

prejudice, too, will be enough to swing the balance against

them, since England and Japan are both in the field for

this business. The agitation is likely to cause some re-

laxation in the immigration laws.

likely that a change will be general, and the flat fur cape

and stole effects worn these last few seasons will give

place to more boa-like modes. The change is seen at

present in the "Pierrot" ruchings (See sketch II.), which

are very high round the neck; in fact, if drawn close,

would completely hide the lower part of the face. These

diminish in size gradually to the waist where they ter-

minate in narrow velvet hows, forming long streamers.

They are made in spotted nel or tulle, and are almost

invariably white with black \elvet ribbon, but I have

remarked a few in pale shades and black. Another model

having the same tendency is in tulle, ribbon and silk

flowers. A round cape in tulle, reaching just to the

shoulders, edged with, a narrow tulle quilling, is trimmed

with a spray of rose buds, roses and leaves, in silk em-

broidery and ribbon work, taken in a wreath just below

Hie collar, continued down the front, forming two stream-

ers reaching to below the waist line, strengthened by an

invisible cord. The collar itself is formed of a heavy box-

pleated ruching, edged with the narrow quilling to cor-

respond with the cape, fastening closely at the neck.

THE WOOLEN SITUATION.

TO illustrate the condition of the woolen market, The

Review reproduces a letter received by an agent

from one of the leading men's woolen underwear

manufacturers of Canada :

"We regret, owing to the present high price of wool,

that we are compelled to withdraw all quotations. Ow-

ing to the varied nature of the advance it is impossible

for us at the present time to give you quotations for the

the various •numbers. In case any of your friends have

repeats, we can assure you we shall do everything we can

for them, although it will be impossible to do any goods

at the old prices. We might say that at the present mo-

ment, with many of our spinners, it is impossible for us

to get even quotations."

This letter sizes up the market accurately. The con-

tinued strength af the raw wool market has made a re-

adjustment of prices for manufactured goods a necessity.

The demand for raw wool in London has continued steady

and importations to the port of Boston have reached

enormous proportions
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TEN CENTURIES OF SLEEVES
By L. B D.

A
S changeable as Dame Fashion" has almost

passed into a proverb, hut even those who
frown most at her fickleness must admit

that, although she does make the fullest

and freest use of her truly feminine preroga-

tive of change, she goes about it in a most consistent

manner, and makes all changes within the arbitrary limits

of certain rigidly fixed and easily traced rules—which is

only another way of saying that human nature is the

same in all ages.

When she is in a mood to play pranks, and turn things

topsy turvy, altering as she sometimes does the whole

outline of the figure, she always gets busy witli the

sleeve first, and those of us who have to keep a close eye

on her doings always scent danger when sleeve styles

change in a radical manner. When a few seasons ago the

puff at the waist was setting out on its journey up the

arm, and just what was going to come next was a mat-

ter of conjecture, a remark made by an old head in the

cloak trade illustrated his idea of the immense import-

and Goth and Hun, Dane and Xorman began to do a little

empire building on their own account, there slipped in

two small changes, one in dress and the other in build-

ing, that have acted since like the little leaven in the

No. 3. 14th Centurv Stvles. No. 1.

No. 1. Sleeves of l'Jth and 13th Centuries. No. >.

lump. Dame Fashion furnished the fitted sleeve, and the

master builder of that day, instead of a lintel over

door and window, put an arch. That sleeve marked the

downfall of tunic and toga, flowing robes and statuesque

folds, and the coming in of the fitted waist—the cotte-

hardie, and the petticoat or colta.

The sleeve, as usual, was the field where first came
the premonitory signs of change and, as usual, when Dame
Fashion contemplates a change, she begins by making the

old style look ridiculous—a trick that she has not yet

forgotten, and one she still loves to play. Drapery had

long held sway, and the sleeve, Fig. 1, is drapery with a

vengeance; drapery so cumbersome that to make it in any

way manageable it has to be gotten out of the road in

ance of the style of the sleeve : "If only I strike the

right sleeve, the resl will pass muster, for it is the

sleeve more than any other feature that stamps a gar-

ment as old-fashioned, or the reverse." This is just as

true of sleeves in the dawning days of fashion as at the

present time. The sleeve gives the distinctive character,

and you see at once that a certain sleeve belongs to a

certain age, anil no other, and also that a revival without

characteristic modifications is impossible.

When one begins to dig down into a subject many
strange facts come to light, and one that a serious study

of styles shows clearly is the close connection existing

between dress and architect lire. Nor is this so wonder-

ful after all, for what is a bouse but another form of

outer wrap—an outer protecting garment of wood and

stone—and as new ideas in buildings and dress are only

surface signs of other and deeper workings, the shape of some sort of fashion, and so to keep it from under the

a sleeve may mark, nav, does mark, an epoch in the feet it is knotted up Evidently the women of that day
world's history. had their troubles about the whereabouts of their pocket,

When Pagan Rome losl her grip and pi oud dominion, just as their sisters of to-day have, and pockets then
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were as haul bo gert at as they art' now in the 20th

century, and they were as glad of a makeshift as we are

now, for from the way in which the looped part, bulges it

looks as though it was used in place of a pocket. Fashion,

indeed, never seems to see thai women can have any use

for a pocket, and seldom or never provides any place for

it. Women's pockets in all ages are only useless make-

shifts. Even in this day when men designers boast that

they have made women's attire practicable, pockets are

not included, but perhaps that is because of a settled re-

solve to hang on to both pockets and contents as long as

possible.

In Pig. 2 the titled idea is fully fledged, and the only

echo of past draperv is the peculiar pouch at the wrist,

and even this is denied folds, and is apparently so stiffed

that no drapery effect is possible,

When tight bodices and sleeves were once "in" they

look unto themselves great variety, and after a while this

tight sleeve became part of the underdrcss and the sur-

coat, a loose over robe with wide flowing sleeves, was in-

troduced. The und redress sleeve came to the wrist, and

finished with an outward slope that came over the hand,

while the wider sleeves of the surcoat were open from the

shoulder, and bung down almost to the ground, or slit

from elbow to the wrist, or made with an

No. !).-Henri II. 1547. No. 7.—Early Renaissance.

aperture through which the forearm passed.

There were many varieties of these sleeve styles

then just as there are now. Some were cut and buttoned

underneath from shoulder to wrist; later they were cut

out or puffed at the elbow, and the sleeves called a

mutons, one form of which we are wearing now, were in-

troduced, and then there were pocket sleeves closed at the

end.

Then followed that marvelous time of elevation and

expansion, the Middle Ages. Church spires, slender and

soaring, scaled the sky, and all lines of architecture

sprang upwards and spread out, and blossomed into rich-

ness. Ruskin says : "That each city, not only of Italy,

but of the north, attained a certain point in civilization

where its streets became decorated with magnificence,

varied in style only by the materials at hand and
wrought with rich sculptures and glowing with color and
gold." And dress, you may be sure, kept pace, and all

this magnificence was reflected in the dress of the people

—rose and crimson, azure, green and gold, purple and
silver. Stately trailing gowns, strewn with great curv-

ing flowers in these rich hues, were worn, or stiff with
embroidered or woven figures showing the grotesque in-

ventions of heraldic art—lions, leopards, wyvens, griffins,

sirens, dragons, unicorns, and other beasts and birds of

fantastic aspect—winged, clawed, toothed, nailed, horned,

passant, guardant, rampant. Head dresses shot up in

emulation of the towers, and gowns trailed in narrow
tails behind, while sleeves were more fantastic than ever.

They were like vast wings with the edges cut like the

No. 8.—Francis I, 1515. No. 10.—Charles IX.

teeth of a saw, or jagged like oak leaves—slyttering

sleeves they were expressively called.

The Renaissance brought many more changes, and

costume became less stately, and more complicated. The
surcoat was put aside for the corset or bodice. Sleeves

expanded as well as skirts, and the era of the farthingale

and immense slashed and puffed sleeves commenced. Some
sleeves were made in pieces and fastened together with

ribbons, and a sleeve that was a succession of puffs, and

having a curious over-sleeve arrangement like a pillow-

case with a slash in it to let the undersIce'Je out, was
also worn. Puffs and puffings are characteristic of

Renaissance sleeves, for they were rarely used, and never

in the same way with mediaeval gowns. Later on the

beauties of the Valois Court wore enormous padded

&*%_

So. 12. -Louis XIV. No. 11.—Henri IV.

sleeves as thick on the shoulders as the whole body, and

formed of a series of rolls and slashes, edged with pearls

and gold braid. Both women and men dressed in a pre-

posterous fashion then, and, as one writer of the time

says, "they looked more like big wasps and bees than

men and women." The taste for big sleeves was slow to
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die out, and two reigns late) enormous double sleeves

were still worn The outei sleeves only fastened in at

the shoulders, hung like wings, and jusl but/toned over,

showing the real stiflh puffed undersleeve like peas in a

pod beneath. The turn-hack cuff of cut-work or lace that

finished it lias, however, a familiar look.

Under Louis \IY, sleeve styles changed very much

No. 15.- Louis XVIII No. II. L814. No. 13. Louis XV

for the better, and were decidedly becoming and pretty,

the more so to our eyes as some of them might be

copied from drawings from the fashion papers of the

present day.

Though the 18th century was the day of the large

panier, and much elaboration in dress, sleeve styles were

both simple and effective. Elbow styles were worn, de-

fining the arm, and ending in frills of lace and a twist

and bow of ribbon. Towards the end of the century the

sleeve came down as far as the wrist, but it still retain-

ed its pretty lace frill.

Such an upheaval as the Revolution was sure to

bring up a crop of strange fashions. Times were hard,

and grandeur at a discount, if not dangerous, and women

No. Mi. 1830.

wine cut inns, pi nits and lawns instead of silk, velvet and
cloth of gold.

When feminine attire consisted solely of a gauze

chemise over pink fleshings, and that often slashed up the

side, you may be sure sleeves did not amount to much,

urn did they, foi Hicy were only a deep pouf that covered

the shoulder and came just over the top of the arm. This

was a very modest sleeve, indeed the only mode 1 feature

of the costume of the day, though later an Eton coat

with long, tight sleeves was worn out-of-doors.

These were the fashions that begun the century, and

it was not until 1830 that they gave way to anything

like grace and elegance. This style is familiar to all, as

we have just passed through a revival of 1830 styles.

Indeed fashion nowadays seems to consist of nothing but

revivals of 1830, Louis XV and XVI, and Directoire,

while other epochs have been and are extensively adapted.

The fact that these adaptations are so extensively made
lends special interest to the study of old styles, and a

designer of women's wear will find much that is useful,

and much that will train his eye, and quicken his im-

agination if only he will give a little time to the study

of the styles of long ago.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS IN CUBA.

THE Customs Division of the Cuban Department of

Finance recently issued a circular, of which follow-

ing is a translation, with respect to commercial

travelers :

The delays caused by the procedure up to now to

make reimbursements, which, in accordance with the note

to paragraphs 326 and 327 of the tariff, are made to com-

mercial travelers when, within three months, they re-

export the samples which they bring in their baggage

and whose value does not exceed $500, forces the depart-

ment to adopt means to prevent the frequent difficulties

which are caused to custom house functionaries by the

delay in the return of 75 per cent, of these collections.

Therefore it is provided :

1. That in future the full amount of the duties as-

sessed in the custom houses on samples imported by com-
mercial travelers shall Ire collected in the form set forth

in the note to paragraph 327 of the tariff in force.

2. When samples are exported from the custom house

of the port of entry within a period of three months, to

which the note to paragraph 327 refers, the custom house

will proceed to deduct from the amount deposited 25 per

cent, of the lawful duties for final collection, as it be-

longs to the state, and the 75 per cent, remaining shall

be returned to the commercial traveler.

3. In cases in which the period of three months men-
tioned shall have passed without the exportation of the

sample being effected, the respective custom-houses shall

proceed to the final collection of the whole of the duties

placed on deposit, because the period set forth by the

law for obtaining the reimbursement of the 75 per cent, of

said duties shall have elapsed.

\. When exportation of samples takes place in a port

other than that in which importation was affected, the

later port will proceed to the collection of the whole of

the duties deposited; the receipt of the deposit will be

taken up and a voucher furnished in its place, so that the

custom house through which exportation takes place may
return the 75 per cent, on presentation of that document

and a certified copy of the verbal declaration on whicli

was based the assessment at entrance as a due proof and

guaranty for the state. These reimbursements will be

made in accordance with a special fund which on this

date and with said object exclusivelv will be assigned to

the order of the respective cashiers of the custom houses.

Collectors of customs are by this circular authorized

to proceed to the reimbursement of import duties col-

lected on samples of commercial travelers as mentioned

above without the necessity of other authorization from

this department.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF A
SHOE DEPARTMENT

EVOLUTION is daily playing an interesting pari

in the development of retail trade conditions.

Two distinct tendencies, at opposite poles, are

striving for perfection. On the one side is the

evolution of the department store, which meets

the wants in all lines of a customer. On the other hand

is the marked development of the specialist. It is uni-

versally recognized that there is a gradual, but steady

elimination of the smaller and less satisfactory special

line stores. By far the more potent tendency, especially

in smaller centres and large cities, is the development

of the department store idea. In centres where real

specialist stores, managed by men talented in their par-

ticular vocation, have not a large enough field in which

to thrive, the department idea finds a ready expression.

A shoe department in a dry goods store is but one

forward step in the department idea. At the outset,

many dry goods stores do not agree on the subject of

adding footwear to the special line of dry goods. There

is a feeling of interference with the shoe dealer. No
similarity can be discovered between the two lines. There

is a vast discrepancy between wool and leather, ladies'

neckwear and Oxfords. The shoe dealer is expected to

retaliate in every conceivable manner. Just at this point

comes a marked division. Specialty dry goods stores run

by talented men and situated in fairly populous centres

will continue to live, although even here is noticed the

tendency to branch out. On the other hand, smaller dry

goods stores, finding competition keener every day, are

waking up to the advantage of expansion in as far as

possible.

Supply All Wants.

Very few stores, especially outside of the larger

centres, confine themselves to a special line. There is

constant overlapping where least expected, jewelry, fancy

goods, men's •• furnishings, are constantly being added.

It has been found profitable for the merchant who offers

outer apparel to his customers to furnish also millinery

and countless dress accessories. Is it not logical to add

footwear? This in time means the supply of all the

apparel wants of customers. Stores are more and more

assuming responsibility of dress from head to foot. The

chief difficulty undoubtedly lies in obtaining men to pat-

ronize stores of this kind. The department store thrives

upon the foibles of women, and men constantly show an

aversion to meeting women in such a store. Many of the

opinions submitted by representative retailers conducting

such a department clearly show that to successfully

inaugurate a shoe department for both sexes, division

must be made in as far as possible. Where space is

available, men's departments are grouped and a separate

entrance afforded, otherwise separate sides of the store

for men's and women's departments are found feasible

with the shoe department with both lines together,

divided in some manner, by separate seats for trying-on

purposes, with a table intervening. This is found to be

the ideal situation for a store with limited space. In

the latter pase. also, shoes are kept at the rear. Very
few of our correspondents have found a ladies' shoe

department alone profitable. The development in nearly

all cases has taken place side by side with the gradual

addition of women's departments, such as cloaks, furs and

millinery, as well as fancy goods, and then the evolution

takes place in men's lines. The original men's furnish-

ing counter is expanded into a line of hats and caps,

clothing, and finally shoes. To be sure, the increase of

departments has followed various orders in different sec-

tions. The tendency, however, is now undoubted and

unchallenged.

Some Advantages.

Sufficient capital to stock a representative line suc-

cessfully, varying in its requisites according to the cline-

tele catered to, must materially add to both the gross

and net income of stores. In every case this is primarily

the object sought. It goes without saying that experi-

enced drygoodsmen fully realize the many pitfalls con-

fronting such an undertaking. The difficulty of full assort-

ments of sizes is confusing. Constant care and attention

is needed, and there must be a proper system to anti-

cipate needs. Another material benefit, which is perhaps

but little recognized, is the beneficial effect upon other

departments. More than one reply to the circular issued

by The Review to dry goods stores conducting such a

department, clearly shows the drawing card a shoe de-

partment is. Window displays of shoes and logical,

attractive advertising, have often drawn the customer to

the store. This is the secret of success of the department

store. Supplementary purchases must inevitably follow,

if the right procedure is taken. A larger circle of cus-

tomers will in time result. With the hurry and rush of

modern times even the farmer has come to recognize the

value of time and the added comfort afforded by a store

following the department idea. Exceptions there are when
specialty stores have established an assured reputation,

but in the main the department idea is steadily growing
in favor.

Many Essentials.

Space and capital are everywhere regarded as the

only and proper foundation for proposed expansion. The
retailer must, in every case, decide whether local condi-

tions and his own situation permit the adoption of a shoe

department. Granted that the primary hypothesis are

favorable, there enters the necessity of progressive

methods in conducting such a department. Orderly stock,

unique fixtures, a table or so and some chairs for trying-

on purposes, are needful. At the outset, show cards for

the window, larger ones scattered throughout the store,

should draw attention to the new departure. Ahove all,

the personal word should not be neglected and the oppor-

tunity to look at the department should be urged.

Successful Ones Tell Their Story.

For the purpose of ascertaining the general opinion

prevalent in the trade regarding such a department, as

indicated above. The Review issued a circular to a large

list of its subscribers, asking opinions regarding such a

department. Many of the replies confirmed the opinion

that specialization was the object sought. It was noticed

that such opinions emenated from more populous centres.

Expansion, if such has not already been obtained, was the
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<i\ (if smaller centres. A few of the representative

opinions selected to best exemplify the advantages and

disadvantages, are herewith appended:

A Favorable View.

Mr Ball, manager for A. A. McKay, Queen streel

east, Toronto, expressed himself as strongly favorable to

the idea of a shoe department in the dry goods stoic.

"The drj goods store is particularly the woman's store."

said he. "In going there H> buy shoes she is surrounded

for the mosi part by women clerks. The utmost privacy

and freedom is possible and she feels perfectly at home.

In the case of women it is the logical place for the pur-

chase of shoes, inasmuch as all the other articles of

apparel are kept there and there is no reason why shoes

should be separated from the other parts af the cos-

tume.

"It was," Mr. Hall said, "more difficult to run a

men's shoe depaitment in a dry goods store on account

of the hesitancy men showed to buying in such a place."

Regarding the amount of stock necessary to be carried,

Mr. Hall stated that a light stock was preferable. In a

store carrying a total stock of $10,000, $400 or $500

should be enough to invest in shoes. It would be better

to buy in small lots from the jobber, even at a per-

centage more, than to put in a heavy stock and be stuck

with lines that did not meet with favor. It is very easy

to soil up the stock and fill up sold out sizes and lines,

since the jobbers kept full stocks.

Doubt From the West.

Mi. W. (i. Harvey, of Vancouver, is somewhat quali-

fied in his statements on the subject. His view is that a

shoe department is profitable, but only in a large depart-

mental store. It could be made profitable by advertising

special prices and maker's name. Continual display in

one of the windows would be a necessary feature, with

bright and effective price tickets. However, Mr. Harvey

thinks that in a store of about 35 by 12(1 feet, it would

be inadvisable to include boots and shoes, as the space

might be used more advantageously in straight dry goods

lines.

A Profitable Department.

Mr. I. Frith Fraser, manager of G. E. Fraser Sons,

Picton, Out., has this to say about it:

"A shoe department in a dry goods store has been

found entirely successful with us owing to the incorpora-

tion of progressive methods in conducting the department

as well as a. location which leaves nothing to be desired.

In a town of some 1,000 population, notwithstanding keen

specialty stores' competition, we do a large and ever-

increasing trade. In the first place we attribute much of

Hie success of this department to its position and size.

Ours is a double store and the shoe department, embrac-

ing men's and women's lines, occupies one entire store

along with ready-made clothing and men's furnishings. A

large archway affords easy access from the dry goods

store. The shoe depaitment proper occupies one lull side

of one store eighty feet in length. I'p-to-date fixtures

have been found profitable. The shelving is run to the

ceiling, bicycle ladders are employed, and a wide ledge is

utilized with neat fitting seats ranged in a row about

eight feel in front of the ledge.

"It has been found advisable to divide and keep en-

tirely separate the men's and women's departments,

having the former at the real and Hie latter arranged in

limit This avoids an\ confusion and men show no

hesitancy in entering the store. Time has also proven

thai 'lie better qualitj of goods form the surest founda-

tion for permanent success We specialize largely in this

particular, securing the best agencies obtainable We
Feature the Slatei shoe for men and the Dorothy Dodd
.hoe for women. Another successful venture has been to

make a specialty of our own brand. Ladies' shoes thus

stamped and of undoubted quality do well at (2, $2.50

and $3. The staple shoes are by no means neglected,

hut real cheap trade is noi catered for. Children's, boys'

and girls' shoes aie given good attention as it seems to

draw the trade of the whole family.

"Although shoes hardly seem compatible with dry

goods, in a community of this size and by featuring the

department, no serious difficulty is met with in making
the department pay. One of four display windows is

regularly utilized and is changed frequently. The shoe

department is also given regular advertising space in our

appropriation for weekly papers. Booklets are also dis-

tributed for the Spring season. We consider the depart-

ment one of the best in our store and it is extremely

profitable."

Encouraging Success.

A Western Ontario firm, who keep boots and shoes

in one branch store, are now (considering the advisability

of adding this department to another branch. Their

experience has been that the department is a paying

investment. However, they find that the turnover is not

commensurate with the capital invested. This, as has

been pointed out by another correspondent, is not inherent

in the business. A different policy in buying and stocking

would rectify this trouble. Hut in spite of this defect

their boots and shoes have been profitable.

HONITON LACE.

I 1ST as Belgium has its Brussels point and its Brus-

sels applique, Italy has its point de venise and

France its niechlin and chanlilly, so has England its

representative in the hrirarehy of lace. This is real

honiton, and it is a very worthy representative of this

country, says the London Times. It is chiefly produced

in the sunny and picturesque villages of South Devon,

such as Here, Rranscombe, Honiton, Colyton, Sidbury

and Ottery St. Mary. It is entirely a pillow-made lace—

and not a point lace, as is generally supposed—and still

bears many traces, easily to be noted by the trained eye,

of its Flemish origin. As is only fitting, the national

emblem, the English rose, is the principal form of orna-

ment employed in honiton designs, though lilies, fern

leaves and other beauties of the garden and hedgerow, are

to be found in this lace, together with birds and butter-

Hies. There is no lace which in beauty of design and

likeness of treatment is so attractive as honiton. Even
Brussels point seems stiff and formal in design compared
to it. There is also another lace made in and about

Honiton to which attention may be directed. This is

known usually as honiton applique, and is simply the

honiton sprays sewn on bobhinet. So-called honiton

point is merely a braid or tape lace which is made by

machinery and knotted together by hand. It is quite un-

worthy of the proud name it bears, and cannot compare

in any respect with the real honiton pillow lace.

TARIFF DECISIONS.

The following decisions have been given recent ly bv

the Hoard of Customs on imports of interest to the dry

goods t rade :

fill Split rattan or bamboo, covered with while

tubular braid, and used as frame work for ladies' lac

cidlars. The duty has been fixed at 35 per cent.

208 Tram silk, boiled off, and not in mini. Duty. 20

pi r cent

.
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BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
By Howard FV. "Wellington.

CLOSING THE YEAR.

^ ACII year should, as far as possible, stand on its

\ j merits, i.e., transactions for the period should all

he put through within that period. If this is im-

possible, as is very often the ease, these items should be

looked after very carefully on what might be termed an

"outstanding list," which may be compiled as the vari-

ous items come up in the ordinary course of business.

These items may represent amounts due (liabilities); un-

earned, or, to use a different term, prepaid amounts;

(assets), which would be brought down in the respective

accounts on the debit or credit side, as the case may be.

This subject may properly be divided into four head-

ings necessary to the preparation of an annual state-

ment, as follows : 1, stock taking; 2, purchases; 3, sales;

4, outstandings.

1, Stock Taking.—Inventory sheets should he prepared

from the catalogue and typewritten, together with the

prices of the various lines entered at cost, or if the ad-

vance on cost- is uniform the list prices may be entered

and the cost discount deducted from the total. So as

not to interfere with the current shipments of goods, the

different lines on the shelves should be labeled as to

brand and quantity, and when orders are filled deductions

made from the different labels. A day or two will usu-

ally suffice to call in the stock and enter on the sheets

already prepared. At the same time stock of catalogues,

price lists, advertising matter and stationery should be

taken carefullv so as to insure the correct amount being

brought forward as an asset in the accounts, most of

which in these cases are "expense accounts.'.' The stock

sheets should be extended and the extensions checked to

insure correctness.

2, Purchases.— It is very important that all purchase

invoices should be put through the "purchase journal"

for goods actually taken into stock. A record of pur-

chase invoices should be kept as received by either num-
bering and recording in a book for this purpose, or by
using a yearly record book in which are entered the

names of the different concerns from which goods are

purchased, opposite each being the columns for the months
of the year. By referring to this book it can be ascer-

tained at once whether any goods have been purchased in

a certain month, and a statement may then be procured

which will give full particulars as to dales and amounts;
when these statements have all been received the amounts
should be checked off with the invoices entered in the

"purchase journal," and a list of all unpassed invoices

handed to the different departments with the request that

full particulars be given as to whether the goods repre-

sented by such invoices were taken into stock or not.

By using this method and bv a thorough scanning of the

receiving hooks for goods not invoiced, it is almost cer-

tain thai all purchase invoices have been credited.

3, Sales.— Special care should lie exercised to sec thai

all goods shipped, which were not taken into stock, were
Charged through the "sales," also thai all rebates, allow-
ances, etc., are credited through the "sales." if this

should be impossible at the time, provision may lie made
in the "sales" account when closing the hooks \1|

goods returned by customers should he taken into stock

and credits put through "sales" for same before closing

Hie hook,. Output shipments from factories, even if re-

ceived aflei stock at the warehouse has been called in,

should he added to the invcntoi \ .

1, Outstandings—Insurance should he calculated as to

the amount of unearned premiums, and the amounis
hrought down in the respective accounts as an asset.

Provision should he made for magazine, sign and per-
manent advertisements from which no direct benefit would
have been derived in the current year. An amount should
he set aside as an asset for the approximate value of the
catalogues, price lists, etc., on hand when the hooks are
closed. The actual stock of stationery should be taken,
priced at cost, and the value brought down as an asset
in Hie "stationery" or "expense" account. Provision
should he made in the "purchase" and "sales" accounts
for rebates, allowances, etc., due customers on sales or
due from creditors or purchases. Amounts should be
brought down in the expense accounts as an asset or
liability, as the case may be, for taxes, rents, water,
fuel, light, telephones. Freights on goods shipped and
charged in the fiscal year and not yet paid, should be
provided for. Also freight on goods held on consign-
ment at some distant point should be taken into account
as the value of such goods has been enhanced bv being
laid down at a distance. Salaries of officers and fore-
men should be apportioned over the different departments,
also salaries or wages of all unproductive labor. Interest
on notes due, discount on bills discounted, sales discount
and purchase discount should be provided for if thought
advisable.

A FEW STOCK-KEEPING HINTS.

IT is the aim of every department head to keep his
goods as much as possible before the buying public,
but with some stocks this is hard to accomplish'

without positive loss, from the amount of pulling around
goods always receive when they are placed within reach.
Requests not to handle are of little use, and very often
an affront is given if attention is drawn to such a re-
quest. Though all stock suffers more or less, it is on the
trimming, embroidery, laces and other perishable fancy
stocks that most damage is done by this persistent pull-
ing over, "scratching through," as one buyer described
it. It is niosi annoying to watch this process going on
day by day. One Canadian department head has put a
stop to this scratching process as far as his stock is con-
cerned, in the following way: He has had a glass top
(it ted two inches or so above the counter, with a shelf of
inch hoards lilted in. This shelf is covered with white
paper ruled in alternate spaces of 9 inches and 1£. In
the small space is plainly marked the price and the wider
space holds the sample. In this way both price and
trimming are in plain view, while, as the stock is kept in

boxes in the fixtures, it is clean and fresh to the last.

This idea might he adopteii with profit in the em-
broidery department, and also jn some stores in the laces,
using, of course, a colored paper as background to show
up the pattern instead of the white. Embroidery stocks
in particular, as soon as they are broken into, lose their

freshness, as thej are usually shown, and always have a

prettj Shaggy look long before the end of the selling

season is in sight, and now that sales in this department
are brisk, there ate generally two or three customers
standing witli the end of a piece of embroidery in their

hands waiting to be told the price. By adopting this

method, not onlj would the salespeople he enabled to

make quicker sales, hut the stock would he clean and
fresh to the last, and the embroidery department would
pieseiit a much neater appearance than in many cases it

does now.
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John Knox Company
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.

LIMITED

GENTS'
FURNISHINGS WE SWALL-

WARES

wish YOU to realize that we are carrying an UP-TO-DATE stock of GENERAL DRY GOODS,

GENTS' FURNISHINGS and SMALLWARES.

LADIES'

WRAPPERS WANT HOSIERY and

MITTS

you to look through our range of samples when our representative calls, when you will see the

BEST assorted lot on the road.

DRESS
GOODS YOUR

weekly want list sent in regular, when you will see the ADVANTAGE of dealing with us. Letter

orders shipped the same day as received.

HYGEIAN
UNDERWEAR TRADE SMOCKS and

OVERALLS

and will have at least a share of it if GOOD VALUES at RIGHT PRICES go for anything.

SHIRTS and

DRAWERS
LEATHER
MITTS and

GLOVES

RINGWOOD
GLOVES

We would suggest to those who have not anticipated the advance in COTTONS and
WOOLLENS that they place their orders AT ONCE. Manufacturers' quotations are being with-
drawn or advanced daily.

RIBBONS LADIES'

GOLFERS
FLANNEL-

ETTES
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THE LIABILITY OF COMMON
CARRIERS

D
ISPUTES which constantly arise over responsi-

bility for non-delivery of goods or breach of

contract in failure to cany out the provisions

Of contracts, are in most cases the result of

ignorance of the relationship existing between

consignor, carrier, and consignee. A common carrier is

any person who undertakes to transport from place to

p'.ace for hire, the goods of such persons as choose to em-

ploy him. The rule is that to constitute a person a com-

mon carrier he must hold himself out, expressly or by

course of conduct, as ready to engage in the transporta-

tion of goods for hire as a business, not merely as a

casual occupation for the time being, and that a person

who merely undertakes chance jobs is not a common
carrier. He must also be plying from one fixed terminus

to another.

As common carriers, railway companies are under a

legal obligation to receive from all persons and carry all

such goods as they are empowered, profess, and have con-

venience to carry, or are in the habit of taking, which

are tendered to them for conveyance on their usual route

and for which the hire is offered. Delivery is complete

and the railway's responsibility begins when the goods

are accepted by the company from the consignor. A bill

of lading has not necessarily to be given, nor docs the

company's liability commence only with the issuance of

such a bill.

Prompt Delivery Required.

A common carrier is bound not only to deliver what
is tendered him in the ordinary line of business, but he

must do so promptly and within a reasonable time.

Railways are liable for failure to transport goods

promptly whether such failure is due to a want of facili-

ties or to a captious refusal to carry. It is assumed in

law that a railway or express company, undertaking to

do a carrying business in a country, will give fair service

ami will provide greater facilities as the needs of the

country grow. Hence insufficient facilities do not remove
the responsibility of the company. However, an excep-

tion is made where a sudden and unusual press of busi-

ness, such as the company could not reasonably have

been expected to anticipate, has delayed traffic. A gen-

eral strike of employes also removes liability. But the

carrier must transport the goods in the order in which

they are received. If any discrimination can be proved

the one who is discriminated against has cause for action

against the carrier.

The theory of the common carrier's responsibility

rests on. the principle that he is an insurer of the safe

delivery of goods entrusted to him. For this reason

negligence has not to he proved. Suits entered for non-

delivery or loss of goods are made for breach of contract,

not for negligence.

A common carrier may refuse goods if they are im-

properly packed, and it is not liable for leakages, de-

struction, or spoiling of perishable goods, etc. These cm
be proved to result from the negligence of the consignor.

Where goods are shipped to the consignee in care of the

freight agent, the railway company is freed from liability

as soon as delivery is made to such agent.

Where Ownership Rests.

In the case of a dispute as to the ownership of goods
which have been delivered to a common carrier, it is held

that ownership rests with the consignor until the carrier

has actually handed them over to the consignee. A
change of possession is necessary before the consignee

can establish ownership. This point frequently comes up

where the consignor seeks to exercise the right of

stoppage in transit. He is perfectly entitled to do so.

The carrier is responsible if the goods are delivered to

other than the owner or his agent. I lis duty to deliver

to the proper person is absolute, and nothing will excuse

a delivery to any other person, with the single exception

thai he is entitled to deliver to one producing the genu-

ine bill of lading properly endorsed. The fact that the

wrongful delivery was induced by fraud, imposition, or.

deceit, practised upon the carrier, will be no defence.

Nor will the fact that the delivery was made at' the des-

tination of the goods in accordance with the carrier's

usual custom, be a valid excuse. No amount of care or

caution will relieve the carrier. He is liable absolutely

for a failure to deliver to the proper party, and his lia-

bility does not rest on the ground of negligence, but on

that of a breach of contract to deliver. It is the car-

rier's duty to have the consignee submit to sufficient

identification.

Only a Breach of Contract.

On the other hand, a failure by the carrier to deliver

goods within a reasonable time does not constitute a

conversion, but is a mere breach of contract, and the con-

signee cannot refuse to accept the goods on the ground
of the delay and recover their full value, unless the delay
destroys the value of the goods entirely, or causes what
is equivalent to a total loss.

Printed conditions are a fruitful source of contro-
versy. Special contracts which are entered into in good
faith by both parties are binding. Nothing, however, ex-

onerates the carrier from liability for gross negligence.

When a condition in a printed and signed agreement is

unreasonable, it does not hold. The burden of proving
that a condition inserted in a special contract is a

reasonable condition rests with tiie company which sets

up the claim. Such special contract, exempting a car-

rier for injuries to goods, does not protect him from acts

of wilful misconduct on the part of his servants.

A passenger's private luggage up to the amount
allowed is subject to the same regulations as freight or

merchandise. A railway company undertakes to carry a

certain weight of baggage with each passenger, and fur-

ther baggage at a specified charge. As soon as it ac-

cepts this the laws governing the common carrier apply
to it.

Under similar principles of law innkeepers are abso-
lutely responsible for the loss of any goods entrusted to

their care. Whether such loss took place through the

fault of the innkeeper or not does not influence the de-

cision. The only valid excuse is where the loss is caused

by the act of God or the King's enemies.
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Established 1832. Cable Address

:

= "LAW," Bradford

FALL I9Q5

Law, Russell & Co.,
BRADFORD and LONDON. lihited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

SPECIALITY

These goods are exclusive in manufacture and desig-n, and are made from the finest

grades of wool

SPECIALLY DYED AND FINISHED

Fabrics Stamped "Lawrus"
We Guarantee Perfect

The Leading House
FOR

Bradford Fabrics
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ENGLISH WOOLEN TRADE.

T'lK Yorkshire Post has the following to say relative to

the woolen trade of Leeds and Bradford, and the fab-

rics likely to be fashionable in England the coming

season: "That wool manufacturers in the heavy woolen

district and up the Colne Valley are busy shows the

great call for low fancy tweeds. No one can look

through the patterns of any wholesale clothing house in

Leeds without being struck with the large choice in

tweeds, in color, design, and price. Browns are reckoned

among the latest shades and styles, but we have not

much faith in them, brown never having appealed to the

general taste for long, and never having enjoyed that uni-

versal popularity which gray shades have. However, it

is well to try to break the established monotony of grey

shades. There is a big demand for goods with designed

effects, namely, stripes and checks. These can not be

produced in worsteds at popular prices, and this to some
extent explains why fancy worsteds have of late years

been relegated to a back seat. Woolen mixture tweeds

can be produced nearly as smart in appearance and at

considerably less per yard. In our opinion these worsted
cloths can not compete with woolens, while their 'pa-

pery' handle is not conducive to a large sale. If worst/-

eds are 'backed' to give them weight, it means increased

cost, this also being a point favoring the sale of woolen
tweeds. The fact is very significant and has been fre-

quently remarked upon by close observers of textile con-

ditions in this neighborhood, that outside woolen dis.

tricts have fared considerably better the last three years

than the worsted trade of Bradford has done, fashions

and popular favor running on wooiens both for men's and
for women's wear. Some very sightly cloths indeed in

tweeds can be had for from 30 to 48c. per yard, 18 to

20 ounces, six^quarter, and these prices can not be

touched by worsted fabrics. Stripes used to be worn for

nothing by trousers, but a new order of things prevails

to-day, suits being made all one shade, and stripes are

as popular for coats as for trousers.

"Another point worth noticing is that tweeds are

most popular in the lower qualities, checks and stripes

being almost played out in the medium and better class

trade. Those intimately connected with the Huddersfield

and Colne Valley trades know that the principal output

to-day .consists of six-quarter tweeds from 30 to 42c. per

yard wholesale. As it is, the appearance of the mills in

that locality indicates that although there is not now a
rush on Japanese war orders, still there is plenty of

work to be done, and although factories can now run a
good hour overtime without lighting up, still many a

mill is running from a.m. to 8 and 9 p.m. If woolen
manufacturers in this district were not handicapped with
heavy foreign tariffs it is safe to assert that no single

manufacturer producing fashionable goods would be slack,

and a recent pronouncement from a large New York im-

porter showed that but for the tariff he would have or-

dered straight away several thousands of pieces of the

tweeds shown him. One can not help noticing the large

employment of pure cotton yarns in conjunction with

woolen in the production of these so-called tweeds, and
one only wishes that a little more of the pure wool was
used in conjunction with the heavy weights of mungo and
cotton. Of course, it is all a question of price per yard,

and manufacturers would be only too glad to produce bet-

ter quality fabrics if they could sell them. But it seems
a pity that everything realty good should be sacrificed

for cheapness, and if the retailer would try to push a

little more good, medium, and better class fabrics, more
satisfaction would result.

"Already the aristocracs of the country, who un-

doubtedly were the first to take to wearing tweeds, are

now discarding them for the 'everlasting' indigo blue

serge. The testimony of local manufacturers and woolen
merchants on this head is that 'already this year more
solid blue worsted serges have been sold than for three

years back. Any one connected with the Bradford trade

knows that blue serges have been despised entirely, that

manufacturers have not produced a tenth they did, while

general observance has shown that these goods have

been conspicuous by their absence in the street. Popular

taste is undoubtedly swinging round to these fabrics once

more, and this is good news to Bradford. It explains

largely the firmer feeling and better call there is for fine

crossbred and merino yarns, there being more consump-
tion of these than for some time back. Bradford trade

has never been slack when worsted coatings and serges

were popular, and fashions are returning to finer ma-
terials. Some very good serges are on the market at

$1.20 to $1.80 per yard, 22 to 24 ounces, 55 inches wide.

If this class of trade returns in volume equal to what ob-

tained in 1900 and earlier, values for medium and fine

crossbred and merino wools will be maintained. Noth-
ing has been brought out yet to supersede both in ap-

pearance and wear a good indigo serge. Apart from
church purposes, it is fit both for Sunday and market
wear, and this will undoubtedly impress itself upon those

who set fashions.

"It is to be hoped that manufacturers in their efforts

to produce good worsteds at a reasonable price will not

weight their goods with chemicals and other objection-

able matters. The practice is bad, looked at from any

standpoint; we see no necessity to resort to 'filling' to

make an 18-ounce cloth weight 20 ounces. Worsted yarns

are not so cheap as they are sometimes; still, they are at

a 'usable' price."

ADVERTISING METHODS.

SOME excellent advice was given recently in a lecture

by John Lee Mahin, Ph.D., who talked to a large

audience of business men and publishers. According

to Mr. Mahin the man who advertises must deliver the

goods or he will very soon become discredited with the

consumers." "If the advertiser is not truthful," said

Mr. Mahin, "he is little better off that the confidence

man. If he does not deliver the goods he advertises he is

taking money under false pretensions. A judicious ad-

vertisement is the best salesman a firm can employ." A
general discussion of advertising followed Mr. Mahin's

talk, the unanimous opinion being that he was correct in

his estimate of honest methods in advertising.

HELENA COSTUME COMPANY OUTING.

The Helena Costume Company of London, Ont., held

am enjoyable outing at Springbank on July 19th. The

management and employees joined in making the occa-

sion an unqualified success. A long list of races and con-

tests was gone through alter which the crowd partook

of an elaborate dinner. Speeches were made, all of which

gave evidence of the good relationship existing between

the various members < I' the company and the employees.

A 'baseball match between two teams of girls closed :'.

most pleasant day 's celebration.

RAW SILK.

r Advices from the European market indicate keen com-

petition for the new cocoons offered. High figures in

Yokohama prevent marked activity in Japanese silk.

Cables from Milan, Lyons and Canton indicate advancing

markets.
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ESTABLISHED 1791

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDQE.

Horrockses, Grewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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€>0
j-TEL-Y RE C/AAND UNSHRINKABLE ~ *^JUNDERWEAR.

SHOW YOUR
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

THEN THEY'LL

KNOW WHEN
THEY

WEAR IT

E1LDON
IS IN MANY
—HANDS-

BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SIYLE.

EILDON
OUR LEADING LINE

Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool."
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These are

labelled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE," in addition to Eildon tab.

FACTORY: HAWICK. N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.G. GLASGOW: 40, ST. ENOCH SQUARE.

Montreal Representfttivei "Vancouver Representative i Toronto Representative!

J. |_. WOODS, J. O. POTTS A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
21-+ CORISTINE BUILDING MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA 8?U™ *"IOA PARI*
PATTERSON k RUHFUS, JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN OOHADE
FUaden I.»ne, MEI.HOirRNE JOHAMIBIBUIU, OArl low*. CON STANTI NOPLI
W>»7«d atrNt. SYDNKY MAODONAlS * OO , CAIRO. ° 8TBATI
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

ACTIVE SUMMER TRADE.

JULY presented a strange assortment of weather phases,

but there were enough extended hot periods to cause a

huge amount of business in all Summer lines. The

weather forced the sales of Summer underwear, and the

aggregate was satisfactory in all sections. Fortunately

prices held remarkably linn, as the supply in retailers'

hands was not more than sufficient. Further than this,

goods now in dealers hands can not be replaced at less

than former wholesale prices. The optimistic cotton

market has tended to tighten conditions, even though job-

bers' stocks are by no means depleted. Natural bal-

briggans still led the procession in men's lines. With the

coming of hot weather knitted constructions resembling

mesh weaves increased their sales. It is evident that

retailers everywhere are having a splendid business, and

no merchandise should be carried over. Retailers found

difficulty in securing low priced and medium grades in

both women's and men's lines. Women's cotton ribs to

retail from 12^c. to 25c, and low priced men's bals.,

could not be had in a full assortment of sizes. Many new
lines were noticed in retail circles, including among the

high priced ones some new effects in light weight woolen

goods. A light weight woolen sample in men's lines

closely resembled in its looks fine lisle. Another woolen

sample delightful for Summer wear was a species of wool

net goods. The business in higher grade Summer under-

wear has been much more satisfactorv than in previous

seasons.

In jobbing circles Spring trade is now ancient his-

tory, and results have not been all that could be desired.

It is clearly evident that the much talked of cotton boom
starting nearly eighteen months ago has had a disastrous

effect. Travelers everywhere then urged their customers
to anticipate future wants, and more than one keen buyer

did so. The inevitable reaction has had its effect this

Spring. Large stocks in retailers' hands, coupled with
inclement weather, has contributed to only a fair am-
ount of business.

Fall Shipments.

In heavy goods for the coming Fall and Winter re-

tailers will probably receive their shipments in full. Mills

are completing their arrangements with jobbers and the

latter are already shipping to far away points. There is

the usual stir regarding prices and no serious disturbance
is recorded. Jobbers and manufacturers universally re-

port a heavy amount of business, and complaints are yet
to be heard. Jobbers are already placing repeats and
there is a good deal of juggling regarding prices. Agents
of foreign houses cannot accept a fair amount of business
before cabling. Wool goods are going from bad to worse
according to the majority of experts, and shrewd jobbers
freedly admit that they fear late deliveries will show a
serious deterioration in quality. Optimism is still

prevalent although lower prices seem as far off as ever.
In fact the tendency is directly opposite. Broken assort-
ments are more than likely to prevail during the Fall sea-
son. Retailers should not hesitate to operate for maxi-
mum quantities at favorable prices.

Spring Underwear, 1906.

Spring, lfiijfj, underwear samples are more talked

about than seen. Never were conditions so uncertain.

From some sources it is remarked that mills will not ad-
vance prices. They argue squarely that they have a large

established trade which the mills always anticipate, and
that their raw stock is consequently covered and that
they will protect their trade. Others argue that with the
cotton crop at least 2. 500,(>0€ bales short of what the
world will demand, and with the prospect of raw cotton
reaching even 13c. a pound, higher prices must be looked
for. Jobbers will not have the opportunity of seeing

Canadian samples till about the first of this month, and
in many cases two or three weeks later. Conditions
across the line will certainly be followed here, as goods
will be bought quickly and in large quantities. It is

likely that early prices will be on a par with the opening
last year, and competition will be keen to place orders.
Jobbers, especially, avoid conservative methods on a
rising market and look at every line submitted, no mat-
ter where they have been in the habit of placing their

business. Mills soliciting the trade direct will urge their
customers to buy early in order to avoid sharp advances
later, which must ensue when their present stock of yarns
has given out. While this sort of bull talk is indulged in

season after season, retailers have at last learned that
where there is so much smoke there is fire, and prudent
ones will operate promptly. Some jobbers have success-
fully solved the ever perplexing problem of securing light

weight one thread bals., which eventually retail at a
quarter. These lines are not made in the Canadian mar-
ket. These are in both short and long sleeves, and are
figurod very closely. American mills specialize and are
surprised and almost disbelieve the variety of lines turn-
ed out by mills here. A good deal of talk is heard in

Montreal circles regarding the absurd tax of $300 on
foreign representatives. It has materially lessened the
number of knitted goods travelers calling upon the trade,
and jobbers desirous of securing American underwear have
gone to headquarters.

Already shrewd ones predict that a shortage will

ensue for Spring, 1906, as the market is rapidly expand-
ing, with no appreciable increase in the output. How-
ever, the 1906 problem as a whole has yet to be solved,

and interesting developments are expected. The cotton
question practically remains in the balance.

Healthy Hosiery Conditions.

Current conditions in retail and wholesale circles dis-

close light stocks all around, which clearly presage ac-

tive trade for Spring, 1906. Fall trading has been ex-
tremely heavy and duplicates will demand higher figures,

as has been pointed out previously. Spring, 1906, is the
sole topic of conversation in jobbing circles. English,
German and domestic lines have all been out on the road
and have done heavy business with the jobbing trade. The
market remains very firm, although instances are record-
ed of week kneed agents who have made concessions. This
is no criterion of the market. Jobbers, in view of the

firm condition of yarns rigidly compare values and are

quick to observe slight advances. Cashmere hose have
generally advanced 5 per cent., and in some quarters even
more, and all agents anticipate further advances. Orders
usually have to be submitted to the other side, and condi-
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PURE WOOL.

Caruvrigbt $ CUarncrs
LIMITED,

LougHborough, England,

Manufacturers of ^^^^

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

THE ( BRITISH AND BEST}

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especially made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes

:

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.

wm\
UNSHRINKABLE

lions arc even worse than reported last month. German
goods, Which are in buyers' favor, continue fain, and

every agent report's the Chemnitz market well sold

ahead. Prices are practically on a par with a year ago.

In all lines, outside of the staple blacks, tans have proved

exceptionally strong, in both men's and women's lines.

It is clearly evident that the shortage conditions this

year will not be repeated. Jobbers have shown every

confidence, and the vogue of tan, if producers have any-

thing to say, is assured. If their former period of popu-

larity a few years ago is any criterion they will be good

for several seasons to come. Lace effects are stronger

than ever. There is a decided feeling for fancies and em-

broidered goods are strengthening. A new departure is

shown in a line of lace and embroidered hose. The vari-

ous effects are bewildering.

Special Labels Again.

Some of the mills, soliciting the trade direct, take

marked exception to the article in last month's Review

on the question of special labels for large customers.

However, makers of reliable goods thoroughly recognize

the value of having their own brand, and desire to com-

promise by putting the name of the customer alongside of

their brand on the garments, as well as stamping the

boxes of high class goods. It is contended that the

modern trend of trade entails manufacturers extending

every courtesy, and no amount of trouble can be too great

to please various interests. In this way it is wisely

thought customers will become more friendly and patron-

age will drift their way when all conditions are equal.

This policy works all right on a high class line where the

extra trouble and expense due to the close watching of

the goods is not seriously felt. On cheap lines it is a

noticeable expense, and there comes the rub. The ex-

tending of this system to a marked degree would work

disaster and curtailment is by far the better policy.

A progressive manufacturer is wisely including in

underwear packages some useful instructions for washing

dyed woolens. They are herewith appended :

When washing woolens in which there is any

dye, avoid ammonia, in soap or otherwise.

The water must be warm, nol hot (never above

100 degrees Fahr.)

Rinse twice in clean tepid water, to remove

all soap, adding salt in proportion of about a

tablespoonful to contents of a small tuft.

Stretch to shape, and hang to dry, as far away

from lire as practicable. Too great heat may
cause color to run. Iron while still slightly damp.

Fancy Knit Goods.

Now is the accepted time to push these lines, and

judging from iobbers' and manufacturers' reports retail-

ers are doing an exceptional business this Summer. The

market is busy and retailers clamor for immediate ship-

ment. Golfers' sweaters, etc., are practically universal

garments, and are much used for various sports and on

all holiday trips. Retailers should not fail to make the

most of these garments this month. Displays and judici-

ous advertising should turn the trick.

Fortunately orders for Fall are of healthy volume and

a strong demand on the consumers' part is expected.

These lines are profitable alike to manufacturer, jobber

and retailers, if the latter has the necessary nerve. Last

Fall a Review man saw a city store getting two dollars

for a ten dollar line, regular $11.35 goods, which is going

some. The most engrossing part of the situation is the

strong vain market, which has seriously affected finished

goods,
Prices Soar.

Sweaters, no matter where their source have been,
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It affords complete protection where
this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
that the "S" WRAP fulfils its object with
greatest benefit to the health of the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not drag when the wearer is

sitting.

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

^^^
TRADE MARK.

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S
" Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN.

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down Inside of leg to gire way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by 8tar Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & CO,
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THE
REGD.

HOSIERY

IrisK Manufacture
Hosiery and Underwear (Guaranteed

Unshrinkable) for Ladies' and Gentlemen's

departments, in all weights suitable for

colonial wear a specialty.

Your markets are carefully studied

and only guaranteed qualities are supplied.

ALLEN & TURTLE
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR MANUFACTURERS

DYERS AND FINISHERS

BELFAST
CANADIAN AGENTS :

@/>e Andrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

Crescent fl
^5?and \^

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
£> Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

SOLE SELLINO AdENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
60 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

advanced tremendously, and agents talk of still higher,

prices. (J ">n pel dozen is a common advance, and ladies'

golfers bear the same ratio. .Jobbers' stocks are a

in fairly good condition, although after advance orders

have been shipped but few duplicates can be accepted at

old figures.

Styles exhibil a marked contrast from one year ago,

and there is a decided tendency for more fancy effects and

1 1n* sleeve alone is a marked distinguishing feature.

Staple lines exhibil many of these features, and high

class goods are thoroughly bewildering. The high collar

in ladies' golfers has been practically abandoned, and

some form of the adjustable Hat turn over collar is gen-

erally seen. The V shaped affair is very prominent in the

better class of goods. The knitted outlined band usually

accompanies this V-neck. The waist length garment is

more popular. The question of sleeves is fortunately

practically settled, and the big sleeve is undeniably right.

It has the advantage of avoiding the crushing of thin

fabrics worn beneath. Staple lines show a large full

sleeve running straight to the wrist, finished perfectly

plain. In better grades the turn-back cuff accompanies a

large tapering sleeve. The old style sleeve is entirely

abandoned. The range of colors is bewildering, but the

bulk of the business has been done on white, gray, red

and brown. For popular trade, brown is in the lead,

while white is far and away in advance for the better

class. Stripes and spots of every conceivable form are

much employed, and varieties in weave add to the fancy

effect.

The sweater, pure and simple, which was in short

supply last year without any pretension to blouse effects

and fitted at the waist for ladies, is in active demand. A
popular form of the stvle buttons high at the neck and

on the shoulder. Double-breasted effects are also well

spoken of. In fact everything in blouses and sweater

lines is in demand.

Golfers and sweaters are an important pail of everj

wardrobe, and these practical and comfortable garments

have come to stay. Furs, while much used in Canada,

are barred from a large class, and they rely on the

bloused sweater. The style and color field leave nothing

to be desired, and good business can be done without too

large an assortment.

The range of knitted novelties is larger than ever be-

fore, and the Norfolk type of garment is much seen on this

market. It has been in active demand this Summer and

is booked for Fall delivery. The chief objection for Win-

ter wear is its interference with the outer jacket about

the hips. Perfectly plain loose hand knitted garments in

camel's hair and white, for use beneath blouses, are ac-

ceptable undergarments. They are designated Cosy Spen-

cers and are for both ladies and men with and without

sleeves.

Styles in Spring Hosiery.

Definite ideas are beginning to come to hand as to t lu-

st vie tendencies in ladies' and children's hose for the

Spring and Summer of 1906. Fashion is still exploiting

hose and shoes to match the gown, and in smart circles

this rule is strictly kept. Indeed extravagance is the key-

note in hosiery fashions at present, for my lady's hose

must be of the sheerest and most lace-like type, covered

with hand embroidery and encrusted with hand-made lace

and jewels. These being the conditions in the fashion

end of tlie trade it is not a matter for much wonder that

the present taste for fancy effects is so widespread as

It is

Laces in hosiery for women and children have main-

tained their high favor, and are confidently regarded as

the leading feature lor the Spring and Summer of 1906,
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,«# THAT WILL

We are makers of the famous Elastic Ribbed Knit "UNDERWEAR that will

WEAR," for Winter and Summer use, in the following lines:

ldiCB
f

Children's
VESTS. VESTS,
DRAWERS, DRAWERS,
EQUESTRIENNES, EQUESTRIENNES,
CORSET COVERS, WAISTS.
COMBINATIONS, COMBINATIONS,
BLOOMERS, SLEEPERS,
NIGHT GOWNS, Etc. NIGHT ROBES, Etc.

WRITE LJS

infants'
BANDS.
SLIP WAISTS,
RUBENS (Sole Makers).

men's
SHIRTS and DRAWERS,
COMBINATIONS,
NIGHT ROBES.

The PVatson Manufacturing Co., Limited

PA RIS, Ontario.

The Stratford
Knitting Co#, Lim.tec

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

BRAND

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces
A.L.GILPIN J. A. MUKRAY

232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex, N.B.
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Burritt's Dominion Brand
Hosiery and Underwear

RIBBED AND PLAIN
HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,
GOLFERS, SWEATERS, OVERHOSE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name is a guarantee of quality.

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket,

Ol'K UNDERWEAR is PERFECTLY FINISHED, FULL
SIZES AND SIGHTLY GOODS.

See our Travellers' Samples.

A. BUR.MTT (Sb CO.
DOMINION HOSE AND UNDERWEAR MILLS MITCHELL, ONT.

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of .manufacture, en-

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your
order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents; The Richard L. Baker Co , 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont,

Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

c i 99

UNDERWEAR
that shrinks. It is absolutely unshrinkable.
This brand will please the most particular cus-
tomers. It is so different from other kinds. It is

full-fashioned and perfect-fitting— is soft as velvet
—lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior to
imported goods. It is made in India Gauze,
medium and heavy weights, Silk and Wool,
Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino. Every gar-
ment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Bibbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905 are
up to-date. New Linns, New Trimmings.

Our Re;»rescnt«r/te will call on you shortly.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

and foi i In- same reason tans will be, if possible, even
more popular than they have been during the present sea-

son. For the better trade an extended range of colors
will certainly be stocked. All the tendency is in that
direction. In the I nited Stales colors, particularly rods,

greens and navys, are said to he good even in the $2.25

line, hut just how far this will apply to the more con-
servative trade in Canada is a moot point. White has
sold fairly well in Canada this year, but as on all

is heard the opinion expressed that the Summer of 1906
is to he a white season, there s-hould be a good trade

done with white hose. Champagne has been somewhat of

a disappointment to buyers this season, and it is doubt-
ful if it will be in a much stronger position next year.

The reason seems to be that the majority of women find

shoes of this color too conspicuous for street wear, and
the class which does take to it is not the one calculated
to improve its prospects for another season. The call for

sheer light weights in hosiery has made the 50c. line the

leader this season, which goes to prove that the general

run of customers is not so wedded to the 25c. article as

many merchants would have us suppose.

About Tans.

Tans have captured almost entirely the misses' and
children's trade, and are likely to do so again for 1906.

White sox have also sold well, particularly to the city

trade for the smaller children. In infant's hosiery bolh
red and blue have been a factor.

It looks altogether likely that tans in cashmere will

begin the trade in Fall lines. Tan boots and shoes have
been so universally bought that not until the Winter
commences in dead earnest will they be discarded, and as

long as tan shoes are worn there will be a call for tans

in the hosiery department.

Fabric Gloves.

This has been a satisfactory season in the glove de-

partment, where, of course, fabrics are now in the

ascendent. The early trade has been done chiefly on lisle

and thread in the two-dome style, but now that elbow
lengths are coming to the front the silk glove is the one

asked for, and it is white and black that is wanted.

The hulk of the trade has been done so far on white,

with black, of course, staples. Colors have been little

inquired for, and what bargains have been offered by the

retail trade have been in colored lines, in light greys,

tans, champagnes, etc.

It would seem as though the long silk glove would
hold the field all through the Fall, and possibly also the

Winter, season. The sleeve that only comes to the elbow

is gaining ground for wear on all but plain tailored

gowns and there is no sign of any abatement of its

vogue. Indeed, in some of the gowns seen at the French
watering places the sleeves are only puffs finished with a

frill of lace, and stops at a very considerable distance

above the elbow.

There is a new silk glove on the market that con-

tains an improvement so obvious and so effective that

one wonders it has not come to the front before. The
long silk glove is now made with a slit at the wrist like

the kid mous-quetaire. The opening is faced and closed

with buttons like the kid ones. The glove is not only

easier to pull on and off, which is a very practical hot

weather feature, but it (its the wrist better, and besides

the glove costs very little more.

As the elbow length sleeve seems to be a firmly fixed

feature for dressy wear, there is pretty sure to be both

an Autumn and Winter demand for long silk gloves, and
no! only in white and black, but in colors also, and navy,

tan, champagne, and possibly red. are among the likely

ccdors.
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If you stock JAEGER Underwear you attract the

best class of customers to your store.

You are sure of repeat orders.

No underselling—uniform prices throughout

the Dominion.

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

The Trade Mark is a genuine guarantee

HM» and quality -of purity

IT

Price list and full particulars as to terms, etc.

apply to the

Head Office for Canada.

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN SYSTEM

COMPANY,
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

J
We can say

that the wise merchant buys

THE TIGER BRAND
I

^REGISTERED,

tIgerTrano.^

UNDERWEAR
No argument is needed here,

at the garment, then at the price.

Look

We've ke,pt in mind the cardinal

points—Good Fit, Comfort and Durability.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GALT KNITTING CO., limited

GALT, ONT.
',

•V*.-*^

UfiNED

k 7 - 1906

SphlngNeedieKIBbed

NDERWEAR
Nothin&equal to this make in

afl theranee of KnittedGoods

Unshrinkable
Spec i ally Elastic

The Ellis Manufacturing Company™
hamilton, ont.
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REPORT OF BRITISH COTTON INDUSTRY.

ONE "i the mosl momentous occurrences ol the pa I

fortnighl was the publication ol Hie reporl ol the

Tarifl Commission on the British cotton indu

The presentation of the case is mosl complete and carried

with it the authority which is due to a work coming from

the hands of undoubted experts. Alter giving the condi-

tion of the English cotton trade compared with thai of

the icst of the world by means of comparative diagrams,

the report goes on to explain the situation by the evi-

dence of many men id' eminence in the cotton maniifactui

ing industry.

The gist of the reporl is that whereas the manufac-

tures of some other countries, notably Italy, France, Ger-

many, the United Stales, and Japan, have increased to

a very large extent in the last live years, those of Eng-

land have had a comparatively small increase. The chief

reason given is that these other countries have developed

local manufactures with which the English cannot com-

pete, owing to their protective tariffs. England has not

fallen behind in machinery or skill and the home market

is in no danger. However, 80 per cent. English cotton

manufactures are exported, so that anything which affects

the export trade affects the whole industry.

No one suggests the need of a protective tariff for

England. What many of the witnesses state is that a

tariff would enable England to negotiate with these other

countries. She would have some concession to offer in

return for a reduction in the duties of the other countrues

against her manufactures. It was pointed out that even

with a small reduction English, manufacturers would be

able to compete successfully.

The conclusions of the committee are included in a

number of statements:

1. Important branches of the cotton industry have

declined while others are stationary; on the other hand,

line spinning has increased; some new branches haver been

established, and there is at present an expansion due to

transient causes. W
2. The industry, as a whole, is, however, practically

stationary.

3. This stationary condition of the industry is due to

the rapid growth of the cotton industry of foreign coun-

tries and their economic policy, especially their tariffs.

1. In recent years the irregularity of employment

arising from these conditions has been greatly increased

by want of cotton. This want of cotton was caused by

shortage of supph and other economic causes arising from

the relative position of the cotton industries of the

United Kingdom and foreign countries, combined with

the policy and methods of the latter. The difficulties

with regard to raw cotton ate likely in existing condi-

tions to recur, though they might, and should be, dim-

inished h\ immediate steps for the encouragement of

cotton growth within the Empire.

5. The competition of foreign countries has hitherto

been only slightly felt in the British home trade, excepl

in regard to certain classes of finished goods.

6'. The high tariffs of foreign countries have restricted

the expoit Irade of the United Kingdom by excluding

British products from markets formerly supplied by us

but now supplied b\ native industries. These tariff's fur-

thei en, idle foreign countries to compete successfully and

occasionally dump in neutral markets

7. The restriction of the export trade has increased

the severitj "t competition in the home trade, but that

competition has been ii mil led less acute by tin- produc-

tion id imitations in cotton of other textile fabrics

8 While Hade with the ei m t men t is declining ol

ionary, trade with British colonies and dependencies

is increasing, and lias been encouraged by colonial prefer-

ential tariffs.

9. While the home Hade shows no sign of permanent

and substantial increase, foreign competition in the home
market of an unfair character has nol so far assumed such

proportions as to call for remedial measures, except in

regard to certain finished products.

10. No considerable expansion of the trade in cotton

goods can be looked for with those foreign countries

which manufacture for themselves and impose tariffs; in

existing conditions the decline which has commenced is

likely to become more marked, but a moderate reduction

of foreign traiffs would do much 1o increase the volume

of our Hade. Such reductions can only be secured by

using a general British lariff to obtain concessions from

foreign countries.

11. In regard to neutral markets, some decline of

trade is, in existing conditions, unavoidable. This decline

may be postponed and, perhaps, prevented by remedying

the adverse conditions of competition between the United

Kingdom and foreign countries. These conditions are

largely the result of the tariff policy of foreign countries

and tend to increase costs to the British manufacturer

by restriction of his output and his consequent inability

to keep his machinery running full time.

12. The British colonial markets are capable of

almost indefinite expansion, and, in our opinion, the

adoption of a satisfactory scheme of preferencial arrange-

ments within the Empire would secure the largest pro-

portion of this growth for British trade.

WESTERN WOOL CROP.

The wool crop of the new provinces will be an impor-

tant feature of their trade for the present year. It is

expected now that the yield will be over 700,000 pounds.

The Western wool is of a very high £rade, in fact, al-

most pure merino. Of the total amount Alberta will sup-

ply 200,000 pounds; Medicine Hat, (iO.000; Walsh. 90,000

pounds, and Maple Creek. 220.000 pounds. With the

high prices obtaining' for wool it will be a prosperous

year for sheep raisers.

AN INSTRUCTIVE BOOKLET.
The Ellis Mfg. Co., of Hamilton, have issued a book-

let describing the process of manufacture and the excel-

lence of Spring Needle-Ribbed Underwear. The booklet

is a fine specimen of the printer's art, and is printed in

red, gold and black. It contains the points of superiority

of the Ellis garments and is suitably illustrated. The

literature of this company is becoming justly famed for

its brightness and effectiveness and results in good returns

in the sale of their goods.

LARGE MONTREAL STORES TO MOVE.
Hamilton's departmental stoic, corner of Windsor and

St. Catherine stnets. Montreal, have secured a lease of

Nos. 2453 to 2 la!) St. Catherine street west, and will

move into their new premises next May. The building

will be entirely remodelled and two storeys added to the

Ihree-storej structure. The total floor space will

approximate 1 1,mm square feet, which is half as large

again as their present premises, The Hamilton Co. was

established in L867 and has steadily progressed, catering

childly to popular trade. The high-class Haycock &
Dudgeon dry goods store, occupying at present the premises

secured by the Hamilton Co., are completing arrange-

ments for mole commodious and, if possible, more central

premises
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1 WVlN^tn)
(fimted)

MONTREAL

We have a few lines of Imported White

Cottons, which we are selling at old prices while

they last.

Do not delay filling your wants for Sheet'

ings, Sheets, Pillow Cottons and Slips.

Honey-COmb QuHtS. White and Colored, all sizes in stock

this month.

Turkish ToiVe/S- - Bleached, Unbleached and Fancy.

Linen Towellings. - ah qualities and widths.

We solicit a visit to our warehouse this month
43
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o*D£« you. WAX FIGURES
FORMS and FIXTURES
NOW

OUR LARGE CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING
No. 4C3

A. S. RICHARDSON
MONTREAL

40 VICTORIA SQ.
Phone Main 4334

^MWWWVWWW^V^M^WVWVWWW^S^A|IWW^^^WW^^^^MM^MW»V^(

Cuxfcr

(Uindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
f ^^ ^^ F™

more business for j ^J \J ^]l

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO. -» '°°
"Toronto

1

1
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WINDOW
DRESSING

GET A WIDER VIEW.
By W. R. McColl.

IT
is a good idea to take frequently when possible, and

during vacation in August especially, a wider view of

the world than that which is bounded by the four

walls of your store, the narrow confines of its windows,

or the limits of the town you live in and call home. It

is also an excellent plan to put a note book in your

pocket wherever you go on business or pleasure, and see

that your pencil leaves some tracings on it for future

guidance in window trimming and broader store manage-

ment. Money laid out at three cents a mile for travel

is money well spent, and will pay a dividend.

The airship is the coming thing in modern warfare.

Why ? Because you obtain so much wider range of

notes, and see how far you can improve on what you see.

By following out this sort of programme one may make

his vacation both pleasant and profitable.

To '

' Shoo '

' the Flies.

It is sufficiently hot in an August window without

getting "hot" at the flies. Don't worry ! This stops

them. After your assistant has the window thoroughly

cleaned, heat a saucer quite hot and place it in the win-

dow centre, then pour on it a few drops of the strongest

ammonia. Leave the window door open and get out

yourself. The flies will follow you in ten minutes and

will require an introduction before they re-enter. The
plan is simplicity itself and thoroughly effective. A few

vision for each foot of elevation. That is just the win- flics cm do irreparable damage to light colored fabrics
dow trimmer's needs. The view, and the note book, pro- such as are seasonable in an August trim, and should be
perly combined, will add a power to your methods that banished effectually,

must find a reflection in your business. New Fixtures.

Note the showcases, the parcel counters, the counter How about some new fixtures for (lie Fall trims ?

fixtures, draping forms, show stands, window cards, win- Every indication points to a grand Fall business. With
dow signs, nickel fixtures, ledge trims and window shows crops in Ontario and Quebec abundant, and a promise of
—in fact everything they have, and do make copious 90,000,000 bushels from the meat wheat fields of the
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west, each ii i hi ought bo be able to spend a few dollars

in furbishing up the windows and buying new fixtures.

It is really astonishing how much even one wax figure

will add to any display. It appeals bo lend a. finish and

attractiveness that can be obtained in no other way. The

best helps are, perhaps, a wax figure, a couple of tapered

busts, papier maehe draping forms, two shepherd crook

nickel standards for draping silks, dress goods, or rib-

bons, a few T stands and some priee-eard holders for the

Illustration II. Wash Goods Trim.

centre sale tables. The latter are great factors in get-

ting at your customer's treasury department.

Price cards on specials in aisle tables work all day

long, and silently appeal bo customers when you are often

too busy to do so.

Furs.

There is a growing tendency to have the fur stock

come to hand by August 1st, especially where there is

any American tourist, trade. Many large sales are made,
and can be made, to visiting Americans who spend their

vacations on our inland Canadian lakes and Summer re-

sorts. 1 have noticed nice showings this season in the

fur rutTs, scarfs and jackets, as early as .July 10, more
particularly in the Northern Canadian towns, and thev

were selling fairly well too.

Fur Trim.

Here is a nice plan for an August fur showing. It

requires considerable trouble, but the result will repay
the expenditure of time. First, cut sheets of white card-

board into strips the Ion- way of tin- card and form them
into tapered tonus to resemble icicles. Next, use emer-
ald green coloring matter with watered glue and touch
up the edges for a border, also down the centre of each
icicle. Before letting it gel completely dry sprinkle with
diamond dust (which you can obtain at any drug or
paint, store; giving a frost-like effecl to each icicle

When dry suspend these long icicles from window ceiling,

front and sides.

For a background and wall finish full on, or puff,

white tissue paper touched lighlly here and there with

the green paint and powdered mica or diamond dust. The
dark fur garments show distinctly with such a back-

ground, and all price tickets should" be made of green on

white, and powdered with the diamond dust. Don't put

in too many garments or fur pieces, but let the trim

look cool and inviting. Makev
"lhe~ prices attractive

enough and inform buyers that a fair deposit will guar-

antee the garment to be stored until required.

Get Ready; for Fall.

Clean floors, clean windows, clean counters, clean

shelves. Are you doing anything to make your store the

brightest, cleanest, neatest, most inviting shopping place

in town ? How often do you have the floors scrubbed '.'

I have seen many recently that looked as if they had a

bath once a year. Don't be afraid that the water will

leak through into the basement, and if you have a floor

that doesn't look any better after it is scrubbed than it

did before, it is time to have a new- floor put in.

Goods Drape

Some say women don't care or take notice. They do

care ! I could name a woman who came home from a

shopping expedition with the dust ruffle of her skirt, a

new gown, ruined with some of that nasty floor oil which

had been sprinkled too liberally over the store floor and

not rubbed in. .Maybe that store will not have things

said to them when she sees them again.

Really, I don't mean to be sarcastic, but 1 wonder if

you merchants ever stop to think that women have eyes
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Nicklin Sr^AjoNJc) Duplex

THE ART OF DISPLAY

e

Size 2

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg ., TORONTO

r#TRAItradei
MARK J

This design a guar*
antee of quality.

August, 1905

Heavy

Red=Brown Wrapping

For Express Parcels
SAMPLES AND

gladly sent. Strong, Tough and Stiff

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO limited MONTREAL

Lamson Perfection Cable Cash Carrier

Serves any number

of floors from one

cash desk.

Hundreds of users

testify to its excel-

lence.

Write for particulars . . .

Lamsun Consolidated Store Service Co., no. ?z Adelaide street west, Toronto, Ont.

The Weir Wardrobe System
(PATENTED)

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS
IN CANADA

Each Wardrobe complete in itself, fitting together insectional form, so that any
number may be placed together to make an outfit.

Carrying capacity of each Slide 25 suits,

overcoats, costumes or mantles. All wardrobes
having two slides complete with hangers.

SIZE :—Width, 28^ inches ; depth, 48
inches ; height, 6 feet, 6 inches.

We Have the Only Trouser Slide

in Existence.

CATALOGUES, TESTIMONIALS and PRICE LIST8
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION TO

THE HEAD OFFICE

THE WEIR WARDROBE COMPANY
Lombard Street, WINNIPEG, CANADA

Rooms 9-10 Saturday Night Building

Limited

or to TORONTO. ONTARIO
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.ami that they notice these things. Fresh paint and a

little varnish, and a few pieces of furniture invested in

occasionally, make as good an appearance in the store as

they would in the home. There are a lot of store stools

ihat iicak, shake and quiver every time a customer sits

on them. Some of them have done duty ten years. Is it

not time to send them to the furnace and put in some

new ones ?

Broken Mirrors, Etc.

Those showcases with the broken mirrors which were

reported to you two years ago, and you said "I'll have

to get them fixed," are not fixed yet. The bargain table

needs new leafs, and the print tables are patched with an

unsightly stock board. Some new tables and chairs

don't cost too much. Put them in and make the store

look tidy and trim. How long is it since you put new

papers on the silks ? You have carried the silks over

since last year, and the papers, perhaps, are the only

things about them that inform your customers of the

fact. You have dress goods that have rested on your

shelves for a twelve month, and have tags on them that

are living advertisements of the age of the fabrics. Bet-

ter keep an eye on this before the new stock begins to

come in, and take the necessary steps to replace these

worn mementos of a by-gone season. Very often these

soiled reminders are the very thing that prevents a piece

of goods from selling; customers have eyes and frequently

use them.

Our Illustrations.

Fig. I.—Ledge Trim : Erect standards at intervals of

five feet; in the centre panel bend an arch; in panel to

right, bend two half circles, back to baick. Trim the

standards in white, the arch in pale blue, and the half

circles in buttercup. Make the square basket design on

half circles, with white embroidered insertion. The silk

puff beneath the arch has papered loops to right and left,

and a shorter one to front, with a silk puffed top, made

on a circular standard five feet high, the form being

covered smoothly with the same material. The five-

pointed star to left has a foundation of lath, covered

with white cotton, upon which is pinned overlapping rows

of white embroidery with a rosette centre; and suspended

by black linen thread to ceiling pole.

Fig. II.—Wash Goods Trim : The frame for this

design is merely a board 4£ feet high set edgewise on a

rounded front foundation and with a 12-inch silesia roller

nailed on top. Care must be observed to have both sides

of this design exactly alike. The best way is to use a

design cut from an inch board and pin to this. If you do

not care for so much trouble, draw the design you wish

the folds to assume on a sheet of paper and set the

wooden stand upon this. Commence by tying the ma-

terial into a large, soft puff or knot and fasten it to the

front tip of top roller; carry material down to floor and

pin to the rounding front of stand. Then carry material

up and over top roller to each side until finished. Hring

balance of material around on the floor and finish base

with rumpled puffing. .Make a papered fan from the other

end of web and set on roller, leaning the fan against wall

or fasten with pins.

Fig. III.—Dress Goods Drape : Any height of pointed

stand will answer with V-shaped base. Material is laid

in side pleats and rippled for floor dressing. On top,

placed at right angles, fasten tw'o brass rods 18 inches

long and drape in graduated lengths of loops formed of

lace or insertion.

IRISH TEXTILE INDUSTRY.

IN
the early months of 1903 much publicity was given

to alarming reports of widespread depression extend-

ing to all departments of the linen trade. A careful

examination shows that these reports were very far from

being accurate. They were just about as accurate as the

reports current of late to the effect that the linen indus-

try is extraordinarily prosperous. As a matter of fact

business has been about up to the average during the past

two years, though the position of the spinner has un-

doubtedly become stronger lately.

It must always be understood in dealing with a tex-

tile industry that it is sectional. It will therefore be ob-

vious that conditions which make for satisfactory mar-

gins in one section do not necessarily do so in all alike.

It takes some time for all to come into line. But in-

variably the most healthy condition for all concerned is

that the spinning section should be working on a thor-

oughly remunerative basis. The strong position of con-

tinental spinners has undoubtedly aided the firmness of

those in Ireland, and it is evident that the former, find-

ing markets more profitable at home have ceased to ex-

port.

In the special sections where foreign competition does

not affect local conditions spinners have experiences! re-

cently a good demand. Manufacturers, of course, are

helped by this firmness, inasmuch as it has stopped the

sagging tendency of manufactured goods, but owners of

power looms require very much better prices before their

position can be termed really satisfactory.

One of the most important branches, that of damasks,
continues very dull. It was for many years the steadiest

department of the linen business, and used up large quan-

tities of yarn. On the other hand, the favorable trade of

the largest consumer, the United States, has materially

helped matters.

Although the manufacture of linen fabrics is the oldest

among textile industries with the possible exception of

the woolen industry, the extent of its expansion under

modern conditions of production is very different from
that of cotton or even of wool or jute. But to Ireland,

which is especially an agricultural country in marked con-

trast to England or Scotland, the economic or social im-

portance of the industry cannot be overrated. No other

textile industry wherever carried on owes so much to the

subtle influence exerted by the commingling of race, and
the practical results arising from an alien immigration

precisely at the right moment. Without the infusion of

Scotch blood and Scotch energy the north-eastern corner

of Ireland might be industrially asleep to all intents and

purposes.— Ex,

ADVANCE IN RAW WOOL.
The advance in raw wool which has been steadi'v

taking place for the past two months has placed English

wool at the highest figure which it has readied for S

years. While this is causing much joy amongst the

sheep raisers id' Lincolnshire the cloth manufacturers are

looking at it witli consternation. The upward tendency

in botfi local and imported wools seems to be still strong

arid the raw article bids fair to tro still higher.

POSITION AS TRAVELER WANTED.
A gentleman with a long and successful experience

in England as traveler tor a Bradford linn wishes to b"

come connected with a Canadian house in a similar cap-

acity. Communications addressed to this office will be

at once forwarded.
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Vol W1L1, PROMOTE YOUR OWN BUSI-
NESS BY INSISTING UPON HAVING

THE

Suit Form Xo. Oo A\

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements ami is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back whieh can be readily felt

through the material of the garment whieh
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
t lie skirt (whieh is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on t his form show off to
the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
pactoby 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established over so years).

Manufacturers ofPapierMache Forms. Wax Figures, Finest Metal Display Fixtures, etc.

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.

NEW

MILLINERY STAND
Can be adjusted to an)'

angle required.

Extension standards, in three
heights, 12 to 20 in.

18 to 30 in.

24 to 40 in.

It is superior to all other

fixtures, as the arms do

not allow the brim of a

hat to fall, therefore keeps

hats in perfect shape.

Write for price, etc.

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.

98-100 Lombard Street

TORONTO.

J*4TURN
3 f<).

SUMMER TIME IS'A GOOD TIME

TO SEND US YOUR PEE COLOR

FADRICS AND PLUMES = ::

w'HILE you have the leisure go through your

stocks and make up a case of those lines that

will not longer sell because faded, shelf-worn, or otherwise off-color.

We will re-dye and finish them so that they will go back to you equal in

selling quality to the newest lines on your shelves.

—Our work for Dry Goods Merchants and Milliners is known
—to the trade from one end of the Dominion to the other.

R.

DYERS and FINISHERS,

PARKER & CO., 787-79! Yonge St., :: :: TORONTO, CAN.
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«hT»„ e RELIABLE

The maker*! name ia a guarantee ot First-Class Workmanship,
Style, Fit and Finish.

Do not be led away b) inferior goods, when you tan buy a

RELIABLE Silk Waist ;it the same price which jou haveto

pay for one which you are no( sure will please your customer.

Every one we make Is a seller. The proof of the pudding- is

in the eating. We sell more every day. So will you bj

handling only

R ELI A B LE SILK \VA ISTS
M \i»k BY

I. MISHKIN & CO.
1853

Notre Dame Street
MONTREAL

RHYS D. FA1RBAIRN (Limited)

LADIES' NECKWEARMANUFACTURERS
^1^

NEW FALL SAMPLES ARE NOW
SHOWN BY OUR TRAVELLERS.

THE VERY LATEST IDEAS.

8-10 Wellington St East, TORONTO

A Word to Mr. Buyer

Our line of Cloaks and SkirtS for the Fall season is the strongest ever shown
in this market.

The greatest care has been exercised in the selection of the choicest materials in

imported and domestic weave.

The manufacturing is under the personal supervision of the very best designers

and also one of the firm.

We take particular pride in the Fit and saleable merits of our coats and the style

and hang of our skirts, as well as in the workmanship and finish.

». j, • ( trade
Merchants and buyers in all sections \, «*

are daily showing their appreciation of the

Our semi-fitting long coats in Coverts,

Meltons, Beavers, etc., in fawn shades are winning approval. No question about

their being right.

This is just one of the many good things we are prepared to show you if you say

the word.

Our representatives are supplied with the (trade .

latest patterns for Fall, and you should not fail to // ' /'„,.

MARK
brand to your selling force.

^c line.

I.11CM U<lllCII13 IUI I .111, ailU JUU suiruiu nvi i. in kkj M/

see their samples this month. Add the power of the /yVtyt

THE VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO., Quebec
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THE RIBBON FUTURE.

THE world's centre of fashion, Paris, has intimated

by her seal of approval, that we are as yet only on

the edge of a ribbon boom. At the Auteuil races,

where Paris delights to show to the expectant world her

newesl gown creations, ribbon was worn in dazzling pro-

lusion Indeed, some of her most recherche productions

must have appeared to the uninitiated eye to have simply

been an cut ire dress of ribbon.

The indications for ribbons in millinery, as shown

already by New York for Fall, would of themselves jus-

tify the expectations of an enormous ribbon trade in this

country; but, in addition, Paris assures us that long,

broad sashes of rich ribbons, girdles and ribbon suspenders,

hair bows and costumes trimmed entirely with ribbons,

are correct, and probably next Spring will see the big-

gesl ribbon business this country has ever known. Al-

ready the big London, England, ribbon houses are re-

ceiving warnings from their manufacturers that six

months' delivery is the best that can be promised, as the

mous ranges of shades that the acknowledged ribbon

houses put up nowadays is becoming a serious item in

production.

Probably in Canada we shall run largely on plain

taffeta lines in staple shades during Fall, opening up into

the ribbon craze next Spring. Even in plain taffeta, of

which (it) will probably be the width most in demand,

there is scope for a large and profitable business during

the Fall season, and doubtless good consignments of

these lines are now en route here from France and

Switzerland.

In millinery, velvet ribbons will be undoubtedly used

in the wider widths in the new Fall shades, and the

counter demand for this class of ribbon in baby width in

all shades is growing to be almost a staple demand.

Altogether then, with Paris and New York already going

strong on ribbons, the outlook for business next Spring

is as bright as it was for silks a year ago, and the trade

has already realized that the silk demand has been no

small one.

For the moment it is impossible to give definitely the

prevailing shades for next Spring, for the outlook is that

the ranges the ribbon houses will show will be almost

bewildering. One advance card already seen here for next

Spring of one particular quality of millinery ribbon has

no less than 181 different shades. So confident are this

firm of the vogue of ribbons, both for Fall and next

Spring, that the Canadian branches, advised by the ribbon

authorities of their London house, placed heavy orders in

Switzerland for taffeta ribbons for Canadian trade five

months ago, and deliveries are fast coming in.

EMBROIDERIES.

IT
looks as though we were in for a craze for em-

broideries next year, for in ultra circles every fabric

that is capable of receiving it is now embroidered.

Eyelet work comes indifferently on either net or fine

batiste, on silk or cloth, and the same may be said of

heavy padded work. A coat in the new Empire style

seen recently was of pongee embroidered all over in a

bold eyelet pattern. Allovers in cambric have been made

into the long wrap coats for Summer wear, and the ex-

tended vogue of the linen suit, a vogue that it is pre-

dicted will be larger than ever, particularly in white, is

in a great measure due to the beautiful hand-worked em-

broideries that have been worked right into the linen.

The same may be said about blouses.

The whitewear manufacturers who are now just about

showing their range of samples for next Spring, are using

a great deal more embroidery than for many seasons

past. With them there has been a revival of blind effects

in heavy work. Broderie Anglaise is also good, and

there is the usual run of combination patterns. A
strong feature of the trade all the year has been the

corset cover emhroideries, and it is safe to say that

manufacturers will put out a good many bright novelties

in these popular sellers.

S>

' LACES.

MIDSUMMER quietness reigns in the fancy dry goods

houses. Travelers are back from their second trips

with Fall novelties, and buyers are now over in

Europe searching for novelties for the Spring trade, and

the result of their efforts will be apparent when Spring

samples go on the road in October and November. The
Fall season in Canada is a very short one for laces, but

retailers have shown their confidence in them by the

liberal way in which they have placed orders. Another

welcome feature has been the class of lace taken. The
usual report is that they have sold better and more ex-

pensive goods than ever before.

It would be hardly fair to say that any lace has been

strongly favored at the expense of another, for both the

heavy and net laces have sold and sold well. It may be

stated, however, as marking the tendency, that the net

laces, that have been taken, all show heavy raised pat-

terns. Laces of net have, moreover, (and these have been

highly favored) an edge of guipure, and on, the other hand

net medallions and motifs are often introduced into the

patterns of heavy laces. The detached or Pompadour idea

is out with pretty new developments and the daisy may
be added to the long list of attractive patterns in this

class of lace.

While of course a very limited amount of hand-crochet-

ed Irish lace will be brought out by the exclusive trade

the very handsome imitation of that lace that hails from

Plauen and is sold under the name of baby Irish, has sold

extremely well, and is likely to remain popular as there

are many forces at work keeping this lace in the eye of

the public. Irish motifs and connecting brides are intro-

duced freely in other laces; reference is, of course, to the

machine-made imitation laces. Bands and galoons have

sold well, and festoon effects are in high favor, and there

is also a considerable demand for medallions.

The sample lines of black laces have been more com-
plete and more extensive than for many seasons past and

it looks as though there would be considerable interest

taken in black laces. A novelty in black laces, and one

that ought to take, is the use of wood silk for guipure

or for the heavy pattern on net laces. It has long been a
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cause of complaint thai the black cotton laces did not

keep Lheir color; indeed, even to start with, the) ana
i list.) black. These laces made of artificial silk ale a deep

rich brilliant black and for this reason, and lor the fact

I hat they will not fade, they should take a high place in

I he trade. A late buyer in close touch with foreign nianu-

[acturers and lace houses predicts a strong revival in

Spanish hues. Long neck scarves of this beautiful lace

have sold extremely well for the Fall trade. A big

business has been done in Valenciennes this Summer and

the strung position in which this lace finishes the season,

indicates that it will be just as great a seller in the

Summer of 1906. Manufacturers are maintaining interest

by bringing out new and choice designs. Cotton Torchons,

cotton Maltese, and cotton t'luny, are all featured, and

are all likely to sell well as underwear and counter laces

ne\i Spring. In these samples of Nottingham laces is

included an attractive imitation of an imitation, viz., an

initation of Plauen babv Irish.

BELTS.

NO matter which of the many prevailing styles my lady

chooses to follow, when she has her Fall gown

made she needs a girdle belt as a waist finish. This

is to be a colored season; that fact is assured, and belts

will follow the general rule. There will be a large sale

for blacks and whites—there always is—but colors will

also have to be stocked in variety. This means more

work and closer supervision for the buyer to get profit-

able results. He has to keep a close watch on his stock

to prevent an accumulation of slow-selling colors. Before

stocking up with colored belts it will pay to take a run

over the stock of materials in the dress department,

noting the best selling colors there. It will not, of

course, be possible to match all the colors and shades,

but the belt colors bought should be those that tone in

with the colors of the dress materials carried. Warp

prints are useful in this respect. They have enjoyed a

run in high-grade belt lines all through the Spring and

Summer, and the popular trade is now taking them up.

Shirring certainly leads, and the shirred girdle is in

the large majority. Folded girdles are also shown, and

the combination of the two not unfrequently happens.

The rows of shirring generally mask featherbone bars

that support the silk and give shape ana form to the

girdle. Ribbon motifs, strappings of ribbon or silk, the

end fixed by a tiny button or buttons of gilt or silver,

and many other trimming devices, are used. .lust at

present if a buckle is used it is generally where the

fastening is in front, and often a generous square end is

left as a finish after the silk is pulled through the buckle.

It would be difficult to say just whal is the most popu-

lar style in buckles. The manufacturer may know it, but

it is safe to say that the woman who goes to buy a

belt is serenely unconscious, and buys just wnat suits her

individual taste, in fact the line is too varied for any one

kind to stand out prominently—a, happy condition for the

trade in general. A good deal of confidence is expressed

in sets of three buckles for the back of belts for this

Fall, a deep one for the centre, and shorter ones for

each side. These deep buckles are always liked, for, be-

sides serving as a support to hold out the silk, they also

curve into the figure and make the belt closer lilting.

Some of the daintiest effects are made by sewing the

lows of shirring with beads, and just a touch of beading

is used in many pretty ways in the embellishment. A

novel idea, and one that is safe to be a seller, Is a draped

girdle form. (Jilt, eyelet holes are introduced at the back,

and I here is a ribbon lacing tied in small little bows al

the top and bottom. This is a pretty idea, and besides

the size of the belt may be increased or decreased as re-

quired without detracting from the effect.

The latest achievement is an all silk girdle belt foi

tin; $2.2f> line The first were imported, but the home
trade has put out a belt to meet the imported article.

This bell is made of Persian, and when on the figure

makes a very good appearance, as it has the brightness

that silk always has, and which cannot be imitated in

silk and cotton, or mercerized cloths. The service it will

give is another matter; perhaps as much, though, as the

buying public has a right to expect for the low price of

25 cents.

VEILINGS.

DRAPE veils are beginning to make their appearance

in the departments now, though the season is hard-

ly yet on. It is with the advent of the American

tourist trade that the free wearing of drape veils begins.

Mesh veils have sold freely all through the Spring, and

now that the white or very light colored hat is uni-

versally worn esprit net has had a considerable vogue,

and white veils have been in good demand. The small

hats that fashion is favoring should be all in favor of the

veiling trade for Fall, for a veil is much more becoming

and much more easily arranged over a small hat than u

large one. That this is the view taken by importers is

seen by the large variety of mesh samples, among which

are a number of novel and pretty effects. Complexions

lead, and the dots are mostly of the tiny order, whether

singly or in groups. A conspicuous and favored depart-

ure is the mesh with velvet dots about the size of a five-

cent piece, as well as the smaller dots. As was said,

the season is not on yet. Importers are generally away
on buying trips, but the vogue of the hat and veil match-

ing was too strong in the Spring to drop out easily, and

colored veils are pretty sure to be largely worn in the

coming season.

TRIMMINGS AND BUTTONS.

BRAID and buttons represent the trimming scheme on

street suits and costumes for useful wear. These

will be helped out by machine stitehings and folds

and strappings of the material, and piece silk or velvet.

The only exception is when a vest of contrasting color is

used. Fancy braid and combination trimmings are used

for this purpose. The most prominent feature of these

new trimmings is their resemblance to elaborate hand-

work. Combinations of two or more different styles of

trimmings in one band are the rule, and while a good

deal of the work is machine made, they are put together

with elaborate oeedle-work stitches so cleverly as to

look when placed on the gown as though they were en-

tirely hand-made. A good many, both separate and

separable, effects of this sort are specially designed for

trimming the vest.

For trimming evening and reception gowns, etc., em-

broidery and silk trimming bands are shown. There are a

great many motifs, plastrons, vests, berthas, etc., in

which bright colors predominate. Embroidered lace is

introduced, the spaces between being filled in with floral

and conventional motifs in embroidery silk, beads and

baby ribbon. Retailers, however, should bear in mind

that it is only a little handsome trimming that is the

vogue at present, and that a good deal of trimming on a

-own is out of style at present.

The exception to this is, however, made in favor of

buttons, and buttons are much in evidence. The 60 line

is probably the most popular one to stock, but larger
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sizes are also strong, and small buttons that can be

used in groups are sure sellers. Metal buttons, and cov-

ered and crochet buttons, are most favored, though pearl

is by no means out of it. A shaded green glittering

effect ts popular in metal lines, and tiny spangles or

colored beads give a touch of brightness to crochet but-

tons. The rogue of velvet will, it is expected, lead to a

call for velvet buttons.

HOW ONE COUNTRY STORE WINS OUT.

JUST what the future is going to do for the country

store is a much-debated topic. Certainly the country

storekeeper has an ever increasing competition to

face, and for many no doubt the future looks doubtful.

However, the man counts for much in the struggle,

and where there is a will there will be found a way. For

one thing, the population is growing even in the villages,

and with improved means of communication a retailer can

now draw his trade from a much larger area.

Even now some of the country storekeepers are more
than winning out, and this is the way one of them does

it. He has specialized on one department until his name
and stock have become household words for miles and

miles around, and he draws his trade from far and near.

The merchant referred to is H. E. Hill, of St. Stephen's,

N.B. If you visit Mr. Hill's store there is nothing at

first sight to distinguish it from the usual run of pros-

perous country stores, for in the store proper he carries

only the ordinary mixed stock. The change comes when
the first floor is visited, for there Mr. Hill carries one

of the most complete stocks of high-class linens in the

whole Dominion. If a customer -wants to give $20, or even

more, for a fine table cloth, H. E. Hill pan show her an
assortment to choose from; long, square or round, and give

her, moreover, napkins, etc., to match. If she takes a
fancy to an embroidered bed spread, with shams to

match, or to embroidered sheets and pillow covers, and

pays a price so large that she hopes her husband will

never learn it, she can find a choice of such goods in this

department. In short, there is everything in table linens,

sideboard scarves, doylies, tray cloths, towels, handker-
chiefs, linen lawns, pillow and sheeting linens and Irish

hand-embroidered goods, and dress linens. Not only is the
stock up to date, but so are the fittings of the depart-
ment. The beautiful goods are stocked in oak presses, or
shown to the best advantage in glass cases.

There are two great contributing causes to Mr. Hill's

success: one is the large assortment, and the other. is the
extensive advertising. This he does in a characteristic
way. He has a circular printed on excellent paper, Ih
by 4|, just the size to fold once and fit into an envelope-
On the back is a cut of a table cloth, etc., with pattern
and quality indicated by letters and figures. The other
side carries his name and address and a list of the lines

carried in stock, while the rest is a quotation of prices
and sizes of cloths, napkins, etc., of the cloth represented
in the cut. This is not all, however, for a sample of the
cloth the same size as the folder is pasted to it. By
specializing on this one department Mr. Hill has built
up a large clientele, which he draws from the country for
miles around. St. Stephen's is a village of 2,800 in-

habitants.

Henry James, of the Robert Simpson Co., left July
29 for Montreal, to take charge of the fabric departments
of the firm's new Montreal store. Mr. James has had a
long European experience in London and Paris, while his
two and a half year's connection with the trade in To-
ronto gives him an intimate acquaintance with Canadian
conditions and requirements.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There', were three tiny Tots in

VI V ELLA-^
fhey wefe"Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too,'

said Mummy
"Oh, Mummy," they said, as they

snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIVELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Night-dresses, Dressing gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

. Hollins & Co,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sol* Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.

CANADIAN AdENT

:

rir William C. Heredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samplos and particulars can be had on application.
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CLOAftS, COSTUMES
AND SHIRTS w

TI1K hoi weather has broughl no Lull in trade to

those garment, departments which contain a

good assortment of Summer goods. While of

course the bulk of the trade has been done on

washing suits, yet suits of lustre, Sicilian and

serge, in cream and navy principally, with separate skirts

of the same fabrics, and of light weight tweeds in cham-

pagne, light grey and fawn, have all been good sellers.

In wash lines, mercerized linen has had the call, and now

it is white that is almost exclusively asked for. Short

A Parisian Empire Coat.

This is the style of garment that the American designers are now

adapting for the Fall trade.

waist suits have had an immense sale, and those that are

embroidered are most in favor. Coat suits, both in tour-

ist shape and in semi-fitting lines, have sold to the better

trade. Shirt waist suits of white lawn have also been in

greal demand.

Though window displays, and special announcements,

and all other inducements have been used to push trade.

very little price cutting lias been resorted to so tar,

though there are signs that special clearing sales will not

be Ion" delayer] and that conditions will change this

month. Special prices have been made on silk shirt-

waist suits and this last week has seen prices cut in half

even on desirable lines. This does not mean that the sale

of silk suits has not been all that could be wished, hut

thai retailers are now clearing up broken lines and

sizes, and bargain prices are the rule. As racks are

cleared their places are filled by mohair shirt-waist suits

for the Fall trade.

Another garment that is beine pushed for the early

Fall trade is the short covert coat, similar in style to the

coat that sold so well last S] >jinir. The idea is that this

garmenl will have an extensive sale as a between

sons coat. One large city store has stocked this coat

1'anelv in all sizes and around the $7 and $10 mark, and

evidently has every confidence in it as a season opener: as

a coat to wear until the real cold weather comes.

Long Suits for Fall.

Judging from a number of imported suits seen by the

"Review" recently that were intended for early showing

in the garment department of a lanre city store, the

lonsr coated suit is to be hisrh style for the cominsr Fall.

The greater number of these suits were made with coats

from 45 to 52 inches long, though some of them had the

36 or 40 length. These coats were very plainly tailored

and were either semi-fitting-, or had the box front and

fitted back. The onlv trimming was the buttons, which

were in most oases covered ones to match the cloth. The

neck was finished with collar. Tn a few cases where the

material was of mannish cloth of the homespun variety,

the shawl collar was of velvet. The cloths were mannish

patterns in liarht weight homespun and tweeds and hard

twisted worsteds. A noticeable cut was of whin-cord. The

coat was very longi. showing only a small portion of the skirt

below, and almost fittin- in shape. The collar, like tint

on a man's coat, was single breasted, and fastened well

below the waist with large buttons covered with (!'•

cloth. The seams were all strapped and the ^'i>'t u •- >

perfectly plain five-gored one. Another smart suit w>s of

mamnish cloth in bluish grey, checked in the weave and

with an over-check of claret. The coat was about W
inches long' and made with box fronts and fitted back, and

with shawl collar, and the narrow turn back cuffs on t'<e

modified leg-o '-mutton sleeves. A feature of thps coat

was the patch pockets. The skirt was a pleated one and

the sole trimming was the stitching of the hem on the

bottom.

Sleeves.

Sleeve styles are generally the ungucssablo factor, and

the one most liable to sudden and sweeping chaic"--

changes that both manufacturer and retailer are alwavs

on the look out for. from the fact that they make s"« :
- -

total change in the appearance of a garment. This sen-

son, however, sleeve fashions have undergone no very

perceptible change and are much the same now as when
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\pft

Original Renown

Distinctive Outer Garments

for Women

|; Costumes,

|| Ladies' Suits,

l| Jackets,

Raincoats,

Fur-Lined Coats and

Separate Skirts.

;
|l

i!•

P
it
r;
If

8
i!
;t
;t

•
|l

Owf /f«c /s »oa> ready of correct garments for
Fall. We will deliver the same to any reliable

merchant in Canada in 75 days after your order

reaches us. If we don't we will pay $500 to any
charitable institution in your town.

This is merely to convince you that we know what
we are talking about. Buying mantles seven months
ahead of time, merely means to you that you get

stuck with about 50% or more.

This is a fact which you know as well as we know.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW OUT WITH OUR FULL LINE OF SAMPLES

IiJ.H.Waldman&Co.S
,Pa"ls

'1i
It if
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iii-t Pall styles were talked of five or six months ago. Ii

is the leg o' mutton type, bul not exaggerated. Per-

haps the sleeve is a thought less tapering now, but the

* fashionable sleeve is still full at the top, and gradually nar-

rowing down to the wrist. It is a graceful and an easy

fitting sleeve, and in every way suited for the sleeve of a

coat, as there is ample room for the dress sleeve, it is

easily slipped off and on, and besides it is a becoming

style, as it g-ives breadth to the shoulders and bust and

makes, by contrast, the waist look smaller.

Collars.

Whether the coat has a collar or is collarless, is

optional. Both are in vogue, though perhaps the prepon-

derance is in favor of the collar, yet those seen are modest

in size and not important in effect. The mannish collar,

exactly like the one on a man's coat, is in high favor,

and a narrow shawl collar is also much wjorn.

Skirts.

All recent fashion information emphasizes the extreme

fullness of the fasboinable skirt. Paris, in particular, in-

sists strongly on this point. The new skirts are decidedly

fuller than those of the Spi'ing- season, and some of the

dressy models more than suggest some support to keep

them out at the feet. Paris is now showing the full cir-

ouiar skirt. For evening wear, or for skirts for day wear

on occasions when a skirt that does not clear the ground

is required, this skirt will be very popular, but for walk-

ing suits they are not likely to find great favor, because

where the material is cut on the bias it is sure to sac;', no

•.natter how well cut they are. and for this reason this

shape can never become popular for the instep length

skirt.

Manufacturers of ready made garments, while appre-

ciating" the fact that the circular skirts are the newest, are

for the above reason adhering to the pleated skirt. It is

a favorite style with the majority of women, and it is a

favorite style in the department, as it is one of the easiest

^tvles introduced in which to make alterations, and that

i> always a passport to the buyer's favor, and with little

exception the pleated skirt dominates the situation in

ready made skirts

Keep Up the Standard.

Nothing further has developed in the past month re-

garding the "Fall coat fashions, but from sales made and

repeat orders that are coming to hand, the position of the

semi-fitted coat is strengthened. The style idea, is the

long coat and from 40 inches to 52 are the lengths favored

by the ultra trade. Shorter lengths will be seen, but the

tendency is towards the longer coal. The standard of

excellence is much higher now than it was even a few

years back in the coat department. Something more than

a warm garment for the lowest possible price is asked for

now. Buyers are much more critical now, and style an 1

tailoring are a necessary element in the make up of ;i coat,

A coal must have a certain amount of artistic nieril :•>

sell now-a-days. In other words the tailoring of women's

ouler garments is now all important, and fine workman-

ship wins mil every time. If a coat is not properly Cu1

and tailored it> chances of selling are poor, even though

il is made of good material. Style is a sine qua non of

the 20th century coat.

The Shorter Coat Lengths.

When merchants hear so much talk of coat lengths
they must reflect that, though the very long coals are the

extreme style, there is for obvious reasons a good field

for the Shorter lengths. 'the 32, .'51 and 36 inch coat is

"good as gold," to use one designer's expression, for Die
popular trade, for a veiy large proportion of women who
are unwilling or unable to pay the pi ice of a longei coat.
It takes a mighty sweep of cloth to make the 45 and :,•

in. lengths, and this, particularly now when the market
for woolens is on the up grade, means a fairly high
priced garment.

Where price is a consideration the shorter coat will
have to he bought, and it is safe to say that the
majority of retailers have stocked a representative line
of the shorter coats.

The Empire Coat.

Among the novelties that arc always expected to crop
up at this season is one model that, because of the future
possibilities contained in the style, is attracting a good
deal of attention. This is the Empire model with its

short-waisted effect. The idea of this garment, which is

the direct successor to the "Dircctoire" coat, is modeled
after the short-waisted coats made popular by Josephine
and the fashion leaders of the First Empire.

This coat, in the original, consists of a short-waisted
fitting bodice, with a long skirt either pleated or frilled
onto the waist. Capes—single, double and triple—and a
high flaring collar were often added. This garment the
American designers are now busy with, and a number of
models have made their appearance following more or
less closely the Empire type. In many the short-waisted
upper part and long, full skirt is adhered to, but in oth-
ers all that is retained of the bodice effect is a deep
yoke. In all models there is a certain amount of shaping,
and the contour of the figure is indicated.

Trend of the Demand.

Buyers are now thronging the Canadian market
centres and the many problems to be solved are
finding ready expression. While the prosperous con-
dition of affairs generally means good business on ready-
made garments, nevertheless, the large stocks now on
hand cause buyers to operate with extreme caution. This
season bids fair to be a hard one, and the difficulties in
buying the right merchandise are more apparent than ever
before. A wide diversity of styles confronts buyers, and
every man must exercise his own judgmenl as to the
wants and inclinations of his trade. Individual require-
ments must be coped with.

Manufacturers report good business for early trade on
long separate coats resembling the tourist type, and
separate skirts. Forty-inch covert coats are also well
ordered. For moderate-priced goods buyers generally, for
early trade, have banked on separate coals in coverts,
mixtures and plain cloths, as well as separate skirts and
a good quantity of raincoats. The vogue of the long-coat
suit for early Fall is practically assured in both plain
cloths and mixtures. This is being banked upon by mer-
chants in larger towns, who cater to moderate and real
good trade. The long coal suit is a safe proposition foi

a good part of business in such towns. This practically
assures the safeness of the long separate coat in semi-
fitted Shape, banked upon by The Review for the general
popular trade. This coat should sell well along with the
instep length skirt. Skirts, generally, are tailor made
and severely plain, usually showing self trimmings. The
plaited skirt is very popular, although no style holds the

Centre of the stage.
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THE

Always a Winner

OUR SPRING BUSINESS was extra

good. We shipped more

SKIRTS
t than in any former season.

OUR FALL BUSINESS promises

better—in fact the orders thus far booked

are phenomenal. Our

SHIRTS
are also meeting with big success.

The trade appreciate the values we are

giving at popular prices.

If you want to increase either of these

departments of your business, we can

help you.

Write us or see our Travellers.

THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

646 CRAIG ST. W. MONTREAL.

New Number—138 Craig Street West.

PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
t came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the'PlRLB' stampon it.as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £> SON, Limited,
lOOc, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, r.C, "INOLAND
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* WAISTS *

IF the warm weather took the starch out of lingerie

waists in one sense, it stiffened them up in another.

"'Not a waist left in stock, ami I did not have to job

them off, either," said one large manufacturer, and the

Other houses can with truth say the same. White waists

have been at a premium, and though, of course, the usual

bargain advertisements appear, for people look for them

at this season of the year, they are hardly the genuine

dyed in the wool bargains that have appeared at the close

of the last two seasons. Rome cheap lines there have

been, no doubt, but they have not had their origin in

Canada. They are the usual overplus of the factories of

the big country to the south of us.

A point worth noting is the presence of washing

waists in Fall lines, shown by many leading manufac-

turers in the States. These include not only the waist

of lawn and linen in white, but also ginghams and ma-

drases, made up chiefly in tailored designs. Here in

Canada in the larger centres at least there is a small but

steady demand for white washing waists all the year

round.

The open back waist, which has been so universally

worn this Summer in the States, has made little or no

headway in washing lines here. The lingerie blouse is

regarded by the average Canadian woman as a practical,

useful garment, and it may be as pretty and dainty as

possible, but she will adopt no style that takes from its

usefulness. Some three Summers ago she firmly and de-

cidedly turned down the button-up-the-baek washing

waist, and no effort on the part of manufacturers has

changed that decision. Open-hack styles have been shown

from time to time, but when orders have come in, if the

style has been one in which the opening could he made in

front, it has been ordered in that style, or, if not, that

particular number has had to be dropped. Styles with

the fast-ening concealed have taken well, but no open

backs has always been the verdict of the popular trade.

Sample lines for next Spring are not out yet, and

there is nothing to go by as to styles as yet; of course

the manufacturers have ideas, but they are not making

them public as yet.. Because open backs have had so large

a vogue in the United States this Summer some samples

will no doubt be included in the new lines, but it is safe

to state that the blouse with the fastening in front will

be the Strong seller.

Bright Prospects for Fall.

Waists for Fall loom larger than in many seasons.

The confidence expressed by buyers in all sections is

satisfactory to manufacturers. Immediate demands have

kept factories busy, and the additional Fall samples keep

things lively. Styles as previously outlined are superior

to any previous season, and after preliminary weeding

out large varieties still remain the keynote of the situa-

tion. There is no probability of the vogue of the separ-

ate waists becoming less marked this Fall. It is suit-

able, for all outdoor occasions and for many evening

requisites.

Silk Materials.

The silk waist is par excellence the favorite for Fall,

comprising such favorites as chiffon taffeta, peau-de-soie,

crepe de chine, and messalines. The styles are almost

legion, running from plain tailored effects to surplice,

ruspender and yoke combinations. Lace waists in plain

and figured nets are favorites. The surplice effect is \eiy

attractive and suitable in silk fabrics, and bids fair to

increase in popularity. Narrow yoke effects have also

been ordered out generously. While and black are doing
the greater bulk of the business, although sky, tavy,
plum and green are asked for.

Flannels, cashmeres and lustres in various lights

weight wool material are being well taken hold of. \

surprising demand has cropped up for fancies and stripe*

as well as embroidered flannels, in tailored and surplice

effects.

ADJUST THE DUTY.
Montreal, July 20, 1905.

Editor of The Dry Goods Review :

I beg to call your attention to the deplorable state

of affairs which exists among the manufacturers of ladies'

ready-to-wear silk garments, owing to the unfair com-

petition of English manufacturers. I came to this coun

try about seven years ago, when silk garments were then

imported from the United States. After three years

struggling I succeeded in developing a trade for Canadian-

made garments. United States manufacturers were com-

pelled to leave this market. Trade has increased largely

since then, and many new manufacturers have started

making competition keen. Then the English manufac-

turers of ready-to-wear silk garments started to work
this country. There was not the style, fit or finish to

their goods, and low prices did not avail.

Their jealousy has developed to the extent that they

have instructed their agents to steal our ideas and pat-

terns and send them abroad, so as to enable them to

have a better cut and higher ideas. This, no doubt, has

helped them to some extent, and for the last two sea-

sons we have started to feel their competition, especi-

ally this last Spring season, when they wenl in with the

knife into our Jap silk waist trade. For next Fall they

are trying to show samples in other silk lines as taffe-

tas, peatnle-soies, and so forth, under the name of

"American Designs." We are not afraid that they will

compete with us with the samples that they are show-
ing for next Fall, but their agents are gathering our

samples in peau-de-soies and taffetas and sending them
home. Since labor is cheap there, and silks come in free,

they are able to produce a garment about 50 per cent.

less than we can here. Under the preferential tariff they

can sell their goods on this market even less than we
can. Their goods are mostly of a verv low grade. The
Canadian manufacturers must try and do something so as
to put us on an equal footing with them. We must have
our goods come in free. This would be beneficial to
everybody, to the manufacturer and consumer. Silk gar-
ments would be sold at a popular price, and by increas-
ing the demand the production would be increased. The
consumer would have a high-grade garment for less money
than our neighbors across the line, and manufacturers
would be able to export to other markets and compete
with them, as our goods are of a much higher general
make up than European goods.

Yours respectfully,
J. CARS,

Superintendent of the American Silk Waist Co.

CLAIM SEIZURE WAS ILLEGAL.

ON behalf of his clients, Revillion Rros., T. Brosseau,

K.C., of Montreal, called on Hon. Dr. Keaume and

Game Warden Tinsley, of Toronto, recently to pro-

test against a seizure Of furs made at Ottawa recently

The seizure included about (1,200 worth of otter skins,

taken by Ontario authorities as a violation of the close
season. Air. Brosseau contended that they were seized in

Quebec, and therefore beyond Ontario's jurisdiction. Mr
Tinsley stuck to his position thai they were seized in

Ontario, and they are not likely to be given up.
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Don't Waste Time
EXPERinEMTINO WITH UNRELIABLE

MAKERS OF

Silk Waists and Shirt Waist Suits

The SHIELD BRAND

OTraoe Mark

on every Garment turned out by us is a guarantee
of quality.

It represents years of experience in manufacturing,
and the best designs and materials that money can
produce.

Our Fall line is the finest it has ever been our
pleasure to offer to the trade.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE THIS DEPARTMENT OF YOUR
BUSINESS A SUCCESS save your orders for our

representatives.

New York Silk Waist M'f'g Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

FALL SEASON
DID OUR TRAVELLER CALL ON YOU
YET? IF NOT HE WILL SEE YOU
SHORTLY. MEANWHILE DON'T BE IN
A HURRY TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
FOR LADIES' SILK SHIRT WAIST SUITS,

WAISTS, SKIRTS, ETC., BEFORE YOU
SEE OUR LINES. YOU MAY GET
SOME SURPRISES :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

.1 H*"Or-

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.

Manufacturers of High-Class Ladies' Silk Wear

MONTREAL

P.O.
CORSETS

Have been awarded the Gold Medals of all the leading

exhibitions of the world for thirty years.

PEERLESS IN DESIGN
PERFECT IN FIT

UNEQUALLED IN COMFORT
BEAUTIFUL IN TRIMMINGS
UNIFORM IN CONSTRUCTION

DURABLE IN WEAR
Altogether a corset that merchants catering to a high class

trade must have.

New styles for Fall now in the hands of our travellers.

Sole Selling; Agents for Canada :

KONIG & STUFFMANN
lliVictoria Square, MONTREAL
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SENSATIONAL BOUND IN RAW COTTON.

DURING last month the advances predicted in The
Review materialized in a pronounced sense. The
market responded rapidly to the disclosures made

regarding the methods of the 1'. S. Department of Agri-

culture. In the past three weeks the prices for cotton

have advanced from 250 to 263 points, with a most pro-

nounced rise in Hie distant futures. Every option on the

list is practically selling for over lie. When it is con-

sidered that an advance of one cent a pound means $5 a

bale, the addition in a crop of 10,000,000 bales means

$•50,000,000 for every cent, advanced. A rise of over

four cents from the level two months ago means practi-

cally an increase of $200,000,000 on the value of the crop.

The receipts for the season amount to 9,830,555, against

7, 100,431 bales for the corresponding time of 1904. Ex-

ports for the season amount to 8,205,216 bales, against

5,924,937 bales for the corresponding period of 1904. A
New York cotton expert says that with the American

cotton crop for 1905-'O6 slightly over 10,000,000 bales,

revolutionary conditions must be faced, and lie looks for

a price between 12 and 14c.

NEW CANADIAN PRICES.

THE raw material influence at once afTected this mar-

ket and sharp advances were made during the month
by Canadian mills. On July 6 the Dominion Textile

Co., Limited, made an advance of one-quarter to one-half

a cent a yard in whites and greys, and one-half to one

cent a yard in grey and white sheetings, as well as an

advance of one-quarter to one-half a cent a yard in

prints. The noticeable advance is made on heavy goods

where cotton is a big factor, while on fine yarn goods

and picked goods, where labor is the chief consideration,

the advance is not so noticeable. These advances average

from 5 to 10 per cent. On July 13 the same company
announced an advance in yarn of two cents per pound

over former scale; cotton ducks an advance of 2c. per

pound over the former scale, and cotton blankets 2c. per

pound. Print cloths were also advanced another jc. The
Colonial and Magog lists of the merger are at time of

writing unchanged, but The Review is informed that as

soon as present stocks are exhausted the lists will be re-

vised. The textile people will sell present supply of

flannelettes to jobbers at old figures. The stock is very

limited and advances may be looked for any day. The
eight-cent flannelettes, so staple in the trade, will bring

al least nine cents, if not nine and a half, with an ad-

vance proportionate throughout the lists.

The Canadian Colored Cotton Mills have made a gen-

eral advance to jobbers, averaging from I \ to 7\ per

cent Flannelettes are up from a quarter to a half cent,

per yard, tickings about one cent, and denims about the

same. Cotton blankets average about '2\i\ per pound.

The Cornwall & York Cotton Mills, St. John, N.B.,

have also issued new lists on denims, flannelettes, cot-

tonades, and tickings, as well as higher prices on cotton

blankets, on which they are refusing orders. As an ex-

ample of the general advance the eight-ounce denim is up

a | cenl per yard, which is only a cent per pound. The

low line of flannelette is up about a quarter of a cent,

although it is expected that mosl of the jobbers will

keep it at the same price, !*(•. The Montreal Cotton Co.

has issued 1o the trade a new lining list with a wide
range of advances which will force jobbers to ask new
figure's.

The market for piece goods is exceedingly low in

quantity as, generally speaking, jobbers have not been

buying heav:l\. There are no large stocks to fall back
upon, and they will be forced into the market continu-
ously this Fall. All this exerts a strengthening influence

upon the market. It is also more than likely that many
lines will be hard to secure in time to satisfy Fall trade.

In case of an appreciation in the staple with a consequent
re-action, the stability of the situation will be seriously

affected. From every poinl of view the piece-goods mar-
ket must follow the tendency in the raw material. Mills

have light stocks of the staple, and jobbers are in the

same position, and with delayed deliveries Imminent,
prices must remain firm. Jobbers have all changed their

lists, although the usual feelers are still apparent. The
English market is well sold ahead and prices cannot be
made to secure Canadian trade.

WHY COTTON HAS ADVANCED.

COMMENTING on the rise of cotton to a figure not
attained since November 22, 1904, the New York
Evening Post asks, what, thus far in advance of the

cotton harvest of 1905, has added 48 per cent, to the De-
cember market's valuation of the crop ?

Two causes are cited by the Post—first, the fact that
the depressing influence of last year's enormous crop was
grossly exaggerated, and, secondly, the fact that the
crop of 1905 will hardly repeat the story of 1904.

The market forgot the recent immense increase in

normal consumption of all sorts of raw material, the de-

pletion of mill supplies in the famine period, the fact that
last year, with the world's normally increased demands,
something like half a million bales less were used than
the year before, and three-quarters of a million less than
in 1900. With a lowering in price, these suspended de-

mands were sure to descend on the market with a rush.

And, in fact, with two more months of the cotton year
before us, home consumption and export have already
absorbed 12,100,000 bales, as against 9,700,000 in the

same period a year ago.

THE WOOL MARKET.

PRESENT conditions in the wool market show an
actual scarcity of supplies as flocks are much re-

duced, since it has been found profitable to raise

sheep for mutton rather than for wool. In England,
Australia, United States, in fact all over the world, the

same condition is apparent. High priced wool is, how-
ever, tending towards the normal quantity of wool-bear-

ing sheep. Prices have been steadily advancing for the

last twelve months, and many believe they have now
reached the pinnacle. High prices have Induced a large

increase in substitutes wherever possible. The Canadian

market is practically in the same condition. The Lon-

don wool sales, which continued throughout last month,
have showed general advances of an appreciable nature

averaging 5 per cent, on fine grades, about Tic. on me-

dium, and 10 per cent, on coarse grades. The high prices

of raw wool are appreciable in all lines of men's wear

and dress fabrics, especially in plain staple goods. Ad-

vances commensurate with the increased cost of the raw

material have not been possible.

GO
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STORE PLANS AND FIXTURES

H
o\Y to do the maximum of business in the

minimum of space is the problem which he-

roines more and more pressing as rents in-

crease and competition compels the merchant

to add new departments to his store. This

can only be done when the store is laid out in the most

economical way possible and where every foot is made to

count by the use of adequate store fixtures.

The accompanying cut shows the ground floor plan of

a store with a frontage of 45 feet and a depth of 90 feet.

The millinery and women's ready-to-wear departments are

situated on the second floor. The arrangement of departs

menls downstairs is admirable for the conduct of business

and the convenience of customers. In the first place it

will be noticed that a wide open space is left inside the

doors. No counter should be so near the entrance as to

impede the easy passage of people in or out. The circular

counter and fixture in the middle of the store are useful

and attractive. Absolutely no space is lost through this

months. In the present arrangement, 17 feet are given to

dress goods, 8 feet to linings and silks and 22 feet to

staples.

On the right of the entrance are the lighter departs

ments, as indicated on the plan. The last 20 feet on this

side and around the corner to the office are given over to

the shoe department. A silent salesman running along

one side not only displays the shoes to advantage, but

helps to give the desired air of seclusion. The seats for

trying on shoes should be so arranged as to give the ut-

most possible privacy to the customer.

Opposite this is the clothing department. It will be

provided with about six tables along the side and two in

front. Fitting rooms are provided in the corner. The
arrangement of the department is such as to make it

most agreeable to men buyers. It is well away from the

noise and bustle of the rest of the store and the desired

quiet is given so that clothes may be inspected and tried

on without interference from other customers. Behind the
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arrangement as the only break in t ie sJiing surface is in

the two gates at the rear.

It is necessary that the men's furnishings should be
easily accessible. A man is very diffident about roaming
around a dry goods store and the department should be
so placed as to be seen from the door. In the plan sub-

mitted, half of the centre fixture is devoted to men's
wear. The other half is occupied by the ribbon and glove
department. Between them are shelves high enough to

carry the requisite stoick.

The location of the other departments will appeal to

the experienced drygoodsinan. To the left of the entrance,
as is marked on the drawing, after passing the front
counter, are the heavier lines of dress goods, staples, etc.

Of course these departments will vary in size and position
at different seasons. For instance, the wash goods, which
hold the first position in the Summer, will be placed in a
less prominent position at other seasons. So silks will
be brought forward to the premier place during certain

centre fixture and the clothing department are two tables

for special bargains. These should be kept constantly
fresh and neat. It would be disastrous to have it under-

stood that mussed and junk goods went on sale there.

Make them attractive and they will prove the busiest

part of the store.

The cases marked a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, k, 1, m, are

silent salesmen. The importance of good up-to-date show-
cases cannot be overestimated. They are the life of the

business and sell more goods than many clerks. Do not
be deficient in these fixtures. The appearance of the store
counts more and more in the success or failure of the

business. There are too many well-furnished stores to
make it necessary for anyone to enter a dingy, ill-provided

place. Consider the lost space you have where you have
solid wooden counters. These might just as well be glass
cases showing your goods and inviting purchases. The
silent salesman is a feature of modern storekeeping which
cannot be neglected.

Gl
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*
REPORTS FROM LEADING

CANADIAN CENTRES *
TORONTO.

THAT lhf large departmental si ores have not escaped

the effects of the cold Spring and early Summer are

apparenl by bhe strenuous efforts now being made to

elear uui goods before stocktaking comes along. The

bargain hunters have had a happy time, and stoics have

been continually thronged all month. Wet weather did

not deter, nor did those blazing hot days when bhe tem-

perature of the stores was anything but pleasant, Ihin

the crowds, which goes to prove that, the general mass of

the people have money to spend when the inducement is

tempting enough.
* *

*

One department in which prices have been cut deeply

is that- of wash goods, where the hot wave came loo

late to save the season. This is the third unfavorable

season in succession that this department has experienced,

and naturally there was a lot of overstock to gel rid of

This I he warm weather and cut prices must have done

pretty well, and wash goods stocks should be well re-

duced now, and be in better shape than for some time

pasl to begin the Spring season for 1906. Another de-

partment where a general slate of chronic sale has pre-

vailed, ever since the opening up of the season last Janu-

ary, is the whitewear department, and they are now

making a final spurt here, and some great bargains are

being offered, particularly in gowns and skirts. A wel-

come exception has to be made, however, in favor of

lingerie waists, which have had a highly satisfactory

season from all points of view. The buying public are

out looking for blouse bargains at this time of the year.

They have been educated to do so. Hut beyond the extra

advertising and the fact that the waists are tossed out

onto the bargain tables, there is little of the Simon

Pure bargains in evidence. The waists offered are good

value for the money, that is all, but are used as a draw-

ing card to get customers into the store.

•

Perhaps the most talked of bargain feature, and the

one upon which most comment is beard in the trade, is

the "House Furnishing Club," which is the particular

plan that the R. Simpson Co. have advertised so exten-

sively all the month. This is really selling on the in-

stalment plan, only with limitations, one of which is

bhal goods must be paid for before the end of the year.

The fact that this time is given, collided with the line

stock of housefuriiisbiiigs carried by this linn, and the

very genuine reductions offered, ought to have the de-

sired effect.
* *

Why is it that there are so many departments in this

Store when- the people never seem lo go, or if they do

gel ou1 again as quickly as possible '.' People buy hosts

of I lungs in ihc coin se of a shopping tour that the\ had

ii,, I the faintest notion of buying when they left home,

.mil there is no department in a house where the free

circulation ol lookers in not of decided benefit. The R.

Simpson Co. have a beauiiful store, generally well

bought for, and filled with honest, reliable goods, but

there is something radical!) wrong with the management

of the sidling and distributing branches If you shop at

Simpson's you must possess your soul with patience, for

you will have many a long wail before you gel through.

MONTREAL.

JULY witnessed tin- usual strenuous efforts on the part

of retailers to (leal out the last of the slow-moving

Summei goods Midsummer sales, bargain sales and

.Inly sales were inaugurated in some form or othei b\

all the leading stores. Reductions were tempting in many
instances and the result of a cool Spring was apparent.

Everything possible was done to at trad tourist trade

and keen competition in this particular prevailed.

* *
*

Haycock & Dudgeon held a great three-hour sale with

astonishing reductions on all their goods. This house is

known to be a first-class establishment, and so when they

do have a sale, everybodj is sine to turn out to invade

the stole.

*

Hamilton's also had a midsummer sale with items

such as pongee silk at in cents per yard, French challies

al 111 cents per yard, children's Windsor ties at 7A. cents

each, etc., etc. This sale frew large crowds to this

popular store.
* •

Another wonder sale that was held still farther west

was at 0. Lemire & Co.'s departmental store. Scroggie's

held what they called an alteration sale, and many and

varied were the bargains to be had at this point of

vantage. Carsley's showed some handsome Summer
gowns for their end of the city.

* *
*

Embroideries have at length taken their place with

laces, and everything, stockings, underskirts, chemises.

and even cloth-top shoes, show the handiwork of the em-

broiderer. This does not seem to hinder the popularity

of lace as the two are used in conjunction in a great

many cases, that is, shirtwaists, slipwaists, etc.. making

a very pretty, dainty and delicate effect.

* *

A very stylish and knobby outing hat was made of

pongee silk and prettily trimmed with wings and mull

with a large steel ornament for a finishing touch. These

were in two colors, champagne and new blue, and sold

for 51,50.

*

At the same store (John Murphy Co., Limited,') Jap-

anese silk underskirts in marine blue and rose pink were

to he had for $2.1"). These petticoats were finished with

a 15-inch flounce, which in turn had five 2-inch frills, and

the whole was protected with a duster. They were a rare

bargain and many look advantage of the sale. Beautiful

Japanese goods were sold at this store, among which

were baskets, small cabinets, screens, ring cases, musical

instruments, etc'.
* *

*

At Ogilvy's, shirtwaist suits of the most delightfully

cool kind sold as low as $1.59. Here also they held a

(i-1
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one-day sale in combs, etc., which proved very successful.

At the same store silk and lisle gloves that formerly sold

for 50c. went for the small price of 15c. Beautiful em-

broidered belts in all colors sold for 25 cents. Little

Inns' shirtwaists in the form of sailor, Buster Brown,

etc., were also sold for 25 cents.
• «

*

Silk coats have had a great vogue this Summer and

some extremely pretty ones were seen in an up-town

store. These coats were of black silk and were made in

the Russian style, loose box style and that pretty yoke

effect style. They are very handy things to have, as

Summer evenings are apt to become very cool after the

effect of the sun has passed of? the earth a little bit,

and this added to the heavy dews make an evening wrap

very acceptable. Wash silks were sold at one store for

the wonderfully low price of 11 cents, in colors of pink

and white, sky, oxblood, heliotrope, etc., and many sales

were made.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

AT the time of writing the business in dry goods in

this part of the Dominion may be best described as

fair. The business is going along quietly with no

unusual features, and the merchant who is satisfied with

steady, quiet trade has no reason for discontent. In

common with merchants in other lines of trade, dry goods

dealers complain somewhat of the fact that collections

are not of the best. Such has been the case for some

little time. Improvement is looked for, but little has

come of late.
* *

*

The travelers now on the road are reported to be

doing well in tjhe securing of orders. Merchants are order-

ing quite freely for their Fall stocks and, consequently,

the knights of the road and grip are, in the most cases

anyway, looking tolerably pleased. The opinion seems

to be that Fall business will be good. The passage of a

few weeks will show how well founded that opinion is.

The rise in cotton goods has, of course, been felt here

to a considerable extent. Merchants are apparently un-

decided as to how far the advance will go and as to how
far local conditions are to be affected. Be that as it may,

the rise in all lines of cotton goods recently has been

well worthy of the abundant attention it has received.

An advance in many lines of woolens is also looked for

by the drygoodsmen.
* *

It is safe to predict that when the Summer season has

closed local dealers in men's furnishings will be able to

say that this has been a particularly good season for

Summer ties and fancy vests. The sale of both lines oi

goods has been, up to the present, excellent, and there

is no reason to expect that there will he such a falling

oft in the remaining Summer months that the average of

the sales will be lowered very materially. Ties in plain

colors, greys, greens, etc., have been in great demand.

The washable varieties have been especially good sellers.

That, of course, was to be expected, but several dealers

are understood to have had exceptionally good sales.

Fancy vests have been somewhat more in demand than

usual. The more subdued designs have found much favor.

Both the no-collar and collared vests have been good

sellers.
* *

*

In men's hose, tan and black have been and are the

favorite colors. The dealers have, in some cases at least,

had quite a bit of difficulty in keeping up with the de-

mand for the tan lines. Fancy designs have not been

without their friends, however. Openwork and lace hose

have found a good market with the prospect of even

better sales next year.
* *

The partnership existing here for some time between

Medley N. Sharp and S. W. McMackin has been dissolved.

Mr. Sharp has retired from the firm. The business will

be conducted by Mr. McMackin. It is not known what

Mr. Sharp's plans for the future are.

*

The business formerly conducted under the name of

Belyea Bros., on King street, is now being carried on by

Mr. J. Allan Belyea, one of the members of the old firm.

Mr. Belyea is now holding special sales.

WESTERN WOOLEN MILLS.

The first car of wool has been delivered to the Medi-

cine Hat Woolen Co. The remainder of the season's sup-

ply, all of which has been already bought, will be deliver-

ed shortly. Meam while the managers are in the east

purchasing machinery and it is hoped that before long the

mill will be in full operation. The citizens of Medicine

Hat have been loyal in their support of the new company,

and the zeal of the management in bringing the industry

to a head is highly commendable.

RETURNS TO ENGLAND.
Mr. J. W. Holden, whose vigorous protest appeared

in the July Dry Goods Review against the iniquitous

legislation in Quebec concerning commercial travelers,

passed through Toronto during the month on his way
•back from Winnipeg. Mr. Holden spoke highly of the

Canadian west, and its commercial future. He returned

to England via New York, after a trip which he

described as being both pleasant and profitable.

BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

58 to 64 Wellington Street West TORONTO

LADIES' GOODS
CASHMERE HOSIERY. — Plain, Nos. "Special," 18,
23 and Llama, Ribbed Spliced Knees, Nos. 35, 37 and 72

GLOMES.—A large assortment of Cashmere and Plain
and Fancy Colored Ringwood.

KNITTED GOODS. — Ladies' and Children's Vests,
Drawers, Tights, Toques, Tarns, Honeycomb Shawls and
Golf Coats.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
MEN'S UNDERWEAR. — A complete range of Men's
and Boys' Plain and Ribbed Goods, to sell from 50c. up.

MEN'S HALF HOSE.-Plain and Ribbed Wool, to sell

from 15c. to 50c. Plain and Ribbed Worsted and Cash-
mere, sell from 25c. to 50c.

TOP SHIRTS, SWEATERS, GLOVES, MITTS,
OVERALLS AND WORK SHIRTS.

HANDKERCHIEFS. -Special Values in Swiss Embroidered, H. S Lawn, H. S. Linen, and Ladies' and
Men's Initial Linen Handkerchiefs.
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^ RETAIL STORES IN THE
MARITIME PROVINCES ^

A PROGRESSIVE STORE.

A
Din' goods store with more than a local reputation

is that of the A. O'Connor Co., Halifax, N.S. This

business was turned into a joinl slock company two

and one half years ago, with Mr. J. I). O'Connor as

manager, since which time the sales have increased two

hundred per cent. The management of Mr. O'Connor has

been one of exceptional success.

The store consists of two floors, Id by 12(1 feet, with

a large circular glass front. Everything throughout the

stoic is done in white except the counters and fittings,

which are dark green. The store is lighted by both gas

The firm are firm believers in the efficacj of advertis-

ing. Large space is taken up with their ads. in the local

papers. On .July 1, a four-page advertisement was used

to announce Summer goods. Good management and con-

tinuous advertising tell the story and have placed the

business where it is to-day.

AN ENTERPRISING FIRM IN ST. JOHN.

GREAT progress lias been shown since Robert Strain

& Co. purchased the business of Morrell A: Suther-

land, St. .John, N.B. Mr. Strain is a thorough

business man and his experience was brought into effective

and electric li.^ht and the windows are all fitted with

luxfer piisms, which make a very brilliant effect. A new

panel and cash carrier system has just recently been in-

stalled.

The O'Connor Co. confine their attention strictly to

,ii\ goods. On the lust floor is kept the general dry goods

departments. The second floor is devoted to millinery ami

readj to wear garments. A mail order department is run

in connection with the business ami they issue a semi

annual catalogue to their, customers. Tin' last edition

tan up to twenty live thousand. Besides the store the

company have a factory which employs fifty hands making

garments for their own business.

play in the new enterprise. It was only in April that- the

new management assumed control of the St, .John stole

yet to-daj it is one of the most active and enterprising

establishments in the easl

All departments ale well represented The entire three

storeys are occupied bj the various stocks and
r manufac-

turing rooms Ladies' garments are specialized on, and a

lull dressmaking department is maintained.

l Im- success oi ill.- store is largelj to be attributed to

the keen buying of Mi Strain Vs buyei foi Maoaulay

Bros, a Co. for eleven years, Mr. strain became fully

alive to the requirements Ol the business, and it is in the

carrying out of these principles that he has achieved what

U4
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he has on his own account. Under his care the business

will, no doubt, expand greatly in the future.

MODERN MERCHANDISING.

SEVEN years ago S. Hoffman & Son opened a dry

goods and clothing store in Chatham, N.B. From

that time till the present the business has progressed

in a most satisfactory manner. Last September they

suffered a disastrous fire by which their entire place was

destroyed. With unusual energy, however, they set about

repairing the damage and at once got accommodations

with greater facilities than ever for transacting business.

Our illustration shows the new brick building which

will he erected as a permanent home for Hoffman & Son.

It is fitted with a fine plate glass front and is admirably

laid out for business purposes. The firm will occupy the

ground floor and part of the second floor. The rest of the

The top door is called the bargain room. Here is

where the odds and ends of all the departments are clear-

ed out. By this method the bargain counter on each

floor is done away with. Neatly printed cards will be

noticed all over the store inviting customers to visit the

bargain room. The plan has met with great success both

in getting people into the store and keeping the stock

clean. It is worthy of the attention of drygoodsmen in

general.

THE DOMINION THREAD CO.

ON July 26, Stratford, Out., ratified a by-law guaran

teeing a loan of $30,000 to the Dominion Thread Co.

The conditions are that before the loan goes into

erTept the company must have $75,0(11) capital subscribed,

of which $50,000 must be paid up. Dr. Beat tie Nesbitt,

/Jew STore for S.Horr/\AAi as Sow

,

R. AJOHAtt>O.N Aft.CHlTE.CT

Halifax t\ S

building will be fitted out for offices. The building will

be located directly opposite the post office in one of the

finest positions in Chatham. It will be a decided addition

to the business places of the town.

UP-TO-DATE FREDERICTON FIRM.

THE store of M. Fickle* & Co., Fredericton, N.B., is a

model of its kind. The arrangements of departments
is such as to get the very best results. On first floor

is kept the general dry goods and men's wear. On the

second floor are the ladies' garments. This firm make a
specialty of this department and the entire floor is de-

voted to it. The facilities for showing goods and the

privacy attained are appreciated by customers. On the

third floor is the shoe department, carpets, oilcloths and
general house furnishings. The floor is well stocked and
the display is excellent.

of Toronto, is the president. The factory, when built,

will manufacture cotton thread of all kinds. The field for

this work is unlimited. Immense quantities of thread are

used annually and a factory located in a favorable posi-

tion should develop into a strong industry. Last year

there was about a million dollars worth of cotton thread

imported into Canada. If the Canadian company is able

to capture this business there will be no question about

its success.

HEWSON MILLS EXPAND.
Orders have been placed for new machinery by the

Hvwson Woolen Mills Co. of Amherst, N.S. The addi-

tii n to the plant will greatly increase their facilities for

doubling and twisting yarn and weaving cloth. With the

new building which was erected recently, the output of

the mills will be twenty-five per cent, greater than before.
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REACH OUT THIS FALL.

IT is always time to become an expansionist, but this

coming K;ill is going to be a good Lime to reach out.

There is a great opportunity to do a big business on

a profitable basis. To be sure there ate limitations in

many sections both in the west anil in the far east, but

there is always the chance to keep well-pleased custom-

ers liuying more and more. Keep pegging away even if

harvest conditions and prices of products are not just

what you would like. Now is the time to gird your loins

and to deeide upon improvements in your store and store

service. The Summer lull should be well utilized.

Clean Up the Stocks.

Every merchant is fully alive to the necessity of

cleaning up stock at the end ol the season. This month

should see this method in full swing. Working capital

tied up in slow-moving goods soon forces a merchant to

the wall. 'See to it that your stock is not out of all

proportion to the business done. The periodically closing

out and cleaning up rule should be put into vigorous

practice until the required result is obtained. This is

becoming more essential daily, as there is geometrical

progression in the difficulty of pleasing customers.

Visit the Markets.

To keep in close touch with modem conditions when

events move so quickly, it is essential that merchants

doing even a small business should visit headquarters on

a buying expedition. The ludicrous side of this question

is rapidly disappearing. The experience gained and ideas

presented are worth the entire cost. Modern methods of

transportation render such a trip speedy and inexpensive.

About Mail Orders.

If the good trade in your town is going to the city

stores because the assortment is better and the size of

the market alluring, these trips to the market will give

them greater faith in your store in the future. You can-

not win by talking about the morality of the thing, as

people will have stylish goods at the lowest prices and

you must be up and doing. Because the store is small is

no excuse for not looking business-like, orderly and

attractive. There is a great deal in convincing people

that you are an up-to-date business man. The wave of

competition among merchants to keep the home trade is

assured of success if assortments are kept up and if new

goods of the right snap and style are stocked and sold

at a price to make people purchase at home. If you can

stand the test, an open challenge in your advertising

or your window regarding price and quality comparisons

is worth framing.
$

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS.

SUCCESS in business is largely measured by the

amount of enthusiasm which is shown by the man-

agei and his assistants in the conduct of the store.

Nothing will take the place ol enthusiasm. It is a living

force in a storekeeper which makes itself felt on all sides

Nothing is half so contagious. The man who can com-

municate his enthusiasm to those about him is a true

leader of men The best work is not got from a staff by

driving it The successful men of the world are those

whose interest in their work is not perfunctory. Make
the cler 1 s feel that they are exercising an influence on

the policy of the store. The manager who does not

welcome advice and suggestions from his assistants is

losing a valuable means of strengthening his business and

making it more efficient. Just as soon as a salesman

sees that a suggestion of his is at least considered, he

will begin to lake a more personal interest in the store.

A salesman should always be an intelligent servant, not

a mere automaton. To be the former he should work-

rationally; and this is only possible where the reasons for

certain policies are discussed and explained, and where

he does his work in a certain way because that is the

way in which the work will accomplish the best results

for the firm, and not because that is the way he has been

told to do it.

It is always well to put some responsibility on an

employe. It develops an interest in his work and a self-

respect and confidence which redound to the benefit of

the business. A man will usually rise to his position

and if a clerk is so placed that intelligent foresight and

care are requisite, in nine cases out of ten he will de-

velop these qualities. This is just another method of

inspiring enthusiasm in him.

There is all the difference in the world between the

salesman who is merely working for his salary and whose

one thought is to get through his day's work as soon as

possible, and the one whose thoughts are directed rather

to how well he can do his work and how, by economy of

time and improvement of system, he can compass the

greatest results in the short time at his disposal. The

work of the one will be inefficient and unsatisfactory, that

of the other will be efficient and effective. One works

because he has to and is grudging and dissatisfied; the

other works because he takes a real interest in it and so

is willing and loyal. In a word, one has enthusiasm and

the other has not.

By all means develop a good, healthy sentiment in the

store. It is by this, far more than by a long list of

rules, that satisfaction is assured. Customers will ap-

preciate it and it shows itself at every turn. Eo man

or woman wants to deal with a sour-tempered clerk. A

loyal, enthusiastic staff of assistants will ensure courtesy

to buyers and fairness to the proprietor.

NOTES.
Some office men have occasion to refer often to a table

or list of figures—cost figures, pattern figures, prices and

discounts or other data. To have this information al-

ways in sight \et not in the way has puzzled not a few.

Some business men paste these sheets on cards and tack

them to a wall; some keep them loose on a desk—

a

scheme that involves confusion when the sheets are need-

ed for reference

To obviate this, a manager in one office took out the

aim rest or slide on one side of his desk, reversed it, and

had a small plate-glass cut to lit in the space that usu-

allv is there. Under the glass he inserted the tables

to which he made reference This device did not impair

the usefulness of the arm rest or slide for its usual work,

as the glass was as good to work upon as Ihe varnished

wood.—System.
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GORDON, NIACKAY

LINENS

&C0.
LIMITED

THIS IS ONE OF THE STRONGEST DEPARTMENTS IN OUR HOUSE

In Fancy Linens
we are positively the best equipped House in the

country Our purchases were never larger or never

placed more advantageously. We quote herewith a few lines which we trust will be

interesting. Any other particulars will be cheerfully answered upon request.

FANCY DOYLIES
No 311, 9/9 Round Fringed, HI l/2perdoz.

No 315, 9/9 Round Fringed, HT per doz.

No. 312, 12 12 Round Fringed, VT per doz.

No. 300, 9 9 Round Fringed, AT per doz.

No. 304, 9 9 Round Fringed, RES per doz.

No 316, 12 12 Round Fringed, LT per doz.

No. 313, 9 9 Square Fringed, HI 1 2 per doz.

No. 301, 6 6 Square Fringed, HT per doz.

No. 317, 9 9 Square Fringed, HT per doz.

No. 303, 6 6Square Fringed, VT per doz.

No. 318, 12 12 Square Fringed, LT per doz.

No. 306 9/9 Square Fringed, RES per doz.

No. 319. 7 7 Hemstitched, VT per doz.

No. 295, 6 6 Hemstitched, UE per doz.

No. 2% 9 9 Hemstitched, RGT per doz.

No. 320, 9 9 Hemstitched, UE per doz.

No. 297. 12 12 Hemstitched, RLT per doz.

FANCY TABLE COVERS
No. 483.

No 278,

No. 423,

No. 276.

No. 277,

No. 485,

No. 298

No. 488.

No. 489,

30 30

32 32

36 36

33/33

33 33

33 33

33 33

33 33

33 33

Fringed, 1ST
Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched,

Hemstitched

per doz.

HTE per doz.

VES per doz.

AIT per doz.

AIT per doz.

LES per doz.

LTE per doz.

RSTEperdoz.
RGTEper doz.

FANCY TABLE COVERS
(continued)

No. 337, 60/80 Hemstitched, RIE each.

No. 280, 57 75 Hemstitched, RGT each.

No. 475, 63 63 Hemmed, Open Work Bor-

der, RGT each.

No. 476, 63/83 Hemmed, Open Work Bor-

der, RAT each.

No. 326, 8/10 Hemstitched, RUE each.

No. 327. 8 12 Hemstitched, 1ST each.

No. 281, 64/84 Hemstitched, GES each.

FANCY TRAY CLOTHS
No. 261, 16/22 Fringed, LA 1/2 par doz.

No. 262 18/27 Fringed, RIT per doz.

No. 653, 16/24 Hemmed, RAT per doz.

No. 272, 14/23 Hemstitched, IRT per doz.

No. K56, 16/23 Hemstitched, 1ST per doz.

No. 654, 14/22 Fringed, 1ST per doz.

No. 270. 16/24 Hemstitched, GES per doz.

No. 649, 16/24 Hemstitched, GIT per doz.

No 646, 16/24 Hemstitched, GTE per doz.

No 266, 18'27 Hemstitched, GAT per doz.

No. 288, 16/24 Hemstitched, HESper doz.

No. 287. 18/26 Hemstitched, HTE per doz.

No. 283, 18/28 Fringed, HTE per doz.

No. 286 20/30 Hemstitched, TIT per doz.

No. 644, 18/27 Hemstitched, VES per doz.

SIDE-BOARD SCARFS
No. K57
No. 265

pe

No. 494,

No. 495.

No. 480,

No. 478,

No. 491,

No. 275.

No. 479,

No. 279,

, 14/42 Fringed, RGT per doz.

16/66 (Red and Blue) Fringed, 1ST
:r doz.

16/67 Fringed, HTE per doz.

16/72 Fringed, HTE per doz.

16/68 Hemstitched. TAT per doz.

14/68 Hemstitched, VTEper doz.

14/72 Hemstitched, VTE per doz.

16/63 Hemstitched, AES per doz.

17/70 Hemstitched, LES per doz.17/70 Hemstitched, LES per

16/72 Hemstitched, UES per doz.

HEMSTITCHED DAMASK
TABLE SETS

No. 499

No. 497

No. 498

No. 486

1 only 68/78 Cloth
1 doz. 19/19 Napkins

11 only 64 84 Cloth

1 1 doz, 20/20 Napkins

f 1 only 66/94 Cloth

1 1 doz. 20/20 Napkins

I 1 only 8/10 Cloth
1 1 doz. 20/20 Napkins

TSE per set.

AES per set.

ATE per set.

LATper set.

N0487 {{-^S N
C
a^

h
ns

{uTE perse,

Note—If you are not acquainted with our advertising code please write for particulars.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0-
LIMITED

Cor. Front arid Bay Sts., TORONTO
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<$£>w THE CANADIAN NATIONAL
EXHIBITION w

ONCE more the Canadian National Exhibition, (

the Fair, as the citizens of Toronto affectio

ately call it, is approaching. On Augusl :

the gates will be thrown open on what is tl

NCE! more the Canadian National Exhibition, or

lion-

26

the

biggest annual exhibition on the continent. It

may fairly be predicted that 1905 will eclipse all others

in the magnitude of the undertaking, and bhe excellence

of the at tract ions. The fine set of buildings which are

now grouped together in Exhibition Park are ready for

service, and the staff of officials, under the efficient man-

agement of Mr. .J. 0. Orr, are speedily completing ar-

rangements for the entertainment of the coining; crowds.

The Attendance.

The ordinary person does not stop to consider the

greatness of the numbers of visitors to Toronto during

the two weeks that the Exhibition is in progress. When

we say that a hundred thousand or more a day i visit the

on modern and time-saving farm implements, and infor-

mal ion on breeds and relative qualities of live stock.

Above all, he tallies away with him higher ideals of ex-

cellence. Having seen the best that the country can pro-

duce, he is fired with the ambition to equal or better

that showing. So with manufacturers. They see the

best that human ingenuity has devised, and they straight-

way speculate on the possibility of applying what they

have seen to their own business. .More than anyone else,

Hie business man is benefitted by such an exhibition. He
sees the goods which he sells in course of manufacture in

the Process of Manufacture Building, and he is fitted as

never before to buy intelligently and to sell intelligent ly,

because he knows whereof he is talking.

Exhibit of Manufactures.

That manufacturers recognize Canada as being the

country of the future is shown by the large demand for

THE LIVE STOCK ARENA Canadian National Exhibition.

grounds during the fortnight, we express more than ap-

pears on the surface. One hundred thousand inquiring

people from all over the country, thougn chiefly from

Ontario, coming to Toronto each day and returning to

disseminate the information they have received through-

out then town or village, are a mighty educative force.

Every side of human activity is exemplified in the many
building and depart menl s which go to make up the whole.

Educational Features.

Before referring to Hie attractions in the way of

amusements, mention should be made of Hie exhibits,

which form the essential part of the Exhibition. The

progress of manufactures at home and abroad, the de-

velopment of science and art, ami the Improvement in

farm produce and live stock, are all represented in theii

highest form. The farmer carries home with him ideas

floor space in the Manufacturers' Building. Never has

there been such a complete display or manufactures as

there will be this year. The big building, with its lti.").-

IHUI square feet of floor space, will be. taxed to its utter-

most capacity. The Canadian manufacturers, fresh from

their triumphs in the Old Country, are preparing to take

the home market by storm. Canada has passed the

stage of being purely an agricultural country, and the

countless specimens of manufactured goods which will be

on exhibition will be a telling proof of the progress of

manufacturers here.

The Libera] Arts.

Nor are the liner elements of modern civilization at

all backward. From simple and humble beginnings the

aits and sciences have advanced in Canada till now we

have a sturdy Canadian art. Sculptuaiy and paintings

Gs
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will be on exhibition in (he spacious new art gallery,

which is admirably located for securing the best effects.

Domestic art in needle work ami fancy work has improved

each year in skillfulness and beauty, and the prospects

are that the showing this year will be of the highest

order.

Special Attractions.

The management is to be congratulated on the ex-

cellence of its special attractions. The two features

which will outrank all else in attractiveness will be the

THE ARTILLERY DRIVE Canadian National Exhibition.

magnificent art exhibit, including the wonderfully fine

painting by Edwin Abbey of the Coronation of King
Edward VII. (which was painted at the command of the

King, and is worthy of the magnificent subject of which
it treats) and the Irish Guards' Band.

Other paintings and art creations of exceptional

merit have been loaned by the Corporation of London,
the Government of France, the South Kensington Muse-
um, and Lord Strathcona. The collection loaned from
the South Kensington Museum will comprise ten or

twelve cases of the richest art

treasures in the world, cover-

ing a period extending over five

or six centuries. No other

collection in existence probably

rivals this in interest and his-

torical value. Gathered from

the plate of the great English,

Scotch and Irish universities,

the wealthy and ancient corpor-

ations of London (such as the

Barbers' Surgeons' Co., the

Brodercrs Co., the Cloth-

workers' and G olds m i t lis'

Companies, and so on) and a

number of provincial corpora-

tions, the whole history of

English silver-working, from

the earliest times to the pres-

ent day, will be traceable,

while some extraordinary mo-

saic work, textiles of the

middle ages, ivories of the first

century and pottery from the

sixteenth century down to the present day are also in-

cluded.

The Irish Guards Band.

What is known as the finest military musical or-

ganization in the Empire will give two concerts daily on
the grounds. The Irish Guards are a battalion who

need no introduction to the public. The Irish Guards'

Band has been awarded the palm for excellence by all the

highest musical authorities in Great Britain, and is the

favorite household band of His Majesty the King, who,

whenever possible, selects it to play at the royal levees,

drawing rooms and dinners, in fact on all state occasions.

It was with much difficulty, and only as a special favor

to Canada, that His Majesty would consent to the band

leaving British shores, permission to extend the visit to

the States being positively refused. It will be remem-
bered that the Irish Guards, of whom
Field Marshal Lord Roberts, V.C., is

honorary colonel, were organized in the

final years of Her Most Gracious Ma-
jesty the late Queen Victoria, in com-
memoration of Her Majesty's enthusias-

tic reception on her last visit to Ireland.

It is the only regiment in all the Em-
pire recruiting for which is confined to

one nationality, one of the requirements

being that the member shall be an Irish-

man or born of Irish parents.

Reduced Railway Rates.

Reduced rates will be in force on all

Canadian railways. Besides the regular

reduction, which makes a trip to On-

tario's capital an inexpensive outing,

there will be a number of one-day special

excursions at exceptionally low rates. In

Ton in to seventy new street cars have been added for the

Exhibition crowds, so that the over-crowded cars which
have been objectionable in previous years will be elimin-

ated. The places of amusement within the city itself are

increasing each year in numbers and interest. The island,

in the city itself are increasing each year. The island,

to which there is easy access by the ferry boats, pro-

vides fine parks and other attractions. Hanlan's Point
has all the amusements of a Summer garden, while Cen-

tre Island is an ideal resting place, with its pavilions,

THE IRISH GUARDS BAND -Canadian National Exhibition.

lagoons and walks. At both ends of the city there are

large public parks, which are readily accessible by street

car. For those who enjoy sports there will be lacrosse

and base ball matches. It would lie impossible to choose
a place where such a complete list of attractions are at

the disposal of the tourist.
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Unrivalled

In THeir Fields

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW

THE CANADIAN GROCER

HARDWARE AND METAL
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER

CANADIAN MACHINERY

THE MILITARY GAZETTE

The MacLean Trade Newspapers cover the field

more completely than any trade papers in the world.

Th.
MacLean Publishing Company

Limited

MONTREAL
232 McGill St.

TORONTO
10 Front St. E.

LONDON, ENG.
88 Fleet St.

WINNIPEG
.ill Union Bank Bldg.

EXHIBITION PROGRAMME
SPECIAL DAYS

SATURDAY, August 26th,

MONDAY, August 28th, •

TUE8DAY, August 29th,

WEDNESDAY, August 30th,

THURSDAY, August 31st,

FRIDAY, September 1st, -

SATURDAY, September 2nd,

MONDAY, September 4th, -

TUESDAY, September 5th,

WEDNESDAY, September 6th,

THURSDAY, September 7th,

FRIDAY, September 8th,

MONDAY, September 11th -

Preparation Day.

Exhibitors' Day
Opening Day

School Children's Day

Manufacturers' Day

Press Day
Commercial Travelers' and

Pioneers' Day
Labor Day

Stock Breeders' and Fruit

Growers' Day
- Farmers' Day

Americans' Day

Society and Review Day
" Get Away Day "

Entertainments and Amusements
THE CAMARRAS SISTERS.
IMPERIAL JAPANESE TROUPE.
DOG CIRCUS.
THE TROTTING OSTRICH.
EDUCATED ELEPHANTS.
RUSSIAN DANCERS.
ARTILLERY DRIVE.
ABBEY'S CORONATION PICTURE.
IRISH GUARDS BAND.

Toronto, August 26th to September 11th.

A CHANCE
FOR BUYERS

MERCHANTS
VISITING

THE reduced rates and exhibition

attractions offer exceptional in-

ducements to merchants to spend

a day or two in Toronto during the

next month. Undoubtedly many will

avail themselves of the opportunity to

do some buying. The wholesale houses

will have their full staff of salesmen

and travelers in the city to look after

their customers. Outside firms are

opening special salesrooms in Toronto

for the occasion. The advertising col-

umns of the

DRY GOODS REVIEW
will keep you posted Where to
Buy. Study them before visiting

Toronto.

TORONTO
Should make the offices of the MacLean

Publishing Co. their headquarters. We
will be glad to offer them all the assist-

ance in our power. Our writing- room,

telephone, and mail service are at their

command.

The office of THE DRY GOODS REVIEW,

at 10 Front Street Hast, is centrally

located, in the heart of the wholesale

district. Our friends are cordially in-

vited to visit us.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO

TELEPHONE No. MAIN 2701.
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EXHIBITION POINTERS.

The Mecca of Visitors. For two weeks from August

2ti to September 11 Toronto will be the Mecca of

Canadians. The Ions;- and prosperous career of the

Toronto Exhibition has changed that institution into

one of national importance. As the Canadian Na-

tional Exh'bit'on it has a preater e '11 ii| on the support

of Canadian citizens, and its increased facilities for

handling exhibits and entertaining visitors will make

this year's performance more enjoyable, more en-

tertaining and more instructive than ever before.
* *

Some of the Attractions. Side by side with the improve-

ment in methods of exhibiting manufactures and pro-

ducts of every kind, has gone an improvement in

amusements. This year the attractions are of a

high order of excellence and it will he a rare chance

to see and hear things which may never be enjoyed

again. The collection of paintings and statuary, col-

lected from the leading galleries and museums of

Europe, can never be duplicated. The choice speci-

mens of art from distant nations and antique times

will well repay a visit.

*

The Claims of Toronto. The fame of Toronto has gone

far beyond the limits of the province in which it is

situated. Now all Canada and the United States

look to Toronto as the ideal of what a city should be.

Its magnificent public buildings, its stately colleges,

its tree girt streets ami avenues, its parks and its

island, all stamp it as beins' the Oueen City of the

country. Toursts from the struggling cities of the

United States came to enjov its tranquil beauties

Townsmen and villagers come to see the consummation

of orderly development.

*

About Your Business. Merchants who come to Toronto

during the Exhibition will want to combine some busi-

ness with their pleasure. The afternoons and even-

ings may well be devoted to sight seeing, leaving the

mornings free for visiting the wholesale houses. We
again cordially invite the drys-oodsmen of the coun-

try to make the offices of The Dry Goods Review

their headquarters, while in the citv. You can nave

your mail directed here and facilities are provided

for letter-writing and telephonine1

. Tf yon have a

friend to meet .or an appointment to keep, you will

find no more central or suitable place than at 10

Front street east, just off Yonge.
* *

Some Additional Advantages. Besides the education and

enjoyment a merchant < ets at the Exhibition and the

business Which he transacts at that time, there is n

additional benefit, which is sometimes lost si<rht of.

in seeing how business is carried on in the metropoli-

tan stores, what system they have, and how they treat

their customers. It livens a man up and sharpens

him to get away from his own town now and again.

There is always a danger of gettine into a nit where

a merchant has the sanie opposition and the same
conditions to meet from year to year. Tt will mean
dollars to you to visit Toronto and take a casual

glance at the methods pursued by the giants of the

trade. There will be few hours in which you will

not pick up some points which may be used to ad-

vantage in your own store.

* *
*

The Pyrotechnic Display. Fireworks displays have at-

tained a magnificence which a few years ago would

have seemed supernatural. The Fall of Port Arthur,

which will be presented nightly before the grand

stand will be a marvellous production. The spectacle

will be on a scale of completeness and impressiveness

that, it is confidently stated, has never previously

been attempted ; so close to reality is it proposed that

it shall be that the attacking and defending force will

not only be dressed in the uniforms respectively of

the Japanese and the Russians, but there will be at

least one entire company of real Japanese and an-

other company of- natives of Russia. The famous
Hand & Co. are arranging for the fire display.

• *
*

Manufactures in Process. Unequalled in interest to Lhe

merchant is the work carried on in the Process of

Manufacture building. A score or more of Canadian
industries are here carried on before the eye of the

beholder. To the drygoodsman the manufacture
of cottons and cheese cloths will be of intense inter-

est. A complete boot and shoe plant will be in opera-

tion and will turn out shoes from leather to the fin-

ished product, in from ten to fifteen minutes. The
silk weaving machines, which will be running day
and night, are marvellous in the intricacy of then-

work and the beauty of their products. The manufac-
ture of tweeds will be illustrated also.

« *
*

Cat and Dog Shows. The cat show is one which always
attracts unbounded interest. Exhibits will be in of

all the most famous cats of the continent. The
breeding of better animals has been greatly encourag-

ed during the last few years by the holding of shows
throughout the country. Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday of the first week will be devoted to this

interesting feature. The dog show will be the big-

gest and best on the continent. Over 1,000 speci-

mens of breeds from all over the country will be ex-

hibited. The dog show committee instituted new
features in 1904, giving practical illustrations of dogs

herding and driving sheep: this was such an unquali-

fied success that they have decided to continue them
this year, and the trials will take place in front of

the grand stand on Tuesday and Wednesday morn-

ings, September 5th and 6th, at 10 o'clock. Judging

by the thousands who witnessed the first attempt last

year these collie trials will prove an even greater

attraction during this show than on that occason.

*

Cheap Railway Rates. Besides the special rates of single

fare, which will be granted on all Canadian roads

for any day, there will he exceptional excursions on

special days. On these days, which will be adver-

tised later, rates averaging about one cent a mile will

be granted. Moreover, in Toronto increased facili-

ties have been provided for handling the holiday

crowds. Coming as they do when the intense heat of

Summer is beginning to relax, the two weeks during

which the Exhibition will be in progress, should be

the most enjoyable of the whole year for holidaying

and sight seeing.

'1
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fPHE affairs of the Equitable Life insurance Co. have

stirred up public interest in more ways than one.

in the first place, the manipulation of funds by the

officers for the financing of questionable private schemes

has come as a shock to the large number of policj

holders. Where the companies founded and owned banks,

and where colossal organizations for promoting companies

were started, the possibility of an incentive to private

use of trust funds was great. The investment of the

funds of a life insurance company should be in the safest

place possible. Policy-holders, while they figure on get-

ting some accrued profits on their payments, nevertheless

go in primarily and almost exclusively, not for an in-

vestment, but for a protection in case of death. It is of

small importance to them that a little higher per cent,

of profit can be made if a greater risk is taken. The

all-important thing with them is to be assured that on

their death a certain minimum sum will be paid to their

beneficiaries. That assurance is what the insurance com-

pany is bound to give. Yet, when the officers of a com-

pany like the Equitable indulge in wholesale stock job-

bing, exploiting in such enterprises as the whisky trust,

and so on, what certainty can any man have that the

amount of his policy will be forthcoming? The exposure

of the methods of high finance which have been going on

for some months will do much to clear the atmosphere

and compel the companies to travel the road of honesty

and fair dealing with their members.
* *

*

The second point which has come up for consideration

is the whole question of mutualization. A mutual com-

pany is one in which the members share in the profits.

Hitherto these profits have been allotted at the end of

twenty years or when the policy fell due. "Why," it is

asked, "are not these profits divided each year as they

would be in any other money-making company?" That

such a system is feasible is shown by the new policy now
being issued by the Equitable, by which the profits are

divided every five years. If all policy-holders are mem-
bers of the company, as is claimed when the policy is

being written, then why should they not get the benefit

of the investments? The final distribution is undoubtedly

small compared with the total amount which has been

made through the investments and speculations with the

company funds. Such questions as these will press for

settlement in the near future.
* *

The convention of the Accident Insurance Underwriters

of America was held in July at the Royal Muskoka,

Ontario. A large number of companies were represented.

Manj questions of importance to the insurance world were

taken up and discussed. The address of President Lott

was optimistic, but outlined several matters which needed

reform. The work of the association for the coming year

will he devoted largely to putting the business of accident

insurance on a scientific basis.
* *

*

Consequent on the death of Dr. .lames Thorburn, vice-

president and medical director of the North American

Life Assurance Co., the directors elected Sir William R.

Meredith, K.C., as first vice-president, E. Gurney as

second vice-president, and .lames Kerr Osborne as chair-

man of the executive committee. Michael .1. Haney was

elected a director, as also John N. Lake, and Dr. James

D Thorburn, the last named being appointed medical

director to succeed his late father. On joining the direc-

torate ol the company, John N. Lake resigned the posi-

tion of auditor, which he had occupied for a number of

years, and the directors thereupon appointed II I) Lock-

hart Gordon and John II. Young, chartered accountants,

as auditors of the company.

A TRAVELER IN TROUBLE.

MARKS JACOBS, formerly traveler for the Imperial

Manufacturing Co., has been getting into abundance
of trouble lately. Some weeks ago he was arrested

for maliciously destroying clothing, the property of the

firm he was working for. His modus operandi was to

stick a sharp knife into piles of clothing, thus completely

destroying them. Hundreds of dollars worth of damage
was done before tiie insidious scheme of destruction was
discovered. More recently an additional charge has been

laid against him of sending in a false order. The allega-

tion is that, to get the 8 per cent, commission, he sent

in an order for $&f>. The older purported to have come
from Mr. RamseVj of Credit Forks, but the latter denies

ever having given it.

EUROPEAN BUYER RETURNS.

A
RECENT arrival from England is Mr. H. G. Cook,
buyer of woolens for the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.
Mr. Cook reports a prosperous season in the British

textile trades. The manufacturers have got more business

than they can handle and they are making big dividends.

Mr. Cook was in Leeds when a contingent of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association was there. They were seeing

much of the big English industries and appeared to be

enjoying their visit. Referring to the high price of wool,

Mr. Cook predicted a still further rise in the cost of the

manufactured article. The price of raw wool is much
higher relatively than that of woolens. Either a reduc-

tion must come in raw wool, which is altogether unlikely

for the present, or the price of manufactured woolens will

go up above their present mark. "Canadian trade was,"
Mr. Cook said, "in a very satisfactory condition.

ALLEGED ILLICIT ENTRY OF GERMAN GOODS.

THE Montreal Star correspondent in London is author-
ity for the information that German manufacturers,

acting in collusion with certain British merchants,

have shipped large quantities of German hosiery to

Canada through London under the Canadian preference,

although nothing like the 25 per cent, of British labor

required has entered into their manufacture. Tranship-

ment and repacking is about all that is involved.

A rigid inquiry into conditions here clearly discloses

a germ of truth in the above cable. While no house will

admit receiving goods in such a manner, a certain per-

centage of goods, according to the gossip in the trade,

comes through in that manner, from the smaller fry of

German manufacturers and English houses. The standard

German firms are above evading the intention of the law,

and good English houses would not connive at such

trickery. Little is heard in the trade regarding this

practice. However, it is whispered in some quarters that

a certain class of English houses sell their hosiery on

this market as German manufacture. It is trusted, how-
investigate the mailer and, if necessary, anient the prefer-

ever, that the Canadian tariff commission will thoroughly

ence law requiring only 2,"> per cent, of British labor.
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BUYERS SAIL FOR EUROPE.

Four of John Macdonald & Co.'s buyers sailed for

Europe during the last week of July. Mr. John Lindsay,

buyer for the carpet department, has gone to England.

Mr. R. L. Davidson, of the silks and dress goods depart-

ment, goes to France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland and

Italy, besides the British markets. Mr. ('. W. Dunning,

Inner of staples and linens, will visit the chief markets

for these goods. Mr. .John Milne, of the men's furnish-

ings' department, will #isit all the British and continental

markets.

Anions; the prominent retail buyers who visited To-

ronto during the last week was Mr. Hodgson, of Hodgson

Bros., Clinton. Mr. Hodgson was returning from his

Summer vacation and seized the opportunity to do some

advance buying.

}—••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•"••••*•••••••••"•••••"•'• '•"£
• *

j Cable Address " BANCO," Bermuda •

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

I
Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund

Head Office :

£15,000
($73,000.00)

£16,000 O
($77,866.00)

HAMILTON
Bermuda

BRANCHES

:

St. George and Somerset

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President. Manager

Collections promptly made and remitted, and
all other banking business attended to.

.•••••••••••••••••

Cable Address, 'FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD &. SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
?
•

Incorporated 1904

•

•

Capital - - £ 10,000
(818,666 67)

I With power to increase to £20,000
(897,333.34)

1 HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

f
H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager

•

i
i

Collections made and remitted promptly.
(Jejjeral banking busi. ess transacted.

.•.-•-••.••••••••••.••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••"••••••• ...*

CAPITAL PAID UP.
RESERVE FUND.

$1 000,000
1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R H WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D. E THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIRSTBROOK, Esq.,

HEAD OFFICE. - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manager.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued

wESTERN Incorporated
lo5l

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Ottt, Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3.890.000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

s^" Money ^«
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W. C. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

J. K. MACDONALD,
MANAGING director.

TORONTO, CANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, $850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80

HEAD OFFICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDINd,

Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President

P. H. SIM8, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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JAPAN SILK SHIRT WAISTS

Our Own

manufacture

CORRECT STYLES
and

PERFECT FIT

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Ucry Special

Ualue

All Sizes

32 inch to 42 inch.

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP

*ETURNE$
U6 II 190i fe^>

RETURN©
AUG u iQ(i

NUMBER 525

Special quality Japan Silk

made in clusters of Triple

Quarter-inch Tucks.

UES each.

NUMBER 526

Special quality Japan Silk

Surplice Effect with Three-

quarter-inch Tucks, Yoke of

fine Pin Tucks and Tucked
Cuffs. UES each.

NUMBER 527

Rpecial quality Japan Silk, same
style as 526, trimmed with

Valenciennes Insertion.

UES each.

CORDON.MACKW&PA
MM
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada, Great Britain and United States,
Other Countries, -

Single C'opiei,

Invariably in advance.

12 a year.
$3 a year.
20 cents.

DIRKCTORS:

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal,
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto,
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal,

President
- Vice-President

Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL,

232 McGill Street.

Tel. Main 1255.

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro

Vancouver, -

ST. John, N.B., J. Hunter White

OREAT BRITAIN-

TORONTO,
10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 2701.

511 Union Bank Building
Telephone 1846.

Geo. S. B. Perry

No. 3 Market Wharf

LONDON, Eng., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.
Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

TRANCE-
Paris - Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS

:

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goons Review as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in

its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, AUGUST, 1905.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
St. John. M. F ., Montreal. May, Thos., & Co., Montreal.

Burgesser. A. D , £ Co.. New York. Booth Copper Co , Toronto.

Weir Wardrobe Co., Winnipeg. Man.

THE ADVANCE IN COTTON GOODS.

HERALDED sensational advances in raw cotton im-

mediately followed the publication of the American

Government Report and the disclosures emanating

from the Department of Agriculture. Crop estimates

shrunk appreciably and both export demand and home con-

sumption largely increased. Inevitably the staple took up-

ward hounds, rivalling the Sully boom. Spot cotton at

11 cents and over shows no indication of declining. Eli-

minating the elements of manipulation and speculation

prices are not abnormally high, and while the market will

undoubtedly recede, disastrous results should not ensue.

\s might be expected, every Canadian col ton com-

pany has issued a new schedule of prices for nearly all

lines, with advances running from four to ten per cent.

The enhancement of raw material values has given a

definite conception of the market's possibilities and the

strengthening on yardage goods and knit garments will be

maintained.

That the advances are not commensurate with the

increased cost of the raw material is apparent to even a

careless observer, and the same condition practically pre-

\ails in wool and silk markets. Foreign cotton lines are

even in a worse condition.

A careful review of the trade clearly shows that stocks;

of cotton goods are remarkably light in the mills' hands

as well as with all classes of distributors. Consequently

jobbers, while leaving out baits, are forced to make gen-

eral advances. Buyers happily show a tendency to place

orders more freely, and even optimistic retailers, who
argue that a cash buyer can always secure lines at old

figures, are realizing the necessity of providing for imme-

diate and many future wants. In view of the situation,

prompt action (cannot fail to be remunerative.

Canadian manufacturers based, according to their

story, their Fall prices on 8|c. cotton, and while many
influences state that prices were made on a !Hc. staple,

it is apparent that even with the recent advances they do

not follow the raw material market. The sense of un-

certainty prevailing in a speculative market is not con-

ducive to healthy trading, and radical price changes ma-
terially affect the manufacturers' profit. In many cases

they have to be content with a restricted margin. The

readjustment of piece goods values is evident and decided

now, but if American and English markets are followed

a further appreciation will take place.

* *
*

Efficiency ofservice is the first axiom in progressive mer-
chandizing:

* *
*

A LOWER SILK TARIFF.

IN our news columns appears a communication from a

silk garment manufacturer regarding the serious

problems confronting Canadian manufacturers of ready-to-

wear silk garments. Low grades of silk garments, not-

ably English Jap silks, have been imported to the serious

detriment of home manufacturers. Precisely the same
rehearsal that is heard in the woolen industry is again

repeated. Lower wages and the many factors which con-

tribute to cheap production are cited. Above all, the

preference is duly scored, and it is clearly pointed out

that English manufacturers have a distinct advantage in

securing their silk for manufacturing duty free. Canadians

pay 30 per cent, on nearly all lines of silk, with the

notable exception of tamalines at 20 per cent.

It must not be inferred, however, from this open

policy that home manufacturers are not progressing.

There is no desire to do business on sentiment, but, as

is well known in the trade, price is by no means the sole

determining factor in completing a purchase. Style and

workmanship are more than ever essential and Canadian

manufacturers are to the fore. In better grades they con-

serve the home market and bid for foreign trade.

A tariff revision or the readjustment of the preference

is the cry of the trade. A lower silk duty has been ac-

corded other lines of Canadian manufactures and the silk

garment industry which is of wide and growing impor-

tance is entitled to equalt treatment . A lower tariff means

better values and larger sales.

Since the Fielding tariff with its adjustments is now
a thing of the past, immediate relief lies in the lands of
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tie i. mii commission. Silk garment manufacturers by

united effort should call attention to the crying necessity

for a libera] reduction. Retailers clearly realize the ad

vantages accruing from prompt delivery and assured

styles and will correctly interpret the open confessions of

the home trade regarding the price situation on low num-

bers. It is interesting to note that influential retailers

who have delved hugely in these cheap waists, complain

hit terly of undersizing, short cuts, narrow fronts and

tight sleeves. Results have been disastrous in many cases

and it is contended that the goods cannot be improved at

i ' e prices asked.
* *

Be open to new ideas. You are not so busy that .1 01/

cannot eon itler them.
* *

*

A PROTEST.

WK are glad to see that the protest which The Dry

Goods Review entered against the actions of Brit-

ish Columbia and Quebec, in placing a provincial tax upon

trave'ers, has been supported by the leading commercial

men of the country. The Dominion Commercial Travelers'

Association has now taken the matter up and is urging

the Federal Government to disallow these two acts. A

protest from such an influential body as this should carry

great weight with it at Ottawa.

The essence of federation consists in absolute freedom

of interprovincial trade. Vet in both the cases cited this

freedom has been seriously hampered. That the represen-

tative of a British house, resident in Ontario, should not

be allowed to do business in the next province without

paying an exorbitant license fee is an intolerable injustice.

It invites retaliation and the framers of the laws them-

selves know the disastrous effects of such a course. We

trust, with the Commercial Travelers' Association, that

these laws will be voluntarily withdrawn, or if not, will

he withdrawn on the invitation of the Dominion Govern-

ment.
* *

lie prompt in aj)pointments You will receive the best

treatment in return
* *

ITINERANT RETAILERS.

SUMMER months witness the nourishing of an all too

numerous class, viewed from the retailers' stand-

point,—the pedlars. Every section can contribute its

quota of woeful incidents and unfair competition arising

from this class. They are always supposed to operate

under the authorization of municipal ordinances. Little

capital is needed and the exchange business Facilitates

sales iii country districts, increased licenses strictly en-

forced furnish the surest and satest guard to the ordinary

merchant. Even in city circles the pedlars and vendors

have won a sure foothold, and their position deserves the

earnest consideration of retail associations. Various con-

ditions have combined to mitigate the evils of the city

pedlar upon the business of the legitimate merchant.

\l,m\ houses and tenements which are rapidly becoming a

pari of Canada's cities have conspicuously displayed a

:i ii reading "No pedlars allowed." Further than this

dn goods and department stores offer the bargains m
smallwaies, formerly supplied by the pedlar, at lowei

prices. This is, perhaps, the remedy ol the evil in most
instances. .Jew pedlars have established themselves

1

ingly irrevocably in Montreal.

The wise merchant welcomes suggestions from his clerks.

*

FOLLOWING ENGLISH PRACTICE.
N England the general public demands much from its

public men, and Cabinet .Ministers or prominent par-

liamentarians who allow their names 1o be used as direc-

tors of commercial corporations in which they are mere
figureheads, meet with sharp criticism indicative of public-

disapproval. Those, however, who have served their

country for extended periods are not allowed to pass out

of public life wilhoul having their services recognized, an
instance of this being the recent retirement of Speaker
Gully, of the British House, of Commons, who has been

granted the .customary retiring allowance of several thous-

and pounds annually.

Despite the claims of such papers as the Toronto Star,

the MacLean Trade Newspapers were the first to advocate
the principle that retiring Ministers should be granted

annual honorariums, believing that our public men should

receive ample remuneration for their public services, suffi-

cient to allow them to live upon their public income

without being forced to supplement it by directorate fees

from corporations or from other questionable sources.

There has been too much talk of the sinister influence of

Corporations, an influence which can always be expected

to be present where public men are weakened by the

knowledge that their small salaries are insufficient to do

more than meet present requirements, and a realization

that no provision can be made for the future.

Members of the Senate and House of Commons are to

receive $20 per day. If the session goes beyond 30 days

each member gets a sessional allowance of $2,500. There

is to be a deduction of $15 a day for each day in which

a member fails to attend the House. The salary of the

Prime Minister is to be $12,000, and the Opposition

leader gets an extra sessional allowance of $7,000 There

is lo be allowed to each member of the Senate and of the

House of Commons his actual moving or transportation

expenses between his place of residence and Ottawa, going

and coming once each way, but no such allowance shall

he made for traveling outside of Canada, except from one

poinl in Canada to another, by any direct route. Mem-

bers are required to band the Clerk of the House at the

end of each month and at the end of the session, state-

ments of then traveling accounts. Everj Minister who

has served live consecutive years, as head of a department

shall, upon his retirement from the Cabinet, be entitled

to an annuity for life equal to one-half of the salary

attached to Ins office. The Liberal ex-Ministers to whom
this provision will apply are Messrs Tarte, Blair, Sifbon

and Costigan. The Conservatives who will receive the

annuity are Sir Hector Langevin, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir

.John Catling. Sir A. IV Caroii, Sir Mackenzie Howell,

T(>
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Sir C. II. Tupper and Hon. Messrs. Foster and Baggart.

I nder the wording of the resolution Sir Mackenzie Howell

and Sir Charles Tupper will each draw $1,(111(1 per annum,

half their salary while Ministers. All the others will

receive $3,500 each.

The had features of the arrangement are that no pro-

vision is made for preventing Cabinet Ministers who have

retired in disgrace from participating in the enjoyment of

the annuities, and that the retired Ministers who continue

to sit as members of the Senate or Commons are to he

allowed to receive both annuity and sessional indemnity,

while ex-Cabinet Ministers who become judges are not. to

he allowed to draw the annuity while on the bench.

While it might he difficult to frame a (Clause defining

what would constitute "retiring in disgrace," it would

certainly be foreign to the spirit of the new regulations

to provide pensions for any who might prove untrue to

the responsibilities of the high office of a Minister of the

Crown.

In our opinion every Minister who continues in office

as a member of the Senate or Commons should not receive

the dual salary, and the exemption now applying to judges

should also include ex-Ministers who have not retired from

public office. We congratulate the Government on , their

progressive action in making more secure the financial

positions of those who shape our country's destinies, but

we regret that this legislation was introduced so near the

(lose of the session, lack of time then allowing the legis-

lation to become law without remedying the defects out-

lined.
* *

Business integrity is mighty good policy.

* *
*

TARDY JUSTICE FOR JUDGES.

ANNOUNCEMENT has at last been made that the

Dominion Government has introduced legislation

providing for an increase in the salaries paid to Canadian

judges, the necessity of which The MacLean Newspapers

has consistently advocated for several years.

Just a year ago, The Dry Goods Review reproduced

an article from an American newspaper criticising the

small remuneration given public servants in Canada, a

brief extract being as follows:

"Matters on the bench "are even worse. The High
Court judges in Ontario receive $6,000 a year, and Fed-
eral Supreme Court judges, the highest in the land, only
(7,000 a year. The insufficiency of these salaries may be
gathered by comparison with New South Wales, with a
population of only 1,100,00(1, which pays ten puisne judges
112,500 a year each; Victoria, population 1,200,000, pays
$15,000 to the High Court judges, and so in all the Aus-
tralian colonies. The integrity of Canada's judges is

traditional, but the salaries paid are below the earnings
of first class .lawyers."

It is with satisfaction, therefore, that we note the

action of the Government, considering, however, that the

increase given to the members of the Supreme Courtis

still insufficient to atlract the most desirable men from

the bar to this most important of ail Canadian courts.

ft the traditions of British justice are to be preserved,

the remuneration given to the occupants of such honored

positions must be more nearly equal to the amount the

same gentlemen could earn in private practice. Compar-

ing the salaries to he paid judges in Canada with the

amounts paid in the Australian colonies, it will be seen

that the Canadian figures are still absurdly small and the

increase of from ten to twenty-five per cent, should have

been at least fifty per cent. Conditions in Canada are

vastly different to those existing in Great Britain, where

the majority of public men have private means and can

afford to aiyept positions on the bench or membership in

the House of Commons for the honor pertaining to the

position. In Canada the standard of living and cost of

travel is constantly increasing, and many of the most

talented and successful lawyers are prevented from accept-

ing positions of public trust because of the sacrifices made

necessary by giving up a paying professional practice for

an unremuneralive position.

According to the new schedule the salaries paid in

future will be as follows: The Chief Justice of the Su-

preme Court is to receive a salary of $10,000 per annum,

and the other .judges $9,000 each. The judge of the Ex-

chequer Court is to get $8,00(1 per annum. The Chief

Justices of Ontario and Quebec are each to receive $8,000

yearly. The other High Court judges in Ontario, and

twenty-two puisne judges in Quebec $7,000 each. Sixteen

puisne judges in Quebec are to receive $5,000 each, two

Gaspe and Saguenav, $1,500 each. The Chief Justices in

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, Territories, and

British Columbia are each to receive $7,000, the other

judges $6,000. In Prince Edward Island the Chief Justice

will receive $6,000, the other judges $5,200.

Of the County Court judges, the senior judge of York

County, Ontario, is to receive $2,900, sixty-seven other

Ontario judges, senior and junior, $2,500 for the first three

years, after that $2,900. In Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick the salary of the County Court judges is to be

$3,000. In Queen's County, P.E.I. , the senior will receive

$3,500, the others $2,500, and after three years' service

$3,000. The latter provision also applies to Manitoba and

British Columbia.

*

Goods worth selling are worth advertising.
* *

*

TRADING STAMPS DOOMED.
DOMINION legislation in the form of a trading stamps

bill is now an assured fact, after a spirited debate

in both houses. The Act is designed to effectually pre-

vent the issue or sale of trading stamps after November
first, except by merchants redeeming their own. The
tight has been long and bitter and even now the end is

not in sight, as it is now contended there are many ways
of evading the law now in force. Montreal, which is the

headquarters of the heated controversy, is treated to long

argumentative rhapsodies both for and against trading
stamps. The French press, generally, heartily condemns
them, and at least one English paper upholds the trading
stamp. Mr. Wilder, the bead of the Traders' Advertising
Co., emphatically declares he will still carry the matter
to English courts. At present an active campaign is be-

ing conducted throughout Quebec Province by a house-to-
house canvasser representing the Traders' Advertising
Co., and a Montreal daily newspaper, assuring consumers
that their beloved stamps will still survive.

77
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This department is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, who possesses a high reputation as an expert and authority
on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and advice which an expert
is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the department shall be helpful
practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department," The Dry Goods Review'
Toronto.

AS an example of circular advertising, we re-

produce part of a booklet which the Hudson
Bay Knitting Co. have recently published. It

lias the fundamental requisite of a good ad-

vertisement,—uniqueness. Moreover, the gen-

eral idea, the literary style and the illustrations are in

perfect harmony. Altogether it may be submitted as one

of the most telljng advertisements which have appeared

for some time:

"Pinto," a Character Sketch.

Ever been a passenger on the hurricane deck of a real

western bronco while he was in a state of a/t.ive erup-

heels and ears, short-circuits the flash and goes serenely

on his way.

If a blizzard comes his way he merely hunches him-
self into a snow shed, and calmly faces it. After it is

over he paws up the snow and makes a meal of the fro/en

glass. When lie strikes an alkali country where the grass

is scarce be diets on the barbed wire fence along the rail-

way tracks, but he does not relish it now as he used to

because the eastern fence makers do not use as many
barbs as formerly.

His favorite form of recreation is to monkey with
powder barrels and sticks of dynamite. When he lavs his

RETURNED
n
...

RETURN
AUG

RETURNED
AUG 4

tion ? If you have ever experienced that gen-

tle form of exercise you will have a fairly

Accurate idea of Iris capacity for fearful and

wonderfully surprising acrobatic stunts.

No animal ever invented can comprehend

in a given space of time so many different and

original forms of cussedness as an unbusted

pinto bronco, first time under saddle.

He has more action to the square inch

RETURNE
"iOu --,- i

ears level with the hack of his neck, sticks

his tail between his legs and backs into a

powder magazine it's up to the interested

spectator to mosey out of the neighborhood.

FTIJRN E© ne £ets ^u *y m a cam P he scatters

tile ruiii ^Toiling watei owr his hide to chase
Loff~frieHdack flies and mosquitoes.

Hair for hair and weight for weight he's

the toughest mass of horseflesh that infests

RETURNED
4 190*

than a brace of Kilkenny cats with their tails tied ovei

a clothes line.

He kicks, squeals, strikes, bites, jumps, and bucks in

one breath. In the next he twists, squirms, wriggles,

paws the air, pounds the earth into fragments, and roars

like a bull buffalo, Anon he will lie down and proceed to

la\ it all over you.

When he is busted to saddle he will travel all day at

a steady lope with less fodder and watei than a tin-c. in-

dicting goat could live on standing still.

When it. rains he merely humps his hack anil makes an

eavetrough of his tail He makes lightning rods of his

this globe

He's the Fuzzy-wuzzy of all horse-kind. Kipling's de-

scription of Fuzzy applies verj aptlj to "Pinto" when he

says:
' 'E's all 'ot sand and ginger when alive,

An' he's generally shammin' when 'e's dead.

'E's a daisy, 'e's a du/cky, 'e's a lamb.

'E's a injia-rubber idiot on a spree,

'E's the only boss tliat doesn't care a damn
I'm a leginieiii o' British infantree."

in the country where he is best known he is described

in the following advertisement:
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Strayed.

From the Bar X Ranch porral, a wall-eyed Pinto

Bronco with a Roman nose and lightning heels.

Two broken front teeth got by chewing railroad iron

the time the bis drought killed all the green fodder.

This bronfCO has a record of three busters killed out-

New Ideas
There never was a time in the world

when stores were run as well as now —
some stores !

Old-time merchants used to think it

smart to get rid of old or worthless
goods without the customer knowing it

until she got home—and then there was
no taking things back.
You see the difference here in a num-

ber of ways. For one thing we don't

intend to allow any goods to get old.

We are weeding out the stocks now, just

for that very reason. The rule of the
new management is to sell all goods in

their season.
In regard to purchases, we refund

money as cheerfully as we take it, pro-
vided the goods are returned to us in

proper condition.
Those who can't get to the store can

shop by 'plume.

right, one missing, one chawed so he can never ride again

and several who left the country after the first time up.

(Me has never been ridden longer than four seconds).

Also he has derailed two freight trains, wrecked one

saw mill and stampeded three camp meetings. Religious

exercises are his long suit.

lie has done only one good act in his long and sinful

career, but he spoiled it live minutes after. That was the

time he kicked the side of Red Hoss mountain and un-

covered a gold pay streak seven feet in. Then he kicked

the streak into the setting sun and nobody has ever found

it since.

He eats anything from frozen dynamite to live grizzly.

He will fight anything from gophers to express trains.

When he kicks the gulch is full of heels.

When he squeals the sun turns red.

When he departed he carried with him a section of the

Bar X Ranch corral. (Expenses paid for return of corral).

He was to have been shot next day with a pom-pom
from the M. P. barracks at Calgary. His hide had been

contracted for by the Hudson Bay Knitting Co., of Mont-
real, who are making a specialty of tough bronco hides

from which they build their famous "Pinto Shell Cordo-

van" mitts and gloves.

Reward.

Anyone returning said wall-eyed "Pinto" to his

owners, or the Hudson Hay Knitting Co., will be entitled

to all the reward he can get.

The owners positively refuse to provide ambulances or

pay doctor's bills.

They reserve the right, however, to bury victims in

their cemetery when relatives insist upon payment of

funeral expenses.

Warning.

The public are hereby warned from purchasing said

"Pinto" for a pack horse for eggs or dynamite, or a

quiet family driver.

Anyone detaining said "Pinto" after this notice is

liable to sudden and painful annihilation, by "Pinto."

The safest way to handle him is at a hundred yards

behind a rock breastwork, with a 30-50 Winchester, maga-

zine lull, muzzle in a true line with the "Pinto's" head,

a good aim, and be sure he gets the whole fourteen.

After that he may keep quiet long enough to get him

out, of his hide. Anyone returning the hide may keep the

rest.

Sic Transit.—The tail does not go with the hide. lie

wore it off switching rattlesnakes on the cactus plains in

Texas before the cyclone brought him here.

PS.—You can get the H.B.K. "Pinto" Shell Mitts

and Cloves at all up-to-date stores throughout Canada

and they are just as tough wearing as this bronpo is

tough living.

What H. B. K. Does to Him.

When the H.B.K. Co. gets his hide and tans it by the

famous H.B.K. "Pinto" Shell Cordovan process, a leather

is produced of such toughness, firmness and pliability that

nothing like it for mitts and gloves has ever before been

produced.

It has more qualities to make it a good mitt and

glove leather than any other leather ever tanned.

It is boil and scorch proof. That means it can never

harden or crack when placed near the fire.

It is tanned by a pure mineral process without a

particle of oil. Oil draws cold and that is why some

cheap mitts and gloves are worse than none at all. Be-

cause Buckskin is dry tanned without oil it is a very

warm leather. But it is also porous and absorbs water

like a sponge and lets in the wind.

No so with "Pinto." It sheds rain or snow like a

duck. It is absolutely windproof. "Pinto" is so tough

that it never tears, its seams never break or rip. A
"Pinto" mitt or glove will outwear three pairs of Buck-

skin. Yet it is just as soft, as pliable and as handsome

as Buckskin.

Insist upon having mitts and gloves with the H.B.K.

Brand and if you want the very best see that they are

stamped "Pinto" Shell Cordovan.

See For
Yourself
We're not buying and selling at ran-

dom. Not even accepting all that's told

us about qualities. We investigate and

compare—and we want you to do the

same.

It's easy to say such values were never

known in Montreal before, but you can't

begin to grasp all we mean without

coming to see. The balance of Summer
goods are selling now for less, in line

with our policy to carry nothing over.

HIGH CLASS WORK.

The scribe of the John Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal,

is establishing a unique record in high-class effective news,

paper publicity. The Siren bargain cry is deftly avoided

and higher yet convincing arguments are utilized. Two
samples of his work during' the Summer months are here-

with appended.
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The Demand for "ELITE" BRAND

Rainproof and Waterproof Garments

for Ladies and Gentlemen

this season has been exceptionally large, but owing to

our increased capacity we are able to make all ship-

ments promptly.

"ELITE" BRAND Garments are Models of Beauty and Excellence

Up-to-Date in Style,

Perfect in Fit,

Nobby Trimmings
Latest Materials,

Durable and Comfortable

Our travellers are still out with a full line of latest

samples for FALL, goods which must be seen to be

appreciated.

During the Toronto Exhibition we will have sample

rooms at the King Edward Hotel, where our full

range will be on inspection. Our Ontario travellers,

Messrs. Gittleson and Hart, will be in attendance, and

all merchants will be made welcome.

The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co,

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST HOUSE OF ITS KIND IN CANADA

MONTREA l_
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S H OWERPROOF
GARMENTS

and there is a sure but decided tendency to accord them
their undoubted position.

VARIETY OF STYLES FOR FALL.

MANUFACTURERS have completed their Fall lines

and an unusually large variety of styles compete

with each other for favor. Extensive and costly

sample lines confirm the continued vogue of the rain coat

as a woman's most useful garment. Fashion is now a

dominant feature and stylish garments are regarded as

essential. A large variety of lengths are exploited, but

for the serviceable garment the coat reaching almost to

the hem of the gown is much preferred by the individual

wearer. These styles are easily altered and for popular

as well as moderately good trade they are the accepted

type. There is no possible chance of the unpleasant feel-

ing of water running off the garment to the skirt beneath.

The I raincoat is bung pushed to a considerable extent,

and in some quarters is regarded favorably. It is hardly

so good a garment for rainy-day wear, but is exploited

in nobby styles. It can be used on many days for travel-

ing, as it must be remembered they keep out dust. The

; coat is in the same category, and is very popular in

light and dark tweed rainproof effects.

Mannish effects, semi-fitting and tight-fitting garments,

are all asked for, and at the present moment no par-

ticular style reigns supreme. Travelers report a diversi-

ned demand, according to the size and wealth of the

section. For early trade the corset coat so suitable for

Spring has been picked out to some little extent. The

distinct novelty, however, upon which business is done is

the J length in Scotch tweed effects. The range of pat-

terns is truly bewildering. The garments are of the loose-

fitting type, both with and without belt, and show no

ornate trimming. Fcr the better class of trade some

tight-fitting models, showing a double-breasted effect, and

notched collar with bloused front, are highly popular.

Buyers returned from London and New York markets re-

port these garments in active demand. In dark fawn they

show to best advantage. Yoke effects are much employed

in a variety of st\les, especially in the mannish rain-

coats. Braid sometimes affords the finishing touch to

collars and cuffs. The sleeve is always some graduated

form of the leg-o'-mutton type. Business will certainly

be done upon a variety of styles, and no hard and fast

rule can be laid down. There is an endeavor on the part

of manufacturers to meet individual requirements and

tastes of a growing class of consumers. The chief care

on buyers' parts is to select garments of right cut and

finish.

Colors will play a prominent part in the selection of

raincoats this season. Grey, which was the only wear
last Fall, is decidedly on the wane and outside of the

tweed effects which defy description, and are evidently

doing the bulk of the business, light and darker shades
of fawn should have a representative showing. Fawn
shades were in exceptional demand this Spring and darker

shades will increase in favor this season. Olives, which

have been in abeyance for some little time, are also

slated for renewed popularity. Men's lines show a ten-

dency towards tweed effects, the neat designs being pre-

ferable. Concave shoulders are now featured on most gar-

ments.

Waterproofs are favorably regarded by most buyers,

A
A.

of

Co.

to

ver

Ian

BACK FROM EUROPE.
MONO the passengers who arrived in New York on

.July 27, on board the Teutonic, were a number of

prominent Toronto dry goods buyers, including \V.

Denton, of Denton, Mitchell & Duncan; .John Martin,

the Gillespie Fur Co.; W. J. Suckling, of Suckling &
, and Robert Taylor, of Taylor & Smart. Talking

The Review, Mr. Denton said that they had had a

y pleasant passage. He found the markets in Scot-

d, England and Ireland firm, but deliveries were good.

RETURNED

6"&/'T4

Ladies' Rainproof Mantle.

Shown by the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

He had met various parties of the Canadian Manufactur-

ers' Association inspecting the industrial centres of Eng-
land. Their reception had been most cordial, and no

doubt the visit would be of great benefit to both coun-

tries. The Teutonic, upon which the buyers returned,

caught fire shortly after reaching her dock in New York,
and suffered considerable damage.

George Freer, formerly of Renfrew, will open a dry

goods store in Sudbury about the end of August.

In the recent disastrous fire at Fernie, B.C., G. W.
Curruthers, tailor, and Kenny & McLeod, tailors* were
burned out. The block in which these stores were situ-

ated was entirely destroyed. The loss was partially

covered bv insurance.
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Pre-eminence

in Raincoats

The Line of Fall Rainproofs

is now in the hands of our salesmen. A great

variety of fabrics in new and novel designs. Our
garments aie stylish. They fit and are tailored

right.

Buyers visiting Montreal this month are invited

to call and see our complete range of samples.

Get in line with National brand garment

success.

The National Rubber Co.,

524 Craig Street. MONTREAL.

HARRIS & COMPANY
R0CKW00D, ONT. Limited

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Ladies' Costume Cloths
AND-

Homespun Suitings,

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
SELLING A0ENT5-

nonypenny Bros. & Co., - Toronto

M
THE PRICE OF WOOL.

\l PRICE, commercial agent at Jeres de la Fron-

tera, Spain, writes Lo the consulai department at

Washington as follows: "The attention oi Euro-

pean sheep-breeders is being called to the present condi-

tion oi the wool market. Foi thirty-five or forty years

the price of wool had continually fallen, so that from

1895 to 1900 it had decreased 50 pei cent, below that of

1870 and 1875. Recently a rise in price has taken place

in the world's market. The fall in pi ice was attributed

principally to the extraordinary development of wool

production in Australia, Cape of Good Hope, Argentina

and Uruguay. These countries produced about 197,000,000

lbs. in 1870, 256,000,000 lbs. in 1X80, and 360, ,000 lbs.

in 1889. This rapid increase of production enormously

augmented importation into industrial countries.

"Some years ago there began a progressive decrease

of the flocks in European nations. In thirty years there

had been a decrease of 34,000,000 sheep in the flocks of

England, France, Germany. Austria-Hungary and Spain.

The sheep in Australia decreased from 108,000,000 in 1870

to 74,000,000 in 1898. The importation of wool into

Europe from Australia, Cape of Good Hope, Argentina,

anil Uruguay amounted to 2,783,000 bales, 2,494,000 bales,

2,445,000 hales, 2,445,000 bales, 2,245,000 bales and 2,-

045,000 bales in 1895, 1901, 1902, 1903, and 1904, re-

spectively. The price of wool has steadily risen since

1901, and in the case of the wool called 'cruzados' or

'crossed' the price has increased 100 per cent, in the Lon-

don market. This rise is due to the diminished produc-

tion.

"From 181(1 to 1892 the number of sheep bred in

Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand increased with

extraordinary rapidity; their numbers then began to

shrink, and from 1898 to 1904 the decrease has been

enormous. The Australian flocks decreased from 125,000,-

liliii in 1892 to 111,1 ,000 in 1897, 103,000,000 in 1898,

92,000,000 in 1902, and T.S.ooo.oiio in 1903. The frequent

droughts were the principal cause of this decrease of

50,000,000 sheep from 1892 to 1903. On account of this

fact it is probable thai the i isc in the price of wool will

continue. Thirty years ago the countries named bred only

Merino slice]) fur fine wool, but afterwards the growers

crossed the breed witli English sheep of long, coarse wool,

until now the proportion of mixed wool exceeds 50 per

cent, of the whole. Hence Merino wool is scarcer than

ever, and the caprice of fashion may increase the price far

beyond what its quality merits."

MODERATE AMBITION.

i'm jes' a-keepin' even; which is doin' purty good,

Haven't made a fortune that I used to hope 1 would;

Haven't caused the trump of fame o'er distant hills to

sound,

Hut kin alius face the music when the landlord comes

around.

I'\e bad my share of sunshine an' 1 see the (lowers smile,

Have bad the rheumatix, hut only fur a little while,

An' when 1 come to quit this scene of hope an' likewise

doubt

,

I'll hardly leave enough fur lawyer folks to fight about.

I have had m\ disappointments an' F\e had my silent

fears.

Hut I reckon (hat the laughs will easj balance all the

tears.

It ami a brilliant record, hut 1 want it understood

That I'm still a-keepin' even, which is doin' purty good.

—Washington Star.
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"CRUSOE BRAND" SKIRT WEBS

Our "Crusoe" SHAPED SKIRT BELTINGS are selling

splendidly in England.

They make the skirt fit neatly to the figure

They are made on improved machinery,
from best fast-dyed yarns.

Being " Duplex" Webs (i.e., consisting
of two surfaces woven together
at one edge only) they are

most convenient for use.

TAPES
MENDINGS

CORK INSOLES

ELASTIC BRAIDS

PRUSSIAN BINDINGS

BLIND and PICTURE CORDS
BOOT, SHOE and CORSET LACES

Canada: STAPLETON CALDECOTT, 70 Bay St., Toronto

FAIRE BROS & C°, L^TeYcester, ENG.
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DEALERS WHO HANDLE THE

NenzieLine
Are Insured Better Sales

and Larger Profits.

WE ARE NOT IN ANY COMBINE

Our Papers are Sold Upon THeir Merits

Without any Restrictions as to Price

**

WRITE US TO-DAY TOR SAMPLES

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.
98 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONT. Limited

^
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
RIVAL ORIENTAL RUGS.

THE brilliant rugs and carpets woven by the deft

lingers of women and girls in remote Persian

villages after a method of old Babylon, have always

been highly valued by those whose wealth enables them

ratify their taste for rare and beautiful things.

Away in the wild mountain passes of Donegal are

Irish peasant girls who, with fingers as deft as those of

their eastern sisters and an eye for color even truer and

more artistic, are able to produce on the self-same kind

of loom as used in Persia rainbow-tinted rugs and car-

pets which rival, if they do not surpass, in color and de-

sign the products of the Oriental looms.

Scattered thickly over these mountain wilds are the

humble homes of a race unequalled, perhaps, in the world

for their endurance, their patient and unrequited toil; for

what can the wretched patches of barren, stony soil or

of bo,; which constitute their holdings yield save the

most miserable of crops ?

The virtue of these people is as stern as the hills

which surround their homes. Inured from childhood to

privation of all kinds, leading lives of unremitting toil,

with none of the comforts or pleasure which brighten life

and lighten labor, yet clinging with passionate love to

the land of their birth; such are these Donegal peasants,

a grand people physically and morally, gifted in richest

measure of all the best qualities of the Celt, but chained

by the strong fetters of grim poverty.

Of late endeavors have been made to develop a new
field for their industry.

At Killybegs.

A factory has been established at Killybegs by Scotch
manufacturers for weaving "Persian" carpets and rugs.

The venture has been most successful, and large numbers
of girls and boys are employed in the new industry.

The peculiarity of these carpets is that they must be

entirely made by hand, and by the method which may be

seen illustrated in the painting on Greek vases more than

2,000 years old.

The tufts or mosaics of small woolen squares are
tied by the fingers in knots into longitudinal warps which
are stretched between two long parallel beams. The de-

sign is placed in front, and the girls varying in number
according to the size of the carpet, as many as twelve
sometimes working at the loom, select the colors indi-

cated, row by row; these are then tied and bound down
by "shoots" of woolen weft drawn across the entire

width, and beaten down by small heavy iron-toothed
combs.

These hand-tufted carpets are exquisitely beautiful.

The girls employed at the work have displayed artistic

•skill, both as regards color and design, such as has
astonished their instructors.

The carpets can be made to any size and shape. Pur-
chasers can, also, if they so please, have the carpets
woven according to any design which they may select.

The unqualified success which has attended the venture

has encouraged the promoters of the industry to increase

their efforts. They have planned to extend the industry

all over the west of Ireland, thus affording profitable em-
ployment to hundreds of young people.

For the Farmers' Profit.

Another important feature of the new industry is

that it will give wonderful impetus to the rearing of

sheep by the Donegal farmers. The carpets are made en-

tirely of wool, and it is part of the scheme that all the

wool used in their manufacture shall be spun from the

fleece of sheep reared in these mountain regions.

It has been calculated that in a few years the fleeces

of 10, 0f)0 score of sheep would be required annually.

For those girls who live too far away to attend a

factory, a simple arrangement has been contrived by

means of which, after having learned the art, they can

take the frame looms away in the seclusion of their

mountain homes. Who can tell how much the artistic in-

s-tincts of these children of the mountains may be quick-

ened by the magical effects of light and shade on those

mighty peaks ?

One of the Donegal carpets was presented to Queen
Victoria on the occasion of her last visit to Ireland.

King Edward has also been pleased to order five of them
for the royal yacht, and some of these lovely carpets are

also in Buckingham Palace.

Wherever these beautiful productions are known they

are highly appreciated, especially by lovers of things

artistic. Orders have been received at Killybegs

from the highest decorative art critics in England and
America. The Donegal "Parisian" carpets have un-

doubtedly a most successful future before them.

THE SPHERE OF LINOLEUMS.

OILCLOTHS and linoleums have a wide field which no
other floor covering will satisfy. Their usefulness

is only now being fully recognized. In the Summer
particularly, when the sale of carpets is at a standstill,

they can be featured with great profit to the department.
They are so attractive and fresh in appearance and yet

so reasonable in price that it is easy to make a sale to

a customer who is renovating the house at all.

The call for this class of goods can be made steady

by a little pushing. There is no time of the year when .

oil cloths should not be good stock. The uses for them
are infinite. In stores advantage is taken of the quiet

season to make any necessary changes. Suggestions on

the matter of putting down linoleum would meet with
many responses. In houses, too, various rooms and halls

are covered in this way.
g

The Summer as it advances will reveal many spots
which need recovering. Rough usage during hot and
dusty Summer months plays havoc with the carpets and
oilcloths. Suggest the removal of these coverings by
showing samples of the new patterns. By this means the
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need will be brought forcibly to the attention ol custom

crs. Oilcloths in the house will no1 look half so shabbj

nil you show some samples in the window. Thai will

gel Ihr public thinking, anil when the idea has once been

suggested it will keep working till ii has some result.

I),) ii< it h'l this department sink out (if existence as sunn

as the Spring buying is over. People will forget then

need I'm htiusefurnishings unless they are constantly re-

minded of them. Continual driving will he rewarded by

sales which have heen formerly neglected during the Sum-

mer.

A GORGEOUS CARPET.

NEVER outside fairyland, says the London Daily

Chronicle, has been seen a carpet so wonderful as

that which King Edward received as a present from

the Shah of Persia as a token of his appreciation of the

affectionate hospitality extended to him on the occasion

of his last visit to England.

When this marvellous production of Persian artists

was spread out before his Majesty at Buckingham Palace

he must have been reminded of some of the scenes depict-

ed in the "Arabian Nights."

The secret was well kept, and it was not until the

arrival of the ambassador at the palace that any infor-

mation could be gained as to the contents of the great

packing case over which he kept vigilant guard.

The special Ambassador was also the bearer of an

autograph letter from the Shah and of a present for

Queen Alexandra. The reception was in full state. Royal

carriages were sent to convey the ambassador and his

suite from the Persian Legation to the palace.

WINDOW DISPLAYS.

f
7 NDOUBTEDLY one of the most effective trade win-

\^j ners for your carpet and rug department this lime

of the year is an attractive window display. Some

merchants omit this important feature, because of the

obstacles encountered. Of course rugs offer no difficulties

to artistic display, but in the case of carpets the fabric

is unwieldy, owing to its size and stiffness, and should be

shown in a level, horizontal position, if the pattern is to

be fully appreciated. Moreover, it is a class of goods of

which every inch is essential Jo the appearance. There-

fore any display which hides or makes unduly prominent

any part of the pattern does injustice to the whole.

Hut the ensuing difficulties are, in fact, nore apparent

than real. Of course carpets can not be displayed pre-

cisely in the same way as dress goods, but they are

nevertheless susceptible to many artistic creations.

A favorite method is to take two rolls of a single

pattern and stand them upon end, one on top of the

other. The rolls must be of the same size, of course, so

that the edges will meet exactly. This plan will give the

observer a good idea of how the pattern would appear

upon the floor and is very effective.

One of the most popular ideas of carpet display used

last Spring appeared to be the Hat surface inclining from

a poihi ahoiil live feet high at the back of the window to

the bottom of the front. This effect can he secured by

placing a rod across the hack of the window at the re-

quired height. Then place two or three rolls of the pat-

tern on either sides of Ihe flooi a I Hie hack and unroll

enough from each to reach over the rod and down to the

bottom of the front of Hie window, allowing a little to

In- turned under to conceal the law edge. A roll of border

at each end can be treated in the same way. Pin the

edges of the strips togelhei to prevent one from falling

below another. Nothing else is needed ill the window to

Complete the display. The plan is simple and will at-

tract considerable attention. II you have hut one roll of

a pattern at youi dispo al the effeel can be seemed by

continuing the strip hack and ovei the rod again City

stores have made use of the inclined flal surface idea with

good results.

SHORT LENGTHS.

SINGLE width rugs or mats can hi' used to great ad-

vantage to infuse life into an otherwise quid busi-

ness. The idea has heen tried in many towns and

always with good success. I'se what short lengths and

remnants of carpets you have on band and cut up a num-

ber of others into strips varying from four to six or

seven feet in length and advertise a special sale of them.

There is something about a remnant which makes it ap-

peal to the mind of most people. The price can be made
attractive by close marking. Besides, bad spots in the

carpets are always obtruding themselves on the attention

and places in the room get particular wear. For these

things a small mat is invaluable. The lengths can be

made more attractive by stitching on a border of some
kind. Such a display should be made to look big. Pile

all the mats up in a window and advertise them vigor-

ously. By this means the special nature of the offering

will be accentuated. The scheme is worth trying.

A CARPET BAROMETER.

Perhaps the most peculiar barometer in existence is a

carpet owned by Dr. Elmer Smith, of Columbia, Mo. Dr.

Smith says that from twenty-four to forty-eight hours

before a rain the carpet becomes so loose that it is al-

most impossible to sweep it. Some ingrain carpets be-

come loose during damp weather, but the remarkable

thing about this carpet is that in the adjoining room
to the barometer carpel is one cut from the same piece

which remains perfectly 'quiescent, while its companion

just across the doorsill manifests great agitation at an

approaching rain.
* *

*

Tyre appears to have been the only city in antiquity

that made dyeing its chief occupation and the staple of

its commerce. The Tyrian purple was one of the most
general and principal articles of luxury. The dye for this

color was obtained from two kinds of shell fish, of which

each furnished but one drop.

LINEN PRICES WILL ADVANCE.
1M1K unfavorable condition of the world's supply of

(lax will, if the demand for linen keeps up, cause

the prices of linen to rise. The increased juice of

cottons will tend to keep the demand for linens steady.

Although some rains in Ireland improved the condition of

the flax Cl'Op, it will not he sullu lent to make up for the

deficiency in other countries. In Japan, for instance, the

hemp and flax manufacturers cannot procure the raw pro-

duct. The dearth of supplies is likely to increase rather

than lessen, since oats and other cereals have displaced

flax to a large extent in the present crops. The peasants

have found that during the war grains will bring them

greater results than (lax and, as immense quantities of

oats ate required, (lax glowing has heen almost, entirely

displaced. For various reasons the crop of (lax in Russia

is not encouraging. In Belgium and France conditions are

unfavorable and the yield in Holland will be light.

8<S
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Geo. H. Hees, Son& Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO and MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS OF

Window Shades

Upholstery Goods

Tapestry Curtains

Bobbinet Curtains

Poles and

Trimmings
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CURTAINS
FOLDING LACE CURTAINS.

PRESERVATION of the lace curtain stock is a knotty

problem in most stores, as they are often shown on

the counter and let drag on more or less dirty, un-

carpeted floors. This means a long list of soiled half

pairs which have to be cleared out at unprofitable rates.

First among the difficulties is the absence of a curtain

rack properly protected- If they are shown over a bar

the necessity of proper folding is paramount. If they are

properly folded they can be returned to the original

paekage and soiling is avoided. Anyone can fold a lace

curtain if care is paid to the original creases. If this is

not done the curtain is practically ruined.

In eity stores clerks are drilled in this procedure.

Another good idea noticed in one store was the marking
on the ticket of the sample curtain the number of pairs

in stock, by means of vertical marks. When a. sale is

made the mark is crossed off and the buyer knows just

where he stands.

SOME NOTABLE TAPESTRIES.

n x HK collection of tapestries in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, London, has lately been augmented by some
interesting specimens lent by the wardens and fel-

lows of Winchester College. The series comprises two

fragments of a "History of King David" (dating about

117 0), a small panel of later date, and four pieces of a

chapel hanging. The last is the sole existing representa-

tive of a style of tapestries of the fifteenth century fre-

quently mentioned in old inventories. The hanging is

"panel," the ground color consisting of "pales," or

vertical strips of alternate blue and red, broken by a

fifteenth century pattern. Upon this large sprays of

Tudor rose, the sacred monogram "I. H. S.," and shields

containing three crowns or coronets are placed at regular

intervals. Enough of the hanging lemains to show that

the centre consisted of a representation of the "Agnus
Dei," almost enclosed by sprays of red and white roses.

These roses represent, in heraldry, the union of the rival

houses of York and Lancaster, so the tapestry must have

been made in the reign of Henry VII. The second panel

of the Hardwicke hunting tapestries is also exhibited in

the museum. These, when discovered at Hardwicke Hall,

were in fragments, disconnected, dirty and perishing;

while the Winchester tapestries were in little better con-

dition. It is only by using the method of the ancient,

tapestry repairers—a method resembling darning—and by

careful, patient and intelligent labor that the restoration

of these tapestries has been accomplished.

The tapestry woven maps of several English counties,

now exhibited in the museum at York and elsewhere, are

probably the earliest examples of tapestry made in Eng-

land now extant. Toward the middle of the sixteenth

century Squire Sheldon, of Weston, Warwickshire, dis-

patched a certain Richard Hickes to the Low Countries

to study the craft of tapestry weaving. On his return the

squire gave him one of his manors as a workshop, and

fco this manufactory we owe the tapestry maps showing

London and the River Thames, Lambeth, "Chelsey,"

"Hammersmith," "Kensington," "Iligat," etc., and the

windmills at "I lampsted." There is an attempt to

make distinction between churches possessing spires and

those with towers only. Some peculiarities in spelling

support the theory that Hickes employed Flemish work-

men, but that is by no means certain. Richard Hickes

was succeeded by his son Francis, who appears to have

been a man of some erudition.

The tapestry maps, remaining at Weston at the time

of Sheldon's sale, were bought by Sir Horace Walpole,
and alter many years are safely housed in the museum at

York and in the Bodleian Library. Among the Mortlake
tapestries repaired by the Decorative Needlework Society

were the fine set of "The Senses," from Haddon Hall, the

property of the Duke of Rutland. They were woven in the

reign of Charles I., and bore the royal arms which were

cut out by the Roundheads prior to the sale of the

tapestries of the royal collection. The vacant place was
restored by a representation of a large jewel; but the

king's motto, "Sceptra fovent artes," remained at the

foot.—The Upholstery Trade Review.

CURTAIN BUSINESS IN SUMMER.

BUSINESS is quiet just now in the curtain depart-

ment. The sales of the regular stock are pretty well

over for the Summer, and only special offerings are

being taken by the public. Special lines of muslin sash

curtains always find a sale and, particularly in the middle

of Summer when newness is required, some of these can

be made to move. Where Summer or Autumn visitors

are expected it is very easy to urge the sale of curtains.

While it is perfectly natural that the Spring should

be the big season for house furnishings, yet it is a great

mistake for the retail dealer to think that no business

can be done at any other time. There is no reason why
an excellent business should not be worked up in the late

Summer and early Fall. People give themselves up to a

more or less outdoor life during the hot weather. The

house is used for eating in and sleeping in, but apart

from that it is neglected. Consequently the interior fur-

nishings are neglected more than at any other time of the

year. The doors and windows are left open and the in-

terior is subjected to dust and dirt.

This becomes perfectly apparent as soon as the cooler

weather compels the occupants to return to their rooms.

Curtains have lost their freshness and other furnishings

show the effect of wear. This would be a proper time to

make a special effort to push these lines. Where doors

have hitherto existed, it might be possible to hang por-

tieres. The displacement of heavy and awkward doors by

hanging curtains of some kind is taking place more and

more. Advantage should be taken of such tendencies.

They all aid in the development of business. The lines

of portieres which are now being shown are finer and

more varied than ever before. Handsome effects in blue,

red and green, with borders enriched by a thread of

gold, are those which are most in favor, ami with them

it should be easy to catch the fancy of most housewives.

Follow the lead of the bigger city stores who have ap-

preciated the possibilities in extending the regular sea-

sons. Display curtains occasionally in the windows and

force business.

ANOTHER MAIL ORDER HOUSE.
MERCHANTS in Canada are to be saddled with an-

other retail mail order house. Hitherto this has

been merely the outgrowth of retail business. Now
one has been organized to operate in Canada whose entire

business will consist of mail orders. Toronto has been

chosen as the headquarters of the company. The capital-

ization has been (ixed at $1,(100,(100, and suitable ware-

houses will soon be erected. The company intend to

' operate throughout the entire country. The directors of

the company are: John Dryden, T. M. Brown, O. C.

Lawson, C. A. Crawford and J. W. St John. It will

operate under the title of the Canada Mail Orders,

Limited.
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Window Shades
We would like to help Retailers increase

their business in Window Shades, and to

each Merchant, who will allow us the space,

we will send free of charge a large sign

stating that they sell Smith, Carter & Smith,
Limited, reliable Window Shades. Write
now for prices of our goods. The satis-

factory Window Shade Makers.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
681-683-685 Craig St., Montreal, Canada.

s*/>e Imperial Carpet Co
II FRONT ST. E„ TORONTO

AXMINSTER

WILTON

BRUSSELS

TAPESTRY

WOOL AND

JUTE

CARPETS

THE LEADING HOUSE IN

THE TRADE FOR FLOOR
COVERINGS EXCLUSIVELY

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
MAIL ENQUIRIES

AGENTS FOR SCOTCH AND
ENGLISH CARPET

AND LINOLEUM HOUSES
on

DIRECT IMPORT TERMS

TAPESTRY

INGRAIN

AND JUTE

SQUARES

LINOLEUMS

OILCLOTH

JAPAN AND CHINA

MATTING

SMYRNA RUGS

ETC,

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
•raww- COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION FEATHERS BOUGHT

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, ... TORONTO

.1* £giyijw<

ATTRACTIVE WINDOWS

lULnh

No display is noticed more by lady shoppers than a well
chosen window of

DOWN QUILTS.
The largest city stores know this, and show them frcm

August till February.
They bring the best buyers to the store, and the mer-

chant who shows them is credited with enterprise.
Our travellers can only afford to call on the large

cities, where orders are large and sure, but we have a pro-
position that will put the dealer in the smaller towns in a

position to compete with the largest departmental store.
Write us to-day for full particulars to Desk **C,''

Montreal office.
THE IDEAL BEDDING CO., Limited,

Successors to

The Alaska Feather & Down Co., Montreal, Winnipeg.
The Toronto Bedding Co., Toronto,

Bros
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WALL PAPER

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

PROPER paper-hanging is a detail which the retail

dealer cannot afford to neglect. Even if it lies be-

j 1 his jurisdiction, which is frequently confined

to selling the paper, he must provide for its proper hang-

ing. The whole business of house furnishing depends upon

the customer being well pleased with the result of the

purchase. It will not assist one's business to say that

the buyer chose what pattern pleased her best and arrang-

ed for the proper after treatment of it. The fact remains,

that every time a room is inartistically treated it

lessens or destroys the desire of all who see it to do

further decorating. No fault may be found with the

merchant and the people may not be positively displeased

with the result. It is in the absence of any positive

incentive through admiration that the real harm is done.

When a housewife sees a particularly effective arrange-

ment of a room, her own tastes become stimulated and

educated. So the feeling passes from one to another.

One well-fitted house will cause the renovation of a

dozen others and these will set the fashion for a whole

town. In like manner an unsuitable pattern or bad paper-

hanging will minimize the work of refurnishing.

To make the most out of the house furnishing depart-

ment, the manager should make himself familiar with the

newest and best ideas in wall coverings. His desire to

sell goods should be always subordinate to his desire to

give satisfaction. The room to be furnished should be

studied and the general scheme of decoration should be

followed. Paper patterns cannot be chosen merely for

their prettiness. A paper might lie exceedingly pretty

and attractive and yet be impossible for a particular

room. A dining-room must be treated one way, a library

another.

Going beyond the choice of patterns, the dealer in

wall papers ought to have at his command a good, reliable

paper-hanger. By this means he can assure his customer

satisfaction in the work and he will at the same time be

sure that a good scheme of decoration will not be spoiled

by inefficient workmanship. Conditions obtaining in

particular cases will decide what arrangements are best.

Men may either be kept altogether by a firm or an agree-

ment to do its work may be entered into. At any rate,

a reliable man should be at the store's disposal.

A MID-YEAR CALENDAR.

Stauntons Limited have opened the second half of

the year by issuing to the trade a very handsome calendar

running from .July, L905, to July, 1906. This kind re-

minder will he much appreciated by the recipients. The
pages contain some telling advertising for the Staunton

line of wall papers. Like all the literature of this firm,

it is gotten up in line style. The coloring is brilliant

and striking and is altogether a decidedly good piece of

work.

EDUCATION IN HOUSE FURNISHING.

INTERIOR decoration has within the last few months
conic in for a huge share Oi attention from papers

and magazines. The following extract from an \m-

erican daily shows to what an extent public taste is being

educated to new ideas and line effects. The house furnish-

ing man should not be behind the newspapers in exploiting

artistic ideas:

There was once a lime when mat ling meant a cover-

ing for the floor consisting of an unbroken succession of

dark and white squares that made the floor look like a

gigantic checkerboard. It was heavy and stiff and shiny,

was fastened down with big double clamp tacks and bulged

m nice little hillocks at stated intervals; it had a "best

room" smell, strongly suggestive of horsehair furniture

and big four post beds, and was always associated with

long, hot Summer afternoons. Time and fashion, assisted

by the Japanese, have wrought such changes that nowa-

days matting is one of the most satisfactory and artistic

of household furnishings. The old checkerboard patterns

are still to be seen and are preferred by some people, but

the materials are much finer in texture and more easily

handled than the old fashioned kind; the regular Japanese

matting, however, is really a thing of beauty, and besides

being used as a covering for floors, is put to other uses

not dreamed of by the methodical housekeepers of the

good old times, who put down their strips of shiny

squares in May and took them up in September or

October.

Japanese matting is soft and pliable, and when the

strips are sewn together, as they always should be, the

matting may be laid as smoothly as a carpet. For Sum-
mer use particularly there is nothing more satisfactory

than this typical product of the Orient, with its light

background and the big vague looking flowers done in

indefinite pinks and blues and rehs, with probably only

one design to the yard, thus giving an effect of space and

naturally of coolness, and harmonizing well with rugs of

any description. For carrying out a Japanese effect the

matting is used to cover walls. It is tacked on at the

top and bottom and between the widths are run strips

of a contrasting color covering the seams and giving the

appearance of panels. Owing to its flexibility this mat-

ling is also largely used in upholstering Summer furni-

ture; settees and settles, porch chairs and other pieces

of semi-outdoor furniture are made very attractive when
covered with it.

There are many varieties of jute rugs for use in camps
and bungalows and on piazzas in rather vivid shades of

red and green. These are heavy and coarse and effective.

The rugs made of Japanese matting, or rather the pieces

of matting having completed designs similar to those on

rugs, do not seem fo be in very great favor now, at

least, there are very few varieties to be found in the

shops, but pieces of the regular stock cut the desired

lengths and fringed make rugs that are equally as useful

if not quite so attractive.

Another decorative fabric for which there is a growing

demand and for which we are indebted to the Japanese is

the mass cloth used for covering walls. This comes in

all the standard colors, and is a yard wide. The general

effect when on the wall is very much that of burlap, ex-

cept that it is of liner weave and has almost a glossy

appearance. It is made of Chinese grass, which is woven
in the same manner as a loose-weave cloth or woolen

goods, then a very thin coaling of rice paper is pasted

with infinite care on the back id' the cloth to give it

body, and also to make it possible to attach it to a wall,

the grass cloth itself being of such a fibre that it will

not hold paste.

Hut there are other wall and lloor coverings that are

not essentially Japanese, though equally as beautiful.

An exquisite new wall paper is called English chintz.
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WALL PAPERS
Every sample in tHe new

STAUNTON LINE FOR 1906
is a reason— and a g'ood reason—why you should
place your order for " STAUNTON " Wall Papers.

Let our salesman show you the goods before you
place any order.

STAUNTONS Lifted
Manufacturers

TORONTO
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=P I L L O W S—
We only ask you to try our line

^LEADER—
Size 21 x 27, price $1.35 per pair. Order 25 pairs-

lf they don't please we will pay freight both ways and

==Yo\i Return them=
I hey are $2.00 value, but that's our way of doing it.

You get the benefit.

CANADIAN FEATHER & MATTRESS CO.
TORONTO OTTAWA

New Toronto Address, 41-47 SPRUCE STREET.

LIMITED
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Over a white background, which, bj the way, is glazed design; the background is almost invisible through the

until it is verj shiny, there is scattered a most fascinat- masses of most natural looking green leaves, but the few

collection of old Fashioned flowers, dahlias and holly- comparatively small white spots ihai remain give a sun-

lio/ . and asters in a marvelous variety of colors, hut so gestion of perspective thai is remarkable, and one has a

RETURNED
AUG 11 190f

&
jf

Burlap Hanging No. 1710. 18-inch Landscape Frieze No. 4700.

A Fine Reproduction in Wall Paper of a Burlap Fabric. The Pattern is Shown in Numerous Artistic Color-

ings. The Landscape Frieze ia of a Highly Decorative Character and Entirely Novel in the Handsome

Stroll Framing to the Scenic Panels. Manufactured bj Stauntons Limited, Toronto, Out.

well chosen and so effectively arranged thai ii makes one

think no1 of .1 kaleidoscope, hut of all the interesting

things one has evei read about old fashioned gardens.

More bizarre and show] is a new French paper in a rose

feeling thai on the other side of those leaves space ex-

tends indefinitely. The roses on this unusual pattern are

lew and far between, and one that dropped almost to

pieces adds to the originality of ihe design.
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DO NOT MEASURE SUCCESS
BY THE SIZE OF YOUR TOWN

BUT BY CONFIDENCE IN

YOURSELF
AND

"WATSON-FOSTER"
GOODS

This is the history of the (now) largest dealers in Canada
It can easily be yours. Think how much business you'd
LIKE to do and let us help you in a practical way to

DO IT.
AUG. '05.

THE Watson Foster Co/limited

MONTREAL
CANADA.
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^
CORRECT WINDOW DRESSING

j\ Lecture Given by Mr. IV. C SKinn*r, of the Imperial Dry Goods Co. of Winnipeg, in

Conniction with ihc "Y.M.CA. E,dvictttio n* 1 Glasses of th«t City.

*

*

RETURNED
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WHAT is window dressing? It is the dis-

playing of merchandise in the most effec-

tive and attractive manner for the pur-

pose of sale. Must progressive mer-

chants to-day arc aware of the value of

the show window for advertising and sale of merchandise.

An effective window is bound to make a strong impres-

sion on the minds of the people who pass his place ol

business. Hut it musl he understood that to get the full

results from this form of advertising the window must

be changed frequently. It is the same with an advertise-

ment, if allowed to remain for a length of time it be-

comes stale and an eye sore rather than at attraction.

Window displays in every line of business, almost,

should be changed at least once a week, even though the

change be slight. After this

length of time they lose

their selling power, fresh-

ness, and every day lessens

the value of the goods dis-

played from the effects of

light, heat or dust. Goods

of a more delicate nature,

pa 1
1 icularly in S u m m e r

months, should be taken out

every few days.

Before starling to put in a

window many things have to

be taken into consideration

— the thorough cleaning of

tlir window, the goods that

will form the display, the

lixt uri's at hand, and the

most effective method of

treatment that will be the

least harmful to the goods.

Then with reference to show

cards. Too often they are

not given tlie attention

that thej deserve. Have
tin in pic ]i a i e d b e f o r e-

liand so that they can be

placed .is you complete Hie

different parts of your trim.

Then comes t he practical

work. It is best always to form your display of sea-

sun, ihle merchandise, and of what the people want to-day.

The window that will bring direct results, it is the ex-

perience of the writer, is the one most favored by the

merchant, hut this is somewhat governed by the class of

trade to which your house caters. One style of a window-

will not adapt itself to all classes of trade. Where a

limited number of windows are in (he trimmer's charge

they should be treated differently from 1 hose of a mer-

chant blest with an a biimlance of show space. He has to

assemble several lines of merchandise, but all in perfect

harmony one with another. If it is dress fabrics, then

trimmings, -loves, an elegant parasol, silk linings, a

touch of neckwear, will be found harmonious, but always

let one line predominate. Hie added lines being merely a

I urn He most e.iieful about the details or little

things. Nothing so mars the linest window as soiled

parts, diiiv woodwork, dirty floors, nails, tacks, pins,

etc., sticking about, and above all Ibhig.^ have a bright

shining glass, it adds wondei lullv to the value of the

goods displayed.

The show window is somewhat like a stage, it has

its entrances, traps, exits, wings, etc.. hut it is enlirelj

different in completing the selling. It must be remem-
bered thai your audience views your display from a dis-

tance of a few fed, whereas in a theatre Hie distance is

so great that the defects are nol noticeable; therefore

every detail of your window should he complete. Hut 1

fear we all are apt to criticise the trimmer too seventy

at times, not knowing under what conditions this win-

dow^ was trimmed. Limited time may have compelled

speedy work that should have taken hours; perhaps it

may have been 35 below the

zero mark, m which case

there is an excuse coming.

"Simplicity," with the

least amount of goods,

should be the motto of

every trimmer. Of late this

has become one of the most

important parts of his work.

This is where amateurs fall

down, 'there seems to be

the idea that every little

space has to be filled with

merchandise, a n d e V e n

though the result he some-

what harmonious it loses its

selling powers and requires a

much longer time to execute.

This is usually the fault of

Hie trimmer in picturing an

elaborate exhibition that is

out of his reach; simple ideas

should he the aim of the

trimmer, and more particu-

larly of the beginner. As it

is impossible for the young
musical student to play

classical compositions which
take years of preparation,
likewise is it with inexperi-

uivc to begin with the little

to the highei grades.

The time required foi these elaborate affairs and the

expense incurred for materials on top of a high salaried
man have been, to a large degree, responsible for the
passing of those gingerbread mechanical affairs. Though
they entertained and held crowds for hours, yet thev did

not accomplish the purpose ol the window. The trim-
mer's mission is not to show his skill in creating these

elaborate affairs and advertising his ingenuity; the one
purpose, and where the trimmer should com cut rate all

his energy, is in the merchandise to be sold. Hut then,

what is the window without a proper background? The
most artistic, cheapest m the end and the mosl effective

and most modern, is cither wood paneling, mirrors, or

velour drapingS Thev have an elegance about them that

the butteitlv effects lack, and thev lend tlienrclvc mosl

enced display men who
things and gradually worl

!)l
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effectively in displaying almost any class of goods. What
is more pleasing and telling than a simple yet elegant

display of your wares. There is a stabilitj and an air of

refinement and sort of ('duration about them that you

don't see in the rainbow effects. At holiday time and

special occasions we have to adopt something more of a

sensational character.

The trimmer before taking out his display should

know what goods will form the next, and make all pre-

paration and know just how this window will appear.

Draw out a plan of your display so that you ean work

without interruption. He sure to prepare all the little

things needed beforehand; then everything goes smoothly.

Remember that the drawn blind means dollars to your

employer, and should not be down any longer than really

necessary. Some trimmers, after the preliminary work,

raise the blind and complete in full view of the public.

This might apply to sale windows, but very few trimmers

care to let the public know how it is done, but it cer-

tainly attracts and sells the goods.

System counts for much in window work. Always

look ahead and plan your work; in all elaborate trims

have them worked out and prepared some time before

they are needed, so that at the last moment when the

rush is upon you there will be no confusion and little

worry. Many people, not knowing the inside workings of

the window man. where there are a large number of win-

dows to look after, marvel at the short time it requires

to put in a whole street of windows. System, organiza-

tion and timely preparation accounts for it all.

There are few callings to-day that demand so many
acquirements as the modern decorator. He must be an

architect and contractor, electrician, sign and scenic

painter. In fact, he has to have a knowledge of nearly

every art, and, above all, a splendid colorist and a highly

artistic nature. Not all good trimmers are so gifted, but

if he lacks the knowledge of a few of these things he will

find himself sadly handicapped in doing good work. He
must create the beautiful out of merely nothing. A
trimmer should have an abundance of integrity and or-

iginality, and lots of sticktoitiveness; always have his

eyes open and ever on the alert for new ideas, never

satisfied in one sense with his past efforts, always striv-

ing to do better next time. He should be a close student

of prevailing style and endeavor to carry them out in his

windows in the most effective way that his opportuni-

ties will allow. Artistic windows are wonderful educa-

tors.

In this work there are lots of opportunities for the

salesman to better his position. Many ask how it is

done. There is no given plan, you just have to get up

and do it. Keep doing little by little; put in a window
every time you get the chance; read any good article on

display; remember what you see and try to do better.

In almost every progressive store any clerk that shows
interest in its attractiveness, or anything that will make
the store a better one, will soon be recognized and his

salary much increased.

Every salesman should have a fair knowledge of dis-

play for his own benefit in making sales, and it educates

him in stock arrangement, neatness, etc. ('aid writing

occupies an important place in the retail establishment.
It has only come about in the last few years, but the

demand for good card writers is far in excess of the

supply. It is an art that can be learned by almost
everyone. With lots of patience, perseverance and prac-
tice, he will soon become capable of doing good work.

IT'S ALWAYS MONEY

Men make better goods in order to

attract trade their way. At the same
time they have an honest pride in their

product.

You'd be surprised at the energy and
advance in methods, qualities and such
things, of the big Canadian and United
States mills, making paper, paper
products and twines.

We haunt these places for new things,

to give you a better service, to win your
trade, to make you more money, and
more money for ourselves.

We flatter ourselves that we are one of

the most progressive paper houses in the

Dominion. Our customers share this

opinion with us.

Wouldn't you like to be our customer ?

BETTER GOODS. BETTER PRICES. BETTER SERVICE.

DOUGLAS & RATCLIFF
LIMITED

30 West Market St., TORONTO

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the maiket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Norcihcimcr Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO
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MILLINERY TERMS OF FASHION WRITERS.
Vgrafe \ clasp 01 ornarnenl ol metal for millinery

I

> 1 1 1 poses

Vigrette: Cross (Piquet) and paradise, being the

[eathers ol the egrel or heron plume.

Allover: Embroideries or lace materials in which the

design oi pattern extends over the entire surface ol the

fabric in contradistinction to edges am! insertions.

Applique: Materials cut out ami sewed, embroidered

in pasted mi oilier materials.

Aniline: A chain weave in which the threads are

i In own in alternating small pebbled design. Used in silks

ami ribbons.

Bandeau: A hand or part of a hand placed in the

crown of a hat to raise part or the whole of it, or to

give it more head room.

Bayadere: Designs which run across the material,

whether rihbons, laces or silks.

Heaver: A thick woolen cloth weave. The wrong side

is finished with a soft, thick nap or long fur on wool or

fur body.

Blonde Lace: Lace made of unbleached silk. Nets in

cotton or silk that are unbleached or cream-colored.

Bohhinet or Brussels: Machine-made cotton or sUk

netting in which a hexagonal figure is produced by twist-

ing the thread.

Bouillonne: Narrow shirrings of chiffon that edge wide

ruffles or plaitings ol the same or other materials.

Box Plait: A double fold or plait formed by folding

the cloth alternately in opposite directions so as to form

a kind of plait from each side.

Brode: Embroidered effects either on silks, woolens or

cot tons.

Cabochon: A round buckle or brooch.

Cachepeigne: Literally "hide comb." Any trimming

on a hat that fulfills this purpose, hut more correctly the

trimming should be placed beneath .the hack brim.

Camel's Hair: A. loosely-woven woolen fabric in which

a very long fibre is employed.

Canotier: Sailor style, cloth or hat.

Changeant: Changeable effects in color produced by

crossing the weaves.

Chiffon: A transparent fine-woven silk gauze.

Chine: Fabrics in which the pattern is printed on the

warp, so that when woven the crossing threads show the

design in a broken effect, giving the appearance of

shadows, etc.

Choux: Large rosettes of ribbon or tulle.

Couteau: A knife-like quill or wing.

Crepe de Chine: A crinkled, thin silk millinery fabric.

Crepe Lisse: A zephyr gau/.e of silk plain woven.

Craquele: Crackled or broken glass effect in lace, net

or silk.

Croise: \ cross twill in weaving. Applied to velvets

means twilled hack instead of the old straight back.

Crystaline: A heavy corded silk with wool filling in

which the small cords alternate with large, regular or

inegulai cords,

Damasse: Fabrics ornamented on the surface with a

iich design, the running figure woven, hut not printed—

same as damask.

Directoire: In the style of the French Directory, 1793^

1MI|

Dresden \ verj small unobtrusive design. The term

has been adopted from Dresden ,'liiiia . to designate small.

neat effects in printing on fabrics.

Egret: The light floating leathers obtained from the

heron, know n in millinei \ as aigi el te.

Empire: Styles of women's headdress fashionable dur-

ing the reign ol Napoleon L, based on the mode of dress

customary in ancient Greece.

Faconne Figured goods in which the design is rai ed

upon the surface. Silk or wool.

Fagoting: A criss-cross openwork stitch done in a rope

silk.

Faille: Soft ribbed dress silk with a prominent cold

extending across the fabric. Not so heavy as Ottoman,

twice as large as grosgrain.

Feston: Loop designs, sometimes called scallops.

Flitter: Spangles made of composition, light in

weight .

Foulard: A soft, thin silk woven without twill, used

in millinery for hat linings.

Galloon: Narrow trimming, with uneven edge, of wool,

silk, tinsel, cotton, etc Also gilt or silver lace, used in

edging hats, or millinery materials.

Glace: Changeable colors, usually in silk or woolen

goods, produced in weaving.

Illusion: A thin and very transparent net tulle.

THE LEADING COLORS.
F UDGING from the purchases already made, the first

color on the syndicate card, a rich golden brown, will

he the leading Fall color in millinery. There are six

shades of this color, grading from a moderately light

shade, basane, to tan, a lovely, dee]), warm brown. The
intermediate shades are maroquin, conlone, mordore and

buffe. These colors have been named the leather shades.

Porcelain blues, "Alice" blues, as the Americans name
them, are very prominent, and perhaps may run ahead of

the greens, though that is doubtful. These blues, of

which again there are six shades, begin with a lovely pale

color, Copenhagen. The live others are Choisy. Sarre-

quemines, Nevers, Limoges and Rouen. The set of greens

that are likely to take the lead are a set of silvery grey

greens, and again here there are six shades beginning with

serpent and ending with aspec, alligatore and caiman.

Another leading set of greens is of faded moss or bronze

order. There is also a set of amethyst or puce shades

that are very beautiful, but this class of colors never goes

to any extent in Canada. There is a set of three greys

that is also likely to receive considerable attention. For
the exclusive trade, the terra cotta shades are decidedly

good, and the rich mulberry or wine shade, and the soft

rose reds are sure to be much used. Of the other polors,

champagne is a good seller, and emerald and hunters'

green, though not on the card, are other strong colors.

From the way in which the card is arranged it will be

seen that gradations of color are the vogue. There is

another set of blues approaching peacock, that is said

in some circles to he a coming color, and that favorite

French combination, blue and green, is again shown.

With the duller shades, just a touch of brilliant relieving

color is used, and it is here where the clever milliners get

in their line work.

OSTRICH AND BIRDS.

NOT for many seasons has ostrich been talked of so

strongly, and it is expected that the long-wisbed-for

ostrich season is come at last. It is the colored

leather, the feather to match the color of the hat, either

in self color oi shaded, that is wanted, and the demi-

plunie and tips, rather than the long feather, the excep-

tion being made in favor of the Serpentine or Nell Gwyn
feather. Paradise plumes are again showing, and aigrettes

are much in favor. Large wings, breasts and large birds,

pigeons, gulls, etc., will he much used on felt and street

hats The rage for furs is extending to millinery and

polos and small tin bans of fur will be very much worn.

Mink hails, hut mole, kolinsky, squirrel, both natural and

dyed, chinchilla, and other short-haired furs are used.

!h;
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The "Tip Top" Cup Runner
1 PATENTEDU Our Latest Patent

In Nickel

and
Gunmetal.

The only Perfect and Prac-

tical Cup Runner made

It fits snugly to the handle

It cannot get loose

It makes a close, sightly

roll

It opensthe umbrellafrom
the outside

MADE ONLY BY

RETURNED

AUG 14 190 r

Write us

for

i doz. sample

box,

assorted prices,

g.oo to 18 00,

mentioning

this paper.

IX
nr:
EC

THE ALLIED MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
8 St. Peter Street, - - MONTREAL
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The John D. Ivey Co., Limited

Sept. 4 h

Our display shows
all the latest creations

from foreign markets.

The styles are most
attractive and we have
secured a very large

ASSORTMENT of

Trimmings
and

Novelties

to choose from.

—ALSO—

A full line of

STAPLES

at close prices.

Very many
customers
visit us from
all over Can-
ada, which
necessitates

an early
start for
prompt de-
livery .

We shall be

ready for
early buyers
on A u gust

Fall

Millinery
Opening

Ready for

EARLY BUYERS

August 21st

Take advantage of the Excursion Rates on account of The Canadian
National Exposition to visit this market.

The John D. Ivey Co., Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG MONTREAL QUEBEC
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Wholesale Millinery

7k

Display Day

September

4l
.
h

\

\
THE HOUSE FAMED FOR MILLINERY

The D» I ICwALL wAJ«} Limited

TORONTO
\a/iimimif>e:o Quebec Ottawa
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©7>e Canadian
Olttlimvp Vlevtevp

FORECASTS

OF THE
FALL

OPENINGS.

PREPARE FOR MILLINERY OPENING.

ONCE again the opening up of another season is in sight,

and the trade is beginning to awaken from between

seasons' dulness. Now, while there is plenty of time

both to plan and to execute, is the time to get ready for

thai most important event, viz., the Fall millinery open-

ins;. As this opening is for the express purpose of intro-

ducing your millinery to the buying public, to set the

ball rolling for the season, as it were, it is of paramount
importance that you plan it on such a scale of attractive-

ness that the impression made is sufficiently deep to carry

through the season.

It pays, too, to give your millinery an attractive

and it is not long before the news gets round as to which

store has the best display.

Now artistic surroundings, though they will not do it

all, will go far to give you this enviable supremacy, for

it is well to remember that an artistic setting makes
lovely hats still lovelier. The wisdom of making a

notable display that will attract attention, and make
just that class of talk that wins trade, has been so amply
justified and demonstrated that there is no need of adding
any arguments here in its support. It is done by the
very shrewdest managers in the trade, and as they

strive each season to go previous records one better they

evidently think that the expense and trouble pays.

ETURNED
"G 4 190 5"

RETURNE
AUG 4 IPC

A fine example of the latest tailored street effeet,

made of plain felt, tucked, silk cord and cabo-

chon ornamentation, trimmed with rosette

and quills Manufactured by the D
McC'all Company, Limited.

A splendid continental child's hat. of good quality

wool t'ek, trimmed with silkpompoin, ribbon

and felt cabochons. Manufactured by

the D. McCall Company, Limited.

A striking effect in medium size Polo Turban, mad
of best quality mohair felt, velvet binding,

trimmed with leather strapping, velvet

edge and silk pompom. Manufac-
tured by the D. McCall Com-

pany, Limited.

setting, even if you are the lucky possessor of an extra

(lever milliner. Good wine needs no bush, they say, but

that applies to the taste only, for there is no doubt about
it, it delights the eye more in a shining crystal glass

than in a tin cup. However popular your milliner may
be, to get all the possible good out of the opening, you
should supplement her efforts with an extra setting. Of

course there is always a pertain percentage of your trade

that, open or no opening, would buy their millinery in

your store; but there is also a large number of customers

who prefer to look around before buying the all-important

hat. Indeed, most women compare notes before buying,

Of course a good opening display means trouble; it

means some hard thinking, some careful planing, and
some hard work, also some expense. Something new,
something original, is what is wanted, and that which is

the hardest of all to obtain—a new idea. This Fall, as
in the two previous seasons, color promises to be a
prominent feature. The hat matching the gown is the
style idea, and, therefore, there will be an extended range
of colored hats shown.

This is a good feature around which to build your
opening. Some ingenious mortal, with an eye for new
and striking color effects well developed, introduced win-
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dow displays of hats .ill ol one color, oi monotone win- color, and do not crowd. Four, five, or, at the most,

dows, as Lhej are called; but, witli the exception of New six, according to space, will be enough.

There is still the tables au<l space in the centre to

consider, and one 01 mow figures, showing suit and hat

10 match, might be used. A figure with a lace robe over

mauve and wearing an elaborate dress liat in keeping

mighl be the central figure, with a dressy suit or so, with

matching hats also to emphasize the style tendencies,

which, by the way, are all in the milliners' favor. Also

half-length figures with sets of furs, and hats to match,

would find a place in this centre group, and there art-

odd models, children's hats, and ready-to-wear and street

hat* witli which to fill up.

The wise milliner, the milliner who wishes for a suc-

cessful opening, when plans are being laid, will do a little

planing of her own, and will further the general effect by

making sure that her own and her assistants' appearance

will be in keeping. Perhaps this is a delicate matter to

discuss, but the dress and appearance of the milliner has

a good deal of influence on her work. She knows she

will be noticed and commented upon and so she must be

correct in every detail. Her hair must be carefully dress-

ed, and, if becoming, in the latest style; her gown should

be of the reception type, rich, clinging and trailing ; a

gown to give grace and dignity. Black is generally

chosen and is, taking it all round, the best color to

choose; but at some of the Spring openings white was a

great deal worn, and the effect was pretty and suitable.

Indeed the choice may be said to be between the two, for

colors as a general rule are, or ought to be, completely

barred.

Occasionally, and for special reasons, a merchant de-

cides to give a souvenir of the occasion to each visitor.

Hoses have been given so often that, figuratively speak-

ing, the bloom is off them. Newer and also a more last-

ing reminder would be a hat pin, or a pin tray. The

straw slippers worn by the Japanese women would make

a pretty and unique gift that would work up into tidies,

match-holders, wall-pockets, etc. They are very cheap

and, like all Japanese goods, are very artistic, and would

be a gift that would attract a deal of attention. If any-
one of the New York pattern hats ol velvet and ostrich.

York, the idea has never been extended to the interior

display.

In the large millinery departments, where showcases

are in abundance, there will be no difficulty experienced

in making these one-color displays, but in the smaller

stores, where there is not the same necessity for elaborate

lit tings, this kind of display will mean more trouble.

Take, for instance, an ordinary millinery department,

which is often the end of the store, divided off by an ajeh,

and with a double row of drawers with a counter top,

and backed generally by mirrors flat witli the wall above,

running around the three sides, and with tables or a

table in the centre. The easiest method to make a mono-

tone display would he to arrange the color groups on the

counters and divide each from the next by a bank of

palms and artificial plants mixed with a few natural ones.

A more effective trim, however, would be a series of

lighl arches, similarly cut, made of laths, and covered

with cheese-cloth or crepe-paper and decorated witli trails

of leaves, etc These trails can be bought, but, where

obtainable, the natural Autumn tinted leaves might he

used witli telling effect. If electric light can be had, and

bulbs of ground glass placed here ami there among the

leaves, thej will add greatlj to the tout ensemble. A

palm or fern at the juncture of each arch might, he used

with advantag

Inside each arch, group your hats, one arch [or each

TURNED
4 190^

A smart Hisses hat. beet quality mohair felt, black Telret

binding, trimmed with two bands black v.h.t.

Buted mohair and quills. Manufactured by

the 1) Met 'all Company. Limited

thing of this nature is planned, the merchant should con-

trive it, so that he will have a list of names for future

Circularizing. The name and address oi all the recipients
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fllLLINERY
OPENING

Our Semi-Annual

MILLINERY OPENING

will be held in Toronto on

Monday, Hug. U

and following days.

3 * 5<» fc

f*i^ 4»'

i

i

mmm im

Ur*^

6 1
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On the 14th inst. our stock will be complete when
early buyers can make selections.

We extend a cordial invitation to the Trade.

S. F. McKINNON & CO.
LIMITED

Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, Vancouver, London, Eng.

Eft

ft
\^o*
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FALL

OPENING,

AUGUST,

1905

Velvets

The

House

for

Silks

Ribbons

Velveteens

TO BUYERS:
The Toronto branch of DEBENHAMS LIMITED, LONDON,

ENGLAND, cor. Bay and Wellington Streets, is at your service

every business day of the year—Phone Main 2157. All lines and

numbers of Silks, Ribbons and Velvets are carried here. Orders

are always filled without delay. Goods go forward the day your

order is received. The goods that will best serve the interests

of your store are here. When in the City you will find it

pleasant and profitable to call. New lines at popular prices

have been added for the Fall Season.

Debennam, £al(kcott$ £o.
Corner Bay and

lUcllinqton $t$. Coromo, (Hit
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Debenham, Caldecott & Co

MILLINERY

Fall Opening
MONDAY, AUGUST 28th, and following days

Be sure and see our

EXCLUSIVE FRENCH HATS
and Millinery Novelties

Early buyers will find our stock complete and well assorted by

August IOth.

We desire to call the attention of the Trade to the large sales in

CKenille Hats. These we show in special shapes and styles.

Below are enumerated the leading articles used on the French patterns:

Ostrich Feathers Couche Velvets

French Flowers Chenille Trimmings

Foliage, Ospreys Ribbons

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS

QUEBEC. HALIFAX. OTTAWA.
43£ St. Joseph Street, 70 Granville Street, 111 Sparks Street,

18 St. Helen St., - - MONTREAL

-r
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should be asked tor and recorded. 0! course lie will have

many of them on liis lists but he is sure also to obtain

a number oi new names. This scheme would be useful to

a new store just starting, or a store that is just adding a

millinery department

.

An up-to-date department is in close touch with the

social life id' the town or section of the country from

which the store's trade is drawn, and when occasion

warrants it, will make an extra display in the millinery

showrooms and, of course, in the windows as well. He-

sides the usual advertising in the local papers, separate

announcements can he sent out. Post cards come in

hair) nits have taken a lingering farewell, and in their

place come smooth felts, sat in-fiiiished felts, etc. The
only thing approaching a rough make is the soft fur felts.

In the satin finishes two-toned effects are shown, the one
mi the iinderbrim and the othei foi the resl of the hat.

Red and black an- good, hut the black and white arc-

lovely. Heaver hats are quite as popular as lasJ seasor.,

and there has been quite a run on plaques of all kinds,—

beaver, felt, satin-finished felts, and again the two-toned
idled

,
are seen here. Chenille is one of the indispensable

materials, and quantities of chenille braid have been sold

The favorite child's shape this year is the Napoleon.

handy for use and, besides the reading matter, an attrac-

tive millinery cut may be used.

UNTRIMMED HATS.
I N the felt department the small shapes have sold par-

ticularly well. The pioneer work was done this

Spring, for, though the small straw shapes did not

take, they paved the way for the Winter hats, and small

hats are always liked for Winter wear. Jaunty little felt

polos have had a quick sale, and so have many othei

small and equally becoming little shapes; those with the

high back and sideband short front brims. The L'OUgh,

White is the big seller, though other colors, particularly

navy, ate good. The trimming consists of a heavy wool

cord and tassels. Outing hats for the August trade are

now to hand; these have the large dome crown and wide,

slightly turned up brims, and have lot' trimming just a

twist of silk and a wing. Vci\ main of the shapes show

the small dome crow n.

Miss [». MeKlrov, of the millinery tirni of Misses L. A

K. 11. MrKhov. Ottawa, died recently. It is expected that

the l)iis ; nc-s will be continued by the surviving member
of the linn.
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ASK YOUR JOBBER
FOR

ROOM 210,

Enterprise Bonnet & Hat Frames

DeCelles Bros.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
The above styles are also made In wire. In ordering please state number and letter E.
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VELVETS AND OTHER MATERIALS.

ALL makes of velvet arc shown in the deep, rich Fall

shades, couche, panne, chiffon and soft-finished Lyons

velvet. This is to be a great velvet season and one

quite believes it when the ranges of color are shown, for

tlie colors aie just the ones best adapted to show up to

best advantage in pile fabrics. Chenille is another indis-

pensable material and the majority of bats will carrj

more or less of chenille in their make up. The bandeaux

are of exceptional beauty and chenille is the chief feature

of them. Patterns and floral effects are centred by a

single glittering spangle, and the idea is both novel and

taking. No hat is without more or less, but generally

more, ribbon. Soft taffetas are for the general trade, hut.

very popular are the messaline, satin duchesse and double-

faced satin ribbons. Instead of the shaded ribbon we have

this year the double-faced satin in two-toned effect, one

face of one shade and the other of a deeper; sometimes

contrasting colors are seen. Failletine is a revival that

is receiving some attention and moire ribbons are in some

demand. There is also a feeling for the wider widths of

velvet ribbons. Lace is quit* in evidence, lovely net laces

with heavy raised floral and newer still fruit patterns.

Among these the bluebell is immensely popular. Heavy-

laces, led by baby Irish, are shown, and Valenciennes,

both in white and champagne, and, for millinery, in heavy

patterns, are showing. Black laces, both heavy embroi-

dered patterns on nel and guipure laces, are to be used.

THE NEW NATTIER HATS.

MILLINERY owes a deep debt to the portrait paint-

ers of the 18th century; to Gainsborough, who
painted the picture of the beautiful Devonshire

Duchess, from which was taken one of the most charming

and successful of millinery models, a model that is such

a favorite that there are few seasons in which it does not

come to the front. The pictures of Reynolds, Romney,

Watteau and others have all furnished ideas for modern

millinery, and Ibis season it is to the pictures of Nattier

(pronounced Na-te-a), the favorite court painter to Louis

XV., that the adapters of old-time fashions to modern

needs have gone for inspiration. Nattier's best pictures

are at Versailles, and are portraits of the Queen, prin-

cesses and ladies of the court, the contemporaries of

Madame de Pompadour and Madame Du Barry. There is

one of Nattier's pictures in Metropolitan Art Gallery in

New York, and the catalogue gives the following short

biography of the painter:

"Jean Marc Nattier, horn at Paris, 1685; died there,

L766. History and portrait painter. Won the first prize

of the Academy in 17(10. Court painter to Louis XV.
lie also painted portraits of Peter the Great and his wife,

Catherine L, and many of their courtiers."

These picture hats, for picture hats they are in every

sense of the word, are very different from the shapes that

we have hitherto been accustomed to see, bearing that

name. They are small, extremely so in some cases. They

are short in front and high at the hack and sides, they

are audacious and full of caprice; in short, they are

essentially French and frivolous in style, and yet are

altogether becoming and charming.

There has been a tendency towards these chic crea-

tions all through the Spring and Summer, but the

millinery worn at the Vuteuil ami Longchamp races, and

at ever] Other place where fashionable Paris has congre-

i lately, has only served to confirm the vogue of this

style of ha1

Tic Nattici shapes owe their novelty not only to the

newness of outline, but also to the angle at which they

are placed on the head; though the slant must be from the

high-tilted back to the front, the hat may be placed on

the head in any position that is becoming, as the front

is not a fixed feature, and it may be turned to one side

or the other to suit the wearer. At the openings, a

number of extreme models are sure to be shown, but as

the season advances modifications will take place, and

they will be toned down. They are, however, the high

novelty in Fall millinery and as such will have a domin-

ating influence.

For those who require a quieter style, or who cannot

becomingly wear the small tilted hat, there will be the

turban models to fall back upon. Turbans are always a

favorite Fall model with the Canadian trade. They held

their own even when the extremely large hat was the

vogue, and this season they are showing in rich variety.

These Nattier models should be welcomed by the hair-

dressers, for elaborate hair-dressing and plenty of hair

are a sine qua non with this style of hat, and where

nature has not been bountiful, artificial locks are sure to

be used to help nature out.

SOME ADVANCE PATTERN HATS.

SHAPES are small, yet not quite so small as to be

very extreme, and generally are of the high back,

Nattier type. Trimmings are simple and rich and

generally massed at the back, and the effect is artistic in

the extreme.

Soft, rich chiffon-finished velvets that lend themselves

perfectly to shining, pleating and expert manipulation

—

that fall in soft, graceful folds almost, as it were, of

themselves under the milliner's fingers,—are used. Chenille

is almost as important as velvet and few are the hats

this season that have not chenille on them in some form

or other. Ribbons and yet more ribbons is the cry, and

three or more shades used together is a mode still in high

favor.

Rows of stitching are greatly used; plaques of velvet

will have five rows of stitching around the edge, and

some of the hats have pretty, soft edges of circular cut,

not shirred frills of velvet and silk that are machine-

stitched on the edge. The way colors and materials are

combined this Fall is illustrated by the make up of a

Paris hat. This was a velvet plateaux Limoges blue,

rolled under at the left side. The underbiim is a com-

plicated arrangement of ribhon in Copenhagen and Limoges
blue, and in the hollow, where the brim rolls, is tucked

an osprey of Limoges and an ostrich aigrette of the dark-

est blue in this set of poloi'S.

A lovely Nattier shape in puce had the trim cut from

two taffeta plaques, the one of the dee]) shade for the

outer brim, and the lighter one underneath. Three narrow
[olds of the silk edged both of them. The low crown was

of velvet, hut was made rather higher by the twisted

scarf of the same rich material round it. At the base of

the crown was set a close wreath of single shaded roses

in puce shades, shading to rose in the centres. Between
the two brims was draped a scarf of ecru princesse lace,

which, with a twist of velvet and a dull silver and Rhine

stone buckle, formed the trimming of the high back.

This double brim effect with trimming between is one

much used; a black and white bat in one of the new-

shapes has a double brim of sequin and chenille, and be-

tween are folds of black and white maline. The dome
crown is entirely of chenille and around it curls a ser-

pentine ostrich plume, the end falling over the high back.

Ribbon, which is never absent, is represented by two
colors, one black and the other white.

ION
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TMOS. MAY £> CO.
LIMITED

10 St. Ilelen St., - Montreal

SPECIALTIES
Ribbons, Laces,

Dress Trimmings, Chiffons,

Veilings, Velvets and Velveteens,

Ladies' Fancy Neckwear, Etc.

Call and see us or send -for Samples.

-
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Wholesale Millinery
FALL, 1905

Toronto Openings—Monday, September 4th
and Folio-wing Days

NOTE.—Early buyers will find us thoroughly prepared in all Departments by the 15th of August.

Inspection Invited

G. Goulding' (EL Sons
55 and 57 Wellington Street West

MONTREAL
23Q McClll St,e.t TORONTO
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A. D. BURGESSER & CO
ANNOUNCE THEIR FALL STYLES OF LADIES AND MISSES HATS FOR ALL OUT-DOOR OCCASIONS

THE BURGESSER TAILORED HATS, BECAUSE OF THEIR STYLE. CHARACTER. SUPERIOR QUALITY

AND UNEXCELLED WORKMANSHIP HAVE RECEIVED THE APPROVAL OF GOOD DRESSERS

EVERYWHERE THEY ARE RECOGNIZED BY DISCRIMINATING PURCHASERS AS THE PROPER

ucu«„Lkfa ALL OUTING PURPOSES. WHETHER ON SEA OR LAND, AND ARE SOLD BY

ALL T^P»G DEALERS THROUGHOI I Mil UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

DESIGNED AND INTRODUCED BY

A. I). BURGESSER & CO.

172 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
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STRACHAN BROS.
130 WELLINGTON STREET WEST

TORONTO
MANUFACTURERS OF

LADIES' AND MISSES'

FETURNE
iWJG 3 190*

HATS
RNED
3 1903'

HAND-MADE,

READY-TO-WEAR, and

STREET HATS

WE HAVE THE LATEST NOVELTIES

Call and see our line during the Millinery Openings at 130 Wellington Street

West, a few doors west of York Street.

Made

Smart
Millinery

well—
in

Canada

DISPLAYS
can be had, by using the

Dominion hat stand.

Handsome in appearance.
Strongly built.

Hat top constructed so that brim
of hat rests on four prongs
which hold hat in firm position

and the stand may be raised or moved
without hat falling off.

They will assist the sales, improve
the show room or the window, and
save time in arrangement.

Finished in Nickel Plate that
will wear, at 1292 doz.

Manufactured by

THE BOOTH COPPER COMPANY ST*
Metal Goods and Fixture Specialists

TORONTO

FINE WAX FIGURES
AND

Do not FORGET to CALL and see our lines

when in the city attending openings. We
will be ready for the RUSH. Order now and
secure early shipment.

Send for our large NEW CAM
SUPPLEMENT. Post cardH

CLATWORTHY & SON
48 Richmond St. West, TORONTO
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PEN-ANGLE TALKS TO RETAILERS

Trade /^fart{

CONCENTRATED EFFORT

There was more business truth than wit in Mark Twain's saying,

"Put all your eggs in one basket, and watch the basket." We would
like to add to this, "Be sure of the goodness of the eggs."

Why not apply this rule to your Underwear Department? Suc-

cess does not come with a multitude of kinds of underwear, but

with a completeness of one good kind. Concentrate your efforts on

a line that you have faith in—that its makers believe enough in to

guarantee.

PEN-ANGLE BRAND
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

is such a line. We believe so thoroughly in its quality that we
guarantee all goods that bear the Pen-Angle brand.

Commencing early this Fall, we are going to do a lot of news-

paper advertising, giving the consumer good hard facts why he

should ask you for Pen-Angle brand Underwear. Are you going to

be ready to supply the demand ?

Travellers are circulating amongst you now with Fall and Winter
samples. It is time you decided whether you will concentrate your

efforts into one good, strong push for trade, or feebly scatter them.

THE PENMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Limited

PARIS, ONTARIO
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lUcns Turnisbcr

Clothier

and

Devoted to tHe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods )&

CLOTHING
NECHWEAR

HATS

*S^/»f%/*i>*\/**+sll}pf%f

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK.

A
SCOTCH hatter interviewed has made some interest-

ing confessions as to the varying sizes of headgear

now inquired after. He points out that the largest

hats are asked for by military men who have served

abroad, although the largest hat he ever sold was to the

Archbishop of York, who wears an eight

The Size and three-quarters size. The smallest

of Hats. hats sold are in Birmingham. However,

the hatter was careful to say that Mr.

Chamberlain wears a seven and one-eighth, or a full

quarter less than Mr. Gladstone, who was the most
difficult to fit he ever knew. Edinburgh men invariably

require a seven or seven and a quarter, while in Glasgow
a six seven-eighths is quite sufficient. Scotchmen require

longer hats, so that the long-headedness of the Scot is

really a physical characteristic of the race. Southampton
runs Birmingham close for the smallest heads. However,
he was careful to emphasize that large heads did not

necessarily mean increased intelligence. Whitechapel sup-

plied the worst shaped heads on earth.

*

WHEN the will of Charlotte D. Sage was admitted to

probate before the Registrar of Wills one of the

most curious clauses ever contained in a document

of this kind was brought to light. The estate was valued

at $350, and the will disposes of it in this wise:

"I bequeath to my beloved sister (if

Provided for she promises to allow my father, Ben-
Waistcoats, jamin F. Sage, of beloved memory, all

the cigars he wants, and also all the

vests he likes to wear in Winter) all my personal and real

estate I die possessed of and to which I shall be entitled

at the time of my decease."

Inquiry developed the fact that Miss Sage's father,

who is an elderly man, has a fondness for smoking cigars.

Some time ago his eldest daughter, the one referred to

in the will, refused to allow him to smoke his usual num-
ber of cigars on account of his health. He felt the loss

of tobacco keenly. His fondness for fancy waistcoats
amounted to a hobby.

* *
*

COLONEL G. M. FOX, who was a member of the

Physical Deterioration Committee, read a paper on
physical training at the conference of the Reforma-

tory and Refuge Union and National Association of Cer-
tified Reformatory and Industrial Schools, held recently

at Birmingham. After speaking of the
Another Fashion feeding of the poor and other matters,
Iconoclast. Colonel Fox proceeded : "I should like

to say a word, and an emphatic word,
upon dress. I do not consider this has received sufficient

attention in the country generally. For goodness' sake,

let us discard all tight-hut toned coats or tunics; have a
loose jacket; do not wear a waistcoat at all, but a fish-

erman's jersey instead. Do not put little boys into heavy
trousers, flopping about their ankles—give them 'shorts';
and as for big fellows—let them wear loose pantaloons,'
buttoned at the ankle, and short ankle-gaiters. As for
caps—what does a boy want with a cap, except when he
is walking down town in his best clothes? And a cap,
after all, is but a bad substitute for a football. Only if

you do give up caps, see that your boys' heads are always
neatly trimmed—no hooligan fringe over the forehead, no
rag-tag and bobtail about the ears and neck."

* *
*

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS was talking about
memory and he expressed his wonder over that of
the suave persons who receive the hats of guests

at the entrances of big hotel dining-rooms and never fail

to return them to the proper owners.
"I do not think such feats are an indi-

cation of intelligence," remarked his A Case of
companion. "It is merely a peculiar Recognition.
gift. I do not think those men are very
bright as a rule."

"Oh, I don't know," observed the novelist; "I re-

member once asking a man who returned me my hat from
among a hundred or more, how he knew the hat handed
me was mine.

" 'I don't know, sir,' he replied.

'Then why did you give it to me?' I inquired.
" 'Because you handed it to me, sir.'

"

* *
*

THE Irish Times has started a discussion on physical
degeneration, and the grave suggestion is made that
the degeneracy is largely due to "hats and bonnets

and finery," and the remedy proposed is "plenty of por-
ridge and no dress." There are some excellent Scotch
customs, but the abolition of dress

would be a serious matter for manufac- A Reformation
turns and drapers. There is also an in Dress.
old proverb quoted, "Silks and satin,

scarlet and velvet, put out the kitchen fire." It reminds
one that proverbs may be made by wise men—fools quote
them. Suggestions about returning to natural conditions
in dress as in everything else are not new. The French
philosopher Rousseau thought that the only assurance of

happiness lay in getting back to the condition of the
African native. However, it may be pointed out that the
climate here is not propitious to the carrying out of such
ideas as the Times is credited with. The porridge part
of the advice may be all right, but the other part leaves

some things to be desired.

Ill
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FADS AND FASHIONS
A GUIDE. TO ADVANCE. STYLES

till THAT constitutes correcl dress" is the question

VV which from time to time comes up for discus-

sion, especially when some fad, for an inexplic-

able reason, becomes generally adopted and so passes into

a part of correct dress. The ways of fashion are devious,

and if one were to rest satisfied with a superficial glance

at its trend one might well he excused for thinking that

there was neither rhyme nor reason in it. Such an

assumption, however, would he very wide of the mark.

The development of fashion proceeds upon perfectly

methodical lines which only need to he studied to be ap-

preciated. As a first consideration it should he laid down

that you cannot say that a certain hat and a certain coat

and so on, is correct, and hence that the man who has

each of these correct articles of apparel is well-dressed.

In such a statement the individual is lost sight of, and

that is the commonest mistake in discussions upon dress.

A man may have every part of his costume perfectly right

as far as the dress chart goes and yet not be well dressed.

The well-dressed man must look well dressed, and unless

he feels comfortable in his clothes, unless his hat suits

his peculiar type, and unless his accessories are consistent

with his character, he will not be so. Take, for instance

the manly, athletic, vigorous man. He must have a

strong costume if he is to be well dressed. His clothes

must be free and easy; no sign of restraint, to interfere

with his energetic movements, will be tolerated. A tight-

fitting coat would be an anomaly with such a man. So

in the case of the office man, thin and unenergetic. I

know of nothing so incongruous as the padded athletic

shoulders on such a person. This fashion was aped last

year by many who affected the athletic without having

the build or stride to jcarry it through. While the broad

shoulders were recognized as perfect style and looked well

in the right place, it was nothing short of a laughable

travesty on correct dress to have them foisted of! on slim

youths who lacked much of being athletes. Fashion is

not, then, fixed for each individual by any general decree.

At most, it says that the tendency is setting in a certain

direction; that after a certain run in one line the majority

of men are beginning to incline in some new direction.

Hut within that new field there is unbounded scope for

variety and each man is expected to carve out for him-

self that which will express his own individuality the

best. Fashion that leaves out of consideration the in-

dividual is barren. It starts out on the wrong assump-

tion and would have the man conform to the fashion and

not the fashion to the man. Comfort and elegance may
he laid down as basic principles of dress and deviations

from these two points will result disastrously to tint style

proposed. There need be no clash between comfort and

fashion. The latter should just be an elegant expression

of the former.

Changes in men's dress do not come very frequently

except in the rase of the coming of a new season. During

the Summer months there are only some minor differences

in details which result from the adoption of a fad ami the

turning of it into a fashion by general use. Wherever the

fashion lias changed during the past month it has been

caused by the development of some one feature of the

earlier style. The survival of the liltest holds here as it

does in the natural world A number of styles are put

out tentatively earl] in the season and then the one which

meets all conditions the best gradually forges to the

front. Wearers and manufacturers alike converge on that

one article and it becomes the fashion par excellence. This

making of fashion can be seen any year in any article of

dress. Whether it be in hats, clothes or shoes, the biggest

variety is always seen right at the beginning of the

season. Then the public adopt one or two of the numer-

ous styles or patterns and they become recognized as

correct by common consent.

In hose, while many colors are seen, the choice has

fallen more on tans and blacks. With the low tan shoes

which are much in evidence this Summer a great run has

been inaugurated in socks of a color to match the leather.

Some smart effects are accomplished in this style. Vari-

ous degrees of ornamentation are indulged in, both in em-
broideries and clockings. In black hose dots and figures

in ted and blue are seen extensively. Other colors are

also seen, such as biscuit, greys, etc., but these form an

unimportant part.
* *

*

A fad of something more than the usual attractive-

ness is that of carrying a handkerchief of the same pat-

tern as the cravat. The introduction of colors some time
ago opened up the way to a number of effective changes.

The possibilities in this line are extensive, and the pres-

ent idea is a very happy one. Particularly in the case

of wash ties, it is possible to match the patterns exact-

ly. Blue and white dots, too, are becoming both in

cravats and kerchiefs. While this fashion is one which
meets with favor now, and deserves commendation, yet

it is not likely to have any extended run. The richer and
more colorful fashions in cravats for Fall and Winter will

preclude the harmonizing of the kerchief with them.

White shoes have gained considerable popularity in

the cities, but have not succeeded in ousting the blacks

and tans even at Summer resorts. Tans have sold well

and have proved both seemly and serviceable. In the

case of tans, it has been low shoes almost altogether

which have been sold. Black boots have retained their

supremacy in spite of the vigorous and successful pushing

of colored shoes. The stiff advance in the price of leather

will soon result in a higher price for footwear.

Pleated shirts are much in evidence this Summer and
the effect of pleats is retained even in the plain front by
means of stripes. Although resplendent colors are pre-

dicted for next Spring and Summer, the desire so far this

year, and for the coming season, is for plainness. Every-

thing deviating from this essential is consigned to the

shelves. Even detached figures of a comparatively simple

pattern meet with no favor. Plain colors or subdued

effects in stripes are alone permissible. However, this

feeding may be considered the extreme, which will in turn

change the course of public approval in the direction of

more colorful patterns. The monotony of present styles

will sooner or later pall on the taste and a reaction in

favor of lighter, brighter things is assured.
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(Linen-Mesh)

The large sales of the Dr. Deimel Underwear are the

natural result of two things :

1st.— An article constructed on the Best Principles in-

volved in fabric and workmanship.

2nd.—A Liberal Policy in the purchase of publicity.

Are You Sharing in the Benefits?

If not, Write for Booklet and our terms.

ADDRESS,

The Deimel Linen-Mesh Company
2202 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada

NEW YORK
491 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Sutter Street

LONDON, E.C., Eng.

10-11-12 Bread St.

RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want RELIABLE goods

should ask for those proofed

by the

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their

stamp only to such goods as are suitable in

quality for Rainproof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not
only of Rainproof properties, but also of the
quality of the material.

Co., Ltd.
and stamped

—

"CtCtVenette"

WET
or

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade
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AS SEEN ON LONDON STREETS
London, July 19, 1905.

JULY has seen almost a total cessation of social func-

tions in London. The heat has been excessive and

all who could possibly do so have fled to the country

or the watering places. The constant (low of visitors,

chiefly American, keeps London from becoming dead, but

among the clubs and restaurants there is almost a com-

plete absence of the loitering groups whose clothes do

much to decide the direction which fashions will take.

The chief work of the tailors during the last few weeks

has been in the line of making suits for Summer excur-

sions. Some rare creations in hot weather costumes have

appeared during the month, and it is well for those who
prepared themselves in advance because the heat has been

intense. The annual yachting regattas have brought forth

a full contingent of yachting suits consisting of white

duck or flannel trousers and blue serge coats. These,

hpwever, can hardly be said to influence the general

styles. They are confined to the sphere which they were

made to till.

* *
*

A number of new things have been developed in under-

wear for the hot weather. Meshes have gained much
popularity and have lived up to what was expected of

them. Their lightness and porous nature make them an

ideal under garment. The linen manufacturers of Ireland

have done some effective missionary work and linen is

used in more lines than ever before. Short sleeves have

established their correctness and are now worn by many
men. In hosiery there is a great variety. Embroidered
effects are in much evidence and clocks of more or less

elaborateness are seen in all hoisery stocks. In colors,

tans are being worn, as arc also black grounds with an

infinite variety of stripes and dots. Low shoes have made
iiose of much more importance than ever before. How-
ever, brilliancy of color is not in favor. The moderate

effects are more modish.

Caps play an important role in the costume of the

Englishman. They are worn on many .ccasions when they

would not on your side of the water. For ordinal} weal

a nobby cap has been devised consisting of twro or three

pleats running over the top from back to front. This

feature, which is not in itself new, is worked out in a

very seemly manner by means of side straps of a couple

of inches in length. The peak is of the same material as

the cap. This cap is much used in golfing, which is

equivalent to saying that it is much used by a very great

number of people. For boating, the regulation yachting

cap continues in vogue. It is made of white pique with

a stiff band of about two inches in width and a black

peak. Automobilists wear a heavier cap, usualh oi

leather, and of a color which will least show the dust.

These are being affected by many who do not indulge in

the sport just as the costumes of various games have been

adopted for general use.

Of perennial importance are fancy waistcoats. This

is especially the case just now when the makers of indi-

vidual brands are advertising their goods so vigorously.

For the Summer the effects are rather in the line of light

greys and fawns of a weight which is consistent with the

color. However, the heavier flannel checks, which were

seen in the earlier part of the season, are still largely

worn, and will come forth again in all their splendor

when the cold, wet weather of Autumn sets in once more.

The white waistcoat continues in its pristine beauty. No
other part of the costume appeals to the sense of elegance

so much as does this. We may look for a long continu-

ance of the favor which it has won, because of its real

attractiveness, apart entirely from any added popularity

which comes from a passing fashion. Some things are

assured of permanence from their intrinsic worth, and we
are inclined to think that this is one of them.

OUR NEW YORK LETTER
UNWILLINGLY we have to confess that we are ap-

proaching an era of tighter clothes in the metropolis.

For months rumors hive been afloat of such

change and now the tailors are taking it up and the ulti-

mate extent of the fashion can only be imagined. Al-

ready scire cf ihe liij.lt st class tailors aie cutting the

jacket to follow the lines of the figure and they are 1 all

giving it somewhat of a spring at the hips. The innova-

tion will be decidedly irksome after the long run of loose

clothes. Gothamites live such a strenuous life that per-

fect freedom in their movement is a practical necessity.

However tor the present at least, there will be nothing

radical in the change. The loose hanging coat will give

way to (me which fits but is not tigfiit. This is an impor-

tant point. While it may be considered that in follow-

ing the lilies of the figure the thin edge of the wedge has

been inserted which will eventually permit of the intro-

duction of tight clothes, yet it may be left to tJlie good

judgment of tailors and clients alike not to transgress

the laws of freedom and ease in carrying the fashion to

the extreme. There will ahvays be extremists and fad-

dists but they serve their purpose too. It is the work of

flhese people which causes a reversion to more moderate

types.

Flannel suits are now in the heydav of their popular-

it v. For some days it looked like a pnxl old-fashioned

Summer and as the mercury rose in the thermometer the

number of real Summer suits on the street increased. Xd
for many seasons have the men of this city given them-

selves up so entirely to the Wearing of Summer clothes.

There are practically only two types of suits to be seen.

One consists of a light grey suit with or without a waist-

I I t
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eoat, the other is composed of Iighl trousers and a navy

blue coat. Various modifications of these are of course

found, but these are the only two general types. It} lis

worthy of notice that flannel trousers have almost j u-

tisely ousted white ducks during the present season. The

latter h:vve been relegated to the tennis courts and rivers

The flannels have "been made decidedly full and present

an appearance of elegance and comfort. The weaves ait 1

more taking than ever before and they are altogether ad-

mirable for business or outing. The eoat is either of a

similar material to the trousers or of blue serge. The

latter never loses its smartness and is accepted by men of

fashion as unexcelled for stylish attire.

Light grey two piece suits have had an enormous r hi

this Summer. Tiliis is to be accounted for both by the

heal of the Summer and by the gradual development of this

ciass of apparel in the ready-to-wear stores. These

stores have put up such a good article at so reasonable

a price that there is no excuse for any man going with-

out a hot weather suit, and it may fairly be said that few

have denied themselves that luxury. This has not pre-

cluded a large business being done by the merchant tailors

cilice the prevalence of the cheaper clothes has in no way
detracted from the general popularity of the style. The
.rev is seldom covered with much of a pattern. A red

or blue line sometimes runs through it forming an indis-

tinct check, but on the whole it is plain. Looseness, i,s»

r-he main characteristic of the real Summer suit. Every-

thing has to give way before the demand for what ease is

possible in the sweltering weather. Some Norfolks are

seen, but their total number is negligible.

*

Wash ties are deserving of more than passing mention.

,They have this year leaped into great favor and the in-

creased sale of them has put the manufacturers on their

mettle to supply something more striking and beautiful

1'iian anything which had gone before. Their efforts have

been eminently successful. The tub tie, as it has been

named, is not only serviceable but pretty. All kinds of

stripes have been used on white backgrounds. Pink,

brown, red, blue and many other shades and colore are

seen in the simple patterns. Crash, linen and pique are

used as the material of them. Imagination is a powerful

element in securing comfort and nothing appeals to one so

s.trongly as a piece of wearing apparel, white in color,

and appearing to have just come from the tub. The wear-
er at once begins to feel cooler as soon as he has donned a

light suit and accessories of a similar kind.

* *
*

It is said the future has in store for us a brightly-

colored season in shirts. According to present indications

the quiet colors and simple patterns of the past few sea-

sons will give way to pinks and other colors of a flamboy-

ant kind. In many ways this will be a distinct advantage.

The present season has grown monotonous with its abso-

lute adherence to one unobstrusive scheme of color and a
riot of color will add variety where it was much needed.

Prom the haberdasher's standpoint the change will be
most welcome. It is only when the utmost variety is per-

n tseible in color and pattern that the biggest results are

(ibtainable. This year there is little to induce a man to

buy shirts beyond his actual needs as he gets very little

extra in the way of variety.

WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building,

Toronto.

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
Commission Agents for Manufacturers.

July sales have been good in

CELLULAR " AERTEX " UNDERWEAR
Repeat shipments are to hand and we can

now fill all orders.

WASHING VESTS, WHITE AND FANCY,
2-piece bathing suits $5.75 doz.

WE ARE NOW SHOWING COMPLETE RANCES FOR FALL IN

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S
FANCY SILK AND TATTERSALL VESTS

Edged Cloth to match.

New weavings and coloiings in Knitted Vests.
Latest designs in Dressing Gowns and Smoking Jackets.

Extensive Ranges Shirtings in Oxford and Silk and Wool fabrics.

Dress Shirts at $9.00 and $12.00, and
Dress Vests, S.B., $13.50 ; D.B., $15.00.

Stocked in Toronto.

TRESS & COMPANY
London, Eng.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SILK AND FELT

HA TS
Correct Shapes Exceptional Values

Our ranges of Tweed Hats and Caps are finest shown in Canada.
If not represented in your town, write us.

TraiMll A (MHEM(g[I

EETHAT
YOU

GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STA.NDA.RD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES.

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. LIMITED
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A
Disci ssio.X of the relative merits (if the coal shirt

and the ordinary variety breaks out periodically.

In cheaper lines the matter can be at once decided

on economic lines. It is impossible at the present time

to make a shirt which is to retail at a popular price and

put in extra expense on the making. A shirt to retail at

fifty or seventy-five cents does not carry enough profit in

it to the manufacturer to permit of his adding any inci-

dentals. The cost of necessity must go as much as pos-

sible into the material. There can be no doubt about

coat shirts adding a trifle to the cost. The additional

cutting, sewing, button hole making, etc., all add an

item to the total cost. However, in the higher priced

goods this does not make so much difference. The pro-

portional cost of this new work becomes very small as

the total cost increases. In this case it becomes more

a question of real advantage or disadvantage in the shirt

itself. Here, again, there is a wide difference of opinion.

There are men whom any other kind of shirt irritates.

They maintain that the natural, easy method of putting

on a shirt is by putting it on like a coat, No doubt

there is much to be said on this side. In the case of a

highly laundered dress shirt the advantage of not having

to pull it on over the head and. risk crumpling it, is very

great. This is the time when it is a real, unqualified

boon. But for soft-front shirts the advantage is more

apparent than real. The finish of the shirt itself is not

in any way endangered and there is very little trouble

about it. It may be assumed that in high priced goods

this will form a selling point, and so will tend to be

kept to the front. The very fact that tue coat cut will

not be found in cheap shirts is in itself enough to assure

it favor with a class of men who aim at exclusiveness of

dress. For the present, however, dealers need not fear

trouble because they do not carry such goods. They are

by no means fixed or absolute, and the sale of them will

form a small part of the total.

favor would be turned towards a stiff-front season The
accomplishment of this result means a greal ileal to shut

manufacturers and dealers. By a complete change in the

style each Autumn and Spring, ^iles would almost double.

The new conceptions coming so frequently would educate

the taste of the public so that they would not be satisfied

to go back to their last season's stock. They would

gradually get the habit of replenishing their wardrobe as

the seasons changed. This is the consummation devoutly

to be wished by all haberdashers. It will give a zest to

business which is now lacking. The continuation of one

style has become monotonous.

Colors will be more in evidence in next season's shirt

styles than they have for some time. Pinks, which have

been tabooed for the last year or two, will be revived,

and, along with other bright hues, will be an important

feature in shirtings. This will mean a* new element in the

field, as a monotonous quietness in hues has gradually

palled on public taste, and a reaction in favor of brighter

and more distinctive ideas is now setting in. A long run

of one style, especially where that style is particularly

quiet and unobtrusive, is not good for business. There

lacks an incentive to buy which depends upon attractive-

ness of design, coloring or pattern. A reversion to

brighter types will win ready approval.
* *

*

Turnback cuffs, which were exploited to some extent

across the line, have met with small favor here. The
idea was too faddish for the ordinary trade. The buying

public have hitherto stuck pretty closely to the shirt

with detached cuffs. It is the more servicable for the

ordinary man. The turnedback cuffs provided something

extremely natty for Summering use where negligee garb

is encouraged and the coat is thrown off in boating or

picnicing. We have not reached the stage, however, when
such occasions make the fashions.

Soft-front shirts have had a great vogue this

year. The intensity of the heat throughout .July has

made it almost imperative among men of business

to discard the waistcoat. '1 his has made the wearing 01

neglige shirts a necessity. The result lias been good for

business. While the coat alone is worn the shirt becomes

of much greater importance in the scheme of dress. New
patterns, nunc attractive designs have more power to

make sales because their attractive features will he more

seen. What, earlier in the year, looked like a quiet sea-

son has developed, under the more seasonable weather of

.July, into an active Summer. Light goods throughout

have been going well, and with the excellent prospects for

Fall, the haberdashers are feeling well satisfied.

*

Now is the time to consider the question of making

two seasons in the shirt business. A determined effort

should be made to differentiate the Fall and Winter busi-

ness from the Summer. It has been largely the fault of

the merchants that this condition has become established.

If a complete change of offerings were made each Fall,

and the soft-front sliiiis withdrawn from display, popular

The report from the American cities that an innova-

tion has been introduced in collars may presage some in-

teresting changes. Heretofore changes in collars have

been confined to variation in the shape. Now collars are

being made of the same material as the shirt, though

without the colors. The effect is very good, as it pre-

serves harmony without loudness. The weave and texture

of shirtings are very suitable for collars if the fashion

once wins approval. It will take a couple of seasons at

least to establish the idea in anything like a univi

manner.
*

For the present and for the Fall, great individual

freedom is allowed in the choice of collars. It would be

difficult to say which is being worn the more, wing collars

or folds. The consequence is that both are now establish-

ed as correct. Lap fronts continue to have a fair sale,

though they are no1 suitable lor wear with soft-front

shirts. It is almost impossible with them to keep the

cravat in position, particularly so when a four-in-hand is

worn. The indiscriminate use of fold and wing collars is

likely to continue in the Fall and Winter.
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WITH warm weather the heralded demand for wash-

able neckwear materialized to a good extent in

city circles. The old-time favorites of the string

variety needed a good deal of forcing to do business, but

large forms of various cotton materials in solid colors

and retailing around a quarter did a fair amount of busi-

ness. However, foulards did the bulk of the business, and

several new weaves proved successful. The blue combina-

tions as usual were foremost, but brown and various

shades of green did well in fine foulards. As yet smaller

forms are not demanding the favor predicted for them.

Fall and Winter demand, as indicated long ago, still

runs on the large forms. This will eventually enable the

retailer to make more money out of the department if he

but has the courage 1o demand the price. Manufacturers

sometimes have their troubles in giving full value around

the $2.25 and $4.50 mark. Profits are characterized as

being on the wrong side of the ledger. It is evident that

prices must be held firm to benefit the industry as a

whole. In the Canadian market Fall lines are rapidly

nearing completion and buyers in foreign markets will

return this month with their collections of new silks. As

usual, dark grounds in a good many solid and self effects

and fancy mixtures are spoken of. Light silks, excepl for

formal wear, will not be favored. A revival of brilliant,

colorful patterns is indicated. Folded in four-in-hands and

the French seam will undoubtedly be the smartest for

good trade. Buyers should remember always that heavier

silks knot better and show less wear.

As has been pointed out many times in- the past, the

demand for bigness in cravats, of which there is not the

remotest doubt, has led many wearers into difficulty. To
tie such a large knot neatly is no easy task. Consequent-
ly puffs, tecks, etc., have been sought to take the place

by men who pannot catch the trick of knotting the tie

gracefully. A Summer collar which has been sold pretty
extensively has conduced to the greater sales of these

large effects. It is a fold collar, but the points run back
so far that a big knot is necessary.

Separate figures and patterns are seen in many of the

new cravats. The larger size permits of these being
shown to greater effect. Determined efforts at novelty are
being made by the manufacturers. It is recognized that
the fashion of solid colors cannot last much longer and
new ideas are being exploited for Fall business. The
favor with which any one style will be received cannot
be judged now, but the general tendencies can be
estimated. Greater variety of color and pattern will be
characteristic of the season's offerings. The change from
the staid, quiet effects of recent seasons, which is going
to be felt in other lints, will be no less pronounced in
uratings.

GETTING BUSY WITH OUR

Standard Neckwear
For FALL

All the Staples and the Best That's New

Large shapes will predominate and our
models will be found to be in line with
up-to-date requirements. The range of

silks is the largest and finest we have
ever shown.

For FALL NECKWEAR—Drop us a line.

When in the market we
invite your inspection.

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Makers of Standard Cravats,

287 Notre Dame St. West, MONTREAL

1 The BEST Suspenders I
o

HAVE THEIR OWN

TRADE B HARK

Which is a guarantee of the

best value.

Made in Canada by

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

BERLIN = = = ONT.

ii'
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H.B.K
^BRAND ^

Huh' A*

LOOK UP!!!
Get away from cheap, unbranded, unguaranteed stock.

Get away from goods that are not branded, guaranteed

and backed by the maker.

" PINTO " Shell Cordovan Mitts and Gloves are

BOIL PROOF,
SCORCH PROOF.

As a diamond represents the standard of value among
precious stones, so our Trade Mark represents the standard

of glove value and bears our Diamond Trade Mark.

LOOK UP and raise the standard of your stock by

having a full range of 11. B. K. goods on display.

HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO.,
MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, DAWSON.

1
1^
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AMONG THE FURNISHERS
AR. CAMPBELL & SON. St. John, N.B., have become

. established in their new store on Germain street.

The changes and improvements in the building- have

*> made it exceptionally suited for a tailoring business.

Jos. Pepin, tailor, Montreal, has assigned to H.

Lamarre.

S. Hurvitz, clothier, Londonderry, N.S., has made an

assignment.

W. Brennan & Co., tailors, Toronto, have made an

assignment.

W. Balacan & Son. clothiers, Montreal, have discon-

tinued business.

Peter G. McLeod, tailor, Fernie, B.C., has assigned to

Arthur J. Mott.

The assets of the Cash & Credit Co., clothiers, Mont-

real, assigned, are to be sold.

The stock of the bankrupt clothing firm of Adler

Bros., Montreal, has been sold.

A receiver has been appointed for Morrison & Co.,

men's furnishers, Vancouver, B.C.

The stock of A. H. Turner, merchant tailor, Winnipeg,

has been seized to satisfy his creditors.

The men's furnishings firm of Barrett & Clontier,

Winnipeg, has assigned to C. H. Newton.

The stock of the late E. J. Cox, merchant tailor. Col-

borne, has been purchased by C. W. Ramsay.
The firm trading under the name of Theophile Turgeon,

men's furnishers, Montreal, has been dissolved.

J. H. McBrady & Co., men's furnishers, Fort William,

are offering to compromise with their creditors.

John A. Quinn, dealer in men's furnishings and hats,

Toronto, suffered some loss by fire on July 23rd.

D. G. Craig, dealer in men's furnishings and shoes,

Minnedosa, has sold out to Dixon Keighley & Co.

The Adams Shoe Co., Limited, of Brandon, Man., have

bought the men's furnishings stocks of C. A. Waggoner.

The assets of J. L. D. Metivier, tailor and men's fur-

nisher, Montreal, have been sold by order of the court.

J. H. Richardson, of Atlin & Discovery, Yukon Terri-

tory, has disposed of his men's furnishing stock to Henry
Brown.

J. A. Metivier, merchant tailor, Lake Megantic, is of-

fering to compromise with his creditors at 50 cents on
the dollar.

J. Carmichael has purchased the stock of J. C. Hutchi-

son, Fernie, B.C., and will continue to run a tailoring

business there.

The creditors of M. Morrison & Son, clothiers and

men's furnishers, Ottawa, have put the bailiff in charge

of the business.

A. E. Armitage, who has been conducting a men's fur-

nishing- business in Armstrong, B.C., has taken Mr. Mc-
Leod into partnership.

E. H. Ha lis, tailor, formerly of Melita, Man., has re-

moved to Yellow Grass, Assa., where he will engage in

the same line of business.

The dissolution of partnership between Gold Bros. &
Cohen, clothing manufacturers, Montreal, is announced.

The business will be carried on in future bv S. Gold &
Co.

Montreal is to have a new hat store with Chas. A.

Workman as the moving spirit. It will sell one dollar hats

exclusively. The store will be located on St. Catherine

street.

D. J. Grant has taken charge of the tailoring depart-

ment of Sweet & Co.'s West End, Antigonish, store. The
firm will carry a full stock of English and Canadian
cloths.

During the month the stock of S. B. Nilsson, tailor,

Toronto, was seized by the bailiff. Nilsson had not been

doing a very prosperous business. The liabilities were

not great.

Malicolm E. Macdonald, a Yong-e street, Toronto,

tailor, has made an assignment. The liabilities are $600

iand the assets $300. It was decided by the creditors

to sell the stock and close the business.

HATS AND GLOVES
WITH the exception of exclusive hat stores, the facil-

ities for handling this department are, in most
stores, altogether deficient. A hat is an article of

apparel which a man is rather fastidious about, and unless

it is put up to him in an attractive manner, the chances

are he will never buy in that store again. The pos-

sibilities in this business are such as to make it worth
the merchant's while to provide proper fixtures for selling

the goods. Like every other department, if it is worth
keeping it is worth keeping well. And there is no doubt

it is worth keeping.
* *

When the space in the store is limited, it is often a

question of great difficulty to find a place for the hat
stock. Yet, as a matter of fact, it is one of the most
compact stocks in the whole store. In a town of ordinary

size a few styles are all that are required. The dealer

who has a big variety is the one usually who has let his

stock pile up on him from year to year. The shrewd

manager will keep his stock clean at all costs. When this

is done, a single case, wooden frame with glass front,

will contain enough hats to sell from. The rest of the

stock can easily be stored apart.
* *

*

Even where the window space is very small, hats

should be displayed from time to time. A few hat fixtures

can be procured at an insignificant cost, and an exceed-

ingly attractive exhibit may be made. In the case of

hats, particularly, small name and price cards are very

effective. It has often been noticed that few men will

pass a hat window without glancing at the offerings.

This is the test of successful window dressing. The re-

sults work out in two ways. In the first place intend-

ing buyers have a chance to see something to suit them
before going into the store at all. This is very important

as a man likes to be sure that he can be suited before
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he ciiicis the store Once In, he knowB he will buy

whether he limls anything in suit him bi not. In the

second place a displa] ol new styles brings home to a

man the tad thai Ins own hat is no1 as new in anj waj

as it mice was. Su entirely new business is worked up.

These arc points which deserve the attention of merchants.

Do nnt neglect the hat depai tmenl

.

Retailers arc making the most of straw-hat time and

July was evidently a month Of many sales anil much

profit. The season bids fair in hi' one of the biggesl on

record. Unfortunatelj there is a tendency to cut prices

early, for which there is no reasonable excuse, especially

when the season is in "full bloom." The result is one of

I he ills of the business which should he discouraged by

every retailer. In city circles belter grades than ever

before did the business. The variety of straw bats is

greater, and every kind of braid and woven bat in many
shapes are shown. In the braid hats, splits and sennits

in sailor shapes were far and away in the lead, the

smooth straw with the narrow brim and high crown

with black band doing the bulk of the business. Novelties

were pushed, including many bats of small dimensions,

as well as rough braid hats made of whole straw. Flex-

ible braid hats have also a showing. Some sailors are

shown in combinations of splits and sennits. Braid hats

sold all the way from $1 to $5, with the bulk of the

business around the $2 mark. Panamas are in for a sea-

son of popularity in city circles. City stores are featur-

ing them at $5 and $7.5(1. The demand is limited in

.smaller centres.

anil \ellow bands, has been tried. Much life was added
to what was otherwise a very ordinal) season as iai a-

general effects went. N<> doubt, after this beginning, we
shall have a i iot oi colors in the hands oi nexl \-

hats.
* *

Canadian manufacturers ami jobbers reporl generous

orders for Fall and Winter, as buyers were apprehensive

Of laic deliveries and price advances. Early purchases

are absolutely essential in this department. Capes, so

extremely serviceable, have kepi their position as the pre-

ferred walking glove. They are ideal for knock-about

business, or lor street wear. The staple seller is the

dollar article and the $1.50 line in Hie better grade. The
unlined glove is worn by the generality ol men. Lined

kid and cape gloves defy description in their variety. The
suede is confined lo formal afternoon wear and the glace

for formal evening wear. Golf gloves and knit glo\es will

do better than ever before. Fashions in gloves have not

changed to any material extent.

A NEW SHIRT COMPANY.
.Many friends of Mr. W. A. Brown, fir nearly twenty-

four years employed with Skelton Bros., shirt manufac-
turers, will be surprised to learn that he has severed bis

connecton with that (inn. Mr. Brown is likely to enter

into business for himself in the same line. His long

( sj erience and popularity with the trade will doubly
stand him in good stead in any venture which he may
make.

Pearl fedoras did better than originally expected.

They are spoken of for early Kail trade for young men.

A good soft-hat business is indicated for early Fall and

this will aid retailers in working off much old stojek.

The campaign should be launched at the opening of the

season. However, the bulk of the business will certainly

be done upon the tweed hat, which was introduced with a

great deal of furore last season. Its popularity is ex-

pected to reach its height in the coming season. Every
retailer should reap a harvest in this particular. It will

sell throughout the season. A good line can he obtained

to retail at a dollar. Browns and greys are the pre-

dominating mixtures in splendid patterns. These hats

are ideally comfortable and mean extra sales, as they

will not interfere with the stiff-hat business

* *
*

.Judging the signs for Fall and Winter as mil lined in

the Kail lines shown the trade this month, another still-

hat season is confidently expected. The brown derby is

in its old place as a pleader for favor, although nobody

cares to say whether it will rise or fall in favor. It

certainly has a strong representation. Shapes do not

materially differ from those exploited this Spring. Re-

tailers are learning lo avoid freaks, and manufacturers

routine their attention lo conservative form.

* *
*

Contrary to expectation, the advanced season brought

out a large number of colored hands for straw hats. This

is to he accounted for by the fact thai as Hie season

wore on Hie straw had to be (leaned. This, of course, is

particularly the case in the large] cities where the smoke

of manufacturing plants makes the constant renovation ol

straw bats a necessity. This year it became the fashion

to seize these opportunities to brighten up the hats with

a colored hat band. Having once broken through the

prejudice against them, the utmost li/.-ense was indulged

in. Everything, from simple red snipes to brighl nd

NEW CLOTHING FACTORY
Mark Workman lias purchased a site in Montreal upon

which he will erect a clothing factory. The building will

lave a frontage of seventy-five feet and will be five

s I ( rt vs in height.

MR. ED. NORRIS BEREAVED.
Word has been received in Toronto oi the death of the

wife of Mr. Ed. Xorris, of Manchester, Eng, Mr. Norris
is well known as the English representative of John Mac-
donald & Co. Having been with that company practically

all his life, during the course of which service he has

visited Canada several times, he has won a wide acquaint-

anceship on this side of the water. Moreover, his uni-

form hospitality and courtesy lo Canadians in England
has made him a host of friends. The Review speaks for

them in expressing the sincerest regret at his bereave-

ment .

CHANGE IN WOOLEN FIRM.
The linn of Dignum & Monypenny, of Toronto, has

been reorganized. Edward J. Dignum has retired and
James Monypenny and Louis F. Monypenny will continue

the business under the linn name of Monypenny Bros. A
Co. .lames Monypenny, the senior partner in the new

firm, is at present in England
It is understood that Edward .1. Dignum will open an

office in Toronto handling, as before, woolens. His future

plans have not been announced, however. He is now in

England.

Mr. Lang, of Lang Pros,, Berlin, was also in the city

on a short visit. The busy City of Berlin does not permit

ol long absences, hut Mr. Lang succeeded in making bis

regular purchases.
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HATS and CAPS
Our samples for 1906 comprise a great variety of

English, American and Canadian goods.

Our two leading lines of "HENRY CARTER" and

'WILKINSON" Hats are of exceptional beauty and value.

Their exquisite colors and rare quality will be unsurpassed.

Light weight hats are our specialty.

Our travellers are just starting to visit you.

J. ARTHUR. PAQUET, Quebec
Branches: MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

Promotion and Development

of Your Clothing Trade

ASSURED BY HANDLING OUR LINES

EXCELLENT DESIGNS
EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS

DONALD FRASER & CO.,
Fine Clothing Manufacturers.

Warehouse—Cor. McDermott & Rorie Sts., WINNIPEG.
FACTORY, MONTREAL

AAAA^^^^WWW^^W^^^^^^^WWW^^^^^^^/^^^WWWWVWWWWW*

ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, ETC.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them? If not, why not? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:

Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont,
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•WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STTfLtS AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

SPECULATIONS are new on the possibilities for

Autumn and Winter wear. The fashions of Sum-

mer have come and little remains to be recorded of

( luiii. The ideas which were mentioned a month ago have

had their t'nllillment and nothing especially noticeable was

originated during the present month. Tailors have been

quiel as the bulk of their business was finished by the

end of dune. In July and August they are quiescent.,

They begin now to cast ahead for the Fall business and

whispers of coming events begin to make themselves

heard. Rough finished cloths will be greatly in evidence

for the coming season. Homespuns are in for another

run of popularity. It is not yet definitely known what

effect the continued high price of wool will have on the

use of woolen goods. The coarser qualities are bound to

have a, big sale, though, as in spite of fhe greater abun-

dance of Australian wool the price has been kept exces-

sively high. Canadian made cloths are coming in for

more attention each year. The prejudice against them

which arose some years ago, is gradually being overcome.

This arose when the manufacture was yet in an experi-

mental stage and the dyes had not been brought to per-

fection. As a consequence the cloths suffered great loss

bj shrinking and the color ran and could stand neither

sun nor rain. From that time to the present the public

has been suspicious of Canadian woolens. That tin

entirely unwarranted is shown by the fact that where it

is used it is giving the greatest possible satisfaction. The

lime since the first production of woolen goods in Canada

has been one of great progress. Methods have been im-

proved and perfected. At the present time cloths of

local production are unexcelled for quality and fastness

fit' dye There probably is not the variety in pattern

which can be got in imported goods, but they

are made for the Canadian trade, and are admir-

ablv suited for it. The greatest discouragement the mills

here suffer is from that unthinking prejudice against

tiheir goods which harks back to the deficiencies of a

generation ago and refuses to look at the product of to-

day on its own merit. However, a saner vew is now being

THE CANADIAN DRESS CHART.

Article
BUSINESS

AND MORNING
WEAR.

CHURCH, AFTER-
NOON TEAS,

SHOWS.

DAY WEDDING,
MATINEES, DAY
RECEPTIONS.

EVENING WEDDINGS,
BALLS, RECEPTIONS,
THEATRE AND

FORMAL DINNERS.

STAG PARTIES,
CLUB, INFORMAL

DINNERS.

Coat.
Morning coat

or sack.
Frock or cutaway Frock.

Evening dress with
Chesterfield or

covert.

Evening jacket
with ordinary

overcoat.

Waistcoat. Of same material

or fancy.

Same material as

coat or of
white duck.

Double or single

breasted, of same
material as coat,

or of white duck.

S. B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

S.B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

Trousers.

Of same material

or

striped worsted.
Striped worsted.

Striped worsted or
dark cheviots.

Same material as

coat.

Same material as
coat.

Shirt. White or colored. White. White. White, with cuffs

attached.

Plain or pleated
white, with cuffs

attached.

Collar. Wing or fold. Wing or lap f.oi.t. Wing or lap front. Lap front or poke. Fold poke or wing.

Cravat.
Ascot, once over,

or
Four-in-hand.

Ascot or once over
or four-in-hand.

Light Ascot or
once over.

White tie with broad
or blunt ends.

Black silk or satin

with broad ends.

Hat. Derby or Fedora. Silk. Silk. Silk or opera. Derby or Alpine.

Gloves. Tan.
Tan, or light grey

suede.
Pearl suede. Pearl or white glace. Tan or grey.

Shoes.
Black calf skin

or tan.
Patent leather. Patent leather. Patent leather

shoes or pumps.
Patent leather, high

or low.

Gold studs and
links.Jewellery.

Gold studs, links,

pin and watch
guard.

Gold studs, links

and pin and
guard.

Gold links, studs
and pin.

Pearl or mother-of-
pearl studs and
mother- of -pearl

links.
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held ;ui(l merchants are no longer afraid to admit that

tilie goods on their shelves were made in Canada. The

quality is undoubted and is bound to show up well in the

Long run.
* •

*

In colors, brown slill hangs on as first favorite. When
the light greys which have temporarily displaced every

thing else during the hoi weather are retired for the sea-

son, browns will again be shown just as extensively as

last year. There will not be a monopoly, however, as

1 he accustomed tones and shades will be shown, besides

the new weaves which are in many eases of exceptional

merit.

The cut of clothes will follow the lines which have

been laid down before. Following the fashion of th e

Summer the lapels on the coat will be long. The coat

will be cut rather square. If the anticipated change In

American styles materialises the clothes throughout will

be of a closer fit, but this in any case will not be extreme.

Fancy vests wdll accompany -many suits and it would be

well to stock a few pieces of fancy flannel to meet, any

demand. These vests are usually bought ready to wear,

hut an attractive piece of goods will often cause a sale,

especially where the man is looking for something dis-J

ti active.

^fcke the Wool Test" with

Hewsons Tweeds
Pull out two or three strands from a bolt of Hewson's Tweeds. Twist them together and set the threads on fire.

A quick flare of flame, and then a crumbling, charred, black mass. That proves pure wool.
Cotton and mixed goods won't burn like wool. Light a strip of cotton a foot long, and it will burn with a clear

yellow flame all the way to the end. Light a strip of pure wool and it will flare up like gunpowder, but only where the
fire is applied. Take away the flame and wool won't burn.

Apply the fire test to every piece of Tweed you have in stock. See if some of the "pure wool" does not burn like
cotton. Then test Hewson's Tweeds.

That's the best proof that Hewson's Tweeds are pure wool and all wool. If you have not a sample of Hewson's
Tweeds to test, write us, and we will send you a sample and the matches. We wish to prove that wool in Hewson's
Tweeds is W-O-O-L.

HEWSON WOOLEN MILLS CO., Limited
AMHERST, N.S.

Keep It in Mind

Keep the fact in mind that we have

the most beautiful and tasty as-

sortment of Fall

Tweeds, Overcoatings,

Assorted Silks, Serges, Hair

Goods, Sleeve Linings, Canvases,

Holland Pocketings, Suit-

ings, Etc.,

that it will be your pleasure to see.

A. McDougall & Co.
169 McCill St., MONTREAL

BRANCHES:

McKlnnon Bldg., Toronto Jarvis Bldg., St John
37 Queen St., Truro Bridge St., Quebec

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WWW

w

WAREHOUSES

:

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENG.
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TRADE INQUIRIES.

SINCE the publication ol the last weekly report there

have been received the following inquiries relating

in Canadian trade. The names of the nuns making

these inquiries, with then addresses, pan be obtained upon

application to the Superintendent of Commercial Agencies,

the Department ol Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. Please

quote the reference numbei when requesting addresses:

802 \ Yorkshire firm manufacturing woolen linings,

blankets, white, grey and dyed, machinery cloths, kerseys,

laundry and ironing cloths, desire communication with

Canadian buyers.

803. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing 54-inch Italian

cloths, mohair linings, cotton Venetians and cotton Italian

cloths, desire communication with Canadian buyers and

will appoint an agenl at Toronto.

804. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing worsted, knitting

and weaving yarns desire communication with Canadian

manufacturers buying this class oi k iiiii1s -

turers, wish to be placed in communication with Canadian

linns buying such goods.

N.'i!i. a Yorkshire firm manufacturing traveling rugs

(specialty i, flannel suitings, costume (loths, and shawl-,

desire direct communication with Canadian buyers.

840. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing serges, tweeds,

mantlings, linings, linseys and baizes, etc., ask for direct

communication with Canadian buyers.

Ml. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing linoleums, and

floor cloth, desire to increase their Canadian business and

,i I. to be put in communication with buyers in Canada.

812. .Manchester linns would welcome quotations C.i.f.

from Canadian manufacturers of leather and rubber

apt ons.

843. Lancashire firms dealing largely in mill supplies,

will be glad to get quotations from Canadian manufac-

turers of bobbin holders and spoolers.

81li. A Cheshire manufacturer of cotton net for cover-

rruRN
UG 14

Sto >f the A. O'Connor Co.

826 A French firm in Lyons desire communication

with silk dealers in Canada.

827. A firm in Lyons desire a reliable agenl in Mont-

real to sell silks and gloves in the Canadian market.

828. A French exporter of raw wools asks to be put

in communication with Canadian buyers.

833. \ Yorkshire firm manufacturing crossbreds,

botany, genappe and hosier} yarns, desire communication

with Canadian manufacturers.

s;i \ Yorkshire firm manufacturing fancy traveling

rugs, acquard shawls, costume cloths, and flannels desire

communication with Canadian buyers.

836. A North Country firm ask to be placed in touch

with Canadian manufacturers ol excelsior packing

837 \ Liverpool house is open to appoint suitable

Canadian residenl agenl to introduce their jute goods.

\ Northampton firm ol hatters, furriers and skin

merchants handling lame quantities Of rabbit and hare

,
. which are prepared foi the use of fell hat manufac

ing hams and bacon will be glad to quote prices to Cana-

dian users of same.

8 18. Lancashire manufacturers of carriage plush will

gladly welcome correspondence from Canadian manufac-

turers of carriages and sleighs.

850. A London linn holding the agency for a Canadian

house aie seeking additional agencies,

860. A Manchester manufacturer of caps and cap ma-

terial wishes to gel into touch with Canadian buyers.

Kti2. A London linn doing a large business in fleeced

underwear wish to hear from Canadian manufacturers of

these goods who would like t,o develop export trade.

Mil. An enterprising manufacturer in Cape Town,

South Africa, who can furnish first-class references, pan,

if necessary, finance any Canadian manufacturer who
wishes to lie paid cash for his goods in South Africa

Tins gentleman will accept the sole agency for South

\ii u a , and can handle any article of manufacture or of

pi ihIui e s uital le for that market.

ii'
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1905
Unexcelled in Magnitude
Unequalled in Excellence 1905

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION

AT TORONTO, AUG. 26 to SEPT. 11.

$45,000 in Premiums. $38,300 in Attractions.

The Irish Guards Band
By permission of His Most
Gracious Majesty King Edward
VII, the band of the Irish Guards,
His Majesty's favorite household
band and the finest military musical
organization in the Empire, will

give two concerts each and every
day.

Art and Treasures

In an especially built, extensive,
fire-proof art gallery will be pre-

sented the grandest collection of
art and art treasures ever got
together on this continent, includ-

ing loans from the King, the
Corporation of the City of London,
the great English Universities, the
Republic of France, South Ken-
sington Museum, Lord Strathcona,
the Lieut.-Governor of Ontario
and other distinguished bodies and
gentlemen.

Coronation Picture

By special command of His Majesty
the King, Abbey's noted and his-

toric painting will be on exhibition
during the entire fair.

Fall of Port Arthur

The greatest pyro military display
ever produced before the Canadian
people. Scenes in this most recent
of the world's most appaling event
will be vividly portrayed with real
Japanese and Russian soldiery
taking part. The fireworks display
will be on a brilliant scale, intro-
ducing new features of an Oriental
character.

Other Things to See

The Process Building, Samples ot
all the Industries and Resources
of the Country, Thousands of
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine,
Poultry and Dogs, All Canadian
Cereals and Minerals, good Trott-
ing and Pacing, a superb Variety
Show, the World's latest Inven-
tions.

Special Excursions

Special cheap railway and steam-
boat excursions have heen
arranged. Enquire of your nearest
station or ticket agent' for rates.

W. K. McNAUGHT, President.

For Prize List, Entry Blanks and Information, address

J. 0. ORR, Manager and Secretary.

QXTORD £iU€€B$
WINNERS OF GOLD HEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing- Houses.

SELLING AGENT :

FRANK W. NE.LLES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA limited

Mills Established 1867.

z
R, C. F. Rumpp & Sons Established

1850

Manufacturers of

feK*^ -— -"'"

Handy Box

Pocket Books
Hand Bags,

Cigar Cases,

Medicine Cases,

Photo Frames,

Music Rolls,

Writing Cases,

Etc.

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Cuff and Collar Boxes

New York Salesrooms

:

683 and 685 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED
Chicago Salesroom

:

35 Randolph Street,

12Ti
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TRADE

A Pointer On

MARK

Fur Lined Coats

\ ou are undoubtedly aware that the garment that will be mostly in demand this
Kail is THE FUR LINED COAT Buyers from all sections of the country enthus-
iastically agree on this one point, and I am led to believe that the supply will not
nearly equal the demand.

I met with great success last Fall with Fur Lined Coats, and felt perfectly justi-
fied in going early to market to purchase many hundred dollars worth of fur linings,
and Lynx, Persian and Mink Skins for collars and cuffs, of which I am making a
specialty this season. Now, having purchased the furs at correct prices, I am in a
position to-day to say that I can defy competition both in quality and price.

EVERYTHING IN FURS
See My Travellers, or Ask for Samples, etc. Express Paid

A. J. ALEXAN
504-6 St. Paul Street, MONTREAL

The Bishop Label
Is the protection of every

dealer and every buyer

of Fur Robes and Fur

Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and CoaLs

Are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

The

J. H. BISHOP
Company

Sandwich, OnL.
Wysndottc, Mi. 1. Tientsin, Chini

*534 Broadway, New YorK
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JUDGING from the generous advance orders placed

in every section of Canada, a phenomenal busi-

ness is expected for the coming season. As has

been pointed out previously, the marked ad-

vances, running from ten to one hundred per

cent., did not deter buyers from placing larger orders

than ever before. There is a pronounced increased de-

mand in fur circles, and the higher prices swell the re-

turns. At present writing the trade is dull, as all firms

must now pursue a waiting policy till repeats materi-

alise.

Mink Foremost.

First of all, mink is spoken of as being particularly

good, notwithstanding an advance of practically 70 per

cent. Mink will consequently be more exclusive than

formerly, and will more than ever retain its old-time

prestige and distinction. This vogue has called into

prominence a number of imitations, among which Jap-

anese mink is excellently regarded on this market. Brown
furs, such as mink, sable, sealskin, and many dyed pelts,

will be in force in fur fashion. Ermine and chinchilla are

in increased favor. These white furs will bid for favor

with brown ones, and will be prominent for evening wear.

As long as fashion says they are correct they will be

worn. Persian lamb still runs the even tenor of its way.

Lamb pelts are in brisk demand. Long-haired furs, such

as lynx, are in lessened prominence, due to the vogue of

the flat muff and flat neckpiece, which look best in short

furs. Squirrel will be much used in connection with

cloth selections. Sealskin is now being talked in mis
market for high class trade. It is predicted to become
fairly active, though it has suffered much through imita-

tion. Sealskin has been absent for a long period, but its

rich and elegant appearance assures a steady demand.

Fur Styles.

Fur styles are sober in the extreme in every day gar-

ments. Ladies' fur coats are somewhat longer than last

season. The long fur garment is a necessity now that

light underclothes are worn by most women. Large flat

muffs, the flatter the better, are the style this year. Flat
neckpieces contest with round, fluffy boas. These styles

are in accordance with those during the past Winter and
will increase in favor this season.

Heavy Demand for Imitation Fur Goods.

The heavy demand for fur garments in fashionable
circles has led to the establishment of what is practi-

cally a new industry in this country, namely, the manu-
facture of imitation furs, says the Journal of Commerce.
Fur and fur-lined garments have greatly increased in

cost of late; at the recent sales of furs in London prices

advanced very sharply. Wealthy ladies are paying fabu-
lous sums for fur garments, and gentlemen are also pay-
ing high prices for fur-lined overcoats. All this has led
to a demand for fur goods on the part of many people
who cannot afford the genuine article. To meet this

want a plant for the production of imitation furs has
been established by local manufacturers, and has been
kept running every hour since it was set up. The pro-
duct, made of either silk or mohair, is wonderfully de-
ceptive. These artificial furs are made to imitate all

kinds of skins—white, brown and black bears of every
species; others ermine, squirrel, chinchilla, Persian lamb,

beaver, etc. There is even a demand for green bears'

skins ! Special care is paid to the natural coloring of

the furs, and that they are acceptable to those who

would like to wear furs but cannot afford them is evident

from the eagerness with which the various "skins" are

bought up.

"This business," said the representative of the largest

manufacturers in the country yesterday to a representa-

tive of this journal, "has all sprung up within the last

year. If Mrs. Vanderbilt wears a fur coat costing hun-

dreds of dollars, her maid wants to wear one 100, and

as she cannot pay a few hundred dollars, she gladly pays

a few dollars for something pretty much the same as her

mistress wears. There is a great demand for these imi-

tation furs—we are sold up for some time ahead." The

craze for greens in silks and dress goods has spread to

skins. "Did you ever see a green bear's skin ?" he asked,

exhibiting an artificial one; "there is quite a call for

them for children's wear."

Accident to Popular Fur Man.

Sunday afternoon, July 23, Mr. A. T. Alexandor,

well and favorably known in the fur trade, while driving

along with a family gathering of six, met with a severe

shaking up in an unfortunate runaway accident at Shaw-
bridge, P.Q., where they were spending theday. In some
inexplicable manner the team became frightened while

descending a steep hill, and the horses soon became un-

manageable, resulting in the overturning of the carriage.

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Alexandor and Miss Morris, his wife's

sister, bore the brunt of the accident, and all had to be

taken to a Montreal hospital. Mr. Alexander's energy

forbade him lingering too long in a sick bed, and at time

of writing he is again about, although he bears marked
evidence of the accident. His wife and her sister are pro-

gressing favorably. The other members of the party, who
luckily escaped with nothing worse than a temporary

fright, were Mr. Alexandor's brother, A. B. Alexandor,

and his wife's brother, A. B. Morris, and sister.

Seizure Dispute.

Revillion Bros., Limited, whose Canadian headquar-

ters are 134-136 McGill street, Montreal, known through-

out the world as extensive buyers of fur skins, are seek-

ing to regain possession of skins worth $3,800, recently

seized by the deputy game warden at Ottawa. The
skins, chiefly mink and marten, are claimed to have been

taken out of season. The shipment was made from New
Liskeard, Out., to Ottawa. Interesting developments are

expected to ensue.

A BOOK ON COTTON.

Cotton Manual: By J. T. Broadbent. Boston: Lord and
Nagle Co. Toronto: The MacLean Publishing Co.

Price, 75 cents.

This little volume is one of the most instructive

treatises which have appeared for some time. No one on

the continent is more capable of dealing with the subject

of cotton than the author, and his concise and clear

statements represent the study and experience of years.

The scope of the present work is outlined in the preface:

"It will serve as a handy reference book for persons

connected with, or interested in, cotton manufacturing, as

the arrangement in catechism form will assist in readily

obtaining a direct answer to questions bearing upon any

particular branch of the study; at the same time the

entire volume forms a treatise on cotton from the seed to

the mill."

The universal consumption of cotton makes a work on

this subject of great general interest. To the drygoods-
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You, Us and the Other Fellow

Xo Sentiment in Business

There can be trade without much BUSINESS about it.

Our Classified Article List oi Industrial Products is a book of infor-

mation, hulk \ .hi where articles are manufactured, wh.it the articles

are made of and the uses the) are pul u>. The city man knows all

about it. do you? Cloth bound, Urn pages, price 82.00. A'-k us tin-

pi ice of our Canadian Industrial Blue Hook lor the tu-xt ;tu days.

The Manufacturers List Co., Toronto

FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FIRS

FUR REPAIRING
You will find me up-to-date for everything in the fur line.

EX PBRIENCED HAN DS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY PRICE 18 RIGHT.

PARTIES WISHING THEIR OWN FURS, RAW OR DRESSRD,
WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you on any ipecial garment, or repair work.

Garments made by measurements.

SPECIALTY-MUSK RAT JACKETS, ALSO STOLE8 AND
MUFFS made from dropped skins beautifully striped.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices

Charles Nebulung.
4 Phillips Square, ... . . Montreal.

Prepare for Fall and Winter Business
in Furs.

We are headquarters for

Persian Lamb
Jackets

The largest stock for selection in the

trade. Compare our values. It will

show you why we are increasing

business. We offer this

month many specials.

Our Raccoon Coats
deserve investigation. Price is right.

Call this month.

516 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

man and cotton manufacturer it is a necessity An in-

telligenl consideration ol the subjeel would put a man in

a position both to buy and sell more advantageously. In

view of the present excitemenl over this staple the book
is particularly timely.

The Trade Calculator and Ready Reckoner -My W. de

Von. Kandy, Ceylon.

For merchants and manufacturers having business with

India or the east this hook is invaluable. Besides > com-

plete list of weights and measures with their various Eng-

lish and American equivalents, there arc numerous tables

(ur the conversion of native money into dollars and O
interest tables, etc. A valuable section is devoted to quick

methods for estimating freighl rates by water or rail and

tables are also given for working oul custom dues. Alto-

gether the book is complete in the treatment of the work

which it undertakes.

GARMENT MAKERS WILL CONVENE.

The International Union of Oerment Makers will hoM
its annual convention in Toronto during August. It is

expetced that 350 delegates front the United States ail

Canada will be present. Arrangements are already well

in hand. The local work will be under the charge of Wil-

liam Duffy, president; K. Mitchell, vice-president: E. W.
Stuart, secretary; and W. Campbell, treasurer.

HE ENJOYED WHIST.

''No," politely protested an opulent banker, shaking

his head at an acquaintance in a smoking car, "I guess

I won't join you, if you'll excuse me. The fact is I

haven't touched a card for live years. I used to plar

whist, and enjoy it, but I've given it up. Possibly I'm

over sensitive, but I don't think I am. At any rate, I

began to notice at the club that after my set had moused
through the billiard room and bowling alleys and sub-

basement looking for something they couldn't find they'd

approach me and invite me to sit in with them. As a

filler I was a shade better than a dummy, I learned

later on.

"Yet 1 flattered myself I had average skill. I knew

the signal and echo and could remember trumps and

what was out, at least in honors, and how to show my
best suit, and I had some idea of leading through weak-

ness to strength, or is it through strength to weaki.

1 always get that point mixed. However, when the rest

of them got to preaching about American leads and a

sporting card and developed into mind readers, so that

they could tell what everybody had as soon as the first

hand was turned up, 1 grew nervous. And when every

man jack held a card ready to throw on my lead long be-

fore 1 led I grew more nervous, because generally 1

made them pick some other card. They'd sigh and look

as if they were going to cry.

"The climax came when my partners took to giving

me books on whist after every game. I've got 29 of

those books at home. I made believe I was thankful for

28 of them, but I lost my temper on the last one and

spoke a piece. That ended it for me. I like whist for

pleasure; but when it comes to gi\mg up my business and

family and dieting in order to think clearly and play it

scientifically and talk it all the lime I'll be counted out."
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DRESS
FEATURES OI

GOODS
* THE TRADE

JULY and the early part of August are always

quiet months in the dress goods departments.

The Fall placing orders are pretty well in now,

and travelers are, in many cases, off the road

and taking holidays; in fact, a midseason's quiet

prevails. In the stores the Summer sales are in progress,

and every effort is being made to clear out Summer goods

before stock-taking time arrives.

.Merchants are advised to get their stocks thoroughly

clear of the very sheer materials that have had such a

long run of popularity, for signs are not wanting that

they are on the decline now and the manufacturers report

a perceptible falling off in their production. The changing

style in women's dress is responsible; for the soft clinging

drapery effect is surely giving way to a more bouffant

style. This style is fixed as far as the sleeve is. concerned,

and skirts are showing a very decided change in that

direction. I do not mean that heavy cloths are coming

into favor, but that a firmer, closer weave is taking the

place of the loose, open veilings. These are tendencies

indicated for the Spring of 1906, and are not to be re-

garded as bearing directly on the Fall season on which we
are just entering, but they should be borne in mind by the

retailer when clearing up stocks of dress materials at the

present time.

Another tendency that he should also note is the fact

that it is to color rather than weave that the novelty

end of the department inclines. Fancies are slowly, but

surely, giving way to plain materials, and the novelty

end of the dress goods trade is now consisting of color,

and preference will be given to those fabrics that take the

richest colors in the dyeing. This should place light-

weight broadcloth and light-weight cloths of that nature

in the very first rank for selling next Spring. Broad-

cloths are not as a rule considered as a Spring cloth, but

in the chiffon weight, now fashionable, they should be

strong sellers for Spring.

Cashmeres and Henriettas.

Cashmeres and henriettas have sold well all through
the past Spring, and have received very favorable con-

sideration for the coming Fall, and from all indications

the Spring of 1906 will see a strong revival of interest in

these materials. The weave has just the draping qualities

and the combination of light-weight and firmness that the

coming styles require; and there are few materials that

take a richer dye than this class of fabric.

In the cloths for the ubiquitous tailor-made, neat
fancies are likely to hold their own, and already light-

weight worsted and wool chejcks are confidently shown for

the Spring season of 1906. Shepherds' checks, not only

in black and white, hut in an extensive range of colors,

and broken, indistinct shaded check effects, are shown.
The quieter tartans are likely to be good, and shaded
grey effects with a relieving color are strongly favored.

Retailers when buying these goods should make a point

of seeing the sample lines put out by the Canadian mills,

as it is in this class of fabric that they excel, and The

Review is informed that they are putting out an excep-

tionally strong line of samples for next Spring.

Fall Lines.

Shipments began last month of mohairs, eoliennes and
fabrics of a like nature, which will open up the Fall
season as soon as the Summer shows the slightest sign
of waning. The course of buying indicates so far, how-
ever, that the serious business of the season will be done
on plain weaves. The further developments will come
when the retail season opens up and stocks get broken
into. As it will be September at least before this occurs,
and before repeat orders come to hand, little or nothing
can be added to the stock of information previously given
in the pages of The Review. There is nothing, however,
to indicate that the season's selling will deviate from the
lines already laid down, and the fact that placing orders
have been large indicates that the bulk of the retail trade
approved of the sample lines shown.

Black Gown in Favor.

There is one point that the retailer should bear in

mind, and that is the fact that the black gown is slowly
but surely making its way back again into favor. There
is always, of course, a certain amount of black sold, but
for some time now it has received little or no fashionable
consideration. Time was when a woman did not consider
her wardrobe complete if it did not contain a black gown,
but for the past two or three seasons she has found it an
unnecessary item. Now that the masses have taken
kindly to colors for all occasions, the mondaine, both in

Paris and New York, is again wearing the black gown.
Gowns of black, embroidered with esprit nets, are very
popular just now, and black in velvet, silk and cloth will

be much in evidence in fashionable wardrobes this Fall.

The black touch, so dear to the heart of the true Paris-
ian, which brings out so well the points of a colored
gown, is again to be seen. Neckwear manufacturers are
feeling this increased call for black, and the growing
feeling for black is shown by the large sample lines and
large sale of black laces.

ABOUT SKIRTS.

Skirts for Fall regard the close hip as absolutely
essential, and the wide flare about the feet must be main-
tained. They will be plain in every particular. The
gored skirt, with a circular flounce, is well spoken of,

but the fancy pleated models are destined for the larger

amount of approval. The upper portion of the skirt is

generally close fitting, and shows the pleats set in, some-
times above, or at the knee. However, the kilt skirt,

with pleats from waist to feet, is going to do the busi-

ness. Broadcloth is the leader among the materials, fol-

lowed by many of the popular dress materials, such as
eo'lienne and chiffon taffeta, designed for house wear. The
heavier walking skirts include all the popular plain ma-
terials of a weighty nature, and some fancy, unobtrusive
tweeds.
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New York, July 25.

T11K
general brent] of fashion for the Fall season

is toward the picturesque. For inspiration, the

designers in all branches of women's apparel

have sought through the art, galleries and taken

suggestions from the famous old masters. The

result is a picturesque combination of the fashions of

several periods, so cleverly blended that we have to-day

a harmony of costuming which will long be remembered.

If there is nothing new under the sun, there is plenty

that is new in the treatment of the old materials and

ideas that have been revived. It required no small amount

of ingenuity to conform the picturesqueness of the past

lo the practical needs of these practical times. It is,

perhaps, in millinery that the acme of artistic perfection

is reached. As each steamer unloads its cargo of Parisian

millinery, the fact becomes more and more evident that

the season will be remarkable for its picturesquely hatted

women.

Every indication pointed to the small hat for the Fall

season, but with the usual capriciousness which is

Fashion's birthright, she has surprised us by placing the

large hat upon equal standing with le petite chapeau.

The influence of Sir Joshua Reynolds, of Gainsborough,

The strong influence of New York
styles on the Canadian trade has long
been recognized. Realizing the value
of reliable information from that cen-
tre THE DRY GOODS REVIEW has
secured the services and co-operation
of an authority well known in the trade.

of Watteau, and of the more modern Nattier, have been

brought to bear upon millinery. One of the most success-

ful shapes of the season is known as the Nattier, and to

the artist of that name we owe this dashing and original

style. The Nattier model is characterized by its elongated

line from front to back. In many instances the front

brim measures but two, while the back measures fully ten

inches in depth. The lines of this model are accentuated

by a deep back bandeau which tips the hat well over the

brow and so gives it the proper equilibrium. The crowns

of the Nattier models are legion. The small dome crown,

the ultra derby, the bell or the stove pipe are equally

correct. The controversy between high and low crowns

seems little or no nearer a settlement. There is no com-

promise. One is left to decide between them—both styles

being equally au fait. The novelty of novelties is, how-

ever, the derby crown, which is, as its name implies, a

counterpart of a man's derby. This crown is introduced

in the smartest of the season's tailored hats and has been

found successfully in the pattern hat, The absence of

trimming whi<ch would detract from the prominence of the

crown, is a characteristic feature of the season. Many

of the models are devoid of trimming excepting what is

en masse on the bandeau. A derby crown may be tightly

banded with ribbon relieved by one large or several small

buckles, without detracting from the outline. In orna-

ments there are some very creditable designs. The high

crown suggests at once the Louis XIV. buckles. This

season these effects have a formidable rival in the minia-

ture oval, round or square buckles. Some French hats

show as many as nine buckles of this description. In-

laid effects, as well as plain metal, lend themselves to

these conceits.

The conspicuous position awarded to browns comes
as no little surprise. Notwithstanding the popularity of

brown for two seasons past, it will be one of the most
fashionable colors for Fall and Winter. There has, for

some time past, been considerable talk of grey being the

leading shade for Fall. At the present time there is con-

siderable favor shown for grey, especially in woolen suit-

ings. This preference has extended to Henriettas and
broadcloths, materials which will be second to none for

Fall costumes.

After the prolonged reign of fancy weaves and ombre
effects, the news conies as a relief that there is a tendenc\

toward plain and one-tone materials. This is true in

millinery as well as in dress goods, for while there arc

many color combinations used for the Winter hats they

are seldom two or more shades of the one color. There

is a strong reversal of feeling in favor of plain and

smooth-surfaced materials.

The reappearance of black upon fashion plates will

come as welcome news to the entire trade. The all-black

costume, and more particularly the all-black hat, has for

some little time been relegated to the background, only

to be brought forth at the time when one's love of color

has become almost satiated. Once again the picturesque

velvet hat with its graceful burden of feathers is in our

midst. Black beaver in both the clipped and fur variety

is a strong rival. A charming idea is to combine velvet

and beaver, the velvet appearing most frequently as a

facing on the under brim, and for the crowns.

Anent velvet crowns, there is a strong tendency to-

ward tam effects which are sure to be a feature of the

season. Tam O'Shanter crowns of beaver, velvet, silk or

fur, are used in Nattier, and more conventional brims (if

indeed there is anything approaching the conventional in

shape this season). Tam models smartly trimmed with

wings, birds and quills will be a strong feature. "Baker's

Caps," some of these tarns are aptly called, and that they

will be a substitute for the polo, in regions where the

polo has had its day, it takes no prophet to predict. In

beaver these effects are particularly smart.

The vogue for stiff effects in trimming is responsible

for the popularity of wings, quills and other feather

novelties. Never before have these effects been so fashion-

able. No matter how elaborate the hat, or how ceremon-

ious the occasion for Whiph it is designed, wings and birds

are correct and at present the most ultra trimming.

Birds protected by law against being killed for Milady's

adornment, are so cleverly imitated that even experts are

puzzled. From the tiniest humming birds, used in cluster

or flocks, to the enormous owls, grouse and gulls, there

is a strong demand. Wings in every conceivable size and

shape are mounted above and beneath, behind and in

front, or spring from the irregularly indented sides of the

most distinguished millinery. Nothing is too ultra. No-

thing is too bizarre.
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The beauty of the season's hats and gowns is accen-

tuated by the colors in which they appear. A season of

contrasts, as it may be that, there will be absolutely

nothing to offend the eye of the most sensitive lovers of

color blending. Exquisitely dull and soft are the season's

coloring. A few vivid shades are the exception which but

proves the rule.

Soft, warm browns, known as the wood shades;

greens in the dull, serpent shades; blues of the porcelain

variety, and most generally known as Alice blue; smoke

greys and old rose toning into wine red; these, with a

peculiar olive, barely distinguishable from brown, are

colors with which to reckon. A combination of blue and

green, of the serpent and Alice shades, is a favorite color

scheme quite distinctive from the blue and green com-

binations of former seasons.

A word as to ribbons seems not out of place. Soft,

lustrous silk and glace effects have the preference. A
highly glaced silk ribbon in two-tone effect is known as

stained glass ribbon. Gros de noble and Ottoman ribbons

with a fine chiffon taffeta are good. Picot effects were a

disappointment to the trade in general. A fancy edged

ribbon seen on some of the smartest dresses was a pom-

padour ribbon with a velvet edge in the brightest shade.

This ribbon has also invaded the millinery world.

With such grace of line, such beauty of color and such

a wide range of styles from which to choose, there will

be no excuse for a woman, no matter what type she may
be, to be unbecomingly gowned. It is not always an easy

matter to follow the fashion and to preserve one's indi-

viduality, which is the keynote of being well dressed.

This season offers boundless possibilities and leaves little

to complain of by even the most fastidious.

NELLIE GLNN McOLELLAND.

We Manufacture Loose Leaf

gffltWC for all kinds of business. We have given satis-

^^_Hiii_ faction to others, we can give it to you.

OUR STOCK LEDGER is a winner, and a money saver. You
cannot afford to be without it.

OUR MONTHLY ACCOUNT SYSTEM for the retail trade is

the best on the market. Write for further information.

The Rolla L Grain Co., Limited
Head Office and Factory : OTTAWA, ONT.

TORONTO OFFICE : 18 Toronto St. MONTREAL OFFICE:
Mention this paper. 74 Alliance Bldg

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings

including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND
3'A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

y.«. ....»..,.. ...................

150 YEARS-REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons,
Abbey Mills. RinoncH.England.

BRAND
NEEDLES

WM. CROFT & SONS, Toronto, Canada.

T «ADE MI* B *'

Sold under 150 years
guarantee.

Established 1885

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO

European Office, VIENNA IX Berggasse 7

Ifyou haven't them,
order NOW.

Wm. Croft & Sons
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*
LADIES*
nechwe: ar *

N
ECKWEAR houses are late in getting to work
on their Kail sample lines, because of On-

rush of orders that poured in on them when
that celebrated hurst of warm weather came
along. Now, however, there is somewhat of

a lull, and attention is turned to the sample lines. From
what is at present to be seen, a pretty clear indication

of what is coming may he gathered, but lines are very

far from complete as yet. That there is a good deal of

novelty to be looked for will be. welcome news to ladies'

neckwear buyers, for the refreshing spurt of original idea.-,

that was inaugurated with the incoming of the Spring

samples still keeps up, ami something new and at the

same time something attractive, for one is no use with-

out the other, will not be far to seek in Fall lines.. De-

signers' ideas are no longer bounded solely by tabs, as

they were a year ago, when it seemed as though they

must even have dreamed tabs, for tabs of all sizes, sorts,

shapes and conditions we had ad nauseam, and little or

nothing else, and it speaks well for the vitality of tab

stocks that they are still so much in evidence after such

an ordeal, for tabs, of course, and in very pretty styles

too, are included in Fall lines. They are no longer, how-

ever, the whole show. There is a goodly showing of

tailored styles, and tabs are practically the thing there.

In these tailored stocks, particularly in the more severe

styles, black is selling extremely well, in fact it may be

said to lead, white being next, with colors following. In

the plain but more dressy types there is still a good deal

of black, with lace and lace patterned wood silk braids

as a trimming.

The stock with the side-pleating of muslin or chiffon

has been in great favor all Summer and not only is the

knife pleating attached to the silk stock, but it has paved

the way for a number of styles with fanciful trimming,

poised below the edge of the stock proper. These trim-

mings are usually made of taffeta edged with fine Val-

encienes lace, which, by the way, is the most popular

neckwear trimming. In this kind of collar the place of

the knife pleatings is taken by fancifully shaped pieces of

silk, edged with lace, which are attached to the stock by

the top only, and the rest left free. When held in the

hand these pieces hang from the stock part like a fringe,

but when worn they spread out and follow the contour of

the shoulders. One effective stock of this class had a

short jabot of the silk edged with lace. One of the new-

est, and at the same time one of the prettiest, effects

seen was a combination of the stock and chemisette idea.

This is a pointed stock with an added elongated V below

the stock. There is a ladder effect in lace from the ex-

treme point of the V right up the front of both it and the

stock. The effecl gained when worn, particularly with a

•dark blouse, is that of a chemisette. Turnover collars of

silk in the Buster style are made of shaped pieces of silk

edged with lace.

A favored tab style is the long, narrow tah with the

pointed front of the collar set plainly into it. This is a

great favorite in the washing stocks for Fall in plain

linen, mercerized cotton, and lawn and lace. These wash-

ing lines are going to he good for the early trade at

least, and there are buyers that have every confidence in

Ihein for the whole of the season. As yet lew jabots are

shown; they will come in numbers for the later season,

and for the Christmas trade. A particularly pretty one-

noticed in an exclusive stoic was of net top lace \

galoon and esprit net. The lace, which was ") or (i inches

deep, with a heavy pattern along the edge, was closely

Shirred three or four times at the top. The stock was of

the galoon, which was in deep Vandykes, the lower points

of which, ending in a feaf, were placed below the stock

proper. Behind the galoon, to fill up the spaces, were
several light folds of the esprit net. The shirring at the

top of the lace was drawn tight and fastened i,, the stock

in front, arid the lace spread out below into a fan-shaped

jabot.

As yet there are few chemisettes seen, but as almost
every fashion paper shows that the majority of the waists
are made with the V-shaped or Dutch square at the neck,

there will have to be something to fill it. The writer
was shown recently some imported chemisettes made of

fine cloth in both white and colors, with the trimmings
of artificial silk braid. Possibly here is an idea That may
be elaborated on, not for indoor wear, but for use as an
extra protection with the fur or cloth coat in the Winter.

Something is always needed, particularly with the fur

coat, and these cloth chemisettes would be both very
smart and comfortable, giving, as they would, protection

just where it is needed.

In plastrons to wear over the waist and in stock

collars, the varied styles are simply endless. Besides the

more or less familiar Venise and guipure patterns, and
net grounds with raised pompadour patterns, there are

the newer Baby Irish, Bruges and Annaburg braid laces,

and they come in deep collars, plastrons, yoke effects,

stocks and collar and cuff sets. Should the tendency,

which is making itself apparent, towards a tight plain

sleeve from the elbow down, obtain, the sale of collar

and cuff sets will be sure to be large.

Tabbed collars of embroidered batiste in blind em-
broidery, and in blind with a sparingly judicious mixture
of open eyelet work, are selling freely just now, and are

likely to do so all through the season.

The sale of ruchings is phenomenally large and the

houses that make ruchings are pushed to the limit to

keep favorite lines in stock. Not only white and black-

are selling, but fancy effects and pastel shades as well.

An extravagant fad of the moment is to trim the bottom
flounce of an evening petticoat with three or more rows
of ruching in pastel shades, for instance, pink, mauve and
blue, and this combination is known as the rainbow

effect. Ruchings are used also to a very great extent as

a finish to the top of the stock collar. Ruffs and boas
are all the rage in Paris, and are extensively worn at

all the American Summer resorts.

The maline, and the esprit net ruffs, are having a

great success, and those of chiffon and liberty silk are not

far behind. Some pretty stole effects are also seen. Lace
scarfs in both black and white are selling well. The
newest are the handsome ones of Spanish lace.

MISS OLAR
II. & M.

Designer Makes Change.

lRK has severed her connection with the S
Co., and has accepted a position with

Rhys I). Fairbairn & Co. Though only a short

time with the latter linn, she has gotten out a splendid

line of fabric belts, showing an unusually large number
of novel ideas. Early this month, August, she takes a

trip to New York in quest of new ideas, both for belts

and neckwear, the results to be embodied in the new
sample lines which will be ready to show when buyers

COtne to town for the Fall openings.
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V WHITEWEAR *

THOUGH perhaps it would not be the exa<ct truth to

say that the recent cotton advances and the unsettled

state of the market for the raw material are entire-

ly responsible, yet the fact remains that the travellers

for the whitewear houses will he nearly a month later

than last year, in taking to the road with samples of

whitewear for the Spring of 1906. Generally one house

will steal a march if possible over the others, but when
higher prices have to be faced, there is no incentive to do

this, and the experienced salesman will, as he puts it,

"let the other fellow do the missionary work," and will

wait until the merchant finds out from experience that

the advance is general. Every effort will be made to

maintain present prices on staple, that is, leading lines;

though to do so either the quality of cotton and trimmings

may have to be sacrificed, or manufacturers' or retailers'

profits be curtailed to some extent. On the cheaper lines,

where advances are made, they will not be heavy, for the

Canadian houses are pretty well covered for some time

to come on cottons; indeed some claim to be covered for

the whole season. Advances, however, on muslins and

nainsooks will be felt from the first, as it was not found

possible to fully protect prices on these materials. An
advance, however, here will not be as keenly felt, since

the garments made from these finer materials depend

more upon style than juices, for a ready sale, and pro-

vided quality is there, and the style is attractive, 50c.

or 7.
r
)e., more or less, in the price makes little or no

difference to the customer.
* *

*

The trade generally is expecting and planning for a

big selling season. Everything points that way; stocks

are fairly clean and the country is prosperous; crop

reports are most encouraging, shoals of new settlers are

arriving, and labor is well and profitably employed. This

being the case, the retailer is advised to liberally antici-

pate his wants, for according to one authority "he is

going to get pinched if he does not." There would seem

to he nothing to be gained by holding back, for though

it is impossible to predict with the slightest amount of

certainty the future of cotton prices, the very fact that

manufacturers are covering at present prices as far as

possible, lends color to the statement that nothing in the

way of lower prices is possible in the near future, while

on the other hand, if delayed deliveries are again the rule,

the late comers into the market will find themselves de-

cidedlv at a disadvantage.
*

In popular lines, and cheaper grades, the high neck

gown is the leader for obvious reasons; but as soon as

price ceases to be the leading feature, the low neck gown
has practically superseded the high one, and short sleeves,

of course, always accompany the low neck Very much
fancied are those sleeves that are simply a deep full frill.

These sleeves are open up to the arm-hole, and the trim-

ming is .continued up both sides of the opening. The
sleeve is held together by bows of ribbon, which are either

put on as a finish or are the ends of ribbons threaded

through a beading. These bows are stiff and square in

effect, with loops and ends of the same length. Some
gowns are cut with the godet or bias back and have a

beading up the centre of the back. Almost all of the

imported underwear has this beading effect; indeed, many

garments have heading as a joining for all the seams, and

even the sleeves are set in with it.

*

Embroideries are so greatly in favor that they are

sure to be very extensively used for whitewear trimming.

The fashionable fad for hand-worked effects has brought

about the return of blind-work embroideries. They have

been in evidence in a minor way for many seasons, but

now they are promoted to first place.

* *
*

Broderie anglaise is still popular, but not so much is

seen of mixed blind and openwork effects; it is one or the

other that is wanted. The popular patterns in blind work
are in the heavy raised padded effects; French knots are

also used; indeed they are as much like handwork as it

is possible to make them for the price.

*

Notwithstanding the free use of embroidery, lace can-

not be said to be dethroned. It is as much in evidence as

ever. Valenciennes and Mechlin are to be much used, and

fine Torchon is much in favor. This lace, the real pillow-

made article, is in high favor for trimming handmade
imported underwear, and as the imitation lace is cheap,

durable and pretty, there is no reason why it should not

he a popular trimming lace, and a good deal of it should

be seen on medium-priced underwear.
* *

What about Cluny is a question often asked just now.

The real Cluny is a favored lace to trim imported hand-

made garments and the cotton imitation is highly ap-

preciated by the cutting up trade. Every thread tells,

and you get a great deal of effect for very little money;

indeed, as a splashy, showy trimming, it has few equals.

Manufacturers are loth to part with it, and it will again

make its appearance in the sample lines. Retailers will

have to take into account the way it has sold with them,

and the amount of interest taken in it at the end of the

season, in re-ordering garments trimmed with the lace.

*

Sheer materials are again booked for another season

in 1906, and while this is so. the sale of fanciful effects

in corset covers will be large. The cut differs little if

any from that of last year, and there are the usual num-

ber of more or less original trimming schemes. Brassieres

are extensively sold in the States, but have not been

asked for much here as yet. though one meets a number
of women on the street, whose appearance would he much
improved by wearing one. A bit of information, quoted

from an authority on the other side, may be of value to

those about to stock them. "Brassieres are," she says,

"cut unduly large for the size, and salespeople should be

instructed that they do not as a rule correspond with

corset cover sizes." Their mission is to hold a full figure

in place, and, as a general rule, as they are now cut, a

couple of sizes less than that of the blouse worn, should

be chosen if the desired result is to be produced.
* *

*

The prestige of lace as a good-wearing trimming must
have suffered in the past season by the free use of inferior

qualities. Of course, when a showy garment is desired

at a price, the manufacturer will do his best to give it,

washing his hands, as it were, at the same time of all

responsibilitv for the wearing qualities of the same.

Garments trimmed with lace of the quality seen on some
—lace that looks almost as though it would evaporate in

the wash,—cannot by any stretch of imagination be held

to be trade builders. Perhaps you have to stock them,

hut salespeople should be instructed to tell the truth

about them, and point out to customers the wisdom of

buying more reliable goods.
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IN THE EYE OF
THE TRADE

REMOVING TO TORONTO.

TIIK CRANSTON NOVELTY CO., late of Gait, manu-

facturers of advertising novelties in the shape of

aluminum devices, rubber stamps and other store and

office specialties, are removing to Toronto where the busi-

ness will be carried on in future.

Mr. Cranston, head of the firm, has been a resident of

(ialt for over 24 years, previous to which he was in busi-
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Mr. Cranston.

ness in Woodstock. The Gait Reformer speaking in refer-

ence to Mr. Cranston's removal says:

"He has always taken an active interest in the affairs

of the town, and was elected alderman in 1809. During

the past four years he has conducted the business of the

Cranston Novelty Co., which has grown from a very

modest little business into one of increasing proportions,

until now it extends over a very large part of the Domin-
ion.

"The office of the company is being moved from Gall

tn the Medical Building, corner of Ray and Richmond

streets. Toronto is more central for such a business, and

agents will be appointed at different points."

A WESTERN ONTARIO MANUFACTURER.

TIIK firm of .John Forsyth & Co. are a good illustra-

tion of what personal energy and persistence will do

in a business way. Starling in the button business

some years ago, Mr. .John Forsyth has developed one of

the best industries in Western Ontario. In 1904 the busi-

ness had expanded so much that it was decided to form

a company. This, as it now exists, not only imports and

sells all kinds df buttons, smallwares, novelties, etc., but

is manufacturing some lines of buttons.

The growth of the business has been beyond all ex-

pectations. This year's business lias doubled that of last

year for the same time. The company are now awaiting

the completion of a large new block in Berlin, which they

will occupy, and which will add greatlj to their business

facilities. Ontario is covered by three representatives and

they have an agent in Winnipeg to look after their intei

ests in the west. W. J. McMaster is then Vanflouvei

representative.

Mr. .John Forsyth, whose photograph we reproduce on
this page, has been a great force in the success of the

business. As buyer for the firm, he has shown skill and

foresight, and as head of the selling staff, lie has made
the name of his firm familiar to the drygoodsmen of the

country. The busy City of Berlin has no more enter-

prising merchant.

DEBENHAM, CALDECOTT & CO., MONTREAL.

FOR Fall, an extensive, complete range of millinery, in

the widest sense of the word, is on display. Their

handsome warehouse will be replete with novelties

for early buyers by the 10th of the month. Pattern hats

show the newest touch of fashion from Paris and New
York. Their Mr. F. X. DeGrandpre has even sur-

passed previous selections, and their exceptional buying

facilities render values attractive.

Hats are both of small and medium shapes, and velvet

and chenille loom up prominently. In trimmings, feathers

in general are very strong. Ostrich feathers are par-

ticularly good. Ospreys, both brush and paradise, with

long, sweeping effects, are strong. Black and white

plumes are much admired. They show a complete range.

Their ready-to-wear department, as well as all staple

lines of millinery, has done an exceptionally large busi-

ness, and novelties will be added as the season progresses.

Visiting milliners may depend upon seeing the very latest

ideas.

In colors, brown is highly regarded, as well as favored

tints in blues and greens A line of bronzes has met with
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approval. Shaded effects of one color are very popular

llns season.

Their ribbon department is replete with choice values

in all the favored colors, chiefly in soft effects. Large

shipments have just been received of their D.C.II. and

DC. III. numbers. Ribbons will be a big factor this Fall.

By the time the opening takes place they will be

stocked with well selected lines of the choicest millin-

erv novelties from European and New York markets.

MEN AND EVENTS.

Mr. Evans, managing director of Ladies' Wear, leaves

on Angnst 1st for two weeks holiday in Lake Simcoe

district.

Mr. Kyle, Sr., of Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal,

arrived home from foreign markets Saturday, July 29,

by S.S. Canada.

Mr. B. Lesser will represent the Standard Umbrella

Co., Montreal, in Toronto at the King Edward Hotel dur-

ing the Exhibition.

Mr. P. J. Quinn. w|ho recently disposed of his dry-

goods business in Moncton, N.B., has joined the selling

staff of the Oxford Woolen Manufacturing Co. as their

traveling representative.

Mr. A. J. Hart, of the Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal, re-

turned during July from a business trip to the Old Coun-

try. Mr. Har-t combined business and pleasure. Mrs.

Hart accompanied him.

After a successful career of twenty years as partner

in the firm of J. & D. Ross, men's furnishers. London,

Mr. John Ross is retiring. Mr. Ross is a familiar figure

in business circles and a rest has been well earned.

Among the Montreal houses showing samples in Toronto

during the second week of the Exhibition, the National

Rubber Co.. Montreal, is to the fore. Their popular Mr.

P. M. Hansher will be in charge with sample rooms at the

Kin? Edward Hotel.

Mr. S. Vineberg of the Scottish Rubber Co., Montrer.1,

returned to Montreal Jjuly 15th by SS. Virginian from

English markets. He characterizes the foreisrn market

as stiff, but has been fortunate in placing good contracts

for new and stylish fabrics.

Mr. F. A. Rodden, of Brophy-Cains, Limited. Montreal,

left for New York, Friday, July 28th, sailing from there

Saturday morning for foreign markets on an extended buy-

ing trip. Dress goods is his main care, a line in which

he is an expert. Every principal market will be visited.

The trip will extend in the neighborhood of four months.

Mr. A. W. Allan, of the Allan Mfg. Co., Limited, and

Ontario director of the Dominion Textile Co., together

with his sisters, Mrs. C. W. Woodland and Miss Sarah

Allan, are at their Summer cottage on the Muskoka
Lakes, where Mr. Woodland will join them early this

month.

Mr. John T. Ellis, representing; the Berlin Suspender

& Button Co., Berlin, Ont., was a caller upon the Ottawa

trade during the past month. Mr. Ellis reported business

as good, and certainly if work bang's results, John T.

will get his rewiard. Of a genial disposition and with an

experience of many years on the road, he tackles every

town on his territory systematically and well and his

friends are the kind that can anpreciate his honest en-

deavors.

Enquiries were made at the various Montreal hospitals

bv New York business men last month, for a traveler

named P. D. Fairchild, who had been traveling in the

Province of Quebec for a New York firm. His last re-

port was sent from Three Rivers on July 10th, and a few

days ago his clothing, money and letters unopened were

found in an uptown hotel. No trace of the man can be

found and it is feared that he has either met with foul

play or been drowned.

A prominent drygoodsman of Calais, N.B., passed away

during the month, in the person of Edward Moore. Mr.

Moore commenced as a clerk in 1858 in the store which

two years ago passed entirely under his control. It was

by his long service with W. Woods & Co. that his sterling

character became known to his fellow citizens and his

partnership in that firm till 1903, and his work as sole

owner since that time have been the reward of merit.

He will be sincerely lamented in the community where he

made his home.

Mr. J. K. Wallace, representative in Montreal of Ar-

thur & Co., Limited, Glasgow, Scotland, sailed on tho

28th July, on SS. Tunisian on a business trip to the

Old Country. Mr. Wallace intends selecting samples far

Soring, 1906, reaching Montreal about September the first.

Mr. Glickman, of the National Rubber Co., Montreal,

will sail for English and foreign markets on SS. "Vir-

ginian" August 18th. He will be absent about six weeks,

selecting Spring materials. He is well known in foreign

markets and and nobby selections at right prices may oe

!. fk.-.l for.

Mr. S. M. Sterling, Toronto, representing Thos. Ogil-

vie & Son, Aberdeen and Toronto, was a visitor to Mont-

real during the past month. Mr. Sterling, "Sam Ster-
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Goods
require
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Legg Bros. Engraving Co.

5 Jordan Street, Toronto
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ling :is lie is familiarly known i" almost every travelei

in Western Ontario, if not in Canada, particularly to the

drygoods and clothing men, is • of the oldesl travelers

on the road, and for mans years was a director in the

Commercial Travelers' Association, Toronto. He was in

tlic city to meel liis wife and son. who arrived by the

Allan Liner Virginian after spending the lasl five months
in England and touring the < tinent. As a salesman he

is recognized as in the fronl rank, and, like his tw i

brothers, A. E. (Teddy) Sterling, with T. A. Lytle Co..

Limited, Toronto, and Fred W. Sterling, traveling re-

presentative for John T. Ellison & Son, London, Eng.,

the English woollen and tweed house, is a familiar figure

on the road.

ITEMS OF IMPORT.
Ouimet, dry goods merchant, Montreal, has

milliner, Kelowna, B.C., has retired

Adams

J. R
assigned.

Mrs. Tutcher

from business.

The assets of the millinery husiness of Miss .]

have been sold.

Martha Coats, milliner, Alvinston, Ont., has closed

out her business.

Mrs. E. G. Woodcock, milliner, Ottawa, has assigned

to R. Lee, Toronto.

The firm of Fuller & Co., milliners, Winnipeg, have
dissolved partnership.

Miss .1. L. Branan, milliner, Brandon, Man., has as-

signed to C. H. Newton.

Larose & Label le, dry goods merchants, of Montreal,

have dissolved partnership.

The stock of the Misses Pigeon, milliners, Montreal,

has been sold under an assignment.

Mrs. J. A. Villeneuve, of Lake Megantic, milliner, has

assigned to V. E. Paradis, Quebec.

Stobart, Sons & Co., of Winnipeg, will increase their

capital stock from $500,000 to $600,000.

Jas. W. Hare has bought the business of F. E. Alli-

son, general storekeeper, Valley City, Man.

The fancy goods stock of Alfred Gingras, Montreal,

has been sold for the benefit of his creditors.

C. S. Ilachey, Caraquet, is offering to compromise at

25c. on the dollar. He keeps a general store.

The Hutcheson Co., Limited, dry goods merchants,

Victoria, B.C., are closing out their business.

• J. P. Corwin & Co., dry goods firm of Fort William,

have made an assignment to C. B. Armstrong.

A meeting of the creditors of J. P. Coutlee & Co.,

dry goods merchants, Montreal, took place on July 25.

The firm of West & Robinson, mattress manufactur-

ers, Vancouver, B.C., have been succeeded by West & Co.

Arthur Langtry has been appointed curator of the

business of .1. (). Normand. milliner, Montreal, assigned.

Z. Daoust, dry goods merchant, Montreal, has as-

signed. Chart rand & Turgeon have been appointed cura-

tors.

W. J. Mundy has purchased the slock of the Keeler

Co., dry goods merchants, Wingham, Out., at IT'c. on

the dollar.

A petition for liquidation has been presented in the

ease of the Diummoiid Cotton * Bleaching Co., Limited,

Ol Montreal.

The assets of Carl Schiller were sold on July 25.

Schiller carried on a wholesale and retail dry goods busi-

ness in Montreal.

Sharp a IfcMackin, drj goods merchants ol si .John,

N.B., have dissolved partnership. S. W McMackin will

continue the business.

The firm of Wexlar & Victor, manufacturers of ladies

and children's garments, has been registered. It will do
business from Montreal.

tfarston & Singleton, dry goods merchants of Boisse-

vain, have dissolved partnership. Harold F. Marston
will continue the business.

The Miramiehi Mercantile Co., of Chatham, N.B
,

have applied for incorporation. They will conduct a dry

goods and clothing business.

The British A- German Importation Co., dealers in dry

goods, etc., have dissolved partnership. L. II. Smith has

registered the company anew.

Calkins & Co. have moved to 73 Adelaide

west, Toronto, where the manufacture of mantles, cloaks

and skirts will be carried on as usual.

Robert Aldridge and Wilson Avery have formed a

partnership to carry on a dry goods business in Cale-

donia, Ont. They will open some time in August.

The II. P. Lang Co., Limited, have been incorporated.

It will carry on the business of manufacturers and sellers

of carpets, rugs, curtains, and other house furnishings.

The dry goods firm of A. Thibaudeau & Co.. Montreal,

made an assignment during t he month. Alex. Desmarteau
was appointed curator. The assets were sold July 19.

The partners-hip of Romanoff A- Segal, Moncton, has

been dissolved. Mr. Segal will continue the business, and

expects to enlarge his stock of ladies' and men's clothing.

The members of the Canada Hosiery Co., of Mont-

real, have dissolved partnership. The company has

been registered again under the old title by Richard Yer-

ganwen.

The D. Millar Co. lias opened a dry goods store in

Goderich, Out. Mr. Millar comes from Glasgow, Scot-

land, where he has had a wide experience in the dry goods

business.

James Fairweather, of J. W. T. Fairweather & ('"..

hatters and furriers, of Toronto, has returned from Eu-

rope, where he has been providing for the future wan'

his customers.

M. Goldman, Mrs. Phoebe E. McAnulty. A. C. Peck.

George D. Prescott, and II. I. Wry, of Albert, N.B.,

suffered damage from a tire which swept over a consider-

able part of the business section of that town recently.

A British textile manufacturing company is negotia-

ting with Assessment Commissioner Foreman, with the

intention of establishing a branch in Toronto. They

want 20 acres of ground and would employ over W0
hands.

An organized gang of bold robbers has been plunder-

ing Montreal business houses lately, and during their un-

welcome visits made a big haul at the Montreal Water-

proof clothing factory Papineau avenue. They got awaj

with about 200 coats, worth about $4 each. No art'

have yet been made.

Brophy, Cains & Co., of Montreal, have erected in

their warehouse a new and certainly very handy measur-

ing table for the measuring of goods. The table is nine

yards long and about two yards wide. On the outside

edge for the entire length the table is divided off into

yards, half yards, etc. By its use a web of cloth can be

unrolled and measured in half the time, and also with

much more accuracy than by the old process of the yard

stick. The whole is handsomely finished and supplies a

mos1 useful as well as ornamental equipment for the

warehouse.
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POINTS IN SALESMANSHIP.
0.\K of Marshall Field & Co.'s buyers has this to say

about salesmanship: "Most salesmen are lazy when

it comes to showing their stock. I believe in show-

ing what we have, whether or not the customer desires to

make a purchase; also to show more goods to the man
who is looking around, and says as much, rather than to

the customer who comes into the store for the express

purpose of making a purchase. The man who is looking

the salesman should seek to make a customer of, and,

therefore, a salesman should take more pains with him

than with the one who has come in prepared to buy.

This is salesmanship. The customer who is looking

should be treated extra courteous and be made to feel at

home. A customer should always be greeted pleasantly.

A pleasant expression will attract a customer to a sales-

man and to his department. For an introduction, there

is nothing better than a smile from the salesman. It

attracts a customer to the department. Then wiien the

customer has been attracted to the salesman, it remains

for him to exercise tact and a knowledge of human
nature.

"I emphasize the necessity of a salesman showing

lots of goods, and not only two or three articles, but

continue to show the stock until the customer seems to

favor a particular article. Then as soon as the salesman

perceives that the customer is interested in a certain

article, his interest and attention should be centred in

this article and others withdrawn from his attention.

The clerk should hold the customer to the article which

he seems to favor. A clerk should never be cross, as it

is a defect in salesmanship for which there is no excuse.

An Experience.

"I remember an experience I had twenty-five years

ago when I first came into my present employment. A
pustomer came in one morning very cross. I greeted him

with a smile and before our conversation had proceeded

far he intimated that I was not telling the truth. I did

not allow him to notice that his surly manner disturbed

me, but treated him even more pleasantly. The outcome

was that finally he became more friendly towards me. I

sold him a big bill of goods and after I had sold him he

asked pardon for having been so angry.

"There is another point that clerks are lamentably

deficient in. They do not show an article to a customer

with any degree of tact. High-class goods are shown to

trade looking for cheaper merchandise, and vice versa.

A customer who is looking for a medium-price garment

does not want a high-priced article shown. He is either

humiliated or disgusted. The safest way is first to de-

termine as tactfully as possible about what garment is

desired. In underwear, for example, to learn whether the

customer desires cotton, lisle or merino, and when some

idea of the garment and size is learned by the salesman,

the safest practice is to show a middle-priced garment.

In Summer goods our stock is from fifty cents to fifteen

dollars a garment. I would advise the salesman in our

department to show, perhaps, a dollar garment first.

Then if something better is desired, there is no trouble to

show something costing more. But a customer should

always be offered something better, rather than cheaper,

whenever it is possible. It is the part of a good salesman

to get all out of a sale that he can. If the dollar gar-

ment is not quite good enough, he should be shown a

51.25 or $1.50 garment, and at the same time a $2.50
garment should be shown, with the statement that this

is a special value. The question of knowing the limit

which a customer is willing to pay is an important pai t

in salesmanship.

Coaching Needed.

"I believe the selling force of every store needs pon-

13

siderablc coaching. In my estimation, one of the chief

duties of a department head is to encourage and cheer the
selling force. I myself personally visit my salespeople

frequently, urging them to renewed efforts for that par-
ticular day. A day that we expect will be very busy I

visit the salespeople and say to them, 'Now boys, run up
your sales in the morning as high as possible, and see

that your books show a fine business before you go to
lunch.' IJ they succeed in making a nice lot of sales before
lunch, the rest of the day takes care of itself. Further-
more, the lunch is enjoyed better. Another method is to

have each salesman know the amount of his sales for the

corresponding week of the previous year. If that same
clerk was not there, he is shown the sales of the clerk

whom he succeeded. This is done at the beginning of the

week, so that the salesman knows what is expected of

him.

"I believe it is of the highest importance to talk

kindly and even fatherly to the salesmen. If a clerk is

irritated in the morning and has a busy day, the chances

are that his effectiveness for that day is greatly nullified.

The question of securing competent salespeople is one of

the most serious questions which the management of the

store has to contend with to-day. I believe the old sys-

tem of store apprenticeship which obtained and still ob-

tains in England is unexcelled to secure competent help.

Not enough employes in the store to-day are mastering
their business and the knowledge of the merchandise and
the store is superficial. My suggestion is that for the big

department store a salesman should be confined to a de-

partment and master the work in that thoroughly. In

smaller stores it is advisable that he learn the details of

the business throughout the entire store. My apprentice-

ship on the other side covered a period of four years.

Best Substitute.

"The best substitute for this apprenticeship of the

Old Country is to secure boys about sixteen years of age,

seeking to select the brightest possible, and as soon as

he shows merit to encourage him in every way possible.

As soon as one of these boys shows himself capable, T

urge him to prepare for the duties of a salesman and

when he appears to me to be prepared, I make a salesman

of him. My two assistants, one upstairs and the other

in the basement, were both educated in this way, having

been with me seventeen years. A few young fellows arc

willing to dig through a period of three or four years in

order to master the business, as I was compelled. As a
boy 1 was put in the notion stock, where I remained

about six, months; then in the hosiery and underwear lines,

where I remained about the same period; later into the

dress goods stock; then into carpets, where I was taught

to cut and lay a carpet correctly. Such apprenticeship

prepares for a career in the dry goods business. When I

came to this country I was asked what stock I was
familiar with, and I told them, 'All.' There is need of

better preparation in the dry goods field to-day."

Open Toronto Office.

The Reid Featherbone Mfg. Co., Limited, of London,

Ont., sole manufacturers of featherbone in Canada, have

opened an office at 28-30 Wellington street west, Toronto.

Mr. .las. Labbett will be in charge, and is now showing

a complete line of samples. Full stock is being carried

here also, so that the trade can be supplied on the short-

est notice. Mr. Labbett is also showing some pretty

samples of ladies' belts and neckwear.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

The Review do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Greenshields Limited.

1'SV scenes are daily enacted in t lie dress goods

departments, and evidences are accumulating of

the correctness of their materials. Plain

goods and faee materials for Fall are selling

in the majority. Broadcloths are scoring the
biggesl success in their history, and the variety shown
by this firm permits of their adoption by every class of

trade. Henriettas are shown in a peculiar richness of

color which assures their favor. Panama weaves and
poplins are forging to the front. Serges, which this firm
particularize, are shown in both open and close weaves
at right prices. The popularity of mohairs is assured for

early Fall and their range is larger than ever. Priestleys'

goods have- S|Cored an exceptional success and buyers in

the open market will have every attention. A card, men-
tioning The Review, will secure electros of popular num-
bers in Priestleys' varied materials.

Department E once again forges to the front with a
superior complete line of knitted j^ootts, comprising every
novelty under that caption. Customers may depend upon
securing the latest novelties in ladies' garments. Early
ordering is solicited, as prices are stiffening and many
advances have already been made by the mills. Ladies'
golfers comprise the best selections from every market,
and the range Of prices meets every class of trade. Im-
mediate orders will be carefully and promptly filled.

Plain noods in white, cardinal and navy are abundant,
hut a tendency is apparent for fancy weaves and fancy

stripes in various combinations. Brown is another strong
color. The styles are extremely varied. Straight sleeves

and llat turn-over collars are much used. Reveres are also

in evidence. The Norfolk jacket in various colors is well

liked. The pouch front and double-breasted variety is in

evidence. The trade is advised to prepare early for an
exceptional September trade. The range of clouds, fas-

cinators, etc., is more complete than ever before.

The staple department continues booming by offering

large and varied stocks at attractive prices. Flannelettes,

ginghams, shirtings, and cotton dress goods are offered at
interesting figures. The lining department is complete in

every way. Prompt orders are advised in all these lines,

as prices show a tendency to stiffen. The wash goods
department has yet a fair stock and attractive prices are

made to boost "sales this month. Housekeeping linens,

table linens, towels and towelling and fancy linens, are

in complete stocks.
In ladies' hosiery special values are offered in heavy

ribbed col tons anil cashmeres. No. (MO, in plain cash-

mere, running from 95c. to $2.25, for ladies and children,

is a winner. No. fi(i Llama, from $2.25 to $4.50, de-

serves investigation. In ribbed goods, job 16 at $2.25 in

special K, from $1.15 to $2.25, are Al values. Wool
hosiery is on the same attractive basis, as orders were
placed before the large advance in prices. Old prices still

prevail. .Misses' and ladies' underwear contains many
leaders which cannot lie equaled.

In the handkerchief department, Greenshields Limited
excel even their noted former selections. Besides a full

range of staples they show many exclusive fancy novel-

ties. Lace edges, inserted lace corners, Swiss embroider-

ed, both hemstitched and scalloped, contain many shirt

novelties. Their ribbon department contains many extra

values in taffetas and all popular lines. Orders will be

tilled promptly, Buyers should not delay purchasing, as

these goods are hard to procure and prices are firm. Im-
port samples of laces are now being shown the trade.

Men's furnishing department contains a complete stoick

of everything in the line, and values are interesting.

Woolen department is gaining favor daily.

Special purchase has been made in the button depart-

ment of a thousand cases, containing one hundred dozen
i, kIi. solid two-hole and four-hole pearl buttons. Orders
are advised 1o he on hand promptly.

Greenshields Limited ladies' and children's ready-to-

wear department contains exceptionally good styles at

lighl prices, Their buyer made an extensive stay in the

New York market studying style conditions and their

1

goods are made in the latest styles under their own
direction. Nowadays style plays an important part.
I. <nlies' dress skirts and underskirts clearly show expert
judgment. Some good values to retail at $5 are shown
Ladies' underskirts are also attractively priced. In
showerproof garments at popular prices thev show a
splendid range of correct advance styles. The popular
fawn shades are well represented. In ladies' silk waists
they can supply every want. Some new effects in sateens
of permanent lustre deserve attention. Wrappers and
whitewear are in a bigger range than ever before. All
goods are made under their own supervision, and the cut
and lit are correct. This department is having special
stress laid upon it and the Shield brand ready-to-wear
garments will be heard from more than ever.

Their Spring lines of ladies' whitewear are winning
new friends daily.

In the carpet and housefurnishing department, Green-
shields Limited are fully prepared lor a good Fall trade.
New patterns and latest designs are shown among their
extensive range of carpets, linoleums and oilcloths. They
also show new designs in squares of all grades. Lace
curtains, tapestry curtains, cretonnes and art muslins
have received careful attention for Fall. Travelers now
have the full range of samples of the above lines.

W. R. Brock Co., Montreal.

The "Mayper" hose supporter to retail at 25 cents, is

a feature in Brock's smallware department. A good line

foi- your bargain counter.

Satchels are still finding a ready sale. 407 to retail at

$1.25, in black ami brown leather! and 687 at $1.00 be-
ing among the most popular numbers. A good assortment
of gentlemen's wallets ami ladies' purses is also being
shown. Tn men's hosiery "Kaftana.'' a ribbed cashmere
sock, promises to be n favorite this season, the orders
booked to date being away ahead of expectations. This
house lias always carried a good stock of hosiery in pasl
seasons and the company is doing its best to live up
to its Ira ditions.

No. 40 fleece lined shirts and drawers to retail at 50
cents is a good favorite with the furnishings men and in-

dications point to a large sale of this line. "King"
underwfear still holds its own.

In men's ties, derbies in browns, blues and greens, still

hold the popular fancy and that the demand will be sus-

tained seems very likely from present indications. Whole-
salers seem to have confidence in it. .pidgins: from the stock
of (hese ties they are carrying. Brock's lines to retail at

2fi cents are still popular.
Brock's are prepared for a very brisk demand for golf

jerseys and waists. Last year many of the wholesalers
Mere unable to fill their orders complete, and although the

garment promises to be more popular than ever this sea-

son, the prospects for good delivery are very much bet-

ter, although prices are very likely to advance. All the
numbers slliown by this house last season are in again this

year at old prices.

Of course, as yon are aware, the cotton market is in a

very disturbed spite and owing to this fact one <*«nnni

state with any certainty that thev will be nble to deliver

certain goods at certain prices. The while muslins, etc.,

carried! by the Brock Co.. have not as yet been advanced
but as there is a possibility of this haopenine anv day now.
the best advice that ("ill be given the ret'iiler is to place

his orders jusl as early as he possibly can. f< r the people
who buy now will reap the benefit of the hieb prices.

A new tam with a square top is shown bv the Brock
Co. 11' you w Jant to sec it. ask their traveler to show you
No. IS'.") the next time he calls. Tt is a cracker jack to

retail al 75 cents. Another line worthy of special mention
is 215. a round wire supported tam. just the tiling for Fall

3 s
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wear. It ean'1 get out of shape. A good line to retail at

."lit I't'llts.

Brock's usual full range of knitted woollens is in

stock, hut prices on these goods arc going up very rapidly

and intending purchasers should place their orders early.

One of the must special lines we have seen for some
tune is Brock's 14 inch twilled vicuna, confined to the

o mpany for Canada. The line can be profitably retailed

lc r 25 cents per yard and is wonderful value at the money.

In covert coatings, box cloths, serges, etc.. the stuck is

r osl complete ami A1 values are being shown, a covert

coating to retail at $22.25 being especially worth carrying.

A very special 22 inch colored velveteen to retail at 25

cents, is also something you should have on your bargain

counter.

Tn all dress fabrics, the manager of the department re-

ports, green is asked for mere than any other color, al-

though browns land blues still bold a nood place in the

popular favor. Black and white checks, too. are very

popular and a nice range of the goods to retail at from
:'5 to 50 cents is shown.

A range that is extremely popular with Brock's cus-

tomers is that of plain and fancy eoliennes. The ranee

comprises poods t<> retail at from 75 cents to $1.50. All

good patterns and good value.

Fancy lustres apparently are still popular, judging

from the quantities on order with this firm. The tartan

patterns, although popular, are seconds in the popular

favcr when compared with the demand for solid colors,

such ,ns brown, green, blue, etc.

Brock's special line of Hucar cord-de-soie, retailing at

at from 50 cents to $2.75, is going very well and merchants
Who have not seen the line will do well to take the first

opportunity of doin<r so.

A larsre shipment of steamer rugs to retail at from
$2.00 to $4.50, has just been received.

Deimel Linen-Mesh.

It is famous the world over for its health-aiding pro-

I
cities and a trial will make anyone an enthusiastic advo-

cate.

Booklet telling all about, the underwear with sample of

the Linen-Mesh, will be mailed free to anv of our readers

if they will write to the Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., 2202 St.

Catherine street. Montreal, and mention the Dry Goods
Review.

Niagara Neckwear Co.

The Niaeara Neckwear Co.'s new Fall samples are now
being- shown by their representatives. Their silk muffler

range will be out later in sufficient lime for the demand.

Dominion Suspender Co.

The laree new addition to the Dominion Suspender
Co.'s factory is about completed, making it. the largest

factory making neckwear and suspenders, either in the
United States or Canada. The equipment will be modern
and complete.

Debenham.. Caldecott & Co.

Debenham, Oaldecott & Co., Toronto and Montreal,
advised by their London houses, Debenham's, Limited,
have placed large orders for ribbon, and would draw the
attention of the trade to their leader in ribbons. This
is a special line in all widths, in a good heavy quality
plain colored taffeta ribbon 884, and is of remarkable
value, as from stock this ribbon can be very profitably
retailed in tn width at 20c., and in fiO at 25c.

The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.

With increased capacity in their immense warehouses
and factory on Papineau avenue, this firm are fully pre-
pared to cope with unprecedented demands. Orders in all

cases will receive prompt attention and shipments will be

made on time. Judging from the generous amount of
advance orders a record Fall trade is in progress. Theit
fall line is complete in every detail, and every garment.
exhibits an individuality which is distinctive in raincoats.
Ladies' and men's raincoats and waterproofs are in large]
range than ever before. The trade can depend upon get-
ting nothing but sure sellers.

For the convenience of buyers in the Toronto market
during the Exhibition, full sample lines will be shown at
the King Edward Hotel. Their well-known Mr. (iittleson
will be in charge, assisted by I heir Ontario representative,
Mr. Hart. Mr. H. Wener, of the firm, will also spend a
few days in Toronto.

National Rubber Co.

The Fall line of raincoats and waterproofs of the
National Rubber Co., now in the hands of their travelers,
is meeting with deserved success. Styles are distinctive
and values are right. Three-quarter, seven-eighths and
full-length garments are extensively exploited. The new-
est tweed effects and appropriate shades in fawn, olive
and grey are shown. Men's coats have the distinctive
feature in their new concave shoulder. Complete lines are
on view at their Montreal headquarters, 524 Craig street,
and during the Toronto Exhibition a full line of samples
can be seen at the King Edward Hotel.

Of Interest to Commercial Tarvelers.

Those handling ladies' jackets, suits and cloaks, should
not fail to examine the collapsible form made by A. S.
Richardson. It is easily set up and taken apart, and is

RETURN
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highly appreciated by those on the road, as it takes up
small space. The facilities for manufacturing these forms
have been greatly increased. The entire floor has been
taken in and increased powers of production have been
added.

<$>

Ellis Mfg. Co.

The Ellis Mfg. Co. manufacture Spring Needle Ribbed
Underwear. They are the only company in Canada
which do this class of work. The stitch gives an elas-
ticity to the garment which is secured in no other way.
By this means a steady, good-fitting article is assured,
no looseness or bagginess. The fabric is exceedingly
strong, too, and will give the utmost satisfaction to the
wearer. It is positively guaranteed not to stretch, shrink
or lose its shape.

The Weir Wardrobe Co.

The Weir Wardrobe Co. is a completely western or-
ganization having its headquarters in Winnipeg, Man.,
and doing business under the patents issued to Mr. Rod
Weir, who was for many years prominently connected
with the retail clothing and furnishing trade of the west
This enterprising company have during the last year
equipped over a hundred of the principal stores in Canada,

13!J
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amongsl whom maj be numbered the T Baton Co.'s new
stores .11 Winnipeg, the •' & E. Brown Co.. Limited,

stores a1 Portage la Prairie, \ i» Rankin cV Co.'s stores

al Brandon, and man; othei prominent merchants, p-ac-

tories arc in operation in Woodstock and Mount Forest,

h\ winch means the goods handled by tins company are

practically turned over to the merchants a1 firsl cost.

The 1 nited stales office ol the company is at 206 Wabash
avenue, Chicago

W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto.

If our readers will refer to page 233, .July number,
they will see cut of Togo coat, of which the following is

,i description: "The Togo" special value men's water-
prool coal with belt, dark grey stripe, to retail for $6,

worth $8; like the Japanese admiral—"Without a rival."

RETURNED

<

No. 1 Rainproof.

This cut illustrates one of Brock's leading lines, full-

length ladies' rainproof mantles, grey as regina, fawn as

in.ii urn, sizes 52 to 62. Rainproof mantles are kepi in

stock to retail from $4 to $13.50. See Conine, it is an

eye-openei
Special cartoon lots of Val. laces and Torchon laces,

assorted patterns, edgings and insertions to box of fi to

12 pieces are shown. A nice assortment and selection to

sort up your stock.

Extraordinai'j quotations are furnished for loom elas-

tics. A 1 goods, ]USl passed into slock; quite a snap.

New veilings, allovers, oriental Val. laces, were spe-

cialh ordered to be on deck during Exhibition. This offer-

ing includes laces allovers and insertions in sels and

otherwise

For the accommodation of their hosiery customers.

have in slock ladies' and children's tan cotton hos-

iii plain and ribbed goods
They quote lasl January's pi ices for some yarns and

last season's prices for many lines You know how the
wool market has jumped lately.

They quote 1904 prices for all lines of cashmere
hosiery, same stock, same lines, having contracted foi

fully 7,000 do/, before Hie cat jumped.
Two popular retail prices are 25c. and 50c. Hrock's

specials in department "F" to retail at 25c. include
VX11 and Pegtop heavy ribbed wool hose, "('row''

black ribbed worsted hose, ill plain black cashmere hose.
"Rrockbest" and New Cairo ribbed black fCashmere hose,
"Turbine" and "Motor'' plain and ribbed black cashmere
hose, "Ombre" in clouded, "Startler" in natural

\

"Lilly" in white, ladies' heavy Winter vests, drawei
match, open and flosed; GC pineapple wool toques, all

colors; A wool lams, in all colors, 321 and 321 Ringwood
gloves in black, white, navy, seal and cardinal; B107
Jersey, B336 and B331, with 2-dome, black cashmere
gloves; TO, TN and TL Swiss embroidered handkerchiefs.
the new hair ornament, the "Auto" clasps, practical and
ornamental for low hair dress; "Shine" plain black
worsted hose; Nazareth waists.

To retail at 50c.: Llama black cashmere hose; 333 and
AG ribbed top, black cashmere hose; 260 black 1-1 ribbed
cashmere hose; "Nutwig" ribbed Hummer worsted hose;

"Devaney" ribbed vest, drawers to match; "Ladysmith"
fleece vests and drawers; "Dapper" pineapple wool toques,
B235 black cashmere gloves, 2-dome, silk lined, kid trim-
ming; L74 Honeycomb wool shawl in all colors; "Peaph"
white ribbed vests and drawers.

Special lines that cannot help but interest keen busi-

ness men; 300 doz. heavy black wool ribbed hose, 8£ and
!l^, to retail at 20c; 250 doz. black worsted ribbed hose
first-class 2nds; 15 cases ladies' ribbed Wintei
vests, good 2nds. quite a snap; PA and .MA cartoon kits

embroidery, (i pieces, assorted patterns; 1 range edging,
the other insertion, a first-class couple; No. 126 white
mere'd matting for Fall shirtwaists, 32 in. wide, to re-

tail at 25c; Cabinets of linen spools, containing 1 gr.

assorted, guaranteed, to retail at 5c. spool; cabinets ol

pearl buttons, "Elk," containing 100 do/., assorted 2 and
1 holes, to retail at 5c. a dozen; three lines flette em-
broideries in all colors io retail at 5, 7 and 10c.; three
lines honeycomb shawls, in all colors, to retail at 50<

75c and $1; 20(i ladies' waterproof mantles at half price;

guaranteed kid gloves to retail at $1 and $1.25, Hilda,
Penu and Olive, a guaranteed slip in each pair of gloves

a clearing lot of taffeta ribbons, in widths 3, 5, 9, 16,

22, 36, landed before the prices started to swim upwards,
two lines fancy neck ribbon, Dresden effects, that can be

retailed at 15 to 20c a yard; "Bunnie," a special line of

girls' fleeced-lined underwear, 16 to 31 in., that can be

retailed at Id to 10c. per garment, very special; Nazareth
waists, large assortment in all sizes. Merchants buying
this waist do not waste any time. They buy it on the

fly. Their range of golf jackets and Norfolk jackets is

most attractive. They keep a larger range of fancy knit-

led goods than any other house in the trade. Being

troublesome lines to handle and taking up a large amount
of room, many bouses ignore this important line. They
refer to wool infanteis, bootees, gaiters, hoods, caps,

toques, clouds, polka jackets, shawls, etc., etc
They show a variety of white bear skin coats, hoods.

caps, ruffs, mitts, all to match, also a special for bailors:

2011 gross metal pant buttons in blue, oxydi/.cd, steel and
brass, brace and fly sizes, selling at about %\ a gross less

than regular price, perfect goods, like you are buying all

the time.

1. cinder black wool hose to retail at 20c
They consider hosiery, gloves and underwear three of

the most important lines in the dry goods trade. Retail

merchants paying particular attention to having these

three lines right always attract new customers and hold

the old ones. They pay special attention to these lines,

and always have what the trade requires, and at the right

prices.

Inspect their assortment of these three lines on third

floor, known throughout the trade as "The Beehive of

Canada."

In the men's furnishing department there is a high-

class special in elastic rib underwear, all sizes, to retail

a i $1.25. A slock of boys' knickers and men's tweed

pants has been added. The former retail at 35c to $1,

with special value in corduroys to retail at 50c. A line

of men's wool tweeds is sold to retail at $1. They have

a special iob in men's heavy top shirts lor Fall and in

men's negligees, to retail at 35c. The carpel, linoleum

and curtain departments are well stocked with line and

vaiied lines.
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John Macdonald & Co.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their linen de-

partment 50 different lines of cotton and linen towelings
from 5e. to llic. per yard. Turkish towelings from 7|c.

to 16Ac. per yard. Linen towels from 50c. to $5 per

dOZ. Turkish hath towels from 65c. to $6 per doz. Un-
bleached linen damask tabling stock, fully assorted, from
30c, to 42Ac. per yard. Bleached linen damask tabling

from 25c. to $1 per yard. Cotton towels from 30c. to

$1.25 per dozen. Table napkins from 50c. to $4.50 per

doz. A full range of fancy linens in doylies, tray cloths

runners, also tailor's hollands, canvas, rough brown
bollands, butcher linens and hessians.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their staple

department 4 specials in apron gingham, 36jinch. and 40-

inch, with and without border. Three specials in black

mercerised sateen, and a full range of all the leading

colors at 10c per yard. Cotton bunting in all shades.

Also a complete range of comforters. Their stock of

white wool blankets is fully assorted, ranging from
«k. to 52H\ per lb.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing on their 3rd floor

attractive waistings from 25c. to 50c. per yard., in fancy

and plain colors. Fancy weaves in dress goods, 37 |c,
50c. and 75c. per yard. Special line in costume cloth,

40-inch., 35c. per yard and in satin cloths, 50-inch., 75c.

per yard. Also ladies' fine cloth, 50-inch., at 75c. per
yard, and new century plain cloth, 50-inch., at 55c. per

yard. Black and colored taffeta silks from 37 ^c to 65c.

per yard. A special black taffeta, 20-inch. wide, chiffon

finish, 37 |c. per yard. Also a full range in all kinds of

salable silks. Victoria lawns, 39-40 wide, from 7£c.
to 15c. per yard. Hard book muslin, in black and in

white, 6Jc. per yard. Ladies' vests, all prices, from
$1.30 to $9 per dozen. They ask your special attention
to their $2.25 line with drawers to match. Fancy
knitted wool goods—stock fully assorted in hoods, caps,

coats, clouds, mitts, polkas, fascinators, toques, etc.

A full assortment of ladies', misses' and children's
gloves in Ringwood and fabric, in all leading colors.

Ladies' and children's hosiery were never better assorted
and better value shown than at present, both in plain
and ribbed cashmere, in sizes from 4 to 10.

In their ready-to-wear department they are showing
a very large assortment of waists, underskirts, dress
skirts, wrappers, and ladies' whitewear.

In the men's furnishings department they show the
biggest and best assortment in underwear, shirts, neck-
wear, collars, cuffs, braces and overalls, that they have
ever shown to the Canadian men's furnishings trade.
When you are in the city do not miss giving this depart-
ment a call.

John Macdonald & Co.'s carpet and house furnishings
department and woolen department are making great
preparations for the Exhibition trade, when they expect
to have the pleasure of seeing many of their old custom-
ers and not a few new ones.

A cordial imitation is extended to visit their Montreal
sample room. Travelers are now on their routes.

The Standard Umbrella Co.

For the convenience of the trade this firm will show
samples at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, during the
Toronto Exhibition. Their Mr. B. Lesser will he in

charge and will show a full range of umbrellas for the
coming season.

Their range comprises the newest effects in ladies',
gent's, and children's lines. They ask for a comparison of
values and earnestly solicit the opportunity of showing
goods before orders are placed elsewhere. Their lines are
guaranteed in every particular. Their policy of loaning
a superior umbrella stand to customers purchasing one
hundred dollars worth and upwards is meeting with ap-
proval. In order to assist everyone they offer free a re-

markably good display stand to those buying not less than
live dozen umbrellas. The many uses of these stands are
apparent to all.

The range of handles in gentlemen's umbrellas com-
prises new effects in pongo, horn, boxwood and gun metal.
Ladies' lines are in pearl, gun metal, ivory, fancy woods,
and all novelties from the European market. Self-opening
umbrellas can be had from $7.50 upwards, ordinary ones
from $1 per dozen.

<j>

Jaeger Pure Wool Novelties.

The Jaeger system entails woolen clothing throughout
and includes among the multitude of garments many so-
called novelties which yet combine the acme of health and
comfort. Two views of a fleecy knitted traveling cap are
shown, and these are self explanatory.

The ladies' knitted golfers show the newest touich of

RETURNED

ETURNf
UG 4 190

Fleecy Knitted

Travelling Cap (Turned up

from 1.00

Fleecy Knitted Travelling Cap
(Turned Down).

The Standard Neckwear Co.

Following upon the close of an active Summer season,
preparations are rapidly being completed for Fall and
Winter lines. Exclusive styles in fabrics at right prices
are winning many new friends. An inkling of the good
things to be obtained but calls for fuller investigation.
In goods to retail at 25c. competition is practically defied
and new, exclusive designs and fabrics are employed. The
four-in-hand of generous width is much employed. Some
new silks with black ground, relieved by neat designs in

red, white and brown in numerous combinations, are open-
ing up favorably. Another good line at the same price
comprises some striking effects in shaded silks. The
famous repp cloth is also largely employed in this line and
comprises blue, red and grey grounds enlivened by various
figures. Some designs appropriate for those desiring so-
called gaudy effects, are also included in 25c. goods.
Light^colored neckwear at this price is a veritable revela-
tion. White and silver grey groups in neat designs form
appropriate evening neckwear. Prices on these lines, are
more than interesting. Navy blue and brown are strong
colors in these lines.

In the better grades every new idea is incorporated,
and the finish approaches perfection. Some large four-
in-hands of the French seam variety in foulards, of strik-
ing designs, can be retailed at fifty cents with a more
than generous profit. The large dot on a blue ground is

very popular. Many new silks are being constantly added.

fashion without sacrificing one iota of youthfulness. Styles
are varied but are always correct. A tartan collar on a
white golfer is one of the new things. White is the lead-

ing ground.
Cosey spencers with and without sleeves for both

ladies and men add additional warmth where most needed.
They are hand-knitted, plain, and although thin and light,

are wonderfully warm. They are in camel's hair shade.
Fleeced knitted cardigans deserve investigation. Their
two handsome Canadian depots, 2206 St. Catherine street,

Montreal, and 286, Portage avenue, Winnipeg, show com-
plete ranges of all lines.

$>

The Allied Mfg. Companies.

This combination of four complete factories with an
establishment of vast magnitude comprising all modern
facilities, calls attention to a decidedly new feature in

the umbrella field under the name of the "Tip Top Um-
brella Runner." This has just been invented, and is des-

tined to be a close competitor with their twentieth cen-
tury two-bulb runner. It is characterized as the only
satisfactory cup attachment ever made, and, unlike the
average cup, cannot shake loose or move up and down the
rod. It is patented and can only be had on their um-
brellas. Travelers are now showing these specialties,

along with a full range of Spring umbrellas and Christ-

mas novelties, as well as staple lines for assorting. Their
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lines comprise ovei twelve hundred numbers, so arranged
as i<i facilita te i apid selections.

This firm are exceedingly gratified at the splendid
reception accorded their ladies' whitewear samples by the
retail Hade, ('has, \\ . Lewis has received many personal
letters from western friends stating that the line is the
hesi ever shown. The orders received fully confirm this.

The range comprises samples of whitewear from the com-
mon cotton to the finest nainsook garments. These goods
are now being shown the trade under the Progress brand,
and prompt deliveries are assured.

The Spring lines of waists, and shirtwaist suits, will

be shown the middle of this month and they promise
values and qualities fully equal to the lines already shown
They are accepting orders for immediate delivery on silk

and lustre shirtwaists.
Their Spring line of shirts will be shown the first of

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this heading, 2c. a word first insertion, lc. a

word each subsequent insertion.
Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as 81.000) are allowed

as one word.
Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements

In no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without
remittancecannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS WANTED.

WANTED— Reliable manufacturers' agents in Montreal. Toronto,
Winnipeg, Halifax and Vancouver who are open to handle on

commission special lines of Austrian goods including Austrian amber
buttons, leather goods, purses and belts, Bohemian glass and cro k-

ery, linen rues, Argentor and fancy silver goods, dry goods, shirts,

collars and cutis, fans, shawls, specialties for the N.W.T.; specialists in

each line preferred. Address with full particulars, Box D, Dry Goods
Review, Montreal. (7)

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

IN village of Kars, Carleton Co., Ont., good store property, situ-

ated in a splendid farming locality, about 4 miles from railway
station on Rideau River near wharf where bulk of freight can be landed

;

possession given Oct. 1st, 1905 ; a snap for anyone wanting a good
business stand. For particulars apply to W. W. Mann & Co., Stitts-

ville. (8)

MANUFACTURERS agent in Winnipeg is open to represent eastern

firm handling hosiery, underwear, etc., to the retail trade;

first-class references. Address Box M, Dry Goods Review,
Montreal. (8)

BROOK & PATERSON,
ST. JOHN, N. B. Limited.

Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods.

this month and it is sufficient to bate that the range
comprises over six hundred numbers, including complete
lines of laundered and soft negligees in appropriate and
exclusive pat terns Thej have lately installed then own
Laundry and are making goods equal to the highest Am
eiican lilies. All goods are guaranteed, large sizes, in

fact, ranging from 46 1o 54 inches and everything is well
finished.

In suspenders their "Sterling Brand," well known
throughout, the country, comprises a nobby range of fancy
lisle webs. A specialty is made of the "Gordon Suspen-
der," a patented high-class, comfortable brace. It is

similar in style, only of wider and heavier web, to the
French Guyot, with an additional slide, however, at the
centre of the hack which gives ahsolute freedom. For full

particulars and complete circulars regarding these lines,

address a card to the Allied Mfg. Companies, 8 St. Petei
street, Montreal, mentioning The Review.

SHIRTWAIST SUITS.

THOSE houses which do an exclusive business in

shirtwaist suits, report that where mohairs have
sold they have been exclusively for early delivery,

but for the later trade inquiries have been made from the

retail trade for shirtwaist suits of Amazon cloth and
cashmere. These are intended for late Fall and for mid-
season's business.

The two coats shown are in the long, plain tailored

style. The long coated suit of the Redingote style is

one that is likely to be adopted by the ultra trade in

broadcloth and velvet. The shirtwaist suit shows the

popular full pleated skirt.

Mr.

LAST MINUTE ITEMS.

MacMillan, formerly with the Bridgewatcr Dry
Goods Co., will open a tailoring establishment in that

town.
* •

*

H. R. Fraser, Sfaerbrooke, P.Q., has been appointed

provisional liquidator of the Drummond Cotton tv Bleach-

ing Co.

The stock of the estate of .).

goods merchants, will be sold

August 3.

F. Corwin & Co., dry

by auction to-morrow.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accountants and Auditors.

Hoskins, David, Toronto.

Jenkins & Hardy, Toronto and Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto

and Ottawa.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, Shoes and Laces.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Button Maohines and Buttons.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Bugs, Window Shades,etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M.,Son& Co., Ottawa.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co.. Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co.' Toronto.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Brock, W. R.. Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal.
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Knox, John. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pim Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"—Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

St. John, M. F., Montreal.
Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc

Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co , Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hollins, Wm., & Co., London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew, Co., Montreal.

Pim Brothers & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dress Shields.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

Bradford Dyers Assn., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Hermsdorf, Louis, New York.
Parker, R., &, Co., Toronto.
Robinson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Ryland? & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Fancy Leather Goods.
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons, Philadelphia.

Finance. Insurance, etc
Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frillings.
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands <fc Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, To onto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Handkerchiefs.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Lim ted, Montreal.
Ishikawo, K., & Co., Toronto.
Rylands <fc Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hese Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., Bubber Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
May, Thos., & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Pim Bros. & Co., Dublin,' Ireland.
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Lsather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Ledgers.
Orain, Rolla L. , (Jo., Ottawa.

Legil Depart nent
Atwater, Duclos & Chauvin, Montreal.
Beatty, Blackstock, Fa ken, Riddell& Mabee,

Toronto.
Irwin & Jones, Toronto and Weston, Ont.
Lougheed & Bennett, Calgary.
McLean, Wm. A., Guelph, Ont.
Mewburn & Ambrose, Hamilton.
Robinson & Green, St. Thomas.
Tupper, Phippen & Tupper, Winnipeg.
Wilson, W. G., Napanee, Ont.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc

BaldwiD, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Greenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Skinner, Win , Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-ooats, Sweat-
ers, etc).
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan Co., Toronto.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co , Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock & Patterson, St. John, N.B.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Burgesser, A. D., & Co., New York.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

DeCelles Bros., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Goulding, G., & Sons, Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Ivey, John D. Co., Toronto.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
May, Thos., & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F.. & Co., Toronto.
Strachan Bros., Toronto.

Needles, Pins, etc
Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
China & Japan Silk Co
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John. M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, eto.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Richardson, A. S., Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Sohool Supplies.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Sootoh Hollands.
King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, eto.

Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Ishikawa, K. & Co., Toronto.
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Knox, |ohn,& Co.. Hamilton.
Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Kng.

Smallwarei.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Stapling Maohinei
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Stationary.
Weese, G. A., &Son, Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Booth Copper Co., Toronto.
Clatw rthy & Son., Montreal.
Richardson, A. S., Toronto and Montreal.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Luxfer Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin,

Ont.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Tie Clips.
Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Trucks
Monteitli, Nixon & Co., Toronto.

Typewriter!.
I nited Typewriter < 'o. Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.
Standard Umbrella Mfg. Co., Montreal.
The Allied Mfg. Comp»nies, Montreal.
Twentieth Century Umbrella.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Burrett, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand— lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Dermophile—W. I'. King & Son, Toronto.
Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.

"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Knox, John, &Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Lennard, S , & Sons, Dundis, Ont.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co., London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Kyle, Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
May, Thos., & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toroi.to.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Wardrobes
Wier Wardrobe Co , Winnipeg, Man.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co., Mont-

real.

National Rubber Co , Montreal.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock. W. R., Co., Toronto.
Fisher, John, & Sans, Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., & Son Co., Ottawa.
Gaineau P. Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hewson Woolen Mills, Amherst, N.S.
Kyle, Cheesebrough & Co., Montreal.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Rob nson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.

INDEX TO ADVERTISE
A PAGE
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To
Toronto

Exposition

Visitors.

For the convenience of our Ontario customers we have engaged

commodious Sample Rooms at the

QUEEN'S HOTEL, TORONTO
during the two weeks of the Provincial Exposition. There we

will have on exhibition a Complete Range

of o ur New Fall Styles in

Costumes, Cloaks an
d Separate Skirts

Call and see us whether you wish to buy or not.

You will find some very chic designs

and materials.

The Hart
Manufacturing Co.

1631 1633 1635 1637

Notre Dame St.

Montreal.

ASSUMES LIABILITY

THE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

-Our goods will satisfy

or we want them back.

Prices are marked
in plain figures.

-Our business is tailoring,

not banking.

ENSURES SATISFACTION

THE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

-Our representatives

leave copies of all orders.

Our goods are branded

"Miladi"— see above for

peculiar form

of this trade mark.
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To the Trade AUGUST, 1905

Established 1849

Our Five Rer Cent. Cash
Discount

With the exception of Grain Bags, Carpet Warps

and Cotton Yarns, our extensive stock of General

Dry Goods, Men's Furnishings, Haberdashery,

Carpets, House Furnishings, Woollens and

Tailors' Trimmings, is subject to a cash dis-

count Of 5y/.

Keen buyers who compare values and figure terms,

place their orders with us.

No better assorted stock under one roof than there

is in our warehouses. We are the living pioneers of

the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade. The first to make

the filling of letter orders a specialty, as we have it

to-day in Canada. We are as keen after business

to-day as we were fifty-six years ago. Experience,

keeping up-to-date with modern business ideas, hav-

ing no more irons in the fire than we can success-

fully manage, with enough capital at our command

to take the cash discounts from manufacturers, places

us in the position we are to-day.

The Toronto Exhibition and Millinery Openings will

soon bring many of you to the City. We shall be

pleased to have you visit our warehouses, and assure

you of a courteous welcome.

John Macdonald & Co.

Wellington and Front Sts. E., Toronto
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PURITAN BRAND
Knitted Underwear

for Children of all Ages

Unshrinkable.

Fully guaranteed.

Our own
manufacture.

Nine sizes in each line. All qualities and different

weights are made. The value is better than can be

furnished in any other brand, and every garment
is fully guaranteed and will be replaced if it does

not give complete satisfaction. Samples and price

list on application.

RETURNED Trade Mark.

GORDON, MACKAY & CO.,
Cor. Front and Bay Sts., - TORONTO.

LIMITED

IS

t^^WVWWV^WVWWWWM

YAMa silK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest 5 Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strength and
Smoothness. Used by manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H. McDOWELL GO.

40-42 St. Antoine Street. Incorporated

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

Ancient History
The gabbling of the sacred geese in the Temple of Juno

aroused the ancient Roman garrison to the defence of
their city.

Modern History
The crowing of this Canadian Rooster in the Temple

of Commerce has aroused the modern merchant to the
defence of his business by buying

Rooster Brand Overalls

IBERT C. WlLKI
MONTREAL

Overalls, Pants,
Shirts, Vests,

White
Coats, Etc
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WASH GOODS
DEPARTMENT

SEASONABLE FABRICS

Seide Glace

Mercerised Pongette

Mercerised Repp

Silked Grograine

These goods are pretty, dainty, and stylish looking, and as serviceable as linen, possessing

both the appearance and finish of high-class silks, costing less than half the price.

NOTE.—Sample colors mailed on demand.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greanshields Western Limited, Greenshields & Co., Limited,

Winnipeg. Vancouver.
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»••••••••••••-••••--••••••••••••-•••••••••-••••••••<

i

Fashionable

Long Coat

Suit of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

••••••••••••••••••••••••' ..•••••••••••••••

RETURNED

Costume of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

The

Fashionable

Fabric

for Fall

Greenshields Limited, ™£X%^NT8
Montreal

Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man. Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

»•.....•.. ..••••..••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~»"«"«"»-«-« »•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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RYLAND5&S0NS
MANCH IM

LIMITED

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

Dyers

CAP£
Finishers

TOWN,

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

tIttI*

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

**

Hrrlr

WORKS:

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

4*4*

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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SON&C
Wholesale Dry Goods

^T^-

Woollens, Men's and Women's Furnish-

ings, Smallwares, Carpets, etc.,

HousefurnisHing's.

OTTAWA, CANADA

Last December we placed the heaviest orders for Woollens in

the history of our business. Wool has advanced over

10 cents per lb. since then. We are using this

fact to increase our turnover. You cannot

afford to miss seeing our range.
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"Queens gate"

Indelible Dye Hosiery is

the first stepping-stone to

the Successful Hosiery De-

partment.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH & CO.

Montreal

THE STANDARD BRANDS OF

LINEN THREADS
BARBOUR'S FINLAYSON'S

KNOX'S

also DUNBAR'S and STEWART'S
Always reliable—You might as well have the

PRANK & BRYCE, Limited
Toronto MONTREAL Quebec

J
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Fast-Dyed Velvets

Fast-Dyed Velveteens

By the new processes of J. & J. M. Wor-
rall, Limited, Fast-to-Rubbing Dyes, both

in Blacks and Colors, are now obtainable

in Velvets and Velveteens.

WORRALLS

1

Does not rub off

Worrall's

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Warranted

Won't Rub Off

They give to the cloth a beautiful lustre

and depth of tone. The new processes
are only applied to the higher grades of

cloth. And only such goods as bear the

above stamp on the back are guaranteed
by J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, as having
been treated by the new processes.
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Factory : Crenoble, France.

If

Established 1832

I)

nH PR»X, PAR'S,
l 90o

Z.C&
H^
f^*^

REYNIER
KID AND SUEDE GLOVES

excel in quality of skins, accuracy of fit, beauty of color, exquisiteness

of finish and detail, and are absolutely in a class by themselves.

1, !a\ we hall speak of BLACK GLACE KID
It is well known that a very important feature of a Canadian

Kid Glove department is a really good Black Glace. The glove

must be elastic without being spongy, it must have a good gloss

without being greasy and it must be Stainless and Odorless.

The Reynfer combines all the above good qualities.

Black glaces in stock to retail at $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

Browns, Tans, Modes, Beavers, Greys and \A hites at corresponding prices also in stock.

Samples and Shade Cards will be sent upon request. Stock orders filled immediately.

All our Gloves are guaranteed against Ma er's imperfections.
Our Representatives will be on the road October 1st.

Montreal, Sept. 1, 1905 REYNIER FRERES, 22St.JohnSt.,Montreal
W. B. HURD, Manager

Canadian Woolens
and General Dry Goods

Our Travellers are now showing Fall Samples of

MEN'S WEAR WOMEN'S WEAR

CHILDREN'S WEAR
Do not Fail to see our Latest Fall Novelties in Dress Goods

P, GARNEAD, FILS h CIE„ Quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for SPHINX Serges and Vicunas.

SAMPLE ROOMS : 207 St. James Sireet, room 25 Nordheimer Bldg., MONTREAL, P.Q. 313 Water Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.
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SILKS

September, 1905

.(Musm^ ,

MANUFACTURERS and IMPORTERS

n. ISHIKAWA (EL CO.
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO.

Black

That Defies

Wash <m Wear
*

You can't make the guaran-

tee too strong if your hosiery

bears this mark -

221
CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
VMERICAN BUREAU

200 GREENE STREET, NEW YORK

Cbc Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

T.-ades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Bulldlngrs.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.
American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention

if sent to the

\ n erican Representative : J. C. Halsby. No. 1 Broadway, New York City.

Specimen Copies free on application.
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Medium weights will

again prevail in Fall and

Winter Dress Fabrics

And in the front rank of favor

stand the

B. D. A. Mohairs

and Siciliennes

iplendid lustre, great softness and

ppleness and fine color of these

fabrics, dyed and finished by the Brad-

ford Dyers' Association, have earned

them their honorable and enviable

place in feminine favor.

THE BRADFORD DYERS

ASSOCIATION

OF BRADFORD,

ENGLAND
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PEWNY'S
Kid Gloves

For your Fall Trade put

in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

6REENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

one
of the acknowledged leaders

in the Linen Trade

WM. LIDDELL & CO.

Belfast

See samples of the

"Gold Medal" Brand
before placing your orders.

It will pay you.

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. Wellington St., TORONTO

Sole Agent for Canadi

Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

R EGISTERED

J. & J. BALDWIN &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.

^

Scotch Fingering

Wheeling
Petticoat Fingering

Soft Merino

Berlin Fingering

Balmoral Fingering

Double Knitting

Soft Knitting Wool

Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Lady Betty

Shetland

Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Eider Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. ^Send for Samples.

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO

10
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Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
L£ Navy Blue and Brown

I

Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W„ TORONTO

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made

of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask -for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

THREE FAVORITES
We manufacture everything in Dress Shields and Hose Supporters

Hose Supporters^r RETURN
24o SEP » 1«

STYLES
Made in Canada

tETUR
tP 25 1

H^ ! I* i mm

Dress Shields

IOO

STYLES
Made in Canada

Made in Canada

All Leading Jobbers
Handle these Lines

RETUr
S b t

'-
-

WASHABLE

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., TORONTO
Cor. Dowling Ave. and Queen Street West.

NED
190 5

A «^V
7

ii
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MIRRORS
Just received, a large number of

British Plate Mirrors, all sizes

and shades, which we will sell at

bargain prices for the next two
weeks. Don't fail to get your mirrors

now if you want them cheat*.

G. A. Weese & Son, Mftnggst, Toronto

Office Trucks Factory Trucks

Warehouse Trucks

Get particulars of our Special Dry Goods Truck,

with Removable Box, Loose Partitions and

Adjustable Shelves. It is a positive time-saver

in getting out orders.

MONTEITH, NIXON & CO.
Makers of Good Trucks

256 Macdonell Ave., - TORONTO
Telephone Park 1318.

We stock a large assortment of silk goods,
suitable for the Canadian market, including

all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9^d., 10'Ad. and 12'Ad., also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London.

T. RICKHRD & CO.
20 Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Cables,

' Clerkship, London.
A B CCode used

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

m
*fl.OOKSByUc<*
PERMANENT FINISH

\\ , WILL NOT COCKLE
iJS SHRINK OR SPOT |v

4

'

Robinson & Mackay
Dyers & Finishers

LEEDS

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition
and Improve in Stock.

DIRECTORY FOR
THE WHOLESALE

TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale merchants, etc., throughout
Canada in touch with firms who sell only to the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading

are willing to negotiate with reputable jobbers at special rates. Exclusive trade marks if desired.

the khnnkdy cap co.,

Manufacturers of Olotb Caps,

.523 Bt Paul Si
,

Montreal.

I'his space SIii.iki per year, This spare $10.00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CLOTH I

Mam futikkks OF Hair Cloths,

st Catharines, Out,

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS

The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
in the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteem, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

Allw
u°i

G
uXa

d

n,eed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC

12
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150 YEARS-REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons,
Abbey Mills. Riooiich.England.

NEEDLES

ET1URNE0

V i 190 tf-

WM. CROFT & 80NS, Toronto, Canada.

SEWING MADE EASY
THE

NEEDLE CABINET
16 x lOVL'X 9\ '> inches

"ARCHER BRAND" NEEDLES \ a*""-
are sold under 150 years' reputation, and satisfaction

is guaranteed.

Mail Us Your Order.

3rd

5 compartments
9

24

FREE with order for 25 m. assorted

'ARCHER BRAND" NEEDLES

WM. CROFT & SONS
ESTABLISHED 1855

Fancy Goods, Notions and Smallwares Suitable for the Dry Goods Counter

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO-

.•-••••••••••-••••••••••-••••••••••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••••"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"

-European Office, VIENNA, IX Berggasse 7 ;

i

"Old Bleach"
All expert

unrivalled.

linen buyers say "Old BltaCl)"

Leading linen departments

is

ah7

carry theiri.

TRADE

"Old Bleach"
MARK

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

30

R. H. COS B IE,
W. Wellington Street. - - TORONTO.

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA,

!H
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

James K. Paisley, Prop.OTTAWA, ONTARIO

WINDSOR HOTEL, ftftft/'

This House is pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of
Queen Street. The rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
toguests. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL, gto^e
itishguiana

ara
'

Tlili first -class hotel is most conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city, within one minute from PoBt and Telegraph Offices, Tram Junction
and principal clubs. Five minutes from railway station and steamer slallings, and
near to all priDOipal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Mrs. FRASER

Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished cottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Corn*r or Maim and Lam ah* Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.)

Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Terms
Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Manageress,
E. Oottam.

WINTER RESORT— Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John MoEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping h Trading Co.
29 Broadway, New York.

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
Maclean publishing go. limited, Toronto.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.

THETELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the lacility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office Oi

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

Crain
ABE YOI

USING THEM?

OTHERS
AUK
AM) —
ARE
SATISFIED

Loose-Leaf

Systems
The MONTHLY ACCOUNT SYSTEM for the

Retail Trade.

Our Stock Ledgers cannot be surpassed for Quality

or Price.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

The Rolla L. Crain Co.
Limited

Ottawa, Canada
BRANCH OFFICES

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg;
18 Toronto St. 74 Alliance Building- 54 Princess St.

AGENCIES
Schofield Bros., White & Bindon

St. John, N.B. Vancouer, B.C.
Mention this Paper

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St ,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H. & L. Sure Shot and Hi L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, D.S.A
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This Hit Is for i h* purpose of placing retailers,

manufacturers' jobbers and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountants

and auditors whose senrices are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing aoeountt, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stook companies,
devising speoial offloe systems, making oolleo-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, ate.

DAVID HOSKIN8, F.O.A.

Chartered Accountant, Auditor, Financial Valuator.

S7 Wellington Street East, - - Toronto, Canada.

This Space $15 a Year.

JENKINS A HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountant*,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents.
IBM Toronto Street. Toronto.
«U Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list ts for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for

the eollect ion of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of oompanles, the arrangement er
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, at
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MaoLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TTJPPEK. PHIPPEN A TTJPPER,
Barristers, Solcitora. Etc.

Winnipeg, - - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & OHAUVIN
Advooates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Duclos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

BEATTY, BLACKSTOCK, FASKEN, RIDDELL it MABEE
Barristers, Solioitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin. K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Soliciiorsfor Equity Fire Insur-

ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St. W., Toronto. Weston, Out.

W. G. WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-

ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN 4 AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

S. C. Miwburn, E. H. Ambrosk,
Hamilton, Ont.

WM. A. MoLEAN
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.

Head Office. Guelph, McLean'B Block.
Branch Office, Acton, Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

ROBINSON & GREEN
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

John A. Robinson. John R. Green.
Solicitors for the Imperial Bank of

Canada, the Southern Loan & Savings
C«. St. Thomas. Ont.

LOUGHEED & BENNETT,
Barristers, Solicitors, Advocates, etc..

Calgary, Can. Cables: Lougheed, Calgary
Solicitors for : Bank of Montreal. Cana-
dian Bank of Commerce, Bank of Nova
Scotia. Merchants' Bank of Canada.

This space $30 per year.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal

flERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.

Our method of furnishingcommercial reports to our subscribersgives prompt

and reliable Information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclalm s

Tel. Main 1085.

TORONTO,R. FLAWS & SON, ^che8terBldg.,MeUn<la8t.,

Dry Ooods Commission Agents).

f 8. <& L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.
Repreientmg Hosiery and Underwear,

1 Bentley <St Tempest, Leeds, Eng.

,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

.•..•.•••

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
sight Typewriter •

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any

other writing- machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET. ?

TORONTO and at MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC 8T. JOHN, N.B. t
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{(united)
TORONTO

New Dress Goods
Chiffon Box Cloths, 48 to 54 in., four qualities, in all the new Fall shades.

44 in. Cord de Soie, in Cream, Reseda, Rose, Brown, Cardinal, >

Garnet, Myrtle, Royal. Navy and Black, to retail at. . 50c.
These are exceptional

,« • « i j « • • /-. i- i ^ t> xt i
value, a fine even weave

43 m. Cord de Soie, in Cardinal, Greens, Browns, Navys and
,

, . , . a ,
'

„~ i

and very bright finish.
Black, to retail at 75c. I

44 in. Embroidered Spot Crepe de Paris, a Silk and Wool fabric, in all the popular

shades, to retail at $1.00

44 in. Silk Eoliennes, a very choice selection of all the designs and colorings, to re-

tail from $1.00 to $2.00

22 in. Shot Velvets, very effective colorings, to retail at 50c.

22 in. Velvet Corduroy, full range of shades, to retail at 50c.

24 in. Chiffon Velvet, the new material for waists and evening dresses.

Specials in F Department
1,000 doz. "Crow" Black Worsted Ribbed Hose, a good line to crow over, to re-

tail at 25c.

3,000 doz. No. Ill Black Cashmere hose, to retail at 25c.

300 doz. Heavy Black Wool Ribbed Hose, to retail at 20c.

250 doz. Heavy Black Worsted Ribbed Hose (i, nds), to retail at 25c.

15 cases Ladies' Ribbed Vests (Mill Seconds).

P.A. and M.A. Case Lots of Embroidery
;
good patterns.

500 doz. Swiss Embroidered Handkerchiefs, slightly imperfect, can be retailed two for 25c.

regular 25c. each.

200 gross Metal Pant Buttons, 25^ below regular price.

It will pay to inspect our stock of White Bearskin Coats, Hoods, Caps, Muffs, Mitts, and all

kinds of Fancy Knitted Goods, Rainproof and Waterproof Coats and Mantles, Laces,

Allovers, Veilings, &c.
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES
UR readers will be pleased to notice that we

have begun the publication of a monthly fashion

letter from New York. Mrs. Nellie Gunn Mc-

Clelland is well known as a fashion writer,

and her special publication in the United

States is the highest authority there. Canada is looking

more and more to New York as the leader in fashions,

and in view of this fact The Dry Goods Review feels

justified in supplementing the London and Paris letters

with one from the American metropolis. The letter,

amply illustrated, should prove of great interest to

milliners, particularly for comparison with Canadian

models. It will keep them in closer touch with what is

being done in the fashion centres of the United States,

and provide them with suggestions which can be turned

to the best account in their own work. The object of

publishing these letters is to show what is being worn
where fashions are made. By this means the readers of

the paper are kept fresh and original in their work. We
trust our readers will be benefited by the New York-

fashion letter.

Besides the regular departments this month special

features have been made of millinery and furs. The

millinery openings occurring from August 28 to Septem-
ber 4 make this the chief topic of interest just now in

the dry goods world. Full reports will be found of the

openings both in Montreal and in Toronto. This depart-

ment is illustrated with some of the newest creations in

millinery, and should prove suggestive and beneficial.
* *

*

Particularly timely will be found the special articles

on furs. Canada is on the eve of the biggest fur season

that she has ever experienced. In spite of the increased

prices there will be more furs sold then ever before. For
this reason The Review has devoted special attention to

this line in the hope of arousing merchants to the possi-

bilities which they offer. The cuts of fur garments will

show what is being shown in the larger centres. Be-

sides these two special departments advance information

will be found on all the lines which go to make up the

drygoodsman's stock.
* *

*

Do you read The Review closely, or just casually look

over the advertising and editorial pages 1 We know of

many bright merchants who have made money through the

advice given in The Review. Isn't it worth while to give

at least 30 minutes a week to a careful study of all de-

partments ? What favorites have you among the various

departments ? Have you any suggestions to ofTer for the

Good Advertising Department ? Would timely sugges-

tions for current advertising be beneficial ? That Window
Display Department; are you utilizing it ? Drop a line

about your needs in that line. Send us along your sug-

gestions for Progressive Retailing. An interchange of

ideas and methods will benefit all concerned. Our mission

is to help you get the most value for the least outlay,

which is, of course, the key to successful retailing. To
do this effectively we must know your difficulties. Drop
a line to either Montreal or Toronto offices.

* *
*

Merchants would do well to keep The Dry Goods Re-
view on file from month to month. There are many of

the departments which have more than a passing interest

to the progressive storekeeper. News items may be of

little interest after they have been once published, but the

merchant should always be on the alert to improve his

store methods, and a glance through the file of Reviews
will offer him many suggestions along this line. The
store which is illustrated in any one number may not be

suitable to his location or style of business, but if he

glances over a few numbers he will surely find some
one which will serve as a model. So in the matter of

advertising, a man should have a number of samples and
criticisms in order that he may decide how he may ex-

pend his money to the best advantage. Keep the back
numbers and have them so exposed that the salespeople

will have a chance to read them. It will increase their

usefulness.
* •

*

The retail merchant to-day is becoming more and
more an easy prey to all kinds of schemes and imposi-
tions. Many times in the past we have discussed at

length some of these distressing problems, and have sug-

gested remedies in as far as possible. To counteract
these evils successfully co-operation of the truest kind is

needed, and we earnestly ask retailers everywhere to ask
our advice regarding general as well as local problems.

Letters on the returned goods problem, approval system,
credit evils, mail order houses, and the countless diffi-

culties confronting home merchants will be deeply ap-

preciated. Let us know your store needs—what depart-
ments are weak. Perhaps we can suggest a remedy. Are
your office facilities and bookkeeping methods satisfac-

tory ? Do not hesitate to get in touch with us. Our
columns are always open to our subscribers.

* *
*

A well known commercial traveler writing under a re-

cent date speaks in most appreciative terms of The Dry
Goods Review. "I must say," he remarks, "that I find

little but praise regarding it. The retail trade regard it

as a credit to Canada, and in its entirety surpassed by

no similar publication." These are welcome words, and

stimulate us to still further improve The Review.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. K.. DACAM, foi 'Dry Goods Review.

"WHite in favor Fashions at

theC»sino PrincessCowns
— Hats are Larger.

EFORE writing of what is likely to be worn

in the Fall and Autumn seasons, it will be as

well to give a few notes on what is now to

be seen at the smart watering places ; for,

having faith in the old adage that "coming

events east their shadows before," I feel sure that many
hints may be gathered for future use. As regards color,

ten gowns out of every twelve are white or a foundation

of white, relieved by some pale tint, such as lilac or

make. For morning wear there are short skirts of pique,

coutil, serge or toile, with which are worn embroidered

blouses or fine nainsook trimmed with lace, and over this

a small bolero to match the skirl. The hat is an English

sailor with narrow brim and high crown with lace or

gauze veil tied loosely around the crown and falling on

to the shoulders behind, or a Panama with a silk scarf,

No. I.—New Draped Skirt.

in some pale shade, twisted around the crown and tied

in a bow in front. In France the Panama is almost in-

variably worn, by both men anil women, with the brim

turned down in front, whereas an Englishman and many
English women wear them turned down at the back. In

the afternoon a. long skirt and redingote, trimmed black

velvet collar, revers and cuffs, is worn; this is generally

made of white serge or "vieille toile." For garden

parties, races and more dressy occasions, one still sees

the materials mentioned above, but now they are liberally

trimmed with "entredeux" of embroider) and guipure or

the whole gown is made of line nainsook almosl covered

with "broderie anglaise," while very line tucks and

drawn thread work are so cleverly manipulated as to form

conventional designs on the skirts.

Gowns of mousseline-de-soie, mousseline-des-Indes,

lingerie effects, bat iste-de-soie, and such like soft materials,

are worn at the Casino; these are luxuriously trimmed
with lace, small tucks, embroidery and bold designs of

flowers made of mousseline-de-soie and narrow ribbon.

Bunches of flowers are also seen, the same being repeated

on the hat. The favorite flowers of the moment are

hortensias and lilac, both whit* and mauve. A certain

number of skirts are being draped and it seems a style

likely to be used for evening wear in the Winter. Sketch

I. is a good example, in grey voile, trimmed with maize-

colored entredeux aad a conventional design in white silk,

relieved by open work. The underskirt is also in grey

voile, but very finely gathered and trimmed simply with

three tucks. The princess gowns have come to stay for

a time and the Parisian dressmaker is finding ingenious

ways of draping it. A novel idea is to have an under-

gown or lining of white taffeta, boned and fitting as a

glove should fit, and made princess form. Over this will

be a batiste-de-soie or mousseline, which may or may not

be held in place by means of a ribbon belt,—this is also

done by means of gathers or vertical tucks. Hooks and

eyes are used to keep the skirts together, especially at

the back, and the underskirt must have two frills of

taffeta under the hem to make it stand out. By this

means it is possible to obtain very graceful pleats in

these light materials.
* *

The newest cloaks for evening wear are made Empire
style with yoke and cuffs of lace and long, full sleeves.

They are made in taffeta, liberty satin or tussor. either

white or a pale shade, and lined with mousseline. The

trimming sometimes consists of large flowers made in

soutaches of white silk. The Empire style will also be

employed for breakfast jackets, tea-gowns, and negliges

of all descriptions, as well as for traveling cloaks and

(fiats for the races, bul sac jackets of all descriptions

will be quite popular next season. Checks and Scotch

plaids will he used lor tailor costumes and two-toned

"damiers," such as light and dark beige, havana and

chestnut, heliotrope and dee]) violet. Strips of canvas,

about five inches wide and featherboned, are being used

around the bottom of underskirts to make them stand

out anil for heavy gowns they are sometimes used around

the skirt itself.

A lew Japanese stores have been gradually making
their way in Paris, with the resull that house gowns, as

well as tea-gowns, are having a certain amount of suc-

cess. These are, or appear to be, authentic kimonos of

exquisite coloring, embroidered with large branches of

giant flowers with large birds; they are draped around

the waist by a wide sash of soft silk.

There is no doubt that the hats are becoming larger,
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more especially the directoire shapes, with rather high

crowns, wide brims anil Ions; ostrich tips for trimming.

Many milliners are trying to introduce a narrow, high-

crowned hat, but so far without much result, and till the

"Grand Prix d'Autumn" is run, nothing absolutely

definite can be said. One of these shapes is a modified

gentleman's felt; another, with the same brim, has the

crown taken to a point, the lower part of which is draped

with a gauze veil, held in place in front by means of a

large buckle and falling in long streamers behind; these

ends are brought around to the front, tied in a loose knot

and fall to below the waist.

* *

As regards fur, all the buyers have been complaining

of the price, even the Petit Oris, which was considered

quite out of fashion some months ago, is much dearer

than last season. Ermine is very dear and much in de-

mand as is also chinchilla and such light-colored furs.

Mink is also expected to he much worn. The newest

models show some pretty shoulder capes, sac and tight-

fitting boleros, extensively trimmed with lace and braid-

ing. A new braid, formed of velvet and tresse in a braid

pattern, or one forming a design "en relief" over the

other are very striking. There is, as yet, nothing very

new in the way of stoles and boas, but I think, as the

season begins, something higher around the neck will

appear. Sketch II. shows a directoire cape in taffeta with

a spotted tulle frill and long streamers of the same white,

tulle, edged with lace. No. III. shows a novel way of

trimming a draped princess gown. The braiding is of

No. II.—Directoire Cape with Pierrot Fri

narrow silk "tresse" in a darker tone of mauve than the

gown.

A. E. DAC'AM.
11 Rue Belidor, Paris.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

The following inquiries have been sent in to the De-

partment of Commerce at Ottawa. Applicants for further

information will please mention the number in writing

to the Department :

No. III. A Navel Trimming on a Princess Gown.

876. A Yorkshire manufacturer making a special line

of costume and motor cloths, white and striped, in pieces

of 50 yards, desires communication with Canadian buyers.

877. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing costume, jacket

and mantle cloths, for ladies and children, with special-

ties for juvenile clothing trade, desire communication
with buyers in Canada.

878. A Yorkshire firm manufacturing yarns and

pressed cloths of wool and camel-hair, desire communica-
tion with wholesale houses in Canada.

889. A Coventry firm is desirous of hearing from
Canadian houses which import neckwear, tapes, confec-

tionery ribbons, 5-inch scarves, and similar goods which

may be made in ribbon looms.

89-1. Inquiry is made by a Bristol firm for Canadian
houses which could handle "Champion" refined water-

proof belt dressing.

LANCASHIRE SPINNERS SATISFIED.

The threatened trouble in the cotton spinning industry

of England has been averted, and present conditions will

be maintained till March 1, 1906. The masters withdrew
the proposed reduction of 5 per cent., and the operatives

withdrew their claim for an increase. The settlement is

satisfactory to all drygoodsmen, as a disturbance in the

spinning in Lancashire would be disastrous to the whole
cotton trade.
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DOWN BY THE SOUNDING SEA
Th« Summer Chtrms of Eastern Canada, too Little Known to Many of us.

(Continued from last issue).

Picturesque Old Pictou.

FROM beautiful Hillsborough Bay to the mainland you

enjoy a sail rarely equalled across the strait "To

the interesting old town of Pictou. The palmy

days of Pictou passed with the passing of the sailing

vessel, the good old days when the fortunes of Eastern

Canada were founded, when freights were plentiful and

profitable, when a vessel was known to pay for itself in

two or even in one season, when the shipping of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick was to be found in every part

of the world, when the shipbuilding trade nourished, and

the carrying of the nations was no small part ours. Those

are the days upon which the Nova Scotian looks hack

with pride and regret. Pictou is awaiting the return of

those days with the steel liner substituted for the vessel

of fortune. Meanwhile the harvest of the straits employs

her attention.

Off For Sydney.

If you would see Nova Scotia aright, and enjoy an

endless variety of landscape and waterscape, of hill and

valley, wood and plain, stream and lake, bay, gulf and

old ocean itself, you must turn north to Sydney, passing

en route through the black country of Nova Scotia, New-
castle and New Glasgow, with their gaunt, dark hills,

their collieries and coal dumps and the usual griminess

consequent upon proximity to coal mines.

This is soon left behind and you enter a more invit-

ing country, the beautiful Piedmont Valley. Your train

winds in and out, here and there, as if delighting in the

graceful curves by which it skirts here a mountain, there

a lake, now a blend in the river, and every few rods tak-

ing at a bound the crystal-clear brooks among whose
granite pebbles disport the speckled beauties that delight

the eye and gladden the heart of the angler.

At Antigonish (pronounced Ant-i-gon-ish) the double

steeple of St. NSnan's Cathedral marks the centre of a

prosperous settlement of Scottish Highlanders, among
whom the Gaelic is still the common tongue and John
Knox held in no high repute as a mere Sassanach.

Among the Bras d'Or Lakes.

M Mulgrave a ferry of fearsome aspect and four

funnels, none the less, conveys you safely across the Gut

of Canso and lands you on good Cape Breton soil. You
are soon in the midst of the Bras d'Or Lakes. Arm of

(iold, the picturesque French name for this fifty-mile

stretch of inland sea, is extremely happy, and as the sun

goes down in a bed of liquid fire just before you run into

Sydney, it will be readily conceded that for picturesque

ruggedness of landscape and serene beauty of its illimit-

able waters Cape Breton is without a peer.

Sydney, the boom town, the home of Dominion Iron

and Steel, of Dominion Coal, with the collieries of Glace

Bay, the Marconi cable station, and the ruins of old

Louis-burg within hailing distance, is certainly not devoid

of interest, even were it not situated on one of the most
beautiful sheds of water in the world, an open harbor,

with the slight assistance of an ice breaker, urge its

citizens, the year round. Nor can one pass without pay-
ing a tribute to the courtesy and hospitality of the Syd-
ney citizens, as many a visitor can testify.

If you have good sea legs the trip from Sydney to
Halifax along the north shore will vary your experience
and may, perchance, give you a glimpse ol a fleet of

"bankers" laden with cod, seeking the harbor of Canso,
Halifax, or Lunenburg to discharge their finny cargo.

The Gateway of the East.

Halifax reminds one of (Quebec, with its eternal cita-

del crowning the conical hill round which the city is

built. Halifax is distinctly a garrison town with the
real Tommy Atkins mounting guard and showing visitors

round the citadel and incidentally disposing of a few mili-

tary buttons to relic hunters. The citadel, from a mili-

tary standpoint, is sadly out of repair, but none the less

interesting on that account, so long as a gun or two arc
in condition for firing salutes.

But think not that "The Warden of the Honor of the

North" is to be had for the asking by the first belliger-

ent who knocks at her gates. Far from it. Let us take
a seat in Robinson's buckboard with a party of slightly

supercilious and critical Yankee tourists and a loquaci-

ous and aggressively Canadian Bluenose as a Jehu. See-
ing Halifax this way on a hot Summer day is a joy in

itself—the discomfiture of our Yankee friends, certain to

ensue, is the acme of delight.

A Bluenose Jehu.

The citadel is first inspected and the Yankees , score.

As a relic the citadel is not without interest, but at New
York, at Boston .. Our Jehu turns his horses toward
the park, the harbor park. Human nature has its limita-

tions. Perish the dastard who permits the enemy to

triumph within his gates.

"Belongs to the British Government," he announces
truculently, as we enter one of the most beautiful pieces

of woodland imaginable, extending from the city to the

outer entrance to the harbor along the southern shore.

"Masked batteries everywhere." he whispers mysterious-

ly. "Redoubls," threateningly, and then launches into

an exposition of the destructive power of these engines

of death whose lightest word would harrow up the soul

and freeze the blood of the boldest . Yank that ever pur-

chased a tourist ticket or talked through his nose.

"Mines," pursues the old fellow fiendishly, pointing sea-

ward and dilating on the possibilities of these hidden ter-

rors as against foreign vessles in, general and American
ships of war in particular in a manner so unpleasantly

reminiscent of the late lamented Maine as to leave the

visitors from the south in a state of utter collapse. So
far, well. British honor has been vindicated and the

affront offered the "Gateway of the East" effaced. All

this is excellent for the appetite, especially a Canadian

appetite.

The Land of Evangeline.

"Have you seen the valley ?" is the prevailing ques-

tion with which you are greeted on confessing that you
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are a tourist, Having in the last few days seen some are off again at next high water. This is one of the sur-

hundreds of thousands more valleys than even in your prises St. John has in store for the inlander. Another,

wildest dreams you had ever imagined existed, you may likewise ascribable to the wonderful Fundy tides, is the

be at a loss. You are not left long in doubt. The valley curious reversing falls just above the bridge. Here the

has but one signification to every good Nova Scotian, the river bed contracts into a narrow gorge so that at iow

\ alley of the Annapolis and Cornwallis Rivers, the or- tide the river water is banked up and discharged through

chard of the east, the pride of the Lower Provinces. the gorge in a series of rapids almost approaching the

Do not resist Take the Flying Bluenose and the con- dimensions of a cataract. At high tide the reverse is to

ductor will let you off at Wolfville. Wolfville, the seat be observed with the tidal waters banked up and forcing

of Acadia University and the entrance to the valley. their way through the gorge down into the river above,

Here lie before you the broad acres of the Grand Pre, if the Hibernianism may be pardoned. All this is suffici-

the red waters of the Basin of Minas, while "far to the ently wonderful for all except those unreasonable persons

north Blomidon rises" in his solitary grandeur. Here who insist on seeing the falls flow up and down at the

you may forget the cares of your work-a-day world and same time.

dream of the old Acadian village, of Evangeline and Ga- A steamer trip up the St. John River to Fredericton

brie] of the blacksmith shop and the parish church, completes the circuit of the Maritime Provinces. He whu

while your eye wanders idly from the cattle grazing has not made it has yet in store a fortnight of rare

peacefully over the dykeh meadows below to the heavily- delight,

laden orchards climbing the hill above you, while the red

waters of the basin ebb and flow, as they have done any

time these long centuries.

"The murmuring pines and the hemlocks," if they

ever had existence outside the mind of the poet, have

long since given place to the apple everywhere in sight,

now, in early September, laden with a crushing load of

fruit.

Enjoying the Valley.

If you are wise you will seek out an honest livery-

man and make a day of it to Blomidon along the north

mountain and the "lookout," or dawdle lazily up the

valley in the direction of Kentville, rejoicing in the pos-

session of eyes. You may now take your bearings and

familiarize yourself with the general contour of the

valley. From six to twelve miles wide, it lies a series

of terrace-like ridges, rising from the river to the north

and south mountains, which enclose the valley, the form-

er warding off the fogs and cold blasts from Fundy, and

the latter, the no, less chilling airs of the Atlantic. Here,

facing the sun, lies the valley smiling in its rich fertility

envying none.

At Kentville, if you are fortunate to fall into the

hands of Mr. J. D. Ue Wolfe, or his friends, Capt. C. O.

Allen or Mr. Jos. Kinsman, you will not fail to see the

beauties or the resources with which nature has so

bountifully dowered this sixty miles of orchard from

Wolfville to Annapolis Royal. But a small part of the

land in the valley suitable for orchard has been so uti-

lized. The valley is crying for more population and it

will be surprising if this, from so charming a spot, re-

mains long unheeded.

On to St. John.

Boarding again the Flying Bluenose, you are whisked

rapidly by Annapolis Royal, with its ruined fort and

historic associations starting thoughts of that rival post

across the bay and the moving tale of its heroic defence

by the young Mme. de la Tour; on to Digby, at the head

of the basin, hence by steamer through the beautiful

channel that bears the name of Digby Gap, across Fundy

to the bustling City of St. John.

St. John, like Rome of old, is a city built on seven

(or more) hills,, but prides herself not in the pomp and

circumstance of war, but in her superb harbor and her

enviable position as the Winter port of Canada. St.

John desires of the Government a drydock and to be re-

cognized officially as the national port of Canada. It

may be urged in rebuttal that St. John already has a

sufficiency of drydocks, for the coasting schooners run

into the slips at high tide are left high and dry on the

solid rock at low tide, discharge and take on cargo and

T
SEIZURE OF SHIRTWAISTS.

'-IE Government of Canada has a fine stock of shirt-

waists on hand at the present time, and during the

course of four months or so these will be offered for

sale, and will probably go at such figures that will

prove genuine bargains.

The Government has not started a dry goods annex to

make up deficits in other departments, but this fine line

of goods has come into possession of the Dominion of

Canada through the forgetfulness of a negligent consignee.

Six hundred shirtwaists, the contents of six parcels,

have been seized by the customs officers at Bonaventure

Station, Montreal, and are being held awaiting the ap-

pearance of a claimant. If any person does turn up and

confess ownership, he will have to do a lot of explaining

before receiving the consignments.

The reason for the seizure of the goods is because it

is suspected that they had been smuggled into Canada
from the United States. These six parcels were shipped

by the Canadian Express Company from Prescott, and

were consigned to two firms in Montreal. Both firms

have disclaimed all knowledge of the goods, each denying

having ordered the goods or knowing anything at all

about them. There being no trace of the consignor, the

customs officials have taken charge of the goods, which

if not claimed before the legal delay, will be confiscated

and sold by the department. It will be then that shirt-

waists will be got at a bargain. By that time the goods

will be rather late for the Summer season, but wise pur-

chasers may keep them until another Summer's sun comes
with its heated spell, and renders comfortable the wear-

ing of the useful and fashionable shirtwaist.

The goods seized run in various colors, many of cot-

ton, others of silk, and there are some nice kimonos in

the lot. The appraisers have placed a valuation of $600

on the goods seized.

NEW FIRM ENTERS CANADA.

Mr. W. R. Bruyere, Jr., representing Messrs. Edward
McConnell & Co., linens, shirtings and wash goods, 4

West 22nd street, New York, made his initial trip to

Canada during the past month. Although in between sea-

sons he brought samples of wash vestings which were

suited to the trade, and orders resulted. Mr. Bruyere

spoke enthusiastically of the Canadian market, and was

especially pleased with the courtesy shown him by the

buyers on this side—a very different thing to that on the

other. He will again visit Canada in time for the Spring

market.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE MARITIME
BOARD OF TRADE

YARMOUTH, N.S.. AUGUST t>. 17 AND 18 1903
Special Report b\ Our Ow: .• REPRESENTATIVE

DESPITE wet weather at the outset and a somewhat
small attendance of delegates, 1 he eleventh annual

convention of the Maritime Board of Trade at

Yarmouth, N.S., will go down to history as one of the

most valuable and satisfactory meetings ever held by this

C.ipt. Joseph Read, Summerside, P.E.I.

President Maritime Board of Trade.

important commercial organization. A stage has at

length been reached in the career of the board when its

members have come to the conclusion that its functions

should he more than deliberative. At the Yarmouth
meeting, time and time again, speakers impressed on the

hoard the need for action, and as a result, this year an

important step has been taken by the board and a per-

manent committee has been appointed to follow up and

take action on the various resolutions passed.

Prince Edward Island was prominently to the fore at

the meeting, and the presence of Rev. Father Burke con-

tributed much to quicken the interest of the hoard in the

efforts the Islanders aie making to secure their pet pro-

ject,—the tunnel. At the .election of officers, another

Prince Edward Island man. Captain Joseph Head, was
honored by being appointed to the presidency.

Several important resolutions were put through. A

fast Atlantic service, better train service throughout the

Provinces, a legislative union of the Provinces, confeder-

ation with the West Indies, the cultivation of tourist

travel, steel shipbuilding, the abolition of statute labor,

and the representation of incorporated towns in county

councils, Were among the subjects discussed.

The meetings were presided over by Past-President

E. K. Spinney, of Yarmouth, who, together with Mayor

Armstrong, the city council and the Yarmouth Board of

Trade, did all in their power to make the visit of the

delegates a pleasure. By way of entertainment they

gave a drive about the city just prior to the Thursday
afternoon session, while on Friday a most enjoyable trip

to Barring! on by rail and •return by boat was provided.

As the place for next year's meeting, Amherst was
selected, as being a central place and one to which many
delegates could come.

The Convention Opens.

In a steady downpour of rain, which had lasted since

the preceding afternoon, the convention opened in Boston
Hall soon after ten o'clock on Wednesday morning. Presi-

dent E. K. Spinney occupied the chair, and with him on

the platform were Vice-President .Joseph Read, Secretary

Creed and Father Burke of Alberton, P.K.I. About fifty

members were present.

Before proceeding with the business of the convention

the chairman called on Mayor Armstrong, of Yarmouth,
and introduced him to the delegates.

The Mayor's Welcome.

Mayor Armstrong recalled having invited the board to

come to Yarmouth last year at the meeting in Moncton.

It was an additional pleasure for him to be privileged to

welcome the delegates this year to Yarmouth. On be-

W. S. Fisher, St. John. N.B.
1st Vice-President Maritime B *rd of Trade

half of the citizens of the town he extended a most hearty

welcome to all those present, and hoped that their so-

journ in Yarmouth would be both pleasant and profitable.
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Roll Call.

Secretary Creed then railed I he roll and the majority

of the constituent hoards were found to he represented.

The list of delegates present was as follows :

Nova Scotia.

Amherst—E. B. Elderkin, C. Owen Thompson.

Annapolis— .J. M. Owen, F. C. Whitman.

1. Annapolis—The inspection of copperage stock and

a standard apple barrel.

2. Berwick—The necessity of an improved railway

train service between Halifax and that portion of the

Annapolis Valley west of Kentville.

3. Halifax—Fast Atlantic steam service.

4. Kentville—Should not incorporated towns have

representation in the council of municipalities ?

5. Kentville—Municipal ownership of electric light

plants.

6. Wolfville—Preservation of historic grounds.

7. Kings County— Is it desirable that the young men
of the Maritime Provinces between the ages of 16 and 21

should he obliged to perform three annual drills in the

militia of Canada ?

8. Sydney—The desirability of wider publication in

Maritime press of reports of Canadian commercial agents

abroad.

!J. Halifax—Protection of inland fisheries.

Id. West Prince—Subsidy for steamship to ply be-

tween ports on the north side of P.E.I., Miramichi,

Magdalene Islands and Sydney.

11. Parrsboro—Diversion of the Intercolonial by

building a loop from Truro to Amherst, via Parrsboro.

Maritime Provinces under one Government. Union of the

Maritime Provinces.

13. Amherst—The question of the advisability of

advertising by literature the advantages of the Maritime

Provinces as a desirable place of settlement.

What can be done to investigate and make better

known the resources of these Provinces ?

Co-operative efforts on the part of the Governments
of the Maritime Provinces to promote desirable immigra-

tion from Europe.

Beaver River—Herbert Rice.

Bennick—J. E. Woodworth.

Canning—C. E. Starr.

Canso—J. B. Saunders.

Digby—Clarence Jamieson, E. F. L. Jenner, W. E.

Van Blascom.

Halifax—J. E. DeWolf, A. Stephen, W. A. Major, A.

M. Bell, Hon. W. Ross.

Kentville—M. G. DeWolfe, C. W. Webster, Robert

Harrington, W. E. Potter, Wm. Yould, B. II. Dodge.

Kings Co.—J. A. Kinsman.

Lockport—Robert McDonald.

Parrsboro—James W. Day.

Windsor—W. H. Roach.

Wolfville— .1. D. Chambers, R. W. Starr.

Yarmouth— E. K. Spinney, B. B. Law, E. N. Arm-

strong, Arthur W. Eakin, Seymour C. Baker, W. I). Ross,

R. S. Crawford, Augustus Cann, Willard M. Kelly.

Sydney, C.B.—C. P. Moore, S. P. Challoner.

New Brunswick.

St. John—W. S. Fisher, E. A. Abbott, H. C. Full,

L. G. Crosby.

Chatham—W. S. Loggie, James Nichol.

St. Stephen—E. G. Vroom.

Prince Edward Island.

Alberton—Rev. A. E. Burke, John Agnew.

Summerside—Joseph Read, M.P.P., Neil Sinclair, W.

A. Brennan.

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

After a protracted session the committee on resolu-

tions presented their report, recommending the discus-

sion of the following subjects :

14. Bear River—The necessity of urging upon the

Government the granting of adequate financial assistance

to any company that will build a railroad from Cale-

donia in the county of Queens to a point on the D.A.R.
at or near the mouth of Bear River or to Digby, as may
be deemed advisable, thereby affording railway connection

to that section of Nova Scotia which is entirely with-

out railway communication, and placing the towns along
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bhe route of said railway upon equal terms wii.li other

pai is of the i'i"\ Lnce

15. Halifax— Is it advisable to place the Intercolonial

iimlei a commission ?

lti. St. John—'Daily .steamship service between New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia via St. John and Digby.

17. Wolfville— Abolition of statute labor in Nova
Scotia.

'That the Maritime Hoard of Trade urge upon the

Governments of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince

Edward Island the importance of improvement in the

common roads of the Provinces, and to take steps to

diffuse information on the subject, especially by the dis-

tribution of literature and the appointing of an official

who shall confer with the county councils and lecture on

the subject in the various communities throughout his

Province.

IS. St. John—Recoinage by the Government of worn

and mutilated Canadian silver coins.

111. Charlotte-town—Southern Kings, Souris, Sum-
merside and West Prince—Transportation between Prince

Edward Island and the mainland.

Tunnel under the Northumberland Straits connecting

P.E.I, with the mainland.

Better Winter communication between P.E.I, and the

mainland.

The tunnel from P.E.I, to the mainland.

Daily Winter communication with the mainland.

2(1. Yarmouth—The advisability of the Government

of the Maritime Provinces assisting local associations or

boards of trade in promoting tourist, travel.

21. Halifax—Steel shipbuilding.

22. St. John—Improvement in the London steamship

Lee.

23. St. John—Prohibition of export of pulp logs.

24. Sydney— Night express train between Sydney and

Halifax.

26.— Advisability of confederating the Dominion of

Canada and British West Indies.

26. Yarmouth—The advisability of the Dominion
Government taking over 1he railways of Western Nova
Scotia and making them a part of the Intercolonial sys-

tem.

The time of the convention was taken up with the

discussion of these various propositions. To the mem-
bers from Prince Edward Island the question of trans-

portation was all important, and the tunnel was urged

vigorously. No phase of commercial progress was
omitted, and the discussion gave an impetus to schemes

of development which will be all important to the Mari-

time Provinces during the next year.

New Officers.

Father Burke reported for the nominating committee,

naming the following officers :

President— Capt. Read, Summerside.

1st Vice-President—W. S. Fisher, St. John.

2nd Vice-President—A. M. Bell, Halifax.

Rec. Sec'y.—C. M. Creed, Halifax.

Auditor—M. G. DeWolfe, Kentville.

Cor. Sec'y.—D. K. Currie, Summerside.

On motion the report was adopted and the chairman

introduced the new president to the meeting.

In a brief speech Captain Read thanked the convention

for the honor conferred upon him.

WHOLESALERS' COMPLAINT ASSOCIATION

A
LETTER has been brought to the attention of The

Review purporting to come from an organization

called the Wholesalers' Complaint. Association. An

inquiry among the wholesale dry goods firms of Mont-

real and Toronto failed to reveal any knowledge of it

other than what is contained in the circular letter, which

we quote :

The Letter Issued.

Toronto, August 10, 1905.

Gentlemen,—This association has been formed for the

protection of trade in Canada amongst the wholesalers

and manufacturers dealing with the retailer.

There is no wholesaler or manufacturer who is ship-

ping goods to the retailer that is not having claims made

on him daily by his customers for shortages in shipments,

claims for breakage, as well as other unjust claims, and

nine times out of ten where these shortages are reported

they are not just ones, and the wholesaler, until the

forming of this association, has no way of protecting

himself, and consequently is forced to make the allow-

ance claimed, although he knows the goods have been

checked and re-checked before shipping. This has become

such a nuisance that the association is sure that with the

co-operation of all wholesalers and manufacturers giving

us their assistance to overcome this difficulty, by report-

ing to us promptly as each claim is made on them, which

will be recorded by this association, which record will be

published monthly and a copy forwarded to each member,

your name not appearing on this report. Annually this

record will be put in book form.

The advantage of this association will readily be seen

by referring to our monthly and annual reference book,

and if the retailer who complains is in the habit of mak-
ing such claims on other houses the merchant is better

posted how to act towards that man.
On interviewing several large wholesale houses the as-

sociation rinds that such claims and allowances which

they are compelled to make reach an enormous sum
with them, and the association is very confident by hav-

ing all its members report promptly to them such claims

that they will soon suppress this growing evil.

Example : John Smith writes in complaining that he

is short a small article in your shipment, and if figured

out you will often find that the value of this article will

amount to about the cost of the freight charges on his

shipment, as there are many retailers who boast that

they can make enough through such unjust claims to pay
all their freight charges, as well as other claims which
they may make, and while the wholesaler knows they are

unjust he does not repudiate them but readily allows

them to keep the customer's good will. Now, with the

association's record before the merchant of such men iie

has something to back him up when he does not feel dis-

posed to allow the claim, and this association will, no
doubt, save merchants many dollars which the customer
is extorting from them annually.

Every merchant must have, at some time or other,

felt the necessity for such an association as has been

formed, and all wholesalers, manufacturers and others

who will reap the benefits of this association are earnest-

ly requested to j(dn, as it is essential that they should

to reach the end in view, and we must have your co-oper-

ation to give satisfaction to all members.
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IT IS VERY IMPORTANT
to know just whom to write to for goods wanted

in a hurry for a special order.

It may be useful information to know that

we have given special attention to the placing of

repeat orders with the manufacturers early in the

season for all our best selling lines in staple and

fancy goods in our Dress Goods and Silk

Departments. These repeats are now to

hand making the stock almost as complete as

early in the season.

Our representatives are now on their various

routes with full lines for assorting, and our letter

order department is anxious for more work to

submit samples on request.

A word regarding Silks. The increase in

sales in this department, particularly, proves

beyond question that the goods and prices must

be absolutely right, and is an incentive to greater

efforts on our part for further increase.

Do not delay or hesitate to write for

samples and quotations if our representative does

not call on you.

Brophy, Cains Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods. MONTREAL

QUICK SHIPPERS
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The annual subscription tee for the present time lias

been placed a1 S3 in advance, and you are cordially re-

quested to join so thai this association may become a

success.

Kindly till ou1 the enclosed membership form, to-

gether with membership fee, and forward to us. Blank

forms for reporting to the association will be supplied

iii all members.
Yours respectfully,

WHOLESALERS' COMPLAINT ASSOCIATION,
C. D. Gourlie, Secretary.

An Assumption of Unfairness.

Of course there are two sides to the question referred

to. All wholesalers agree that they are the victims of

many unjust claims for shortage. Against these practices

they would gladly seek relief if they could do SO without

injuring those who have fair ground for complaint. Hut

bhere are many claims which are perfectly fair. A little

carelessness on the part of the shipper, or an indistinct

order, or a traveler's ignorance, may cause a half dozen

of some articles to he sent for a dozen, etc. This is

likely to happen in any house and to any customer. Yet

it would be just as fair for the retailer to refuse to do

business with that house again as for the wholesaler to

blacklist him, publishing broadcast the fact that he made
a claim for shortage.

We have the utmost confidence that the great ma-
jority of the retail drygoodsmen in Canada are strictly

honorable and straightforward in their dealings. Occa-

sionally goods are overlooked in unpacking a case and the

claim is made in perfect good faith for articles which had

been shipped all right. Such mistakes are mutual. We
have no sympathy with an association whose work will

be to hold up to suspicion ten men because one man may
be wrong. It will develop a lack of confidence which

must exist where credit conditions obtain.

Wholesalers' Opinion.

Some representative wholesalers interviewed expressed

themselves as follows :

Thos. Brophy, Brophy, Cains, Limited, Montreal : "I

feel very strongly about this question, and unhesitatingly

state we would not take up with this association in any

form. The idea is absurd, and would tend to belittle

trade conditions in Canada, as it places all retailers in a

dishonest position. I cannot see the usefulness of it

anyhow. We have very few complaints, and can settle

them amicably ourselves."

K. A. Brock, the W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Toronto

and Montreal : "The Wholesalers' Complaint Association

is perhaps a good thing for its sponsors, whoever they

may be, but we feel quite capable of running our own
business, and have paid no attention to the letter re-

ferred to. If we can't settle the claims ourselves we
feel no one else could. I personally investigate all claims

for shortages, and closely examine our books, packers,

shippers, etc. Very rarely are we troubled by claims of

this kind, and often when they do occur we receive a let-

ter later advising us that the goods have turned up all

right. I am convinced there are very few cases of down-

right dishonesty, and we have yet to run into them."

Mr. George L. Cains, Greenshields Limited, Mont-

real : "Perfect rot, is about the way I w-ould describe

this line scheme. There is absolutely nothing in the idea

in my opinion, and it reminds me ver\ forcibly of a

mercantile agency scheme some years ago, which abso-

lutely had the presumption to glowingly state that it

would protect us against all failures. Needless to say it

was a pure take.

"Regarding claims for shortage, we have oui trav-

elers, if possible, investigate the claim, and we also check

up things at this end. We generally advise that the

goods be ret ui ned, thus we can equalize matters with

manufacturers in manv instances. It is a wide problem

and causes much trouble."

\li. Kyle, .Jr., Kyle, Cheeebrough & Co., Montreal :

'The circular you speak of found its way very quickly

into a W.P.B., and that about expresses bow we [eel

about the matter. We would have nothing to do wi1h

such an association."

Secretary Interviewed.

Mr, C. 1). Gourlie was seen at 23 Scott street, To-

ronto, and was asked about the nature of the organiza-

tion of which he was secretary. "The association," he

said, "was only in an experimental stage so far. A tew

of the letters quoted above were sent out with a view to

finding out the feeling of the wholesalers on the subject.

He had received considerable encouragement." The names

of no other officers were given, and Mr. Gourlie admitted

that the organization was not yet completed. At the

present time it looks like a one man association.

MONTREAL BRANCH C. M. A.

AT the annual meeting of the Montreal branch of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, held last

week, the new executive was chosen as follows :

Chairman, Jeffrey H. Burland, the Canada Engraving &
Litbo. Co., Limited, elected by acclamation; vice-chair-

man, D. Lome McGibbon, the Canadian Rubber Co., of

Montreal, elected by acclamation.

Executive committee—J. H. Birks, Henry Birks &
Sons; S. S. Boxer, the Watson-Foster Co., Limited; \Y.

P. Coleman, Canada Car Co., Limited; C. W. Davis, the

Williams Mfg. Co., Limited; J. S. N. Dougall, McCaskill,

Dougall & Co.; Geo. E. Drummond, the Canada Iron

Furnace Co., Limited; Geo. Esplin, G. & J. Esplin; S.

W. Ewing, S. H. Ewing & Sons; Robt. Gardner, Robt.

Gardner & Son; Chas. B. Gordon, Dominion Textile Co.,

J. T. Hagar, J. & T. Bell; J. J. McGill, ex-ofhcio; Win.

McMaster, the Montreal Rolling Mills Co.; Robt. Munro,

the Canada Paint Co., Limited; Hon. J. D. Rolland,

Rolland Paper Co.; G. W. Sadler, Sadler A: Haworth;

Clarence F. Smith, the Jas. McCready Co., Limited, \V.

T. Whitehead, the Colonial Bleaching & Ptg. Co., Limit-

ed; D. Williamson, Diamond Flint Glass Co., Limited.

Tax on Travelers.

Mr. J. J. McGill, the retiring president, whose review

was a feature of the meeting, in the course of his address

vigorously protested against the recent enactment of the

Quebec Legislature in placing a tax of $300 on foreign

commercial travelers, and trusted the obnoxious law-

would soon be voluntarily withdrawn.

Diversified opinions were expressed in the discussion

on this tax, many favoring it, if it could be made to ap-

ply so as only to prevent travelers dealing direct with

the consumers. It was also pointed out that a common
method of evading the tax was for English and American

travelers to rent together an office for about $100 a year,

anil thus become resident agents, and thereby effect a

large saving. However, Air. MeCorkill, the Provincial

Treasurer, states the Act will be amended to cover this

contingency.

It came out at the meeting that no efforts are being

made to collect this tax of $300. Mr. Cameron, the

secretary, stated that upon inquiry at the Government

olhces he had been informed that no collections of it had

yet been made, and there were not, in fact, any forms

made out as yet to be used for this collection.

The matter was left to the executive committee to

deal with.
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John Knox Company, Limited

Wholesale Dry Goods, Hamilton, Ont.

1 st> Sept. Cleaning 1 st> Sept.

The month of September

is generally an assorting

and filling in month with

retail merchants, and with

us a cleaning up time in

our several departments.

Up

Ladies' Ready-to-wear Skirts

S47 18 50 S80 18.50 S71 21 50

12 00 12 00 15 00

S17 32.50 S51 28.50

24.00 21 00

8865 19.50 S81 22.50

15 00 in. 00

Our travellers, in addition

to their regular full lines,

will carry Special Cut-

Priced Lines from every

S82 30.00 S83 30 00

21 00 21 00

S84 33.50 S87 31.50

24 00 24 00

S88 31 50

24 00

department.

Fancy [Housings

X241 .25 X267 .25 X264 .21

16 .16 .16

X254 .23^ X279 .17^ X155 .25

.16 .13^ .16

H30, H28 Fey. Printed Muslin .10

.05^

C137 .182

B19 Crepoline.10

.06^

F20 Blk. Muslin .10

.062

Mercerized Vesting .17^
.13^

By referring to opposite

side of this advertisement

retail merchants can write

their letter orders or samples

will be forwarded on appli-

cation.

Time

Black type represents

regular wholesale prices.

Red type indicates Clean •

ing-Up Time prices.

Don't wait until you see

our traveller. What strikes

you as suitable for your

trade, write for it right now.

Men's Waterproof Coats | 75

Clearing Line Men's Work-
ing Shirts 3.50

16-inch Bleached Towelling
1 ',

Special L'nes in Dress Goods at_^___^^^^_^^^____

clea ing-up prices.

! 1

John Knox Company, Limited
Hamilton, Ontario
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NEW YORtt FASHION OUTLOOK

New York, Aug. 21.

IMPORTATIONS of milliners novelties that pour

weekly into New York arc an array to make glad the

hearts of the eternal feminine for many a day, and

even here docs not cease the cause for rejoicing, for while

a woman's hat is the piece tie resistance, the gown and

toilette accessories are a matter of keen interest. It is

No. I. Street Hat of Olive Felt.

a pleasure tn report that never before has greater har-

mony existed. From the tip of the dainty dull kid or

patent leather pump of the up-to-date woman to the top

of the topmost feathers of her smart hat, all is in har-

mony.

Several evenings ago while 1 was sitting in the din-

ing room of one of the New York smartest hosteleries, a

woman no longer in the first bloom of youth entered. Her
costume, which 1 will attempt to describe, made her the

cynosure of many eyes, and as they lingered upon her 1

wondered whether there ran through their minds similar

thoughts to those running through mine, for as the lady

entered anil 1 took in the details of her costume I could

not for a moment help wondering whether she was an

eccentric lady of means who adhered to the styles of her

youth, or whether she was a striking example of the most

recenl and up-to-date caprices of Dame Fashion. Can you
wonder at the thought when I tell you that the lady's

gown was of a lustrous variety of taffeta in the soft

"old" blue now known throughout America, and prob-

ably in Canada, as "Alice Blue '.'" The skirt was volum-

inous and was finished at the hot torn by three tucks.

From beneath its folds the tips of Mue suede pumps, from
which gleamed square steel huckles, were visible, foi you
must know that the up-to-date woman has her footwear
match her gown, and likewise, of course, her hosiery. The
lady's coat was a Watteau affair of brocade satin, the

foundation of which was blue, and the rather conventional

design in the usual blue, mau\e and pink peculiar to

Watteau effects. The coat opened into a vest of white

blonde lace which fell in cascade effect, and was clasped

at the waist with straps of silver ribbon held by hut tons

covered with brocade. The sleeves were full and reached

to the elbow, and long white silk mitts were worn.

Dropping from the lady's shoulder was a scarf of hlack

Spanish lace, which was, perhaps, the most old-fashioned

thing about her, unless it was her hat, which was a
large affair of silver lace, tilted over the face by a deep

bandeau on which was an old-fashioned how with ends of

blue embroidered ribbon. This same ribbon was box

pleated around the low crown, and from its folds dropped

No. II. -Cavalier Picture Hat

a paradise feather Could a more picturesque costume be

imagined, and yet quaintly unreal as it was, I learned

the name of the lady and knew that it was the latest

from 1'aiis. Anil so with modifications, of course, will

he the trend of the Winter's fashions.

The Directoiie and Watteau coat effects, the tapering

waist, the drooping shoulders which so suggest the stole

and peraline, the Hat pillow or grannie muffs, and above
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Established 1832. Cable Address :

"LAW," Bradford

SPRING 1906

aauMtdofajfoicA.

MOHAIRS
(Registered)

Unique Specialite

Mohair De Soie
Of Wonderful Texture and Exceptional Brilliancy

Rainproof Goods
Latest Productions

Brilliantine Suitings
At Popular Prices

Law, Russell & Co.,
Converters of Bradford Goods lihited

BRADFORD and LONDON.
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all the millinery, all point toward a period of pictur-

esquely dressed women, li is comforting to learn thai

there is, however, no truth iii the rumor thai crinoline

will be revived. The newest skirts, while full, are in-

clined bo enfold the figure rather than completely con-

ceal it.

In millinery there are two distinct fashions, so to

speak— the trimmed and the tailored millinery. This sea-

son the dividing line is almost entirely lost, between the

two, for pressed or blocked shapes so recently peculiar to

the stiff hat are now used as the foundation for the most

picturesque dress models, and the pliable felt or beaver

plateau are used for the smart tailored effects. The

lavish use of wing effects and of birds, of course, has a

tendency toward severity. Both birds and wings are

large and are mounted so as to accentuate the long line

with which we are now all familiar, for the Nattier model

has met with success.

There is another shape, aptly christened the "Pilgrim

No. III.— II.it of Brown Panne Whet.

Father," which has met with approval. The name seems

self explanatory. Large buckles of plain steel, most

severe in effect, seem in perfect harmony with the shape

and stiff corded ribbon which is used. Here the puri-

tanical effect ends, for what Puritan would wear ought so

frivolous as the beautiful ostrich and paradise feathers

that are used now for their adornment ?

While on the subject of feathers I must not forget to

mention the beautiful willow plume This lovely novelty

was introduced two seasons ago, hut until this season it

has not been used to any extent. Little more than a

full fringe of ostrich, the willow plume is a most grace-

ful trimming for the cache-peigne effects which are a fea-

ture of the season. Mention must be made in passing of

the vogue of paradise, and the rather novel wa\ in which

it is mounted. Heretofore paradise has been used in low,

sweeping lines, generally under the hat. Now the feathers

are separated and mounted directly in front, the long

ends sweeping backward and covering the crown. Again
the mounting is at the side, and the feathers sweep across

the hat, but unless this arrangement trims a side flare

model, the former is more graceful. So prominent aie

the fancy feathers, and indeed all feather hats, that too

much cannot he said about them. The newest and most

ultra shapes are obtainable in these feathered hats, where

heretofore only the most conventional shapes were made.

Ornaments have a new lease of life, for on the hand-

somest models they are freely displayed. Quite the new-

est are the amber and tortoise shell buckles of puritanical

design. Amber is used on an all black model with excel-

,ent effect. Plain steel buckles are also in vogue, as well

as large and miniature designs in uncut jet or onyx.

The hats chosen for illustrations are practical and

show the discrepancy in fashion, all being equally correct.

Number 1 is a smart street hat of olive felt, a pressed

shape of great brim irregularity, with a derby crown,

being used. Coque feathers in bronze shades intermingle

with "Indian feathers." A simple twist of velvet and a

buckle of amber studded with steel is the only trimming.

The second illustration shows a Cavalier picture hat

of taupe velvet, with a derby crown of fringed silk, a

material just now in great demand. The high side flare

is relieved by three black and grey feathers and a brilli-

ant steel arrow.

The third hat is a typical plate hat developed in

brown panne velvet and trimmed with a large grey-blue

gull. The bandeau, which is of course high, is trimmed
with velvet ribbon arrayed in cache-peigne effect.

With the tarn or bakers' cap model, the elongated

turbans and the many and varied fancy shapes, the com-
ing season is rich in possibilities for the artistic milliner.

NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.

A BOOT AND SHOE ASSOCIATION.

On August 23 the boot and shoe manufacturers and

jobbers in a meeting at the Chateau Frontenac, Quebec,

formed an association to be known as the Wholesale

Shoe Association of Canada. The following officers were

elected: President, Mr. .lames Robinson; vice-president,

Mr. Hamilton, for Ontario; Mr. Ritchie, for Quebec; Mr.

Pride, for the Maritime Provinces; Mr. Kilgour, for

Manitoba and the Northwest Territories; Mr. Erskine,

for British Columbia; treasurer, Mr. Hagar; secretary,

Mr. Wall. The following important resolution was
adopted : "That, owing to the cost of raw material in

the manufacture of boots and shoes, it is absolutely

necessary to increase the price of goods."

GOODS STOLEN FROM WAREHOUSE.
II. Shorey & Co., wholesale clothiers, Notre Dame

street, Montreal, have suffered severely from losses of

goods which were finally traced to George Bradley, one

of their shipping clerks, who disposed of them to a deal-

er. This practice is comparatively common among many
wholesale and manufacturing concerns, and instances crop

up continually. Retailers who have manufacturing con-

cerns in their town should be careful in buying goods in

an unusual way, as the penalty for receiving stolen goods
is heavy.

WILL ENLARGE WINNIPEG STORE.

The T. Baton store in Winnipeg will be enlarged im-

mediately. Dining 1 he present Summer another store]

will be added, ami next year the whole building will have
three storeys added, making a total of eight storeys.

When completed it will be the biggest store in the west.
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THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

THE ALLIED MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
8 ST PETER ST MONTREAL.
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# IN THE EYE OF
THE TRADE $

R. C. WILKINS BACK FROM EUROPE.

Till-', numerous friends of Mr. R. C. Wilkins are firmly

convinced thai the proprietor of the famous "Roost-

er Brand" has fallen under the spell of English life

during his receiil prolonged visit in England with the

Canadian manufacturers. However, his friends are will-

ing to stand for long eulogies regarding the Mother

return

Land, now that he is back with every evidence of the

good effect on his general health. Along with many of

the Canadian manufacturers he returned to Montreal on

the SS. Victorian on- .July 28, and his sojourn has put

him into excellenl condition for the opening of the Fall

season.

This was his first visit to England, and he established

himself as an excellenl sailor. At one period of the trip

over he was among eight left in the smoking-room. Mr.

Wilkins reports that everywhere they were treated like a

conquering army. Every man in each town vied with one

another in hospitality. To use his own words, "As a

royal entertainer the Englishman is the prince of God's

creation." He considered the visit both an advertise-

ment for Canada and the Mother Land, and thought

many valuable lessons were learned on both sides. The

erroneous idea that Canada is a land of ice and snow is

fast disappearing, and many oilier false opinions were

corrected. Speaking of the preferential tariff, Mr. Wilk-

ins thought it was appreciated. He also carried away
the impression gained from speaking with everyone he

came in contact with thai there is a steady and sure

feeling for protection.

A Canadian's idea of the average condition was also

radically (hanged Their curiosity was extremely inter-

esting, and lie recalls the pertinent questions asked him

by bhfee representative men after his official reply to the

manufacturers' reception af Newcastle-on-Tyne. Eng-

land, which he spoke of as a "gentlemen's park,"

abounded with fine factories, with up-to-date equipment,

and in nearly every line they are extremely busy, indi-

cating no decay in the backbone of the Empire.

In his own particular line, clothing factories employ-

ing as high as .'1500 hands were a familiar sight, but the

overall business is not to be compared with that on the

American continent. England is not an overall country.

All classes of workmen use cheap corduroy pants for

laboring purposes. This simply means that the English-

man carries his dirt to and fro with him—even an engi-

neer and a fireman wears tweed pants. To Mr. Wilkins'

mind England offers a fine opening for this class of trade

if the work people could be educated to the correct point

of view.

M R - L0U
IVJ duced,

A POPULAR KNIGHT OF THE GRIP.

,OUIS VINEBERG, whose portrait is repro-

traveling representative of the National

Rubber Co., is one of the best known men among
the younger generation of travelers covering the Province

of Quebec. During his four years in that territory he has

made not only numerous acquaintances but many fast busi-

ness friends, among all of whom he is very popular. Mr.

Vineberg first saw valuable service with the Strathcona

Rubber Co., as their representative, entering his present

firm three years ago.

He possesses that determination to succeed which

characterizes so many of the ambitious younger brother-

hood of commercial men, and this, coupled with an inti-

mate and thorough knowledge of his particular line, has

plentifully marked his career with steady advances. It

may be said that although he is fully aware of the truth

that "Nothing succeeds like success," he is not of the

opinion that what he has accomplished gives him a pass-

port to lake things easy.
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready=made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
ofthe
highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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Costumes in Velvet r«*(heri
for Trimmings Fashions in

Furs.

TAFFETAS, brocade with pompadour bouquets,

broobe velvets and satins, and various new
ideas in stamped velvets, are revived modes
that may be expected to have a great vogue in

the coming Winter. Their chief use will be for

handsome evening gowns, but they will also play their

part in the mantle and fur departments. Long stole-

shaped trimmings of jet and embroideries or lace in the

Byzantine style are prominent in the new trimming ideas,

and there are many novel ways of employing them. The

indications are that the princesse robe will be a most pro-

nounced feature of the new season's costume styles, and

this will help to strengthen the fancy for dresses that

fasten at the back.
* *

I have seen a number of Paris model costumes in vel-

vet, silk and cloth, that are cut in one from neck to hem,

with a full skirt and semi train for indoor and short

skirt for outdoor wear, that are either hooked or but-

toned down the back. The elbow sleeve, with new ideas

as to formation, distinguishes the majority of these

models, but there is always a supplementary sleeve to

rjhe wrist formed of many narrow pleatings of silk net,

or closely fitting half-sleeves of velvet or silk in same

tone as the costume itself. In cloth princesse gowns, one

sees much good use made of flat braids in wide widths.

This trimming idea is also evidenced in a number of

handsome velvet costumes. As an example, a snuff brown

velvet princesse gown made in moderate length for walk-

ing purposes has brace-like trimmings on the front full

length, formed of silk military braid in the same shade.

With this costume there is a shoulder carre of velvet,

Showing novel epaulettes on the shoulder part, formed of

double loops of braid. The hat, by a famed Paris millin-

er, is smoothly covered in velvet to match, and is bound

at the edge of the boat-shaped brim with braid. This

also bands the high crown and serves to make a novel

cockade at the left front that holds in position a plume

of coq feathers dyed a brilliant hut deep peacock green

* *
*

Another princesse robe in seal brown face cloth had

long brace-like trimmings of moire silk flat folds in the

same shade on the fronts, with an upstanding collar and

turn-back cutis of silk. The Amazone hat of line brown

felt was hound with velvet and ornamented with a group

of five bronze shaded ostrich plumes on the left side.

Velvet covered hats and smooth felts are more in evi-

dence than rough effects in the hat departments where

Fall samples are on view, but there are a number of new

In. nils in chenille, felt, silk or fancy mixtures, that will

serve excellent purposes foi 111.iKmg up toques and i.uic)

shaped hats. M is expected thai small hats will rule and

1 hi- smallest models I have seen follow I he rakish out-

lines so prevalent this season in chip, Tuscan and Leg-

horn In all cases the feeling lot long lines from hack to

front seems verj pronounced. There are a number of

styles in which the hack brim is much longer than ilie

front, and il projects a good w;n at Hie back and holds

on the left the hulk of the trimming of ostrich tips or

coque feather plumes, close curled ostrich dyed in vari-

ous beautiful light shades of rose, blue, green, violet or

red, also in new rich, deep dahlia tints, is used to

flat hat shapes, very much up-curled or lifted at the back.

* *
*

It is the new and odd fancy of the milliner to put the

bird, aigrette, or osprey, in a curious slanting position

on the back brim, where the hat is to be worn, well

tilted over the face. Ostrich boas, collars and new
shaped stoles, with large muffs to match these, are

amongst the novelties shown for early Fall.

* *
*

Wide width silk and mohair braids figure largely on

the new ready-to-wear coat and skirt costumes on woolen

or tweed. A favorite form for these is with a bell or

umbrella skirt cut clear from the ground and a short

sac coat, both having the braid laid on flat in long lines

on the front and carried around the lower part of the

skirt and coat. Some of the new cloth wraps and man-
tles for evening wear are suggestive of many old-time

fashions, amongst them the Burnous and the Capuchin

hood. Classic draperies have evidently inspired the crea-

tors of certain of the new models in shawl wraps and

long mantles that have Roman, Grecian and Japanese

characteristics in their flowing lines. The vogue of the

collarless coat and mantle is passing, for one sees the

roll hack and the high collar on a great number of the

new styles for Fall, and a modified storm collar seems a

favored idea for coats and wraps, and occasionally tailor-

ed costumes.
* *

The fur houses in the city are showing some very new
sac coats in sable, chinchilla, caracul, musquash, skunk

and marmot. In one fine collection I noted a 7 length

Russian sable sac priced at £700. It was made with a

high five-seamed collar to roll up or down. The double-

breasted front showed rich enamel buttons, and the ex-

ceedingly full sleeves had deep cuffs to roll over the hands

if needed. It was lined with handsome cream broche

satin, showing gold threads in the weave, and I noticed

that there is quite a run on broche satin for coat linings

generally.
* *

*

Caracul is well thought of, and there are a number of

short and three-quarter sac coats showing in the depart-

ments. Fitted coats in caracul with added basques are

also shown. One model in 21-inch length had a roll

collar, front facings and culls in chinchilla, and buttons

of onyx. The sleeves might be described as leg-o '-mutton,

hul these, like most of the fashionable full sleeves, had a

big centre [ileal from the shoulder line. A caracul

motor coat in lull length had an unusiialh high storm

collar verj perfectlj shaped, a loose-fitted hack and

double-breasted front, with a full sleeve much distended

a I the to]) but ending in a close-lit t ing coal sleeve. This

garment was lined with grenat satin and finished with

cameo buttons. A coat that represents the most popular

type of semi-fitting fur garments was in musquash, 45

inches in length, and cut with a tight-fitting back and

loose, double-breastod fronts. A turned down collar,

culls and facing were in Canadian sable, the collar being
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made to roll back if desired. This

bhrouffhoul with seal brown satin.

garment was lined

Also in musquash were a variety of coats, short to

the waist line and cut somewhat on the lines of the

Eton shape, but without the pouch seen in last year's

garments. Now they show spade shaped fronts, a style

that is much more becoming and, moreover, gives length

to the figure. Quite new are some of the methods em-

ployed for trimming them—notably inlets in the form of

V-shaped yokes fromed of white suede embroidered with

brown and yellow chenille. A musquash coat so treated

had large sleeves ending in a narrow cuff of the embroid-

ered suede. It was lined through with cream merveil-

leux, and finished with smoked pearl buttons.

* *
*

The newest fur boas are round in form like the long

popular ostrich feather boa, and are usually three yards

in length. Some very smart coats and mantles are be-

ing made in the new caracul plush and mohair. A semi-

fitting jacket in this handsome crushed plush had a wide-

turn-over collar in velvet applique with cloth. This

trimming also furnished a facing to the hem of the gar-

ment which was lined with black broche silk and had but-

tons covered in black crochet. For matrons' wear there

are a good variety of mantles in the caracul plush. Many
of these have a small turn-over collar and front trim-

ming of heavy black silk guipure shaped like a yoke, and

also forming a shaped flounce on the lower part. A
novel motor coat is shown in the new blurred plaid flan-

nel, lined with leather, and cut with a very high storm

collar. In the costume departments there were several

indications that we may expect a good following for red

cloths and serge. One striking model was in cherry-

colored face cloth made in many fine pleats from The

shoulder to the hem. The tight-fitting coat in three-

quarter length was held in by a very smart leather belt

in the same shade of red. The costume was trimmed

with a very coarse make of military braid in the form

of strappings on the collar and cuffs, but in another form

on the full skirt. Here the braid was slashed through

alternate pleats at a distance of about nine inches from

the hem. This military braid idea bids fair to become a

great vogue in the coming season. A novelty in costume

cloths is a faced tweed, and this is being well taken up

by tailors and costume houses. The colors follow on the

range of Autumn leaf shades shown in the new blurred

check tweeds. A. MEEHAN.

THE

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE.

ANEW rule adopted by the Montreal Board of Trade

provides that the use of the rooms of the board

shall be restricted to its members. A doorkeeper

will be placed at the entrance to the Exchange Hall, and

members must be recognized or show their membership

cards. A local stock ticker and Associated Press des-

patches have been added to the commercial information

supplied by the board, and a feature is to be made of the

personal association of the imembers between 12 noon and

1 30 p.m.

DEVELOP EXPORT TRADE.

The Bristol Docks Committee is sending a special

representative, Mr. A. Harvey, to Canada to confer with

Canadian manufacturers on the subject of increasing the

trade between the two countries. Mr. Harvey is the as-

sistant general manager of the docks, and is thoroughly

conversant with trade conditions. His mission will be

watched with close interest by Canadians.

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says

:

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November,' her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when

it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge Bomewhere with

the'PiRLE' stampon it.as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £> SON, Limited,

1 00c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., CNOLAND
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Suit ForDi No. bo R.

Vol WILL PROMOTE Voilt OWN BUSI-

NESS BV INSISTING I I'ON I1AVIN(;

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements ami is

constructed bo that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
po-ilion of the (interlines by grooves in

front a*td hack wMrh can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re*
tailors for their store display

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
the I test advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
factor* 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established over 50 years).

Manufacturers ofPapierMacheForms, Wax Figures, Finest Metal Display Fixtures, etc.

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.
Manufactures

STORE FIXTURES, BRASS SIGNS, Etc.

Your FALL COATS.. SKIRTS, ETC., will have to be
displayed and this is the rack to show them to their

best advantage.

RE

ft

x r*
Rv\* *r* m»d. of steel -l.ned luOmg IS

«« rkMj 8oi»bMao<1 NICK EL- PLATED

*^ »rtM«^8u» /eyee' oigii 7 foet 9 <r, ioog

A l^^dSO-fvifKiAoJ wiui center roo, mov»M<- tV <w dowo

on post*, prtrtica) to haog Coata Jukns. C»p»* r>c od

M-aioWo1 on will fncnoo cut. ittDCVlIf M./.t.H

No. 1105 Price stock rack
No. 1106 " with centre rod

S15.00
20.00

We also make a complete line of Metal Fixtures, etc.,

necessary to display goods.

WRITE US FOR CATAL0CUE AND PRICES

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.
98-100 Lombard Street TORONTO

Cuxfcr

Window
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want I ^^ ^^ F™
more business for \

^J \J ^J

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

%#*--*% »%%** ^*> IOO KING ST. W ,

LUXFER PRISM CO. "-»» Toronto
:*<.
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THE WAY TO SUCCEED.

DT
is pretty well crowded at the foot of the ladder,

but there is a whole lot of room at the top. The

easiest way we know of to skip up a few steps is

to show an apparent improvement in your work.

Build as good shows as you are capable of, and

bend all your energies in the direction of improving the

store's exhibits, for you are being judged by the im-

provement in your work.

The slogan of the moment is, and should be, that

every department push its business steadily forward.

Business must not stand still. Every thing should and

must expand. If a department stand still its condition

is anxiously and immediately looked into and i the remedy

applied, because the astute proprietor well knows that

any department that comes to a sudden halt will not be

long in descending the down grade,

Now, the decorating is a department in itself, and

the trimmer is just as responsible for the conduct of its

affairs as any other department in the building. He

should closely scrutinize his expenses, and see that the

goods entrusted to him for display are not impaired in

value while in his possession.

Match Colors.

\void displaying delicate tints, as pinks, pale blue,

mauve or nile greens, in any material excepting wash

goods, and even they require watching. The only excep-

tions to this uule should be for evening display when the

strong light cannot affect them. No person wants even-

ing shades that are not immaculate, and no merchant can

hope to dispose of them until they are again re-dyed at

considerable expense.

Be Economical.

Re-employ your wooden foundations again and again

instead of destroying them, and learn to make new
ones without employing skilled labor in their construc-

tion.

Try and make your window displays dignified, busi-

ness-building and confidence-inspiring. Do not, resort to

cheap and quack methods, and the great discerning public

will hold you and 1he store you represent in greater re-

gard. Your salary and treasury department should, and

surely will, increase in proportion to your ability and

usefulness. Merit wins and is duly appreciated by a dis-

cerning public and employer. Novelty and attractiveness

count for a great deal in building up ana sustaining a

successful business of any kind, but in t he dry goods

store they are both practically indispensable to the re-

tailer who would attain success.

Novelty Predominates.

Of all the elements that go to make a good window
display, perhaps the most important is novelty. It is

the trimmer with brains, originality, thought and unique

ideas who will be most successful in drawing the atten-

tion and coin of the realm to his establishment. There

3^

are few trimmers who are blessed with a sufficiency of

new ideas to run them for a year without at least a few

thoughts that have been sprouted or originated by others.

For this very reason the decorator and retailer should

be on the alert for new ideas that can be revamped and

turned to good account. Don't forget that a hint may
often be found in some other lines of business that can

he advantageously adopted or slightly altered to ring in

a telling and creditable display in your chosen line.

No. I.—Dress Goods Drape.

No good trimmer can afford to> ignore a single sug-

gestion that can in any way be turned to account. The
cleverer you are the more you will appreciate and improve

upon what you see. None of us are yet so bright as to

know it all, and none of us do our work so perfectly and

thorough that it cannot be bettered. Just when you
think that your work is about perfect is the time when

you are liable to run across the same work executed jusl

a trifle better. That is exactly what excites emulation
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.nut ads as g spin to bring mil the best thai is in ns

Nevei rest satisfied with yourself and your best en

deavors. Window trimming [s like learning, there is so

much ahead bhal we don'1 know thai the little we do

brightest and most inventive of tin b< n personnel, is

selected oi commissioned to "Dress the Windows." Bui

he is so burdened with other duties, expected to sell as

many goods, and have as large a book at the day's end

as those whose duties are only to handle customers, that

he cannot possibly do both satisfactorily. This is mani-

festly unfair, and we believe one of the principal reasons

why so many windows are neglected and unattractive.

He is first of all a clerk m the eyes of his employer, and

being a clerk he is expected to give foremost attention

to '.'clerking," as our rural friends and brothers term it

Decorating, if his trimming duties may he dignified by

tin- word, is a side issue with him. Not because of any

desire on his part to make it so, hut because his em-

ployer insists upon regulating Ins duties in such a man-

ner that he cannot alter them. It is false economy, im-

politic, passe, weak-kneed and limpy to make the decor-

ations the secondary part of the decorator's duties, and

the number of stores that are backward and only semi-

profitable in consequence thereof are legion.

No. II. —Stuff Dress Goods Drape.

know seems so puny, insignificant and small that it

ought to keep us humble.

Work for Definite Results.

Methods are many, designs differ, ideas vary, win-

dows are architecturally different, and stocks never alike.

Yet the aim of every trimmer should be the same—to ex-

cite in the mind of the public a desire for possession of

I he goods displayed. It may not be generally known that

the word "advertise" means literally "to turn to."

Therefore your displays should be original and attractive

enough to cause the passer-by "to turn to" them. In

other words, they should be designed primarily to catch

the eye of the passer-by. The next desideratum is that

the display be of such a nature as to induce a generous

percentage of the gazers to enter the store and become

purchasers.

In order In get best results severe extremes must he

avoided. For instance, a display thai is simply beauti-

ful to look upon without pushing home some salient

poini or argument to the possible buyer is not apt to ac-

complish much. A window may be very beautiful, may
even stop people in crowds, and not sell a dollar's worth

of merchandise. That may he good window dressing, but

it is had business from a business point of view, and it is

business that most people are after, not simply glory.

A Side Issue.

We wish to say a few wmds to many merchants upon

.1 mat tei that has been repeatedly brought to our notice small beginnings, but they must he watched over with an

by Hie Clerks, and it is this: Usually a salesman, the acute sense of the management which fertilizes and pro-

38

No. III. S'ng-le Fold Delaine Drape.

Needed Qualities.

We would like to see more of our merchants awake

from their lethargic slumbers and infuse life, energy and

system into their business Main great stores grow from
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THE TEXTILE TRIMMINGS COMPANY
TORONTO.

Successors to GOULDING, SHANNON & MACFARLANE

551-553 Queen Street West -

Manufacturers of

SILK AND MERCERIZED CORDS
CORD MANTLE DRAPES

ROPE PORTIERES
DOOR GRILLES

CUSHION AND COSTUME GIRDLES
SHADE TASSELS

CUSHIONS AND PIN CUSHION FORMS
POM-PONS

MILLINERY POM-PONS, BUSBIES. ETC., ETC.

Increased facilities and the latest machinery enable us to quote rock-bottom prices on these lines.

All inquiries promptly attended to.

A. C. MACFARLANE, Secy. Treas. W. SHANNON, Manager
§••••••••••••••••••• ............................................

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

Write for particulars

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

The Weir Wardrobe System
(PATENTED)

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS
IN CANADA.

Each Wardrobe complete in itself, fitting together insectional form, so that any
number may be placed together to make an outfit.

Carrying capacity of each Slide 25 suits,

overcoats, costumes or mantles. All wardrobes
having two slides complete with hangers.

SIZE :—Width, 28>£ inches ; depth, 48
inches ; height, 6 feet, 6 inches.

We Have the Only Trouser Slide

in Existence

CATALOGUES, TESTIMONIALS and PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION TO

THE HEAD OFFICE"

THE WEIR WARDROBE COMPANY
Lombard Street, WINNIPEG, CANADA. Limited '". L >

or to Rooms 9-10 Saturday Night Building, TORONTO. ONTARIO
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motes, thai the} maj grow to be big and sturdy, and

stand as fit/ting monuments to the industry, perseverance

and "gel up" of the men who planted them. The chief

fertilize) should be system and prominent displaj Vlag

netic windows assisl in getting people through the poi

tals; the decorations on every side should then make the

interioi enjoyable to your visitors. No little store will

evei become great, and big, ami powerful, it a niggardly

hand is at the rudder. W. R. McCOLL.
*

Illustration No. 1—The stand or form may he any
height desired and is Y shaped on the top. Pleat the

material and pass it under an L-shaped hook al base of

form, carrying the material up and over each arm. Pull

tighl into rippled or tinted tapering pleats and pin to

'.mIi arm of V. Drape the top and use balance of web
for a finish at base by taking it down behind the drape.

Illustration No. 2—The forms used lor draping upon

Goods Dra

aie a |aiasol and trass table or lamp stand, upon which
i .1 fancy biass ewer. Se1 the parasol in a sockel or

fasten it to an iron millinery stand, pass the dress goods

through the circular handle, carry up to the ewer handle,

gather the selvedge into a round puff and attach, carrying

the material forward in soft folds. Catch up the extra

fulness ainl l"i in into a second soft knot and attach to

comer of table, 'the drape is pretty for soft clinging

materials

[llustration No. 3—Stand may he any height desired

t" the top <f which nail a St. Andrew's cross and tack

Oil the end of each aim a segment of a circle of barred

hoop Pleat the end ol material and fasten to front ill

centre earn over around the hack, bring around to

i." i in- pniiii .Hid tie. Repeat again m the opposite

.in' in n and tie ai centre Nexl form the soil knol and

drape the tiont stand m overlapping folds tied linden

and finish with rippled flooi dressing.

Illustration No. 1— This piitu loin, is made on a

T stand with double semi-circle on top (an effect which
does not show clearly in the photo) The material is

pleated in the hand and passed under an L-shaped hook
at base, then raised and pinned to half circle at leit and

right. Then tie a string around material at twelve-inch

intervals and attach to top after pulling into soft puds,

after which use the balance of material for rippled floor

dressing at base.

ANOTHER BIG MONTREAL STORE.

THE ROBERT Simpson co., Toronto, who recently

real, known as the John Murphy Co., Limited, have
bought out the high-class establishment in .Mont-

purchased the buildings at the coiner of St. Catherine

and Windsor streets, now occupied by the Hamilton de-

partmental store and the Lindsay Piano Warehouse, and

will erect next May an immense departmental store. It

is the intention of the film to purchase, if possible, more
adjoining property. The Hamilton store, as stated last

month, will move to the premises now occupied by Hay-
cock & Dudgeon, who have not as yet decided on a new-

site. The move of the Simpson Co. came as a surprise

to the trade, as i1 was thought they would extend their

present spacious store, but difficulty has arisen between
them and the owners. The site secured has a frontage of

more than 220 feet on St. Catherine street, the retail

centre, and extends back to Dominion square.

Since locating in Montreal their policy has been to

make this store a high-class women's establishment. They
have disposed of the stock of houseful nishings and men's
goods. This store at the comer of Met calf and St.

Catherine streets has been fitted up in a rich and ap-

propriate manner, and an entire floor is allotted to

millinery as well as their cloak department. The second

floor is occupied by silks and dress goods, and the main
floor by notions and fancy goods. A h'igh-elass depart-

mental store is their aim in securing the new site. Par-

ticulars of the building have not as yet been decided

upon.

MONTREAL SMALLWARES DAMAGED BY FIRE.

EARLY Monday morning, August 7, the Montreal

Smallwares Co., Limited, 12 St. Peter street,

Montreal, suffered a lo>+s by lire estimated by the

insurance men at $15,000. The damage was done entirely

by water, and the machinery was only temporarily de-

ranged, while made-up stock, consisting of various kinds

of pins, etc., was damaged. This building adjoins the

Starke Hardware Co., in which the severe lire originated,

causing a loss to that firm of some $85,000, three-fourths

of which is covered hv insurance. The entire loss of the

Montreal Smallwares Co. is fully covered, both on ma-
chinery and stock. The whole block in which these

buildings are situated is owned by the Grey Nuns, and is

fully insured. The premises are in the heart of Montreal's
business centre. Only the thick tire walls prevented the

fire from spreading to the adjoining premises. The
Montreal Umbrella and Suspender Co., l€ St. Petei

street, and the Allied Mfg. Companies, S St. Peter

street, entirely escaped The Montreal Smallwares Co.,

who occupy the three upper floors .it No. Ul. were not

seriously inconvenienced, and Mr. Beaudry, the proprietor,

speaking to The Review, staled thai as soon as stock

was taken I lie machinery would be set in vvoik. and they

would be in a position to till all orders on time.

-in
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Don't Buy a Case of Us
Because you like the name "Silent Salesman," or

because we've been in business over forty years.

INVESTIGATE—look into our goods and the

guarantee that goes with them.

The fact that we've made more GOOD cases than
all other factories combined is not sufficient reason

either why you should pick us.

Go into your store equipment investigation with

an open mind, use the same judgment you do in

buying merchandise, and

—

WELL, WE'LL TAKE A CHANCE

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'

John Phillips & Co., Limited
ESTABLISHED 1864

Windsor

Ont.

P.S.-Ask for our calalcgue of Improved Store Front Bars before remodeling your store front.

be&isterEo

(Pate
No. 9166.

IS THE
LATEST

/'SIMPLEX"

6 CLIP
^^IS THE

BEST

HARD STEEL, NIC
NO TEETH TO

Apply: F. P. ROGERS, Carlaw Bldg.. TORONTO

Thie design a guar-
antee of quality.

MANILLA PAPER
SMOOTH, TOUCH, BRICHT, CLEAN

ALL SIZES AND WEICHTS

SAMPLES AND
PRICES

GLADLY SENT.

FIBRE PAPER
THE TOUGHEST OF THE TOUCH

ALMOST WATERPROOF

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL

(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There were three tiny Tots in

. - VIYELLA—
"They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella.

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in hed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA ."

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Nightdresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

. Hollins & Co.,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sole Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.

CANADIAN AOENT

:

nr William C. fleredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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7^ ^^ AND UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR.
A^

<-e:

ElLDON

Is

Leading

Decidedly

Others

Nowhere

STOCK IT

SHOW YOUR ^
CUSTOMERS

THAT YOU KNOW
GOOD UNDERWEAR

WHEN YOU

SEE IT

then;they'll
know when

THEY

WEAR IT

E1LDON
IS IN MANY

—HANDS—
BUT

WE WANT
EVERYONE

TO

HANDLE THIS

LINE—BECAUSE

IT GIVES

SATISFACTION

TO ALL WEARERS

OF GOOD-CLASS

UNDERWEAR

UNSHRINKABLE,

DURABLE,

NON-IRRITANT,

WELL SHAPED
AND IT IS

GOOD SIYLE.

EILDON
OUR LEADING LINE

Guaranteed Unshrinkable Pure Wool.
These compare favorably with any other make on the market, and we give an unqualified guarantee with every garment. These arc

lulled "GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE." in addition to Eildon tab.

Sole
Male era

:

FACTORY: HAWICK, N.B. 122, WOOD STREET, LONDON, E.C. GLASGOW. 40, ST EROCH SQUARE
Montreal Representative! Vincauver Representative i Toronto Representative!

J. I_. WOODS, J. O. POTTS A. ROLAND WILLIAMS,
214- CORISTINE. BUILDING MANCHESTER BUILDING

AUSTRALIA 80UTH AFRICA PARI8
PATTKBSON t RUHFUS.
fUnden I-»ne, MELBOURNE
Wrsrtrd Street, SYDNEY

G T DOWELL,
JOHANNESBURG-CAPE TOWN.

ECYPT
MAODONALD fc^OO , CAIRO

C. COHADE
CONSTANTINOPLE

O. STRATI
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Ladies*

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

A GOOD ROUND UP.

AUGUST trading; was of satisfactory proportions to

the retailer desirous of cleaning up Summer lines,

owing to good old-fashioned hot periods. Prices

were maintained fairly well, although city stores pro-

fessed to show exceptional values. Summer under wear-

has made a good record for itself, and last month con-

tributed largely towards a satisfactory clearing out of

some lines. Solid colors of blue, pink, tan and pure white

lisles and many mesh constructions, particularly the linen

mesh goods, were featured by good stores. The current

hosiery season has been good in every respect. Laces have

been very popular in ladies' lines, and tans have had an

enormous run, as well as certain shades of blue. Scanti-

ness of supply in nearly all lines was a marked feature

during the season. Various embroidered effects proved the

leaders in men's lines.

Prices Soar on Fall Lines.

Retailers who have been unprogressive enough to delay

generous Fall purchasing will dearly pay for their folly

this Fall. Domestic and foreign mills have been vicing

with each other in recent marked advances to the trade,

and jobbers remark that every mail brings word of new

advances, till it defies an expert to keep track of them

all. Fortunately, the advice given in these columns last

January to purchase maximum quantities at figures then

prevailing seems to have been generally followed. Job-
bers report the heaviest season in many years in the

hosiery and underwear lines. Shipments are now being

made and deliveries from mill to jobber are characterized

as fair. When repeats materialize the full strength of

recent advances will be apparent to retailers in the

doubting class. As an instance of the general advance a

recent circular from an important Canadian mill advanced

a marked $8 line to $8.50 and some $1.90 socks to $2.25.

A cable to a jobber desiring a repeat flatly refused the

older at any price. Another noted underwear buyer in

close personal touch with a foreign mill received the fol-

lowing secret cable: "Everything is going steadily up.

Things will be worse yet." Most foreign orders now
taken are subject to acceptance on the other side and

many quotations have been withdrawn.

The trouble arises from the fact that mills clearly

thought the wool market had reached the crest of the

wave, and failed to anticipate any future requirements.

As a result they are forced into the buying column to-

day and must base their prices accordingly. Retailers

and jobbers who expect snaps at this time of year in Fall

lines are seriously disappointed. Wholesale stocks are

very light, and retailers who have early orders secure for

delivery when wanted may congratulate themselves. The
same quality as one year ago can hardly be expected, and

if the test of weighing the goods is followed what should

reach one pound and fourteen ounces often approximates

one pound and eight ounces. Complaint is heard from
jobbers that mills are not filling early orders at old

prices as promptly as might be desired. They are natur-

ally filling the new orders at advanced prices. That such

a course might readily be followed is evidenced by a mill

representative stating to a Review man that upon their

desire to buy some Nova Scotia wool they found the

present price 28c. where 18c. was formerly asked, and the

lot was very bad at that.

Mills are sold up till October on many lines, but it

is safe to say there wall be quite enough of stuff to go

around. With the increased prominence of colored lines

retailers should give more prominence to window displays

this Fall. With prices higher profits should be better.

Money should be plentiful this Fall and no serious diffi-

culties should be met with in getting the advances.

Spring 1906 Lines all Out.

In jobbing and manufacturing circles the most engross-

ing topic of conversation is the issuing of Spring under-

wear lines which have remained among the uncertainties

of comimereial life longer than usual. The best judges of

values candidly admit that woolen lines all show a

marked appreciable further advance, although this is dis-

guised by clever manipulation. There is a rule that

standard prices have to be maintained, but this has not

been strictly followed this season, and retailers can anti-

cipate many surprises when viewing the line. In the

cotton lines, which control the situation close, secrecy is

followed, but outspoken ones state that prices are on a

par with one year ago, although values are not up to

the mark in every instance. The keenest competition

prevails in these lines and prices are shaded to the lowest

possible margin. As anticipated, jobbers are covering

early with maximum orders, and at time of writing many
state that they have succeeded in placing Spring con-

tracts at about old prices. In view of the yarn markets
these facts are surprising, but the explanation is due to the

fact that Canadian mills are determined to conserve this

market, and with a fair stock of yarns on hand, they are

endeavoring to wipe out the last vestige of American
competition, especially in the better grades.

Place Orders Early.

In view of the present comparatively favorable prices

on Spring underwear lines, retailers cannot go astray by

ordering for generous requirements at the earliest possible

moment. Mills have to order months ahead for their

yarns, and as soon as present supply is exhausted, cotton

prices, and even wool prices, will further advance. Good
retailers will cover early in order to insure good delivery

and will run no risk of being caught. A close inspection

of Spring lines will show that standard goods are fairly

well maintained in quality, although twisting has been

followed in less marked numbers. Early buyers will get

the best of it this year. Even at this early date ad-

vances are heralded in low lines of ladies' goods which

retail at two for a quarter. Figuring is always very

close on these lines and mills profess they have been sold

at a loss for years. They are leaders by every one in the

trade. At the present time all standard numbers are

worked out at the same price, but in view of the markets,

advances will surely take place. Mills soon get all they

want of this class of business and generally are endeavor-

ing to push the better lines.
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^\ER P/A^

PURE WOOL.

Cartwright $ Warners
LIMITED.

Loughborough, England,

Manufacturers of __^*««A.

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto.

THE { BRITISH AND BEST}

WOLSEY
PURE WOOL

UNDERWEAR
Especi >lly made for Canadian climate, in a great variety of

qualities and textures. Sound English materials ; never hardens
or felts in washing. Defies the ordeal of the roughest and most
careless laundry work.

Trade mark showing Cardinal Wolsey's head on each article.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Does not Harden,

Thicken or Felt.

A BRITISH OFFICER
writes :

"No Underwear comes

anywhere near it."

Ask your dealer for and

insist on having

"THE WOLSEY"

BRAND.
UNSHRINKABLE

Run on Elastic Ribbed Goods.

The influence ol the American market on Canada is

apparent in the decided tendency for men's clastic ribbed
Roods. This factor has been steadilj growing in import-

ance during the last three years and the current season
saw about as many ribs as flat Rood-., according to manj
authorities. This, oi course, applies to the bettei

grades, as ribs have always been prominent in cheaper
lines. For Spring a tendency which must be closely fol-

lowed in lilies to retail at various prices is the feeling

foi men's elastic ribbed combinations. There are many
advantages in this underwear which a trial will soon
prove. Any prejudice which may exist against this ex-

cellent form nf undergarment will melt as soon as its

cool, snug and comfortable merits become known. It

must be home in mind that these garments always fit.

Last season one Canadian firm refused repeats aggregat-

ing over 3,000 dozen, for a certain branded line. Tins

shows which way the wind is blowing and agents who
found it hard to introduce them formerly should encoun-
ter less difficult v. A traveler tells a Rood story of a

customer of his in Sherbrooke, IM,)., to whom he had

introduced the goods three years ago. This merchant had

disposed of them to at least one consumer who appreciat-

ed their merits and insisted last year upon havinR the

same Roods. The traveler finally made Rood by securing

them at retail in Montreal.

The question of sizes is confusing in these Roods and

i he apparent difference needs explanation. Flat Roods

measure accurately according to chest measurements, but

elastic ribbed Roods average about four inches less in

the actual chest measurement for the same size in flats.

A si/e marked Hi in ribbed lines may actually measure
only '-ill, but if will he found to lill the bill, although it

•nay look narrow. Across the line buyers usually select

fibbed Roods even one si/e hss than the corresponding
si/.e in flats in order to insure a perfect fit. The stitch

givts an elasticity which is almost beyond belief.

Few New Things.

Both Canadian and foreign lines contain very few new
numbers, as mills have evidently been too busy in trying

to figure on a basis to maintain old prices. The ladies'

lines exhibit, however, more washable lace trimmings in

better Roods. An increased output and a larger market
has given Canadian mills a chance to figure on Roods for-

inciiv not made here. A new idea exploited this year is

tinned the wing shield which was patented in 1903. It

i. a cioss between a half sleeve and a shoulder band, and

is both a protection to the shoulder and underarm, as

well as forming a shoulder band. It is a siRhtly improve-

ment which should take well. In men's lines the com-
petition across the line has forced domestic mills into

making many plain colored and striped Roods. Some
new lines of slates and tans are very attractive. The old

familiar Hals are in a larger range than ever before and

some new numbers are enhanced by blue tipping. The

mesh numbers are in increased strength, while line natural

wool garments are in the same category.

Orders for Spring should not be held in abeyance if

buyers would secure tie cream at reasonable figures.

Hosiery Market.

Delays for Fall orders, as has been pointed out sev-

eral tiinis, are daierrous, not only as regards prices, but

deliveries. Conditions closely resemble the underwear

market ior both Spring and Fall. English, German and

Canadian lines all bear marked advan es. Lately the

trade has been much unsettled and main- buyers have

gone to the extremes. A more conservative policy is
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
Tin's most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It aftords complete protection n here
i his is most necessary .

DOCTORS AGREE
that the "S" WRAP fulfils iis object with
greatest benefit to the health of tin- wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not drag when the wearer is

sitting.

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

^A^N
TRADE MARK.

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S
" Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN,

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down inside of leg to giye way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom giren by Star Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & CO.
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p— « || g a ^^ |j We art- in a line position

P™ 11 I J Wj C J 5^ to (»ivi- your requirements in
' ^™ ^^ ' *^ ^^ ^^ Hosiery our best attention,

and would advise you to Bee our line of samples before placing your

sorting orders this Fall, We produce the well-known

Maple Leaf Brand

Hose, Half Hose,

Over Hose,

Fine Mitts /

Maple Leaf Brand

Prompt Delive'les. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted.

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO.,
J. E. LEWITT, Manager. Est d 1895 GODERICH, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS :

McCLUNG & BURNS, A. L. GILPIN, FRED S. WHITE,
117 Wellington St. W. 22 Victoria Ch mbers, St. Stephen. N.B.,

Toronto, Ont. 232 McGill St., Montreal, Que. For Maritime Provinces

CERHARDT, HANLEY & MacKAY, Box 367, Winnipeg.
For Manitoba, N.W.T. and British Columbia.

S. Lennard
€>• dOnS DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

SOLE SELLING AO.BNTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
6o Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

saner and will culminate in better profits and enable

retailers to meet their bills more promptly.

Merchandise for Spring in both foreign and domestic

makes is in a chaolic condition. A close study of the

market tends to show that no merchant can make a mis-

take in placing orders early for the important staples,

as well as English cashmeres aad German lisles. Getting

into the market early for reasonable quantities means

better prices and better deliveries, from several manu-

facturers' agents the following summary of the Chemnitz

market is obtained. Both spinners and manufacturers are

loaded up with orders and scarcity of help is also evident.

This means another season of delayed shipments. Canadian
buyers have bought late and Canada will suffer in secur-

ing many lines. Style and color tendencies show no
surprises as yet. Tans are in a strong position.

Golfers and Sweaters.

Now that the season for outdoor sports is in full

swing, the retail stores are pushing golfers, etc. On
going over a line of imported goods, these were some of

the features that were noted by The Review : That solid

colors are now preferred; there is no mingling of white
with a color in the weave, and the closer the weave
comes in appearance to hand knitting the more popular
it is; brass buttons, too, seem to have had their day,

and quieter pearl effects are used, generally in groups of

three. The blouse styles are best liked, and generally

have the long V to the waist, with reveres or a narrow
shawl collar, though some fasten over in double-breasted
style. Some of the newer ones have a deep knitted cuff,

which in some cases fastens down the outer arm. An
easy fitting leg-o'-mutton type is the accepted sleeve.

There is an innovation that is of doubtful value, and that
is the cuff and collar of cloth instead of knitted material.
The cloth is embroidered, braided and otherwise em-
bellished.

WATERLOO FIRM TO EXPAND.

Mr. A. F. Savaria, of the Waterloo Knitting Mills,
Waterloo, Quebec, is asking that town for a bonus of

$30,000 and exemption from taxation for twenty years,

in return for erecting a factory two hundred by seventy,

three storeys, building and plant to cost $90,000. He
binds himself to employ at least 150 hands and to pay
out yearly in wages at least $30,000, or $(i00,000 during
the whole term of twenty years.

The matter was thoroughly investigated by a special

committee of the town council, and at their last meeting
after some discussion their report was approved and in-

structions were issued to prepare a by-law. This firm is

but another example of the prosperity existing among the

knitted goods trade in Canada.

KID LEATHER POPULAR.

THE present aspect of the shoe trade is kind of cloudy

owing to the rapid and enormous advance of leather

and cotton findings, besides labor, which has taken

several rises since last January. Box calf and chrome

kip, the two mos-t popular leathers during the past few

seasons, have advanced considerably since the past few

weeks, and the market holds such a limited quantity of

raw hides that tanners are giving all their attention to

the improvement of kid leather, which threatens to be-

come the most popular leather for years to come, owing

to the approved qualities of comfort and wear, once more

found as far superior in kid to any calf or kip ever put

on the market, or likely to bo in the future. Kid leather

can claim superiority over calf from whatever standpoint

4 b
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THAT
WILL
WEAR

WATSON'S
Underwear

Our representatives are now showing samples to the RETAIL
TRADE of MEN'S, LADIES' and CHILDREN'S, elastic ribbed under-

wear for Spring Season 1906. (Wait for them.)

Manufactured by

The WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

PARIS, ONT.

ONTARIO QUEBEC MARITIME MANITOBA & WEST
McClung & Burns A. L. Gilpin J. A. Murray Bryce & Co.

117 Wellington St. W. 232 McGill St. Sussex 179 McDermott Ave.
Toronto Montreal N. B. Winnipeg
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Burritt's Dominion Brand
Hosiery and Underwear

RIBBED AND PLAIN
HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,
GOLFERS, SWEATERS, OVERHOSE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name is a guarantee of quality.

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket.

OUR UNDERWEAR is PERFECTLY FINISHED. FULL
SIZES \\l> SIGHTLY GOODS.

Siu- our Travellers' Samples,

A. BURJUTT (8b CO.
DOMINION HOSE AND UNDERWEAR MILLS MITCHELL, ONT.

"Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en-

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents; The Richird L, Baker Co., 60 Yonge St-, Toronto, Ont

Could Anything be Fairer?

We positively guarantee to replace any garment of

// JJ

UNDERWEAR
that shrinks. It is absolutely unshrinkable.
This brand will please the most particular cus-

tomers. It is so different from other kinds. It is

full-fashioned and perfect-fitting— is soft as velvet

—lovely and pliable and warm. Far superior to

imported goods. It is made in India Gauze,
medium and heavy weights, Silk and Wool,
Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino. Every gar-

ment stamped and guaranteed.

Our Perfect-Fitting, Elastic-Ribbed Goods for

Ladies, Children and Infants, for 1905 are

up-to-date. New Lines, New Trimmings.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

anyone cares bo view it. and will invariably make friends

whcrevei ini roduced.

Kid leather shoes are not only easily kepi clean ami
bright, hut will weai better and prove more comfortable
Hi. mi any other material known. It has stood the tesl

of years, and notwithstanding the introduction of other
leathers during the past few years, it still deserves and
holds lis reputation as being the leathei for the ball-

room, the parlor, outing, and the street as well. Tough,
though pliable, il suits the general requirements of a

practical material positively well adapted tor serviceable

wear, The leading fashionable modern styles such as

originated in England and Fiance, are invariably math- to

sell besl in kid leather, because this leather has no equal
foi appearance, and market value, and knows no com-
petitors oi substitutes likely to endanger its position in

fashionable shoe centres. Spring, '06, will see a great

varietj of kid leather shoes, and if the consumers are
allowed to speak foi themselves and make their own
choice, all heavy materials such as box calf and kip will

find but few friends amongst retailers, especially for

Spring and Summer wear. Golden kid is the popular
colored leather coming, and should prove a great seller

and a favorite with dressy people everywhere. Don't fail

to inspect "Coronas" for Spring, '06, and you will not
be disappointed for styles and values in men's specialties.

FIVE AND TEN CENT COUNTER.

SEVERAL times in the past The Review has outlined

the many distinct advantages accruing from the

specialization of a counter devoted to the endless

novelties retailing at five and ten cents with a good mar-
gin. This counter, located in a desirable position, is of

untold benefit in attracting custom to the store, and is a
sure money maker when the right sort of push is behind

it. In this connection Mr. A. II. Hardy, Dept. E.,

Greenshields Limited, furnished a Review man with some
suggestions culled from various sources. These are

worthy the earnest attention of every up-to-date and pro-

gressive retailer.

Every department si ore should arrange a regular five

and ten cent counter, and display thereon the many
articles saleable within this price. The advantages of

such a counter are too numerous to mention. The num-
ber of this kind of stores already established throughout
the country is proof that they are very profitable, and
that department and dry goods stores would reap an
extra harvest through the establishment of such a coun-

ter. Where the latter stores would have a decided ad-

vantage over the five and ten cent ones, and fancy goods
stores, would be in the working oft of many odds and
ends that had tarried too long in regular stock, or that

had become slightly damaged or shopworn in other de-

partments. Of course it would not do to start in with
the idea of creating a dumping ground. Far from it, but

with average intelligence and discretion such a contin-

gency could always be avoided. Almost everyone is con-

tinually forgetting the minor needs of a household, and
the five and ten cent counter serves as an excellent re-

minder. One of the most surprising features in this con-

nection is the showing that a few dollars' worth of stock

will make. There is no end to the arguments in favor of

such a counter. The profil is right, the sales are quick,

and operated in connection with established stores they
attract custom to other departments.

Mr. Hard] considered a five and ten cent counter had
already a good showing in Canada, hut that many addi-

tional retailers could well adopt the idea. To his mind
general store keepers and dr\ goods merchants, doing a

fair amount of business, can win new friends and make
additional profit b\ adopting this idea.
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A SELLER FOR YOUR HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

f Kg-

ADAMS LOCKSTITCH HOSE

Wins Lasting

Customers
Wherever Shown.

Its Special Features :

10 FOLD KNEES

6 FOLD ANKLES

give it a wearing quality

equalled by no otherhosiery

on the market.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.

LEICESTER, ENC.

Manufacturers

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.
301 ST JAMES STREET

MONTREAL
33 MELINDA STREET

TORONTO

WHOLESALE
ONLY

We are also agents for

ROBT. WATSON & SONS, Lurgan, Ireland

Manufacturers of Linen Handkerchiefs

THE
REGD.

HOSIERY

IrisK Manufacture
Hosiery and Underwear (Guaranteed

Unshrinkable) for Ladies' and Gentlemen's

departments, in all weights suitable for

colonial wear a specialty.

Your markets are carefully studied

and only guaranteed qualities are supplied.

ALLEN & TURTLE
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR MANUFACTURERS

DYERS AND FINISHERS

BELFAST
CANADIAN AGENTS

:

T5hQ Andrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

THE ELLIS SPRING NEEDLE

RIDDED UNDERWEAR

Is the best fitting, most comfortable and satisfactory

underwear on the market. Will wear like iron, keeping

its original shape until worn out,

For Combination Suits it is the only satisfactory

fabric. Eibbed Underwear is fast displacing flat under-

wear,, being more satisfactory, and Spring Needle

Ribbed is the highest type in this class.

Our representatives are now on the road with. Spring

and Summer samples. Wait for them.

THE ELLIS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

Sole Manufacturers, HAMILTON.

^"'"RIBBED,
£jrH UNSHRINKABLE

MONYPENNY BROS. & CO.,

Selling Agents TORONTO and MONTREAL
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We are manufacturers of the famous "TIGER
BRAND " UNDERWEAR for men and boys.

YOU CAN'T BEAT IT

The Quality is Perfect

The Finish is Perfect

The Fit is Perfect

And it is absolutely unshrinkable.

No after regrets go with

THE TIGER BRAND

MARK
^REGISTERED,

TIGER BRAND..

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GMT KNITTING GO., limited

GALT, ONT.

The Stratford
Knitting Co*, ,,„,„,<.

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

BRAND

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L.GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St., Montreal 8ussex. N.B.

M
K

;

J. TT. JOHNSTON, head of the dry goods depart-

nun I of the Hudson Hay Stoic in Vancouver, has

been visiting Toronto, Mont real and New York

during the last month on a purchasing trip

Mr. Cheesbrough, of Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., spent

a short vacation with his family at Muskoka Lakes last

month.

Mr. George Ilamcl, buyer for Dept. E., Greeushields

Limited, now in foreign markets, is expected back the

middle of this month.

Mr. Wallace Thompson, who has been superintendent

of the Oxford Woolen Mills, of Sackville, N.B., has re-

moved to Toronto, where he will engage in the textile

industry.

Mr. J. G. Hughes, representing the White, Allan Co.,

Limited, Toronto, manufacturers of drapery specialties,

is now calling upon the trade in Quebec and the Mari-

time Provinces.

Mr. J. F. Hughes, representing the China & Japan
Silk Co., Limited, Montreal, is now calling upon the

trade in the Maritime Provinces. Mr. Hughes carries an
extensive range of their specialties.

Mr. George A. Porter, dry goods merchant of L'x-

bridge, paid a short visit to Toronto during Exhibition

week. Mr. Porter reports a prosperous season in l."x-

bridge.

Mr. A. J. Algate, advertising manager for the Menzie
Wall Paper Co., returned to Toronto during the month
after spending a month in Muskoka. The vigorous ad-

vertising 'methods of the Menzie Co. entitled Mr. Algate

to a little rest.

Mr. John Laird Scott, a retired member of the firm

of H. W. Brethour & Co., dry goods merchants of Brant-

ford, died on August 10. Mr. Scott has endured a long

illness, and his death will be greatly regretted by many
friends in the dry goods world.

Mr. T. P. Williams, carpet buyer for Greenshields

Limited, returned to Montreal Saturday, August 19, per

SS. Champlain. Mr. Williams has been absent over two
months, making an extended buying tour of England,

Scotland and the continent.

Mr. A. R. Wilson, advertising manager for Green-

shields Limited, spent two weeks at Old Orchard Beach
holidaying last month. His sojourn down by the sea has

given him a healthy coat of tan, and he returns to his

duties with renewed energy.

Mr. Joseph Mayor, for sixteen years overseer of the

carding department of the Canada Cotton Mills, died dur-

ing the past month in Providence, R.I. During his resi-

dence in Cornwall he won a large number of friends

among textile workers. For the last eight years he has

been living at Providence.

Mr. John Alston, of St. John, N.B., died recently

after an illness of several months. Mr. Alston was for

several years connected with the wholesale dry goods
house of Ward Pitlield. and latterly with that of Yassie

A Co. He was seventy years old at the time of his

death.

Mr. John Peace, warehouse manager for John Mac-
donald & Co., Toronto, took a few days holidays towards

the end of the month as a preliminary to the strenuous

work of Exhibition time. He visited friends in Pitts-

burg and other American cities, and returned looking con-

siderablv refreshed.
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A BUSINESS PROPOSITION

-GOOD GOODS-
—FAIR PRICES-
—GOOD PROFITS-

A Trade Mark that is a Real Guarantee

of Honesty and Purity in Manufacture.

Send for Our New Illustrated Catalogue.

- - FIXED RETAIL PRICES - -

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

DR. JAEGER'S
>CI SANITARY

WOOLLEN
COMPANY,
LIMITED

2206 St. Catherine St.,

MONTREAL.

A High Class Underwear For All Climates

THE

46PESCO
UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR

HasNO EQUAL
" PESCO" is Scotch made, is All Wool or Silk Wool and

is made in all shapes and styles for MEN. WOMEN
and CHILDREN.

"PESCO" is made of the best 2 and 3 ply Yarns and
Is Guaranteed Unshrinkable.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE
REPLACED.

Manufactured solely by

PETER SCOTT <X CO. LIMITED
Hawick. Scotland y\

Full Ranges of Samples at

Swltzer <a Hawksworlh,
207 St. James St. MONTREAL

A. D. Macdonald. 412 Mclntyre lilock

WINNIHKG, MANITOBA.
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J&
MERCHANTS AND
THEIR STORES j&

WE illustrate this month the stoic of the J. I).

Oreaghan Co., Limited, of Moncton, N.B. This

company was incorporated in February, 1905, and

lias stores in Newcastle, Chat ham and .Moncton The

Moncton store is under the management of Mr. P. R.

Bentley, formerly of Sydney, C.B. It is a handsome and

commodious building of solid brick, 60 x SO feet in size,

with large plate glass front. The store is elegantly

lit ted.out with all modern improvements. It has a pass-

engei elevator to the upper floors, a new cash system,

and is lighted with electric limits throughout. The coin-

pan) has also installed many silent salesmen, which add

to the attractiveness of the store.

On the lirst floor are kept the general dry goods. The
departments on this floor are very full. The second floor

is devoted to ladies' wear and clothing. On the third

floor are carpets and housefurnishings. The basement is

fitted up as a stock room.

As will be seen from the cut, the store is well suited

to handling a crowd. Its wide front admits of good en-

trances and window space. Mr. Bentley, to whose ener-

getic management much of the stoic's success is to be

credited, reports a steadily increasing business. The

company have specialized on ladies' wear, and the sales

in this department have gone ahead at an exceptional

rate.

§

JOURNALIST ENTERS DRY GOODS FIELD.

TRADE journalism has lost an able writer and adver-

tising man in John MacTavish, who has withdrawn
from the stall of the Canadian Trade .Journals,

Limited, to accept the management of the E. McPaul
Dry Goods Co., of Seaforth, Ont. Mr. MacTavish en-

ghan *.'.

tered upon journalism two years Dur-

ing his occupancy Of the editorial chair \li

MacTavish gained the confidence of those with

whom he bad business relations. He showed himself an

efficient and enterprising newspapci man and retained in

his advertising work the business acumen which had made
him a success as a dry goods merchant. As a result of

his work in Montreal he has added a large Dumber to bis

list of friends, both in the dry goods world and among
journalists. He is a biothei of Mr. Newton .MacTavish,

the Montreal representative of the Toronto Globe. Mr.

MacTavish left on August 7th to assume his new duties

in Seaforth where no doubt the experience and connection

which he has worked up in the past two years will prove

of the utmost value.

PLAY LAST CARD.

'I HE Traders' Advertising Co., Montreal, the largest

of the trading stamp concerns, is making elaborate

preparations to continue its business after Novem-

ber 1, 1905, and confidently expects to be able to evade

the existing law which was the praiseworthy result of the

united efforts of the Montreal retail associations, notably

I he dry goods section.

The Traders' Co. will depend on the clause in the new-

law, which permits giving premiums on goods sold in

one's own store. This company has been busy securing

options on some seventy dry ^oo.ls, grocery and hardware

Stores throughout .Montreal, and expects to have as many

more by November 1. By this means the business of giv-

ing stamps will be perfectly legal, as these stores '..ill

have above their doors the sign of the Traders' Adver-

i ising Co.

The coupons are being gradually but surely abandoned

by the fickle public, and (he strong opposition of the re-

tail associations is sure to spell their death knell

Tin

PRESENTATION TO MR. R. BEGG.

employes of John Macdonald a ('o. presented Mr.

K Begg, the retiring buyer of the woolen department.

with a well-filled purse of gold as a mark of the kindly

feelings which subsisted between them. On behalf of the

employes \li. John Crofton made a speech m presenting

the purse, and the recipient made a feeding reph

.
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THE MOORE CARPET C O.,
Limited

SHERBROOKE, QUE.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE

WILTON AN
BRUSSE^CARPETINGS

FOR THE CANADIAN TRADE
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Announcement for Spring Season, 1906.

We wish to call the attention of the trade to the large range of patterns in our "WINDSOR " Brussels

and " Kashmir Wiltons," we have brought out for the Spring season of 1906.

Our line of designs comprises everything that can be desired in these grades of carpetings and includes

many new and original effects.

All our carpetings are woven from imported wools, specially blended for us in Bradford, Eng. , the yarns

being spun in our own mills, thus insuring a uniform standard quality.

All patterns private to purchaser.

Be sure and see our new offerings, and get our prices before placing your Spring orders for carpets.

THE MOORE CARPET CO., mm. SHERBROOKE, QUE.
Branch Offices: Toronto, Winnipeg, and St. John, N.B.
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
JAPANESE MATTINGS.

PEACE in Japan will mean a great increase in the

production of the native manufactures of that coun-

try. In no respect is the Island Empire better

known than in its mattings. The efforts of the Govern-

ment to keep up the quality standard shows that the im-

portance of the industry is recognized.

There can be no doubt but what complaints of Jap-

anese mattings have been justly made. There are graft-

ers in Japan as there are in other places, but the mat-

tings of that country will stand comparison with those

of China, especially when made by reputable houses. That

Japan can produce the most artistic and beautiful mat-

tings is beyond question. In the finer details of matting

manufacture, such as the closeness of weft and delicacy of

design, no land can touch Japan in her output of mat-

tings. China, it is true, has a larger and tougher straw,

and yet it is difficult to conceive of a tougher and more

wear-resisting matting than those of certain districts of

Japan.

There are some tricky scoundrels engaged in matting

weaving in Japan whom the Government would do well

to suppress. Their tricks are well known in importing

circles and in the matting marts of Japan. To these

tricksters belong the base fellows who will contract for

mattings at one price and after accepting the order and

even after starting the finished matting to the shipping

point, will sell out to another buyer if a little advance is

offered them.

Matting is a great and growing feature of the Jap-

anese Empire and is well worthy of Government atten-

tion. Delicate and pleasing as are these fine, closely

woven mattings of Japan, we believe the Government can

impart stability and lift these weaves in the approval of

the trade by giving them more heft and by demanding

uniformity throughout the rolls and the stoppage of all

tricks on strangers who come there to trade. This being

done, Japanese mattings will assume a new status, al-

though they have an enviable status now.

This country can continue to consume enormous quan-

tities of matting, and the thick weaves of China are just

as much needed here as are the thinner weaves of Japan.

What is wanted is uniformity and honesty of manufacture

from both nations. It is due the Chinese to say that the

majority of her merchants in the export trade evince a

delicate sense of honor and their word is seldom broken.

The success of the Japanese Government in forcing a
system of inspection and stamping is regarded as some-
what doubtful by certain importers. One leading house
remarks upon the difference in the reed crop which varies

in quality, they say. the same as the peach or cane crops.

While a certain grade of reed is made into No. 1 matting
this year, it may fall to No. 3 next year. The American
importers, says the same house, will, on general princi-

ples, favor the official system of inspection if in any way
it tends toward the prevention of substitution. One thing
is worth remembering. We need in America low-grade

mattings as well as high grades. If you ask for high

grades you will pay four to five times as much as for low

grades. Our tip to the Mikado would be that he require

all grades to be honest and uniform in construction.

SUCCESS IN TEXTILE WORK.

IN the last issue of a textile paper Professor France,

director of the Philadelphia Textile School, said :

"I should not be understood as saying that the future

textile manufacturer must of necessity be a college man,

but he must be a man of more general knowledge than is

apparent at present of the general and physical conditions

than has heretofore been the case. This exact knowledge

will enable him to be better able to study economic con-

ditions in his business, and will enable him to grapple

more successfully with the problem of the economical use

of the electrical current in the transmission of power.

He must know how to apply to best advantage the law

of electrical chemistry. He must know, in order to get

the best results obtainable, the physical properties of the

particular staple he is handling. There are many physi-

cal properties of cotton, for example, hitherto undiscov-

ered, which must be thoroughly gone into and studied to

get the best results. There are many, many ends to the

great textile industry awaiting the magic wand of sci-

ence. There are processes of scouring, processes of finish-

ing, processes of cleansing the wool, etc., to be consid-

ered by the scientist-manufacturer. There is the import-

ant question of humidity, and the equally important ques-

tion of the hydroscopic properties of wool, which is re-

ceiving special attention just now. These are important
factors in textile manufacturing, and the successful solv-

ing of these will not only enable the manufacturer to

meet his competitor, and master him, but the solution of

these problems and the knowledge how to apply the solu-

tion will enable him to keep from cheating himself. The
great nations of the world are awakening to the import-

ance of knowledge in manufacturing. This is noticeably

and eommendably true of the Germans, French and Eng-
lish, which nations are studying so closely this advance-

ment in textile manufacturing and what it means to the

future generations."

OPEN BRANCH OFFICES.

FOR adequate and convenient showing of their Spring
samples, as well as to fully cope with increased de-

mand, the Moore Carpet Co., Limited, Sherbrooke,

P.Q., have established branch offices in Toronto, Winni-

peg and St. John, where a full line of their carpets will

be shown at all times. The Winnipeg office will be in

charge of Mr. W. A. Dewar, their western representative,

while their St. John, N.B., office will be managed by

Mr. H. G. Rogers, so well and favorably known in the

Maritime Provinces. Mr. Rogers will also cover that

territory for the firm. The Toronto office will be man-
aged by Mr. J. Moore Greenwood, who will look after
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Ontario territory as well. Mr. Greenwood lias een

valuable service with the Roberl Simpson Co., Toronto,

and John II. Pray, Sons a Co., Limited, Boston, Mass.

He is peculiarly well fitted for his preseul position, .mil

his future will be watched with interest.

These progressive moves are in keeping with Lhe

energy and determination of the Moore Carpel Co., Lim-

ited, to cater successfully lo the needs of Canadian trade.

SPRING LINES OF MATTINGS AND RUGS.

THE Spring season in Japanese and Chinese mattings

is just opening up. A marked increase in interest in

these goods has been noted during recent years. Im-

porters evidently expect to do a particularly big business,

as their sample lines are exceptionally large and varied.

Japanese mattings which have steadily increased in favor

show many new designs simulating carpel effects in all

colorings. Chinese mattings are at last winning a sure

foothold in all classes of trade and their wearing qualities

are no longer criticized. Although not warped goods, they

are heavier than Jap mattings and the new stripes and

checks do much to further their sale. Good lines run

from as low as 7i to 30c. Greens, reds, and blues, with

the foremost in first position, are favored colorings. In

both these lines pi ices are very firm, and advances aggre-

gating about ten per cent, over one year ago are general.

Importers state thai from recent advices a further and

more noticeable appreciation will take place. Retailers

should operate upon maximum quantities where good

selections can be obtained. The advance in mailings is

general in all Japanese goods, due to the inevitable re-

suite of the continued struggle. With crops poor and

labor advancing, higher prices throughout the line may be

expected.

Cotton washable rugs fn many new colors and in

Oriental and Turkish designs are opening up favorably.

These goods come in all sizes and the profits are lucra-

tive. Jute rugs also deserve the earnest attention of

e\ery buyer.
<j>

CARPET WORKERS WRECKED.

ON their annual excursion to Oshawa, the employes of

the Toronto Carpet Co. were wrecked. The steamer

Argyle was just approaching the Oshawa harbor

when the captain lost his bearings and lhe boat struck

on the rocks. The excursionists were held up for a couple

of hours before a tug look them on to the park. There

was no panic, though there were some pretty frightened

people on board for a while.

PROPITIOUS SPRING OUTLOOK.

Recent advices from the Moore Carpet Co., Limited,

Sherbrooke, P.Q., confirm the glowing reports of an ac-

tive Fall trade, presaging bright prospects for the ensuing

season. All their new spinning and weaving machinery

of the latest patterns is installed and in full operation,

assuring the continuance of their reputation for prompt

and satisfactory deliveries. As carpet stocks throughout

Canada are extremely light, the new season promises to

be an early one, and buyers are already operating

promptly.

This firm has prepared an exceedingly large line of

new and original patterns for the Spring season, and

large early tuners have expressed their pleasure not onlj

with the variety but also with the values shown through-

out the range. An inkling of the extent of this Canadian

line is shown in the superior range of Windsor Brussels

in over one hundred pattern! Light colorings are win-

ning approval in this line, especially the ecru and lawn

shades. These ale closely followed by greens ami reds in

good blight shades and the evei popular tobacco color-

ings. Two-tone effects aie not regarded as highly as

foi merly.

Rugs and art squares, which are rapidly becoming

favorites in all carpet departments, are extensively shown
by this firm. In their new range they show some patterns

in small Wilton rugs 36 x 63 and 27 x .">
1 , in Oriental

colorings. These need to be seen to be appreciated. An-

other addition to their range is in the form of a cotton

bath rug which has already been well favored. Buyers

wishing to see the range will facilitate matters by ad-

dressing the head office at Sherbrooke.

FLOOR COVERINGS.

STYLKS in floors and their coverings change frequent-

ly, as do fads of lesser importance The parque-

terie firs! introduced, for instance, was in sharp

"all-over" color contrasts. This gave place to plainer

centres and highly ornamented borders. And now the

"plain floor" is the fad, in which beautiful effects are

secured by contrasting different treatments of the same
wood.

Natural woods can be obtained in almost every im-

aginable color, from pales 1 golden green to vivid scarlet.

Many, costing a small fortune each, are made of rose-

wood, satinwood, teak, rare white mahogany and the fine

grained growths of the Last and West Indies, Africa and

the Soutli Pacific Islands. A finished floor, while termed

"plain" in thai it is composed of only one variety of

wood, though il probably costs a small fortune, is, never-

theless, of various tones, due to the different grain and

polish shown. With hardwood floors, the rugs, large and

small, are selected, of course, with a view to harmonizing

contrasts and combinations of a one color scheme. Pre-

ferably, the floor covering is of the style and period of

the furniture used, but occasionally handsome Oriental

rugs are seen, even in a Louis XVI. drawing-room. An
idea advocated by noted artists is that of a dark ground

treatment, which gradually lightens through the furni-

ture, draperies, etc., to the lightest possible tones of the

whole color scheme, which is dominant in the ceiling.

The advocates of this treatment argue that it is nature's

method, and it certainly can be most effectively and ar-

tistically carried out.

From the point of view of economy, Oriental rugs are

good investments. When the contents of one's purse are

not quite in keeping with the requirements of one's taste,

such expedients as rugs of grass, wool, jute and matting

fabrics are good, because simple and artistic. They are

especially suited to "green rooms," harmonizing charm-

ingly with the weathered oak. mission and English styles

of furniture now in vogue. Incidentally, green wall cov-

ering, if paper, should be used with care, as it has been

known to contain poisonous matter. When green walls

are required, tapestry, burlap, canvas, light draperies,

paint and kalsomining are all preferable, from a hygenic

point of view, to any variety of green paper.

OPEN NEW YORK OFFICE.

The National Sweeper Co. of Marion. Indiana, have

opened offices at 296 Broadway, New York, where they

will carry a full line of samples of National Roller Hear-

ing Carpel Sweepers.
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Menzie

A COLLECTION OF WALL PAPERS MADE
TO MEET THE PUBLIC DEMANDS AND
PRACTICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE
DECORATIVE TRADE THROUGHOUT
CANADA.

ARTISTIC EFFECTS
SUPERIOR COLORINGS
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

WE ARE NOT IN THE COMBINE
WE MAKE OUR OWN PRICES

WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES.

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA
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Special Prices
now offering on all kinds

Wrapping Papers

A Chance
to secure D. & R.

Superior Wrappings and

Lightning Service at

Reduced Prices for the present.

DOUGLAS & RATGLIFF
LIMITED

30 West Market St., TORONTO

KING'S
Established 177S

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
ever}- piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quick^ than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
CLASCOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordhcimcr BldgS., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

CURTAINS
THE SALE OF CURTAINS.

SEPTEMBER and October can be made good months
for selling curtains if energetic methods are adopted
to make the business move. Persistent effort is the

price <>f success, and success in this department lies with-

in the reach of all. Too frequently a merchant resigns

himself to a one season sale simply because the tend-

ancy was in that direction. The man who is to live in

business at the present time has to make the wheels go

all the time. It will not do to carry stock for a whole

year because it, has not sold when first shown, There are

some few articles which can only be sold during one

period of the year, but curtains are not among them.

Tlit\ can be sold as well in the Fall as in the Spring if

the merchant only thought so.

For many reasons the next two months should prove

advantageous, to the sale of curtains. Housefurnishings

have had to stand the wear and tear of the worst season

of the year. With windows and doors constantly open

and dust flying continually the interior decorations nave

to pass through a pretty severe ordeal. It would natural-

ly seem, then, that there is great room for renovation as

soon as the Autumn sets in. It is, after all, in the Win-

ter that the interior of the house is most seen. «If the

furnishings are dingy or lack fceshness they will appeal

most conspicuously so when Lights are turned on. Thus

there is a real reason for suggesting a renewal of these

articles.

Through lack of education along these lines curtains

will have to be shown to be sold. It is doubtful if many
women will voluntarily ask to be shown curtains. The

need for them must be suggested by clever advertising

and good display. Lace curtains can be displayed so

effectively that they are sure to make sales. If a thing

is made really pretty it is easy to persuade a customer

that she needs it. That is what salesmanship depends on.

It is imperative, therefore, that from now on a window
should be devoted occasionally to curtains. Mention

them, too, in the advertisements. Follow up both of

these methods by an interior display and a personal sug-

gestion of the beauty of pattern, the superior quality and

the other selling points of your stock.

The possibilities in this department for the next two

months are great. A merchant cannot afford to neglect

them. Both for the sake of turning over the money in-

vested in curtains and for the sake of developing each de-

partment to its utmost capacity, curtains should he given

close attention. They are made in such elegance of pat-

tern that they are themselves their best introductions.

Do not keep them wrapped up behind the counter. Dis-

play them for all they are worth.

PORTIERES.

Portieres can be shown now to advantage, as the

present tendency is to omit doors and have hangings take

their place. The result of the more general use of por-

tieres has been a fine development in them. They are

now to he had in the richest and most varied patterns and

textures. Rich, full colors hold precedence over more

ornate designs. Greens and reds pn dominate. These,

with a velours trimming of the same color form a line

portiere. With green portieres, and with red to some

extent, a border in gold is shown. If the material he

heaw the effect of this is very line. It will be found

that a good trade in these is possible if they are pushed.

In conjunction with lace curtains they make a good dis-

play, and they are timeh now that it is beginning to be
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EIGHTEEN TRAVELERS
RETURNEi
SEP 1

"SfJ^ start our men out this season with the best showing of new styles in Uphol-

stery Goods ever controlled by any firm in Canada. Our new factory at

Valleyfield, Quebec, is thoroughly organized for the production of first-class

-Furniture Coverings

—Tapestry Curtains

—Heavy Portieres

Table Covers, Etc.,

equal in every respect to goods formerly imported. We share in the enthusiasm of

" Canada's Growing Time," with facilities for manufacturing that discount every-

thing in sight.

Above everything else we believe in the brotherhood of trade. We sell at

prices that afford both jobber and retailer large profits, with a guarantee of absolute

reliability with everything you buy of us.

GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.
71 Bay Street, TORONTO.

LIMITED

Factories at

TORONTO, VALLEYFIELD and DETROIT.
Warehouse :

20 St. Helen St., MONTREAL

4&

1906
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neoessarj to have something to separate room fromment, and the new three-storey building on the old

m and cul oil draughts.

NEW WINDOW SHADE FACTORY.
With commendable enterprise Smith, Carter &

Smith, Limited, window shinies, Montreal, arc rebuilding

their factory, destroyed in the disastrous fire of June

16, Every modern facility is incorporated in tin 1 equip-

corner of Brnesi and Desjardins streets, klaisonneuve,

will he fireproof throughout. They expect to occupy theii

new factory about October 1">.

As the trade was advised in the July issue of tins

paper, they immediately secured temporary factory prem-

ises, and ih> delay has occurred in filling all orders. Their

new premises will admit of an increased output.

BEDDING, COMFORTERS, CUSHIONS

THERE should be a renewal <>f interest in bedding,

comforters, etc., as the Fall season sets in. These

aie goods Of wlmh a seasonable display ran he made

anil they will make a good thing to feature for a week

towards the end of the month. Staple goods of this class

are often neglected simply because they don't change

from year to year, and so do not present so novel or

striking; an appearance as some other articles do. Vet

the very fact that they are staple is sufficient proof that

there is a large and steady sale. Under these circum-

stances is the merchant justified in just taking; what

business comes his way without making any effort to in-

crease his share ? There is no doubt but that a great in-

crease could he made if an energetic effort was made to

firing them before the public. The goods which are not

persistently shown are not sold to anything like the ex-

tent they would otherwise be. Make your store the

headquarters for quilts, comforters, sheets, etc. Talk

them in your advertisement; show them in your windows;

draw the attention of your customers to them when they

come into your store. By this means your place will he-

come recognized as the correct place for buying such

goods.

Another line which might he developed much more

than it is, is that of sofa cushion,-.. The popularity ol

these is ever increasing. Then sale i only limited by

the supply of attractive patterns. Not only in the cov-

ers but in the made up cushions there are great possi-

bilities. The craze for dens and rooms where comfort is

the prime requirement makes the continued popularity of

cushions assured. It is by seizing a fanes like this and

developing it to its fullest extent that the sales are

brought to the high water mark. k<ep your customers

interested by a constant offering of attractive designs.

It is impossible to sell them too many, as the numbel oi

cushions which a room can accommodate is unlimited.

Use this fad for all it is worth and a good trade i

sured.

(ileal difficulty is found in getting the rilling for

pillows at a reasonable price. Merchants might take

some steps to better this condition. There can be no

doubt but that there is a great waste of feathers around

the country. If storekeepers offered some inducement it

should be possible to get a stock of them at a fair price.

Until this is done or a satisfactory substitute for feathers

found the sale of goods into which feathers enter will be

under a decided restriction.

CHINA AND GLASSWARE
HOW I RUN MY CHINA DEPARTMENT.

By a China Buyer.

{N the successful management of a china department

two points are essential. First, and perhaps the

most important, is the buying. The knowledge of

value is absolutely necessary, and in fancy lines particu-

larly good taste is required, while care must tie taken to

select stock that suits the particular class of trade. For

example, Doulton vases and Crown Derby tea sets would

he out of place in a stock catering for the requirements

of the working class, while cheap ornate goods would be

equally undesirable in a better-class trade.

The next point is to see that the slock is gone over

frequently to prevent job lines accumulating. I frequent-

ly spend days in the storeroom, going over the stock and

noting goods requiring to be cleared. Nothing that is

chipped oi damaged in any way should he allowed to

accumulate on the shelves, neither should broken sets, or,

in fact, odd lines of any kind. All should fie marked at

tempting prices to (dear, thus making room for new
goods, which should be introduced as often as possible.

A buyer, in order to be successful, should not confine

himself to a few makers which would mean always hav-

ing Hie same cdass of goods on hand, hut should get into

touch with a number ol manufacturers. Thus he is en-

abled I" Cater lor all classes and tastes, and to intro-

duce frequent no\ eit ies.

A good window display is necessary, and such should

lie changed continually. I find that the b.'st plan is to

make a nice show of one cdass of goods rattier than to pot

in a mixed window. Bargain line--, well displayed and

ticketed, prove a great attraction, and aie a good means
of advertising. Great care must he taken in selecting

these lines, and none should be put forward that cannot

be easily recognized at once as a bargain. Further, such

lines should be arranged as carefully as the most ex-

pensive goods) in the stock, otherwise the effect is lost.

In the showroom care should he taken that there is

plenty of light, good lit tings, and as many mirrors as

possible. The slock should lie well arranged and marked
in plain figures, and—a very important detail—should he

frequently re-arranged, so thai there is always some fresh

point of view for visitors. Every encouragement should

he given to people to come in and look round the depart-

ment, and no one should be worried to bin. Many ladies

are very fond of looking at well-display e.I crockery,

will often pass half-an-hour in viewing new goods, even

when they do not require them; but they do not forget,

and when they are wanting such lines they will come.

See that your assistants, however, are always on the

alert to give every attention to enquirers.

Packing the goods is another important item. Only

first (hiss packers and storemen should be employed. The
loss and annoyance consequent on inferior packing usually

00
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Window Shades
We would like to help Retailers increase

their business in Window Shades, and to

each Merchant, who will allow us the space,

we will send free of charge a large sign

stating that they sell Smith, Carter & Smith,
Limited, reliable Window Shades. Write
now for prices of our goods. The satis-

factory Window Shade Makers.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
681-683-685 Craig St., Montreal, Canada.

THE IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
II FRONT ST. E., TORONTO

AXMINSTER

WILTON

BRUSSELS

TAPESTRY

WOOL AND

JUTE

CARPETS

The 'Specialty' House
in all kinds of Floor-

coverings.

Write for particulars of our

Mail Order System and save

heavy stocks.

DIRECT IMPORT TERMS

On Scotch and English Oil-

cloths, Carpets and Linoleums.

TAPESTRY

INGRAIN

ANO JUTE

SQUARES

LINOLEUMS

OILCLOTH

JAPAN AND CHINA

MATTING

SMYRNA RUGS

ETC,

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION FEATHERS BOUGHT

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, TORONTO

RETURNED
EP tf 190 >'

(^t^^&iH^Zf COTTON COMFORTERS

If y>ou bought, any of our Jubilee Quilts, sold at |12.00

per ddzen, eight years ago, you will remember that nothing

like them has been offered since.

We now have about two hundred dozens of a job Turkey

Chintz with plain back, 60x72, which we think are even

better value, at the same price.

Send in your orders at once. They will not last long.

THE IDEAL BEDDING CO., LIMITED

Montreal Toronto

RHTUpmpq
SEP 6

Winnipeg

RETURNED
SEP

*

TUFtt

190*"

S I HbMfc
61
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amounts to far more than the additional wages of ex-

perienced nun.

At sale times clear mil ruthlessly any goods that are

"slickers," or thai are undesirable in any way. Lei

your customers learn that, youi reductions are real.

Householders can nearly always do with crockery, and

temptations in the way of really cheap lines in this de-

partment are often more potent than in those devoted to

ordinary soft goods, for to the average customei pat

terns in crockery hear no date.

Remember thai cleanliness is essential. Even a few

articles covered with dust will create a bad impression

very difficult bo remove, whereas bright and shining goods

appeal to the customer the instant she enters the departs

inenl
.

At the beginning of the season or for a special win-

dow display, small tables covered with damask cloths,

With afternoon tea-sets, etc., shown thereon, are a great

attraction.

WALL PAPER
WHERE to place the house furnishing department is

a matter of no small difficulty to the drygoodsinan.

There are two main points to he considered. First,

it must be conspicuous enough to make the people know

it exists, and secondly, it must be in a place where some

seclusion is permitted, as a quiet inspection of the stock

is essential. The arrangement which is most frequently

carried out is that of keeping the department in an upper

floor storey and showing a few samples downstairs.

ETURNED

Tliis handsome Dutch interior illustrates Burlap Weave No, ITin for Dado,

Stencil ltiK9 for Frieze, and Landscape Border I7IHI for Sub-Krieze.

Manufactured by Stauntons Limited.

This has the great advantage of economy in space

\ carpel departmenl has bo be so situated that a coll of

carpet can he spread out on the floor and the effect seen

when it is actually in service. Similarly, wall paper has

to have considerable space for its proper display. It

would be out of the question to take this much room on

the ground floor. Every fool is too valuable for that.

Moreover, the ground lloor would be unsuitable also for

the reason that it is busier and people are walking back-

ward and forward all the time. Wall paper and carpets

are not like an ordinary piece of dry goods. They Lave
to be rooked at from a broader standpoint. Enough of

them must be shown to make it plain how they will look

in the room to be furnished.

This suggests another point which is worthy of con-

sideration. The house furnishing department should he

made as homelike and luxuriant as possible. It will not

do to have the stock of carpets and wall papers rolled

up and set up on end. The department must be made to

look like a real room. If rugs are kept, have one laid

on the lloor. Otherwise have a strip or two unrolled.

Then have the walls hung with suitable stock. This will

take the bareness off and besides will show your goods.

Every store should have one salesman whose special

care would be this department. Few stores do enough

business in these lines to justify them in keeping one man
at this work exclusively. But it is practicable to have a

man so devote himself to house furnishings that he will

be an authority on that subject and it will not be long

before people become acquainted with that fact and come
to consult him. That is the position a store should be in

A salesman who makes a special study of color effects

in carpets and wall papers, the principles of decoration,

harmony in arrangements, etc., is a valuable member of

the staff.

The department should not be neglected in the adver-

tisements either. Hammer away at it now and again

in the local papers and support the advertisements with

attractive window displays. There is often a tendency

to let the department look after itself more or less, on

the principle that if people want such goods they will

find out where they are. This is radically wrong. The

dealer should suggest wants by keeping the idea of new

carpets and wall paper and curtains constantly before his

customers. By all means make the house furnishing de-

partment active and bright.

MENZIE FACTORY EXPANDS.

DURING the last few months the Men/.ie Wall Paper

Co. have made some important advances in their

manufacturing facilities. About two acres of land

have been added and a new warehouse and water tanks

have been erected. The new warehouse, which is built

entirely of buck, with cement foundations, has a floor

space sufficient to stoie 4,000,000 rolls of wall paper. In

addition to this, swing shelves can be put up to accom-

modate another million rolls. Under the lloor of this

building is a cement cistern with a eapacit) of 250,000

gallons. This is used as an auxiliary water supply. About

10,000 gallons are drawn from it daily.

In addition to this warehouse, two tanks have been

erected. The one holds 30,000 gallons, and is part of a

G2
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WALL PAPERS
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we want to demonstrate to you what otHers

assert. Don't place any order before
our salesman sees you.

DROP A CARD IF YOU WISH TO HAVE AN EARLY LOOK AT THE SAMPLES,
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Now Is THe Time For

= PILLOWS =
And we just wish to announce to the Trade that we are offering

Special Values
Since we have completed the installation of our New Plant.=— COMFORTERS=
Both Down and Cotton Filled are also very seasonable, and we have a large stock

at $12.00 and $18 00 per doz. which were intended to be sold at

$15 00 and $23.00, but we aie anxious to sell them this season.

Just try our Leader Pillow ,
at $|.35 per pair.

CANADIAN FEATHER & MATTRESS CO.
OTTAWA TORONTO LIMITED

New Toronto Address, 41-47 SPRUCE STREET,
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new sprinkler protection. The other, with a capacity oi

L0.000 gallons, is tor the general water supply. Complete

lavatories and wash rooms have been installed icr ice

employes, and the plant is now modern in every respect.

A siding has been run from the Grand Trunk lake

snore track right into the grounds. This entailed the

laying of a quarter of a mile of f racks. With this addi-

tion, the shipping facilities of the company are greatly

mi leased.

ONE ON "THE MENZIE LINE."

A
STORY is going the rounds of ('apt. R. E. Menzie

of the Et.C.Y.C. fleet, who is interested in the well

known wall paper mill located at New Toronto,

which hears his name, and the products of which are

widely advertised as "The Menzie Line." Capt. Menzie

is an ardent follower of the water during the Summer
months, and takes great pride and pleasure in his trim

steam yacht, the "Oriana."

Recently with a gay party on board they put out

from the city docks and moored off the club bouse to

watch the great Durnan-Sullivan sculling contest. While

there one of the small boats, a four-oared racing machine,

was upset, and one of the men in the water found himself

separated from his upturned craft, with the distance in-

creasing in spite of his vigorous efforts. He was "all in"

when one of the party aboard the "Oriana" cast him a

lifebuoy, which proved a fortunate thing for the young

fellow, as he utterly collapsed when being pulled out of

the water.

After working with him for some time he was brought

round and the excitement subsided. Then it was that one

of the "original ones" rose to remark that they had

merely cast him a "Menzie Line." Needless to say, the

joke was immensely appreciated by those acquainted with

the advertising methods of the company.
<>

REMOVING PAPER FROM WALLS.

STEAM as a means of removing old wall paper is a

novelty which is just being placed on the market.

Many devices for this purpose have been worked out,

but lew of them have stood the test of trial. Tn the

present instance the steam is generated in a boiler by

means of a gasoline burner, and applied to the wall

through a hood in the hands of a workman. The connec-

tion between these parts consists id' a rubber tube.

Iii the making of a contract for papering the paper

hanger is always more or less in the dark', because he

cannot calculate with any certainty on the amount, or

the tenacity of the old paper to be torn or scraped from

the wall. He may base a calculation on a single or double

covering, but when the workmen e mence to scrape they

may find ball' a dozen, which means that the work id' re-

moval will very slow and laborious. The processes gen-

erally followed are tedious. In some cases the paper

hanger mends tears away the portions of Hie old paper

which are loose, thus leaving an uneven surface. In others

water is sprinkled over Hie sin face by means of a sponge,

bill it is necessary to wait until it has soaked in. Kesulls

are slow and somewhat incomplete, as (he application of

moisture is u<>i uniform, ami the paper is removed onlv

in parts.

With the new apparatus alluded lo. after a Steam pres-

sure is obtained within the boiler, it is merely necessary

to hold the hood to the wall a short lime, when the paper

peels off easily under Hie aid ion of Hie workman's plow.

The outiit is mil loo large to be easily portable. The

gasoline lank holds a sufficient quantity of fuel foi half

a day's operation, while the water tank holds four gal-

lons, sufficient for the same period of work. The tim<

steam application varies with the amount of paper mi

the wall. Ordinarily, it i- said that a few seconds will

penetrate a dozen coverings of paper, one over the other.

The claim is also made that it is hygienic, the heat

of Hie steam killing germs ami vermin. This would de-

pend, of course, upon the Length of time the application oi

the steam is kept up. I'pholsterv Trade Journal.

THE EFFECT OF COLORS.

ATTENTION has been called to i be fact that the sel-

ection of wall papers is not merely a matter of

esthetic consideration. In these days of highly-

wrought nervous systems, due to the rush and strain of

American living, the effect of colors on the nerves most

be taken into account, and, bearing ibis fact in mind, the

following rules arc given:

RETURNED
SEP U 1W*'

H

Grip, Limited, Toronto and Montreal.

The most restful wall paper is of one tint, without any

pattern; this is good for nervous people. Have you ever,

when ill in bed. reduced yourself to a state of nervous

irritation by trying to join a big sunflower or something

to its stalk, which has wandered away in the pattern

Red is supposed to be rather bad lor nerves, but is

warm and cosy, especially if .pat lernless.

Browns and drabs depress sensitive folks, while * rich,

clear brown is said to be quieting and soothing.

Green is splendid for the eves, and ought to be in writ-

ing rooms and libraries.

Clear, bul not too vivid, a yellow produces exhilaration

and self-confidence, we are told, while violet ami laven-

der depress the spii ils.

Too much wliite is glaring and com fori less, and all

pale blues are delightful to the eye.
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Watson-Foster

Produce Results

Artistic
Profitable

>to

OUR LINE FOR 1906

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS
Those dealers who have not yet seen it will find in our

LOW GRADES Bright, clear-printed patterns with

blended borders on good Canadian grounded stock.

MEDIUM GRADES—The Sreatest possible variety for

every known purpose in unapproachable color effect

and value.

SPECIALTIES Beautiful artistic patterns quite beyond
anything yet seen. With such goods in stock, you will

easily hold- with profit the growing demand for

" better things."

BY (RUSTING US"—"Others have made money.

WHY NOT YOU?
SEPT. '05.

Watson Foster Go.uMiTED
EAL

CANADA
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(/united)
MONTREAL

The "Invader" Brand of

Ladies' Ready=to=Wear con-

tains the latest styles from Paris,

London and New York.
RETURNED
SEP 14 190*'

BRAND

Many of these Styles will be

confined to our customers
for Canada, because they are

confined to us.
6«
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Making Old Things New

Every Dry Goods Merchant and Milli-

ner is interested in our methods of dyeing

and fiinshing shelf-worn, soiled and off-

color fabrics.

There is nothing experimental or un-

certain about the manner in which we can re-dye and finish

dress fabrics of almost any kind, hosiery, ribbons, feathers

and plumes.

With those who know our ways it is a case of turning into good money
stocks that to-day must be sacrificed or count as complete loss.

RDADI/TD PA DYERS and FINISHERS,

. rAlmtn & UU., 787-791 rouge St., :: :: :: TORONTO, CAN.

vv^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^wwwww*

C . F. Rumpp &, Sons Established

1850

Manufacturers of

Handy Box

Pocket Books
Hand Bags,

Cigar Cases,

Medicine Cases,

Photo Frames,

Music Rolls,

Writing Cases,

Etc.

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Cuff and Collar Boxes

New York Salesrooms :

683 and 685 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED
Chicago Salesroom:

35 Randolph Street*
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HOW TO SUCCEED.

Counterman.

EEN doing sonic hard thinking lately, trying

to puzzle out why it is that the busiest and

most successful business men are the easiest

to approach in a business way. Why they are

so affable, courteous and apparently have a

few minutes to spare in which to transact business with-

out that worry, rush and undue haste so often a char-

acteristic of many buyers and proprietors of smaller

houses. The conclusion we have arrived at is, that be-

hind the counter is no place for a merchant. There is

little hope for the merchant who spends three-quarters of

his time behind the counter to develop anything in his

business beyond the mediocre. What is needed to find the

weakness in any business is a chance to know that it

exists. A doctor can't cure himself, nor can one become

familiar with moss-grown methods unless a study is made.

How are you going to study the matter unless your

thought and time are free to deal with system and sys-

tem alone? Then come from behind the counter, Mr.

Merchant. ^
Buy Your Help.

Your store doesn't require your distinguished services

as a salesman. Where can you find a precedent for mak-
ing yourself a victim of the delusion that you saved the

price of a salesman by sailing in yourself? If the con-

ception of your earning, ability is tied down to the idea

that you can wait on the best of your trade, and perhaps

sell them, don't ever hope to rank with the big fellows.

Just be contented to run along in the even tenor of your

way without much to brag about. Maybe you'll be able

to save a few hundred dollars at the year's end; but

that's mighty poor satisfaction when there are such

tempting chances to gain success along the broad lines of

aggressive, progressive and persistent pushing.

Better unload yourself and see how the ship sails

along. Behind the counter you are apt to make too much
ballast. Anyway, your plaae is on the bridge. You'll

have a more comprehensive sense of proprietorhip and a

wider view. You'll see things differently and you'll enjoy

it. You can stop leaks and see things that need a remedy,

and from the new position can tell just which way to

steer to avoid mishaps and shoal water.

From the new position you will still be able to come
in contact with all your customers. It may, of course,

be only in a superficial sense, but that is all that is

required. You'll study their whims. Kind out the mode
of treatment the majority look for; rather, not what they

look for, but what they'd like and appreciate. People get

wise quickly and learn to look for scant courtesy in some
stores. How about yours?

Be a Merchant.

(iet your grey matter working. See how much you

can take hold of if you decide to be bigger than a $12

per week salesman.

Your thinking will multiply opportunities to the ex-

tent that, you'll wish you were twins, there's so much to

accomplish.

Keep at things with a steady set purpose, and at the

end of the year you'll be a better man, a stronger man,
a better merchant, and you'll have a larger bank balance.

The good lliings worth striving for are worth all the

effort one can make. Better to have made the try, even

with but ordinary success, than to be bound within four

walls of a 20 x 50 outfit.

Eliminate Mistakes.

The smartest men make mistakes, but only the foolish

ones keep on making them. Y*ou are just as likely to be

off in your buying judgment occasionally as anyone else.

If stuff has a fondness for lingering with you, find out

the reason at once and apply the remedy. Nine cases out

of ten it's because people don't see the same merit in it

that you did. Your 50c. a yard sense of value looks much
inflated through the unsympathetic spectacles of the aver-

age customer. Put on their spectacles and be willing to

admit that 35c. looks enough. Mark it that; and let your
public know about it. That's business. But because you
are willing to speed the departure of the "staylongs" by
clipping off your expected profit, don't use it as a license

to cover everything at "marvellous reductions." It is

much better to say what is, and what will be readily

accepted as, truth; perhaps something along this line:

"These lines are good and stylish; we thought them
pretty; but for some reason they have not sold as quickly

as we anticipated; perhaps you could use them at the

changed prices, 35c. for to-morrow; first floor, centre

aisle; come in the morning as the lot is small."

Energetic Salespeople.

Forbid that we should suggest turning out an old

employe; but, is not your trade feeling the want of that

energy it used to have'.' Listless, don't-care-whether-

school-keeps-or-not help is of no use behind a counter.

Just watch that salesperson while she shows Summer
underwear to her customers during the good-bye sale in

these articles, and how she meanwhile examines the locket

on her chatelaine, chews gum, aad takes sly peeps at

herself in the opposite mirror. Do you suppose she has

energy enough to sell two pieces when one is asked for,

or to sell a higher-priced article than the one the cus-

tomer happens to name? Not a bit of it. There is no
swing to business where such help is allowed to usurp

the places of real selling force.

Honest Help.

The average merchant is not distrustful about the

honesty of the help he employs, nor does he take the

slightest precaution to find out if his faith is well

grounded.

Let me quote a case in point. A certain firm with

two partners, doing a general business not over one

hundred miles from Toronto, had for years a very nice

turnover, at good profits; lived carefully themselves, hut

at stock-taking the results were truly disappointing.

Their homes were only fairly furnished and their families

careful and economical. At this stage, now five years

ago, they took into their employ a head salesman, who
soon noticed that at meal times, in the proprietor's ab-
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PURITAN BRAND *1

KNITTED UNDERWEAR
LEADS THE TRADE

OUR ONA/N MANUFACTUR

Our

g Baby's Own

Vests

are more largely

used in Canada

than any other

brand of Infants'

Underwear.

The

greatest possible

care is taken at

every stage of its

production.

Each garment

is as pure and

clean

as it is possible

to keep it.

Satisfaction

guaranteed

This

R&m'FNED

is a

guarantee

of

SEP 8 190*

Any article

bearing the

above

trade mark

and

not giving

complete

satisfaction

will be replaced

free of

charge.

GORDON WACK/W 8&k>.
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bhree ol the ladies would cut ofl materials, roll up

the parcels, and put them with their coals. Every time

this was done he watched his opportunity to measure the

goods in each parcel, and enter the quantity, price and

date in a memorandum hook. After sufficient evidence had

accumulated in this way, he took the memorandum to

the In in and asked them to look up all the dates for paid

or charged cheeks for the amounts. Result, not a single

item had been entered; all were stolen. In the intervening

five years sixteen hands have heen caught in similar ways
bj the same salesman, fourteen of whom were ladies and

two men. Each of the firm have well-furnished homes,

and at this moment are Summering in cottages at a

well-known northern lake.

- About Hosiery.

A woman will buy hosiery any time, every time and

all the time. They never appear to have too many. Some
stoics don't seem to think so; at least they don't appear

to be anxious to cater to the desire. They have no dis-

play to speak of anywhere; nothing to suggest that

hosiery with them is a real live subject. Just the hum-

drum method of waiting until the customer asks. Break

the spell. Make a change that will set the department

bristling with enthusiasm and activity. Take a centre

table that will accommodate at least three leading lines,

and show plenty of each. Don't have the showing

skimped or lonesome. Make a pair price, a three-pair

price and a half-dozen price. Have the three pair price

for even money, say for $1. Introduce the lines to every

customer and see how many pair can be sold in a day.

We could name a dealer who sold by introduction 77 pair-

in one day, not a Saturday either. That may not be big

selling, but it is just 77 pairs that would not have been

asked for or sold; and, as the profit on them was 33 1-3

per cent, the lady who sold them made her week's salary

in one day. Her sales for the rest of the week went as

profit to her employer.

Talk hosiery yourself; get others talking it. When
you win a woman's hosiery trade you get her on under-

wear and gloves. When you get this far the rest is easy.

It's easier to make a hosiery and glove customer than to

enlist their patronage in any other department. They'll

get around to the other departments before long if you've

sold dependable goods in these departments of which all

women have a fair knowledge.

Fall Dress Goods.

A talk about Fall dress goods now will give time to

get the idea into working shape before the buyers are

upon you. A commendable feature for the Fall campaign

is to have each salesman conversant with the correct

styles and the new names of all materials shown. If you

cannot instantly give the names of materials handled by

your house; the customer loses faith in your ability at

once, and so she should. Call your help together and in-

struct them in weaves, styles, trimming, and color blends

that will be the vogue for the season. The surest way
to reach the customer, the surest way to get the decision

in your favor, is to talk to her on the assumption that

she believes just as you do. Now, to do this you must
get brightened up on the styles of the day, the latest

garniture, and how it is to be utilized and applied.

Talk to her with the conviction that you are right

because you've got the information from the most reliable

sources. Show her that on the subject of style you think

alike, because she's looking for the newest. And then-

why the cut of the dress, of course. You must be

authorities on what is correct; not self assertive, but the

sought-out kind; because you've given your advice with

the dignity becoming to one well versed in the subject.

If you carry the dress goods campaign out on this line,

the Fall of 1905 should be away ahead of any former

season and the matter will not end there. When Spring
comes the good work done will have had time to show
your reliability and the safety with which each customer

can depend upon both your knowledge and judgment.

That means, in the natural course of events,—social

teas and afternoon calls,—that your praises have been

sung in many willing ears. Satisfy a woman about her

gowning and see how easily she can be got to do adver-

tising for you. You could 'nt put a cash value on that

kind of advertising, because it's so disinterested and far-

reaching. It's a good tiling to work in this way, because

customers gained are with you to stay. It's good for the

salesman because it increases his commercial value and

enables him to claim the remuneration which his increased

ability entitles him to.

Be Ready.

There is more in the always prepared, always ready,

able to act now, idea in dry goods than many men know

or are willing to admit. The great trouble with too

many merchants is that they are tied up by the conditions

into which their policies have brought them, and are thus

rendered unable to take advantage of special opportunities.

The keynote of readiness is to use sufficient foresight to

push down your investment and bring up your buying

power. The best chances of a season are usually those at

the end of a season. Starting a season well is all very

nice, but winding it up well is infinately better. It is a

splendid thing to have only recently-bought goods in

stock all the time. When you buy last, or latest, you

invariably buy cheapest. It doesn't hurt half so much to

carry over June and July purchases as it does to hold

over things bought last Spring.

The Last Are Best.

Late purchases are apt to be the best styles, and if

you are in good financial shape you can most likely, for

ready money, get them at a fraction of what they would

have cost you early in the season. Of course the only

man who is in a position to buy freely at bargain time

is the man who is sensible and far seeing enough to fight

shy of overloading during the season. Rosy expectations

and forward dating are temptations which the average

merchant cannot successfully withstand.

Too Easily Tempted.

It sounds very nice to say, "We have everything that

the season has produced," but it would be infinitely

better to be able to say, "We have only those things

which are worth having, and we have plenty of these."

The total does not amount to so much, but the stock is

of such a character that it can be readily and quickly

disposed of at moderate profits. The man with the heavy

buying habit and slow selling habit is never ready. Look

out for him, you smart, wide-awake retailer. You can

finish him and his trade in a hurry. He is invariably in

a position when he must sell what he has, and cannot

buy what he needs. Study him in order to do just the

opposite thing.

A WESTERN VISITOR.

Mr. C. Frankfurter, dry goods merchant of Winnipeg.

Man., accompanied by his wife, paid The Review a pleas-

ant call at the Toronto office during August. Mr. Frank-

furter had not been in Toronto for fifteen years, and re-

marked on the many changes which have taken place in

that time. He had, however, the usual westerner's en-

thusiasm for Winnipeg. After leaving Toronto Mr. and

Mrs. Frankfurter went to New York and Montreal to

complete their Fall buying.
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WARNING
There is only one A.C.A. Tick—under

that brand it has become known through-

out the Dominion for its exceptional quality.

Other brands with very similar letters

have been made by different manufacturers

and sold as "made by the same mill" or

"just as good" as A.C.A.

This is not so.

A.C.A. Tick is made and sold under

that brand only.

Ifyou want the genuine A.C.A. quality,

insist on the A.C.A. brand.

Your jobber can supply you.

A.C.A. TICK
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pgtU^TANGLE TALKS TO RETAILERS

I (Is&t^

J Trade /^artf

THE VALUE OF A BRAND

The Pen-Angle brand is a business getter for every merchant
who handles Pen-Angle Underwear.

Nine-tenths of your customers would rather buy a branded article

than one without a brand. They know the maker would not put his

brand on an article unless he was ready to stand behind it—guarantee

it. They realize that the brand is there for their protection.

We put our brand in the neck of the shirt of every suit of

PEN-ANGLE BRAND
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

because we thoroughly believe it to be the best underwear on the

market, and guarantee it as such.

Pen-Angle Brand Underwear is well and favorably known through-

out Canada to-day. Ever-increasing sales prove this.

But it is going to be better known. This fall we start an

energetic campaign of advertising. Each ad. will give solid reasons

why Pen-Angle Brand Underwear should be worn.

The nine-tenths of your customers who believe in branded goods

are going to ask for Pen-Angle Underwear. Are you going to be

ready to supply them ?

Ask your wholesale house to let you see our samples. Travellers

carrying Pen-Angle lines are on the road now. Examine our lines

and judge for yourself.

THE PENMAN MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED,

of PARIS, CANADA
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IUcn's furnisherm
Clothier

Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods ^P

CLOTHING
NEC11WEAR

HATS

rf^/*J^f**^j»»+styff^y

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALft

pb.osis in

Color.

A
METAMORPHOSIS of some interest is recorded by

a gentleman who recently visited the pottery towns

of England to do business during the day and to at-

tend a function in the evening. He wore a light suit on

arriving in the morning, intending to buy the necessary

A Metamor- rig-out of black raiment for his evening

engagement. As he journeyed to and

fro, however, and the day wore on, he

found his clothes gradually darkening,

and by night they had assumed so deep a tinge as to

fully meet his requirements. We may perhaps add that

the narrator of this incident is a native of the United

States.

LONDON costermongers have characteristic ideas about

dress. It is said that the man who does not wear-

bis silk neckerchief—his "kingsman," as it is called—

is known to be in desperate circumstances. The necker-

chief is more prized than any other item of his attire, and

a coster's caste is at stake if his kings-

man be not of the most approved pat-

tern. This habit is derived from the

gypsies, and doubtless dates from some

long forgotten Oriental custom. It is

very curious that a taste for similar colors prevails among

the Hindoos, gypsies and costermongers. Red and yellow

are the favorite colors and the. oldest. Of these, the

coster chooses his plush waistcoat and his kingsman, the

gypsy his breeches and his wife her shawl and gown; the

Hindoo his robe and turban. If a fight occur, the

favorite colored article of dress receives the greatest care.

The pugilistic coster ties his kingsman round his waist or

his leg, where, by the rule of the ring, it is compara-

tively safe.

The

Costermonger's

Kingsman.

WHAT is supposed to be the largest pair of shoes

ever made was turned out recently in a Nashua

shoe factory. The size of these shoes may well

be imagined when it is known that the weight is 18

pounds for the pair. Each shoe is 23 inches long and

1\ inches wide in the widest place.

The Record Every detail is as carefully attended to

in Shoes. as in an ordinary first-class shoe, but

because of the enormous size it required

several weeks to turn them out. Special lasts were made,

and nearly all of the work, except the stitching, which

was done on the usual machinery, was done by hand. As

near as can be figured the size of the shoes is 40, as com-

pared with the average ordinary man's shoe. The entire

cost of manufacturing them was about $50. They were

made for a negress who lives near Atlanta, who is known
for many miles because of the size of her feet.

AN uptown hat retailer has just closed an interesting

exhibition. He had on display 20 <1erby hats, one

for each of the last 20 years. "It was odd how I

got those hats, he said. I've been in business just 20

years. When 1 opened up I sent a derby to an uncle of

mine up-State for a present. The next

year I sent another, and have done the Unique Exhibi-

sanie every year since. He wears them tion of Hats.

on Sundays only, so that when his new

hat comes along the old one is still in good condition.

Early this Summer 1 visited him, and he told me he had

stored in the garret many hats I had sent him. At my
suggestion he got them out, and I brought them here to

show. They include everything from the old time soup

plate to the big brimmed topper, and show the changes

in styles of headgear in 20 years."

NIAGARA Engine Company No. 5, one of the volunteer

companies of Tompkinsville, Staten Island, which

was about to be disbanded, has presented to Edward

F. Croker, chief of the department, a hat which is said

to have been worn by the "Vamps" of Philadelphia, as

far back as 1786. It is an odd looking

headpiece of the "plug" pattern, nine An Ancient

inches tall, and with a two-inch brim Helmet,

made of leather. To establish the age of

the old fire hat, somebody prior to 1860 cut on the brim of

the hat the date "1786," and that is the only proof of its

age. The hat has been in the possession of Niagara Engine

Company No. 5 since 1860, when it was presented to them

by an old Staten Islander, who told them that years be-

fore he had been a member of the volunteer fire-fighters

of Philadelphia. The hat duly reached Chief Croker by

express, and he has given the relic a prominent peg in his

office at fire headquarters.
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FADS AND FASHIONS
a guide: to advance: styles

SEPTEMBER ushers in the season of Fall suits. It is

only a question of, at must, two or three weeks, till

light clothes and straw hats will disppear. Heavier

weights and darker colors will succeed to the popular fab-

rics of the last few months. Tailors are already revealing

their stocks and the stress of business will soon be felt.

The fashion plates, according to which the Fall clothes will

be made, are now on exhibition so that the features of the

coining styles may now be judged. What particular ele-

ments will prove most acceptable to the buying public

have yet to be seen. In this matter the first couple of

weeks will decide in a huge measure what the later sea-

son will bring forth. It is in the hands of the tailors to

a large extent what features they shall emphasize. So

long as they are in good taste the opinion of the tailor will

usually carry weight. Men are glad rather than other-

wise to find somebody to give them an expert opinion on

what will appear best. This is where the tailor strength-

ens his personal influence. He is more than a cutter; he is

a designer. Having once received good satisfaction from a

tailor, he will return to him because he feels he can tui-n

himself over to him and be assured of getting a suit of

clothes which will suit him.

In clothes there are three chief lines of interest for the

Fall. There is the single breasted coat, the double bi-east-

ed coat and the Norfolk jacket. Of these, the single

breasted coat is the most in evidence and will undoubtedly

have the biggest run this Fall. It will have either three

or four buttons and the cut of the front edge and lapel

will be dependent upon this difference. In the case of

the three button coats the lapels will be rather long and

the front will begin to slope a little higher up than the

four button coat. The corners will, however, be squared

off pretty sharply. The four buttoned sack coat makes a

good business suit. The front is straighter and the curve

very small. It has three outside pockets; the lower two

with flaps and the upper one on the left side cut at an

angle towards the shoulder. The coat is cut snugger than

in the fashion of recent seasons. In the back it is a good

neat fit; not tight, nor does it draw at the shoulders, but

it hangs without folds or creases.

The vest of this suit is cut lower than that which has

obtained for some seasons. With a four-in-hand tie, a

noticeable amount of the shirt appears.

Double-breasted tweed suits always have a good num-
ber of admirers. The coats are square cut, with three

buttons ami make good garments for colder weather where

a man does not want to be inconvenienced by an overcoat,

a double breasted coat i s a real convenience. The lapels

afe long and the collar is deeper than in the ordinary sin-

gle breasted coat.' In neither suits are the trousers wide.

Although the predicted fashion of tighter clothes has tiol

become very evident here, there is a slight tendency to-

wards narrowing the trousers. At any rate the iiulina

lion in the other direction has been absolutely stopped.

Norfolk jackets should hardly be mentioned as a

fashionable garment, hut there are some who approve of

them for Fall when out-door sports and shooting are in

progress. There are a number of variations in the style,

depending largely on the way in which the pleats are

treated. In some cases these are continued over the

shoulders and in others they run up to the seam below the

shoulders. Ilome-spuns and tweeds are used in their

making.

Overcoats again become of interest this month, and

light coats will be an important element in the tailor's

business. For early wear the covert will be much worn.

It is a short coat just covering the ordinary coat. It is

made in fawns and greys. The covert is square cut at the

edge and has a fly front. From its shortness it is no im-

pediment in walking and so is a good street coat. It should

be made big enough to cover the under coat without caus-

ing any undue tightness. There are usually thiee poc-

kets on the outside.

•

Of even greater popularity is the Chesterfield. It is a

longer coat, coming down to the knees, but is light in

weight and very serviceable. The best coats of this style

are silked lined throughout. The silk is continued on the

lapel. This coat may be worn on all occasions. If a dress

suit is to be worn in the Summer or Fall, a Chesterfield

is a necessary accompaniment. For chilly nights or on

the water it is indispensable. It is made quite full, as it is

above all a coat of comfort.

* *
*

Dress suits, too, are of importance at this season of the

year. The Tuxedo coat is receiving more attention each

year. It is now worn and recognized on occasions where

it would not have been tolerated a few years ago. On all

occasions other than a strictly dress affair it is now worn.

For theatres, dinners, etc., it has a strong vogue. This

is a matter worthy of consideration by tailors as it opens

up a wide tield for the development of business. One

tailor in Western Ontario introduced this coat in his local-

itv and within a few months it became the common thing

at all the informal dances of the town. Having been the

pioneer in the matter he afterwards received most of the

custom.
• •

For Fall homespuns anil tweeds arc greatly in evi-

dence. Great variety is illustrated in the weaves Hi own

grounds with cheeks of various colors form the strongest

feature ol the displays. There is a good representation

oi reds ami greens in the threads running through the

weDi The prominence of Canadian tweeds among the

offerings is noticeable, as is the excellence of their de-

signs, which are yearly showing greater beauty. For the

benefit Of tailors it might lie pointed out that all signs

point to an early Fall, and hence preparations should be

made at once to handle the season's business The pub-

lic should lie educated up to distributing their orders a

little more and so equalize the Hade.
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RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want RELIABLE goods

should ask for those proofed

by the Co., Ltd.
and stamped

—

"Cravenette"
r^WET

or

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their

stamp only to such goods as are suitable in

quality for Rainproof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not
only of Rainproof properties, but also of the

quality of the material.

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade

( Linen-Mesh)

It is a well-known fact that a FLAX FAMINE now exists. Owing^to the 'great

demand for the Dr. Deimel Linen-Mesh Underwear, we would advise you to place
your Fall orders at once. The goods will then be ready when wanted and prompt
delivery made.

The Dr. Deimel Underwear has proven every claim made for it. Your custom-
ers know the value of these goods. Our extensive advertising in every community
has created a demand.

BOOKLETS, SAMPLES AND TERMS UPON REQUEST.

ADDRESS,

Deimel Linen-Mesh Company
2202 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada

NEW YORK
491 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Suttbr Street

LONDON, E.C., Eng.

10-11-12 Bread St.
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AS SEEN IN LONDON STREETS
London, August 1!).

INDICATIONS to! Fall and Winter point towards a

dual style in overcoats. Favor seems to be evenly

divided between t he loose sac-fitting coats and those

which tit tightly at the waist and flare out in the skirts.

The latter will be worn by the men of fashion and fasti-

dious taste. The loose coat will be affected more by
sportsmen and men of sturdy, athletic types. It will thus,

have the countenance of a class whose influence is always
strong and healthy. The former or frock-over coat is

double-breasted and has two rows of three buttons down
the front. The lowest pair are directly on the seam of the

waist, where the skirts are attached to the body of the

coat. The coat above the waist line lits the body ex-

actly; the collar is velvet and the lapels are silk-faced.

In length it comes a little below the knees. The sleeves

are noticeably smaller than in the looser-fitting coat.

Sportsmen's clothes and riding jackets are now being

featured for the Autumn. Hiding always provides a

great range of fashions, as individual inclinations govern,

in a great measure, the choice. Coats vary from those

which fit closely to the waist aad then become full and

easy, to those which are sac-like throughout. Again they

are cut square or rounded. The neatest thing in that line

which I have seen so far was a straight front, four-but-

toned coat. It has full skirts and large flap pockets.

The utmost freedom is permissible as the coat has all

the advantages of looseness without the conventionality

of the riding frock coat. Breeches, if they show any real

change from former styles, do so in the greater fulness

which they show. The methods of finishing them at the

knees are numerous. They may be either strapped or have

a knee band which is buttoned in place. They may, too,

be either ornamental or plain.

Chesterfields will be no less popular than the coat
described above. A new coat has been designed which

bids fair to attract much favorable notice. It is a single-

breasted coat built on the lines of the Chesterfield. It

is sac-fitting with the back whole. The collar is of the

same material as the coat and the lapels are not faced.

Probably the most radical change from accepted types

consists in the buttons coming through. There is no fly.

the cuffs turn back, though not so far as have appeared

on some coats in recent years. The coat as designed will

be made a lightish grey cloth and where it has been

shown it has been highly approved of. Obtrusive folds are

seen both in the front and back. It comes well down
to the knees or a trifle farther. Predictions are that this

will be one of the most popular of the Fall and Winter

overcoats.
* *

*

The subject of overcoats for the Winter cannot be

dismissed without making reference to fur-lined coats.

The phenomenal popularity of them last Winter will be

far outdone this Winter if present indications can be

relied on. The very increase in prices of fur is helping

to give them an exclusiveness which ensures sales. There
is little or no change in the styles for the coming season.

The weight of the coats makes it necessary that they be

built along the one line of easy fit. The heaviness of the

coat is sufficient guarantee that they will hang straight.

Blue beaver is the chief material for the coat, while it

may be lined throughout with fur or just have the collar,

lapel, culls and edges of fur. The garment is a very

handsome one, and from the fact that the wearing of

furs has not anywhere near reached the extent that it has

in some Continental countries, it may fairly be predicted

that the fur fashion is just on the flood and that it will

persist with increasing force for several seasons to come.
* *

*

Double-breasted reefers will have a strong place dur-

ing the (oniing season. In the advance plates of some of

the leading tailors a reefer is shown in a check pattern.

It has three pockets, all showing flaps, though the en-

trance may be above and not under. The lapels are deep

enough to make just a fair three-button coat. The waists

coat and trousers are of the same material as the coat.

The single-breasted is 31 or 32 inches long, has three

buttons and is rounded at the bottom. Like the double-

In easted coat it has three outside pockets and an inside

in east pocket.

Morning coats seem to presuppose fancy waistcoats.

They are shown in all conceivable degrees of elaboration.

Their place is found more reasonably in the cooler wea-

ther which begins to be felt as September sets in. Warm
colors, fancy checks and woolen patterns generally are

what attract the most attention, and as these are not

suitable to the Summer, when a white waistcoat appeals

the most, they are given up to some extent during the

midsummer holidays. Some new features are shown in

the cut of the double-breasted garments. At the front

they are cut back so that the two corners just meet.

This causes it to have just two buttons, as the wide lapel

runs down pretty far. As heretofore, there is no uni-

formity in the style. There is no point of dress in which

such latitude is allowed for individual choice as in fancy

waistcoats.

LAST MINUTE ITEMS.

Mr. J. W. Howarxl, a well known Montreal business

man, died at Chambly Canton, August 26, at the ad-

vanced age of eighty-three years. For many years he was
secretary of the Montreal Cotton Co., and latterly had

been engaged in mill supplies and insurance in Montreal.

Mr. C. McEachern, secretary of the Dominion Thread

Co., has returned to Toronto, after enjoying a few days

holidays.

Mr. John White, of Woodstock, has just returned from

an extensive trip through Europe. The impressions of

his visit are given in an interesting interview in the

Sentinel-Review of a recent date.

Mr. J. H. Waldman, of J. H. Waldman & Co., one of

the pioneers of the cloak trade, extended his acquaintance

among far western retailers this season, doing excellent

work with his lines. He returned to Montreal the first

of last month to be on band to show visiting buyers a

fine line of cloaks, suits, raincoats, etc., etc. He tells

some good stories of the Great West.

KNITTING FACTORY BURNED.
Fire completely destroyed the Channells knitting fac-

tory at St. Catharines, Out., on August 13. The plant

was situated in a three storey building on the bank of

the canal. The loss to Mr. Channells, the manufacturer,

on plant and stock, is estimated at {3,000. On this there

was an insurance of $2,000. The building was owned by

the London Canadian Loan & Agency Co., of Toronto,

and was valued at $2,500.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
IVIOIM

Creenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.

REAL-
Creenshields & Co., limited, Vancouver, B.C.

Shield Brand Whitewear
FULL SIZE, PERFECT FITTING GARMENTS.
ELEGANT NEW CREATIONS CONTROLLED BY US.

Shield Brand Tailored Skirts
Every skirt perfect fitting and most approved styles.

Shield Brand Shirt Waists
Shirt Waists in all the dainty styles and new effects ; also the plain tailored

garments, in all the wanted materials.

Shield Brand Rain andDust Coats
See the extensive range of these popular garments we are showing. They
are going to be more popular than ever for 1906.

Get the Right Kind THE SHIELD BRAND
We are making special efforts to meet all the demands made on us, and can
guarantee prompt delivery of all lines.

INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS-BUY SHIELD BRAND GARMENTS
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AXfORD ffU€6D$
WINNERS OF GOLD nEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING u;KNT :

FRANK W. NELLES
301 St. James St.. Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA Limited

Mills Establishep 1867.

WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building, TORONTO.

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
COMMISSION AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS

SEPTEMBER 1st

Our Travellers will Start with

NEW RANGES FOR SPRING, 1906

CELLULAR AERTEX UNDERWEAR

Has brought so many repeat orders

that we would respectfully suggest

larger placing orders.

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S

Washing Vests for 1906. Finest

English range shown in Canada.

Fit and Value as before, is our

best recommendation.

SELECT SHIRTS in

Oxfords. Zephyrs and Silk.

COOPER, CORAH & SONS

ST. MARGARETS

for

CASHMERE HOSIERY. SWEATERS,

Etc.

- - Reliable Goods to Stock - -

TRESS HATS

We are the Selling Agents for

Canada.

-CORRECT SHAPES—
—UNEQUALLED VALUE—

If our travellers do not call on

you, write us.

We have arranged to carry a Full Range for Spring,

1906, of a Chemnitz Manufacturer in

LADIES' AND MEN'S FANCY HOSIERY.

This Insures Our Customers an Extensive Selection at Close
Prices.

WOOLLENS and

TAILORS' TRIMMINGS

Full Assortment for Fall and Winter

and Spring Placing Trade

A magnificent range of

Tweeds, Serges, Suitings,

Overcoatings, Etc., Canvases,

Italians, Assorted Silks, Hair

Cloths, Sleeve Linings,

Hollands, Pocketings, Etc.

The largest stock we ever carried.

See our travellers or write us direct.

Samples sent on application.

A. McDougall & Co.
196 McCill St., MONTREAL

Sole proprietors of the cele-

brated 'TYKE" and "BLENHEIM"
Serges, also of Salt's "YOTS-

MAN" Serges, the best goods in

the trade. Send for samples of
them.

BRANCHES:
McKinnon Bldg.. Toronto
Jarvis Bldg., St John
37 Queen St., Truro
Bridge St., Quebec

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSF1ELD, ENG.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

WHILE manufacturers and jobbers are deeply con-

cerned with the repeats on Fall goods, much
speculation is being indulged in regarding the fav-

orable reception of the Spring lines out this month. As
is usual at the beginning of a new season, the favorites

in strong demand at the close of the preceding one are

much talked of, and the materials and colors which found

favor across the line are closely scrutinized. Omitting
the usual range of black and blue staples, ail indications

point to various patterns in olives as favorites for early

Spring trade, and plain greys as well as invisible checks

and stripes for Summer trade. These colors predomin-

ate among the nobby new samples. Considering that

they have had an abnormal run across the line among
good trade they should be received with favor. The
goods are neat and natty, and make up attractively.

Brown goods are practically dead for city trade, although

there is a feeling for them in country districts. The
color which is proving strong in this particular is very

dark. Quieter effects are unquestionably right, and the

reaction against loud patterns has at last made itself

felt. Grey homespuns of domestic manufacture, which

could not be delivered fast enough last season, are slated

for generous approval.
* •

*

Generally speaking, goods approaching pure wool will

demand for Spring advances running from 2 cents to over

5 cents per yard. Canadian mills making a better class

of goods have all issued new prices around these figures.

Shoddy stuff is practically on the old basis. As an in-

stance of the advancing Canadian lines, a tweed which
sold one year and a half ago at 37£c. now brings 42J to

45c, according to the pattern. Canadian wool is very
hard to get, and Americans compete strongly for choice
lots. Consequently mills are forced to issue new lists.

Ruyers in foreign markets report prices very firm, and
advances have to be paid on ail lines running from a
farthing upwards. Jobbers will protect customers where-
ever possible, but the trade will be forced to pay marked
advances. No relief as yet appears in sight. Deliveries
for Fall are characterized as the best in years, and Can-
adian mills are kept busy turning out large orders. Mel-
ton and beaver cloths, which were in short supply last
year, are proving stronger than ever, while fancies for
overcoating purposes have dropped off in demand consid-
erably.

THE CANADIAN DRESS CHART.

Article
BUSINESS

AND MORNING
WEAR.

CHURCH, AFTER-
NOON TEAS,
SHOWS.

DAY WEDDING,
MATINEES, DAY
RECEPTIONS.

EVENING WEDDINGS,
BALLS, RECEPTIONS,
THEATRE AND

FORMAL DINNERS.

STAG PARTIES,
CLUB, INFORMAL

DINNERS.

Coat.
Morning coat

or sack.
Frock or cutaway Frock.

Evening dress with
Chesterfield or

covert.

Evening jacket
with ordinary

overcoat.

Waistcoat. Of same material
or fancy.

Same material as
coat or of
white duck.

Double or single

breasted, of same
material as coat,

or of white duck.

S. B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

S.B or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

Trousers.

Of same material
or

striped worsted.
Striped worsted.

Striped worsted or
dark cheviots.

Same material as
coat.

Same material as
coat.

Shirt. White or colored. White. White. White, with cuffs

attached.

Plain or pleated
white, with cuffs

attached.

Collar. Wing or fold. Wing or lap fio t. Wing or lap front. Lap front or poke. Fold poke or wing.

Cravat.
Ascot, once over,

or
Four-in-hand.

Ascot or once over
or four-in-hand.

Light Ascot or
once over.

White tie with broad
or blunt ends.

Black silk or satin
with broad ends.

Hat. Derby or Fedora. Silk. Silk. Silk or opera. Derby or Alpine.

Gloves. Tan. Tan, or light grey
suede. Pearl suede. Pearl or white glace. Tan or grey.

Shoes.
Black calf skin

or tan.
Patent leather. Patent leather. Patent leather

shoes or pumps.

Pearl or mother-of-
pearl studs and
mother- of- pearl

links.

Patent leather, high
or low.

Jewellery.

Gold studs, links,

pin and watch
guard.

Gold studs, links

and pin and
guard.

Gold links, studs
and pin.

Gold studs and
links.
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THE DEMAND IS LARGE

COLOSSUS
THE BIGGEST SHIRT MADE

Made in a large variety of desirable

and saleable fabrics.

It is large—very, very large.

It is well made -exceedingly so.

It is carried by the wholesale.

ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

THE SUPPLY IS EQUAL
TO THE DEMAND
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SHIRTS AND COLLARS
M.\

\ I FAGTURERS and dealers are unanimous in

favoring still bosoms for Autumn, although it is by

no means expected to occupy its old place as the

preferred Winter shirt. The feeling is gradually spread-

ing, however, that climatic conditions in Canada render

this shirt a necessity, and the inevitable consumer is

gradually but surely discovering this fact. Salesmen on

the road are wisely pushing this shirt with a will, and

i lie results are evident in current sales. Deliveries next

month will be larger of this variety than one year ago.

A marked division in this shirt field is universally recog-

nized as full of profit possibilities for the retailer, and the

outcome of the stiff bosom versus the negligee practically

lies in his hands. The slighting of stiff bosoms lessens

shirt sales and the profits on them, and a line of demarc-

ation between Summer and Winter varieties is a necessity

in this country. If the right procedure is followed stiff

bosoms will make a decided gain in sales over last year

as the season matures. Cold weather makes them a

necessity.

Spring lines are now being shown the trade, and the

most noticeable innovation in the way of novelty is shown
in the multitudinous varieties of pinks and helios. These

have been absent from shirtings for a lengthy period and

their revival is attended with a great deal of furore. It

is interesting to note that city custom stores have been

pushing these colors to some extent the past month, and

high-class New York stores are also showing them. If

good trade countenances them they will be seen strongly

in popular lines. Staple, neat patterns in stripes, spots

and figures comprise the selection. Pinks are thought

better of than helios as fast colors can be secured while

the latter color is more than likely to prove unsatisfac-

tory both in the wash and in the window display. A
strong effort on the retailer's part will shove these novel-

ties quickly to the front, but in smaller sections they

should be handled with extreme care. Combinations
showing a plain body with figured front and cuffs are

favored by the better class of trade and can be made
at attractive prices. They have been pushed with a will

and bear the earmarks of success. Outside of these

novelties the lines show the same old fabrics with a

sprinkling of everything in the color field, including the

staple black and white combinations, blues, a linen shade,

greys, tans and greens. There is a decided tendency in

sample lines towards light effects, and they are predicted

to do the bulk of the business.
* *

Plain and pleated .bosoms for Spring are in the same
old category, buyers taking what pleases them. Manu-
facturers report that in smaller centres the plain bosom
will undoubtedly do the business. The pleated bosom
with pleats extending all the way down avoids any
mussy effect, and when laundered right presents a neat

appearance. The coat shirt is feeling its way surely in

this market, although manufacturers claim they cannot

get a price which pays them to push it. Attached cuffs

are more prominent than ever before although country

trade insists upon the old-fashioned detached variety.
* *

*

Shirt manufacturers are always confronted with the

necessity of maintaining standard prices no matter what
may be the fluctuation of fabrics and labor. The $6.50

range for Spring is of surprising and superior merit in

view of the cost of materials, and there is also an im-

provement in fit and the minute details of workmanship.
This line has to compete against foreign goods, and manu-

facturers are meeting competition by turning out excep-

tionally good values. The lines running from $8 to $9,

which are the biggest sellers, are about on a par with
one year ago, in regard to quality. Many merchants
make a mistake of paying $9 for their $1 retail shirt,

which to say the least is not good merchandising. Many
$9 patterns should bring $1.25 and can he readily divided

up with the, $10.50 goods. Lines at $12 and higher are

larger than formerly, although manufacturers complain
they are not taken hold of eagerly. The majority of

stores insist on price as the drawing card, forgetting

that attractive displays of high-class goods is the surest

way of attracting custom. Manufacturers are fairly well

covered on preliminary requirements, although they are:in

a position of not knowing just where they are. A lc.

advance in material averages about 50c. a dozen in the

shirts, and as prices cannot be advanced quality has to

be sacrificed.
* *

*

Never before in the history of the trade have so many
shirts at 39, 49, 59 and 69c. been offered the consumer as
during the past closing season. This has not meant the
sacrificing of domestic goods, but is a sure indication of

the presence of attractive American patterns in poor
qualities and often scanty fits. A new crop of retailers

takes hold of these shirts yearly, as old ones sicken and
die. These American shirts have been offered as low as

$2.25 in the home market, although the usual price ranges
from $1.25 to $4.50 plus 35 per cent. The patterns are
usually attractive and pleasing and a sightly garment is

presented to the consumer. These shirts excel in the
bosom just where close inspection is made. The brands
familiar in this market are turned out by specialty con-
cerns who have an enormous output, converting their own
cloth and buying everything down at the minimum, and
cutting their shirts in quantities by machinery. Retailers
who have handled these goods lor a season or two invari-

ably have serious complaints and inevitably cut out the
line. The trouble is, however, that his competitor,
who has been up against this price competition the pre-

ceding season, manages to get hold of them and the pro-
cess goes merrily on. Retailers in small towns who have
not a varied clientele cannot afford to sell unreliable
goods at any price, and the results are sure to be disas-

trous. The evil will undoubtedly cure itself although it

is slow in fruition.
* *

*

The presence of numerous American shirts, in Canada
is causing much fruitful discussion among domestic manu-
facturers. The progressive Canadian houses insist upon
conserving the home market, and their goods have been of

a value which would seem to render this an easy task.
They cannot compete 4n low prices, and have been waging
a somewhat ineffectual quality talk. The Shirt and
Collar Association has had frequent discussions regarding
the inroads of both American shirts and collars as well
as other foreign lines, and the tariff commission will be
confronted with an array of startling facts. An appeal
to make the duty on American shirts 40 per cent, ad
valorem plus a specific duty of about 4c. a garment is

strongly talked of.
* *

*

Many of the Spring lines in shirts now being shown
the trade give prominence to a strong revival of plaid
effects in every conceivable form. This is in accord with
the tendency for color, which is the key note of Spring
lines. The volume of business should be materially in-

creased if these lines are stocked and strenuously pushed.
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(
The Standard Neckwear System

Always Something New
Hy keeping in touch with our system, it will

redound to your fullest benefit.

New Silk Suggestions in Olive,

Reseda, Gray and Navy
which will tone up your assortment in

.

r
)0c. neckwear.

Our Lines of 25c. Neckwear
have more value in size and fabric than
ever before presented. Early orders will

ensure prompt deliveries.

A sample assortment upon request.

Travelers on their routes. A postal will

bring man nearest you. Visiting buyers
are requested to call.

The Standard Neckwear Co,
Makers of Standard Cravats,

287 Notre Dame St. West, MONTREAL

EC THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES.

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA, limited

FOH the ensuing season retailers are confronted with

a large variety of novelty effects in both special and

staple weaves, in unmistakably fresh colors and

combinations. Canadian manufacturers have wisely

avoided bold patterns, but attain an agreeable richness

by judicious mingling of brilliant and subdued tones.

Early trading evidences a keen regard for .the many new

things out of the traveled road. Very rich results are

produced hy the various shot effects, which show a dis-

tinct advance in silk weaving and color blending. These

changeable warp effects are heralded to become the lead-

ing novelty of the season. Nothing could be more effec-

tive, and they form the principal showing in high-class

lines. Brown, green and navy effects are well liked.

Many fancy weaves of a new character are shown in two-

toned effects. Designs generally are of medium size and

fairly well spaced. Reps in many shades with self figures

and spots are selling well.

* *
•

Fall lines of neckwear are very rich in appearance,

due to the many new and beautiful color combinations.

No leader is expected to materialize, and judging from

present sales various green shades, dark reds, greys,

navies, and browns, will be popular in about the order

named. Combinations are also quite desirable, including

green with blue and purple figures, grey and purple, and

all odd dark shades with contrasting colored figures.

¥«[iIa®o[?fhm(Sli «£
Four-in-hands of liberal proportion will predominate

this"
-
season. In city stores the four-in-hand up to two

and three quarter inches, and the capacious 4-inch Ascot,

are doing the business. They allow a plentitude of color

impossible in small shapes. This large cravat is steadily

finding its way into the smaller centres, and its vogue

may be looked for for several seasons to come. Extreme

wide shapes are not desirable property, as they do not

tie gracefully, and a reaction is bound to ensue against

tin in. A 2j inch four-in-hand is bound to do the busi-

ness. The French seam and the lined variety will vie

with each other for favor with the former leading.

Now is the accepted time lor an opening window dis-

may, with a range of the new novelty silks. The prac-

tice of showing cravats adjusted to the collar which they

should properly accompany is generally done in good city

stores, and this should he imitated always. Large forms

should be pushed in conjunction with the wing collar.

Retailers should throw their full strength in favor of the

wing, and all Standing collars this Fall, and use the cra-

vats in the displays. Puffs can he popularized ill this

way also. The retailer can prove himself kinu; of the

business if he so desires. The larger form of cravats

means better goods and larger profits, and the wing col-

lar is the best fi iend and auxiliary in pushing sales

* *

Mulllers show the same accepted standards as in form-

er seasons, with many new additions of staple and even-

ing designs. In high-class spots and stripes, checks and

solid colors in good silks are prominent. There is a good

business to be done in this particular, and retailers

should not hesitate in making selections.
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HATS and CAPS
Our samples for 1 906 comprise a great variety of

English, American and Canadian goods.

Our two leading lines of "HENRY CARTER" and

\\ ILK INSON" Hats are of exceptional beauty and value.

Their exquisite colors and rare quality will be unsurpassed.

Light weight hats are our specialty.

Our travellers are just starting to visit you.

J. ARTHUR PAQUET, Quebec
Branches: MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

immmm*i**i^i0$*0*w*u0$i0*amtmmi

'v

•Hi

Fall Fabrics
SPLENDID SELLERS
See Stock at Winnipeg
Warehouse.

DONALD FRASER & CO.
Manufacturers Fine Clothing

Wholesale

MONTREAL - - WINNIPEG

A**A***A*A***A****/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^VW^^^*

'ffiER
ARLINGTON

' ^-~ ^s* I r*r\i 1 adc: sincere e"iv»COLLARS, CUFFS, ETC.
WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them? If not, why not? They're the very best made.

AGENTS

i

Eastern: DUNCAN BELL, Montreal Western: JOHN A. GHANTLER, Toronto, Ont-,iiiuiiiiuui ii«»iviiii«wi«iniwiiniiihhii| iuiuiiiw,
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For Durability, Cornfiw&and— ^#
Easy Fit, the H.B.K. big shirt

carit be beaten.

Two years ago we commenced making"

a big" shirt for the working-man. The request

came all the way from Dawson City, and now we

sell them from "ocean to ocean," and the increasing- demand proves that the

strong points in this shirt are making them more popular all the time.

Good Strong Seams,

Buttons Sewed on by Hand,

Big and Roomy All Over.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.

Montreal. Winnipeg. Dawson.
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HATS AND GLOVES
ATTENTIOjN has already been called to the Fall sea-

son in city stores by splendid displays of stiff and

soft hats. Then' is a notable feature of size in the

crown and smallness of brim in the new shapes, although

ii is frankly admitted that staple English blocks will do

the bulk of the business. A tew freak hats as usual are

shown for the city trade. The staple fedoras are evident-

ly in for an exceptional season, along with many of the

rakish styles in Alpine shapes. A decided feeling is felt,

for tweed hats later in the season and every store should

clean up a nice extra business in this particular. These

hats afford a splendid opportunity which should not be

neglected for increased sales. The advance order busi-

ness has been phenomenal.
• *

*

Brown derbies are strong bidders for favor, though

the public shows no disposition to accept them, except in

city ^rcles. They are coming- on slowly but surely, al-

though it cannot, be truthfully said that they are popular.

Hat firms report a good trade, however, this year. Al-

though the season is predicted to be a stiff hat one, the

wide variety of shapes and colors in soft hats should make

quite a satisfactory total in the sales column. To be pro-

fitable, these hats should be pushed vigorously, and re-

sults should reward all efforts. The retailer is really

the king of the business, and if he but realizes it, he is in

a strong position to influence the demand at all times. A

new freak hat just out on the American market is shown.

It closely imitates a successful straw model at the close of

last season, and has a low square cornered crown with

the brim pulled down in front, and narrow ribbon binding,

which gives the hat a character it would not otherwise

have. Retailers have learned to handle these additions

with care, but a sprinkling adds a novelty and a newness

to every stock. The same may he said of colored goods

and retailers should show less hesitancy in stocking them.

*

Gloves should prove a brisker source of business from

now on than they have for some months. Tn color, tan

and ox blood easily lead. For lighter gloves, tan in vari-

ous shades are most popular and for driving and riding,

where a heavier glove is necessry, the ox blood color meets

with most favor. Gloves should be featured in the win-

dows and cases now, as the trade in them is seldom any-

thin&r like as big as it might be. The wearing of gloves

should he vigorously pushed, and the best way to do so is

by keeping them constantly before the buying public.

Familiarize men with the idea and they will gradually he-

gin wearing them before the coldness of Winter makes it

imperative.

*

A somewhat strenuous method w^as employed in a west-

ern town by a firm of men 's furnishers. Two well-dress-

ed men would approach some much frequented street

corner and apparently drift into a rather heated argument

on some unknown subject. As the cowd began to gather

they would start to bet, and as the wafers rapidly mount-

ed to startling sums the onlookers began to ;'s' <
'••'

•
<'••

ply what the betting was about. Their curiosity was
relieved when one of the pair bet the other $5,000 that

Blank's derby hats were the best hats made, and as the

ether man acknowledged he was afraid to take him up,

they proceeded quickly to distribute Blank's flyers among

the crowd.

*

Most stores consider a stock of silk hats an unprofitable

investment, and in most cases it is so. However, with

good discrimination it should be possible to handle these

goods with a profit. Styles do not change frequently and

the fine differences which would spoil the sale of a hat in

a big centre would have no influence in a smaller place.

Apart from; the profit there is actually in the hats them-

selves, it is a distinct advantage to keep a few, enough

to meet a sudden call. The reputation which a store gets

from always being in a position to supply the needs of

its customers is worth far more than any loss in the stock

could amount to. A man usually deals in the store where

he is assured he can get what he wants. He doesn't

want to be compelled to argue the matter out, take what

lie doesn't fancy, or leave the store without buying. Such

a choice is most distasteful to the average man. If a

man wants a silk hat in a hurry he will always have a

friendly feeling for the house which can supply him with

his want.
* *

White kid gloves should be stocked now, as the season

for their use is rapidly approaaching. Great care should

he taken in the buying of them as they are so frequently

unsatisfactory. Instructions for putting them on should

he given as in nine cases out of ten they will otherwise he

torn. The blame is always on the quality and the house

that sells them suffers in reputation accordingly. White

silk gloves have been introduced in place of the kid in

some cases, hut thev have not become at all general vet.

THE FANCY VEST QUESTION.

An industry which is prepared with a goodly array of

arguments for the tariff commission is the fancy vest

manufacturers in Canada. German nad French vestings

are the principal materials utilized, and these are sub-

ject to an excessive duty. The surtax brings the duty

on German vestings up to nearly 50 per cent. The keen-

est competition comes from English goods, as the prefer-

ence allows the vest to enter at about 23 1-3 per cent.

Canadian manufacturers will urge a lower duty on materi-

als in order to meet this competition.

ENLARGEMENT OF FACTORY.

The new addition to the Dominion Suspender Co.'s

factory at Niagara Falls is well under way. The new
part is 30 x 100 feet and is three storeys

in height. When this is finished the com-

pany will be provided with the biggest floor space

of any similar manufacturing concern on the continent.

The advance of the Dominion Suspender Co. has been very

gratifying. It has won a fine position by the excellence

of its different lines. In the new building the Scott

Muffler Co. will be accommodate!!.
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THE SCOTT

MUFFLER

THE 3 IN 1

can be worn in 3 ways. Made
from all-wool Sweater Fabrics,

for Boys, Men, and Women.
Prices, $4.25, $4.50, $6.00.

This Muffler is superior to any

other in style, quality, price.

Every Merchant should keep
it in stock for there will be a

demand for it.

SCOTT MUFFLER CO
Factories

NIAGARA FALLS, Canada.

PORTSMOUTH, Ohio.

DOMINION
SUSPENDER CO.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS.

OUR NEW YORK LETTER.
Aug. 25, 1905.

IN
New Fork the Summer season is verging to its close.

Fashions which have been seen for the past two or

three months will before long disappear and give way
to the new ideas Eor Fall wear. The ebb and flow of styles

an- clearly marked. The displacement of the old fashion

lias now begun and within two weeks the trend for Fall

will be pretty clearly denned. In fact, already the choice

of the haberdashers is being shown in the windows and the

tailors have had to unfold their schem< B for the new &
The chief feature in clothes which attracts the atten

lion of the observei is a general tightening of the prar-

inents. The easy Bowing forms, which have resulted in

such comfort to the wearer during recent years, are about

to give place to something which more nearly fits the fig-

ure. Jackets will be cut to a tighter fit and
in place of the flowing forms there will he ;i

distinct spring at the waist. Trousers will suf-

fer a similar reaction and the excessive size, which

was affected by many of the ultra fashionable youths, will

have to he discarded. Homespuns, tweeds and cheviots

will all he seen in the Autumn offerings. As usual then

will he the utmost variety in cloths and patterns. It will

he impossible to forecast what will prove most popular

since there are not enough orders in among the tailors to

show in which way the tide will set. A month from now

it will he possible to give accurate information, because

the choice will actually he made by that time.

A great fad has arisen of matching different articles of

dress. Hat hands and ties are made of the samo pat*

tern; belts and hat hands, handkerchiefs and ties. There

is a certain attractiveness about this idea. The tendency

fcr some time has been to quiet effects and the sameness of

this scheme of dress carries out this idea, even where the

colors are somewhat bright. It will, however, degenerate

into monotony if carried to a very far extent. Particular-

ly will this be the case in the near future in view of the

predicted removal of bright colors in shirts and ties.

* •

The only featuare in collars which is worth considera-

tion is the wider stitching along the edg«. This edge is

quite wide in the newest lines. Still there is no tendency

to discard the fold collar and it seems likely that among

the yreat mass of men the fold will alternate with the

poke and wing. For strictly evening wear, the )>oke collar

is alone permissible, but for ordinary wear little distinc-

tion is made. For instance, on the semi-dress occasions

when a tuxedo jacket is worn the fold collar is quite pro-

per. In white ties for evening wear a corded linen is seen

which is very modish. All such ties must have the wide

effect. In black hows, too, a distinctive hand is shown.
* *

*

Again a determined effort is being made to popularize

brown hats. Some rich colors are shown for the Fall, but

it is unlikely that they will he sold any more freely than

they were this Summer. The sale this season was eminent-

ly satisfactory. They were not worn enough to make

them C inoli, yet there was enough business done in them

to please the manufacturers. Black hats are to he the

fashionable headwear as far as present indications go.
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The l>laek derby is made in some very becoming blocks.

The brim is fairly wide and the crown Cull.

* *
•

The question of a reversion to si ill'- front shirts is again

agitating the haberdashers. It is difficult to induce men to

change from the easy fittiii"', comfortable, soft shirt.

However, in the interest of fashion and business alike, a

strong effort should be made to change in the Fall to the

stiff-fronts. Soft-front shirts are too negligee for Winter

wear. They are decidedly not the thing for wear all the

year round. In shirtings, plaid effects will survive from the

Summer and form an important par! of the Autumn fash-

ion. Detached figures are little shown, but stripes and

cross checks of all kinds are seen on backgrounds of greys,

tans, etc. The choice will be wide.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS.

HENDERSON & HUNT, clothiers and furnishers, of St.

John, N.B., have opened a branch store on Main

street. This growing part of the city admits of a

good up-to-date store and the past record of the firm is

sufficient indication of what they will do in the new loca-

tion. Charles Crawford will be in charge.

M. Shatsky, men's furnisher, Winnipeg, has sold out

to Max Kurtz.
<

'. C. Brown, tailor, Rainy River, Out., has assigned

to Q. A. Hutchinson.

J. J. Donohue, a Windsor tailor, has assigned to James

Strong, Toronto. The liabilities are small.

<
'. Finkleman has purchased the men's furnishings'

stock of H. P. Munro & Co.. Selkirk, Mau.

E. T. Coulomhe, manufacturer of clothing, Quehec, suf-

fered a loss through fire, but it was covered by insurance.

A. Southard, clothier and tailor, Lcthbridge, Man., has

erected a three storey building to accommodate his growing

business.

W. X. Ayres, Jr., has disposed of his merchant tailor-

ing stcck in Wallacehurg, Out. Mr. Ayres intends to go

to Lorain, 0.

The assets of the Cash and Credit Co. of Canada were

sold during the month. This company had conducted a

clothing establishment in Montreal.

John Hodder, merchant tailor, has opened a shop on

Richmond street, London. He is known to a large num-
ber cf Londoners and should succeed.

L. C. Riley, who has been conducting a merchant tailor-

ing business in Richibueto, N.B., is removing to McLeod.
Alberta, where he will engage in a similar business.

George Dix< n. who has been running a successful tailor-

ing business in Selkirk, Man., has added a stock of ready-

t> -wear clothing and will in future conduct both branches.

Stranger and Harrison, of Fredericton, N.B., have en-

gaged Thomas Cain to succeed Harry AValker as cutter for

them. Mr. Cain has left for New York where he will take

a special course in cutting-.

Joseph Walker, of Fredericton, N.B., has taken his

brother, Harry Walker, into partnership in his tailoring-

husiness. As a pactica] cutter. Mi. Harry Walker, will he

a strong accession to the business.

A new clothing and men's furnishing store has been

opened at Aylmer by two enterprising young men, George

S. Dusty, lately with Hager & Co.. of Hagersville, and F.

F. Morse, 'fhe firm name is Dusty & Morse.

Z^Xf<>®0®&&0<^^

The BEST Suspenders

HAVE THEIR OWN

TRADE B HARK

Which is a guarantee of the

best value.

Made in Canada by

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

BERLIN = = = ONT.

StanfielcTs
"Unshrinkable" and "Truro Knit"

Underwear

ADVERTISING

to the consumer starts in the

leading" newspapers through-

out Canada on Sept. 1st.

Are YOU prepared to supply

the demand which we create

for Stanfield's Underwear?

TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO., Limited, TRURO, N. S.
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SMALLWARES.
3 fold and 4-fold

MENDING WOOLS
also White and Black Cotton Mendings

Our leading line is a fine, soft, 3-fold wool,

in black and colors.

We wind any length, on cards, and in

skeins and balls.

Our principal regular cards are the
"EXTRA SUPER" "ARROW" "YOUR CHANGE"
"CLOCK FACE" "CRUSOE" "BEST QUALITY"

And our brands (for skeins)
"ST. GEORGES" "TRAFALGAR"

Customers can have their own special cards if desired.

SKIRT.WEBS
f(Crusoe'Brand)

... i i i OB H
PRUSSIANS^

WEBBINGS

TAPES

ELASTICS

BRAIDS

BOOT LACES

Faire Bros & Co, Limited

St. George's Mills, Leicester, Eng.

CANADA

:

Stapleton Caldecott,

70 Bay Street,

TORONTO.

OMPAJVY.
MONTREAL

SPECIALISTS

IN

MEN'S FINE FOOTWEAR

The name "CORONA" given to the shoes made by this Compan}' implies just exactly what it means, i.e.,

these shoes are the "CROWN" of Canadian shoes, made by competent labor, of first grade material, in modem

styles and in perfect-fitting patterns. "CORONA " shoes consist of the pick of the many different stylish lasts

originated every season by experts, and which in turn are adapted by our own designers to suit the demands

of the Canadian trade. "CORONA" shoes are strictly the reproduction of the essential qualities in a high-

grade shoe into a popular medium-priced article, thereby developing into a shoe of practical merit, for wear as

well as for looks.

Made in Goodyear welt, Puritan welt, McKay sewed and Standard

screw, in all popular leathers, black and colors, to retail with liberal profi

Advertising Matter Supplied to Dealers.

;

a" $2- 50
' $3-00 - $3- 50 - $4-00

Write for Information.
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada, Great Britain and United States,
Other Countries, -

Single Copies,

Invariably in advance.

t- a year.
$3 a year.
20 cents.

DIRECTORS

:

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal,
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto, -

A. B. CASWELL, Montreal,

President
- Vice-President

Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL,

232 McGill Street.

Tel. Main 1255.

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro

TORONTO,
10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 2701.

511 Union Bank Building
Telephone 1846.

Vancouver, ------- Geo. S. B. Perry

St. John, N.B., J. Hunter White - No. 3 Market Wharf

OREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, ENG., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

TRANCE—
Paris - - - - Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS :

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISINO RATES
Are baaed on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Revcew as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in

its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO. SEPTEMBER, 1905.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Brown & Ashcroft, Montreal.

Burgesser. A. D., & Co., New York.

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Montreal &
Toronto.

Leak Fur Mfg. Co., Montreal.

Morrice, D., Sons & Co , Montreal &
Toronto.

Standard Shirt Co., Montreal.

Textile Trimmings Co., Toronto

Barry, Walter H., & Co., Montreal.

Cohen, B., Montreal.

De Celles Bros., Montreal.

Moore Carpet Co.. Sherbrooke, Que.

Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal.

Swift, Copeland & Co., Montreal.

Williams, Walter & Co., Montreal.

THE CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

TORONTO has good reason to be proud of her Ex-

hibition. Once again it is attracting to the city

hundreds of thousands of visitors from all over Canada.

Merchants from the small towns, who just make one trip

to the markets during the year, take advantage of the

cheap railway rates to go to Toronto during these two

weeks. The millinery openings coming at the same time

add another element of interest to the drygoodsman and

the wholesale houses reap a rich harvest.

It is not, however, so much in the actual amount of

business turned out at that time that business men of

Toronto are benefited
;

it is in the advertisement to the

city which such an affair, coming each year, accomplishes.

Toronto is known and is talked about throughout the

length and breadth of the land. Her industries become

familiar to all the people. The heads of her wholesale

houses get into personal contact with their customers.

A personal relationship develops between the. buyers and

the sellers. This is a distinct advantage to both parties.

The Exhibition this year is in a better position than

ever before. The exhibits are far more numerous, and

they are gotten up in much better style. The new

buildings permit of a better arrangement and classifica-

tion than in the cramped space which formerly detracted

from the comfort of the sight-seeing. Now each person

can, without trouble, find the department in which he is

most interested and can see what it has to offer. The

manufacturers' building contains, this year, a number of

exhibits which are .of special interest to drygoodsmen.

Some of these will be reproduced in the next issue of The

Dry Goods Review. The process building is of absorbing

interest, and the numerous other buildings all attract their

own enthusiasts.

The management was fortunate in its choice of special

features. The visit of the blue-jackets and the Irish

Guards' band provided great pleasure to the crowds. The

art-collection, too, attracted a continuous throng. Day

and night the Midway, with its bedizened clowns and

blatant noises, drew its thousands.

The Toronto Exhibition is the product of many years

hard and careful work. It was only by watching each

year where it could be improved and strengthened that

the management has been able to bring it to its present

splendid proportions. Because it is a gradual growth

and an evolution it has none of the deficiencies and short-

comings which the ,big world's fairs have. There is now

no possibility of a serious defect in it since the changes

which are made each year are in the line of still further

bettering something which is itself an improvement on

some former thing. It is with genuine pride that Cana-

dians look upon their National Exhibition. Its con-

tinued success is the wish of all.

*

Kindly mention The Review in writing to advertisers. It

will insure prompt attention.

FALL TRADE PROSPECTS.

IN this issue, which marks the beginning of a new re-

tail season with almost universal excellent pros-

pects, it is impossible not to be retrospective and to take

a rapid glance at the preceding seasons. Retailers still

refer to the vagaries of the weather office, which in early

Spring recorded that sunshine was by no means of an

intimate character. Early Spring trade consequently ex-

hibited qualified misfortunes in every section. The Spring

season ended by a brilliant but curiously uneven trade.

All this had its effect upon collections, and complaints

are still heard that they have not come up to expecta-

tions, particularly in the far east and west. At the

present time the financial atmosphere is remarkably clear,

and remittances are coming well to hand.

With an optimism which seems to be characteristic

of Canadian merchants, retailers are looking forward

with hope, if not absolute confidence, to the Kail trade,

due to the conclusion of an excellent Summer trade under

most favorable conditions. This fact constitutes a fair
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iMiniil.it Foi Fall trading, and also has an importanl

bearing upon Fall prospects, The outlook is Favorable

and encouraging in all quarters, Crop prospects are ex-

ceptionally bright, although to some extent we arc still

in the lap of the .nods. There is also a decided improve-

ment in all bhe great manufacturing districts in the coun-

try. All this indicates greater purchasing power among

Canadians, and with the increase in population should add

to the wealth of the retail trade. It is a glowing out

look, hut hears no resemblance to a boom.

Conditions in the dry goods trade ate fairly steady,

and, generally speaking, Hie lines selected should be dis-

posed of without undue trouble. Styles are distinctive

in almost every line, and should promote a healthy in-

terest.
* *

*

See how stores are managed in other towns Tbey all

suj>ply you with some suggestions.

* *
*

TRADE PAPERS FOR THE CLERK.

DDKS your clerk get an opportunity to read some

good dry goods paper 7 Just consider what it

means to you in dollars and cents to have your employe

well informed in his business and conversant with what,

is being done in the dry goods world. There is just one

way to insure this. Have a paper sent to his house ad-

dress, where he can read it in his leisure hours. There is

usually enough work waiting on customers and keeping

stock in order to take up all his attention in the store.

The time to catch him to the best advantage is when he

is in his own room. The money spent in subscriptions

would he the best investment you could make. Reading

of what others were doing in salesmanship, window

dressing, advertising, and the other branches of the

business, the ambitious clerk would emulate them. The

increased business he would bring to the store would

recompense you many times over for the small expendi-

ture on an additional copy or two of a paper. Have The

Review sent to the clerk. He will appreciate it and pro-

lit by it.

* *
*

Holidays supply the vim and energy for the coming year's

business.
* *

*

DATE OF THANKSGIVING DAY.

COMMERCIAL travelers in London have organized a

campaign having for its object the changing of

Thanksgiving Day from a Thursday to a Monday. They

point out the great injury done to business by having a

holiday in the middle of the week. As no business can

he done on Saturday it is not worth while staying out

on the road over Thursday just for Friday's sales. Thus

the greater part of the week is gone.

The point seems to he well taken. There seems to be

i ason why Thanksgiving Day should always be held

on a Thursday. Whatever feelings of sentiment may in-

fluence Vmericans to perpetuate the celebration on that

ii,i\ in memorj oi their New Kngland ancestors, there

cm he no such influence in Canada. Thanksgiving Day Ins

ed a .1 religious festival, and as a holiday it would

be much more convenient, as has been suggested, on a

Monday Coming on that day it would leave a good

holiday from Saturday till Tuesday, and would still per-

mit of a tolerable week's work being done.

The question becomes pressing, because of the greal

number of holidays which have come of recent years.

Without taking any exception to these, we maj fairly ask

that tlie\ he so arranged as to disturb business to as

small an extent as possible.
* •

*

Customers like to see the proprietor in good spirits

Besides, it convinces them that his business is prosperous.

* *
*

BOYCOTT HELPS CANADA.

ONE of the immediate effects of the Chinese boy

on American goods is the strong export demand for

Canadian lines of cottons, including a wide range of heavy

shirtings, which are in big demand in Chinese markets.

These goods have usually been supplied from the United

States, although in the past Canada has indirectly done

business, selling through American agents. Jobbers con-

sider this export demand tends to make these goods very

firm for the home market. When interviewed by a Re-

view man the textile people explained that the increased

demand in the Canadian market prevented them from

pushing this trade with China. All their mills are ex-

tremely busy, and the home market keeps them running

full time.
* *

Energy- is an asset of incalculable value. Cultivate it.

* *

STRENGTH IN WOOLENS.

CONDITIONS now prevailing in all staple markets

call for extra consideration on the part of buyers,

and particularly so in woolen goods. Every sign points

to continued unusual strength, and higher rates estab-

lished for all wools have seriously effected the made up

goods. The price has gone up by successive stages, and

sentiment among manufacturers is almost unanimous in

favor of the maintenance of present quotations. These

opinions arc based on conditions in Canada, United

Stales, and at the colonial sales in London. An un-

paralleled situation is only natural under the circum-

stances, and manufacturers are forced to base their calcu-

lations for the coming Spring season at higher figures.

Evidently most mills have been caught napping, as there

an- no accumulations of goods or raw materials in their

hands. Jobbers' stocks are unusually clean at the pres-

ent moment also, and garment manufacturers are face to

face with wants they have to provide.

Prices on all Fall lines in which wool enters, especi-

ally where the goods approach pure wool, are up tre-

mendously, and all Spring lines are out on a higher

basis. Viewing the situation in a conservative light

cannot fail to he remunerative. Present wants should be

supplied, but future wants anticipated in only a limited

degree. The strong tone so long in evidence in the wool

in.nket shows no signs of abating, hut the fact that

manufacturers themselves prefer to go slow tends to
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prove that this policy may be tin- better one in the long

run. With present prices maintained the raising of sheep

will soon become so profitable as to cause the supply to

be at least adequate, at which time prices must sag. It

is encouraging to note that consumers generally are more

prosperous than they have been for years past, and thus

the high prices will not greatly restrict purchases.

' .
•

It is necessary for a merchant to keep his word in order to

keep his trade.

•

THE PASSING OF THE TRADING STAMP.

INFLUENTIAL retailers and retail associations have

requested the opinion of The Dry Goods Review upon

trading stamps in general, and the recent Dominion legis-

lation in particular, and at the risk of repeating we give

a resume of their brilliant history and again state what

to our mind is the surest and most efficient remedy for

the evil. Their introduction in Canada was attended

with no blaring of trumpets or loud eclat due to the poor

engineering of their sponsors. Finally shrewder and far

seeing promoters realized that the policy of "something

for nothing" if properly managed could promote business

for retailers, and best of all, materially benefit the benifi-

cent schemers. The consumer was cultivated and educat-

ed by extensive and remarkably judicious advertising, and

retailers first approached were offered alluring attrac-

tions. The scheme was shrewdly planned, and the fact

that undoubtedly the first users of stamps found them a

decided advantage for increasing sales aided the merry

work. As a result imitators of the original stamp com-

pany soon sprang up, and merchants who had secured the

exclusive use of stamps of the original company found

that competitors were able to make equally attractive

offers in the way of stamp giving and premiums. At the

present time in Canada, especially in Quebec Province,

every store can secure some sort of stamps, and the re-

sult is there is no advantage in it for anybody. Conse-

quently merchants practically pay a heavy tax on their

business to the trading stamp concerns with no corre-

sponding benefit.

The methods of jealous retailers, who at first could

not get the stamps and were thus much alarmed, took a

forcible resentment, and the result to-day is the passing

of Dominion legislation to suppress stamp issuing. As-

sociations of various character were formed, and after

repeated pressure their aim is accomplished. There is

still the possibility that this law may be declared void

by the courts.

As has been pointed out many times in the past, The

Review again takes the ground that evils of this kind

usually work out their own cure, and special laws are

not needed. In Montreal the public craze for the stamps

effectually spoiled the common sense agreement, and unit-

ed action was taken by prominent retailers with the re-

sult that many firms were seemingly forced to pay up to

Hie companies and cover the expense by increased prices

when possible. This resulted in the representation to

Parliament which has since been effective However, now

that live exclusive benefit idea is fast disappearing, due

to new stamp issuing concerns who are anxious for a

share of the wealth that merchants are willing to con-

tribute, the passing of the trading stamp is assured, pro-

viding the Traders' Advertising Co., as is most unlikely,

does not dominate the situation.

Competition of the stamp concerns has brought con-

cessions to retailers and consumers alike, and the inex-

orable result, has been the cutting into profits. Vanish-
ing profits clearly means that the companies will not be
able to keep up the advertising in a prominent way, and
buyers will cease 1o trouble about retailers giving stamps.
Further, the public are gradually learning that in many
cases the stamps are dearly paid for in the prices of the
goods. Thus it clearly looks as if the trading stamp
craze will have run its course.

The excited worry over the threatening extortions has
made it hard for retailers to be patient and look pleasant.
Relief is slow but always sure, and it can be safely put
down that the greed for gain in human nature effectually

prevents the continued operation^ _of_such opportunities
for profit as is furnished by the trading stamp concerns.

* *

The advertisements in the Review are news Do not fail
to read them.

OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

WE are expecting that the October-number will be a
record issue. It is known as our special Christ-

mas number and affords a splendid opportunity for
announcements of this sort, issued at a time when Christ,
mas orders are being looked after pretty closely. Fancy
goods, knick-knacks, decorations, and all articles of this
sort will receive special attention, while men's furnish-
ings, and in fact everything suitable for the Christmas
trade, will he dealt with at some length. Copy for
advertisements should be in as early as possible.

* *
*

Idle fellows never make ideal merchants.
* «

*

A PROSPEROUS OUTLOOK.
DROSPERITY for Canada is spelled in very large let-

1 ters in the abundant crops which are being harvested
this year, both in the older Provinces and in the west.

Immigration and manufactures will receive a great im-

petus. Last, but not least, the retail trade of the coun-

try will feel the effects of freer money and greater ability

to buy on the part of the public. Not for a long time

have prospects been so bright for Fall and Winter busi-

ness. The optimism which results all over Canada from

the fine crops will cause increased buying of staples, and

an indulgence in the luxuries of life which only a pros-

perous season can insure. Merchants should appreciate

the present conditions and arrange their future business

with a view to making the most of them. The public will

be able and willing to get better goods and pay better

prices, and when they have been once educated up 1<> flic

use of certain qualities they can be kept up to that

standard with comparative case.
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CANADIAN banking methods will show proof <>f their

excellence during the next three months. In the

United Stales, where 1 he branch hank system dues

nut exist, the annual consternation is on as to how the

western hanks are 'fining to gel enough money to move

bhe crops. The hanks throughout the west, on account

of the small population of the towns, are small, and as

the call throughout, the year is tor loans and the deposits

are small, they have not sufficient capital to handle the

business which is put upon them during the harvesting

season. Various attempts are made by means of Gov-

ernment deposits to tide them over the next few months,

but the farmers and merchants of the west suffer greatly

from the difficulty in getting money.

This condition does not obtain in Canada at all. By

means of branch banks the big banking institutions are

enabled both to plant banks where they could not live

independently and to supply these with unlimited money

to meet any extraordinary conditions. Here, as in the

United States, the greatest wealth is in the east. Thus

here the branches in the east. receive much more deposits

than they have calls for good loans. On the other side,

the branches in the west have calls for loans almost ex-

clusively. Accordingly the east feeds the west, and good

profit is made from both branches where a single bank in

either place would have difficulty in living.

Another strong feature of the branch bank system is

the almost unlimited support each branch gets In the

case of an individual bank, if the payments are bad or a

run is started, ruin may very easily follow merely from

an inability to tide over unfavorable conditions which are

entirely transitory. A branch bank under similar cir-

cumstances would have the millions of the whole institu-

tion to support it, and would not have to make ruinous

sacrifices. There is, too, a close relationship in the mat-

ter of collection, the issuance of drafts, etc., where a

man will be dealing with the same institution even if it

is in different towns.

A novel feature in banking is being exploited by the

Monarch Bank. This bank has been incorporated,

though it has not got in actual working order yet. The

unique feature in it is the proposal to keep open at

night. This would mean a very radical change, and is of

very doubtful advantage. It is true it would be an ad-

vantage to travelers and might be a convenience to store-

keepers who remain open at night. On Saturday nights

particularly many grocers do as much business as they

do all the test of the week almost. But there is a great

amount of work to be done in a bank after business is

finished. \11 hooks have to he balanced each day, and

this can only he done when business is closed. However,
if a bank remained open day and night merchants who
now have little difficulty in completing their business bj

three In the afternoon would soon begin stretching it out

till four, five or mx. This is where the great weakness

Of the scheme comes m, and the real advantage to a lew

would not equalize the general reversal of present

ini't hods. "

£

ARNPRIOR WILL HAVE SHIRT FACTORY.

AR.NPRIOR, Out
,

has passed a bj law granting a
bonus ol {35,000, in-, site and exemption from '

foi ten years, to the Montreal Suspender and Unv
brella Mfg. Co., St. Peter St., Montreal, m return foi

that lirm guaranteeing to ereel a mammoth shut factory
there The Montreal Suspender and Umbrella Mfg. Co.
has deposited J10.OO0 as a guarantee of good faith, ami
operations will he commenced next Spring. A factory,

modern in everj det.nl and employing in the neighbor-
hood of I, mill people is promised. Details have no'

yet been given out.

This move on the part of the umbrella people will

eventually mean the concentration of their three shirt.

plants at Ottawa, Sorel and Montreal, in Amprior. The
manufacture of blouses, whitewear, suspenders, umbrellas,
smallwares, etc

,
will still be carried on in Montreal.

DEATH OF PIONEER QUEBEC MERCHANT.
By the death of Mr. Duncan Laurie, on Saturday,

August 26th, at his residence 69 Grand Alice, Quebec
loses one of its most respected citizens as well as one of

1he early important figures in the dry goods trade. Mr.
Laurie, who had attained the ripe old age, of 71 years,

had been in failing health for some time and his demise
was not. unexpected. In his younger days he success-

fully carried on with his two brothers the wholesale dry
goods business of A. Laurie & Co., founded by his father.

This business expanded to such an extent that a branch
of the parent Quebec house was established in Montreal
Years ago this lirm occupied a foremost position in the

Hade, and Mr. Duncan Laurie retired from active busi-

ness with ever) honor. lie leaves a widow, two
daughters and two sons.

NO WITHDRAWAL OF TAX.
Hon. .1. 0. McCorkill, Provincial Treasurer of Quebec,

when asked whether there was any prospect of the re-

moval of the tax on commercial travelers, replied that no

such move was contemplated.

"This tax," he added, "does not apply to "the repre-

sentatives of any Canadian firm, or of any firm from the

outside with a branch established in Canada. We are not
taxing our own people. We do tax, however, agents
established in other Provinces who come here to take or-

ders for firms in other countries. The effect will be to

cause Hie establishment of branch offices of outside firms

in the Province."

CANADIAN EXPORT TO AUSTRALIA.
The following exports of textile goods have been made

Lo Australia during the past year. The total shows a

big increase over 1903 :

Apparel, n.e.i $ 20,965
Piece goods, cotton 36,345
Flannelette 14,425
Other textiles 1,295
Sewing silks, etc 25,345
Other apparel 1,905

Total $103,280

ACCIDENT IN WOOLEN MILLS.

Miss Carrie Leader, an employe of Cart lidge's Woolen

Mills, Guelph, Out., narrowly escaped death in the fac-

tm\ on August 29. Her clothing became caught in the

shafting and she was being rapidly drawn into the ma-

chinery when she was extricated Her cloth s were rent

to pieces.
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

o"fices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Addressi Business Manager.

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

wESTERN Incorporated
1851

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Ollt» Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3,890.000.00

^-f-T-

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Plan. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

Cable Address " BANCO," Bermuda

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund

Head Office :

£15,000
($73,000.00)

£16,000
($77,866.00)

HAMILTON
Bermuda

BRANCHES

:

St. George and Somerset

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President. Manager

Collections promptly made and remitted, and
all other banking business attended to.

'•••••••••••••-••-••-•••••'•-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'•••••••••••••••I

Cable Address, "FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital £ 10,000
($48,666.67)

With power to increase to £20,000
($97,333.34)

A. BUTTERFIELDHON. N
H. D. BUTTERFIELD

President

Manager
Collections made and remitted promptly,
tieneral banking business transacted.

s^* Money ^*
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W. C. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

J. K MACDONALD,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

TORONTO, CANADA.

:-•••••"•«••-••-••••-••-••••••••••-- •••••••••••••••••••••

CAPITAL PAID UP. -

RESERVE FUND,
$1,000,000
1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D. E. THOMSON, Esq ., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN FIR8TBROOK, Esq.,

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manage*.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, $850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OFFICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDINO,

Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President

P. H. SIMS, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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Che Sign

M&£m
of Design

NEW
STYLES
FOR
FALL,
19 5

174—A very Handsome Peltot 184—Empire Coat, made
made trom the best Covert from the finest Ladies'

cloth .... $24 00 Broad Cloth . $2500

POPULAR - PRICED

GARMENTS
AS WELL AS
H IGH-CLASS

GOODS.

'

RETURNE

239a—The best $7.50 Coat 240—A very handsome
in Canada. Made in all

wool English Frieze,

lined good quality Mer-
cer, \ elvet stitched
collar .... $7.50

novelty in Raincoats,
made of the best Wor-
sted Cravenette, in

Ten different Shades
$11.50

POPULAR -PRICED

GARM E NTS
AS WELL AS
H IG H-C LASS

GOODS.

718—Made of good quality
Cheviot, colors Black,
Blue, Green and Brown

$10. 50

706a—Made ofgood qualit)

Cheviot, shades Black,*
Blue, Green, Castor and I

Brown . . . $22 00

We will take pleasure in showing you our garments on your next visit to Montreal, or
send our representative to see you or send samples on request, EXPRESS PREPAID.

DELIVERY IN 10 DAYS

J. H. WALDMAN & COMPANY
513-515

j ST. PAUL STREET, MONTREAL
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w CLOAttS, COSTUMES
AND SRIRTS

MANY STYLES FAVORED.

WHAT is going to be good this season at re-

tail in the separate coat field is almost im-

possible to say, judging from the opinions

of representative buyers in market centres

last month. Hardly two manufacturers

have worked upon the same line and the diversity of styles

selected has been truly marvellous. Buyers generally have

followed no strict rule either regarding length or style,

and selections have usually been made from garments that

struck their fancy. Effective cuts and a general pleasing

make up in smart, snappy styles have been universally sel-

ected in the tight-fitting, semi-fitting and loose-fitting var-

ieties. The Canadian woman will not be held down to any

oue style this season, and broad lines of merchandising will

Paris costume of drap-de-ete. Note the full skirt with velvet hem and nar-
row vest ; also the way in which the neck is cut away to show lace chemisette.
Th • short sleeves are a feature of all Paris gowns.

be followed. The individual may select this season a shape

which she considers most becoming, as retailers have been
content to purchase a greater diversity of styles than for-

merly.

Tight fitting garments have been ordered out in high-

class merchandise, but generally speaking, they have only

heen taken up in the better priced goods in lengths ranging

from 40 to 52 inches and designed to retail from $20.00

RETURNED

v£~^^y
//

Lady Kate, 11 gored skirl of fancy tweed. Waist of white lustre, white
taffeta yoke and silk insertion. Shown by the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

as high as $50.00. Retailers in medium sized towns have

wisely included a selection of these superior garments in

various tight-fitting effects, purchasing usually a :><> in a

few numbers. This gives a tone to their early displays.

and establishes their store as a leader. There is enough

quality trade in every town to dispose of a number of these

garments. The same may be said of fur lined garments,

which are increasing in favor as the season draws near.

Prices range from $25.01) to $150, including all popular

lines, and various furs in the collars from Jap mink to the
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best grade of mink and otter. Retailers should not hesitate

to show a line of these on account of the price, as they

demand no higher figures than the ordinary fur jacket. A
black cloth in a • ><> is the safest proposition.

Semi-fitting coats right through the entire range have

y/7
Shown by S. F. McKinnon & Co.

many adherents and the bulk of the early business and

many late buyers' orders have been placed mostly on this

style, in both the short and long' effects. Some of the

shrewd ones will not look at anything but loose garments,

which they consider the safest proposition in accord with

style tendencies. These are bought in all the popular

priced lines. Buyers complain bitterly of difficulty in se-

curing attractive values to retail at $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00

on which the bulk of the business is undoubtedly done, al-

though the $15.00 coat is gradually hut surely becoming

popular. Many good retailers are utilizing some of last

year's left overs to till in lines ranging from $5.00 to $8.00,

picking up where possible a leader round $!i.75 to make a

sp: cial of. The upward tendency in materials and the high

price of labor has rendered it difficult to produce garments

attractive to retailers at these figures. The range of goods

at wholesale from $8.50 to $10.50 is particularly strong and

contains every conceivable style, length and material. Mix-

tures, tweed effects, and the staple meltons and beavers,

have done the business here. As the season matures the

loose effects are increasing in favor at these prices. The

extensive range of coverts, often showing the Empire ef-

fect, in lengths from 40 to 52 inches, starts around the

$10.00 mark much to the dissatisfaction of many buyers,

who are forced to start the range at retail at $15.00. Loose

backs, and some semi-fitting ones in the longer lemjlli-.

have done the business in coverts to retail around $15.00.

with tight-fitting garments in high-class numbers.

Some criticism is heard regarding the facilities pro-

vided for buyers in the market and inadequate sample

rooms, lack of models, and many other inconveniences

waste considerable of a retailer's time. Often also the sam-

ple range is on the road when the buyer drops in and this

tends to discourage his calling again. Buying in the differ-

ent markets is more and more resorted to and manufactur-

ers who are wide awake should eater to the comfort of

their patrons.

A

CHECK BACK COVERTS.

MONO the later novelties that always make their ap-

pearance around this time of the year is the long

check back covert in 42 and 45 inches. This coat is

rapidly gaining in favor and is rivaling the popularity of

Hie semi-fitting coat of the same length. Indeed, it is likely

that they will run side bv side in the favor of the trade.
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The latest shapes have the yoke effect defined by wide

strappings finished off by covered buttons. The fly front

and coat collar is the true effect, though some models are

double breasted and show two rows of buttons in front.

A handsome coat in this style was fitted under the arms

t>3 six reus of shirring, fixed into the front and back by

wide strappings which defined the yoke. The collar was of

the coat variety and the coat was finished with a fly front.

The sleeve was very new. It was leg-o '-mutton in type,

and the fullness was controlled from the elbow down to

the cuff on the under half of the sleeve by six rows of shir-

ring, which were finished by two wide strappings that only

came half round the sleeve, ending with points and a couple

of buttons. This left the whole length of the sleeve from

the arm hole to the bottom of the sleeve, fullness, shirring

and strapping being on the outer part of the sleeve. An-

other of these Empire coats had the skirt part formed by

five pleats on either side, with wide strappings forming

a finish to the yoke. These pleats were stitched down to

about 1-2 a yard of the edge of the coat finishing with a

diamond. The sleeves were plain leg-o '-mutton and the

cuff was defined with a double diamond in stitching cen-

tred with a covered button. The collar was the regulation

coat and the front was fastened with a fly.

FALL SUITS.

THAT the varied range has not been confined to coats

is at once seen when the advance showings in the

retail stores are considered, though the long coated
suit is evidently the buyer's favorite, and it certainly is

tbc style most talked about by the feminine members of

the community. Tlie blouse coat is in evidence, and also
Hie bolero, particularly in velveteens. Blouse coats with
deep girdle and pleated peplum attached are shown in

about SO inch lengths, and there are a number of suits
with the Louis coats with the vest. Color is just as
varied as style, but the presence of plum makes itself ap-
parent, and the chances are that it will be more of a
success this season. Blue is, however, decidedly the

FALL and WINTER
SEASON 1905-6

SUITS
CLOAKS

RAINCOATS
SEPARATE
SKIRTS

LATEST
NOVELTIES

Your Inspection Invited.

Our Large Facilities Insure Prompt Delivery,

A. SOMMER & COMPANY
507 ST. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL
^.
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leading color, and green is much in evidence. Brown,

though still shown, is on the wane and grey in home-

spuns, bweeds, and mannish cloths bids fair to take its

place as tin- cnim 11! the useful popular suit. The long-

coated suit is m decided favor, hut is not universal. Paris

is beginning bo show the shorter styles, and we illus-

ttrate a typical Paris suit of the lates-1 style. It is very

plainly tailored, and is of blue and grej broken check

worsted, with vest of white idoth very much in evidence.

The other Paris costume is of purple drap de etc, and

represents a style that is becoming each year stronger in

the garmeni trade There is an increasing call for them

each year, and more women than ever are depending on

this (dass of cost lime each season. Silks are also shown

in these costumes, hut beyond the large cities the sale

for them does not promise to be large. Suits ol what-

ever kind need a blouse to complete the costume, and the

blouse matching in color is what, is talked of, but the

white blouse is what promises to be universally worn.

At no lime since they were lirst brought out have blouses

been in such high favor, as al. the present time.

Broadcloths, box cloths and cheviots are the leading

Cloths, at any rate so far as seen. The trimmings are

confined to a little velvet at the collar and wrist, and to

fancy braids and galoons, showing bright touches of color.

This is all concentrated on the neck, vest and cuffs.

Skirts show either pleats or folds, and perhaps a few

groups of buttons. These suits ate high priced, and be-

cause of the quantity of material that goes into them,

and the cost of tailoring, are very expensive. This af-

fords a great opportunity for the separate skirt, and

separate skirts and separate coats with blouses to com-

plete the outfit will certainly do the lion's share of the

trade. There is a very great variety of snappy styles in

Separate skirts, chiefly pleated. Lustre and Sicilian

sknts in black and navy will go for earl] Pall, but box

(doth, Venetian, Vienna and tweeds are the selected

Winter clolhs.

GOOD MANAGEMENT OF DEPARTMENT.

GOODS well boughl arc half Bold," i> a true proverb,

but i here is a good deal Id i in the other bait be-

fore the entirely sold mark may be put against

them. The modern merchani has begun to realize that

the surroundings ol' the goods Ln the department, the pro-

per display, the advertising of bis stock, and, last hut not

least, the cordial co-operation id' his selling stall, has

much to do with the well sold part of the business. The

ready-to-wear department cannot be said to be a plant of

slow growth, tor it is one id' the latest of the modern evolu-

tions in dry goods lines, and it was a very modest be-

ginner. Later in life it has earned the hatred of what
has always been recognized as the mosi important depart-

ment of the bouse, viz, the dress goods. It was thought

that (he ready-to-wear cut into the trade in this depart-

ment. Now, however, relations are better adjusted and

each has its well defined field of action. Merchants are

beginning! to fall in with settled principles of retailiug

ready-to-wear goods. They now have well defined methods,

and one is to make the department attractive. The crude

fixtures with which, in its struggling days, the ready-to-

wear department was equipped, are even in the smaller

stores being improved away and now the ready-to-wear

section is fitted up as luxuriously as the millinery parlors.

By many retailers they are 'placed on the same floor and

Cloaks, Suits, Skirts

Our road business on our lines of CLOAKS, SUITS and SKIRTS has been

most satisfactory. The Scope, Price, Range and Qualities have interested discrimin-

ating buyers.

We can positively assure you of the right styles, materials and prices.

If in search of the strictly new and good things in the Cloak line communicate

with us.

THE VICTOR MANUFACTURING CO.. QUEBEC
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Where The

Standard Tells

Our success as makers of

Popular-Priced

Garment*
is due to nothing else than

to our having a Standard

of Quality from which we

never depart. That Stand-

ard means the choicest

fabrics and the most

fashionable styles, whether

it is Spring, Summer or

Fall. You remember what

our samples were like last

Spring. You will re-

member our samples for

this Fall when you have

seen them. Our selection of

Ladies' Coats, Separate

Skirt*, etc., and Men'*

White and Colored Shirt*
is the most varied, most artistic, most

original we have yet offered.

Our Representatives are now on the road

for Fall Sorting and Spring Orders.

THE

Empire Manufacturing Gu.
LIMITED

646 Craig Street, MUNTREAL

THE

ORIENTAL HOUSE

OF CANADA

A magnificent range of goods for

Christmas trade. New arrivals weekly.

Direct importations from our own

China and Japan buying offices.

A few of the articles handled

—

useful and ornamental :

Silks of every description
Handkerchiefs

Kimonos of all kinds
Smoking Jackets

Cushion Tops
Linen Drawn Work

Screens, Cotton and Silk
Bamboo Beaded Portieres

PaperLanterns and Parasols
Tea Sets

Cups and Saucers
Chocolate Sets

Fruit Sets
Jardinieres

Umbrella Stands
Novelties in Terra Cotta

Brushes of all descriptions
Mats and Matting

Teke Wood Furniture
Curios of all kinds

Put in a Japanese Department

for Christmas it will pay you. You

can turn these goods over quickly, and

at a good profit.

Call and see us or write for

particulars of any line you want.

The China and Japan Silk Co.,luhted

Montreal Yokohama Toronto
290 St. James St. 177 Yamashitacho 77 Bay St.
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,h "-v RETURNED

fittings and fixtures are in unison. Here, too, is the pro-

per place for corsets and underwear, both muslin and

knitted. The corset department particularly should never

be placed Ear from the suits and dunks tor besides be-

ing able in smaller stores to share the same fitting room,

they can be of mutual help in other respects, for often a

different corset will save material alterations in a suit

or coat, and there arc any number of women wh
new pair of corsets when they buy a new suit.

The department was a pretty hare place with a num-uti 11
her of racks and untidy tables, in the early days. But^' y/^
when cloak makers began to enter into competitions *f
with the dress maker, and prices began to climb, it was

fell that some other arrangements would have to he made

for caic and display, and ulass cases took the place "^'^^1*^' f
racks. ^^

The Boor of the ready-to-wear department is no\J

either softly carpeted or is of polished wood covered with

handsome rugs. Handsome chairs are provided and a

plentitude of long mirrors. Tin' fitting rooms, for al

hut the smaller departments, should at least have two,

the fittings of ready-to-wear departments, for besides

carrying very Well selected stocks, they strive to attract

custom by handsome fittings. A suit that is put on a

figure or form in the department, for display purposes,

should never he placed on the Boor. Low stand- are

V/^

Fur-lined coat, Empire style, as seen
in New York.

Long coated suit of broad-
cloth.

may he easily made if the room is wide enough, by mov-

ing the show cases out from the wall on the side where there

are no windows, and Leaving room between the cases for an

entrance that can be closed with pole and curtains.

The space may be divided by wooden petitions. Other

neeesary fittings are two long mirrors, a chair, and a row

of books on partitions. These hooks are both for the

, fort of your customer and the protection of your gar-

ments. Garments should no1 be thrown over a chair, as

nothing detracts more from their appearance than throwing

I hem one upon another, on a chair or table, and if books

are provided she can hang one garment up while fitting

others selected, for rarely will a customer be stisfied with

trying on only one. Personally, 1 don't like mirrors thai

are Hat to the wall, for if of Large size. I hey are apt to

buckle and give a distorted reflection. A mirror that can

be tilted is much better.

The specialty stores, where they have been introduced.

have been responsible for a good deal of improvement in

-Shown b\ J. 11. Waldman & Company.

provided. Not only does the suit show better, but it does

not gather dust, nor does it get the same amount of hand-

ling. Some racks will have to be provided for the

lower lines of garments, but these should be grouped in

the front of the department, leaving a clear space, where

RETURNER
,Er U

Shown bj .III Waldman & Company.

the better goods arc on show, behind. Here also should be

the bargain tables without which no roady-to-w < at stock

can be succesfully handle. 1. Remember that appearances

count as well as good buying and tit up your department

accordingly.
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One of the neatest gold medals we have in our collection is that lately

received as a special award from 1\E. Island Exhibition Commission.

The people "on the Island," as well as all the way across to Vancouver,

arc finding out more about the good qualities of

HEWSON TWEEDS
PURE WOOL, LATE STYLES, EXCELLENT FINISH—above the

ordinary. Made only at the extensive new factories at Amherst, N.S.

Hewson Woollen Mills, Limited
JAS. CROIL, Selling Agent,, Montreal

I Alcaahora S' Mills

W. THOMPSON & SONS

f$ytote*Wrii*& Lambs' Wool
Yard's pi nnkks

'S. WORKS

<Us^
/3~g± U-?

THE A. GTMOOINEY CO.
Canadian Agents

MONTREAL - P.O.

»^WWWWWWWWWWW^^^^S^N^^^^^^^^^^S^^S^^'yN^^^^S^^^*w^^^l^S^^^^^

The Imperial Rubber Clothing Co.
TAILOR MADI

RAINCOATS OF DISTINCTION
Exclusiveness in Styles and the protection of our customers' interests are the

principal reasons which we can attribute to the enormous increase in our

season's business. If you are not already upon our list of " regular
"

customers, you are invited to communicate with us.

Prices exceedingly interesting.
Samples submitted upon request.

The

Imperial Rubber Clothing Company
LONDON. CANADA
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-^ SHOWERPROOF
GARMENTS -^

MORE NEW STYLES.

RETAILERS who have not solved the problem Of select

ing Fall styles in showerproof and waterproof gar-

nients will he confronted this month with many
iieu styles in these garments. The variety of styles

comprised in every line rivals, and also closely re-

sembles the separate coat field, and buyers in the Mont-

real market this month will he rewarded by a tour of in-

spection of the different lines. A good opportunity to do

some "shopping" which is so common across the line is

afforded by the keen competition prevailing. There is a

large diversity of styles noticeable in the orders already

placed on all grades of merchandise. Tight-fitting, semi-

fitting, and loose-fitting coats running in lengths from the

short corset jacket to the coat: reaching the hem of the

garment have all been taken. The seven^eighth length

garment is at the present moment doing the hulk of the

business with the full length affair close behind. The

three-quarter loose hack coat has temporarily given away
to these styles. The concensus of opinion seems to be

that the darker shades of fawn and various tweed effects

will do the larger share of the business, and they are,

omparatively speaking, the "only wear."

The Chesterfield or Paddock coat is the newest ar-

rival among the tight-fitting garments, which are hanked

upon by a few high-class retailers. These coats are suit-

able for only the better class of trade, as they are hard

to fit and thus not easy sellers. The Empire coat is the

style garment par excellence of (he season, and some

good reproductions of this style are shown. It is slated

for only a novelty run, as it is essentially only a carriage,

and evening garment. The value of cut and lines is ap-

parent in this coat, and buyers should exercise caution in

securing lines which display the proper hang from the

shoulder blades. The chief value of retailers stocking

these new styles lies in the fact that the profit value of

style is becoming a more and more important factor in

the distribution of goods at retail. Competitors who
make a furore over low price must invariably show in-

ferior cul in their garments. This competition can best

be met by securing garments of exclusive style. Capes

are shown in the newest arrivals, and are heralded to be-

come again fashionable, although it is doubtful if they are

accorded a ready reception. A small double shoulder cape

is the newest in this particular.

As the season progresses a decided tendency is shown
by good retailers to favor loose garments, in line with

the tendency across the border. Semi-fitting coats have

sold well witli some manufacturers, hut popular and

medium trade are now asking for loose garments. The
tailored notched collar is the accompaniment in better

priced merchandise, although collarless coats are in

abundance in popular grades. Belts are often shown both

the halt and full.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO APPOINT AGENTS.

AN expanding western clientele has rendered it neces-

sary for the National Rubber Co., 521 Craig street,

Montreal, to appoint permanent resident agents lor

the entire west. The choice has fallen upon J,mm Bros.

A I'n, manufacturers' agents and importers, Winnipeg,

where a full line of samples will be on view. Lunn Urns.

1 o will show f he National brand rainproofa and
waterproofs throughout Manitoba, tbe Territories and

British Columbia. All orders will receive prompt and
careful attention. The aim of the National people is to

be national in scope as well as in name, and they are

lapidly accomplishing this. Inquiries addressed to P
Box 193, Winnipeg, will bring full particulars.

TEMPORARY SAMPLE ROOMS.
The Imperial Rubber Clothing Co., of London, Out.,

have secured sample looms at No. Tfi Hay street, To-

ronto, during Ihe two weeks of the Exhibition. Mer-

chants are invited to visit these rooms when they ate

in ihe city.

FAWNS IN SHORT SUPPLY.
Travelers still continue to send in exceptionally large

orders for dark fawns in rainproofs, and already the de-

mand may be said to have exceeded supply. Stocks of

material in manufacturers' hands are very light, and they
are anxiously besieging mills to complete their orders.

As the season matures it is plainly evident that a
scarcity will ensue, and retailers should place orders for

maximum requirements without any hesitancy in ordei
to secure prompt delivery.

NEW SHIRT FACTORY.

LAST month we announced the resignation of Mr. \V.

A. Brown, for many years with Skelton Bros A.

Oo., manufacturers of shirts, etc., Montreal, to em-
bark in a similar venture on his own account. The new
firm have opened a factory and are now doing business
under the firm name of Brown & Ashcroft, at 595 St. Raul
street, Montreal, and their initial announcement to Ihe

trade appears in this issue. .Mr. Brown, who assumes the

management of the factory, has many friends in the trade,

and his experience and ability for a position of this sort

scarcely needs comment here. Mr. James Ashcroft, who
will take charge of the sales department, has been in the

retail men's furnishing business in Montreal for a num-
ber of years, and his experience over the counter will

doubtless stand him in good stead in catering to the many
requirements of the retail trade. They intend manufac-
turing white, colored and neglige shirts for men which
will he known as the "B. & A." brand.

UMBRELLA CO. INCORPORATED.
Incorporation has been granted to the Eclipse

Umbrella Co., Limited, Montreal. .1. R Gordon, Fred-
crick Worden, Cordon W. Shewan, R. A. Bun-ton, and
David Patterson, commercial traveler, are the directors.

The company is empowered to manufacture and deal in

umbrellas, parasols, suspenders, haberdashery and men's
and ladies' neckwear of every description. The capital

slock will he one hundred thousand dollars, and Mont-
real will he the headquarters.

A PROPOSED AMALGAMATION.
A proposal is under consideration to amalgamate the

trade unions of the custom and ready-made tailors. A
referendum vote will be taken this Fall, and if it is fav-

orable the proposal will go through. In that case tbe

unions would represent 75,€00 workmen, of whom 3,500

are in Canada. All contracts with employers would be

made to terminate at the same lime, and they would be

identical in their nature. The decision will be looked

forward to by manufacturers with considerable interest
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r \

START THIS SEASON
The Mark of Quality

BANDUNG RAINCOATS

*|4

ONE REASON WHY
National Raincoats don't look like ordinary ones. The
style and fabrics give them distinction. It's this that
makes women buy. It's a line from which your selections
will make a sensation. They will prove to be quick, easy
sellers. Here's an example illustrated :

STYLE No. 418.

Sizks : Bust, from \i> to 40. Length, from b'> to 60.
Also made in % length,Ifrom 32 to \1.

If you cannot come to market— write requesting a salesman or sample garments.

L
1 AT ION A L RUBBER CO

524 Craig Street, MONTREAL J

Made in Canada

"~Beaf Pits lalxl

Y

CLIMATES-

Our Fall and
New Spring Ranges

including tKe

latest New YorK Creations

of

rvainproofs
and

Waterproofs
Are now in tKe Hands of our

Travellers.

j&
Head Office; Warehouse and Factory

for Canada t

92 McGill Street, - Montreal

Head Worhs,

Manchester, England

"Western StocK Room:

216 Portage -Ave., Winnipeg', Man.
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Wholesale Millinery
"A SELECT FEW"

EVERY ONE A TRADE AND PROFIT BRINGER.
COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED AT ALL BRANCHES.

SILKS BEA VERS

No. 200

Colors—Black, Brown, Navy, Cardinal.

Almonte

Colors— Black, Navy, Brown, Cardinal, Myrtle, Castor

No. 209 Linwood
Colors—Black, Brown, Navy, Cardinal Colors— Black, Brown, Navy, Castor, Cardinal, Myrtle.

Jaunty
No. 210 Colors—Black, Brown, Navy, Cardinal, Myrtle,

Castor.Colors — Black, Brown, Navy, Green, Cardinal, Castor.

The House Famed for IVI illinery

The D. McCALL CO., Limited
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
QUEBEC OTTAWA
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S7)e Canadian
aiiillinevp TAeview

FASHIONS

IN FALL

OPENINGS

T
openings

portance

come in

Coast in

influence

MILLINERY OPENINGS.

HE millinery openings have caused a good deal

of controversy in the trade this year, but they

have come and gone now, and it is possible to

size up more accurately the true inwardness of

the situation. The fact that the millinery

attract so main- buyers makes them of great, un-

to more tkan the millinery houses. Buyers

from all parts of the Dominion from the Pacific

the west to the Atlantic in the east, and the

they will exert is of moment to the whole of the

Brown heaver flop by Pouyanne, showing tarn crown with a novel arrange
ment of roses and foliage, draped with brown mousseline de soie ribbon. Shown
h\ Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

wholesale dry nwds hade in Toronto. For some time

jiast the date of the millinery openings has been in dis-

pute, and those who favor the later date have prevailed,

at least ostensibly. By all but one firm, September 1, in-

stead of the usual day, August 28, was announced as open-

ing day. The dissenting firm was the S. F. McKinnon
& Co., and they were so decidedly opposed to changing
of the day that they held their opening alone, or it was
supposed to be alone, on the 28th as usual, and a very

successful and crowded opening it was, entirely satisfac-

tory from every point of view. That the greater number
of the importing houses had faith in the old day was
proved by the fact that they had a more or less extensive

display on view, and were quite ready to serve wishful

buyers, so that practically all the week has been an open-

ing week in Toronto.

There is an early contingent of buyers from the far

west that are always gone before the opening days, and

to the earliest of all have to be added in future the buy-

er*; from Winnipeg, Brandon, and other of the larger

Navy velvet hat bj Pouyanne. showing a tasteful arrangement of roses
shading from navy to Alice blue, white wings and Duchesse ribbon under brim.
Shown by Debenham, Caldecott & Co.. Montreal.

.Manitoba towns. This is because the T. Eaton Co. are

holding millinery openings on the same date in Winnipeg

as they are doing in Toronto. Said a member of one big

linn, "we have had what has really been a three weeks'

opening, and intend in future to advertise that the open-

ing will be on with us from the middle of the month."

Those who stand out for the early date seem to have

the majority of the retail trade with them, at any rate

as far as the Fall season is concerned. The Fall season

JO'S
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is, ai lis best, .1 short one, and the postponement of the

wholesale openings for one week niust be followed by a

corresponding postponement in bhe retail trade, and as

the beginning of the season is the profitable end, even a

week's sales lost makes a

considerable difference. The

retail trade find it impos-

sible to hurry up their open-

ings from the fact that they

have to wait for the novel-

ties and pattern hats,

bought when the wholesale

houses hold theirs. All the

buying comes in a heap then,

and witli utmost despatch

employed the wholesale

houses cannot promise that

goods shall arrive until

about 8 or 10 days after the

date of sale.

STYLES AT THE
OPENING.

STYLES and colorings are

both elegant and at-

tractive, and there is

an element of novelty that,

while not so pronounced as

to make customers reluctant

to invest, and inclined to

wait to see how the other

woman looks before she buys,

is enough to draw attention

and hold admiration. The

Polo has passed out of the

kingdom of dress hats, and

has been passed on to the

makers of "ready to wear."

Many turbans, however, are

shown, but are long, pointed and high, and often raised and

but they are long, pointed and high, and often raised and

bent over on left side, sometimes, indeed, on both. This

style is popularly known as the Glengarry, though it is

given other names as well. Pretty round turbans are

also seen that are slightly tilted, Spanish fashion, when

on the head. In short, the turban family is large and em-

braces a number of new shapes. The list of shapes is a

long one, and runs from the very small to medium large.

Many hats have dome and saucer crowns, and one popu-

lar shape is like an inverted soup plate or a little saucer

perched on top of a big one. High backs are very much

in evidence, though they are not universal. The latest ex-

pression in millinery is, however, the court hats, copied

from those worn in the reigns of Louis XIV and Louis

XVI. These present many new features and many changes

from the earlier styles.

Perhaps the best way of arriving at what styles are

showing and what materials ate used will he by giving a

description of some of the novelties shown by the differ-

ent millinery houses.

D. McCALL & CO.

This firm have been sidling pattern hats all week, and

many of their best hail gone before The Review saw them.

One of the most striking was a mushroom with low dome
crown. The Waj in which this was arranged was totally

differefrt from any others seen in this shape, and a much
more becoming effect was gained. It was raised very

high on the left side by a bandeaux of shirred tulle, a

little to the side was a rosette of pleated tulle, which

served to conceal the ends of two lovely feathers, the one

curling over the biim and onto the crown of the hat. and
the other sweeping back ovei the hair. The crown and

brim was smoothly covered with rich velvet and loo lj

draped around the crow n

was a soft, wide ribbon.

The velvet features and

tulle were of a deep,

dull purple shade and
the relieving ribbon was
of a much lighter shade.

\ good many large

French sailors with the

large crown were shown

by this firm. One in

t wo-toned saxe blue
chenille braid had upper

brim and crown of vel-

vet . The wing used was
fan shaped, and was laid

flat on the crown of the

hat. The brim was en-

tire led with tight folded

shadded ribbons in the

lighter shades of the

blue. There was a high

bandeaux at the back

coveted with loops of

the ribbon.

\ very handsome hat
was of deep royal blue

velvet, plainly covered

and the brim bound

-w-

^.M*,:upMm&
Beaver and velvet model

This is ;i Paris model and shows the new 1iil;Ii crown and the way that

ornaments are used.
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S. F. McKINNON & CO.
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Cloaks and Skirts

WE HAVE

EVERYTHING IN

Millinery

—AND

Millinery

Novelties

THAT THIS SEASON'S

STYLES CALL

FOR.

ff Iff3

U $
OUR RANGE OF

Laces,

Silks and

Feathers

IS THE LARGEST OF

ANY HOUSE

IN THE DOMINION.

Toronto Warehouse

If you are looking for the latest fashions in CLOAKS,
etc., for the FALL we can supply them, made of the

best material and highest-class WORKMANSHIP.

S. F. McKINNON & CO., Limited

TORONTO, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, VANCOUVER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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with .i silk braid exactly matching. Folds <>i velvel drap-

ed the high crown, held in place at the side with a Long

buckle. Three leathers in three shades of blue started

under the velvel drapery, and were laid across the hack

"i the hat The shape was very similar to the double il

lust rat ion given this month.
aeth matching. Folds of velvel draped the high crown,
held in place at the side with a long buckle. Three

feathers in three shades of blue started under t lie velvet

drapery, and were laid across the back of the hat. The
shape was very similar to the double illustration given

this month
By all firms a number of unusual combinations of

color are shown. Indeed this is a feature of the millinery

this season, and fawn and grey, paon and pale blue, blue

and black, blue and brown, are a few seen here.

Il.it ol reseda beaver bj Feurley; trimmed with natural wing's and Paradise
osprey, and Alice blue Duchesse satin ribbon. Shown bj Debenham, Caldecott
& Co.. Montreal.

G. GOULDING & SONS.

Here was a very extensive display which was, how-
ever, seen with difficulty owing to the crowd. The hats

urn' all small or medium in size, and the fur hats were
a great feature. Turbans of mole and while moire, and
of mink and the same were shown. A representative one

was verj long and narrow. The brim was about 1

inches high, and the liny dome crown was sunk lowei

than the brim. The crown and inner brim were plainly

covered with white moire, and the outer brim with mole.

On the left side were I wo losettes of silk crepe, one on

the inside of the brim and the other outside. From imdei

the laiiei .mil flowing backward was a white paradise

plume

A lovely pmk mushroom was ol pink felt. The low

dome crown encircled with a wreath of small pink roses.

broken on the one side with a Hat amelhysl velvel bow.

.mil on Hie other h\ a Hat cabochon of purple violets.

The under brim is draped bj an apricot crepe scarf with

louse bow and ends at the back \ set of hat, cap>

niiili of mink was much commented upon and admired.
The hat was an Empire picture shape with double brim,

the uppei one of mink, and the lower one of Velvet, ex-

actly matching the fur, and folds of while chiffon. Prom
between the two brims on the lefl Bide si art folded

scarves of white chiffon and apricot velvel, continuing

ovei and draping Hie under brim and bandeaux. The mink
crown is encircled by a band of ermine and the velvet.

The cape is most elaborate. The cape proper is of white
cloth encrusted with velvel and braided with a white,

gold and silver braid. This is edged by three rows of

shirrings drawn over cords and then there is a flounce of

mink. From a large button of chenille at the neck is

draped an ermine skin and a mink skin. The mink fastens

over on Hie left with a head and 1 wo tails; a group of

tails finish the ermine skin on the right fastened under

anothei chenille button, and another button and tails are

on the right .

A novelty this linn are showing combined with fur is

tinted grebe. Breasts of grebe tinted blue, pink, mauve,
apricot, etc., are used for the crowns, and rudimentary
heads, lhat make one think of the stone ages or some pre-

historic time, are used as trimming with them.

DEBENHAM, CALDECOTT & CO., MONTREAL.

A
MONTREAL millinery opening of unqualified success

was that of Debenham, Caldecott & Co., 18 3

Helen street, which commenced on Monday, August
2N, and continued dining the following days. Following
uiioii an active trade with far western buyers, the results

of the opening are characterized as satisfactory in every
way. This handsome warehouse, and especially the spaci-

ous and elegant showroom, were crowded to overflowing
continually. Visitors were given every attention and
facility provided for their comfort.

As usual, the main floor contained a superior display

of ready-to-wear and unt rimmed hats in all popular ma-
terials, and a wide variety of designs. Their staple and
exclusive chenille hats won the approval of many new
friends. The double ply chenille hats in turban and
French shapes were especially favored. Nos. 207 and 208
deserve a representation in every stock. They need very

little trimming to enhance their natural beauty. Popu-
lar selling colors in this line are black and brown, myrtle,

moss, navy and reseda. These hats are selling rapidly,

and retailers should not delay ordering. This is a leader

in the ready-to-wear line, and is an exclusive number
with this firm. Another strong number which has done a

good business is a hat with a beaver brim and a white
felt top. This two-toned effect is very popular. Small
and medium French shapes were all in brisk demand. A
\el\el and fell mixture is another conceit which was much
admired.

Trimmings contain a preponderance of quills, wings.

coque feathers and Autumn lints, in foliage and flowers.

Loudon smoke, Alice blue, and shaded elicits in browns,

were much in evidence. The wings were much longer than

in past seasons. Among the many fancy quills a velvet

quill deserves mention. A petti quill of over four feet m
length w.is a novelty. Paradise feathers showing the

head of the bird were in abundance, and steel ornaments
had a representation. Shaded tips were also in evidence.

The range included everything from staples to the most
exclusive novelties.

In the ribbon department this firm is especially strong

and their values command attention. Plain taffetas and

duchesse satin are doing Hie bulk of the business, al-

though v. ii imis shot effects in louisines are highly regard-

ed. Dresden ribbons .ire stronger than previously. Some

1 08
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We use oily good quality of silk velvet, chenille, and felt, in making up our goods

Send in your order now. It will be promptly and cleverly filled.

STERNBERGER & BALLERSTEIN, NEW YORK CITY.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
MONTREAL

MILLINERY
The Leading Feature in the HAT DEPARTMENT

CHENILLE HATS
(Exclusive Shapes)

ALSO A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF THE NEWEST READY-TO-WEARS.

Large Sales in
Ostrich Feathers, Wings, Ospreys,
Quills, Pompons, Breasts.

We are continually receiving shipments of above lines. It pays to look through our staple lines of

RIBBONS, SILHS, VELVETS, Etc.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS
QUEBEC

43j£ St. Joseph Street.

HALIFAX
70 Granville Street.

OTTAWA
111 Sparks Street.

e S-t. Helen St., MONTREAL.
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of these shot and shaded effects at 22£ and 25c. are

worthy of attention, Velvets are proving strong and

then couche berry velvet, a new novelty shown in all

leading shades, for 45c. is proving a leader.

i.mong the pattern hats many beautiful productions of

famous foreign designers were shown. Small and medium
shapes are much in evidence.

S. F. McKINNON & CO.

THE S. F. McKinnon & Uo. was the only firm that held

out for the old date of opening, and they held their

principal show on August 28th. In their opinion,

based on many years of intimate knowledge of the Cana-

dian trade, the Qrst week in September is too late a

date, for after the openings are over it takes a week a1

least to get orders shipped, and allowing two or three

days for freight to reach its destination, it means the

middle of September before the retail trade can receive

novelties that are to form the spice of their openings.

This must mean a later retail opening, and a shorter re-

tail season.

Judging from the many buyers from all important cen-

tres that formed the crowd at the McKinnon opening, the

Fall of 1905 must be considered as one of their great

successes, not only as to numbers present but also be-

cause of the endless variety shown. Each style has a

newness about it not previously seen. Small shapes are

popular and some very effective styles are shown, while

the rough styles are giving away to the smooth and

satin finish and especially the two-toned effects. Ribbons

and silks are lavishly used, also velvets in couche, chif-

fon, panne and all soft makes. Chenille takes a prominent

place, chenille bandeaux being unusually handsome, while

the wide widths in velvet ribbons bid fair to be very

popular. Laces are also used of the Valenciennes quality

and also heavier makes in white, champagne and black.

A handsome black "Pilgrim Father'' shape was of an

exquisite quality of velvet with under brim facing of satin

and edge bound with black satin folds, black net caught

with fancy buckles forming a graceful drape. A feather and

osprey underneath the brim gave a charming finish. A

dainty toque effect was of burnt brown shades with a

two-piece brim of shirred velvet folds of wide, soft French

ribbon, bound with velvet and gracefully looped and drap-

ed between the double brim ; a French feather toning per-

fectly with the rich brown shade was at the back of

this lovely creation.

A hat worthy of special attention is of velvet and

maline, in delicate shades of olive, the low crown and

wide brim trimmed with chenille applique ; a graceful how

of soft ribbon and silk velvet flowers of the most exquis-

ite coloring finish it.

A Parisian beauty is of beaver velvet and maline, the

brim is covered with a chenille bandeau and softened with

folds of maline ; soft French ribbon and tips give a chic

finish.

S. F. McKinnon cV Company maintain a high standard

in the manufacture of ladies', misses' and children's man-

tles and skirts. Tin style shown for the fall season in

ladies' jackets is apparently no1 confined to any one par-

ticular cut, and individual taste will guide in making se-

lections.

THE J. D. IVEY CO.

MILLINERS always look for something striking at

Ivey's, though here the practical is never sacrificed

for purely style, and at this opening Miss Niven

has plenty of novelty to show them. Besides a splendid

show of turbans, notable among which are the Beefeatei

and Glengarry shape, Nattier, Continental, and other

small shapes, she is also showing a number of very strik-

ing hats that are quite a departure. They are designated

"The Court Millinery," and are aptly named after noted

beauties of the courts of Louis XIV and Louis XVI. They
are quite large when compared with the small hats so

universally shown, hut they are not extreme in tin

spect, and an; extremely graceful in shape and decided h
characteristic of the time they are taken from In fact,

thay conjure up visions of silken robes, powder and

patches, backed by the terraces arid fountains of \ei-

sailles.

Here is a description of some of them : The Madam
de Lamhalle is of cinnamon brown velvet, with touches

of coral ribbon and a taffeta shot silk that combines Doth

colors. This is a perfectly round shape, and has a flat

tain crown with a swirl of shirring in the centre. The
under brim is a succession of these shirred swirls in

taffeta, and the fullness in between tacked into place. The

bandeaux is placed across the front to raise the hat off

Uie face. A flounce of rose point lace falls from the brim

over the edge, and there are three circular flounces cover-

ing the outer brim, the first of taffeta and the two others

of velvet. To finish the crown is another circular

flounce of velvet falling over another of the rose point.

The Princesse Elizabeth is of beet root red velvet and

Irish point. The large tarn crown is of the red velvet,

and the brim, which is slightly box pleated, is of a

flounce of the Irish point. A pinkish lavender ribbon is

wound around the crown, and t lie crown itself is caught

over with a court buckle, with a miniature of the Prin-

cesse set in it at the back. One single ro.s-e finished the

back.

OTHER OPENINGS.

Madame de Pompadour is of painted velvet in charac-

teristic colorings on a white ground. The tarn crown is

of bronze green velvet, and pompadour warp printed rib-

bon and handsome bronze green feathers trim the hat.

Madame de Mainlenon is a magnificent black velvet

hat. Others of this court suite are Madame la Marquise

de Montes-pan. The Princesse Palatine, Marie Therese

and Madame de Levignee.

Cockburn cV Kea made a fine showing, and

among the ready-to-wear people Strachan Bros.,

.1. W. Woodland & Co., Knox A: Co., and Clark Hat

Co. had special displays. The latter firm, who are located

in the Empire building, are makers of felt hats and

shapes as well as the more familiar styles of ready-to-

wear. They are showing some very smart styles newly

designed for the assorting trade, and have a line of hats

calculated to help along the practical side of the "made
in Canada" cry. Green, of London, is showing in the

King Edward Hotel.

THE D. McCALL COMPANY'S FORECAST.

THE D. McCALL CO., Limited advise this coming sea-

son will be essentially a season of colors, the lead-

ers being brown, mousse ami myrtle. The Union

de Syndicate shade card shows a number of new tones.

Ihe most important of which are as follows: G lden or Saxe

to dark chocolate (basane cordue buttle) China or Saxe
blue's (choisy sarreguemincs nevers), castors (tallis

rainure), greys (argent, Dickie, platine). All the above
being much used by the Parisian modiste and will no

doubt command a good share of attention. Hats this

season are more on the medium rthear than the small or-

der, with a tendency to roll high at side, the principal

materials for trimming being couche and panne velvets,

Fancy chenilles are a very strong feature and many
beautiful designs in this class of trimming are shown. For
the early season [lowers, wings, quills, cock plumes and
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lyffe

.

The BURGESSER

TAILORED HATS
are recognized by their Original

Designs, Correct Styles, Superior

Quality and Excellent Workman-

ship, and are recognized by good

dressers everywhere to be the

Proper Headwear for all Outdoor

Occasions.

They are sold by all lead-

ing dealers throughout the

United States and Canada.

If not on sale at your local dealers write

us and we will commend the nearest merchant

carrying them.

and introduced by

A. D. BURGESSER & CO.,

172 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CITY.

TRADE MARM.

Our Hats must bear this

Trade Mark,
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pom poms will have a very large sale, as also marabou!

mounts, egrets, paradise and ostrich in both black, white

and colors. Ornaments lot the momenl arc not to be

much used, but it is to be noted that the Parisian modiste

is again Introducing them, which is enough to insure them

success.

In ribbons, taffetas still take firsl place and are likely

to hold it for some time to come. For millinery use satin

liberty and soft failles are very correct, both in plain

colors and shot effects. There is also a strong feeling that

velvets and satin ribbons will be largely used, both cor

millinery and dress purposes. Piece felts are still in evi-

dence and will be largely used in tailored and ready-to-

wear hats, as good ideas can be worked out in it, and the

price is a big argument in its favor, as compared with

chenille braid for the same class of work.

A feature that many will welcome is the strong show-

ing of flowers and foliage, these come mostly in velvet and

silk combinations, the shades leaving nothing to be desir-

ed. Never in the history of the millinery trade has the

dyer so unquestionably earned the title of artist. To des-

cribe the colors as exquisite, leaves much unsaid. Used

witli velvets, laces and furs the effect will be such as to

make the demand immense right through the season. Os-

trich plumes in black, white and the leading colors already

indicated must not be overlooked. Some of the choicest

models in French headwear will show profuse use of all

kinds both in very flat and the higher styles of trimming.

The ever popular ready-to-wear hat is still in good de-

mand for early trade, the bulk of the shapes run to medium

blocks. Polo and Atkins, or military creations, promise a

continuation of the Summer season's popular appreciation.

They come in chenille braids, mohair and fur felts, plain

and two-toned. Some have very little trimming, others

have the chic military brush marabout mount or silk pom

poms. A popular finish is found in hands and strappings

of white kid. In untrimmed ' shapes the most casual

observer will note a radical departure from past season's

ideas. A large proportion turn up very high at the hack,

others flare on both sides as well, and quite a few flare

up all round. The small round crown is here for sure.

Though risky stock there will be a call for them to some

extent, especially in the high class stores.

Some particularly well finished and salable looking

shapes come with the couche velvet underbrim, contrasting

with the shade of the felt crown and upper brim. Similar

shapes and colors are also to be had in the solid felts, but

while a little less costly, they lack the rich finish of the

higher priced lines.

For outing hats the French sailor is a sure favorite,

the blacks are large, the brim flares up slightly in front

and sides and high at back. They come in the one and

two piece crowns, which are not as large as last year, and

inclined to be more rounded.

The I'. Met 'all Co. are issuing a catalogue this season.

The information it will contain should prove invaluable

to the millinery buyer.

OPEN TORONTO OFFICE.

Sternberger & Ballerstein, of New York, whose names

are familiar to readers of The Dry Goods Review

through then advertisements, have opened an office in the

Carlaw building, 2S Wellington streel west, Toronto
vi.

i Douglas Robinson and Towlei will he in chai •

1

The rapidly increasing business of this firm has made this

step necessary. Sternberger & Ballerstein have been do-

ing business in Canada now for several years, and t lie

establishment of tins blanch will be appreciated b\ lheii

customers.

T
FACTS ABOUT ORIENTAL SILKS.

BEBE are various kinds of China and Japanese silks.

The characteristic features of the China silks, how-
ever, are their extreme lightness and Bheemess.

Moreover, they have a very high lustre. They come almost

exclusively in solid colors, and a particularly large quan-

tity is imported in whites and blacks.

As to the Japanese silks, then- is a greater variety ,,|

these. There are some lighj grades among them, which.

however, are not as sheer as the China silks, and there

are also some heavier as well as fancy silks.

Tussahs are also of Japanese production, and a ma-
jority of the gaily printed silks used for drapery are of

Japanese manufacture, as well as some fancy weaves.

The Japanese are progressive in their silk manufac-
ture, as in everything else, and are constantly bringing

out new styles, many id' them being very similar to the

European makes. The Chinese, on the other hand, ex-

hibit their conservatism here, as elsewhere, and stick

to the plain silks.

HER LADYSHIP'S FALL CATALOGUE.

NO need to tell the dry goods trade that this is ihe

catalogue put out by the ladies' garment department

of the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto, for "Her Lady-

ship" brand is known to them all, and is handled by a

large and increasing number of Canadian retailers. Par-

ticular attention has been paid to the getting up of this

catalogue, and the cuts are very line, giving a faithful re-

production of the garments that make up a very exten-

sive line. This catalogue is specially designed for use as

a counter book, and minute directions are given for order-

ing from it. If desired patterns of the cloths from

which the skirts, blouses, etc., are made, will be forward-

ed on application.

A SEMI-READY BOOKLET.

A handsome booklet has been issued by the Semi-

Ready Clothing Co. to illustrate the Autumn fashions in

men's clothing for 1905. The book contains eight tine

half-tone cuts of the most prominent features for Kail

clothing. A similar number of pages describe the meth-

ods and workmanship of the Semi-Ready stores. The ad-

vantages of their system are set forth forcefully and

clearly. The present publication should be a trade win-

ner. The illustrations certainly show some attractive

dress.

MAY BUY CLOTH MILL.

.Ion.il ban Ellis, head of the Ellis Mfg. Co
. of Hamil-

ton, has negotiations on foot relative to buying the cloth

mill belonging to the llespclei Woolen Mills Co ol

Hespeler. Mr. Ellis stated to The Review that, although

the matter was under consideration, nothing definite had

ye1 been done. "The piospects for the woolen industry

in Canada," he said, "are improving, more especially as 1

anticipate a favorable readjustment id duties as a result

of ihe inquiiv bj the recently appointed tariff commis-

sion."
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ROOM 2IO,

Enterprise Bonnet & Hat Frames

DeCelles Bros.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL
The above styles are also made in wire. In ordering please state number and letter E.
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THE

RIBBON
HOUSE OF

CANADA

•is:'

Ribbons are our specialty, and we

always have a large stock of them on

hand, in every color, width and variety

under the sun.

Our business being" concentrated in

this direction it stands to reason that we are in a better position to

supply your wants for Ribbons than a house handling a dozen or more

other lines.

We stud \- the markets and buy at closest prices goods which are

strictly up-to-date and destined to popular favor.

FALL IMPORTATIONS JUST RECEIVED FROM OUR
PRINCIPALS IN SWITZERLAND, including allthe popular shades of

LILACS, BROWNS, OLIVE AND RESEDA GREENS, as well

as staple colors.

Our Mail Order Department is always at your service, and orders

sent in this way will receive prompt and special attention.

Samples and prices furnished on application.

Walter ly Barry $ go.
(Second door from|St. James St.) 234 mc6lll Street IT^OfltrC^K

'^f'M/jim»/// %&•
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LACE.

THERE are no signs of any waning in the vogue of

lace, ami though Fall is not the best selling season,

yet orders have been large, so large in fact that

they indicate the fullest confidence in the selling strength

of lace. The present picturesque styles call for a deal

of lace to carry them out. and another cause that keeps

hoe to the fore is the many lace exhibitions gotten up to

popularize hand-made laces of peasant manufacture.

Many of the prominent women from Royalty down are in-

£

Paquin Gown of Ivory Mousseline de Soie, showing combination lace,

being of Battenburg and Cluny Lace. Note the undersleeves

of Chiffon and Valenciennes lace pleatings,

terested in the promotion of these industries, and through

their influence leaders of fashion arc induced to wear

quantities of lace, and the Parisian eostumers arc in-

fluenced to make the most of lace in designing gowns.

Though real laces are not such an important factor in

general dry goods, because of slow production ami of

high price, they have a great influence on the machine-

made laces that are so universally worn, for as fast as a

little known lace is dragged from obscurity it is imitated

in machine-made lace.

A good many net laces are shown, and slowly but

surely the heavier laces are coming back again into the

leading place. The fact that the motifs and designs of

net laces are not growing heavier in character is one

sign, and even such a lace as Chantilly betrays this ten-

dency in the latest shown patterns, the motifs of which

are in very heavy effects and as much raised from the

gTound as may be without departing from the character

cf the lace. These heavy patterns on light net grounds

are quite out of the ordinary and extremely handsome
and effective.

Valenciennes, which has just as firm a hold as ever on

the trade, also shows this tendency. There is a decided

feeling for the heavier makes, and in the more novel lines.

the patterns are decidedly of a raised character; indeed,

some noticed have a decided leaning towards the button
effect, yet these aie decidedly Valenciennes lace.

Baby Irish is decidedly the leading lace this season,

in fact all Irish crochet effects are strong. Some very

attractive patterns are formed of a mingling in the one
lace of baby Irish and French crochet or baby Irish and
guipure. Not so new, but very well liked, are the crochet

laces, and guipures with medallions and motifs of net

lace, or of embroidered batiste. Bruges and Princesse

lace are to the fore also in higher priced goods. The
vogtue of these last named and of Irish crochet is bringing

white laces to the front, and it is many seasons since so

much black lace was seen. In both black and white there

is a tendency for the Spanish laces, and the future of

silk laces seems decidedly promising.

There is a strong feeling for the mingling of two or

more kinds of laces in the trimming of a fashionable

gown. Hitherto it has been a light and a heavy lace,

but now the latest fad is to use two heavy

hues, Irish and guipure, baby Irish and French
crochet, Irish and Cluny. and the latest, if is

said, Cluny and Battenburg. This is the latest

Paris lace c( mbination and the gown we illustrate,

with the two laces combined, is one of creme mousseline de

soie, made in the ateliers of Paquin for a noted leader of

French society. Besides the lace there are touches of

gold embroidery and the sleeves should be noted, as they

are made entirely of chiffon pleatings.

Bands, festoons and all-overs are particularly good.

Embroidered and esprit nets are in great demand, both

in black and white, for eowns, waists and many other uses.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
I" KATI'li IX( I children's goods this month is now an

1 accepted policy in many progressive city stores.

Window displays and advertising are already in-

dulged in and an unusually attractive event is made of

this schc< 1 sale. Colored borders, initial lines and various

embroidered goods are pushed to the fore. Many hand-

kerchief departments fail to realize the advantage of

carrying a nice line of fancy novelties to boom sales. New
ideas and styles push this department into a big money
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maker. Holiday goods as yei arc more talked aboul than
seen, hut retailers arc figuring on goods to open the sea-

son with this month. Embroidered effects are first-class

property, and neatness is the leading characteristic. Prices

on these lines are very firm. The Fleur de Lis, Shamrock
and Bow knot are favored patterns. A narrow hem-
stitched effect is favored in all grades. Open work em-
broidered handkerchiefs will be in evidence this Fall.

Trices for next season will be very firm, as linen goods
of all kinds have been advanced. Staple goods should be

anticipated as far as possible, if they can be secured at

old prices. Plain cotton handkerchiefs, where labor is

the chief facto]-, remain unchanged in price although the

raw material is so high.

RIBBONS.

THE fact that the Spring only saw the beginning of the

ribbon boom, and that this Kail will see a fuller

development, is becoming daily more apparent. Paris

is using ribbons freely for trimming dressy gowns, and

no one kind is exactly favored. All descriptions are called

for. Narrow ribbons are ruched or pleated and applied

to skirts in lines and festoons, and Greek key patterns

are also seen with the ribbon stitched flat on the ma-

terial. Evening gowns of sheer material are invariably

ribbon trimmed. Black velvet ribbon in baby widths will

edge a flounce and the heading will be a wider one quilled.

The fact that Paris dressmakers are again beginning to

use a touch of black is noteworthy as, should this again

become the vogue, it will have a great influence on the

sale of black velvet ribbons.

A gown of sheer white linen worn by a society leader

had the drapery of the waist held in place by two large

bows of black velvet with long ends reaching almost to

the hem of the skirt. An elaborate costume of pink

taffeta made up with a front panel of chiffon was appar-

ently tied together by small bows of black velvet ribbon,

and tin' draper} on the chest is held also by a laddei ol

three little bows of the same. Decidedly French was the

gown of black net over a white taffeta underslip, which
was strapped at intervals by hands of warp printed

ribbon

Women have taken vei y kindly to the suspender suit

idea, and this will be further developed in the coming

Waist and Sleeve Garniture of Fancy Ribbon and

Black Velvet Hilt to Match.

Fall by the use of girdles of ribbon with the addition of

bretelles and often of sash ends also. Warp printed rib-

bons, and also the new brocaded ribbons that are the

latest novelty, will be called into requisition, as well as

the plain taffeta and other weaves. This is a development

that should appeal to the popular trade, for by its addi-

tion a separate skirt and blouse can be transformed into

a dressy costume. The cuts given illustrate some of the

many ways of using ribbons in this manner, and a few

should be made up and shown on figures in the depart-

ment. Also when a separate skirt and blouse window is

dressed the central figure might be utilized to show this

style. Every buyer knows how the ribbon flowers, hair

bows, etc., helped to increase counter sales, and rightly

taken hold of, there are the same possibilities in bretelle

girdles.

BELTS.

STILT the girdles, and nothing else in sight, but the

color scheme is changing, and besides the deeper

colors and black and white, pale soft pink, pale bines.

and Nile and Reseda greens are making their appearance.

These are designed for dressy and evening wear. There

air a number of new arrangements of shirring- sell,

but decidedly the latest are the girdles with the seis of

buckles. The dee]) back buckle has two smaller ones at

each side, and then there is a square one to match in front.

Some quite novel effects are introduced in these buckles,

but gill is the basis of them all: and a good deal of shirr-

ing, hemstitching, etc.. goes into the make up of these at-

tractive bells also.

Quite the smallest thing, however, seen in belts for

some time is of leather, and silk or leather, and artificial

silk lace braid combined. Half inch or 3-4 inch strips of

leather in the natural color are stitched onto the silk. The

ends are brought into a shaped piece iii front and fasten

with buckle and straps. Some have a fancy back piece
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(| The C M. C.
* hose-supporter

catch is perfectly
protected,and won't
tear the finest hose.

The C. M. C. fastener is covered
over with the tape. No sharp edge
to cut the yarn. No post or button
to make a hole. No safety pins
required. No sewing to corset
necessary—just clasps. Adjusted to
any length instantly. Best elastic.

"It's all in the clasp "

Women's, Misses', Children's.
No higher in price.

Ask for them.
C. H. Westwood & Co., Limited, Toronto.

>j^This Advertisement
appearing in the daily papers in Canada will

stimulate the demand for C. M* C. hose-

supporters.

We believe in helping the dry goods mer

chant to sell the goods he buys from us.

The C* M* C* hose-supporter demon

strates its superiority with every comparison.

It enjoys a big sale in the big stores in

every part of the Dominion. Repeat orders

by mail are common Surely this is proof

enough that the C. M. C. excels.

Have you given us an order for a supply ? If not, send
one - as small or as big as you choose.

Sample pair free to any dealer on request.

C. H. WESTWOOD & CO., Limited,
TORONTO

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.
"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
DUBLIN, IRELANDTORONTO,

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melind* St.

RETU it Ni:

SEP 7 190 If

MERCHANTS
who handle Ladies' Jackets

or clothing of any descrip-

tion should callJf^jtjfTs^ej p
lour New Metal
-Gloak Reel, here

illustrated. This is

the strongest,
best and cheap-
est Revolving
Metal Rack on the

market. $10.00
each, all black finish;

$11.00 having head

Oxidized, copper

finish. We have a

full line of

FINE WAX FIGURES, CLOTHING FORMS,

MIRRORS, SILENT SALESMEN,

and, in fact, everything needed to fit up

your store.

ALL GOODS OF LATEST DESIGNS

Send for targe Catalogue To-Day

It Is FREE.

CLATWORTHY & SON,

'

TORONTO, ONT.
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HAIR
NETS

Made of Human Hair

SELLING STRONG FOR FALL
There's no wavering uncertainty

about the demand for hair nets, but

a sure, steady, growing call that's

backed up by Fashion' s own decree.

COIFFURA Hair Nets, made of

human hair, lead In the season's

selling because of their superiority

over all others.

They are Invisible when worn

;

come in all human hair colors
;

shaped to fit bun, fringe or entire

head. Each put up in our non-

tearing fold in separate envelopes.

COIFFURA Hair Nets are the

easiest and quickest selling and best

paying nets you can buy because

they give satisfaction every timeand
get re-orders again and again.

You cant do without them this

Fall as the vogue Is sure to set your
customers calling for them. Meet

these calls with the goods and add
extra profit to your notion business

Sample and Prices on Request

Selling Agents for Canada and United States

DiecKerKoff, Raffloer ®* Co.
Toronto-. 70 Bay Street, Montreal: 301 St. James Street

364 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Rosenwald Bros., - Paris, London, Vienna
Largest Manufacturers of Human Hair Nets in the "W^orld
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also, generally adorned with gilt studs. Similar bolts arc

made of leather and braid.

A belt out of the ordinary run was of white taffeta.

with stitched strappings of black silk machine stitched.

The centre strap started near the front of the belt and a

little more than 1-4 way round is drawn through a ring

of white spun silk, and under the ring two other straps

start, one on each side of the centre strap. These straps

are drawn through three more rings and end with a turned

in tab on each side of the back.

Net robes, either figured or plain, daintily trimmed
with shirrings and flounces and ribbon ruches, are show-

ing in quite a variety. These are particularly good in

white, and with them will be worn sashes and girdles of

ribbons.

GLOVES.

THE glove promises to be a more than ordinarily im-

portant costume accessory this Fall, and trade pros-

pects are very bright. The difficulty experienced in

the last two months in obtaining popular makes and

styles shows that stocks are in a healthy condition, both

in the retail and wholesale trade. From a fashionable

point of view the long glove leads, and in both glace and

suede 16 and 20 button lengths in mousquetaires are

much seen. There is certain to be a very good season ex-

perienced in these long gloves, for with the exception of

plain tailored suits the sleeve reaching to the elbow is

the one in vogue. The bid demand will centre in white,

black, light tans, grey and biscuit shades, as these will

go with most colors, but it should be noted that the

long black glove is gaining in favor even for wear with

white. For evening wear sky. pink, mauve, etc., will be

asked for. The exclusive trade is carrying a large variety

of colors to match both evening and reception gowns, but

this is too expensive a fad for the general trade, and the

colors first mentioned will be found ample for all require-

ments.

Those who do not wish to pay the high price for a

long kid glove will buy the silk ones in 16, 18 and 20

button length. Blacks, white, and tans, and also navy,

will be leaders, and there is every evidence of a large

trade being done in this class of glove.

Though the long gloves will sell well, the big counter

demand will fall, as usual, on the clasp glove, and in

these also white and black are to be the leaders. Tans,

particularly in the lighter shades, follow, and mannish

effects are to be the vogue, both prix seam and pique be-

ing in evidence.

A novelty much shown is the long glove gathered in

at the wrist by an elastic, and the long cuff lined with a
contrasting color. These gloves should take, as they are

in keeping with the picturesque styles prevailing at the

present time.

ROBES.

THERE promises to be an excellent demand for robes,

both in spangles and lace. In spangled robes the

best seller will be the all black robe, but a good
many white net with white spangles are also seen. Black
comes also in soft spangles combined with steel; for the

better trade iridescent effects on both white and black.

The newest in lace robes are certainly those of heavy
lace. Irish lace will lead, but Venise, both in white and
cream, will go in the cheaper robes. Few of these will

be seen without introductions of lighter laces, and vari-

ous motifs and insertions of Valenciennes, Alencon, Prin-

cesse Louise lace, etc., will be seen.

The bolero of lace, or almost wholly of lace, is

shown. One seen in a large Toronto store was of Alice

blue panne velvet and the machine-made French crochet.

This was shown in the neckwear department, and was on
the frocks and frills order.

TRIMMINGS.

TAILORED suits will be trimmed with braid, but

braid now-a-days is a wider generic term than a few

years back, and it is surprising what- a large

variety of weaves and effects are included in a moderate

sized braid stock. The introduction of artificial silk is

responsible for the best part of the novelty, and a great

part of the beauty of the braids now in use. The Paquin

gown reproduced on the cover of the present number
shows how Paris is using braid at the present time, and

also the position fashion decrees it shall occupy both on

waist and skirt, though on many suits it is only on the

waist that trimming is used. The latest braids are em-
broidered and in rather bright colorings, which, truth to

tell, are just the thing to give relief to the dull shades

fashion is now favoring. For the exclusive trade bands

of embroidered cloth and velvet in colors and gold arc

showing, and gold braid, gold tissue, beads, and em-
broidery are worked up into beautiful high-class trim-

mings.
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BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
By Howard K. Wellington.

"TO SELL OR NOT TO SELL."

THE importance and absolute necessity of exer-

cising care and judgment in extending credit

to-day is manifested in the introduction of such

agencies as "credit insurance" or "the credit

clearing house." Both these institutions are

for the purpose of protecting the house extending credit,

in the first place by indemnification for losses incurred

through "bad and doubtful accounts," and in the second

place by providing information mutually interesting to

the several houses extending credit to the same debtor.

Upon the careful and tactful handling of accounts

depends largely the successful operation of any business;

for, although a customer may purchase goods once or

twice, if he should be offended at the manner in which

the credit or collection departments handle the account,

nine chances out of ten he will not care to continue busi-

ness relations under the circumstances.

The Credit Man.
The credit department, no matter how many assistants

are employed, should have at its head a man who is not

only careful and shrewd in extending credit, but who is a

good judge of character and ability; who can, by tactful

conversation or letter writing, obtain, without offending

the prospective buyer, the information which will enable

him to judge fairly well as to the desirability of the

account; who can, by reading the reports received from

the commercial agencies, determine whether the location

of the business, the length of its operation, the sales, the

expenses, the management, etc., would warrant the risk

in opening a new account. The credit man must be quiet,

independent, courteous, frank; he must take chances, for

it is an easy matter to keep the percentage of loss down
if no chances are taken; the question should rather be,

"How much did the credit man lose through orders

turned down?" and "How many prospective customers

did he really kill by rejecting orders? The object should

be to increase the business as much as possible by ex-

tending credit on orders received, at the same time to

keep down the percentage of loss on worthless accounts;

in other words, give credit liberally, but be persistent in

collection of all accounts according to terms of sale. It

is the creditor who persists who seldom has a bad debt.

The Creditor.

Some houses cannot afford to take as much risk as

others, the volume of sales being smaller in some cases,

and the margin on certain lines being already cut very

fine by keen competition, the ever-increasing expenses of

doing business would not permit of running any chances

of incurring bad or doubtful debts.

Salesmen working in harmony with the credit depart-

ment are invaluable agents to any business, as they come

in personal touch with the customer and can very often

decide correctly whether the account is desirable or not.

A house that is prompt in collecting will command
more respect from customers, and will, consequently,

receive payment before other houses allowing accounts to

run indefinitely without any effort to collect.

One strong point in favor of the "credit clearing

house" mentioned above is that a customer, knowing that

his creditor is a member of an association of this nature,

will not care to have any drafts returned, as this might

cast a reflection upon his credit before the other houses

from which he purchases goods, as the matter would be

reported in due course through the agency to the various

houses interested.

Losses occur most frequently through the busy credit

man who opened the initial account with the customer
losing track of additional purchases, credit for which

might not have been extended had the credit man kept

in close touch with the affairs of the customer, and

watched the account carefully.

It is of no use to worry about an account after the

goods are shipped. The time to do the worrying is be-

fore shipment is made. Care should be exercised in

writing a customer about an account, endeavoring to

consider the recipient, his business, his customers; avoid

stereotyped letters as much as possible,—a personal letter

will have far better results. If credit cannot be granted,

endeavor to fill the order in some way—avoid turning

down orders unless absolutely necessary,—secure cash or

part cash, a guarantee of payment, or send goods with

draft attached to bill of lading. Co-operation with cus-

tomers and granting reasonable requests will cement the

business relations of creditor and debtor and create a

good feeling which cannot be made in any other way.

The Debtor.

An honest debtor will rarely fail to receive recogni-

tion if he states his case fairly and clearly. In fact, the

creditor is desirous of helping an honest debtor out of

a tight place.

When an acceptance of an overdue account cannot be

met, the creditor should be advised frankly that such is

the case, but a full reason should be given. By being

frank and straightforward a good feeling with the creditoi

is sure to result. Above all other essentials to a good

credit honesty ranks first,—honest men may fail by being

incapable of conducting a certain business, but, neverthe-

less, honesty is the principal essential. Avoid deductions

trom settlements, for a debtor continuously making de-

ductions is looked upon with disfavor; if the prices or

goods are not as ordered, advise the creditor at once, and

in very rare cases will there be experienced any difficulty

in having matters adjusted satisfactorily.

MANUFACTURERS' ANNUAL MEETING.

ON September 18, 19 and 20, the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association will hold their annual conven-

tion in Quebec. Preparations are uuder way for a

big meeting, and considering the importance of the ques-

tions that will be before it, there will be undoubtedly a

large attendance of members. The lessons of the British

trip will form a prominent feature of the meetings. Be-

sides this the impending meetings of the tariff commis-

sion will necessitate a clear explanation of the position of

the body in this matter. The association will prepare

its case very carefully and make the most of the present

revision to increase the tariff. For these reasons the ap-

proaching meeting will be watched with very great in-

terest by the business men of the country. The pro-

gramme of the meeting has not yet been issued, but Mr.

R. J. Younge, the secretary, promises it in a few

days.

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND.
Advertising, a monthly magazine published in London,

Eng. , and devoted to the subject indicated by its title,

issued a special drapery number in August. It is replete

with suggestions for enlivening the dry goods store, and

has many articles of more than passing interest. Its

treatment of the various departments of the business is

complete and concise.
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THE HOUSE FOR

SILKS

RIBBONS

VELVETS

VELVETEENS
Mail Orders receive
prompt attention.

Phone Main 2157.

Dcbenbam,eaI(kcott$eo.
Corner Bay and Wellington $t$., * Coronto

P.O.
CORSETS

The Acme of Perfection in Corset. Making

Represent years of experience

in catering to high-class trade.

First award at all the World's

Expositions.

New styles for Fall now in the

hands of our travellers.

Sole Selling Agents for Canada

KONIG & STUFFIMNN
11 Victoria Square, MONTREAL
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TRXOz

ALEXANDORS

MARK

FURS

You can sell at a good profit and please customers
besides.

LIKE THE CURRENT OF SWIFT RUNNING WATERS, CARRY EVERYTHING BEFORE THEM.

^T ^J T {~j J* ]
When you buy my Furs, etc.,

JUST WHAT
Y/^v T T "D T T "^7" When you want to. You can pick them out of stock

KJ \J D U I if you like.

"V/AJ T *Y* A \JT Tp Less time ; there's no chance of disappointment. No
I UVJ 1 YjlIYIL, delay in delivery.

N-f^v TJ ¥ f^ ¥-*" And you pay less money for them than you would
yj IV 1 O IV elsewhere.

A. J. ALEXANDOR, 504-6 St. Paul St. MONTREAL
MAAAAA^MAM^^^^^MVV

HHDHNt-H

The Bishop Label

Is the protection of every

dealer and every buyer

of Fur Robes and Fur

Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and CoaLs

Are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

3€P 21 190^

The

J. H. BISHOP
Company

Sandwich, OnL.
Wyandotte, Mich. Tientsin. China

334 Broadway, New YorK
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THE CANADIAN FUR TRADE

M
GOOD SEASON AT HAND.

WIF ACTURING furriers and jobbers are

more than satisfied with a record advance

order business and extra efforts are being

made to ship goods on time. That the Fall

and Winter are to be rich in all kinds of furs

is almost a foregone conclusion. Every branch of the

trade has developed to a remarkable extent and the end

is not in sight yet. Firms which a few years ago were

almost insignificant have grown into a prominent position

and the incoming of specialty houses is making itself felt.

The increase in size of the lines is more than bewildering

and is a sure indication of continued fashion approval.

There is a great and increasing variety of furs which

succeeding seasons add to the list of available pelts. This

renders it more difficult for the retailer to judiciously

select his stock and the difficulty is more pronounced

since fashion is playing such a prominent part in the in-

dustry.

Despite the general high prices of all pelts, furs will

be more in demand this coming season than ever before.

There are furs to meet every class of buyer, and the

general prosperity of the country assures the high-class

goods exceptional favor. Every house reports low lines

poorly taken in advance orders and samples of many of

the low numbers are available at choice figures to-day.

y Popular Furs.

There is less discrepancy about the trade regarding the

heavy sellers than formerly. Mink is given first place by

every house doing a general business. Japanese mink
also, of the weasel family, is the strongest among the

furs to resemble mink. Many orders for this fur are now
being shipped out in half quantities, as the demand ex-

ceeded all expectations. Marmot is another choice pelt

in strong demand in many quarters. Alaska sable is in a

favorable position and a splendid imitation called skunk-

dyed coon is in strong demand for trimmings, stoles and

muffs. It takes an expert to tell the difference. Near
seal and electric seal among the cheap pelts have scored

a remarkable success. Retailers handling these furs

should make it clear that durability is not one of their

virtues. Pelts of this kind should not be pushed to the

front, but supplied only when cheapness and attractiveness

is the desire of customers. Dyed squirrel has had a favor-

able reception and grey squirrel is largely taken. In the

long-haired furs, while fox and Isabella, a brown shade,

have received the greatest attention. They have been

ordered out chiefly in long stoles. Lynx is only in a

novelty position and will appeal only to the fastidious

who desire something different. The evening furs are more
talked about than seen. Ermine has a place more in

catalogues than in stocks. Tts price is prohibitive. Black
Thibet has increased in favor for neck pieces and moufflon

is much shown in the flat muff. Muskrat disguised under

the alluring title "river mink" is much used for ladies'

24-inch jackets. Persian lamb has scored a greater suc-

cess than ever before, and the standard Persian lamb
jacket has been ordered out extensively.

Favored Fashions.

Judging from retailers' selections, a brown season

will ensue, including such leaders as sealshin, mink, sable,

douhtedly lead in this market, followed by grey and
white furs, not neglecting black furs for entire garments
and many neck pieces and mulls. Persian lamb for the
good trade and Astrakhan as the old staple, are leaders
among the popular black furs. The fact that Persian
lamb pelts in recent advices received from Russie have
advanced 15 per cent., indicates the strength of the de-

mand. This advance will not affect the ensuing season.

Persian Lamb Jacket—Shown by J. E. fyk^omber.

Mink, which is becoming to almost every type of woman,
is fashion's leader, despite its high price.

Fur Garments.

Fur garments have undergone material changes since

the opening of last year's fur season. The ever-popular

Persian lamb jacket is unmistakably lengthened. The

24-inch jacket in Persian lamb, electric seal, sealskin,

astrakhan and river mink, is far and away the leadei
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All these dark furs arc entirely staple and people never

lire of them. The electric seal jacket is attractive, bul

its wearing qualities are by no means dependable. The

2(i and 28-inch length are asked tor b\ retailers desiring

to please the older class in their community. These

lengths are in marked contrast to the short effects run-

ning from 18 to 22 inches last year. The most notable

change is in the full sleeve, which tends to prove that

deep rolling reverB and high coflar are the natural accom-

paniment of these jackets in standard and blouse effects

Alaska sable and mink with their imitations are appro-

priate trimmings for the revere, and ornaments are some-

times judiciously employed. Care should be taken in

selecting good linings. The shapeliness and fitting quali-

ties of these garments is a credit to the manufacturers.

Ladies' fur-lined coats running from $(i0 to $100 and

RETURNED
etp nw

It

w&
Collarette, Satin Lined, Shown in Hear Skin and Large Stole Rolling Collar Shown in Mink.

Courtesy of L. Gnaedin^er. Sons fit Co(

fashion is not sometimes as inconsistent as she is thought.

The proper sleeve for the ladies' fur-lined jacket is wide

at the top, gradually tapering and with sufficient fulness

at the wrist to allow easy accommodation of dress sleeve

with dainty trimmings. The fashionable jacket closely

resembles the styles in vogue ten years ago. An old fur-

rier showed The Review designs in vogue at that period

which closely resembled the present fashions. Broad and

many real cheap ones at around (25 have taken beyond

all expectation. Original samples which in many houses

were only one or two numbers have been increased to

fifteen and over, and the orders received justify a belief

in their vogue. They have been ordered in smaller sec-

tions more generously than their clientele would seem to

warrant. However, these garments are strictly fashion-

able and their service is unquestioned. They are shown
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MONTREAL. WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

JOHN W. PECK & CO.,
LIMITED— BUFFALO BRAND—

Registered

Wholesale
Fur Manufacturers

EVERYTHING IN FURS

Latest New York, Paris and
London Styles

FINEST WORKMANSHIP

Write us for New Season's Catalogue.

We carry the Largest Line of Fall Caps in the

Dominion.

COMPLETE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND AT OUR WINNIPEG WAREHOUSE.

SEND FOR OUR NEW BOOKLET T

H

LEAK fUR MANUFACTURING CO. or CANADA, Limited

5 AND 7 RECOLLET ST., MONTREAL
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mostly in loose, comfortable, three-quarter and full

lengths <>i black cloth with the inner side of squirrel,

iiiusKr.it, ami sometimes astrakhan. The deep shawl col-

lars arc in Alaska sable, mink, dyed raccoon, Persian

lamb and lynx. The coats arc generally of a rich, digni-

fied plainness and exhibit the acme of fur coal elegance.

Thej have evidently come to stay in this market. In

men's fur-lined coats the standard one is lined with musk-

rat and shows the dee]) otter collar. However, Persian

lamb is stronger than formerly for collar use, due to a

seventy per cent, advance in otter, which somewhat re-

stricts its vogue. Coon coats at favorable prices are in

splendid demand.

Stoles and Muffs.

Mulls have unmistakably grown larger and flatter—the

Hat lei the belter. The round muff as an article of fashion

is out of it enthely, although it has been ordered in fair

proportions in many sections. Its ungraceful size is

especially noticed in conjunction with the long stole,

tending to give a bulky appearance around the waist,

which is strictly against fashion dictates. The fashion-

able article which is practically a cushion does not lose

its utilitatian qualities, however. There are many fancy

varieties which have been ordered sparsely, consisting of

RETURN!

SEP U W

rf>/f
ew laVas iii Flat Muffs. Shown in All Popu.ar Furs.

< i.sy 1.. Gnaetlinger, Sons & Co.

various combinations of furs and the addition of many
natural fur trimmings. Mink has easily proved the leader

among the muffs. As usual the muffs generally match the

stoles, hut there are, perhaps, ten stoles sold to one

muff.

In the realm of neckpieces the fur trade has seen its

greatest expansion and what has been lost in the sale of

men's fur caps has been made up a hundredfold in this

particular. The stole, since its introduction as a short

neckpiece, has grown into larger and longer proportions.

This year they are in the most fashionable numbers

broadened across the shoulders and in rare instances have

pretty fancy effects. The number of furs used to fashion

them is almost beyond belief. Those of the lined variety

air Ear preferable as the same effed is produced at a much

less cosl than when the entire neckpiece is of fur. Good

..it in lining is much more serviceable than fancy brocades

and will lie found to please the consumer bet lei. Quite

j 1 1 •
1 1 1 is mi over the relative merits of chenille and

passementerie versus natural trimmings, They have been

taken in almosl equal proportion, which clearlv shows

ih.it tin- natural effects arc gaining in favor. Many good

authorities picdict this as the last strong season for

chenille, although Ibis is debatable.

Retail fur salesmen, notwithstanding the general pros-

pewlv of then customers, will be confronted this coming

season with many expressions of surprise regarding the

high prices. Customers at best only have a hazy idea of

the upward tendency and salesmen must be fully informed

of the wins as well as the certain knowledge of higher

figures. In general excessive demand and a short supply

elaborated upon to suit the case will till the hill. This

is practically true in most instances, hut is hardly evci

convincing till the customer has found it out by a com-

parison of values. Specific instances, as in the ca

men's wombat and Bulgarian lamb fur coats, add a touch

of reality to the situation. These coats are higbei in

price than one year ago and are hard to procure. The

reason for this is that the wombat, which comes from

Australia, is in very short supply, due to the action oi

the Australian Government prohibiting their kill for a

certain number of years. The Bulgarian lamb is higher,

due to the exceptional demand in Europe for this fur for

motoring purposes. It is ideal in this particular. The

Russo-Japanese war is also playing an important part in

making higher prices. The latest development in this

particular is the action of the Russian Government in

placing a war tax on all fur skins. Further, the vast

armies maintained by both countries call for exception-

ally large contracts for black China and Japan goat

skins. As a result, the supply is limited and Canadians

in that market find prices very firm. On the other hand

Japanese mink which could not be utilized for army pur-

poses is being pushed strenuously for export and has

taken a firm hold in this market. It does not approach

the Canadian mink in texture, hut under manipulation of

the dyer it is a splendid imitation

STYLES IN FURS.

AMKRICAN tourists are now invading Canada. They

come each year in ever increasing numbers, and

they are good patrons of the Canadian furriers.

Just as soon as they come he begins to show his new

furs, and there is sure to be a number of choice styles in

rich furs on view.

The same variety of style and diversity of furs seen

last season are again sure to rule, though the 24 and 26

in. Persian lamb coat with mink trimmings is the best

liked coat in Canada. This coat is fitted into the back

and is either slightly pouched or has box front. The

shawl collar is a leader, though not quite universal

There is more attempt at sensible collar styles in furs

than for the last few seasons, and the comfort able medici

collar— the storm collar—which has never lost its hold

on the country trade, is making a successful attempt at

a revival. A straight band collar is favored, continued

in two rounded or paddle ends that either cross or tie as

a cravat. A good many fancy furs are made into this

class of coat, mole, which is putting in an appearance,

dyed squirrel, caracul and heaver being amongst them.

Of course mink, ermine and seal are the premier furs,

hut mink, ermine and seal are beyond the reach of the

popular trade this year. Fur lined coats have been per-

sistently boomed since the selling season has commenced
and undoubtedly will be in great demand. There is a

likelihood of a shortage of skin linings, for the demand
is not equal to the supply. An extreme Paris style that

has. however, been followed by some of the exclusive

furriers here is a frocks anil frills coal in fur. It is not

a very practical garmen 1 for this climate, but one that

could he used as a cape in very cold weather. The trim

min-g idea of using Chinese or Japanese embroideries and

leather trimmings is another leading feature of the ultra

t lade.

Neckpieces come in great variety and in all sizes and

lengths A very large number have a cape collar some-
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FANCY FURS MANUFACTURED FURS

FUR REPAIRING

You will find me up-to-date for everything in the fur line.

RXPKRIKNOED HaNUS will do your work satisfactorily, while
MY 1'KICE IS KltiHT.

PARTIKS WISHING THEIROWN FUKS, RAW OR DBES8FD
WORKED INTO GARMENTS, will do well to get my estimates.

Let me quote you ou any jpetial garment, or repair work.

Garments mane by measurements.

SRE'TALTY MUSK RAT JACKETS, ALSO STOLES AND
MUFFS made fioni dropped skins beautifully sui] ed.

Special Rates to the Trade—No Fancy Prices

Charles Nebulung.
4 Phillips Square, Montreal.

OSTRICH F-EATMEIR
BOAS and STOL.EIS

Special line of these to clear at remarkably low
prices. These goods are ri^ht and you can tu:n them
over quickly and at good profit.

Imported Job Lines in all branches of English,

French, Belgian, Swiss, Austrian and German

DRY GOODS
and

FANCY ARTICLES

L HIRSHSON & CO.,
Bell Tel. Main 2715.

1782 NOTRE DAME STREET,
MONTREAL

Merchants Tel. 636.

To Buyers of

Persian Lamb
Jackets

Visiting Montreal
You can't afford to pass our line. Early

fur buyers treated us most liberally. The
present sale of Persian Lamb Jackets is

the strongest ever. Our jackets are

perfect in every detail, Materials, Style,

Fit, Workmanship.
All the new ideas at prices that are

profit full for you.

DROP IN AND LOOK US
OVER. IT WILL PAY YOU.

5I6 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

READY FOR SPRING

HATS
CAPS

AND

STRAWS
FOR SPRING

1906

Our travellers are now on their

respective routes with a large

and well-assorted range and we
bespeak a continued share of

your liberal patronage.

FOR FALL SORTING
You will also find all of our

lines complete, including a

SPLENDID RANGE
OF FURS

of every description.

Immediate and Mail Orders

receive prompt attention.

SWIFT, COPLAND & CO.

>]7-~)'25 St. Paul St. M ONTREAL
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tunes covering only the shoulder, hut often having the

addition of a fulled cape. In the short haired furs flat

stoles of varying lengths often lined with another fur

.hi likeij in lie much in evidence. These are worn

crossed at the side of the neck, and one end hanging ill

1 1 nut and 1 lit- other at the hack. Another popular style

1 ha 1 is seen is cravats thai reach only to ahout the bust

line, and also in longer lengths that reach Id the waist,

or a little below is the wide flat stole with the hias end.

The shape ribbon is cut to keep it from fraying. At the

neck it is gathered in by a cord and cord ornaments.

This is a favorite style with costly furs, such as sable,

ermine, chinchilla, etc. This neckpiece is generally one

of a set—neckpiece, mutt' and turban. The fur turbans

are lovely. An almond shaped turban of ermine had a

crown of exactly the same shape ami height as the brim.

Between brim and crown was a fold of maline. A row
of zibeline beads went round the brim and another,

coronet fashion, was placed around the front of the crown.

Rather an odd shaped turban accompanied a chinchilla

set. It was very narrow and high in front, and had an

acute slope to the face. At the left side, pointing to the

front, was placed an aigrette of Alice blue.

HIGH-CLASS GOODS FAVORED.

AVERY reputable fur house reports an unprecedented

demand for the better grades of furs in every line.

Staple goods are always in demand, but stores re-

alize that cheap furs are a poor investment at any price,

and the public are slowly but surely becoming educated

to this point of view. Specialty stores handling high-

class lines such as furs, cloaks, suits, skirts, etc., are as

yet in their infancy in Canada, but during late years

many good retail stores have wisely catered to the sup-

plying of high-class fur goods. In many cases they

maintain their own manufacturing department for special

orders. This has been attended with countless difficul-

ties and limitations of an obvious nature, ending in caus-

ing vexatious delay to the purchaser. The need of a

first-class wholesale house catering for such special trade

is becoming more apparent every year. The field is com-
paratively limited, but a house specializing in making
only the highest class of goods would undoubtedly fill

that "long-felt want."

AN ATTRACTIVE SHOWROOM.

BY recent additions and equipments in the form of

added fixtures in their showroom, Swift, Copland

& Co., 517 to 525 St. Paul street, Montreal, have

completed a spacious sample room, well lighted, with up-

to-date facilities and splendid arrangement. An increas-

ing house trade has compelled this progressive firm to

consider carefully the question of equipment and the

installation of necessary fixtures for the proper display

of their merchandise. The approval of many new friends

already testifies to the efficient results from the invest-

ment made. Manufacturers and jobbers are too often

content to allow conservatism to hold sway and loathe

in imitate retail methods for the convenience of their

customers. With the modern tendency of increased mar-
ket trips, adequate showrooms are a necessitv in order

to save time for all concerned and to lessen the arduous
task of the retailer's buying trip.

A Review man was lately accorded the privilege of in-

specting the showroom of Swift, Copland & Co., con-

veniently Incited on the main floor at the left upon en-

tering. The lighting arrangements are all that could bo

desired, and the necessary fixtures are so placed as to

intercept the daylight as little as possible. The room is

high, large, and spacious, and in its attractive robe

furnished by an extensive display of furs, hats and caps,

presents a pleasing appearance. The hardwood floor is

plentifully covered with fur robes, while on either side of

the room are arranged display fixtures for hats and caps.

These are so displayed that a novice can grasp iln

tent and variety of the line al a glance, and easy selec-

tion is thus facilitated. The main idea observed is to

show the goods, and the shelving is open. Fur lined

coats and jackets are arranged al the rear on figures and

racks. Stocks, collars, etc., are arranged down the

tie of the room on long lines of display stands, and the

mutts are on top of the cap fixtures, showing the use of

additional skill. Taken all together, the sample room is

a distinct advance in the efforts of Canadian houses to

fully meet the requirements of the trade, and reflects

credit upon the enterprise and progressiveness of this

firm.

CHARLES CARTER WITH LEAK CO.

MANY fur buyers, particularly in Ontario, will be in-

terested in the announcement that Charles Carter

has joined the Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada,

Limited, as their Ontario representative. Mr. Carter is

well known as an enterprising salesman, and it is doubt-

ful if there is a more popular traveler covering the banner

Province. For upwards (if 25 years he has been covering

that territory, first for a London house, then for Allans

of Toronto, and in late years for the Waldron-Drouin

Co., Limited, Montreal. His knowledge of all branches

of the trade is thorough, and he is well capable of meet-

ing with the requirements of his customers. As his

career in the business world has been marked by steady

advances, his connection with the Leak Co. will be

watched carefully. There seems every reason to believe

that he will increase his success with his new responsi-

bilities.

OCCUPY NEW BUILDING.

Brereton & Manning, wholesale furriers, have moved
to their new building at 59 Wellington street west, To-

ronto. The building was erected by this firm for its own
use, and comprises all the most modern features of an

up-to-date fur warehouse. The building is of mill con-

struction and fire proof. It is admirably suited for the

showing of stock. In the new premises Brereton &
Manning are enabled to carry a more complete and varied

stock than ever before.

THREAD FACTORY FOR CANADA.
Arrangements are almost completed for the erection

of a thread factory in Stratford by the Dominion Thread

Co. After the city had agreed to guarantee a loan to the

extent of $30,000, the company proceeded to perfect its

organization. A site has already been purchased. For
the last six months the company the company has been

actually manufacturing thread in Toronto, so that it is

past the experimental stage. It is expected that the new
building in Stratford will be erected this Fall.. Mr. C.

McEachern, the secretary, whose effice is on Adelaide

si i cct, Toronto, is very optimistic of the success of the

enterprise.

FIRE IN CORSET FACTORY.

The Parisian Corset Co. of Quebec was destroyed by
fire on August 21. Insurance, widely distributed among
companies doing business in Canada, amounted to $22,-

500 on the stock and (4,500 on the machinery. The future

intentions of the corset company have not yet been an-

nounced.
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59 and 61 Wellington St. West

TORONTO

A. T. PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

8 Colborne St., 43 St. Sacrament St.

TORONTO MONTREAL

We offer the following as some of our specialties :

—

Cotton and Linen Torchon Laces
Real Torchons and Insertions
Tapes, Braids, Elastics, Webbing
Century Printed Tape
Stay Bindings and Corset Lace
Silk and Cotton Ribbons and Galloons
Prussian Binding
Men's Jewellery. Vest Buttons
Gablorez Jewellery and Ornaments
Toilet and Millinery Pins and Orna-

ments
Bead Necklets, Pearl and other Colors
French Purses and Novelties
Cologne and Perfumery
Plres ' Celebrated Cutlery — Pocket

Knives, Razors, Scissors, Manicure
Articles, Brushes and a great var-
iety of other smallwares.

Goods come direct from the makers, consequently

purchasers are saved commission house profits.

IMPORT ORDERS ONLY

HARRIS & COMPANY
R0CKW00D, ONT. Limited

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Ladies' Costume Cloths
-AND-

Homespun Suitings,

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
•SELLING ACiENTS-

rionypenny Bros. & Co., - Toronto
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FAVORABLE SPRING PRICES.

PEC1 LATIONS which were rampant during the

past month regarding the new Spring price list

have been finally settled by the textile people

issuing their Colonial and Magog lists for

Spring, 1906, at prices which are generally re-

garded in the trade as favorable for active trading, not-

withstanding the strength of the raw material market.

These prices are practically on a par with the list one

year ago, although in many instances a lower figure and

in rare spots higher figures are given. L.P. and H.

prints, which are handled by many small stores, are one-

half cent lower than one year ago, which affords an op-

portunity for extra profit. M.P., the big staple seller and

a pliable, sightly cloth, is 7£c, the same as one year ago.

The most noticeable change is in the H.P. line of prints,

which is eight cents, as compared with 9£c. last year.

It is interesting to note, however, that the weight has

been considerably reduced and the jobber's discount as

well. At 9fc. this number had to compete with English

prints, and the reduction bo 8c. means a print of splendid

intrinsic worth. Ducks, which are ten cents all around

this year, show an advance, as lights were worth Sic.

and darks Klc. last year. Moles for Spring are also

higher, as this Fall the prices obtainable were: Light,

11 Ac; heavy, L5c, and extra heavy, 18£c. Flannelettes

show a noticeable increase, as raw material play an im-

portant part, as opposed to the prints where labor is the

chief factor. Royal waist flannels worth 8c. to-day are

up lc. for Spring. Crepon, which is a sightly, attractive

cloth, which did well a year ago, although crinkle, is

liable to wash out, is at the same price, Die. Rock fast

drill is up one-half cent for Spring, compared with this

Fall's price, 12c.

Colonial Spring List.

Proofs of the new Spring price lists, which are not

\ri hi jobbers' hands, were exclusively furnished The Re-

view, and the lists are here given, with a comparison of

this Fall's and last Spring's prices where possible :

This Spring,
Spring, L906. Fall. L905.

21, 25 in., $0.()5i $0.05|
»<,'

Prints—L.P
Prints—M.P
Prints—F.P
Prints—H.P
Prints—C.C

28 in 07f.
:-Sl in Ilfli

31, 32 in 08 (Ml.1,

32 in 10 in

Duck— 28 in 10

Tweed—Colonial, 27 in ltii

Tweed— Aniline and Navy, 27

in
.'

12

MEoles—Lighl mole, 28 in 12$ 1H 12A
Moles— Light mole, aniline

and navy, 28 in 13i 13$
Moles—Heavy mole, 28 in Hi .. .15 .. . ItiA

Motes—Extra heavy mole, 29
in,.

Flannelette—C.N. F., 27 m
Flannelettes—-Royal W a i s t

flannels, 28 in

Ticking— Art ticking 312. 28
in

Ticking— Art ticking, 265, 3 1

in

Ticking— Art ticking, 2 Hi, 30
in

Schreiner—30 in

Crepon—28 in

. 1 !i
|

.06$.

.18.i. 211

.09 .

.12*.

,i:u'

.15

'

.10 .

.mi.1

.

.08 Mi

Drill—Rock fast drills, 27. 28
m 12.'.

Twill— 11 i will, 32 in . .11

New Magog List.

Prints—H. 21, 25 in., light colors, and navy 951
Prints— No. 1, 2(i in .06]
Prints—No. 2, 28 in 07!
Prints—H.P., 31, 32 in u8
Prints—F.P. , 31 in 99j
Prints—C, 32 in in"

Prints— I). ('., indigo, .'52 in in

Prints—(J.C, indigo, 31 in .V2{
Prints—A. A., 27 in in"

Shirting—XXX. in in ! 1

Drill—Durban drill, 28 in .id

Drill, 108 drill, 33, 31 in in

Drill—350 drill, 33, 31 in .101
Drill— 3(H) drill, 33, 31 in 12

Drill—265 drill, 33, 31 in 13[
Batiste, 28 m
Jasmin cords, 2!J in

Schreiner, 32 in 11

Matalasse, 32 in 12.'.

Violelte, 32 in Hi"

Stripes—Tokio stripes, 20 in 12A
Stripes—Mercerized Jap stripes, 28 in .15
Suitings—Sateen, 30 in in

Suitings—Summer suitings, 28 in 09
Suitings—S.B. flannelette. 20 in (J6{

Bunting, 24 in 96
Flags, 21 in .06

Twill cretonnes, 27 in

Oatmeal cretonnes, 30 in 10
Sateen cretonnes, 32 in 10

Order Early.

For the Spring season on these lines the difficulty

which will be most apparent is the question of delivery

rather than price, which is confidently forecasted to re-

main steady, even if the staple shows a material drop.

Canadian mills have been extremely busy for the Fall sea-

son, and will not have time to deliver promptly Spring

purchases. These lines under various names will be shown
the retail trade this Spring simultaneously by all job-

bers about the middle of October, and retailers should or-

der early. Deliveries will be made the jobbers during

December, and they anticipate serious shortages.

English Lines.

English prints will again be on this market in the

better grades, and jobbers are now figuring on many beau-

tiful and exclusive patterns. English mills are extremely

busy and the price question is paramount. It is probable

that lines will be shown at 10c. as formerly, for a start-

er, but it is more than evident that these will have to be

sold very close. One firm received a cable advising them
that their Spring contracts have been completed. When
the "boys" get on the road this question will be solved.

Whites and Greys.

Further advances aggregating 5 per cent, for Spring

delivery are forecasted to take place during this month.

These advances are additional to those made during .Inly,

and jobbers stand a poor chance to come out even in

these lines. Lower prices are regarded as impossible,

especially in the greys, although in the bleached goods,

where foreign competition is very keen, a lower level is

not possible. English mills are sold well ahead, and that

market is not expected to interfere seriously here.

Other mills have issued no new prices to jobbers for

Spring, and what placing is done is made on the old lists

which show the advances made during .July. It is not ex-

pected that a list will be given to jobbers for another
month.

Slow Fall Deliveries.

Prices on all Fall lines remain unchanged, and jobs

are conspicuous by their absence, a sure indication of firm

tendencies. Deliveries are not so good as wished in many
desirable lines. Trade has been good and mills are tiav-

lio
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

58-64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
Taffeta Ribbons—"Champion," Nos. 30, 40. Velveteens—"Corona" Brands, Black and Co ors.

"Gloria," Nos. 5, 9, 16, 30, 40, 60, all colors.

Satin Liberty Ribbons —" Royal," Nos. 5, 9, 16, Corded Velveteens— Black and Colors.

40, all colors.

Black Taffeta and Black Velvet Ribbons— All Honeycomb Shawls — White, Cardinal, Grey,

widths. and Black. Retail from 50c to $2 00.

Letter Orders Carefully and Promptly Executed.

ing difficulty in fulfilling their obligations. .Jobbers are

urging their customers to buy staple denims, tickings,

cottonades, etc., now, as Spring prices will show an ad-

vance. Every one is talking dear cotton this year, and

as Canadian mills are well covered on raw material ac-

tive trading is assured.

THE COTTON FIGHT.
1IIE fight to secure the controlling interest in the

Montreal Cotton Co. being waged between some of

the interests identified with the Dominion Textile

Co., Limited, and some of the Montreal Cotton Co., has

continued actively during the past month. The activity

of the textile people led them to make a cash offcer of

$12(1 for the stock controlled by several large estates.

This stirred the directors of the Montreal Cotton Co. to

further action to prevent the merger, and a circular was

issued asking the stockholders to pool their shares until

April the first, 1907. A generous response is reported to

have been made, and these officials claim the textile peo-

ple are a very long way from having anything like the

majority of the stock. Mr. James Roger, Gault Bros.,

Limited, has transferred the holdings of Montreal stock

under his control to the Textile people.

At the present time the endeavors of the merger to

absorb the Montreal Cotton Co. have ceased, as Mr.

David Yuile, the active worker and president of the Tex-

tile Co., is in England. The Textile people possibly con-

trol 7,000 shares of the stock, and need 15,100 shares to

secure a controlling interest. The belief is quite gener-

ally expressed thai it is only a matter of time until the

Textile people will secure control of the Montreal com-

pany.

A NEW MANAGER.
At a meeting of the directors of the Montreal Cotton

Co., August .'-ill, Mr. Fred. Lacy, manager of the com-

pany, resigned his position, and Mr. Louis Simpson, a

former manager, was appointed in his place. Mr. Simpson

was manager of the company five years ago, and has a

thorough acquaintance with the manifold duties. He is a

[amildar figure in Montreal's business district.

The wool clip of the Northwest Territories has been

Officially announced as 700,000 pounds. Of thir, Alberta

will give about 290,000 pounds; Medicine Hat, tin, linn

pounds, Walsh, 90,000 pounds; and Maple Creek, 220,000

pounds. The best class of western wool is very fine, al-

most pure merino, and will clean up to till per cert of

scoured wool.

A TARIFF RECOMMENDATION.

IN response to a communication from the Department
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, the Montreal whole-

sale dry goods section of the Board of Trade held a

meeting Friday, September 1, to arrive at a united policy

regarding their recommendations. These meetings will

soon be general throughout Canada, as the Government
is desirous of learning the sentiment prevailing in vari-

ous centres before the tariff commission enters upon its

duties.

With the exception of reaffirming a protest against

the higher dress goods tariff on goods not made in Can-

ada, which became effective one year ago, generalities

were mostly indulged in by the Montreal association ;

political views on the tariff were paramount. Jobbers of

this kind were desirous of only buying in the cheapest

market, and their opinions are usually based according to

their political leanings. No general decision for a lower

tariff on many lines was arrived at, as is alleged by daily

newspaper reports. The letter from the Department of

Trade and Commerce was authorized to be replied to

seriatum, although many of the questions did not directly

affect the business of members of this association. In the

absence of Mr. Geo. B. Fraser, Green-shields Limited,

president of this branch, Mr. Robertson, Caverhill &
Kissock, presided.

THE INTRODUCTION OF SILK INTO EUROPE.
According to an ancient legend eggs of the silk moth

and seeds of the mulberry tree were brought to Con-

stantinople for the first time from China in 556 A.I).

by two monks, who conveyed them in their staffs that

had been hollowed for the purpose. .Justinian appreciated

at once t he great importance of silk weaving and the silk

industry. He brought silk weavers from Persia and other

countries distinguished for textiles. For this rei

there is a great similarity between Byzantine and Persian

silk tapestries. The rearing of the silk worm in Europe

cannot be traced back earlier than the reign of Justinian;

before this time raw silk was imported from India and

China, where its production was guarded as a .meat secret

and the exportation of i he eggs of the moth was attended

with severe penalties.

PRESENTATION TO TAILOR.

A pleasant occurrence in connection with the departure

el' Mr. David Muir. who lias for thirteen years been con-

noted with the Sanford firm o\' Hamilton, was the presen-

tatii n to him by his fellow employes of a gold locket and

a complimentary address. The address dwelt on the «ood

relations which had always existed between them and the

re: ret that was felt at his departure. Mr. Muir is open-

ing a business on his own account.
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Moods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAGENET."
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LARGEST FRILLING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERN8, AND MANY OTHER8, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTHS

EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frillings exceed all other makes (for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Drapers In England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.
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WAISTS
STYLE THE FEATURE.

WAIST models presented tor Kail and Winter wear

have been selected by discriminating buyers with

great stress laid upon style. This has led to .1

few who have evolved the righl styles being extremely

busy. Some houses are sold up as late as October. With

style the dominant note, retailers should call attention

to this particular in their opening advertisements this

month New effects are constantly being added to the

Kail line, and fancy waists are being bought up by buyers

looking for novelties to create a sensation with during

the holidays. Already Spring staple lines are being

shown to the trade, and the leading concerns who cater

for a high class trade are evolving new ideas, and have

their designers in foreign markets. The surplice effect is

steadily gaining in favor among the new styles that were

banked upon by The Review, and the suspender effect is

being put to the front in a surprising manner. The in-

genuity of the designers is (axed to the utmost to evolve

fancy dress waists which baffle* description,

Silk Waists Favored.

Taffetas in the staple black and white, and in such

colors as moss green and plum shades, as well as navy,

are scoring the biggest success in their history, and the

better grades are doing the business. Black peau-de-soie

is being ordered for the practical waist in both tailored

and dress styles. Louisine is also forging to the front.

The very elaborate waist favors such materials as messa-

liue and crepe de chene, and some light colored ones in

pink and blue are being taken to render variety and

effectiveness to opening displays. White is the accepted

coloi in this particular. Lace and net waists in both

black anil while materials, often showing the elbow

sleeve, are being taken. These elaborate styles are in

quired for only by the better class of trade. Prills and

ruffles of some description seem necessary to the well be-

ing of several of these dressy models. They appeal to

women of slim proportions.

Woolen Materials.

Woolens have fallen into the bad graces of femininity

across the border, but climatic conditions and superior

fashions account for the Conspicuous place of heavy shirt-

waists in Canadian Kail and Winter assortments. Then-

are any number of styles similar to the light, fluffy Slim-

mer models, but the utility woolen waist is still regard-

ed as indispensable on this market. It has durability,

sensible style, and appeals to the sound reason of practi-

cal womanhood. Flannels there are in number exhibiting

the newest touch of fashion, but it must be con*

sales have not been phenomenal except in isolated in-

stances. However, there is no tendency to turn to the

finer and sheerest of fabrics, as the silk waist is in un-

disputed command of the fancy dress field. Albatross,

which is an old time favorite, has been more than gener-

ously received, and one house reports cabling for a dupli-

cate on this material already. It comes in all colors

and combinations, and deserves the earnest attention of

every buyer. Embroidered delaine is also well spoken

of, and the various new ideas in spots and dots means
the re-welcoming of this material. Lustres, nun's veiling

and cashmeres have all been taken. Various shade

green are proving leaders in the color field.

CORSETS
NEW corset models are giving a wonderful amount of

satisfaction, as the figure modifications necessitated

by the more fitting waists have been easily and

comfortably obtained, and the result is in the nature of a

triumph 1o the manufacturer. The present type of corset

is giving such extended satisfaction that much modifica-

tion is not likely to be called for in the near future. A

few extremists, however, are still working to produce a

still smaller waist effect, but it remains to be seen as to

whether they can gain this with any amount of comfort,

for there has been too much ease and comfort in recent

years for the average woman to wear one that really

hurts, nor is it necessary. The woman of to-day owes a

big debt to the corset manufacturers and designers, for

they have effected a very great improvement in the aver-

age figure, and so well have they done their work that a

really bad figure is s-eldom seen on the streets, and be-

sides there is more comfort in corsets than ever before.

The corset now builds the figure and makes it conform

to current styles, and this is all done with ease and com-

fort to the wearer. So gradually have the changes been

brought about, and so easily have they been introduced

to the trade, that it is only by placing an early straight

front model by the side of one of the latest that the

great improvement in style that has been going on is

realized, and, incidentally, Ihe greater beauty of the new-

design observed. The best features of the old style ate

preserved, bui the ungraceful ones have been retired. The

chief change is in the curves above and at the waist, and

Ihe old Im>\\ fronts have given place to a rounded, grace-

ful shape, and a much smaller type of waist, and all this

has been done without, interfering with the comfort of the

wearer, and without the necessity of light lacing.

W7e are gradually assimilating the higher bust, but

the deep back is a later improvement, introduced to

counteract the effect of the round form and smaller waist

which has a tendency to make the hips bulge, and the

lon«- back is designed 1o mold the hips and draw the flesh

backwards.

Hose supporters are of great importance, and on many
of the imported corsets there are three sets instead of

two, and some of the French models are shown with two
elastics sewn to the corset a few inches apart and both

ending in the one clasp. This is to pull down the skirt

of the corset and enable it to better control the hips.

A great deal of attention is paid to the attractive

trimming of a corset, as this is a feature that exercises

a great influence over sales. The French makers excel in

this feature, and many new ideas in corset trimming may
be gained by viewing a collection of French models. One
seen had a kind of fichu effect, with what almost might
be called a jabot. There was an object as well as trim-

ming effect gained here, as it was on a corset designed

for slight figures. Medallion and Vandyke laces, with the

regulation bow in front, are attractive, and the sus-

penders, jartelles the French call them, are covered with

shirred ribbons and bows conceal their juncture to the

corset and also the stocking clasp. The latter idea is

particularly dainty when the corset is worn, as it gives

the idea that the bow ties together slocking and sup-

porter.

The cloak and suit houses are beginning to add cor-

sets to the other stocks carried, as they are finding the

necessity of having on hand a corset stock. The intimate
connection between the two slocks has always been in-

sisted on by The Review.
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RHYS D . FAIRBAIRN (Limited)

GIRDLES FOR LADIES' WEAR
SILK AND LEATHER COMBINED.

SILK WITH BUCKLE AND THREE SLIDES.

We also
Manufacture LADIES' NECKWEAR, FRILLINGS, FOUNDATION COLLARS and SKIRTS

8-10 Wellington St East, - - TORONTO

You, Us And the Other Fellow

No Sentiment in Business

There can be trade without much BUSINESS about it.

Our Classified Article List o! Industrial Products is a book of infor-

mation. It tells you where articles are manufactured, what the articles

are made of and the uses they are put to. The city man knows all

about it, do you ? Cloth bound, 400 pages, price 82.00. Ask us the

price of our Canadian Industrial Blue Book for the next 30 days.

The Manufacturers List Co., Toronto

SHIRT WAISTS
AND

Shirtwaist Suits

THE BRAND

WHICH

DEFIES

COMPETITION

Our Fall line is crowded with unusual values

—

honest values, that make their selling profitable to

you.

The prices are fixed on the cost of production.

A small margin of profit on a big volume of busi-

ness allows us to turn out real values—trade-getters

and trade-holders.

You really ought to see this line and inspect

the actual garments, size up the styles and materials

and get the prices. We know they'll stand com-
parison with any other.

New York Silk Waist M'f'g Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

THE GOODS LIKE THE
BRAND, ARE RELIABLE

Do not be led away by inferior goods, when you
can buy a " Reliable" Silk Waist at the same price

you have to pay for those which are not reliable.

Our goods are sure to please your customers.

"Proof of the Pudding is the eating."

We sell more Silk Waists every day—so will

you by handling

RELIABLE SILK WAISTS

I. MISHKIN & CO.
1853

Notre Din? Strset
MONTREAL

Merit Alone
has made

Our Garments
the most popular on * the market. If

you are interested in HIGH-CLASS
LADIES' SILK WEAR and want to

buy novelties that are positively better

made for less money than any in the

land, it will pay you to see our lines.

« MlWi,..

PERFECT FIT UPTODATE

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.

MONTREAL
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^»
LADIES*
NECKWEAR ^

IT
looks as though it woe going to be a case of girls

again with a capital 0. iliis Pall and many of the

ladies' neckwear firms are complaining loudly about

the scarcity of suitable help. So bad is it with some

films thai they cannot fill orders and much annoyance

and delayed deliveries are the consequences. One large

firm is notifying its travelers that at present no orders can

he taken for present delivery and that until further notice

one montb from dale must he allowed. Retailers must

govern themselves accordingly and should not run stocks

too low as there is sure to he delay in shipping goods;.

They should also begin to think about holiday n Is, as

A New Collar Design.

Shown by Rhys O. Kairbairn, Limited.

there is no better selling line for the Christmas trade than

ladies' neckwear.

Because of this scarcity of help, lines of Fall neckwear

are not so extended, but there is plenty of reward for

the anxious searcher after novelty and ladies' neckwear

grows daintier and more bewildering each month. The

$2.25 line is a very complete one, and one begins to won-

der when the end to the purchasing power of 25c. will be

arrived at. Indeed, -'». neckwear should require no push-

ing in these prosperous times. No one style or line can

claim leadership; everything that is attractive is going.

Plain tailored linen and mercerized effects are selling and

linen and embroidererv. linen and lace effect are also to

the fore. There is a wide range of muslin and lace neck-

wear, more particularly in the pointed stock with frill of

knife pleatings on the lower edge. The knife pleating

and lace effect centred either with lace or embroidery, both

in made up effects and by the said, is increasing in favor.

and promise to be Strong sellers all winter. Silk stocks,

chiefly in tab lines, arc well shown, but from DOW on we

maj look- for u preponderance of conceits id chiffon and

lace. Styles are very varied ami it matters little as to

what the make up is, it is the effect, that sells the neck-

piece. Perhaps the stock is id' silk with chiffon trimmings,

or it may be of chiffon with silk trimmings. There may
be no tab or there may be one that reaches almost down

to the waist. The jabot effect is much in evidence, and as

usual will lead up to the end id' the holiday season. Our

illustration shows an exceptionally attractive jabot effect.

The stock is of chiffon with strappings of silk put on with

groups of silver beads. The jabot is of four long pointed

pieces of fan pleated chiffon edged with laee, and fasten-

ed onto the stock with a small oval buckle. Another

neckpiece in the same line had a very long narrow

lab of tucked chiffon, the tucks running lengthwise, and

finished with a knife pleating of chiffon and lace. There

was a narrow Venise galoon trimming stock and tab, and

laced across ladder fashion was a narrow ribbon vehet.

Another pretty style hail neither jabot nor tab. There was

a Greek key arrangement of silk strappings on either side

leaving .'i or 4 inches in front tilled in by tucked chiffon

trimmed with Venise and touched with colored spangles.

These colored spangles are a new feature; they come

in Alice blue, amethyst, wine shade and garnet. Bead-

in the same colors, and in silver gilt and steel, are much

used and nacre motifS are being introduced as are also spun

silk buttons, silk motifs, baby ribbons, and ribbon velvet.

Lace effects in imported goods come in increasing variety.

Venise is good, and so are combination effects in Venise

and Venise and nets, introducing pompadour effects. Irish

crochet is coming to the front in both "baby" and heavy

styles. The stock and tab is staple and there is a\great

variety of plastrons and chemisettes.

Lace scarves in Spanish, both black and white, and in

all the net laces, are selling. Narrow Windsors are com-

ing to the front again and from all sides come reports of

increased demands for them. They are also shown in silk

Maltese and berthas, and collars are showing in this lace.

Ruches are in great demand; the difficulty is to keep up

with the supply. Wood silk ruches are the latest.

Paris is wearing large peirrot ruffles of chiffon, and

net that just go nicely around the neck and have long

streamers of ribbon or velvet in front. They are seldom

tied, but are passed around the neck and the streamers

hang down on either side in front. Long round boas of

chiffon and net are also showing, indeed. Paris has gone

crazy over these neck effects this year. They, however, do

n. it seem likely to be much worn here this Fall.

S. F. McKINNONS FALL CATALOGUE.

DECIDEDLY Autumnal in appearance is the catalogue

of the S. P. McKinnon Co., with its highly appro-

priate cover of brownj with scarlet and black letter-

ing. "Styles," it is headed, and here again there is a

special appropriateness, for the styles pictured are par-

ticularly bright and snappy. There is considerable variety

too,— just that amount, and just that sensible, practical

variety, that appeals to the popular trade, and this iirm

are lo be congratulated on the attractiveness and general

excellence of their Fall -ample line.
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GOOD FOR
WIOB-AWAKEIAPVE%TISIN6^TAikEns

This department is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, who possesses a high reputation as at, expert and authority
on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and advice which an expert
is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the department shall be helpful,
practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to " Good Advertising Department," The Dry Goods Review,
Toronto.

M AKE your advertising ' campaign systematic.

Calculate what you can spend on publicity

during the next six months or year and then

map out carefully how you can spend that to

the best advantage. In advertising, as in

everything else, the man who just works from day to

day, giving no attention to what is to follow or to what
has gone before, loses half of the benefit he should get

from his work. Every advertisement should develop

those which have gone before. It may be a different de-

partment which is being pushed but ideas which you want
to arouse in the public mind with regard to your store

are the same, whatevei be the special goods you may be

trying to move at the particular time. If you are striv-

ing for a reputation for quality, or cheapness, or reliabili-

ty, or novelty, those qualities should be kept to the front

all the time. Each advertisement, while bringing to the

attention of the people some particular goods, should be

driving home the arguments of the previous day or week.

Thus will each ad. have a double value, a value with re-

ference to an individual article or set of articles and a

value with reference to the whole store.

An advertisement to be valuable must be effective in

its matter and in its style. Primarily it must show
clearly, convincingly, that the advertiser has an article

which the public needs and that he is prepared to sell it

at a fair price. Quality and price are the two crucial

points in a sale of merchandise. These must be honestly

considered and forcibly put forward. Equivocation has no

place in an advertisement ; no mincing of words will be

tolerated. It must be a straight exposition of the sub-

ject in which the dealer says to the public : "I have such

and such goods. They are of such a quality and such a

price. It is to your advantage no less than to mine that

you buy them." This is the principle of the matter of an

advertisement.

The style is an important matter. Style is the qual-

ity by which it stands out on the page and arrests the

attention even of the casual reader. Most careful atten-

tion must be given to each ad. that it be not overcrowd-
ed, not monotonous, not common. It must be so display-

ed that the reader cannot miss it. These are require-

ments which necessitate a close study of the subject. When
a man or woman glances at an advertisement there should

be no doubt as to what is for sale. The articles, the

price, and the name of the seller should be clear and dis-

tinct. An invitation must be given to the reader to do
something. Make it personal with him. It is not suf-

ficient to say you have such and such a thing. You must
put it to him that he should see it and he should buy if.

A strong personal appeal has far more influence than is

generally supposed. These are some of the requisites for

good ad. writing. Keep them in mind when preparing

your advertisements and you will begin to get better re-

sults from the money you spend in this way.

ADVERTISING TIPS.

Write advertising as though you expected it to be be-

lieved.

The better a man advertises the more he will be able

to advertise.

Don't take chances with public confidence if you al-

ready possess it.

If you have nothing at all to say, don't use good

space in which to say it.

The danger of ovei -advertising is much less than that

of under-.idvi rtising.

It is time for the ad-writer to look up Autumn adjec-

tives in his scrap-book.

Fall and winter advertising is probably the surest of

the year in bringing business.

You need not say all that is true, but do not say any-

thing that is not true, m your advertising.

He who advertises without a definite aim and plan is

more lucky than sensible if he makes it pay.

If there's anything in your store you think people

ought to buy, tell them so and lell them why.

No man can run a good paper in a poor town. Are

you helping to make your local paper a good one ?

Every advertisement is an effort to convey a message
of some sort, and every advertisement should be as in-

formative as a news letter.

In considering the use of a new medium, the advertiser

should insist on an answer to the question, "Who will it

reach that I am not already reaching ?" — Advertising

World.

<$>

SMALL STORE ADVERTISING.
The absorbing problem of successfully meeting depart-

mental store competition is becoming of more interest in

Canada daily and compels the attention of every retailer.

A writer in the Advertising World discusses a phase of

this question from which we take the following :

"Big stores live and have their being on a bargain-

giving basis. The grist of bargains, real or apparent,

never ceases. Each day brings its flood of attractions,

counted on to draw people into the store and lead them

to other purchases in regular lines paying a greater per

cent, of profit than the advertised specials. And it is

manifestly impossible tor the small store to meet them
on this ground and wage a winning fight. They can afford

the newspapei space for big display and bold price figures

and cuts that eat up many inches (if space at one swoop.

They can make much of items intended to act as drawing

cards, because they have the room to do it in. They

can out-do you in higntss and splurge and it is futile to

attempt to copy their tactics in smaller space. But they

cannot out-do you (uniess you let them—and I am talking

to alert, up-to-date merchants) in excellence of merchan-

dise, goodness of qualities and up-to-dateness of styles.
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Their advertising pi caches puce, solely and purely. They
i. ii onlj be checkmated b\ the use ol directlj opposite

tactics—bj strong, ceaseless insistence on quality and

merit
,
on the concentration o! purpose you are able to

bring l<> bear on you] one line, anil on your consequent

supremacy in it over any house Uial divides its attention

among a multiplicity ol interests.

"The big store must divide its lire, must (lit from

M^e Invite

Your inspection of our

New Fabrics
In all the advanced

Spring Weaves and

Colorings.

IMPORTED SCOTCH TWEED

OUR SPECIALTY

C. F. WILLIS
Main Street

Next to L. Atkinson's NEWMARKET

one department to another, and Irom one line to another

in the same space. Its space cannot all he focussed to the

driving home ol one great main argument—as the little

man's space can and should be. Internal harping on the

same string may not be as picturesque as dealing daily

with the features ol a do/en different departments ; but

where it is done with skill and power (with repetition of

subject but with continued variation of word and form)

it can make an ineffaceable impression on the public mind.

Your store has its strong features—its particular class

or classes of goods in which it need lake a back seat for

no one. If not, it is a pretty tame and characterless

stoic. Weave these features into the heart of your advei

bising story daj 1>\ day— not in the apologetic, half-heart-

ed way, but with the earnestness of purpose that makes

advertising sink deep and carry conviction. There is loo

general a tendency on the part of small stores to ape the

larger advertiser in the construction and character of

their advei tisin^."

AN EFFECTIVE LETTER.
We have received for criticism a letter issued |>\

Thompson, Limited, of Sauil Ste. Marie, to their cus-

tomers or prospective buyers, It is a direct statemenl of

the merits of Tigei Brand underwear and should have

gOOd resulls. II has tne unusual meiit ol noi trying to

Lell ahoui everything in stock One article is taken and
Lhe selling efforts are concentrated on it It is a good
piece oi advertising.

EFFECTIVE LINES.
Millinery.

The noun of a pretty toilette.

Our hats are up-to-the-momeni in fashion.

Flowers and foliage of any fancy in harmony with the

hat ami its wearer.

That chic air of the work of the highest-class milliners
is reflected in our stock of hats.

The winter styles in hats are already to be seen in the

vast selection of millinery being shown by .

A pretty face is perfectly framed in a picture hat. if

the lady seeks our aid in selecting it.

We fit hats to faces. Feminine fancy cannot find

a more delightful garden of hats than that in our millin-

ery show-room.

Underwear.

Warm wear for cold weather.

The underwear for under-warmth.
Underwear tor everyday wear and comfort.

ROBINSON BROS
BATH

SPECIAL FOR
SATURDAY
37 White Shirt Waists

in Lawn, D i m i t v,

Vestings, etc., good
valueat$±00and$2.:)(>

Special
Price . $1.00

Natural wool underwear is the safe wear in Winter
Protects agaihsl chills and keeps in the warmth.

Dainty articles to replenish every woman's wardrobe.

Purchase while our stocks arp large ami our prices low.

Here is an unequalled opportunity to add to your outfit.

Advertising.
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ITEMS OF IMPORT.

The millinery stock of the estate of Miss J. L. Branan,

Brandon, has been sold.

1). Goldblatt has opened a weekly payment house fur-

nishing store in Owen Sound.

Miss Dulcine Leblanc, milliner, Montreal, assigned dur-

ing the mouth to A. Lainarche.

Mary A. Anderson, milliner, of Minnedosa, has sold

lier business to Miss Laurison.

L. Mendelovitch & Co., dry goods merchants, of Mont-

real, are offering to compromise.

Mrs. Letang has sold her millinery business in Pilot

Mound to the Misses Sherrett, of Perth, Out.

Danford, Roche & Co., general dry goods merchants,

of Newmarket, have assigned. The liabilities will exceed

$16,000.

Herb. Montgomery, of Peterboro, is opening a general

dry goods store in a prominent stand. A large stock has

been laid in by the new merchant.

Ingersoll is to have a new dry goods and women 's wear

store. Messrs. Haynes & Patterson, of Toronto, will open

up in these lines during September.

George H. Thompson, of Renwk-k, has purchased a

store in Oil Springs, Ont., formerly occupied by Marshal

& Bie, and will start a departmental store.

Fire did three hundred dollars damage to the millin-

ery store of Mrs. Craik, Bank street, Ottawa. By the

efficient work of the firemen the stock was saved.

Fred J. Cook, of Fredericton, N.B., who opened a tailor

shop in that city a couple of months ago, has closed his

place of business. His creditors do not know his where-

abouts.

The firm doing a wholesale and retail dry goods busi-

ness in Montreal under the title of the St. Lawrence
Bargain Store have dissolved partnership. I. L. Rosenz-

voig will continue the business.

J. Robinson & Co.'s department store in Winnipeg,

Man., opened a new wing of its building recently. The
arrangements are very complete for the quick despatch of

business. A separate cash system has been installed.

The J. C. Turnbull Co., of Peterboro, are making ex-

tensive alterations in their store. Miss E. Burch of

Broekville has been put in charge of a new dress-making

department and the installation of this work has neces-

sitated a complete change in the store arrangements.

Douglas Bennison, representing William Ewart &
Son, Limited, linen manufacturers, Belfast, Ireland, is

making his seventh trip through Canada in the interest of

that house. He reports business with Canada as excep-

tionally good, with a strong demand for the better class

of linens.

The dry goods and clothing business formerly carried

on by McArthur & Harper, of Kamloops, B.C., has been

taken over by a joint stock company of which the former

partners are members. It will be hereafter known as the

McArthur & Harper Co., Limited.

The British Shirt Manufacturing Co., of Montreal, has

made an assignment. The total liabilities are nearly

$10,000. The list of creditors includes Greenshields
Limited; Wilson Bros., Engv; Mickleborough, Muldrew &
Co., Toronto; Mathew Walker & Son, Eng.; Bayley &
Wright Manufacturing Co.; John Fisher & Sons, and the
Montreal Jobbing Co.

NEW SHIRT MANUFACTORY
TO THE TRADE :

We beg to announce that we have embarked

upon the manufacture, at 595 St. Paul Street,

Montreal, of

MEN'S WHITE, COLORED AND NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

Our Mr. W. A. Brown, who takes care of the

manufacturing end of the business, is a thoroughly

competent and experienced shirt-maker, having

been for twenty-four years in the employ of

Messrs. Skelton Bros. & Co., Montreal.

Our Aim will be to manufacture a first-class

all-round article at a reasonable price. We are

now busy on Spring Samples, making up some

very nobby patterns which are sure to be popular

sellers

The Range will be Exhibited to the

Trade in plenty of time for the placing season.

We bespeak a share' of your patronage and

assure you of our best efforts to please you in

every respect.

Yours truly,

BROWN & ASHCROFT
595 ST. PAUL STREET, MONTREAL

HAMMOND, TURNER & SONS,
LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Men's Jewellery
For the Wholesale Trade

Great variety of Patterns in Cuff Links and Buttons,
Collar Studs, Scarf Clips, Bow Adjusters, Key and

Knife Chains, Alberts, Guard Chains, etc., etc.

UNSURPASSED

IN

STRENGTH, \ S

SUPERIOR IN

QUALITY.

STYLE AND FINISH

ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS.
FANCY VEST BUTTONS.

Among other salable novelties we make are

ARMOUR PATENT LADIES' BELTS
ARMOUR LADIES' BAGS AND PURSES

PATENT RAPIDE TEA AND COFFEE INFUSERS

A Complete Range of Samples shown by

THE A. T.PORTER IMPORTING CO.
8 Colborne St., A3 St. Sacrament StTORONTO. MONTREAL.

Ask for Illustrattd Catalogue ofJewellery.
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Pictures that attract the eye
*

t

Fashions that tempt

the purse-string

Patterns that fit the

purchaser

At the price that

"She" prefers to

pay

These four reasons explain

the universal demand for

NEW IDEA

PATTERNS
at Ten Gents

The women of this country

know nowadays that 10

cents is enough to pay for

the best pattern there is, and

they know, too, that the

NEW IDEA PATTERN
is the BEST JO CENT
PATTERN.
The price is little enough to

get every bit of pattern trade

in your town, and the pat-

terns are good enough to

satisfy the most particular

customer you will ever have.

Write to-day for our special propositon

New Idea Pattern Go.

636-638 Broadway, New York

Flood Bids

San Franeisco. Cal.

232-234 Fifth Ave..

Chicago. Ills.

202 Board of Education Bldg.. 36 Toronto Street.

St. Louis. Mo. Toronto. Canada
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THE showing of Fall dress materials by the re-

tail trade is becoming universal now, and sell-

ing; will not be long delayed. The first touch

of Autumn crispness in the air will bring a

rush of would-be customers into the retail

stores, and the very general and widespread prosperity

will make for generous buying. Because of the late, cold

Spring, the majority of women will be forced to purchase

gowns suitable for the cooler weather, for even where a

Spring suit was bought, the season was so long that it

was pretty well worn before the weather arrived that

made the waering of Summer gowns possible. Then, too,

there is such a decided change in the class and,character

of the materials shown that to keep up with the proces-

sion means buying a new gown, and the majority of

women from a financial point of view are perfectly able

to do so. Altogether it would look as though the out-

look was rosy for the dress department.

Plaids.

It is evidently considered a wise policy by dress goods

managers in the large city stores to push plaids, and they

are very prominently shown and in great variety. Tar-

tans certainly lead, and almost all the different clan

tartans can be bought, but the quieter patterns, headed

by the blue and green effects, are most confidently put

forward. Shadow plaids are extremely well shown, and

their quiet nature, and rich combinations of color, should

help them to hold their own longer than plaids usually

do, as they have not that conspicuousness that is the

general fault of all plaids, making them, as it were, a

tag whereby the wearer is known. It is in these shadow

plaids that the real variety in dress goods lines comes,

and there is a deal of blending of rich, dull shades. Bias

plaids are one variety and as the dressmaker has less

trouble with them in matching the plaids when making

up, they should take; then another well-shown variety

has a rather curious spot like a rain drop placed where

the plaids cross. For misses' and children's wear plaids

will be in great demand, and this applies particularly

to tartans; and truly nothing can be prettier than the

kilted skirts of plaid. Waists in tailored shirtwaist style

will he worn with them, but a white washing waist with

girdle and bretelles of either the plaid or of plain ribbon

will be better style. The girdle, etc., rounds out the

costume idea, and as the waist is a washing one a visit

to the tub makes all fresh again. This is a style suit-

able for misses from 5 or 6 years up, and is just as

practical as it is pretty.

Suitings.

There is a great showing of mannish suitings in tweed

and homespun effects. The chief fault seems to be the

very great preponderance of grey. Grey is most fashion-

able and most useful, but practically there is little choice

seen of anything else. Slightly broken checks just off the

shepherd check order in white and black, blue and black,

etc., are well shown in small and medium sizes. There

is some little talk of a return of stripes, but hardly any-

thing approaching a stripe is shown, and as the woman
of full figure finds checks too trying, she will probably

compromise on a plain cloth.

Suits of these mannish cloths are very plainly and

severely made, generally, but by no means universally,

with the very long coat, either half fitting or fully tight,

the only trimming being the buttons and velvet, collar

and cuffs. The skirts are in the partly circular style

that does not sag like the true circular skirt—that is

with a front gore and two rounded gores besides. These

skirts are instep length, and many, as a matter of fact,

are shorter than have been worn for some time, and this

obtains, notwithstanding the vogue of the long coat. It

is the cut and the fulness that saves the day.

Mohairs.

The city stores are showing a fairly representative,

though not an extended, range of mohairs and brillian-

tines. Though fancies are included, the plain cloths pre-

dominate, navy in light and dark shades, garnet, green,

and, to a lesser extent, brown, are the dark colors, while

for children's wear and for indoor gowns white, cream,

and pale colors are very much in evidence.

Broadcloths, Venetians and Plain Cloths.

Not for many seasons has the dress department pre-

sented such a decidedly Autumnal look as it does this

Fall. The fact that plain cloths are decidedly in the

lead, and that rich, dull, but on the whole rather som-
bre, shades are the vogue, accounts for this. Another
feature, too, is the light weight of the prevailing fabrics.

They hardly look so to the eye, but when taken into the

hand the weight comes somewhat in the nature of a sur-

prise. They are heavy enough, however, when the style

in which they will be made is considered, for it is per-

fectly apparent that the wide skirt has arrived, and when
to this ample skirt is added a three-quarter coat, a

heavier material would constitute a burden that could

not be tolerated. Eight, nine, and even ten yards of ma-
terial is required for a fashionable suit. That broad-

cloths, Venetians and other face cloths are to lead is ap-

parent, but other plain weaves are doing well, and
cheviots are sure to have an immense sale with the popu-

lar trade.

Slow Deliveries.

Popular plain materials which have been ordered out

freely for the Fall are not coming forward as briskly as

might be desired, and many orders are being shipped

minus desirable fabrics. Both French and English manu-
facturers are criticized in this respect, and except in rare

instances the general line is affected. Venetians and

broadcloths, which have probably headed the list in sales,

are extremely slow in many choice lines. Customers
have been protected wherever possible, but very few or-

ders have been shipped complete. Many lines ordered last

February are just arriving, and still others are yet to be

heard from.

Henriettas, which have been talked about so much this

season, are, comparatively speaking, more talked about

than seen, as they are the worst on the list respecting

delivery. This has prevented the heralded enthusiasm

early predicted in the trade, as jobbers are loath to

push a fabric which is in short- supply. Henriettas will

be highly favored this autumn, and undoubtedly many
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women will receive this fabric with a gieal deal ol satis-

faction No i.ihiic is truly more dressy or stylish, and

i.i hii .11 had a great deal of trouble in discarding it sev-

eral years ago. It lias never been rendered wholly un-

popular, and will have a strong representation in Spring

lines.

The retail trade reports a good deal of inquiry for

cashmeres, particularly the make with a heavy wool

backing—drap de ete.

Higher Prices.

For many months The Review has predicted the strong

tendancy ruling all over the world for raw wool and

worsted, with a consequent advance in piece goods.

Many buyers were slow in acting upon the advice to op-

erate promptly for full requirements, and when in the

market last month were much surprised at the advances

asked, ranging all the way from five to fifteen per cent.,

and even higher in rare instances. Venetians, Henri-

ettas, and lustres, all felt this advance. Retailers are

now realizing that every advance made by jobbers has

been warranted and sustained, and they are protecting

their trade wherever possible. In the face of higher fig-

ures is the predicted scarcity of such popular lines as

Venetians, broadcloths, and cashmeres. Some jobbers

consider these fabrics will be in a short supply and as

hard to secure as lustres were this Spring. Retailers

should not delay anticipating requirements in these fab-

rics. Buyers must prepare for advanced quotations on

Spring and Summer lines.

A popular line, particularly with the country trade,

even when cashmere was not classed among fashionable

fabrics, was a 25c. cloth, but owing to the rise in rawr

material a cashmere cannot be obtained to sell at this

price, and even in the large departmental stores 35c. is

the lowest price in the range.

Silks.

Though the Fall is not regarded as a favorable selling

season for silks, it is perfectly apparent that they are

going to be of more importance than usual. In waist

silks tartan plaids are beginning to be asked for, and the

advance displays in the retail stores consist largely of

plaids suitable for waists. Of course from a yardage

point of view taffetas in plain colors lead, as it is wanted

for waists, skirts and trimming purposes. Chiffon

taffeta, both in plain and in shot effects, is the leader for

dresses. For reception and evening gowns warp prints

are selling, and a good many dark grounds, in old rose,

blue and green are shown, of course crossed with the

white warp. Natural flower patterns, too, are much in

evidence. Radium is another bright soft make that the

better trades are showing. The ground is generally

white with hair line stripes or checks in black or pale

colors, and with tiny brocaded flowers powdered over

them. Handsome broches are shown for evening cloaks

and coat linings, etc., and some lovely things developed

in the new greens, blues, and mauve shades, are shown.

The United States trade is talking up moire, but as yet

the vogue has not extended to this market.

Wash Goods.

For some time now predictions have been made in the

trade of a great white season in 194)6. Some colored

wash fabrics there always has to be—a certain section of

the trade demands it—but wherever fashion steps in the

balance turns decidedly in favor of white. Plain sheer

fabrics are what are called for, Persian lawns, India

linens, batistes, mulls, muslins, etc

Ever since the Summer season opened up in the Sum-
mer resorts in the United Slates, there has been no

abatement in the vogue of white linen, and it is just as

highly favored by the Parisian elegante as by the Am-
erican Summer girl. All weights are worn from sheei

handkerchief to coarse butcher linen. The sheeiei make
beautifully embroidered and lavishly trimmed with Irish.

Arabian, Guipure and Valenciennes lace, have been worn
on dressy occasions, while the heavier makes, both em-

broidered and plain, have been made up into suits for all

occasions. Shirtwaist suits, long-coated suits, half-fitting

and loose backed—all styles have been developed in while

linen. Though prices are very firm for linens now, and
there is a tendency towards higher prices, there is

nothing to hurt the sale of linen for Summer suits, and
tlie\ will, from present indications, extend their popu-

larity in the Summer season of L906. Linen is cool and
is easily laundered and kept a good color if only a little

care is exercised in washing it, and its gives excellent

wear. Its only fault is a tendancy to crush, and even

this quality has been turned into a popular fad.

Hand-embroidered linen robes are the thing in Paris

now, and hand and machine-embroidered linen robes and
waists will be the thing on this market next Summer.
They were often inquired for, but because they were in

such great demand in the country to the south of us, they

were not to be had in time for the Summer trade this

year. Linen waists, both plain and embroidered, are to

be a decided factor in the trade in the coming Fall and

Winter. They will be worn all through the season.

Velvets.

Large orders have been placed for velvets and velve-

teens, and though as yet no particular showing has been

made there is no reason to doubt that they will form a

strong factor in the season's selling. Chiffon velvet is

again to the fore for the exclusive trade, but its price

precludes it ever finding a representation in popular

lines. Chiffon velveteen and other soft, supple makes, if

of fairly good quality, make up into a very beautiful cos-

tume. Hollow cut cords will be well to the fore, par-

ticularly for misses' and children's wear. Velvet is going

to be ail important in millinery trimmings, and a very

large yardage will be required for gown trimmings as

well, for there will be few suits but will have collar and

cuffs of velvet

.

BUYS NEW SITE.

The Truro Knitting Mills Co., of Truro. N.S., manu-
facturers of Stanfield's Unshrinkable Underwear, has

purchased a new factory site. The land comprises about

thirty acres and has a frontage on the main line of the

I.C.R. With these shipping facilities the work of this

company should be materially expedited.

PERSONAL MENTION.

Mr, Walter Caldecott 1ms returned From Europe.

Mr. F. A. Davidson was in New York in the early part

of the week.

Mr. F. Treblecock passed through New York on his

way to Toronto last week.

Mr. B. B. Cronyn, of the W. K. Brack ('<.. is expect-

ed in Toronto some time in the middle of the month.

.Miss ThornhiU accompanied by Mrs. Knox is back

again after a busy six weeks trip over to Europe, where

she visited all the principal lace and trimming centres.

Mr. William Guthrie, of the S. F. Kinnon & Co.. is over

Cram Fin 'Tie I'm- the millinery openings. Mr. Guthrie lias

many friends in the trade and they are always pleased

to catch a glimpse of him on his flying visits to this

country.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Greenshields, Limited.

FALL dress goods shipments still go on apace,

and deliveries from this firm sustain their high

reputation in this respect. Priestley's goods in

all their wonderful variety are being delivered

promptly, and back orders are not heard of In

the face of a scarcity of many desirable fabrics retailers

everywhere congratulate themselves upon having their ad-

vance orders placed with Greenshields Limited. Venetians,

broadcloths and Henriettas are sustaining early predic-

tions of their popularity. Prices on all lines are very

firm, and they advise early ordering to insure prompt

delivery and to avoid goods at a higher figure Various

shades 'in red, green, and brown are proving leaders in the

various plain materials. Selections from open stock can

be made advantageously during this month. Their dress

goods and silk buyers are now in foreign markets lot

Spring and report' some choice collections.

Under Mr. Symington's efficient management the

ladies' and children's ready-to-wear department is making

additional strides towards increased business. The top

Boor where this department is situated is generally

crowded with buyers attracted bv the exceptional styles

at attractive prices. Spring lines are rapidly neanng

completion, and contain many exclusive effects. 1 hen-

ladies' whitewear is winning many new friends, and sales

have been exceptionally large. Ladies' waists and shirt-

waist suits, in every desirable material, contain all the

staples in nobbv effect, and many exclusive styles. Buy-

ers should see their Jap silk waists in designs specially

selected by their representative in New York, and xhv

goods made after their specifications in England. The

prices are startling and the goods are correct in every de-

tail \ specialty is made of raincoats, and their Spring

range includes all the latest ideas in fashionable gar-

ments Dress skirts, wrappers, and underskirts are shown

in many attractive numbers. Children's headwear and

fancy coats in linen and pique deserve a representation in

every stock. The Shield Brand ready-to-wear garments

are dependable in every way.
In their carpet and house furnishing department (rreen-

shields Limited have just placed into stock some entirely

new designs in Axminster, velvet and tapestry squares.

With a full and complete stock of all lines of carpets,

linoleums, oilcloths, curtains, art muslins, cretonnes, etc.,

they are well prepared to look after a brisk Fall trade.

In Department E open stocks for Fall abound, with

manv choice numbers of ladies' hosiery and underwear,

handkerchiefs, gloves, veilings, laces, embroideries, rib-

bons, and a vast, assortment, of knitted novelties. Prices

on woolen goods "are steadily advancing, and thev earnest-

ly solicit for the protection of their trade early orders.

Deliveries are being made promptly. A full range of

goods designed to retail at five and ten cents can be sup-

plied from this department. On the floor beneath, in the

smallwares department, an endless variety of lines to re-

tail with a good profit at these figures is carried. Re-

tailers desirous of further information and fuller particu-

lars regarding the establishment of such a counter can

have same bv writing to this firm mentioning The Re-

view. A full list of articles of this nature will be sent

upon request.

The staple department in the basement still retains

its reputation as a leader in the house. Notwithstanding

the heavy recent advances in all lines of cotton goods,

where the raw material enters largely into, thev are sell-

ing many lines at old prices. As soon as their present

supply is exhausted higher figures must he asked, and the

moral is to anticipate requirements in as far as possible.

The usual range of sheetings, cot tonades, denims, tick-

ings, etc., is in good supply.

Their main floor is replete with perhaps the largest

open stock in the trade of flannelettes, shirtings, fancy

wrapperettes, etc. This department is the wonder of the

trade, and their immense turnover enables them to handle

any large lots at attractive figures offered them. Fall

deliveries are being rapidly and fully made, and buyers in

the market are assured of a large and varied range.

Dominion Suspender Co.

The Scott neck, ear, face and chest muffler is having
a phenomenal sale in Canada and United States. The
Dominion Suspender Co. control the production of this

article in Canada, and are sold up until October. The
Dominion Suspender Co.'s new suspender, "The Butter-
fly," is meeting with great success. Like the President,
its sale will increase year after year, for it's built on

Leak Fur Mfg. Co. of Canada, Limited.

Much of the success of the advance order business of

this firm is attributable to the superior talent exhibited
in one of their specialties, men's coats and sleigh robes,
for which they have a secret process of tanning and dye-
ing. For the sorting trade they will show the largest
and most comprehensive line probably ever exhibited in

Canada, using the latest ideas from such fur centres as
Paris and New York. The line comprises furs which ex-

hibit thai "essential something" which meets the re-

quirements of particular trade. In addition to their men's
lines they show a high-class range of ladies' furs which is

calculated to win fresh approval for this house. An in-

teresting assortment of ladies' jackets includes muskrat,
astrachan, moira, Persian lamb and sealskin. A full

range of ladies' muffs, ruffs and stoles, in exclusive
effects, which should enjoy high distinction, will be
shown.

This firm has not attempted to make low-grade goods,
but uses only the best materials and the most efficient

workmen. They use selected skins only, and with their
excellent facilities these are bought on the ground floor.

They are confident that they are turning out a class of

goods which will be appreciated by Canadian merchants.
Buyers visiting the market are invited to examine their
line at' their Montreal headquarters, 5 and 7 Recollet
street, Montreal.

Rooster Brand Overalls.

One of the immediate noticeable results of the sojourn
of Robert 0. Wilkins with the Canadian manufacturers in

England is the presence in his Spring line of an exclusive
anil superior range of fancy vests and tennis and outing
trousers. Retailers should ask his representatives to
show this comprehensive range at attractive values.
Travelers will be on their routes the middle of this
month with complete Spring lines, embracing the latest
ideas in overalls, pants, shirts, etc.

The China Japan Silk Co., Limited.

Many of the Spring lines of this firm are now being
shown the trade and retailers are urged to place gener-
ous orders early for import, as prices are very firm and
likely to strengthen. Chinese and Japanese mattings,
jute rugs and cotton rugs are in a greater profusion than
ever before seen in Canada. The orders taken by this

firm during the past season assure them of continued
prosperity. While comparatively a young house, they
have won an enviable reputation in the trade. Their
Japanese silks are deserving of close attention. The
number of Japanese novelties is beyond description and
the range needs to he seen to be appreciated. Their
spacious new home on the first floor, 29(1 St. James
street, Montreal, is replete with profitable suggestions
for shrewd buyers.

Standard Neckwear Co.

Kail neckwear in all its richness and beauty is shown
to advantage by this expanding concern. All the new
ideas and colorings are made up attractively in the latest

silk fabrics. Some new designs in olives and resedas are
worth the attention to buyers wishing to complete Fall

assortments in 50c. neckwear. The lined reversible and
French seam varieties have all a showing in the wide
four-in-hand, which are in a range defying description.

The finishing on these goods is especially commendable,
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and bhe boxing enhances then appearance on bhe shelves

Some new arrivals in evening silks in small design effects

are opening up tavorablj Hep goods are also in strong

demand.
Complete lines ol 25c. neckweai in unapproachable

values are establishing new friends foi this firm. One of

then leaders is a icversible lie one ami I hi ee-quai I ei

inches in width, in all the popular colorings. This line

has done a large advance business, hut ample stocks are

on hand and prompt deliveries are assured. Samples
sent upon request

Buyers visiting the .Montreal market this month are

requested to inspect their lines at their spacious sample
loom, |S7 Notre Dame street west, just off McGiil street,

in the heart of the wholesale district. Travelers are

now on their routes and a line to the Montreal head
quarters will insure seeing the range.

<£

I. Mishkin & Co.

"Reliable" silk waists, the brand of this firm, are

winning new friends daily as a result of correct and re-

liable materials, perfect tailoring, correct style and good
workmanship. Orders for Fall arc entirely satisfactory,

ami they contend that a glance at their samples will con-
vince the most skeptical.

Mr. Mishkin, the proprietor of the Reliable brand, is

winning an enviable reputation in the trade for exception-
al business courtesy. He is one of the pioneers in the
silk waist trade in Canada, and is thoroughly familiar
witli the requirements of this market. One of their

specialties which is winning deserved favor is a line of

wool batiste waists running from $29 per dozen upwards.
The $24 number is described as a "corker." This ma-
terial is lighter than flannel, and is superior to cotton
It is also washable, and conies in a full range of colors,
usually in tailor made effects

John Macdonald & Co.

In the staple and linen department, stocks are fully

assorted for the assorting season. They have just received
information from their linen buyer, who is now in the
British market,, that linens have advanced in price. Their
stock at present is therefore superior value, as they will
not advance the price of any lines now in stock. They
would call your special attention to two lines; one 56-

inch unbleached damask at 20c per yard and one 58-inch
at 25c per yard. Also to their extensive stock of towel-
ing ; over 40 different numbers now in stock, all at old
prices.

John Macdonald & Co.'s dress goods department . is

fully assorted for the assorting trade. Their travelers are
now out with a full range of samples from this depart-
ment, in which are included silks, hosiery, gloves, ready
to wear goods, ladies' and children's vests, golfers, rib-
bons, fancy knitted wool goods, flannelette embroideries,
shawls. They would direct your special attention to a
line of ladies' sweaters under a special brand, "Ram-
blers," both in ladies' and children's sizes. Also their
special brand of "Imperial" velveteen in colors and black,
which cannot be beaten in quality and value.

John Macdonald & Co. in their woolen department,
under the new management, are showing startling values
in clearing lines.

John Macdonald & Co. in their ready to wear depart-
ment are showing a very special line of black and colored
silk underskirts, also moreen underskirts, black and color-
ed, and black and colored sateen underskirts. A special
line in flannelette waists, Id different styles, all at $6.00
per do/en, new and up-to-date goods.

The\ are showing extra good value in cashmere half
hose at $2.25 and $3.00, also a line of worsted half hose
in plain and ribbed at $2.25.

In men's natural wool underwear John Macdonald &
Co. are showing a line of imported goods which can be
retailed at $1.2-5 a garment. They are also showing a

line of ladies' silk' collars, which can he retailed from 20c
lo 75c each.

John Macdonald & Co. aie showing a large range of

men's cardigan jackets, which they are selling at the same
prices as last season.

In the carpel department soiling trade in piece goods
and squares has been good. Rugs have had a large sale.

Lace, Swiss, chenille and tapestry curtains have sold
will, with a decided feeling for higher priced Swiss goods
jn which they are showing splendid new values.

Tapy table covers, a leadei in I 1 to retail at 50* a

leadei m i. l to retail $1.00; a leadei m B-4 to retail

$1 25 , and also large laliges up t*> $X.50 each See these

goods.
125 pieces straw mattings still in stock They are

seliing these at vei \ low pi ices to clear.

They carry the largest stock of carpet squares in Can
ada in Tapestry, velvet, seamless Axminster in two
grades, seamhss Hilton, seamless Union, Wool. They
can express samples of these squares to select from.

Linoleums in IK in., 22i in., 27 in., 36 In., 72 in and
1 I I in. wide Their range is immense, comprising over
Hid patterns in ail the leading qualities, from the best

quality of inlaid to the thin grades of printed linoleums
Theii stock of these goods is very large at present. They
can mail you samples.

They carry six grades of floor oil cloth, in a gieat

variety of patterns.
Their traveling men are starting early in September

on their various trips to British Columbia. Northwest,
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island, with their new samples of

carpets, linoleums and curtains, to take orders for nexl

Spring's trade.

They expect a verj heavy demand for these goods, and
although the manufacturers have made very large ad-

vances in prices, their goods will be sold to the trade at

but very small advance in any ca.se, and on many grades

no advances whatever will be asked. They solicit your in-

spection of their new styles in these goods.

Ladies' Wear.

The management of Ladies Wear regret to state that

owing to the way in which their business is growing and

lo the difficulty experienced in obtaining suitable help,

they find themselves unable for the present at least to

till orders as promptly as they would like to do. Travel-

ers have been notified that until further instructions are

given, not less than one month must be allowed for ship-

ment.

Textile Trimmings Co.

Attention is called to the advt. of the Textile Trim-
mings Co. on page 39 61 this issue. This enterprising

firm started business in the Spring of li>02 under the

firm name of Gonlding, Shannon & Macfarlane, but on

the retiring of Mr. Gonlding a few months ago. changed
the above to its present name.

The high quality of their goods and courteous treat-

ment of their customers is now well known to dealers in

this line of dry goods, as is shown by the necessity of ad-

ditions to their factory space and now machinery which
has recently been made in order to keep pace with the in-

creased demand for their goods.

The W. R. Brock Co.. Montreal.

Brock's travelers are now out with new samples of

carpets for Fall. The buyers have repeated their la>t

year's trick, that is, they have got most of their old

prices in spite of the advanced cost of material. They
are also showing a line of Moravian hand-made rugs, one
of the very latest novelties. These are away ahead of the

Japanese lines formerly shown and at the prices quoted,

competitors will have a hard time to beat them. Very
pretty designs are shown and the values are Al. Ask lo

see them the next time you are in the carpel department,
25 St. Helen street. Another thing worth looking at i-

the line of oilcloth mats. They are just what people in

small bouses have been looking for—price is Brook's best.

The stock of Wilton and Axminster carpets carried this

year for the firsj time is in the very best qualities, and
the patterns are very handsome.

The stock of golf blouses is well up to the mark and
indications point to much better delivery than was given

last season. All the old lines arc carried and a few new
ones have also been purchased.

Knitted sets of toques, sashes and mitts for children are

always strong sellers and there is no better place than
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Brock's to procure these goods. Their stock of infantees,

bootees, mittens, etc., is always good and purchasers arc

always pleased with the value given.

In tains, "Motor" is still the favorite, while the

square tain and the tain with wire support are strong sel-

lers. Lines to retail at from 25c. to 75c. are shown.
This is the umbrella season. "Tip" is a good leader

lor your men's furnishing counter.

"Shamrock" and "Reliance" socks are still strong

favorites. These two lines are the best value we have
seen for some time, and the men's furnishing departments
will not make a mistake carrying these lines.

Nazareth waists are still going well. This is the sea-

son to fix up your stock. School opens soon and there

isn't a better waist shown than the "Nazareth."
Brock's skirt hanger is still going well. Your ready

to wear department needs this fixture. Price will allow

you to retail two for 25c. or even less.

T.B. Venetian has been advanced. Gel your orders for

this popular line placed before the price gets up further.

'

' Premier
'

' Garments.

Mr. D. Cohen, manager and director of the Canadian
factory of B. Cohen, Limited, the world renowned manu-
facturers of ladies and men's waterproof and. rainproof

garments hearing the popular "Premier" brand, reports

an active Fall season and prospects for a very busy Spring
trade. Rainproof garments are now made in so many
handsome fabrics that they are coming more and more into

popular favor for men's and women's outer garments.
When a lady or gentleman can be attractively attired and
at the same time protected against the rapid changes of

weather in this climate of ours it goes without saying

that this class of garment will sell before any other. This
season the heavier coats for wet or cold weather show a

distinct advance in point of style. The "Premier" firm

have secured some of the very finest fabrics obtainable,

Mr. Cohen recently paying a special visit to the Old Coun-
try for this purpose. The garments are shown in the most
delicate tints both outside and for the lining. The firm

do all their own proofing by the latest process, ensuring
quality while the designs are the latest product of skilled

designers in touch with the centres of fashion. Their
removal to new and largely increased promises at 92 Mc-
Gill street about a year ago has proved to have been a

step wisely taken.

Their Spring range is now ready and embraces some
new and beautiful gaiments in all the latest New York
designs. One of the latest creations is a man 's waterproof
coat weighing only a pound and a half and which is guar-
anteed to resist any heavy shower. These coats are of a

very pliable nature. The Premier Co. are the originators
of this garment, which is likely to become very popular
for city wear. The firm will be pleased to submit samples
on request.

The Allied Mfg. Co.

Early this month their Spring range of muslin waists
and shirtwaist suits under the Progress brand will be
shown the trade. They have quite surpassed the proudest
efforts of the trade in the collection of styles, which defy
description, and can be appreciated only when they arc
seen. They present the season's best ideas in trimmings
and materials, and show touches here and there that are
thoroughly distinctive. Their line of Jap and Taffeta silk

waists for holiday trade, which is worthy of attention by
all buyers, will he ready this month also.

As a matter of fad this firm has been one of the busi-
est in the market this season, and the encomiums bestow-
ed upon their lines have been couched in the highest terms.
Considerable talk is heard around the market about their
Spring lines of whitewear, which are certainly distinctive.
Mr. Lewis admits that the advance business has been
more than pleasing. The range of "Pooley" and
"Metropolitan" shirts is an education to any buyer, and
saves one a great deal of guessing. All their energy has

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings

:

Kirk's

Permanent

Finishes

:

(I)

**

TKe Original

Permanent" Finish.

(2)

The New

Velvety Permanent Finish

VELPER* (BlEl)

For those who prefer a soft, handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on the back.

Patterns showing- either finish can be

had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION,
LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.
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been expended in turning oul a comprehensive and varied

line, including everything in the shirt field. Initial busi

ncss confirms the precedence of iliis line. Roomy, well-

tailored, perfect-fitting shirts, with every detail correct,

we appreciated. Their t(i.."><i lines in bewildering styles

are *' crackers. " Every new idea shown in sliirls up to

$60.

Everyone is given a warm welcome at 8 St. PeteT

street, Montreal, and full particulars are obtainable upon
request.

John W. Peck & Co.

A representative of the Dry Goods Review spent a

pleasant hour recently in the fur department of John
\V. Peck & Co.. is.").") St. Lawrence street, Montreal. This

department occupies one entire floor of their large new
building, or an area of 1 1,(100 square feet. All the latest

improvements are to he Bound here for the perfect making
of fur garments from the cheapest kind to articles til for

regal wear. The manager of the department is Mr. ('.

II. Fildes, well and favorably known to the trade, a gentle-

man of twenty years experience in the fur business. Mr.
fildes attends personally to all special work and guaran-
tees on behalf of his entire staff courtesy and immediate
replies to all inquiries! At the present time the factory-

is in full swing' for Fall trade. Their range of samples
includes some beautiful creations in all the latest and popu-
lar styles and of a quality equalled by few houses in (Can-

ada. A handsomely illustrated catalogue, showing the

newest things for Fall, will be sent upon request, to any
member of the trade. The firm are also showing a very

tees on behalf of his entire staff courtesy and impersonal
huge range of caps for Spring trade.

W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

The smallware department was never so well stocked.
A great assortment of novelties in ladies' wear are being
shown, including shell combs, auto-clasps, etc., which are
being received constantly from New York. They are now
stocked with Hair-light Pompadour combs, which are as

light as a feather ; Hair-light Adjustable combs and Hair-
light Parted Puffs. These are very popular.
Dorothy beaded hand-bags are useful novelties, as are

Mulberry toilet pins, assorted colors, which come in cabi-

nets.

Hosiery, gloves and underwear are always special

features with the W. R. Brock Co. The range in these

lines was given last month. They have a complete line

of woolen, worsted and cashmere stockings, bought before

the advance in yarns. One special line of black ribbed

hose called Glen is of heavy black wool and can retail at

20c. -They have large shipments of seconds in worsteds,
and mill "seconds at a bargain. A black worsted hose,

toeproof, to retail at 45c and 50c is very popular.
Deraney ribbed vests and drawers retail at 50c.

Handkerchiefs will form an important item for Christ-

mas. Brock's stock of linen, silk and cambric handker-
chiefs is most extensive. Counter cabinets are given

with 10 dozen lots of plain lawn or hem-stitched handker-
chiefs, to retail at 5 to 10c. Manufacturers' clearing lots

of Swiss embroidered handkerchiefs, put up in 5, 10 and
50 dozen lots, at one-half their value.

A full stock of tailors' and dressmakers' trimmings is

always on hand
In rainproof and waterproof garments the leaders are

Togo, men's waterproof, to retail at %i\ to $6.50, and
Conine, ladies' rainproof, to retail at .fl.OO. These values

are extraordinary.
In ribbons there are two new varieties from the Lon-

don markets, in varied colors, moire and fancy Dresden.

Both are selling well.

The men's furnishings department is exceptionally well

stocked with seasonable goods and can handle the assort-

ing trade with the utmost facility. Heavy shirts for Ka'l

and Winter weal are shown in great variety. Also under-

wear is stocked to suit all demaniis.

In carpets piece goods and rugs are shown in a great

variety. This department has received a great share of

business during Exhibition time and is in a position to

handle it well.

The W. R. Brock Co, are making in their dress de-

partment a magnificent display of new silks, including

warp printed louisines, Dresden paillettes, chiffon taf-
feta checks, louisine chameleon checks in both large and
pin checks, and plain and sliot effects, chiffon taffetas in

tartan plaids, anil shot taffetas, etc. Splendid \,:.

Plain louisine to retail at 75c in cream, ivory, cardinal,
navy, garnet, bronze, myrtle, black.

Another populai line is a checked taffeta with em
broidered spot, green over navy, royal over navy, white
over navy, cardinal over green, green ovei green, hi own
over brown and white over hrown. The \\ . R. Brocl
are also showing extra values in bonnets, black peau dc
sole, four qualities, to retail from 85c to $1.50. Also
special job of Swiss peau dc son- to retail at 50c, also
chiffon velveteen, in all popular shades, perfectly fast
color to retail at $1 .00.

They are showing an immense range of fancy mohairs
in large variety of colors and designs in spots, small
checks, broken checks, plaids, figures, etc. Thev would
tall special attention to a very splendid line of plaid
mohairs to retail at 25c.

Fancy eoliennes are in great demand now and tin- \\

R. Brock Co. have a splendid range in spots, checks, ami
broken check effects with worked dash, shots with em-
broidered spot, ami also a very handsome cloth in cm
broidered crepon.

A very handsome range of cream Shantung crepes. In

black materials the most popular lines are crcspines, cord
de chines, satin cloths, satin Venetians, chiffon box cloths
ami coating serges. The \V. K. Brock Co. have an extra
large range of qualities in tiie above materials.

A very attractive and useful catalogue has lately been
presented to the trade by '•Her Ladyship"' ready-to-
wear department, cuts from which appear in this is

The demand for these goods has been steadily increas-
ing, and the results from this catalogue have demonstrated
in no mean manner the high opinion which the trade holds
for "Her Ladyship" ready-to-wear goods. To merchants
handling these goods, the W. R. Brock Co. will give elec-

tros of any of the cuts in the catalogue. These will make
very attractive matter for advertising purposes as with
them they can show skirts and waists combined and as
the work is the best possible in the way of engraving, and
the goods thoroughly reliable in every way. they will find

them a great help to their garment trade. We would
advise regular handlers of these goods to place their or-

ders at once to avoid delay in deliveries, as owing to the

superiority of the range, some lines are being sold up. In
waists, the W. R. Brock Co. report large sales of lustres

in whites, blacks and colors. One of their specials in

these goods is H903 white lustre at $15.00 dozen. This
is a very strong nuniuer and makes a splendid leader.
Two lines of underskirts which are specially good value
are H713 moreen at $13.50 dozen, and a line of flannel-

lette lined satine at $9. (JO dozen.

CONDENSED ADVERTISEMENTS
BUSINESS CHANCES.

1 C\ ACRE Fruit ranrh. California, bringing good rrturns every six
•*• v/ weeks, will exchange for stock, merchandise or land. Address
Anna B. Hoaghn, Raymond, Alta. Canada. (ii)

SITUATIONS WAIMTtD.

YOL'NGman. travelling Alberta and British Columbia, desires posiiion

with good drv goods, or men's furnishing House. Or would act as
manufacturers' agent, satisfactory refeiences re character and salesman-
ship. H. S. I. Box 884, Calgary, Alta. (o)

AGENCIES WANTED.

MANUFAC I I'RERS' agent in Winnipeg, with splendid connections
with the trade in the Northwest, is open to rep'esent a few first-

class firms who are anxious to do business in this district. A 1. refer-

ences. Address Box Vt
.

, c/o D.G.R., Montreal. (8)

FAIR HANDY HAT FASTENERS
Pin on or sew on edge of bandeau. Large double crow n

hats, polo turbans and all other styles arc held secureh and
comfortably with them, Ever} pair guaranteed to pa
[f your jobber don't sell theni scud us his name and receive

circular with price and a sample pair free. Patented and
manufactured In

THE FAIR MFC. CO., 510 9th St., Racine, Wis.

Beware of cheap imitations of our "Hanoi at any price.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Bindings and Webbings.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, eto.

Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto
and Ottawa.

Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, fchoes and Laces.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Button Maohines and Buttons.
Corona Co., Montreal.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, eto.

Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Moore Carpet Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Smith,. Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, eto.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Knox, John. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pim Bros., Dublin, Ireland.
Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Sommer, A, & Co., Montreal.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, eto.

Brock, W. R Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
" Viyella"— Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Textile Trimmings Co., Toronto.
Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, eto.

Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co , Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hollins, Wm., & Co , London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., 1 oronto.
McDowell, Andrew, Co., Montreal.

Pim Brothers & Co., Dublin. Ireland.
Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dress Shields, eto.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Cj., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.
Bradford Dyers Ass n., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Hermsdorf, Louis, New York.

Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.

Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.
Fanoy Leather Goods.
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons, Philadelphia.

Finanoe. Insuranoe, eto.

Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, eto.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
Brereton & Manning, Toronto.
Leak Fur Mfg. Co , of Canada.
McComber, J. E. , Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.

* Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, eto.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Reynier Freres, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Handkerchiefs.
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto".
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto,
Greenshields Lim ted, Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., <fe Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Eto.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Swift, Copland & Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., Bubber Co., Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.

Laoes and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debanham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Pim Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Ledgers.
Crain, Rolla L., Co., Ottawa.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Eto.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cains. Limited, Montreal.
Frank & Bryce, Limited, Toronto.
Greenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. & Partners, Halifax, Eng.

Faire Bro-;. & Co., ' eicester, Eng
Thompson, W., & Sons, Leic' ster, Eng,

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing

(Overalls, Leather and Rain-ooats, Sweat-

ers, etc).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Barry, Walter & Co., Montreal.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, To onto.

Brock & Patterson, St. John, N.B.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Burgesser, A. D., & Co., New York.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

DeCelles Bros., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F.. & Co., Toronto.
Sternberger & Ballerstein, New York.

Mufflers.

Scott Muffler Co., Niagara Falls, Can.

Needles, Pins, eto.

Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.

China <fe Japan Silk Co
Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Toronto.
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John. M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T. Impdrtine Co., Toronto.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.

Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, eto.

Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Sootoh Hollands.

King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, eto.

Allied Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Colossus Shirts, Brown & Ashcroft, Mont-

real.

Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Standard Neckwear Co., Montreal.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Phillips, John & Co., Detroit,

Stapling Maohines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatw rthy & Son., Montreal.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.

Luxfer Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin

Ont.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son& Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Toronto.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,
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Tapes.
I .lire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Tie Clips.
Nicklin, John, & Co., Birmingham, £ng.

Trucks
Monteith, Nixon & Co., 'Toronto.

Typewriters.
I nited Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.
Heatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Burrett, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—Turnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
" Eildon " brand—Woods, John L., Mont-

real.

Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.

Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Gordon, MacKay &, Co., 'Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Jaeger, Dr., Co., Montreal.
"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Knox, John, &Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Lennard, S., & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
I'enmanCo., Paris, Ont.
" Pesco Brand," ?cott, Peter &Co., Hawick.

Scotland.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
Williams, Walter & Co., Montreal.
"Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co. .London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Debenham, Caldecott Co., Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Wardrobes
Wier Wardrobe Cj , Winnipeg, Man.

Waterproof and Eubber Goods.

Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng
Imperial Rubber Clothing Co., London, Ont.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and I^ondon.
National Rubber Co , Montreal.
Premier Waterproof Clothing, Somraer &

Co., Montreal.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
'Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock. W. R., Co.. Toronto.
Fisher, John, & Sons. Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., & Son Co., Ottawa.
Garneau P. Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris St Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hewson Woolen Mill<, Amherst, N.S.
Kyle, Cheesebrough & Co.. Montreal.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Rob nson & Mackay. Leeds, Eng
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
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LATEST
NOVELTIES

FOR FALL
BUSINESS

Our range of Novelties in

Costumes and Jackets
for the Fall Season was never more complete

or better assorted. In

Skirts
we are shewing some beautiful creations both in style

and material. We bespeak an inspection.

DELIVERY IN 3 TO 10 DAYS

The Hart
Manufacturing Co.

1631 1633 1635 1637
Notre Dime St.

Montreal.

ASSUMES LIABILITY

THE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

-Our goods will satisfy

or we want them back.

-Prices are marked

in plain figures.

-Our business is tailoring,

not banking.

ENSURES SATISFACTION

THE GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

-Our representatives

leave copies of all orders.

-Our goods are branded

"Miladi"— see above for

peculiar form

of this trade mark.
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THE CANADIAN GIRL
Is one of the most refined members of that very necessary creation called woman,
and as such she demands that her clothes are in keeping with her very refined taste.

We show now in stock just the exact lines in Dress Skirts, Underskirts, Waists and

Wrappers, in our Ready-to-Wear Department, and in our Dress Goods Department
The New Century Cloths, Imperial Mixtures, Herringbone Costume Cloths and Blenheim

Chevron Cloths . Every department fully iahu m AfinAII Al n A M Wellington*
assorted for the Fall Assorting Season. "UnN IYIHUUUNHLU Ot UU., Front st. E .Assorting

Filling LeLLer Orders A Specially. TORONTO.
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44PURITAN BRAND]
Our own manufacture.
Fully Guaranteed.

TRADE

We replace any article that

does not give satisfaction.

ARK

PURITAN
COMFORTERS

PURITAN PILLOWS,
CUSHIONS and
MUFF BEOS

PURITAN
COVERINGS
Write for samples, givirg size and price wantsd

Whether Cotton, Wool or Eiderdown, the stock is the purest. Only clean white cotton is

used in filling our cheapest comforters. Rags cost less and are commonly used, and they
frequently breed disease. We make our own filling and guarantee it.

We use fillings that will do us credit. Whether vegetable silk, feathers, or down, all are

thoroughly renovated by our own process, and carry our guarantee. We have tons of

feathers on hand at all times and can take care of any order, lr -ge or small, and ship on
a day's notice. Manufacturing furriers know the merits of our muff beds, and that

branch of our business is of great importance.

We are the only manufacturers who send a buyer regulirly to Great Britain.

Our designs are exclusive, and we show an endless vane" 'n all grades.
It costs no more to produce artistic effects, and ',> give close attention to this

feature of our business.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Oor. F-ront and Bay Sts., TORONTO

.V^^^^^VWVWWWWVWWWW^^AA

Yama silk
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest 5 Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strength and
Smoothness. Used by manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H. McDOWELL CO.

40-42 St. Antoine Street. Incorporated

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

Travellers now out for Spring
and Assorting.

Fancy Vests, Outing and Tennis Trousers,

Boys' Wash Suits, White Coats, Pants,

Shirts and the celebrated

a Rooster Brand " OVERALLS

Robert C. Wilkins
MONTREAL
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OUR BIG

WASH GOODS
DEPARTMENT

Our showing of these Elegant High-Class Wash Fabrics em-

braces the most exclusive ranges ever offered the merchants of Canada.

The samples o^r big department are showing contain all the latest

designs, colorings, finish, style, and qualities to be secured from the

large fashionable centres of Europe and America.

Leaders in Our High-Class Wash Fabrics.

Shot Voile

Printed Corded Suesine
Checked and Ring Voiles

Fancy Spot Lawns
Woven Spot and Stripe
Zephyrs

Fancy Zephyrs
Figured Crepes
Fancy Check Foulards
Spot Lustres

Spot Mattings

Fancy Grenadines

Fancy Sheer Organdies

White Vestings

Black and White Dimi-
ties

Figured Piques

Woven and Embroidered
Muslins

Corded Repps

Mercerized Brocades

Striped and Figured

Delaines

White and Black Fancy

Muslins

White and Colored

Pongees

Our travellers are showing a complete range of

these handsome fabrics-. Don't fail to see them.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL.

Greenshields Western Limited,
Winnipeg.

Greenshieids & Co , Limited
Vancouver.
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Fashionable

Long Coat

Suit of

Priestleys*

Panneau

Cloth

HETURNED
Oct u\%r

Costume of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

The

Fashionable

Fabric

for Fall

Greenshields Limited, ^STSLSr* Montreal
|

Creen shields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man. Creenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

I

•.J•«*.•-.•-•.-•- •«•-«. •..•..«..•.•••••••*..•«•..•••••••••••••-••••«••••«
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RYLANDS&SONS
MANCH IM

LIMITED

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

#

Dyers

CAP£ TOWN.iS'1

''
Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

*i**t*

WORKS

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

•(«*•»«

*$*•&

WORKS:

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

******

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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for Immediate

Shipment

Tartan Ribbons

Tartan Silks

Tartan Plaids

Chiffon Finish

Broad Cloths

No. J5020

Swiss Embroidered

Handkerchiefs put. up

in 5 and 10-doz. lots

12-oz. Tweed
Trousers, also

1 6-oz. Extra

The Tartans are here to stay and as stocks are

limited early sorting would be advisable. Samples

on request.

A rich cloth of French manufacture, 52-inch, in the

New Green, New Navy, Cigar Brown, Fawn Grey,

Pastel Green, Black and Cream, will retail at $1.35.

With the Xmas Holiday Trade in view this

range of Swiss goods should be a marked line for Hand-

kerchief Buyers. The natty edges that each lot contain

make them winners. The lot to retail at 10, 15, 20, 25,

30 and 35c

The best made for the money. Nothing of the

mis-measured kind about this line. Simply the best

working Trousers you can find. Makes a big $2.00

special to retail at $1.50 pr.

Peak Caps and

Tweed Hats

(
We are showing one of the finest ranges of Peak

\ Caps in Canada. The lines are priced so as to warrant the

I retailer a nice margin, to sell at 20, 25, 35, 50 and 75c.

P.S.—As usual, our showing of Christmas Holiday Goods will be large. Excel-

lent values in Dolls, Purses, Cigar and Cigarette Cases, Pipes, Clocks,

Fancy Combs and Toilet Articles of popular demand.

JOHN M.GARLAND, SON & CO
OTTAWA, CANADA

When rushed try our Quick Mail Order Service
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Owen's 6atr
ETURNED
CT 12

19Qjke cou jc| have ^pt ^m on

*&fr&df/she known they were

^p Queen's Gate Indelible Black,

as the color will not run.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH & CO

Montreal

KLEINERT

/wark\

KLEINERT'S
NAME and TRADE MARK

'^SjtARRAinED/'^^

KLEINERT
/^PAO^\
/mafk\

AcKnowledged to be tHe best by every test for all

Dress
Shields

and Hose
Supporters

Exclusive manufacturers in Canada of tHe

Foster Front Pad Belt Hose Supporter.
j\\\ leading, jobbers carry tKese lines.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., TORONTO
Cor. Dowling Ave. and Queen Street West.
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Blacks and Colors

Fast-To-Rubbing
1 N

Velvets a-

d

Velveteens

WORRALLS

* Does not, rub. off

A Warranted -

J. & J. M. Worrall's new processes produce

Fast Blacks and Fast Colors in Velvets and

Velveteens. The dyes will not only not rub off,

but they give to the cloth a beautiful lustre and

richness of tone. The new processes are applied

to the higher grades of cloth alone, and only such

goods as bear the above stamp on the back are

guaranteed by J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, as

having been so treated.
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Samples
• f i r • I Old Bleach 1
i are now on the road tor ; •

Spring !
Duetts

LOOK better, f

Ask to see them, it will pay you FEEL better, |

WASH better, ?

! WM. LIDDELL & CO. M
WEAR better,

f

AND

LIMITED * !

ALTOGETHER GIVE BETTER
•••• SATISFACTION

BELFAST THAN ANY OTHER MAKE. ?

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND COMPARE \

i SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA !

TRADE ?

; "OLD BLEACH"
mark ON EVERY YARD |

|
R. H. COSBIE,

| R. H. COSBIE.

! 30 W. Wellington St., TORONTO I

* • «

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto !

W^^^^^^W^^^^^^^^^^^»^^^^^»V^^*WWV^^'^^*V^^^^^^^^^^^ <̂

REYNIER KID GLOVES
,-1*0 PBIX, PARIS,

,90o
The name REYNIER surrounded by the snake is our

REGISTERED TRADE MARK
When you see this in a glove you can be quite sure that

the quality of the glove is the best that can be produced.

There is no guess work about the REYNIER GLOVE.
Experimental stages have been passed many years since.

QUALITY FIT COLOR FINISH

are perfection points reached by us after years of patient and careful work. Last month we spoke of the

superior quality of our BLACK GLACE KID GLOVES. To-day we wish to mention especially our

SLACK SUEDES No Glove Department is complete without a good BLACK SUEDE. Trashy
goods will not do, and you may as well serve your customers with the best.

Our quality to retail at $1.50 is Handsewn and made from highest class skins, and is the only HAND-
SEWN GLOVE IN CANADA to retail for $1.50. Our quality to retail at $1.25 is unequalled, and our
glove to retail at $1.00 is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

Browns, Tans, Modes and Greys in corresponding prices also in stock at present.
_

Sample half dozens sent upon request.

Montreal, Oct. 2nd, 1905 REYNIER FRERES
W. B. HURD, Manager

22 St. John St.,

Montreal

+r>*++/+++++A*++/*++++++++++Ar*+++++>r^^
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New Idea

Patterns
are not only the

most in demand

wherever they

are known, but

the easiest to in-

troduce to the

pattern buyers
who do not know

them.

In these two

characteristics is

contained all that

is best in good

merchandizing

Does your store

keep them ? They

command the best

price at which to

sell a paper pat-

tern-

Ten

Cents
Full particulars and terms on request.

NEW IDEA PATTERN CO. £L2* NewYork
232-234 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ills.

202 Board of Education Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Broadway

Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

36 Toronto Street, Toronto, Canada.
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THE SILK HOUSE

Complete XMAS Goods

<#
V

&
tf>

4*

RETURNED,

fcfi4" not

$>** -*
<F
#*

e^
e^

We HANDLE nothing but the most SALEABLE goods.

We SHIP all MAIL ORDERS within five

hours after they are received

MANUFACTURERS and IMPORTERS

ft. ISHIftAWA (Q. CO.
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO.
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WgSP fc*P**<

5%^ i^pw^f
£J£&<4-P*

THE BRADFORD DYERS ASSOCIATION
OF

BRADFORD, ENGLAND

10
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PEWNY'S

Kid Gloves
For your Fall Trade put

in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

6REENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA

All Kinds Of

BRITISH PLATE

MIRRORS
KEPT IN STOCK

The largest Show Room of Mirrors, already framed,

in Canada, New and Second-Hand.

Our $10.00 Mirror is a Winner
"Write for Quotations

G. A. Weese & Son, 44Yongest., Toronto

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or fiat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send for samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

'*••••••••••>•••••••••••••••••••••• '••••••••••••••••••••••

White Linen Suitings

made from

44

Old Bleach

Cinens
have a lustre and appearance

known to no other linens. They
drape perfectly, because they

are soft and without chemical

dressing or sticky matter. They
are particularly adapted for em-

tt

broidery or Drawn Work, warp

and woof being" of the same yarn.

Trade Mark " Old Bleach " on every yard.

Sendfor samples and booklet on the "Old Bleach " process.

R. H. COSB1E,

30 W. Wellington Street, Toronto

.••-•••'••o*•••••« <•••••••••••••••••••

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

4*ft00KSrM/c
PERMANENT FINISH

WILL NOT COCKLE
SHRINK OR SPOT |VdL

J

Robinson & PIackay V
Dyers & Finishers— LEEDS

ENGLAND

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition

and Improve in Stock.

We stock a large assortment of silk goods,
suitable for the Canadian market, including

all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9tid-, 10 lAd. and 12>^d., also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London.

T. RICHARD & CO.
cables, 20 Cheapside,

" Clerkship, London." I **.***!*». m* C f+
ABCCodeused tOrlCfOfl, iZ.l+.

11
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Established 1785.

BEE HIVE
KnittingWools

MADE BY.

Ticks'

R EGISTERED

J. & J. BALDWIN &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering Berlin Fingering Vest &. Silk Vest Wools

Wheeling Balmoral Fingering Lady Betty

Petticoat Fingering Double Knitting Shetland

Soft Merino Soft Knitting Wool Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Elder Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. • Send for Samples.

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO

Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
I N

I

Navy Blue and Brown

Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W„ TORONTO

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.
12
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& PLACE YOUR ORDERS!!!%
Travellers are now showing complete lines.

Canadian

Staples

and

Fancies

Fancy Prints, Schreiner Prints, Crepolines, Art Tickings, Col-

onial Tweeds, Jasmin Cords, Tokio Stripes, Jap Stripes, Dress

Ducks, Voilettes, Cottonades, Denims, Galateas, Oxfords, Tick-

ings, Ginghams, Spun Glass, Peau de Soie, Soiyettes, Dress

Linings, Wool and Worsted Suitings, Pantings, Coatings,

Italians, Dress Shirts, Colored Dress Shirts, Neglige Shirts,

Shirts and Pants, Sweaters, Blouses, Ladies' Underwear, Carpets,

Floor Oil Cloths, Linoleums.

P. GARNEAU, FILS & CIE.. Quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for SPHINX Serges and Vicunas.

SAMPLE ROOMS : No. 25 Nordheimer Bldg.. 207 St. James Street, MONTREAL, 165 Cordova Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Cbe Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

T ,-ades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free 'o any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.
American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention

if sent to the

American Representative: J, C. Halsby. No. t Broadway, New York City

Specimen Copies fret on application.

Everlasting

Black

There's one black your customers

know is unquestionably fast.

No arguments needed if the

hosiery bears this mark

—

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
AMERICAN BUREAU

2C0 GREENE STREET, NEW YORK

13
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Monthly Account System tor Retail Trade.

In answer
to our in-

quiry from
one of the

largest de-

partment al

sto res in
M on treal,

who are
using this

system, this

's their an-

swer, viz :

••ISrielK.

W r fi 11 d I h e

L o o s e-L e a l

System of hand-
ling accounts a

very satisfactor}

one. We have
seven Lnl^ri s

containing about
.'i.ii ii ii running
accounts, and a

large number oi

pettys."

Ellis Bros., of Ottawa, wiite es follows :

" We have been using- your Monthly Account System in our
grocery business for tin- past four years. It has given the utmost
satisfaction ami is away ahead of the old-time system. Its greatest
feature is in always having accounts read} tor rendering. We
heartily recommend it to any concern wishing to be up-to-date.

Write for Particulars. "Ellis Bros.''

The Rolla L. Crain Co., Limited.
OTTAWA, CANADA.

BRANCH OFFICES: Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL, &£,»
This Ilouie 1b pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side of

Queen Street. The roomi are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
togueaU. Bllllarda and pool. Hot and cold water bathi. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL, 0E0
%7J?h\

1^aha
-

ThU first class hotel ie must conveniently situated in the coolest and healthiest
part of the city. Five minutes from railway station and sUamer st&llinffs, and
near to all principal public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Bpacious Dinm*
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

HOARD AND ROOM
" THE ARGYLE,"

Mrs. FRASER
Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMCDA
Also furnished cottages.

[E AMERICAN HOUSE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Open all the year round.

A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Corner or Main and Lamaha Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.)
Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Term?

"Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Mauagertsa,
E. Cottam.

WINTER RESORT- Queens Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co.
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONTARIO. James K. Paisley, Prop.

>•••..•«•«••••-•-•••••••• |..•.•".•—•..•.•..••.»-»• «..»....«....., ».«~»~«"« '••»/

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any

other writing" machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST,

TORONTO
HAMILTON LONDON

and at

OTTAWA QUEBEC

99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET,
j

MONTREAL
8T. JOHN, N.B. I

14
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Hi
444
444
444
444
444

BUSINESS CARDS
A. Directory of Reputable Business and Professional Firms

Throughout Canada

This Hit It far tks purpose of placing rstallari

manufaoturars' jobbara and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountant!

and auditors whose union are so frequently

required for suoh purposes as opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing aoeounta, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stook companies,
devising speoial offloe systems, making colleo-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing valuations, etc.

This space .*30.U0 per year. This space §15.00 per year.

JENKINS A HARDY,
ABBigDees, Chartered Accountant*,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agents
15X Toronto Street. Toronto.
466 Temple Building, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readers throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for
the collection of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to MacLean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TTJPPER, PHIPPEN A TUPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, - Canada.

ATWATER, DUOLOS k OHATJVIN
Advocates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. C. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Duclos. Henry N. Ohauvin.

BEATTY, BLACKSTOOK, FASKEN, RIDDELL k MABEE
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. - - - - Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN k JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin, K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-
ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-
ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN k AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

S. 0. Mewburn, E. H. Ambrose,
Hamilton, Ont.

WM. A. MCLEAN
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.

Head Office, Guelph, McLean's Block.
Branch Office, Acton, Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor, Etc.

KOBINSON & GREEN
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

John A. Robinson. John R. Green.
Solicitors for the Imperial Bank of

Canada, the Southern Loan & Savings
C«.. St. Thomas, Ont.

LOUGHEED & BENNETT,
Barristers, Solicitors, Advocates, etc.

Calgary, Can. Cables: Lougheed, Calgary
Solicitors for : Bank of Montreal. Cana-
dian Bank of Commerce, Bank of Nova
Scotia, Merchants' Bank of Canada.

This space $30 per year.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

R. FLAWS & SON, ^^v^™**. ******

%

RWTO
Dry Goods Commission Agents.

8. A L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

CartwrightA Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Enjt.

Hosiery and Underwear,
Bentley A Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

Hood, Morton A Co., Newmllns, Scotland,
Lace Curtains.

Representing

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

DIRECTORY FOR THE WHOLE-
SALE TRADE. ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale

merchants, etc., throughout Canada in touch with firms who sell only to
the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading are willing to negotiate

with reputable jobbers at special rates Exclusive trade marks if desired.

This space £10.00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO,

Manx'kacturebs of Hair Cloths

St. Catharines, Ont.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St.. Montreal

HERCANT1LE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.

Our method of furnishing commercial reports to our subscribers gives promt, t

and reliable information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclalrrpt

Tel. Main 1085.

TELEPHONES

THETELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the tacility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

WHOLESALE HOUSES
BROCK & PATERSON, LIMITED,

St. John, N.B.

Wholesale Millinery and Fancy
Dry Goods.

MISCELLANEOUS

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.
Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO. LIMITED, TORONTO.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.
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(jflriuted)
TORONTO

"Her Ladyship Brand" Reariy-to-Wear

Overskirts

Underskirts

Children s Dre$$e$

SKIRT-LADY STELLA

Cut 7 gore from fancy tweed in browns,

na\ \ s and greens, trimmed with self tabs

and satin buttons to match ground of mat-

erial. Cloth retails at 90c. Skirt ran be

retailed at $3.00.

Gowns

Corset Covers

Drawers

Wrappers

WAIST-H895

Math- of navy, brown and green lustre.

trimmed with tucks, tabs and buttons, lined.

Our special at the price, sizes 32-42, retails

at SI. 50
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MAINLY ABOUT OURSELVES
LAST month a keen young business man from New

York came to the office of the Dry Goods Review

and asked for advice on the subject of opening a

men's furnishing store in Toronto. His attention had

been directed towards Canada by the excellent prospects

which appeared to be present in the growing country. He
was acquainted with The Dry Goods Review, having seen

it regularly in the wholesale establishment with which he

was connected in New Vork. The Review was enabled

to give him practical advice as to location, etc., and he

is now preparing a store for occupancy. This is just an

example of the wide-spread influence of '1 he Dry Goods

Review. Everything that is going into this new store,

which will be a model of its kind, has been purchased

directly through the fact that it was advertised in The

Review. It was to its advertising columns that the busi-

ness man went when be was buying his store fixtures and

when he was laying in his stock. The paper going off to

Xew Vork was the means of introducing to the pro-

gressive houses of Canada a buyer who will probably be

a consistent handler of these goods. The initial difficulty

was gotten over by means of an advertisement. When a

man is once a customer the firm with good goods and

fair treatment will find no difficulty in holding him.

* *
*

Reynier Freres, proprietors of the gloves bearing this

well-known name, received the following letter at their

Canadian office, 22 St. John street, Montreal, during Sep-

tember : "Gentlemen—September Dry Goods Review to

hand, note ad Glace Kid, please mail sample pair, 6^ or

6f, brown, tan, mode, 'beaver, gray, etc., and shade

cards. (Signed) J. T. Irwin, Port Morien, C.B." The
same advertisement also brought inquiries to Reynier

Freres from the west.
* *

Wm. O'Neill, a general dry goods merchant in Buck-
ingham, Quebec, in renewing his subscription for The
Dry Goods Review on date of September 5th, writes us

as follows : "I may say that I consider The Dry Goods
Review the most reliable, most instructive and most ar-

tistic of the man\- dry goods periodicals that have so

far come to my notice. In its broad scope it covers al-

most every subject necessary for the purchase and sale of

dry goods. I read it studiously every month—it is a

splendid journal."
* *

*

One of our new subscription agents in the course of

a letter says : "It's a pleasure to canvass for The Re-
view, which seems to reach the hearts of its readers, and
everywhere a cordial welcome is given. Lately I ran

across a merchant who told me of reading the paper in a

hotel and sending in his subscription as a result. He had
been reading and taking a paper from across the line

where he used to be in business, but said his first love

did not give the strictly Canadian side to business which
he regarded as essential. He also commented favorably on

the Window Display, Progressive Retailing and Good Ad-
vertising Departments and expressed a desire to see a

further discussion of the many problems confronting re-

tailers. He is a bright, successful, clever business man
with a 'roomy' store."

* *
*

The Dry Goods Review is absolutely unique in the

thoroughness with which it covers the Canadian field.

Willi special representatives in all parts of the country in

close touch with the business, both wholesale and retail,

The Review is in an exceptionally strong position to dis-

cuss dry goods matters from a wide standpoint. Each
month accurate reports come in to this office from the

farthest east to the farthest west of the country, telling

in detail the conditions that obtain in this territory.

Moreover, the paper enters all the cities, towns, and

villages of the Dominion and stimulates the merchants to

better methods of business. It develops good advertising,

systems of store finance, window displays, and the vari-

ous other points of a merchant's attention. Latest re-

ports on the staples of the dry goods business are pub-

lished monthly, and the reader is assured of getting ac-

curate advance notices of the decrees of Fashion. Changes

in retail businesses are recorded and note is made of the

general items of personal interest. Thus The Review of-

fers to the drygoodsmen and men's furnishers of the coun-

try a monthly report of all things which are of interest

to them. Nothing which is a part of their business life

is neglected. All our readers are invited to use its col-

umns whenever they want information on any subject.

*

The request which we make of our readers to men-
tion The Dry Goods Review in writing to advertisers is

not fully appreciated sometimes. When an advertiser

spends money in bringing his goods before the public eye

he tries to do so through the medium which best serves

the people whom he is trying to reach. Where he does

this in a number of ways it is often difficult for him to

tell when he is getting results from any particular

source. He may be making a big outlay along some line

without getting any return. For this reason you help

him when you mention in what paper you saw his adver-

tisement. The advertiser will like it and you will get the

best service in return.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. E.. DACAM, foi ' Dry Goods Review."

Homespuns Popular-Tt ncy
Buttons in Trimmings —
Adftplktion of Empire Style
New Millinery.

BOTH braidings and galloons arc to play a very im-

portant part in dry goods during the next two

seasons. Paris artists have been busy getting out

new designs, blending new colors and utilizing many dif-

ferent materials with the result that we have some very

elaborate decorations for cloth and velvet gowns. Iii

some a velvet pattern is worked into the "crin" or on a

satin ground ; kid and suede are also used for foundations

while chenille and silk are both freely employed. Narrow

velvet and satin ribbons are used as tabs and to form a

trellis work holding in place the pleats of a skirt or the

loose front of a bolero. This is an effective trimming

and is sometimes used as a heading to frills and tucks,

each point of the trellis work being held in place by

means of a fancy button. For light materials chenille

replaces the heavier galloons and this is either worked in-

to the pattern of a lace insertion or on a background of

tulle or net.
* *

French tailors are employing English cloths to an even

greater extent than formerly. The rough herring-boned

kerseys are having quite a success
;

so also are home-

spuns and tartan plaids. Soft shades and neutral tints

are still to the fore but garnet, olive and myrtle green,

bordeaux and rich browns will be good Winter colors.

Some new cloth checks, the check itself being very large

and marked with such a "melange" of colors that the

pattern seems lost, are being made up into extremely

smart models. Long Empire coats are being made in soft

biscuit and beige tints as well as in white smooth-faced

goods and these are relieved with a touch of dark velvet

or satin, often black, which takes the form of revers and

cuffs, straps, or simply pipings. Over a yoke of coarse

guipure a chain of black velvet crosses will form an effec-

tive border, each point being ornamented with small fancy

buttons. The choice of these buttons is a matter requir-

ing the grave attention of both tailors and furriers as

they are very carefully assorted to harmonize with the

cloth or fur. The choice just now is large, comprising

models in cut steel, "art nouveau," the material itself

worked into a fancy ring, embroidered velvet and kid-

in fact the range seems almost unlimited, while some-

times when a designer is sketching a new model he will

also work out an idea for a new button which is manu-

factured expressly for that one costume and never appears

on the market.
* *

*

There can be no doubt as to the prevalence of the

single and double shoulder cape worn either alone as a

light wrap or on coats and cloaks. The one sketched

forms part of a Princess gown in soft fawn cloth. It is

left raw-edged and trimmed with a brown velvet roll col-

lar and thirty velvet and suede buttons. The hussar

waistcoat is of white suede with gilt buttons and gold

galloon. Another good effect on a jacket is a double cape,

the lower one, both back and front centre, being cut so

that it is continued in two straps. These are crossed

over and buttoned down onto the top cape ; the same ef-

fect is repeated on the cuffs and at the waist. In the

latter case the two tabs are cut on the skirt, then cross-

ed over and buttoned down to the bodice.

There is a distinct revival of the long Directoire coat,

slightly modernized, which has a Princess effect at the

back and from the waist falls in a slightly draped effect.

The corners of the skirt both back and front are well

rounded away and reach almost to the hem, that is to

say within three or four inches, reminding one of the

tunic. As I have already said the blending of colors is

very daring and these coats are often lined with silk in

a distinctly contrasting color ; for instance, a claret

colored cloth will be lined with a myrtle green silk and

the "gilet" will be of white or cream cloth handsomely

embroidered with green. Guipure and lace are again to

Long coat in whitecloth with double cape
and roll collar, trimmed with white niching
and lace medallions ; worn over claret

velvet gilet.

play an important role and the new souple satins and

silks seem more beautiful then ever. Some of the latter

have gold and silver threads woven in the texture, giving

wonderful effects when draped for evening wear. Velvet

also is hy no means to be neglected and some of the new

"velour souple" are as soft as any silk. Pompadour

taffetas and ribbons used more especially for decoration

purposes are showing in a wide variety. Morning jackets

in soft liberty silk, made in the form of short Empire

jackets, will be trimmed with a large bow in front, which

is sometimes draped round from the back, and a liberal

display of silk.
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The Empire style is being effectively adapted to mod-

ern evening gowns by means of gathering the soft material

into tight pleats for about one inch below the high yoke.

This makes the gown cling to the figure and gives a

Princess costume in fawn cloth with cape an

hussar vest, velvet collars and cuffs.

pretty, young effect. A good model in pink "crepe de

chine" has wide "entre-deux" of lace with an embroidery

of raised roses running over it. The heading of these

"entre-deux" is a narrow band of the "crepe" arranged

"en biais." A pink silk ribbon forms the high waist

belt, being taken from the front to the back where it is

crossed and brought under the arms again and carried up

to form a bow at the head of the decolte. This is finish-

ed with a band of the crepe from under which is brought

a two-inch width of the embroidered lace. The sleeves

are formed in a short puff finished with a narrow band of

ribbon and three small frills of the crepe. Three buttons

made of brilliants show in front between the bow and

ribbon belt and each side of them is a large embroidered

rose leaf. Velvet and ribbon are both to be much "en

evidence" in this year's millinery and color blending will

be continued. Some very comfortable looking toques are

made entirely of velvet twisted into quaint quill and leaf

shapes, these being arranged round in the way of straw.

The enormous "art nouveau" flowers will be seen again

on picture hats made in velvet and rich silk but large

ostrich feathers in all colors as well as black and white

will be the trimming "par excellence." The large hats

are sometimes so smothered when arranged "en panache"

that one sees nothing but feathers. Morning hats and

those worn with walking costumes are, on the contrary,

extremely simple and inclining to the boat shape with

high crowns. These are draped with ribbon and orna-

mented with a large buckle in front and a fancy quill at

the side. A good model with round crown and wide brim
raised on the left is in bordeaux-colored velvet. A drapery

of the same velvet is taken round the crown and a large

knot and bow of the same colored moire ribbon is posed

on the left side. Under the brim is a bunch of bronze

and dead-looking roses. Another velvet hat of the Direc-

toire style is trimmed with narrow ruchings of black

satin round the crown, while from the front and from
under a jet ornament a large white feather curls to the

back and another feather nestles under the brim. Another
style of hat in rough mole-colored felt is also raised at

'he side and has a flat and very wide crown. Cold, dead

red velvet is twisted in and out of the felt, round the

crown, while at the left are gray shaded red feathers and

the same with a velvet "choux" under the brim.

* *
*

Some new fur models repeat the short basqued jackets

that have been so popular the latter part of the Summer
season. These are made with a belt which stops short

at each side and is ornamented with fancy buttons. A
kid or cloth waistcoat just shows in front and the sleeves

are slightly "gigot." Nothing very new has been seen in

fur neckwear. The stoles are made in ermine and chin-

chilla with a few mole, but the fringes, galloon and lace

with which they are made up give them a distinctive

touch. A. E. DACAM.

NEW WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE.

MR. FRED BRYANT, who has been buyer for the

staple department of the Imperial Dry Goods
Store for some time, has joined the staff of Rhys

D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto. Mr. Bryant will repre-

sent the company in the west. He has already entered

upon his new duties and his wide experience in the west-

ern field should make his success assured. He will have

the satisfaction of representing a house of high quality

whose business is increasing with great rapidity both in

the older Provinces and in the west.

Brown felt boat shaped hat,
trimmed embroidered kid band
and buckle, with lace fall.

Mole colored rough felt, red velvet
band, ancient buckle, shaded red, brown
and gray jantasie.

FIRE LOSS AT ST. THOMAS.

A
DISASTROUS fire occurred in St. Thomas on Sep-

tember 26 as a result of which the stocks of R. II.

& J. Dowler and A. L. Garland were destroyed.

The former kept a men's furnishing store and the latter-

dry goods. The origin of the fire is not known. Much
damage was done by water as the stocks were very heavy

in anticipation of the Fall business. The Dowler brothers

came to St. Thomas from Guelph about, three years ago,

and Mr. Garland came from Simpson's, Toronto, about

two years ago.
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GOOD FOR
WI BE-AWAKE I

APVE^TISIN6rr^h,brs
< < / I \ \ \
..3-'

I his department is conducted and prepared by our advertising specialist, who possesses a high reputation as an expert and authority
on all advertising matters. He will be pleased to answer questions regarding advertising, to give the assistance and advice which an expert
is so well qualified to give, and to criticise advertisements which may be submitted to him. It is intended that the department shall be helpful,
practical and well up-to-date. Correspondents should address their letters to "Good Advertising Department," The Dry Goods REVIEW,
Toronto.

I NCREASE of business is the object of advertising.

Do your advertisements accomplish this result ? This

is the question the drygoodsman should put to him-

self and consider most carefully. Advertising must be

done intelligently. It must be keen, straightforward,

convincing; it must be well displayed, and it must reach

the public which will be interested in the line of goods

advertised. A defect in any one of these particulars will

seriously impair the value of your work.

All advertising may be divided into three classes

—

first, newspaper advertising; second, window display;

third, circulars, letters, etc. Of these it would be ridicu-

lous to choose any one as being most important. They
are all important, and each one gains its complete sig-

nificance and usefulness when it has the other two as

complements. Last month The Review urged the import-

ance of studying the newspaper ads and making them as

effective as possible by having the matter displayed well,

and by making the arguments strong. This month we
would draw your attention to the benefit of judicious

letter and circular work. The value of this class of ad-

vertising cannot be overestimated. It gets to the recipi-

ent in a closer, more personal sense than general adver-

tising. Letters, printed with type to imitate typewrit-

ing, and with blue ink, will invariably be read. Such a

letter flatters the vanity of a customer. He thinks that

he is being cared for and cultivated by the storekeeper,

and a little of that is extremely pleasing to most people.

Besides, in this way it is possible to call the reader's

attention to items in which he or she is especially inter-

ested. For instance, a stock letter may be sent to a

selected list of customers and possible buyers showing

the high quality ami exceptional value of your stock of

gloves. By choosing your list carefully you will insure

the letter getting a perusal from everyone who gets it.

The matter of gloves then being brought home to them,

when they have time to consider it, will make the sub-

ject a live one with them. In many cases it will induce

buying where none was contemplated. In every case it

will bring your store before the reader as a leader in

gloves. So with the various other departments. This is

a side of advertising which admits of great advances be-

ing made. It establishes a personal relationship be-

tween the merchant and his customers which is invalu-

able.

Ordinary circulars may be used to good advantage,

too, in keeping your store before the eye of the public.

Every account which is sent out should carry with it a

circular setting foiili concisely the merits of your goods.

It will not be wasted. Trust to the curiosity of people

Hi read whatever conies to tlicin in a letter. You could

not do this with a business man at his office, but to a

woman, or a man either, at home, a letter is a tiling i"

be lead, and it will be read. But in every case, whether

it be in the form of a letter or a circular, let it be de-

voted io some particular department and do not attempt
to describe everything in the store in a one-page leaflet.

A catalogue is the thing for that.

w
WINDOW CO-OPERATION.

INDOW display co-operation, with newspaper adver-

these columns, is thoroughly recognized and prac-

ticed by the John Murphy Co., Limited, .Montreal, who
the middle of last month had a striking and interesting

example of this feature in its highest stage of develop-

ment. The evening paper ads the night previous were
given over to an announcement that their window dis-

plays were always interesting, but on the day following

would excel all previous efforts. The windows them-
selves illustrated to the full the newest ideas in window
display, and would have been more than difficult to im-

prove upon. Their facilities enabled them to have each

distinct line in a separate window. Laces, ribbons and
neckwear were each raised to the dignity of a separate

display. Every line throughout the store was thoroughly

represented. A feature which is deserving of attention by

all stores is the fact that effective displays were made
with a small quantity of material, and crowding was

distinctly avoided. Another salient point was the intro-

duction of a steel frame window card on a small pedestal,

which briefly described the line shown in that window,
and a few words about the goods themselves, or their

source.

The point worthy of attention is not in this instance

so much the windows themselves as the fact of the co-

operation of the advertising with the window displays.

This store makes a point of always having on display the

lines advertised, and the feature is entirely commendable.

REVIEWS.

AN example of the highest development in modern
catalogue making is furnished by the new annual

catalogue and price list of Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary

Woolen System Co., Limited, whose Canadian headquart-

ers are 22th; St. Catherine street. Montreal. The fifty-

page booklet is copiously and clearly illustrated at every

stage, and the cover is artistic and to the point, showing

on the front a novel ami ingenious cut in green on a

cream background, crowned with the Jaeger Pure Wool,

beneath which is a splendid illustration of a typical Hock

of sheep. The back cover is given up to six specific views

of flic Jaeger pure wool for men, women and children,

showing various uses The index and table of contents

•lo
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is thorough and direct, and the printing of the whole is

an advanced step in the art.

The first six pages glisten with instructive facts con-

cerning wool underwear, and the virtues of the .Jaeger

pure wool clothing and bedding in particular.

FALL MILLINERY OPENING
* *

HOLLINRAKE & CO., Ingersoll
Cordially invite you to visit their store on

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
The 21st, 22nd and 23rd days of September

THE SPECIAL ATTRACTION
For these days is the Autumn Display of

TRIMMED MILLINERY
'Twill be an interesting time. Our Milliners have
planned for a choice display. The productions of
our own workroom will do our artists credit. In
addition to the Pattern Hats which we have pur-
chased you'll travel to larger cities and not see a
better display than we propose to make this season.

MISS FOSTER AND MISS KENNEDY
With their Assistants, will be pleased to welcome you.

Dr. Jaeger's reforms are succinctly, but pointedly,

given, and as a round-up the guarantee against .shrinkage

of Jaeger natural stockinet is given. The various quali-

ties are explained by neat samples. Pages 8 to 18 con-

tain complete lines and prices of men's, ladies', boys',

girls' and infants' underwear. The arrangement is all

that could be desired, and illustrations of each style ate

given. The fact that eleven qualities are shown in one

line O'f men's undervests, and ten qualities in ladies', af-

fords a vague idea of the extent of this pure wool range.

Nightwear is shown on various pages, in a range of

specialties which fully covers all needs. Socks and

stockings, bedding, caps and slippers, are some of the

other lines fully explained, along with outer clothing,

corsets, rugs, capes, etc. Jaeger agents are rapidly be-

ing supplied with numerous copies of this catalogue, and

all interested can be furnished with copies at the Mont-

real headquarters.
* *

*

A striking folder has been issued by Wm. E. Orr &
Co., furriers, 93 Yonge street, Toronto. The frontispage

is a handsome design in colors of a woman in a complete

set of furs. The rest of the pages are devoted to illus-

trations of the coming styles in fur garments. Muffs,

neckpieces, jackets, and hats are shown in a great variety

of fashions. The cuts are well made and the printing is

good. It should bring business.
* *

*

Few firms in the country do such consistently good
work in advertising as Hollinrake & Co., Ingersoll. An
eight-page catalogue has just come to hand from them,

and it shows all the freshness and vigor of their former
efforts, with a constantly improving general get up. This
publication is decidedly the best, both in conception and
workmanship, that has yet come to this office from Holl-

inrake & Co.

The first page contains the announcement of a three

days' Fall Millinery Opening, with an invitation to the

public to attend. It is exceptionally well displayed, and

is not overcrowded. On the second page is given a list

of special bargains which will be on sale during the three

days of the opening. Following this the regular depart-

ments receive attention, and it is all done in a concise

and convincing manner.

Hollinrake & Co. appreciate the value of illustrations

in their advertising. The advantage of having cuts to

illustrate and ornament trade announcements cannot be

overestimated. In the present case some very effective

work is done with them.

Use is made, too, of a personal letter, inviting the re-

cipient to be present at a series of lessons in art em-

broidery needlework. This style of advertising is usually

effective.
* *

*

The catalogue of the Martel-Stewart Co., Limited,

Montreal, is an elaborate piece of work. The Martel-

Stewart Co.'s business being that of signs of all descrip-

tions, they manifest good judgment in abundantly illus-

trating their catalogue, and in using only the best cuts.

The details are clear cut, forceful, and arranged with

discretion. The typography throughout is first-class. A
copy of this catalogue can be had by writing them and

mentioning The Dry Goods Review.
* *

*

Jackson's, Limited, Leeds, England, send for review

an illustrated catalogue. This catalogue is replete with

illustrations of merit and ornamented by cover designs

chaste in conception as well as execution. There are

twenty pages of details printed on suitable paper. The

only fault which might be mentioned is that the margin-

al space of the pages is disproportionately small.

The folder sent in by J. E. Richards, Dundalk, Ont.,

is especially creditable. Mr. Richards appears to be a

happy combination of businessman and writer. He shows

his businesslike traits by employing every bit of space in

the folder to advantage. He shows his literary touches

by writing in a forceful and appealing manner, interlard-

THE STORE THAT NEVER DISAPPOINTS

A SKIRT TALK
Ready-to-Wear Skirts are so much a necessity in the present

day up-to-the-minute store that great care must be taken in selecting
your stock, both as regards style of garment and style of cloth.

OUR FALL STYLES have received most careful thought and
consideration, and after a visit to the leading United States cities

we find that our styles are absolutely correct and our prices lower
than many eastern towns.

Grey Tweed Skirts, for street and house wear, at $2.25
Black Homespun Skirts, very special at $2.50
N\\\ effects in Fall Tw eed Skirts, at $3. 75
A Handsome Black Skirt for street wear, special $5.00
We have some handsome Hues up to $15,00

Will you do us the favor of calling? It is a
pleasure to show you the Roods and styles.

H. B. DAWSON & CO.
Cumberland St., PORT ARTHUR

ing with similes 1

,
rhetoric, etc. He shows an epigram-

matic turn by placing at the top and bottom of each

page an apt truism with a businesslike flavor—unaffected
in most cases. We will be very glad to have specimens

of more of Mr. Richards' work.
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IN THE EYE OF THE
TRADE

A PROGRESSIVE RETAILER,

NO retail firm in Western Ontario has surpassed in pro-

gressiveness thai of G. 15. Ryan & Co. of Guelph,

Owen Sound and Berlin. Twenty years ago the firm

of which Mr. Ryan is the head took over the business

of John Hogg cv Co. and it was not long before the

3e>^- TV

G. B. Ryan

senior partner had acquired the entire business. From
that day to the present the business has developed and

increased till now it has struck roots in three of the

liveliest towns of Ontario.

Mr. Ryan has had a long experience in the dry goods

field. Georgetown, Orangeville and Barrie were all scenes

of his activities before he went to Guelph. His success

since that time has been a great tribute to his business

abilities. His original dry goods store in Guelph has been

several tunes enlarged until it now covers an area of 75

by l'.ii feet.

At a later date Mr. Ryan saw an opening in Owen
Sound and planted a branch dry goods store there with

such success that in L898 a men's furnishing store was

also established. In 1902 another branch was opened, this

time in Berlin, and an up-to-date store has been carried

on there since that time.

The last step in the development of the business was

consummated during September when a line, modern men's

furnishing store was opened in Guelph to supplement and

complete the dry goods store. Through the extent of his

business enterprises Mr. Ryan is able to offer to bis cus-

tomers a tare varietj of goods. His buyers go to Europe
twice a year from all his stores to gel at first band the

goods from those markets.

Ml Ryan has taken an active interest in the munici-

pal affairs of bis city. As president and member of the

Board of Trade of Guelph be has done much foi the in-

dustrial advancement of that city. He is also directoi

and treasurer of the Radial Railway anil a director ol

the Wellington .Mutual Insurance Company.

A DRY GOODS VETERAN.

THE dry goods business of Canada contains no bettei

known man than Mr. Roberl G. Hector, whose cut

appears on this page. Mr. Hector emigrated from

Scotland when a lad of sixteen years, and has been deal-

ing with the drygoodsmen of the country ever since \':^\

time. He was first associated with Ogilvie & Co.,

Montreal, and in 1868 be became a traveler for Lewis S.

Black & Thorn, of Montreal. He later joined the travel-

ing force of Gault Bros & Co., with whom he remained

till he entered the warehouse of the W. R. Brock Co.

about twenty years ago.

Mr. Hector is assistant to Mr. Pentecost in the direc-

tion of the work of the travelers. In this capacity be

has become acquainted with the trade from coast to

coast. There are very few of the customers of the Brock-

Company that Mr. Hector cannot call by name. He is

ever ready to welcome arrivals, and his cheerful mannci

has turned all customers into friends.

Recognizing his knowledge of the trade many mer-

chants write to Mr. Hector when they want salesmen. In

Robert G. Hector.

this way he has placed many young men during recent

years. .Mr. Hector shouldered a musket at the time of

the Fenian Raid, and as a war veteran has come in for
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a hundred and sixty acres of land in New Ontario. He

does not intend to turn farmer himself, however, and his

friends may hope to see him for many years in his old

position at the W. K. Brock Co.'s.

can always take prompt advantage of the market. The

largest bulk of their line, including silks, mattings, rugs,

china-ware and fancy goods of all descriptions, come from

Japan, and import orders receive the most careful con-

THE ORIENTAL HOUSE OF CANADA.

JAPAN in Canada is the watchword of the China &
Japan Silk Co., Limited, whose catch phrase, "The

Oriental House of Canada," is peculiarly typical in

everv respect. Comparatively an infant concern, hut of

remarkably sturdy character, is this house, which was

established and organized some fifteen months ago—to be

exact—in June, 1904. Its growth has been so rapid that

it may be said to have filled that long-felt want in the

variety and extensiveness of the various Oriental lines

which comprise everything suitable for this market from

the Orient. Rarely does one discover a house capable of

such sustained high-pressure effort to forge ahead. Young

Mood and plenty of enthusiasm, as exhibited by the presi-

dent, A. J. Moreland, and Vice-President J. A. C. Poole,

backed by ability and knowledge, together with excellent

lines, practically assured success from the start.

Perfect Organization.

The admirable organization of this firm, systematized

to tlu> last degree, and working with the precision of a

piece of machinery, has really performed wonders in a

little oxer one year. This efficiency is measured by tan-

gible results, and the growth has been so remarkable as

to convince the most skeptical. In order to be on the

ground floor in every particular, no less than four dis-

tinct Oriental buying stations are maintained, two in

Japan, at Kobe and Yokohama, and two in China, at

Shanghai and Hong Kong. The buyers at these various

centres have an enormous output, as they also purchase

for English and German houses. They purchase exclu-

sively, however, for this firm in Canada. This large out-

let enpMes them to effect many price savings, and they

sideration. Additional lines of silks and mattings, as

well as wood furniture and bamboo goods, are supplied

through the Chinese branches.

To effectually complete their splendid buying facili-

ties, the selling organization is perfect in detail. Two
extensive Canadian depots are maintained, one at 77 Bay
street, Toronto, and the other at 290 St. James street,

Montreal. The Toronto office is in charge of Mr. E. B.

Moreland, father of the president, while tfie president and

vice-president make their headquarters in Montreal. A
thoroughly competent staff of salesmen is maintained

with Mr. J. P. Hughes as the premier representative.

Mr. Hughes obtained much valuable experience with O.

Goulding & Sons, the millinery firm, and more recently

with the White-Allan Co., Toronto. He has a wide and

favorable connection in the trade.

Visit to Warehouse.

An illustration of the interior of the Montreal ware-

house affords an inkling of the various and complete lines

of goods stocked, shipments of which arrive by every

steamer. A monthly visitor to this establishment is

more than surprised at the ever-changing lines of goods,

which simply means that new shipments continually

change the aspect, and the former lines have been cleared.

This exemplifies tire perfect organization from the start,

which was timely, in view of the Eastern crisis. A per-

fect team is made by the president and vice-president,

whose qualifications are well suited for their respective

duties. A sketch of their personnel affords an interesting

object lesson of how push, coupled with ability, wins

success.

President A. J. Moreland.

Mr. A. J. Moreland, who looks after the entire finan-

cial end of the business is, by his experience and qualifi-
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cations*, peculiarl) adapted to engineei successfully this

branch oi bfae business. He lias won an enviable reputa-

tion with many first-class houses, and his career shows

successive advances. Born in London, England, he came
to this country whm in years of age, entering the office

department of , lames Brayley & Co., at that time a

well-known wholesale millinery firm. When Ihis firm re

tired from business he entered Taylor, Scott & Co.,

where his efforts were soon rewarded by the entire charge

of the office being placed in his hands. After eight yeai

with this firm he entered the T. Eaton Co., Limited, of

Toronto, where he remained for twelve years, eight years

of which he had entire charge of the financial end of the

business. Leaving Eaton's in 1003, he was called to the

W. H. Scroggie Co., Limited, Montreal, where he remain-

ed for nine months, re-organizing and systematizing this

business. He left this firm to join forces with Mr. Poole

in organizing the China & Japan Silk Co., Limited.

Vice-President J. A. C. Poole.

An experience of a man who is long past the Osier

limit has been crowded into Mr. Poole's life, although he

is comparatively a young man. His abilities and mani-

fold experiences have contributed much to make him an

Interior Montreal Branch.

efficient head of the selling end of this In in. lie ha:- al-

ways been in the dry goods business, with a leaning to

wards the fancy goods department. As a youngster of

twelve he was with White & Co., St. Mary's, where tie

remained for three years. Emigrating to Toronto, after

the fashion of many young men of those days, he entered

the fancy goods firm of W. II. Bleasdell & Co. He gained

valuable experience in his three years with this firm, anil

in order to enter a larger field of activity his next firm,

like Mr. Moreland's, was the T. Eaton Co., Limited,

which he entered in September, 1X90. It was here that

Mr. Poole showed just what he could do, and his advances

are remarkable in the extreme.

As a buyer for the T. Eaton Co., Limited, he visited

practically every country where goods were to be ob-

tained for that institution, and in the words of Timothy

Eaton, he was "kepi hanging on a hook ready to he sent

anywhere at a moment's notice." In 1X00 he made an

extensive buying trip through Japan and China, where he

grasped the enormous openings for many lines manufac

hired in those countries in Canada. During Ihe last five

years of his stay with the T. Eaton Co., Limited, in con-

junction with All Moreland, he had entire charge of the

management. Leaving Eaton's in 1903, Mr. Poole as-

sumed an important position with the w 1 1 Scroggie
Co., Limited, Montreal, remaining with thai firm till the

present Oiiental house was organized Last November
he made a five months' tup in ihe interests of his firm

iii the Orient, making final arrangements for their buying
end.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

Since the publication of the last report the following

inquiries have been sent to the Department of Trade and
Commerce, Otlawa.

A Parisian dry goods firm is open to appoint a
Canadian agent.

A firm in St. Etienne, France, desires a reliable

agent to sell ribbons, silks, and velvets, in the Canadian
market.

A French manufacturer of linen and upholstery wants
an active agent in the Dominion.

A French needle manufacturer wants to be put in

touch with Canadian buyers.

A Japanese firm engaged in the manufacture of chip

braids, cotton crepe, and linen collars for ladies, and
linen drawn work, wishes to be put in correspondence

with Canadian merchants, with a view to importing

same into Canada.

A Manchester (inn intimately connected with the

textile manufacturing trade of Great Britain desires to

correspond with Canadian importers who have no resident

agent in England.

The following supplementary inquiries ha\c been re-

ceived at the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ot-

tawa. Replies should be addressed to the Superintendent

of ( 'ommercial Agencies.

100"). A Walsall firm wishes to find a market for

carriage lit tings.

1006. A large Birmingham firm is open to appoint an

agent in Canada to handle a line of buttons.

1007. A Birmingham firm is open to sell large quan-

tities of cotton waste.

!<H 3. A Coventry firm is looking for buyers of woven
address shirt bands, mantle labels and hangers, coat and

boot loops, shirt tabs, etc.

HH7. A London firm wishes to develop trade in Can-

ada in cotton, woollen, jute, flax, hemp and finen goods.

1018. A Lancashire manufacturer of polishing cloths.

printed and finished complete, would like to do busi

in Canada.

1023. A Leicester manufacturer of boot and shoe lai

wishes to extend business with Canada.

MARSHALL FIELD & COS. INVITATION.

Some time before Exposition week in Chicago, Mai

shall Field & Co. issued a handsome invitation 1o a se

lected list. The imitation, which was printed iii a scroll

type and on fine letter paper, formally requested the

honor of the recipient's presence at Marshall Field's

store during the week. Like everything emanating from
this big store, it was correct in every detail

A NEW IDEA.

An enterprising Montreal store has unearthed a new-

method to insure their extensive advertising heing read

by at least their daily customers. Upon each floor at the

entrance of the elevator is placed a large neat glass

square, in which is their advertisement for that day. The
method might be well adapted by many stores
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CANADIAN EXHIBITIONS

COMMENCING with thr Canadian National Ex-

hibition in Toronto, and including the Western

Fair at London and the Great Eastern Ex-

hibition at Sherbrooke, Central Canada was
provided with a series of line practical illus-

trations of the progress and growth of the country. The

first was treated of in a former issue, and a cut of one of

the most striking exhibits, that of the Berlin Robe &
Clothing Company, is given. The entire exhibition was

a wonderful success. Perfect weather made the attendance

of record numbers and the exhibits and attractions justi-

fied their presence. London, too, had a most successful

the early days of the week was somewhat smaller than

in previous years, but when at last the bright sunshine

made its appearance on the latter days of the Fair, the

crowds exceeded former seasons. On Wednesday and

Thursday over twenty thousand people were on the

grounds, which affords some conception of the splendid

drawing power of this Exhibition. The work of the direc-

tors is specially commendable in the face of trying cir-

cumstances, and the cheerful optimism of Secretary W..

M. Tomlinson during the early days of the week when

failure seemed evident is worthy of the highest praise.

The presence of the Lieutenant-Governor, Premier and
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Canadian National Exhibition— Exhibit of Berlin Robe and Clothing Company.

Exhibition. It was largely attended and the facilities for

handling and entertaining the crowds were of the best.

The Great Eastern Exhibition.

Notwithstanding four days of rainy, unsettled weather

Canada's 21st Annual Great Eastern Exhibition at Sher-

brooke, September 2nd to 9th, was more than a success

in every sense of the term. Exhibits were larger and

more varied in every department, and particularly repre-

sentative of the progressive Eastern Townships. In fact

the co-operation of manufacturers and jobbers and farm-

ers in this district practically assured a full measure of

success from the start. Necessarily the attendance during

Ministers qi the Province of Quebec at the Fair lent a
social air of distinction which materially aided in a happy
fruition.

Local merchants were fully alive to the trade-pulling

possibilities during the week and highly creditable win-

dow displays and interior decorations, as well as judicious

newspaper advertising, were in order. The dry goods
trade was to the fore in this particular and visitors at

every step were constantly reminded that they were wel-

come. Louis A. Codere, King street, threw open his up-

to-date establishment to the public, and particular inter-

est centred on the second Hour, where a bewildering range

of furs was shown to advantage in a highly attractive
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showroom. L. A. Bayley, McKechnie, T. Belanger, J. E.

Poutre and Kushner Bros, had also particularly timely

displays The prevalence ol numerous original window

cards was ,, feature particularly noticeable. The Montreal

jobbers and manufacturers in particular were also promi-

nent in Sherbrooke during the week, and the big houses

had as many as three oi four representatives. There was
quite a jumble in the sample rooms, but most of the boys

took it all good-naturedly, and order books in most eases

were amply tilled.

As usual the dominant note of the Fair was struck in

the Main Building, which contained more representative,

thorough and expensive exhibits than previously. In some
instances these exhibits have not been excelled anywhere,
which is a sine indication of the growing importance of

this Exhibition. The piano industry and hardware lines

were very prominent and exceeded in number and size

the grocery exhibits. It is to be regretted that a more
systematic form of grouping could not have been insti-

tuted, as there was confusion in the lines which would

lines: Fur, tui lined and fur trimmed overcoats, astra-

chan and buffalo fui cloth coats, boys overcoats, school

boj reefers, baby carriage robes, men's buffalo and as-

trachan gauntlets, ladies', misses' and bovs' gauntlets and

lumbermen's socks. The Berlin Robe a clothing Co
guarantee everj garment made by them to be of first

quality and workmanship. They are doing a high class

trade and turn out nothing that is not number one qual-

ity.

Watson Manufacturing Co.

Two stately and handsome showcases contained the

\er> attractive display of the Watson Manufacturing Co
of Tans at the Western Fair, London. The famous under-

wear made by this company attracted throngs of people

and the ladies especially were loud in their admiration of

the beautiful and dainty knitted goods that adorned the

cases. Mr. Barrowclough, representing the Watson Manu-
facturing Co., was in charge of the exhibit and was kept

busy answering the questions of Hie Fair visitors, most

of whom seemed to have bun unaware that such a wile

Western Fair, London- Exhibit of Watson Manufacturing Company

arouse critical comment. What the dry goods exhibits

lacked in number undoubtedly they made up in quality

anil importance. It remained for Sherbrooke itself to

maintain the exhibits of interest to the dry goods trade

and it is gratifying to state that these were of a high

order and perhars the best in the Main Building. The
Moore Carpet Co., Limited, Louis A. Codere and the

Magog Woolen Mills deserve unstinted praise for expen-

sive exhibits df a high order and of untold interest. These
lii ins a re all to be congratulated for their patriotic senti-

ment. A sketch of these splendid exhibits follows :

Berlin Robe and Clothing Co.

\n exhibit thai attracted many visitors was that of

the Berlin Kobe & Clothing Co., of Berlin, Out. A full

line of fur gaimeiits, ladies' and gentlemen's, was shown
and the booth was ha niisomely decorated with moose and
he.ii heads, etc. The hangings of the booth were in red,

green and blue

This compan) are making a specialty ol the following

range of these high class goods was made in Canada.
Were they to pay a visit to Paris, Out., and see the

imposing and splendidly equipped factories of the Watson
Manufacturing Co., they would doubtless he still more
surprised.

A particularly strong feature of the display was the

children's underwear in which the ladies were greatly in-

terested, and numerous were the inquiries as to where
these goods could be obtained. The Wats,.;. Manufactur-
ing Co. of course sell exclusively to the retail trade and
inquirers were referred to drj goods stores in different

towns which are carrying these goods. The company's
travelers are now on the road with samples for next

Spring's trade in all varieties ami styles in men's, ladies'

and children's underweai and the trade would do well to

see these samples before placing their orders

Codere 's Rich Furs.

(In a seale which perhaps had never been attempted
at aiiv Fair, certainly not in the east, was the bewilder-
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DRESS GOODS AND SILKS

We are making active preparations for the Spring Campaign in our Dress Goods

and Silk Departments, and expect to have samples in the hands of our travellers »*«£££o

shortly, of one of the choicest ranges it has yet been our pleasure to offer the trade.

Anticipating a busy season, and building on the reputation which these depart-

ments have acquired, we have bought largely of lines which are destined to be

leaders.

FOR PRESENT NEEDS you will find our stock well assorted in our standard ranges

of Black and Colored Venetians, Broadcloths, Fine Box Cloths, Tweed Suitings, Fine

Tweed for Tailor-made Costumes, Rainproof and Covert Coatings, Black and Colored

Lustres, Mohairs, Sicilians, Sateens, Poplins, Crispines, Crepolines, Eoliennes, etc.

JUST TO HAND Fancy Tartans and Shepherd Checks, to retail at 40c, 50c, 75c.

and $1.00 ; also the new Plum Shade in all the leading fashionable materials for both

house and street wear.

OUR SILK DEPARTMENT keeps forging ahead daily, and will be found replete

with latest up-to-date novelties, in both Plain and Fancy Silks, for Christmas trade.

Chiffon Finished Velveteens and Colored Suitings, complete ranges in stock.

SEE OUR TRA VELLERS, OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Wash Goods for 1906

Popular sellers will be : White India Linons, French Lawns, Persian Lawns,

Baptiste, Dotted and Figured Swiss Organdies, Fancies, Lenos, Embroi leries, Printed

Novelties.

Christmas Goods
A full range of Umbrellas, Parasols, Handkerchiefs, Smallwares of all sorts, etc.,

for Christmas trade.

Our numerous lines have been selected this season with even greater care than

usual, and we are NOW in shape to meet the requirements of every section of the

country.

SAMPLES CHEERFULLY SENT ON APPLICATION.

Brophy, Cains Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods. MONTREAL

QUICK SHIPPERS
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ing vet beautiful arrangemenl of furs of Louis A. Codere,

i he progressive Sherbrooke wholesale and retail furrier

•tiid haberdasher. With propriety this display could not

have occupied other than its stellar place in the centre of

the Main Building. Naturally no exhibit ever attracted

more universal attention, and those in charge were ex-

tremely busy supplying the unceasing demand for explana-

tory literature, which took the form of neat catalogues

and circulars of a high order of merit. The congratula-

tions showered upon Mr. Louis A. Codere for his entei

prise could assuredly not he far-fetched or exaggerated,

and many visiting retailers added their good words to the

many tributes paid to the splendid showing. Mere sight-

seeing was rendered instructive by cards giving the names
of Hie various furs employed in the fur garments and ac-

cessories.

A hexagon in graduated pyramid form was the judi-

ties in garments, stales and muffs abounded, and at ti ac-

tive styles and exclusive effects quickly succeeded one an-

other. High class exclusive opera and evening fur gar-

ments, along with new ideas in full length ladies' and
gentlemen's fur-lined coats in a range of values, were
well shown on figures. Many Persian lamb jackets in

novel cuts, 1 ninmed with mink, as well as astrachan and
many others had a strong representation. The flat muff

in new designs was shown in many furs, and stoles and
neck-pieces in a multitudinous variety could be seen. Some
of the furs utilized in various effects were mink, marten,
ermine, chinchilla, black, red and blue fox, otter, black

Thibet, grey squirrel, black lynx, brown and rock bear,

etc., etc. In truth the variety included practically every

fur known to the trade. The door covering for this plat-

form was formed of many leopard, tiger and bear rugs.

The outer railing was utilized to display a range of

Great Eastern Exhibition, Sherbrooke- Exhibit of Louis A. Codere.

emus scheme employed, every side containing new sur-

prises, but each having its own appropriate place. Even
when the upper floor was reached, one looked down upon

a mole-skin top dome, with rare skins fringed around the

border. Each coiner showed a deer's head with antlers.

On every side of this dome was a white ermine ground

relieved in black by the name Louis A. Codere. The
outer row of pillars was crowned at each corner with a

snowshoe outfit, while the inner supporting line, as well

as the outer pillars, were encased in gray and Russian
lamb. In fact everything throughout the exhibit called at-

tention to furs.

The climax was reached in the main platform, which

was utilized to adequately display a full range of ladies'

and gentlemen's Eur garments and accessories. Fur fash-

ion sheits were scattered a1 advantageous points through-

out. The range would do credit to an} Eur house. Novel

robes from the goat to the inuskrat. The range through-

out practically meant everything in furs.

This wonderful exhibit but served to accentuate the

prominent position this Sherbrooke firm is rapidly assum-

ing in the wholesale trade, and presages that further ex-

pansion to an enlarged field of operation from their pre-

sent hunting-ground, the Eastern Townships, where thej

are so thoroughly well known. It was onh ten years ago

that this linn got its start as a small retail store, and

its growth but serves to show that push, grit, and ability

are well rewarded. Their present position in the trade,

both wholesale and retail, is commendable. Their fur

manufacturing is done under the most favorable circum-

stances, and their buying facilities are Al. Still greater

tilings mav confidently be expected in their march of

progress.
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Moore's Made-in-Canada Carpets.

Everyone appeared charmed with the large, complete,

sightlj ami withal clear exhibit of Canadian carpets and

rugs, of tlic Moore Carpet Company, Limited, Sherbrooke,

Que., whose bootb of more than generous size occupied a

prominent position near the main entrance of the Indus-

trial Hall. A representation of their lines afforded a won-

derful color scheme, and the grouping was such as to

make a perfect ensemble. Time and again visitors inno-

centh expressed their wonder that such exquisite effects

were actually made in Canada. Mr. H. A. Moore, the

genial manager of the firm, in charge of the exhibit, good-

naturedly assured the ever-curious that there was no

mistake, and incidentally main a customer for Canadian

Three-quarter Wilton and Mrussels appeared in floral,

scroll, leaf and neat unobtrusive designs, in many shades

of fawn, blue, green and red, suitable for every purpose

Happily some were unrolled and almost invited the on-

lookei to tread upon The floor was also covered with

three large rugs, exact copies of Eastern Bokhara designs,

and over these were some half dozen small 27x51 Wilton

rugs in Tabriz patterns. The colorings of all these were

exclusively procured in Constantinople, which reflects

credit upon the enterprise and progressiveness of this

firm, whose motto is to spare no expense in furnishing

Canadian merchants with the latest in every particular.

The booth finished in its garb of red and blue bunting left

nothing to be desired.

high-grade carpets was thereby made. The descriptive

folders distributed broadcast were also effective.

The exhibit itself almost defies description, and could

only he appreciated when seen. The illustration affords a

vague idea of the painstaking and thorough attention to

details. Large Wilton and Brussels squares, in Oriental

designs, formed a pleasing and effective background, set

ting off to advantage the regular piles of Wilton and

Brussels carpets, which have already won an enviable

reputation in the trade, due to their perfect coloring and

accuracy of manufacture at. values which permit of only

Mm decision on the part of the buyer. These various

pyramids of carpets in the centre and at front and sides,

in various sized piles, showed to advantage an inkling of

the wealth of patterns and colorings made by this firm.

Mr. 11. A. Moore was assisted in his arduous duties

by the firm's new Ontario representative, Mr. .1. Moore

Greenwood, whose complete knowledge of carpet manu-

facture was much appreciated by many visitors. The

factory was also thrown open and many took advantage

of the opportunity to learn how Canadian carpets are

made. .Mr. Greenwood proved a capable guide in this par-

ticular. He has practically spent all his energies in the

carpet trade, first learning valuable technicalities for over

ten years among English manufacturers, later taking up

Die selling end with John II. Pray, Sons & Co., Boston,

more recently with the Robert Simpson Co.. Limited,

Toronto. His ready courtesv and untiring energy, coupled

with an enthusiasm for his new line, did much to win

main new friends for his firm.
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Established 1832. Cable Address J

"LAW," Bradford

SPRING 1906

admiid^5Mcc6.
MOHAIRS

(Registered)

Unique Specialite

Mohair De Soie
Of Wonderful Texture and Exceptional Brilliancy

Rainproof Goods
Latest Productions

Brilliantine Suitings
At Popular Prices

Law, Russell & Co.,
Converters of Bradford Goods lihited

BRADFORD and LONDON.
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Ma»og Woolen Mills.

Cm. nil, in woolen n i Us haw a worth) exponent in Hie

complete cxhibil ol the lines manufactured l>\ the M

Woolen Mills, Sherbrooke. A double booth was uti

in advantage neat the side entrance, the illustration

typifying the pyramid scheme employed foi the dri

goods, yarns, etc., the blankets, rugs, etc., occupying the

litniili adjoining. The extensive range afforded an inkling

hi the specialties of this firm, winch includes a superioi

line of fancy horse blankets and rugs in neat checks and

plaids. These arc established favorites and are known
ti: ghoul the Dominion tor their standard quality. The

wool bed blankets in ill and 12-4 sizes, in white and

gray, showed the newest ideas in attractive borders and

an idea of their wearing qualities is attested by main

users who have had blankets from this firm in daily use

The\ have latel) completed a large contract for the bud-

pl\ hi blankets to the Sherbrooke Hospital A special 1

5

is alsu made ol gOOdB to order from any Samples sub-

mitted The proprietors regard the future with hopeful

optimi in

Intercolonial Railway Exhibit.

lint and tired as the visitor at the Exhibition may
be, from much wondering and gazing, a refreshing and

cooling feeling is experienced as one, on entering the

original Art Building, turns to the first exhibit to the

left and finds himself in the spacious rooms presided ovei

by Mr. A. E. Barton where the Intercolonial Railway

has its exhibit. A sense ol nearness to nature is felt,

produced no doubt by the manner in which the room is

finished and decorated The walls are overlaid with hem-

lock bark and logs of the same wood form the casing ol

Great Eastern Exhibition, Sherbrooke—Exhibit of Magog Woolen Mill*.

from periods of twenty to thirty-four years. These lines

are sold from ocean to ocean.

Heavy two and three ply knitting yams in large range

<.i colorings showed up prominently as a girdle for the

displa) ol dress goods and tweeds. All these goods are

made from home grown wool, mostl) from the Eastern

Townships. Samples and puces will be cheeifulU tut

uished the trade on application.

The Magog Woolen Mills, proprietors A. (!. Lomas

ami A. Percy Lomas, were established in 1868 and sue

Milled the business of A. 1.. (inndlod & Co. The indus-

ii\ is more than holding its own, due to minute atten-

tion to details and thoroughness and reliability in maun

lactuie Both .1 wholesale and retail business is tran-

acted, the laltel in the exchange of goods for raw wool

the two large doorways. The same effect is incorporated

in the ceiling, except for a space running entirely around

while a soil white light is diffused by a screen to the

scene below. From the centre an inverted pyramid of the

bark is suspended, the lattei being sin mounted by a cedar

burl from which hangs an enclosed arc lamp. For even-

ing illumination this is supplemented b) four incandescent

lamp clusters also placid at the ceiling

The middle ol the flooi space is taken up by a foun-

tain ot running water encircled b) growing ferns, the

whole being protected b) a rustic railing. The fish ale

artisticall) grouped while a large illuminated sign bear-

ing the trade mark of the Intercolonial Railwa) faces the

\i urn as he enters the main doorway. The pictures are

enlargements from actual photographs illustrating some

:j.
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ESTABLISHED 1791.

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready°made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes IVhighest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson fl Go, Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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ol the beautiful scenerj through which the Intercolonial

tiailwa) passes, as well as typical scenes of spoils and
recreation afforded by the districts connected. The mount-
ed heads consisl i>l moose and red deer from New Bruns-
wick and cariboo from Newfoundland, all being fine speci-

mens, the sighl of winch is calculated to thrill the ardent

sportsman in search of the larger game. No angler could

look at the panels of mounted fish without experiencing a

desire for a chance ai least of catching some of these fine

specimens, The] are salt water salmon, caught in the

Restigouche, Malapedia and Miramichi, and are considered

the gamiest fish in America. That the sportsman is not

limited to deer hunting and fishing is shown by the pre-

Regarding the Intercolonial Railway itself as affecting

service, cars, equipment, and all the added appointments
and comforts that make railroad traveling a luxurious

OUting, it is not surpassed by any line on the continent.

In fact in many of these it is easily fust There is cer-

tainly no liner dining service, no better cars and no more
substantial roadbed to be found anywhere, so that a more
enjoyable outing could not be planned than a trip through
the surpassingly beautiful country that maj be viewed

from a passenger coach of the Intercolonial Railway.

The Leak Fur Exhibit.

An extremely attractive and welf-arranged exhibit, of

capacious si/.e, in the .Main Building at the Western Fair,

Canadian National Exhibition— Intercolonial Railway Exhibit.

seine of a large black bear, shot in New Brunswick, while

a cunning bear cub stands on a table nearby bearing the

sign, "I am little .Johnny Bear."

A further treat is in store for the visitor to this ex-

hibit, as through one of the walls a rock finished grotto

is built. It ghes an added charm and takes the visitor

miles away from the busy scene around him. On the

walls of this cave glass cases are neatly concealed, il-

luminated from the rear, and in these live specimens of

New Brunswick sea trout may be seen. For the purpose

'.i Hatching the latter, and to have the satisfaction of

in.H in this pastime many visitors take trips every

yeai to the region where they abound.

London, was that of the superior line of furs of the Leak
Fur Manufacturing To. of Canada. Limited, whose head-

quarters are in Mont.real. The large spate was utilized to

advantage to show some sixty regular stock samples of

the famous Leak fur robes and men's coats, made from

the choicest pelts which have a secret process of tanning

and dyeing. The expert work of skilled workmen was
easily traceable in the distinctive features of these gar-

ments, and their guarantee label is more than a mere

name. This is due to their using only selected skins and

their styles are imported direct from Paris and New-

York. Leak booklets were eagerly sought and many new
friends were made by this progressive house. The exhibit
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

58-64- Wellington Street West, TORONTO
Men's " Wolsey " Natural Wool Underwear—

All sizes ; several weights.

Men's Ribbed and Plain Wool Shirts and
Drawers—Retail from 50c. to $1.50 each.

Men's Wool Half-Hose— Plain and ribbed; to sell

from 15c. to 50c. per pair.

Men's Worsted, Ribbed and Plain and Plain
and Ribbed Cashmere Half-Hose—To sell

25c, 35c. and 50c.

Ladies'Natural Underwear—"Pen-Angle" brand;
all sizes in stock.

Cashmere Hosiery— All sizes Nos. 35, 36 and 72
;

ribbed ; double knees.

Plain Cashmere Hosiery — Nos. 27 and 29
"Llama;" 28 rib top ; to sell at 50c. per pair.

Toques, Gloves, Mitts, Clouds, Infantees and
Bootees—Special values.

Letter Orders Carefully and Promptly Executed.

was the only one of its kind at the Fair and again estab-

lished this firm as in the very front rank. Sustained

high pressure effort is bearing fruit and their garments,

both ladies' and men's, are eagerly sought.

Mr. D. J. Nicklin, one of their Ontario representa-

tives, proved a thoroughly capable and energetic manager

of the exhibit, and his cordial greetings and uniform cour-

tesy, in conjunction with sound information, aided mater-

ially in the success of this venture. Mr. H. S. Stern, at

the Montreal headquarters, has received numerous encom-

iums from western retailers, who have felt the benefit of

this local advertising.

NO CHANGE IN aUEBEC TAX.

A
DELEGATION from the British Agents' Association

of Montreal waited on the Hon. J. C. McCorkill,

Provincial Secretary of Quebec, and entered a pro-

test against the commercial travelers' tax. The Treasurer

however would nut yield on the point and only promised
such changes as would make the tax work evenly on all.

He suggested the possibility of making some concession

whereby the British agents should receive certain advan-
tages over foreign competitors.

JOURNEYMAN TAILORS STRIKE.

THE tailors of Hamilton have struck for an increase

in wages of 10 per cent. The employers are firm in

refusing to accede to the request of their employes.

Only one firm has yielded to the demand. The men urge

the greater cost of living and the improvement in pay of

other trades as their reason for making the demand. The
employers, on the contrary, point out that they already

pay the price now demanded to the best of their work-

men, but they refuse to give it to the inferior workmen.
Meanwhile the custom clothing business is temporarily

tied up.

Western Fair, London Exhibil ol ihe Leak I'm Mfg. (.'>>., ited.

:{<;
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When Buying
LADIES' or MEN'S

Umbrellas
FOR SPRING

1905Insist on Having * ^ ^-^^-^

Two Bulb Runners
(The 20th Century) patented

or

Two Bulb Kup
RunnersOn all your goods

PATENTED

These are a Guarantee of Value and Quality .

For sale by all the Leading Wholesale Houses.
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LEADERS that are LEADERS
AND victor

10 DAY DELIVERIES
LIRE
ELLING
TYLES

Represent some of the

excellent values contained

in our line.

No. 485—Coat of good quality English

Frieze
; nicely tailored, black,

blue, brown and grey. 42 in.

Price $5.00

(tradf. X
color-

No. 486— 42 in. Good quality English Beaver

Cloth in all shades. Collar and Cuffs

elegantly trimmed with silk to match.

Price $9.25
WIRE OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES

The VICTOR Manufacturing Co

QUEBEC, P.Q.

No. 701—42 in. Made in the best

quality of all wool Covert Cloth

—nicest shade of fawn—hand-
somely trimmed with velvet and

,

silk braid, stitched strappings

and buttons. To retail at a pop-

ular price with a big profit.

Price $9.90
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CLOAIiS, COSTUMES
AND SKIRTS

E
VERYTHING at present points to a successful

selling season for the cloak and suit depart-

ments. Times are prosperous, and if the right

tiling is properly shown sales are not difficult

to make. But with more money to spend

women are becoming more critical as to style, cut and

finish, and it must be confessed that it takes more variety

in ready-to-wear lines to do the business nowadays. This

condition has its advantages and disadvantages. It ne-

cessitates the keeping of a larger stock on the part of the

retailer, and means a more extended line of samples to be

shown by the manufacturer, and it also means that the

department has a wider range and appeals to a larger

circle than formerly, and women who have been accus-

tomed to dressmaker or tailor made garments are, be-

cause of the better cut and larger variety of styles, buy-

ing the ready-made garments. To serve this class of

trade means greater care in cut and finish, but as this

class of customers are able and willing to pay for them

tibey form a clientele worth catering for.

Suits are the line which are first wanted in the sea-

son, and particularly in expensive garments the display

has been large and elaborate. It is not only the large

retail houses and departmental stores who are carrying

suits and other garment lines. Tiie larger furriers arc

handling them, and also there are springing up a class of

specialty houses who carry cloaks, suits and skirts ex-

clusively, or in conjunction with whitewear, millinery and

kindred lines. Then, too, some of the installment houses

are stocking cloaks, suits and millinery, and are selling

them in much the same manner as they do housefurnish-

ings, and all these houses have made a varied and attrac-

tive display of garments suited to their several classes of

trade. This has largely been confined to suits as yet for

the weather is at present against the sale of coats, par-

ticularly the very long ones. It requires a touch of cold

weather to bring that trade on. There have been, how-

ever, in the last week, quite a few initial showings of

coats. Apparently the styles are very varied, but on ex-

amination they all resolve themselves into the two popu-

lar types, viz., the semi-fitting and the Empire. A few

tourist coats are shown, but this is decidedly, for grown

ups at least, a waning style. Take a typical showing of

half a dozen or so coats made by one firm. These were

all of covert cloth, either check backed or satin lined.

They were all long, about 12 to -15 inches, and there was
little or no difference in the shape of the sleeve, which

was of medium leg-o'-mutton type, and with only minor

variations in the s-tyle of neck and cuff finish. The noted

feature here was the inlaying of velvet in the collar and

cuffs of two of the models.

First on show were models of the semi-fitting and

Empire style, which it is not necessary to describe, as

they weie amply illustiated in our last number.

Perhaps the mos't attractive model was a modification

of the semi-fitting type. Apparently the fitting was ac-

complished by four box pleats in the back and four in

Front; two on each side and no seams, save the one un-

der the arm, were visible. The box pleats were stitched

down until well below the waist line back and front, and

were tightly pressed to the edge of the coat. Another

interesting model was built upon a combination of both

Empire and semi-fitting types. There was the dee]) Em-
pire yoke, which was cut in one with the front panel.

The front was of the box order, but not very loose, and

the back was semi-fitting but looser than the general run

of semi-fitting styles. There was the shaped back seam,

and at about 2 inches from it on either side were two
tucks that ended as tucks 3 or 4 inches below the waist

line, ami were continued as pleats to the hem of the coat.

This was a very clever model, and one that ought to need

few alterations.

Now that the time for selling coats is drawing near-

more of the shorter coats are making their appearance.

These are mostly semi-fitting, and are about .'III and 36

lengths. A few belted coats on the tourist model are

also shown in medium priced lines, but in the more ex-

clusive trades belted coats are not represented.

Snits.

The early showings of suits were all of the plainly

tailored long coated type, and in different colors in broad-
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cloth. Now, however, a goodly number of tweeds and

tweed effects are seen made up in the severely tailored

lines. One seen I lie other day was of light grey. There
Were two little elements of novelty that made this suit

noticeable. The plain skirt had a simulated opening

down one side of the front gore closed hy buttons covered

with some of the cloth, while the coat had a narrow vest

effect of warp-printed silk. In all other respects it fol-

lowed the usual plainly tailored style. Another style of

the long coated suit is made with the hlouse and long

skirt, and in some lines the bolero and short hlouse are

also met with. Suits with the shorter coats are also

showing in increasing numbers, and a remarkably good
style was seen in a leading specialty house lately. The
material was a grey broken check in fine worsted. There
was an inlaid collar or yoke of invisible green velvet put
on under a wide strapping of the velvet. There was a
group of pleats stitched tightly down to the waist and
forming a vest edged with a continuation of the strap-

ping down the front. At the waist the strapping mitred

Fall Suit ivith Coat of medium
length.

Misses' Three-Quarter Coat in

Tweed.

and finished ''> or I pleats, and the same arrangement

was also seen at the back.

Separate Skirts.

The separate skirt is again occupying a more prom-

inent position, for though present, of course, in the past

few seasons, Dame Fashion hardly regarded it with an

eye of favor. This season, however, it is more in vogue.

The skirts shown for Autumn wear are distinctly fuller

and in higher priced lines the width is very considerable.

A good deal has been said about the circular skirt, but

the truth is that buyers fight shy of it, for no matter

bow well ml the objectionable sagging is sure to happen

sooner or later. Tapes and other devices have been used,

but the result seems in most cases to be the same. There

are modified st\les based on the circular pattern that ale

taking. These have a pleated panel back and front, and

Hie side gores arc cut on the circular plan. The gored or

godei umbrella model is another new idea with possi-

bilities. The greater number of skirts are of the pleated

variety, and this is likely to be the leading model in the

popular trade. Talking about skirts reminds one that

the light weight and wide width that are the rule now is

hardly conducive to comfort in the cold days that are

coming, and already there is a demand for an undei
petticoat. Flannel is selling for some trades, but al-

batross, nun's veiling and wool goods of that class in

cream and pale colors are selling chiefly.

NEW CLOAK HOUSE.
L'Economique is the style of a new Quebec cloak l.rm.

who got under way in time to share in a goodly amount
of Fall business. .J. A. Ferland, who has had consider-

able experience as a successful designer, is the proprietor
and offices and factory arc situated at 283 St. Francois
street, Quebec. The line includes cloaks, suits, skirts,

waists.

SHIRTWAIST SUITS.

THOSE who fought shy of the shirtwaist suit, think-

ing that it would injure the sale of blouses, are

finding that they have entirely mistaken the situa-

tion, for though the shirtwaist suit has had a season of

great popularity there was never, perhaps, since the

biouc v as introduced, a season when so many blouses

have been sold. The shirtwaist suit has won a place of

its own, and bids fair to make a permanent place for

itself in the ready-to-wear trade. Shirtwaist suits will

repeat their success next Spring, and manufacturers are

making ample preparations and sample lines will be

varied and extensive plans are not yet mature enough to

speak of styles and materials with absolute certainty,

but silks, brilliantines, mohairs, linen, and union materi-

als gotten up in imitation of linen, are sure to be in

evidence.

Shirtwaist suits show a tendency to further divide

into dressy or costume suits, and into the plainer pleated

blouse and skirt idea. The shirtwaist suit is, like the

blouse, distinctly an American creation, and the best

types to follow are those of American creation.

Paris has tried to do for the shirtwaist suit what sin-

has accomplished for the blouse, viz., evolve a dressy

type, but as yet they are boo complicated and too near

the costume to be quite a practical garment for the gen-

eral trade. The fact that a long wrap bids fair to be so

universally worn should help the sale of shirtwaist suits

this season. The shirtwaist suit, it is argued, will be

purchased for immediate wear, and when the weather gets

cold they will be worn under the long outer wrap. The

shirtwaist suits that are in high style are of the severely

tailored type. The blouse, which, by the way, is more

indicated than evident, shows a few pleats to give Un-

necessary fullness, and the sleeves are of the skirt pattern

or the leg-o'-nnitton effect.

EVENING COATS AND WRAPS

THIS is a line that, with many houses, is a compara-

tively late introduction, but many stores have been

so often asked for such garments that they are now

beginning to stock them. Of course many women will

content themselves with the fur-lined wrap, but there is a

great and growing class who now musl have a proper

evening wrap—perhaps not an extremely expensive one.

but still an evening wrap.

Evening wraps and coats are of several characters,

and all sorts of exquisite colorings are employed. Pah-

tinted paste] box and broadcloths are the ones most gen-

erally seen, though when a certain price limit is reached

brocaded satins come into use. The more fanciful Em-
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J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
fl-V, ,!•*,

zcejjQ^

THe all important question now is

PROMPT DELIVERIES
REMEMBER

WE GUARANTEE DELIVERY IN TEN DAYS

Notwithstanding the fact that our orders have been

larger and more numerous than in any other season, our

greatly increased facilities enable us to handle promptly

any order we may receive.

We have given PROMPT DELIVERY in the past.

We are giving PROMPT DELIVERY to present orders.

We will DELIVER PROMPT all future orders in not more

than ten days.

Large or small orders will receive same attention.

Correct Jackets Fur Lined Coats

Correct Jackets Fur Lined Coats

Correct Jackets Fur Lined Coats

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
513-515 ST. PAUL STREET, MONTREAL
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put' ideas, not only in the coal style bul In cape effects,

are in evidence, and an increasing number show the com-

ib*le high Medeci collar. Others, again, have an ample

i nil. ii ol lui. generally white fox or Thibet. Lace is lav-

i .hh used on these garments, particularly Irish crochet,

and colored embroideries add their quota to the general

,ni of luxury and extravagance. The sleeves in these gar-

ments are large and full, and the fullness is continued

down the arm, and is fulled into large fanciful cuffs. The

length is either three-quarter or to the hem of the gown.

SUCCESS IN GARMENT DEPARTMENT.

THERE is no doubt about this being one of the most

difficult lines to handle properly and satisfactorily,

both to customer and merchant, and there is just as

little doubt about the fact that, when it is efficiently

handled, it is one of the best paying lines in the store

bo-day. There are so many points that must receive at-

tention in the proper handling of this stock that a whole

issue of our paper would not exhaust the topic. In the

first place, it calls for a specially qualified buyer, one

who is up in his line, and who preferably has some

knowledge of the manufacturing as well as the selling

branches. The personality of your buyer counts for much,

for a good buyer has to be a good deal of a diplomat. He
has to be urbane and courteous, and to be firm withal—
the iron hand in the velvet glove. There is less and less

use for the bully in modern business life. The good de-

partment head is the one who inspires his help with

a desire to do their best; who makes them enthusiastic

workers; in short, one who makes their work as pleasant

as possible, but who sees that it is done, and well done.

He also has the customers to deal with, and there are

many problems to work out here, as the rule in all pro-

gressive businesses is to see that they are perfectly satis-

fied with goods bought. It is a difficult rule to carry

out, but if conscientiously followed it means a very great

ileal to the ultimate success not only of the department,

but to the reputation of the store. Your selling staff

must be alert, capable, and willing, for it takes a quick

and clever saleswoman to make a success of selling

ready-made garments. In totaling up the usefulness of a

saleswoman it is not wise, and not fair, to make the

total sales, as shown by cash, the whole basis of success;

but lather take the number of sales made in a given

time. If you do this you will find out who is really

working, and it is manifestly unfair to compare the girl

who makes, say, 20 sales running from $1.50 to $5, with

the one who sells the same amount in $25 or %'M) suits or

coals. The ability of a saleswoman to make a big book

is, tif course, affected by the stock she is assigned to, but

I line are girls who only try for the larger sales, and who
leave it to others to sell the cheaper articles in the line.

A saleswoman of this type is a drawback, for you cannot

tell how many id' your customers have been driven away
by the manlier in which she has waited on them, or got

rid of them when she was asked to show moderate-

priced articles. The saleswoman who best fulfills her

office is the one thai is willing to please, and strives to

till, as far as in her power, the wants of her customer,

and who sends her away feeling that an intelligent effort

has been made to supply just the garment she wants.

Lastly, hut by no means least, the bulk of your stock

should be made up of the garments made by a thoroughly

reliable manufacturer; one who is thorough in his meth-
ods fioni Hie ground up. He should be an up-to-date man,
who makes correctly fitting garments, from the correct

<l'ii lis, in a collect manner; a man who is careful and

who goes to the trouble to see that all the points that

go in the making of a perfectly tilting and perfectly

wealing garment are attended 1o, who sees to it that the

cloth in- uses is sponged, and shrunk, sizes are properly

graded, and that all garments are properly tailored and

well finished and pressed.

If your stock of garments is made by such a manufac-

turer you have secured some good talking points for

your department, and garments that will talk for them-

selves after they leave your store; important items these

for any store, but particularly so for one in a smallei

centre, where you draw your trade from the same people

year after year.

Though stocking, in the main, the garments made by

one house, if your department is to grow you cannot

stick exclusively to the one firm. Variety is a great

factor in these days, and this can only be gained by fil-

ing to different makers. Then there is always some out-

line in which a certain manufacturer excels, and you have

to have, in these days of keen competition, these better

goods.

One difficulty a buyer experiences, when located at a

considerable distance from a buying centre, is to keep

posted as to the tendencies and changes, or likely changes,

of styles. This knowledge is invaluable to him in many
ways, far by, it he. gauges the present value of his shock,

and helps to keep it up to date by getting rid of gar-

ments that s-how styles not in accordance with coming

tendencies. By having due warning of changes he can so

guide his buying and selling that loss is prevented.

A buyer who is trying to keep posted should examine

carefully all sample lines submitted to him, for by so

doing only can he arrive at a just conclusion as to what

are the pending changes. You often hear great com-

plaints from salesmen about the way buyers treat them,

and they are too frequently made not to have a good

deal of truth in them. It is wonderful how shortsighted

some really shrewd buyers can be, for it pays a buyer

four-fold to be pleasant to the traveling men. They can

give him in many cases just the information that is life

to his department. Trade papers, too, he must read, and

he can prove the information given by one by the other.

This must be the modern way of running a garment de-

partment, for where style is so great a factor no avenue

of information can be neglected. The buyer has to place

his order far ahead, when styles arc unsettled, but he

knows when selling time arrives that his customers,

thanks to the numberless fashion sheets in circulation,

will be perfectly well posted as to what is and what is

not to be worn.

The important point about having the right styles

and reliable garments is that you satisfy your trade \

clever saleswoman may talk a woman into buying what

she does not like, but the leaven of dissatisfaction will

work when she gets away, and it : will work all the more

strongly because she feels that she was jockeyed into

buying what she really did not approve of.

On the other hand, a satislied customer in a neatly

fitting, well shaped cloak, suit or skirt, is usually a

walking and talking advertisement for the store that

sold it to her. Women scan very closely the fit and style

of what another woman wears, and make it their busi-

ness to find out where she bought it, if possible, particu-

larly if it has good fit, good style, and a certain amount

of novelty.

So much for the buying and the selling stall. There

are also a number of other influences that go to build up

a good ready-to-wear department. The department itself

is a great factor, and even the place where it is located

tells It should be in a retired pari of the store, up-

stairs, if possible, is the approved place. While not ad-

vocating palatial fittings and surroundings, it is mo
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well spent that goes to make thorn attractive and com-

fortable, as shopping in this department is an extended

task, and surroundings that are restful and comfortable

form a great incentive to settling down to buy. Don't

have your department a bare looking place, but carpet

the floor and provide a few easy seats. Well appointed

lit ting and dressing rooms are modern aids to selling

that are very necessary to the success of this section,

and to make your department grow as it should do you

must have them. If you put them in see that they are

made use of, for the idea in the minds of most of the

selling staffs, even in large stores, seems to be that it is

only when a high-priced garment is to be sold that there

is any need of (it ting. This is a mistake, for the oppor-

tunities for growth in the expensive lines in Canada, at

least, are only moderate at present, while in medium-
priced garments the opportunity is limitless. Even in

stores that pride themselves on their progressiveness, you

will see a dress skirt tried on over the one the customer-

is wealing, right on the floor of the department, and in a

hurried, furtive kind of a way. Such a practice should

never be permitted. The fitting room, where the skirt

and coat can be privately and properly tried on, and where

its fit can be noted from every point, should be used. I

know such a course takes time, and takes money, but it

means a great development of your trade in moderate-

priced lines.

There is altogether too much desire manifested on the

part both of the buyer and the selling staff to sell the

higher-priced goods. While it is, of course, true that it

costs the firm as much to sell the lower priced 1 as the

more expensive garment, it must be held in mind that the

solid business is, in all but exceptional cases, done in the

cheaper lines, and the true test of a department's pro-

gress is the number of sales made at a profit and to the

satisfaction of the customer. If a suit is carefully tried

on the saleswoman can give little directions about the

proper manner of putting it on that will go a great way
towards making a successful appearance; little object

lessons, in fact, and this she is not able to do so well

on the floor of the department. Depend upon it the more
use you make of your fitting rooms the more your trade

will grow. Their use will mean better satisfied custom-

ers, and will educate and make your help more efficient,

and it will make you a more discriminating buyer, for

you will know from practical experience which manufac-

turer's line actually stands the test. Of course the man
does not breathe who can fit all figures, but you will see

which man's line fits the highest average.

CAREFUL RE-ORDERING.

RE-ORDERS for garments are sure to be necessary

during the next two months, and a word of warn-

ing is not amiss at this date. Conservatism in

buying is the secret many times of a successful season,

and manufacturers, although desirous to sell every dol-

lar's worth possible, would prefer to see a merchant fall

short of garments rather than overload him, and as a

consequence have the retailer's ill will. If overloaded his

order for next season would naturally be out of all pro-

portion to legitimate requirements. A retailer must
anticipate his wants to insure good deliveries, but that

does not mean he is to be led astray by giving an un-

duly large order to begin the season. Individuality is re-

quired and novelty, and this can only be attained by

frequently stocking the new things as they are placed on

the market. It is well to remember that expressage is

far better often than freight. In other words, don't

overload your racks and have left overs. Exercise caution

and judgment.
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Don't Hang Back

because you may
never have bought from us before.

Let's get acquainted—our line is

hardly of more interest to us than

it will prove to you.

You've been reading, no doubt, for many
moons about the surpassing merits

of our goods.

Don't you think it's about time to verify

some of these statements ?

See Our Coats, Raglans

and Separate Skirts

the prettiest styles ever—the best

make and finish you can find any-

where for the money.

If you handle MENS COLORED SHIRTS, see

ours. There are certain points

about them which will give you a

new idea of what SHIRT PER-
FECTION is.

Christmas Novelties now in the hands of

our Travellers.

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING GO.

138 Craig St. W. Montreal
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THE SILK OUTLOOK.

EXCEPTIONAL interest in Japanese silks developed

last month, due to general advances, averaging

nearly 20 per cent., with the end not yet in sight. This

is generally regarded as a direct result of a short crop

with increased home consumption. At the outbreak of

war with Rdssia a heavy export trade at once started, as

the Japanese practically discontinued the use of silk. The

immediate result of this large supply thrown on the mar-

ket was that prices toppled and silks during the last year

and a half have been available at more favorable pi ices

than ever before, and many large houses who anticipated

i bat the war would have an opposite tendency loaded up

witli tremendous quantities, which had to be sacrificed.

1 pon the cessation of hostilities prices at once began to

jump to normal figures, and many shrewd ones were

somewhat surprised. The result is entirely logical.

In all the raw silk primary markets advances have

occurred, and sellers of finished goods must revise their

selling price list. These increased prices in all lines are

i "t so much the result of short supply as rather the in-

creased demand for silks. Fashion calls for silk materi-

als, and the outlook is extremely bright not only in all

silk fabrics, but silk warp, cotton and worsted dress

goods will be in high favor. In no staple is the con-

tinuous upward tendency more apparent that in raw silk,

and retailers cannot go astray in ordering early.

* *
*

Efficiency ofservice is the first axiom in progressive mer-

chandizing.

*

8TEADY COTTON MARKET.

AS anticipated, the price situation on all lines of

Spring cotton goods remains practically unchanged,

and present rates will undoubtedly be maintained. Cotton

goods of every description, for obvious reasons, will make

a big gain next season, and fashion in the dress goods

lines will lend a helping hand. It is becoming more and

more apparent that from present indications lower prices

on cotton goods for the next season are out of the ques-

tion. Most lines are practically on the same basis as one

year ago, and active trading has wisely been made at

these figures. Now is the time to stick to dependable

merchandise and reputable sellers at present prices. The

Review sees no reason to change its advice to buy re-

quirements early. Fortunately the great majority of

buyers seem fully awake to the situation, and early busi-

ness is entirely satisfactory.

The cotton market to-day is vastly different from the

situation in 1903. Speculators like Sully and Price are

said to control the situation to-day, the former booming

the raw material upwards and the latter hammering so

as to 'bear the situation, but the most conservative as-

pect of the situation is purely one of supply and demand,

with demand far exceeding the visible supply. In 1903

the market was purely a speculative one, and prices rose

out of all reason above the basis of supply and demand,

which is the economic guide to the price situation. At

the present time mill stocks are comparatively light, and

they have trouble completing Fall purchases. Makers

furnish undoubtable proof that they will be forced into

the market to buy raw cotton. If this ensues still higher

prices may be looked for, consequently the sane course is

to anticipate in as far as possible full requirements. The

world's supply of cotton will be exhausted as never be-

fore, and the inevitable result will follow.

It is the merchant who knows how to buy most pro-

fitably to himself, and knows where he can count on

prompt deliveries and goods rigidly up to sample, who

will profit from this situation. He must be thoroughly

acquainted with market prices and must be above being

fooled with a low price that carries inferior quality.

This constitutes the rudiments of a successful business.

Otherwise he will be the target of many shrewd ones who

have odds and ends to get rid of. Buyers should clearly

know what they are about this season, and should bear

in mind that the cotton market is on a fairly settled

basis with no probability of any lower prices on any de-

scription of cotton goods. The additional advance in
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whiles and greys during the past month is a sure indi-

cation which way the wind is blowing. Foreign markets

are in .1 bad condition, as they are sold months ahead,

d 1 « 1 consequently no relic! is in sighl from thai quarter.

Be prompt in appointments. You will receive the best

treat mail in return.

INVESTIGATE AT HOME.

LIFE insurance is very much in the lime-ligh1 just at

present. The scandals in connection with the big

United States companies have aroused public indignation.

Uneasiness occupies the minds of policy holders, and

stringent investigations are being called for.

How about our Canadian companies? Is all as it

should be with them, or do they share in a measure the

evils thai have been brought to light in the United

States ?

Confidence in the management of life insurance com-

panies is being severely shaken. Is it right that we

should go on with our eyes closed and put a blind faith

in things as they are ? Prudence and common sense de-

mand more. Merely as a safeguard, and without casting

any reflections on the men who manage the life insurance

companies, let there be a careful investigation. If all is

found to be well, so much the better and so much stronger

the position of the companies. But if there has been

wrongdoing the sooner the public hears of it the better.

Be open to new ideas. You are not so busy that j ou

cannot consider them.

THE VALUE OF TRADE MARKS.

THE manufacturer who fails to put a trade mark on

his goods loses much of the benefit which should

come from good quality and good workmanship. It

is not necessary to draw attention to the many articles

in the dry goods stock which have developed big sales

because they became known through a trade mark. Few

people are expert enough to judge of the quality of an

article by a cursory inspection. In the majority of cases

it has to be taken on faith, and the quality put to the

test afterwards.

This is where a trade mark would be valuable. A

customer bins a piece of dress goods or a suit of under-

wear and, after giving it a fair trial, finds that the

quality is good. Is thai customer in any better position

the next time she wants to buy similar goods ? Not at

all, unless the articles bought have some particular brand

on them. She would have to go through tin' same search

and inspection again, and would have the same doubt

about the wearing qualities, as before. The efforts which

were pu1 forth in the manufacture of the first goods were

wasted so far as any future results were concerned.

This is not as it should be. Every piece of goods sold

should help to sell more If an article is branded a par-

1 irul. 11 11, inir, and if it gives sal isfacl ion, the buyer will

be glad to go back and ask foi tin- same make the nexl

time a purchase is necessary There are some glowing

examples of what has already been done along Ibis line.

The present is an age of specialization, and 11 becomes

more and more nccessaiy to make a particular line of

goods and stand on the merit of them When this is done

every piece of advertising does double service, for its

work is specific and it is continued in its benefit. It

draws attention to the manufacturer's own individual

line, and makes it possible for the buyer to record satis-

factory goods. It's benefits are not confined to one lo-

cality, as with a trade mark a person can get the goods

he wants in any town. The question of trade marks is

deserving of the attention which manufacturers are now-

giving it.

* *
*

The wise merchant welcomes suggestions from his < lerks

* *
*

THE PROBLEM OF EXPANSION.

PROGRESS and expansion go hand in hand in the de-

velopment of a retail store. There is a limit to the

amount of business which any one store can do in a par-

ticular department. Particularly in the smaller towns

the possibility of increasing business beyond a certain

point is small, unless the range is widened. Here is

where the real advance can be made. Merchants are just

now beginning to realize what may be done by the addi-

tion of new departments.

The old idea of keeping strictly to dry goods lines is

passing away. Some few years ago the dry goods mer-

chant sold dress goods, millinery, etc., and never thought

of going beyond this. Now the advantage of keeping

allied lines, such as men's furnishings, boots and shoes,

house furnishings, etc., is becoming generally recog-

nized.

Many reasons can be adduced 1o show that these lines

can be run more advantageously by the drygoodsman than

as separate businesses. A merchant has a business estab-

lished. He has a regular line of customers coming into

his store continually, all of whom have been won by

honest values and fair treatment. Why should he not get

the benefit of these people's business in other lines ? It

would be just one form of capitalizing his business repu-

tation and standing. The energy, organizing ability ami

business acumen, which have combined to bring about

success in a limited held, might just as well be utilized

in a wider sphere.

From a straight point of economy strong arguments

can be brought forward in favor of the departmental

idea. The running expenses, such as for lent, heat and

light, are just the same. The management costs no

more. The only additional expenses are for salespeople

and the capital interested in the slock. Of these the

former is negligible, Tor any of the departments mention-

ed can be run in close connection with the rest of the

store and the number of clerks need be increased only

when the business justifies it. Thus the prolit which

comes from these lines is so much to the good.
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DEPARTMENT STORE
DEVELOPMENT

THE NEW EATON STORE IN WINNIPEG.

THE recent increase in the capital stock of the T.

Eaton Co. from $500,000 to $1,000,000 is due largely

to the policy of expansion now being inaugurated by

that concern. The building of a large new store in Winni-

peg was a radical step for Mr. Eaton to take, judging

from the emphatic manner in which he previously declined

any and all propositions to "branch out." His idea has

always been one of concentration, and it would not he

surprising if the responsibility for this western move rests

upon other shoulders than his.

A similar experiment was tried by the old firm of

Barnes, Hengerer & Co. of Buffalo during the western

boom in the States. They decided to open a large branch

department store in Minneapolis, and managed to lose

almost every dollar they invested, notwithstanding an ex-

tensive wholesale connection which enabled them to buy

to exceptional advantage. The distance between the two
stores was too great for really effective management, and

we fail to see where Winnipeg and Toronto are very much
different. The Eaton Co. have the advantage of a large

mail-order trade in the west already established, but with

Mr. Eaton himself necessarily out of the calculation, a

good deal will depend upon the kind of management the

western store receives.

Keeping in mind the exorbitant price paid for their

Winnipeg property in the first place, and the rush of other

dry goods merchants to pre-empt the western field, we can

see where even a large concern may not have the smooth-

est possible sailing. Mr. Eaton is too far advanced in

years to be able to handle the situation himself in any

way, and unless the new organization can include a meas-

ure of his ability, the pendulum of trade and money and

success may begin to swing in the other direction.

THE STORE SITUATION IN MONTREAL.

IN strange contradistinction with the Eaton move to

Winnipeg is the Simpson move to Montreal. Both
illustrate the restless spirit of Toronto enterprise,

but while the western store is to be a full-fledged "de-

partmental," the old conservative business of John Mur-

phy's in Montreal is being made even more precise. The
situation raises a very fine question as to what kind of

an establishment the "coming store" is to be. Looking
ahead ten, or even five, years, will it be just as easy to

keep up the everlasting cry of "bargains," and still figure

a profit ? In spite of all the boasted enterprise of New
York and Chicago stores, we fail to see where they make
anything like the money of smaller and more conservative

establishments in England. And looking things squarely

in the face over here, it may be possible that a reaction-

ary tendency is just about due, if profits are to be con-

sidered.

At any rate, the Robert Simpson Co. have surprised

everyone by "doing things different," and eliminating

everything but ladies' wear in their Montreal store.

Thousands of dollars have been spent in fixing up the

dress goods, millinery and costume floors, while such

stocks as men's clothing and furnishings, tinware and
housekeeping helps, are entirely dispensed with. So far

as we can measure things, the idea seems to be in line
with Altman's business in New York, and with the well-

known wealth of Montreal to lean on, the chances ought

to be good for satisfactory profits. The fact of a big de-

partment store organization swinging in favor of exclu-

sive dry goods is an element to reckon witli in forecasting

the future of retail storekeeping.

To what extent this move will interfere with the

business of Morgan's and Ogilvys' remains to he seen.

The three stores are apparently in direct competition,

with the chances of success dependent very largely on
buying facilities. In this respect the Simpson Co. have

an advantage on account of the Toronto store. On the

other hand, both Henry Morgan & Co. and James Ogilvy

& Sons are pretty well intrenched in public estimation.

The old "Colonial House" is a credit in every way to

Canadian enterprise, and the quiet dignity of the place

has its admirers. Of the two, the Ogilvy store is per-

haps more wideawake and more adaptable to changing
conditions.

In regard to the more popular trade, things have ap-

parently only just begun to happen. Three years ago
there was a chance for quick moves and hold tactics, at

the time when W. H. Scroggie began to reach out. With
a lease of the entire block allowing necessary additions

and improvements the way seemed easy enough, nut

doubt and hesitation were factors to he considered. Mr.
Scroggie himself is a man of decided business ability, but

with a bigger inclination for detail than anything broad-

gauge. With the enlargement of his store an effort was
made to catch the inspiration of the Eaton business in

Toronto by engaging two of their former managers—Mr.
Poole and Mr. Moreland, who remained only about eight

months, incidentally giving the impression that the T.

Eaton Co. were directly interested in the Montreal store.

As regards this Mr. Scroggie had nothing to do, but it is

surprising how many Montreal people still insist "that
Eaton is back of Scroggie's"—something which both
deny.

Personally, and without knowledge of anything that

may be, we look for a big surprise in connection with the

Carsley business. Trade has been growing away from
their location for some time past, and yet no one has

made anything like as much money in Montreal dry goods
as Mr. S. Carsley. That means he has it, and it means
too that he is not likely to let go the reputation and
success of many years standing without something of an
effort. A new million dollar store in a new location is

within the bounds of possibilities, and as Montreal grows
—as grow it must— it would not be by any means a bad
investment.

Reading between the lines, it is easy to see that the

store situation in Montreal is waking up, with a new in-

fusion of energy all along the line. The clean-

est and most aggressive business to-day is the new Mur-
phy's, but they need more room. It is the most prom-
ising in every way, because of the men and money and
organization behind it. The most prosperous is Mor-
gan's, with a clientele of the very well-to-do, and no less

than five thousand accounts on its books. But in pro-

portion as things have changed during the past twelve

months, things are going to change, and those who ex-

pect to have and to hold must do business on something

else than the wit of ten years ago.
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ATSON'S
Underwear

Our representatives are now showing samples to the RETAIL
TRADE of MEN'S, LADIES' and CHILDREN'S elastic ribbed under-

wear for Spring Season 1906.

Stylish S> Durable &> Comfortable
Manufactured by

The WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

PARIS, ONT.

ONTARIO
McClung & Burns

117 Wellington St. W.
Toronto

QUEBEC
A. L. Gilpin

232 McGill St.

Montreal

MARITIME
J. A. Murray

Sussex
N. B.

MANITOBA
Bryce & Co.

179 McDermott Ave.
Winnipeg

•••••••^•••••-••••••••••' •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••- •..•..••.•.•. ..«..•• -«.-•- .•-.•-•

THE ELLIS SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED

is the standard of perfection in Knitted L'nderwear, in combinations and

two-piece suits ; and makers of latch needle underwear are producing

garments in imitation which they say are "just as good," a claim which is

equivalent to admitting that the genuine Ellis Spring Needle Ribhed

Underwear cannot be surpassed. Knitting experts now freely admit that it

is mechanically impossible to produce on latch needle machinery Under-

wear with such

PERMANENT ELASTICITY

as Spring Needle Ribbed, so that the claim "just as good" is utteily

groundless. The actual wear of a Spring Needle Ribbed garment proves

this beyond doubt, and our customers are now perfectly satisfied on this

point, so that our orders as a consequence are continually inci easing.

We are sole makers in Canada of Genuine Spring Needle Ribbed
Underwear, and our representatives are now on the road with Spring and
Summer samples at popular prices. Wait for them.

THE ELLIS MANUFACTURING CO., Limited,

Ithe .,/)•

HAMILTON, Ont.

Jfflfi Cribbed,

£2: UNSHRINKABLE

MONYPENNY BROS. & CO.,

Selling Agents TORONTO and MONTREAL
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

M
SLOW DELIVERIES.

ANY retailers are showing anxiety over the

delivery of Fall underwear already bought.

Manufacturers and jobbers have already de-

livered the majority of early contracts, but

in many cases good lines have had to be

placed on back" order. It is becoming more evident as

the season advances that jobbers by no means fully an-

ticipated full requirements, and they are being forced into

the open market continually. Repeats are placed in every

instance at much higher figures, and retailers will feel the

effect when they are thrown into the buying column.

Prices are well maintained with marked tendencies

toward increased rates. Cheap goods are conspicuous by

their absence, and buyers in the market have been sorely

disappointed. Jobbers are besieged with letters from

their customers to rush goods, and they in their turn

make it warm for the manufacturer. Unshrinkable ribs

are very scarce, in fact there is not a line of woolen

underwear which is in over supply. Advances from 50c.

to $1 per dozen are common. Lower prices are practi-

cally out of the question, and the great majority of buy-

ers seem fully awake to this situation. The usual dis-

play of Fall underwear, containing the same old favorites,

is now being made at retail, and dry goods stores have

alluring tickets setting forth the low price argument.

Low price which carries inferior quality is a mania for

some merchants, and this season they have trouble in se-

curing goods to meet this condition, since all-wool goods

show advances ranging from ten to twenty-five per cent.

Duplicates may be slightly higher in these lines as well.

Can Pay Price.

This advance on wool goods has been in force for so

many months that it is not felt keenly. The general

prosperous condition of the country will not make it a

hardship for customers this season, as money is plentiful.

There are no rainbows on the horizon giving promise of

any lower figures for the immediate future. Stocks in

jobbers' hands are by no means heavy, and delays are

dangerous in anticipating Fall and Winter requirements.

A jobber discussing the wool situation is authority

for the statement that in the past ten years the sheep

supply has decreased by nearly seventy-two million, or

almost one-seventh of all the flocks of the earth. It ap-

pears that the higher the civilization the fewer the sheep

and that lands which pastured immense flocks of sheep

are gradually being turned over to agriculture. With the

present excessive price of raw wool all over the world, it

is evident that an opposite tendency will soon ensue.

Cotton underwear for Fall, including the various lines

of fleeces and ribbed goods, is very firm in tone and
higher rates are asked in many quarters.

Steady Spring Market.

Practically all road men are now out visiting the re-

tail trade with Spring lines, and results to date are all

that can be desired. Retailers generally were successful

in depleting Summer stocks, due to a good old-fashioned

hot Summer, and they are thus in a position to order
freely and show every confidence in the future. Prices on

cotton lines are practically on a par with one year ago,
and the retailer has no difficulty in securing lines at old
familiar prices. Increased interest has been felt in mesh
goods, and linen mesh underwear is again to the fore.
Linen mesh underwear of dependable texture is safe mer-
chandise. Inferior mesh goods are dear at any price, and
the basic worthlessness is obvious in the wash. Some
lines of fancies in men's bal are doing better than previ-
ously in new soft shades of cream white, smoke gray,
light blue, tans and pinks. There is almost nothing new
in the entire range, although every jobber has a few addi-
tional numbers which he makes a feature of. Early or-
dering is advisable in all these lines.

High Wool Goods.

In any line of Spring underwear in which wool enters,
noticeable advances confront the buyer, averaging about
6'0c. per dozen in a staple size. A great deal of juggling
is done upon the price in the lower sizes, but of necessity
the average is the same. Even at this early date the
jobbers argue that trouble for Spring will not be so
much the question of price, as one of delivery.

The Hosiery Market.

Fall duplicating goes on at advanced rates, and job-
bers are having difficulty in making complete deliveries.
The Fall season is never as difficult in this particular as
the Spring, but this year trouble has been apparent in
many houses. Canadian lines have done remarkably well
and their deliveries are all that can be desired. Manu-
facturers are now receiving heavy repeats from jobbers,
who have waited till they have exhausted stocks, and it

is more than likely that jobbers will be stuck in a few
instances. Every house is putting on repeats, and it is

impossible for manufacturers to fully cope with the de-
mand. Cotton hose average about five per cent, advance
for immediate delivery, and woolen worsted goods from
five to ten per cent. At retail a great deal of expensive
hosiery is displayed, and it is more than evident that the
quality trade is increasing.

Lace Ankles for Spring.

Spring lines have scored an excellent business with
the retail trade and salesmen all write encouragingly.
The result even at this date is that scarcity is regarded
as certain to ensue in many lines. The strongest demand
has been felt for lace ankles in many new treatments.
Plain lace ankles have done the business in many dis-
tricts, followed very closely by lace embroidered ankle
effects. White, sky blue and red have proved most attrac-
tive among the embroideries. These have done best
among the high-class trade, but it is evident that every
store is wisely making a selection of these. Canadian
trade, speaking generally, is slow in picking up new
ideas, but many of these effects should not be neglected.
The full lace stocking is hardly as good as formerly. A
tremendous demand for lace ankle hose has been felt, and
already many manufacturers refuse to accept repeats, and
deliveries in many cases will not be made before next
June. Buyers should order generous requirements from
reliable sources in these lines. Blacks, tan, white, cham-
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PURE WOOL.

Carwriflht $ ttJarnm
LIMITED.

LougHborougH, England,

Manufacturers of_^aaA

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in all

important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in

Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, Melinda St., Toronto.

GUARANTEED

REGD.
THE

UNSHRINKABLE

BRITISH MADE UNDERWEAR

GET and HOLD TRADE. MADE in WOOL,
SILK WOOL. Guaranteed not to shrink, fade

or lose shape.

Unsurpassed in QUALITY. Selling at moder-

ate prices. Summer SAMPLES ready for the Trade,

wait or write for them.

ALLEN & TURTLE
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR MANUFACTURERS

DYERS AND FINISHERS

BELFAST
CANADIAN AGENTS

:

15he Andrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

pagne and navj are populai in Uiis line in aboui the

ordei named.

White col ton and natural wool soles are in increased
favor tor the ensuing season as well, and have been or-
dered out in large quantities, in both men's and women's
lines, in many qualities. They will he the biggest staple
sellers. A selection of high colors, with various
polka dot effects, and lace mixtures, has been made b>

houses catering to exclusive trade.

White, the Novelty Color.

Every sign points to a white season for next Spring,
and while hose are being talked by the importers very
strongly. They were featured last year across the line,

and the effect will certainly be felt here next Spring.
Some jobbers have shown diffidence in their orders, but
the majority have stocked a large enough sample range to
make a good showing, and success is already assured.
Doubters would do well to remember the scarcity of tans
last year, which resulted from the half-hearted way in

which the sample range was first shown to the retail

trade. Nothing could he truly more suitable than a white
costume with white shoes and hose, and it has been high-
ly favored in all the fashionable resorts. Plain white
goods, as well as lace ones, are to do the business. Re-
tailers who desire to be leaders in their town should
watch this tendency closely.

Tans Everywhere.

Tan hosiery for Spring is almost as staple as black,
and everyone has banked upon it, There is no question
about its success if too much anxiety to dispose of stock
is not shown by all concerned. No glut in the market is

likely if a sane procedure is followed. Shoe manufac-
turers have a bigger range than ever of tans, and the tan
stocking is inevitable. Medium shades are far preferable.

Fortunately rates are being fully maintained, and opti-

mism is generally prevalent, The biggest season in their

history is a common expression. Champagne has also
been picked up to some extent, and navy has been favored
more than in previous seasons.

Men's Lines.

Embroidered goods in cotton and lisle are stronger
than ever before in men's lines, although a sprinkling

lace goods is being taken hold of. Blacks with various
treatments in embroidery are doing the business, followed
by tans. Reds, greens, blues and various light shades and
plaid effects are used to brighten the range.

Late Deliveries.

With the exception of the domestic manufacturers,
whose exceptional ranges are expected to be delivered

promptly, Spring hosiery in popular numbers will be in a

chaotic condition. In the Chemnitz market the season is

described as the busiest ever experienced, and lines are

everywhere sold up to the limit. Yarns have gone up in

price and wages are much higher, with the labor market
unsettled. Lace hose will sutler most, and deliveries in

the Canadian market will be bad. Embroidered goods
and plain staple hosiery, which this famous market sends

us, will also be in a short supply. Prices continue very

firm, and if repeats are accepted they will demand higher

rates.

A Buyer Talks.

The Review man was lately in conversation with a

recently returned buyer from the English market. He
commented in strong terms on the upward tendency of

prices. Cashmere nose brought anywhere from live to

twelve per cent, advance, and the average was about

seven anil one-half per cent. Lines to retail at $2.25

particularly felt this advance, and it means in many

;.o
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CELEBRATED JAY FINISH

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
For Ladies and Gentlemen

j'f?~^^y*^

*M

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS
are fitted with the patent

"S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination
will be better understood by a reference to the
design. It affords complete protection where
this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
that the "S" WRAP fulfils its object with
greatest benefit to the health oi the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically

adjusts itself to the position of the wearer, and
the garment does not drag when the wearer is

sitting.

GARMENTS

SHRUNK

IN WASHING

REPLACED

&>***»&,

TRADE MARK.

MADE ALSO

IN MERINO
AND

SILK AND

MERINO

GENTLEMEN'S
" Star " Seated Pants and

Drawers
THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN.

CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up bark and down Inside of leg to give way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by Star Shaped Gusset.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & CO,
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FALL 1905 \\ i .11 . in .1 inn position

to give your requirement! in

Hosier) our best attention,

and would advise you i<> s« oui line o\ samples before placing your

sorting orders this Fall. We produce the well-known

Maple Leaf Brand

Hose, Half Hose, fi
Over Hose, /

Fine Mitts

Maple Leaf Brand

Prompt Deliveries. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted.

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO.,
J . E. LEWITT Manager. Est'd 1895. GODERICH, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS I

McCLUNG & BURNS, A. L. GILPIN, FRED S. WHITE,
117 Wellington St. W. 22 Victoria Chambers, St. Stephen. N.B.,

Toronto, Ont. 232 McGill St., Montreal, Que. For Maritime Provinces

GERHARDT, HANLEY & MacKAY, Box 367, Winnipeg.
For Manitoba, N.W.T. and British Columbia.

Crescent
ipand K~>

Hosiery and Underwear

S* Lennard
£» Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

50LE SELLINU AUHNT5

The Richard L. Baker Co.
6o Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Hi. 1
1 jobbers' profits will be sacrificed. Tin- Kng-

lish markel is busy, and in many instances nulls air

sold up. Spinners are slow in delivering yarns to mills,

and this causes inucli vexatious delay. A tremendous de-

mand for lace ankle hose, in black, tan and white, has

been felt in the English market, and many mills already

refuse to accept repeats from buyers who have gained con-

fidence in this respect.

LADIES' GOLFERS.

THERE is both a Spring and Autumn demand for

golfers, and they are never entirely out of sale in

the months between; in fact there is a more or

less steady trade in them all the year round. For the

opening of the Autumn season a number of smart novel-

ties are shown that are sure to lit extensively taken up.

By novelties are meant not any startling change in

shape, but rather a general smartening of the lines. More
attention is paid to the correct shaping of the garment,

and while there is no sacrifice of usefulness made to ap-

pearance, there is less of the rough and tumble style

about golfers than formerly. They are decidedly smarter

and neater in appearance. The tendency that is marked
in other directions to copy hand-work as closely as pos-

sible is apparent in the new samples, and it is only the

extreme regularity of stitch that enables one to tell

some of the golfers from those that are hand-knitted, for

the stitch is perfectly copied.

Individual taste may be consulted in the matter of

neck finish, for there are many of them, but the latest

idea is the small shawl collar, the blouse fastening neatly

up the front and leaving only a small V at the throat.

The latest idea introduced, and one that from its smart-

ness and general attractiveness is sure to take, is the use

of tartan plaid for the trimmings. The plaid is of the

knitted cloth, and is inlaid into the collar with a strip

of the body color around the edge. The sleeve finish is to

match and consists of a knitted cuff of the plaid with a

two inch border of the plain color. The buttons are also

covered with the plaid. The sleeves are a fairly large-

sized leg-o'-mutton shape, and are easy all the way down
until the cuff is reached, which is knitted to fit, and often

has a turn-back cuff. This is the newest and smartest

idea in golfers seen for a long time.

When ordering golfers and sweaters for ladies' wear,

tams and toques should be stocked to match. A sweater

and toque or tarn is the smart wear for skating for the

younger generation, and is both sensible and becoming.

Dress a window with golfers and sweaters, tams and

toques, near Christmas, and have as central figure a

model with plaid or navy pleated skirt, and white sweater

and toque, with the skates slung over her shoulder, and

feature the sweater and toque boxed as an appropriate

Christmas present.

BONUS GRANTED.
Waterloo, Quebec, has passed a by-law granting the

Waterloo Knitting Mills a bonus of $30,000, and exemp-

tion from taxation for twenty years in return for the

expansion outlined in The Review last month. This linn

is busy making extensions ami improvements are prom-

ised in every way.

A SPLENDID AD.

Dr. .Jaeger's Sanitary Woolen System Co., Limited,

Si. Catherine street, Montreal, scored a signal success in

the advertising world last month by means of an ingeni-

ous puzzle which was thoroughly executed. In several

issues of the dailj newspapers appeared in good-sized

:,-2
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RETURNED

/*!**

Big and Small
you can

Fit Them All

with

Stanfield's

UnsKrinKable

Underwear

Stock it and get the cream

of the trade.

MADE BY

TRURO KNITTING MILLS CO., Limited
TRURO, N.S.

REPEAT ORDERS

MARK
ilSTEBE0_

TIGER BRAND.

During October and November,
our stock for assorting will be

found most complete.

All orders direct will receive

personal care.

THE GALT KNITTING CO., LIMITED

GALT, ONT.

The Stratford
knitting Co., Limited

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

^gdjiijpl

BEAVER BRAND

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St . Montreal 8ussex, N.B.
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Burritt's Dominion Brand
Hosiery and Underwear

RIBBED AND PLAIN
HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,
GOLFERS, SWEATERS, OVERHOSE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name i9 a guarantee of quality.

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket.

OUR UNDERWEAR is PERFECTLY FINISHED, FULL
SIZES AND SIGHTLY GOODS.

See our Travellers' Samples.

A. BURJUTT (Sb CO.
MITCHELL, ONT.DOMINION HOSE AND UNOERWEAR MILLS

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en-

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

"lsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents : The Richard L. Baker Co , 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

•*•*••%.% ^

a 6 99

UNDERWEAR
For Particular People

Have you stocked it ?

We help you to sell it by bringing the merits

of this Underwear before the people through the

daily and weekly press.

You give your customer confidence

by replacing any garment that shrinks.

We guarantee to ship promptly all repeat orders.

Can also give quick delivery for sorting trade in

Ladies' and Children's Perfect Fitting Underwear.

THE

C- TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

ipace the following: "Th.it thai Is is bhal thai is nol
is not. Watch Saturday's paper foi the sequel." The
kernel when explained read as follows: That thai is

"Jaeger" is pure wool, thai tli.tt is not pure wool is not

"Jaeger." Tins is one of the most effective examples of

Mind advertising which has been done in recenl times.

TIMELY HINTS.
ANN a merchant fails to recognize the importance oi

Hie hosiery department, either as to profits oi the

indirect advantages accruing from well-conducted

stocks. As a consequence, time-saving methods and im-

portant points in pushing this end of the business are
neglected. Some of the following hints have been helpful

in emphasizing this department with good stores :

Branded hose have been found more reliable and more
protitable in the long run than general stocks.

Some city stores arrange their stock according to

size, instead of styles. This arrangement is after some
shoe stock plans, and saves steps and Unnecessary hand
ling.

At the beginning of each new season ,i Montreal store

displays the new hosiery styles m the shoe department,
and window displays are always made in conjunction with

colored shoes. This facilitates the sale of white and tan

hosiery.

Hosiery sizes should be accurately learned.

Hosiery lines carried at regular prices such as 12A,

19, 25, 35 and 50c, have been found more profitable than

lines at irregular prices.

A complete assortment of sizes and weights should be

always on hand.

Red is the favorite color for cartons, and should be

insisted upon where possible, thus making the outward
appearance of the stock uniform in color.

SOX $8.50 PER PAIR.

AN up-town Montreal store had a surprise in its hosiery

department last month, when a well-dressed indi-

vidual calmly asked to look at a pair of socks about

$8.50 in price. The salesman was inclined to consider he

meant by the dozen, not by the single pair, hut was as-

sured to the contrary, and the customer added casually

that he had thirty or more pairs which had cost him
about this price. The gentleman was a New Yorker, and

seemed quite surprised that his purchase could not be

made at this figure. "The luxury of men is surely rival-

ing the fair sex," said the proprietor, discussing the inci-

dent with The Review man, "and although we carry

pretty expensive silk stuff, goods at $8.50 or more are

hardly in our line."

TANGIBLE RESULTS.

MR. JOSEPH ALLEN, of the British American l>\.

ing Co., who accompanied the Canadian .Manufac-

turers on their lengthy tour abroad, is again in

Montreal with renewed enthusiasm, a sturdy discreditor

of the Osier theory. While abroad he studied closely

everything new in the art and science of the dyeing and

cleaning business. After visiting the best places in Great

Britain, including the famous J. Pullar & Sons, Perth,

Scotland, he was in Paris practically studying a new

patent system of French (or dry) cleaning called the

Barbe System, also visiting the famous Parisian French

cleaners and dyers, who hold the gold medals for France

(Messrs. Petitdidicr, Rue du Port St. Denis). Having

bought special machinery, every improvement will at once

be inaugurated in this famous Canadian dyeing and clean-

ing works.
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USINESS PROPOSITION

*'
GOOD GOODS-

-FAIR PRICES-
—GOOD PROFITS

A Trade Mark that is a Real Guarantee

of Honesty and Purity in Manufacture.

Send for Our New Illustrated Catalogue.

- - FIXED RETAIL PRICES - -

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY
LIMITED'

2206 St. Catherine St.

MONTREAL.

A High Qass Underwear

THE

For All Climates

44 • »PESCO
UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR

HasNO EQUAL
" PESCO" is Scotch made, is All Wool or Silk Wool and

is made in all shapes and styles for MEN. WOMEN
and CHILDREN.

"PESCO" Is made of the best 2 and 3 ply Yarns and
Is Guaranteed Vnshrinkable.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE
REPLACED.

Manufactured solely by

PETER SCOTT <S. CO, LIMITED
Hawick. Scotland y\

Full Ranges of Samples at

Switzer (St Hawkswotlh,
?o7 St. James St. MONTREAL

A. D. Macdonald. 41= Mclntyre block

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA.
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THE MOORE CARPET C O.,
Limited

SHERBROOKE, QUE.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE

WILTON AN
BRUSSE^CARPETINGS

FOR THE CANADIAN TRADE

Announcement for Spring Season, 1906 .

We wish to call the attention of the trade to the large range of patterns in our "WINDSOR " Brussels

and " Kashmir Wiltons," we have brought out for the Spring season of 190G.

Our line of designs comprises everything that can be desired in these grades of carpetings and includes

many new and original effects.

All our carpetings are woven from imported wools, specially blended for us in Bradford, Eng. , the yarns

being spun in our own mills, thus insuring a uniform standard quality.

All patterns private to purchaser.

Be sure and see our new offerings, and get our prices before placing your Spring orders for carpets.

THE MOORE CARPET CO., mm, SHERBROOKE, QUE.
Branch Offices: Toronto, Winnipeg, and St. John, N.B.
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
AND DECORATION

i

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
SPLENDID FALL TRADE.

RETAILERS are evidently bearing in mind the fact

that money is plentiful all over the country, es-

pecially in the rural districts, and the season has

opened up satisfactorily insuring the best results. Active

Fall trading is general and jobbers are already feeling the

benefit in a large number of repeat orders. A remarkable

demand is felt for Wilton and Brussels carpets in a wide

range of colorings and patterns. At the present moment
greens in various shades are leaders and self-colorings are

much admired. Reds are picking up considerably and are

doing a fair amount of business, while fawns, light blues

and drabs are in a strong position. These latter shades

are asked for in the high priced goods. Carpets retailing

at a dollar and over are more prominent than ever before

and stores which formerly considered their trade could not

pay the price have awakened to the fact that the quality

business in their town is theirs if they have the goods.

Tapestries are selling big, but are certainly not the favor-

ites of years ago. Axminsters are very strong for city

trade, while velvets are hardly as good as of old.

A brisk demand has ensued for rugs and if possible

they sell much better than carpets. In many stores the

feeling seems to be that this is going to be a rug season

and the tendency is more marked than previously. The

large varieties shown run from the cheap Smyrnas to

most elaborate Oriental and Persian rugs. Everything in

the line is asked for. Floor oilcloths and linoleums are

quiet.

Spring Lines Active.

.Manufacturers and jobbers report an active advance

order business from the Spring lines now being shown the

trade. Canadian manufacturers have experienced a suc-

cessful season and their splendid patterns and colorings

have done much to promote increased interest in high-

grade Wilton and Brussels carpets, winch are everywhere

regarded as high favorites. Light colorings are in brisk-

demand and fawn shades stand at the head of the list.

Greens and reds in good bright shades follow closely.

English lines conform accurately in their main features to

those turned out by Canadian mills. In novelty colors

green and red, from the rose shade to crimson, gray, drab

and light blue are very prominent. Self-colorings, judg-

ing from the samples, are as popular as ever and the

two-toned effect is still in the market. Scroll and floral

effects are largely represented with an increased quantity

of Marie Antoinette designs, which are a combination of

bud and leaf effects, mingling in numerous ways. The
large La France rose is noticed in many of the higher

priced lines and the Adam style closelv resembling a mix-

ture of medallions cannot be neglected. Very small rose-

buds are often the only appreciable pattern. Oriental de-

signs are much asked for in carpets and the new lines re-

flect this tendency strongly. They are specially suitable

for dining, sitting and smoking rooms. The small, neat

designs suitable for bedroom purposes show a marked im-

provement and there is quite a scramble to show ex-

clusive effects. Perfectly plain Wilton and Axminsters are

quite prominent, while the wood and tobacco shades, as

well as terra-cotta effects are shown in these lines, rang-

ing in price to retail from $1.25 to $3.50. Wool carpets,

running at retail from around 50c to $1.00 in many good

patterns, are banked upon quite strongly. Wilton and

Brussels stand at the head of the list for good stores,

closely followed by Axminsters, while tapestries and the

usual staples are regarded as fillers in.

Prices still continue very firm and the general advance
from last year will aggregate nearly ten per cent,

throughout the range. Jobbers are almost weekly receiv-

ing new lists and in many cases congratulate themselves

upon being well covered. There seems no prospect of any
lower figures for some time to come, due to the continued

scarcity of carpet yarns. As a result of general prosper-

ous conditions throughout Canada, this fact has not de-

terred buyers and the general feeling for better goods has

been well maintained.

Rugs in Strong Demand.

Retailers who in the past have confined their attention

chiefly to a few cheap rugs are stocking a large repre-

sentation for Spring, delving largely into the Wiltons,

velvets and even the Axminsters. These appropriations

are more than wise and this trade can be kept at home if

sufficient stock for a representative showing is secured.

Light colorings are indicated throughout the range. The
cheap Japanese jute rugs and the Smyrnas in all sizes,

which are active for summer, are in brisk demand. The
Japanese cotton rugs in combinations of red, blue, green

and pink with white are particularly good. Indian wool
squares from 8x5, as high as 19x15, in peculiar patterns

are much asked for, and the Turkish rugs in the staple

red,, blue and green colorings, in every size, are being or-

dered out from all quarters. Fibre and wool squares,

which have been big sellers this season, must not be

neglected. They can be sold at a medium price and are

suitable for a wide variety of uses. Self-colorings in

greens, blues and reds, with many pinks and browns are

doing a business in the Wiltons. Most stores make a

specialty of taking orders in any size and color for these

expensive Wilton and Axminster rugs. In this connection

a sale of plain Durrie in all colors utilized either as an

entire floor covering, with the rugs thrown over it, or as

a border to large rugs, must be considered. A city store

has sold an enormous quantity of this line at $1.10, and

has ordered out an increased quantity for the ensuing sea-

son.

A good deal of business can be done upon the various

sized cocoa mats, ranging in price at retail from about

60c upwards. For the new season the various plain effects

are enhanced by the admixture of many attractive color-

ings and patterns and many show a wool border. Sheep-

skin mats is another line which comes principally in reds,

blues and greens and they deserve buyers' attention in

medium sizes. The many accessories of door mats and

ottomans should be more generally considered. Prices on
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rugs arc in accord with carpel lines, and requirements

i id be secured a1 an earl] date The jute crop is also

verj shorl this yeai and this will ol necessitj put the

prices ol many Inns up, in which this material entei

Mattings.

Mattings foi the new season have opened up extremely

satisfactorj and bookings have been free despite the high

prices which The Review has continuously predicted dur-

ing the past year. The trade favors highlv Japanese mat-

tings in man) new designs resembling carpet effects, while

the Chinese goods are in the same (lass as (if old. \lan\

stores closed diit these lilies bj means of special sales dur-

ing the past month and the department has been placed

in satisfactory position to duplicate for Spring.

Floor Oilcloths and Linoleums.

New lines are again confining the attention of the

trade in the linoleum and lloor oilcloth field, and the popu-

l.u stereotyped designs and colorings have many addi-

tions. Floral effects in oilcloths are perhaps more promi-

nent than ever before and the fact that they are used

among the poorer classes for bedrooms explains this ten-

dency. Carpet patterns are very prominent. A particu-

larly strong range to retail around 10c is made. New tile

patterns, designed for hall, bathroom and kitchen, are

noticed. Linoleums, which are so much more durable,

warm and have a better finish than oilcloth, are in in-

creased favor. Clear-cut neat patterns will do the busi-

ness, Cit\ stores manage to start the range in at least

one instance as low as 28c, hut. the hulk of the husiness

is done in the better grades. Inlaid patterns simulate

every conceivable carpet design and are made to resemble

main hardwood Poor effects. City stores generallv show

these lines by means of pattern books, which certainly

facilitates selections and save a great deal of time and

trouble. Another method is to pile sample swatches of

the various patterns and colorings according to their qual-

ity, in a neatly partitioned upright fixture which affords

a more adequate idea of the line. Either of these meth-

ods is commendable where a large range is stocked. The

latter idea is also utilized to advantage in large carpet

departments and much needless trouble and worry is thus

avoided.

THE "WASHING" OF ORIENTAL RUGS.

IN
a recent number of a British trade journal I came

upon an article on the washing of Oriental rugs. The

writer of the article severely condemned the practice

as incompatible with commercial honesty.

I am afraid thai this writer was addressing himself

to a subject: about which he knew yen little indeed. If 1

were to assert that the finishing of cotton oi woolen

clot hs b) means ol heat, chemicals or sizes was an in-

fraction of commercial honesty I would not he making a

more exaggerated statement than his, for the washing of

a modern 1'ersian ol Caucasian rug is a no less import.Hit

step in the process of its manufacture. 1 wonder what

the write: oi thai article would say of a Kirman rug just

olY the looms with its medley of haul greens, pinks,

creams and burnt siennas? Would he insist that it was

commercial honesty to attempt to sell the rug in that

condition'' Would he have us forego the exquisite effects

of color which a propel treatment of these dyes produces

in these the iinest of the Persian weaves? lie would not,

lie would perhaps tell us that the trcatmenl ol

Oriental rugs destroys the fabric, and is to he slronglj

deprecated on this head at least. Nothing of the kind.

Besides washing in pure water, certain bleaching agents

in i
:

in '" chiel among w hich is chloi ide of

lime, familiarly known as bleaching powder. If reasonable
(aie is taken, attei treating the rug with a reducer, thor-

oughly to wash out the icducing chemical, as is done m
bleaching manufactured goods, the fabric is not damaged
in the least.

There is a good deal of sentimentalitj attached to

this question, which has hitherto made it difficult to ap-

proach iii a rational spirit. The modern Persian rug when
it comes oil the loom is an unfinished product. It is crude
and ovei contrasted m color—il feels hard to the touch

By careful trcatmenl with certain icducing agents the

colors aie toned down and made to harmonize, and the

rug becomes soft and acquires a pleasing lustre. And all

this is done without the slightest injury to Hie fabric. 1

cannot hut think thai those who object to the washing
of runs do so from insufficient know ledge.—"Oriental" in

The Carpet and Upholstery Trade Review.

Mcdonald with moore carpet co

ALKX. S. McDOXALI), the popular western repre-

sentative of Mclntyre, Son & Co., Montreal, has

severed his connection with that firm, and has ac-

cepted the position of Far West manager for the Moore
Carpet Co., Limited, Sherbrooke, P.Q. Mr. McDonald
has a valuable connection in Hie west, where he is re-

garded as one of the successful and honorable "boys" on

the road. lie is an indefatigable worker and is thorough-

ly acquainted with the requirements of the trade. In ac-

cepting his new position he looks for an enlarged field of

activity and added responsibility. The samples of the

Moore Carpet Co., Limited, have more than delighted

him and he leaves this month for his western ground,

with headquarters at Winnipeg, enthusiastic over his

prospects.

JAP MATTINGS UP.

A firm doing extensive importing trade has recently

received a lengthy report on conditions in the Japanese
market, particularly in mattings. As a result of the

scarcity of labor, and the dearness of all commodities,

increased prices are more than apparent in all lines.

Mattings are going up so quickly that their path can

hardly be followed. Xo stock lots of these are available,

and advances must he paid.

A GORGEOUS RUG.

The Persian rug recently presented to King Edward
by the Shah of Persia is so big that it was impossible

to open it out in the Persian Legation Building when it

arrived in London. The Persian rug for the ordinary

large room lakes from six months to a year to weave.

This rug. though a huge number of weavers were employ-

ed and every means taken to expedite the manufacture,

took almost three years to weave. Woven into the rug,

as an integral part of a most intricate design, is the

King's name, Edward VII.

PETITION OF LONDON TRAVELERS.
The Roard of Management of the Commercial Travel-

ers' Association, of London, Out., at Hieir last regular

meeting, unanimously passed a resolution requesting the

Dominion Government "to change the day of the week

for holding Thanksgiving Day from Thursday 1o Monday,

as being very much more convenient for the business

interests of the country, and also giving a longer holiday

to those participating. Also that Monday, the 23rd of

October, would be the most convenient day." The resolu-

tion will be foi warded to the Premier, the Secretan of

Si. lie and 1 Ion ('. S. I h man
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Spring Designs, 1906

LINOLEUM
Five Qualities

A, B, C, D and E

Our new range for Spring Season will be found to contain

a large and artistic collection of original designs. We claim the goods

to be the equal of any imported, in

Quality, FinisH and Price.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
Oil Cloth Mats or Rugs.

Painted and Canvas Back Stair Oil Cloths.

This season's extensive assortment of pretty and original patterns is an

advance on anything we have yet shown. They are sold at moderate

prices, which will be found to suit the largest circle of consumers.

TABLE OIL CLOTHS
Enamelled Oil Cloths, Cotton and Duck Back Stairs.

Shelf Oil Cloths.

The demand for this line is the best demonstration that there are no

quicker sellers and that values are right.

New Samples for Spring Season
are now in the hands of the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade, and it will be
to the advantage of buyers to see our range before ordering imported goods.

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited, MONTREAL, QUE.
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CHINA AND GLASSWARE
PREPARATIONS for holiday business are nol com-

plete without provisions being made for a china and

glassware depart incut. The possibilities in tliis line

arc unlimited. For the next three months, particularly,

it should prove most, profitable. The drygoodsman has the

right people entering his store all the time All that is

required is a good display, not big, hut well selected. It

will not necessarily take up any great amount of room.

A table or ease, if there is not space for. more, will repay

the merchant for the necessary outlay.

The articles which are kept in this department are

things of common use. It is not a case of introducing a

new line of goods to the public and proving to them their

utility. The market is already prepared. Moreover, the

stock which goes to make up the department is composed

of articles which are pretty and attractive in themselves.

A well-kept stock of glassware and china dishes will help

to make the store attractive in its other departments.

For holiday presents they are ready sources of sales.

Great difficulty is always found in choosing objects for

presents, which, while pretty, sball not be excessive in

price. Many artistic pieces can be exhibited and sold at

a very low price. In china nothing is considered in finer

taste as a remembrance or gift than a cup and saucer or

a plate. Fancy pitchers are very popular, too, and a

creditable Showing can be made of them at a small ex-

penditure of capital. Good sales are possible with a

range of souvenir dishes containing representative local

scenes. Of late years this business has developed wonder-

fully.

The same conditions hold in glassware. Cut glass has

been so closely imitated that it takes an expert to tell

the imitation from the original. Yet the former can be

sold at fifteen and twenty-five cents for fine bowls and

pitchers. These is an attraction about these which most

women cannot withstand. To assure success this stock

must be kept scrupulously clean. There is nothing which

detracts more from china or glassware than dust or dirt.

It is no small matter to keep the stock clean, but, after

all, it is largely a matter of systematic care. Frequent-

ly there is no attempt made whatever to keep the dust

down when sweeping. Yet the dust which shows so plain-

ly on a piece of china is present on the silks and ribbons

even if it is not so clearly visible.

Occasional space should be given to this department
in the window. It will be a good variety to the ordinary

dry goods windows, and something of a holiday nature

becomes necessary in another month. It admits of good

display as a very modest outlay of capital will make an

elaborate showing.

HOUSFURNISHING ACCESSORIES
WHAT can be done to freshen up the house during the

Autumn ? The question is a pressing one to

housekeepers who are striving to have their house

bright and habitable. We do not refer here to changes in

the furniture, or carpet, or paper. There are numerous

smaller items, we call them accessories, which may be

had for a small cost and which with some ingenuity may
be turned into valuable additions to the room's furnish-

ings.

Window Seats.

For sitting rooms and parlors a great deal can be

made of window seats and cosy corners. The dry goods

store is the natural place for suggestions to come from

for this work. A few bright pieces of cretonne will help

oul many a prospective decorator. With this and a

wooden frame work and some home upholstering attrac-

tive and comfortable seats can be made. The den idea is

now very popular and the above treatment could be work-

ed for a whole side of a room. Another material which

is admirably suited to work of this kind is bagdads. Hag-

dads, which are a coarse woven substance, come in vari-

ous colors of brown, red, yellow, green, etc. Strips of

these in varied colors make an excelleul covering for a

COSy corner seat

.

Cushions.

\o living room is complete without a plentiful supply

of sofa cushions. Are you doing anything to cultivate

this trade'' The big city stoics recognize the value of it

for at intervals they display cushion tops in 1 ig numbers

in their windows, and it is always possible to gel a

variety of them at the counter. How would it do to

make a special effort with them for the holiiiav scismi ?

The correctness of them for holiday gifts is unquestioned.

Nothing can be more suitable for this purpose than a

cushion. It is possible, too, to get a varied collection of

designs and there need be little duplication. This is

worthy of attention.

Screens.

Screens form an item of house furnishing which most
merchants totally neglect. There are undoubted possibili-

ties in this line. This is proved by the number of fads

in screens which have been perpetrated on the public dur-

ing recent years. The last fact should show that an at-

tractive line of screens would find buyers. Advantage

should be taken of the holiday time to try these, and

make an effort to establish a business in them. Although

the better grades come expensive, a stock which will

show up well can be provided at a small outlay. As con-

siderable space is given up to Christmas goods and novel-

ties soon, a lack of room can hardly be urged against

them. For tins season Chinese and .Japanese goods will

be particularly in evidence.

DESIRES AGENCY IN JAPAN.

Mr. Reginald O. Simmons, of London, Kngland, and

lal teiiy of Montreal, has decided to locate in Yokohama.

Japan. He. wishes to secure some reliable agencies for

manufacturers who ale anxious to promote trade in the

Far Fast Mr. Simmons has excellent social and financial

standing and would urge parties interested to apply

promptly as it is his intention to sail for Yokohama early

in October. Further information might be obtained by

communicating with the oilices of The MacLean Publish-

ing Co., Montreal.
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DO YOU?
MOST DEALERS HANDLE LARGE

QUANTITIES OF MEDIUM-PRICED PAPERS
DO YOU ?

IF YOU DO
YOU WILL FIND IN

THE

"MENZIE
LINE"

BETTER VALUES AND A GREATER ASSORT-
MENTTHAN IN ANY WALL PAPER SHOWING
ON THE CANADIAN MARKET.

"WRITE TO-DAY FOR SAMPLES

The

Nenzie Wall Paper Co.,
Limited

TORONTO, CANADA
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WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER ADVERTISING.

A
WESTERN house which devotes one department to

wall paper does some exceedingly good advertising
loi it. The subjoined ;id\ ei t isement is ;i sample of

what ma\ be done in this line. A department Which has

io do with decoration must, of necessity do considerable

work in educating the public up to the right standards.

The heading for this ad. was Wall Papei Ideas, and it

read as follows :

A prominent lady once asked a famous artist with

what he mixed his paints. "With brains, madam," is the

reply that has gone down in history. And so it- is in

decorating the home. Merely pretty papers do not make
a pleasing decoration. They are only the materials a

RETURNED

\ ' m

faeturcrs this year, promise a big season. The public j,

being educated up to the use oi more artistic effects and
liner qualities, and this all tends to the general use Of

bet ter papers. •

The last few seasons have shown gieat advances in the

general conceptions of wall decoration. Formerly the

only idea was to gel up a paper on the wall and ceiling

and a border around the top. No consideration was given

to the effect such a paper would have on the general style

of furnishing in the room. .Much less was the question "I

colors worked out in a scientific or artistic way.

Now the whole subject is treated in a rational way.
A scheme of colors has been developed which rests for its

basis on actual observations. It is found that a red

colored paper has a cheering and exhilirat ing effect on the

mind. It is warm in tone. Hence red has been generally

adopted as the most suitable color for dining rooms.

Again, it has been shown that fantastic figures in the

design prevent Hie mind from resting. So they are being

excluded from sleeping rooms, and the simplest patterns

are substituted for them. Many more instances could be

Start of L20 Yard Hurdle Ri Mr. Rolu. Praser at the left.

quoted of a similai nature to show the effect study has

had in the development of wall paper fashions.

This ornamental interior Illustrates No. L663 tapestn design, manu-

factured In Stauntons Limited, Toronto.

master decorator uses to produce delightfully artistic and

pleasing effects for the home.

This house has long been famous both for the superi-

ority of its wall papers and the co-operation given cus-

tomers in securing decorations that prove a lasting source

of satisfaction.

Noil will be interested in the latest ideas secured

b\ Mi Slonei during his recent \isit in the easl .

THE WALL PAPER BUSINESS.

ADVANCE sales of wall paper for Spring, 1906, are

heavy. Retailers anticipate a big season, as the

prosperity of the present should ensure free buying

on the part of the public next year. Besides the greater

\;iiiet\ oi patterns anil the general excellence of the

papeis, which have been put out b\ the Canadian maiiu-

WATSON-FOSTER OUTING.

SATURDAY, September 2nd, was a red-letter day in

the history of the employes of the Watson-Foster

Company, Limited, Montreal, and it is safe to say

that their first annual picnic', at Bout de L'Isle Park, Id

miles from the city, will long be remembered by all

concerned. Members of the firm, and employes with their

families to the number of nearlj foui hundred people, left

the factoi'J at Maisonnem e, a suburb of Montreal, in

special cars at 9 a.m. The weather was ideal and the

inn to the park prepared everyone I'm the keen baseball

game which was first on the programme. The Factory

team, which is well known in Montreal, again proved

theii prowess by administering a severe defeat to the

warehouse stall'.

After generous refreshments, the afternoon programme
of u..unes ami races was carried through without a hitch,

keen competition prevailing in all events. Races for

men, women and boys and girls were all included and
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THE "STAUNTON" LINE FOR 1906
is so exceptionally attractive that, to many a dealer the

difficulty^ to find room for all the good things shown which he

would like to buy—conclusively proving that " every sample

is a good reason" why you should place your order for the

"Staunton" Line.

OIVE US THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHOW SAMPLES BEFORE YOU PLACE ANY ORDER.

STAUNTONS Limited
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Job Comforters

?f¥^

Four lines of Job Comforters are now being shown by

our travellers. Values are without parallel. We have

never, ourselves, offered such bargains.

Prices are astonishingly low, quantities are limited and

orders booked only subject to goods being in stock.

If our representative hasn't called yet, write us for par-

ticulars. He cannot be everywhere.

They will draw trade because you may offer them at

genuine bargain prices, and still come out ahead.

The Ideal Bedding Co., Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

I ULHL
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tin' climax was reached in the concluding events, a three

legged and a sack race. The office staff redeemed itself in

these events, although in the strenuous tug-of-war they

again fell down. Mr. Robert Fraser, the factory super-

intendent, proved a capable starter, although he had his

troubles keeping all in line, while Mr. S. S. Boxer, the

general manager, and Mr. W. A. Sutherland, the secre-

tary-treasurer, had the somewhat difficult task of judging

the winners. Dancing formed the evening's entertainment.

Mr. Boxer, in the evening, in a particularly happy ad-

dress touched upon the success of the day's gathering and

trusted that this first annual picnic might be the prede-

cessor of many similar happy re-unions. The appreciation

of the employes found vent in prolonged and hearty

cheers. He then proceeded to present the various prizes

of a useful nature, at the same time alluding to the

prowess of the various recipients. The return to the city

was made without mishap and all voted the outing suc-

cessful in every way. It is needless to state that the

elaborate programme furnished by the firm will be treas-

ured by all in memory of this first annual picnic which

presages many similar happy gatherings. The members of

the firm deserve unstinted praise for their progressive ef-

forts in this direction.

WALL PAPER IMPORTS

IT is gratifying to note that the increase in the am-
ount of wall papers imported from foreign countries

during 1904-5 over those of 1903-4 is very small.

Although the total amount of wall paper consumed dur-

ing the past year has greatly increased over the con-

sumption for the same length of time two years ago, the

amount imported rose from $188,330 to $199,924, a very

small amount, comparatively speaking. Even this in-

crease is referable to the better quality of paper which

is now being used by the Canadian buyer, for the total

number of rolls has decreased from 2,553,701 in 1903-4 to

2,408,418 in 1904-5.

In no field of Canadian manufacturing has greater ad-

vances been made than in the manufacture of wall papers.

We have but to refer to the fine qualities of papers which

are being offered to the trade by the Watson-Foster Co.,

Menzies and Staunton's. Each year's samples have

shown a big advance on those of the year before, both in

variety of pattern and more especially in the quality of

the goods. There is no longer any necessity for going

beyond the limits of our own country for this class of

goods. Formerly, if a particularly high-grade of paper

was required it was necessary to import it. Now the

local mills, with their ever-increasing facilities, are turn-

ing out papers which will satisfy any demand.

CURT A I NS

IN
the arrangement of a room nothing is of so much

importance in the housewife's eyes as the lace cur-

tains. Before artistic work was thought of in the

treatment of wall coverings or furniture the lace curtain

reigned supreme, and by its quality the house as a whole

was judged. Nor has it ever been displaced from this pre-

eminence. The hanging of the lace curtains still remains

the most difficult of operations.

The points which must be decided in hanging curtains

are as follows : Should they come to the window sill, a

little below it, or down to the floor ? Should they hang

straight, be looped back, or caught up with a rosette ?

Should sash curtains, stores or panels be used next to

the glass ? The decision of these questions will depend

in a great measure on the nature of the room. Its shape,

the height of the ceiling, the light qualities, and the pur-

pose for which it is used all come into consideration. The

question of sash or glass curtains is not so much influ-

enced by internal considerations, since they are used usu-

ally for their appearance from outside

Sash curtains to hang straight reach from '.he top of

the window sash to nicely clear the sill. They may be

shirred on a rod or attached to rings. Allowance should

be made when they are first hung for possible shrinkage.

If a couple of inches are turned in at the top when they

are hung, it may be let down later to the required length.

Sash curtains have the effect of reducing the apparent

width of a window. For this reason they should not be

used on long, narrow windows. If made of plain or

dotted material, they may be edged with lace or ruffle on

the. sides and bottom, or finished with a deep hem with

or without an insertion.

The opposite effect can be secured if sash curtains are

looped back. They then make a narrow window look

wider and tlic\ lessen the apparent height. When they

are intended for this treatment they should be made
about six inches longer than the distance from top of the

window to sill. The treatment of the edge, whether it

have a border or not, may be decided by the individual

preference of the decorator. The effect of looped curtains

is decidedly bright and refreshing. They give a cheery

appearance to the room from the outside. For a wide

window the body of the curtain is sometimes divided into

panels by rows of insertion instead of having a lace pat-

tern set into it. The material used is usually a fine eta-

mine, madras or fine net. They are hung on a rod

fastened to the top or just inside the frame so that they

will hang next to the glass, as sash curtains, and are

usually made to just clear the sill in length and very

slightly full in width.

The upper part of the wrindow may be a combination

of the bonne femme and Austrian shade, which makes a

very effective sash or glass curtain for dining-room,

library or bedroom. They are made in the same manner

as the Austrian shade explained later, except that they

hang stationary, and do not raise or lower. The material

may be plain or colored silk, net, challie, casement cloth,

or madras, with insertion of any desired style, and edged

with lace to match. In colored materials good effects can

be obtained by using a contrasting color for the insertion.

The curtains on the lower sash are attached to a rod

and are trimmed to match the curtains on the upper

sash, they hang free at the bottom and just clear the sill,

the insertion across the bottom placed high enough to

show clearly through the glass from without. They may
be used in conjunction with the upper curtain, or may be

used alone, and are usually sewn to rigns.

Lace panels with motif centre are quite largely used

for clubs, hotel or institution windows, and in many cases

for dwellings also, though some think them too .evere for
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Watson-Foster
Wall Papers

OUU

V K 4ND

ROF

DOES IT NOT SEEM

REASONABLE
that Equipment, Experience and Organization such

as ours SHOULD produce goods through which

the dealer increases his trade and profits ?

WOULD IT NOT BE WISE
to trust your Wall Paper future with its known
advantages to us ?

WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED

in greatest variety. The largest buyers in Canada

confine themselves to us

BUT WE WANT YOU
OCT. 05

the Watson Foster Co
_ MONTREAL

.UNITED

O A
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Window Shades
We would like to help Retailers increase
I heir business in Window Shades, and to

each Merchant, who will allow us the space,

we will send free of charge a large sign
stating that they sell Smith, Carter & Smith,
Limited, reliable Window Shade*. Write
now for prices of our goods. The satis-

factory Window Shade Makers.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited,
681-683-685 Craig St., Montreal, Canada.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the matket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
CLASCOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Silling Agent :

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nortiheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

the latter. Wherever used the] hould be perfectly pro-
portioned and shaped to lit the size and shape of the win-
dow, the design so executed thai it shall be entire!]

visible from without, and appeal ... a picture framed by
the window sash.

They arc generall] made to ordei In applying lace

insertion and motifs to net, and are attached to the sash
by rods, tacks, or, what is still better, make a small
wooden frame ol strips one-hall inch by three-quarter inch

and wrap it aeatlj wit* cotton the same colgi as the net,

the panel to the cotton and attach it to the window
sash with small hi ads. This frame is only slightly visible

through the panel on the inside and completely hidden by
the sash from the outside.

To attach a panel to a door where the glass is framed
by fancy moldings, the small frame is made as above to

lit into Hie sash against the glass. It is finished to match
the woodwork of the door, and has a groove on the outer
edge to receive a small, soft cord, tacked or glued in

place, and projecting sufficiently to permit the edge of the

panel to he sewn to it. Care should he taken in measur-
ing for panels, as the effect is completely spoiled by a
misfit.

Sash cm lams, stores or panels, when properly ap-

plied, add greatly to the exterior appearance of a house,

applied to all windows visible

For instance, if sash curtains

are used on the front drawing-room windows, all of the

front windows, from basement to attic, should be treated

with some form of sash curtains adapted to each indi-

vidual space and in harmony with the whole. Nearly all

glass curtains are provided with a double hem at the top,

through which is passed a small rod fastened at each end

to the stops or frames of the window in such a manner
that the sash will work freely if raised or lowered.

In some cases it is desirable to apply a peek-a-boo

sash curtain to the lower sash to render it opaque from

without and not exclude the light. This is accomplished

by using a curtain with a double hem at top and bottom
and attached so that it raises with the sash and does not

touch the stop on either side. The pleats are stretched

tightly from top to bottom, and the usual allowance for

fullness is twice the width of the space to be covered,

which may vary according to the density of the material.

It is natural that the ground floor windows should be

more densely dressed than those of the upper floors, not

only to impart a sense of privacy, but as following the

general construction of ordinary buildings, the ground

floor windows usually being larger and more heavily

trimmed, and as the treatment ascends from floor to floor

permit the curtains to be less weighty in character and

expose a larger area of uncovered glass.

but should be uniformly

from the same quarter.

* FLOOR COVERINGS *
—-=- OUR FALL STOCK VERY COMPLETE ! —

SPECI ALTIE&:
WOOL and UNION PIECE GOODS and SQUARES.

VELVET and TAPESTRY SQUARES.
WILTON and SMYRNA SQUARES.

LINOLEUMS and FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
(PROMPT ATTENTION TO LETTER ORDERS.)

THE IMPERIAL CARPET CO., 11 front street east, TORONTO, ONT,

GU
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DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION FEATHERS BOUGHT

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, - TORONTO

I dinson Perfection Cable Cash Carrier

Serves any number

of floors from one

cash desk.

Hundreds of users

testify to its excel-

lence.

Write for particulars . . .

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co., no. 73 Adelaide street west, Toronto, Ont.

YOU WILL PROMOTE YOUR OWN BUSI
NESS BY INSISTING UPON HAVING

F

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed so that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in

front and back which ran be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
is being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re"
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
tengt ti skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
1 he best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
FACTORY

89 and 91 W. Third St.

710 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, U.S.A.
(F.XTAM.IsnEP OVER Ml YEARS

Manufacturers ofPapier Uache Forms, Wax Figures,Pineal (fetal Displa; Fixtures, et<

USEFUL XMAS PRESENTS
should be

WELL DISPLAYED
If you are wanting stands of anv kind, write us

.

"0.

Q)

618. Petticoat Stand. 617.

Base 7 in., Length 30 in. Drapery Stand.

Price $2.00. Made in 2 heights
•_'i to in i". and
30 to HO in.

Price $2.00.

Write us for catalogue
and supplement.

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.
98-100 Lombard Street TORONTO
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1NTESI0H

DECORATION

OW did you come to follow the window trim-

ming profession," asked an aspiring mem-
ber of the fraternity recently. "Well," re-

plied the party addressed, "I was junior

hand in the silk and dress goods depart-

ment at S in the west, when it began to dawn upon

me that the boys on the decorating staff were having a

much better time of it than I.

"I would see Jimmy arranging a nice display of wash

goods over in the cotton goods department in the morn-

ing; then in the afternoon he would be in the window;

and Pete or George would be assisting in changing the

tempted anything in the decorating line, and I told Mr.

S so in answer to the very first question he asked

me. Mr. S was the head decorator of the store.

Just Wanted an Opportunity.

" 'Then how do you know you can do decorating

work ?' he asked me.

"That had really never occurred to me. I had seen

the other boys draping stands, making pulTs, fans, dra-

pery, etc., and doing general decorating 'stunts,' and

there didn't appear to me to be anything difficult or

brain-racking about the work.

f+g^*

No. I. —Dress Goods Drape:

appearance of this department to-day; and the other one

to-morrow. I envied those chaps their jobs more particu-

larly, I think, because they had the freedom of the store,

so to speak, while I was tied down to the one depart-

ment and compelled to cultivate a too intimate acquaint-

ance with the whisk, hroom, and dust rag.

"There was a certain variety in the occupation of

these young men that appealed to me and engendered a

constant longing for such a position that daily presented

some novel line of work, and as I was heartily sick and

tired of the same old humdrum and monotonous duties

day after day, I decided to appeal to the head of the

decorating department for a position. I had never at-

"Then, I had supposed that I would be given an op-

portunity to learn how to become a trimmer, just as 1

had been coached in the duties of a stock boy when 1

first undertook that, to me, unpleasant task. But 1 soon

found out that my ideas in this respect were all wrong.

My Enlightenment.

" 'We never consider an applicant who lias not a na-

tural desire for the work,' said Air. S . 'I select

only those hoys who have a taste for decorating, and

then I don't consider them until they have shown me
some evidence of their ability to trim.'

"So that interview was abruptly closed and I went

(>9
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back i<> my distasteful task of dusting stock and shelves,

and ie papering silks and dress goods thai had begun to

show the wear and tear of many handlings.

j>No. II. Wash Goods l>ra|H.

Still Discontented.

"But I was not at rest, nor could 1 settle down lo

business contentedly in my stock hoy's position. So one

morning when I was feeling unusually despondent, fretful

and uneasy, I went to the head of my department—he

was a nice fellow whom everyone liked—and told him that

1 was going to quit.

" 'Why ! What's the trouble, Billy?' he exclaimed.

"1 explained the situation to him, telling him of my
desire and unsuccessful attempt to assist in the store

decorating.
" 'So Mr. S wants to know what you can do,

does he ?' said the department head.

" 'Well, we can fix that all right, I guess,' he con-

tinued. 'You start in to-morrow morning and help

Pete to trim-up the department, Billy, and we'll all of

us soon see whether there is any decorative ability in

\ ou or not.'

Opportunity Offered.

"Here was a chance that I welcomed, hut not alto-

gether without misgivings, for the aforesaid Pete was one

of those suspicious, jealous fellows who would invariably

combat every attempt on the part of those connected

with the department to assist in dressing it out. But,

strangely enough, he took 0U] head of stock's suggestion

peaceably and did not raise anj objection. 1 have often

thought it was because In' didn't regard me in the light

of a dangerous rival, hut of course that is only conjecture

on my part.

Apprentice Begins New Duties.

"Well, I started in upon my new duties enthusiasti-

cally. 1 draped stands, put up pufTs, arranged combina-

tions of fine silks and laces upon OOUntei ends, I bor

rowed tasteful trimmings from the trimming department,

and statuary and bric-a-brac were utilized from the othei

departments to enhance and ornament the silk shows I

paid a good deal of attention to the blending of colors

and had a weakness for constructing the entire display of

one shade. I was enabled to do this because of the nice

range the house carried in all lines. These one-color

(hemes caught Mr. S . He complimented me from

time to time on my work, until one morning he came to

me and said, 'Billy, I want to give you sole charge of

the decorating of this department.' 'What about Pete V
I asked. 'He left to go with Jones last night.'

Good News.

"To make a long story short, it was about .i\

months after my appointment as decorator of the silk and

dress goods department that the office hoy came to me
and said, 'Billy, Mr. S wants to see you at once.'

I went to that private office with chills running down m\

spinal column and a heart beating like a rural drummer
in an Orangeman's parade.

"We had, I should have told you, got a new buyer in

our department about a month previous. My old chief

had, it was said, too frequently tipped his little finger,

or looked upon the wine when it is red, and he was sue-

No. Ill— Skirt Drape.

ceeded by a dappei young fellow who said some of the

men in the department were behind the times. He had

the courage of his convictions anyhow, for he started in

to 'lop' off some of the oldest employes.
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GREAT VALUES JUST NOW IN

WRAPPINC PAPERS
Specially adapted for the DRY GOODS TRADE.

Notwithstanding present low prices

We are Right in it, both

for Price and Quality.

LIGHTNING SERVICE.

Tust let us handle your trade and show you

what we can do.

DOUGLAS & RATGLIFF
LIMITED

30 West Market St., TORONTO

50 Per Cent. More

Attractive.

r-

Illuminated "5L/^J Show Cases.
(John Petz,Patentee)

are fitted with best German Plate Mirrors which show true reflections of

thegoods displayed. This, combined with our clever Illuminating: Device,
makes " Quick Sales " Cases attract 50 more attention than others. The
experience ofprogressive merchants everywhere proves it.

American Shock Mirrors—used by nine-tenths of our competitors

because they are cheaper—are wavy— do not show true reflections, and
haven't the remarkable brilliancy peculiar to German Plate.

It's the details ot construction- the mirrors— the glass— the wood

—

the glue— the workmanship—and the finish that makes "Quick Sales"
Cases more rigid, more durable and more attractive than others. It's the
" Quick Sales " quality that insures " quick sales and more sales.'' Write
to-da) tor prices and informal on.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO., Dept. B
"Show Case Builders to Progressive Merchants''

482 to 490 Fort St. West, Detroit, U.S.A.

John Petz, Pres. Canadian branch
Herbert Malott, Sec.-Tre Windsor, Ont.

Luxfcr

ttlindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want
f ^^ ^^ Fj"

more business for 1 ^Jm \J ^J

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO.— '°° K '

Toronto
71
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One bj one we saw oui colleagues replaced by new-

comers, so when t he message from the manager came to

me I didn't expect anything else but thai my time had

come. 'Hilly !' said Mr. S , as I entered, 'I have sad

news for you.' M> hearl was thumping at an awful rate

and my tongue clove to the roof oi my mouth.'

Appointed Head Decorator.

" 'Bilh !' he went on, '1 have just received word that

Mr. S— -, our head decorator, died this morning. 1

sent for you to ask if you think you can till the position.'

N). IV. Mr ids Drape

Well, say, 1 was staggered for a minute, and after I col-

lected my senses and go1 my tongue untangled, I answer-

ed : 'Well, Mi. S , I can and will try very hard.'

"That's how I gol into the business. 1 started in the

stork, and when I was given an opportunity to show what

1 could do 1 made the most of it. Hut you must remem-

ber that I, myself, had much to do with making the op

portunit\

"I liked the work then, I like it still, because its

scope is unlimited, iis possibilities marvelous, and no one

can yet say that he knows it all.

"Window trimming is never learned, and that is the

i of its fascination to me; there is always so much
just beyond one's grasp, something to strive for, some-

t hing to win.

Window Tickets and Window Dressing.

"How often you see this sterotyped 'ad' in the city

dailies : Wan led, at once, salesman, must be good win-

dow dresser.' Or, again : 'Wanted, salesman, at once;

must be able to writhe window cards and price tickets.'

"How many salesmen in our Canadian towns can an-

swer either of those 'ads' writh the confidence and assur-

ance of 'making good' to the satisfaction of the adver-

tiser ? We admit, of course, that there is a small min-

ority who can do so, but the supply is not nearly equal to

the demand. Trade is good everywhere in Canada to-day,

and merchants now realize as they never did before that

slip-shod methods in window display have passed, and

they are willing to pay men who can fill positions ac-

ceptably.

"Hints and helps are now within the reach of every

young man at a price that he can afford to pay to teach

him all he requires to know, either in window dressing or

card writing. Too many bright salesmen of ability are

working for $7 to $10 per week who, with a years tui-

tion, might make themselves the recipients of $18 to $20.

The trimmer who can cater to the public, and please the

public eye so that it will open its purse strings, is Hu-

man whose services are in demand.

Where to Use Price Cards.

"A safe rule to go by in the use of price tickets is to

use them always where price is the attraction most
likely to influence a possible customer. We do not believe

that every window should be crowded with price tickets,

quite the contrary. There is a lime for everything, and

everything in its proper time. There is a time to use

price tickets, and a time to make them secondary to the

goods shown.

"A first-of-thc-season showing of evening silks, of

millinery, or of outside garments and furs, should never

include price tickets, as newness and style are the prime

attractions of the goods—not price. A sale window of

shoes, underwear, hosiery, particularly th-e season-end

sale, is never complete without a plentiful sprinkling of

price tickets on the special lines put out as leaders. It

lias been argued by some that price tickets detract from

a window appearance when photographed for reproduc-

tion in magazines, and should be removed.

"It seems to us that any window which in the origin-

al was benefited by price tickets should show them in the

photograph, as you would scarcely think of blotting out

the best or any part of an essay if you wished it to serve

as a model to your friends in the profession. While it

may be an excellent idea to strive, in .so far as possible

for pretty photographic copies of our trims, we hardly

think it right to cut out any of a window's good features

to gain this effect."

4

SPARKS.

The window may be regarded as a true index to the

tastes possessed by the proprietor.

* *

The main object of trimming a show window is to

display goods for sale— to sell them.

* *

A well trimmed window is never crow del.
* *

The proper blending of color has much to do with

attracting the public eye.
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RE

&6,

mm
Wti&

Size 2 ''ffl!p^NOTa3\cHVGUARnHfpi Size 2

5 Sizes, Nickeled or Black.

Mr. F. P. ROGER, Carlaw Bldg., TORONTO

X

X DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

T and abroad.

+ Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

oHfices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

±. Addre»9i Business Manager,

X Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

I
X
f

t
•f

IV MARKJ

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

SAMPLES AND
PRICES WITH
PLEASURE.

Waterproof
Wrapping Paper
For Express and Long Distance Packages.

Put up in rolls 36 in. wide, 250 and 300
yards in a r< II. Clean paper on both sides

—waterproof substance In the centre-
therefore it will not soil or stain delicate

goods as ordinary waterproof paper will.

Practically ordorless. May be used either

for case lining or wrapping packages.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL

The Weir Wardrobe System
(PATENTED)

THE HEAD OFFICE -

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS
IN CANADA.

Each Wardrobe complete in itself, fitting together in sectional form, so that any
number may be placed together to make an outfit.

Carrying capacity of each Slide 25 suits,

overcoats, costumes or mantles. All wardrobes
having two slides complete with hangers.

SIZE :—Width, 28^ inches ; depth, 48
inches ; height, 6 feet, 6 inches.

We Have the Only Trouser Slide

in Existence

CATALOGUES, TESTIMONIALS and PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION TO

THE WEIR WARDROBE COMPANY
Lombard Street, WINNIPEG, CANADA. Limited

or to Rooms 9-10 Saturday Night Building, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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(/united)
MONTREAL

This month's DreSS Goods Specials. A part list

of New Dress Goods which can be retailed at

less than regular wholesale price.

l\£Q

A.M. 53, 40" Fancy Tweeds, worth 40c., can be retailed 25c.

A.L. 28, 42" Suiting, " 50c,

J.A.H.18,41/2" Fey. Dress Goods " 50c,

J.B. 22,41/2" " " " 50c,

A large range of f Fey. Blousing, reg. 50c

M.D. 1,50/2" Fey. Tweed Suiting " 75c

M.D. 2,50/2" "
.

" " 75c

M.D. 3,50/2" "
" " 75c

A.M. 39,4 12" Costume Goods, $1.00

S. 08,41 2" Fey. Costume Goods " 1.00

35c

35c.

35c.

35c.

55c.

55c.

55c.

5oc.

500.

flSOVERElW

DRESS COODS

Vbs.

J

The above comprises a great range of

patterns and colorings.

We invite you to visit our warehouse this month
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Improvements are not always the result of one man's

study. We learn from each other.

Let the effect aimed at be simple, and artistic enough

to interest and delight the public, and always remember

that window trimming is never learned. —The cleverest

are still learning.

W. R. McOOLL.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

No. I.—Use two A stands and tack a lath from one

to the other, making the form 30 in. wide and 27 in.

high. Lay a small hoop at each end and partly to the

front.

Lay goods over the stand plainly, allowing the front

ing around form, and make a fan from the other end of

material and hang on top at the rear.

No. 3.—The form has oval top and base. Top is 15

inches wide and base 24 inches. First cover stand plainly

with the material, then lay wide pleats lengthwise of the

goods to form the train, whieh should be brought round
behind and formed into an apron drape for front of skirt-.

No. 4.—Draping form is a cylinder of straw board 10

inches in diameter and five feet high. Cover with car-

dinal material or other plain shade over which pin all-

over lace. Over the top take dress goods in pleats and
raise the outside edge on each side to form drape. Then
finish the top with these crumpled folds and carry the

material down behind the stand for a floor dressing

around form.

selvedge to reach the floor; pleat each end of the ma-

terial and fasten to corners of stand and spread the

pleats at the base and fasten to hoops.

Ripple a floor dressing and bring balance of material

to the rear and form a rumpled top finish.

No. 2.—Make drape upon an eight inch board, placed

edgewise to the front and 42 in. high. The base is a cir-

cular hoop three feet in diameter. From top front corner

of board attach common cotton and carry down to

hoop; upon this foundation ripple a panel of print, com-

mencing at the top and working clown. Then carry the

material up and lay in pleats over the 8 inch board, al-

lowing the goods to fall on either side in side pleats,

which pull tight and attach to hoop. Ripple a floor dress-

A NEW COTTON SUPPLY.

DURING the past season 14,000 acres of land in vari-

ous British colonies were planted in cotton. The
year before the amount was 4,000 acres, and two

years ago it was 400 acres. This shows a remarkable
advance and while the total is still small, yet it gives

promise of a solution of the ever present cotton difficul-

ties. At the present time out of a total world's produc-

tion of 2,775,000 tons of cotton, the United States pro-

duces 2,317,000 tons. Considering the speculations and

fluctuations of the cotton market, the development of a

British supply is one of great importance.
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PEN-ANGLE TALKS TO RETAILERS.

ATUNSHRINKABLE*
Trade A(ar/{

Bargain Sale Time Tells Its Story.

The selling power of the goods you handle shows in your profit and

loss account. When the discount sale season comes around you can

judge pretty accurately how much selling power your different lines

have. The lines that pile up and get dusty and require a big price-cut

to boost them out of your store, are profit eaters. You're not likely to

stock them again.

PEN-ANGLE
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR

is full of selling power. When cheap-sale time comes 'round Pen-Angle

Brand is conspicuous by its absence.

It was cleared out at a full profit.

Keep the Bargain Sale season in mind when you are buying and

you'll find it pays to give a little more room for a little bigger stock of

Pen-Angle Underwear.

The Pen-Angle quality and the Pen-Angle advertising put big selling

power in every line that bears the Pen-Angle brand.

Travellers for all good houses can show you the Pen-Angle lines.

THE PENMAN MANUFACTURING CO , LIMITED

PARIS, CANADA
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men's furnisher m«

Clothier
Devoted to the Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods *i*

CLOTHING
NECKWEAR

HATS

•^/^•^Wir^/'

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
SOME old women, of both sexes, whose brains are

apparently germ infested, recently started an anti-

cushion crusade. Solemn warnings have been pub-

lished against the dangers which lurk in sofa pillows; in

fact, in all kinds of upholstering which goes to make life

pleasant or easy. Long existence, in

The Germ Fiend the estimation of these people, lies only

at Work. m narQ boards. Thus far we have seen

no diminution in the number of sofa

pillows in the shops, nor are there apparently any job

lots on the market. On the contrary, the new patterns

for the holiday trade are coming along in increasing

numbers and astonishing variety. And before the Sum-

mer girl starts for her city home she will have shipped a

bale of aromatic pine needles with which to stuff the

pillows she intends or pretends to embroider for the only

one.
* *

FOR an apparently simple question, that with regard

to the taking off or keeping on of hats in elevators

does take an amazing amount of settling—and takes

it all, too, without getting settled. The difficulty arises,

no doubt, from the fact that the elevator shares the

peculiarities of indoors and outdoors, of

A Problem public and private places, and yet is

of Courtesy. neither the one thing nor the other. As

a result, many men keep their hats on

in elevators, no matter whether women are their fellow-

passengers or not, while many others—though by no

means as many, it may be noted—always uncover when
they ride in feminine company. The uncoverers would

say, presumably, that thus they express respectful court-

esy to women, but they ignore the fact that they very

often inflict a measurably painful embarrassment upon

men of different habits by seeming to give them an un-

asked lesson in manners, and this is in itself a dis-

courtesy that rather more than counterbalances the cour-

tesy on the other side. Curiously enough, the hat ques-

tion has never arisen in the street car, where conditions

are closely analogous to those that obtain in elevators.

It has somehow been taken for granted that hats are

not to be removed in street cars and nobody does it. The
thing really ought to be decided one way or the other,

and both sense and instinct should have a hand in the de-

cision. In an office building an elevator is merely a part

of the general system of corridors, and it is also an ex-

tremely draughty place. From both these considerations

the wearing of hats is easily defensible. In hotels the

The Genesis

of the

Umbrella.

situation is much the same, but there is enough differ-

ence to incline one towards giving the removal the benefit

of the doubt. In private houses the solution is obvious
enough. It is to be regretted that we have no recognized

and ultimate authority to pronounce on matters of this

sort, but the possession of such authorities is variously

expensive, and perhaps we can struggle along without
one.

*

ALL London lay enveloped in a fog. The rain was
falling in a steady downpour. The day, in the

Spring of 1756, was one of those miserable ones* so

often found on the continent. The good folk of London
sat toasting their toes at their warm firesides. That is,

all but one, Jonas Hanway by name.

Unlike his neighbors, this staid old son

of England was not deterred by the

heavy downpour. Not he ! Jonas

Hanway was a man of wit. It might

rain for weeks, but he cared not. As he walked down

the road that gray afternoon he smiled with satisfaction.

He could well afford to. He was sheltered by an um-

brella—the first ever made.

Robinson Crusoe is credited with that honor, but,

then, Crusoe was of the mythical world. Hanway's um-

brella was called "A Rain Stick," and as the good old

man walked leisurely past the homes of his imprisoned

neighbors, beneath his tent-like shelter, something very

like a sensation was created among the simple folk of

the locality. They ran from their homes to shout after

him. Well, fancy ! Isn't it odd ?

Others, and among them the small boys and loafers

of the vicinity, yelled in derision at Hanway and his

walking tent. Like a martyr to a good cause, bold Han-

way went on his way unmindful of these things. Rain no

longer had any terrors for him. Those who first scoffed

at Hanway's "Rain Stick" remained to applaud and fol-

low him in the use of it. The demand that came for it

in the natural course of events led to the umbrella of

to-day.

Hanway's invention was an unsightly thing. Its

frame was made of whale bone with ribs nearly as large

as the handle of a present-day umbrella. When opened,

the Hanway "Rain Stick" could easily cover half a

dozen people, and when closed resembled nothing so much

as it did a yacht's mast with the sail improperly furled

about it.
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AS SEEN IN LONDON STREETS
Hoi SE lobes are of especial interest just now as the

chilly evenings of Autumn set in. There is a pi

ing variety in material and for the uext iwu 01

three months men's shops will make a feature of them.
A heavy woolen garment is shown with lung culls turned

back. It is of a cheek colored stull m which red and
green in dull shades are most noticeable. The edge is

corded throughout. There are two rows of large pearl

buttons and a heavy cord is around the waist. Capacious

pockets are on both sides. There can be no doubt about

the importance of a dressing robe as a necessity of men's

apparel. It is the one article of dress, too, which a man
can choose absolutely to suit his own comfort. Accord-

ingly there is more individuality in it than in a garment
which must be chosen lor other reasons than personal in-

clination. A dressing robe expresses the character ol' a

man just as his own room does. The displays this month
are such as to suit the taste of everyone. It cannot be

said that there is any particular fashion in them because

they would overlap any possible changes. Their season-

ableness at the present time draws them particularly be-

fore our attention.
* *

*

Fancy waistcoats for the coming season are subdued

in tone though some of the check effects are sufficiently

pronounced to suit the tastes of the more strenuous class.

Single breasted woolen waistcoats are made in a number
of styles. The particular feature of them is the amount
of shirt front which is exposed even where a wide four-

in-hand is worn. The nobbiest waistcoat is four-buttoned

with a distinct V-shaped opening at the bottom. The
corners are cut off sharp. It conforms to the closer fit-

ting coat by following the lines of the ligure closely. It

is fitted with the regular four pockets and is trimmed
with line braid throughout. Less smart than this but

probably more serviceable is a knitted waistcoat of black

with red threads running through it. The color may be

altered to suit the fancy of the wearer. Its elastic quali-

ties make it fit snugly and it is consequently very warm.
Double-breasted waistcoats, while not in general use, are

suitable to particular occasions and are consequently-

shown by tailors. If there is any novelty in the cut of

them this Autumn, it consists of exaggerated lapels.

These are long and wide and run to a deep point where

they join the collar. Apart from this (here is little

which is distinctive in the present offerings.

*

Hosiery continues to supply more llian its proper

sphere of variety. It- would be impossible to name any

color or pattern and say that that was the correct fash-

ion. The most diverse ideas are tolerated and supported

by men of undoubted taste in dress. One thing which has

been quite marked in its popularity is a circular stripe.

This is exhibited both in dark grounds with a light stripe

or in light grounds with a dark stripe. All grey hose is

much in favor and with an Oxford shoe is very seemly.

This color shades off into the various designs of biscuit

and such allied colors. Ked and blue detached figures on

black grounds are also much worn ami tan hose has not

disappeared from the scene altogether. The most likely

color as a general favorite is red. Ii will probably entei

into most of the patterns which will he shown foi latei

season wear. Already heavier grades are shown ami

medium weight cashmere is taking the place of the light,

lacy materials of the Summer months.

It seems hardly probable that fold collars will lie ac

cepted as correct wear during the Winter. Authorities are

unanimous in holding that they aie essentially Summer
collais and that they must now give place to the wing

and hand collar. Many varieties ale shown which depict

a number ol different shapes in wings. They all have the

round comers , in fact, a reaction is promised in lavoi

of the older fashion of pointed comers. Fuller wings are

the most prominent feature of the new designs. There is

a tendency also towards wider stitching. The latter gives

the collar a decidedly smart appearance. For formal oc-

casions the poke is alone permissahle.

Tucked bosoms have been attempted in some quarters

for full dress shirts but it is safe to say that they will

not be accepted by the real makers of fashion. There is

something about this style which pertains too closely to

the negligee to make it possible as a formal dress. It

was no doubt the popularity of tucked fronts in negligee

shirts which induced the enthusiasts to apply the idea to

dress shirts. They did not consider that the very reason

which made them popular in Summer shirts would make
them impossible for dress occasions. It was because they

were essentially negligee that they won such favor for

the last few months. This quality, however, will be of

small avail when it comes to applying the idea to dress

shirts. The question of material for the latter has given

manufacturers and designers much cause for thought.

Time and again some variation from the plain white has

been suggested but always with small success. Now a

cord effect is being shown by some haberdashers. The

material is white throughout but a line giving the effect

of a raised stripe provides a variety which in main-

places is considered a desirable feature.

« *
*

Hats are fuller in the crown and present a somewhat

heavier appearance than was seen in the Summer blocks.

Black bowlers or derbies hold the centre of the stage just

now, though for older men, who want something other

than straight business dress, the white top hat is meet-

ing with considerable favor. The latter is one of the

numerous styles which King Edward has got started. The

white hat with grey frock coat has won great popularity

and no race meet is complete without a full contingent

dressed in this way. Soft hats have given way now that

the Fall has set in and caps are worn in ever-increasing,

numbers. Some attractive new designs in cloth caps aie

shown, and considering the amount of polling and riding

which is done this forms an important part of a man's

headwear. Nothing new is offered in the shape of silk

hats. If anything they are wider in the crown and so

show a greater tendency to expansion. Each year there

is a group who introduce wide hat bands of a noticeable

cloth, but the really fashionable set cling to the narrow

or moderate band.

JONATHAN ELLIS BUYS MILL.

The deal for the sale of the Citj Woolen Mills at

llespeler to Jonathan Kills, which was forecasted m the

Dry floods Review ol September, has been put through

The Dominion Hank held the property The purchase

price is ^iven as $250,000 hut in case the tat iff on wool

ens is increased $400,000 is to he the price. Air. Ellis

has had a wide experience in the woolen business and is

optimistic about the future ol the industry in Canada.

I ndei these circumstances it will he a source of great

satisfaction to tin' mercantile interests of Canada to

have him enter the cloth field.
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RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want RELIABLE goods

should ask for those proofed

by the

The " Cravenette " Co., Limited, affix their

stamp only to such goods as are suitable in

quality for Rainproof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not

only of Rainproof properties, but also of the

quality of the material.

j&

Co., Ltd.
and stamped

—

"Cravenette"

WET
or

fine;
RAIN
SHINE

-rS3T

sgr

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.

WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building, TORONTO.

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
COMMISSION AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS

Our travellers are now on the road and
will call on you in October or November.

NEW RANGES FOR SPRING, 1906

CELLULAR AERTEX UNDERWEAR

Has brought so many repeat orders

that we would respectfully suggest

larger placing orders.

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S

Washing Vests for 1906. Finest

English range shown in Canada.

Fit and Value as before, is our

best recommendation.

SELECT SHIRTS in

Oxfords, Zephyrs and Silk.

COOPER, CORAH & SON'S

ST. MARGARETS WORKS

LEICESTER

CASHMERE HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

Etc.

- - Reliable Goods to Stock - -

TRESS HATS

We are the Selling Agents for

Canada.

-CORRECT SHAPES—
-UNEQUALLED VALUE—

If our travellers do not call on

you, write us.

We have arranged to carry a Full Range for Spring,

1906, of a Chemnitz Manufacturer in

LADIES' AND MEN'S FANCY HOSIERY.

This Insures Our Customers an Extensive Selection at Close
Prices.

TJMglAEWEMtSLI
OKI (§L1®W

EE THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREYS CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

UHogffQKSff&^SEl/oLnJo*
THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. LIMITED
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OUR NEW YORK LETTER
New York, Sept. 20, 1905.

COLLARS t'oiiii an important feature of men's attire,

and as such are deserving of particular attention.

Favor seems to be evenly divided between wing and

told collars for Autumn wear. The former show consid-

erable variety within a limited sphere. The most ac-

cepted type has a moderate-sized tab, and is 2| inches in

height at the back, and increasing this by half an inch in

the front. Square-cornered tabs are the regular patterns,

but round tabs are being introduced in some of the lead-

ing stocks. This may become a noticeable feature of

collars before Spring. Of equal importance are fold

collars, for the demand for them, which reached its high-

est point in the mid-summer months, is keeping up with

unabated strength. No doubt this type will have a gen-

eral run throughout the Fall and Winter, being altered in

detail to make it more suitable to the particular season.

For the Fall the easier makes will continue in favor, as

the average man is slow to change from the comforts of

a low-lying collar to the more rigid requirements of the

Winter shapes. Within the next month, however, fold

collars will be shown which will meet more closely and

stand higher. One which closes in front with the excep-

tion of about a quarter of an inch, is stylish, and will be

seen extensively.

A change is now in progress from the soft-front

negligee shirts to the more seasonable stiff bosoms. Hab-
erdashers are making a strong effort to make the change

general, and indications are now in favor of their suc-

cess. For all the better grade makes the coat shirt is

alone considered. Attached cuffs are also a part of

Autumn styles to a greater extent than usual. As a gen-

eral thing it will be found that on the cheaper shirts the

detached cuffs are the usual thing, but on the better

goods this is not the case. It is largely a matter of

what class of trade is being done. Colors are coming in,

but they are as nothing compared to the Spring (1906)

goods. In patterns there is no particular distinctive fea-

ture. The great variety has had the effect of distribut-

ing favor so much that individual ideas have had no

chance to gain preeminence. Lines and checks constitute

the basic principle of nearly all the designs. The latter,

however, will tend to become more and more pronounced.

Four-in-hands will again be the strong item in the

season's business. Little else is now seen among men
who make any pretence to dress. There is still a scat-

tering of Ascots and squares, and they are perfectly cor-

rect, too, but the great majority of men are wearing

four-in-hands of more than average width. It is this

latter point which is causing the most speculation in

cravat circles. .Just how wide they may be without be-

coming cumbersome and bunchy is the all important ques-

tion. It may, however, be laid down as an absolute

standard that a tie shall not be more llian 2 A inches

wide. Some are seen here which go beyond this, but the

effect is far from pleasing. The firsl requisite of a cravat

is that it form a graceful knot. If it does not do this it

cannot be correct. Bow ties have suffered such an

eclipse that it is assured they will not appear again for

some seasons. Cravats will be more colorful during the

Winter, though for the present the changes are more in

shades than in colors. Greens slill have a large number

of admirers, and reds and greys are gaining in favor.

Weaves with various shades of brown included are by no

means infrequent. As the Autumn advances the richer

and brighter hues will be shown more extensively. The

season promises to be one of varied beauty, as the manu-

facturers are showing many forms of attractive ma-

terials.

In clothing the Autumn will be transitional. Changes

are in progress in every particular—material, color and

cut. Coats are being cut to fit the figure more snugly

than has been the fashion for some seasons back. The

desirability of this change from a standpoint of comfort

is very questionable, but for stylish appearance it is an

improvement. The utmost freedom is allowed in the

details. There may be a centre vent, varying from six to

eleven inches in length; there may be two side vents of

various lengths, or there may be no vent at all. This

just illustrates the general features of the season's fash-

ions. There are no fixed rules, and just the tendencies

are defined. Weaves into which green enters in various

degrees of brightness are most important in the color

scheme. The effect is striking and pleasing after the

long run of brown, though the latter color in all its

shades will still be seen. Grey will be an acceptable

color throughout the season, and should have a lasting

The tuxedo suit is a necessary part of a man's ward-

robe now-a-days. There are many occasions on which one

hesitates about donning a formal dress suit, yet they are

of a nature to preclude the wearing of informal clothes.

All semndress, and in many cases all occasions which are

not specifically strictly formal, are now considered cor-

rect for tuxedos. It is the dress for the theatre, dinner,

and stag parties. It is naturally far more generally

worn, than the swallow-tail, since it is neater in every-

way. While the latter is the only thing permissable for

a really formal gathering, yet the easiness with which the

other is worn makes it exceptionally acceptable to young

men. There are no particular changes to note in this

Fall's fashions. The jacket is of medium length, some-

what longer in fact than was common a year ago. The

lapel is a continuation of the collar, and is silk faced

right to the edge. There are, of course, no outside

pockets. The waistcoat to be worn with this is double-

breasted, and of the same material as the trousers and

jacket. Trousers are not overly full; in fact they follow

the lines of the figure pretty well.

Cloves for the Autumn are somewhat heavier in ap-

pearance than they have been. There seems to be a de-

sire to imitate the rugged driving gloves. This effect is

secured by heavy braid on the back, and by rougher

dressing of the leather. In colors the dark reds predom-

inate. One button gloves are greatly favored at present,

though sales are not confined to this line by any means.

It is probable that this style, being suitable to the sea-

son, will extend into the Winter. Among the other ac-

cessories are handkerchiefs, which are particularly seem-

ly with their colored borders. The presen' mode is for

(linked borders, with t lit- colors not too obtrusive. Blue

lines, crossing at the corners but not showing a square

otherwise, is a pretty and effective design.
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Sold by

Best Dealers.

Worn by

discriminating

ladies and

gentlemen

in Canada and the

United States.

Made by

Hewson

Woolen Mills

Limited

Amherst, N.S.

ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, ETC.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them? If not, why not? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:

Eastern : DUNCAN BELL, Montreal Western : JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont.

&®&&m®w®&®0^^

The BEST Suspenders

HAVE THEIR OWN

TRADE B HARK

Which is a guarantee of the

best value.

Made in Canada by

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

BERLIN = = = ONT.

TRADE

VIRCOE

MIDDLETON

& CO.

34 Wood St. and 1 Love Lane

LONDON, E. C, ENG.

Manufacturers of all descriptions of

Men's Silk Neckwear
Mufflers Handkerchiefs

Shirts Pyjamas

Wristbands Braces

MARK

Umbrellas

Collars

Belts

Silk, Cotton and Wool Shirtings

Special exclusive designs in D. &.. J. Anderson's Zephyr
Oxford, Canvas, Matt, Silk Zephyr and Mercerised

Cotton Shirtings.

Specialties in Lainella, Levislana, Algerine, Cingalee
Persian, Rangoon and other unshrinkable makes

in Flannel and Ceylon Shirtings.

Exclusive and latest Novelties in Spun Silk and
Pure Silk Shirtings.

New ranges are now in the hands of our Canadian Representative.

ROBERT HARROWER, MONTREAL
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BIG MEN WANT BIG SHIRTS
This explains the success of

COLOSSUS
THE BIGGEST SHIRT MADE

Add to the size the features of qual-

ity and finish in this shirt and you

have the three important factors

demanded by the trade—and all at

a reasonable price. Saleable mater-

ials in attractive designs. Full

! fashioned and double stitched
t t

|
throughout.

i

Carried by the Wholesale Trade

i Ask to see Samples

i

t

TO INSURE EARLY DELIVERY
j

ORDER NOW i
*

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0«..«.....(..(..........................(........(......................................(.............•..•........................................ llnl l
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SHIRTS AND COLLARS

SPRING tendencies continue to call attention to color,

which is the dominant note of the line. In past

seasons the excessive soberness of color, and the

continuation of stereotyped effects and designs, has tend-

ed to lessen interest. The cry of retailer and consumer

alike is novelty, and for the ensuing season this has been

well attained. Pinks and helios comprise the newest in

this line, although it is doubtful if they become popular

with the general trade. A sprinkling is necessary in

every stock, however. These effects have never really

been abandoned by ultra trade, where they are best

suited. A few greens are also in the range and come in

the softest and sheerest of materials. Tans are being

largely favored in well covered grounds. Delicate shades

in rose and greys are also to the fore. As usual, the

largest assortment is in black and white grounds. Checks

and plaids have been ordered out well in many sections,

and they have evidently come to stay. Attached cuffs,

which are a boon to the retailer, as the shirt hardly

ever outlasts one season, are being taken hold of by many
stores who hitherto regarded them as an impossibility.

Plain bosoms meet the wishes of the popular trade, while

the pleated varieties, in many effects, are asked for in

the better priced merchandise. The presence of the high-

est class of shirts in Canadian lines, in fact goods as high

as $60 a dozen, in an encouraging feature. One of the

latest novelties noticed is a vertical pleated cuff, although

its sponsor does not claim for it a wide share of ap-

proval.

Little additional light can be shed upon the oft re-

peated question of American shirts in Canada. How-
ever, The Review man lately in conversation with a

prominent Canadian manufacturer got the view which

will be placed before the Tariff Commission when it sits

in Montreal. Said our informant : "If our protection is

adequate, why then does the Canadian manufacturer go

across the line and buy shirts, insisting upon his label,

bringing them here, and selling them as his own make.

In some lines it simply means that shirts can be im-

ported cheaper than they can be made here. The duty

on material and the finished article is the same, at 35

per cent., and the justice of it is hard to understand.

Conditions there are vastly different, as their outlet is so

much larger, with the cost of production consequently

less. All this means that Canadian manufacturers have

to sell extremely close on many popular lines and profits

are at a minimum. The lines for the ensuing Spring af-

ford an interesting example in this particular. Concerted

effort will be made when the Tariff Commission comes

around and actual invoices and particulars will again be

given the Government to consider."

Small progress is being made towards a coat shirt,

although the advantages and comfort of such a garment

are fully recognized. The additional work required for

the manufacture of it makes it almost impossible in the

low-priced lines, and after all these carry the great mass
of business for the present. When the market is increas-

ed for higher-grade stuff this make will gain a greater
strength. It is quite common in dress shirts because they

come at a higher price, and a finer finish is naturally ex-

pected.

The collar for the Spring trade is undoubtedly the
fold collar. Wing" collars are breaking into the business
to some extent this Fall, but even now the majority of

the trade is done with folds. It is unlikely that the lat-

ter will be displaced to any extent during the ensuing
season, that is to say, for ordinary business wear. Few
men care to make fine distinctions in such matters, and
the chances are that the majority of them will continue
to wear the same collars as they have been during the
Summer. However, there will be a sale of other shapes.
The increased call for collars to wear on dress occa-
sions will bring a number of pokes and wings into circu-

lation. There is, too, an element which wears the latter-

two kinds all the year round, so that there will be no
lack of variety.

The fad for quarter size collars failed to make an im-
pression on the Canadian trade. In the larger cities

across the line the idea served as a big advertising
scheme, and more than one store gained repute for pro-
gressiveness through a vigorous campaign over quarter
sizes. One Toronto store still advertises them but, prob-
ably through lack of sufficient exploitation, the idea has
not created much interest. As a matter of fact such fine

distinctions in sizes are not necessary, and until shirts

are made with greater exactness quarter sized collars

would be of doubtful merit.

Although white shirts have a much smaller sale than
they formerly did, there are occasions upon which they
are alone correct, and it is in the interest of the men's
furnisher to keep these goods before the public eye. Of
course for wear with dress suits they secure a certain

amount of patronage, and it requires no special attention

to sell them for this use, but a much greater sale than
this can be accomplished if the line is pushed.

The trouble is that in many cases they have been

relegated to the background, and all display space is

given over to colored shirts. It is natural to devote
most of the space to the goods which are most in de-

mand, but where a line may be developed to a profitable

extent without in any way curtailing the sale of regular

stock, it should receive the attention of a merchant.

There can be no doubt that if white shirts were kept in

view the public would be educated up to a more general

use of them than now is the case.
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IN CRAVATDOM
HOLIDAY neckwear is now confining buyers' atten-

tion, and manufacturers have evolved styles which

arc distinctly novel and pretty in the treatment of

design and color. Judging from sample lines it will be a

four-in hand season, with puffs, flowing ends and ascots

in only a novelty position. For city trade 2i and 2

,

:

inch four-in-hands of tlie French seam variety with wide

stitching have done the business. For country trade from

2 to Z\ widths have been asked for. The very wide

widths up to three inches are shown in some shops and

are usually lined throughout. Another idea is to have

the long end full French and the short end lined. The
French seam which has won an enviable position requires

less labor and workmanship than any other style and is

much favored by manufacturers. Many retailers who are

anxious to stock wide widths complain bitterly when

they cannot he secured at old juices. Thus the medium
widths are preferred. The wide widths are altogether too

bulky and hard to properly adjust and are totally unsuit-

ed for country clientele.
* *

*

Now is the accepted season to make a point of hav-

ing a clever window display of some of the new arrivals.

The beginning of the season, when men turn their thoughts

towards buying, is the proper period for good displays.

Neckwear sells by the pattern and the sooner the new
things are before the public the better. Do not hesitate

to show goods over 50c around the holiday time. The

trade can be obtained if the goods are adequately shoved

to the front.
* *

In the color field two toned or tinted effects are doing

the bulk of the business for holiday trade and the deli-

cate shaded colorings are much admired. Green, blues and

reds form the principal combination. Greens probably
comprise the leading sellers this year and include a wide
range of tones. Blues are next in order with grays well

at the front. Red is in a fair position, and brown is evi-

dently losing ground. Plain effects continue remarkably
Strong and small, neat patterns are generally favored.

Flcur de lis designs, worked in contrasting colors, are

Often noticed and striped effects are being strenuously
pushed. Puffs are doing better for medium trade and

slight inquiries are felt for flowing ends. For semi-dress
occasions squares, principally black and white, tied ascot

style, are wanted.
* *

*

Dress ties have wider bows than usual. As the season

for wearing these is now on retailers should look to their

stock and see that it is kept well up. No great variety i^

needed, though it is well to keep two or three styles in

stock in order that a customer may satisfy his own in-

clinations. Black bow ties have ;l decided place during
the Winter also and they should not be neglected. Many
stores do a very profitable business by specializing on
while kid gloves and dress ties. It requires no special

effort to keep an assortment of" both and a store which

can he relied upon to have them will draw considerable

general business to itself.

Dregs of wine is the newest color in cravats. Its name
describes it better than any verbal description could do.

It is a dee]) red and in view of the general acceptance ,,i

red this year it should become decidedly popular. Some
of the smartest men's furnishing stores in the cities are

showing this tie among their most select Fall offerings.

We predict for it an exceptionally strong run.

HATS AND GLOVES
WHAT will be the fate of brown hats during this Fall

and Winter ? This question is now agitating manu-

facturers, retailers and the buying public. Year

after year the revival of the brown hat has been pro-

claimed far and wide by those particularly interested in

keeping this class of head wear to the front. The failure,

or at most only minor success, of these forecasts make

most people dubious about accepting them now. How-
ever, in confirmation of them we may point to the fact

that many of the leading hatters are showing them in

large quantities. Fairweather the Toronto hatter is

carrying a very heavy stock of them, and his window dis-

plays will do much to popularize them. So, too, Jess

Applegath is displaying wondows devoted to brown hats

exclusively. It may be pointed out in rebuttal that the

laltei did this in the Spring also, and waged a lively

campaign for brown, without succeeding in establishing

them to any great extent. However, there were some

worn last Spring, and little drops of water will wear

away a rock. What was successful in making a begin-

ning this Spring may attain great strength this Fall.

There is the possibility of a revival of the fashion of

brown. Thai is as far as it has gone as yet. The sales

which have been made alieadv greatly predominate in

black, but this is not exclusively so.

A brown hat season would not mean a total disap-

pearance of black hats from the world of fashion. It

would not even mean that there would be more browns
worn than blacks. Even the most enthusiastic supporters

of the fashion would not maintain this. There is sure to

he a majority of the whole who, through conservatism or

disinclination to change, will continue wearing black hats

in spite of the fashion. Particularly is this so in the

cold months. Many men who wear pearl grey or other

colored hats during the Summer change back in Winter

to the staid, sober black.
* *

*

October should be the banner month in the glove de-

partment. It is during this month that men begin to

wear gloves regularly. As long as it is just on an odd

cold evening that they put them on they are inclined to

let the old ones from last year do. Hut just as soon as

the real season opens a new pair becomes a necessity.

This should be considered in the window displays and ad-

vertisements. It is possible to increase t lie glove busi-

ness very greatly, if proper measures are taken to do SO

There are many men who wear gloves only during the

coldest weather. Here is a place where education can be

used advantageously. Of course it is in the interests of

merchants to cultivate the wearing of gloves. It should
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H.B.K. Big Shirts
TH E request for a good, big, well made, roomy shirt came lo us all the way from

"Dawson" City, about two years ago, and since then our shirt business has grown

by leaps and bounds, until to-day it is one of the leading lines we.

manufacture. We were the first people in Canada to make a big workingman's shirt

Some of the good points in H.B.K. shirts, are viz :

" Buttons scwccJ on by hand"
" Never skimp on goods "

"Seams well made, won't rip "

"Best of material right through "

Send for our Shirt Booklet—Tells all about it.

Hudson Bay Knitting Co.
Montreal Winnipeg Dawson
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be talked in advertisements, and gloves might very well

be the subject of a good convincing circular lettei to the

men who arc probable customers. It is not necessary to

keep a heavy stock on hand. The range of really populai

colors is very limited Careful selections on the pait o\

the manager will enable him to satisfy all demands on

him without any serious outlay of capital. A well kept

glove department is a good recommendation to a store.

If a man gets a satisfactory pair of gloves any place he

is likely to remember that place and return to it when
he wants other furnishings. Other items are not so

noticeable. A glove is constantly brought to a man's at-

tention, and an inferior one is the source of much annoy-

ance. The stock should be subjected to the most rigid

inspection before it is placed on the shelves. In this way
a reputation for quality will be secured for the whole

store.

*

Cloves lined with rabbit fur are being shown for the

Winter trade. While (hey would of necessity lack the fine

fit of an ordinary unlined kid glove, yet they have great

attractions during cold weather. In view of the general

popularity of furs in other garments this season, it would

not be surprising if these gloves caught some favor. How-
ever, their season will not come for a month or two.

HAT COMPANY INCORPORATED.

A
LIMITED liability company has been formed to take

over the business formerly conducted under the name

of E. Guillet & Co. and E. Guillet & Sons. The dir-

ectors are Edmund Guillet, H. D. Guillet, H. W. Jewett

J. H. McKechnie and T. Gnaedinger. The new company

will continue the manufacture of hats and all accessories

that go into the manufacture of hats. The capital is plac-

ed at one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The com-

pany will do business under the firm name of The Guil-

let & Sons Co., Limited. Headquarters will be at Marie-

ville. P.Q.

GLOVE MANUFACTURERS MEET.

THE (Hove and Mitt Manufacturers' Association held

their annual meeting in September. A general in-

crease in piice was decided upon. Owing to the

iiii re se in the c< st of raw materials it was found necessary

to raise the price 10 to 15 per cent. Dating for Fall de-

livery was fixed for November 1, 60 days. 2 per cent, ten

days.

The meeting was well attended and thoroughly re-

presentative of the trade. The following officers were

elected: President, W. A. Storey, Acton; first vice-presi-

dent, .1. T. Westgate, Montreal; second vice-president, H.

(I. Smith, Dundas; secretary-treasurer, W. II. "Whiteside.

Delhi; executive committee. P. Galibert, Montreal: G. A.

Vandry, Quebec; Robert Ryan, Three Rivers; A. R. Clarke,

Toronto; W. C. McLaren, Broe.kville. and M. Branseorabe,
Picton.

CLOTHING FACTORY MOVES.
Thornton & Douglas will move their clothing factory

nun) Stratford to Hamilton. A properly has been bought
in a good manufacturing district and a building will be

at once elected. Thornton & Douglas manufacture cloth-

ing chief!} for their own branch stores, which are situated

mi Western Ontario, but when the new factory is erected

they will probably increase their business and enter the

ready-made field.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS

GB. RYAN A: CO. have added to the list of then
stores a men's furnishing establishment, in the

store formerly occupied by Scroggie Bros. The
new place has been altered extensively u, meet Us
quirements of an up-to-date men's furnishing business. The
great success which has accompanied this firm's former
efforts assure it continued prosperity.

Mr. R. Finder, of Algoma, has sold his tailoring

business to Mr. Haldershaw of Toronto.

J. M. Ross, merchant tailor, Moneton, has made al-

terations in his store which improve the place greatly.

Dr. H. E. Vaux, of Toronto, vice-president of the U
E. Sanford Mfg. Co., is on a trip to the Pacific Coast

F. & F. Henderson, of Winchester, are opening a
branch of their men's furnishing business in Perth, Out.

The Plastic Form Clothing Co. has installed a
branch of its business in Fort William, Out. Rube Bene-
dict is the manager.

Mr. E. M. Kallmeyer, representing John W. Peck <v

Co., Limited, Montreal, manufacturers of Fit-rite tailored
clothes, is now calling upon the trade in Western On-
tario.

The premises of the Premier Clothing Mfg. Co., To-
ronto, were destroyed by fire during September The
loss to stock, which amounted to $500, was covered by
insurance.

Win. ,1. McMaster & Sons, Limited, Vancouver, have
commenced manufacturing Buck Brand overalls. Their
new factory is directly across the road from their pres-
ent quarters.

Capt. J. .1. Grafton, senior partner of Grafton & Co.,
Owen Sound, sailed on October 3 to visit the chief cloth
manufacturing centres at Leeds and Huddersfield, Eng.,
and in Scotland.

E. R. Fisher has opened a men's furnishing store in

Ottawa. A complete stock, including men's and boys'
clothing, will be kept, ami the business should be a dis-

tinct gain to the capital.

I). Magee's Sons, hatters and furnishers, of St. .John,
N.B., have put a tine new front in their store. Their
windows are now exceedingly handsome, and calculated
to display their goods to' the best advantage.

Mr. James D. Torrie, of the men's furnishing firm of

McMillan & Torrie, Orangeville, has returned from a two
months' trip through the west. Mr. Torrie visited the
Lewis & Clark Exposition at Portland, and speaks highlv
of it.

Mr. D. Neima, of Amherst, N.S., has begun the manu-
facture of suspenders and shirts. He has developed his

plant extensively, and is employing a force of sixty hands
and is turning out thirty dozen suspenders and twelve
dozen shirts a day.

Two energetic- young men from New York are opening
a men's furnishing store on King street, Toronto, "For
Men Who Know." They will do business under the firm

name of De Long Bros. The linn intend to put up a

lively publicity campaign.

E. R. Bollert & Co., of Guelph, have commenced the

manufacture of ready-made clothing Complete equipment
has been installed, and J. A. Paul, of Toronto, has been
put in charge. Agencies for their clothing have been
established in many of the towns of Canada.

R. M. Cassels, formerly manager of the retail depart-
ment of the Stratford Clothing Co., has accepted a posi-

tion with Mark Fisher, Sons A Co. Mr. Cassels will

have sample rooms at Hamilton, and will control the

selling in the district south of the city. Mr Cassels will

be a fine addition to the ranks of traveling salesmen.
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OUR i

HENRY CARTER.
Stiff Hats

are sold in the various colors, and are

made in four different qualities at prices

to suit your trade. It is acknowledged
to be a perfect gem by the hat critics.

WILKINSON
Soft Hats

are beauties and a trade-bringer. Their

fine quality and popular price give them
a precedence over all others. It will

astonish you how your trade will grow
if you place this line on your shelves.

Our STRAWS and CLOTH CAPS
for Men and Boys are just right. We have a splendid variety and at prices that will give good profits.

J. ARTHUR. PAQUET, Montreal, P.Q.
Branches: MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, WINNIPEG

••"•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"•"••'

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

* «
.

WAREHOUSES

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

WOOLLENS and

TAILORS' TRIMMINGS
Our Travellers are now out with a full assortment

Fall and Winter and Spring Placing Trade

including samples of the

LARGEST STOCK WE E\ ER CARRIED.

Altogether a magnificent range of

TWEEDS, SERGES, SUITINGS,

OVERCOATINGS, Etc., CANVASES, ITALIANS,

ASSORTED SILKS, HAIR CLOTHS, SLEEVE LININGS,

HOLLANDS, POCKETINGS, Etc.

See our travellers or write us direct.

Samples sent on application.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSFIELD, ENQ.

4. McDougall & Co.
196 McCill St., MONTREAL

Sole proprietors of the cele-

brated "TYKE" and "BLENHEIM"
Serges, also of Salt's "YOTS-

MAN" Serges, the best goods in

the trade. Send for samples of
them.

BRANCHE8:
McKinnon Bldg., Toronto
Jarvis Bldg:., St John
37 Queen St., Truro
Bridge St., Quebec
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

FVLL and Winter will see a strong run on greys. There

is a determined reaction against brown, which ha*

held the hoards for several seasons. The variety

which the new popular color gives is very pleasing, and

is suitable to the season. Apart from Hie general change

in favor of grey there is little of particular importance to

note. There remains the usual assoi t nient of weaves, and

in Scotch, English and Canadian goods the patterns arc

improving. Checks of various sorts are included in the

offerings and those which include green and red are nice!

ing with particular favor. The popularity of green in

other lines will no doubt he strongly felt in the choice of

woolens, and the color should figure with some promin-

ence during the coining months.
* *

Cheviots and vicunas are staple and may be relied

upon to do a good share of the business. Even where a

black coat is not worn for business, such a suit is usu-

ally kept for social affairs. For this reason the tailor-

ing department should be stocked with some of these

goods, including worsteds. One of them will frequently

catch the fancy of a customer where a choice was im-

possible on Hie faticj pal/terns. Navj blue

,1 wearable material fui Winter clothes, and must be con-

sidered m all stocks. The possibilities in this depart-

ment in the development and making of new business in

evening clothes, whether dress or only dark sack, are

worthy of attention. Suggestions to customers along
this line should carry weight. An attractive piece ol

black worsted, or a navy blue serge, or a cheviot, [aid

out where a buyer's attention could be drawn to it, un-

ostentatiously, should mean orders for several si:

* *
*

Merchant tailors in the large] cities have •Ion-

good business by specializing on a tiouser of a certain

price. This doesn't preclude him making trousei

other prices, but by making a special point of a five

dollar tiouser and advertising it and always keeping a

good assortment at that figure, the house will become
known for it. A man likes to know exactly what be will

have to pay before he enters a store, and while he is as-

sured thai he can get. something at pretty nearly any

price, still it is a satisfaction to know that he can get

variety and guaranteed quality at a fixed price.

THE CANADIAN DRESS CHART.

Article

BUSINESS
AND MORNING

WEAR. '

CHURCH, AFTER-
NOON TEAS,

SHOWS.

DAY WEDDING,
MATINEES, DAY
RECEPTIONS.

EVENING WEDDINGS
BALLS, RECEPTIONS,
THEATRE AND

FORMAL DINNERS.

STAG PARTIES,
CLUB, INFORMAL

DINNERS.

Coat.
Morning coat

or sack.
Frock or cutaway Frock.

Evening dress with
Chesterfield or

covert.

Evening jacket
with ordinary

overcoat.

Waistcoat. Of same material

or fancy.

Same ma'eri 1 as

coat or of

white duck.

Double or single

breasted, of same
material as coat,

or of white duck.

S. B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

S.B or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

Trousers.

Of same material

or

striped worsted.
Striped worsted.

Strped worsted or

dark cheviots.
Same material as

coat.

Same material as

coat

Shirt. White or colored. White. White. White, Willi cuffi

attached.

Plain or pleaied
white, with cuffs

attached.

Collar. Wing or fold. Wing or lap f o t. Wing or lap front. Lap front or poke. Fold poke or wing.

Cravat.
Ascot, once over,

or
Four-in-hand.

Ascot or once ovei

or four-in-hand.
Light Ascot or White tie with broad
once over. or blunt ends.

Black silk or satin

with broad ends.

Hat. Derby or Fedora. Silk. Silk. Silk or opera. Derby or Alpine.

Gloves. Tan. Tan, or light grey
suede. Pearl suede. Pearl or white glace Tan or grey.

Shoes.
Black calf skin

or tan.

Gold studs, links,

pin and wati h

guard.

Patent leather.

Gold Muds, links

and pin and
HU.ird.

Patent leather. Patent leather
shoes or pum. s.

Pearl or mother-of-
pearl siuds and
mother- of- peai 1

links

Patent leath--, high
or low.

Gold studs and
lii.ks.

Jewellery.
Gold links, studs

and pin.
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QXjORD @U€€D$
WINNERS OF GOLD flEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE CUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly Iiigh=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING U.KM :

rHANH W. NE.LLES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA limited

Mills ESTABLISHKP 18fi7.

'SrVSrVVWVVVVVVV-»i

Men's Fine Shoes N
Merchants, clerks, etc., may now bu\ a pair of

GENUINE BOX CALF shoes, balmorals or bluchers,

Goodyear welled and fitted with solidSOLE LEATHER
box toes and counters, guaranteed to give satisfaction,

tor $3.50, at all the principal dealers in Canada.

This price embodies sterling quality oi materials

throughout, perfect fitting patterns and the best known

popular styles in vogue in the leading fashionable

centres. Just try a pair.

Ask for Particulars

wlomd
P.O. Box 2308

OMPAJVY.
MONTREAL

BOOKS FOR

BUSINESS MEN
Business Short Guts

The largest, the best, the most prac-

tical book of experts' short cuts ever
published.

Contains much valuable information

Labor Saving Methods, Advertising, Loose-Leaf Led-

ger Devices, Checking Systems, Mathematical Short

Cuts, Correspondence Helps, Card Systems, etc.

$1.00 Post Paid

Manufacturing Cost
By H. L. C. Hall

This book is a new departure in the

way of a book on "cost accounting. " In

it you will find treated the principles of

the science instead of a description of what
some one else has done. Other people's

systems do not interest you unless you can
apply them to your own uses, hence only

those which can be applied to your own
needs are touched upon.

The Buyer, The Manager, The Superintendent, The
Book-keeper, The Secretary, The Sales Agent and all

those interested in knowing "what it costs" should
secure a copy. Send for circular

Price, $3.00 Post Paid

Thome's
Twentieth Century Book-keeping

and Business Practice
By W. W. Thorne

Mr. W. W. Thorne is the acknow-
ledged leading authority on Book-keeping
in the United States and Canada. The
Ontario Government recently engaged Mr.
Thorne to re-model the book-keeping
system of the Province.

The Index

of this book contains over nine hundred
references and is so arranged that any
subject can be referred to instantly.

Some Subjects Treated

Accounts Receivable
Adjustments
Averaging Accounts
Balance Sheet
Rank Accounting
Capital Stock
Cash* Books
Checking Systems
Cross Entry
Depreciation
Expense
Interest

Ledgers
Etc

Accounts Payable
Assets
Bad Debts
Bond Accounts
Capital
Card Ledgers
Cash Discounts
Cost Accounts
Distribution of Accounts
Double Entry
Installments
Journals
Merchandise Accounts

Etc.

If you are a book-keeper you cannot
do without it.

If you are a business man it will be
worth money to you.

Price, $3.00 Post Paid, Bound in Half Leather

The MacLean Publishing Co. £&
Limited

V¥^rV*Ar^Ar^Ar^AA*/\•^r^rV^AAr^r^•^ArV
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FADS AND FASHIONS
WK are never quite free from the question of clothes.

Each month brings in a new phase of the subject,

which has to be considered with reference to what

has gone before. At the present time it, is the Fall fash-

ions which are upon us and the sifting of fads and the

establishing of what is correct in the suggestions and ten-

dencies of the season are what are taking up the atten-

tion of makers and chroniclers of fashion. Although the

variety in clothes for Fall is not so great as for Sum-
mer, still they are of even greater importance since the

fact that there is less variety makes it more necessary

to hold fast to the accepted types. In the multitude of

Summer styles almost any garment can gain admittance.

Not so in the Fall and Winter. There are fixed types to

which it is necessary to approximate if a man is to be

dressed in good taste. The probabilities in suits and

overcoats were gone into extensively last month. Time
has shown the correctness of these forecasts. All develop-

ments have been along the lines suggested at that time.

No change is now anticipated, other than that of un-

important details, which follow the individual fancy of the

client. It may be in a large measure on account of the

comparative regularity of the main items of dress that so

great an effort is made at individuality in the minor-

parts. No particular deviation is permissable from the

established modes of coats and trousers, but the waist-

coat is an open matter and the effects are most striking

and varied. The same holds in the case of cravats, hos-

iery, etc. Personal tastes are bound to break out some-

where and the more closely they are cribbed and confined

in one direction the more vigorously they will appear in

another.
* *

*

Fancy waistcoats are being shown of exceptional

beauty for the Fall trade. They come in single and

double breasted styles but the former are much in the

majority. White pique are giving place to the more sea-

sonable woollen garments. These are made in a variety

of colors, running from grey to blue. The kinds which

give promise of being most in favor when the cold wea-

ther sets in are the dark colors relieved with stripes of

red. Any clucks which show must be of subdued tone as

loudness in this respect is objectionable to the majority

of men. Fancy waistcoats do not differ in cut from the

ordinary article. When single-breasted they are cut

medium high and are without collar. The double-breasted

waistcoat is cut with deep, wide lapels and lias either

three or four buttons in each row. Patterns in which
dots figure or where small unobtrusive squares are the

feature are attractive. The range for choice is wide and

variety will be found.
*

* *

Handkerchiefs with colored borders continue to be an
accessory of men's outfits. The handkerchiefs which are

shown this Fall are exceedingly modish. They all con-

sist of a white centre with strines of varied number and

breadth on the border. The color for these is now al-

most universally agreed upon as blue. A group of three

or four stripes with a space of a couple of. inches and

then another stripe towards the centre is smart. The
style of having the handkerchief border match the shirt in

pattern will probably be dropped for the Fall and the

same device between handkerchief and cravat will also dis-

appear since the material for Winter neckwear cannot be

treated like the Summer stuffs.

* *
*

Hosiery will also carry out the idea of ornateness to

a considerable extent. Lace and embroidery effects are

passing away as the cold weather advances but the solider

materials contain colors and figures to compensate for

this. No doubt the black grounds will hold by far the

greatest favor during the Winter. Many schemes have

been developed for lending color and variety to them and

on the whole they are very attractive. The designs vary

from detached figures all through the web to a line of

dots up the sides. These are varied by circular stripes in

some cases. In colored hose circular stripes are more in

evidence. Grey cashmere with half-inch bands of some
color, either blue or brown, makes a taking article.

Black hose with groups of six white stripes are also

being favored.
* *

Rather full crowned nats are in the lead for Fall busi-

ness. The fine poinls of these will be more fully recog-

nized as the season progresses, for an overcoat broadens

a man out. ami a small hat has an insignificant effect.

Black hats continue to lead and stiff hats almost monopo-

lize the field. The brims have a slightly wider curl in the

iarge crowned hats than in the others. The shapes de-

pend largely upon what centre of fashion is followed. The
English run to full crowns, while the Americans favor the

small crowns.

SELLING MENS FURNISHINGS
IN most department stores the men's furnishing depart-

ment is either only a half success, or else a flat fail-

ure. There are but a few—a very few—shining ex-

ceptions. This is the story of one department that was

made a success after having been a failure :

It was a good-sized department in the principal store

of a big city. Handled good stuff, but couldn't sell it.

Location all right—just off the street—advertising very

fair—but somehow the department just dragged along-

had no "life" in it. And one day the buyer got dis-

gusted and resigned.

Then there came a new Inner, a man full of vim and

snap, to take charge of the corpse and galvanize it into

life. He walked around the department for about a week

and then went to the head of the house. "I know what's

the matter," he said. "You've been running this place

as if it were a department for women. That won't do in

a man's department. You have women behind the coun-

ters. I want them transferred. Put 'em somewhere

else and get me a half dozen bright, clean young fellows.

"You have a cash system here, and it takes too long

to get change. I want two cashiers in the department.

My customers won't wait for five minutes for their pack-

ages and money. I want another wrapper, too.''

The head of the firm thought hard for a few minutes.

Then Ire said, "all right."

A day or so later the Inner had another interview

with him. "Business is getting better," said the buyer,

"but 1 want to make more changes. Your window

dresser can handle dress goods and laces all right, but he

i»0
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can't put in a men's furnishing window. I have a young

fellow in mind who can. Let me hire him; let him at-

tend to my windows and interior display, and he can

sell in his off hours." To which the head of the firm

agreed.

From that time on passers by noticed a change in (he

outward aspect of the men's furnishing department. At-

tractive, mannish, window displays, changed every other

day. awoke them to the fact that & Co. had some

splendid furnishings for sale. Signs in the window in-

vited them in— "just ten steps from the door" was the

alluring way in which they read. And, once inside, men

found themselves in a store where they felt at home, a

store where men waited on them, young fellows, bright

and affable and well-dressed. They found a store where

they could drop in and make a purchase quickly and with-

out red tape. And the business of that department be-

gan to grow.

The next move was to build up a collar business.

Envelopes were addressed to a list of several thousand

men. Each enclosed a neat card reading :

Dear Sir,—This will entitle you, if presented at our

men's furnishing department before June 1, to one of our

special ten-cent collars. If you have been paying fifteen

cents, this collar of ours will look as well and wear bet-

ter. Forty-two styles—your favorite is among them."

"Customers at ten cents a piece are cheap as dirt,"

said the buyer, when the head of the firm raised his eye-

brows over the proof of the card. And he was right. It

kept the department busy waiting on collar customers,

and most men when presenting the card would say, 'let

me have half a dozen extra." And on their way out they

would buy a tie or a couple of shirts that struck their

fancy.

In baseball season the buyer arranged for the posting

of baseball scores in the men's furnishing windows. In

football time the football scores were displayed. In

horse show time the windows and department were as

"horsey" as could be desired. Everything possible was
done to impress men with the fact that the department

was a real men's store, and to take away the deep-rooted

prejudice of men against the average department store

and its methods.

In the advertising the "mannish" features were em-
phasized", even to the extent of printing the ad. of the

department separate from the main advertising of the

store, and on a page of the newspaper most likely to be

read by men.

To-day the old buyer would hardly recognize the de-

partment. Busy, prosperous, tastefully decorated, hand-
somely furnished, it is a living example of what push,

energy and common sense can do.

Men are peculiar. They are impatient, hard to please,

and they have a natural distruct of department stores.

But once won over—and the foregoing shows how they
may be won—they are good, regular purchasers; they

don't haggle, and their trade is desirable.

Advertising won't do it all, but the advertising man
who can see the weak spots in departments and suggest
a remedy can add immensely to his value.—James W.
Pemberton, in Printers' Ink.

A CARD ABOUT CRAVENETTE.
Priestleys have issued a card to the trade calling at-

tention to their cravenette mohairs for men's wear. They
point out the advantage which a waterproofing process
would be to ordinary fabrics for clothing. It would im-
prove the set and .would make the clothes keep their
shape. The trade is ureed to get in line for 1906.

THE SCOTT

MUFFLER
RETUR^U RETURNED
FEB r$ 1906 - rr\ RETURN

E

-9 1901

~ -.

THE 3 IN 1

can be worn in 3 ways. Made
from all-wool Sweater Fabrics,

for Boys, Men, and Women.
Prices, $4.25, $4.50, $6.00.

This Muffler is superior to any

other in style, quality, price.

Every Merchant should keep

it in stock for there will be a

demand for it.

SCOTT MUFFLER CO
Factories

NIAGARA FALLS, Canada.

PORTSMOUTH, Ohio.

DOMINION
SUSPENDER CO.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS.
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The Oriental House
of Canada

RETURNED
OCT 6 19' .

Pf in a

Japanese

Department

for Xma$

Cbese

are

Profitable

Goods

A SECTION OF WAREHOUSE

Everything to-day is Japanese. These wonderful people

are coming to the fore. They are showing the world not only

how to fight, but how they can compete with the world's manu-

factures. There are hundreds of lines made in Japan that can

be made by no other people in the world. We have a complete

line of Chinese and Japanese goods, consisting of Silks, Rugs,

Fancy Goods, and Chinaware and Curios of all descriptions,

all suitable for the Christmas trade, at lowest possible prices.

Write us for Quotations and Prices or,

better still, call and see us.

The China and Japan Silk Co.
Limited

Toronto Yokohama Montreal
77 Bay Street 290 St. James Street
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*
SUGGESTIONS FOR

HOLIDAY TRADE *
WHEN the genera] prosperity of the country is con-

sidered it will be seen that an extra large holiday

trade can confidently he reckoned on. Christmas

warms the heart and loosens the purse strings and extra

preparations will have to he made this year. Merchants

however must not run away with the idea that no special

effort will be needed on their part because their custom-

ers have plenty of money to spend, for competition is

keen, and the very fact that they have plenty of cash will

make buyers critical. It will he the store that makes the

best effort that will come out the winner.

There are lots of schemes for Christmas selling, and

the difficulty is to hit upon something new, and it is just

to give a little help of this kind that The Review is try-

ing to do. Perhaps nothing we suggest will be exactly

adapted for your need but it may suggest something to

you that is striking and original. The time for prepara-

tion is none too long now, for by the middle of Novem-
ber you should have advance lines of Christmas goods on

view, and it should be a constant urging on your part to

shop early and avoid the rush. Don't forget the adver-

tising end, particularly early in the game. Talk Christ-

mas and talk it strong. If you draw your trade from a

pretty wide district you should put out a neat catalogue

of Christmas goods, not just toys, etc., though of course

they must not be omitted, but of furs, dress lengths,

table linen, etc., in short of the many things that are

suitable for a useful present. A novel idea for the Christ-

mas section that would not be difficult to work out would

be to arrange it as a tent. Get a large red and white

striped tent and fasten the roof part well out of the way
of lights, draping the sides down as far as the fixtures.

Place your tables in it and build a li^ht lath frame-

work just high enough over the counter to be out of the

way of buyers, and from this suspend all kinds of toys,

etc. There is no need to be very particular about finish-

ing, for it is a bazaar effect that you want to get at.

Draw back the side or end of vour tent and arrange

around the entrance cedar or fir trees or boughs that have

bad a brush dipped in glue drawn over some of the leaves

and afterward sprinkled with diamond dust, and some
loose lumps of cotton batting will come in for snow. The
basement makes a good place for this business, but

wherever you locate it be sure a goodly number of the

departments have to be passed through on the way.

Such a department will attract both children and

grown-ups. but as a finishing touch for the last week or

so you should have a Santa Claus. An idea that took in

one store and gave a decidedly Christmas flavor was the

presence in the department of an immense trunk. Santa
had sent his trunk in advance, and a date was named
when he himself would arrhe and display its contents.

The day fixed was on a Saturday and all the children in

the neighborhood were invited to attend. When the day
arrived Santa, carrying a big key, walked through the

throng of little ones and proceeded to unlock the trunk.

When it was opened and the big lid propped against the

wall it was filled with a large variety of all kinds of

toys, all kinds of dolls, trumpets, drums, sleighs, skates,

etc. Santa then hopped into the trunk and pulled out a

bundle of letters which he proceeded to read, selecting the

presents asked for with a great to-do from the toys on

the lid. Sometimes, however, he got requests that he

could not till and it was here that a good deal of the fun

came in. These performances were never very long and
were repeated whenever the crowd was large enough, and
sometimes in the last few days Santa would wander
through the store and even out onto the sidewalk, and
then the children would follow in crowds. Should the box-

take up too much room you could build a cave, and this

would prove a strong drawing card for the little folk.

Arrange this somewhere in the rear and give Santa a

seat in it. Put a letter box at the mouth of the cave

and let the little ones write their letters to Santa and

bring them and post them. This could be going on long

before Santa Claus makes his appearance. Santa should

he a jolly fellow and one that can make fun, so that he

can give the children a merry time and make them talk

about the store in their homes.

The building of the cave is an easy matter. The first

thing you do is to make the frame-work out of irregular

strips of wood. Cover this with wire netting or cheap

muslin. After this is done get some flour paste and a

quantity of carpet paper. Tear the paper into irregular

pieces from six to ten inches square and paste it over the

netting, making a body to work on. After it is thorough-
ly dry give it a coat of colored kalsomine and shade in,

giving it the appearance of rocks. Dry colors may be

bought at any hardware store that will do for this pur-

pose. While it is still wet streak it with white and
sprinkle with diamond dust to give the appearance of

snow and ice.

The size and shape can be gauged by the amount of

space at liberty. The more irregular the shape the more
natural is the effect, and the making of such a cave
should present no difficulties even to the amateur decora-
tor.

Let me right here impress upon you the great im-

portance of neat and tasty show cards and price tickets.

Good show cards with well chosen matter are of high im-

portance and not only will they add to the attractiveness

of your store but they will be of great convenience and a

positive help in selling goods. During the holiday season

the store will be packed with holiday shoppers and all

will be anxious to learn the price of this or that article.

No matter how large your sales staff may be, they can-

not possibly wait on all at once. Often, too, it is only

the price that is wanted, the price being a determining in-

fluence between one article and another, for Christmas
shoppers rarely know exactly what they want to buy, but

depend upon suggestions from articles in your stock, so

that it is of the greatest importance that all articles

should be plainly ticketed. It suits your customers, for

they can go from counter to counter comparing prices

and so make an untroubled selection. It suits your sell-

ing force also, for they will not be harassed by endless

interruptions to tell the price of an article while engaged
with another customer. A very good plan to use is to

group articles selling at one price together and make one
large ticket serve for the lot.

There are a large number of people who prefer to give

something that will be of use for a present and there are
few departments that do not contain some article which,

if put up appropriately, will not come under this cate-
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Necessary Articles

TURNED

We are carrying the largest stock of notions and fancy

goods in Canada. Combs, back combs, plain, mounted

and in sets, side combs, plain and

mounted, pompadour combs, lat-

est styles, neck combs, newest

creations, dressing combs, large

variety, comb and brush sets,

handsome and unique, rubber

hair pins, a great assortment,

jewellery, brooches, fancy hat

pins, fancy blouse sets.

Sundries, fancy garters, fancy hose supporters, watches
and alarm clocks, playing cards, plush thimble cases to

retail at 10c.

Hair brushes, solid bristles, backs in ebony, rosewood
and light oak, to retail at 25c.

Cushion tops and table squares, lithographed cushion

tops, French tapestry tops, canvas tops, to be worked,

some entirely new lines never before seen, canvas table

squares, plain, worked, pin cushions, diamond shaped,

hand painted on satin, to retail at 25c, many other lines.

GREENSHIEI
Greenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg
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for Xmas Trade

RETURN]
6 19

Pillow shams, 1,000 dozen assorted, 12 patter is to box,

6 dozen in box, to retail at 50c, runners to match, 18x54, 3

dozen in box 18x36, 2 dozen in box. Toilet articles, perfume,

toothbrushes, toilet soap, photo frames, exceptional value, to

retail at 10c. and 25c. Bags and purses, a large variety, fancy

mercerised sateen bags to retail at 25c, assorted patterns, silk

bags to retail at 50c, silk bags with metal frames to retail at

$1.00, black bags with gun metal frames to retail at $1.00.

Belts, see our No. 1 and No. 4, to

retail at 25c, many other lines of

quick sellers. Glove and handker-

chief satchets, 3 lines to retail at

25c, satin, hand-made and hand-

painted, to retail at 50c. to 75c,

purses, French purse, 14 centimetres

long, to retail at 25c, Xmas trade

novelties, 2,000 dozen hand-made

Teneriffe doilies, to retail at 50c, a good assortment of better

lines. Mercerised cushion cord and loops. Silk cushion cord

and loops.

DS LIMITED
Greenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver
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The plan thai man; merchants find to answei best

i

1

-, tin instance, in the dress department, to cu1 oil a

dress length and tie i1 neatly up with ribbons and place

in .1 box 6 oi \ inches wide. Now that silks arc fashion

able, dress lengths ol silk both in black ami colors should
sell remarkably \\

<

• I i it prominently brought iindei notice

in Hns Fashion. Lengths For blouses," particularly in tar-

ban plaid silks, boxed in the same manner, are remarkably

good sellers.

This plan also answers admirably lor linens. Table

cloths folded neatly and lied up with brighl ribbons

placed in a box with napkins lo match are surprisingly

attractive. So, too, lengths of table linen cut in the

best selling lengths, say in .'i yards, 3£, 2£, 2A or i! yard

lengths, may be boxed. When a good assortment is read)

lo place on sale pile them up on the counter with a card

over them calling attention to their merits as a practical

present, of course ribbon, box and time should he calcu-

lated in lixing the price, and perhaps also a shade highei

profit should be marked on these boxed goods also.

These boxed goods should he reads and on show

pretty early in the season and the store should undertake

to hold over early selections and promise delivery at the

proper time. 1'erhaps, also, some plan of ins).ailment

payment might be with advantage worked out in connec-

tion with these boxed goods, and also extended to the

coat, suit and fur departments. This depends a good deal

on the class of business the store does and on the temper

and habits of the community in which it is located.

In the handkerchief department, the ladies' neckwear

department, the belt department, etc., a supply of neat

boxes that could be sold to contain purchases would he

an innovation that would meet with approval and increase

sales. Do not attempt here, however, to make much
profit. Cover expenses, and use them as an aid to sales.

About the middle of November a Christmas turn may
he given to your windows. Indeed, a toy window would

not be out of place as it would set the children talking

about presents, and so remind the older folk that the gift

season was drawing nigh. Following this display of pre-

sents for children, gilts for older people should he shown.

At, first when dressing windows for a particular depart-

ment prominence will be given to those best suited Eoi

Christmas gifts, but as the time draws nearer combina-

tion displays will be most advantageous. A permanent

background to use with these could be built and then only

the goods themselves would have to be changed. This

should be decidedly of a seasonable nature and rock-work

like that described for Santa's cave, cedar branches with

diamond powder frost inf. backed by a sketchy Winter

landscape would be most appropriate. There is a good

deal of scope for the art of the decorator in the make-up

of such a window and the great point is that once the

background is in place it is appropriate for the showing

of so many lines. Ladies' and. children's coats and suits,

men's and boys'' suits, furs, and a mixture of all the lines

features for gifts can be made. Indeed some of the best

trade-bringing windows seen about Christmas are these

combination windows, foi they are a fruitful source of

suggestion to holiday shoppers,

fOJ England and the Continent on his annual Spring bu\

ing ton! \\< Palmer will in- afa en1 until about Novem-
ber 1st.

Mr. Ceo li. Praser, ol Greenshields Limited, is expeel

cil m Montreal along the firs! ol this month. Mi Shaw,
the silk buyer, who accompanied him, will precede Ui

Prasei a week on the return trip.

MOVEMENTS OF BUYERS

Mi;.
.]. ll. PALMER, foreign buyer for Debenham,

Caldecotl A Co
, Montreal, was among the passen

,i mi the steamship Victorian last month, and

like many others, owing to the unfortunate accident, he

[orced to retrace his steps Returning to Montreal

i„. sailed on the steamei Bavarian on the following week

SUGGESTIONS ON FREIGHT CLAIMS.

DELAYS and difficulties in the adjustment of freight

claims by railways are frequently complained ol by

shippers everywhere. In a recenf interview with
Hie office) iii charge ol the Preighl claims Department of

"lie ol large railway systems, it was suggested that

shippers generally can assisl m expediting the settlement
of claims by requiring their consignees to observe certain

simple rules when difficulties arise. It was pointed* out
that a great many customers in the country, unacquaint-

ed with railway methods, when they receive consignments
of freight and observe the goods to be damaged,
a shortage from the consignment or an over-

charge in the frieght account, instead of com-
municating with the representative of the railway on the

spot, frequently report the occurrence to the shipper, who
has then in turn to report it to the railway company
Sometimes before this can be done, il is necessary to again
communicate with the consignee. All this takes time,

and in many cases, it is said, operates against a prompt
adjustment of the claim, because the railway representa-

tive has not been given an opportunity to inspect the con-

signment or verify the claim of the consignee at the time
of delivers', and is therefore not in a position to make a

full report of the occurrence to his company. Some large

shippers, in order to obviate such difficulties, arc said to

have adopted a printed form which is enclosed to country
customers with invoices. This form contains instruc-

tions as to how to proceed, and reads in the following

manlier :

(1) If consignment is observed to be damaged before

removal from railway premises, bring same to the atten-

tion of the railway agent, and have him note the facts

upon advice note or upon original paid freight bill.

(2) If a shortage from package is observed, follow out

same procedure.

(,'i) If damage lo goods or shortage from package is

not discovered until after receipt of property on con-

signee's premises, notify railway agent immediately so

that he may make inspection and report while the fads
are fresh ami full information is obtainable.

(ll Always mail claims direct to the freight claim

agent or other official of the railway in charge of freight

claims When making claim for loss or damage, enclose

original or certified copy of invoice together with original

bill of lading, ami, when possible, original or certified

copy ol the leceipt for freight charges, in Die case oi

claims for overcharge, the original paid freight mils

should accompany claims.

It is claimed for the railway companies, generally

peaking, thai they recognize all legitimate freight claims

against I hem, but a reasonable time is asked in which to

conduct then investigations, and where i e than one

railway is involved a longer period is necessary. If

claims are properly submitted, as indicated in these in-

structions, io the railway officials in charge of freight

claims department, a greal ileal of time should be saved
in the initial investigation, and this necessarily will re-

sult in facilitating settlement.—Industrial Canada.
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(Linen-Mesh)

To-day it is worn and endorsed by thous-

ands of intelligent men and women.

Those who have been subject to colds on

the slightest provocation now claim freedom (rom

them through wearing the Dr. Deimel Linen-

Mesh Underwear.

It has proven to be the most healthful,

comfortable and satisfactory underwear ever

placed on the market.

Unless each garment bears the Dr. Deimel

trade mark, it is not Linen-Mesh.

If you're interested in more profits for your

Underwear Department write for particulars of

Wholesale Terms.

Address

DEIMEL LINEN-MESH CO.
(Originators ot Linen-Mesh)

2202 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON, E.C., Eng.

491 Broadway 110 Sutter Street 10-11-12 Bread St.
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I MONTREAL. WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

JOHN W. PECK & CO.
LIMITI

— Buffalo Brand—
Registered

Wholesale
Fur Manufacturers

Latest New York, Paris and London Styles.

New Season's Catalogue now ready.

Write Us for Prices

A large stock of Furs and Cloth Caps always

on hand at our Winnipeg and Montreal

Warehouses.

..••••<••••••>••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. >•••••*••••••••••••••—•••%

The Bishop Label
Is the protection of every dealer

and every buyer of Fur Robes
and Fur Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and CoaLs

Are tried and true. Sell branded
goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

The J. H. BISHOP Company
Sandwich, Ont.

"Wyandotte, MicH. Tientsin, Chint
33-« Broadway, New YorK
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THE FASHION END OF FURS.

TIIK heavy advances in furs have been so widely com-

mented on, and have kept furs so much before the

buying public, that they may almost be said to

have formed an extra inducement this season; at any

rate they have not deterred the general public from buy-

ing. The retail trade has begun early, and gives every

evidence of keeping briskly up. The tourist trade in the

larger cities is particularly good, and furriers by well-

dressed windows and beautiful showroom displays are lay-

ing themselves out to do all the trade possible. There

are furs, of course, where price considerations prohibit

the sale in all but the exclusive trade, but thanks mainly

to the perfection to which the dyeing and blending of

skins has been brought, there are plenty of attractive

furs available for the general trade—furs whose good

wearing qualities are not at all impaired by the blending

and dyeing processes that they are subjected to.

Fashion still favors the short haired furs, and the

brown furs are in the lead, though they are not quite as

supreme as last year. Black furs are coming to the front,

and grey furs, led by squirrel, mole and chinchilla, are

also much in evidence. Blue lynx is also rapidly coming
to the front. Ermine, too, is an important neckwear and
trimming fur, and chinchilla is in great favor, but is both
scarce and high in price. The Persian lamb and mink
coat has had a great run in Canada, but it is still by far

away the most highly favored fur combination, and the

blouse-fronted coat in slightly longer lengths than last

year is still the coat on which the great business is done.

New York is putting out a coat now that bids fair to be
fairly popular. It has a box front and fitting back, but it

is not likely to supersede the blouse-fronted coat.

Fancy coat styles are very numerous, but are largely

confined to the trade that buys new furs each season, and
where price receives scant consideration when opposed to

style. The fur blouses lead in these extreme effects, and
all the short furs—sable, mink, blended mink, Japanese
mink, squirrel, mole, seal, beaver, nutria and other furs-
are used. A good deal of trimming in the shape of em-
broidered velvets, embroidered leather, passementerie,
handsome buttons, and even lace, is used in the make up
of these coats. Another idea is the bolero of mink or
sable with short sleeves in "frocks and frills" style, and
lavishly trimmed with handsome lace. Short box coats
are also seen, and even the Empire coat in both short
and long lengths is exploited in broad-tail Persian lamb
and seal. These, however, do not reach the popular trade,
but serve to show how widespread is the demand for all

kinds of fur garments.

Both coats and neckpieces are much more suited in

style to the Winter weather experienced in Canada than
for some seasons past. They mostly have some sort of
collar that protects the neck. The shawl collars, some
of which are very large, are the ones employed on the
popular coat, and on others the military collar that
tapers off in front, or with four-in-hand ends that tie
under the chin is much in evidence, while signs are not
wanting that the high collar is coming back. Indeed, it
has arrived on pelerines, and furriers say they are re-

ceiving those bought last season back to have the collar

attached. Little is seen of the electric seal coat this

year. Its place is being taken in the trade by the fur-

lined coat with collar of Alaska sable, Japanese mink,

etc. Fur-lined garments are, in high favor, and the trade

is taking to them with avidity, not just in the cheaper-

lines, but up to the extreme limit, though the bulk of

the trade will be done in garments selling from $30 to

$100. The list of lining furs is very large, and there has
been some doubt expressed of the supply being equal to

the demand. Those that were first in the market have
practically control of the trade, for later prices show a

wonderful advance. This being the case, every available

fur is pressed into service, and the list is very large.

Rabbit, muskrat, squirrel, mink, mole, nutria and fitch,

are the ones oftenest met with. A handsome lining

New Ideas in Fur Jackets—Shown by A. J. Alexander.

shown to The Review was of thousands of small pieces

of the throats of minks sewn together, and the soft

"brown and white mottled fur resulting was very beauti-

ful. Another beautiful lining was of fitch, with the tails

left on. The tails formed rows of fringe on the inside of

the garment.

Persian lamb is coming to the fore as a neckwear fur,

but because of its sombre character it is invariably re-

lieved with trimmings of ermine. In the longer furs flat

boas of fox are much in evidence, but only in sable and

Isabella. Natural lynx and coon are selling for misses in

particular, and dyed lynx, blue in strong favor, and black

fairly so, must be classed among the leaders in popular

fur lines.
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Muffs are large and flat. The barrel muff is not in

keeping with the straight-fronted figure. Definite changes

that make (or a more graceful outline have taken place

since last year, and the new shapes are to a degree

pleasing to the eye. Perfectly Hat pillow muffs are the

latest, but they are not so pretty as the bag muff. Bag
muffs that arc really bags are seen. They have a satin-

Lined pocket, and are finished on top with a frill of satin

and draw up with cords just like a reticule. Great use

is made of stripes in the make up of these muffs,

and the tiling seems to he to get in as many stripes as

possible. This is even true of fox mull's, and fox skins

are also dropped this season, and from three to five

stripes are seen in a fox muff, which is, by the way, ex-

t ra handsome.

ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATIVE.

IN advising the trade last month that Mr. Charles Car-

ter had joined the staff of the Leak Fur Mfg. Co., of

Canada, Limited, as their Ontario representative,

through the omission of full details some slight confusion

has gained credence. Mr. Carter will call upon many of

his old friends in Ontario, but the impression created

that he is to cover the entire territory was erroneous.

Mr. D. J. Nicklin, who has so successfully represented

this firm in Ontario, will, as in the past, still call upon

his connection. Customers are assured that Mr. Nicklin

will be on his old ground for the Leak people as formerly.

Another well-known fur traveler, whose name this firm

is as yet unable to divulge, will also be on the Ontario

ground. These three sterling travelers will be on this

territory this month.

A RECORD SEASON.

FURS have reached the zenith of their popularity this

season, and complaints on the score of business are

yet to be heard. Advance orders are practically

complete, and record shipments have been made in most
instances. The best indication of a successful season at

retail is the fact that repeats are coming to hand for a

great variety of lines. Fur-lined garments and many
special orders for all fur garments are much inquired for,

and the range of stoles and mulls is being added to. The

price has hardly deterred purchasing, and the question of

delivery is now the chief factor.

Mink still retains its foremost position, although

many houses state if is a losing proposition, as the price

cannot be obtained. It is the ardent wish of many
furriers that this fur lose its popular position. Retailers

also have some difficulty in persuading customers of the

enormous advance of over one hundred per cent. Jap
mink is in high request, and the supplies are rapidly be-

ing exhausted. Grey squirrel is also finishing the season

strong. The English imitations of marmot are some-

what restricting the sale of this fur. A large quantity

of cheap English fur is in this market, and some com-

plaints are heard, although the evil is expected to cure

itself. As intimated last month, a surprising demand for

sable-dyed coon, imitating Alaska sable, has cropped up.

Alaska sable, generally regarded as a premier wearing

fur, is included in all selections. Moufflon is asked for

in nearly all repeat orders, and fancy Thibets, with

either a white ground and black or brown top, are in

demand. These are more expensive than the black staple

article, but their stylish features command attention.

Persian lambs are as popular as ever. Prices remain

firm on all lines, with a tendency to strengthen. Tend-

encies in fur jackets outlined last month are but accent

u

ated.. The mosil noticeable feature in fur garments is the

continued strengthening of fur-lined coats.

Neckwear of every description and mulls command
unusual interest, and this branch of the trade affords un-

limited opportunities for profit. The styles and furs in

these lines are almost beyond belief, and practically every

popular fur is included. The vogue of the stole is un-

questioned, and the popularity of the mull is positively

assured. The neck pieces favored mostly have broad col-

lars, and long, very long, straight stole ends. Collar-

ettes, which are so practical, have been somewhat ne-

glected. The short stoles are practically out of it, and

inquiries for these are seldom. The flat muff, narrow at

the top and tapering at the bottom, is doing extremely

well, although many buyers still countenance the round

muff as it is always staple.

Popular Fur Traveler Dead.

The death of W. .1. Brunette, Central Ontario repre-

sentative for A. J. Alexandor, St. Paul street, Mont-

real, occurred in Montreal on the 12th of September, af-

ter a short illness following an attack of appendicitis.

Mr. Brunette, who was of a particularly robust nature,

insisted upon assuming his duties at the St. Paul street

warehouse too soon after his departure from the hospital,

and complications set in which caused his untimely de-

mise. The body was taken to Trenton, Ontario, his

birthplace, for burial, and the funeral was attended by

many of his friends.

Mr. Brunette was extremely well and favorably known

in the Montreal fur trade, and his connection in Central

Ontario was enviable. A practical fur man in every sense

of the term, his career was plentifully marked with

steady advances. Although a young man, his position

was extremely responsible, and his loss will be very keen-

ly felt by his firm. His early experience in the fur trade

was gained with Edgar, Coristine & Co., some twelve

years ago, and he learned thoroughly every detail. Later

he joined Swift, Copland & Co., and his record was all

that could be desired with that firm. As a traveler his

work was entirely commendable, and he had the confi-

dence and respect of his customers.

Thoroughly conscientious, an indelatigable worker and

full of vim, a future full of promise was in store for him.

With plenty of ambition; coupled with rare ability as a

salesman, he bade fair to excel. To know him was to

pronounce him a good fellow in more than the ordinary

sense of the term. He leaves a devoted mother, whose

mainstay he was.

PAQUET'S CATALOGUE.

T ARTHUR PAQUET, Quebec, have issued to the

trade a fur catalogue for 1905-'06, which, for

'

completeness and thoroughness of detail, has, per-

haps, never been excelled. An attractive blue and white

cover, with a front illustration of a grizzly encircling the

continent, and the back cover containing some four typi-

cal half-tones, furnishes a superior exterior. Some forty

pages in both French and English are utilized to fully

describe a complete fur line. The first eleven pages are

given up to fur jackets in a multitudinous variety, fol-

lowed by a page of fur capes. Then comes an endless

range of stoles and neckpieces in every conceivable fur.

These run from pages thirteen to thirty. Children's furs

are on page thirty-one. and muffs on page thirty-four, the

remaining pages being full of many fur specialties con-

fined to this house.

The printing is all that could he desired, and the cuts

are clear. Explanations are short and to the point, and

the numbering is explicit. In case retailers have not re-

ceived a copy applications at the bead office, Quebec,

mentioning The Review, will receive prompt attention.
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The Leading House on

Persian Lamb
Jackets

Here's a sample illustrated

returned!
|QCT Si

190 if

1/ i

OUR NEW GUARANTEE TAG

Our Princess Jacket trimmed with Mink

" THE HIT OF THE SEASON "

is the way merchants speak of our line. Whatever
else your fur stock includes you cannot afford to
omit our Persian Lamb Jackets.

If you wish to increase your business in this line

just get in touch with us. We are specialists.

516 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
"*"M»»»»»»<1t > » n»ii»ii« nt |i|i| »n »i »n»~«~»

^V

OUR GUARANTEE
The skins in this article have I een selected and

manufactured by us with the greatest possible care,

and knowing this, we therefore GUARANTEE this

article against any fault arising from tame. We
will willingly repair this article free of charge,

should it with ordinary usage, and allowing for the
nature of fur, prove unsatisfactory.

Fur prices have gone up nearly

50% during the past few weeks, and

in some lines as much as 70%.

Merchants who have not placed

orders early are going to have trouble

in getting what they want at reason-

able prices.

Anticipating this increase, how-

ever, I bought largely when prices

were lower, and I am now in a posi-

tion to supply all customers at rates,

which, if a little higher than last

year, are at least better than they can

buy the same goods anywhere else.-

!»^SPECIAL OFFER

Japanese Mink Stole and
MiifF Stole having two marks running
IWIIIII round front, trimmed with chenille at

ends and near neck ; total length from neck
about 36 inches ; width in back about ten

inches ; large muff, 3 stripes. Price, $28.00,
sent on approval.

EVERYTHING IN FURS
Our New Tag, as above, is the best safe-

guard for the public that has ever been issued.

A.J.ALEXANDOR
504 and 506 St. Paul St.

MONTREAL
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ARE vim a merchant or simply a dealer? What

is tlic difference '.' The difference is so great

that it cannot he told in a sentence. A dealer

is a man who runs a store because he can do

that better than anything else, or thinks he

can, or, perhaps, it is easier than something else.

lie jogs along in a come-to-day and go-to-day fashion

eking out a living somehow, lie pays his debts as long as

he can, and ultimately lets the sheriff run things to a

finish.

For years, perhaps, he was at the store regularly

every morning, and remained until the close of the day's

business, but in every other way drifted with the tide.

He buys goods and sells some of them after a fashion,

and thinks that as long as a certain amount of goods are

exchanged for money every year he is making money,

whereas the reverse is usually the case. He goes on the

principle that the goods on the shelves and counter are

worth so much to him, regardless of whether they were

bought this year, last year, or several years ago.

Merchandising an Art.

He finds it necessary to buy goods continually in or-

der to keep up the sales, and cannot understand why the

clerks can not sell what goods they have instead of clam-

oring for new goods all the time. He has not studied

merchandising deeply enough to understand that the in-

trinsic value of an article cuts no figure if the commer-

cial value is lacking. Commercial value covers style,

color, attractiveness, adaptation to season, and the de-

mands of your community.

He believes that because an article cost one dollar,

he must get from one twenty-five to one fifty for it, or

keep it, and he keeps on keeping goods until they eat up

their value in interest and insurance.

Vv hat to Do.

If you belong to this class (and the cap fits too many)

wake up to your actual condition. Make up your mind

that when you next invoice your stock you will know

what you are really worth, truly and honestly.

You have been deceiving yourself long enough. Pull

mil of the drawers and shelves all the old stock you have

and turn it into money. Get all you can out of it, but

get it quickly. Merchandise is only worth what it will

bring—not one rent more. If an article will not sell for

one dollar, mark it fifty cents; if it still sticks at fifty

cents, mark it twenty-five cents. It takes courage, but,

remember that is what, you have lacked, or the goods

would not now be with you. There are times when it is

profitable to make a loss. Sounds odd, doesn't it ? But

it saves you from making a greater loss later on, and

you must be willing In take the medicine that will cure,

or else go under with that disease known commercially,

and usually diagnosed, as dry rot.

Few dealers, we find, realize the constantly increasing

cost of portions of their stock, which is daily growing in

amount, because original figures are adhered to as selling

prices regardless of the fact that certain articles have

bad their day. How much is a cape worth when coats

are the style'.' What is a short jacket worth when Dame

Fashion says lung jackets are collect 1 Then why in-

voice such things at their original cos! foi slock taking'.'

It is simply suicidal.

Ties Up Capital.

Carrying a stock of dead or unsaleable goods locks up

so much capital that few dealers so situated find them-

selves in a position to reap the benefit of cash dis-

counts.

His reputation for being a close buyer is lost; be pays

longer prices for bis goods; perhaps has to renew paper

at maturity and pay 7 per cent, interest, besides miss-

ing the plums that every traveler places before his quick-

paying customer.

Cash an Advantage.

Dealers who get into this position are no longer

sought by wholesalers when there are special bargain

be offered, for at such times only quick-paving buyers are

appreciated. This difference frequently means, in a given

community, that the dealer's competitors can sell certain

goods and make reasonable profits at prices that repre-

sent actual cost to him.

Putting the knife into the prices of unsalable goods
and getting rid of them is the only way to conduct a

successful business. The first loss is the best loss, and
the smallest, yet, it is important to know the right time

to take a loss and take it philosophically. From a re-

cent tour through Central and Northern Ontario it was
observed that goods were in stock in very many instances

that were up-to-date five, six, and seven years ago. Be-

sides being out of style, the employes had lost all inter-

est in them, and allowed an accumulation of dust that

further added to their unattractiveness.

From the retail prices attached to these goods it was
quite evident that they had been invoiced at first cost

right along through all these years, simply because the

manager or firm wished to have a good showing on paper.

Here, however, is where you stand. What percentage

of the invoice value is your stock worth ? Are you solv-

ent or insolvent ? If your stock was put on the market
to-morrow, how many men would pay more than 50c. on
the dollar for it ? Therefore, although you have invoiced

it at $24,000, it will only bring $12,000, and perhaps you
have maturing liabilities of a like amount.

Where do you stand ? Simply on the sidewalk, per-

haps at middle life, with your commercial career ended

and life to begin anew.

An Extra Man Needed.

The fact of the matter is, there is an unfilled vacancy

in many large stores. There is room for a man who has

a general knowledge of merchandise, who should have the

authority and make it his business to keep stocks clean

and salable, and who should decide when it is time to

take a loss on unsalable lines; also to decide at what

price deteriorated lines should be invoiced for inventory.

Fat Balances too Much Temptation.

The average proprietor, buyer or manager is so eager

to make a satisfactory showing that he is tempted, and

succumbs to temptation, to knowingly over invoice his

stuck, thus deceiving himself with wide open eyes. Take

10 2
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down your stuck at what it is worth; not at what it is

m.ii ked.

Wake up before it is too late and find out where you
stand, and what your true balance is. Have you the

necessary backbone to do it ? Think it over and decide.

If you haven't, gel some one who lias.

When to Order New Goods.

Goods should not be ordered in and displayed until

the season for selling them is at least near at hand.

Don't have goods come into your store months in ad-

vance of your requirements, even though a liberal dating

is offered on them. You require to, or should, carry in-

creased insurance on them, but the greatest drawback is

that your salespeople lose enthusiasm in them before the

season for selling arrives. Enthusiasm in the goods you

have bought has a great deal to do with sales and pro-

tils. How much more interest is manifested in a piece of

goods, or pattern, the first days it is in stock than thirty

days later, and apparently how much easier the mer-

chandise is sold. Besides, your customers dropping in

every week have very keen eyes, and quickly become ac-

quainted with the stock. It is often better to keep new-

stock in advance of its season in papers that your clien-

tele may not become familiar with it until wanting time

comes. There is food for reflection here. Assimilate it.

Leakages.

Drifting in trade channels we often pick up bits of in-

formation, flotsam and jetsam, that are of peculiar in-

terest to every busines's man who is compelled to em-

ploy help, and often take what we can find in a none too

big labor market. We listened some time ago to a young

man relating his experience and discussing some of his

fellow employes with whom he had been recently associ-

ated in a leading Toronto retail dry goods house. It oc-

curred to us that while system and organization prevent

many and most leaks, it seems almost impossible to safe-

guard one's interests in every department if dishonest em-

ployes will systematically unite to circumvent or evade

established rules. His story was as follows : Two de-

partment managers were in league. The manager of the

furnishing department worked in unison with the man-

ager in the basement. He steps down to the basement,

picks out a fancy parlor lamp and the latter sends it to

the parcel office for delivery. The basement man requir-

ed a half dozen shirts and made his selection from the

manager of the furnishings, who also sent them to the

parcel office for delivery, neither paying for their pur-

chase. Just a modern adaptation of the old adage, "You
scratch my back, and I'll scratch yours."

This peculiar proceeding was systematically followed,

and was known to some of the salespeople, among whom
was the young man who related the story, and as some

of their positions depended upon these men they kept

silence, perhaps not wisely. The effect of such thieving is

hardest on those who stand behind the counters. Banded

together by a common condition, each one feels morally

responsible to a certain extent for the acts of the other.

The feeling that some one is guilty, and that possibly

suspicion may be directed toward themselves, is a very

painful one for employes, especially in a medium-sized

store, or in a small community, where everybody is

known, and where store news frequently gets adrift and

becomes common talk. The argument in favor of system

is particular^ borne out when it is remembered that for

lack of it innocent ones may suffer through their own un-

fortunate circumstances, being poor, not vouched for, or

coinparal ively unknown.

System is the best safeguard, and should be vigorous-

h applied, but, as we have already said, there are some-

times those who can, and will, circumvent the best laid

plans of any system

The Real Safeg"->rd.

There are no absolute safeguard! againsl dishonest

practices. There never was a rule made, nor a • \

established, that could not be circumvented or evaded by
the shrewd thief. The opportunities of substitution of

higher-priced merchandise for the goods sold is on>

frequently practiced by dishonest salespersons II.-.

unless shrewd, well-posted bundle wrappers are employed,
is an opening for innumerable dishonest practices and
much loss.

How is the average bundle wrapper to know when
checking a parcel that the salesperson has not .substituted

a seventy-five cent piece of dress goods for the fifty cent

piece charged in the bill or check ? In many stores where
the salespeople wrap their own bundles, the opportuni-
ties are still more threatening and serious to the welfare
of the concern.

Most stores allow their salespeople to wrap their own
bundles. The cash is sent to a central desk by earner
or otherwise, and Hie parcel wrapped at the counters.
The checks, if marked O.K. at all, are usually initialed by
Hie next salesperson, showing that the merchandise is at

the proper price. Still the opportunity to "do" the

house is too great to be perfectly safe.

An Example.
The writer some time ago saw a salesman sell a pair

of new $1.35 kid gloves for $1, and cut two and three-

quarter yards of lace for two yards. When charged with
it he denied it, but was caught by the fact that he sold

the gloves from a package just marked off that morning,
and the size sold, 6£, was missing. He was, of course,
discharged; went to the States, and is still there.

Care and Protection.

The broad facts brought out by this discussion, and
to be impressed upon the mind of the merchant, are that

he must try and select known, honest help, and give the

greatest care to his business system; protect himself and
his employes by having that system so strong and reli-

able that small chance can occur of saddling blame upon
the wrong person. The discovery of theft of merchandise
or money in a store should be at least followed by an
immediate effort to locate the source of loss. The system,
while it may not altogether guard against theft, should at

least point in the direction of the thieves.

The Cash Question.

Nothing should be left to chance; carelessness in

change making, or lack of particular system of keeping
strict accounts; and when check books are used, laxity in

letting the records pass between hands, when they may
be altered through collusion, or in the interest of any
of the parties concerned in the transaction. The sales-

person, cashier, or office where checking up is performed,
should all be guarded carefully, and strict rules and regu-

lations, which are made next to impossible to infringe,

should be instituted.

The Delivery Department.

Many parcels in cities are sent out on approval or

CO.d., and should be carefully watched, for Frequently the

money is paid by the customers and then the goods are

credited as having been refused, and consequently return-

ed to the stock, the proceeds going into the pocket of the

salesman. Sometimes the deliveryman gets the benefit by

saying he put the goods back in stock. This fraud, while

common, is sometimes difficult to detect when large

stocks ate carried and help busily engaged during the best

part of the day.

"COUNTERMAN."
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Kingcot
The King of Cottons

Cottons are an important feature of your business.

More stores have made their reputations through their

Cotton Department than in any other way.

Kingcot is a reputation-making cotton—the product

of the most modernly equipped mills and the most skillful

operatives.

If you would do the cotton business of your district you

must handle Kingcot cottons.

The Kingcot brand is found only on the very best

qualities of

Ginghams Dreso Goods
Saxonys Apron Ginghams
Flannelettes Domets
Shirtings Oxfords

Galateas Denims
Tickings Cottonades

Awnings.

The travellers of first-class houses carry samples of

Kingcot lines. Ask to see them—we know they will inter-

est you.

Kingcot
The King of Cottons
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^ FINANCE *

REMARKABLE buoyancy has been exhibited in finan-

cial circles during the month. The enormous yield

Of wheal which has been successfully harvested in

the west has had the elTect of inspiring all [tarts of the

country with optimism and hope. Mr. Byron 10. Walker,

general manager of the Canadian Hank of Commerce, re-

lumed from the new Provinces and Manitoba in Septem-

ber, and he expressed the views of a master of finance.

Few people in the older Provinces, where conditions are

more lixed, improvements well in hand, and future pros-

perls able to be fairly calculated, can realize the load of

obligations which are piled up in the west. Machinery,

household effects, buildings, even provisions, are sold on

credit. If a bad year or two or three bad years come
the credit has to go on. In all these cases the banks

have to carry and support the merchants. Besides this,

great public works, which ever accompany the opening up

of a new country, roads, bridges, railroads, public build-

ings, all these are heavy drains on the present resources

and liens on the future prospects of the country.

It requires great faith in men of capital to take such

a chance on the future. This year has justified their

trust. When the present crop is sold there will be money
enough to square accounts and still leave something to

work on. The fat year, as Mr. Walker has said, has

come; the year which has been looked forward to with

admirable faith by the merchants whose very existence

depended upon it, and by Canada at large, whose boasts

had to be made good. Credit will be given again in in-

creased amount; there will be bad years when money will

be scarce, but the hope in the west has been justified and

there will never more be a doubt as to the ultimate out-
come.

One result of the present fine conditions in western

agriculture is the strengthening of Canadian securities.

Canadian Pacific Railway stock has advanced at a phe-

nomenal rate. Other securities, too, have experienced the

same strong influence. There is no part of the country

which has not been benefited by the exceptional condi-

tions of the present year. This will have far more in-

fluence in inducing immigrants to come to this country

than any number of immigration agents. It is a notice-

able and highly satisfactory fact that although the ship-

ments of wheat have been many times as heavy as they

were at a similar time last year, there has been no fin-

ancial difficulties experienced. This is the result of the

admit able system of branch hanks which are peculiar to

litis country.
* *

Investigations into the workings of the big fJnited

States insurance companies have caused great excitement

among lite general policy holders. The New Yor*k Life

has been on the stand in the person of its officers recent-

ly, and some interesting pieces of leading matter have

been the outcome. Large subscriptions of trust monies
iii one or both of the political parties for campaign pur-

poses, payments of hundreds of thousands of dollars at

tin- State capital to secure the passage of favorable and

I he defeat of object billable measures, questionable stock

jobbing transactions, these an' some of the revelations.

It is a lamentable condition that men of apparently high

moral character in Iheii personal relations should count-

enance and abet such conduct when they are plae<*l in po-

sitions of trust. The present disclosures will probably

clear their mental vision and enable them to see in their

true light actions which to 1he ordinary eye look like

subterfuge and bribery.
* *

The prospectus of the Sovereign Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Canada has been issued. This company was in-

corporated by a recent Act of Parliament, with a capital

of $2,000,000. The hoard of directors is made up of a
strong body of men, including A. H. Hoover, William

Dineen, Cyrus Binge, T. Baker, R. E. Menzie, .1. T.

Hornibrook, J. II. Tilden, .J. Dixon, W. M. German, E.

E. Sheppard, John McClelland, A. F. Webster, J. B.

King, and E. Gus Porter. Two hundred and fifty thous-

and dollars worth of capital stock is being offered for

public subscription.
* •

*

Canadian Government statistics issued by the Super-

intendent of Insurance show that during the past thirty-

six years the business of fire assurance in the country has

increased ten-fold—the total amount of premiums collect-

ed in Canada in the year 1869 being $1,785,539, while

that of 1904 was $13,174,819 for the same purpose. Of

this premium income only $2,688,703 was paid to Can-

adian companies, while $10,486,116 was paid to foreign

companies. The total amount of fire assurance premiums
collected in Canada during these thirty-six years amount-

ed to the enormous sum of $201,580,555. Of this am-
ount $156,600,789 was the amount of capital which left

Canada in payment of premiums to foreign companies.

The compilation of trade returns for the first two
months of the fiscal year terminating on August 31 shows
the customs revenue for this period $7,160,179, being a

betterment of $377,611, when compared with the same
period of the previous fiscal year. The total imports

were $42,686,265, exclusive of coin and bullion, a gain of

$2,187,265. For the month of August only the value of

imports was $24,261,105, an increase of $1,782,003. The

export of domestic products reached a total value of

$33,952,325, which is $1,737,930 behind the amount for

July and August, 1904. For the month of August only

the decline in export was less than a million dollars.

Taking exports by classes for the two months period, the

following approximate gains are noticed : Mines, $500,-

000; animals and their produce, $495,792; manufactures,

$150,439. The improvement in these important classes of

exports, which a short time ago were either stationary

or falling behind, is most encouraging. Decreases have.

however, to be noticed of $112,000 in fisheries, $200,

in lumber, and $2,621, 650 in agricultural products

The necesity of adequate fire protection is patent to

all business men, and attention should be given to having

the municipality provide this. The cost of a good fire de-

partment is not excessive, and the reduction in premiums

will easily make up for the greater expenditure. Besides

which the danger of complete loss is lessened. Ilereto-

for all advances in the quality of protection have come

only when the underwriters have positively compelled it.

This is not the right spirit. Compulsion should come
from the business men of the community. Theirs is the

chief risk, and they should not be negligent in their own
self interest.
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ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H & L. Sure Shot and H.& L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples.

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blnnt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

-MADE BY-

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

WESTERN Incorporated
1b5'

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY.

FIRF

AND

MARINE

Head Office Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Otlt, Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3.890.000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

Cable Address BANCO," Bermuda

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund

£15,000
($73,000.00)

£16,000
($77,866.00)

HAMILTON
Bermuda

Head Office :

BRANCHES

:

St. George and Somerset

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President. Manager

Collections promptly made and remitted, and
all other banking business attended to.

• •••••••••••••••••••« '••••••••••••••••'»

•

i
Cable Address, "FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
• LIMITED

• Hamilton. - Bermuda
• Incorporated 1904

Capital - - £ 10,000
($48,666 67)

With power to increase to £20,000
($97,333 3-1)

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

i H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager
Collections made and remitted promptly.
General banking business transacted.

s^" Money "«a

CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W. C. MACDONALD, J. K. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY. MANAGING DIRECTOR.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, CANADA.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000.
1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN PIRSTBROOK, Esq.,

HEAD OFFICE. - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manage*.

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, $850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, $2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OFPICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING,

Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President

P. H. SIMS, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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A FEW POINTERS ON OUR

Rainproof and Waterproof Garments

RE
OCT

URN ED

/*

A Rain Coat is a man or woman's most

useful garment. You can sell hundreds if you

have the right kind.

In selling ELITE Rainproof and Water-

proof garments for ladies and gentlemen you

can benefit by our reputation and you will

make more profit than on any other make.

There is no substitute for the ELITE at the

price.

WHY?
We are the largest makers of Rain Coats

in Canada. We own and operate a factory

comprising several large buildings ; use the

most modern machinery. Our large buying

facilities insure exclusive fabrics and low cost.

OUR PRICES PROVE that you get the ad-

vantage of these economies.

Our travellers are now covering their re.

spective routes, with a full line of samples

for Spring and also a large range for immedi-

ate delivery.

THE MONTREAL WATERPROOF CLOTHING CO.

MONTREAL

lub
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SHOWERPROOF
GARMENTS m>

SEPTEMBER witnessed phenomenal sales at retail,

ami practically everything in the range had atten-

tion. Retailers took full advantage of the precari-

ous weather and by displays and advertising strenuously

pushed these utilitarian garments to the fore. Some
stores made the mistake of bargain prices and low-class

merchandise, and were thus robbed of an opportunity of

selling the better grades at a nice profit. The seven-

eighth length, and full garments, in light shades, did the

bulk of the business. Semi-fitting effects, with self but-

tons, and a touch of velvet around the collar and cuff,

usually in green, sold well in lines around $15. Plain

goods were in the ascendancy.

The effect of a busy season at retail was at once felt

in manufacturing circles, and deliveries have not always

been as prompt as might be desired. This is getting to

be an old story, and partly results from a multitude of

styles bewildering dealers who are loathe to place confi-

dence generously upon any one effect. On the other hand,

too much diffidence is displayed in choosing merchandise

of a safe character, and the retailer has no one but him-

self to blame as the result of his dilatory actions. Tele-

grams are now besieging manufacturers for goods which

months ago their salesmen struggled to place unsuccess-

fully. Early advance orders on assured styles are a

necessity for all concerned. Late buying is the trend of

the garment industry, and in many cases it cannot be

avoided.

Large Spring Orders.

Salesmen now on their routes in search of repeats and
Spring orders are meeting with success as a result of

lines which appeal to the discriminating taste of buyers.

The advance in this industry makes itself felt each suc-

ceeding season, and this year the climax has practically

been reached. Fortunately general lines are observed by
all with distinctive differences apparent in the many lit-

tle touches which go to make a complete garment. The
% length has at last won a sure hold, and it is largely in

the majority in Spring samples. Tire corset coat and the

full length garment are by no means neglected, although
they are over-shadowed. A decided feeling for loose

effects, both back and front, is felt throughout the range,

noticeably in popular-priced garments retailing from $G

to $12. These are generally plain, with or without collar,

finished usually with a cuff and self-button, showing a
strap at the back gathering in the back pleats. Empire
effects are largely included, and the Chesterfield coat is

noticed in the high-class lines. The Russian blouse effect

is very prominent, and is accompanied with shirring at

waist and shoulders. The sleeve on all models is a
graduated leg-o'-mutton.

Color.

In the color field light shades are highly regarded, and
the fawns still retain their popularity, although the feel-

ing is growing that they have been done to death. The
fact that they could not be delivered this Fall would tend
to prove that they will be asked for next season. Grays
are very prominent, and should be included in selections.
A medium shade of brown is highly spoken of in some
quarters, and it has been ordered out generously. Olives
remain staple and slates have few inquiries. Plain

cloths will do thi' large hulk of the business. Checks are

still shown and stripes and over-checks are also included,

although the demand is by no means large. Loose gar-

ments, in plain effects, in grays, browns and fawns, v/ill

be safe merchandise.

S"

SELLING POINTS OF RAINPROOFS.
EIOWERPROOF garments are a profitable line and
should be handled by every drygoodsman. From the

easy fitting nature of them there is no trouble

about the fit of individual customers. No garment will

be found as satisfactory from this standpoint as they.

This is shown by the fact that many retailers who do
not handle ready-to-wear garments as a general thing do
carry a stock of showerproofs.

The need of a raincoat is brought home to the indi-

vidual with telling force every time there is a shower,
and there is less force needed in selling them than exists

in most lines. In a climate such as we have here, with
cold rains in increasing quantities for the next two or

three months, there can be no doubt about the necessity

of them. What is required is to keep this need fairly be-

fore the attention of the public that they may not pro-

crastinate and end by putting off the purchase for an-

other year.

The good merchant should always strive to keep the

standard of fashion up to a high mark. When his custom-
ers become educated up to the point where something
fresh and new seems a necessity his business will receive

an added strength. Particularly in clothing of all kinds

there is always the temptation for the economical person

to use last year's garments for just another season. And
if the case of showerproofs is taken it will be seen that

the case is still more strongly so because the coat is

used primarily in bad weather. It is the business of mer-
chants to discourage this view, and the best way to do
so is by comparison. An old garment never looks so old

as when it is compared with a new one. Therefore, show
your goods in the new styles and make them look just as

stylish and bright as possible.

It is worth while making an effort for this business.

It is being done by somebody, and with energetic work
much more could be done. If some space were given to

this class of goods in the advertising, and a fair amount
of space devoted to it in the windows, a profitable busi-

ness would undoubtedly result. The goods are naturally

salable and almost necessary, so that the field is ready

prepared. It is just a matter of really getting after the

business.

COLONIAL WEAVING CO. MEETS.
The annual meeting of the Colonial Weaving Co.,

Limited, Peterboro, was held on September loth. The
position of the company was shown to be particularly

strong. The machinery was of the most modern type and

the consumption of the goods which this firm manufac-

tures was rapidly increasing. It was estimated that 50,-

000,000 labels of all kinds were used in Canada annually.

The board of directors for the ensuing year consists of

F. J. Jamieson, president ; R. R. Hall, M.P., L. F.

CTarry, R. H. Kells and J. A. MadiJl.
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BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
By Howard IV. Wellington.

SYSTEM IN A RETAIL STORE.

A
GREAT dea] of time is devoted in these days of ad-

vanced business methods to the application of sys-

tems to every class of industrial pursuit. Care

should be exercised, however, to avoid the introduction ol

systems which are cumbersome and necessitate a large

amount of detail work with practically no better result

than could be obtained by the adoption of a simple yet

productive method. It is a question whether the busi-

ness dune by a retail store would warrant the expenditure

of time and money necessary to maintain an elaborate

system, but the following ideas may suggest some methods

which might be adopted to advantage.

Stock.

Cards, alphabetically arranged according to the various

lines carried in stock, may be used to keep an up-to-date

record of the stock on hand. (Fig 1.)

Cheesecloth. Bought. Sold.
In

stock.
Invoice
price.

Selling
price.

S. P. & Co. Apr. 10 60 Apr. 15 10 50 05 07

This card may be used also for a cash record of all

invoices by the addition of other columns for further par-

ticulars, such as "List Price," "Net Price," "Advance

mi Cost," etc. It may seem at first sight that this record

would entail a large amount of work, but if the posting is

done daily from the sales record, the information which

the cards contain will more than offset a few minutes

extra work in keeping the cards up-to-date, and besides,

the actual stock on hand and cost and selling prices may
be obtained at once from the cards instead of counting

stock or looking up the purchase invoice, as the case may
be. Orders may be placed in time to re-stock goods which

have run very low, thus avoiding the loss of sales neces-

sitated by not having the goods in stock and a good assort-

ment may be kept constantly on hand. Of course, if the

merchant docs must of the selling himself and can watch

the stock carefully, and order accordingly, no such method

would be necessary, but where several clerks are em-

ployed and the stock is being handled constantly, some

systematic record of the stock should be kept.

Purchase Invoices.

A box file will be found a very convenient receptacle in

which to keep the invoices for goods purchased until paid.

When the j Is are received and have been entered in a

receiving book or checked off from the invoice, whichever

method is employed, though different lines should be post-

ed to the stock record cards, the invoice then being plac-

ed in the box file for payment. These invoices are filed

alphabetically, according to the concern from which goods

were purchased.
Paying Accounts.

To insure the Saving of all cash discounts, if the re-

tailer is in a position to take advantage ol discounts al-

lowed for Bhort terms, the creditors should be notified to

make drafts when the account becomes due. In this way
the dialer is free from any anxiety in this regard. The
statements when received may be checked off from the

invoices and then attached, forming a complete record of

the settlement, the net amount being charged direct to

the "Merchandise Account." If it is convenient to pro-

tect drafts, or if the retailer prefers to pay by cheque, or

by other means, and also wishes to take advantage of

cash discounts, the statements may be arranged accord-

ing to due date and settlements made accordingly, al-

though the draft method will be found less cumbersome.

Sales Record.

The method in general use is the duplicate " cash "or
"charge" books, a complete record being kept of all

sales, whether cash or on credit. Several of the books
may be in use at one time, but if the amounts of each sale

are recorded carefully on the recapitulation sheet provid-

ed for this purpose at the end of the book, the total sales

may be obtained. A column should be provided for

"cash sales" and "charge sales," the total of the " sash

sales" column agreeing at the end of the day with the

amount received by the cashier from the different

salesmen. The original of the "cash sales" slip

should be handed to the cashier with the

cash. The "charge sales" slips are marked
or stamped "charge" and the original sent along with the

goods to the customer as an invoice, the duplicate re-

maining in the "sales book" to be charged to the custom-

er direct. The sales slips are numbered, and in this way
every slip may be accounted for, either through the

original in the hands of the cashier or through the charge

direct to the customer.

If the stock cards are kept, the posting of different

lines sold may be made right from these sales slips each

day, and the balance of stock on hand ascertained at any
time without actually taking stock.

PROTEST AGAINST TAXATION.

AT a joint meeting of the Commercial Travelers' As-

sociations of Canada, the subject of Provincial taxa-

tion on representatives was dealt with. The opinion

of the commercial travelers of Canada was placed on

record by the following resolution, covering not only the

case of Quebec, but of British Columbia and Prince Eld-

ward Island : "This meeting of the representatives of the

Commercial Travelers' Associations of Canada unani-

mously resolves that the legislation enacted by three of

the Provinces placing a tax on commercial travelers is

detrimental to the interests of our several associations

and the members thereof; also to the large commercial
interests which they represent. This legislation also ap-
pears to us contrary to the spirit of Confederation, it

being in restraint of that freedom of trade and commerce
which is so essential between the various Provinces of our
Dominion. We would, therefore, .it this joint meeting
again place ourselves on record as decidedly opposed to

this legislation, and in the continued hope and expecta-

tion that Mis Majesty's Government of the Dominion will

not permit such legislation to remain on the statute book
of any of the Provinces."
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The House of Raincoats

Notwithstanding the heavy business

we are doing on Raincoats, we are well

prepared to handle all additional orders

and repeats, because we backed our

styles with large quantities of desirable

materials.

Our salesmen are now showing-

Spring lines and goods for immediate

delivery.

One look will convince you.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.

524 Craig St., MONTREAL

WOLSEY
Every

Garment

Guaranteed

nn
mmii
HSf7«KBEKn '""Abes

HNSHR^KABt£
II

UNDE
IS THE IDEAL ALL-V
for our cold winters,

fault, a soft, supple,

wool garment.

Remember, any gai
be replaced.

Every garment bear

To be had
Men, Wome

RWEAR
VOOL UNDERCLOTHING
Produced without flaw or

elastic, non-irritating, pure-

ment shrunk in washing will

s the WOLSEY trade mark.

in all sizes for

n and Children

Made in Canada

GUARANTEED JMATE5'

Our Fall and
New Spring Ranges

including tKe

latest New YorK Creations

of

Rainproofs
and

Waterproofs
A.re now in tKe Hands of our

Travellers.

Head Office; Warehouse and Factory
for Canada s

92 McGill Street, - Montreal

Head Works:

Manchester, England

"Western StocK R<

216 Portag'e Ave., Winnipeg', Man.
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* WHITEWEAR *

TRAVELERS for the whitewear houses start oul with

much better prospects ahead than they had a year

ago. Last year at bhis time, for various reasons,

retailers were heavily stocked with whitewear. The
strenuous efforts made to reduce stoeks and the line warm
Summer weather we have experienced have combined to

clear stocks, and retailers are ready and willing to take

an interest in the sample lines. Prospects for Fall trade

ate very bright, and the fad that a great white season

is expected next year is all in the favor of whitewear.

Retailers will find that prices shade a little higher

notwithstanding the efforts made by manufacturers to

keep even with last year's values, for cottons show an

advancing tendency, and embroideries are keeping them

company. Advances are, however, not of such a nature

as to check buying, and it is better to pay a slight ad-

vance than to have it taken out of the width and length

of the garment, for skimpiness is one fault that is not

easily forgiven, for it stays with the garment all its

days, and gives a constant reminder of its presence.

The demand for thin sheer materials for the manufac-

ture of whitewear still continues. In fact the sheerer the

material the better is the garment made from it liked.

No heavy cottons are. used, and when the price warrants

it nainsook, lawn, India linen, etc., are used. Thin slice:

batiste is also coming into use for fine whitewear.

The influence of the imported French hand-made and

embroidered whitewear is clearly making itself felt.

Manufacturers are copying the general get up, though of

course machine-made embroideries and stitching are used

in place of the slow and tedious hand work. There is

less cheap elaboration, and whitewear gains vastly by the

change, for the simpler styles carried out in finer ma-
terials are vastly more artistic as well as much more
practical, and they have no need to dread the ordeal of

the washtub. There is an attempt made in the States

again to introduce floral patterned dimities and percales

as materials for making up into gowns and negligees.

They may take to some extent in the latter, but have

little or no chance here in Canada made up into gowns.

In colored underwear, however, Japanese silk is much in

evidence, and is regarded with much favor by the high-

class trade. Besides white, there are several shades of

pale blue, pinks, pale yellow, mauve, and a soft green.

These are abundantly trimmed with Valencienes and
Point de Paris, and a few of the skirts with Venise.

These skirts are well liked for wear with matinees.

Empire styles are gaining ground and certainly lead

not only for gowns but for chemise and corset covers.

All-over embroideries, and also built up combinations of

embroidery and lace, are used for the short bodice or

yoke, and in gowns Ihc sleeve is often of a flouncing to

match, the shape being short and full. Then, again, there

will he the merest apology for a sleeve, often an Empire
pouf only teaching a little way down the forearm. This

style of sleeve is having a great success with the United
Slates I I ade.

In drawers the circular pattern that is titled cither

with or without hip darts is the leader, and $1.50 or $2

seems to be the lowest price for this shape, though it

would seem as though there was no valid leason against

its introduction into cheaper lines, for it is safe to say

that this shape at a lower pi ice would be a great seller.

It is the wide umbrella shape that is asked for, and they

are worn in decidedly shorter lengths, and many of them
cut up at the side. This is to clear the gaitelles that

aie placed on almost all corsets now-a-days, and this is

also why panl aloons ale cut so shot t

.

The new embroidery patterns used all simulate hand-
work, and are either blind effects or brodene anc.:

Though there are some mixed effects, either one or the

other is most favored. Quantities of lace are still used,

Valencinnes and Point de Paris being the leaders. Tor-
chon is also much used, though baldly to the extent of

its merits. Opinions are divided as to the place of cot-

ton Cluny, hut all manufacturers give garments trimmed
with it a place in their sample lines. They have a great
affection for this lace, for with it you get a great deal

of effect for the money. Every thread tells in cotton

Oluny, and its place would be difficult to lill in white-

wear lines, and it gives good wear as well. The real

band-made is much in evidence on imported whitewear,

and so is real Torchon.

A new departure made by one large firm was to fea-

ture an elaborate display of fine imported hand-made and
hand-embroidered whitewear at the Fall opening. The
garments were all high-class, and the whitewear depart-

ment was not by a long way the least attractive in the

store. Looking at it, however, it seemed scarcely pos-

sible that it was intended for Winter wear, for it was
of the sheerest and finest of materials, and few of the

gowns were of the high-necked, long-sleeved variety. They
were all of the chemise, Empire, or bebe shapes, and with

short, nay, in some cases only an apology for a sleeve.

A few, it is true, were in the old style, but they were

evidently intended for the conservative few who still

cling to the old shape. The same tendency is also marked
in the gowns of domestic manufacture, for when a cer-

tain price is reached the high-necked, long-sleeved gown
is only an occasional pattern, and the materials are the

lightest and sheerest possible to procure. The designers,

too, like the low-necked gowns, for there is more scope

for effect, and it is easier to produce a thing of beauty in

the chemise and kindred styles.

The heating arrangements are much improved, and

where one even, comfortable temperature can be main-

tained all through the house, even when the mercury does

take a drop, there is no necessity for wearing the heavier

weights.

Trimming shows a decided tendency to cluster around

the neck opening, and to end with a simple ruffle or so

at the sleeves.

A great many combination ideas prevail in French

imported underwear. There are corset cover and skirt;

corset cover and pantaloons, etc. .Many are cut in -one

piece, but the latest idea is to make each garment separ-

ate and connect the two at the waist line with a beading

and a ribbon run through. The long chemise which is so

popular here is also much in evidence, and there are some
novelties shown in shaping and trimming. One seen that

was of French make was of very line lawn. The yoke.

which was continued straight around the figure, was of

two rows of Valenciennes lace on either side of a wide

band of tucked lawn, the tucks running down. This was

held in place by shoulder straps of the lucking, edged

with ruffles of Valenciennes edge, the one going around

Hie arm hole and the other around the neck. The front

of Ihc skirl was of lour panels of lawn, a rather wider

one in i he middle of the front divided by Valenciennes

insertion running from yoke to 1 he llounce at the foot

The fullness is made h\ groups of' graduated tucks in each

panel. Two flounces edged with lace trims the skirt part.
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THE GENUINE
A.C.A. TICK

We would like to strongly impress upon

the minds of Tick buyers the letters A.C.A.

You know those letters when you see them

-you know that they mean the highest quality

in Tick—but will you remember them when

you are buying ?

Other mills have put out inferior Ticks with

letters on them as near like A.C.A. as they dare

make them.

They have done this to impose upon you

—

to give you an inferior Tick under the impression

that you are getting A.C.A.

They will tell you that it is 'just as good"

or "made by the same mill."

Don't you believe them. If you want

quality insist on getting

A.C.A. TICK
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Q \ If the hose-sup-

^ porters you are

now wearing tear

your stocking, get

a pair of C. M. C

The difference between C. M. C.
and the old kind consists in the
catch. C. M. C. fastener can't be-
come undone,can't possibly tear, and
can be clasped to hose and corset
instantly. No safety pins, pads or
sewing required.

"It's all in the clasp."

Women's, Misses', Children's.

No higher in price.

At all dealers. Ask for them.
C. H. Westwood & Co., Limited, Toronto-

Will the Advertisment to the left sell CM.G
Hose Supporters ?

We believe it will. And so we are placing a series of

such advertisements in the leading dailies of Canada.

We are confident that it will send customers to the dry

goods stores all through the country, asking for the

C.M.C hose-supporter.

You yourself will admit the superiority of the C.M.C.

over the common style the moment you examine the

clasp. Then when you know that the C.M.C. does

away with the necessity of sewing to the corset and

of pads you will appreciate it more than ever.

50 different styles -Women's, Misses', Children's.

The elastic is of the best quality and every pair guar-

anteed.

We shall be glad to have a small order from you.

Send for a sample pair—free.

C. II. WESTWOOD & CO.,
TORONTO

Limited

BEST LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S LACES.

CHEAP RIFLE LACES.

TWISTED COTTON LACES.

LEATHER LACES.

BEST QUALIITY CORSET LACES.

SKIRT WEBS
(Crusoe Brand)

PRUSSIANS

MENDINGS

INDIA TAPES

ELASTICS

Our Band, used on standard lines

Faire Bro? & C? L^
St. George's Mills,

Canada:—S. CALDECOTT, 70 Bay St., Toronto

Some A ttractive Specialties

The "Electric." Silk-Finish Ladies' and Gents'

Laces, knotted and banded in pairs, put up in fancy

display boxes.

The " F.B.C." High-grade Glace Lace, in elegant

boxes, banded in pairs, extra strength.

The "Imperial." Superior Glace, fane; boxes, with

lid showing "John Bull leading his colonies."

The "Empire." Strong Glace. Lid of box showing

Mr. Chamberlain recommending it to the Colonial

Premiers.

Leicester,
Eng.
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RIBBONS.
T^ YKX at this early date there is no longer any doubt

j~V that the Spring season of 190G will prove to be a

profitable one for all concerned. Foreign manufac-

turers have booked extremely large orders for Spring de-

livery. French and Swiss manufacturers report increased

interest in ribbons, with prices quite satisfactory and

tending upwards. Spring lines now being shown the trade

are being ordered from freely and the bills foot up to a

respectable total. Staples are being ordered out with

every confidence and this policy cannot but prove remuner-

ative, as prices always advance as the season progresses.

Ribbons are now-a-days so staple that the retailer abso-

lutely takes no chances in anticipating future wants at

advantageous prices.

In sympathy with all silk prices ribbons are higher in

price throughout the range, with a tendency to strength-

en, and in comparison with last year's prices are general-

ly up from 5 to 10 per cent. Taffetas in a wide range of

treatments and staple colors are being booked more confi-

dently than ever before. Duchesse satin has a stronger

representation and some interest is felt in this line, al-

though at the present time they are very quiet. The

\arious fancy and millinery ribbons are shown in a wide

range, but these are not regarded favorably outside the

city circle. City ribbon displays this Fall have featured

picot edged ribbons, as well as many peculiar fancy edg-

ings. Ombre and glace effects, plaids and dresdens, failles

and grosgraine weaves have also been represented. Nov-

elty ribbons have been pushed strenuously in various dis-

plays. The continued approval of ribbons for Spring is

unquestioned and retailers are serving their own interests

by anticipating staple requirements at an early date.

Notwithstanding increased interest in this line, many
stores neglect the opportunity for increased sales and

profit, through lack of adequate display and judicious ad-

vertising. Show the goods is the chief consideration in

this particular and a walk through a good city store is

a revelation in this respect. Even a small stock when

opened up presents an imposing and favorable appearance

and conduces much to arouse interest. Another point em-

phasized in good circles is special prices on certain days,

and the fact that a ribbon bargain may be expected once

a week brings. the crowd to the department. Ribbon cases

have been proved a sound investment and they should be

furthered by timely displays.

UMBRELLAS.
WEATHER conditions have been extremely favorable

for the umbrella department the past month, and

this, coupled with the opening of the holiday buy-

ing season, has contributed to a marked improvement in

trade. Selections are now being made in the way of

novelties for holiday selling and the lines offered leave

nothing to be desired. While showy handles are in evi-

dence, a tendency towards conservative effects is noted.

The gold and silver trimmings, which are as old as the

umbrella itself, are much preferred, and in combination

with pearl are doing most of the business in the better

grades. Gold and silver, in combination with gun metal,

are also highly favored and all these varieties are princi-

pally shown in long Knobbed effects. The ingenious ways
of combining practically defy description. Smooth woods
are also in the ascendency and are usually highly polish-

ed. The exquisite work on some of the new handles is

fairly bewildering. Silver effects, especially chased silver,

which does not have the cheap appearance that polished

silver presents, is also noticed. These are sometimes
mounted on stripped partridge handles. Furze and box
woods, in irregular knotted designs, are represented but
are not as strong as in the past.

Big sellers in the popular field are oxydized and cop-

per effects and these comprise a wide variety of designs.

A ring of chipped pearl is often judiciously employed, and
inlaid effects are noticed. Self-openers are winning new
friends continually and are finding their way in ladies'

lines. In very expensive goods the force with which it

shoots up prevents their adoption in fine fabrics. The
newest arrival in the form of a self-opener, which is

featured by every house, is known as the "Primus," and
consists of a spring in each rib. This allows the opener
to go further up and thus escape the hat and is a decided

improvement. A wide metal swedge is a new form of

trimming in men's lines. It is shown at the base of the

handle and no other trimming is employed. Metal bands
in gold and silver are also favorably regarded. The opera
shape is far and away in the lead. At the present mo-
ment a demand for a better class of goods is apparent
and this tendency should be encouraged by all concerned.

An umbrella department that stands upon quality is sure

of ultimate success.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
HOLIDAY business is now active in jobbing circles

and the novelties offered the trade are meeting

with success. As is usual at this time of year,

there is a decided tendency for higher class goods, and
the staple 5c and 10c lines are somewhat neglected. These
staples are always in request, however, for the making of

pillow tops, kimonos, etc. The colors on cheap goods are

never satisfactory and this is a strong talking point in

introducing goods at two for 25c, and much higher. Bet-

ter goods require no more space, time, or talk and are

much more profitable. They should be pushed, and this is

the time of year to start the campaign.
In holiday goods for ultra trade lace effects are pre-

eminent and the lace trimmed val handkerchief is shown
everywhere. Embroidered effects are doing the bulk of the

business, with hem-stitched borders favorites in the better

lines and scalloped edges prominent in medium-priced
goods. Blind designs are favored in embroidered goods,

and the few open work effects are of the eyelet descrip-

tion. A decided tendency is noted to favor one-sixteenth

inch hem-stitched embroidered goods, and these stand the

wash better than any other form. Jap silk handkerchiefs

are in good request as usual, and there is a feeling for

men's high colored silk goods. Colors usually are con-

fined to children's stuff and the cheaper grades. Child-

ren's box lines are featured and these aid sales at retail.

The gaudy boxes in expensive lines seem to have been

abandoned.

As advised last month, prices are very firm and the

lilies for Spring all show an advance. Present stocks will
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be sold ai old figures, and requirements should be antici-

pated where possible. A buyei recentlj returned [rom the

English market states thai on low lines the advance will

average 6c per dozen. In medium lines, 7c per dozen, and

bettei grades From 10c upwards.

EMBROIDERIES.

THOSE buyers who arc aboul placing orders at

the present time will find thai the tendency is to

advance prices, and that on the whole there has been

an advance in embroiders lines. Reports from St. Gall

saj that the market is hardening in every branch of the

embroidery trade and that in staple lines both the hand

and Schiiiii machines are well employed and at remunera-

tive prices. Many ol the hand machines have been turned

mi hi the wide repeats as the demand for blouses and

embroidered dress studs is still on the increase, and tin-

work people are making very good wages on this class

of work. Handkerchief machines are also being turned

over onto embroidery, as better money can be made.
English trade is still of a hesitating character, but Amer-
ica is buying heavily andrthe prospects there for the com-
ing season are very favorable. The fashion end of the

embroidery business is equally favorable, for embroideries,

taken in the widest sense, arc in high favor. Hand work-

is of course the style idea, but where hand work fails

and price considerations step in machine work becomes a

factor and the work that can be executed by machine is

truly wonderful in these advanced days.

BELTS.

A
REPORT that has met with a good deal of attention

—that the narrow belt is due for a return to favor

—must be taken for what it is worth, for while it

is true that in New York some narrow tailored belts in

fabrics and some handsome styles in elastics and leathers

are shown, they are a thing apart from the general de-

mand, and do not in the slightest affect the standing of

the deep girdle. These narrow belts are intended for

wear with tailored shirtwaists. These shirtwaists are

man-tailored and of high-grade woolens, expensive flan-

nels, etc. This is a style of waist that has as yet no

standing in Canada, and, therefore, until other develop-

ments come along, the narrow belt cannot be considered

to offer any serious rivalry to the wide effect and girdles.

No doubt there are interested parties that would like to

see a revival of narrow belts, but just so long as the

small, round waist is in vogue the girdle will be the belt

that is wanted. In fabric belts little is seen but taffeta,

and nothing better is offered than shirred effects. In cal-

culating the cost of a belt it is the work that is put on

it that counts more than the fabric, and in making
skirred effects the machine maker has come to the aid of

the manufacturer, and there are machines in use to-day

that will produce five rows of shirring at one operation.

Numerous new ideas in shirring are introduced and changes

are rung on old combinations. Crochet rings and ribbon

lacings are introduced. The number of novelty designs

shown in buckles and back-pieces have apparently no limit.

Gun metal, silver, steel, and gold are equally favored, and

many have as well mock jewels inserted. The five piece

back sets are much in evidence and are likely to be a fea-

ture for the Christmas trade. Buttons and other orna-

ments are used, and there is an attempt to bring back the

use of tinsel on some of the later samples. Among the

decided novelties is the belt illustrated. The novelty

consists of the flora] motifs used in trimming the back.

The bell shown has only two, but a large! number and

different groupings are seen on other numbers in this

attractive line. The flower petals are made of folded

taffeta, and tiny are centred by a velvet button. These

velvet buttons by the way are something new, and often

by them a unison is established between belt and neck-

piece. Tiny buttons are used on the neckpiece and the

larger on the belt, or the reverse. Foi the Christmas

trade this set idea is popular, and this brings us to a

real novelty, viz., a three-piece set of belt, collar and

cuffs of taffeta silk trimmed with strappings of leather in

the natural color. The belt is of the crush variety,

stayed in the centre of the back by a handsome back

piece matching the buckle. The collar and cuffs are of the

tailored order, and the whole effect is extremely smart,

while the price is right for the popular trade. These sets

are just the thing to wear with the suits of tartan and

subdued plaids now so much in favor. Just at this time

the tendency is tow'ards white and pale shades, though

black is, of course, staple, and other colors are in de-

mand.

When about to give a belt order, the buyer should

ascertain what are the colors selling in the dress depart-

ment and order accordingly.

VEILINGS.

FASHION is still conspicuously favoring veils, and

where the smart set congregate there is no limit

to the wearing of veils. The fashion of wearing

veils is one of American origin, and it is the American

four hundred that set the pace in veil styles. At the

Newport Horse Show, according to one who was pres-

ent, one of the most striking things about the dress

parade was the number of veils, and the manner in which

they were worn. They were draped over and around the

hat, and so generally was this style followed that the

woman who wore no veil was in conspicuous notoriety.

Another feature of interest to this department was the

number of scarfs of mousseline, crepe de chine, chiffon,

etc. Another use found for these scarfs was as a hat

trimming. They were used as under brim trimmings, and

were bowed and looped on the cache-peigne, and had long

ends falling on the shoulders at the back.

Taking it altogether, the veiling trade is enjoying a

remarkably good season. The comment is made, how-

ever, by some authorities conversent with the trade, that

if the Canadian retailer was to lay himself out for it he

could do very much better than at present. It is a mat-

ter of having the right styles and attractively displaying

them that sells veils, for the trade is largely done by

introduction, and it is pointed out that where no at-

tempt is made to slock novelties or to bring them under

notice a very large part of the trade must be lost. A

veil is not a necessity, and it is only when it is brought

forcibly home to a woman that her toilette would re-

ceive an added charm by the addition of a veil that she

buys one, and if it is a ease of a veil making all the dif-

ference, as it often does, she is not particular about the

price, provided that it is within the hounds of reason.

Toronto was particularly criticized, and it was point-

ed out that in only one of the large stores was there a

properly complete veiling department; only one that bad

the novelties and that kept them constantly before the

public eye by means of effective window and counter dis-

plav, and that this store was really doing the cream of

the veiling trade of the city. Buyers, it is said, are in-

clined to stick by their import orders, and even though

admitting that the stuff shown them is right, and would
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soil, they will not buy in Canada, preferring rather to

lose sales. Though the drape veil of chiffon is a settled

feature of fashion over the line, it has been little ex-

ploited here. Here the trade has turned chiefly on mesh
veils. The tuxedo veilings are undeniably first in favor,

with veilings by the yard selling better than individual

veils. Fine meshes lead in all varieties. Fancy weaves

are, perhaps, most asked for, but complexions are a close

second. The veil to match the color of the hat is still

the favored style, and the run has been so far on grey,

blue and cardinal. All sizes, all colors, and all combina-

tions of chenille dots are good, led by the very tiny hand

spotted effects, closely placed on a mesh veiling, and being

either black over white, or white over black, brown over

white, or self spots over self color. Perhaps equally as

popular are the large fluffy dots at a considerable dis-

tance apart. Though not seen so much here, Paris has

adopted the fancy mesh veil with a silk lace edge, so that

it is probable that this pretty veil fashion is only in

abeyance here. Another reason is that the looms that

make Chant illy s are being turned over onto Valenciennes

lace.

LACE.

THOUGH the Fall is not usually a particularly good

selling season, for lace, this year has been a notable

exception. Lace in some shape or other is freely

used on all but the plainly tailored gowns, and the same
applies equally to waists. The more dressy a waist is

the more lace is used on it, and the culmination is tiie

all-lace waist. Waists are made wholly of frills of nar-

row lace, of course of the lighter makes. When the

heavier laces are used the combination idea is the vogue

and always two, but oftener three kinds are seen for the

one waist and invariably one of them is baby Irish. In

very expensive waists the Princess and other hand-made

braid laces are much in vogue. Mention must be made
also of the many lace robes, and the lace and net robe.

Here, too, the fashion of combining two or more laces is

strong. Though the heavier laces, led by baby Irish, are

the newer feature, net laces are by no means displaced
;

indeed for some uses they still lead. Net laces are asked
for and wanted in Canada, though they are almost dis-

carded in New York, and many buyers who have follow-

ed that market and gone short on nets are feeling the

want of them in their departments at the present time.

On the other hand some buyers are sacrificing patterns

that are slightly out of date because they have something
belter to take their place coming along. This is between
seasons in the importing houses and more interest is man-
ifested there in the season that is coming than the one

that is slipping fast over, and the tendencies for the com-
ing Spring are what are under discussion now. Every-
body is agreed that a big lace season is before us in the

coming Spring for the position of lace is exceptionally

strong. It is firmly fixed in the favor of that class who
never count the expense of any material, and naturally

this influences the popular trade. Wherever elaborate

gowns have been seen, at seaside, horse show, race, wed-
ding, or any fashionable function, lace has been supreme

;

lace robes, lace coats and lace trimmings of all kinds.

Raby Irish, French Irish, cluny, guipure, Battenburg,

Princesse, Spanish, Ohantilly, Alencon and other net

laces, and last but by no means least, Valenciennes, are

all seen. This lace as we all know has been exceptionally
good for the past two years and this Summer and the
Summer before it has been the leading Summer lace.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There' were three tiny Tots in

VIYELLA—
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIVELLA."

Reed. Trade Mark.

For Night-dresses, Dressing gowns. Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

Hollins & Co.
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sola Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.
CANADIAN AdENT :

dr. William C. Meredith, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can ba had on application.
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TIIK millinery tad of the hour in New York is for

French feather hats. Certainly no more appropri-

ate headgear could be imagined for demi-season

wear. The offerings in these dainty hats are varied and

novel enough to please the most fastidious, for not only

are small turban shapes, hut large hats as well, made up

in feathers.

Three distinctive designs are shown in feather hats

The first, a stunning model in two shades of blue of the

Alice variety, is somewhat on the order of a Continental,

bhe crown being a low dome. Here, again, ribbon or

twists of velvet may he applied, but more frequently the

feather hat is unadorned.

Fig. I.—A French Feather Hat.

The most extreme novelty and the handsomest feathei

hats offered are those made of peacock feathers. A very

charming example of this varietj of hat is shown in the

second illustration. Note the smart quill effect which is

also in. nli' .it peacock. This hat will permit of the in-

troduction of some ribbon trimming on the bandeau.

This, however, is not necessai
j

Paon, or peacock, shades are in high favoi this sea

son, so there are many hats which, while not made of the

genuine peacock feathers, have much the same effect ow-

ing to then coloring. The use of peacock feathers as a

trimming is also gaining in favor. The tail feathers arc-

used singly or in clusters in much the same manner as

quills would be treated. These brilliant feathers are not

confined solely to millinery; a very handsome stole and

grannie muff has been designed by a leading manufac-

turer, made of the "eyes" of the peacock, interspersed

with marabout, dyed to correspond. This set was ex-

tremely handsome and decidedly novel.

The third hat shown was in a soft green, the shade

known this season as reboux green. The top is formed

by soft folds of feathers which follow the outline of the

hat. Coque feathers in iridescent colorings spring from

the side and fall low on the coiffure.

Where the entire hat is not of feathers, crowns and

brim facings are beautified by them. The derby crown,

which, by the way, has met with marked success, is at

its best when of distinctive material. For these effects

ribbon or feathers are used advantageously, the crown

being set upon a felt or velvet brim. The distinctive

crown is a strong feature of the season, many of the

handsomest models having crowns of different color and

texture than the brim.

Pressed velvet and felt shapes have met with great

success. Many of these show a facing in felt lighter in

tone than the upper portion of the hat.

Conspicuous among the rather small, severe hats,

with their smart wing trimmings, are the medium and

large sized models, clouded with chiffon. Quite unherald-

ed this style has sprung up amongst us until now the

most distinguished models are draped with chiffon or

ehantilly. This fashion, picturesque and costly, is not

only au fait for the evening hat (restaurant bats as they

are termed) but for street wear as well. The fashionable

woman does not hesitate to wear in the afternoon a hat

from which flutters fully live yards of chiffon. The back

and side bandeau offer ample scope for clever arrange-

ments of chiffon. Large, many looped bows, and soft,

cloudlike choux, from which fall one or two ends reaching

anywhere from the shoulder to the hem of the gown are

worn. Nothing could be prettier for evening or carriage

wear, for which, in light colors, they are in great de-

mand. For street wear less extreme effects seem in bet-

ter taste. In browns, greys and olive shades the chiffon

scarf is, however, much worn.

In costume departments favor is divided between the

long and short coat. For Fall the short Eton effects are

most in evidence, but the tendency is toward the long

coat for Winter wear. Plain materials predominate. The

conspicuously prominent shades are furmee or smoke

grey, alligatreo or reboux green, prunella and wine

shades. Prunella is a strong color both in millinery and

cloths. Alice blue is having its day with the result that

already the exclusive trade has relinquished its hold and

given it over to the masses. There is no doubt of the

steady increase in demand for grey which, on the highest

authority, will be fust choice for the Spring trade. Fur-

mee is the shade spoken of as par excellence.

Changes in fashion are nowhere as radical as in the

change ol sleeves, Bj the sleeves shall .1 gown be judged
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passe 01 up-to-date. During the past year the change has

been effected from the tight-fitting sleeve, which termin-

ated at the wrist in an enormous puff, to the leg-o'-

inutton sleeve, and now to the elbow and three-quarter

variety. With the passing of the dog days elbow sleeves

have remained.

Dresses, and even jackets, are made with full sleeves

Which terminate at or just below the elbow. This

caprice has resulted in a revival of the musketeer giove,

the fancy being for the glared kid rather than suede. To

meet the requirements of fashion, the glove must be 21

inches at least in length, to permit of the covert cd

wrinkled effect. Even fur coats are. made with short

sleeves, the fad being for a full sleeve, reaching midway

between the wrist and elbow. Whatever else may be said

of this fashion, it is distinctly feminine, a fact which will

insure its favor in the eyes of many who are weary of the

mannish women.

I might add that femininity is characteristic of the

present day fashions in all branches.

It will come as unwelcome news to many that the

casdons. For these effects the softest materials are in

demand. Chiffon, taffetas, panne and chiffon velvets,

messaline silks, and all the diaphanous weaves in which

the season abounds adapt themselves to the clinging

effects which are to be worn.

No. Ml.—Feather Hat o{ Reboux Green.

There are many revivals of old time fabrics, the most

notable being the heavy brocade effects in silks and rib-

bons. The ribbons, especially those in which threads of

silver and gold appear, are particularly old-fashioned, and

seem peculiarly adapted to the requirements of the sea-

son. The handsomest ribbons are those of a soft satin

and velvet brocade. Pompadour effects are exquisite in

this weave. Novel features of the season are the buckle

and button shapes, covered with novelty silk and ri'bjbon.

These are in demand for gowns and millinery pur-

poses, the gayest colorings and most ffambouyant designs

being in perfect good taste. Silver tissue, another re-

vival from olden days, is used for the same purpose.

Silver ribbon is also much in vogue. This perishable

novelty is at its best when used sparingly, but the tissue

is effective either as a foundation for lace, or as a veiling

for silk or other material.

Very dainty are the floral designs executed in silver or

gold, which are frequently relieved by velvet foliage.

Flowers other than the above named effects, with the ex-

ception of roses, are not much in evidence on the Fall

hats. Ostrich, aigrettes and stiff wing effects are the

favored ornamentations, with ribbon running a close race.

There is withal more of a suggestion of Winter about the

hour glass figure is once more becoming fashionable. new hats than has been noticeable for several Winters.

Tapering waists and high bust lines are the order of the Light colors are affected, but the choice is for the soften-

day, the new gowns being designed to accentuate these ed shados of purple, wine, golden and russet greens, which

features. are indeed Autumn's own colorings.

Girdles are a prominent feature of gowns for all oc- NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.
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OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW OUT WITH

Spring Samples

I

«ara

Inspection <& Respectfully «£ Solicited

Dtbenham, £aldecou $ Co.
Bay and Wellington Sts., TORONTO.

DRY GOODS MEN WHO

WATCH THE SMALL LEAKS

You find these men successful. You find them
customers of these works.

They have learned that one way to stop a very
sure leak is to send their faded and wrong-color
fabrics, ribbons, braids, hosiery and feathers to

these works to be re-dyed and finished, making them to compare
with new goods.

There's no experiment in the work, for leading members of the
trade have been our customers in some cases for thirty years.

R. PARKER & CO.,

DYERS and FINISHERS,

787-791 Yonge St., :: :: :: TORONTO, CAN,
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>* DRESS GOODS
FEATURES OF THE TKADE ^

N
OW that the retail merchant is about to come

into the market to purchase his Spring stock

of dress materials, the present and probable

future course of the wool market becomes a

matter of supreme importance. That wool is

up he is disagreeably aware from present experience, and
there is no sign of a change for the better in the situa-

tion, and the many difficulties that lie in the path of both

manufacturer, wholesale merchant and retailer alike, ow-
ing tn the high price of the raw material, will have to

be faced for another season. The trade, however, has in

the wool situation the satisfaction of knowing that it is

to no manipulation of markets or to no wild speculation

that the high prices are due. It is solely due to the big

demand for wool for many purposes, and to a shortage in

the available supply.

There is every indication that stocks of wool on hand

with spinners and manufacturers are unusually small at

the present time, and it is also certain that wool grow-
ers, tempted by the prevailing high prices, have rushed

crops into the market. Though the supply has been

short, the consumption has steadily increased, in spite of

all the efforts manufacturers have made to keep it, down.
The situation embraces all grades of wool, for there is

an increasing demand for merinos because the materials

made from these wools are daily coming more and more
in vogue. When their increased use is considered, the ad-

vance in price over last year in merino wools is not more
than is justified, and even when the new clip of Austral-

ian wool is received, it is altogether likely that present

rates will be fully maintained. There is only one more
important w7 ool sale to be held in London this season

and it is said the wool to be offered is not only of in-

ferior quality, but also unusually small in quantity, so

that there is sure to be keen competition for any really

good lots of merino wool that may be offered for sale

then. In crossbred wools the advances have been much
greater. In 1902 standard quality colonial crossbreds were
T^d. or 15 cents, while at the present time the price for

the same grade of wool is 17d. or 3 1 cents. One of the

principal features of the dress trade for some time has

been the growing demand for materials made from cross-

bred, and from what are termed pure lustre and demi-

lustre wools. These two latter kinds of wool are pro-

duced in certain districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire,

and while the demand has kept on increasing the supply

has diminished. A feature of the trade latterly has been

the steady call for this class of wool by the American
manufacturers, and as a consequence the price has risen

from 7d. or He two years ago to 15d. or 30c at the

present time.

Alpacas.

Alpacas and mohairs are showing a tendency to come
into use to a greater extent in Kngland, and for the

American trade they are also in high favor. Though there

have been some prior advances made in the raw material,

it has not been great, but should the fashionable demand
for this class of fabric grow in Europe to any extent,

material advances in both mohair and alpaca wools may
be expected. The increase in the wool clip of Australia

last year was a very marked one over that of the year

before, but under the most favorable circumstances at

least three years more must elapse before the normal

amount is produced there. In the meanwhile the world's

wool consumption is increasing, and this is specially true

of the United States, so that there is every reason to

suppose that the time of shortage- is by no means over.

It will be easily understood that with the raw material

commanding such a, high price, the dress trade is only

done under considerable difficulty. There are always a

number of buyers who hold back when advances are asked

,

believing that later on they will be able to make better

terms, and it is to such that The Review is now trying

to make the situation clear and to show that delay will

bring no concession in the matter of price, but most

probably it will mean that such a buyer will not be able

in get the, needful colors or assortments and that he will
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be unable to command the goods at the time he requires

them.
Light Weights.

Lighl weights will rule again in Spring fabrics, but

the popular materials will not be oi the open oi voile

weave. The "i"' 11 meshed idea has about bad its day and

materials of a closer bexture but no heavier in reality-

will be substituted. Cashmeres, which arc in great de-

mand now, and henriettas, their close relation, wool

batiste, taffeta cloth, poplins and kindred weaves and

cloths of a crepe nature are occupying first position, and

materials similar to the old time crepons are showing.

In expensive lines silk warp materials ale coming into

high favor ; silk warp henriettas, silk warp batistes, silk

warp crepons, poplins, etc. Besides the plain cloths,

fancy effects are shown in many small designs, a number

of which are in shadow and phantom effects. These ma-

terials are also shown in embroidered patterns, for em-

broidery is to be pre-eminently the fashion next season.

The light weight woolens are also embroidered, and nar-

row striped grounds are shown with either open work or

blind effects. A goodly number of the patterns are widely

spaced, but particularly in the case of small dots ; they

are also seen close together—very close in some cases.

Self-colored effects are much seen, and also in a pale

shade on a darker ground, and pale shades on white or

cream is a feature. Cream, by the way, is again to be a

leading color in Spring lines.

Light weight chiffon finished broadcloths arc another

feature. Broadcloths are not usually classed as a Spring

fabric, but the very light weight of this particular cloth

makes the exception. Other light weight cloths in ap-

proximate weaves are also sure to be considered.

Suitings in very light greys are a sure proposition. In

early Fall the trade has developed a marked tendency in

this direction. In the more expensive lines worsted suit-

ings will be calied for, but the very high price at the

present time for these materials will lead to a substitu-

tion of lower priced woolens for the general trade. Tweeds

on this order should be good. Plaids and checks look as

though they were going to last over into Spring, and

broken effects, shadow checks and shepherds' plaids will

again be shown.

Stripes are also more conspicuous in Spring lines —
two tone effect. Hair lines of white or black on a color-

ed ground, etc., are shown both singly and in groups.

The- phantom or shadow stripe is also much in evidence.

Mohairs.

Mohairs will have to be reckoned with, for though

mohairs have been very much worn in Canada all

through the present year, they have mot received the wide

attention here that they have obtained in the country to

the south of us. As every dress goods man knows, the

vogue of any one material in the United States exercises

.1 material influence on the market here. Mohairs are

strongly endorsed b\ the trade in the States for next

Spring, and for that reason are sure to be a leading

fabric also in Canada. Mohairs at the present time oc-

cupy a leading place in spite of the fact that they are

hardly an ideal fabric for wear in the Canadian Winter,

for Spring and Summer wear, however, the position is

different, and it would be hard to find a material more

appropriate. It comes in wide variety, and also in

^1 a])les and fancies. It is light in weight and cool, it

gives good wear and sheds dust. For outing wear, for

ihirtWaisI suits, for useful skirts, for business or school

wear, it would he difficult to find a fabric that will equal

mohair, and we maj look forward to a big business next

Spring in mohair and lustre fabrics.

WASH GOODS.

EVER since the beginning of the Summer of 1905 the

strengthening position of all white materials

been noted, and on all sides the prediction has

made that the Summer oi 1906 is to be a great white

season. This has been well inaugurated at all the fash-

ionable Sumiiiei resorts in the big country to the south

of us, and also at all poiins in Canada where American
visitors congregate All white, completely white from

hat to shoe, it has been, and on all occasions—hat, gown,

coat, hose and shoes. It must be admitted that this is a

most pleasing and practical fashion, and il should also

be noted that it is confined to no one generation — the

toddling tot, the girl of six, the miss of sixteen and

her older sister, her mother and even her grandmother are

all wearing pure white. So firmly is the belief grounded,

not only in the continuance of this fashion, but also in a

much wider acceptance of it, that other lines than wash
goods are making preparations in accordance with it.

In washing materials linen holds the first place in all

weights, in handkerchiefs in medium and in heavier

grades. These will be plain or heavily embroidered ac-

cording to the time and occasion on which they will be

worn. Plain lawns, India linens, etc., will also be in evi-

dence, and union and mercerized fabrics to take the place

of dress linens will be asked for. Embroidered muslins

because of the wide vogue of embroidered effects are ex-

pected to be strong sellers. This is the fashion end of tin-

position but there is the useful trade also to consider,

and colored effects are sure to come in in this branch of

the trade.

Prices and Fashions.

Spring lines of cotton fabrics will be on the road

during this month and judging by the confidence shown in

these lines by jobbers, a record season will ensue. In

view of the present cotton market, buyers should not hesi-

tate to cover their requirements at an early date. The
supply of goods and particularly of plain sheer effects is

inadequate, and early selections will be remunerative.

The season of 1906 will again, from the style standpoint,

be a plain one, with fancies better than the previous sea-

son. Small, neat figures in fancies are highly favored and

some of the medium designs in muslins are taking well

as they closed last season verv strong. Dotted and figured

Swisses will unquestionably be prominent in this market

and the range of patterns is truly bewildering. Spots

and sprigs are highly favored- India linens and Victoria

lawns show a tendency to prove more popular than ever

before, especially in fine sheer qualities. French and Per-

sian lawns will do well in larger centres. Silk mulls, es

pecially in spot effects, are predicted to gain in favor and

various cotton imitations of dress goods, usually in hair-

line-stripes and spot effects, will demand attention. Hunt-

er's green is a favorite shade in these lines. Cotton

voiles are again shown, but no one argues for their suc-

cess .

SILKS.

T11K
really limited assortment of wool dress materials

shown this Fall is stimulating the trade in silks.

Silk shirtwaist suits and suits of the costume order

are being worn out on the street now and when colder

weather comes they will still he in order to wear under

coals There is not much change in patterns or colors,

except that brown is dropping behind. Green is good and

so is navy, and there is a certain demand for fancy Col-

ors. Hair-lined plaids cliielh and also stripes with a

.lacquard figure or embroidered dot are very much worn.

Shots and changcables are leading sellers and lartan
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plaids, chiefly in the blue and green patterns, are selling

exceedingly well, both for waists and shirtwaist suits. It

is the bright chiffon finished taffeta that is selling.

Turning to indications for Spring, which are in an

unusually backward condition, the prevailing tendency is

still to this class of silk. For some time back there has

been an increasing firmness and a steady advance in values

in the raw material. Not only Japan but Italy also com-

plains about shortage of crop. This shortage is ascribable

lo cold and wet weather. These higher prices are causing

buyers to hold off, but a sign that they want the goods

is that anything in the nature of a concession is taken

up at once. Differences of opinion are held, too, as to

whether the advance can be long maintained or not.

The retail trade here is just about ready to give

Spring orders but there seems to be no idea as yet form-

ed as to which way styles are trending
; the New York

market is at a loss and no more satisfaction is to be

gained here. In the States the only news is that black

silk goods are showing a rapid development, and are sure

to be well represented in Spring lines. There has been a

tendency observable in this direction for some time. More-

over, when white is as strong as it is sure to be next

Spring, black is always also a strong factor in the trade.

It is more than probable that checks, narrow stripes and

neat fancies will be well to the fore and that chameleons

and shots will be good, as also will tartan plaids for the

early part of the season. Japanese silks have made a

material advance and one that is likely to be sustained.

Though popular and still used in large quantities it is

expected that linen will cut into their popularity in the

coming Spring.

OPENING DISPLAYS.

BROADCLOTHS. Venetians, worsteds, tweeds and

plaids shared favor in about the order named in the

opening displays of dress goods last month. The

palm must be given to broadcloths, which in high-priced

goods are shown in a big range of colors and shades.

Green seemed to be the leading favorite, with plum in evi-

dence, while blues were hardly as much featured. A walk
through any dress goods department showed a preponder-

ance of plain materials. Henriettas and prunella cloth,

eoliennes and similar fabrics, broadcloths, etc., were

everywhere in evidence. In various stores and notablv in

Morgan's, Montreal, extensive displays of plaids were

made". In Henry Morgan & Co.'s the display was of suf-

ficient interest in itself to attract attention and elicit

complimentary remarks. Warm tones and cheery combina-

tions of new plaids were made, and almost every clan

was represented. The fashion outlook for plaids was
boomed in this way. Tweeds, generally in gray mixtures,

were strenuously pushed in Montreal by the W. H. Scrog-

gie Company. Limited, Carsley's, and the John Murphy
Company, Limited. Suitings in black and white worsted
effects were particularly strong. As the color field stands

to-day, judging from city retailers, greens, navys, plums,

purples and reds have the call. These are often featured

by means of color studies.

FIRST FUR ROBBERY.
As usual the active opening of the fur season at retail

in Montreal was signalized by a characteristic fur robbery.
A. Marx's clothing and fur store, 137 Craig street, was
entered by Edmond Larochelle and Wilfrid Crepeau on the

morning of September 28th and while they were busy
filling a trunk with furs a policeman, who had found the

door unlocked, entered. They had securely packed about
$500 worth. They pleaded not guilty and were remanded
for enquete.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be
the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will
remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'Pirle' stamp on it,as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £» SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, C.C., ENGLAND
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* CORSETS *

IMPORTANCE OF FITTING.

MOST retailers realize the importance of lilting, ami

yet even in well-equipped houses the most slip-shod

methods of corset-selling are allowed. The sales-

woman is too often careless or incompetent and the wo-

man who is half-convinced of the desirability of a high-

priced garment will frequently lose interest it the sales-

woman is not alert and well posted. Moreover, there is

a vast amount of tact and good judgment necessary. The

woman who will take what is offered her should he just

as carefully Jilted as is the exacting one. She will know
what she wants next time. The woman who wants exact-

ly the same model worn by her sister or friend needs

careful manipulation. She thinks she knows what she

wants, but if she gets it the chances are that she will be

a dissatisfied customer, and such rarely return. Occasion-

al. y the saleswoman is hampered by having an incomplete

stock, but it is the buyer's part to prevent such contin-

gencies. An expert demonstrator in a department can of-

ten arouse interest in inattentive or thoughtless sales-

women, and, once awakened, the department is likely to

be a success.

NEW CORSET MANUFACTURERS.

Alfred Probst and Alfred Leloup, of Quebec, have

formed a partnership for the manufacture of corsets. The

new firm will do business under the name of the French

Lady Corset Mfg. Co.

PARISIAN CORSET CO., LIMITED, BUSY.

UNFORTUNATE, erroneous impressions, which The
Review on its part deeply regrets, regarding the

disastrous fire in the Parisian Corset Co., Limited,

Quebec, on August 21th, have gained credence. The fac-

tory was by no means destroyed and at the present mo-
ment is working more than full blast in a praiseworthy

effort to meet all requirements of the trade promptly.

Since September 12, when everything to the last machine

was in running order, all hands have been working at full

speed, consistent with turning out perfectly manufactured

goods. Retailers may depend upon having their advance

orders filled promptly and all orders entrusted to their

care will have every attention and prompt delivery. All

goods damaged by water were immediately disposed of

and everything is new and fresh.

The lire started in the elevator shaft on Hie top or

third floor where Hie floor and ceiling, as well as many
machines were seriously damaged. Happily the strenuous

work of the fire brigade prevented it spreading to the re-

maining floors, which only suffered damage by water. The
linn settled the day following the fire with the insurance

companies for $7,000.

The top floor has been receiled and floored and many
additional machines added, while a new complete stock of

raw material has been obtained. Their rapid efforts in

this direction deserve unstinted praise. The management

is thoroughly optimistic and greater changes may cou-

th 1 r expected.

FABRIC GLOVES AND SPRING HOSIERY.
''pilt; vogue of the short sleeve, which is pretty well

J assured now, means that gloves i caching to the

elbow will have to he stocked for coming Spring. It

is perfectly certain that this fashion will be in a

Hong position when the Spring season opens up. It has

developed with great rapidity during the latter part of

the Summer in both Europe and the I trrted States. In

Paris it has been the exception to see longer than elbow
sleeves, for elbow sleeves and .shortei lengths have been

universally worn. Even lailor-mades, which, by the way,

are not of the severe type worn in America, have had the

elbow length sleeve. With it was worn the long glove of

silk or kid, and even the coming of colder weather has

made no change, and the elbow sleeve will be well worn
even in the colder months. All but the plainer gown,
and waists seen in New York City follow the same
fashion, and for dressy and indoor wear this style will

lead all through the Winter, so that it is one that is sure

to have come down to the popular trade by the time

Spring arrives; so that a certain percentage of the Spring

stock of silk gloves will have to be in the long lengths.

But it is the glove that reaches quite up to the elbow-

that is wanted—the 20-inch glove. The 18-inch and under

do not reach the elbow, and leave an unsightly breadth

of bare arm between where the glove ends and the sleeve

begins. That was the mistake many retailers made this

Summer, and it was the cause of endless trouble in the

glove department, and lost sales, and innumerable ex-

changes could be traced to it. When a customer asks for

an elbow length glove and is given one that reaches only

to the middle of the arm she is justified in thinking that

a misrepresentation has been made. The glove that is

selling has the slit at the wrist like a mousquetaire.

This style has many advantages—it is easier to get on

and off, and fits better at the wrist. Though the cheaper

grades of silk gloves have to be stocked, the double tipped

ones, that can be retailed for $1 or $1.25, are the ones to

push. Customers will have more satisfaction from them,

for with the cheap glove a few times wearing serves to

break the fingers. Black is selected as the leading color,

and white is also stocked.

E. T. ASSOCIATION FALLS IN LINE.

AT a meeting of the Eastern Townships Retail Asso

ciation at Sherbrooke, P.Q., September 28lh, it

was definitely decided to affiliate with the Retail

.Merchants' Association of Canada. Delegates were also

appointed to attend the meeting shortly to be held in

Montreal for the purpose of forming a Quebec Provincial

Association of Retailers. The following were elected of-

ficers of the E. T. Association of Retailers : President,

L. A. Bayley, Sherbrooke, Que. , first vice-president, .1.

Marchessault, West Shefioru ; second vice-president, •'

A. Wiggett, Sherbrooke ; treasurer, A. J. 1 Union, Rich-

mond
,
secretary, J. J. Alullins, Bedford.

Mr. .). O. G-areau, Montreal, president of the Federa-

tion of Retail .Merchants in that city headed a delegation

from that association and in a clear address pointed out

bhe objects of retail associations as well as the manifold

benefits derived from them. Co-operation as the secret ol

minimizing trade abuses was largely dwelt upon.

Mr. A. W. Cochrane, head of the selling end of the

print department of the Dominion Textile Co., Limited,

will sail from .Montreal per S.S. Oceanic. October 4, for

foreign markets, in search of new designs to add to their

Spring selections. He will be absent about six weeks

1.1
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THE CORSETS OF TO-DAY

P. D
Unequalled in Style, Fit and

Comfort.

Merchants catering to high-class

trade invariably handle them.

Largest Sale of any Corset on the Market.

Latest styles for Fall now in the

hands of our travellers.

KONIG & STUFFMANN
Sole Selling- Agents for Canada

II Victoria Square, MONTREAL

THE PARISIAN CORSET CO., LIMITED, QUEBEC
Running overtime and all orders will be filled as promptly as possible.

Our fire on August 24th has not daunted us, and with everything renovated, a new stock and
additional machinery, we are spurred on to even higher efforts. Retailers may depend upon the
same high standard as of old.

NED
r
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* WAISTS *

ORDERS with must firms fur Pall blouses were extra

heavy aud in some lines deliveries are not coming to

hand in a satisfactory manner. The chief delay has

been in higher priced lines. In some eases the manufac-

turers had to wait for materials but a more serious ob-

stacle has been the lack of experienced help. These manu-
facturers are welcoming the present spell of warm wea-

ther. "They quit bothering me," as one said.

Some sample lines of white blouses are already out,

but others are only in course of preparation. White wash

blouses occupy a strong position and the trade confidently

expect a big season. The end of the selling season saw a

clean sweep of white wash blouses, both at wholesale and

retail. Retailers were asking for them at the latter part

of the season and the manufacturers were out of materials

and could not meet the demand, and even up to the end

of last month a belated order would come to hand. There

is likely to be a certain amount of inquiry for white wash
waists all Winter, and certainly it will pay to make an

early showing.

Linen blouses in linen lawn, or handkerchief linen in

medium and in the heavier weights, is to enjoy an ex-

tended popularity, for this year has only seen the begin-

ning of the development, a development that will bloom
out into ampler proportions next Summer, not only in

plain linens but also in embroidered effects, and an ex-

tensive range of novelties may be anticipated along these

lines.

Sleeves are always a vexed question at this time and

orders are being taken with the usual proviso that if

styles change before shipments are made the sleeve shall

be the up-to-date one. Short sleeves are included in sam-

ple lines and there is a halting of opinion to give the re-

tail trade an opportunity to pass upon them. There will

be a good deal of controversy about them, no doubt, but

the trade must remember that every fashion paper is

showing them and talking them up, and will be from now
on, also that in Paris they are universally worn, and

that those women who are recognized leaders are wearing

them on all occasions on this side of the water, so that

whatever is the feeling for or against, at least a few

should be included in initial orders.

HOLIDAY LINES.

NEW models are almost daily making their appearance

and exclusive styles are shown by almost every

house. Buyers generally show an inclination to do a

great deal of shopping in order to get hold of many of

the new ideas. Quality and style are paramount this

season and high-class merchandise has been much favored.

On popular-priced goods competition is ven keen and

pliers ace often cut below a profitable point. New waists

appropriate for holiday wear are now making their ap

pearance. Designers have all returned from the New York

market and the newest and daintiest creations are

evolved.

The presence Of fine sheer cotton materials, showing a

wealth of lace elegance, is the newest introduction upon

this market. The vogue of this lingerie blouse across t In-

line has finally induced manufacturers to bank upon its

prosperity here The predominating color is of course

white, which is in the had in the shirtwaist field. Man\
oi these designs are yet kept under cover, though just why
this is done is debatable. Certain it is that good things

which languish too long do not always thrive Plaid

waists in the silk field are again strongly talked of by

manj ol the designers lately returned from the New Voik
market. Black and white louisines are prominent in this

line, although every clan has a representation. This is in

keeping with the high favor enjoyed by plaid dress goods
among ultra trade. The range of Chinas, taffetas, n

lines and crepe de chenes has been largely added to in

dress elTects. The elbow sleeve is at last being taken up

in this market and is much featured on waists designed

loi dress occasions. It is by no means exploited on popu-

lar models which are finished with a long pleated cuff with
insertion. Narrow yokes, both hack and front, have evi-

dently come to stay. Outside of black and white, green

from reseda to hunter's green is strongly taken.

A great deal of discussion is indulged in regarding the

elbow length slee\e in the dressy styles. For the benefit

of buyers it may be stated that the bulk of the business

is being done on the full length sleeve in both tailored

and dressy styles. Retailers should remember that on
moderate priced waists an extra expense is entailed if the

elbow length is sold, as women will have to buy the long

gloves. It is doubtful if she would wish to go to this

expense. In this climate as well, in styles intended for

street wear, the full length sleeve is a necessity. The

majority of women will assuredly call for the full length

sleeve. The elbow sleeve is generally of small dimensions,

sometimes consisting of a series of puffs, and finished with

frills of net or lace.

Except in staple lines spring models are more talked

about than seen, although some lines have already been

sent out for the far western trade. The continuation of

Jap silks as the approved material is beyond question and

some of the new models defy description. Quality and

style are considered more than mere price and retailers

cannot go far astray in banking upon goods of unquestion-

ed material and fit. Canadian manufacturers deserve cred-

it for the exclusiveness and reliability of their garments,

and a continued measure of approval is unquestioned.

Cheap goods have time and again been proved unsatisfac-

tory at any price and detrimental to the interests of re-

tailers. Buttoned backs are extensively exploited in the

better class lines and confidence is expressed by their

sponsors. They have been gradually but surely feeling

their way in this market and the fact that they are the

only wear across the line will contribute much to their

success here. Many of the newest styles are plain tailor-

made in the truest sense of the term, although insertion

is much employed at appropriate points. Small yokes

both back and front, either pointed or square, are present

ir. most models. The elbow sleeve is very prominent, and

will undoubtedly be in high favor in the better class lines

for spring. The mitten cuff will, as formerly, hold most

attention. Fancy models in the various silk materials are

very prominent and some sources predict increased favor

with fancy dress waists. The silk waist will, as hereto-

fore, he favored. An advance model which affords an

inkling of the fluffj effects lor the ensuing season was

shown to The Review. A dainty, fluffy creation fashioned

from about forty-five yards of three-inch val. lace,

perhaps exceeded in beauty anything hitherto shown in

this market. Row upon row of this lace, over a China

silk body, was utilized in a neat (lower design. The small

yoke and collar, front and back, were finished to match

and the large elbow sleeves were along the same lines.

The presence of many of these high class effects is indi-

cated fdi" spring.
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FAIR HANDY HAT FASTENERS
Pin OH or sew on edge oi' bandeau. Large double crown

bats, polo turbans and all other styles are held securely and
comfortably with them. Every pair guaranteed to please.

If your jobber don't sell tbem send us his name and receive

circular with price and a sample pair free. Patented and
manufactured In

THE FAIR MFC. CO., 510 10th St., Racine, Wis.

Beware of cheap imitations of our "Handy" at any price.

•••*••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••*•••*•••••••••••••"•*••'••*'•-•••••**•••••••*••*••*•

CI1INA SILK WAISTS {

WE ARE SPECIALISTS.

Style, Workmanship and Material are absolutely
guaranteed to give satisfaction to retailer and con-

sumer alike.

Our prices defy competition, quality and work-
manship considered.

Spring samples now being shown. Samples ex-
pressed prepaid upon request.

0. L. LEDERER, «a st. James st MONTREAL
'••-•••.•••••<•-•-•••-•••••' -•••••••••••' >••-•••••••••••••••••

CHRISTMAS LINES
AT

SPECIALLY LOW PRICES.
Fancy Underskirts, Silks, Alpacas, etc.
Lace and Silk Collarettes,
Shawls, honeycomb, black and white.
Silk Shawls, all shades.
Men's Underwear,
Ladies' Underwear, in lawn and silk,
Furs, Collars, Stoles, Muffs.
Children's knitted jackets, bonnets and gloves,
Ladies' woollen gloves.
Plush table covers,
Woollen hose and half-hose,
Silk Mufflers and Handkerchiefs.

All these and many more lines, at Job Prices,
for samples and prices.

Ask

L HIRSHSON & CO ,

nfM'"""KSSSET™1

TELEPHONES: Bell, 2715
j
Merchants, 636.

THE GOODS LIKE THE
BRAND, ARE RELIABLE

We have the Best and most Reliable line of Silk Waists

in the market, proof of which is the increasing orders

that are coming in this Season. A trial of the Reliable

Waist will convince you, as it did others, that they are

the Best in the market.

Orders by mail promptly executed.
This is our specialty.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
1853

Notre Dame Street,
MONTREAL

Special Novelties for the Holidays.

THE LIVINGSTONE M'F'G GO.
Manufacturers of

Fur,

Leather,
Duck and
Sheepskin
Lined Clothing

Also Fur-Lined Vests

I44 Craig Street West, Montreal, Canada

MAIL ORDERS EXECUTED PROMPTLY

We are Original

In Hig'H Hig'H-grade Fancy
SilK Waists, Fancy Dresses
for Evening' Wear, for Balls,

Receptions, THeatre, etc.

THIS IS OUR TRADE MARK.
MA

fiSte.

Ask your customers. They will tell you the value

of our garments—there is money in it for you.

Write us your name and address and we will do

the rest.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.

MONTREAL

N.B. A special assortment in Tailor-made Taffeta and Peau de
Soie Waists at all prices.

OTBADe'MARK

Many merchants handle no other make of

WAISTS and SHIRT WAIST SUITS

Asked if this department of their business
is a success, they say that it is increasing
all the time, and their orders prove it.

We do not claim to be the only manufac-
turers in the business, but we do claim
that garments bearing the Shield Brand
are fully as good or a little better than
the best.

Fall and Winter Samples now in the
hands of our travellers include many new
and elegant designs.

A specially interesting line for Christ-

mas Trade.

The New York Silk Waist M'f'g. Go,

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL
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Self-Adjusting

Waist Holder and Skirt Support
with

It is the discriminating" buyer

who knows a good thing when he

sees it.

The "Dontear" Waist Holder

and Skirt Supporter is FAULTLESS,

and its simple adjustments have no

equal. Its special features are the

RUBBER GRASP and DAINTY
CLASP, which insure

Style, Comfort, Economy.

Samples by request

Ttie

Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co.

76 Bay Street

Toronto, Canada
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FANCY goods comprise a steal variety of

articles. The term can be made just as wide

as a merchant chooses to make it. Foremost

among this class of goods are the various ar-

ticles of leather manufacture. A line assort-

ment of them can be shown to advantage for the Christ-

mas trade. The people who buy them are the ones who
deal in the dry goods store anyway, and so it is com-
paratively easy to handle the stock in connection with

the other departments.

A few suggestions arc offered in the illustrations.

These do not cover the field of leather goods, much
less of fancy goods. They are just given as an idea of

what can be done in this department. The advantage of

keeping special holiday goods cannot be overestimated.

The gift trade is exceedingly big, and the progressive

merchant cannot afford to let it get away from him. Be-

sides paying a fine profit in itself, it brings new custom-
ers to the store, and they will seldom go out without

making some purchases from the general stock. Besides,

it does not require highly-paid salespeople to look after

this counter. The goods are displayed and a buyer can

make her choice with very little assistance from a clerk.

If goods suitable for the holiday season have not been

kept before, let a trial be made this season and watch
the results.

THE NOTION DEPARTMENT.
MANY merchants regard the notion department as one

of the best trade pullers in the store. There is

always a need in the home for the little items that

make up the notion stock, and just because it has to be

so constantly visited it is located well within the store.

You generally have to go to the extreme end of a store

to get to the notion stock. Keep your stock in sight,

and keep it well assorted, and you will do the trade, and

there is no better way of doing this than by using the

small bunks with the price ticket in plain figures on the

back. Customers can then make their own selections,

and to a certain extent wait on themselves, and you can

put beginners as salespeople behind your notion counter.

OCT 6 190^

y»
n

come there are sure to be novelties introduced, and the

want, card should be given attention. Featherbone and
other boning materials are a necessity with the present

style of dress. Featherbone of the different kinds, in
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Satchel ol Walrus, shown by The Copp, Clark Co.

black and white, and in colors also, will be wanted.
Girdle forms are sure to be called for. However varied

the stock of colored belts kept, there will always be some
shades that cannot be matched, and the girdle form and

the ribbon department will have to be able to help out,

or a sale will be lost. With your belt form stock you
might show a couple of belts made up, and where there

is either a dressmaking or millinery making-up depart-

ment, orders could be taken and a charge to cover cost

of making made.

In these days when advertising is a matter of so

much moment, how many merchants realize how much
free advertising they can get out of their notion stock ?

This advertising will cost them nothing to distribute, for

Ihey make their customers do that. Sheets of pins,

safety pins, etc., boxes and packages of hair pins, tape

lines, and quite an extended list of other small articles,

can lie bought with the merchant's name and address

printed on them, and just as long as they are in use the

name of the firm is before your customer and friends.

This may not be a very large item, perhaps, but it is one

not to be overlooked or neglected in these strenuous days

when every merchant is striving to devise new ways of

keeping himself before the public eye.

Portfolio, shown by The Copp, Clark Co.

At the beginning of a new season, when dressmakers

and mothers of families are busy with their preparations,

particular care should be taken to keep the assortments

up in this department. Each year when changes in styles

JAPANESE GOODS STRONG.

OWING to the easy monetary condition at large, and

prosperous conditions generally, heavy trading in

fancy goods is assured. In fact any additional pros-

perity is at once reflected in these lines, and sales this
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ii confirm lull indications in tins respect, in no

ii "i the trade has this been so apparent as in lines

emanating from Japan. That bhe interest in these lines

rowing is demonstrated by the fact that a numbei ol

Mies have recently inaugurated strictly Jap
anesc departments. The popularity of these lines is core

pelting all buyers to include there in their purchasing

h i There is everj indication thai interesl in Japanese

effects will be maintained throughout the season. The

strain of the war has no1 made iiself fell, as an increased

RETURNED
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man) novel patterns and shape and are suitable foi end

less purposes. They an- available iii Beta of three and

live, and are moderate in price. Japanese toys in vari-

ous straw-colored box effects are represented. The range

of anbimonj goods includes a distinct varietj ol stamp

and match boxes, card trays, etc Bronze ornament

every description, including manj old curios are la

represented

Fancy Baskets.

Waste paper receivers ale sometimes vciv artistic,

made of fibre and woven straw. The frame work is uau

all) of rattan and \eiy substantial. The same style is

carried out in the range of ladies' work baskets. Teak

wood furniture, in exclusive hand carved effects, includes

a range of jardiniere stands, tables, settees, etc. Both

Chinese and Japanese wood is represented, and the wink

is distinctive. A set t re showed a design of the
'

Mountain, hand carved, and these have been taken up by

stores catering to ultra trade \ carved table desi

especially for a card table contained every facility in an

ingenious way for this purpose.

Collar and Cuff Case, shown bj The
Copp, Clark Co.

Playing* Card Case, shown b) The
Copp, Clark Co. SHOW THE GOODS.

assortment is on view. The effect is rather in

which are firm in every line.

China.

he prices, A
PRIMARY requisite i

a satisfactory plan

A line which is commanding considerable interest is

china and glassware, suitable for holiday trade. The
range is bewildering, and no trouble should ensue in mak-
ing satisfactory selections. (Tips and saucers in peculiar

Japanese designs and floral effects run from the most

staple to the most elaborate effects. Prices range from

a/bout 71c. to $8 per dozen. Fifteen piece tea sets are

also inquired for, and these are neatly boxed in sets and

range from $1.50 as high as $8. In stocking these lines

it is advisable that they be kept in sight if full returns

are desired. It does not pay to locate them in an out-of-

the-way place. If a basement is run they should he

placed there.

Some exquisite new effects in jardinieres, pedestals

and umbrella stands in all shapes and sizes are being or-

dered out. Fortunately they can be sold at a price so

reasonable as to be within the reach of the many personaj\j

whose tastes are in advance of their means. The decora-

tive hand work is ornamental in the extreme. The

solidity of these goods renders them practically inde-

structible. Floral and leaf designs in raised effects are

prominent;. They are worthy of a place in the majority

of homes, although many, on account of their enhanced

value and appearance, are only suitable for the wealthier

household. These are among the many new novelties for

bhe decoration of the home, which are always in request

at holiday time.

Smokers' Outfits.

of a successful holiday season is

for making special displ,

Nearly every store features these lines on bargain

counters, and the plan of throwing these articles

misCUOUSly in a heap contributes much to confusion and

is an invitation for loss. These goods quickly show the

effect of over-handling, and are practically valueless when

broken or soiled. It is far better to put a few of each

style on exhibition at a time, replenishing the stock as

sold. This plan cannot always be followed in cleaning up

the goods quickly, but it is a safe procedure to work

upon at the opening of the season.

Defer Price Cutting.

Many shoppers have the habit of deferring holiday

purchases lill bhe closing days, as the) are convinced that

they will he enabled to buy goods cheap. They are blind

Roll of American Seal, shown bj The Copp, Clark Co.

Smokers' outfits, in quaint and original designs and

patterns, ale included ill the Japanese lines This class

-i
I seldom fails to appeal lo the holiday shopper

and Ihev are slionglv taken. A novelty in this respect

i ,i cigar box from native wood, with the drawer in-

geniouslj available from ovoiv side. Many outfits are

ornamental and have various modes of fixtures for hold

the pipes Lacquered ware, including a wide range ol

comb, brush .ut<\ tea trays, practically contains nothing

iliallv new (.Hove and handkel chief boxes have

to depleted assortments, and are purely bargain hunters.

However, the majority of customers appreciate the ad-

vantages of availing themselves of early selections, and it

is suicidal under the circumstances to cut prices on holi-

day lines until after Christmas. At least do not cut

them on a radical scale at anj rate until the day before

Nowadays a good manj people make a practice of giving

\e\\ Year's presents in addition bo Christmas gilts, and

there are always a numbei who neglected to remembei

certain friends at Yulebide In addition main people

sue lo reciprocate with some who have sent them gifts

ai Christmas which have not been returned. They must

retaliate with a New Year's gift, consequently consider-

able Hade can be done in the week between Christmas

and New Years, il assortments are at all presentable

and pine liiduceinen i s sufficiently tempting
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FOR

Enterprise Bonnet & Hat Frames

DeCelles Bros.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

ROOM 210, - Board of Trade Building, - MONTREAL
The above styles are also made in wire. In ordering please state number and letter E.
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Wholesale Millinery

,~. „ *^ -^,r> RETURNED
IT MEANS oct 7 190?

atisiaction^

all round
Wlnen your orders
are filled properly
and promptly.

Our reputation in tHis

respect is Long
EstablisKed.

The condition of our stocK is

such that will maintain and

strengthen that reputation.

TheD.ricCALLCO.,uml,e(i

TORONTO.
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&f)e Canadian
Zl&illinerp THeview

FASHIONS

IN FALL

OPENINGS

AFTER the brisk selling of an unusually prolonged

opening season there has come the usual lull in

trade in the importing millinery houses. The re-

tail trade in its turn is busy with openings and prepara-

tions for openings, and it is only when these are over that

active selling will again send a flurry of orders in to the

wholesale trade. In ready-to-wear lines preparations for

the assorting season are now on, and some unusually at-

tractive hats suitable for the mid-winter season will be

on their rounds before this month, September, is out.

The present small shapes are all in favor of the ready-to-

wear type, and never before has there been a season when

ready-to-wears have been so smart or so attractive.

is no reason why any woman should attempt to wear
them if 'they are not becoming to her. If a larger hat is

desired it can be worn with perfect propriety. Here in

Canada we have not had a season based on the small

styles, and both because of this and because a small hat

is the one best suited for Winter wear, the small type of

hat will be in high favor. Paris, on the other hand, is

beginning to tire of the small bats, which have become
exaggerated, and she is again taking up with a much larger

type of hat—not extreme, but much larger. Here, too,

for those interesting occasions that the society papers

designate "functions," moderately large types of hats are

being prepared, and these are taking for the reason that

Milliner) Kitting Rooms of The John Murphy Co.. Limited, Montreal.

RETURNED
OCT 1 WG^

Even in ready-to-wears the Polo is losing ground, but

there are such a number of smart turban shapes shown

that it will not be missed. These come in many ma-
terials—pressed felt, chenille, silk, and velvet. They are

all simple in outline and simple in trimming, and are very

smart and striking in effect. The weather as yet has been

hardly favorable to the sale of Winter millinery. It has

been so Summerlike that there has been no necessity for

making any change felt as yet, but just as soon as the

weather makes it necessary to don warmer clothing busi-

ness will be brisk in the millinery trade. The country is

prosperous, and every condition points to a good season.

Though the small hat for street wear will lead, there

with the exceedingly picturesque and elaborate gowns
some more imposing headgear than the small hats were
a necessity. Draperies of lace were added to the small
hats, but were too obviously out of type to make a suc-

cess, and for this class of millinery there has been a re-

turn to a larger style of hat. The hats prepared for

these occasions are picturesque and graceful in the ex-

treme. The materials are rich—velvet, taffetas and lace,

feathers, flowers and ribbons, etc.—all and each are used
on the one hat. The colors and color blending are mag-
nificent, and these creations form a fitting and exquisite
finish bo an elaborate and dressy toilette that is in per-

fect style.
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SPLENDID RETAIL DISPLAYS

COMMENCING the middle of last month, city retail

ers held opening displays on everj line of goods, and

liisi among the advance showings was thai ol

millinery. Among the Montreal openings ol superioi

merit was thai of the John Murphy Co., Limited \

seel ion of their department, in the form of two of thru

lit ting rooms, is shown on page 133, This is practically

a new stoic, and they thoroughly impressed the public

with the fact that they air looking after their needs The

idee of calling the attention of the public to the fact that

the Summer season is over, and inducing them to make

timely purchases of the present season's offerings, was

well exemplified. An early opening was held ill this store

ami an important agency was the window displays, which

contained lines from every department as a starter, und

later were followed by millinery color studies in separate

windows, of green, blue, black, cream and brown. The

rURNED

a—

Smart Hat, manufactured bj the D. MiL".
Company

.

newest^ and best things had an early representation in

stock, and the windows early proclaimed the fact. The

illustration is but a corner of their millinery department

on the third floor, and the idea might be carried out with

profit by stores in smaller centres.

LATER SEASON DEVELOPMENTS.

LARGER hats are certainly making their appearance,

but for general wear the smaller shapes will for the

early part of the Winter at any rate be most in

evidence. The small hat, at any rate in Canada, has not

vet had a season
; the novelty is not yrt gone and there

will certainly be a good season's trade done in the smaller

type of hat.

The later Paris shapes are distinctly high-crowned and

,< high crowned sailor is .just now very popular. These

hats are a1 present the rage in l 'a t is and this is a style

that may prove worth watching. Thev come in white

and grey felts and are trimmed with velvet and wings.

Red sailor: in the same style .v^ noted These tailors

have the short hum in lion t and are decidedly -mail

The sailor shape that has the shoi t fiont brim and deep

back, with large round crown ahoul two inches oi so high

covered plainlj with velvet, is a style that is coming to

the front here. One seen latelj was ol deep ban velvel

The crown was encircled h\ a wreath of moderate

silk roses of the cabbage order, each alternate three being

blue ami the others blown The back was raised high on

.i bandeaux to give the fashionable slani and was covered

with loops and ends of velvel ribbon held in place in

small steel buckles.

In Europe the high crown is decidedly a feature in

\utumn styles, but as yet it has no following on this

side ol the ocean though it is much talked of. High
crowns are not much liked here, as they are not as gener-

ally becoming as the lower ones. In Paris and in Brus-

sels very long, narrow boat shapes with upturned sides

and a high blocked crown are very popular. These come
in fine felt and are shown in all colors to match the

gown. There is a big demand for fells, not a Tew ot

which are rough, and beavers are shown everywhere. The

colors are very beautiful and the list is long. Black hats

are coming into favor and black, as well as black and

white combinations, will occupy a better position as the

season advancee. Large tarn or mob cap crowns on nar-

row brims are another new feature. One seen that had

season advances. Large tarn or mob cap crowns on nar-

row brim of black felt and a pouf crown of tucked pink-

glace silk, and was draped about with a lace veil and

bunches of crab apples. The hat we illustrate is some-

what after this kind. The brim is ombre moire silk in

shadings of pink, mauve, and blue, with a suggestion of

brown, the crown being of velvet of the latter color. The

roses used are in the "dying" shades and harmonize per-

fectly with the coloring suggested in the silk and velvet.

The bandeaux is flanked with them and has a knot- of the

silk besides. Though felts and beavers are very much
worn, made hats of silk and velvet are high style. Couche

and Lyons velvet are combined with taffeta, both shot

and plain, and a new silk on the peau de soie order is

coming into use. Chenille braids and whole hats of che-

nille are very much to the fore, and a novelty seen in one

exclusive store was made of a heavy diamond weave braid

of wood silk.

Fancy feathers will he legion and plumage and breasts

in all shapes and combinations of colorings are seen in

numberless different forms. Aigrettes hold their own and

the idea seems to be to poise them in the oddest possible

manner. The same applies to wings, and they both are

seen shooting across crowns and in other novel positions

A later novelty is wings shaped like a butterfly. Big

moths are formed out of chenille and feathers. Fancy

wings are mounted in such a way thai they lend 1 hem-

selves to the long side trimming. These are never wholly

of the one coloring but ate tinted and shaded and melt as

it were from one color to another. Many also have soft

plumage in a light shade of color added around the base

All kinds of feather mounts are soft and pliable and

can be benl at will. Tufts, aigrettes and pom-pom effects

in hackle, marabout, silk and chenille, etc . aie much in

evidence. Pheasant effects arc also good. It is bard to

place quills, for velvet quills are mixed with the feat he:

ones and there are those of chenille as well. Not foi

some years has so much ostrich been worn.

Flowers and foliage are !>y no means discarded and

roses in particular aie verv strong, Shaded and shot

effects in silk and velvel are used singlv and in clusters

and wreaths Foi example, a bunch oi shot purple, pink

and bronze rosebuds will have velvet leaves of shot purple
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S. F. McKinnon & Co.
Limited

Importers of Millinery
and Manufacturers of

Cloaks and Skirts

IN STOCK

A FULL ASSORTMENT

OF

MILLINERY

Millinery Novelties

SILKS

Ribbons

FEATHERS

Wings, Etc.

OUR RANGE OF

LACES

COMPRISES:

Alencons

Point Laces

Lyons

Maltese

Fibres

Torchons

Vals

Guipures

Dress Trimmings

TORONTO WAREHOUSE

Our representatives are on their respective routes with a complete range

of assorting samples, and your inspection is solicited.

Careful attention paid to the prompt execution of letter orders.

S. F. McKINNON <fc CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, VANCOUVER, LONDON, ENGLAND
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ami green and the stem will be wrapped with chenille

Silk roses with a thick, dowuj covering through which the

rich tinting of the silk beneath peeps through, and which

cany a suggestion of the camellia in shape, are new.

Ornaments loom up larger now than in the beginning

ol the season, and are very handsome. Silver is coming
to the front and silver ornaments, ribbons, galloons and

nets look charming with the new colors.

\o mention of millinery would be complete without

speaking of ribbons, for they are in great demand, and

the season has opened up on them very much better than

the majority expected. Wide widths in bright, soft makes
are used for long looped bows, pouts, rosettes, flower

pom-poms, etc. Narrow ribbons are used for flat pleat-

ings or quillings, alternating with gathered velvet bows
or folds. Fancy ribbons are in good demand also and

more warp prints than is at all usual are used for mil-

linery purposes.

MELANCHOLY circumstances of a mos -

accompanied the untimely end of Mr.

DEATH OF THOS. D. BELL.

>st painful nature

Thus. I). Hell,

of the firm of Duncan Hell, commission merchants,

St. James street, Montreal. As the result of a low ner-

vous state, produced by insomnia, Mr. Hell while tem-

porarily deranged took his life on Thursday, September

21st, and his lifeless body was found hanging by a rope

to the top rung of a ladder that evening. His business

affairs were flourishing and his domestic surroundings

were of the happiest character. Continued poor health

during the past year aggravated the trying circumstances

which caused the end.

Mr. Bell was 51 years of age and his business experience

was long and varied. At an early age he entered his

father's firm, known as Duncan Bell, and in 1K79 he suc-

ceeded to the business, making his headquarters in Mont-
real, his native home. In nivni years .Mi. Duman Hell,

his youngei brother, managed the Ontario branch and Mr
Joseph Patrick became identified with the Montreal head-

quarters. The death ot Ml. Thos. D. Bell will make no

change in the conduct of the business.

In the Canadian business world there was no more
popular no) familial figure, and Mr Hell numbered among
his close personal friends the trianls of the trade. Ilis

keen business insight and shrewd common sense, in con-

junction wiih persistent hard work, contributed much to

the success of iiis (inn, until it was numbered among the

leading dry ^onds concerns in the Dominion. He is sur-

vived by his willow and two daughters, as well as two
brothers, and they have the heartfelt sympathy of the

entire business community.

Tall and well built, he always lived an active life and

was an enthusiastic member of the Montreal Hunt Club,

which lie joined in 1890. He was also prominent in

crickel circles and was much devoted to the old English

game. A man of wide interests and sympathies, and con-

nected with various charitable institutions, his mode oj

existence was exemplary, and he lived an unblemished life.

His companionship at St. James Club was always wel-

come and he was ever cheerful and affable.

J. E. Pputre, 137 Wellington street, Sherbrooke, P.

(,)., will remove this month two doors west, occupying

premises twice the present siz.e. Mr. Poutre has only been

in business seven months and this step is necessitated by

the inadequacy of his present store. He is a Boston retail

graduate and is full of the grit, enterprise and push that

wins success. His is a progressive store in every sense of

the term.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
M I L_ I INI R V

MONTREAL
We are well assorted in all lines pertaining to

THE FALL SORTING
Splendid Assortment of

HATS
In Felt, Beaver, CKenille, Velvet, Latest SKapes and Colors

Standard numbers of RIBBONS sucn as

DC lOO All widths and colors
I Colored i w^v, 3599 |

Black
DC II/30

I Colored Taffeta DC VII
\ ™Tl\™h tzY*\ TaffetaDuchess

I
60 3454

in all widthsDC 1

1

1/40 J
all colors

are now in stock.
Travellers now on their respective grounds with sorting lines.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS
43 'A St. Joseph Street.

QUEBEC

18 St.

70 Granville Street

HALIFAX

n S-t., IVIOIM

111 Sparks Street.

OTTAWA

AL.

12«
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Hibbon

"bouse of

Canada

!

Ribbons have never been more popular than

they are to-day. They are in demand for all classes

of wear, and are ranked as a staple article of the up-

to-date Dry Goods and Millinery Department.

This year the factories of Switzerland and other

European centres are rushed with an unprecendentcd

demand from all parts of the world, and in many lines

repeats cannot be filled until May or June 1908.

Merchants who are anxious to secure right prices, and what is really more important,

prompt deliveries, will do well to place their orders early.

Our spring importations will include some very Special Values in Taffetas and Duchess

and we invite comparison before placing orders. Our Travellers are now out with samples of

these goods.

WLaltev© 3Barrp& Co.

We have every

thing in Ribbons,

nothing else.

234 McGill Street,

MONTREAL
(Second door from St. James Street.)

Our Mail Order

Department will

be glad to submit

samples.

'
IJIilflglllUII^W
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J& LADIES'
NEC K WE A R

j&

THERE is a little falling oil [rom the strenuous de-

mand for ladies' neckwear as experienced last month
and manufacturers are finding tunc to prepare sam-

ple lines foi the holiday trade. Heads of the manufac-

turing end and designers have been over to New York and

other centres in the Slates in search Of that much needed

novelty that spells success in the neckwear trade. Novelty

is eagerly looked for and no matter in what form or

shape il comes it is made welcome. In ladies' neckwear

il is not a matter of any one style, for no matter what

form a neckpiece takes, if onlj it is pretty and becoming

it is sure of a ready sale. Nevertheless Uiere are always

RETUFNED
ICT 7 190*

/
^

3f

s

tin centre Marrow silk gimps with fancy picol i

ale used with good elicit to edge Hie stock pail, and

spun silk buttons, medallions, beads, velvet buttons, etc.,

.iic much in evidence. One stock noticed had a long tube

ol Valenciennes insertion and pleated lace, studs of a

single peat! down the tab, and besides this tab there was

a jabot of pleated chiffon and Valenciennes lace. Crepe de

chene is another material that is prettily employed in

neckwear and some of the daintiesl pieces are made of this

lovely material. Paris is crazy over net effects and lace-

trimmed neck pieces nude both of Brussels and Brctonne

nets are among the new things shown. The lace em-

ployed with them is of the Oriental and embroidered net

type. One feature is common to all neckwear, however,

and that is the I uche at neck. All the narrow chiffon

ruches a ii' used, and so are ruches of net. Where the ruche

is not used its place is taken by a quilling of net, but a

finish of this kind is used on each and every kind of neck-

piece. Besides being a very pretty and becoming, fashion

it is an economical one, for it saves the collar proper and

when the ruche is soiled it can be replaced by anothei

piece of ruching. The demand lor ruchings siill keeps up

ami there is the same effort on the part of manufacturers

and importers to keep up with the demand. Indeed, in the

opinion of the leading buyers they have a linn bold on

the trade, which it is felt will continue for some time.

This is shown by the fact that in the large stores a

special department is being put in for ruches and trillings

and as the variety stocl ed is so great it would be dilli-

tur

Collar Shown by Rhys I). F;i

bairn, Limited:

certain well defined tendencies. In New York at present

there is a great vogue of white. Sometimes a little pale

color is used as a relief, but fashion is all in favor of

pure white. For the countrv Hade and in popular-priced

neckwear color is added, and cream and ecru also are in

very good standing. Black also is a fair seller. Lace of

all descriptions is freely used but Valenciennes is far

away in the lead. Baby Irish medallions and narrow

edges" and galloons are pretty generally employed. Heavy
guipure galloons are also in use A good ileal of chiffon

is used in the make-up of stocks and not onlv is it used

Willi lace solely, but in combination with all the other

fabrics and materials used for neckwear. The tab collar

of silk, rather of the paillette or peau de soie order than

of taffeta, is combined with a jabot of chiffon". Fan pleat-

ing and knife pleating are Ereelj made use of, and the

pleatings are edged either with lace or a liberty ribbon

There are various new ways devised for pulling this rib-

bon on othei than the usual niche that is gathered through

New Design in Belt Shown bj Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited.

cult to handle them in any other way. During the past

mouth there has sprung up a big demand for collar and
cuff sets. These are of lawn or batiste and are embroider-

ed. Broderie Anglaise, blind work, and a combination of

both are all taken. Though some of Hie narrow band

cuffs are selling, the cult most in demand is 2 A or '.i

inches deep. The way in which lace neckwear has sold and

is selling is a matter of astonishment to importers. The
demand is steady and constant and is not confined to any

one grade, but is impartial and is just as good if not bel-

ter in the more expensive lines. Tab collars, stocks, plas-

trons, chemisettes, and now that the social season is on,

berthas, have all sold well. The Canadian trade as vet

has hardly felt the demand for the heavier laces, and

pompadour patterns and other heavy patterns on net

grounds have been Hie leading sellers, but the leaning is

decidedly in favor of the heavier effects, such as baby

Irish, guipure, Battenburg, etc.

One thing that ought to please the trade is the inter-

est developing in bettei goods. This is as it should he

and what mist he if the neckwear trade is to go ahead

properly and lake its right place in the store. Too many
retailers ate inclined to rely almost wholly for their neck-

wear trade on the merits of the $2 25 line. They do stock

other prices, hut they buy and push little else. In fact

they make il the most important line in their business,

and even with the small profits obtained on this line

neckwear pays ami pays well, simply because they are

constantly turning it over. If, however, the retailer

would pay less attention to pushing 25c neckwear and

put his energ) into the selling of better lines, the neck-

1 38
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RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN,
MANUFACTURERS

LADIES' FANCY COLLARS

LADIES' FOUNDATION COLLARS

LADIES' FANCY GIRDLES

(Limited)

UP-TO-DATE STYLE AND FINISH

8-10 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

A. T. PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

8 Colborne St., 43 St. Sacrament St.

TORONTO MONTREAL

We offer the following as some of our specialties :

—

Cotton and Linen Torchon Laces
Real Torchons and Insertions
Tapes, Braids, Elastics, Webbing
Century Printed Tape
Stay Bindings and Corset Lace
Silk and Cotton Ribbons and Galloons
Prussian Binding
Men's Jewellery. Vest Buttons
Gablonz Jewellery and Ornaments
Toilet and Millinery Pins and Orna-

ments
Bead Necklets, Pearl and other Colors
French Purses and Novelties
Cologne and Perfumery
Plres ' Celebrated Cutlery — Po cket

Knives, Razors, Scissors, Manicure
Articles, Brushes and a great var-
iety of other smallwares.

Goods cone direct from the makers, consequently

purchasers are saved commission house profits.

IMPORT ORDERS ONLY

IRISH POPLINS
OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.
"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
Toronto, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Mellnda St.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS

All Work Guaranteed
Unequalled

JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager
Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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}y.+ tram s My&V£^«A W^UO/aXS'
oJmt wholesale dry goods o^

OCTOBER SPECIALS
Men's Ringwood Gloves, Leather Mitts,

Woollen Mitts, Lined and Unlined Gloves.

Men's Cashmere, Worsted and Heavy
Socks.

Lumbermen's Socks.

Men's Fleece, Natural Wool, Elastic Rib
and Britannia Underwear.

Ladies' Ringwood and Cashmere Gloves.

Ladies' Hosiery, full assortment Fall lines.

Full assortment Ladies' and Children's
Underwear.

House Furnishings : A complete stock of

Lace, Tapestry and Chenille Curtains, Quilts
and Table Covers, Velvet Squares, Tapestry
Squares, Mats and Rugs, Floor Oils and
Linoleums.

NEW GOODS NEW PRICES

V\ DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN A
^v\ 7p we|nn«ton st - w

- A%*
' $ v>% \ Phone Main 5778 / J&* \%

;,..»..»..».......... .•..•..•..«..».....,..,........,................................ ...........................................................................................................
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wear department would show even greater profits. Let

liim talk value instead of prices, and educate his cus-

tomers into buying the better goods, and he will find

it just as easy to sell 50c neckwear as it is to dispose of

25c goods, and a good deal better for his pocket. When

the 25c line is exploited so much the dividing line be-

tween u and the better grades becomes too imperfectly

marked and operates to the detriment of the better goods.

Manufacturers are to blame for this in a great measure.

The merchant who wishes to sell better goods has his

opportunity to inaugurate such a policy ready-made, for

he Can find no better time than when catering for the

Christmas trade. Liberal buying is the rule
;

people are

looking lor something nice and if properly put before

them it is just as easy to make the higher sale as the

lower, pro. ided of course that values are right. There

are quite a few stores successfully pursuing this policy

and making a splendid thing of neckwear. They throw

out all lines at 25c or below on the counter, but they

make a careful display of all lines above, with the result

that attention is directed to the higher class lines. This

also is the consistent policy of the New York stores, and

prices arc asked and obtained there that ought to be an

eye-opener to the Canadian trade. Of course the goods

are value, and perfectly made, not the kind of stuff that

is produced for dumping purposes.

There is, as above remarked, a great run on the set

idea, and a decided novelty in sets is bell, stock and cuffs

trimmed with strappings of leather in the natural shade.

The foundation is taffeta in any shade. This is a smart

combination with the plaid shirtwaist suits now the

vogue.

For early Kail wear a pretty finish is given to a

smart gown by a ruche or boa of feathers toning in or

contrasting with the color scheme of milady's costume.

These boas come in coque, marabout, and ostrich and

their soft (lufliness and delicate shades are vastly becom-

ing, while the lines of the figure are enhanced by the

floating ends. These boas have the advantage of being

suitable for some months to come, and in fact they can

be worn for evening and carriage wear all through Win-

ter, since in effect and warmth they are closely akin to

fur. Over a dressy waist or gown they are much more

suitable than fur as they are so light that they do not

crushj There is a large choice of effects but white natural

and two-toned lead. The black and white, natural and

white, and grey and white in ostrich is most effective.

Paris is discarding the flat stole for the round boa, and

a line of Paris samples intended to go on the road at

once were all in the- round boa effect. Short ruffs with

long velvet ends were included and are remarkably be-

coming.

ITEMS OF IMPO RT.
McCandhss Pros. & Cathcart are opening a boot and

shoe store in Victoria, B.C.

Win. Zimmerman has assumed control of the shoe busi-

ness in Milverton, Out., formerly owned by J. G. Grosch

& Son.

S. C. Lacroix, dry goods merchant, of St. Rochs,

made an assignment last month The assets amount to

$12,450 and the liabilities are $22,7(10.

The Victoria Feather & Down Company has begun

business on Queen street, Toronto. They will manufacture

all lines into which these products enter.

The Kisman Novelty Manufacturing Company have

opened offices at 76 Bay street, Toronto. Their announce-

ment will be found in our advertising pages.

Tlics. McBurnie, merchant tailor, Smith's Falls, has

added a ladies' tailoring department to his business. R.

C. Todd, an experienced ladies' tailor, of New York, has

hi en put in charge.

McCurdy & Co., dry goods merchants, of Sydney, N.

S., have moved into their new premises and now have a

store in which they can accommodate their business to

greater advantage.

The W. II. Scroggie Co., Limited, St. Catherine

street, Montreal, arc rapidly completing the interior ar-

rangements of their building. Fixtures and equipment ale

daily being added to.

Herman Telke has withdrawn from partnership in the

Northwest Hide A: Fur Company of Winnipeg. Hereafter

the business will be carried on by the remaining member
of the firm, Moses Finklestein.

Chas. Lemoine, who has served with Fox & Nunns,
Coaticook, for the past nineteen years, has purchased the

stock of P. Desaulniers and will continue the business as

custom tailor and dealer in men's furnishings.

Johnston's dry goods store is a decided acquisition to

the business enterprises of Kingston, The new store is

amply stocked in all departments and Mr. Johnston has

associated with himself a capable staff of assistants.

The firm of H. Simaril & Freres, manufacturers of

woolens, at Baie St. Paul, P.Q., have assigned. Their

liabilities will be about $30,000 and assets about $5, 0H0.

It is understood that the creditors are well secured.

Armand Giroux, the proprietor of Le Louvre, has ac-

cepted the position as managing director of the firm of

Rougier Freres Co., Limited, dry goods importers. Mr.

Giroux will continue his interest in the retail store.

The Town Council of Call has been urged by leading

business men of that city to take over the shoddy mill

and hold it until it could be started again. The price

asked was $10,000. So far the council has not responded

to the request.

Geo. H. Hees has purchased a lot on the northwest

corner of Bay and Piper streets, Toronto, and will build

a five-story building of brick and steel construction.

Operations are to go forward at once. The new building

will be occupied by George H. Hces, .Son & Co.

Seven of Renfrew cV Co.'s collection of seals at the

Zoo, Montmorency Falls, Quebec, are no more. This well-

known Quebec fur house is making a rigid search to as-

certain the guilty partus who killed the animals. Mr.

Holt offers a reward for any information.

Haycock & Dudgeon, St. Catherine street, Montreal,

are asking for an injunction to restrain Mr. Geo. W.

Pacaud, the owner of their premises, from building two
additional stories to the building, as the enjoyment of the

premises is thereby interfered with. The case is still

pending.

John Mclntyre, the veteran dry goods merchant of

Tillsonburg, Out., has sold his business to Baldwin &
Carruthers of Watford. Mr. Mclntyre had developed a

strong and active business and retires with the respect of

his fellow townsmen. His successors are young men with
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a thorough knowledge ol the business and will no doubt

continue the policj ol then predecessor.

Robert Fail & Co.'s store in Peterboro has been en

larged and improved to meet the growing requirement ol

that city. The departments have been rearranged and

new plate glass windows have been put in. Ii now forms

one of i iir finest dry goods establishments of 1 1 1

<

- eastern

part Hi the Province.

\il.ini Lomas & Sun, established \x\i, manufacturing

a well known range ol flannels, tweeds, homespuns, mack

inaws and main lmcs of dress goods, have an extensive

range foi the ensuing season. Mr. A. G. Lomas, the pro-

prietor, is cheerfully confident of good business. The mills

have lately been renovated.

The Boston store ol Dunlap, Cooke & Co . furriers, is

meeting with an enthusiasts reception This i

ill,in linn with stores in St. John, Halifax, Winnipeg ami

Amlicist. Then biji businos with American tourists in

duced them tu open a branch in the I nited States where

the) sell Canadian mis at Canadian pi ices

.las \ Cantlie, 22 St John street, Montreal, ha

recently seemed the agency foi Canada ol Mas Oelsner,

Bernsgrun, Sckwarzenberg, German] This firm manufac-

ture a very beautiful line of linen goods somewhat in imi-

tation of drawn work— tea cloths, toilet sets, doylies.

ei<
, iii which are inserted instead ol drawn work special

ly manufactured laces. Mr. Cant lie has met with ureal

success with his samples, which are especially suitable to

Christmas trade.

MEN AND EVENTS
Mi Thorns has been appointed manager of the linen

department of the R. Simpson Co., Toronto.

Mr. S. Vmeberg, <>f 'he Scottish Rubber Co., Mont-

real, is in the far west exploiting their Spring lines.

Mr B B. Crohyn, of the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto,

has returned from
'

an extensive trip to the European

markets.

Mr. (i. A. Harris has been appointed buyer and man-

ager for smallwares, laces and curtains to Brophy-Cains,

Limited, Montreal.

Mr. A. T. Porter, of the A. T. Porter Importing Co.,

Montreal, was a visitor at the Toronto office of The Re-

view during the past month.

Mr. T. P. Williams is now calling upon his friends in

the trade 'with a full range of Spring carpet and house-

furnishing samples from Greenshields Limited.

Mr. I. Mishkin, of I. Mishkin & Co., Montreal, spent

ten days in New York, last month in search of new styles

and materials for holiday trade. The new creations bear

evidence of his visit.

Mr. Hugh Symington, manager of the ready-to-wear

department of Greenshields Limited, made a flying trip

through Western Ontario points last month, and results

were all that even he could desire.

The engagement is announced of Mr. W. Leo. C .

Walsh, of Quebec, representative of McCall Bros A Co.,

for Canada, to Miss Lucy Leclaire, of Sorel, P. <}. The

marriage will take place on October !).

Among the exodus of underwear salesmen from Mont-

real last month was Mr. George Lee, Greenshields Lim-

ited. Mr. Lee will be absent about six weeks on his old

Ontario ground, where he is so well and favorably known.

Mr. Stapleton Caldecott will return from England ear-

ly in October. Mr. Caldecott has been in conference with

members of the London house with reference to contem-

plated changes in Hie Canadian branches at Montreal and

Toronto.

Mr. W. R. Brock spent most of September in the

Maritime Provinces. Mr. Brock is a directoi of the Do-

minion Coal Co.. and the Dominion Iron A Steel Co., and

was looking ovei these properties m addition to meeting

the tilm's friends in the east.

Ml || p. Hiown, representing the Dr Jaeger's Sani-

Wooien > nderweai System Co., Limited, has jusl

14

returned from a business trip to the West Indies, where
he was successful in securing some nice orders. He lei

shortly on his Canadian tour.

Mr. W. A. Dennis is now calling upon the trade in the

interests of Louis A. Codere, Sherbrooke. Mr. Dennis is

thoroughly acquainted with the requirements of that

trade, having traveled in that territory for the last 8

years. He has been with his present firm 4 years.

Mr. O. Phelps, manager of the Thorold branch of the

Penman Mfg. Co., was in Montreal last month with the

Athletic Lacrosse Club, St. Catharines, of which he is

treasurer. Mr. Phelps is an enthusiastic lover of the

national game, besides being a thoroughly competent sup-

erintendent.

Mr. Fred L. Cains, of Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal,

and Mr. W. E. Egan, representing the W. R. Brock Co.,

Limited, Montreal, have signified their acceptance of the

nomination for president of the Dominion Commercial
Travelers' Association next year. N'ominations will take

place next month and the elections will be held during

December.

Mr. Geo. Iiainel, buyer for Dept. E, Greenshields

Limited, is again in the Montreal warehouse, after an

absence of two months in England and Switzerland. He
has been fortunate in placing several good contracts foi

cashmere and lisle hosiery, and many lines of handker-

chiefs, lie is pretty busy shaking hands these days with

many warm friends.

Death carried oil one of the oldest drygoodsmen of

Ontario during the past month Mr. Joseph Sutcliffe m
his early business career conducted a general store in

Brampton. About fourteen years ago he opened a store

on Yonge street, Toronto. After that he bad stores in

Lindsay, Peterborough, and Oshawa. At the time of his

death he was engaged in the wholesale dry goods busi-

ness.

Mr. A. Hunter, of Hunter & Co., Galashiels, Scot-

land, was in Canada during the past month. Mr. lluntei

was looking over the Canadian field, which his firm has

already entered to a considerable extent. They manufac

lure clothes and men's furnishings. Mr. Hunter was
greatly pleased with the conditions obtaining in Cam
and with the apparent prosperity id' the country at hum-
It. is the intention of Huntei A Co. to push then Cana-

dian trade more than evei
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IN the progressive store there is no department that is

showing greater development at present than the

linens. Willi increasing prosperity the sale of linens

is growing and not only are linens selling, but qualities

are asked for now that only a few seasons back would

have been stocked by only ;l lew leading stores.

Linen sheets and pillow covers are coming into ex-

tended use, and high grades of towels at what have been

hitherto considered outside prices are in general demand.

The interest in better goods means that table cloths have

to be stocked in the various sizes, for the woman who

spends her money on good linen does not want it by the

yard, and napkins to match are also invariably demand-

ed. This is only one more sign of growth, and already

alert buyers are taking the necessary steps to give it all

possible encouragement. They are placing large orders for

high grade goods, and the more progressive are putting in

glass eases in which to show them. The lines of em-

broidered linens are very complete and include new de-

signs and patterns in bed spreads, shams, embroidered

Fig. I. FiV. II.

sheets and pillow covers to match. In these expansive

days when so many people are building themselves palatial

homes they are casting about for furnishings that are in

keeping. Linens are an important item and if they can be

given an exclusive and individual touch there is all the

better chance of making a large sale. When a retailer

knows that one of his customers is building a new home,

he should be early in the field for the orders for linens

that are sure to be required. By communicating with

the Canadian agent for Irish linens he can be supplied

with a large range of patterns, and he should not neglect

ohtaining and showing specimens of hand-embroidered

monograms. The retail price by the dozen is surprisingly

low, in fact little more than the stamping would cost at

an ordinary fancy store. We illustrate only a few sample

specimens from a book that gives well on to Hill mono-
grams and crests and the price. Figure 1, which is the

single letter, can be done for $1.5(1 the dozen and still

leave a good margin of profit for the retailer. Figure 2,

which is more ornate and consists of two letters, can be

done for $2 the dozen. Special designs can

be made and submitted, and juices vary according to

work, but the rates are wonderfully low when the fact

that they are of beautiful hand-work is considered—the
work of the Irish peasant woman, than whom there is

no better or more artistic worker on the face of the

earth. Bedspreads are being ordered with the larger mon-
ograms as part of the patterns.

A Post Card
Will Bring

You
OUR CATALOQUE
OF DISPLAY
FIXTURES

READ

FACTS
You risk nothing under

our broad guarantee of

perfect satisfaction in de-
tail of material, finish,

workmanship, price and
utility of any fixture we
recommend, as any fix-

ture, form or wax figure

not satisfactory may be
returned to us at our
expense.

Full Figure, as per

cut, with jointed

arms and hands,

only :: : :: ::

$26.00

DEt_F-OS
MANUFACTURERS STORE FIXTURES

& oo.
5 Hermine St.. MONTREAL

A SELLER FOR YOUR HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

ADAMS LOCKSTITCH HOSE

Wins Lasting

Customers
Wherever Shown.

<—<m

Its Special Features :

10 FOLD KNEES

6 FOLD ANKLES

give it a wearing quality

equalled by no other hosiery

on the market.

A. E. ADAMS & GO.

LEICESTER, ENC.

Manufacturers

WALTER WILLIAMS & GO.
301 ST JAMas STREET

MONTREAL
33 MELINDA STREET

TORONTO

"WHOLESALE
ONLY

We are also agents for

ROBT. WATSON & SONS, Lurgan, Ireland

Manufacturers of Linen Handkerchiefs
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*
STRONG STAPLE

MARftETS *
ACTIVE COTTON MARKET.

IN the primary market for Spring favorable prices have

promoted active trading, and jobbers are anticipating

full requirements throughout the range. Two causes

contribute to this tendency, the firm tone oi the market

ami the accumulating evidence of a short supply. As an-

ticipated last month whiles and greys scored an addi-

tional advance averaging live per cent., and this goes in-

to immediate effect. The mosl noticeable advance is in

the heavier weights, retailing from tight to twelve cents.

Otnei cotton prices remain unchanged, and trading is done

upon the basis established last July. Shrewd ones all

predict that desirable lines will be delivered late for the

ensuing season.

Considerable interest in the trade is taken in the ac-

tive campaign instituted by Hie makers of A. C. A. tick-

ings. The value of a brand is enhanced as it becomes

more widely known and the advertising of this mill is

bearing fruit. Substitution is a crime not to be condoned

when quality is slighted. The fact that goods are brand-

ed is a euarantee that the manufacturer is at the back of

the fabric and retailers everywhere recognize the inherent

advantages in pushing established goods.

Prints are in more favorable position than ever before

and the new patterns and colorings of Canadian lines are

eagerly sought by the jobbing trade. English prints are

now arriving and the familiar staple brands are again

available. Fast colors and exclusive printings are in a

larger range this season. Trices are firm on all lines of

cotton goods. Fall deliveries are not as great as desired.

Spring Ginghams.

During September the Spring, 1906, price lists of fine

ginghams made by the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills

Co., Limited, were issued to Lhe trade. A large business

lias been transacted and the new patterns, designs, and

novelties are highly regarded by the trade. Familiar

checks and stripes are enhanced by various new* treatments

and the patterns are tersely described as "mucn better."

The Hi-cent grade contains many new lines and the "hit

and miss" cloth is especially commendable.

Prices for Spring arc practically on a par with last

year and jobbers will shortly show these to the trade,

usually under the mill brand, although there are notable

exceptions.

The New Price List.

CUT Gingham 10(l l nti Gingham (L
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12

12
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FOREIGN CONDITIONS.

AT the 79th semi-annual meeting of New England col-

ton manufacturers President .las. K. MacColI, treas-

urer of the Lorraine Manufacturing Co. in the

course of his address said :

"Cotton manufacturing has lagged behind other

branches of commerce in recovery from the depression ol

1903. The extreme fluctuations in the price of raw cot-

ton, and the consequent disturbance to values of manu-
factured goods, tended to destroy the confidence of buy-

ers, and to encourage them to continue too lung an in-

different policy. The condition of our industry now, how-
ever, is healthy and prosperous.

"The large foreign demand has withdrawn thousands

of looms from domestic fabrics, with the result that mills

equipped for coarse goods are all extremely busy, and

prices have advanced to a profitable basis. Within the

last few months the demand for medium and fine fabrics

has been continually improving, and we are now begin

ning to share in the activity of other industries and the

general prosperity of the country. Stocks are light, buy-

ing is active, prices are improving, and there is every

evidence that another period of activity ami expansion is

at hand for the cotton manufacturing trade."

THE WOOLEN TRADE.
REPORTS from the far west, which is Canada's

great wool growing country, indicate a steady mar-
ket for supers, at from 28c to 29c, with American

speculators prominent in the buying column. Toronto and

Hamilton markets continue quiet, as Canadian mills

show a tendency to buy fine foreign wools for many
fabrics, while the knitted goods trade claim the price of

domestic coarse wools is too high for their purpose anil

they have placed heavy contracts for both American and

English wools. Cheap crossbreds have been in active re-

quest. Unassorted Quebec Province wools are quiet

around 30c and .'-Sic. which when scoured equals the west-

ern price. The Lower Provinces have supplies equal to

demand and prices are steady but firm.

At the London wool sales during the last week of

September, a criterion of values was furnished for the rest

of the world. The speculation of buyers and sellers ol

wool was at last set at rest. Demand throughout the

week was very active and prices in all cases were firm

and advances of 5 to 10 per cent, in several instances

were made. Fabrics into which wool enters will certainly

he well supported by the raw material cost for some time

to come. No one now looks for any weakening in the cos;

of wool during the present year at least, ami speculators

in the 1906 clip look for still higher prices next year.

At the opening of the London Wind Auction Sales

September 2ilth, the offerings numbered 9,408 bales, chiellv

crossbreds, and a small supply of merinos. Merinos ad

vanced 5 per cent
,
and crossbreds from ."> to in per cent.

The demand was active throughout. 13,582 bales were

marketed the next day and competition was animated.

The following day 11,856 bales were in active request and

sellers asked extreme rates. Pine grades, amounting to

1 ll
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The Story of Our New Publication

The Business Magazine
The Home Magazine of the Busy Man and His Family.

We have decided to start almost immediately the publication of a new
monthly magazine for busy men and women, in which we will reproduce the

very best articles contained in the magazines of the world—not dry statistical

articles, but bright, clever, readable matter of special interest to business men.

Readers of The Dry Goods Review know that every month a great many
articles and sketches appear in the magazines, which they would like to read.

They are prevented from doing so by the great number of the magazines and
by the expense of securing them. Just think what an opportunity the Business
Magazine affords them of getting the very best of these publications at a
ridiculously small cost

!

All the magazines of the world will be received month by month at our office.

They will be distributed among the members of our editorial staff, who will

make selections from them. These will be submitted to the managing editor

of the magazine, who will cull out the unsuitable matter. Finally, before being

sent to the printers, a council of the managing editors of the MacLean Trade
Newspapers will be called to pronounce a final verdict on them.

The result will be a magazine without a dull page—a magazine that you can
read with pleasure any time—a magazine that is the gateway to the best current

literature in the world.

In addition to the articles which will be reproduced, those other articles

which we are unable to print will be listed, so that every month readers will

obtain a key to every article on a commercial subject that has appeared.

The Business Magazine will contain 150 to 160 pages and will be published

about the first of every month. Its subscription price will be $2.00 per annum.

The MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

Subscription Form

THE MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
TORONTO

Please put me down as a subscriber to the Business

Magazine, for which I agree to pay $2.00 per annum.
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TURNE

?SHARP5X

I50 YEARS REPUTATION

W.Bartleet&Sons.
AbbeyMills. Rioonci.E/tCLAMO.

>ftCr,£#
BRAND

NEEDLES
WM. CROFT & SONS, Toronto, Canada.

SEWiNG MADE EASY
THE

ARCHER BRAND" NEEDLES
are sold under 150 years' reputation, and satisfaction

is guaranteed.

Mail Us Your Order.

WM. CROFT & SONS,
ESTABLISHED 185S

Fancy Goods, Notions and Smallwares, Suitable

for the Dry Goods Counter

126-128-130-132 Queen St. East, TORONTO
European Office, VIENNA, IX Berggasse 7

HARRIS & COMPANY
R0CKW00D, ONT. Limited

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Ladies' Costume Cloths
-AND-

Homespun Suitings,

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
SELLING. AOENTS-

rionypenny Bros. & Co., = Toronto

10,207 bales, were taken at the nexl sale with American
and G-ermans competing keenly. English demand
active throughout and the consumption <«f merinos is dis-

tinctly on Hie increase Mew standards of values were
v.ell maintained,

HAYCOCK & DUDGEON, MONTREAL. ASSIGN.

MONTREAL business circles are much agitated ovei

the confirming of bhe rumor that the big

Catherine streel dry goods firm of Haycock &
Dudgeon would make an assignment. To-day, at tin

iquesl of Mr. William John While. K.C., and Mr. A. W. V.

Buchanan, of the law firm of White <v Buchanan, of this

city, they consented bo assign to the protfaonotary of the

Superior Court, The necessary legal papers lave been

issued and a statement of the assets and liabilities filed.

The various creditors' claims, which include v. ell-known

foreign and domestic houses, amount of (143,395, i'tid the

assets aic estimated at $107,870. A meeting 'if the credi-

tors will he called October LOth, when a curator will he

appointed. It is hinted that a settlement will be effected.

Slocks are now being taken in the store, although the

place of business is open. When seen by The Review
neither Mr. Haycock or Mr. Dudgeon had anything 'o

The business was established in 1890, by the present pro-

prietors, Arthur B. Haycock and .John D. Dudgeon, and

is well and favorably known in the trade. Overbuying is

said to be the cause of the present difficulty.

REACHES EVERYBODY.
This needs no comment ! A traveler writing from

Killarney, Man., says : "There are five dry goods stores

in this town, and everyone of them takes The Dry Goods
Review."

RETURN
( CT 2 m

METAL RACKS
For the Display of

OCT 6 I90T
\V e manufac-

ture the cheapest

and best Rack on

the market. .Made

of best material

and workmanship

throughout.
Mounted on ball-

bearing castors

—

finished in either

nickel, oxidized

copper or black.

Price from

$10.00 up.

Wecan supply you with

anything in

Display Fixtures. Fine Wax

Figures, Clothing Forms.

Cabinets. Nickel Plated Fix-

tures. Silent Salesmen, etc.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

CLATWORTHY & SON,
48 Richmond St. W.

TORONTO. ONT.

16
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

The Review do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Greenshields Limited.

WITH Fall stocks still well assorted in

every department, and extra preparations

in holiday goods, a record October trade

is anticipated. This month, also, sees

many additional Spring lines going out

on the road, and a large exodus of their traveling staff

has taken place.

The dress goods department is in a favorable position

to cope with the demand for all popular fabrics. Ship-

ments have been well made, and Priestleys' goods are be-

ing re-ordered all along the line. Broadcloths, Venetians,

Henriettas, al plain materials generally, still command
attention. Silks are doing a record business, and their

stock is well assorted. Prices tend upwards and they

advise early selections.

Spring wash goods will be shown the trade this month
in a range which is easily larger and more varied than in

previous seasons. Much time and study has been given to

the selection of their lines, and they feel the range of

cotton goods is unsurpassed in every respect. Plain
white goods, such as India linens, India muslins, Victoria

and Persian lawns, etc., will be in large demand, especi-

ally in sheer qualities. The range of fancies includes the

latest novelties from European and American markets,
and shows an extensive variety of Swisses with spot and
sprig effects. Muslins show many small, neat effects, but
also have medium floral designs. Grenadine muslin and
voile grenadine are two other popular lines. Mercerized
effects in medium weight are stronger than ever. Some
woven spots in piques are good property. The range in-

cludes numerous cotton imitations of woolen dress goods.

Spring prints include all the best of Canadian designs,

and Crum's English prints are to be had in over a thou-

sand designs in a larger range than ever.

Department E is again to the fore with a splendid as-

sortment of lines designed for holiday selling, including

all the latest effects in handkerchiefs, umbrellas, ribbons,

etc. Stocks are well assorted and mail orders will re-

ceive prompt attention. Some jobs are offered in some
hemstitched embroidered handkerchiefs. Hosiery and
underwear stocks for Fall are fairly well assorted, and
repeats will have every attention. Their Spring lines are

- now being shown the trade, and discriminating buyers
will find many profitable numbers. Their five and ten

cent counter proposition is winning many friends, and re-

tailers should not fail to secure lists of lines to retail at

> this figure. A counter selling goods at this price is al-

ways a money maker, and their lines include the pick of

smallwarcs and notions.

The smallwares department is replete witli lines de-

signed for holiday selling in various lines of fancy goods
and notions, Belts and combs show the latest ideas in

manufacture and design, and their selections are proving
successful. Everything for the leather goods department
included. Envelope, vanity and automobile bags are to

be had. The stock is complete from the little nicknacks
to the large standard Staples. Hair ornaments, buttons,
hose supporters, etc., are all included. Popular priced

jewelery includes a full range of pins, hat pins, stick pins,

collar and cuff buttons, shirtwaist sets, etc. The goods
speak for themselves, and early selections are solicited.

Knitted golfers, blouses, sweaters, etc., are available
for immediate delivery, and the range of knitted novelties

is still intact. Early orders are advised. The men's
furnishing department has a range of distinctly holiday
neckwear, and contains all the staples. Spring under-
wear and hosiery is now on the road, and orders are

coming in nicely.

The Shield Brand ready-to-wear garments are steadily

forging to the front. Mr. Symington, the efficient man-
ager, is now showing the lines in the Maritime Provinces.

Some interesting specials are offered.

The main floor is still well stocked with a superior

range of flannelettes, etc. Prices are firm and early

selections are advised. The^ staple department announces

the same advice regarding whites and greys, tickings,

sheetings, denims, etc.

_....

J. E. McComber.

This, specialty house on Persian Iamb jackets is rushed
to the limit to fully cope with an exceptional advance
order business. Orders are daily arriving and they are
endeavoring, as far as possible, to fill all wants prompt-
ly. The fact that this firm turns out enormous quantities
of this specialty means dependable quality at money-
saving prices. They guarantee the use of only whole skins
and the workmanship, style and finish arc all that could
be desired. They intend increasing their facilities next
season and they extend the timely advice to all retailers
to place orders early.

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

Brock's dress goods department is showing a range of
special colored Venetian to retail at 25 cents and a line

"AX," 23-inch velveteen, to retail at 50 cents—both lines

"leaders." A nice 21-inch colored chiffon finish velveteen
to retail at $1 is also a feature in this department.

Merchants who are looking for a good vicuna serge
will find Am33, 44-inch, will about fill the bill. The line is

confined to the. Brock Co., and is shown in a large range
of colors.

In black peau de soie a line to retail at 50 cents is

worthy of mention. Drop the company a line for sample
cutting.

In the men's woolens department, TBI Venetian to
retail at $1.25 although recently advanced in price is a
strong favorite and the manager reports an increasing
sale for the line. The famous "Ravenswing" Italians to
retail at from 35c to $1.50 are still going well and the
line promises to become one of the staples of the lining
trade. Beatrice twills are also going well and are shown
in many different qualities. In reversible and fancy cloak-
ings, covert coatings, etc., the stock is as usual com-
plete and well chosen, and the prices are the very lowest.

On the third floor, knitted woolens now hold swav.
Children's sets, consisting of tuque, sash, mitts, are to
be had at all prices, and infantees, bootees, hoods, etc.,

etc., are also shown. A nice lot of fur boas to retail at
from 25 cents to 75 cents each is one of the features and
at these prices they will take a lot of beating. A pretty
knitted hood to retail at 40 cents is also very prominent
among the many good values shown. For the man who
keeps children's wear, a nice line of bearskin hoods, to
retail at from 50 cents up to $1.35 can be had, and
gauntlets to match the hood are also on sale.

The demand for golf blouses promises to be even
greater than that of last year and wholesalers every-
where are finding it exceedingly difficult to keep up with
their orders. Brock's as yet have a fairly good stock but
il is going out very fast and the people who get their

orders in early will be the lucky ones.

In ladies' handkerchiefs they recommend "Seller" at
!til cents per dozen, "Crackerjack" at $1.60, "Snap" at
$1.10, and "Wonder" at $2.25. These handkerchiefs are in

cartons of five dozen witli the exception of "Seller,"
which is done up in 10-dozen lots. The patterns are all

assorted. Another nice thing for the ladies is an em-
broidered linen collar—something new.

In cushion covers the tapestry lines at 50 cents each
are having a good sale and some verv attractive designs
are shown. One of the novelties in the cushion stock on
the third floor is a Japanese design to retail at $1. Cush-
ion bags are a good line for your novelty counter. If

you want a regular 50-ceiil line of cushion covers to sell

at 50 cents, drop a line to "E" department and get fur-

ther narticulars. It's a wonder.
Of course the ladies' neckwear is being kept up to

the mark and many of the verv pretty designs illustrated

in The Review from time to time are on hand.
"Buster Brown" belts are a feature of Brock's belt

stock and you can't find a larger or more complete stock.
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The Moravian hand made rugs are going out quite as
well as was expected and the purchasers in everj case
have expressed their satisfaction with the line. Prices
cannol be bettered

The read] to-wear departmenl is showing some bar-

gains in frieze skirts, to retail at from $1.75 to $5 cadi,

the very best bargain ever offered by the Brock Co. in

tins line and jusi the tiling for the Winter. A very nice

line of i weed skills to retail ai S7 each is also a feature
in this department, ami a Venetian in all shades to retail

at si is finding a ready sale.

Ladies' show ei -proofs, too, are going particularly
well, and lines ranging in price from $3. ."ill to $1(1 are lie-

inn offered.

The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.

Salesmen are now on their routes showing the Elite
Brand rainproof and waterproof garment for immediate;
and Spring delivery. Never before have the extensive
facilities of this (inn in buying and manufacturing been so

thoroughly exemplified. Whether it is in the designing,
workmanship, or materials, goods are -11 that can be de-

sired, and retailers are assured of every attention in re-

spect to delivery. The styles include everything talked
about in these garments, and the range is educative.

The I coat in ladies' lines is largely shown, and many
exclusive effect's, which are constantly being added to, are
represented. Fawns, browns and olives in plain materi-
als are very prominent. The many superior points about
these garments need to be seen to be appreciated, and
t licit chief recommendation is the enormous business
transacted. A card to the Montreal headquarters, Pap-
ineau avenue, will insure seeing the range.

0. L. Lederer.

A firm which is fast establishing an enviable position

in the waist industry is that of (). L. Lederer, 12.'-! St.
.lames street, Montreal. Mr. Lederef has had extensive
practical experience, and since he embarked 'in business
two years ago, on his own account, the result of his

knowledge has borne good fruit. Steady advances have
marked this business, and this is an assurance of the cor-

rectness of the line in every particular. A specialty is

made of China silk waists, and the continual repeats
guarantee their satisfaction. Exclusive styles are fea-

tured and the workmanship is perfect. This firm does
no1 believe in the policy of scant fits and cheap prices,

but uses the best materials, as a cheap blouse is unsatis-

factory at any price and the customer soon discovers this

fact.

This line is sold from coast to coast and the firm

have a good reputation among the better class of trade.

Four sales-men are now showing the entire range for

Spring, which includes Chinas, taffetas, louisincs, etc., in

all the staples and everything that is new. Chinas run

from $21 to $33 a dozen, and are made from 5| and (i

munimie silk. The personal attendance of Mr. Lederer,

in both the buying and designing, keeps expenses at the

minimum, and the savings effected are apparent in prices.

Samples, prepaid, will be expressed cheerfully upon appli-

cation.

McFarlane & Shannon.

From now until Christmas is the harvest time in the

fancy goods departmenl and a retailer's sales depend on

a full assortment, lor people are preparing for Christmas.
There is no use stocking a varied line of cushion tops

without the trimmings, and the trimming that is best

liked now is the gildl<— it is the most effective, the eas-

iest to manage, and comes at the lowest price, and at

all seasons, but particularly just now, your stock of

girdles should be an extensive one. There is a certain call

I'm silk cords and girdles, but as cushions now are meant
lor use and not for ornament the great trade is done on

the mercemed effects, which come at a much less price

and look iust as well when ihey are new and a hundred
per cent, belter after a few months' wear. McFarlane &
Shan aii' showing a complete range of both plain and
i.i in \ effects in cushion girdles, also laundry bag cords,

ha Hi robe girdles, etc. The\ also make pill cushion forms
in all shapes and designs. In the long pillow shape they

ale showing them from 12 inches to the long lengths t hat
go right across 1 he bureau. The ostrich boas are partic-
ularly prettj and soft-looking as the while featheis are
longei than the colored body of the boa. Foi a mor<
tended description of these goods turn to ladies' neck-
wear.

J. Arthur Paquet.

Spring lines of bats, caps and shawls ate now being
shown throughout Canada by their nineteen representa-
tives. The range baffles description, and all the staples
and everything that's new is completely represented. Ear-
ly orders presage an unprecedented season, following upon
a record fur business.

In still hats their "Henry Carter" English hats are
sane, safe goods to bank upon and need no recommenda-
tion. English stiff hats of recognized brands are all that
can be desired and their quality is incomparable. "Wilkin-
son," their brand of soft hats, exhibits many exclusive
novelties at prices which are full of profit. A card to the
Quebec or nearest office will ensure seeing the range,
which needs to he seen to be appreciated.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited.

Mr. C. H. Fifties, manager of fur department. Mont-
real, reports an active season, with shipments being
rapidly made. However, their immense facilities peculi-
arly enable Miem to handle promptly and efficient ly all

assorting orders. All the staples anil everything that is

new in the way of novelty are included in their fur range.
A complete price list, which is self-explanatory, will be
forwarded upon request, and a catalogue is secured for

the asking. Their flat muffs, which are featured, deserve
earnest attention, as they have received the approval of

discriminating buyers. Their perfection in manufacture
is hard to excel, and every popular fur is utilized. Some
exclusive ideas are found in their stoles and scarfs, and
these need to be seen to be appreciated.

Their cap department is progressing favorably, and a
special is offered for immediate delivery of a new eight-
quarter welted motor cap, with glazed and plain peaks,
in boys' at $4.25, and men's at $4.50 per doz. A
line of tweed materials, attractively made up, is promin-
ent in this respect. A finer grade of these caps, silk

serge lined and leather sweats, in boxes of half dozens. i^

offered at $(i per dozen. The assortment is complete.
Samples of these numbers will be gladly sent upon re-

quest.

The Allied Manufacturing Companies.

Increased activity in the umbrella field is noted !i\

this firm, and their lines for holiday selling contain every
new -idea in handles. In ladies' handles, gold and pearl.

and silver and pearl combinations, are much favored, •;:

lines running from about $30 to $10 per dozen. Metal
trimmed goods on partridge and furze wood, as well as
gold and gun metal, and silver and gun metal, are well

taken. The knob handle is much asked for, although the

opera shape is always good. Popular taste demands
oxidized and copper effects in new designs, running from
about $12 to IS a dozen. Self-Openers in men's lines are

mote popular than ever, and their widely advertised Tip-

Top bulb runner is highly appreciated. The entire range
is an education in the umbrella field and contains everj

new idea.

Their range of muslin blouses for Spring is tersely

described as "the best ever," in every sense of the term,

and the values are said to be unapproachable. Prices
range from $4.26 to about $3fi per dozen. Hall and blind

embroidery are very prominent, ami all-over fronts and
button backs are noticed. Low necks and short sleeves

are also in evidence. The range needs to be seen to be

appreciated. Full particulars can be had by addressing 8

St Peter street, Montreal

For the Shoe Department.

What about styles ?

Decidedly the blucherette has it over the ordinary bal-

moral and this is because the blucherette is neater in ap-
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pearance and more exclusive in style, besides fitting the

feet more comfortably and easily.

What about leathers ?

Although there are many calls for box calf, box kip,

kangaroo and other leathers, kid leathers, both black and
colored, are scoring ahead with a determination to re-

main so for good, and that for various reasons hereby

given in part only.

Kid leather and especially Patna, Tampico and Petro-

pol skins, although chrome tanned, retains its suppleness

and wearing qualities owing to the fineness of its grain

and toughness of its fibre. It is an acknowledged fact

that kid leather, although very much lighter in weight

than box calf or kip, is far stronger, tougher, more flex-

ible, smoother to the feet, and possesses more resisting

powers than any other leather known. Although close

and fine in the grain, and chrome tanned besides, proper

ventilation is in no wise hampered and therefore will not

stifle the feet as box calf or kip will, nor will it prove

even as tiresome after long wear. Another point in favor

of kid leather is the fact, most important, that it is not

so easily put out of shape as the heavier leathers are,

otherwise it would not be so extensively used for ladies'

shoes. Just think it over and try "Corona" shoes, which
are made especially to satisfy.

Dominion Suspender Co.

The Dominion Suspender Co. report an immense sale

on their new brace, "The Butterfly." It is being largely

advertised in all the metropolitan dailies, making it an

easy article for the retailer to sell.

The holiday line of the Dominion Suspender Co. is out.

The output of the Scott Ear, Chest Muffler, sold by
the Dominion Suspender Co., is almost sold up. This
article was rather a surprise to the trade; made from all

wool fabric in a novel design, beautifully constructed,

and can be retailed at 5-Oc. The output of the factory
will be increased for next season.

The Ladies' Bijou Muffler, made by the Niagara
Neckwear Co., is the very latest aad most stylish article

for ladies' wear.
The samples of Autumn silks and shapes of the Niag-

ara Neckwear Co.'s production are in their travelers'

hands.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

The representatives of Debenham, Caldecott & Co. are
now out with an extended range of early novelties for the

Spring trade. They also are carrying a large range of

sample lines of underskirts in moriette, silk moriette,
radium moriette, and in hand-woven taffeta. Hand-woven
taffeta, which is carefully produced on the hand loom by
experienced weavers, is used in the make up of these
skirts, because it is the only taffeta that is really a
taffeta that can be be guaranteed; in short, it is a taffeta,

not a gloria. Though a good deal of fault has been found
with the cut and fit of English-made skirts, and, perhaps,

at times with truth, even the most critical woman can
find no fault with the cut and tailoring of these skirts.

They are made in Debenham's own factory, and are per-

fection itself in cut and finish, and are specially adapted
for giving the proper lines to the skirt of the gown. The
trimming ideas are something new, the deep flounce built

up of many narrow flounces being a feature even on the

cheaper skirts. This is a novelty here, and is as yet con-
fined to very expensive skirts, as it entails a great deal

of labor in the making. Where accordian pleating is

used we would have our customers note the beautiful man-
ner in which it is done. There is no effort made to save
material, and the flounce hangs properly because it is not
skimped, a common fault with accordian pleated trim-
mings, particularly on the cheaper skirts. When the more
expensive lines are reached a good deal ol tucking and
shirring is used.

Silk moriettes are in high favor, and the number of

styles and qualities is very large. Radium is a new
cloth that has many merits. A skirt that is a sure
seller is of this cloth, with an embroidered flounce in

blind and broderie anglaise effect. This skirt could be
used with profit as a leader, as hitherto embroidered
effects have only been seen in high-priced skirts, and this

particular skirt can be retailed with good profit at a
very popular price. Indeed, all through the line, in the
higher grades as in the lower, particular stress is laid on
values for, from the fact that Debenhams control the
production at every stage, they are able to eliminate

middle profits, and for this reason few houses are able to
give as good values, and none are able to beat them.
Another point is the very large range of colors in all

lines—all shades are included in Debenham's skirt lines.

This firm is also showing for present delivery a hand-
some line of the latest Paris styles in feather boas.
These are all the round boas, not stoles, and are in self

and two-toned effects. Brown, black, white and grey are
the self colors, and the two-toned are in the same colors
combined with white.

The W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

In "Her Ladyship" ready-to-wear department the W.
Ft. Brock Co. report the placing in stock of several jobs
in wrappers and flannelette gowns, marked much be-
low the regular cost, one line of wrappers being particu-
larly cheap, regular $12.60 goods for $9; assorted pat-
terns and sizes. These will not last long, as the quantity
is limited, owing to the firmness of the price of cotton
merchants on the lookout for samples. Jobbers, etc.,

would do well to visit this department at present, as
they have laid out several tempting lots for bargain
hunters—goods on which they are prepared to give a lib-

eral discount.
The representatives of the W. K. Brock Co. are now

on their respective routes showing a full range of "Her
Ladyship" white goods. These goods are from 25 to 33
1-3 better value than ever before, and as the W. R. Brock
Co. are offering special inducements to buyers of this
class of goods the business being done shows a very large
increase over former seasons. They would again empha-
size the fact, to save disappointment later on, that they
will not guarantee repeats on thier specials in this line of
goods, as owing to the advanced price of materials they
cannot repeat them.

The W. R. Brock Co., of Toronto, will, in the course
of a month, put before the merchants an advertising
scheme whereby the merchants will increase their sales
of underskirts, and will be able to do some cheap adver-
tising, which should result in an increase to their general
business. They would ask the trade to defer their buying
this class of goods till they have entertained this new
idea, feeling confident it will meet with their approval,
and have satisfactory results.

In the smallware department the W. R. Brock Co.
say that the styles of ladies' and men's rainproofs, which
were displayed in The Dry Goods Review for August,
have been very successful. Good sales have followed sat-
isfactory styles and quality. Every merchant should see
Brock's Corinne, to retail at $4, full length; Pagoda, in

I length, to retail at $12; Geisha, I length, to retail at
$8; Regina, full length, to retail at $12. In men's gar-
ments, Komura, to retail at $3, and Togo, at $6, have
had big sale. Large sale continues for Brock's gloves,
Hilda, dressed kid; Penn, in suede, to retail at $1, and
Olive and Josephine, to retail at $1.25 or $1.50. Also,
they have large range of cashmere and Ringwood gloves
for ladies and children. The stock is new and \ allies 10
to 20 per cent, lower than prices of to-day.

A few special lines offered in department F. are L15,
Victoria lawn, to retail at 10c. Glen, heavy ribbed wool
hose, to retail at 20c. Dapper pineapple stitch toques,
to retail at 50c. Job seconds in women's ribbed vests
and drawers, to retail at 25 and 50c.

The W\ R. Brock Co. are now making a magnificent
display of new silks in their dress department. Among
the collection is included new patterns in warp printed
louisines, Dresden, paillettes, chiffon, taffeta checks, and
louisine checked chameleons, both in large and pin checks,
and in plain and shot effects, chiffon, taffeta, tartans,
shot effects.

Also special values in plain louisines to retail at 75c,
in cream, ivory, cardinal, garnet, bronze, myrtle, navy
and black. Another special line is a check with an em-
broidered spot, green over navy, royal over navy, white
over navy, cardinal over green, green over green, brown
over brown, and white over brown; also a special line of

warp-printed louisines suitable for girdles and trimmings.
This firm is also showing a handsome line of plaid silks

to retail from 75c. to $1.25. Another handsome line is a
white ground paillette with a small rosebud design in a
number of different colorings.

There is quite a fashionable revival in black silks,

and the W. R. Brock Co. are showing some extra values in

peau-de-soie, including three ranges of bonnets, special

stamped selvedge, to retail at from $1 to $1.50; also a
fine line of Swiss manufacture—a special clearing lot— to
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retail .it 50c, 75c, and $1. Another popular line is a

Bonnet's make all-silk louieine.

John Macdonald & Co.

.iciini Macdonald & Oo, in their woolen depart/menl
are particularly well equipped loi bhe requiremente ol

Hit- merchanl tailor trade. They made their calculations
for a prosperous Fall trade, anil already feel assured of

it Few, if any, of the lines now in stock - COUld be re-

peated, except at an advanced price. They, therefore,
would advise you to anticipate your wants now, while
stock is complete in black and indigo, melton and beavei
overcoatings, or Scotch tweed overcoatings and ulster-

ings. Recent shipments complete their range of Bel-

warp serges. In tweed suitings they show a very large

range, both in Canadian and Scotch manufacture.
John Macdonald ,1V Co. are showing in their ready-to-

wear department special value in the following: No. 125,

golfers in black, navy, cardinal and cream; regular $12
for $9. There are only a limited quantity of this num-
ber. No 590, fancy flannelette wrappers, neatly trimmed;
colors, navy and red; assorted sizes; regular $12 for

$9.76. No. '7 20, flannelette waists, new style; colors,

black, brown, navy, light blue; regular $7.50 for $6. No.
12, small stripe flannelette waists; colors, brown, red,

navy, and light blue; assorted to box; regular $.6.50 for

$(i. No. 7f>8, fancy flannelette waists, in navy, light blue
or green stripes, with fancy stitching; regular $7.50 for

$6. Lot No. 50, flannelette waists, spots 01 stripes,

from $6.50 to $7.50, for $6. No. 606, fancy invisible

stripe costume cloth skirts, sizes 38 to 42, 1-12 to box,
regular price $2.25, for $1.85. These goods are all new,
up-to-date in style and pattern. No bad colors in either

lot.

In John Macdonald & C'o.'s men's furnishings and
haberdashery department are men's worsted half hose,

both in ribbed and plain at old prices. The lines to re-

tail at 25c. are extra good value. Special value in men's
cardigan jackets at last year's prices. Special boys'
worsted sweaters, double, with cuffs and skirt, in navy
and in cardinal, to retail at 50c. Also special value in

men's worsted sweaters, to retail at $1 and $1.25. Their
stock of haberdashery is complete in all lines. They
would ask special attention to the handkerchief section of

this department.
John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their carpet

department a full range of inlaid linoleums, including .15

patterns in three qualities; also an immense range of 8-1

and 16-1 printed linoleums in live qualities. A line of

N-l British floor oil cloth, to retail at 25c. per square
yard. A clearing line Tapestry carpet at 10c. per yard;
also a large range of regular patterns from 20c. per yard
up to 65c. per yard. Three patterns in lace curtains at

$1.50 per pair, extra value. Also two patterns at 75c.

per pair. A line in white quilts, sizes 70 x 80 inches, at
694c.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their linen de-

partment a full range of roller toweling, from 5c. to

1 At-, per yard. A number of these lines are leaders, and
some of them are their well-known specials. In this de-

brown
special

Kingwood gloves in white, black, cardinal
navy. Black cashineie gloves, fleeced and plain,
value, to let ail 25c.

partmenl ttiey are preparing foi then Novembei clearing
sale, when all odds and ends will be cleared |iiiii»'<

then semiannual stork taking on Decembei In1

THE D McCALL CATALOGUE.
Tin' Review acknowledges the receipt of a catalogue

issued by the I) McCall Co., Limited, wholesale millin-

ers. This enterprising lirm have apparently gone to no
little expense in producing this millinery guide for the

retailer. It is certainly a very creditable piece of work.
ami should prove very useful to the millinery buyer dm
ing this season.

They give a very full description of the various lines

carried, as well as illustrations of quite a number of the

leading styles in headgear. No doubt every buyei of

millinery in the country will see to it thai they secure
one of these booklets

CONDENSED OR « WANT " ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading, 2c, a word Srsl insertion ; Ic a word
each subsequent insertion.

Contractions count as on*.- word, but five figures (as Sl.'Ufl) are allowed as
one word.

Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements* in
no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without remit-
tance cannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents' must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

DRY GOODS BUSINESS FOR SALE in a town of 11,000, 111

Ontario. The business has been started two years a?o, first year's

business amounted to $35,030; expect to do more the second yea r
;

strictly cash, and all modern ideis; carry a small line of clothing, shoes
and gents' furnishings, but the main business is done in dry goods.

her interests that require their attention. Address B>x 274, Dry
Goods Review, Toronto. (10)

AN English shrinking hocse is anxious to open up trade in Canada.
Their business is to receive woollen goods from the manufacturers

for shrinking, to measure, examine and pass them, or Teject them if im-
perfect, shrink, or waterproof them and ship direct to the customer out
of England. Communications desired from po sible customers, or a
live manufacturers' agent who would be willing to work up a business
ofthissott. Ad Iress Box J., Dry Goods Review, Montreal. ffj

1 f\ ACRE Fruit ranch, California, bringing good returns every sixA" weeks, will exchange for stock, merchandis r land. Address
Anna B. Hoaglin, Raymond, Aha. Canada. (n)

AGENTS WANTED

ADVERTISING Novelties and Calendars with merit are supplied by
the Cranston Novelty Co., 157 Bay Street, roronto; also rubber

stamps, clothing hangers and store fixtures. Write for catalogue.
Agents wanted. (10)
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bindings and Webbings.

Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc.

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, fchoos and Laces.

Corona Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Button Maohines and Button*.
Corona Co., Montreal.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades,etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.

Garland, John M.,Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Moore Carpet Co., Sherbrooke, Que.
Kylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Smith, Carter & Smith, Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,

Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Knox, John. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Lederer, O. L., Montreal.

McKi non, S. F., & Co., Toronto.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.

New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.

Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eug.
Victor Mfg. Co., Quebec.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brusnes and Mirrors.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.

Corsets.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Parisian Corset Co., Quebec.

• Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc
Brock, W. R. Co., Montreal.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

" Kingcot " Cottons.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
' Viyella"—Holhns, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc
Brock, VV. R. Co , Toronto and Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay at Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co , Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal. Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Otlawa.
Garneau. P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.

Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hollins, Wm.,&Co, London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Dresi Shields, etc
Kleinert, LB., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

Bradford Dyers Assn., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,

Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.
Hermsdorf, Louis, New York.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Fancy Leather Goods.
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons, Philadelphia.

Finance Insurance, etc
Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.

Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.

Meiropolitan Sank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limiterl, Montreal
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Nebulung, Charles, Montreal.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal.
Williams, W.. & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montr al.

Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co.. Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Pewny's Kid Gloves—Greenshields Limited,
Montreal.

Reynier Freres, Montreal.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Handkerchiefs.
( hina & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M-, Son & Co., Ottawa.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Lim ted, Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Etc
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Paquet, J. Arthur, Quebec.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., Bubber Co., Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Konig & Stuffman, Montreal.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Ladies' Neckwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leather Coats.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.

Lelgere, Loose Leaf.
Crain, Rolla L., Co., Ottawa.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.

Niagara Falls, Can.

McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cains. Limited, Montreal.
Greenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.

McDowell, Andrew H.
(
Co., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-coats, Sweat-
ers, etc).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, & Co., Winnipeg.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Livingstone Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe Middleton & Co., London E.C.Eng.
Wilkins, Robert O, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Barry, Walter & Co., Montreal.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, To. onto.

Brock & Patterson, St. John, N.B.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

DeCelles Bros., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co., Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F. , & Co., Toronto.

Mufflers.
Scott Muffler Co.,

Needles, Pins, etc
Croft, Wm., & Sons, Toronto.
Nicklin, J., & Co., Birmingham.

Novelties and Notions.
China & Japan Silk Co
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John. M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T. Importing Co., Toronto.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons. Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.

Patterns.
New Idea Pattern Co., New York.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Safety Pins.
Nicklin, John & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.

Sootoh Hollands.

King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc
Allied Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Colossus Shirts

Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hudson Bay Knitting Co., Montreal.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Show Case Co., Detroit.

Stapling Maohines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatw rthy & Son., Montreal.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxter Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin

Ont.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
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Smallwares
Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Krock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Toronto.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
(Airland, John M.,Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,
rapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Tie Clips.

Nickhn, John, & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Typewriter!.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.

Burrett, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co., Hamilton.

Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

D undas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.
Denton, Mitchell k Duncan, Toronto.
Ellis Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Garland. John M., Son. & Co., Ottawa.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Gordon, MacKay & Co., 'Toronto.

Jaeger, Dr., Co.. Montreal.
"Jay" Finish Underwear, London, Eng.
Lennard, S , & Sons, Dundas, Ont.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
" Pesco Brand," »cott, Peter &Co., Hawick.

Scotland.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.

Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
Williams, Walter & Co., Montreal.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co., London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Debenham, Caldecott Co., Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Waist Holders and Skirt Supporters.
Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.

Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Wardrobes
Wier Wardrobe Co , Winnipeg, Man.

Waterproof and Rubber Ooods.

Cravenelte Co., Bradford, Eng.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Montreal WaterproofClothing Co.,.\loni real.

National Rubber Co . Montreal.
Premier Waterproof Clothing, Sommer &

Co., Montreal.

Window Shadee, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Smith, Carter & Smith, Limited, Montreal.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock. W. R., Co.. Toronto
Fisher, John, A Sons, Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., & Si.n Co., Ottawa.
Gatneau P. Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris Sc Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hewson Woolen Mill*, Amher-t, N.S
Kyle, Cheesebrough & Co.. Montreal.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Rob nson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, 'Toronto.
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On tKeir Honeymoon.
At Quebec.

Dear Annie,—
You will be surprised to hear that Jack and I were

married on Wednesday, and are here now on our honeymoon
trip. Poor Jack. He got in an awful hurry at the last and

wouldn't hear of my putting it off any longer. When I de-

murred about a trousseau he just laughed and said, " Bother

the trousseau, just come along in any old thing you have, and

we will get what you need on the way. I don't want to

marry a trousseau, I want you," so I had to give in. I wore

that blue serge of mine down here. It looks fairly respectable

yet, but Jack was as good as his word, and the first morning

we were out sightseeing he took me into a large store on St. Jean

St. and got just a lovely walking skirt, so fashionable, and it

fits me beautifully. It is made by the HART MANUFACT-
URING COMPANY of MONTREAL. The storekeeper told

us his best selling garments at popular prices were made by

this firm This with some of those pretty silk blouses I had
and which I brought along fitted me out very nicely. We
are having a delightful time in this quaint old city. There

are so many interesting places to be seen. Will write you

again soon.

Yours sincerely,

MARJORIE.

Our Fall line of SKIRTS now in the hands
of our travellers cannot be equalled by
any other house in Canada at the price.

Made in fashionable styles and mater-
ials to retail at popular prices.

$%&x)jf brand ensures correct style and tailoring.

THE HART MANUFACTURING CO
1631-37 Notre Dame Street

MONTREAL
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weare preparing for our

FALLAVALANCHofODDUNES
IT WILL BE TO YOUR INTEREST

TO BE HERE EARLY

AHEAP OF MONEY MAKERS
FROM EVERY DEPARTMENT
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TO BE LET LOOSE

Wednesday N ov., 1 St.

John Macdonald&Co!
WELLINGTON &FR0NT S™,EAST,

TORONTO.
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Autumn in Canada The Falling of the Leaves.
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"ETI1EL" KID GLOVES
The Best Value in the Trade

LIVE per dozen
OUR GUARANTEE GOES WITH EVERY PAIR

ALL SIZES, from 5^ to 8, in solid black, solid white, black with white stitching, white
with black stitching, assorted tans, browns, modes and slates.

WE SEND with each pair of "Ethel" Kid Gloves full directions for trying on, which if

carried out, and provided correct size has been purchased,

Fit and Satisfaction
are

Absolutely Assured

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.
LIMITED

Cor. Fron-t and Bay Streets, TORONTO

k̂ ^^wvwvvv\vilAwywyswvw^

YAMa sil_K
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest s Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strength and
Smoothness. Used by manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H. McDOWELL GO.

40-42 St. Antoine Street. Incorporated

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

"ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

Travellers now out for Spring
and Assorting.

Fancy Vests, Outing and Tennis Trousers,

Boys' Wash Suits, White Coats, Pants,

Shirts and the celebrated

a Rooster Brand " OVERALLS

Robert C. Wilkins,
MONTREAL
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GREENSI1IELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited, Green&hields £* Co., Limited,

Winnipeg. Vancouver.

Before Stocktaking
(NOVR. 30th)

we have a number of clearing

lines in all departments to offer at

special figures, which in many
instances are

Below Mill Prices

It will be to your advantage to

visit our warehouse during this

month, or see our travellers'

samples.
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Fashionable

Long Coat

Suit of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

unv 14 imPb^tz^^ W°-
Costume of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

The

Fashionable

Fabric

for Fall

Creenshields Limited,
SOLE

fI
e
r
ll
c7na1>T

ts
Montreal

Creenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man. Creenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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RYLANDS&SONS
LIMITED

MANCH N

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

Bleachers

-MANUFACTURED R

* ff&' A v\ "ite\ ^.iZ

BY THE

%\CCAIWIST C?-*

Dyeis

C^PE TOWN. \811
finishers

.

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

**

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

**

«t?«|?

WORKS:

3winton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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Blocks that build up a strong and

Progressive Business

Good Goods

at

Right Prices

Best Terms

and

Large Discounts

Courteous

and

Capable

Salesmen

A prompt

Mail Order

service

Prompt

Freight

Deliveries

Goods

Well Baled and

Cased

Large

House

Sales

4,356 square feet

devoted to

Smallwares and

Notions

4,356 square feet,

for LINENS and

LADIES' FURNISHINGS

4,356 square feet

for WOOLENS and

TAILORS' FURNISHINGS

exclusively

4,356 square feet

for British and Foreign

DRESS GOODS.

WASH GOODS, and

PRINTS

4,356 square feet

devoted to

STAPLE COTTONS,

FLANNELETTES, Etc.

STANDARD SHIRTINGS

6,600feetfloorspace

for the exclusive use of

MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR

and LUMBERMEN'S

SUPPLIES

6,600 square feet in

use for CARPETS,

CURTAINS, TAPESTRIES

OILCLOTHS, MATTINGS

and LINOLEUMS.

Christmas Holiday Goods
Large assortment of all that is

new and up-to-date in Holiday

Gifts.

Our Representatives are on the way with a complete showing of Spring- Goods, and we

bespeak for them a look through which we are sure will be appreciated.

Yours to serve,

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & CO.
Dry Goods, SmoHviires,
Carpets and Woolltns OTTAWA, CANADA.
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Anticipating the tremendous advance that has taken place in

the price of wools during the past few weeks, we made

contracts for our full line of Dress Goods for Spring, i 906,

and are not advancing the price of a single line, though they

are worth to-day at least twenty-five per cent, more

than when our contracts were made.
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WORRAltS

Does not rub off

REGISTERED

VsCfr

TRADE MARK

Warranted

FIRV

WORRALL
Fast - Dyed

Velvets and Velveteens

Fast Blacks and P ast Colors, in Velvets and Velveteens,

are produced by the Worrall processes. The dyes improve

the lustre and depth of tone of the cloth, and will not rub off.

The new processes are applied to the higher grades of cloth

solely. Only such goods as bear the above stamp on the

back are guaranteed by J. & J. M. Worrall, Limited, as

having been treated by the new processes.
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• ••—•«••*••••**••••*••**•*••••••*• .•»•-•«••••»•«••••«•*••••••*••••"••••"•**••••••••••**

Samples
are now on the road for

Spring
Ask to see them, it will pay you.

WM. LIDDELL & CO.
LIMITED

BELFAST

^-••••-••-•••'•<.••.••-•-.•.•.•..*•-.•-••'••--•'•••-•-'••<•-••••••-•--•'••--••••'-•-'

SOLE. AGENT FOR CANADA.

I R. H. COSBIE,
30 W. Wellington St,., TORONTO

.....•••••••••••*-••••.•••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

44 ff

Old Bkacb

Linens
LOOK better,
FEEL better,
WASH better,
WEAR better,
AND

ALTOGETHER GIVE BETTER
SATISFACTION

THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND COMPARE

TRADE

f'OLD BLEACH"
MaRK ON EVERY YARD

R. H. COSBIE,

30 W. Wellington St., Toronto

» *••••••-•• ••'••>i

FASHIONABLE DRESS COOPS
Travellers are now showing the newest and most

attractive Spring styles from the principal

manufacturing centres of Europe.

In Men's Wear our lines of Suitings, Pant-

in gs and Coatings are up-to-date.

We recommend Sphinx Serges for finish and

durability. They always give satisfaction.

P. GARNEAU, FILS & CIL, Quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for SPHINX Serges and Vicunas.

SAMPLE ROOMS : No. 25 Nordheimer Bldg., 207 Si. James Street, MONTREAL. 185 Cordova Street, VANCOOVER, B.C.
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The wear of a dress fabric

is not to be counted by the

life of the fibres, but by the

endurance of its fine finish.

B. D. A. Mohairs

stand pre-eminent

in " life " thus

measured.

BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION •

OF BRADFORD, FNGLAND
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DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
Wholesale Dry Goods

SPECIALS:
Men's Flannel Shirts (Grey and Blue)

Men's Tweed Shirts

Men's Wool and Mocha Gloves

Ladies' Cashmere Gloves

2,000 prs. Lace Curtains, Manufacturers' Overmakes
8/4 and 16/4 Linoleums
Large Stock Tapestry and Velvet Squares on hand

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
try our mail order DEPABTMEHT, 79 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

:

< <

....

ii

<><£
<>

±

mi

<'

1
Hi

><T

E><

;ococococtcococoeicacooK

Cbc Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

Trades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary Is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.

American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention
if sent to the

American Representative : J. C, Halsby. No, t Broadway, New York City

Specimen Copin frit in application.

T
The Question

I

Is the quality of Hermsdorf Dye on Black

Hosiery as fast and permanently lustrous

as Louis Hermsdorf claims?

THe Answer

I

The sales of Hermsdorf-Dyed Hosiery have

grown to ten million dozen pairs per

annum within fifteen years.

The Moral

I

When you buy Black Hosiery, look for

" the name that sells the stocking."

Here it is:

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
AMERICAN BUREAU

200 GREENE STREET, NEW YORK
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Established 178b.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

REGISTERED

J. & J. BALDWIN &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners ot

All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering

Wheeling
Petticoat Fingering

Soft Merino

Berlin Fingering

Balmoral Fingering

Double Knitting

Soft Knitting Wool

Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Lady Betty

Shetland

Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Eider Wooli
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesale Only. • Send for Samples.

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and T0E0NT0

*.. -*>..**. *..«..«..*.. #>..*.. «..•>.. a)..*. .•>..*..«..«. .«..».. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•»«••#"•

White Linen Suitings
made from

44 ft

Old Bleach

Cinen
have a lustre and appearance

known to no other linens. They
drape perfectly, because they

arc soft and without chemical

dressing or stick)- matter. They
are particularly adapted for em-
broider) or Drawn Work, warp
and woof being- of the same yarn.

Trade Mark " Ola" Bleach " on every yard.

Sen,/ for samples ,ui,l booklet oh Ike "Old Bleach';,., ,

R. H. COSBIE,
30 W. Wellington Street,, Toronto

»••»•—•••••.•« ..«..*..*..#..,

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.
10
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5lLlYO
SILK Handkerchiefs European SILKS
SILK Piano Drapes Japanese SILKS
SILK Windsor Ties Chinese SILKS

Etc. Etc. Etc.

Manufacturers and Importers

K. ISHIKAWA & CO
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO

Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
12* Navy Blue and Brown

I

Plain and with Fancy Border

23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED.

79 to 81 Wellington St. W. TORONTO

PEWNY'S
Kid Cloves

For your Fall Trade put

in an assortment of

these gloves.

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

ACENTS FOR CANADA
11
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REMOVAL NOTICE

L B. Kleinert Rubber Co.
NEW PREMISES

MINCING LANE, off Wellington St. West, Cor. Bay St.

TORONTO

All Kinds Of

BRITISH PLATE

MIRRORS
KEPT IN STOCK

The largest Show Room of Mirrors, already framed,

in Canada, New and Second-Hand.

Our $10.00 Mirror is a Winner
"Write for Quotations

6. A. Weese & Son, 44 longest., Toronto

4*0
Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send (or samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

4*ft00KS^M/c ,

PERMANENT FINISH

k
WILL NOT COCKLE '., V^SHRINK 0RSP0T ^ ^ >£^

Robinson & PIackay
Dyers & Finishers

LEEDS—
ENGLAND

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition

and Improve in Stock.

We stock a large assortment of silk goods,
suitable for the Canadian market, including

all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9}{±, IO/26. and 12 lAd., also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London

T. RICHARD & CO.
20 Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Cables,

'Clerkship, London.
ABC Code used
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For Ladies' Underwear
of all kinds, Pillow Slips
and all Bed Appointments.

For Children's Hoods, Robes,
Full Dress and
Bassinette Trimmings.

SEE OUR LATEST PRODUCTION, "JAP SILK PLANTAOENET."
THE SPECIAL PRODUCTION OF THE LARGEST FRILLING HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

THE ABOVE PATTERN3, AND MftNY OTHER8, ARE MADE IN A VARIETY OF WIDTHS
EXPERT judges agree that "Plantagenet" Frillings exceed all other makes (for the above purposes) in

beauty of design, quality of material, finish and cheapness. Drapers in England—almost to a man-
stock "Plantagenet," and also some of the largest Canadian firms.

13
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It Is

A Fact
That in the Business
Houses and Offices where
the Loose-Leaf Systems
have been installed the
men do better work, and
more of it, because

IT IS LESS WOKRY KEEPING ACCOUNTS.

IT IS LESS CUMBERSOME.
DOES AWAY WITH HANDLING CLOSED AND

INACTIVE ACCOUNTS.
SAVES TIME IN POSTING BECAUSE OF THE

ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.

REDUCES LIABILITY TO flAKE ERRORS TO A
MINIMUM.

We could go on enumerating its advantages, but space

will not permit.

Write for Catalogue " F " and Circulars.

The Rolla L Crain Co., Limited
OTTAWA, CANADA

Toronto Office -18 Toronto Street

Montreal Office—74 Alliance Building

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
WINDSOR HOTEL, £&&**

Thin I louse ig pleasantly and conveniently located on the East Side ol
Queen Street. The rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention paid
toKut-vu. Billiards and pool. Hot and cold water bath*. A. McNiool, Prop.

TOWFP TTnTlTT Georgetown, demerara,1WVVILIV riWlJlilj, BRITISH GUIANA.
Thin lir»t I'lann hotel in mutt conveniently situated in the coolest and beallhisst

part of the city. Fire minutes from railway station and steamer stalling!, and
near to all priaolpaJ public buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Bpacioua Dining
and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room. Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
Mrs. J. I'. SMITH, Proprietor. HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave. Private board $12 to $14 per week.

BOARD AND ROOM
" THE ARGYLE,"

Mrs. FRASER
Terms moderate.

Cedar Avenue, HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Also furnished cottages.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located.

HAMILTON, BERMUDA
Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING HOUSE
(Corner or Main and La.ma.ha. Streets, GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.)
Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine, Attendance Qualified. Termf

Moderate. Electric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage Solicited. Manageress
E. Cottam.

WINTER RESORT- Queen's Park Hotel.
PORT OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, B.W.I.

John McEwen, Manager. For Rates, etc., apply Trinidad Shipping Jt Trading Co
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONTARIO. James K. Paisley, Prop.

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any

other writing machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
7 ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET,

TORONTO <"»d «* MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC 8T. JOHN, N.B. I

J.------------ 1 - TtTTtrTTtTTtttrlt t<>> tSf lSSS«IS ttSTTfTTlT-~---***** *

14
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BUSINESS CARDS
A. Directory of Reputable Business and Professional Firms

Throughout Canada

Thii Uit It for tlit purpose of placing retailors.

m»nuf»ctur«r« jobber* and other readers in

touch with reliable and competent accountant*

and auditor! whose lerrioes are 10 frequently

required for iuoh purposes aa opening books,

Leading Canadian
Accountants and Auditors

adjusting and auditing accounts, arranging part-

nerships or organizing joint stook companies,
deTising special office systems, making collec-

tions and investigations, handling estates, mak-
ing raluations, etc.

This space $30.00 per year. This space $15.00 per year.

JENKINS A HARDY,
Assignees, Chartered Accountant*,
Estate and Fire Insurance Agent*
16X Toronto Street Toronto.
4«t Temple Building-, Montreal.
100 William Street, New York.

This list is for the purpose of placing manufac-
turers, wholesale and retail merchants and other
readets throughout Canada, and firms abroad
doing business in Canada, in touch with the
legal profession throughout the Dominion, for
the collection of accounts, legal representation,

LEGAL CARDS.
organization of companies, the arrangement or
dissolution of partnerships, or assignments, as
well as all other matters of a legal nature.

For advertising rates apply to Mac Lean Pub-
lishing Co., Limited, Montreal or Toronto.

TUPPER, PHIPPEN A TTJPPER,
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

Winnipeg, Canada.

ATWATER, DTJOLOS & OHAUVIN
AdTOoates. Montreal.

Albert W. Atwater, K. 0. Consulting
Counsel for City of Montreal. Chas.
A. Ducloa. Henry N. Chaurin.

BEATTY, BLACKSTOCK, FASKEN, RIDDELL & MABEE
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries, Etc.

Offices, Bank of Toronto.

Tel. Main 3813. Toronto, Ont.

IRWIN & JONES, Barristers, etc.

H. E. Irwin, K.C., Clerk of the Peace,
County of York ; B. Morton Jones,
B.C.L.; Solicitors for Equity Fire Insur-
ance Co., Berlin Fire Insurance Co.
24 King St W., Toronto. Weston, Ont.

W. G. WILSON

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary, Convey-
ancer, etc.

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE
Barristers, Solicitors, etc.

8. C. Mewburn, E. H. Ambrose,
Hamilton, Ont.

WM. A. MCLEAN
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.

Head Office. Guelph, McLean's Block.
Branch Office, Acton, Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor, Etc

ROBINSON & GREEN
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc.

John A. Robinson. John R. Green.
Solicitors for the Imperial Bank of

Canada, the Southern Loan & Savings
C".. -rt Thomas. Out.

LOUGHEED k BENNETT,
Barristers, Solicitors, Advocates, etc.

Calgary, Can. Cables: Lougheed, Calgary
Solicitors for : Bank of Montreal. Cana-
dian Bank of Commerce, Bank of Nova
Sootia, Merchants' Bank of Canada.

This space $30 per year.

Representing

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

R. FLAWS & SON, M»nch«te' Bld^ M«Und*^R0NT0 .

Dry Goods Commission Agents.

8. A L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,
Cloths, in great variety,

Cartwright& Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Ejik.

Hosiery and Underwear,
Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,

I Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland,

\,
Lace Curtains.

"collections, etc.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. Jamas St., Montreal

nERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnishingcommercial reports to oursubscrlbersgivespromri

and reliable Information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclal no g

Tel. Main 1085.

TELEPHONES

THETELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend andservaDt combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CAHADA

DIRECTORY FOR THE WHOLE-
SALE TRADE ONLY

This list is for the purpose of placing manufacturers, wholesale

merchants, etc., throughout Canada in touch with firms who sell only to

the Wholesale Trade. Firms under this heading are willing to negotiate

with reputable jobbers at special rates Exclusive trade marks if desired.

This space .*10.00 per year.

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO..

Manufacturers of Hair Cloths

St. Catharines, Ont.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

This space slinm per year

BROCK & PATERSON, LIMITED.
St. John, N.B.

Wholesale Millinery and Fancy
Dry Goods.

MISCELLANEOUS

Successful Advertising-How to Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.
Sent post paid upon receipt of price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
Maclean publishing go limited, Toronto.

ALCOHOLISM
The best treatment for all persons afflicted with the

disease of drunkenness is known only to Dr. MacKay.

Address : City Hall, Montreal, Que. Absolutely private

treatment.

15
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BOOKS FOR

BUSINESS MEN
Business Short Guts

The largest, the best, the most prac-

tical book of experts' short cuts ever

published.

Contains much valuable information

on :

Labor Saving Methods, Advertising, Loose-Leaf Led-

ger Devices, Checking Systems, Mathematical Short

Cuts, Correspondence Helps, Card Systems, etc.

$1.00 Post Paid

Manufacturing Cost
By H. L. C. Hall

This book is a new departure in the

way of a book on "cost accounting." In

it you will find treated the principles of

the science instead of a description of what
some one else has done. Other people's

systems do not interest you unless you can

apply them to your own uses, hence only

those which can be applied to your own
needs are touched upon.

The Buyer, The Manager, The Superintendent, The
Book-keeper, The Seoretary, The Sales Agent and all

those Interested in knowing "what It costs" should
secure a copy. Send for circular

Price, $3.00 Post Paid

Thome's
Twentieth Century Book-keeping

and Business Practice

By W. W. Thorne

Mr. W. W. Thorne is the acknow-
ledged leading authority on Book-keeping
in the United States and Canada. The
Ontario Government recently engaged Mr.

Thorne to re-model the book-keeping

system of the Province.

The Index

of this book contains over nine hundred
references and is so arranged that any
subject can be referred to instantly.

Some Subjects Treated

Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable
Adjustments Assets
Averaging Accounts
Balance Sheet

Bad Debts
Bond Accounts

Bank Accounting Capital
Capital Stock Card Ledgers
Cash Books Cash Discounts
Checking Systems Cost Accounts
Cross Entry Distribution of Accounts
Depreciation Double Entry
Expense Installments
Interest Journals

Merchandise AccountsLedgers
Etc, Etc.

If you area book-keeper you cannot
do without it.

If you are a business man it will be
worth money to you.

Price, $3.00 Post Paid, Bound in Half Leather

The MacLean Publishing Co.
Limited

Toronto

Montreal

Wlnnlptg

r
IMS
R.SH POPLINS

V.

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings
including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

HARRIS & COMPANY
ROCKWOOD, ONT. Limited

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Ladies' Costume Cloths
-AND-

Homespun Suitings,

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
•5ELLINQ AOENTS-

Honypenny Bros. & Co., - Toronto

16
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ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of texture?.

H. &L. Sure Shot and H & L

No. 1, for pointed wire

staples

Sure Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

MADE BY

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

WESTERN Incorporated
1851

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINt

Head Office Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Oflt* Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300.00000

3,890,000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and Man. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

Cable Address " BANCO," Bermuda

BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

Paid Up Capital

Reserve Fund

Head Office :

£15,000
($73,000.00)

£16,000
($77,866.00)

HAMILTON
Bermuda

BRANCHES

:

St. George and Somerset

W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
President. Manager

Collections promptly made and remitted, and
all other banking business attended to.

...................................

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«••••»••••••••••••

Cable Address, 'FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD &. SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital - - £10,000
($18,666.67)

With power to increase to £20,000
( $97, :i;tt 3-1)

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager
Collections made and remitted promptly.
Ueuerul banking bu^i-ess transacted.

^" Money ^
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY, President.

W. C. MACDONALD, J. K. MACDONALD,
ACITARY. MANAGING D1KI-X' IOK.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, CANADA.

CAPITAL PAID UP,
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000.
1,000,000.

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D E THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Horjor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN KTRSTBROOK, Esq.,
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(jfWtfcd)
TORONTO

Stock-Taking Clearing Lots
D6Dt A 28-in. ^rey Flannels, plain and twill, to retail at 25c, worth 30c."

28-in., All wool, plain and twill Navy Flannels at less than they can be made for.

All wool White Canadian Blankets 7 and 8 lbs., 15% below regular price.

100 pes 8/4 and 9/4 Plain and Twill Bleached Sheeting, to retail at 25c.

Dent B ^^ Pcs **8-in. Bordered Linen Apron Cloth, can be retailed at 10c.
P '

70 pcs. 28-in. Extra Heavy Twilled Wrapperette, can be retailed at 10c.

140 pcs. 30-in Black Mercerized Sateen, can be retailed at 10c.

45 pes 10-in. Hygienic Crash Toweling, can be retailed at 7c.

HO pcs. 18 in. Hygienic Crash Toweling, can be retailed at 8c.

D6Dt C Fancy Mohair Plaids, to retail at 25c, worth 35c
" " All-wool Granite Cloth, in a full range of shades, to retail at 37^c, worth 60c

Oak bark weave Black Dress Goods, to retail at 65c, worth $1.00.

DdDt D 600 ycls ' ^olf ^loakmg and 200 pieces
if
Tweeds 33^ below regular prices.

" ' Our stoe'e of Overcoatings, Suitings and Tailors' Linings is well assorted and

during November we will sell at old prices.

Hpnt E ^®® pairs Lace Curtains, very special, to retail at $1.00.

r 1,
8/4 Linoleums to retail at 40c . worth regular 50c

Dept. F

8 4 Floor Oil Cloths, to retail at 25c, worth regular 30c.

2073 Taffeta Ribbons, Nos. 5, 9, 16, 22, 36.

Wool Toques, to retail at 25c. and 50c.

Toe-proof Heavy Bibbed Worsted Hose, to retail at 45e.

Inspect our range of knitted wool goods, Shawls, Fascinators, Toques. Hoods. Tarns,

Gaiters, etc.

npnt G "Lady Carrie" Grey Tweed Skirts, to retail at $3.00, worth S3. 75.UCpi. U
special White Gowns, to retail at $1.00, worth $1.50.

"Millie Black Homespun Skirts, to retail at $2.25, worth S2.75.

Samples of Skirts, Waists, etc.. at a liberal discount.

DfiDt H ^ r°ken m^s °f Men 's Shirts and Drawers at clearing prices.uo r " Odd lots of Men's Top Shirts and Working Shirts at clearing prices.

Several lines of Men's Tweed Pants at clearing prices.

Broken Lots in Every Department to be Cleared Out Before Stock Taking.
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TI1K value of a legitimate paid circulation can

not be overestimated. It is the basis of

everything. That is the reason why The Dry

Goods Review pays such attention to the

subscription department. Last month we

published a number of letters from our representatives,

showing the thoroughness with which this paper covers

the field. From the Far West comes the report that in

the town of killarne\ , Man., there arc live dry goods

stores, and every one yets The Review, in the cast our

subscription representative speaks of the pleasure it is

to canvass for The Review, because it seems to give the

readers what they want. Such reports coming from both

ends of the country go to show that the paper serves

the dry goods trade in a satisfactory manner.

• *
*

Under these circumstances the value of The Dry

Goods Review as an advertising medium must be recog-

nized. It is the paper which goes to all corners of Can-

ada, besides its outside circulation, and where it goes

it carries the business announcements of those who use

its columns. A trade paper is more than any other

paper in that it is kept and read. Its advertising pages

are no less interesting to the enterprising merchant than

are its reading pages. The latter show what will be

sold. The former show where it may be bought. The

two departments supplement each other, and are of first

importance to the retailer. The trade paper is as

essential to the retail merchant as his tools are to the

artisan.
* *

*

With pardonable pride we again draw attention to

the completeness of the present number of The Dry

Goods Review and Men's Furnisher. No department

which is in any way related to the dry goods business

has been omitted. The pages devoted to dress goods,

dress accessories, waists, etc., will be found to fore-

cast accurately the trend of fashion in these lines. In

all but the largest cities house furnishings are distinctly

within the sphere of the drygoodsman. In this depart-

ment a full discussion is given, not only of what will be

sold, but, what is of greater importance, of how to sell

it. Carpets, curtains, wall paper, china and glassware.

all receive full attention.

Turning then to the important department of men's

furnishings, we have advance information in clothes and

accessories. Fashion is traced by the standard of Lon-

don and New York. Supplementing all these. The Dry
Goods Review contains special articles on the successful

management of the store. Progressive Retailing gives

the methods employed by one who is a successful dry-

goodsman himself. The department on the Ait of Dis-

play is replete with suggestions for the display of mer-
chandise to the best effect. Good Advertising contains

criticisms of submitted advertisements and suggestions

for making the ads more effective. Not inferior to any
of these items are the illustrated fashion letters from
experts in London, Paris, and New York. Above all. the

news of the trade is given. Merchants are kept in touch

with the developments of. the business and the move
ments of its prominent members.

* *
*

Clinton, October 7, L905.

Messrs. Rhys D. Pairbairn, Limited,

Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs,—Please send with goods ordered from
your traveler a few days ago, one each of collar, all

white and white trimmed with Persian applique in

light shade, as illustrated in Dry Goods Review.'

Yours truly,

HODGENS BROS.

On October 4th The Dry Goods Review was mailed
from this office. On the 7th the above order was sent

in. This is an example of the way in which the paper
is read by merchants, and the quickness with which
new ideas are adopted by them.

Merchants having any difficulties in the management
of their stores are invited to make use of the columns
of this paper in getting them solved. New situations

often appear in one town which have been successfully

met in another. The transfer of ideas on questions of

business are of mutual benefit. A man who just sees

what is going on on his own store will soon work into

a rut out of which it is hard to get. A man who has a
special faculty for conducting sales may be of great
benefit to another who is weak on this point, yet is

strong on another. When in doubt send a note to this

office, outlining the case, and it will receive prompt and
full attention. The Dry Goods Review is the natural
medium for the transfer of ideas and opinions on mat-
ters relating to the dry goods trade.

Good trade papers are so valuable that there is no
progressive man of business who does not read them
regularly as a part of advancing his business education.
The man who "lives to learn," always reads the papers
that tell what is going on in his special line of business.

It is only the men who profess to "know it all," and
who are encased in the triple armor of conceit, ignor-
ance and unprogressiveness, who do not consult the
trade periodicals devoted to the fields in which they
work. These arc the words of a prominent commercial
paper of the United States.

Dress Goods and Dress Accessories have received
especial attention in the present number of The Review.
The forecasts have been offered after a comparison had
been made of everything which the mills are putting
out for the Spring trade. Our illustrations this month
and next will show the tendencies of fashion, although
the variations of these types are multitudinous. These
departments are deserving of a perusal of more than or
dinary care. They will well repay it when a question of

buying comes up.
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OUR LONDON
LETTER

Hi^h-ntcK El-vening Cors«g*
Mil linery Trimmings Pro-
minent Violet and Crimson
in Hets Stylnii Toilettes.

M OIRE lias been declared by Paris as a lead-

ing card in the fashion game to be played

this Winter. It is largely used in the mil-

linery models but it has its best uses in the

form of prineesse evening robes in artistic

shades, sometimes shot with pastel or opaline effects.

Quite new is a white moire with a silver or gold

i In cad suggested in the watermarks. The exclusive Lon-

on a prineesse costume by the trimming of embroiJcrj

Irish lace or fur and a double or triple shoulder cape oi

the material is another idea.

Gold and silver embroideries are the leading ideas in

trimming vests and fronts. These frequently ornament the

new military collar, which is one of the most pronounced

features in the new coats and tailored costumes.

There is a distinct inclination towards the high-neck

evening corsage as is apparent to anyone who goes to

the stalls of West End theatres just now or to the smart
restaurants at the dinner hour. It is the restaurant, in

fact, that is mainly responsible for this revolution in old

ideas. At I lis Majesty's the other evening there were a

dozen and more well dressed women in the stalls exploit-

ing the high-neck bodice, which looks particularly well in

line white lace. Of course the high bodice is, to use a

paradox, cut low, and generally square, but not invar-

iably so, the round neck also being evident. It is brought

high to the throat by means of a transparency either of

net or the finest lace. If of net the background offers the

opportunity for the display of delicate embroidery in gold

or silver thread and jewellings. Sometimes the yoke is

continued as a collar band, but many blouses dispense

with such an addition, the lace finishing quite simply at

the throat, a fashionable neck chain of fine gold, enamel

or precious stones doing duty for a collar.

A charming example of the high-neck evening blouse

is a creation of white blouse lace arranged in frills, the

upper one being draped round the decolletage in the form
of a berthe, looped up in front with a pink velvet flower.

The yoke is of finest Brussels net, applique with star-

like motifs in gold thread and diamond jewel rings, and

the sleeves are frills of blouse, reaching barely to the

elbows.

The demi-toilette blouse usually boasts a short sleeve,

but the long sleeve of fine lace or ruched chiffon also ac-

cords with it. As for the full-dress sleeve, it is a mere
fluff of tulle or armlet of spangled net, cut up on the

outer part to show the arm, and sometimes falling en-

tirely away from the shoulder.

A distinctive feature of the new millinery is the ag-

gressive nature of its trimmings. These, by reason of

their size, height and the prominence given to them, im-

mediately arrest attention. For instance, who could

reasonably expect to escape notice in a large hat of bis-

cuit felt, the beef-eater crown covered with chiffon, which

at the right side in front is gathered into a rosette,

whence falls a veritable cascade of tiny accordeon pleated

frills, so arranged as to conceal the stem of a monster
aigrette, which shades from faintest ecru to vieux rose

don dressmakers and costumers shov now some very

handsome prineesse robes for evening wear and most
practical of all, velvet walking robes cut in prineesse

form and made lo clear the ground, although not too re- and slants to far beyond the furthest edge of the brim

niarkably short Willi these, as in all outdoor costumes at the left side'.' On the hair behind nestles a giant chou
mi 111 one length, there are very novel ways of shaping of biscuit tulle and a second of chiffon in the same shade,

them at the waist. A favorite method is by a series of the latter supporting a closely pleated chiffon veil that

narrow stitched pleats. The bolero effect is often made leaches to within a few inches of the ground, Purple, in
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that bluish tinge that goes so well with Russian sable,

promises to be the fashionable shade in the immediate

future Violet and crimson are favorite eombinations, and

both Sevres blue and rose du Harry give evidence of in-

creased popularity. In millinery, crowns are to play an

aM-important part, and pendant draperies do decorative

duty on many of the newest hats. Smooth silk beaver, of

the kind employed for men's top hats, suggests some of

the smartest and most expensive shapes, and another

costly mode is to have hats adorned with large square

buckles of real tortoise shell in the darkest color pro-

curable.

front with five tan-colored leather buttons trimmed with

gold, pale blue cloth, rather heavily embroidered with

gold, inspiring the small revers, while the turned-down

collar was of amethyst velvet, edged with a stripe ol

gold cord, and a second broader one of gold braid beyond

that again showing an inch of light blue cloth. The hat

was of mauve felt and was conspicuous for a tall, jamp-
pot crown swathed with taffetas in a darker lint and

trimmed with two pairs of mauve wings. The narrow

brim was round and Hat, excepting a I the left side where

it was raised the least atom in the world by a shallow

bandeau of velvel that extended to I lie hack.

A little tricorne, for morning wear, consisted of

pearl grey felt banded with wedgewood blue velvet tied in

a butterfly bow at the left side, a broad blue quill placed

under the brim curving round to meet a second bow that

rested on the hair behind Another useful hat was a very

simple but smart dark blue felt. The boat-shaped crown

was draped with periwinkle-hued velvet, relieved, au

gauche, with a sheaf of pheasant's plumes that jutted out

of the back for a considerable distance, the cachepeigne

being of the lighter blue velvet. A Paris model is in pur-

ple beaver, the crown dome-shaped and the oval brim

straight at the sides and bent downwards before and be-

hind. About it is wound a scarf of purple tulle striped

with Russian sable and passed through a large square

buckle of dark tortoise shell placed immediately in front

in an upright position, the ends crossing at the back and

falling to the nape of the neck.

A second characteristic chapeau is evolved from violet

and crimson velvet ; the narrow brim being of the for-

mer and the beef-eater crown of the latter, draped with

purple chiffon, which is loosely knotted behind and hangs

in wide streamers midway to the waist, a big purple

ostrich feather winding about the left side.

Despite the increased feeling for the strictly tailor-

made, picturesque cloaks and loose skirts continue to have

their devotees, especially for carriage wear, and in con-

junction with a gown of crushahle texture. After this

style was a model recently noted in the west end. Of

sulphur-colored cloth, lined with white satin, the full coat

rather suggested a mantle in shape, and reached to below

the knees. Gathers on the shoulders, ruled with narrow
ropes of brown velvet set half an inch apart, lent the im-

pression of a circular yoke, while from the neck tapered

four elongated oak leaves in brown velvet studded with

liny gilt beads and edged with gold cord, a deep hem of

brown velvet, cut in scallops at the top, completing the

bottom of the wrap, a quantity of little brown ostrich

tips composing the medici collar, and two ends of brown
ribbon velvet, gathered into tiny loops every now and

again, falling from the throat to the ground in front.

The three-cornered hat boasted a brown velvet crown, a

white silk brim lined with brown velvet and trimmed au

gauche, with a mass of pheasant plumes, a draped scarf

of brown chiffon being twined into a careless garniture,

the ends escaping behind and floating au hazard.

On the same occasion was noted the details of the

toilette worn by a London leader of society. This was a

tailormade costume of tan cloth and a felt hat of the

most up-to-date type. The skirt was perfectly plain and
- piead out behind in a short train, and the three-quartet

COa1 fitted tightly and was single-breasted, fastening in

For linen shirts the high, double collar tied with a

wee bow of light ribbon, the width of an ordinary silk-

shoe lace, is quite the smartest finish. The latest waist-

belts are of patent leather, about two inches deep, and

Fasten with small gold buckles. The ultra chic ones show
fine stripes of contrasting color in such bold combinations

as emerald green and black, cerise and navy blue, violet

and orange, and so on ad infinitum. A welcome change

from the too familiar shirt pattern lakes the form of a

pointed yoke in front, the small box pleats commencing

immediately below it in ample time to lend that fulness

so becoming to a slender figure.

A. MEEHAN.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. J£. DACAM, for "Dry Goods Review."

F~*srtions in Furs Ermine
Favored "Variety in Cos-
tumes— Millinery.

DN
spile ol the Doticeable iis<- in Ihe price of fui the

Paris season has had a verj satisfactory opening;

in fact our furriers anticipate reaping a profitable

harvest, and as fur requires special linings and

trimmings, such as would not be suitable for cloth

goods, it is no1 the furrier alone who will benefit. It is

to be noticed that all the more expensive furs are made

up into long garments of the Directoire, Redingote and

Empire styles—either fitting to the figure or sac and verj

wide,, hut always long— the Directoire reaching to within

a lew inches of the ground, while such furs as caracul,

band of it edging the high yoke and the two seam.s down
the hack of the skirt as well as round the hotlom and

down the front are all piped with the same fur. The

sleeves are "gigot" i caching half-way between the elbow

and wrist, with a Louis \Y cuff and frill of coarse

-ui pure This guipure is repeated as revers on the front

of the yoke. A three-quarter length coat in baby lamb
made very sac, hanging in two distinct pleats at the

hack, is made with an ermine roll collar and ermine Louis

\V cuffs, which are strapped with narrow strips of the

lamb. A hand of ermine about three inches deep is car-

No. 3. Violet Velvet Empire Cloak, trimmed

with Chinchilla.

mole ,md pelit-gris are found as boleros, more especially

in the ready-made department. Ermine, chinchilla, heaver

and skunk are extensively used on other skins and also

as shoulder capes, "etoles" and muffs. Mink is very

much the fashion and silver fox stoles are in demand.

Well marked Russian pony, which has hitherto been em-

ployed for automobile coats, etc., is now being made up

into smart models and looks well in both long and short

Empire stvles
* *

*

\ particularly pretty model which has several shades

of grey in the markings is Irimmed with chinchilla, a

rieu round Ihe hem, and this, instead of being strapped,

is ornamented with tails.

*

The tirsi sketch shows a long Directoire jacket trim-

med with ermine. Although fitting closely to the figure

as far as the hips it is cut to fall in full pleats towards

Hie hem. The vesi and lower half of the sleeves are in

while kid, almost covered with a trellis-work of green

\el\el galloon. The narrow roll collar is also of green

velvet. No 2 is a short Empire jacket in /.ibcline with

full skirt The revers, covered with guipure, are strapped

with narrow cream velvet and have an edging of drawn

silk galloon The sleeves in this case are taken to the
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wrist but for the most part they are worn short, although

longer than those seen on last Summer's models. As a

rule they reach to just below the elbow (when, having

thought to the COM weather, an "empieeement" is added

to the hand) or halfway between wrist and elbow.

clinging skirts and short vague "paletot" without a yoke.

Doucet still makes mousselinc and silk gowns with slim

waist and pointed bodices, much pompadour ribbon

threaded in and out of the mousseline—a few black vel-

vets and some ideal bronze, ruddy browns and yellows.

Here the eighteenth century rules supreme.

Evening cloaks and capes, made in the new supple vel-

vets, both smooth and fancy, arc extensively trimmed

with fur, the Empire style being particularly adapted to

this, while chinchilla and skunk form handsome trim-

mings. Some of the more fancy cloaks are made in

guipure and warmly padded. A good model of this de-

scription was in coarse Irish over pink mousseline, lined

with a rich brocade. A handsome "etole" of skunk is

taken across the shoulders and falls with loose ends in

front. Another band of this fur is carried round the bot-

tom about K inches above the hem. The collar is formed

of a double frill of lace, at both back and front, of which

some pendants of brilliants are introduced.

Sketch No. 3 shows an Empire cape in violet velvet,

the small round yoke and roll collar are in chinchilla

while the same fur edges the velvet yoke and forms

shoulder straps and an edging which is deeper at the

back than in front, the velvet cut "en bias" is very full

and hangs in heavy pleats. For children's wear white

fur is more than ever in demand, more particularly the

short-haired varieties—ermine and its imitation being

most sold. The petit-gris is more in use by young girls.

As has been the case during the past few seasons,

each of the half-dozen largest "maisons de couture" is

producing its own particular styles and colors in models

and these are so absolutely distinct, the one from the

other, that anyone who has been the round oft the houses

can go to the races and very accurately tell which house

the costumes have come from—or hem copied from—judg-

ing merely by the resemblance to the style that the

"couturier" has adopted. With Paquin everything is

Empire and short waisted, with full sleeves reaching to

below the elbow. Many of his models are handsomely

embroidered and he favors various, more particularly

light, shades of green, mauve, yellow and violet.

Redfern, who till quite recently remained faithful 1<>

the "classic" tailormade, has now favored the Princess

form, a long Directoire jacket which looks like a tunic to

the skirt. For these he employs supple velvets, gold and

silver galloons and heavy fur trimmings. His silk gowns
show signs of the "polonaises," but always the "im-

peccable silhouette" remains except in the case of cer-

tain Empire mantles with voke and sleeves pi fur. Callot

Soeurs, who make a specialty of chiffon, still cling to the

low-shouldered, flopping sleeve. Their evening gowns and

corsages in lace, soft silks and mousselines are elaborate-

ly trimmed with rich embroideries, incrustations, small

pleats and sequins, while the skirts are draped "en pol-

onaise" or tunic form, much cross-over trimming "en

bretelles" on the bodices. White is the ruling color with

gold and silver and a few pale art shades.

Another house has adopted a pretty fashion of mak-
ing a mousseline or lace corsage assorted to go with the

skirt and jacket. Lace dyed to pale art tones is much
used. This same house is showing models in black velvet

heavily embroidered in silk galloon and tresse with long

The same remarks apply to milliners. Each first

class house has adopted and keeps to a particular style.

Amongst the smaller shapes are to be seen round crowns

"demi-melon," bent "bizarre" brims, with sometimes a

resemblance to a "marquis" in velvet and peau de soie

in all shades of green, violet, grey and blue. These

smaller hats are generally trimmed with plumes "en-

fantaisie," fancy buckles and a velvet "cache-peign." They

are invariably raised by means of a high "bandeau" at

the back. The large, wide-brimmed hat of medium crown

in coarse felt or velvet is trimmed with long ostrich

feathers, as a rule, assorted in color to the hat. A single

rose is often used to hide the fastening of the "baleine"

and again a high flower or velvet cache-peign. Some vel-

vet hats are being trimmed with a raised incrustation of

another shade of velvet or even kid or felt. The effect is

"bizarre" and probably will not become popular.

"Imperatrice" toques made of many-hued birds' wings

are a good feature of the moment, and so also are the

round fur toiques, trimmed with a wide bow of velvet at

the side. A lace fall is generally worn with these and

adds a softened effect. Another small shape with sailor

brim has the entire crown enveloped with a drapery of

velvet. Velvet is also used in the form of a .ruching

round the crown and at least one noted house is showing

models with long mousseline veils, draped and falling over

the shoulders. Marriages of different materials are com-

mon. For instance, a felt hat will have a velvet under-

britn. or felt crown and velvet brim, or even a silk crown
and felt brim— in fact, whatever else may be wanting, it

certainly is not variety.

A. E. DACAM.
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WESTERN RETAIL CREDIT PROPOSALS

01
KFjAT interest has been shown bj the retail

mil wholesale trade in all parts of Canada
n the plan "I the Retail Merchants' Associa

tion of Western Canada, wherebj if is pro

posed i" deal with the evils of the long

credit system, It is an old storj in the west, where the

merits of the proposal and the abilitj of the association

to earn out its programme have been pretty thorough!)

discussed from all points of view. Yet even in the west

there is considerable misapprehension is some quarters

as to some of the details of the scheme, and hence The

Review has no apologies to offer for an article explain-

ing what is proposed te be done by the association in

this matter of long credit, and what is actually being

done at the present time.

For years it has been a common reproach against

the west among business men that, while wondrous tales

traveled east of its marvellous potentialities and glori-

ous prospects, it was proverbially slow in paying its

hills. The complaint was not by any means confined to

eastern creditors, but was also heard from Winnipeg

wholesalers. Manufacturers and wholesalers have com
plained of the long credits which it was neeessarj to ex

tend to western retailers, and the latter in turn found

great difficulty in collecting from their farmer custom

ers. The customer who paid his accounts in full once a

year was a valued friend of the long-suffering retailer;

many did not even do this much. A Yirden merchant at

a meeting of retailers the other daj told of a customer

with whom he had had that day the first complete

settlement in ten years, This was a condition of affairs

inevitable in the earlj years of a new country, depend

ent for its readj money upon the annual sale of it-

wheat eiop, and urgentl) requiring assistance in the

months before the crops were harvested. These were the

conditions in the early days of the country, and in a

les^ degree thej still obtain It is -till necessary to ex

tend some credit; it is the almost unanimous opinion

that in the countrj districts the maintenance of a strict

l\ cash system the year round is not practicable.

The Remedy Proposed.

What, then, does this association oi western raer

chants propose to do with the credit system, if it is not

practicable to abolish it entirely .' It proposes to in'

sist upon the closing of all accounts on Nov, 1st. and the

strict maintenance ot a cash Bystem from that date until

April 1st. That is, the western merchants belonging to

this association pledge themselves to united action in

this matter. It would be difficult for any one merchant
to carry out this plan, while his competitors were -till

i^i \ i ti« credit, but what is impossible tor one man to do

is quite feasible provided the great majority join in the

attempt. The plan has the meat advantage of not at

tempting too much. It is certain that the west, a- a

whole, is not ready for the introduction of a cash sys

tern the vear round, and. moreover, if it were it would

be difficult to secure the cooperation of all dealers in

such a movement. But there is not a merchant in

Manitoba. Saskatchewan, or Alberta, who is not pre-

pared to try some plan to improve the conditions of a

system under which he is reluctantlj compelled to work
And there is nothing impossible about this plan; it is in

fact a plan that has been carried out with considerable

success by individual merchants in different parts of the

west. Jt is a plan suited to the conditions obtaining in

the country. By Nov. 1st a good proportion of the sea

son's crop has been marketed, and this is the approxi

mate date of the annual settlement of store bills. This

is the time of year when the farmer has most ready

money at his disposal, and is best able to square his

accounts. Unfortunately, the strong temptation to

speculate in land in a prosperous vear lias often been

responsible for an almost entire neglect o! the store bill.

At best, in verv main instances, the customer would pay

his annual store bill in November, and then, with money
in his pocket, commence another account, his surplus

cash being used for other purposes. So deeplv rooted

has been this custom of buying goods on credit that

main people never seem to think of such a thing a-
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paying cash for their goods when they h;ne the money.

In the prosperous Winter ahead of the west, after the

marketing of the "bumper" crop, western farmers should

he in a position to pay cash for their goods until the

opening of Spring, in addition to settling their accounts

in full on November 1st.

This, in brief, is the association plan, and in pursu

ance of this plan notices have been posted in hundreds

of western stores during September and October, an

nouncing that accounts must be paid on November 1st,

and that no credit will be allowed until after April 1st.

The proposal is a reasonable one, and it has provoked

very little unfriendly criticism. The buying: public can

not find serious fault with such a proposal, and if they

do—what are they going to do about it ? In the Pro

\ ince of Manitoba almost every country store is in this

movement, and when every store in a town insists upon

this rule there is nothing the customer can do except

grumble. He can get no relief from the mail-order

houses, for they insist upon cash payments the year

round. When the head of the largest department store

and mail-order business in Canada started operations in

a modest way some years ago he was compelled to sell

for cash, because credit would have eaten up more

capital than he had at his disposal. And he has con

tinned a plan begun at the dictates of stern necessity

because he has found that a cash system, like honesty,

is the best policy. The customers of the country store

can get no credit from any one but the country store

keeper.
Origin of the Movement.

It was in Roissevain, Man., that the movement was
inaugurated, in August of last year, a fact very hard to

realize when one remembers the great strength of the

association. Conditions of retailing in that town and

district had become almost intolerable, owing to price

cutting and long- credits. The dealers in that town de-

cided to call a meeting- of merchants from neighboring

towms, with a view to forming a permanent organiza-

tion of some kind. The response was encouraging, so

encouraging, in fact, that it was decided to hold a gen-

eral meeting in Winnipeg during the bonspiel in Febru

ary. to which dealers from all parts of Manitoba would

be invited. Tn the meantime T. J. Lawlor, of Killarney,

consented to act as president pro tern, and A. T. Era

bree, of Boissevain. discharged the duties of secretary.

At the February meeting a constitution was adopted,

and the scope of the association extended to include the

whole of Canada west of the Great Takes. Tn May a

permanent secretary-organizer, W. A. Coulson, a bright

voung newspaperman, recently arrived in the west from

Ottawa, was appointed, and the stupendous work was
commenced of org-anizing the retail trade of all Western

Canada. From the first Mr. Coulson has had striking

success in his work, and the substantial results which he

was able to show at the general meeting of the associa-

tion, held in Winnipeg in July, encouraged the executive

to prosecute the work vigorously.

Wholesale Support.

Another very encouraging feature of the February
and July meetings was the hearty support accorded the

association by the wholesale men of Winnipeg. The
presence of wholesale managers at the meetings showed
that they regarded the movement as a sane, serious

effort to improve the conditions under which retail trade

is carried on in the west, and in their speeches they

promised their hearty support to the movement, a

promise which has since been carried out with scarcely

an exception. The retail trade have been given plainly

to understand that the movement has the hearty en

dorsation of the wholesale trade, and that while there is

no compulsion in the matter, the retailer who remains
outside the association, cutting prices, and giving long
credits, is not entitled to the same favorable treatment
as the retailer who conducts his business on rational

principles.

Plan of Work.

The plan of work adopted by .Mr. Coulson, the gen-
eral secretary, has been to organize two or three neigh
boring towns into sections, each section having its own
secretary, who is in charge of the work in that section.

Complaints come to him in the first place, and if he is

not able to adjust them satisfactorily they are referred

to Mr. Coulson. In this way almost the whole of Mani-
toba, and a part of Saskatchewan, has been organized

already, and the work is being prosecuted vigorously.

All members of the association are united in a determin
ed effort to deal with the credit system.

What it Means.

What is the significance of this movement ? For the

first time a determined organized effort is being made to

deal effectively with the curse of western retail business

—

the credit system. It is a serious, determined effort, in

which practically all Manitoba, and a great part of

Saskatchewan, is engaged; it is an effort that commands
the respect and hearty enthusiastic support of the

shrewd wholesalers in the city of Winnipeg. Therefore,

it is not for sceptical scoffers in the east to pooh-pooh
a movement of which they know nothing. Perhaps never

before in any part of Canada, certainly never before in

the west, has there been a movement so well organized

to improve the conditions of retailing.

This movement to curtail credits is being made at a

most auspicious time, for the biggest wheat crop in the

history of the west is now being marketed. Whether the

crop is one of 90,000,000 bushels or 100,000,000 bushels,

is for prophets to argue until the actual returns are

available, but certain it is that millions of dollars are

being put in circulation at the present time, and that

now. if ever, the west is able to pay its bills. The pro-

gress of the association movement shows that a de-

termined effort is being made to discharge all obliga-

tions and to take advantage of the year of a "bumper"
crop to place the prosperity of the west upon a sound

foundation. Hence the movement deserves the interested

sympathy of the trade in all parts of Canada.

SERIOUS LOSS BY FIRE.

The Detroit Show Case Company suffered severely

from fire on October 22. The third storey of their

plant, which contained a large amount of finished stock,

was entirely burned out, and the stock on the other

floors was injured by water and smoke. The loss ex-

ceeded $15,000.

Fortunately they had quite a large quantity af lum-

ber in their drying kilns and in their yards, so that they

are not so badly crippled as they miglrt otherwise be.

In fact, in conversation with Mr Malotte, the secretary

and treasurer of the concern, the day after the fire, he

stated that they would be ready to begin to fill orders

within a week. The contractors are working night and

day making the necessary repairs on the building, and

everything will be put into first-class shape with as little

loss of time as possible. It is gratifying to knqw that

no delay in the filling of orders will follow the fire.
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Th.

GOOD ADVERTISING
Editor of this Department -will .Answer Question* on Advertising and

Criticize Advertisements which max be Submitted to Ilin.

SHORT ADVERTISEMENT WRITING.

THERE are thousands of merchants throughout

the country who use from two to six inches,

single column, in good papers, and ^et hut

small returns on their investment. Two very

obvious reasons are: Poor copy and infre-

queucy of change. Many merchants say things in their

ads that they would never think of uttering in the pres-

ence of a customer. They do not seem to understand that

the same descriptions and arguments used to induce a

customer to purchase an article in t he stores will, when

abbreviated and modified somewhat in an ad, cause him

to come to tlie store and investigate.

It \> not necessary except with an entirely new ar-

ticle, to try to create in the minds of the people a desire

for the article advertised. The desire is already there,

and your efforts should he devoted to influencing the

reader to satisfy his desire at your store.The best way

to accomplish this result is to give hint an accurate, de-

Fur
Lined
Cloaks.

Our factory facilities upstairs arc now perfect. Just

have a look at the beautiful fur- lined cloaks we're

turning out—you never saw such splendid coats

—

and the prices—remarkable considering the quality

and workmanship.

CRAIG.

tailed, enthusiastic description of the article offered for

^ale. I hear you say. '"That's just it; I have heard that

before; hut how am I going to do it? 1 can talk about

my goods, but 1 can't write about them. The moment

1 take up a pen to write, my thoughts take wings and

fly away."
Straight Talk.

No, your thoughts do not fly away; they an; right

with you, but you do not consider them worthy of ex-

pression in print. Yon do not think of your goods and

their many admirable qualities; instead yoiu see onlv

your audience and you long to say something "grand."

"powerful" and "convincing," and frequently the re-

sult is something insipid or ridiculous. Suppose a CUS-

tomer comes into your store and asks to he shown an over-

coat. Do you pound on th< unter, give a war whoop

or get off some joke in order to hold his attention while

you talk to him about the good points of the coat :' It

you were to tell him a funny story you might uet his

mind off of the coat, and a sale lort would probably be

the result.

There are always a certain number of people in a

place who are interested in the article you are adver-

tising; they are either in immediate need of it or intend

to purchase it some time in the future, and the name

of the article or something closely related t,, it will at-

tract their attention more quickly than anything else,

and a good description of what you have to offer will

have greater weight with their judgment than any other

thing vou can sav.

CHISHOLM.SWEET&CO.

THERE'S AN UNUSUAL STIR UPSTAIRS

THIS WEEK.

Two busy departments contribute to the good nrv.*

LADIES-YOUR A TTENTION

I

The Millinery Store bids you welcome to its semi-
annual event on

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY NEXT.
A cluster of the ripest Millinery beauty—hats of

distinctly American style—the newest products of deft

expert milliners displayed for your criticism, admira-
ti ->n and selection.

A SEASONABLE OFFER FROM THE MEN'S CUSTOM

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.

What $10.75 will do :

If you want a good illustration of the buying
power of $10.75 as applied to men's made-to'
measure Overcoats, come around while the
days are fine— if you wait for cold weather our
tailors will have all they can handle making
coats at a profit, so this offer will be with-
drawn.

Heavy Winter Overcoats, of brown or
black fancy tweed effect, with colored over-
plaid, made in any desired stvle and so well
tailored that they'll retain the shape they start

out with after a season's wear. Usual value
$15 00. This week's price $10.75.

WEST END WAREHOUSE

The majority of merchants have no plan or system

in regard to their advertisements. They wait until

they "feel" like writing an advertisement, and as the

"feed" seldom puts in an appearance, they are com-

pelled to write "copy*
-

when they are tired, and a hasty,

imushy ad. is often the result. They will point with

pride to their system for handling a large business easily.

accurately ami cheaply, hut they overlook one of the most

important factors in successfully building up a business

a vivid pen picture in the daily papers of what they

have to offer.

Ynii should sit down and write out the names of the
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articles that you want to present during the week

better still, make the list for a whole month.

Frequent Changes.

I assume that you will change your ad every day, or

at least three times a week. To use one ad several

times in succession is just as bad as repeating a sen

tence several times to a customer. Tf you wish to drive

an idea home, you use a different combination of words

— the ad should be changed every day.

If yon desire to do your bedt work, don't wait until

you are compelled to write the copy; have two or three

ads. ahead all the time. With your list before you, you

do not have to study over what you shall advertise.

You all know how hard it is to decide at a moment's

notice what to put in. Of course, in a three or four-

inch space you will advertise but one thin? at a time.

If it is difficult at flufet to express yourself freely, take

a piece of paper and on this jot down the points of ex-

cellence of the articles. Tn order to refresh your memory
on these points, imagine yourself behind the counter at-

tempting to make a sale. Think of the questions that

have been asked in regard to its quality, style, durability,

etc. Write down your answers as nearly as you can

remember them, without attempting to put them in logical

order. When you yet through you will have some ex-

cellent material for your ad. The descriptions and state-

ments will need a little rearranging—you will be sur-

prised to know how little.

Suppose you desire to advertise a stove. A good baker

and economy in the use of fuel are the qualities desired.

How do you try to prove to your customer that your

stove possesses these qualities? Is there anything peculiar

about the firebox that causes it to throw out more heat,

with a smaller use of coal, than other stoves Ts the

oven so constructed or arranged that the heat in every

put of it is uniform, and is there a thermometer in the

oven door so that you can tell if the heat is up to the

proper degree? What contrivances are there for regulat-

ing this wonderful stove? People are interested in know-

ing all about these things when they come to your store:

you can interest them by telling the same things in your

ads.

Vigorous Simplicity.

After you have written your ad., if you think 'die

language is not quite what it should be. consult your

dictionary and book of synonyms. A few weeks of this

kind of work will enable you to write your ads. for a

week, in a short time. In writing your heading, use

something that is suggestive of the article, else the

very people who would be most likely to buy. the ones

you wish to read your ad., may not have their atten-

tion attracted. It is hardly necessary to tell you to use

short, concise sentences, if you write down the language

that you use to your customers. You may not be able

to write a polished, finished ad., but I wish to again re-

mind you that the descriptions and arguments that will

sell goods in your store will, when placed in an ad , draw

the same class of customers to your store, and that is

what every business man desires.

Of course, you will quote prices on most of the arti-

cles advertised. If you don't do it people will think

vim want to get them into your store and "bleed"

them. If you carry a superior line of goods and must

charge a higher price, make the quality of your goods' a

strong point— tell the people just why you have to

charge more. I know thai some merchants think it

cheapens goods to tag them with a price mark, hut it

doesn't begin to cheapen them as a long residence on

the shelf will. The marked price has an attraction

for customers— especially women that no up-to-date mer-

chant dares to disregard.

Tn lucking out subjects for your ads do not go to

extremes. If you advertise nothing but high-priced

goods people will get t he impression that you are a

strictly high-priced man, and. with the exception of the

very large city, this kind of trade is rather limited.

On the other hand, advertising low-priced articles only

would give you a 5 and ]0-cent store reputation. Take

in the whole range of your stock, but let the difference,

if any, be on the lower-priced goods, because the ma-

jority of your trade will come from people who consider

GREAT SALE OF

Ready=to=Wear Garments

While Price is a feature of this Sale we do

not rely on it to sell these garments ; we chief-

ly depend on the goodness of them, the indi.

vidual style, and the particular make. Look
over these prices—then come in and analyze

the features we claim for them.

$2.98

3.98

12.00

Women's Black Cheviot Coats,
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, worth $6.00, now

Women's Fine Kersey Cloth Coats
Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, worth $10, now

Women's Fine Kersey Cloth Coats,
35 in. long, close fitting or semi-fitting

back, beautifully made. Sizes 32, 34, 36,

38,40, 42. 44. only

Women's Beautiful Long Coats,
Made of English Beavers, all shades of
Brown, Grey and Navy. Mixed Golf
Tweeds, Whip-Cords and Covert Cloths,
in the height of fashion, all 52 <t 1 /I +«v (t1C AA
in. lohg; sizes 32, 34, 36, 38. 40 W II XO 9 IO.UU

200 Children's and Girls' Coats,
Four years to sixteen ; prices^ %Q $7.00

Try Us—We Ciue Value

THOMPSON LIMITED
Sell Good Goods Cheap

price carefully, and, after all, the main value of adver-

tising is to interest people sufficiently to cause them to

come to your place of business and investigate.— E. D.

Snow in Printers' Ink.

SALE TIPS.

M matter of ingenious ideas to further sales. The

department store of the W. H. Scroggie Co., Lim-

ited, seeks the trade in boys' clothing by advertising to

give away a dollar watch and chain with every purchase

amounting to $10 or over. The boys naturally urge

their mothers to buy clothing- at this store. The idea
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might be extended in smallei towns by distributing slips

advising this fact to the boys as thej come from school.

Blumenthal's clothing store, corner Craig and Bleurj

streets, inaugurated a "clean sweep sale" which proved

a decided success. Brooms were used as the main decoi

ation both in the window and interior. The idea mighl

have been extended bj using newspaper space with cuts

along this order.

A NOVEL ADVERTISING SCHEME.

HYNDMAN & CO., of Winnipeg, long ago won for

themselves a reputation as energetic, and some

times eccentric, advertisers. A short time, ago their

Wed Tag Movement" was the talk of Winnipeg. One

morning the citizens of Winnipeg woke to find the an-

nouncement staring- them in the face at every corner :

"The Red Tag Movement, is on; Watch the Telegram for

Developments." This was conspicuously displayed on

the bill boards, and the horses on practically all the

drays in town wore big red tags announcing the same

item of news. Several street cars with red bunting

carried the same mysterious intelligence. The youngsters

were supplied with small red tags about the size of a

copper, and a humorous feature of the affair was that

the lads soon discovered that these tags would work

the slot machines for gum and pictures. It was the

irony of fate that the man who launched this advertising

scheme for llyndman & Co. also controls one of the slot

machine parlors, and many of his red tags were returned

to him in his machines.

For three days the "Red Tag Movement" remained a

mystery, and then large advertisements in the Telegram

announced a slaughter sale of men's furnishings at

Hyndman's, where "The Red Tag Movement was on."

A crowded store during the next week was the result of

this strenuous form of advertising.

--•>-

ADVERTISING HOLD-UPS.

PRACTICALLY every business man in Kankakee.

111., has entered into an agreement tabooing illegi-

timate advertising schemes. The following is a

list of the mediums which have been declared "un-

profitable :"

1st. Donations to foreign charities. 2nd. Tickets

to balls, rattles, bazaars, excursions or entertainments

of lodges of all kinds. 3rd. Writeups or display ads

in any paper or periodical solicited or handled by nnn

residents. 4th. Programmes of every description. 5th.

Trading stamps of whatsoever kind or character. 6th.

Street fails. We do not believe they are a source of

profit or of any good influence or benefit to the com-
munity. 7th. Hotel registers and

REVIEW.

bnl boards

Two samples of work have

Sweet & Co., Antigonish, VS.
newspaper ad announcing a Fall

value in custom made overcoats,

and, on the whole, well

millinery Eeature might

advantage. The "stir upstairs" sentence is good, ami
ii is well to yi\ r the dates prominence, but do you not

think that the intermediate display line should have been

come from Chisholm,
One is a two column

opening and a special

The ad is well Worded,

displayed. In the first ad the

have been displayed to better

given over ti inerj ' In the second half the onlv

possible criticism would he on the length of the first dis-

play phrase. Mow would it be to put "a seasonable

offer" in bigger type, and run the rest of the words un

der it in the type in which they now ale '

The second piece of work consist- of a twelve-page
circular, entitled 'Store News." The work in this ig

highly commendable It sets forth the good values offci

ed by the store in a straightforward and convincing

manner. The various departments are dealt with fully,

yet they are kept distinct. The articles featured can be

caught at a glance, "n pages 2 and ."> the prices ar<

ceptionally well displayed, and I would advise the adop
tion of heavy faced type throughout for prices. It would
improve pages 4 and 7, for instance, very much. "Store
News" should make business for Chisholm, Sweet & Co.,

as it is so well gotten up that it is assured a reading bv

those who receive it.

* *
*

The advertisement of Thompson, Limited, Sault Ste
Marie, which we have received for review during the last

month, is good, and shows the hand of an expert. The
first sentence is admirable. It lays down the correct

principle of merchandising—an attractive price for good
goods. The specific articles and prices are well display

ed. There is no question about the trade winning pro
perties of such an ad as this.

W. W. Mann & Co., Stittsville, Out., get after the

public with a publication called the "Home Economist."
The sixth issue of this occasional paper has just come
to hand, and is a striking proof of the energy and en-

terprise of some of the smaller town merchants. It is

more than a store paper; it is a newspaper. It contains
columns of personal mention and articles of general in-

terest. The main features, however, are the well

written advertisements of W. W. Mann & Co.
The point about the whole eight pages which most

attracts the critic's notice is the snappy, crisp way in

which everything is written. This feature has been
strengthened by the printer, whose work is exceptionally
good. The crowding of matter, which is so frequently
found, is absent.

Ample use is made of illustrations, and each de-

partment is brightened with a cut. There is no doubt
that a whole story can be told by a picture. We will

be glad to receive copies of this firm's work again, and
regret that a lack of space forbids us illustrating it.

A sample ad from Clarke & Co.. Newcastle. N.H..

has been received in this department during the past

month. The advertisement, which occupies three news
paper columns in width and three-quarters of a page in

length, has several strong points about it. The intro

duction is good, and the several departments are well

displayed. The idea of setting aside Wednesday of each
week as a special bargain day is excellent. The innova-
tion is deserving a much greater prominence that is

given it in this ad. t

The chief criticism of the ad is the lack of display

of prices. Trice is an important point in selling an

article, and it should be displayed in bold type. The
trade-getting value of this ad would have been greatly

increased had the juices stood out more prominently.

The wrong classification of the second item under
children's coats is unfortunate. a> is the error in the

veiv first line. 1 nder gloves, the line, "Don't Miss this

Snap." should have been displayed with heavier type.

Apart from these details the ad is effective.
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ANTICIPATION

Properly Conceived Means mss-s^

REALIZATION

We anticipated months ago, that in order to protect our

friends who favor us with their orders for Dress Goods, Silks and

• Wash Goods, we would have to act quickly. We did so, placing

large bulk orders for all our staple lines, which enables us now

to be in a position to offer our friends all our standard ranges at

old prices. This means a decided advantage to those who

hold their orders for us, as we have reduced neither quality nor

width, in any line, but all our old Familiar Nos. will be as hereto-

fore, so long as present contracts hold out. So would advise the

placing of orders early. Realizing that no Dress Department can

be run absolutely on every day staple lines of Plain Goods, you

will find our samples for Spring next embrace all the latest up-to-

date novelties, which for exclusiveness in designs and variety in

quality, will be found the largest and best we have ever shown.

New (Life in Our Silk Department

For Spring 1905, Dame Fashion Said " Wear Silk." We obeyed the command.

Result, we have sold more whole pieces of Silk in many lines since the 1st January

last, than we formerly sold yards of the same goods. Right Goods, Right Styles,

Right Prices, goods in Stock at Right time. Anticipation realized. Nothing succeeds

like success.

Encouraged by what we have done this year in our Silk Department, our energies

have been put forth to double past records, and we feel we are not far astray when we

state that for variety and value our range will not be surpassed for Spring 1900. If

you are not waited upon by one of our representatives, write for Samples.

Brophy, Gains Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods. MONTREAL

QUICK SHIPPERS
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MR. J. H. McEWAN VISITS CANADA

MK. JAMES II. McEWAN, a member of the firm of

Priestleys', Bradford, England, has been taking a

pleasure trip through Canada during the last few

weeks. I lis former acquaintance with this country was
confined to a short visit here about twelve years ago.

At that time the condition of Canada was far from fav-

orahle. Her present prosperity and progress were the

subject of much praise.

Mr. McEwan has had a remarkably prosperous manu-
facturing career. After acquiring an intimate knowledge

of cloth weaving in Glasgow, he decided to throw in his

lot with the biggest woolen manufacturing centre in the

world. At Bradford he set up a mill and by skill and

persistence, added to rare business acumen, he rose to a

high position among the manufacturers of England. At
the end of twenty years his position at the head of the

manufacturers of colored fabrics stood unrivaled.

During the same period the elder Mr. Priestley was
establishing his world-wide reputation for black dress

goods. Old age was creeping on him, however, and the

management of the big plant descended to his son. This

was the position five years ago.

The younger Mr. Priestley had political aspirations.

His enthusiasm for the Radical cause was such as to in-

duce him to devote ,a large part of his time, if necessary,

to the country. In fact he now holds the nomination of

that party for Bradford for the House of Commons and

will undoubtedly be elected at the next election. He ac-

cordingly felt the need of some associate to share with

him the management of the business. Mr. McEwan, too,

felt that a division of responsibility would relieve the in-

tensity of his work.

As a result of these considerations they joined forces

and have since manufactured their goods under the name

of Priestleys'.

Mr. McEwan ascribed the position of Priestleys' goods

to the policy laid down by the founder of the concern and

continued by his successors. A number of the highest

skilled artisans are always kept whose sole work is to

develop new patterns and fabrics. This is done by them

with absolutely no consideration for the future cost of

the article. A manager may suggest to a designer the

style of cloth he wants. The artisan then works out that

article in the best possible manner and only when that

has been perfected is it handed over to the cost depart-

ment to figure its cost. Perfect ion is first so unlit and

then the cost is made as low, as possible consistent with

this quality. This explains the inxariable quality of the

goods.

Mr. McEwan is a line type of a British manufacturer.

Courteous, alert, sympathetic, he displays the qualities

which insure business success When one speaks of a suc-

cessful man in commerce in America one almost in-

stinctively thinks of a man who has sacrificed all finer

feelings to the making of money. Mr, McEwan is an

example of one who, while developing a most important

industry, is still able to take the best there is out of

life. In his present trip, which includes a journey across

the continent ami down to California, he is alive to the

progress of the country. Of Toronto he spoke in especial-

ly high terms. The fineness of the stores and the general

comfort denoted by the residences were far above that

which could he found in Bradford, which was a city of

Hie same size

Although out solely for pleasure Mr McEwan met

many of the business men of the larger cities. He was

struck with the hopefulness and enterprise which wen
everywhere manifest. They showed the utmost confidence

in the country, a confidence which Mi. McEwan felt was
fully justified In his trip Mr. McEwan was accompanied

by his wife.

Speaking of the Influence of the preferential tariff, tie

said that it was not only tin means of developing much
trade with Great Britain, but that it cemented the bonds

hit ween them and kept the name of Canada before the

British public. He wondered that greater use was not

made of this point by Canadians. Buyers for Canadian

houses were unanimous in stating that the buying public

preferred British goods to those from other countries. He
thought thai if articles were specially marked as made
in Britain the public would respond to the idea.

MR. STAPLETON CALDECOT RETURNS.

MK. STAPLETON CALDECOTT, head of the Cana-

dian house of the Debenhams, Limited, returned to

Toronto during the month after a prolonged trip

to England. Mr. Caldecott went over to London in con-

nection with the change of the Canadian houses into a

limited company. Some months ago all the houses of

which Debenham & Co. were the head were consolidated

into one limited liability company. The branches oulside

of England were continued under their own names.
The present change is the completion in detail of

what was begun at that time. The four branch houses

in Toronto, Montreal, Quebec and Ottawa become united

as a limited company and as such are a part of the big-

ger company whose headquarters are in London. Mr.

Caldecott is the executive head of the Canadian houses,

with Mr. Le Orandpre of Montreal the managing director

of that branch.

England's prosperity aroused the enthusiasm of Mr.

Caldecott. The textile industries continued to expand in

an encouraging manner. The mills of Yorkshire were

crowded with the better class of work. It was impossible

to get deliveries of these goods for months ahead. At
the same time the manufacturers were buying their wool
in the cheapest market in the world.

While away Mr. Caldecott visited all parts of Eng-
land. He anticipates a big year for Canadian trade next

year. The immense amount of money which the big

crops will set in motion will do much to enliven business.

Mr. Caldecott is looking well after his long trip.

M
SAMUEL S. SHORT DEAD.

R, SAMUEL S. SHORT died, under particularly

sad conditions, on his way home from New York,

on October 11. Mr. Short is widely known as

the head of the foreign buyers for the C. Ross Company,
wholesale drygoodsmen of Ottawa. The deceased, who
was just 38 years of age, had been with the C. Ross Co.

for twenty years. For the last ten years he has been in

England for a large part of the year, and he was just on

his way home for a couple of months when his sudden

illness came on. When he left New York he was appar-

ently in good health.

Mr. Short had made a success of life. In business

he had risen, while yet a young man, to a position of

trust and importance. He was personally admired and

respected by his associates. Mr. Ross spoke feclinsrly

of the esteem in which he was held by the firm. He
leaves a widowed mother, to whom the sympathy of all

will go out
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SPECIAL

PURCHASE
HemstitcHed SilK HandKercKiefs

for

CHRISTMAS TRADE
NOW IN STOCK

Values are the best ottered. The following

numbers are leaders and sure sellers :

M30, Plain, size 18 inch, 1 inch hem,

M31, " " 18 " 1 "

M33, " " 22 " V/2
M34, Twill, '.' 22 " 1K
M37, Plain, " 22 " Xyi

u
<<

at $2.00 per doz.

at 2.25 per doz.

at 3.75 per doz.

at 4.50 per doz.

at 6.00 per doz.

Our initial numbers are especially good.

M32, Size 18 inch, 1 inch hem
M35, Size 22 inch, IX "

M37, Size 22 inch, 1' "

at 2.25 per doz.

at 4.50 per doz.

at 6.00 per doz.

Assorted Initials

Satis-

faction

Guaran
teed.

We have also a very extensive line of " Excelda
"

and Lawn Handkerchiefs in Hemstitched,

Lace Edge, Embroidery Edge, etc., in

low and medium-priced goods.

We will offer during November (stock-taking

month) many clearing lines of which Travellers

will be advised. SEE SAMPLES.

John Knox Company,
LIMITED

Wholesale Dry Coods. HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Send

for

Assorted

Lot.
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Established 1832. Cable Address :

"LAW," Bradford

SPRING 1906

(XdUhtld^S^tCCA.

MOHAIRS
(Registered)

Unique Specialite

Mohair De Soie
Of Wonderful Texture and Exceptional Brilliancy

Rainproof Goods
Latest Productions

Brilliantine Suitings
At Popular Prices

Law, Russell & Co.,
Converters of Bradford Goods lihited

BRADFORD and LONDON.
3-2
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W CLOAIiS, COSTUMES
AND SHIRTS

THE MONTREAL STAR AND CANADIAN STYLES.

IT
is rather disheartening' to the many Canadian

cloak firms, who have spent botb time and capital

in building up that industry, to find a paper of

the standing of the Montreal Daily Star printing

under the caption, "The Pillory of Dress," a

paragraph like the one quoted below. Such an article

can only be the result of insufficient knowledge. The

faet that the Canadian manufacturers are constantly

in touch with the New York market, and that styles

appearing there are at once adapted and duplicated is

entirely ignored. The statement that all the ready-

made garments sold in Montreal come from the States

can hardly be intended to be taken seriously, and it is

regrettable that such an impression should be allowed

to gain publicity.

The Star is reminded that in the dry goods trade,

especially in some sections, an exalted value is attached

to the fact that an article is imported, and it is well

known to the trade that buyers will strive to create the

impression that their stock consists solely of imported
goods. This state of affairs, by the way, is by no means
confined to Canada, for you will find the manufacturer
complaining of just the same fact, not only in London.

but in the United States as well. The fact is, it is

fashionable to wear imported articles of dress.

The following is the paragraph complained about :

" Here in Canada we have none of these facilities.

The demand is not large enough to force the supply.

Nearly all the ready-made clothes here come from the

States, and when the express and duty is added, com-
bined with the small choice, it is scarcely worth while

to buy them. Then, too, a great many of our shops do
not seem to be able to get blouses and suits that are

well cut, and the cut is the whole battle."

The daily press often gets very far astray when it

begins to pose as an authority on dry goods matters.

KEEP TAB ON STOCKS.

LAST month attention was called to the necessity of

carefully re-ordering, and the methods followed by
city stores in this respect have now been investi-

gated. The object sought in all cases, where the stock

is of sufficient size, is to keep a close tab at all times
upon every line. A buyer, if this is done, knows just

where he stands every day. He has at his finger's end
lines which are selling well, and then can decide the

question of a re-order.

A Montreal cloak department uses a tag device

which, besides affording the buyer this necessary infor-

mation, practically prevents the possibility of stealing

upon the part of the help. Every garment is listed by
means of a double ticket, upon the upper half of which
is the firm name and the number and price of the gar-
ment. The lower half contains the corresponding num-
ber and price, as well as the size, color and cloth of the

garment. The upper half is given to the customer in

case of exchance, while the lower half is sent in with
the sales slip. When any particular style of garment has

been closed out this fact is [tut upon the ticket sent in

by the salesperson. The buyer has access to these at all

times.

A MANUFACTURER'S CRITICISM.

WHILE the retail trade at times complains seriously

of delays, and short deliveries, and numerous
other objections, manufacturers, on their side,

have many suggestions to offer for the betterment of

trade conditions. It is a well-known fact that many
large city departmental stores are not paying their own
way in the cloak department. A criticism of an inter-

ested manufacturer is timely in this respect.

"One of the chief reasons for failure," said he, "is

the lack of experienced, up-to-date buyers. The buying
end is vastly important, and this is left in the hands of

men often totally unsuited in training or experience.

Cheapness is the cry of the magagement, and this is the
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i""! '.i the matter, A cheap •man is pool at airj price,

and mi tins connection doublj so. What is Deeded is

g I men at good salaries. Further, this policj Leads

tn the frequenl changing of buyers in the endeavor of

the management to make the department profitable. It

iv almost impossible to keep track of some stores' buy

ers, and man} times thej are of the arrogant, ignorant

class at that. In the interest of their firm they should

h'nk at all lines, in as far as possible, in order to secure

variety,* which is the key note "I success now a-days

"Th^.selling end is about as had as the buying end.

also. Tj»fc rlass of clerks employed in this particular de-

partment is. usually, truly disgraceful. They do not

know their business. Girls from the basement can hard-

Late Paris Model in Tweed, Containing Probable

Suggestions for Spring.

Iv be expected to prove competent salespeople. Economy
in wages is here foolishly practised, and until such

stores realize that this policy cannot bring success, the

cloak department will always be a decided failure."

AMONG REAILERS.

STYLES range from the entirely loose coats to the

tight fitting, so that one may say (if it were not

for the sleeves) that everything was in style. How-

ever, the Empire seems to lie pre-eminent, although a

goodly number of the semi-fitting and paddock coats are

worn. It takes a tall, slim figure to wear the paddock

coat with dignity, and so the Empire takes the eye of a

large majoritj .! women. The latter can be worn ovei

any amount of fluffiness in dress, without as much as

putting one crease in it. and this, too. is another reason

of its popularity.

In the tight fitting coats Been in the retail st<

tin- month braid about two inches wide was used a- .1

trimming down the front. About 12 inche~ from the

bottom the coat was open and full, thus taking away
the scanty look it otherwise would have. The s|.

were of the leg-o'-mutton variety, and were finished with

a velvet cuff. The colors were black, green (in several

shades), navy blue, Alice blue, and red. Tweed and

serge were the goods used for these cloaks, and they

were lined with perealine. Priced around $12.50 in

popular lines.

Very handsome Empire jackets also seen in the re-

tail trade were made of good tweed effects, serges,

cashmere and velvet. The short waist was finished with

braid looped, and in some eases zigzagged, along the

waist line. The skirt of the coat was in nearly all

cases plaited and very full. Bishop sleeves trimmed
with braid and velvet around the cuffs completed the

stunning and effective cloak, which was in colors of

Kiev, (pale and dark) cream, navy, Alice blue, garnet

and olive green. These garments ranged in price from

$15 to $20, according to quality.

WINTER FASHIONS.

THOUGH Winter fashions can hardly be said to be

full-fledged now and there is still room for the in-

troduction of some high novelty, yet the chances

are that the styles as now defined will cany through the

season. Chances have not been radical. Even the much
talked of changes in sleeve styles have not materialized

and sleeve styles are pretty much as they were at the

beginning of the season, with the short and elbow sleeve

for high style wherever conditions make it permissible,

and with a decided bias in favor of roominess in wrap
sleeves so that they may not crush the dainty waists

worn under them.

In costumes fitted lines particularly with long coated

suits, which by the way are high in popular favor, lead,

hut in the more exclusive trade some new short and mod-

erate length coats are making their appearance. These

are in picturesque loose si vies and the only feature they

have in common with present styles is the vest or waist-

coat.

Gowns are si ill based upon the lilted corsage and the

bolero is seen in many different styles, and bodices are all

more or less draped. Styles are a combination and ideas

are taken from dress in the time of l.ouis XIII to the

first and second empire.

Besides the Empire coal, which certainly has caught

the popular taste, lovely evening gowns are made upon

Empire lines, and as it is to be expected the fancy for

Eninirc types has made them more prominent than usual

in negligee lines. It would hardly he thought that two

such directly contradictory sivles as the Empire and the

Princesse, robe could be presented in one season. The

Princesse robe is remarkably well worn and in Paris.

where it must be remembered that the weather is not so

severe, street suits ate seen made in Princesse style, and

worn with a short bolero to match. This is a style

that will probably he adopted by the custom-made trade

in the coming Spring for silks, light weight woolen

goods, cashmeres, henriettas, etc.

Purple is having quite a inn at the present moment,

hut deep rich shades of red and green are really the lead-

ing colors. In high class trades a good deal will be done
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J. H. WALDMAN & CO.

^xsmmwmztj)

RETURNED
AUG 2 9 1906

Everybody Wants Good Garments

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

COATS
The season is on, and your department is

telling you what is selling. You'll want

Coats. We have them—the right kind-

correct styles and lengths -superbly made,

the sort that keeps its shape and wear well.

SLITS and SKIRTS
Various models representing the season's accepted

styles worked out in fabrics of standard merit. A
line that has stood the test of all criticism.

REMEMBER

We Guarantee Delivery in Ten Days

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
513-515 St. Paul Street, - MONTREAL
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witli faded rose, framboise 01 raspberry, and American
Beautj reds. Dahlias, clarets and deep .shades ihai are

called dregs oi wine are also in evidence. Deep .shades of

hunter's green and myrtle are most favored in cloths, hut

in otbei materials the whole gamul ol shades from light

to dark is worn, with a leaning, however, towards the

bronze order.

A good deal of cream, while and shades of white,
such as putty, maStic, etc., are meeting with increasing

tavoi and would sell freely if only they were in slock.

This leads on to grey, for fashion is setting strongly in

iavoi oi grey, particularly the very light shades. Even
at the present time greys that are almost white are hav-
ing a great run with the city trade, and those in touch
with the trend of fashion are predicting something like

a craze for grey in the coming Spring. Plaids, the true

clan tartans, and patterns in tartan coloring, are having

an immense sale in the large cities and holder towns.

The difficulty is to keep them in stock, for shipments run

out as soon as they are placed on the counter.

SEPARATE SKIRTS.

PREDICTIONS made at the beginning of the season

that the separate wrap and skirt rather than the

whole costume would rule the popular trade are be-

ing verified by the present trend of trade, and manufac-

turers report a steady demand for separate skirts. The
demand comes almost entirely in what is known as walk-

ing lengths, and truth to tell some of the skirts favored

are decidedly short. Willi the advent of Winter weather

skirts developed in the heavier cloths are asked for, but

there is no dearth of the lighter makes and they are all

selling.

Broadcloths are high style, and cloths of kindred

weaves are also shown. The much talked of circular skirt

does not fulfill early anticipations as it is impossible to

prevent it sagging. The latest idea is the umbrella

skirt. This model is gored throughout in such a manner
that the straight of the goods forms the centre of the

gore and the bias conies on cither side.

Kilts of all sizes, kinds and character are in high

favor. There is the all round box or side kilt stitched

down so far and then left loose, and there are any num-
ber of grouped pleats alternating with plain panels.

There is a decided absence of trimmings. Perhaps on a

very few models a little strapping, piping or braid may
be used, but buttons are the only trimming that is freely

used.

4

UNDERSKIRTS.

IT
matters little to the success of the underskirt de-

partment of what material the gown is made, so long

as the practice of making up the skirt unlined con-

tinues, for as fashion rules now the underskirt really

takes the place of the lining or drop-skirt. The style

idea is lo have Die skirt match the gown, hut for ob-

vious reasons a skirt that will harmonize is more gener-

ally chosen.

In spite of the tact that there are so many good sub-

stitutes for silk on the market the silk petticoat rules

the situation and sets the style for all the rest, and

the lad of the matter is that with all its faults there

iias been no substitute produced yet that just exactly lills

the bill, and when a woman determines to pay the price

of silk she cannot he easily side-tracked on to any other

material. Plaid silks are well worn in Paris and I. on

don hut for sonic reason they have not caught on on

this side of the water, and it is still the plain silk that

is in the lead though (mite a few shots and changeable*

air seen The moriettes are likely to take a leading

place in petticoat lines for the coming Spring. There is

a considerable admixture of silk in the best of them, and
while giving excellent wear, and having the appearance
of silk, the price is not quite so steep.

The skirts thai follow the latest styles are consider-

ably fuller around the bottom, and the flaring flounce

joins on at about the knee instead of lower down, and
often, loo, there is a cord or hone sewn in to keep it

out around the feet. The built up flounce of row aftei

row of bias flounces, tin- edge of one set upon the bot-

tom of the one above it, has largely taken the plate ol

pleat ings. The flounce may be of many narrow ones, or

of wide and narrow as well, and then the wide flounce

will in many cases be decorated with lace of pinked out

ruches of silk. Indeed, elaborate models will have both.

The latest idea is to pink out the bottom of the dust

frill.

A new idea just introduced and one that will give

pleatings a new lease of life is to use the silk on the bias

instead of the straight of the goods. This gives a grace-

ful flare and fullness. A taffeta skirt seen had two deep

pleatings of this description joined and finished by nar-

row ruffles, each with a ruche of pinked out silk as a

trimming. Silk embroidered underskirts both in open

work and in blind is a feature of imported lines. Hither-

to these embroidered skirts have been confined to very

high priced skirts, hut for the Spring trade they are

shown at a popular price. Moreens are selling well and

some of them have silk flounces, and as for sateens and

other imitations of silk they follow the styles put forth

for more expensive goods.

While a good deal of black is always sold, colors are

much in evidence. White and cream in taffeta, silk

moirette and moreen are highly spoken of for the Spring

trade.

RETAILERS' DISPLAYS.

RETAILERS clamored for deliveries last month, and

factories were obliged to work over-time in order

to make good on their shipments. Slight delays

have, of course, ensued, and the usual amount of impa-

tience on the retailer's part has been manifested. Delays

are usually due to the buyer's own fault, and cancella-

tions would be extremely foolish, as all factories are in

the same quandary. Getting- orders out on time is a

serious matter.

The impressions created at retail opening- displays

confirm the speculations indulged in by The Review some

months ago. A wide diversity of styles is taken to fill

all requirements in the separate coat field. Long gar-

ments almost universally have the call, except in the

very cheap numbers, around $5 and $6, where such a

coat designed for warmth is an impossibility. The

variety is rather in the lit. and discrepancies in this re-

spect an- bewildering.

In representative city retail establishments the long,

straight paddock and hip scam coats are featured in

high-class merchandise, running from $18 to $30. Many
stores have also banked upon this model in the cheaper

lines, in tweeds and some coverts, around $15. These

usually show a touch of velvet trimming on collar and

cutis. They may be said to have been amply considered

by city stoics, but country trade generally have neglect

ed them, realizing that their lifting qualities are disas-

t rous in effect ing sales.

The Semi-Fitting Coat.

The largest number of models on view in the city

stores are of the semi-fitting type, and they have at-

tracted good early attention from retail shoppers. The
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A WALK-OVER FOR US

Several score well-known retailers have

had a look at our latest samples for

Christmas trade, and they're all of one

opinion.

They agree that—our line ofSeparate

Skirts is of a higher grade than any of

our previous displays.

They agree that—our adaptations of

European Styles are the cleverest ever

seen.

They agree that—these styles are sure

to sell on sight.

They agree that- -the Materials used

are perfect in quality and correct in colors.

They agree that— the Workmanship is

absolutely faultless to the smallest detail.

And, above all, they agree that—the

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

There's a reason for every opinion. Our

Spring line of Colored Shirts for men and

boys share equally in the praise of dis-

criminating buyers of these goods.

Orders For Quick Shipment Will Receive Prompt Attention.

THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MONTREAL

THE

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

41LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'Pirlk' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

©-•

Registered Trade Mark.

'

'

Madge" in " Trit th
'

' says :

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

ihe'PlRLE' stampon it.as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY fr SON, Limited,
lOOc, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
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The Untearable Taffeta

48 Shades in Stock.

BropKy-Cains, Limited

Montreal

CHRISTMAS LINES

SPECIALLY LOW PRICES.
Fancy Underskirts, Silks, Alpacas, etc.
Lace and Silk Collarettes,
Shawls, honeycomb, black and white,
Silk Shawls, all shades.
Men's Underwear,
Ladies' Underwear, in lawn and silk,
Furs, Collars, Stoles, Muffs.
Children's knitted jackets, bonnets and gloves,
Ladies ' woollen gloves.
Plush table covers,
Woollen hose and half-hose,
Silk Mufflers and Handkerchiefs.

All these and many more lines, at Job Prices. Ask
for samples and prices.

L HIRSHSON & CO
,

Bell, 2715 ; Merchants, 636

1782 NOTRE DAME STREET,
MONTREAL

TELEPHONES:

The Berlin Robe

and Clothing Co.

BERLIN, ONT.
Limited

MANlFAl II UEKS OF

u

The Arctic Brand
Overcoats, Robes,
Gauntlets, Children's Coats,

Mittens,

»»

AND THE VVKI.I.-KNOWN

ArcticLumberman's
Socks

Every Garment Guaranteed.
Catalogue for L906 now ready.

15-inch coal is very prominent in these lines, and ever)

pbpulai fabi ic and coloring is employed This typi

coal hi nol as severe lines as the fitted garment, and
is suitable to a l;n lt«i number of figures, without ex

tensive alteration It is finished in a variety of ways
and the distinctive features are almost endless. Cheviots,

coverts and kerseys arc favored fabrics

The Loose Garment.

As the season progresses retail buyers interviewed by

The Review are all beginning to talk this loose

with the short waisted and loose Empire coat as the

distinguished novelty. All heads of cloak departments
look for a banner season in Empire garments, and thej

state thai earlj business has opened up well in this par-

ticular. Quality, cut and workmanship are essential in

this garment, and the Canadian manufacturers have
successfullj solved this problem. The loose garment has
only sprung into fayor here during the past six weeks.

although it was regarded as an item in the line through-?

out the advance order season.

Many out-of-town retailers, who have followed the

tendency across the line, have also generously ordered

these styles. They are mostly taken in a varieg

range of tweeds, mixtures. and a few coverts. For
country trade they are ideal, as they require very little

alteration. They have distinguishing features which

differentiate them from the tourist coat of last year.

Late orders, and some re-orders coming to hand, show
a tendency to favor Empire effects and loose garments.

Long Fur-Lined Garments.

City trade shows a prominent line of these fur-lined

garments in a range of prices from $35 to $150, with a

tendency to favor coats between $75 and $100. Tin se

garments are constructed with absolutely no exterior

trimming, except the large buttons, and are lined usu-

ally with light furs. Retailers throughout the country

are beginning to show confidence in this line, and doubt-

ful ones are sending in their orders. The question of

prompt delivery will be paramount before long.

The almost prohibitive price of long fur garments
will aid materially in introducing ladies' long fur-lined

coats. These garments, and short fur coats, will do the

bulk of the business, and every indication point- to a

successful season. In the high-class stores these coats

were displayed in specially constructed glass cabinets.

along with the many peculiar evening garments.

Tailored Suits.

Loner, almost fitting jackets, evidently take the lead

in these suits, and the varietv "I garments from $13 to

sis especially emphasize this style. Tweeds are favored

fabrics, especially in the lighter shades, and many new

mixtures are shown. There is a wide diversity of style

in the garments, but the accepted type usually show- a

notched, plain collar, buttoned straight down the front

and fitting throughout. In the better classed merchan

disc a few Eton suits are shown, but these are hardlv

suitable tor the Winter season, and are not included in

popular ranges. The litted Eton with a vest is also

shown.

\ civet suits, in bqth short and long jacket-, are

shown by the high-class stores. Some establishments,

made a feature 'if them in opening displays, including a

range "I velveteen suits as well. The genet al prosperous

condition of the country has led merchants to believe

that the price can be obtained for them Braid trim-

mings are generally shown.

:?h
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The
-iliTURNED

OCT 25 190^'

onfcar^^
Self-Adjusting

Waist Holder and Skirt Supporter
with

Rubber Grasp and Dainty Clasp

The name

DONTEAR
originates from the fact that

it does not tear garments

of either Light or Heavy

material. This is ensured

by the

Rubber Grasp

and

Dainty Clasp

STYLE CRACE -1V«

No Hooks

No Pins

RETURN^
OCT 25 £

WITH THE DONTEAR

V

THE

DONTEAR
is the only complete and

self-adjusting

Waist Holder

and

Skirt Supporter

in existence. In the 20th

century your stock will not

be complete without the

DONTEAR.

No Pricked Fingers

No Sewing

SAMPLES BY REQUEST

THE EISMAN NOVELTY MFG. CO
76 Bay St. TORONTO, CANADA
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4-593

5571

HEADQUARTERS
for

SKINS AND MANUFACTURED FURS
Constantly on hand a large assortment ol

MEN'S FUR LINED OVERCOATS, FUR COATS, CAPS,

GAUNTLETS, LADIES' FUR LINED AND ALL

FUR JACKETS, STOLES, MUFFS
in all kinds of Furs.

Also MUSK OX, and GREY, BROWN and BLACK GOAT ROBES

Special orders carefully and promptly attended to.

Ask for our Catalogue and Price List

J. ARTHUR PAQUET, Quebec
Branches : WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, TORONTO, MONTREAL, St. John, N.B.

'••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I >••••••••••••••••

•••••••#•••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MONTREAL.

ti.»ii«n» i»i «ii»ii»i | ii> i i|iH»«»|ii|ii|i i»i i|i i

WINNIPEG.

.*..».. •..».. »..*..•..».. *..*..».. *..«..«. .*..*..#..

VANCOUVER.

JOHN W. PECK & CO.

— Buffalo Brand —
Registered

Wholesale
Fur Manufacturers

Latest New York, Paris and London Styles, f

New Season's Catalogue now ready. \

i

Write Us for Prices

A large stock of Furs and Cloth Caps always

on hand at our Winnipeg and Montreal

Warehouses.

.........»..«.....»..,_. .«..».,..,..,..«..,..,..,„.........,.....,..,..,......_............,..,..,..,..,........
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FASHION'S APPROVAL.

FORECASTS made by The Review relating to

the development • of the Eur season are being

verified by the general demand a' retail. That

furs are more beautiful, mure fashionable, and

more expensive than ever this year is now ac-

cepted in all quarters. City fur departments have as

lore in tins respect and these are among the most profit-

able lines. Kin and .fur-lined garments are proving better
sellers than the most sanguine expected, and the usual

difficulty of adequate supply is now being felt. 24-inch
and 26-inch fur jackets are very desirable in a wide range
of furs with Persian lamb, mink, otter and sealskin as
leaders in fur coat materials. Displays at retail are en-

i irely commendable.

RETURNED
NOV 15 1 *

5349

5243 5244
Popular Stoles in Black or Brown Long Hair Coney,

Shown by J. Arthur Paquet, Quebec.

usual opened the season early, and unusual results have The best things in large demand are demanding still

followed. From a fashion standpoint furs are in a larger higher figures in the primary market this month. Retail-
demand than previously. Small neck-pieces are to the ers who have placed generous advance orders may con-
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WHEN YOU BUY FURS
BUY IN

5T. LOUIS
YOU CAN GET ANYTHING YOU WANT

IN ANY QUANTITY

VWVWW'WX'WVWVI

ST. LOUIS, U.S.A
IS THE LARGEST

Primary Fur Market
IN THE

WORLD
w-vwvwwwvww

IT WILL PAY YOU TO GO TO

ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
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gratulate themselves upon buying goods before these later

advances have become effective. The unusual popularity

of such furs as mink and its imitations lias caused an

exceptional demand with a consequent advance in price

in proportion as the scarcity of the goods becomes ap-

parent. Tins advance is felt not only in high grade furs

but also in the more popular lines as has been outlined

from month to month.

season. Fur-lined coats are coming in for a greal share

of attention, and they are selling in smaller centres than

was at first thought possible. They sell to the best

classes of trade in every instance, but there is no reason

why they should not be a success. Nearly all houses are

remarkably active on goods of this nature for immediate

delivery. Broadcloth is a favorite material lined with

grey and white squirrel. Persian lamb jackets are in

strong request and there could not be a good fur season

without them. They will demand higher figures next year

and there is talk of shortening the jackets to eighteen

and twenty inches again in order to keep within the price

limit. With high prices this tendency is always at work

The lit ted backs anil semi-loose fronts ate proving attrac-

tive in Persian lamb. The short blouse and the Russian

blouse arc also shown. The sable garment, trimmed with

ermine, is seen in high class retailers' showings.

Stoles and Muffs.

Increased facilities of retail departments are utilized

to push the sale of fur accessories. As the cold weather

sets in some attention is lit ins P^-id to caperines. Alaska

sable and sable dyed 'coon to imitate it are popular in

this respect. Alaska sable in combination with Persian

lamb is another favoiite. The fiat muff is unmistakably

popular in all but very small centres where the consider-

ation of price calls for the round shape. In (heap furs

the round muff is more acceptable.

A SPLENDID FUR CATALOGUE.

E\\
. JACOBS & CO., 21! Lemoine street, Montreal,

have surpassed all previous efforts in Pieir fur

catalogue for the season L905-C6. For attractive-

ness and general ,iiet-up it is hard to equal. It will aid

materially in completing sales at retail and retailers

should not delay in securing a copy, of course mentioning

The Review.

Finished in pure white it is printed on heavy coated

paper which shows to the best advantage. It contains

numerous cleat half tones. The cover design is entirely

unique, showing a beautiful lady with a fur opera cloak.

The back cover represents solely their well-known trade

mark, while the inside front cover contains portraits of

the firm and representatives.

Ten pages are }ii\ t»n over to exact reproductions of

their complete lines of fur jackets, while many following

pa^es show the various new ideas in stoles, neckwear

and muffs. Directions for self-measurement are also add-

ed. A price list will be sent for the asking.

'**VVVVVVVVVV'^VVVVVVWVV*I>A*V^^*»

T
SUDDEN DEATH OE THOMAS MILLER.

HOMAS MILLER, a western traveler for .1. W. Peck

k Co.. was found dead in bis I>('<1 in Dauphin, Man.,

r.n Oct. 29. His death was the result of over exposui

in a long drive from Gilbert Plains while ill. Mr. Miller's

heme was in Stratford, Out., where lie learned the fur

business with A. .1. MePhersou. He has been traveling

now for several years ami was a great favoiite with all

his friends. He was of a particularly genial disposition

and merchants found a real pleasure in doing business

with him. In the west, where his field of operations lately

FINE
FURS
AT

SPECIAL PRICES

We have on hand for immediate shipment

a choice selection of

COOIS COATS
WALLABY COATS
WOMBAT COATS
ASTRACHAIS JACKETS
MINK STOLES
MUSK MUFFS

Full assortment of small furs—

COLLARETTES, MUFFS, etc.

Furs For Linings and Trimmings

Black Rat Linings
Canadian Rat Linings
Persian Lamb Skins
Otter Skins
MUSKRAT LIlSllSGS, $16.50
$1800, $19.50 $21.00,
$22 50, $25 00

All these goods carry our absolute

guarantee as to style, quality, etc.

Write Us — Or See Our Travellers

SWIFT, COPLAND & CO.

517-525 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
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Season

is at hand. The first thing to do is to

Get, Posted
by the right house, at the right time.

WRITE US AND ASK FOR PRICE LISTS

In writing mention the Dry Goods Review.

REVILLON BROS., LIMITED
Paris London Leipzig Edmonton Nijny

HEADQUARTERS FOR CANADA :

134 McQill Street, - - MONTREAL

r ^v

WILL YOU GIVE US THE CHANCE?

We can prove our claim of leaders in

PERSIAN LAMB JACKETS

from every point of view, if you

will call and see our samples.

Inferior furs make lasting enemies,

so don't take any chances. Our
Persian Lamb Jackets mean the

upbuilding of your business.

We're sold up for this season-

get in touch with us early for next

year.

$&2lfr%<m£gh

v^
516 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

J

lay, ami in Ontario, where Tom Stiller was everywhere

known, his death will oome as a Bad Bhoek. His fellows

of the traveling fraternity have ever found him tin- soul

of good fellowship ami will sincerely regret this break

iii their ranks.

CHANGE IN FUR BUSINESS.
The linn of A. I. Unit & Co., furriers, of Halifax,

M.S.. have decided to discontinue business. The fur

trading posts in Labradoi and Newfoundland are already

being closed. H is reported thai Cherrier iv Son. of

Winnipeg, maj buj the Halifax business.

NOV 15 wr

\

T

New Persian Lamb Jacket, Rita Style,

Shown In 1 E . McComber, Montreal.

USEFUL BOOKLET ON FURS.
'HE Waldron, Drouin Co., Limited, have issued a fur

catalogue tot the season of 1905-ti in keeping with

their usual high il.iss work. Good half tones on

heavy coated paper ami an attractive cover in light blue

make up a useful catalogue. Fur jackets are shown in an

extensive range followed by two fashion plates and a

wide range of small furs. The Buckley hat also has a

place. Directions for self-measurement are also attached.
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Some New Fur

Styles

Shrewd merchants have tested

the furs made by

A.J.ALEXAND0R
504-6 St. Paul St., Montreal

and find in them all the requirements so

necessary to first-class furs. If you wish to

increase your fur business just get in touch

with me. It will result to your profit.

Remember, my trade mark and absolute

guarantee accompanies every garment.

The Bishop Label
Is the protection of every dealer

and ever)* buyer of Fur Robes
and Fur Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and Coat>s

Are tried and true. Sell branded
goods—goods of known quality.

Look for The Bishop Label. If

you don't find it don't take the

goods.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

The J. H. BISHOP Company
Sandwich, Ont.

Wyandotte, MicH. Tientsin, China
33^ Broadway, Ne-w Yorh

RETl'SNEC

EC 1J6
190

4'

K

Hi*-

i
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RETUR
MOV 93

Mi0 PR«X, PARIS,
i 9Qq

KID GLOVE PROFITS
tfrfy^*

i

The retailer must look for the profits that sustain a glove department in the goods that retail at

prices above $1.00, and the glove that retails at $1.50 is by far the most important in this class.

Recognizing the importance of the dollar-fifty glove, we have used extraordinary efforts to produce
an article that the Quality, Fit and Selling Value shall be the highest grade glove made to retail at this

price, and we therefore offer our

D1AMANT GLACE OVER-SEAM GLOVE
made with three clasps, pique welts and gussets, at

$13.00 per Dozen.
with the assurance that the glove is perfect in every way, and a glove, when once introduced, will prove its

worth and make regular glove customers for you.
The generally prosperous condition prevailing has made a $1.50 glove buyer out of many a shopper

whose limit was formerly $1.00 a pair. You can get this new trade and keep your old trade in $1.50 gloves,

by selling our

"DIAMANT"
OUR STOCK IS NOW COMPLETE

Black, sixes 5* to 7 lA Brown and Tan, sizes 5i to 7 l

/\

Mode and Beaver, sizes 5 to 7
May we submit samples of this great glove?

Our stocks in regular lines to retail at $1.00 and f 1.2."> are still very complete.

Montreal, Nov. 1st, 1905 REYNIER FRERES, 22 St. John St.,

W. B. HURD, Manager WIOIlirGSlI

MAKING EVERY YARD SALEABLE

That's what hundreds of Dry Goods merchants all over
Canada are doing.

There may have been the time when they did not do so
because they had not learned of our methods of re-dyeing and
finishing those lines of goods that had somehow or other become
soiled or off color.

Leading merchants and milliners in all parts of Canada
know to-day that we can save them money when they send their

unsaleable stock here and have it sent back to them transformed
into new.

R. PARKER
Dyers and Finishers,

& CO.
Toronto, Canada

Ho
f2d°tfo

c
r
e
ks: 787-791 Yonge Street
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>* FASHIONS IN
NEW YORK ^

WITH the li ist crisp days of Autumn there

is an out-rush of Winter and Fall gar-

ments. Each year a more feverish de-

sire seems to seize upon womankind to

rush from one season to another. The

transition has been particularly noticeable this season,

the changes in apparel being so very radical, and the

season being- such a peculiar one from the weather

standpoint.

It seems quite safe to predict that in planning' their

wardrobe, nine out of every ten women begin with their

millinery. Stiff hats are invariably the iirst to put in

an appearance. This year has been no exception to the

rule, for it is a season of tailored effects, and pressed

and blocked shapes have been unusually strong. The

position in which the hat is worn is of great import-

ance. High bandeaux, which tilt the hat well over the

brow and frequently a little to one side, are very Par-

isian in character. These effects are trying unless the

ficial curls, which till in the hollow places occasioned by

the undulating brims.

Whether this style will become universal amongst

American women it is difficult to predict. The fact re-

hair is arranged in harmony. The low coiffure, which

has been steadily gaining favor, has to be abandoned for

the less artistic and more conventional .Marcel wave.

Parisian women have resorted to the use of little arti-

mains, however, that the leading modistes are carrying

an assortment of curls in all shades, and some ultra-

fashionable women have appeared wearing them. Not

infrequently the curls are adjusted to the hat. The

awkwardness that might result from this arrangement

on a hat intended for theatre wear is eliminated by

checking the hat instead oi removing it after one is

seated.

It is noticeable that a chiffon or lace scarf has been

worn over the coiffure when it would be necessary to re-

move the hat. This idea is more English than French,

as English women dispense with the hat and use only

the veil when motoring.

There is a tendency toward darker colors in millin-

ery. The black picture hat has been reinstated. Lovely

models in Dahlia, Reboux Green, Alice Blue, Burgundy,

and furmee shades, are worn in preference to hats of

lighter coloring. Furmee or smoked grey is the ultra

fashionable color. Ostrich feathers are particularly
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lovely 111 the

shape ol grej

The l"\\ dome
ribbon finish*

smoked shades. \ charming mushroom

sal in had a facing oi darker grej velvel

crown was encircled with a band of silvei

(I al the i il'Ih -id. with a t ighf necktie

bow. The bandeau lifted the hat high on the left side.

Two smoked grey feathers mounted in a semi-upright

position were held to the band by a buckle of Indian

bead work.

To be worn with this hat was a stunning Pierrol

ruche of grey maline. The Pierrot ruche is the newesl

fad in neckwear. It is made of full wide ruffles to en

circle the neck, where it is tied with ribbon streamers.

Smart women make it a point to have neckwear and

millinery in harmony.

Plain cloths have the preference for smart gowns. Of

the tailored variety, the dahlia or plum shades, ma

hogany, and red in the dull shades, arc much affected.

The pleated skirt, which has so long held sway, is giving

way to the circular models. Rumor has it that trailing

skiits are once nunc coming in vogue.

Brocades and pompadour silks have the lead Eor even

ing wear. Moire and velours are also very popular.

Silver trimmings are enjoying favor. Many of the

most exquisite hats of the season arc veiled with silver

gauze or trimmed with Valenciennes lace, which has been

silvered. Silver lace, tissue and ribbon, are also intio

duced on gowns and wraps

Louis XIV coats of brocade or lace are very smart

worn with Full skirts ( ,f chiffon cloth, panne crepe, net,

or other light materials. A pretty finish for skirts of

this character i - a tuck, or a series of tucks Even in

broadcloth tucks are affected. These are usuallj a little

ovej an inch in width, and are generally used in groups

of th

Vmong the high colors which Hash from all sides,

black seems unusually stunning. Some of the smai

gowns arc of black, and with them we have once again

the picturesque black bat, its beauty intensified bj the

artisticalrj draped veil or scarf, which is its newest ac-

companiment. For the ultra fashion, black satin has

usurped the position formerly held by velvet in millin-

ery. The satin hat. not necessarily black, is a strong

factor in the trade. In sailor, mushroom, derby and

nattier models, satin is used individually, or in com-

bination with felt, fur, lace or velvet.

A stunning satin and felt model is the subject of our

lirst illustration. The hat is suggestive of a sailor, and

is developed in furmee felt with darker satin applied on

luim and crown. The arrangement of the wings, which

are lighter in color, arc novel.

The second hat shows a model in Keboux srreen vel-

vet, with trimming of birds and messaline ribbon ar-

ranged en masse around the crown.

The third sketch shows the new sailor. The crown

is relieved by a glittering spangle band, which is effec-

tive against its background of black velvet. Ostrich

plumes are introduced on the bandeau.

The last hat pictured is a pressed shape with derb\

crown of velvet. A stiff wing trimming illustrates the

universal use of wings on dress hats, as well as those of

the tailored variety.

NELLIE GUNN McCLELXAND.

18
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ESTABLISHED 1791

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

riannelettes highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE

Horrockses, Crewdson & Go, Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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THE PROBLEM OF SELLING GOODS.
Bj Counterman.

FUNDAMENTALLY, all merchandising is the

same—a matter of give and take. The ques-

tion of how much to give and what to take

is the fine point of distinction. Allowance for

selling- charges, with a reasonable percentage

for stock depreciation, has to be carefully calculated, or

at least ought to be, at stated intervals not too far

apart.

Booklearning or reasoning on paper cannot equip any

man for business. It's experience that will fit the mer-

chant to make his mark. The experience of others spun

out or woven into readable shape may serve as a guide;

but the man who hopes for success by following others,

as a printer follows copy, is not likely to make a brilli-

ant success.

Few retailing concerns have exactly the same condi-

tions, either in clientele or detail of management. What

works well with one may fail miserably with another.

Store Service.

Perhaps all will agree that the greatest of all busi-

ness winners, or business killers, is store service, ac-

cording to the efficiency, or lack of it. It is possible to

be deficient in every department of merchandising except-

ing, of course, the merchandise itself, and the store ser-

vice, and yet pull out at the end of the year with money

made.

On the other hand, suppose you have a bright, clean

stock, a well-lighted, broad-aisled store, an up-to-date

ad writer, a good window trimmer. Quite a combina-

tion, you say—nothing can beat it. But you are wrong.

A one-horse selling or delivery staff will spoil your

efforts and put up a barrier to business that all the

others cannot overcome.

Your store is judged, not by the veneer of respect-

ability and smartness that ad writers can cover it with,

but by the personal contact that customers have with

those whose duty it is to satisfy their wants. Watch,

Mr. Merchant, the doings and sayings of that part of

your force which has within its power the

opportunity to do much or great good to your business.

A store's selling equipment should reflect the broad

policy that its advertiser talks about in its daily or

weekly store news.

Bringing a customer within your store, to be sent

away with an impression other than that it is a pleas-

ure to shop there, is a costly matter, not only from the

standpoint of loss of that particular customer, but the

harm that is always caused by the telling of her ex-

perience.

Help at Bargain Time.

Women of finer instinct must have learned to loathe

bargain events and remnant sales as conducted by some

stores. Clerks, whose manners are all that can be de-

sired in the ordinary run of business, seem to get inocu-

lated with an excessive amount of gall the moment they

get in touch with a special selling event, and the patron-

izing air thej assume is positively without rhyme or

reason. The old campaigner, of course, is not disturbed.

She has been through the mill and learned to help and

take care of herself, but the gentle-mannered women, the

ones who have been coaxed with the tempting and truth

sounding way your ad has told the story of money-
saving chances—What about them (

A Sample Incident.

An occasional customer of a store we might name
was recently interested by a special sale ad that appar-

ently had the ring of sincerity about it. One item,

tablecloths, had a convincing air about it. It told of

$3 linen covers for $2, because they were dust soiled. It

didn't say, though, that the cloths were off size for a

dining table, and here is where the trouble came. The

lady, of course, concluded that the cloths were 8-4 x

10-4, the usual size, and hurried breakfast over to get

down in time, as a chance to save a dollar with only

dust soiling as an offset was a chance not to be missed.

The cloths were there, but the size, scrimp two yards

square. The customer, truly disappointed, timidly sug-

gested that it would have been better had the advertise-

ment stated the size, and was immediately crushed with

the reply that "it was hard to please some people."

She flushed with mortification and walked away, not in

time, however, to escape the parting shot intended for

her, but addressed to a fellow- clerk, that "Some people

expect to get table covers for nothing and a chestfull of

silverware thrown in."

Are You Particular?

How about those clearing-up events that you have ?

Are you just as particular that the woman who is look-

ing for a chance to make a little saving, and comes in

response to your promise of a $3 article for $2, get as

much and courteous attention and treatment as your

store is noted for during the regular selling season ?

Or do you wink at the sallies your clerks seem at liberty

to make at the expense of the hardened bargain hunter .'

Remember that joking- at the expense of any customer is

dangerous practice. Those who indulge in it invariably

wind up by insulting- your best customers. It is strange,

but true, that on special sale occasions clerks view

every woman from the same standpoint—that of a bar-

gain fiend, and fail to use judgment.

How much of it occurs in your store is for you to

decide.

Keep Your Eyes Open.

You plan for a considerate service, for the conveni-

ence of customers, for the rapid doing of shopping, and

invite the public to use your store to their advantage,

while your employes nullify three-quarters of your efforts

by conduct you would not countenance if you knew it.

Now, suppose you let the office take care of itself a

part of the time and you give your big chair a little

rest while you walk around the store and keep your eyes

open. This one store mentioned is not the only one

where like and similar carryings on are indulged in every-

day.
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Ladies
9

and Children's

Elastic-Knit Underwear
RNED

OUR OWN MANUFAffiEFEERNEn
ign*r

Trade Mark

RE1

Cleanliness is of

vital importance

in Underwear.

The greatest care

is taken in the

manufacture of

"Puritan" Brand

w

,—

"Puritan" is a

guarantee of

excellence, and

every garment

bearing this

brand is

warranted to give

satisfaction.

Why run risk by buying garments of doubtful origin when Puritan Goods
(which are absolutely safe) can be got for the same price?
SEND FOR A TRIAL ORDER. SAMPLE GARMENTS MAILED !UPON REQUEST.

GORDONMAGK/l

ETURl^

NOV 23 1

*ETUR
w n is

ieturi^
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)J

m WE CLAIM
to be

AT THE TIP TOP
in

Ladies
9 and Gentlemen's

UMBRELLAS
Tell us your requirements and let us

quote you our prices. If our travellers

have not called write to us and we will

express you samples.

"20th Century" (2 Bulb) Runners and
Tip Top Cup Runners Our Specialties

ALLIED MANUFACTURING
COMPANIES

8 St,. Peter St., MONTREAL

"'*
/
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Those Delivery Shortcomings.

Bungling mistakes and errors in your delivery sys-

tem will occur at any time of the year, but they are

most glaring and noticeable in times of heavy trade or

special sales. It is then that they should be sought out,

and the remedies applied at the earliest possible mo-

ment. You should happen around at the delivery or

parcel tables several times a day to see about what is

going on, or, rather, what is not going on—or out.

You will certainly have plenty of work to do; you won't

require a microscope or ear trumpet to find out that

this package should have gone three hours ago; that that

package was carelessly put up and the contents liable to

be soiled; that this other package should have gone on

the noon train, but it was not checked and wrapped in

time.

These are things that must be looked after and really

can stand no excuses that will hold water, or be accept-

ed, for your store is catering for satisfaction through

good service and not through excuses and apologies.

You will find out when and what is the trouble and make

the necessary changes before another rush of trade. It

is easy enough to see when you know where to look.

Unless it is done the same old troubles will continue and

the same old curses fall on you.

Rapid Delivery Secured.

We know one firm west of Toronto who solved the

delivery problem in a manner that was, and is to-day,

perfectly satisfactory to customers and themselves. One

member of the firm, a junior, was deputed to check

every parcel from the check book slip to the table, and

from the table to the delivery man. No parcels were

removed from the table until he passed on them. The

result has been that the house now controls the finest

business in their line, and have five delivery wagons.

Customers have learned that there is system there, and

that goods reach home when promised, with nothing

short, and strictly in accordance with instructions given.

Do As You Promise.

In these days of progressive merchandising it is quite

the vogue to have such cheerful mottoes as "Your
money back if you want it," and "Anything purchased

here willingly exchanged," emblazoned forth in store

announcements and conspicuously displayed on store and

window signs.

It is a commendable plan, but one would rather see

a store of the old type, one where the proprietor blandly

asserts that "a sale is a sale, and we don't buy our

goods back," than one of these modern institutions that

make many promises and then fail to redeem them at

par. It is one thing to promise, and quite another

thing to fulfil your promises.

We have in mind one of those "money back-if-you-

want-it" houses, who spent large sums to make its

policy knowm to its clientele. Suffice it to say that a

leather hand bag was purchased in this store some
months ago, and the purchaser, from one of the city's

best families, inquired of the salesv oina.i, "May I ex-

change this bag later if necessary ?" 'Oh, yes, indeed,"

exclaimed the girl behind the counter. "At any time ?"

queried the customer. "Certainly, so long as it is un-

used and undamaged, you may return it and get your
money back."

The customer left with her purchase and a very high
opinion of the store's fairness. It is all changed now.
She still has the bag, and her kindly feelings for the

store have all disappeared. Not long after the purchase

she wished to exchange the bag for a black one. She

returned the bag and asked for another. The sales-

woman refused to make the desired change, and even

stated that the bag was not purchased at that store.

The customer called her attention to the fact that the

box in which it was returned bore the imprint of the

firm's name, but she was told that the bag had simply-

been put in that box to make the exchange. You can

easily imagine how such a sweeping charge would affect

a sensitive and respectable young lady.

Far, far better never to make promises than to fail

to live up to them. The good effects resultant from the

brightest advertising campaign ever planned can be

blasted and annulled in a twinkling by a little occurrence

like this. The relations between customers and your
store should be of the most cordial character, and the

more features you adopt toward this end the more likely

you are to succeed in holding all the trade you get, and
getting more.

A Rule That is Good.

Have all the rules you like to govern the selling

force and employes generally, but when it comes to deal-

ing with your customers, make one rule and let it be

such that a ten-year-old would understand and carry it

out. "The customer's reasonable wish is this store's

pleasure" would cover all the ground. If you don't

care to throw such a wide policy open to all your clerks,

why not entrust the head of each department with pow-
er to deal with whatever demand or complaint is made
in reference to the stock he is in charge of ? Have every

cause of complaint, exchange, or refund, turned over to

him, and let your instructions be that the customer must
be dealt with justly, yes, generously, at all times. In-

sist that the customer with a grievance, real or fancied,

has got to have the matter straightened out to her own
satisfaction. If tact is used it will all end to your
satisfaction too. There is a tremendous expenditure of

energy and dollars to win the interest of customers, and
that is as it should be, but take care that a lack of in-

terest in seeing that the trading relations are satisfac-

tory does not offset your efforts.

MARK FISHER BUYS SITE.

FRIDAY, October 13th, Mark Fisher, Sons & Co.,

Montreal, consummated the purchase of a splendid

site at the southwest corner of Victoria Square and
Craig street, diagonally opposite their present quarters.

The lot measures 82 feet on Craig street, and 77 feet on

Victoria Square. The price has not been divulged, but it

is intimated as somewhat less than $90,000. The build-

ing now on the property is a four-storey brick one, oc-

cupied by diverse tenants, whose leases expire next

May. It is confidently expected that the purchasers will

erect a mammoth structure on this site, commencing
next Spring. This move is timely and commendable on

the part of the firm, and the property, in the centre of

the wholesale district, is splendidly situated. The ad-

visability of owning their own building was felt by this

firm.

The Yorkshire Importing Co. at present occupy a

good share of the site purchased, and when seen by The
Review stated they had bought premises at 12 St.

Helen street, Montreal, and would move into these com
modious quarters next Spring.
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S"i WILL PROMOTE JTOUB Ofl N Bl i

NK88 US [N8I8TIKQ DTOH HAVING

Suit Form No. bo R.

rtETURN^Lg
CCT 25 $T.

C^
For Manufacturers and Retailers

it i« made in latest shapes, absolutely
correct in style and measurements and is

constructed bo that operators in fitting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position ol the center lines by grooves in

front and hark wMcb can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
s being fitted.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The foot rest does not protrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on this form show off to
the best advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
1-actory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established over 50 years).

M inufacturersofPapierMache Forms. Wax Figures. Finest Metal Display Fixtures, etc

XMAS PRESENTS

ttyP

No. 619.

The season is

rapidly approach-

ing, and are you

fully prepared to

display all your

laces, handker-

chiefs, gloves, ties,

etc. ?

If not, this
stand is what you

require. It will

make trade for

you. Prices on ap-

plication.

We also have

many other kinds.

Send for our Illus-

trated Catalogue
and Supplement.

TORONTO BRASS MFG. CO.
98-100 Lombard Street TORONTO

Cuxfcr

Mow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

Do you want i ^^ ^^ F["
more business for I ^# \ji ^Jl

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

LUXFER PRISM CO. —» '°° K '

Toronto
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WINDOW
r DRESSING

WAIT A WHILE.
O not begin your holiday display for a short

time. Still show your seasonable and wanted

lines. These need your attention and push,

while the others can wait. The temptation at

this season to neglect the showing of the

regular lines and to devote the display space to the fast

arriving Christmas novelties is strong with the majority

of those decorators who have a voice in the question of

what shall be shown in the windows and interior trims

D
any normal season December 1st is early enough to show
them, thus leaving fully three weeks for effective display

of the goods, providing always that preparations and

plans have been studied out and elaborated so that all

can be assembled with the least possible delay. Tim
season, with such beautiful Fall weather, business has

been somewhat retarded, which brings us, at the date of

writing, in the very heart of Kail business, and to de-

vote valuable window and store space to Christmas

goods is to lose many chances of good sales on r gular

We know how that is ourselves. We have been there, in lines. Perhaps one of the strongest reasons for prema
fact, and can fully sympathize. ture Christmas display is that the bloom of newness is

The dress goods, silks, suits, skirts, etc., have lost to a certain degree lost, especially to those who shop

their charm of newness, while the beautiful j:ift goods oftenest and become acquainted and familiar with yon
appeal to us with a thousand suggestions for startling stock-in-trade.

and effective arrangement and display. It is, however, a Christmas things must be new, not only to look new
grievo.s mislake to begin now on the holiday goods. In but in reality to be new to every purchaser, for who

5ft
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wants io give a gift that everyone has gazed upon until

Ms novelty lias vanished ?

With Thanksgiving trims so Late in October, the resi-

due of Fall stocks clamoring for recognition and atten-

No. 2. Stuff Goods Skirt Trim.

lion, and I'll listmas decoratiens a stone's throw ah; ad,

this, then, is a busy season for the store decorator, and

he will not have a moment to call his own.

Window, store trims, and department shows will

crowd each other for place, and the woist of it all is

that some firms appear to want it all done at once.

While the sales force and buyer may go to their homes

or recreation at six o'clock, the overworked decorator

must often work until the small hours after midnight.

From past experience we know how prone some store

proprietors and managers are to expect the decorator's

work to be done in half the time it usually takes. This,

we know, is largely the fault of ignorance, as too main-

managers (not having the necessary experience to accur-

ately judge) know about as much of the leal detail of

decorative work as a cow does about making ice cream.

But with characteristic conceit they assume to "know

it all," and crowd the trimmer until even with working

night and day the si ore appearance fails to satisfy.

Now, it is an old saying that "the exception proves

the rule," and just so in this case. We recently noticed

an instance when the decorator received a bit of com-

mendable consideration from the store management. That

the example may prove useful to storekeepers throughout

the country we relate the experience of the decorator :

The store in question, which was large and repre-

-t 1 1 ;i 1 1 \ <•
. was about to inaugurate a sale of unusual pro-

portions on short notice, which would include each de-

It was manifestly impossible for the decorator to accom-
plish this in the short lime allowed. Vet we know and

have known some who would ask it. The trimmer map-
ped out the plans, then all hands were called together,

bold what each one was to do, and with this result, that

in forty-eight hours the front and all was transformed

into a thing of beauty, and the sale proved one of the

most successful the house ever held. .Much of the success

of this they lay to the elaborate but quickly arranged

display of so many lines advertised for the occasion.

Assistance Necessary.

For the placing of decorations such as every good

store should countenance for special sales, Thanksgiving

and Christmas shows, which include the entire building,

the trimmer should have, and is entitled to, the help of

some of the salespeople. If this is managed properly it

will not demoralize or cripple the selling force to any

great extent. We fancy we hear some say, "We pay our

decorator for trimming and we are not going to allow

the other help to do it for him. If he cannot do it alone

we'll get a man who can."

That may or may not be good philosophy, but it is

certainly very poor practice. You may hire a man to

do miracles, but in these latter days of good common
sense we fear he may fail in the performance.

That decorator who can transform a big store from

bare ugliness to resplendent beauty in two days and

nights would be a past master in the miracle line, yet

we have illustrated an instance where, with a portion of

No. 3. of Piece Good*.

the store help, the miracle was performed on time and to

the store's profit.

Be Ready.

It is incumbent upon the wide-awake trimmer to

partment and necessitate elaborate dec o^a'ions for the make every preparation that he possibly can, and as

entire interior of the building, as well as the windows. quickly as possible, so that when the time comes for

:>6
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Stand
Still

And
Look
How
You
Are
Wasting
Money
Using
Poor

WRAPPING

PAPER :: ::

Try the Douglai & Ratcliff kind.

You'll be suited. So will your

customers.

Try the

Quick Sales
Route

\r

DOUGLAS & RATCLIFF
LIMITED

30 West Market St., TORONTO

Continuous experience in the manufacture of

Illuminated "^M^ Show Cases.
<John Petz.Patentee)

the finest show cases made, has given us a prestige and developed
in our workmen a degree of skill that is rarely equalled and not
surpassed.

The same skill enters into all our cases—no matter how low
the price—giving them an individuality and quality that results

in " more sales and quicker sales " for the dealer who buys
Quick Sales Show Cases.

Try the "Quick Sales Route" to prosperity. It is safe,

sure and profitable. Write to-day for illustrations and prices.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO., Dept. B
"Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants"

482 to 490 Fort St. West, Detroit, U.S.A.

John Petz, Pres. Canadian Branch:
Herbert Malott, Sec.-Treas. Windsor, Ont.

P. S.—We are also makers of the PETZ CORNER POST and TRAN-
SOM BAR for display windows and store-fronts. Write for circular.

The Weir Wardrobe System
(PATENTED)

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS
IN CANADA

Each Wardrobe complete in itself, fitting together in sectional form, so that any
number may be placed together to make an outfit.

Carrying capacity of each Slide 25 suits,

overcoats, costumes or mantles. All wardrobes
having two slides complete with hangers.

SIZE :—Width, 28# inches ; depth, 48
inches ; height, 6 feet, 6 inches.

We Have the Only Trouser Slide

in Existence.

CATALOGUES, TESTIMONIALS and PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION TO

THE HEAD OFFICE

THE WEIR WARDROBE COMPANY
Lombard Street, WINNIPEG, CANADA. Limited V

or to Rooms 9-10 Saturday Night Building, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Christmas display he will have all his subjects well in

hand. There is another fact that should not he lost

sight of, and that is that every member of the fraternity

who is at all ambitious will seize upon all special occa-

sions to put his best foot forward and make the most

attractive exhibits which bis mind can plan and his skill

execute. This being the case, those trimmers who would

add to their reputation as evolvers of unique exhibits

cannot hope to cope with the work of other artists unlessi

they are fully prepared with schemes, plans, foundations

and backgrounds, so that when the time comes to perfect

the exhibit and "make good" they will be free from the

whirl of excitement and puzzling state of chaos which al-

ways a t lend hurried operations.

Plans for Saturday.

Wherever one goes in this fair Dominion we are met

with the ever present Saturday evening shopper. Thous-

Saturday night, will not forget it during the balance of

the week.

Hundreds will buy if the goods shown are but

"right." Thousands wjll sometimes "see," and that

seeing will be a standing ad, regularly kept up, a sure

and sturdy support to your receipts, and almost all cash.

If you don't do it already, try it, and great will be your

reward.

Aisle Space.

When ordering tables, piles of goods, or show cases

to be put in the middle aisles of your store, you should

do so with the distinct understanding that it pays,

weighing the sum they realize against the very great im-

pediment they are to the width of your promenade and

the comfort of customers in passing up and down. Cus-

tomers like spacious stores so they can purchase deliber-

ately .tad wisely and not be annoyed by constant pushing

No. 4. Mr Goods I)ispla> by A. A. Garon, For /. Paquet, Qucbts

ands of both sexes who seldom go for a stroll on a busi-

ness street, appear to consider it a sacred duty to walk

up one side and down the other of our brilliantly lighted

streets on Saturday nights.

A special display of underwear in at least, one of

your windows as a stimulus to Saturday's trade, appeal-

ing as it always does to the absolute needs of the entire

population, would seem to be so obvious as hardly to

need suggestion. Yet the fact remains that very many

stores constantly overlook this most advisable plan, al-

lowing windows to remain throughout Saturday just as

they appeared all the week. This special Saturday trim,

be it underwear, hosiery, gloves, men's furnishings, or

what not, is a strong card to play, and customers who

find vour goods and prices right, absolutely right, on

and jostling. Remember that every obstruction put in

the way of a customer's free travel and ready access to

depart merits costs money ; also that every arrangement

which casts any portion of your store into gloom and

shadow costs money, too. Weigh the money you realize

by such arrangements against it, and act accordingly.

Extra Help for Holidays.

From now on extra help and more cash service in

Mime stores will be necessary. It would be a good idea

to hire them at once so as to have them broken in by

the time Christmas buying begins. This will allow time

to try new help and make changes if unsatisfactory.

Now and then young women who are attractive and pleas-

ing in manner and appearance prove to he worse than
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The Latest Novelty

in Shirt Waist and

Blouse Form

We also carry all the latest forms.

Delfosse & Co.

Manufacturers Metal Store

Display Fixtures, Wax
oeifosse Figures, etc.

Write for Catalogue
5 Hermine St. MONTREAL

SIGNS and SHOW CARDS
advertise you so well that it does
not pay you to be without them.
It will pay every Merchant in Canada
to have our catalogue before him for

reference. It gives styles and prices

for almost every sign made. Free
to all Merchants.

THE MARTEL-STEWART CO., LTD.
681-683-685 Craig St., - - MONTREAL

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

SAMPLES AND
PRICES WITH
PLEASURE.

RED BROWN
WRAPPING

FOR FURNITURE PACKING

All Weights. All Sizes.

Strong-, Tough and Stiff.

A Sure Protection to Destination.

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL

Lamson Rapid Spring

Cash Carrier^^
The Modern Labor and Money Saver.

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED
STORE SERVICE CO.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery-
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.
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G
u

u
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teed MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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useless behind the counter. They do not seem io lie able

to use their eyes or their wits, and are a constant an-

noyance to older helpers by continually asking questions.

Never retain such help longer than is necessary to find

this out. The same remarks apply in a lesser degree to

the male help and also to the cash children.

Treatment of Employes.

Never let a little personal pride stand in the way of

your doing or avoiding things which should be done. If

your window trimmer or clerk, who has always been

faithful and efficient and with whom you get along first

rate, has handed in his resignation, don't be too high

strung to ask him to reconsider it. No merchant can

afford to lose the personal influence of a good man, one

No. 5. Single Fold Dross Goods Drape.

who has perhaps been with you for years, and whom any

other store in your town will at once receive and be only

too glad to have, coming, as he will, with a full report

of your trade, your profits, your MISTAKES, your pri-

vate affairs, your popularity, your stocks and most likely

a host of your regular customers. Think it over.

W. R. McCOLL.

CARPET MAKERS EMIGRATE.

On account of a depression in the Kidderminster car-

per mills, a number of skilled weavers are leaving for

Canada. Between 70 and 80 weavers, with looms, left

during the middle of the month. The advent of these

workmen will be a distinct gain to the carpet industry

of Canada.

INDIAN CHIEFS VISIT WAREHOUSE.

SOME interesting visitors to Toronto during the last

month were a group of five full-blooded Indians

from the Blood Reserve in Southern Alberta. The
Review met them in the warehouse of the W. R. Brock

Co., and had some conversation with them through their

interpreter. The party consisted of the four principal

chiefs—Crop Eared Wolf, Running Crane, Ermine 11

and Thunder Chief. The interpreter, Joe Healy, was

also an Indian, but had been brought up with a white

family.

Crop Eared Wolf, besides being the ugliest of the

party, is also the greatest warrior. They never had

boots on before, as in their reserve they always wear
moccasins and full Indian garb. It was their first trip

east, and their stoic countenances gave way to open-

ex ed wonder at the sights of the big city. The reserve

to which they belong contains 6,000 people. Bright

colored and striking designs in dry goods fabrics caught

their eye, and their numerous wives will no doubt ap-

pear in barbaric splendor on the return of the chiefs.

CHANGE IN SHERBROOKE FIRM.

TBELANGER, Wellington street, Sherbrooke, a well

and favorably known retail firm, retired from busi-

ness last month, transferring the stock and good

will to Mr. C. O. St. Jean, late of the big Sherbrooke
retail house of L. A. Bayley. The stock amounted to

somewhat over $40,000 and the price paid is said to be

(i6 2-3 cents. Mr. Darche, of another local firm, also

bid on the stock but was too late. Mr. L. A. Bayley, it

is rumored, is behind this big deal.

Stock was taken last month and the store opened to-

wards the latter end of October with a mammoth reduc-

tion sale. The business will likely be continued under its

present style, C. O. St. Jean. Mr. St. Jean has had a

long and varied experience in the dry goods trade and is

well fitted to bring to a successful issue his present un-

dertaking.

WINGHAM STORE ENLARGED.

HE. ISARD & CO., Wingham, Out., have completed

an addition of over thirty feet to their store,

which materially increases premises already com-

modious. Three floors are occupied and with the addi-

tion of up-to-date fixtures and equipment and the re-

arrangement of stocks the store presents a pleasing and

attractive appearance. This firm believes implicitly in

equipment as a sound investment and deserves continued

success.

Cash carriers, automatic stools, and silent salesmen

are being installed and The Review trusts to show an

illustration of their main floor in a near issue. The

store now consists of two floors 22x90 feet and a base-

ment.

EXHIBITION POSTPONED.

THE proposed British Manufacturers' Exhibition in

Egypt has been postponed until the latter part of

1906 and the beginning of 1907. The scheme has

assumed larger proportions than was at first intended.

British manufacturers have shown great interest in the

enterprise, and it is thought that the exhibition will

open up a vast market to British and Colonial trade.

The present intention is to hold it for one month at

Alexandria, and one month at Cairo. Manufacturers can

have space reserved now by addressing the secretary at

Alexandria.
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(/united)
MONTREAL

Costume Materials for|Spring, 1906

We submit to the Trade the following- choice materials. Ranges of samples are
now with our travellers.

Crepe de Chene
Eoliennes

Albatross

Venetians
Chiffon Finish Venetians

Box Cloths

Sedan
Homespun Suitings

Mercerized Taffeta Checks
Lustre and Sicilians

Fancy Stripe Crepe de Chene

Fancy Embroidered Crepe de Chene
Covert Coatings
Silk Warp Carreaux Fancies
Fancy Mohair Suitings
Cream Costume Suitings
Swivel Lustres
Wool Toile

Black Prunelle

Mohair Plaids

Wool Plaids

Shepherd Plaids (all colors)

The following are specialties with The W. R. Brock Company, Limited

The Hucar Corde de Soie

The Rekartah
The Sovereign Aurora Spots
The Sovereign Pastel Mohair
The Sovereign Meteor Spots

(In Black)

(.. ..
)

We are also showing the best range we have ever had in Fancy Zephyrs,
Ginghams, Fancy Wash Goods, Linen Costumes and Prints.
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THE IMPERIAL CARPET CO.

CUT ORDER DEPARTHENT
AN ECONOHICAL WAY
TO SELL CARPETS

t Our cut order department has been organized to aid merchants who prefer

not to put in a stock of floor coverings. A trifling investment only is required on

f your part. You simply sell from samples purchased from us. The cost of the

|
samples is your only initial outlay. We carry a large stock and sew the carpets

I
from your own plan, when desired. Your customers have the advantage of

I choosing from our samples—an extensive and up-to-date line of patterns.

1 WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

ii Front Street East, - - TORONTO, ONT.
.....................

IULML ' IULHL

Feather Pillows
" ALASKA " brand Pillows are the purest on the market.

We have thirteen grades, from a very low to a high price.

Every one is worth the price asked, and is guaranteed to be

pure and sweet, with no offensive odor. If you are not satis-

fied, we accept return of goods and reimburse you.

Our Pillows are the standard, high-class and dependable.

They have been tried and have been proved right. Every
dealer who handles "ALASKA" Pillows has confidence in

the line. He knows they will not fail.

Do you handle "ALASKA" Pillows?

If not, shall we send you our prices? If your stock is low
we shall be very glad to send you a sample assortment.

The Ideal Bedding Co., Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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CARPETS

CURTAINS

WALL PAPER

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
AND DECORATION

CROCKERY

UPHOLSTERY

DECORATION

CARPETS
FEATURES OF THE TRADE.

TRAVELERS who have been on the road with car-

pets report very successful business'. In the smal-

ler places the retail trade is confined almost ex-

clusively to the one season— Spring. However, in the

growing towns there is a good business picked with new

houses. The houses which are built during the Summer

are furnished in the Fall and in some places this forms

a good source of business. Apart from this all that moves

are rug's and mats to brighten a room. Few carpets are

laid.

In Montreal and Toronto the sale of carpets has been

exceptionally large. This is to be accounted for by the

large number of new houses which have been occupied

during the past month. The big furnishing stores make

special efforts to cultivate this trade and window dis-

plays are of exceptional merit. Moreover there are a

large number of houses leased from October and families

moving into new apartments are very likely to buy new

carpets.

IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY.

A
MARKED improvement is taking place in the quality

of carpets which the public are buying. Formerly

Tapestries, Wools and Unions carried the bulk of

the trade, and the retailer received forty or fifty cents

for his carpets. Now he sells the better grades, Ax-

minsters, Wiltons, and Brussels, at about a dollar a

yard, and makes twenty-five cents profit where he form-

erly made ten.

This buying of higher-priced carpets is general

throughout the country, and it means much to the car-

pet business. Where many drygoodsmen formerly hesi-

tated to carry a carpet stock on account of the infre-

quency of the turnover, now, with the better prices and

better profits obtaining, they will be more anxious to

carry this line.

A Profitable Department.

All that is required to induce a merchant to take up

a new department is to show him that it will pay a fair

profit on his money invested. Under present circum-

stances it is necessary to expand in all possible direc-

tions, and the dry goods business admits of no expan-

sion which is so suitable to it as the introduction of a

carpet department. Stores can be mentioned all over

the country which have developed a large and profitable

trade in this line. Now, while the country is prosper-

ous, is the right time to get a share of the business.

The Location.

The objection which is sometimes made to keeping a
house furnishing department on the ground that it re-

quires too much floor space is not a good one. In the

first place it is only necessary to give it any consider-

able space for a very short time each year. During a

month or so in the Spring, and for a short time in the

Fall, the department does most of its business. More-

over, its best location is in some quiet place, on the

second floor, for instance, where it is easy to get enough
floor space without interfering with the general business.

The possibilities of the business, the large sales and the

increasing profits, make it highly advisable for all dry-

goodsmen to organize such a department.

TENDENCIES IN CARPET BUYING.

IN buying the Spring- stock of carpets the tendency of

the trade during the present year, and the prospects

for next year, should be very closely investigated.

There have been decided changes and shiftings of popular

favor for some seasons back, and unless the dealer makes
allowance for these his stock will not meet the i demands
of his customers. Changes are taking place both in the

shape and color. These, no doubt, are largely due to the

improved patterns which are being put out by Canadian
mills. The coloring and designs of the products of the

local factories are of a very high grade. The patterns

are worked out with a great wealth of color, and they

are as rich in appearance as imported carpets.

In the carpet department rugs should be given a

prominent position. They are constituting an import-

ant part of the sales of this department just now, and
the dealer should

j
be ready to grasp the opportunity and

cater to the wishes of the public. Suggestions should

be made for the proper carpeting of a floor. It will

often happen that a merchant will not have the exact

size wanted by a customer. It is possible to sell a

small rug for a room if the prospective buyer is shown
how it can be laid to advantage.

Treatment of Rugs.

One of the best furnished rooms the writer has seen

for some time had a rug which did not come within two
and a half feet of the sides and ends of the room. The
rug was of a rich, handsome red pattern. Along the

sides of the room had been laid a strip of green burlap.

The effect was exceedingly erood, especially as the walls

were decorated in green. This is an idea which might
be suggested to a buyer and the sale of a rug effected

where it would otherwise be impossible.

Ingenuity is necessary in the salesman of the house-

furnishing department. It is not sufficient to know the

stock thoroughly, but he must have imagination enough
to see the effect of various articles on the room to be

decorated. His suggestions ought to be made with a

due consideration for the other things in the room.
Wall paper, upholstering, and carpet must all have a

pleasing harmony or contrast, and it devolves upon the

salesman to say what will in each case be most suit-

able. For this reason the one who is in chage of this

department should show the utmost care in acquiring a

knowledge of the art of decoration.
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CURTAINS
HOW TO SELL REMNANTS.

1IIEKE is no doubt of the fact that many a buyer

purchases goods with no preconceived knowledge

of their object or purpose. This seems like an ex-

travagant statement, but it is a fact.

Such men, if they succeed in business, do so by dint

ut extraordinary activity and in spite of their handicaps.

But the woman, as a rule, buys a thing for a defi-

nite object. It may not be an art object, but a utili-

tarian object, and along this line the man who can sug-

gest to her the use of a fabric can materially stimulate

its sale.

The average woman upon entering an upholstery

stock has her mind vaguely receptive to suggestions for

curtains, furniture, coverings, bed spreads, table covers

and lace curtains; her ideas are not focused upon any of

the minor accessories, and the department manager sel-

dom stimulates thought along minor channels. Go into

a dozen department stores and you will find that at

some time in the month short ends, remnants, left-overs

of upholstery goods usually piled up on a counter, and

it is considered all sufficient to simply call attention to

this collection with a sign marked "Remnants, Every-

thing's Fifty Cents a Yard." Now, if these remnants

were assorted according to uses, better prices could be

commanded and quicker sales made. Some suggestion

must be given of their utility value.

The manufacturer who completes an article gives a

result which speaks for itself, but a mere mass of rem-

nants conveys little to the woman whose mind is not

practical and technical. In every house there are in-

complete furnishings. There are cushions that need cov-

ering, furniture which needs little mats which protect

the wood from the scratches of heavy bric-a-brac; there

are chairs to be re-seated, unsightly mantels to be cov-

ered, new laces needed for the lamp-shades, but these

trifles go unattended unless one is reminded of them. The

display cards such as we suggest will do this and help

merchandise a stock, and they will not arrest attention

and arouse an interest in the category of subjects, but

will lead to more important purchases, for the remnant

does not always supply the want.—Ex.

HONEST WINDOW SHADE.

WAS it ever occurred to you, writes the editor of

Hartshorn's Roller, that the average dealer in

window shades sometimes has the wrong idea of

this department of the business ?

It is a business which, as generally handled, does

not possess individuality, and there is a disposition to

use it as a leader to influence the sale of goods in other

departments. In every city conditions are practically

the same, although the dealer thinks that in his indi-

vidual city the trade is in worse shape than it could

possibly be elsewhere. There is something so definite

and tangible in making an estimate for window shades

that it is perhaps but natural that a prospective cus-

tomer should be flooded with bids.

Right here is where the trouble comes in, even if

every competitor for the job be honest and be pre-

pared to furnish honest material and honest workman-
ship, some one of them will put in a bid at cost or a

trifle above in order to place himself in line to supply

further furnishings. This method of bidding not only

gives the customer a wrong idea of the value of a roller

and shade, but robs the shade department of a profit to

which it is justly entitled, and further than this, tempts
an irresponsible dealer to trade upon ignorance of cus-

tomer by substituting an inferior article.

A greater mistake than selling goods at a loss is to

sell an article the quality of which will create an unfav-

orable impression of your house, and we heartily agree

with one dealer who remarked that if he could not make
any money on a job he would certainly get something
out of it in the way of advertising by furnishing an

article which would reflect credit upon his house, and it

has been clearly demonstrated that in no other depart-

ment does quality count for so much.

The attitude taken by some dealers in refusing to

enter into competitive work serves as a stimulus to

legitimate profits, and their success demonstrates the

fact that people are willing to pay almost as much for

the roller and shade, which is a necessary furnishing to a

window, as for laces and draperies, which are, after all,

luxuries. So since we are always on the side of any

honest effort to increase the profits of the shade de-

partment, we urge on you to talk the best article,

knowing in advance that the people want it and are

willing to pay for the best if convinced the value is

there.

WIDE WINDOW TREATMENT.

FOR some reason or other the treatment of wide

doorways and wide windows gives the decorator

more trouble than any other feature of the room.

We can understand where an alcove window might per-

plex one, but in the treatment of other window spaces

there is no occasion for perplexity, for the principles in-

volved in ordinary windows are simply applied and ex-

tended to the wider space, and, indeed, narrow drapery

treatment can be extended with good effect where two
windows come close together, as they frequently do in

the city house, with only twelve inches intervening.

In most cases these windows are treated separately,

but where by so doing the space is overcrowded and the

light shut off, an excellent plan is to treat the two win-

dows as one, and to drape the central space between the

windows only in lace curtains with a centre tail or pipe.

It is a matter for the exercise of individual taste,

and no rules can be adopted.

With alcove windows each window may be treated

separately and the alcove opening handled the same as

a wide doorway.

Regarding the styles for such treatments one must

again depend upon the exercise of individual taste, bear-

ing always in mind four points which are vital in a

room's furnishing.

(1) The materials must be draped in a way to har-

monize with the lines of the room.

(2) The practical purpose and object of the work

must be kept in mind, and treatments appropriate for

fixed decorations should not be applied to doorways,

where portieres should be movable.

(3) Light effects must be considered. The same
shade of color at a window and at a far-removed folding-

door is not desirable, as the color at the window will

look lighter, and the far-removed door will look darker.

If color value of same strength is desirable at this door

a lighter and warmer shade should be used, especially

on the upper portion, or valance, where little light is

reflected.

(4) Do not become so filled with the drapery subject

that you cover up good woodwork. Let the woodwork
be displayed if it is worth displaying.

(>4
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: GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.

i

CURTAINS, prices from 20c. to $15.00 per pair.

N. B.— We sell these goods at a price that

affords the retailer large profits.

71 Bay Street, - TORONTO

!

WLW fc-l-VPj WWII « WW.

N addition to Window Shades and Shade Goods $

of all kinds, either in piece goods, mounted on

spring rollers, laced, fringed or decorated, Curtain
|

Poles and Trimmings, Stair Plates and Metal j
Goods, we also manufacture and import Lace Cur-

tains, Tapestry and Chenille Curtains and Table t

Covers, Couch and Furniture Coverings, Portieres

and Draperies, Silks and Burlaps, for Wall Cover-

ings, Silk and Cotton Plushes, and a general stock

of Upholsterers' Supplies.

Many of the above goods are from our own

looms in Valleyfield, P.Q. We carry an immense

stock of these goods, and fill all orders promptly. t

We are making a specialty of LACE
t

I GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO., ""-•
}

I»
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Pillows
softer than the softest ;

Cushions
light as air;

Comforters
as warm as you can get them

;

Mattresses
that will not sag.

8EE GUARANTEE IN "HINTS TO BUYERS" DEPARTMENT IN

THIS NUMBER.

DEVELOPMENTS during recent years have been such

that the utmost care must he taken in stocking

wall paper in order that quality and pattern may
be right. Wall paper manufacturing has made great
strides in Canada of late. The way in which imported

We manufacture all the above and guarantee

them

Sanitary and Pure
Having lately installed the newest machinery

on the market, we can manufacture these

goods in the most improved style and are

therefore sure of giving satisfaction.

SEND FOR SAMPLE ORDER

Canadian Feather & Mattress Go.
LIMITED

TORONTO AND OTTAWA

One of "The Menzie Line."

This effective, \»i simple, panel treatment is obtained 03 using Patterns B8

(lower) and 520 (upper) in the lltnti line of the Men/ie people.

papers have been replaced by those of Canadian produc-

tion is a proof of this. The designs for the Spring busi-

ness are such as to insure a big business and it is well
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WALL PAPER
One of our customers writes to vis :

" I have found your house so ready to oblige

To oblige—is as much a part of our business practice asthe

maKing' of tHe goods -we sell—We Have tHe factory equip-

ment—We Have tHe snipping' facilities—We Have tHe office

system—tHe selling' staff to enable us to do it, and bacK of

all tHis WE HAVE THE GOODS tHat give satisfaction to

tHe dealer Handling' our Wall Papers, and to His customers.

Have Our Salesman Show You the Line

or Write for Samples.

B3L

KINC'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have
been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. • King's name on

every pieca ""

\ . ^ -

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Macte^<mj>all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

A. T. PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

8 Colborne St., 43 St. Sacrament St.

TORONTO MONTREAL

We offer the following as some of our specialties :

—

Cotton and Linen Torchon Laces
Real Torchons and Insertions
Tapes, Braids, Elastics, Webbing
Century Printed Tape
Stay Bindings and Corset Lace
Silk and Cotton Ribbons and Galloons
Prussian Binding
Men's Jewellery. Vest Buttons
Gablonz Jewellery and rnaments
Toilet and Millinery Pins and Orna-

ments
Bead Necklets, Pearl and other Colors
French Purses and Novelties
Cologne and Perfumery
Plres ' Celebrated Cutlery — Po cket

Knives, Razors, Scissors, Manicure
Articles, Brushes and a great var-
iety of other smallwares.

Goods come direct from the makers, consequently

purchasers are saved commission house profits.

IMPORT ORDERS ONLY
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ini merchants to make their selections a1 once in ordei

thai they may not be found unprepared when the season

opens. Although the leading mills have increased their

facilities for turning out paper during the Summer, vet

the anticipated sale of well paper next Spring will keep

them running to their full capacity and early orders are

essential for early delivery.

The hulk of the retail Spring business is dune in a

very short time. The period at which it is done, too,

varies greatly according to the forwardness or the re-

verse of the season. For these reasons it is absolutely

necessary for the success of the department that supplies

should be on hand in good time. A display must be made
the very Inst day of the season, and the merchant who

^uf^k.yi'

ff I

?jJi'^ij^fc'-t«ar'p-

%'/}

IMS

Colors passing through a pi ism can be made to pro-

duce sounds. Green and red lights produce the loudest

noises and blue and yellow the faintest.

It is said that dew will not form on BOme colors.

While a yellow hoard will be covered with dew, a red or

black one beside it will he perfectly dry.

Careful experimenting has shown that through a cer-

tain depth of Water, where only 50 per cent, of the red

lays passed through, there were GO per cent, of orange
;

yellow, HO
;
green, 00

;
indigo, 95.

A writer in Science says that in ordinary cases of

partial color-blindness the color sensations that remain

are blue and yellow, not blue and red or blue and green,

as is generally assumed and stated in text-books.

There has been lately found on the Isthmus of Tehaun-

tepec a flower which roughly does the work of a clock.

In the morning it is white, at noon red and at night

blue, the changes of color being remarkably regular.

MEN IN THE TRADE.

Mr. J. M. Thompson, cashier for the Dominion Oil-

cloth Co., Limited, Montreal, spent the best part of last

month on a holiday trip to the West Indies. His sister

accompanied him.
* *

Mr. A. Munro, manager of the Menzie Wall Paper

Company, spent some time in New York during the past

month.
* *

*

The traveling representatives of the Imperial Carpet

Company, of Toronto, are now: Western Ontario, N.

C. McPhail; Eastern Ontario and Quebec, F. Danby;

Northwest Provinces, C. A. Coryell; British Columbia,

(}. S. McConnell.

The new building which Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co., will

erect for a warehouse and office will be on the corner of

Bay and Piper streets. The latter is a new street,

which runs midway between the buildings of the W. R.

Brock Co. and Gordon, Mackay & Co., It will have a

frontage of 37 feet on Bay street, and 108 feet on Piper

street. The plans call for a five storey building of brick

and steel construction. Work will begin at once.

Illustrating Drawing r?oom and Parlor Design No. 1667.

This elegant decoration is manufactured by Stauntons Limited, Toronto.

Mr. Stephen Haas, foreign buyer for Geo. H. Hees,

Son & Co., who was in Europe for the past ten weeks

visiting the leading markets for curtains, etc., returned

to Toronto on October 25th, after a most successful trip.

has not got his stock at that time will be out of the

running.

Orders are reported by all manufacturers to be com-

ing in satisfactorily. The lines which were submitted in

the samples have met with great favor and the previous

expectations of the manufacturers have been exceeded by

the actual results. Favor is divided, too, and there will

be no lack of variety in next year's offerings. This is a

desirable feature, for while it makes the manufacturers

spread their efforts over a wider field, yet the variety is

conducive to greater retail sales.

COLOR SCIENCE.

CHILDREN upder seven years of age almost invariably

prefer yellow to all other colors, it is said.

Women, according to M. de Cnadolle, are more apt

to have brown eyes than any other color, the proportion

of that hue being 35 per cent.

DEATH OF MR. ABRAM CHALK.

'I HE death of Mr. Abram Chalk, a native of Water,

near Ravvtenstall, England, took place at Magog,

Province of Quebec, recently. Mr. Chalk, who was

about 60 years of age, was a son of the late Mr. John

Chalk, in his lifetime manager of a cotton mill in the

Rossendale Valley, England. Mr. Abram Chalk, an uncle

was the inventor of a process whereby loom cranks that

had been worn were so renovated as to become as good

as, or better than, new ones. The deceased's father and

uncle established a foundry at Crawshawbooth, near Raw-
tenstall, where the crank's and other parts of power

looms were treated with the same process. About 20

years ago Mr. Chalk came to Canada and settled in

Magog, where he secured a position in the -Magog Print

Works, which bad just been started. He was afterwards

given the position of overseer in the grey room, a posi-

tion he retained until his death.
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j& NOT IN ANY COMBINE ^

COMPARISON
Never injures the reputation

of a good article- that's why

THE

Menzie Line
Is So Popular To-day

Compare it with anything

on the market, and prove

for yourself our claims.

[
QUALITY

We Lead in DESIGNS
PRICES

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA
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Wall Papers
Produce Results

W

Profitable

THE PAPERS WHICH HAVE
MADE EVERY LARGE
DEALER IN CANADA

FAMOUS
ALL ADMIT IT
NONE DISPUTE IT

THIS SEASON'S LINE OUTCLASSES ANY PAST
EFFORT OF OUR OWN OR. PRESENT ATTEMPT
OF OTHERS. YOU CAN SEE IT IF YOU WISH.

r

NOV. '05

IS atson Foster Co.umited
MONTREAL
CANADA
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MR. H. H. McCURDY.

THIKTY-SIX years ago Mr. II. II. McCurdy organized

the business which to-day stands as one of the

foremost stores in Eastern Canada. The first start

was made at Antigonish and the history of the enterprise

since then has been one of continued growth, In LSS2

larger premises were secured and in IN!)!) the business

with Eastern Cape Breton had become so great that it

was decided to open a branch in Sydney.

This was the beginning of a great development for

McCurdy & Co. From the first day the new store made
good and showed that it filled a real want. In the few
years of it.- existence it has advanced to the first, rank
ami ng Nova Scotia drygoods stores. One year after its

foundation the Sydney stoic moved into Larger quarters.

Still the volume of business grew and to-day they are en-

tering into a mammoth establishment which will be ade-

quate to their needs.

The -success of the firm is attributable to the tine busi-

ness abilities of Mr. McCurdy. From the start he was
a man of broad outlook. In the humble beginning- he laid

the foundation of all that has come after. Fertile in

ideas, keen to see business possibilities and persistent in

carrying- out his designs, he has built up a business that

is in every way a ciedit to him. During his long- career
he has succeeded in winning and retaining the confidence

and esteem of his fellow citizens.

Mr. McCurdy's sou i^ now associated with him in the
management of the business. Brought up. in a sense, in

the business he is well prepared to cany on the work

of his father. We hope for a continuance of the prosper-

ity which has heretofore been their portion.

MR. G. A. HARRIS.

I N accepting a position with Brophy Cains, Limited, as

1 manager of their lace and small wares department Mr.

G. A. Harris, late buyer for Robert Simpson Co.,

Limited, Toronto, looks for an enlarged field of activity.

As buyer for Simpson's in their wash goods and art needle

work departments, Mr. Harris acquired much valuable

knowledge which will no d°ubt stand him in good stead

for many years to come. His new position affords ample
opportunity for the exercise of able judgment and man
agerial ability.

He has only been in Canada for about two years, his

early experience having been gained in English markets.

He first gained valuables experience in the trimming

department of the well known Manchester firm of Ry-

lands & Son, Limited. Later he entered the lace ware-

house of Thwaite, Taylor & Edwards. He next saw serv-

ice with T. Eaton Co., Limited, in their buying depart-

ment in France, which position he retained until com-

ing to Canada.

Hi? decided familiaiity with the dry goods business, to-

gether with a natural aptitude for it, should enablje him
to fill his position with entire satisfaction to his employ-

ers and to himself. He spent a week in New York
City last month picking- up many novelties, lie expresses

himself with much enthusiasm over his prospects and his

progire&g will be watched with interest.
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BEATTY, KERR & VERNER, Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods Importers

58-64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS

Fancy Lace Edged or Swiss Embroidered,
sell 5c. to 75c.

Special CartoonAssortments,Swiss Embroi-
dered, sell 10c and 15c.

Ladies' and Gents' H.S. Lawn and H.S. Linen,
all prices, V8 . M. and V2 -in. hems.

Ladies' and Gents' H.S. Linen Initialed goods.
all letters.

Excelda Handkerchiefs,New Patterns, large
variety.

Ladies'Natural Underwear—"Pen-Angle" brand .

all sizes in stock.

Letter Orders Carefully and Promptly Execu ted.

NEW PRICES ON FLOOR OILCLOTH AND
LINOLEUM.

T1IK new prices of floor oilcloth and linoleum, on a

lower scale, came as a decided .surprise to the

trade last month, as, in view of the enhanced cost

of all materials entering into these fabrics, an opposite

tendency in the price list was confidently expected. In

Linoleum.

Widths : 8-4Pl»in 8 4 Printed

.65

.55

.42

.35

.28

16-4 Plain 16-4 Printed

A quail y per square yard .

.

B
C "
D "

E "

.60

.50

.40

.34

.27

.65

.58

.46

.40

.33

.75

.65

.50

.42

.35

Floor Oil Cloth.

No 1 qua ity, in widths of 4-4 5-4, 6-4, 8-4 and 10-4 per square yard..32

No' 2 quality " 4-4, 5-4, 6 4, 8-4 and 10-4. " " .24

NoiSqualtiy " 4 4, 5-4, 6-4, 8-4 and 10-4, " " .19

Mats or rugs, No. 2 quality, all sizes 30

Canvas Stair Oil Cloth.

Widths 2-4 58 3-4 4-4

Canvas back Per lineal yard .10

.12

.12M

.15

.15

.18 .22

Terms: Cash, less 3 per cent. Length of pieces, 30 yards.

fact, The Review has for some time pointed out the

increased cost of jute as a direct evidence that higher

prices must come. However, English, Scotch and Can
adian manufacturers have all revised their lists, and

some notable reductions are made. In Canadian floor

oilcloths the new prices issued by the Dominion Oilcloth

Company, Limited, the first of last month, quote the

popular No. 2 quality per square yard at 24c, and the

No. 3 quality at 19c. These are reductions of one cent,

per square yard on each quality. The price list of this

firm to the trade on linoleums and floor oilcloths, up to

time af going' to press, is shown herewith :

The Cause.

An inquiry into these conditions disploses that for-

eign manufacturers are directly to blame for this sui-

cidal policy. Some English manufacturers have felt for

a long period that many staple grades were distinctly

their own hunting ground, and Scotch manufacturers

were tacitly left in undisputed possession of the high-

class lines. The latter were not content, and commenc-

ed to make the staple grades, with the immediate result

that the English manufacturers at once cut under them.

For this market all these cuts have been met by the

Canadian firms. Trade in these lines is animated, and

the distinct advance in patterns and colorings, together

with the favorable prices, is causing an advance ord^r

business of generous proportions for the ensuing season.

It is difficult to predict just what the next two months

in the way of prices will bring forth. As soon as :iny

settlement can be effected prices commensurate with the

cost will naturallv be made.

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

FEATHERS BOUGHTPRICE LIST ON APPLICATION

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, ... TORONTO
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SPRING DESIGNS
^=^^s J906 s^™^

LINOLEUM
In Five Qualities—A, B, C, D and E

PRINTED PLAIN

Our new range for Spring Season will be found to contain

a large and artistic collection of original designs. We claim the goods

to be the equal of any imported, in quality, finish and price.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
Oil Cloth Mats or Rugs Painted and Canvas Back Stair Oil Cloths

This season's extensive assortment of pretty and original patterns is an

advance on anything we have yet shown. They are sold at moderate

prices, which will be found to suit the largest circle of consumers.

TABLE OIL CLOTHS
Enamelled Oil Cloths, Cotton and Duck Back Stairs Shelf Oil Cloths

The demand for this line is the best demonstration that there are no

quicker sellers and that values are right.

New Samples for Spring Season are now in the hands of the

Wholesale Dry Goods Trade, and it will be to the advantage of buyers

to see our range before ordering imported goods.

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO.—— MONTREAL, QUE. — LIMITED

A
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HANDKERCHIEFS FOR CHRISTMAS TRADE
Our importation is the largest made by any Canadian Jobber. If interested write for

Illustrated Catalogue.

Two Specials returned^ wnv 09 ion 5

Number 248 - R I T per Dozen.
Above repiesents assortment of 12 patterns to each dozen

Number 299 - I S T per Dozen.
Boxed in dozens, assorted as above.

GORDON. MACKAY
&C0.

f mnviini LIMITED
Cor. Front and Bay Sts., TORONTO
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Berlin Robe Co., Berlin, Ont. Short & Co.. Montreal.
Funston Bros. & Co., St. Louis, U.S.A. Sovereen Mit. Glove and Robe Co.,
Mad .m Waitee Mfg. Co., Montreal. Delhi. Ont.

Walker, R., & Sons, Leicester, Eng.

VALUE OF REPUTATION.

QUEER thing, this reputation. It takes toiling and

moiling to get it—takes singleness of purpose and

capacity to resist temptation to cheapen, but once you've

got it its value is transcendent and can't be computed in

dollars or cents. How infinitely better it is to build on

a foundation of quality and worth rather than to chase

the will-o'-the-wisp of cheapness, which leads you into

bogs and swamps. "But my trade won't pay the price,"

wails some timorous soul. Your trade, dear merchant, is

what you make it. If you insistently talk quaittr, ten

and five-cent articles, how in the name of sense can you

expect your trade to ask for anything else ? Try the

other. Talk quality, emphasize worth, lay stress on in-

herent goodness, and watch the result. Cut loose from

cheapness, for you are leaning on a broken reed that will

give you a bad fall one of these clays. Profit and pres-

tige lie in selling good goods. Is any feeling so all-satis-

fying as the consciousness that your name stands for the

best '.'—for quality ?—for blown-in-the-bottlc goodness ? —
for stampod-on-the-bottom worth ?

The successful men are those who have talked quality.

There are a number of businesses in Toronto right under

the nose of the large departmental stores making any-

where from three to ten thousand dollars for their pro-

prietors, and they are only having about half the worry

of the price cutler who usually finds it difficult, even with

a larger turnover, to make his business show a net profit.

of more than one thousand dollars.

//; corresponding with advertisers, lie so good as to
mention us.

* *
*

THE GOLDEN WEST.

ALL attention is now directed to the Great West and

its enormous crop, and naturally so, as reports from

all parts point to the greatest grain yield the west has

ever seen. The west, however, is only in its infancy, and

greater things may be expected in future years. The aver-

age yield in Southern Manitoba, where this paper's repre-

sentative is now traveling, is 25 bushels to the acre ; in

some places it is as high as 45 bushels. This means a

big increase in business to the merchants of the west.

The merchants have been carrying the farmers for some
time, enabling them to buy more land and machinery,

and there is many a hundred dollars' worth of goods out

on credit which will now he turned into cash along with

increased business.

The credit business has reached enormous proportions

in Western Canada, and the merchants are now making a

determined and combined effort to bring it to a cash

basis. The Manitoba Retail Merchants' Association are

doing a lot of good in this direction, and if their resolu-

tion to do a cash business between the 1st of November

and March is carried out, it will help much to bring the

merchant to a better position financially. Some mer-

chants are doing an entirely cash business with good re-

sults, while others claim it is impossible to carry on a

cash business in the west.

One of the strongest advocates of the cash business is

A. E. Code, of Morris, Man., who has been doing a strict-

ly cash business for over a year now, and says it is a

great success. He hasn't lost any trade ; he knows exacts

ly where he stands, is not bothered by keeping books,

and is free from the worry that a credit business always

involves, and is also able to sell at a lower figure, which

has materially increased his business. Our readers arc

soon to have the benefit of Mr. Code's experience, as he

has been induced to write a series of articles on these

lines, which will no doubt be very interesting to the trade

in general, and especially to those in sympathy with this

movement.

Travelers are as thick as bees in all parts of Mani-

toba and the west, and are all doing a fine business. Mer-

chants are all stocking up for the Fall and Christmas

trade, which should be a record breaker. There is a ten-
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dency all along the line to purchase the better class of

I is, and merchants say there is a bigger demand tor

the high-class article than formerly, which, of course,

comes with the increasing prosperity.

The MacLean Publishing Co.'s papers were to be

,,„„„, in nearly every store, ami it was great satisfaction

to hear the many complimentary things that are being

said as to their value and assistance ... carrying on an

up-to-date and progressive business such as you find in

Manitoba and the west.

* •

Advertisements are the life of trade. Keep trade alive.

* *
*

PRESENTS FROM SALESMEN.

THE attention of The Review has been called to an evil

which exists to some extent in this country and

which is no less foolish than unfair. We refer to

the custom among some merchants of accepting presents

from salesmen.

The custom is 1'ool.sh because the merchant receiving

a p.vsent from such a source has to pay for it some way.

If a salesman offers goods at what he calls the lowest

possible price, and then makes some donation, one of two

things is sure. Either the prices quoted were not the

lowest possible, or else the customer will get the price

added on in subsequent shipments.

The blame for this matter of presents, which is just

a form of grafting, lies principally with the customer. If

he did not show pretty clearly that he expected some-

thing of the kind, it is perfectly certain thai he would

not be offered it.

Business is business. It is not sociability nor a frater-

nal society. Its success depends largely upon a mer-

chant's ability to buy at the lowest figure and sell as

much goods as he can get pay for at figures which show

a profit. A merchant is deceiving himself who thinks

that after he has bought of a traveler at the lowest fig-

ure the latter is going to give him a present of so many

dollars worth of goods.

This system of graft does not end with the merchant.

It extends in many cases to clerks who have influence

with the buyer. It is a growth which should be eradicated

absolutely from the store. A traveling salesman, when

he enters a store, should know that he will nol be handi-

capped by reason of presents given by other linns. His

ability to sell a man should rest entirely on the quality

and price of bis wares.

The reputation of a man who is always seeking some

recognition will soon be spread among travelers. He is

not the man who is likely to gel real favors from them.

The man who sees the samples first and who gets the

chance at a bargain line is he who buys what he needs

and pays for them without the encouragement of decep-

tive presents.

BOARDS OF TRADE CONFERENCE.

Till-; Congress of the Chambers of Commerce of the Em-

pire, to be held in London, in June, 1906, baa sug-

gested to the President of the Montreal Board of

Trade that Canadian interests become consolidated ami

speak with one voice by having a conference of the Cana-

dian Boards of Trade in Montreal next Spring. Cir-

culars signed by Geo. Hadrill, secretary, have been sent

out to all the boards of trade throughout Canada, with

a view that all resolutions passed at the conference should

be submitted to the big congress in London.

Mr. Gear's proposal should excite no petty jealousy

and the adoption of his suggestion offers the best means

for the conserving of Dominion interests. The questions

most vital to the entire business community of the Dom-

inion would then be discussed both broadly and locally.

When in doubt refer to the Dry Goods R.riew.

*

ROUTE FOR TRADE JOURNALS.

ONE of our subscribers, whose store is in many ways

the largest and best of its kind in the country, be-

lieves implicitly in the value of good trade journals

as a permanent force in increasing the efficiency of his

clerks. With this in view he insists that The Dry Goods

Review, as well as many other journals, shall be read

regularly. To insure this a card is attached to each

journal headed "Route for Trade Journals," and the

names of the various clerks are placed at the left with a

space opposite for their initials after they have read

the paper. After the magazine has circulated through-

out the staff it is returned to the private office for fyle.

It is insisted that the magazine must not be kept longer

than twenty-four hours: it also must be returned in

good order, flat, clean, untorn, and unmarked.

This is an idea which has often been suggested, and

its adoption is thoroughly recommended. The beneficial

results can hardly be overestimated.

Change your advertising copy often ifyou want to get

steady business.

TRADE CONDITIONS.

WITH summerlike weather prevailing during the first

half of October, business was not up to expecta-

tions. The set-back was regarded as only temporary,

however, since the prosperity of the country practically

assured a good Winter business.

This was shown by the increased business which de-

veloped as soon as the really cold days set in. Repeats

in the woolen departments became general, and the

sorting trade took on a brisker appearance.

General optimism exists in wholesale circles. Fashion

tendencies, too. are such as to make a profitable season

a certainty. The renewed popularity of homespuns will

allow the Canadian mills to run successfully. Such con-

fidence is shown by retailers that orders for Spring

goods are exceptionally generous. A good time would

-.cm to be ahead of the drv goods trade.
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DEPARTMENT STORE
DEVELOPMENT

By Onlooher.

DEPARTMENT stores are sharing in the enthusiasm

of "Canada's Growing Time" by constantly adding

to their room and facilities, and at no time has

there been anything like such lavish expenditure as now.

The new addition to the Eaton stoie in Toronto is but

the beginning of similar buildings that

More New will include the Each: ack co.n.r and

Stores. give a very imposing front on Yonge

street. The teaiing down of the old

Knox Church on Queen street, Toronto, is the forerunner

of an enormously big extension to the Si. up.' on store.

In addition to this the Simpson Co. have bo gl.t the

Hamilton store property near the Windsor Hotel, Mont-

real, for a palatial store—the building and fixtures and

appointments to be the equal of anything in sight. All

of which is but the beginning of a new tendency that will

revolutionize the dry goods business in Canada. Th3

building fever includes Ottawa, where the Ross Co. arc

planning a big new addition and where the Lindsay Co.

have completed what they claim to be "the largest store

in Canada." * *
*

The gradual reaching out after individual s'.ores and

reorganizing with big capital is a very marked develop-

ment of dry goods business in ths States

The Coming and means more than appears on th-

Tendency. surface. The tendency is cl.arly in

favor of a vast conibinat on of stores,

almost as far-reaching in its effect as the Steel Trust.

Already two stores in Buffalo—the Hengerer Co. and J.

N. Adams Co.—have been gobbled up by the Clafiin syn-

dicate which controls about fifty department si ores all

over the United States.

The recent purchase of the John Murphy business in

Montreal by the Robert Simpson Co. of Toronto is along

precisely the same lines and is apparently only the be-

ginning of bold moves and surprises for Canada. The fact

of such men as Senator Cox and Mr. J. W. Flavelle being

satisfied with department stores as an investment means

plenty of capital for anything worth while, and at the

present time there are very few investments that | ay

nearly as well. * *
*

A peculiar coincidence is that the Simpson Co.'s new

buildings both in Toronto and Montreal will replace old

churches. A similar condition exists in

Buying Up Ottawa where the Ross Co. are re-

Churches, ported to have bought church property

in the rear of their store for a big new

extension. This pushing back of churches to make way

for business concerns is a feature of the times.

* *
*

We referred last month to the policy of the Simpson

Co. in conducting an exclusive dry goods business in

Montreal in direct competition with

The Exclusive the department idea. The plan is more

Idea. fully outlined in this extract from one

of their Montreal advertisements. It

reads somewhat strangely when one thinks of the nature

of the Toronto store. Yet the policy outlined in a new

store shows what the experience of the past has taught

them :

Out of Place.

To us there seems to be no affinity between a

dish pan and a Paris gown
;

the business best

capable of serving you in the one capacity is least

capable of serving you in the other.

We want to do one thing and do it well.

The mind of this store will be principally oc-

cupied by the thought of a woman's needs. We
take it that to satisfy these properly and in a

manner acceptable to the lady herself, we shall

have to devote our entire selling space and pur-

chasing power to her service.

Strangely enough, in spite of the enormous develop-

ment of department stores in Toronto, the exclusive

stores all appear to be doing a good business—a better

and more profitable business than they ever did before—
and give every evidence of prosperity. The Simpson
Co.'s Montreal venture is already a distinct success along
the lines of quality and exclusiveness. To what extent

this policy will be changed when they get a big new store

and much more room remains to be seen.

* •
*

The big Toronto stores are making a special bid for

freight charges on all oiders of $25 or

over, the T. Eaton Co. taking the in- Prepaying Ex-
itiative. This is in direct contradistinc- press Charges,
tion to the policy Mr. Eaton has stuck

to for years, which was in keeping with this announce-
ment of Wanamaker's Philadelphia store :

"Why Do We Not Pay Expressage."

(John Wauamaker.

)

1. Because the expense reduces the price some-
. times to cost, and no one sells regularly at cost

;

therefore it cannot be done without raising prices
or lowering qualities, if not in all cases, at cer-
tain times when these changes cannot be discov-
ered.

2. Because we have no special stocks including
"second" qualities or "handled goods" kept ex-
clusively for mail order purposes.

3. Our unalterable rule is to put mail order
customers in exactly the same position as if they
stood before the counter with their money buying
our most desirable goods at their lowest prices.

If between the inquiry for samples and prices and
the time of receipt of an order a reduction is made
in prices, the customer receives the benefit. It goes
without saying that prices based on costs of de-
livery from Maine to New Orleans must be higher
than in a store like this where all prices are ad-
justed to instant cash at the counter.

The Eaton Co. make no attempt to disguise the fact

that the opening of their Winnipeg store has made serious
inroads into their Toronto business. For that reason
they are making special concessions, with the Simpson
Co. almost obliged to follow suit. Just what effect this

will have on the trade of country stores remains to be

seen, although it is safe to figure en a considerable loss

of business excepting where the local merchants wake up
to the situation and keep themselves up to date.
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PEN-ANGLE TALKS TO RETAILERS

ATUNSHRINKABLEK
Trade A(ar/{

SUCCESSFUL MERCHANDIZING.

A successful, profit-producing business is not built by clever salesmen. The credit

for business should be given to the buyer.

Each year retail merchants are depending more on the quality and popularity of the

goods and less on the salesmen.

This is as it should be. Goods without quality can not be sold twice to a customer

no matter how smart the salesman. Good goods well advertised can be sold by the

stupidest salesman.

PEN-ANGLE
UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR
is easily sold because its quality is known.

When you show a customer Pen-Angle Underwear it requires no argument to sell it.

He knows the goods are right—that the long wear of good materials and perfect work-

manship is in them—that they have the sure fit and comfort of properly designed, well

made goods.

It is to your interest, as well as your customers', to have Pen-Angle Brand Underwear

in stock.

Travellers for all good houses can show you the Pen-Angle lines.

We have been sending out some very handsome advertising matter for store display. If you have not
received a supply, write us and we will see that it is sent you at once.

The Penman Manufacturing Co., Limited,

of Paris, Canada.
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CLOTHING
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SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES

ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
OSTRICH plumes are as much of a necessity to the

London coster girl on her outings as are the pearl

buttons to her masculine companion, and the hig

trimmed hats with their drooping featheis are familiar

in all gatherings of this class. Many of the girls cannot

afford to keep their money tied up in

The Renting useless plumes, and there thrives a brisk

of Feathers. industry in the hiring of these feathers.

The loan of a single plume for a day

costs but a shilling, or for four shillings a gorgeous trio

may be had for outing, to be returned promptly the next

morning. Weather conditions determine the terms some-

what, since a wet or foggy day will take the curl out of

the feathers and make recurling necessary, for which

" 'Arriet" has to pay an extra shilling. On a bank holi-

day some shops rent out several hundred plumes, while

on other occasions there is a steady trade with young

women who wish to adorn themselves for an outing.

WHEN our country was in the log-cabin -stage of its

growth, correct dress was not held in high regard,

and obviously so. The stout-hearted pioneers were

too busy hewing paths and blazing trails to cultivate

life's finer side. Theirs was the rough work of field and

camp, of hammer and saw. But times,

The Well-Dressed men and manners have changed and a

Man of To-day. new conception of dress has sprung up.

Young men, especially, recognize the

direct relation of correct dress in business and social pre-

ferment. The well-dressed man carries his introduction

with him—he is master of himself and of the situation.

He commands the respect of others because he shows that

he respects himself.

It is true that there are some men of wealth and

position who slur their clothes and even some who feign

to scorn the niceties of dress. The habits of a careless

youth have left their imprint on such men, and it is quite

certain that their disdain of dress played no part in their

success and detracts measurably from their enjoyment of

it. For, after all, the ripest fruit of success is the esteem

of one's fellows, and who can esteem the sloven ? In

talking to a man one's attention naturally roves to his

clothes, his hair, his teeth, and his finger nails. Dan-

druff on the shoulder, stains on the waistcoat, and un-

shaven face, untidy hair, creases in the coat, a soiled col-

lar, a mussed cravat, proclaim in trumpet tones that a

man lacks the truest refinement—respect of self.

The drollest creature of all to us is he who fancies

that neglect of personal appearance denotes a high brand

of culture. This eccentric lets his hair grow into a mane,

The Mysterious
Mr. Bangs.

keeps his finger nails murderously long and pointed, wears
faded jackets, shoes down at the heel, cravats that flutter

in the wind, and hats whose ancestry is past determining.

He imagines that he is breathing a rarified atmosphere
and showing himself superior to "things of the earth,

earthy," whereas, in truth, he is just a fantastic rattle-

pate at whom people laugh good-naturedly.

* *
*

FA. CORBISHLEY, a clothier in Sandusky, Mich.,

, attracted a good deal of attention to his store by
an unusual advertising scheme. In a newspaper ad

he published four photographs of a man, but in each pic-

ture the face was carefully concealed. The man was
dubbed "The Mysterious Mr. Bangs,"
and a $25 suit or overcoat was offered

to the first person to discover his real

identity. It was stated that Mr. Bangs
was a well-known resident of the town and that people

were accustomed to meeting him many times each week.
For each $1 cash purchase the customer was given one
guess. Different poses of Mr. Bangs were published every

day.

*

NO doubt the "hatless" idea originated in the belief

that head-covering of any kind tends to baldness.

The faddist among the male sex took it up also, and

accordingly the sight of a man without as much hair on
his head as a new-laid egg might be seen in English,

French and American fashionable re-

sorts, vainly trying to woo a second

growth of hirsute covering. Of course,

the result was not unusually seen in a

cold in the head, or a fit of neuralgia,

hatless woman, however, the fad in her case was doomed
to speedy extinction. Existence without a "dream of a

bonnet" would be unendurable to the average fair one,

and so the bill of the milliner will continue to haunt the

husband of a stylish female who goes in for a five guinea

affair or so in hats. These things of fluff, feathers, lace

and flowers come high, but she must have them. Though
the man at the theatre, who has paid for a good seat,

may be placed behind a "picture" hat of giant propor-

tions, and though in many other ways the new styles of

women's head-dress may prove burdensome, we venture to

say that the most confirmed misanthrope would not wel-

come the advent of the hatless woman, with her old

maidish health fads and other abominations. On behalf

of cash circulation, if for nothing else, we congratulate

the millinery trade on the failure of this latest attempt

on its preserves.

Origin of
Hatless Craze.

Regarding the

-y
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OUR NEW YORft LETTER
New 1 ork, October L9, L905.

NOVEMBER ushers in the season of Winter overcoats

and in this department at least there will he some
novelty. A distincl change has been made from the

loose-fitting coats of the last few years. So long have
we been wearing these overcoats that they have almost

come in he a fixture m men's dress. It is usually about

the time that one gets thinking in this way that the axe

falls on the fashion. So it is in this case. The easy-

fitting garments which have become so familiar must give

wa\ to a close-lit ting coat of the reverse type. The
change will be agreeable to the men who look for smart

effects. It makes a new distinct standard of fashion as it

will be impossible to palm oft' the product of another

year as this season's coat. A man, to be in style, must

have a new overcoat embracing the new features. Asa
matter of fact the effect of the new coat is exceedingly

good. The taste for comfort has been worked to the ex-

tent of fad in clothes and some men think they are fol-

lowing the comfort cult when they discard all idea of

shape in their garments. This, needless to say, is an un-

warranted exaggeration. The true conception of com-

fortable clothes consists in garments which permit of free

use of the limbs. This may be acquired in either of two
ways , by having them loose enough to allow of free ac-

tion, or closely fitting so that the article of dress moves

with the body. The latter idea is the one developed in

the new fashion.
* *

As far as material is concerned, there will be the

same variety which has obtained during recent years.

There is, however, a decided preference for grey in all

men's clothing. It is seen in many of the nobbiest over-

coats both for Fall and Winter. No doubt the coming

season will develop a great run on this color. Another

color of more than passing interest is green. It enters

into very many of the tweed patterns and appears just

as a thread in most of the checks. Taken altogether the

effects are somewhat lighter than those of a year ago.

*

Tweed is the chief material for suits for the present

season. Of course this varies with the nature of the oc-

casion for which the suit is got. Business suits, which

after all comprise the great majority of the purchases,

are generally of a substantial stuff, which will stand con-

siderable bulling and which will not show dirt readily.

Tweeds answer these requirements admirably. Home-
spuns, too, will do a fair amount of the business of the

present year. There will be the usual number of navy

blue serges worn, and in the opinion of many men there

is nothing to equal them for neatness and stvle. No suit

requires a more perfect fit or better material, but when
these are present no suit looks any more dressy. A good

serge, too, hangs well and the trouser crease is well pre-

served. Vicunas are also in demand for black suits.

An idea which is worthy of notice is a collar with

double stitching around the edge. There is no particular

practical advantage as far as I can see in this fad, unless

indeed that it will stand the laundry somewhat better.

It, is, though, very nitty in appearance and is affected by
some leaders of fashion. It accentuates the swell effect

of the wide edged stitch of the earlier seasons. The idea

is worked out, as far as I have been able to see, only in

poke and band ((dial's, for wear on full dress occasions.

It merely shows the effort which is being made by manu-

facturers to piesent something new to the public. A
man can get a fold collar, a wing collar, or a poke col-

lar. Hut to get a variation in any type has been some-
what hard to accomplish. It is unlikely that the present

idea will gain a very wide run as it will not be adopted
in cheap lines.

* *
*

Young men are very diffident about discarding low-

shoes and continue to wear them till the weather be-

comes very sharp. Only now is a reversion being made
to the full upper shoes. The fashion has had a decided

influence on hosiery. So long as Oxford shoes are worn,

fancy effects in hose will be sought. This Fall lace and

embroidery half-hose have been worn right up to the

present, in spite of some nipping spells. The colors have

been those of the Summer with a gradual turn towards

red, not so much in the full colors as in lines or stripes.

During the Autumn it is likely that loud effects will be

shunned. Black will be the main feature of the trade.

Plain blacks will be much worn and black with red or

blue spots, figures or lines will undoubtedly be popular.

More showy ideas will not be without supporters either,

as tans, reds and other colors are being shown by the

haberdashers and aie bound to have some sale. It is

rather against the parti-colored designs which have been

foisted upon the public in recent years that objection is

raised. In circular stripes some atrocious ideas were per-

petrated. The good sense of the public can be counted on

to prevent a recurrence of these. The red and black

threads running side by side so as to make a blended

color is not new but is effective.

THE HAYCOCK AND DUDGEON FAILURE.

AT a meeting of the creditors of Haycock & Dudgeon,

St. Catherine street, Montreal, on October lUlh,

Mr. Robson was appointed curator and inspectors

were selected. The stock is now open for inspection and

it is expected that an offer will be made shortly. At

any rate The Review is assured the business will be con-

tinued. As intimated last month foreign creditors are

largely involved. A list of the principal creditors is here-

with appended :

Stuart & McDonald, Glasgow, Scotland $45,782.79

J. M. Lees 22,118.21

J. & W. Campbell & Co 4,456.19

R. Harrower, Montreal 5,598.67

Greenshields Limited, Montreal 4,069.44

Kastern Townships Bank, Montreal 12,498.39

Mclntvre, Son & Co., Limited, Montreal 2,380.14

Eclipse Whitewear Co., Toronto 2,905.50

T. EATON IN THE WEST.

r
j HE T. EATON CO. is considering entering the Rrit-

1 ish Columbia field, with a store which will rival either

of the older establishments at Winnipeg or Toronto.

Options have been seemed on prominent business bio -Us

in Vancouver and Victoria. Mr. C. Rand of Toront ^ his

represented the Eaton interests in the negotiations.

In ease the deal is consummated there will be a lively

fight for the dry poods trade of British Columbia. David

Spencer has strengthened his position so that now in

Vancouver and Victoria lie is the dominating influence.

lie is in control of David Spencer, Limited, and both

stores are well established.
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RAINPROOFS
Buyers who want RELIABLE goods

should ask for those proofed

by the

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their

stamp only to such goods as are suitable in

quality for Rainproof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not
only of Rainproof properties, but also of the
quality of the material.

Co., Ltd.
and stamped

—

"Cravenette"

WET
or

FINE
RAIN
SHINE

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade.

v&&®&&®&^^

The BEST Suspenders

HAVE THEIR OWN

TRADE B HARK

Which is a guarantee of the

best value.

Made in Canada by

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

BERLIN = = = ONT.

VIRGOE

MIDDLETON

& CO.

34 Wood St. and 1 Love Lane

LONDON, E. C, ENG.

TRADE MARK

«^%^«^

Manufacturers of all descriptions of

Men's Silk Neckwear

Mufflers Handkerchiefs Umbrellas

Shirts Pyjamas Collars

Wristbands Braces Belts

Silk, Cotton and Wool Shirtings

Special exclusive designs in D. & J. Anderson's Zephyr
Oxford, Canvas, Matt, Silk Zephyr and Mercerised

Cotton Shirtings.

Specialties in Lainella, Levislana, Algerine, Cingalee
Persian, Rangoon and other unshrinkable makes

in Flannel and Ceylon Shirtings.

Exclusive and latest Novelties in Spun Silk and
Pure Silk Shirtings.

New ranges are now in the hands of our Canadian Representative.

ROBERT HARROWER, MONTREAL
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AS SEEN IN LONDON STREETS
London, October 16, 1905.

L(»M)()\
is recovering its social atmosphere. The

transient visitors ha\e passed away, and the social

Leaders are returning to tlie city for the Autumn
and \\ inter, Clubs and hotels arc thronged with guests,

and the theatres have opened for the season. All this

can be taken as an announcement that fashions may
now be seen as they will appear, and speculation passes

into observation. The London Club is a great institu-

tion. In it is centred the life of the metropolis. It is

more than a social meeting place for its members. All

of the important clubs have traditions extending back a

hundred years or so; policies have been formulated in

them and governments undone. The statesman, the

merchant, and the man of leisure, all resort to them, so

that from them emanates all the best life of the city.

No wonder then that we go to the clubs when we wish

to see the newest ideas in clothes, because there we

will find the men whom the rest of the world follow in

matters of dress. London is, in truth, the source of

men's fashions, just as Paris is of women's, and during

the next few months the city will be at its best.
* *

*

In neckwear the choice continues to lie with the

plainer effects. Colors are not forbidden; in fact there

are some very bright things offered in reds, but mono-

tones or two-toned effects are much more favored than

the conglomerate ideas in several colors. Even now

there is some mention of a revival of more striking pat-

terns, with variegated colors. However, any which have

been shown so far are just to feel the pulse of the pub-

lic, and as no great avidity has been shown to adopt

them it is likely that they will disappear altogether

very shortly. Large ties are worn extensively here, as

the frock coat is so general. With this suit, of course,

an Ascot, or something of a similar nature, must be

worn. This influences the general fashions in cravats, as

the effect of the pattern on a comparatively large sur-

face must be considered. In white bow ties the fad is

for wide wings. Black string ties are without change.

A becoming assortment of puffs and Ascots in light col-

ors, particularly grey, is shown.

the three-button garment with long lapels. They show

a decided spring at the waist and are quite smart in ap

pearance. The top button of the waistcoat usually

shows above the opening in the coat, although this idea

is not worked out by all tailors. Dark colors are in

order for the material, and blues are seen more than any

other color. This makes a very natty and serviceable

coat and, in the main outlines, is perennial in its popu-

larity.
* *

*

Trouser fashions are susceptible to change almost

more readily than the coat. A minute difference in the

cut makes a decided difference in the result. Trousers
this Kail are of a medium width, and fit closer than the

ultra athletic type which were in vogue last year. They
are just broad enough at the hips to be comfortable. In

pattern they are either similar to that of the coat, or

in worsteds they exhibit stripes. Some very choice

effects are being offered by the best tailors. They run in

expensive cloths, but the weaves are beautiful. The
tendency, which has run the gamut of clothes, towards
quiet subdued colors and effects is shown in the unob-

trusiveness of the designs. Stripes, which blend into one
another without losing their individuality, are in high

favor among those who dress in the best taste.
* *

*

Some attention is being given to the fashion of

single-breasted frock oVercoats. When the idea was first

mentioned there was a popular outcry against it. Fashion

leaders were almost unanimous in expressing their opini-

ons on the subject, and they were uniformly adverse. In

spite of this it is being worn, and as is usually the case,

men are not so aghast at it when it is actually seen as

when it is just on paper. It does certainly present a

strange appearance at first sight. Yet there is really

nothing about it which makes it impossible. A good
example of it was seen the other day. It was of a fine

grey material, resembling a worsted. There was no fly

front, and the buttons, which appeared, were of a grey

color too. When everyone is making a desperate effort

to evolve something new it will be strange if there are

not found many who will adopt this innovation. And
if there are enough it will pass from a fad to a fashion.

Some changes are noticeable in the fashion of

clothes for the season into which we are entering. Jack-

ets are made to fit the figure more snugly, and this al-

ters the appearance of a man more than a change in any

other detail. Coats are still fairly long, not to an ex-

aggerated length, but completely removed from the

short, nibby jackets which have been seen sometimes.

Double-breasted jackets will be much worn during the

Winter. Only one style for this is tolerated, and that is

Except for this there are no changes of a radical

nature in overcoats. Chesterfields remain the same, ex-

cept for a closer fit which is given to them. They are

drawn in at the waist perceptibly. Grey is much in de-

mand, though black and dark colors carry a large am-
ount of patronage. Fall overcoats are trimmed with

collars of the same material as the coat, and the lapels

are silk faced to the edge. Heavier coats have velvet

collars.

SHIRTS AND COLLARS
ADVANCE orders for Spring continue to emphasize the

tendency towards color, which should aid materially

in forcing sales at retail. Pinks, helios and greens

in neat combinations are doing better than the most san-

guine expected. All the old staple shades are going along

nicely. The higher priced lines are by no means neglected

and goods from $10.50 to $20 are being taken up in sec-

tions where formerly they were considered unprofitable

This policy deserves the co-operation of all concerned and

should prove highly profitable. One large manufacturer

also states that practically 75 per cent, of his line is

selling witli attached cuffs. Every shirt designed to re-

tail over the dollar mark is being ordered out in this

variety. They have at last won a sure foothold. Pleated

shirts, especially those with the two wide pleats on

either side, are scoring a big success. Another favorite
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WOLSEY
Every

Garment

Guaranteed

WNSHRJNKABt£^|

UNDERWEAR
IS THE IDEAL ALL-WOOL UNDERCLOTHING
for our cold winters. Produced without flaw or

fault, a soft, supple, elastic, non-irritating, pure-

wool garment.

Remember, any garment shrunk in washing will

be replaced.

Every garment bears the WOLSEY trade mark.

To be had in all sizes for

Men, Women and Children

XTORD @U6€D$
WINNERS OF GOLD HEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registered Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING AGENT :

FRANK W. NE.LLES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA limited

Mills Established 1867.

(Linen-Mesh)

UNLESS A GARMENT BEARS THE DR. DEIMEL TRADE
MARK, IT IS NOT LINEN MESH

HAVE YOU A STOCK ON HAND SO AS TO SUPPLY
THE DEMAND?

For Booklet, samples and full particulars,

Address

DEIMEL LINEN-MESH CO.
2202 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada

NEW YORK
491 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Sutter Street

LONDON, Eng.,

10-11-12 Bread St., E.C.
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COLOSSUS

!

THE BIGGEST SHIRT MADE

has, since its introduction on the market, firmly

established the fact that the

CANADIAN WORKMAN

To Insure Early Delivery Order Now

is not content to put up with a cheap, skimpy, f

poorly-finished Shirt when a much better garment

is within his reach. This has been thoroughly

proven by the way COLOSSUS has been re-

ceived all over the Dominion. SUPERIORITY in

MATERIALS, SIZE and WORKMANSHIP form

the basis of its success. A variety of patterns and

prices from which to choose.

Carried by the Wholesale Trade

Ask to see Samples
I

..•.«..»..»..». iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiti - 1 t tfri~fr-T-T-T-*-*t~T-t-\
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variety has three pleats on either side. Vertical pleats

on cuffs arc a decided innovation and have done better

than their sponsors expected. The coat shirt is also find-

ing favor in high-class negligee lines. Once a customer

has tried this style of shirt he never returns to the old-

fashioned variety.
* *

*

The most elaborate and intricate patterns in the fin-

est woven and linen madras, as well as zephvrs, are now-

seen in Canadian shirt lines and the quality campaign

waged has met with decided success. Shirts to retail at

$2 and over are sold in larger quantities than the ordin-

ary retailer imagines and it is up to him to get a share

of the trade going by showing a sprinkling of these high-

class effects. Formerly goods from across the line were

imported and necessarily demanded much higher figures,

everything. considered, than the goods now being made in

Canada. The co-operation of retailers is encouraging.

Clipped woven figures are conspicuous among these expen-

sive goods. The clipped effect necessitates an extra cost

in manufacture of the goods, but the effect secured more

than repays the extra expense. Drop figures are also

noticed. The patterns are usually neat and entirely ex-

clusive and the colorings show delightful touches of pinks

and greens. Dark grounds are by no means neglected and

blues and slates are much admired.

Evidently the missionary work indulged in by manu-

facturers and the trade press regarding the suitability of

stiff bosoms for Fall and Winter selling is beginning to

have an appreciable effect. Current orders call for these

to a large extent. A favorite shirt emphasizes the short

bosom, with a long extension, which permits of ready

entrance without mussing the 'bosom.

A surprising demand for flannels is reported. Ceylon

flannels in neat patterns are doing well, especially those

with the soft attached cuffs. These goods are selling in

all grades and every variety is represented. Thev deserve

the attention of every progressive retailer. Flannelette

lines, which have hitherto been regarded as so staple that

novelty would hardly be appreciated, are enlivened this

season by new and ingenious ideas in stitching and pat-

tern. Cross stripes, heightened by red, black or blue

stitching down the front and at the collar, add an inter-

esting touch that promotes ready retailing. These are

sold up to $6.50 and the better lines are all finished with

a sateen collar band. The quantity of these > goods sold

is surprising and a selection of them is advisable. These

lines will all demand higher figures for repeats and early

ordering is advisable. Some shrewd retailers interviewed

by The Review state that the introduction of pinks,

helios and greens in Spring negligees is a welcome change.

They do not expect that these will meet with general ap-

proval, but even small stores will show them for display

purposes to add a touch of distinctiveness to their stock.

White and black effects are as usual confining the bulk of

attention, followed by blues and tans in various designs,

as well as plain whites.

Shirt Development.

Mr. Geo. F. Pooley, manager of the shirt department
of the Allied Manufacturing Companies. .Montreal, than

whom the Canadian shirt trade has no brighter exponent,

outlined recently to a Review representative many of the

features which were placing Canadian shirts in the front

rank. Mr. Pooley's remarks deserve earnest considera-

tion, as he is well fitted to speak with authority . since

his experience has been long and varied in every branch
of the shirt trade.. He has filled important positions with
the foremost manufacturers in the United States, and
his services to the Canadian trade at large are bearing

fruit.

Unsatisfactory fitting shirts after they have been
laundered is an evil which all retailers have to contend
with, and its explanation, according to Mr. Pooley, is

due to lack of proper precautions in cutting. Shrinkage
in the body of the shirt is not allowed for anS it is in

this particular that the chief trouble arises. Manufactur-
ers arc of course in the habit of laundering the neckband
and cuffs of negligees, but nothing further is done. It is

often noticed that such shirts when first worn without
washing have too long a sleeve, which reaches its natural

proportion after the shirt is washed. A s'eeve for a 34

shirt is often cut for a 36, but no provision is made for

the shrinkage of the rest of the shirt.

Continuing, he pointed out that muslin fabrics shrink

two inches to the yard after washing, Oxford about two
and a half inches and madras about three inches. This

is due to the fact that in the manufacture of these ma-
terials, when they are converted from the grey, a 39-inch

width, for instance, is transferred into a 36-inch width,

with a proportionate increase in the length. The high

tension in bleaching, dyeing and printing, at which the

cloth is kept, accounts for this stretching. This extra

gain in the yardage is lost when the fabrics are washed.

The demand for fold collars continues undiminished in

the orders for Spring. The temporary popularity of wing
collars, as far as Summer wear is concerned, at any
rate, has not displaced the folds from public favor. This

class of collar is now established in a firm position and
its sale will be exceptionally big for the Spring trade.

Apart from these there will be the usual sale of band
and poke collars, since absolute uniformity is neither

possible nor desirable.

Collars should be the most satisfactory of all the

goods in the men's furnishing department. There is less

variety among them than in other lines. A very few
shapes will provide a furnisher with' all that he will be

asked for. Between folds, wings, and other collars there

are just a few kinds at, the most which he must stock.

Moreover, there are just two or three heights in any in-

dividual class which need be kept. The sizes, too, are

very limited
; 14-J to 17 will do all the business.. When

the variety in other lines is considered, this will be seen

to constitute a very moderate array. There is little

chance of getting stocked with much undesirable goods
since the types of collars are pretty well defined. The
stock is staple and in the main is as saleable one season

as another.

4-

SHIRT MANUFACTURERS EXPAND.

THE Deacon Shirt Fact on of Belleville, is to be en-

larged to provide for the increased business of the

firm. Their present building is 30 by 70 feet and
the addition will be 52 by 60, thus more than doubling

its capacity. Mr. Deacon slates that hereafter they will

turn out 75(1 dozen shirts per week. So f,reat has hern

their business of late that some of their travelers have
been called in off the road, as the present factory could

not turn the goods out fast enough.
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HATS AND GLOVES
TWEED hats are having a considerable ran iliis Fall,

particularly in the larger places. The city haber-

dashers' windows all contain a lair assortment <>f

them and the men on the street are taking up with the

idea encouragingly. The hat is a becoming one for Fall

and Winter. It adds a pleasing variety to the sombre

blacks which always form the great bulk of the trade.

a dint of more or less size to suit the taste of the wear-

er. For youn<r men the style- has an air of jauntinesfi

which is attractive. Many men who are looking for some-

thing out of the ordinary will wear them because freak

shapes of existing types are objectionable. These, on

the contrary, are not loud in any respect, but the\

an individuality to the wearer.

fURNI

Designed and Engraved by

TORONTO ENCRAVINC CO., LIMITED, TORONTO.

Cheeks in brown, green, red and such like colors are popu-

lar. The shape, too, is not extreme, although it is dis-

tinctive. It has a high crown, tapering to the top, with

Cloth caps are now being shown for the Fall trade.

Outside work and bad weather make cloth cape a ver\

necessary part of the attire. There is a larjje sale of

them for boys at all seasons and just at the present they

should make exceptionally good stock. Manufacturers

have developed this business so far that a good variety

can be shown and no sales need be lost. Even the ston*

which does not work the men's department to its full ex-

lent should keep a stock of caps, because tin? sale for boys

will remain with such a store anyway. It might be men-

tioned that few stores have proper facilities for handling

caps in a satisfactory manner. They are usually kept

in an untidy condition in broken boxes. They should be

shown properly and made as attractive as possible. By this

means the sale of them would be materially increased.

Leading hat stores recognize the importance of this trade

and show an assortment of caps in the window.
* •

*

Gloves are selling well but there are no special fea-

tures for the coming season. Colors vary from almost

a yellow to dark slate. Various shades of reddish browns

are the most popular and dark tan will probably hold t In-

most of the business. One idea which has caught the fancy

of one element is a slate black glove. Quite a sprinkling

of them are now being worn. Practically all gloves have

the one button wrist. This is the rational style as economy

of time is an object to men and there is no particular ob-

ject served by having a row of buttons. This does not

hold to the same extent in "Winter, though the ease of

manipulation will likely cause them to be worn through-

out the year.

IN CRAVATDOM
CRAVATS for the holiday trade are rich and colorful.

With Autumn weather returns the demand for red

and other warm colors. Choice displays of these

goods are now being made in the various stores which

handle men's furnishings throughout the country. Red

pounds with black dots, so as to form almost a check,

are staple for this time of year and they command a

steady sale. Plain reds, too, without any pattern are

popular. There are many shades, though the darker tones

are most favored. With these may be classed the. browns,

which still survive the popularity of the past seasons.

They come in very rich hues. The patterns on the latter

are large, although not especially obtrusive. They relieve

the monotony of the color without attracting any atten-

tion to themselves.

From now until Christmas the dealer is justified in

exhibiting a better class of neckwear than he does during

most of the year. Men buy generously at this time of

year and particularly as Christmas approaches they do

not hesitate to pay a fairly good price for it. This is

important for more than one reason. First, there is more
profit in selling; high priced neckwear than cheap goods.

Secondly, the customer will be much better satisfied with

his purchase. The superior quality and design will be

kept before his attention after the additional price has

been forgotten. It is a great matter to educate cus-

tomers up to the use of better goods in every line. In no

department is this more true than in cravats. A man's

tastes are easily developed and if he wears a good tie for

a while he seldom slips back to the cheaper grades.
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REPEAT ORDERS
Send them to us— when they will

be filled properly and promptly,

which means satisfaction all round.

THE "SOVEREEN" LABEL
is a guarantee to every buyer

LOOK FOR IT

THE SOVEREEN MITT, GLOVE & ROBE CO., LIMITED

D E l_M 1, ONT.

WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building, TORONTO.

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
COMMISSION AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS

Our travellers are now on the road and
will call on you this month.

NEW RANGES FOR SPRING, 1906.

CELLULAR AERTEX UNDERWEAR

Has brought so many repeat orders

that we would respectfully suggest

larger placing orders.

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S

Washing Vests for 1906. Finest

English range shown in Canada.

Fit and Value as before, is our

best recommendation.

SELECT SHIRTS in

Oxfords, Zephyrs and Silk.

COOPER, CORAH & SON'S

ST. MARGARETS WORKS

LEICESTER

CASHMERE HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

Etc.

- - Reliable Goods to Stock - -

TRESS HATS

We are the Selling Agents for

Canada.

-CORRECT SHAPES—
—UNEQUALLED VALUE

—

If our travellers do not call on

you, write us.

We have arranged to carry a Full Range for Spring,

1906, of a Chemnitz Manufacturer in

LADIES' AND MEN'S FANCY HOSIERY.

This Insures our Customers an Extensive Selection at Close
Prices.

TFtMUl A EW[E[»(§H

EC THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF NIATERlAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also male. MOCCASINS and KITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. LIMITED
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Moic people can be found who are fastidious about bheii

than about anj other feature ol their dress, tfei

(hauls should remember this and make the most of the

department. Most attractive displays can be made from

it and especially this year ilif weaves arc ut great

beaut)'. The ncxl two months should mean much in the

craval line.
* *

*

In response to the general adoption of grej in fabrics

i.ii the coming season and the continuance of them in the

Spring samples, this color is being shown in all grades

of cravats. In the better qualities some fine effects are

got in steel greys with oblique bands of black. Checks

are seen in the same style. Shot silk is used in rich

colored weaver and the trade in this class of ties is

great. Although a medium width is most popular, nar-

row ties foi wear with fold collars will be much in evi-

dence. The necessity of a neat knot with these collars

makes the use of them a foregone conclusion. It is sel-

dom that one style becomes so strong as to exclude all

others. Last season the run of brown was so great as

to make it. almost an exclusively brown season. This

year there will be no such monopoly. Variety is the

key-note of every display. Some stores run strongly to

reds, some to greys, but in all there is a healthy mix-

ture of othei patterns Figures are not much in evidence

although small detached figures appear in goodly num-
bers

*

Holiday lines of neckwear have met with the approval

of discriminating buyers, but the keen competition pre-

vailing has forced some weak-kneed manufacturers to

make untimely and suicidal concessions A policy of this

kind ultimately works ruin and puts the entire trade in

an unhealthy and unsatisfactory condition. Discounts on

Christ mas lines to the trade have been in force from

lime immemorial, but when entire bills are sold, less

ten and even twenty per cent., the outcome is not diffi-

cult to guess. Profits do not warrant such concessions

and retailers arc inclined 1o hold off continually in the

hope of securing some of the favors which they have

heard about. Another feature which deserves earnest at-

tention is the unusual dating allowed on Christmas bills

Goods shipped immediately and dated from the 1st of

March is not modern merchandising. The regrettable

feature is that the retailer always finally pays for these

so-called favors and cuts and the sooner the practice is

eradicated, the better for all concerned.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS
The warehouse employes of the \Y. E. Sanford Manu-

facturing Co., were entertained by Mrs. Sariford at

•• Wesani'ord" last month. The affair was most enjoyable

in every way. About three hundred enjoyed the hospital-

ity of Mrs. Sanford who proved herself a most charming

hostess.
* *

*

Mr. S. C. -Matthews, senior partner of Matthews &

Co., wholesale men's furnishers, of Montreal, is on a trip

to the Pacific Coast.
* *

*

Colwell Bros., Limited, Halifax, have opened a whole-

sale department to supplement their retail men's wear

business.

*

Mr. (J. Miller, manager of the Scotland Woolen Mills

Co., id' Winnipeg, opened a branch of that establishment

in Brandon during the past month.

* *
*

Mr. Stanley MeLeod, who sells clothing for 11. Shorey

& Co., Montreal, is on his western trip again and is doing

a big business. He had his coal off illustrating how fast

he could lay out samples when The Review man spotted

him and they say he sells goods as fast, which certainly

is going some.
* *

Mr. Bert McDonald, id' Sarnia, has been appointed

manager of the men's furnishing department of Rutledge

& Jackson 's store.

*

Mr. K. McKellineyer. who is making a trip through

Westell Ontario, has mailed to his customers the most

catchy advance card that has been out this season and

John W. Peck & Co., Limited. Montreal, have spared Q0

I

airs in seeing thai they have been sent throughout the

count i \

.

Mr. E. J. Lewis, of Fort Frances, has moved to larger

premises and has added a stock of ready-to-wear clothing

and men 's furnishings.
* *

*

Thornton & Douglas, Limited, who have retail stores

in Stratford, Guelph and Chatham, have bought a block

in Stratford and took possession of it during the month.

Their new corner is in a tine location and they boast ol'

one of the finest clothing stores in Western Ontario.
* *

J. 0. Perry, clothier, Orillia, Out., is making extensive

repairs to his store. New fixtures are being put in

throughout.
* *

*

Andrews & Co., Brandon, Man., are building an addi-

tion to their clothing store. Merchant tailoring will be

added to the ready-to-wear department.

Mr. R. P. Pratts, of Toronto, died at his residence on

Oct. 17 after a prolonged illness. Mr. Pratts did business

in Toronto for many years as a merchant tailor. His

death will be lamented by many friends.

* *
•

F. W. Rathbone, men's furnisher, Toronto, has pur-

chased the store adjoining the one he now occupies on

Yonge street and will extend his accommodation that

much. The price paid v\as $3,000 per foot.

* *
*

The strike of the Hamilton lailors. which was re-

corded in Our last number, was settled during the month

by a compromise. The employers agreed to grant an in-

. icasc of Hi per cent in the better class of work and the

employes accepted the offer. The strike seriously affected

the clothing business while it lasted and the settlement met

with general favor in business circles.
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Men's Fine Shoes

Merchants, clorks. etc., maj now buy a pair of

GENUINE HON CALF shoos, balmoral or bluchers.

Goodyear welted and Btted with solid SOLE LEATHER
box loos and counters, guaranteed to give satisfaction,

tor S3. SO, at all the principal dealers in Canada.

This price embodies sterling qualities of materials

throughout, perfect fitting- patterns and the host known

popular styles in vogue in the leading fashionable

centres. Just try a pair.

Ask for Particulars

fr

tfcma?)

P. 0. Box 2308
OMPAJW,

MONTREAL

THE LIVINGSTONE M'F'G. GO.

Manufacturers of

Fur,

Leather,
Duck and
Sheepskin
Lined Clothing

Also Fur-Lined Vests

Street West, Montreal, Canada

MAIL ORDERS EXECUTED PROMPTLY

DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a
special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various
offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without
charge.

Addressi Business Manager,

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

HHBMBBI wommmmmmmmm

NIAGARA NECKWf/IRC? Limited
L

.*%, HIAGARA FJHrfLvT
MAKERS OP

AMERICANJTYL
OF NECKWEAR*
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•WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

NO dull moments have been found in the custom de-

partment during the past month, and a busy time

is anticipated till after Christmas. This year has

been particularly prosperous in this line, and the quality

has been kept up to a high standard. For the present

and Winter grey is in the lead. It is found in every-

thing pertaining to man's apparel, and its popularity

should last through next Summer. For this reason the

run on homespuns is great. They are made up in the

style which is favored, rough greyish effects. In tweeds

grey patterns alternate with those containing checks of

Kreen. The latter color is quite noticeable, and will un-

doubtedly gain in popularity as the season advances.

Some pieces of fancy goods for making up into

waistcoats should be kept on hand. This is a special

line which admits of great development, and it profit-

able. Especially with young men, the suggestion of a

nobby piece of goods will very frequently result in an

order. Side lines such as this are highly advantageous,

because they do not interfere with the regular business

at all, and, moreover, the customer is ready to pay for

the novelty and style of the article.

We would strongly recommend merchant tailors to

keep dress charts prominently displayed. The tastes of

men are easily cultivated, and very frequently where a

man is satisfied to go around in season and out with

the same clothes, if the appearance of stylish clothes

was put up to him, he would fall into line and keep up

to date. A young man will think his overcoat or suit

of clothes are all right till he sees the cut of something
newer and more fashionable. The desire for the same
will be aroused in him, and he will get what he wants.

Much trade can be got if it is got after vigorously. Edu-
cation is necessary.

THE CANADIAN DRESS CHART.

Article

BUSINESS
AND MORNING

WEAR.

CHURCH, AFTER-
NOON TEAS,
THEATRE.

DAY WEDDING,
MATINEES, DAY
RECEPTIONS.

EVENING WEDDINGS
BALLS, RECEPTIONS,
THEATRE AND

FORMAL DINNERS.

STAG PARTIES,
CLUB, INFORMAL

DINNERS.

Coat.
Morning coat

or sack.
Frock or cutaway Frock.

Evening dress with
Chesterfield or

covert.

Tuxedo coat with
covert or

Chesterfield.

Waistcoat.
Of same material

or fancy or
knitted.

Same material as

coat or of

white duck.

Double or single

breasted, of same
material as coat,

or of white duck.

S. B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

S.B or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

Trousers.

Of same material

or

striped worsted.
Striped worsted.

Light striped worsted
or dark grey

cheviots.

Same material as
coat.

Same material as
coat.

Shirt. White or colored. White. White.
White, with cuffs

attached.

Plain or pleated
white, with cuffs

attached.

Collar. Wing or fold. Wing or lap fio-t. Wing or lap front. Lap front or poke. Fold, poke or wing.

Cravat.
Ascot, once over,

or
Four-in-hand.

Ascot, once over,

or four-in-hand.
Light Ascot or
once over.

White tie with broad
ends.

Black silk or satin

with broad ends.

Hat.
Derby, Fedora, or

Tweed, Silk. Silk. Silk or opera. Derby or Alpine.

Gloves. Brown, Tan or Grey.
Tan, or light grey

suede. Pearl suede. Pearl or white glace. Tan or grey.

Shoes.
Black calf skin

or enanulled.
Patent leather. Patent leather.

Patent leather
shoes or pumps.

Patent leather, high
or low.

Jewellery.

Gold studs, links,

pin and watch
guard.

Gold studs, links

and pin and
guard.

Gold links, studs
and pin.

Pearl or mother-of-
pearl studs and
mother-of-pearl

links.

Gold studs and
links.
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Nova Scotia is the Latin for New Scotland."

Dry Goods Review

^
SCOTCH TWEED EFFECTS

MADE IN

NEW SCOTLAND

Hewson Tweeds, made in Nova Scotia (New Scotland) are the equal of those made in Old

Scotia. And why not ? The same rich grazing land—swept by sea breezes—grows the same soft,

long fibred wool.

This wool, with the best machinery money can buy, and BRAINS, makes Hewson Tweeds.

Best dealers all over Canada are selling "Hewson Bannockburns" to their customers for Fall

and Winter Wear.

ARE YOU ? Will be pleased to submit samples.

HEWSON WOOLEN MILLS, LIMITED, AMHERST, N S.

WOOLLENS and

TAILORS' TRIMMINGS
Our Travellers are now out with a full assortment

Fall and Winter and Spring Placing Trade

including samples of the

LARGEST STOCK WE EVER CARRIED.

Altogether a magnificent range of

TWEEDS, SERGES, SUITINGS,

OVERCOATINGS, Etc., CANVASES, ITALIANS,

ASSORTED SILKS, HAIR CLOTHS, SLEEVE LININGS,

HOLLANDS, POCKETINGS, Etc.

See our travellers or write us direct.

Samples sent on application.

A. McDougall & Co.
196 McCill St., MONTREAL

Sole proprietors of" the cele-

brated "TYKE" and "BLENHEIM'
Serges, also of Salt's "YOTS-
MtN" Serges, the best goods in

the trade. Send for samples of
them.

BRANCHES :

McKmnon Bldg., Toronto
JarviB Bldg:., 8t John
37 Queen St., Truro
Bridge St., Quebec

JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

WAREHOUSES ;

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec.

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSF1ELD, ENG.
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FADS AND FASHIONS
a guide: to advance: styles

OVERCOATS have been the predominant element in

men's fashions during the last couple of weeks. The

weather has been such as to necessitate a recourse to

heavier garments and the heart of the tailor lias been

made glad by the abundant orders of light and heavj

overcoats. The season coming on gradually has greatly

increased the number of Pall overcoats which are being

worn. There was no encouragement to change straighl

way to a heavy Winter coat. For Pall wear the tendency

which has been noted for clot lies of a closer fit did not

make itself felt. Overcoats are still worn loose. As a

matter of fact a new fashion is not introduced as sudden

ly in overcoats as in the ordinary suit. In the latter

case a new outlit is ordered a couple of times a year and

so a new idea can be incorporated any season. With over-

coats it is the exception where a man does not wear one

for two or three seasons. The adoption of a new cut

or a fad of any nature can thus only come gradually. This

may he illustrated by the length of time it took to es-

tablish firmly the fashion of skirted overcoats. It was

only after two or three Winters of missionary work on the

part of the tailors and a small part of the public that they

came into general use.
* *

Gloves are seasonable goods at the present time and

an attractive assortment is shown to the public. Colors,

or at least shades, are so diversified that no one has been

able to establish its pre-eminence. Browns, tans and

greys are all in evidence. A dark grey glove it dis-

tinctive in appearance and has had considerable popu-

larity in a limited field. Tans are standard and probbaly

carry the bulk of the trade. A color running between

a brown and an ox blood is popular and looks well.

* *

Underwear provides a wide Held for choice at the

present season of the year. Stores throughout the coun-

try are uniformly improving the quality of this part of

their stock. This is largely accounted for by reaching

a greater perfection in the finish of their products. It

is now necessary to carry more than just light and heavy

underwear. Medium weights have to be stocked to meet

the demands of the public At the present time these

lighter weights are much affected, even Eor the coldest

weather. A higher juiced grade is being Bteadily called

for, too, so that this department should be more sati-

torj to the retail dealer in regard to profits. A- it is al-

ways possible to satisfy a customer better with a s

article than a cheap one, the tendency towards higher

priced goods should result in a more favorable line of

business.
* *

*

Linen underwear is being recommended by many deal-

ers as doing away with many of the objectionable fea-

tures of woolen goods. It is urged by them that wool

retains moisture and after perspiration keeps a damp and

oily fabric next the skin. Linen, on the other hand, re-

mains fresh and dry. Moreover, they maintain that

through the combined influence of the oil in the wool and

the irritation of the skin by the hairy surface rubbing

against it the blood is drawn to the surface of the body.

No doubt some people are so constituted that it is impos-

sible for them to wear wool next the skin. Whether this

time-honored custom will ever be seriously affected by the

new idea of linen underwear is problematical. For t In-

present the field is large enough to include both kinds and

there is no reason to fear for the existence of woolen un-

wear for a long time to come.

* *
*

The present month introduces a demand for white

kid gloves for evening wear. Although there is no fixed

fashion the tendency of public taste is towards a glove

with three narrow white hands down the back. One

clasp is ci nsidered enough. White silk gloves are offer-

ed by some dealers, but the fad has never caught on.

It is difficult to break away from a fashion which is as

firmly established as this is. The difficulty of getting a

kid glove which will stand some wear has always been

up for discussion. Whether it is the fault of the wearer

or of the glove, the fact remains that there is always

considerable dissatisfaction. A little advice on the pari

of the salesman would do awav with most of this.

UMBRELLAS AND CANES.

DURING the next two months accessories in the line

of umbrellas and canes will be seasonable. Re

garding the former, the dealer should never lose

sight of the possibilities. There is a big business done

in them, and it should be vigorously cultivated. 'fin-

sale of umbrellas has been made much easier in recent

years by the greater excellence and attractiveness of

them. Nothing is more favored now for a present than

an umbrella. The difficult question of what to get for a

man has been satisfactorilj settled. A stock of um

brellas, with a sufficient variety of fancy handles, will

prove a good selling proposition. They are so neces

sarj and. unfortunately for tin: consumer, fchej have to

be renewed SO freipicllth that it is of lil'st llllpo It allce to

get*hold of the trade. The nexl few months, with rainv

weathei coming, and after that the Christmas season,

when everybody is searching diligenth for something to

give, should be a harvest for tin- department.

NEW SPECIALTY IN WOOL.

ANEW specialty has been put upon the Canadian mar-
ket which is of considerable interest to the trade.

This is Wolsey Unshrinkable Knitting Wool. This

is made from wool specially selected for its good wear-

ing properties. It is made by one of the largest Eng

lish spinners, and has been made unshrinkable by tin-

same process as the world-famed "Wolsey" underwear,

and will doubtless -core the same success. This knit-

ting wool ranks high for quality, durability, and suit-

ability. It i- appropriate for knitting into every kind

of garment, especially socks, stockings, gloves, shawls,

etc. 'fhe style and finish (being made up in a _' OZ.

packet and 1 lb. box) claim for it a prominent position

in a drygoodsman's window, 'fhe yarn is packed in an

attractive box. which in itself i- useful and ornamental

One leading feature is the concise range of shades which

is displayed on verj artistic cards, toe-ether with show

card- and other advertising devices.
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QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

Halifax, N.B., October 7, 1905.

To the Editor of Men's Furnisher :

Dear Sir,—I just have one window to devote to the

men's furnishing end of my business. Would you favor

showing an assortment of hats, shirts, ties, etc., all the

time, or would you recommend me to conhne the display

to one line at a time i

Answer : The problem is one of considerable ditii-

culty, and is made more so in the present case by the

absence of information as to the width of the window.

If the window is fairly wide a number of lattice racks

should be used. This would enable you to make separate

displays for the different lines. If the window is too

narrow for this you must choose between two courses.

Either make a skillful combination of the lines you

carry, not, of course, including a sample of everything

in the store, but a fairly representative array. Or

make a succession of displays. By making these fre-

quent enough the public will not get a chance to forget

what lines are kept. In any case we would advise fre-

quent changes of window.

Kingston, September 30, 1905.

To the Editor of Canadian Dry Goods Review :

Dear Sir,—What is the correct dress for a morning

church wedding ?

Answer : See dress chart published in this issue.

*

Gait, October 17, 1905.

To the Editor of Dry Goods Review :

Dear Sir,—The tuxedo jacket is being much worn in

this place. Sometimes it is worn at formal dances, and
criticism has been aroused on this point. Upon what
occasions may it be worn correctly ?

Answer : Strictly speaking, the tuxedo jacket is

only correct on semi-dress occasions. This includes din-

ners, stag parties, smokers, and such like events where

ladies are not in attendance. Under this interpretation

it would not be correct for the theatre or for dances of

any kind. However, in this case, as in all others, cus-

tom modifies formal regulations, and the use of the

tuxedo jacket has been much enlarged. It would be

hypocritical to object to its use at the theatre, and
usage is gradually establishing its correctness at in-

formal dances. In the American cities it is becoming
generally adopted for these occasions.

• *
*

Toronto, October 3, 1905.

To the Editor of Men's Furnisher :

Dear Sir,—At a wedding where the groom and best

man wear frock coats, does it make any difference

whether the coat is buttoned or not ?

Answer : The rule on such occasions is explicit.

Whether the wedding be in a church or drawing room,
both men should wear their coats buttoned, upon enter-

ing, but after the ceremony, when the party is leaving,

the coat should be left unbuttoned.

For Italians, Alpaca

and Lustre Linings:

Kirk's

Permanent

Finishes

:

(1)

TKe Original

"Permanent" FinisH

(2)

The New

Velvety Permanent. Finish

'VELPER ' (ROfll.)

For Lhose who prefer a soft handle.

NONE genuine unless stamped on the back.

Patterns showing either finish can be

had on application to

LIMITED.

(Advertising Offices) 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, Eng.
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OUR BIG

WASH GOODS
DEPARTMENT

SPRING 1906

Our salesmen on the road are now showing a larger and more

complete range of Wash Fabrics than ever, for Season 1906.

We would draw the attention of buyers to the originality and

exclusiveness in design and to the novelty and attractiveness, repre-

sented both in our Foreign and Domestic Fabrics.

A careful inspection of our color cards will reveal the

"Something New"
you have been looking for.

All our lines are as up-to-date in every particular as experts can

create them.

Our representatives can interest, if you will favor them with a

look at their Spring Samples.

G&EENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

G-reenshields Western Limited, G-reenshields & Co., Limited,
Winnipeg. Vancouver.
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LARGE DEMAND.

CONTINUED reports of a steadily expanding trade

come from the centres of the Irish linen industry,

and all branches are reported to be fully employed.

The demand for damasks and household goods is increas-

ing. The handkerchief trade is busy, and there is an

improved and improving demand for dress linens, and,

though no actual advances are reported, prices are very

firm. Canada is at present a very good customer, and

when the population of the Dominion is considered, buys

freely of Irish linens. General prosperity always affects

the linen department, for wealth and fine linen have gone

together from a very early date.

The demand for better qualities in linens has, in too

many departments, come rather from the customer than

from the buyer, and in too many cases the educating has

been from the buying rather than the selling side of the

counter. It is safe to say that many buyers are not yet

awake to the possibilities for profit that lie in selling

the higher grades of linens. The holiday trade affords

great opportunities for selling fine qualities, if you only

turn them to advantage. Remember, the standard of

living is rapidly rising in Canada, and there is no sign

of increased refinement more easily and widely recognized

than that of using fine household linens. The taste for

it is there, and you only have to show the goods to sell.

Use of Linen Developed.

Better built and better appointed houses, and the

fact that so many houses are steam heated, is account-

ing for the largely increased use of linen sheets in this

country. Not so many years ago nobody used them.
Now the demand is coming from many sections. What
would make a Christmas gift that would be more glad

ly accepted than a set of embroidered sheets, a pair of

embroidered shams, or an embroidered bed spread ?

The embroidering of household linens is assuming
large proportions, and although the work is so beautiful

the price is wonderfully low. All articles of household
linen are embellished with this beautiful work, and houses
which stock an assortment are doing a splendid trade.

WELCOME MR. SIMPSON.

MR. LOUIS SIMPSON, formerly of Darwen & Hyde,
who has recently been re-engaged as general man-
ager of the Montreal Cotton Co., Valleyfield, Pro-

vince of Quebec, met with an enthusiastic reception upon
his return. When he arrived at the railway station there
were no fewer than 3,000 people present to welcome him
back to the town, which owes so much to Mr. Simpson.
It was he who brought the Valleyfield mills to the fore-

most place in the Canadian cotton trade.

After stepping from the train, Mr. Simpson was pre-

sented with an address of welcome by the mayor, and
while seated in his carriage the English lads present
showed a desire to take the horses out and pull the car-
riage themselves, while the French-Canadians were
anxious to have a procession headed by the brass band.
At Mr. Simpson's request, however, these signs of good-

will were omitted, though a procession was formed and

Mr. Simpson was escorted to the Cotton Company's In-

stitute, in which he has always taken great interest. The

large crowd indulged in singing, etc., while at every

street corner scores were assembled to do honor to their

old leader. After paying his respects to the bishop, Mr.

Simpson repaired to the home of the mayor, whose guest

he was for the night.

Mr. Simpson has been absent from Valleyfield about

five years, during which period the business of the mills

has fallen away very much. It is expected that with his

return the old order of things will be renewed. The mills

are the largest in Canada, and contain 172, (50C spindles

and 1,550 looms, together with a large bleaching and

dyeing plant.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

r
| HE following inquiries have been received by the

1 Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. Any-

one wishing further information on any of them should

correspond with the department, giving the number of

the inquiry.

1029. A Yorkshire worsted spinner desires to get

into communication with Canadian manufacturers re-

quiring worsted yarns, warp and weft, either on tubes, in

hanks or bundles.

1030. A Hull, Eng., manufacturer of binder twine,

hemp sackings and hemp yarn of every description, de-

sires communication with Canadian buyers, and will ap-

point an agent for Canada.

1031. A Yorkshire manufacturer of fancy tweeds

and coatings desires to extend his trade in Canada.

1035. A London linn manufacturing warm woollen

hosiery have requested to be placed in communication with

Canadian buyers of such goods.

1037. Inquiry has been made by an Italian firm for

the addresses of first-class firms in Canada importing

men's hats (woollen and fur).

1040. A firm in Durban, Natal, would be pleased

to represent Canadian manufacturers and shippers wish-

ing to do business in Natal and the Transvaal.

1047. A French manufacturer of hosiery desires an

active agent in Canada.

1048. A French manufacturer of boots, well appre-

ciated on English markets, wants to be put in touch with

Canadian buyers.

1049. A Parisian manufacturer of artificial flowers

wishes buyers in Canada.

1053. A large Australian firm of shoe importers de*

sires the names of reliable Canadian exporters, one to

make lower grade women's goods, and another a medium
and better class. Goods must be stylish at popular prices.

Copy of specifications required can be had by applying

to the Department of Trade and Commerce.

1054. A Manchester manufacturer of leather cloth

wishes to get in touch with Canadian users of his goods,

and would appoint an agent for sale of same in Ontario.

1062. A Yorkshire shipping firm of all kinds of woolen

and cotton wastes, desires communication with Canadian

buyers.
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THE JAPANESE COTTON INDUSTRY.

F\
tfcKENZlE, in the London Express, discussing

the industrial future of .Japan, says : "The factory.

tern has hern established and maintained with

a seven I;\ and at a cost that mighl even have alarmed

Lancashire eighty years ago. Mills, vomiting black smoke

daj and night, have sprung up throughout the must beau-

tiful parts of the country. The mill owners are given a

free hand in securing workers, and the mass of the peo-

ple, disciplined to hardship and driven by poverty, have

submitted to amazing conditions of labor. The cotton

mills work day and night in twelve hour shifts. Children

of the tenderest years and women are very largely em-

ployed. Government publications admit that ten per cent,

of the cotton mill women workers are girls under four-

teen, that children as young as nine years old are em-

ployed, and that some factories keep their hands at work

seventeen hours a day. Other Japanese, who are not

Government officials, tell of still worse conditions. They

declare that children as young as live or six are kept at

work, slaves of the mills. It is undoubted, however, that

the modern Japanese industrial system is founded on

cheap labor, largely child and female labor. Piece-work

is general. Wages vary from a fraction over a penny a

day for young children to 5d. for women and 7d. or 8d.

for adult men. In certain specially-skilled industries, such

as shipbuilding, the best men get as much as 2s. a day.

But although the Japanese employer has the advantage

of cheap labor, it is not quite so cheap as it appears.

The Japanese peasant has not taken quite happily to the

modern industrial system. He works for long hours, but,

he lacks the concentration, and, strangely enough, the

manual dexterity which the English or American opera-

tive shows. All the figures available seem to prove that

the Japanese cotton hand does not do much more than a

third of the work done by the Lancashire girl."

THE VALUE OF COTTON.

T11K
average annual production of cotton and the gross

revenue from it during the four periods of ten years

each since the American Civil War are approximate-

ly as follows : First ten years, 2,500,000 bales at 24

cents a pound, equal $300,000,000. Second ten years,

5,000,000 bales at 12 cents a pound, equal $300,000,000.

Third ten years, 10,000,000 bales at C cents a pound,

equal $300,000,000. Fourth ten years, 10,000,000 bales at

10 cents a pound, equal $500,000,000.

FEATURES IN WOOLENS.

CONTINUED strength of raw wool has made the man-

ufactured product firm in price. In . England the

mills are paying a very high price for their raw ma-

terial and the demand for their goods continues extremely

active so that there is no reason to believe thai the price

of wool will drop

So far tin- continued advances have not been reflected

in the manufactured article, of course the cost of the

raw wool is not the most important item in the cost of

the cloth, but where competition is strong and factor]

reduced to a minimum, every cent rise in the raw

material is of importance. Under the circumstances there

ibihty of a decline in the price of woolens and

there is ever) prospect of an advai

VIeanwhile the trend of fashion is in favoi of Cana-

dian mills. Sometimes the materials which have been

called foi have nol been such as local mills could make
to advantage. This has been to a large extent true dui-

ing Die past two 01 three vc-ais. This Fall, howevel , we
are entering upon a period of tweeds and homespuns
which are peculiarly suited to local conditions. The next

few seasons should establish the woolen business heie on

.i good firm basis.

TRADE IN BRITAIN.

INDUSTRIAL reports in general are of a highly satis-

factory character. Business both on home and ex-

port account is steadily increasing. The cotton trade

has been firmer, and raw material has been more active,

with steadily rising prices. Yarns have been bought more
freely by consumers. The position of cloth has been

strengthened by the distribution of a fairly general busi-

ness. Wool is in better demand and tending upwards. The
demand for manufactures shows a further expansion,

overtime being worked in most districts.

FOREIGN COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS -

TAX.

FRIDAY, Oct. 27tb, Hon. Mr. McCorkill, Provincial

Treasurer of Quebec, was interviewed by a Montreal

Star representative in respect to the much talked of

Quebec Province tax on foreign commercial travelers.

Referring- to the tax upon commercial travelers. Mr.

McCorkill said that nothing new had been decided. Many
of the travelers from the United States and from Eng-

land are paying the tax cheerfully. There is a possibility

however, that the amount of the tax will be reduced.

"There is one point, however, that I want made verj

clear," said Mr. McCorkill. "This tax does not reach

any Canadian manufacture)' or wholesale house. I have

seen statements in papers likening our tax to that im-

posed by Prince Edward Island and British Columbia.

There is all the difference in the world. Their taxes are

directed against all commercial travelers, from the other

Provinces of Canada as well as from other countries.

Ours reaches only the representatives of firms in other

countries. If a firm in England or the United States has

a house in Toronto or other city in Canada, it is exempt

from paying a commercial tax. provided always the branch

is a bona tide one. If the office has the sign of the out-

side firm and if it carries regular stock it constitutes a

branch store. If, however, the office carries only sam-

ples, then it is merely a commercial travelers' sample

room, and such an agent from any other part of Canada

must pay the tax if he wants to come into this Province."

"Have you heard that several travelers are clubbing

together to evade the tax by renting an office among

them .'"

"If they try that they will find themselves mistaken.

If you read the law. you will find that the representative

of an outside firm must be a resident of the Province to

avoid the tax. Now, renting an office does not con-'

residence, so that those who conceived that plan will l»o<

to think of something better. 1 cannot say just now

what wi'l be done at the next session, but it i> possible

that some changes will be made to make the law more

generally acceptable."
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Kingcot
The King of Cottons

How is your cotton department doing ?

Does it show a profit or loss ?

It all depends on the cotton you sell.

Kingcot has made an enviable reputation for itself and

the merchants who handle it.

Kingcot cottons have the quality that brings repeat

orders. They will build up a good cotton business for you.

Kingcot cottons are made in modernly equipped mills

by the most skilled operatives.

Travellers for any first-class house can show you these

lines manufactured under the Kingcot brand.

Ginghams Dress Goods

Saxonys Apron Ginghams
Flannelettes Domets
Shirtings Oxfords

Galateas Denims

Tickings Cottonades

Awnings

Kingcot
The King of Cottons
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ELLIS
SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED

Underwear
Our travellers are now on ihe road showing

samples for SPRING and SUMMER, 1906, in

ribbed balbriggan and colors, also fine wool in

two-piece suits and combination, and they will be

pleased to book your order.

SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED underwear has PER-
MANENT elasticity which insures comfort and a
perfect fit.

All other makers of ribbed goods in Canada use
the common latch needle machines and cannot
label their goods SPRING NEEDLE.

Is the best and only Elastic Ribbed Underwear made on SPRING NEEDLE machinery.

SELLING AGENTS: MONYPENNY BROS. ®. CO., MONTREAL and TORONTO

THE ELLIS MFG. CO., Limited, HAMILTON, ONT

The Stratford
Knitting Co*, .;„„.,<,

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

^fV

BRAND

Sole Agents for Ontario

McClung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L. GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St , Montreal Sussex, N.B.

~5

REPEAT ORDERS

MARK
ilSTERED,

TIGER BRAND..

During November, our stock

for assorting will be found

most complete.

All orders direct will receive

personal care.

THE 6ALT KNITTING CO., limited

GALT, ONT.
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

ACTIVE RETAIL SEASON.

EARLY October weather was not conducive to

active buying in the retail field, but towards

the end of the month cold snaps forced many
into the buying column. Advertising and win-

dow displays were on a higher plane than in

previous seasons and in many instances were particularly

commendable. The favored procedure was to make entire

displays of underwear and hosiery separately, using price

tickets always. The advertising also indicated the gen-

eral run of prices. Specials were utilized advantageously

and in most cases profits were not sacrificed. The old,

old method of making leaders of known lines was follow-

ed and customers were almost "bled" on lines which they

did not know or recognize price and quality. Such prac-

tices cannot be a permanent benefit to the dealer insti-

tuting such methods and only lead to conditions demor-

alizing and ruinous to the entile trade. The consumer is

not of course benefitted and he "foots the bill" in every

instance.

Good satisfactory lines well advertised sell at a fair

profit and hold the trade. Some of the large underwear

firms are co-operating with the' retailer by means of ad-

vertising signs of a high order of merit, and effective lit-

erature. This is undoubtedly the correct method of doing

the largest and most satisfactory business. The co-oper-

ation of the retailer is essential. Other firms have gone

still further by running effective display space in the daily

press, calculated to directly benefit their customers.

Branded goods have the call in nearly all lines. It is

noticeable how often retailers advertise branded goods of

manufacturers under their own name.

No Lower Prices.

There is no cheering news for the merchant who is

figuring on a possible drop in any knitted goods prices.

On the contrary prices have kept very firm, while ad-

vances are recorded continually. Supplies in wholesale

quarters are fairly adequate and unless exceptional retail

trade ensues, there is no prospect of a famine. Deliveries

are being well caught up with and complaints are not as

rife as last month. Jobbers in most cases protect their

customers wherever possible from paying advances.

Statements are made that manufacturers are delivering

goods lower than the cost of manufacture. Goods not up
to sample are often heard of and shipments have been sent

back just for such reasons.

.Manufacturers are now figuring for the Fall and Win-
ter season of 1906. They are in a quandary as they do
not know just how they stand. There is the fear that

with the present exorbitant price of wool consumption
will be lessened, and there is no tendency to speculate.

Good Orders for Spring.

Merchants have evidently acted on the advice given in

the preceding issues of The Review, and have placed large

orders for Spring goods. Glowing reports of phenomenal
business from every section are of daily occurrence. It

has been proved time and again that the merchant who
follows this procedure owns his goods better than those
who pursue a waiting policy. A record Winter season,

followed by a healthy Summer business, has given renew-
ed confidence.

Ralbriggan goods are in overwhelming evidence and
some quarters predict, a glut in the market. The size of

advance orders would tend to discourage such reports and
prices will evidently be well maintained. A fairly steady
cotton market confirms this also. Colored lines are being
picked up better than in previous seasons. Pure whites,
tans, blues and [links lead in this respect. Spring woolen
lines exhibit more strongly the tendencies outlined last

month, and there is no relief from the high rates. Goods
are as usual turned out to meet the price of a certain

class of consumers, but quality must be sacrificed.

RETURNED
NOV 15 * *p

A New Golfer.

Shown by Dr. Jaeger's Sanitarj Woolen System Co., Limited, Montreal.

In Hosiery Lines.

The kind of hosiery that is going to be in heaviest
demand for the Spring season is now engaging particular
attention. From all reports lace hosiery is going to be
the big item, with lace ankles in the ascendancy. These
are shown in a wide range of treatments. The poor sat-
isfaction to be had from thin gauze lisles tends to popu-
larize lace hosiery, which gives the prettiest effect of any
style of stocking. The continued approval of short skirts
also calls for an increased demand in novelty hosiery of
this nature. Neat embroidered lace effects will be very
popular. Loud patterns in ladies' goods are avoided in

every case.
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A BUSINESS PROPOSITION

GOOD GOODS
—FAIR PRICES-
—GOOD PROFITS

A Trade Mark that is a Real Guarantee

of Honesty and Purity in Manufacture.

Send for Our New Illustrated Catalogue.

- - FIXED RETAIL PRICES - -

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE

DR. JAEGER'S
SANITARY
WOOLLEN

COMPANY
LIMITED'

2206 St. Catherine St.

MONTREAL.

ALLEN &TURTLE
BELFAST

Manufacturers of

THE

(<

d
*>

REG.

BRAND

Guaranteed

HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR

The very best in

Make, Style and Wear.

CANADIAN AGENTS

:

£5>6e A.ndrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

The Color Field.

Black grounds will, as always, be the best Belters.

Lighl colored bosierj is, as everyone realizes, easily soil-

ed by the skirt, and has a decided tendencj to magnify
the size ol the loot, which tends to discourage their use

by fastidious women. Colored grounds will sell, however,
to a large] extent than last year. For early trade tans

are strongly talked and they have been stocked in such

large quantities that thsir success is practically assured

Everyone continues to talk them. While will do well for

novelty trade and should he represented. There is a

steady and growing demand for this color. These facts

apply alike to misses' as well as ladies' hosiery. The de-

mand for infants' half-hose, both in plain and lace, es-

pecially in white, has increased.

Lines Hard to Get.

Popular lines for Sprint will not be delivered prompt-
ly and recent reports from the Chemnitz markets confirm

all predictions of scarcity. Machines are all engaged for

months, and the United Slates market has as usual book-

ed enormous quantities which make supplies for this mar-
ket hard to procure. The production is much larger, but
long delays in deliveries are expected.

In men's goods fancies are proving very strong and
embroidered colored grounds will have the call. Stripes

and jaoquards are not as strongly favored as formerly.

In displaying men's half-hose, city stores usually dis-

play socks and Oxfords in combination, thus showing the

full effect to the observer. With a proper choice of ma-
terials and colors to correspond 01 contrast, extra ef-

fectiveness in the window display should be procured.

This method is of value as a trade bringer.

Athletic Goods.

City stores last month vigorously catered to the

wants of the various athletic pursuits, notably football.

Every town and village has its certain number of clubs

and these are well worthy of attention on the part of

the retailer and inquiry into local conditions will often

bring business. Hockey and skating will soon be on and

requirements for these sports should be provided. Where
possible catalogues of goods of this nature should be pro-

cured.

Fancy Knit Goods.

Country trade is getting on to the fact that even in

small places a good many sales can be made on sweaters,

blouses, shawlSj. etc., if only a reasonable stock is car-

ried. A line is now being put in where formerly a

sprinkling of samples sufficed. Retail trade is very active

in these lines and prices continue very firm. The illustra-

tion is style 834 in self colors of white and crimson at

$6.50, from the line of Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woolen
System Co., Limited, Montreal.

FORGING AHEAD.

THE Gait Knitting Co., Limited, have now completed

i he erection and equipment of their new mill at

Gait, Ont. The present buildings of the company,
directlv across the street, are being abandoned, the ma-
chinery and equipment having been removed to the new
premises. The old mill, which has been the home of the

Tiger Brand Underwear for so many years, will be offer-

ed for sale or devoted to some other purpose.

The new mill will he one of the finest and most, com-
plete of its kind in the country. It is built of cement,

covers a space of 125 by L32 feet and consists of four

stories and basement. The floor space extends to 85,000

feet.
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THe Hit of tHe Season

WOLSEY
UNSHRINKABLE

KNITTINGWOOL
The Most Up-to-Date Line in Haberdashery
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FALL 1905 \\ , ..r. in .. fine position
i«> k'i^» your requirement! In

I [osU rj "in besl attention,

and would advise you to sec our line ol samples before placing youi

sorting orders this rail. W * produce the well-known

Maple Leaf Brand

Hose, Half Hose,

Over Hose,
f

Fine Mitts, /

fc

>f&

V
~7

Maple Leaf Brand

Prompt Deliveries. Satisfaction Guaranteed, Every Pair Warranted

THE60DERICH KNITTING CO,
J E. LEWITT, Manager. Est d 1895. GODERICH, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS :

McCLUNG & BURNS, A t. GILPIN. FRED S. WHITE,
117 Wellington St. W. 22 Victoria Ch inbers, St. Stephen. N.B.,

Toronto, Ont. 232 McGillSt., Montreal, Que. For Maritime ProTincea

GERHARDT, HAXLEY & Mai KAY, Box 367, Winnipeg.
For Manitoba, N.W.T. and British Columbia.

$. Lennard
£> Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AOENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
6o Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

The latest devices have been adopted with a view to

doing awaj with unnecessary handling in the proce

manufacture. With these and the complete Bystem ol ele

valors thai lias been installed i1 may be said that the

raw material goes into the building at one end and the

finished product conies out at the other, other features

of the new mil] that may be noted are the installation of

the sprinkler system, the hie pumps, etc., which enable

the company to get the benefit of the minimum insurance

rates. The company will now be fully able to cope with

the steadily increasing volume of their business.

DEATH OF JONATHAN ELLIS.

THE death of Jonathan Ellis on October 22 came as a

great shock to business men of Ontario, coming, as

it did, so soon alter an announcement that Mr.

Ellis was contemplating a still further extension of his

already wide manufacturing interests. The late .Mr. Ellis

was born in England in 1843 and learned the rudiments

of his business in Bradford. His ability as a woolen man-
ufacturer was inherited, as his father and grandfather

were both engaged in the same work.
His first venture on his own account was made in

Stratford, Ont., in 1866, where he built a woolen mill.

This was later burned. From there he moved to White-

vale, Ont., and afterwards to Aneaster, and in 1881 to

Port Dover. In the latter place he built the present

Norfolk Knitting Mills, which he successfully operated for

some years till he amalgamated it with the Penman Co.

He also owned and operated woolen mills in the United

States, and was negotiating for the purchase of the Hes-

peler Woolen Mills.

Recently Mr. Ellis was best known through the Ellis

Manufacturing Company of Hamilton, of which he was

president. In this plant he introduced the spring needle

process in manufacturing underwear and in this connec-

tion his name is familiar throughout the country. Mr.

Ellis was a prominent member of the Methodist Church

and a Liberal in politics. He left a widow and a family

of nine, five of whom were sons in business with him.

Canadian business interests lose a valued member in

his death. His interests were wide and his enthusiasm

large. Few men became better known in business than

he and none more favorably. His death will be deeply

regret ted.

A

BUYING KNITTED GOODS.

PROMINENT buyer of knitted goods offers the fol-

lowing remarks on the fundamental principles gov-

erning the corvect buying of this class of merchan-

dise :

"A merchant, to be successful," he says, "ought, by

rights, to be a technical judge of knit goods, to a certain

extent, at least. He ought to be able to distinguish in

cotton goods Egyptian or Maco yarns from stained yarns.

lie should also, be able to know a combed yarn from a

carded yarn. With these fundamental principles in mind

and with good discrimination, one ought to become a

judge in cotton goods. In wool goods a buyer should

know a carded yarn from a combed worsted. He should

also know the difference between shoddy and good wool,

especially at this stage of the market, when there is a

temptation on the part of manufacturers to use substi-

tutes for wool.

"With high prices of wool obtaining, an influx of

shodih is almost certain. Shoddy is good only for one

purpose, and that is to deceive people, and the use of it

should be discouraged at all times and most of all in

lo2
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ATSON'S
Underwear

Our representatives are now showing samples to the RETAIL
TRADE of MEN'S, LADIES' and CHILDREN'S elastic ribbed under-
wear for Spring Season 1906.

Stylish *& Durable <& Comfortable
Manufactured by

The WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

PARIS, ONT.

ONTARIO QUEBEC MARITIME MANITOBA
iVIcClunci & Burns A. L. Gilpin J. A. Murray Bryce & Co.

117 Wellington St. W. 232 McGill St. Sussex 179 McDermott Ave.
Toronto Montreal N. B. Winnipeg

jp* Ff%

PURE WOOL.

Cartwright $ tUarners
LIMITED.

Loughborough, England,

Manufacturers i f —

^

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in a]
important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in
Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto
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Burritt's Dominion Brand
Hosiery and Underwear

RIBBED AND PLAIN

HOSIERY, SOCKS, MITTENS, TOQUES,
GOLFERS, SWEATERS, OVERHOSE, Etc.

Ladies', Misses' and Children's UNDERWEAR.
The name Is a guarantee of quality

Every pair of hose bears our guarantee ticket.

We are in a position to All all Letter Orders promptly. Our
travellers will call upon you shortly, but if you are needing
goods at once send us your orders and we will give you
prompt shipment.

A. BUR.MTT ®> CO.
DOMINION HOSE AND UNDERWEAR MILLS MITCHELL, ONT.

"Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture,

abliug us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Rnitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents ; The Richard L. Baker Co , 60 Yonge St-, Toronto, Ont.

«>-*>-%.'%>'%>^^%.'*^*x%^%.'»>-%- •%>#

6 £ 99

*

UNDERWEAR
For Particular People

Have you stocked it ?

We help you to sell it by bringing the merits

of this Underwear before the people through the

daily and weekly press.

You give your customer confidence

by replacing any garment that shrinks.

We guarantee to ship promptly all repeat orders.

Can also give quick delivery for sorting trade in

Ladies' and Children's Perfect Fitting Underwear.

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
LIMITED

GALT, ONT., CANADA

Mer-

buyer

would

make

underwear. There is, however, less dangei now than a
few years back, when the use ,,t carded yams was more
Common, ll is almost impossible to make use of shoddy
in worsted goods where only adulteration is desired, it

is much more possible and beneficial to associate the cot-
ton thread with the worsted one can soon learn to
know the relation ol cotton to worsted, and it is a de-

sirable knowledge al this stage ol the market, whet,

there is an increasing demand foi worsted gocxls

chants usuallj buj on appearances, but a good
should know the intrinsic value of a garment. I

say thai ninety nine out of one hundred buyers
then selections on appearances.

"The man who nets the goods that give his trade

satisfaction is. however, the merchant who strives to

know the intrinsic merits of an article and will in the

long run win out. One of the most important things in

buying underweai and one which is often little considered

by buyers is the method of sewing. The great improve-
ment made possible by the use ( ,f the twin needle sewing

or oversl itching can only be appreciated by one who has
examined exhaustively into the question. It is fortunate
tli.it manufacturers have been driven by competition to

this method of sewing.

"Merchants who have studied the question know that

there is a great difference between goods manufactured in

a season of leisure from those made during periods of in-

tense activity. The merchandise which is put into stock

in advance of the season is much more desirable than
goods bought on reorders, when manufacturers are com-
pelled to hurry the orders through. For this reason, if

for no other, it is a wise thing for merchants to com-
plete their purchases pretty well in advance. There is

another reason, namely, when the buying season is fairly

on, orders cannot be Tilled properly. It is a good plan for

merchants to know that their shelves are well filled with

desirable merchandise before the demand is upon them."

J

i M AXV '"•'
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DEATH OF DUNCAN A. ROBSON.

goodsmen will read with profound regret a

eler for the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto, on the Lake
Snore route. Mr. Robson was taken ill at Niagara about

three weeks ago, as the result of a long drive in the rain

to keep a business appointment. He had been suffering

from Blight's disease and this combined with an attack

of pneumonia was the cause of his death.

The late Mr. Robson was still a young man at the

time of his death, having been born in Milton 32 years

ago. He began his business career with the Robert

Simpson Co., Toronto, where he stayed till be joined the

selling staff of the W. R. Brock Co. five years ago. He
was deservedly popular among those with whom his busi-

ness Drought him into contact. Of sterling honesty and

genial disposition, he won the friendship and esteem of all

his associates

Mr. Robson's home for some time has been near Wat-

enlown. where he leaves a wife and a child of two years.

1 le was a prominent member of the Commercial Travel-

ers' Association. One of his brothers, John E. Robson.

travels for the Merchants Dyeing & Finishing Co.

AN IMPORTANT CORRECTION.

AVERY serious error occurred in our October number
in regard to Mr. A. D. Macdonald, of Winnipeg,

severing his connection with Mclntyre, Son & Co..

Limited, of Montreal. We regret this error very much,

and beg to contradict same, as Mr. Macdonald still rep-

resents Mclntyre, Son & Co., Limited, as heretofore,

with headquarters at Winnipeg.
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OU tan Sell

Stanfield's

UnsHrinKable
Underwear
to every athletic man in town. Because

a man who goes in for sports knows

that "STAN FIELD'S" is easy and com-

fortable—fits like a new skin— and is

guaranteed unshrinkable.

Go after this good paying trade—
and get it with "STANFIELD'S."

Our Travellers will call at your

convenience.

The Truro Knitting Mills Co., Limited

Truro, - - Nova Scotia.

RETURN
NOV IS ft

A High Qass Underwear For All Climates

THE

**PESCO
UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR

HasNO EQUAL
" PESCO" is Scotch made, is All Wool or Silk Wool and

is made in all shapes and styles for MEN, WOMEN
and CHILDREN.

"PESCO" is made of the best 2 and 3 ply Yarns and
is Guaranteed Unshrinkable.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE
REPLACED.

Manufactured solely by

PETER SCOTT & CO.. LIMITED
Hawick. Scotland y\

Full Ranges of Samples at

Svvltzer <& Hawksworlh,
jo7 St. James St. MONTREAL

A. D. Macdonald. -t': Mclntyre Block

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA.
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TRADE

MARK.

.WIILIAMS&SON.
4j(P gp (BREAD STREET) LTP
Specialists inTrimmings,

Smallwares&Furs.

FAIRE BROS. h. QZ
Crusoe Brand

Plain Skirt Webs

Wide Duplex Webs

Narrow Shaped Webs

Skirt

Limited

Crusoe Brand
t AWi<W£eg.u iar in Weave.

Cut E £ v
:

i Paget
Y.**Neat in Appearance.

***
,

Durable in Wear.

fffusssr Webs

PRUSSIAN BINDINGS

INDIA TAPES
WOOL MENDINGS-

BOOT LACES
PICTURE CORDS

LEICESTER,
ENGLAND

CANADA :—

STAPLETON CALDECOTT,

70 BAY ST.

TORONTO
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FANCY GOODS
AND NOTI ONS W

E
VERY dry goods store carries a more or less

complete stock of notions, for the community

cannot get along without needles and pins
;

but too many merchants despise the day of

small things ; 5c and 10c sales, they argue in

effect if not in fact, are not worth bothering about.

Do you ever size up the fact, Mr. Merchant, thai you

get a very good rate of profit out of notions, better, in

fact, than from some lines that you think of much great-

er importance, and go to a great deal of trouble over ?

Do you ever realize that there are stores which make a fat

living solely by selling 5c and 10c articles, the greater

part of which are straight dry goods notions ?

The man who started the first chain of "ten cent

stores" must have done some tall thinking, for he must

have realized that here was a line that was, compara-

tively speaking, neglected by the majority of retail mer-

chants. It is really out of notions, and by applying mod-

ern selling methods to their distribution, that the 10c

man makes his profit, and just in the same manner, but

not perhaps on such a large scale, can the dry goods

merchant make his notion department a big money maker.

part of some window all the time, and also at short in-

tervals you should have put in an all notion window. If

your windows are divisable, or you have a small side

RETURNED

r

RETURN
NOV 1 M 9
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Metal Watch Guard- Shown by the Julian Sale

Leather Goods Company.

^

window, to use it wholly for displaying notions would
be no bad scheme. Then you can carry out to the very
best advantage the ten cent store idea, for the main part
of their merchandising is that a certain number of lines

are sold at a shouting sacrifice, while the rest fetch a

Domino Set in Cards—Shown by the Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.

The "ten cent store" seeks for a location as near as

possible to the large departmental store, and just where

he can get the benefit of the crowds that are drawn by

the large store's advertising, and just because he does

this he is enabled to cut out lfis own. He appeals to

the crowd through the medium of his windows, which are

dressed with a constant succession of clearly recognized

snaps. Go through the ten cent store, however, looking

for facts, and you will find that the big bulk of his stock

consists of notions, and that he is getting quite as good

a profit on them as you do yourself, only he is a past

master of the art of using leads.

Canada has not yet felt much of this kind of compe-

tition, with the exception of a few of the leading cities,

but these ten cent stores are common in the United

States, and when opportunity offers it will pay our mer-

chants to study these stores and their methods, and to

apply some of them to their own notion stocks. If you
have a basement, and can give up part of it to notions,

so much the better, but even where this is impossible a

good deal can be done to keep the notion stock in the

public eye. The very fact that a straight notion window
is so rarely seen, attracts attention. About two a year

seems to be the general average in most dry goods
stores. If you want to sell notions, you must make them

u_-

Toilet Set—Shown by the Julian Sale Leather

Goods Company.

good profit. The ten cent man creates the idea that his

goods are cheap ; and so they are, but not to the extent

that the public believes them to be.
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A Profitable Stock.

Dun l Hunk \(iu arc going to lose monej by gi\mg up

so much valuable window space to notions, for you

ought to make .1 straight 10 per oent. profM on jroui no

iKni siock— that is, of course, an average profit: You

have to allow for no depreciation, either, on the bulk of

your stock, for change ol style, for nee, lies and pins,

hooks and eyes, tapes and thread, etc., are wanted all the

yeai round, and at the same time there are always nov-

ETUR!
10V l

s

Envelope Case- Shown b\ the Jul
Leather Goods Company.

cities connected with new fashions that lend interest to

the stock.

Take only the selling of thread, which in most stores

is only a "call" article and makes its appearance when

asked for, hut if you keep an assortment of standard

makes in the most wanted sizes, in the boxes, open on

the counter, and have to draw attention to them a pile

of cheap tacking thread, with a price ticket on it, it is

an inducement to the customer to buy, not only your

bargain, but numbers of your standard makes that she

may. be nearly out of, and to which otherwise she would

not have given thought.

Shoe laces are another article that can he sold in

enormous quantities, if onlv they are kept forward. They

should be stocked in varying qualities and also in a cheap

lace by the dozen. Then there is elastic, garter elastic,

hairpin cabinets, bone hairpins, side-combs, barettes, safe-

ty pins, ribbon pins, tapes, corset laces, ironing wax,

iron holders, polishing gloves, and a host of ether small

articles that can be sold under the generic name of no-

tions.

Window displays and a good deal of ticketing are a

necessity. Articles at one price should be lumped to-

gether, and the price on them so plainly indicated that a

mistake is impossible. This is better for selling notions

than specific advertising. The general store advertising

should bring the people into touch with your notion de-

partment and the leaders and general management should

do the rest. You should aim to have every customer

visit your notion department, just 1o see what you are

selling that day. You can also enliven the dullest

months of the selling year by a genuine, rousing bargain

sale in notions. Notions have, no season and are always

wanted. You can make a good deal of noise for very

little money inthe notion department.

You can make your notions a direct source of adver-

tisement if you are mindful where you buy. Notions are

put up in wrappers, boxes, cards, cartons, etc., on which

for a trifle, or often even Without extra cost, you can

have printed your name and store address. As these re-

ceptacles are preserved until they are emptied they form

a \eiv prominent means of advertising and as such are

worth looking after.

AN EASILY MANAGED DEPARTMENT.

MANY novelties in leather goods are being shown as

the holiday season approaches. We illustrate a

number of the newest things in tins department and

would urge drygoodsmen to investigate the possibilities

of this line if they have not already done so.

A merchant can impart a certain snap and life into

his business through this department and. besides bring-

ing people into the stoic, it is profitable in itself. Espec-

ially as Christmas approaches there is a great call for

everything in the gift line. Anyone who has tried to buy

suitable presents at a fair cost will know what a boon it

is to have someone cater directly for this trade. A glance

at the illustrations on this page will show how well

adapted they are to this purpose. Il is possible to gel

articles which are alike attractive and useful.

Special help is not required for these g 1- since

an intelligent salesperson from any department cai

them. With a well situated counter, the sales should be

exceptionally strong for the next two months. If pos-

sible a glass top case should be devoted to the goods and

it should be well lighted. A large stock is not necessary,

but variety must be shown.

Attracts Buyers.

The idea of a fancy goods department is to interest

customers from other departments. In the majority of

cases a person will come in to buy some of the staple

goods and will be attracted by something on the fancy

goods counter. For this reason a varied assortment of

articles is necessary. A purse may not interest nine

people, but it will the tenth; so, too, a toilet case may at-

tract some one of the nine.

From now till Christmas, at any rate, merchants will

do well to consider this subject. The investment is not

large and the results will be good.

NOV 1

RETURNED

Tie Pin Case—Shown by the Julian

Sale Leather Goods Company.

%f

JAPANESE FANCY BOXES.

IMPORTING houses as well as .jobbers report an in-

creased interest in fancy boxes of all kinds for

holiday selling. These deserve the earnest attention of

every progressive retailer as their uses are practically

endless. Unusually attractive lines are available for

immediate delivery. Boxes suitable for gloves, handker-

chiefs, candies, perfumes and various other uses can be
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Xmas Goods
We Have the Goods at the Right Price.

The China and Japan Silk Co., Limited

Why do we tell you we have the goods at the

J right price ? Because we know we have, and we want »

J you to know also. j»

% All that we hope to do through this medium is to J

J excite your interest sufficiently to get you to write to us, or *

J call and see us, and the mission of this ad. is at an end.
4

2 Although we call ourselves The China and Japan

J Silk Co., we don't only sell silk but everything that the |

* clever Japanese make, including :

|

Fancy Crockery and Ornaments, |
Fancy Baskets, |

J Bronze and China Vases, I

j Antimony Novelties, I

Silk Piano Drapes, §
Fancy Silk Goods, |

Kimonos and Dressing Qowns,
| Carved Teak Wood,
4 rUrniliire, including- Tables, Jardineire Stands,

*

etc.

Paper Lanterns, Screens,

t Paper Parasols and £

^ ranCy vJOOQS of every description. j£

All suitable for Xmas Trade. Full stock on hand. Now is the time to buy.

t THE ORIENTAL HOUSE OF CANADA

J TORONTO: 77 Bay Street YOKOHAMA MONTREAL: 290 St. James Street £
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HOLIDAY NOVELTIES

THE RIGHT GOODS
AT

THE RIGHT TIME

You cannot buy better than let us

send you some of these assortments.

Your sample orders will bring du-

plicates.

Return at our expense if not up to

your ideas as to Value and Style.

Our Goods Speak for Themselves

Best quality Japanese and French Hair
Brushes, from $1.25 per dozen to $30.00.

Military Brushes (Blackwood), per dozen
pairs, $9.00.

Military Brushes (Blackwood), in leather
case, per dozen pairs, $18.00.

Cloth Brushes, $2.00 per dozen, assorted
colors.

Solid Ebony Military Brushes, from $15.00
to $35.00 per dozen pairs.

Rosewood Nail Brushes, $16.00 per dozen
pairs.

Hand Mirrors, in assorted sizes and colors,

from $3.00 per dozen up.

Japanese Candy, Work and Fancy Baskets.

Hampers, from $2.00 per set of three up.

Japanese Vases, Cloisonne ware, Silk Table
and Cushion Covers, Kimonos, Screens,
Lanterns, Raw Silk, Pictures, Cut Velvet
Pictures

Brush, Comb and Mirror Sets from $6.00 per
dozen up.

Smallwares

Sterling Thimbles, $1.90 per dozen.

Victory Pin Sheets, $3.25 per gross papers.

Daily Pin Sheets (365 pins on sheet), $2.50
per gross papers.

Mourning Pins, % size, $3.60 per gross boxes.

Mercerized Silk, 35c. per dozen spools,

of 200 yds.

Purses to sell at 10c. retail, on cards of 1

dozen, 75c.

Ladies' Shirt Waists and Underskirts. See Our Samples.

THE HOUSE FOR NOVELTIES

SHORT & COMPANY

--

-5-

t

%

bad in almost ihape and variety. They run from
the cheapest to the mosf elaborate embossed and hand-

painted varieties. Variegated oolored Japanese stra

the finest bamboo arc utilized. Pink, blue and green tints

are much admired. Appropriate Christmas decorations

are usually employed ami many are designed for the in-

troduction of colored ribbon.

Get Busy.

These should be purchased with the object in view of

enhancing holiday displays. The co6t is ridiculous com-

pared to the result obtainable. They can be procured in

good varieties at about 3c. each. Every purchase]

sires to attractively bos presents before giving them and

this idea should not be neglected. By utilizing these boxes

for display purposes they will pay for themselves in

effecting more ready sales and better profits. This ap-

plies to those at popular prices which a merchant

afford to include with the purchase of a respectable

amount. The higher priced lines will sell on their merits.

It is up to every buyer to gel busy in this respect. An-

other idea, if a candy department is stocked, is to fill these

small boxes of diamond shape or otherwise with about

5c. worth of candy and retail with a 50 per cent, profit

at 15c. Further, a collection of these boxes could be

made in the smallwares department and a card announc-

ing their price and their use. displayed. The demand will

surprise the most optimistic. City stores in the past have

reaped a harvest in this particular.

Some of the Lines.

Many of these baskets for candy purposes come in

sets of two, and the usual procedure is an arrangement

in sets. Simple designs in pure white in square and oval

shape are popular. Perfume baskets are available in

various shapes ranging from the commonest straws to the

must elaborate and intricate work. Glove baskets are of

the same nature, and include many hand-painted and em-

bossed designs as well as stamped effects. Bamboo trays

are well utilized as knick-knacks for the home generally

for a receptacle for the various sewing articles. Candy

baskets in satchel form are also appropriate. Waste

paper baskets of Japanese straw need to be seen to be

appreciated. Some new ideas in imitation tortoise shell

smokers' sets are shown in this market. Retailers de-

siring full particulars regarding these lines as well as

where they can be procured promptly, can do so by ad-

dressing the editor of this department. Montreal.

219 Board of Trade Building, - MONTREAL

THE MERGER IS OFF.

1IE long-drawn-out fight of the Dominion Textile

Co., Limited, with the Montreal Cotton Co., to

secure the control of the latter company, is offici-

ally declared at an end. The announcement of the trus-

tees of the pool of the Montreal Cotton Co. that they

had secured absolute control in every way is not denied

by the textile interests. An official of the latter com-

pany informed The Review that negotiations were de-

cidedly at an end, and that all efforts to secure a con-

trolling interest in the Montreal Cotton Co. had been

abandoned.

Shrewd outside interests still insist that the present

peaceable aspect is only a lull in the struggle, and that

when the Tariff Commission has finished its work the

mercer will be effected.
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Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited.
Winnipeg.

Greenshields & Co., Limited
Vancouver.

DEPT. E.

Economy
The future programme of all Canadians is the sound principle of economy which cer

tainly is not against prosperity of a country or of business in general. We have noticed a

marked change within the last year or two, and whilst carrying a stock of general articles of

luxury for Christmas trade, the general demand for useful articles has forced us to go more
extensively into useful, and yet appropriate lines for Christmas trade.

This department is well equipped with all such lines. We give the following list, which

may be of some interest to our customers. We have, of course, a full range of all these at all

popular prices, viz.

Useful Articles for Xmas. Trade—E. Dept.

Children's Goods

—

Polkas or Jackets, in white and assorted colors.

Clouds or Nubias " "

Infantees and Mitts '*
" "

Fine Underwear, white and natural.

White Gaiters, Bootakins and Overalls.

Picture, Fancy and Plain Handkerchiefs

Plain and Fancy Windsor Scarfs.

Boys' and Girls' Kid Gloves.

Little Darlings Socks and Stockings as

well as % and ^ Socks in different

colors.

Wool Toques, Sashes and Setts.

Novelties in Girls' Golfers and Sweaters

Bootees, white and assorted colors

Plain and Fancy Cashmere and Ringwood Gloves

Ladies' Goods

—

Strict Novelties in Fancy Neckwear.

Plain Wool and Fancy Ice Wool Squares and Fascinators.

Fancy Wool and Silk Mitts, also plain and fancy Cashmere and Ringwood Gloves.

Special values and novelties in Kid Gloves.

Fine Silk and Llama Hosiery.

Plain and fancy Lawn, Linen and Silk Handkerchiefs, special values and strict novelties.

New styles of Umbrellas, put up one in a box.

Fine Swiss Underwear. Novelties in Golfers and Sweaters.

Men's Goods

—

Plain Tape and Hemstitched Lawn, Linen and Silk Handkerchiefs, special values. Also

special designs in Printed Borders, Imitation Silk and All Silk Handkerchiefs.
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Wholesale Millinery

We Will Just Speak
of a few lines which are in

constant demand

The Flop—Always a good seller, possessing an

advantage of being manipulated into the Tricorn

and Napoleon Shapes, very pretty styles for the

young people.

Beavers They continue very popular. Serviceable,

nothing better for winter wear. Have large stock

and variety.

Turbans and Po/os—The most popular style of

the season. The demand is still very strong.

High-Back French Sailor—A very becoming hat

for the young lady.

NO DELAY IN FILLING ORDERS

The D.ricCall Co.
Limited
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27)£ Canadian
Millinerp THevievo

MID

SEASON

DISPLAYS

A MID-SEASON'S OPENING.

WHILE the trade holds different opinions as

to the practical value of a Winter mid-

season's opening, those importing houses

that held them in the middle week of this

month, October, had no

cause to repent the taking of the time

and trouble. The openings were very

well attended and, what is more to the

point, buying was brisk also.

Those who throw the weight of

their opinion against these openings

must remember the general expansion,
and what was doubtful policy a very
few years ago is justified by the changed
conditions. The feminine portion of

the population of Canada pay a great
deal more attention to what they wear,
and follow the fashions much more
closely. The cry is for variety, and the

milliner is always glad to come in

touch with the latest modes, and is

ready for new uses for materials and
new ideas in trimming. Now that the

Winter social season is opening tea hats
are engaging a good deal of attention
and a very considerable portion of the
opening display was made up of more
or less elaborate hats of this class.

Pastel shades of rose and sky arc

much in demand by the younger con-
tingent and quite a number of pretty
hats, all of one or other of these shades
or combined with black, were seen. A
great many of these were in variations
of the French sailor shapes. Some of

the prettiest models, however, were in

black and white, or white and black,
and the rule now is for white plumes as
a trimming on a black hat or the re-

verse if -the hat is white.

The Vogue of Purple.

Many purple hats were shown, for

purple, contrary to early expectations,
has caught the popular fancy, and as
there is practically no color that can
be worn with it, if a purple gown is

chosen the hat must match.
The shapes shown are remarkable

for their grace of outline, and though
they are extremely new they are of

a wearable size, the verv tiny and the very large hat
having gone the way of all freaks. Shapes are very
varied, too, and there is no need of any customer buying
an unbecoming hat. Though high crowns, both Pilgrim

Father shape and Derby, are well worn in Paris, only a

solitary specimen or so has been noticed here, but one of

the most admired hats lvey's had at the opening was of

this Pilgrim shape. It was of black and white. The high

crown was of black velvet and two-thirds of the outer

Hat of Ombre Moire in Shades of Rose, Mauve and Brown, Brown Velvet Crown and
Roses in Faded Shades.

brim was of the same, the rest of the outer and also the

urrder-brim being of white velvet, with the exception of a

band of the black around the edge. The crown was en-

circled by a folded drape of velvet, and the ends drawn
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through a large je1 buckle bo the side ol the crown The
brim raises on the left side and is high at the h;iek.

where three white pinnies are posed in such a mannei
thai the ends fall over the crown and outei brim. The
bandeaux, as is the case on all the newei shapes, is

placed more to the Side than the back. This gives a

somewhal diflercnl angle to the new shapes.

Crowns are nearlj as diversified as the brims, bul

the favorite crown for both velvel covered and pressed

shapes is the small dome, and this crown is seen on both

the new long ova] turbans and also on matrons' bonnets.

With the exception of the plainer street hats ostrich is

much used as a trimming, in tact the picturesque shapes

thai prevail this season do not seem to he complete wit h-

i iu 1 pinnies. Tips, demi-pluines and the lovely marquise

or serpentine feathers lead, though the long plumes are

by no means out of it.

Some Attractive Models.

for the benefit of those who could not be present The

Review gives a detailed description of some of the hats

shown. Purple hats were very much in evidence and

some charming hats of this color were shown. In many
models ivory Valenciennes lace was used against the face,

which is a good scheme, as all purple is a difficult color

to wear. A very new shape had moderately high and

fairly large round crown, while the shape of the brim

was somewhat suggestive of the boat, only it was high

both at the back and on the left side. '1 his left side flare

was accentuated by the new way of disposing the ban-

deaux before mentioned. The crown and upper brim was
rich purple velvet, and the under brim was softly covered

with a niching of chiffon and Valenciennes, not set round

hut up and down. At the back were three demii-plumes

matching the velvet, set close together across the back.

This was one of the most striking hats shown.

A sailor shape had the crown of shaded rose petals

from pale amethyst to deep dull purple, and the deepest

shade and the palest shade in velvet made tiie rather re-

markable brim. The high flaring side was of the deep

purple velvet, hut on the drooping side there was a

large crescent of the pale shade both on the outer and

under brim. On the high left side was a paon and pur-

ple and amethyst shaded wing, and on the bandeaux was

massed ruched net and Valenciennes in ivory.

A street hat of chenille and silk braid was a very

smart affair. If was what might he termed a Continental

toque and the trimming was of terry velvet in the same

dull purple as the braid with a cluster of silk roses shad-

ing from purple to crimson. Out of a large number of

purple hats in G. Goulding & Sons' show room two were

particularly admired by The Review. One was a pressed

shape in dull purple felt, with a deep fold of velvet to

match, edging both outer and under brim. On the left

side was placed a purple wing tied in with a twist of

the velvet and around the dome crown was a wreath of

violets. The high back was banked with the violets and

loops and ends of purple velvet.

One of the new long oval turbans with dome crown

had both crown and brim covered with purple terry. The

lacing was of ruched ribbon, the deep shade at the top

and bottom and the paler pinkish one in the centre.

There was a purple bird and paradise plume at the left

side with an elaborate arrangement of ribbon

A lovely tea hat in sailor shape shown at .1. 1).

[vey's was plainly covered with soft rose pink velvet

with a piping and. narrow fold at the edge of the brim.

The trimming was very simple and yet novel and effective

and consisted of a' collar of folded pink taffeta, veiled

with maline of just the same shade. This collar was mi-

ll

dulaled and lose a couple ot inches 01 so above I he
croWB ol the hat. At the side was a lovely how of wide
soft chiffon taffeta ribbon, shoi pink and white, that was
a perfect example of the alt ol lidding and bowing rib-

bon. A drape ol ribbon encircled the bandeaux and was
finished by anothei lovely how.

Another lea hat, also a sailor shown by the same
linn, was of sky, hut this was of the narrow front and
high hack type. The large low crown and both upper
and undei brim were plainly covered with pale sky vel-

vet. The edge of the brim was finished with a piping and
a bias fold. .Just the same height as the low crown and
about two inches from it was a collar of taffeta, exactly
matching, in vertical folds. The space between crown
and collar was filled in by a drapery of a little deepei
shade in maline, held in place by a long buckle of Roman
gold. The end of this maline draper)' passed ovei the

brim to the under brim and draped the bandeaux partly
on the brim and partly on the bandeaux. Well to the
front was poised a white pigeon with one drooping wing
resting on the hair.

Pale blue and black is a combination that is wonder-
fully good, and a pressed shape in black velvet seen in G.
Goulding & Sons' show room had a thick ruche of

goffered maline in pale blue around the crown. On the

bandeaux at the back was poised three pale blue demi-
plumes. The stem was sewn to the brim of the hat and
the tips curling over onto the hair.

Just a touch of gold is still fashionable and another
hat was shown by this firm in which this was a dis-

tinguishing feature. It was a draped Income of heavy
ecru guipure lace, mounted over gold net. The brim had
a narrow edge of mink and the rest of it was of heavy
quillings of ecru Valenciennes lace. At each side and
pointing down and meeting at the back were tw pelican

wings of pale blue and the space between was filled in

with a square bow of narrow blue velvet, a band of the

fur, and quillings of Valenciennes lace. Another hat seen

here was a rolled sailor of three distinct shades of old

rose. The crown and the outer and under brim were
covered bv three rings, one of each color, and the joins

were concealed under a narrow fold of the velvet shirred

through the centre. Across the back and drooping down
over the hair at the left side was a lovely marquise
plume of the middle shade. A nattier shape of black

silk felt in the same group had a wreath of shaded silk

roses in natural shades, with deep cream centres. Three

large quills in three shades of rose were laid flat on the

left side of the crown, fastened in by a bunch of shaded

rose buds, and the bandeaux was banked with more of

the same roses. Quite a number of street hats were

shown, the great majority of which were of felt either

pressed shapes or manipulated plateaux.

Ribbons, quills, and bright artificial silk braid are

the most used trimmings. Mink seems as usual in Can-

ada to be the most favored fur. Of the mink hats

shown two may be selected as typical. One was a fairly

large turban of apricot velvet and mink, which is, by the

way, a charming color combination, and the other is a

perfectly circular 1 urban with brim of mink and crown

of ruffles of ecru Valenciennes with knots of baby ribbon

in pale blue and a blue wing at the side. The hats

shown at this opening were artistic in coloring and ex-

tremely picturesque in shape. They were of rich materials

hut were simple in style and not overloaded with trim-

mings.

The hats shown by (J. Goulding & Sons were most

carefully grouped, each color separately, and it must

be confessed that such grouping of colors is the most

effective way of arianging a show.
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Toronto Warehouse

Our facilities for prompt delivery are well known.

Our NAME in the cloak world means a perfect

fit, best quality of cloth. That is what you want

to win trade.

ALL LETTER ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT EXECUTION

S. F. McKlNNON & CO., Urn/ted
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PRESSED SHAPES POPULAR.

As the season progresses pressed Bhapes are taking a

lead and the retail trade are making a very elabor-

ate showing of this class of hats, both trimmed and

untrimmed. Not only arc these pressed shapes of felt,

hut they are also of velvet or velvet and felt. They are

also in silk beaver, fur felt and beaver. In Paris the press-

ed hat, all of satin, is extremely well worn, or the hat

which has crown of velvet and brim of satin or the re-

verse. These come in derby, plate, mushroom and cava-

lier and other picture shapes. There is very little trim-

ming on the outside of the hat, only a rose and a few folds

on some extreme models, hut plumes on the bandeaux and

falling over the hair or starting from the bandeaux and

curling over the brim onto the crown are often seen.

Another fashion that is having great vogue there, and

also one that is well copied in New York, is the draped

model. Lace was used at the early openings, but now it

is the chiffon scarf either plain or spotted. The drapery

in all cases encircles the crown and is either arranged

in a graceful knot with ends behind, or the e,nds arc

crossed and brought round to the front where they fasten

on the bust with a cluster of (lowers A hat of white felt

with high rolling sides shown by one of our leading mil-

liners had a deep binding of tan velvet. A veil of crepe-

chiffon to match the velvet which, by the way, is water-

proof, was draped around the crown and crossed where

it passed over the brim at the back. It was bowed and

knotted and the ends which came down onto the shoulders

were finished with a deep hem and two tucks. On the

left of the crown and partly on the brim was an owl's

head and wings in the natural coloring. A good many

plateaux are seen! both in heaver and plain felt, and tarns

are pretty freely used, but the pressed shapes are quite

the feature of the season.

Turbans are shown, but the size is much larger than

the defunct Polo. Among the novelties are hats of fray-

ed silk; hats made of artificial silk braid.

FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE.

'IMIOUGH not so prominent as last year a good deal of

1 flowers and foliage are used on the Winter hat.

Though a few other blooms are shown, roses are the

chief ones used and they come in all colors and shades

to match the materials they are used with and the same

applies to foliage. Natural tints are at a total discount

and all kinds of exquisite blendings and combinations are

shown. Most of both flowers and foliage are of the

thiek soft velvet order, though some of the expensive

French flowers are of silk. Taking the lines as a whole the

quality is excellent and the colorings are truly exquisite.

RIBBONS.

AFTER all the great success and surprise of the season

has been the way ribbons have been used, for though

they were expected to take a prominent place among

the trimmings for Fall, the great success they have had was

hardly anticipated. There is hardly a hat that lias nol

more or less ribbon on it, indeed ribbon and a wing or

quill forms the only trimming on many shapes. The rib-

bons are soft and pliable and capable of being folded and

creased into a variety of ways and an immense quantity

of ribbon goes into the making of a bow. Ribbons are
knotted, bowed, shirred, pleated and manipulated in a
host of ways and in a few cases ribbon flowers are used,

but not to any great extent.

Besides the plain and shot taffetas, etc., a great deal
of fancy ribbons have been used. Warp prints, broches,
brocaded and embroidered as plaid effect, are all in use.

The wider widths arc most favored and quite a consider-

able quantity of ribbon velvet is also used. In short, rib-

bon is about the most useful of all the millinery trimmings
in use at present, for it lends itself to the greatest num-
ber of effects. In fact under the manipulation of an ex-

pert milliner the uses and combinations achieved are al-

most endless.

OSTRICH AND FANCY FEATHERS.

NOT for many seasons have ostrich plumes, demi-

plumes and tips been so universally used as this year.

A hat, if at all elaborate in effect, must have plumes

as the finishing touch. There are many distinctive ways
of using them and they are just as much in place as a

bandeaux trimming as on the outside of the hat.

There are a vast number of styles in fancy feathers,

but wing effects are considered most desirable. There is

a great variety to chose fiom, for wings are long or short.

broad or narrow, and in most cases they are pliable and

can be turned and twisted to any fancied angle. The

colors are particularly attractive and can be had to match

or tone in with any color. Shot, shaded and iridescent

effects are much sought after, and it is no wonder, for

the color harmonies are very beautiful.

Many very handsome breast effects are seen both in

colors and white, and buyers look upon these as indis-

pensable in the making up of the late season's turbans.

A good many coque effects are also seen, as French mil-

linery favors them greatly. Quills in natural and dyed

effects are very much to the fore and generally it is in

groups of three that they are seen. They are used on the

flaring left side of the underbrim and are laid straight

over the side of the crown. Owl wings, mounted on each

side of owls' heads, are shown in a wonderful variety,

the best of which are those in the natural grey or brown

mingled with harmonizing pinks and greens. Feather

hats have done well for the early trade because of the large

variety of shapes in which they are shown.

FACTORY WILL BE ERECTED.

MAYOR FERGUSON, of Stratford, has given out

the following: statement : "Dr. Beattie Nesbitt,

president of the Dominion Thread Mills, and Mr.

James Wylie, managing director, were in the city recent-

ly and completed negotiations for the erection of the

factory, which is to be 243 feet long and 84 feet wide,

with power house additional.

"Mr. J. L. Young is to do the work, and his previ

ous record justifies the prediction of the early comple-

tion of the building. The machinery is ordered for im-

port and will be here as soon as building is erected.

Financial arrangements have been completed with a re-

sponsible man."

Mr. J. D. Ivey, of the John D. Ivey Co., Toronto, is

in Europe preparing for the Spring business. He will

visit Paris, Vienna and London.
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Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
M I I IM

MONTREAL
Our Travellers will be on their respective grounds for

SPRING 1906
about November 10th, with a very comprehensive range of samples, consisting of

Straw Hats
Straw Braids Tulles

Flowers
Chiffons

and all Millinery Accessories.

For Present Sorting —i n

Ladies' Mantles Ribbons
Velvets, Velveteens Etc.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS
43 'A St. Joseph Street.

QUEBEC

16 St. M

10 Granville Street

HALIFAX
111 Sparks Street.

OTTAWA

len S-t., MONTREAL.

Christmas Novelties
A SELLER FOR YOUR HOSIERY DEPARTMENT

we// displayed are half sold

We can furnish you witb

SUITABLE STANDS
/ /

for this ,,

^s. purpose.o =
RETtJRHE

ft

GREAT

VARIETY

finished in

NICKEL,

ANTIQUE

COPPER or .2^
ANTIQUE

BRASS.

Fine Wax

Figures,

Clothing Forms, Clove Cabinets.

METAL MANTLE RACKS, ETC.

Send for large Catalogue and
Supplement.

CLATWORTHY & SON
48 Richmond St. West

TORONTO, ONT.

ADAMS LOCKSTITCH HOSE

Wins Lasting

Customers
Wherever Shown.

Its Special Features :

10 FOLD KNEES

6 FOLD ANKLES

give it a wearing quality

equalled by no otherhosiery

on the market.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.

LEICESTER, ENC.

Manufacturers

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO,
301 ST JAMES STREET

MONTREAL
33 MELINDA STREET

TORONTO

WHOLESALE
ONLY

We are also agents for

ROBT. WATSON & SONS, Lurgan, Ireland

Manufacturers of Linen Handkerchiefs
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THibbon

tome of

Canada I

Wilis—

NOV 14
,90^

u
Business in Canada, as it is already in the United

States, is rapidly resolving itself into the specialty house.

For instance, in the vast Metropolis of New York

there are only four what may be called large general

dry goods jobbing houses, whilst there are hundreds of

specialty houses. A few years ago it was the other way

round.

We are one of the specialty houses of Canada and our

specialty is RIBBONS.

If it is anything in ribbons you want we have it.

We search all the Foreign markets for the latest

novelties and best values.

Spring Samples Mow in tf)c

Iband* of ©uv traveller*.

These importations will include some very Special Values in Taffetas and Duchess and

we invite comparison before placing orders.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY. We cannot too strongly urge upon our customers and

friends the importance of placing orders early if they wish to secure lowest prices, prompt
deliveries.

Walter lb, JBavvp & Co,

We have every-
thing in Ribbons,

nothing else

234 McGill Street,

MONTREAL
(Second door from St. James Street.

I

Our /Mail Order
Department will

be glad to submit
samples.
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LACE IN STRONG POSITION.

LACE was never so popular for the Fall season

as ii is this year. Retailers and jobbers are

perfectly agreed on this point. Fashion has

decreed that her work is not complete with-

out some lace somewhere. Lace gowns are

being' taken up by city trade to a marvelous extent. The

demand is of a broad character at retail, with both light

and heavy laces favored. Baby Irish is the big favorite

and is almost a craze. It is used for collar and cuff sets,

as well as for entire ball gowns, with the small and tine

patterns in best demand. Heavy goods are more suitable

for waist trimmings and many entire waists are made up

of attractive Irish all-over.

The net tops are by no means neglected in this line

also. The John Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal, boomed

the Irish vogue strenuously last month, showing some

delightful sets of collar and cuffs in Irish crochet, as well

as some new chemisettes in baby Irish. Another strong

reason for the vogue of this lace is the co-operation of

the society women who are interested in reviving Irish

industries. The velvet season also aids in their popu-

larity.

A feeling for black Chantilly is noticed at retail for the

trimming- of evening gowns. The chiffon and tulle scarfs,

trimmed with real lace, are in good request. A fair de-

mand for cluny is in evidence, but this lace has never

been extremely good in this market. Narrow widths are

spoken of. Round mesh vals are spoken of very highly.

Travelers are out now with samples for import orders

to be delivered in January and the confidence of the trade

in a splendid lace season is shown by the way orders

are coming in.

Though patterns are good and the laces themselves

highly attractive, there can hardly be said to be any

Motifs in Broderie Anglaise and Blind Work.

real novelty. Irish crochet leads, with Baby Irish lirst in

favor and this lace bids fail' to come first in fashionable

favor for the Spring of 1906. Though there is a good

deal of the expensive hand-made crochet, it is the very

attractive imitations that will have the great sale.

The vogne of Irish crochet lias brought white to the

front in guipure and Yenise, and Irish crochet is also

brought out in black.

Cluny is another heavy make of lace that is begin-

ning to be talked about, both in the hand-made linen Lace

and in an imitation, but much finer than the coarse cot-

ton cluny so much used for trimming whitewear.

Though the fashionable tendency is setting in favor

of heavier makes of lace, the net laces are certainly neither

out of date nor out of style. New patterns in orientals are

shown, but broderie anglaise seems to be a leading idea

in net laces, and heavy ball patterns are again shown
as well as novelties in raised and pompadour patterns.

Matched sets hold their own and all-overs, hands and three

or more widths of Bouncings go to make up a set-

Bandings are in high favor, particularly with the

heavier lines, the crochet, guipure, Venise and clunys.

These run from an 1-2 inch galloon up to 4 or .") inches.

All-overs are looked upon with a favorable eye in all

makes of lace from crochet and cluny to nets and
Valenciennes.

Valenciennes made a record selling last Summer and
has again been the. strongest counter seller this Fall from
a yardage point of view. The coming Summer is, how-
ever, likely to see even a higher selling mark touched for

Valenciennes. The United States buyers, it is said, are

placing contracts for enormous quantities of this lace,

and a banner season is confidently predicted, particularly

for what are known as the round meshed varieties. See-

ing that plain lawns and India linens and fabrics of a

like nature are to he so much worn next season, the

sale of this lace must be too great, for it is almost I he

inly appropriate trimming lace for such fabrics.

Another novelty for the early trade is the embroider-

ed laces. These come in bands, motifs and galloons of

lh ral designs and are embroidered in subdued colors in

imitation of needlework and often with a thread or so
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of gold running through it. Another uovelty is the

crochel laces with embroidered linen motifs,

GLOVES.

PRESENT conditions in the jobbing trade indicate a

scarcity in many lines and a general stiffening in

prices. The feature of the trade this Fall is the

decided demand for long gloves, and these are everj

where regarded as mightj good property. They are a

good thing Eor retailers, as they mean bigger profits.

With the opening of the social season these long gloves,

especially in black and white, will he in big demand. The

kid glove business is exceptionally good, and although

a decided tendency is noticed to match the gloves with

costumes and hats, the darker and sober colors are tak-

ing best in this market. (Jreens, navys and reds are fav-

ored shades. Tans, a beaver and mode shade are stock-

ed in large departments. A biff trade is also being done

on suedes and silk-lined mochas. The Fall season has

off-set the Spring quietness, due to a late Faster.

Narrow Bands of Irish and Guipure.

RingWOods are as popular as ever m the eastern

ground, but the loud patterns of last season are avoided.

Quiet, subdued effects are well taken. Jersey tops are

very popular. In children's lines these are practically

the onl> wear. Ontario and the west are calling for

fleece and silk-lined cashmeres in a wide range of color-

ings. The dome fasteners in black and white are doing

the bulk of the trade, but navy, brown, beavers and

greys are well taken.

The Pouch Glove.

Spring lines are now demanding attention, and in kid

gloves a greal deal of talk is heard concerning the pouch

or sack glove, which is a decided change from the ordin-

ary fastener. A band of elastic on top supplies the

fastening. These have been favored in Prance and Eng
land during the past season, and they are introduced

here with a great deal of confidence. They have at least

noveltj to recommend them. Another new idea in the

Spring gloves is the five strand raised wide backs, in

either contrasting or self-colors. Mannish styles in

English dog-skin arc also well represented. Colors are

strongly talked, and a representation should be made.

The over-stitch is noticed in popular lines, and piuue in

high-class lines. A new shade of white called "putty''

is the newest in the color field.

Fabric Gloves.

A fabric vogue is assured for the Spring season, and

it is by no means speculative to place large orders, as

good numbers will be in scarce supply. The long white

and black silk gloves should not be neglected. Whites

and creams will be strongei than ever before in silks,

lisle-, and taffetas. Brown and navy also deserve repre-

sentation. The two-dome fasteners seem more firmly

installed than in previous seasons. The predicted vogue

of short sleeves for the ensuing season assures an in-

creased demand for long fabric gloves. A new line in

this market is known as the "pull over" glove, 18 inches

or 20 inches, with two-dome fasteners. Lace gloves in

white and cream, in 18-in. length, are also shown. Re-

tailers should not neglect to stock the 20-in. glove, as

in many cases the 18 in. will be found too short. This

has been a fault that has caused a good deal of trouble

in the retail departments this season, as it is the elbow

length that is required, and in many cases the 18 in.

glove leaves an unsightly gap between sleeve and the

top of the glove.

Study Methods.

To insure success in this department a visit to the

glove departments of large retail stores is almost essen-

tial. Study how they keep their stock and how the

trade is handled. Many things can be utilized, and if

such is done the visit will have proved a good lesson.

Inquire into their methods of handling returns, and see

what arrangement they have with the firms they buy

from, (iuaranteeing gloves at $1 and over is generally

followed, but some means of identification on the glove

should be made to avoid exchanging other makes. It is

advisable always to replace torn gloves with as little

delay as possible, to avoid offending needlessly. Try.

however, to avoid this contingency by insisting upon the

proper care of gloves. Suggestions in this line have

been made at many times in these columns.

RIBBONS.
f,17ERY satisfactory," "A much better season than

V was anticipated"—thai is the general verdict on

the ribbon trade this Fall, and the holiday trade

which is always great on ribbons is yet to be heard from.

Though from a yardage standpoint, plains always lead,

yet this season fancies have had a great deal more than

their usual share of patronage; in fact, it has been a

decidedly strong fancy season. From now on the mer-

chant should push his ribbons: let him get out the slow-

lines and mark them down for holiday selling. If he has

odd shades and colors now is his time, for lots of shades

that will not sell for any other purpose will be snapped

up for fancy work, and the woman who is not plan-

ning some piece of fancy work is singular now a days. He
should have a number of belts, opera bags, cushions and

other articles made up from his ribbon stock and should

place them on show in his department just to give ideas

to his customer.-. This is a good plan to use at all times.

but is extra attractive at this season of the year.

Spring buying of ribbons has scarcely commenced yet

and little is to be seen but staple lines. There are. how-

ever, besides plain, quite a number of fancy lines on hand
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Fashion Favors Hair Nets
How Is Your Stocks?

The demand for Hair

Nets continues stronger

than ever. With windy

weather here, there is

sure to be a big call for

Hair Nets of all shape?.

Fashion authorities in

the leading newspapers

and magaz'nes advise

their use and recom-

mend the Coiffura Hair

Nets as the ones best

adjpted to the present

styles of hair dressing.

No store of any size

should be without

a complete assortment

of shapes and colors.

Coiffura Hair Nets

sell best and are the

most satisfying Hair

Nets you can sell.

They are made of

human hair; all natural

hair shades ; invisible

when worn ; sizes to fit

bun, pompadour, or en-

lire head.

Strong hair used to

give good service. Each

put up in separate en-

velope, carefully folded

to prevent tearing in

opening.

Write to the Coiffura

selling agents at once

for sample and prices,

and be prepared for

some swift selling.

Send for a Free Sample Coiffura Hair Net

Selling Agents for Canada and United States

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer ®> Co.,
TORONTO. 70 Bay Street. 364 BrOadWaV, NeW YOrk MONTREAL: 30l St. James St.

Manufactured by Rosenwald Brothers
PARIS VIENNA LONDON

Largest Manufacturers of Human Hair Nets in the World.
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;iih1 when lines arc complete other novelties no doubt will

be added. The ribbon demand for Spring promises to

utilize all widths of ribbon. Millinery, it is said, favors

Ihe wider ribbons 1 <ui the countei demand included nil

widths, with a leaning to the narrower lines. Colors and

combinations it is a little early to speak of, but thai they

will be rich and varied is assured.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

T:IK wholesale trade is active, and embroidered goods

are doing the bulk of the business. Lace eSects are

a^ked I'm by the exclusive trade. Prices remain

verj firm, and the new lines will all demand advances.

The retail trade is now awakening to the harvest to

be reaped in handkerchiefs during the next two months,

and city stores are making- particularly pretty and effec-

tive displays.

Window displays as yet have been pretty well con

Band and Flounce of Embroidered Batiste with Guipure Edge.

lined to the expensive kinds, such as Duchesse, Brussels,

Maltese, etc. Particularly noticeable have been the

number of handkerchiefs shown with edge of Limerick,

Carrickmacross, and Irish Point, also handkerchiefs dec-

orated with hand embroidery and drawn work. One of

the large departmental stores has this month located

their handkerchief department in what is one of the most

prominent positions in the store; in the main aisle right

up against the principal entrance. They make a large

and varied display, ranging from the very cheapest to

the most expensive, and are pushing- the trade by at

tractive showings and equally attractive snaps.

Nothing contributes more readily to such a purpose

than handkerchiefs, and booths and tables can lie ad\ an

tangeouslj used "Push the high priced lines" is now

the <

:
j .

as they arc more profitable in everj way.

TRIMMINGS.

TRIMMINGS, jii the accepted sense of the term, aic

finding strong rivals in ribbons, piece velvet, silk.

etc., but there are a lew novelties showing. Motifs

in imitation of embroidery in beautiful colorings and

shadings are shown. Leather trimmings much on the

order of those shown tor last Spring are also shown.

Motifs of kid encircled with floral wreaths in soft tints

and colorings are shown. The best selling- trimmings BO

far are of embroidered silk ami are either self on self in-

ill natural tints on a contrasting ground. Eyelet work
is effectively combined with the floral embroidery. Lace

and spangled robes are in splendid request for present

selling- both in bolero effect, with and without sleeves.

The sleeveless effect is strongest in this market.

EMBROIDERIES.

ABUYEE just returned from St. Gall and Plauen speaks

of the troubled labor market as the chief cause.

coupled with the increased demand, of the stiff ad-

vance that has taken place, which on some lines is over

forty per cent. This advance is not likely, however, to

affect this market until present stocks are exhausted, as

jobbers are not likely to advance prices until the work

they have contracted for runs out.

It is difficult to tell what is leading in embroidery pat-

terns for practically everything is selling, but as hand

work is high style embroideries that come closest to hand

work have the preponderance and this brings us at ouse

to eyelet embroidery and heavy blind work. Matched set-

are selling and there is a g-reat call for insertions. Ati-

ivers, particularly with velvet motifs, are selling for

waists, for the embroidered is to be the leading- waist

in the coming season.

Boxed waists are selling like the proverbial hot cakes.

foi Canada was late in getting onto the demand, and

when the majority of retailers came into the market there

were none to be had. Of course hand work is high style

and Irish, French, Swiss and Japanese embroiderers are

all bard at work. Besides the band work and a! i

rivaling- it are the machine made goods. In these goods

delicate blind work alternates with bow knots of Valen-

ciennes, or with motifs and medallions of the same lace.

Not only is linen, both handkerchief and the heavier

makes, used for these embroidered waists, but mull, nain-

sook and batiste are pressed into service. Robes are also

a strong factor in embroidery lines and are likely to sell

well as the simpler patterns are not unduly expensive.

They will save dressmakers' charges, too. as the circular

skirt with deep Spanish flounce attached needs little mak-

ing, and there will only really be the making- of the waist

to consider. Of course some of these embroidered robes

are very elaborate and for these the prices are high.

Batiste, India linon and heavy linens are the most

used materials for making them.

Hand embroiderers in Ireland are lushed to the limit

making these robes and because they are so well engaged

on them deliveries on household embroidered linens are

decidedly slow; indeed it is altogether likely that be-

cause of the size of Spring orders and the time thai it

takes to execute the work as the season progresses that

slow deliveries will rule on all hand embroidered goods.
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Send for Sample Fair

The C.M.C. Hose Supporter is

different from the old kind

—

the clasp is the distinguishing

feature.

Send for free sample pair, and

see for yourself.

We advertise them to the con-

sumer (see sample advt. to the

right), to help you sell them.

Made in 50 different styles.

Send to-day for free sample pair.

C.H. WESTWOOD&CO , Limited

TORONTO.

This advt.

to the

right is a

sample of

those we
are run-

ning in the

daily and

weekly

news-

papers.

q Have your hose

^ ever been torn

by your support-

ers ? Save them by
using G1VLC. style*

No post to make a round hole

in your stocking. No loop to pinch
the stocking. Just a plain, protected

clasp that cannot possibly tear,wear
or slip. Clasps to hose and corset

instantly.

"It's all in the clasp."

Women's, Misses', Children's.

No higher in price.

At all dealers. Ask for them.
Every pair guaranteed.

C. H. Westwood & Co.. Limited, Toronto.

RIBBONS
Taffeta ribbon will be in great demand for next Spring. Will you be prepared ? Our
representatives are now on their respective routes with a large range of plain ribbons.

Our numbers

880, 882 AND 884 ARE LEADERS
We are showing them in a large range of colors and in all widths. See our samples
before placing your orders.

Our stock in Toronto is complete in all the leading lines of

Silks, Velvets, Velveteens and Ribbons
Write for samples. Letter orders will have our prompt attention.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
Bay and Wellington Streets, Toronto.
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DRESS GOODS
FEATURES Of THE TBADE

R
SPRING PRICES.

ETAILERS are familiar with the advance in

raw wool prices and naturally expect to pay

increased rates for Spring dress goods. The

problem is to secure adequate lines at popu-

lar prices. This problem confronts both the

manufacturer and the retailer. It is a well known fact

that the tremendous advances on raw materials have re-

sulted in a much less proportionate increased expense

upon a yard of goods. In fact if business was not so

active small advances in the raw material market would

not be reflected on the finished goods. However, for the

Spring season an exceptional demand will undoubtedly

follow upon an active Fall season with popular lines in

bad supply. Jobbers have made large contracts wherever

possible. With these conditions in mind manufacturers are

in a position to secure better prices, and this they will

certainly take advantage of.

should protect themselves at the earliest possible mo-

ment. This is by no means speculative.

If your shipment of lustres and mohairs did not come
to hand in time for the Fall season, don't worry, for

they are all right for Spring. They will be in dark!

shades and you will have to round off the assortment

with light colors, for light shades are very much in evi-

dence. Checks are the predominating feature of all

Spring dress lines ; not loud assertive checks, but neat

and subdued effects. Phantom checks 'are a great feature

in lustre lines and are wonderfully attractive in this

material. This is a check made by twisting the yarn

opposite ways. A few of these checked materials serve

only as a background for, a spot or oilier small pattern.

Sometimes the spot is woven and sometimes it is em-

broidered. Spots are of all sizes and often have a centre

of another color. Shot lustres and melange effects are

again brought out.

Worsted, Tweed and Homespun Suitings for Spring, 1S06.

Prices have been loo low during the last two seasons

and profits have been small. For Spring popular lines

show a marked advance, from lustres to the finest cash-

meres. A lustre under twenty cents is almost impossible

and wool henriettas start at 125 cents wholesale, where

they used to retail at that figure. Various methods are

adopted to keep prices down. One of the favorite ideas

is to narrow the width and keep up the standards. This

is hardly effective as is does not make an appreciable

difference. Fixed charges of operating mills is an im-

portant item to be considered. Substitution is another

method employed and cotton and shoddy are utilized

where possible.

Jobbers have bought liberally and their methods can

be wisely imitated by retailers. Early preparation is a

good policy. The situation for Spring will be worse than

the Fall season in regard to deliveries and retailers

Buyers are practically unanimous in favoring lustres.

The United States is placing extensive orders on the

English market, and the English trade, which has been

hitherto deaf to the merits of lustres, is now beginning

to order them extensively. Lustres are being brought out

in designs simulating worsted suitings. They cost only

one-half the price and are practically the same weight.

Lustres will always be used by the masses, as worsted

suitings are prohibitive in price. This fabric is also suit-

able for a multitude of uses, from bathing suits to cos-

tumes. Further, popular silk designs have been copied

and this will aid materially in extending their vogue.

Cool, comfortable and durable, they are an ideal Summer
material. A tendency towards Hgh1 weights is noticed.

The grey question Will certainly fulfill all predictions

made and in the lustre lines this will especially hold

good. During the past season these did well at retail
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Staple and modified shades for street and general wear

will do well in lustres. The grey stock in this line

should not be neglected. Various designs copied from

silks will also be strong and the tweed effects are indi-

cated. Melange effects will be very popular.

Purple and Plaids.

The delay in the delivery of goods and the advancing

prices have made the dress trade this Fall a most diffi-

cult proposition, and complaints are heard on all sides

of poor assortments, for which the primary blame must

be laid on the present high price of wool. Plain broad-

cloths and kindred weaves were expected to sell well and

they have justified—nay, they have gone beyond all ex-

pectations.

The feature of plain cloth selling since the opening up

of the selling . season has been the great run on purple—

a

run that no one anticipated and, judging from the oau-

tious way in which orders are given and buyers are tak-

ing purple, as it were, from "hand to mouth," a run that

nobody believes will be long continued. Paris certainly-

started the craze and the purple gown on the cover of

our fashion number was an effort of Paquin. Purple, for

the past two or three seasons, has been the property of

to the front. Cream and white are regaining the position
they occupied a couple of seasons ago, and, if dealers had
them, a large quantity of cheviots and serges could be

sold at the present time.

Materials and Prices.

Chiffon, taffeta and shot effects will be in high favor,

and early advance orders show every confidence in these

lines. Black as a color will be more popular than pre-

viously. A white season always calls black into a promi-

nent position, and the combination of these two colors in

various checks and stripes will be strong sellers. Checks

in various sized effects are very prominent. Chameleon
stripes with fancy figures are in an increased showing.

Foulards are showing in a wide range of colors, in moss
green and Alice and navy blue. White and black , broches

are predicted to strengthen their position for lining pur-

poses. The presence of silk poplins, voiles, crepe de

chene and eoliennes also calls for a wide use of raw
silk. Prices on all these lines are stiff and advances are

expected as the season progresses.

Velvet in Strong Demand.

Velvet has always been popular with the fine trade

every Winter, but this season something not unlike a

Tweed and Homespun Suitings for Spring, 1906.

the exclusive trade, but now that the masses have seized

upon purple there are signs that its hold' is weakening

there. Dull reds, pinkish reds and dahlia shades are re-

placing it, and myrtle and olive are also leading colors.

Plaids have been another source of surprise ; all kinds

of plaids are good but the astonishing run has been on

tartans, not just the quieter clans but tartans all along

the line. In Toronto and the border towns the retailer's

difficulty has been to keep the popular priced lines in

stock, and even the most liberal repeats have failed to

keep the lines unbroken. In fact one large establishment

has kept its customers informed by a window card when
new shipments were to hand. Notwithstanding the run

experienced in the larger towns, there are quite a number

of country sections that are quite untouched as yet, and

the merchants there simply will 'not look at a plaid, and

as the season is getting pretty well on, it will be most
probably next Fall before they are alive to the fact that

plaids are selling, as the signs are that plaids generally

are to make a gain for the Spring trade.

Very light greys in tweeds and homespuns, wherever

they can be obtained, are selling strongly ; in fact grey,

that is a mixture of black and white, is rapidly coming

boom in velvets and velveteens is in evidence. Jobbers

and retailers are enthusiastic and repeats are coming to

hand nicely. Chiffon velvet, which is so soft and supple,

is being made up into the best class costumes. The
velvet costume is a feature of the season's modes. Dark
colors, and especially black, are much favored. Dark
green and dark plum and certain of the grey shades are

favored in the high class lines. Corduroy velveteens are

being ordered out in good quantities. Every house has a

number of specials which they are doing a good amount
of business on. Shot velvets are the latest addition to

the novelty end of the trade, and as they are extremely

attractive are likely to prove popular. They are featured

in the very light weight chiffon velveteens.

WASH GOODS.

A
MORE lively interest is being taken in buying for

the wash goods section, and the trade is beginning

to move more freely. In the wash goods depart-

ment there is both the practical end to cater for and

also the requirements of fashion. There is a certain

amount of trade over which fashion has little influence,
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and the only questions asked are What is the price '

Will il wear .' and will it wash '. This trade is

staple and -nrc, and i- confined to a well-known range

of mat el ials.

The fashion end is much mure complicated, and nov

Bltj plays a not inconsiderable part. The weather can,

and does, make a \er\ considerable difference to the sue

cess n| a season, and the fact that tor the past cycle of

Summers the weather has been wet and cold is not with

out its influence on Spring buying.

Stocks were sold down pretty low last, season, and

this should have its influence on buying, which, however,

is sure to he of a cautious nature. Cautious buying

must, in the merchant's own interest, he tempered with

judgment, for because of conditions only too well known

manufacturers of cotton goods are sold far ahead, and

even now, before the wholesale houses have a complete

sample line on view, many desirable lines are sold up to

the limit and have to be withdrawn.

Chambrays and ginghams are always wanted for the

little folks, and plain chambray, plain ginghams, and

both plain and shepherd's checks, both spotted and em-

broidered, are very much to the fore. In more expen-

sive lines a large range of broderie anglaise patterns

are shown. Broche patterns, like those showing in silk

lines, are in evidence. Indeed, checked silk patterns are

closely copied. Lawns in various colors, with woven and

embroidered spots, are very much sought after, and in

printed muslins, which are suffering somewhat of an

eclipse, the best sellers are those on dotted grounds. In

lawns, batistes, muslins, etc., ecru is well to the

fore.

Mercerized mulls are shown in a variety of embroid-

ered effects, dots the size of a pea being a leading de

sign, and the color range is very complete.

There is a large number of what are termed mer-

cerized taffetas on the market, and as these come in all

the fancy check effects that are shown in the season's

silks, until a close examination is made they may be

mistaken for silk. These, however, belong to the more

expensive end of the trade. Embroidered effects are used

to embellish these silks, and it must be confessed that

they are very attractive. In printed goods, of American

origin chiefly, some very large designs are used. There

are carnations, roses, poppies, chrsyanthemums, etc., on

self and tinted grounds.

Mercerized voiles are shown, but not a great deal is

expected of them. There is no decrease in the popularity

of linen dress goods. White linens are high style, and a

good season is looked for with colors

SUITINGS AND TWEEDS.

THE outlook, judging from what manufacturers have

put out for the Spring trade, is largely for a fancy

season, though chiffon, broadcloths and other

weaves of face cloths will not drop out of the procession

next Spring. They will, however, represent the dressy

.nd of the business.

For useful wear for early Spring it must be confessed

that a much more sensible class of materials is put out

than was the case last year; these include worsted suit-

ings. Lightweight tweeds, homespuns, etc., and decidedly

the lead is taken by grey. The very lightest possible

shades are most favored, and soft silvers are much in

evidence. In this class of goods grey overpowers all

other colors, but mingled effects in fawn, blue and green,

are shown, and game feather mixtures are also included

The patterns are almost invariably in broken and indis

tiiut check designs, and the vast majority ol them, when
looked into, show an admixtui< elieving color, or

colors, that is more perceived than -ecu. Sometimes
this is obtained by a twisted strand in the yarn, or by

an overcheck, but whatever the means used the color

does not stand boldly out, and the colorings and pat

terns are decidedly reminiscent ol the land of the

heather."

Homespuns arc shown in a range of plaids that,

while not correctly tartans, are in tartan colorings, and

this class of patterns are amplified in lightweight

Panama suitings. Shepherd's checks are just as popular

as ever, and so are the fancy plaids, consisting of black

lines on a white or light ground. Silk or mercerized

stripes or overchecks, according to quality, are much
used, and there is quite a revival of kroppe or nub

yarns. Heavier fleckings of a contrasting color are a

good deal seen as well.

Stripes are only in a minor position, indeed, where-

seen, they seem only put in to give variety to the collec-

tion. An exception to this may be made, however, in

favor ol herringbone stripes. For the high-class trade

some very lightweights in worsted suitings, tweeds,

batistes, etc., are being shown, and in these goods is in-

troduced a new feature, viz., woven and embroidered

spots. Hair-line checks, and two or three thread shep

herd's checks as a ground, will carry a small woven

spot, and at wide intervals there will be a much larger

spot, often in two colors, for instance, white centre and

colored ring around it, or the reverse. This class o!

pattern is characteristic of the Spring fabrics, and ap-

pears in mohairs, suitings, silks and wash goods.

Silk Warps, Coliennes, Cashmeres, Etc.

For making up into gowns for receptions and dress;

occasions, silk warp fabrics are strong. Silk warp in-

cludes henriettas and a long list of fancy materials, for

which each house has its own distinctive names. In spite

of the fact that some of the United States trade journ-

als are setting themselves against coliennes, they seen

to be sure of a run again here. Coliennes are in high

favor in both Paris and London. It is a handsome cloth

and is brought out in many beautiful new effects and

patterns, and there is no reason why it. should not sell

well next season for the uses indicated.

Cashmeres are a more difficult subject to classify.

They have been very much heralded for the coming

Spring, but for some reason they do not seem to have

the snap in them that they had earlier on. For one

thing, deliveries are bad, particularly from the French

houses, and another reason that seems to operate in

Canada is the very cheap grades that the trade has been

educated into buying. This fabric shows the advance

price of wool pretty plainly. .Moreover, it is in novelty

colorings that cashmeres are looked for, and novelty

colorings cannot be had in cheap grades.

Black Goods.

That the Spring and Summer of 190G will see a

largely all white and cream seasom has been confidently

predicted for some time now. and the whole trend of

trade is setting strongly in that direction. When white

is much favored old timers in the trade tell us that

black always sells well, and in support of this theory is

the fact that black is in more than ordinary vogue for

Spring selling. There is a very varied assortment of

handsome black materials, and the notable feature is the

very high grade that is being sold, so much so that

some of the wholesale houses are putting out collections

of high-priced fabrics under a distinctive name.
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* CORSETS *

MANUFACTURERS have every reason to congratu-

late themselves on the success of the corset styles

they have put on the market for the Fall trade.

Not only do they fill almost, perfectly all corset require-

ments, but the graceful shaping and attractive appear-

ance of the models themselves is no mean factor in mak-

ing sales.

Though the corset designer has come very near per-

fection this Fall, he cannot stand still, and is constantly

making experiments with ' a view to improvements in

shape, and also to keep right in line with the advance

styles, and when any change is found to be a benefit it

is quickly incorporated in the selling line. This can

easily be done, and without making even a ripple on' the

selling surface of the department, for corset selling is

down to a most systematic basis now, and constant as-

sorting is the rule in all up-to-date departments. The

perfect assorting of the stock depends on the buyer, for

the manufacturer makes ample provision for the fitting

of all kinds of figures, and the fault lies with the buyer

and selling staff if the right figure and the right style

do not come together.

Small Waist Effect.

The chief problem that confronts the corset designer

at present is the shaping of the full figure, so that the

size shall not be so apparent, and the moulding and con-

trolling of superfluous flesh in such a manner that it

does not show. The fact that fashion decrees that the

waist must be small is an added complication, and the

aim is to get the trim figure and small round waist, to-

gether with the greatest amount of comfort, for women
want comfort as well as appearance nowadays.

There are many good models on the market at pres-

ent especially designed to fulfill these requirements, and

it is surprising to see how far they go towards accom-

plishing the desired results. The strict avoidance of

anything matronly in the cut of a corset, and the giving

of youthful lines, is another point towards which design-

ers are working. The careful study of the merits of

corsets of this class will pay the buyer, and a little

heart to heart talk with his selling staff on the subject

will go to the good of the department, for there is a

good deal of profitable selling to be gotten out of these

lines. Most women are very sensitive about increasing

stoutness, and if they can be convinced that you can

sell them a corset that will hide the defect they will not

object to pay a good price. Really, too, they will find

a well made corset much cheaper in the long run, for a

fleshy woman is very hard on her corsets.

Fitting Room Necessary.

For the selling of this class of corsets a fitting room
is a necessity. Indeed, the best aid a corset depart-
ment can have is the free use of the fitting room. It is

urged that it does not pay to fit the cheaper grades,
but the only way in which it does not pay is that it

makes for the sale of the higher priced lines.

The high bust is firmly established; indeed, some of

the later French importations are extreme in this re-

spect. But, however high they are cut, they do not
raise the bust a fraction. They encase it and give it

firmness. The cutting of this feature shows the greatest

art, for though the deep breast gore is required to give

abundance of room, it must be so shaped that it does

not increase the size of the waist. Many of these ex-

treme models curve over, shaping the bust from waist

to chest.

The slender woman still clings to the girdle models,

for she needs no other shape, but for the average and
full figures the fitting below the waist and over the hips

is fully as important as it is above the waist, and for

this class ,pf figure the corset that is long over the hips

and deep at the back is provided. If this shape, how-
ever, is too heavily boned, it is not one of the most
comfortable, and in better lines it is giving way to

models with skirts attached. Parisian corsetieres are

putting forth a number of extreme styles in circular

gores, etc., and also in the knitted or tricot styles, but
notwithstanding the vogue of the small waist they are

all pronouncedly straight fronted.

A New Tricot Style.

Extreme High Busted French Model.

THE STANDARD UMBRELLA FAILURE.

EARLY last month Montreal trade circles were much
surprised over the announcement that the Stand-
ard Umbrella Co., 6 Lemoine street, Montreal, had

made a judicial abandonment of their business for the

benefit of their creditors, with liabilities amounting to

$108,918, and assets estimated at slightly over $40,000.

The largest creditor is the Ontario Bank to the amount
of $40,000, in paper, which they are holding, and $2,500
direct. The other large creditors include American and
English houses. Wilks and Michaud have been appointed
curators, along with the following inspectors : R. M.
King, S. W. Boyd, J. S. Allcock, L. S. Margolese, John
Black, F. Ship, and Louis Holstein. Stock has been
taken and the business will probably be disposed of for

the benefit of the creditors. Several meetings of credi-

tors have been held.

The firm, established 18 years, was well and favor-

ably known in the trade, and the proprietors, Mr. Marcus
and Mr. Sissenwein, are regarded as keen business men.
When seen by The Review their present difficulty was at-

tributed to the heavy losses accruing from so many bad
debts. A satisfactory arrangement is confidently ex-

pected.
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The Only House which is Reliable

for Brand and Quality

We have grown to the extent of com-

peting against any maker of Waists in

Canada. Our business is growing daily,

orders are duplicating, in some cases

triplicating.

In comparing values you will find

us alwa3T s a little shade better than any

other maker. Those who have handled the

RELIABLE WAIST repeat it again.

You will increase your business

by handling the RELIABLE WAIST.

Special lines for the Holiday Trade

I. MISHKIN (Sb CO.X
1853 Notre Dante St.,

Vs. .

uTbadeMarh

EverytKing Goes
to "Waist" in

Our Establishment
That is into the manufacture of high-class

" SWIELD BRAND WAISTS " and Shirt Waist

Suits, the leaders on the market to-day.

The best material, the best styles, the best

workmanship, all go into our goods and this

means satisfaction for us, and for you, if you

handle them.

Our travellers are now carrying a full line of

Samples for Spring, also for Christmas and

Winter trade.

The New York Silk Waist MTg. Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

MONTREAL *

FAIR HANDY HAT FASTENERS
Pin on or tem OH cd^e of bandeau. Large double crown

bate, polo turbans and all Other styles an* held st-curelv and
rlablv with them. Every pair guaranteed to please.

It your jobber don't sell them send us his name and receive
circular with price and a sample pair free. Patented and
man uf at I ureu b>

THE FAIR MFC. CO., 510 11th St., Racine, Wis.

rare ol cheap imitations of our "Handy' at an\ price

. • . • *>..«..•>..»..•>.. • ••••••••••••••a

A CHINA EGG
may fool even the hen, but it

makes a mighty poor omelet.

LEDERER'S WAISTS
are widely copied in mere appearance, but there the

likeness ends. Xmas lines in China Silks in stock.

Ready for immediate shipment.

0. L. LEDERER^sst James st MONTREAL

MADAM WAITEE |

HOSE SUPPORTER BELT I

being advertised in all the leading American ^
and Canadian Magazines. JL.

We want the dealer in each town with
the best Corset Department to handle it on
an exclusive contract. ^f

2> Write for our proposition.

1 ========== |Madam Waitee Mfg. Co.
•p Dundee, Que.

For the Christmas Trade

We are ready with the most

beautiful and artistically con-

structed set of samples. High
grade dresses of the latest

design and fashion, silk waists,

silk suits, and silk underskirts

to suit every taste. Our repre-

sentative will see you shortly.

THIS IS OUR TRADE MARK.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST GO.
30 St. George Street

MONTREAL
Makers of high class Ladies' Silk Wear.
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* WAISTS *

GOOD RETAIL TRADE.

A
PHENOMENAL season, is the way city retail waist

departments speak of present conditions. Retail

displays have generally been attractive and exten-

sive in all lines, but the continued warm weather has

promoted active trading in goods that are usually

shown around the first of the year. Lawn waists are

actually selling in this market.

However, principal interest centres upon the silk

waists, and with the coming of cool weather these will

wise classification of the various materials and prices.

The arrangement is usually carried out in boxes, and
where space permits single specimens are shown on bust
forms. This is only possible where a good deal of space

is permissible, and many tables are utilized. The use of

tickets, plainly marked, is in evidence. If this procedure
is followed out customers can form some idea of their

wants, and sales are facilitated. Think it over and give
it a try.

Repeat Orders Heavy.

Manufacturers and jobbers are finding it difficult to

cope with the generous repeats which are of daily oc-

currence. Albatross is scoring a splendid success, as
early predicted by The Review. Certain lines of lustres

are also asked for from every section. A deep scalloped

yoke effect, with graduated plaits and self-shaded but-

tons, at $18, is much admired. Crepe de chine and vari-

ous silk materials are also inquired for.

rJFWWD „

|2>
^ <?

FMN
ifP

Two Spring Models in Fancy Delaine,

Nos. 60 and 180. Shown by Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

do the big bulk of the business. Tailored silk waists

are featured at popular prices, while the net and lace

wTaists are shown in the high-priced lines. The range of

fancy dress waists is very extensive. For practical pur-

poses albatross, veiling and mohair waists are much
asked for, in both plain and fancies, with a good sprink-

ling of colors. Plain flannels are shown, but the fancy

effects are doing more business. Saxony flannels in

plaids and stripes are in this category. Cheap flannels

are somewhat neglected, as flannelettes seem to be

utilized in place of them.

Splendid Display.

Splendid displays, backed by a good deal of adver-

tising ammunition, aid materially in the active trade

reported at retail. The accepted form of display is a

Big Winter Season.

Holiday lines now in the hands of salesmen are
creditable to the enterprise of Canadian manufacturers
from every point of view. They are a distinct advance
upon previous showings. The presence of high-class
numbers in large quantities, to retail from $20 to $30.
is really marvelous. Japs, chiffon taffetas, crepe de
chine, and allover lace waists comprise the big showing.
The fact that men are beginning to buy this class of

gifts is called attention to by one manufacturer. He
also added that, considering that the best dressmakers
and designers in the world are of the sterner sex, men
were well able to select with delicate taste. Negligee
and yoke effects, and buttoned backs, are the prominent

features in these models.

l-l>
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ITEMS OF IMPORT
\\ II. Newcom.be, drygoodsman, has removed from

( linton, Out
.

in Niagara Kails.

'I'. .1. Gallagher, Moncton, N.B., has sold ins ha1 ami
tin business lo \\ T Murray a Co. The new linn took
charge during the month.

An addition ol Ihirtj feel to the <. i

i > goods store ol

li E is.ml a ( ii
, Wingham, makes thai establishment

line ol the best in Huron county.

Saundersons' Limited is the name of a firm which was
incorporated during the past month with headquarters in

Toronto. They will manufacture neckwear.

Miss Elaine, buyet for Stanley Mills & Oo.'s garmenl
department, Hamilton, spent some lime during the past

month in New York looking over the newest styles in

th.it city.

Millichamp, Coyle & Co., Montreal ami Toronto,
agents Foi textile manufacturers, are retiring from the

commission agency business. They will he succeeded by
Coyle A Companj .

The store of ( Jut t man Bros., 1)11 St. Lawrence Main
street, Montreal, was severely damaged by fire mi Octo-
ber the 201h. The clothing stock on the ground floor was
total!" ruined. Loss is estimated at $5,000.

Julius Eisman, manager of the Hismaii Novelty Man-
ufacturing; Co., Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec
during the past month. He has placed his shirt fastener
in practically every wholesale house in those cities.

A meeting of the creditors of Herman A Stein, 492
Noire Dame street west, Montreal, has been called by
order of Justice Doherly. John Stock has demanded the

assignment, hut the whereabouts of Herman and Stein
is a mystery.

A. W. Cochrane, head of the selling end of the print

department of the Dominion Textile Co., Limited, Mont-
real, sailed from Paris on tic 281 li October for Mont-
real. He writes thai some exceptional new designs have
been procured.

A. A. Fournier & Co., dry goods merchants, of Ot-
tawa, have bought the property adjoining their present
store and will enlarge their place to that extent. When
the new part is completed the store will be 90 by 100
feet in area and will be of three stories.

The fur store of W. X. Brown, Winnipeg, was entered
by thieves on October 20th. They carried off a large

quantity of valuable fur garments. The proprietor is un-
able to estimate his loss very closely, bul he thinks thai

at least (3,000 wot In was taken. No clue has \ et been
found lo the perpetrators of the robbery. The stealing ol

furs has become so frequent ol late thai it would almost
appear as though an organized band were at work.

Anothei Montreal fui robbery occurred last month
when the store of Alexander Nelson A Co.. Notre Dame
Street, was entered. James Bradley was found in pos-
session of some of the furs, which were identified. A
search for the rest of Hie goods is being made.

Si. John, N.B., dry goods men hauls will ask the
tariff commission to abolish the German surtax on
tain lines of goods, notably military supplies. H is fur-
ther stated thai they will lcquesl that woolen goods be
again included in the English preferential clauses.

Nominations for officers of the Toronto Commercial
Travelers' Association for the ensuing year will take
place at St. George's Hall, November 25. Election for

officers will take place in the Association Hall Saturday,
December 29. Greal times may be expected at both
meetings.

An exodus of Montreal retail dry goods merchants to
New York on an information tour occurred last month.
Mr. Arsene and Mr. Adam Lany, Mr. Louis Lafond and
Mr. Napoleon Prevost were among the enterprising mer-
chants looking for the latest developments in store ar-
rangement and management.

A new factory will be erected in Ottawa at once by
Hie Rideau Manufacturing Company. The business, which
consists of the manufacture of skirts, shirts and under-
wear, is now located on Sussex street, but the need of

larger quarters lias been apparent and is now to be met
by the election of a substantial and commodious building.

A new fur manufacturing house has been opened in

Kingston by John McKay, lie has associated with him-
self as designei and cutter Mr. Berlinguette, who for fif-

teen years was in charge of the manufacturing department
of R. J. Devlin & Co., Limited, Ottawa. Mr. McKay is

importing fine furs from Europe and purchasing direct

from the trappers in Canada.

The business of the British A; German Importation
Co., 50 St. Lawrence street, Montreal, with Samuel
Henry Smith as proprietor, is now in the hands of John
Stock, who has been appointed provisional guardian. A
retail store is conducted under the name of Smith's by
the same concern. The proprietor has disappeared and a

meeting of Hie creditors has been called. Liabilities are
estimated at $40,000, with assets small.

MEN AND EVENTS
Mr. Ceo. D. Eraser, Greenshields Limited, Montreal,

visited Quebec last month after lus return from abroad.

Mr. S. Bernard, designer for the New York Silk

Waist Co., Montreal, is again in New York City picking

up the new things as they appear.

J. Smythe, Jr., of London, England, paid a visit to

Canada recently in the interests ol his business. He is a

dealer in dressed and manufactured furs.

Mr. R. C. Wilkins visited his numerous friends in the

eastern ground last month, going off to Cape Breton as

well. Results were all that could lie desired.

Mr. John II. McAfee, of Moncton, has joined the

traveling staff of Matthews, Tower A Co., Montreal. Mr.

McAfee will travel in the Maritime Provinces.

Sir. Harris Wener, of the Montreal Waterproof Cloth-

ing Co., and their Ontario representative, Mr. J. L.

Gittleson, called upon the trade in Toronto last month.

Mr. 11. S. Arnold, of the New York Sill, Waisl Co.,

is upon his old ground in the Eastern Provinces renew-
ing acquaintance with his numerous friends in the trade.

Sir. Fred Caldecott, of Debenham, Caldecotl & Co.,
Montreal, spent a few days in Ottawa last month, lie

was favorably impressed with the progress of their Ot-
tawa branch.

Mr. J. II. Palmer, foreign Inner for Debenham, Calde-

cott & Co., Montreal, returned home towards the last of

October per steamship Bavarian. He is enthusiastic over
the new Spring lines.

Mr. A. T. Hope, assistant manager of the Rockwood
Woolen Mills, was married to Miss Sadie Burns last

month. Mr. Hope has the best wishes of his many
friends for a happy future.

Mr. P. Glickman, of the National Rubber Co.. Mont-
real, spent a few days in Toronto last month on a flying

business lour. Results bore ample testimony lo the pop-
ularin of Hie National brand.

Mr. Jack Jacobs, of the Canadian Underwear Co.,

Mont leal, according to latest reports, is steadily im-
proving in health. It was at lirsl feared that his case

oi typhoid fever would prove serious.

Mr. George Brown, upon severing his conned ion with
the Helena Costume Co.. London, was presented with a

gold watch by his fellow employes. .Mr. Blown hit for

Bay City, Mich., where he will reside in future.

Immediately upon the return last month of Mr. R.

Stuffman, of Konig A Stuffman, Montreal, from abroad.
his brother, Mr. L. Stuffman, left for foreign markets,
notably St. Call and Plauen. This linn keeps constantly

in touch with the sources of supply.

Mr. Ulrich Ross, designer for the Hart Manufacturing
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Co., Montreal, spent some time in New York City last-

month in the interests of that firm. Mr. Koss is known
as an expert in his line and will spring some surprises

tor the ensuing season. He has had a long and valuable

experience.

Mr. J. Kars, of the American Silk Waist Co., Mont-
real, met with a painful accident last month by slipping

otT the sidewalk. Happily his injuries did not prove as

serious as was at first expected and he is now around
again at their factory, although he plainly shows evidence

of a mishap.

Mr. ,1. Edgar Edigett, foreign buyer for Manchester,

Robertson, Allison, Limited, has arrived home after a

two months trip to the manufacturing centres of Great
Britain. Mr. Ed'gett returned on the Arabic and encoun-

tered the storm which caused such havoc and loss of life

on board the Campania.

Mr. 11. Sydney Stern, of the Leak Fur Manufacturing
Co. of Canada, Limited, spent some lime in New York
lasl month conferring with their agents from ( hina in

regard to the purchase of skins for next season. Mr.
Stem also laid plans for the establishment of their tan-

nery in Canada next year.

.Montreal friends of Mr. Sol. A. Jacobs, formerly of

the New York Silk Waist Co., Montreal, have received

word that he will shortly take up his residence in Col-

orado, with the hope of recuperating his shattered health.

Mr. Jacobs has been conducting a fruit farm at Ash-
ville, North Carolina, but unfortunately he did not lind

the climate of direct benefit.

Mr. F. A. Rodden, of Brophy, Cains, Limited, Mont-
real, returned fiom his foreign buying trip last month
per steamship Canada. Mr. Rodden made a prolonged
lour of England, Scotland and Ireland as well as France.
He feels jubilant over the placing of some advantageous
contracts. He expects to call upon many of his old

friends in Ontario this month.

Mr. G. Leblanc is the new Montreal and Eastern
Townships representative for Johnston & Sword, To-
ronto. He has secured sample rooms at room 53, 232

McGill street. Mr. Leblanc has had a varied experience
in both retail and wholesale lines, and has a valuable
connection in the territory spoken of. He is thoroughly
capable and is a valuable addition for his new firm.

Mr. W. Caldeoott, representing Debenham, Caldecott
& Co., Toronto, spent a few days in Montreal last month
renewing acquaintances, the guest of his brother, Mr.
Fred Caldecott, of the Montreal house. Mr. W. Caldecott
is now on his territory between Toronto and Montreal,
sirowing new lines of dress goods, silks and ribbons, etc.,

for the ensuing season. He is known as an authority in

these lines.

Mr. Charles Moss, representing Moss, Heaps & Dale,
Limited, 52 Bread street, London, England, completed
ins annual trip to the Dominion last month. He is very
enthusiastic about Canada and is returning home with
some excellent orders for dress goods, etc., from his old
patrons, also some new ones as well. It is probable
that next year Mr. Heaps will visit the Dominion in the
interests of the firm.

Merchants whose business take them into the McKin-
non warehouse missed a familiar face in the early part of

the present month, as Mr. J. S. McKinnon, who is the

active manager of the cloak section, had an enforced
holiday, because of a rather serious breakdown in health.

No man likes a long absence from business in the height
of the season, and though hardly yet recovered, Mr. Mc-
Kinnon is back at his post. Mr. J. S. McKinnon is a

familiar figure in the trade, as he is president of the

cloak section of the Manufacturers' Association.

A wedding took place at Bay City, Michigan, on Oc-
tober 10th, which will be of considerable interest to
many of our readers, as the bridegroom is very well
known to the trade, particularly the millinery section.
The Review refers to the marriage of Mr. Douglas Mc-
Call, manager of D. McOall & Co., importing and manu-
facturing milliners, of Toronto. The bride is Miss Alex-
andria A. Sutherland, of Bay City, Mich. Upon their
return to Toronto Mr. and Mrs. McCall will take up
their residence at 107 Howland avenue, and we are sure
that Mr. McCall's many friends in the trade will join
heartily with The Review in wishing he and his bride
every happiness.

The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.)

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There' were three tiny Tots in

VIYELLA—
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIYELLA.''

Regd. Trade Mark.

For Nightdresses, Dressing=gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

ins & Co.,
Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sole Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.

CANADIAN AOENT :

fir William C. neredlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.
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We are maKing

Special

Christmas Offerings

in

Ladies'

Silk and

Chiffon Neckwear

Lace Stock Collars

Lace Scarves

Lace Chemisettes

Ruchings

Embroidery Turnovers

and Silk Belts

This Should be your Harvest Season. An assort-

ment from our selection will insure the

Harvest.

Letter Orders
will receive our special attention

Ladies' Wear Limited
Empire Building, Toronto

58-64 Wellington Street West

WINNIPEG, Nanton ttlocH MONTREAL. 204 St James St. VANCOUVER, De BecK BlocK
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LADIES'
NECRWEAR

PUSH HOLIDAY GOODS.

ONLY eight filing- weeks now before Christinas. Mr.

Merchant, and you ought to be getting after the holiday

trade in this department, as a pretty piece of neckwear

is always a favorite and a favored present. These eight

weeks ought to be mighty profitable ones if only you guide

your trade aright, and give the needed prominence to your

better goods.

In showing- you should make a distinction and as the

counter is even more prominent than the case you should

be at some pains to make a little distinction there. A
plan adopted by many city stores is to cover the counter

with a piece of velvet. Bronze green, brown or purple

an' all good colors. It is padded and lined so that it

RETURNED
3V 15 190-sr

Tailored Stock.—Shown by Rhys. D. Fairbairn, Limited.

has some weight and will lay flat on the counter, and on

this velvet is shown your better goods, generally pinned

out flat. People can well afford to buy the better lines

and will do so, if they are properly introduced. They

are feeling good and liberal and will pay for the better

article.

It is the constant remark of all who have to do with

the dry goods trade that the call is for better grades

in all lines, and this tendency has been particularly mark-

ed all through the Fall displays. While the Review has

not the least intention of belittling the $2.25 line, it

thinks that too many merchants lift it out of its proper

place and that if 25c. neckwear was less prominently fea-

tured they would sell more of the better lines. This is

good policy at any rate for the next eight weeks, and

net a bad idea to keep in view for future selling.

Remember, Mr. Merchant, your neckwear department

is worthy of all you can do to help it along and to make

it attractive. You are constantly turning your stock

over and the manufacturer is all the time providing you

with new and fresh ideas, and you have or ought to have

a constant succession of novelties passing through your

department. Have you made provision for neat boxes

for neckwear for the holiday trade, for they will form
an extra inducement to buy? They can be given in with

the more expensive pieces and sold to customers for just

about cost when a cheaper neck-piece is sold.

Also you should make arrangements for holding over

purchases made now, and you should guarantee that they

will be delivered at the proper time. This is a feature

worth advertising both by card in your department and
when you make a window display and in your store ad-

vertisement. If this fact is pretty widely advertised it

ought to help to relieve the holiday crush, and it also sets

people thinking and talking about Christmas. It helps

in fact to give that Christmas feeling that makes gift

giving time such a profitable one for the whole trade. It

also helps early buying for that event.

There is one little matter that you should see to, if you
undertake to deliver gifts at a later date; a matter that

even the large stores who claim to have a perfect system
are neglectful of, and yet it is one that causes the gift-

giver considerable annoyance. Be sure to remove price

marks and price tickets. Sometimes even the bill is

enclosed.

Fine Window Displays.

The city stores have devoted a good deal of space
in the past ten days or so to the displaying of very

handsome effects in neckwear. Feather boas ami Hal

stnles of ostrich, coque, and marabout, particularly in

white and light shades, predominate and these are much
worn on the street, though of course they will soon have
to make way for furs. In the coming Spring and early

Summer it will be surprising if not only these feather,

but chiffon and net boas as well, are not extremely fash-

ionable. Long scarf's of silk crepe, chiffon, mousseline
de soie, etc., are being bought for wear with fur coals,

and also to take the place of the wool fascinator for

evening wear. They are draped around the head, and be-

sides being very becoming they do net crush the hair.

They come in both plain and floral printed effects. The
ground of scarf will be covered with either a small bouquet
or festoon design, wide floral border often on a colored

stripe at each end.

Handsome net lace scarves with heavy patterns, and
some of them in very wide effects with full circular

flounce at the ends, are shown. Fichus in net and lace

are also a feature in the exclusive stores. Plastrons and
chemisettes are displayed in a variety of laces; in Brus-

sels, in Princesse, in Maltese and in Irish laces, Irish point,

Carrick-ma-cn ss and of couise crochet. These have all the

attached stock and are finished with an edge so that they

can be worn either over or under the gown. Sets in these

laces with deep cuffs are also shown.

A novelty seen in crochet or crochet and linen and
also in guipure is a bolero that comes up to the neck and
reaches only to just below the breast line. Collar and
cuff sets are shown in all the i-eal laces— in hand-made
and imitation Irish, in embroidered linen, in batiste and

lawn, and running the whole gamut of prices, from the

I
opular price up.

The latest thing in sets, however, is patent leather;
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gtrips lit' patenl leather are bound with Bilk and joined

w iih lace stitch and the sej includes nol only collar

and cuir's. Imi bell as well. The silk is of different colors,

Inii the besl sellers are red, emerald and brown. This is

n very Bmarl novelty and lias takeD extremely well where-

ever shown, ;is ii brightens up ;i dark waist wonderfully

and :il-" the price is right tor quick selling.

Jabots Popular.

Jabots are jus! as popular as ever and just as nec-

essary for the Christinas trade. Though not arbitrary,

the tendency is for long effects and to combination of ma-

terials such as chiffon and lace silk crepe and lace, em-

broidered silk and lace, and with touches of velvet or rib-

bon. Tab collars arc still with us and the latest examples

show extremely long talis, or tab, for a long single tab

finds high Favor in both plain tailored and in more elab

orate lines.

Fashions are very whimsical and it is often Ihe uu-

cxpected turn that is taken. Any conceit- of chiffon lace

and net are looked for at this time of the year, hut just

now all the run is on the tailored stock. In the exclu-

sive trade eerj Bevere styles in linen and mercerized as

well as silk are shown. J n neckwear for the popular end

of the trade these designs are Copied in silk. 'flic ,,,,,.

we illustrate is typical and is in blue and white the

body of the stock in white and the strappings and tie

end in sky. The hultoiis are of spun silk with a simii

lated button hole of purse silk. A late New York novelty

has a stock of plain silk to which plaid four-in-hands are

attached and with these are shown the belt to match.

Windsors, both in net and lace, and lace and silk, are

having a good sale now. There is no striking novelty in

ruches, although they are in as much request as ever, but

what are termed Pierrot ruches, made id' tulle with !

spots of chenille, either in black or colors, dotted over

them and with ribbon streamers to match, are shown.

These are intended for evening wear.

SHOWERPROOF GARMENTS
AN ACTIVE SEASON.

SI
lOWKR-RROOF garments have been extremely active

at retail during the past month and a surprisingly

large amount of interest is taken in the new effects,

with the Empire models considerably favored. The grow-

ing popularity of these garments is due to the fashion-

able uses in clear weather as well as for rainy days.

Smart lines and serviceable comfort cause these garments

to be appreciated at all times. They are worn on all

occasions. Style is more and more a desideratum. Mon-

strosities in design a few years ago would be laughed at

to-day. The majority of garments are extremely light in

weight. At retail the seven-eighths coat in fawn shades

is proving the leader in women's lines. The more cloudy

and cheerless the day the greater need for a bright con-

trasting color. Some manufacturers have been successful

in producing Empire coats whereby the yoke device pro-

duces an ideal short waisted high bust effect. A bolero is

often simulated by straps of the same material running

around the front and between the shoulders at the back.

Everything is selling from tight lifting to loose lilting

effects. Men's lines still favor neat checks and stripes.

Generous Advance Orders.

Spring lilies are meeting with approval and the Em-

pire Styles are being well taken up. The opposite ex-

treme, the paddock coat, is also considered and demand

varies in various centres. Manufacturers are urging that

orders be placed now to insure prompt delivery. High

close-fitting necks with storm collars are seen on many

of the useful types. A breast pocket and deep pockets on

either side are wisely used. Roth single and double

breasted fronts are shown, with the latter effect causing

Considerable interest. Sleeves continue roomy through-

out. Rain coats made of process (doth, of which the

cravenette cloth is the pioneer, are most popular, as they

can lie used either in rain or shine. They are practically

an all year around garment and consequently staple.

St vies arc variable and depend in many instances upon

the taste of the retailer, 'flic Rcdingote is not as pop.U-

l.n as formerly. Tan and olive shades will continue in

the greatesl demand and will ha\c the field pretty much

to themselves. Checks and outlined plaids are shown but

not much interest is taken in them. Gloria rain coats

are also featured. Oxford is another color which is liked

by Ihe older class of customers.

In men's lines, as far as can be judged at present,

the taste in these garments is quieting down a little and

the patterns are not of the same loudness as last year.

Tweeds in neat, quiet effects will do the business. These

are somewhat of a novelty and will keep trade active.

Waterproof Garments.

Frequent attention has been called lo the improve-

ments made by manufacturers in the production of water-

proof garments. Formerly they were tolerated as a ne-

cessary evil and the guminess and stickiness put up with.

Nowadays womenkind are changing their views in regard

to these garments. tiumsy, inconvenient features are

seen no more and for inclement weather waterproofs are

being taken in both ladies' and men's lines. These gar-

ments are utilized solely as protectors against storms.

The ordinary rainproof is only such in name and the

waterproof is regarded as a necessity. A rainproof is an

all around garment, except in the very severest weather.

Its use as a traveling coat, evening coat, and for count-

less other purposes has often been expanded upon. The

new waterproofs are sidling more readily than last sea

son. 'these goods cannot be produced at ridiculously low

figures and it is hoped that no more cheap imitations

will be placed upon the market.

RECEIVES LOVING CUP.

Mr. I. R. Kleinert, founder of the I. R. Kleiner < Rub-

ber Company, recently celebrated his seventy-lifth birth-

day. The occasion was celebrated by the employes of the

company by the presentation to Mr. Kleinert of a silver

loving cup. The cup is 18 inches high and rests on a base

of solid silver, 18 inches high and 15 inches around. The

inscription on one side inns: "A token of esteem from

the employes of the I. R. Kleinert Rubber Company
throughout the world." Then follows mention of Mr.

Kleinert "s seventy-fifth birthday and the date of presenta-

tion The present was given by the twelve hundred em-

ployes engaged in Canada the United States. Europe,

South Africa and Australia.
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A GIFT TO NEWSBOYS.
The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Ob., Papineau ave-

nue, Montreal, generously supplied the newsboys of the

Montreal Daily Star with splendid waterproof oapes last

month. Presentation was made at the Star office on a

timely rainy day and the newsboys are now a walking

and talking advertisement for this firm.

DEMAND HIGHER TARIFF.

AS a forerunner of the expected visit of the Tariff Com-
mission, the Canadian cotton companies, including the

big Dominion Textile Co., the Montreal Cotton Co.,

and the Canadian Colored Cotton Co., have decided to

make a united effort to get higher protection. An in-

formal gathering of the different companies interested was
held in Montreal, September 29, and arrangements were

made for the drawing up of a complete memorandum of

the conditions that confront the cotton companies in

Canada, and urging the absolute necessity of higher pro-

lection, especially on the finer classes of goods.

The meeting developed that some of the companies

had prepared statements showing just what they had to

contend against as compared with the cotton campanies

in England, where labor is so plentiful.

In addition to submitting the memorandum to the

Tariff Commission on its approaching visit, it is intended

that a delegation of the leading cotton interests should

wait on Hon. Mr. Fielding, and in a discussion point out

more clearly the conditions that make it very difficult for

the Canadian companies to make a fair profit on the finer

classes of cotton.

CONDENSED OR " WANT " ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements under this heading-, 2c. a word first insertion ; lc. a word
each subsequent insertion.

Contractions count as one word, but five figures (as $1,000) are allowed as
one word.

Cash remittance to cover cost must accompany all advertisements, in
no case can this rule be overlooked. Advertisements received without remit-
tance cannot be acknowledged.

Where replies come to our care to be forwarded, five cents must be added
to cost to cover postage, etc.

WANTED

A FIRM of English manufacturers of Safety Pins, Blouse Pins, Nov"
elties, etc., is anxious to secure the services of a first-class manufac"

turers' agent in Canada. Box N, Dry Goods Review, Mont"
teal. (ij)

RELIABLE manufacturers' agent, or wholesale house, to take hold of
a valuable preparation for cleaning gloves and leather goods ; will

sell admirably as a side line at good profit. Reply, with full particulars,
to Box G, Dry Goods Review, Montreal. (n)

The National Brand

Raincoat for Women

Courts their favor and their trade. Every

woman wants pretty, fashionable raincoats to

look her best. Our garments win their approval.

They possess a distinctive style that is unmis-

takably smart. The finish is exemplary, the fit

perfect, and the prices moderate.

SPRING LINE NOW READY

It combines the newest developments in

raincoats.

THE HOUSE OF RAINCOATS

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.
524 Craig St., MONTREAL

FOR EXCHA1VGE.

1 f\ ACRE Fruit ranch, California, bringing good returns every six
•A. v/ weeks, will exchange for stock, merchandise or land. Address
Anna B. Hoaglin, Raymond, Alta. Canada. (n)

Experienced Advertisement Writers
who are open for a situation are requested to register their
names with The MacLean Publishing Co. at any of their
offices. Inquiries are occasionally made by manufacturers
and wholesale houses who contemplate establishing their
own advertising department.

ALFRED DEFRIEZ
28 and 30 Wellington Street West, - TORONTO

Laces, Dress Trimmings, Buttons and Novelties

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)

MANUFACTURERS

TAILORED STOCKS
FOR LADIES' NECltWEAR ARE CORRECT.

FRILLINGS
A COMPLETE RANGE. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

TORONTO8-10 Wellington St. East,
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THE RISE OF J. W. FLAVELLE.

illy Bei

MR J. \\ . FLAVELLE, the chairman of the com

mission appointed !>v the Ontario Government to

investigate the affairs "I the Toronto University,

has had a remarkable business career, and one which has

had some peculiar turns and twists in it.

He comes from a well-known Eastern Ontario family,

being a native of Peterboro, and has two brothers at

Lindsay, Ontario, managing flour mills, dry goods stores

and provision warehouses.

Like all the Fla\elle>, Mr. Joseph is a hard worker

and knows how to get the most out of the men in his

employ. He also has ideals. It was because of the

difficulties he got into in championing one of his ideals

that he took up his residence in Toronto some twenty

years ago. In fact Toronto was a sort of city of refuge

to him, for he entered it to escape the wrath of sundry

offended citizens of Peterboro.

Mr. Flavelle is, among other things, a strong tem-

perance man, and when the Scott Act campaign was

started in Peterboro, where lie was carrying on a small

business as dealer in provisions, he buckled on his armor

and sprang into the fray with all the vigor he possessed.

He must have delivered some pretty hard blows, for

after the fight was over the "antis" proposed to ruin

Mr. Flavelle through his business. In other words, they

boycotted him. and they succeeded so well that he was

triad to hand his business over to another man and take

refuge in Toronto.

The "city of refuge" proved to be a commercial

paradise to him. He was safe from the assaults of his

enemies, and he waxed and grew fat financially, while in

the Methodist church he became a recognized pillar,

stioii": and influential, fn Toronto he first launched out

into business for himself. Then he became a partner in

the wholesale provision firm of Gunn, Flavelle & Co.

He was the "Flavelle," of course. He remained in that

firm until about fifteen years ago, when he retired to be-

come managing director of the William Pavies Co., the

largest pork-packing firm in Canada, at a magnificent

salary and with big prospects. The William Pavies Co.

was big- before he took it in hand, but it is very much

bigger to-day, and is still growing, while Mr. Flavelle

instead of being a man with a few thousand dollars is a

millionaire and yet is only a little past middle life.

When he left the Gunn firm he left behind a horse which

he had brought in when he entered the firm, and it is

still doing duty on one of the delivery wagons.

Mr. Flavelle's business experience has by no means

been confined to the pork-packing trade. He is financi-

ally interested in many large commercial enterprises,

among them being the Robert Simpson Co., Limited,

one of Toronto's big departmental stores, of which he is

a director and one of the chief owners.

Mr. Flavelle is also possessed of an ideal in regard

to newspapers. Accordingly when the Toronto News
was getting into the mud he purchased it with a view-

to establishing a metropolitan newspaper designed on

his models. lie still owns the Yews.

Politics have so tar had no attraction for him, al-

though the sirens in the political and municipal camps
have tried to lure him away from business to public life.

Si, me day he max- possible lie persuaded; in fact. seeing

lie has accepted a seat on the commission, there is everv

chance that he may some day aspire to a seat in Parlia-

ment 01 at least a place in the municipal council of his

city. And if he aspires he is likely to realize.

OTTAWA COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' CLUB.

OTTAWA has always been a great .Mecca for com
mercial travelers at the week-end. Manj salesmen
who work the Ottawa Valley, the Lake Superioi

district, and Eastern Ontario, make their home in the

capital, and many others covering the same territory

make it a point to take advantage of Ottawa's fine hotel

accommodation over Sunday. Altogether, it is said that

some three hundred "drummers'' make their headquarter,

there.

For some years it has been felt that some mean-
would have to be provided to permit the "Knight-, ol

the Grip" to get together, spend their off time pleasant-

ly and profitably, and enjoy each other's association.

It was to fill the bill in that connection that the;

Ottawa Commercial Travelers' Club was conceived of,

and finally organized last week. Indications would point

to a most successful existence for the new club, as the

membership already reaches two hundred, and is rapidh

growing.

The promoters of this enterprise have had in view

not only their own well-being, but also the interests •:

the firms which they represent. One of the feature

the club is a clause in the constitution which provides

that the interests of the members should be guarded

against legislation sought by individuals, or enacted by

Governments, which might encroach upon their rights

The long-felt want of some common meeting place i-

filled by the establishment of rooms for recreation and

reading. It is also proposed to hold entertainments ol

various kinds, from time to time. The first of the series

will be held at the Russell Theatre, in January.

The club is very cosily located • in rooms over the

Bank of Nova Scotia, and it is proposed to make the

accommodation more spacious after the first of the year.

by taking in the remainder of the flat. The quarters

will be fixed up attractively and the boys will have no

occasion to "wander from their ain fireside
.

"

At the head of the club are young men of push and

enterprise, while the rank and file of the membership arc

imbued with the same spirit. This paper congratulate*

the Ottawa travelers on their energy, and wishes their

venture everv success.

The officers of the Ottawa Commercial Travelers'

Club are as follows :

Honorary President—Major II. A. Pate, of H. N.

Bate & Sons, wholesale grocers.

President— J. H. Meikle, representing Caverhill,

Learmont & Co., wholesale hardware, Montreal.

First Vice President—Albert Allard, of Prevost &
Allard, wholesale grocers, Ottawa.

Second Vice-President—John Blyth, representing J.

M. Garland, wholesale dry goods. Ottawa.

Treasurer—Sam Myers, representing the American

Tobacco Co.. Montreal.

Secretary — John A. Kealey, representing John

Labatt, brewer. London

Commit tee—S. E. de la Ronde, Jr., of the F. ,J.

Castle Co.: A. Eugene Landrian, wholesale tobaccos;

Peter Gauthier, of James Robertson, wholesale ti, inl-

and shoes. Montreal: Jno. F. Haw ley. of the F. •'

Castle Co.; W C, McCarthy, solicitor.
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MADE IN BERLIN.

THE exhibition of "Made in Berlin" goods in that en-

terprising city last month was one of which the

good people of Berlin might well be proud. To the

stranger it was a revelation that such a wide range of

goods was produced in Berlin, and the exhibition, which

was visited by main people from distant points, will

undoubtedly increase the reputation of Berlin as one of

the premier manufacturing cities of Western Ontario.

The exhibition was held in the skating rink and com-

mendable taste was shown in the interior decorations of

the building. Immediately on entering the visitor was

confronted by the very effective display of Williams,

Greene & Rome. All the lines of shirts and collars that

bear the well-known trade mark "W. G. & R." were dis-

played in a handsome booth against a background of dark

blue velvet.

Farther on the eye was arrested by the imposing dis-

play of fur coats, robes, etc., made by the Berlin Robe &
Clothing Co. Mr. Simeon, the well known sales manager

of that firm, was in constant attendance and the booth

evidently possessed great attractions, especially for the

ladies, who were loud in their admiration of the beauti-

ful fur garments. In the gallery some conspicuous ex-

hibits were those of the Star Whitewear Co. and the

Berlin Suspender Co. The latter was a very effective

display of the firm's high class and popular goods and

the booth was decorated with advertising cards bearing

catchy suggestions.

Other exhibits we noticed were 1hose of the Berlin

Felt Boot Co., M. Erb & Co., Berlin Rubber Manufactur-

ing Co., Merchants' Rubber Co., A. J. Gabel, Berlin

Shirt & Collar Co., C. E. Hoffman, and the Hagen Shirt

Co. The last exhibit was made especially effective by the

presence in a show case of a young orange tree with some

choice specimens of the fruit .hanging from its boughs.

AS OTHERS SEE US.

IX a recent number of the Brisbane Courier Mr. W.

H. Fitchett writes a very interesting- article on the

rival aspirations of Canada and Australasia, fie

portrays very fairly the national views of the two coun-

tries; and as both are of practical interest to the trade

in this country, we think that a brief synopsis of the

opinions expressed will be welcomed by our readers.

There can be little doubt that Canada is the worse off

of the two in the matter of climate.

On the other hand, the majority of the population

belongs to the producing class; and this is a condition

which ensures a certain and rapid growth of wealth for

the whole community. Canada, again, has an immense

natural advantage in its water system. From the great

central watershed flow a thousand streams eastward,

growing fuller and deeper as they hasten to the Great

Takes, Cwhich are, as a matter of fact, vast inland

seas), and then by the St. Lawrence, the greatest

navigable river in the world, to the Atlantic.

The almost universal and costless motive power sup-

plied by this great river system, the cheapness of tran-

sit it insures, its effect on the climate and the soil, all

this is for Canada a source of immense wealth. As Mr.

Fitchett truly says, "Tf we could transfer the water

system of Canada to Australia it would make that con-

tinent the garden and wonder of the world."

Tt is rightly contended that the supreme difference

betwixt Canada and Australia is to be found not in what

Nature has given or withheld, but in what man has done

and is doing. Canada knows that it wants population,

and has set itself, with the utmost energy and with the

highest business skill, to set the ploughs going on its

empty prairies. It covers Europe with its immigration
agents. It even invades the United States, and last

year an army of nearly 50,000 American farmers, with
their ploughs and teams, came across the border into

Canada. The first measure passed by the Australian
Federal Parliament, on the other hand, was the Immi-
gration Restriction Act, and the world outside inter-

prets this as meaning that a handful of people, having
got possession of a continent, intend to "warn off" the
rest of the human race ! They are not themselves oc-

cupying the continent, or improving it; but they mean
to keep everybody else out.

That notion of Australian policy, is, of course, ab-
surdly mistaken. It is admitted to be so by the Aus-
tralians themselves. They know that their great need
is immigrants, and they are prepared to heartily wel-
come the right sort. Moreover, the desire to keep Aus-
tralia as the home of a white race is entitled to respect;
and as for Socialistic experiments, the Australian con-
tends with energy, there is no part of the British Em-
pire—not even London itself—where property is safer
than in Australia and New Zealand.

Australasians are the most absolutely British com-
munity outside Great Britain. And lastly, Australasia,
when measured by the tests of the import and export
tables, is worth vastly more to Great Britain than Can-
ada. But when the latter gets all the population it re-
quires, it expects to redress the balance of trade very
much in its own favor.—The Drapers' Record.

HOLIDAY COMBS.

COMBS, both mounted and plain, in shell and amber,
are doing exceptional business at retail, and orders
for holiday goods are taxing the capacity of the

various firms. The chief difficultv will be the question

of adequate supply, and early orders are essential if re-

quirements for holiday trade are to be met. A decided

tendency for the better class of goods is noted, and this

policy cannot be too strongly encouraged by all con-

cerned. Profits are much better, no more space or ad-

vertising is required, and sales are effected just as

readily. Dry goods stores who have put in the better

class lines all report a successful department.

The biggest season ever in combs is a certainty, and

the craze for mounted varieties places them at the head

of the list. The numerous Oriental effects comprise the

latest novelties, and these are designed to retail in some
instances at $5 and over. For evening wear their effect

is hard to surpass. The mounting on the back varies

from a quarter to an inch in width. Silver mounted

goods are being asked for. and as they never rust they

rival closely the cut steel goods. Iridescent silver steel

effects are in splendid request, as their beautiful shading

renders them appropriate to wear with the many shot and

fancy silks. The coloring is all that could be desired,

and the mountings are in a wide variety. Plain pearl

effects are asked for, although thev have to give way to

the pearl and amber and pearl and steel effects. Amber
and steel mountings in this connection are much admired.

Jet goods are also favorites, and these deserve atten-

tion. A new style of hairpin, with a comb effect, is win-

ning approval.
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Special Subscription Offer-
1906 for two dollars,

paper in each one.

In order to complete the subscription lists of The Dry Coods Review
'and Men's Furnisher, the paper will be sent from now till the end of

This should act as a special inducement to merchants having several departments to have a copy of the

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

The Review do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

M
Greenshields, Limited.

ANY new friends will be won by this firm

during the coming season for their dress

goods department, due to the assured

Eabrics in a wide variety at right prices

now in the hands of their travelers. Spring
dress goods lines are larger than ever before. As usual,

prominence is given Priestleys' materials, which have
been banked upon for many seasons. Popular sellers in

the better grade are known as silk warp Elanne, silk

warp Andora, and wool chiffon Tricot. Silk warp Star-
ita is another of Priestleys' popular evening cloths for

the ensuing season. Wool Avirrillais, a new fabric with
an invisible broad check, wool Carrella, wool gallote,

and wool Hop-sack, need to be seen to be appreciated,
Wool Loreen and wool Amerlin arc two other lines. In

Priestleys' black goods black Lorento, closely resembling
batiste, and black Rosetta and black cashmere, will be

good sellers. Wool Mararro and all wool Lucanna are

two more of Priestleys' fabrics. In cravenette coverts
they are showing a more representative range than in

previous seasons. These will be desirable fabrics.

The range of plain and fancy mohairs in Priestleys'

fabrics is broad and thorough. Fedra mohair is a small
check design with a wroven spot. Other classifications

are lustre brilliantine, mohair brilliantine, glace brillian-

tine, and lustre sicciliene, in a large variety. Elita mo-
hair is a fancy fabric which is doing well. Carta Crys-
talette is a figured fabric of superior merit. Plain goods
are favored in these fabrics, with a good sprinkling of

neat figures and fancies. Samples and particulars re-

garding Priestleys' fabrics will be gladly sent upon re-

quest.

Silk warp henriettas, wool henriettas, Venetians and
wool batiste, will be favored fabrics for Spring, and
their range leaves nothing to be desired. Popular priced
lustres, as well as lines up as high as $1.25, are in a big
range. The prices run from l!).\c upwards. Plain greys..

tweed effects, melange, and shots, as well as neat fan-

cies, are prominent. Fancy wool delaines and albatross
will be popular. Color will be a decided selling feature
of the new goods, and all the staple shades, as well as

the newest tints, are included. Very light shades and
light grey homespuns deserve representation in every
stock.

The selections of their silk buyer for Spring include

all the staples and the newest fancy silks. Checks and
stripes in tamalines and taffetas deserve every attention.

Chamelon stripes, with fancy figures, are entirely new.
Figured and spot poplins, as well as shot figured poplins,

are included. Foulards are revived in such good colors
as navy, brown, green, and Alice blue. Fancies are all

the rage in foreign markets, and their favor here is pre

dieted. Chiffon and chiffon shot taffeta effects will again
he leaders. Samples of any requirements will be sub
mitted.

Their glove department is prepared to fill all immedi
ate orders for suede and silk-lined mocha, as well as re

peats for ringwood and cashmere gloves. Fleece and silk-

lined cashmeres are in splendid request, and repeats
should be placed at once, especially on whites, blacks.

greys and beavers. Ringwoods in neat designs are popu
lar. In gloves for Spring their English pouch or sack

glove is scoring a decided success. Their new 'five strand
wide-raised backs arc also admired I one erloves will he

in increased favor, especially in fabric lines, and their

18 inch two-dome fasteners, known as pull-over gi<

will be in request.
Their lace department is well able to fill immediate

orders for popiflar varieties of all-overs, and the collar

and cuff sets in Irish crochet. A big demand has set in

for embroideries.
Their ladies' hosiery and underwear department.-, are

well able to cope with immediate requirements, and
Spring lines are doing well. Their buyer made several
favorable contracts, and these are apparent in the values
offered ,in the face of high raw material markets.

For Christmas trade their stock of notions and fancy
goods is said to be the largest open stock available.
Everything new in combs is shown, and deliveries can be
made promptly. Some new ideas in mounted combs
have lately been placed in stock. Pillow shams, a
thousand dozen assorted, twelve patterns to a box. six

dozen in a box, are designed to profitably retail at 50c.

A complete range of leather goods, including all new de-

signs in bags and purses, is offered.

Fancy mercerised sateen bags in assorted patterns
are offered to retail at 25c. Silk bags at 50c, and silk-

bags with metal frames, to retail at $1. Two special
offers are made in belts to retail at '25c. No. 1 and No.
4. Three lines of glove and handkerchief sachets are de-
signed to retail at 25c. Hand-made and hand-painted
varieties are priced to retail, with a good profit, at 50c.

and 75c. Among other Christmas novelties two thou-
sand dozen of hand-made teneriffe doylies, to retail at
50c, are offered. The range of goods for a five and ten
cent counter is complete, and the list will be sent upon
request. Early orders are requested.

The W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

Tn "Her Ladyship's" department will be found three
lines of special black satine waists to retail at $1. These
are made of a good heavy cloth and designed on plain

lines, large tucks, H928 and H929. Flannelette lines

satine underskirts at $9 and $12 are again in stock ami
orders can be filled as soon as received. In this depart-
ment they have on sale a 'clean lot of travelers' samples
in skirts, waists, etc., on which they are offering liberal

discounts.
The representatives of the W. R. Rrock Co., Toronto,

are now7 out with a full range of Spring goods and are

meeting with great success. The range of Her Ladyship's
ready-to-wear is larger and better than ever before ami
merchants are realizing more and more each season that

it pays them to buy these goods in smaller quantity from
responsible houses who will carry the stock for them and
in this way turn their stock over more often and keep
it clean. In some lines of ready-to-wear the W. R.
Brock Co. have already sold for the Spring season, 190(i,

a greater quantity than thev did the entire past season.

This in itself speaks volumes. The W. 1\. Brock Co. have
this month sent to the tra.de a copy of their free adver-

tising offer on a $150 assortment of skirts. This is meet-
ing wilh greal success and we would advise merchants
wishing to secure it for their locality to write at once

before it is withdrawn.
In the smallwares department the W. R. Brock Co.

are offering special attractions during the stock-taking
month. Some of these trade attractions are as follows :

Mill seconds in ribbed vests and drawers. :-n 1-3 per cent.

ielow reeular prices. Ribbed black cashmere hose, worth

S3, for %2.?~>. Plain black cashmere hose, worth $2.60,
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For $2.25. Ladies' golf jackets, worth $39 and $42, for

$24. Ladies' rainproof and waterproof mantles, 25 to 50

per cent, less than regular prices. No. 36 taffeta ribbon,

worth 13£c, for 10c. Job wool hoods, worth from $3 to

$4.50, for $2.40. Men's waterproof coat "Togo," worth
$6.50, for $4.50. Men's rainproof coat, "Torpedo," worth
$7, (or $5. 5x5 Saxony varn, worth 90c, for 75c. 50 doz.

child's button-front vests, worth $2.25, for $1.80. About
200 gross metal pant buttons, worth $2.25 gross, for

$1.80.
Special attention is drawn to their Norfolk jackets in

navy and white Scotch tarns are good value *to retail at

75c to $1 each.

In underwear Jewel vests and drawers to retail at

75c. These are white. Health sleepers for infants will

keep them warm. There is a special line W fleeced vests

and drawers, Bunnie, to retail at 10 to 50 cents per gar-

ment.
See their line of heavy black worsted hose, toe-proof,

which are now selling at 2(1 per cent, below the prices

of to-day. Also a line of worsted hose, 20 dozen to lot,

assorted sizes, special prices.

H97 is a black wool mitt to retail at 25c. Factory
yarn called Right yard can be sold at popular prices.

L15 white Victoria lawn to retail at JOc. They have
also fine values in moire and fancy Dresden ribbons, cush-
ion cords and girdles, caperines and gauntlets.

The W. R. Brock Co. are exceptionally strong in hand-
kerchiefs. Their stock is very large and the assortment
such as was never before carried.

To retail at 5 cents they have T. 84 ladies' white
hem-stitched ; T. 68 men's white hem-stitched ; J. 36,

J. 35 lace edge ; W. 52 motto handkerchiefs. S. 198
fancy bordered. »

to retail at 10 cents are T 124 hem-stitched lace

corners; Ta, Tb embroidered; J 33 lace edge ; 43a lad-

ies' white hem-stitched ; 50a fancy bordered.
To retail at 15 cents. T. 122 hem-stitched, lace cor-

ners, with insertion ; J 32 lace edge ; Te hem-stitched,
embroidered ; Excelda handkerchiefs, assorted patterns

;

Al men's hem-stitched cambrics with initials, i-dozen
to the box ; 55 and 66 ladies' linen H. S.

To retail at 20 cents, T. J. embroidered ; T. 121

lace edge ; A2 men's cambric, h, s, ^-dozen to the box
;

88 linen hem-stitched.
To retail at 25 cents, A A 27 linen h s embroidered

;

A3 men's linen h s, A-dozen to box ; A. A. 27 linen h s

embroidered ; 9 and 10 men's h s linen.

Also choice selections to retail at 35, 50, 75, $1.00

up to $2.00. The line is complete and any trade can be
pleased.

Jaeger Pure Wool.

Many essentially Christmas novelties are in the ex-

tensive line of this firm. Prominent among- these is a
range of pure wool shawls and fascinators, in white and
black. These retail at popular prices, the 48-inch square
size at 75c. the 60-inch size at a dollar, and the 72-inch
size at $1.25.

Other timely sellers are dressing gowns in a splendid
range, for both sexes. Plain camel hairs, tweed and
bold checks, are prominent in those designed especially
for men. In the better lines these lounge jackets are
finished with frogs and Irish poplin collars. Light-
weights in the ladies' line are noted. Plain greys, blues,

reds and pinks are all represented. Full particulars can
lie obtained by writing the head office, 2206 St. Cath
erine street, Montreal.

Btophy, Cains, Limited.

Dress goods selections for the Spring season now in
the hands of their travelers surpass in variety and extent
any previous showing. Values are interesting as their
buyer made many advantageous contracts by purchasing
the large quantities which this house demands. The popu-
larity of this department will be increased during the
coming season. Orders can be placed with every confi-
dence that prompt deliveries will be made. Popular
priced materials, as well as the finest fabrics, are includ-
ed in the range and many exclusive novelties are shown.
Retailers can depend on securing lines that will sell.

Cashmeres, serges, poplins, batiste and taffetas are
in range of values which deserve earnest attention. Plain
materials are foremost in these lines. The range of silk-

warp goods including voiles, crepes, crinkles, poplins and

eoliennes establishes this house as a leader in high class
goods. Black khantona closely resembling batiste is a,

favorite cloth. Batiste cloths in phantom checks are
much admired. The range of mohairs at all prices leaves
nothing (o be desired. Neat fancies and shot effects are
prominent.

Particular attention is drawn to their range of tweeds
and fancy suitings. The range is extensive and is in
keeping with the trend of fashion. Very light greys in
ingenious new check effects are to the fore. Some "good
values are offered at popular prices. A light suiting
soap-shrunk in a big range is offered at 37J cents. Lines
at 55 cents are also effective. Some of the new colors in

their dress goods are silver and nickle grey, zibeline, ap-
proaching a mole shade, Parme, a new violet, St. Louis,
an additional green, and Dresden, resembling Alice blue.

Everything in silks is shown and they are confident
of duplicating the success of the past season. Messaline-
tinished taffetas are prominent.

In holiday goods a representative assortment is made
in their lace and smallwares department. Baby Irish
crochet laces in lace collars are dainty and exclusive.
These, along with many other novelties, were picked up
In their buyer in New York last month. Many new rib-

bons are also shown for Christmas trade. New neck-
wear, copied from the latest New York designs, is shown.
Val lace and guipure are in the range. At $4.50 these
goods are interesting. Collar and cuff sets are in a big
range. Leather goods, including all the new designs in

bags and purses, are readv for immediate shipment.
Mr. G. G. Robinson reports brisk business in the

staple department of Brophy, Cains, Limited. He has
picked up several snaps for the keen buyers who visit this
market during November in search of such goods ; it

will pay to call and see him.
Brophy, Cains, Limited, have increased their linen de-

partment very materially of late. Mr. Cains has cleared
out several large ranges of damask tablings, towellings,
towels and napkins much under regular prices. They
have made these values known throughout the trade and
extra value in such marked goods carries conviction
promptly and captures business.

Desirable goods in gloves, hosiery and underwear,
Spring, 1906, have been very scarce for the past twelve
months. Recent heavy advances in raw material have
compelled manufacturers to increase their prices. The
unprecedented demand late last season for lace and em-
broidered hosiery and the inability of the manufacturers
to meet requirements has caused importers to place or-

ders for the coming season's business at one time and
avoid a repetition of past experience. Brophy, Cains,
Limited, were among the first to place their orders for

these goods, which are more than double that of last

vear, and all before the recent heavy advances took place.

Larger ranges, better values, prompt deliveries, are the
ruling elements they claim for their hosiery department
for the coming season.

Mr. G. A. Harris, the new buyer and manager for

the fancv goods and smallwares departments of Brophy,
Cains, Limited, reports that bis departments are pre-

pared for your Christmas wants with a full showing of

novelties lately selected from New York and other cen-

tres. They include a magnificent range of leather bags
and purses to which our motto, ,"Cedo Nulli." is partic-

ularly applicable, every number being a distinctive nov-
elty ; the newest thincs in' .neckwear, all readv sellers

at popular prices ; a selection of fancy pincushions and
other Christmas novelties not to be found in any other
jobbing house in the trade. Also specials in bells,

combs, Christmas handkerchiefs, and a host of other

lines too numerous to mention. Don't fail to pay a visit

to this department, it will be alive with good things.

P. Garneau, Fils and Cie, Quebec.

The Canadian and imported woolens department has
been carefully prepared for the Spring trade. The best

values in Canadian made woolen and worsted cloths have
been selected from all the up-to-date mills, and the suit-

ing patterns have been cbosen in accord with the did ales

of fashion. Canadian made cloths arc now considered as

equal to any imported goods, owing to continued im-

provement in style, finish and permanency of dye. A large

line of coating serges and vicunas are shown for Spring

in blacks and navies.

For Summer wear, fine close-cut soft-finished navy
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twills will be in demand. New numbers are being added
to the Sphinx makes. This brand (goods are stamped
every. third yard) have given such entire satisfaction that
it is now considered as a standard. Clients who have
stocked the Sphinx serges are convinced that in the

Sphinx brand goods they have an article which they can
recommend and which is really what it is represented to

be, i.e., of hest material, superior finish and permanent
dye. Samples are mailed free of charge.

Their display of fashionable dress fabrics for the

Spring season is now complete and in the hands of their

travelers. The success of this department during last

season has heen largeh in excess of expectations, and all

arrangements for the spring season have heen made in

view of making a new record. Their buyers have heen in

close touch with the leading European manufacturers for

the past months and as a result of their endeavors the

lines now shown can be said to be the latest and most

W. H. Barry & Co.

A photograph of the lnlerioi of the warehouse of W.
II. H;n i j & Co., 234 .M< (i ill street. .Montreal, or per-

haps as it is hettei known, "The Ribbon House of Can-
ada," is self-explanatory. Messrs. W. II. Harry 6c Co.
took possession of these commodious premises about six

months ago, a step necessitated by their increasing busi-

ness. Their specially is lihhons and tbeil stock is large

and well assorted. The company's buyers are constant lv

searching the European markets for latest novelties and
the result of theii Spring selection has heen a particular-

ly happy one. The recent demand for ribbon has led to

an unprecedented rush in the factories and merchants
who are anxious to secure right prices and prompt deliv-

eries are advised to buy early. Messrs. Harry & Co.'s

travelers are now on the road with a full line of Spring
samples

RETURNED

Interior of Warehouse of W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal.

fashionable fabrics produced for the general trade. Fash-
ion has decreed thai light weights are again to he the
correct thing for the coming season.

In fabrics alpacas and mohairs will have a prominent
place, combining as they do lightness of weight and bril-

liancy of appearance ; they are essentially Spring ami
Summer cloths and having the stain]) of fashion will

without doubt he tremendous sellers during the coming
season. Besides the plain cloths, which are still ad-

vancing in popular favor, very pretty patterns are shown
in checks, stripes and phantom effects. Emjbroidered pat-

terns ate largely shown in voiles, bengalines, and
batistes.

Crepolines, crispines, eoliennes, poplines have become
staple lines and are seen in man\ new effects. A novelty
in French goods is the "Grisaille," which should he re-

ceived with favor as it is exceedingly attractive in ap-

pearance and can be retailed at a reasonable price.

The Pooley Shirt.

The efforts of the Allied Manufacturing Co., 8 St.

Peter strict, .Montreal, to turn out shirts of undoubted
quality and superior finish, have met with unqualified suc-

cess for the Spring season. Advance orders will keep
their many factories running overtime and already many
lines have heen withdrawn. Ever] week, however, sees

the addition of new ideas under the capable direction of

Mr. Ceo. F. Pooley. Everything throughout the range
has heen taken and slow numbers are \et to lie found.

In popular-priced as well as high class negligees, ex-

clusive effects are obtained. Coat shirts, attached cuffs

and ingenious woven figures afford an inkling. Blues and
tans are favorite colorings and pink mixtures are being

picked up Pleated fronts are in good request.

The range of flannel shirts has proved the correctness

of their forecast that these goods would he in splendid
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demand. Ceylon flannels are much admired. Early orders
are advisable, as these materials all show marKed ad-
vances, flannelette shirts in new designs are inquired
alter by discriminating buyers. The brand "Jt'ooley sig-

miies an absolute guarantee that the acme of shirt per-

fection has been reached. A strong talking point lor

fciieir negligees is the washing before they leave the fac-

tory of all shirts, which absolutely prevents shrinkage
when the shirt is washed, and thus avoids misfits. rie-

tailers desiring further particulars or samples can secure
same by addressing their Montreal headquarters, 8 tit.

Peter street.

Mr. Pooley states that it is in the better grades of

shirts that a great deal of the business of his nrm is

done. ".Nothing is too good for Canadians" is his maxim
and actual results have verified his prediction.

National Rubber Co.

Au exceptional Fall season has taxed the capacity of

their large iactory and they expect the biggest season in

their history for Spring. Their styles are assured and
they urge that orders be placed promptly to secure
prompt and satisfactory delivery. They nave made a
success of their new Empire coat, cut on correct lines,

and these are said to be unapproachable. The seven-
eighths length rain coat is very popular. Light shades in

ladies' lines are taking well, especially fawns and olives.

Their range of style is thoroughly representative. Men's
coats show a tendency for checks and stripes and tweed
effects. Full particulars can be obtained by writing their

Montreal oflice.

I. Mishkin & Co.

Larger facilities have been found necessary to cope
with the constantly expanding trade and new machines
are being installed almost daily. The waist business has
no brighter exponent than Mr. Mishkin of this firm. Their
holiday lines are now complete and include all the staples
as well as the highest novelties. Creations in louisines

and peau de soies and heavy China for the best trade
defy description. Combinations of laces of many varieties

is the newest fad and these are much employed. Tailor-
made effects are by no means neglected. A range of

staple taffetas leaves nothing to be desired.

The Canadian Feather and Mattress Co., Limited.

The Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited, hav-
ing lately installed the latest machinery in their new
factory, Spruce street, Toronto, are now in full swing
again. Their goods are already well known and they are
sending all their pillows, comforters, cushions, mat-
tresses, etc., under the following guarantee : 'These
feathers have been thoroughly disinfected and chemically
treated to make them moth-proof and are so guaranteed.
Any odor that may be attached is caused by the treat-

ment and will soon disappear, leaving the pillow perfect-

ly odorless."

The Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co.

Dontear is a self-adjusting waist holder and skirt sup-
port. It is exceedingly simple in its nature and can be

retailed at 25 cents'. The grip is perfectly sure but it is

made of rubber and so cannot tear. It is decidedly the
most saleable novelty which has come out for a long
time. Retailers should send in a sample order at once
and get the benefit of the sales. Every wholesale house
keeps them.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

This firm is showing for the Spring trade their usual
large range of dress materials in all the new weaves and
textures. The very stiff advance in raw wool is reflected
in all dress materials, but as this firm, fortunately, were
able to make contracts as far back as last April, they
therefore were enabled to get the lowest prices.

In plain cloths, chiffon cloth, satin Amazons, drap
chiffon, etc., are leading cloths, and in these lines the
range of shades is very complete in all Spring colors.
Mohairs are a feature of the coming Spring, and a very
large business is anticipated on these fabrics, and this
firm's collection is very complete.

Silk warp materials are the special feature for the
more exclusive trade, and in this feature their range is

very complete. Mention should be made of drap superb,
a special quality of which is carried in 65 different color-
ings. This cloth has had a great success, as it has a
brilliant finish and a smart effect, and the value cannot
be beaten.

Taffeta cloth is another leader; also their extensive
range of black fancies, including a magnificent line of
boxed silk embroidered robes in fine black voile and
crepoline. These are very handsome, and any merchant
looking for something stylish and attractive should ask
to see them.

Delaines are coming forward as a leading blouse ma-
terial, and their collection cannot be beaten either for
value or variety, including as it does plains, printed and
floral designs, and woven and embroidered effects. Their
range of fancy cotton fabrics shows many novelties, in
muslins, voiles, zephyrs, etc. In their lining depart-
ment (Quality A, a new number in taffeta, is of a re-
markably good value, as their order was placed some
months back.

Another good seller in this department is moriette
"B," and they are showing it for Spring in a greatly
enlarged list of shades. Sylk-gros is a new plain cloth
for lining purposes, very brilliant and very light in
weight. The trade in net laces is anticipated to be very
good. Irish guipure, particularly in allovers, are sell-

ing, and Valenciennes is another leader in the lace de-
partment. British are shown in their usual large as-
sortment, and these ought to be of special interest in
Canada because of the preference. In trimmings this
firm are showing a fine range of St. Gall goods, includ-
ing some very swell motifs of kid embroidered in natur-
al shades. A leader in the silk department is De Ben
soie, a new foundation silk guaranteed to be pure dye.
This is the best of all taffeta imitations, and the cost
is only half that of a real taffeta.

John Macdonald & Co.

The woolen department of John Macdonald & Co.
was never in better shape. The stock is big and the
variety unlimited. The goods were bought under most
favorable conditions, and few of the lines could be re-

peated except at a sharp advance. They, therefore,

would advise you to anticipate your wants now, while
stock is complete in black and indigo, melton and'beaver
overcoatings, or Scotch tweed overcoatings and ulster-

ings. Recent shipments complete their range of Bel-
warp serges. In tweed suitings they show a very large
range, both in Canadian and Scotch manufacture.

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their ready-to-
wear department special value in the following : No. 125,
golfers in black, navy, cardinal and cream; regular $12
for $9. There are only a limited quantity of this num-
ber. No. 590, fancy flannelette wrappers, neatly trimmed,
colors, navy and red; assorted sizes; regular $12 for

$9.75. No. 729, flannelette waists, new style; colors,

black, brown, navy, light blue; regular $7.50 for $6. No.
12, small stripe flannelette waists; colors, brown, red,

navy, and light blue; assorted to box; regular $6.50 for

$6. No. 768^ fancy flannelette waists, in navy, light blue
or green stripes, with fancy stitching; regular $7.50 for

$6. Lot No. 50, flannelette waists, spots or stripes;

from $6.50 to $7.50, for $6. No. 606, fancy invisible

stripe costume cloth skirts, sizes 38 to 42, 1-12 to box,
regular price $2.25, for $1.85. These goods are all new,
up-to-date in style and pattern. No bad colors in either

lot.

In John Macdonald & Co.'s men's furnishings and
haberdashery department are men's worsted half hose,

both in ribbed and plain, at old prices. The lines to re-

tail at 25c. are extra good value. Special value in men's
cardigan jackets at last year's prices. Special boys'
worsted sweaters, double, with cuffs and skirt, in navy
and in cardinal, to retail at 50c. Also special value in

men's worsted sweaters, to retail at $1 and $1.25. Their
stock of haberdashery is complete in all lines. They
would ask special attention to the handkerchief section

of this department.
John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their carpet

department a full range of inlaid linoleums, including 35

patterns in three qualities; also an immense range of 8-4
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and L6 I printed linoleums in live qualities. A Line oi

^
i British H""i oilcloth, to retail at 25e. per Bquare

yard \ clearing line Tapestrj carpel at 10c. per yard;

also a hn • oi regular patterns from 20c. per yard

up to 65c. pei yard. Three patterns in Lace curtains at

$1.50 per pair, extra value. Also two patterns at 7~>c

pel pair. A Line in white cpiilts, sizes 70 x 80 inches, al

Or
,

'

John Macdonald & Co. are showing in their linen de

partmenl a full range of roller toweling, from 5c. to

L0£c. per yard. A number of these lines are leaders, and
sum. 1 of them are their well known specials. In this de-

partment thej are preparing for their November clearing

sale, when all odds and ends will be cleared previous to

their semi-annual stock taking on December 1st.

Ftingwood gloves in white, black, cardinal, brown,
navy. Black cashmere gloves, fleeced and plain, special

value, to retail 25c.

Her Ladyship's Skirts.

Bright merchants are always on the lookout for at-

tractive sale schemes; and the retailer who is on the

hunt for a good one, either for present use or to liven

ii]i the earlj Spring trade, is advised to get in touch
with the W. K. Brock Co.'s ready-to-wear department,
"Her Ladyship Brand," for an outline of their skirt salt-

scheme. This is a plan where the wholesaler gets behind

the retailer, and not only furnishes him with the goods,

but get up for him effective advertising as well. Eight
leaders in skirts, each one a bargain, have been specially

and carefully selected from Her Ladyship's line, and
have been combined in what experience has taught are

the best selling numbers. The prices run from $b.75 to

$30 a dozen, and the whole assortment costs $150. With
this assortment goes free 1.000 circulars, 10i x 14, giv-

ing cut, description, and your retail price for each mini

ber. Your name and address, and a certain amount of

your general advertising is also included.

The skirts are all of the newest style and cut, and
as this offer combines values, good assortment, and up-

to-the-minute advertising, it ought to interest you.

Delfosse & Co.

A manufacturing fixture firm in every sense of the

term is this Montreal house, which strenuously wages
the campaign that display fixtures are not an expense,

but an investment. The progressiveness of a merchant
is judged by the appearance of his store, and this firm

aims to supply everything requisite for the betterment of

displaying goods. Every line and department is catered

to, from showcases to the most elaborate wax figures,

as well as display stands and store accessories. The
savings effected by a large output and their own manu-
facturing plant are noticeable in the values offered.

A cloak rack, capable of holding four hundred pounds,
is in circular form, and the economy of space alone pays
for its installation. Display accessories for gloves,

handkerchiefs, leather goods, etc., are timely, and their

range is complete. Their stool with a staph
and stationary top, with the lower metal pari oxidized,
is worths of investigation. Foi the men's furnishing
and shoe department stands of everj variety are offered
Their aim is to please, and special orders are requested.
Thej keep in constant touch with foreign markets, and
everj new thing is at once incorporated. Then 20th
Tent in} patent wardrobe, tot clothing and ladies cos

t limes, is too well known to need further comment. A
complete catalogue will be sent gladrj upon request bj

addressing 5 Hermine street, Montreal, mentioning The
Review. A supplement is now being prepared, and will

be shortly issued.

Spring Cotton.

About the newest thing in cottons tor Spring is the

"Kingcot" lines. The samples which have been seen at

several of the wholesale houses are certainly a credit to

the mills. That the brand will be popular with the

trade is evinced by the demand already created.

I ndoubtedly a branded article is preferable to one
without a name, lor it is recognized that the manufac-
turer stands back of his product, and that each pieo
goods can be identified.

To bring these goods to the attention of the retail-

er, a very attractive little booklet setting forth the good
qualities of the cottons put out under the name of

"Kingcot" has been sent to every stoic in Canada hand-
ling cottons.

This i's the first shot in a vigorous advertising cam-
paign to the retailer started by the mills.

Crusoe Webs.

Especially worthy of attention are the Crusoe webs
which are being offered to the Canadian trade by Paire
Bros. & Co., whose ad appears on another page. The
Crusoe brand is used on narrow-shaped beltings, and also

on ordinary plain and duplex skirt webs, and on Prus-
sian bindings. These are all made from the finest Eng-
lish yarns, and are woven on specially designed machin-
ery, by which absolute uniformity in weave is secured.

They are of good edges and elegant appearance.
Faire Bros. & Co. also manufacture India tapes,

wool mendings, boot laces, and picture cords. A trial

order would convince any drygoodsman of the merits ol

these goods.

Ellis Manufacturing Co.

Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear is now recognized
as being the highest grade underwear on the market to-

day. It has a permanent elasticity which cannot be
found in underwear made by any other process. It is

made in two-piece or combination suits, and is the most
comfortable and durable underwear on the market. The
merchant who wants to do a satisfactory underwear
business should see that he has an assortment of these

goods.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Art Signs, Showoards, Etc.

Martell Stewart Co., Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Kaire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, eto.

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, fclioes and Laoes.
Corona Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Frank & Bryce, Toronto and Montreal.

Button Machines and Buttons.
Corona Co., Montreal.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, eto.

Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Demon, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M.,Son & Co., Ottawa.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands <fc Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Cash Registers, Carriers, eto.
Lamson Cjnsolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, eto.

American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Berlin Robe & Clothing Co.. Berlin.

Brock, W. R.,Co., Toronto.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co , Montreal
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Knox, John. Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McKi non, S. F., & Cj., Toronto.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.
Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Waldman, J. H., &Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brusnes and Mirrors. *

Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons. Toronto.
Defriez, Alfred, Toronto.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, eto
Brock, W. R Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

" Kingcot " Cottons.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe M ddleton & Co., London, Eng.
" Viyella"—Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.

Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Eto.
Brock, W. R. Co , Toronto and Montreal.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay « Co., Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, eto.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Mr-\treal.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co , Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau. P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Monireal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hollins, Wm.,&Co , London, Eng.
Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin. Ireland.
Piiestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Oreii Shields, eto.
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

Bradford Dyers Assn., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Hermsdorf, Louis. New York.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Finanoe. Insuranoe, etc.
Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Butterfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Meiropoiitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott <& Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Knox, John, & Co.. Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frilling*.
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.
Plantagenet Frillings.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Bishop, J. H., Co., Sandwich, Ont.
McComber, J. E. , Montreal.
Paquet. J. Arthur, Quebec.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal.
Revillion Bros., Montreal.
St. Louis Furs.
Swift, Copland & C"., Montreal.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Biophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montr al.

Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe Middleton 3l Co.. London, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Pewny's Kid Gloves—Greenshields Limited,
Montreal.

Reynier Freres, Montreal.
Sovereen Mit, Glove & Robe Co., Delhi, Ont.
Storey, W. H. & Sons, Acton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hair Nets.
Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., New York.

Handkerchiefs.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
( hina & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co.. Racine, Wis.

Hats, Caps, Eto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hose Supporters.
Kleinert, I. B., BubberCo., Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co.. Montreal.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.
Pim Bros. & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Leigarc, L-ose Leaf.
Oram, Rolla L., Co., Ottawa.

Linings and Canvas's.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Eto.

Baldwin, J. & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophv-Cams Limited, Montreal.
Greenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. 6i Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-ooats, Sweat-
ers, etc).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Fraser, Donald, <& Co., Winnipeg.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Livingstone Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe Middleton & Co., London E.C.Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc.

Barry, Walter & Co., Montreal.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toionto.
Brock & Patterson, St. John, N.B.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenbhields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L. , & Co., Montreal.
Kyle. Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co.. Toronto.
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Novelties and Notions.
China & Japan Silk Co
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John. M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter, A. T. Importing Co., Toronto.
Short & Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, eto.
Delfosse & Co., Montreal.
Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York,

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Sootoh Hollands.

King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc.

Beatty, Kerr& Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Colossus Shirts

Empire Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Show Cases.
Detroit Show Case Co., Detroit.

Stapling Machines.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatw rthy&Son., Montreal.
Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxter Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin

Ont.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Beatty, Kerr & Verner, Toronto.
Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. <ft Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son& Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T., Importing Co., Toronto
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.
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Staple! and Linens.
Brock, W. K., Co., Toronto.
C.irland, John M.Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneou, P., Pita & Cle, ouebec.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal,
(iordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Liddell, Wm.. & Co., Belfast, Ireland.

McDowell. Andrew H.. Co., Montreal.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.

Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Typewriters.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc
Allied Mfg. Companies, Montreal.
Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.

Burrett, A., & Co., Mitchell, Ont.
Cartwright & Warners, Loughborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co.. Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knitting Co.. Hamilton.
Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont.
"Crescent" brand—Lennard, S., & Sons,

" Dundas.
Deimel Linen-Mesh Co., Montreal.

Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
El'is Mfg. Co., Hamilton.
Gait Knitting Co., Gait.

Garland John M., Son, 4 Co., Ottawa.
Goderich Knitting Co., Goderich, Ont.
Gordon, MacKay A. Co., Toronto.
Jaeger, Dr., Co . Montreal.

"Jay" Finish Underwear. London, Eng.
Lennard! S , & Sons, Dund-is, Ont.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew H.. Co., Montreal.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
" Pesco Brand," >cott, Peter &Co., Hawick.

Scotland.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.
Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
Williams, Walter & Co., Montreal.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co., London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.
" Wolsey " Brand Underwear.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Debenham, Caldecott Co., Toronto.
Kvle, Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.

Waist Holders and Skirt Supporters.
Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Wall Paper.
Menzie Wall Paper Co., Toronto.
Stauntons Limited, Toronto.
Watson- Foster Co., Limited, Montreal.

Wardrobes
Wier Wardrobe Ci , Winnipeg, Man.

Waterproof and Rubber Goods.
Cravenette Co., Bradford, Eng.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Law, Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
National Rubber Co , Montreal.

Window 8hades, Curtain Poles, etc
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

Woolens and Tailors' Trimmings.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto
Fisher, John, A Sons, Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, J >hn M., & S n Co., Ottawa.
Gameau P. Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Harris Sc Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hewson Woolen Mills, Amherst, N.S.
Kirk, Samuel, & Sons, Leeds, Eng.
McDougall, A.,& Co., Montreal.
Oxford Mfg. Co., Oxford, N.S.
Robinson & Mackay, Leeds, Eng.

Wrapping Paper. Suit and Millinery Boxes.
Canada Paper Co.. Toronto.
Douglas & Ratcliff, Toronto.
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On tKeir Honeymoon
at Ottawa

Dkar Annie,—
We came here from Quebec and are having a lovely time around

the Capital. We took in the Parliament Buildings yesterday, and also

had such a nice drive around Chaudiere Falls and out to Rideau Hall.

The only trouble has been that it has turned rather cool and I was not

warm enough for driving. But Jack soon fixed that. He took me to a

store on Sparks Street where we were shown such a nice range of coats.

There were so many pretty patterns and materials that it was hard for

me to decide, but I finally picked out one which fitted me nicely and

Jack said became me perfectly. We were surprised at the reasonableness

of the price, until the saleslady explained that they were made by

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED, MONT-
REAL. Then we remembered that this was the same firm that made

my skirt which has given every satisfaction. The saleslady added that

they were one of the best selling lines they handled. I have felt so

comfortable in it ever since.

Yours truly.

MARJORIE.

Our Coats for Fall are well worth your inspection.

They combine variety and quality with a popular price

which cannot fail to make them ready sellers. Also a

full line of Costumes, Separate Skirts, etc. Prompt

deliveries. <£• j* jfi jt jt j* & <£

THE HART MAHUFACTURING CO.,
1633-1637 Notre Dame Street

MONTREAL
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Eternal vigilance in going over one's stock at frequent

intervals is necessary to

EVERY DRY GOODS MERCHANT
who would make a substantial success of his business.

Unsaleable lines will accumulate despite all one can do.

The important matter is to pick these out quickly and
send them to these works to be transformed by our

methods for re-dyeing and finishing into up-to-date

saleable lines.
-WRITE US IF YOU ARE NOT ONE
—OF THE MANY WHO HAVE BEEN
—CUSTOMERS OF THESE WORKS FOR
—YEARS.

R. Parker & Co., Dyers and Finishers

i--l-4--H--fnH-4-*M>-f-H6f0O0*

787-791 Yonge Street, Toronto
.:..:. ^.j..:.^.

YAMa silK
TRADE MARK

Newest, Brightest S Best

LOOKS LIKE SILK
WEARS LIKE SILK

QUARTER THE PRICE OF SILK

A Canadian production of the

highest standard, recommended
for its Length, Strength and
Smoothness. Used hy manufac-
turers for all sewing purposes.

THE ANDREW H, McDOWELL GO.

40-42 St. Antoine Street. Incorporated

MONTREAL

STOCKED IN ALL COLORS ASK FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

•ROOSTER BRAND"

UNION MADE

No, my boy, " Booster Brand" White
Duck Trousers are not made of

feathers ! f !

They are made of double and twist yarns

and double woven cotton duck, the best on

earth ! ! $9.00, $10.50, $12.00 per dozen.

Robert C. Wilkins.
MONTREAL

Overalls,
Shirts,
Pants,

Outing Trousers,
Fancy Vests,
Wash Vests,

Barbers' Coats,
Bar Vests,

Cooks' Coats.
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2000 CASES

Pearl

Buttons

TO RETAIL AT 5 AND 10 CENTS PER DOZ.

EACH CASE CONTAINS WO DOZEN

Solid 2 hole or 4 hole styles.

Sizes ranging from 16 to 24, proportionately to the way they
are sold retail.

Last June we bought 1000 cases of these Buttons and they
sold so quickly that we have bought a further

WOO CASES

which is the largest order of the kind ever placed in Canada.

GREENSHIELDS LlfllTED
MONTREAL

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED, WINNIPEG, MAN.
GREENSHIELDS & CO. LIMITED, VANCOUVER.

l
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Fashionable

Long Coat

Suit of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

RETURNED
DEC IS 190*'

p*~y^ <//£

Costume of

Priestleys'

Panneau

Cloth

The

Fashionable

Fabric

for Fall

Greenshields Limited,
Creenshields Western Limited, Winnipeg, Man.

Sole Selling Agents
For Canada Montreal

Creenshields & Co., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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RYLANDS&SONS
LIMITED

MANCHE IM

Cotton

Spinners

Merchants

Manufacturers

s~L

Bleachers

-MANUFACTURED

and BLEACHED

BY THE l

DACCATWISTC ^

Dyers

C*>Pl TOWtU
Finishers

Makers of the Celebrated Dacca Calicoes and Sheetings

tJ??4*

WORKS:

Heapey,

Longford
Works,

Gorton.

•$**$•

ffrffr

WORKS^

Swinton,

Wigan,

Chorley.

4*4*

Capital, $14,500,000 ; Employees, 12,000
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HOLIDAY GOODS THAT SELL

it

it

99
Defines our Stock of Holiday Goods.

'99 For Originality, for Style, and the Large
Profits they will Produce.

Immediate selections have better choice ; each day of

delay means that some one novelty that your trade is wait-

ing for will be snapped up. The choice of the Best will

be to the Swift.

For the convenience of gift buyers, we are sending out

our Silk Blouse lengths from 50c. per yard and upwards in a

nice box with laced sides. This box will sell the Silk and

make a compact parcel ready for mailing.

The Mail Order Service will, as usual, be at your

service.

Wishing our many customers the Compliments of the

Season.

Yours respectfully,

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & CO.
Wholesale Dry Goods

OTTAWA, - - CANADA
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Dress Goods
99

OUR LINE IS UNIQUE, not at all like the ordin-

ary sett of Dress Goods Samples, and not a single price

increased because of the recent advance in raw material.

Give us your orders early. Manufacturers will not

take repeats at the old prices.

KYLE, CHEESBROUGII £> CO.
MONTREAL

Boot and Shoe
Laces—all kinds.

Any dealer having difficulty

in obtaining these is invited to write

us direct.

FRANK & BRYCE, ™£5£l.
QUEBEC.LIMITED.

wcv
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Fast Blacks
Fast Colors

in

VELVETS and VELVETEENS

Fast Blacks and Fast Colors can now be had in Velvets

and Velveteens as the result of new processes discovered by

J. CgL J. M. WORRALL, Limited

WORRAUS

Does not rub off

cnrr-^^cC^

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

The new processes

are only applied to

the higher grades

of cloth.

Warranted

The dyes Will not Nib Off, but impart to the

cloth a very beautiful lustre and richness of tone.

The only guarantee that J. & J. M. WORRALL,

Limited, can give that goods have been treated by the

new processes is the presence of the above stamp.
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TRAVELLERS
NOW ON THE ROAD

Ask to see the

Round Damask Cloths
for Circular Tables, with Napkins to match,

Irish

Hand Embroidered

Sheets and Pillow Cases

Bed Spreads and

Shams, Etc.
!

WM. LIDDELL & CO.
LIMITED

BELFAST

AGENT FOR CANADA

R. H. COS5II:,
30 W. Wellington St,., TORONTO

SIIiKS
European Silks,

Japanese Silks,

Windsor Ties,

Mantel Covers,

Handkerchiefs,

Linen Doylies,

Mattings,

ETC. ETC. ETC.

Manufacturers and Importers

K. ISHIKAWA & CO.
YOKOHAMA and TORONTO

"All in the Spring was the Br(nun Jlax spun,

All in the Summer it bleached in the sun."

Pure flax, perfect weaving, sunshine

and shower make

44

Old Bleach

Linens"
No chemicals are used. "Old BlCflCb"

represents the highest type of manufacture

in Linens.

Trade mark "Old BlWCb" on every

Towel and every yard of goods.

R. H. COSBIE,
| 30 W. Wellington Street,, Toronto

i

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"•••*•••••••••••••••••••••-•.»..•..»..•..«..«««..«..;

44 11

Old Bleach

towels
Over

one hundred designs
to choose from.

j Increase your linen sales

by keeping-

" Old Bleach " Towels,
to retail from 50c. to $5.00 per pair.

Write for Illustrated Booklet.

R. H. COSBIE,
30 W. Wellington St,., Toronto

».-*. ......».«..»....«.... ................ •.«.. ........
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MOHAIRS
Book your orders NOW for Bradford

Dyed Mohairs to insure prompt delivery.

SPRING lines are replete with color novel-

ties and combinations, the finish is more

brilliant, the texture more soft and silky

than ever before.

The

Bradford Dyers'

Association
of Bradford, England
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Established 1786.

BEE HIVE
Knitting Wools

MADE BY.

J. & J. BALDWIN &
PARTNERS, Limited,

HALIFAX, ENG.
The Oldest Established and Largest Spinners of

REe ,s ERED All Kinds of Knitting Yarns

KNOWN ALL OVER THE CIVILIZED WORLD.
Scotch Fingering

Wheeling
Petticoat Fingering

Soft Merino

Berlin Fingering

Balmoral Fingering

Double Knitting

Soft Knitting Wool

Vest & Silk Vest Wools
Lady Betty

Shetland

Andalusian

Also Red Letter BB Scotch Fingering and Capstan Soft Knitting Wool

Cocoon and Elder Wools
Ivorine

Fleecy

Dresden
Mending

Especially adapted for Hand and Machine Knitting.

We claim that they will knit further and wear longer than any other make.

Wholesile Only. • Send for Samples.

Agent . . .

Duncan Bell
MONTREAL and TORONTO

Che Draper

of Australasia,
The Organ of the Drapery and Kindred

T ades of the Antipodes.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.50 PER ANN.
post free to any part of the world. A handsome
Diary is presented free to annual subscribers.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings.
Sydney, Post Office Chambers.

British Offices : 1 12 Wood St., London.
American and Canadian inquiries will receive prompt attention

if sent to the

American Representative: J. C. Halsby. No. 1 Broadway, New York City

Specimtn Copiei frtt on application.

The Past

I

Maps the policy of the present by its lessons.

In the Hosiery Department the past teaches

that Black Hosiery, to be reliable, must be

dyed by Louis Hermsdorf.

The Present

I

Will not be rich in results unless your

hosiery customers are satisfied. That's

determined mainly by the dye.

The Future

\

Depends upon satisfied customers to-day.

You can only be sure of this when you sell

black hosiery dyed by Louis Hermsdorf.

The mark which proves:

WORKS:
CHEMNITZ, SAXONY

AMERICAN BUREAU;
200 GREENE STREET. NEW YORK
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DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
Wholesale Dry

n
11w

79 Wellington S"t. West

Seasonable Lines in Stock

Men's and Boys' Mitts and Gloves

Ladies' and Children's Mitts and Gloves

Men's, Boys', Ladies' and Girls' Underwear (full assortment).

SPECIAL MILL LOT Lace Curtains at 25c, 37He, 55c. and 75c.

Tapestry and Velvet Squares, 3 x 3, 3x3%, 3x4, 3<
2 x4, 4x4.

Linoleum and Floor Oil Cloth, 8 4 and 16 4.

r *

t

DENTON, MITCHELL & DUNCAN
Phone Main 5778 TORONTO I

m
3QK)tOKaetet8te<6te*8«aoK^^

NA/AISI

1,000
DRY GOODS CLERKS
to secure subscriptions for THE BUSINESS MAGA-
ZINE.. We will pay you 50 cents on every yearly subscrip-
tion you send us.

This is an excellent opportunity to make money, as every
business man will see it is to his best interests to subscribe.
Call his attention to the following facts and secure his
subscription :

THE BUSINESS MAGAZINE is designed to aid
the busy man in his reading.

Hundreds of excellent magazines are being published, con-
taining many articles the modern business man should read.

He has not time to read and cull from them the timely,
interesting, entertaining and helpful articles he needs; we do
that for him.

THE BUSINESS MAGAZINE contains each
month a varied and carefully selected series of articles from
the best magazines of the world.

In addition to this, the magazine will contain three other
strong features :

A very complete list or index of the other important
articles of the month and where they are to be found, but for
which there is not room in the current issue of THE
BUSINESS MAGAZINE.

A list of new books of special interest to business men.
And, as the number of magazines in Canada from which

extracts can be made is small, one or two interesting original
articles on Canadian men and affairs will be published.

Annual subscription Two Dollars.

The MacLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Limited

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG LONDON, ENG.

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.
10
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X I

I A word with you on I

IMORRALLS

I

I NEEDLES

This is worth your consideration !

X
X
X

You cannot judge the quality or value of a needle

by its appearance. Your safeguard must be J

Name and Reputation :

We can give you both, as we have been manufac-

turing needles for over

100 Years

You may offend your best customer by selling de-

fective Needles. WHY RISK THIS?
: t

ABEL MORRALL'S NEEDLES are made in one

X quality only—THE BEST. Absolutely perfect {

t and guaranteed. J

: I
X APPLY DIRECT TO $

| ABEL MORRALL, Limited 1

REDDITCH, ENGLAND

i »
. 11
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The Oriental House of Canada

EVERYTHING

JAPANESE and CHINESE

When in the Market

CALL AND SEE US

The China and Japan Silk Co.
Limited

TORONTO
60 Yonge St.

YOKOHAMA
Japan

MONTREAL
290 St. James St.

Ladies'

Colored

Umbrellas
i" Navy Blue and Brown

I Plain and with Fancy Border

| 23-inch Steel Rod, Silk Cased

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

THE-

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED,

79 to 81 Wellington St. W„ TORONTO

PEWNY'S

Kid Cloves
For your Fall Trade put

in an assortment of

these gloves*

EVERY PAIR IS GUARANTEED.

Pewny's Gloves are

GOOD GLOVES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

AGENTS FOR CANADA
12
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POPLINS

i

OUR POPLINS are unequalled for

Costumes and

Evening Gowns
being unsurpassed for elegance and durability. We
show an

Extensive range of shades and colourings

including the popular Clan Tartans.

Neckwear:
Infinite variety of designs, in soft colours, stripes

and fancies. Look better than silk and wear longer.

"Real Irish Poplin" on every tie.

Our Canadian Representative will be pleased to quote, and show
samples.

PIM BROTHERS& Co.
TORONTO, DUBLIN, IRELAND

A. ROLAND WILLIAMS, Manchester Building, Melinda St.

HARRIS & COMPANY
R0CKW00D, ONT. Limited

OUR SPECIALTIES:

Ladies' Costume Cloths
-AND-

Homespun Suitings,

Men's Overcoatings and Friezes
SELLINQ AGENTS-

rionypenny Bros. & Co., - Toronto

BOOKS FOR

BUSINESS MEN
Business Short Guts

The largest, the best, the most prac-

tical book of experts' short cuts ever

published.

Contains much valuable information

Labor Saving Methods, Advertising, Loose-Leaf Led-

ger Devices, Checking Systems, Mathematical Short

Cuts, Correspondence Helps, Card Systems, etc.

S1.00 Post Paid

Manufacturing Cost

By H. L. C. Hall

This book is a new departure in the

way of a book on "cost accounting." In

it you will find treated the principles of

the science instead of a description of what
some one else has done. Other people's

systems do not interest you unless you can
apply them to your own uses, hence only

those which can be applied to your own
needs are touched upon.

The Buyer, The Manager, The Superintendent, The
Book-keeper, The Secretary, The Sales Agent and all

those Interested In knowing "what It costs" should
secure a copy. Send for circular

Price, $3.00 Post Paid

Thome's
Twentieth Century Book-keeping

and Business Practice
By W w. Thorne

Mr. W. W. Thorne is the acknow-
ledged leading authority on Book-keeping
in the United States and Canada. The
Ontario Government recently engaged Mr.
Thorne to re-model the book-keeping
system of the Province.

The Index

of this book contains over nine hundred
references and is so arranged that any
subject can be referred to instantly.

Some
Accounts Receivable
Adjustments
Averaging Accounts
Balance Sheet
Bank Accounting
Capital Stock
Cash Books
Checking Systems
Cross Entry
Depredation
Expense
Interest
Ledgers

Subjects Treated

Accounts Payable
Assets
Bad Debts
Bond Accounts
Capital
Card Ledgers
Cash Discounts
Cost Accounts
Distribution of Accounts
Double Entry
Installments
Journals
Merchandise Accounts

Etc.. Etc.

If you area book-keeper you cannot
do without it.

If you are a business man it will be
worth money to you.

Price, S3.00 Post Paid, Bound in Half Leather

The MacLean Publishing Go.
Limited

Toronto

Montreal

Winning

13
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RET

World-Wide Fame

KLEINERT'S
Dress Shields and Hookon Hose Supporters

NoL ^

OD0R

WASHABLE
Mfd. in Canada

hook~on JBETUr..,£D
DFC 1 /8

Mfd. in Canada.

U. S. PATENT No 629391

U. S. PATENT No 6685*1
CAN PATENT No 6«I2I

U. S PATENT No. 629391

U 5 PATENT No 6t6'j-i

CAN PATEnl no bu\i\

All progressive jobbers carry these lines. Foster Belt Supporters made in Canada sow? bj

THE I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., Toronto
New Address —MINCING LANE

Xmas Novelties
Our line of Fancy Papeteries is one of the finest

on the market, will bring trade to your store.

Toys and Games at Reduced Prices

Don't delay, order now. Only a small stock left.

G. A. Weese & Son, longest., Toronto
Souvenir Cards a Specialty Write for Samples

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE
BUTTON MACHINE.
Makes all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of buttons.

$7.50
Call or send tor samples ofour work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Cor. 8th St..

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

For WOOLLENS and WORSTEDS
all Qualities.

^ftOOKSBvUc"
PERMANENT FINISH

WILL NOT COCKLE ,

»Jg SHRINKORJPOT j^
;

\\\ Robinson & PIackay
Dyers & Finishers— LEEDS

ENGLAND ^^XjT

By this Process, Pieces Retain their Condition

and Improve in Stock.

We stock a large assortment of silk goods,
suitable for the Canadian market, including

all shades in three qualities in

Plain English Silks
9^d., lOJ^d and 12>^d.

(
also Check and Stripe

English Silks
Canadian Buyers are invited to give us a call when

in London

T. RICHARD & CO.
20 Cheapside,

London, E.C.
Cables,

'Clerkship, London.
A B CCode used
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Early Contracts Protect Late Clients

Our lines of Fashionable Dress Stuffs selling at

original prices make a Sweeping combination of Latest
Styles and Old Prices.
More wonderful still,

Sphinx Serges and Sphinx Vicunas, although

absolutely without competition, have not been advanced

in price.

Same Numbers Same Quality Same Money

P. GARNEAU, FILS & CIE, quebec
Sole Agents for Canada for Sphinx Serges and Vicunas

SAMPLE ROOMS: No. 25 Nordheimer Building, 207 St. James St. MONTREAL. 185 Cordova St. VANCOUVER, B.C.

Men's Fine Shoes

Merchants, clerks, etc., may now buy a pair of

GENUINE BOX CALF shoes, balmoral or bluchers,

Goodyear welted and fitted with solid SOLE LEATHER
box toes and counters, guaranteed to give satisfaction,

for S3. 50, at all the principal dealers in Canada.

This price embodies sterling qualities of materials

throughout, perfect fitting patterns and the best known

popular styles in vogue in the leading fashionable

centres. Just try a pair.

Ask for Particulars

wonad
P. 0. Box 2308

OMPAJW.
MONTREAL

The Berlin Robe

and Clothing Co.

BERLIN, ONT.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

a

The Arctic Brand
Overcoats, Robes,
Gauntlets, Children's Coats,

Mittens,

n

AND THE WELL-KNOWN

ArcticLumberman's
Socks

Every Garment Guaranteed.
Catalogue for 1900 now ready.

16
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i k SAAfl A t

where the most

worry is encountered

—to keep accounts

straight— to have them always up-to-date, and to be

able to render them when they are due. Adopt the

monthly Account System
and you eliminate at least one-half the amount of

work and worry.

Your customers will be better pleased when they get

their accounts every month. Merchants all over the

country will tell you they would not reveit back to

the old style again under any consideration.

We Manufacture Systems for All Kinds of Business.

Write for Catalogue A.

The Rolla L Crain Co., Limited

Ottawa, Canada
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

TELEPHONES

THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE
Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

MISCELLANEOUS

Successful Advertising-How lo Accomplish it

By J. Angus MacDonald

A volume of 400 pages packed full of good stuff for

advertisers. Price $2.00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of pric*.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT
Maclean publishing co. limited, Toronto.

ALCOHOLISM
The best

treatment
for all per-

s o n s af-
fected with the disease of drunkenness, is known only to

DR. MacKAY, Address City Mall, Montreal, Que.

Absolutely private treatment.

UNDERWOOD

The Writing-in-
Sight Typewriter

Will do your work 25%

to 50% faster than any

other writing machine.

Highest award "Grand

Prize," St. Louis Ex-

position, 1904.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO., LIMITED
ADELAIDE STREET EAST, 99 ST. FRANCIS XAVIER STREET,

TORONTO and "* MONTREAL
HAMILTON LONDON OTTAWA QUEBEC 8T. JOHN, N.B.»>«»»»»»» .» i i i ••*»*•**»*
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ACME
Stapling Machines
For Ticketing Samples of all

kinds of textures.

H & L. Sure Shot and H & L.

No. 1, for pointed wire

taples.

Snre Shot and No. 1, for

blunt staples.

The Brown Brothers, Limited, Toronto
KNOX HENRY, MONTREAL.

-MADE BY-

ACME STAPLE CO., LIMITED, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

1
, Cable Address

•

" BANCO," Bermuda •

1 BANK OF BERMUDA, Limited

I Paid Up Capital

•

£15,000 i
($73,000.00) i

? Reserve Fund
1

£16,000
($77,888.00)

I Head Office : HAMILTON
• Bermuda 1

i BRANCHES : •

; St. George and Somerset i

? W. T. JAMES, J. D. C. DARRELL,
j President. Manager i

Collections promptly made and remitted, and •

all other banking business attended to.
• ?

i i

I I i» h«ii« i»i |n» i» i »n» i».^~».^..«..«..»..«..»»..».«.«..«.'

Cable Address, 'FIELD," Bermuda

The Bank of

N. T. BUTTERFIELD & SON
LIMITED

Hamilton. - Bermuda
Incorporated 1904

Capital - - £ 10,000
(818,066 67)

With power to increase to £20,000
(897,:«3.34)

HON. N. A. BUTTERFIELD - President

H. D. BUTTERFIELD - - Manager
Collections made and remitted promptly.
(ieueral banking hu si Less transacted.

CAPITAL PAID UP.
RESERVE FUND,

$1,000,000.
1,000,000

THE METROPOLITAN BANK.
DIRECTORS

R. H. WARDEN, D.D., President S. J. MOORE, Esq., Vice-President
D. E. THOMSON, Esq., K.C. His Honor W. MORTIMER CLARK, K.C.

THOS. BRADSHAW, Esq. JOHN *TRSTBROOK, Esq.,

HEAD OFFICE, - TORONTO.
W. D. ROSS, General Manage*.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
at all Branches.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Drafts Bought and Sold.
Letters of Credit Issued

GENERAL

BANKING

BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

WESTERN Incorporated
1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Heaa onice Capital

Toronto, Assets, over -

Otlt. Annual Income

$1,500,000.00

3.300,00000

3.890,000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX. President.

J. J. KENNY, Vice-President and nan. Director.

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary.

«^" Money ^j
CAN BE SAVED BY MEANS
OF AN ENDOWMENT POLICY.

YOU CAN ONLY SECURE
SUCH A POLICY WHILE YOU
ARE IN GOOD HEALTH.

Pamphlets and Full Particulars regarding the

New Accumulation Endowment Policy

sent on application.

Confederation Life
ASSOCIATION

W. H. BEATTY. President.

W. C. MACDONALD,
ACTUARY.

HEAD OFFICE,

J. K. MACDONALD,
MANAGING DIRECTOR.

TORONTO, CANADA.

BRITISH AMERICA
ASSURANCE COMP'Y

FIRE AND MARINE.
Incorporated 1833

CASH CAPITAL, 5850,000.00.

TOTAL ASSETS, £2,043,678.59.

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, $25,868,544.80.

HEAD OFPICE, - BRITISH AMERICA BUILDING.

Cor. Front and Scott Sts., Toronto.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President. J. J. KENNY, Vice-President

P. H. 8IM8, Secretary. and Managing Director.
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(jfuiuJtat)
Toronto

For Christmas Holiday Trade
Silk Warp Eoliennes and Crepe de Chenes

The most fashionable materials for evening and afternoon reception gowns, in plain
weaves and fancy figures. A complete range to retail from 75c. to $2.00 per yard.

Chiffon Taffeta Silks
Worked designs, self colors and shot effects, to retail from $1.00 to $1.25.

Handsome Tartan Chiffon Silks

HANDKERCHIEFS
To retail at 5c.

T84— Ladies' Hemstitched.
T68—Men's
J37—Lace Edge.
W52— Motto, very sentimental.

S198 -Fancy Border.

T127— Picture.

To retail at 15c.
T122—Hemstitched, lace corners.

J32—Lace edge.

TE— Hemstitched, embroidered.

Al— Men's Initial, hemstitched, in yz dozen Fancy
Boxes for Xmas.

55 and 66— Ladies' Linen, hemstitched.

To retail at 25c.
AA27— Linen H.S., embroidered.

9 and 10— Men's Linen, hemstitched.

A26— Fancy Mourning.
TN— Embroidered.
A3— Men's Initial, hemstitched, in }4 dozen Fancy

Boxes for Xmas.

To retail at 10c.
T124—Hemstitched, lace corners.

TA—Embroidered.
J33—Lace Edge.
50A— Fancy Border.

T104—Colored Border, hemstitched.
T143— Men's Plain Lawn.

To retail at 20c.
TJ—Embroidered.

T121-Lace Edge.
88—Linen, hemstitched.

TX—Fancy Mourning, hemstitched.
A2—Men's Initial, hemstitched, in }4 dozen Fancy

Boxes for Xmas.

To retail at 50c.
TO—Embroidered.
25—Men's Linen, hemstitched.

1515 Ladies' "

Japanese Silk Handkerchiefs in plain, fancy and initial ; to retail from 25c. to $1.00.

to retail from 25c. to $1.00.

18
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J THE POWER OF THE SMALL
ADVERTISEMENT |*

WITHIN the Canadian business man's reach

there are more than live millions of peo-

ple, lie is on the straight road to for-

tune if he can do two things : First, have

the goods ; second, get the fact into the

people's heads.

Having the goods is easy, but getting the fact into

the people's heads is a different proposition. It's far

harder, lirst because most people are hard-headed, and

secondly because it's hard to. get at 'em, anyhow.

The problem is, how to do it.

There are various ways of going about it.

First, you can tell your friends that you have the

goods. That's doing it in a small way.

Or you can stick some of the goods in your window
and with them a sign card. That's doing it on a little

bigger scale.

Or you can pay a boy to distribute dodgers at your

door to people who go by. That's going one better.

Or you can send out letters. Or, finally, you can buy

some space in the newspapers and tell the readers. That's

best of all. -

Each of the plans mentioned, however, belongs under

the same head. They are all Advertising. Merely a dif-

ference in degree.

Most business men prefer the medium of the news-

paper.

Why ?

Because it takes his story to the greatest number of

people. It does this with the smallest amount of effort

on the part of the man behind the goods. He merely

writes the. ad, or hires somebody else to write it for

him, and pays the newspaper's bill for space when it's

due. The newspaper attends to circulating his ad. It

tells its subscribers what that particular merchant has

to sell every time it comes out.

Public Looks for Advertisements.

The modern business man—wholesale as well as retail

—must bear in mind above all things that the public

EXPECTS advertising. Men and women now read the

advertising pages with as keen interest as they read the

columns of general news. Indeed, advertising is nothing

else than news.

In the trade paper this is especially true. Advertis-

ing is the most potent way of extending business. When
a business man takes a trade newspaper he does it to

keep posted. He not only desires to know the condition

of trade, but he wishes 'to know what the rest of the

commercial world has to sell that he wants to buy. If

you don't tell him what goods you carry and why you
think it would be worth his while to deal with you he'll

never know. Among the multitude of Jones's who sell

what he buys he'll probably never know that you—Benja-
min Jones, specialist in your line—he'll never know that
you even exist. As far as he is concerned you might as
well be paddling on a canal up in Mars for your health's
sake.

And you're not in business for your health. That
statement is not exactly new. But we're dealing with
platitudes just now. It's got to be a platitude of the
most stereotyped order that if you're NOT in business
fur your health you must Advertise, even if you don't

use mure than an inch and a half. To re-set an old saw,
"Half an inch is better than no ad."

There are a great many concerns that are almost
unknown to the public because they don't advertise. They
are doing a small business—one that just about pays for
itself—but it is run so quietly that very few know of its
existence. The proprietors of these concerns BELIEVE
in advertising all right, but they're afraid of the expense
and haven't the pluck to invest in publicity.

Consider the Small Dealers.

In these days of department stores and "Limiteds"
and full page ads, the small dealer is apt to feel a good
deal smaller than he is. The impressiveness of the big
black headlines overpower him. He gazes at the sweeps
and dashes of the big ad-artist with bulging eyes. "Just
see me !" cries the Big Fellow, "how I bestride the com-
mercial world like a Colossi-octopus ! The Terror of the
Twentieth Century ! I am IT !"

The little fellow stares in blank astonishment. He's
only a drop in the bucket. What's the good of HIS little
ad—HIS little inch-and-a-half ? Why, 'twould never be
seen

! Throwing his money away ! Putting in wee ads
in short pants for the Big Fellow to mock at !

Are you, Mr. Merchant, one of those little: fellows ?
Do you ever find yourself thinking in little circles like
that ? Do you allow yourself to be overwhelmed by mere
Size ?-4by Big Type '-by Sweeping Assertions and Broad
Claims ? If you do you are making a mistake. You are
allowing yourself to be deceived.

You are thinking in the wrong channel, a channel
that narrows as you go along. Get out of the rut. Shake
yourself-freshen up your ideas. If you are one of those
unhappy "always scared to death" men when you look
at the handiwork of the Big advertiser, don't think of
the Big man at all. We know he is Big. We know he is
Successful and "does things." We know he is a power to
reckon with. But we needn't let him worry us. Let us
think a bit of some of the Little men we know of. Don't
some of them "do things" too ?

The question before us is the power of the small bus-
iness with the small ad. What can advertising do for the
small man who has much bigger houses to compete with ?
How is he to advertise effectively in a small way ? These
are questions not easy to answer, but in these days of
almost universal advertising it's up to every man to an-
swer them in the best way possible, and act up to the
answer, for advertise he must.

Persistency the Key Note.

In advertising there can be no set rule—except Per-
sistency, with a great big P. General advice and general
plans are very nearly useless. First of all we must-
realize that we have to fight a hard fight on a business
battlefield, where the contestants give no quarter. The
idea is for everybody to take all the quarters he can get,
by hook or by crook, and sometimes by crookedness. The
lines on which the smaller advertiser can successfully
fight the battle witii more formidable rivals must vary
according to the field of conflict and the conditions under
which the strife is waged.

The Big advertiser is very much of a Reality. To
19
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the small man who i^ easily discouraged ins armoi
doubtless looks like .1 wall ol adamant. But the small
man has no need in be discouraged. To paraphrase an

old legend and bring il up to date, the taint hearl "don'1

gel there." As l said before, the small man is apt to

teel smallei than he really is. And he's apt to Hunk the

Big man is biggei and more impregnable than HE is.

"Tell me what you think and I will tell you how big

you are"—whethei you [eel able to hold your own againsl

•ill odds, ol like two cents in the Hank of .Montreal.

We arc all to quite a large extent very much crea-

tures Of our own thoughts. Those words will stand
careful thinking about. If you "think" in small circles

you'll "act" in small circles., and there's not much chance
of your working in bigger ones.

If you want 1o fight with the Big advertiser for your
share of trade, look for the weak spots in the Big fel-

low's armor. Then keep jabbing there.

May he the Big advertiser in your line of business lives

and thrives on a bargain-giving basis—he generally does.

His flood of "bargains" never seems to cease. Each day
brings its list of attractions, counted on to draw people

in and lead them to buy other things in regular lines

which show a large per cent, of profit. His bargains are

his bait ; they are his most powerful way of advertis-

ing. Take that power from him and he'd be as helpless

as a great big whale flopping about out of the water.

He'd he out of it for certain. His full-page ads would
be like soup with the salt left out. His two-inch black

type would "tell of" a great deal, but they wouldn't
"tell for" much. His one-hundred-dozeii lots would lie

upon his hands. He'd be IT no. longer.

The small man cannot hope to meet on his own
ground the advertiser who thrives on bargains and cut

prices. The Big fellow can outdo him in bigness and
splurge and space. To attempt to copy those tactics in

small space would be out of the question.

Talk Quality and Merit.

How then can the small ad be made to shine ? It

can't be done by talking Price. It can't be done by talk-

ing Quantity. But it can be done by talking Quality.

It can be done by talking Satisfaction. It can be done

by talking G-ood Service. It can be done by talking Ex-
cellence of Merchandise—up-to-dateness of, Style. The Big

fellow preaches Price and Quantity. He can be check-

mated by preaching Quality and Merit, and by everlast-

ingly hammering at il in strong, clear notes. When the

small advertiser has a point to make let him make it

with no uncertain distinctness. Let him leave no room
for doubt in the mind of the prospective purchaser.

Here is where the small advertiser can make his small

ad shine and scintillate and twinkle. He can give his lit-

tle ad a lustre that would turn the Big ad green w'th

envy. His little ad can be set up in a neat, clean-cut,

distinct style, with his firm name plain and hold, and it

can be kept always in the same garb. The reader will

recognize it at a glance. He will know that Jones' ad

always has something fresh and interesting and' pointed

to say, and he'll read it as sure as a gun.

The Big ad must divide its tire. It has forty songs

to sing at each appearance—all different.

\*nw the small ad can focus its tire on just a few

vital points and keep pounding. It can sing at each ap-

pearance just one simple song, and if it's sung well it

will "stick." Eternal harping on one or two strings

may not he picturesque to the harpist, but where it is

done with skill and power, with repetition of subject hut

with change of word and form, it will in time make an

indelible impression on the public mind.

Bargains Gain Credence.

The advertiser who harps on Quality ami Merit and
i:\ilusi\cness, if he happens In haw- an occasional bar-

gain to offei will tell it to wide open ears. The public

will Hock to his store, hecai.se they know that they'll

surely GET a bargain. They know that Jones is cele-

brated above all things for QualiU and Merit and Relia-

bility. The advertiser, therefore, who builds his business
on the solid rock of Dependability and Trustworthiness
build., better than he knows, and it will pay him a thous-

and fold to Advertise. In proportion to the Big full-page

advertiser he will cast no mean shadow—a shadow that

won't "grow less" as it grows older.

The small man's business has its own Points of Ex-
cellence in which it need play second fiddle to nobody,
not even the Biggest houses. If it hasn't it's a pretty

washy affair. These Points of Excellence should be taken

up one by one and laid before the reader. They might be

worked into the small advertising space under the general

heading, "Jones' Points of Excellence." In each change
of copy one point only should be dealt with, and the most
should be made of it. Careful thought will he called for

in framing each ad. Even a trained hand can't do a

small ad of this sort justice by "dashing it off in a min-

ute." It is harder to say a whole lot in a few words
and make a clear impression on the reader's mind than

it is to say it in unlimited space. But once a point is

made and made clearly in a few expressive words it will

"stick" in the reader's mind far better than a long-wind-

ed argument.

Whatever you may have to say, don't say it in an

apologetic, half-hearted way. Say it earnestly, simply

and plainly. It will sink into the reader's mind and

carry with it, conviction. If your little ad has in it the

proper brand of yeast it will eventually raise the reader'^

curiosity, and presently he'll be irresistibly tempted to

give you a trial.

Once you have him hooked it's up to you to land

him. And once you have him landed—well, that's a story

of so many aspects that we'll have to deal with it later

on. W. L. MARTIN.

DEATH OF E. E. PERRAULT.

IN the death of Emmanuel E. Perrault, the esteemed

city and Eastern Townships representative of L.

Hirshson & Co., Notre Dame street, Montreal, the

trade has lost one of the pioneer traveling men in Can-

ada. The passing- away of .Mr. Perrault suddenly on

Friday, the 17th of November, was very sad news to a

wide circle of friends. The funeral services, which were

largely attended by business and social friends, were

held on Monday, at his home in Bourdeau street. Mont-

real.

He was sixty-four years of ag-e and extremely robust,

a bright discreditor of the Osier theory. His road ex-

perience extended over a period of forty years, and

marks him as one of the very oldest travelers in the

country. He represented during his career many well-

known and familiar old houses which have been out of

business for many years. Sterling & MeCaw. an old

Montreal dry goods firm, was one of these firms. In

later years he represented among other houses the Wyld-

Darling Co.. Toronto. He had been with E. Hirshson A

Co. for the past year and a half.

Personally he was a man of genial disposition and

was a favorite with all who knew him. He was an en-

thusiastic member of the Dominion Commercial Trav-

elers' Association.
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PARIS FASHIONS
By A. El. DACAM, fc "Dry Goods Review.'

Quaint SKirt -Wings and
Birds Used in Millinery —
Russian Sable Popular.

Nov. 18th, L905.

T this particular season many nov-

elties are showing. Sketch No.

1. in skirt department, is most

quaint. One might fancy a re-

vival of the eleventh century of

the Taragon epoch. This skirt is

really quite bewildering in its

form. Even to the trained eye it

is mounted and surmounted by a

profusion of gathers. straightways and crossways.

About half-way from the knee downwards will be noticed

a plain band of the embroidered spotted taffetas, from

whence, rising to the knee, are a continuation of gathers

as before mentioned. The upper part of the skirt is per-

fectly plain except for motifs of panne velvet.

Talking- with a particularly good creator of fashion

this week, I was informed that one may safely calculate

on rounded skirts for the next Spring- season.

*

In millinery, wings and even whole birds are freely

used for trimming-. Hats are trimmed very high, more
especially at the back. Turned up shapes are bien en

evidence, and flowers are seldom seen, though with the

Christmas season flowers as a garniture will surely In-

seen.

Lace Trimmed Dinner Blouse
Sleeve, Velvet Bordered.

Corsage Sleeve in Crepe de Chine,
embroidered and tucked. The
cuff is in Taffetas Mousseline.

Furs are much worn, especially in Russian sable.

Society ladies can this year cany furs with such marked
contrast, principally because Russian sable and silver

fox are exceptionally high in price. Japanese foxes and
imitation silver pointed skins are less seen than form-

erly, and musquash for the lower grade are freely used

in the making- up of stoles, which are invariably finished

off with a fringe.

.Mantles in broadcloth, with hood interlined with
different furs, are much shown. A most striking- model
is a full three-quarter mantle with bolero effect. The
bolero starts from back seam, either side. Quite a deal

of braid is being used for trimmings.
*

.
#

*

Belts and trimmed collars, as shown in sketches, are

a few of the newest models showing-, as also are the

sleeves.
* *

For costumes, homespuns have never created such a

demand as to-day, and prices are rising-. A good home-
spun trotter costume, well cut, requires very little trim-

ming, if any. for a morning- costume. These materials

Some Pans Novelties in Xeckw.ar a. id Ueits.

are very difficult to substitute and are now well in the

market, asked for by customers, and do credit to all

parties concerned. A. K. DACAM.
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^ CHANGES DEMANDED IN
CANADIAN TARIFF ^

THE TARIFF COMMISSION AT MONTREAL.

REPRESENTATIONS were made to the Tariff

Commission in Montreal Erom Tuesday, the

Ttli of November, until Saturday, the 11th.

There were lour commissioners, the Bon. W.

S. Fielding, Minister of Finance; Sir Richard

Cartwright, Minister of Trade and Commerce; tin- Hon.

William Paterson, Minister of Customs, and the Hon.

L. P. Brodeur, Minister of Inland Revenue. The meet-

ings were held in the council room of the board of

trade. Proceedings were conducted methodically, and

the representatives of industries were heard apcording to

a specified time table. The representations touched upon

scores of items in the tariff, and in many cases a direct

increase of the duty was asked so as to permit Cana-

Hon. W. S. Fielding,

Minister ot Finance and Chairman of the Tariff Commission.

dian manufacturers to compete with those of foreign

countries, while again manufacturers wished raw ma-
terials cheaper.

The dry goods trade was represented by important

and thoroughly informed delegations, who laid their

cases accurately and plainly before the Commissioners.

The Commissioners i-n'\t-\' indicated what their decision

would lie. lint always promised thai the representation's

would receive full and fair consideration. The compli

Cated nature of a tariff was clearh brought out by the

diversified representations of the dr\ goods deputations.

Cotton Industry Requirements.

In main respects the deputation of the cotton inter

ests was the most interesting during the entire session.

The speakers included Mr. David VIorrice, representing

the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills; Mr. ('has. B. Gor

don, ol Dominion Textile Co., Limited, and .Mi. S. II.

Ewing and .Mr. Louis Simpson, of the Montreal Col

ton Co. The general plea of the representatives favored

an advance of 5 per cent, on the present tariff, asserting

unanimously that the present tariff was insufficient.

Mr. David Morrice was the first speaker, and gave an

interesting review of the cotton industry in Canada. In-

stated there were in Canada twenty-four cotton mills

manufacturing cotton goods. The value of these mills is

represented by a capital of $24,000,000. The average

output of the mills depends on the cost of raw material

of cotton, about $17,0011,000 per annum; the wages paid

per annum is about $4,000,000. The number of help em-

ployed is about 14,000. This latter, oT course, repre-

sents a large number of families, as parents and young

people are employed together. "We require the use of a

considerable amount of money outside of our ordinary

capitalization, probably $7,000,000 or $8,000,000 from

our fiankers as a working capital to carry on the busi-

ness of the country. This $8,000,000 plus the $24,000,-

000 will considerably enhance the capitalization.

Continuing, .Mr. Morrice spoke for the colored cotton

industry, with which he was especially identified, and call-

ed attention to climatic conditions and the lack of skill-

ed labor as a serious difficulty for the Canadian indus-

try. He contended that further protection would not

add to the cost to the consumer, as it would enable

them to keep their mills running all the year round and

thus lessen the cost of production. He went deeply into

details of cotton manufacturing, producing samples to

aid in making his meaning clear.

Charles B. Gordon.

Mr. ('has. B. Gordon, of the Dominion Textile <

Limited, presented the case for an additional duty on

white and gray cottons at a considerable length. He
stated it was imperative that they capture at least a

portion of the cotton goods trade which Great Britain

at present has. The preferential clause hits the cotton

industry severely, and the Lancashire district of Eng-

land was referred to. Against the United States, where

there was a full protection of 25 per cent., they had lit-

tle trouble. The merger was so utilized as to get the

maximum production at the minimum cost, by special-

izing in the different mills in as far as possible. They

were endeavoring to make certain of the better grades.

but could not do so at a profit under a 10 '2-'-\ per cent,

tariff.

Referring to labor conditions, he contrasted Can

adian difficulties with the favorable aspect in England

and United States. Canada pays higher wages and there

is difficulty in getting a satisfactory supply of labor.

as different classes of industries have not settled down
to distinct districts. If the mills could lie kept going

steadily these unsatisfactory conditions would be alle-

viated. Concluding, he stated that if the duty on grays

and whites was increased 5 per cent, they would make a

determined effort to run the mills full time.

Mr. Louis Simpson, speaking for the Montreal Cot-

ton Co.. stated that their special lines necessitated Ere
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quent change in manufacture, due to style changes, and

cited the decrease in the population oi Valleyfield, as a

result of the closing of the mills, as a aeeessitj for the

increased protection of 5 per cent. Mr. S. II. Ewing

said there was no water in the stuck of the Montreal

Cotton Mills Co., and Mr. Gordon vouched for the Do

minion Textile Co.

At the concluding session on Saturday Mr. F. B.

Matins spoke against increased protection for the Do-

minion Textile Co., Limited, and the Montreal Cotton

Co., stating it would be detrimental to their own inter-

ests. Further, it would make them careless and no im-

provements could be inaugurated. He spoke fully about

the recent merger, and stated that the Montreal Cotton

Co. had made enormous profit. He was interested in

both concerns.
The. Woolen Question.

Mr. Joseph Horsfall, the Montreal Woolen Mills, pre-

cented with much earnestness a claim for increased duty

on woolen importation. He pointed out that conditions

in England were much more favorable for the manufac-

turer than in Canada. Great Britain has a market of

six hundred million, and Canada only six million, and

unless the duty was raised the remaining woolen mills in

Canada would soon be closed. Tie asked for 38' per cent.

protection. Continuing, he stated that a plant that

eost $200,000 in Ens-land would cost $300,000 in Canada,

while capital here demanded <i per cent, and only 4 per-

cent, in England. Mr. Fielding-, by close questioning,

brought out many interesting- particulars.

Mr. J. H. Shaw headed a representation of the Bri-

tish Agents' Association, consisting- of 11. Pealtie, If.

M. Smyth, and John Bennett. Their contention was

that all woolen goods go back to the old duty, 35 per-

cent, less 1-3. The duty was now 3(1 per cent.

In reply to questions by Mr. Fielding, Mr. Shaw,

speaking as to the capability of the woolen mills of this

country to manufacture products reauired for the Can-

adian trade, said that where the mills had their appa-

ratus and plant uu-to-date they could get plenty of

business. Where such was the case the establishments

experienced a rush of orders and they had orders in hand

that the\ could not fill for months.

They also contended that the cotton industry could

not expect a change in the tariff as they were fully em-

ployed under remunerative conditions.

The Merchant Tailors' Association also protested

against increased protection for woolen industry, and ask-

ed that fine goods should not pay more than 25 per cent,

duty. The advance in the English market, plus the in-

creased duty last year, had hurt their trade. The value

of the tailoring business to the country was $2,000,000.

and $650,000 was paid in wages. Mr. I,. Gibb, the

president of the association, headed the deputation. He
contended that Canadians could not produce the fine

goods necessary for their trade.

Wholesale Clothiers.

Mr. H. Vineberg headed the deputation of the whole-

sale clothing manufacturers, representing a total capital

of $10,000,000. and doing a business of $17,000,000 annu-

ally. He protested against the increase in duty to 30

per cent, on woolens, and also said the duty on cottons

was high enoug-h. They wished a staple tariff, and asked

that the former preference in alpacas, mohairs, Italian

linings, etc., be restored, as these goods are not made in

Canada.
Restore Preference.

An influential delegation from the wholesale dry

goods section, among whom were Mr. Geo. B. Fraser,

Greenshields, Limited; Mr. .). Hodgson, Hodgson, Sum
ner & Co.; Mr. Thos. Brophy, of Brophy, Cains, Limited,

and Mr. R. A. Brock, of W. R. Brock Co., Limited,

asked that the full British preference be restored in the

case of British woolen dress goods not manufactured in

Canada. This representation has been made upon dif

lerent occasions, and the trade is confident of an early

revision. They desire the duty restored to 23 1-3 per-

cent. The lines affected are British woolen dress goods,

fifty inches wide, and under, of the following makes :

Cashmeres, union, and wool; lustres, Sicilians, mohairs

of all kinds; wool serges, printed or embroidered wool

flannels, wool sateens, soleils, bengalines, skirtings, and

linings as follows : Mohair linings, fifty-four inch wool

Italian linings, beatrice twill serge linings.

The trade also desired that the duty on all crash

toweling, glass cloths, whether checked, striped or plain,

should be placed at 25 per cent.

Shirt and Collar Interests.

Mr. F. W. Stewart, the Salem Co., and Mr. F. S.

Skelton, Skclton Bros., were the chief speakers repre-

senting the shirt and collar industry. As a measure of

relief they asked that the duties be made as follows :

On shirts, 40 per cent, ad valorem and 4 cents each.

On collars, 40 per cent, ad valorem and 1 cent each.

On cuffs, 40 per cent, ad valorem and 2 cents each.

The present duty was 35 per- cent, ad valorem, less

1-3 preference in favor of British goods. The duty on

the cotton cloth had been reduced to 15 per cent. United
States and Austria principally export into Canada, and
across the line materials cost about 25 per cent, less,

and skilled labor in Austria was available at $1.65 per

week, compared with $5 to $7.50 per week in Canada.
They had a hard time to get business, especially in the

cheap lines of shirts.

The silk waist industry, headed by Mr. Kars, of the

American Silk Waist Co., and Mr. Leo. of the New
York Silk Waist Co., the latter of whom acted as

chairman, contended they should receive silks at the 1

same rate of duty as the neckwear manufacturers. 111

per cent. This question has been fully discussed in The
Review.

* *
*

THE COMMISSION AT TORONTO.
Mr. J. D. Allan, president of the Toronto Board of

Trade, welcomed the Tariff Commission to Toronto, and
in felicitous terms congratulated them on the extent of

the inquiry and the facility they offered everyone to set

forth his grievance. The council chamber- of the board
of trade was placed at their service, and a large number
of spectators followed the proceedings of the Commis-
sion with the utmost interest.

Sir Richard Cartwright and Hon. Sidney Fisher

were present at all sessions, in addition to the three

regular Commissioners. Seventy-nine deputations in all

were heard in Toronto, and these covered almost the en-

tire field of Canadian industries.

The Necktie Manufacturers.

The first ease submitted was that by Mr. .1. I'. Wat-

son, manager of E. & S. Currie, Limited. He set forth

the position which was agreed upon by practically all

the neckwear manufacturers of Canada and by the silk

importers.

The statement of Mr. Watson went to show that silk

imported for neckwear came in at a duty of 10 per cent..

whereas silk imported for blouses and waists was charg

ed 30 per cent. The same silk was used for the two ar-
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tides, and ii was held thai this discrimination was put-

ting a premium on dishonesl \

It was generallj felt among the trade that a good

deal ol Mlk which was being imported at the lowei rate

was actually being made into waists. Mr. Watson asked

Eor a uniform dutj on Bilk. He was willing to have the

rate raised if uecessaryi but it must be the same for

all. Mr. Stapleton Caldecotl spoke to tin' same effect,

and put in a powerful plea for a fairer rate of duty.

Mr. -I. I). Allan followed in the same line. He spoke for

those who used silk Eor coat linings.

On being questioned by Mr. Fielding, the deputation

suggested a duty on silk of 25 per cent., and on neck

wear and waists of 1") per cent., with the British prefei

nice to come off this. After a genera] discussion, in

which all the Ministers took part, the subject was

passed.
Mr. J. W. Woods.

The wholesale dry goods interests were dealt with

by Mr. .1. W. Woods, of the Cordon. Mackay Co. The

arguments followed the lines of those urged in Montreal.

Mr. Woods maintained that certain classes of cottons

could not be manufactured in Canada, and so should not

have a high duty placed on them. He went into the

whole subject of the cotton business, and was armed

with a host of figures to prove that the wages were not

much lower in England than here, and that hence the

cost of production did not differ greatly. He also quoted

statistics to show that the Canadian cotton mills had

paid well. For these reasons he urged that no increase

be granted in the duty on cotton, but that on some lines

the rate should be reduced. He made the same claim in

regard to woolens for dress goods, etc.

The commission was greatly interested in the state-

ments of Mr. Woods, and his case created some close

inquiries.

Regarding manufactured articles of wearing apparel,

Mr. Woods asked for increased protection.

Corset Manufacturers' Demands.

Mr. John (iilchrist and Mr. ('has. F. Lobb. repre-

senting the Crompton Corset Company, urged a lower

duty on their materials. Mr. Gilchrist's contention was

that there were varieties of jeans, coutils, and sateens,

ribbons, nets, and other goods used in corset making

suitable for that purpose only. The Canadian mills

could not make these goods, or else would not take

their workmen off general lines to make them. He

therefore asked that the duties on these goods, which

were generally about 30 or 35 per cent., should be re-

duced to 20 per cent. He thought this would be better

than to ask for an increase on the finished article to say

4") per cent. The present duty on finished corsets is 35

per cent., which the deputation said did not give them

sufficient protection.

Cap Manufacturers Complain.

Air. Frank Jones spoke for the cap manufacturers.

He said that the dutj on felt was 30 per cent., while

that on finished caps was only 20 per cent. The reason

of this was that the felt was subject to the German

surtax.

Mr. W. R, Walton, of the Canadian Silk Co., asked

that materials not made in Canada, such as silk train

or organzine, used in making woven labels, be admitted

free instead of at 25 per cent .

Mr. A. Findlayson claimed that the duty on grej

cotton was too high, and on French balbriggan pro-

hibitive. As a mantle maker he urged an increase in the

duty on these garments. Another' deputation of manu

facturers of women's and children's outside garments

asked that whate\ei change be made in the tariff affect

ing that commodity, there be an addition of not less

than 10 per cent, on the finished article as compared

with that on the cloths and braid- which comprise their

raw materials. There are eighteen factories in Canada,

with $2,000,000 annual output, 2,700 employes, and

$900,000 annual waves

The Duty on Knitted Goods.

A net tariff of 35 per cent, is urgently requested on

all knitted goods imported; this would give the measure
of relief required and at once place manufacturers in a

position to make many lines they cannot do at present,

and especially the better class of goods which are im-

ported in enormous quantities.

Allusion was made at length to the unfavorable in-

tluence during the last IK months of the present low du-

t\ on knitted goods.

Richard Thompson, general manager of the Penman
Mfg. Co., in Paris, supported these demands. The Can-

adian manufacturers, he remarked, had to pay their em-
ployes far more than in England; indeed, their labor

here cost them at least from 30 per cent, to 40 per cent,

more than in Great Britain. There was a demand, too,

for shorter hours over here.

Mr. W. B. Stew ait. of the Cascade Narrow Fabric

Co., requested that web elastic be left at 20 per cent.,

and that non-elastic webbing tapes, bindings, braid-.

and wicks be placed at 35 per cent. He maintained that

chenille curtains, which now come in at 30 per cent,

should be placed at 35 per cent., the same as chenille

table covers.

The Wholesale Clothiers Association demanded,
through their representatives. Mr. .1. C. Black and .1.

G. Merrick, that the British preference be restored on

woolens. The extent of the industry in Canada was
shown by figures. Air Black reiterated the statements

of the Montreal clothiers in reference to the imp --

bility of manufacturing certain lines of goods in Canada.

Mr. P. H. Burton, of the Merchants' Dyeing &
Finishing Co., representing dyers and finishers, asked

that unfinished dress goods be allowed in at 15 per cent.

lower duty than the same dress goods dyed and finished.

He explained why it cost more to finish these goods in

Canada than in foreign countries. Mr. R. W. Spenoe

produced a large number of samples to illustrate their

contentions.

OFFICERS OF D. C. T. MUTUAL BENEFIT SOCIETY.

THE quarterly meeting of the Dominion Commercial
Travelers' Mutual Benefit Society was held in Mont-

real Sat unlaw November llh. with President Alex-

A. Murphy in the chair. A most satisfactory report was

read, showing an increase in the membership and also an

increase in the reserve fund.

The nomination of officers for the ensuing year was

then proceeded with, resulting in the election of the fol-

lowirg gentlemen by acclamation: President. .1. S. N.

Dorsal) ; vice-president, Richard Booth; treasurer, ('has

Curd ; trustees. David Watson, E II. Copeland, Max.

Murdock. .1. F. I, Dubreuil, and J \. Christie.

The newly appointed president, Mr. Dougall, retires

His year from the presidency of the Dominion Commer-
cial Travelers' Association, having tilled that office for

the past two years.

Mr R, Booth, the "vice-president, is manager of the

hosiery and underwear departments of the W. R. Brock

Co., Limited, Montreal, and is a well known commercial

man in the Eastern Townships, which he has covered for

man] vears,
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Anticipation Rewarded

Aggressive business men are ever on the alert.

The keener the competition the more exacting must be the

demands on the management of the present day successful

business.

We stated last month that all our standard ranges of Dress

Materials would be offered at old prices until our present con-

tracts were disposed of.

The generous support thus far accorded by our friends has

amply rewarded us for anticipating their requirements. We are

cabling each week for large quantities of standard lines in the

fashionable shades as trade demands. Some lines are getting

fairly well sold up, and we strongly advise those of our friends

who have not placed their orders for Spring with us, not to delay

if they wish to secure both the advantage in variety and value.

In our Silk Department will be found many very desirable

ranges in both low and medium prices, Special Values, and

exclusive designs They are worthy of your closest inspection

and will be "Trade Builders." Do not miss seeing them, and,

what is more to the purpose, buying them. This department

has been greatly augmented recently, and we can speak with the

utmost confidence regarding Styles, Qualities and Values. The
bulk of the fancy lines can be delivered for the Christmas trade.

Ask for samples.

Holiday Goods

Just to hand several lines in Novelties, comprising Toilet

Sets, Brush and Comb Sets, Leather Bags, Purses, Pin Cushions,

etc., etc. Complete ranges in Smallware and fancy Dry Goods
requisites in stock.

Letter orders receive special and prompt attention.

Brophy, Cains Limited
Wholesale Dry Goods. MONTREAL

QUICK SHIPPERS
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COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' OFFICERS

AT the quarterlj meeting ol the Dominion Com-
mercial Travelers' Association held Saturday,

November llth, in theii rooms. Board of

Trade building, Montreal, the nominations for

officers and directors foi the ensuing year re-

sulted as follow s :

President—Fred L. Cains, of Brophy, Cains, Limited
,

W. .J. Egan, representing the \\. R. Brock Co., Limited,

Alotit real.

Vice-president—E. I). Marceau was elected by acclama-

i ion

Treasurer—Robt. C. Wilkins by acclamation.

Directors—Ed. S. Hois, R. J. Forman, J. I). Shaw,
W. F. Cleghorn, A. Terroux, .las. S. Thompson, .J. B.

Giles, and (!. W. Prescotte.

The president, Mr. J. S. N. Dougall, made a report

which showed an increase of 3&0 members, making the

total well over 5,(1(1(1. The annual dinner will he held as

usual and the special committee will announce the date

later. The annual meeting will he held on December 16th

from coast to coasl as he has duiing his long connection

with Brophy, Cains & Co., now Brophy, Cains, Limited

The territorj on which he is besl known is the uppei

and lower Ottawa, which he coveted continuously for a

period of ten years.

His nomination for the presidency was at the ear
request of many influential interests and his services to

the association ate thus recognized. Mr. Cains has heen

treasurer of the association for the past two y(

It is difficult to realize (hat Mr. Cains has been ac-

tively connected with the dry goods trade for over a

quarter of a century. His early grounding was gained

with Greenshields, Limited where he learned the rudi-

ments of the trade by earnest application for six

Nineteen years ago he entered Brophy, Cains <V_ Co., and

his success can he accurately gauged by hisi present posi-

tion.

W. J. Egan.

»>\ Mr. W. J. Egan, vice-president of the association last

year, accepted the nomination for president at the earn-

W. J. Egan
Nominated for President,

Robert C. Wilkins

Elected Treasurer by Acclamation.

at which the result of the election of officers will he

given, also the financial statement for the year.

Dry Goods to the Fore.

As usual the dry goods trade is well represented in

the list of officers. The higher officers, with the exception

of the vice-presidency, are represented by men well and

favorably known in the dry goods trade. Mr. E. I). Mar-

ceau, elected vice-president by acclamation, is a popular

wholesale grocer. A sketch is given of Fred L. Cains and

W. .1. Egan, in nomination for the presidency, and Robert
C. Wilkins, elected treasurer hy acclamation.

Fred L. Cains.

Mr. Fred L. Cains, of Brophy, Cains, Limited, Mont-

real, in nomination for president of the association, is a

familial' and well known figure throughout the entire

trade of Canada, and possesses <i strong grip upon a

large circle of friends. Mr. Cains, although ins duties in

the warehouse ate trying, still finds time to take a run

nut for special trips and thus retains his love for the

road. Few travelers can boast of having covered Canada

est request of prominent members, among whom ate Rob-
ert narrower, George E. Amyot, of the 1). & A Corset

Co.
; Geo. E. Drummond, S. .1. Mathewson, a prominent

wholesale grocer, and .las. Robertson, well known in the

shoe trade. Mr. Egan is an enthusiastic member of the

association and his efforts were rewarded six years

by his appointment to the Board of Directors, on which

he served with marked ability and interest for five years.

Ever since joining twelve years ago he has heen in at-

tendance at the annual meetings and his connection has

heen marked hy steady progress, which has culminated in

the nomination for the presidency.

lie represents the W. R. Brock Co.. Limited, Mont-

real, in the Ottawa Valley, a territory which has always

heen Ins special limiting ground. However, he has made
special trips from coast to coast and is thoroughly aware

of the requirements of the "boys." Previous to his con-

nection with the Brock Co. lie represented Gaull Bros, in

the same territory, liis first experience on the toad was

gamed with Hodgson, Sumner & Co., Montreal, with
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whom he served an apprenticeship in the house of eight

years.

The reliability of his information concerning dry

goods, coupled with a healthy optimism, has made him

valuable alike to his linn and his customers. He is al-

ways welcomed by a large clientele and is extremely pop-

ular with all who have the good fortune to know him.

Robert C. Wilkins.

Mr. Robert C. Wilkins, elected treasurer by acclama-

tion, is at present pretty busy receiving the congratula-

tions of his numerous friends. There is probably no more
representative or better known traveler than the proprie-

tor of the famous "Rooster Brand," and a quarter of a

century connection with the association has made him

the association considers itself fortunate in securing such

a valued treasurer.

Few men are so well posted regarding early conditions

in the eastern ground which necessitated a drive of fifteen

hundred miles in the early days, when he represented II

A. Nelson & Sons. He gained valuable experience witli

this house during five years, and upon entering James
Coristine So Co. this stood him in good stead. A nine

years' service with the latter house, upon the same
ground, won him an enviable connection, which he has re-

tained till this day. It was only ten years ago he en-

gaged in business on his own account, and his success is

too well known to need rehearsal.

RETURNED
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John Wanamaker's New Department Store. Philadelphia.

(First corner section now in course of erection.) Shown through the
courtesy of the American Bar-Lock Company of Philadelphia, manufac-
turers of prism lights. Rep. by J. Watson & Son, Montreal.

popular alike with young and old. Mr. Wilkins, although

his business cares in Montreal are confining, still makes
time to cover his old eastern ground in the Maritime
Provinces and Cape Breton. Last year his mileage

amounted to somewhat over twelve thousand and this

gives an inkling of the territory covered. In twenty-five

years' diversified experience on the road he has covered

all Canada.

There is no more loyal member among the traveling

fraternity, and during twenty-five years' membership he

has missed but one annual dinner and meeting, and that

through illness. He speaks encouragingly of prospects of

the association, which he has seen grow from a member-
ship of fifteen hundred to well over five thousand. His
election has been hailed witli approval by everyone and

THE BEGINNING OF WANAMAKER'S.

FEW people, as they look up at the colosal building, a

veritable sky-scraper, which is being erected in

Philadelphia as a new home for the Wanamaker De-

partmental Store, know the origin of that gi-

gantic business. John Wanamaker was the or-

iginator of the departmental store as we know
it. It was in his brain that the idea of a num-
ber of businesses, each complete in itself, yet each con-

trolled and directed by the one moving spirit, took form.

It was back in the sixties that Philadelphia was car-

ried away by the Revivalists Moody and Sankey. A huge

freight building which had been abandoned by the railway

companies was seated to accommodate twenty thousand

people. Here the people flocked during the course of the

meetings.

After the evangelists had left, John Wanamaker cast

about for some use to which the old building could be

put. Something resembling a fair was what suggested

itself first. He set up a dry goods booth in one corner.

After this he went to dealers in other lines and induced

them to put in stocks in different sections, so that in

various parts of the building there was a hardware store,

a grocery store, etc.

Wanamaker did all tie advertising for this unique en-

terprise. He provided the building, arranged for the care

of it and made provision for everything which was re-

quired for the maintenance of it. For this he charged the

different dealers 10 per cent, of their receipts. Each man,

however, ran his own business and took his own profits,

outside of this percentage which Wanamaker received for

advertising, rent, etc.

The scheme went better than even the shrewd origi-

nator of it could have expected. The flow of business

turned toward the novel and skillfully advertised federa-

tion. The inevitable result soon followed. John Wana-

maker saw the possibilities gradually opening up before

him. One by one the independent merchants in the big

building passed under his control. This was comparative-

ly easy, for they rented their floor space from him and

he could squeeze them out at any time. What was prac-

tically a federation of businesses became the modern de-

partmental store. Its growth to its present size has been

one of the marvels of modern business.

FRENCH FIRMS WANT AGENTS.

The Chambre de Commerce Francaise of Montreal

has received a request from a large factory of sewing

thread is Lille, France, for someone in Montreal and

Toronto to act as their representative.

A Parisian manufacturer of artificial flowers wishes

buyers in Canada.

A raw wool exporter in Mazamet, France, desires tp

place his products in Canadian markets.
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WHAT SMART SOCIETY WORE AT THE NEW
YORK HORSE SHOW

[HKN anj important evenl at which

smart women congregate is regard

lM | from the fashion standpoint it

is borne in upon one how futile it

is lor even arbitral fashion to

make the independent American

woman subservient. Such an event

as the Horse Show now being held

at Madison Square Garden estab-

lishes not only the fashion-, of New

York but, in a measure, for the entire continent, and a

careful study of the styles seen there leaves one with the

well defined idea that everything a smart woman wears

is smart, no matter how contradictory the gowns may

be.

One thing is certain, that the hundreds and thou-

sands of dollars that are spent on the toilettes of the

habitants of the Horse Show are not spent in vain.

1ml;. '1. PivsscJ Shape Fumee Shade

Ostentatious displaj is in the minority, the majority

of women being dreams of picturesque beauty- at least

as far as their clothes go.

The Garden was a mas- .,t color on the opening

night, as indeed it ha- been each time I have chanced

in. It would have delighted the loyal English hearts to

have seen the heartj welcome given to Prince Louis ,,i

Battenburg, who was, of course, present, and that the

Prince enjoyed every moment of the time spent in the

Garden was apparent. Society that -pell- it-elf with a

big S were there, radiant and triumphant, and no wonder

Prince Louis said, "It was the greatest thing I ever

saw !" Certain it is that in the most royal circle- the

1'iince's eyes have never gazed upon more exquisitely

clad women.

There is no arbitrary rule a- to the kind of gown -

wear- to the Horse Show. There were, therefore, simple

cloth tailor made-, cicwned with small tip tilted hat-

which hardly seemed to rest on the elaborately coiffured

head beneath; and gowns of the most delicate texture

with which were worn a fortune in furs, and the most

picturesque hats.

The furs, indeed, were quite a feature of each day.

For -o early in the season the display was unusual, and

a vast fortune represented in pelts alone. Mink, T think,

had the preference. Otter, fox. and soft brown tuts,

with handsome lynx, were seen on all sides. A few fur

hats were seen, but these were not numerous. Those

that were worn were a distinctive style from any of the

other hats worn, being- for the most pant flat and broad,

made entirely of fur and simply trimmed with a bunch

of flowers. Several lynx hats on this order were no-

ticed, a long cape stole and pillow muff being the usual

accompaniments.

A hat of soft grey marabout looked like a hugv pow-

der puff, which had almost buried in its soft down a

large pink rose and just a suggestion of silver. There

was a marabout set to match, which was worn over a

gown of grey chiffon cloth with a postillion coat of silver

and blue brocade.

Of the colors that were prominent, coral, hunter s

green, mulberry blue, and cocoa brown are first recalled.

Plashes of black stood out in bold relief, especially in

hats, and soft greys toned down the higii colors in alto-

gether a satisfactory way. There were few all white

costumes, or, indeed, hats. Soft white furs w-ere worn

with gowns of pastel shades, and white hats were re-

lieved by mink or other dark touches, or dark hats were

brightened by white feathers.

Ostrich and heron feathers were combined time and

again, and quills were in evidence on the smartly turned

pressed hats, almost to the exclusion of wings. The

same simplicity of trimming which has characterized the

season's millinery was apparent. The "line" is the

thing, and the poise and angle in which the shapes are

worn give them distinction.

I have had photographed two Horse Show models.

The first, th< new Georgette sailor of 1 lack velvet.

trimmed with American beauties and draped with a

Chantillj lace veil for, as you already know, lace veils

and scarves have met with oreat favor. Note the grace-

ful line of thi- hat and the simplicity of the trimming-.

Without the scarf i which is three and a half yards in

length) this model is quite complete and very practical.

The second illustration shows a smart pressed shape

in fumee shades. This hat has a pronounced derby

crown over which the wings are arranged. Miniature

pins are used to centre the wheel rosettes of ribbon.

A picturesque hat was a large brown velvet model

trimmed with heron, ostrich and maline. With it was

worn a handsome princess gown of brown chiffon velvet

ami radium -ilk. and an exquisite mink set. There were

touches of dull gold on the gown, which was the touch

par resistance.

This brings me to tin' subject of gold and silver.
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John Knox Company
Wholesale Dry Goods
HAMILTON, ONT.

Limited

SPECIALS * *
Handkerchiefs

We are offering splendid bargains

in lace and embroidered Lawns, also fancy

colored borders and hem-stitched Silk

Handkerchiefs bought especially for

Xmas trade.

Embroidered Waist Silks

Just in. 22 patterns in white and ivory,

with assorted colored embroidery. These

goods we have priced at 55c. per yard

—

abont half their value.

Spring 1906

Our Travellers are showing a larger

and better range of latest up-to-date

lines for Spring trade than ever. Cotton

goods are advancing. Placeyour order

now if you have not already done so.

We have a number of very special

hard-to beat leaders from all depart-

ments. Look out for them.

JOHN KNOX CO., limited
"WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

HAMILTON

Letter Orders

This department is steadily grow-

ing, it receives our personal attention,

and we guarantee entire satisfaction.

Letter orders are filled within an hour's

time after receipt of same at our office,

and shipped first express.

Our stock of smallwares and general

staple Dry Goods is always kept well

assorted.

A Merry Christmas

Wc wish all our friends a big

holiday trade and a Merry Xmas.

Get an assortment of our lines to

help boom your trade this busy month.

// your name is not on our books, give

us a trial order as we begin the second

year of our new business. We carry the

right goods at right prices.

JOHN KNOX CO., limited
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

HAMILTON
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i l iini-i not forget to tell you that it was used lav

ishlj both as trimming in cloth of gold and silver tissue

of w iiuli liai - were Fashioned.

unci- again the trailing Bkirl is worn, alas! Thej

- 1

i j 1 1 sadly inconvenienl after the trotter skirt, and no!

nearlj as sensible. Bui then the days of sensibility in

dress seem to be numbered, for the smart woman's waist

band has taken a sudden leap from twenty live to eigh

teen inches, and there are iiimois of hoops. However
that may be, the circular skirt is the skirt of the hour,

and the greater the flare the smarter the skirt.

Elbow and three-quarter Length sleeves, with which,

of course, are worn long glaced or suede gloves, are the

proper thing. They are not of great proportions, but

are full at the shoulders, which, by the way, arc good
and wide but do not droop.

t^^r .^

^^t

NL

1

w I

Ml
'

1 J

Fig. 1.—Sailor Hat with Chantilly Lace Veil.

Such is the information culled from the greatest

fashion display in the world. There is no higher au-

thority for dress than what the best dressed women of

the world wear at the dressiest event of the year, and

for this reason I give you what is worn at the Horse

Show, instead of what is seen and talked of in the im-

porting houses.
NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.

PRICES CUT IN FEATHERBONE.

A
GOOD many of our readers, who are buyers of

featherbone, have followed with more or less interesl

the varying fortunes of the fight for patent rights

in which the American Feat lierbone Co.. with which the

U'eid Featherbone Co., of London, once the Canadian

Featherbone Co., is now affiliated, and the Warren

Featherbone Co., have been Eor some time past engaged

in the courts of the United Si It was not gi

ally considered that this would ha\e much influent*

this side of the line. Jt constitutes, however, an ele

mint of the price cutting in featherbone that is exciting

considerable comment in the dry goods circle- at present.

Sere in Canada t he primary cause seems to be the

old, old trouble of a firm who makes no direct appeal

whatever to the trade, except through their selling

agent. This, as in many other cases, worked ail very

well until differences arose and a severance of relations

took place. When this happened, while the agent was
left with a market and no material, the company was
left with no organization for marketing their product.

These conditions are not confined to this company by

any means either.

The agent introduced the product of the Warren Co.

into this market, and the Canadian company for a time

dropped out of sight. Now they are affiliated with the

American Featherbone Co., and a fight is on between
the rival interests in Canada.

The why and the wherefore of the case is a good
deal confusing, made more so designedly, it is claimed,

by one side, and the two interests are often confounded,

particularly as there is a mixup of names as well. But
the trade is alive to the fact that there are two rival

companies in the field, and that each is determined to

capture the trade.

EVENING GOODS IN MONTREAL STORES.

PASSING the large department and dry goods stores

one is struck by the amount of beautiful evening and
reception gowns which are made of the shimmering

sequin and which make a veritable fairyland of the win-

dows around town.

At Ogilvy's a most entrancing gown was of black net

of the sequin order over an underdress of soft white silk.

It was very simply made, but the effect was beautiful.

Another gown in the same window was of while sequin

net with the gleaming spangles of silver. This, too, was
designed very simply, and finished with a deep girdle and
collar. In fact, these sequin robes need no trimming oi

any kind and even the plainest designs look elaborate.

Moving east from Ogilvy's one comes to the beautiful

store of the John Murphy Co., Limited. Here the mono-
color idea is carried out in the different windows. One
windowr is devoted entirely to pale blue. It is trimmed
with ribbons of this dainty shade and the central figure

of a lady is attired in a crepe tie chine reception gown.
Another window carries out the same thought in rose

pink, and still another in white. The gown in the last

mentioned window was of Princess Louise lace over a silk

foundation. The window was profusely decorated with

the Princess Louise lace edgings, insertions, etc.

Down town in Carsley's the sequin net was again

seen, this time an all black costume being shown. Also

in this window a most artistic evening cloak was ob-

served. It was of a very light grey color, ami was lined

throughout with a delicate shade of blue silk. Attached
to it was a quaint-looking head covering or capuchon, al-

so lined with the blue and brought over the head of the

figure showing a ruche of blue and grey next the face,

and giving a most bewitching effect.

Frank & Bryce, Montreal, Canadian agents for .1. ..v.

W. Knox, the well known thread manufacturers of Scot

land, received word recently that among the birthday

honors of King Edward, .Mr. .lames Knox, president ol

the company, had received the distinction of knitrhthood.
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Established 1832. Cable Address

:

"LAW, Bradford

SPRING 1906 -

adutlttdofiljfrtCC6.
(Registered)

MOHAIRS
Unique Specialite

Mohair De Soie
Of Wonderful Texture and Exceptional Brilliancy

Rainproof Goods
Latest Productions

Brilliantine Suitings
At Popular Prices

Law, Russell & Co.,
Converters of Bradford Goods lihited

BRADFORD and LONDON.
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WESTERN TRADE NOTES

M
OrtU-e o( DK1 QOOM Kkviiw

,

Room 611 I'niou liank liuil.liog.

Winnipeg, Man

I LI) weathei has been welcomed by the farm-

ers because ut i lie opportunity it affords of

completing Fall work in comfort; ii lias

been hailed with delighl by the grain inter-

ests as the lake and rail routes will be open
later this season than is usual. Hut amid the general

satisfaction the dry go< ds and clothing man has some
complaint to make, for sales of Winter clothing and dry

goods have not been so brisk as would have- been the

case had the Winter set in early. However, mild weather

lias been conducive to general prosperity and the dry-

goodsman will undoubtedly reap his share of the reward

in good lime. The west is more prosperous than ever

before in its
i
history and it would take more than mild

weather when he wants cold to deprive the drygoodsman
of his share of the general prosperity. \

Wholesale houses report that upon the whole paper

was satisfactorily met on November 4th. A few com-
plaints were heard, it is true, but most wholesale men
were cheerful and optimistic. It was generally recognized

that in the case of those districts where payment was
delayed the cause was the late marketing of the wheat.

There have not been many complaints this year of car

shortages as both railways have made herculean efforts

to handle the big crop. But with the best intentions and

the best preparations it was. possible to make, there have

been a few complaints on this score; and, moreover,

the failure of the Grand Trunk to handle the wheat on

the Georgian Bay ports has disorganized the whole sys-

tem to a certain extent. Hence in some districts a very

small portion of the wheat crop was marketed at the first

of the month and some delays in taking up paper were

unavoidable. Conditions have, however, been improving

ever since and by the turn in the year and the change of

calendars it is confidently expected that a great burden

of financial obligations in. the west will have been dis-

charged.
* *

*

In this connection it is gratifying to notice the effec-

tive work being done in ,the curtailment of credit by the

Retail Merchants' Association of Western Canada. In

last issue The Review outlined the programme of the

association in this respect and in this issue it is gratify-

ing to be able to state that advices received from dealers

from all parts of the west where the association has or-

ganized its branches indicate that the big majority of

western dealers closed their books on November 1st, and

are now insisting on the payment of cash for all pur-

chases. No credit is lo be allowed until April 1st.

In order to ascertain just what was being done in this

matter of credits, letters were sent out from Ibis office

to- dealers in all parts of the west having local .branches

of the association inquiring what was being done about
credit, how many members had closed their books on

November 1st. whether 30 days' accounts were being

treated as cash, what difficulties were being encountered

and what were the prospects for the association. The
great majority of the letters received in reply were op-

timistic in tune and indicated that good substantial work
is being done in this important matter of credits As
indicating the nature of the work being done and the

serious, way in which western dealers are taking hold of

the
1 movement we print below an interesting lettei h-

ceived from a prominent western retailei .

Aniaud, .Man., Novcmbei 11, 1905.

Editor Di y Goods Review,
Winnipeg, Man.

Dear Sir :— I am in receipt of your letter of recent
dale and beg to reply as follows lo your questions re-
garding the association :

You ask how many dealers in this section have adopt-
ed the cash programme of the association. In reply I

beg to state that out of 28 general merchants m this
part of the country 22 have adopted a strictly cash busi-
ness for the Winter months and the other six will en-
force the same system on December 1st. This delay was
caused by the car shortage at some points hindering the
marketing of the crops ; money will not be plentiful

much before December 1st.

You ask whether in our section we are allowing 30
days accounts to be treated as cash. We do if we are
satisfied that the customer will pay promptly, but if a
customer is slow in paying or if we are a little doubt-
ful as to his financial condition, or if he is doubtful him-
self as to when he will be able to pay, we insist on
strictly cash transactions. We are afraid of our custom-
ers abusing this privilege. My experience with 30 days
accounts is that in many cases they are allowed to stand
for several months.

You also ask whether we are meeting with much op-
position from our customers in introducing the cash sys-

tem. No, we are not. On the contrary we are meeting
with much encouragement from the best class of our cus-

tomers, those who have the money. They are willing to
pay cash for everything they buy as they clearly under-
stand that they are saving money by doing so and re-

cognize that the cash system is to their benefit.

We are meeting with strong opposition from a small
percentage of our customers, those who have always
bought their goods on credit and who are not very desir-

able customers. Some of them are trying to break what
they call the "combine" by treating, others see a very
short life for the cash store, and still others are talking

of the farmers clubbing together and going to Winnipeg
to buy their goods direct from the wholesale jobbers

;

but of course this is only talk, which is quite natural at

the start.

In this part of the country every merchant seems to

have realized that the association is an absolute necessity

to protect not only ourselves but the trade generally, and
all merchants in this section are anxious to follow- the

programme adopted by the association.
Thanking you, Mr. Editor, for the space in The Dry

Goods Review, I am,
Y'ours truly,

W. LEDOUX.

Comment on this letter is unnecessary except to re-

mark that it is a fair sample of a number of letters re-

ceived, all indicating that the credit evil is being grap-

pled with in a serious and businesslike way. Undoubtedly

country dealers will hear many threats from their cus-

tomers, some of whom cannot he expected to give up

without a protest their long uninterrupted privilege of

unlimited credit. But they can get no relief from the

jobbing houses, for the wholesale men are not going i<>

sell to farmers. Neither can they obtain credit from the

mail 'order houses.

*

The reference to mail order houses naturally suggests

the topic of the effect upon the Winnipeg and western

trade of the big department store development in this

city during the last year. One result has been apparent

from the first. The Winnipeg papers have carried a vast-

ly increased volume of retail store advertising during the

last few months. In order to meet new competition,

most of the Winnipeg stores have been advertising more

extensively than ever before. It goes without saying that

the opening of a big new store on Portage avenue— the
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largest store in town—has hurt somebody. The new store

has scarcely created new business to any great extent,

and it has evidently done a thriving trade. Naturally it

is hard to get at the real facts of the case but it seems

reasonably certain that some two or three stores which

were expected to be hard hit have not suffered. They

have advertised aggressively, have kept their stores up-

to-date, and have apparently held their own. The Re-

view was shown in confidence this month the statement

of sales in one large Winnipeg store showing an increase

for the month of October, 1905, of 15 per cent, over the

sales for the month of November. Such a showing in

the face of increased opposition must be gratifying to the

management. The name of the store in question is not

mentioned because of the request of the informant of Tut

Review.
* *

If, then, stores of this class are not suffering it must

be that the non-advertising and less progressive stores

are losing the customers who are transferring their pa-

tronage to the new Portage avenue store.

* *

Nash, Carson, Naylor, Limited, are advertising ag-

gressively in the daily papers, using large space very ef-

fectively. They have been making a strong bid for trade

during the last three months, and as thev have been go-

ing after it intelligently they have evidently been meet-

ing with success.
* *

*

Hyndman & Co. are once again to the fore with a

spectacular advertising scheme. The opening of the

Northern Bank in Winnipeg a few weeks ago was an event

of unusual interest in this city, as it is the only dis-

tinctly western bank in existence. Hyndman & Co. took

advantage of the general interest in this bank for their

own purposes. They advertised that on the 17th and 18th

of November they would give away a suit case and a new

Northern Bank live dollar bill with every suit of clothes

sold. Window displays and advertising space in the

papers were used effectively and the sale had wide pub-

licity.
* . *

*

At time of writing the Christmas trade in Winnipeg

stores has not yet really commenced but elaborate pre-

parations have been made for a rushing business and it is

expected that sales will exceed those of previous years.

It is noticeable that the city stores have stocked an even

better class of <roods than in previous years and evidently

they expect the demand to be for the more expensive

lines.

THE

NOVEMBER PAYMENTS GOOD.

ONE satisfactory feature of a Fall season that is

not without its shadows in the dry goods trade is

the way in which the trade has met its obligations

this month. The 4th of November is one of the most im-

portant dates in the dry goods calendar, and it is an

anxious time with both the wholesale and the retail

branch, and the way in which payments have been met
must have been a source of widespread satisfaction, as

it denotes a sure and solid prosperity.

Ontario heads the list, her merchants having met
fully 80 per cent, of their trade obligations, and the

Northwest comes next with 70. The showing here is all

the more gratifying as there has been a good deal of

complaint during the past year about the slow way
money came in from that quarter.

In the Eastern Provinces the showing is not quite so

good, owing to an indifferent agricultural season, and in

some sections to storms during the year.

'PIRLE' Finish
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl.

"LADY'S REALM" says :

"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear
anything but a 'Pirle' costume when she has once donned one. It may be

the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will

remain unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when
it came from the tailor's hands."

Registered Trade Mark.

"Madge" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'Pirle' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS
or full particulars from

E. RIPLEY £» SON, Limited,
100c, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND
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IF YOU ARE A WIDE-AWAKE MERCHANT vou have surelv noticed the increased demand for

Elite Brand

Rainproof and Waterproof Garments
both for Ladies and Gentlemen

They are popular because they serve the double purpose of a nobby light outergarment, and also a
protection against any kind of weather. An article both useful and ornamental.

ELITE BRAND CRAVENETTE PROOFED GARMENTS set the pace in STYLE. FIT AND
MATERIAL. They combine the pick of Foreign and Domestic materials with the style and finish which
years of experience alone can supply, and we sell them at a price which only the largest manufacturers
can afford to produce them at.

Our Spring Samples, now in the hands of our Travellers, offer a

range never before equalled in CANADA.

We are also able to fill immediate delivery orders

promptly and satisfactorily.

The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.
Montreal

The largest manufacturers of WATERPROOF GARMENTS in Canada

MERCHANTS WHO ARE MAKING MONEY

^-Vr**"* "!'•":, -
i

iHrvTTnnn «

iririi—r-ir-» \

hnrn iii i

have increased their profits materially by handling our
high-class

COSTUMES AND SKIRTS

AND COLORED SHIRTS

If you only say the word we can help you to a share

of it, too.

We aim to make garments containing all the require-

ments of a discriminating trade, at a popular price.

Latest Samples for Christmas now in the hands of our travellers

Orders for quick shipment will receive prompt attention.

The Empire Manufacturing Co.

646 Craig St., MONTREAL
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W CLOAIiS, COSTUMES
AND SKIRTS

THE SILK TARIFF.

A
REPRESENTATIVE deputation, both from

the cut ting-up and the selling branches of the

dry goods trade, came before the Tariff Com-
missioners when in Toronto, to protest

against the injustice of the present silk

tariff. Not only was it shown that the tariff as it now
stands favored only a small section, and discriminated

against the majority, but charges of fraud under it were

freely made, and the fact that there has been fraud was
pretty generally conceded. Owing to the fact that under

present regulations many manufacturers have to keep a

duplicate stock, and as colors, textures and qualities are

identical—the only difference being that they have paid a

different rate of duty—even with the best intentions con-

fusion, if not in the stock room at least in the factory,

is almost inevitable.

What is wanted is a tariff that will be equal and uni-

Fig. 1.—A Quaint Skirt.

form to all users of silks, and the deputation asked that
all silks for manufacturing purposes should come in at

the 10 per cent, basis.

This was objected to by the wholesale trade, and
also by Mr. Fielding, who took the ground that it would
be unfair to put a tariff on silk of 10 per cent, which,
after all, is a luxury, and levy the highest rate of duty
on the useful cotton goods. The majority of the trade
seem to favor a straight 25 per cent, duty on all silks,

and for the benefit of the cutting-up trade an additional
10 or 20 per cent, to be placed on manufactured gar-
ments of silk coming into this country, and a memorial
has been forwarded to the Commissioners to this effect.

The importation of silk garments into Canada reach-
ed a higher figure last year, and the home manufacturers
have been hard put to it to meet this competition in
many lines. They are heavily handicapped by the ex-
pense of doing business owing to the small market, and
also owing to the high wages they have to pay. When

it comes to straight manufacturing the Canadian manu-
facturer is second to none.

By helping the garment industry the Government
would also be helping to extend this market, as the gar-

ment industry is a great employer of labor, and skilled

labor at that, that commands high wages. The trouble

is now that they have only one big season, and because
of this it is difficult to find employment for operatives

all the year round, an

made in Canada it wc
^d if more silk garments could be

uld be a help in this direction.

CLOAK MAKERS INCREASE PLANT.

Greene, Swift & Co., cloak manufacturers, London,

Ont., have purchased the St. Thomas factory of John
Northway & Sons. The business of the firm has grown
to such an extent that their present facilities for turn-

ing out goods are altogether inadequate. They have

been suffering, too, from an inability to get sufficient
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operators. The St. Thomas Factory has thirty ma-
hi nc.-,, and they will all he operated as soon as a Suffi-

i staff can be collected.

THE TENDENCIES OF WINTER FASHIONS.

TflOl'GII inidW'inter is here now, there is no really

settled prevailing type of style, and variety rules.

Side bj side with the close-fitting Princesse, and

equaling it in newness and favor, is shown the Empire

gown, which only defines the figure. Only on one feature

do these styles agree, and that is that the skirts are

full and flaring- around the feet

One very prominent Parisian tailor is turning out

skirts that set closely to the hips, and might he almost

Fig. 3.—Empire Gown.

said to be clinging at this point, and are not more than

five yards at the foot. While another and equally prom-

inent firm is turning out cloth costumes in which the

skirt is extremely full at the hem and which falls in full,

.nil folds around the feet.

Even in lengths, both of coat and skirt, the same
latitude is observable. Short tailored skirts are in every-

day evidence, and yet equally fashionable are those that

trail, and those that rest on the ground all the way
round. Though the long coat even to 50 inches is de-

cidedly most seen, and the separate wrap is most fav-

ored for some occasions, short Etons and boleros are

very much worn, and the short coated suit, though not

so much seen, is just as fashionable as the long coat.

Short coats are the latest importations, and the best

trade is showing them, and lor the ultra trade they come
with short sleeves, that is, elbow length. .Muffs, to wear
with these sleeves, are simply immense. They are flat

and soft, and my lady can bury her arms up to the

elbow in them if she so choosi

The chief coat feature is the number of short wa
Empire and Directoire coats worni and the tendency is

for a little more trimming. Even traveling coats are

more elaborate than last year, and the newest are of

fancy tweeds, with velvet collar and handsome buttons

of gilt and enamel.

Spring indications are, however, that the short

coats will put the very long ones to rout. Some smart

little affairs, both tight and loose, are shown. The
shirtwaist suit is out in full force for Spring, and its

universal adoption means that a separate coat is a ne-

cessity for Spring. In suits proper the Princesse or

corslet skirt will be a feature worn with a short bolero

reaching just down below the bust. This will be a some-

what difficult style for the ready-made trade to tackle,

and the Eton, both short and the newer long type, are

the most likely styles.

Circular skirts are high style, but are open to a

good many objections, and pleats and pleated styles will

be generally favored, but whatever the style skirts con-

tinue lull.

The line drawm between the useful gown and that for

dressy wear is very marked, and for the smart gown
velvet is very much in evidence. Broadcloths in high

shades in rose, reds and purples, Alice blue, etc., are in

increasing vogue, as are also those of white wool fabrics.

The waists worn with these gowns are extremely elabor-

ate, and in some instances the material is only a minor

consideration. The yoke revers, girdle and sleeve drap-

ery of lace, give character to the garment.

With the tailored gown the fashion of wearing a deli-

cate lingerie waist is growing, and the number of dainty-

lawn waists, lace trimmed and elaborately embroidered,

was one of the most noted features of the fashion ex-

hibit.

Winter hats are becoming and graceful, and are de-

cidedly larger than those shown earlier. The body

hat, or pressed hat, as it is called, is the coming hat,

and is slated for a big revival. Velvet, fur feathers and
flowers, are the most seen trimmings. Furs may be

high in price, but this makes no difference to their sale,

and the majority of women own both fur or fur-lined

coats, and set of neckpiece and muff.

ATTENTION TO BUSINESS.

IT
would require powers of exaggeration beyond the or-

dinary to overestimate the importance of the part

played by the saleswomen in helping or hindering the

progress of a coat and suit department. Some depart-

ments, as one enteis them, make a very favorable im-

pression—everything is neat and clean, all the appoint-

ments are of the best, the garments on display are

pretty, stylish and attractive—but the enthusiasm of the

would-be customer cools after she has stood around for

an indefinite length of time without any one's paying the

slightest attention to her. If she waits for a while, till

the tall blonde has finished telling the stout brunette

what a lovely time she had at the dance last night, and

what she said when Harry proposed to her, etc., etc., or

the elegant young person at the other side of the room,,

in front of the mirror, has finished arranging her hair, she

will probably be waited on. Meanwhile, the chances are
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(hat my lady will gel tired of "waiting and leave—and she

would be entirely justified in doing so.

Of course, the girls do not mean to Keep her waiting

so long, and probably have no idea of the length of time

She has been standing there. If she does become disgusted

and go away, the chances are that the blonde will toss

her head and remark to the brunette : "Well ! What do

you think of that ? She must have thought she was in a

hurry." And the brunette will reply : "Some of these

fussy old things seem to expect you to drop everything

and run the moment they put their noses inside the door.

They must think we do things here by electricity !"

The young woman's conscience is perfectly clear, and

she is unable to see wherein she has been at fault. The

trouble lies in the fact that she looks at the matter en-

tirely from her own standpoint, and does not stop to

think how it looks from my lady's point of view. She

forgets that she is there to consult the convenience of the

customer, and that she has no right to expect the cus-

tomer to await hers. For all she knows, the "fussy old

thing" may have dropped in for some wrap on her way
to take a train, or for a hundred other reasans her time

may be limited ; but the saleswoman doesn't think of

that. The result is that the house loses a sale, and my
lady, perhaps, is obliged to start on her journey without

the desired garment.

Suppose, however, that she is finally waited upon —
even then the chances of her buying are not so good. It

is natural for one who is impatient and irritated to view

everything through blue glasses, and it is altogether pos-

sible that the goods displayed will not look nearly so

nice as when she first entered the room, and that she

will find fault with everything shown her, and finally go

away without making a purchase.

In too many instances the speed of the saleswoman's

movements is regulated to a great extent by the degree

of prosperity evidenced by the attire of the prospective

customer. Tie woman in plain or shabby clothing is al-

lowed to wait until it suits the convenience of the sales-

woman to wait upon her, while the handsomely dressed

and prosperous-looking vveman, whose appearance suggests

that she belongs to the class known as "carriage trade,"

is given immediate attention and shown every courtesy.

This is not as it should be, either from an ethical or

business standpoint ; and even though the saleswoman
may not be in the habit of worrying herself about little

matters of ethics, she should bear in mind the fact that a

plain gown is by no means a sure indication of a lean

pocketbook.—Ex.

MR. McKINNON GOES SOUTH.

MR. S. F. McKINNON, accompanied by his wife and

grandson, have gone south for the Winter months.

Mr. McKinnon has not been enjoying the best of

health for some time and his present trip is taken in the

hope of shaking off his illness. His many friends through-

out the country will wish him a speedy recovery to com-
plete health.

NEW IDEAS IN SHOWERPROOFS.

MANUFACTURERS of showerproof and waterproof

garments are now in the midst of stock-taking-,

and judging from all reports those who have laid

stress upon style and quality cannot complain of re-

sults. There has been the usual slaughtering of cheap

goods, which ultimately means disaster to all concerned,

but the quality trade is steadily growing:. Rainproofs,
with dual, almost innumerable uses, are being appreci-

ated by a larger circle of friends than ever before, and

raincoat styles are as much discussed as any branch of

the ready-to-wear industry.

The various process fabrics are now no longer rele-

gated to be worn on dark, forbidding days, but are

steadily growing in popularity for fashionable uses in

clear weather. They are an ideal combination of the

useful with the beautiful. A revolution in the breadth

and scope of the industry has taken place, and the atti-

tude of retailers and customers has changed likewise.

While designed primarily for inclement weather, they are

used for a multitude of outer wear necessities. Incon-

venient features have been eliminated and smart lines

have taken their place.

As raincoats no longer depend upon certain weather

conditions for their use, there is every reason to believe

that the industry will show a decided increase during the

ensuing year. In fact, many garment houses are adding

them to their lines, and the number of specialty houses

has shown an increase during the current year. The
large and well established firms in this industry are

keeping pace with the demand and incorporating new
features as occasion demands.

Style Features for Spi'/ig.

While travelers have been showing Spring samples

during the past month, the big bulk of orders have been

for immediate delivery, with the exception of jobbers,

who have contracted for Spring subject to the changes

in styles which may later appear. Manufacturers are

holding back till the first of the year to show the very

latest and most exclusive ideas, although a large busi-

ness for Spring delivery has been contracted for on
staple lines.

Uncertainty as to the style and character of rain

coats is becoming as proverbial as other separate outer

garments. No one class of garment is suitable for every

retailer, although a dominating factor is always worth
considering. The variety of styles correctly tailored is

as confusing as cloak lines. As usual, tight-fitting,

semi-fitting and loose garments are in the range, and all

will do a certain amount of business.

At present the feeling is decidedly tor semi-fitting

garments, as the style features can be more adequately-

brought out, and the niceties of tailoring more correctly

emphasized. The tight-fitting coat is the high style idea,

while the loose garments in some form of the Empire
model are shown in popular and medium priced goods.

The introduction of belts, pleats, gathers and shirrings

is prominent.

The shoulder cape is again introduced, but it is safe

to predict the longest run of favor for the capeless gar-

ment. The % length is most admired, although very-

short and full length garments are being ordered out.

Plain goods have the call, with a good sprinkling of

plaids, while stripes seem out of the question. Fawn
and olive shades lead in the color field, with grays still

in order.
* **

Among the latest arrivals from their Spring placing

trips through the west is Mr. L. E. Skinner, representing

the Imperial Rubber Clothing: Co., London, who has just

arrived from Manitoba and British Columbia in the in-

terests of his firm. He speaks in the highest terms of

the condition of the west, and of the courtesy of the

merchants throughout his entire trip.
* *

*

The T. B. Kleinert Rubber Co. has moved to spaci-

ous new quarters on Mincing Lane, just off Wellington

street west, west of Bay street, Toronto. Their new
warehouse is in a building which has just been erected,

and provides the most modern business facilities.
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The Reliable Waist has so well lived

up to the name that more extensive

premises have become necessary for

their manufacture.

RELIABILITY is a very large word

with a great deal of meaning, conse

quently our ambitions must be of the

higher order. Our workmanship, style,

fit and finish are highl endorsed by the

best trade. Our waists are not common
but will be found in the best stores all

over the country. Neither are they

cheap, but are high-class waists at a low

price.

We make exclusive designs. Our
travellers are now out with a select

range for immediate and Spring trade.

/. MISHKIN df CO.
t 1853 Notre Dame St.

L
MONTREAL

We are showing a great variety of Fancy Dresses

and Shirt Waist Suits, in Taffetas, Peau-de-Soies

and Fancy Lustres. Also a full line in lower

grades in Silk Waists.

for Christinas trade

Fancy Silk Dress Waists

to retail at

25 Dollars

are in great demand.

We can supply them. Write us, we'll

do the rest.

THE AMERICAN SILK WAIST CO.

MONTREAL

FAIR HANDY HAT FASTENERS
Pin on i»r srw on edge of bandeau. Large double crown

it*., polo turban* wad all other Btytea .'ire held ecnrehf and
mfortabl) frith theoi, Ever} pair guaranteed to plca&e.

l- ;ind receive

Patented andCircu ar with price and | sample pair frt

manufactured by

THE FAIR MFC. CO., 610 12th St., Racine, Wis.

Beware of cheap imitations of our "Handy" at any price

.................

A CHINA EGG
may fool even the hen, but it

makes a mighty poor omelet.

LED ER E R S WAISTS
are widely copied in mere appearance, but there the

likeness ends. Xmas lines in China Silks in stock.

Ready for immediate shipment.

0. L. LEDERER, «3 st. James st MONTREAL
•••M'+'l
.......................... '•••••«••••.•••.••••.•••.•«••»•..••••••<

NOVELTIES I

in Smallwares, Notions
and Jewelry

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
86 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Best values in Pearl and Turquoise Necklaces from $1.25 to S2.00
per dozen.

Beauty and Collar Pins from SI. (XI to $7:20 per gross.

Send for a sample line-

iii>ii»n « »i »

WAISTS OF QUALITY

We aim to make our WAISTS AND SHIRT-
WAIST SUITS please in every way.

IN QUALITY
IN FIT
IN STYLE
IN PRICE
IN PROFIT

You will find them equalled by no other

manufacturer.

Order a sample assortment and judge for

yourselves.

SPECIAL LINES FOR CHRISTMAS SORTINC.

The New York Silk Waist MTg, Co.

40 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL
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BUSINESS AT RETAIL.

OYEMBER trade in the waist department was
not as active as many wished, due to mild

weather. Waists needed a considerable am-

ount of pushing-, and elaborate displays were

in order in all city departments, in conjunc-

tion with lines of ready-to-wear garments. Many of the

city stores, who are continually bothered by the ap-

proval fiend, have endeavored to lessen this evil by dis-

playing prominently a sign reading, "Please do not Ask

for Shirtwaists on Approval. Use our Pitting Rooms."

Display forms are much employed by good stores and

price cards are of an elaborate aature.

Flannelette waists are doing the business in popular-

priced merchandise, and have somewhat curtailed the

sale of flannels. However, the latter, along with cash-

meres and materials of that order, are by no means

neglected. A surprising demand is noted at retail for

plaids in a wide range of materials. Taffeta is the must

popular line, and everything practically has a representa-

tion. Soft silk fabrics in plain and shot effects are ex-

tremely active, and manufacturers who have turned out

popular styles are still busy with orders for current re-

quirements.

Jap silks are in splendid request, and retailers state

there is difficulty in securing desirable lines. Very little

cheap stuff is noted, which is a point emphasized by all

in the trade. Laces are shown by even popular-priced

stores, and trade on the expensive lines is good. Lines

of lawn and muslin waists are noticed in some depart

ments.

For holiday trade a bewildering range of fancy silk

dress waists is inquired for, and progressive small stores

are wisely including a limited selection in late orders.

For gift purposes nothing can excel their beauty, and

they are eminently suitable. Lines to retail from $15 to

$25 are largely shown. High-class lines for Spring are

more talked about than seen, and most houses are con-

fining their attention to immediate selling. Pale blue

and grey shades are heralded as the novelty colors in the

silk field.

$

LINGERIE LINES WELL SOLD.

ADVANCE orders for Spring in lawn and linen waists

have been of such generous proportion that early

deliveries are practically impossible for late buy-

ers. Many houses do not start making these till the first

of the year, and orders taken will tax their capacity.

Sheer goods in better grades, running: from $15 to $30

per dozen, have done surprisingly well, and the style fea-

tures of these lines will make them active at retail.

Judging from initial orders, there is a decided tend-

ency for better goods, and lawn waists at $2 retail

should be popular sellers. Lines from $4.50 to $10.50

have, of course, commanded approval in certain dis-

tricts, and all these foods show a marked improvement
in style and finish. The much vexed sleeve question is

at present settled by authorities by advocating the full

length leg-o'-mutton sleeve on popular goods, and the

elbow sleeves or even shorter on higher priced lines.

Mr. J. J. Blumberg, designer and manager of the

Progress Department Factory, of the Allied Mfg. Co.'s

who is well qualified to speak with authority, settles

the problem in that manner on all materials.

Embroideries are largely used on lawn waists.

Handkerchief linen waists are being brought out and have

received the approval of discriminating buyers. White is

the only color asked for in these lines. One of the nov-

elties brought out in regular shirtings, lustres and fancy

Madras closely resembles a man's shirt, and many of the

numbers are finished with collar and cuffs, and all have

a blouse pocket. The range is very extensive and many
ingenious ideas are employed.

Piping is sometimes used to advantage on the front

of the waist, and a draw necktie to match the piping is

incorporated. This is effective in both plain white and

grey lustres. Large buttons are generally used, and an

emblem is frequently shown on the sleeve. Early orders

indicate an exceptional run on these goods. Printed

foulards and printed batiste are two more good selling

lines. In colored muslins neat patterns have the call,

generally various sized dots or small figures.

MR. M. GOLI
for the An:

ABOUT THE TRADE.

JJBERG and Mr. Shlakman, designers

imerican Silk Waist Co., Montreal, were

interested visitors at the New York Horse Show
last month. Many of their ideas will be incorporated in

the Spring lines of the firm. They speak enthusiastically

about the success of the show from a style standpoint.

Mr. J. J. Blumberg, designer and manager of the

Progress Waist Factory of the Allied Mfg. Co.'s, Mont-
real, was in attendance at the New York Horse Show.
Mr. Blumberg is a firm believer in good snappy style at

fair prices, and is also an ardent exponent of quality.

He has had a wide and diversified experience in Chicago
and New York, both as a manufacturer and a designer,

and the lines turned out under his supervision prove him
a fortunate acquisition for his firm.

Mr. I. Mishkin, of I. Mishkin & Co., Montreal, did

not neglect the important Horse Show function, and his

trip to New York last month has put him in excellent

condition for the opening of Spring trade. Speaking of

the Spring outlook, he considered soft Jap silks, with
Swiss embroidery and many buttoned backs, excellent

property. Yoke effects, both large and small, were also

favored. The short sleeve will be in request also.

Continuing, Mr. Mishkin thought the dressy waist
with plenty of lace would do well in this market. Even
in taffetas plenty of braid and lace will be seen. Many
of the ideas noticed at the Show were unsuited for this

climate, but general style features could be closely imi-

tated. He favored a form of sleeve which could be used
both as a short and long one.

0. L. Lederer, waist manufacturer, Montreal, has se-

cured control of a factorv in New York City, and will

open in that market the first of this month. Mr.

Lederer trusts to retain business relations with many of

his Canadian friends. He looks for an enlarged field of

activity in the New York market, his original home.
Mr. Lederer' s removal to New York is the occasion of

much regret in the trade.

1. Mishkin & Co., 1853 Notre Dame street, Montreal,

will remove during the month to enlarged quarters at

423 St. James street. Larger premises are essential to

cope with increased demands, and twice the number of

machines and enlarged factory space will enable this

firm to fill their customers' wants promptly.
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* LAD IES 1

NECKWEAR *

HOLIDAY BUSINESS GOOD.

NL^ a few weeks intervene between now and

Christmas, but thej are the cream of the year

as iai as the ladies' neckweai business is con-

cerned, and orders are coming in thick and fast

now
;

so fast, m fact, that manufacturers are

beginning to feai for deliveries. The merchant, therefore,

who wants to be sure of his Christmas line should lose

no time in placing his order— the more so because the hest

styles, the ones that are selling, are entirely or almost

entirely hand work, and for this reason the execution is

slower. It is well to order early, too, because it is on

neatness and finish that a good deal of the beauty and

attractiveness of these goods depends and when the hurry

up process is at work some of it is sure to be sacrificed.

As usual in Christmas neckwear, jabot styles lead,

but not to the side-tracking of any others, for no style

can ever he considered out of it' if only it is pretty and

taking. Attractiveness and becomingness are the two
great essentials in a neckpiece and no matter whether it

sturn

h\ Rhys P. Fairbairn, Limited.

has ,i jabot u whethei il is tabbed or tabless, if it has

these two qualities it is going to take.

The transparent slock, swathed with soft folds of

chiffon, is the general but not the exclusive rule, for quite

a few lined stocks are also shown, and crepe de chine and

taffeta or some make of soft bright silk is also used to

cover the stock. In the trimming of the stocks chiffon is

sine to enter in some shape or form, shirred, plisse or

plain, but the chiffon jabot is generally hacked by an ar-

rangement of ribbon or hem-stitched silk

The real novelty in trimming lines, however, is the

use of applique, both motifs and galloon. These are em-
broidered in imitation of hand work in soft toned silks,

in pasted shades if the design is conventional and in low
tones of 'the natural colors if it is floral; .Just a glint

of void is introduced into nianv of the patterns. This is

the right-up-to-the-minute touch in ladies' neckwear.

Attractive Ruching Effects.

Another feature that helps to vary neckwear is the

use of different ruchings in the neck. This gives a pretty
and becoming suit finish around the neck, and as lit can

emoved and replaced by a fresh piece of ruching, it

adds consii'er.ihh to the life of a neckpiece

The neckpiece Illustrated shows clearly the trend of

style. It is a 1 1 anspalcut eflect of white chiffon, edged

with French folds and knots. The lace used is line vah-n

Ciennes, which is in very line plisse effect, and is drawn
down in a crescent fashion on each side of the front. The
jabot or lab is three motifs edged with a raffle of the

lace ..nd fastened to a strap of the silk, which is furthei

decorated with French knots.

The sale of ruchings is fcimply immense and. the fact

that three manufacturers pointed with pride to the

stacks of orders for ruchings, claiming to have the rest

of the trade beaten in that particular line, speaks for it-

self. The fact is that the sale is so great that it takes

them all to meet the demand. Nor is this a fashion that

is likely to drop in a hurry, for whenever fashion has

favored ruchings they have always had an extended run.

Women love them and give them up with regret.

The fact thai the large stores are establishing what

are practically ruching departments for their sale, shows

that they have every faith in the continuance of the fash-

ion. The range of patterns is very varied, made more so

by the I many different colors and the combinations of

color included.

Because of this advance, which amounts to from 10

to 15 per cent., all Plauen goods are very good properly.

both in Hie lace and in the neckwear department, and re-

tailers must not expect to get the values in Plauens in

the new year that they have hitherto been getting. The

advance which is due to labor troubles is not so great

as to affect Hie sale of Plauen goods, with the exception

of the very low ' priced lines. There will be no Plauen

tabbed collars to sell for ten cents, which will be, in the

opinion of The Review, by no means an unmixed evil, for

these low priced lines are a detriment to the sale of bet-

ter goods.

Novelties are very numerous and from reports of

travelers out foi imp.rt orders are being taken freely.

Long Scarves Popular.

One of the best thought of is a long narrow Windsor

lace in oriental and guipure, the lie itself in the net lace

and the end in the heavy lace. This is intended to wind

around the neck to take the place of a stock and to knot

in front, leaving the ends hanging. This is quite a

change from the immensely wide scarves that have been

worn. .This tie you will find illustrated under the head

of lace. The yoke or collar shown id' baby Irish and em-

broidered batiste is another novelty and no' doubt dress-

makers will take advantage of them as they already have

of the popular lace plastrons. Plastrons and chemisettes

are brought out with new features and the chemisette we

show is one of the newest, showing the combination of

* heavy with light lace, which is such a prominent feature

of all lace effects at the present time. It is of baby Irish

and a tine net lace.

The short ruches of tulle described last month are

having a large sale with the more exclusive trades, and

are shown in a much greater variety. Resides white and

black they come in many colors. Tiny blossoms, such as

forget-me-nots, both pink and blue, and particularly vio-

lets are used, and also tiny bows of ribbon velvet

sprinkled over the ruche. They are in high favor for

theatre wear, teas, etc., anu are immensely becoming.

At Hie New Y'ork Horse Show held last month they

were very much in evidence. They were worn over the

wraps and when the wraps were thrown off these im-

mensely becoming little affairs were retained. One noted

of pink maline was worn with a pink evening coal and

had the long velvet loops and ends of the same shade of

pink velvet.
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FRANCIS HOOK & EYE & FASTENER CO
Have the best equipped manufactory, and make the I We also make . . .

finest Hooks and Eyes and Fasteners.
Rl flVF FASTFNFRS

All Guaranteed Rust Proof. I

The BROWNIES Hooks and Eyes and Cling Socket Fasteners are

in a select class by themselves.

Our CORONA Invisible may be had with or

without Hooks.

FOR SALE BY LEADING WHOLESALERS.
DO NOT ACCEPT TRASHY SUBSTITUTION.

THE'CLING SOCKET*
Address all correspondence for us to NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. avoid CHEAP imitations

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, (Limited)

MANUFACTURERS

FRILLINGS
THE MOST COMPLETE RANGE

MADE IN CANADA
Boxed 12 Yards. All Colors. Immediate Delivery.

Samples Mailed as Requested.

8-10 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

4"<

The merchant of to-day is endeavoring to satisfy his customers

!

Why not get
^v The Self Adjusting

Dontear
wai8tH0l,,er

and
With Rubber Grasp
Ai:<l Dainty Clasp. Skirt Supporter

which is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction ?

The Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co.
76 Bay Street, Toronto
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FANCY GOODS
AND NOTIONS tfc

THE JAPANESE CRAZE.

IMPORTING houses and jobbers unanimously report

unusual interest in all lines of .Japanese goods.

Houses which have wisely specialized and main-

tained unique buying facilities find difficulty in

supplying demand. Alert merchants who are on

the lookout for extra sales and profit have seized upon

Japanese lines, realizing that the element of sentiment

in the trade will readily make sales. These goods are

excellent profit makers, and are always interesting, ar-

tistic, and useful.

In Canada the field has broadened perceptibly within

the past two years, and importers are selling goods as

fast as they arrive. It is up to every merchant to secure

his share of the trade while the interest, which shows no

sign of abating, continues. Open stocks now on the

market are comprehensive in nature, and soon the im-

porters will commence soliciting import orders for next

year's trade. December, January and February are the

busy months in this respect.

Those in close touch with the Japanese market state

that the lines produced indicate a high degree of skill

and painstaking- work. They are also artistic and en-

tirely original, producing new lines each season. Am-
erican, French and German ideas have been imitated in

many lines, but importers state that strictly Japanese

patterns are always requested in this market. In fact,

the others have not been a success. Silks and art lines

are already widely known and stocked, but the large

variety of ingenious fancy goods is capable of expansion.

The packing of i perishable articles is in keeping with the

Japanese spirit, and they are so safely done up, as the

illustration shows, that breakage is impossible, and the

package might well be used as a football.

Art Lines.

The artistic creations in Japanese art lines are well

exhibited by the Japanese satsuma, a semi-porcelain,

and the cloisonne on a metal body. These are of rare

beauty and rank well to the front in the art wares of

the world. The design and perfection of their execution

regulates the price. Vases and such goods are very

prominent.

Porcelains, which a late cable shows, have advanced

nearly 25 per cent, in price, include everything in table

furnishings and house decoration. The patterns are of

wide diversity and the prices seem ridiculous for the

wondrous ornaments. Greens and blacks, as well as

reds, are favorite colors in ground work. Japanese

chinas in blue and white are popular sellers. Floral de-

signs, with gold and a Japanese setting, are much em-
ployed. The Geisha girl is seen to advantage.

Lacquered Ware.

Japanese lacquered ware is shown in wide variety of

trays, cabinets, handkerchief, plove boxes, etc., and pos-

sesses good selling qualities. One house states their line

is practically exhausted for the current season. Japanese
screens with laciquer and bamboo frames, ranee from the

inexpensive paper covered ones to splendid hand em-
broidered and hand painted models. The range starts

about $1.

Knick-Knacks.

Japanese basketry has been called attention to upr-i

Beveral occasions. They usually come in sets, a strictly

Japanese idea in all lines, which materially saves the

cost of transportation. Scrap baskets, work baskets and
confectionery articles, in fact every conceivable lini

shown. Trade the past month has been very active in

these lines, not only for immediate delivery, hut also for

import. Those utilized for the candy department are

splendid sellers. Eastern novelties are already making
their appearance with the usual array of eggs, ducks,

geese and chickens. Those with some form of receptacle

are the best sellers.

Japanese lanterns sell practically all the year round,
although the Spring sees the biyyest demand, when they
are sold for porch decorations and garden parties. The
lines of parasols are also attractive for decorative pur-

poses. A favorite form of decoration is to place an um-
brella in the centre with the lanterns around it. Japan-
ese fans are also in good request. The lines of toys and
trinkets include wondrous puzzles in box arrangements in

highly colored straw effects, as well as a bewildering
range of tops, etc. Importers show a splendid variety.

All kinds and sorts of toilet brushes are of Japanese
origin, and their cheapness makes them an interesting:

line. Hair brushes of modern pattern are well liked,

while the clothes brushes and tooth brushes are hard to

equal

*

NEW LEATHER GOODS COMPANY.

GENERAL LEATHER GOODS, LIMITED, is the
name of a firm recently incorporated in Toronto for

the manufacture of all kinds of leather goods. The
factory of the firm is advantageously situated at 1183
Bathurst street, on the line of the C.P.R. and near the
Niagara Power Co.'s lines. The plant of the firm has
been running four months and the company have sufficient

business on hand to warrant • them in making a two-
storey addition to their building ; operations are already
well advanced. The firm manufacture ladies' and gentle-

men's belts, razor strops, school bags, rug straps, skate
straps, harness parts, halters, etc. The managing direc-

tor is Mr. R. H. Cameron, who has had many years' prac-

tical experience in all branches of the business.

FANCY GOODS IN MAKING.
A Toronto retail store had an attractive display dur-

ing the month. It was a series of pictures describing the

complete process of paper making in Japan. The fancy

goods manufacturer in China and Japan uses an immense
amount of fancy papers for screens, fans, and the count-

less other articles of a similar nature which emanate
from the east.

The photographs exhibited twenty-two scenes in which
the energetic Japs were transforming the fibres into pulp

and then into paper. Needless to say the pictures at-

tracted much attention.

RETAILERS ORGANIZE.
The retail merchants of Mount Forest have decided to

join the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada. At a

well attended meeting held on November 22 a local or-

ganization was formed which it is expected will be of

greal benefit to the commercial life of the town. The
following officers were elected : President, J. P. Noonan;

vice-presidents, J. N. Scott and G. P. Bateman ; treas-

urer. J. S. Ireland , secretary, W. Ellis.
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A. T. PORTER IMPORTING CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

8 Colborne St., 43 St. Sacrament St.

TORONTO MONTREAL

We offer the following as some of our specialties :

—

Cotton and Linen Torchon Laces
Real Torchons and Insertions
Tapes, Braids, Elastics, Webbing
Century Printed Tape
Stay Bindings and Corset Lace
Silk and Cotton Ribbons and Galloons
Prussian Binding
Men's Jewellery. Vest Buttons
Gablonz Jewellery and Ornaments
Toilet and Millinery Pins and Orna-

ments
Bead Necklets, Pearl and other Colors
French Purses and Novelties
Cologne and Perfumery
Plres ' Celebrated Cutlery — Pocket

Knives, Razors, Scissors, Manicure
Articles, Brushes and a great var-
iety of other smallwares.

Goods come direct from the makers, consequently

purchasers are saved commission house profits.

IMPORT ORDERS ONLY

SIMPLE ACCURATE INEXPENSIVE

Measures accurately, without unwinding, all kinds of fabrics wound
in the piece, from ribbons and dress goods to carpets and linoleum,

leaving the piece in as perfect condition as when new, avoiding the labor

of unwinding and rewinding, and the unsightly appearance and condi-

tions which always follow.

Is mathematically correct and the only perfect system invented for

measuring goods in the piece.

It is so simple that a piece of goods can be measured in one-eighth

the lime required by any other method.
Will save many times its cost in one general inventory.

Is invaluable for measuring part pieces of wound piece goods.
Should always be used when receiving new goods in proving the

accuracy of the mill measurements or the yards charged in the invoice.

Is an absolute store necessity and it is a pleasure to use it.

Sola by Price $2.00 each.

THE W. R. BROCK CO., Limited
VONTRE < L and TORONTO

rj*r£«j<~fwt..

GOLDEN POSSIBILITIES

THIS MONTH
The next few weeks is a brief period

of easy business with fat profits in

holiday goods.

Our line of open stock fancy goods

for holiday selling is the most compre-

hensive and complete in the market.

For a special holiday trade sale buy

some of these specials.

Write or wire us quickly to avoid dis-

appointment as quantities are limited.

Fancy Baskets, every conceivable size and
shape, to retail from 5 cents upwards;
ready sellers in smallwares department
and of advantage in Candy Department.

Clothes Hampers, in sets of three, from
$2 25 per set upwards.

Porcelain Vases, from 6 cents each up to
$20 00.

Jardinieres on stands, from $2 50 upwards.

Jardinieres, from 50 cents up.

Umbrella Stands, from $2.50 up.

Genuine Japanese Satsuma and Cloisonne
Vases, etc., from $1 00 ea. up to $20.00.

Small Silk Doilies, to retail from 5 cents up.

Silk Table Sets, a Silk Runner and la
Doilies, to retail from $1.00 up.

Portieres, in raw silk, Oriental designs, to
retail from $5 00 per pair to $20 00.

Japanese Rugs, from 4 cents per square foot

up to 19 cents per square foot.

Fancy Cushions, in Oriental designs, to re-

tail fioru 35 rents upwards.

SMALLWARES

Hand nirrors, in Ebony. Sandalwood,
Rosewood, etc., from $3 50 per dozen
upwards.

Hair Brushes, from $1 25 per dozen to

$30 00

Japanese Umbrellas, from 5 cents each up.

Japanese Lanterns, from 5 cents each up.

Paper Fans, suitable for decorations and
parties, from $2.^0 per gross up.

All kinds of Smallwares carried in stock. Lowest Prices.

THE HOUSE FOR NOVELTIES

SHORT & COMPANY
I 219 Board of Trade Building, - MONTREAL
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A KNITTED GOODS REPRESENTATIVE.

Mam FACT1 RERS' agents possess no brightei m-
ample of a thoroughly informed and enthusiastic

drj g is representative than a. L. Gilpin, Mont-

real, whose varied experience has made him a familiar

figure throughout the entire Dominion. Mr. Gilpin is

confident concerning the brighl future of the Canadian

knitted goods industry, with which he is particularly

identified, as he represents for the Province of Quebec

the Watson Manufacturing Co., Limited, the Monarch

Knitting Co., the Stratford Knitting Co. and the God-

erich Knitting Co. in his opinion the advance in this

industry lias been phenomenal and a comparison with

conditions and goods even ten years ago is eminently in-

structive. The trade is forging ahead at a tremendous

rate and the mills incorporate every new idea in machin-

ery and manufacture. There is a decided tendency to

manufacture the best class of Roods and there is no dis-

position shown to compete against low-priced imported

goods, which has bothered Canadian mills in the past to

some extent. This industry is now so important that

foreign manufacturers find it necessary to copy Canadian

goods. He possesses strong views on these questions and

his sound knowledge renders his utterances authoritative.

Although comparatively a young man, his experience

in the dry goods trade covers over a quarter of a cen-

tury. Like so many successful agents his early training

was gained in the jobbing trade, with the well-known

house of .John Macdonald & Co., Toronto. After three

years in the warehouse he was promoted to a position on

the road in Western Ontario, in which ground he made
many close friends during his twelve years on that terri-

tory for the above (inn. The deal West had its allur-

ing attractions and Mr. Gjlpin first established himself

there as a manufacturers' agent with headquarters at

Winnipeg for the entire Northwest. He represented in

thai territory for four years practically the same firms

as he does now. Coming to Montreal five years ago he

has won ,an enviable reputation in local business circles

and retains a strong grasp upon the esteem of all who

know him.

Speaking of the recent Tariff Commission in .Mont-

real .Mi. Gilpin was in close sympathy with the efforts

of the Canadian tweed manufacturers for more protection

as thej Buffered materially from the importation of back-

ed shoddy goods which look sight ly hut do not give tin-

sel vice The ready-made clothing trade had also cut

largely into the sales of tweeds, and merchants who
formerly bought fifty whole pieces wen- content with

about h\e nowadays. Twenty years ago the importa-

tions of tweeds now sold could not have been disposed

of over the counter. The knitted goods industry is a

bright exponent of an opposite tendency as buyers every-

where demand better goods, instead of demanding lines

as cheap as possible. The jobbers and large department

stoics instead of demanding a reduction in weight or a

poorer finish are now asking for improvements wherevei
possible.

DELAYS AT CUSTOMS HOUSE.

MORE help is urgently needed in the Toronto Cus-

toms House. The delays in passing goods are be-

coming a serious matter to importers, and the con-

ditions are steadily growing worse.

The imports through the port of Toronto have shown
some phenomenal increases. Month after month the record

has been broken and the Dominion revenues have been

soaring ever higher.

No adequate provision has been made for handling this

huge amount of business. Tie office staff cannot get

through with it except after long and annoying waits.

The condition is one which causes consideiable loss as

many orders go out of tie wholesale houses in an im-

perfect condition because of the loss of time in securing

them.

The Government should give this matter its earliest

at tent ion.

ARRANGING THE GLOVE STOCK.

One of the most successful arrangements of the kid

love stock is the perfected system employed by one of

Montreal's leading stoics. Lonf experience has taught

the economy and value <>!' the following method. Ap-

1 ropriate shelving-, three tiers in height, is filled with uni-

form cartcons especially manufactured. For Glace and

Suede 'ines these boxes are entirely used, while the fabric

gloves are kept in original packages or boxes. The key

of the arrangement by prices is the vertical system upon

the three shelves. A 75 cent line, for instance, which is

about the lowest price carried, runs perpendicularly

through the three shelves from top to bottom. This is the

bog-inning of the range, and next come lines at $1.00.

$1.25, $1.50, etc., all following the same plan. Graces,

Suedes, etc.. are distinctly separated, each line starting

from the lowest price and running up to the highest. Pizcs

are kept, as far as possible, in separate cartoons, ex/ept

where the very sma'l. as well as the oxer sizes, wh'ob aiv

not in brisk demand, arc kept together.

The cartoons employed in this stoic are of strong

black pasteboard, finished with oxidized handles and a

generous space is at the front, affording ample room for a

description of the line inside. The same plan is used in

t be bosierv stock.

Riley & Co., the well known marine underwriters, of

Montreal, who have been represented by Burnett, Ormsby
t\. Clapp, have established a branch office, room 311,

Board of Trade building, with c. ML Haswell as their

local representative.
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PROFIT SHARING IN WOOLEN INDUSTRY
By THEODORE C. TAYLOR, MP.

TUDENTS of the history of civilization may
well believe that the organization of industry

has not yet reached its liual form. All who

take an interest in the present relations of

capital and labor, or employer and employe,

must recognize that the too prevalent mutual distrust

and suspicion, even the absence of good-will, not

only diminishes the actual natural amount of wealth pro-

duced in industries, but is a standing menace to the

fabric of society. And surely all of us, whether of the

capitalist class or not, hope to see sooner or later

lightened and brightened the lot of industrial toiler.

Human nature everywhere is made of the same stuff.

Our workmen in all material respects are like ourselves.

They, too, are very much what we, their employers,

make of them. On the other hand, I am glad that the

a\ erage employer is not the hard-hearted villain that he

is so often painted. A very large number of employers,

1 am quite sure, in this country, as well as in the Old

Country, are ready and willing to do more than they

now are doing for their employes if they could be con-

vinced that they could afford it and could continue to

afford it.

My own approach to profit sharing was from this

standpoint. And may 1 ask your indulgence if I speak

mainly from my own experience, even at the risk of ap-

pearing egotistical and subjective. I want to say this

because I am going to explain and illustrate it from my
own experiences, and the history of our own case must
begin with myself.

The Beginning of Profit Sharing.

Born, as it were, an employer of labor, I early

adopted theoretically the principle of profit sharing as

the best means of paying the highest wages, but it was
only in 1892, when I succeeded to the complete control

of our business, that I, for the first time in my life, had
the opportunity of putting .my theories into practice. We
then had 600 work people.

The proper place to begin always is with the main
class of men, with the managers of the business. I did

that, and then I went forward to the foremen, and three

years later, in 1895, solely for the purpose of working

out profit sharing, we converted our business into a pri-

vate limited liability company. We took the capital

into our books—there is neither water nor wind in our

capital, and nothing even for good will. We pay at least

as high wages as our competitors, and out of the net

profits at the end of every year, after A\ per cent, inter-

est is paid on all capital, all further dividend is shared

between capital and labor at the same rate per cent.

But this wages bonus or workers' share of profits is

payable only to those who have been in our employ the

whole of that particular year. The bonus on that part

of our year's wages bill, which consists of fractions of a

year, instead of being paid to individual workers, is

carried to a special fund, called the Workers' Benefit

Fund, out of which we help our workers in case of mis-
fortune, illness, death, etc. I am glad to say that dur-
ing the past year we have sent two women to a conva-
lescent home, and I believe in each case we have saved
the life of. the woman—they were two consumptive cases.

As this fund grows we expect from time to time to in-

* An address delivered liefore the Canadian Club, Toronto.

crease the number and scale of benefits to our work
people.

Wage Earners Profits.

But of course the great bulk of bonuses payable at

the end of the year goes to the individual workers, for

most of them have been the whole year with us. Each
of such worker's share of profits goes to him in propor-

tion, of course, to the amount of his earnings during the

year, and is given to him not in cash but in shares of

the company. This is a most important feature of our

scheme, and is of slowly growing but far reaching intlu-

ence.

Up to the present every share so granted carries with

it no voting power. The shares given to the workmen
havei no power of controlling the concern, but 1 hope the

time is coming, I believe the time will come before long,

when to those, the fittest among our people, we shall be

able safely to confer the power to vote.

We have issued shares almost up to the limit of our

registered capital, and 1 hope to stop there. If, there-

fore, we are able, and I hope we shall be, to continue to

declare bonus dividends to workers, 1 shall from year

to year sell back to the company for cash a proportion

of my shares for the purpose of future apportionment
among the workers as bonuses. We shall thus go
through the process which I maintain every private con-

cern should do, namely, the senior partner gradually

withdrawing both capital and services in favor of

younger men. I hope that the old gentlemen are ap-

plauding that.

I ought further to add that the leading men in our

business, the managers, travelers, salesmen, designers,

all the leading managing men, not only share profits the

same as every other worker does, but 1 lend them money
on the security of their shares to enable them to buy
more shares to build up a capital such as the workers'

control of the business. It is, in fact, my continual

study in every possible way to identify the interests of

workers, manager and capitalist. I want not only to

make the workers capitalists, but also to train them for

the responsibilities which ownership of capital carries

with it. These processes are slow, as nearly all the

best work is, gentlemen, but if they are begun in the

right spirit and carried on on sound lines, they are sure

of success.

Two Classes of Shares.

Our shares are divided into two classes, the original

capitalist or "A" shares of £5 each, and these shares,

of course, have the voting power to controlling power;
and "B" shares of £1 each, which we use from time to

time to issue as bonuses. At the time of the formation
of the company, four years ago, I was absolute owner
of the entire business, and, therefore, I made myself a

life director, so long as I pleased, of the whole concern.

I still own a majority of "A" shares.

Subject to my veto, however, we already have at

work an executive committee, which will become the di-

rectorate upon my retirement or death, and is acting as

the directorate at present, while I am at this side of the

Atlantic, for, like all good business men, I have always
looked forward and tried to provide successors not only

for everybody else but for myself. We have our annual

workers' meeting early in the year. It is of a partly

festive and partly business character, and our thirteen
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LADIES' FUR GOODS

Merchants wanting the

best goods write us.

OUR NEW LINES ARE

Persian Lamb Jackets

Muskrat Jackets

Nearseal Jackets

Astrachan Jackets

Coon Goats

Mink and Sable

Ruffs and Stoles

Muffs

NEWEST DESIGNS

Superior Workmanship

MEN NOW ON GROUND

LEAK FUR MFG. CO.
of Canada, Limited

5 and 7 Recollet St., near st peter st. Montreal

Long Distance Telephone Main 4708

hundred work people look forward to mv declaration of

the dividend thereat with a certain amount of interest.

Now, as you are no doubt quite unaware of the

dividend story I have to tell you because it is a very

mixed affair, the story which I am going to tell you—
you will naturally be interested to hear of the dividend
we pay. Our dividends have been Pol the year 1895
remember, it is on the very modes! capital no water and
no gas—was 7$ per cent; for 18JW it was 7$ per cent;

1897 nil; 1898 nil—we had two very bad years, and it

was a trying time for the scheme. 1 remember very
well that a newspaper at that time headed its para-
graph report of the meeting, "Profit Sharing, Failure
of the Experiment." There was no failure to divide the
profit, the failure was to make it, that is all. That was
1897 and 1898. Of course the same newspaper has been
lauding us to the skies a great deal more than we de-

serve since then.

In 1899 we were able to resume and to pay 9$ per
cent.; in 1900 9i per cent.; in 1901 9$ per cent.; in 1902
12 per cent.; in 1903 12 per cent.; in 1904 14$ per cent.

I do not know what it will be for 1905—something, I

hope. But then, including the two -bad years, it aver-

ages 8.2 per cent. You have to remember that in addi-

tion the workers got during these years all their wages
paid out of the profits declared, always 4£ per cent, less

than these dividends. Then the workers have got nearly

4 per cent, average on the wages during these years, and
got last year 10 per cent, on their wages in addition to

these capitalist's dividends. Well, any shareholder leav-

ing the company's employment within six months sells

his shares, and the bonus shares must be sold only to

some one in the employ of the company.

The Results.

Well, we have practised profit sharing altogether for

thirteen years, three with the chief employes of the

company and ten with every man, woman and child. We
have not many children in our employ, and when I say

that we have about half women in our employ you un-

derstand some of the difficulties we have, and that the

number of employes who are apt to leave is increased.

I must admit that, although I have great respect for the

ladies, they are a little more difficult to deal with some-
times than the sterner sex. At all events, they have not
the feeling, naturally, of permanency in their employ, be-

cause we know that the normal career of a woman is

another one.

When you ask, gentlemen, what are the results, I

must ask you to distinguish between profit making and
profit sharing. I need not tell an audience of business

men that it is a great deal easier to divide money than
it is to make it. Any fool knows that, and I am cer-

tain that it takes a good deal of wisdom, as well as

courage, to inaugurate a sound and sensible system of

profit sharing. Well, sir. to those whose sole object in

life is to make money, I say, "Don't entertain a

thought of profit sharing if your only object in business

is to make money. T don't recommend you to under-

take it. because you are not the kind of man that will

make it answer."

But, to the large number of employers who, while in

business to make money for themselves, are anxious at

the same time to do the very best tor their workers.

and 1 believe that the vast majority of business men are

so anxious, I strongly recommend the principle of profit

sharing as at once scientific and safe. By profit sharing

I mean that over and above current rates of salaries and
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wages a share of the year's profits in some form or other

be given to the workers who have helped to make them.

Develop Good Spirit.

I am not here to advocate any particular mode of

profit sharing, though my own was adopted after a life-

long study of the best models, chiefly French. I may-

say it is standing so far the test of experience. And

when 1 speak of profit sharing I mean chiefly the spirit

of profit sharing which is much more important than any

particular form. The profit sharing spirit exists in many

private concerns already to-day. 1 am quite sure where

it is absent in form, and if the form of profit sharing

does exist anywhere without the spirit, then, I say, it is

a pestiferous corpse. Like every other reform, profit

sharing requires the practical idealist.

It is not a question so much for a sentimentalist as

for a man of affairs. It is in that capacity, gentlemen,

that I appear before you to-day. I will not deny that

in my case, as in the case of all true profit sharers, the

motive was largely altruistic, but I believe I have not

lost money by it, and in the matter of comfort and

happiness, happiness I mean in my business, I have

gained immensely, and, after all, what do we earn money

for only as a means towards happiness ? My relations

with my work people were good before, but they are

better still now. They take more pride in their work

than in the prosperity of their company. The best work

people stick to us, and with it increases the stability of

the company's personnel, and therefore the stability of

the company's prosperity.' Some of our workers, against

my advice, sell their shares, but what one worker sells

another buys, and it is nearly always a better workman
that buys than the one that sells.

One of the great lessons, however, that nearly all

non-capitalists need to learn, and some agitators—I am
an agitator, so I suppose there is no offense in saying

that—one of the lessons needed is this lesson, that in

order to have you must save. Saving is the foundation

of all capital, but some people need to learn that les-

son, and the profit sharing system is teaching the people

that much needed lesson.

As to the results upon my employes, I may divide

them into three classes. First, there is the class who
are doing their work now, and always did it. There is

not a decent business employer anywhere that would not

be glad to give these people a' little more if we could

only find them out. Then, there is the other extreme,

the people who will not do their duty, however well they

are treated, whom kind treatment seems to make worse.

There is only one remedy for them, find them out and get

rid of them as soon as you can, and this system helps to

get rid of them, because one don't want to be burdened
with the bad ones, and there becomes a public opinion in

favor of good workmen instead of against them. Then
we come to the third and greatest class : certainly I

suppose in my employ, and everywhere, the class of peo-

ple who are neither very good nor very bad, but who are

amenable to influence. To these I am glad to say that

slowly and surely they are learning the lesson that pro-

fit sharing teaches them. From year to year they are

more thrifty, more conscientious, more intelligently in-

terested in the welfare of the business. And as their

personal share of the capital in the concern grows their

sense of responsibility increases, and in course of time
I trust it may be—nay, sir, I believe it now—impossible
that anybody could drive a wedge between our workers
and their work.
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is now in full

swings and to

hold custo-

mers it is ne-

cessary that
your stock be

kept well assorted, or that you may
know where to get anything on the

shortest possible notice.

We have a complete line of stock-

fillers, including:

Coon Coats, $37.50 to $60.00

Wallaby Coats

Black and Brown Goat
Coats, $12.00 and $13.75

Wombat Coats

Fur Lined Coats
also—

Jackets and Stoles, fluffs

and Caps, large variety.

ready for immediate shipment.

Our Spring line of Hats and Caps,
Etc., has met with a cordial reception

so far, and we bespeak an inspection of

our samples. They will please you.

Thanking you for a liberal patronage

during 1905, and wishing you the

Compliments of the Season.

SWIFT, COPLAND & CO.

517-525 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
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SPECIAL OFFER
In... FURS

TO CLOSE THE SEASON
Texas Mink Stoles,

Black Coney,

Brown Coney,

$1.00 to $9.00

65 to 1.15

90 to 1.50

The above prices are a reduction of 20% on regular prices.

Also attractive jobs in Men's Coats, Ladies' Jackets, Caps
and Muffs.

We are open to fill up any special orders in fine Furs for

Christmas presents.

Order now, if you want goods in time.

J. ARTHUR PAQUET, Quebec
BRANCHES—Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg, St. John, N.B.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•• .•.•.•-•-••••.•.#•••••••••••••••••••'•••••••••••..•..#.....

Furs for Quick Shipment

If you want anything" in furs in a

hurry—and you are almost sure to

at this time of the year—just

WRITE OR TELEGRAPH, or 'PHONE ME
AT MY EXPENSE

and the return Express will bring

it to you.

I make a specialty of quick ship-

ments during the busy retail sea-

son and my large facilities ensure

promptness and satisfaction.

EVERYTHING IN FURS
Too busy to enumerate styles this

month.

A.J.ALEXANDOR
504-6 St. Paul St., Montreal
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FAIR RETAIL TRADE.

NOVEMBER served to emphasize the necessity for fur

garments, and retailers who had become discour-

aged over the prolonged spell of warm weather took

heart. Many of the large city stores advertised special

discounts to induce purchasing, and further suggested

that furs would bring higher prices when the actual ne-

cessity for them arose. A Montreal store used a sen-

sible form or wording in their fur announcement during

November, which is reproduced :

FASHIONABLE FURS AT REASONABLE PRICES.

This first approach of Winter serves to em-
phasize your need of a new fur garment. The
question is—where will you get it ? Let us help
you to decide.

The store organization of which we form a
part already has a fur business large enough to
demand the services of specialists who watch
every one of the many moves a piece of fur has
to take, from its original rough, raw state to
its most fashionable finish.

We also bring to bear upon our fur business
that same consistency in price which makes our
stores such safe places to shop in.

We know to a degree the difference in value
between one garment and another. Our knowl-
edge in all cases is entirely at your disposal.

READY WITH FURS.
We are ready with an exclusive collection of

the finest fur values that we've ever had—se-

cured early when choice was finest—selected care-
fully from ample experience. Our own expert
judged the different skins, and only the very best
get a showing here. But to make you entirely
safe nothing is considered as finally sold until we
know you're thoroughly satisfied. This cold snap
will cause a rush for furs. You should make ! an
effort to come at once to see our assortment,
while present low prices are to be had.

Improvement in \7eather.

During the early part of the month reports from
various sources indicated that retail trade had not
opened up satisfactorily and wholesale furriers had be-

gun to worry seriously about collections. However,
cold weather has entirely changed the aspect, and re-

peats for desirable lines have been numerous. City re-

tail departments are in the height of their selling sea-

son and demand is strong for high-class and exclusive

styles. Manufacturers in different centres are very busy
and buyers sometimes express disappointment over slow
deliveries.

Fur Lined Coats.

Marked interest continues to be displayed in the fur-

lined garment at all prices for both men and women
Retailers are re-ordering and the predictions made by
The Review are being amply fulfilled. Fur houses that
have specialized in this line have done a tremendous
business. Ladies' coats at around $35, of black broad-
cloth, and black and white squirrel lining, are eagerly
sought. Fur-lined cloaks with wide full sleeves are also
shown in good stores. Furriers complain about the
enormous advance in squirrel linings. Skins which went
a-begging a year ago for $4 now bring $9.35 or over.

these lines. One furrier, speaking of this contingency,

added, "You can't exaggerate the enormous advance in

price of all furs with the exception of a few staples like

electric seal, fox and raccoon.

Persian lamb jackets, which have a refined appear-

ance all their own, are doing a splendid business. The
Russian blouse and girdle effects in various lengths are

RETURNED
°fC 18 190^

Persian Lamb Jacket, Princess style. Shown by J. K. McComber.

leaders in style. Astrachan and 'coon are favored, as

usual, in certain districts.

Small Furs Good.

In the various collection of small furs the biggest

business is being done. Fur is becoming to every

woman, and practically everyone has at least some small

piece, as she knows it softens the contour of the face.
The full effect of this advance will be felt next year in The muff is also in this category, and is a practical ne-
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eessity as well as extremely decorative. People of mod
erate means delve Largely in these small furs. Pun
have also made inexpensive ^kins to resemble closelj

costly ones like mink, sable, and ermine. The best, sell

ing muffs are Large and (lat. Mink, chinchilla, ermine

and squirrel are fashionable leaders. Alaska sable is the

big popular article. Every house speaks encouragingly

of trade in these lines, and the large number of new
concerns which have sprung up in Montreal augurs well

for the future of the trade. The industry is expanding

in a marked decree, and houses veritably spring up in a

night.

Now For Christmas.

Stores that have pushed the fur department at holi-

day time state that results have been beneficial in every

way. Muffs and small neckpieces, and a lot of little

novelties will do the i business. Scarves with head and

tail attached, and the throw-over scarf especially, are

excellent sellers. By booming this department the sale

of garments is also helped.

INTERVIEW WITH RETURNED BUYER.

ii \] OTWITHSTANDING the crippled condition of

[_\ Russia's financial and commercial situation, the

outlook for raw furs in that market is fairly en-

couraging for the coming season." In these words Mr.

M. Goldberg, of the British Canadian Fur Co., Montreal,

who has recently returned from a buying trip to Russia,

briefly summarized the situation.

Mr. Goldberg was one of the import buyers at the

big fair at Nijni Novgorod, where a large quantity of

raw furs is bid upon in the open market. Sales here are

conducted in a vastly different manner to the important

London auction fur sales. An auction sale is by no

means indulged in and competitive buying upon the

basis of supply and- demand regulates prices.

Persian lambs, which come largely from Bokhara

according to Mr. Goldberg-, were available in about the

same quantity as a year ago. However, the fact that

supplies were completely exhausted a year ago tended

to arouse considerable animation. In fact the demand
far exceeded the supply, and prices were forced up from

twenty to as high as forty per cent. Within five days

5,000 bales, running from 150 to J 75 skins, were all sold.

Grey lambs were also firmer in tone and averaged an

advance of 15 per cent. Russian squirrel scored the

highest figures and brought advances of from 100 to 125

per cent. Russian sable, which is not seen on this mar-

ket to any large extent, is rendered still more pro-

hibitive by almost doubling in value. Ermine, another

costly fur, was in such a short supply that it brought an

advance of 40 per cent. Baum marten also went higher.

Grey and black Russian lambs remained the same as

last year. Foxes in general were quiet, although white

foxes were a notable exception.

These skins are now being delivered to wholesale

furriers, who had not covered for the present season.

The demand for wholesale samples sets in about January.

These figures chiefly affect next, year's prices.

The Canadian Raw Fur Market.

Speaking of the Canadian raw fur season. Mr. Gold-

berg considered values have been inflated beyond the

point where many skins can be profitably used. Mink.

which has been steadily going upward, has reached the

limit, although country people are holding back to get a

still higher price. If prices are forced any higher its

actual activity will diminish accordingly. Muskrats on

this market remain about the same as a year ago, and
prices will go no higher. "Otter is strong, but I do not
thmk furriers will offer increased rate-, he continued.

"In all my experience in the far bu- a< I have not
seen prices go to such an abnormal height," concluded
Mr Goldberg.

ORIGIN OF THE MUFF.

IT may be interesting, in connection with muff styles,
to know that the muff originated in Venice and was
at first the exclusive property of the nobility; also

that it was carried by men as well as women. The first

muffs were very small, consisting of a single piece of vel-
vet, brocade or silk, lined with fur, and the openings
fastened with jewels. The earliest suggestion of a muff
was a piece of rich fur which could be used indifferently
for the neck or wound around the hands. A distinct muff
shape did not make its appearance until the early part of
the seventeenth century, and for many years afterwards
was considered a regular part of a woman's dress with-
out regard to seasons. We are told that as late as 1830
a muff and a straw bonnet were not deemed incongru-
ous.

The color of the muff, it is said, once betokened the
rank of the wearer. The story goes that in the days of
Charles IX (of France) no lady could have carried a muff
of sealskin, as black was decreed by the king to be the
badge of the common people, and the court followers
were restricted to the colors. So in these modern days
color may likewise be said to convey an impression of

rank—money rank at least—which is sometimes equiva-
lent lo social rank.—Curand's Cloak Journal.

COLLECT FUR SKINS.

MONTREAL fur dealers report an increased interest in

Canadian skins, but some criticism is heard that
merchants are not fully alive to the benefits ac-

cruing from acting as a depot for Canadian skins. Prac-
tically every section of the country supplies its quota and
the active co-operation of the merchant cannot fail to be
remunerative. The good old fur days are in many ways
a thing of the past and with changed conditions a la-

mentable lack of interest is too often apparent. This de-

partment of a retailer's business, especially in the west,
is not cultivated as much as it should be.

The present favorable prices and the fact that Cana-
dian furriers are anxious to procure these furs should
promote interest. Select a reliable house to send your
skins to and you are assured of fair treatment. The old

method of taking out in trade for the skins received is

still employed.
&

A LONG TRIP WITH FURS.

THE steamer Stork, with $250,000 worth of furs for

the Hudson's Bay Company, arrived at the West
India docks, London, recently. She started from

Charlton Island, in Hudson's Bay, on September 19,

1904. A succession of gales were accompanied by pack-

ice, but after many escapes the Stork was driven back

to Charlton Island, where the crew subsisted for nearly

ten months on the food. they hunted, principally wild rab-

bits. The crew, to vary the monotony, made a banjo out

of a tin, and danced to this music.

While picking her way out of the ice the Stork en-

countered the ship Discovery, which, though herself ice-

bound for five weeks, shared her provisions with the

Stork's crew.

The temperature averaged 22 degrees below zero, and

sometimes exceeded 40.
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MONTREAL WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. !

JOHN W. PECK & CO.
,

LIMITED •

Buffalo Brand

Registered

Wholesale

Fur Manufacturers

Latest New York, Paris and London Styles.

New Season's Catalogue now ready.

Write Us for Prices

A large stock of Furs and Cloth Caps always

on hand at our Winnipeg and Montreal

Warehouses.

>.«............. ....... ........ .»..»..•..•..•-•»..»..»•••••-••••
„••••••••••••••••»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••« ..............................

is at hand. The first thing to do is to

Get Posted
by the right house, at the right time.

WRITE US AND ASK FOR PRICE LISTS

In writing mention the Dry Goods Review.

REVILLON BROS., LIMITED
Paris London Leipzig Edmonton Nijny

HEADQUARTERS FOR CANADA :

134 McQIII Street, - - MONTREAL

"McComberY
7\

THE PLACE FOR

PERSIAN LAMB JACKETS
You know the need for a Persian
Lamb Jacket that is smart and
stylish, wears well and looks right.

Such garments are our Persian
Lamb Jackets.

The profits from our furs equal their

quality.

Every garment guaranteed in every

particular.

THE SPECIALTY HOUSE

^&&fe<&mi£e^

K.

516 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
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A SMUGGLING STORY.

A
REVIEW man lately was in conversation with the

head of the Portland office of the United States

Customs and some interesting facts regarding the

peculiar presence of Canadian furs across the line were

brought to light. Our informant laughingly spoke of the

many difficulties purchasers have become involved in,

through the illicit entry Of many furs into the States.

"Montreal, Toronto and Quebec firms," said he, "do not

practice their schemes nowadays as much as they did

even two or three years ago. Perhaps it is that Amer-

ican tourists have learned a severe lesson, as the goods

When not paying, the Customs are subject to seizure.

Further, many linns in your country are realizing that

'honesty is the best policy.'
"

Continuing, he outlined the favorite methods employed

to escape detection. Pullman porters and brakemen on

trains running out of Montreal were said to he a well

Mked means of getting furs across the line. These men
could readily hide a fair quantity and once across the

border they were expressed to their destination. Hound-
aboul loutes were often utilized to advantage as well

The department was quickly on to any new schemes and
I he purchaser as well as the means of conveyance often

paid dearly. Of course the firm from whom tin' furs are

purchased do not suffer directly, although they have often

been sued by customers who have been forced to buy the

goods over again, plus the duty.

"In Montreal they seem to have an alliance with

cabmen, as a tourist viewing the city usually ends up at

one or more of these large fur firms. It may lie interest-

ing to add that many people consider they are smuggling

when they are not. Anyone is entitled to take over-per-

sonal effects even if new to Hie amount of $10(1 if the

goods are seasonable. Of course a fur coat in .July would

hardly pass."

FUR SEASON PROSPECTS

REVILLON BROS., Limited, wholesale fur dealers,

McGill street, Montreal, whose branches extend

throughout the principal fur centres of the world,

are in a particularly enviable position to forecast accur-

ately the trend of the fur trade. The following summary

compiled by this firm will prove instructive and interest-

ing :

Mink.

Increased wonderfully in prices from the beginning of

last season till the end. The demand has been good but

we believe the price has reached its limit. If mink re-

mains at the same figures as last year, or lower, we can

expect it to do well, but if the prices are forced any

higher its actual activity will diminish accordingly. Al-

ready Europe advises us they cannot use mink at pre-

sent quotations. Of course if the Americans want it,

Europe's opinions will be of small moment, but we must

remember that the vogue of mink is based upon its

adaptability to the use of the middle class, and the large

number of skins Collected in this country will never per-

mit it to become an exclusive fur, like silver fox, Rus-

sian sable, etc. ;
therefore, if it is not kept within its

normal value, large stocks are bound to accumulate, and

consequently lower prices must follow.

"Marten.

The prospects continue favorable, but has been driven

to extremes in prices. It is said that large stocks are

carried over in Europe as well as, in the United States,

and therefore lower prices will rule.

Red Fox.

Continues in disfavor. There are no prospects of its

becoming popular in the near future and prices will un-

doubtedly rule lower.

Otter.

Sold well but must not go beyond present quotations.

The demand has been normal and we hope to see it con-

tinue during the approaching season.

Lynx.

This article while it remains at old prices will con-

tinue in favor but as soon as the prices advance there

is no doubt the demand will slacken. The manufacturers

do not care for lynx at a higher figure. In sympathy with

fox, it must remain where it is in order to be to any

degree popular. At present values there will be a good

market

.

Muskrats.

This very pretty fur seems to be too common for the

popular American trade and relies almost entirely upon

European support. This support we are told is not to

be accorded as freely as in the past and muskrats will

not sell as well if prices go higher. All depends on the

size of the stocks held over in the different markets.

Wolf.

No demand at all for this article. Large stocks are

held and a further decline is to be expected.

Beaver.

Sold fairly well although it did not fully realize ex-

pectations. Prospects are for fairly good season at pre-

sent prices.

Bear.

Continued to be "not wanted" and although a great

many exclusive furriers are endeavoring to place it once

more in favor, we doubt very much whether they will

succeed.
Weasel.

Although the Russian ermine continues in favor the

comparative quality of the weasel when dressed is so

poor that its value does not bear comparison and in or-

der to remain the least bit in favor it must range at

much lower values.

Raccoon.

Heavy raccoon did not respond to the expectations of

the trade. This article was always used more or less in

sympathy with skunk but its high prices did not permit

its use as a substitute. We understand there are quite

some stocks on hand in the various markets and a de-

cline is to be feared.

Skunk.

Were it not that Europe demanded such large quan-

tities, prices would have been kept within a more reason-*

able limit. As it is, the Europeans are awakening to the

fact that they have paid exceptionally high figures and

their demands are likely to be based on lower quota-

tions. Unless skunk declines considerably from last year's

puces, it will continue "not wanted" in this country

and will have to seek its support entirely in Europe.

Notes.

J. W. T. Fairweather, furriers, Toronto, have recog-

nized the growing importance of the Canadian west and

have opened a show room in Winnipeg. The branch will

be under the management of Mr. E. II. Bennett.
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IF YOU WANT YOUR MONEY'S WORTH

IN FURS
SHIPPER or BUYER

YOU CAN GET IT IN

ST. LOUIS
U. S. A.

More Raw Furs from all parts of the

United States, Canada and Alaska are

centered in St. Louis, U.S.A., direct

from trapping sections, than any

market in the world.

WVWWVW\'WVWVl

Vast quantities handled on very small

margin of profit is the secret of suc-

cess of the ST. LOUIS fur market.
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(jftitiitea)
MONTREAL

Holiday Trade Goods Now in Stock

Department "A" Department "B"

Wool Sleigh Rugs. Messaline Silks.

Special Damask Tablings. Eolienne and
Damask Table Cloths and Napkins. Wool Corde de Chenes

Embroidery Linens at All Prices.

Department "C"

Men's, Women's and Children's Fancy Ringwood and Cashmere Gloves.

Way's Mufflers and Silk Squares in Solid and Fancy Colors.

Latest Novelties in Men's Neckwear.

Department "D" Department "E"

Art Draperies and Cretonnes. Handkerchiefs, Silk, Initial, Lace

Eiderdown Quilts. and Embroidered Edge.

French Tapestry Table Covers. Runners, Tambour and Applique.

Wilton, Velvet and Tapestry Squares. Ladies' Silk Belts.

(All sizes.) Pillow Shams.

Table Centres.

Department "F"

Fancy Hat Pins. Hand Bags at all Prices. (A special line to retail at 50c.) Cushion

Cords and Girdles. Side Combs in Fancy Display Stands. Back Combs in

Fancy Display Stands. Bone Hair Pins in Cabinets.

"Perfection" Cloth Measures.—Price $2.00 each.

(To measure goods without unrolling'.)

Department "G"

Christmas Silk Waists. Christmas Aprons.

Homespun and Vicuna Skirts, with Box or Side Pleats.
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ON THE HOMESTRETCH.

THE homestretch of your season is here. The

Fall race is about run. But you have the best

part of it before you—the creamy, rich, holi-

day business, with plenty of profit in it, if you

manage well and work industriously. Put

your very soul into the coining three weeks. Let nothing

divert your attention from your duty for a moment. Be

ever watchful and Jeave no stone unturned to get the

best out of everything going and coming.

By this we mean selling and buying, for it is a busy,

busy month if you do the work right.

You must be looking for your advantages in merchan-

dise for the after holiday season ; feeling your way to-

wards your purchases for Spring ; taking hold of new

merchandise while pushing out the old, and getting ready

to clear decks for the inventory. The net profits of your

entire season's work are in your hands at the moment

—

most likely in the shape of merchandise. Now, the thing

to do is to realize that net profit as quickly and surely

as possible.

.Many things are in your favor ; the market is clear

of many lines, the season has yet to be developed from a

weather standpoint, and jackets have to be cleaned out

and dress goods to be sold. Altogether there is plenty

of business to be done.

To do all this you must be cool and watchful. Don't

leave anything to chance. Be at the store early and stay

late. Leave nothing until to-morrow that can be done

to-day. Do not let any fear enter into your composition,

as far as general conditions are concerned. Look into

every detail of your business work and keep everything

and everyone up to the scratch.

Firmness and push are the things upon which depend

your dividends for the Fall work. And mind, everything

has to be wound up during these three weeks. You have

been busy for two months, but the results, whether they

he profitable or not, depend on what is done from now
on much more than on what has gone before.

Be Careful.

Withal, be sure you are careful. That means that

every dollar expended must be expended carefully. Don't

lose your head with the .rush, crush, push, hustle, hurly-

burly and excitement, into the belief that yours is a bed

of roses. Don't get the idea that you can afford to lose

some money because business is good. Be liberal in

everything that will bring a return for the money in-

vested. Push your advertising from every standpoint, big

and beautiful in the dailies, artistic and frequent in cir-

culars, letters and invitations to your better trade,

patient and persevering in your special invitations to the

few elect to look at those remarkable and low-priced

novelties (truly Christmas affairs) which there is danger

in unless you sell them to the rich before some other

merchant sells the rich something else.

This is carefulness of the right kind. Make the store

beautiful ; make it attractive. Don't reserve anything for

after Christmas work. Put your whole life, energy, push,

watchfulness into the work RIGHT NOW.

This is the time when the mill does not grind with
the water that has passed. This is the flood time.

The torrent of trade ought to be turned through your
aisles prepared by your advertising work and willingly

and quickly take the goods which your salespeople are

ready to hand out to them quickly, carefully and shrewd-
ly.

See It All.

You should stand behind it all energizing it every

moment. No let-up, no standstill, no stop. This is a

time to grind out the dollars and cents of business. Your
records should be bigger than ever, your profits health-

ful, and at the end of the period you should find yourself

in just the position to buy Spring goods.

Don't drag along after your business requirements
;

don't be a trailer to conditions ; always LEAD your
own affairs. Know what you have, what you are apt to

sell, how you are going to offer it and what you are

going to do next when all is gone. Lay your plans clear-

ly, watch your opposition's tactics, and keep an eye on
everything that is going on about you.

You are the commander-in-chief in the middle of a

pitched battle.

Your plan of attack should be intelligent and well

balanced.

There should be surprises for the enemy, your com-
petitors, and there should be tempting novelties for your
trade, spread broadly at the beginning, or else several

times during the coming weeks.

Holiday Tangles.

Thinking up the question of the retailer's attitude to-

ward customers in holiday times, we note that customers

as a rule are no respecters of persons and you will

probably have lots of tangles to straighten out before the

eve of Christmas closes the door of your holiday selling.

Keep cool. If your customers expect you to come through

the Christmas selling without causing them any annoy-

ance or inconvenience, don't blame them ! Remember,
you have been talking all year about your efficient ser-

vice and prompt delivery, and they will hardly grant you

dispensation when they want your promptness in evidence

to help them over their holiday purchasing.

Before the Christmas Rush.

When you open this Review we will be within three

weeks of the Christmas carnival. Pretty close, is it not?

We are inclined to sound a note of warning.

No doubt you are well prepared, but see if you

haven't slipped a cog somewhere. It is so easy to over-

look the most needed feature that it is always well to

rehearse over and over again the different plans in your

store equipment. When the crowds come it is too late

to make an effective change, or stock with wanted goods,

and' if you haven't covered all this ground you will be

dollars out in sales and profit.

Blank White Cards.

Whatever you do, don't forget to distribute a liberal

supply of blank cards in every department where they are
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The High Class Washing Material

'Viyella'
(Regd.

DOES
NOT
SHRINK.

There', were three tiny Tots in

VIVELLA—
They were Eleanor, Elsie, and

Ella,

"So am I, too," "Oh, Mummy," they said, as they
said Mummy snuggled in bed,

'We're so comfy and warm in VIVELLA."

Regd. Trade Mark

For Night-dresses, Dressing-gowns, Knickerbockers,

Shirts, Blouses, Children's Frocks, &c. See the

Label on the Selvedge.

The Greatest Textile

Success of the Age.

Limited

Spinners and Manufacturers
(Sole Proprietors)

Friday Street, London, Eng.

CANADIAN AOENT:
fir William C. Hercdlth, 3 Wellington Street East, TORONTO.

Samples and particulars can be had on application.

likely lo be needed. Your customers will thoroughly ap-

preciate youi thought fulness when they wish to send their

little tfifts away—SO few have plain cards at hand upon

which to write an address or enclose the well-wishes of

the festal season And it is distracting to the average

person to he without a suitable caul to send' with a

|) rcson I

Express or Mailing Presents.

A feature thai will give you plenty of commendation
will he the establishing of a mailing oi express bureau,

where customers can arrange to have their packages sent

to friends out of town nicely packed or wrapped. You
have proper wrapping paper and twines and the ability

to wrap parcels properly, therefore tell them thai you

will relieve them of all the trouble and worry of mailing

and will keep a record of addresses for reference of every

package you handle. Don't make any distinction as to

whether the purchase is made from you or not. You are

obliging the customer, therefore do the mailing or ex-

pressing, as the case may be. without knowing or tar-

ing, as it were, when or where the purchases were made.

Holiday Dinner Hour.

Of course you will cut the lunch hour during Christ -

mas week. Thirty minutes is the limit in most places,

but what a tremendous amount of grumbling and jarring

is usually caused by the clock watchers ! The best way
to avoid this is to break the news early. Give the help

notice right now. Have it understood that the interests

of the business demand that during Christmas week each

clerk shall give half an hour extra in the middle of the

day. That means an extra three hours during the week.

and as sales will average a considerable sum per hour

during holiday time, it ought to make a substantial in-

crease in the grand total.

Appearances Count.

Bright windows, a dash of decorative smartness

throughout your interior, and a snappy, intelligent sales

force will combine to make a splendid success of your

holiday efforts.

Don't forget that it is effect that buyers are looking

for. They are in humor to pay for a few extra frills

ibis year because they have more money to spend and a

brighter hope for the future than they had a year ago.

The Question of Help.

It is not difficult to forecast what departments will

draw the greatest crowds. Glove's, handkerchiefs, men's

furnishings, helts, neckwear, and linens should have more
business than double your present staff can handle. It

will pay you to install, transfer or transplant a few

extra clerks to these departments right away. Pick out

the likely youngsters and surplus help from the depart-

ments less favored by the Christmas shoppers. Let them
do relief duty at lunch hours from now until they are

needed to pile in and sell goods.

This will give them a chance to become familiar with

the stocks and will facilitate smooth running when the

heavy business is on.

COUNTERMAN.

DEMONSTRATION OP DONTP.AR.

The Eisraan Novelty Mfg. Co. are now demonstrat-

ing at the T. Eaton Co.'s More. Toronto, the many ad-

vantages n f the Dontear Skirl Supporter and Shirtwaist

Holder. The demonstrations are heine: watched by a

great number <>f people and are successful in every way.

The popularity of these goods has been \er\ marked.
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A A A
SKIRT WEBS
Yx inch Shaped Beltings

" CRUSOE BRAND "

These webs are distinguished by uni-

form texture and regular edges.

Thousands of Grosses sold

WOOL MENDINGS
Best 3-fold Angola Mendings on

Cards, Skeins and Baits

Customers can have special printing if

desired.

PRUSSIAN BINDINGS
Fine Glace Bindings in Black and all

colors for

Coats, Dresses, Corsets, etc.

Soft Cotton Magpie Bindings — Tapes
and Webbings of every kind

Faire Bros. & Co., Limited

Canada: S, CALDEGOTT, Bay St., Toronto

A A
-\

Manufacturers,

Leicester,

A
Eng.

BOOT LACES
The largest and most varied stock in

Great Britain

ATTRACTIVE SPECIALTIES
in Ladies' and Gents' Laces for Retail-

ers windows.

Rifle Laces, Shoe Ties, Leather Laces.

SMALLWARES
Every description of Woven Goods and

Braids

Picture Cords and Blind Cords
Silk Finish Corset Laces

Cork insoles Fine Fleece Insoles.

ELASTIC GOODS
A varied assortment ot

Garter Elastics, Loom Webs,
Umbrella Webs and Elastic

Braids and Cords.
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BUSINESS MEN AND THEIR STORES

STORE OF W. G. MURPHY & CO.

THE accompanying illustration shows the general store

of W. (1. .Murphy & Co., of Carberry, Man., a

business that was started eight years ago and has

grown so rapidly that now it is one of the leading stores

in Manitoba. Mr. Murphy comes from Mitchell, Ontario,

where lie was in business for some time, and is the sole

proprietor of the business.

This firm carries a very large stock. The building

measures 30 by 90 feet and the two floors and basement

are used entirely for the business. On the first floor are

general dry goods and groceries. Second floor, millinery,

carpet department and work rooms ; while the basement

is used as a storeroom. They make a specialty of dress

for doing business is found in his store. Mr. Manson's

efforts met with such great success that he is now
blanching out into the hardware business, having secured

the store next door, and is having it completely remod-

elled. It will be opened soon with an entirely fresh stock

and will be in charge of D. Manson. who has had consid-

erable experience in that line.

MR. MONYPENNY VISITS ENGLAND.

MR. MONYPENNY, senior member of the firm of

Monypenny Bros. & Co., Toronto, left for Eng-

land on a two months' trip on November 13th.

Mr. Monypenny had just completed a rapid trip through

the Province of Ontario, and spoke of the conditions ob-

goods and furs. One can form some idea of the business

that is done in this western store when it is stated that

18 or 20 hands are employed to sell the goods and in the

work rooms.

NEW STORE AT STRATHCLAIR.

A
UOt T a month ago Geo. Manson opened his new gen-

eral store in the town of Strathclair, Man., with a

fresh stock of groceries and dry goods. He has a

very attractive store with a floor space of 35x65 with

two large plate glass fronts. The interior is finished in

cherry, with hardwood floor, oak counters, and metallic

ceiling painted white He has put in a system of high

pressure gasoline lamps, and in fad every modern facility

taining at that time. The comparatively mild weather

of early Fall had an appreciable influence on the sale of

heavy knitted goods, and this was followed in the coun-

try by a season of bad roads. In spite of these set-

backs there was little complaint among retailers. Mr.

Monvpenny spoke with great satisfaction of the success

of his season's business.

Haycock & Dudgeon, St. Catherine street. Montreal,

have been bothered considerably through goods amount-
ing to a considerable value going astray. Kate MacKay.
an employee, has confessed to having stolen hundreds of

dollars' worth and Henry Hall has been arrested as an

accomplice.
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E5TABI ISHFD 1791

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks ,

Cambrics
,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Limited

*->--•• Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
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HOSIERY
Now is the time to display your hosier)'.

This stand will show to the very best advantage all

the pretty designs you have.

SEND FOK

OUR

Illustrated

Catalogue

AND

SUPPLEMENT

No. i-iy).

:

s-in. standard

3fi inches high.

Price $5.75.

TORONTO BRASS MFC. CO.
98-100 Lombard Street TORONTO

VOI WILL I'KOUOTK VOCIt OWN
KBBfi in DTBUTIVa I ton having

TM

Suit Form No bo K.

For Manufacturers and Retailers

It is made in lates -oiutely
in style and measurements ami ii

constructed eo that operators in tilting a
garment over it can determine the exact
position of the center lines by grooves in
front and hack vrMcfa can be readily felt

through the material of the garment which
s being titled.

This form is indispensable to Re-
tailers for their store display.

Especially adapted for the walking
length skirts.

The toot rest dues not pmtrude beyond
the skirt (which is so common with the
ordinary forms).

Suits displayed on I his form show off to
the beat advantage.

Write for Catalog No. 12

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
PAOTOira 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established ovbh so rsAssl
Manufacturers ofPapie Mache Forms, Wax Figures, Finest Metal Display Fixtun

Do you want 4 ^^ ^^ F™
more business for 1 +^J? \J -J

If so, make your premises

BRIGHT, LIGHT, and UP-TO-DATE

DO IT NOW DO NOT WAIT

Make alterations in the slack season.

Be ready for the busy season.

A DAYLIGHT STORE DRAWS TRADE

Cuxfcr

(Uindow
and

Sidewalk

Prisms

LUXFER PRISM CO.
—» '°° "Toronto
«
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JUST at this season, when preparation and

schemes for Christinas decorating1 are in order,

any extra accomplishments the trimmer may

have will come in extremely handy, especially

the ability—if you are permitted to use it—to

arrange your own electrical effects.

There is no denying the potency of brightness as a

crowd drawer, and the modern Christmas exhibit is not

thought to be quite complete, especially in the larger

careless in not using enough, in your lamp sockets be

careful that stray strands of .wire do not touch the out-

side brass casing. Burned fuse wires and burst lamps
are oftenest caused in this way.

Do not put a strong current on a small lamp with-

out a transformer if you wish your globe to last any

length of time. Go over all connections thoroughly the

last thing before turning on the current. It is a good
idea to have a preliminary dress rehearsal of your elec-

A Patriotic Window, by J. Allan Belyea, St. John. X.B., Shown During the Visit of Prince Louis of Battenburg.

centres, without a fascinating glitter of electric lights

woven into the design.

Be Careful.

Here are a few cautions which it might pay you to

paste in the first page of your memory. In case your
two or three days' work, and a rather expensive show,
may vanish into thin smoke when the electric current is

turned on : Do not cross any wires unless you have
both well covered with insulating tape. It is somewhat
cheaper to waste by putting on too much than to he

trical show after the store is closed, and when you do

this have some water handy in case of an accident.

Do not put tissue paper, thin muslins, or silks in

contact with an electric globe. It. may never set it on

fire, but it will give any one of them a good brown
scorching that will effectually destroy their future use-

fulness.

Credit Given to Trimmers.

Last season's holiday displays thoroughly demon-
strated the progress of the art of window trimming, and

Kl
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to the trimmers of this country great credit is due, and

given, by the various local newspapers. This effectually

acts as an incentive to every trimmer to do his level

best; tor where is the man who is not encouraged and

elated when his work is reviewed or commended in his

community by the local editors t

On a recent trip through Western Ontario we no-

ticed, through conversation with several representative

business men, that many merchants have evidently be-

come so enlightened in regard to their windows that

they are allowing their trimmers more time, money and

fixtures to improve their displays; therefore, from an

artistic point of view, we are looking forward to the

holiday windows, and feel that this year the displays

will be more noted for art than sensation. It is the

trimmer's duty, in some way of his own, to attract the

attention of the public in such a way that it may be

What is the distinctive sign that a window is a work
of art ? That is just the question that trimmers would
like to have answered. It is exactly the same* in sculp-

ture, in music, in draping. Art in all its forms is

bounded on the »one hand by the practically useful, and
on the other by the unsuccessful attempt at art. Thus,

if a trimmer puts in a window that is useful in selling

goods and artistically arranged, it is a work of art; on
the other hand, a window that is plain, simple, and
with no artistic treatment shown in the display, must
be classed as not a work of art. Such, we, think, is a

simple and distinctive sign of whether a trimmer is an

artist or not.

Criticism.

Criticism in these later days has become so many
tongued that if we are to exclude from the region of art

everything that the critics of various schools themselves

talked of; and to be a success from the trimmer's stand

point he must contrive something new and original in

the displays. In these days of progress a trimmer's

mind must be on his work, and he cannot be expected to

make a success unless it is. We commend and counsel

our readers in small Canadian towns to give over their

futile and expensive efforts for schemes beyond their re-

sources, and strive for simpler designs—effects that are

simple and within their reach.

When it is impossible to make a display of any one

line of goods for lack of stock, care should be used to

combine articles that go well together. Do not try to

get a little of everything into the window at one time

without regard to style, quality, or use. Perhaps more

mistakes are made from this' cause than all others com

bined, and yet the remedy is so simple.

do not recognize as by tight belonging to art, then no-

thing at all will be left. So when involuntarily the

question comes into your mind, "Is the window trimmer

an artist ?" remember that, like theologians of different

views, artists of different views exclude each other. In

every branch some artists exclude or reject each other.

It's the same in the drama, painting and music.

The public has become so accustomed to repeated

showings of dress goods, jackets, and millinery during

the long period since Summer made adieus, that a dis-

play of the lighter and more beautiful things for Christ-

mas, which make their initial bow at this season, will

be heartily welcome and a pleasant change.

Hence the decorator's work is. if anything, more

eagerly looked for now than at any other season. Hav-

02
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ing the public in such an eager state of mind he is as-

sured of his work being received interestedly at least.

Great assortments of beautiful things are tumbling

in, and the trimmer; will have no excuse for not putting

his best foot forward and creating startling displays.

There are myriads of lines which your store handles, the

business in which may be materially increased if your

work is commendably done.

You don't need much coaxing to induce you to show-

new goods. If that were so you would indeed be an

unique trimmer. The probabilities are that you are

never slow to grasp the opportunities for attractive and

effective display presented by the new arrivals, which go

to swell the stocks of every department of the store.

There is not much chance of your windows at this

time of the year presenting an unseasonable appearance,

so it is not necessary to warn you about the unseason-

able fault.

Bear in mind, however, that every shopper expects

to see more novel and more attractive merchandise at

this season of the year than at any other; and further,

do not lose sight of the fact that the audience to whom
you are playing from the stage of the store, the win-

dows, is much larger at this season than at any other,

more exacting, and more particular, too, perhaps, for

their trading is largely for presents to please exacting

and particular relatives and friends.

With a full house, so to speak, you should not need

any urging to do your best. The windows must reflect

the newness of the stocks, for your rival's surely will.

But surely you can be depended upon to watch this point

very closely. Nothing reflects enterprise more at this

season than rapid changes. It counts for much with the

public, this being up to and a little ahead of the times.

It gives the people of your town the impression that

yours is a progressive store. People who do not often

notice displays will look for and admire them at

Christmas.

Customers go shopping more often, and that is the

best reason for new displays every few days until the

holidays are. over.

Strangers judge your store by the winffows; Christ-

mas shoppers do the same until they get acquainted, so

you must impress every possible customer that yours is

a store that they will come to regard as a place en-

titled to their business. Always avoid the possible im-

pression that yours is a pokey store; one of the snail-

going species about which there is never anything inter-

esting, and to which one never has any desire to go ex-

cepting when compelled to by actual necessity.

It is in this respect that the window trimmer and
decorator fills the functions of an advertiser for a store.

Good decorating can and does attract visitors. The
poor or clumsily executed kind does not. It is just the

difference between a good advertisement and a poor one.

The impression which a visitor gains of a store de-

termines, to a great extent, whether she will become a

customer or not.

As the years grow older gift giving is turning more
to the sensible side of things, and you want to make
your display accordingly. The days of trash are pass-

ing away in Canada. People are earning good wages,
times are good, and money plentiful. More money is

spent in the celebration of the festal day than ever be-

fore in the country's history, but it goes for things

that are better and last longer. You will find a big

demand for good goods just the same as last year, and
good linens will bring you as choice a clientele as any-

thing in your store, and it will add remarkable weight

to your holiday hustle.

So will good toys that bring the little folks to you

in swarms. Get them out early; not just a few min-

utes before Santa Claus jingles his sleigh bells.

You won't sell a whole lot until the final week, but

you create an interest that will revert to your good.

Condense the stocks that are not moving to make room

for the money makers of short December. You can well

afford to crowd things a bit for the annual harvest has

to be gathered in a hurry—and the grain is golden—you

know.
W.-iR. McCOLL.

REMARKABLE PROGRESS IN RETAIL STORE.

RECENT developments in the dry goods business of

the Duncan Ferguson Co., Limited, Stratford, have

made his store almost without a peer in Western

Ontario. The progress of this business under the shrewd

Dress Goods Display.

and energetic management of Mr. Ferguson is a matter

for congratulation to its manager. Three times before

large increases were made in the floor space but rapid as

has been the advance in business facilities, the advance in

volume of business has been even greater.

During the past month Mr. Ferguson has added to

his store the big double store formerly occupied by Thorn-

ton & Douglas. This store is 25 by 120 feet and as soon

as some leases expire the two upper floors will also be

used. It is the intention of Mr. Ferguson to develop a

wholesale business so as to place his establishment in a

still better position.

The fur store of John McKay & Co., Kingston, was
entered by burglars recently and furs to the value of $3,-

000 were carried off. The number of fur robberies seems

to be on the increase.
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-TURNED

C 4 190f

$19.75 A Lifetimer $14.00

A. S. RICHARDSON
62 Hayter St.

TORONTO
Phone Main 3687

40 Victoria Sq.

MONTREAL
Phone Main 4334

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have

been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bldgs., 8 Colborne St.,

TORONTO

The Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED)

ENDORSED BY THE LEADING MERCHANTS
IN CANADA.

Each Wardrobe complete in itself, fitting together in sectional form, so that any
number may be placed together to make an outfit.

Carrying capacity of each Slide 25 suits,

overcoats, costumes or' mantles. All wardrobes
having two slides complete with bangers.

SIZE :—Width, 28J4 inches ; depth, 48
inches ; height, 6 feet, 6 inches.

We Have the Only Trouser Slide

in Existence.

CATALOGUES, TESTIMONIALS and PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED ON APPLICATION TO

THE HEAD OFFICE mm

THE WEIR WARDROBE COMPANY
Lombard Street, WINNIPEG, CANADA. Limited

or to Rooms 9-10 Saturday Night Building, - TORONTO. ONTARIO
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The Latest Novelty

in Shirt Waist and

Blouse Form

We also carry all the latest forms.

Delfosse & Co.

Manufacturers Metal Store

Display Fixtures, Wax

oeifosse Figures, etc'

^vwvwwwvwwwy

Write for Catalogue
5 Hermine St. MONTREAL

SIGNS and SHOW CARDS

advertise you so well that it does

not pay you to be without them.

It will pay every Merchant in Canada
to have our catalogue before him for

reference. It gives styles and prices

ior almost every sign made. Free

to all Merchants.

THE MARTEL-STEWART CO., LTD.
681-683-685 Craig St., - - MONTREAL

This design a guar-
antee of quality.

DO YOU PUBLISH

A CATALOGUE?

IF YOU DO YOU SHOULD USE
"CANADIAN MADE" PAPER

YOUR PRINTER *H grades, from the highest "Glossy

"Finish" to the reugh " Antique"
CAN SUPPLY IT. ,. .... ...„.., „

and bulky "Featherweight

Canada Paper Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL,

Lamson Perfection Cable Cash Carrier

Serves any number

of floors from one

cash desk.

Hundreds of users

testify to its excel-

lence.

Write for particulars . . .

I am .son Consolidated Store Service Co., "26 Wellington street west, Toronto, Ont.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS 1

In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

II Work Guaranteed
Unequalled

Dress Good?, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
ALSO

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

MONTREAL, TORONTO, OTTAWA, QUEBEC
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ELLIS MLG. CO., """ted
SOLE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA OF

SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Your Spring and Summer stock for 1906 should include

our Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear if you wish to hold your present

customers and secure new ones.

This underwear is noted for its great comfort to the

wearer. This is assured by its permanent elasticity.

We use the very finest yarns to be obtained ; therefore,

you cannot beat ELLIS Spring Needle Underwear on this continent.

ELLIS Mf0. CO., Limited
MAIN/Ill-TOIM

MONYPENNY BROS. & CO., Selling Agents TORONTO and MONTREAL

Limited

The Stratford
Knitting Co.,

Stratford

Manufacturers of

High-grade
Woollen

Gloves and Mitts
This is our specialty. Perfect fit, style and finish.

BEAVER

Sole Agents for Ontario

McCIung & Burns
117 Wellington St. West,

TORONTO
Quebec For Maritime Provinces

A. L GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
232 McGill St., Montreal Sussex, N.B.

**A\rVVV*\rW*V*VV\rVVV***\rV**\r^Ar^ ,

ALLEN &TURTLE
BELFAST

Manufacturers of

THE n

Guaranteed

HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR

The very best in

Make, Style and Wear.

CANADIAN AGENTS :

15he Andrew H. McDowell Co.
(Incorporated)

40-42 St. Antoine St., MONTREAL

^^^^^^^^^V^^*^^V^A'
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Ladies'

Wear KNITTED GOODS Men's
Wear

SUGGESTIONS FOR HOLIDAY TRADF.

E
YEN before this issue reaches the trade it is

high time for retailers to begin active prepara-

tions for the holidays on all lines of knitted

goods. The Christmas season in such lines is

yearly becoming larger and high grade goods

for gift purposes can be sold if the proper effect is made.

All classes of garments under this caption make sensible,

practical gifts and are usually more welcome than the

myriad collections of impractical novelties.

At the head of the list come blouses and sweaters

and good window displays and interior decoration fur-

thered by judicious advertising will produce sales which

otherwise would not be made. The business in these lines

lias been phenomenal and a record season can be rounded

out through pushing these goods for gift purposes. Prac-

tically everything will sell. It must be remembered that

it is the better grades which will be readily taken and

these should be pushed to the front. Lines around $5

should be readily disposed of. City stores use special

displays to force the sale of these goods, utilizing

branches of trees and even snow.

Hosiery has always been an accepted Christmas gift

and the chief difficulty is to adequately handle the trade.

With this in view many stores prepare packages already

done up in popular lines, selling the goods from a sam-

ple. This is done in both men's and ladies' lines, with

packages according to the sizes. A further idea is to

prepare collections at $1, $2 and $5, intended for gift

purposes. These collections can be made to suit local

conditions. The • time saved is considerable, and sales

are effected, otherwise lost.

Many lines of underwear are essentially fitted for hol-

iday trade and nothing is more useful as a practical gift.

The elaborate trimmed women's vests and union suits

are particularly good and more expensive lines can be

disposed of than in the ordinary course of trading. This

works for the good of the department in every respect.

New Display Ideas.

Harvest time in the knitted goods department' calls

for extra efforts in timely and suitable displays. With a

view to giving the newest ideas in this particular The
Review representative has examined closely the methods
used by successful and progressive stores. Popular stores

utilize counter displays to a remarkable extent, piling,

neatly, lines of underwear with prices plainly marked.
This can be overdone by lessening the selling space avail-

able. Where there is ample loom special tables are util-

ized with lines at various prices. The same idea is. car-

ried out for popular priced hosiery. Department stores

usually follow this procedure, selling from the lines on
display. Price cards are of artistic nature.

The John Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal, recognize

clearly the value of display in their underwear depart-
ment and the two long counters in front of the underwear
section are piled to a fair height with a full line. Prices
are given by means of an ingenious metal display stand
holding an artistically printed card. The counters are
bordered thy a three-inch-high rack. Numerous cards sup-

plied by manufacturers and jobbers are hung up at con-

spicuous points. More popular priced underwear is dis-

played on two large tables.

The hosiery department does not resort to counter

displays except through forms for high class lines. An
idea emphasized by this firm is the uniform character of

their cartons. Packages or boxes supplied by the mills

and jobbers are discarded and a strong cherry colored

carton is used throughout. The stock is arranged accord-

ing to prices, which run vertically in rotation, thus facil-

itating selection. Ladies' and children's goods follow the

same plan.

Brisk Retail Trade.

Reports from retailers in most sections of the coun-

try agree that November was sufficiently cold to occasion

a brisk demand for seasonable underwear. Retailers in-

terviewed do not complain so much of trade as the fact

that stock deliveries are not in some cases harmonious

with the samples shown. Jobbers report a big run on

white all wool 2 and 1 ribbed goods with low neck and

long sleeves. Buyers visiting the > markets find supnlies

of underwear materially depleted and jobs as predicted

are entirely out of the question. Never in the history

of the trade has the available supply of choice lots been

so low. Jobbers protect their customers wherever pos-

sible, and advances have not been made except where ab-

solutely necessary.

Every wholesale underwear department is having a

splendid opportunity to clear out anything and every-

thing. Men's fleeced goods were hard to get last month
although mills can make deliveries. The chief trouble

was the fact that by waiting until after December 1st

jobbers secure Spring dating which is an item not to be

slighted.

This question of dating has affected many branches of

the trade during the past month. What small jobs were
available were snapped up early by city buyers. Buyers

who have a good supply of Winter weights in all lines of

underwear may congratulate themselves, as duplicates

are hard to procure and prices for next season are confi-

dently expected to be even higher.

—4
HIGH HOSIERY MARKET.

THE wool hosiery situation for the present season is

not as satisfactory as might be desired and jobbers
fear next season will be even worse. Jobbers have

anticipated the advance in cashmere hose and stocks in

the market are of large proportion. Prices are very
firm, however, and $2.25 goods are, in the face of present
conditions, worth more money.

Many desirable lines are in scarce supply, especially

in all wool goods. Ladies' worsted lines at $3.25 to re-

tail at 40c are by no means plentiful and all sizes will be

shown next year at $3.60, the same price as size 10
brought this year. Retailers complain that the $2.25

goods are inferior in quality and jobbers who have sent

out good lines at $2.40 to retail at 25c have been suc-

cessful in some instances.

Roughly, however, it is generally contended that the
price sells the goods and as a consequence inferior lines
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FALL 1905 in a fine position
to pive your requirement! in

I loslei j our beel attention,
and would advise you to sec «"»r line oi samples before placing your
sorting orders this Pall We produce the well-known

Maple Leaf Brand

Hose, Half Hose, /;

Over Hose, ,

'
I

Fine Mitts / '

I \ /

^

Maple Leaf Brand

Prompt Delive-les. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Every Pair Warranted

THEGODERICH KNITTING CO.,
J E. LEWITT, Manager. Est'd 1895. GODERICH, ONT.

SELLING AGENTS i

McCLUNG & BURNS, A. L. GILPIN, FRED 8. WHITE,
117 Wellington St. W. 22 Victoria Ch mbers, St. Stephen. N.B.,

Toronto, Ont. 232 McGillSt, Mont real, Que. For Maritime Provinces

GERHARDT, HAN'LEY & MacKAY, Box 367, Winnipeg.
For Manitoba, N.W.T. and British Columbia.

S. Lennard
C* &OnS DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
6o Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

have been turned out at {2.25 and (3. Retailers show
reluctance in paying (2 II and $3.25 foi goods to retail

ai 25 ami 35 cent8 respectively. Next year will sec tins

question [ought out even more strongly than during the

present season.

Many lines at the old staple prices are so coarse that

good trade will not accept them. The sequel must be,

notwithstanding old traditions, that retailers will have

to change the schedule of prices. Some interests say that

the exorbitant prices on wool, worsted and cashmere hose

mean an increased sale of cotton hosiery. Climatic con-

ditions lend to minimize this tendency. Consumers have

the money to buy good goods and will pay the price.

Retailers must clearlj recognize thai the enormous

increase in the price of raw wool and yams makes higher

rales a necessity. They must either pay the old

and accept inferior quality or pay a higher figure to

maintain old standards.

In this connecticn jobbers report that the sale of

$3.25 goods is rapidly increasing but lines at $2. 10 are

neglected except l>\ the most progressive retailers who

desire to make leaders. Contracts f r next season now

being made show material advances and already many
lines have been withdrawn. The social season is creat-

ing a steady demand for lisle and silk lines.

Lace Ar>kles Scarce for Spring.

Lace ankle cotton and lisle hosiery for Spring deliv-

ery are practically out of the market and duplicate- are

impossible. The severity of the situation is clearly

shown by the non-arrival of complete sample lines. Sales-

men in some instances are only showing about half of the

numbers contracted for. One house states they havi

ceived only two lines out of ten bought. The Chemnitz

market is not prepared to handle the enormous demand

in this respect and this delay is as much the result of

present overwork as of anxiety to limit orders. Deliver-

ies in this market will, to say the least, be bad.

In the color held white shows a decided gain and is

the novelty of the season. Tans have been taken largely

as well as a few navies. Black has as usual topped the

list. Embroidered lace ankles are spoken of highly by

good trade. Lace all-overs are in fair request.

Extreme fancy effects are slow in sale and the neat

designs have the call every time. Prices on all these

lines will not be any lower during the season. Early

ordering is more than ever advisable.

Tans and greys are doing better than expected in

men's lines, and striped designs are in good request.

DR. JAEGER'S NEW WHOLESALE
QUARTERS.

DR. JAEGER'S Sanitary Woolen System Co., Lim-

ited, 2206 St. Catherine street, Montreal, will

establish early in 1 he year new wholesale headquar-

ters in the Montreal down town wholesale district at the

southwest coiner of Victoria Square and St. .James

street, in the five-story lately renovated Alexandria

building, 3(11 St. James street. To meet the necessity

for increased facilities for their wholesale trade. 3,000

square feet of door space have been secured and fixtures

mc dem in every detail are now being installed. This

will be the head office of the company for Canada and

it is confidently expected they will be able to till re-

tailers' wants even more satisfactorily. .Mr. A. 11.

Patterson, the Canadian manager, will be at the new

headquarters. Theil Montreal and Winnipeg retail stores

will be maintained as in the past.

This move has been necessitated owing to a largely

increased demand from retailers, which rendered larger

6S
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JAEQER PURE WOOL
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

The rapid development of our wholesale business has made

it necessary for us to provide increased warehouse accommoda-

tion. We have secured a large flat on the first floor of the

Alexandra Building, corner of Victoria Square and St. James

Street, Montreal, whichwill be opened early in the new year as

our Head Office for Canada. These premises will be for the

conduct of our wholesale business only, our retail depots will be

at 2206 St. Catherine Street, Montreal, and 286 Portage Avenue,

Winnipeg, as heretofore.

DR. JAEGER'S= SYSTEM
COMPANY

LIMITED

THAT
WILL
WEAR

ATSON'S
Underwear

W^ are now prepared to fill all Repeat Orders
in RIBBED UNDERWEAR for * ^ *

LADIES,
MEN and

CHILDREN
FOR WINTER WEAR

Manufactured by

The WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., Limited

PARIS, ONT.
ONTARIO QUEBEC MARITIME MANITOBA

McClung & Burns A. L. Gilpin J. A. Murray Bryce & Co.
117 Wellington St. W. 232 McGill St. Sussex 179 McDermott Ave.

Toronto Montreal N. B. Winnipeg
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quarters Imperative. More complete stocks will now be

carried and orders can be filled bj return mail if neces-

sarj The expansion of this business is a striking tribute

lo the growing quality trade in Canada and the foie-

sighl displayed by this linn in opening up the Canadian

market has been amply justified.

SPLENDID SPRING OUTLOOK.

SPRING underwear Ira

plaints on the part

lading has resulted in fewer com-

of jobbers and manufacturers

than in past seasons. Everything contributed to

confidence, and generous advance orders on the part of

retailers have resulted. Standard prices have been main-

tained, but in many lines, particularly noticeable in

ladies' vests, a deterioration in quality is noticed and

trimmings are skimped.

While the staple goods in ladies' lines have as usual

Wearwell Brand
Worsted Hose.

Up-to-date machinery lessens cost of manufacture, en

abling us to give better values than can be obtained

elsewhere. See our Samples before placing your

order for Fall.

Clinton Knitting Co.,
CLINTON, ONT.

Selling Agents : The Richard L. Baker Co., 60 Yonge St., Toronto, Onf

£ £ 99

UNDERWEAR
For Particular People

Have you stocked it ?

We help you to sell it by bringing the merits

of this Underwear before the people through the

daily and weekly press.

You give your customer confidence

by replacing any garment that shrinks.

We guarantee to ship promptly all repeat orders.

Can also give quick delivery for sorting trade in

Ladies' and Children's Per rect Fitting Underwear

THE

C. TURNBULL CO.
\

LIMITED *
t

\ GALT, ONT.,

i

CANADA t

Confined the bulk of attention, an increased interest has
been felt in lines from $1.50 to JO. Thin summer wools,

mercerized and lisle threads, have been popular in this

respect. Two thread goods are emphasized.

Elastic ribbed goods have confirmed the favorable re-

ports of their sponsors and combination suits have been
very popular in this line. Deliveries are expected to be
good in all lines in men's and women's underwear and
prices will remain steady. Many mills are already sold
up till April 1st and in case orders have not already been
given delays are dangerous.

ADDITIONAL MACHINERY.

MR. A. L. GILPIN, Montreal, Quebec agent for the

Stratford Knitting Mills, Stratford, Ont., is en-

thusiastic over the appreciable results in the new-

lines turned out by this firm, made possible by recent

additions to the mill and by the latest improved machin-
ery. One of the lines favorably spoken of is knitted

seamless gloves, both plain and fancy stitched, in a

variety of styles for men, women and children. A full

fashioned jersey for men and women is another line

strongly recommended. This mill is one of the brightest

exponents of the progressive Canadian knitted goods in-

dustry.

KNITTING FACTORY FOR WOODSTOCK.

A proposition is before the Council and Board of

Trade of Woodstock to lend their assistance in estab-

lishing a knitting mill in that city. The goods which it

is proposed to make are something entirely different

from anything which is now manufactured in Canada,
and it is thought the market is good for them. The
promoters ask a loan of $7,000 for fifteen years and
promise to employ, to begin with, 25 hands.

NOTES.

Mr. Kenneth Turnbull, manager of the Stratford
Knitting Company, was in Toronto during the month.

The old buildings of the Gait Knitting Co. are being

abandoned and all the machinery is being moved across

the street to the new factory. The old home of Tiger
Brand Underwear will be offered for sale or will be util-

ized for some other business. The factory now completed
is exceptionally well provided in equipment and con-

veniences for handling stock to turn out a big output.

A TOAST.

Here's to the stork,

A most valuable bird,

That inhabits the residence districts.

He don't sing any tunes,

Nor yield any plumes,

But he helps out the vital statistics.

—Portland Oregonian.

In the infants' wear trade,

May his fame never fade,

But grow ever increasingly greater.

For he keeps up the stock

Of demand that will knock

Any decrease in garment sales later.

—Ex.
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When the Snowshoe Crowds

come for warm Underwear,

will you be ready for

them with

STANFIELD'S
UNSHRINKABLE" and " TRURO KNIT"

tfNDERWEAR ?
It's the kind they want, because "Stanfield's" means snug, easy comfort.

They know that "Stanfield's" is the better fitting, better wearing

Underwear, and is sold with a guarantee of "money back if it shrinks."

It's a mighty safe and a mighty profitable proposition to handle

" Stanfield's Underwear " in your town.

The Truro Knitting Mills Co., Limited
Truro, - Nova Scotia

^EH ty,

PURE WOOL.

Cartwrigbt * mmn
LIMITED,

Loughborough, England,

Manufacturers of^__^^A.

NATURAL WOOL
UNDERWEAR * *

In addition to the well-merited reputation of this firm in al
important markets in the world we take pleasure in subscribing
to the fact that during ten years that we have represented them in
Canada this reputation has been well sustained tor the dura-
bility and unshrinkable qualities of their underwear.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, : : Melinda St., Toronto
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Have You Seen It?

The November Number of

The Business Magazine
Our Home Publication for the
Busy Man and His Family.

Read this clever article, which appears in the November number, and imagine twenty-

five more just as good.

How Great Business Men Keep Well.
(THE WORLD MAGAZINE.)

Amid the strenuous conditions which prevail to-day in the business world, the
great captains of industry find their jnly safety in an increased leisure and the pursuit
of healthful pastimes. The greater the business and the greater the wear and tear
of the responsibility, the greater the need for an enforced leisure. That is why mil-
lionaire business men pay their thousands and thousands of dollars for outdoor
recreation.

WHAT means do rich business

men take to preserve their

health? They have a system

to which, almost without exception,

they each and all conform. This

system is founded on one remedy.

One New York man pursues it at the

cost of $500,000 a year; another,

equally devoted to it, has it without

cost. These two men are about

equally rich and powerful.

It is enlightening to all the world
to know this system, so costly and so

cheap and so efficacious for these

great men of affairs are healthy men.

They are marvels of success in

finance and in health.

To triumph in the strenuous life

requires more than genius and wealth.

It means endurance and force.

Health is the great business man's
greatest asset. A Rockefeller ailing

in the height of his daring career

would give a million dollars "for a

new stomach." Schwab to recover

from the impairment of his giant

strength spends in two years a for-

tune that would buy the town in

which he was born.

One millionaire in New York em-
ploys a physician at $10,000 a year
to attend him—because he did not

follow the system. Another, during

a painful illness two years ago, con-

tracted with a doctor to serve him
exclusively for five years. Lately,

conforming: to the system by this

same doctor's advice and the ex-

ample of his associates, he paid the

doctor a large lump sum to end the

contract.

But the physicians testify that the

millionaire men of affairs are poor

customers of theirs. Their system of

health-keeping is not medical.

Fresh air and a change of scene,

developed to a science and a system,

is the New York multi-millionaire's

panacea for all his ills.

(For the rest of this article, see November number).

TiTe MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada. Great Britain, United States, Australia,
South Africa and the West Indies

Other Countries, ......
Single Copies,

Invariably in advance.

J2 a year.
83 a year.
20 cents.

DIRECTORS:

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal,
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto.
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal,

President
- Vice-President

Managing Director

CHIEF OFPICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL,

232 McGill Street.

Tel. Main 1255.

Winnipeg, F. R. Munro

TORONTO,
10 Front Street East.

Tel. Main 2701.

511 Union Bank Building
Telephone 3726.

Vancouver, Geo. S. B. Perry

ST. John, N.B., J. Hunter White - No. 3 Market Wharf

OREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, Eng., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

Manchester, H. S. Ashburner, - - - 92 Market Street

PRANCE—
Paiis----- Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse

SWITZERLAND-
ZURICH ... - Lomis Wolf, Orell Fussli & Co.

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENTS

:

Miss A. Meehan, Mr. A. E. Dacam,
London. Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswell
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goods Review as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now in
its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, DECEMBER, 1905.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Schofield Woollen Mills Co., Oshawa, Ont.
Francis Hook & Eye & Fastener Co., Niagara Fall», Ont.
Security Fastener Co., Toronto.
Winch, McLaren &Co., Toronto.
Abel Morrall. Redditch. Eng.
L.J. Hesslein, Halifax, N.S.
L ak Fur Mfg. Co., Montreal, Que.

A LAND OF PROMISE.

NO country at the present time offers such advantages

to immigrants as does Canada. Millions of acres of

farming lands lie ready for the plow. The richness

of those acres has been nobly demonstrated by the harvest

of the past year. Men who went out there ten or fifteen

yeads ago are now rich. Each year the network of rail-

ways (becomes more extended and each mile brings the

advantages of shipping and a town market nearer to the

settler.

The Department of the Interior has a great work to

perform in flUing these miles of prairies. The home mar-

ket, which the western millions will provide for east* a>

manufacturers, is of first importance. Upon them the

prosperity of the country in a large measure depends

To-day land may be had from the Government for noth-

ing. With fair intelligence and decenl industry a man

should be in an independent position in ten years.

We read of processions of the unemployed parading

the streets of England. Canada knows no such condition.

Her great west is open to receive all who may come and

nowhere is there surer reward for labor. We are now on

the wave of development such as carried the United Stales

ahead twenty-five years ago. But we are in a far bet-

ter position to profit by it. All her facilities had to be

provided to satisfy the demand. We, with our railways,

and shipping-

, our manufacturers and our distributers, well

organized, can make the most of a period of prosperity.

* *
*

Readers will confer a favor hy mentioning the Review-

when writing to advertisers

* *
*

THE TARIFF COMMISSION.

A
REVISION of the tariff was one of the principal

planks of the Liberal platform in 1896, and the

second Tariff Commission which is now fairly well ad-

vanced is the logical result of the rapid development of

Canadian resources and altered market conditions. A re-

adjustment of the tariff schedule as well as the classifica-

tions has been pressed upon the Government ever since

the tariff revision of 1897, which, with several important

modifications, has been in force ever since. As a prelim-

inary to that revision and as essential to its proper exe-

cution, the inquiries being held throughout Canada into

the condition of all branches of trade will result in bet-

ter information as to the wishes and beliefs of every sec-

tion.

The publicity attached to the various deputations has

informed the country at large of the delicate and labor-

ious task of framing a scientific tariff. The Commission-

ers have received a mass of information which in many

cases was entirely foreign and the Cabinet will have suf-

ficient matter to study and report upon before the dis-

cussion in the House of Commons.

The manufacturing interests as well as the various

other deputations are to be congratulated upon the unani-

mity of purpose displayed. There was no "pulling," and

every interest was completely organized. The Commis-

sioners have but to decide upon the accuracy of the in-

formation, whether this affects another industry, and the

effect upon the general public.

In matters pertaining directly to the dry Roods trade

the manufacturers, jobbers and importers at the recent

important meetings at Montreal and Toronto each pre-

sented an united stand. The cotton industry unanimously

asked for an increased protection of 5 per cent, and force-

ful arguments were given. This branch of the trade re-

ceived the most critical attention from the Commission-

ers and the arguments of the Toronto dry goods section

of the Board of Trade as well as others against increased

protection were duly considered. The woolen industry

again gave its plea ably and thoroughly, citing the fam-

iliar discrepancies arising from labor and a limited mar-
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ket, as compared with the English trade. The importers,

wholesale clothiers and merchant tailors contended that

the woolen industry was amply protected if modern meth-

ods were employed.

Silk duties were severely criticised and the concession

given the neckwear manufacturers was said to have caused

numerous difficulties. Importers had lost this branch of

the trade and other manufacturers' interests, notably

waist manufacturers, considered they should only pay 10

per cent, like the neckwear industry. A uniform duty

was wisely advocated. The shirt, collar and cuff industry

presented a strong array of facts in support of their plea

for 40 per cent, ad valorem, plus a specific duty of 4

cents on shirts, 2 cents on cuffs and 1 cent on collars.

The jobbing interests had their side to state as well.

The same procedure took place throughout the entire lines

discussed, and detailed information for and against was

given at length.

In general each manufacturer asked for a low duty on

his raw material and a high duty on his finished pro-

duct. The conflict among them consisted in the fact that

what was one man's finished product was another's raw

material. The facts were elicited pretty fully in all cases.

It remains for the Commissioners to co-relate these con-

flicting elements and still conserve the rights of the con-

sumer
. Their task is by no means an easy one.

• •

Be cheerful during the holiday rush. It weans dollars to

you.

THE ART OP USING MEN.

MANY men wrongly think that because they work

• hard and try hard they must eventually succeed

to some extent. This does not necessarily follow. Some

men carry on great enterprises with little apparent

effort. Their success is due to skill in selecting efficient

executive heads.

Many a business man fails because he does not know

how to choose the right men. A man of commanding

ability seldom bothers himself about details. He makes

out his programme and then selects men who can carry

it out to the letter. If he does not, it shows that he

lacks the insight, the business sagacity, the ability to

manage men who can do things efficiently.

Many heads of large concerns spend comparatively

little time in their offices, but the business goes on like

clock work because of the system back of the 'iianage-

nient. A successful man of this type is Mr. Timothy

Eaton, head of Toronto's immense department store,

who is a past master' in the ait of using men. Through-

out the entire organization of nearly 6,0011 employes

Mr. Eaton's personality and influence are dominant, al-

though the man himself is seldom really in evidence.

Other business men who had a much better start

than Mr. Eaton are still fussing away with petty de-

tails, afraid to trust to anyone any degree of responsi-

bility. With the promise of enormously big develop-

ment in Canada, there is room for more of the broad

gauge type who believe in organization and system in

preference to individual effort. In no other way can one

begin to accomplish the merest fraction of all that there

is to do, and unless merchants and manufacturers are

willing to give young men the opportunity they can nevei

know to what extent ability can be developed and am

bit ion encouraged.
• *

We thank our subscribers for their promptness in filling

out and returning our analysis cards.

• .
*

THE GOSPEL OF WORK.

TO what extent luck enters into the problem of su<-

cess is constantly puzzling young men, and too of-

ten interfering with their ambition. Henry Ward Beeeher

answered the question once for all when he said : "No

man prospers in this world by luck, unless it be the

luck of working hard and maintaining honor and in-

tegrity."

What so often seems to many young men as beimc

luck in a man's career is nothing more than hard work

done at some special time. The idea that luck is a fac-

tor in a man's success has ruined thousands and has

never helped a single person.

A fortunate chance comes to some men sometimes

just at the right moment, but back of that must be

years of hard work and training which make a man

absolutely master of the situation. To suppose that

under any circumstances things merely "happen so" is

to discourage the thousands of workers whose ambition

in life is to reach up to success through deserving, and

whose satisfaction is in being able to accomplish what

they mapped out to do.

* .
*

Watch for the Special Spring Number. It will appear next

month.

* *
*

THE PREFERENCE ABUSED.

IT will surprise many readers of The Review to know

that a lot of goods being sold in Canada as British

manufacture are really products of the United States.

The salesman of a large manufacturing concern in the

Eastern Stales, who was in Canada recently, was sur-

prised to find on sale as British manufactured goods -\

line of cottons that had been made in his mill specially

for a Scotch firm. The Review learns that quite Mi

amount of business has been done in certain lines, par-

ticularly Madras cloth and Ceylon flannels. They are

sold to British firms who ship them to Canada, invoicing

them as being British manufacture.

This is a form of misrepresentation that must be stop-

ped at once. The people of Canada are willing to con-

cede much to Great Britain, but if the preference is to

sta;ul ii must be used fairly. The anti-dumping enact-

ment was made for a good purpose and the customs au-

thorities should see to it that it is not being circumvented

!v False entries.

7 I
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STRONG WOOLEN MARKET.

HK price of manufactured woolens has advanced fully

Advices from

EDITORIAL Dry Gbods Review

T

that the Government would lend its aid in prosecuting

any test case, and such a case will likely be made.

Mr. Garcau, president of the Merchants' Association,

speaking of the interview, added that merchants did not

seem to be fully aware of the fine and punishment im-

posed upon those handling the stamps. It is more than

evident that the deathblow has been given trading stamps

Ifa clerk is doinggood work, don't be afraid to tellhim so

TELEPHONE ORDERS.

five per cent, in the past two months

the leading English companies go to show that there

will he no weakening in the near future. Importers have

been buying short in many cases in the hope of getting

more favorable prices later on, but such as have done so as merchants are not taking up with the new plans,

will suffer. A leading representative of English woolen
# ^ #

manufacturers told The Review recently that it was im-

possible to get the slightest concession for future delivery,

even for big orders. Considering- the probable demand

for woolens, in view of the continued prosperity of the

country, there is no reason to hope for any reduction.

There is no reason for holding off buying any longer.

Prices are now as good as they will be for the goods of

next season.

Before buying, read the advertising pages ofthe Review.

Prepare for the Christmas rush while you still have time.

• .
•

TRADING STAMP LAW IN OPERATION.

1 7ARIOUS efforts were made to evade the Dominion

THE fact that New York and Philadelphia stores have

ordered as many as a thousand telephones each in

order to encourage and perfect a new form of retail ser-

vice is not without its lesson to Canadian business men.

The big stores in Toronto and Montreal, and smaller

stores throughout the country, will be quick to catch

the suggestion, but what about the long distance service

for wholesalers and manufacturers ?

In piping times like these it ought to be possible

to do things quicker and more satisfactorily than ten

V legislation on trading stamps, which came into force years ago, and between telephone and letter orders the

November 1 The General Specialty Co., Limited, chance comes to get into close and immediate touch

Montreal, put into force a plan which they claimed was with the trade all over.

within the law. • « *

Montreal, the mecca of trading stamps, is the only

centre operated in at present, but it is intended, accord-

ing to H. E. T. Cook, the manager, that the system be

extended throughout the principal centres of Canada. The

plan is practically the old system, with the exception

that the merchant redeems the stamps himself in order to

keep within the letter of the law. The stamps are issued T

Introduce system. Without it business will be a chaos.

• •
•

THE SPECIAL SPRING NUMBER.

N the first Wednesday of January will appear our

Special Spring Number. Enlarged in size and amply

by the agency, with the imprint of each interested retail- illustrated, it should prove of the utmost value to retail-

er thereon, a dep< sit being required as a guarantee of ers jn deciding upon their purchases for the season of

good faith. The company exacts a commission for its 1906.

services in furnishing the stamps and doing the advertis- Many special features are in preparation for this num-

ing. The stamps redeemable by the merchant are each ber. Descriptions of the method of manufacture of the

worth one-half cent in goods, and one-third ot a cent in articles with which the drygoodsman is familiar will be

cash. The co-operation and active interest of the retailer given by experts. Pages will be devoted specially to the

is sought by giving him a share of all profits, in fact salesman and his work, methods of retailing, ad writing,

four-fifths. window dressing, and the numerous other subjects which

The advantage of this method over the merchant giv- are of first importance to the storekeeper,

ing his own premiums is not entirely obvious, although More especially great attention will be devoted to the

the sponsors of the system claim their proposition has fashions and fabrics of Spring. Information secured from

been well received. With the exception that stamps of varied sources will enable us to give accurate forecasts

different merchants can be made interchangeable, there is

no additional advantage to the collector.

With their usual enterprise the Province of Quebec Re-

tail Merchants' Association has endeavored to counter-

act the efforts of the trading stamp concerns. A formid-

able deputation consisting of over 150 merchants waited

of the trend of business. Our ability to do this rests on

the fact that we have representatives in all fashion cen-

tres. New York, Paris, London, besides Eastern, Central

and Western Canada are all watched by correspondents of

The Review.

Retail life and activities are interesting to our read-

upon Quebec Premier Lomer Gouin in Montreal on No- ers and this feature of the paper will be strengthened,

vember 7th. The deputation explained the efforts of the News of the doings of merchants, improvements in stores

trading stamp concerns to evade the law and urged the and business methods, cuts of representative men and

Provincial Government to do all possible to assist the stores, will all be featured. We look forward with confi-

merchant in enforcing the law. Mr. Gouin pointed out dence to a creditable issue for January
, 190S.
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Have you Them in Stock?

Haven't you been asked for

C.M.C, Hose Supporters ?

The Sample Advertisement to the right, one

of a series of Ads. now running in the leading

dailies and weeklies of Canada, tells you the

story of C.M.C. "The best ever," is the

common verdict of both the trade and the

consumer."

Made in 50 styles.

for Women, Misses and Children.

Sure sellers and profitable.

Sample pair free to any dealer on request.

G. H. Westwood & Co., Limited, Toronto

C\ The only clasp

* on hose = sup-
porters that can't

and won't tear or

slip is the C M.C

The old "post" pattern tears

and slips. It is particularly bother-
some for children. The C. M. C. is

an ideal hose supporter. Just clasps
to corset ; pads unnecessary.

"It's all in the clasp."

Women's, Misses', Children's.

At all dealers. Ask for them.

Every pair guaranteed.

C. H. Westwood & Co., Limited, Toronto.

NOVELTIES
in your Dress Goods Department are the lines that attract the
attention of your customers, and bring trade to your store. We
make a specialty of these goods, and we can show you a range
which is both extensive and complete, for the Spring Season,
1906, in all the most exclusive patterns and designs of the latest

creations from theforeign markets in Tweeds,Taffeta Cloths, Eoliennes,
Silk Warp Goods, Serges, etc., etc. They are good sellers, judging
by the large amount of orders already booked, which is the best

proof of their popularity and success. Let us show you our
samples and be convinced

;
you cannot afford to let these ranges

pass and do justice to your Dress Department.
Our stock in Toronto is well sorted up in all the leading lines

of Silks, Velvets, Velveteens, Ribbon, etc., for the Christmas trade.

Letter orders will have our prompt attention.

DEBENHAM, CALDECOTT &. CO.
Toronto
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TILE KERCHIEF VEIL.

A
FASHION that ought to ho a success in our

cold Winters is the one that now prevails,

that of draping the street hat with a chiffon

veil. These do not screen the face, but form

a very comfortable protection for the back

of the head, ears and throat, besides being- a most be-

coming fashion. In Paris, London, and New York, yards

and yards of chiffon veiling- are used for wear on the street

hat. It is draped loosely over the crown and hang-s down

the back, with the ends drawn to the front and knotted

there. It takes considerable art to arrange one of these

veils, but the effect is worth the trouble.

More simple and yet very effective is the latest veil

seen in Xew York, known as the "Kerchief" veil. This

really is just a large square of hemstitched chiffon with

a wide hem. It is folded in half, and the illustration

given shows the mode of adjusting much clearer than any

written description could do. It comes in black, white,

and all colors, but the prettiest are shaded from corner

to corner, and when worn the darkest and the lightest

points come over the face. Nothing- more suited for

wear in our cold climate could well be brought out.

Usually there is a mesh veil worn over the face.

Styles like these need a little showing and introduc-

ing, and, of course, nothing beats the head with a veil

as worn, but you should supplement with tickets. Have

a ticket with "The latest Chiffon Veils," or "Paris and

New York Styles," etc. See through the trade journals

result worth some trouble in arriving at, in this depart

ment. For it is well known that it is display and in-

troduction that sells veils, as few women enter a store

just for the purpose of buying a veil.

The illustration we give here would be a good one,

:-. /
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A Stylish Veil.

and fashion papers for attractive cuts of figures wearing
veils, and you will find plenty of them, and paste them
onto your ticket.

It requires a little dexterity and some artistic taste,

but the result is a ticket that women stop to look at, a

Lace Windsor—The latest Spring Novelty.

though it is rather on the small side, but if you look

through the December Delineator you will find several

cuts that could be used effectively. See pages 986, 975,

970, respectively. Perhaps the lines may require a little

strengthening, but any one who can write can do this.

Take a clean pen and some India ink; a bottle will cost

from 25c. to 35c, and will last a long time. Follow the

lines in the engraving but do not make them too heavy.

There is a steady sale for the mesh veilings both in

colors to match the hat and in complexions.

LACE.

VERY favorable reports come from the travelers who
are out on the road with samples for import or-

ders to be delivered in December, January and

February. Lace orders have been very large, showing

that the trade has complete confidence in its future sell-

ing strength. Baby Irish is first in fashion's favor, but

the run is by no means on any one lace, and here lies

the beauty of the situation; no one lace is favored to

the almost total exclusion of other kinds.

Suitability to the fabric it is to trim, and to the

occasion on which it is to be worn, seems to be the

test, and net and heavy laces are equally good sellers,

and the sale of net laces has been very large.

One interesting feature of the situation is that the

vogue of Irish lace has brought dead white in lace to the

front, and this is hardly liked by some manufacturers,

as many patterns that look well in colors are a failure

in dead -white. It shows out all defects of design. The

latest thing in laces is the combination of the "rose

point" ( ffect with Baby Irish. This is a wonderfully
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effective combination, and one that has found high favor

froiii all lace buyers.

In real laces the Irish laces are decidedly first. The
interest is kept up by leaders of society who are inter-

ested in the "Irish Industries" movement. Crochet

Cluny Imitation—Shown by Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

ranks first in popular favor, but Carrick-ma-cross, Lim-

erick and Irish point, are very much used. No matter

what lace is worn, Brussels is never out of date. The

hand-made braid laces, Princesse and Bruges, are also

favored, and in the exclusive trade Battenburg and

Cluny are making their way into favor.

A very exclusive store in Toronto has shown lately

some handsome long coats of Battenburg. They were

fully 50 inches long, and in loose saeque shape, with

hanging bell sleeves. These coats are lined with change-

able or flowered silks, veiled with one or more colors in

chiffon. The effect is lovelv, but it takes a deep pocket

to stand it.

Irish lace is at its best when worn with velvet, and

chiffon velvet. Irish lace, and either sable or ermine,

was a combination in high favor at the Horse Show in

Madison Square Garden.

Valenciennes will, however, be the Summer lace, and

some very large orders have been placed; indeed one firm

confesses to receiving one alone that ran into five

figures. Few firms last Summer bought sufficient of

this lace to tide them over the season, and there was

a decided shortage of desirable patterns, but large as

was the selling in 1905, the selling in 1906 will, it is ex-

pected, leave it away in the background.

Lace is selling in sets, the three widths in flouncings

and banding and allovers to match, and this holds

good with all kinds and classes of lace.

The great vogue of Valenciennes lace seems to have

Embroidered Silk Trimming—Shown by Debenham, Caldecott & Co.

acted as a stimulant to the imagination of designers, as

there is a wealth of new patterns, and quite a few novel

ideas, one of which is an adaptation of the Baby Irish

effect to Valenciennes, which is quite striking.

EMBROIDERIES.

THOUGH lace is such a strong seller for the coming
Spring, embroideries are under no eclipse. The
chief use to which embroidery is put is the trim-

ming of underwear, and this year both lace and cm
broidery are equally favored. A tendency worth noting,

however, is the growing favor of the corset cover em-
broideries, which arc shown in a large variety of attrac-

tive patterns. One of the big features of last January's
white goods sales was the way in which popular-pi

lines of these goods sold, and there is no reason why
this success should not be again repeated, for, as pres-

ent styles are, no woman can have too many corset cov-

ers on hand.

Boxed waists are being ordered for Christmas sell-

ing, and properly sold and pushed should be a strong

drawing card. Embroidered robes and waists, however,

for the Spring trade, are going to find a strong rival in

the yard goods. These are being: shown in' sets—flounc-

Joseph II. .Jacobs, manufacturers' agent, Montreal,

sailed for Europe on the steamship Virginian, Friday,

November 10th. This is his 54th crossingf

Yoke of Baby Irish Showing Rose Point Effect and Embroidered Batiste.

ings, bands and allovers—and as they afford more scope

for individual effort they are likely to be highly favored.

The material these embroideries are executed on is

batiste, and the patterns also are out. of the usual line.

This brings the element of novelty to the fore, which, of

course, is a great factor in the sellinsr success of an ar-

ticle.

The patterns are in heavy raised work, in some cases

almost detached, mixed with open work, but not of the

broderie anglaise type. These open patterns are filled

in with heavy lace bars, and there is a more or less

elaborate guipure edge to flouncings and bands.

The allovers should make a great success in the

separate waist field, as a waist would require no addi-

tional trimming.

TRIMMINGS AND BUTTONS.

BUTTONS at present are more properly classed as a

trimming than as a fastening. They come in all

sizes, and some are so large that they may almost

be more properly styled cabachons.

The new Etons that the fashionables are wearing are

very much be trimmed with buttons, very tiny gilt ones
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being much favored. They are used in lines of say 5 or

6 inches long on both sides of the back, where they start

from the waist line, and similar lines appear on cuffs,

fronts, and sometimes also the shoulder.

Generally speaking, in using buttons as a decoration,

several sizes are employed. The smallest appear on the

cuffs, and the larger ones on the centre of the back and

fronts, or on the strappings, or large ones may be used

down the fronts in groups of two, at intervals, at ap-

propriate points along the lower edge of the coat. In

short, it is the combination of sizes that is the latest

in using buttons as a trimming.

To tell the truth, the outlook for trimmings proper

for Spring is decidedly problematical, and buyers are

feeling their way with caution. The only trimming that

is showing any strength is the embroidered silks. These

come in sets of flouncing, allovers, and bands, and are

either self colored, or in! slightly conventionalized color-

ings on a black or white or contrasting ground, and

patterns are in a mixture of both blind and eyelet work.

It seems as though the vest, as a part of the coat,

would be again in favor for Spring, and trimmings suit-

able for this style will be wanted. Skirts even on

elaborate gowns are trimmed only with bands of the

same material or velvet, or with strappings, panels, or

pleatings. Tailor rnades generally are guiltless of trim-

ming, even buttons being absent, as they are made with

a fly front.

The trimmings that are shown are very handsome,

and a distinguishing feature is the use of embroideries

showing a decided touch of gold or silver, or both.

Galloons are shown interwoven with £old or silver in

shadow effect and brocaded in rich colors. Braid trim-

mings are shown in rich combinations, hand wrought,

RET
The Big New Home
of Hewson Tweeds

This is the new Mill we told you

about in July. It is now completed

aDd with 10,000 feet of additional

floor space fully occupied, we are

turning out more of Hewson Tweeds

for you and your customers.

HewsonWoolen Mills, limited

AMHERST. N.S.

Have you stocked the

Ladies' Security Hat Fastener

Controlled by
fingers here

SIMPLE INVISIBLEEFFECTIVE
SECURITY

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST ON THE MARKET

$1.75 per dozen pairs, cash with order, to any
part of Canada.

Thispinstohat Retails for 25c. pair.

Notsharp-i Send 25c. in now for sample pair and circulars.
see the point '

SECURITY FASTENER CO.
P. O. BOX 261

TORONTO, - - CANADA

7i»
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with applique; or lace, or metallic motifs sel onto foun-

tl.it ions Formed of narrow braids.

Beautiful white ^i Ik braids are shown which are both

braided with fold and silver soutache, or embroidered

with colors. Applique trimmings arc gorgeous, bu1 no!

gaudy. Chenille, narrow ribbons, gold and silver thread,

spangles, beads, chiffon, radium silk, and other rich ma
terials arc all used.

Kid and leather trimmings are again shown, both

stamped with gold and silver and embroidered in colors.

and

the

iin-

Chernisette of Baby Irish and Embroidered Net.

BELTS.

BELTS are in brisk demand, no doubl of it.

manufacturers are full of orders, in spite of

fact that a considerable over stuck has been

loaded on the market in the past few weeks.

The buyers, however, are after the new goods now,

and it is the line thai is brimful] of new ideas, com-

bined with sightliness to recommend it, thai is the sure

winner with the trade.

Right in the face of Christmas is hardly the time for

the buyer to get interested in job stuff. It is something

smart and tast} that is wanted a- a leadei foi the holi-

day tiade. for then, if ever, is the time when he can gel

his ow ii pi ices for his goods

The sit-, of belt, collar and cuffs, in patent leathei

and taffeta, noted last month, are having a great

cess, and those of tartan plaid, with binding of plain

taffeta, are not far behind them. The tendency is to a

more moderate width in belts, and fewer of the extreme-

Is deep girdles are shown.

Countless ideas in shirred belts aie much in evidei

but it is noticeable that the tailored idea is much
Stronger. This, however, may be only temporary, as a

woman naturally selects the (latest belt she can find for

wear under a fitted suit or coat.

The latest New York idea i- the gold belt. This is

developed from a straight galloon of moderate width,

with a more or less ornate ^ilt buckle. As shown there

it is by no means a low priced belt, for if a belt , of this

class is to look anything it must be of good quality.

Buyers, on this market do not anticipate any
|

iiounced success for the general trade with this belt. For
one thing the price removes it at once out of the popu-

lar line in satisfactory material. Neither is it in ac-

cordance with the usual taste of the Canadian woman,
who invariably turns down the more extreme of the

New York styles. As something- new for Christmas in

the large cities and the border towns, this belt may sell,

but it is hardly likely to be a leading feature with the

bulk of the trade.

RIBBONS.

^"M^E general buying of ribbons for Spring has only

been lightly touched as yet by the retail trade. The
heavy selling that is sure to occur in the next few-

weeks ought to make a considerable difference, and buy-

ers will be more disposed to talk ribbons after the rush

is over.

We would remind our readers that the demand for

ribbons is a world-wide one, and not confined to any one
market. Fashion favors the use of ribbon to a marked
degree, and there are few articles of apparel that a

woman wears at the present time that has not a ribbon

or so on it somewhere.

Buyers just back from the manufacturing centres re-

port that the manufacturers are rushed with orders—so

much so that advances are in order. The advance at

present amounts to from 5 to 10 per cent., and the

chances are greatly in favor of delayed deliveries on late

orders.

pON!
A POSSTELE SOURCE OF COTTON.

>NSIGNMENTS of cotton from Rhodesia have been

received in England during the past month, and the

quality has been inspected with interest. An ex-

pert has examined the bales in the interest of the Bri-

tish Cotton Growing Association, and has pronounced

the cotton to be of good staple, line and strong.

The experiments were made in various parts of the

colony, so that it has been proved that the cotton may
be grown throughout the country. Rhodesian cotton is

found to be very similar to Texas cotton, which is Large-

ly used in Lancashire. It is estimated that i50,000

bales per year can be grown in the colony, and the as

sociation feels that this would be enough to steady the

world's market and eliminate the speculation which has

been so disastrous in recent vcai's.

hO
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BELFAST reports a continuance of the steady im-

provement in the linen market. Prices are fully

maintained, and on embroidered goods an advance

is recorded of about 50 per cent. This is mainly due to

the great demand from America for robes and blouses.

As embroiderers are fully engaged on this class of work,

it is difficult to get orders tilled of household linens, and

an advanced price has to be paid to induce them to un-

dertake them. The same conditions are also affecting

the linen handkerchief trade, and embroidered handker-

chiefs are decidedly scarce. Luckily this will have little

effect in the Canadian market this season as orders are

about filled.

Embroidered robes and blouse lengths are finding a

ready sale, with the exception of those showing the

circular Spanish flounce. These are not sufficiently in

accordance with prevailing styles. The Canadian trade

wants embroidered robes, but they must be those that

will make up in the full and flounced effects.

It is a mistaken idea to send out extinct styles to

Canada as they will not sell. There is no woman on the

face of the earth that dresses in better taste or follows

style changes more quickly than the Canadian woman,
and to send out back numbers only results in loss of

trade and in trouble for the agent here.

The craze, for it amounts to that, for embroidered

goods all along the line is having a marked influence on
the fancy linen departments. Drawn work, Teneriffe and
lace trimmed goods are giving way to those that are

embroidered. Fancy linens now come most attractively

boxed in such a manner that stock-keeping is simplified

and the percentage of soiled and tumbled goods reduced

to a minimum. Counter and window displays can also

be arranged without taking the goods out of the boxes.

A good assortment of embroidered tea cloths, tray

cloths, doileys, etc., should be stocked for the Christmas
trade, and they should be brought prominently forward,
as they are very suitable for presents.

Don't push your cheaper goods; show your best. Peo-
ple have got money to spend, and they are out for bet-

ter goods, as the standard of living is much higher in

Canada than it was only a very few years ago. The
same remarks apply to table linen. Table cloths and
the napkins to match should be tied up with a bright
ribbon and boxed; not exclusively your cheapest, but
your better goods also. Advertise them and show them,
and you will find that they are just the right thing to
give to "mother" for a Christmas present.

No doubt about the fact that the coming Summer is

to be a big white season, and no doubt, also, that white
linen is to be one of the popular fabrics. It made its

name and established its place last season in the big
country to the south of us, and the coming Summer
will see it greatly to the fore in Canada also. There is

nothing so cool and fresh looking as a white linen gown
or coat, and it has the merit of not losing its looks in
the wash tub either. Its only fault is that it creases,
but on the other hand it is decidedly easy to wash.

Besides white, colored linens will also to a certain
extent be in evidence, and white or natural embroidered,
with a colored figure, is also shown.

ffllf)0

Wolds tye

mbbon
Vvade

in your section?

You or one of your

competitors? Show to us

the store that women
patronize for ribbons and

we will show you the

store whose future points

successward.

A good line of Ribbons

is the foundation upon

which more than one

merchant prince has built

his business.

We sell only the right

kind of Ribbons for the

right kind of stores, and

our prices are as low as

you pay for inferior goods

if you buy that kind.

M. 5&. 3Battp & Co.
"The Ribbon House of Canada"

234 Mlceill St, * tikontveal

Special Notice—J u«t put intostocksome
Dresden and Plaid Ribbons. These
goods are very scarce and are the
correct things for Holiday Season.

Write for samples.
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Wholesale Millinery

There is

Spring'
|
VASTNESS

Season VARIETY
1906 I VALUE
in the magnificent range of samples our representatives

are placing before the Millinery buyers of Canada for

inspection.

Reserve your order.

Reap your reward in increased trade and profits.

D. McCALL CO.,The
Limited

TORONTO
\a/inimif>e:o Quebec Ottawa
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FASHION

FORECASTS

!

rp ANY of the importing houses arc

going into the manufacture of

ready-to-wear hats. This fact is

significant and denotes a change in

the methods of conducting the

millinery department, at any rate

in the popular trade. In the ex-

clusive trade the made hat is of

course secure, hut it is safe to say that more and more

will he done with the ready-to-wear and ready-to-trim

hats.

Every merchant likes to have a millinery department,

for it attracts a good deal of trade to the store, but un-

fortunately under existing conditions it is often a case of

no profit made, and even in some instances an actual loss

at the end of the year.

A good many stores lay the claim to bad management
in the workroom. They say the workroom is a nuisance

and contend that the superior lines of trimmed hats now-
adays are sufficient to do a nice business upon. This pro-

cedure can be followed with advantage in the smaller

stores where space is a desideratum and a large invest-

ment is not desired.

A dry goods store whose millinery department is a

good money maker attributes its success in this particu-

lar to the abandonment of their workroom. This store,

which does a considerable business, has its sales-ladies

make what slight alterations are required and no hats are

made on the premises. The workroom was said to have

been such a drawback that the millinery department lost

money for years, whereas when it was abolished the de-

partment soon became a paying venture.

To the merchant who is desirous of adding millinery,

but is deterred by thoughts of the workroom, this plan

will recommend itself.

With the ready-to-wears should he bought also a line

of ready-to-trim hats, and a small but well assorted col-

lection of trimmings—ribbons, flowers, feathers, etc. This
will give a wider scope to the saleswoman, and if she is

capable of making the alterations referred to she can al-

so adjust the simple trimming effects that are all that is

required on what are termed ready-to-trim hats.

But above all do not stock up too extensively at the

commencement of the season. Buy a nice assortment to
open business with, and remember ready-to-wears can be
sold earlier than the trimmed hats. Be sure to leave
yourself open for the novelties which come as the season
advances, as by following this method you will have less

stock to job off at the end of the season.

TUBULAR BRAID COMBINATION
One of the main novelties for the ensuing season is

the marked introduction of tubular braid in graduated
sizes. This braid is usually employed in rows upon the

brim and crown of the hat, and is always used in con-

junction with chiffon, sequin, crinoline or lace. These com-
binations are carried out in various ways and are par-

ticularly effective. They are expected to repeat the suc-

cess of the chenille hat during the present season. One
model along this nature was a high side toque with a

tubular braid in three widths on brim and crown with a
touch of sequin where the braid ended, in conjunction
with Brussels lace over a wire frame. This idea is ex-

tended by using the braid along with net and crinoline.

The all chiffon hat in turban shape is also effective and
is enhanced sometimes in combination with crinoline,

wide range of lace hats. Of course black and white,
principally the latter, are the colorings. There is every
indication for a very large quantity of lace hats.

Retail Buying Late for Spring.

"No doubt about the magnitude of the trade for the
coming Spring," said a millinery authority to The Re-
view, "but buying will be late.

"Owing to the open Fall which has allowed those ad-
dicted to the bareheaded fad to use the hat bought but
not worn in the Spring, milliners as yet are too well
stocked to be interested in Spring lines. The trade is all

right and buying will be big when it comes—but it will

be late."

READY-TO-WEAR SHAPES.

MEDIUM to large shapes are talked of in the early
ready-to-wear showings, and a large sprinkling of

autumn styles is incorporated. These include some
very clever turban shapes which are sure to take with
the trade. These come in both pressed and made hats
and are on particularly good lines. Another good shape
is a high backed one with the dome crown. Indeed, the
dome crown is much en evidence in ready-to-wear lines.

There is a modified Glengarry turban that strikes one as
a good shape, and so does what may be termed a tri-

corne turban. This hat was of chip-straw plaited with a
cord and trimmed with twists of velvet and buckles.

In the better grades narrow braids will be popular, in-

cluding the various lines of chips. Italian braids, notably
leghorns, are slated for a revival and this is welcome
news to importers who have had large stocks. Prices on
these are tending upwards, which is a sure indication of

their favor. They will be featured in children's goods.

Japanese braids, of which the production has been much
less owing to the great hordes of workers in the army,
are of great delicacy and are much favored.

The pressed hat or machine sewed goods are largely

in the majority, but the body hat and the leghorn flat

will do a fair amount of business. This will call for a

large use of fancy feathers and ostrich feathers for trim-

mings. Black, white and cream are the color ideas.

Wings and quills are shown largely on the street and
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ready-to-weai hats Flowers which mean good money for

.ill concerned will be largely used.

The Corday shapes are Bhowing in China silk, lawn,

mull, etc., with falling valenciennes lace edges for child-

ren's wear.

PRESSED HATS RETURN TO FAVOR.

AFTER a long season of seini-ohscurity in which it

was only considered as a useful hat, pressed or body

shapes seem slated for a decided revival. They have

been so long in the background that this fashion comes

to the trade with the full force of a novelty. Of course

in the past two seasons the use made of plaques, etc.,

has pointed the way, but now an extended revival that

seems destined to lift the body hat to the first position

in the trade seems to be at hand, and certainly will have

a noticeable effect on the coming season. Italian straws,

Tuscans, Leghorns and Milans will be very much in evi-

dence, and the fact that prices are tending upwards is a

sure indication in their favor.

There is almost a tailor-made air about the hats worn

at present by the smartly dressed women in New York

on almost all occasions, and a decided preference is given

10 Dressed shapes. This tendency was particularly notice-

able in the millinery worn at the New York Horse Show,

which event is always looked upon as a fashion guide.

Felt shapes wcic worn particularly in the afternoon

and evening. Velvet hats were worn in considerable num-

bers, but the fact that a large majority of the smartly

dressed women wore a pressed or body hat was so mark-

ed that it could not escape notice. They were white,

black and delicate colors and were of smooth, bright fin-

ished felt.

With a pure white gown was worn a very large white

felt hat, having as trimming a cluster of brown ostrich

tips, shading to white, right in front. With another white

gown was worn a white beaver rolled at the left side and

tilted over the face. A very long white ostrich plume

started where the brim rolled and trailed out at the left

side and back.

With a blue silk, brocaded with pink roses, was worn

a rather remarkable black felt hat. It was flaring at

the front, where a large cut steel buckle secured the ends

of two large black ostrich plumes, that swept up and

over to the left. The crown was quite high and while

the flaring brim was wide in front it was narrow at the

One of the prettiest hats seen, which was worn with

a lace and pale blue panne gown, was a moderate sized

round hat of pale blue felt, with a round flat crown. It

was wreathed with fluffs of pale blue and lavender tulle,

and at the left side, where it was raised to form the

right side slant, were placed a number of short full os-

trich tips shading from pale blue into lavender.

Other noticeable hats that contain hints of what

Spring styles may be were a small round hat of silver

gauze cloth, having a low flat round crown and a narrow

brim and was worn tilted well to the right. Around the

crown was a garland of tiny pink roses, which, by the

way was a trimming seen on a very large number of

Horse Show hats. At the left side raised high and droop-

ing over were placed a cluster of pale blue ostrich tips.

A noticeable hat was a cart-wheel of black tulle,

shirred on fine wires. The brim was loaded with white

ostrich plumes, which showed through the tulle as t he

hat was placed far back on the head.

A pretty toque worn by one of the Vanderbilts had

a crown of shaded green leaves and a brim of shaded pink

roses and bunches of violets placed alternately with a

single white aigrette at the left side. A flat hat of cloth

of gold was tilted well to the right and banked wiili pale

mustard yellow tulle. The tulle swathed the low round

crown, and a feather made of bird of paradise plumes

started from the right front, sweeping up and then down-
ward towards the left. Just where the plume began and
nestling in the tulle were two tiny oranges attached to

the stem, and also single spray of orange blossoms. This
was worn with a gown of soft cerise of dyed lace over
silk, and the hat and the long kid gloves were of the

pale mustard yellow.
$

THE VIOLET FOR EARLY SPRING.

Till-; violet is always moreor less in evidence as a

millinery trimming for the early Spring trade. This
year the prospects are that it will be more exten-

sively worn than usual. Indeed, it seems more than

probable that the violet business will reach fairly large

proportions. All shades of purple and mauve are in high

favor and it naturally follows that the flowers will not
be neglected.

A good many purple hats are being worn, and many
women who would like to have one are deterred by the

fact that they are not becoming, as purple is a very

trying color, but though they may not buy a purple hat

there is nothing to hinder them buying one trimmed with
violet flowers. Grey is a coming color, and violet and
grey is one of the prettiest color combinations possible.

If the right shade is chosen violet can be combined effec-

tively with pale blue.

One of the smartest hats seen at the New York
Horse Show was a toque of shaded foliage, pink roses

and violets. In short everything points to a good busi-

ness being done in this flower for the early trade, if only

it is properly handled. $—
LOOKING TOWARDS SPRING.

IMPORTING houses are glad to turn their back upon

the clearing out of odd lines for the present season

and staple lines are supplemented by many novelties

which are expected to find fa\or. As usual shapes and

colors have taken their cue from the preceding season.

This is particularly noticeable in the extensive lines of

chiffon hats with various combinations. More than one

house emphasizes these goods and judging from their ap-

pearance their predictions regarding their favor will be

amply fulfilled. Turban and toque effects and sailors are

the three shapes principally represented and these will

easily prove leaders. The request for colors is expected

to remain upon quiet effects and the new grays and Alice

blue shades are strongly talked.

»

FORECASTS IN MILLINERY.

MR. W. GUTHRIE, foreign buyer for S. F. McKin-

non & Co., returned to Canada during the month.

His last trip was successful in every way. Mr.

Guthrie was seen by a representative of The Dry Goods

Review, and spoke at length on conditions abroad and

in Canada.

Referring to his own company, he said that they

had made great preparations for the coming Spring

trade. They were busy marking off their samples, which

were just coming to hand. At least nine of their nine-

teen millinery travelers have to travel a long distance

before reaching their field of action. They were, there-

fore, making all speed to get their extensive range of

samples iv shape and their big army of travelers off on

their respective routes. Speaking of their purchases and

importations for Spring, Mr. Guthrie said that in ex-
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Debenham, Caldecott & Co.
MILLINERY

MONTREAL
SPRING 1906

Our Travellers are now out on their respective routes with a Splendid

Range of Latest Novelties in

Hats Straw Braids Flowers
Chiffons Tulles Ruchings

The Range of HATS contains many EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS which are the

newest productions of the French, English and American Markets. A look

through will convince our customers of the truth of the above statement.

THE House for Standard Makes of RIBBONS and SILKS

QUEBEC HALIFAX OTTAWA
43 lA St. Joseph Street 70 Granville Street 111 Sparks Street

13 St. Helen St., - - MONTREAL

" MEN'S WEAR," London, July 29th, 190:>, says :

" Tailors and Outfitters all over the Kingdom are greatly indebted to Messrs. Saml. Kirk and Sons, Li in it id

for the perfection to which they have brought their permanent finishes for Linings, (Italians, Mohairs, etc.)."

TKe BEST Linings
BEAR THE STAMP OF

Samuel KIRK <& sons,
JSSSSSSmSm ——iSSSaUMITEDSSSSSSimmmmmmmwSSk
There are two finishes with this name as a guarantee

of excellency in brilliancy, permanency and strength :

(1)

The Original " Permanent " Finish

(2)

'« Velper" (Reg.)

The Velvety Permanent finish for those who

prefer a soft handle.

Obtainable from the leading Importers, or particulars from

THE BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION, Limited, BRADFORD, ENGLAND.
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lent, oharacter and value, their stock represented in the

samples lt< <i nj-r oul was one of the most, it ool the most,

convincing it has ever been their pleasure to bring be-

fore ill- trade. The whole outfit is marked by a new

ncss of character always appreciated by the trade. He
gave numerous instances of lines which were carried in

attractive assortments. Flowers are showing great

abundance and in charming combinations and colors, and

if the trade do themselves justice will place liberal or-

ders in this class.

They have faith in ostrich effects—in long feathers

black, white, colored and shaded, also flats. Black

bunch tips and aigrettes are verj good.

Ribbons are one of their strong numbers, as they

reach the first or fountain head source of supply, get-

ting their ribbons direct from the manufacturers' looms,

and think their range for Spring, 1906, in assortment,

character and value, will convince all ribbon buyers that

it is all they claim it to be. They specially draw the

attention of buyers to their silk samples in black and

colors, and they feel confident that their goods are

right and their values will meet any honest competition.

Braids and trimmings are prominent in their collec-

tion, and promise to be largely employed in the manu-
facture of 1906 millinery. Mohairs, silk crinolines,

proxaline and Swiss makes are the leaders in braids,

also many very smart trimming and bandeaux effects in

jet and combination mixtures. Veilings are much in

evidence for Spring, and their range comprises all the

newest makes and designs. The range of ladies', misses'

and children's hats shown by this house contains all that

is new and up-to-date. The collection is too large to

be described in this space. This firm shows many more

equally strong lines to those mentioned here

MUTUAL BENEFIT OFFICERS.

The quarterly meeting of the Dominion Commercial
Travelers' Mutual BenefH Society was held in Montreal

recently with the president, Mr. Alex. A. Murphy, in the

chair.

A most satisfactory reporl was read, showing an in-

crease m the membership and also an increase in Hie re

ci \e fund.

Tin' nominal ion oi officers [oi Hie ensuing year was
then proceeded with, resulting in the election of the fol-

lowing gentlemen by acclamation : President, J. s. N.

Dougall ; vice-president, Richard Booth; treasurer, ('has.

Gurd ; trustees, David Watson. E. II. Copeland, Mas
tfurdock, J. F. I.. Dubreuil and .J. N. Christie.

The newly appointed president, Mr. Dougall, rel

this year from the presidency of Die Dominion Commer-
cial Travelers' Association, having filled that office for

the past two years.

The Light That Lights !

ACETYLENE
// you want the best light

for the least trouble and

expense, us acetylene. Un-

c<jualled for store, factory

or house.

r~

'

I

1 IT
1 ™jy

The Continental Heat and Light Co.

The Eclipse Montreal

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

R. FLAWS & SON, Manche8terB1^- Melinda8
|ORONTO

Dry (iouds Commission Agents.
'8. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,

Cloths, in great variety,
Cartwright & Warners, Limited, Loughborough, Eng.

(,„,..,„,..„ Hosiery aud Underwear,nepr»s«niing'|
Bentley A Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,

Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths,
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmllns, Scotland,

Lace Curtains.

WANTED -Agencies for Nova Scotia
The undersigned, having opened an office in Halifax, N.S.,

wishes to correspond with any Manufacturer or others de-

sirous of being represented in the Province of Nova Scotia.

I_. J. HESSLEIN
HESSLEIN BUILDING, HALIFAX, N S.

ALFRED DEFRIEZ
28 and 30 Wellington Street West, - TORONTO

Laces, Dress Trimmings, Buttons and Novelties

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.
260 St. James St., Montreal.

nERCANTILE REPORTS AND COLLECTIONS.
Our method of furnlshiugcommercial reports to oursubscribersglvesprom p

and roliahle information to date. Every modern facility for the collection ofclaims

Tel. Main 1985.

Experienced Advertisement Writers
who are open for a situation are requested to register their

names with The MacLean Publishing Co. at any of their

offices. Inquiries are occasionally made by manufacturers
and wholesale houses who contemplate establishing their

own advertising department.
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JOHN FISHER
SON & CO'Y.

WOOLLENS
-AND-

Tailors' Trimmings

A 4AAAAAA

WAREHOUSES ;

Victoria Square, Montreal,

76 Bay St., Toronto,

55 and 57 Dalhousie St., Quebec

and

JOHN FISHER & SONS
HUDDERSF1ELD, ENQ.

Christmas Novelties

well displayed are half sold

We can furnish you with

SUITABLE STANDS

RETUR
DEC 14 190 5

1905'

RETUBpO
DEC U

NICKEL,

ANTIQUE

COPPER or

ANTIQUE

BRASS.

Fine Wax

Figures,

Clothing Forms, Glove Cabinets.

METAL MANTLE RACKS, ETC.

Send for large- Catalogue and
Supplement.

CLATWORTHY & SON
48 Richmond St. West

TORONTO, - ONT.

.••••••••••••«

SAVE YOUR MONEY

CUTS FOR SALE
wvwwv-

The Dry Goods Review uses

monthly in its reading columns late

fashion cuts, which are secured at

considerable expense from the fash-

ion centres of the old and new
world.

Should any of our readers desire

to purchase any of these cuts for

use in their advertising, etc., we will

ETURMIilD ^e pleased to let them have them at

15c, per square inch for Half Tones

7c. " " Zinc Etchings

sold.Only the originals will be

No duplicates will be made.

This is an opportunity to secure

cuts which reflect the season's latest

fashions, at a very reasonable cost.

When ordering please mention

page and month of The Review in

in which the cut appeared.

ADDRESS

DRY GOODS REVIEW
232 McGill Street

MONTREAL
10 Front St. East

TORONTO

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..•.••.•"••••••••.•••••••..•.<••.••<
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^ DRESS
FEATURES OF

GOODS
THE. TBADE ^

PLAIN GOODS AT RETAIL.

CITY dress goods departments are extremely busy

and their advertising is of a high order, con-

. stantly suggesting the customers' desires and

indicating in every advertisement the latest

trend of fashion. This story introduction, or

style feature, is indispensable in modern advertising and

is well worth imitation by smaller stores. The John

Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal, in their window displays

and advertising have outlined the latest fashion tendencies

in color and weave. Studies in black and white and grey

were most effective last month. They combined all dress

accessories with dress fabrics.

A surprising demand is still evidenced at retail for

Venetians and broadcloths. A 48-inch width Venetian at

75c is a business getter that has been made a leader in

many stores. Lines ranging from $1 to $1.50 are in 52

and 51-inch widths and the width is one of the special

talking points. Plain goods have the call in most de-

partments. New shades of garnet, wine and plum are

stores. Soft clinging effects express the style idea and

silk eoliennes and poplin de chines were favored fabrics.

Silk crepe de chine and silk grenadines are also largely

represented. White and black sequin robes are on display

in many exclusive stores and all-lace dresses are show-
ing to some extent.

Indications Strong for White.

A noticeable window in one of Toronto's leading

stores was dressed wholly with white woolen fabrics—

not fabrics, as may be supposed from the time of the

year for evening wear, but serges, broadcloths, fancy

worsteds, cheviots, mohairs, etc. These cloths are sold

fui tailor-made costumes to be worn all through Winter

for carriage, semi-dressy and indoor wear.

The best class of trade are large buyers of this class

in cream and white materials, and when Spring selling

opens up this fashion is sure to reach the popular trade.

Every store in the country will need a stock of white

materials such as serges, mohairs, both plain and figured,

eagerly asked for. Jobbers have difficulty in filling orders

for popular colors and the predicted scarcity is fully

realized. At stock-taking sales during the month these

materials were not available in many desirable shades.

Handsome tweeds, fancy gray homespuns and homespun

suitings, running all the way from 39c to $1, are active

at retail. Gray combinations are the rage in this re-

spect. The vogue of these goods is the noted exception

to that of plain weaves.

City retail buyers are counting on a vogue of black

and white for the Spring season and are figuring on lilac

shades and light blues as novelties in light materials.

Light gray is literally in everyone's mouth, as the big

color novelty. Taffetas and balisle, with the new home-

spun and tweed effects, are slated for big popularity.

Evening Fabrics.

An exceptional trade at retail is being done in even

ing fabrics for the coming festive season. Special win-

dow displays \u-ie in order during November in all good

cheviots, henriettas, wool batistes, silk and wool ma-
terials, etc.

White and cream serges particularly are in high favor
and travelers on the road for Spring are finding it one
of their largest sellers. Cream mohair is also another
popular fabric as it keeps clean so much longer than
many of the softer fabrics.

The Two Best Sellers.

The two best sellers for Spring, according to travel-
ers' reports, are tweeds and mohairs. Cream, as we have
already noted, is very strong and so are black and white
effects, plaids formed of narrow stripes or broken effects

on a cream ground. Embroidered spots in two colors,

both on plain and checked grounds, are in high favor, not

only in black and white but also in colors. Black and
white combinations are in uncommon favor for the com-
ing season, not only in mohairs but in all fabrics.

All classes of mohair fabrics arc selling well, but

plain colors and. blacks are exceedingly strong.
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Wash Goods.

The noticeable feature of this season's wash goods

collection is the fact that the imitations of woolen fab-

rics have narrowed down to a few patterns, and it must

be confessed that this narrowing is an advantage—wash

goods will be wash goods, and not a more or less—but

generally less—successful copying of another fabric. Even

the all prevailing voile is almost absent.

Wash goods generally follow the general tendency, and

lightness and sheerness is just as much a feature as ever,

but it is the sheerness of lawn and batiste, this season.

The all prevailing fondness for plaid patterns comes out

strongly in the majority of wash fabrics, and plaid, over

plaid and spot are decidedly in evidence, and these are

printed on or woven into the majority of the prevailing

fabrics.

A reference to our two first illustrations will show

meet the demand for a popular price, a good deal of ex-

pensive high grade linen is selling for costume purposes.

To a minor extent colored linens are selling in the usual

colors, viz., blues, pinks, pongee lavender, etc. White
lawns and India linens of varying degrees of fineness will

divide with white linen the premier place in washing ma-
terials.

Splendid Silk Outlook.

Retail silk departments, where the requisite amount
of energy is displayed, are doing an active business,

without undue price inducements. In city stores leaders

have been utilized as the chief means to get the people

coming, and this has resulted in the slaughtering of

some branded lines, which were over-stocked by impor-

ters. Displays have been resorted to more than form-

erly, and it is not an unusual sight to see silks hung
over bars and on the top of the shelving in even high-

clearly the class of patterns

and the character of the ma-

terials. Illustration 1 is

from the extensive range

shown by John Macdonald,

and the second cut from that

of the W. R. Brock Co.

When dotted effects are so

prominent naturally Swisses

are to the fore. Dotted

Swisses come in many color-

ings, and are also made the

background for other pat-

terns. Printed floral effects

on dotted Swiss are decided-

ly good. These come in pon-

gee and in colored grounds as well as white. Pongee or

linen colored grounds are much in evidence in wash lines.

Embroidered designs are shown on all kinds of linens,

cotton imitations, batistes, and on silk and cotton novel-

ties, and one firm is making a special showing of em-
broidered ginghams and chambrays. No wash stock will

class stores. Light-
weight plain goods
have had the call with
increased interest in

certain neat fancies.

Plaids are by no means
neglected, but narrow
widths around nineteen

inches are not ready

sellers, as more ma-
terial is required than

the ordinary purchaser

cares to indulge in.

Active Spring Trade.

Retailers evidently

realize that the rela-

tive strength of their silk department depends up-

on their activity and progressiveness of buyers.

Silks in this market are destined for increas-

ed favor, although conditions across the line,

judged from the recent New York Horse Show,
clearly indicate the zenith of the popularity of silks in

llustration 2.—Wash Goods for Spring. 1906.

be complete without a good collection of ginghams, for that market has been reached. The full effect of the

plain ginghams are unusually desirable, and almost as enormous demand last Spring and Summer will be felt

much interest is being taken in fine checks and in broken during the ensuing season. Plain goods of the soft finish-

plaids, ed variety are again slated for a larger share of ap-

The better class of trade is buying expensive sheer proval, and advance orders of generous proportions at

zephyr ginghams in jacquard and embroidered figures on present favorable rates have been placed,

a plain or checked ground. These come in light blues, There 16 a decided tendency to favor the better
pinks, greens and lavenders, and are extremely attractive, grades, which opens up a ray of hope for all concerned.

The vogue of cream and white materials is a foregone Cheap silks and prosperous conditions never go hand in

conclusion. Linens in white are eagerly bought in all hand. The reputation of the department is enhanced by
grades. Though of course many unions are selling to good qualities. For shirtwaist suits, taffetas and

8b
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louisines in unobtrusive affects will be very prominent.
Peau <lc soies remain as Btaple as formerly, whil< ok

lines and other chiffon weights are destined to remain in

Eavor. Jap silks, which are easier in price, are being

ordered oul extensively by manufacturers and the cul

ting-up trade, while retailers evince the usual amount of

interest. Satins for lining purposes are picking up in

favor, due to their renowned wearing qualities. Silk

crepe de chines are approved by fashion, and forecasters

agree that an expanding sale is a foregone conclusion. In

(he range of mourning silks, satin lumineux should nol

he neglected.

Large Range of Fancies.

The Spring range of fancy silks is more comprehen-

sive and varied than in recent seasons, and the usual

trouble is experienced in placing these goods in smaller

centres, as many stoics have learned from experience the

profit possibilities are not of the highest order. Tn this

connection, however, it is good policy for every buyer to

endeavor to lead his customers, as nothing contributes

more to the success of the department. In this way the

store will be looked upon as up-to-date in every respect.

The general style tendencies indicate unobtrusivencss

and neat effects in suitings, and these can be classed as

staples in silks. These are ready sellers in every sec-

tion, and if enhanced by a small collection of the latest

novelties much good can be accomplished. These exclu-

sive ideas can be shown to customers as the very latest

things from Paris and New York, and the store will

soon be looked upon as up-to-date in every respect. Ex-

treme styles should never be touched in small sections.

Two sure novelties, which are shown in chiffon

weights of louisines, taffetas, payettes, tamalines, etc.,

are in cameleon stripes and allover checks. The shot

stripe effects, as well as checks, are of various sizes, with

pronounced favor upon the more unobtrusive designs. The
allover checks vary in size from a sixteenth to one inch.

The over check idea is expanded upon indefinitely. Moires,

which arc shown across the line, are not stocked to any
extent in this market. Tussors, in navy, brown and
reseda, are being ordered out to be used for automobile

coats. Shots in all lines still retain favor, especially in

the stripe effects. Spots, figures and rings are in a wide

variety in many fancy effects. Sometimes the pattern is

thrown to the surface in a darker shade, and this is

most effective.

A freer movement of foulard silks is predicted in this

market, and some of the specialty houses show an ex-

tensive range. Many of the designs are copies from

other- fancy silks Navy and white confine the color idea

in most lines.

Light and medium grays are much talked about, in

colors, while the standard shades of blue are regarded as

safe. The plum series, ranging from a deep plum to a

heliotrope tone, are factors. Rich deep wine shades and
the purple series are also included. Metallic effects show
every evidence of continuing in favor.

SLEEVE STYLES.

WHERE style is the predominating feature in waists,

the sleeve will certainly he short, or of elbow
length, for the elbow sleeve is holding strongly in

spite of iho season, and is sure to bloom out with added
strength as soon as anything like seasonable weather
comes along. In long sleeves the deep cuff is most fa-

vored, and it is only in tailored lines that any other

style of long sleeve is in order.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS MEET.

A
GENERAL meeting of ihe Commercial Travelers'

Association of Canada was held in Toronto on No
vembei 25 with the president, Air. Thomas McQuil-

lan, in the chaii. The meeting was held for the nomina-
tion of officers and all other business was held over till

the annual meeting on December 28.

The efficient services of Mr. Mcquillan were

ni/.ed by his unanimous election to the presidency for ,i

third term. The travelers of Canada could choose no

finer represent alive as their chief executive officer than he

who is about, to enter on his third year at the head of

the organization.

The following nominations were made: President, T.

McQuillan, elected by acclamation for the third term;
first vice-president, L. A. Howard, elected by acclama-

tion ; second vice-president, F. C. Armstrong, George
West (one to be elected) ; treasurer, J. II. Butler, E.

Fielding (one to be elected).

Directors—Toronto Board— .1. W. Charles, E. F.

Crossland, J. G. Cane, W. M. Fielding, Robert Gemmell
L. Glover, John Gibson, James Knowles, Robert Keys,

James Lumbers, M. Lamont, W. J. Micks, A. C. Rogers,

S. M. Sterling, C. J. Tuthill. Joseph Taylor, R. J.

Wylie, F. J. Zammers. Nine to be elected.

Hamilton Board—Firsl vice-president, J. H. Herring,

elected by acclamation ; second vice-president, E. J. Fen-

wick, elected by acclamation.

Directors—Walter Briggs, E. Dore, Jas. Hooper, E
E. W. Moore, George Matheson, George M. McGregor, J.

Stoneman, R. M. Stuart, P. A. Sommerville, Charles

Urry, II. G. Wright. Six to be elected.

Montreal Board—Vice-president, S. O. Shorey. elected

by acclamation. Directors—William Cauldwell, William

Creighton, E. E. Starr-. Two to he elected.

Berlin Board—A. Foster, J. Knauff, W. J. Moody
Two to be elected.

Brockville Board—George Dobie, J. A. Johnston, M.

Moore, J. L. Upham. One to be elected.

Guelph Board—Vice-president, C. Auld ; director, A.

Hill, elected by acclamation.

Brantford Board—J. S. Hamilton, D. J. Waterous,

elected by acclamation.

Kingston Board—W. H. Graham, W. S. R. Murch,

elected by acclamation.

Winnipeg Board—Vice-president, G. F. Gall ; director,

II. Miller, elected by acclamation.

Vancouver Board—J. A. McMaster, H. Martin, elected

by acclamation.

The following were also nominated, hut declined : C.

Ryan, Harry White, Walter Madill, W. J. Hopwood, .John

F. Ellis.

The following members were elected scrutineers of the

ballot: -J. II. Devaney, II. Clearihue, G. A. F. Hender-

son.

The annual meeting will he held in Association Hall

on December 28, for which special railway arrangements

will he made.

Mr. C. Stuart Burness is the new buyer for the wash

goods department of the R. Simpson Co., Toronto.

Mr. Win. O. Pettie, who has been with the dry goods

firm of Thomas C. Watkins, Hamilton, for the past live

years, has accepted a position with Smallinan. Ingram &

Co.. of London. Mi-. Pettie, besides being a first rate

salesman, is a musician of high merit. As tenor - soloist i i

the Wesley Church lie became widely known and he will

he a distinct loss to Hamilton musical eircYs.

00
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The Celebrated "JAY"

Unshrinkable Woollen Underwear
Garments shrunk in washing will be replaced

THE HEALTHIEST
and MOST COMFORTABLE

LADIES' COMBINATIONS

£ £

are fitted with the patent

S" WRAP
This most desirable addition to the combination will be better

understood by a reference to the design. It affords complete
protection where this is most necessary.

DOCTORS AGREE
that the "S" WRAP fulfils its object with greatest benefit

to the health ot the wearer.
No button is needed as the wrap automatically adjusts itseli

to the position of the wearer, and the garment does not drag
when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
"Star" Seated Pants and

Drawers

THE IDEAL WEAR FOR HORSEMEN,
CYCLISTS AND ATHLETES

NO SEAMS
at fork, up back and down inside of leg to give way or chafe.

EXTRA SPLICED
and greater freedom given by Star Shaped Gusset.

These Improvements can also be obtained in

Merino and Silk and Merino.

WHOLESALE ONLY OF

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and GEORGE BRETTLE & CO.
WOOD STREET, - LONDON
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*

*
GOOD ADVERTISING

The Editor of this Department -will Answer Questions on .Advertising and will
Criticize Advertisements which may be Submitted to Him.

REVIEWS.

THREE samples of the work of Walker & Hurl-

burt, Thonibury, have been received in this de-

partment during the month. The first is a

newspaper ad taking up about one-quarter of a

page. The ad is good with the exception of

two points in which criticism could be pointed at it. It

tells too much. There is too much reading matter and

not enough white space. This is a conditional criticism,

because if a firm is well enougli known for quality and

value the ads will be read for the matter they contain.

Big American department stores can crowd their ads be-

cause they will be read. It is dangerous for most stores

to do it. Much better compel the attention of the reader

by more striking display.

The second point is a failure to display the prices suf-

ficiently. The figures do not stand out and arrest the eye

as much as they should. The general idea of standing on

the quality of the goods rather than their cheapness is

highly commendable.
* *

*

The second and third ads may be classed together as

circulars. They announce a coupon sale which must have

been a great success. We reproduce one coupon, of which

there were twenty-five, to show the idea of it :

45c. Coupon

This coupon is worth 45 cents on any
purchase of Table Linen amounting to

$2.00.

WALKER <& HURLBURT

These coupons covered every department of the store

and were just issued for one month. A customer could

produce these any time during the month and they count-

ed as so much cash on the given purchase. The circulars

were effectively gotten up and should have proved business

bringcrs. The idea is worthy of consideration by other

dealers.

•

We have received a circular recently issued by
Pratt. There is nothing on the bill to show where
Pratt does business, which is a mistake, as the circular

must have been widely distributed. Mr. Pratt states that
as a result of it his October business was almost doubled.
I ndir the circumstances we hesitate to criticise, as a
circular which can do that is undoubtedly good. We are
surprised, however, that the public would respond to such
.sweeping statements about the values. $8.00 jackets for

$2.98 seems almost too good to be true.

The catalogue of Thos. Wallace & Sons, North Bay,
out., is worthy of the moat favorable comment, The

cover is most artistically done and insures the preserva-
tion of the booklet. Following a well-worded announce-
ment to the public are twenty-four pages of good values,

well displayed and effectively illustrated. We would sug-

gest a little more variety in presenting the goods, i.e.,

instead of a whole page of articles followed by the price,

run in a few sentences on some particular department,
strongly worded and displayed. With the exception of

this the booklet is altogether admirable.

*

(r. Lawrence & Company, Crecmore, issued an excel-

lent four-page circular to liven business during November.
The work on it was well done. It shows a good amount
of displayed lines, the prices are effective, it is not too

Direct Importers of

Linoleums
Right from the

Manufacturers

In Kirkcaldy, Scotland

We have it

3 ft. wide

6 ft. wide

1 2 ft. wide

30 Patterns to select from

We lay Linoleum

Free of Charge

HOUINRAKE & COMPANY

crowded, it contains three or four cuts to relieve the

heaviness of the pages and is altogether readable. Few
people would receive one of them into the house without
perusing it. The man who got this up is to be congratu-
lated. We would have wished the phrase, "Are you on"
eliminated.

•

An ad of Kelly & Co., Hagersville, Ont., has been

submitted for criticism. In its general conception it re-

sembles that of Pratt, mentioned above, It announces a.

9i
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sweeping sale of a big stock at less than the cost of the

raw materiafs. If the idea is to clear out a stock quickly

and nothing more, this kind of advertising may work.

But if the intention is to slay in a town and develop a

regular trade it must be a mistake. One of two things is

the case. Either great bargains are being given, in which

use they cannot be kept up for any length of time and

when a buyer returns and finds prices up dissatisfaction

against the store will follow ; or if the prices are such

that they can be maintained, then the offerings are gross-

ly exaggerated and there is some limit to the public's

credulity. The trade which comes from such an ad is not

likely to be of the permanent kind upon which a merchant

must depend for his twelve months' profits.

The typographical errors are numerous, and the

wording is not always of the best. However, as the ad

is the size of a full newspaper page, it is the general

effect that strikes one rather than defects in details.

THE NEW STORE

Rain Coats
$5.00 to $10.00

Raincoats are handier than umbrellas, can be

worn with perfect propriety, on pleasant as

well as on rainy days. Ours are the best. Come
in and we'll tell you why.

MANTLES. We have them made by first-class tailors

at $3, $4, $5 and up to $15.

LADIES' RUFFS, MUFFS, COLLARS, CAPS, all at

moderate prices.

SILK BLOUSES from - - £2.75 to $6.00
SKIRTS, each, from $2.00 to $10.00

Inspection invited.

TERMS WIMS & CO. CASH

Some ads from Sydney, N.S., and Fredericton will

receive attention in the next number of The Review.

MEN AND EVENTS.

Mr. John Campbell, of John Campbell & Co., dry goods

merchants, Hami'ton, Ont.. died last month.

The National Fur Mfg. Co.. of Montreal, b as been re-

gistered.

J. L. W. Pepin, dry goods merchant, Montreal, has

male an assignment.

J. P. Royer has bepn appointed curator of the stock

of A. E. Lachance, drv goods and groceries, Sherbrooke,

P.Q.

Mr. Lome Hunking, who has been a s alesman in Dug-
gan's, Stratford, Ont., for some time, has returned to his

old position with W. H. Kennedy, Gait.

Mr. S. S. Lagovitz, formerly with Scottish Rubber

Co.. has gene lo swell the traveling staff of the Montreal

Waterproof Clothing Co.

Mr. A. G. Goforth. of "Ladies Wear," was one anion,';

t he large number connected with the dry goods trade who
\isited New York during the Horse Show week.

Mr. R. Cosbie agent for "Liddell's Linens" and "Oiu

Bleach." is back from an extended trip through Ontario

and the Eastern Provinces. He reports that the trade ia

in excellent shape and that general conditions leave little

to be desired: also that buying is brisk for the Spring

trade. Great interest was taken in his goods and ordei:-

are all that could be desired, noticeably so in high grade

lines.

The linen sales, from manufacturer's samples, con.

ducted by Mr. Cosbie. and his assistant travelers, as out-

lined by The Review in a recent number, .ave scored a

pronounced success wherever held.

Mr. W. Guthrie, one of the directors and foreign buy-

ers of S. F. McKinnon & Co.. is back from Europe foi

a few weeks. Because of his long and wide experience in

the millinery trade Mr. Guthrie is deservedly regarded

as an authority and the short forecast he gives in an

other page of mi'linery features as at present developed,

will be read with a great deal of interest.

Mr. J. H. Palmer, representing Debenham, Caldecott

& Co., Montreal, is now in the far west showing theii

Spring millinery lines. He is also entrusted with au-

thority for appointing an additional representative in

that territory. Mr. Palmer lately returned from his for-

eign buying- trip.

Mr. Alexander McTavish. of the dry goods firm of

Cameron & McTavish, St. Stephen, N.B., died on Novem-
ber 20. Mr. McTavish was a prominent business man
and was closely connected with the civic life of his town.
His death was the result of pneumonia and was very
sudden.

Mr. W. Spencer, of D. Spencer, Limited, has returned

to Victoria after an extended business trip to Montreal,

Toronto, New York and other eastern cities. He reports

a prosperous trip and big purchases for the Christmas
trade.

Mr. A. G. Marmiou, representing A. E. Rea & Co.,

Limited, Toronto, was a visitor to the Montreal offices of
The Dry Goods Review last month. He makes his head-
quarters in Kingston.

Mr. Fred Sterling, representing John B. Ellison &
Sons, London, England, was noticed in Montreal recently.

He travels in the Northwest.

Ernest Lamy, 1858-1862 St. Catherine street, Montreal,
an important east end dry goods store, has consented to
assign. Particulars are not divulged, but Montreal
creditors are chiefly involved.

The employes in the wholesale dry goods house of R.
J. Whitla & Co., Limited, presented Mr. J. H. Elliott,
manager of the men's furnishing department, with a fine

leather upho'stered lounge and arm chair, on the occasion
of his marriage last month. Mr. Joseph Clark, office man-
ager, made the presentation, and expressed the good
wishes of the entire staff towards Mr. and Mrs. Elliot.

Mr. Elliot replied in appropriate terms.
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Krom information supplied by Sellers, but (or which the Editors of

The Review do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

The Leak Fur Mfg. Co., of Canada,

Limited.

'i'iii> linn is fully able to cope

i with all fur assorting orders

and their travelcis are nuw
showing a timely range. A superior

hue oi Ladies' furs lias been evolved

under the supervision of Mr. Unas.

Garter. 1 1 is many friends in the

trade well realize Ins keen judgment
regarding skins and will appreciate

the line points of the line now being

shown. The lauge is complete in

every respect.

klxtra good lilies are offered in

men's coon coats while a lew of the

well known Leak specialties in heavy

coats are still available, notwithstand-

ing J urge ordeis which have cleared

them otit of several lines. Among
those who will call upon the trade i-i

Ontario this month for this linn are

Charles Carter, D. J. Micklin and S.

Saxe. Mr. H. S. Stern, of the iirni,

will also make a Hying trip. A card

to the Montreal headquarteis, Reeollel

street, will insure having a traveler

call.

Wax Forn* figures.

On another page will be found an

advertisement of A. S. Richardson,

who is advertising this month special

bargains in complete wax forms,

Lcautunliy linisneu. lnoW is tiie tune

to obtain them for your Christmas

window dressing. They are selling

at the specially low price of $19.75.

To prove these figures are what they

claim for them, they will be shipped

on approval and may be returned if

not as they are claimed to be.

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.

Spring samples in the hands of

their travelers have justified the su-

perior efforts in evolving- styles which
are exclusive. Travelers will be off

their routes during the holidays, but

the first of the year will again be on
their grounds with many new ideas.

An important announcement is in ade

by this firm in the securing of the

familiar and original cravenette

proofed cloth for their garments.

Some novelties in cloths will be seen

the first of the year and retailers are

requested to closely observe their

announcement then.

Greenshields Limited.

The hosiery and underwear depart-

ments were by no means neglected

by the large number of buyers in the

house last month, anxious to share

in I he good things ottered before

stock-taking, Pines for immediate de-

livery are still availab'e in both

men's and women's underwear. Many
n umbers have been sold out, although

slocks are fairly well assorted. No.

S. U;i, a line while ribbed all wool

ladies' vest with low neck and long

sleeve, ranging in price from $3.00 to

$5.25, is a popular number. 1'rices

remain unchanged in most instances.

Cashmere worsted and wool hosiery

is still available. Their plain cash-

mere lines at .jSli.'J.) are splendid value

and they show ladies' wool goods at

$4.50 which are choice. This pi ice

includes all sizes. Worsted goods at

$;5.25 are Al. Their lines of cash-

mere hose arc protected up to May
1st.

Spring selections in underwear and

hosiery are doing well. They advise

early orders on lace ankle goods to

insure good delivery. Their lines at

$2.25 and $4.50 are splendid value.

Blacks, tans and whites are popular

in the order named. Navy is another

good seller.

Brisk immediate business is report-

ed in the silk department and Spring

samples now on the road are being

favorably received. The silk line is

more extensive and varied than prev-

iously and reflects credit upon the

manager and buyer, Mr. Shaw. Taf-

fetas are .again to the fore and the

plain chiffon weights are hard to

equal in value. The range of silks

at 37 l-2c. and 50c. is, to say the

least, interesting. Good values are

shown in satin lumineux and peau de

soies. Plain goods are in the as-

cendancy throughout the range of

taffetas, payettes, tamalines and mes-

salines. Jap silks as usual have a

strong showing.

Extra attention has been given to

a superior range of fancy silks with

stress laid upon the range of over

checks and cameleon stripes. These

lend an air of novelty and distinction

to .any silk department. Special

values are shown at ii~ l-2c, 45c.

55e.j 70c. and 95c. Samples will i>c

submitted if travelers do not reach

customers in good time. Shirt

waist suits are again slated for popu-

larity and the range is strong in this

respect, in taffetas, louisines, tama-

lines. etc. foulards have taken a new
lease of life, especially in whites and

blues.

Spring dress goods samples empha-

size prominently batiste and taffeta

weights in Priestley's goods. The
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popularity of this department bids

fair to In: increased dining tin- com-
ing season. Plain materials still are

foremost in the selection. Advantag-

eous contracts insure right values

and prompt delivery. Samples and

particulars will lie forwarded prompt-

ly upon request.

Their wash i^oods department ha"

booked an enormous advance

business which confirms the correct-

ness of their selections. ,\lanv <il

their selections are exclusive. Staph-

sheer goods, such as India linens.

muslins and Victoria and Persian

lawns, etc., have done a large busi-

ness. Many of the fancy Lines imitate

the latest effects in dress goods ami

silks. Small neat figures with a

sprinkling of large designs are in

request. Spot effects and sprigs are

favored. Grenadine muslin and voile

grenadine are two popular numbers.

The lining department reports

increased \\\ ,oi ft r taffeta i

and percalines. Prices tend upwards

and early orders are advisable.

Their dress goods buyer emphasizes

the necessity for early ordering. They
have large lines of grey homespuns

and grey mohairs which are slated

for increased favor. Fancy delaiii2s

are again becoming popular.

In the carpet and house furnish-

ing department Spring orders are now
being- shipped and they guarantee

prompt and satisfactory leliveries.

As advances are predicted in most

lines they request prompt i.rdt-rs.

Staple departments continue boom-

ing due to their policy of protecting

customers in as far as possible. Their

open stocks are appreciated by the

trade. To avoid disappointment, re-

tailers should contract early for all

lines of Spring cotton goods. Eng-

lish prints are included in this parti-

cular.

Shield Brand ready-to-wear gar-

ments ten- Spring are forging steadily

ahead, due to the efficient ma

ment of Mr. Symington. White lawn

waists are exceptionally strong and

their range is large. Colored cotton

and fancy effects in waists are also

favored. A big business is being

done in lustres. The silk waist field

is looked after in a good ran-. a\

•laps, taffetas, peau de soies and

tamalines. They show some splen-

did values in Jap silks. Silk top

skirts are much admired and their

range of fancy sateen skirts in sun-

burst effect is very stromr.

Rain proof coat- show a'l the lat-
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est ideas and the range is enhanced

by a line of lustre coats which will

not cockle ov spot. Trices in rai.i-

proofs range from $4.00 to $12.00.

Splendid \ allies are offered For

Spring delivery in tailor made linen

and pique skirls, to retail from $1.50

to $2.00.

Children's linen suits in Buster

Brown effects, Nos. L.C. one to eight,

are designed to retail from 75c. to

-1.00. Pyramid shoulder effects show

white piping on shoulder and front

and trimmings in self color or brass

buttons with the Buster Brown belt.

The W. R. Erock Co., Limited,

Montreal.

This firm is showing a line of ladies'

golf jerseys, etc., that is pretty hard

to equal. Lines to suit all purses are

in stock and quick delivery can be

made. These goods are becoming

more popular every day.

In knitted woolens for children,

the department is living up to its re-

putation. Bootees, infantees, toques.

-ashes, mitts, etc, are ail being

shown in great variety at popular

prices. Mittes to retail as low as

10 cents per pair can be had and from

this price you can go away up. Knit-

ted wool shawls are also a feature in

the department.

Cushion tops to retail at from 20c.

to $1.00 can be had in the fancy goods

department, an Oriental design to re-

tail at $1.00 being popular, while a

Dutch canvas top to retail at 20c.

is also a favorite. A Roman stripe

line which is usually retailed at 40c.

can be had from Brock at a price en-

abling it to be sold at 25c— something

you need for your bargain counter.

It's not a regular line, so orders for

it must be in early.

In the handkerchief department a

special line of Japanese silk handker-

chiefs is being shown. These goods

are intended for Christmas trade and

people who order nine dozen can have

them embroidered with their name, or

the name of the town. A Canadian

flag with a spray of maple leaves is

already embroidered on the goods and
the addition of the words "A present

from " makes it a very pretty

presentation article. The handker-

chief can easily be retailed for 40c
to 50c.

A very nice line of pillow shams

and runners suitable for the Christmas

trade is also shown.

In neckwear the stock is as usua 1

up to the mark and many pretty col-

lars are shown.

Quite a stock of children's fancy

bearskin, silk' and knitted wool hoods
is shown, and the prices are sur-

prisingly low.

The dress goods department is

showing a 22-inch line of colored vel-

veteen to retail at 25c. Of course

"Sunbeam" is still in the ring.

In crepe de chenes, plain and fancy

eoliennes, etc, a nice range of all the

fashionable shades is shown. Nice

lines of messaline silk, etc., are also

offered, shot louisines, and shot taf-

fetas going very well.

In the men's furnishing depart-

ment, some very nice Scotch under-

wear is shown, 638 to retail at $1.00,

642 at $1.00 and 643 at $1.00 being

among the leaders. For the man. who
caters to the mechanic, a special flan-

nel top shirt which can be retailed at

90c, ought to be something worth

having.

Cashmere hosiery is going up,

therefore buy 725 and 755 black cash-

mere hose while they are at the low

price. This is no cry of "Wolf!"
Do you want a line of kid gloves to

retail at the popular prices of $1.00

and $1.25. Brock's "Hilda" and

"Olive" will fill the bill. The line

to retail at $1.25 is guaranteed. It

i^ shown in blacks, browns and tans,

and put up in boxes of quarter dozens

to a size.

The smallware department has a

very nice line of toilet sets which are

just the thing for the Christmas trade.

A handbag to retail at 50c is a
'

' hummer. '
' They also show them at

$1 .25.

'
' Kenilworth '

' and '

' Society
'

'

toilet pin cabinets are leaders. The

first contains six gross of pins and

retails at $2.00 per cabinet. The

other is $2.50.

They are having a run on ball

pointed pins.

Virgoe, Middleton & Co.

Virgoe, Middleton & Co's samples

for the coming season have recently

been received by their Canadian re-

presentative, Robert Harrower, of

Montreal, and noteworthy features

are found in many of the lines. In

the matter of ties, probably the most

prominent line is the knitted silk

four-in-hand, which still maintains its

popularity with many points to com-

mend it. Running as it does in 56

shades, it ought to contain something

to suit even the most particular con-

noisseur in colors. Besides the plain

stitch, there is also a fancy mesh, and

in addition to the self colors there

aie heather mixtures and combina-

tions of coloring. The new silk braid

tie for double collars is likely to prove

very successful, for it has one point

about it that its predecessors have

lacked, and thai is its rigid firmness.

It does not pull or stretch and

consequently is always the same
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width. In cravats, neat small de-

signs in medium shades prevail.

Favor is shown to browns and greens

and also to combinations worked up

from them. Black ties with white

designs never seem to lose favor,

while the success which has marked

the sale of crepe de chine ties for a

twelve-month, is likely to be con-

tinued. For Spring, the tubular ties

are being shown, both in cotton and

silk. Dealers who wish the most ex-

clusive patterns in ties and whose cus-

tomers are ready to pay a lung price,

will find the 28-inch silk squares very

attractive. These are Spitalfields

hand loom products of rich and heavy

silk, which when cut provide material

for four wide end ties. Some very

handsome effects are gained in this

way. A very attractive line of ties

in printed foulard, with diagonal

woven stripes, makes a good showing.

The single stripe greatly enhances the

effect of the design. A fine Aleppo

silk in squares and long scarves is

for the very best trade, as also the

figured satin long scarves, the first

cost of which is somewhere about 8s.

each. These are made two at a time

and one pair occupies a workman and

his loom for one working day.

In the handkerchief department

beautiful effects in silk and lawn

goods are being shown in many colors

and shades, and a splendid variety

of printed twill silk handkerchiefs

is also engaging attention.

In the shirt department, soft shirts

are still leaders and are likely to re-

main popular. Sales of the "Com-
mercial" stiff front shirt, with very

short bosom, are being made, but the

comfort of the soft shirt is not being

overlooked by purchasers in this de-

partment. The new season's zephyr

shirts are very attractive, and some
very tasty stripe shirts, with white

cuffs, are also in good demand. The
designs of the new shirts in French
prints are somewhat startling, but

with use we will soon become ac-

customed to them.

In the matter of collars, doubles

are still selling well, but there is a

decided opinion in favor of wing col-

lars amongst first-class houses. There

can be no doubt that the stand-up col-

lar is fast finding favor.

Tn the Spring waistcoats a new idea

is presented in the knitted material,

which looks very dressy and cool. A
never ending variety of Summer cash-

mere waistcoats is also shown and

one notices the continued popularity

of stripes, although small checks are

also in favor. The waistcoats for

next season will all be single breast-

ed. Decided novelties and entirely

original ideas are shown in the

"Terry" bathrobes. In pyjamas the
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beautiful bilk and wool products arc
verj noticeable, and unshrinkable rau-
goou (a very tine all wool), Levis-
lana ami Lamella in silk and cotton

mixtures are beautifully light and
delicate. To see these samples is to

be convinced that Virgoe, Middle-
ton & Co. are showing great enter-

prise m all departments.

John Macdonald & Co.

In the haberdashery department

John Macdonald & Co. aie showing:

No. 400 to 412, Swiss embroidered

handkerchiefs, scolloped edge, at Sue.

to $4.00 per dozen.

.No. 413 to 422, Swiss embroidered

handkerchiefs, hem-stitched edge, at

80c. to $4.00 per dozen.

No. 423 and 424, Swiss embroidered

handkerchiefs, mourning, hem-stitch-

ed edge, 90c. to $1.25 per dozen.

No. 425 to 427, Swiss embroidered

handkerchiefs, mourning, scolloped

edge, at 90c. to $2.25 per dozen.

Ladies' linen hem-stitched handker-

chiefs. Prices: 50c, 75c, 90c, $1.00,

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $2.00, $2.25 per

dozen.

Men's hem-stitched linen handker-

chiefs. Prices: 75c, $1.00, $1.25,

$1.75, $2.25, $3.00 per dozen.

Ladies' hem-stitched lawn handker-

chiefs. Prices : 25c, 30c, 35c, 37 l-2c,

45c, 55c. per dozen.

Ladies' lace edge handkerchiefs.

Prices: 40c, 45c. 50c, 60c, 75c, 90c,

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00. $2 25.

$3.00, $3.75 per dozen

Children's colored border handker-

chiefs Prices : 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c.

40c, 45c, 50c, 55c, 60c, 75c per dozen.

Colored border excelda handker-

chiefs at 1-25 per dozen.

Ladies' mourning handkerchiefs.

Prices: 45c 75c, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25

per dozen.

Ladies' initial linen handkerchiefs.

1-2 dozen to the bos, $2.25 per dozen.

Men's initial linen handkerchiefs,

1-2 dozen to the box, $2.25 per dozen.

Men's mercerized handkerchiefs,

with silk initial, $1.00 per dozen.

Special line of ladies' hem-stitched

lawn handkerchiefs, put up in linen-

covered stock boxes containing 10

dozen, 37 l-2c per dozen.

Special line of men's hem-stitched

lawn handkerchiefs, put up in linen-

covered stock boxes containing 10

dozen, 75c. per dozen.

Men 's tape-bordered linen handker-

chiefs. Prices: $1.00, $1.25, $1.50,

$1.75, $2.00, $2.25 per dozen.

Plain lawn handkerchiefs. Prices:

20c, 25c, 30c. 35c, 37 l-2c, 45c, 55c

per dozen.

Plain lawn handkerchiefs, folded

like linen, in boxes of 5 dozen. Prices:

60c, 75c, 85c, $1.00 per dozen.

Turkey red handkerchiefs. Prices:

25c, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 60c, 75c, 85c
per dozen.

Blue cotton handkerchiefs. Prices:

35c, -10c, 60c, 75c, 85c per dozen.

White silk handkerchiefs, hem-
stitched. Prices: $2.25, $3.00, $3.50,

$4.50, $6.50 per dozen.

White silk handkerchiefs, with ini-

tial, $2.00 and $4.00 per dozen.

Fancy colored silk handkerchiefs.

Prices: $2.25, $3.00, $3.50, $3.75,

$4.50, $6.00 per dozen.

White brocaded silk handkerchiefs.

Prices: $2.25, $3.00, $4.50, and $6.00

per dozen.

Men's black silk mufflers. Prices:

$4.50, $6.50 and $9.00 per dozen.

Men's white silk mufflers at $9.00

per dozen.

Men's navy blue silk mufflers at

$9.50 per dozen.

Men's fancy mufflers. Prices:

$4.50, $6.50, $7.50, $9.00, $12.00 per

dozen.

Men's black wraps in silk and sa-

tin. Prices: $4.50, $6.50 nd $9.00 per

dozen.

Special lines in men's derby ties at

$1.75, $2.25, $4.25 per dozen.

Special line of men's hook-on knot

ties at $2.25 per dozen.

In the staple department, fancy

linens, etc:—
No. E650 to E659, sideboard scarfs

in sizes from 13 by 45 to 15 by 72 in.,

$1.50 to $6.00.

No. E660 to E665, 5 o'clock tea

cloths in sizes from 32 by 32 to 36 by

36 in., $4.50 to $6.50 per dozen.

No. E666 to E672, tray cloth in

sizes from 16 by 22 to 18 by 27 in.,

85c. to $4.50 per dozen.

No. E673, d'oylies, square, 9 by 9

in., 37 l-2c. per dozen.

No. E674, d'oylies, round, 9 in., 37

l-2c. per dozen.

No. E675, d'oylies, square, 9 by 9

1-2 in., 42 l-2c. per dozen.

No. E676, d'oylies, round, 9 in.,

42 l-2c. per dozen.

No. E677, d'oylies, square, 11 by

11 in., 72 l-2c. per dozen.

No. E678, d'oylies, round, 11 in.,

72 l-2c. per dozen.

No. E679, d'oylies, square, 15 by

15 in., $1.25 per dozen.

No. E680, d'oylies, round. 15 in..

$1.25 per dozen.

No. E681, d'oylies, square, 15 by
15 in., $1.35 per dozen.

No. E682, hem-stitched towels. 22

by 41 in., $4.00 per dozen.

No. E683, hem-stitched towels. 22

by 41 in., $5.50 per dozen.

No. E684, fringed towels, 22 by 52
in., $4.50 per dozen.

No. E6S5, fringed towels. 24 by 48
in.. $3.00 per dozen.

In the silk and dress department
they have ladies' umbrellas, novelties
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in silver and gold mounted handles,
as follows: No. 22. $9.00; No. pj,

$12.00; No. 24, $15.00; No. 25,
$18.00; No. 26, $24.00.

Ladies' and misses' golf jackets,
newest styles and leading colors: No.
301, in cardinal and white, navy and
white, black and white, $30.00 per
dozen ; No. E41, plain colors, cardinal,
navy, white, $21.00 per dozen; No. 42,
in brown, white, navy, cardinal,

$27.00 per dozen.

Ladies' kid gloves, assorted, black,
tans, and white, put up 1-4 dozen to
a size, real French kid, $9.00 per doz.

Nos. 331 and 332, embroidered
cashmere hose, size 8 1-2 to 10, car-
dinal, sky, gold and white on black,
$4.50 per dozen.

No. 8520, special line of ladies'
black silk skirts, $3.00 each.

Children's white dresses.

Hand-made wool goods in bootees,
mittens and jackets.

W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.

In the men 's furnishing department
they are specially prepared for the
sorting trade in underwear. All lines

and all sizes, men's and boys' at the
old prices. They have a special line

of all worsted sweaters, black, navy,
cardinal and white, to retail at $1.00.

Men's grey and navy flannel shirts

are in demand and their stock is

good.

A. C. N. is the number of a special

ribbed worsted sock which they claim
is the best on the market to retail at

_5e. They are also well prepared for
<old weather in lined mitts and gloves.

The W. R. Brock Co. have had
great success with their handker-
chiefs. A special line is men's ini-

tial handkerchiefs in 1-2 dozen boxes.
These are suitable for Christmas
gifts. Also Japanese silk initial and
fancy colored borders. They have
a large Stock, all prices and sizes of
staple lines.

Consult their ad on page 18 and
order from it. Every line on the page
will be found to be of especial qual-

ity. Letter orders for them will be
tilled the day they are received.

They are making a specialty of rib-

bons of which a great quantity is used
at Christmas time. In one line of

taffetas they have cut the price 25
per cent in order to make it popular
juiced.

New lines of laces, vals, torchons,
etc., will bo opened the first week in

December. iTheir stock of knitted

wool goods, shawls, toques, tarns, in-

fant ecs. bootees, gaiters, hoods,

clouds, mitts, etc.. is large. Many
wholesale houses do not handle these

on account of the detail necessary,

hut Brock's can supply all wants.
W. R. B. Co. are showing new rain-
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proof mantles of the latest cut and

suitable for Christmas presents.

In hosiery, gloves and underwear,

Brink's are always in the lead. Their

stock for the assorting trade 'is ex-

ceptionally large.

Some specials are wool barege veil-

in;, for stormy weather. Ill cash-

mere hose to retail at 'i.jr. litjO ribb-

ed cashmere worsted hose to ret. 50c.

Crow hose, black worsted at less than

mill price. Toeproof worsted hose,

ret. 45c. and 50c. B272 cashmere

gloves, Jersey top, fleeced, to ret. at

20c. B341, cashmere glove, Jersey,

unlined, ret. 25c. B33(i, cashmere
glove, dome fleeced, ret. £5c. Astra-

ehan gauntlets and caperines.

Comforl white iieeced vest and
drawers to ret, 50c. Bye Bye natural
wool child's sleepers. Bnnnie child';;

fleeced vests and drawers to ret. 1' ".

to 50c.

Job underwear, mill seconds, >i

'•-

a few cases left.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

This firm report that their ribbon

business is proving very heavy, as al-

ready they have booked a number of

large placing orders for Spring. Their

special taffeta, 880, 882 and 884, have

been exceptional sellers, and any buy-

er in search of good counter ribbons

would find it to his advantage to in-

spect these 'ines. Their range of

fancies are just to hand. Samples of

this class are always the last to be

placed on the market, as this class of

goods are always produced late on
in the season.

The range of dress materials car-

ried by this firm is now completed by

'.he addition of "haute" novelties for

the Spring season in tweeds, taffeta

cloths, fancy eoliennes, embroidered

voiles, poplin de chine, and many
other fancy makes..

They are also showing on excep-

tional range of black, white and plain

colors in a'l the newest weaves of

silk. They are again running their

special "Ideal" quality in plain taf-

feta. This silk has gained great

popularity, and has been one of the

most successful sellers ever introduc-

ed to the Canadian trade, and is yi *

the best silk i n the market to retail

a! 75c. Paillette de chine is a new
silk of extra value and comes at a

popular mice as it can be retailed at

75 c.

For the manufacturing trade D.C.

& Co. are showing a good line of

co'ored taffeta XX. This silk is stock-

ed in a bi"' range of colors and is

good weight and of a firm bright fin-

ish, and comes at a very low price.

Debenham. Caldecott & Co. state

that the prospects for silks for Spring

HINTS TO BUYERS

HOTEL DIRECTORY

WINDSOR HOTEL gggguDA'
This house is pleasantly and conveniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guesto. Billiards and Pool. Sot and
cold water iiatlis. a. MoNicol, Prop.

TOWFR HOTFT Georgetown-ikj^vh,^ nwir,L> demeraba,
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-
ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal public
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietor

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

HOARD AND ROOM

"THE ARGYLE,"
Cedar Ave., HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. ERASER Also furnished cottages.
Terms moderate.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA.

A. PASCHAL (Prop.)

Centrally located. Open all the year round.

WOODSIDE BOARDING
HOUSE

Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.

Cool anil airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine,
Attendance qualified. Terms moderate. Elec-
tric Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage
Solicited. Manageress, E. CoTTAM.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park. Hotel

Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc.

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co ,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel iti

OTTAWA. Out. James K. Paisley Prop.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees. Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 154 Toronto St., Toronto.

IK Temple Building, Montreal
101) William Street, Xrn York

Dry Goods Review

LEGAL CARDS

TTJPPER, PHIPPEN & TOPPER
Barristers, Solicitors, Etc

Winnipeg, Canada

W. (1 WILSON
Barrister, Solicitor, Notary,.Conveyancer, etc

Napanee, Ont.

MEWBURN & AMBROSE
Rarristers Solicitors etc

S. C. Mewburn. E. H. Ambrt
Hamilton Ont.

WM. A. »icLEAN
Barrister. Solicitor. Etc

Head Office Guelph McLean's Block.

Branch Office, Acton Town Hall.

Corporation Solicitor Etc.

LOUUHEED & BENNETT
Barristers Solicitors Advocates etc-., Calgary,

Can. Cables: Lougheed, Calgary. Folicitorsfor :

Bank of M ontreal, Canadian Hank of Commerce,
Bank of Nova Scotia, Merchants Bank of Can.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

BROCK & PATERSON. LIMITED
St. John, N.B.

Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods.

DIRECTORY FOR
WHOLESALE TRADE ONLY

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO.

MANl'FACntRERS OF HAIR CLOTHS.

St. Cat tiarines, < hit.

A'l WA'
A.U

, II 1 t'J.IIS

tcs Mm
v

tl

el \l

•al

YIN

Al ier W. Atw il- , K.C., t isultii g Counsel
fo ( itv of M .nil ea! Ohas A Due [c s Henry
N iai vm.

IKWIN ft JONES Lai i isle is. etc

H. E. Irwin K.C. ( lerk of the Peace-. County of

York; B. Morton Jones B.C.L., Solicitors for

Equity Fin- Ins Co., t i-iliu Fin- Ins. Co.

2* King St. W , Toronto Weston.Ont.

ROBINSON K (.KnEiN
Barristers. Solicitors, Kt -

John A Robinson, John R Green, Solicitors for

lie Imperial Bank of Canada, the Southern

Loan & Savings Co., St Thomas. Ont.

Condensed Want Advertisements.

SITUATION WANTED.

TRAVELLER, experienced in gents' furnish-

ings and ladies' wear, open f<r engage-
ment first of January, has good connection in

Western Ontario. Address Box O, Dry
Goods Review, Montr- al. (12)

ACTIVE young man, 28, brousht up in a

store, Ai sale-man, best reference, wants
to sell a good line through the Province of

Quebec or position inside wholesale or retail.

E. E. D., Box 1656, Marieville, Que. (12)

AGENT WANTED.

MANUFACTURER of woolen yams in

United Kingdom would like to appoint
reliable ( anadian Manuf cturers' Agent to

represent them. Apply, Box Y, Dry GOODS
Review, Montreal. (12)
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are Btrictlj good. Prices are hi

due in heavj advances in raw mater-

ial. Manufacl urers are lull of orders

and as i bej ba> e no stocks to speak

of on band prices are certain to be

well maintained, and there is every

prospect of further advances.

This firm's contracts being placed

verj early, they have in consequence

the righl goods ai the righl prices

and also will be able to give early ami

prompt deliveries.

Their stock in Toronto is complete

in all numbers of ribbons, silks, vel-

veteens, etc., and all letter orders will

have prompt and careful attention.

Jaeger Novelties

Novelties are daily arriving to swell

tiie range of Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary

Wool'en System Co., Limited, 2206 St.

Catherine street. Montreal. One of

the new useful and artistic produc-

tions is ladies" knitted coats i,i a full

range of colors, shaped showing a

in. iched collar and new leu o' mutton
sleeves, finished with four large front

buttons and bandy flap pockets. A
modification of the tartan golfer is in

a ae*w weave and shows a new flap

turnover collar, the front finished

with four large self buttons.

Men's and children's sweaters at

popular prices are enhanced by two
lints to retail at $1.25 and $1.50 in

men's sizes. A turn down collar is

rendered safe from cold by a neck

protection. A high double collar can

also be bad in these lines. In hos-

iery some new stripes in men's goods

are effective, while a lace and em-

broidered clock. effect is decidedly in-

teresting in ladies' cashmere hose.

A. J. Alexandor.

A firm which has estab'ished an en-

viable reputation in the fur trade is

iaat of A. .). Alexandor, whose at-

tention to details and a broad guar-

antee id' all products ha- been duly

appreciated. Notwithstanding a re-

cord season, this house is able to

cope with immediate wants. Their

specialty of I'm' lined coats for ladi< -

and men has won approval. For this

month they offer two line.- in ladies'

black broadcloth with white and

black squirrel lining at $30 and $'A~>.

Men's fur Lined coats can also be had

at the same figure. A prompt re-

sponse is requested.

Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal.

Commendable effort and timely pur-

chasing has enabled this house Lo

show in their Spring millinery sam-

ples, now on the road, many exclusive

effects, which are usually shown late

in the season. Among these effects,

tubular crinoline braid, chiffon, se-

quin and lace play an important part.

The shapes are mostly copied from
original Parisian designs and con-

form closely with the late Fall

ideas. A full range of colors can be

had. One of these models is a high

side toque effect of medium size,

showing the tubular braid in three

widths in combination with Brussels

lace over a wire frame. A touch of

sequin rounded off the braid effect.

This is model 210 priced at $2.25. An-
other turban was composed entirely

of chiffon and sequin, in a pointed

front effect. These hats are shown
in sky. the new argent shade, white.

flack, brown, reseda, cardinal and

champagne. There is a wide range

of these bats in the popular turban

and toque I
- well as la .

.Mi si of them show a touch

of th<- new tubular braid with various

combinations of net crinoline and .

An all chiffon hat in all colors re-

sembled theii popular chenille 208

of the present season, and is expected

to scon a big success. Tin lace bate

strongly emphasize the use of val

lace. Children's Lingerie effects are

very good.

American shapes in ready-to-wear

hats include all the newest effects

and show a preponderance of grey,

which will seemingly be»very popular.

Alice blue is another likely shade.

Medium and large shapes are in the

majority with the high back and high

sides still favored. Leghorns, which

have had an offseason, are again fea-

tured for children's wear.

Hat Fasteners.

An article of merit on the market

always fakes, and such, we feel sure,

will be the case with the new ladi

Security Hat fastener. There have

been several hat fasteners put upon

the market which have been good arti-

cles, but for simplicity and useful-

ness the Security easily takes the

lead.

It is an article which only needs a

trial to convince the most skeptical

that it will not only hold a ladies' hat

on as well as the old style pins, but

far more securely. Being made of

rass, spring wire, nickel piated and

shaped to tit snugly over the head, it

gives the most solid hold possible, and

as the Security Fastener Co. pro-

nounce it, it is "Solid comfort for a

quarter." See their ad. elsewhere in

this issue.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Art Signs, Showoards, Etc

Martell Stewart Co., Montreal.

Bindings and Webbings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Porter, A. T. , Importing Co., Toronto and

Montreal.

Blankets, Quilts, Traveling Rugs, etc
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winnipeg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co., Toronto.

Boots, thoes and Laces.
Corona Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Frank & Bryce, Toronto and Montreal.

Button Machines and Buttons.
Defiance Button Machine Co., New York.
Greenshields Limited. Montreal.
Williams, W., & Son, London, Eng.

Carpets, Curtains, Rugs, Window Shades, etc.

Brock, W. R. Co., Toronto.
China & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Cj., Ottawa.
Hees, Geo. H.. Son & Co.. Montreal and
Toronto.

Imperial Carpet Co. Toronto.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Short & Co,. Montreal.

Cash Registers, Carriers, etc
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.,
Toronto.

Cloaks, Costumes, Skirts, Shirt Waists, etc.
American Silk Waist Co., Montreal.
Berlin Robe & Clothing Co.. Berlin.

Brock, W. R.,Co., Toronto.
China and Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Empire vlfg. Co , Montreal
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montreal.
Knox, John. Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Lederer, O. L., Montreal.
Mishkin, I., & Co., Montreal.
New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros., Dublin, Ireland.

Ripley, E., & Son, London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Er;g.

Short & Co., Montreal
|

Clota Measures.
Brock, W. R , Co., Montreal.

Combs, Brushes and Mirrors.
Brophy, Cains Limited, Montreal.
Short & Co,, Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Commission Agents.
Flaws, R., & Sons, Toronto.
Deftiez, Alfred, Toronto.

Cottons, Prints, Shirtings, etc
Brock, W. R Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

" Kingcot " Cottons.
Knox, John, <fe Co , Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe M ddleton & Co., London, Eng.
" Viyella"— Hollins, Wm., & Co., Lon-

don, Eng.
Cotton Batting.
Dominion Wadding Co., Montreal.

Cushions, Pillows, Quilts, Etc.
Brock, W. R. Co , Toronto and Montreal.
Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Toronto.
Denton, Mitchell & Dui.can, Toronto.
Gordon, Mackay <X Co.. Toronto.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Toronto.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester

and London, Eng.
Ideal Bedding Co., Montreal, Toronto and
Winni. eg.

Toronto Feather & Down Co-, Toronto.

Dress Goods, Silks, etc.
Bradford Dyers Association, Bradford, Eng.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Mntreal.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co , Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal, Que-
bec and Toronto.

Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie., Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Monireal.
Harris & Co., Rockwood, Ont.
Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Hollins, Wm., & Co., London, Eng.

Ishikawa, K., &Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Pirn Brothers & Co., Dublin Ireland.

Priestleys'—Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Rickard, T., & Co., London, Eng.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Drees Shields, etc
Kleinert, I. B , Rubber Co., Toronto.

Dyers, Cleaners, etc.

Bradford Dyers Assn., London, Eng.
British American Dyeing Co., Montreal,
Toronto, Ottawa and Quebec.

Hermsdorf, Louis. New York.
Parker, R., & Co., Toronto.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester.

Finance. Insurance, etc.

Bank of Bermuda, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bank of N. T. Buttetfield & Son, Hamilton,

Bermuda.
British America Assurance Co., Toronto.
Confederation Life Association, Toronto.
Merchants Mercantile Co., Montreal.
Meropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co..Toronto.

Flannels, Flannelettes, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., Manchester
and London, Eng.

Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Frillings.
Fairbairn, Rhys D., Toronto.

Furs.
Alexandor, A. J., Montreal.
Leak Fur Co., Montreal.
McComber, J. E., Montreal.
Paquet. J. Arthur, Quebec.
Peck, John W., & Co., Montreal.
Revillion Bros., Montreal.
St. Louis Furs.
Swift, Copland & Co., Montreal.
Wiliiims, W., & Son, London, Eng.

General Dry Goods.
Brock, W R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains, Limited, Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Hirshson, L., & Co., Montr al.

Knox, John, Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
Macdonald, John. & Co., Toronto.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe Middleton & Co., London, Eng.

Gloves, Mittens, etc.

Brock, W. R., Co., Montreal and Toronto.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal
Canadian Glove and Mitien Co., Ingersoll.
Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Pewny's Kid Gloves—Greenshields Limited,
Montreal.

Storey, W. H. & Sons. Acton.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Handkerchiefs.
Brock, W. R., Cj., Toronto.
Brophy, Cains Limited.
t hina & Japan Silk Co., Toronto.
Garland. John M.. Son & Co., Ottawa.
Ishikawa. K., & Co., Toronto.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Hat Fasteners.
Fair Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.
Security Fastener Co., Toronto.

Hats, Caps, Etc.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Hooks, Eyes and Fasteners.
Francis Hook and Eye Fastener Co., Niagara

Falls, N.Y.
Hose Supporters.

Kleinert, I. B., Bubber Co., Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.

Laces and Veils.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John, & Co., Hamilton.
Kyle, Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

Ladies' Neokwear.
Fairbairn, Rhys D. Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough & Co., Montreal.
Pirn Bros & Co., Dublin, Ireland.

Ledgers, Loose Leaf.
Grain, Rolla L., Co., Ottawa.

Linings and Canvases.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
McDougall, A., & Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.

Linen, Silk, Cotton and Woolen Threads,
Yarns, Etc.

Baldwin, J & J., & Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Brophy-Cams Limited, Montreal.
Frank & Bryce, Montreal.
Greenshield Limited, Montreal.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton
Liddell, Wm., Belfast, Ireland.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.

Mending Wools.
Baldwin, J. & J. «x Partners, Halifax, Eng.
Faire Bros. & Co., I eicester, Eng

Men's and Boys' Ready - Made Clothing
(Overalls, Leather and Rain-coats, Sweat-
ers, etc).

Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto and Montreal.
Garland, John M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Livingstone Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng.
Virgoe Middleton & Co., L mdon E.C.Eng.
Wilkins, Robert C, Montreal.

Millinery, Ribbons, etc
Barry, Walter & Co., Montreal.
Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.
Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Montreal,
Quebec and Toronto.

Garland, John M , Son & Co., Ottawa.
Green>hields limited, Monireal.
Hirshson, L., & Co.. Montreal.
Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.
McCall, D. Co.. Toronto
McKinnon, S. F., & Co., Toronto.

Needles.
Morrall, Abel, Redditch, Eng.

Novelties and Notions.
Brophy, Cains, Limited, Montreal.
China & Japan Silk Co
Faire Bros., & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John. M., Son, & Co., Ottawa.
Greenshields Limited, Montreal.
Porter. A. T. Importing Co., Toronto.
Short & Co., Montreal.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.
Westwood, C. H., & Co., Toronto.
Wrinch, McLaren & Co., Toronto.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums
Dominion Oil Cloth Co , Montreal.
Imperial Carpet Co., Montreal.
Rylands & Sons Manchester, Eng.

Papier Maohe Forms, Wax Figures, etc
Delfosse & Co., Mont eal. •

Palmenberg's, J. R., Sons, New York.
Richardson, A. S., Toronto and Montreal.

Rubber Collars.
Arlington Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Sootoh Hollands.

King, John, & Son, Glasgow, Scotland.

Shirts, Collars, Ties, etc
Allied Mfg. Co., Montreal.
Brock, W. R., Toronto.
Empire Mfg. Co.. Montreal.
Garland, John M.. Son & Co., Ottawa.
Ishikawa, K., & Co., T ronto.
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Niagara Neckwear Co. , Niagara Falls.
Success Brand Shirts and Co lars.

Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Skirt Bindings.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Smallwares.
Brock. W. R., Co., Montreal.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Porter, A. T.. Importing Co., Toronto.
Short & Co., Mcntreal.
Weese, G. A. & Son, Toronto.

Staples and Linens.
Brock, W. R., Co., Toronto.
Garland, John M., Son & Co., Ottawa.
Garneau, P., Fils & Cie, Quebec.
Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.
Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto.
Liddell, Wm., & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Old Bleach Linen Co., Randalstown, Ireland.
Rylands & Sons, Manchester, Eng,
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Stapling Machine*
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Store Fixtures.
Clatw rthy & Son.. Montreal.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Store Lighting.
Auer Light Co., Montreal.
Luxfer Prism Co., Montreal and Toronto.

Suspenders.
Berlin Suspender and Button Co., Berlin

Ont.
Dominion Suspender Co., Niagara Falls.

Tapes.
Faire Bros. & Co., Leicester, Eng.

Telephones.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.

Toys and Games.
Weese, G. A., & Son, Toronto.

Typewriters.
United Typewriter Co., Toronto.

Umbrellas, Parasols, etc.

Allied Mfg. Companies, Montreal.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.

Underwear, Hosiery, etc.

Allen & Turtle, Belfast, Ireland.

Berlin Robe and Clothing Co., Berlin.

Cartwright & Warners, Loghborough, Eng.
" Ceetee " brand—lurnbull, C, Co., Gait.

Chipman-Holton, Knittingn Co., Hamilton.
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Macdonald, John, & Co., Toronto.
McDowell, Andrew H., Co., Montreal.
Penman Co., Paris, Ont.
Schofield Woolen Co., Oshawa.
Stratford Knitting Co., Stratford.

Truro Knitting Mills Co., Truro, N.S.
" Viyella"—Wm Hollins & Co., London, Eng
Watson, Mfg., Co., Paris.

Wreyford & Co., Toronto.

Upholsterers' Supplies.
Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Velvets, Velveteens and Cords.
Debenham, Caldecott Co., 'Toronto.
Kyle, Cheeseborough, & Co., Montreal.
Worrall, J. & J. M., Manchester, Eng.
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Eisman Novelty Mfg. Co., Toronto.

Wall Paper.
Menzie WhII Paper Co., Toroi to.
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Watson-Foster Co., Limited, Mont eal.
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Waterproof and Eubber Goods.
Craveneite Co., Bradford, Eng
Knox, John & Co., Hamilton.
Law. Russell & Co., Bradford and London.
Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.. Montreal
National Rubber Co , Montreal.

Window Shades, Curtain Poles, etc.

Hees, Geo. H., Son & Co., Montreal and
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Brock, W. R., Co.. Toronto
Fisher, John, & Sons, Montreal and Toronto.
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HousefurnisHings
Carpets

Curtains and
Wallpaper

Decorations

Bedding
Upholstery

Crockery

DOWN COMFORTERS
COTTON COMFORTERS
BED PILLOWS

WHITE CUSHIONS
COSIES, MUFF BEDS, etc.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATIO FEATHERS BOUGHT

The Toronto Feather & Down Company, Limited
74 King Street West, - TORONTO

lUbHt lUbnii

CUSHIONS
Good EnglisK Cambric Covering
Soft, Buoyant Filling

Very LigKt and Durable

We are running an order tHroug'H tKe factory of several
Hundred dozens of one size only, 20 " x 20 ", and can in-

clude your order for unbroKen dozens at a price wHicH
"will enable you to sell them for tKe CHristmas trade as a

genuine bargain. You may retail them profitably at our
reg'ular wholesale price for a similar cushion.

BETTER WRITE TO-DAY

The Ideal Bedding Co., Limited
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg'
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•NOT IN THE COMBINE"

ACTUAL PROOF
IS OUR STRONGEST
ARGUMENT.

We know that we make the

Goods—and want to convince

you that we do. A

MENZIE LINE
EXPRESS SAMPLE SET

will prove conclusively all we

claim for our papers.

it jj

WRITE FOR ONE TO-DAY
WE PREPAY CHARGES.

THE

MENZIE WALL PAPER CO
LIMITED

TORONTO, - CANADA
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GEO. H. HEES, SON & CO.

fN addition to Window Shades and Shade Goods
of all kinds, either in piece goods, mounted on

spring rollers, laced, fringed or decorated, Curtain

Poles and Trimmings, Stair Plates and Metal

Goods, we also manufacture and import Lace Cur-

tains, Tapestry and Chenille Curtains and Table
|

Covers, Couch and Furniture Coverings, Portieres

and Draperies, Silks and Burlaps, for Wall Cover-

ings, Silk and Cotton Plushes, and a general stock

of Upholsterers' Supplies.

Many of the above goods are from our own

looms in Valleyfield, P.Q. We carry an immense

stock of these goods, and fill all orders promptly.

We are making a specialty of LACE
CURTAINS, prices from 20c. to $15.00 per pair.

N.B.— We sell these goods at a price that

\ affords the retailer large profits.

X —===== X

\ GEO. H. HEES, SON &. CO., 1"""
{

•71 Bay Street, - TORONTO t

> »»»»X
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)

1 DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO.,
LIMITED

Manufacturers

of

Linoleum
Floor Oil Cloth

Table Oil Cloth

Enamelled Oil Cloth

Carriage Oil Cloth

Stair Oil Cloths

Mats or Rugs

Decorative Burlaps

A large stock of Linoleum, Floor and Table Oil Cloths are

carried at all times and Prompt Deliveries are guaranteed.

OUR LINES ARE HANDLED BY ALL OF THE WHOLESALE
DRY GOODS TRADE IN CANADA

Office and Works: MONTREAL
104
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CARPETS
A CARPET-USING COUNTRY.

ANADIANS are the greatest carpet-

using people in the world," said a

large dealer in carpets to a Review

man recently. "The almost univer-

sal use of carpets here is one of the

characteristic features of the coun-

try. Nor is their use confined to

cheaper grades. On the contrary

the tendency is strongly towards better qualities."

It was suggested that probably the cold climate

which prevailed for several months in the year might ex-

plain this.

The carpet man agreed that this had something to

do with it but there were other causes operating in the

same direction. "The demands of Canadians are general-

ly for what is of better quality. Fifteen years ago the

carpet trade was entirely different from what it now is.

It has been undergoing an evolution. In those days cheap

carpets were sold in great quantities. Those made from

jute fibres were everywhere in evidence. Now this trade

has dwindled to nothing. Mattings and linoleums have

displaced these lower quality goods."

"Besides the ordinary education of the public to the

use of better carpets, there has of late years been a re-

version to the old methods of merchandising, which ob-

tained twenty years ago. This has had a decided in-

fluence in raising the standards of quality in carpets. The

system of easy weekly payments is coming into very

general use again and this undoubtedly breeds an ex-

travagant spirit in the buying public.

"Where cash was the only method of doing business

the buyer had to pay down the whole amount and it

looked big. Now if a woman goes into a store with

twenty dollars to buy a carpet, nine times out of ten

the merchant will persuade her to buy a better grade

for thirty and will let her pay her twenty dollars down
and arrange for the other ten in easy payments. Even

the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, who never before have

swerved from the no credit principle, are working a

credit system in the housefurnishing department."

The importance of credit in developing the sale of

higher priced articles cannot be over-estimated. This is

particularly the case where the article bought is one

which will last a long time and will be prominently dis-

played. The average housewife is decidedly particular in

the matter of carpets or other housefurnishings. The
inclination, then, to buy good grades is present and only

needs some encouragement in the way of easy payments
to have it satisfied.

AN ILL-OMENED RUG.

A
RUG, sent by the Sultan of Turkey to the present

Czarina of Russia on the occasion of her last baby's

birth, is said to be one known as "The Bloodstained

Rug of the Tenth Century," which was taken from the

walls of a Moorish palace in the twelfth century, when
it was pronounced bewitched. It next appeared in Rome
in the fourteenth century, but was banished from an Ital-

ian palace because of its uncanny influence and was
moved from place to place during the next 100 years,

leaving death and destruction in its wake. It was lost

during the sixteenth century, reappearing in the palace

of the Sultan at the beginning of the eighteenth, where
it remained until sent to St. Petersburg, where it ar-

rived at the beginning of the war with Japan.

The reports now are that the Czarina fears the bane-

ful influence of the rug and has sent the young heir to

the throne to a place known only to herself and to her

husband, the Czar.

LOWER LINOLEUM PRICES.

I

^ ARLY last month new prices on Canadian linoleum

j were given to the trade by the Dominion Oilcloth

Co., Limited. A reduction of two cents per square

yard was made on the popular eight-quarter printed line

on A, B, C and D qualities, while E quality was reduced

one cent per square yard. Qualities C and D on the

eight-quarter plain each show a cut of two cents per

square yard. The revised price list of this firm at time

of writing now reads as follows :

Linoleum.

Widths : 8-4 Plain 8-4 Printed 16-4 Plain 16-4 Printed

A quality per square yard .60 .63 .65 .75

B " .50 .53 .58 .65

C " .38 .40 .46 .50

D " 32 .33 .40 .42

E " .27 .27 .33 .35

Floor Oil Cloth.

No. 1 quality, in widths of 4-4, 5 4, 6-4, 8-4 and 10-4 per square yard. .32

No. 2 quality, " 4-4, 5-4, 6 4, 8-4 and 10-4 " " ..24

No. 3 quality, " 4-4, 5-4, 6-4, 8 4 and 10-4 " " ..19

Mats or rugs, No. 2 quality, all sizes 30

Canvas Stair Oil Cloth.

Widths : 2-4 5-8 3-4 44

Canvas back Per lineal yard .10

.12

.1214

.15

.15

.18 .22

Terms : Cash, less 3 per cent. Length of pieces, 30 yards.

A Big Fight.

As pointed out last month the lower prices on Cana-

dian floor oilcloth and linoleum were at once made to

conserve this market, owing to a fierce struggle between

English and Scotch manufacturers which has resulted in

their issuing lower prices to the trade. These cuts wen
at once met by Canadian manufacturers although such i

policy means actual loss. Across the line where foreign

markets do not interfere seriously with trade two ad-

vances have been made by the manufacturers and they

claim that their present schedule is scarcely high enough

to give them a proper margin of profit. The Review has

pointed out for many months the high quotations of all

raw materials used in the making of linoleum and oil-

cloth as a sure indication of a new and higher list of

prices and but for the struggle in foreign markets such

would have been the inevitable result. Owing to the

shortage of the jute supply, burlaps have scored an ex-

ceptional rise and this naturally affects linoleum. Lin-

seed oil, which is largely used, is also higher and firm in

tone.

Jobbers have taken advantage of the favorable prices

on these lines and have anticipated future wants as far

as possible. The majority have covered up till the end of

the year. Scotch manufacturers who competed with the

English lines, by manufacturing the lower grades, have

been confronted with cuts under them made by the Eng-

lish manufacturers who have long held this trade. It is
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generally expected that a settlement will be made a1 an

early date. The English trade is 1 in m^lit to have the

better chance if an early peace is not made Trade con

linues brisk in these lines as the Spring season draws

nearer, and retailers have not delayed purchasing. A

revision of prices on a scale in accord with the actual

ciist will certainly he made when a sett lenient is leach-

ed. The moral for retailers is obvious.

A FAVORABLE SEASON.

RETAIL business is exceeding fondest expectations,

and in the matter of window displays and adver-

tising city stores are to the fore. The fact that

moving is being done in the Fall, as well as the Spring,

promotes interest in these lines; another strong reason

is the tendency to re-furnish during the Fall. These con-

ditions must not be overlooked in smaller centres. In

three-quarter goods fine Brussels and Wiltons arc doing

the bulk of the business for good trade. Green tones are

favored in this particular. Customers are realizing that

it ultimately pays to buy this class of goods. Liggets,

Montreal, ran some good "Reason Why" advertising

copy, pushing the sale of the better class of goods.

Tapestries are in strong demand throughout the coun-

try and prices are very firm on these goods. The yard

and a half width is being taken up in many cent

Velvets are also asked for by country trade, who have
difficult] in selling goods over the dollar mark, Ingrain
carpets are selling, but are bj no means the favo

of years ago, which illustrates the general prosperity of

the count
i
j

.

Rugs to the Front.

The preference for rugs is noted in all class*

stoics. This is due to the fact that even in small een
tres hardwood floors are being introduced. Thi~ a

the introduction of rugs. New houses constantly

mand rugs, and for this reason carpets are assured for

re-furnishing the vast majority of old ones. Cheap
Smyrnas arc in good request, but much interest is shown
in Brussels, Wilton and Axn.inster rugs. Real Orientals
are also featured.

Oilcloths and linoleum are doing a fair amount of

business at retail. Their use has been extended remark-
ably, and they are bein« pushed in centres where previ-

ously unknown. The trade press across the line has given

managers of local departments an entirely erroneous im-
pression regarding the prices on Spring lines. A specialty

house furnishing journal has stated that two advances
have been made by English manufacturers, whereas the

truth is these lines have been cuts.

CURTAINS.
PRINCIPLES OF DECORATION.

IN
decorating a room there are two considerations to

bear uppermost in mind : Proportions as affected

by color and proportions as affected by design.

It is easily understood that a la-rgc room may be

safely furnished with large pieces of furniture, but where

there is a wide expanse of floor space care must be exer-

cised to secure broken heights : in a high-ceilinged room

the furniture must not be all high; in a low-ceilinged

room the furniture must not be all low.

The wall and fabric designs must be of a size pro-

portionate to the size of the room, and the color treat-

ment of a well-lighted room must be subdued to offset

the glare of the natural illumination; or the natural

illumination subdued to soften the color treatment;

glare and vulgarity must be avoided.

Borders may be safely used on the wall or on the

carpet of any large room with high ceilings, but wall

borders should be avoided where the ceilings are low,

for they foreshorten the height effect, same as a border-

on the floor foreshortens the floor expanse. For this

reason we would avoid borders on the floor of a small

room to make it look larger, and we would use wide

borders in a large room with a low ceiling so that the

floor may be foreshortened.

One may utilize in a large room, poorly lighted,

masses of luminous colors to give artificial sunlight to

the room deficient therein, but in the small, poorly

lighted room this treatment should be avoided because,

while artificial light is desirable, luminous colors are ad-

vancing colors, and they would make a small room look

all the smaller; therefore in this case we suggest the use

of white woodwork, and in the color treatment we would

avoid contrasts, but would suggest harmonics of analogy

in receding colors, soft grays, greens, and blues. These

are not luminous colors; they are the opposite, but

they are receding colors, and will make a small room

look the larger, while the white will give light effects,

and if the room may appear a trifle sombre it can be

easily relieved with the bright colors of the bric-a-brac

and with a touch of gold here and there on the wall.

The carpet should always be in the low tone, and
in a small room a bordered carpet should be always
tabooed. So also should one avoid the use of one rag
so placed that a border of woodwork shows beneath it,

because this gives the border effect and makes a small
floor space look the smaller. Better use small rugs.

The use of a lot of narrow rugs along the length of a

narrow room will make the room look all the narrower,
but a number of rugs placed crosswise would make a

room look larger.

The chart which we have prepared will give even the
man who understands it all a quicker grasp of the points
involved.

ALTHOUGH
month in

DECEMBER BUSINESS.

December is not considered the best

the year for the curtain department, yet

if it be handled well it should add considerably to

the total sales of the year. The house itself is usually
remembered when gifts are being made at Christmas,
and nothing is more suitable than a pair of curtains foi

one of the rooms.

To accomplish sales it will be necessary to show the

goods. This is the point in which many stores fail, as

has been pointed out in this department several times
before. Let the customers sec the goods. Get some
kind of a fixture which will permit you to expose them
without them becoming mussed and shopworn.

Devices for accomplishing this end are not difficult

to provide. A light wooden rack which anybody could

make is enough to show curtains to advantage, Hang
them over a top rung and let them overlap so that a

comparison can be made. In this way the curtain idea

is raised in the sightseer's mind and a sale becomes at

least possible.

In this department, as in all others, there is great

virtue in price cards and show tickets. It makes it SO
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much easier for the salesman if these arc used exten

sively. On the one hand, it. obviates the necessity of

going into long explanations where t ho juice is prohibi-

tive, and on the other hand such tickets naturally arrest

the attention of passersby and an interest is developed,

where a mere showing of the goods would be ineffective.

A point of considerable importance is to have some

one member of the selling stall particularly well up in

tli is department. Familiarity with the stock is gained

only by close attention to it. and it behooves the one

who is especially picked out for this position to become

more expert than anyone who is likely to come in to

Iniv from him. Specialists are becoming more important

everj day. and the man who can sell curtains intelli

gently is a valuable acquisition to the store. Learn the

subject thoroughly.

BUILDING OPERATIONS BEGUN.

GROUND has been broken and building operations

have begun cm the new building which Geo. IT.

Hees, Son & Co., arc electing on Bay street, To-

ronto. The building will be of steel construction and

will be Eire-proof throughout, and will be a fine addition

to the wholesale district of Toronto. Mr, Hees stated

to a Review man that they expect to be able to occupy

the building by March 1st.

EATON INCREASES CURTAIN SPACE.

AS a result of the opening of the addition to the T.

Eaton Co.'s store in Toronto, the curtain and car-

pet departments have been more than doubled in

size. The entire floor space on one floor of the new

building has been added to the old department, and to-

gether they make a complete and extensive selling room.

This was one of the departments in the big store which

used to suffer greatly from insufficient space. Under the

present arrangements a customer can be shown goods

and can make a choice without any interference from

others. This idea is one which all big stores try to de-

velop in their furnishing department.

The store of Alex. Kawake & Co., dry goods mer-

chants, of Summerside, P.E.I., was completely destroyed

by fire early last month.

BLANKETS, BEDDING, COMFORTERS
WOOL AND COTTON BLANKETS.

AX active season at retail is now being experienced

and city stores are doing everything possible to

further sales. Now is the. accepted time for judici-

ous display and space in the advertising appropriation

for the bedding department. Wool blankets are, if pos-

sible, increasing in favor, and progressive stores report

satisfactory sales. Higher prices have not been detri-

mental in this respect. Union blankets priced around

$3 are doing well for popular trade, while the pure wool

goods are in demand in good stores. Canadian made
blankets do the bulk of the business, but Scotch blankets

retailing from $6 to $10, and running in weight from

six to ten pounds are inquired for. A popular weight is

the eight-pound blanket in size 68 x 88. The largest

sales in city stores are made on blankets running from

five to eight pounds in weight.

A decided improvement is noted in stitching and

borders. Stereotyped pink and blue effects are enlivened

by many Jaequard borders. Many firms insist upon buy-

ing these goods by the pound but all sell blankets by

the pair. This method of buying is not always eaxct,

and a good buyer relies more upon size and quality.

However, the size is hardly a safe criterion, and the

weight is a pretty safe policy to buy upon. Prices for

immediate delivery for English and Canadian blankets

have advanced froim two to ten cents per pound, accord-

ing to quality. Many jobbers are protecting their cus-

tomers and stock-taking sales this month find blankets

among the choice offerings in jobbers' hands.

A point emphasized by one city store in the buying
of their wool blankets is the necessity for single blankets

instead of pairs. This store buys wool blankets cut

single and whipped top and bottom. The reason for

this is obvious, as single blankets are useful in this

climate, and sales are often effected by means of this

argument,

Flannelette and cotton blankets in the larger sizes

and heavier weights are selling this month, to be uti-

lized for sheets. Their largest sale is undoubtedly in

the Summer season when they are in splendid request

for camping and outing purposes. The 10-4 blanket,

does the bulk of the business, but the larger sizes are in-

creasing in favor. A creamy white, as in the wool

blankets, is very popular, but grey leads in sales. A
tan color has had some little attention paid to it lately.

The variety of border is endless and color combinations

are commendable.

Comforters.

Wadded comforters retailing from $1 upwards are

doing exceptionally well. The chief essential is to se-

cure a large assortment of colors to suit all decorative

purposes. Minute attention to detail in manufacture
should be closely watched. Down comforters retailing

from $3.50 upwards follow ,the same characteristics. All

classes of stores report this trade increasing to a re-

markable extent. One store stated that whereas a few
years ago they sold about four dozen of these down com-
forters they expect to sell well over six hundred this

year. They have every argument in their favor.

Location and Display.

The accepted location of this department is in the

carpet or house furnishing department, but there arc

notable exceptions. Henry Morgan & Co., Montreal,
show these poods in a prominent position on the main
floor along with many staple lines such as linens and
cottons. The position is based upon the fact that these
goods should be accessible

, and need plenty of display.

In this department the comforters are arranged upon
shelves built especially for the purpose, while the coun-
ter is '-well taken up with draped displays of comforters
with the price plainly marked. The wool blankets arc
shown by means of samples, while the stock is carried
in the basement. The bedding department of W. II

Scroggie Co., Limited, Montreal, is located on the third
floor alon«- with house furnishings. Comforters are dis-

played on large tables, and the chief policy exemplified
is a desire to show the goods. Woolen blankets are

shown in the cases in which they arrive with a sample
pair upon the top of the case. Weight, size and price

are plainly marked.
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CHINA AND GLASSWARE
SELLING QUALITIES.

GLASSWARE sells because it is beautiful and attrac-

tive. Considering this a merchant should keep it

constantly before his attention to have his stock

blight and polished. As the holiday season comes on buy-

eis become more attracted by what would make good yet

inexpensive presents. There is nothing which will serve

this purpose better than articles of glassware. They
show up exceptionally well and have the additional virtue

of serviceability. No class of goods are so extensively

bought for presents as this. They range from expensivo

cut glass down to pieces at 5 and 10 cents.

The advantage of this line is that cut glass effects

are worked in the smallest priced goods. Fruit dishes,

water caraffes, Ditchers and glasses, vases, etc., can all

be bought at a price to make them profitable for re-

tailing.

11 is well to catch people when they are in the spirit

for buying. If they want to buy little novelties, such

should be offered to Ihem.

Method of Display.

Most drygoodsmen don't make very much from their

glassware counter and the reason can be found by a com-

parison of them with the 5 and 10 cent department of

an up-to-date china store. In the latter a customer is

met with the utmost brilliancy in every direction. This

dazzling display is secured by skillful arrangement of

shelves and background. Mirrors are used at the back of

the shelves and heavy glass constitutes the shelves them-

selves. Black velvet, too, is used to the utmost advan-

tage. With these accessories the cheap stock looks like

cut glass.

Keep Stock Bright.

Moreover, the glass and china ware is kept scrupu-

lously clean and polished up to the highest point. The

articles are shown to their very best advantage. There

's no reason why this should not be done in the dry

goods store. In fact, on account of its smaller area it

should be much easier to keep the stock in shape than in

a big store.

Stock should not be kept undei cover. The features
which make glassware most saleable would be lost alto-

gether if it was kept in cases and boxes. 11 must be
shown to be sold.

The profits in this department are liberal. 5 and
10 cent stores run over forty per cent, profit. The
drygoodsman might just as well have this. With no ad-
ditional expense for management or room, it should prove
most popular. (Jive it a fair trial during the coming
season.

CREATE A DEMAND FOR CHINA.

IN
this line particularly the merchant who limits him-

self to staples gets the small end of the profit busi-

ness, and the unsatisfactory part besides. A cus-

tomer will waste time haggling over the price of sheet-

ing or white cups and saucers, because they make up the

actual needs, and the money goes hard. When a piece of

merchandise strikes her fancy and creates a desire to

possess, she pays the price with little argument. The
merchant who once brings himself to see the possibilities

within the scope of this department will make better and
more profitable use of it. There is a good profit to be
extracted besides any amount of good material to use

with beneficial effect on the business as a whole. This
latter qualification is really the best side of the line.

This does not mean that profits need be sacrificed, but

rather that it is possible to get a double draw. There
are not many lines of goods where the consumer is so

completely at sea as to value. Most any piece of china

among the endless variety suggests greater value and
higher price than it could be sold for. The ornamental
nature of the goods carries this suggestion, hence they

are always interesting when presented in a clean, attrac-

tive manner. Right here is where a great many mer-
chants err. They allow the department to shift for itself

and when there is occasion to show a lady the goods,

they are anything but attractive, being soiled and dust-

covered. The clean, well-kept wholesale show rooms
about the market should prove an object lesson to mer-
chants.

WALL PAPER
PROSPECTS BRIGHT FOR WALL PAPER.

WALL paper mills are working to their full capa-

city to get out their orders for Spring delivery.

The season has proved better than was expected

even by the most optimistic manufacturer. Orders have

been uniformly heavy, and as the samples show there

should be an attractive season ahead for the retail mer-

chant.

A noticeable feature of the orders which are now
coming in is the large number of drygoodsmen who are

seeing the advantage of handling this profitable line. It

has become recognized as an integral part of the house-

furnishing stock, and a progressive merchant cannot

afford to neglect it.

Development and expansion are the watchwords of

the present time. From the biggest departmental store

in the great cities to the small store in the country

village, the one idea running through all is to carry as

many lines as can be handled economically.

Carpets have always been recognized as belonging
primarily to the dry goods store. They are practically

the same material as the other lines in the store. So,
too, curtains are distinctly a part of the dry goods
stock. But you cannot separate two parts of the house-
lurnishing department. Wall paper must go with car-

pets and curtains, and hence it must be included in the
dry goods store.

Make your preparations now l>> seeing samples and
ordering a line of wall papers. The advantages of

handling this stock are many. Its immediate benefits

consist in a good profit and a quick turnover. If the
stock is judiciously bought there will he very little left

on the shelves when the season is over. The time when
much space or attention has to he devoted to it is short,

and the regular selling staff can handle it. There is
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nothing intricate or technical to require the care of an

expert. An eye for artistic effects is enough, and it is

always possible to find a person with this in a dry goods

store, where the harmony of colors must be constantly

considered.

In addition to this, every new department brings

people into the store who might not be attracted by
anything else. All of these are possible buyers for gen-

eral dry goods, and by bringing them into contact with

the goods sales should follow. It is an important thing

to induce the buying public to come into the store. The
attractions inside should do the rest.

For all of these reasons we strongly recommend dry-

goodsmen to take up this line of business. It will add
perceptibly to the gross sales and to the net profits. It

is worthy of close consideration.

in getting satisfactory returns. These arc given briefly in

a clear and concise form. One of these will be gladly

sent to any dealer upon application to Stauntons. In

writing kindly mention The Review.

GIVE PARTICULARS WHEN SENDING FOR
SAMPLES.

THE requests made of the wall paper manufacturers for

samples are very numerous, and in most cases deal-

ers when writing for samples neglect to give any de-

tails such as would acquaint the factory with the class

or price of goods wTanted. Sometimes a request will come
in reading simply thus : "Please send samples of wall

paper." As each factory has hundreds of colorings, run-

ning all the way from 3 cents or under up to 30 or 40

cents, or even more, per roll, it will be seen that the

factory has to reply in a very hit-or-miss fashion.

Again, the dealer often loses sight of .the fact that it

is very desirable to know whether the samples are want-

ed to enable the inquirer to purchase a general selection

for stock, or only a few colorings for some special job.

If the samples are required for the latter nim<- ••< the

goods in all probability will be wanted for immediate de-

livery ; this should be mentioned, as no wall pa^er fac-

tory has its entire line of goods in stock at any time, and

it should always be stated whether the goods are wanted

for immediate shipment or for delivery for Spring trade.

In the case of snecial jobs information should be given

that would define the kind of room to be papered, some-

thing of the style of paper desired and what color effects

are preferred, also about the price the dealer desires to

pay. Where large quantities are needed, such as in

churches, lodge rooms, stores, etc., the quantity required

or the size of the room should be given.

INSTALL NEW MACHINERY.

THE addition to the Menzie Wall Paper Co.'s fac-

tory buildings is completed and the machinery has

just been installed. The facilities both for turning

out wall paper and for handling it after it has been

manufactured have been greatly improved. The Menzie

Company anticipate a big season's business, and with

their present plant they should be enabled to meet all

demands.

A USEFUL MEMORANDUM.

A
PRINTED memorandum has been issued by Staun-
tons, Limited, which will be of great use to retail-

ers. It outlines the information which should be
given in asking for samples. There are certain facts with
reference to colors, measurement, etc., which aid greatly

Pattern 536 of "The Menzie Line."

Above cut is reproduced from a two-strip panel, each of the lower panels being
made with three pieces—the upper with four.

Herbert C. Jarvis, president of the Empire Wall

Paper Co., of Toronto, is on a trip out west. Mr.

Jarvis intends opening a branch of his establishment in

Winnipeg, that they may handle their western business
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THE

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
have an important proposition to lay before

the trade. Write for particulars of our

CUT ORDER DEPARTMENT
WILTONS, VELVETS, BRUSSELS and
TAPESTRY, WOOL and UNION CARPETS.
VELVET, TAPESTRY and UNION SQUARES.
LINOLEUM, OILCLOTH, Etc.

FRONT ST. EAST, TORONTO

Warm Clothing for Children
We have on hand to clear at job prices, a

large variety of goods, useful as well as orna-
mental, suitable for Christmas trade.

Children's Bear Coats, Knitted Jackets,
Bonnets, and Gloves.

Fur Muffs, Collars, Stoles, etc.

LADIES' GOODS Fancy Underskirts, Lace
and Silk Collarettes, Woollen and Silk Shawls,
all shades, Underwear in Lawn and Silk, Wool-
len Gloves, etc.

MEN'S UNDERWEAR, Hosiery, etc., Silk
Mufflers and Handkerchiefs.

Special line of White Damask Table Linen
with Napkins to match. Towelling on the roll.

Plush Table Covers of all sorts.

L. HIRSHSON & CO., Buyers and Sellers of Jobs,

1782 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.
TELEPHONE: Bell, Main 2715; Merchants, 636.

THE LIVINGSTONE M'F'G. CO.

Manufacturers of

Fur,

Leather,
Duck and
Sheepskin
Lined Clothing

Also Fur-Lined Vests

144 Craig Street West, Montreal, Canada

MAIL ORDERS EXECUTED PROMPTLY

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or
+ abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a" special list kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

•f
- charge.

^. Address. Business Manager.

Dry Goods Review,
Montreal and Toronto.

4

DRY GOODS REVIEW I
has enquiries from time to lime from manufacturers and others
wanting representatives in the leading business centres here
and abroad.

wiili greater facility. He investigated 'In- conditions in

that city and the new place will probably be opened in

t he neai fut m <

" ! —

RETUi
141DEO

C*^'^ Wff
V s \ \

Illustrating: pattern No. 2568 and fabric treatment, harmon-

izing with the grass cloth dado. The extension border

and corners are utilized to form the dado into

panels. Manufactured by Stauntons Limited.

A MESSAGE FROM VIRGINIA.
Brophy, Cains, Limited. Montreal, recentlj received a

curious epistle from a merchant in Ear a\va\ Wot Vir

ginia, U.S.A. The letter read as follows:

"Dear Sirs.—I had a gentleman who referred

you to me a few days ago. I will ask you foi

your prices on dry goods of all kinds that you
handle.

"Yours very truly.

Brophy, Cains, Limited, advised the merchant to

communicate with some of the New York houses

FIRE IN CAP FACTORY.
In a $15,00€ fire in the four-storey building 131-133

V'ouville Square, Montreal, on Thursday night, November

23, the stock of the Montreal Hat & Cap Manufacturing

Co. was completely destroyed. Mr. S. Abrahamson, the

proprietor, stated the loss was fully covered by insur-

ance. The building owned by K. X. St. Charles is also

fully insured. The second floor occupied bj the Hat Com-

pany was nut ted.

The building is in the congested wholesale districl

and only prompt work prevented the fire spreading.
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Every man is in business to make money and
it is easier to maKe money when you Have g'oods

tHat -will tKorougKly please your customers. W^e

maKe

WALL PAPERS
tHat -will bring you profits and g'ive you and your
customers absolute satisfaction. An examination of

our samples -will convince.

See our Salesmen or Write us for Sample
Books sent Charges Prepaid

••• *•-• •' ' '.•••'.....• • .- -••-•.••.- ..• •,-..••..*?••.*...«• ..-.• -• .. ..,-..:..•.•;...• -.•••. stSSumSSsSmSSM *•••-•

w&mv*
II

rih
fi^M

*,-Us%>1~

(..«•.»..».. '»•••••••••••••.•••••••••..•....•••••.••.••^..... »..«..,.^.^.^,

Pillows Comforters Cushions
OWING TO THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER OTHER MAKES ARE NOW

BEING SENT ALL OVER CANADA

Send for i

Sample |

i Order

They are as DOWNY AND SOFT as possible and the feathers are all guaranteed to be clean and moth-proof.

See our guarantee in Hints to Buyers' department.

Canadian Feather & Mattress Co., Limited j

Toronto and Ottawa
J

*M,*******a**********^*''—^*****J~^~* * * t * 't- »—-

T

**T-t^"t i i |..|..|..t..|. | |- 1 | i tt rrt i i niiriiiii»l
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*
BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT
Uy Howard Wellington.

t

RETAIL ACCOUNTING.

n'T
might be considered a rash statement to saj that

nnc hall oi the merchants retailing- goods do ao1

actually know the net amount of profit which has

been made on a year's business, but it is un-

doubtedly true that an immense number of dealers,

while they could state exactly the profit on a certain

article offered for sale at an advance on cost, are actu

ally ignorant of the total profit for a certain period.

Possibly it is considered a difficult task with an immense

amount of work involved to obtain from the informa-

tion, which every retailer should have, the necessary fig-

ures for the profit and loss account. This impression is

an erroneous one, as nothing could be more simple.

Marking Goods.

When goods are received the merchant will usually

check off the various lines with the invoice, and then

mark the articles at a fair advance on cost. As to this

"fair advance" a great deal may be said. Such items as

remuneration to salesmen, rent, taxes, light, insurance,

deliveries, special commissions, clerks' salaries, and oth-

er expenses, must all be taken into account when arriv-

ing at the selling price of goods. This information

should be readily obtained from every merchant's books,

and the percentage of each item in connection with the

total sales taken into account when figuring selling

prices of goods. Past experience is a good teacher in

this regard, but special circumstances may increase or

diminish these expenses, and changes should be made ac-

cordingly.

Accounts.

Every merchant should keep accounts for "General

Expenses," "Salaries," "Pent, etc.," "Delivery," "Mer-
chandise." The latter account may be sub-divided into

"Purchases" and "Sales," if it is thought advisable.

To "General Expense" account should be charged

such items of expense as postage, stationery, telegrams

or telephone calls, and such sundry expenses as cannot

be charged to any other account.

To "Salaries" account should be charged clerks' and
salesmen's salaries. Commissions on sales or bonuses

could also be charged against this account, which should

show the cost of selling- goods and maintaining the staff

necessary to do so.

To "Pent," etc., account should be charged actual

cost of renting premises occupied, and also expenses

which are involved in keeping- up the store, and which do
not enter directly into the actual cost of the goods, such

as taxes, light, water, insurance, etc.

To "Delivery" account should lie charged cost of de-

livering- goods, or cost of maintaining- rigs, horses and
harness for this purpose; also drivers' salaries, cost of

packing goods ready for delivery, such as twine, paper,

crates, boxes, etc.

Merchandise Account.

To "Merchandise" account should be charged the cost
of goods bought. A most convenient method would be
to collect all these invoices at the end of a period, usu-

ally one month, and charge the total purchases to "Mer-

chandise" account, crediting the different coneenu from
which goods were pm chased with the respective am-
ounts. It would be advisable to open accounts with

creditor, charging the various payments as made
against the amount-, credited monthly, in this way hav-
ing a complete record of all goods purchased and when
paid for. Do not rely altogether upon the statement re-

ceived, but endeavor to have some satisfactory method
of checking the correctness of every statement or draft.

This account should be charged with all allowances
made by the merchant to his customers, and should also

be credited with the total sales either at the end of the
day, week, or month. This total may be obtained
readily from the totals of the individual sales, which are

added together when the cash and charge sales books are
used, and from the total of the slips for cash sales in

the cash drawer.

Other Accounts.

If the merchant is in the habit of taking advantage
of cash discounts, or of allowing cash discounts to his

customers, an account may be opened for "Discount"
account, to which should be charged all discounts allow-
ed to customers, and credited with all discounts obtain-
ed by the dealer from the concerns sellm? him goods. In
case goods are not delivered, it would be advisable to

have a "Freight" account, to which might be coupled
"Duty," if necessary. Of course these items could be
charged direct to "Merchandise" account as being figured

in with the actual cost of the goods laid down, but if a
large number of entries are involved it is more satisfac-

tory to have a separate account.

In addition tm these accounts, which migbt be termed
"Profit and Loss" accounts, it would be advisable to

have a "Trading" account, a "Profit and Loss" account,
a "Bills Receivable and Bills Payable" account (if neces
sary), an "Equipment" account, a "Peal Estate" ac-

count (if necessary), and a "Capital" account. The
"Equipment" and "Real Estate" accounts are charged
respectively with the value of lands, properties, horses
and rigs, harness, store fittins-s, and moveable property
of all description, and the "Canital" account is credited
with the total amounts. The "Bills Receivable" account
is charged with all notes received from customers and
the customer credited. When the bill is paid at ma-
turity "Bills Receivable" account is credited, and when
all bills are paid this account will balance. "Bills Pay-
able" account is credited when a bill is accepted in pay-
ment of an account and the creditor is debited. When
the acceptance becomes due. "Bills Payable" account is

debited, and when all acceptances are paid this account
will balance.

The "Trading" account. "Profit and Loss" account,
and "Capital" account, will be treated, with illustra-

tions, in a later issue.

INSPECT MILLS.

MR. C. R. WHITEHEAD, assistant manager of the
Dominion Cotton Mills Co., inspected the com-
pany's mills at Halifax and Windsor during the

month. Mr. Geo. Wilson is now manager of both the
Halifax and Windsor mills. All the mills in the east

are working to their full capacity. Mr. J. V. Jackson,
manager of the Moncton mills, in a recent interview

said : "There has not been stich a rush of orders for

years as there is at the present time. We have all the

men we can tret employed, and are looking for more."
The present is a srreat time in the cotton industry.
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FEATURES IN
STAPLES

SHARP ADVANCES IN COTTON STAPLES.

AN engrossing topic of conversation about the

trade in Montreal and Toronto during .No

\ ember was the continued strong and peculiar

situation ot the cotton market throughout

the world, which culminated in the necessity

of all Canadian mills making decided advances in prices

in practically all lines, with the exception oi prints and

gingham.-.. These marked lists, gi\en previously in The

Kevievv, have advisedly remained unchanged as a protec-

tion to the jobbing trade, and further because they are

least afiected by the strength shown in the staple. Ac-

tive demand and short supply, supplemented by heavy

orders and a firm tone in the raw material, were fea

tures contributing to the advances made by Canadian

mills.

Whites and Greys are Dearer.

The signal of threatened advances was made during

the early days of the month by the withdrawal of all

prices from the trade by nearly all the mills, which was
interpreted as a safeguarding of their interests on re-

peat orders. As was confidently expected, and as pre-

dicted by The Iteview, the Dominion Textile Co., Limit-

ed, followed this up the middle of the month by issuing

a new list to the trade, recording an advance averaging

i of a cent per yard on low lines of whites and greys,

and i of a cent per yard on the higfier grades. The fist

all felt the advance with the exception of sheetings,

which were untouched. Ducks, drills, pillow cottons,

and cotton towels, are all higher and firm in tone. Pres-

ent prices are expected to be maintained indefinitely.

The Textile people state deliveries will be prompt
and satisfactory, although their stocks are extremely

light. The enormous demand has taxed their capacity,

and they are pushed for deliveries. The Cornwall and
York list of prices closely follows the same tendency.

Jobbers' stocks vary in quantity and their policies re-

garding prices will be regulated accordingly. Travelers

are loth to have to mark up prices, and wherever pos

sible advances will not be made at once. It is a losing

game for many houses.
$

TICKINGS, DENIMS, ETC., HIGHER IN PRICE.

1HE full strength of present cotton conditions is

shown in the forced advances on many lines of

tickings, denims, domets, and flannelettes, which
have staple standard prices to the trade in order to be

retailed at a certain hgure. Striped flannelettes have

all been advanced a quarter of a cent per yard on lines

iimning from 4i to 7£ cents. If jobbers have to ask

8i cents for former 8 cent numbers the 10 cent retail

price is rendered impossible, and the condition is hard

to solve. Other branches of the trade have settled this

problem of standard retail prices bj reducing quality,

and thus turning out goods at the old figure. Hosiery

and underwear is a notable example. Domets in the

new lists sent out by tlie Canadian Colored Cotton Mills

on the 20th of November, show advances ranging from

| to i a cent per yard. Tickings have roughly scored an

advance to the trade of i cent per yard, while the well

known A C A brand is up one full cent in two half cent

jumps. Denims and apron gingham- also I'll advances

from a quartei to a half cent per yard, according t<>

quality. All grades of staple linings, including cam
brics, silc.Ma.-,, percalines, taffetas, and mercerized go

an- up in price from advances during tin- Summer, and
tin- mai kel is ext remelj stroi

Deliveries on many lines will I,.- bad. to saj the

least, and ginghams are expected to be prominent in

this respect. Throughout the entire world all classes of

domestics are in the same condition lot- both immediate
and lut me delivery. The English market is extremelj
bare of goods, and this difficulty has been apparent in

the trouble of jobbers to secure print- to sell at ten

cents. [English mills will take no repeats on these lines,

and retailers handling these goods should order early foi

maximum quantities, as stocks in the season will be out

of the question. English mills refuse orders on many
lines except for May and .June delivery.

AN AUTHORITATIVE VIEW.

COMMENTING with The Review man on the peculiar

and strong cotton situation, Mr. George I.. Cains.

Greenshields Limited, who particularly oversees the

destinies of these strong departments, and is known as

an authority in the trade, attributed the present remark
able scarcity throughout the world to the remarkably
high price of the staple two years ago which resulted in

mills making cloths in as small quantities as possible.

"Mills have never recovered from this condition." con-

tinued Mr. Cains, "as the Lancashire, United States

and Canadian markets plainly show. Hardships in the

Lancashire cotton trade, owing to the closing of the

mills, were not exaggerated a year ago. and the strike at

Fall River, supplemented by short time runs, fixed tilings

in the United States, while here, as all know, many
mills only ran three days a week. Insufficient water
supply, as at St. Croix, makes trouble in certain lines

of domets. However, the chief source of bad deliveries

arises from the fact that cloths are not largely storked

owing to the excessive price of the staple which pre-

vented mills from manufacturing and anticipating future

wants."

Another wholesale buyer identified with the buying of

sheetings, denims, tickings and cottonades, con-

sidered present advances made by the Canadian mills

had been forced, first owing to the continued strength of

the staple, but secondly, and of more importance even,

to the fact that they have so many orders on their

books that they cannot deliver until March or April. He
anticipates that deliveries will be bad throughout the

range, as was the case with sheetings a year ago. Canton

flannels, warps and yarns will all be scarce. The trade-

's advised to order early.

Mr. Cleghorn, manager of the staple departments for

the W. R. Brock Co., Limited. Montreal, felt the situa-

tion for Spring would be difficult respecting deliveries,

but anticipated no serious trouble in regard to prints,

(iinghams were the chief cource of his anxiety. Regard-

ing linens, his firm had made large contracts and orders

would be filled promptly. Mr. Cleghorn is a close fol

lower of market conditions, and is always a keen tore

lister. Speaking to The Review concerning the news-

paper report of the cotton market, he pointed out that

loo many people were under the impression that the

prices quoted were on grades suitable lor manufacturing

purposes of every kind. Middling uplands, the grade

quoted, is not used lor main lines, and usually a better

staple is employed. Further, the cost of transportation

has to be considered.
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Are you Handling:

Kingcot ?

Every merchant in Canada should have the Kingcot

lines of Cottons in stock. They have the quality that satisfies

your customers and brings them back again.

Kingcot stands for the best in cottons, from the durable

awnings to the dainty ginghams.

The Kingcot lines include

Ginghams Shirtings

Dress Goods Oxfords

Saxonys Galateas

Apron Ginghams Denims

Flannelettes Tickings

Domets Cottonades

Awnings

Travellers for all first-class houses can show you samples

in all these lines. Ask to see them, we are sure you will be

pleased with them.

Kingcot
The King of Cottons
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ITEMS OF IMPORT
Max Kurtz, dry goods merchant, Winnipeg, lias as-

signed

J, J. St. Jean, dry goods merchant, Montreal, lias

assigned.

(i. Marcoux, dry goods and shoe- merchant, Montreal,

has sold out.

The Strathcona Garment Manufacturing Co., of Mont-

real, has dissolved.

Arthur Clark has bought the general store of 11. li.

Smith, Sparta, Ont.

A. W. Young has purchased the general store of C. G.

Hultgren, of C'rossfield.

W. T. Back has bought the dry goods business of

.James Hislop, Toronto.

Gill Bros., .general store, Grand View, Man., have as-

signed to C. 11. Newton.

V. W. Johnston, general storekeeper, Rossburn, has

opened a branch at Seeburn.

0. L. Lederer, manufacturer of shirt waists, Mont-

real, has retired from business.

Tremain <fc Tremain, general storekeepers, London

Junction, have dissolved partnership.

The stock of Simpson & Co., general store, Ridge-

town, Ont., was sold on November 17th.

A. M. Anderson's general store, Franklin, was par-

tially destroyed by lire during the mouth.

The firm
|
of West, Buisson & Son have registered in

Montreal. They will do a dry goods business.

The store of Mrs. W. E. Alley, milliner, Wingham,

Ont., was destroyed by lire early last month.

The stock of E. G. Scott, general storekeeper, Gore

Bay, Ont., who assigned during the month, will be sold

by tender.

James Holiday, general storekeeper, Dewittville, P.

Q., has compromised with his creditors at 75 cents on

the dollar.

The tailoring establishment of Charles Waterman,
2304 Notre Dame street, Montreal, was slightly damaged
by fire on Thursday, November 9th.

Isabelle Laurent has registered under the firm name of

P. E. Raynaud & Cie. They will deal in artificial flow-

ers and will be located in Montreal.

Tuesday, November ,7th, an attempt of burglary was
made at Hermann H. Wolf & Co.'s, McGill street, Mont-

real. The police fortunately prevented loss.

The Haycock & Dudgeon store, St. Catherine street,

Montreal, commenced a great liquidation sale for the ben-

efit of creditors on Friday, November 10th.

The firm of Thompson, Towler, Robinson, Limited,

has been organized to carry on an agency business in mil-

linery, dry goods, novelties, etc., in Toronto.

John F. Martin, secretary of the Brantford Felt &
Rubber Co., has just returned from New York, where he

has been purchasing machinery for the new plant.

F. Galibe o, glove manufacturer, St. Catherine street,

Montreal, has built a new three-storey tannery, modern in

every detail, at the coiner of Maple and Parthenais

streets.

Charles Wener, newly arrived in this country, has con-

fessed to Chief Carpenter, Montreal, that he is in the

main responsible for the recent numerous fur robberies in

Montreal.

S. G. Henderson has given up his store for the bene-

iii of his creditors. Mr. Siddall has been placed in

charge. The assets are thought to exceed the liabilities

by a good margin.

The Imperial Cotton Company, Hamilton, Ont., have

mill made defendants in a suit foi (5,000 brought by

William steed, who received Borne injuries while working
for them a year ago.

Jones & Clark will succeed E. J. Spackman on Jan-
uary 1 in the general store business which he has been

conducting in Exeter, Ont. Jones & Clark have sold out

their business in Winchelsea.

The Union Overall Co., of Winnipeg, have found it

necessary to increase their plant again. With the present

orders on hand for the Spring, the factory will be run-

ning to its full capacity all Winter.

The National Cash Register Co. have bought the pro-

perty now occupied by the Toronto Brass Manufacturing

Co., 98-100 Lombard street, and will occupy it them-

selves. The Toronto Brass Manufacturing Co. will move
to Temperance street.

M. J. Adler, 103 Craig street west, Montreal, cloth-

ing store, held an immense reduction sale last month of

a $40,000 stock. The store was closed previous to mark-
ing down prices and the entire building was covered, with

canvas announcing the sale.

The L. II. Packard Co., Limited, McGill street, Mont-
real, will erect a five-storey brick and stone factory at

the corner of St. Genevieve and St. Antoine stn

Montreal. The cost will be about $40,000, and work will

be commenced as soon as possible.

R. Paquette and J. A. Picard, doing business as the

Men's Wear Co., St. James street, Montreal, have as-

signed on demand of E. Paquette, with liabilities of

$5,000 and assets estimated at $1,159. They conducted a
wholesale men's furnishing business.

Jamieson Bros., Picton, Out., are retiring from busi-

ness. J. C. Hardy, Canadian Merchandise Sale Co., is

closing out the stock, estimated at $3o,O0U. Jamieson
Bros, have been in business over 25 years, and have a

good reputation in the, trade. The ill health of both
partners has necessitated retirement.

J. L. W. Pepin, 109 St. Lawrence Main street, Mont-
real, has assigned on demand of P. Garneau, Fils & Cie.,

Quebec. The liabilities amount to $118,000, with unesti-

mated assets, stocks, fixtures and book debts. Among
the large creditors are A. Racine & Co., $1,063, Brophy,
Cains, Limited, $1,121, Liddell, Lesperance & Co., $1,410.

It is currently reported that A. A. McKay, general

dry goods merchant, Queen street, Toronto, will en-

large his premises in the near future. The business of

this firm has been increasing at a phenomenal rate under

the able management of Mr. Ball, and additional space

becomes absolutely necessary for the growing require-

ments.

J. M. Thompson, with the Dominion Oilcloth Co.,

Limited, Montreal, has returned from his holiday tour in

Cuba, showing to some extent the effects of the warm
climate. Mr. Thompson speaks enthusiastically of the

prosperous conditions there, but considers the preference

accorded the United States a serious drawback to the in-

terests of Canadian firms desirous of doing business there.

Finch Bros., who have been conducting a dry goods
business in the north end of Winnipeg for the last six

years, will open a departmental store across the road

from their present establishment. The main store will be

60 by 120 feet and will have a line glass front. The new-
est ideas have been adopted in utilizing the basement for

selling purposes and in the arrangement of the upper

floors. Mr. Finch is a progresshe business man and
should make a success of this new departure.

1 Hi
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men's Turttisbcr m
Clothier

Devoted to tKe Canadian

Dealer in Men's Goods >J*

CLOTHING
NECnWEAR

HATS

**%S^%sS\t—+*%/•*%/•

SHIRTS
COLLARS
GLOVES

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAfiAAAAAAAAAAAA^^^^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAi

IHI ARLINGTON
COLLARS, CUFFS, ETC.

WATERPROOF

Superior to linen. Do you carry them? If not, why not? They're the very best made.

AGENTS:

Eastern: DUNCAN BELL, Montreal

^A^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA^
Western: JOHN A. CHANTLER, Toronto, Ont.

(Linen-Mesh)

The Underwear Departments of the leading Dry Goods, Furnishing and Clothing

Houses are to-day incomplete without an assortment of the Dr. Deimel Underwear.

It has received the unqualified endorsement of the foremost members of the

Medical Profession, and is worn by men and.women prominent in art, science and

politics.

Now is the time to investigate this matter

and secure your stock for Spring.

For Booklet, Samples, Etc.

Address

DEIMEL LINEN-MESH CO.
2202 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada

NEW YORK
491 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO
110 Sutter Street

LONDON, Eng.,

10-11-12 Bread St., E.C.

11'
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RAINPROOFS
Buyers

s

w
h

'ho want RELIABLE goods

ould ask for those proofed

by the

The "Cravenette" Co., Limited, affix their

stamp only to such goods as are suitable in

quality for Rainproof purposes.

Therefore, this stamp is a guarantee not

only of Rainproof properties, but also of the

quality of the material.

Co., Ltd.
and stamped

—

"CrCLVen&tte"

WET
or

fine;
RAIN
SHINE

The "Cravenette" Co., Ltd., Bradford, Proofers to the Trade

*S»»B»SSSS»»»S»m83S»»SSSS3»C8»*»S#a

The BEST Suspenders

HAVE THEIR OWN

TRADE B HARK

Which is a guarantee of the

best value.

Made in Canada by

The Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

BERLIN - - - ONT.

TRADE MARK

VIRCOE

MIDDLETON

& CO.

34 Wood St. and 1 Love Lane

LONDON, E. C, ENG.

Manufacturers of all descriptions of

Men's Silk Neckwear

Mufflers Handkerchiefs Umbrellas

Shirts Pyjamas Collars

Wristbands Braces Belts

Silk, Cotton and Wool Shirtings

Special exclusive designs in D. & J. Anderson's Zephyr
x ford, Canvas, Matt, Silk Zephyr and Mercerised

Cotton Shirtings.

Specialties in Lamella, Levislana, Algerine, Cingalee

Persian, Rangoon and other unshrinkable makes
in Flannel and Ceylon Shirtings.

Exclusive and latest Novelties in Spun Silk and

Pure Silk Shirtings.

New ranges are now In the hands of our Canadian Representative.

ROBERT HARJCOWER, MONTREAL

ne
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WREYFORD & CO.
Romain Building, TORONTO.

Wholesale Men's Furnishers
COMMISSION AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURERS

Our travellers are now on the road and

will call on you this month.

NEW RANGES FOR SPRING, 1906

CELLULAR AERTEX UNDERWEAR

Has brought so many repeat orders

that we would respectfully suggest

larger placing orders.

YOUNG & ROCHESTER'S

Washing Vests tor 1906. Finest

English range shown in Canada.

Fit and Value as before, is our

best recommendation.

SELECT SHIRTS in

Oxfords, Zephyrs and Silk.

COOPER, CORAH & SON'S

ST. MARGARETS WORKS

LEICESTER

CASHMERE HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

Etc.

- - Reliable Goods to Stock - -

TRESS HATS

We are the Selling Agents for

Canada.

-CORRECT SHAPES—
-UNEQUALLED VALUE—

If our travellers do not call on

you, write us.

We have arranged to carry a Full Range for Spring,

1906, of a Chemnitz Manufacturer in

LADIES' AND MEN'S FANCY HOSIERY.

This Insures our Customers an Extensive Selection at Close
Prices.

QXTORD @U€€P$
WINNERS OF QOLO flEDALS EVERYWHERE

(Registkred Trade Mark.)

WE GUARANTEE OUR GOODS TO BE

Strictly High=class Pure Wool Fabrics
Supplied by all Leading Wholesale Jobbers and Clothing Houses.

SELLING AGENT :

FRANK. W. NEXL.ES
301 St. James St., Montreal.

OXFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
OXFORD, NOVA SCOTIA limited

Mills Established 1867.

Of Interest to Merchant Tailors
Clearing lines to make room for Spring Goods. Although the season is well advanced, we have still a large

stock on hand, and as we must dispose of a great part of it to make place for Spring Goods, customers will find it

to their advantage to buy them now.

ORDERS FOR QUICK SHIPMENT WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Tweeds, Canvases, Pocketings,

Overcoatings, Sleeve Linings,

Hollands, Serges, Assorted

Silks, Etc., Hair Cloths

Suitings, Italians, Etc.

We bespeak an inspection of our Spring Line which promises to surpass in

variety and quality anything we have yet offered to the trade.

Our Travellers Will Call on You Shortly.

A. McDOUGALL & CO., 196 McCill Street, MONTREAL
Sole proprietors of the celebrated

"TYKE" and "BLENHEIM" Serges, also

of Salts "Y0T8MAN" Serges, the best

goods in the trade. SEND FOR SAMPLES OF THEM
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BRANCHES/ McKinnon Bui/ding, Toronto
Jarvis Building, St. John
37 Queen Street, Truro
Bridge Street, Quebec
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PEN-ANGLE TALKS TO RETAILERS

ATUNSHRINKABLEtt
Trade A(ar/(

Your underwear department is a mighty important one.

It costs money to stock it up. It means a big loss to you

if that stock stays on your shelves to get shop-worn. It means

a good profit if it sells quickly and gives satisfaction. You

should buy your underwear stock carefully.

Inquire into the qualities of

PEN-ANGLE
UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR
It never stays long enough to get shop-worn. It is snapped

up by shrewd buyers at full price, before it can get to the

bargain counter.

Pen-Angle Underwear will give your customers the best

kind of satisfaction. We replace any garment found to be

defective in making or material.

Ask the next traveller who comes your way to let you

see the Pen Angle lines.

The Penman Manufacturing Co., Limited,

of Paris, Canada
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
T this date travelers are still ton busy with

sorting orders to reach out for Spring

business. In the west the ground was

frozen much earlier than last year and

even in the mildest parts of the coun-

try some cool weather was experi-

enced during November. This had the

desired result of moving Fall goods

at a good rate. Heavier underwear, woolen clothing, over-

coats, hose, gloves, caps, all felt the good influence of more

seasonable weather and retail stocks have been greatly

reduced in consequence.

All retailers buy a little under, rather than over, the

probable sales. It is easier to add a few lines later if

conditions require it, than to get rid of a surplus stock

where too generous buying has been indulged in. Ac-

cordingly, when sales become brisk through favorable

weather the wholesaler is called upon to replenish stocks

at short notice.

This is prudent buying.

* *
*

There is, however, a c'ass of merchants who put off

all their buying till they actually need the goods. There

is little foresight in this. No especial knowledge of buy-

ing is required to know that the choicest and most popu-

lar lines will have been cleared out before they get a look

at them. This should have been more apparent than

ever this year when it was seen that no concessions could

expected in any staple line.

* *
*

However, who^salers and jobbers are handling the

sorting business with satisfaction to all and at figures

which are to be had only in stock-taking month. The

Fall season is closing in a most satisfactory manner. With

good advance sales and the sorting trade now looking up

well, stocks in the hands of both wholesalers and retailers

should be in good shape.

* - *

In clothing lines there are signs of good development.

The figures adduced by clothing manufacturers before the

Tariff Commission show that this industry has become one

of very great extent in Canada. Factories which began

by manufacturing clothing just to supply the demand of

one retail store are branching out so as to do a general

wholesale manufacturing business.

Canadian mills are getting a good share of the business

loo, although much British cloth is imported. The de-

mand at present is for lines that local mills are able to

make of excellent quality. This, of course, applies es-

pecially to woolens for dress goods, since there is not the

same variety in men 's wear, and tweeds and homespuns

are always worn.

Stockkeepers in stores throughout the country are fre-

quently troub'ed about the best method of handling under-

wear. A salesman in a good store, whose trade is drawn

both from the town in which it is located and from the

farmers in the surrounding country, discussed the sub-

ject with a representative of The Dry Goods Review re-

cently. "It depends entirely upon the class of business

done," said he. "Underwear may he kept in suits, that

is. with the shirt and corresponding drawers together; or

it may be kept separate, according to sizes.

"For high-class trade the former is undoubtedly the

correct method. In cities, where men are somewhat more

particular about what they wear, the demand is almost en-

tirely for whole suits. The simplest way to handle them
then is to have both pieces of the suit together.

"This method is not suitable in smaller places, where

the demand is not for such pood goods. Single garments

are very frequently bought and this would soon throw

the pile of underwear into confusion. Accordingly, the

best way to work this class of business is by keeping

the separate articles apart, ranged in piles according to

sizes. Each merchant must decide for himself which

method his own business is more suited to."

* *
*

In reporting an interview with Mr. Geo. F. Pooley, in

the November number of The Dry Goods Review, on page

85, the statement was made, regarding the shrinkage of

muslin fabrics, that Oxfords shrank two and a half inches

in the yard, and Madras about three inches. Mr. Pooley 's

statement was just the reverse of this. Oxfords shrink

three inches and Madras two and a half inches. The point

is of considerable importance to manufacturers using these

fabrics.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
CHOOSING Christmas presents is a work which presents many difficulties. Especially is this the case where the

recipient is a man, for the articles which may be given to him are somewhat limited in extent. Suggestions

can be made by the retailer with great advantage to his business. Men, in particular, will be very glad to

have someone else assume the responsibility of making the choice.

We subjoin a list of articles to which attention should be called from now till Christmas. Neat cards

should be written with holiday suggestions. The men's furnishings department is the great source of Christmas gifts.

Make this trade hum for the next three weeks.

Cravats

Collars

Cuffs

Gloves

Half-hose

GIFTS
Mufflers

Shirts

Handkerchiefs

Shirt Protectors

Umbrellas

FOR MEN.
Suspenders

Bath Robes

Dressing Gowns
Smoking Jackets

Fancy Waistcoats

Shirt Studs

Cuff Buttons

Scarf Pins

Collar Cases

Garters
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FADS AND FASHIONS
INDICATIONS point' to a varied season in incus

wear. The monotony whicb lias been the foature of

ill ess for some time is j^i\ injr way to a rational

series of changes. Chiefrj in color is this felt for

the present, and we may hope for a greater wealth

of colors in all articles of attire for some time to come.

What was at lirst heralded as the triumph of simplicity

has become generally considered as too severe a type.

There was nothing to be gained by a slavish clinging to

one fashion, excluding everything which could be consider-

ed as coming under the ban of the simple. Whether in

clothes, in neckwear, or in shirts, if an article were

colorful or had an elaborate pattern it was tabooed.

One of Ihe most noticeable features of the city store

windows at the present time is the display of fancy vests.

A window is seldom arranged without some striking

examples of waistcoats, The favorites, from the retail-

er's standpoint at all events, are brightly colored knitted

garments. They arc shown in great profusion and look

exceedingly well. The displays have had their effect, too,

for the vests are seen on men on the street with ever-

increasing numbers. Although generally considered too

pronounced, a favorite among one class of men is a knit-

ted vest, single breasted, all in red except the edge,

which for about a half an inch had a black or brown

braid. Greens are shown to some extent, as are also

greys. However, perhaps the most popular of all are

brown in various mixtures and patterns. Woolen waist-

coats are a necessary part of an Englishman's wardrobe
and it is somewhat surprising that they have not made a

more marked impression on Canadian fashions. In fancy

vests other than knitted ones, there is the utmost va-

riety. Every color is represented in the lines and they

should prove more popular than ever before. Double

breasted vests have practically disappeared altogether.

They are never seen except sometimes when a fancy one

is worn with a frock coat.

Another article which is deserving of notice now that

the time for dress suits with their accessories is upon us

is a white silk glove which has many things to recom-
mend it. Its especially attractive qualities are the great-

er ease with which it can be put on, its greater lasting

qualities, for it can be washed and made like new, and
its coolness. The air can pass through readily and it ab-

sorbs the moisture so that the hands are left dry and
comfortable. It can be retailed at the same price as a

kid glove and it will give much more satisfaction. Its

introduction will be necessarily slow as the long estab-

lished custom of wearing white kid is not overcome in a

season. Another glove which has been on the market for

the last couple of seasons and is growing in favor is a

white kid with a strip of silk along the sides of the fin-

gers. This should make them cooler and less likely to

tear.

* •
•

While the small things of dress are under discussion

attention might be called to one article which is not

pushed to its full extent. Dress shirt protectors have not

developed the sale which is their due and this is largely

because they are neglected by furnishers. It seems to be

generally held that mufflers serve this purpose. This is a

mistake. In the first place a shirt protector is a dis-

tinct shape and must be such that it will cover the front

of .the shirt fully. Secondly, a muffler gets usage which

prevents it from being worn next to the shirt front. If

a few of these articles were stocked and shown, especial-

ly around Christmas time, they should prove profitable.

Silk and linen handkerchiefs are prominentlv shown in

the window displays of city stores. Initial silk handker-

chiefs are recognized as a favorite Christmas .,eift and as

they comprise a stock which does not depreciate or go

out of fashion, a retailer is justified in laying in a pretty

extensive assortment. It is decidedly annoying to a cus-

tomer to decide upon a quality of handkerchief tind find

that the dealer is just out of the initial letter required.

There is nothing especially new in this line but even

without novelty they are sure of a generous sale

Night robes and pyjamas might easily be raised to

a more profitable department than they now are. As a

general thing they are not shown except when they are

specifically asked for. A merchani should consider what
position the rest of his stock would be in if it was treat-

ed in a similar manner. A lesson might be taken from

the hie departmental stores of Montreal and Toronto.

The windows, which are devoted to men's wear, have a

showing of these goods in just as regularly as they have
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clothing, shirts or anything else. The demand for them

is not very large but it is worth getting after and mak-

ing the most of.

•

Half hose is being shown in darker colors, as is sea-

sonable, but there is plenty of variety left. Red and

brown Scotch wools are used to good advantage and

make a durable .and warm sock for Winter. Apart from

these black grounds are practically universal. Various

modes of lending color to them are tried, running from

circular stripes to dots and figures. Red is the most
acceptable variation, though blue and white are also seen.

HATS AND GLOVES
INTEREST in headwear has now been transferred

to the prospects for Spring-. What it will bring

forth is as yet only a matter of conjecture, but

from the tendency of fashions this Fall two or

three points are among- the strong probabilities for

next season. Most prominent in the new fashions being

introduced in the American cities are flat brims. These

have taken a strong hold and have had a sufficient sale

to show that they will have a run. The style can

scarcely be recommended for its beauty, as after the

prolonged vogue of curled brims it appears decidedly odd.

However, variety is a desirable feature, both to the

wearer and the seller. The best season, as far as sales

are considered, is the one in which there is a fairly vari-

ed line being sold. So the introduction of this novelty

is a good thing in every respect.

A hat which has appeared during- the past few weeks

is decidedly faddish in its nature. This is what is known
as the telescope hat. The idea is not altogether new,

as something along the same line has been putting in a

fugitive appearance every once in a while. It has never

met with an encouraging reception, however, and its use

has been confined almost exclusively to the few who are

under the domination of American fashions. This hat is

about seven inches in height, but is shoved down so as

to form a fold. When it is thus telescoped it is about

three and a half inches high. A variation of this is a

light felt hat with a round, flat top, which is dinted in

evenly all the way around. It is a young man's hat,

and as such frequently has a band in blue or blue and

white. It is not likely that this will meet with any

greneral favor.

Unless indications are pretty far out there will be

more than the usual number of pearl grey hats sold next

Spring. The idea has been adopted in England, and

under the patronage of royalty it has made great head-

way. The white hat, as it is called there, became a

leading feature of recent fashions. It is more than likely

that grey hats will be worn in considerable numbers dur-

ing the Spring and Summer season of 1906. Manufac-

turers are anticipating such a condition, and no doubt

some effective blocks will be offered when the real selling

gets under way.

*

Now that the Winter season is opened it is possible

to take stock of the hats which will be generally worn
during the next few months. Again the brown hat cam-
paign has fallen short of expectations. The hats which

are being worn are black derbies. An odd cloth hat has

weathered the past month but they are few and far be-

tween, So, too, an odd brown hat is worn, but again

they are so much in the minority as to be positively no-

ticeable when seen. In black hats a fair-sized curl is

still considered correct. Apart from this favor is di-

vided between the English type with its round, full

crown, and the lighter American blocks, with their

smaller crowns.

* *
*

An interesting window was shown during the month
by the ever versatile Toronto hatter, Jesse Applegath.

It followed the record trip of Dan Patch, when interest

in racing was at a high point. The window contained

seven or eight silver cups which were offered for different

events in the speeding contests at the Exhibition Park.

The cups were very handsome and attracted much at-

tention to the windows. As a background were rows of

hats exemplifying all the types of the season. Jesse

Applegath might provide an example for many men's

furnishers. A men's furnishings window is particularly-

suited to exhibits of prizes and trophies. They invari-

ably attract general notice and the store showing them
becomes stamped as a man's store. It is not possible

to make a display of this kind often, but merchants

would do well to be on the lookout for all such oppor-

tunities of cheap and effective advertising. It has done

its work for Applegath, who now sells probably more
hats than any man in Toronto.

Gloves have sold well in retail stores during the last

month, and the next three weeks should prove most
profitable ones for this stock. Knitted gloves will be

good sellers, especially when the snow begins to fly.

People are beginning to consider comfort more and more,

and woolen gloves are displacing leather gloves to a con-

siderable extent. It is well to remember this tendency

and to keep a fair stock of golf gloves on hand. They
are knitted in attractive patterns, wear well, and can be

sold at a small figure and still carry a good profit.

Heavy unlined walking gloves are sold throughout
the Winter. Tans and browns are most in evidence, but

slate colored and grey mochas are also generally worn.

In lined gloves the demand is for tan leathers. This de-

partment should be pushed vigorously from now on.

Gloves are among the necessities of life, and merchants
should reach out after the business. With neckwear, they

form the chief source of Christmas presents, and as such

are worthy of the greatest consideration on the part of

retailers. Have the stock well displayed. Keep it in

good order so that there will be no fumbling when it,

comes to selling a pair. See that the goods are kept

neatly and clearly labeled, both in price and size. If

this is done much time will be saved in serving custom-

ers when time means money.
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SHIRTS AND COLLARS

Ta

Tl RNINQ over of shirt stocks goes on apace.

Shirts are necessaries which are sold more or

less all the year round, although there are some
months when the business bulks up much more
than usual. At the present time the holiday

season causes more than the ordinary interest in these

lines. A window in one of the leading Toronto men's

furnishers was noticed recently for the effectiveness of its

display. The window was comparatively small but that

fact was recognized and just a few articles were exhibit-

ed. Articles for evening dress were alone shown. A
couple of dress shirts with collars attached were fixed on

racks. In one case a white bow tie was used and in the

other a black one. White kid gloves were added and some
silk and linen handkerchiefs. Considering the number of

social affairs on at this time the window was most sea-

sonable. It had the inestimable quality, also, of sin>

plicity.

* *
*

Soft front shirts are still worn very generally in spite

of the efforts of retailers to force a stiff front season on

the public. The fact is regrettable from a business stand-

point as the sales suffer very materially by the use of the

one kind all the year round. Continued work along this

line is bound to have results in the end and even now
there are a very large number of stiff-front shirts worn
where soft fronts were used during the Summer. The de-

sire for comfort is strong in the male part of the com-

munity and the greater comfort of a soft shirt cannot be

doubted. Shirt making, however, has made great' ad-

vances of recent years. Shirts are now made to fit and

a stiff-bosomed shirt is not associated with the discom-

fort which used to ,be an inevitable consequence. As this

progress goes on there should be no .difficulty in satisfy-

ing the wants of a customer from the stiff-front lines.

To what extent the brighter colored patterns will

actually be worn next Spring is .still a conundrum. Ad-

vance sales show a fair sprinkling of helios, pinks and

such bright patterns, but whether the retailers are buy-

ing these with the expectation of selling them or just of

adding a touch of variety to the rest of their stock is

questionable. The chief point in favor of a season of col-

ors next year is the unanimity of feeling among design-

ers that such will be the case. There must be fire where

there is so much smoke. Reports come in, too, that the

variety provided by the more colorful patterns is eagerly

welcomed by the retailer. Under these circumstances

there seems little doubt but that there will be at least a

showing of these lines in the popular wear of the coming

Spring.
• *

*

In the range of collars which are now being shown
larger wings are seen, distributed among the smaller

types which have been in service for some time. The lat-

ter are not discarded, .by any means, but variations from

them are now permitted. In contrast to this change is an

oddity introduced along opposite lines. This consists in

wings of an oval shape and small, turned out for the full

width of the collar. The idea is distinctly faddish and
is not destined to any general adoption. Wing collars

with the normal sized wings are still dividing the field

with folds.

During the Winter there, will be a good demand for

lap fronts and pokes for evening wear. These are fairly

uniform in shape so that it is possible to be provided for

all probable demands without carrying a very heavy
stock. A man is decidedly sensitive in buying his furnish-

ings. He is usually diffident about leaving a store with-

out making a purchase and in nine cases out of ten he

will buy something he doesn't want rather than go out
without anything. Nothing worse could happen to the

store, especially if the store handling men's wear is a

dry goods store. He may -have no prejudice against the

place at all but he will hesitate about being put in the

position again of having to buy what he does not want.
For this reason it is highly important that the staples

of this department be kept in a good assortmem.

For the better class of trade the advantages of coat

shirts should he demonstrated. When a man buys a fair-

priced garment it may fairly be presumed that he would
give a little more if the value were shown to him. The
greatest proof of the desirability of them lies in the fact

that when a man has once w^orn one he seldom returns

to 'any other kind. The advantage to the retailer con-

sists in the greater price wmich he will, get for his goods

and the consequently increased profit. It is always ad-

visable to educate the public up to higher standards. If

a man is never shown anything better than a fifty cent

shirt he will go on wearing that and will be satisfied

with it. But a dollar shirt with double the '
profit may

be sold to him ijust as well if he has become used to that

idea. The development of better tastes and more luxur-

ious habits tends to the betterment of .profits and is un-

doubtedly accompanied by greater satisfaction on the

part of customers. <

A NEW CHARTER GRANTED.

A charter has been granted to -J. A. McC'ellan. -T. A.

Duggan ami others, to manufacture and sell clothing at

wholesale or retail. The company will he known as the

Mc.Clellan Try-On Clothing Co.. Limited, and its headquar-

ters are Stratford, Out. The presence of Mr. J. A. Dug-

gan on the board of directors insures the success of the

company. He is one of the largest and most successful

dry goods merchants in Western Ontario. His big store,

with its full departments of men's ami women's wear.

puts him in an excellent position to further such a com-

pany.
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IN CRAVATDOM
..B

USINESS good," was the Laconic reply of a

neckwear manufacturer to the inquiries of

The Review man recently. He went on to

say that, the Canadian made goods were

now of a quality to stand the competition

of any country, under the existing conditions. Designs

were good, and the manufacture of the ties was of a

high grade. Tn high class goods imports were confined

largely to the products of a few well-known English and

American manufacturers, whose goods sold on their

name and not because of any real superiority. Local

manufacturers have been fortunate in catching the fav-

ored ideas in neckwear, and as a consequence their fac-

tories are busy, with orders coming in steadily.

Neckwear manufacturers have not had an easy row

to hoe in Canada. It required no small amount of

courage and persistence to keep the industry going in its

earlier clays. The greatest shrewdness was necessary to

meet the requirements of a variable market. Changes of

fashion had to be foreseen and provided against, and the

public educated to better standards. All this was not

done without difficulty. Time and experience have over-

come these difficulties in a large measure, and with fair

treatment the industry should continue in its present

prosperous condition.
* *

*

Retailers are almost too busy preparing for Christ-

mas to give any attention to the Spring- offerings in

neckwear. Yet from the samples which are being dis-

played it is not difficult to anticipate what will appeal

to the buyer. Green and grey will figure extensively in

all stocks during the coming season. Self colors con-

tinue strong, and a big business will be done in them.

However, these will not exclude a varied assortment of

striking patterns in different colors. For instance, an

attractive line in some stocks are heather mixtures. They

follow l he dominant colors but introduce a variety which

is essential to an up-to-date stock. Silk squares, too,

have an extensive display, and checks of various sorts

are always acceptable. Fold collars are decidedly con-

ducive to plain designs, as large patterns do not show
up to advantage on the small knot which is necessary

with these collars. This explains to some extent the

prevalence of self colors and small checks in the neck-

wear of the past few seasons.

The cravat counter should prove one of the busiest

portions of the whole store during the weeks preceding-

Christmas. Have you made any special arrangements
for handling this business satisfactorily ? Have you ar-

ranged for an extra table, or two, if possible, during the

last week ?

These are matters which should be provided against

before business becomes too rushing to think of changes.

It is a difficult problem, too, for the season which is

busiest for neckwear is also busiest for clothing, and the

latter cannot be disregarded during the first weeks of

Winter.

Make an effort, however, to display your holiday

neckwear a little more extensively than usual. This is

the great standby for gifts to men. They are sold in all

patterns and prices, and the man who does not receive

one or two is considered ill-treated. One merchant, who
has his clothing and furnishing department together,

cleared off a table of the least salable clothing during

the last week before Christmas, and covered it with

boxes of fifty-cent neckwear. A junior clerk was given

special charge of it, though all clerks sold from the

table if necessary. The scheme brought this part of

the stock constantly before the customers, and much
business resulted from it.

A TALft TO SUBSCRIBERS
SUBSCRIBERS will notice a change in the make-up

of The Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher this

month. The House Furnishings and Men's Fur-

nisher sections have been printed and stapled separately,

and have been placed in the back of the book. These

parts may be removed by loosening the staples.

The change is one which has been under careful con-

sideration for several months. The accomplishment of

it entailed no small amount of extra work. Additional

press work, duplicate binding, and extra stitching, all

added materially to the time and labor required in get-

ting out the paper in its present form. The continuance

of this supplement innovation depends entirely upon the

wishes of our subscribers.

Our idea in publishing The Review has been to put a

paper in the retail store which will interest and benefit

everyone in it, from the manager down to the youngest

clerk. For this reason every department of activity in

the store is represented by corresponding departments

in the paper. When the paper goes to the store we pre-

sume it first reaches the proprietor. After that the en-

terprising storekeeper sees to it that it is passed through

the various departments, so that the clerks who are

specially allotted to them may find out what is doing in

their particular line, while the news is still fresh.

Where the departments are many, the perusal by the

heads of all of them must necessarily take some time.

To overcome this difficulty the present make-up is being

given a trial. By this means, after the paper has been

read in the office, the section devoted to men's furnish-

ings can be taken out without affecting the rest of the

book. This part can be handed direct to the head of the

men's wear department, and can be kept by him for

reference. The section devoted to house furnishings and
decorations can be treated in a similar manner.

We would be much pleased to hear your opinion as

to this new departure. The Review is published in the

interests of the dry goods trade of Canada, and any al-

terations which are made from time to time are made
with the idea of making the paper more serviceable and

more complete. The form which we have adopted for

the present number will be continued only if the dry-

goodsmen of the country find it advantageous.

The Dry Goods Review and Men's Furnisher is never

in its final form. Each month efforts are made to bring

it up to a higher standard, and to increase its useful-

ness. This is the only principle upon which progress is

possible. New departments are being constantly added

to meet some new condition in the trade; old depart-

ments are dropped or changed as their usefulness dis-

appears. Thus there is a constant elasticity, and the

danger of getting into a rut is minimized. Tn a growing

country like Canada the. needs of the retailers are always

altering.
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ODDS AND ENDS OF TALK
"T HE Libert] Company, Seneca Btreel clothiers, Huf-

I
falo, N.V., which from time to time has been knock-

ing the .Main sheet clothing and furnishing firms in

its ads. broke oul again a few days ago with the follow-

ing amusing story, under the caption, "No Wonder it

Choked Him" :

An Ad With "He was just- a hungry old goaf
a Laugh. with crooked horns and ragged whiskers.

lie had bucked every barrel on one street

and then another and found them all empty, for the sani-

tary wagons had been ahead of him. Not a thing to eat,

not even an empty tin can, and the bills were glued to

the bill boards so tight they couldn't be budged. Oh, but
he was hungry ! All at once he saw something flutter-

ing in the street, made a wild dash for it, and without
hesitation he attempted to swallow it.

"They found him in the gray dawn dead. They turned

him over and found a part of a Buffalo newspaper stick-

ing in his throat. He had managed to swallow it all ex-

cept one part and that was an ad of a store that was
selling 'one dollar shirts for twenty-five cents, one dollar

underwear for a quarter and twenty-live cent socks lor a

nickel.' Even a goat couldn't swallow that.

"People to-day are like goats in that respect. They
realize that some stores with less rents and expenses to

pay, with better facilities for buying and less greed for

profits can undersell others, but they can not swallow
exaggerated ads 01 endure misrepresentation."

• *
*

IT
may he interesting, in connection with muff styles,

to know that the muff originated in Venice and was
at first the exclusive property of the nobility ; also

thai it was carried by men as well as women. The lust
muffs were very small, consisting of a single piece of vel-

vet, brocade or silk, lined with fur,

and the openings fastened with jewels. Orig-'.i of
The earliest suggestion of a muff was a the Muff,
piece of rich fur which could be used in-

differently for the neck or wound around the hands. A
distinct nuili shape did not make its appearance until the
early part of the seventeenth century, and for many years
afterwards was considered a regular part of a woman's
dress without regard to seasons. We are told that as late
as 1830 a muff and a straw bonnet were not deemed in-

congruous.

The color of the muff, it is said, once betokened the
rank of the wearer. The story goes that in the days of

Charles IX (of France) no lady could have carried a muff
of sealskin, as black was decreed by the king to be the
badge of the common people, and the court followers
were restricted to the colors. So in these modern davs

THE CANADIAN DRESS CHART.

Article

Coat.

Waistcoat.

Trousers.

Shirt.

BUSINESS
AND MORNING

WEAR.

Morning coat
or sack.

Of same material
or fancy or
knitted.

Of same material
or

striped worsted.

White or colored.

CHURCH, AFTER-
NOON TEAS,
THEATRE.

Frock or cutaway

Same ma'eri 1 as
coat or of

white duck.

Striped worsted.

DAY WEDDING,
MATINEES, DAY
RECEPTIONS.

Frock.

Double or single

breasted, of same
material as coat,

or of white duck.

Jght str ped worsted
or dark grey

cheviots.

EVENING WEDDINGS.!
BALLS, RECEPTIONS,
THEATRE AND

FORMAL DINNERS

Evening dress with
Chesterneld or

covert.

STAG PARTIES,
CLUB, INFORMAL

DINNERS.

S. B. or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat

White.

Collar. Wing or fold.

Cravat.

Hat.

Gloves.

Shoes.

Jewellery.

Ascol, once over,
or

Four-in-hand.

Derby. Fedora, or
Tweed,

Brown. Tan or Grey

Black calf skin
or enamt lied.

Gold studs, links,

pin and watch
guard.

Wing or lap nont.

Ascot, once over,

or four-in-hand.

Silk.

Tan, or light grey
suede.

Patent leather.

Gold studs, links

and pin and
guard.

Same material as
coat.

White.

Wing or lap front.

Light Ascot or
once over.

Silk.

Pearl suede.

Patent leather.

White, with cuffs

attached.

Tuxedo coat with
covert or

Chesterfield.

S.B or D. B. white
or S. B. same

material as coat.

Same material as
coat.

Lap front or poke.

White tie with broad
ends.

Silk or opera.

Pearl or white glace.

Gold links, studs
and pin.

Patent leather
shoes or pumps.

Pearl or mother-of-
pearl studs and
mother- of -pearl

links.

Plain or pleated
white, with cuffs

attached.

Fold, poke or wing.

Black silk or satin

with broad ends.

Derby or Alpine.

Tan or grey.

Patent leather, high
or low.

Gold studs and
links.
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color may likewise be said to comer an impression of

rank—money rank at least—which is sometimes equiva-

lent to social rank.—Crerand's.

A
DECIDEDLY unique form of advertising was intro-

duced in the men's furnishing store of the C. H.

Davies Company, Limited, Stratford, recently. A
wild cat was exhibited in one of his windows and it at-

tracted great attention. The wild beast had been caught

near Owen Sound. The idea belongs to

Wild Cat in the Rubber Linen Collar Company, of

Window. that town. The first wild cat which was
consigned to the Davies Co. created an

uproar in the baggage car and made good his escape near

Chesley. However, another was secured and it more than

did what was expected of it. A continual stream of

people flowed towards the window to see the savage ani-

mal.

THE history of making needles in England is a curious

one, for the art has been several times lost to Eng-

lish workmen since the reign of Queen Mary. Needles

were first made in England at that time by a negro from

Spain, who set up a shop and for a time prospered at

his trade. At his death it was found

that he had taught the trade to no one,

and the English had to go abroad for

their needles until 1565, when a German
a few mechanics the manner of their

The History of

Needle Making.

artisan taught

making.

The trade soon died out again for some reason, and

not until 1650 was it revived by a foreign workman, who
conducted his operations on so large a scale that there

was no longer any danger of the secret of their manufac-

ture being lost.

This was the first time that the method of making

them was not shrouded in secrecy, and soon the manufac-

ture of needles bee? me an important industry, the White-

chapel needles becoming famous the world over.

There are now several centres, in addition to the Lon-

don quarter, where the needle industry flourishes, Birming-

ham alone producing as many needles" in a day as the

original workman made in his lifetime.

CLOTHING DEPT. IN DRY GOODS STORE.

OGILVY'S exclusive dry goods store, St. Catherine

and Mountain streets, Montreal, is particularly

proud of its clothing: department, as the business

done is highlv creditable. Children's, boys' and youths'

clothing: is carried, since it is these lines that the moth-

ers chieflv buy. The storv of the success of this depart-

ment, an illustration of which appears, is briefly relat-

ed by the manager and buver, Mr. J. P. Parkinson.

An ideal location, splendid stock keeping:, and a judi-

cious use of printer's ink and display ideas, supplemented

by right buying:, succinctly tell the creditable showing:

of this department, which is so often regarded as a poor

business proposition in manv dry g:oods stores. Located

upon the second floor at the head of a broad, easy stair-

way, it at once confronts the customer entering this

floor either by the stairwav or the elevator. As noted

in the cut, the department is raised to the diemitv of a

separate store by the hieh shelving: which effectually cuts

it off from the mantle department. Two fitting rooms
are provided at the rear.

The stock arrangement exhibits both in^enuitv amd

knowledge gained by years of experience. Orderly dis-
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plays with a characteristic neatness and a judicious di-

vision of lines is the keynote. A knife could be drawn
along the piles of clothing. The children's lines are kept

in the high shelving with small sizes on the top of the

pile and larger ones underneath. The lines are ar-

ranged according to prices. The large tables are used

for boys' and young men's clothing, and the same idea

in arrangement is carried out, that is, every line arrang-
ed separately in piles with a graduated system of sizing.

The entire suit is kept in the pile; pants are never sep

arated.

Forms and display cards are wisely used, and at

special seasons appropriate decorations are made.

Clothing- Department of Ogilvy's Dry Goods Store, Montreal.

SECURE NEW WAREHOUSE.

Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson, wholesale clothiers and
men's furnishers, who have been located on Front street,

Toronto, have secured new premises in the Standard Bank
building, Wellington street west. They will occupy the

whole building with the exception of a part of the ground
floor, which is held by the bank.

The new warehouse will increase the business facilities

of this firm greatly. Of late the business has outgrown
its present floor space. It was impossible to accommo-
date the factory under the same roof and much of the

stick could not be kept in the Front street warehouse.
The inci-eased floor space in their new home will allow
Caulfeild, Burns & Gibson to have their factory in the same
building with the warehouse and will thus add to the
convenience of doing business.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., LIMITED.

John Macdonald & Co. have become incorporated un-
der the name of John Macdonald & Co., Limited. The
capital is fixed at $1,000,000. The directors are members
of the Macdonald family, with James Glanville.

Mr. Durand, manager of the Niagara. Neckwear Co.,
paid the Dry Goods Review a visit during the month.

Arthur St. Denis, clothier and men's furnisher,
Montreal, has assigned.

Negotiations are under way for the purchase of Holm-
dale Cotton Mills, Brantford. It is now only a question
of getting a switch to the factory. Aid. Schultz states
that the matter has been under way all Summer a r d
that the building is suitable in every way.
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WOOLLENS
CLOTHING
TRIMMINGS THE MERCHANT TAILOR

STYLES AT
HOME AND
ABROAD.

WINTER clothes arc now the prime requi-

site of men's attire, and the merchant

tailoring department is generally filled

up with orders. The extent of this busi-

ness was hardly realized by the public

till some figures came out during the recent Tariff Com
mission inquiry. The merchant tailor is, as a rule, not

a sentimentalist. lie wants to buy the best and most

suitable goods )u . (
. ani whatever be the source of them.

So Scotch and English goods are kept side by side with

those of Canadian manufacture. One noticeable feature

of the latter is the closeness with which Scotch patterns

are imitated by Canadian mills. Seen side by side a

standard Scotch design and a similar Canadian one can-

not be told apart. The best Canadian mills are now

turning out a quality of goods both in pattern and finish

that would be creditable to anv country.
* *

*

Coats made by one of the best King street tailors

in Toronto are decidedly long. Several which have em-

anated from his work shop were, longer than anything

which has appeared in recent years. They had two side

vents, fully seven inches in length. The effect could not

be considered good. It is probably a stage which fashion

must go through before returning to more normal condi-

tions. However, few will be found to respond to this

extreme, and it would not be advisable to urge it upon

customers. Almost certainly the wearer will become

dissatisfied.

Grey mixtures are still in the forefront for Winter

clothes, although the choice is very general. Brown
grounds with faint red lines still hold considerable favor,

and some of the most attractive of the season's offerings

are in these lines. Green, particularly in Scotch tweeds,

meets with great favor, and the patterns are indeed

worthy of it. The variety in all lines is good, and mon-
otony is less felt than it has been for several seasons.

The break from the all brown seasons of preceding

years is a matter for congratulation to tailors and their

customers alike.

A GOOD ROUND-UP.

STOCK-TAKING days in wholesale houses have re-

vealed remarkably small accumulations for the

wholesale clothiers to bid for, and the unanimous

verdict is a successful Fall season. Further, Spring ad-

vance orders are decidedly encouraging, and the outlook

is more favorable than in many seasons. The upward
tendency of prices has acted as an incentive for active

buying, and retailers have shown a tendency to order

more generously and in better lengths, especially of the

staple blacks and blues. Present rates are expected to

be maintained, and the result of the January wool sales

is predicted to keep the market steady. Crossbred wools,

which have shown such a phenomenal rise, continue

strong in tone.
• » •

*

Preparations for the Spring trade lend strength to

the premier position of greys in all fabrics. Plain goods

in medium shades are given firsl place, but the range of

small invisible cheeks i^ worthy of consideration. Small

patterns in every instance have the call. In worsted

these goods arc much admired, and nothing can be more
dressy than the plain smooth finish. Prices on these

lines are considerable higher, especially when compared

with the low level of 1902, and advances of from 2c. to

6c. per yard over recent quotations have been received

by wholesalers. Olivos easily rank second in popularity

throughout the range and show a tendency to strengthen

in favor. Notwithstanding the prevalence of greys and

olives in plain goods, the range of tweeds and home-

spuns has been ordered out more generously than ever

before. Greys, olives and greens are the favorite com-

binations. The browns, although much in favor- one

year ago, have not had the long run which was antici-

pated, and these goods have been offered at price con-

cessions in some instances. Brown is still used in the

combination idea to some extent.

* *
*

Overchecks were the decided novelty in the trade a

year ago, and never got beyond this point. Wide stripe

effects are being talked for ultra trade this year, but the

advance order business has been confined to the better

trade. Extravagant over colored materials are not

shown in the new fancy goods, and overchecks have evi-

dently seen their best days. The rainproof goods busi-

ness continues in an active state, and broken checks are

selling remarkably well. Plain goods have the best call.

NOTES OF THE FURNISHERS.
W. J. Darlington will open a merchant tailoring shop

in Quebec.

A. E. Miller made his initial trip on the road last

month. He is representing the Toronto Clothing Co.,

and is working the Western Ontario territory.

Mr. Sainsbury has severed his connection with the

Pant & Overall Co., and will establish a pant manufac-

turing factory early in January.

F. Woodhouse succeeds the merchant tailoring firm

of Woodhouse & Co., Haileybury.

W. J. Beal, tailor, Neepawa, has sold out to G. H.

Wall.

The stock of Ovide Aumais, merchant tailor, Mont-

real, was sold for the benefit of his creditors last month.

The Men's Wear Co., commission agents, Montreal,

made an assignment last month.

Wilks & Michaud have been placed in charge of the

clothing store of Herman & Stein, Montreal.

S. Sauve has bought out the tailoring business of A.

Larente, Montreal.

.1. B. Nadeau, clothier and men's furnisher. Quebec,

has made a voluntary assignment.

The men's furnishing store of W. J. W'augh, John and

King streets, Hamilton, suffered a severe loss by fire

<, last month. The damage is estimated at $3,000 for

stock and $1,000 building, all of which was covered by

insurance.

The Standard Mfg. Co., of Rock Island, P.Q., has

been organized to carry on the manufacture of shirts.

This company formerly carried on business in Stan

stead.

li'S
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Woolnap
MEN'S
Underwear

In addition to its non-irritating" and warmth-

giving qualities is notable for its shape, finish and

general excellence.

NO RAW EDGES.
PERFECTLY SHAPED

PERFECTLY FINISHED.

REINFORCED GUSSETS.

Double Construction Nap next the skin, and

being composed entirely of Pure Wool ensures

warmth and comfort.

ArVoolnap Underwear has careful

attention given to every detail, and is the product of

years of careful study and practical experience.

All Wholesale
Houses handle

Woolnap
Underwear

Woolnap
MEN'S
Underwear
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"Made in Canada"

We manufacture

Canvas Gloves and

Padded Mitts

Carpenters' Aprons

Overalls and

Jumpers
at prices to suit the trade.

Letter orders filled promptly.

The

Canadian Glove & Mitten Co.

Ingersoll, Ont.
Limited

Tm^I A ©OBraUKKSE

m (§n®w[

EE THAT

YOU
GET THE

RIGHT
KIND.

STOREY'S CLOVES ARE STANDARD FOR EXCEL-

LENCE OF MATERIAL, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP
AND DURABILITY.

THEY NEVER DISAPPOINT.

We also make MOCCASINS and MITTENS IN ALL NOVELTIES

THE GLOVERS OF CANADA. LIFTED

Nl/lG/IR/i NECKWE/iR C?1imited^ N IAGA RA TA 1*1*S
f.'f* 5fl M/IKERi OF*
1 c 1 1 ' AM ERIC7INSTYLES

OFNECKWEJIlC

DOMINION SUSPENDER CO.
\JtCAHJl ^MtilhS

s^UiPENDERi
GUARANTEED .
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SUCCESS
BRAND

EARL GREY BATTENBERG

Success Brand of

Collars and Cuffs

is a combination of twenty of the latest

and most popular styles of Men's Collars

worn to-day, which will be kept thoroughly

up-to-date by the addition of new shapes

as they appear. The aim of the Manu-
facturers in putting this brand on the

market is to give to the trade, at a lo70

Price, the benefit of many years of experi,

ence in the selection of Collar materials

and the manufacture of these goods, and
in return solicit the patronage which

this brand deserves.

Che Wholesale Only Supplied.

SUCCESS
BRAND

MARCONI HAYS
131
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HE'S HAPPY
AT LAST

RETURNED.
DEC 18 Wi

,

6

WW
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On tKeir Honeymoon
AT TORONTO

Dear Annie,

-lack had some business to attend to in Toronto, and so we

came here from Ottawa. This is the first time I have ever been in

Toronto and I was much pleased with all I saw. They have sucji

nice streets and so many places of interest and little side trips that

we have spent' several days here without knowing how rapidly the

time was passing. While walking up Yonge Street I was attracted

by some pretty suits in a store window and Jack made me come in

and we picked out one which he says becomes me more than any-

thing he has yet seen. It had the brand of " Miladi," of the Hart

Manufacturing Company, Limited of Montreal, on it, and when

Jack saw this that settled it, for he said if they made as good suits

as they did coats and skirts he wanted this brand every time. My
suit is of myrtle broadcloth and trimmed with braid to match.

Yours truly,

MARJOME.

Our Suits for the Fall and Winter season include the

neatest patterns possible to procure, with perfect fit,

nobby finish, and especially well tailored. Altogether

suits at popular prices, which will bring you business

and profit. jfi j* J- J>> J> & £<

19

The Hart Mnfg. Co., Limited

1633- 1637 Notre Dame Street

MONTREAL
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To the Trade :

OUR REPUTATION
for having a

COMPLET I

assortment in all lines for each

season will be more than demon-

strated when you see our five

floors flooded with the

CHOICEST FABRICS
from every renowned source

for the

SPRING TRADE
An early visit will be to your

interest.

John Macdonald & Co.

Wellington and Front Sts. E., TORONTO


